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Illustrated articles are denoted by an

asterisk (•), book notices by a dagger

^^The intention is to make this index

compl-ekensive. embodying a liberal se^

lection ot news notes togethei witn

mme "mportant articles, but at the same

time very concise. Much pains are taken

to brUig together matter relating to the

sanilsubject so that when a reader looks

an article he will be cited to related

numbers following names of mines or

companies usually refer to news notes

nnrl other lesser matters. Descriptive ai-

trctefaTe "appended .under titles (often

abbreviated) begining with dashes.

When the riiinor references are numer-
ous as in the case of "Anaconda, they

are' sometimes separately des gnated as

"notes." The unspecified entries may,
however, be important; occasionally, tor

"nstance, an editorial or other article is

entitled simply by a proper name. Thus,

the entries relating to the "Mexican situ-

ation" begin with a number of .major

ones, not distinguished in detail,, followed

by others which are so distinguished and
by a group of notes at the end. (Ad-

ditional notes on Mexico might, of course,

be found elsewhere under the manes ot

particular mines, etc.) With a major
entry or series of entries may be placed

several minor ones relating to the same
subject in order that its history may be

followed. This plan is employed the

more readily when the important articles

begin the series. The asterisks denoting
illustrated articles assist in finding them
and if the author's name be known it is

the simplest means of reference. Pro-
ductions are indexed under names ot

metals and countries or states, in im-
portant cases under both. The mere
juxtaposition of a mineral and geograph-
ical name usually signifies an output but

may cover other statistical or news
matter.
Following is a list ot the pages in-
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American Mg. Congress—San Fran-
Cisco meeting •
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—Suggested regulations for mines.. 402
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—Mining-law revision. See Laws.
—Notes
American Molybdenum
American Nettie. Colo . ••• 861

American Ore Flotation Co.; May-
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American Soc. Testing Materials. .80, 727
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"Safety Re-
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—Amals;amated dissolution. 116. 202 28/
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BoiUr plugs. Fusible tin ri64

Boiler settings. Cement gun tor. . . .'lOSl
Boilers, Moving water-tube, Gar-

flelil 61
Boise project, Dragline excavating on

SS2
Boise-Roehester Mg. Co 445, 'JSTi

Bolivia antimony mining 798
Bolivia copper concentration 102
Bolivia, Corrections regarding 487
Bolivia tin—Motor trucks lo. mines 97S
Bolivia tin-ore dressing, i^.allagua

•461, 'SIS, '555
Bolivia tin production 3S
Bolivia, Tin smelting in—Prospects

24
Bolivia, Trip through
Bolsinger, H. C, Death of 32
Bonanza-Butte, Mont sr.

Bonanza Cop. Mg. Co. See "Kenne-
cott."

Bone, A. J. Copper in slags 217
Bonus-system mucking, Montreal
Tunnel 477—Driving various tunnels 517

Book notices 112, 4S5, 650, S52, 1017
Bookwalter, J. W., Death of 614
Borax, U. S. production 308
Borman, A. H., Death of 451
Born, S. Modified pipette *727
Bornet mine. New Caledonia *23
Boss, Goodsprings. Nev S5
Boss Zinc, Ida 944
Boston Creek gold district 776
Boston & Mont 84, 205, 373, 578, 700
Bostwick, R. B 774
Bosworth, T. 491
Bouery, Pierre 940
Boulder County, Colo., mining.. 797, 1065—Mining Association's pamphlet.... 492—Hand-drilling contests 561
Boulder. Mont., batholith 794
Boulder, Mont., dist 205, 905
Boulder Tungsten Production Co.

35, 123, 165. 205, 454, 618, 699, 777
Boulton, W. G. Making primers.... 646
Boundary Red Mtn. G. M. Co 373
Bowen, H. P. Engineering methods.
Miami 'IS

Box-car dimensions 638
Bradbury, J. P., Death of 162
Braden Cop. Co. 125, 291, 374, 822,

988, 1028—Town named "Sewell" 281—Magazine—"Teniente Topics" 281—Early history of mines 389—Photos, of works. Sewell *398—Mining methods S31—Concentrator at Sewell •894—Kennecott deal 897, 899—Oxyacetylene welding •928
Bradford selective flotation 562
Bradley L. & Z. Co 741
Bradley, P. R 1019, 1023
Bradt, Harlan H 982
Bragg, J. H 940
Brakpan mines, Transvaal 321
Brainerd Co.. Mich 84
Brainerd-Cuyuna 84, 413
Brainerd Tunnel, Colo 247
Brake wheel. Facing oft •760
Braley, B. Poems 790. 1022
Brandt, M. S 201
Branner, Dr., Retirement of 1021
Brass, Zinc consumption for 449
Brasses, Structural, Failure of 640
Bray, E. V 901
Brazil—Ouro Preto photos.. .•1014, *1015
Brazilian monazite 759
Breitung iron-mining interests. .443, 445
Bretherton, W. B 80
Brick, Cost of unloading 847
Brick-laying costs. Smeltery 109
Bridge, S. D 1063
Bright, J. G., Death of 614
Briquetting process, CoUey 479
Bristol miner Mich 539
British. See also "United Kingdom,"
"War."

British Aluminium Co 570
British-Butte, Mont 124
Bi'itish Col.. Acquiring placer claims

in •757
British Col. Cop. Co 232, 742, 1028—Smelting data 18—Report 116—Smelting costs. Greenwood 109
—Note 125
British Col. magnesite discovery.... 384
Broad Pass country, Alaska. .. '391. 1046—Notes 122. 411, 453. 775
Broadwater mill. Park Cv 287, 738
Broken Hill and the war 95, 156
Broken Hill milling practice 151
Broken Hill Mining Report t4S5
Broken Hill Proprietary 157, 323. 468—Reports 230, 273
Broken Hill—Selective flotation 562
Broken Hill South report 231
Broken Hill—Zinc metallurgy 551
Brokers. Mining-stock 405. 407. 565.

646. 651, 687, 850
Brokers' convention, S. F 452, 630
Bronze, Zinc, Standard test specimen

of 564
Brooks. A. H. Fairbanks quartz pos-

sibilities 697
Brown, D. A.. Death of 367

Page
Brown & Finnell, Ida 49G. 987
Brownhoist larries, Midvale. lltah..^519
Brown's. .1. L., alloy patent 639
Brunner, Mund & Co 325
Brunswick Con 799
Brunton, D. W.. slope chart •967
Brunton, F. K. Smelting data, B. C,
Cop. Co IS, 109

Brush, Conveyor-belt ^680
Bucket elevator. Theory of •478
Buckskin Natl., Nev 620
Buddeus' zinc recovery from leach-

ing solutions 62
Buena Vista Iron Co 1046
Buffalo; Teck-Hughes 167, 414, 497,

540. 864
Buffalo-New Mex 413
Bulkley. J. Norman 32
Bullion, Nev 248, 659
Bullock, S. C. Trip through Bo-

livia •421
Bullwhacker Cop. Co 205, 539
Bullv Hill, Calif 246, 814
Bunker Hill. Calif 35—Report 202
Bunker Hill & Sullivan 332, 338. 339,

5-.J. 574, 376, 751, 819. 829, 886, 984—Ore weighing 520—Dorr thickener practice 639—Failing-rope indicator •esi
Burbridge zinc deposits. Que 617, 776
Burch, Albert 284
Burcham, W. D 696
Bureau of Commerce's activity 817

BUREAU OP MINES

—Accident statistics 816. 834—"Buying and Selling Ores" t449—Couer d'Alene laboratory 288—Directorship, The.. 199, ^397, 406, 898—Drill-bit tests. Piston •1008—Explosives statistics 26S—Flot.ation progress 68, 233—Fuse spitting with match 600—Holmes, J. A.. Death of 117, •lig—Law revision. See "Laws."—Monazite sand. Magnetic treatment
1011—Panama-Pac. exhibits. See "Pana-

ma-Pac."—Pulmonary diseases, Joplin 967,
976, 1049—Radium extraction 194, 964—Rescue car schedules 239, 404—Rules and Regulations 402. 842.

t853. 883. 926. 966—San Francisco field meet 286—Selby Smelter Comm. report 885—Tamping, Advantage of 103—U. S. Mining Statutes Annotated. . t650
Bureau of Standards. Radiation py-
rometers 313

Burgren, Arthur W 491
Burlingame, Walter E 243
Burma tungsten 50
Burns, W. B., Death of 367
Burr. F. L. Republic headframe

•379, ^430
Burrage-Ross case 31
Burro Mtn., N. M 37, 1068
Burton. H. E.. Death of 774
Bush, Faris V 162
Butler, B. S. Potash from tailings 877
Butte-Alex Scott, Mont. 85, 206, 701,

821, 944
Butte, Anaconda & Pac. ore train.. ^483
Butte & Bacorn 821
Butte-Ballaklava 205. 332, 944
Butte & Boston placer claim 778
Butte Cop. and Zinc Co 248, 413. 659
Butte-Duluth 205, 493, 578, 620, 988,

1068
Butte & Gt. Falls 36. 778, 941
Butte hand-drilling exhibition 561
Butte labor notes 33, 75, 77, 81, 163,

244, 410, 424, 452, 493, 535, 656, 697,
SIS, 984—Wages and work cure Socialism.. 962

Butte & London (see also "Rainbow
Lode") 373, 413, 539, 620, 659, 821.

941
Butte & Superior 30. 36. 85. 125. 205,

333, 373. 413, 496, 497, 540, 578, 662,
742. 779, 821, 941, 944, 1027—Elm Orlu apex suit 767—Reports, etc 604, 963. 1068

Butte & Zenith Cy 36, 1068
"Buying and Selling Ores" t449
Buying metals. Methods of 572, 979
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Calif, convict labor on road 369
Calif., Corporalion tax in 33
Calif, desert motor travel •835
Calif, dredging. See "Dredge."
Calif, drift mines •667
Calif. Forty-Niners, With the 881
Calif, gold and silver.. 244, 492, 528, 529
Calif. Industrial .\ccident Comm. 121,

202. 492, 73S
Calif, metal output in 1914 529
Calif. Metal Producers' Asso 818, 860
Calif. Mineral Production tl017
Calif, petroleum;
-Pro<luction, half year 238, 250
-Production, months.. 410, 574, 770, 1002
-Land cases 73s, 984
-Various notes 740. 941, 1024

I 'alif.. Platinum in 318
'.'alif.. Regulation of oil and gas

wells in 383
Calif, semi-monthly pay 81, 535
'."allow fiotation process ^919. 1001. ^1004
—Photo, at Anaconda plant •609
Calumet & Ariz.; New Cornelia 30,

„ 204, 289, 469, 904, 943—Timbering air-check doors 'lOS
Calumet & Hecla—Notes 7, •lO, 166

245. 247. 290. 370, 536, 617, 619, 700,
778, 987—Report 650—White Pine mine transportation .. ^304

Notes 455. 619. 778, 863, 905
Cambria mine, Calif,

C. O. D. mine, Colo 124. 372. 943
Cable. See "Rope," "Tramway,"

"Electric."
Cabot, C. M., Death of 491
Cache Creek Dredging 165, 658
Cages for hoisting men 968
Calamine mines, Sardinia •625. 765.

•794. 'Sll—Shipment to Baltimore 449
Calavada Mg. Co 739
Calaveras Cop. Co 371, 862, 904, 943
Caldo Mg. Co 738
Caldwell Chemical Co 1027
Caledonia mine, Ida... 338. 413. 577. 619
Calif, "blue-sky'' law 81, 242, 775

Cambria Steel Co. 654, 694, 736, 772
781, 866, 947, 990, 1030

Cameron, F. Flotation progress. .68. 233
Cameron, John, Death of 534
Cameron, Lieut. J 774
Cameron, W. McC 451Camp Bird, Colo 49, 50, 987. 1026Camp Carson mine. Ore ^472
Campbell, E. E 284
Campbell, H. C. Cost of winter coii-
struction • 565. 889

Campbell, J. C. Death of 162
Campbell, Lome A 1063
Campbell roasting kilns. Wis. ..387, 844
Camsell, Charles 409
Canada. See also "War."
Canada antimony 278Canada Copper Corp 945—Report ' ' * 232
Canada—Imperial Munitions Board! !l025
Canada iron and steel 384, 500 549
Canada nickel 300Canada petroleum '"

238
Canada. Salt Deposits ]

' +650
Canada tungsten ' 50
Canadian China Clay "'

660
Canadian Cop. Co. See "Interna-

tional Nickel Co."
Canadian Gold Fields Syn 37
Canadian-Klondyke

. .
." 248. 493—Dredging Development, Yukon.. 1039

Canadian Mg. and Explo. Co 411—Liquidates 1005
Canadian Mg. Inst, paper. ... ^1039, •1052
Canadian Pac. tunnel. Rogers Pass. 957
Canadian Zinc Co.; Zinc Co., LtdWeedon Mg. Co 330, 370, 497! 814—Correction 531Cananea Con. (see also ""Greene")

456, 1028
Caney field gas decline ^959 961Cansuran Placer Co 1005
Cantley. Col. Thomas 2oV"l063
Cappelen-Smith. E. A 409, 491 1063
Capital mine, Colo.—Ladders.. 1S6—Notes

53',s" 904
Caples. James, Death of.... '

S17
Car, Box, dimensions '' 638
Car, Charge, Midvale, Utah.. '^519
Car handling. Stockpile '•354
Car loader. Use of box.... ''

886
Car, Tram, finger guard ' ' ' '^475
Car wheels as sheaves •639' '^843
Car wheels. Mine, Roller bearings

f°r ^144
Carbonate Hill. Ida 496
Carbonate mine. Calif !!!!! 495
Carborundum, Zirconia, refractory

material 970
Cardiff, Utah 37, 167, 206, '291, 374
_ .^^ „ 456, 616, 701. 945
Caribbean Petroleum Co 35>
Caribou mine magnetic phenomenon

•934, 1016
Carlisle group, N. M S64
Carmichael, Norman 607 610
Carmichael, W.. Death of ' 901
Carnegie Steel Co.—James mixer suit 79
Carney Copper, Ida......... 49fi
Carnotite. See "Radium."
Carpenter iron mine 444
Carr, Homer L ' ' ' 696
Carranza. Recognition of . . . . 69'
Cars. See "Car."
Carter property, Va 164
Carver, D. F. Gold recovery at

placer ".
. . . •47''

Cascade Mg. Co .372, 444
Case flotation machine .^970
Case. P. N. Roller car bearings. .. .•144
Casey Plat, Calif., placer gold S3
Cash Boy. Nev 37. 822
Castello. F. S.. Death of 39
Castle Rock. Ida 372, 863, 1026
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Cattell, W. A. International Engi-
neering Congress "Transactions".. 408

Caucasus Cop. Co. in war 923
Caved slope, Mining ore from, Santa

Prancisca, Mex '71
Caving ot pillars, Braden 832
Cedar Creek Co., Ida 1027
Cedar Creek G. M. Co 895
Cedar-Talisman, Utah 374, 945
Cement gun for boiler settings '1051
Cement, New York 831
Cement, Selling, by bag 280
Cementation shaft-sinking process.. 58
Cemented pipe joints 1010
Cementing out copper on copper-

nickel matte 764
Centennial, Micli .'!.'!.'.'.' .'370,' 536, 700, 778
Central Chile Cop. Co '787
Central Eureka, Calif... 35, 165, 537, 577
Central Zinc Co., Gt. Brit 322
Cerro de Pasco 742,1028
Cerro Gordo, Calif. 35, 495, 537, 862, 1067
Chain ladder. Simple 355
Chain ladders unnecessary! 730
Chain screen door, Wiegand '972
Chains, How to designate 1007
Chairs, Martin's automatic landing. .•761
Chamberlain, P. F. Two Cornishmen
and a jackhamer 718

Chambers dipper tooth •973
Chambers-Ferland, Ont 620
Champ d'Or French Gold 291, 659
Champion mine, Calif 165
Champion, Mich 372
Champlin, S. H. Ignition ot magne-
sium pyrophosphate 726

Chance, H. M. Conservation of min-..
eral resources 913

Change and wash house 1049
Change house, Aurora Con •310
Channing, J. P. Copper in slag. .216, 264
Chaplin, Cecil, Death of 162
Chapman, J. R. Concrete switch-
board •476

Chapman Smelting Co 304
Charcoal Iron Co. of Am 124
Charge car, Midvale, Utah •SIS
Charles, H. L. Fettling reverbera-

tories 648, 851
Charles, Vf. W 328
Charlton, D. E. Chute door ^226
•—Shaft-ladderway cover '269—Safety staging hook ^311—Hoisting-rope sliding board ^393—Blacksmith-shop tool rack •ese—Drinking fountain for mine •677
Chart, Brunton slope 967
Chart, Concrete cost computing. .. .•gSO
Charts, Coal ^600, ^636
Charts for pulp problems •SS
Chase, B. E. Magnetic phenomenon

•934, 1016
Chase, M. F 1023
Chemical dealers don't answer in-

quiries. Why 30
Chemical engineering, Columbia.... 614
Chemical German 1485
Chemical Industries Exposition 441
—Notes 177, 983
Chemical prices, Advance in, due to
war 831

Chemists' Club, N. T 983
Cheney, C. A., Jr. What the dip
needle can and cannot do 193, 363

Cheney, F. C 534
Cherokee, Mich 247, 863
Cheyney, T. P., Death of 696
Chicago-Boston mine, Ida 538
Chicago, Mil. & St. P. electrification

854, 924
Chicago "Simplate" compressor valve

•805
Chief Con., Utah; Scotia 37, 206, 248,

414, 456, 540, 660, 753, 818. 864, 1025,
1028

—Report 604
Chiksan Mg. Co 1028
Chile. See also "Braden."
Chile coal and coke 500
Chile Cop. Co.; Chile Exploration Co.;
Chuquicamata 75, 291, 374—Ross-Burrage case 31

Chile copper-export tax 348
Chile mineral exports 447
Chile molybdenum and tungsten 977
Chile nitrate—Loans to producers.. 87—Exports 447, 991
Chile, Potash deposits in 218
Chile—Smelting at Panulcillo ^787
Chimneys, Steel, Foundation bolts

for •718
China antimony 277, 668
China asbestos discovery 486
Chinese currency-reform schemes... 810
China—Hunan mineral resources

596, 668
China—Manchurian notes.. 506, 543, 997
China. Mica in 140
China, Mining conditions in 26
China, Mining in 468
China refuses monopoly to Standard
„ Oil 362
China tin exports 262
China zinc production 486
Chinese mining. You Bet dist 329
Chino Cop. Co 167—Reports 20. 282. 837
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Chippewa Falls development 965
Chisana notes 575, 820
Chosen, Mining in ^196, 272, ^275,

•527, ^567
Christmas Mine, Ariz 985
Chrome, Calif., development 286, 537,

1026
Chrome iron-ore production 362
Chrome-ore mining, Quebec 543
Chromic-iron deposit, Alaska 818
Chromium-cobalt alloy, stellite 711
Chromium supplies limited 159
Chronology of mining 75, 282, 446,

630, 799, 978
Chuck-bolt bender. Home-made. .. .•718
Chuquicamata. See "Chile."
Churn drill. See "Drill."
Chute door. Rock- and ore- ^226
Chute hook. Improved ^227
Chute, Hydraulic tailings-disposal. .^963
Cinnabar. See "Quicksilver."
Circle, Hydraulic Mining at ^962
City Deep, Transvaal 322
City of Cobalt, Ont 414
Claim, Forfeiture of co-owner's in-

terest in 570
Claims, Acquiring placer, B. C ^757
Claims, Nature of title to 666
Clamps, Ussher underground pipe... '973
Clapp, Frederick G 1023
Clark, Patrick, Estate of 450
Clark, W. A., acquires Colo, uranium
and vanadium deposits 697

Clark, W. W. Vanadium alloys.... 639
Clarke, K. S. Conveyor-belt brush.. •680
Classification, Broken Hill 151
Classification, technical literature.. 158
Classifier, Rotary concentrator and.. •358
Clausthal, Ore dressing at •425
Cleaning up—Fairbanks sluicing. . .•996
Clearwater G. & C. Co 896
Clennell, J. B. Concentration for-
mulas 724, 889

Cleopatra and Hall, Ariz 289
Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Co. 36, 124, 332,

413, 443, 776, 944, 977, 987, 1067, 1068—Portable loading machine •483—^Lake Angeline purchase, etc. 528,
619, 778

Cleveland mine. Wis ^341
Clevenger on zinc recovery from cy-
anide precipitates 318

Cliff Gold, Alaska.. 412, 616, 739, 820. 943
Clifton-Morenci strike 525, *605, 610.

692, ^731, ^1054—Correction as to wages 607—Petition for Governor's recall.... 942—Notes 495, 532, 577, 698, 776, 819,
903, 939, 943, 986, 1026, 1066

Clinchfleld Products Corp 373
Clinton mine switch ^309
Clip for detonator; making primer:.

•13, 118, 646
Clonkey. H. Electrolytic method for
copper 150

Coal. Alaska, mining 577. 819
Coal. Anthracite, cases 78, 781
Coal. Anthracite, taxation 781
Coal, Asiatic Turkey •715. 716
Coal, Austria-Hungary 214, 543
Coal. British, statistics 6. 543. 564
Coal charts •600, ^636
Coal, Chile, and coke 500
Coal, Danish island. Bornholm 924
Coal. France 500
Coal, Manchuria, discovery 99'7

Coal, Powdered, Data on burning. . . . 764
Coal, Powdered, for locomotives, etc. 19
Coal, Preparing pulverized, for re-
verberatory furnaces 803

Coal-pulverizing plant, Anaconda
Cop. Mg. Co.'s; Warford burners,
etc '45

Coal, Spltzbergen, mining 672
Coal statistics. U. S 459
Coal storage. Powdered 312
Coal tar in flotation 591
Coal, Utah 287
Coal, Venezuela 352
Coast Mfg. and Supply Co.—Puses.. 968
Coats, Charles M 451
Coatesville Rolling Mill Co 654
Cobalt-chromium alloy, stellite 711
Cobalt coinage proposed. Can 903
Cobalt Lake Mg. Co 414
Cobalt, Ont.—New projects 942
Cockerill's zinc distillation 488
Co-employees, Negligence of 141
Coeur d'Alene Antimony Co 700, 905
Coeur d'Alene Development Co 245
Coeur d'Alene experimental labora-

tory 288
Coeur d'Alene Galena 741
Coeur d'Alene lead smelting,. .. .572, 'TSl—Notes 574, 576, 819, 984
Coeur d'Alenes, Antimony 453
Coeur d'Alenes, Metallurgy ^827—Photos, of mills *S48—Map of mill locations '1044
Coeur d'Alenes, New developments

in .•337
Coffey, R. C 120
Coke-oven production, Byproduct. . 826
Coke plant. Byproduct at Corrigan,
McKinney & Co. blast furna;ces. . . . 469

Coke plant model, Koppers byprod-
uct ^470
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Colby mine, Mich., methods 105, 226. 638
Cole, D. Ariz. Cop. Co.'s Dorr thick-
ener '131

CoUbran-Bostwick Devel. Co •567
College teams in first-aid meet 404
Colley briquetting process 479
Collins, G. E. Wood vs. steel lad-

ders ^186
Collins silver discovery 617
Colombia—Antioquia placers ^585
Colombia dredging—More dredges.. 976—Notes 206, 248
Colombia gold exports 283
Colomo-East Notaway litigation.... 699—Correction 863
Colonial Mg. (see also "Little Pitts-

burg") 619, 905.944
Colorado—Boulder County mining

797. 492. 1065
Colo. P. & I. Co 818—Report 603
Colo, gold and silver 528
Colo. G. M. & S. Co 410
Colo, labor—Fed. report answered.. 492
Colo. Manganese M. & S. Co. 123, 538
Colo. Metal Co 984
Colo. Metal M. & R. Co.; Western
Metals Co 372, 741

Colo, mineral production, current.... 121
Colo, mining companies. Defunct.... 574
Colo. River Placers 862
Colo. School of Mines 120, 1063—Holmes Professorship 409. 484
Colo. Scientific Soc. 979, •1021, 1062.

1064
Colo. Springs & Cripple Cr. R.R 492
Colo, workmen's compensation 121,

287 330
Columbia Con.. Nev. Co.. Calif.. 35,'

820 987
Columbia mine, S. D ^844, 906. •932
Columbia School of Mines 878
Columbia Univ. chemical engineering 614
Comet Mines Co 455
Commonwealth, Ariz 469
Compass, Telling time with 802
Compensrtion, Calif 492, 738
Compensation, Colo 121, 287,330
Compensation, Mont 121, 370—Anaconda's posted notice 81
Compressor, Air. See "Air."
Computer, Ross precision ^971
Comstock, Developments on 860
Comstock Lode, how named 327—Virginia City stories 281, 450, 489,

533, 612
Comstock Pumping Asso 37, 85, 578
Comstock, T. B., Death of 243
Concentrating Gold King ores •633
Concentrating table ^641
Concentrating tables. Camp Carson.. •473
Concentration. See also "Separa-

tion," "Flotation," "Classification,"
"Jigging."

Concentration, Ariz. Cop. Co.—Dorr
thickener ^131

Concentration at Clausthal '425
Concentration, Bolivian copper 102
Concentration, Cuyuna manganifer-
ous ores 400

Concentration formulas 724, 889
Concentration, Sardinia ^794, •gil
Concentration, Tin, Llallagua. .•461,

•513, '555
Concentration, Wet, flotation and

leaching recoveries 30
Concentration, Wis. zinc dist. •385,

•752, 844
Concentrator and classifier. Rotary. ^358
Concentrator. Braden Cop. Co.'s 831. ^894
Concrete—Cement gun for pointing

up boiler settings ^1051
Concrete cost computing chart ^930
Concrete costs in mill construction;
winter concrete •346, 565. 646. 889

Concrete distributor. Compressed
„ Air .749
Concrete roads. Measuring sand and
stone for •763

Concrete, Sewer tile of ^188, 355
Concrete switchboard ^476
Concrete underground ore pocket.

Cop. Queen •ssg
Concreting Tough-Oakes mill ^871
Condemn land, Power to 757
Congo—Katanga copper 249, 291,

„, . 308, 1028
Congor Mining, Utah 1028
Coniagas Mines, Ont 282, 414, 742
Coniagas Reduc. Co., Ont 122 300
Conner, W. A.. Death of 1023
Connor, J. D 655
Conservation of mineral resources.. 913
Consol. Ariz. Smelting Co 126, 469
Consol. Calif.-Nev. Co 1025
Consol. Coppermines Co.—Drilling
campaign 234

Consol. Gold Fields of So. Af.

—

Searles Lake potash 936—Dredging in Colombia 976
Consol. Interstate-Callahan 338, 413,

494, 496, 619, 741. 751, 830. 863. 987,
1026

—Makes record profits 384—Photo, of mill ^609
—The fight, etc 752, 819, 902
—Reports 895. 905
Consol. Langlaagte 322
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Copper. Alaska—Alleged discoveries 857

Copppr, Argentina, discovery ^^^

Copper. .Asiatic Turkey
355

•715, 716

Copper, Bolivian, concentration 102

Copper. B. C, discoveries 776

Copper, Calif., in 1914 _
. . 529

Copper cathodes. Preventing action

of ferric iron on .:a^„".:
Copper. Chile. See also "Chile,

"Braden."
Copper, Chile, exports

i;--.;".7S7
Copper, Chile—Panulcillo smelting •JS?
Coppe- i^^^^o 1^*

118, ui,,j^., China
Copper companies' dividend policy

Copper concentration—Ariz. Copper
Co.'s Dorr thickener 1->1

Copper country shaft-rockhouse
^

practice ^•: ' ana
Copper dividends. Porphyry 978

Copper dumps. Bristol. Conn. .... .... 450

Copper export taxes, South Am. ^348,^^^^

Copper flotation. See "Flotation."
Copper furnaces, Reverberatory, Fet-

tling ....648, 851

Copper, Gas absorption by refined .5^
Copper, Germany 449, 1056

—New refinery-Niederschqnwelde 51^
—Swiss and Belgian supplies --SSS, 900

Copper, how it is bought ....... bTZ, »(»

Copper in nitric-acid solution, Elec-
trolvtic method for i»»

Copper, .Tapan—Ashio smeltery ... .'998

Copper Katanga 249, 291. 308 1028
Copper King. Calif 331. 495

Copper King. Wash l-i"

Copper leaching:
—Anaconda :^-y °^' ijn—Bacon's precipitation method .... M"
—Cal. & Hec; Cop. Range; Winona 245

—Hvbinette process 60^
—Van Arsdale's ore treatment • bl

—W^et concentration, flotation and
leaching recoveries .

30

—Zinc recovery from solutions

—

Buddeus' process • "-

Copper matte. Converting leady. El
Paso "

Copper, Mich!, estimates 453

Copper-mill tailings. Potash in 877

Copper, Nev., in 1914 530

Copper. Newfoundland, mining '675

Copper-nickel separation. Electro-
Ivtic »81

.—Cementing out copper In copper-
nickel matte 764

Copper. Norway—Gas-fired rever-
beratory, Sulitjelma 'lOSS

Copper ore. Table showing minimum
grade of, and profits , •,• .• ST

Copper-ore treatment. Van Arsdale s bl

Copper ores. Origin of Bingham dis-

seminated j!??
Copper, Peru "'l
Copper Queen, Ariz 4b»
—Bag for dvnamite and fuse 'ova

—Concrete underground ore pocket*h59
—Cost of road building 847

—Protecting reverberatory furnace
walls ••• 813

—Compressed-air equalizing system

Copper Range Con. (Baltic, Cham-
pion. Trimbuntain)—Report ••••• "J—Shaft-rockhouse practice 7, 5b

—Angove skip-dumping system .... bdb

—Notes.... 205, 245, 453, 455, 617, 741, 863

Copper, Russian output lH, 44b

Copper selling for export ,Vr"ino?
Copper, Serbian, mines 7.J.), l«^i
Copper-shipment delay profit . . . ... abb

Copper situation, prospects, etc. 198,

280, 325, 326, 532, 855, 979

Cordeau-Bickford, Use of. In deep-
blast firing 1007

Cordwood, Transporting, cheaply ... .•144

Corey. W. E .580, 614, 654. 772
Cork's, Boring rubber 440, 1013
Cornishmen, Two, and a Jackhamer 718
Corporations, Defunct, Colo 574
Correspondence-school graduates... 25
Corrigan. McKinney & Co 469, 977
Corrosion of iron pans in zinc melt-

ing •
478

Cost. See also reports under names
of companies.

Cost. Aurora change house •SIO
Cost, Concrete, computing chart ....•930
Cost, Mining. Basic principles 878
Cost of an ounce of gold at world's

leading mines 49, 730
Cost of doing things:
—Drilling in potash prospecting by

R.R. Valley Co., Nev.; smelting
at Greenwood by B. C. Cop. Co.;
smeltery brick-laying. Salt Lake
Valley 108

—Mining, Treadwell group. Alaska;
dredging and hydraulicking, Yu-
kon: Belmont mill construction.
Tonopah 480

—Sinking 900-ft. shaft, Nev.; stop-
ing. Mineville. N. T.: milling.
Treadwell mines. Alaska; elec-
tric iron-smelting plant. Sweden;
road building. Cop. Queen; un-
loading brick. Salt Lake ^845

Cost of mill construction ^345
.—Winter concreting, etc. 347, 565,

646, 889
Cost of mine openings 791
Costa Rican export duty 595
Costa Rican production 116
Costs—Bonus system, tunnel driving 517
Costs. Comparative timbering, in

Goldfield mines and N. T. subway. .^689

Costs. Fairbanks winter mining. .. .•711

Costs. Llallagua tin dist •SS?
Costs, Messhouse operation 104
Costs, organization and management,
Nevada Con •'71

Costs, Republic steel headframe ..•434
Costs, Roosevelt tunnel driving ....^548
Costs. Steam-turbine 134
Costs—Table showing minimum
grade of copper ore and profits.. 882

Costs, Tough-Oakes mill const. •872. ^915
Costs. Underground hoisting-station '751
Costs. Yukon dredging 481. ^1043
Cottrell process. Condensing silver-

refinery fume by b°l
Cowles, Russell A 614
Cox, W. Ray 534
Cram, J. K 284
Crandall, S. A. The unemployed en-

gineer 68
Crane. G. W. Tintic geology 753
Crawford. P. S. Timbering air-check
doors in motor-haulage drift ....^105

—Taking diamond out of raise 269
Creighton mine. Ont 540
Cresson Gold Mg. Co. 330, 455, 656, 778
Crimora Manganese Corp 906, 978
Cripple Creek drainage. See "Roose-

velt."
Cripple Creek, Flotation at 964
Cripple Creek production 1065
Cripple Creek. Tenderfoot Hill 344
Crites & Peldman 435
Croesus gold mine, Ida 1066
Croesus Mg. Co., Calif.; Oriental
mine, etc 282, 289, 820

Cromwell, R. H. Steel shaft timber-
ing ^802

Crossover, Calculating diamond, for
shaft bottom ^762

Crown King, Ariz 331
Crown Mines, Transvaal 321, 322
Crown-Reserve, Ont. 414, 699, 701, 742
Crucible tongs, N. J. Fdy. and Mach.

Co.'s "Delta" 18
Crushing fineness for assaying 235,

318. 408, 649. 851, 1016
Crushing practice. Broken Hill .... 151
Crushing—Shaft-rockhouse practice. ^___

cop. country . .
.'1

905, 1068

Cuyuna tonnage for 1915 •. 103

Cyanicide, Potassium permanganate
^^^^

Cyanide' 'eczema. Remedy for 357

Cyanide making in Russia 4^a

Cyanide-fusion method, tin assay.. "55^

Cyanide mill, Elko Prince 174

Cyanide mill. Piegan-Gloster •••••l"
Cvanide mill, Tough-Oakes ••8b9, •gis

Cyanide mill. Zinc in ••..•• ,b»o

Cyanide plant design. Simple 'b^i

Cyanide precipitates. Refining ozJ

Cyanide precipitates, Zinc recovery
from .•• •• 318

Cyanide solution assay, lead-acetate
method ' Jfl

Cvanide solution weir, V-notch ....•142
C'vanide solutions. Assaying gold-
'bearing, St. John del Rey 150

Cvanlding, Alaska-Treadwell—Elec-
tric precipitate-melting furnace . .'270

Cyaniding, Amador Con ^255, •Sgs
Cvaniding concentrates 930
Cvaniding, Golden Reward mill

—

"Diaphragm pumps for slimes ••106
Cvaniding in closed vessels 900
Cyaniding—Raising drum-filter vac-
uum .1?;

Cyaniding—Shapley solution meter.. ^885
C'yaniding—Slide rule for pulp meas-
urement 228

Cvaniding—Solving pulp problems by
graphic methods ^98

Cyaniding, Wasp No. 2—Zlnc-shav-^

Crushing tests. Comparison of 772
Cryolite imports into U. S R9JJ
Cuba, Blasting experiments in 1007
Cuba Cop. Co ; V -.

, „y2
Cuba, Midvale buys ore lands in ....1046
Cuban iron ore. Do nickel minerals

underlie? • • • • 1g
Cullen's detonator clip 'IS, 118
Culver-Baer mine. Calif i.?„?
Cummings. L. M. Drill-bit tests ..•1008
Cupellation losses. Sharwood on 522

Curie. J. H • •.
573

Curran H T. Mill-construction cost
t urran. n.

^^^^ ^g^^ ^^^

Curtin. Charles J SIJ
Cusi Mg. Co., Mex 374

ing disposal ^725

D
Dailey. William M 655
Dake, C. L. Bog iron ores 74
Dalas. Prank L 901
Daly-Judge. Utah ..333, 578, 738, 742, 822
—Callow flotation process 919, ^923
Danger-sign holder •477
Daniell, John 774
Dark Thunder Mtn., N. M., zinc dis-
covery 864

Darling, C. R. Pyrometry 519
Data, Standardization of 735, 772
Daudt, H. W. Filtering aluminum
hydroxide 1012

Dane, B. 201
David, L. C. Russian mining laws

protect worker 51
Davis-Daly, Mont. 205. 247. 332, 413,

578, 620, 659. 778, 988
—Reports 273, 1068
Davis. Diamondfleld Jack 940
Davis, W. H., Death of 858
Davison Co.'s furnace lining 885
Day-Bristol properties, Nev 1025
Day, Henry P 982
Dav. W. S., Mg. Co 618
De Lurv, Justin S 284. 573
De Meli. H. A.. Death of 243
De Sollar. T. C. Quincy rockhouse

practice 53
De Vescovl, Silvio 32
Dead heading. Ventilating '226
Death Valley, Mining in •SI, •640
Deep Gravel mine. Ore 213, '214
Defender mine, Calif 331
Delia mine, B. C 540
Democracy and inefficiency 405
Denmark. Coal—Bornholm Island . . 924
Penny. George A 858
Denver ball-mill bulletin 973
Denver drill steel collaring machine

•682
Denver electric rock drill •972
Denver, Exposition in 452
Denver Fire Clay Co.'s laboratory

flotation machine ^970
Denver mint gold deposits ....286. 535
Denver & Rio Grande Ry 535
Derby, O. A., Death of 940
Derry Ranch Gold Dr 84. 699
Desert country motor travel ^835
Desulphurizing and agglomerating.
Rotary kilns for 601

Determinative Mineralogy t852
Detonator clip; making primers •13,

lis, 646
Detroit Cop. Mg. Co. (see also "Cllf-
ton-Morenci strike") 469

—Sampling prospect drill holes ....•301
Deutsche Molvbdanwerke 589
Dewev, F. P. Fineness of crushing

for assaying 318, 649. 851. 1016
Dexter-White Caps. Nev 37, 742—Report 17
Diamond business and war 981
Diamond crossover for shaft bottom,
Calculating •762

Diamond drilling. See "Drilling."
Diamond-mining photos.. So. Af •974
Diamond Power Specialty Co 1064
Diamond, Taking, out of raise 269
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Diamonds, India 653
Diamonds, Venezuela, etc. . . 340
Dickenson, E. H. Shrinkage stopingi'ST.';
Dickinson. E. S 409
Diehl. Ambrose N 69g
Diesel engine, Fairbanks-Morse ..!' 'SSSDiesel engines at Llallagua . . 'SSfi
Dillon, T. M. Kitchen assaying..!; 25Dinero Mg. Co 820Dinkey, A. C. 614, 623,' VbV, 655Dip needle. What it can and cannot

.193, 363

Page
Drill steel and its treatment—Trans-
vaal tests *1003

Drill steel collaring machine, Denver
•682

Drill—Sullivan air-feed drifter ....'gST
Drill, Western Electric hammer ....'eSS
Drilling—Backstoping with breast

holes •354
Drilling campaign. Con. Copper Mines

Co. 34
600

Dipper tooth. Chambers easy-load-
ing

Diver at Minevllle. N
r>ivide district. Nev. . . 453Dividends—By months 72, '2'4'2',' VoY,

61*? 773 939—Latest and totals (page tables) 129,"

ni„i 1 , r, .
3^''. 501, 705, 948Dividends. Porphyry copper 97sDiving for gold, Calif 371l)ixie mining dist., Ida ' 391

JJo^k, S. B. Rotary kilns 601Dobbs, Gerald G. .

.

SniDobie mine, Ont '.'. Vgv ?4nDoctor-Jackpot, Colo. .. 496Doctor mine, Gunnison Co., Cold.' '.'.'.[ 24 7Dodds discovery, Kowkash 453, 494
,, , 536, 595, 617odge gypsum, Miocene age 466
Jodge, .T. M.. Death of .... 1023olomite and slag furnace lining'!! 8S5Dome Lake, Ont 206 374 414 77qDome Mines, Ont. 125, 374.' 497, 540!
r>„„ .

'

660! 864—Keports 79 7ni in->i>Dominion Reduction c'o.'s5, 540. 620 660Dominion Steel Corp. ' ?Sc
Donahue, E. J. W. ...!!! 943
Donner, William H. 654, 694, 736! 7'8'i; 866
Door PhlT^'^

'^'"'^^- ^^^ "US. Steel."Door, Chain-screen, Codd "Wiegand" •97''Door, Impvd. safety dump ..^ ' .ili
noor. Rock- and 6re-chute ."sDoors Timbering air-check, n mo^tor-haulage drift •lOIDorfmann, A. Zinc in cvanide ' nii'li 6^0
Dorr Pr°P<-««' Rlko Prince mill 474

°Xr^^"i^n^".'^.':'
'"'ermittent dis-

Dorr tl1^}^''''^'''A'-'^- Cop- co.'-s ' : : : : •isiJioir thickener foam sweep iioinDouglas. James ." ' ' ' ' V44-. ^gJ9Down Town Mines Co " tin
Do.vie, Matthew, Death'of 40?Drafting. See "Drawing.'' "^

if/is"dayi'''"'
<''"'=^^ates 60.000 yd.

D;'a|onV^;5''.^lTra°h''^'
^'-''PPi"^' wHh 436

Dragoon Tungsten. Ariz! '.'.
'1067

^Rooflveu"' ""'• R^x'^^veli.'
'

' 'see""
Draining ground before sinking looqDraining swamp by air lifts ^ '"402
I^.^^'.'ns-—Erasing knife . 9^6

D awing ''f^''^
''•"=«• P«" kink 'for'

! !.l5l

-oriwi;;ir^i>-|,rnic°ar .^"^^" -^-.
t650

Drawinl'^T '^'^ '""^'hods, 'Mi-ami !!!!!! '°16

ftrsh^l^Js""''"^''" '"'• '""^i"^ °^^^,
"•awing table for fi'e'ldWork ^304ing^triangle. Universal angle! !iloB9

V.f.illfti^T"^----^''-^!. i^3,"2'4'6',4

"noU.'."^'
^'''"""bia-Mor'e ' 'dredges 976

I >ray

Drod
I 'I'TdljInf pg^f-

Vf^'-iou's 'c'pm'p'an'i'e"s. .' "49

UrilLir,^ Ji"*^'®^ operations 965
' - ner. Seward Peninsula.. 00?

' • « g Yu^on'^n*^';^'''^'
Alaska!! 6 6^ UK. 1 UKon, costs 4C1 *TnA'>"•"It^.ng. Yukon, development' 'ij-sg,"'^

'rier. See also "Drying"
'^"^

rier for compressed air . . . .991;

lllfl
"""^^ of Calif. , ,U^

rifter. Sullivan air-feed !!! ! .ttl
-r \K '"Pa"' man sees it .r^ll bits. Piston. Comparative' teits

Drilling contest, Mullan
Drilling-contest results. Fourth of

July, at Wallace and Goldfleld . . . . 353
Drilling contests at Boulder, Virginia

Cy., Mother Lode. Butte, Miami,
Jamestown 56I

Drilling costs, jjotash prospecting. . . . 108
Drilling—Draining before sinking. . 1009
Drilling methods. Wis •343
Drilling practice, Mesabi '178
Drilling, Road-building costs for .... 847
Drilling scheme, Diamond, White
Pine E.xt 678

Drills, Hammer and piston, in
shrinkage sloping •S75

Drills, Rock, How to choose 719
Drills, The (poetry) 790
Drinking fountain for mine ^677
Drossing apparatus, Bardill ^969
Drum-filter vacuum. Raising ^724
Drummond, George B 491
Dry Canon dist., Utah ....291, 540, 1028
Dry Gulch, Mont., strike 124
Drying. See also "Drier."
Drying table. Steam-jacketed, for

tailing samples. Miami 'OegDu Pont Co.—Wins decision 72—Increases capital 391, 489. 774—Plans electro-chemical plant .... 779—Electric blasting caps .311—Electric squibs 677—Independent rrianufacturers 326
Du Pont. T. Coleman 'ISS
Duluth & I. R. Ry 700, 861, 1068
Duluth, Missabe & Northern iron-ore
loading record 12Dump and grizzlies, Quincy !*103

Dump door, Impvd. safety •436
Dumps. Utilizing Utah mine 738
Duncan, Charles E 409, 1063
Dunkin mine. Colo 124, 1065
Dunn, B. W. Powder-house distances 842
Duquesne M. & R., Ariz 123
Durant, H. T 284
—Refining cyanide precipitates . . . ! 523
Durfee. J. A 243, 284
Dust. See also "Flue dust."
Dust and tuberculosis, Joplin 976
Dutch East Indies petroleum 238
Dutch Guiana. See "Guiana."
Dutch-Sweeney and App mines 412,

Dwight-Lloyd sintering, Salida.... 312
Dynamite. See "Explosives," "Blast-

E
Eagle & Blue Bell 24.S, 333, 414, 864,

T, , , ,
9"6. 945

I'-agle marble quarry, Calif. .
a.r;

Eagle M. & M. Co. . . :

' ' 957
Kakin. H. M. Juneau gold belt ! 837
Earth temperatures. Normal .... 475Earth tremors on Rand 833
East Butte, Mont. 332, 578, 742, S64

941, 9SS, '1027
• -Report 90
East Caledonia, Ida
East Norrie. Sinking shaft "C"
East Notaway mine, Colo. . .

-Correction
East Rand Prop
Easter, H. F. Smelting, El Paso 3,56!

T-. ., . ,-, "40,
li.oho. S. D.—Air-conipressor cool-
ing 'isg

Economic, Calif ' 331
Eddy, L. H. Milling below sea level ^51—Bagley scraper for gravel .... •9,57
—Regulating oil and gas wells, Calif. 383

659
•437
699
863

680

t country•—Motor travel,
Eighty-Five Mg. Co"' Welding at BiadenEk.

835
660
928
603
699

Drill bits. Ter

800

•1008

"link ^.""'"•. .P''°«P«''t holes, 'samp/"*

'rill'
,;^^nvereiect'r'ic' 'ro'c'k '::::'" 'll^l

. ';°'<l\
"'nts on loading 761'nlK Jackhamer, and two C^fnishl "

m'i'lie
'^^klmm'er'," d'r'ift'i'n'g.'

'

Coihy

shaft sinking.

71S

Jackhamer.
< Oak mine

11 1
Vl'^Jne'' vs. piston .... ' »««

V,l'
CrosP^^cting, for Alaska 'piac^

JJi'll -sharpener. Hardsocg Wonder! •191

El Oro Mg. & Ry. Co. report
El Paso Con., Colo. . . 49

'

YiV
El Paso Smeltery, Tex.—Oil-

fired settlers 355—Sampling lead bullion ! ! ! !
' 640

—Converting leadv copper matte.. 680El Tigre. See "Tigre."
Eldridge, Scott, Death of 39
Electric blasting caps for wet workDu Pont 3J1Electric blasting saves. Ho'w!!!!"' 80''
Electric cable, Handling. under-
ground SQJElectric furnace, United Steel 'co.'s! 682

Jilectric iron smelting. Norway
Sw^eden 40' oci

—Cost of Hagfors plan't ".'..'.'.'.'.'
'

sJ'?—Note gi
Electric locomotives. Largest,' '

etc.',
Chi., Mil. & St. P S54 924Electric manganese-steel mfr., WablIron Wks., Ont 861Electric motor starter, Improvised-Water barrel .549

Page
Electric precipitate-melting furnace. •270
Electric squibs for black powder . . 677
Electric steel-furnace heat losses.. 804
Electric steel production. Various .. 224
Electrical Engineers, Fowle's Stand-
ard Handbook for t485

Electrical plant, Tough-Oakes mill..^915
Electrical plant, Wakefield Iron Co...*349
Electricity—Kv.-a. convention 925
Electro-analysis of second group of
metals 521

Electrolytic anodes. Welding up
scrap-nickel 19

Electrolytic antimony refining 843
Electrolytic cathodes, (Copper, Pre-
venting action of ferric iron ore.. 520

Electrolytic copper-nickel separa-
tion 681—Cementing out copper on copper
nickel matte 764

Electrolytic method for copper in ni-
tric-acid solution 150

Electrolytic precipitation of golil on
paper 276

Electrolytic tank. Making use of seg-
regation in 356

Electromagnetic separation. See
"Separation."

Electrometallurgy of zinc 325
Elevating placer tailings with Hay-
ward bucket 309

Elevator. Bucket. Theory of •478
Elevators, Yukon Gold Co.'s •1052
Elk City district. Ida 391
Elko Prince mine. Nev 474
Elkton Con 410, 775
Ella. W., Colo 330, 344
Ellamar mine, Alaska 287, 454
Ellis, H. I. Thawing methods, Fair-
banks •!—Elevating placer tailings with
Hayward bucket 309—Developments, Coeur d'Alenes ....^337—Sloping methods, Fairbanks ....•503—Gold Bar hydraulic mine •67N—Winter mining, Fairbanks ^707—Mineral Co.. Mont., notes 895—Hydraulic mining at Circle '962—Sluicing methods at Fairbanks ..•993

Elm Orlu, Mont 85. 742, 941— Butte & Sup. apex suit 767
Elmore process, Sulitjelma •1033
Em,anuel. L. V 614
Ernma Cop. Co., Utah ..248. 407, 456, 864Emma Mine, Mont 248, 413, 659
Emmett Mg. Co., Mo 70U
Empire Cop. Co.. Ida. 124, 617, 619,

944, 102R
Empire Gold Dredging Co., Colo... 446
Empire mine, Kan 821
Empire Mine & Invest. Co., Calif., 286,

574, 618, 656, 777
Empire Molybdenite, Wash 374
Empire Steel and Iron Co 607
Empire Zinc Co 166, 287. 600
Employees, Physical control of 759,

889 94 3
Employment bureau, Society ..851. '1OI6
Engels Cop., Calif 658,987
Engine. Fairbanks-Morse Diesel ..•358
Engine room, Underground ^749
Engine. See also "Engines."
"Engineer" Directory t650Engineer function in modern war-
^fare 467
Engineer. Has he a snap? 366
Engineer. The unemployed 6S—Opportunities S55
Engineer's prospects. Am. consult ! ! 980
Engineering Congress. See "Inter-

national" and cross-references
from it.

Engineering library service bureau. 1054
Engineering methods, Miami '15
Engineers, Mining and military, past
and present 997

Engineers' Leasing Co., Colo. ..!!!! 84
Engineers' reserve corps; civil engi-

neers and military service 429, 448
654, 765—Requirements for volunteer officer.s 796

Engines, Sulzer-Diesel and Deutz
gas, at Llallagua •556

England. See "United Kingdom,"
"War."

English Tough Oakes. See "Tough
Oakes."

Erasing knife. Draftsman's 926
Ernestine. N. M 167 106,S
Esperanza, Mex '

106S
Etching of steel. Macroscopic . . 727
Ethel S. mine. Mo 16IEtta mine, S. D *939
Eureka mine, Calif. ...!..!!!!!''' 419
Eureka, Nev., "ghost city" 653, 693,
T-, , „ 857, 981Eureka Slate, Calif 904, I02ti
Evans' recovery from tailings .... 496
Eveline mine, Mont 954
Everton. Carrie; memorial; portrait
„ , ^ 979, •1021, 1062
l'.,xcavator. Dragline, Moving, over

soft ground '477
Excavator, Elec. dragline, excai/ates

60,000 yd. in 18 days SS''
Excavators, Dragline. Stripping with 436
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Kxplosion. AsphyxiatiiiK-taiik 773
Explosion, Dynamite, Granite Mtn.

731. 95S. 742, «or.

Explosive. See also "Blasting."
Explosive, Liquid air as 105S
Explosives, Bag for, Cop. Queen ....•679
Explosives companies, Independent

240, 326
Explosives, Getting, to miner 925
Explosives, Joplin sheet-ground min-
ing S02

Explosives—Nobel's discovery of
blasting gelatin 450

Explosives or steam more useful? 15S
Explosives produced in 1914 268
Kxplosives. Safe distances for S42
Explosives used in mining 160
Explosives used in war and metal
mining 507—.Sensitiveness of frozen gelatin dy-
namites 64 6

ISxport. See also "Trade," metals and
countries by name, etc.

E.xport. Selling copper for 76
Export taxes, Spanish Am. 348. 364.

595. 1018
Exposition. See "Panama-Pac,"
"Chemical," "Denver."

Extralateral mining rights 116
Eye, C. M. Ore bin •966

F

Faber mine. Va 164

Kacing-off brake wheel '760
Fairbanks, Alaska, note 122
Fairbanks dist. quartz mining 435, 697
Fairbanks-Morse Diesel engine ....•358
Fairbanks sluicing methods 993
Fairbanks sloping methods *503
Fairbanks thawing methods •!

Fairbanks winter mining '707
Fairview Mica, S. D 540
Falciola's copper-sulphate prepara-

tion 190
Farming experiment. Anaconda's ..*S80
Farquhar. W. R 451
Farrell. J. H 573
Farthest North camp 657
Faw, Col. Jack. Death of 162
Fay, A. H. Accident statistics 816, 834
Fayal mine, Minn 455
Federal Drift Mg. Co 123
Federal M. & S. Co. 122. 205, ^338, 399,

536, 572, 576, 751, •829

—Iron Mtn. mine 205, 895,896
—Accidents at Morning mine 1020
Feeder and gate. Moyle •359

Feeder, Hamill belt-driven ore •SOS
Feeders for Ropp roasters 147

Feeding mine animals 884

Feldspar production, U. S 89.)

Feldtman. W. R ' i »

Fells hydraulic mining. Circle ••'962
Fernie. P. C. Death of 817
Ferric-oxide dissociation temperature 672
Ferromanganese. See "Manganese."
Fertilizer Handbook. American ....tll2
Fetherstonhaugh, R. D 451
Fettling reverberatories 648, 8d1
Field mill. Wis 125
Field's Process Smelter Fumes Co. 81. 242
Fields Elec. Flotation Co 900
Filling method, Santa Francisca .... *71
Filling, Reclaiming sand for, with

thickener 131
Filling. Sand, packs and solid pil-

lars—Rand practice 393

Filling slopes. Hand: Ouro Preto ..•1015
Filter bags, Amador Con '251

Filter paper. Toughening 101*
Filtering aluminum hydroxide 101-
Filtering—Rubber on funnel 315

Filters, Drum—Raising vacuum ..•724
Financing an Enterprise t485
Finch, .T. A.. Death of 32

Findley Ridge Co 821
Finger guard. Tram-car •475

Finlay. .1. R. Organization and man-
agement 'IJl—Basic principles of cost 878

Fir, Oregon and Douglas 43i

Fire-bucket float -69

First aid. .See also "Safety."
First aid at Ray Con 594

First-aid contest, Coeur d'Alenes . .
45d

First-aid contest. Lake Sup. Mg. Inst. 490

First-aid contests • 611
First-aid contests, Mont 244. 49d

First-aid meet. Pan.-Pac. 202, 286,
369, 404. 410, 656, 697. */(0

First-Aid Society. Ooldfleld 122

First National (see also "Balaklala") 464
Fleming, J. A. Flotation progress . . 233
Florence & Cripple Creek R.R 492

Florence, Goldfield. Nev 3i, 1068
Florence mine, Utah j.cco
Florida, Phosphate Deposits of ....iS5-
Flotation, Anaconda—New metal-
lurgv ,jl^

—Photo.—Callow process ;!„??
Flotation apparatus. Stone's 2i\
Flotation, Bradford selective 56-
Flotation, Coal tar in 591

Flotation. Coeur d'Alenes 829
Flotation concentrates, Smelting,
Sulitjelma •lOSS

I 'age

Flotation, Cripple Creek 964

Flotation experiment, Fiehls. at Ohio
Cop. mill *'"*

Flotation, Globe-Miami, .Xriz 10"!

Flotation. Gold Hunter mill ..•1044. 829
Flotation. Idaho Springs, Colo.

—

Oneida-Stagg mill 668, 924,740
Flotation installation, Mary Murphy 668
Flotation machine. Laboratory, Den-

ver Fire Clav Co.'s Case '970
Flotation of silver-lead mineral. Sil-

ver Peak mine, N. S. \V ^953

Flotation patent, Langguth's—Caus-
ing zinc and lead to sink 563

Flotation plant. Gold King '634
Flnlntiim process. Callow ^919, lOUl,

•1044

Flotation process—Carrie Everson
979, •1021. 1062

Flotation. Recent progress in ....6.S, 233
Flotation testing machine ^395
Flotation, wet concentration and
leaching recoveries 30

Flow meter. Republic •SSS

Flue-dust collection. Ashio, Japan.. •999
Flue-dust sintering plant, Gary ....'im
Flume Dredge Co.'s drill •1.5.i

Flume without side braces •3o4

Fluming granulated slag, Washoe .. i63

Flux mine. Ariz 246

Foam removing device. Flotation ... .•956

Foam sweep for thickeners •lOlO
Fond du Lac dist. silver discovery.. 576
Food—Messhouse operation 104

Fool's Peak dist.. Colo 496

Foote, F. W. Sample bags and sam-
ple filing '58

—Log retaining-wall %•''''

—Table showing minimum grade of
copper ore and profits 882

Forbes, C. L. Drill-bit tests •lOOS
Forbestown Con 371, 943,1026
Ford "one-heat " casting process .... 857

Ford. Henrv. Rumors regarding .... 203
Forest-fire statistics. Calif 329

Forest Hill Mg. Co 775
Forfeiture of co-owner's interest in

claim ;>70

Fortuna Gold Queen, Utah 988

Fortv-Niners, With the 881
Forwood-Down grinding pan 15^
Foster. Cobalt, Ont 37

Foster. P. Le N.. prize 4»l

Foundation bolts for steel chimneys •il8

Fowle. F. F. Standard Handbook
for Elec. Engineers t4S5

Fox mine. Wis *^ti
Frakes, T. B., Death of 858

France, coal 500

France, sulphuric-acid supplies .... 997
Franklin Inst, program •••„„• ^H
Franklin, Mich 124, 205, 247, 539, 617
—Report -1

Fraud. Stock. See "Stock."
Free. E. E. Drilling costs in potash
prospecting l"**

Freeman's appeal wins new trial . . 404

Freight rates. Cripple Creek 45

Freieht rates from Fairbanks 8-

Freight rates. Ocean, Rise in .,• .,S
Freight situation, Lake 397, 447

Freitag. K ^«9
Fremont mine, Calif yj
French. See also "France."
French. A. G., Death of . J'-i

French F. C 491. 1 37

French'Gulch Dredging Co 247. 1067

French. Sir John, on engineers 997

F'rench zinc process, B. C 540

Friend. J. N. Rust removal 73

Frisco mine. Ida 619, 659. 830
Frozen-gravel mining, Fairlanks, "1,^

Frozen-ground thawing—Dredging '1039

Fuel-value charts »B00, 63t;

Fuller arsenic-acid process 10/

Fulton. C. H. Zinc poisoning
J*^-^—"Buving and Selling Ores" T449

Furnace. See also "Smeltery." "Con-
verter." "Electric." "Roaster,
"Kilns." "Slag," etc.

Furnace air. Turbo-blowers as com-
pressors of -^

Furnace. Blast, capacity »^i

Furnace charge car, Midvale nia

Furnace door. Chain-screen » i-

Furnace gases. Sulphur from ...... ^-9
Furnace lining. Dolomite and slag . 885

Furnace—Newnam hearth .. ....b<;8, bS-

Furnace. Reverberatory, Gas-flred.

Perkins
Furnace, Reverberatory. Gas-flred.

Sulitjelma luoo

Furnace slag heat utilization, Bag-
galey's ...

Furnace slag

Furnace "tuyere puncher. Baggley "m
Furnaces, Ashio copper smeltery ... ^998

Furnaces, Blast, Hall sulphur reduc-

tion applied to 4 • 9, .iB3

Furnaces. Blast, Kilbourn s coating
to prevent hot tops in •• • • • • • -"i

>.'urnaces. El Paso—Oil-fired settlers 356

Furnaces, Reverberatory. Anaconda—
Coal-dust firing . , ,

*45, SOi

. 1050
ttler, Granby tap-

Furnaces, Reverberatory, Douglas,

Ariz.— Protecting walls ••••,;.•„ '*^''

Furnace.s, Reverberatory. I'<^'"^yS
^^^^

Furukawa & Co.'s smeltery .... ^. •. '998

Fuse, Detonating ^B.te^y—}^,^\°h\.^^'
deau-Bickford in deep-blast fliing^^^_^

Fuse, Safety, Pointers on ,967

Fuse spitting device •.••,;. Sji
Fuse spitting, P. & B. paint foi .... 8bJ

Fuse spitting with match 600

Fuse. Use and abuse of
• ; •

Vi'i's KiA
Puses—Making primers 13. 'IIX. b4h

Fusible tin boiler plugs =">'•

G

Galena group Ida
i.^i -S^i' ll\Galieia petroleum l-». -•>>• ^22

Garbutt. Colo ,• • • '
'

'

flardella dredging operations lb3,
24b, 0.11

Gardner, B. D. Cost of mine open-
ings 'l\

Garfield Smg. Co »1

Garner process, SO- recovery 7^->

Garnet, N. T ••. : • »31
Garrison, F. L. Mining conditions in ^

China • , -|°

Gary. New sintering plant 10'

Gas absorption by copper 5-

Gas discovery. North Dak . . . I'ia

Gas-fired reverberatory furnace, Pe'"',

kins • 1""
Gas-flred reverberatory furnace,

Sulitjelma '10^3
Gas. Natural, Ark . • 904
Gas, Natural, Mont 455, 905
(Jas, Natural—Occurrence. P'"°P®''",„-„

Gas wells', ' Calif.! Regulating 383

Gasoline shovels, Marion 'SOb

Gate, Moyle feeder and oS»

Gate, Rock- and ore-chute 2_b

Gate, Shaft, Simple folding 'Sgg

Gates, Ore-bin ?^"
Gavino mine, Colombia ...•.. ?»'
Gear, Turbo planetary reduction •191

Si;^"'^,ine°''cam"^^'. h't :::::::sii. Ill

Hen,in"V Utah
".' 660 755 1028

Gems and precious stones. U. b. iii, '»»

General Petroleum Co. report 473

Genessee Mg. Co. .•.••. •.•,•„'/ -.S??
(lennamari mill, Sardinia ....^794. '911

Geologic conditions that may confuse
oil drillers ...•590

Geological anatomy of Tenn. zinc^

Geological Soc. of Am 1063
Jeological study. Economical—Potas-
slum salts *669, 712

Geolotrical Survey. See "Survey.
statistics under "United States,
names of metals, etc.

Geologv, Bingham disseminated ores 874

Otology—Bog iron ores 74
(iecilogv—Boulder batholith 794
<;eologv, Braden, Chile 831
Geologv, Calamine mines, Sardinia

•625, 765

Geology, Cuyuna Range 400

Geology—Dodge gypsum 466

Geology—Graywacke composition . . 597
Geologv, Kowkash gold dist j9j

Geology, Mesabi Range •sg, ^•135,^

Geologv—Natural gas '959
Geologv. Roosevelt tunnel dist ^545
Geologv. Tintic ore deposits 753
Geologv. Wis. zinc dist. ^295, *341, •SSS
George", H. C. Wis. zinc dist. •295.

•341, •SSS
iJeorgia gold ^"*'.ljoc
German, Chemical 1 4SS
German iron coinage 693
(Tcrman nitrogen-compounds produc-

tion '93
German zinc-ore contracts, Austra-

lian action on 96, 156, 524

—Zinc concentrates in Brit, courts
635, 733, 957

Crermany. Copper in 449,1056
New refinery—Niederschonweide . . 51.;

—Swiss and Belgian supplies ..533, 900

Germany, iron and steel JOO
Germanv, petroleum -a8

Germany, potash • • • 1-8

—Geological study, maps ....•669. il2

Germans do not control Am. zinc
smelting 198, ;;S0

Gertie mine, Ida * *°

Gettysburg—Independence, Ida. bl9,

"Ghost cities"—Virginia Cy. and Eu-
reka 281, 327, 450, 489, 533. 612,

653, 693, 857, 981
Gibbons, C. A., Jr 1023
Gibson claims, Ont 167
Gilbert, C. G. Natl. Museum *470
Gillett on zinc poisoning 280, 363, 1016
Gilpatrick group, Alaska 658, 676
c.ilpin, C. L.. Death of 32
Giroux Con 620
Gladstone mine, Calif 987
Glasgow, W. H 80
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Class. Frank A 1023
illassware, Cleaning laboratory 727
Olasswaie, To cut, easily 315
Oleeson. Harold B 858
rjlen Metals mine. Mont 896
Globe, Consol., Calif 699,863
—Raising drum-filter vacuum '724
Globe-Miami. Ariz., Flotation 1001
Olobe patent lock roofing 973
Godiva. Utah 206, 248, 753
Goethals. Maj.-Gen.—Photo '444
Golconda, Ariz 986
Gold, Asiatic Turkey '715, 716
Gold, Assaying samples containing

coarse 726
Gold, Australia 112, 300, 376, 383,

752 935
Gold Bank-Golden Queen 618, 'l026
Gold Bar hyd. mine. Wash •678
Gold beads. Rapid method for wash-

ing '149
Gold-bearing cyanide solutions. As-
saying 150

Gold Bluff mill screen tests 763
Gold Bullion mine, Ariz 454
Gold bv parcel post 327
Gold, Calif 244, 492, ,528, 529
Gold Chain, Utah 206, 755
Gold, Chinese, in bamboo packing 1062
Gold, Colombia, exports 283
Gold, Cost of an ounce of, at world's
leading mines 49, 730

Gold, Costa Rica, and silver 116
Gold dredge. See "Dredge."
Gold, Dutch Guiana, quartz veins.. •511
Gold exchanges. International 771
Gold, Gallipoli trenches 450
Gold, Georgia 324, 528
Gold Hunter, Ida 338, 828, 829—Conveyor-belt cleaner •601—Flotation at mill ^1044
Gold, India 634. 831
Gold King, Cripple Creek, Colo 344
Gold King, San Juan Co., Colo 778—Concentrating ores *6ZS
Gold, Nev., in 1914 528, 530
Gold, North Carolina 176, 528
Gold nugget, Plumas Co., Calif 35
Gold Pan mine, Man 414
Gold, Philippines 158, 278, 528, 965
Gold precipitation on paper 276
Gold recovery at placer, Camp Carson

mine. Ore •472
Gold Reed. Ariz 454, 658
Gold Road, Ariz 469
Gold Sovereign, Colo 658, 778
Gold supply. Excessive, What it may
do 465

Gold, U. S., in 1914, revised 404
By states 528

Golden Center, Calif. S3. 165, 331, 495,
618, 656, 820, 943, 1067

Golden Chest mine, Ida 1066
Golden Cycle fsee also "Vindicator

Con.") 33, 166, 410, 496. ^545, 775, 1065—Miner's profit from water 738
Golden Fleece. Calif 412
Golden .Jubilee, Calif 123, 495, 987
Golden Reward, S. D. 167, 373, 578, ^932—Diaphragm pumps for slimes ....•106
Golden Sunset mine, Mont 896
Goldfleld camp. Condition in 576
Goldfleld Con. (see also "Aurora")
„ ,,., 49, 50, 576—Monthly reports 166, 291. 620, 659,

779, 822, S64, 988, 1027—Timbering costs from report 689—Tailings-reclamation cableway ..•673—Old Sandstorm Annex case 757
Goldfleld First-Aid Society 122
Goldfleld hand-drilling contest .... 353
Goldfleld Merger Mines Co 333 742
Goldstrike Bonanza, Utah ..85, 456, 945
Goldstrike camp, Utah 85, 945
Golinsky group. Calif 331
Goodchild, W. H. Assaying samples
containing coarse gold -726

Goodrich conveyor-belt records .... 437
Goodwin, L. H. Shaft-rockhouse

practice, cop. country •?, •53—Quincy dump and grizzlies •lOS
Goose plucking, town policy 877
Gordon, L. P. Leyner vs. piston

drill ..- 966
Gorman, W. H., Death of 120
Goslar, Germany 1057
Oottheil, Paul, Death of 573
Goudle, J. H., Death of 80
Government G. M. Areas ^320
Govett, F. A 95
GrabiU, C. A. Copper in slag ..216, 266
Graham, H. R. Mining at Braden .. 831
Granadena Mg. Co g03
Granby Con.:—Report—Mining operations 874—Metal loss in slags •215, 241, ^263,

„ 305, 649
•—Tapered settler •270—Smelting at Anyox. B. C 804—Handling low-grade matte •1050
—Notes 374, ,575, 620
—Alaskan notes 35, 331, 575, 616
Granby M. & S. Co. power plant •lis
Grand Central. Utah X25
Grand Tower, Mo 905
Grand View Mg. Co 206
Granite, Colo 124 166
Granite Bi-Metallic, Mont 497, 1065

Page
Granite Gold, Alaska 35, 371. 412, 454,

616, 658, 739, 820
Granite Mtn. mine. North Butte

—

Hoist 115—Dynamite explosion 731, 958, 742, 905
Graphite, N. Y 831
Graphite output, U. S 388
Graphite production in 1914 694
Grasselli Chemical Co 163, 287
Gravel mining. Bagley scraper for

•257, ^710
Graywacke, Composition of 597
Great Britain. See 'X^nited King-
dom," "War."

Great Northern Ore Co.: Hill; Hill
Annex; Arthur Mg. 536, 619, 821,

977 9S7
Green Hill-Cleveland, Ida. ^337, 338!

339, 830
Green Horn mine, Calif 412
Green, ,T. Electrical plant of Wake-

field Iron Co ^349
Green Monster, Ariz.; Brookshire .. 986
Green Monster. Nev 248
Green Mtn. M. & M. Co 37
Greenawalt, W. S 80
Greene-Cananea and Greene Con. (see

also "Cananea") 739, 742, 945—Reports 101
Greenwood, H. D. Selenium analy-

sis 1012
Greiner, Adolphe, Death of 982
Grimes, J. A. Boulder batholith .... 794
Grimwood potash process 936
Grinding practice. Broken Hill 151
Grizzly, Link-Belt •ll
Grizzly mining on North Saskatche-
wan •187

Grizzly, Steel-spring, Camp Carson ^472
Grizzlies and dump, Quincy •lOS
Grosberg, Alexander 987
Gross, John 451
Guanajuato notes 203
Guatemala elec. goods importation.. 690
Guelph mine, Ida 619, 659, 943
Guggenheim dredge, Alaska ... . 820
Guggenheim dredging interests.

Calif.; Yukon Gold 33, 81, 372
Guggenheim Exploration Co. and A.

S. & R. securities 364, 484—Kennecott-Braden deal 897—Liquidation plan 899
Guiana, Dutch, gold-bearing quartz
veins . .511

Gumaos Placer Co 965
Gunn, Dr. Herbert, Report of 492
Guthrie, W. J.. Death of 940
Gypsum, Dodge, Miocene age of .... 466
Gypsum production in 1914 153

H. E. & M. Mg. Co., Ida 290, 340, 821
Hadxana Riv. placer strike 204
Hagar, D. Practical Oil Geology ..tll2—Geologic conditions that mav con-

fine oil drillers ' •sgo—Natural gas—Occurrence; proper-
„ties .959
Hager Portland Cement Co 285
Hahn. O. H., Death of ^362
Haitian mining concessions 167
Halifax-Tonopah Mg. Co 822, 988
Hall, A. E. Facing-off brake wheel. ^760—Tram finger guard ^475
Hall. B. P., Death of 451
Hall. E. J. Washing gold beads ^149—Cutting glassware 315—Fineness of crushing for assaving
r. ,, „ 649, 851, 1016
Hall, Edgar. Ropp roaster impvts. . .*147
Hart mine, Calif 618
Hall. H. H. Constructing water con-

duit in Alaska 760
Hall. W. A., sulphur reduction ap-

plied to blast furnaces 479. 563
Hamburg, Sampling plant at ..•140, 319
Hammill belt-driven ore feeder ..•SOS
Hamilton. Beauchamp, Woodworth,

Inc 901
Hamilton, Edward J 655, 696
Hamlet mine, Colo 618
Hammer, Soft—Leather cushion ... .^883
Hammer, Soft-metal •lOSl
Hammond. I. B.. Death of 655
Hancock Con., Mich 205, 332, 539
Hancock, R. T. Speeding plane table 840
Hand-tramming rate, Colby mine.. 226
Handspike group, Ida 166
Hanlon, R. Y 1005
Hanna, D. R., & Co 32
Harbord, F. W 614
Hardanger works, Norway 351
Harding, J. E. Mining ore from
caved stope •?!

Hardinge, H. ^V ! 1023
Hardsocg Wonder drill sharpener. .. '191
Harrah, Charles J 573
Harris and Dunlap's discoveries .... 777
Harris. Robert E 80
Harrison weir-flow recorder ^844
Hart mine, Calif 618
Harz Mtns., Germany 1057
Hassan, A. A SO
Haulage in flat stopes. Rand—Mono-

rail barrows ^665
Haulage—-Tramway costs, Treadwell
oroup 480

Page
Haulage, Tunnel. Block signals ....1020
Hauling costs, mill construction . .^345
Havre, Mont., natural gas . .124, 166, 778
Hawkins, A. L. Platinum, Calif .... 318
Hawson, James 696
Hawthorne case—Freeman's new

trial 404
Hawthorne lost quicksilver mine . . 668
Hayden, Charles 118, •IBS
Hayden Devel.. Ariz 658
Hayden, Ont 206
Haynes, E. Stellite, an alloy 711
Hayward bucket. Elevating placer

tailings with 309
Hayward Wrench Co.'s pipe and nut
wrench •BIS

Haywood Scott Mg. Co. See "Scott."
Hazel mine, Tex 906
Headframe, Steel, Republic mine,
Mich ^379, ^430

SHeadframe. Underground. Silver Hill.^748
Headlights, Golden Glow 805
Hearth, The Newnam 628, 652
Heater. Coke, for small mil! ^62
Heating Tough-Oakes mill ..•872, ^915
Heberlein, C. A. Copper in slag 216, 307
Hebgen, Max, Death of 409
Hecia, Ida 84, 290, 3S2, 338, ^829—Wood screening machine •SSt
Heidelberg, F. M. Concrete under-
ground ore pocket. Cop. Queen.. ^559—Compressed-air equalizing system.
Cop. Queen 'lOi?

Heimick. F. W^., Death of 24S
Heinly, B. A. Flume •354
Heinz. N. L 120
Helena dist.. Mont. 84
Helena Mg. Bureau 821
Hellman's universal triangle *1009
Hellvar. W. A. S. Position of tung-

sten 558
Henderson. H. P 328
Hendricks' Commercial Register ....t852
Hendrickson, Jas., Death of 534
Hendrickson, Jos. G., Death of .... 901
Henny. D. C. Wood-pipe life 476
Henrietta, A. H., Death of 284
Herald mine. Colo 205
Hercules, Ida. 84, 122, 338, ^339, 455,

536, 572, 576, 617, 751, 829
Hercules Powder Co 757
Heriot, E. M. Ore dressing, Claus-

thal ^425—Economic geology, potassium salts
•669, 712

Herman mine. Calif 699
Hermann-Eaton property, Alaska.. 33
Hess. H. D. Foundation bolts for

steel chimneys •718
Heusser chemical balance •314
Heywood, W. A. Copper in slag

•215, 264
Hibbing. Minn., taxation 34, 245, 330,

411, 536, 694, 877, 985
Hicks, C. J 573
Hidden Treasure, S. D 620
Higgins, Edw 982—Joplin explosives 802—Joplin pulmonary report 967, 976, 1049
Highgrading. Colo 121, 574, 777
Highland Mary. Colo 123, 496
Highland-Surprise, Ida. 332, 372, 577,

700, 1067
Hill mines, Minn. See "Great Nor."
Hiring and firing. Waste of 611
Hirsch. A. & Sohn—Australian zinc-

ore contracts, etc. 96. 156, 524, 635, 957
Hirsch, G. Copper in Germany ....1056
Hocking, R. 614
Hodgkinson, H. H. Timbering stopes

for safety •69—Safety door for dump •436
Hoffmann. Ross Browne 940
Hofman. H. O. Copper in slags 217,

•267, 305, 307
Hogle, J. A. Mining-stock brokers.. 565
Hoist. See also "Rope," "Sheaves,"

"Cages." "Safety."
Hoist, Elec. Wakefield Iron Co.'s ..•349
Hoist, Ilgner type, at North Butte's
Granite Mtn. shaft 115

Hoist, Inspiration Con.'s Nordberg
electric •154

Hoist, "Little Tugger" Ingersoll-
Rand •971

Hoist, North Star. Shaft of ^684
Hoist. "Pull-U-Out" •733
Hoisting apparatus, Butte—Photos, .•768
Hoisting costs, Treadwell group . . 481
Hoisting engineers' qualifications,
Mont 57

Hoisting practice. Wis ^344
Hoisting rig, Alaskan ore ^392
Hoisting-rope sliding board ^393
Hoisting—Skip with cable guides.. •Sie
Hoisting station. Silver King Coali-

tion's Silver Hill underground ^747, 801
Hoisting system. Republic mine ^379,

•430
Holden custom mill, Ariz 495
Holderer. George B 858
Hollinger, Ont. 374, 497, 540, 660, 701,

822, 945, 1028
Hollister, S. E. Tin-ore dressing,
Llallagua ^461. •SIS, •SSS

Holloway, George T 203, 284, 451
Holman's rhodonite mine. Me 657
Holmes, J, A., Death of 117, •lig, 161
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Holmes, J. A., continued.

—Memorials 233, 409, 4S4, 737

Holmes Lime Co ^»»

SZ^sJ^'|-5-.-;.-;;.V9;-m;-82v-i
—Spearflsh hydro-elec. plant Mil
—Rescue and first-aid teams '770
—Social improvement "9S

—Unit tube-mill control . . . • •

—Photos. '526, •567, 'GOS, •644

Homestake Extension, S. D. .

Honduras, Antimony in

Honduras, Asphalt in

Honnold. \V. L
Hood, B. B. Concrete
Hookworm disease
Hooper, Harley
Hoover,
Hoover,

Page

•154

970
684, •892

167
1071

525, 903
491

wer tile •ISS, 355
Calif 492

_ 696
Concrete cost chart ..^930

96, 161, 774, 817, 854

Hop Caiion M. & S. Co. ..•••.; ^5?
Hopkins, P. Kowkash district .... 59.^

Horn Silver, Utah 73S, 822

Horses, Peedins mine 884

Horst-Powell. See "Empire Cop.
Hoisting-rope regulations 926

—Sheaves »»^
—Deterioration

J Jo
Hose coupling, National '19j
Hotchkiss, W. O. Dip needles 363

Houghton Cop. Co. report 918

Houghton, Mich., photo '^o
Howell, M. D., Death of . 451
Hubbard, .1. D. Transporting cord-
wood and timbers 144

—Draft mines of Calif. . .
'667

Huddleston Bros. & McNeil ........ 435

Hughes, W. M. German ore contracts 15b

Hull-Rust mine, Minn V/-^2S5Humboldt Mines, Colo. ..••, **'.5n
Humboldt tables at Clausthal ^428

Humbug Creek dist., Calif 658

Humes, J. Silver Hill underground
hoisting station . • 747

—Handling cable underground . . .... 801

Hunan, Mineral resources of . . . .596, bbh

Hungary, Mineral producti9n of . -IJ
Hunker Creek, Yukon, dredging . . .

.•1039

Hunt, Gov., Petition to recall. See
"Clifton-Morenci strike."

Hunt, Peyton & Fogg 2S4

Hunter & Co., Mo 778

Hurd, Rukard l-»

Hurd, W. L., Death of . . .
614

Husband. J. Mechanical Drawing ..t650
Hutchins, J. P 367, 940

Hybinette copper-leaching process . . 60J

—Electrolytic copper-nickel separa-
tion 681

—Cementing out copper on copper-.
nickel matte • 7b4

Hydraulic jack. Liquid for 84^
Hydraulic mine, Gold Bar '678
Hydraulic mining at Circle ......'96,2

Hydraulic placer tailings. Elevating,
with Havward bucket ,5??

Hydraulicking at Waldo, Ore '211

Hvdraulicking costs, Yukon 4»i

Inspiration. Ariz., continued
—Nordberg electric hoist .

—Coal tar in flotation „•„• •

nVn"
—Callow flotation process 919^ 920.

^^^

—^Various photos •236, 'esj

Institute of Metals • • • 451

Inst, of M. & M. .78, 7i6

Tntermountain Cop. Mg. Co. 455, 896

International Engineering Congress
(see also "Panama-Pac," "Amer-
ican Inst. Mg. Eng.," "American
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Midland Oil & Gas Co 33
Midvale smelterv. See "U. S. Smg."
Midvale Steel and Ordnance Co. 654, 1046—Notes, etc. 572. 580, 623. 772, 821,

899, 990
ilidway Association group, .\laska

33, 165
Mifflin mines. Wis '298
Military. See "W'ar."
Mill. See also "Stamp," "Tube,"

"Ball," "Cyanide," "Flotation."
"Crushing," "Ore" and cross-refer-
ences from it. "Concentration" and
cross-references from it, "Cost."
"Copper leaching," names of
metals, proper names, etc.

Mill, Amador Con '255, •893

Page
Mill, Belmont, construction costs.... 481
Mill, t'oke heater for small '62
Mill construction. Cost of •345. 565.

646. 8S9
Mill, Klko Prince, Nev 474
Mill. Gt-nnamari, Sardinia ^794, ^911
Mill. Gold Hunter. Ida. ..•1044, ^601, 829
Mill. Gold King, flow sheet '633
Mill, Interstate-Callahan. photo ^609
Mill, Moose Mtn., pliotos ^809
Mill, Nevada-liouglas, running .... 524
Mill. Silver Peak, N. S. W •953
Mill—Simple cyanide plant •631
Mill, Tomboy, photos ^975
Mill. Tough-Oakes, Building ..•Seg. '915
Mill. Troop's improvised, Calif 537
Mill—Winona reduction plant ^645
Miller. B. L 614
Miller, Harry Huntington 614
Miller, Willet G 120
Milling below sea level, McCausland

mine, Calif.: Lane mill •SI, ^640
Milling costs. Treadwell mines,

.\laska 847
Milling plant, .\mador Con ^255
Milling practice. Broken Hill 15]
Milling practice. Wis. zinc ....•385, ^752
Milling—Shaft-rockhouse practice,

cop. country ^7, ^53
Milling—Solving pulp problems by

graphic methods •gs
Milling tin ore. Llallagua •461, 'SIS, *555
Mills, Coeur d'Alene •827, ^848—Map of locations •1044
Milne, .Alexander, Death of 285
Mina Santa Francisca. Mex •71
Mine at Panama-Pac. Expo •549, 616
Mine, Deepest gold—Morro Velho.. 977
Mineral County, Mont., notes 895
Mineral Industry During 1914 t852
Mineral industry exhibit, Natl. Mu-
seum ^470
Mineral oil. See "Petroleum."
Mineral Point Zinc Co. 125, ^387,

Mineral Products Corp. 125, 736, 822|
1024, 1025

Mineral resources. Conservation of 913
Mineralogy. Determinative tS52
Minerals Separation flotation plant.

Silver Peak, N. S. W ^953
Miners' phthisis report, Joplin 967,

976, 1049
Mines Operating Co 206
Mines Technical Agency 1016
Mineville, N. T., photo ^729
Mineville. N. T., sloping costs ^847
Minier, D. W. Thickener foam
sweep 'lOlO

Mining. See also "Cost," "Law,"
"Engineers." "Stock" and raining
methods and topics generally un-
der more specific entries,

^lining companies. Defunct, Colo. . . 574
Mining Corp. of Canada 864
Jlining engineer, Unemployed 68—Opportunities 855
Mining index 42, 252. 418, 582, 783, 950
Mining industry, Revival of 771
Mining men in public eye •ISS
Mining and Met. Soc.—Mining-law

Revision 163, 239, 323, 689, 810, 813.
854, 897, 900, 902, 924, 1058, 1060—Standardization of data 735. 772—N. T. section 655

Mining methods. Wis ^341
Minneapolis Cop. Co 333,739
Minnesota Iron Devel. Co. . .821, 863, 1027
Minn.—Mesabi Range •89, •135, ^178, ^219—Map of iron ranges '90
Minn. Mining and Geology, Bibliog-
graphy of t852

Minn.—St. Louis Co. fatalities 767
Minn. State iron mines 494, 657
Minn. Steel Co. 124, 290. 411, 494. 619,

741, 821, 866, 1068—First steel billets made 935
Minn, taxation ..34, 245, 330. 411, 536, 985—Ore tonnage and valuation 694—Plucking the goose, Hibbing .... 877
Minn. -Wis. boundary 985
Miocene oil gusher. Calif 618
Missouri. See also "Joplin."
Missouri Univ.—Bit-tempering tests 925
Missouri's investigation of alleged
zinc-smelting trust 529, 532

Missouri's new mining law 17
Mizpah mill. S. D •932
Xlizpah mine, .Alaska 435
Mobile mine, Nev 620
Mocine. John 80
Moctezuma Cop. Co. 330, 690, 698, 739,

1028
Modder Reef, Transvaal 321
Modderfontein—Govt. .Areas •320
Models, Mineral-industry, at Natl.
Museum *470

Mogollon Gold and Cop 167—Holdings sold 327
Mogul, S. D 620
—Skip with cable guides •516
Mohawk mine, Calif 862
Mohawk mine, Mich. 7, 124, 290, 741. 778—Report 593
Mokelumne Hill dist., Calif 740
Mollie Kathleen mine. Colo 344
Molybdenite, Australian, situation . . 733

Page
Molybdeiiile. ,\ew .South Wales 564
Molybdenum and tungsten 1061
Miilvbilenum and tungsten, Chile 977
MolvlMl.-nuni iliSciivery, Que 660
.M(p1\ l.il.-rnini mining. U. S 282
M(.l.\ liilcniini production. England .. 467
McilvliriciuiMi recovery from labora-

tiiVv waste 1012
Molviiili inini Works, (Jerman 589
Mon'ar.b mine, Calif 987
Monarch mine. Mont 860
Monarch M. & M., Mont 497. 620
Monazite. Brazilian 759
Monazite. Indian, situation 913
Monazite sand treatment. Magnetic. . 1011
Mond Nickel Co 300, 779,864
Money and commodities. Value 117
Monitor mine. Ida 778
Montana-Bingham 291, 578, 701, 988
Mont.-Canadian Oil Co 863
Mont, flrst-aid contests 244, 493
Mont, gold and silver 528
Mont, law—Hoisting engineers' quali-

fications 57
Mont.—Mineral Co. notes 895
Mont. I'etroleum Co 36
Mont. Power Co 429, 902
Mont. Scotch Bonnet Co 36, 247
Mont. -Soc. of Engineers 791
Mont, workmen's compensation 81,

121. 370
Monte Cristo mine, Mont 860
Montecristo Sonora 333, 660
Monteponi mine, Sardinia ^627
Montezuma M. & M.. Colo 538
Montgomery. H. M 120
Montreal Tunnel bonus work.... 477, 517
Mooney, J. D 901—Conveyor-l)elt calculating chart.. '562
Moore, R. B. Radium extraction .... 964
Moorehead, W.. Death of 451
Moose Mtn., Ltd •809, 906, 1028
Moose Pass. Alaska 288, 740
Moran, R. B 451
Morcom, R. K. Metal spraying.... 192
More. J. T. First aid at Ray Con. . . 594
Morning mill. Ida *338, ^827, 829—Accidents at mine 1020
Morris. C. R. Experiments with lead

acetate, etc., Mex. mill. Nev. ..148, 189
Morris, J. T., Death of 367
Morro Velho, deepest gold mine.... 977
Moscow mine, Utah 291, 742, 822,

906. 1068
Moses. F. G. Sampling churn-drill

prospect holes •SOI
Mother Lode drilling contest 561
Motor, Electric. See "Electric."
Motor travel, desert country ^835
Motor truck. See also "Tractors."
Motor truck, Jeffrey Quad, Victor,
Colo 682

Motor trucking ore, Calif 790
Motor trucks, U. S., for Bolivian tin
mines 978

Moulton, H. G 737
Mount Andrew cop. mine, Alaska . . 658
Mount Hope mines, N. J 279
Mount Lassen eruptions 163, 286
Mount Lyell report 962
Mount Morgan report 231—Turbo-blowers as compressors .... 843
Mount Pleasant mine, Calif 618
Mount Royal Tunnel driving ....477, 517
Mountain Cop. Co.. Calif 204, 244
Mountain King, Colo 412
Moyer. H. E. Making up standard
jiermanganate solution 522

Movie feeder and ore-bin gate ....^359
Mucking. Bonus-svstem 477, 517
Mueller, W. A. Coal tar in flotation 591
Mules. Feeding mine 884
Mullan hand-drilling contest 600
Multi-Metal Sep. Screen Co 563
Munro Consol.. < >nt 660
Murphy, J. F. Signals used in stock-

piling ^225
M.vers. James 491
Mynahan. I>. H 982
Mysore, India 49, 50
Myth, Birth of a 198. 280

N
Nacozari Consol., etc. 660, 690, 698, 1028
Naildriver, Utah 1068
Naramore. Chester 451
Nascot Asso., Alaska 331
Nason. A. .\. Crushing flneness for
assaying ..235. 318, 408, 649, 851. 1016

Nason, F. L. Geological anatomy of
Tenn. zinc mine ^259

National City Bank on gold supplv. . 465
National Cop., Ida. 30, 332, 337, 496.

619. 829, 830, 905. 9S7, 1067—Callow flotation process ^919
National Dist. Heating Asso.—Coal
chart ^636

National Electrolytic Co 107
National Expo., Chemical Industries

177. 441, 983
National hose coupling ^192
National Matheson joint pipe 807
National Museum mineral industry

exhibit '470
National Oil Co.. Mont 36
National Radium Institute 194, 964
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Page
Natomas Consol 33, 412
—Natomas Co. formed 121
Natural eas. See "Gas."
Natural Products Refining Co 1027
Naval Advisory Board 4.'?f>

Navlor bismuth mines, N. M 660
Nechi Mines (Colombia), Ltd 206, 977
Nederland tungsten camp, Colo. 616,

697, 738. 797
Negro mine labor, Calif 941
Neill jigging apparatus 'SIS
Nevada Con.—Organization and man-
agement: Eureka pit photo 'l?!

—Reports 322, 833—Extracting from Ruth mine 241—Physical control of employees 759, 889
Nevada Creek mine, Alaska ....777, 943
Nevada-Douglas mill running S24
Nevada gold and silver 528, 530
Nevada Metal Extraction Co 1068
Nevada metal production in 1914.... ."JSO

Nevada Packard, Nev 944
Nevada, University of 901
Nevada, Western, Cinnabar in 668
Nevada Wonder report 1027
Nevin Electric Survey Co 161
New Almaden mine, Calif •465. 687
New Arcadian, Mich. 124, 247, 290,

536, 863, 905—Report 273
New Baltic, Mich 124, 905—Report 273
New Caledonia photos ^22
Ne'w Cornelia. See "Calumet & Ariz."
New Creede camp, Calif 35
New Eng. C & C. Co 906
New Coldfleld Simmerone 166. 779
New Idria Quicksilver report 273
New .Jersey iron mines 279. 607—Ore production in 1914 66.1
New .Jersey Zinc Co.—Its success. ... 76—British muddling over it 198. 280—Timbering stopes for safety •69—Iron mines 279—Taxation of Franklin mine 980—Stone's flotation apparatus •1011—Notes 125, 282. 291. 333,414
New Keystone. Ariz 371, 454, 699, 986
New Tviverpool Salt Co 986
New metallurgical construction.... 240
New Mex. gold and silver 528
New Modderfontein 321
New patents. See "Patents."
New prospect mine, Tenn ^259
New publications 112, 485, 650, 852, 1017
New Ouincy. Utah 414
New South Wales. See also "Aus-

tralia," "Broken Hill."
New South Wales production 300
New T^tah Bingham 456, 497
New Venture placer, Ariz 1067
New York and Vicinity, Catalog of
Technical Periodicals in Libraries
of t485New York & Honduras Rosario , . . . 906—Report 64

New York iron-mining photos ^729
New York mine accidents 6^.8
New York mineral output 831
New York. Reported in 78
New York subway timbering; cav-

ings •568, 571. 610, 686. •esg. 890
New York titanium ore 121
Newbold. .\rthur E 940
Newfoundland's mineral resources

•674. 766. 890
Newhouse Tunnel. Calif 35
Newnam hearth. The 628 652
Newport Mg. Co 36. 205. 455, 638
Newton, F. C 491
Nicaraguan railway concession .... 167
Nicholls, Col. Frederic 696
Nicholson zinc smeltery 29, 160. 411, 743
Nickel. Canada 300
Nickel anodes. Welding up scrap .... 19
Nickel-copper separation. Electro-

lytic 681—Cementing out copper in copper-
nickel matte 764

Nickel. Fond du Lac. Alberta 657
Nickel minerals. Do they underlie Cu-

ban iron ores? 4S
Nickel mines, New Caledonia ^22
Nickel refining in Ont 203, 657
Nickel, Russian, deposits 759
Niederschonweide cop. refinery .... 512
Nipissing, Ont 374. 414. 540. 620. 1028—Day mine.. Calif, bond 618
Nitrate. Chile, exports 447. 991
Nitrate. Chile—Loans to producers 87
Nitrate of Soda. N. M 34
Nitrate of soda. Mfr. of 70
Nitrogen compounds. Germany 799
Nobel's blasting-gelatin discovery... 450
Nobel Elec. Steel Co. S3. 204. 262. "371,

537, 658
Noble. Sir Andrew. Death of 858
Nonp.areil Cop. Co 24'7
Xordlierg elec. hoist. Inspiration

roT\:a ^154
Norfolk Smelting Co 779
Normal solution. What is? 1013
Norman & Muxen circular 751
Norrif-, W. G 901
North Am. Magnesite Co 701
North Butte, Mont. 85, 332, 539, 620,

701, 864, 944

Page
North Butte, Mont., continued.—Report 604—Granite Mtn. hoist 115—Dynamite explosion ..731, 958, 742, 905
North Carolina metal output ....176. 528
North Homestake. S. D. ...85. 167, 578
North Lake (Cop.) Mg. Co. report.. 65
North Saskatchewan, Rocker and

grizzly mining on '187
North Star Gold, Alaska 246
North Star Mines Co., Calif. 35, 49,

699. 777. 1024—Apex litigation 286. 618. 656—Shaft for Nordberg hoist •684
North 'West Corp 988
Northern Light. Ida 290, 619, 1067
Northern Ont. Power Co 576
Northern Ore Co 167, 291
Northport smeltery. Wash. 329, 374,

617, 906
Northwestern Impvt. Co. explosion.. 978
Northwestern Metals 373
Norway coper—Gas-fired reverbera-

tory, Sulitjelma ^1033
Norway iron-smelting, elec. and
otherwise 48, 351,—Note 97

Norway. Rutile exports from 441
Norway's benefit t>y war 118
Noyes, Arthur C 32
Nugget mine, Calif •667
Nye, Fred H 120
Nyman Con.. Calif 83,123

O'Brien, T. S. Amador Con. mill . . . .^255
O'Neale, M. L. Car wheels as sheaves

•843
Oatman dist., Ariz 903
Oatman Gold, Ariz 495
Ocean freights, Rise in 1020
Oceanic quicksilver mine, Calif ^482
Oddie chrome development ....286, 537
Ofterhaus. C 1023—Reverberatory furnace, Sulitjelma

•1033
Ogino, Mototaro 817
Ohio & Colo, smeltery 228, 271, 312,

314, 751
—Note 332
Ohio Cop. Co.; Ohio Cop. Mg. Co. 82,

125, 282, 287, 329, 370, 578, 864, 988—Fields flotation experiment 900
Oil. See also "Petroleum."
Oil drillers. Geologic conditions that
may confuse ^590

Oil-engine distillate. Cheap 840
Oil flred settlers. El Paso 356
Oil Geology, Practical tll2
Oil shale. United Kingdom 6
Oils, Flotation, Coal tar 591
Oils, Flotation, N. S. W '954
Old Dominion, Ariz. ..246, 469, 904, 1026
—Operations 1002
Old Lout mine, Colo 861
Old Red Elephant, Ida 1066
Old Town mine. Colo 247, 538
Oliver Iron Mg. Co. (see also "U. S.

Steel Corp."):—Mesabi Range orebodies ^89, •135,
•178, ^219—Safety device for timbermen's

shoes: bathtubs in miners' cot-
tages 536—Safety staging hook ^311—Shaft "C" sinking. East Norrie. . . .•437—Notes 413, 443, 494, 619, 701, 1027

Omaha Concentration & Mg. Co 775
Omega mine, Calif 329
Onahman Iron Co 539
Oneco, Mich 124
Oneida mine, Colo 987
Oneida-Stag M. & M. Co. ..668, 740, 924
Onetal Co.; Old Lout mine 861
Onondaga. Mich 290
Ontario, Nickel refining in 203, 657
Ontario. Northern, power survey.... 819
Ontario production 525, 554. 1005
Ontario zinc 288
Ontario mine. Ida 338. 339
Oom Paul mine, Ida 619, 741
Opencut mining, Fairbanks ^709
Openings, Mine. Cost of 791
Ophir, Comstock, Nev. ..37, 85, 125, 413
Ophir Mines Devel., Utah 374
"Opportunity" farming community , .•880
Oquirrh Range survey 452
Ore. See also "Geologic." "Sample,"

"Bin." "Chute," "Hoist," "Buying,"
"Gate," "Feeder," "Crushing,"
"Highgrading."

Ore briquetting process, Colley .... 479
Ore by parcel post 348
Ore contracts and their failings .... 651
Ore deposit valuation. McGinty on.. 891
Ore dressing at Clausthal ^425
Ore Dressing. Theory and Practice. .t852
(bre loading rate. Gogebic 638
Ore moving in fiat stopes •665
Ore pocket. Concrete underground.

Cop. Queen '559
Ore reserves. Rand mines 139
Ore sacks. Holder for ^840
Ore trestle. One-leg 976
Ore weighing. Bunker Hill & Sulli-
van 520

Ores, Zinc, Terms for buying 652

Page
Oregon gold and silver 528
Organization and management. Es-

sentials of ^171
Oriental, Calif. See "Croesus."
Oriental Consol.—Transporting cord-
wood and timbers ." •144

—Report 931
—Notes 822, 988
Orillia Molybdenite Co 822
Orizaba, Nev 37
Oro Amigo, Nev 248
Oro Belle mine, Calif 35
Oro Fino, Calif 412
Oro Hondo, S. D 85, 333, 578—Photos '608—Blasting and chain ladders 730
Oroville Dredging, Ltd.—Costs 49—^Nechi Mines 206, 977
Ortin, M. F 201
Oruro Mg. Co., Bolivia ^424
Osceola Con.: North Kearsarge '1,

11, 54, 370, 536, 659, 700
Ouro Preto mines, Brazil ....•1014, •lOlS
Owen Spelter Co 743
Oxyacetylene welding. See "W^eld-

ing."
Oxygen in gaseous mixtures. Color

test for 28

P

Pacific Co. dredges, Alaska 481
Pacific mine. Utah 456
Packs, sand filling, solid pillars 393
Paint for structural work 801
Paint, P. Sa B., for spitting fuses . . 883
Paint-pigment fineness test 563
Paint pigments. Statistics of 474
Painter, R. K. Hamburg sampling
plant 319

Pallister. H. D 367
Palmer, Irving A 80
Palmer, L. A. Shaft-sinking with
jackhamers •SSS

Palms-Anvil, Gogebic Range 444
Paloma G. & S 291, 540, 578, 701
Palsgrove, H. G 409
Pamlico placer field 537, 730, 822
Pan-American Scientific Congress 12,

790, 899, 1018
Pan-Americanism—Congresses 12
Panama Canal landslides 735, ^933
Panama-Pacific Exposition (see also
"American Soc. Mg. Eng.," "Amer-
ican Mg. Congress"):—Idaho's mineral exhibit ^97—International Engineering Con-

gress—"Transactions" 408
Photos.—Douglas, Merrill, Ma-
thewson ^442
Program: Goethals' Photo ^444
Meetings 596
Papers 551, 803,843
Note 410

—Mine •549, 616—Palace of Mines •442—Rescue and first-aid 202, 286, 369,
404, 410. 656, 697, •770

—Yuba No. 14 dredge model •66
Panulcillo. Chile, smelting ^787
Paper. Gold precipitation on 276
Paragon mine. Ida 340
Parcel post. Gold. etc.. by 327
Parcel post. .Shipping ore by 348
Park City's advertising sign 122
Parker. Edward W 328
Parkhurst. C. D. Firebucket float ..•269
Parks. F. E 80
Pai-menter. S. A.. Death of 32
Parrish. Robt. Death of 284
Parrot Mg. Co 166
Parsons. C. Radium extraction . . 964
Partridge. W^. T 201
Patent reform. Proposed 531
Patents. New 70. 112. 157. 195. 319,

368, 408, 486, 613. 695. 766. 816. 859,
891, 934, 983, 1017, 1064

Patino mines. Motor trucks for .... 978
Patrick Creek Cop. mines 535
Patriquin mine. Calif 618
Patterson & Western R.R 1024
Patuxent, Ida 1067
Paving with smeltery sludge 489
Payne. Henry M 859. 940, 1063
Peacock mine. Ida 164
Pearce, Clyde M 201
Pearl. H. I. Electrical plant of
Wakefield Iron Co ^349

Peat powder. Utilization of 884
Peat Resources of Wis t852, 884
Pedley, A. D. Molybdenite, N. S. W. 564
Peiter, Frederick 1063
Pen kink for heavy lines •SOI
Penhsihu, Manchuria, operations 506, 543
Penn Iron Mg. Co., Mich. ..•355, 619. S21
Penn Mg. Co.. Calif 244
Penn. Nicholas S 655
Pennsylvania Smelting Co 906
Pennsylvania State Coll 861, 913
Pennsylvania Steel Co. 199. 654. 694,

736, 772, 781, 866, 990, 1030, 1046
Penrose mine, Colo 203, 372, 495
Pepper's quicksilver discovery 668
Pepvs', Samuel, mining note 1021
Percival, J. P. Gold-bearing quartz

veins, Dutch Guiana '511
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Page
Perkins gas-flied reverberatory fur-
nace '190

Perley, Alden D 491
Permanganate as cyanicide 106
Permanganate solution, Making
standard 522

Permian period maps, etc. '669, •672, 712
Perry, O. B. Yukon dredging- 'lOSg, •1052
Perry, R. W. Placers of Antioquia,
Colombia '585

Perseverence mine. See "Alaska
Gold." "Alaska-Gastineau."

Peru, Circular of book on 981
Peru, mineral production 278
Peruvian export tax 348, 364, 1018
Peruvian miners, Number of 518
Petroleum, Boring for, Australia 607
Petroleum, Calif.:—Production, half year 238, 250
—Production, months, 410, 574, 770, 1002
—Land cases 738, 984
—Regulation of wells; protection

from water infiltration; Maddux
bill 383

—Various notes 740, 941,1024
Petroleum, China—Monopoly refused 362
Petroleum drillers. Geologic condi-

tions that may confuse '590
Petroleum, Galicia 128,238,543
Petroleum possibilities, Vicksburg,
Miss 435

Petroleum—Practical Oil Geology ..tll2
Petroleum, Queensland 238
Petroleum, U. S 238
—Exports BOO
Petroleum, Venezuela 352
Petroleum, World, by countries 238
Pfaff's refractory material 970
Phelps-Dodge town, N. M 1027
Phila. & Reading 78, 781
Philippine gold-bearing conglomer-
ates 278

Philippine gold and silver 528
Philippine gold dredging—Correction 158
—Various companies' operations.... 9t>5

Philippine iron discovery ; 22j
Philippine native—Safety first liJJ?
Philippine seaweed. Potash from.... 391
Philippines, Hydraulicking in 1005
Philipsburg dist., Mont 1065
Phillips, L. Rand amalgamation .... 31
Phillips, W. B. Holmes professor-
ship 484

Phosphate Deposits of Florida tS52
Phosphate, Super-, Russia 515
Phosphate trade, Japanese ..•.., '»?
Phosphates, Banff National Park . . 494
Phosphorite deposits, Russia 978
Phosphorus determination—Magne-
sium-pyrophosphate ignition .... 726

Physical control of employees 759,
889, 943

Pichard's potash-extraction method 224

Picnic Gulch Development 778
Picric-acid explosives 508
Piedmont Manganese Co 978
Piegan-Gloster cyanide mill *1T1
Pigment fineness. Rapid test for .... obi

Pigments, Statistics of 474

Pike Lake mine, Ont 45b
Piling, Too short steel '27
Pillars, Solid; packs; sand filling .. 393
Pine Grove mine, Calif 618, 658, 740
Pinewood Riv., Man., gold find 617
Pinguico mine, Mex 203
Pioneer Consol., Nev., report 604
Pioneer Mg. Co., Alaska 617

Pipe and nut wrench, Hayward ....•518
Pipe coupling. Chapman "Anderson". •359
Pipe fittings, Ussher underground. .^973

Pipe joints. Cemented 1010
Pipe line construction, Alaska 760
Pipe line, Yukon Gold Co.'s •566

Pipe, National Matheson joint 807
Pipe, Wood, Advantages of 643
Pipe, Wood, Life of 476
Pipe wrench. Emergency, using file.. '926
Pipette, Modified '727
Pittsburgh-Liberty, Calif 165,986
Pittsburgh & Lake Angeline (see

also "Cleveland-Cliffs") 288,528
Pittsburgh, New map of 72

Pittsmont Cop. Co 65
Place, R. G. New Almaden mine^465, 687
Placer claims, Acquiring, B. C ^757
Placer, Gold recovery at. Camp Car-
son ^472

Placer locations. Forfeiture of 224
Placer tailings. Elevating with Hay-
ward bucket 309

Placers of Antioquia, Colombia ...."SSS
Plane table, Speeding up 840
Platinum discovery in Spain ..996, 1071
Platinum in Calif 318
Platinum in litharge 315
Platinum near Dawson 246
Platinum production in 1914 347
Plenaurum, Unt 945
Plugs, Shell, Materials of 898
Plumas-Eureka Mines Co 371, 495
Plummer sulphur plant, Tex 660
Plymouth Con., Calif. 123, 61S, 740,

904, 943
Poetry 366, 790, 1022
Poisoning, Zinc 280, 363, 1016
Polaris Devel. & Mg. Co 1067
Porcupine. Alaska 123

Page
Porcupine-Crown, Ont 206, 497
Poirier, C. H 573
Poor's Manual of Industrials t650
Porter, Ernest, Death of 80
Porter, W. S., Death of 284
Porterville, Calif., magnesite 577, 699,

740, 1026
Portland-Independence 33, 36, 49, 121,

124, 372, 412, 455, 496, 658, 699, 741, 1065
—Jeffrey Quad motor truck 682
—Locomotive on 1,700-ft. level ^728
—Flotation 964
Potash deposits in Chile 218
Potash extraction from salines of
low potash content 224

Potash from Philippine seaweed . . 391
Potash, Germany 128
Potash, India, development 57
Potash, Possible source of—Copper-

mill tailings 877

Potash, Potter Co., Tex 167
Potash prospecting. Drilling costs.. 108
Potash-salts imports 250
Potash, Searles Lake, Calif 936
—Notes 904, 941
Potash, Seaweed, investigation .... 757
Potash, Spanish, deposits 262
Potash, Utah, Producing 688, 736
—Notes 85, 125, 704, 822,1025
Potash. Wold's Supply of t852
Potassium permanganate as cyani-

cide 106
Potassium permanganate solution.
Making up standard 522

Potassium salts. Economic geological
study ^669, 712

Potter, A. A. Steam-turbine dimen-
sions, weights and costs 134

Powder. See also "Explosives,"
"Blasting."

Powder companies. Independent 240, 326
Powder house distances. Safe 842
Powder Riv. Gold Dr. Co 33, 410
Powdered coal. See "Coal."
Powell, Normal S 80
Power for aerial tramway 393
Power plant, Granby M. & S. Co. . .

'113
Power plant photo., Homestake ....•644
Power plant, Tough-Oakes mill ....•915
Power plant, Wakefield electrical. .^349
Pratt, W. E. Gold dredging, Philip-
pines 158

—Hydraulicking, Surigao 1005
Precious stones, U. S 384, 789
Precipitate-melting furnace, Elec. .."270
Precipitates, Cyanide, Refining 523
Precipitates, Cyanide, Zinc recovery
from 318

Precipitation, Gold, on paper 276
Precipitation method for copper so-

lutions. Bacon's 640

Precipitation, Zinc, Amador Con ^255

Prescott, J. A. Molybdenum recovery
from laboratory wante 1012

Presidio Mg. Co 286

Prest-O-Lite Co.'s scrap-nickel
anodes. Welding up 19

Price, T. B. A 655
Prill, A. Technical journalism and
mining brokers 646, 651

Prime, Frederick, Death of 162
Primers, Lacing method of making

118, 646

—Clip for detonators •• •IS
Primos companies 40, 246, 247, 283,

412, 577, 738, 777, 985, 991

Primos mine, Alaska 676

Prince Con., Nev 102 (

Prisoners of war. Working 2S1

Pro Patria, Colo 84

Probert, Frank H 284
Produce Development company .... 5^7
Producers, The (poetry) 1022
Profits, Table showing minimum
grade of copper ore and 88-

Promontory Pt., Utah, zinc 163, 206,
657, 850

Promotions, Old story of fraudulent
mining (see also "Stock") 651

Promoter Mg. Co., Kan .....202
Prospect holes. Sampling churn-dnll.^301
Prospecting methods, Mesabi •178

Prospecting, Potash, drilling costs.. 108
Prospector, Plaint of the 77
Prosser, W. C. Concentrating Gold
King ores '633

Publications. New. See "New."
"Pull-U-Out" hoist '733
Pulmonary diseases, Joplin 967, 9i6, 1049
Pulp measurement, Barth slide rule

for *228

Pulp problems. Solution of, by
graphic methods 98

Pump, Vacuum, Ingersoll-Rand .... 682
Pumping swamp by air lifts 402
Pumps, Diaghragm, for slimes.
Golden Reward mill •lOe

Pumps, Wakefield Iron Co.'s ^351

Purchases, Rescinding mining-prop-
erty 177

Purdue, A. H. Why not call things
by their right names'? 765

Purington, C. W 162, 940
Pyne's electrolytic segregation 356
Pyrites sampling plant, Hamburg

•140, 319

Page
Pyrometers, Radiation 313
Pyrometry, Recent progress in .... 519

a
Quebec bridge melted down 533
Queensland mineral oil 238
Queneau, A. L 367
Quicksilver—Cinnabar, Western Nev. 668
Quicksilver mine. New Almaden ^465, 687
Quicksilver mine. Oceanic, Calif ^482
Quincy Mg. Co 247, 539, 617,700
—Shaft-rockhouse practice 7, ^53—Dump and grizzlies '103

R
Radioactive Substances (in "Rare
Earth Industry") t852

Radium, Colo.—W. A. Clark acquires
uranium deposits 697

—Opposition to land withdrawal . . 818
Radium extraction from carnotite by
Bureau of Mines 194, 964

Radium recovery, Vogt process 106
Rahilly, H. J 774
Railroad Valley Co., Nev 108
Rainbow Lode Development Co. (see
also "Butte & London") 36, 290, 373,

455, 497, 659, 941
Rainbow mine, Ida 577
Ralph, J. Technical journalism and
mining brokers 850

Ralston, O. C. Flotation progress
68, 233

Ralston, W. C 858
Rambler-Cariboo, Ont 660
Rammelsberg mine, Germany 1057
Rand. See also "Transvaal."
Rand, Earth tremors on 833
Rand, Filling methods on 393
Rand mines amalgamation 31

Rand, Mining on *320
Rand ore moving in flat stopes..^665
Rand ore reserves—Table 139
Rand, Practical Mining on tl017
Randolph-Gemmill Devel. Co 986
Rare Earth Industry t852
Rare elements, Vogt process 106
Raritan Cop. Wks. silver-refinery

flume condensation 681
Rassa Island Phosphate Co 799
Rattlesnake Jack, S. D. 167, 373, 540, 906
Raven Cop. Co 205
Rawhide mine, Calif 658, 740, 943
Ray Con., Ariz 469
—Reports 340, 854
—First aid 594
Ray Hercules, Ariz. 331, 495, 690, 1026
Ray-Jefferson, Ida. 372, 538, 617, 700,

741, 819, 902
Raymond, R. W. Rules and Regu-

lations, reviewed t853
Read, T. T 284
Ready Bullion, Alaska 204, 331
Red Monarch Con., Ida 944
Red Mountain mine, Calif 740
Hedjang-Lcbong reports 490, 730
Reduction gear. Turbo planetary ..^191
Reduction plant, Winona—Photo. ..•645
Redwood, Ore., and Douglas fir 437
Reed, Frank 774
Reel, K. & E. flat-wire tape •973
Refining cyanide precipitates 523
Refractory material, Zirconia-car-
borundum 970

Regulations. See "Rules," "Safety,"
"Law."

Reid, J. A. Sensitiveness of frozen
gelatin dynamites 646

Reifsncider, L. B. Use of Cordeau-
Bickford in deep-blast firing 1007

Reindeer, Queen, Ida 372, 496, 778
Reloading, Safety first in 103
Relocation of claims 227
Remington Arms Co 654
Repair man, how he sees it 800
Replogle, J. A 940
Reports. See companies by name.
Reppy mine, Colo 289
Republic flow meter '888
Republic Iron and Steel Co 1030
Republic mine, Mich., headframe

•379, 430
Requa Savage Gold Mg. Co 904
Rescue. See also "First aid."
Rescue and first-aid at Panama-Pac.
Expo. ..202, 286, 369, 404, 410, 656, 697

—Homestake teams *770
Reservoir, Inspiration Con •683
Respirators vs. water sprays 856
Retaining-wall, Log *394
Retallack, Capt. John L 573
Revenue Tunnel, Colo 332,412
Reverberatory. See "Furn;.ce."
Revival of mining industry 771
Rex Consol., Ida 455, 494, 538, 741
Reynolds, Roy 243
Rhoads-Hall, Alaska 204, 435
Rice, Geo. Graham (see also "Stock

brokers. Mining") 407
Rice, Geo. S. Holmes Memorial 233
Rice Lake Mg. Asso. of Man 655
Richards, Henry, Death of 409
Richardson, A. S. Anaconda's safety-

first campaign 850
Richmond M., M. & B. Co. ..578, 896, 905
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Rickaid, E. K., Death of 817
Ricketts, L. D 817, 940
—Fettling reverberatories 851
Ridge roasting furnace 271
Ridge & Valley, Utah 291. 333, 660,

S64, 988
Riffles for sluicing, Fairbanks '994
Riley & Marsden's scraper 257
Riter, G. W. Magnetic phenomenon . 1016
River Smg. & Ref. Co 330
Rivers, Organic matter in 31
Rives, Henry M 655
Riveters, Staging hangers for '677
Road-building cost. Cop. Queen .... 847
Roads, Measuring sand and stone for
concrete •763

Roaster improvements, Ropp *147
Roasting concentrates, Sulitjelma .'lOSS
Roasting furnace. Ridge 271
Roasting—Sintering at Salida 312
Roasting—Sintering plant, Gary.... '107
Roasting tin ore, Llallagua '464,

•513, '555
Roasting, Wis. zinc dist •387, 844
Robbins, Thomas 817
Robert Burns mine, Colo 496
Roberts, James Cole 737
Robinson, W. L. Powdered coal.... 19
Rochester Mines, Nev. 456, 497, 620,

864, 944, 1027. 1068
Rochester, Nev., Are 373
Rochester, Nev., photos '361

Rock drill. See "Drill."
Rocker and grizzly mining on North
Saskatchewan '187

Rockhouse practice, copper country
•7, '53

Rodgers, M. K. Crushing-test com-
parison 772

Roel, F. Mex. situation 647
Rogers, Allen H 284
Rogers, A. P 1023
Rogers Pass tunnel. Driving 957
Roller bearings. Application of, to
mine cars '144

Romar Oil Co., Mont 36

Roofing, Globe patent lock 973
Roosevelt drainage tunnel, Colo. ..^545
—Photo, of the portal •683, 891
—Notes 36, 286, 330, 492, 658, 775
Rope. See also "Tramway."
Hope, Armored wire, Waterbury .... 191
Rope-failing indicator 'esi
Rope, Hoisting—Regulations ..883,926
—Deterioration 966
Rope, Wire, "Don't" 927
Rope, Wire, Splicing '1006
Ropes, Hoisting, Sliding board for.. '393
Ropp roaster improvements ^147
Rosario, Mex 1028
Rosenblatt, G. B. Granite Mtn. hoist 115
Ross-Burrage case 31
Ross, L, precision computer '971
Ross, W. D 201
Ross, W. P. Pamlico placer field.... 730
Rotary concentrator and classifier. .•SSS
Rotary kilns for desulphurizing and
.agglomerating 601

Rothwell, J. E. V-notch weir ^142
Roumania petroleum 238
Round Mtn. Mg. Co 49, 166, 659—Report 273
Round Mtn. Sphinx 166
Roush, G. A. Mineral Industry ....t852
Rowley, Frank 774
Rowley mine, Minn 496, 905
Roy, H. M 328
Rubber-belting briefs 225
Rubber corks. Boring 440, 1013
Ruby Creek results 34, 202
Rude Creek placer strike 697, 819
Ruehle's T-square for inking over

fresh lines '883
Rules and Regulations for Metal
Mines 402, 842, t853, 883, 926, 966

Runaway tubs or hutches ^1049
Russell, William C 817
Russia, copper output 143, 446
Russia—Altai Railway opened .... 810
Russia, Aluminum mfr. in 570
Russia, Cyanide making in 429
Russia—Kyshtim Corp. report 770
Russia nickel deposits 759
Russia petroleum 238
Russia phosphorite deposits 978
Russia, Word from—Pillage in Cau-
casus 923

Russian mining la'ws protect "worker 51
Russian Soc. for Elec. Enterprises.. 983
Russia's prohibited exports 28
Husso-Asiatic Corp.—Zinc 946
Rust removal by chemicals 73
Rust, W. R 1023
Ruth, P., Jr. Ventilating dead head-

ing '226
Rutherford, F. Protecting rever-
beratory-furnace walls 843

Rutile exports from Norway 441
Ryan, John D 76, 80, •155,429
Ryan mine, Calif 165, 204, 371, 412

Saam, John 858
Sackett, Robert L 32
Sacks, Ore, Holder for 840

Page
.Safety. See also "Accident," "First

aid."
Safety—Chain ladders unnecessary! 730
Safety—Langer sign holder ^477
Safety dump door. Improved •436
Safety-first campaign, Anaeonda's734, 850
.Safety first, Igorot variety ^1046
Safety first in reloading 103
Safety for timbermen's shoes 536
Safety hook for inclines .

.' ^1049
Safety in construction work 841
Safety last—Compressed-air joke . . 899
"Safety Review, The " 448
Safety rules, Calif 121
Safety—Rules and Regulations 402,

842, t853, 883, 926, 966
Safety, Timbering stopes for ^69
.Safety—Tram-car finger guard ....475
Safety—Wire-rope "don't" 927
Sagert. Charles 614
St. John del Ray—Assaying gold-
bearing cyanide .solutions 150—Report 200—Morro Velho, deepest gold mine . .

9'7'7

St. Louis Mg. Co.; Revenue Tunnel
332, 412

St. Jos. Lead Co 332—Bardill drossing apparatus '969
St. Louis Sm. Ref. Co.—Newnam
hearth 628, 652

St. Mary's Min. Land Co. report .... 273
St. Paul. See "Chi., Mil. & St. P."
Salcedo, S. Potash in Chile 218
Sale, A. J. Drilling campaign. Con.
Coppermines Co 234

Salida smelter. The ....22S, 371. 312, 314
Salisbury mine, Calif 289
Salmon River mines, Calif 1024
Salt Deposits, Canada t650
Salt Lake assay changes 649
Salt Lake Stock & Mg. Exch 1065
Salt production, U. S 1006
Saltese, Mont., notes 895
Sample bags and sample filing '58
Sample-drying table. Tailings 'i6S
Sampler, Mechanical ore •229
Sampling churn-drill prospect holes;

Carr's automatic sample divider,
etc 'SOI

Sampling lead bullion. El Paso .... 640
Sampling lead bullion. Salida 271
Sampling machine, Bardill 803
Sampling plant, Clausthal ^428
Sampling plant. Hamburg •140, 319
San Francisco Expo. See "Panama-

Pac," "American Inst. Mg. Eng.,"
"American Mg. Congress."

San Giovanni mine, Sardinia ^625
San Juan mine, Mex ^761
San Juan National Park 656
Sand tank. Discharging, Homestake . •567
Santa Fe Gold & Cop. ..167, 660, 1068
Santa Prancisca mine. Mex '71
Santa Gertrudis, Mex 374, 620, 988
Santa Rosa mine. Mex 414
Santiago mine, Colo 777
.Sardinia, Calamine mines of . . . .•625, 765—The Gennamari mill ^794—Megnetic separation ^911—Shipment to Baltimore 449
Saskatchewan, North. See "North."
Saunders, W. L 817
Savannah Cop., N. M 333, 1028
Scandinavia. See "Norway," ".Swe-

den."
Scheelite. See "Tungsten."
Schoch. E. P. Electro-analysis of
second group of metals 521

Schofleld, S. J 901
Scholl, Guilford D 284
Schoop metal-spraying pistol 192
Schreiber platinum method 315
Schumacher, Ont 206, 779, 945
Schwab, C. M 982—New steel combines 199, 654, 694,

736, 772
Schwaderer, Eugene 940
Schwarz, A. Flotation progress ..68, 233
Scotia. See "Chief Con."
Scotland, Mining Inst, of 367
Scott, H. E. How repair man sees it 800
Scott, Haywood. Mg. Co 245
Scott, J. S., Death of 982
Scott, R. C, Death of 80
Scotty, Death Valley 736
Scraper, Bagley, for gravel . . . .'257, •'710
Scraper, Drag, loading matte •lOSO
Scratch Gravel dist., Mont. 36, 124,

988, 1024
Scratch Gravel G. M. Co 860, 1024
Screen selection. Tests for 763
Screening machine. Wood ^887
Screens, Pigment-fineness test 563
Seagrave, W. H 1023
Searles Lake potash 936—Notes 904, 941
Seattle Smelting Co 374
Seaweed. Philippine, Potash from . . 391
Segregation in electrolytic tank.
Making use of 356

Selby smeltery-smoke studies ..726, 885
Selenium, Analysis of commercial. .1012
Selling metals, Methods of 572, 979
Sells, Utah 167, 206, 906, 988, 1028
Selmi, L 774
Seneca-Superior, Ont 779, 945

Page
Seoul Mg. Co. report 272—Photos 'igc, •275, •527
Separation. See also "Concentration,"

cross-references from it.

Separation, Electrolytic copper-
nickel, etc 681, 764

Separation, Magnetic, monazite sand. 1011
Separation, Magnetic, Sardinia ....^911
Separation, Magnetic, tin-ore ^461,

•513, ^555
Separation, Magnetic, Wis., zinc ^387, 844
Serbia. Copper mines in 735, 1021
.Sesekinika gold area 494
Settler, Granbv tapered •270
Settlers, Oil-fired, El Paso 356
Seven Devils dist., Ida 164
Seven Troughs Coalition 497. 620,

698, 864—Report 273
Seven Troughs dist. activity 697
Seward, J. Timbering in N. T. sub-
way 686, 890

Seward Peninsula, New beach line... 575
Sewell, Town of, Chile 281
Sewer tile of concrete ^188, 355
Shaft bottom, Calculating diamond

crossover for ^762
Shaft "C" sinking, East Norrie ....•437
Shaft gate, Simple folding ^599
Shaft ladderway cover ^269
Shaft of North Star hoist ^684
Shaft rockhouse practice, cop. coun-

try •7, '53
Shaft sinking cost. 900-ft •845
Shaft sinking. Draining before ....1009
Shaft sinking process. Cementation 58
Shaft sinking shoe for soft ground . .•loi
Shaft sinking with jackhamers.
Black Oak mine ^598

Shaft timbering. Steel, Los Ocotes..^802
Shafts—Cost of openings 791
Shannon Cop. Co. (see also "Clifton-
Morenci strike") 123, 469—Reports 304, 634

Shannon, P. N., Death of 940
Shapley solution meter ^885
.Shares of no par value 241
Sharwood, W. J. Cupellation losses 522
Shattuck Ariz. Cop. Co 469
Shaw, F. W. Laying out small angles ^59
Shawinigan Electro-Products Co. ..6, 404
Shearer. Barney S 696
Sheave diameters for hoisting rope 883
Sheaves, Old car wheels as . . . .^639, ^843
.Sheldon, T. H. Roosevelt drainage

tunnel •545, •683, 891
Shell plugs. Wastes in 898
Sherardizing methods 597
Sherer. J. Norman 1063
Sherman, F. W 120
Sherry, H. K. Backstoping with

breast holes ^354
Shoe, Sinking, for shaft ground ....^104
Shoo Fly mine, Calif 904
Short, J. M., strike, Joplin 905
Shovel, Derailed, Resetting ^1049
.Shovel dipper tooth, Chambers '973
Shovel, Hydro-dec, Penn Iron mine 619
Shovel, Steam, stripping: records 330, 355
Shoveling in Joplin district 679
Shovels, Marion gasoline •SOB
Shrinkage sloping at Braden 832
Shrinkage sloping. Notes on •Sts
Shuman-Boys sun-power plant 156
Shushana. See "Chisana."
Sicilian sulphur industry 466
Siderite. Coeur d'Alene ^828
Sierra Buttes, Calif 204
Sierra Nevada. Comstock 779, 860,

864, 905, 1027
Sierra Nevada, Ida 338
Signal system, .\utomatic, used in

stockpiling iron ore ^225
Signal, Water-supply tank ^968
Signals, Block, tunnel haulage 1020
Silica. Marketed production of .... 837
Silver Cable, Mont. -Ida 372, 455, 821
Silver, Calif., in 1914 528, 529
Silver Coin mine, Kan 1027
Silver Comet mine 1031
Silver Crown M. & D. Co 372, 741
Silver extraction. Mexican mill,

Nev.—Lead acetate, litharge and
zinc salts 148, 189

Silvei- Hill underground hoisting
station ^747, 801

Silver King Coalition 37, 167, 374, 456,
738, 742—Miners' strike 775, 779, 818, 860, 906—Underground hoisting station .... ^747—Handling elec. cable underground 801

Silver King Con. 37, 333, 701, 945,
988, 106S

Silver Lake mill, Colo 84
Silver-Lead Co., Wash 576
Silver-lead flotation, N. S. W ^953
Silver mining activity, Calif.; Mont. 984
.Silver Moon Mg. Co 247
Silver, Nev 528, 530
Silver, Ont.. half year 525—Market situation. Cobalt 903, 942
Silver Peak mine, N. S. W.—Flota-

tion •953
Silver refinery fume condensation by

Cottrell process 681
"Silver sidewalk," Cobalt's 861
Silver, The advance in 93S
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Page
Silver. U. S., in 1914, revised 404
•—By states §28
Silverado mine, Ida lOO
Similkameen Con. Cop. Co 200
Simmer Deep. Transvaal 321, 322
Simmons, J. Diaphragm pumps for

slimes '^6
—Air-compressor cooling with water

barrels ^189
—Skip with cable guides '516
—Car wheels as sheaves '639, *S43
—Zinc-shaving disposal system ....'725
Simms group, Utah 167
Singewald, J. T., Jr 614
Sinking. See "Shaft." .

Sintering, Dwight-Lloyd, Salida .... 312
Sintering plant at Gary '107
Sioux Con., Utah 'S60. 755
Sipprell, J. G 243
Skeen-Lechner mine, Alaska 676
Skewes-Saunders, T 1023
.Skinner. Thos. M., Jr 737
Skip-dumping system, Angove 636
Skip with cable guides. Mogul mine. •516
Skylights, Asbestos-protected metal. S07
Slag and dolomite furnace lining . . S85
Slag, Baggalev patent for utilizing

heat of molten 1050
Slag, Fluming granulated. Washoe . . 763
Slag treatment. Truax zinc 803
Slags. Blast-furnace, Lead determi-

nation in 1013
Slags. Copper, Metal losses in •215.

241, ^263, 305. 649
Slate, Newfoundland S90
Slide rule for pulp measurement.
Barth '228

Slide rule. Quick solar reduction by
K. & E '353

Slide rule, Ross graduated-spiral ...•971
Sliding board. Hoisting-rope '393
Slimes. Diaphragm pumps for. Golden
Reward mill 'lOe

Sliscovich antimony mine, Alaska . . 699
Slope chart. Brunton • ^967
Sluicing gravel. Alaska fields •707
Sluicing methods at Fairbanks ....^993
Smartsville, Calif., activity 121
Smeltery. See also "Furnaces." "Con-

verter." "Electric," "Roaster,"
"Kilns," "Slag." names of metals,
proper names, etc.

Smeltery brick-laying costs 109
Smeltery fumes. Baggaley method to

neutralize 764
Smeltery. Inspiration, photos. . .•236. •eSS
Smeltery smoke affairs. International

Co.-s 620, 1026
Smeltery smoke and bees—Conlagas

Reduc. Co •»—»~y 122
Smeltery smoke. Calif. Si, 242, 044^

^SOTT 464
—Exact determination of SO2 in air

at Selby 726—Selby investigation—Effect of SO»
on human beings SS5

Smelterv smoke—Hall sulphur reduc-
tion applied to blast furnaces 479. 563

Smeltery-smoke process. Condens-
ing silver-refinery fume by Cottrell 6S1

Smeltery smoke—"Smelting" defined 531
Smeltery smoke—SO; recovery. Gar-
ner process 725

Smelting at Anyox. See "Granby
Con."

Smelting at Panulcillo. Chile '787
Smelting, B. C. Cop. Co.—Data; costs

IS, 109
Smelting capacity. Zinc, Increasing

29, 160, 234. 240, 407, 411, 488. 542.
734. 743

Smelting copper—Metal losses in
slags •215. 241. •263, 305, 649

Smelting lead, Coeur d'Alene 572. 574.
576, 751, 819, 984

Smelting lead. El Paso 356. 640, 680
Smelting lead—Newnam hearth 628, 652
Smelting storage-battery sediment. IS

"Smelting," The definition of 531
Smelting trust. Alleged zinc, Mis-
souri's investigation of 529. 532

Smelting works accident prevention 44S
Smelting works. Ohio & Colo.—Don'ts

in design 228
—Various practice 271, 312, 314
Smith. Charles. Death of 774
Smith. E. A. Cappelen 409. 491, 1063
Smith, Edward, Death of 1023
Smith. H. H. Silver-lead flotation,

N. S. W '953
Smith's. Hamilton, profit rule 879
Smith, Henry B., Death of 858
Smith, R. W. Flotation testing ma-
chine •395

Smith. W. C. Smelting storage-bat-
tery sediment IS

Smitii. W. L 1063
Smith-Labine claims, Ont 620, 822
Smuggler-Union, Colo 290, 577
Snelling. Walter 901
Snelus. J. Ernest 774
Snowshoe mine. Ida 124
Snowstorm, Ida. ..337. 338. 619. 821, 944
Soapstone and talc in 1914 435
Social improvement at Lead 798
Socialism at Butte cured by wages
and work 962

Page
Society employment bureau ....851, 1016
Society of Chemical Industry ....1063
Socorro buys Mogollon 327
Soderberg, A. W 737
Sodium nitrate. N. M 34
Sodium nitrite manufacture 70
Soft hammers 'SSS, •lOHl
Solar reduction. Quick, by K. & K.

slide rule •353
Solution meter, Shapley "885
Solution, Normal. What is? 1013
Sooke dist., B. C, copper ore 330
South Africa. See also "Rand,"

"Transvaal."
South Af. diamond-field photos •974
South Af. diamonds and war 981
South Af. Inst, of Engineers 653
"South American Countries, Financial

Developments in" 615
South American, etc., export taxes

348. 364, 595, 1018
South Dak. geld and silver 528
South Eureka, Calif S3. 204
South Hecla, Utah 37, 206. 248, 291,

333, 374, 456, 822, 864, 988
South Lake, Mich. 247. 332, 372, 619, 863
South Utah 291, 620
Southern Alberta Oil Co 125
Southern Aluminium Co. 736, 742, 7S0,

S24, 1030
Southern Eureka, Calif 943
Southern Zinc & Mg. Co 290
Spain, Platinum discovery in 996, 1071
Spanish-American Iron Co 1007
Spanish potash deposits 262
Spearflsh hydro-elec. plant •Ill
Speel River project 331, 371, 943
Speets, George W 161
Spelter. See also "Zinc."
.Spelter. Anaconda producers ....814, 941
Spelter analysis methods, Am. Chem.
Soc 4 39

"Spelter chills"—Zinc poisoning 280.
363. lOlC.

Spelter, High-grade SI

4

Spelter, how it is sold 979
Spelter impurities. Infiuence of. on
cracking of slush castings 564

SpelTer situation 29. 118, 326. 365,
'

734, 855
Spelter. The case of 234
Spelter. U. S.. half year 324
Spence. Harold C. E 573
Spiegeleisen. See "Manganese."
.Spitzbergen coal mining 672
Spitzkasten at Clausthal *425
Splicing wire rope ^1006
Spodumene crystal. Etta mine ^932
Spokane stock-exchange boom .... 288
Spurr on Mesabi Range 219. 223
Squibs, Elec, for black powder . . 677
Squier, W. C, Death of 120
Stacks, Foundation bolts for ^718

Stafford. C. E., Death of 982
Staging hangers tor riveters ^677
Staging hook. Safety ^311
Stahl. W. Gas absorption by copper »2
Stamp mill feeder, Moyle ^359
Stamp stem guide. Sectional *61
Standard Chemical Co 85, 121. 577
Standard mine, Ida ^337
Standard Oil—in Calif 941
—In Sumatra 459
—In China-—monopoly refused 362
Standard Smelting Co., Penn 424
Standard Sm. & Ret. Co., Ont 374
Standardization of data ^"35, 772
Stanley mine, Ida 700. 1067
Starr. Miss Dorothy 693
Stavert. W. H 696
Steam or explosives more useful . . 158
Steam points (see also "Thawing") •!

Steam turbine dimensions, weights
and costs 134

Steel. See also "Iron."
Steel billets. First, Lake dist 936
Steel. Canada 384, 549
Steel combinations. See names of

constituent companies and organ-
izers.

Steel, Drill, and its treatment

—

Transvaal tests '1003
Steel, Electric, Various producers... 224
Steel industry. Position of 159
Steel. Macroscopic etching of 727
Steel. U. S.. production 283—Exports 335
Steele, H 655
Steidel, E ^01
Steifer Mg. Co • 204
Stellite. cobalt-chromium alloy .... 711
Stern wet magnetic separators ^514
Stevens. R. H 737
Stevens. William D 817
Stewart. Harry M 696
Stewart Mg. Co 245. 338. 339, 830
Stikine mine. Alaska 331
Stillman, T. B.. Death of 285
Stinker. What is a? 186
Stock brokers' Mining 405. 407. 565.

646. 651. 687, 850

Stock brokers' convention, S. F. .452, 630
Stock case—Freeman's appeal wins
new trial 404

Stockpile cars. Handling '35^
Stockpiling, Signals used m ^225

Page
Stone's flotation apparatus •1011
.Slope, Caved, Mining ore from, Santa

Francisca, Mex ^71
Stope filling. See "Filling."
Slopes, Flat, Moving ore in '66!<

Slopes, Timbering, for safety '69
Sloping, Back, with breast holes ....•354
.Sloping costs. Mineville, N. Y ^847
.Sloping costs. Treadwell group .... 480
Sloping methods. Fairbanks ^503
.Sloping. .Shrinkage, at Braden 832
Sloping. Shrinkage. Notes on ^875
Storage-battery sediment, Smelting 18
.storage. Powdered-coal 312
Stovel, J. H 573
Slowell mine, Calif 331, 454
Strache, Walter 940, 1023
Stralton Cop. Co 986
.Stratton's Independence (see also

"Portland-Independence) 33, 36.
121. 124

Street. A. L. H. Missouri's new min-
ing law 17—Hoisting engineers' qualifications.
Mont 57—Legal notes 52. 116, 141, 177, 224,

227, 570, 666, 675, 711, 757. 796. 913
Strike. See "Labor."
Stripping rale. Locust Mtn 355
Stripping record, Cuyuna 330
Stripping with dragline excavators.
Balkan mine 436

Strontium in U. S 308
Students. Summer jobs for 366
Subway N. Y.—Timbering; cavings

•568, 571, 610. 686. •689, 890
Success mine. Ida. 75. 82. 166, 290, 338,

413, 538, 700, 821. ^849. 863
Sulitjelma. Reverberatory furnace. •lOSS
Sullivan air-feed drifter •SST
Sullivan. Dennis. Death of 655, 696
Sulphur consumption. Domestic .... 139
Sulphur dioxide, effect on human be-

SS5
Sulphur dioxide in air. Exact deter-
mination of 726

Sulphur dioxide recovery, Garner
process 725

Sulphur. Elemental, recovery from
furnace gases 229

Sulphur industry, Sicilian 466
Sulphur, Japanese, industry 830
Sulphur plant, Plummer's, Tex 660
Sulphur reduction. Hall, applied to

blast furnaces 479, 563
Sulphuric acid for alkali soils 736
Sulphuric acid plant, A. .S. & R 1065
Sulphuric acid plant. Anaconda ....•SOS
Sulphuric acid plant. Kyshlim 770
Sulphuric acid plant, Tenn. Cop 694
Sulphuric acid supplies. France and
England 997

Sultan mine, Nev 620
Sulzer, Charles A 1063
Summer jobs for students 366
Sun-power plant, Shuman-Bovs,
Egypt 156

Sundt, F. A. Bolivian copper concen-
tration 102

Sunfiower Cinnabar, Ariz S3
Sunset-Banner, Ida 1026
Sunset, Ida 944
Sunshine mine. Kern Co.. Calif 331
Superior Iron & Furnace Co 741
Superior & Pittsburg. Ariz 469
Sui'face to underground men. Propor-

tion of. Ariz 227
Surigao, P. I., hydraulicking 1005
Surinam. See "Guiana. Dutch."
Survey. Geological:
See also statistics under "United

States." names of metals, etc.
—Broad Pass region, Alaska 1046—Graywacke. Composition of 597—Juneau gold bell 837—Oquirrh Range survey 452—Potash froni copper tailings 877—Quicksilver in Western Nev 66S—Tin mining. Alaska ^838—Utah investigations 411—Willow Creek dist., Alaska 936
Surveying—Brunton slope chart ....•967
Surveying—Magnetic phenomenon.
Caribou mine •934, 1016

Surveying methods, Miami •IS
Surveying—Obtaining azimuth '84

1

Surveying—Quick solar reduction by
K. & E. slide rule •353

Surveying—Speeding plane table . . 840
Surveyors' steel-tape repairs ^59
Surveyors' tape reel. Folding *973
Surveys, Dip-needle 19:{. 363
Sutcliffe, Joseph. Death of 696
Sutherland antimony mine, Nev .... 657
Swamp Creek, B. C. strike 497
Swamp draining by air lifts 402
Swaren. W. Alaskan ore-hoisting rig.»392
Sweden. Elec. iron smelting ....351, 847
Sweden, Mineral output of 633
Sweeney mill, Ida '338, •848
Swiggert. G. L. Pan-Americanism. . 12
Swiss prohibition of exports 424
Switch, Clinton mine ^309
Switchboard. Concrete ^476
Sydvaranger. Norway 48, 352
Sylvanite, Nev.. First camp '73
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T-square for inking over fresh lines. •883
Table, Drawing, for fleldwork •394

Table finish. Acid-proof *|0
Tacoma smeltery i"j-''
Tailing samples, Steam-jacketed dry-

ing table for, Miami '969
Tailings disposal chute. Hydraulic ..'963
Tailings distributors in simple cy-
anide plant •631

Tailings reclamation cableway, Gold-
field Con '673

Talc and soapstone in 1914 435

Talc N. Y 831
Talk'eetna Mg. Co 699
Tallon, P. J., Death of 120
Tamarack, Mich 9, 370, 536, 741, 778
—Report 21
Tamarack & Custer, Ida. 338, 536, 572,

576, 617, 751, 987
Tamping, Advantage of .103
Tanganyika Concessions 291, lOiS
—Annual meeting; output increased 308
Tank measurement slide rule •228

Tank signal. Water-supply '968
Tanks, Cyaniding, Tough-Oakes

•873, '915
Tape reel, K. & E. fiat-wire •973
Tape repairs, Steel ^59

Tapes, Methods with, Miami 15
Tar, Coal, in fiotation 591
Tax, Anthracite, law held unconsti-

tutional 781
Tax, Ariz.—Mine valuation 469
Tax, Corporation, in Calif 33

Tax, Ark. Valley smeltery 332
Tax, British company profit 773
Tax, Mexico ..445, 647, 688, 691, 811, 1037
Tax, Mich, iron mines 323, 443
—Copper mines 776
Tax, Minn. 34, 245, 330, 411, 536, 694, 985—Plucking the goose, Hibbing 877
Tax, Wis.—Methods of Mine Valua-

tion t485
Taxation problem, N. J. Zinc Co 980
Taxes, Export, Spanish Am. 348, 364,

595, 1018
Taylor, J. H. Mechanical ore sam-

pler ^229
Teanhl, Gilbert, Death of 32
Technical literature classification . . 158
Technical literature. Things in, that

are not so 487
Teck-Hughes, Ont. 167, 414, 497, 540, 864
Teddy, P. T. Shaft gate •599
Telephone, Weiss mine '79
Temiskaming, Ont. 206, 248, 497, 906, 945
Temperatures, Normal underground 475
Tempering piston-drill bits 925
Templeton, Eugene C 162
Tenderfoot Hill, Cripple Creek 344
"Teniente Topics" 281
Tennessee Cop. Co. 217, 291, 799, 857, 1028—Report 21
—Shaft gate ^599
—To extend acid plant 694
Tenn. geological map tOSl
Tenn. mines' output 57
Tenn. zinc-mine geology ^259
Tennessee mine, Ariz 495
"Terrain," Meaning of 533
Terrible Edith, Ida. S4, 164, 332, 340, 820
Terrill, Arthur Clark 162
Tharp, W. C 32
Thawing for Yukon dredging •1039
Thawing methods, Fairbanks •I,

•503. ^707
Thayer, B. B •570, 571, 610, 614
Thickener, Dorr, Ariz. Cop. Co.'s . . . .^131
Thickener, Dorr, Intermittent dis-
charge on 639

Thickeners, Foam sweep tor •lOlO
Thill, J. R. Welding at Braden ..•928
Thomas-Culross mine, Alaska 537
Thomas, David A 32, 243, 576
Thomas Iron Co 279, 344, 781
Thomas, Kirby 655, 901, 1063
Thomas, William 774
Thompson, F. A 243
Thompson Falls plant power, Coeur

d'Alene 122
Thompson-Quincy. See "New

Quincy."
Thomson, H. G. Raising drum-filter
vacuum '724

Thorianite in Madagascar 474
Three-in-One mine, Alaska 616
Three Kings mine, Utah 945
Three-Man Mg. Co 204
Thurston. W. R 817
Tibby, Benjamin F 901
Tigre mine, Mex 414, 739, 1028
Tigre, North, Mex 333
Tile. Sewer, of concrete •188, 355
Timber Butte Milling Co 247
Timber—Fir and redwood 437
Timber reserve and cut. Alaska ..28, 304
Timbering air-check doors in motor-
haulage drift, Cal. and Ariz ^105

Timbering caved slope, Mex 'tl
Timbering—Homestake stope photo. .^526
Timbering, N. Y. subway •Ses, 571,

610, 686, 890—Co.sts, compared with Goldfield
Con •689

Timbering—Safety staging hook . . . .'Sll
Timbering, Steel shaft, Los Ocotes..«802

Page
Timbering stopes for safety *69
Timbering—Taking diamond out of

raise 269
Timbering, Underground hoisting-

station '750
Timbermen, Injury tu—Decisions . . 913
Timbermen's shoes. Safety for 536
Timbers, Transporting by cable, Or-

iental Consol ^144
Time telling with compass 802
Timiskaming. See "Temiskaming."
Timmins-McMartin syndicate 779
Tin, Alaska, mining; map ^838
Tin, Alaska, ore shipments 657
Tin assay. Cyanide-fusion ^555
Tin, Bolivia—Mining—Correction . . . 487—Smelting prospects 24—Production in 1914 38—Trip through Bolivia ^421
—Ore dressing, Llallagua •461, ^513, ^555—Motor trucks for mines . . . . 978
Tin, Carbondale, Colo 697
Tin, China, exports 262
Tin Cup Gold Dr. Co 535
Tin, Nev.—Battle Mtn 657
Tin-refining process, Michaud &

Delasson's 725
Tin smelting at Pittsburgh 424
Tin smelting in U. S 199, 908
Tin, United Kingdom, ore 6
Tinfoss, Norway, elec. smelting ..97, 351
Tinstman, A. O., Death of 1063
Tintic district, Utah, photos ^360
Tintic Milling Co. 37, 248, 414, 540

738, 864
Tintic ore deposits. Geology 753
Tintic Smelting Co 493
Titanium ore, N. Y 121
Toilet systems. Underground 967
Tolovana dist., Alaska 82, 122, 164,

203, 287, 739, 775
Toluol, Explosives from 507
Tom Reed, Ariz 371, 454, 469, 986
Tomboy, Colo. 49, 123, 205, 658, 699,

778, 863, 1026—Photos, of mill ^975
Tonopah-Belmont (see also "Oro

Belle") 166, 206—Annual report 272—Quarterly report 620—Belmont mill construction costs . . 481
Tonopah-Bonanza 988
Tonopah, Conditions at 576
Tonopah Extension, Nev 291, 864
—Report 604
Tonopah Mg. Co 248, 495, 576, 742
—Reports 64, 822
Tonopah Placers Co 618, 820, 1067
Tool rack. Blacksmith-shop ^636
Torpedo mine, N. M 456
Torrey, H. G., Death of 409
Tough Oakes, Ont. 248, 374, 540, 779, 822—English and Canadian companies. 404—Building the mill ^869, '915
Track—Diamond crossover '762
Tractors, Yuba ball-tread 818
Trade, Foreign—Metals 156, 238,

239, 397, 570, 767—Iron and steel, fiscal year ....335, 500
Trail, Colo 496
Tramming in Joplin district 679
Tramming rate. Hand, Colby mine . . 226
Tramway, Aerial, for tailings recla-

mation, Goldfield Con ^673
Tramway, Aerial. Oceanic mine '482
Tramway, Aerial, Wasatch-Alta .... 616
Tramway, Simple cable, for timbers.
Oriental Consol ^144

Tramways, Aerial—Power formula.. 393
—Traction rope 475
—Track rcpe 518
Transvaal. See also "Rand." "South

Af."
Transvaal drill-steel tests •lOOS
Trauerman, C. J. Zinc recovery from
cyanide precipitates 318

Trench digging by machinery 1062
Trestle, One-leg ore 976
Trethewey, Ont 206
Treweek, Nicholas, Death of 858
Triangle, Universal-angle drafting. ^1009
Trinity Asbestos, Calif 35, 862
Trojan, M. cfe O. R., Colo 83
Trojan, S. D 333, 373, 540
TroUhattan works, Sweden 351
Trona Potash, Calif 904
Tropenas, A., Death of 491
Truax zinc-slag treatment 803
Truck. See "Motor," "Tractors."
Tube mill control. Unit, Homestake. .•970
Tube mill. First U. S 981
Tuberculosis report, Joplin 967, 976, 1049
Tubs or hutches, Runaway ^1049
Tungsten and molybdenum lOBl
Tungsten and molybdenum, Chile . . 977
Tungsten and molybdenum, England 467
Tungsten, Ariz.—HtJbnerite 986
Tungsten, Australia 50—Wolframite situation 733
Tungsten, Boulder Co., Colo., mining 797—Nederland camp 616, 697, 738, 797
Tung.sten, British Empire 50
Tungsten, Ida.—Golden Chest mine.. 1066
Tungsten, N. M., note 864
Tungsten ore-price schedule 40
Tungsten ore prices, Record 410
Tungsten ore prices. Revised 991

Page
Tungsten powder. Producing 506
Tungsten, 3. D 903
Tungsten, The position of 558
Tunky Trans. & Power Co 167
Tunnel. See also "Roosevelt" and
other names.

Tunnel driving. Bonus system ap-
plied to—Mt. Royal; Ariz. Cop.; St.
Louis, Ko., Laramie Poudre; Los
Angeles 517—-Mucking, Mt. Royal 477

Tunnel driving, Rogers Pass 957
Tunnel haulage. Block signals. .. .1020
Tunnel, World's largest, Marseilles-
Rhone Canal '800

Tuolumne, Mont. 206, 247, 332, 373,
497. 620, 742

Turbine, Steam, dimensions weights
and costs 134

Turbines vs. engines in units of small
capacities 392

Turbo-blowers and compressors .... 436
Turbo-blowers as compressors of fur-

nace air 843
Turbo-reduction gear •ISl
Turkey, Asiatic, Minerals of •715
Turnbull, J. M 534
Turner, J. Sodium-nitrite mfr 70
Twenty-one mine, Calif 1067
Twilight, Colo 777
Twin Peaks Mg. Co 246
Tyndall & Finn, Alaska 435
Typewritten matter. Blueprinting . . 762

II

Ubehebe dist., Calif 818
Udden, J. A 451
Uglow, W. L. Mine Valuation t485
Ullrich magnetic separators ^911
Uncle Sam, Utah 414, 755, 988
Underwood, Lawrence H 162
Unemployed engineer. The 68—Opportunities 855
Uniform Fibrous Talc Co 167
Union. .See also "Labor."
Union Basin, Ariz. ..83, 454, 986, 1067
Union Con., Nev. 37, 85, 125, 413, 456,

779, 822, 860, 864, 988
Union Cop. Land & Mg. report .... 273
Union Hill, Nevada Co., Calif. 371, 618, 740
Union Hill, Trinity Co., Calif 35, 495
Union Minifere. See "Katanga."
Unions, Anaconda and the 424
Unionville Mg. Dist., Mont 905
United Cop., Wash 37, 906
United Eastern, Ariz. ..331, 454, 820, 943
United Engineering Society's library

service bureau 1054
United Freeland D. & T 987
United Globe, Ariz 469
United Gold Mines, Colo 124, 496

UNITED KINGDOM
See also "War."—Ammonium sulphate 87—Coal 6, 543, 564—Copper t apply 810—Exports, Changes in prohibited... 31—Iron-ore imports 459—Metallurgy, Backwardness in .... 855—Mineral production 6, 564

—Sulphuric-acid supplies 997
—Tax, British company profit .... 773—Tungsten and molybdenum 467
—Tungsten in Brit. Empire 50
.—Zinc metallurgy. Progress in .... 469
—Zinc smelting 279, 322, 375—Zinc-smelting control, British

views on American 198, 280

UNITED STATES
See also "Bureau of Mines," "Bu-
reau of Standards," "Survey, Geo-
logical," "War."—Aluminum and bauxite 57, 143

—Asphalt 789—Barytes 283
—Borax 308
—Chrome iron ore 362
—Coal 459
—Coke, Byproduct 326
—Copper imports and exports ..415, 767—Cryolite imports 590—iSxplosives 268—Feldspar 895—Gems and precious stones ....384, 789—Gold, revised 404

By states 528
—Graphite 388, 694
—Gypsum 153—Iron and steel:

Steel: finished iron; pig 283
Foreign trade 335, 500
Blast-furnace capacity 937—Lead imports and exports 156, 238,

239, 397, 570, 767—Magnesite 324—Manganese-ore supplies; statistics 512—Metal imports and exports, month-
ly 239, 570, 767—Mining Statutes Annotated t650

—Molybdenum mining 282— Petroleum 238, 500—Pigments, Statistics of 474—Platinum 347
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UNITED STATES, continued.—Potasli-salts consumption •670—Potaah-aalts imports 250
—Salt 1006—Silica 837
—Silver, revised 404

By states 52S
•^Spelter, half year 324
—Sulphur consumption. Domestic . . 139—Talc and soapstone 435—Zinc imports and exports 156, 238,

397, 570, 767
U. S. Kxploration Co 658, 699
U. S. Gold Corp 35, 699
U. S. Red & Ref. Co 574
U. S. Smg., Ref. & Mg. Co. 85, 86, 329,

411, 701, 704, 739, 822, 862—Charpre car at Midvale 'Sig
TT S. Steel Corp. (see also "Oliver,"

"Minn") : 443. 977
^Quarterly reports 208, 209. 744
—Monihlv reports 127, 128. 293, 499,

662, 867. 1030, 1031
—«ovt. suit 630, 7S1, 815

—Jones mixer suit decided 79
-—Sintering plant at Gary '107
—Zinc smelteries 29. 160, 234, 240,

249. 407, 453, 487, 734, 736, 865
United Steel Co • • • 682
United \trde, Ariz 289, 469
—Holder for ore sacks '840
Universal Portland Cement Co 36
Universities. See state names, etc .

Uranium, see "Radium."
Ussher Pipe fittings '9ii
Utah-Apex Co. 37, 206, 329, 374, 452, 73S—Quarterly report 63ii

Utah Consol 945
Utah Cop. Co. 37, 81, 122, 206, 333,

374. 405, 493, 565, 575, 660, 822, 1068—Reports 324. 838
—Kennecott-Braden deal. etc. ..S9i. 899

Utah Fertilizer & Chem. Co 374
Utah geologic investigations, etc. . . 411
Utah gold and silver 52S
Utah Iron & Steel Co 822,902
Utah Leasing Co 456, 822
-Utah Metal & Tunnel 85. 333, 822, 984
Utah Minerals Concentrating 540
Utah mining contract interpreted . . 675
Utah, Potash in 688, 736
—Notes 85, 125, 704. 822. 1025
Utah Power & Light Co 287, 411, 906
Utah Soo. of Engineers 328, 614, 737
Utah. University of 370
Utah zinc mining 244—Lake View dist.; Promontory Pt.

163. 206, 657, 860
—Cache Co. discovery 497
Utica mine. Calif 577, 862
iJtley. H. H 614

V
6S2Vacuum pump, Ingersoll-Rand

Vacuum, Raising drum-fllter *724
Valdez, Activity at 287, 616, 739
Valdez Creek Placer Mines 165
Valdez fire 163, 245, 282
Valley pipe line, Calif 9S6
Valuation. .See also "Tax."
Valuation of ore deposits, McGinty on S91
Value of money and commodities .. 117
Valve, Chicago "Simplate" com-

pressor 'SO.)

Van Arsdale's copper-ore treatment 61

Van Deventer, J. H. Babbitt castings
•1051

Van Hise. Charles R 982
Van Loan, C. E., on Comstock and
Eureka 281, 327, 450, 489, 533. 612,

653, 693, 857, 9S1

Van Roi report -'31

Van Sant, W. S bl''

Vanadium in non-ferrous alloys . . 639
Vanadium, Swarthout Hills, Colo... 330
Vandergrift. T. J., Death of 120
Vasco Mg. Co 1031
Venezuelan notes 340, 352, 6i6
Ventilating a dead heading •226
Ventilation. Mining and Mine ....t»52
Verona Mg. Co.—Balkan mine 413.

436, 444. 455
Vickers, T. E., Death of 817
Vicksburg, Miss., oil possibilities . . 43d
Victoria. Australia, output 7o2
Victoria M. & S. Co., N. M 94d
Victoria mine. Mich 700, 863
Victoria mine. Utah 456
Vieille Montagne Co 249
Villa gives up fight ^„^
Village Deep. Transvaal 321
Village Main Reef 393
Viloro dredge burned 799
Vindicator Con., Colo. (see also

"Golden Cycle") 49, 372, 410, '545,
700, 778

Vindicator Tunnel, Colo 618
Vinegar Hill Zinc Co. 125, •298. 'SS".

388, 414, 497, 578, 660, 988
Vipond, Ont 85, 206, 374,906
Virginia-Car. Chem. Co. report 558
Virginia Cy.. Nev.. drilling contest .^. 561
Virginia Cy.. Nev.. stories 2S1, 327,

450. 4S9, 533. 612
Virginia dist., N. M 37
Virginia manganese developments.. 978
Virginia Smelting Works 456

Page
Virginia, Southwest, mining 164
Vivian, Younger & Bond 635
Vogt process of recovering rare ele-
ments 106

Voland, Gottfried, Death of 1023
Volcano, a new Nev. strike •73
Volcano dist., Calif 577
Volcano mine, Colo 166
Volker, H. J. Shrinkage stoping. .•875
Vulture Mines Co., Ariz 469

Wabi Iron Wks., Ont 861
Wages. See "Labor."
Wagner, L. N 655
Wagner mine, Calif 862
Wakefield Iron Co.—Elec. plant ....^349—Notes 444, 539
Waldo, Ore., Hydraulicking at ....•211
Walker Cop. Co., Calif 454, 943
Walker. S. F. Cementation shaft-
sinking process 58

Walker. T. L 817
Wall. E. A 235
Wallace hand-drilling contest 353
Walsh, J. J. Mining and Mine Ven-

tilation f852
Wanakah. Colo 777, 861
WanjukofC on copper slags •215, ^216,

217, 264, 265, 305
War matters:—Ammunition, Buying metals for.. 365—Asiatic Turkey, Minerals of ^715—Austria. Metal shortage in ' 525—Belgian trade after war 25—Belgium's metals. Canvass of .... 900—British prohibited-exports changes 31—Canada—Imperial Munitions Board

1023—Canadian Germans, Internment of 82—Canadian zinc refining 330, 370,
497, 531, 814—Chemical dealers don't answer in-

quiries. Why 30—(Chemical prices, Advance in 831—Copper advance during delay .... 366—Copper in Germany 449, 512, 533. 1056—Copper mines of Serbia 735. 1021—Copper supply. Great Brit 810—Democracy and inefficiency 405—Engineer function in warfare .... 467—Engineers, Mining and military,
past and present 997—Engineers' reserve corps; civil en-
gineers and military service 429,

448, 654, 765, 796—Explosives used in war and metal
mining 507, 646—German iron coinage 693—Germans interned want literature 533—Gold, Gallipoli trenches 450—Gold supply, Excessive 465—Hoover. H. C, Work of 96, 161, 774.

—Inst, of M. & M.'s action .' 78—Kyshtim Corp.—War's effect 770—Manganese industry affected 195—Manganese supplies 512—Merton & Co. affairs 282, 635, 733, 834—Metal industry. Effect of war on.. 597—Naval Advisory Board 486—Norway's benefit bv war 118—Oil situation. Galicia ..128, 238, 543—Powder companies' opportunity. In-
dependent 240, 326—Powder factory. Indiana Head.... 1027—Prisoners, Working 281—Rand cost. War effect on •320—Russia's prohibited exports 28—Russian Caucasus. Pillage in 923—Ships. Alleged plot to dynamite . . 815—Spelter. The case of 234—Sulphuric-acid supplies. Prance
and England 997—.Swiss prohibition of exports 424—Tax. British company-profit 773—Trench digging by machinery ....1062—Value of money and commodities.. 117—Wastes, Prodigous. in minor
items—Shell plugs 898—Waterloo lion melted down? 161—Zinc concentrates in Brit, prize
courts 635, 733—Zinc Corp. and the war ...95. 156. 524—Zinc metallurgy. Economics of .... 551—Zinc, N. Y. "Herald" on 281—Zinc ore contracts. Australian

-

German 96, 156, 524. 957—Zinc smelting control. American
198, 280—Zinc smelting, Belgium 249—Zinc smelting. Great Brit. 279, 322, 375

TV'arehouse project. Joplin dist 4SS
Warford coal burners. Anaconda .. ^46
Warn employees, Duty to 52
Warren. J. J 737
Warrior Cop. Co., Ariz 469
Wascatch Mines 206, 374.578
Wasatch-Utah 167, 414
Wash and change houses 1049
Washing gold beads. Rapid method

for •149
Washington-Butte Mg. Co 778
Washington gold and silver 528
Washington Steel and Iron Co 701
Washington, TTniversity of 248

Page
Washoe. See "Anaconda."
Wasp No. 2, S. D. 37, 167, 333, 540,

•608, 822, 903—Car wheels as sheaves ^639
—Zinc-shaving disposal system ....^725
Water, Circulating cooling, with
compressed air '1007

Water conduit. Constructing 70-mi.,
in Alaska 760

Water conduit, Yukon Gold Co.'s ..•See
Water—Mine drinking fountain ....•677
Water. Miner's profit "from mine .... 738
Water power. Pacific Coast 752
Water purifier, Granby M. & S. Co.'s

Koiler-feed •US
Water saving by Dorr thickener . . . .•ISl
Water sprays. Respirators vs 856
Water supply tank signal ^968
Water -weir flow recorder ^844
Water weir, V-notch ^142
Waterbury armored rope 191
Waterloo lion melted down? 161
Watson, William, Death of 655
Wavland, Russell 1023
Weaver, J. W., Death of 243
Wedge mine, Utah 85
Weedon Mg. Co 330, 370, 497, 814—Correction of report 531
Weeks, F. D. Smeltery design 228,

271. 312, 314
Weigher, Blake-Dennison automatic,

for ore at Bunker Hill & Sullivan 520
Weights, new Indian system 776
Weir-flow recorder, Harrison '844
Weir, V-notch ^142
Weiss mine telephone ^79
Welding. Oxyacetylene, at Braden..*928
Welding up scrap-nickel anodes .... 19
Wellington Mines, Colo 372, 699
Welsh mine, Alaska 820
Wenstrom, O. Civil engineers and

military service 765
Weringer mine, Calif 204, 289
West Dome, Ont 414
West End. Nev 206, 291
West, T. D.. Death of 32
Western Australia production 383
Western Chemical Co 904
Western Electric hammer drill ..•638
Western Ky. Smg. Co 247
Western Metals Co., Calif 304
Western Metals, Colo, (see also "Colo.

Metal M. & R.") 372
Western Smg. & Power Co 332
Western Soc. of Engineers' employ-
ment bureau 851, 1016

Western Zinc, Utah 497
Western Zinc Oxide Co 36, 165
Weston, E. M. Moving ore in flat
stopes ^665—Drill steel and its treatment ....•1003—Practical mining on Rand tl017

Weston Pass. Colo., Zinc near 412
Wet concentration, flotation and

leaching recoveries 30
AVhale mine, Nev 85, 248
Whale mines, Ariz. See "Leviathan."
Wheel, Facing-off brake ^760
%\'heelbarrows, Monorail, Rand ^665
Whigham, William 696
White, B. N., Death of 940
White Caps. See "Dexter."
White, H. A., on cyaniding 900
White Pine mine, Mich. 455, 619, 778,

863, 905—Difficult transportation ^304
White Pine Extension, Mich. ..659, 1025—Diamond-drilling scheme 678
White. R. T. Word from Russia .... 923
White Raven mine, Colo 35, 83, 618
Whiting, L. Fuse spitting device. . . .•927
Why not call things by their right
names? 765

Wiard, E. S. Ore Dressing f852
Wiegand chain-screen door '972
Wilbert Mg. Co 741
Wilcox mine. Minn., ore trestle .... 976
Wild Cat Leasing Co 905
Wild Devil mine. Calif 454
Wilfley-Mears mill, Colo 289
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SYNOPSIS—Thawing the frozen paystreah is one

of the most important details of mining at Fair-

banks. Wood fires were formerhj used, hut had ob-

vious disadvantages. The efficiency of steampipe

methods was accidentally discovered in principle,

and has been developed into the only feasible proce-

dure. Full description of iirinciplcs and practice

is given.

After the "opening up," ur development, of a typical

Fairbanks placer mine, the next step, leaving out of con-

sideration for the present the washing plant, is putting in

the first "thaw." Since thawing the permanently frozen

material of the paystreak is one of the most important and

The tirst attempt to thaw underground, otherwise than

with wood fires, seems to have been made on Bonanza
Creek in 1898. I'ipe boilers of lO-hj). ea])acity were used

to generate steam for siphons and injectors, by means of

which warm water was played against the frozen face.

The larger rocks were picked loose as fast as they thawed

from the matrix and were thrown back to serve as support

for the roof. Subsequently pipe boilers of 20 and 2.5 hp.

were introduced, and jtulsometer pumps were used to force

the water against the face.

This method was applied especially to bench deposits

opened by adit, and was used to some extent during win-

ter. The gravel was thawed at night and the rocks re-

moved, and during the day the fine gravel was shoveled

into 6-in. sluice boxes supplied with water by the pump

A Battery of Steam Points at Work in the Gravel

expensive items entering into the cost of mining—aver-

aging about 20% of the total—the history and develop-

ment of the steam point will l)e liriefly discussed.

Thawing with Wood Fires

Before the discovery of gold at Dawson there had been

considerable mining in the groat region tributary to the

Yukon, notably at Circle, Tvovukuk, and on the Stewart

Eiver. Where the heat of tlie sun was not available for

thawing, wood fires were used. The slow, easy-going

methods of the old timers did not meet with the approval

of the eager Dawson stam]ieders, however, and they cast

about for some more efficient scheme for removing the

frost from the gravel.

*4352 Ninth Ave., N. E., Seattle, Wash.

used at night for thawing. The tailings were discharged

into a box outside the mine, from which they were shov-

eled into wheelbarrows and wheeled to the edge of the

dump. Water, being a scarce article on the benches both

in winter and in summer, was used over and over. In

driving tunnels with the pulsoraeter pump an advance of

8 to to ft. per day was easily made. The pump as a means

of thawing did not give satisfaction, however, chiefly on

account of the unavoidable thawing and sloughing of the

roof.

Discovert of the Steam-Point Principle

The principle of the steam point was discovered by acci-

dent. An engineer noted that the exhaust of the engine

he was using had thawed a hole in the surface muck with
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which it came in contact. This arous^ed his curiosity and
led to casual experiments, which proved that live steam
was an effective agency for thawing the muck. The big

problem, however, was to thaw the gravel, since the muck
handled was comparatively insignificant in amount and
could be removed by picking. The inference was obvious

that steam, if it would thaw muck, which is more than

50% ice, would likewise thaw gravel, in which the propor-

tion of ice is much less. But here arose another diffi-

culty—that of getting the steam to the interior of the

deposit of gravel to be thawed. Since ordinary pipe could

not be driven into such resistant material, the first method
that suggested itself was to drill the holes with ordinarv
hand steel and insert the steanipipe afterward; but the

prohibitive cost of labor prevented serious consideration
of this possibility. Then it was remembered that, al-

though frozen gravel was as resistant as concrete, a pick
or crowbar could be driven readily into the gravel once it

was thawed, and the idea of using hollow drill steel carry-

ing live .steam followed as a logical consequence. No drill

steel of this kind being at hand, there was substituted the
ingenious but ineffective makeshift shown in Fi<r. ]. This

g Tool-Steel Hod

\!iNipple
-I—-.' -^-','

Conical Bit

Arrorts indicate Course of Steam

Sec+ion

FI6.I

Thk Fikst Stkaji I'OIXT

consisted of a -1-ft. iron pipe with a %-in. tool-steel rod
passing through the center and ending in a conical bit

larger than the outside diameter of the pipe. The point
had a cast-iron head with a y^-in. nipple tapped in to

admit steam to the annular space between the pipe and the
rod. The conical bit cleared away the ground in front
of the pipe, nuicli as a churn-drill clears the way for the

7feel
^'°""^ad

Two Gun Barrels Welded to Mak[; a Steam Point

casing, except that the gravel was pushed to the side in-

stead of being removed. This point was driven by means
of a wooden mallet, and although fairly satisfactory at

that time for soft ground, it could not be used successfully
where driving was hard. It added further proof of the
value of the principle, however, and served to pave the wav
for an improved tool.

The next step in the development of the steam point
consisted of welding together two gun barrels, welding on
an iron head and a tool-steel bit, and tapping in a %-in.
l)ipe for the admission of steam (Fig. 2). This form of

steam connection proved unsatisfactory under the heavy
hammering to which the point was subjected, and what
was known as the boiler-rivet nipple was substituted, as

shown in Fig. 3. The rivet was placed and calked to pre-
vent leakage of steam and the steam passage was drilled

out afterward. In a later design the rivet was welded

to the head of the point, but this was soon replaced by the
modern nipple point, which is described in what follows.
The gun-barrel point having proved, in an experimental

way. the value of the principle underlying the design,
hydraulic pipe (XXXX) was obtained for the barrel of
'ibe point, a tool-steel bit and a rolled-steel head being
welded on, as shown in Fig. 3. Hollow drill steel was
later substituted for the hydraulic pipe, and it became
unnecessary to weld on a tool-steel driving point. Fig. -1

FIG.3

The Third Steam Poixt
Hydraulic pipe with tool-steel bit

sliiiws the entire modern nipple point and Fit

t rates the details of the head and nipple.

6 illus-

Desigx of Steam I'oxxectioxs

The steam connection has been the source of more
trouble than all the rest of the point. Many connections
have been invented and used to a greater or less extent
in j)ractice; some operators jirefer one, some another.
The nippleless-socket point with drop-forged connection.s,

one tvpe of which is shown at .4 , Fig. 5, has found a wide
market in a great variety of designs. For all-around pur-
po.«es, however, the nipple point has much to recommend
its use. The chief objection to the yoke and other socket-

type points, aside from the cost, is that the nuts constantly
work loose under the hammering in driving and require
frequent tightening. This takes Jmt a moment's time, but

ToolSteel^ ^«'d Hollon Drill-Sted(Round)

FI&.4

Modern Steam 1'oixt
Hollow drill-Kteel barrel, cold-rolled steel head and solid-

welded nipple

the threads on the yoke gradually become worn and the
yoke itself frequently crystallizes and breaks. Since it

is not convenient for the pointman to put on a new yoke
underground, owing to the loss of time involved and the

unfavorable conditions for such work, the point must bo

disconnected and withdrawn and another inserted. With
I he nipple point the only part to work loose is the clamp,
and this is fastened to the point head by baling wire to

])reveiit its coming loose suddenly and scalding the oper-

ator with hot steam. In my experience the clamp requires

less attention than the nuts on the yoke of the nippleless

])oiiit, and the nipple point never has to be sent to the

surface on account of poor connections. The hose, fur-

ther, can be disconnected from the point as easily as from
the crosshead, which is not the case with the other points,

and which may be important where "sweaters" are used,

as described later. In the matter of cost, too, the nipple

point has a great advantage, since it costs only $10 or

$13, against $30 for the corresponding sizes of the others.

The projecting nipple is subject to being broken by a mis-

directed blow from the hammer; but this is an accident

that is too rare to be worth mentioning.

The points used at Dawson before the Fairbanks oper-

ators develo])ed a slightly difPorent and more efficient
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practice were 5 and 6 ft. long. Those used at Eairbank.'^

are 8, 10, 12, 16 and 20 ft. long. The longer the |)oint,

the heavier must be the steel required to prevent buc'kliug

and bending, the more cumbersome becomes the point

with its attached hose, and the harder it is to drive. The
8-ft. length is most popular at Fairbanks at present,

partly because it is easier to regulate the depth of thaw
with short points; but longer points are often used in

driving tunnels. In using long points the lioles are

started with short points, which are withdrawn to permit

tloyabU Piece

no.B

Point Without Nipple
A, Yoke clamp. B, Screw clamp

the insertion of the long ones, and after steam has been

turned on for several hours, depending on the character

of the gravel, the point is drawn back about half its length

to insure a uniform thaw.

Driving Methods and Bits

Wooden mallets were first used tor driving, then the

single jack of the quartz miner was adopted, and later

double-hand hammers of 7 to 16 lb. weight were used.

The heaviest hammers are too hard on the points and are

used only where driving is especially hard; the 10-lb. size

is most used at present. As a general thing, heavy blows

will not send the point "home" any faster than lighter

blows at shorter intervals, since it is impossible to drive

the point faster than the gravel thaws ahead of it; as

noted in the foregoing, however, this rule regarding heavy

blows does not hold for exceptionally tight ground.

Three types of bits are used on the point—the "dia-

mond," or square bit (Fig. 2), the chisel bit, such as is

used on ordinary hand steel (Fig. 3), and the four-cor-

nered, or Burleigh, bit. For easy-driving ground it has

been found that the rocks are more easily pushed aside,

when the surrounding material has been thawed, than

drilled through, and the diamond point is preferred.

Boulders too large to be pushed aside are often split wide

open. When driving is harder and it is necessary actually

to drill out much of the gravel the ordinary chisel bit is

used, or if this is too hard to turn, as frequenth' happens,

the four-cornered bit is employed. With the growth of

the practice of driving each point to its full length before

starting another, the diamond-bit, formerly almost ex-

clusively used, is becoming a rarity on many of the creeks.

Up to the present time all driving has been done by

hand. Power drills oflFer an attractive possibility to the

operator looking to reduce his working costs, but their

use has never been attended with success. In the first

place, few of the mines can all'ord an air compressor, and
drills must be run with steam, with the attendant disad-

vantage of the .sloughing of the roof due to exhausting

steam into the air. The first attempt was made on King
Solomon Hill, at Dawson, with a reciprocating drill. This

was a failure, and it was years before the next trial. In

1911 William Burns, of Little Eldorado Creek, Fairbanks

district, installed a Chicago compressor and tried the Ley-

nei' drills, [''aihu'c was due piirtly to the freezing of the

e.xhaust, no provision having been made to deliver dry air

to the drill, and partly to the fact that the drill was not

powerful enough to pull back through the gravel that con-

stantly dropped around the point and wedged against the

bit. A larger machine might have overcome this dilHcuHy

to some extent, but it is improbable that any type of re-

ciprocating drill would give satisfaction. In 1913 and
1914 E. M. Keys, of Chatanika, tried out an Ingersoll-

Eand BC-26 hand-hammer drill, steam-driven, with a

measure of success, the principal disadvantage that devel-

oped being that two men were required to operate it. One
of the large drill-manufacturing companies is now work-

ing, with every promise of success, on a rig to be handled

by one man. This machine will probably be placed on the

market during the current year, and it is not unlikely

that hand-driving will soon be largely supplanted by

machine-driving.

Use of Hot Water for Driving

The use of hot water for driving—steam being turned
on after the points are "home"—was formerly a popular
practice, and some operators still follow it. Its chief

advantage is the absence of steam from "blowing back"
while driving, which makes the work easier and more
agreeable for the pointman and decreases the sloughing of
the roof. Its disadvantages are that the water washes the

sediment from the gravel and prevents effective plugging,
as will appear later; that the system is very cumbersome,
requiring duplication of pipe lines ; and that the increased

amount of water draining away from the face is an incon-

venience, often causing trouble with drains, timbers, and
car track. As a whole, driving with water is not to be
recommended except mider unusual circumstances.

The steam line is carried through the tunnels on the

posts of the sets and is laid on the floor 10 ft. or more
back from the face when thawing. Care must be exercised

to keep it out of water at all times ; otherwise there will

be a large loss from condensation and sloughing from
steam turned into the atinos])herc. Steam lines under-

s.".f-*\ s"

-6 hir
FIG.6

Detail of Modeun Nipple Point
Main part of head is of cold-rolled machine steel, drilled,

with tool-steel head to receive blows. Nipple is welded on
solid and steam passage drilled afterward

ground are never protected by any insulating material.

All joints are smeared with graphite in oil when connected
in order, that they may be taken apart more easily. Pipe
of %.-in. diameter is most used for the various leads

underground.

Fig. 7 shows a crosshead and connections to points and
steam line. The point hoses are of Gorham or Goodrich
manufacture, % in. in diameter, and fit over a %-in.
nipple on the crosshead, to which they are attached by
clamps of the type shown at B, Fig. S. The crosshead is
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attached to the line by a %-in. hose. Crossheads of fit-

tings one size smaller than those shown are sometimes

used, biit have no advantage other than decreased weight,

and are more likely to be broken by falling rocks. All

pipes are rapidly corroded and usually do not last longer

than two or three years. Galvanized pipes are never em-

ployed, probably because of failure to appreciate their

advantages.

Maxner of Driving Steam Points

The easiest place to drive a point is neither in gravel

nor in bedrock, but right where the two join, except where

the bedrock is so badly decomposed as to be a sort of mush

when thawed, or where there is a layer of large rocks just

above the bedrock. The amount of bedrock taken up

depends chiefly on the nature of it. If blocky, gold will

be found to a considerable depth, but if soft, gold will

not penetrate so far. The top of the bedrock is usually

carried IV2 to 3 ft. above the floor. The ease of driving

J Pipe
[1

5 Sfeam
Line

Clamp : % Valve

Bushing

''"'
' /^Sieam Hose

Fig. 7. Crosshead and Conxections
Wheels are rei

by falling rock. ^..^ .. ..^^. .

opened with a pair of tweezers

from valve stems to prevent binding
wheel is carried by the foreman or

In driving, the point-hose is connected to the crosshead

and the point is placed against the face at the proper

height. The head is supported on a "horse," Fig. 8, or on

a box, or is held across the knee by the assistant, dry

gunnysacks being used for protection from the heat. A
little steam is turned on and the hammerman strikes the

head, gently at first, while the assistant wtates the point

back and forth through an angle of 90° to 180°, depend-

ing on the type of bit used. At first much st«am "blows

back" around the point and fills the workings, causing

the roof to slough and rendering vision difficult unless

the stoped-out area is large. The point is usually so low

that the hammerman must stoop to strike, and frequently

he must keep his face close to the head of the point in

order to see well enough to strike accurately. As the

steam escapes into the atmos]ihere the temperature rises

and there is a constant shower of gravel from the roof.

Boulders of various sizes, up to a foot or more in diameter,

seek with strange fatality the head of the hapless point-

man as a place on which to drop. A careful pointman

therefore keeps a weather eye on the roof at all times and

knocks the larger rocks down before they have a chance to

fall on him ; but in most ground it is impossible to avoid

being struck with distressing frequency. Owing to the

varies greatly with different ground, and even at the same

face. At some mines, such as those on Engineer Creek,

one man easily thaws the ground for 16 or more shovelers

and has time to shovel waste ; at the mouth of Dome and

Cleary, on the other hand, six men may be required to do

the same work. In easy ground two men working sepa-

rately can accomplish more than two working together;

but the usual practice of the district is for pointmen to

work in pairs, one striking while the other rotates the

point. The men change places every few minutes.

It was formerly the practice to start a number of points,

usually the total number required for a single face if the

supply was sufficient, and to drive them alternately as far

as they would go withovit resistance. In this way one or

two men could drive many points without the heavy ham-

mering sometimes necessary where each point is driven

alone, which is easier on the rigging and easier on the

pointman. The increased use of "sweaters," with only

a few points for drilling the holes, has discouraged this

practice, however, and it is now usual to drive but one

point at a time.

Fig. 8. Horse Sometimes Used in Point Driving,

AND Its Mannei! of Application

excessive amount of water vapor the candles flicker dimly

and the pointman, fumbling arouud in the faint light,

finds point, pipe, and hose red-hot to the touch. Gloves

soon become soaked with water and offer scant protection

from the heat. A tool laid to one side and forgotten for

a few minutes is buried beyond hope of recovery beneath

the falling waste. All in all, the pointman's lot is not

particularly attractive, yet there are many who prefer

that job to any other in the mine—possibly because the

pav is usually a dollar more a day. Lest it be said that

the preceding description is overdrawn it may be noted

that it takes no account of the low roofs in some mines,

where there may be no chance for hours to straighten the

kinks from the back, and that the air is sometimes so

thick with water vapor that a candle cannot be made to

burn : in which case electric lights must be installed or a

fan provided to assist ventilation. Breathing this air,

however, causes no immediate distress and appears to

have no injurious effects other than those due to excessive

perspiration.

Use of "Sweatees" in Thawed Holes

When the point has been driven "home" it is withdrawn

and used to drill another hole, and in this manner the

entire face is drilled. The spacing varies from 2 to 4 ft.
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at different mines, with 3 ft. as an average. \\'hen the

point was first invented it was the custoia to leave each

in place as it was driven ; hut at some mines it was found

that the gravel settled so tightly after thawiug that the

point could not be withdrawn. It was thus not only in

the way of the shovelers, but was unavailable for further

use until the thaw was removed. To have 50 or 60 points,

each worth $10 to $20, tied up in this manner, and to

require another set for putting in another thaw, involved

a prohibitive expense for equipment. Thus arose the

practice of withdrawing the point as soon as it was driven

and replacing it with a "sweater" of 1/4- or S/g-in. pipe

(Fio-. 9). These sweaters, besides decreasing the invest-

ment in equipment, are less in the way of the shovelers,

since they can be bent to one side without damage.

Points", while easily bent warm, are difficult to straight-

en cold and are usually taken to the surface if badly

kinked. They may, however, be straightened under-

ground bv passing steam through until warm, laying on a

plank and striking with a hammer. If this is attempted

cold, the steel is verv likely to break. Points also fre-

quently become clogged in driving, and if they cannot be

cleared by drawing back a foot or two and tapping with

the hammer thev are withdrawn and a stiff wire—tele-

phone wire is excellent—is run up the steam passage to

l'"'''"^ ^j"Tee

j Gas Pipe

'Hose Clomp

'{ Hdse

A "SwE.-iTEIi"

dislodge the obstruction. If this does not have the de-

sired result, the point is sent to the surface, it being a

waste of time to attempt other than the simplest repairs

underground.
. 1 j. j.u

Many operators still leave the points m place, but the

better practice is to use sweaters. These are placed m
the holes drilled by the points and tested with the breath

to see that thev have not become clogged m entering.

They are then carefully "plugged" in the following man-

ner: Jute strips are prepared by rolling up a gunnysack

tightly into a cylinder and cutting off 2-in. sections with

a sharp axe. The sweater is drawn back a foot or two and

one or more jute strips wrapped tightly about it some dis-

tance from the end. The sweater is then rammed "home,

the jute wrapping being held in place by means of a

"calking tool," which is essentially a long-handled, spoon-

like affair made to fit roughly over the sweater. More

strips are wrapped about the pipe and pushed in agamst

the other if needed. The work is tested by sucking

through the pipe with the mouth or by turning on steam.

If it is properly done and the gravel is "tight," practically

no steam will escape. It is possible in some cases, after

the ground is well "warmed up," to open all valves wide to

the boiler, or "back the pressure up to the boiler." as the

pointmen say. This expression is not based on fact, how-

ever; the truth is that some gravel is capable of absorbing

steam as fast as the pipe line will deliver it. When water

is used for driving, it washes much of the clay, or sedi-

ment, out of the gravel around the point and makes it

impossible to |)lug the sweater tightly. Points left m
place are also more difficult to plug than are sweaters.

C'.\iii:FL-L RKdCL.n'ioN OF Ste-vm Flow

The pipe line having been laid, the lead hoses of the

crossheads arc connected and the point hoses attached to

the sweaters. Steam is then turned on all the sweaters

in the face at once. Each sweater and each crosshead has

a separate valve, and fine adjustment is therefore possible.

The sweaters of each crosshead arc regulated so that each

takes the same amount of steam, and then the various

crossheads arc adjusted to equality. Once the valves have

been propcrlv adjusted and each sweater is taking exactly

its correct share of steam they are left strictly alone, all

further regulation being from the line valve or from the

boiler. Adjusting the valves to equality is the most diffi-

cult part of point work for the beginner. If a valve is

the least bit too wide open, that sweater will take too much

steam, in which case it will very likely "blow back"
;
an<l

by robbing its fellows on the same crosshead it may cause

some of them to cease feeding or "go dead." The sweater

may be withdrawn to observe the exact amount of steam

passing through it ; but a better way is to judge by put-

ting the hose" to the ear, which, however, requires con-

siderable experience.

A series of points or sweaters may be working along

perfectly when a temporary decrease in the boiler pressure

or some other change in conditions will cause several of

them to stop feeding, the steam passage filling with con-

densed steam. Consequently the points require inspection

from time to time, for it is important that a "dead point"

be detected at once if the thaw is to be even. In time the

point will become cold clear back to the crosshead, when

its condition is obvious; but it is better to make sure at

an earlier sta^e by placing the hose to the ear. If the

point is dead there will be a gurgling sound, much as is

made by blowing under water with a straw ; if it is feed-

ing, the steam passes through with a clear hissing sound.

Some pointmen also tell whether a point is working prop-

erly by takin-T the hose between the thumb and finger and

feeling the "pulse"; if the steam passes through with a

recurr'ent pulsating effect the point is feeding properly.

This pulsating effect is interesting, and is probably due to

the pressure at the end of the point increasing above

normal and forcing the steam out into the gravel with

comparative suddenness, thus decreasing the pressure for

a moment.

Time and Steam Required for Thawing

The time required for thawing depends on several fac-

tors other than the depth of thaw and the closeness of

spacing the points, chief among which are the character

of the gravel and the effective pressure of steam. If the

gravel is loose and comparatively free from clay or sedi-

ment, a 5-ft. paystreak can sometimes be thawed in li^ hr.

for a distance inward of 9 ft., with the points 3 ft. apart,

and with a boiler pressure of 100 lb. As the proportion

of clay increases, the time required increases, as much

as -iO lir. being necessary to thaw some ground. Of course,

if extra-long points are used, or if the depth of pay is

unusually great, more time is required. Thus in the Prest

ground on Vault Creek the pay extended so far into the

roof that it was impracticable to thaw all of it ; when the

next thaw was put in some of the roof thawed and came

down, and was removed with the new thaw.
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The amount of steam necessary to run a point varies

considerably; but it is usually estimated that one boiler-

horsepower will run one point. Thus a 30-hp. boiler

should, with good drv wood, run 30 points. C. W. Pur-

ington states ("Bull. 263," U. S. Geol. Surv., 1905, p. 92)

that the boiler horsepower required to run a point varies

from one to two, with an average of 1%. This, however,

was before more careful attention to this detail of mining

led to the development of more efficient methods, and

1 hp. to the point is probably accurate for the pre.^ent

time. The amount of water taken into the boiler is sur-

prising until one becomes accustomed to it. Thus, a plant

on Engineer Creek, thawing about 110 cu.yd. of gravel a

day with a 40-hp. boiler, had one %-in. injector running

continuously and another intermittently while the points

were steaming.

Thawed Gbavkl Should Cool ix Place

After the gravel has been thawed it retains its heat for

a considerable length of time, and where possible a "thaw"

should be left five or six days before removing. This

very often is not feasible, however, owing to limitation of

working faces, and much gravel is sloped while still warm.

In many instances in the past the shovelers have started

on a thaw immediately steam was turned off and the waste

shoveled back, gravel being shoveled into the wheelbar-

rows while too warm to hold tightly in the hand. The
practice of working in hot ground is one that cannot be

too severely condemned ; like the roundabout runway
and the submarine wheeling plank, it is characteristic of

the failure, and not of the paying mine.

Thawing, as noted in the foregoing, is estimated to

account for about 80% of the total cost of mining in the

Fairbanks district to date—say $6,000,000 in round num-
bers, on the basis that half the gold extracted was profit.

In no other department of drift mining is there so much
diversity of practice, and in no other—-unless it be sluic-

ing—is there so much room for improvement. Some
operators take great pride in their work and have reduced

thawing to a science. It is on the methods of such that

the most emphasis has been laid in this paper rather than

on the haphazard and less commendable method—or lack

of method—of others. Labor and fuel are the principal

items entering into the cost of thawing, and the introduc-

tion of a successful hammer drill for driving, as is prom-

ised within a year, will mean a great saving. Until the

Government railway makes possible the use of coal for

generating steam, however, the cost for fuel must inevit-

ably become greater and greater.

Si

Masaes'all Prodl'asctticDim of (Gireaft

The British authorities have issued a sheet containing

the production of minerals in the United Kingdom ffoni

mine workings under the Coal Mines Act and the Metal-

liferous Mines Act for the year 1914. The figures given

do not in all cases represent the total production for the

year. Some quantities of important minerals—-such as

iron ore, limestone, sandstone, slate, clay-—are obtained

from q. arries and open workings under the Quarries Act,

the returns from which are not yet available. The totals

for coal and for the ores of copper, lead and zinc may be

regarded as substantially complete.

Coal Mixes

The quantity- of coal mined, which was 287,411,869

tons in 1913, fell to 365,643,030 tons in 1914, a decrease

of 21,768,839 tons, or 7.6%. The decrease was due chiefly

to the falling off in available labor toward the close of the

year.

The quantity of minerals other than coal taken out

under the Coal Mines Act was, in long tons

:

1913 1914
Barium compounds 4,610 6,265
Clay and shale 457,244 399,810
Fireclay 2,585,763 2,374,06S
Igneous rocks 688 634
Iron pyrites 8,964 9,359
Iron ore 7,709,624 7,241,481
Limestone 7,525 6,442
Oil shale 3,280,143 3,268,666
Sandstone, including ganister 144,923 135,718

Total tons 14.199,484 13,442,443

The quantitv of ganister included with sandstone in

1914 was 121,168 tons.

Metal Mixes

The production of the mines under tjie Metal Mines

Act was as follows, in long tons •

1913 1914
Arsenic 1.694 1.974
Arsenical pyrites 35
Barium compounds 43,408 39,645
Bauxite 6.055 8,286
Chalk 493
Chert, flint, etc 5,173 3.844
Clay and shale 133,984 131,190
Copper ore and precipitate 2,705 2,519
Fluorspar 33,833 24,688
Gold ore 4 47
Gravel and sand 12,492 17.331
Gypsum 238,494 220,096
Igneous rocks 57,921 44,299
Iron ore 1,881,853 1,743,011
Iron pyrites 2,463 2,295
Lead ore 24,265 25,988
Lignite 81 300
Limestone 356,316 328,337
Manganese ore 5,393 3,437
Ocher, umber, etc 6.199 4,463
Rock salt 214,573 189,995
Sandstone 89,718 76,198
Slate 95,271 82,307
Soapstone 40 180
Tin ore (dressed) 6,949 6,632
Uranium ore 95 344
Wolfram ore 1S2 205
Zinc ore 17,294 15,419

Total tons 3.236,490 2,973,523

Limestone includes 1267 tons of calcspar in 1913,

and 630 tons in 1914. In addition to the tin ore reported

in 1914, there were 201 tons undressed ore, not included

above.

The t/ital if iron ore reported m 1914 from the two

classes of mines was 8,984,291 tons. This will be further

increased by the quarries report.

Mex Employed

The total number of men eini^loyed as (inlinarily com-

puted was as follows

:

, Coal Mines
, ^Metal Mines—n

1913 1914 1913 1914
Under ground 909,834 915,381 16,525 14,426
Above ground 218,056 278.365 10,887 9,283

Total 1,127,890 1,133,746 27,412 23,709

In view of the depletion of mine labor by recruiting in

the latter months of the year a special return was made
showing the number actually employed on the last pay

day in December. The number so returned was 981,264,

being 152,482 less than in July and 146,626 less than for

the preceding year.

Ferrosllicon and Calcium Carbide will be made at High-
landtown, Md., by the Shawinigan Electro Products Co., a new
concern organized as a subsidiary of the Pennsylvania Water
& Power Co., of Baltimore.
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SYNOPSIS—Rockhouse uporatiuus, dlsiinguished

from those in the shafthousc, involve handling

copper rock and mas.s copper. Four systems in

use, the Calumet & Hecla, the Copper Range,

the Quincy and the Hancock. Characteristics,

criticisms and advantages of the Calumet & Hecla.

The tilting pan. Unusual construction of Ah-
nieek Nos. 3 and 4 shaft-rockhouse. Develop-

ment of the Calumet & Hecla crusher. Hancock
system uses a traveling link-helt grizzly.

Among the j^evural upcratioas caii'ii'd (ui iu the shaft-

rockhouse, those which have to do with handling copper

rock and mass copper are alone rockhouse processes ; tlie

shafthouse processes, such as changing conveyors, lioist-

being siniiiai- in design and oj)eration to Ahmeek Nos.

3-4, and we liave examples covering in a broad way the

rockhouse practice of the entire district. Our classifica-

tion will then be: The Calumet & Hecla system, of

which Ahmeek Nos. 3-4 is an example; the Copper
Range system, employed in the new ilohawk No. 6; the

Quincy system, perfected in Quincy No. 2; and the Han-
cock system, of which Hancock No. 2 is the only exam-
ple. The first three of these systems are used largely,

almost to the exclusion of other methods; Hancock No.

3 is almost in a class by itself, as the only other instance

of conveying copper rock from the hopper bin to the

crusher by means of a traveling conveyor was taken up
under the topic of detached rockhouscs in Part I.

It will be understood that none of these mines uses a

hard and fast system in all of its rockhouses. Different

Ahmeek North Keaksaege

Fifj. 7. Arrangements of Tilting Pans

ing water and lowering supplies, lune to do with hoist-

ing and are presumably so classified in the cost .sheet.

It would also seem logical to include handling poor rock

in the shafthouse operations, since if the rockhouse were

in a detached building it would not handle poor rock

except what little was sorted out from the copper rock.

It is now intended to review the rockhouse processes of

the district as a whole; there arc four broad systems

which will serve as a classification to which all examples

may be referred. Photographs have been shown illus-

trating the four most recent examples; namely, jMohawk

No. 6, Ahmeek Nos. 3-4, North Kearsage No. 1, and

Hancock No. 2. It is only necessary to substitute in

this list of recent construction the Quincy No. 2, built

in 1908, in place of the North Kearsage No. 1. the latter

•Assistant with AUen H. Rogers, 201 Devon.shire St., Bos-
ton, Mass.

rockhouses of the same company, even when they were

constructed at about the same time, are differently de-

signed and operated, and often a company will employ
entirely different systems; thus, the Copper Range em-
ploys the Calumet & Hecla system in two of its rock-

houses, and in turn the Isle Royale group, controlled b\'

Calumet & Hecla, uses the Copper Range system.

The Calumet & Hecla System

Since the Calumet & Hecla with its subsidiary com-

panies forms the dominating interest among Lake Super-

ior copper mines, its rockhouse methods are used more
extensively than those of any other company. The dis-

tinctive feature of its system is the tilting pan, a large

scoop-shaped steel apron, hinged at its lower end, and
tilted by means of friction clutches, so as to feed the

rock into the crusher. A grizzly is always used, but its
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position relative to the tilting pan varies, as it may pre-

cede, follow or form an integral part of the pan. In

the last case the grizzly bars form the bottom of the pan

;

this scheme was used at the time the tilting-pan system

was being installed and the available space was limited;

it is not nsed where it can be avoided. At the new

North Kearsarge shaft-rockhonse the grizzlies precede

the pan ; at the new Abmeek Nos. 3-4, however, the

grizzlies follow. Two types are shown in Pig. 7. The

grizzlies, as is the universal custom in this district, are

formed of round iron bars, and in the case of the Calu-

met & Hecla mines these are set with 4-in. spaces to

correspond to the setting of the crusher jaws.

The tilting pans are made of heavy iron, % in. thick

on the bottom, I/2 in. thick on the sides, and both bot-

tom and sides are protected by a %-in. removable steel

liner. The bottom of the pan is not flat, but is laid

off on two curves, that at the top of the pan being steeper

than that at its mouth; the pans are about 9 ft. wide

at the top and less than 4 ft. wide at the mouth; thus

they taper toward the mouth, both along the sides and

in the pitch of the bottom. When the apron is full of

rock and is tilted, this tapering has the effect of caus-

ing the rock near the top to push along that at the

bottom, which aids in regulating the feed to the crusher.

The pan is raised by an I-beam attached to its top by

chains and operated by a winch clutched to a pulley

on the main line-shaft, by means of a powerful friction

grip. The weight of the pan is partly counterbalanced

and the ratio of the pulleys is so large that the tilting

of the pan causes no noticeable strain, although the pan

contains seven or eight tons of rock.

\Alien the grizzly is placed between the tilting pan and

the crusher, as is the case at Ahmeek Nos. 3-4, operations

proceed as follows : When copper rock is being hoisted,

tlie skip dumps upon a heavy iron dumping plate, from

which the rock slides directly into the tilting pan, which

is large enough to hold easily a skip load; the rock is

prevented from passing through the pan and into the

crusher by means of a rough log of wood suspended by

chains across the pan mouth. The rockhouse men now
pick out the waste and the mass copper, and when this

operation is completed, the log is raised by a friction-

clutch arrangement exactly like the one which tilts the

pan, and the pan is tilted until the rock liegins to slide

out of the pan and into the crusher. These operations

require the ser\ices of two men, one to operate the fric-

tion winches, the other to pick out the mass and waste,

clean down the grizzly, etc. Tlie large crusher permits

the rock to be fed rapidly, and the whole operation of

feeding a T-ton skip load should not consume more than

214 min.

With the grizzly in other positions, the operation is

the same, except that the rock first passes over the grizzly

and then the tilting pan feeds directly to the crusher.

The plan of having the grizzly follow the pan was adopted

at the Ahmeek Nos. 3-4 because the unusual design of

that building, to be discussed later, did not permit tlie

grizzlies to be placed before the pan. This arrangement

would appear to be particularly advantageous, because

the rock is fed to the grizzly slowly, and a much larger

proportion of the undersize goes through than is the case

where the diimping skip hurls its whole load on the griz-

zly bars at once. The wear on the bars is also less, since

they may be set at a steeper angle; finally a more uni-

form mixture of stamp rock is secured in the bin because

the grizzly is near the crusher. The method is not prov-

ing so satisfactory as expected, however, for the reason

that the rock as it leaves the pan does not have enough
initial velocity to take it over the grizzly, and some of

it remains there, causing trouble. Hence the manage-
ment in later installations will stick to the old custom of

having the grizzly precede the pan.

Criticisms of the System

The system is freely criticized, but the criticism usually

comes from those who are acquainted only with the earlier

developments. Originally the pans were made of com-
paratively light iron, which required to be frequently

renewed : there were two pans and two crushers for each

double-compartment shaft—that is, one pan and crusher

for each skip ; the pans were tilted by air cylinders,

which were wasteful of power; and the small crushers

used at that time did not permit of rapid feeding. As
made at present the pans can resist heavy wear and tear;

the friction-clutch mechanism consumes less power and
causes less trouble than did the old air lifts ; only one

pan and one crusher are used for two skips, which reduces

the equipment " and the large crusher permits rapid

feeding.

The most valid criticism would appear to be that no
storage capacity is provided before the crusher, so that

if anything goes wrong with the single crusher or pan.

hoisting must be immediately suspended. The reply to

this is that with the massive type of crusher used, and

with proper maintenance of other equipment, accidents

which would delay hoisting are not supposed to occur.

This statement, although it sounds rash, would perhaps

appear to lie more reasonable after an inspection of the

equipment of one of these rockhouses ; and as a matter

of fact little trouble is caused in this way. It must be

remembered that where a hopper bin is used it is never

of sufficient size to hold the product of more than an

hour or two of hoisting operations, so that it provides

storage capacity to carry the rockhouse over minor acci-

dents only. The power consumed in tilting the pan

must be considerable, but with the friction clutch the

power required is probably not much if any greater than

that required for the several inefficient air lifts used where

a hopper bin is employed.

Advantages of the System

The great advantages of the system are the small

amount of hard work required of the rockhouse men and

the speed with which the rock may be fed to the crusher,

thus permitting two men to take care of a large tonnage.

At the Allouez No. 2 rockhouse, two men easily handle

about 500 tons of rock per eight-hour shift, and one of

them performs the function of the lander, so that under

ordinary conditions there are only two men in the sliaft-

lockhouso. The new Almieek Nos. 3-4 employ five men

—

that is. two rockhouse men for each shaft and one lander

to attend to both shafts, or two and one-half men per

shaft. The reason for the small amount of labor re-

quired is that the rock feeds to the crusher automati-

cally, and there is no form of chute opening in which

the rock can get wedged. All other methods require a

bin opening, and it is true that more or less trouble is

always encountered in getting the rock through that

opening. The principal wearing parts are confined ti>
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the dumping plate, grizzly bars, and the tilting pan ; and

the heavy construction of these requires only a small

amount of repair work to keep the equipment in first-

class condition. Friction winches of the present form have

in some cases been in place four years, and in no in-

stance has the smaller of the two pulleys had to be re-

newed or repaired, while in only a few cases have the

larger ones needed attention.

AiiJiEEK N()8. 3-4 Shaft-1\ockiiouse

The accompanying elevation. Fig. 9, of the new Ah-

meek Nos. 3-4 shaft-rockhouse, furnished by H. C. Felver

"00 tons in the Tamarack No. 5 vertical. Fig. 8 shows

the plant Tinder construction.

The peculiar relation.s existing between the honndaiy

lines between the Mohawk and Ahmeek companies and

the strike of the Kearsarge amygdaloid Unlv, made neo
essary the adoption of several interesting features in

the design of this building. In this vicinity the Ah-
meek property is bounded by section lines running north

and west from the southeast corner of section 28, and in

this southeast corner the propetty does not carry the

outcrop of the Kearsarge lode, but is underlain by it

at a depth of roughly 1000 ft. The property line run-

FiG. 8. AiiMEEK Nos. 3 AND 4. Shaft-Rockhouse m-i;Txr! roxsTRrrTTON-

of the local office of the \Vordeii-Alien Co., the builders,

will show the general dimensions and the structural fea-

tures of that building. The plant is a novelty in that

it serves two incline shafts, ciu-h having two hoisting

compartments and serving a niine of large ultimate out-

put. As tliere are two shafts there are also two tilting

pans and two crushers; the stamp-rock bin is of aboiit

3.500 tons' live capacity, and is served by two railroad

tracks. The whole building is, of course, much larger

than the usual incline-shaft headworks, and is compar-

able to those over the vertical .shafts having several hoist-

ing compartments. There were used in its construction

(11.5 tons of structural steel, which compares with about

ning north from that corner makes an angle of about
52° with a line parallel to the strike of the lode, and

the property line running west makes an angle of about

38°. To meet these conditions the company decided to

locate two shafts in the extreme southeast corner of the

property and to start these shafts from the sam? point,

the northerly one was pointed so as to run along the

eastern boundary of the property but diverging from it,

the southerly one so as to tap most advantageously the

rest of the property. The shafts thus form a V with

each other, at an angle of 41° 50'; their dip at the sur-

face is 80°, and they continue on this dip until a depth

of 980 ft. is reached, where thev assume a curve with a
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radius of about 400 ft., which takes them into the lode

at a depth of about 1275 ft., after which point they

follow the dip of the lode, wluch is variable, about 34°.

The hoisting plant in this case is on the hanijing side

of the shaft-rockhouse, because the company does not

own the land on the opposite side. This requires a dif-

ferent headframe bracing than the ordinary shaft-rock-

house, the head sheaves being supported by a four-post

frame such as is often used over vertical shafts, wliile

the back brace constitutes the sloping roof of the build-

ing. The plane passing through the centers of the

drums and the hoisting rope in the shaft are not perpen-

dicular to the earth's surface on account of the peculiar

arrangement of shafts and hoist; for this reason the

head sheaves have to be tilted into a plane which de-

parts 31/^° from the perpendicular. This was not allowed

for in the structural steel work, but is taken care of

4-in. bolts across the front end, and by two 4-in. bolts

across the rear end. These bolts, as well as the 8-in.

hexagonal nuts which tighten them, are put in place hot,

and this causes a considerable initial compression in the

frame, which renders it extremely resistant to rupture.

By this means the weight of the crusher is kept down
to 40 tons, which is the same as that of the usual 34x36-

in. Farrell crusher, while its size is increased to 24x48
in., and its capacity is also increased.

Minor improvements in design consist of a new toggle

and toggle bearing, by which a rolling action in the bear-

ing reduces the wear caused i)y the usual sliding action

;

tlie weight of the pitman is taken from its bearings by

springs suspended from a yoke attached to the cru.sher

frame, which causes less wear on the bearings, reduces

the power, requires less oil, and eliminates the necessity

of cooling the pitman by dripping water, as is often done:

L< (,0- ->J

fW ELEVATION OF COLLAR HOUSE

60 -vj

END ELEVATION
/34, g

SECTION AT CENTER LINE OF BUILDING

Fig. 9. Plan and Elevatioxs of Ahmeek Nos. 3 and 4 Shaft-Rockhouse .Serving Two Shafts

by the boxes carrying the sheave axle, one of which is

set higher than the other.

The design of the building is further complicated by

the fact that the skip tracks in the two shafts do not

lie in a single plane. Their- relative position may bo

visualized by assuming that the tracks in the two shafts

form the elements of adjacent faces of a truncated tri-

angular prism, the angle between these adjacent faces

of the prism being 138°. Taken all in all the building

must have furnished some interesting problems in struc-

tural design.

Calumet & Hecla Crushek

I have already spoken of the new design of Blake

crusher made by the Calumet & Hecla. The principal

improvement over the usual type of Farrell crusher con-

sists of a one-piece ribbed frame, which is strengthened

by three 5-in. bolts running along either side, by three

the angle between the jaws is increased, which allows

a smaller depth of frame for the same jaw opening, and

is particularly benefieial in jDreventing the clogging of

the crusher by pieces of mass and in aiding in the ex-

traction of mass that does become wedged between the

jaws; this contingency is also guarded against by the

simple expedient of marking an arrow on the end of the

shaft to show the exact position of the eccentric, so that

if the crusher does get clogged, the men may easily tell

which way to move the flywheels to open the jaws. The
jaws are not corrugated, which also aids in the extrac-

tion of mass, as it permits it to be worked sideways.

The ability of this 40-ton crusher to take boulders

ranging up to 24x48 in. in size and to stand up for

long periods under the strain of reducing them to 4-in.

size is enough to commend it highly. It is probable

that this crusher has been a large factor in enabling the

Calumet & Hecla to perfect its tilting-pan system, by
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avoiding the necessity of providinji' storage capacity be-

fore the crusher. The points nientionecl as aiding in

the extraction of mass co]i]5er which has clogged the

jaws have been beneficial in reducing the number and
length of the temporary shutdowns due to that cause.

I was told of one case in which, during the absence of

the rockhouse foreman, several men were kept Imsy for

20 hr. in a vain endeavor to remove a mass by force

from the jaws of a crusher, and in so doing nearly re-

moved the crusher from its foundations ; the mass was
finally removed by turning the llywlieels through a quar-

ter revolution and tlius loosening the jaws, an operation

DevELOPMEXT 01'' THE CoPPEU-CoUNTKY
CuUSIIElt

probably requiring about 15 miii. With the slight ec-

centricity used, it is impossible to tell by inspection which

way the flywheels should be turned to loosen the jaws,

unless some special provision is made.

The mechanical advantages of this design as com-
pared vnth earlier ones may best be shown by a com-

parison of the friction loads, that is, the horsepower

required to run the crusher at normal speed when no
rock is being crushed. In the case of the new crusher

the friction load is about 16 hp., while that of a smaller

crusher of the design previously used is 29 hp. This

considerable saving is due chiefly to the improved toggle,

the suspended pitman, and the lighter weight. The
capacity of the crusher is indicated by a test run at one

of the amygdaloid rockhouses, during which an average

of 105 tons per hr. was crushed for four consecutive

hours.

Evolution of the Crusher

The statement made in Part I that the original de-

signs of the Blake crusher were not strong enough to

reduce large sizes of rock to 4-in. size in one operation

should perhaps be modified to read that people thought

they were not strong enough to do this. A few years

ago it was thought that no crusher could be made strong

enough to resist the strains imposed by this operation,

but that this opinion had no basis in fact and that no

great amount of thought had been put on the subject

will be made evident by a consideration of Fig. 10, which

is plotted to scale and which shows diagrammatically the

increase in the angle between the two jaws of the crusher

in the later designs. A represents the original condi-

tions existing at the Calumet & Hecla where it was the

practice to break first in a 24x36-in. crusher, set to

crush to 14-in. maximum size, and to finish the opera-

tion in a 17x24-in. crusher breaking to 4 in. A rock

house foreman who took the pains to study the matter

decided that the 24x36-in. crushers could be made to re-

duce large boulders to tiu' l-in. size in one operation.

Perhaps he drew a sketch corresponding to A and B
which showed that a greater strain is produced on the

(iiishei- when the jaws are set to break to 14 in. than
when they are set to break to 4 in., since in the former
case the advance of the swinging jaw is opposed by a

force ilcting nearly perpendiodar to its face, while in

the latter case this opposing force acts at a smaller an-

gle. The disadvantage of course comes in the smaller

capacity of the crusher, but on investigation it was IVnnid

that during a 10-hr. shift the crushers were actually work-
ing about three hours only, so that the smaller capacity

was not a disadvantage in this case. When these facts

had been established, all of the old 24x36-in. crushers

at the Calumet & Hecla mines were remodeled with
longer toggles and made to crush to 4 in. in one o]5era-

tion ; these crushers are still giving good service.

H.\NCOCK No. 3 SlIAFT-RoCKHOUSE

The Hancock method of handling copper rock cannot
lie taken as a typical system, because it is at present al-

most urnque among Lake Superior methods, and it

was adopted because of special conditions which perhaps

will not lead to its being copied extensively. The building

and method are worthy of consideration, however, as

being thoroughly modern examples of how adverse con-

ditions, such as confronted the Tanuirack mine in the

early daj-s, have been overcome. The Tamarack property,

it will be remembered, carried the underlay of the Calu-

Fr!. 11. Link-Belt Grizzly at Hancock No. 2

met & Hecla conglomerate lode at a depth which required

some of the deepest shafts in the world to reach. The
problem confronting the Hancock was somewhat differ-

ent, but at this time it will suffice to say that it was
necessary to sink a vertical shaft 3600 ft. before it tapped
the famous Pewabic lode, from which the neighboring

Quincy mine has paid over $90,000,000 in dividends.

The Hancock No. 2 shaft has six compartments, in

four of which hoisting is done in 8-ton Kimberley skips

working in balance. The shaft is not yet working at

anything like its ultimate capacity, but hoisting is being

regularly conducted. It was this large hoisting cai)a-
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city, together with the fact that the mine is dependent

upon an outside railroad for its transportation facilities,

which determined the management to provide extra large

storage capacity in two steel bins of the usual type, each

holding 800 tons of rock. In turn it was this factor

of two large bins which determined the method of hand-

ling copper rock used.

The four skipways are in a row, and the skips all dump
in one direction, the rock going into a small hopper bin

with a V-shaped bottom which divides the rock from

the dumping skip in two portions, to feed two crushers

set on opposite sides of the hopper bin. From the bin,

openings 2 ft. high and 4 ft. long having chutes without

gate deliver the rock to a link-belt conveyor. Fig. 10, trav-

eling at the rate of 18 ft. per minute, the links of which

form grizzlies having 234-iu. spaces. Each conveyor feeds

automatically to a 21:x36-in. crusher. Power is fur-

nished by a motor-generator set ; each crusher is run by a

50-hp. induction motor, each conveyor by a similar motor

of 10 hp. The conveyor motors may be started and

stopped easily, so that there is no danger of feeding the

crusher too rapidly, and power is not consumed by oper-

ating the conveyor when not necessary.

The operation of the system is simple. The rock from

the bin spreads itself evenly on the conveyor in a bed

about 10 in. thick. A large proportion of the undersize

goes through the grizzlies just under the chute from the

hopper bin, the remainder of it is easily worked through

by the crusher men, who, by iising hooks a little, stir

the rock sufficiently to cause the undersize to go through.

The advantages and disadvantages of the method are

similar to those of the Calumet & Hecla. Although a

hopper bin is used, it is too small to furnish storage

capacity over any length of time ; and the link-belt con-

veyors consume considerable power. The great advan-

tage comes in the automatic feeding of the rock to the

crusher and the small amount of other work required,

which enables two men to handle easily a large quantity

of rock.

(To be concluded)

Paim°A-smi©iracSiEansaia

By Glex Levix Swiggett*

During 1915 two great Pan-American gatherings will

have convened in Washington under the auspices of the

United States Government. The first of these, the Pan-

American Financial Conference, took place the week of

May 24, 1915. In this conference delegates from the

Latin-American countries conferred with representative

bankers and business men from our nation at the Pan-

American Union, on invitation of the Secretary of the

Treasury, on financial questions of pertinent interest that

must have far-reaching beneficial results to Pan-American

banking and commerce.

Of greater interest to the engineering world, however,

is the scientific congress that will convene beginning Dec.

27, 1915, and concluding its sessions on Jan. 8, 1916.

Through the splendid cooperation of the Latin-American

countries the second Pan-American Scientific Congress,

held under the auspices of the United States Government

through the Department of State, bids fair t« be not only

thus far . the greatest Pan-American Congress, but the

•Assistant secretary of the Congress.

most important international scientific congress ever held

in the United States. The first congress of this name
was held in Santiago, Chile, in 1908. It had its origin

in earlier Latin-American scientific congresses; and at

the time of the Santiago congress was enlarged through

the generous initiative of the Latin-American countries

to include the United States. This congress was well at-

tended by visiting delegates from the United States. On
its adjournment, entirely unsolicited on the jjart of the

latter, Washington was designatedas the place of meeting

of the second congress.

This honor has a singular appeal to our nation at this

time. The present European war has brought the West-

ern Hemisphere suddenly face to face with grave economic

problems that invite the serious attention of scientists

and experts in the various fields of applied science. The
scientific congress will concern itself with the constructive

discussion of these, as well as with the contributions in

the domain of pure science, wherein great advance has

been made since the last congress held in Santiago, Chile.

The significance of the congress is greatly enhanced

through the international reputation of the persons chosen

to arrange for the programs of the different .sections of the

congress, most of whom have an intimate, first-hand ac-

quaintance with the local resources, development anci

scientific interest in the various Latin-American countries,

Washington offers unusual advantages for a congress

of this nature. It enjoys an enviable distinction among
the world capitals for the keen scientific interest and in-

vestigation in its various Federal bureaus, the varied and

extensive nature of its libraries and museums, the beauty

of its buildings and the growing importance of detached

but semi-official institutions and bureaus engaged in work

of international scope. Among these none occupies a

position of greater importance than the Pan-American

Union, the governing board of which, composed of the

diplomatic representatives of the participating Latin-

American countries, with the Secretary of State of the

United States as ex-officio chairman, has signally honored

the Second Pan-American Scientific Congress by authoriz-

ing the use of its beautiful building for the office and ses-

sions of the congress. The board also, in response to the

request of the President and the Secretary of State Of

the United States, has authorized John Barrett, the direc-

tor-general of the Pan-American Union, to act as secre-

tary-general of the scientific congress. He has doubtless

done more than any other American in the establishment

of commerce and comity among the republics of the

Western world.

K.©c©rdl Rsife® of ILosidlaia^

Iroira Off"©

Special Correspoxdexce

In ilay a new loading record was made at the Duluth.

Missabe & Northern docks. Ten boats were loaded in one

10-hr. shift, taking away from the pocket 86,000 tons of

ore. During the same period 1213 cars were unloaded

into the ore pockets.

A new record has been made this month at the same

docks, when a total of 109,800 tons was loaded in 9 hr.

and 45 min., 15 boats being loaded and sent away. The

average rate of loading was 11,262 tons per hour and the

average loading time per boat was 39 min.
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The method of iusei'iing tlie detonating cap in n slick

of dynamite so that it will have no tendency to pull out

is often a suhject of both trouble and discussion. The
best method advocated by the manufacturers of explosives

is to insert the primer in a hole made in the powder by a

pointed stick, after having nnfolded the end of the paratfin

paper wra]i]ier, and then gathering the covering around
the fuse and tying with a string. There is no objection

to this method except the time re(|uired to do it. It is a

fussy job to do this. The miner is liable to find that his

fingers are all thumbs when it comes to tying a knot in

a fine piece of string, and although he and the foreman

may both start out with more or less zeal, patience is soon

exhausted, enthusiasm wanes and back they go to the old

method of lacing the fuse through the stick of dynamite,

with all the attendant risks of burning out holes and the

iisual disadvantageous results.

In the Journal of the Chemical, Metallurgical and Min-
ing Society of South Africa, Vol. 14, page 366, W. Cullen

suggests a clip he has devised that is extremely simple and
accomplishes all of the much-to-be-desired residts with

a minimum of trouble and effort. This clip consists of a

Clip fok I'iumkr Cahtridgk, Showing, 1, Clip; 2,

C.\p; 3, Fu.se; 4, All A.s.semblkd; 5, Assembled
WITH CAKTIilDCiH

circular sheet of thin malleable mcia:. like copper, with

three equidistant arms projecting from the circumference

and a star-shaped, pronged hole ]iunched in the center.

Kach of the equidistant arms has its end sharply pointed

and the point turned up. In use, the fuse with the

detonating cap attached is pushed through the hole, the

detonator is crimped on the fuse by pliers in the usual

way, and the cap is then inserted in the hole punched

through the end of the stick of ]K)wder, wrapping paper

and all. Then the arms are folded down about the cart-

ridge and the pronged points piercing the wrapping paper

clinch the clip so that it cannot be pulled off the stick of

powder. This prevents the detonating cap and fuse from

being pulled out of the star-shaped hole.

This method is much quicker than lacing the fuse

throuLih the stick of dynamite and is much better in every

way. These clips can I'e stamped out of thin sheet copper

at the mine or in any local machine shop, and it is ex-

pected that they will soon be put on the market by an

Eastern manufacturing concern. Their use is advocated,

and the method of using is fully shown in the accompany-
ing illustration.

It has often been obsci*\cd that the output of an air

compressor is greater in winter than in summer; that is,

it seems that a machine which has had to "hustle" to

furnish air in summer, may be able to maintain th'!; re-

quired pressure at a reduced speed during the winter.

The reason for this is often asked, and R. S. Bayard, in

Poiver, May 25, 1915, discusses the matter in detail.

This difference can be observed only when the com-
pressor takes its air through a duct leading from the out-

side air, because it is due to the effect of the difference of

air temperature between the compressor intake and that

air about the compressor.

Imagine a cylinder having a perfectly tight piston

held, we will say, at midstroke, and the half-cylinder full

of air at atmospheric pressure and at a temperature of
60° F. The atmospheric pressure is, with 30-in. barom-
eter, 14.7 lb. per sq.in. With the piston held rigidly and
leak-tight, assume that we can heat the cylinder so that

the air inside will become 100° F. This will cause the air

to expand and try to occupy more space, but if the piston

will not move, the air cannot expand, so it will increa.se

in pressure. Mathematically, the pressure produced in

this way will be

n r- x^ 100 -1- 460 ^
, „ 560

1*-^ X
60 -f 460 = ^^-

'

X
520 = ^^'^^ ^*- P''' ^^•"*-

That is, the new pressure, absolute, will be equal to the

first pressure, absolute, multiplied by the ratio of the

absolute temperatures.

If, in the cylinder we are considering, the piston is

allowed to move as the air expands and if it has no
friction, so that the air pressure does not increase, the

final volume will be larger than the original vo'ume in

the ratio of the absolute temperatures. If the original

volume was, say, 10 cu.ft., the final volume after the

piston has moved, due to increase of air temperature, is

in vx 100 + -I'-O ,^ 560 ,1«X
60-+T60 =10X52€=1"- cu.ft.

At the usual room temperatures (about 520° F. abso-

lute) the increase of volume is, roughly, 1% for every 5°

P. increase of temperature.

I>et us see how the foregoing applies to a compressor
plant. Irrespective of the outside temperature, the air

in the shop pipe lines will be nearly at the temperature
of the room by the time it reaches the tool. Supjiose in

winter this temperature averages 68° F. and that the air

finally reaches the tool at this temperature. If the

compressor takes in 1000 cu.ft. of free air (air at atmos-
pheric temperature and pressure) directly from the room,
it will also deliver 1000 cu.ft. of free air at the tool,

because the final temperature is the same as that at which
it entered the compressor.

In sunnier the same conditions apply as long as the
compressor takes its air from the same room in which the

compressed air is used ; but if the compressor is provided
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with an intake dnct leading from the outside air. the

result will be quite different. First, consider the winter

condition. Suppose the siiop temperature averages 68° F.

and the outside air 30° F. If the air is used at 68°, its

volume will be considerably greater than the volume taken

into the compressor from the outside air at 30°. If it

requires 1000 cu.ft. of free air per minute at shop tem-

perature to run the tools, the compressor will have to take

in onlv

1000 X
30 + 460

lUOO -f
490

929 cu.ft.
68 + 460 55i8

which is a saving of over 7% in air capacity, speed and

horsepower. In summer, when the outside temperature is

practically the same as the temperature indoors, there

would be no saving by using the intake duet except, as is

often the case, when the compressor takes its air supi)ly

directly from the hot engine room. Thus it is seen that

the compressor would run at a speed about 7% lower in

winter than in summer. The colder the climate, the more

pronounced this effect would become.

An actual case where the application of an intake duct

to a compressor represented an appreciable saving recently

came to my attention. An air compressor furnishing an

average of 2500 cu.ft. of free air per minute to a macliine

shop took its supply from the basement of the engine

room, where all the year round the air, heated by a net-

work of steam pipes, averaged 95° F., while the shop

averaged 70° F. During the winter months the outside

air averaged 33° F., and in summer 70°. Based upon the

average consumption of 2500 cu.ft. per min. for 10 hr.

a day, the air used amounted to an average of

2500 X 60 X 10 = 1,500,000 cu.ft.

].)er day at the shop end.

As the compressor-intake temperature averaged 95° F.,

the compressor was obliged to run fast enough to take in

1,500,000 X
95 + 460

1,500,000 X
63070 -f 4(30

= 1,570,500 ru.ft.

of engine-room air per day.

The cost of compressed air in this plant was found to

be 2.8c. per 1000 cu.it. at the compressor. Thus the cost

of furnishing air to the shop was

1,670,500 ^^,.
1000

X 0.028 = m.U^ per day

By putting in an intake duct and furnishing air to the

compressor at 30° F. in winter, the compressor could

have been run slower and would have had to take in only

1,500,000 X
30 -f 460

1,500,000 X
490

70 + 460 " -'—'— '- 530

= 1,387,000 cu.ft. per daij

At a cost of 2.8c. per 1000 cu.ft. at the compressor

intake, the average cost of air for the plant during winter

would then be

^'ToOO^'^
X 0.028 = $38.84 jier day

During the summer, when the outside and inside tem-

peratures both averaged 70° F., the compressor would

take in only the amount used in the shop, or 1,500,000

cu.ft., which at the cost of 2.8c. per 1000 cu.ft. at com-

)-iressor intake would be

1,500,000

With- the intake duct in use we then have a daily cost

for air of $38.84 for winter and $43 for summer. The
average for the year may then be taken at $40.43 per day,

as against $4j3.96 with the compressor taking air from the

engine-room l>asement.

During a working year of 300 days, the annual cost

for air would then compare:

Giving a net saving with the duct of $1,062

Capitalized at 10%, this would justify installing an intake

duct costing $10,620. As this figure approaches more
nearly the cost of the compressor than it does the cost of

the duct, the conclusion is obvious.

Incidentally, the saving of $1062 per year amounts to

more than 8% of the yearly cost for air. It certainly

appears to be worth while to install an air-intake duct

under such conditions.

F. J. Ilibberd in the Airierican Machinist describes

a clamp for blueprint frames for use in those d'-afting-

roonis where the electric blueprinting machine has not

been introduced, but where the old-style sun frame still

exists. There are many devices used for clamping the

pres.sure board down on the back of the frame so as to

give the necessarv close contact between the tracing and

Position of boll

nhen frame is

open

1000
X 0.038 = §42 per day

Details of Bluepkint Clamp

the glass. The common door-bolt, which is the device

generally used, is a most unsatisfactory means of securing

this contact.

The illustration shows an improved method. It is

composed of a brass bracket A, which is fastened by

screws to the side of the frame. It has a sliding piece B.

which can be moved in and out by hand like a "bolt"'

;ind is so designated in the illustration.

Underneath this bolt is an eccentric disk C, which is

fastened to a pin and has a hand lever fitted in its square

end. When the bolt is shot into place, the lever is pulled

over to the right, as shown by the dotted lines, and the ec-

centric disk forces the bolt up in the direction of the

pressure board, thereby pressing the tracing against the

glass of the frame. There are pegs, D and E, to limit the

movement of the bolt. Of course in actual use the whole

appliance is reversed and remains so till the clamping is

complete.
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By H. p. Bowen*

DO

SYXOPSIS—Kinks about underground surveying,

best instruments, tapes, reels, etc.. to use; methods

of taking and keeping notes, filing them for office

use and recording them on maps and assay plans;

use of tracing cloth, blue-print and black-print

papers.

The graduate of any one of onr teehiiieal si-hools leaves

college with a more or less clear idea of how co perform

certain field and office engineering work with extreme

accuracy. All the training he has received tends to that

one end. He is theoretical rather than practical in

his work, and it is generally some time before he begins

to realize how large a structure of practice must be

erected upon his small foundation of theory.

Practical engineering is a science of approximations.

Absolute accuracy is as impossible here as elsewhere, and
near-accuracy is often economically wrong. The first

point to be decided in the laying out of any work is to

what degree of accuracy the work in question should be

done ; the second, how to do it as quickly as possible

with the least work and the least chance of error. For ex-

ample, the elevation of a certain point is required. This

may be obtained in the three following ways : The eleva-

tion within from 5 to 10 ft. can often be scaled off a

contour map ; an accuracy within 1 or 3 ft. may be obtained

by a stadia shot or tn-o from a known bench mark

;

or the elevation may be accurately determined by run-

ning a line of levels to the point in question. While more
accurate, either of the latter methods would mean time

and work wasted were only an approximate elevation de-

sired.

Everyone makes some errors in his work. They must
be found before the work has gone far enough to cause

trouble. An engineer cannot afford to let pass any op-

portunity of checking his work. No matter how monoto-

nous the work, one must not fall into the mistake of doing

it mechanically, or some error will creep in and pass by

untioticed.

If in plotting or checking a piece of work it does not

seem right, it should be cheeked and rechecked, prefer-

ably by someone else, for the chances are in favor of

there being a mistake in it.

Every engineer has a favorite among the various makes

of surveying instruments, but it nmst be borne in mind
that a good engineer can do good work with a poor

instrument, while a poor one cannot do good work with

the best instrument made. The class of the instrument

and the shape it is in will affect only the time and care

necessary to do the work right.

Ordinary underground work con-sists mostly of putting

in line-plugs for drifts and crosscuts, lining up timbering

and a certain amount of leveling. The class of transit

I have found most convenient for this work is a small in-

strument with U-shaped standards and no compass box.

The chance of error in reading the horizontal circle has

•Care of Miami Copper Co., Miami, Ariz.

been lessened by having it graduated only one way from
right to left and from to 360 deg. It has a horizontal,

vertical and two diagonal cross-wires and two stadia

wires. Cross-hairs and graduations are made coarser

than usual to make them easily read in the poor light

underground. For shaft plumbing and long connections

a larger and more finely graduated instrument is used.

Tapes and Reels

The question of tapes and reels is one that is hard to

decide. I have yet to see a reel that is perfectly satisfac-

tory and will stand up under the hard usage it receives

underground. Reels for 500-ft. tapes are too heavy and

clum.sy to carry around. All reels fall down when used

underground on account of the grit cutting out the bear-

ing surfaces. For the latter work a reel should be of the.

size necessary to take a tape 50 ft. longer than the one

used. This will keep it from binding with the dirt and

grit it picks up. For surface work a oOO-ft. wire tape ^
in. wide graduated on brass sleeves for everv' foot of its

length is used. This is better than a shorter tape, es-

pecially in a rough country. For underground survey-

ing a heavy %-in. tape heavily etched to feet, tenths, and

hundredths is giving the best satisfaction. A thin tape

will not stand the rough usage and a Ys-^t^- tape, be-

sides being difficult to read, crystallizes after some use and

becomes brittle. For the samplers, heavy %-in. tapes

^ eti-hed to feet are pref-

! D erable. Graduations

on babbitt, copper or

brass soon wear off

and cannot be read.

The bearing is car-

ried underground by

jiggling in line with

two wires suspended

in the shaft. A quick

method of "jiggling

in'" is as follows:

Set the instrument tri-

pod as near as possible in line with the two wires, having
two of its legs parallel with and one at right angles to the

line of the wires. Put on the transit head and level up
the instrument. Now if the transit is nearly in line as

it should be, it is possible to jiggle in by raising or low-

ering the tripod leg which is at right angles to the line

of the wires, and then leveling up the instrument. By
moving the tripod leg instead of the transit head it is

possible to move the transit a minute distance, and the

subsequent leveling lessens this. Size No. 6 piano wire

is used for plumbing raises and shafts up to 200 ft. and
size 8 for greater distances. Weights for plumbing can

be made from short lengths of iron pipe filled with

lead. Slots cut in the pipe will permit the insertion of

tin vanes, which should project about an inch beyond the

pipe, causing the weight to come quickly to rest when
in use.

.V Tt!A VERSE BY AziMCTHS
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Our underjjround stations in tlie Miami company's

mines consist of spads eitlier driven in caps or in plugs

set in holes drilled in the rock. In the former case such

a station is never used for work of importance without

checking back on stations set in the rock. A cap will

sooner or later move more or less, no matter how solid

the timbering may appear. In an entirely timbered work-

ing, an intermediate point put in line with any two sta-

tions will prove by lining up at any time whether any one

of the three points has moved. In such workings perma-

nent stations can often be made by punching a point in a

moil driven into the floor. Spads are made from No.

41/2 horseshoe nails. Larger sizes s])lit the plugs. The

heads are hammered flat and slots for the plumb-bob cord

cut with a hacksaw.

Every angle in an underground traverse is doubled and

both the original and doubled reading are recorded on

cards carried for that purpose. These cards are carried

in a tin holder and are filed away in the office daily.

Bearings by Azimuths

In the hurry of underground work, mistakes in cal-

culations, especially those that must be made on the

ground, are easily made. A method that will make the

calculations almost entirely mechanical will result in the

fewest errors. For this reason we figure our bearings

by azimuths. By the azimuth of any course I mean the

horizontal angle turned to the right between the first

station, on a course due north, and any other station on

the course. To get the azimuth of any course in a traverse,

take the azimuth of the preceding course from back sight

to station set on, add 180° and the horizontal angle read

to the right between the station set on, back sight and

fore sight, and the result will be the azimuth required,

unless it is greater than ;3(iO°. In this case subtract 3G0°

if the result is not greater than 720", and 720° if it is,

and the difl'erence will be the azimuth.

To illustrate, take the courses in the figure. A, B, C,

D, E, then:

Azimuth AB

Angle ABC
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iiiori' than pay for itsell' in the savinj;- of tracing cloth

ordinarily lost in cutting.

All paper and tracing cloth sluiid< after being lui-

rolled, due probably to the tension applied in rolling

them up. For large tracings or drawings where accuracy

is necessaiy cut the paper or cloth to the required size

and leave it loosely rolled for several days before using.

In the case of tracing cloth, strip off the selvage edges

before setting it away.

To plot t'oordinates, lay off one of the lines and erect

two perpendiculars to it at opposite ends of the drawing;

measure equal distances along these perpendiculars and
draw a fourth line parallel to the first completing the

quadrilateral. Check this up, subdivide the sides and
draw in the coordinates. If this is not all done at one

sitting the coordinates will be found to be out, as the

paper or tracing cloth will stretch or shrink from day

to day, especially during changes in the weather.

Blueprint papers vary in cost, due principally to the

quality of the paper used in its manufacture rather than

to any difference in the emulsion u.sed. Some of the

cheap papers are not tough and tear easily when wet.

Blueprint papers are classed as rapid, electric-rapid, or

regular, according to the time necessary to print them.

In bright sunlight this varies in this locality from 3

min. for the regular to 20 sec. for the electric-rapid.

By using the latter a saving in time is effected and prints

can be made quickly on cloudy days if required. 'Slave

care must be taken in using the more rapid papers to

keep them from being exposed, so they do not keep so

well as the slower kinds.

Direct black-print papers and cloths are printed direct-

ly from the tracings, and after being finished by washing

in water give blue-black lines on a white background.

They are much more expensive than blueprint papers and

cloths, but are very useful for many purposes. Additions

in pencil or drawing inks may be made to these prints,

and they may be colored with either water colors or

crayons. Black-print papers and cloths require from 4-

to 8-min. exposure in the sun—the cloth a little longer

than the paper ; and it is not usually advisable to try to

get a print on a cloudy day. Under-exposure leaves the

ground purple after washing and in an over-exposed print

the heavy lines are a light gray and the light ones print

out. All white-print paper I have used becomes brittle

if kept several months before using. Most, if not all, of

this paper is imported from Germany, and the difficulty

in obtaining paper that has not been kept in stock until

it is brittle and worthless has kept many from using it.

Apparently the cloth does not deteriorate with age.

An easy and rapid way of coloring white prints and

drawings is by the use of wax crayons and gasoline. Go
lightly over the space to be colored with the crayon,

moisten a piece of cloth with gasoline and by rubbing

it over the colored surface smooth the color and extend it

to the edges of the space to be colored. If the color is

smeared beyond the required limits it can be removed

by a pencil eraser. The probable explanation is that the

crayon, being a mixture of wax and ground pigment, has

the wax dissolved by the gasoline, which leaves the pig-

ment as an impalpable powder to be rubbed evenly over

the surface. Some colors work much better than others,

namely, the yellows, purples, slates and greens.

Convenient weights for holding down drawings can be

made from 4x4-in. can\as bags filled with shot.

in nil iillirc of any size much time can he saved by
the use of a tracing table. This consists of a glas.s-topped

table under which are placed several large electric lights

(we use lOO-watt tungstens). With this it is even pos-

sible to trace through heavy cloth-backed drawing paper.

The number of uses to which such a table may be put will

be found to increase from day to day.

When it is necessary to put coordinates on a tracing it

will be found advisable to place them on the opposite side

of the cloth from the rest of the map. If this is done the

coordinates will not be affected by any erasures.

These comprise some of our methods in use at the
present time, for they are constantly changing. Fre-

quently slight modifications are made to adopt a better

method to our particular needs. Often a better pro-

cedure is adopted and more rarely a new one is originated

and developed.

'M

By A. L. H. Stkeet*

At the recently adjourned session of the Missouri Leg-
islature the mining laws of that state were increased by
several different acts. One of the measures provides for

official inspection of mines other than coal mines, to de-

termine whether dust is present in the air in quantities

injurious to miners. If such a condition is found, pro-

vision is made for requiring the owTier or operator to

install and maintain an independent water line, fully

equipped and in good serviceable working order, leading

up to the face of any and all drifts where such dust is

produced, or so close to the face of the drifts that by
the use of suitable hose extension or sprinkling attach-

ments (to be supplied by the owner of the mine), the

mineral or earth in and adjoining the face of the drifts

can be sprinkled by water from the pipe line. It is

made the duty of every person drilling, squibbing or

blasting in such mine to keep the face, surface and
drill holes in such drifts moist to such a degree as to

prevent as far as possible dust rising from the workings.

Violation of any provision of this act is punishable by a

fine of from $5 to $.50.

Another law requires o^mers and operators of lead and
zinc mines to provide suitable dressing rooms with lockers

for the use of employees. Adequate washing facilities

and Ijenches must also be afforded, and the rooms must
lie kept properly heated. A fine of from $5 to $35 may
be assessed for disobedience of this act. Under a sep-

arate act, o\mers or operators of lead and zinc mines are

bound to provide sanitary drinking devices if 10 or more
men are employed.

Another law makes it the duty of the chief state mine
inspector and his assistants to stop the operation of any
mine or part thereof, where poisonous damps exist, where
rotten ropes or unsafe cages are used or where a safe

escapeway is not provided for all employees. A penalty

of fine or imprisonment, or both, is prescribed for in-

fractions of this act.

Tli«- Dexter White Cnps Mining; Co. ol Manliattan. Jlanhat-
tan. Xev., for the year ended JIar. 31, 1915, reports a production
of 3406 tons of ore having a gross value of ?36,272. The
receipts from the sale of ore and royalties amounted to $45,807
The e.\penses were $65,683. thereby making a deficit of $19,816.
Current liabilities amounted to $17,669 over current assets.

•.attorney, St. Paul. Minn.
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By Walthi,' C. S-mith*

Several years ago I had occasion to treat considerable

storage-batterv sediment or mud in a 40-in. circular lead

blast furnace. The charge for furnace averaged 850 lb.

of ores, fluxes and returned slags. Fuel varied from 10%
to 14% of weight of charge.

AVith normal conditions we had little or no trouble

from the furnace top working hot, but whenever the charge

carried 100 lb. or more of battery sediment the furnace

would develop a hot top. Increasing the percentage

()',' coke, lowering the blast pressure or wetting down

charges would not correct the hot top. The furnace ran

well, the slags were hot, tuyeres were bright, and had

plenty of coke at tuyere level. By substituting any other

lead-bearing material for battery sediment, the top would

cool rapidly; replacing battery sediment on charge would,

within one hour, develop a hot top accompanied by heavy

fume losses.

The cause of this hot top was a matter of some discus-

sion, the conclusion being that battery sediment, consist-

ing principally of lead peroxide (PbOo), breaks down

under moderate temperature into litharge (PbO) and

oxygen (O,). This liberated oxygen immediately com-

bines with CO in gases to form C0„ and generates a large

amount of heat at or near top of charge, thereby rap-

idly heating charge until a hot top develops, with no

apparent increase of fuel consumption.

To prove this a small amount of battery sediment was

slowly heated in a tube; well below a led heat, the reddish-

brown PbOo changed to yellow PbO and a test of the gas

showed the presence of large amounts of oxygen.

I finally treated battery sediment as follows: First,

adding 75 lb. or less to each charge, wetting charge thor-

oughly; second, heating sediment in roasting furnace or

kettle until it had turned yellow and then charging into

furnace as lead ore.

The New Jersey Foundry & Machine Co., of 00 West

St., New York, has put a new type of crucible tongs

on the market which is so constructed as to take a six-

point bearing on each side of the crucible, regardless of

wear. This is attained by having three curved plates

mounted on a three-armed frame, which has play

enough in its mounting always to bring these three

plates against the crucible.

In addition each of the plates has a concave surface,

and this, with a little play in the individual mounting,

insures a bearing of at least two points for each plate.

This sextuple bearing should eliminate a great deal of

premature cracking of crucibles through poorly fitting

tongs.

•Silver-refinery superintendent. Chrome, N. J.

f BiraHasI

®2= COo
Frederick K. Brunton, in describinn-* ^'le British Co-

lumbia Copper Co.'s smelting plant at Greenwood, B. C,
gives some interesting operating data of that works prior

to its closing in 1914 on account of the decline in the

price of copper. The company smelts the lowest-grade ore

of any North American smelting works, the average cop-

per content being 0.85%. The plant treats about 2250

tons per day, or 17.5 tons per man per day.

The equipment includes three blast furnaces and two
converting stands. Two of the blast furnaces are 51x360

in. at the tuyeres and the other is 51x240 in. The vertical

distance from feed floor to the center of the tuyeres is

lU ft. The 30-ft. furnaces have 72 tuyeres, 4 in. in diame-

ter but bushed to 314 in-, and receives about 25,000 cu.ft.

of air per minute at 16- to 24-oz. pressure.

A typical furnace charge is shown in the accompanying
lable. The most variable factor is the Motherlode ore,

v.hich sometimes changes abruptly from a lime gangue

tc an iron gangue carrying about 30% magnetite, so that

the furnaces require constant watching. The 5000-lb.

charge shown gave 4300 lb. of slag that would carry 0.23%

TYPICAI, FURNACE CHARGE AT GREENWOOD, B. C.

SiO, Fe CaO S Cu
Per Per Per Per Per

Ore Lb. Cent. Lb. Cent. Lb. Cent. Lb. Cent. Lb. Cent. Lb.

Motherlode 2500 .^2 800 18 450 22 550 2 50 1.0 25
Rawhide 1000 36 576 10 250 19 304 3 48 1.2 19.2
Napoleon 500 30 170 30 l.iO 7 35 17 85 0.2 0.5
Ueiniblic, .SiOj., , 400 80 320 7 28

Total 5000 .. 1846 .. 83j . . 917 . . 183 .. . 44.7

Cu, or about 10 lb. of copper, leaving 34.7 lb. for the

matte, which required one-fourth of its weight, or 8.7

lb., of sulphur. By reason of the poor construction of the

furnaces for handling ores so low in sulphur, 88%, or

160 lb., of the sulphur was volatilized in the furnace, leav-

ing 23 11). for the matte. Since the copper took 8.7 lb. of

.^ulphur, there was left for iron 14.3 lb, of sulphur, re-

quiring 1.75 times its weight, or 25 lb. of iron. The

matte, therefore, contained: Cu, 34.7; S, 23.0; and Fe,

25.0 lb., and assayed 42% Cu. The slag ran approxi-

mately as follows: SiO„ 42.7; Fe, 19.7; CaO, 21.2;

ALOj, 9.0; and Cu, 0.23%.

FURN.\CE OPERATING DATA
2250

6 62
8,70

35 70
, 0,8 to 1.2

30 , to 45
22 to 0,27

2 00
85 00 to90.00
12 00 to 14 00
20 00 to 28,00
25,000

minute 2,500
21.0

Matte, per cent, of total charge 1 .
65

Slag, per cent, SiOj ?f '" i^
Slug, per cent. Fe
Slag, jjer cent. CaO
Slag, per cent. AlaOa. .

Tons smelted per day
Tons smelted per square foot of hearth area, average.

Tons smelted per square foot of hearth area, i

Tons smelted per man per day ,

.

Cu on charge, per cent
Cu in matte, per cent
Cu in slag, per cent
S on charge, per rent
S burnt off, per cent
Coke used on charge, per cent. .

.

Coke ash, per cent
Blast, cubic iet^t ptr minute
CooUng water for jackets, gallon
Men per 8-hr. shift.

13 to 20
20 to 26
6 to 9

• "The British Columbia Copper Co.'s Smelter, Greenwood,
B C," a paper to be read before the San Francisco meeting
of the American Institute of Mining Engineers, September,
1915.
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The laliiir I'lMjuired in the furnnco department per shirt

is: One shift boss at $5.25, three I'urnaeenien at $4, three

furnace heljicrs at $3, one shxg niotornian at $3.10, one

slag switchman at $3, three charge motormen at $3.15,

three head loaders at $3.15, three second loaders at $3,

one feeder at $4, one bin man at $2.75, one power-house

man at $3.40—a total of 21 men and of $70.70 in wages

per shift. In addition there are on day shift only, four

men in the briquetting plant and four men on slag-track

grading at a total daily wage of $23.50. These two

crews are used when needed in general roustabout work
so that not all of their time was really chargeable to fur-

nace work.

P®wdl®r®dl Coal
At the seventh annual convention of the International

Eaihvay Fuel Association, W. L. Robinson, supervisor ot

fuel consumption of the Baltimore & Ohio R.R., presented

a paper outlining the advantages that might result from
the use of powdered coal in locomotive furnaces, from

which the following costs of pulverijiing are taken

:

The cost of preparing powdered coal will vary with the

cost for the raw coal and its moisture content. However,

a general average from available data covering periods of

tlie past five to ten years at cement and metallurgical

plants has made it possible to present the following con-

servative estimate, assuming the cost of the raw coal at

from $l,to $2 per short ton, and that it will require crush-

ing and have a moisture content of from 5 to 10 per cent,

when placed in the drier

:

Capacity ot Plant in Average Total Cost for
Short Tons per Hour Preparation per Short Ton

2 From 25 to 50c.
3 From 20 to 45c.
4 From 16 to 40c.
5 From 14 to 35c.

10 . From 12 to 30c.
25 From 10 to 20c.

The fuel required for drying the coal will average from
1 to 2% of the coal dried. The distribution of the total

may be a])proximately stated as follows:

Fuel for drying 10%
Power for operation 30%
Labor 30 %
Maintenance and supplies 25%
Interest, taxes, insurance and depreciation 5%

Total 100%

The cost of preparing powdered coal should be more
than offset by the ability to utilize mine refuse and

sweepings, run-of-mine, screenings and slack grades of

coal that cannot be used to good advantage otherwise, and

inferior grades of sub-bituminous coals, lignite and peat

of relatively lower cost per ton than the readily salable

commercial fuels.

Coal in a finely divided or powdered state represents the

most advanced method for producing perfect combustion.

While a cubic inch of solid coal exposes only 6 sq.in. for

absorption and liberation of heat, a cubic inch of powdered

coal exposes from 20 to 25 sq.ft., which enables the more
uniform gas production from the volatile matter in the

coal and the more prompt and perfect intermingling of

gas and air, thereby improving combustion and reducing

smoke. Furthermore, there is no cooling of the fire by

heavy intermittent charges of fresh coal, as is the case with

hand or stoker firing on grates.

Powdered coal may be burned by either of two generally

defined methods—the long-fiame method, constituting a

progressive burning of the coal such as is employed in

cement and opcnhearth furnaces, and the short-flame

method, which is the latest development and is used in

metallurgical and similar metal-heating work or under
iioilers where a similar furnace volume obtains.

Some important experiments in the welding of nickel
anodes by the oxyacetylene process have just been con-
cluded in the large plating department of the Prest-0-
Lite Co., Inc., at its Indianapolis plant.

The anodes used by the Prest-0-Lite Co., Inc., are
castings of 90% nickel, 8% carbon and 2% iron. They
are elliptical bars, approximately 11/0x31/2 in. in cross-

section and 30 in. long, and weigh about 30 lb. Their
market value varies between 46c. and 50c. per lb.

By welding up old anodes which have been in the solu-

tion, and which have a junk value of between 22c. and 25c.

per lb., the company is now converting its entire pile of
scrap nickel into what are practically new anodes at a
total cost for gas and labor of less than 6c. per lb. This
estimate is based on a recent test at Indianapolis in which
421 lb. of scrap anodes were welded up at the following
cost

:

463 cu.ft. oxygen, at 2c $9.26
480 cu.ft. acetylene, at 2c 9.60
24-hr. labor, at 25c '...'..'.'. 6^00

Total $24.86

In view of the fact that this test was made before any
experience in the operation had been gained, it is appar-
ent that better results and greater savings are sure to be
the result of practice.

The method of handling this operation is about as fol-

lows : As the anodes are eaten away by the solution they
are turned over to an oxyacetylene welder, who "tacks"
on scraps of old anodes by welding to increase the surface.

The welding flame is also employed to remove the

brass hooks which are used to support the anodes while
in solution. Under the intense heat of the oxyacetylene

flame (approximately 6300° F.) the solder melts away
rapidly, leaving a pure nickel bar, which is later welded
up.

No flux is employed, as this has been found to be un-
necessary. The pieces of scrap are simply melted on or

"fused" together, using another piece of nickel as a filling

rod. The welding process is a great benefit in obtaining
perfect fusion, which is essential, as all joints must have
electrical conductivity equal to that of new anodes.

Another great advantage is the fact that no skill or ex-

perience in the art of oxyacetylene welding is required

to weld up scrap nickel anodes; in fact any workman
with average intelligence can do the work without any pre-

vious knowledge of the process. The apparatus needed to

do the work is inexpensive.

ilany other attempts have been made to utilize scrap
nickel anodes, the most common practice i^eing to drill

holes through several pieces and bind them together by
means of lead rivets. This method depends on ihe con-
tact of the wire or rivet and the piece of scrap to conduct
the current, and is therefore of uncertain value, and in

many cases a flat failure. If for any reason the contact is

bad and offers too much resistance to the current of elec-

tricity, the metal will not dissolve.

•From data furnished by the manufacturers.
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Tlie La Rose Consolidated Mines Co., Cobalt, Ont.,

shows a combined profit of $208,939 for 1914 and dividend

payments aggregating $771,000. Shipments totaled

1990.-1 tons, averaging $333.20 in value per ton, after de-

ducting $90,584 for smelting charges. The total reported

cost of producing silver was 37. 2c. per oz., made up of

23.08c. for mining, 9.69c. for concentrating, 7.4:2c. for

marketing, 0.77e. for depreciation, 0.09c. for general ex-

penses, and 0.64c. for advances to the University mines

—

a total of 41.69c., less a credit of 4.49c. for ground rents,

discount and interest. The marketing e.xpense was made
up of 5.07% of the gross value of the ore for deductions

on silver, 4.39% for treatment charges, 2.85% for freight

and 1.65% for assaying and sampling, etc., or 13.96%
total, based on $727,075, the gross value of the ore, includ-

ing cobalt, paid for. Dividends paid to date by the La
Rose Mines amount to $6,579,409 and by the La Rose

Consolidated, $5,162,326. The mill treated 54,020 dry

tons of ore and produced 1,271.76 dry tons of concentrates

containing an average of 443 oz. of silver per ton. The
average assay of mill heads was 13.12 oz., end tailings av-

eraged 2.75 oz., indicating an extraction of 79.5%. Mill

costs were $2.45 per ton milled. Ore reserves are esti-

mated to contain 47,464 tons having a net value of $166,-

784. It is stated that the property has been almost ex-

hausted of high-grade ore.

The East Butte Copper Alining Co., Butte, Mont., for

1914 reports a net surplus of $222,252 on operations. Cop-

jDer production amounted to 9,175,579 lb. from 72,853

wet tons of ore, or 71,918 dry tons from the company's

mines, and 39,074 dry tons of custom ore. There were

also produced 242,347 oz. of silver and 2219 oz. of gold.

The gross value of metals shipped was $1,291,675, and

other income amounted to $163,779, which made a total

income of $1,455,454. Operating expenses amounted to

$1,048,856; interest payments, $36,500; depreciation and

losses, $11,744; additions to equipment, $71,002; and

exploration and development, $65,099. The cost per pound
of copper was 11.11c. ilining, including development,

averaged $5.39 per ton of ore. The main shaft was sunk

185 ft., making a total depth of 1770 ft. Owing to the

war the property only operated 220 days in 1914.

Si

The report of the International Nickel Co. for the

year ended Mar. 31, 1915, shows a net profit of $5,598,-

071, after deducting all expenses, depreciation, exhaustion

of minerals and all other charges. During the year $595,-

976 was expended for additional property. Dividends

amounting to $534,756 were paid on preferred stock and

dividends on common stock aggregated $4,753,937. The

consolidated balance sheet shows current assets of $11,-

117,881 and current liabilities amounting to $2,770,073.

The number of stockholders increased from 3752 to 4465
during the year.

^:

ClbaEao C©pp®ir iEa I1'9II4'

The report for 1914 of the Chino Copper Co., Hurley,

N. M., shows a production of 53,999,928 lb. of copper

from 1,926,705 tons of ore. Dividend payments
amounted to $2,169,065, while the actual amount avail-

able for dividend payments from 1914 operations was
$2,298,246. The mill treated 1,907,300 tons averaging

2.1151% copper, and 19,405 tons were shipjjed direct

to the smelters. The average net yield in refined copper

per ton of ore was about 28 lb. The accompanying
table gives a summary of Chino"s production for the last

three years

:

Tons
ot Ore

Year Treated
1912 1,122,666
1913 1,942,700
1914 1,926,705

Yield of Total Lb.
ReHned Cu Refined Cu
per Ton Produced
24,7 lb. 27,776.088
26.0 lb. 50,511,661
28.0 lb. 53,999,928

^— Ore Reserves

—

n

Average
Tons Ore per Ton
90,000,000 36 lb.
90,000.000 36 lb.
90,270,155 35 lb.

The company owns 2645 acres of mining claims, of

which 2412 acres are patented. In addition to this land

the company owns 160 acres of agricultural land ad-

joining its mining claims. Including various water

rights in connection with its mill site, the company also

owns or controls 18,074 acres at Hurley. There were

issued 9400 shares of capital stock during the year for

the conversion of the remaining outstanding first

mortgage bonds. The total outstanding capital stock now
amounts to 869,940 shares. Dividends to date have

aggregated $4,088,135. The profit as shown in the

report for 1914 was $3,222,579, but other expenditures

for deferred operations, bond redemption and investments

reduced the amount available for dividends to $2,298,-

246 as shown in the following statement, which has been

prepared in order that the financial tran.'=actions as shown

by the statements in the report may be easily understood:

TOTAL RECEIPTS AND TOTAL EX PENDITl'RES OF THE
CHINO COPPER CO. DURING I'.IU

From sale of metal products
From miscellaneous sources
From capital stock at par value
From preiniums on sale of capital stock.

Total receipts from all sources. .

Expenditures
Expenditures charged to operations.
Bond interest and advances paid
Prbperty account
Construction and equipment
Development
Deferred stripping
Investments
Bonds redeemed

.247.197
179,5SS
47.000

187,850

Total expenditures
Paid out in dividends.
Added to quick assets.

$4,172,374
31.S32
1,645

400.625
34,553

484,178
1,680

236,500

$5,363,388
2,169,065
129.182

To balance with total receipts $7,661,635
Balance of quick assets at end of 1913 $2,298,529
Balance of quick assets at end ot 1914.

Increase in quick assets in 1914.
Dividends paid in 1914

Amount actually available from 1914 $2,298,247
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ANALYSIS OF TOTAL RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES
Receipts from operations—current and deferred:

From sale 53,999.928 lb. of copper at 13.325c $7,195,423
From gold produced 51,774
From miscellaneous income 179,588

Total operating income $7,426,785
Current operations:

Mining and milling $1,473,553
Treatment, refining, freight 2,048,004
Selling commission 72,805
.Stripping 578,012

Total operating costs reported 4,172,374

Total income reported $3,254,411
Less interest and advances paid on bonds 31,832

Net profit shown in report for 1914 $3,222,579
Deferred expenditures to operations:

For property account $1,645
Construction and equipment 400,626
For development 34,553
For deferred stripping 484. 17S

Total deferred charges to capital accounts.... $921,002

Balance over current and deferred expenditures $2,301,577
Other expenditures:

Bonds redeemed $236,500
Investments 1,680

$238,180
Less receipts from capital stock 234,850

Net amount paid out from earnings 3,330

Amount from 1914 actually available $2,298,247
Dividends paid 2,169,065

Balance added to quick assets $129,182

The total amount of ore and waste removed by steam

shovels was 4,192,009 cu.yd. of material in place; 3,173,-

717 cu.3'd. of this was stripping and the remainder

was equivalent to 2,114,910 tons of ore. All material

removed to date by steam shovels amounts to 13,014,416

cu.yd. in place, of which 10,188,246 cu.yd. was strip-

ping, and the remainder was equivalent to 5,770,356 tons

of ore. Of this ore 720,295 tons has been stored in the

stock pile. The average cost of steam shovel work was

36.o2c. per cu.yd. for all material moved during the

year. The cost of handling waste alone was 33.47c.

per cu.yd. The cost per ton of waste handled was

lG.12e., wliile the cost of handling ore was 22.13c. There

is a total of 24.039 miles of track used in and about the

mine in connection with steam-shovel work, of which

23.223 miles was in use on Jan. 1, 1915.

During the first seven months of the year the mill

operated 95.3% of possible time for all sections. Owing

to curtailment on account of the war, the mill was

operated on 66% of possible time during the remaining

live months. During the first period the mill averaged

1345 tons per day per section and 1085 tons for the

rive-month period. During the year the entire plant

averaged 5225 tons per day and treated 1,907,300 dry

tons. A total of 147,925 tons of concentrates was pro-

duced, which corresponds to a ratio of 12.89 tons of ore

to 1 of concentrates. The average grade of concentrates

was 18.505%, and the mill extraction was 67.858%,.

The average milling cost was 55.01c. per ton of ore.

Ore reserves are estimated to contain 90,270,155 tons

of fully developed ore averaging 1.75%; copper. On the

basis of operating costs reported, which do not include

depreciation, the net cost of producing copper after

( rediting gold contents and miscellaneous earnings was

7.35c. per lb. as compared with a cost of 8.5c. per lb.

reported for the previous year.

;*.

The Franklin Mining: Co.. Houghton, Mich., for I"* reports

that the only production, for the year <^ame from the test-

•ianiDline- of 7324 tons of rock, which yielded 93,-'S3 lb. oi

ooppei^^The' total expenses were S140.01S and receipts

amounted to $357,449, including assessments ^'Of ,Vi -
, 2? re

After deducting a deficit for 1913 a balance of $11., Ibo le-

mained in the surplus account at the end of the jeai.

The report of the Tennessee Copper Co., Copperhill,

Tenn,, for 1914 shows a production of 12,871,113 lb. of

refined copper from 485,051 tons of company ore smelted.

Net profits for the year, including acid-plant earnings

and earnings from all other sources, amounted to

$751,893.

This amount was distributed as follows: Dividends,

$600,000; reserve for general depreciation, $100,000;

reserve for Federal income tax, $1126; and addition to

surplus account, $50,767. Dividends to date aggregate

$4,465,250. A record of the production from the com-

pam''s ore for 1901 to 1914 inclusive shows that 4,978,349

tons of ore have been mined, 4,961,673 tons smelted and

155,493,546 lb. of copper produced. Ore reserves are

estimated to contain 5,390,661 tons averaging 26.54 lb.

of recoverable copper. The cost per ton of ore, not includ-

ing refining, was $2.74725 made up as follows:

Per Ton
Mine development $0.04957
Mining 97S13
Rail"^vay expense .05027
General expense .1S932
Smelting expense 1.31677
Converter expense .16319

Total $2.7472.";

The total cost of producing refined copper was 11.40c,

per lb., not crediting the sales of sulphuric acid nor the

values of copper in flue dust. The acid plant produced

.

210,163 tons of 60° Baume acid. The smelting plant

treated 724,822 tons of ore and flux with 38,726 tons of

coke. The company has now reduced its bonded indebted-

ness to $800,000. It now has about 2000 stockholders.

The Tamarack Mining Co,, Calumet, Mich., for 1914

reports a production of 1,074,808 lb. of copper which it

sold for 12.8c. a lb. The mine operated at a loss of $174,-

908. The following table gives a comparison of operations

for the last four years:

1911 1912 1913 1914

Tons of rock treated. . 392,338 421385 227.563 57,410
Pounds of mineral 12,793,430 12,118,038 6.206,295 1,743,145
Pounds of refined cop-

per 7,494,077 7,908,745 4,168,743 1,074.808
Per cent, of refined
copper in mineral.. .'iS.SS 65.26 67.17 61.66

Refined copper per ton
of rock treated, lb.. 19.1 IS.

8

IS.

3

18.7

Cost per pound:
Mining 14.07e. 11.90c. 15.35c. 24.00c.
Construction .06c. .... 3.28r.

Smelting, freight, com-
missions, ofHce, etc. 1.23c. 1.11c. 1.25c. 1.80f.

Interest .20c. .14c ....

Total cost per lb. 15.56c. 13.15c. 16.60c. 29.0SC.
Cost of mining, trans-

portation, stamping
and taxes, per ton
of rock $2.69 52.23 $2.81 $4.4t

For the year ended Feb. 28, 1915, the Beaver Consoli-

dated Mines, Cobalt, Ont., shows a production of 900,000

oz. of silver, of which 390,878 oz. were sold. The re-

mainder was held in storage by the smelters. The mill

treated 26,724 tons of ore. from which 347.95 tons of

concentrates were produced containing 415,707 oz. of

silver. A profit of $254,768 is shown in the financial

statements before providing for depreciation amounting

to $13,728. Dividends for the year amounted to $60,000.

The cost of production was 21.54c. per oz. of silver.
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"Le Nickkl," New Caledonia
Famous nickel mines controlled by a French company. The upper view shows the shore and landing at La Mission, the

town embracing the company's plant. The lower view shows the works
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"Le Nickel," Xew Caledonia

Two views of the Bornet mine, near La Mission. New Caledonia. Mines are connected with the works by a 17-km. aerial
tramway over which 60,000 tons yearly are transported. The pylons are 22-25 m. high. The company has refineries at
Havre and Glasgow
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I refer to the editorial Loimneiit "ii the article by Mr.

Lamb in the Joubxal of Apr. 3, 191.5. As ex-director

of the Departmental School of Mining and Engineering

of the Republic of Bolivia I can assure the editor that any

business in tin done by the Yankees in this country will

have to be solely on the basis of properties owned.

The kind of mines which capitalists usually look for

—

those in working order and with developed ore—are not

to be found in Bolivia. Here everybody lives from hand

to mouth, without bothering about the morrow; and al-

though one may wish to develop a mine properly, he will

not find either competent technical direction or the capi-

tal or credit required. The result is that even the large

businesses have not the intrinsic value which they appear

to have, nor is there life or prosperity assured even for

two or three 3'ears. Anyone who wishes to succeed here

must force his future with his own hand, beginning with

the clearing of the titles to property, rectification of

boundary lines, investigations, preparation of mines and

living quarters, and finishing witli the necessary skill for

ore treatment.

I know of virgin lauds which are good and available for

development on a large scale; I know also of abandoned

mines which would provide a profit if they were properly

developed. The sooner the problem is tackled the sooner

and surer will be the success. One cannot lose by giving

serious study to the problem and disregarding the gratui-

tous information given by travelers for pleasure. Anvone
considering work of this kind should possess a knowledge

of the Spanish language, in order to treat directly with

the people, and also to be able to appreciate the value of

the facts presented. If such person is capable, cultivated,

and will come recommended to me, I will lend him my aid

and experience and knowledge, together with much posi-

tive information.

Only a short time ago there arrived here a merchant

who has passed through New York. Apparently enthused

by the prospects which had developed for a tin market, he

asked me for information about mines and mining busi-

ness. From my point of \iew he was wasting time, and
it is a loss of time to bother with going into details with

people who are unknown. However I do not doubt that

Mr. Burrage might have entered into a splendid Imsiness

if he had installed his smelteries in Bolivia, taking advan-

tage of the hydraulic power available—for e.vample, that

of Pilcomayo.

The greater part of our miners have no resources and
are eternally pushed by necessity. Consequently, they de-

liver their products to the first buyer. Even the com-

panies of some importance prefer to liquidate their con-

centrates or sorted ore to local buyers for cash, instead of

waiting for the results of a sale in Europe, which, in nor-

mal times, means a delay of about five months. Taking
into account the great saving of freight and insurance.?,

saving in sacks, loss of mineral or ore, and penalties, more
or less unjust, for moisture, etc., you can understand why

a country- which contains the raw material in abundance

has not yet arrived at the solution of the problem of the

metalltirgy of tin. The truth is simply that we in Bo-

livia are the toy of circumstances and conditions will

not change until intelligent technical and commercial

skill, conscientious energy and capital in adequate quan-

tities shall enter into and take part in our mineral in-

dustry.

Jose Jackowski.
Casilla No. 120, Potosi, Bolivia.

^ilnfeipeEace lira B^s^isa^ ^lEac airaid

The producer of small lots of lead ore (galena)

throughout the Missouri-Kansas-Oklahoma district sells

his output at a certain figure per 1000 lb. and usually gets

as much as tlie operator who sells carload lots. But in the

production of zinc ore a different condition entirely exists,

the small producer invariably being forced to take a much
lower price per ton than the larger producer. A striking

example of the wide variation in price between small lots

and carload lots of zinc ore has been noted recently since

ore prices have soared to such high levels. Carload ship-

ments of uniform grades of blende concentrate have

brought as high as $135, basis of 60% metallic zinc,

whereas the company selling only a few tons would receive

only $85 or $90.

Why there should be such a wide variation in zinc and

virtually no difference in lead is explained through the

fact that all lead ores of this district respond to simple

smelting processes, whereas there is a big difference in

the various lots of zinc concentrates from the different

small mines, and a conglomeration of such concentrates

does not yield as readily to the zinc-smelting process as

would concentrates more uniform in character. Zinc smel-

ters do not like to purchase odd lots of concentrates for

the reason that their retorts are adapted to a certain char-

acter of charge and by varying the metallic composition

of this charge the highest efficiency in metal recovery can-

not be attained, and also the life of the retort is shortened.

This condition explains why the heavy producers of uni-

form grades of zinc concentrate find a ready market at

good prices for their output, whereas the small producer

sometimes finds it difficult to dispose of his product even

at a greatly reduced price.

A uniform grade of concentrate, whether it be high or

low, is the kind that finds the ready market. Certain

smelters demand only those concentrates that run high in

metallic zinc and low in iron and with a minimum or total

absence of lead. The presence of iron is not so undesirable

as lead and certain smelters prefer a low-grade concentrate

with plenty of iron. Lead content in the zinc is unde-

sirable to all smelters whether they are users of high- or

low-grade concentrates.

Competitive bidding for district concentrates is the

method of purchasing as there are no contracts in use.
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Blende is sold on a 60% metallic basis; ciihuiiiiR' on a

40% basis, and galena, on an 80% basis.

Joplin, Mo., June 10, 1915. L. L. Wittich.

Some months ago there appeared in the Situations

Wanted column of a New York daily newspaper a notice

to the effect that a certain lady was prepared to enter

the service of a mining comjnmy. It appeared that her

qualifications were almost unlimited, including book-

keeping, cooking, assaying, surveying, etc.

If there is to be any great demand for such versatile

talent, the correspondence schools, publishers of cook-

books and editors of pin-money pages of the Ladies' Home
& Camp Companion Journals should take such steps as

may be necessary to disseminate useful information per-

taining to the duties of those fortunate or unfortunate fe-

male persons who are compelled, either by their roving-

instincts or by the vicissitudes of fortune, to follow min-

ing as a profession. As a hint the following sample is

respectfully submitted

:

Eapid Copper Analysis

Break the ore to about the size of half a thimble.

Take four bread-pans and place edge to edge in the form

of a hot cross-bun. Pour the ore gently with a slight

tango-step motion, so that each pan will receive an equal

share. Discard contents of two opposite corner pans. Mi.x

contents of remaining two pans and repeat until about

one large teacupful of ore remains. Pulverize in a clean

coffee mill or meat chopper to fineness of percolator cof-

fee. Mix thoroughly on oili:loth of kitchen table.

Take one leveled teaspoonful of the ore and place in a

teacup. Add one tablespoon ful of spirit of niter, a few

drops of spirit of salt and a pinch of hyperoxymuriate of

potash. Bring almost to a boil and then set (not sit) on

the back of the range to simmer for about half an hour.

Then add gently three dessert-spoonfuls of pure water.

Allow to cool and add volatile alkali to suit smell.

Line a glass funnel with a cone of unsized paper porous

enough to allow liquids to pass through it. Set the fun-

nel over a milk bottlfe with a capacity of exactly one pint

(this is perhaps ;)4.G592 cu.in. or possibly 28.875 cu.in.,

but the absolute value is unimportant).

Pour the contents of the teacu]) into the paper cone,

leaving the dregs or grounds until the last pouring. Wash
out cup with boiling water, adding the dish-water to the

slops in the funnel. Keep on washing until the pint

bottle is nearly full. A mark placed on the bottle will be

found convenient to indicate the same quantity of liquid

in each case.

To measure the percentage of copper in the ore a set

of bottles should be prepared beforehand, using some

ore that is known to contain an exact percentage of cop-

per, such as 4%.
Use one batch for a 4% shade. Use another batch

and add an extra pint of clear water and mix thoroughly.

Then one pint of the mixture will give a 2% shade. Di-

lute the other pint again for a 1% shade.

Fur an 8% shade, use two tea.spoonfuls of the 4%
ore and double everything but the wash water, keeping the

total liquid quantity down to one pint, or to the mark
on the pint bottle. Beer bottles, whisky bottles, grape-

juice bottles, etc.. will serve, ])rovided they are of clear

glass without tint and all of the same size.

For those who find dilliculty in understanding what

"percentage of copper in an ore" means, a special reci])e

may he devised to show tlii' number of grains, penny-

weights, etc., in a stone of ore. Sugar is often sold by

the stone, y^ stone being 31/^ pounds. So it will he an

easy matter to balance the ore with four errands of

granulated sugar. (When I was a little boy an errand

of sugar was always 31^ pounds.

)

Resuming the chemico-culinary topic, it may be stated

that to guess the answer to a copper assay or analysis by

this easy method one merely causes the sample bottle to

promenade up and down the kitchen shelf opposite the

stock set, and the color is matched as in selecting ribbons.

By this method a good consulting kitchen-mechanic can

guess at the percentage almost as accurately as it can be

estimated by a khaki-clad high-priced technical graduate.

T. Montmorency Dillon,

Deficiency Engineer.

New York, June 20, 1915.

[*]

In much of the technical and pseudo-technical matter
which I have written in the past have been injected a

few bits of what was intended to be humor in order

to relieve the monotonous tone which might otherwise

have prevailed.

Some unkind person has suggested that I cherish a

feeling of malicious hatred toward correspondence schools.

The imoutation i.a false. Correspondence schools have

performed a great service for humanity and have also

paid me real money for some of the text-books which I

had the pleasure of writing and revising.

What I do abhor is a conceited dolt who, having

completed a correspondence course, imagines his dictum
to be the last word in science—the final test, as it were.

Such a bore is immeasurably more insufferable than a

recent college graduate who announces that he is about

to put the world on the high-speed gear and cut out

the muffler. The latter individual has enough sense to

know that the world is "hep" to his game of bluff or

else he is sufficiently congenial to "kid'' the world into

taking him seriously now and then.

The correspondence school question may be summed
up briefly in a metaphor—the best incubator in the

world will not hatch a cold-storage egg.

New York, June 8, 1915. William B. McKinlay.

BellgisiEa Tip^dl© silFSoir thie War
I should like to inform the Journal readers that sev-

eral competent Belgian business men have created an or-

ganization having a double object: (1) To introduce in

Belgium, as soon as the war is over, all American prod-

ucts and manufactures; (2) to employ as agents, repre-

sentatives, etc., a large number of Belgian manufactur-
ers and business men, who have been partly ruined but

still possess enough capital and can give the necessary

guarantees as agents, dealers, etc.

Willy Lamot.
Shardhighs, Halstead, Essex, England, June 1, 1915.
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Mimini® iini

By F. Lynwood Gakkison*

SYNOPSIS—Consiile ratio II of some established

facts about the Chinese and their countnj. Its

civilization is the most ancient and its people have

developed an anti-military spirit. The count ri/

has great agricultural and mineral resources, and

economic awakening is lil-rhi lo make it one of

the most important.

The present visit of the Chinese Trade Commission to

the United States is likely to renew interest and stimu-

late our desire to know more of the mineral resources of

that great eountry. As has always been the case when

educated Chinamen honor us with a visit this commission

IS making a most excellent impression ujion all who have

been so fortunate as to meet its members.

No one wlio has lived and worked in China, who has

striven to know its people and understand their views of

life, can have failed to be impressed most favorably by

their high character as well as their soundness and sane-

uess of intellect. Despite the fact that my own work in

China was cut short by the Boxer troubles of 1900, my
interest in this great people has not ceased or flagged,

and I have never had reason to change the high opinion

of their character first impressions gave me. But in order

better to understand the Chinese and China it is desir-

able, even at the risk of restating well-known facts, for

us to consider a moment certain fundamental conditions

that are essential to a proper appreciation of the subject

as a whole.

Antiquity ok Chinese Civilization

Chinese civilization has endured for something like

5000 years. Had the oldest of the other civilizations, the

evidence of which archaeologists are now digging up out

of dust heaps, endured to the present it is doubtful if any

of them would be as old today as is the Chinese nation.

Notwithstanding this great age, the Chinese continue to

be a strong and virile people; how strong and how vigor-

ous one needs to have lived among them to realize fully

and to appreciate that antiquity does not necessarily con-

note decadence, or that ingrained distrust and disgust for

militarism indicate degeneracy. The Chinese in a sense

have always been an essentially agricultural people; de-

spite the fact that a few notable mechanical inventions

appear to have had their origin with them, the mechanic

arts as such appear never to have flourished, to have been

encouraged or to have played any notable part in the his-

tory of Chinese civilization. Herein lies the essential

difference between Oriental and Occidental, or perhaps

it would be more correct to say between Mongolian and

European, culture, and it brings us to a realization of

how this terrible war in Europe is mocking us.

Have we not with smug complacency been sending for

many years missionaries to the "heathen'" Chinese, and

on the whole have they not been kindly received? The

Chinese tell us : ''These missionaries are very good people,

Ihev lielp us in many ways, and we welcome them, for they

'Mining engineer, Philadelphia. Penn.

heal our sick, cure our niniined and teach our children

many useful things; but we are not perfectly sui'c their

ethical views and understandings' of life are any sounder

or better than our own. With your machines you can

do many things we cannot, and you have thus added vastly

to your personal comforts and wealth, but we are not cer-

tain that in consequence you are any happier or better off.

Your educational system is jjerhaps a stupendous success

if the world is to be simply a factory, but we fear it may
prove a monstrous failure if the object happens to be more
than that. In short, does your "Western system of educa-

tion give sanity to life or even protect it?"

I profess no greater insight into the oriental mind than

that possessed liy the average Wcstener, but it .seems to

nie not so difficult to get some fleeting glimpses into its

depths if we take the trouble. We all know in our hearts

that might as expressed liy mere physical force is not

necessarily right, and that defenseless China of today is

the only great nation in the world that does not believe

in physical force as a \('hiclc tlinnigh wjiich to assert

might. The Chinese do nut imw and never have asked

anything of the world but to live and let live in peace.

But that it is a fatuous, dangerous policy in this present

state of world civilization we are all now willing to admit.

That the Chinese may change this policy and become part

of the restless, ruthless mechanical world is not altogether

improl)al)le, although I myself believe and almost hope it

is unlikely. With this theme in mind let us briefly con-

sider a few facts regarding the natural resources which

China can call upon when she sees fit to change her eco-

nomic policies.

Geography and Topouuai'HY of China

China with its dependencies has an extent of something

like 4,000,000 square miles, and as every geologist knows

no such great area of the earth's surface traversed by great

mountain chains and intersected with large river valleys

exists that does not give promise of extensive mineral de-

posits. The area of China proper is about 1,400,000

square miles, 200,000 of which are comprised within the

alluvial plains of the Yangtze and Yellow Rivers; the

remaining 1,200,000 is hilly or mountainous. It has been

assumed by some writers that but little is known of the

mineral resources of China. As I will endeavor to show,

such is not the case, and their exploitation by the Chinese

themselves is by no means a new thing. As long ago as

the time of Marco Polo in the 13th Century, the Chinese

were vising what is described as "a black stone which they

dig out of the ground and burn like firewood," which of

course was coal, and its use thus far antedates any recog-

nition of its value in Europe or in any other country. In

fact, as a general statement it may be said that from time

immemorial the Chinese have been utilizing their mineral

deposits in a small way, but that it has only been within

recent years they have come to any sense of realization of

their extent and commercial importance.

Chinese Coal Deposits

About the first inkling the Western world received of

the vast extent of China's coal fields was from the obscr-
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Ivations of the Aniorican geologist. Raphael Piimpelly,

whose reports were publislied by the Siuithsoiiian Insti-

tution in 1866. Three years previously this remark-
nhlc man ascended the Yangtze River to Central Hunan
and to the frontier of Szechwan : in 1863-6-1 he examined
the coal fields west of Peking and made jouruevs in north-

ern China and southern Mongolia.

I"*

Pumpelly was followed a few years later (1870) by the

German scholar and geologist. Baron von Richthofen, who
spent many years traveling about China, and whose valu-

able observations and maps were published in five large

volumes. Richthofen's deductions are in the main probably

reliable, but the practical lonclusions he drew therefrom

are open to doubt. He was a gcologi.st of profound learn-

ing and some of his work in this country, particularly that

connected with the Conistock lode, is notably good.* Coal

beds, especially tho.-se of anthracitic character, ha\e a habit

of faulting, folding and ])inching out, or being eroded

away, and Richthofen appears to have been somewhat mis-

led in judging the volume and extent of such deposits

by the size and character of the outcrops. Our American
Government geologists did much the same thing in Alaska.

Hence it is evident even the best of geologists and min-
ing engineers, who are unfamiliar with coal mining and
estimating, are likely to ascribe an undue continuity and
size to coal beds when judged solely from superficial ap-

pearances. Moreover, few people realize that in many, if

not most, coal-mining operations about half of the coal

in the ground is wasted.

Within recent years (1903-04) Willis, Blackwelder and
Sargent, working under the Carnegie Institution, Wash-
ington, carried out an extensive geological reconnoissance

in China proper. Their excellent work was published in

three large volumes by the institution in 1907, but is

lield for sale by this '"impecunious" organization at such

high prices as to be beyond the reach of the average purse.

The work of these geologists is. however, so meritorious

that it will doubtless prove to be an immense help in the

future to mining engineers engaged in the development

of the country.

C4 EC)LOGICAL ChAKACTEEISTICS

Bailey Willis likens Xorth China roughly to the east-

ern United States, and, South China to the Western states.

L The coal fields of Shansi resemble those of Pennsylvania

r and the gold-bearing rocks of Chihli those of the Appala-

chian Mountains. The Sierra Xevada and the Coast

Range he likens to the Tsin range of Shensi and perhaps

also the rocks of Yunnan. Kweichow and Kwangsi. He
states there is no one region that may be characterized

as especially rich in minerals.

f

The central areas of China proper appear to be com-

posed chiefly of the upper Paleozoic rocks, Devonian and

Carbonifierous, and in the latter as well as in the younger

Jurassic coal measures, wo find the great coal beds which

are certain to make China a tremendous factor in the eco-

nomic history of the world. There has been so much idle

talk in the newspapers on great fundamental conditions

of this kind that one almost hesitates to refer to the sub-

ject, but nevertheless it is a fact which must be driven

•It is not generally known that in 1865 Richthofen made
an examination of the Comstock lode for the Sutro Tunnel Co.
The report was pubiished for private circulation, hence copies
are now scarce. Becker draws largely from it and speaks of
the work in the hiarhest terms. See "Geology of the Comstock

I Lode"—G. F. Becker, U. S. Geological Survey, 1SS2.

I tEconomic Geology, Vol. Ill, pp. 3 and 6.
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homo and over kept in mind, for it is as certain as any-

thing can bo that in the future the cheap fuel, cheap and

efficient labor, and temperate climate, with the centers of

trade and manufacture having free access to seajiorts

througliout the entire year, present a combination of con-

ditions of a most potential character. Add to this an
abundance of fairly good iron ores, though rather loan as

compared with American standards, the whole presents a

field of pos.sibility in this age of steel and cement the im-

portance of which cannot possibly be overestimated. In

Szechwan province there is also promi.se of oil and natural

gas, but as yet I have not heard of any great gushers or

naturally flowing wells having been tapped, altliough there

is no reason to suppose they will not be in the future. The
same geologic conditions which have made Pennsylvania
the greatest of our industrial states are to be found
abundantly throughout central China. It is needless to

mention that coal, iron and oil are the very backbone of

our great modern mining and manufacturing industries.

But China is not without many other mineral deposits.

It is not my purpose now to go into details, but it may be

accepted as a fact that practically everything of a mineral

character has been found in some part of that great Em-
pire. Probably, as elsewhere, many, if not most, of these

deposits will not be of economic importance—at any rate

not for years to come. In timber China is woefully poor.

Her forests have been ruthlessly destroyed and not re-

placed. This, however, is a defect which time and care

will rectify, for trees may be planted and forests grow
to maturity in a period of time not much ijeyond the span

of the average human life. But time in our human con-

ception can never replace the coal burned and the metals

consumed. Hence in a sen.se, China is younger than the

United States, for its mineral resources are practicallv un-

touched, whereas we are rapidly depleting both forests and
mines. We are, as a nation, something like 4850 years

younger than China. These statements may seem fanci-

ful ; I admit they are decidedly general, but I fail to see

how they may be well disputed. At any rate they afford

substantial food for reflection, and it is worth while carry-

ing them in mind.

The Uxbalaxced Populatiox
There is also another side of this picture. China is

over-populated, or at least its population is badly dis-

tributed, for until recently it had no railroads by which
proper distribution could be accomplished, iloreover,

many parts of the northern provinces near ^longolia are

arid and can never be expected to support a large popula-

tion. Irrigation and stream-flow regulation will no doubt

do much to overcome this drawback.

Then again, the great plains of China to the south and
north of the Shantung promontorv- are subject to disas-

trous floods from the Yellow River. This great stream

carries out into the China Sea vast quantities of yellow

silt from the loess or yellow-dust deposits of the northern

provinces ; and while its waters often bring destruction in

one hand their burden of silt carries fertilization in the

other, for this loess soil contains considerable calcareous

and nitrogenous material which enriches the fields upon
which it is deposited. It is manifest, therefore, that where
this turbulent stream is confined within its banks by arti-

ficial means the river bed will rise by reason of the de-

position of the silt upon it and the surrounding land

will not be fertilized as when it is overflowed and the silt
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f1c]iosited thereon. Evidently the control of the Yellow

River will be one of the greatest and most difficult eugi-

iieoriug problems in all China. Whether the Chinese them-

selves are able to cope with anything of the kind either

financially or as a matter of engineering is doubtful. Be-

sides the improvements of the Yellow River, there are a

number of similar problems of lesser magnitude on smaller

streams that will have to be taken in hand. Even now one

large American engineering company is engaged in dik-

ing the Huai River in Kiangsu Province, and in drain-

ing Hangsu Lake, which is in fact part of the low-lying

district or delta through which the Yellow River flowed

before it changed its mouth in 1852 to where it now
empties into the Gulf of Chilili, north of the Shantung
Peninsula.

Engineering Opportunities ix China

It must not be supposed for one moment that the out-

side world has been ignorant or indifferent to the great

engineering opportunities in China. Since the days of

Wharton Barker and Count Miskevitch, who, it is jokingly

said, received a concession from Li Hung Chang which

virtually gave them all the mineral resources of China,

concession hunters have been haunting Peking and secur-

ing grants of one kind or another on absolutely scandalous

terms by which the natural wealth of the country was prac-

tically given away. A few years after the Boxer troubles

of 1900 a reaction set in and efforts were made by tlie

Chinese government to get back some of these huge im-

provident concessions, and in one way or another these

efforts appear to have met with considerable success. But
there are some concessions, like that to the Peking .syndi-

cate, which continue to hold good and are of tremendous

value. This particular concession as originally granted

to this syndicate included pretty much all the coal in

Shansi, which might be compared as approximately equal

in 'dlue to all the coal, both anthracite and bituminous,

in Pennsylvania. This syndicate also received consider-

able coal areas in Hunan Province and railroad grants of

great value.

Realizing the serious mistakes that were made, the

Chinese have been using every possible effort to recover

what they have so thoughtlessly gi\-en away. As a result

this reaction, and the very proper but perhaps over-zealous

cry of "China for the Chinese," has brought about the

enactment of mining laws for the country that are on the

whole unwise, restrictive and destined to hamper rather

than encourage development. It is evident these enact-

ments have been inspired more by fear than by reason,

and as a sensible people we may confidently look to the

Chinese for such modifications as will meet any reasonable

conditions which foreign capital must demand and receive

before undertaking large mining investments in China.

China's future economic importance lies in the develop-

ment of her coal, iron, cement and oil industries, and
with her inexhaustible supply of cheap and good (as com-

pared with India) labor, she is certain some day to be a

most tremendous factor in the economic world. This

statement in substance has been so often made it is almost

trite, but nevertheless it is a prognostication that may not

be successfully disputed.

Elementary Oxys^n Imiiarts » Red Color to an alkaline
.-iolution of catechol and ferrous sulphate ("Journ. Soc. Chem.
Intl.," Mar. 31, 1915). The reaction may be applied to the
quantitative determination of oxygen in gaseous mixtures.

i^lasM-SiKSi Tasialbes' M-eseiPwe
The President has signed an order establishing a tim-

ber reserve, approximately 200 miles in length and from
5 to 10 miles in width, in Alaska to be known as "Alaskan
Timber Reserve No. 1."

The reserved timber is upon public lands north of the

Chugach National Forest, extending five miles in width
along the northern shores of Knik Arm and Cook Inlet

between the mouth of the Knik River on the east and the

mouth of the Susitna River on the west, thence north
five miles on each side of the Susitna River from its

mouth on the south to the mouth of the Yentna River

on the north. The reserve also embraces the timber on
areas five miles in width on each side of the right-of-way

of the main line of the proposed railroad through the

Susitna Valley to Broad Pass, and similar areas on each

side of the right-of-way of the proposed branch line ex-

tending into the Matanuska coal fields.

The purpose of the reservation is to prevent the timber

needed for the construction of the Government railroad

and its branches in Alaska from falling into the posses-

sion of individuals or corporations, in which event it

would be necessary for the Government to purchase timber

which it once owned. It is not the intention of the Gov-

ernment, however., to make any unnecessary restrictions

which will tend to retard the development of the Territory'

of Alaska along the line of the railroad or its branches,

and in the withdrawal order the interests of the public

have been conserved in every way possible. Only the

timber on the land, not the land itself, has been reserved.

The land is still subject to location, settlement or entry

under the public land laws, and it is provided within the

withdrawal order that the Secretary of the Interior may
permit settlers in the locality to obtain such timber as

they require.

By a decree of May 17, all previous prohibitions of and

restrictions on the exportation of goods from Russia

have been codified. The prohibitions cover the exporta-

tions by all frontiers of copper and brass in the form

of metal, scrap or manufactures; the exportation by the

land frontiers of European Russia and by ports of the

Baltic, White and Black Seas, and the Sea of Azov, of

coal and coke, pitch, iron ore, manganese ore, naphtha

and naphtha waste, benzine, petrol, ligroine, kerosene

and other illuminating naphtha oils, spirit, rubber in all

forms including manufactures thereof, wire, caps, fuses,

saltpeter, nitric and sulphuric acids, and automobiles.

The exportation of steel and lead is prohibited by all land

and sea frontiers of European Russia.

At the recent meeting of the Magadi Soda Co., Ltd.,

in London, it was announced that the work at Magadi had

practically come to a st-andstill owing to the war. The
railway line and water-works were commandeered by the

Government and the employees of the company volun-

teered and formed a defense force for the colony under

the command of the local manager. Major Symonds. The
railway line, which extends through from the coast to the

lakes, is still iiniler ydxcrnmental control.
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In the JouRXAL i>( March (I, IDlo, we estimated that

the United States had capacity—first-class and second-

class—for the production of about 517,000 tons of spelter

per annum at the maximum, but pointed out that that fig-

ure ought practically to be discounted for several reasons

which need not be repeated. A further necessity for

discounting that total is the practice, that has developed

among several smelters, of redistilling ordinary spelter

for the sake of making a high-class intermediate. This

not only involves a double use of capacity, but also entails

a considerable loss of spelter in the process, reducing the

final output of metal by just so much. On the other hand

our estimate did not include the dross- and junk-smelt-

ing capacity, which without doubt is in excess of

25,000 tons of spelter per annum, reckoning only

the commercial concerns, i.e., excluding all which resmelt

their own by-products. Some of these concerns have

lately been engaged in producing superior grades of

spelter. Making all allowances therefore, it is probable

that the listed zinc-smelting cai»acity at the beginning

of 1915 was at least equal to the jiroduction of 500,000

tons of spelter per annum.

That list enumerated the smelteries of the United

States as "active,"' "operated irregularly," "inactive" and

"new." Since that time every plant on the list has been

put into operation, while old plants stricken from the list

many years ago, some of them idle since about 1901,

have been restored to wse. Such are one of the old works

at Pittsburgh, Kan., and the old plant at Bruce, Kan.,

while it is now said that the old plant at Nevada, Mc,
is to be repaired and put into commission. All of these are

small plants and do not add largely to the smelting

capacity of the United States, ilore important are the

extensions of going works that are being made. Thus

five furnaces are being added at Caney, a large number

at Sand Springs, while at Langeloth new furnaces have

been put into commission as rapidly as possible. Ad-

ditions are being made or are contemplated at other

\s"orks.

We are now coming to the time when new plants are

being projected, the construction having been actually

begun in one case. George E. Nicholson is building a

four-block plant near Tulsa, and a Joplin company is

said to be contemplating a new plant at Pittsburgh, Kan.

It is now reported that the new zinc smelten- of the

U. S. Steel Corporation at Donora, Penn., will have a

eapacitv for the production of about 40,000 tons of

spelter per annum. This implies an ore-smelting capacity

of abottt 100,000 tons, which will make it by far the

largest zinc smeltery in the United States. The works

are to be erected on a site adjoining one of the large

galvanizing plants of the Steel CoriDoration. The purjjose

of the Steel Corporation in erecting this plant is to take

one more step in its policy of providing its own raw

materials.

Apart from the plans of the Steel Corporation, wliich

for reasons of its own are well-founded, it is evident that

the willingness of adventurers to take chances in the

erection of new works indicates a belief that high prices

for spelter and large smelting margins will prevail for

a long time. However, we surmise that all records for

speed in zinc-smelting construction will be broken in the

works that George E. Nicholson is now building in

Oklahoma.

It is evident that we arc already witnessing tlu'

provision of a very consideralile increase of smelting

capacity with the probability that more will follow. This

will of course gradually nnicllDrate the tenseness in the

zinc situation even if nothing else does so.

^flsac OiT® airadl Sp©Ilft®ff'

The alinonnal conditions existing in the zinc industry

of late, and at present, have produced extraordinary

\'ariations with respect to the value of zinc ore, and a

good deal of the controversy respecting the latter is due,

no doubt, to misunderstanding of the terms of buying

and selling raw material.

Zinc ores are sold in three principal ways—on sliding-

scale contracts, on flat contracts, and by bids and offers

in the open market.

Sliding-scale contracts are based upon the price for

spelter. We have lately witnessed circumstances wherein

ore coming in under sliding-scale contracts was paid for

on the basis of 25c. for spelter, while the smelters were

delivering spelter at 8 to 10c. per lb., which had been

sold several months previous. The time will come of

course when the opposite condition will prevail—that

is, smelters may be taking in ore on the basis of 8 to 10c.

for spelter and receiving upward of 20c. upon de-

liveries that were contracted for during May.

The selling of ore upon a flat price is a very simple

matter. For example, a mine operator may in Decemljer

agree to sell his output for the next six months at so

much per ton, and be done with it. In this case

fluctuations 'in the metal markets are of no concern to

him, except that he is likely to feel good if it turns out

that spelter averages less than what he figured—and

inevitably he will feel sore if it turns out the other way.

The third way of selling zinc ore, the way that prevails

especially in the Joplin market, is precisely analogous

to the selling of any commodity, day by day or week by

week, by offering it in a public market. Buyers bid what

they think it worth to them, and sellers refuse to accept

their bids if they think them too low.

Last spring the price for ore in the open market was

excessively low. There were two chief reasons. The

supply of ore offered under contracts was bountiful, and

smelters, unable to sell spelter ahead with the freedom

they desired, were reluctant to take chances on buying

too much ore. Later the ability of the smelters to sell

their spelter ahead changed radically, which made it
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safe for them to buy ore against their contracts, and then

the price for ore in the open marliet rose.

In considering the relations between zinc ore and

spelter there are several things that it is needful to bear

in mind. Some of these are the following:

A smelter must carry in stocli a supply sufficient to

run his works from one to three months. Consequently

it is to be reckoned that such a time has to elapse before

the zinc of incoming ore is rendered marketable as

spelter.

The bulk of the blende of the Joplin district and

Wisconsin is taken by the smelters who make sulphuric

acid, especially the smelters of Illinois, who prefer those

kinds and whose competition years ago practically drove

the other smelters out of the Joplin market.

Nearly all the ore from the regions west of the Rocky

Moantains is marketed according to sliding-scale eon-

tracts, and the old system, which still prevails in the

Joplin market, is of far less importance than it used to

be, the total ore tonnage of Missouri, Kansas and

Oklahoma in 1914 being only about one-third of the

total receipts of the smelters; but on account of its

superior grade this ore probably accounted for nearly

three-eighths of the production of spelter in that year.

Tfia® IRas© asadl F^ll olF ILesidl

The consensus of opinion is that the recent rise in lead,

or the spectacular part of it at least, was engineered in

Wall Street. The evidence on this point is considerable.

The early stages of the rise from the level of -t.^Oc. were

economically well founded. A shrewd, powerful and well-

informed group of specuhitors then perceived and seized

the opportunity to conduct a movement. The buying on

the way up was not confined to them, however. Consvim-

ers and ammunition manufacturers were overcome by a

panicky feeling, having the previous events in spelter

fresh in mind, and entered into some very large contracts

for deliveries far ahead at high prices. This business was

done chiefly around 6c. Of" course the bulk of the lead

consumers were unaffected, their supplies being provided

for by long-time contracts with settlements on quotations.

Although they might have to pay more for their June lead,

they were not: in any doubt about getting it. A very large

proportion of the lead business is done in this way. The

quantity of free lead being correspondingly small, the

recent speculative operations were the more easily con-

ducted.

During the excitement the leading interest—the Ameri-

can Smelting & Refining Co.—-preserved its poise admir-

ably, maintaining its price of 7c. even while outside lead

was realizing 8c. On the other hand it inflamed the situa-

tion by refusing to deviate from its policy of selling only

for shipment within 30 days and moreover declining to do

business with all comers, giving the preference to its regu-

lar customers. These procedures were unexceptionable

;

but they naturally excited crazy buyers, who tried and

failed to obtain lead in the principal quarter, and forced

them to sellers who had been standing aloof, waiting for

just such an event.

The collapse came when speculators undertook to real-

ize and found that they had been played with. Just as

they had bid up the market against themselves, they de-

pressed it. The A. S. & R. Co. completely lost control of

the market on the way up and equally so on the way down.

In the end the only course for it and other producers was

to withdraw and wait for liquidation to exhaust itself, for

no matter how low their price might be put the traders

would go Yoc. lower so long as they had any lead remain-

ing to be sold.

Weft C®Ea©©ini(ls'aitla®inii, Fllotlsittaoira

The average copper recovery of the five large wet con-

centrating mills of the porphyry coppers now in opera-

tion in this country is 68.03%. The average recovery by

use of the flotation process is generally higher than this.

At the .50-ton experimental unit of the Cuba Cojiper Co.

an extraction of 8.5% was made. At the National mill at

MuUan, Ida., with a capacity of 500 tons per day, a total

extraction of 85% was made, 30% being obtained by the

tables and 55% by flotation units. The Butte & Superior

mill using flotation is making 88.03% recovery. The Bra-

den, which is now treating between 3000 and 4.500 tons per

day, makes a recovery of 75%, by the flotation process,

and it is ofRcially stated that this figure may be consid-

ered a very conservative statement of results accomplished.

At the Inspiration, in Arizona, the experimental mill

which treated 76,000 tons of ore gave an average recovery

of 86.7%, and at times as high as 90.3%. It was on the

basis of results accomplished in this experimental mill

that the Inspiration is now building its 15,000-ton per

day flotation plant, one-half of which is nearly ready for

operation ; the other half it is expected will be in opera-

tion by the end of this year.

Based on a large amount of c\]ierimeutal work, a

leaching plant .said to be of 4000 tons capacity is being

designed for the New Cornelia in Arizona. The elab-

orate tests conducted by Mr. Croasdale demonstrated that

a recovery of between 80% and 85 %j was obtainable, de-

pending upon the fineness of crushing and the length of

time of leaching.

These figures are not given as a comparison to indicate

that a superior process has at last arrived to totally dis-

place "the honorable" wet concentration, but only to

answer a question about relative results which frequently

arises. The fields for application of these processes over-

lap to a certain extent but the processes are not inter-

changeable and none is universally applicable.

Wlhs^ (CIhi©Binii®si.Il Oesilleirs DcDEa^ft

A.Ea®^yye2= ]Iiniq|tiass'n©s

We are constantly receiving complaints that letters of

inquiry to various manufacturers of alloys and chemicals

do not bring any replies. This is perhaps explained by

the statement of a prominent official of one of these

companies that at the outbreak of the war they were

simply swamped with inquiries regarding rare chemicals

and rare alloys. After spending a great deal of time

replying to these letters, they looked up a few of the

inquiries and became convinced that they were simjjly

dictated by German agents who wished to find out what

this company was going to do in the matter of supplying

various materials which usually came in from Germany.

Since that time, he said, they had answered only letters

from persons who were known to them or who gave them

unimpeachable references.
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A U. S. Geological Survey Bulk'tin gives a list of well-

known rivers and the amount of organic matter contained.

The Nile has 10.367c. ; the Hudson 11.42% ; the Delaware

16% : the Urugua_y 59.9% organic matter—we have

eaten many vegetable soups that didn't come up to the

latter.

m
A shoveler in one of the Joplin zinc mines who had

seen in the movies how the gold miners bought what they

needed with gold nuggets, last week laid a small chunk

of zinc ore on a bar counter and called for a beer. The
bartender served the drink to him nnd laid down 20v. in

change and, of course, the crowd laughed and cheered.

Such, .says the Wall Street Journal, is the spirit of the

Joplin zinc boom, with crude zinc ewe now worth 7c. a

pound which is about 50% higher than the retined product

spelter has averaged for many years.

Louis H. E. von Ruecau. a mining engineer, who oper-

ates the Cuale mine in the State of Jalisco, Mexico, when
not dodging or stopping bullets or visiting in the LTnited

States, tells of an amusing experience which threatened to

put a permanent end to his activities. \Miile visiting a

Jlexican friend in the city of Tlaxcala a local home-made

T-mm. revolution broke out. Louis heard that something

had started : but although he has occasionally been a tar-

get for frivolous Mexicans, he did not attach very nmcli

importance to the rumor and enjoyed his customary strolls

about the town. One evening while pausing to light a

cigar he felt a cold circle of steel pressed against the

back of his neck. Casually glancing over his shoulder, he

gently inquired what niight be the trouble. The sandaled

patriot behind the gun grufBy hiccoughed : "I am going to

kill yon, because you are a foreigner." "That

is foolish and unnecessarv," replied the prospective victim.

"But that is a beautiful rifle you have. Is it not a new
one ?" "Ah, si, Seiior, I just received it today. Here, take

it and examine it and tell me if you do not think it is a

very fine rifle." Yon Ruecau took the rifle, looked it over

carefully and handed it back, offering a fine cigar with

the other hand. The peon accepted his rifle and the gift;

then he took off his hat and bowed politely, saying : "Many
thanks, sir; I wish you good-night."

Because the question of a general amalgamation of

Rand gold mines has been so frequently discussed in re-

cent months, this subject was touched upon by Chairman

Lionel Phillips at the recent annual meeting in London

of the Central Mining & Investment Corporation, which

has extensive interests in this field. He said: "A good

deal of discussion has taken place in recent times upon

the subject of a general amalgamation of the gold mines.

Looked at purely as an economic proposition, I have

no hesitation in saying that considerable economies

could be effected if the control of the mines were vested in

a single body of capable men, and the interests of all

shareholders were rendered identical instead of continu-

ing the present system of various and, in some cases, com-

peting interests. I must not go fully into so complex

a subject today, but I venture to say that, under exist-

ing conditions, general amalgamation is neither desir-

able nor practicable. In the lirst place, we know by our

more limited experience of uniting mines that it takes a

considerable time and e.xpenditure of cajiital before full

benefits can be manifested. In the .second place we know

that, although an amalgamation of mines might con-

tribute to the ultimate welfare of the South African

Government and people, it would involve considerable

hardship to the Witwatersrand connnunity in the first

instance, and the political effect of such a step cannot

be disregarded. I am therefore of opinion that we should

at present, anyhow, dismiss from our minds so ambitious

a scheme as that of general amalgamation."

SepSo 13>

Tne suit of Louis Ross against Albert C. Burrage, vice-

president of the Chile Copper Co., to recover 10% of the

profits secured by Burrage in the flotation of that com-

pany, has by consent of both sides been put down for final

hearing on Sept. 13, according to the Boston Xetis Bureau.

Ross claims to have been the original discoverer and to

have secured options for Burrage, working on salary and

commission under written agreement. These options were

transferred by Burrage to the Chile Exploration Co., all

of the stock of which rests in the treasury of the Chile

C'opper Co.

An Order in Council has been issued making a number

of amendments in and additions to the British list of pro-

hibited exports. The following are the alterations in the

section covering the iron, steel and allied industries, says

the Iron and Coal Trade Rerieir:

That the heading, "Zinc and iron ore (including zinc

ashes, spelter, spelter dross, and zinc sheets)," in the list

of goods the exportation of which is prohibited to all

destinations abroad other than British possessions and

protectorates, should be deleted, and there be substituted

therefor the heading, "Zinc (including zinc ashes, spelter,

spelter dross, and zinc sheets)," in the list of goods the

exportation of which is prohibited to all destinations, and

the heading, "Zinc ore," in the list of goods the exporta-

tion of which is prohibited to all destinations abroad

other than British possessions and protectorates.

That the following articles should be added to the list

of goods the exportation of which is prohituted to all des-

tinations abroad other than British possessions and pro-

tectorates :

Chemicals, drugs, medicinal and pharmaceutical prep-

arations : Hydrochloric acid ; oxides and salts of nickel

;

oxides and salts of tungsten.

Metals and ores, tlie following, namely : Wolframite

;

minerals and vegetable wax; tungsten filaments for elec-

tric lamps.

That the following articles should be added to the list

of goods the exportation of which is prohibited to all

foreign ports in Europe and on the Mediterranean and

Black Seas, other than those of France, Russia (except

Baltic ports), Spain and Portugal:

Chemicals, drugs, eti:. ; arsenic and its compounds.
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H. A. Morrison is investigating a placer proposition near
Weaverville, California.

H. J. Wolf, of Denver, examined mining property in Gilpin

County, Colorado, recently.

Benj. H. Case has returned to .\sheville, N. C. after several

months' professional work at Mineral, Virginia.

Alexander Stanley Elmore, who has been visiting in this

country for several months, returned to London on June 26.

George H. Garrey was in New York for a few days last

week and has now gone to San Bernadino County, Cali-

fornia.

R. D. Fetherstonhaugh. of Vancouver. B. C. and party have
gone to investigate mining prospects on the Peace River and
at Fond du Lac.

J. Norman Bulkley, of New York, has been appointed con-

sulting mechanical and electrical engineer to the Canadian
Mining & Finance Co.. Ltd.. of Montreal.

Arthur J. Hoskin, of Denver, has been for the past two
weeks in the Tincup district, Colo., for the Tincup Gold
Dredging Co.. drilling and examining placer ground.

Thomas H. Kenvin recently with the Indiana Steel Co. at

Gary, Ind., left last week for India to take a position as su-

perintendent of the steel department of the Tata Iron & Steel

Co. at Sakchi, Bengal.

Silvio DeVescovi lately engineer with the Societe Fran-
caise des Mines de Cuivre Collahuasi-La Grande, in CoUa-
huasi. Antofagasta. Chile, is now enrolled in the Italian army
and has gone to the front.

L. D. Cooper of the engineering staff of the E. J. Longyear
Co.. Minneapolis, Minn., sailed last woek with a crew of 60

miners for Norway, to sink a shaft for the Orkia Mining Co.

at Lokken. near Trondhjem.

Robert L. Sackett, late of Purdue University, has been ap-
pointed Dean of the Engineering School of Pennsylvania
State College. He succeeds John Price Jackson, who is now
labor commissioner of Pennsylvania.

W. C. Tharp, recently with the Metallurgical Testing Lab-
oratory of Pittsburgh, has been appointed manager in Pitts-

burgh for the Hoskins Manufacturing Co.. of Detroit, makers
ol electric furnaces and pyrometers.

David A. Thomas, for many years a well known coal mine
owner and operator in Wales, has been appointed purchasing
agent for Great Britain in the United States and Canada and
will have offices in Ottawa and Xew York.

The well known Arm of D. R. Hanna & Co.. Cleveland,
Ohio, prominent shippers and miners of iron ore and coal has
been reorganized. D. R. Hanna has retired, L. C. Hanna and
H. M. Hanna, Sr., have associated themselves with the re-

maining partners, R. L. Ireland, M. Andrews and H. M. Hanna,
Jr. L. C. Hanna was formerly head of the firm, retired some
years ago and now returns.

Dr. Arthur A. Noyes, of the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, is to become a member of the faculty of the
Throop College of Technology, Pasadena. Calif., for a portion
of the coming academic year, and for one-half of the time in

succeeding years, beginning with 1916-17, this arrangement
having been made possible by a gift of $10,000 for the equip-
ment of a physical chemistry laboratory, and the endowment
of this laboratory in a sum yielding $10,000 annually for its

support.

Prank S. Castello, President of the Mary McKinney Min-
ing Co., Colorado Springs, died June IS at Los Angeles. Calif.,

Avhere he had gone for his health. He was interested in

several other companies in the Cripple Creek district.

Among those reported killed in the Mexican troubles are
Stephen A. Parmenter, an engineer who is reported to have
been killed at El Favor mine in Jalisco. June 22. and Robert
Camp, formerly of Denver, who was reported by telegraph
killed at Monterey.

.\ dispatch from Washington. June 19, says: "Gilbert
Teanhl, of Oklahoma City, superintendent of an iron mine, was
killed while interfering in a private quarrel near Charcas,
.Mexico, on Wednesday. A dispatch to the State Department

from Consul Bonney, at San Luis Potosi. today announced
three arrests had been made.

John A. Finch, for many years a prominent mining man
in the northwest and one of the pioneers of the Coeur d'

Alene. died suddenly at Hayden Lake, Idaho. June 20. He was
61 j-ears old and had been engaged in mining in Idaho, Mon-
tana and Washington for the greater part of his active life.

Henry C. Bolsinger died in Denver. June 21. after a long
illness. He was 39 years old and for over 40 years had been
engaged in mining in Colorado, having been at Leadville and
Cripple Creek as well as at Central City, which was his home
and headquartei's for a number of years. He represented
Gilpin County in the Colorado legislature for several years.
He was also in Mexico for a time. 'He had a remarkable
memory and a wide knowledge of mining property and was
credited by his friends with knowing the history of practi-
cally every mine in Colorado for the past 40 years.

Scott Eldridge. mining engineer of Kerr Lake mine. Co-
balt, Ont., and W. B. Foote. a capitalist of Geneva, N. Y..

were instantly killed on June 25th by a blast at the mine.
Mr. Foote who was about 45 years of age, had been in Co-
balt for two or three days looking after his investments.
He was being shown the Kerr Lake mine by the engineer,
and they were in the stope at the 140-ft. level when the blast
T^^'ent off at the regular time at the 250-ft. level, and com-
ing up the stopes killed both of them. Mr. Eldridge was
about 25 years of age and leaves relatives in Philadelphia.

Thomas D. West died in Cleveland, Ohio. June IS from in-

juries received by being struck by an automobile. He was
64 years old. He was born in England, but came to this

country when a boy and when 12 years old, began work at
the foundry of the Portland Locomotive Co., Portland, Maine.
After mastering the foundry business, he organized a com-
pany at Sharpsville, Penn., which is now known as the Valley
Mold and Ingot Co., makers of ingot molds. In 1907, he or-
ganized the West Steel Casting Co., at Cleveland, Ohio, of
which he had since been head. Mr. West devoted much time
and labor to the elevation of the foundry business and to

the writing of text books on foundry practice and the
metallurgy of cast iron. He was much interested in the
American Foundrymens' Association, of which he was always
an active member and of which he was president for several
years. He established the use of standardized drillings for
the checking of pig iron analyses as "well as many other im-
provements. In the recent years, he was very much inter-
ested in the movement for the prevention of accidents and
for greater safety in industrial employments. He was a
member of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers,
the American Society for Testing Materials and several other
mechanical and scientific societies. He leaves a widow, a
daughter and two sons,

Charles L. Gilpin, who for many years was one of the most
widely known men in the sheet trade, died at a hospital near
Philadelphia, June 7. aged 88 years. He was born at Wilming-
ton. Del., and after receiving his education in that city moved
to St. Louis in 1845, "where he engaged in the iron and steel

business. During the Civil War he was connected with the
quartermaster's department of the army. After the war he
was for many years associated with Alan Wood & Co., now the
Alan Wood Iron & Steel Co., Philadelphia, and subsequently
with W. D. Wood & Co., Ltd., Pittsburgh, and the successor,

the W. Dewees Wood Co. He was a relative of W. Dewees
Wood, who sent Mr. Gilpin to Russia to investigate the manu-
facture of Russia sheet iron, and to ascertain how to reproduce
in this country the beautifully planished surface of the sheets
which were then celebrated throughout the world for their

rust-resisting quality. He was successful in his investigation,
his genial personality contributing largely to this result, and
the process thus brought to this country established the repu-
tation of the firm whose plant was finally merged with other
properties into the American Sheet Steel Co., afterw^ard becom-
ing part of the United States Steel Corporation. He was ex-
ceptionally well informed on the steel business, especially the
sheet branch, and was an authority on tariff legislation. He
leaves his widow, one son and two daughters.

K. E. Kersten has been appointed branch manager of the

Boston Belting Co., 172 West Randolph St., Chicago, 111.

The Terry Steam Turbine Co. announces the appointment
of Joseph Battles as District Sales Manager for Denver, cover-
ing the states of New Mexico, Colorado, Wyoming and the

western part of Nebraska. His address is 326 First National
Bank Bldg., Denver, Colo.
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SA\ FKAMISCO—Jum- T.i

Corporation Tax in California for 1915 amounts to $15,-

036,798, as against $13,609,633 in 1914. The largest corpora-
tion tax payers are the railroads, which will pay an aggregate
of $6,588,284; oil wells will pay $410,034; power companies
$122,761, and mines $69,870.

Gold-Dred|?e Constniolion for the last year or so has not
been so active as in recent former years and there has been
a good deal of talk about the gold-di-edging fields being ex-
hausted. There have been a number of things combining to

retard advancement of gold dredging tor the last two years.
The present aspect of the industry is much brighter and con-
tracts are being let foi- dredge construction to be completed
within the next two years that will total approximately $750,-

000. As to the exhaustion of dredging fields there is no solid

basis for such repoi-ts. It has been the policy of all large
mining investors who have their money i)laced profitably to

pla.v a waiting game with the owners of mining ground,
w hether placer or quartz. In various instatices large areas
have been examined by dredging companies and turned down
for different reasons, that prospecting did not pi'ove high
values, or the price was too high, or the terms not satis-

factory. So long as dredges can be operated in rich gravel
deposits there is not much hope of low-grade properties be-
ing successfully exploited. But the rich placei- grounds are
being exhausted and dredge operators must content them-
selves with lower .yield per cubic yard. The demand for gold
is sufficient incentive to attract investors to ground that will

pay a fair margin on the investment in dredge construction.

The recent contracts for new dredges and contemplated con-
struction include the Tuba Consolidated Gold Fields at Ham-
monton and the Marysville Gold Dredging Co. at Marigold,

the Natomas Consolidated at Natoma. in California, and the

Powder River Gold Dredging Co. near Baker City, Oregon.
Yuba Consolidated contemplates the construction of an all-

steel dredge to be known as Yuba No. 15. It will be of the

same design as Tuba No. 14. which was put in commission in

December, 1914. No. 14 is at present the largest all-steel gold

dredge in the world and is equipped with 16-cu.ft. buckets.

No. 15 will be a larger tjoat and will probably be an improve-
ment in some respects upon the other dredge. This dredge
will be built by the Tuba Construction Co. at Marysville. The
Marigold dredge will be built by the I'nion Iron Works and
will be similar to Tuba No. 14 and equipped with 16-cu.ft.

Iiuckets. Guggenheim interests on Tuba River, north of the

Vuba Consolidated, also contemplate construction of one or

more dredges; though their plans iiave not yet been made
public. This land has formerly been turned down by other in-

vestors, but it is safe to say that there is a possible profit in

sight or the Guggeiiheims would never have taken over the

land. Natoma No. 4 dredge which operates in the Natomas
field on American River will be rebuilt after a new design

which will provide for the placing of the tailing so that the

gravel will be evenly distributed for the soil on top. In

other w-ords the dredged land will be reclaimed for- agri-

cultural purposes. There is a large area of agricultural

ground within the dredging field at Natoma and there has
been in the past a great hue and cry about the destruction of

valuable . agricultural land by the gold dredges. While it

might have been possible in the beginning to reclaim all

these lands as the dredging was being done, the financial re-

sults might not have enabled the Natomas, or any other oper-

ators, to operate at a profit su'flicient to guarantee large in-

vestment. The Powder River Gold Dredging Co. in Ore-

gon has now in course of construction a 7^4-cu.ft. bucket-ele-

vator dredge of the California type, designed and built by the

Yuba Construction Co. This dredge will dig 30 ft. below the

water line, which is sufficient depth for its ground. This will

not be an all-steel dredge, but will have a wooden hull which
will be entirely fireproof. The experience of the Tuba Con-

struction Co. in dredge construction will guarantee notable

advancement in the construction of wooden hulls. It is re-

jiorted that another dredge is contemplated in the Baker City

region by the owners of tlie I. L. Borden bridge (formerly

the Isabella) at Jenny Lind, Calif. Placer ground is being

examined in Shasta and Trinity Counties with fair prospects

of dredges being installed and it is not unlikely that before

the end of the present year the installation of new dredges

will be undertaken, not only in these counties but in other

liarts of California. It is not likely that there will be de-
mand for more of the large all-steel dredges, but there is

opportunity for installation of the smaller size dredges, and
there is no good reason why such new construction should
not be entirely of steel and patterned after the smaller boats
recently completed for the Tuba Consolidated by the Tuba
Construction Co. Gold dredging in California is by no means
on its last legs.

BUTTE—June 24

Butte Now Has Three .Miners' I'nions, but they are not
ver.v formidable and are not likely to become so. When the
old Butte Miners Union surrendered its Western Federation
charter and seal it revived itself as the Butte Miners' Union,
a corpoi-ation, and solicited members among the miners who
are opposed to Moyer and his federation crowd. The union
has been going it alone nearlj' two weeks and has suc-
ceeded in getting a menibership of about 40. Moyer*s fedei-a-
tion agents have Ijeen working to get members back into the
fold for six weeks or more and are now operating under the
name and charter which the old union surrendered, but in
six weeks they have obtained onl>* about 200 members, and
that seems to be about the limit of the federation sympath-
izers. Then there is the original rebel organization of I. W.
W.'s, the Butte Mine Workers' union, which still maintains
an organization through a few officers, but has no members.
There are more than 12,000 miners working in the Butte dis-
trict again, and the results of the efforts to organize unions
indicate that the men who work with their hands are satis-
fied to stay on the outside and that they have no particular
sympathy with the men who work with their jaws only. The
miners are getting their $4 a day, and they have neither
union nor contract to enforce the payment, but they find
that the emplo>'ing companies are a pretty decent lot of cor-
porations and will do riglit if permitted to do it.

DEXVEIt—June 25

Golden Cycle :>Iining & Reduction Co. will hereafter de-
clare dividends of 2c. per share on the 10th of each month
with strong probability of occasional special dividends to
"take up the slack."

Midland Oil and Gas Company has been incorporated for
$100,000, by Denver men to explore, by drilling, 160-acre tract
a few miles northeast of the city. Another company, the Mid-
Colorado, has drilled down ISOO ft. on another property in
same locality and is still drilling. For years, geologists have
believed that oil and gas exist in these measures although
probably at considerable depth.

Purchase of Stratton's Independence Mine, Victor, by the
Portland Gold Mining Co. has increased the latter's area by
250 acres. As viewed by a man on the outside, one strong
feature in this consolidation is the opportunity afforded to
now handle, by gravity, the tremendous dumps about the-

lower Portland shaft into the Independence mill for cyanida-
tion. While the Portland has a magnificent mill, it is on
top of Battle mountain convenient to the dumps at the upper
shaft. Material from the lower dumps can be delivered to this
mill only at considerable expense for transportation. The
Portland mine proper is in splendid condition for ore produc-
tion. Officials are reticent about plans.

SEATTLE—June 22

The Most Important Mininjci Deal completed in Fairbanks
in the last several months was consumated by the payment of
$20,000 for the Midway Association group of claims owned
by E. A. Suter, P. C. Charles and L. B. Clough, by Jack Leach
to be operated on a lease. Mr. Leach will start work July 1.

The property has never been considered very highly and has
been held by the present owners for more than 10 years,
with little development work, but recently the Sjolseth brothers
operating on the upper portion of the claim struck pay that
will run approximately $2 to the foot. The gold is coarse
and is pronounced by miners to be "paystreak" gold.

Operators Are Jubilant here over the bonding of the Her-
mann-Eaton property to the Alaska-Gastineau Mining Co.,
of Juneau, and feel that it marks the advent of other big
operators into the district. The property was located three
years ago about 1 1~ miles from tidewater at the head of
Beetles Bay, Poit Wells. It consists of four claims, lying
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at an elevation of 700 ft. The vein is exposed for 300 ft.

and is a high-grade contact vein carrying free gold, lead

and iron sulphides, and silver. There is an incline shaft 112

ft. in the ore. The new owners will sink to the 200-ft. level

at once. By running a tunnel 650 ft. long and building a dam
10 ft. high and 30 ft. long, sufficient power to operate a 150-hp.

Pelton wheel will be developed.

Ruby Is Better Than Expectations according to the latest

cleanups from that creek which show that early work has

netted considerably more so far this year than before, and
it is expected that this creek will more than double its 1914

output. Selch, Deitz & Walker during the winter expected

the cleanup of their dump would net about $80,000 and with

only half the dump sluiced the returns are better than $90,000.

Alex Larson has found dirt on Long Creek that runs $7 to

the foot. This ground is now being worked extensively.

Ruby Creek did not suffer, as most of the creeks this spring,

on account of the thaws and was remarkably free from over-

abundance of water which retarded work on so many creeks.

This trouble is now over and all the creeks of the district

are working overtime to make up for what was lost. This

is true of the Hot Springs district which showed so well last

year. At Tofty, Cleveland & Howell have the largest plant

that Is now in operation and the output for the year will be

greater than last. Bock has commenced operations on Wood-
chopper Creek. Joe Eglar is working a large plant with

several others and expects to take out a large yield this

summer. Good cleanups have been made on Cleary Creek.

John Parquette, in making a cleanup of No. 4 Below Cleary,

found that his dump, which was taken out with a windlass

in a month, contained $1957. He was prevented from doing

work most of the winter on account of water. The same

trouble was encountered by other operators on this ground,

most of them are taking in or will take in shortly, boilers and
mining outfits to cope with the situation.

F.VIRB.\NKS, Al..\SK.l—May 29

Fairbanks Production—The Fiist National Bank of this

city has prepared an estimate of the output of this region

for the coming season. It looks lor a total placer production

of $3,150,000 with Cleary and Sullivan creeks as the largest

producers. In addition, it estimates an output of $600,000

from haid-rock inines.

Antimony—E. L. Scafford, of Chatham creek has 200 tons

of antimony ore on the dock, ready for shipment on the

first boat via St. Michael. This ore will go about 60% an-

timony. The continued rise in the price of this metal has

revived interest in the hard-rock prospects of the Kantishna

country. Outcrops of antimony seem to be widely distributed

in that region, which is about 100 miles west of here. Trans-

portation to and from that district is very difficult as yet.

HIBBI.XG. MINX,—June SB

The Largest Sliipper on the Mctalii Range as usual is the

Oliver Co. Ore is going forward at a rapid rate from all of

the company's mines on the range, as well as on the other

ranges. The independents are working most of their pit

mines, but few of the independent underground mines are

mining ore. The M. A. Hanna Co. is not turning a wheel on
the entire Mesabi range. Many of the smaller operators

maintain that they cannot make money by operating their

underground mines at present.

DILVTH—June S,"

Refusal to Pay Taxes by the Minin;;; Companies O'n'ning

property in the Village of Hibbing, on the Mesabi range, will

place their case before the courts. The assessed value of the
village is $84,000,000, and as the companies possess 96 per cent.

of the property, the community will derive little money from
the remainder of the taxpayers with which to pay running
expenses. The companies have decided that the school dis-

tricts shall not suffer from a lack of funds and have agreed
to finance them if necessary. The action was taken on the
part of the mine owners because of the extravagant use of

money by the village authorities during recent years, men-
tioned in these columns Apr. 3. By refusing to pay their

taxes the companies are placing themselves subject to a
charge of 10% additional, which they are willing to risk to

bring about a readjustment of existing conditions. At the
last session of the Minnesota state legislature an effort was
made to pass a bill limiting the per capita tax of towns
and villages of the state to $25, but the bill failed in the
house after passing in the senate by a large majority. The
companies that have refused to pay are the Oliver Iron Min-
ing Co., Mahoning Ore Co., Shenango Furnace Co., Jones &
Laughlin Co., Inter-State Iron Co.- Pickands, Mather & Co..

Republic Iron & Steel Co., Rogers-Brown Co., Great Northern
Ore Co., Sargent Land Co., and Northwestern Improvement
Co.

LORDSBURG, Sf. M, June 24

Sodium-Nitrate Deposits in Grant County are coming into

prominence and are attracting the attention of those inter-

ested in the products of the mineral. The deposits were first

discovered in 1913 and little attention was paid to them until

the fall of 1914 when active prospecting began and large
areas of mineral bearing ground were located. The nitrates

are found on the western slope of the Peloncillo Mountains on
the eastern side of the San Simon Valley near the town of
Rodeo, N. M. The outcroppings can be traced for a distance
of nearly 50 miles north and south with a width of from one
to four miles. At Rodeo the outcroppings form the yellow
cliffs fringing the eastern side of the San Simon Valley. Un-
til recently little work, aside from the necessary location

requirements had been done. On one of the best claims the
deposits lie at an angle of about 45 deg. with a footwall of

porphyry and a hanging wall of quartzite. At one place the
body shows a thickness of over 100 ft. The nitrates are dis-

seminated through the rock and where cavities occur in the
formation, collect into nodules of nearly pure sodium nitrate.

The deposits are favorably situated as i-egards railroad trans-
portation, being a short distance from the El Paso & South-
western tracks. Water is plentiful and all conditions are
indicative of economical operation. The U. S. Geological Survey
has not yet examined the Rodeo deposits of sodium nitrates
but has expressed its interest. Thus far no potash or nitrate

withdrawals have been made either in New Mexico or Arizona.
The deposits are coming into prominence and are being ex-
amined by engineers from various parts of the United States.

WILLCOX, ARIZ June 2.->

The Mascot & AVestem R.R., which connects the mines of
the Mascot Copper Co. with the Southern Pacific at Willcox,
.\riz., was completed June 15 and a celebration in honor of
the occasion was attended by about 4000 people, many of

whom were shareholders of the Mascot Copper Co. The con-
struction of this road was commenced the latter part of
January, this year. Shareholders from the East and West
came in special trains and upon arrival at Wil'.cox were met
by the mayor of the town and a delegation of business men,
who with the Willcox band gave the incoming visitors a royal
welcome and sent them over the last lap of their journey on
the Mascot & Western to Mascot. Upon arrival there they
were met by T. N. McCauley, president of the Mascot Copper
Co., and the Sixth Field Artillery Band. Following speeches
by Mr. McCauley, H. A. Morgan the mayor of Willcox, James
G. McNary. vice-president of the First National Bank of El
Paso, Mayor Frank K. Mott of Oakland, Calif., Hon. John A.
Street chief counsel for the company and Judge John M.
Raymond, of Aurora, 111., the cro^-ds were directed to the
railroad tracks near the depot where President McCauley
drove the last spike which officially completed the railroad.
A large barbecue was then served, for which about a dozen
fat beeves had been prepared.

The Building of This Railroad means much to the Dos
Cabezas mining district where rich mineral ground has been
known to exist for years. While the railroad has been built
exclusively by the Mascot Copper Co. for the transportation
of its ores to the smelters, it ^vill have as a feeder the entire
Dos Cabezas district. Already considerable activity has been
apparent in the district other than that of the Mascot company
since the new road was started. Transportation is all that
has been lacking to make this district occupy a prominent
place among the mining camps of northern Cochise County,
Arizona. Several years ago the Mascot company commenced
the development of its claims embracing about 800 acres of
highly mineralized ground in the heart of the Dos Cabezas
district. The main development has been carried on through
a tunnel known as the Consolidated tunnel on the' western
portion of the property. By means of this tunnel the ore has
been developed and blocked out for a depth of about 700 ft.

below the surface croppings. The tonnage is estimated to be
about 1,000.000 tons of merchantable ore. The railroad, just
completed, cost $300,000. Its length is 15 miles and although
the last four miles traverse a mountainous country, the

steepest grade is not more than 3%. At the same time the
construction of the railroad was commenced an aerial tram-
way, 10,000 ft. in length, with a capacity of 1000 tons per day,
reaching from the mines to the unloading bins at the new
town of Mascot, was also begun. This was rushed to comple-
tion simultaneously with the railroad and cost about $20,000
per mile. .\t the close of the ceremonies June 15, the first

train of ore left the camp for the smeltery at Douglas.

>K\V YORK CITY—June SO

Miami Copper Co. has increased its dividend to 75c. per
share, payable Aug. 15. This increase was entirely unexpected.
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ORANBY (Valdez)—Outside construction to be finished
in about a month, when Midas mine will start operating.

ALASKA INDUSTRIAL (Ketchikan)—Aerial tram being
repaired. Expect to start shipping copper at once. Charles
E. Sulzer is manager.
ALASKA FREE GOLD (Willow Creek, Knik)—W. E. Martin

plans installation of compressor and drills when power
project on Little Susitna River goes through. If this project
planned by Seattle people is abandoned, he will install his
own power plant.

McKEEVER BROS. (Juneau)—On Nelson-Lott claims,
Sheep Creek Basin, 2500-ft. tunnel to orebody has been started.
Arthur Riendeau, who drove Jualin tunnel last summer, has
contract for tunnel. Water hammer drills are being used.
$250,000 work planned to develop property.

ALASKA GOLD (Juneau)—Thomas Kneebone, who suffered
a broken back in I^erseverance mine some time ago, brought
suit against Alaska Gastineau company for $75,000 damages.
Suit thrown out of court by Judge Robert Jennings on June IS.
Insufficient evidence as to company's liability.

GRANITE GOLD (Valdez)—Lower adit tunnel is in 600
ft. of SCO ft. planned. Will start raising from adit tunnel
to workings in about month. New cross compound compressor,
10~stamp mill, and other new equipment installed. Good
showing of ore continues. W. R. Millard, Superintendent.

CAl,IFORIVI.\
Anindor County

CENTRAL EUREKA (Sutter Creek)—Prospecting by winze
below 3100 level. Mill running regularly with 30 stamps
dropping.

BUNKER HILL (Amador City)—The 2400 level has been
retimbered and development from this point will proceed.
In May mill crushed 6700 tons of ore, and produced 200 tons
of concentrates, which averaged $S0 a ton.

Butte County
SOUTH BANNER (Oroville)—Extensive improvements on

Amosky mine are being made. New machinery to cost about
$3000 is being installed.

Calaveras County
EAGLE MARBLE QUARRY (Vallecito)—Reported that

production will begin at an early date. There is large deposit
of marble which it is said can be quarried and shipped at
profit.

COLUMBIA (Angels Camp)—Property bonded to E. J.

Carter and J. S. Rear. Electric hoist and compressors are
being installed. Chile mill will be added to reduction plant.
Other improvements are contemplated and it is expected to
increase milling capacity to 500 tons per day. Property
situated between the Utica and Maloneys.

KIdorado County
RISING HOPE (Placerville)—George W. Englehardt is

reopening this mine and installing necessary machinery.
UNION EXTENSION (Dixon)—J. Hillhouse and Roy D.

Mayes have taken contract to develop mine and furnish
machinery. ,

UNION MINE EXTENSION (Placerville)—Petition filed

with State Corporation department asking permission to sell

127,500 shares of capital stock. Mine is located at Mud
Springs.

FROG POND (Garden Valley)—This property and Collins
& Bacchi quartz mines will be reopened and extensively
developed by Philadelphia men, owners of Collins & Bacchi,
who have recently acquired Frog Pond. J. C. Levitt is

superintendent. Properties are developed by shafts to depth
of 130 ft. which will be deepened.

Inyo County
CERRO GORDO (Keeler)—Bucket tramway extending from

mine to railroad station at Keeler. 29,110 ft., is expected to be
ready for service early in July. Tramway will have a
capacity of 1500 tons per hour and will effect saving of $2.50
per ton on all ore shipped. Large shipments of high-grade
zinc ore are going "to smeltery. There is large reserve of
silver-lead ore.

Kern Connty
WERINGER (Woody)—Joseph Weringer, manager, con-

templates installation of leaching plant.

ANTIMONY is reported discovered in ledge near Caliente
in Old Horse Caiion. Samples assayed by Ward M. Mills
of High School laboratory showed 96% antimony sulphide and
trace of silver.

NEW CREEDE is name of camp recently established in

Lone Pine district, 14 miles northeast of Mojave. High-grade
gold and silver ore has been disclosed in development work
in progress by Williams and Gragoman on No. 5 claim. George
Henry of Colorado and Fred and George Ramey and W. H.
Bremendorfer of Caliente are engaged in active prospecting
and development. Region is being prospected and claims
located over area of six miles square.

l,o.s AuBCles County
JORDAN OIL (Vernon)—Series of explosions of gasoline

wrecked one of four tanks of plant. Spark from a broken
electric wire caused explosion and fire which destroyed 250,000

^a of o 1 an 1 aso ne Dr ver o an o r 1 an 1 fire e
weie severely burned but no lives were lost. The loss is esti-
mated at $100,000.

Mndera County
ENTERPRISE (Madera)^More than 200 tons of ore have

been extracted and the mill will start within short time.
S. R. Johnson is manager.

>fevndn County

EXCELSIOR CONSOLIDATED (Truckee)—Preparations
being made to reopen mine, which was closed down at time
of outbreak of war.

COLUMBIA (Nevada City)—Arrangements being made for
reopening mine in July. Has been closed down since acci-
dental death of W. C. Hunter, mining engineer, and two men
recently. Mr. Klinkner is manager.

SHADY CREEK PLACERS (Nevada City)—Small dredge
is being installed for working old hydraulic tailing. If found
successful other installations will be made to work neighbor-
ing ravines which contain hydraulic tailing.

NORTH STAR (Grass Valley)—New 100-ft. steel headframe
for Central shaft being constructed. Three large steel bins
and sorting plant will be constructed within headframe. New
700-hp. electric hoist will have a capacity for handling 4-ton
skips from depth of 6000 ft. incline. Expected to complete
the installation by August. Reported that Apex contention
between North Star and Empire will be taken into the courts.
P^xpert mining engineers have been employed by both com-
panies for several weeks. Settlement out of court is not now
expected.

PluniaN County

A GOLD NUGGET weighing 21/2 lb. was taken from bedrock
of a gravel claim on Squirrel Creek by Byron Turney. Nugget
is worth about $540. Squirrel Creek gravel mines have
produced probably more large nuggets than any other district
in county.

San Bornardil Count?

Trinity County

TRINITY ASBESTOS (Castella)—Eight miles of new wagon
road from mine have been completed. Total length of road
from mine to Castella is 25 miles. Seventy-four men are
employed on road and 50 more to be added. Sixteen men
are employed at mine. First shipment of asbestos will be
made upon completion of road "W'hich will be about Oct. 1.

UNION HILL (Douglas City)—Two giants are at work on
gravel banks of extreme height of 160 ft. Ditch which carries
water from Grass Valley to mine has been repaired. Old
Headlight mine at Trinity Center, also owned by this com-
pany, may i-emodel its 40-stamp mill and resume mining.
Mine enjoyed long period of activity until oxidized ores were
exhausted, and now large reserves of base ore justify installa-
tion of fine grinding equipment and filters, so that cyanide
treatment may be employed. C. W. Shanks is manager.

COLORADO
Boulder County

WHITE RAVEN (Ward)—F. W. Davis pushing contract to
sink main shaft 100 ft. and to start new level. Work will
throw light on peculiar structure of this orebody which is
unique in this district.

UNITED STATES GOLD CORPORATION (Boulder)—Recent
litigation has been disposed of in Supreme Court and company
now contemplates considerable additional development. Re-
cent work on 400 level of Nyanza vein has opened high-grade
ore.

BOULDER TUNGSTEN PRODUCTION CO. (Boulder)—This
company is being financed by Chicago capital and anticipates
funds allowing it to drive drainage tunnel through claims
three miles from Nederland which will both drain and de-
velop. At present there is no active work being done.
WOLF TONGUE MINING (Nederland)—This company is in

market for purchase of tungsten in crude form or for tungsten
concentrates of from lO^c to 50%, for shipment from mines
to either Nederland mill or the Primes Chemical Co. plant
near Washington, D. C. Development has not been sufficient
to provide enough crude ore for Nederland mill which has
been running an average of one week in four, hence their
wish to purchase outside ore and concentrates.
NEWHOUSE TUNNEL (Idaho Springs)—Engineer's Leas-

ing Co. has opened an IS-in. vein of pay ore at a depth of
2300 ft. below surface. Selected streaks assay up to 8 oz.
gold per ton. On 1300 level of Old Town mine leasers have
opened streak of high-grade ore assaying IS oz. gold per ton.
Kuykendall & Co., of Denver, leasing on Bellman vein, have
opened pocket of ore below tunnel level which assays as high
as 7 oz. gold and 60 oz. silver. Argo mill is running full
capacity and treating about 100 tons of ore per day.

Oil County
YUKON (Parlin)—New air compressor, boiler and hoist

being installed at Yukon shaft, old machinery being trans-
ferred to Alaska shaft. Ore carries 36% zinc.
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Lake t'oHnty
WESTERN ZINC OXIDE CO. (Leadville)—Smeltery obliged

to close down few days during removal of zinc oxide from
large flue conducting- fumes from furnaces to bag-house.
Twelve tons of material was recovered. Crushing facilities
have been found inadequate and much of ore is now crushed
at Arkansas Valley smeltery before its delivery.

Sau Jtiaii County
HAMLET (Howardsville)—Mill will start soon treating

mine's complex zinc-copper oi-e carrj-ing gold and silver.

SILVERTON BUSINESS MEN are organizing $50,000 stock
coinpany for local subscription: funds so raised to be used
in erection and operation of custom cyanide plant.

Teller County
PORTLAND (Victor)—Was given possession, June 29, of

Stratton's Independence property in accordance with terms
of sale ratified by stockholders May IS.

ROOSEVELT TUNNEL (Cripple Creek)—Breast is even
with Elkton mine shaft. New water courses have been struck
and total flow from portal exceeds 12,000 gal. per min. Face
will soon be within ci'ater.

MICHIGAN
Iron

MARY CHARLOTTE (Negaunee)—One hundred miners
were added to working force here on June 2$. There is

plenty of ore in stock but large sales have been made
recently. Total working force is now 175 hands.

OLIVER (Iron Mountain)—Chapin and Aragon mines were
placed on full time June 21. Had been working only four
days a week for 10 months. Considerable ore being shipped
from both mines.
NEWPORT (Ironwood)—M. A. Hanna Co. has succeeded

in disposing of 1,000.000 tons of ore for Newport Mining Co.
Will be shipped from Newport at Ironwood and Palms-Anvil
at Bessemer. Rapid progress lieing made at new Newport
14x24 shaft. Last month it was sunk 205 ft.

CLEVELAND-CLIFFS (Ishpeming)—Educational depart-
ment graduated its first class this week. Graduates who
received diplomas are miners and foremen in employ of com-
pany who have been taking prescribed work in school for
over two years. New ruling of the company states that all
shift bosses and foremen will be selected from among grad-
uates. Educational work of company is in charge of Carl S.
Stevenson, formerlj' of Bureau of Mines.

MIXXESOT.*
Dulnth

UNIVERSAL PORTLAND CEMENT CO. (Duluth)—At pres-
ent rate of construction, it is announced that company's ne"w
plant at Duluth will be in operation by Apr. 1, 1916. Plant
will have output of 4000 bbl. of cement per day. It is most
modern of L^niversal plants although not the largest. Eight
hundred tons of Michigan limestone will be required daily,
also 575 tons of slag from the Minnesota Steel Co.'s blast
furnaces.

Cuyuna Rang^e
WILCOX (Woodrow)—Now hoisting 500 tons daily. Initial

cargo recently received at Point Edward, Ont., showed 13.5%
moisture and 59c; Fe, being lower in moisture than antici-
pated.

CUYUNA-SULTANA (Brainerd)—Company is installing
some larger equipment at its No. 2 shaft, including SO-hp.
locomotive-type boiler, Messinger (Duluth) hoist and Franklin
air compressor. After installation shaft will be sunk 25 ft.

deeper and cross cutting begun.

Me.sabi Ran^e
MEADOW (Aurora)—Shipments from stockpile started this

week.
UNION (Virginia)—This mine is heaviest shipper in Vir-

ginia district at present time; 65 cars being sent out daily.
Only one shift is being worked.

VIRGINIA DISTRICT—About 500 cars of ore being shipped
daily from Virginia district, of which 300 come from Alpena
operation of Oliver Iron Mining Co.
NORMAN (Virginia)—Oliver company is shipping 26 cars

daily from this property. Two shovels are working at Minorca
stockpile. Twenty-five cars are being loaded each shift. The
Bessemer is sending out a like amount.

MAHONING (Hibbing)—This mine is heaviest shipper on
Mesabi Range at present; shipping 210 cars daily. Buffalo-
Susquehanna, also at Hibbing, comes second with SO cars.
Duluth. Mesabi & Northern road is taking care of about
54,000 tons each day.

MOKTANA
Beaverhead County

NATIONAL OIL CO. (Dillon)—This company recently
organized to drill for oil in Muddy Creek and Sheep Creek
basin and in Small Horn Canon near Dillon where company
has located large tracts of oil land. Dr. A. C. Sandberg, of
Butte, who heads company, has announced operations will
begin at once.

BE.WERHEAD-MONTANA COPPER (Argenta)—Ray Cob-
ban of Butte has lease and bond on Jackrabbit mine at
Argenta and property is to be started up at once by new
company which recently organized with capital stock of
$100,000. Jackrabbit adjoins property of Butte-Argenta com-
pany and recent samples show ore to average 11.94% copper
.and 22 oz. silver. Company will ship to Salt Lake smelters
but is contemplating erection of small concentrator.

Custer C<iunty
MONTANA PETROLEUM CO.—.\rticles of incorporation

filed June 20 with clerk of Miles City. Company formed for
development of gas and oil territory of Moorehead section
in southeastern Montana. Upon finding oil company proposes
to build plant and distill product on spot. Drilling operations
will be commenced in new field as soon as necessary machinery
can be brought there.

Fer|?u8 County
BARNES KING (Kendall)—Output of North Moccasin mine

for May amounted to $41,044. This was secured from 47i;>
tons of ore, average yield per ton about $S.70.

Len-is and Clark County
EAST HELENA SMELTERY—Following visit of eastern

officers of American Smelting & Refining Co. to East Helena
plant, announcement was made by Manager F. M. Smith that
another furnace would be blown in at once which will increase
output of plant to three-fourths maximum capacity. High
price of lead and zinc stimulating mining in these ores,
necessitating an expansion at smeltery.

SCRATCH GR.-WEL DISTRICT—New discovery has been
made in this district on ground bonded by Thomas B. Miller
and associates of Helena and located near celebrated Franklin
property which is being worked bv Cruse estate. It is in line
with and about 2000 ft. distant southwesterly from present
workings on Franklin lead. Shaft has been sunk on property
to depth of 100 ft. and ore is to be stoped for shipment to
smeltery as soon as work of running levels has been completed.

^lissoula County
IRON MOUNTAIN (Missoula)—To be sold at sheriff's sale

to satisfy claim of eastern capitalists. Of late was running
behind causing bondholders to foreclose on mortgage.

AMADOR (Amador)—After idleness of several years has
been acquired by Sydney L. Shonts and Oscar Nordquist. of
Wallace, Idaho, who are preparing to erect 100-ton concen-
trator. Shaft is 700 ft. deep and is full of water below 400-ft.
level.

Park County
MONTANA SCOTCH BONNET CO.—Property of this com-

pany, located about 60 miles from Cook City, to be opened up
by eastern syndicate. About 4000 ft. of tunnels have been
run and bodies of ore assaying $34 to $38 per ton have
been opened up. New company intends to begin extensive
development immediately.

Silver BOT inty

ANACONDA (Butte)—Company has begun unwatering old
Lexington mine and will work that property for its zinc ores.

BUTTE & ZENITH CITY (Butte)—Work will be resumed
within short time. Mine which was closed down last fall
on account of labor conditions, is located about two miles
west of Rocker.

BUTTE & GREAT FALLS (Butte)—^Development work at
property of this company bringing promising results. Returns
on samples taken from ne-w orebody opened in crosscut that
runs to Genevieve vein gave 11.5rf copper, 24.4 oz. of silver
and 0.08 oz. of gold. Plans to sink shaft to depth of 500 ft.
or more. Hoisting engine will be installed capable to hoist
ore from a depth of 1500 ft. and a large pump will be placed
on 300 level.

RAINBOW DEVELOPMENT (Butte)—At annual meeting of
company held in Duluth voted to issue general mortgage 6'7f

convertible bonds to amount of $400,000 and to increase shares
from 80,000 to 150,000. Par value to remain $10. Work is to
be resumed at once in shaft where operations were discon-
tinued last fall. Rainbow property adjoins Butte & Superior
and has already encountered vein in which Butte & Superior's
richest ores occur. Work is to be prosecuted vigorously.

BUTTE & SUPERIOR (Butte)—New flotation machines
installed some weeks ago at mill of this company proved
satisfactory. Grade of concentrates was raised materially
and cost of production lowered. Tons of ore milled in May
were 43,380. Tons of concentrates realized were 11,870. Zinc
in the concentrates was 12,371,000 lb. Recovery was 88. 037c.
Concentrates assayed 52.11%. zinc. On June 19 company filed
regular monthly statement of operations in flotation plant
with clerk of court showing 37,633 tons of ore treated in
May in flotation plant. Amount of concentrates recovered
was 7508 tons. Cost per ton of concentrates recovered, $4.2S,
and value per ton, $63.82. Total value of concentrates. $479,-
181. .\ssay returns of concentrates were: Zinc, 52.055%;
lead, 2.767%: copper, 0.558%; silver, 24.149 oz.; gold, 0.0418 oz.

Velloivstone County

ROMAR OIL COMP.\NY—Will soon commence drilling for
oil in Big Wall country, northeast of Roundup and is now
negotiating "with landowners for leases and oil grants. Same
company

,
prospected in Seventy-nine country last year. It is

understood company intends to secure leases on 45,000 acres
of land.

XEV.'VD.'V

Clark County

SULT.AN—This property, situated near Ripley, was re-
cently purchased by Henry Bobbins, who is shipping about
200 tons of zinc carbonate ore monthly.

BULLION (Goodsprings)—Young & Fayle announce that
50-ton drj- concentrator will be erected on property at once.
Plans for mill are now being made, and it is expected that
Sutton, Steele & Steele tables will be used.

FREDERICK.SOX (Goodsprings)—New dry concentrator
now operating at full capacity, and Sutton, Steele & Steele
tables are proving successful in handling lead-zinc carbonates.
Company is treating custom ore in additon to their own
production.

YELLOW PTNE (Goodsprings)—Mill producing full con-
tractual allowance of 1500 tons of zinc concentrate per month,
together with 200 tons of lead-silver concentrate. Sinking
has been resumed in main two-compartment shaft to tap
orebody at depth of 900 ft.

ANCHOR (Goodsprings)—Full tonnage of zinc carbonate
ore allowed by contract being shipped. Company announces
intention of erecting 50-ton dry concentrating mill for treat-
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ment of mixed lead-zinc ores. Uolls ami dry tables of Steb-
bins type will probably be usort Koy \V. Moore is superin-
tendent.

Esinernldn County
JUMBO EX (GoUlfleld)—Has iiicreascil shipments from 50

tons daily to 150 tons every two days.

ORIZABA (Cloverdale)—Property situated six miles west
of Cloverdale on Luning Road purchased by L. L. Patrick, of
Goldfleld, and others. Shaft is down 100 ft., exposing: ledge
of ore carrying high gold and silver values.

Hiinilioldt County

Lyon County

Xye Count}

CASH B(1Y (Tonopah)—First shipment of ore made re-
cently to Western Ore Purchasing Co., Millers.

SKAGGS (Round Mountain)—Lease and bond taken on this
property by Elko men. Large tonnage medium-grade copper
ore developed.

BIG PINE (Manhattan)—New machinery for mill oper-
ating on Muskett-Wittenberg lease now arriving and being
installed. New 50-hp. hoist has alread>' been set up.

BIG FOUR (Manhattan)—After more than year's idle-
ness, lease granted to Kendall ,& Bragg, of Goldfleld who will
start work at once. There is 10-stamp mill on ground.

DEXTER-WHITECAPS (Manhattan)—At special meeting
of stockholders held at Tonopah decided to dissolve old cor-
poration and form new one with capitalization of $2,000,000.

Storey County

MEXICAN (Virginia)—On 2300 level work in understope
in north drift continued and 30 tons of ore averaging $12.50
per ton extracted. Repairs to mill continued.

COMSTOCK PUMPIX(5 ASSOCIATION (Virginia)—Pumps
ran successfully all week and water held below 2700 ft. point.
East drift being timbered, cleaned out and drains enlarged.

CON. VIRGINIA AND OPHIR (Virginia)—On 1600 level
and Ophir 2."J00 level jointly with Pumping Association have
been cleaning out and repairing main north drift from incline
station. Distance of 26 ft. made. Total now open, 4S ft. with
caved ground aliead.

OPHIR (Virginia)—At Central tunnel completed timbering
intersection of two north drifts and west crosscut; and pre-
paring to continue old slope in northei-ly direction. Crosscut
near Andes line was timbered and crosscut in Andes ground
advanced to 54-ft. point with face in porphyry and quartz.
From development and stope above north drift 275 cars of oi-e
saved and 245 tons milled.

.TACKET-CROWX P(3IXT-BELCHER (Gold Hill)—Reported
that 10S3 tons of dump rOck sent to mill; two bars of bullion
shipped to smeltery. Pumping equipment formerly in Jacket
incline installed at 1500 level and placed in operation. Incline

^ being cleaned out and repaired. On Belcher 1300 level south-
east drift yielded seven cars low-grade rock. Repairs being

! made on 1300 and 1400 levels.

[i UNION COX. (Virginia)—On 2650 level west crosscut ad-
[( vanced to 690 ft. point; face shows porphyry and quartz.
.1 Passed through 6-in. stringer that sampled $17.50 per ton.
'

'

North drift from west crosscut on south boundary line cleaned
i' out and repaired to the 165-ft. point. On 2500 level jointly
I

,

with Sierra Nevada made good progress opening up west
L country for prospecting. West crosscut now in good condi-
L tion to 164-ft. point.

' >E>V ME.MCO
f <irnut County

BURRO MOUNTAIX (Tyrone)—Extensive grading is being
done from company's railroad to new townsite. Contracts
have been let for erection of dwelling houses, hospital and
stores.

VIRGINIA DISTRICT (Lordsburg)—A 3V2-miIe spur, from
Oil Siding to mines in Virginia Mining District is to be built
by Arizona ct New Mexico R.R. Contracts have been signed
with producing companies and options for rights of way
secured. Grading contract is being advertised and bids wnll

r be opened at the A. .& N. M. ofBces in Clifton, Ariz. Railroad
will be in operation by Sept. 1. Caterpillar tractors now on
ore haul will be moved to other mines. Construction of
Lordsburg spur will mean opening of now dormant mines
and increase of production of mines now operating.

SOCTH D.\KOT.\.

Lawrence County

WASP NO. 2 (Flatiron)—Property is again being operated
at close to maximum capacity, which is 500 tons daily, after
working da>'-shift only in mine during winter months.

HILL CITY DEVELOPMENT (Hill City)—Steam hoisting
plant and compressor are being set up at main shaft. Shaft
down 100 ft. and will be continued to 300 ft. followed by drift-
ing on orebodies.

BI.'iMARCK (Flatiron)—Resumption of milling is planned,
projjerty having reverted to original o^wner, John A. Sand-
iiolm, Des Moines. la., throu.gh failure of company to com-
plete purcha.'e. First work to be undertaken will be con-
struction of skipway from mill down hill to C. B. & Q. railway
tracks below, over which supplies can be delivered.

ECHO (Maitland)—After suspension of mining since Apr.
29, unwatering of shaft was commenced on June 16. Water
will be handled by Cnmeron X^o. 5 sinker, operated by com-

pressed air, to furnish air for which 10x12 single-stage
compressor, driven by 30-hp. motor, has been erected. Shaft
is 135 ft. deep and will l)e continued with two shifts of
miners.

IJT.\H

Uenver County

BEAVER GOLD (Beaver City)—Arrangements for sinking
another 100 ft. have been made.

MAJESTIC (Milford)—Development is being done from 100
and 200 levels at this company's Hoosier Boy property, after
shutdown of several niontlis.

LEONORA (Milford)—East-west fissure opened on 400 level
::hows streak of ore widening as point of intersection with a
north-south flssuie approaches. This is 30 ft. distant.

NOONDAY (Milford)—Following recent strike at adjoining
Cave mine, it is jiroposed to i-esume work here. Property
opened to depth of 230 ft. and iron ore cari-ying copper has
been found.

Juab County
TINTIC ORE SHIPMENTS for the week ended June IS

were 142 cars estimated at 7100 tons, valued at $177,000,
compared to 124 cars week previous; about 900 tons increase.

TINTIC MILLING (Silver City)—Articles of incorporation
have been filed, capitalization amounting to 1,000.000 shares,
par value 3c. Jesse Knight is president and G. H. Dern, vice-
president.

CHIEF CONSOLIDATED (Eureka)—Working forces have
been increased, and output for week ended June IS was 27
cars. Several blocks of ground on 1400 and 1600 levels have
been given over to leasers, and more are to follow.

IRON BLOSSOM (Silver City)—Ore has not been found in
commercial quantity in cave recentlv opened bv winze from
600 level of No. 3 workings. Prospecting at depth is being
continued in this section, productive at higher level;. Twentv-
two cars of ore were shipped week ended June Is.

Grnnd County
GREEN MOUTSTTAIN MINING & MILLING CO. (Cisco)—

Company organized i:nder lav.s of T'tah. 1.500,000 rhares. Dr.
R. S. Milbee. of Milwaukee. President. Company owns group
of claims in La Sal district, 35 miles southeast of Cisco on
Denver & Rio Grande R.R. Will install complete equipment of
machinery, including 30-hp. gas engine, air compressor, fan.
pumps, etc.

Salt Lake County
ALTA CONSOLIDATED (Alta)—A trial shipment of low-

grade ore carrying copper, gold, and silver, with excess iron,
is to be made as soon as teams can be obtained. Recently
three cars of shipping ore were sent to market.
UTAH COPPER (Bingham)—Between 23.000 and 25,000

tons of ore daily are being treated bv the Magna and
Arthur mills. In May 14,053,000 lb. of copper were produced
being 800,000 lb. greater than the previous recor(l month.

CARDIFF (Salt Lake)—Shipments of 50 tons dailv are be-
ing made. New oreshoot continues to open up satisfactorily;
and ore has been followed downward from the main tunnel
level for 75 ft. New roadway from mine is practically com-
pleted.

SOUTH HECLA (Alta)—The 500 level is producing a good
tonnage of first-class ore, and 25 to 30 tons of ore daily are
being shipped. As soon as surface water hampering work in
the main stope has been got rid of, shipments will probably
be increased. Sixteen men are working.

UTAH--\PEX (Bingham)—The flotation process for the
treatment of slimes will make possible an increase of nearly
lO.OOO.OOn lb. a year in output of lead, with cost of less than
$20,000 for installation. At present the rate of production is
30,000.000 lb. annually. The bonded indebtedness has been
reduced to $40,000; and par and interest are being offered for
these but bonds are slow in coming in. Copper ore running
3 to 3yo<Jt is being shipped from 300 level, and is stated to be
bringing about $10,000 monthly.

Summit County
PARK CITY ORE SHIPMENTS for week ended June 19

were 2479 tons valued at $100,000, compared to 1622 tonsweek previous.
SILVER KING CONSOLIDATED (Park Citv)—Shipments

for the week ended June IS were l,0Sfi,640 lb.

SILVER KING COALITION (Park Citv)—Two shifts are
being worked. The May output amounted to 4(157 tons of
crude ore and concentrates.

WASHINGTOX
Stevens County

UNITED COPPER (Chewelah)—First unit of new stamp
mill, 60 miles north of Spokane, started up. There are now
44 stamps in operation, treating 125 tons of ore. Station is
being cut underground at 1000 level, and hoist equipment
will be installed to sink shaft another 1000 ft.

C.\>'.4D.\

BRITISH COLIMBIA
CANADIAN GOLD FIELDS SYNDICATE—This company,

which has not been operating since 1901, is being wound up
and will make a liquidation of 4.43 T to shareholders.

Ontario
ADANAC (Cobalt)—Unwatering of mine has been effected,

and crosscutting begun from 200 level of No. 1 shaft One
promising vein has been encountered.

KIRKLAND L.-VKE (Kirkland Lake)—Rich ore has been
encountp'-ed at depth of 00 ft. in shaft of McKane claim of
this company. Shaft will be put down to 150-ft. level.

GLEN LAKE (Cobalt)—Lease of Foster property held by
this company has been extended for another five veaVs Roy-
alty has been reduced to 15% on all 200 oz. ore and underand 25% on ore of higher grade.
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Metal Markets

NEW YORK—June 30

Copper and tin were very dull during the last week, prices

remaining substantially unchanged. Lead and spelter were

both stronger, particularly the latter, but the aggregate of

business transacted in either metal was not large.

Other Metals

IVE^V YORK—June :to

Copper, Tin, Lead and Zinc

Copper—The market was dull, the principal producers re-

porting no sales except for special brands, special shapes,

for deliveries at non-competitive points. Being so well

sold ahead they are quite unconcerned over the lull in buy-

ing and nominally maintain their old price of 20 ^4c., regular

terms. Smaller producers and agencies oifer copper at 19%
(a)20c., regular terms. Some of these sold for delivery in

Western markets, which is unusual inasmuch as back freight

has to be paid to them and ordinarily they are left to sellers

who have refineries further West. However, the aggregate of

domestic business during the last week was small, the sales

effected being principally for export to England, France and

Russia. In view of the declining tendency of Sterling Ex-
change it is difficult to figure what such sales are going to

realize unless they be made on the basis of a net cash price

in New Tork. Considerable sales were thus made upon the

basis of 19.60c., which would correspond with about 19.80!§)

19 85, regular terms for the ordinary domestic deliveries.

The Anaconda Copper Mining Co. has introduced a new
brand of casting copper, viz., "ABS—Arizona Best Selected."

This is relined at the Raritan works from copper produced at

Miami, Ariz., which is low in gold and silver, but goes
99'4@99%% in copper.

The unusual disparity between the prices for electrolytic

and casting copper—about Ic. per lb.—still prevails.

There are reports of improvement in domestic copper con-
.';umption. particularly on the part of the sheet rollers.

Copper Sheets are understood to have brought 25® 26c. per

lb. The principal manufacturer has withdrawn all quotations.

Wire is quoted at 21%@22c. per lb. at mill.

Copper Exports for the week ended June 12 are given by
the Department of Commerce at 11,064,23" lb. The larger items
were 7,121,938 lb. to Great Britain and 2.921,375 lb. to France.
Imports for the week were 2,518,379 lb. metal and 733,962 lb.

in ore and matte; 3,252,341 lb. in all. The imports were from
Peru, Canada, Cuba and Japan.

Tin—This market was quiet, only a small volume of busi-
ness being reported. The deliveries in June were about 3900
tons—a large figure coming on top of the huge total of 5600
tons in May.

Tin production in Bolivia in 1914, according to official

figures was 36,262 metric tons of concentrates averaging 60%
tin. This is a decrease of 8332 tons from the previous year.

Tin production of the Federated Malay States, five months
ended May 31, was 20,599 long tons in 1914 and 17,816 tons in

1915: a decrease of 2783 tons this year.

Lead—The outside speculative holdings appear to have
been nearly all liquidated, as result of which the market
gradually returned to the producers' prices, and some of the
producers even made sales at their figures. At the close this

market was distinctly firmer.
The exports of this metal continue heavy, as is shown in

the table given on the following page.

Spelter—A moderate volume of business was done at ad-
vancing prices, particularly in the early half of the week.
The bulk of this was in contracts for delivery late in the
year at 18@19c. Spelter for early delivery sold up to 21c.,

but the market for this was spotty. This rally in the spelter
market has not been characterized by any such crazy buy-
ing as there was early in June. W^hen the price for prompt
spelter rose to 21c. lots from second hands began to be
offered at a little .above that figure.

Exports from Baltimore for the week included 336,156 lb.

spelter and 164,260 lb. zinc dross to Liverpool.

Zino Sheets are lower; base price $27 per 100 lb., f.o.b.

Peru. 111., less S% discount. Usual extras charged.

Aluininnni is still quite active, but seems to be in rather

better supply than it has been. More domestic metal is avail-

able. Quotations are a shade easier, at 30 (g' 32c. per lb. for

No. 1 ingots. New York.

Antimony remains strong, though not especially active.

Business is confined to necessary supplies. Ordinary brands,

chiefly Chinese and Japanese, are held at 37>^@40c. per lb.

Cookson's is in short supply and 47@50c. per lb. is named.

Nickel is steady and unchanged. Ordinary forms are 40@
45c. per lb., according to size and terms of order. Electrolytic,

3c. per lb. higher.

DAILY PRICES OF METALS IN NEW YORK
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Recent London quotations for ordinai-y foriius of refined

nickel are £216 per long ton, which is eciual to 4B.9c. per 11).

Uiiicksilver is in good demand and prices continue strong.

New York tiuotation for wholesale lots is $90@95 per Hask
for large lots. Smaller orders bring $95 @ 100 per flask. San
Francisco reports by telegraph a somewhat variable market,
prices ranging from $S5 up to $95 per flask ,with demand in

excess of stocks. London has had a sharp advance, the

present price being £16 per flask, with £15 17s. 6d. quoted
from second hands.

Allnor Metals—Current sales of bismuth are at $2.75 ©3
per lb. New York. The London price is quoted at 10s., or $2.40

per lb. there—Cadniluui is quoted at 6s., or $1.44 per lb. in

London; $1.50 per lb.. New York.—Tellurium is reported sold

at SOs., or $19.20, per lb. in London.—Selenium is quoted at

$2f(i'3 per lb. New York tor larger quantities; $4.50 (fo 5 (or

retail lots.

LEAD AIVD ZINC KXPORTS

Imports and exports of lead in April and the four months
ended Apr. 30 are reported by the Department of Commerce as

below, in short tons:
, April V Four Months
1914 1915 1914 1915

Imports 2,3S9 3,193 7,536 22,322
Exports 3,663 25,019 5,438 49,573

The exports Included reexports of foreign lead. The im-
ports are nearly all in ore and base bullion, sent here to be

refined.

Imports and exports of zinc or spelter for April and the

four months ended Apr. 30 were as follows, in short tons:

Four Months
1914 1915

60 8,842 481 50.523

208 23 459 264
Exports
Imports

Imports of zinc ore in April this year were 12,988 tons, es-

timated as containing 12,461,830 lb. zinc; for the four months,
27,897 tons, with 23,081,296 lb. zinc contents. Imports of zinc

dust for the four months were 1,792,414 lb. this year.

METAL. EXPORTS AIVD IMPORTS

Spanish Metal and Mineral Exports three months ended
Mar. 31, as reported by "Revista Minei-a." in meti'ic tons:

. Metals Ores etc. .

1914 1915 1914 1915

Iron 1,871 37,515 1,979,396 902,457
Copper 4,481 3,934 35,380 11,198
Copper precipitate 2,579 2,04

1

Load 41,999 32,936 708 183
Zinc 683 487 25,444 374
Quicksilver 619 372
Manganese 3,425 1,970
Pyrites 776,422 333,372
Salt 143,868 189.367

Imports of coal for the three months were 366.305 tons, a

decrease of 328,988 tons from 1914; of coke, 37,251 tons, a de-

crease of 54,274 tons.

Gold, Silver and Platinum

NEAV YORK .Iv :io

Gold continues to come from Ottawa on London account.
More will doubtless come, as exports to Europe increase.

Gold output of the Kolar field in Mysore, India, five months
ended May 31, was $5,051,562 in 1914, and $5,250,118 in 1915;

an increase of $198,556 this year.

Sterling Exchange in New York reached the lowe.-sf point

on record, having sold one day at a point below 4.76, which
is 2% below par.

Platinum is still quiet, with business on a moderate scale.

Prices show no material change. Dealers ask $37@39 per oz.

for refined platinum and $41@44 per oz. for hard metal.

Our Russian correspondent writes that the improvement in

the market continues. At Petrograd there is a demand for

considerable quantities for shipment abroad, especially to

Sweden. At Ekaterinburg there have been good transactions

in small quantities. Quotations at Ekaterinburg are S@8.50
rubles per zolotnik—average, $31.02 per oz.; at Petrograd,

33,500S'33,S00 rubles per pood—average, $32.78 per oz.—for

crude metal, 83% platinum.

Silver—The market has continued dull and stagnant, and
owing to lack of buying orders has been forced down to 22 %d
in London. Tire selling pressure has been light or prices

would be lower still. India is only a small buyer and China
is not in the market. Price closes steadier at 48c. in New
York.

Silver shipment.s from London to the East from Jan. 1 to

.rune 10 are reported as below by Pixley & Abell:

1914 1913 Changes

India £3,617,000 £2..362.O00 D. £l,n.';5,n00

Cliina.... '..;!!! !!'.'.!'.! 40,000 5,000 D. :i5,000

Total £3,6.57,000 £2,.567.0n0 D. £1,090.000

Imports of silver in Great Britain five months ended May
31, were valued at £4,345,647; exports, £3,697,176; excess of

imports, £648,471, which compares with an excess of exports

of £1,272,671 last year.

Zinc and Lead Ore Markets

JOPLIN, MO.—June 26

Blende, high price $112.50 per ton of 60% zinc; premium
ore, $110@100; medium grades, $100@90; lower grades down
to $70; caalmine, base 40% zinc, $75@50; average price, all

grades of zinc, $96.36 per ton. Lead, high price, $75; base,

$72@60 per ton 80% metal content; average price, all grades
of lead, $64.35 per ton.

Producers are between opposing forces now. Prices are

receding and a large number of miners went out on strike

again tonight for a further raise in wages. Premium ore

dropped $18 this weelt and $7 the previous week, and the

decline is hurting. The strike among miners, it is believed,

will be settled by the men returning to work Monday without
advance, but if this is not done the output of the largest

producing mines of Webb City will be severely curtailed.

SHIPMENTS, WEEK ENDED JUNE 26

Blende Calamine Lead Values
Totals this week 11,369,550 760,920 2,270,430 $656,490
Totals this year 299,601,790 25,187,400 43,029,300 11,774.710

Blende value, the week, $559,970; 6 months, $10,136,320.

Calamine value, the week, $23,480; 6 months, $522,660.

Lead value, the week, $73,040; 6 months, $1,115,400.

PLATTEVILLE, WIS, June 28

The base price paid this week for 60% zinc ore was $95@
110 per ton. The base price paid for 80% lead ore was $68

per ton.

SHIPMENTS, WEEK ENDED JUNE 26

Zinc Lead Sulphur
Ore, Lb. Ore, Lb. Ore, Lb.

Week 3,449,750 80,000 747,860
Year 92,126,380 3,202,090 13,204,730

Shipped during week to separating plants, 4,516,400 lb. zinc

Iron Trade Review

KKW VORK—Jtl :to

The iron and steel markets are still gaining with large in-

creases in orders in many lines, and with domestic as well
as foreign business contributing to the improvement. Just
v.hat proportion the export business bears to tlie total it is

not easy to say definitely, as orders for material are fi-e-

quently so divided up that their ultimate destination cannot
be determined. Undoubtedly it is large and includes a quan-
tity of rail and of steel for railroad equipment as well as
for the war munitions.

Naturally prices are firming up and advances are recorded
in a number of lines. The upward movement is not rapid,

but is generally held.

The pig-iron market is not keeping pace with steel, but
is generally lagging behind. Pig iron production is increas-
ing, but the gain is all with the steel works furnaces, and the
merchant stacks are making little progress, hardly holding
their own.

The ferromanganese situation is not improving, and it

looks as if the shortage might be a serious one before long.
Some manganese ore is coming in, but receipts are much be-
low last year. The English receipts also show a heavy de-
crease.

Exports from Baltimore for the week included 17.799,-
804 lb. billets and skelp steel. 3.420,700 lb. bars and wire
rods, all to Great Britain.

Imports at Baltimore for the week included Sr60 tons
manganese ore from Brazil and 2017 tons ferromanganese
from Liverpool.

Foreign Trade of the I'nited States in iron and steel and
in manufactures thereof four months ended Apr. 30 is valued
by the Department of Commerce as follows:

EjT-orts
Imports

Excess, exports.

1914

$74,414,334
10,300,027

I. $6,397,992
D. 4,337,305
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The incerase in exports this year, as compared with 1914.

was S.fic; ; while there was a decrease of 42.3% in the im-

ports.

PITTSBl'RGH—June 29

The steel mills are now operating at slightly more than

SO^; of rated capacity, and operations are still increasing,

pointing to a 90% operation or better by the beginning of

August. There will be no dull summer in the steel trade

this year. Yesterday the Carnegie Steel Co. started the North

Sharon works, for the first time in about two years, and

now has only one idle steel plant, the small Columbus bes-

semer works. This plant will not be started in the near

future, as recently reported, but if additional billets and sheet

bars are required the Riverside plant at Wheeling or the

National Tube Co. will be started for this purpose. The
Carnegie Steel Co. is negotiating for billets and sheet bars

to apply against some of its obligations in the East, particu-

larly for the Pencoyd works of the American Bridge Co. It

only buys steel when under unusual pressure.

Exports of steel that are reported by weight are e.xpected

to total between 250,000 and 300,000 gross tons for June,

against 223,000 tons in April, for which month the government
statistics have just been published. Exports of manufactures

involving steel, not reported by weight, are unusually heavy,

exports of passenger automobiles and trucks, machine tools,

locomotives and freight cars being unusually heavy, while

shrapnel, loaded and unloaded, not reported in the statistics

by weight, involve a large quantity of steel. Altogether the

exports of steel and manufactures involving steel now rep-

resent fully 20^',: of the current steel output, and may possibly

amount to nearly 25%, the export rate exceeding the average

rate in 1912, the banner export year.

Steel prices show only a slight advancing tendency, the

strength of the market being shown chiefly by the heavy
bookings for early deliveries and the indisposition of the mills

to book for late deliveries. As a whole the actual shipping

orders entered run from 15 to 30% above the current ship-

ments. -The Pittsburgh and western mills have nearly all

withdrawn the 1.20c. price on bars, plates and shapes for

prompt shipment, and are quoting 1.25c. for prompt or third

quarter. Some mills east of Pittsburgh are still on the 1.20c.

basis. Railroad spikes are up ?1 a ton to 1.40c., and cold

rolled strip steel is up ?S, to 2.85c., base. Shafting is firming

up. with 6S'r off list difficult to do and some producers quoting

6fi% off list.

The iron mill wage scale of the Amalgamated Association

was arranged on Saturday at Atlantic City, on the basis of

continuing the present scale for the twelvemonth. The men
had asked advances, but the iron mills have not participated

in the steel trade improvement sufficiently to be willing to

grant any advances.

Pig Iron—The local pig iron market continues quiet, not

showing any improvement, when the steel trade proper has

improved so much. Recent sales to Westinghouse interests,

instead of being at exeeptionally low prices, now prove to be

at prices that can be done again, and the market on Valley

foundry iron is quotable 25c. lower than formerly, making the

lowest level since 1904. Girard furnace in the Mahoning
Valley will blow out this week, after being in blast only

three or four months, finding prices obtainable unremunera-
tive. We quote: Bessemer, $13.75; basic, $12.65 @ 12.75; foun-

dry and malleable, $12.50@12.75; forge, $12.25@12.50, f.o.b.

Valley furnaces, 95c. higher delivered Pittsburgh.

Ferronianganese—Small spot lots are commanding $105(5

115, regular contracts remaining at $100, Baltimore.

Steel—The Pittsburgh mills are practically out of the

market and the Toungstown mills, with a little unsold capac-

ity, are conserving this supply and quoting advanced prices,

at about $20 for billets and $21 for sheet bars, prices delivered

Pittsburgh being $1.05 higher. Rods are stronger, at $25.50

@

26, Pittsburgh.

FOREIt;X lRO.\

Steel production in Germany in April was 1,012,344 metric

tons, being 85,929 tons less than in March. For the four

months ended Apr. 30 the total this year was 4,020,298 tons.

IROX ORE
Statistics compiled by the Lake Superior Iron Ore Associa-

tion show that the shipments of ore from docks to furnaces

during May amounted to 2,797,481 tons. The tonnage on dock

June 1 was 5.970,115, compared with 5,772,462 tons on dock

June 1 last year.

Imports at Baltimore for the week included 1600 tons man-
ganese ore from Spain and 1731 tons from Liverpool, 3331 tons

in all.

Exports of manganese ore from India in the fiscal year

ended Mar. 31 were 71S.040 tons in 1913-14 and 440,590 tons in

1914-15; a decrease of 277,450 tons.

Imports of manganese ore in Great Britain five months
ended May 31 were 205,217 tons in 1914, and 107,297 tons in

1915; decrease, 97.920 tons.

Imports of Iron Ore Into the United States in April were
91,561 tons, which is 3159 tons more than in March, but 20,251

tons less than in April, 1914. The chief items were 73.811 tons
from Cuba, 18.725 from Sweden, 7800 from Newfoundland and
6256 from Spain. For the four months ended Apr. 30 the im-
ports were 394,739 tons in 1914, and 334,022 in 1915; a decrease
of 60.727 tons this year.

Imports of Iron Ore In Great Britain five months ended
May 31 were 2,070.224 long tons in 1914, and 1,939,719 in 1915;

decrease 130,505 tons.

OTHER ORES
Recent quotations for rare ores in Great Britain are:

Molybdenite, 90% MoS., $28.80 per unit. Tungsten ore. wol-
fram, over 65% WO3, $9.60 per unit; scheelite, 70%, $9.36@9.60
per unit.

Tunf;sten, Ore.—The schedule of prices now paid for tung-
sten ore delivered at the Primos Mill, is as follows: $2 a

unit for 1'"^ ore, with an increase of 50c. a unit for each
additional unit up to 5%. which is worth $4 a unit; an
increase of 10c. a unit up to 40% ore, which is worth $7.50

a unit; then an increase of 5c. a unit up to 50% ore. which
is worth $8 a unit; then an increase of 10c. a unit up to 60%
ore. which is worth $9 a unit. The sampling charge on lots

assaying less than 2% is $2 a ton. On small lots worth less

than $50 a charge of $5 is made for sampling and assaying.

The Primos mill is at Lakeville. Colo., in the district where
most of the ore is mined.

FERRO-.VLLOTS
Recent quotations for ferro-alloys in Great Britain are as

follows: Ferrochrome, from .5121.67 per ton for 10% carbon up
to $155.75 for 4% carbon. Perrosilicon. 25%, $51 per ton; 45%.,

$70.50 per ton. Ferromolybdenum. 70-80%:, $4.32 per lb. Fer-
rotungsten, $1.34 per lb. for 75-85% tungsten and under 1%
carbon; tungsten metal, powder, $1.46 per lb. for 96-98%, pure.

COKE
Connellsvllle—The wage cuts made in the fore part of

1914 by the majority of independent coke producers are being
eliminated by a return to the Frick scale, announcements to

this effect having already been made by the Connellsville

Central Coke Co.. the Struthers Coal & Coke Co., the Republic

Iron & Steel Co., the Bessemer Coke Co. and the Washington
Coal & Coke Co. The last named had a strike last week which
was settled by restoring the old rates and others have been

posting announcements to hold their men, as a labor shortage

is regarded as certain in the near future. The merchant coke

market, however, remains dull. The wage advance will

doubtless stiffen operators' views and may correspondingly

delay further buying. We quote: prompt furnace, $1.50@1.55;

contract to Jan. 1, $1.75; prompt foundry, $2@2.50; contract,

$2.20(S2.50. per net ton at ovens.

Chemicals

NEW YORK—June .10

The general market is gradually steadying and shows a

better tone on moderate business in most lines.

Ar.seuic—Demand is only fair, but prices show no change.

Quotations are about $4 per 100 lb. for both spot and futures.

Copper Sulphate—Business is steady, with no material

change in prices. Quotations are $7.25 per 100 lb. for carload

lots and $7.50 per 100 lb. for smaller orders.

Nitrate of Soda—The market continues strong and steady,

altliough transactions are rather variable in quantity. Quota-

tions are 2.20c. per lb. for spot and all positions this year.

Potash Salts—The Department of Commerce reports that

the imports of potash salts into the United States for the five

months ended May 31 were, in .jounds:
1914 1915

Carbonate of potash 9,867.075 8,396,034
Hydrate of potash 3,462.638 2,016,942
Nitrate of potash 1,079,045 6,855
Cvanide of potash 275,977 828,527
Other potash sales 2,704,391 2,064.260

The imports of potash salts used as fertilizers were as

follow:: for the five months, in long tons:

1914 1915

Kainit 239.362 3.7S6
Manure salts 81,669 12,456
Sulphate of potash 21,313 8,806
Muriate of potash 105,759 56,135

The large decreases this year are, of course, due to the

stoppage of imports from Germany.
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Assessments N. Y. ISXCH. June 20 BOSTON KXCH June 29

Company

July 19:

Belcher, Nov.. (post.)

Best & Belcher. Nev., (post.)

Blue Bell. Ida
Blue Star. Ida
Carbonate. Ida
Challenge Con., Nev. ,

Con. Virelnla. Nev
•Contact Copper, Mich. ...

Contact Copper, Mich
Crown Point, Nev., (post.) . .

Duluth, Ida
Cilcn Metal. Ida
Hancock Cons., Mich
Hanc jck Cons.. Mich. ...
Houghton. Mich
Idaho-Nevada, Ida
Idora. Ida
Iron Mask. Ida
Majestic-Idol. Nev
Mayflower. Ida -

Mineral Range. Utah
Monarch Pits., Nev
Moonlight. Ida
Nabob. Ida
New Arcadian. Mich
New Arcadian. Mich
New Baltic. Mich
New Baltic. Mich
New'Yerrington Cop., Nev. .

North B-nkcr Hill, Ida
Old Veteran. Ida iJuly

Uellnqel Sale

July
Ijuly

July .TJAug.
June i'.I^Juiy

23iJuly
July 12 Aug.

May 15
16

June 5

May 31

Sept. 1

Jan. 3

May 25
July 14
June 3

July 1

Dec. 15
June 15

July
July
July

Aug.
July
Aug.
Ji.ly

July

June 14

June
July
June
Dec.
July
Jan.
July

July
July
Aug.

, Ida.Rainbi
Revelator. Utah,
Revelator. Utah
Revelator. Utah
Rhode Island. Ida
Royal. Ida
sll .-er Mountain. Ida., (post.)

Silver Pick. Nev
Sunrise. Ida
Sunset Dev.. Ida
Umatilla Tonopah, Nev

.

Union, Nev
West Tonopah Con., Nev.

.
.

,

Yellow Jacket. Xev., (post,).

July

July :

July
Juiy ;

Aug.
July

Aug. 17 Sept.

Oct. 4 Oct.
July

June 1 July
,

July
June 5 July
July 17 Aug.
June 30 July
iJuiy 12 Aug.
June IS July
Jitly 10 Aug.

SO. 15
0,05
0.003
0.01
y.ooi
0,05
05

0.50
0.50
0, 15

0.001
. 003

1.00
1.00
1.00
0.001
0.005
0.002

005
0.005
0,003
0.01
0,005
0.005
0.50
0.50
0.50

50
0,01

002
0.002
0.002
O.OOS
O.OOi
O.OOS

001
0.0015

003
0.01
0.002

0025
0.01
0.05
0.01
0.15

"This assessment t } levied and payable Apr. 27, '14.

Stuck Qnotutions

S.iles at auction during the last week
inclutJed: 1500 West Coast Smelting &
Refining, $10 pai-, 35c. per share: $500
Consol, Nevada-Utah convertible 6 s,

191S-1922 $100 lot. The New Yorli Stock
Exchange has listed $15,000,000 collateral

trust 1% bonds of the Chile Copper Co.

COLO. SPRINGS June 29|
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This index is a convenient reference to the current liter-

ature of mining and metallurgy publi-shed m all of the im-
portant periodicals of the world. We will furnish a copy of

any article (if in print) in the original language tor the
price quoted. Where no price is quoted, the cost is unknown.
Inasmuch as the papers must be ordered from the publishers,

there will be some delay for foreign papers. Remittance
must be made with order. Coupons are furnished at the fol-

lowing prices: 20c. each, six for $1, 33 for Jo, and 100 for $lo.

When remittances are made in even dollars, we will return
the excess over an order in coupons, if so requested.

COPPER
1311—ALLOTS—Titanium-.\luminum Bronze W.M. Corse

and Charles Vickers. (Metal Ind.. May, 1915; 1% pp.) 20c.

1312—AURIFEROUS BOTTOM.^—Note on the Concentration
of Gold in Bottoms in the Converter. H. F. Collins. (Bull.

128, I. M. M., May 13, 1915; 8 pp.) 40c.

1313—CHILE COPPER CO. Ready for Operations. (Min.

and Eng. Wld.. May 29, 1915; 1% pp., illus.) 20c.

1314—CHUQUICAMATA—The Leaching-Plant at Chuqui-
camata. Lincoln C. Rogers. (Min. Mag., May. 1915; 6 pp.,

illus.) 40c.

1315 — COPPER REFINING— Ueber die elektrolytische
Kupferrafflnation. Franz Altneder. (Metall u. Erz., May 8,

1915- Sy- pp., illus.) An elementary article on copper re-

fining.

1316—LEACHINC3—A Case for Copper Hydrometallurgy.
Inexpensive and Efficient Treatment of Smelter Flue Dust
and Carbonate Ore. Geo. C. Westby. (Met. and Chem. Eng.,
May, 1915; 2 pp., illus.) 40c.

1317—OKLAHOMA—Copper Deposits in the "Red Beds" of

Southwestern Oklahoma. A. K. Fath. (Econ. Geol., Feb.-Mar..
1915; 11 pp., illus.)

1318—SOUTH AU.STRALTA — Pernatty Copper Deposits,
So-th Australia. J. Andrew Wauchope. (Min. and Eng. Rev.,

APi. 5, 1915; 3 pp.) 40c.

1319 — SMELTING Methods at Magistral. Durango, Mex.
Robert W. Bissell. (School of Mines Quart., Nov., 1914; S

pp.) 40c.

GOLD DREDGING VND PLACER MINING
1320—AL.\SKA—Kovukuk Placer-Mining District. (Eng.

and Min. Journ.. June 12, 1915; lU pp.) 20c.

1321—DEVELOPMENT METHODS at Fairbanks. Hubert
I Ellis. (Eng. and Min. Journ., June 12, 1915; 6% pp., illus.)

20c.

1322—METALLURGY—The Metallurgy of Alluvial Mining.
John M. Nicol. (Min. and Sci. Press, May 29, 1915; 4 pp.,

illus.) 20c.

1323—-VALLTATION of Dredging Ground. J. J. Bristol.

(Min. and Sci. Press, May 29, 1915, % p.. illus.) 20c.

GOLD AND SILVER CY.VMDING
1324—CHURCHILL MILLING CO. — Cyaniding Practice of

Churchill Milling Co., Wonder, Nev. E. E. Carpenter. (Bull.

A. I. M. E., June, 1915; 15 pp., illus.)

1325—MINERALIZED WATERS—Discussion on "The Effect
of Mineralized Waters in Cjanide Plants." Thomas B.

Stevens and W. S. Bradley. (Bull. 12S, I. M. M., May 13, 1915;
IVi pp.) 40c.

1326—PRECIPITATION—Discussion on "The Precipitating
Action of Carbon in Contact with Auriferous Cyanide Solu-
tions." W. R. Feldtmann. (Bull. 128, I. M. M., May 13, 1915;
ISVz pp.) 40c.

1327—RAND—Metallurgical Practice in the Witwatersrand
District, South Africa. F. D. Bosqui. (Advance copy, A. I. M.
E., Sept., 1915; 37 pp., illus.)

1328—SOLUTIONS—Assay of Cyanide Solutions. C. E.
Roodhouse. (Min. and Sci. Press, May 15, 1915; % p,) 20c.

1329—SOLUTION—The Morro Velho Method of Assay of
Gold-Bearing Cvanide Solutions. Donald M. Levy and Harold
Jones. (Bull. 128, I. M. M., May 13, 1915; 214 pp.) 40c.

1330—TESTING OF ORES for the Cyanide Process. Wel-
ton J. Crook. (Pahasapa Quart., May 1915). Continuation
of article previously indexed.

1331—TESTING SOLUTIONS—Notes on the Practical Test-
ing of Working Cyanide Solutions. Edward H. Groghan.
(Journ. Chem.. Met. and Min. Soc. of So. Afr., Apr., 1915; 5

pp.. illus.) 60c.

1332—TUBE MILL—The Use of Scoop Discharges in Tube-
Mills. Walford R. Dowling. (Journ, Chem., Met. and Min.
Soc. of So. Afr., Mar., 1915; 6 pp., illus.) 60c.

GOLD AND SILVnR—GENER.\L
1333—AMALGAM EFFICIENCY—The Relative Efficiency of

Various Amalgams in the Recovery of Gold. Francis A.
Thomson and Robert Keffer. (Met. and Chem. Eng., June,
1915; 3y2 pp.) 40c.

1334—COBALT LAKE DRAINAGE PROJECT. O. L. Flana-
gan. (Can. Engr., May 20, 1915; 5Vz pp., illus.) 20c.

1335—GOLDFIELD Re-visited—I and II. T. A. Rickard.
(Min. and Sci. Press, May 22 and 29, 1915; 6 pp., illus.) 40c.

1336—RUSSIA—The Eiderlinsky Gold Mines. Nicholas T.
TruschkofE. (Eng. and Min. Journ., June 12, 1915; 4 pp.,
illus.) 20c.

IRON AND STEEL METALLURGY
1337—ALLOYS—Iron, Carbon and Phosphorus. J. E. Stead.

(Advance copy. Iron and Steel Inst., 1915; 41 pp. and 17 plates,
illus.)

1338—ALLOYS—Researches on the Iron, Silicon and Car-
bon Alloys. Geo. Charpy and Andre Cornu-Thenard. (Ad-
vance copy. Iron and Steel Inst., 1915; 31 pp., illus.)

1339—BLAST-FURNACE Plant Auxiliaries and General Ar-
rangement. J. E. Johnson, Jr. (Met. and Chem. Eng., June,
1915; 55 pp., illus.) 40c.

1340—BURNING—The Detection of Burning in Steel. J. E.
Stead. (Advance copy. Iron and Steel Inst., 1915; 5 pp. and
5 plates, illus.)

1341—CORROSION of Iron in Aqueous Solutions of Inor-
ganic Salts. J. Newton Friend and Peter C. Barnet. (Ad-
vance copy, Iron and Steel Inst., 1915; 17 pp., illus.)

13 42—CORROSION—Protection of Metal Structures. Fred-
eric H. Fay. (Proc. Engrs., Soc. of W. Penn., Mar., 1915; lOS
pp., illus.) A 29 -page bibliography of metal corrosion and
protection is included in this paper. 60c.

1343—CORROSION—The Removal of Rust by Means of
Chemical Reagents. J. Newton Friend and C. W. Marshall.
(Advance Copy, Iron and Steel Inst.. 1915; 7 pp., illus.)

1344—ELECTRIC FURNACE for Reheating, Heat Treating:
and Annealing. T. F. Baily. (Pro. Eng. Soc. W. Penn.. Apr..
1915: 29 pp.) 40c.

1345—ELECTROLYTIC IRON—The Effect of Boron upon
the Magnetic and Other Properties of Electrolytic Iron
Melted in Vacuo. Trvgve D. Yensen. (Bull. 77, Univ. of
111., Mar. 22. 1915; 19 pp., illus.) 20c.

1346—FLUE-DUST SINTERING PLANT at Gary. (Iron
Age, May 27, 1915; 2'A pp., illus.) 20c.

1347—FOUNDRY—Safety in Foundry Operations. Magnus
W. Alexander. (Metal Ind., May, 1915; 2 pp.) Paper before
joint meeting of Am. Fdymen's Assn. and Am. Inst, of Metals.
20c.

1348—GERMAN "IRIDIUM" Steel. (Can. Engr.. May 27,

1915; Vi p.) 20c.

1349—KILNS—Rotary Sintering Kilns at Gary. H. Cole
Estep. (Iron Tr. Rev., May 20, 1915; 3 pp., illus.) 20c,

1350—LOS .\NGELES as an Iron and Steel Center. C. Col-
cock Jones. (Min. and Oil Bull.. May, 1915; 6 pp.)

1351—OPENHEARTH FURNACE—The First Openhearth
Furnace in Southern California. (Min. and Oil Bull.. May,
1915: 114 pp.. illus.)

1352—PURE IRON—The Manufacture and Use of Pure
Iron. Howard See. (Journ. Assn. Eng. Soc. Apr., 1915; 9

pp., illus.) 40c.

1353—SPECIAL STEELS—Brinell Hardness and Tenacity
Factors of a Series of Heat-Treated Special Steels. Andrew
McWilliam and Ernest Jefferson Barnes. (Advance copy, Iron
and Steel Inst., 1915; 10 pp.)

1354—SPECIAL STEELS—The Thermo-Electric Properties
of Special Steels. Eugene L. iHipuy and Albert M. Portevin.
(Advance copy. Iron and Steel Inst.. 1915; 30 pp., illus.)

1355—SI'LPHIDES IN STEEL INGOTS — Supplementary
Notes on the Forms in which .Sulphides May Exist in .Steel
Ingots. J. O. Arnold and G. R. Bclsover. (Advance copy, Iron
and Steel Inst.. 1915; 6 pp., illus.)

1356—STRESS-STRAIN LOOPS for Steel in the Cyclic State.
Prof. J. H. Smith and G. A. VVedgewood. (Advance copy. Iron
and Steel Inst., 1915; 33 pp. and 8 plates, ilUis.)

1357—WAR—The War's Effect on Iron Industry. John
Birkinbine. (Iron Tr. Rev., May 27, 1915; 3% pp., illus.) 20c.

LEAD .\ND ZINC
1358—ARSENATE OF LEAD—The Valuation of Commer-

cial Arsenate of Lead. R. H. Robinson and H. V. Tartar.
(Journ. Ind. I and Eng. Chem.. June, 1915; 3 pp.)

1359—CAMPBELL PROCESS — Electromagnetic Zinc-Ore
Treatment bv the Campbell Process. L. E. Ives. (Eng. and
Min. Joiirn.. June 5, 1915: 1^ pp., illus.) 20c.

13en—LE.\D POISONING in the Manufacture of Storage
Batteries. Alice Hamilton. (Bull U. S. Bureau of Labor Sta-
tistics, Dec. 15, 1914; 38 pp., illus.)

1361—NEW MEXICO— The Hanover Mining District of
New Mexico. Faris V. Bush. (Min. and Eng. Wld., May 1,

1915; 3 pp.. illus.) 20c.

1362—SPELTER—Analysis of Spelter. (Journ. Ind. and
Eng. Chem., June. 1915; 1% pp.)

1363—WISCONSIN—Mining and Milling of Lead and Zinc
Ores in the Wisconsin District, Wisconsin. Clarence A.
Wright. (U. S. Bureau of Mi;ies, 1915: 39 pp., illus.) 20c.

OTHER METALS
1364—CARNOTITE—On Carnotite Deposits—and the Rand

Banket. Chester T. Kennan. (Min. and Sci. Press, Apr. 17.

1915; 1% pp.) 20c.

1365—MONAZITE—Brazilian Monazite Sands Lie in Coastal
Strip. Alfred L. M. Gottschalk. (Min. and Eng. Wld., May 15,

1915; IV2 pp.) 20c.

1366—PLATINITM—Occurrence of Platinum at Boss Mine.
Nevada. J. C. Kennedy. (Min. and Eng. Wld.. May 22, 1915:
2 pp.) 20c.
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1367—RADIUM—Practical Mf thods for the Determination
of Radium. I—Intercliangeable Electroscope and Its Use. S.
C. Lind. (Journ. Ind. and Bng, Chem., May, 1915; 4 pp., illus.)
60c.

136S—RADIUM-URANIUM Ratio in Carnotites. S. C. Lind
and C. F. Whittemore. (U. S. Bureau of Mines, 1915; 29 pp.,
illus.) 20c.

1369—TIN-DRESSING in Bolivia. Harold Allman Lewis.
(Min. Mag.. May, 1915; 1 "^ pp.) 40c.

1370—TIN Mining at China Camp. Bloomfield District,
Cooktown, 1914. E. Cecil Saint-Smith. (Queensland Govt.
Min. Journ.. Apr. 15, 1915; 7% pp , illus.) 40c.

137.1—TIN—Mining- in the Federated Malav States in 1914.
(Min. Journ., May 8, 1915; 2 pp.) 40c.

1372—TIN—The Physical Condition of Cassiterite in Corn-
ish Mill Products. J. J. Beringer. (Bull. 128, I. M. M., May 13,
1915; 34 pp., illus.) 40c.

IVONMETALIilC MINER.\l,S
1373—BAUXITE—Occurrence of Bauxite in Central Geor-

gia. Joel H. Watkins. (Min. and Eng. Wld.. June 12, 1915;
2 pp., illus.) 20c.

1374—CLAY—Notes on Clay Deposits Near McMurray, Al-
berta. Sydney C. Ells. (Bull. 10, Can. Dept. of Mines, 1915;
15 pp.)

1375—FULLER'S EARTH — The Production of Fuller's
Earth in 1914. Jefferson Middleton. (U. S. Geol. Surv., 6 pp.)
20c.

1376—LIME—Modern Hydrated Lime Plant of the Dutchess
County Lime Co. Richard K. Meade. (Journ. Ind. and Eng.
Chem., May, 1915; 31/2 pp., illus.) 60c.

1377—MEERSCHAUM Deposits of New Mexico. Faris V.
Bush. (Eng. and Min. Journ., May 29. 1915; 2V2 pp., illus.)

1378—POTASH— Possible Sources of Potash. Chas G.
Crt-sswell. (Journ. Soc. Chem. Ind.. Apr. 30, 1915; 6 pp.) 60c.

1379—POTASH Production in Southern California. James
T. Armstrong. (Southern Calif. Academy of Sciences, May 19,
1915; 16 pp.)

13S0—POTASH SALTS; 1914. W. C. Phalen. (U. S. Geol.
Surv.. 33 pp., illus.) 20c.

1381—SAPPHIRE MINES of Togo, Montana. O. W. Free-
man. (Min. and Sci. Press, May 22, 1915; 2% pp., illus.) 20c.

PETROLEUM AND NATURAL, GAS
1382—ALBERTA—Correlation and Geological Structure of

the Alberta Oil Fields. D. B. Dowling. (Bull. A. I. M. E.,
June, 1915; 10 pp., illus.)

1383—ALBERTA—Prospecting Bituminous Sand in Al-
berta. S. C. Ells. (Can. Min. Journ,, May 15, 1915; 3 pp.,
illus.) From a report issued by the Can. Dept. of Mines. 20c.

1384—DAKOTA SAND—Oil, Gas and Water Content of Da-
kota Sand in Canada and United States. L. G. Huntley. (Bull.
A. I. M. E., June. 1915; 21 pp., illus.)

1385—GASOLINE FROM NAl'URAL GAS—The Condensa-
tion of Gasoline From Natural Gas. Geo. A. Burrell, Frank
M. Seibert and G. G. Oberfell. (Bull. 88, U. S. Bureau of
Mines, 1915: 106 pp., illus.)

1386—GROSNY PETROLEUM INDUSTRY in 1914. (Pe-
trol. Rev., Apr. 10 and 17. 1915; 2 pp.) 60c.

1387—OIL Refining. ' Dr. P. E. Knoch. (Journ. of Eng-.,
May. 1915; 7 pp.)

1388-— OIL-WELL Engineering. Wm. Calder. (Petrol.
Rev.. May 15. 1915; 1% pp.) 40c.

13S9—PAPUAN OILFIELDS: Extensive Petroleum De-
posits. (Petrol. Rev., May 1, 1915; IVi pp.) 40c.

1390—ROYALTIES—Sliding Royalties of Oil and Gas
Wells. Roswell H. Johnson. (Bull. A. I. M. E., June, 1915;
4 pp.)

1391—RUSSIA—The Russian Petroleum Industry. A Brief
Review for the First Quarter of 1915. (Petrol. Rev., May 15,
1915; 1 p.) 40c.

1392—SOUTH AUSTRALIA—The Supposed Oil-Bearing
Areas of South Australia. Arthur Wade. (Bull. 4, Geol. Surv.
of So. Aust., 1915; 54 pp.. illus.)

1393—WYOMING—The Basin and Greybull Oil and Gas
Fields, Bighorn County, Wyoming. F. P. Hintze, Jr. (Bull.
10. The State of Wyoming Geologist's Office, 1914; 62 pp.,
illus.)

ECONOMY GEOLOGY—GENERAL
1394—ALBERTA—Moose Mountain District, Southern Al-

berta. D. D. Cairnes. (Memoir 61, Can. Geol. Surv., 1914; 62
pp.. illus.)

1395—BRITISH COLUMBIA—Physiography of the Beaver-
dell Map-Area and the Southern Part of the Interior Plat-
eaus of British Columbia. Leopold Reinecke. (Museum Bull
11. Can. Geol. Surv., Apr. 30, 1915: 58 pp., illus.)

1396—EL ORO—The San Rafael Vein at El Oro. Fergus U
Allen and H. W. Faulkner. (Min. Mag., May, 1915; 4V4 pp..
illus.)

1397—THE GEOLOGY of Prospects. P. P. Mennell. (Min.
Mag., May. 1915; 7 pp., illus.) 40c.

139S^-INDIA—General Report of the Geological Survey of
India for the Year 1914. C. S. Middlemiss. (Vol. XLV, Part 2,
Records of the Geol. Surv. of India, 1915; 53 pp.)

1399—MT. LYELL—The Mt. Lyell Co. and the Complex Ore
Problem. Hartwell Conder. (Aust. Min. Stand., Apr. 22, 1915;
% p.) 40c.

1400—PETROGRAPHIC—On Certain Points in Petro-
graphic Classification. Whitman Cross. (Amer. Journ. Sci..
June, 1915; 5 pp.) 40c.

1401—PLATINUM—A Gold-Platinum-Palladium Lode in
Southern Nevada. Adolph Knopf. (Bull. 620-A. U. S. Geol.
Surv., Apr. 12, 1915; IS pp., illus.)

1402—PRE-CAMBRI.'VN LITERATURE—Summaries of Pre-
Cambrian Literature of Noith America for 1909, 1910, 1911 and

Part of 1912. Ill, Lake Superior Region and Isolated Pre-
Cambrian Areas of the Mississippi Valle.v. 'Odward Steidt-
mann. (Journ. of Geol., Apr.-May, 1915; lOM; pp.)

1403—THE OCCURRENCE of Glacial Drift on the Mag-
dalen Islands. James Walter Goldthwait. (Museum Bull. 14,
Can. Geol. Surv.. May 12, 1915; 11 pp., illus.) 40c.

1404—ORE DEPOSITION—Further Contributed Remarks
on "Persistence of Ore in Depth." T. A. Rickard. (Bull. 128,
I. M. M., May 13, 1915; 11/2 pp.)

1405—SECONDARY ENRICHMENT— Secondary Sulphide
Enrichment of Copper Ores. Arthur L. Day. (Min. and Sci.
Press, May 29, 1915; 2 pp.) 20c.

MINING—GENERAL
1406—ACCIDENTS—Monthly Statement of Coal-Mine Fa-

talities in the United States. Albert H. Fay. (U. S. Bureau of
Mines, Feb. 191S: 12 pp.) 20c.

1407—ACCIDENTS—Monthly Statement of Coal-Mine Fa-
talities in the United Slates. Albert H. Fay. (U. S. Bureau of
Mines, Mar., If'lS; 12 jip.) 20c.

1408—BUCKET-DUMPING Device. Harold A. Linke. (Eng.
and Min. Journ.. May 29, 1915; V2 P., iUus.) 20c.

1409—CAGES—The North Butte Wing-Bar Design for
Cages. (Min. and Eng. Wld., May 29, 1915; 1/2 p., illus.)

1410—CHUTE—A Simple, Strong Chute. H. H. Hodgkin-
son. (Eng. and Min. Journ., June 12, 1915; V4 p., illus.) 20c.

1411—ELECTRIC SHOT Firing in Kansas. Clark B. Car-
penter. (Coll. Engr.. June, 1915: 2i pp., illus.) 40c.

1412—EXPLOSIVES—Les Explosifs. Henry Le Chatelier.
(Rev. de Met., Jan., 1915; 42i4 pp., illus.)

1413—EXPLOSIVES—Safety Measures in the Use of Ex-
plosives. Wm. Cullen. (Journ. Chem. Met and Min Soc. of
So. Afr. Mar., 1915: 7 pp.) 60c.

1414^FIRE-FIGHTING Methods at the Mountain View
Mine, Butte, Mont. C. L. Berrien. (Bull. A. I. M. E., June,
1915; 21 pp., illus.)

1415—HAULAGE—Gasoline Locomotive Haulage: Its Cost
as Compared to Mule Haulage at Trosper Coal Co. Mines, Ken-
tucky. (Coll. Engr. May, igio; 1 p., illus.) 40c.

1416—HANDLING ORE at Surface—Ray Con. Copper
Mines. C. A. Tupper. (Min. and Eng. Wld., June 5, 1915: 5
pp., illus.) 20c.

1417—HOISTING—The Prevention of Overwinding and
Overspeeding in Shafts. G. G. T. Poole. (Iron and Coal Tr.
Rev.. Apr. 16, 1915: 214 pp., illus.) Abstract of paper before
No. of Eng. Inst, of Min. and Mechan. Engrs. 40c.

1418—LADDERS—Capital Mine Steel Ladders. Edward S.
Wiard. (Eng. and Min. Journ., May 29, 1915; 1/2 p., illus.) 20c.

1419—MINE HOUSES—Steel and Concrete Mine Houses.
(Eng. and Min. Journ., June 5, 1915; 1 p., illus.) 20c.

1420—MINE LIGHTING—Discussing the Efficiency of Mine
Lighting. Letson Balliet. (Min. and Eng. Wld., June 5, 1915;
21/2 pp., illus.) 20c.

1421—MINE TRACK—North Mine Practice in Underground
Points and Crossings. A. G. Campbell. (Proc. Aust. Inst. Min.
Engrs., 1915: 85 pp., illus.)

1422—MINING EXCAVATIONS—Cost of Initial Mining Ex-
cavations. Eugene D. Gardner. (Journ. Assoc. Eng. Soc.
May, 1915: 9% pp.) 40c.

1423—MONTANA—The North Moccasin Mountains of Mon-
tana. O. W. Freeman. (Min. and Eng. Wld., May 22, 1915-
214 pp., illus.) 20c.

1424—MOTHER LODE BLAST. P. S. Norcross, Jr. (Eng
and Min. Journ., May 29, 1915; 4'^ pp., illus.) 20c.

1425—NEVADA—History, Production and Geology of
Esmeralda District. (Salt Lake Min. Rev., May 30, 1915- 414
pp., illus.)

1426—NEVADA—Reconnaissance of Goodsprings District
Nev. J. Nelson Nevius. (Min. and Eng. Wld., May 15 1915-
2 pp.) 20c.

1427—ROCK DRILLING—The Inefficiency of Rock Drill-
ing. Letson Balliet. (Min. and Eng. Wld., June 12, 1915- 2
pp., illus.) 20c. - '

1428—PRESSURE VENTILATING System Used in Cripple
Creek Mines. S. A. Worcester. (Eng. and Min. Journ., June
5, 1915; iVz pp.. illus.) 20c.

1429—RAY CONSOLIDATED— Underground Mining Sys-tems of Ray Consolidated Copper Co. Lester A. Blackrier
(Bull. A. 1. M. E.. June, 1915; 42 pp., illus.) 40c

^'^'^"^"er.

1430—SAFETY RULES—Tentative Mine Safety Rules In
California. Lewis H. Eddy. (Eng. and Min. Journ., June 12
1915; IJ pp.) 20c.

1"!—SAND FILLING—Settling Tanks for Hydraulic-Pack-
ing Plant. (Coll. Guard., May 21, 1915; § p., illus) 40c
^.,1.«2—SHAF-r LININ(3—Ferro-Concrete Shaft Linings. M.
GiUieaux. (Coll. Engr., June, 1915; 1§ pp., illus.) 4ac.

rr.,^-"?^^^°'^'^^F?.~,?,?,"<',''y-^«" Signaling Systems and
?,''*,'o,P^!;,^,''''^- ?}i

V. Wheeler. (Iron and Coal Tr. Rev., Apr.
23. 1915: 2y2 pp., Illus.) Report issued by British Home Office.
40c.

*• "^^~;?°^LT^ Ay.STRALI.V—A Review of Mining Opera-
tions in the .State of South Australia During Half-Year Ended
'^/^T-^^' -^^qIJ:

Co/npiled by Lionel C. E. Gee. (So. Aust. Dept.
of Mines. 1915; 35 pp., illus.)

^ ,}."5—-TAMPING—The Efficiency of Tamping. Edgar A.
Collins. (Min. and Sci. Press. May 22, 1915; 1 p.) 20c.

1436--TASMANIA—Mining Methods at Mount Lvell. Tas-
'"?"'?L ? ¥ Mu'Tay. (Min. and Eng. Rev.. Apr. '5. 1915: 1
p.) Abstract of paper before Austral Inst, of Min. Engrs. 40c

. .
"":;;^TOM reed—Activity in Tom Reed-Gold Road Dis-

trict. Wm. P. DeWolf. (Salt Lake Min. Rev., May 15, 1915;
1^ pp., illus.) 20c.

, .,
,

,

w ^4-iivJ^f\^~'^'"']'V,-'^'"'r'''^''^
*"" A^"al Tram. Frederick

nic
(Eng. and Mm. Journ., June 12, 1915; J p., illus.)
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1439—UTAH—Alta and Cottonwood Mining Districts of

Utah. P. H. Cropper. (Min. and Eng. Wld., May 29, 191.5;

3% pp., illus.) 20c.

1440—UTAH—New Gold Camp of Goldstrike in Washington
County. Will C. Higgins. (Salt Lake Min. Rev., May 15, lillo:

5g pp., illus.) 20c.

MININt; L.VW

1441—TONOPAH—Apex Litigation. Jim Butler v- ^West
End H. V. Winchell. (Min. and Sci. Press, May 15, 1915; 2%
pp., illus.) 20c.

ORE DRESSING—fiENBR.VL

1442 CONCENTRATINr; Plant of the Moose Mountain. Ltd.

B. B. Hood. (Eng. and Min. Journ.. June 5. 1915; 3V-; pp..

illus.) 20c.

1443_CRUSHING—Author's Reply to Discussion on 'In-
vestigations in Ore Milling to Ascertain the Heat Developed
in Clashing." (Bull. 12S. I. M. M.. May 13, 1915; 2% pp.) 40c.

1444—FLOTATION—Recent Progress in Flotation. O. C.

Ralston and P. F. Cameron. (Eng. and Min. Journ., May 29,

1915; 3% pp.) 20c.

1445_FLOTATION Tests on Ores from Bisbee and Cobalt
Herbert J. French. (School of Mines Quart., Nov., 1914; 11

pp.) 40c.

1446 OILS—Fett aus Klarschlanim und die Beseitigung
der Ruckstande. (Chem. Ztg., Apr. 14. 1915; I'/o pp.). Grease
from clarifying slimes and the removal of the residues. 40c.

1447 TIMBER BUTTE MILIilNG CO.—The Concentrator
of the Timber Butte Milling Co., Butte, Mont. Theodore
Simons. (Bull. A. I. M. E.. June, 1915; 22 pp., illus.)

METALLURGY—(iENBR.VL

1448—COAL ASH—The Fusibility of Coal Ash in Various
Atmospheres. A. C. Fieldner and A. E. Hall. (Jourii. Ind. and
Eng. Chem. May and June, 1915; 14 pp., illus.)

14 49—COLLOIDS—The Action of Certain Colloids on Ions
During Electrolysis. A. Mutscheller. (Met. and Chem. Eng..
June, 1915; 4 pp., illus.) 40c.

1450—FURNACE EFFICIENCY—Comparative Furnace Ef-
ficiency. R. J. Weitlaner. ( Mi.-t. and Chem. Eng., June, 1915;

4 pp., illus.) 40c.

1451—LOW-GRADE ORES—Metallurgical Treatment of

the Low -Grade and Complex Ores of Utah. D. A. Lyon, R. H.
Bradford. S. S. Arentz, O. C. Ralston and C. L. Larson. (U. S.

Bureau of Mines, 1915; 40 pp.)

1452—METALLOGRAPHY—The Use of Light Filters with
the Tassin Metallographic Apparatus. Frederick H. Getman.
(Journ. Ind. and Eng. Chem., May, 1915; % pp., illus.) 60c.

1453—METALLOGRAPHY—De la Metallographie. Henry
Le Chatelier. (Rev. de Met., Jan.. 1915; 35% pp., illus.)

1454—REVERBERATORY FITRNACE—Notes on the Re-
verberatory Furnace. Francis R. Pyne. (Met. and Chem.
Eng., May,' 1915; 1%, illus.) 40c.

1456—SILICA DISHES—Heat Transmission Capacity of a
Silica Dish. W. K. Lewis. (Journ. Ind. and Eng. Chem., Ma.v,
1915; 5 pp., illus.) 60c.

1457—SMOKE—The Vapor Pressure of Arsenic Trioxide.
H. V. Welch and L. H. Duschak. (Tech. Paper 81, U. S. Bu-
reau of Mines, 1915; 21 pp., illus.) 20c.

1458 — TEMPERATLTRE SCALES — Conversion Scale for
Centigrade and Fahrenheit Temperatures. Hugh P. Tiemann.
(Advance copy, Trans. A. I. M. E.. Sept.. 1915; 2 pp.) 40c.

1459—SURFACE COMBUSTION—The Application of Sur-
face Combustion. J. H. Ledeboer. (Pro. Aust. Inst. Min.
Engrs., 1915; 20 pp.. illus.)

1460—THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY—Data on Thermal Con-
ductivity. Bovd Dudley, Jr. (Penn State Min. Quart., Apr
15, 1915"; 13 pp., illus.) 40c.

1461—WHITE ALLOTS— Die-Casting of White Alloys.
John C. Work. (School of Mines Quart., Nov.. 1914; 21/2 pp.)
40c.

MINING .VND MBT.\LLUItGIC.\L M.VCHINERY
1462—BEARINGS of Electrical Machinery. Andrew Gib-

son. (Iron and Coal Tr. Rev., May 7, 1915; 25 pp., illus.)
Paper before Wes,t of Scotland Branch, Assn. of Min. Elec.
Engrs. 40c.

1463—BLOWING PLANT—Modern Gas-Power Blower Sta-
tions. Arthur West. (Advance copy, Trans. A. I. M. E., Feb..
1915; 9 pp., illus.) 40c.

1464—DRILL SHARPENER—New Sullivan Drill Sharpener.
(Eng. and Min. Journ., May 29, 1915; IVi PP-. illus.) 20c.

1465—DRILLS and Drill Bit Wrinkles—Record of Experi-
ence with Various Types. Chas. A. Hirshberg. (Min. and
Eng. Wld., Apr. 24, 1915; SV, pp., illus.) 20c.

1466—ELECTRIC DEVELfiPMENTS on the Pacific Coast.
(Elec. Wld., May 29. 1915; 12 pp., illus.) 40c.

1467—ELECTRIC MOTORS — Permissible Explosion-Proof
Electric Motors for Mines; Conditions and Requirements for
Test and Approval. H. H. Clark. (U. S. Bureau of Mines.
1915; 17 pp., illus.) 20c.

146S—ELECTRICITY—The Use of Electricity in Mining
Work. David B. Rushmore. (Gen. Elec. Rev., June, 1915;
13 pp., illus.) 40c.

1469—GAS POWER—Modern Gas-Power Blower Stations.
Arthur West. (Bull. A. I. M. E., June. 1915; 9 pp., illus.)

1470—GRANITE MOUNTAIN HOIST — Features of the
Electrical Equipment for the Granite Mountain Hoist. G. B.
Rosenblatt. (Journ. Assoc. Eng. Soc, May, 1915; lOM, pp.,
illus.) 40c.

1471—HOIST— Fleeting Device for Hoist with Conical
Drums. F. H. Armstrong. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Mav 29,
1915; 1/2 p., illus.) 20c.

1472—HOIST—The New Klectri<' Hoist of the North Butte
Mining Co. G. B. Rosenblatt. (!-'alt Lake Min. Rev., Apr. 30,
1915; 314 pp.. illus.) 20c.

1473—POWER CURVES—Hoist and Compressor Power
Curves. P. E. Barbour. ( Eftg. and Min. Journ., June 5, 1915;

% p., illus.) 20c.

1474—PUMPS—Efficiencies of Mine Pumps. P. B. Barbour.
(Eng. and Min. Journ., June 12, 1915; 1 p.) 20c.

1474a—ROD CASTING—The Mellen Rod-Casting Machine.
R. C. Patterson, Jr. (Bull. A. I. M. E., May, 1915; 6% pp.,

illus.) 40c.

1475—SHOVELING MACHINE—Halby Shoveling Machine
for LTnderground Mining. (Eng. and Min. Journ., May 2:i,

1915; % p., illus.) 20c.

1476—STEAM SHOVEL—A Large Steam Shovel at Lime-
stone Quarry, Aberthaw & Bristol Channel Portland Cement
Co. (Engineer, .\pr. 9, 1915; 1 p., illus.) 40c.

1477—STEAM TURBINES—Small Steam Turbines at Coal-
Mine Power Plants. R. M. Rush. (Coal Age, May 29, 1915;
214 pp., illus.) 20c.

1478—RAND—The Use of Compressed Air on the Rand.
(Coll. Guard., May 21, 1915; S p.)

SAMPLING .AND ASSAYING
1479—BATTERY Assay of Copper. (Journ. Ind. and Eng.

Chem., June, 1915; 1'^ pp.) 60c.

1480—BRASS—Ueber Messinganalyse. Koch. (Cheni.-Ztg.,
Mar. 20, 1915; 1 p.) On the analysis of brass. 40c.

1481—COKE ASH—The Effect of Different Methods of
Crushing on the Ash of Coke. F. A. Eastaugh. (Bull. 123.

I. M. M., May 13, 1915; 3 pp.) 40c.

1482—COKE—Metallic Iron in Coke Samples as a Cause of
Discrepancy between Actual an.l Theoretical Coke Ash. J. R.
Campbell. "(Coll. ICngr., May. 1915; 3 pp.) 40c.

1483—lODOMETRIC TITRATIONS—Ueber Nachfiirbunge,;
bei Jodometrischen Titration^n. Kolb. 1 Chem. -Ztg.. Apr. 17,

1915; 1 p.) On after-colors in iodometric titrations. 40c.

14S4—LITHARGE — Edelmetalle in Bleiglatte. Loevy.
(Chem. -Ztg.. Apr. 14, 1915; >/4 p.) Precious metals in lith-

arge. 40c.

1485—THE SEPARATION of Magnesium from Lithium by
Means of Ammonium Carbonate in Alcoholic Solution. J.

Gray Dinw-iddie. (Amer. Journ. Sci.. June, 1915; 2V4 pp.)

INDUSTRI.VL CHEMISTRY
I486—EUROPEAN WAR—Discussion on the Bearing of the

Present War Crisis on the Chemical Industries of the East
of Scotland. (Journ. Soc. Chem. Ind., Apr. 15, 1915; 214 PP-)
60c.

1487—EUROPEAN' WAR—Die Chemische Industrie Schwe-
den's und der Krieg. Larson. (Chem. -Ztg., Apr. 3, 1915;
1% pp.) Sweden's chemical industry and the war. 40o.

148S—WORKMEN—Das Lebensalter der Arbeiter in der
chemischen Industrie. Badermann. (Zeit. f. angew. Chem..
Mar. 9, 1915; l^i pp.) The life of the workmen in the chem-
ical industry. 40c.

M.\TERIAL OF CONSTRUCTION
14S9—CEMENT—Magnesia Cement. C. H. B. Burlton,

(Engineer, May 14, 1915; IJ pp.) 40c.

1490—COLORADO BUILDING STONES—Tests of Colorado
Building Stones. Milo S. Ketchum. (Journ. Eng., May, 1915;
7 pp.)

1491—PORTLAND CEMENT—British Portland Cement
Making Machinery, XI and -XII (Engineer, May 14 and 21.

1915; 5 pp., illus.) 80^.

1492—PORTLAND CEMENT—The Case for the Electrifica-
tion of Portland Cement Works. Ernest P. HoUis. (Elec.
Rev., London, Apr. 16, 1915; 2»2 pp., illus.) 40c.

1493—PORTLAND CEMENT—Some Mechanical Features of
the Hydration of Portlmd Cement and the Making of Con-
crete as Revealed by Microsconic Study. Nathan C. Johnson.
(Advance copy, A. S. M. E.. Ju le, 1915; 47 pp., illus.)

.MISCELLANEOUS
1494—GERMANY—Coal Scarce in Germany. (Eng. and Min.

Journ., May 29. 1915; J p.)

1495—HYDRO-ELECTRIC PC'WER—Notes on Lake Mar-
garet (Tasmania) Hydro-Electric Power Scheme. Geo. W.
Wright. (Pro. .\ust. Inst. Min. Engrs., 1915; 7 pp.)

1496—PROGRESS IN CHEMISTRY—Experimentelle anor-
ganische Chemie und Elektrochemie im Jahre, 1914. Gutbier.
(Zeit. f. angew. Chem., Mar. 2. 9, 16, 23, 30 and Apr. 6, 1915;
72 pp.) Experimental inorg.anic chemistry and electrochem-
istry in 1914.

1497—MELLON INSTITUTE—The Object and Work of the
Mellon Institute. Raymond F. Bacon. (Journ. Ind. and Eng.
Chem., Apr., 1915; 4g pp.) 60c.

1498—MELLON INSTITI'TE OF INDUSTRI.\L RESEARCH—Description of the New Building of the Mellon Institute.
W. A. Hamor. (Journ. Ind. and Eng. Chem., Apr., 1915; 9V2
pp.. illus.) 60c.

1499—METAL PRICES—Le Mouvement Economique de.s

Metaux Autres que le Fer en 1912 et 1913. M. Rebeyrol.
(Rev. de Met., Dec, 1914; I4V2 Pp)

1500—ORE-CARRYING VESSELS — The Influence of Dis-
charging Appliances on the Design of Large Ore-Carriers.
John Reid. (Engineering, Mar. 26, 1915; 3 pp., illus.) Paper
before Brit. Instn. of Naval Architects. 40c.

1501—POWER — The Hvdro-Electric Development of the
Peninsular Power Co. Chas. V. Seastone. (Bull. A. I. M. E.,

Feb., 1915; 211/2 pp., illus.)

1502—PROHIBITION—The Alcohol Question on the Rand.
(So. Afr. Min. Journ., Jan. 30, 1915; Hi pp.) Memorandum on
alcohol question as it relates to industries by Dr. A. J. Oren-
stein, Supt. of Sanitation to the Rand Mines, Ltd. 40c.

1503—RITSSTA—In and Out of the Caucasus in War Time.
Leonard C. David. (Eng. and Min. Journ, Mar. 13, 1915; 3Vi
pp., illus ) An account of the attack by the Turks in No-
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SYNOPSIS—A description of the new plant now
being built at Anaconda, Mont., to supply coal-

dust fuel for the reverberatori/ furnaces at the

Washoe Reduction Works.

The Anaconda Copper Mining Co. is installing at its

Washoe Eeduction Works, Anaconda, Mont., one of the

largest and most modern plants for pulverizing coal to be

used as fuel in firing reverberatory furnaces ; half the

plant is now in operation and the rest will be ready in a

short time. The building is completed and all the ma-
chinery is on the ground.

The main building is of steel and adjoins the reverbera-

tory building on the east. The accompanying picture is

The coal is received in cars of 50 tons' capacity; these

dump into a bin from which the coal passes to two 30x30-

in. Jeffrey single-roll coal crushers having a capacity of

from 80 to 130 tons per hour. The maximum size of

the coal leaving these crushers is 2 in. From the crash-

ers the coal discharges into two manganese-steel-chatn

bucket elevators which deliver the coal upon a 30-iu. con-

veyor belt equipped with an automatic tripper so arranged

that it will distribute the coal evenly in a steel bin having

a capacity of 1000 tons. From this storage the coal is

drawn upon a 24-iu. belt conveyor through automatic-

feed chutes which feed the coal upon the belt only when it

is in motion. This conveyor belt passes over a Dings mag-

netic pulley, which removes all scrap iron, nails, spikes,

etc.. from the coal, and disc-harsjes the coal into the boot

Plant aT Washoe Keductiox Wokks, Axacoxda

a general view of the structure. At the left is shown

the temporary coal bin: and next the temporary shed

in which is operated one of the Euggles-Coles driers.

The pulverizing machinery is in the large building at the

right. The layout of the pulTerizing plant is shown in

the general pilan presented on the succeeding page.

Manager, Washoe Reduction Works, Anaconda Copper
Mining Co., Anaconda. Mont.

of an elevator which feeds into three Euggles-Coles in-

direct-heat driers. These driers in the completed plant

will be fired with pulverized coal.

From the drier the coal is discharged on three Jeffreys

20x34-in. coal disintegrators which reduce the coal to ^4-

in. size. From the disintegrators the coal is conveyed by

a 14-iu. screw conveyor to the boot of a manganese-steel-

chain bucket elevator which discharges into a series of 14-
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in. screw conveyors delivering the coal into 10 steel hop-

pers, each one of which is placed above and in front of a

Raymond Bros, five-roller pulverizer. These pulverizers

are electrically driven and so pulverize the coal that 96%
of it will pass through a 100-mesh screen. The pul-

verizers are operated on the vacuum system, a blower lac-

ing placed above each mill which draws the coal from the

mill as fast as it is reduced to the required fineness and

discharges it into a Cyclone collector, where the coal is

separated from the air. The air returns in a closed cir-

as it drops from the conveyor housing is drawn through

the four pipes into the mixing chamber, and all of the coal

dust entering the mixing chamber is drawn to the end

of the blast-air nozzle and thence into the furnace through

5-in. pipes, which in turn discharge into 8-in. pipes. The

space between the 5- and the 8-in. pipes allows for sec-

ondary air to be drawn in as required to obtain com-

plete combustion of the coal.

The burner and feeder are so arranged that the coal,

the primary and the secondary air are under absolute con-

' Ihymond Exhauifer

'^'7-Cyclone Dust Collector

' 4-AuxillarY Cyclone Dust-

^

Collector

PULVERIZING
EAST END OF REVERBEKATORY BUILDING

CRUSHING

Gekeeal Aerangemext of Coal-Pulverizixg Plant at Anacoxda, Mont.

cuit to the Raymond mill. From the collectors the pul-

verized coal is delivered by a system of 14-in. screw con-

veyors, in airtight housings, to a 50-ton storage hopper

at the firing end of each reverberatory furnace. From this

hopper the coal is fed into the furnaces by five Warford

coal burners.

The Waefokd Coal Btjkner

The Warford burners are illustrated in an accom-

panying drawing and may be described as follows : The
feeding device, or control, consists of a screw conveyor

inclosed in a cast-iron dust-tight housing which is bolted

to the bottom opening of the hopper through which the

coal dust is fed by gravity. The screw carries the coal

dust forward to the discharge end of the conveyor hous-

ing, where it is discharged into four receiving pipes

through a long slot; and what does not pass through the

slot passes over and drops, through a larger opening at the Warford Pulveeized-Coal Burner
extreme end of the conveyor housing, on the nozzle in the

mixing chamber. trol by the operator. These burners are susceptible to

The mixing chamber consists of an outer housing, close regulation so as to burn pny quantity from 5 to 26

through which the blast-air nozzle extends. The coal dust tons of pulverized coal in 24 hr.
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Eaymoxd-Mill Section' of Anaconda Coal-Pulverizing Plant
There are 10 Raymond mills, each 5 ft. 6 in. in diameter. The discharge from the pulverizing- mills is controlled by fans

which draw away the coal particles as they become fine enough to be acted upon by the suction

The Coal-Dust Collecting System
At the right are the fans that control the discharge from the Raymond mills. The other views shoi

collectors and their discharge into screw conveyors delivering to the furnace bins
the Cyclone dust

Firing End of Reveebeeatort, Showing Waefoed Coal Bueneks
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The blowers used to supply air to the burners are two

of the Sirocco type, made by the American Blower Co.,

each having a capacity of 10,000 cu.ft. of free air per min-

ute, and six single-stage centrifugal compressors, manu-

factured by the General Electric Co., each of these also

having a capacity of 10,000 cu.ft. of free air per minute.

All of the blowers work on a pressure of 16 oz. and each

is driven by a 7.5-hp. induction motor, direct connected.

The capacity of the pulverizing plant is 1200 tons in

24 hr. The crushers have a capacity of 1200 tons in 8

hr., the intention being to do all the crushing on day

shift. The entire plant is designed to be as nearly au-

tomatic as possible, and all machinery through which

the coal passes is made dustproof, so that but little dust

is seen in the pulverized-coal department.

W.

Fossfllbilltlg^ of Hiroia Sffimelftiia^ ami

Morwsiy
Special Correspondence

The Norwegian Teknisk Ukeblad in an article on iron-

ore smelting in Norway says that England, Belgium,

Prance and Germany will, after the war, require a colossal

quantity of every sort of metal and that the demand for

iron will increase enormously. The iron works of these

countries using foreign ores will, in addition to the cost

of the ore, have sea or canal freights and railway rates to

meet, expenses which would l)e avoided by home treat-

ment of a country's products. As regards coal for a Nor-

wegian smelting enterprise, transport from Spitzbergen

or England only would be necessarj-, and in the latter case

the transport cost would be small, as the coal would be

brought as return cargo by ore boats. The object to be

attained is the reduction of Norwegian ores in Norway

to as wide an extent as possible. Exporting its crude

ores, as Norway is at present doing, is from an economic

point of view unsatisfactory, as the labor employed in

reduction is lost to the country and it is dangerous to be

too dependent on other nations.

Norway possesses much of the world's best iron ore, in-

cluding the Sydvaranger briquettes, which have a 65% Fe

content. Excellent Swedish ore can also be purchased at

reasonable prices. These ores are, however, too rich to

be employed without the addition of lower grades, and

the latter kind Norway possesses. The necessary lime-

stone for slag purposes is available, together with mag-

nesia- and lime-containing materials for furnace con-

struction, and at a low cost. There are, moreover, plans

under way for a large output of coal from Spitzbergen

and a coke works in northern Norway. Hence the

Teknisk Ukeblad asks

:

Why not take up our blast-furnace industry again? We
have no time to wait upon electric smelting. The electric

coke smelters, despite all reports as to favorable results, are

as yet an unsolved problem in Norway. On the other hand,

the ordinary blast furnaces, developed and proved throughout
centuries and now in operation in most places with coke as

a reduction material, are, of their kind, almost technically

perfect. There has always been an established rule that the

ore shall be brought to the fuel, and this has up till now
practically held good. Lately, however, it appears ihat in

large, new, mineralized districts it has been the custom to

convey the fuel to the ore, and here iron works have been
developed relatively more quickly than in the fuel districts.

Broadly speaking, it is calculated that one ton of pig iron

requires one ton of coke. Ore ought to be comparatively
cheap wherever a blast furnace be operated in northern Nor-
way. For instance, a site near Narvik would be particularly

favorable, though there is no reason why it may not be
selected even farther north. One should not be too anxious
as to the amount of the output. It is apparent that the
demand for iron has considerably increased even in our times.

From ISTO, with a requirement of IS kg. iron per inhabitant,
the consumption in Norway was in 1900 about 53 kg. per in-

habitant. In Germany in 1900 it was already over 100 kg.
per head. One should not commence with a lesser operation
than 100,000 tons of pig iron yearly. Of that quantity about
50.000 tons might be marketed as foundry iron and the re-
mainder refined on the spot by steel works. As regards a
market, one must first reckon on Norway, and afterward on
Sweden, Russia, Finland and Denmark. For a blast-furnace
production of 100,000 tons of pig iron per annum, one-half
of which is to be converted into steel, there would be required
possibly a capital of 6,000,000 to 7,000,000 kroner ($1,600,000
to $1,875,000). It will be a big undertaking, but one for the
benefit of the country and its independence. It will bring
money into the country, it will provide a livelihood for Nor-
wegian workmen and officials: and Norway will be self-sup-
plying as far as iron is concerned.

The bulk of the capital employed in mining, as in most
other undertakings in Norway, is foreign, and in special

iron-ore propositions as at Sydvaranger and Dunderland,
it is international, or British. If, after the war, it should

prove to the interests of these concerns to continue their

policy of exporting to British, German and French smelt-

ers, the only alternative, says the Teknisk Ukeblad (apart

from the purchase of Swedish ores and state-aided min-

ing propositions), would be a prohibitive export duty.

L Hs'OKii ©ire ?
ae

Several years ago C. K. Leith and William J. Mead
contributed to the Transactions of the American In-

stitute of Mining Engineers an account of the lateritie

alterations of .serpentine in eastern Cuba that produced

the Mayari and Moa iron deposits. These authors at the

San Francisco meeting will submit some additional data

on the mineralogical changes from the serpentine rock

below to the lateritie iron ore above. Twenty-nine analyses,

supplied by chemists of the Spanish-American Iron Mines

Co., representing a graded series from unaltered serpen-

tine to the ore at the surface, were compared by means
of the "straight-line diagram'" with the analysis of the

unaltered serpentine.

Starting with the unaltered rock, it was apparent that

magnesia and silica were rapidly lost, magnesia practically

disappearing at a distance of 5 ft, above the serpentine

rock and silica being reduced to its minimum at about

10 ft. Alumina, iron and chromium rapidly increase

with loss of the silica and magnesia. At about 10 ft. from

the surface, the alumina shows an increased concentra-

tion. Nickel and cobalt are lost relative to iron and

alumina, the loss being sharply accelerated at about the

same deptli at which a sharp acceleration in the relative

increase of alumina occurs.

The marked }oss of nickel and cobalt during the forma-

tion of the ore suggests the possibility of secondary down-

ward concentration of these metals. Descriptions of the

nickel ores of New Caledonia indicate that they are the re-

sult of alteration of peridotic and pyroxenic rocks and of

serpentine rocks derived from them, from which the nickel

is leached during weathering and carried down and de-

posited as hydrated silicates in veins in the underlyiilg

unaltered or slightly altered rock. This suggests the

possibility of similar occurrence of secondary nickel-bear-

mg minerals in the serpentine rock beneath the Cuban

iron-ore deposits.
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Tlhe Cost ©f aita Otmiace of Ooldl
By Pekcy E. Barbour

The cost of prodncing a pound of copper is commonly
known and is nowadays almost never omitted from the

annual report of any prominent copper-mining company.
The cost of producing an ounce of gold is not only not

commonly known, but is not included in the report of any
gold-mining company which has ever come to tlie notice

of the writer. The reason for this is obvious. Gold is

generally, although erroneously, considered as money, and
the mental attitude of the casual observer is that the gold-

mining company is producing money, and no thought is

given to the unit cost; and what is worse, to the un-
thoughtful observer, producing gold is all profit.

An investigation of the costs of operation per unit of

gold recovered, in a large number of operations in various

parts of the world, reveals some interesting figures which
certainly furnish food for thought.* In classifying these

gold-mining operations, we do not find that the type of

deposit, or the locality, or the scale of operation has any
specific or predominating effect on the cost of producing
an ounce of gold.

Referring to the accompanying table, it will be noted

that in the dredging operations in the Yukon, California,

PRODUCTION COSTS PER OUNCE AT SOME OF THE
WORLD'S LEADING GOLD MINES

Grade Cost of
of Ore Gold
per per

Location Name of Mine Tear Ton' Production^ Ounce
Alaska Alaska Treadwell 1912 $2.45 $2,183,150 $11.85
Arizona Yuma 1 mo. 15.10 37,125 9.67
California . .North Star 1912 10.26 1,042,024 11.08

Melones 1912 1.75 273,307 18.30
Oroville*

\ J^13
) g ggs 251,599 9.62

( 1914 j
Yuba< 1912 16.86^ 2,665,106 6.26

Colorado... .Vindic.itor 1911 .... 647,710 9.89
Portland 1912 22.16" 1,413,765 15.94
El Paso 1913 15.26« 617,766 16.78
Camp Bird 1912 26.18 1,742,040 7.65
Butterfly Terrible 1912 2.99" 40,122 19.33
Tomboy 1913 8.02 1,049,166 11.31
Colorado' 1913 17.41= 221,116 6.82

Nevada ....Round Mountain. 1912 6.24 342,996 16.15
Goldfleld Cons 1912 18.40 7,652,045 7.21
Goldfield Cons 1914 12.57° 4.182,888 11.93

So. Dak Homestake 1913 4.02 6,319,368 13.72
Bri. Col Hedley 1912 10.63 748,133 10.05
Costa Rica. .Abanagarez 1912 12.14 606,782 25 01

.4banagarez 1910 25.71 805.233 13.61
Nicaragua. .Lone Star 1910 3.26 92,240 18 91
Rhodesia .. .Gaika 1912 16.01= £61,996 14.53
Transvaal . .Witwatersrand .. 1911 6.78 £33,324,400 13.58

East Rand Propii-
etary 1912 7.81 2,967,443 13.41

Indip Mysore 1912 14.63 852,802 8.39
Ooregum 1912 9.81= 327,702 11 22

Australia. . .Sons of Gwalia... 1912 .... 266,774 14.84New Zea.. . .Waihi 1912 10.41" 293,790 12.20
Yukon Yukon Gold*

Dawson Dredg-
ing 1912 64.88^ $3,346,026 9.76

Dawson Hvdrau-
licking 21. 19'- 629,043 9.13

Iditarod Dredg-
ing 1912-4 1.475 1,971,091 7.69

•Yield per ton unless otherwise stated. -Includes miscel-
laneous small incomes. =Value in dollars per yard. 'Dredging
operations. i^Value in cents per yard. 'Gross value per ton.

and Colorado, the cost of producing an ounce of gold is

lower on the whole than is sho^vn for other operations by
the rest of the table. However, not only are the data of

dredging operations enumerated in less number, but there
are an equal number of low-cost producers in the other

types of deposits mentioned.

If we look first at the large low-grade deposits of gold
ore, taking the Treadwell in Alaska and the Homestake
in South Dakota, we find their costs per ounce of gold pro-
duced are $11.8.5 and $13.72 respectively. These are close

enough together so that we might assume that they are

•The U. S. Mint pays a fixed price of $20.67 per oz. for gold.

typical of unit costs in this type of deposit. However,

many of the figures for other producers in more difficult

orebodies, with less local advantage, and with operations

on a smaller scale, show lower producing costs than do

these two companies. Therefore, although these two com-
panies produce upward of two and six million dollars re-

spectively per annum, and work ore that averages $2.45

and $4.02 respectively, we see that operations on this

scale do not necessarily make for low-cost productions per

ounce of gold.

Furthermore, the Treadwell mines a lower grade of

ore and is less favorably situated than the Homestake, yet

has the lower production cost.

If we consider only those mines treating ore under $5;

in value, we find the cost varies between $11.85 and
$19.33. Looking at these figures again we see that three

of the five producers in this class are small ones. It is,

of course, perfectly reasonable that small productions
should result in relatively higher production costs, but it

is not an opinion which would be given offhand by the

average man who considers that gold is gold and it matters
not whether it is produced in large cpiantities or small.

Looking now at those companies treating ore of value
between $5 and $10, we have five with production costs

varying from $11.22 to $16.15. The $16.15 producer is

the Round Mountain Mining Co. and mines an ore valued
at $6.24 per ton. The production cost evidently reflects

both the low-grade of the ore and adverse desert conditions

at Round Mountain. Eliminating this one, we have four
producers with costs between $11.22 and $13.58, three of

these being foreign mines and only one a United States

mine. All are large operations, under widely different

conditions, and no especial significance attaches to the

closeness of the cost.

Comparing these two groups it will be seen that the

range of the costs is about the same for both groups, al-

though the limit of value of one is double that of the other.

If we now examine those mines whose ore runs between
$10 and $20 per ton, we find eight in the table whose pro-
duction costs range from $7.21 to $16.78. One mine in

this class, the Abanagarez, produced its gold at a loss, its

production cost being $25.01 per ounce. This case being
an exceptional one, under the circumstances, we are omit-
ting it from consideration in the figures and conclusions,

but call attention to it to show that all gold mines are not
paying propositions, even if their production is extremely
large, as in this case where the annual production was over
half a million dollars and the ore above $12 per ton.

Referring again to the table, we find no uniformity
to support the too general conclusion. The Goldfield Con-
solidated has the lowest cost in this group, $7.21 per
ounce, the next lowest being the Mysore of India, which
has a cost of $8.39. The highest cost is the Abanagarez
which we noted above, and the next one is $16.78 at the
El Paso mine in Cripple Creek. If we take those mines
whose ores run above $20, we have an even greater dis-
crepancy in the producing cost, finding that one producer
is as low as $7.65, while the other extreme is $15.94.

If we analyze these figures on the basis of total annual
production, we find that for those whose production is

less than $500,000 per year, the cost varies from $9.67 to
$19.33. For those whose production is between one-half
and one million, the cost varies from $8.39 to $25.01. For
those whose production is between one and two million,
the cost varies from $7.65 to $15.94. Considering those

I
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whose production is in excess of two million per year, we

find that the cost varies from $7.21 to $13.72 per ounce.

The largest producer given in the list is the Witwaters-

rand, whose production is more than $165,000,000 an-

nually, and its cost of production is $13.58. This is not

nearly as low as would be expected, considering the size

of the operation and the grade of the ore.

Nor does the company with the lowest grade of ore have

the highest production cost, although as we have shown

above, the figures indicate the natural expectation that

with low-grade ore on small propositions and limited oper-

ations, the production cost tends to the higher limit.

The lowest cost in the list is from the Yuba dredging

oi^erations in California, and is $6.26 per ounce. Out-

side of the dredging operations, the lowest cost given in

the table is the Goldfield Consolidated for the year 1912,

when it produced gold at a cost of $7.21 per ounce. Dur-

ing 1914 the corresponding cost was $11.93, and the aver-

age values of the ores for the two years were $19.97 and

$12.57 respectively. During 1912, the Camp Bird pro-

duced gold at a cost of $7.65. There is a balancing of

advantageous and disadvantageous circumstances in these

cases which bring the ultimate producing costs so close

together, but under widely divergent conditions the

Mysore produced for $8.39, a not greatly different cost.

These figures dispel many illusions. Cheap Kafir labor

in the Transvaal, coupled with operations on an enormous

scale in ore of fair average grade, and under conditions

otherwise reasonably favorable, does not by any means

give the lowest production cost. Neither does the lowest-

grade ore under disadvantageous circumstances give the

highest cost of production.

Therefore it is evident that neither the grade of the

ore, the locality of the mine nor the size and extent of the

operation have a predominating effect upon the producing

cost of an ounce of gold.

These figures should show also that producing gold is

not all "velvet." None of these figures quoted takes into

consideration any of the enormous investments in plant

and equipment which are required for this production.

Not only do these figures not contain any amortization,

but they do not include any interest on the principal.

So few companies follow any broad-gage method in this

respect that these two factors cannot be taken into consid-

eration in the figures, and in any event, those companies

which do write off annual amounts for the sinking fund,

have no uniformity of method, and for that reason also it

is impossible to include that factor in these comparative

figures.

It is, therefore, also evident that the old expression, '"a

regular gold mine," which is supposed to indicate an ultra-

profitable venture, is a misnomer, and that producing
gold, even under the best conditions, is often a pretty

tough proposition.

One of the industries, formerly carried on chiefly in

Germany, which have been established in Great Britain

since the outbreak of war is the refining of tungsten, says

the Chemical Trade Revieir. quoting from the Chamber

of Commerce Journal. From the moment of the outbreak

of war, the establishment of this industry was of the most
importance, in view of the requirements of the factories

engaged in the production of armaments. The British

Government was not unwilling to assist in founding a

tungsten refinery, but steel manufacturers realized that

the control which the Government would have properly

desired to exercise if public money had been provided, and

the fact that the output of the refinery would necessarily

have to be sold under certain restrictions, rendered it de-

sirable to dispense, if possible, with such assistance in

order that the entire control of the new industry might

be in their hands. The steel manufacturers found them-

selves strong enough to do this, and the refinery is now in

operation.

Burma is now the world's largest producer of tungsten

ores, the other chief sources being the United States (1390

tons in 1913), Portugal (1380 tons in 1913), South

America (Peru, 300 tons in 1913; Argentina, 638 tons

in 1912: Bolivia, 497 tons in 1912), and Australia.

There is also a small output in Spain, Japan, and the

United Kingdom.

The production of tungsten ore in Burma dates only

from 1910, when 395 tons were mined, rising to 1671

tons in 1912. The production in 1913 is recorded, unoflB-

cially, as 2700 tons. Most of the ore is mined in the

Tavoy district, Mergui produces a smaller quantity, and

the remainder comes from the Southern Shan States.

The following are some details of the production of

tungsten ores, the chief of which are wolfram and

scheelite, in other parts of the British Empire:

The production of wolfram in Queensland in 1913 was

359 tons, value £35,359, as compared with 6261/^ tons,

value £57,821, in the preceding year. In addition, 182

tons of "bismuth and wolfram," value £17,867, were

mined in 1913, as compared with 191V^ tons, value

£16,426, in 1912.

The quantity of sclieelite exported from New South

Wales during the year 1913 amounted to 44 tons, valued

at £4457. as against 56 tons valued at £4963, in 1912.

The mineral is obtained in the vicinity of the town of

Hillgrove. The mineral is found chiefly in patches or

pockets. The quantity of wolfram exported from New
South Wales during 1913 amounted to 126 tons, valued

at £13,037, as compared with 172 tons, valued at £16,584,

in the previous year.

The quantity of scheelite concentrates exported from

New Zealand during 1912 amounted to 135 tons, valued

at £13,347, being a slight increase (as regards value only)

over the output during the previous year. This mineral

is usually obtained in conjunction with auriferous-quartz

mining in Otago and Southland, but during 1912 a

quartz-scheelite mine of some magnitude was opened at

Wakamarina Valley, Marlborough. The output of wol-

fram ore in Tasmania in 1913 was 68 tons, value £7040

chiefly from Avoca and from Shepherd and Murphy Mine
at Middlesex. The production of wolfram in Victoria,

Australia, in 1913, was only 12 cwt., worth £49.

The occurrence of tungsten ores in economic quantity

in Canada is confined to a few small areas, the most im-

portant of which is situated in Halifax County, Nova
Scotia. Operations have been under way on these deposits

for two or three years, and one firm is now turning

out satisfactory high-grade concentrates. New finds are

constantly being made in this district, which promises to

become an important producer. In Lunenburg County,

Nova Scotia, scheelite, cassiterite, and molybdenite have

been found together at a point some three miles east of

New Ross, and some high-grade hiibnerite, another ore of
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tungsten, is to be seen near X.E. Margarce, Inverness

County, Cape Breton.

Several tungsten minerals have been obtained in British

I'ohimbia, more especially near Salmo. The gold ores of

the Kooteuay Belle and Queen mines, on or near Sheep

Creek, carry an appreciable amount of tungsten, some of

which is recovered with the concentrates from the gold

mills. At the Meteor mine, in the Slocau district, schee-

lite has been found. The best of the Western prospects

seems to be one situated on Willow Creek, 10 mi. north-

west of Barkerville, in the Cariboo district.

Recent statistics of the output of tungsten in Canada
are not available. In 1913, 1-4 tons of concentrated schee-

lite ore ('i'i% tungstic acid) were shipped, and the ship-

ments for 1913 are stated to have been considerably larger.

As regards the United Kingdom, wolfram ore is mined
at Iliogan and Carn Brea in Cornwall, the production in

1912 amounting to 193 tons, valued at £16,873.

:*;

By Li;oxai;d C. David*

The rights of employer and employee in the Russian

Empire are clearly defined by laws which are strictly en-

forced. The government's interests in each mining dis-

trict are looked after by an engineer of experience. He
has at each industrial plant or mine one or more "steigers"

who have passed examinations for such work and who in

reality are government superintendents, responsible to a

district engineer for the safety and sanitation of the

works.

In case of an accident, the first on the scene are gen-

erall)' the police; and the "priestoii," who is the local

chief of police, makes' out a protocol or statement based

on first-hand evidence and if possible blames the steiger

or some other individual for neglect. The steiger makes a

protocol also, and these two protocols go to the district

engineer, who goes to the scene of the accident, makes out

a protocol of his own, and on the basis of his conclusions

the government starts suit for the injured person. It

has often happened that the steiger or some other person

has had to serve a sentence in jail for neglect of duty, as

specified by the Russian mining law.

In hiring men, the law reqvtires that all applicants

shall pass a rigid physical examination by the doctor or

his "feldsher." The feldsher is a man trained in first-

aid work as well as in pharmacy, and such men are valu-

able around industrial plants. For the first six days, a

new man is on trial and can be discharged without notice.

After six days he becomes a regular employee and cannot

be discharged without 14 days' notice, or he can be im-

mediately discharged and paid for 14 days of work. The

Duma recently passed a workingmen's compensation or

insurance law which provides for a fund contributed most-

ly by the companies. In case of illness or injury an em-

ployee receives half of his wages from this fund. The

employee contributes each month 3% of his wages toward

this insurance.

The interest in these stipulations is due to the usual

assumption that the welfare of the Russian wage-earner

is a matter little considered by his government and its

lawmakers.

•Mining engineer. Box 4S3, Chisliolm, Minn.

MiHHaim^ Below^ Sea ILe^eE

ISv Lewis H. Eddy*

The milling plant of the ^IcCausland mine in the ex-

treme southern end of Death Valley, California, stands

at a point 150 ft. below sea level. The mine is on the

rim of the valley at an elevation of 2350 ft. above sea

level and four miles from the mill. The ore is hauled

from mine to mill on motor trucks. This is probably the

lowest point at which milling or other metallurgical op-

eration is carried on in California or in the Pacific Coast

region. There are ranches below sea level and there is a

large amount of travel across and through Death Valley

at minus elevations. But usually the mines in this region

Laxe Mill at McCausland Mine, California

are so situated that the treatment of ores may be carried

on at points above sea level, and generally within the area

of the mining ground. The McCausland mine stands at

a comparatively low jioint, although there are mines in

neighboring regions as low or lower, but the topography

here is so precipitous that the floor of Death Valley of-

fers the only point within reasonable distance for the in-

stallation of the mill.

>So much has been written and told of the terrors of

Death Valley and the hardships of desert mining that

probably few people, unacquainted with the topographic

and climatic conditions of the desert regions, believe it

possible to labor below sea level. There are places where
it is not possible to labor or to live without suffering great

discomfort, and they are not confined to Death Valley nor

to even sea level. The chances are better at the mill camp
of the McCausland mine than in the center of Panamint
Valley at an elevation of 1000 ft. It is not so much
the proximity to sea level that one need fear as the dis-

tance and elevation of the surrounding mountains and the

absence of water. At the ilcCausland camp, as at Fur-

nace Creek ranch, one is in the shadow of the mountains.

In the broader expanses of Death Valley and of Pana-
mint Valley there are no shadows.

The McCausland mine and milling plant are situ-

ated about 30 miles west of Zabriskie, in Inyo County,

a shipping station on the Tonopah & Tidewater R.R., three

miles north of Tecopa. Machinery for mine and mill was
shipped from Los Angeles via the Santa Fe Ry. to Lud-
low, thence via the Tonopah & Tidewater to Zabriskie,

and hauled in on motor trucks over fairly good roads. The
metallurgical equipment consists of a 10-ft. Lane mill.

Journal," San
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SxlG-in. Samson crusher, Haniniil elevator ore feeder,

grizzly, amalgamating plates and Wilfley concentrating

tables. It is driven by a 32-hp. Fairbanks-Morse distillate

engine. The Wilfleys were taken out of commission after

trial rims showing that concentration was not essential.

Prior to installation of the plant, laboratory amalgama-

tion tests showed possible recovery of 57% of assay values

by amalgamation. On this account the concentrators were

installed. Practical operation of the mill, treating 40

tons per 24 hr., gave 93 to 96% of assay value by inside

amalgamation alone after an improvement, fashioned by

the mill superintendent, had been installed. This device

consists of raised beads forming riffles placed diagonally

across the mill plates, which assist in building up amal-

gam on the plates by protecting it from the action of the

current, the amalgam forming mainly behind the raised

beads. This improvement while aiding amalgamation

is not claimed to be wholly responsible for increasing

recovery, but it took the place of the concentrators. The

discharge product is fine, 73.51% passing a 100-mesh

screen and 53.42% passing a 200-mesh screen. The

ore is at present of more than aveiage hardness. The

property is owned chiefly by B. W. McCausland and is not

incorporated. E. D. McCausland is mine superintendent

and Alexander McLaren mill superintendent. The mill-

ing plant was built and installed by the Lane Mill &
Machinery Co., 236 Douglas Building, Los Angeles.

The gas-absorbing power of molten copper increases in

general with the temperature up to a certain point, also

with increasing purity of the metal, and with the partial

pressure of the gas; the presence of Pt or Ni, however,

has a favorable influence on the absorption, according to

W. Stahl in MeiaU unci Erz (abstr. Journal Soc. Chem.

Ind., Dec. 15, 1914).

The disintegration of copper which takes place during

solidification has been traced to occluded SOj, which is

formed by oxidation of the sulphur present, and given up
during solidification with a "spitting" action. Up to

1500°, the absorption increases almost linearly with the

temperature and approximately as the square root of the

pressure. The fact that the gas causes the metal to "spit"

and become spongy during solidification, and that a con-

siderable quantity of gas is still retained in the cold metal,

shows that absorption and not adsorption effects are con-

cerned. SO, does not diffuse through solid copper below

1000° C. The interaction of cuprous oxide and sulphide,

giving copper and sulphur dioxide, is exothermic; the

reverse reaction can be expressed as Cu^S + 2 Cu^O =
6 Cu + SO, — 38,000 cals. It follows from this that an

equilibriiim relation will be obtained. Estimations of the

lowering of freezing point produced by the oxide and sul-

phide show that the compounds occur as CujS and Cu^O,

and that their solubilities are more than sufficient to ac-

count for the absorption of SO, by decomposition and
chemical reaction. The fact tliat the addition of either

CuoS or CujO to the system diminishes the solubility of

the gas is also in accord with this view. That a state of

equilibrium between the four participating bodies occurs

at all temperatures has been verified in a number of in-

vestigations.

Evidence of the solubility of hydrogen is given by the

surface disintegration and blister-like structure assumed

by the metal during solidification after exposure to this

gas. An absorption of H, in, and diffusion through, cop-

per has been detected at 650° C. Up to 1500° C. the

absorption increases almost linearly with the temperature,

except at the melting point of the metal when a sudden

increase occurs. At 650° the solubility is 0.1 and at

1500° C, 1.4 mg. H, per 100 grams of copper. With

both the molten and solid metal, the solubility increases

as the square root of the pressure. The conductivity of

copper is not affected by dissolved hydrogen. On heating

copper containing oxide in a hydrogen atmosphere, the

gas penetrates the metal and reduces the oxide with

formation of water, which escapes by disintegrating the

metal and rendering it unsuitable for further mechanical

working. A reaction of this nature takes place in molten

copper during the "poling" treatment.

Hydrocarbons are decomposed by molten copper into

carbon and hydrogen, of which the former is oxidized and

the latter absorbed. No occlusion of any undecomposed

hydrocarbon has been observed.

The dissociation pressure of cuprous oxide equals the

partial pressure of atmospheric oxygen, or 0.21 atmos-

pheres, at 1662° C. When in solution in the copper, the

dissociation pressure is lowered so that at 1600° C. it is

certain that no thermal decomposition of the dissolved

oxide occurs, and the absorption of 0, at this temperature

is not a physical solution but a chemical combination.

With water, carbon-dioxide, nitrogen, argon or helium

gases no absorption by either solid or liquid copper can

be detected. A slight solubility of carbon monoxide has

been shown by changes in the density produced in the

metal by its presence, by the blister-like structure it im-

parts to the metal, by spectrum analysis, and by direct

measurement. At 1420°, 61 grams of Cu absorb 0.15

c.c. CO. This small quantity of gas appears to have a

marked influence on the physical properties of the refined

metal.

The above data indicate that during the refining of

molten copper, the absorption of CO predominates during

the end of the "hard poling" period and at the beginning

of the "green poling," while the absorption of H, pre-

dominates during the latter period when the oxygen has

been removed.

D^ty t<B Warira Maim© IEaffipI©5^ees

In exonerating a Missouri mining company from lia-

bility for fatal injury to a shoveler in a mine, received

while attempting to explode a stick of dynamite in break-

ing up boulders the second day of his employment, the

Springfield Court of Appeals holds that an operator of a

mine is under no legal duty to warn an employee against

an ordinary danger of his work, unless the operator has

actual or constructive knowledge that the employee is

inexperienced in that line or work; than an employer

is entitled to assume that an adult applicant for a

given position is competent to perform the work of that

position ; and that an inexperienced employee is guilty

of contributory negligence in attempting to use dynamite

in breaking boulders, merely because others in the same
employment are permitted to do so. (Batesel vs. Ameri-

can Zinc, Lead & Smelting Co., 176 South western Re-

porter, 446.)
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By J.. Hall Goodwin*

.SI'-VO/'.S/N

—

Quincij rockhousc si/slfin rompli-

catcd because of necessity of handliny much mass

copper. Copper Range system extremely simple.

Quincy employs elaborate methods to handle mass.

Copper rock fed to crusher hy use of chute with

gate at each end. Quincy crushers use broad corru-

gations. Two methods of loading stamp rock.

Copper Range uses no grizzly, passing all rock

throHijh rnisJirr. Comparisoii.t of iiii'lhoils a''e rain.

Tlio roekhouse methods taken up in this installment arc

those used by the two largest companies in the district not

controlled by the Calumet & Hecla interests.

The Quincy System

The flowsheet of Quincy No. 2 roekhouse which T. C.

DeSollar presents in his paper describing that building,

read before the 1913 meeting of the Lake Superior Mining

Institute,^ shows, I believe, a more complicated arrange-

ment of working parts than would a similar diagram of a

per in the vein. At some mines it is of rather slight im-

portance; at others it forms a considerable percentage of

the total output. Among the bedded veins, which at pres-

ent are the only ones worked, it appears that the mines

near Portage Lake, Quincy, Isle Royale and Hancock,

have a larger proportion of mass than the others.

Handling M.vss Copper

Thus Quincy practice in handling mass copper is more

highly developed than that of any other mine, and while

a description of its methods will not be exactly typical of

those of the district, it will cover the subject more fully

than a like description of any other method. Fig. 16

shows diagrammatically the sequence of the principal

processes involved in the segregation of the mass copper

from the copper rock and the disposition of those two

products. The fine rock which will pass the grizzly and

all rock which has been crushed are here referred to as

"stamp rock."

Masses so large that they will not go into the skip—and
there are many such—are cut underground by means of

V\'i. rj. (,)riN( ^ M I I iiiiii l.(iA|i|\(i 7> 1' \\l !• \ti

I

roekhouse of any other mine in the district, and this is

largely true because this company's roekhouse problems

are increased by the large proportion of mass copper in

the Pewabic lode.

The term mass copper is used rather loosely to cover all

sizes of the native metal as it occurs in the rock, from

small nuggets up to huge masses weighing many tons.

A distinction is sometimes made by referring to those

sizes ranging from, say, 50 lb. down to fist size as "barrel-

work," a term derived from the old custom of sending

masses of this size to the smelting plant in barrels. At the

different mines in the district the occurrence of mass

copper differs in the proiwrtion it bears to the stamp cop-

Assistant with Allen H. Rogers, 201 Devonshire St., Bos-
ton, Mass.

'"Proceedings" of the Lake Superior Mining Institute, p.

r,17, 1912,

Fig. 13. Usttal Method op Rock Loading

a pneumatic chisel into pieces small enough to hoist.

These pieces, as well as those single masses weighing from

a few hundred pounds up, which do not need to be cleaned

of the rock adhering to them, are hoisted in the regular

rock skip, but are not mixed with copper rock and are not

taken to the roekhouse proper, but are dumped automati-

cally into the shafthouse just above the collar of the shaft

upon a concrete chute. This is faced with old rails to

protect the concrete from rapid wear by the jagged edges

of the heavy mass copper. This chute delivers the masses

to a platform at a convenient height for loading on rail-

road flat cars, on which they are shipped directly to the

smelting works. Masses weighing up to eight tons are

loaded on the cars by means of chain blocks hung from

trolleys carried on heavy I-bcams which extend over the

track.
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Smaller masses, and larger ones up to a ton or more,

which need to be cleaned under a drop hammer before

they can be shipped, are dumped into the skip under-

ground along with the copper rock. At other mines no

attempt is made to separate these masses from the copper

rock mechanically. They are simply picked out before the

rock is fed to the crusher; at the Quiney, however, a set

of 6-in. round grizzly bars, 16 ft. long, sloping at 16°

and having 20-in. spaces, is placed over the copper rock

grizzly so as to take off the larger masses, as well as large

pieces of copper rock which have to be broken by the drop

hammer before being fed to the crusher. These wide-

spaced grizzly bars deliver the masses to a chute, which

conducts them over a working part of the crushing floor

to a bin at tlie extreme side of the building. This bin is

rectangular, one side of it being entirely open and facing

a 3000-lb. drop hammer. An air lift is used to handle the

masses, which are placed under the hammer and pounded,

a few blows usually being sufficient to render them fairly

free from adhering rock. They are then placed on a

heavy iron pan which swings from a crane to clear the

sides of the building, and are lowered to a platform out-

side, from which they are readily removed to railroad cars.

Those masses which are too small to be removed by the

20-in. grizzly go into the hopper bin along with the cop-

per rock and are later separated from it by the crusher-

men, who pick it oitt by hand or with the aid of the air

lift as it goes through the chute from the hopper bin. It

is important that all of the mass be picked out, as it does

not require a large piece to cause great trouble between

the jaws of the crusher. These masses are piled up on the

"copper pan," a semi-circular steel chute set at a slight

inclination, at the lower end of which is a small steam

hammer. The copper pan is situated between the two

crushers so that it may be easily reached from either of

them. The barrel-work copper is left piled up on it until

the man whose duty it is gets around to clean it; it is

then thrown into a chute leading to the mass-copper bin.

This small steam hammer does the work of cleaning the

barrel-work quickly and effectively and is an important

adjunct to all Quiney rockhouses. So far as I know it

is not used elsewhere in the district.

Handling Copper Eock

Under the widespaced grizzly is a smaller one with

3-in. spaces. Undersize from this grizzly goes directly

to the stamp-rock bin, oversize to the hopper bin, a cylin-

drical steel bin having a capacity of about 10 skip-loads.

Two openings set radially in the sides of the hopper bin

at its bottom lead to chutes which feed two 24x36-in.

crushers. The chutes are about 5 ft. long and are set at

30°. Feed to them is controlled by a heavy iron gate

sliding vertically to close the opening in the hopper bin;

feed from them is controlled by a sort of flap apron,

hinged along the bottom edge of the chute, which swings

upward in an arc to close the chute and is operated by an

air cylinder.

The operation of feeding rock to the crusher is as fol-

lows : The chute being empty, the apron at its end is

raised to prevent the rock from going to the crusher, the

bin gate is lifted and the rock allowed to run out until the

chute is full; then the bin gate is allowed to close by

gravity and the mass copper and waste are picked out ; the

chute apron is lowered and the rock is allowed to feed to

the crusher; when the chute is empty the operation is

repeated. Of course iu practice the method works faster

than this description would indicate, both gate and apron

often being open at the same time.

Power is furnished by a corliss engine on the crusher

floor, and a motor of corresponding capacity is always

held in readiness to assume the load should anything

happen to the engine.

Fig. 15 will serve to illustrate the general features of

the design of the Quiney No. 2 shaft-rockhouse and to

make clear the preceding description of its rock-handling

methods. As stated in Part I, this building may be

viewed as typical of a broad class of modern shaft rock-

houses in the Lake Superior district.

Advantages and Disadvantages of Method

As has been stated, this process is complicated and the

rockhouse work is increased, compared with most other
' mines of the district, by the large amount of mass copper

f r

m
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Details of Quincv CitrsHixr.

Quiney crushers. Fig. l-l, are operated at tlie low speed

of 1-10 r.p.m. presumably beeause of the eoin]iarati\ely

soft amygdaloid roek handled. It appears to be a rule

that the hardness of the rock governs the speed of the

crusher. The Calumet & Hecla, where it handles the

hard conglomerate, uses about 175 r.p.m., and the Copper
Range mines, on their dense amygdaloid, \ise as higli as

185 r.p.m.

Crusher jaws at the Quincy have wide corrugations,

1 ft. between the tops of adjoining ridges. Some mines
use narrow corrugations ranging down to 2 in., and it has

already been noted that the Calumet & Hecla uses smooth
jaws. Various ideas are held as to the virtues of corru-

but uses chilled cast iron for the amygdaloid, presumal)ly

because it has facilities for casting the iron jaws, which,

however, would not be suitable for crushing the hard

conglomerate. For the softer rocks the chilled iron is

quite as good as manganese st^el, its only disadvantage

being that the chilled surface is likely not to be unifornilj'

hard and tlie jaws wear unevenly.

Lo.vnixG St.vmp Rock

The Quincy method of loading stamp rock from the

main storage bin into cars for transportation to the mill

is unique in the use of air cylinders for operating the

chutes and also in the arrangement of the chutes. These
are placed in pairs opposite each other on each side of the

LonGiTUDiMflL Section

-44-^"-

Transverse Section

Fig. 15. Plax and Elevations of Quixcy No. 2 Shaft-Rockhouse

gallons, but later practice seems to tend toward avoiding

them entirely, since they retard the discharge of rock and

make it more difficult to extract masses from between the

jaws. The broad corrugations at Quincy, however, appear

to have distinct advantages, and they are so wide that the

disadvantages of the usual corrugations are largely

avoided. A large boulder, which would bear fairly evenly

over a considerable area of a flat jaw or on many of the

small corrugations of the usual type, will bear at, say,

four points only, corresponding to its contact with two

ridges on either jaw. This has the effect of confining the

breaking at first to a few points, and the strain on the

crusher is much less.

Quincy jaws are made of manganese steel, which is the

usual practice throughout the district. The Calumet &
Hecla uses this material at the conglomerate rockhouses.

railroad track, and each pair is operated as one by a 3x15-
in. air cylinder (Fig. 12). This arrangement of the

chutes is good because there are more than twice as many
of them as when there is a single row placed over the

center of the track, which permits more rapid loading and
draws the rock from a greater bin area ; in fact, nearly

the same result is accomplished in this way as is obtained

by putting two tracks under the bin. The form of chute
used is simple. It is closed by two aprons, of which the

more important is hinged along the lower edge of the

chute and swings upward in an arc to stop the flow of

rock, while the other is hinged above the mouth of the

chute and acts by gravity only.

That this method is not used elsewhere is probably due
to the fact that at other properties the supply of air for

rockhouse use is wholly dependent upon the underground
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air system, and when the main air compressor is stopped

between shifts no air is available for rockhouse operations.

The Quiney overcame this difficulty by installing at each

rockhouse a small Westinghouse air pump, which is so

regulated that it starts and stops automatically, depend-

ing on whether the pressure in the mains falls below a

certain point or exceeds it.

The other important method of loading stamp rock is

used almost exclusively throughout the district, except

for the Quiney. The form of chute used is essentially the

same as that just described, but the chutes are placed

directly over the center of the track, and the levers oper-

ating them are worked by hand (Fig. 13). The import-

ant factor in comparing present practice with old is that

the levers are controlled from a central point. At the

Quiney there is a recess in the bin foundations large

enough for a man to stand in and operate the air cocks;

while at other mines the levers are operated from a

platform at the side of the track, or between the tracks if

LM LAR6EM3S
in SMALL "

BW BARRCL WOHK
CuR. COPnH KOCK
iff iTAMPROCK

Fig. 16. Diagram of Quincy Rockhouse Operations

there are two of them. At many of the older rockhouses

—such as those on the Calumet conglomerate and the

Osceola amygdaloid in Calumet—there are two tracks

under the bin, because the old rectangular bins were so

large in horizontal section. Two tracks are still used, but

for a different reason, where the bins are unusually large

as at the new Ahmeek Nos. 3 and 4 shaft rockhouse.

Statements as to the speed with which a car can be

loaded are often overdrawn. For instance, the claim has

been made that at a certain plant using the usual method

a 40-ton car can be loaded in 10 sec, which is perhaps

true. However, after reading that statement, I found an

item in my notebook regarding this shaft which stated

that it required 13 min. for two men and a locomotive

with its operators to load nine cars, which is probably

nearer the actual working speed.

CoppEii Range Consolidated System

The method of handling copper rock used by the Copper

Range Consolidated is unique among those of this district

in that no attempt is made to remove the fine rock by a

grizzly, all of it passing through the crusher. In othei

respects the method is much like that of the Quincy in-

sofar as copper rock is concerned, although the smaller

proportion of mass in the Copper Range rock makes its

rockhouse problem much simpler than that of the Quincy.

The skip dumps directly into a large hopper bin with

a capacity of about 25 to 30 skip loads. From there the

rock is drawn off through two openings opposite each

skip dump. The mode of feeding the crusher is exactly

the same in principle as that at the Quincy, but the

methods differ in details. The hopper bin instead of being

of cylindrical steel construction is of wood, and of rectan-

gular pattern. Steel is used sparingly about the bin. It

is used in places where the wear on wood would be exces-

sive and in a small space back of the bin door to provide

a chute which aids in starting the rock through the door,

the rest of the bin bottom being of the usual rock type.

The bin doors are closed by vertically sliding wooden gates

5 ft. square, lined with 2-in. cast-iron plates. The lower

end of the chute rests directly on the Jaw of the crusher,

and the chute is closed by an apron pivoted on a shaft on

the top of the crusher and fitting into the lower end of the

chute. This chute apron and the bin gate are operated

by air lifts.

Mass copper is cleaned under a drop hammer and is

then pushed through a door and allowed to drop to a plat-

form, built of log cribbing filled with waste rock, along-

side a railroad track.

The Copper Range method is minutely described in a

paper- read before the 1912 meeting of the Lake Superior

Mining Institute, and an interesting discussion of the

development of the rockhouse practice of this company is

given.

Advantages and Disadvantages

The great advantages of the system are its extreme

simplicity and the small maintenance charges necessary to

keep the rockhouse in first-class working condition. The
regular crew consists of two men only, who handle a large

output. The great capacity of the hopper bin enables

hoisting operations to be continued while any ordinary

breakdown in the rockhouse equipment is being repaired.

The hopper-bin opening is made so large that the usual

trouble experienced in getting the larger pieces of rock

through that opening is largely avoided.

The natural criticism is that power is wasted in doing

unnecessary crushing on the fine rock. This disadvantage

is partly offset by the better crushing secured, and it has

been found an advantage to have the stamp rock in the

bin evenly mixed, as is the case where all the rock goes

through the crusher.

I would not like to create the impression that the

small space accorded to this system is a measure of its

worth. The method is so simple that it does not require

much description, and many details of its practice have

been considered in other parts of this paper.

Comparisons of the Several Methods .

To those only superficially acquainted with Lake Supe-

rior mining it will perhaps seem that so wide a variance

in rockhouse methods as is indicated by our preceding

descriptions is not justifiefl, and that it must necessarily

Follow that some of these four broad methods must be

="Rockhouse Practice of the Copper Range Consoliaated
Companv," by H. T. Mercer, chief engineer, "Proceedings" of
the Lake Superior Mining Institute, 1912, p. 283.
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notably weaker than others. As a matter of fact, although

the producing Lake Superior copper mines are located

on the same type of bedded vein, of either amygdaloid ur

conglomerate formation, the rock from ditt'erent mines

needs different treatment in all departments—mining,

milling and smelting. Another factor is that two differ-

ent managements confronted by the same problems will

work along entirely different lines and by close attention

to the weak points of their respective systems so perfect

them that a comparison of the two as regards their ulti-

mate efficiencies must be made reservedly.

In comparing different rockhouses of the same mine,

which serve shafts having about the same capacity and
handle the same kind of rock, the ultimate analysis of

rockhouse efficiency is found in the cost sheet. In this

case figures do not lie. It would be not only useless but

misleading, however, to compare figures of costs of the

different companies' rockhouse operations, because that

cost depends upon many factors which are widely variable

at the different mines.

As a general proposition, the statement may be made
that some of the most efficient rockhouses, serving shafts

of large capacity and operating under favorable condi-

tions, have shown over considerable periods an average

rockhouse labor cost of 2% or even 2c. per ton of material

handled. This figure is probably much lower than the

average cost in the district as a whole. The important

facts in this connection are that costs have shown a steady

decline for many years, and that according to figures

recently published covering one of the important mines

the unit cost of material handled was shown to have de-

creased approximately 50% during the last 10 years.

Another important mine reduced its unit rockhouse costs

nearly 70% in 12 years; and these economies, it must be

remembered, were effected in the face of material advances

in the price of labor.

In closing this series of articles I wish to extend my
thanks to the general managers of the several properties,

who were without exception liberal in extending cour-

tesies, and also to those rockhouse superintendents, engi-

neers and others who aided me, many of whom put them-

selves to a great deal of trouble to give accurate infor-

mation.

Q^alaScataoiHiS of MosataEaa

By a. L. H. Stheet*

Under the provisions of a law enacted at the last ses-

sion of the Montana legislature, operators of electric- or

air-hoisting engines of more than 25 hp., used in lowering

or hoisting men in mines or other underground works,

must obtain licenses renewable annually. Two classes of

licenses are provided for, first- and second-class. Holders

of the former may operate any hoisting engine covered by

the law, as may first-class licensed engineers. Licenses of

the second class do not authorize the operation of hoisting

engines of more than 100 hp. The power to issue and

revoke licenses is vested in the State Boiler Inspector.

The act declares it to be a misdemeanor for an unlicensed

person to operate hoisting engines covered by the law, or

for an owner or manager to knowingly employ such

person.

•attorney, St. Paul, Minn.

Uiaifeed Sftsvftes Ba^ssltte ajradl

The produrtiun of bauxite and the consumption of

aluminum in the United States in 1914 were the largest

ever recorded. The report prepared by the Geological

Survey shows an output of 219,318 long tons of baux-

ite in 1914, against 210,241 long tons in 1913. The

states which produced bauxite in 1914 were Alabama,

Arkansas, Georgia and Tennessee. Arkansas produced

more than 80% of the output, owing to the extensive oper-

ations of the American Bauxite Co. in Saline County.

The production of Georgia, which held second place in

both years, and of Alabama and Tennessee was consider-

ably less in 1914 than it was in 1913. The imports of

bauxite amounted to 24,844 long tons, or 3388 tons more

than in 1913.

Bauxite is used in the production of metallic aluminum
(its most important use) and in the manufacture of alum-

inum salts, of bauxite bricks and of alundum. The com-

mercial mineral carries 50 to 60% of AUO3, correspond-

ing to 26.5 to 31.8%. of Al.

Alundum, which is used extensively as an abrasive, is

made at Niagara Falls, N. Y., by fusing calcined bauxite

in an electric furnace. Only the best grades of bauxite

are used in the manufacture of such chemicals as alum,

aluminum sulphate and aluminum salts, as freedom from

oxide of iron is desirable for such purposes.

Another use to which bauxite is adapted is in the man-
ufacture of calcium aluminate, which gives a quick set to

plaster compositions.

The quantity of aluminum consumed in the United

States in 1914 was 79,129,000 lb., against 72,379,000 lb.

in 1913 and 65,607,000 lb. in 1912.

The value of the exports of aluminum and of manufac-

tures of aluminum amounted to $1,546,510 in 1914, as

compared with $966,094 in 1913.

Aluminum is the most abundant of metals and ranks

third among the elements which compose the crust of the

earth, being exceeded onlv bv oxvgen and silicon.

The mineral and metal output of Tennessee for 1914

was as follows, the items standing in decreasing order of

value : Coal, 5,753,476 tons
;
pig iron, 2,905,672 tons ; coj)-

per, 18,249,839 lb.; phosphate rock, 379,826 long tons;

zinc, mill ore, 329,943 tons; coke, 234,129 tons; iron ore,

304,675 long tons: limestone, 72,693 tons; silver, 97,302

fine oz. ; bauxite, 23,400 long tons; mineral paints, 1600

tons; barytes, 7255 tons; gold, 300 fine oz. There was a

considerable production of ceramic and building material

which is not covered in the figures oriven here.

Potash Depo!iit.s in India -May Be Developed, according to a
recent report of the Indian Geolog-ical Survey, at Khewra and
Nurpur in the Punjab salt range. The Prussian deposits dif-

fer markedly from those found in India. They are of course
greater in extent, but mineralogically there is also a wide
difference. Although both were probably similar at the time
of their deposition, the Punjab deposits have been affected to

a much greater degree by thermal metamorphism, so that car-
nallite, for instance, one of the chief products mined at Stass-
furt, is unknown in India. Since the outbreak of war the
subject has assumed an added importance, for the main
sources of the world's supply—the deposits in Germany and
Austria—have been cut off. The possibility of the economical
exploitation of the Indian deposits has been enhanced, and
the subject is now engaging the attention of the government
of India.
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By Fredeiuck W. Foote*

The accompanying description is of the sample bags

1 made and used and the method of filing them for refer-

ence. The bags are of light-weight canvas. A piece

16x14 in. is split for a couple of inches as in Fig. 1.

The flap A is then sewed down, leaving a hem suffi-

ciently deep to hold a small stick. The sticks used in the

bottom of window shades have been found to be satisfac-

tory. The flap B is then sewed down with a piece about 5

in. deep inserted. This piece, C, is used as a cover when
the bag is finished. The bag then appears as in Fig. 2.

It is then folded along the dotted line and sewed together

firmly along the line X, the bag is turned inside out,

and appears as in Fig. 3.

Sticks 13 in. long are then cut and inserted in the

hems and fastened with string through holes D in the

,S3~f.

— /s H t<- /s

Fig. 1 Fig. 2

Convenient S.^mple Sack
Fig. 3

sticks. The material for these bags costs 5c. each and

one can be made, even by an amateur, in an hour. After

the sample has been put in the bag the flap C is put out-

side and rolled under the stick on the opposite side. The
ends of the stick are then tied firmly together. The bags

when fastened in this manner are good to detect salters.

The tops have the appearance of an opening, but the flap

underneath will catch any dust that might be inserted. A
card stuck in this opening may show the location of the

sample and the assay value.

Wishing to keep the samples of several properties sep-

arate and easily accessible I devised a rack similar to a

filing cabinet, having one tier for each property. These

racks were built with 9 in. between the sides, 14 in. in

height and were made to slide in and out of the frame-

work. Each sample bag is placed in the rack and held

in suspension by the ends of the sticks resting on the

framework. In a large property separate racks could

be used for each level or any other arrangement most

suitable to the individual requirements.

Too little attention is paid to having compressed-air

pipes underground tight and free from leaks. With the

advent of the several excellent compressed-air meters now
(in the market, it is hoped that more attention will be

•University, Va.

]iaid to testing compressed-air lines for leaks, and when
the amount and cost of these leaks are determined, the

present careless inattention to this detail of mining will

very quickly be done away with. J. H. Rider, in a
paper read before the Institution of Electrical Engineers,
states that at a barometer pressure of 24.5 in. an orifice

of only i/4-in. diameter will pass 450 lb. of air per hour
at 100-lb. pressure. This runs into money very fast,

and the common sizzling at joints of air hose around
machine drills accounts for a large item of the operating
cost.

The cementation process is employed wliere the quantity

of water running into the shaft is difficult to keep down
with a pump. It is a question also whether, when a shaft

is to be sunk in ground that is known to be faulty, and
in which water may therefore be expected to rush in

through fissures at any moment, it may not be wise to

protect the sinking at the commencement by the adop-

tion of the cementation process.
'

The plan involved in the cementation process is to fill

all the fissures through which water can run into the exca-

vations ; practically to dam back the water. According to

the experience in the United Kingdom, the process is

successful, except in certain cases, and it appears that in

those cases the freezing process would be even more diffi-

cult to carry out.

In carrying out the cementation process, a ring of bore

holes is put down in the strata through which the shaft

is being sunk, and 3-in. pipes are driven into them. In

one shaft, which was 25 ft. in diameter, eight bore holes

were put down on the inside, the diameter of the ring of

bore holes being about 20 ft. The bore holes are first put

down to a depth of 9 ft., then 15 ft. of 3-in. casing is

forced into each hole, so that the pipe stands above the

ground to a height of 6 ft. The diamond drill is tlien set

to work inside of the casing pipes. The diamond drill had

a crown II/2 in. in diameter, which gave a core of % in.

The boring is continued until a fissure containing water

is met, and it is known when this occurs by the water

issuing from the top of the 3-in. pipe. The water is usu-

ally under pressure, sometimes being forced up by the

pressure of gas, as well as by the pressure of the water in

the water-bearing strata. As soon as water appears the

boring is discontinued, the drill removed, and a pressure

j/ump connected to the 3-in. pipe. Liquid cement is 'forced

by the pump down the pipe, down the bore hole, and into

the fissure under a pressure of from 800 lb. to 1200 lb. per

square inch, the idea being to force it into the fissure

and to fill it completely. When no more cement can be

forced in, the top of the 3-in. pipe is plugged and allowed

•Abstract of papej- by Sydney F. Walker, Bloomfield Cres-
cent, Bath, England, in the "Colliery Engineer."
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to remain undisturbed for about 30 hours. At the end

of that time the plug is removed from the pipe and the

cement is drilled down to the fissure ; then if no water ap-

pears the drilling is continued until another fissure is

struck, when the process is repeated. If water appears

on drilling out the bore hole, the process is repeated until

the fissure is completely closed by cement. The same

process is going on at each of the bore holes, and when
a depth of 150 to 250 ft. has been reached by this method,

rock sinking is commenced and carried to the same depth.

After the shaft is sunk and the walling* is put in, the

stopping back of the water is further insured by drillinT;

holes at the depths at which fissures were met with, hori-

zontally into the strata behind the walling, and forcing

cement in under pressure in the same manner as was done

from the surface. Cement is also forced in behind the

walling at various points where it is thought desirable

or where there is any appearance of water. The horizontal

bore holes that are drilled for supplementary cementing

are carefully plugged up when everything appears right.

After the walling is completed for the 150 ft. or 200 ft.

that has then been protected and after the supplementar}-

cementation has been finished, bore holes are drilled

down from the bottom of the shaft and the process re-

peated in the same manner as from the surface. In this

way, any reasonable depth of sinking can be carried out.

i>mA

The illustration indicates a simple but accurate

method—described by Francis W. Shaw in the American

Machinist of June 10—of laying out small angles in the

absence of a good protractor or drafting machine. The
accuracy obtainable this way is said probably to exceed

that resulting from the use of a protractor. The error

Laying Out Small Anglks

in 1 deg. is but i sec; in 10 deg. it is less than 1 niiii.,

and even in 30 deg. but 13 min.

From the base line draw an arc of 5%-in. radius and

lay out the desired angle along this arc, setting the com-

jmsses or dividers to jV ^^- ^^^ every degree. Join the

center of the large arc with the point of intersection of

the large and small ares.

For angles approaching 30 deg., lay out an angle of

30 deg.' with the triangle and add or deduct the small

angle of difl;erence. For angles near 15 deg., bisect an

angle of 30 deg., adding or deducting the difference

angle.

•In Great Britain shafts are made of circular cross-section
raul lined with masonry.

S<teel=Tsi-pe Repairs
Many engineers and surveyors repair their own steel

tapes, the repair outfit consisting of a combined punch
and rivet set and copper rivets or eyelets. Few know how
to repair a broken tape properly, even when furnished with

all the necessary facilities, says Emjineering News.

The point which needs the most emphasis is that no

matter how it is broken, some of the original tape must be

cut away and a new piece spliced in. This applies both

lo graduated ribbon tajjes and to most of the heavier flat-

wire tai)es. Any kind of a mend which stift'ens the tape

at the splice weakens it and makes it more likely to break

UJ
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FiG. 1 . ••Horrible Examples" of Tape Eepaies

near there a second time, especially in the case of thin

ribbon tapes. The only exception is in the case of heavy
wire tapes, i/s-in. wide or less, which are usually so stiff

that they can be mended with a soldered sleeve.

In Fig. 1, tapes Nos. 1, 2 and 3 illustrate defective

splices. No. 1 is made by lapping the tape by 0.1-3 ft.

and securing the lap with six eyelets. A little considera-

tion would have shown that two eyelets and a 0.02-ft. lap

would have done just as well. This is one end of a 0.3-ft.

siilicc. fliid the tape broke a second time at the left-hand
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end of the splice. No. 2 is another lap joint, 0.1 ft. long.

In No. 3 the whole of the old tape has been retained and

the repair made by riveting a piece 0.15 ft. long on the

back; solid rivets are iised where eyelets should have

been. Nos. 2 and 3 also illustrate defective methods of

fastening on the end rings—the laps are too long. The

best result is attained if the lap is little more than 0.1 ft.,

fore. When all rivets are driven, notch the ends of the

tape close to the rivets with an edged tile and break the

tape on the file marks. In the same manner notch and
break off the ends of the splice close to the rivets. The
result is a lap of not over 0.03 ft. for a tandem splice and
a little over 0.01 ft. (or Vs in.) for rivets side by side,

which means a tape practically as flexible as new. For

Fig. Examples of Tapes Repaired to PiiESEiiVE ilAXOiuM Flexibility

fastened with two eyelets. Nos. 4 and 5 show conscien-

tious and ingenious attempts to keep flexibility, but by

means not to be recommended. No. 6 is a crude but efEec-

tiva repair, no doubt made in camp. The sleeve was prob-

ably cut from a tin can, and an axe and nail were used for

a punch. There are no rivets and the sleeve holds by

depressions punched partly through the tape.

In Fig. 2 is illustrated the proper way to make tape

repairs according to directions : First punch two holes

in each of the broken ends about 1 in. or more back from

the break. Take a piece of tape about 2 in. longer than

the completed splice is to be, lay one of the broken ends

on the splice, tying it tightly to insure proper alignment,

and punch holes in the splice through the holes already

Fig. How TO Put the Ring End on a Tape

punched in the tape, placing and setting a rivet as soon

as a hole is punched. Solid rivets are used for flat-wire

or band tapes, and when the tape is I/4 in. or less wide,

the rivets are placed in tandem, as shown in No. 1, Fig. 2.

After the splice has been riveted to one end of the broken

tape, lay the other broken end on it and butting the two

ends of the break together, tie it in place and rivet as be-

thin ribbon tapes eyelets should always be used instead

of solid rivets, as shown in Nos. 3 and 4, Fig. 2.

To replace a broken ring or repair a tape broken at

the ring, take a piece of similar tape showing any foot

mark. Eay the ring with its clip or sleeve in place on

this splice-tape, and hold it there by slipping a narrow

piece of tape (or a wire) under the splice-tape and over

the ring (see Fig. 3). Punch one hole through the ring

clip and tape, separate, and cut the tape close to the hole;

insert the clip, and rivet, using a long eyelet. Then punch

the second hole and rivet as before. Notch the clip with

a file close to the eyelets and break it off on both sides of

the tape. Eivet the new section to the broken end, not

less than 21/2 in., or 0.2 ft., from the end, being careful

to lay the new piece on top of the old tape.

It is very common for miners to blow into fulminate

caps when making up primers, in order to blow out any

dust, dirt or sawdust which may be therein. This is a

very undesirable thing to do, as the moisture from the

breath or small globules of saliva may dampen the end

of the powder train in the fuse when it is inserted and

cause a cut-off or even a misfire. Neither should the cap

be rapped on anything hard to loosen and shake out any

dirt. If the caps are iiropcrly taken care of they will not

get full of dirt.
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The sectional cast-iron stamp-stem guide, rlcsigned and

recently installed at one of the larger Nevada stamp mills,

is shown in the accompanying drawing. Before this guide

was adopted, a nonsectional, two-holt, cast-iron guide was

in use, but as a great many of these were either broken or

badly worn, it was decided to gradually equip the mill

with new guides.

A few sets of the cylindrical shell-type guides were

tried, and while on the whole satisfactory, great difficulty

was experienced at times in removing a shell from the

frame. The guide shown was finally decided upon and

has proved excellent in every particular. Its initial cost

is moderate ; it may easily be attached to any wooden bat-

tery-frame; it is unbreakable, adjustable and very easily

manipulated when turning or putting in a stem. It will

be noticed that the ends of the U-bolt are well tapered. It

is necessary, at times, to drive the U-bolt through the

guide timbers with a few lisht blows of a hammer, and

U/|>| U-Bolf
\

BASCpun CAP U-BOLT

Det.\ils of Skctioxal Guidk

having the bolt-ends tapered prevents any stripping of the

threads. The guides weigh 73 lb. per set and cost, laid

down at the plant, $8.43 per pair (one stem), the freight

charge being $1.50 per pair.

At Garfield, Utah, two 350-hp. Stirling water-tube

boilers were recently moved from the boiler house to the

reverberatory building, a distance of about 1000 ft.,

without having the tubes dismantled. The boilers were

formerly used as direct-fired boilers, but will hereafter

be employed as waste-heat boilers. The engineer in charge

was agreeably surprised to find, when the boilers were

moved and tested with a water pressure of over 100 lb.,

that they did not show any signs of leakage. It was

expected that many of the tubes might have to be re-

rolled. The boilers were placed on a car, and after they

fl'ere once in this position, they might be moved several

hundred miles as easily as the shorter distance, provided

the overall dimensions were not too great for railroad

clearances.

A new iuciIkhI of treating copper ores is proposed by

George D. Van Arsdale, of East Orange, N. J., for which
he has been granted U. S. pats. 1,119,-177 and 1,119,478.

This is a leaching process, the solution having a base of

sulphuric acid containing copper.

Heretofore sulphur dioxide has been added to such

leaching solutions before electrolyzing for the purpose of

reducing polarization, and similar methods using chloride

solutions have been proposed. None of these has been

commercially successful, since in the conditions present

while employing them, a part or all of the copper is pre-

cipitated as sulphide compounds and not as metallic cop-

per. This disadvantageous feature is caused by the elec-

trolytic hydrogen evolved at the cathode reacting with the

sulphur dioxide present and forming hydrogen sulphide,

which then precipitates copper as sulphide. This side

reaction is undesirable, since copper sulphide is not mar-

ketable as such and requires further treatment before

it can be sold. Van Arsdale claims to have discovered

that such deposition of copper-sulphide compounds can

be prevented.

He prefers to use a solution of copper sulphate, which

may be made by dissolving copper sulphate in water or

by making a solution of copper sulphate from copper

ores which have been roasted. Such solutions contain

ferrous sulphate, which, in former practice, has been un-

desirable, but which, according to the new method, is

made a desirable factor. The next step is to add, in

any of the well-known ways, sulphur dioxide, and the re-

sulting solution is treated electrolytically. A function of

the sulphur dioxide is not only to act as a depolarizer, but

also to reduce any ferric sulphate present in the solution to

the ferrous state, which also tends to prevent polarization

at the anodes, the ferrous sulphate combining with nascent

oxygen at the anode to form ferric sulphate. He prefers

to work without a separating diaphragm and to regulate

the voltage and speed of deposition so that copper only

is separated, and not hydrogen or hydrogen sulphide.

With a 10% solution of copper sulphate containing sul-

phur dioxide sufficient to prevent polarization and to re-

duce all salts of iron to the ferrous state, it is found that

with about 10 amp. per sq.ft. and between 0.7 and 1.2

volts, it is possible to precipitate about 80% of the copper

before the formation of sulphide commences. Precipita-

tion is stopped at that point, and the solution will then

contain free sulphuric acid and copper sulphate. This

solution is used again for further ore treatment, approxi-

mately the original solution being regenerated each time.

The voltage and amperage as above given are not fixed for

all cases, but represent only a particular case, and may be

varied at will to suit the different ores which are being

worked upon.

The second patent of the numbers mentioned relates

to a process for changing the copper in ores into soluble
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copper compounds, dissolving them and then precipitat-

ing the copper from the resultant solutions, and its ob-

ject is to provide a simple and inexpensive method for

accomplishing these purposes. After being ground, the

ore is roasted with a suitable material to form copper

compounds which are soluble in water. If copper sul-

phates are desired, the ore may be roasted with pyrite (if

there is not enough sulphur present) or with salt, a solu-

ble chloride product being obtained. Then excess of

sulphur does no particular harm. During the roasting,

particular attention should be paid to the temperature

and other factors to obtain the maximum amount of cop-

per compounds which are soluble in water. After roast-

ing, these compounds may be leached out with water,

which may be' acidulated by the addition of a desired

amount of liquid from a preceding operation to dissolve

the copper present in the form of sulphates and oxides.

In beginning the leaching operation, it will be necessary

to use dilute sulphuric acid to acidulate the wash water,

but after the first step the acid will be generated through

the process. The solution is withdrawn from the ore as

completely as possible, water or weak solution added to

the residue, agitation and leaching repeated, and the wash
liquid withdrawn. A part or all of this first wash water

is added to the first solution to maintain a desired stand-

ard strength and volume of solution for succeeding steps

of the process. The ore which contains the copper sep-

arated by these operations is again subjected to washing
with water or weak solution, and the resulting second-

wash liquid passed over iron to recover such copper as

may be in it and then, with its impurities, allowed to run

to waste. By properly choosing the amount of solution re-

jected in this way, the main solutions in the cycle of op-

erations may be kept as free from accumulated impurities

as necessary. The first liquor from the ore, with the

wash solutions added to it, is now subjected to electroly-

sis in the presence of sulphur dioxide. The amount of

sulphur dioxide added may be sufficient to satisfy the

equation

CuSO, + SO, = Cu + 2 ILSO,
but in many cases it is sufficient to supply only enough
sulphur dioxide to keep the iron salts, which are always
present, reduced to the ferrous state.

In ordinary electrolysis, with an insoluble anode, a
high voltage is required, but by operating in this manner
the voltage may be greatly reduced and the amount of cop-

per precipitated per unit of power is such as to render
this method essentially economical.

:«

A process for the recovery of zinc from the waste
solutions obtained in copper leaching has been patented
by Wilholm Buddeus, of Charlottenburg, Germany (U.
S. pat. 1,120,()83). These solutions contain a consider-

able amount of iron in addition to the zinc, and Dr.
Buddeus states that the present method of oxidizing the

iron to tlie ferric state and then precipitating it before

recovering the zinc is not commercially feasible because

of the high price of the various oxidizing agents.

Accordingly, he suggests precipitating the zinc and ferrous

iron by means of burnt lime, magnesia or ground lime-

stone, filtering the slimy mass thus obtained and then
drying so as to oxidize the ferrous iron completely to

the ferric state. The dried mass is then treated with

sufficient acid to remove the zinc; the iron will then

be left undissolved.

If lime be used for the complete precipitation of the

zinc and ferrous iron, the precipitate, will carry down a

considerable amovmt of calcium sulphate. However, he

states that from the resulting product the zinc can be

removed if the acid corresponds exactly to the amoimt
of zinc contained in the product under treatment. In

this case he says the calcium sulphate will remain behind

along with the ferric oxide.

C®lfee ffiie^tles' fos^ MIMIirag Flaists

Small mills are sometimes built without heating facili-

ties, or with the intention of heating by stoves, while some-

times in larger plants where heating systems have been

installed, the installations have been found to be inade-

quate and some auxiliary form must be resorted to. A
heater which will take the place of a stove either as the

main source of heat in a small mill or as an auxiliary in

Stove for Heating Small Mill

a larger jilant, and which is simple and inexpensive to

make and operate, is shown in the accompanying illustra-

tion.

It consists of a sheet-iron cylinder 2 ft. high by

1 ft. in diameter, open at the top and bottom. About
4 in. from the bottom three or four pieces of 1/4" or %-in.

round iron are run through the cylinder, and upon these

is placed an iron plate perforated with a number of V^-in.

holes. Just under the plate six or eight 1-in. holes are

cut in the cylinder to admit air. Compressed air is con-

ducted in through a i/^-iii- pipe fitted with a globe valve,

the end of the air pipe being bent up under one of the

holes in the plate. In operating, a little oily waste, some

wood and a mild blast will ignite the coke. The tempera-

ture is regulated by the blast and considerable heat is

developed with small fuel consumption. In cleaning, the

heater is first allowed to cool. It is then slipped away
from the air pipe and the contents dumped, the coke then

being easily sorted from the ash. This heater, if placed

upon a sand box, may be operated upon a wood floor with

perfect safety, as almost no heat goes down. A perforated

plate over the top of the cylinder will make the heater

as serviceable as a stove in warming oil cans, lunch buckets

and the other uses customary in such cases.
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The 191-1 report of the Alaska Gold Mines Co., Juneau,

Alaska, shows that the eompauy owned $3,268,000 par

value of Alaska-Gastineau Mining Co. bonds out of a total

issue of $3,500,000 and $11,438,670 par value of its stock

out of a total issue of $12,000,000. During the year a pol-

icy of construction and equipment was carried out with the

view of ultimately treating 20,000 tons per day. Owing
to this policy the company borrowed $750,000 during the

year and has provided for a bond issue of $1,500,000. The
mine is fully developed for an output of 6000 tons a day,

the capacity originally planned.

There were 28,523 ft. of drifts, raises and crosscuts

driven during the year and 6203 ft. of diamond drilling

was done. This includes the completion of the Sheep

Creek tunnel, which is nearly two miles in length. De-

velopment work to date by the present company totals

63,248 ft., including 7545 ft. of diamond drilling. It is

stated that very little work was done during 1914 to prove

directly additional ore because the tonnage already devel-

oped is sufficiently great. The work was directed almost

wholly to blocking out more thoroughly ore from which

active production would first begin. This makes it pos-

sible to give some statement of the tonnage blocked out.

A block of ore lying west of Xo. 2 incline shaft and above

level Xo. 10 is estimated to contain 21,000,000 tons of

fully developed ore averaging slightly less than $2 per ton.

From all data at hand, and considering the known con-

tinuous and uniform nature of these ore deposits, a mini-

mum estimate of fully developed, partly developed and
probable ore could not, the report says, reasonably be

stated at less than from 75,000,000 to" 100,000,000 tons

having a recoverable value of $1.50 per ton. These figures

contemplate no consideration of orebodies extending

below sea level.

To increase the tonnage capacity beyond 6000 tons a

day some further equipment in compressor plant, mine-

haulage system and living accommodations for employees

will be necessary. An additional electric locomotive and

a few additional cars will be required for the Sheep Creek

railroad from the new mill to the bottom of the main
shaft. Some additions to power plants will also be neces-

sary.

At the Salmon Creek power plant the dam is 165 ft.

high and has had a maximum of 135 ft. of water behind

it. without showing any signs of material leakage or any

undue deflection. With the completion of a small amount
of unfinished construction this project will be developed

to a point where the cost of power will probably not exceed

$1000 per month for 6000 hp. Another source of power

has been selected that may finally develop a year-round

capacity of 11,000 hp. This may be developed gradually,

beginning with about 4000 hp. and working up to maxi-

mum capacity.

At the time of writing the report one section of the mill

had been in continuous operation for practically one

month and was being- worked up to a capacity of about

2000 tons a day, which would give a capacity of 8000

tons a day for the entire i)lant. It is believed that when
everything is working smoothly the plant will have a

capacity of 10,000 tons a day, and with some additions to

the crushing plant it can be made to treat 12,000 tons.

From the treatment of about 40,000 tons, recoveries have

been in excess of $1.50 per ton from ore containing $1.85

per ton in gold and silver. Tailings are expected to aver-

age from 20 to 25c. per ton on ore containing approxi-

mately $2 when operations have become systematized.

The main mill produces nothing but concentrates, at ths

ratio of about 1 ton of concentrates for each 50 or 60 tons

of ore. In the retreatment plant the coarse gold contain-

ing some silver is separated from these concentrates and
reduced to bullion. This separation is also accompanied
by the production of a small tonnage of lead concentrates

containing gold and silver, the concentrate for the present

being shipped to smelters on the Pacific Coast. The
residual portions of the origins! concentrates consisting

principally of iron and zinc sulphides, are ground and
amalgamated and the resultant iron-zinc tailings dis-

carded. The report contains a map and several photo-

graphs of the property.

The Anaconda Copper Co., Butte, Mont., in its report

for 1914 shows a total production of 223,720,292 lb. of

refined copper, 8,314,115 oz. of silver and 99,650 oz. of

gold, of which 205,298,531 lb. of fine copper, 7,221,815 oz.

of silver and 99,650 oz. of gold came from ores produced

from the company's mines. The profit and loss statement

given in the report shows a profit of $8,789,587 ; dividend

payments amounting to $9,077,500 were made. The
mines of the company produced 3,898,100 tons of ore

and 6782 tons of precipitates. The reduction works at

Anaconda treated 3,748,726 tons of ore and other cuprif-

erous material and 488,243 tons were treated at the Great

Falls plant. Of this aggregate 3,768,640 tons came from
the company's mines, 437,903 were from outside mines

and 426 tons of precipitates came from cleanings and
old works. Some of the expenses as charged in the profit

and loss statement follow: Mining expense, including de-

velopment, $15,298,517; ore purchases, including trans-

portation, $1,695,809; transportation of ore from mines

to reduction works, $1,023,171 ; reduction expense at Ana-
conda and Great Falls, $6,862,306; transportation of

metals from West to East, refining and selling charges,

$2,998,097 ; administration expense and Federal corpora-

tion tax, $272,411 ; depreciation of plants, etc., written off,

$845,628 ; and interest, $408,831. Of the profit reported

before allowing for depreciation and interest charge-;.

$7,200,556 came directly from operations and $2,843,491

from investments and subsidiary companies.

During 1914, 330,000 shares of Anaconda stock were

exchanged for the 100.000 shares outstanding of the In-

ternational Smelting & Refining Co., and this company
was dissolved and the International Smelting Co. was in-
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corporated for $15,000,000, consisting of 150,000 shares

of $100 each, of which 95,000 shares were issued, all of

which were delivered to the Anaconda company in pay-

ment for the properties turned over by the Anaconda.

It is estimated that improvements contemplated in the

reduction works department will cost about $6,000,000.

In the Anaconda mines 33.15 miles of development

work was performed, and it is estimated that a tonnage

of ore slightly in excess of the amount extracted was

added to the ore reserves. The coal department produced

619,208 tons of coal, of which 420,362 tons were shipped

to other departments of the company, 140,830 tons were

sold commercially and 58,016 tons were used at the coal

mines.

The lumber department cut 84,411,461 ft. of lumber,

and purchased 23,373,493 ft. It shipped 50,701,581 ft.

to the mines of the company, sold 46,118,118 ft. commer-

cially, used 60,083 ft. at the mills for repairs and con-

struction and supplied 3,284,217 ft. to the factory.

The railroad transported 5,380,045 tons of ore and

freight and 306,065 passengers. The net income from

this business amounted to $267,822, including rentals for

tracks, etc. A dividend of VzVc was paid by this depart-

ment.

Toiaopsxlh Mniranini^ Co.
The report of the Tonopah Mining Co., Tonopah, Nev.,

for year ending Feb. 28, 1915, shows a total production of

143,602 tons of ore, consisting of 113,616 tons of mine

ore and 29,986 tons of dump ore. This ore was treated in

the mill and averaged by assay 0.246 oz. of gold and 21.22

oz. of silver per ton. Total net earnings and income for

the year were $1,050,124, of which $225,803 represents

dividends from investments, etc. Dividends aggregated

$1,000,000. A statement of receipts and disbursements

shows that there was an excess of disbursements over re-

ceipts of $205,733, including dividend payments. A
statement of costs shows that the average gross value of

the ore milled was $16.25 per ton, of which $1.23 was

lost in milling and refining, $8.51 paid out in costs and

$6.51 represented by profits. The details of costs per ton

were: Mining and handling dump ore, $4.40; milling,

$2.96 ; freight on ore milled, 74c. ; and marketing prod-

ucts, 41c. The total dividend record shows that $12,600,-

000 has been paid to date, not including $380,557 paid out

in retiring an issue of preferred stock.

The company owns 83.33% of the stock of the Tono-

pah Placers Co., Breckenridge, Colo., and has also

purchased a property in Nicaragua and contemplates the

erection of a 100-ton mill on this property.

He'w Y®2°Es. (®, Inloiradluss'SiS M-Osario
The New York & Honduras Eosario Mining Co., San

Juancito, Honduras, reports for 1914 a production of

109,170 tons of ore containing by mine assay 1,834,361

oz. of silver and 14,298 oz. of gold. The extraction was

88.662%. The income from the production of gold and

silver amounted to $1,239,877. After deducting expendi-

tures and crediting miscellaneous earnings there was a

profit of $329,814, of which $240,000 was paid out in

dividends. The total bullion production of this company

from 1882 to 1914 inclusive amounts to $19,981,206, and

dividends amounting to $3,550,000 have been paid from

this production. The costs as reported for operating

were : Mining, 9.96 pesos ; milling, 5.05 pesos ; administra-

tion, 2.28 pesos; total, 17.29 pesos. In 1914 the average

value of a peso was 41c. Ore reserves are estimated

to contain 418,978 tons of ore, averaging $10.45 per ton.

The mill has treated 299 tons per day, which is nearly

50%, more than its original rated capacity. The actual

consumption of power for crushing was 8 hp. ; stamping,

92.4 hp. ; grinding, 242.1 hp. These figures show a con-

sumption of 1.7 hp. per ton of ore treated. The two pow^r
plants produced an average of 947.6 hp. per day at a cost

of $19.90 per hp. per year, or $0,227 per hp.-lir.

The Copper Range Consolidated Co., Painesdale, Mich.,

for 1914, shows a net income of $494,600 from 27,857,457

lb. of copper produced by its subsidiaries. This copper
was sold for 13.38c. a lb., making receipts from product

$3,726,389. The operating expenses were $2,855,340,

leaving a mining profit of $871,049. Receipts from the

Copper Range railroad amounted to $25,274, and $10,673

was received from the Atlantic mine, making the total in-

come $906,996. Other expenses amounted to $83,308;
and $329,088 was paid to St. Mary's Mineral Land Co. for

its .share of the profits of the Champion mine, leaving a

net income as stated. No dividends were paid in 1914,

but dividends to date aggregate $13,986,746. The follow-

ing comparison of 1914 operations is made, including only

one-half the output and ])r()fits of the Champion

:

1905 to 1914,
Inclusive

—

1914 Average
Tons of rock stamped 909,110 1,.349, 739
Refined copper produced, lb 19.953,854 29.284,999
Refined copper per ton ore. lb 21.95 21.70
Total cost per lb. copper 10.66c. 9.97c.
Price received per lb. copper 13.38c. 14.85c.
Profit per lb. copper 2.72c. 4.48c.
Net earnings, Copper Range Cons.... $494,600 $1,648,170

The Baltic mine produced 7,001,945 lb, of copper and

made a profit of $154,233, making a total surplus of $490,-

550 on hand at the end of the year. The total production

of the Baltic to date js 176,129,415 lb. of copper. No
dividends were paid in 1914, but dividends to date amount
to $7,950,000. The following table gives a comparison of

1914 operations with the average for the last 10 years:

1905 to 1914,
Inclusive

—

1914 Average
Tons of rock stamped 324,433 638,267
Refined copper produced, lb 7,001,945 14.206.204
Refined copper per ton ore, lb 21.58 22.25
Total cost per lb. copper 11.17c. 9.29c.
Price received per lb. copper 13.38c. 14.76c.
Profit per lb. copper 2.21c. 5.47c.
Net earnings $154,233 $776,488

The Champion Copper Co, produced 15,807,206 lb. of

copper and made a profit of $658,175, which was added

to surplus, making $1,206,819 at the end of the year.

Dividends to date aggregate $8,400,000 from a production

of 191,864,475 lb. of copper. The following table com-

pares the operations of 1914 with the average for the last

] years

:

1905 to 1914,
Inclusive

—

1914 Average
Tons of rock stamped 614,854 679,202
Refined copper produced, lb 15,807,206 16,492,059
Refined copper per ton ore, lb 25.71 24.28
Total cost per lb. copper 9.21c. 9.34c.

Price received per lb. copper 13.38c. 14.77c.
Profit per lb. copper 4.17c. 5.43c.
Net earnings $658,175 $894,306

The Trimountain Copper Co. produced 5,048,306 lb.

of copper at a profit of $58,639, which was added to sur-

plus. There was a surplus balance of $503,397 on hand
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at the end of the year, and dividends to date aggretjate

$1,450,000. Copper production to date amounts to 93,-

50(5,574 lb. The following table gives a comparison of

1914 operations with former years:

1905 to 1914,
Inclusive

—

1914 Average
Tons of rock stamped 227,251 371,871
Refined copper produced, lb 5,048,306 6,832,766
Refined copper per ton of ore, lb 18.21 18.37
Total cost per lb. copper 12.21c. 12.15c.
Price received per lb. copper 13.38c. 15.16c.
Profit per lb. copper 1.17c. 3.01c.
Net earnings $58,639 $205,861

Isasplrata^im lira S9I14

The Inspiration Copper Co., Miami, Ariz., in its report

for 1914 summarizes its stock issue as follows:

Shares
Total shares issued and outstanding, including 39,-

797 shares issued for New Keystone property.... 762,755
Reserved for redemption of first mortgage bonds.. 240,000
Reserved for redemption of debenture bonds 180,000
Total authorized, including stock reserved for con-

version of bonds $1,182,755
Balance unissued 317,245

Total capital stock $1,500,000

During the year the New Keystone property was pur-

chased by the Inspiration for $795,940, payable in 39,797

shares of the company's stock. The property holdings of

the company now total 3538 acres, of which 1881 acres are

mining lands, 615 acres mill site and tailing lands, and

1032 acres ranches, water lands, etc.

It is stated that copper production would begin during

June, 1915, and the mill when in full operation will have

a daily capacity of from 14,000 to 15,000 tons. The
scheme of treatment in general terms follows: At the

mine the ore will be subject to two crushing operations

—

first to 4-in. maximum size in gyratory crushers, ne.xt

to 1.5-in. maximum size by Symons disk crushers. In the

mill the product will be ground in Marcy ball mills to pass

a 48-mesh screen, then treated in flotation machines, fol-

lowed by a separation of flotation tailings into sands and

slimes. The sands will be treated on concentrating tables,

and the slimes will be retreated in flotation machines.

The concentrates will be dewatered in a filter plant. The
ore from the mine will be delivered to one set of double

concrete bins underground holding 3700 tons and

hoisted through twin concrete-lined shafts to a bin of 2000

tons capacity located between the shafts. The total hoist-

ing depth will be 630 ft., and the hoisting and coarse-

crvshing equipment will have a capacity of 1000 tons

pel hr. The ore crushed at the mine will be stored in a

25,i")00-ton bin. From this bin it will be hauled 1.6 miles

in 60-ton railroad cars to the mill storage bin of 12,000

tons capacity. During the year 102,066 ft. of develop-

ment work was done, consisting of 6114 ft. of large haul-

ageways, 31,048 ft. of ordinary-sized drifts and 64,904 ft.

of raises. Development work to the end of the year totals

42.9 miles and includes 1.2 miles of shafts, 7.4 miles of

large haulageways, 18 miles of ordinary-sized drifts and
16.3 miles of raises. There has also been 29.33 miles of

hol(!s churn drilled on the property.

The ore will be undercut and caved in blocks of probably

70 ft. vertical dimensions and delivered to haulage drifts

below through vertical raises. Ore reserves are estimated

to contain 97,143,000 tons of 1.63% ore. This consists

of 46,252,000 tons of 2.01% sulphide ore, 28,698,000 tons

of 1.36% ore, 17,460,300 tons of 1.31% oxidized material

and 4,732,700 tons of 1.31% mi.xed carbonate and sul-

phide material. Tests have demonstrated that the mill-

ing process will save from 86.7 to 90,3% of the cop-

per in the sulphide ores and from 20 to 30% of the

copper in the oxidized ores. During 1914, 172,722 tons

averaging 1.52% copper were treated. The average quan-

tity of copper oxide in the ore milled was 0.16% of the

total. It is estimated that the concentrates will average

from 2S to 32% copper.

The Mason Valley Mines Co., Thompson, Nev., reports

a deficit of $40,274 for 1914. The smeltery treated 75,038

tons of company ore and 67,159 tons of custom ore, or a

total of 142,197 tons. The metal production consisted of

9,127,974 lb. of copper, 11,553 oz. of gold and 221,151 oz.

of silver. Development work consisted of 419 ft. of drifts,

385 ft. of crosscuts and 1191 ft. of raises. It is stated

that future smelting operations are dependent upon the

stability of the copper market, the available tonnage of

custom ore and the development of the Mason Valley

property. The report also states that a prominent geolo-

gist was employed for the purpose of making a special

study and investigation of the geological conditions and
to recommend the most consistent line for further pros-

pecting on the property.

The Iron Silver Mining Co., Leadville, Colo., for 1914
reports a total income of $421,661 ;

gross expenses, $247,-

032, and a net operating realization of $174,629. Divi-

dends amounting to $100,000 were paid. The surplus

at the end of the year was $428,167. The following table

shows details of ore production from the various prop-

erties :

Moyer Tucson Blind Tom
Mine Mine Mine Leases

Tons of ore 23,651 13,932 395 14,512
Value of ore $236,789 $159,710 $1,549 $61,519
Metal contents:

Gold, oz 736.49 68.86 117.75
Silver, oz 207,344 66,271 2,334 52,027
Lead, lb 6,830,904 2,509,519 1,268,311
Zinc, lb 5,937,154 7,625,255 36,925 3,797,028
Iron, lb 3,849,409 126,053 208,835 1,063,118
Copper, lb 12,751

Aljfomah Miniii); Co., Houghton, Mich., reports for 1914
that no mining work was done. A selected ore shipment was
made from shaft-sinking op'^rations amounting to 12.467 lb.
of copper, for which it received $1695. Total expenses were
$17,119, and assets amounted to $14,597 at Dec. 31.

IVortli Lake Mining Co., Houghton. Mich., for 1914 reports a
balance of assets amounting to $18,946, after payment of $30,-
749 for expenses. Work was resumed in May, and 786 ft.

of crosscutting was done at a cost of $16.18 per ft. In ad-
dition to work now going on it is recommended that the
shaft be sunk to 800 ft. and a crosscut run to the east to cut
the lodes indicated by diamond drilling.

The La Salle Copper Co., Houghton, Mich., for 1914 re-
ports that 45,509 tons of rock was treated, which produced
540.731 lb. of refined copper, or an average of 11.88 lb. per
ton of rock. The expenses amounted to $48,668 more than the
receipts from the sale of the product. The balance of the
assets at the end of the year was $110,158. A total of 1123 ft.

of development work and 94 ft. of shaft sinking was done.

Indiana Mining Co., Houghton, Mich., for 1914 reports that
1152 ft. of crosscutting was done at a cost of $11.13 per ft.

Total mine expenses were $28,542. other expenses in Boston
made the total expenses $36,286. Accounts show a deficit of
$29,523 at the end of the year. Work at present is confined
to finding No. 2 drill hole at the 600-ft. level with he object
of surveying from this point positively to locate the rich fel-
site found by the drill at 1450 ft. depth.

The PHtsniont Copper Co., Butte, Mont., for 1914 reports
that its bonded indebtedness to the East Butte Copper Min-
ing Co. was reduced $77,231 and that $80,590 was paid on
bond interest through rentals received from the East Butte.
The obligations of the company were: Bonds, $1,286,258;
accounts payable, $75,997, and cumulative dividends on pre-
ferred stock at 6%, $420,000. At the close of the year the com'
nany had $1206 in. cash and $7100 in accounts receivable.
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Model of Yuba No. 14 Dredge
A reproduction in miniature of a 16-cu.ft. bucket dredge, the original of which is one of the largest and most modern

of gold dredges. It is oyierated by the Yuba Consolidated Gold Fields, at Hammonton, Calif., on the American River. The hull
and machinery of the model are made to a scale of 1 to 20, and the buckets 1 in. to the foot. The model is complete in every
detail, except that for display purposes the housing has been left oft and only one set of gold-saving tables installed. One
of these models is in the Palace of Mines at the Panama-Pacific International Exposition and another in the California
State Building

The GiiEAT Palls Converters at Anaconda
The big vertical converters developed by the Great Falls metallurgists have now been adopted as standard for the

Washoe Reduction Works at Anaconda. This is in line with the unified metallurgical policy indicated in the appointment
of a metallurgical engineer for the two plants. The converters are approximately 20 ft. in diameter and are basic lined.
Seven have been installed to replace the horizontal-type converters previously used
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Upper View—2000-Ton" Leaching Plant of the Axaconda Copper Mining Co., at Anaconda
Lower View—Precipitating Tanks at the Leaching Plant
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Tike Us^esaployed Eim^Hiaees'

I have read with a good deal of interest the articles

that have appeared in the Journal of late with reference

to the "Unemployed Engineer."

There is a phase of iinemploj-ment or rather scarcity

of business affecting the independent practicing engineer

which, while it may not be so apparent to the man with

his office on Broadway or the prominent consulting

engineer, works quite a hardship on the man of the West.

I refer to the practice of the faculty of our engineering

universities bidding for and engaging in custom work.

I am presenting a condition as it appears in the West

and as such it is worthy of consideration.

When a technical graduate elects teaching as his

specialty, his efforts should be restricted to that field.

If his position gives him time to engage in custom work

;

if his salary as an instructor enables him to do the work

more cheaply ; if his connection with the institution gives

him a large amount of free advertising, then he is pos-

sessed of an advantage over the other man which is

neither derived through merit nor built up by long

practice. The competition is obviously unfair and results

show it.

At one of our Western universities last winter the

department of metallurgy was headed by a Columbia

graduate of the previous year and a stranger to that

community. Yet, while the long-established firms doing

a general work in assaying and chemistry were having

nothing to do to speak of, the laboratories of this

university were constantly employed in custom assaying,

coal and chemical analysis and metallurgical work in

general. The professors were off on private work in

periods ranging from two weeks to three months. They

were always engaged on reports, maps and other outside

work.

When a condition like that prevails it is almost hopeless

for the independent engineer to try for any work. We
are deeply indebted to our faculty members for a great

deal of research work that has been done. Let them

confine themselves to such research work and if they

desire to do custom work let them do it free of charge.

How long would they then continue?

I heard one professor in a public address make the

statement that "the reason people come to us to have

their work done is because they know they will get a

square deal ; that an honest effort will be made to perform

the service asked; that a eorreet report will be made of

same; and that they will not get stuck for a fat fee

whether any service is rendered or not." This sentiment

is not only ridiculous but is also a reflection on the whole

engineering profession.

It is unfair for a faculty to instruct a number of

students in preparation for a profession and then turn

around and try to keep them out of that profession after

they are graduated. This competition is doing that very

thing every day.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliuiJJiliilllll

I believe this matter could be very aptly handled by

the Journal by the creation of a higher standard of

professional ethics between the practicing and collegiate

engineers.

S. A. Crandall.

Tacoma. Wash.. June 23, 1915.

Receirat Fr©giress aim FSotsita©ira

In the Journal of June 19, 191.5, A. Schwarz discusses

our article on "Recent Progress in Flotation," published

in the Journal of ilay 29, 1915.

He states he believes the basic patent on the process

of sulphatizing of oxide and carbonate ores belongs to

him, and that it was taken out in 1905. He also says

he has been at work on the idea ever since. Such being

the case, he has doubtless accumulated a great fund of

information on the subject which the metallurgical profes-

sion would welcome at the present time, for, so far as

we know, there has been very little published on the

actual results obtained when using this kind of flotation.

Our own work extends over a period of one year, during

which time Mr. Cameron has given undivided attention,

to the subject and has been assisted by two other men at

different times, ilr. Ralston having general direction of

the work. For this reason we feel that we can assure

^Ir. Schwarz that our conclusions have not been hasty,

and that we really have accumulated a great deal of

data which we expect to publish in due time.

Meanwhile, replying to the inquiry raised in Mr.

Schwarz's letter as to the conditions under which our

tests were run, on which we based our statement that

only a low-grade concentrate of lead was obtained, the

ores tested were of "low-grade" (as stated in our paper),

and to make this more definite, we may add that they

contained 3 to 5% of lead, and 3 to 10 oz. of silver,

associated with the carbonate of lead. The treatment

of such ores gave us a concentrate of about 20% Pb,

which we think is unsatisfactory. On the other hand,

we agree ^\nth Mr. Schwarz that a 20% copper concentrate

is thoroughly satisfactory. We are particularly glad that

our statement has brought out the fact that Mr. Schwarz

has obtained concentrates of lead carbonate running as

high as 53% and 71.50% Pb. We believe that with

heads running over 10% in lead, as carbonate, that it

would be possible to get concentrates of a grade ap-

proximating that obtained by Mr. Schwarz, as this is a

general principal of ore dressing, namely, the higher grade

the heads, the easier it is to get high-grade concentrates

and high extractions. Mr. Schwarz does not state what

the conditions were under which his tests were run, but

we venture to predict that they were on ore of a higher

grade than was ours. We have retreated our 20% lead

froth and got as high as a 36% product, which still

leaves much to be desired. We intend to continue our

work until more favorable results can be obtained, unless

Mr. Schwarz can see his way clear to publish his own
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results and thus save our duplicating his work. AVe

appreciate what he has already told us and hope that we
may hear from him further on this subject.

Ol[vek C. Ralston,

FliAXK Ca.mehox.

Salt Lake City, Utah, June 24, 1915.

I hope the following will answer the inquiry of

"Sourdough" in the Journal of June 5

:

The method used to determine the angle between the

timbers of a truss and the consequent miter bevel in

"Timbering Stopes for Safety"^ is herewith explained.

For example, let the figure represent a stope to be

timbered where the main timber is to be a stull, the

position and inclination of which are determined by

means of a tape or slide staff and also by the shape of

the ground at A for heading.

The hitch is then cut and the stull placed firmly in

position with a head board at the upper end. A tape

is now stretched to indicate the positions which the two

other timbers of the truss will assume later, as shown by

the dotted line A, B, C, in the figure, the tape representing

the outside edge of these two members. The tape is

read at B and at (' to determine the lengths of numbers

Safety Timber ix Store

AB and BC, and the angles at A, B and C, which will

be the angles formed by the timbers AB, BC and AC
after the truss is framed, are measured.

The timbers of the truss are cut at a be\el equal to

half the angle which they will form later when in position.

The angles are determined by means of the tape as

shown by the dotted line in the sketch ; the position of

the tape depends upon the shape of the ground. The
angles made by the tape in its position are measured by

means of a carpenter's miter, the legs of which, for

instance, in measuring the angle ABC are made to

coincide with the two ]iortions of the tape AB and BC
respectively, the apex of the miter being coincident ^nth

the point B on the tape.

The determination of the proper miter bevel is readily

done. If the carpenter's miter used is a degree miter,

the angle ABC can be read in degrees and the miter

set for one-half angle ABC, which gives the miter bevel

"Engineering and Mining Journal," May 8, 1915.

desired. If the miter is not a degree miter, tlie distance

lictween the two legs is measured with a rule and the

miter then reset to half the distance measured on the

rule, which gives an angle of one-half ABC as before,

since the two legs of the miter are of the same length and
form the sides of an isosceles triangle where the median
liisects the angle included between the legs of the miter,

the rule forming the third side of the triangle.

As the tape was stretched so as to represent the outside

edge of the truss members AB and BC and the lengths

noted, these distances can be laid oif on a fairly straight

stick of timber and the bevels cut at the proper point Ijy

placing the carpenter's miter on the timber, so that one

leg coincides with the edge of the timber, the other giving

the desired bevel at which the timber is to be cut.

The material used for timbering the back of a stope

for safety is practically all recovered and the short block-

ing as well. After all the ore has been removed from the

stope through the chutes in the set timbers below and
these set timbers removed to be used again in another

stope, the stope is filled with rock or waste up to the next

level and graded to 1% in favor of the load. The back

of the stope before it was timbered was mined to a height

of from 15 to 18 ft. above the elevation of the level or

floor at which the stope will proceed upward again. This
affords ample space to stand the set timbers again, upon
which to mine and carry the stope up another lift, and
it also permits good working room for the miners to drill.

Furthermore, it enables the timbermen to recover the

timber easily from the back of the stope without staging.

The set timber used consists of 8-ft. legs and caps,

which measure about 12 in. in diameter, on top of which
is placed about 18 in. of lagging, most of which is ob-

tained from the lagging recovered from the back of the

stope. This brings the over-all height of the set timbers

to about 101/^ ft. above the floor. The set timbers are

then loaded with rock filling on the sides up to a height

equal to the bottom of the chutes and braced. The
timber is then removed from the back of the stope; the

timbermen working from the top of the loaded set timbers

starting at one end clean and prop the loose rock in the

back as they proceed. The lagging recovered from the

back is placed ahead on the set timbers to cover them as

they advance; the blocking is thrown down the chutes

to be used again elsewhere; the main timbers of the

truss are used as props, if necessary—if not they are

taken out through the set timbers on the level. By
removing the back timber from on top the set timbers,

the timbermen are right at their work. A plank or two
about 2 ft. above the top of the set timbers on the stulls

may be used once in a great while when the back of the

stope is 18 ft. above the floor, to enable the men to remove
the timbers from the back with more ease. The stopes are

not mined to an excessive height above the floor.

Where the lower end of the stull is so low, as shown
in the flgure, that it would interfere with the erection

of a set, the set is stood up on either side of the stull

timber, which causes no inconvenience.

"When the sides of the stope are bad, as shown in Fig
10, p. 812, of the Journal of May 8, and they must
timbered all the way down, this timber is recovered fron-

time to time as the rock filling rises. The timbermen stand
on the fill from which they work, the timber being hoisted.

H. H. HODGKINSON.
Franklin Furnace, N. J., June 9, 1915.
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United States patent specifications listed below may be
obtained from "The Engineering- and Mining Journal" at 25c.
each. British patents are supplied at 40c. each.

ALKALIS—Process of Producing Chlorates of Alkalis
and Alkaline Earths. Walter Laib, Rittman. Ohio, assignor
to The Ohio Salt Co., Wadsworth, Ohio. (U. S. No. 1.143,586:
June 15. 1915.)

ALUMINUM—Compound for Welding Aluminum and Alu-
minum-Containing Alloys. Erland Thaulow, Frederiksberg,
near Copenhagen. Denmark. (U. S. No. 1,139.923; May IS. 1915.)

ALI'MINUM—Treatment of Surfaces of Aluminum or Al-
loys nf Aluminum in Order to Prepare them for Receiving a
Metallic Deposit. Francois Auguste Roux, Paris. France, as-
signor to Soci6t6 L'Aluminium Francaise. Pans, France. (U.

S. No. 1,144,000: June 22, 1915.)

ALUMINUM NITRIDE—Process of Manufacture of Alu-
minum Nitride. Adrien Badin, Paris, France, assignor to

Society GSn^rale des Nitrures, Paris, France. (U. S. No. 1,143,-

4S2: June 15, 1915.)

ANODES—Process for Manufacturing Anodes of Mangan-
ese Dioxide Ore. Percv Claude Cameron Isherwood, Bushey
Heath. England. (U. S. No. 1,143.828: June 22, 191o.)

ARSENATE OF LEAD—Method of Manufacturing Arsen-
ate of Lead. Edwin O. Barstow, Midland. Mich., assignor, by
mesne assignments, to The Cleveland Trust Co., trustee,

Cleveland. Ohio. (U. S. No. 1.141.920; June 8, 1915.)

BRICK—Pure Kieselguhr Brick and Process for Making
the same. Arthur Ch. Hesselmeyer. Chicago. 111. (U. S. No.
1.143.S26; June 22. 1915.)

BROMINE—Process of Making Bromine. Edwin O. Bar-
stow, Midland, Mich., assignor to The Dow Chemical Co.. Mid-
land, Mich. (U. S. Nos. 1,141.921 and 1.141.922; June S. 1915.)

CASTING—Automatic Metal-Feed for Continuous Casting
Machines. Grenville Mellen, West Orange, N. J., assignor to

Continuous Casting Corporation, Newark, N. J. (U. S. No.
1,139,888: May IS, 1915.)

CASTING—Guide for Continuous Casting Machines. Gren-
ville Mellen, West Orange, N. J., assignor to Continuous
Casting Corporation, Newark, N. J. (U. S. No. 1,139,889;

May IS, 1915.)

CASTING POT. Grenville Mellen, East Orange, N. J.,

assignor to Continuous Casting Corporation, Richmond, Va.
(U. S._No. 1,139,886: May 18, 1915.)

COMPOUND MET.\L ARTICLES, Process for the Produc-
tion of. Bvron E. Eldred. New York, N. Y., assignor to The
Commercial Research Co., New York, N. Y. (U. S. No. 1,140,135;

May 18, 1915.)

CONCENTRATORS—Combined Batea, Jig and Pan Motion
Concentrator. Karl Senn, Alameda, Calif. (U. S. No. 1,141,419:

June 1, 1915.)

CRUCIBLE FL'RNACE. Emil Hallgren, Bellevue, Penn.
(U. S. No. 1,138,866; May 11, 1915.)

CRUSHER—Rock Crusher. Edward H. Movie. Los Ange-
les, Calif. (L'. S. No. 1,142.116: June 8. 1915.)

CRUSHERS—Roll-Crusher. William H. Lieber, Milwaukee,
"Wis assignor to AUis-Chalmers Manufacturing Co., Milwaukee,
Wi.s . a Corporation of Delaware. (U. S. No. 1,141,643; June
1, 1915.)

DISINTEGRATOR—Ore-Disintegrator. Leon St. D. Roy-
lance, San Francisco, Calif. (U. S. No. 1,142,462; June 8, 1915.)

DISTILLATION FURNACES—Closure for Distillation Fur-
naces and Particularly Coke Ovens. Hermann Joseph Lim-
berg. Gelsenkirchen, Germany. (U. S. No. 1.143.411: June 15.

1915.)

DRILLS, AIR—Jack Hammer-Drill. Samuel Oldham, Phila-
delphia, Penn. (U. S. No. 1,141,650; June 1, 1915.)

DRILL—Power Rock-Drill. Frederick Perley Porter, Kel-
logg, Idaho. (U. S. No. 1,140,185; May IS, 1915.)

DRILL—Miner's Drill. Samuel T, Skeen, Sandoval, 111.

(U. S. No. 1,140,077; May 18, 1915.)

DRILL-BIT CLUTCH. John TV. Robv, Hanimon. Okla.
(U. S. No. 1.142.460: June S. 1915.)

EXCAVATING MACHINE. Henry McDermott. Iron Moun-
tain, Mich., assignor to McDermott Mechanical Co., Iron Moun-
tain, Mich. (U. S. No. 1,139,690: May IS, 1915.)

FILTER-MASS WASHER. Joseph Kraus, Anaconda, Mont.
(U. S. No. 1,139,776; May 18. 1915.)

FLOTATION—Ore Concentration. John W. Littleford, San
Francisco. Calif., assignor to Minerals Separation. Ltd., Lon-
don, England. (U. S. No. 1,142,822; June 15, 1915.)

FLOTATION—Separation of Mixed -Sulphide Ores. Henry
Lavers, Surrey Hills. Victoria. Australia, assignor to Min-
erals Separation American Syndicate (1913) Ltd.. London Eng-
land. (U. S. No. 1,142.821; June 15, 1915.)

INGOT MOLD. Samuel E. Hitt, Elyria, Ohio, and Joseph
I. Peyton, Washington, D. C. (U. S. No. 1,139,284; May 11,

1915.)

INGOT MOLD. Joseph I. Peyton and Samuel E. Hitt,
Sydney, N. S., Canada. (U. S. No. 1.139,219; May 11. 1915.)

MINING MACHINE and Truck. Edwin R. Merrill, Colum-
bus, Ohio, assignor to The Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Colum-
bus, Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio. (U. S. No. 1,142,348; June
S. 1915.)

OPEN-HEARTH FURNACE—James C. Davis, Hinsdale, 111.,

assignor to American Steel Foundries, New York. N. Y. (U.
S. No. 1.143.690; June 22, 1915.)

ORE-TREATING APPARATUS. Rubin Colvin, Park Citv,
Utah. (U. S. No. 1,142,497; June 8, 1915.)

PERCUSSIVE TOOL. Lewis C. Bayles. Easton, Penn., as-
signor to Ingersoll-Rand Co., New York, N. Y. (U. S. No. 1.-

142.478; June 8, 1915.)

PIPE JACK. George F. Voigt, Charlestown, Ind. (U. S.
No. 1.143.739: June 22, 1915.)

PNEUMATIC TOOL. Benjamin M. Carmina, New York,
N. Y. (U. S. No. 1,142,671; June 8, 1915.)

PUT.VERIZER. Peter C. Forrester, West Tacoma, Wash.
(U. S. No. 1,142.159; June 8, 1915.)

PULVERIZERS—Lubricating System for Pulverizers. Mor-
ris Benjamin. Atlanta, Ga., assignor to Benjamin Pulverizer
Co.. New York, N. Y. (U. S. No. 1,142,746; June 8, 1915.)

RADIO-ACTIVE ORES—Method of Treating Radio-Active
Ores and Intermediate Products. Erich Ebler. Heidelberg,
Germany. (U. S. No. 1,142.154: June 8, 1915.)

RADIO-ACTIVE SUBSTANCES—Manufacture. Isolation,
and Enrichment of Radio-Active .Substances by Adsorption
from Solutions. Erich Ebler, Heidelberg, Germany. (U. S.
No. 1,142.153; June 8. 1915.)

REDUCTION FURNACE. Hermann Pape, Oker-in-the-
Harz. Germany. (U. S. No. 1.144,054; June 22, 1915.)

REDUCTION FURNACE. Furnace for Working up
Ores. Hermann Pape. Oker-in-the-Harz, Germany. (U. S.
No. 1.144.053; June 22. 1915.)

ROASTING—Ore Roasting or Drying Furnace. Harry
Mackenzie Ridge, London, England. (U. S. No. 1,143,438; June
15, 1915.)

SCREENS—Gravel Screening and Washing Machine. Chas.
P. Biesanz. Winona, Minn., assignor to Biesanz Stone Co..
Winona, Minn., a Corporation of Minnesota. (U. S. No. 1,141,-
169; June 1, 1915.)

SEP.\RATOR—Apparatus for Continuously Separating
Solids from Liquids. John Van Nostrand Dorr, Denver, Colo.
(U. S. No. 1,140,131; May 18, 1915.)

SEPARATION—Process of Separating the Constituents of
Rocks. Gunnar Sigge Andreas Appelqvist and Einar Olof
Eugen Tvdfn, Stockholm, Sweden. (U. S. No. 1.143,797; June
22. 1915.)

WATER JACKET. Eulalio Medina, Douglas, Ariz. (U. S.
No. 1.143.642; June 22. 1915.)

WELL-BORING .APPARATUS, Gripping Device for. George
S. Myers. Electra. Tex. (U. S. No. 1,143,430: June 15, 1915.)

WIRE—Low-Expansion Composite Wire. Byron E. Eldred,
New York, N. Y.. assignor to The Commercial Research Co.,
New York, N. Y. (U. S. No. 1,140,136: May IS, 1915.)

ZINC—Process and Apparatus for Removing Drossy Resi-
dues from Vertical Muffles in the Extraction of Zinc. Alex-
ander Roitzheim. Duisburg, Germany. (U. S. No. 1,144,066;
June 22, 1915.)

ZINC SULPHATE—Production of Zinc Sulphate. Ram6n
Bonastre Llopart, Cordoba, Argentina. (U. S. No. 1,142,795:
June 15. 1915.)

MasatisifacttiflS'e ©f Mitrfte ®f §©(dla.

In a recent paper read before the Canadian section of

the Society of Chemical Industry, .James Turner said that

of the various methods of converting sodium nitrate into

nitrite, practical experience had shown that reduction by

means of metallic lead was the method best adapted for

working on a large scale. The reason was that both lead

and saltpeter melted considerably below the temperature

required for the reduction, and therefore the two sub-

stances could be brought into very intimate contact. By
careful regulation of the process, 90% of the theoretical

yield of nitrite might be obtained.

A process was patented in England in 1896 by Doctor

Paul and Read Holliday & Sons, Ltd., for the reduction of

sodium nitrate by means of caustic soda and sulphur.

This process had not proved to be so cheap as the lead

process, on account of the ditHculty in separating the so-

dium sulphate from the nitrite, and the maximum yield

was only 80% of theory.

Alite, the Mixture of Composition 8CaO, Al:0.i, 2SiO«,

was found to possess a maximun melting-point, 13S5° C.

in the ternary system, CaO— AI2O3— SiOi, and it therefore

probably represents a definite compound. It has a specific

gravity 3.035, refractive index 1.63, and hardness 7 on Moh's

scale. The substance known as alite. which crystallizes from

cement clinker, exhibits all the properties of the above com-
pound and it is maintained, mainly on optical grounds, that

the substances are identical, according to E. Janecke (Zeit.

fur anorg. Chem., Vol. 89, p. 335).
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imminii r( iroffini Cav(
By James E. Harding*

SYNOPSIS—Methods used in milling a block of

ore which caved after a square-set stope started in

it had burned. Waste filling was used and stalls

turned tapering in lathe and placed butt end up

were pulled by hydraulic jacks and reused.

A difficult problem of ore extraction was presented to

the staff of the Miua Santa Frauciscaf in getting out ore

from a stope on the 200 level which had caved in after a.

fire had burned out all the supporting timbers. This

stope, started several years before, had been raised with

square-set timbers from four to six sets above the level,

when it caught fire and was necessarily abandoned. All

the timbers burned and the stope caved in from above.

The rock was very hard and siliceous and caved down in

huge slabs, a fact which had much to do with the later

method of working. In one or two places the caves ex-

tended through to the surface, but were of very small

mine ; this waste being merely shot into the shaft from a

glory hole on the surface and allowed to run down, then

drawn out from a chute on each level and conveyed in

cars to the desired point.

The fact that plenty of filling was readily available

within a very short tram from the stope largely deter-

mined the method finally adopted, which was a combina-

tion of overhand slicing and close waste filling.

The preliminary work consisted in driving the 100 level

and redriving the 200 level through the burned and caved

zone. At the s?me time, a raise with solid cribbing was
carried up at eacli end of the ore to connect the two levels.

This work was handicapped by the heat occasioned by the

former fire. Little running ground was encountered and
spiling had to be resorted to on only two or three occa-

sions. One unexpected feature, however, caused consider-

able trouble. The rock, of course, was dry and dusty.

This dust consisted largely of ferrous sulphate, which, get-

ting in a man's nostrils, caused such violent sneezing that

'^': A
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Section Tiiholgh Stope at AIina San ia 1'i:am.t.sca, Shuwinu Mixing and Filling Method

dimensions. After a lapse of several years it was decided

to make an effort to recover the ore which was known to

remain in the stope.

The difficulties of this undertaking were increased by

the fact that either directly over the stope or in its imme-

diate vicinity was located the entire surface equipment of

the mine, including power plant, sampling mill, machine

shop, offices, warehouse, sorting patio, ore bins and rail-

road tracks. In ease of any extensive cave-ins, these build-

ings would be injured; and their removal entailed a

prohibitive expense.

Thus in the consideration of various methods of work-

ing the stope, all methods which left a possibility of such

happenings automatically eliminated themselves. The

dimensions of the orebody were known to be about 20 ft.

in width and 300 ft. in length. Square-setting was con-

sidered and rejected, first, because of the expense, and

second, because it was impossible to obtain sufficient tim-

ber owing to interrupted traffic.

The mine was already excellently equipped with a sys-

tem for waste filling whenever necessary. Previously an

old shaft had been cleaned out from the surface to the 300

level and was used to convey the waste filling into the

I

•Mining engineer, Vantrent, Calif.: recently foreman, Mina
Santa Francisca.

tAn A. S. & R. Co. property, situated at Asientos, Ags.,
Mexico.

he was temporarily incapacitated, sometimes for several

hours. Sponges and rubber nose guards were used, but

these by no means prevented the trouble. Nevertheless,

the connections were finally established and excellent nat-

ural ventilation soon rendered the working places com-

fortable.

As the work progressed on the 200 level, regular sill-

floor sets were placed. These sets were made of lOxlO-in.

timber with posts 8 ft. 6 in, long, and caps 7 ft, long were

placed 4 ft, apart in the clear. It may seem that this was

unnecessarily close timbering, but remembering that no

chances could be taken of caving the surface, it seemed

advisable. At the time the timber was placed, chutes of

3xl2-in. plank were built in every fourth set. The levels

and raises being completed, the real work of taking out the

ore began. Starting from both ends of the stope on both

sides of the sill-floor timbers, a room as high as the sill-

floor timbers was taken out across the vein. As fast as

this ore was taken out stulls and headboards were placed

in position to support the back.

One very special feature of this work was the use of

these stulls, which were specially selected, straight-

grained, hard pine, cut green and seasoned, about 10 ft.

long and about 8 in, in diameter at the small end. They
were placed in a lathe and turned down to round with a

2-in, taper from butt to tip and put in place always big
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eud up. The feasou for all this precaution and trouble

will appear later.

The raises A at the ends of the stope were filled with

waste, and whatever waste was encountered in the ore was

thrown behind. Filling was drawn out of the waste raises

to fill the first room close up to the face, burying the stulls

and being stowed to the walls and close to the back. When
the distance from the waste raises prohibited shoveling, a

chute was placed in the cribbing of the waste raise and a

track laid upon the caps of the sill-floor sets. A small

drift was also carried through the rock above the sill-floor

sets to permit the passage of a mine car, and thus the work

was carried on until eventually the sill-floor slice was all

taken out and filled.

Then work was begun on the second slice in exactly the

same way as before. A room was started around the ex-

treme end chutes and worked out first around the chutes

in the direction of the waste raise and filling drawn in.

As soon as this room was worked out half way to the other

chute, it was filled and abandoned, the work being taken

up at the next chute in the same way as before. While

taking out the second slice, all of the stulls put in while

working out the first slice were encountered with their

large ends sticking up out of the fill. All were very

easily pulled with a hydraulic jack, owing to the way in

which they had previously been prepared and placed.

AMien the work of taking out ore from any particular

room was abandoned, the chute and manway were built up
to the back before filling. It was deemed advisable to

carry a manway up with each chute to make each room
more accessible and also to make escape easy in case of

any accident. The waste drift and track followed closely

and the open ground between the face and fill was never

allowed to exceed 10 ft. in width, and sometimes in case of

exceptionally loose ground was carried much closer than

that. In this way the few slight caves which started soon

stopped themselves.

The illustration shown on p. 71 in the strike and dip

section gives a clear idea of the work. Unfortunately the

strike section shows practically every stick of timber used

in the work, and from its appearance gives an idea of a

far greater ratio of timber to fill than actually existed.

However, an examination of the dip section shows this

ratio more clearly and gives a better idea of the footage

of timber necessary to the ton of ore produced.

The stulls were used over and over again and practically

all the timber buried and lost was that used along the

level on the sill floor, chutes and manways, and a few
planks used to hold back waste in the rooms.

The Pittsburgh Industrial Development Commission,
Pittsburgh, Penn., has completed an industrial map of

the Greater Pittsburgh district. The map is 4x6 ft.

and is printed in four colors. It shows all streets, parks,

roads, railroads and street-car lines, and every manu-
facturing plant in the district having railroad connections.

It covers a territory extending from Verona on the north

to ilt. Oliver on the south and from AYilmerding and
McKeesport on the east to Emsworth and Neville Island

on the west. Included is an insert map covering an

area of 53 by 65 miles, from Butler and Vandergrift

on the north to Follansbee, W. Va., on the south and

from Greensburg on the east to East Palestine on the

west.

Dividends paid m June, 1U15, by 38 United States min-

ing companies making public returns amounted to $10,-

590,656, as compared with $7,410,317 paid by 31 com-

panies in June, 1914. Industrial and holding com-

panies allied to mining paid $7,433,952, as compared with

$12,945,007 in 1914. Canadian and Mexican companies

Iiaid $355,268 in June, 1915, and $1,018,580 in June,

1914.

The totals for the first six months of the year 1915

are as follows : Mining companies, $26,001,044, as against

$32,925,883 in 1914; metallurgical and holding compa-

nies, $34,164,152, as against $41,714,103 in 1914; Cana-

dian and Mexican mines, $4,535,622, as against $9,894,-

912 in 1914. The accompanying table shows details of

the month's payments

:

United States Mining Companies Situation Per .Share Total

Anchor, s Nev. 03 $15,000
Argonaut, g Calif. 10 20,000
Brunswick, g Calif. 06 23,717
Bunker Hill, g Calif. 02J 5,U00
Bunker Hill & Sullivan, Is Ida. 25 81,750
Butte & Superior, z.c Mont. 3 25 684,359
Caledonia, 1.8 Ida. 02 52,100
Calumet & Arizona, c Ariz. 50 308,693
Calumet & Hecla, c Mich. 15 00 1,500,000
Champion, c Mich. 3 00 300,000
Chinee N. M. 0.75 652,455
Federal M. & S., l.s Ida. 100 119,861
Golden Cycle, g Colo. 0.03 3U,U00
Hecla, Is Ida. 0.02 20,000
Hercules, Is Ida. ... 175,000
Homestake, g S. D. 65 163,254
Nevada Con., c Nev. 37} 749,796
North Star, g Calif. 0,20 .50,000

Old Dominion M. & S., c Ariz. 1100 1,782,000*
Oroville, g Calif. 012 78,270
Quincy. c Mich. 2.00 220,000
Ray Con., c Ariz. 0.37J 545,364
St. Joseph, 1 Mo. 0.05 70,470
Seven Troughs Coalition, s Nev. 0.12} 37,500
Socorro, g N. M. 0.05 18,865
Stewart, c Ida. 10 123,826
Success, z Ida. 03 45,000
Superior & Pittsburg, o Ariz. 20 299,958
United Globe, c Ariz. 6.00 138,000
United Verde, c Ariz. 0.75 225,000
Utah, c Utah 1.00 1,624,489
Wasp No. 2, g S. D. 01 5,000
West End, g.s Nev. 0.03 93,429
Yellow Pine, z.o.l.s Nev. . 07 70,000
Yukon, g Alaska 0.07} 262,500

* Including distribution of Old Dominion Trust Fund.

Iron, Industrial and Holding
Companies

American Sm. & Ref . com /U.S.) 1
.
00 500.000

American Sm. & Ref., pfd 1 Mex. / 1.75 875,000
General Development U. S., Mex. 1.50 44,982
International Nickel, com U. S., Can. 500 1,901,575
LaBclle, pfd U.S. 0.50 49,577
Lackawanna, pfd N. Y. 1.75 612,115
National Lead, pfd U. S. 1

.
75 426,433

National Lead, com U.S. 0.75 154,916
Old Dominion of Me., c Ariz. 1 .

00 393,354
Phelps Dodge, c Ariz., Mex. 5.50 2,475,000

Canadian, Mexican and Central
.\merican Companies

Hedlev g B. C. 50 60,000
HolUnKer, g Ont. 0.20 120,000

Lucky Tiger, g.s Mex. 0.09 64,380
Peterson Lake, s Ont. O.OIJ 63.000

Seneca-Superior, s Ont. 0.10 47,888

^A'hatever may be the general state of business of the

country, the rising tide of prosperity in mining circles is

shown by the increased clividends of Ahmeek, Chino,

Butte & Superior, Nevada Con., North Butte, Old Domin-

ion (both mining and holding companies), Osceola,

Quincy, Eay Con. and Utah Copper.

.ommp^Eay w/niraa

The United States Circuit Court of Appeals, on July

2, at Philadelphia affirmed the verdict rendered in the

Federal District Court in the case of the Buckeye Powder

Co. against the E. I. du Pont de Nemours Powder Co.,

Eastern Dynamite Co., and the International Smokeless

Powder Co. The action against the du Pont concerns
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•was to recover $4,000,000 for alleged violation of the

Sherman anti-trust act. It was charged that the de-

fendants stifled competition in the manufacture and sale

of black blasting powder. The evidence produced did

not sustaiu the charges.

By FiiAxeis Ciiukcii Liniolx*

The new mining camp of Volcano is situated 18 miles

east of Tonopah. It is within the forest reserve and upon

an old road used in the earh' days for hauling fuel wood

to Tonopah. Leaving Tonopah by the main highroad to

the east, one crosses the Tonopah hills near the Belmont

mine and comes to the Ralston Desert. Here the road

to Manhattan branches to the left and the road to Ely

to the right. Looking toward the north, the mountains at

Manhattan and Belmont can be seen and toward the south,

those at Goldfield. Across the Ralston desert, in the low

hills on its eastern boundary, Volcano lies at an elevation

of (5300 ft. Although in a forest reserve, there are no

trees in the neighborhood of the original strike and

few elsewhere in the district.

The first strike was made on Apr. 18, 1915, by John

Musser and Charles Glenn, who traced some rich float to

its source. A second discovery was made by Ed ilcKelvie

on Jlay 7. about two miles from the first strike at a camp

which is now called Sylvanite. At both of these camps

are encountered in irregular bunches. A piece of thin

silver ore, which did not show horn silver, was found to

contain 12.08 oz. silver and a trace of gold.

Tlu' country rock at Sylvanite appears also to belong

to the rhyolite group, although it is not so fine-grained as

that at Volcano. The ore contains horn silver. An assay

of specimens of this ore gave G4.68 oz. of silver and a

trace of gold ; and the average grade is said to be between

$15 and $.')0. The vein in which the ore occurs strikes

north 25° West magnetic, and dips 80° toward the north-

east. At a depth of 10 ft. the width of the vein is 2 ft.

The camp at Volcano is typical of the new strikes which

are continually being made in the various parts of Nevada

;

some of them develop into paying mines. At the present

time not sufficient work has been done to determine

whether the values will persist in depth.

m

R©sia©-^al of IRtiss^ Iby Clh®Biffiacss.]ls

Fur a variety ol" purposes it is eminently desirable to

find .some chemical reagent that will readily remove rust

from iron. In many cases the loss of a little iron along

with the rust is not of importance, but on the other hand,

in the cleaning of specimens for museums, it is impor-

tant to lose as little iron as possible. Of course, in

scientific investigations which have for their object the

quantitative determination of corrosion by weighing the

iron before and after attack, it is essential that the loss

of unoxidized metal be reduced to the absolute minimum.

Discovery at Volcaxo First Camp at Sylvaxite

tent .settlements have sprung up and also at the well near

the Svlvanite camp. It is interesting to note that old

workings are situated only a short distance from the pres-

ent strike at Sylvanite, and that rather extensive work-

ings occur within a few hundred feet of the original strike

at Volcano.

The countrj^ rock at Volcano is rhyolite. When this

fine-gjained rhyolite is freshly broken it emits a strong

odor of hydrogen sulphide. The ore is a dark quartz

showing free gold. The dark color of the quartz is

caused by the presence of silver sulphide. This ore is

about a foot in thickness and has a strike of about 85°

East magnetic, dipping roughly 30° toward the south.

An assay of specimens of this ore, made at the Mackay

School of Mines, gave 2 TO.04 oz. silver and 13.44 oz. gold

per ton. The average grade is said to be better than $200

per ton. In the hanging wall of this vein silver chlorides

The subject has been reviewed by J. Ne\rton Friend and

C. W. ilarshall in an artirle published by the British Iron

and Steel Institute.

The authors explain that electrochemical methods have

frequently been suggested, the rusty iron being suspended

as cathode in a suitable electrolyte, the anode consisting

of some inert material such as carbon or platinum. By
adjusting the current density, the hydrogen set free at

the cathode appears to loosen the rust by what is as-

serted to be a purely mechanical process, not involving

the solution of any iron ; and for such processes con-

siderable accuracy is claimed. Scraping with knives and

polishing with sand or emery paper or cloth has been

the process usually adopted for small specimens, and

the method has proved satisfactory. For large test pieces

these methods will not do.

In the literature on the subject, different investigators

have frequently alluded to dilute solutions of sodium
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citrate as suitable media for loosening rust without dis-

solving any iron. A series of experiments was under-

taken to prove this and to extend the inquiry to the

action of other chemical reagents upon rusty iron.

The metal chosen for the tests was mild openheartli

steel sheets, cold rolled and charcoal annealed. They were

2x1 ft. in area and 22 B.w.g. in thickness. Several of

the sheets were soaked in water and exposed to the air

for a month, after which they appeared to be corroded

equally over their surfaces. Tliey were then cut up into

squares measuring 214x214 in-j weighing approximately

19 grams. In order to further insure uniformity, the

results obtained with the small plates were compared

with one another only when they had been cut from the

same large sheet. The plates contained approximately

0.2 gram of hydrated ferric oxide in which there was

only the merest trace of ferrous iron. Several of the

plates were thoroughly cleaned with emery paper, an

even loss in weight being taken as a standard for com-

parison with the result obtained by chemical means. The
accompanying table shows the degree of accuracy which

may be expected, noting the losses of weight with small

plates cut from the same sheet

:

PLATES CLEANED MECHANICALLY
Sheet 1 Sheet 2
Gram. Gram.

Plate 1 0,2495 0.1772
Plate 2 0.2347 0.1682
Plate 3 0.2336 0,1718
Plate 4 0.2398 0.1628

Mean 0.2394 0.1700

Solutions of sodium citrate were used, in 1, 2, 5, 10

and 20% solutions, the results being shown in the ac-

companying table

:

RESULT OF CLEANING WITH SODIUM CITRATE
Loss in Weight of Rusty Plates

Days 1 2 3 4 S
Gram. Gram. Gram. Gram. Gram.

3 0.1248 0.1576 0.2266 0.2770 3810
4 0.1746 0.2100 0.2718 0.32BO 4326
5 0.2110 2334 0.2994 3376 4574
6 0.2412 0.2534 0,3218 3714 4764
7 0,2942 0.2738 0,3474 3874 0,5048
8 0,3802 0,3160 0,4146 0,4258 0.5598

Sodium
citrate. 1% 2% 5% 10% 20%

Ne.xt solutions of boric acid were u.sed, I/2, 1. 1%, 2

and 3%%, the last named being saturated. The table

shows the loss of weight in the plates at different time.-,

in these solutions. Various other chemical reagents were

tried, but none of them proved as useful as boric acid,

and it did not appear possible to find a reagent that would

remove rust quantitatively without also dissolving some

iron. A 10% solution of aluminum sulphate cleaned

the iron in 24 hr. and yielded an excellent metallic sur-

face. A 1% solution of chromic acid removed rust

exceedingly slowly, a plate of metal not becoming clean

in six weeks, during which period it had lost 0.241:8

grains in weight.

RESULT OF CLEANING WITH BORIC ACID
Loss in Weight of Rusty Plates

Days 12 3 4 5
Gram. Gram. Gram. Gram. Gram.

1 0,0472 0990 1622 0,1968 0,3260
2 1242 0,1044 0.1646 0.1990 0,3568
3 0.1310 0.1968 0.1696 0.2030 3602
4 0.1742 0.1984 0.1736 0.2100 3620
7 3060 0.3400 0.2720 0.2184 3690

11 3742 0. 38.57 3584 0.3742 0.3878
14 0.4002 0.4131 0,3614 0.3764 0,4054

Borioacid 0.5% 1.0% 1.5% 2.0% 3.5%

Saturated solutions of zinc sulphate and of magnesium

chloride were also tried. In the former the rust turned

black; and signs of cleaning were apparent in the latter

only after 11 days. A 10% solution of ferrous sulphate

pleaned a piece of iron in a fortnight, the loss in weight
being 0.4.588 grams. An attempt was made to clean

some plates by immersing in 5% caustic-potash solution

in contact with granulated, and in some cases powdered
zinc, the surface of the plates being scratched free from
rust in places to insure good contact. The rust was con-

verted into a blackish mass containing a high percentage

of ferrous oxide, but no satisfactory cleaning action was
observed. A plate of pure iron foil (Kahlbaum's), en-

tirely free from rust, when immersed in caustic-potash

solution in contact with the zinc, slowly gained in weight
after the first dav.

F®iPsimsitlIoini

Hip®iia=©ir© I

The simplest cause of precipitation of iron is oxida-

tion from the soluble ferrous to the much less soluble

ferric compounds. Ferrous carbonate, soluble in carbon-

ated waters, is also precipitated as the carbonate by evap-

oration of the excess CO^. Certain bacteria precipitate

iron by building the hydrated oxide into their body cells.

Iron is precipitated as the sulphide when vegetation de-

cays in the presence of sulphates of lime and magnesia,

with a deficiency of oxygen. There are many other means
by which, under special conditions, iron may be precipi-

tated in nature. Oxidation, evaporation of COj and
iron bacteria have usually been held to be most im-

portant.

Bogs are often accompanied by thin layers of iron ore

consisting largely of hydrated ferric oxide, frequently

with considerable amounts of ferrous carbonate and some-

times ferrous sulphate and silicate. In marine marshes,

under the influence of the sulphates of sea water, iron

may go down as the sulphide. Bog ores, however, consist

essentially of limonite with subordinate amounts of car-

bonate. Such ores are usually high in phosphorus and

almost invariably preserve abundant fossil fragments of

leaves and plant remains which serve to identify them as

of bog origin.

NoKTiiERN Deposits

Those countries best known as producers of bog ores

are Norway, Sweden, Germany, Poland, Finland, and

Canada. Many deposits occur in the northern United

States. Careful examination has shown that the over-

whelmingly large number of the known bog deposits occur

in the northern portions of the three northern continents.

A very small percentage of our bog-ore deposits is to

be found outside the glaciated regions, while within those

regions they are characteristic and abundant, both in Eu-

rope and in North America. The ores accumulate in the

smaller swamps, while in large neighboring morasses

they may be entirely wanting, probably by reason of the

fact that the concentration is greater in the smaller

swamps. Glaciated areas are more favorable to iron ac-

cumulation because they present numerous small swamps,

rather than the immense ones, such as are common. to the

lower flood plains and deltas of large rivers or the saline

marshes of low coastal plains.

Another factor, doubtless, is the proximity of available

sources of supply for the iron. From 1 to 3 per cent, of

Abstract of paper to be presented at the San Francisco
meeting- of the A. I. M. B., September, 1915, by C. L. Dake,,

Assistant Professor of Geology, Missouri School of Mines.
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the glacial drift is said to be made up of magnetite ; and

other iron compounds are present. The unconsolidated

condition of the drift renders this iron content easily

accessible.

Tropical Deposits

The prevailing red color of soils in the tropics has been

assumed to be a result of a higher oxidation of the iron

and its superficial dehydration. It seems possible that the

rapid decay of vegetation in tropical regions and

the resulting lack of accumulation of partly decayed

vegetable matter may effect the aicumulation of bog

iron ores.

Two alternative suggestions have been tentatively ad-

vanced. First, that iron does not go into solution in the

tropics as abundantly as in colder regions; and secondly,

that it goes into solution abundantly, but is not so readily

precipitated.

Most tropical soils, by reason of long, hot, dry seasons,

are deficient in humus and contain iron in a high state

of oxidation, and therefore are relatively insoluble. But

regions of nearly continuous heavy rainfall are covered

with rank vegetation, and rapid decay yields plentiful

humus. In such regions, therefore, iron may go into so-

lution freely, but the abundant rains will cause excessive

leaching of the hunms, removing the dissolved iron. Thu:?

tropical soils may, on the average, be low in humus, while

the rivers carry, nevertheless, much organic matter and

hold iron in solution. The high state of oxidation of the

iron as a whole, together with the extensive leaching of

such iron as is soluble and its rapid removal in waters

with a high solvent power, together with the absence of

small swamps giving opportunity for concentration, may
possibly furnish a partial explanation of the infrequent

occurrence of bog ores in the tropics.

Lake ores, described as occurring chiefly in Sweden.

Finland, European Russia and Canada, may be classed

with bog ores, since they are essentially the same in distri-

bution, method of formation and character, and frequently

show graduations into bog ores.

SUMMAUY

Bog ores are widely distributed, but occur chiefly with-

in the colder temperate regions and for the most part

within the glaciated area. No important deposits are

known to be forming in marine bogs.

The probable causes of this distribution are

:

1. Swamps are more numerous in the glaciated area

than elsewhere.

8. Glacial swamps are of smaller size and allow greater

concentration of chalybeate waters.

3. There is abundant available iron in glacial soils.

-1. Possible climatic factors involve the high state of

oxidation of the iron i'j warmer regions, together with the

lack of iron solvents in large areas of tropical soils and

abundant organic matter in many of the rivers, keeping

in solution the iron once dissolved and permitting it to

be carried out to sea, instead of being redeposited in

swamps.

The writer believes that glaciation is probably the most

important factor, operating through the favorable condi-

tions presented by the presence of numerous small swamps

and the abundance of iron available in glacial soils.

[The original paper has 39 citations covering a wide

range of authorities.

—

Editor.]

.Time 1—Lower lake freight rates on iron ores became

effective.

June 2—J. P. Morgan & Co. announ<ed ]iurchasc of

$10,000,000 of 1 0-year G^J bonds of Kennecott L'op)'cr

Corporation.

June 3—Decision adverse to the Government in its i-uit

to dissolve United States Steel Corporation rendered by

the Federal District Court at Trenton, N. J.

June 4—Appellate Division of the New York Su-

preme Court rendered decision in favor of plaintiff in

case of A. Chester Beatty vs. Guggenheim Exploration Co.

June 7—Amalgamated stockholders' meeting in Jersey

City voted for dissolution of company.

June 8—Decision, as to motion to dismiss, favoralile

to Government in six suits pending in California against

Southern Pacific Co. in oil-land cases.

June 9—Ohio Copper Co. lea.*ed mine and mill to

General Exploration Co.—The Tonopah ilerger and

Tonopah Victor mines voted to merge with Tono]iah Ex-

tension.

June 10—Cave-in in Longacre Chapman mine, Jopliu

district, buried six men; four rescued after 120 hours' im-

prisonment.—Flywheel at mill of Mine La Motte burst,

doing considerable damage and injuring several men.

June 12—Calumet & Hecla distributed bonus of over

•l^oOO.OOO among nearly 10,000 employees.

June 14—Stores in Butte forced to declare holiday on

anniversary of big Butte labor riot in 191-4 on account of

action by clerks' union and defection in employers' asso-

ciation.

June 15—Fire destroyed machine shop and equipment

of Conrey Placer Co., at Ruby, Mont.; loss, $125,000.—

Last spike driven in Mascot & Western Ry., Arizona,

connecting JIascot copper mines with Southern Pacific

Co.

June IG—Greene-Cananea resumed operations at mine

and smeltery with two blast furnaces and one reverbera-

tory.

June 18—First section of Ohio copper mill started by

lessee.—First copper produced at Cananea after long

idleness.

June 21—Earthquake in Imperial Valley, California,

did considerable damage.

June 22—Disruption of the International Lead Conven-

tion owing to secession of the Australian producers.—
ITuited States Supreme Court decides against Lackawanna
in coal-ownership cases.

June 23—First copper made at Chuquicamata,.

June 24—Success Z\Iining Co., Idaho, changed hands by

sale of 1,100,000 shares of stock for $1 a share.—Unex-
plained accident wrecked shafting in west half of Washoe
concentrator, necessitating 24-hr. shutdown of Anaconda's

Butte mines.

June 28—Strike of zinc miners in Joplin district, Mis-

souri.

June 29—Portland Gold Mining Co. given possession

of Stratton's Independence.—First section of Inspiration

mill put in operation.

June 30—Miami increased its dividend to T5c. cpiar-

terly.—Sterling exchange touched 4.T575, the lowest in

40 vears.
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The real Croesus among the zinc companies is the

New Jersey Zinc Co. This company owns the marvelous

Franklin mine, affording an ore that makes the high-

grade spelter, which realizes the highest price. Con-

quently the New Jersey company gets all there is in this

business without division among other interests. Besides

this it has an extensive Western smelting business, which

is now immensely profitable, and some important Western

mining interests. As if this were not enough there is

the spiegeleisen business in the East, which also has

become exceptionally lucrative.

Even in normal times the New Jersey Zinc Co. was a

bonanza. Previous to 1912 it is said to have paid $30

per share annually on its 100,000 shares, and in 1912 to

1914 reports say that its dividends were $50 per share

per annum, besides which a cash surplus of about

$25,000,000 was accumulated. This week the company

is increasing its capital stock from $10,000,000 to $35,-

000,000 and cutting one of the biggest melons in

corporate history for distribution among its share-

holders.

The spectacular success of the New Jersey Zinc Co.

is based primarily upon two things; namely, the

possession of the phenomenal Franklin mine and the

Wetherill process of magnetic separation. The Franklin

mine is a unique deposit of mixed zinc, iron and

manganese minerals which previous to about 20 years

ago was exploited with only moderate success. Then

John Price Wetherill introduced his process of separating

the component minerals in a more effective way than

ever before, August Heckscher consolidated conflicting

property interests, and the new company set out upon its

wonderful career. Profiting by its long and successful

experience and its efficient organization, it went into the

mining and smelting business in the West, operating

there as the Mineral Point Zinc Co., the Prime Western

Spelter Co. and the Empire Zinc Co. At present it is

probably the largest zinc mining and smelting company

in the world, and certainly it is the most profitable.

S®Uiia^ Coppeip for lEsspoipft

The war is without doubt destined to change more than

one custom in the copper trade. Among these is the in-

fluence that the speculative market for "standard" copper

in London has had on our market for refined copper. In

previous times the existence of that market has enabled

arbitrage transactions to be made whenever the two mar-

kets were out of joint, but recently the British re-

strictions have prevented any such operations to any im-

portant extent, and when the difference between the price

for "standard" copper and the nominal quotation of the

London Metal Exchange for electrolytic spread to £1-1

per ton, the absence of any broad commercial meaning

to the fluctuations in the price for "standard" copper

became self-evident. There should never be a difference

in excess of about £21/2, for at that discount refiners

should easily be able to buy up all the "standard"' copper

and turn it into electrolytic. Of late, however, foreign

refiners have been excluded from the "standard" market

by the governmental restrictions against the export of

copper.

For the time being, anyway, and perhaps for longer,

no attention need be paid to tlie fluctuations of "standard"

copper in London. Rises or falls are neither bullish nor

bearish points, for they have scarcely anything to do with

the real movements in the trade for the metal.

Another time-honored custom that has been upset to a

considerable extent—and will be abolished, it is to be

hoped—is the selling of copper for export in terms of

foreign money—pounds sterling in London, francs in

Paris, etc. At least one of the important American pro-

ducers is now selling only on the basis of dollars. Its

prices include freight, insurance, etc. ; that is, they are

made in terms of dollars and cents, c.i.f., and this pro-

ducer says it will never again sell in terms of foreign

money.

A factor contributory to this innovation is the uncer-

tainty with respect to the future of sterling exchange.

The producer selling copper for delivery two or three

months hence is now unable to judge closely what he is

going to realize if payment is to be made in pounds sterl-

ing or francs, inasmuch as sterling exchange may fall in

the meanwhile to 4.70 or lower. If sales be made in dollars

there is of course no risk in this respect. Anyway, the

dollar exchange in this market is further to be commended

by the fact that after all it is an American market,

about 70% of the copper production of the world being

supplied by American refiners. The Journal would like

to see the custom of the trade modified one step further,

would like to see copper quoted only in terms of cents per

liound, cash, in New York and the rest of the world com-

pelled to buy here on our own terms. However, this is

too much to expect right away, for our copper producers,

in their competition among themselves and with those of

the rest of the world, will no doubt feel themselves obliged

to court their customers by naming a price delivered to

them or to some port with which they are familiar. Never-

theless the method of doing business with them may be

altered if Congress next winter makes such a declaration

of the Sherman law as will render it clear that it was

not intended to apply to combination among sellers in for-

eign markets. The arguments upon this point at the

recent hearing of the Federal Trade Commission were im-

pressive, and there is reason to believe that Congress will

view favorably that which exporters want it to do ; that is,

make it positive that concerted action in foreign busi-

ness is not contrary to the Sherman law.

John D. Ryan made the following illuminating remarks

about the way the business of American producers in

selling copper for export has been conducted heretofore

:
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The business has been done in foreign countries largely
with foreigrn dealers who made combinations, withheld their

business when there was any overproduction or when there
was any chance of making or breaking the price, who manipu-
lated the speculative markets for copper abroad, who kept
the actual consunnTS out of the market and prevented their
buying until such time as they had driven the price about as
low as they thought it could be made. Then they bought all

that they could buy of us. and when they got through buying
the domestic consumer, who never was allowed to combine
with others and who had to cover his demands, followed them
along, and as a result paid seven-eighths of a cent a pound
more.

I know by our own experience. We sell large concerns in

Europe. It is a daily occurrence to get a cable from our
representative saying that so-and-so is in the market for a
thousand tons or three or four thousand tons or whatever the
quantity is, and will give us the business on equal terms with
"A," who is our competitor and whom the buyer represents as
bidding 10 shillings under us. Now, "A's" offlce is only two
blocks from my office here, but I don't dare to call him on the
telephone to ask whether that consumer in England or in

Germany is telling the truth or not. I might be violating the
law. The chances are nine out of ten that the foreign con-
sumer is not telling the truth, but is simply telling our rep-
resentative that somebody is quoting 10 shillings under him
for the purpose of trying to bring our man down to the basis
of the quotation he wants. But we fight one another, and the
consequence is that the buyer gets the advantages. We can-
not even compare notes as to what our prices are.

It is not unlikely that a change in American laws

that will better enable American copper producers to

meet the situation that j\Ir. Ryan has so lucidly described

will be another one of the innovations that will date from
this period of upheaval.

Now and again we receive communications from pros-

pectors which as a rule are valuable only in that they are

human documents filled with sentiments which truly

come from the "heardt oudt." We have one such now in

hand, complaining of the high cost of beans, bacon and
flour, and the Journal subscription, and setting forth

in several foolscap pages his reasons for believing that the

ore finder, the prospector, is the man, and technical jour-

nals should devote a larger share of their columns to his

welfare. He cannot understand why an agriculturist can

negotiate a considerable loan at the bank, secured only by

his undeveloped ranch land, before a crop has been raised,

while the prospector cannot raise a loan at the bank on

his mining claim, not ^ven after he shows a considerable

vein. He says he is not taking any journal now because

he is "perfectly aware of the best jjlaces to strike for

the ore, and it is quite plain sailing, and what I need is

pljnty of powder and grub." All of which is the usual

plaint of the prospector.

The prospector leads a most picturesque life, when
viewed from a comfortable oifice in a New York sky-

scraper ; but out on the side of a hill, miles from any other

habitation and many miles from a population of any size

;

in a rough board shack, with the walls pasted over with

newspaper to keep out unwelcome drafts and to take off

some of the rough bareness of the room ; with a bare or

oilcloth-covered table in the corner with bottles of condi-

ments and the sugarbowl covered over with a towel, long

since dirty ; with a woodbox filled with knots from the

scraggly pines on the hillside; with an unattractive and

not very comfortable bed in one corner, loaded with dark-

colored bedding that has not been moved from around the

nest formed by the sleeping body for months: with only

n, mangy cat for company, and with his latest literature

dated perhaps a year back—the picturesqueness of the

prospector's existence is completely swept away, and he

deserves much sympathy in many ways.

But this particular wail contains its own best an.swer.

If the prospector would discard his pre-glacial literature

and read the current journals he would know where to go

with his orebodies when he has assured himself of their

existence, and he would find a wealth of information about

the various mining districts old and new, mining de-

velopment past and present, which would make his searcn

for a new prospect more expeditious and tiie result more
satisfactory.

What is going to happen in the actions of the labor

unions with respect to the mining industry is one of

those things that Lord Dundreary used to say "no fellah

can find out," or figure out. The Coeur d'Alene, which

used to be the scene of turbulence, the dynamiting of

mills and the reversion to martial law, has been peaceable

for a good many years. On the other hand, the Lake
Superior copper region, which for half a century was
regarded as the Altruria of the mining industry—the

happy land of both magnate and miner—surprised every-

body two years ago by becoming the locus of one of the

most virulent strikes on record. Mystification over the

outbreak of these miners of a relatively permanent
population—as compared with the migratory workmen
of the Far West—is not cleared away by the knowledge
that they were stirred up and misled by professional

agitators, or by the knowledge that the same people who
in 1913 were reviling Mr. MacNaughton as the root of

all evil were in 1915 contributing their dimes to give

him a testimonial befitting his position as the benefactor

of his workingmen. Nay, it will ever remain a mystery

how the aforesaid workingmen could so suddenly have

been locoed. Of course there was never any mystery

about the parts of Moyer and his coadjutors, of the

congressional committee of investigation, and of Brother
Wilson who sits at President Wilson's cabinet table.

Lake Superior thus having fooled everybody, it re-

mained for Butte in the following year to refute all

prophets in the opposite way. From time immemorial
Butte was the center of unionism—the place where the

war chest was filled for battles elsewhere. Even the Lake
Superior strike was financed to a large extent from the

contributions of the Butte union, and looking at Butte
everybody said, "What a pity the mining companies should

be so under the domination of the union, not daring

to call their .souls their o^vn. If there should be any
resistance there would surely be doings in Butte." And
everybody was looking for that to happen some day and
was looking for the very Armageddon of labor wars.

Well, last year there were doings in Butte, but they
were between rival labor unions, not between labor and
capital, and the unions immediately made themselves

ridiculous and were laughed out of popular consideration.

The easiest way to get rid of an annoying person is to give

him an oppoitunity to make an ass of himself if he has
any disposition that way ; and the same expedient proved
to be very effective with labor unions.

The next result of the humorous developments at Butte
was to show the miners of that place—who were supposed
to be terrible swashbucklers, but in reality were merely
honest, hard-working men (like most people)—that they
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did not need any union whatever. Then the joke was

fastened on the professional labor leaders, and to them
it was a ghastly joke, for it raised visions of their

having to go to work with sweating brows, just like

their whilom dupes. Their efforts to revive the unions

liave so far been unavailing, as related last week by the

Journal's Butte correspondence in the following illumin-

ating paragraph

:

When the old Butte Miners' Union surrendered its Western
Federation charter, it revived itself as the Butte Miners'
Union and solicited members among the miners who are op-
posed to Moyer. The union has been going it alone nearly
two weeks and has succeeded in getting a membership of

about 40. Moyer's federation agents have been working to

get members back into the fold for six weeks or more and
are now operating under the name and charter which the old

union surrendered, but in six weeks they have obtained only

about 200 members, and that seems to be about the limit of

the federation sympathizers. Then there is the original rebel

organization of I. W. W.'s. the Butte Mine Workers' union,

which still maintains an organization through a few officers,

hut has no members. There are more than 12.000 miners
working in the Butte district again, and the results of the

•efforts to organize unions indicate that the men who work
with their hands are satisfied to stay on the outside and that

Ihey have no particular sympathy with the men who work with
their jaws only. The miners are getting their $4 a day, and
they have neither union nor contract to enforce the payment,
but they find that the employing companies are a pretty decent

lot of corporations and will do right if permitted to do it.

Evidently the miners of Butte have perceived that there

is no use in paying dues tliat do them no good, but

support parasites who "work with their jaws only."

The third paradox in the affairs of mining labor is

now before us in the Joplin district, where a strike is in

progress, and whither the agitators are hurrying hot-foot.

The motives for the strike are simple enough. The

operators have been making extraordinary profits through

the unusually high price for zinc ore, and the miners

think they ought to participate in them to a greater extent

than has been granted them. It is out of the ordinary,

however, for Joplin miners to strike in a large body, to

enforce the closing of mines where the men want to work,

and to listen to the advice of professionals like Jloyer.

Heretofore Joplin has been noted for its freedom from

unionism and for the independence of its men, who have

been notorious strikebreakers in Colorado and elsewhere.

However, a reversal of form on the part of the Joplin

men is no more surprising than what was witnessed last

year in Butte and in the previous year at Lake Superior.

On each copy of the latest bulletin of the Institution

of Mining and ^letallurgy is the following paster:

Notice—All members, associates or students of the Institu-

tion of Mining and Metallurgy, of German, Austrian, Hun-
garian or Turkish nationality, are hereby requested to abstain

from attending any meeting or visiting the house of the In-

stitution during the continuance of the war.

The supply of rifle cartridges available for use in

Mexico is said to be very small, owing to the attention of

cartridge manufacturers being diverted elsewhere. This

class of ammunition is now quoted at 6c. per cartridge,

f.o.b. El Paso. Real money now being scarce in Mexico,

the warriors are experiencing great difficulty in keeping

their belts well filled, though a few of the mines are being

'.vorked for this purpose. If one cartridge costs 6c., gold,

how much does it cost in Villista paper to kill a man in

battle ?

An interesting story is told of a peculiar "practical"

mining incident which occurred in one of the Mexican
states some years ago. The superintendent of a mining
property induced his friend, the federal mining agent, to

let a denouncement of an "abandoned" mine slip through

in spite of the fact that the bullion output from the prop-

erty had been uninterrupted. As the operation of the

mine yielded continually increasing profits, the advisabil-

ity of securing the "good will" of the governor of the

state became apparent. The said governor had been a

sandal-footed bandit in the days when Porfirio Diaz

roamed about the hills in search of loot and glory, but

many years of prosperity had educated him to the point

where he was quite a stickler for ethical proprieties and
legal formalities. In fact, he was about as particular as

some Xew York or Philadel])hia corporation lawyers. The
matter was adjusted by Don Daniel taking the governor's

personal note for the sum of money which changed hands.

"A gentlemen's agreement" was entered into, verbally,

to the effect that Don Daniel should never present the note

for payment. Don Manuel was never dunned for the

amount, but after his death the practical American miner
cashed in 'on the note, thus depleting the late governor's

estate not only for the total amount, but with interest at

six per cent.

The increase in the iliami dividend from $0.50 quarter-

ly to $0,75 was rather unexpected, but was in line with

the increases that had previously been made by the Utah,

Nevada, Anaconda and other companies, which reflect

the increased earnings of the copper-producing companies

and exhibit confidence in the future of copper.

^:

In the suit brought against the Reading companies

for violation of the Hepburn clause of the Interstate

Commerce law, the United States Circuit Court at

Philadelphia has decided in favor of the companies. The
court holds that the Philadelphia & Reading R.R. Co. does

not own the stock of the Philadelphia & Reading Coal

& Iron Co., the stocks of both being held by the Reading

Co., a distinct organization. The relations between the

coal and the railroad companies are simply those of

miner and shipper on the one hand and of common carrier

on the other. It is understood that the Government

will take an appeal in the case.

Kennecott Copper, the owner of the Bonanza mine, in

Alaska—originally an enterprise of J. P. Morgan & Co.

and the Guggenheims, with whom Kuhn, Loeb & Co. sub-

sequently became a partner—was recently listed on the'

Curb market, the purpose being manifestly to bring in

the public. It is rumored that the distribution of the

stock is being managed by an important operator, with

the usual accompaniments of private tips and public -press

notices. Anyway, the stock had a sharp rise within a few

days of its introduction. This of course attracted the

attention of speculators, some of whom got in and out

at a profit, while others without doubt will overstay their

market and become involuntary investors. This is the

usual way of a promotion.
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At Philadelphia last week the protracted patent liti-

gation butwesn the Carnegie Steel Co., complainant, ami
the Cambria Iron Co., defendant, entered its final stage

when Judge McFherson of the Circuit Court of Appeals

affirmed the decree of the Western District Court against

Cambria, and ordered it to pay costs in the appellate court,

the costs in the district court to be awarded by that tribu-

nal. The question decided related to the method of ac-

counting for profits earned by the infringemonf.

The decree of the lower court ordered Cambria to pay

to the Carnegie company $580,306, with interest from
Jlay 1, 1912, to date of payment. The suit grew out of

the Jones patent, granted for an improvement in the meth-

od of mixing molten pig iron, and charged the Cambria
Iron Co. with infringement. Judge Buffington, then sit-

ting on the AVestern district bench, sustained the validity

of the claim and held that the process used by the Cambria
works was an infringement upon the Jones patent. Tlie

suit has been in the courts for several years.

D©sim© Mlmi©s M.©p®rtt foip fl^fl^

The report of the Dome Mines Co., Porcupine, Ont., for

the year ended Mar. 31, 1915, shows that 348,550 tons of

ore was treated, which yielded $1,055,496, or $4.25 per

ton of ore. The following table will show the financial

affairs of the company during fiie year

:

Receipts from bunion $1,055,496.78
Receipts from interest, discount, etc 6,S7S.41

Total receipts $1,062,375.19

Chargres:
Mining $205,492.20
Mining- 248,407.38
General 114,816.89
Selling expense 5,160.21
Development 173,319.02
Additional construction and equipment, less

salvage 106,792.49
Written off buildings and equipment 29, SOS. 55

Total charges $883,796.74
Balance of receipts 178,578.45

$1,062,375.19

Development work consisted of 1971 ft. of drifts, 2411

ft. of crosscuts, 1226 ft. of raises, 532 ft. of box-holes,

83 ft. of shaft—total, 6323 ft. In addition to this work
diamond drilling amounted to 5875 ft., and enlarging and
straightening drives, station construction, and sumps,

85,000 cu.ft. The development work was distributed on

the various levels within a zone of 1500 ft. long by 400 ft.

wide. Ore reserves are estimated to contain 2,782,811

tons of ore, having an average value of $4.15 per ton.

The mill is expected to reach its maximum capacity

of 28,000 tons per month during the coming j'ear. Dur-

ing the year under review, operating 342 days, or 93.7%
of the total possible time, it treated 248,550 tons of ore.

The average value of the ore sent to the mill was $4.68,

of which $2.70, or 57.6%, was saved by amalgamation

and $1.54, or 33%, was saved by eyanidation. The total

mill extraction was 90.6%. An increase in amalgamating '

plate area is in process of erection, as a greater extraction

by amalgamation is expected.

The small 16-cu.ft. cars used for tramming and haul-

ing ore on the main level and up the incline shaft to the

crusher have been replaced by 93-cu.ft. cars. The cost of

crushing and conveying has been reduced from 25.3c. to

12.6c. per ton. A system is being installed consisting of

5-ton cars for underground u.se, a large underground

crusher, automatic loading hoppers, 4-ton skips, and a

surface haulage with 5-ton cars to the crusher from the

No. 2 shaft. The operating costs, based on a total cost of

$737,557, were as follows per ton of ore milled: Min-

ing, including hoisting, 68.2c. per ton; development,

69.7c.; crushing and conveying, 13.6c.; reduction, 99c.;

general, 46.1c.—total, $3,967 per ton milled. The com-

pany ended the year with $484,040 in current assets and

$43,011 in current liabilities. An issue of 50,000 shares

of treasury stock is contemplated to furnish funds to

carry on development to determine as quickly as possible

the tonnage of ore that may be profitably mined.

A new mine telephone has recently been developed and
is being placed on the market by L. T. Weiss, of New
York City. The troubles in the generally accepted mine
telephone are due to rapid battery deterioration, ground-

ing of the battery, breaking of parts because of extreme-

ly rough handling, corrosion of small wires, corrosion

of transmitter diaphragm, breaking down ' of induction

The Weiss Mixe Telephoxe

coils, etc. A central-energy system, phone and the pres-

ent circuit were worked out. The central relay and bat-

tery are located in a suitable place on the surface. The
whole system can be quickly installed on the old wiring
without change.

The phone itself consists to outward appearance of an
iron box with an opening to speak into, an armored rubber
hose for listening purposes and the two buttons. No cord,

wiring, or mechanism are visible. The transmitter, re-

ceiver and wiring are permanently locked up. The trans-

mitter is connected to the speaking opening by a con-

nection also in the box, which prevents any moisture, ex-

pectoration, or mechanical injury reaching the diaphragm.'
The only damage that can be done is by tlxe removal of the

armored rubber listening tube. Even this would not put
the phone out of service and anyone could readily slip

the hose or another one in place, or could listen at the

hole over which the tube was placed.

This phone has been in operation in several mines for

over a year. It is claimed by its maker to be absolutely

foolproof and able to meet any possible condition.
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FERSOHAILS

Fred C. Alsdorf has been in New York for the past few
weeks but expects to return West soon.

J. V. N. Dorr will spend most of the month of July in

Colorado. During August he will be in San Francisco.

Dr. F. W. McNair, president of the Michigan School of

Mines, is visiting the mining centers of northern Ontario.

W. B. Bretherton has resigned his position as head
chemist at the Dome Mines, Porcupine, Ont., and has gone
West.

A. A. Hassan has been appointed consulting engineer for

the Crimora Manganese Corporation, operating at Crimora.
Virginia.

G. C. Bateman, of the Canadian Mining & Exploration
Co., recently examined the Beaver Lake and Herb Lake dis-

tricts, in Manitoba.

Irving A. Palmer has been appointed superintendent of

the Altoona zinc-smelting plant (Altoona, Kan.) of the United
States Smelting, Refining & Mining Co.

John D. Ryan left New York on .July 2 for Michigan, after

which he will visit Montana and the Pacific Coast, not expect-
ing to return until late in the summer.

W. H. Glasgow has been made assistant general superin-
tendent of the H. C. Frick Coke Co., with headquarters at

Scottdale, Penn. Clay F. Lynch is general superintendent.

Robert E. Harris, president of the Nova Scotia Steel &
Coal Co., Ltd., has been appointed a judge of the Supreme
Court of Nova Scotia, which will necessitate the election of

a new president.

Archibald Jones, formerly genei-al manager of the Bartles-
ville Zinc Co., at Bartlesville, Okla., has been appointed general
manager of the .\merican Zinc & Chemical Co. of Langeloth,
Penn., succeeding X. L. Heinz.

Joseph Cooper was appointed assistant superintendent of

the Farrell openhearth steel works of the Carnegie Steel Co.,

succeeding Norman S. Powell, who has been appointed super-
intendent of the North Sharon openhearth works.

W. S. Greenawalt, assistant superintendent of the open-
hearth department of the Pennsylvania Steel Co., has been
appointed superintendent of the openhearth plant of the
American Iron & Steel Manufacturing Co., Lebanon, Penn.

F. E. Parks has been appointed manager of the Minnequa
works of the Colorado Fuel & Iron Co., succeeding J. B. Mc-
Kennan, whose appointment as general manager of the

company, with headquarters at Pueblo, Colo., was recently

announced by President Welborn.

L. Jorgensen has resigned from the firm of F. G. Baum
& Co., San Francisco, and will engage in general electric-

and hydraulic-engineering practice, specializing in the de-
sign of arch dams. His office is 1404 Chronicle Building, San
Francisco. Mr. Jorgensen is inventor and patentee of the
constant-angle multiple-radius dam.

Robert I. Kerr, for many years bookkeeper at the Kennedy
mine, has been elected to the position of secretary of the
California Metal Producers' Association at San Francisco.
He succeeds John Mocine -who resigned to accept the position
of superintendent of the Pittsburgh Silver Peak mine in

Nevada. Mr. Mocine "was formerly a resident of Nevada. Mr.
Kerr is a member of the California legislature for Amador
County and was chairman of important committees which
rendered good services to the miners during the last session
of the legislature.

James H. Goudie died at Newberry, Mich., June 24, aged 67

years. He was born in Scotland, but had been in Michigan
for 30 years, during most of which time he had been engineer
of the Metropolitan Iron & Lead Co., with headquarters at
Ironwood.

R. C. Scott, secretary and treasurer of the Morris Machine
Works, Baldwinsville, N. Y., died suddenly July 4, while play-
ing golf on the links of the Onondaga Club. He was 66 years
old and was well known as a manufacturer of mining, pump-
ing and general machinery for many years.

Robert Patterson Andrews died at Denver, Colo., June 24,

aged 73 years. He was born in Pennsylvania and graduated

from Lafayette College at Easton. He went to Colorado ii
1S63 and worked as an assayer at Aspen, Creede and other
camps. For 30 years past he had been assistant assayer and
melter at the Denver Mint.

Ernest Porter, receiver for the New York State Steel Co.,
Buffalo, and former superintendent of the steel plant of the
Carnegie Steel Co. at North Sharon, Penn., died at his home in
New Wilmington, Penn., June 16, aged 42 years. He was
graduated from Westminster College and was first employed
as a chemist at the North Sharon works, rising to become
superintendent of the plant. He was also for a time in charge
of the openhearth furnace department of the Tennessee Coal,
Iron & Railroad Co., Birmingham, Ala. He leaves his widow
and four sons.

SOCHETSES

American Institute of Mining Engineers—The next meet-
ingr of the Utah section will take place on July 15 and will
take the form of an excursion to the Tintic district leaving-
Salt Lake City on the morning of that day and returning- on
July 16. Arrangements have been made for special cars for
the members and facilities will be provided for visiting the
different mines in the district. While at Eureka, the mem-
bers will be guests of the district. A session will be held
there, at which two papers will be presented; one by G. W.
Crane on "Geology of Ore Deposits and Geological Methods
Applied to Mining in the Tintic District;" and the other by
D. A. Lyon on "The Zinc Problem in the Treatment of Low-
grade Zinc and Zinc-Lead Ores."

American Society for Testing: Materials—The 18th annual
meeting of this society was held at Atlantic City, N. J., June
22 to 25, with a large attendance. The meeting was a busy
one, no less than 55 committee reports, papers and addresses
being on the program. Among the committee reports were
those on standards for high-carbon steel, splice bars and
track bolts; boiler tubes; welded steel and wrought-iron pipe;
chemical analysis for alloy steels; chains; methods of samp-
ling and analysis of pig iron; bars for springs and many
other important topics. The report of the executive commit-
tee recommended an increase in dues for the purpose of meet-
ing the increased expenses for publications incurred by the
association. A number of the committee reports were de-
bated and referred to letter ballot by the association. An-
rouncement was made that owing to the European war, the
congress of the International Association which was to have
been held at Petrograd, Russia, in August, has been indefi-
nitely postponed.

HHDUSTRHAIL HEWS

The Waterbury Co., manufacturer of manila, sisal and wire
rope, on July 1 removed its general offices from 80 South St.

to 63 Park Row, New York City.

The National Slag Co. announces the removal on July 1

of its offices from 30 Church St., New York, to the Kinney
Building, Broad and Market St., Newark, N. J.

William Jacks & Co., of 5 East India Ave., London, and 111
New St., Birmingham, states that it is not connected with the
Glasgo^v firm of the same name which has been prosecuted in

Edinburgh by the British Government under the "Trading
with the Enemy Acts"; that no member of the London firm
has any interest in such Glasgow firm, and that no member of
such Glasgow firm has any interest in the London firm.

The litigation that has been carried on for the last several
years between the Marion Steam Shovel Co. and the Marion-
usgood Co., has been amicably adjusted. This settlement
covers all machinery heretofore shipped by the Marion-Osgood
Co. and grants to it shop rights to continue the use of those
patents held by the Marion Steam Shovel Co., which are
involved in the Marion-Osgood Co. machines as at present
constructed.

On June 1 the Ingersoll-Rand Co. opened a branch office in

San Francisco, Calif., at 139 Towniend St. with a view to giv-
ing closer attention to users of Ingersoll-Rand machinery
than it is possible for any agency to do. Harron, Rickard &
McCone will still cooperate in the sale of Ingersoll-Rand ma-
chinery after the expiration of its agency contract on July
22 next. H. L. Terwilliger is district manager for the ter-

ritory handled by the San Francisco and Los Angeles offices,

with headquarters in San Francisco.
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SAN FRANCISCO—June 30

The Field Process Co. is reported to have complied with
the requirements ot the California "Blue Sky" commission
and has beeen authorized to dispose of sufficient stock to build

a new plant at Redding. This is evidently the same process

that was installed at Redding more than a year ago and which
attracted chiefly the interest of farmers. Whatever improve-
ments may have been made, there is no record of practical

commercial demonstration of the process. The first plant was
built with money furnished by farmers who were fighting the

smelters and the probability is that the stock for the present

undertaking will be disposed of to the same men.

(Guggenheim Interests on Yuba River complain that old-

fashioned miners with pans and rockers have been encroach-

ing upon the Guggenheim dredging ground between Marys-
ville and Smartsville. The May rains and consequent high

water in the streams offered a temptation which the old-type

placer miners, who have been on the job for the past 50 years,

could not very well resist. The Guggenheims have sent

the sheriff after them, but it is understood the 20 or 30 miners
have cleaned up enough to satisfy their present wants or

grubstake them for prospecting trips in regions not con-

trolled by the big interests. When the camp was being in-

stalled on American River for the construction of Natomas No.

10, the first all-steel dredge operated in California, an old

prospector and miner who knew the ground better than the

Natomas people did, was cleaning up big pay in a long torn.

He was asked by the manager if he knew whose land he was
on. He replied in the affirmative and abandoned his digging.

He was told to return and get what he could off the sur-

face until the dredge got in operation, but this extraordinary

offer of the manager caused him to be suspicious that some
sort of trap was being laid for him. In many placer dis-

tricts in California the value of the ground for dredging has

been brought to the attention of dredging companies by the

operation of these old timers and usually large companies
would rather encourage than drive these prospectors away.

Seml-montlily Pay Day provided by Assembly bill -187 has
become a law in California. Under its provisions all wages
or compensation in private employments shall be due and
payable at least semi-monthly. The act does not prevent

payment more frequently than twice a month. Every em-
ployer is required to establish regular pay days and main-
tain notices of such pay days. All wages earned and unpaid
prior to the first day of any month shall be due and pay-
able not later than the 15th day of the month following the

one in which the wages were earned and all wages unpaid
prior to the 16th day of any month shall be due and payable
not later than the last day of the same month. Employees
are safeguarded against -practice of some employers of paying
in non-negotiable paper by the provision that payment of

wages shall be in lawful money of the United States or by a
good and valid negotiable check or draft payable on pre-

sentation at some bank or established place of business situ-

ated in the state. Such payments are without discount. If

an employee is absent on the regular pay day he shall be
paid within five days after making demand. Violations of the

law are misdemeanors and the Bureau of Labor Statistics has
power to enforce the law. Some of the mining companies
have complained that the enforcement of this law will retard
mining and work a hardship upon those mines which are in

the habit of cleaning up once a month. The talk that a semi-
monthly pay day will put some of the mines out of business
is not considered seriously. There may be a few mines in

the state which would suffer some inconvenience and possibly

temporary hardship. But the California mine that is unable
to pay wages twice a month would not last very long any-
way. One trouble with California mine operators is that they
have been subjected to so few legislative regulations that

anything in the way of mining law is considered a hardship.

So far the only legislation that has done any injury to mine
operators is the insurance clause of the Workmen's Compen-
sation law. That has been softened by the action of the Metal
Producers' Association.

BUTTE .July 1

Conipensation Law—The Anaconda Copper Mining Co.

posted notices at all of its Butte mines, at the Washoe plant

at Anaconda and at the Great Falls plants that it had adopted

the No. 1 plan of the new compensation law which went into

effect July 1- Under this plan the company carries its own
insurance. If an employee meets with an accident settlement
is made direct by the company with the injured employee or
in the event of his death with his heirs. Settlement is made
under the schedule provided in the new law. referred to in

the "Journal" of June 19. Beside the Anaconda company, the
North Butte and the Butte-Alex Scott also posted notices to

the effect that they had adopted plan No. 1 of the new law.

The Butte & Superior, East Butte, Butte-Ballaklava, Davis
Daly, Butte Zenith and many of the smaller companies posted
notices that they would elect plan No. 2 of the new act.

Under this plan the companies insure against accidents with
guarantee companies approved by the state industrial accident
board, which has charge of the enforcement of the compensa-
tion law. In case of accident the insurance companies settle

with the injured, or with the heirs in case of death. Most
of the mining companies of Montana, outside of Butte have
adopted plan No. 2. The Anaconda company also posted the
following notice from the Industrial Accident Board:

Notice to employees:
In accordance with the provisions of the workmen's com-

pensation act, chapter 96, Session Laws 1915, this is to advise-
you that unless you serve written notice on your employer,
and file a copy with the industrial accident board, Helena,
Montana, of your election not to come under the law, that
the act as adopted by youi" employer, will immediately apply
to you.

If you do notify your employer and the above named board
that you elect not to come under the said act, you may after-
wards revoke such claim by a notice in writing, served on
your employer and a copy filed with the above-named board,
which notice shall take effect on the first day of the next
succeeding month, after which time the law as adopted by
your employer will apply to you.

Injury Not Resulting in Death—Notice of—An employee
who has been injured in the course of his employment and
whose incapacity extends over a period of two weeks shall
serve written notice of such injury on his employer (from
whom blank forms may be obtained) a copy of which report
must be sent to the Industrial Accident Board, Helena, Mon-
tana, and which notice shall be signed by the person injured,
or someone in his behalf, and shall state in ordinary language
the time, place and cause of the injury.

Injury Resulting in Death—Notice of—When death results
from an injury received by an employee in the course of his
employment, notice shall be served by his beneficiary or
dependants, or someone in their behalf.

Limit of Period of Notification—Notice of injury, not
resulting in death, must be given to the employer within 60
days after the happening thereof, and claim for compensation
for personal injury or death shall be made within six months,
or in the event of an injured workman who is mentally in-
competent and without a guardian, or an injured minor under
16 years of age who may be without a parent or guardian,
a guardian in either case may be appointed by any court of
competent jurisdiction and notice shall be given within six
months after the appointment of the guardian or when such
minor arrives at the age of 16 years. No proceeding for com-
pensation under this act shall be maintained unless these rules
are observed.

Each of the employees of the mining companies was pre-
sented with a copy of the hospital agreement under which
they agree to pay $1 per month for hospital fees. This
includes a waiver of the provisions of Section 16-P of the
compensation act.

SAI/r LAKE CITY—July 2

The Utah Copper Co.'s Production in May was 14,063,765 lb.

of copper, compared with approximately 13,000,000 in April.
Ore production has been increased, and according to reports
in Bingham, as high as 28,000 tons of ore a day have been
handled. The Bingham & Garfield R.R. has run 9 or 10 ore
trains of about 40 cars each a day, which would mean from
17,000 to 20,000 tons of ore, the remainder being carried by
the Denver & Rio Grande, which handles 7500 tons daily
under contract, and at present is carrying 1500 tons extra,
or about 9000 tons all told. In March, the Utah Copper raised
its quarterly dividend rate from 75c. to $1 per share. The
company began paying dividends in December, 190S, with
50c. quarterly, and has not missed a payment since that time,
being the only one of the important copper producers to
maintain its rate following the outbreak of the European war.
On June 30, the company paid $1,624,489.

A Better »Iiniu!? Year for Utah in 1915 than had been antici-
pated, which will compare with, or equal, the record year of 1913.
is predicted by the U. S. Geological Survey, based on reports
from its Salt Lake office. The survey states that the outlook
in Utah is bright, though mining was dull after the beginning
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of the European war, and did not improve until March, when
increased demand for metals caused tlie mills and smelteries
to increase capacity. Following higher metal prices, the
immense stockpiles of ore at one or two of the smelting
plants in Utah are being rapidly worked up for their lead
and copper, and only producers of carbonate or siliceous ores

have preference or find a ready market. In some cases, as in

the purchase of zinc ores, buyers have been powerless to

take more and refuse to consider ore which has not previously
been arranged for by contract. Lead producers during a few
days of extremely high prices found smelters refusing to make
contracts except on previously prevailing prices, with only
half of the new quotation added. Producers with contracts
for the sale of lead ore increased their shipments slightly,

and enjoyed the high prices.

The Ohio Copper at Bingham, which is being operated under
lease by the General Exploration Co. has two sections, Nos.

1 and 3, of the mill in operation treating 1900 to 2000 tons
of ore daily. The third section will be started in a few days,

and will increase the capacity to 2500 tons. When the
company was operating, up to 3000 tons per day was treated.

Operations by the leasing company have not yet been brought
up to capacity, partly on account of some repairs made to the
compressor machinery. A caving system is being used, and
the mining costs have been placed at 25c. a ton. Since De-
cember, 1909, the Ohio Copper Co. has mined 3,056,000 tons
of ore by caving. The orebody consists of crushed quartzite

impregnated with pyrite, chalcopyrite and chalcocite, also a
notable amount of cuprite in places. It occurs between two
fissures, several hundred feet apart, and extends from the

100 level down to the 1300 or Mascotte tunnel level. The
ore is mined in 100-ft. blocks, and delivered by three main
chutes to bins on the Mascotte tunnel level, from where it

goes direct to the mill. The ore is concentrated about 30:1.

and the concentrates are shipped to the A. S. & R. at Garfield.

At present between 200 and 300 men are employed.

FAIRR.WKS. ALASK.\—May ."{1

The Rate on Ore to be transported from Fairbanks to

either Seattle or Tacoma is quoted as follows by the American-
Yukon Navigation Co.:

Rate
Ore Sacked per Ton

1 to 5 tons $25.00
5 to 20 tons 22.50
20 to 50 tons 20.00
50 to 100 tons 17.50
100 to 250 tons 15.00
Over 250 tons Special

The ore will be routed via St. Michael in connection with
either the Alaska Steamship Co. or the Pacific Coast Steamship
Co. This "Special Development Rate" now in effect, will,

unless revoked before that time, be effective until the close

of navigation in 1915.

SEATTLE—June 28

A Report on Tolovnna, the first authentic summary of the
prospects for the new district are contained in a I'eport given
out Viy Delegate Wickersham, of Alaska, who has just com-
pleted a thorough investigation of the district. He reports
that the latest strike continues to draw the interest of miners
in the North and at the present time there are about 300 in

camp, busy prospecting and doing development work on
already proven ground. Enough pay has been found to
establish at least a small camp and there is every indication
that it will be a larger one. More work has been done in

opening the new district in the last six months than was
done in the entire Fairbanks district during the first two years.
Some gold is being rocked out in small quantities, but no
sluicing has yet been done although an outfit on Olive Creek
expects to start shortly and the first cleanup will be reported
about Aug. 1 which will show what has been located on that
particular creek. On Livengood Creek a line of pay has
been opened extending some two miles. Along the line of the
different holes sunk, pay averaging between $1.25 and $1.50

has been found on bedrock on the right limit bench and fourth
tier. Lower down along the creek another line of pay has
been opened showing about dollar dirt; however, it lies 30

ft. to bedrock, while the bench pay runs between 90 and 100

ft. The diggings are deep, not shallow as was at first sup-
posed, and necessarily the prospecting is slower and more
costly. In both the Shushanna and Nelchina camps it was
only a few feet to bedrock, which explains their rapid de-

velopment, once pay was found. In the Tolovana district it

is necessary to have hoists, boilers, cables, buckets and equip-
ment which is heavy to transport and at present the trans-
portation facilities are poor. The summer trail from Fair-

banks is impossible for heavy wai?ons and is being used now
only by packers. The Alaska Road Commission 's now investi-

gating routes with a view of constructing a summer highway.

Water transportation is the only solution this summer and
small steamers and power launches go up the Tolovana 150
miles to what is called the Big Jam, extending over three
miles which is impassable. There is a 2100-ft. tram being
built across the portage, effecting a saving of about 30 miles
whence small boats travel to within about 6 miles of the
diggings on Livengood Creek and most of the freight is going
this way. The Fairbanks Telephone Co. is now stringing
wires to the new camp from Fairbanks. Possibly the best
bunch of experienced mining men and prospectors that ever
went into a new Alaskan district are opening up the Tolovana
and it only needs the news that good cleanups are made
when the sluices are working, to start one of the biggest
stampedes the North has ever seen.

W.-VLL.iCE—JVXE 30

The Sale of the Success Mine is the most important deal
consumated in Wallace In many months. On June 24, H. F.

Samuels sold his holdings of 1,100,00 shares of Success Mining
Co. stock for $1 per share. The total outstanding stock is

1,500,000 shares. The purchasers are said to be Duluth people,

the same who acquired control of the Reindeer-Queen property
at Mullan. The Success mine is located on Nine Mile Creek,
about one and one-half miles from the Interstate-Callahan
property and is one of the oldest locations in the Coeur
d'Alenes. It was first operated by the Granite Mining Co.

and under that control produced $600,000 in lead and silver.

As depth was obtained the ore became richer in zinc but
at that time there was no market for zinc ore mined in the
Coeur d'Alenes. Mr. Samuels obtained control in 1905 and
formed the Success Mining Co. A large amount of develop-
ment disclosed a large tonnage of high-grade zinc ore con-
taining enough lead to pay the operating costs. A 200-ton
mill was constructed which has proved successful in separ-
ating the lead and zinc at a ratio of concentration of 2:1.

Dividends were suspended Apr. 20, 1913, up to which time
?345.000 had been paid. Dividends were resumed -A^pr. 20, 1915.

and since that time three dividends, 17 cents in all, amounting
to $105,000, have been paid. During the month of June the
mine is said to have earned 8 cents per share. The company
has an excellent smelting contract which runs until May, 1916.

DULITTH

—

July 3

Ore Shipments for June via Duluth-Superior docks were
as follows:

June, 1915 June, 1914

Duluth & Iron Range 1.224,026 1,075,193
D. M. & N 2,146,501 1,045,734
N. P 2,043 19,472
Soo Line 122,408 50,659
Great Northern 802,085 1,944,606

4,357,063 4,135,664

Total 1915 shipments to July 1 aggregate 8,892,792 tons,

as against 5.817,791 tons for 1914.

JOPLI-V—June 31)

Our Early and Repeated ^Vn^nings regarding wildcat zinc

mining investment that would follow an era of high ore prices

have already been justified. Every old worked-out mine and
abandoned prospect in this district is being rigged up to sell,

but while a number of investors are coming in they are not

throwing their money away as they did 15 years ago.

.V General Strike Was Called on June 28 by the zinc miners
in the Joplin district and 2000 or 3000 marched about the dis-

tiict calling on all the other miners to quit work and join

them. The demand is for more wages. Wage increases were
granted recently when zinc ore reached such a high price, and
^^hen prices dropped, some of the operators reduced wages,
but none are said to have been cut to what they formerly

were. Several of the large producers have shut down for

two weeks and they assert they will remain closed indefinitely

rather than deal with Moyer and the Western Federation who
have a hand in the strike in another effort to get a formidable

foothold in the Missouri fields.

TOROMTi)

—

June 2!S

.\s a Result of Outrages in Canada by alien enemies, there

is a strong feeling in Northern Ontario in favor of interning

the Germans and Austrians, at present employed in large

numbers in the mining districts. Petitions to the govern-
ment to that effect, circulated principally in Cobalt, Hailey-

bury and New Liskeard, have obtained about 1000 signatures,

and have been endorsed by the Cobalt Board of Trade. The
presence of so many men of enemy nationality in the mining
camps is regarded as especially dangerous owing to the large

quantity of explosives which are accessible, and the fact that

many of the foreigners are accustomed to their use. The
petitions will be presented to Gen. Sam. Hughes, Minister of

Militia.
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ERIE (Gianiteville)—rioperty will be worked by leasers
under management of Thomas Haddy of Virginia City, Nev.
J. W. Swearingen will have charge of mill. Property is owned
by West Virginia men.

CASSIDY (Grass Valley)—Unwatering shaft is progressing.
New electric pumps have been substituted for air pumps and
sinking will begin as soon as water is out. Twenty men are
employed. George St. John is manager.

Placer County

FEDERAL DRIFT (Dutch Flat)—Recent find of ore re-
ported in crosscut tunnel connected with old Rough and Ready
works indicates th:it Dutch Flat may again be placed on
mining map of California. Camp was producer in days of
early placer mining.

CALIFORNIA-HAWAIIAN DEVELOPMENT (Auburn)—Re-
ported that property on Ralston divide in Long Canon district
will be reopened and that tunnel from south side of ridge
will be driven in hope of tapping channel which tunnel on
north side failed to reach. Property is situated in northern
portion of Eldorado National forest.

San Luis Obispo County

CAMBRIA (Cambria)—More than one-half mile of tunnel,
started last fall, has besn completed. A bucket tramway will
be installed for carrying ore from the mine to the furnaces.

Shasta County

INDEPENDENT AND EXCELSIOR (Arbuckle)—A suit has
been brought by Frank A. Greene and others against John H.
Purcell and others to clear title to these claims and Daisy No.
1, 2 and 3.

ANCIENT-RIVER prospecting near Redding is in progress.
The drift is in 30 ft., disclosing blue gravel. A 50-ft. chute
connects with string of sluice boxes bringing water from
Whitlaw^ Creek. Mr. Nelson is manager.

NOBLE ELECTRIC STEEL CO. (Heroult)—Reported that
preparations are being made for running electric smeltery
to its full capacity. One furnace has recently been in opera-
tiontion and produced 25 tons of steel. Manganese ore is
being shipped to smeltery from Mendocino County. Ore is

mined about 5 miles from Redwood Valley. Preparations
were being made in middle of May for shipment of one car
load per day. Hoist tramway and ore bins have been installed
and 20 men are employed.

ARIZO.\.\

Gila County

INSPIRATION (Miami)—First section of Inspiration mill
started up June 29.

Maricopa County

SUNFLOWER CINNABAR (Phoenix)—Preparing to resume
operations at property 65 miles northeast of Phoenix. Com-
pany plans to build wet-process plant. At present 3-ton re-
tort is being used for extracting quicksilver.

Moliavc County

OATMAN GOLD M. & M. (Oatman)—Installing machinery
at main shaft; will sink 500 ft.

UNION BASIN (Golconda)—Has just commenced operat-
ing new 30-ton oil-flotation plant, and as work progresses
expects to erect zinc-tailings regrinding plans and add further
flotation equipment.

Yavapai County
ROSALIE COPPER (Mayer)—Preparing to resume work

on property IS miles east of Mayer. George C. Meese, of Los
Angeles, is president.

BIG LEDGE DEVELOPMENT (Humboldt)—Has more than
40 claims three miles east of Humboldt on which diamond
drilling is proving up orebody said to average I'^c copper.

CALIFORNIA
Amador County

SOUTH EUREKA (Sutter Creek)—Orebody on the 2000-
ft. level has widened out and developed some high-grade ore.

MOUNTAIN KING (Pine Grove)—Robinson Co. recently
obtained new- bond and option and is prosecuting develop-
ment work. Large amount of ore e.xtracted but mine -will

be deepened before treatment is undertaken.

Butte County
NUGGET GRAVEL (Lovelock)—Reported that Smith Bros,

encountered rich gravel, taking out $400 in one week. One
nugget was worth $180. Property is situated on upper end
of old Indian Springs mine.

BERRY CREEK DISTRICT—Mining camp near Oroville
on Western Pacific R.R. is credited with recent strikes of
good ore. M. A. Chapan is hauling in machinery for develop-
ment. Charles Nelson has opened up gravel claim in same
district.

Calaveras County

ROYAL GOLD (Hodson)—Dropping 40 stamps; preparing to
add 10 more immediately, to be followed by 10 more, making
60-stamp mill with 300-ton capacity.

Fresno County
HIGHWAY COMMISSIONERS have been appointed by

Board of Supervisors. An engineer will be selected and it

is proposed to bond county for $3,000,000 for good roads. Coal-
inga oil district is in this county and will receive a large
share of the benefit from road construction.

Inyo County
REWARD GOLD (Russ Mining District)—Property located

east of Mt. Whitney is preparing to install cyanide plant.
Thomas & Rudderow. of San Francisco, is financing the com-
pany.

Kern County
ATOLIA (Atolia)—High-grade ore is being extracted from

900 level of Churchill group. Reported that company has
large contracts for tungsten.

KING SOLOMON (Randsburg)—Cleanup of 110 tons at Red
Dog mill returned $6100, an average of $54.50 per ton. The
largest part of ore came from 300 level.

CONSOLIDATED (Randsburg)—Water encountered in shaft
in January has increased sufficiently to provide almost enough
to supply 5-stamp mill which is running three shifts. About
two years ago water was encountered by this company in
Wedge shaft. Early in period in which this first water was
pumped, there were many conjectures as to source, and doubts
were freely expressed that water would be permanent. Com-
pany is now selling water from Wedge shaft to neighboring
mines which formerly had water hauled in in railroad tank
cars.

YELLOW ASTER (Randsburg)—Superior Court of Los
Angeles, denied petition of Mrs. Stella de Pauw for removal
of Ward Chapman from position of coexecutor of estate of
John Singleton, Mrs. de Pauw's former husband and one of
discoverers of Yellow Astor mine. Reported that Mrs. de
Pauw has gone to San Francisco to take matter up with A.
Van Coenen Torchiana, consul general of the Netherlands.
Mrs. de Pauw by her second marriage has become a citizen
of Holland and evidently is of opinion that American courts
have no jurisdiction over her affairs except the decision be
in her favor.

Nevada County

ERIE (Graniteville)—Number of leasers started work
under supervision of Fred Weiss, agent for owning company.
GOLDEN CENTER (Grass Valley)—Collar of new incline

shaft has been timbered and connections are being made with
old workings. Sinking will be resumed and shaft deepened
to 1000 ft.

Siskiyc iinty

GEORGE MILNE (Scott Bar)—G. A. Milne has completed
his cleanup of one month's hydraulic mining which returned
$1950, all specimen gold. Smallest pieces average little more
than one dollai" each, and largest $43S.

NORTHERN (Callahan)—Company composed of San Fran-
cisco men has taken over placer ground of Grouse Creek
jNIining Co. at confluence of east fork of Scott River and
Grouse (Treek. Edw'ard C. Latchem is manager. Property
will be worked by hydraulic methods.

SPENCER (Yreka)—T. W. Kirk, of Humbug, made recent
cleanup of 73 tons of ore from old dump which had been put
through an arrastre. Return was $40S or more than $55 per
ton. There are several thousand tons of dump ore at mine
which will probably run an average of near this value. Re-
cent cleanup was from samples taken from various parts of
the dump. Spencer is one of oldest operated mines on Hum-
bug Creek. There are number of old mines in this region
that were former producei-s which have large amounts of ore
on dump that would pay well under modern treatment.

Tuolumne County
NYMAN CONSOLIDATED (Jamestown)—Ore is being ex-

tracted from Knox and Boyle vein on 300, 400, and 600 levels.
Extensive development is planned in Nyman claims, where
good ore was formerly found. Ten of 40 stamps are dropping
and mill will gradually be "worked up to capacity. This
property is commonly known as Santa Ysabel.

Yolo County
PLACER GOLD is reported to have been discovered in

Casey Flat west of Amaranth. Yolo County has no record of
gold production nor of any other metals. There have been
traces of oil and gas.

COLOU-\DO
Boulder County

WHITE RAVEN (Ward)—Contract has been let to sink
shaft 100 ft. to 340 level. Contemplates sinking shaft to
depth of 500 ft.

ALICE (Jamestown)—This mine produced principally lead-
silver ore in earlier operations but now shows shoot of gold-
telluride ore 5 ft. thick.

HUMBOLDT (Ward)—Hallett and others are building mill
which will run both for custom ores and for treatment of
product from this mine.

HOODOO (Gold Hill)—Mutual Cooperative Mining Co., of
which Frank E. Wire is secretary, will reopen and operate
this old group, including Columbus mine.

TROJAN MINING & ORE REDUCTION CO. (Ward)—This
is new company formed to take over and develop New Market
properties. Shaft is 500 ft. deep and vein is now developed
by five levels from 200 to 500 ft. in length. New company
contemplates remodeling of mill and installation of addi-
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tional equipment. It is considered probable that some heavy
sulphide ore developed can be satisfactorily smelted and in-

stallation of hot-blast pyritic smelter is under consideration.

Clear Creek County
KANSAS I-BASING (Idaho Springs)—Company is develop-

ing Kansas vein through Newhouse Tunnel. Vein 30 m. wide
has been opened assaying $12 to $14 per ton.

IDAHO BRIDE (Idaho Springs)—New compressor plant be-
ing installed. Extensive drifting and sinking are planned.
Idaho tunnel will be pushed to intersect several strong veins.

Mill is running two shifts.

ENGINEERS' LEASING (Idaho Springs)—Winze sunk to

110 ft. below tunnel level on Dyke vein. Drift east 100 ft.

and raise from this drift has opened 15-in. vein of $60 ore.

Large flow of water is under control.

SYNDICATE (Dumont)—New machinery for 50-ton milling
plant has arrived and will be installed in old Kaverne mill

building. Will treat ore from Syndicate and other properties
in district.

BIG FIVE (Idaho Springs)—On account of increase in

number of operators in Big Five tunnel, company has found
it advisable to install additional air compressor operated by
electricity. Will have capacity of 1700 cu.ft. of free air per
minute. W. P. Daniels is president and general manager.

LAKE (Idaho Springs)—Tunnel No. 2 is now in 1.200 ft.

from portal. Concentrating ore is being opened in this tun-
nel and in Tunnel No. 4, which is driven at higher level.

Electric drills and ventilating equipment will soon be in-

stalled. Property is being developed by Quigley & Co.

JOSEPHINE (Georgetown)—Mendota Leasing Co. has se-

cured lease on this property and has commenced construction
of 25-ton mill to treat ore from dumps and old stopes. Ma-
chinery for plant has been purchased and mill will be in

working order within next 30 days.

Dolores County
PRO PATRIA (Rico)—Shelhamer and Batchlor, who opened

small but rich shoot last March, have made second strike of
similar ore in Jumbo No. 2 vein that has heretofore been con-
sidered worthless.

Gilpin County
KANSAS (Central City)—This mine is being operated

through Argo tunnel with portal at Idaho Springs. Leasers
have opened strong shoot of $12 ore and are making good
shipments.

Lake County
DERRY RANCH GOLD DREDGING (Snowden)—Construc-

tion of dredge proceeding rapj.dly under superintendence of

Robert Gore, formerly superintendent of Rovett boat at

Breckenridge now owned by the Tonopah Placers Co. New
dredging site is about 12 miles southwest of Leadville along
the Arkansas River. Dredge will have 5% -cu.ft. buckets.
Colorado Power Co. is erecting 6% -mile transmission line.

R. F. Lafferty is general manager.

San Juan County
SILVER LAKE (Silverton)—Mill has started as custom

flotation plant. First mill run was made on ore from Big
Giant property.

GOLDEN MONARCH (Gladstone)—Development will be
commenced on this property which lies south of Gold King
mine. Work will be under the direction of J. M. Kloster.

BROAD GAUGE (Silverton)—J. M. Laqueer and associates,
of Puetdo. have secured an option on this property in Burns
Gulch and will start development work in near future.

HAMLET M & M (Silverton)—Mine and mill have been
placed in working order and operations have been resumed.
E. A. Ritter. of Colorado Springs, is consulting engineer.

BANDORA (Silverton)—Operations will be resumed at
property in South Mineral Creek in near future. Company
contemplates development work on Bandora, Little Todd and
Cataract veins.

San Miauel County
HUMBOLDT MINES (Telluride)—New organization formed

by Bulkelev Wells and associates to take over Humboldt,
Sailor's Fortune and Tom Payne properties together with all

property of Old Dominion Mines Corporation. Property will
be developed and operated through adit level of old Sheridan
mine. Ore is similar to that of Smuggler-Union and will be
transported over Smuggler system of tramways to Pandora
mill for treatment. Work of extending power lines for oper-
ation of electrical equipment at Humboldt properties under
way. Men have been put to work on development and man-
agement hopes to have mines in condition to produce 150 tons
per day within about five months. Bulkeley Wells is general
manager and C. N. Bell %vill he superintendent.

Teller County
SITTING BULL (Victor)—Main shaft has been sunk to

400 ft. and levels are being driven.

TRAIL (Goldfield)—Shoot recently opened on 1200 level
has been developed 100 ft. by drift and shows 1-oz. ore 5 to
10 ft. wide.

KOYHNEO (.Victor)—Claim is within city limits. Promis-
ing discovery made on 200 level almost beneath high-school
building.

LAST DOLLAR (Victor)—Gibbons lease, 1200 level, after
long deadwork, has 5-ft. shoot of $14 ore. Company pushing
development on 900 level.

IDAHO
Shoshone County

HECLA (Burke)—New addition to Hecla mill is now run-
ning on full time and full capacity. Mine production is about
ICOOO tons per month.

TERRIBLE EDITH (Murray)—Has begun shipment of zinc
ore to Eastern smelters. Ore shoot has widened to S ft. and
slope is now 70 ft. long. (Tharlos Conn is manager.

HYPOTHEEK (Kingston)—Shaft is now down 1085 ft. and
will be sunk 100 ft. deeper before crosscutting, making next

level 300 ft. below 900 level. Down to that point levels have
been opened at intervals of 200 ft. Work at mine is limited to
shaft sinking until final depth is reached.

HERCULES (Burke)—Mine and mill still idle and no new
developments regarding smelting contract situation. Rumor
has it that St. Regis and Superior, towns in Mineral County,
are both under consideration for location of smelting plant.
Location would serve mines at Wallace, Saltese. and the Iron
Mountain and Amador districts. Osburn is also candidate.

MICHIGAN
Copper

MICHIGAN COPPER (Rockland)—After an idleness of five
or six years will resume exploratory work. An assessment
has been levied and largest creditors have consented to with-
hold their claims, pending results of development. Butler
shaft, sunk many years ago to depth of 300 ft. will be deep-
ened to 700 ft.

Iron
OLIVER (Ironwood)—All of Oliver mines at Ironwood are

now working six days a week. For almost a year past they
had worked but four days out of every six. Oliver is shipping
strong from Gogebic Range. Shipments are already far
ahead of 1914 for same months. Next to Oliver heaviest
shipper is Oglebay, Norton Co.

MINJVESOI-V
Cuyuna Ran^e

INLAND STEEL (Crosby) — Experimental concentrator
now washing 500 to 600 tons daily, having been in operation
for several days.

BUFFALO & SUSQUEHANNA (Hibbing)—D. M. & N. Ry.
is now hauling output from this mine instead of Great North-
ern as foimerly, 6000 tons daily going forward.

CUYUNA-SULTANA (Ironton)—Contrary to press reports
widely circulated, U. S. Steel Corporation has made no at-
tempt to secure control of this property and has no interests
on Cuyuna Range and displays no Interest in acquisition of
any property here.

BRAINERD (Barrows)—Capitalization increased from $25,-
000 to $125,000. Company owns fee to Barrows Mine, form-
erly operated by M. A. Hanna & Co. Recent drilling on prop-
erty has greatly increased tonnage and improved grade of ore.
No announcement made as to reason for increase of capital-
ization.

BRAINERD-CUYUNA (Brainerd)—Following unique cus-
tom of Cuyuna Range stocli companies, this company con-
ducted excursion to its property for benefit of Its Duluth
stockholders, 120 miles distant, on July 4. At that time mine
iioisted its first ore, although no considerable tonnage will
be hoisted for several months.

Alesabi Ran^e
MISS.-\BE MOUNTAIN (Franklin)—After standing 15 years,

75,000-ton stockpile is now being loaded for shipment.
GLEN iChisholm)—This property, idle since 1913, is about

to be reopened. Men are now preparing workings and ma-
chinery.

CHISHOLM (Chisholm)—Has started to operate full time
with two shifts working. Force was reduced last fall when
slump came. Ore in stock is being shipped.

ROGERS-BROWN (Hibbing)—Is now shipping its ore over
Duluth, Missabe cS; Northern instead of Great Northern. Is
shipping 6000 tons daily from Buffalo-Susquehanna pit.

OLIVER IRON (Virginia)—Operations are to be increased
at the Wanless, Alpena, Shiras and Mesaba Mountain mines.
Another shovel will be added at Mesaba Mountain and all of
ore in stock shipped.

DUNWOODIE (Chisholm)—Three shovels are at work
stripping in pit. Some ore is now uncovered. It is not likely
that shipments of ore will be started this year. Mine adjoins
Monroe and orebody is continuation of Monroe deposit.

OLIVER (Chisholm)—This mine will not be ready to ship
this year. Work of erecting the permanent mine buildings
will be started shortly. Construction and development work
is not being rushed as operators are in no hurry to get ore out.

EVELETH—Mines in this city are now working six days
per week instead of four. Adams-Spruce property is employ-
ing about 750 men. About 350 are working underground.
Five shovels are at work loading ore. Shovels in Fayal pit
are also active: 350 men are employed. Leonidas is working
about 100 miners underground. Conditions are better than at
this time last year and most of Eveleth mines will work to
capacity until fall.

MONTAX-'V
Beaverhead County

BOSTON & MONT.\NA DEVELOPMENT (Elkhorn)—De-
velopment work going on steadily: tunnel is now at point
where proposed crosscut will be run to central vein and work
of proving up the ore will begin. Tunnel at its present face
is about 1000 ft. vertically beneath surface and at 3000 ft.

directly beneath mountain apex, it will be at depth of about
1500 ft.

Lewis and Clark County
MINING ACTIVITY IN THE HELENA DISTRICT—Report-

ed that Helena Mining Bureau has transferred Eastern Bell
lode to Huffaker and Hill at an advance over price in Bureau's
lease and bond. Bureau has been examining number of
properties in district and is now preparing to make an exten-
sive examination of Silver King property between Helena
and Clancy. This property is near old Legal Tender from
which much high-grade silver ore has been taken. Estimated
that more than $100,000 has been brought into this region for
investment since Bureau began distributing its advertising
matter.

BARNES KING DEVELOPMENT (Marysville)—Sale of
Shannon property to this company was completed at Helena
June 25. Actual cost of property to Barnes King is approxi-
mately $227,000, and of this amount $13,700 was paid over in

cash, balance to come out of profits from ore mined. Barnes
King agrees to sink shaft 200 ft. It is to be allowed $3.75

per ton for mining and milling after deducting 10% for loss

in treatment. Out of first proceeds realized beyond this
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amount owners o£ property are to reoeivr $33,523 to reim-
burse them for moneys expended. After this amount is paid,
profits above $3.75 and 10'"< treatment losses are to Ije divided
half and half until owners of property receive $60,000. Fol-
lowing this payment will come final payment of $115,000 to
owners of property to complete deal. Shannon mine is located
close to Piegan-Gloster mines.

Silver Row County
BUTTE-ALEX oCOTT (Butte)—Statem

of this company for year ending June
lingsnt of net eari

1915. as filed
have been $20,000, ascounty assessor June 25 shows same t

compared with $10,000 last y
NORTH BUTTE (Butte)—It has been reported that com-

pany intends to increase output to between 45.000,000 and
60,000.000 lb. per annum by gradual development of recently
acquired east-side properties as well as by an increased de-
velopment of present workings.

BON'ANZA-BUTTE (Butte)—Company organized to develop
Bonanza, Bonanza Extension and Ruth claims located about
4 miles north of center of Butte City and west of Moulton
reservoir in Walkerville. Mayor Charles H. Lane of Butte
heads new company.

ELM ORLU (Butte)—First statement filed with assessor
of Silver Bow County by this company. June 24. shows net
earnings for year ended May 31. 1915, amounting to $465,711.
Gross proceeds from ore taken out were $1,944,983. Deduc-
tions from this were as follows: Mining, $322.0"4: transpor-
tation. $345,624: milling. $593,852; construction. $267,722: total.
$1,488,272.

BUTTE &: SUPERIOR (Butte)—Company has closed an-
other contract. June 30, with U. S. Smelting. Refining & Min-
ing Co. to handle 5000 tons of concentrates in addition to
4000 tons recently contracted for with same company. Tiiis
will materially aid company in caring for surplus of concen-
trates which have been carried for past month or two. While
it will not take care of entire product wliich company is able
to turn out above other smelting contracts, it "will nevertheless
make heavy inroads into that surplus.

ANACONDA COPPER (Butte)—Main line-shaft floor in
west half of concentrating mill at Washoe works in Anaconda
was completely wrecked June 26 by an accident that com-
pelled closing down of entire half of mill. Huge steel shaft-
ings, driven by two 1200-hp. motors, were twisted like hair-
pins, and big pulleys and journals were smashed to pieces.
No one was on the floor at the time of accident and its cause
is a complete mystery. As result of accident capacity of con-
centrator was temporarily cut down by 40 '"f, whicti. in its

turn, necessitated the closing of all of the company's Butte
mines for 24 hr. Ore on hand was sufTioient to supply Great
Falls plant and uninjured portion of Washoe plant. Rapid
work is being done at Anaconda concentrator in getting
wrecked part of mill into operation. It will probably be a
week before plant will be running at full capacity again.

NEVADA
Clark County

BOSS (Goodsprings)—Platinum ore of good grade has been
discovered on third level; some carrying as high as $1000 per
ton in gold and platinum.

AZALIA (Goodsprings)—Shipments of zinc-carbonate ore
resumed early in June, being hauled by motor truck to Jean.
Road and ore-bins being constructed. In conjunction with
Green Monster property, owned by Hearst Estate, is expected
that this property will construct new motor-truck road to
Jean.
WHALE—The option on this property held by Salt Lake

capitalists was recently exercised, and the mine is being
actively developed under the direction of T. A. Vardon. A
compre'ssor plant has been installed, and a tunnel is being
driven to tap the vein at a depth of 300 feet. Some zinc
ore is exposed in the mine and it is expected that shipments
will be made in the near future.

Eureka County

UNION (Union)—Is shipping one car per day of ore to
Salt Lake smelters. Ore chute is said to be 8 to 12 ft. wide
and averages $14 to $50 per ton. Company is close corpora-
tion, owned in Philadelphia.

Storey County

COJISTOCK PUMPING ASSOCIATION (Virginia)—Reop-
ening 2700 level continued.

UNION CONSOLIDATED (Virginia)—West crosscut on
2650 level continues in porphyry and quartz.

OPHIR AND CON. VIRGINIA (Virginia)—Jointly reopened
old main north drift on 2500 level to SO-ft. point through caved
ground.

SIERRA NEVADA AND UNION CON. (Virginia)—Jointly
made good progress reopening west crosscut on 2500-level
boundary line. Total, repair. 214 ft.

MEXICAN (Virginia)—Mill started on June 22; crushed 70

tons of ore; average value, $15.48 per ton. Repairs on 2500
level and track laid 120 ft.

OPHIR (Virginia)—Central tunnel saved 334 cars milling
ore and shipped 2''5 tons to mill. Andes crosscut reached foot-
wall without disclosing pay values at that point.

JACKET-CROWN POINT-BELCHER (Gold Hill)—Mill re-

ceived 921 tons dump rock; shipped one bar bullion. Fair
milling values in southwest drift 1300 level of Belcher Low-
grade rock saved from Crown Point east crosscut. 1300 level.

SOUTH DAKOTA
La'orrence County

NORTH HOMESTAKE (Maitland)—Shaft is being un-
watered, preparatorv to resumption of exploratory work at

600-ft. level, where last work was done on property.

MINNESOTA (Maitland)—Burns & Santord have been
given contract to extend adit tunnel on Unionville claim, face

of which is at present almost vertically below outcrop;
additional work is necessary to intersect oreshoot on Its
pitch.

ORO HONDO (Deadwood)—Shaft has reached depth of 1600
ft. Two shifts of miners are employed in sinking; engineers
on third shift are engaged in handling water in skips from
sump on lower level to which it is lifted by sinking pump.
Workings are making about GO gal. per min.

PennlnKton County

COLUMBIA (Kevstone)—Shaft has been repaired and sink-
ing has commenced". Plans call for sinking to 300 ft. and the
crosscutting of the formation for 1000 feet.

rT.\H
Beaver County

PALOMA (Milford)—New 20-hp. electrically driven hoist
recently installed.

BEAVER GOLD (Beaver City)—Horse whim has been in-
stalled at this property in Fortuna district to facilitate sink-
ing.

LADY BRYAN (Milford)—A Knox tractor has been re-
ceived in Salt Lake and will be sent to this property for haul-
ing ore and supplies. Mine is in Star district, southwest of
Moscow.

Juab County

TINTIC ORE SHIPMENTS for week ended June 26 totaled
186 cars, estimated at 9300 tons valued at $232,000 as compared
with 142 cars week previous. Largest week's shipments for
more than year.

Piute County
FLORENCE (Marysvale)—The Standard Chemical Co.. of

Toledo. Ohio, has taken an interest in the Florence com-
pany's alunite holdings and contemplates erection of potash
plant near mine.
WEDGE (Marysvale)—Shipment of 24 tons of high-grade

gold ore carrying some silver has just been made from this
property in Horse Heaven country, near head of Bullion
Canon. Property has been under lease to J. U. Sargent, of
Marysvale. who recently made shipment of six tons of sorted
ore. which brought $3000. Sargent lease expired July 1. Ore
occurs in fissure vein in porphyry, and pay streak has width
of from V> in. to 20 in., occurring principally along the foot-
wall side, though sometimes on hanging. Vein was first

opened by shaft and has been reached by 150-ft. crosscut tun-
nel, having been drifted on 65 ft. Wedge is just over ridge
from alunite properties which are now being developed. N.
W. Sonnedecker is superintendent, and E. P. Mowers, president
and general manager.

Salt Lake County

S.\LT LAKE & ALTA R.R. (Salt Lake)—J. G. Jacobs, gen-
eral niana.ger, reports supplies and freight going into camp
of Alta to be three times as much as year ago, which reflects
increased activity in this camp and district.

UNITED STATES SMELTING (Bingham)—Judgment in
favor of this company was rendered July 1 by Judge John A.
Marshall in suit filed by Col. E. A. Wall, who was suing for
an easement for Ashland No. 2 tunnel, on Galena claim.

UTAH METAL & TUNNEL (Bingham)—Is shipping two
cars of ore daily from large orebody recently opened. Ore
brings net smeltery returns of $20 to $25 per ton in silver,
lead, gold and copper. Car of pyritic ore shipped recently
carried over 3 oz. gold per ton.

Summit County

PARK CITY ORE SHIPMENTS for week ended June 26
totaled 2918 tons estimated at $116,000 compared to 2479 tons
week previous.

Wasliingrton County
HAMBURG (Modena)—Three feet a day progress is being

made in lower tunnel, being driven for vein. About 50 ft.

remain to be driven.

GOLDSTRIKE BONANZA (Modena)—Four feet of ore has
been opened on which good assays have been obtained. This
ore was found 15 ft. below surface, where main vein is cut by
cross fissure. Property is about mile west of Hamburg. C. J.
Rice is superintendent.

CAMP OF GOLDSTRIKE continues to grow, there being at
present population of about 200. Recent visitors include
George Wingfield and party, who were in camp for several
davs. and Hays-Monette people of Goldfield have also been
making an inspection.

CANAD.V
Ontario

COLUMBUS COBALT—Cross cut being run at 400 level to
pick up some surface veins.

GIBSON CLAIM (Goodfish Lake)—Shaft has been put down
to 100 level. Drifting and cross-cutting are being undertaken
in charge of A. B. Cullen.

HURONIAN (near Larder Lake)—L. H. and N. A. Timmins
have secured an extension of their option on this mine. They
have 20 men sampling and prospecting and are also diamond-
drilling.

DOMINION REDUCTION CO. (Cobalt) — Company has
leased plant of American Eagle Mining Co. in Minero Town-
ship for purpose of developing claims held under option in
that locality.

NORTH THOMPSON (Porcupine)—Huronian Belt Co. is in-
creasing its equipment by addition of 125-hp. boiler which will
give them a total of 225 hp. The 3-compartment shaft has
been put down nearly to 200 level.

VIPOND (Porcupine)—Vein on which winze was being put
down from 300 to 400 level showed good width and values
for 4S ft. down at which point it faulted. Crosscutting will
be undertaken at 400 level to pick it up.
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Metal Markets

NEW YORK—July 7

All of the markets were dull during the last week. Cop-

per and tin were a shade weaker in tone, while lead was a

shade firmer, and spelter experienced a rise of about %c.

per lb. It is the common opinion that none of these changes
is of broad significance.

Copper, Tin, Lead and Zinc

Copper—At the beginning of our week of record there

were some important inquiries in the market which there

thought to be the forerunners of a new buying movement of

importance, but something or other has prevented their com-
ing to a head so far. While the principal producers have
aonered to their previous asking prices, exhibiting no con-

Cji-n over the absence of buying, some of the smaller

producers and dealers have been desirous of selling more
copper than they could place, notwithstanding their offers

at material concessions. These concerns must sell copper
constantly against what they take in on contract. More-
over, it has been possible to buy crude copper in the open
market on terms permitting the sale of electrolytic at rela-

tively low figures and still affording a handsome profit. The
recession in the market on this business is without any broad
significance, inasmuch as the buyers needing large quantities

of copper could get it only by paying the prices asked by the
principal producers. The latter are so well sold ahead that
their present position is very firm.

The brass manufacturers of Connecticut are now said to

be doing a larger business than ever before in their history,

and are reported to be making important additions to their

plants.

A new feature of the copper business is the negotiation of

sales in Europe for copper to be delivered in the United States.

Some of the brass manufacturers are unwilling to take the
risk of buying copper and spelter under present conditions
and will take contracts for the manufacture of brass and
brass products for military purposes only upon a toll basis.

Copper Exports for the week ended June 26 were 6,95.5,353

lb. The chief items were 4,177,617 lb. to Great Britain, 1,120,263
lb. to Russia and 1,033,000 lb. to Italy. Imports were 6,001,879
lb. metal and 6,416,191 lb. in ore and matte; 12,417,070 lb. in all.

The larger imports were from Canada, Chile, Spain and Peru.

Visible Stocks of Copper in Europe, June 30, are reported
as follows: Great Britain, 22.623; France, 4670; afloat from
Chile, 1325; afloat from Australia, 4300; total, 32,913 long tons.
This is an increase of 2689 tons over the June 15 report.

Tin—This market was dull. Arrivals were fairly liberal
but the demand was rather quiet.

Visible Stocks of Tin, including tin afloat, on July 1 are
reported as follows; London, 6136; Holland, 62; United States,
excluding Pacific ports, 9729; total, 15.927 long tons, an in-
crease of 1281 tons during June.

licad—Pair business was reported by producers, all of
whom realized the price of the leading interest in the New
York market, while lead In St. Louis was bought and sold
at 5.60 ©5.671/2 cents.

Spelter—Transactions amounting to several thousand tons
were reported, which was rather more than in the previous
week. The bulk of the business was for deliveries during the
last quarter of the year. Producers were evidently aiming
to sell as liberally as possible, at good prices, for such deliv-
eries, and maintained a relatively high price for prompt and
early deliveries in order to facilitate the more important
transactions. The business done for prompt, July and August
delivery was relatively small. Prompt spelter was offered
for resale right through the week at 22c. per lb., without find-
ing buyers. It is probable that a good deal more spelter is

available for prompt delivery than is commonly supposed.
The buying of last week was almost entirely confined to
brass makers.

The Grasselli Chemical Co. is reported to be adding two
blocks of furnaces to its Meadowbrook plant.

The United States Smelting, Refining & Mining Co. has
purchased the smeltery of J. B. Kirk at lola. Kan., and also
the old dismantled plant at La Harpe. The latter is to be

rebuilt with three blocks of furnaces. Including the Altoona
plant, the purchase of which was previously noted, the plans
of the United States company contemplate an aggregate
smelting capacity of 8000 retorts, which will correspond to

about 35,000 tons of spelter per annum.

Zinc Sheets are strong, base price $27 per 100 lb., f.o.b.

Peru, 111., less S% discount. Usual extras charged. The
demand is strong and business is active.

Other Metals

IVEW YORK—July 7

Aluminum—The market is rather quiet and supplies are
not abundant. Prices are firm, current quotations being 32

@

33c. per lb. for No. 1 ingots. New York.

DAILY PRICES OF METALS IN NEW YORK
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Antimony—A fair business has been done in buying for

immediate needs. Chinese and other ordinary brands are

sold at 37i'i@40c. per lb. The special brands are largely

nominal, Cookson's being held at 50@52M!C. per lb.

Quicksilver—Business has been rather quiet, and confined

chiefly to moderate sales. New York quotations are ?92#9a
per flask of 75 lb. San Francisco reports an inactive market,
with irregular quotations, $S0@95 per flask being asked.

London price has been dropped, and is now £15 per flask.

Gold, Silver and Platinum

Gold and SilTer Movement in the United States five months
ended May 31 as reported by the Department of Commerce:

Exports $33,867,471 S4,760,339 $20,871,093 $20,880,502
Imports 26,926,310 92.585,696 10,768,169 12,119,293

Excess E.$8,941,161 I. $87,825,157 E. $10,102,824 E. $8,761,209

Exports of merchandise for the five months this year were
valued at $1,432,811,254; imports, $708,114,681; excess of ex-

ports, $724,696,573. Adding the gold and silver gives $645,632,-

625 as the net export balance.

Gold sales from the New York Assay office in June were
$2,743,110, being $182,540 more than in May. but $1,462,517 less

than in June, 1914. For the six months ended June 30 the total

sales were $37,012,497 in 1914, and $15,913,008 in 1915.

Platinum—The market remains quiet, but steady, with

little cnange in any way. Current quotations are $37@39
for refined platinum, and $41(g44 for hard metal, according to

grade.

Silver has declined owing to limited buying. The exports

while not up to the shipments of a year ago are still rather

larger than the market can absorb on an advancing or even
steady figure. Consequently recessions have been rather

frequent of late with little reaction.

Zinc and Lead Ore Markets
PI,.\TTEVILL,E, WIS, July S

The base price paid this week for 60% zinc ore was llOOi??

105 per ton. The base price paid for 80% lead ore was $70 per
ton.

SHIPMENTS, WEEK ENDED JULY 3

Zinc Lead Sulphur
Ore, Lb. Ore, Lb. Ore, Lb.

Week 3,027,650 294,800 581,160
Year 95,154,030 3,496,890 13,785,890

Shipped during week to separating plants, 5,146,000 lb.

jinc ore.

JOPLIN, MO July 3

Blende, high price $112.75; base per ton of 60% zinc,

premium ore $110; medium to low grades, $100 @ 95, in car lots.

Calamine, base per ton iO'r zinc, $75'860; average price, all

grades of zinc, $97,68. Lead, high price, $73.75; base $66(ffj60

iper ton 80% metal content; average, all grades of lead, $62.98

per ton.

SHIPMENTS, WEEK ENDED JULY 3

Blende Calamine Lead Values
Totals this week 10,554,140 769,160 1,818,030 $610,500
Totals this year 299,156,030 25,958,500 44,766,250 12,376,180

Blende vaiue, the week, $530,630; 27 weeks, $10,660,950.

Caiam.ne value, the week, $22,620; 27 weeks, $545,280.

Leaa \a.ue, the week, $57,250; 27 weeks, $1,169,950.

The shipments and settlements shown are from last week's
production; the production this week of the entire Missouri

portion of the district was less than 1000 tons. The first

strike of general proportions in the history of the district

began with the walkout of a few miners last Saturday night,

and spread from mine to mine until practically every mine
producing blende in Missouri was closed down by Wednesday.

Iron Trade Review
XfcW YORK—July 7

The trade continues active with new orders coming in,

many of them for export. Domestic business is also improv-

ing. Structural business is better, some large contracts having

been placed; some of these have been under negotiations for

some time past.

The pig iron market is also better, many inquiries and
some orders for foundry and basic iron being reported.

Iron and steel imports on a tonnage basis in April, 1915,

amounted to 16,564 tons, compared with 8025 tons in March,

1915. This increase is traceable to the heavy importing of

rails, the tonnage of which in April was 8921, compared with

only 4 30 in March. This increase, doubtless, is due to the

shipments from the Algoma Steel Corporation.

PlTsnlRGH—July fi

Under date of June 30 the American Steel & Wire Co.

sent out circulars reaffirming prices of 1.40c. on plain wire
and $1.00 on nails, thus withdrawing cut prices of $1 a ton

which had become common, and not only eliminating cut

prices on barb wire, but advancing prices $2 per ton above the

former official quotations, making painted barb wire 1.70c.

and galvanized barb wire 2.50c. The differential on galvan-
ized nails was advanced from $1.50 to $1.75. Advances of this

sort coming at the very time of year when wire products are

usually dullest and weakest show the great influence of the

war demand. The wire mills are said to be practically as
busy now as they usually are at the height of the spring or

fall season. The independent mills have concurred in the
advances. Jobbers have been protected at the lower prices,

but it is said for shorter periods than usual.

The large mills are not only firm at 1.25c. on bars, plates
and shapes, following their withdrawal of the 1.20c. price for

prompt shipment, late in June, but are now talking of a gen-
eral advance to 1.30c. some time before the end of next month.
Some small plate mills are still cutting the quotation of the
large mills, but only to the extent of quoting 1.20c. In bars
there are no cut prices. The rail mill at the Ohio works,
Youngstown, and one of the Edgar Thomson rail mills are
now rolling large rounds, and it is understood the Ensley mill

will soon be turning out a tonnage of this important war
product.

Bookings by the steel mills have been large the past few
days, and July and August promise to be fuly as active as
June has been. Even the June bookings, as they exceeded the
June shipments, indicate an increased output in July, and
from operating at about 80% of capacity in June the steel

mills promise to be running at close to capacity next month.
Exports of steel and manufactures of steel have lately repre-
sented about 15% of the output, but are expected to reach 20
to 25% by August.

PiB Iron
—

^'. P. Snyder & Co. announce the bessemer aver-
age for June at $13.75, an increase of 9.1c. over May, and the
basic average at $12,724, an increase of 7.4c. over May. About
15,000 tons entered into each computation. We quote: Bes-
semer. $13.75; basic, $12.65(5)12.80; malleable, $12.75; No. 2

foundry, $12.75; gray forge, $12.50, f.o.b. Valley furnaces, 95o.

higher delivered Pittsburgh.

Ferromanieranese—There have been sales of spot lots at

$105 and perhaps at slightly higher figures. Contract con--
tinues at $100, seaboard.

Chemicals

\K\V YORK—July 7

The general luarket is quiet, but in some lines considerable
activity is apparent.

Arsenic—About the usual business is forward and prices
are unchanged at about $4 per 100 lb. for both spot and
futures.

Copper Sulphate—The market shows a fair demand and
prices are steady at $7.25 per 100 lb. for carload lots and $7.50

per 100 lb. for smaller parcel.

3Jitrate of Soda—Demand is better and the market is

stronger. Current quotations are firmer at 2.35c. per lb. for
spot and for all positions this year.

The total indebtedness of the nitrate producers to the
Chilean Government under the system of advances adopted
in 1914 was $2,880,000, U. S. currency, on May 15. The total

amount loaned was $3,356,000, of which $476,000 had been
repaid.

Sulphate of Ammonia—The production of sulphate of am-
monia in Great Britain in 1914 is reported by the Alkali
Works Inspectors as follows: Gas works, 175,930; iron works,
16,008; oil-shale works, 62,749; byproduct coke ovens, 137.430;

producer gas and carbonizing works, 34,295; total, 426,412

long tons. The total compares with 432,618 tons in 1913,

showing a decrease of 6206 tons; and with 388,308 tons in 1912,

an increase of 38,104 tons.

PETROLEIM
The monthly statement of the "Oil City Derrick" shows

new "Wells completed in June as follows: Pennsylvania grade,
240; Lima-Indiana. 30; Central Ohio, 73; Kentucky, 11; Illinois,

54; Kansas-Oklahoma, 304; Texas-Louisiana, 191. Tn all 903

wells were completed in the fields covered by the report, a
decrease of ,>5 from the May figures. New production
amounted to 161,279, or 12,922 less than In May. Among the
completions were 231 dry holes and 127 gas wells, an increase
of 34 and four, respectively. At the close of June 465 rigs

and 1592 drilling wells were reported.
Exports of petroleum from Mexico in May were 1,289,173

bbl., an increase of 85,950 bbl. over April.
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Sl'AUl'iSlS—t'^upplies additional information to

the literature on the Mesabi orebodies. Geologic

section. Characteristics of the several formations.

Typical structure of orebodies. The layers of ore

and waste material in the ore concentrations.

The geology of the Mesabi range has been described

most exhaustively in the U. S. Geological Survey mono-

graphs Nos. 43 and 52. In 1913 the University of Min-

nesota published a bulletin entitled ''Iron Mining in Min-

mining men have read them thoroughly. The University

of Minnesota bulletin mentioned is valuable to the prac-

tical man and should be in the hands of everyone inter-

ested in the iron-mining industry. But in none of these

publications is the structure of the orebodies described

or emphasized in such a way as to be of practical value to

engineers in the district.

In order to present a practical and untechnical sum-

mary of what is known of the physical structure of these

orebodies, in such a way as to be of direct value to men in

the district, and to present many newly discovered facts

r
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IV. Geologic Formation
a. Tiiree types of orebodies: (1) Trougli bodiea (2>

tiat-laycr bodies, (3) Assure bodies.

b. Geologic conditions causing these three types of

orebodies.

These articles present information drawn from a great

many sources, from exploration and operating records of

the different mining companies and from personal inves-

tigations and studies of many engineers in the district.

It is not the purpose here to enter into any details of

mining practice or engineering work, beyond the explora-

tion of orebodies and the interpretation of such explora-

tion records, although Fig. 1 shows a typical steam-shovel

operation in the Mahoning pit. The practical value of

these articles to the engineers in the district will consist

The topographic feature of the range is a line of fairly

prominent and continuous hills north of the iron forma-

tion. These hills have been called "Giants Range" from
early days.

As correlated by the U. S. Geological Survey and
amended, the rock formations of the district consist of

the following, arranged from the top down

:

Quaternary system
Pleistocene series Glacial drift, to 30G ft. Un-

cemented conglomerates.
Unconformity.

Cretaceous system
Conglomerates and shales.... to 50 ft

Unconformity.
Paleozoic group (?)
Conglomerates or rubble ore . . Fragments

Unconformity.
Algonkian system

FIG. 2. MAP OP NORTHWESTERN MINNESOTA, SHOWING THE IRON RANGES

of the explanation of how to work out most accurately

the structure of the bodies from the results of the drill

explorations. A fairly uniform practice in this matter

is followed by several mining companies, but it is be-

lieved that the pre.sent articles will add considerably to

general knowledge on this subject. In Fig. 2 is presented

a map of northern Minnesota showing the extent and

horizontal configuration of the Mesabi range with its re-

lation to the other Minnesota ranges, the Vermilion and

the Cuyuna.

Geologic Structure—General Geology

A short statement of the general geology of the Mesabi

district is a necessary introduction. The iron formation

of the range has been traced by explorations from Sec.

12, T. 143 N, R. 25 W, northeastward to Birch Lake,

Sec. 26, T. 61 N, R. 12 W, a distance along the strike

of about 112 miles. Its width varies from 1^4 -to 3 miles.

Keweenawan se reat basal gabbro (Dulutii
gabbro) and granite, (Em-
barrass granite), intrusive
in all lower formations.

Upp
Huronian

serie

Unconformity.
Huronian series

{Acid and basic in-
trusives.

Virginia slate to great thickness.
Biwabik iron for-
mation 760 ft

Pokegama quartzite.50 to 150 ft.

unconiormity.
Lower- ("Giants Range granite (intrusive).
Middle J Slate-graywacke-conglomerate formation (equiv-

Huronian] alent to the Ogishke conglomerate and Knife
series t Lake slate of the Vermilion district).

Unconformity.
Archean system
Laurentian series Granites and porphyries.
Keewatin series Greenstones, green schists and

porphyries.

Those familiar with the Geological Survey publications

will notice that a Paleozoic group has been introduced

here. Close observation by mining engineers on the

range has disclosed the fact that there are on the tops of

some orebodies one or possibly two conglomerates much
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older tlian the Cretaeeoiis. On one orebody a coarse rub-

ble ore is found so firmly cemented that it is as difficult to

break as the original taconite. It certainly is much older

than Cretaceous. In another place under 50 ft. of Creta-

ceous shale and conglomerate is found a conglomerate

much harder than the Cretaceous and of different appear-

ance. From this evidence the Paleozoic is introduced.

For the engineer in the district it is not at all necessary

to keep in mind the foregoing series and the following

geological column is far simpler and entirely sufficient for

])ractical purposes

:

Glacial drift

Cretaceous shale and conglomerate.

Virginia slate (black slate).

Biwabik iron formation (ferruginous cherts, taconite, and
interbedded slates with orebodies).

Pokegama quartzite (granular quartz
"flaky" sericitic quartz-slate).

Basement complex of granites, slates

green-stones.

The possibility of intrusions into the iron formation

should be kept in mind also.

Referring to this simplified geologic column. Fig. 4 phows

a generalized cross-section and explains the relative posi-

(luartz-slate

onglomerates.

The quartzite varies in different places from disinte-

grated, granular (juartzite to a compact, granular quart-

zite, to an extremely fine-grained, dense quartz-slate and

to a "flaky" or sericitic quartz-slate. Failure to recognize

these different ])hases as being the true Pokegama forma-

tion has caused different explorers to drill completely

through the quartzite into the underlying granite, slate or

greenstone. Assays of the quartzite have run as high as

33% iron, causing the explorers to think the formation

was the true taconite, the local name for the ferruginous

chert of the Biwabik iron formation. This mistake al-

ways can be avoided by watching the drill cores for the

gnarled jasper and conglomerate at the base of the iron

formation and on top of the quartzite.

IliOX FoiiilATIOX AND IXTEEMEDIATE SlaTE

The iron formation (Fig. 6) consists principally of

iron-bearing chert, called taconite, interbedded with both

thin and thick layers of gray, green and black slates. Its

greatest known thickness is 760 ft. From 150 ft. to 285

ft. Hn rock) above the quartzite is the bottom of a main
slate layer varying in thickness from 10 ft. to 50 ft., al-

though locally it has a uniform thickness. On the eastern

FICJ. 3. FACE OF ORE AT NORTH END OF AGNEW MINE, HIBBING DISTRICT

Note the marked slump of- ore layers. The orebody is a small trough tributary to a large one. At the right end is a drag
fold. On top of the ore is a bed of Cretaceous conglomerate covered by drift

tions of the series better than a long description could.

From a commercial standpoint the Upper Huronian ser-

ies, namely, the Pokegama quartzite, the Biwabik iron

formation, and the Virginia slate are the important rocks

of the district. This series rests unconformably upon the

older rocks and slopes away from them to the south and

southeast at low angles, 5° to 8°, although locally steep

dips are observed. It is obvious that it consists of sedi-

mentaries which therefore have practically parallel bed-

ding. This fact should be emphasized and remembered.

At the base of the Biwabik iron formation and resting on

the Pokegama quartzite is a conglomerate varying in

thickness from a few inches to 15 ft., indicating a slight

unconformity. At its top the iron formation has a sharp

though conformable contact with the A^irginia slate. U. S.

Geological Survey publications state that in places the

quartzite is absent and the iron formation rests upon

the older rocks. More than 300 miles of drilling by min-

ing companies fails to reveal the absence of quartzite at

any place.

end of the range this distance is 150 ft. or a little more ; in

the central part it is 180 ft. to 285 ft., averaging about 200

ft. This slate is known as the Intermediate slate and is an

important horizon in the formation, as will be shown later.

Interbedded with this slate are lenses of taconite. Be-

low the slate is a layer of taconite, yellow in color where

altered, from 10 ft. to 50 ft. thick. It grades downward
into true gray taconite or ferruginous chert. Its top, the

contact with the Intermediate slate, is extremely sharp.

Xear the bottom of this yellow taconite in some parts of

the district there is an interbedded conglomerate.

Above the Intermediate slate is a horizon of slaty

taconite 15 ft. to 50 ft. thick, more thinly bedded than

the lower yellow taconite. This is really' the gradation

from the Intermediate-slate layer into the upper taconite

and is not sharply defined. Above this layer or horizon

is a great thickness, 300 ft. to 500 ft., of "cherty" taconite,

as distinguished from "slaty"' taconite, in which are in-

terbedded both thin and thick layers of gray slate, not

so dark generally as the Intermediate slate. The princi-

I
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pal one of these slate layers is from 20 ft. to 75 ft. thick

and its top is about 135 ft. to 175 ft. above the bottom

of the Intermediate slate. There is danger of confusing

this slate with the Intermediate slate in drill cores un-

less all the drill holes are correlated as drilling progresses.

If the hole is put down through the Intermediate slate,

the two slates will be distinguished readily because of the

presence of the lower yellow taconite, usually considerably

decomposed, beneath the Intermediate slate.

This slate and slaty-taconite series may be considered

broadly as a slate horizon interbedded with the taconite.

Its total thickness is 175 ft. or less and its lower 40 or 50

ft. usually is most distinct.

At its top the upper cherty taconite is interbedded with

more slate and finally gives way to a fine black slate, the

Virginia. Thus, as previously indicated, the taconite

or Biwabik formation grades upward into Virginia slate,

although the actual contact between the two is well de-

fined. The interbedded slates represent periods when,

due perhaps to the rising of the land area north of the

shore line, the rivers became more rapid and erosion more

active and increased amounts of mud were transported

to the sea or lake in which the iron formation was being

deposited.

In the eastern part of the district a marked conglom-

erate 10 to 30 ft. thick is found some distance above the

the form of minute granules (oxidized greenalite grains)

and of small irregular masses and laj'ers. This change

or primary concentration nmst have taken an exceedingly

long time. The earth movements which raised the Mesabi

rocks above water also caused considerable folding, crack-

ing and faulting of the rocks. Where cracks were numer-

ous ground water found its way into the formation most

easily. These waters, by means of the COo and other

solvents they carried in solution, attacked the silica in

such favorable places, dissolved it to a large extent and

carried it away in solution, leaving in place the stable

iron oxide. This secondary concentration in favorable

locations has produced the orebodies as we have them to-

day. The process was a simple one ; the leaching out of

the silica left the iron oxide of the taconite in place. This

removal of silica left voids or pore spaces and decreased

the volume. The residual ore slumped or compacted it-

self of its own weight ; this slump is a marked feature in

almost every orebody (Fig. 3). Some further oxidization

of iron probably occurred at the same time. The orebodies

thus formed are of the greatest variety of size and shape.

Their total known area is more than 15% of the total area

of explored iron formation ; their volume is a much
smaller proportion. The size, shape and formation of th'^

orebodies will be discussed at greater length in Part IV

The average iron content of the taconite is about 26%.

EggSy^-^^r^(K^ /;».«y/e/>/6;.?ow/?A''5Wrf5.c.e?^ -
-.ifii^;.. .:(«,'^"Ay"y^A (''•'

FIG 4. GENERALIZED CROSS-SECTION OF THE MES.\BI
RANGE LOOKING WEST

"* ''f

FIG. 5. TYPICAL SHAPE OF AN
OREBODY

top of the slate horizon just mentioned. Two distinct

conglomerates are also found within the slate horizon.

An understanding of the structure just described, and

illustrated in Fig. 6, is essential to the correct understand-

ing of the structure of the orebodies to be described later,

since the two are genetically related.

The source of the iron in the taconite need not be

reviewed here; it is discussed at length in monographs -43

and 52. It is sufficient here to recognize the quartzite-

iron-formation-slate series as an ordinary .series of clastic

sediments (except for the iron) deposited in fairly shal-

low water, contemporaneous with which an enormous

quantity of iron was deposited or precipitated out of solu-

tion. It has been shown that most of the iron was origin-

ally in the form of ferrous silicate, FeSiOg, occurring as

minute green granules of the mineral greenalite, embedded

in a matrix of chert. Iron carbonate is present in small

quantities.

The iron formation probably was covered completely

by the Virginia slate before earth movements caused the

series to be raised above the water. When this occurred,

arosion at once started, cutting through the overlying slate

and exposing the iron formation and quartzite. Thus

exposed to ground waters and oxidizing agencies, the fer-

rous iron of the iron formation became oxidized and the

great mass of the iron formation was changed from a

greenalite-chert rock to an iron oxide-chert rock, the pres-

ent taconite or ferruginous chert. The iron oxide is in

The average of all pres above 50% iron is between 58%
and 60% dried at 212° F. The principal mineral in the

ores derived from taconite is hematite; in those from

slaty taconite, limonite. The alteration of the interbedded

slates makes "paint-rock," a mixture of extremely fine,

'•powdery'" hematite and limonite in a mass of soft clay.

Cretaceou.s Coxglomerate and Shale

In practically all parts of the district are found rem-

nants of a Cretaceous series overlying unconformably

the iron formation and the Virginia slate. This series

consists of a basal conglomerate of coarse pel)bles of iron

ore several inches or several feet in thickness, grading

upward through a fine conglomerate into a true shale. In

some places this shale averages 50% dried iron. Shells

and vertebrae and teeth recognized as those of a variety

of shark, mosasaur, are found in the shale. In most

places the conglomerate is poorly cemented with a sili-

ceous-aluminous material, a true clay. Several bodies of

this conglomerate 15 to 30 ft. thick, each containing sev-

eral hundred thousand tons, have been found by_ drill ex-

plorations. They overlie the Virginia slate or the contact

of slate and iron formation ; in a few places they cap the

other orebodies. Their content is from 50% to 54%
dry iron; their alumina content is high, from 6 to 12%.

Phosphorus is also notably high, due to organic remains.

In preglacial erosion channels and probably old shallow

lake basins on top of the iron formation, poorly assorted
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uncemented conglomerates of irou-ore pebbles are found.

These conglomerates are much younger than the Cretace-

Glacial Drift

Covering the sedimentary rocks of the district almost

entirely is a mantle of glacial drift varying in thickness

from a few feet to over 300 ft. The average thickness

over the orebodies developed as openpits is 50 ft. As can

be seen in the banks of the openpits, this drift consists

of a lower and an upper layer of typical glacial till, be-

tween which is a layer of stratified sands and gravels.

These latter probably were deposited in a marginal glacial

lake, while the former are the ground moraine of two
different ice-sheets. This complete series is not found
everj'where in the district.

With the foregoing statement of the general geologj'

of the district as a basis, the detailed structure of the ore-

bodies may be considered.

Typical Structure

Three tj-pes of orebodies are found in the district,

namely, trough bodies, flat-layered bodies and fissure

bodies, named in order of their importance. These three

types and the conditions of their formation will be dis-

cussed in part IV. By far the greater part of the ore oe-

The ore of these high-grade bodies is generally referred to

as blue ore, from a slightly bluish cast which it has in the

bank.

Fig. 7 is an actual section of an orebody now nearly

mined out, except that the width has been reduced 200

ft. in the figure. As is evident, a large thickness of the

formation above the Intermediate layer has been removed
by glacial and preglacial erosion. Attention is called to

the marked slumping of the layers in the middle of the

trough and at the contact of the ore with the rock walls.

This was previously explained and, as stated, is a marked
feature of Mesalji orebodies. At every rock and ore con-

tact it is observed. The seams of ore often can be fol-

lowed turning up and connecting with ore seams in the ^

rock. In deep troughs the ore layers have slipped down
many feet along the rock wall. So persistent and pro-

nounced is this slumping that the presence of underly-

ing rock pillars or the outline of a lower rock wall can be

known quite accurately by obser\'ing the slump of the

ore layers in either underground or openpit workings.

The ore of the upper high-grade body is characteris-

tically fine grained and contains numerous seams and lay-

ers of paint-rock, resulting from the alteration of the in-

terbedded slate seams and layers. Little rock, taconite,

is found in this body. Mineralogically hematite predom-
inates, but many of the paint-rock seams are limonite.

FIG. 6. GENERALIZED CROSS-SECTION OF THE MESABI RANGE, SHOWING GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS AND
SUBDIVISIONS OF BIWABIK IRON FORMATION

curs in trough bodies ; therefore the structure of the

trough bodies will be described and illustrated as the typ-

ical structure of ilesabi orebodies.

The process of formation of the orebodies as explained

in the foregoing discussion developed great troughs in

the iron formation, in which the orebodies lie. Some of

these troughs are small and isolated, but for the most part

they are connected into enormous irregularly shaped

bodies. Amoeba-form is the best descriptive word for their

sliape in plan. Fig. 5 shows the area of such a body,

The main body has a trough basin and the individual fin-

gers or lobes each has a trough structure. The main axis

of each trough is roughly parallel to the strike of the for-

mation, but the axes of the minor troughs are at all angles

to the strike. For purposes of illustration the structure

of the minor troughs will be considered. Fig, 7 is a sec-

tion of a minor trough taken at right angles to the longi-

tudinal axis; it shows the typical structure of a Mesabi

orebody. Fig. 6 shows the typical structure of the iron

formation where unaltered to ore. A comparison of the

two figures discloses at once the direct relation between

the structure of the country rock or unaltered iron forma-

tion and that of the orebody. The Intermediate slate be-

comes intermediate paint-rock, the upper slat}' taconite

and lower yellow taconite become upper nonbessemer and

lower nonbessemer ore layers respectively, and the upper

and lower cherty taconite are altered to upper and lower

high-grade (generally bessemer) orebodies, respectively.

The ore of the lower high-grade body is much coarser

than that of the upper and contains but few seams of

paint-rock as compared with the upper. It consists priu-

( ipally of hematite. ^lost of the lower orebodies so far

developed contain considerable rock; their silica content

for the same grade of iron is higher than in the upper

orebody. This indicates that the alteration and concen-

tration have not been so complete below the intermediate

layer as above it. The rock occurs as layers or lenses and

as pillars. If large, the pillars are called "horses" of

rock or taconite islands. In some cases these rock pillars

stand up like slender pyramids. In others the base is

found to be altered to ore and they fall over or are blasted

down in mining operations in openpits. In many ore-

bodies the lower 10 to 25 ft. of the lower high-grade

orebody is exceedingly sandy, making it really a low-

grade ore. In such bodies the high-grade ore grades down-

ward through sandy and decomposed taconite to the bot-

tom solid taconite. In other bodies the contact of high-

grade ore and bottom rock is sharp. Monograph 52 states

that in no place does an orebody rest upon the quartzite.

Recent drilling has shown that several orebodies in the

western part of the district rest directly upon the quartz-

ite. As early as 1906 part of the orebody of the West

Gilbert mine was known to rest on the quartzite. Min-

ing operations have shown that the top 5 ft. of the quartz-

it*, not the conglomerate above it, is so impregnated from

the ore above that it analyzes over 50% iron, dried.
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The upper nonbessemer layer is an alteration of slaty

taconite, is quite soft in texture and finely laminated.

It is composed of layers of limonite and a little hematite,

the latter occurring in the layers of purplish paint-rock.

The lower nonbessemer ore differs from the upper non-

bessemer chiefly in texture. It is derived from a true*

taconite or chert rather than from a slate. The ore is

chiefly hematite; but there are enough limonite streaks

in it to give it a yellow color In texture it is nearly as

coarse as is the underlying high-grade ore. Both upper

and lower nonbessemer layers are called locally yellow or

brown ores, from their appearance. The lower non-

bessemer ore cannot in any way be considered as the

alteration of the lower part of the Intermediate slate,

because the break between the latter and the yellow

taconite from which the lower nonbessemer ore is derived

is the sharpest division in the Biwabik formation. In

fact, as will be shown later, this very break is used to work
out the structure of orebodies from drill records and drill

cores. As previously indicated the upper nonbessemer ore

higher phosphorus than does the chert), and also to phos-

phorus precipitated out of solution from ground waters.

Since a 40-acre tract is the unit of ownership on the

Mesabi range the complete typical structure does not ap-

pear in every such tract. In many places glacial and pre-

glacial erosion has removed part or all of the upper ore-

body, intermediate paint-rock layer and lower nonbes-

bessemer, leaving only part of the lower orebody. In places

such erosion leaves the paint-rock layer capping the ore-

ijody. In a few cases, including one exceedingly large ore-

body, there is no alteration below the Intermediate slate,

and this layer is the foot wall of the orebody. Then there

are extensive flat-layered orebodies which are below the

Intermediate slate and there is little or no ore above it.

In Sees. 2 and 3, T. 58 N, R. 15 W a granite intrusion

in the iron formation below the Intermediate slate forms

the foot wall of the orebody of the Meadow mine.

The typical structure above described applies to the

orebodies from one end of the range to the other. It was
first recognized by John Uno Sebenius, now general min-

FIG. 7. CROSS-SECTION OP A TROUGH OREBODY, SHOWING TYPICAL STRUCTURE AND ANALYSES OF ORE

is a. gradation from the Intermediate ])aint-rock layer

into the upper high-grade ore.

The Intermediate slate layer becomes altered to the In-

termediate paint-rock layer in an orebody. The paint-

rock is a soft, clayey layer, from 5 to 50 ft. thick. The
predominating color is red, although there are numerous
thin yellow, brown and purplish layers in it. It has a high
moisture content and samples taken from it are excep-

tionally high in alumina and usually in phosphorus also,

although there are local exceptions to the latter rule.

The iron analyses for the paint-rock layer given in Fig. 7

cannot be compared directly with those of the j-ellow and
blue ores because the moisture in the paint-rock is 50%
to 100% more than in the blue ores. Analyses given in

Fig. 7 are dried at 212° F. The paint-rock is not a com-
mercial ore; its natural iron is too low, ranging from
35% to 43%.
The high-grade bodies have been referred to as gener-

ally bessemer orebodies. In many cases, however, the

phosphorus is too high to class them as bessemer. The
lower orebody is more uniformly bessemer than is the

upi)er. This is probably due to the greater abundance of

paint-rock seams in the upper body (the slates carry

ing engineer of the Oliver Iron Jlining Co., in the early

days of Mesabi exploration. He carried samples of the

Intermediate slate from one part of the range to another

in order to establish the continuity of this layer. He com-
piled the first map of the district and the map published

by the U. S. Geological Survey is practically a copy of

his map, which has been added to and corrected as ex-

plorations progressed. His geologic and mining work
in the district make him the foremost authority on the

Jlesabi range. I am indebted to him for permission to

use much of the information contained in these articles. I

am also indebted to the otficers of the Oliver Iron Mining-

Co. for permission to publish these articles and to use

data from which they have been prepared. The great

mass of information collected by them since the early ex-

ploration of the Mesabi range has been accessible and

without such data the facts presented in these articles

could not have been worked out. I take credit only for the

close study and correlation of this information and obser-

vations in operating mines all over the range. Special

acknowledgment is due also to associate engineers in the

Duluth office for helpful suggestions and criticisms.

(To he continued)
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^iimc Corporatlaoini s^imdl filhe War
syyor!^I,S—Besides financial tension and dis-

turbed markets, the war closed the outlet for the

Zinc Corporation's zinc concentrates which had
been smelted in Germany. The chairman reports

that the corporation's effort to dispose of its prod-

ucts was further embarrassed by the inability to get

a decision from the British courts as to ivhether its

contract with an alien enemy was merely suspended
or teas canceled.

The difficulties arising out of the war for Australian

companies that were having their zinc concentrates

smelted in Europe are set forth in an interesting address

by Chairman F. A. Govett to stockholders at the recent

annual meeting of the Zinc Corporation in London. The
chairman said in part:

This company is one of those which has suffered very

hardly with the incidence of war—a world-wide war, with

all its diverse and far-reaching effects. Some companies

and some individuals are making largely increased gains,

while others, like ourselves, have been condemned to

struggle with adverse conditions to maintain some decent

profit, some even to keep alive. Not only have we had
to deal with direct troubles in total suspension of our sales

of zinc concentrates and in difficult markets for our lead

production, but also indirectly, in that we were involved

in legal difficulties in oiir contract with an alien enemy,

while, in full and reasonable anticipation of continued

peace—for who last summer thought of war, and such a

war as this?—we found ourselves surprised, with our

financial resources tied up, with our wealth unrealizable,

even if our credit was and still is unimpaired. This posi-

tion, of course, entailed, as we informed you in our circu-

lar, the postponement of the final instalment of the pref-

erence dividend, which now we pay.

When confronted by factors of sufficient magnitude and

great complexity, it is fair to say that none of us are

more than theorists or empirics in times like those at the

beginning of the war. There was no man—banker, mer-

chant, chancellor or financier—who could do much better

than make a hesitating guess at what would happen as a

result of any step; consequently, we have passed through

many stages of moratorium and questionable relief, in-

cluding national assumption of hundreds of millions of

doubtful bills and attempts to establish here the industries

of other countries with no determination to protect them

till established ; in fact, we have passed through a whole

gamut of tentative expedients, and even now the ex-

changes of the world are in disorder and the financial con-

ditions in some countries—certainly in one, in which we

are financially interested, Canada—are still difficult, un-

certain and confused.

Lead-Smelting Contract Suspended

I will come back to this point in dealing with our finan-

cial position, but first I must trace our history from the

outbreak of the war. At that time it was in our judgment

probable that while our sale of zinc concentrates was

obviously totally suspended, some considerable demand
for lead would be continued, and with that idea we kept

our lead concentrator in full operation and closed down

the x.iiu'. That view was not shared by other people; in

fact, I think we were alone in taking it, for the other

mines at Broken Hill only worked half time, and that

only in order to keep labor employed, while the Broken
Hill Proprietary, with whom we had our contract for the

sale of our lead concentrates, notified us in consequence

of war of suspension of our contract. At first we were
under the impression here that they must actually have

stopped smelting, in which case the suspension, of course,

was Justified. Under this impression we issued our circu-

lar last September.

It was only later, to our intense surpri.se, that we found
they had never ceased to work full time. Then we pro-

tested, for, as the war had not interfered with their work-

ing at Port Pirie, the war clause in the contract plainly

could not apply. I do not like to suggest that they seized

a very thin opportunity to rid themselves of an onerous

contract, but we regard the suspension simply as outrage-

ous. The result was that we were forced into a position of

either having to put up with what we considered an
illegal and unwarrantable suspension of our contract

—

for the group with whom they had made a working ar-

rangement during the war would not admit us to share

in the arrangement for smelting at all unless we accepted

that position—or we were left with no possibility of

smelting our present output, and with our sole remedy
an action against the Proprietary, which, under the cir-

cumstances, would have placed us in a most invidious

position. In Australia such an action would have been

regarded as mean and unpatriotic, for this arrangement
with the North and South was primarily an arrangement
to keep labor employed, although it has turned out very

profitably for those companies. AVe do not like law, how-
ever sure we feel ; we wanted to keep our labor employed

;

we had to sell our concentrates, and therefore we had to

]nit our pride in our pockets and to accept the share which
they offered. We were just in a cleft stick.

Cooperative Smelting Arrangement

I am not going to reargue further before you our view

of this question, but under this compulsion and our im-

mediate necessity we accepted a four-eighteenths partici-

pation and again began to earn some revenue. But I

would like to call your attention to the fact that our view

of the future of lead sales was right; the demand, of

course, has not been normal, but at this moment the price

of lead is much higher, and the demand, I think, is going
to continue. Now, however badly we may think we have
been treated by the Proprietary people, I think this is

going to work out "somehow good," for at least there is

some sign of real concerted action in lead production and
in the selling of lead from Broken Hill. While I am on

this subject I may as well deal with the proposal which
was before us and which we have accepted. It is this : A
company has been formed of €700,000 issued capital, to

take over and work the Proprietary smelting works. The
purchase price is £450,000, payable as to £300,000 in cash

and £150,000 in shares. It appears there is £250,000
working capital. Toward this £550,000 cash the Proprie-

tary subscribed £50,000, which leaves £500,000 in cash

to be provided. This is subscribed by the North and
South and ourselves.
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It is understood that this is to be regarded more as a

cooperative scheme than as a commercial enterprise to

pay large profits, its object being to treat the Broken Hill

output as far as possible as a whole. There will always

necessarily be exceptions—for instance, the Sulphide Cor-

poration has smelting works of its own; but this is the

first genuine attempt at combined operation, and we re-

gard it as most important, for it should establish the

combination in a powerful position as regards the lead

markets of the world. We had, therefore, no hesitation

of any sort in accepting our share in this combination.

The proposal is that this company will also smelt for out-

side companies, the returning charge being based on a

reasonable profit to provide for interest on capital and

amortization. That helps to make the money involved

secure, and, even if we get no extravagant dividends from

our investments, we shall get the equivalent in whatever

increased profit there may be in the realization of our

concentrates, for the smelting company will control the

operations of marketing the lead, and this is an import-

ant move in the direction of shaking free from the domina-

tion of foreign control of the metal markets of the world.

Our participation was necessary, for if we did not par-

ticipate we could not smelt our concentrates ; no matter

how we raised the money, we had to take our share,

and, therefore, we did not worry you with earlier discus-

sion of this matter.

Alien-Enemy Contkacts

I now pass to the zinc position, and here there is

involved the question of alien contract. Prior to the war,

as indeed you know, we sold our concentrates to German

buyers, who, of course, at once notified us of suspension.

I think the first three months of the war was spent by

H. C. Hoover and myself in a continuous study of this

zinc position with a view to finding other outlets, and

in consideration of the question of the erection of smelting

works here, while Theodore Hoover was in America study-

ing the position of zinc smelting there. Counsel's opin-

ion was at once taken as to these contracts being void,

and while the authorities over here seemed all agreed that

the contracts actually were void, it was not a positive fact,

for there had been no decision and there seemed no way
to get a decision, which first was absolutely necessary,

seeing the magnitiide of the sums involved. We made
a gallant effort to get a declaration from the Special War
Court of Appeal, but when we appeared in court before

six judges they pleasantly told us they could not hear

the case as we had not brought the alien enemy into court.

While this embarrassing and paradoxical decision may
have pleased and satisfied the legal mind, it fairly blocked

our road, and the only alternative before us was to wait

for state declaration that such contracts are void. The
Australian Federal Government appeared to be anxious

to take this course, and I interviewed the High Commis-
sioner and bombarded the Colonial Office and the Board

of Trade to take joint action, but so far without effect

beyond this, that a short act was passed in March making
it possible to bring an alien enemy into court by substi-

tuted service, and we are now engaged in another attempt

to grapple with the difficulty.

This question of the alien-enemy conrract was and is

of the last importance to this company, for if these con-

tracts were not void beyond all question, but possibly only

suspended, it was not open to us to build smelting works

for ourselves, nor could we make other contracts, and

lastly, unless happily we can get our declaration of avoid-

ance by the act of the Federal Parliament, or by assist-

ance of this short act of which I spoke just now, it looks

as if we may be sooner or later involved in lengthy litiga-

tion and this litigation might keep us out of business for

another period. So much for the legal point. It is not

easy to see the present price of spelter and not to feel

wild that we are not able to sell our concentrates and take

advantage of the price; but one should reflect that the

price exists only because we cannot sell, and that if we

could the price would not be there.

Temporary Zinc-Smelting Works Impracticable

It has been suggested to us once or twice that in order

to get some benefit from this abnormal price, we should

run up a cheap temporary zinc smelting plant quickly. I

fear the answer is that it would take a year to erect any

kind of a new plant, and there is no such thing as a cheap

make-shift smelting works; so that unless you think the

war is going to last, that suggestion is no use, while as

regards the practical point of erection of smelting works,

it would be difficult here to get the labor to erect, or when

erected, the skilled labor required to operate ; while gen-

erally, apart from war conditions in England and Aus-

tralia, frankly I doubt if this policy can be justified.

There were in existence before the war even more smelt-

ing works than were required to produce the consump-

tion of the world in spelter. To add to their number,

except perhaps to a small extent by way of a "control"

plant, which would enable us to compare results, would

simply mean to increase the competition and depreciate

the price of spelter. Before the war many of these plants

in America and Holland were actually shut down, and

except for patriotic desires it would not seem sense to

increase the number unless it be to supply our home con-

sumption, and this only with a full determination to pro-

tect the industry, when established, from destructive, cer-

tain competition.

These plants are expensive to erect; a plant to handle

our production of concentrates alone would cost £500,000,

leaving out of consideration the capital necessary to carry

and finance the business. Notwithstanding these por-

tentous figures, we spent the first three or four months

of the war practically in this continuous study of the

problem ; we examined various sites all over England, and

have had negotiations with the leading smelting people,

and others, in the United States, here in London and

elsewhere. The president and the engineers of one of

the leading companies specially came over, but we could

not agree on remunerative terms. But so far as the erec-

tion of works is in question, our conclusion is that in the

absence of protection or some state assistance, our policy

must be, on conclusion of the war, to make some new
contract on equitable lines with some existing smelting

works. This perhaps may seem a pity, for, in our group,

which includes the Burma Mines, we have two mines

which look like a sufficient permanent assurance of supply

of zinc ore. That is one of the difficulties—the perma-

nence of supply. That, we think, is one of the conclusive

reasons why smelting works of any size cannot be erected

in Australia, for as the accumulated mountains of tailings

disappear—and the progress of disappearance is fast

—

the current supply of tailings would be insufficient to

justify erection, the later supply not being assured. Be-
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sides this, there would be the expense of highly paid labor,

and the business would not stand it. I think that explains

the position as it is likely to be at the end of the war.

Sale of Zixc Coxcexthates

So far as regards the present we have also had plenty

of negotiations for temporary contracts, but without

result. We put forward what was admitted to he

a reasonable plan with one of the leading American

companies, whereby both we and the purchasers could

share equitably in the profit resulting from high-priced

spelter, but constantly we were met with the objection that

other Australian concentrates were offering on very much
easier terms. As recently announced, the Amalgamated
Zinc has made one small sale—I fear on not good terms

—

so that I can only conclude that the other companies

between them previously must have all but spoiled the

whole business, for the only definite terms which I have

heard, and on which a contract was actually effected, were

such as we should not accept. None the less, I am pleased

to say we think we have succeeded in selling 14,000 tons

on terms which are satisfactory to ourselves, and we
have some hope that this may be followed by other-

sales. I am not in a position at present to say more
than that, for the business is not definitely complete;

still I hope that it may enable us to start working, at

any rate on some reduced scale or for a time. But it

would be no use estimating possible profits under present

conditions.

Lead Operations Profitable

We are, however, doing well with lead, for with the

present demand for lead we suppose the full ])roductioii

of the smelters is being sold. Against that, however, at

present we are working short time, for the production of

concentrates has overtaken the smelting works which will

be enlarged. Before' this, at £20 lead, we calculated we
were making profits of about £7000 a month, while each

£1 rise in price would mean about an additional £1400.

But we did not like to make a monthly definite statement,

as the sales of lead were very slow and we did not know
that all the lead was being sold. This is the reason for

the form of return adopted up till now, but for the future

I think we might give some estimated profit based on a

given price, say £20 a ton. leaving you to calculate the

additional profit if the current market price should be

maintained till realization, which, I presume, is three

months forward. At the present moment, when we get

it, we stand to receive a large sum of money, probably

£80,000 or more, and therefore we have no hesitation in

declaring the final preference dividend for 1914.

The Idaho mining exhibit at the Panama-Pacific Ex-

position is not merely a display of ores and mineral prod-

ucts, but a practical, comprehensive exhibit so arranged

that the visitor, with the aid of the large relief model, is

able to obtain a good conception of the mining geology

of the entire state. The relief model stretches across one

side of the exhibit space, 60 ft. long, 50 ft. high and
15 ft. deep, forming a- background for the various table

displays. The model presents a series of cross-sections

delineating the various vein types and fault systems

within the state. The table displays embrace all the

\arious crude ores, accompanied by the inclosing wall

rocks and also the mineral products. It is all arranged

by counties or districts, so that one may take up the

study of the ores and rocks and products of a district or

a county and, with the aid of the labeling and other

jirinted data, tjuickly gain a comprehensive view of min-

ing in Idaho.

The Cceur d'AltMie display is the largest, occupying a

table 60 ft. long and 4 ft. deep. This presents an inter-

esting study of the lead-silver and zinc ores, their accom-

panying rocks and products. Massive pieces of lead sul-

phide weighing 300 to 1100 lb. from the Cceur d'Alene,

and also massive pieces of zinc blende from the Inter-

state-Callahan mine, form an interesting and attractive

feature. The lead-silver, the zinc and gray copper ores

from Idaho, Bonner and Boise Counties are arranged on a

separate table, thus presenting these characteristic ores so

distributed that they form an instructive display and
enable the visitor to make acquaintance with the situa-

tion and occurrence of this character of ores. The cop-

K; -it^t.^'^^-'-
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i©liEti©ini of Ftflip Frol

By \V. J. McCauley*

SYNOPiSIS—Proper solution and record of pulp

problems are important, but are sometimes evaded

on account of the time and trouble required for

the somewhat abstruse calculations. Most of the

problems, liowever, can be formulated in such man-

ner that their solutions can be expressed in

straight-line diagrams. The methods employed are

explained in detail.

In many hydrometallurgical plants the importance of

making accurate pulp measurements and keeping a sys-

tematic record of them is too often overlooked. The im-

portance of such observations can hardly be underesti-

mated, as they are essential to the proper working of any

mill. The excuse for their absence usually is that no

one on the job has time to look after the work, and as the

mill is apparently running pretty well as it is, there seems

to be no real need of keeping such records. Most mill men
will admit, however, that if such information is syste-

matically kept through several years, it is valuable and
often a money maker. The trouble encountered in the

taking of such measurements and the difficult nature of

the subsequent calculations are sometimes causes for

inattention to such details.

Customary Use of Fokmula.s

It is the custom in most mills where such observations

and measurements are taken to first determine the con-

stants of the ore treated—the density and such others

as the practice of the mill and the systems of measurement
make possible. These constants are substituted in the va-

rious formulas as one of the three factors of pulp prob-

lems. The second quantity is found by measurement and
the formula is solved for the third.

It is not the purpose of this article to give methods
for making pulp measurements or to derive the formulas

necessary for the solution of the problems. This subject

has already been thoroughly discussed.

The drudgery of solving each problem every day is

eliminated by solving once all the problems concerning a

certain measurement which are likely to occur in prac-

tice. Tables or curves from which the desired results of

any observation may be read directly are then made. Such
conveniences are somewhat difficult to formulate because

to have them accurate it is necessary to solve substantially

every problem within the range of the table or curve.

This is usually a task of no small proportions, and should
one of the previously determined constant quantities be-

come changed at any time, the labor must all be repeated.

Geapils to Facilitate Operations

With the idea in view of rendering the making of such
charts simpler I have undertaken to produce a method of

graphic analysis for the solution of pulp problems, and to

make a system of straight-line charts which may be drawn
in a few minutes and with little or no calculation.

The basic principles of this system were suggested in an

article published by George B. McLain in the Mining and
Scientific Press, Aug. 3, 1912. In this article the method
of making and using a straight-line chart for the deter-

mination of the percentage of solution and solids in mill

pulps is explained ; the density of the ore being a con-

stant and the gravity of the pulp being known.

The equations may be divided into two general classes

:

First, those in which it is possible to assume one quantity

as constant so that when a second is made to vary by

equal increments the third will also be found to vary

•Mining engineer, Lemmon. .S. D.
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by equal increments. Equation (1) is of this character.

If in this equation either s or x is held constant it will

be found that if y is varied by equal amounts, then will .r

or s also varv bv equal amounts.

y = s.T (1)
The second class consists of those equations in which the

above relationship does not exist. In this case it is impos-

sible to select any one value as constant so that if a sec-

ond be varied by equal amounts the third will also vary by

equal amounts. Equation (2) is of this nature.

2/= = sx^ (2)

The distinction between these two cases is really that

of degree. The equations of the second class are formed
usually not by the occurrence of the higher powers of the

three variables, but by the way in which these quantities

are related to one another and to the constants of the

equation.

Let us now consider the nature of such equations and

methods for their graphical solution, following up by some
practical examples of their applications.

Formula (1) is the equation of a straight line passing

through the origin, in which * is the tangent of the angle

that this line makes with the axis of x. Such a problem
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may be solved for all varying value.-: of x ami //. when .s

is a constant, by simply drawing on cross-section paper
a straight line through the origin of points, which makes
an angle with the axis of x whose tangent is s. A series of

such lines radiating from the origin may be drawn to rep-

resent varying values of s, as in Fig. 1. All problems of

this nature may now be solved by inspection of the chart.

One or two such practical pulp problems may be worked
out. In explaining these charts there will be no attempt
to make mathematical proofs of their correctness or the

formulas used in making them.

The following symbols will be used throughout

:

a = percentage of water by weight, in any i)ulp. ex-

pressed as a decimal.

c = a constant.

d = density of the dry pulp or ore.

g = gravity of the wet pulp.

y> = number of pounds of cyanide (KCN or NaCN)
per ton of solution.

P = number of pounds of cyanide i)er tun of solids.

R = water ratio.

i = a. length of time measured in seconds.

T = tons of dry pulp discharged in 2-t hr. b}- a pulp

stream.

V = dissolved metal (Au or Ag) per ton of solution in

any wet pulp.

T' ^ Dissolved metal per ton of solids in any wet pulp.

Determixatiox of the Dissolved Metal ix

Mill Tailings

The dissolved metal in discharged tailings is usually ex-

pressed as a value in cents per dry ton of pulp discharged,

the value per ton of solution and the percentage of solu-

tion being known. This is accomplished by taking a

sample of the tailings and determining the percentage of

moisture by the gravity bottle, or other convenient method.
The slime is allowed to settle from the solution and a

known amount is decanted and assayed. The following

formula is then employed:

V (3)

This is of the form of equation (1). Here s = ,

1 — a
and a chart, similar to the one above described, may be

used.

To make this chart lay off along OB, Fig. 1, to any con-

venient scale, values of v, and to the same scale lay ofE

along OA values of Y. Now draw a 45° line CD and
divide it into 100 equal parts. Through each of these

points of division and a draw diagonal lines as shown.

Number these lines from to 100, starting with OB as

and ending with OA as 100. These numbers and the

lines to which they are attached represent the varying

percentages of water or solution in a pulp.

This method of drawing in the diagonal lines is evi-

dently correct. In formula (3) let V and v be made
to vary in such a manner that their sum is always a con-

stant. The equation representing these changing values

is T' -f I' = c. This is the equation of a 45° line inter-

secting OA and OB in points other than 0, such as CD.
It will now be found that a varies by equal increments.

To use the chart, follow vertically up the line repre-

senting the value of r found by assay until it intersects

the line representing the percentage of water previously de-

termined. Thcnci' follow horizontally to the left. (.)n ().\

will be found the value of V sought.

In practice it is desirable to assay more tiian one assay

ton of the decanted solution from the pulp, and it is usu-

ally desired to express V in terms of cents per ton. In

this case it is better to lay off values of the actual weights

of gold or silver found in milligrams along OB, and to

lay off values in cents per ton alouir OA. Here CD will

probably not be a 45° line, but will be one connecting two
points, C and D, which have values such that

OD _ OC
a- ~ '

II

where .r is tho number of assay tons of the solution taken

for assay, and (/ is the value in cents per ounce of gold

or silver.

It sometimes happens that the pulp is too thick to make
practicable the method just described of direct decanta-

tion and assaying of solution for the value of v. For notes

on a method recommended in such cases, and the explana-
tion of a chart for the calculations of same, the reader is

referred to the Enqineering and Miniiu/ Journal of Mar.
27, 1915.

Determixatiox of Cyaxide Loss

The cyanide loss in tailings is usually expressed as a

number of pounds per ton of dry pulp discharged. The
number of pounds per ton of solution is found by titration

and the following formula applied

:

«P ^ p
1 — «

(i)

Formula (4) is of exactly the same nature as formula
(3) and the same chart. Fig. 1, may be used for both.

It is often desired to know the water ratio of a pulp

;

that is, the number of tons of solution per ton of solids.

The water ratio of any pulp is expressed by the formula

:

R =
(5)

Now, as has been shown, the quantitv q—— has the value
• 1 — a

of s in the equation of a straight line passing through the
origin. It is the tangent of the angle which the diagonal
line makes with the axis of .r, or in Fig. 1 with the line

OB. Hence the water ratio is the tangent of the angle
which the percentage water line makes with the line of
zero percentage water, or OB of Fig. 1. This being the
case we may lay off on OA values of R, and to the same
scale lay off OG, on OB, equal to unity, and draw GH
parallel to OA. Now the percentage water lines will cross
GH on that horizontal line corresiJonding to the desired
value of R.

A chart similar to the water ratio chart may be used
to determine the number of cubic feet of solution per ton
of dry pulp and many other similar problems.

Making Pulp-Stream Measurements

The tonnage measurement of pulp streams of nearly
constant volume, such as tube-mill discharges, offers a
considerable problem to the metallurgist. Such measure-
ments are usually made by taking the time required for
the stream to fill a given volume, such as one cubic foot.

The following formula may then be applied

:

2700 d (g — 1)

1 id - 1)
(•^)

T =
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in which t is the time in seconds required to fill one cubic

foot of volume.

For any ore d is a constant and hence the quantity

2700 d

.

is a constant. Once d is known for the given ore
d — 1

the formula becomes:

T =
t.

(^)

This equation is a rather special case of equation (1),

but it can be solved by the same general methods.

Referring to Fig. 2, on OB lay off values of T to some

convenient scale, starting at as zero, and on OA lay ofE

values of g, starting with as the point where g = 1.

Or, which is the same thing and practically more handy,

OA may read the actual weights of the cubic-foot volume

taken, starting at with the weight of the container when

full of water.

Diagonal lines, similar to those of Fig. 1, may now be

drawn representing values of t, so that the horizontal line

representing the value of g, or weight found, will inter-

sect the diagonal representing the observed time of filling

(t) vertically above the desired value of T.

Now \i g ^ 1, T will equal zero and it follows that

all the t lines intersect at 0. If t is equal to zero then

will T equal infinity except for the case where g is equal

to unity ; here T is equal to zero divided by zero which

20^
1.5
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Elaborate arrangements have bee;i made lor the meet-

ing of the Ameriean Institute of Mining Engineers, in

San Francisco, Sept. 16-18. It will be followed by a series

of excursions, which will leave those members wlio desire

to do so free to attend the International Congress at San
Francisco, Sept. 20-2.5. A large numljer of papers have

already been offered for this meeting.

Several other papers of value are now under con-

sideration by the committee, and will be distributed in ad-

vance of the meeting. The technical programs have been

arranged for several simultaneous sessions on September
16 and 17, in order to allow ample time for the discussion

of the various subjects.

Papees to Be Pkesented

The papers accepted and now in the hands of the

printers follow

:

Mining Methods and Law—"Fire-Fighting Methods
at Mountain View Mine, Butte, Mont.," C. L. Berrien;

"Underground Mining Systems of Ray Consolidated Cop-

per Co.," Lester A. Blackner; "Mining Conditions on the

Witwatersrand," W. L. Honnold ; "Ore Tramming and
Hoisting at the Copper Queen Mine," Gerald Sherman;
"Churn-Drilling Costs, Sacramento Hill," Arthur Not-

man ; "Application of the Apex Law at Wardner, Idaho,"

Fred T. Greene.

Mining Geology and ilineralogy
—"Formation and Dis-

tribution of Residual Iron Ores," C. L. Dake ; "Occurrence

of Covellite at Butte, Mont.," A. Perry Thompson; "For-

mation and Distribution of Bog Iron Ores," C. L. Dake;
"Geology of the Burro ^Mountain Copper District, New
Mexico," R. E. Soniers; "Additional Data on Origin of

Lateritic Iron Ores of Eastern Cuba," C. K. Leith and
AV. J. !Mead; "^lethod of Making Mineralogical Analysis

of Sand," C. W. Tondinson.

Milling Methods—"Kick vs. Rittinger," Arthur 0.

Gates; "Concentrator of the Timber Butte Milling Co.,

Butte, Mont.," Theodore Simons; "Hardinge Mill Data,"

Arthur F. Taggart.

Copper—"British Columbia Copper Co.'s Smelter,

Greenwood, B. C," Frederic K. Brunton; "Hydro-Metal-

lurgy of Copper," L. D. Ricketts, et al. ; "Hydro-Electro-

lytic Treatment of Copper Ores," Robert Rhea Goodrich;

"Roasting and Leaching Concentrator Slimes Tailings,"

Lawrence AddicksJ

Gold and Silver
—

"iletallurgical Practice in the AVit-

watersrand District, South Africa," F. L. Bo.squi ; "Mill

and Cyanide Plant of Chiksan Mines, Korea," Charles

W. De Witt ; "Electric Furnace for Gold Refining at the

Alaska-Treadwell Cyanide Plant," W. P. Lass; "Cyanid-

ing Practice of Churchill Milling Co., Wonder, Nev.,"

E. E. Carpenter ; "Notes on Homestake Metallurgy," Al-

lan J. Clark; "Zinc-Dust Precipitation Tests," Nathaniel

Herz; "Recovery of Jlercurv from Amalgamation Tail-

ing, Buffalo Klines, Cobalt," E. B. Thornhill ; "Slime Agi-

tation and Solution Replai-ement ^lethods. West End Mill,

Tonopah, Nev.," Jay A. Carpenter; "Amalgamation
Tests," W. J. Sharwood; "A Rule Governing Cupellation

Losses," W. J. Sharwood ; "Tonopah Plant of the Bel-

mont Milling Co.," A. H. Jones.

Lead—"The Salida Smelter," F. D. Weeks; "Lead
Smelting at El Paso," II. F. Easter ; "Advantages of

High-Lime Slags in the Smelting of Lead Ores," S. E.

Bretherton; "Mellen Rod-Casting Machine," R. C. Pat-

terson, Jr.

Miscellaneous—"Conversion Scale for Centigrade and
Fahrenheit Temperatures," Hugh P. Tiemann ; "Thermal
Insulation of IIigh-Tem])erature Equipment,'' Percy A.
Boeck: "Radiography of Metals," Wheeler P. DaVey;
"Jletallurgical Industries as Possible Consumers of Elec-

tric Power," Dorsey A. Lyon and Roltert M. Keeney.

Petroleum and Gas—"Gasoline from 'Synthetic' Crude
Oil," Walter 0. Snelling ; "Correlation and Geological

Structure of the Alberta Oil Fields," D. B. Dowling ; "Oil,

Gas, and Water Content of Dakota Sand in Canada and
United States," L. G. Huntley; "Sliding Royalties for

Oil and Gas Wells," Roswell H. Johnson; "Possible Oc-
currence of Oil and Gas Fields in Washington," Charles
E. Weaver.

Iron and Steel—"Duplex Process of Steel .Manufacture
at the ilarylaiid Steel Works," F. F. Lines ; "The Electric

Furnace in the Foundry," William G. Kranz ; "Some Sug-
gestions Regarding the Determination of the Properties
of Steel," A. N. Mitinsky; "Commercial Production of

Sound Homogeneous Steel Ingots and Blooms." E. Gath-
mann.
One of the sessions of the Institute will be a joint ses-

sion with the American Electrochemical Society, at which
papers of mutual interest will be presented and discussed.

The Committee on Arrangements foi the San Francisco
meeting consists of C. W. Merrill, chairman; E. H.
Benjamin, F. W. Bradley, Abbott A. Hanks, H. C.

Hoover and W. C. Ralston.

The list of special excursions offered to members, from
which they can make their selection, is as follows:

Sept. 18, special boat trip around San Francisco Bay,
and visit to Selby Smelting Works. Sept. 18, the San
Francisco high-pressure fire system, and the gas and elec-

tric works. Sept. 18, Spring Valley water works. Sept.

17 and 18, gold dredging and hydroelectric development.
Sept. 18 and 19, the Grass Valley mines and hydroelectric

development. Sept. 17 to 19, oil fields of Coalinga. Sept.

19, Spring Valley water works reservoirs and pumping
stations. Sept. 19, the delta lands of the Sacramento
and San Joaquin rivers.

!jir©©ira© (Gs'<8'5ini®

The combined reports of the Greene Cananea Copper
Co. and the Greene Consolidated Copper Co., Cananea,
Mexico, for 1914 show that the Greene Cananea now
owns 959,378 shares of the outstanding issue of 1,000,000
shares of the Greene Consolidated. The mines and works
owned and controlled by the Greene Cananea produced
21,858,920 lb. of fine copper, 907,310 oz. of silver and
6055 oz. of gold, including production from purchased
ores. Dividends paid by this company aggregated
$972,645. The average price received for coppei- was
13.8382c. per lb. during the year, and the total cost of

refined copper, after deducting the value of precious
metals and miscellaneous revenues, was 10.724c. per lb.

This cost includes depreciation charges and all shutdown
and other expenses.

A consolidated statement for the two companies shows
total receipts of $3,852,998, made up of copper sales.
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$a,794,140; silver sales, $-i?l,792: gold sales, $115,741;

miscellaneous revenue, $243,202 ; inventory of copper in

process, $228,123. Charged against this revenue is

$3,237,206, made up of operating expenses, $2,845,964;

legal and general expenses, $41,990; taxes, $49,433;

depreciation for 1914, $160,071 ; inventory of copper in

process at Dec. 31, 1913, $139,748. The net income

carried to balance sheet was $615,792. During the year

$23,717 was added to fixed assets for new machinery,

construction, etc. The following table gives details of

tonnages treated and production

:

STATEMENT, GREENE CONSOI^IDATED COPPER CO.
Tonnage

Wet tons domestic ore mined 384,690
Wet tons of domestic ore treated 383,380
Wet tons foreign ore treated 28,204
Wet tons custom ore treated 6,996
Wet tons Miami concentrates treated 21,007

Total ore treated 439,587

Wet tons domestic ore milled 147,131
Wet tons foreign ore milled 263
Ratio of concentration, tons of ore milled 3646:1

Production
Returnable fine copper in bullion produced from
company mines, in lb 16,169,067

Returnable fine copper in bullion produced from
Miami concentrates and foreign and custom ore,
in lb 20,269,226

Silver in domestic bullion, in oz 636,113.62
Silver in bullion from Miami and custom ores, in oz. 180,278.39
Gold in domestic bullion, in oz 3,136,468
Gold in bullion from Miami and custom ores, in oz.. 1,132.901

Recovery from domestic ores was: Copper, 2.109%; silver,
1.659 oz.; and gold, O.O0S2 oz. per ton.

Of the ore 68,000 tons was mined on contract. The
total cost of mining, including this ore, was $3.09 per ton.

Development work aggregated 31,859 ft. at a cost of 65c.

per ton of ore mined and is included in the mining

cost. The total cost of smelting new copper-bearing

material to the production of converter bars, f.o.b. at

Cananea, was $2,678 per ton. The net cost of refined

copper was 10.613c., made up of 13.635c. for gross costs

less 0.1816c. for gold and silver values and 1.206 for

miscellaneous revenue.

By F. x\. Sundt*

Concentration of copper ores is carried on by the

Compania Corocoro de Bolivia in a 200-ton mill by a

process which is comparatively simple because of the

softness and docility of the ore. The ore in question is

brought from the Remedios, Capilla and San Agustiii

mines by means of tramway and ropeway, and is delivered

to an llxl8-in. Blake breaker. In this breaker the ore

is reduced to 2- or 3-in. pieces and delivered to Chilean

mills, where it is crushed to jj- in. There are three of

these mills, each having two rollers of granite with steel

tires. Each roller is 1.5 m. in diameter, while the tire

is 4 in. thick and 18 in. wide. The mills make 12.5

r.p.m. and each grinds 3 tons per hour.

Prom the chilean mills, which grind the ore in water,

the pulp is taken to an elevating wheel 9 m. in diameter.

This delivers the pulp, at a higher elevation, to a

vibrating screen 2x6 ft., working at 240 strokes per min.

The screen material is -fa-m- ton-cap copper wire. The
oversize from the screen returns to the chilean mills for

further grinding, and the undersize is taken to a hy-

draulic classifier of the Lake Superior type. This

classifier has six spigots, which feed the three Harz

•Manager, Cia. Corocoro de Bolivia, Corocoro, Bolivia.

jigs. The jigs have each three compartments and operate

at 260 strokes per min. The screens are perforated copper

plates, having apertures of i^ and ^^ in. Middlings

from the jigs are taken to the chilean mills, where they

are reground, while the overflow water is used for grind-

ing fresh ores.

Concentrates from these jigs contain about 50%
copper. These are reconcentrated in another Harz jig

having 280 strokes i^er min., the final concentrate

product from which contains about 85% copper. Over-
flow from the hydraulic classifier goes to the table

classifier, a V-shaped trough-type machine which has no
hydraulic water. There are five Overstroni tables which
catch practically all the copper. The overflow from the

table classifier goes to waste, as also do the tailings from
the tables. Jliddlings are elevated by a Frenier pump
to another Overstrom table, where a final copper product

is obtained. The middlings of this table return to the

Frenier pum]).

C0NCENT1!.\TES EXPORTED

Copper in the original ore is principally in the native

state and amounts to 4 or 5%. The gangue is sand-

stone and there is very little clay. The concentrates

produced have an average of about 85% copper, while

the tailings sent to the river contain only 0.3 to 0.4%,
thus making an extraction of more than 90%. The
concentrates are called harrillas, and are put into sacks

containing 50 kg., and then exported. The impurities

in the concentrates consist principally of sand, and they

contain but little iron and no sulphur, arsenic or other

impurities, a fact which is due to the clean character of

the ore. When smelted, the concentrates yield a copper J
wliich is so pure as not to require electrolytic refining. ^
To smelt the concentrates at Corocoro or on the coast

is not economical because fuel is expensive and the

export tax on copper bars is, say, 100%, while for con-

centrates it is only 70%. Milling is comparatively high

because the cost of fuel is high and the steam plant is

an old one. The company contemplates the installation

of a Diesel motor plant with electrical generators. Labor

is cheap, varying from 1.40 to 2 bolivianos per lift.

Freight charges from Corocoro to on board the vessel

at Arica is 24 bolivianos per ton of concentrates. The

freight from Arica to England is now 45s. per ton.

Each of the jigs consists of three compartments, each

having an area of 82x45 cm. The screens are of Vg-in.

copper plate with perforations % and -^^ in. diameter,

and they last about 120 days. The bed of the jig is

self-made and is 4 in. deep. Concentrates discharge

through the screen, while the middlings go to the chilean

mills. The length of stroke on these jigs is 5 to 15

mm., and the number of strokes 260 to 300 per min.

The hutch product of the third compartment of the jig

is low grade and is returned to the same jig for reworking.

Classifying for the tables is done in a classifier 4800 mm.

long with six spigots. It is 720 mm. wide at the head

and 540 mm. at the end and its height is '1400 mm.

The angle of the bottom is 60° and the spigots are 1 in.

diameter. Its capacity is 200 tons per day of 24 hr.

Water for the mill is supplied by a 4-in. centrifugal

pump elevating 4 m. The elevator wheel is 9 m. in

diameter, has 48 buckets and revolves at 2 r.p.m., average

speed.
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crusher, and the mass fopper to be cleaned. The second

grizzly set below consists of 3-in. round iron bars, 5 ft.

long, inclined at ;50°, having 3-iu. spaces. The under-
size which goes through this grizzly passes directly to the

stamp-rock bin; the oversize passes to the hopper bin in

front of the crushers. The dump and grizzlies are located

high above the crusher floor, as they must be above the

hopper bin. They are sided by iron plates 3 ft. high and
above this is sheet iron to prevent flying

rocks from injuring the men on tlie

crusher floor.

<y^2iac5^ HJuasimp

By L. Hall Goodwin*

In the Lake Superior copper district it is the custom
to break the rock big in the stopes; the sizes sent to the

surface range up to the maximum jaw-opening of the

crusher, which is generally 24x36 in., or even larger.

These large boulders are reduced to about 4-in. maximum

SJr/p inDumpingPosition

Incline Skip Trac/rs

TsiffimpHimg

Side Elevation

QUINCY DIT.MP AND GRIZZLIES

size in the rockhouse. The usual practice is to dump the

contents of the skip on a heavy iron dumping plate,

from which the rock passes over a single set of grizzly

screens to remove 4-in. imdersize before it is fed to the

crusher. The Quincy mine has modified this method in

several ways, the principal object being to separate the

largest boulders from the rest of the rock. I outlined its

practice briefly in a pajjer descril)ing the rockhouse meth-

ods of the company appearing in the Journal June 19 and

26 and July 3 and 10, 1915. A more detailed description

follows, with a sketch of the dump and grizzlies.

The rock from the dumping skip strikes a battery of

3iA-in. round iron bars horizontally suspended in front

of the dump from chains attached to the track stringers.

There are two of these batteries, one for each skip; they

serve to deflect the rock downward upon the grizzlies and

to spread it evenly over them. Two sets of grizzlies are

used. The first one consists of 6-in. round iron bars.

16 ft. long and inclined at 16°, having 20-in. spaces.

This allows the larger boulders of copper rock and

mass copper to pass over to a bin in front of the drop

hammer used to break them before they are fed to the

Plan of Grizzlies

nt with Allen H. Rogers. 201 Devonshire St., Bos-

Exhaustive tests by the Bureau of

Klines as to the efficacy of stemming
on the effect of explosives have proved

conclusively that confinement of the

charge in the hole by the use of some
inert substance on top increases its

efiicieney to a marked degree. The
Bureau chooses to use the word "stem-

ming" in place of the term "tamping,"

so commonly used, to differentiate the

latter from the name of the operation

of placing the stemming. In other

words the Bureau favors the adoption of

tamping the stemming in the hole.

There is always a certain amount of

opposition among miners to tamping a

hole and some very prominent mining

engineers question the advisability of so doing. It is prob-

able, however, that the data on which they formed these

conclusions were not carefully and exhaustively drawn.

Tamping a hole has the same effect as putting a wad
in a shot-gun shell or inserting the bullet in a rifle

cartridge and is easily determined. For instance, take

two ordinary rifle cartridges and crowd the bullet j^g in.

nearer the base in one than in the other. Then fire the

two. The "kick" against the shoulder will readily dem-
onstrate the appreciable difference between the loose and
the tight tamping of the powder charge. The same thing-

happens on a much larger scale when confining the ex-

plosive in a drill hole, and the kick of the explosive

against the rock to be broken is much increased by close

tamping in the throat of the hole.

Sa.f®t5^ Fl5rs^ asa M.©loaidiisa^ a. Hoi©
It is not uncommon practice among miners who return

soon after a blast to the heading to see the result of their

round, and who find a hole which has not broken properly,

to reload inmiediately and shoot it over. This is danger-

ous practice unless the hole is filled with water and
thoroughly cooled, or unless a sufficient time is allowed
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to elapse in order to effect the same cooling by air.

Instances have been kno\\ai where a miner loading a

hole with gelatin without observing these precautions

was blown to atoms through the ignition of the explosive

by the heat remaining in the rock.

Misae Messlh©tias® Op®s»a^fti®ia

The mine messhouse is a troublesome adjunct to a min-

ing operation. It is rarely given the attention it deserves,

and except for providing good food it is left to take

care of itself. Accurate data and details of messhouse

operation are therefore of value.

The Arrowrock dam was constructed in Idaho by

the United States Reclamation Service under condi-

tions sufficiently resembling mining operations to make

the figures for messhouse operations, published in En-

gineering News, June 24, worth while for the mining

engineer.

A sufficient charge is made against messhouse opera-

tions each month for rental to absorb the cost of mess-

house building during the time of construction. A
monthly charge is also made to cover depreciation of

equipment.

It is very necessary that a careful record of cost be kept

and reports prepared each month to show the results

accomplished. The principal items of cost should be

classified, so that they may be compared from month to

month. The following cost-accounts have been used in

connection with the messhouse operations at Arrowrock:

Labor, cooks and helpers; labor, miscellaneous; subsist-

ence; -supplies; latensils; rental; fuel; lights; deprecia-

tion of equipment : general and overhead expense.

After the mess has been operated for a sufficient length

of time certain standards of cost will be established, and

effort can then be made by watching the cost reports to

maintain these standards.

Troni data kept under this classification it is possible

to prepare at the end of the month cost reports in the fol-

lowing form

:

FIELD REPORT OF MESSHOUSE OPERATIONS AT MAIN MESS,

ARROWROCK, SEPTEMBER, 1914

Account Nos. 730 to 739 Credits
Debits

nventorv:
Subsistence $533.46
Supplies 26 .

22
Utensils 1500 00 S2,059,6S

Collections;
Cash
Coupons. . . .

Meal tickets

Received during
month

:

Subsistence 8134.89
Supplies 344 71
Utensils 35 52

Labor:
Cooks and help-

ers 1559.10
Miscellaneous. . . 21 . 50

This is on a scale much larger than that appertaining

to the usual mine boarding house, so that the cost per man
per day of 48.oe. is much lower than the average cost

at a mine where the usual charge is $1 per man per day

and where the manager is reasonably satisfied if liis

boarding house breaks even at the end of a year.

Another innovation at a messhouse of this kind was

in the use of small tables and serving food in family style

—

that is, all food is on the table at the time the meal is

called. At Arrowrock small tables accommodating eight

persons are provided, as this number may be served from

one set of dish-ups. With this method one waiter can

attend to five tables of eight persons each in an efficient

manner. These small tables have been found to be a de-

cided improvement over the long tables commonly used

in construction camps.

Rental 160.00
Fuel 247.50
Lights 15.00
Depreciation

equipment..

Meals served to
iiospital pa-

tients 173 SO

50 00

nventory

;

Subsistence
Suppl:

Profit 1.032.44

Total 13,660 34

Total cost for month $10,463 . 26 Total number
Total number of meals fur-

nished
Unit cost per meal
Pounds of meat used
Pounds meat used per man,
day

788.49
26.15

UteSsiis. .

.' 1,350.00 2,164 64

48,748
$1,215
21,471

13

Total

, days . . .

Unit cost per man, day
Labor cost per man. day. . .

.

Supplies cost per man, day..

Misc. exp. coat per man, day
Gen. exp. cost per man, day
Subsistence cost per man,
day

snEaM-flirag

The sinking shoe shown in Fig. 1 was recently used in

sinking a shaft in soft ground on the Mesabi Range. In

operat'^n fl^e '^'^t along the shoe was removed from the

iiisidt and tht ^hoe jacked down until sufficient room had

13,600 -.34

16,249
$3,644

097
.021
.041
.000

.485

a STcelPlafe

SECTION THROUGH
OLD SHOE

SECTION THROUGH
NEW SHOE

been gained for a set of timbers. While this shoe set

was a success, it was evident that its design could be

improved. As the shoe set was made of the same size as

the shaft set, the ground excavated did not give the space

required for tlie lagging. The open space between the

shoe set and the last shaft set was unsupported, and to

hold the ground it was necessary to drive short spiling.

The corner construction was weak, and the wall plates of

the set tended to turn over under the pressure" from the

jacks.

To remedy these defects, an improved sinking shoe

was designed, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The method of

operation is the same, but the set is much heavier; the

corner construction has been strengthened : tight rods at

"The VSTisconsin Engineer," April, 1915.
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the cm! correct the tendency to overturn under tlie jack

pressure, and the shoe is 4 in. larger all around than the

regulation set, which gives plenty of room for putting in

the lagging or lath. Attached to the cutting plate are

^- 4-6-—

=^A.-.-.-.-.^.-.-.zA-^^i^$~t.^'i^.-.-A-.^.-.-.-.<iiSF-^

^K/-V^---f'--->'<---^'-->K---f----J<;-ASJ

FIG. 3. DETAILS OF NEW STEEL SINKING SHOE

side plates of %-in. steel, long enough to permit install-

ing a full set of timhers with 2-ft. studdles.

This shoe gave perfect satisfaction under the condi-

tions for which it was designed.

At the Colby iron mine, Bessemer, ilich., drifting is

done bj' use of Jackhamer auger machines, using two

men for one machine. These two men do only the drill-

ing and are followed by a blasting gang and a tramming
gang for each drift of the six different headings where
this system is used. The size of the drift outside of

timber is 8x9 ft. During the period in question 254? ft.

of drifting was accomplished in 112 shifts, which is

equivalent to 11.3 ft. per man per shift. The costs per

foot are as follows:

LABOR
Miners $0,412
Trammers .990
Timbermen .360
Trackmen 121
Blasters 116

$1,999

SUPPLIES
Lagging $0,094
Timber 210
Explosives 330
Light, steel, shop labor, etc .060

.694

Total $2,693

The foregoing figures include cost of breaking the

ore, tramming it to the chute, timbering the drift, laying

track and necessarj' supplies for the same except the cost

of rails.

W.

Taina]b)®s'a!nig foi? Ais'=dkeclrS. IDooB°s

By Fhaxk S. CiiAWFono*

In the Calumet & Arizona Mining Co.'s mines there

are places where the natural air current is so strong that

it was decided to place air-check doors to direct the air

current into some of the hot, badly ventilated stopes.

One of these doors was placed in a motor drift. The
frame of the door had to be made so as to allow free pass-

age for the trolley and the trolley wire. To accomplish
this the top of the frame was made in two pieces. The
posts had to be blocked out securely against the ground,
and as it was not desirable to put in an extra cap above,

with the necessity of longer posts and the taking down
of more ground, the problem was solved by taking two
pieces of square timber cut with a bevel on the ends to

fit against the tops of the posts and form an arch. The
bevel on the ends joining each other was such as to

leave a small opening, a couple of inches, on the upper
side. The posts were then placed with a block behind

TIMBER SET PLACED FOR AIR-CHECK DOOR

each to hold them in place out from the ground. The
two pieces were then set in place and wedges and blocking
driven in above to force them down from the roof, caus-

ing the gap to close between the ends and forcing the

posts tightly against the ground.

These spreaders served to support the top of the door
frame rigidly and allowed space for the trollev wire to

play up and down.

A "cousin-jack" miner ran it and said, "Blawst me, it

looks like a bloomin' 'ouse.'"'

Masae ^ccadleEatls in

During the year ended Dec. 1, 1914, there were, ac-

cording to the 1914 annual report of the State Mine
Inspector, 62 fatal accidents at the Arizona mines, which
is at the rate of 6.6 fatal accidents per 1000 men employed.
There were 758 serious and minor accidents, which is

at the rate of 80.6 per 1000 men emploved.

•Lowell Station, Bisbee, Ariz
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DaapfiaiTSi^sim Fussnaps fos" Slisimes

B\ Jesse Si.mmoxs*

With the adoption of Dorr thickeners and the coun-

ter-current system of continuous decantatioli, mill sup-

erintendents were forced to accomplish the economical

handling of slimes. At first air lifts were almost univer-

sally used. Some installations of centrifugal pumps

were made, but most operators now install diaphragm

pumps. The chief objection to these pumps seems to be

that the manufacturers have not studied the application

of their goods to the uses to which they are now put and

invariably send out a pump with the drive and gearing

close-coupled. Spattering slimes cause excessive wear

on the gears and pinions, necessitating large repair bills

and entailing a consequent loss of service.

Of many means of overcoming this difficulty, the il-

liHtmtion. which shows the type of drive developed at

COUPLING METHOD FOR DIAPHRAGM PUMPS

the Golden Reward mill, at Deadwood, S. D., is one

of the most noteworthy. The frame is made of light angle-

iron and I-beams, with a jackshaft at one end about 5 ft.

frem the pump and far enough away to escape the spatter-

ings of slimes. This shaft is belt-driven. Attached to

it is an eccentric which drives a walking-beam that

operates the pump. The whole mechanism rests on a bed

composed of a rectangular frame of 4x6-in. timbers.

'0.

In some recent tests made on the action of potassium

permanganate as a cyanicide (abstracted by the Journal

of the Society of Chemical Industry from the Journal of

the Chemical, Metallurgical and Mining Society of South

Africa) normal solution from a sand-tilling plant, con-

taining 0.0013% of potassium cyanide and 0.0015%

of potassium sulphocyanide, was treated, as were also

•Mining engineer, Deadwood, S. D.

solutions of sodium cyanide (strength equivalent to 0.2%
of potassium cyanide), sodium thiocyanate of the same

strength, and sodium-zinc cyanide of the same strength.

The first three solutions were considerably affected by the

permanganate, but the reaction was still incomplete after

four days. Sodium-zinc cyanide, which is present in

large proportions in working solution, appeared to be only

slightly, if at all, affected by the permanganate after four

davs' contact.

_ ess C

A new process which relates to the recovery of rare

elements, particularly radium, uranium and vanadium,

from ores such as carnotite ore, is that invented by Louis

F. A'ogt (F. S. pat. 1,129,029). In following out this

process the ore is first concentrated according to any

approved manner, or if of a suitable character it may be

merely ground. The ground ore is then roasted in the

]iresence of salt and steam, the latter being employed for

oxidizing purposes. It is then leached with water to re-

move the greater part of the vanadium content. A small

amount of sodium carbonate is added to the water to

convert any possible radium or barium chloride to the

carbonate form and prevent the formation of radium or

barium in soluble form in the sodium-vanadate .solution.

The remaining ore from this leaching treatment is then

leached with .some acid, principally sulphuric, to recover

the uranium and such vanadium as may remain. If other

than sulphuric acid is used, sufficient sulphuric acid must

l)e added to form an insoluble radium sulphate, and thus

]irevent the radium content of the ore from going into the

solution. At this stage the remaining solids contain in-

soluble radium and barium salts and the liquor contains

uranium and vanadium salts and impurities in solution.

The liquor is neutralized with sufficient sodium car-

bonate to precipitate such impurities as iron, aUimina,

silica, etc., together with most of the uranium and vana-

dium. If the solution contains impurities in sufficiently

large quantity, all of the uranium and vanadium content

will be precipitated.

To the solution and precipitate resulting from the

neutralizing step an excess of sodium carbonate is added

and the mixture boiled, to leach out the uranium and

vanadium contained in precipitate, leaving only the im-

purities. The solution is separated l)y filtering and is

treated to recover the uranium and vanadium. Boiling

with a lead salt forms lead vanadate, and the remaining

solution is boiled with sufficient sodium hydratB to com-

pletely precipitate uranium as sodium uranate.

The solid ore residue is then washed, filtered, dried,

nuxed with sodium carbonate and fused. The resulting

matte, containing carbonate of radium, barium, iron,

lime, etc., is treated with water and agitated, taking out

the soluble carbonates and leaving the insoluble ones.

After filtering, the insoluble carbonates are washed wiiii
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walLT to remove an}- remaining sodium silicate and free

alkali. The carbonate mixture is then treated with a

mineral acid, preferably hydrochloric, to dissolve the car-

bonates, and then by adding sulphuric acid, radium and

barium sulphates are precipitated. The dried sulphates

of radium and barium are thoroughly mi.xed with fine

coke and a suitable chloride and roasted. The roasted

mixture is leached to dissolve the chloride, leaving radium

and barium chloride in the solution. Uranium is sepa-

rated from the barium and impurities by systematic frac-

tional crystallization.

m

The new plant for sintering tlue dust at Gary, lud., has

a capacity to treat the dust from 18 iron blast furnaces.

At present, however, there are only eight stacks at Gary.

The sintering plant now comprises two rotary inclined

kilns, 90 ft. long by 9 ft. in diameter, a 12-in. brick lining

chain has an apprnxinuilc speed of :0 ft. per min., and

is expected to loosen nuiterial which may stick or hang

in the kiln, keep it moving toward the discharge end and

thus prevent the formation of accretions within the kiln.

The flue-dust is frequently handled, owing evidently to

the necessity for storage. It is brought to the plant in

hopper-bottom cars, and deposited into steel-and-concrete

track hoppers. From these hoppers the dust is fed by

screw conveyors to a bucket elevator, which carries it up

to the overhead hopper at the end of the kiln house. The-

dust then passes by gravity to a revolving screen hav-

ing 1-in. mtish and into either of two 230-ton cylindrical

bins. From these steel storage bins, another motor-driven

screw conveyor feeds the dust directly into the kiln, the

speed of the conveyor being under close control.

The tlue dust works its way down through the kiln

toward the firing end and encounters the zone of greatest

heat a short distance in front of the discharge end. The

sinter drops through a tloor-gratiug on an inclined con-

PLAN AND SECTIONAL ELEVATION OF GARY SINTERING PLANT

Inducing the effective inside diameter of the kiln to T ft.

The accompanying drawing, reproduced from Iron Age

of May 27, 1915, shows one of the sintering kilns in plan

and cross-section. The steel shell is made of i^-in. plate

with butt seams, quadruple-riveted. Each kiln is fitted

with two annular bearing rings and mounted on idler

rollers. The kiln is rotated at about 1 r.p.m. by means

of an annular gear near the upper bearing ring, power

being supplied from a 60-hp. motor placed on an overhead

platform. The motor runs at Tlo r.p.m., but this speed

is reduced by means of a belt-drive and bevel gears whicli

drive the pinion that engages the annular gear on the

kiln.

At the lower end of the kiln is a movable burner shield,

mounted on trucks so that it may be drawn back from

the mouth of the kiln when not in service. The kiln will

be gas-fired, gas being obtained from the nearby coke

ovens of the Gary plant.

An interesting feature of the kilns is the drag-scraper

<hain which passes through the kiln from end to end, re-

turning below the kiln through a bosh, for cooling. The

veyor, which elevates it into hoppers immediately above

the loading track. Each hopper has two delivery spouts so

that the sinter may be discharged into cars on two tracks.

Sprays are provided for cooling the sinter as it drops

into the cars.

A process for making arsenic acid has been patented

by George P. Fuller, of Niagara Falls, assigned to the

National Electrolytic Co. This consists of subjecting a

suspension of arsenious oxide in an aqueous solution of

an alkali-metal halide to electrolysis. The anode must be

insoluble and therefore platinum is usually employed.

The cathode is best made of copper, although cathodes

of other metals may be employed. Since the ordinary

form in which arsenic is employed in the arts is as sodium

arsenate, it is best to make the alkaline lialide a sodium-

chloride solution ; otherwise the final removal of the ar-

senic salt will be impracticable, owing to the ditficulty

of separating sodium from any other base.
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Prospecttaira^

By E. E. Free*

During the summers of 1913, 1913 and 1914 the Rail-

road Valley Co. of Tonopah, Nev., carried out an e.xtensive

prospecting campaign for potash deposits in various parts

of the Great Basin and especially in Railroad Valley, Nye

County, Nevada. In that vicinity the existence of a buried

saline body was suspected, and the prospecting took the

form of drill holes designed to reach and explore the sup-

posed saline horizon. Five of these holes were located on

the mud flat or playa left by the ancient lake which once

occupied the valley, and these five holes were sufficiently

alike in materials penetrated and in general conditions to

No. 5. \\'ater circulation was maintained by two Ameri-

can Well Works steam pumps supplied by a separate

boiler. The entire outfit was already in the possession of

the company and cost approximately $7000, including

drill rod, all tools and general equipment, also camp
equipment consisting of four tents, boarding house, office,

wagons, water tank, etc. No depreciation or interest on

this equipment has been included in the costs given. The

holes were 5i/^ in. in diameter and were not cased except

for 20 to 50 ft. at the top.

The materials penetrated were essentially the same

in all five holes. The upper portions were in smooth clays

with little or no sand. The hardness was somewhat vari-

able and a few cemented layers were encountered, but

never of such induration as to create serious obstacles to

COST DATA OF PROSPECT DRILLING

Hole number
Feet in clay
Feet in gaylussite.

.

Total depth, feet
Days moving and setting up.
Days drilling

Total time, days,.

Moving costs
Labor
Team

Total

Water supply costs
Labor
Team

Total.

.

Drilling costs

$444.10

$561.02

$345 70

$284.90

795
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•ulty. No wator was available at or near the drill sites

and preliminary 100-ft. holes had proven dry. When a
preliminary 250-ft. hole (sunk with hauled water) at the

site of hole No. 2 also proved dry, it was decided to bring
water by ditch from an artesian well seven miles north.

Water sujjplied by this ditch was used for all subsequent
holes. In the table the item of water-supply for hole

No. 2 includes the cost of the main ditch and of all pre-

liminary work. For the other holes only the cost of ditch

maintenance and of necessary e.xtensions is included. The
cost for hole No. 3 is high because the extension of the

ditch to it had to be carried through a sand ridge nearly

a half-mile wide and several feet high.

The item of drilling includes the actual cost of drilling

only. The usual crew was: One driller, one helper, one
fireman and one sampler. Occasionally two helpers were
needed. Usually there were two drilling shifts of ten

hours each, the firemen working three 8-hr. shifts and
looking to the pumps during the 4-hr. shutdown. For a

part of hole No. 2 three 8-hr. drilling shifts were used.

In addition, one or two men were employed on repairs and
general mechanical work and one to three teamsters were
hauling drinking water and supplies and keeping the

ditch in order. The wage scale was $6.50 to $5 for drillers

and $5 and $4.50 for helpers, fireman and teamsters, all

on the basis of an 8-hr. day with pay for overtime at the

same rate. Lodging in tents was furnished free. The
boarding house was run by the company and a charge

of $1 per day was made for board. The deficit on the

boarding house appears under general expense in the

table. Teams were hired at $7 per day for team and
driver and $5 per day for extra teams, not found. Fuel
was wood, no other being available at reasonable cost. It

consisted largely of scrub pine and juniper, and was cut

and delivered by contract at from $10.50 to $12 per cord.

General expeu.se includes all items which extended over

the whole work and cannot be assigned with accuracy to

the different holes. These items have been totaled and
the total divided between the holes on the basis of the

working time for each hole. The item for communica-
tions includes the maintenance of the company's automo-

biles and the hire of other automobiles when necessary.

The employer's liability insurance is that required by the

law of Nevada. The item for chemical work covers the

cost of an accurate chemical control of the drilling, this

being necessitated by the object of the work. It includes

the salary of a chemist at $7 per day and the expense of

the field laboratory. The laboratory equipment was bor-

rowed from the general laboratory of the company and is

not charged for. It would have cost about $300 to dupli-

cate it.

In connection with a description of the smelting plant

of the British Columbia Copper Co., at Greenwood, B. C,
Frederic K. Brunton, who was assistant superintendent

prior to the shutdown in 1914, gives^ some operating-

costs at this plant which smelted the lowest-grade copper

ore of all American works. The plant comprises three

blast furnaces—two 51x360 in. at the tuyeres and the

i"The British Columbia Copper Co.'s Smelter, Greenwood,
B. C," a paper to be presented at the San Francisco meeting
of the American Institute of Mining Engineers, September,
1915.

other .11x210 ill.—and two converting stands using

84xl2(i-iii. acid-lined sliells. The furnaces smelted daily

about 2250 tons ((5.62 tons per sq.ft. of hearth area) of

ore carrying 0.85% Cu ; the coke u.'jed varies between

12 and U% of the charge.

In a niontli when three furnaces were running and
the average smelted daily in the plant was 2224.3 tons,

the following operating costs were attained—these do not
include overhead, depreciation nor insurance

:

COSTS PER TON OP ORE SMELTED TO MATTE*
Coke $0,851
Flux .114
Labor .15
Power ;o33
Supplies 03

$1,178

Cost of coke per ton f.o.b. works bins $6.00
Cost of flux per ton f.o.b. works bins 2.75
Cost of power per kilowatt-hour 0065

•The furnaces were slowed up with an excess of silica on
the charge because of shortage of ore, smelting only 6.55 tons
per sq.ft. of hearth area as against 6.66 tons per sq.ft. when
the cost of smelting was $1.0S4.

The working costs for turning a ton of ore into blister

copper during this month amounted to $1.23. There
was an average of 125 men employed and the tons handled
per man-day amounted to 17.8. The cost and di.stribution

of labor throughout the plant are shown below. The pay-

roll amounted to $12,496 for the month in question.

LABOR COSTS AT GREENWOOD PLANT
Labor Cost
per Ton of

' '-" Handled
Sample mill >\i 004(^2
Bins .riioeo
Briquette mill* .00546
Furnaces .0958
Slag disposal .0206
Converters .0147
Linings 0078
Crane .00403
Water system .00326
General surface .00624
Power house .00850

Total $0.18161
•The briquette mill made 398 tons of briquettes at a labor

cost of $0,945 per ton.

Converting at this plant cost $9.60 per ton of copper

produced, or $0.0048 per lb. The converters were run
on two shifts only.

The following interesting figures on the cost of laying

brick were obtained from a large amount of construction

work at a Salt Lake Valley smeltery

:

Buildings. Based on bag-house construction

:

Cost of brick per 1000 $5.75
Cost of lime per 1000 brick @ 18c. per bu 0.335
Cost of sand per 1000 brick @ 65c. per yd 0.193
Wages of masons per 1000 brick @ $5 per day 3.205
Wages of helpers per 1000 brick @ $1.75 and $2.25.. 1.530

Total cost per 1000 brick $11,013
Average brick laid per S-hr. day per mason. 1560.2
Average number of helpers per mason, 1.285

Foundations. Based on H. & H. pot foundations

:

Cost of brick per 1000 $5.75
Cost of cement per 1000 brick @ 81. 64c. per sack... 6.625
Cost of sand per 1000 brick @ 65c. per yd 0.495
Wages of masons per 1000 brick (5) $5 per day 5 IIU
Wages of helpers per 1000 brick @ $1.75 and $2.25.. 3. 184

Total cost per 1000 brick $21,218
Average brick laid per 8-hr. day per mason, 968.3
Average number helpers per mason. 1.877

Flue Construction, over forms. Based on section of

Fogh catenary flue 21-ft. base:

Cost of brick per 1000 $5.75
Cost of lime per 1000 brick @ 18c. per bu 0.35
Cost of sand per 1000 brick @ 65c. per yd 0.21
Wages of masons per 1000 @ '?5 per day 7.353
AVages of helpers per 1000 @ $1.7.'; and $2.25 6.327

Total cost per 1000 brick $19.99

The above includes bricklaying, tending and materials

only. It does not cover freight, unloading, forms, etc.
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WASHOE REDUCTION WORKS OF AXACONDA COPPER MINING CO.. ANACONDA, MONT.
This great works now exemplifies nearly every form of copper-ore reduction, having blast furnaces, reverberatories

converters, jig- and table concentration, flotation and leaching-

GENERAL VIEW OF BAKER MINES CO.'S TWENTY-STAMP MILL AND CYANIDE PLANT NEAR CORNUCOPIA, ORB.
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THE F'lUTY-STAiU' MILL UF THL ArU'JllA COXSOLIDATKL" .MIXING CU. AT AUHOIIA, XKV.
A new interest of the Goldfield Consolidated. Tlie mill was built to treat 500 tons daily, and a good many changes were

made in it when the oiA'nership changed

I

LEAD SUBSTATION OF THE HOMESTAKE JIIXIXG CCS SPEARFISH HYDKO-ELECTRIC DEVELOPIIEXT
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PURCHASING. Bv C. S. Rindsfoos. 6x9, pp. 165; $2. Mc-
Graw-Hill Book Co., New York.

DIRECT-ACTING STEAM PUMPS. By Frank F Nickel 6x9,

pp. 2.58, illus.; $3. McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York.

BULLETIN NO. 59. MISCELLANEOUS REPORTS. Pp. 252,

illus. Geological Survey of Western Australia, Perth,

W. A.

INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENT STATISTICS. By Frederick L- Hoff-

man. Pp. 210. U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. Wash-
ington, D. C.

COAL FIELDS AND COAL RESOURCES OF CANADA. By D.

B DoVling. Pp. 174. illus. Memoir 59, Geological Survey,

Canada Dept. of Mines, Ottawa.

ENGINEERING ECONOMICS. First Principles By John
Cha^-les Lounsburv Fish. 6x9, pp. 217, illus.; $2. McGraw-
Hill Book Co., New York.

PRACTICAL OIL GEOLOGY. The Application of Geology to

Oil-Field Problems. By Dorsey Hager. .5xi^4, pp. 14J,

illus.; .112. McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York.

THE GEOLOGY OF THE COUNTRY BETWEEN KALGOOR-
LIE AND COOLGARDIE. By C. S. Honman. Pp.. SC >ll"s.

Bull 56, Geological Survey of Western Australia, Perth,

W. A.

A GEOLOGICAL RECONNAISSANCE OF A PORTION OF THE
MURCHISON GOLDFIELD. By H. P. Woodward. Pp. 103,

illus. Bull. 57, Geological Survey of Western Australia,

Perth, W. A.

LES MINERAIS DE FER DE LA PROVINCE DE QUEBEC.
Gisements et Utilisation. By P. E. Dulieux .xS^i pp.

243, illus. Minist&re de la Colonisation, des Mines et des
Pecheries, Quebec.

THE SUPPOSED OIL-BEARING AREAS OF SOUTH AUS-
TRALIA. Investigations by Arthur Wade. 6>4x9iA, pp.

54, illus.; paper. Bull. No. 4, Geological Survey of South
Australia. Adelaide.

AN INTRODUCTION TO MINING SCIENCE. A Theoretical
and Practical Textbook for Mining Students. By John
B. Coppock and G. A. Lodge. 4 1/2x6 %, pp. 230, illus. Long-
mans, Green & Co., New York.

MINERAL RESOURCES OF TENNESSEE, 1914. Twenty-
Fourth Annual Report of the Mining Department. By
George E. Sylvester. 5%xS%, pp. 147. Mining Depart-
ment of Tennessee. Nashville.

THE MINERAL PRODUCTION OF PENNSYLVANIA, 1911.

6x9, pp. 84. Report No. S E, Topographic and Geologic
Survey Commission of Pennsylvania; Richard P.. Hice,

State Geologist, Beaver, Penn.

AN OUTLINE OF THE PHYSIOGRAPHICAL GEOLOGY
(PHYSIOGRAPHY) OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA. By J.

T Jutson. Pp. 229, illus. Bull. 61, Geological Survey of
Western Australia, Perth, W. A.

PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE CLAY AND SHALE DE-
POSITS OP THE PROVINCE OF QUEBEC. By J. Keele.
Pp. 2S0, illus. Memoir 64, Canada Department of Mines,
Geological Survey Branch, Ottawa.

SURFACE WATER SUPPLY OF THE YUKON-TANANA
REGION, ALASKA, 1907 to 1912. C. E. Ellsworth and R.

W. Davenport. Pp. 343, illus. Water-Supply Paper 342,

U. S. Geological Survey, Washington.

GEOLOGY AND ORE DEPOSITS OF COPPER MOUNTAIN
AND KASAAN PENINSULA, ALASKA. By Charles Will
Wright. 914x111/2, pp. 110, illus. Professional Paper 87,

U. S. Geological Survey, Washington.

COAL FIELDS OF MANITOBA, SASKATCHEWAN, ALBERTA
AND EASTERN BRITISH COLUMBIA. Revised Edition.
Bv D. B. Dowling. Pp. 142, illus. Memoir 53, Geological
Survey, Canada Dept. of Mines, Ottawa.

CONTRIBITTIONS TO ECONOMIC GEOLOGY. Short Papers
and Preliminary Reports, 1913. Part II—Mineral Fuels.
By Marius R. Campbell and David White. Pp. 1S7, illus.

Bull. 581, U. S. Geological Survey, Washington, D. C.

THE NATIONAL DOMAIN IN CANADA AND ITS PROPER
CONSERVATION. Presidential Address before the Royal
Society of Canada, 1914. By Frank D. Adams. 6%x9%,
pp. 48. illus. Commission of Conservation, Ottawa, Can-
ada.

THE A B C OF IRON AND STEEL. With a Directory of the
Iron and Steel Works and Their Products of the United
States and Canada. Edited by A. O. Bracket. 71/2x10%,
pp. 338, illus.; $5. The Penton Publishing Co., Cleveland,
Ohio.

ECONOMICS OF CONTRACTING. A Treatise for Contractors,
Engineers, Manufacturers, Superintendents and Foremen
Engaged in Engineering Contracting Work. Vol. II. By
Daniel J. Hauev. 514x81/2, pp. 334, illus. E. H. Baum-
gartner, Chicago. 111.

THE AMERICAN FERTILIZER HAND BOOK. The Standard
Reference Bool: and Directory of the Commercial Ferti-
lizer Industry and Allied Trades. 7^4x10%. pp. 402, illus.

$1. Ware Bros. Co., Philadelphia, Penn.

The handbook continues to keep up its reputation as an
invaluable guide to anybody in the fertilizer business. It

consists, as usual, of a general review of the technical and
financial conditions underlying the fertilizer trade, followed
by a complete guide to buyers and sellers of all classes of

material used in the fertilizer industry.

United States patent specifications listed below may be
obtained from "The Engineering and Mining Journal" at 25c.
each. British patents are supplied at 40c. each.

ALKALI COMPOUNDS—Process of Obtaining Alkali Com-
pounds Useful for Fertilizing. Thomas L Willson and Maxi-
milian Mattheus Haff, OtCawa, Ont., Canada, assignors, by
direct and mesne assignments, to Southern Investment Co. of
Canada, Ltd., Montreal, Canada. (U. S. No. 1,144,405; June 29,
1915.)

ALLOY-COATING PROCESS. Jay C. Beneker, Cincinnati,
Ohio. (U. S. No. 1,144,524; June 29, 1915.)

CLASSIFYING—Process of and Apparatus for Sizing or
Classifying Comminuted Materials. Henry M. Sutton, 'Walter
L. Steele and Edwin G. Steele, Dallas, Tex. (U. S. No. 1.141,-
852; June 1, 1915.)

CONCENTRATOR—Pan-Motion Concentrator. Charles H.
Muhleman, Western Springs. 111., assignor of fifty-five-one-
hundredths to Frank Low, St. Louis, Mo. (U. S. No. 1,141,972;
June S, 1915.)

CRUSHING—Ore Grinder. Edward F. McCool, Victor, Colo.
(U. S. No. 1.144,305; June 22, 1915.)

ELECTROLYTIC APPARATUS. William E. Greenawalt,
Denver, Colo. (U. S. No. 1,144,538; June 29, 1915.)

FILTER. William Poole Lass, Treadwell. Alaska. (U. S.
No. 1.114,854; June 29, 1915.)

FLOTATION—Ore-Concentrating Apparatus. John M. Cal-
low. Salt Lake City, Utah, assignor, by mesne assignments, to
Metals Recovery Co. (U. S. No. 1,141,377; June 1, 1915.)

JIGGING APPARATUS. James W. Neill, Pasadena, Calif.
(U. S. No. 1,144,494; June 29, 1915.)

LAMP—Miner's Acetylene-Gas Lamp. Justus A. Gustaf-
son, Idaho Springs, Colo. (U. S. No. 1,142,699; June 8, 1915.)

MAGNETIC-SEPARATING APPARATUS. Edward H.
Rothert, Leavenworth, Wash. (U. S. No. 1,144,383; June ZS,
1915.)

METAL-COATING PROCESS. Jay C. Beneker, Cincinnati,
Ohio. (U. S. No. 1,144,523; June 29, 1915.)

PULVERIZER. Frederick R. Cornwall, St. Louis, Mo., as-
signor to Williams Patent Crusher & Pulverizer Co., St. Louis,
Mo. (U. S. No. 1,144,352; June 29, 1915.)

PURE IRON—Method of Producing Practically Pure Iron.
Arthur P. Scott. Brackenridge. Penn., assignor to Allegheny
Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Penn. (U. S. No. 1,144,256; June 22, 1915.)

SCREEN—Pulsating Screen. Edgar B. Symons, Milwaukee,
Wis. (U. S. No. 1,141,153; June 1, 1915.)

SCREENING CONVEYOR. Thomas P. Webster, Sewickley,
Penn., assignor to Link-Belt Co., Chicago, 111. (U. S. No. 1,-

142,648; June S, 1915.)

SEPARATOR—Magnetic Ore Separator. Sven Ragnar Sal-
w^n, Grangesberg, Sweden, assignor to American Grondal Co.,
New York, N. Y. (U. S. No. 1,141,833; June 1, 1915.)

STAMP MILL. Norman Tavlor Harrington, Lansing, Mich.
(U. S. No. 1,144,126; June 22, 1915.)

STEEL—Process for the Treatment of Steel. Pederico
Giolitti, Turin, Italy, assignor to Societa. Anonima Italiana
Gio. Ansaldo & C, Genoa, Italy. (U. S. No. 1,144,034; June 22,
1915.)

SULPHIDE ORES—Process for Treating Complex Sulphide
Ores. George E. Kingsley, Spokane, Wash. (U. S. No. 1,144,-
480; June 29, 1915.)

Official returns of gold prodiictioii in the Common-
wealth of Australia, in fine ounces, for the four months

ended Apr. 30, Tasmania being estimated, were as

follows

:

1914 1915
Western Australia 406.954 421,951
Victoria 133,425 104,601
Queensland 70,012 76,635
New South Wales 44,250 52,985
Tasmania 10,000 S,500
South Australia 2,500 2,000

Total 667,141 666,672
Total value $13,789,804 $13,780,110

For the first time in several years the Australian

production has held its own. In the period covered bv the

tabulation the decrease was only 469 oz., or $9&94, being

only 0.07 7(. The results in the different states, how-

ever, show considerable variation, the gains in Western

Australia, Queensland and New South "Wales being

balanced by decreases in Victoria and in the other states.

New Zealand has not reported monthly production this

year, so that the official returns are confined to the

Commonwealth.
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SYNOPSIS—An SOU-kw. plant fiinii.'^kin!/ light,

heat and power for the Granbij Mining d-

Smelting Co.'s new zinc-smelting and acid irorhs

at Rose Lake, near East St. Louis, III.

About two years ago the Granby Jlining & Smelting

Co. built a large plant at Rose Lake, in East St. Louis,

111., designed for the manufacture of spelter and acid.

In the various processes of manufacture large quantities

of steam will be required. Producer gas is to be used

for smelting and calcining, and in the making of acid

there will be large demand for water. The pumps and
various other machines around the works are electrically

driven, and current will be furnished from a central

power plant. Direct and indirect heating for the various

buildings, pottery rooms, etc., and the feed-water heater

will take all of the exhaust steam, summer and winter.

It is the intention to start manufacturing at an earlv

over geiieratini; rapacity. The actual ratii) is 10.50 to

800, or 1.3 boiler horsepower per kihiwatt.

Chain-grate stokers liaving an area of TO sq.ft. serve

the boilers. When compared to the 3500 sq.ft. of lieating

surface the ratio is standard at 50 to 1. The boik^-s are

vertically baffled for three passes, and between the furnace

and the first pass a restricted throat insures tlie thorough

mixture of the gases so necessary for smokeless o])erati()n.

Dktails of Flue Desigx

The stack rises 185 ft. above the grates, the diameter

is 8 ft. and the sectional area of the bore is a trifle more
than 50 sq.ft. The ratio of stack to breeching area is

thus 10 to 13, or 1 to 1.3. For everj' square foot of

connected grate surface, there is 0.31 sq.ft. of breeching

and 0.21 sq.ft. of stack. Per 1000 sq.ft. of boiler-heating

surface the areas of breeching and stack are 6.2 and 4.7

sq.ft. respectively. A stack draft of 1.1 in. with a gas

temperature of 500 deg. reduces to 0.8 in. at the breeching

FIG. 1. GENERAL VIEW OP THE GI.^.m. i i i^

date, and even now the power plant is running under a

light load created by thfe preparations under way.

A general view of the works is shown in Fig. 1. The
power plant appears at the center of the picture. The
interior plan dimensions are 89x98 ft. and the height

from the floor to the roof trusses, 31 ft. The structure

rests on massive concrete foundations designed to hear

only two tons per square foot, owing to the presence of

quicksand.

Liberal Boiler Installatiox

In tlie boiler rooni, sliowai in Fig. 2, the equipment

consists of 1050 hp. in boilers divided into three 350-hp.

units of the horizontal water-tube type. The settings are

of the marine type, consisting of fire-brick, 3-in. asbestos

blocks and a steel-plate covering. Steam at 150-lb.

pressure is supplied to 800 kw. in generating capacity,

an air compressor and the feed pumps, besides some re-

quired in the manufacturing processes. The uses for

steam outside of generating electricity and the installa-

tion of a spare boiler account for the excess of boiler

.\bstract of an article by Thomas Wilson in "Power,"
July 6, 1915.

,ANT AT ROSE LAKE, NEAR EAST ST. LOUIS, ILL.

side of the damper on the boiler farthest from the stack.

A drop of 45 to 50 per cent, through the damper and
boiler setting gives a draft of approximately 0.4 in.

over the fire.

Treatixc4 Boileu-Feeii Water

Water for boiler feeding is taken from wells on the

premises and is high in scale-forming matter. A hot-

process system for treating it chemically before passing

it aloivj to the boilers was installed.

.\xalysis of well water
Grains per

Chemical Impurities U. S. Gal.
Suspended matter 1.00
Organic and volatile 2.12
Silica 1.75
Calcium carbonate 13.75
Mafrnesium carbon.Tto 4.04
Magnesium sulphate O.SS
Sodium sulphate 0.35
Sodium chloride 0.29

Total solids 24.18

The apparatus in use at this plant is of the vertical

type shown in Fig. 3. "VMiile the various parts going to

make up the complete outfit are more or less standard,

their arrangement and the combinations employed differ

for each plant, so that a description of the present system
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may be of interest. The raw water from the service .supply

enters the heating section, shown at the top, through a

balanced regulating valve operated by a float in the float

box, which maintains a uniform level in the storage

chainl)ers above the filters. Within the heating chamber
are trays for breaking the water iip into a fine shower

in order that the exhaust steam wliich enters through

the separator attached to the heating chamber may heat

the water to a point at or near boiling. The hot water

.set above the treating tank. In these are provided suit-

able supporting gratings carrying a wood-wool filter bed

held in place by grids. The water from the treating tank
may contain floating impurities that will not settle.

These are caught by the filter and pure water passes uj)

into the storage compartment above, where it is availaljle

for boiler purposes.

The filters are arranged in duplicate and so connected

that one or both may be cut out of service for cleaning,

FIG. 2. THE BOILERS AXD COMBINATION PURIFIER AND HEATER

then falls by gravity into the treating and sedimentation

chamber, striking at the top a baffle which tends to

distribute it uniformly and at the same time mix it with

the reacting chemical which is fed into the raw water as

at the same time leaving the heating section and the

treating and sedimentation tank in service.

The amount of chemical to feed is determined by test,

a simple equipment for the purpose having been provided.

PRINCIPAL EQUIPMENT UNIT.^ OF GRANBV POWER PLANT
No. Eciuipment Kind Size Use Operating Conditions Maker
3 Boilers Horizontal water-tube ,

.

3o0-hp Generate steam. , loO-lb. pressure, stokers, natural draft Babcrck & Wilcox Co.
3 Stokers Chain grate 70-sq.ft Serve boilers Babcock & Wilcox Co.
1 Stack Tile and concrete 8xI85-ft Serve boilers Wiederholdt Construction Co.
1 Crane , , . , Locomotive. 10-ton Unloading coal, etc Brown Hoisting Machinerj' Co.
1 Heater and purifier. .Sorge-Cochrano 5420-gaI. per hr.. Heat and purify feed water Exhaust steam Harrisoti_Safety Boiler Works
2 Pumps.
1 Fire pump.

.

2 Engines. , .

,2 Generatrr.=.

.

1 Oiling eysten

3 Oil pumps

1 .A.ir Corapresi

1 Crane Traveling l(Mon Serv

pu , ..

Pump boiler feed water. . . 1.50-lb. steam Epping-Carpenter Co.
Fire protection Driven by 150-hp. Sprague motor - . . . .\lherger Pump & Condenser Co.
"' --

Fulton Iron Works

Duplex 10x6xi0-
Centrifugal 6-nozz!e
Simple Corliss 24x42-in Main units 1.50-lb. steam, 90
D.-c. compound wound. 400-kw Main units 110 volts, 90 r.p.m.
Circulating and purify- Serves main units and air

ing compressor
Sight-feed - . Two and sis feed Oil engine and compressor

cylinders
Duplex 12, 19 and 12x

Compress air for tools, etc. 700 cu.ft. free air, 100 lb., 1.52

engine room

Sprague Electr

S. F. Bowser & Co.

Richardson-Phenix Co.

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.
Whiting Foundry Equipment

it passes from the heating chamber to the treating and
settling tank. This tank is made large enough to give

the chemical time to act and the precipitate to settle

to the bottom, where it can be drawn out through a

sludge valve and discharged to any convenient point.

During this period the water passes down the outside

and up the inside of the cone shown in the tank. At
the top it is distributed between the two filter chambers

The proper proiinrtimi is tjien fed automatically into

the system, which has a capacity to heat and treat 5120

gal. of water per hour.

When turning out the products for which the works

was intended continuous service will be required from

the power plant. The load night and day will run

about the same, and reliability of service will be of the

utmost importance, as discontinuance would entail a
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large loss in the product under manufacture, l^'or this

reason duplicate generating units were installed, each

capable of carrying the load while the other is held

ready for service on short notice.

The engines are heavy slow-speed Corliss units, with

cylinders 2-1X-13 in., making 90 r.p.m., while the generators

to which they are directly connected are really GOO-kw.

compound-wound direct-current machines, although rated

at 400 kw., owing to the low speed. These massive units

B " ^//rer Oeanout
Valye

Overflow

'to Waste

Auxiliary

/•Pump Supply

Access Opening

to
iiijshout Valve

Wastiout

FIG. 3. SECTIONAL VIEW OF PURIFIER AND HEATER

are expected to care for the load with a minimum of

upkeep and, above all, to give reliable service. The

steam rate, although good for an engine of this type,

is not of prime importance, as all of the exhaust steam

will be utilized winter and summer.

Steam is supplied to each engine through an 8-in.

pipe having a sectional area of 0.3474 sq.ft., or i/g sq.in.

per kilowatt of rating. At 30 lb. per kw.-hr. the engine,

at 50 per cent, overload, Avould require 18,000 lb. of

steam, or 300 lb. per min. At 150 lb., and dividing by

the area of the pipe, 0.3474 sq.in., gives for continuous

flow a velocity of 2383 ft. per min. At quarter cutoff,

however, steam would flow only one-fourth of the time.

so that t(i supply the nrorcnieiitioiu'd amount of steam

would require a \eloeity close to 9000 ft. per min. A re-

ceiver of course tends to equalize the flow. The longer the

intervals between steam admissions, the larger this re-

ceiver shoiilil be. ill the present case it was made "iy^

times the \iiliiiiie nF (lie cylinder.

The exhaust piping is 10 in. in diameter, and for each

kilowatt of rating it has an area of 0.197 sq.in. For
50 per cent, overload and continuous flow the velocity

of the exhaust would be close to 12,000 ft. per min. At
normal load this would reduce to 8000 ft.

Including building, chimney and all equipment, the

total cost of tlie plant was $110,000, or $137.50 per

kilowatt of rated output.

The hoist now in course of installation at the Granite

Mountain shaft of the North Butte Mining Co. is the

largest electrically driven hoist of the Ilgner type on the

two American continents. The hoist is designed to handle

7 tons of ore per trip. The ordinary hoisting speed will

be 2700 ft. per min., but arrangements are made so that

the speed can be increased to 3000 ft. per min. The
equipment is designed to hoist from vertical depth down

4000 ft., and the cycles of operations have been chosen

to give capacity from various levels approximately as

follows

:

300 tons per hour from the 2000-ft. level
250 tons per hour from the 3000-ft. level
200 tons per hour from the 4000-ft. level

The hoist has cylindrical drums 12 ft. in diameter

and the rope to be used will be of 1% in. plow steel.

The power required for hoisting will average about

1500 hp. ; but to accelerate, the peak load will vary from

3500 to 4300 hp.

The direct-current hoist motor has a nominal continu-

ous rating of 1850 hp., and has an intermittent rating

of 2750 hp. It is guaranteed to handle 4500 hp. for a

short time. The generator of the motor-generator set

has a rating of 1500 kw. and can deliver 3750 kw. without

trouble. The driving motor is 1400 hp.

The flywheel is 12 ft. in diameter, weighs 50 tons,

and will have a sjjeed of 400 to 500 r.p.m. The peripheral

speed of the flywheel will be as high as 19,000 ft.

per minute. In order to prevent any possibility of a

flaw in this large wheel it is assembled out of sheets of

rolled steel plate, each sheet being I/2 in. in thickness.

The total thickness of the combined plates is 211/2 in-

In designing this wheel the number of rivets was figured

so that the plates are held together with suflicient

pressure to hold any one plate by friction alone,

eliminating any dependence on the shearing stress of the

rivets. The entire wheel was carefully cut and finally

polished and lacquered, so that it will present as smooth

a surface to the air as possible and thus reduce

friction. It was considered at one time that it might

be advantageous to run the flywheel in a vacuum, but

investigation proved that while such operation was feasible

the application involved complications without sufficient

increase in economy to compensate. The friction and

windage losses of running the flywheel in the open air

would amount to between 80 and 100 hp. This loss will be

•Abstract of a paper read before the Montana Society of
Engineers, Butte, Mont., .4pr. 10, 1915, by G. B. Rosenblatt,
E. E.
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reduced to about .50 hp. by enclosing the flywheel in a

sheet-steel ease carefully finished on the inside and fitting

as closely as possible about the flywheel. Excluding the

air from the cover and thereby running the wheel in a

vacuum did not seem to reduce the loss by more than 13

or 15 hp., which would not justify the expense and

complication of the necessary water-scaled glands, etc.

Bipatlaslhi Coltuiinralblai C©p)p®s» Coo

The report of the British Columbia Copper Co.,

Greenwood, B. C, for 191-1 shows ore shipments from

the company's mines tributary to the Greenwood smeltery

amounting to 193,289 tons, of which 178,049 tons came

from the Motherlode mine, 5332 tons from the Napoleon

mine, 7920 tons from the Queen Victoria mine and

1988 tons from the Lone Star mine. No mention is made

of the amount of metal produced or the average contents

of the ore treated. The following statement of profit

and loss is given

:

Operating Disbursements
Mining, smelting, freight, refining and selling

cliarges, general office and administration ex-
penses, maintenance and fixed charges and ex-
penses incuri-ed during the period the plant was „„, .,
closed down *III'$o!ol

Custom ore purchased lfa2,4J4.S4

Total $951,119.48

Receipts
Proceeds from metal shipments ^^JJ'inill
Miscellaneous earnings 11,503. 1

6

Total $911,3.54.93

Loss for year 39,i64.55

$951,119.48

A detailed analysis of the financial operations of this

company is not possible from the condensed statements

given by it, but it appears to us that, while a loss

of only $39,765 is reported in the profit and loss state-

ment just given, the company spent $540,330 more than

it took in from operations. For example: At the end

of 1913 it had a balance of quick assets of $122,406,

and at the end of 1914 this balance had been spent, with

an additional $417,925, this representing the excess of

current liabilities over quick assecs. This can be made

clearer by the following figures as of Dec. 31, 1914:

Current Liabilities

Accounts payable ^^^^'ASaAmount advanced by Canada Copper Co 340,000
Interest accrued to Canada Copper Co ^'In?
Loans and advances from banks 58.794
Reserve for sundry liabilities 500
Reserve for employer's liability 5.017

Total $559,175

Current Assets

Metals, smelter products, supplies, etc $112, SOI
Prepaid insurance and taxes 4,693
Sundry debtors 6,567
Cash in banks 17,190

Total 141,251

Current liabilities over current assets $417,924
Balance of quick assets at Dec. 31, 1913 122,406

Total increase in current liabilities $540,330
Loss reported in profit and loss statement 39,765

Other expenditures apparent $500,565

This additional expenditure of $500,565 above those

reported has probably been taken care of through the

"Properties" account, but this account as given in the

statement shows a decrease of $204,090.83 since the 1913

report was issued.

The report states that on account of the unsettled

condition of the copper market during the last half of

1914 the company's smelter at Greenwood and operations

at the mines from which the ore supply had been drawn

were suspended in August. Development work was con-

tinued in a restricted way at the Copper Mountain

property. It is stated that 6,200,000 tons of reasonably

assured and probable ore of an average grade of 1.82%

copper has been developed. There is also 750,000 tons

of 1.54% ore developed. When this work has further

progressed it is intended to arrange for improvements

and equipment to treat these ores. The sum of $183,203

was spent in development work during the year. There

are options outstanding on 11 claims for $188,000, upon

which payments of $52,545 have been made. The amount

shown in the financial statements of $3,400,000 for

properties is the result of a preliminary valuation by the

company's engineers of all its properties.

By a. L. H. Street*

In affirming judgment for defendant in a suit to

recover damages for trespass upon a mining claim and

wrongful removal of ore, the Supreme Court of Colorado

lately decided in favor of the defendant in the case

of Esselstyn vs. United States Gold Corporation (149

Pacific Reporter, 93). The defendant owned a senior

lode mining claim on wh^ch a broad vein had its apex,

but passed outside the side lines extended and under

plaintiff's junior claim, where it was inter.sected by three

veins, each of which had its apex on plaintiff's claim. It

was decided that the defendant was entitled to the ore

within the intersection by virtue of the provisions of

Section 2336 of the Unitetl States Revi.sed Statutes.

©ini(QlSi= kSim^il^SiSima'

IDasftff'afe^tlaoEa

The Amalgamated Copper Co. has issued notice that

the statutoiy proceedings for the dissolution of the com-

pany have been completed, and the distribution of the

assets can now be made on the basis stated in the

company's circular of May 6. Each holder of one share

of Amalgamated stock will receive one share of the new

issue of the Anaconda stock, par value $50, and a cash

distribution of $3. The transfer books of the Amal-

gamated Copper Co. will be finally closed on July 31 at

noon, and the distribution will begin on Aug. 30 at noon

on presentation of the certificates of stock at the com-

pany's office. Checks and Anaconda stock will be issued

only to stockholders of record of July 31.

Costa Rica Production of Precious Metals decreased last

year, according to a recent report from the Bureau of Foreign

and Domestic Commerce, which says: "The following are

the values of gold and silver mined and exported during each

of the past five years: 1910, $811,186; 1911, $1,190,406; 1912,

$817,565; 1913, $1,021,473; 1914, $888,599. The decrease during

1914 is partly explained by the fact that the Abangarez gold-

fleld, the largest producer in former years, was shut down
during nine months of 1914. In the early part of 1915 the

Abangarez mines were placed under new management, and
at present work is under way toward reopening these prop-

erties. The mines owned and operated by the Panama & Costa

Rica Mining Co., the Aguacate Mines of Costa Rica, and the

Montezuma Mines of Costa Rica were worked throughout the

year with generally satisfactory results. These mines are

mostly owned by American capital, and the entire product

eventually reaches the United States."

•Attorney, St. Paul, Minn.
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The death of Doctor Holmes on July 12 was not uu-
expected, inasmuch as he had been in poor health for a
good many months and absent from his oflBce in

Washington. The latter is not to say that he had re-

linguished his duties. On the contrary, while he was at

Fort Bayard, N. 'SI., he kept a .secretary with him and
insisted upon directing many of the affairs of his bureau
in spite of the solicitation of his friends who knew that

he was overta.xing his strength and were apprehensive

of what would be the outcome. This persistence on the

part of Doctor Holmes was characteristic of him, however,

and a fittting epitaph for him would be, "He lived with

his work."

Doctor Holmes first attracted general attention by his

services as chief of the Department of Mining and
Metallurgy at the St. Louis Exposition. He tilled that

diiEcult position with an intelligence and suavitj' that

charmed everybody; and he evinced a diplomacy that

gave no ground for complaint to any jealous exhibitor.

His particular interest, however, was in certain ex-

perimental technological work that was conducted at the

Exposition, and upon the closing of the latter it was
but natural that this work should be conducted by a

technologic branch created in the Geological Survey and
that Doctor Holmes should continue to direct it. When
the Bureau of Mines was established upon the basis of

the Teclmologic Branch it was equally natural that

Doctor Holmes should l)ecome its first director.

The Bureau of ilines became his child. He practically

created it, organized it and laid out its course. There

is scarcely anything in it whereof the inception is not

owed to him. He was ambitious for it and sometimes

was criticized for the vaulting character of his ambition,

although everv'body recognized that there was never in

his mind any thought of personal aggrandizement, but

only thoughts for the prestige and public usefulness

of his institution. For that institution he worked during

every one of the 2i hours of the day except the few

hours of sleep, traveling thousands of miles annually

—

enduring the hardships of railway tedium, poor food and

miserable hotels—and holding intercourse with thousands

of persons. The ability- to get on well with people was

one of his happy faculties, as also was his art of surround-

ing himself with able and loyal assistants.

He was never willing, however, to relieve himself of

arduous duties by delegating them to his assistants.

Their purpose, in his mind, was solely to enable his bureau

to do more work, and he devoted himself indefatigably to

finding it for them to do. With all of this he made the

Bureau of Mines a great thing in remarkably few years,

but in doing it he killed himself, leaving the mining and

metallurgical industries of his country his eternal debtors.

His special interest was the promotion of safety in mining.

With keen perception he singled out the correction of the

disgracefully high mortality- in American mining as being

the first bis work that the Bureau ought to do.

The present era is one of frequent and rapid changes
in metallurgical practice. During the last three years

—

and this very likely will be repeated during the next
three—processes have risen into prominence, enjoyed a

superlative day and then begun to wane. If the jjrog-

nostications of some of the most highly skilled of our
metallurgists are to be credited, we shall soon begin to

characterize the process of acid leaching of copper as

the brightest and most transient of all the metallurgical

stars. Because of practical necessity for a treatment
system to fill in the bare places left by the better-known
ones, leaching seemed to spring full-grown into being.

Colossal plants have been built for its practice, but before

even the completion of the greater plants a sturdy
opponent has appeared to seriously question the economy
of their working. Advocates of flotation maintain that

there is no place for leaching in the copper field and that

all that can be hoped for through leaching can be obtained
with less cost, both of operation and of installation,

through some flotation system. Whatever may be the

truth of the matter, the fact remains that hardly anv
system of metallurgy—at least so far as wet treatments
are concerned—is so firmly founded as to be able to

disregard the advances of some other system. In Utah
a highly economical system of roasting has made the
return of chlorination possible. Even the cyanide process
is challenged by flotation, and while not -likely to l)e

entirely supplanted, part of its field may easily be

preempted. As to other processes, they are so many and
so varied that it would be difficult to enumerate them,
while the various combinations of two or more of them
are almost without number.

VsiSuse ©if Mo!ni©§^ aimd
C osiffiimiio dll^i®s

When the war began, prophecies about its effect upon
trade and finance abounded. Some of these were good,
but many of them—perhaps the major part of them

—

have failed of verification just as much as the military
prophecies. Consequently it has become the tendency
to express forecasts of the future now with a spirit of
caution and humility. Yet in the forecasts of last fall

there were many things foreseen fairly well. Wlien
England was demanding gold from us and sterling ex-

change was above $5, it was distinctly foretold that the
gold would soon come back and that exchange would
fall far below par. The enormous cost of the war,
the tension in Europe's credit, and the gradual passage
of some of the countries of Europe to a paper basis were
prophesied and have come, or are coming, to pass. The
purchasing of war material in this country is no surprise

to us, although the magnitude of the transactions is

indeed astonisliing. Certainly the fulfillment of prophe-
cies is such that the prophet of today should not be
entirely without honor.
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We may therefore listen with patience to the pro-

nouncement that the warring nations of Europe, England

perhaps excepted, are gradually going upon a paper

basis and that a natural consequence thereof will be

inflation; that the United States is being flooded with

gold and through its new banking system will also possess

the means for inflation. Assuming such to happen

—

and there is considerable evidence pointing toward it

—

the corollan- is a decrease in the purchasing power of

money and an increase in commodity prices. The index

numbers show that some increase has already been ex-

perienced.

If this forecast indicates correctly the general trend

of economics the lesson is that bonds will depreciate in

value while stocks, especially the stocks of companies

producing the staple commodities, will increase in value.

In other words, it will be better for investors to own
property than to lend upon it.

We have been startled by the extent of the rise in the

prices of some of the metals—staple commodities of basic

nature—especially spelter and copper; but while they will

probably recede from their highest points, it may be that

the world is entering upon a period during which the

price for them, as well as the prices for all staple com-

modities, will prevail at a higher level than what we

used to consider the normal previous to the war.

Two methods of securing the cap and fuse in the

primer stick of dynamite to obviate the liability of its

pulling out were given in the Journal of June 19 and

July 3. The first of these—lacing the fuse through the

stick of dynamite—is so common that it may well

he said to be the universal way of making primers.

Almost everj'One recognizes the danger of the fuse

igniting the dynamite, with the resulting burned hole

and all its disadvantages, and the likelihood of the powder

train in the fuse being broken by the sharp bends where

the fuse enters and leaves the stick of dynamite. When the

latter is pushed into the hole with the tamping stick, the

fuse on both sides of the dynamite is liable to be ground

off by contact with the sides of the drill hole, breaking

the powder train and causing misfires. However, the

handicaps of this course, though commonly recognized,

are often considered to be less than the disadvantages

of some other method of inserting the cap. A practical

miner sends the following brief in favor of lacing:

About lacing- the fuse in the powder, we shoot 30 and 40

holes in the winze and lace them all and never have more
than 2 or 3 missed holes. They won't say it is the cap or

fuse. I will bet none of them guys who say it makes the
powder burn in the holes saw it do it. What do you think?

The writer of this letter makes the Strongest argument

possible against the method which he is advocating. If

he has 2 or 3 burned holes out of a round of 30 or 40,

he is losing 8 to 10% of his holes, and when the cost

of shooting them over is considered, together with the

additional time wasted in waiting for the powder smoke

to dissipate, the blasting costs are going to be increased

from 12 to 15%. In addition to this, it is obviously

impossible to predict whic'h holes are going to misfire,

and if these misfires happen to be the cut holes, then

the entire round is lost and will have to be shot again.

The blasting expense is not only doubled, but the results

from a round that is shot over are never .so good as

would have been obtained had the first shooting not

misfired.

Lacing fuse through sticks of dynamite though com-
mon, easy and convenient, is bad practice. If other

means suggested seem to have disadvantages out of

proportion to the benefits they afford, some entirely new
way should be sought rather than to stick to the old lacing

method with its known faults and dangers. It was for

this very purpose that the device described and installed

in the later Journal article was devised. It is used advan-

tageously in South Africa and could well be adopted
in this country. It is simple, cheap and effective.

Charles Hayden, recently returned from an inspection

trip through the West, stated that the policy of the

copper companies in which he is an important factor

would he to distribute in quarterly dividends such profits

as the respective companies were earning if copper were

figured at 13c. per lb. At the end of the year the surplus

would be paid out as an extra dividend, always re-

taining in the treasury sufficient cash and cash assets

to carrv' on the business of the company in a safe and
independent way. This is certainly a very conservative

policy. Adherence to it, or something like it, has enabled

L'tah to escape the necessity of ever having to reduce its

dividend. Even during the disastrous second half of

i!)ll that company maintained its dividend while most
of the others had either to cut or to suspend.

m
A well-known roller of sheet zinc wrote to the Journal

with reference to an illustration used in an editorial in

the issue of June 19 that a zinc stove-board blank would
J

ordinarily be only about 36x42 in. of No. 9 sheet (0.018 I

in.) and not the larger size and heavier sheet that we
stated. We plead guilty to an inadvertence. The instance

tliat we had in mind was an occurrence, but in order to

make the illustration more homely the case of a stove-

hoard blank was substituted in rewriting the manuscript

and the incongruity of what followed was overlooked.

Nevertheless, the ratios remained the same of course ; and

so does the point that the high price for sheet zinc is

seriously curtailing the consumption of it for many
ordinary purposes.

m
One European and neutral country has benefited by the

war. The last report of the Bank of Norway shows

the highest gold reserve ever reported by that institution,

and the people are said to be unusually prosperous. In

part this prosperity has been due to the high rates for

ocean freights. Norway is a large vessel owner, and its

ships are engaged in commerce all over the world. The

boom in the freight business has been helped by an un-

usually good fishing season, adding to the prosperity of

the kingdom.

'm

It is understood that the new 2000-ton leaching plant

of the Anaconda Copper ^lining Co. is coming fully up

to expectation. Since it was put into operation an

average upward of 1900 tons of ore per day has been

put through it and the tailings have averaged but 0.09 7r

copper. The art of metallurgy appears to be making

such progress that mammoth new plants are now put into

operation without experiencing any of the infantile

troubles that used to be expected.
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Dr. Joseph Austin Holmes, iliii'l' of the Bvireau of

Mines for just five years past, tn- r\cv since it was
organized under its present form, died at Denver, Colo.,

July 12, aged 55 years. His death was not unexpected

by his intimate friends, but it will be the cause of wide-

spread regret among the mining fraternity of all ranks,

which he had served well for a nunilicr of years, since

his work began long before the lUireau of Mines was

constituted as a separate body.

Doctor Holmes was born in Laurens, S. C, in 1859.

lie was educated at local schools and at Chapel Hill,

N. C, and graduated from Cornell University at Ithaca,

N. Y., in 1880, taking the geological and scientific

i(i\irse. In the following year he was appointed professor

JOSEPH AUSTIN HUl.MiOS

of geology and natural history at the University of North

Carolina and renuuncd there for 10 years. In fact, his

connection with the university lasted very much longer,

for he continued to lecture there for a number of years

Hfter he had given up the active duties of his professorship.

In 1891 he was appointed state geologist of North

Carolina and for three years devoted his time to the

I'corganization and improvement of the department. He
had taken an active part in the geological exhibit at the

P-nffalo Exposition in 1901 and this pointed to his

selection as head of the Department of Mines and

.Metallurgy at the St. Louis Exposition in 1904. While

there, he originated the idea of a plant for testing fuels

and structural materials, in the establishment of which

he was ably aided by Messrs. Parker and Campbell. He
continued in charge of the Geological Survey laboratories

for three years, at first in St. Louis, then in Pittsburgh

nnd finally in Washington. In 1907 he was made chief

of the technologic lnaiicli ol' tlic (Geological Survey and

held tiiat position until tlie IJurcau of Mines was estab-

lished by act of Congress on July 1, 1910. There were

several candidates for the position of head of that bureau,

but when Doctor Holmes was finally appointed, the

universal approbation which greeted him in his new
position wns siifliciciit evidence of tlie wisdom of his

selection.

Since his appointment, his activities had been in-

cessant, all branches of the work receiving his constant

attention and supervision, while at the same time he

gave as much as possible of his time to outside societies

and to committee work which would aid in the objects

of the bureau. Thus he served on the International

Mining Commission as representative of the United

States to aid in the adoption of safety devices, both in

this country and abroad. He was a member of the

United States Con.servation Commission and of the

Mining Investigation Commission of the State of Illinois.

The work of accident prevention and rescue, specially

interested him, and it was largely owing to his influence

that the jilan of equipping a number of railroad cars as

movable safety stations was adopted. He also used all

his influence in favor of the measure for the admission

into the United States free of duty of rescue and safety

apparatus made abroad, in which he was finally success-

ful. He had been suffering for some time from the

disease of which he died, but it was not until the last

few months that he allowed this to interfere witli his

varied activities.

Besides his official position, Doctor Holmes was a

fellow of the Geological Society of America, member of

the American Institute of Mining Engineers, of the

Mining & Metallurgical Society of America, of the

American Society of Jlechanical Engineers, the American
Society for Testing Materials, the Washington -Academy
of Sciences, the St. Louis Academy of Sciences and many
minor scientific associations. He was a great traveler

and was kno^vn personally to mining men in almost every

part of the country. With many of these he first came
in contact at the St. Louis Exposition in 1904, where

the excellence and thoroughness of his work and his

talents as an organizer were first generally recognized.

From that time on, it may be said that he took the

prominent position to which his ability and devotion to

his work entitled him. Naturally, he was an able teacher,

and his promotion was a serious loss to the University

of North Carolina, which he had served faithfully for

more than ten years and to which he continued to be

much attached, although he was absorbed in his wider

field of action.

Three years ago a friendly critic in Coal Age said of

him—and his words have been amply justified since:

Only his force of character, united to dexterity of action
and ease of manner, could have secured from Congress the
recognition, financial and otherwise, which has so far been
accorded the Bureau of Mines. Many men have weight;
Doctor Holmes has momentum. Lots of people know what
to do; he knows how to do it. His diplomacy is the so'-t that
enables a man, without deception or hypocrisy, to be seem-
ingly the same to all men, yet varying with each, according
to his peculiarity and according to the mind of the man at
the time.

Doctor Holmes was married in

L. Sprunt, of Wilmington, N. C.

and two daughters.

1887 to Miss Jeanie

He leaves two sons
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Sydney H. Ball is in Tennessee for 10 days on professional
business.

H. W. Hardinge has returned to New York from an ex-

tended trip through the West.

A. M. Plumb of the American Zinc Ore Separating Co., has
been in the eilverton district, Colo., on business.

J. B. Tyrrell, of Toronto, Ont., will shortly go to examine
some silver properties in the Port Arthur district of Ontario.

G. A. Loomis, representing New York parties, is making
an inspection of some of the Big and Little Cottonwood prop-

erties in Utah.
^

R. C. Coffey, formerly superintendent of the Uwarra mill

in North Carolina has returned to the Cobalt-Porcupine coun-
try in Ontario.

Hennen Jennings has gone to Ruby, Mont., whence he will

proceed to San Francisco, where he will spend the remainder
of the summer.

Fred H. Nye, of Denver, has been made mine superintend-
ent for the Boulder Tungsten Production Co. with office at

Boulder, Colorado.

F. W. Sherman has resigned from his position as superin-
tendent of the Daly West mine, and will leave Park City,

Utah, where he has lived for the past 15 years.

Franz Juretzka, of Breslau, a well-known German zinc

metallurgist and contributor to the "Journal," is now serving

as a volunteer in the Ersatz battalion of Grenadier regiment
No. 11.

Walter Harvey AVeed is at Butte, Mont., on mining exam-
ination work and expects to make a trip to Newfoundland on
his return to examine some large copper deposits in that
region.

John A. Baker, formerly construction engineer for the
Tough Oakes mill in Ontario, has accepted the position of

milling superintendent for Moose Mountain. Ltd., at Selwood,
Ontario.

Prof. C. L. Crandall. dean emeritus of the College of Engi-
neering of Cornell University was the guest of honor at a

banquet given July 6 at the University Club by Cornell alumni
of Salt Lake City.

H. M. Montgomery, chairman of the Chicago section of the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, has been elected
vice-president and director of the Powdered Coal Engineering
& Equipment Co., Chicago.

N. L. Heinz, who designed the Langeloth plant of the
American Zinc & Chemical Co., completed the first unit of it

and made provisions for the remainder, is now engaged with
the American Steel & Wire Co. in the designing and building
of the new zinc and acid plant at Donora. Pennsylvania.

The gold medal awarded by the British Institution of Min-
ing and Metallurgy to Dr. Willett G. Miller, provincial geol-
ogist of Ontario, was formally presented to him on July 7 by
Hon. W. J. Hanna, acting premier of the province. This is

the first time that the medal has been given to a Canadian.

Dr. Bailey Willis has been appointed professor of geology
at Leland Stanford University in California, taking the place
of Dr. J. C. Branner, who is now president. Dr. Willis was
for a number of years on the U. S. Geological Survey; more
recently he has been consulting geologist and has conducted
explorations in China and for the Government of Argentina.

Dr. Rukard Hurd. secretary of the Minnesota State Tax
Commission, will resign July 15 to devote his time to iron-
ore assessments and kindred subjects. Doctor Hurd is an
authority on valuation of iron ores and has guided the Min-
nesota Tax Commission in the adoption of taxation methods
on unmined tonnages on the Mesabi, Vermilion and Cuyuna
ranges. He will be succeeded by Henry A. S. Ives, a St. Paul
newspaper man.

He was born in New York and had lived in Utah since 1884.

He was elected mayor of Park City last year.

William H. Gorman died at Bedford Springs, Penn., July 7,

after a stroke of paralysis. He lived at Oak "^orest Park, near
Catonsville, Md.. and was President of the Gorman Coal &
Coke Co., the Cumberland Coal Co., and the Piedmont Mining
Co. He was also a director of several banks.

T. J. Vandergrift died at Columbus, Ohio, July 3, aged 52
years. He was born in Pittsburgh, and his first work was in

transporting oil down the Allegheny River. Later he became
an oil operator and was pi-ominent for many years in Penn-
sylvania, West Virginia, Ohio, in the West and in Mexico.
He was the first to introduce the use of natural gas in Pitts-
burgh. He was one of the first to study the relation of petro-
leum to geology and also one of the first to follow out the
theory of anticlinals and synclinals. He was foremost in

discovering oil territory in Pennsylvania, New York, Ohio and
West Virginia and took first rank as a prospector, or "wild-
catter." For many years he was one of the most progressive
and successful oil producers and his judgment was considered
excellent by many of the most prominent operators. In fact,

wherever it was known that "T. J." had started a well or was
about to start a well, leasing in the vicinity at once became
active.

Mining Congress—Directors of the Utah chapter
at a meeting held July 7 decided on a campaign for increased
membership. It is planned to give all persons interested an
opportunity to join in the chapter's organized efforts to de-
velop and aid the mining industry of the state. Accurate local
mining information will be collected and compiled, and will
be av.ailable to those interested. A. G. MacKenzie of Salt
Lake has been selected as secretary by the executive com-
mittee.

Colorado School of Mines—On July 8, the board of trustees
appointed as president William Battle Phillips, director of

the Bureau of Economic Geology in the University of Texas.
Prof. Phillips graduated from the University of North Caro-
lina in 1S77. subsequently spending two years at Freiberg
and obtaining a mining degree. He is a member of the Ameri-
can Institute of Mining Engineers. He has been connected
with numerous mining enterprises in the Southwest and is

endorsed by officials of the U. S. Geological Survey and the
U. S. Bureau of Mines. His duties will commence Aug. 1. Prof.
William G. Haldane, who has been acting president of the
school for the past two years will resume duties on the
faculty as associate professor of metallurgy.

William C. Squier died at Rahway, N. J., July 7, aged 70
years. He was concerned with his father in the establish-
ment of the New Jersey Zinc Works, and was connected with
them for many years, retiring 15 years ago.

P. J. Tallon, assistant secretary of the Silver King Coali-
tion Mining Co. died at Park City, Utah, July 4. aged 40 years.

The National Tube Co. has issued a bulletin. No. 20, which
carries an index to all the bulletins preceding it.

Loconjobile Co. of Amejica, Bridgeport, Conn. Catalog.
Locomobile Worm Drive Motor Trucks. 43 pp., illus., 8%xll
inches.

Sanford-Day Iron Works, Knoxville, Tenn. .Sectional Cata-
log No. 25. Mine Wheels, Mine Trucks, Cars. etc. Illus., S^^x
11% inches.

The Esterline Co., Indianapolis, Ind. Catalog No. 364.

Golden Glow Incandescent Headlights for Mine, Rail"way and
Industiial Service. 32 pp., illus., 6x9 inches.

The H. K. Porter Co. has just issued the eleventh edition
of its catalog, which is really a textbook on locomotives.
Because of the expense of preparation this book cannot be
sent out indiscriminately, but will be mailed to those not in

the market for locomotives on receipt of $1, a low price
considering the excellence of the book.

Multi-Metal Separating Screen Co., 68 East 13,1st St., New
Y'ork. Catalog; Pulmosan Respirator. 8 pp., illus., 9x6 inches.

This company has for years been manufacturing fine wire
screens, as fine as 100,000 meshes per square inch, hence they
could logically undertake the problem of devising a respirator
to fill the needs brought to the company's attention by Dr. Otto
Glogan, oto-laryngologist, delegated by New York State to
make research along these lines. The Pulmosan Respirator
devised consists of a combination of screening materials
supplementing each other to form a perfect air filter which
keeps out the finest dust particles.
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SA.\ FRAA'CISCO July 7

Aatomas Consolidated Deeds convej'ing properties to Nato-
nias Company of California were executed June 15. On June
17 delivery of Natomas securities in exchange for interim
certificates representing first mortgage bonds of Natomas
Consolidated was begun by the Mercantile Trust Co. at San
Francisco. Natomas Co. will begin operations with the fol-
lowing capital obligations: Five-year 6% notes (estimated)
$2,500,000; general and refunding mortgage 67r bonds 58,398,-

200; preferred stock (68,363 shares) $6,836,300: common stock
(82,405 shares) $9,248,500. Total $26,983,000. Organization of
the Natomas Co. authorized $3,000,000 of five-year notes but
improvement in operating conditions diminished the amount
by $500,000. None of the common stock will be in the hands
of the public. This issue will be held by a British holding
corporation which will issue its ordinary shares to former
holders of second mortgage bonds and common stock in the
Natomas Consolidated. The old second mortgage bondhold-
ers will receive approximately 25 ''r or 50 shares for each $1000
bond. The old common stock holders will receive one share
for $100 share formerly held in Natomas Consolidated. There
will be some ordinary shares to cover a bonus arrangement.
The trust company will be unable to distribute securities to

holders of second interim certificates for several weeks ow-
ing to the fact that the British end of the transaction is

not entirely completed. Also the capital liabilities of the
holding company, for the same reason, cannot be given out for
two or three weeks.

Revision of Tentative Mine Safety Rules was begun at a
public hearing provided by the California Industrial Acci-
dent Commission. The hearing was attended by members of
the California Metal Producers Association and operators and
managers of a number of the large productive deep mines.
Changes agreed upon at the meeting and suggestions or ten-
tative changes from the text will be prepared by the com-
mittee who formulated the initial rules and the corrected form
will be submitted to another public hearing. The most im-
portant change insisted upon at the meetings was a revision
of Sec. 41, providing for the elimination of dust. The section
was amended so that "inhalation of dust" will be substituted
for "escape of dust." This permits the use of respirators in-

stead of requiring the use of spray and water drills. The
use of "T" rails in place of strap iron was also objected to;

and some other changes asked. Until the rules are satisfact-

ory to a majority of the attendants upon these public hear-
ings they will not be adopted by the commission. There is

no danger of the present mining engineer of the commission,
or the commission itself, nor the committee of mine superin-
tendents and mine worker.s who formulated the rules en-
deavoring to accomplish anything to the detriment of mine
operation or to the workmen. The rules in some respects
appear to be rather drastic and it is natural that some of the
mine operators object to such rules as will require consider-
able expenditure of money to insure the safety of men. when
they believe that less drastic measures may be adopted with
equal success. But there is no reason for anyone to grow
restive or belligerent respecting the outcome.

SM.\RTSVIl,l.E. CALIF.—July 3

Renewed Activity in Sniartsville, Yuba County, is attract-
ing attention. Johnson, Hite, and Kibbe have leased from
the Excelsior Water Co. what is known as the Lone Tree Hill

quartz ground and are sinking on a 20-in. vein of gold bear-
ing quartz. They have some good rock in sight. This ground
was worked a little about 35 years ago. Some of the rock
was very rich and some was hauled to Grass Valley and
milled returning about $35 per ton. It is a free milling ore.

A. McRae and A. Spencer have reached bed rock and are
drifting for pay on their lease from the Excelsior Water Co.
at Smartsville. There are some good streaks in these old
channels. The gravel is hard and has to be blasted and then
ground in some kind of mill to get the gold which is

mostly small and flakey and rather hard to save as "quick"
does not take hold readily.

BUTTE—July 7

Workmens' Compensation—When the state compensation
law went into effect July 1, it placed 32,000 employees in

Montana under the protection of the provisions of the law.

These 32,000 workers will be paid for accidents that may
befall them while in the line of their employment; about 25,000
of the men are insured under plan No. 1 in which the com-
panies carry their own insurance. The liability companies
have taken the risk for 5000 employees and 2000 are insured
under plan No. 3 directly by the state, the money coming from
employers. The 9 Anaconda Copper Mining companies,
the 10 W. A. Clark companies and other big concerns carry
their own insurance, having produced satisfactory proof of
their solvency. The first employee to receive the benefits of
the new law is Samuel Shepardson, of Butte who on July 1
had his leg sprained while in the employ of the Jones Trans-
fer company. During first two weeks insurance company will
pay his doctor and medicine bills, after that he will receive
$10 per week as long as he is incapacitated. Had he been
killed his family would have received $4000.

DENVER—July 8

Thirty Tons of Titanium Ore have been shipped from the
northern New York mining field to the Colorado School of
Mines, Golden, to be tested in the metallurgical plant by
several flotation, electrostatic and magnetic separation pro-
cesses.

HisligradiuK in the Cripple Creek DistHet continues under
rigid ban. In the district court last week. Judge Sheafor
sentenced Thomas Moynahan, an assayer, to a term of from
2 to 4 years in the penitentiary. Another assayer is awaiting
similar trial.

Standard Chemieal Company has suspended operations in
its reduction plant, in the Paradox valley southwest of Grand
Junction, until the close of the European war. This policy
throws about ISO men out of employment since the va-
npdium mines supplying this mill with ore were also shut
down. But there is a healthy condition in the tungsten camps
of Boulder county and it is estimated that the daily pro-
duction of WOs has a value of about $8250.

Recent Transfer of the Independence Mine to the Portland
Gold Mining Co. created a stir in the Cripple Creek district.
Citizens believe that the deal will prove advantageous to the
district as a whole in that operations will require more men
than heretofore. The Independence mill was closed down pre-
ceding the transfer, the dump material having practically all
been treated. There is a scramble for leases in the Independ-
ence ground and it is probable that the new owners will
grant such privileges upon the same terms as prevail in
Portland leases. The deed making transfer of ownership
states the total consideration as $325,000.

The Mineral Produetion of Colorado for first half of 1915
shows little change. Gold production has been somewhat
greater than for the corresponding half of 1914, this being
due to the marked activities in the Cripple Creek district and
to an increased dredging business at Breckenridge. Silver
output remains nearly constant. Notwithstanding recent high
prices for lead and zinc, figures show that the production of
neither metal has risen materially up to this time. Tonnage
of ore in Cripple Creek has been increasing every month since
last fall. The estimated tonnage for June is 81,430 with an
average gross value per ton of $16. It is predicted that, be-
fore the close of 1915. the district will be producing 100,000
tons per month.

To Comply with the Workmen's Compensation L,aw passed
by the last session of the legislature, employers of Colorado,
especially those engaged in mining and metallurgy, have
negotiated with insurance companies for rates. On June 29,
thirty managers of metal mines met at the Capitol building
to discuss their findings in this matter and they arrived at
the conclusion that they would either organize a mutual in-
surance company or secure their insurance directly from the
state compensation fund, if the old-line companies thpt had
attempted to force high rates did not recede from their
octopus-like attitude. A committee, consisting of Fred Car-
roll, state commissioner of mines, D. W. Strickland, attorne.v,
Ex-Gov. Jesse F. McDonald, Leadville. R. M. Henderson, man-
ager of Wellington Mines Co., Breckenridge, and C. E. Ander-
son, Aspen, was selected to conduct final negotiations with
the insurance concerns or to proceed with other schemes.
Subsequently to conferring with this committee, the state in-
dustrial commission announced that it would approve a rate
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of $3.73 for all underground workers and a rate of $2.39 for all

surface workmen, this amounting to a reduction of practically

10% from rates that had previously been insisted upon by the
insurance concerns, ^'here medical treatment is not included

in indemnities, the above rates will be further reduced 25%.
Now the coal-mine operators are busy along similar lines.

Insurance companies insist upon a premium of $7.49 per
hundred dollars of payroll in coal mines. Appeal to the state

Industrial commission by the coal operators resulted in a
statement from the commission that it would approve a min-
imum rate of $6 per $100 of payroll. The operators believe

they can form a mutual insurance fund and ni.ilie money at

the $6 premium rate.

S.\L,T lake: city July 9

The Utah Copper Co.'s Output for the first five months of

1915 amounts to .';2.4S4.90S lb. copper. Production has in-

creased from 8,009,646 lb. in January to 14,0.';3.765 lb. in May.
which is the largest month's production in the history of the

company. This is an increase of about 75%. The June out-

put was larger, exact figures are not yet available. There
are at present 1590 men on the payroll at the mine. 1500

men at the mills, and 250 in the employ of the Bingham &
Garfield railroad—all told 3340 employees, who are paid over
$200,000 a month in wages. The production in April and May
amounted to 26,168,913 lb. copper as compared to 26.415,995 lb,

during the first quarter.

Enterprising Parle City Men have erected on Lincoln high-
way parting of roads east of camp a big sign reading:
"Only seven miles to Parlt City, Utah's greatest silver-lead

mining camp, elevation 7000 feet. Population 4500. Total
mineral production $150,000,000. Dividends paid to stockhold-
ers over $45,000,000. See the wonderful mines, big reduction
mills and a modern city." The sign has already brought
scores of transcontinental autoists to camp. Many are at-

tracted by the "n'onders of mining on a big scale and they are
stopping over and visiting the mines, and incidentally leaving
a little money at the hotels and restaurants. But better
still, they are carrying away good words for the old camp,
wliich is considered incalculable in dollars and cents,

r;<u.nFiiDL.D—July n

The (ioldflelil Pir.st- Aid Society has been organized with
16 cliarter members, Jill miners employed in the local mines.

These men have been under instruction of C. S. Arthurs of

the U. S. Bureau of Mines, for several weeks, in first-aid and
mine-rescue "work, and it was upon his suggestion that the
oi'ganization was formed. The men have made excellent
progress and have now two efficient teams capable of per-
forming first-aid and mine-rescue work for the Goldfield

district.

SK.VTTI-E—July <i

Large Cleanup on Tolovana has recentl>' been brought into

Fairbanks by Harry Patterson operating a lay in deep chan-
nel claims on the third tier of the right limit, opposite claim
No. 5 Above Discovery, a claim on Livengood Creek. It

amounted to about $2500 in coarse gold. There are many
nuggets weighing from $5 to $10. It is estimated that he has
taken out about three fourths of the gold from his dump, the
remainder of which cannot be sluiced on account of the lack
of water. The largest previous cleanup was $180.

The Output of the Fairbanks Placer Mines for the first six

months of 1915 was $300,000 greater than for the correspond-
ing period last year. This was due almost entirely to the
earlier season and the abundance of water. The greatest
benefit of the lengthened operating season is to the opencut
mines, which were handicapped by the backward season and
the cold, "wet "weather last summer. Harry Atwood. on 5 Be-
low Discovery, Pedro Creek, and Wm. Goodrich, on 3 Below,
started sluicing in the latter part of May, whereas it has
rarely been possible in the past to start before the first of
July. Unless dry weather interferes by cutting oft the supply
of sluice water during mid-summer, the opencut mines should
have the best season in the history of the camp.

Brond Pass Country Is Sho^ving W'ell under prospecting,
according to many who have come out for new supplies.
Highly encouraging results have been obtained by practically
all operators now working in the district on lode claims on
the mineralized zone which penetrates the district for an un-
known length. The indications are that the camp will be
one of the richest in the north. The gold occurs with arsen-
ides. W. E. Dunkle, a mining engineer representing the Gug-
genheims, is developing a group of claims which the big syndi-
cate has taken under option to purchase at a large figure. The
Guggenheims have options on some 20 other claims in the
Broad Pass country. There are about 50 prospectors in that

, district now.

AV.4LLACE—July 7

C<eur d'Alene >Iines Cut in on PoTrer from Thompson Falls
Plant—The Frisco mine and mill, the Morning mine and mill,

the Greenhill-Cleveland mine and mill, and the Tamarack
mine and mill began to use power from the Thompson Falls
plant July 1. The first three properties belong to the Federal
Mining & Smelting Co. The litigation which preceded the
use of the Montana current has attracted widespread atten-
tion but it was not generally known that the power line
had been constructed. This work has been going on for the
past year. The use of the Montana power is the direct
result of the excessive rates charged by the Washington
^Vater Power Co., which has had a monopoly on the
power throughout the Coeur d'Alene district. Repeated
eft'orts on the pai"t of the mining companies to obtain a
lower schedule always met with failure. Litigation in the
state courts and before the State Public Utilities Commis-
sion was won by the mining companies and the state legis-
lature enacted a provision to meet the situation in this dis-
trict whereby the mining companies could build power lines to
the state line to receive outside power providing that they
would not become selling agents for the power. The defense
of the power company was that they could not sell their
current at a lower rate and operate at a profit. Since the
new power is being used however new contracts are being
offered at greatly reduced rates by the Washington Water
Power Co.

The Continued Idleness of the Hercules Mine since the de-
parture from the district of the representatives of the A. S.

& R. Co. is regarded as an indication that the efforts to
settle upon a new smelting contract for the Hercules ore
have been abandoned. The old contract for the Hercules ore
was at $14 for freight and treatment and. the lead content
to be settled for at the full New York price for lead. This
netted the Hercules company about $13 per ton more than the
other companies for the same grade of ore. The Bunker
Hill company has a long time contract but the terms are to
be revised every five years and the revision to be based
on the average of all contracts in the district. If the Hercu-
les was given the same contract as they had had before it

would have meant a material reduction by the smelting
company on the Bunker Hill ore. It is believed that if the
negotiations have been abandoned, the Day interests who
control the Hercules will construct a smeltery in the Cceur
d'Alene or might reconstruct the old Northport smeltery.
They have holdings of several thousand acres near Osburn
which were acquired recently. It is hardly possible that the
Hercules mine would remain closed during the construction of
a smeltery. In case the mine were operated the ore would
have to be stockpiled unless some temporary smelting fa-
cilities could be obtained. The Northport smeltery might pos-
sibly be utilized in this case or the old Panhandle smeltery at
Ponderay, four miles from Sandpoint. might be rehabilitated
and the plant operated until the plant at Osburn could be con-
structed. There is a good water supply, and lime and coke are
all that would have to be shipped in. There "would only be a
3-mile haul for the concentrates fiom the mill and a 10-mile
haul for the crude ore from the mine, both hauls would be
downgrade,

JOPLIN—July 10

Strike Situation—East of the Missouri-Kansas state line
tlie ore production this "week did not exceed 800 tons, the
strike extending to all the mines of Oronogo. Duenweg, Webb
City, Alba-Neck and Joplin. In Kansas and Oklahoma no ef-
fort "was made to extend the strike. Mines "were started
Thursday, Friday and today on the old scale of "wages, and
there are more than enough of the striking niiners ready to
go to work. It is estimated that 75% to 80% of the strikers
\\ ill return to their old jobs Monday morning, and some of
them are sore enough to cause trouble if any strikers at-
tempt to interfere with their goi"ng to work. Representatives
of tile Metal Mine Workers Union were haranguing the men
today, with the assertion that they can get $100,000 to back
them up in their strike. It is asserted that all but the floating
element are ready to return to work. The operators have
m.ade arrangements for a sliding scale of wages, based on the
average base price of ore the preceding month, this rate to
hold for one month. No trouble is anticipated.

TORONTO—July 9

Bees and Suieltery Smoke—Ten farmers in the neighbor-
hood of Thorold, Ont., have brought actions against the Conia-
gas Reduction Co., for amounts varying from $950 to $10,000,

on the ground that gas from the company's smeltery at
Thorold has killed all the bees within a radius of several
miles. They also allege that the poisonous vapors kill vege-
tation, rendering farming or fruit-growing in the vicinity of
the smeltery practically impossible.
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ALASKA
KENNECOTT COPPER (Kcnnecott)—Copper production in

June was approximately 9,000,000 pounds.
HUBBARD ELLIOTT COPPER (Strelna)—A. G. Elliott or.

way to property, where he will plan installation of new equip-
ment at Strelna on Copper River.

ALASKA COPPER CORPORATION (Strelna)—H. W. Du
Bois, consulting engineer, of Philadelphia, is at property to go
over ground in preparing plans (or production on larger
scale.

ALASKA-JUNBAU (Juneau)—J. H. McKenzie announces
that 9000-ft. adit tunnel now being used to deliver ore to
company's pilot mill may be double-tracked when new mill is
built.

MOTHER LODE COPPER (McCarthy)—Is to drive lower
adit tunnel to ore. President Godfrey is at present in New
York on lousiness in connection with mine.

PORCUPINE (Porcupine)—Large cleanup, first this year,
has been made on this property consisting of $17,000 in gold
dust, result of 15 da,ys' labor of 22 men. Some rich ground
has been opened up and force is being increased with view
of rushing development.

ALASKA GOLD (Juneau)—Manager B. L. Thane announces
that work will be continued this year and during winter to
prepare Kensington mine for producing ore for 500-ton mill to
be started in spring. Mine is situated at Berners Bay, about
60 miles from Juneau. Work being started on transmission
line to bring power from new Annex Creek power installation
now in process of construction to Thane. Sam Vuch, dis-
charged miner at Perseverance mine, was given one year
in jail for assaulting shift boss with candlestick under-
ground.

ARIZONA
Greenlee County

ARIZONA COPPER (Clifton)—According to final court
decision company must pay to Greenlee County $40,000 of
back taxes.

SHANNON (Clifton)—Copper production in June was 1,018,-
000 lbs. which was 6000 lbs. less than in May. Average
price received for copper sold in June was 19.47c.

Moha Co

LOST BASIN (Kingman)—Recently organized to take over
Scanlon mine will immediately build first unit of 100-stamp
mill.

UNITED EASTERN (Oatman)—Plans to begin construc-
tion of mill within next few weeks. On 565 level free gold
has made its appearance in vein material.

ARIZONA SOUTHWESTERN (Yucca)—Shaft at Copper-
ville being unwatered and will be sunk to 500 level. Mill
now being overhauled preparatory to resumption of opera-
tions.

Pinal County

MAGMA COPPER (Superior)—Ore reserve said to be 95,000
tons, averaging 7.69} copper and $4 to $5 in gold and silver.
Company hopes to develop porphyry orebody at depth. Pull
capacity of plant will not be reached until completion of three-
compartment shaft about October.

AMERICAN SMELTIN6 & REFINING CO. (Hayden)—Has
taken over Christmas mine near Hayden. Will construct
aerial tramway IV- miles long, a high power transmission
line and make other improvements. S. H. Sterman is superin-
tendent.

Santa Cruz County

DUQUESNB M. & R. (Duquesne)
—
"Work being rushed on

alterations of mill at Washington Camp, installing new flota-
tion machinery. Plant will have 100 tons capacity and will
be ready for operation soon.

CALIFORNIA
Amador County

PLYMOUTH CONSOLIDATED (Plymouth)—Reported that
new oreshoot in 2300 level is wider and contains more gold
than in upper levels.

Eldorado County

MONTEZUMA (Nashville)—Good progress being made in

deepening shaft. Property is being developed by owners of
Plymouth Consolidated at Plymouth, Amador County. J. F.

PaVks is superintendent of both mines.

Kern County

ANTIMONY CLAIMS have recently been located in Green-
horn Mountains bv Miles R. Martin of White River and Pat
McCloskey of Bakerfleld. Samples are reported to assay 85%.
Property is being prospected.

BUCKBOARD (Randsburg)—Praser Bros, have purchased
lease. Former leasers worked only few weeks and extracted
31 tons of ore that milled $21.75 per ton. Mine contains some
good orebodies.
KERN COUNTY LAND CO. (Bakersfield)—Antimony mine

in San Emidio mountains being prospected with view to oper-
ating during summer time. Mine was located several years
.ago and is reported to contain valuable deposits of antimony.

MANGANESE DEPOSITS recently discovered at Potter on
Busch ranch will be developed by Eastern men interested
through Dr. Lewis Lee.

Mono County
NEYLON (Laws)—Controlling interest taken over by Joseph

S. Giroux, of Ely, Nev. New road is being built to mine
situated about ten miles northeast of Laws.
MAMMOTH (Mammoth)—Prospective purchasers examin-

ing mine which was formerly producer. Ore low-grade but
it is reported that it can be worked with proflit if it will
average $4 per ton.

Placer County
FEDERAL DRIFT MINING CO. (Dutch Flat)—Agreement

between surface property owners and mining company has
been practically completed for mining operations beneath
town. Only three owners have withheld their signatures.
It is expected to start this new tunnel immediately. Recent
bedrock strike made by company half mile below town added
to interest in undertaking. Dutch Flat was, in early days of
California mining, one of richest hydraulic camps and it is
evident that there is large amount of drift gravel beneath
town. Company recently installed 4 -stamp mill and an electric
device for saving gold.

SiHklyou County
JUDHIGHT (Fort Jones)—A. H. Lindsay of Sacramento

has bonded this property on Indian Creek. Initial work will
be driving of 600-ft. tunnel. Mine was rich producer in
early days.

Trinity County

GOLDEN JUBILEE (Coffee Creek)—Since reopening mine
which closed down several years ago, good grade of milling
ore has been disclosed and it is expected to start mill soon.
Mine was large producer when in former operation.

Tuolumne County
NYMAN MINES (Jamestown)—Charles E. Schafer, man-

ager, has received authority from owning company at San
Francisco to begin unwatering Santa Ysabel mine.

SPRINGFIELD TUNNEL (Sonora)—New tunnel is now in
2400 ft. The last 104 ft. was driven in 19 days. Raise at
2230 ft. mark cut gravel and will be initially used as an
airshaft. At 2S00-ft. point, another raise will be made.

COLORADO
Roulder County

BOULDER TUNGSTEN PRODUCTION CO. (Boulder)—De-
velopment work is in progress in 1905 shaft, under direction
of Fred H. Nye, superintendent of mines. Pay ore has been
opened on 125 level and crosscutting is in progress to develop
Midnight vein. It is company's plan to continue work in shaft
and eventually make connection witli tunnel driven from
Boulder Creek.

Clear Creek County
CLEAR CREEK COUNTY SHIPMENTS during June were

.SS cars of crude ore and concentr.ite. Argo mill purchased
ore to value of about $26,000; Chamberlain sampler at Idaho
Springs bought ore worth $25,000; and Georgetown sampler
paid out $12,000 in settlements, making total of $63,000.

San Juan County
HIGHLAND MARY, SHENANDOAH AND TRILBY, old pro-

ducers of copper-silver ore, have been consolidated and will
hereafter be operated under one management. Shenandoah is
under lease to J. B. Houston. Ores from these mines are
amenable to flotation and a plant of this sort is contemplated.

SILVER LEDGE (Silverton)—Mill is running steadily con-
centrating lead-zinc ore accumulated during last winter's
operation of mine.
BAGLEY MILL (Animas Forks)—Arrangements are made

for starting up this old plant to treat ores from Hermes and
other mines. Dan McNaughton will be superintendent.
EMMA (Silverton)—John Mattivi has begun sending out

his accumulated winter stock of high-grade lead-silver ore
by jack-trains; trails in Ice Lake Basin having been recently
opened for season.

MAY'FLOWER (Silverton)—American Ore Flotation Co.,
lessees, has reopened this mine and is exploring it. Body of
sulphide ore 9 ft. wide carrying silver and gold is under
development. Oil flotation is in continual use at the Silver
Lake mill, treating ores mined in Mayflower and other
leased mines. D. L. Thomas is metallurgist and Philip M.
Collins is mill superintendent.

San Miguel County
TOMBOY (Telluride)—Mill ran 29 days in June; crushed

11,500 tons ore yielding $48,700 bullion and $54,500 concen-
trates. Operating profit $42,500.

COLORADO MANGANESE MINING & SMELTING CO. owns
10 claims in Dry Creek basin from which it ships very rich
ore running less than 19f iron. Ore is hauled 40 miles in
wagons to Placerville. Plans are made to maintain shipment
of 25 tons daily. This very pure oxide has a ready market
with manufacturers of electric batteries.
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Summit County
FOUR DREDGES of district are working steadily. Esti-

mated recovery of gold during June was $S0,000.

DUNKIN (Breckenridge)—Shipped 50 tons carbonate ore to
Chamberlain sampler. Ore runs about 35 to 40% lead, 15 oz.

silver and 1 oz. gold. Lessees are O. K. Gaymon, of Denver:
•T. A. Sumner, of Salt Lake City; and Thomas H. Knorr and
W. W. Wharton, of Breckenridge. Lawsuit with Queen Mining
Co. over extra-lateral rights has been adjusted out of court
and operations will be pushed.

Teller County
STRATTON'S INDEPENDENCE (Cripple Creek)—Cable ad-

vices give May production 4743 tons ore averaging S dwts.,

13 grains; low-grade mine and dump ore milled 9617 tons.

LAST DOLLAR (.\ltman)—Lessees Crumby and Gibbons,
who control ground between 1000 and 1200 levels, have opened
vein on 1200 level that is 2 ft. wide and averages $30 per ton.

ORPHA MAY (Victor)—Dump is being worked over by
Garstin and associates who have installed screening and
washing machinery and are shipping product worth about $20

per ton.

MARY McKINNEY (Anaconda)—Mine practically closed

down during installation of new electric machinery. Repairs
to shaft also being made and it is probable that shipments
of ore will be prevented for two months.

AJAX (Victor)—In Worthington lease in Block 13 ore-

body has been opened for distance of 50 ft. which has width
varying from 2 to 5 ft. and test shipments of higher grade
product range from $100 to $200 per ton in gold.

GRANITE (Victor)—Leasers Loss and Kaser are developing
block of ground on 1200 level. New ore shoot has been opened
which has width of 2 to 4 ft. and assays $30 per ton. Raise
in ore shoot indicates that vein is becoming wider toward
surface.

UNITED GOLD MINES (Victor)—In the various properties
controlled by this company, at least 20 sets of leasers are
working and shipments are being made from Trail and Trach-
ite, on Bull Hill, May B on Squaw Mt., and the W. P. H. and
Damon on Ironclad Hill.

C O. D. (Cripple Creek)—This mine produced heavily in

former times, but was closed down because of drainage dif-

ficulties It has been secured by parties who have incorpor-
ated C. O. D Consolidated Mining & Development Co. Col.

T B. Burbridge, James E. Hanley, Virgil Mann and Frank
Vetters are among incorporators. Five sets of leasers are
already working underground, while one set is preparing to

handle mine dump.
IDAHO

Custer County
LOST PACKER (Mackay)—Smelting plant on Loon Creek

being prepared for blowing in. Apparatus for 50-ton flotation

plant is arriving.

EMPIRE COPPER (Mackay)—During June 169 cars, about
8450 tons of ore, were shipped to Utah smelters. On July
5 new record made at mine by shipping IS cars, about 900

tons. Ralph R. Osborn is superintendent.

Shoshone County

C & R. MINING (Wallace)—Edward Roberts, manager,
will immediately purchase new compressor and other equip-
ment for mine.

HORST-POWBLD (Little North Fork)—Crew of 30 men
are stoping and developing this copper property. Transpor-
tation difficulties have been solved and crude ore shipments
will begin at once. Plans for erection of 150-ton mill have
been completed.

SNOWSHOE (Mullan)—North-and-south fissure recently
encountered has been followed for distance of 160 ft. and drift

shows from 8 in. to 2 ft. of high-grade copper ore entire
distance. Strike was first made at point 1600 ft. from portal
of No. 2 tunnel and has vertical depth of 650 ft.

MICHI<;.'VX
Copper

KEWEENAW (Calumet)—Loading station is being cut in

Keweenaw at ninth level. Openings show good copper.

WINONA (Winona)—Is milling 600 tons per day at this
time and is adding to milling and mining force daily.

CHEROKEE (Houghton)—Resumption of operations at
Cherokee is expected in short time, both drilling and trench-
ing.

FRANKLIN (Houghton)—Large compressor is in com-
mission and production will be increased this week to 1000
tons daily.

MOHAWK (Mohawk)—Mohawk's new shaft rock-house
will be in operation within month, if progress in construction
continues at present rate.

NEW ARCADIAN (Houghton) — New Arcadian's further
development in amygdaloid lode in south drift at 9th level
shows as good if not better grade of milling rock than shown
anywhere in mine.

ONECO (Hancock)—An assessment is expected on Oneco,
if New Arcadian developments continue as sensational as in
past few weeks. This company has 70,000 shares upon which
$8 per share has been paid in.

AHMEEK (Ahmeek)—Sensational stories of rich strikes in
exploratory drilling are untrue. One diamond drill is work-
ing. This drill is taking the first step in a cross-section.
Yesterday it struck ledge, so utter absurdity of turning out a
core from famous Calumet conglomerate is realized.

WYANDOT (Houghton) has unvvatered shaft and is con-
tinuing drifts on 9th level with fairly good showing. They
are making drill tests at present and orders are being placed

for new machines. Resumption of sinking in winze will fol-
low shortly. Assessment called last week was generall.v an-
ticipated by shareholders.
NEW BALTIC (Houghton)—Shareholders of New Baltic

are apparently pleased with plans for development of prop-
ei-ty through New .\rcadian. and assessment plan is gen-
erally meeting with approval. In meantime development
woi'k at Arcadian continues to show most excellent stamp
rock with each new blast.

Iron
TRADERS 0ron Mountain)—Mine will not be operated

this season. It is an openpit and has shipped for several
seasons.

INDIANA (Iron Mountain)—Several small lenses of high-
grade ore have recently been found here. Considerable de-
velopment work is being carried on. Regular shipments are
now being made to docks at Escanaba. The inflow of water
is greater than it "R'as. About 800 gal. are now being taken
care of. Eighty men are employed underground and on sur-
face.

MAAS (Negaunee)—Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Co. has started
shipping big stockpile here. Mine has been idle since last
fall. There are about 300,000 tons of ore in stock. The besse-
mer is now being moved. This company has about 3,000,000
tons in stock on Marquette range. The sales for this year
are close to 2,000,000 tons. Part of ore in stock runs high in
silica and cannot be easily disposed of at this time. Produc-
tion of the company's mines at present time is at rate of
1,500,000 tons per annum.

CHARCOAL IRON CO. OF AMERICA (Marquette)—This is
title of company formed to take over Lake Superior Iron &
Chemical Co. This latter company was placed in the hands
of a receiver two years ago, when iron market became dull.
Holdings were sold in Federal court in Marquette for $4,-
000.000. Bondholders bought in property and will issue pre-
ferred and common stock to holders of bonds of Lake Su-
perior Iron & Chemical Co. Management will remain the
same and general offices will be maintained at Marquette. At
present time only two of the company's six furnaces, Boyne
City and Newberry plants, are in blast. Other plants are
located at C^bocolay, Ashland, Manistique and Elk Rapids.
Ashland and Manistique furnaces will be blown in as soon as
repairs now under way are completed. Concern has large
timber holdings in upper Michigan and Wisconsin and owns
lease of Yale mine on Gogebic range, which is owned by J. M.
Longyear.

MINNESOTA
Duluth

MINNESOTA STEEL—Official announcement made that
completion of Minnesota Steel Co.'s plant will be rushed. Al-
ready 500 men have been employed. Actual production of
steel" will begin by November. In addition, erection of 100
more employees' residences is jjlanned.

Cuyuna Knng;e
CUYITNA R.ANGE—On North Range, Rowe mine still leads

in activity, having two hydraulic units at work stripping.
Their concentrator will be ready by August 1. Hill Crest
and Mahnomen stripping operations are progressing, as is
also the stripping of part of Armour No. 1 orebody. Pen-
nington pit is unwatered, although no work is being done.
Inland Steel (To. is operating its Thompson pit and Armour
No. 2 mine. Concentrator at Thompson is satisfactorily pro-
ducing 600 tons daily. Circular concrete shaft at Croft mine
is down 145 ft., being 40 ft. into ledge. Kennedy, at Cuyuna,
is shipping 750 tons from skips, and will ship its 100,000-ton
stockpile. On South Range, Wilcox is shipping steadily, and
increasing its production. Brainerd-Cuyuna, at Brainerd,
hoisted its first ore on Sunday, July 4, on which date the
stockholders held a picnic on property.

MONTANA
FeriETUS County

SPOTTED HORSE (Maiden)—Plans being made for con-
struction of cyanide plant. Property said to have been one
of biggest gold producers in state since its discovery in 1881.

Hill County
HAVRE OIL AfID NATURAL G.\S (Havre)—Reports from

Havre indicate that gas was struck June 3 in third well drilled
by company, which flows between 7,000,000 and 10,000,000 ft.

of gas every 24 hours. .A.11 efforts to cap flow failed because
of great pressure of gas. Noise of escaping gas is heard mile
away and precautions have been taken to prevent fire. Two
lengths of casing "were extended above ground so as to carry
the gas further from danger. Town of Havre wild with ex-
citement over strike.

Len-is and Clark County
SCRATCH GRAVEL DISTRICT NEAR HELENA—Opera-

tions in this district, wiiich have been carried on by Helena
Mining Bureau, have been discontinued for reason that claims
leased by the Bureau have not come up to desired expecta-
tions. Machinery which had been installed on these claims is

now being moved to near Clancy, where Bureau will start
development work on Silver King claim. Of four claims de-
veloped by Bureau. Hawkeye mine, within city limits of
Helena, is only one which has shown enough promise to war-
rant continued operations.

RICH STRIKE IN DRY GULCH NEAR HELENA—One of
the richest strikes made in recent years in the gold district
tributarv to Helena is reported from a property a mile and
a half south of Helena in Drv Gulch. Property is owned by
Peter Rowan. There is a 450-ft. tunnel on the claim, in which
a vein was discovered which is believed to be the much-
sought-for "mother lode." Vein averages in width from 3 to
5 ft. and average values in previous operations ran from $7 to

$8 a ton. Claim adjoins the Jumbo, a famous gold producer a
number of years ago.

A. B. MELZNER VS. BRITISH-BUTTE MINING CO (Butte)
—June 25 Judge McClernan finished hearing testimony in case
of A. B. Melzner against W. E. Ward on injunction to prevent
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Ward from interfering with big De Hora dredge at Rocker,
which Melzner bought in at sheriff's sale last Februarv, or-
dered to satisfy a judgment against the defunct British-Butte
Mining Co. Judge McClernan granted temporary restraining
order to prevent further interference with dredge by Ward,
who had started to dismantle with apparent intention of sell-
ing it for scrap. Order will hold good until the final trial
and determination of case involving ownership.

Silver Bonr County
BUTTE & SUPERIOR (Butte)—Will proceed at once with

development of Butte-New York properties of which Butte
& Superior owns controlling interest. Butte-New York con-
trols Butte-Milwaukee group which lies east and north from
Butte & Superior's Black Rock mine. Butte-New York claims
are zinc properties. Development will be carried on from
1200 and other levels of Black Rock.

MIXING ACTIVITY IN WALKERVILLE DISTRICT—Great
deal of work being done in and around Walkerville where
some of first mining was done in Butte. Many leasers are
busy developing and shipping ore and steps are being taken
to unwater the old Lexington mine. Work has been started
to repair the shaft and install pumps on the 300 and 500 levels.
Contractors have been at work deepening Moose shaft, an
auxiliary of Badger State. Work is being done to connect
these shafts at a depth of 1300 ft. George Stephens, mayor
of Walkerville, is making weekly shipments of gold and
silver ore from Moulton. Development work is continued on
Home Run mine and Frank Whitman is shipping ore regularly
from his lease on Fraction "which carries high silver and gold.
Sam Hoar has several men working on his lease on Belle of
Butte and is making preparations for regular shipments.

XEVAD.\
Elko County

BLUSTER CONSOLIDATED (Jarbidge)—New mill, started
last month, now treating 40 to 45 tons daily; treatment by
amalgamation.

ELKO MINING (Jarbidge)—Alpha mill closed down in-
definitely. Small amount of development work will be con-
tinued in hope of opening more ore.

Xye County
TONOPAH ORE PRODUCTION for week ended July 3

was 10,100 tons valued at $207,760, compared with 10,642 tons
week previous. Producers "were; Tonopah Belmont, 3547 tons;
Tonopah Mining, 2450; Tonopah Extension. 1S20; West End,
1002; Jim Butler, 1100; North Star, 107; and miscellaneous
leasers 74 tons.

MONITOR-BELMONT (Belmont)—New mill being con-
structed will have ten 1600 lb. stamps and one 6x10 tubemill.
Flotation equipment will also be included. It required IS
horses S days to haul tubemill from Tonopah, distance of
50 miles.

Storey County
COMSTOCK PUMPING ASSOCIATION (Virginia)—Repairs

finished to east crosscut drain on the 2700 level.

YELLOW JACKET (Gold Hill)—Mill received 1005 tons of
dump rock. One bar of bullion shipped to smeltery.

UNION CONSOLIDATED (Virginia) — West crosscut on
2650 level in porphvrv and quartz. Reopening north drift on
2.-.00 level.

CONSOLIDATED VIRGINIA (Virginia)—Jointly with
Ophir on 2500 level old main north drift reopened to Mex-
ican line. Resumed work in east crosscut to 2 700 level winze.

MEXICAN (Virginia)—Important prospecting started in
west crosscut on 2700 level. On 2500 level ground in main
Comstock reopened. Mill crushed 155 tons, averaging $14,25
per ton.

OPHIR (Virginia)—Saved 323 cars of mill ore from Cen-
tral tunnel and shipped 250 tons to mill. Central tunnel con-
tinues to show large tonnage and S-ft. body of quartz to be
explored to the north. Machine drills are to be installed to
continue Andes crosscut.

• NEW JERSEY
Sussex County

NEW JERSEY ZINC (Franklin Furnace)—A 250% stock
dividend has been declared payable on or after July 21 to
stockholders of record at noon July 10. This increases the
capital stock to $35,000,000.

XORTH DAKOTA
fiercer County

DRILLERS ENCOUNTERED GAS at depth of 75 ft. I'A
miles west of Expansion.

UTAH
Jnab County

TINTIC ORE PRODUCTION during the first half of 1915
amounted to total of 2770 carloads estimated at 138,500 tons,
valued at $3,460,000. Total for June was 56S carloads, esti-

mated at 28,400 tons, and valued at $710,000. These figures
compare with total vearly shipments from camp in 1914 of
6094 carloads, and fall little below average. Chief and Mam-
moth in June, exceeded any of their other monthly production
so far this year. There were 22 shippers in June and 34 in

first half of 1915. The individual productions for first half of
1915 are in carloads: Sioux mill dump, 341; Iron Blossom,
502; Chief Consolidated, 335; Mammoth. 110; Centennial-
Eureka, 530: Eagle & Blue Bell, 245; Gemini, 103; Grand
Central. S3; Dragon Consolidated, 91; Victoria, 3b; Gold Chain,
42; Beck Tunnel, 34; Bullion Beck, 35; May Day, 61; Carisa
lease, 16; Sioux Consolidated, 18; Uncle Sam, 12; Opohongo, 9;

Colorado, 30; Eureka Hill, 2d; Godiva. 9; Yankee Consolidated,
19- Black Jack 4- Tintic Standard, 2; Lower Mammoth, 62;

Ridge & Vallev, 1; Utah Ore Sampler. 3: Minnie Moore. 4;

Utah Mining-Continental, 3; United Tintic, 1; Clift lease, 1;

Dubuc lease, 1; Salvador, 1; Copper Queen, 1.

OHIO COPPER (Bingham)—New leasing company is work-
ing at capacity, treating 2400 to 2500 tons of ore daily.

GRAND CENTRAL (Mammoth)—Shipments are being made
from nearly all levels between 600 and 2200. Copper ore of
good grade is coming from lower workings. June output
amounted to 18 cars.

Piute County
MINERAL PRODUCTS (Marysvale)—Construction on the

new mill to treat alunite for potash has been started. Work is
under contract to Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co. Roads in
caiion are being put in shape for autotrucks, and tramway
mile long is to be built to loading station in Cottonwood
Canon. About 20 men are employed at mine on development.
L. K. Kennedy will be mine superintendent.

Summit County
PARK CITY ORE PRODUCTION for month of June shows

total of .S759 tons from five principal shippers and approxi-
mately 500 tons from others, making total for camp of 9259
tons, estiinated at $370,360. Total for first half of 1915 is
approximately 50,000 tons. Estimated valuation is $2,000,000
for six months. These figures may be compared with a total
for the camp in 1914 of 75,000 tons, and is considerably above
half-year average production. Principal producers were:
Silver King Coalition. 22,498 tons; Daly-Judge, 11,636; Silver
King Consolidated, 4594; Daly West, 7391; Ontario, 521; Daly,
520; D. W. Quincy, 100; American Flag, 25' tons.

Wf\SIIIXGTOiV

Oltauogan County
ARLINGTON MINING CORPORATION (Okanogan)—H. I.

Stolfire states that company plans to install considerable new
equipment in Arlington mine.

Stevens County
COPPER KING (Chewelah)—Judge W. H. Jackson, in the

Superior Court of Colville, ordered accepted bid of $125,000
for property by J. W. Douglas of Orient. This will net
shareholders about 5c. per share. Property was in receiver's
hands.

\VISCO.\SI.\"

Zlnc-L.ead Di.striet

MINERAL POINT ZINC (Mineral Point)—Construction of
new sulphuric-acid plant at Mineral Point is under way. New
methods will be used to protect surrounding vegetation from
gas fumes.

ENTERPRISE (Platteville)—H. E. Stephens and Chas.
Kistler are preparing to operate Enterprise roaster for cus-
tom work.

NATIONAL SEPARATING CO. (Platteville)—New equip-
ment is being installed which will increase capacity of roast-
ing plant 50 per cent.

VINEGAR HILL ZINC (Platteville)—New milling plant
on Kittoe Mine at Benton has been placed in operation.

FIELD (Scales Mound)—New 400-ton mill has just been
completed on Thompson lease at New Diggings.

UTT-THORNE (Platteville)—This company has purchased
roasting plant of Wisconsin Separator Co. at Benton and will
engage in custom roasting.

CANADA
Alberta

SOUTHERN ALBERTA OIL CO. (Calgary Oil Field) —
President Wm. Livingston announces that this company has
flowing well. Rising oil burst safety valve at top of hole
and is flowing over surrounding area. Depth of well is 3527
ft. and pressure when valve blew off was 350 lb. per sq.in.

British Columbia
BRITISH COLUMBIA COPPER (Greenwood)—After idle-

ness of ten months Greenwood smeltery has resumed opera-
tions by blo^\'ing in one blast furnace. About 50 men will be
employed at plant and 50 more at Mother Lode mine. Opera-
tions will be brought up to full normal capacity as rapidly
as possible.

Nova Scotia
DOMINION STEEL CORPORATION—No. 7 blast furnace

was blown in July 5, making four furnaces now in operation.
Production for June; Pig iron, 22,552 tons; steel ingots,
28,680; rails, 13,044; rods, 6435; bars. 797; wire and wire
products. 3167 tons.

Ontario
LLTMSDEN (Cobalt)—Operations have been resumed on a

small scale. Crosscutting will be undertaken on 50-ft. level
in hope of cutting Timiskaming vein.

DOME (South Porcupine)—General manager has given out
statement to effect that rich ore struck by diamond drilling
when opened up by drifts is in richness and extent beyond
expectations. He says "The mine-run showed better than
27.000 tons milled with bullion production of about $121,000,"
and concludes by saying "we have openings now in the mine
in such high-grade ore that we can make almost any produc-
tion which you might feel justified in wishing to maintain."

SOUTH AMERICA
Chile

BRADEN (Rancagua)—Production for June was 2.542,000
lb.. Treated 91,_0_00 tons ore averaging 2.1% copper. Average
extraction was .21?

AFRICA
Rhodesia

TOTAL PRODUCTION OF METALS in Rhodesia for the five
months ended May 31, is reported as follows: Gold. 362.471
oz.; silver, 71.397 oz.; copper, 1313 tons; lead 12 tons. The
output of other minerals was: Chrome ore, 17,543 tons;
asbestos, 231 tons; coal, 151,558 tons. There were also 33
carats of diamonds reported.
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Metal Markets

NEW YORK—July 14

All of the principal markets except spelter were dull dur-

ing the last week, and were inclined to be reactionary,

although the rece.ssion in quotations was but trifling.

Copper, Tin, Lead and Zinc

Copper—Exactly the same conditions continue to exist as

were reported last week, but there was less business done.

Such as was done by the principal producers was for special

shapes, special brands, special terms or otherwise that were

In no way indicative of the market. On regular business they

maintained their asking prices of 20@20^c., regular terms,

but it was admitted that the actual market was below that,

and, in fact, copper was offered during the week by outsiders

as low as 19>Ac., regular terms. On the whole, however, the

market during the last week cannot be characterized as other-

wise than merely nominal.

Copper Sheets are understood to have brought 25 @ 26c. per

lb. The principal manufacturer makes no base quotations.

Wire is quoted at 21%@22c. per lb. at mill.

Copper Imports reported by the Department of Commerce
for the month of May included 10.389,201 lb. in ore; 655,041 lb.

in matte; 9,495,690 lb. pigs, bars, etc.; 745.867 lb. old, scrap,

etc.; total, 21,285,799 lb. Exports for the month included

39,637,810 bars and ingots; 8,623,823 lb. rods and wire; 2,130.-

402 lb. plates and sheets; 750,906 lb. scrap, etc.; total, 51,202.-

941 lb. In addition there were oxported 2910 tons ore and
matte, containing by values approximately 153.220 lb. copper.

This brings the total imports for the five months ended May
30 up to 43,929 long tons; exports, 134,405 tons.

Copper Imports for the week ended July 3 are reported

by the Department of Commerce as follows; Metal, 5,236,918

lb.; contents of ore and matte, 759,585 lb.; total, 5,996,503 lb.

These imports were nearly all from Chile, Peru and Japan.

Exports of copper for the week were 7.171,707 lb.; the chief

items being 3,859,650 lb. to Great Britain; 2,477,231 lb. to

France; 672,000 lb. to Denmark.
The Consolidated Arizona Smelting Co. is reported to be

doubling its smelting capacity at Humboldt, Ariz. This

company is said to be making money now for the first time

in its history.

Tin—Deliveries were rather large and there was some
pressure to sell, which caused the price to recede a little,

buyers being already well provided.

Exports of tin from the Federated Malay States five months
ended May 31 were 20,599 long tons in 1914, and 19,270 in 1915;

decrease, 1329 tons.

Lead—The principal producers maintained a price of 5.75c.,

New York, which was realized on some transactions, but there
was a reappearance of lead from second-hands which was
offered in considerable quantity at rather large concessions
from the producers' price.

Spelter—Relatively little business was reported done by
flrst-hands, but there was rather a large tonnage reported
sold in trading business, considerable spelter being offered
for resale. The conditions of these transactions were rather
curious. A moderate tonnage of spelter was reported sold

for export.

The London quotation for spelter continues unchanged at

£100, but this quotation is purely nominal.
The number of new distillation furnaces being added at

the Sand Springs smelting works is two. One furnace is being
added at Chanute, and one at Bruce. The old plant at Nevada,
Mo., is to be put in operation about the end of August with
four Belgian blocks. E. V. Lanyon is building two Belgian
blocks in connection with the east plant at Pittsburg, Kan.,
but on his own account.

The U. S. Steel Corporation is reported to be making good
progress at Donora, Penn., with the construction of its new
zinc and acid plant.

Exports from Baltimore for the week included 474. S74 lb.

zinc dross to Liverpool.

Spanish Exports of Metals and Minerals for the four

months ended Apr. 30 are reported by the "Revista Minera" as
follows in metric tons;

Copper

.

Copi
Lead
Zinc
Quicksilver.
Manganese.
Pyrites
Salt

4,027
6,391
3,720

55.308
502
827

52 689
5,562
3,604

45,407
1,400
699

1.070727
201,600

2,326
461,764
144,268

Imports of coal for the four months were 455,159 tons, a

decrease of 484,569 tons; of coke, 63,802 tons, a decrease of

62,699 tons.

DAILY PRICES OF METALS IN NEW YORK
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Other Metals

XEW YORK—July 14

Aluminum—Tht- market has been fairly active, with some
increase in sales. Prices are unchanged and firm, the current
quotation being 32(fi33c. per lb. for No. 1 ingots, New York.

The latest London quotation tor No. 1 ingots is £130@140
per long ton; the average being equal to 29.33c. per lb. The
price is advancing.

Antimony—Fair sales are reported but the market is

nervous and unsettled though tl ere has been no material

change in prices. Chinese and other ordinary brands bring
3714 @40c. per lb. The special brands are nominal, 50@52^4c.
per lb. being asked for Cooksons.

Miokel is steady and unchanged at 40@45c. per lb. for

ordinary forms, according to size of order. Electrolytic 3c.

per lb. higher.

QuickBlIver is strong and in good demand, with prices

higher. New York quotations are $94 per flask of 75 lb. for

large orders: $95@100 for smaller quantities, with salis

chiefly at the higher figure. San Francisco price is reported

by telegraph at $90® 95 per flask, with business fair. London
has had a sharp advance and the price is now £1S 5s. per

flask, with £18 2s. 6d. quoted from second hands.

Minor Metals—Current sales of bismuth are at $2.75^3
per lb. New York. The London price is quoted at 10s., or $2.40

per lb. there—Cadmium is quoted at 6s., or $1.44 per lb. in

London; $1.50 per lb.. New York.—Tellurium is reported sold

at SOs., or $19.20 per lb. in London.—Selenium is quoted at

$2@3 per lb. New York for larger quantities; $4.50 @ 5 for

retail lots.

Gold, Silver and Platinum

Gold in the United States July 1 is estimated by the Treas-

ury Department as follows: Held in Treasury against gold

certificates outstanding. $1,173,799,069; in Treasury current

balances, $206,526,508; in banks and circulation, $600,777,874;

held by Federal Reserve banks against note , $12,445,564;

total, $1,993,549,015. This is an increase of .578.763.019 over

the June report.

Gold production of the Transvaal is reported by cable at

755,280 oz., or $15,611,638, in June. For the half-year ended
with June it was $84,475,128 in 1914. and $91,114,352 in 1915:

an increase of $6,639,224 this year.

Platinum remains quiet with moderate sales and quite

steady. Dealers ask $37@39 per oz. for refined platinum and
$41@44 per oz. for hard metal.

Our Russian correspondent writes that the market remains
generally unchanged, but a slow decrease in prices is to be
Tioted. The demand in Petrograd is good, but the difficulties

in exporting the metal detain the business. At Ekaterinburg
the speculators buy voluntarily small portions of platinum
from the starateli. The quotations are: at Ekaterinburg,
8.20@S.30 rubles per zolotnik; in Petrograd, 33,000@33,200
rubles per pood, for crude metal, 83% platinum. These prices

are equivalent to $31.02 and $32.44 per oz. average, respectively.

Silver continues quiet, with small fiuctuations in price.

Some silver is going to the East from San Francisco: ship-

ments from New York are only moderate, but seem sufflcient

at present to satisfy the demand.

E.xports of silver from London to the East Jan. 1 to June
30. as reported by Messrs. Pixley & .\bell:

1914 1915 Changes

India £3,893,000 £2,647,000 D. £1,246,0011

Cliiii.a 40.000 0,000 D. 35,000

Total £3,933.000 £2,6.52,000 D. £1,281.000

Coined silver in the United States July 1 is estimated by
the Treasury Department as follows: Standard dollars. $568,-

272,478: subsidiary coins. $185,293,874; total, $753,566,352. Of
the standard dollars $493,459,000 are held in the Treasury
against silver certificates outstanding.

Zinc and Lead Ore Markets

PL.VTTEVII.I.E, WIS July 10

The base price paid this week for 60% zinc ore was $100@
110 per ton. The base price paid for 809^ lead ore was $70

per ton.

SHIPMENTS WEEK ENDED JULY 10

Zinc Lead Sulphur
Ore, Lb. Ore, Lb. Ore, Lb.

Week 2,819,400 371,580 475,380
Y-ear 97,973.430 3,868,470 14,261.270

Shipped during week to separating plants, 3,582,000 lb. zinc

ore.

The net shipment of finished ore for the first six months
of 1915 showed a gain of 18.513,630 lb. over the corresponding
period last year.

J<>I'L,I.\. .MO July HI

Blende, high price $112; base per ton of 60% zinc, premium
ore $110; medium to low $105@90, in car lots. Calamine base
per ton of 40% zinc, $58; average price, all grades of zinc,

$100.04. Lead, high price $72; base $70@60 per ton of 80'/,

metal content; average all grades of lead, $61.47 per ton.

SHIPMENTS WEEK ENDED JULY 10

Blende Calamine Lead
Totals this week. 4,814,370 185,580 1,335, 42()
Totals this year. .303,970,400

Values
$291,090

6,144,080 46,101,670 12,667,270

Blende value, the week. $245,030: 28 weeks, $10,905,980.

Calamine value, the week, $5030; 28 weeks, $550,310.

Lead value, the week. 41.030; 28 weeks, 1,210,980.

Production of the Missouri mines in the district was not
over 800 tons. The miners are now gradually returning to

work and the strike is almost over.

OTHER ORES
Chrome Ore—The latest quotations in London are, per long

ton: New Caledonia ore, 50'/, base, $27.60 per ton, with a
scale of 60c. per unit for variations. Rhodesia ore, base 48%,
$26.40, variation 4Sc. per unit. Baluchistan ore. base 50%,
$27.60, variation 60c. per unit. New Caledonia and Baluchistan
ores generally run over 50%; Rhodesia 2 to 3% below.

Iron Trade Review
XE« YORK—July 14

Activity continues in the iron and steel trades, largely
due to the volume of export business placed, but in some
degree also to improving consumption at home.
The rate of operations at the steel mills has increased, and

some of them are working well up to capacity. The Steel

Corporation June report of orders shows that its new business
for the month must have exceeded deliveries by a consider-
able amount. The Corporation is now reported to be buying
billets from outside mills to supply some of its plants in the

East.

Pig iron seems to linger behind. The increase in produc-
tion shown this month is mainly from the steel works fur-
naces, the merchant stacks having only a small gain.

Holding that tariffs filed by 11 railroads proposing charges
for hauling slag from furnaces in western Pennsylvania, Ohio
and West Virginia, do not conform to the act to regulate com-
merce, the Interstate Commerce Commission has handed down
a decision ordering the tariffs stricken fro-i its files. The
commission says, however, it sees no reason "w^hy this disposal
service must be performed gratuitously b.v the carriers. It

makes it plain that it expects the railroads to file appropriate
tariffs conforming with other requirements attending busi-
ness of common carriers. These tariffs are expected to be
regular and be more specific than those which were on file.

Exports from Baltimore for the week included 2.703,610

lb. billets and skelp steel: 3.466.919 lb. bars and wire rods:
2.631.730 lb. wire and 3,330.949 lb. pipe, all to Great Britain.

Pigr Iron Produetion—The reports of the furnaces on July
1. as collected and published by the "Iron Age," show at that
date 218 coke and anthracite stacks in blast, having a total
daily output of 80.400 tons; an increase of 7800 tons over
June 1. Making allowance for the charcoal furnaces the
total make of pig iron in the United States in June was
2.408,500 tons: for the six months ended June 30 it was
12,248.400 tons. Of this total 8.960.700 tons, or 73.2%. were
made by the furnaces owned and operated by steel companies.
Production now is at the rate of about 29,500.000 tons yearly.

Exports of Iron and Steel for which weights are given in
the returns amounted during May to 138.514 tons in 1914. and
262,844 in 1915: an increase of 124,330 tons, or 89.8%. this
year. The larger gains were in bars and wire rods, billets and
ingots, plates and wire.

PITTSBIRGH—July 13

Conditions in the steel industry seem to be improving even
more rapidly this month than they did in May and June, a
remarkable showing considering that July and August are
usually dull months in the industry. Bookings by the steel
mills have been heavy thus far this month, comparing very
favorably with June, and prices are stiffening more or less
practically all along the line, even including such items as
railroad spikes, chain, shafting, rivets, etc., which are usually
slow in showing price advances.

The pig iron and coke markets have become excited and
there are predictions of almost sensational price advances.
The pig iron market, however, is quite unsettled, on account
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of ttie Lake front furnaces presenting such unusual competi-

tion with the Valley furnaces.
The Steel Corporation's contract obligations are reported

at 4,678,196 tons at the close of June, showing an increase of

413,598 tons during the month, against a gain of 102,354 tons

in May and small losses in April and March. The June
increase was equal to about one-third of capacity, while the

shipments were about 80% of capacity, so that bookings

exceeded capacity by a wide margin.
The bi-monthly wage adjustment at the iron mills showed

a realized price on bar iron shipments from the selected mills

in May and June above l.lOc, giving the tonnage men in the

iron mills 1 to 2% higher wages for July and August.

The steel mills are operating at more than 80% of rated

capacity, and openhearth capacity is practically fully engaged,

the chief idleness being in bessemer departments, and efforts

are being made to divert orders from openhearth to bessemer.

Pig Iron—Two or three Cleveland furnace interests have

been selling basic iron over a wider range of territory than

formerly, cutting out the Valley and some detached furnaces,

and J12 or less at Cleveland furnace has been done. The
Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. is reported to have bought

30,000 to 50,000 tons at a very favorable price. At the same

time the Valley furnaces have advanced quotations and are

holding basic at $13 and bessemer at $14 at furnace, foundry

and malleable remaining at $12.75 and forge at $12.50. The

freight to Pittsburgh is 95c. from the Valleys, but on account

of the competition of Lake front furnaces foundry and basic

seem to be obtainable at about $13.50, delivered Pittsburgh.

About 50,000 tons of export bessemer are in the market, 40,000

tons being in one lot, and as copper is barred this seems to

shut out eastern bessemer.

Steel—The Pittsburgh mills have been practically out of

the billet and sheet bar market tor weeks and now the

Youngstown mills are withdrawing, being well sold up, at

least on openhearth. Consumers in general are well covered

by contracts, but odd lots inquired for are drawing higher

quotations right along. We quote: Bessemer billets, $20;

bessemer sheet bars, $20.50; openhearth billets, $21; openhearth

sheet bars, $21.50, f.o.b. maker's mill, Y^oungstown, the market

delivered Pittsburgh being $1 higher.

Ferromansanese—The situation seems to be a shade easier,

as contracts are more readily accepted at the regular price,

$100, Baltimore, and prompt lots can be picked up at $100 @ 105,

Baltimore.
IRON ORE

Lake shipments of iron ore from the Lake Superior region

in June were 6,005,091 long tons, an increase of 502,724 tons

over June, 1914. From the opening of the season to July 1

the shipments by ports are reported by the Cleveland "Iron

Trade Review" as follows:

Escanaba
Marquotle. .

Ashland
Superior
Duluth
Two Harbors.

Total

.

1914
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Mining Companies—United States

Acacia, g
Adams, s.l.c

.\hmeek, c

Alaska Mexican, g... .

Alaska Treadwell, g, . .

Alaska United, g
Am. Zinc, Lead & Sm..
Anaconda, c

Argonaut, g
Arizona Copper, pf

Arizona Copper, com..
BaKdad-Chase, g., pt..

.

Baltic, c

Bingham X. H., c

Bonanza Dev., g
Brunswick, g
Bunker Hill Con., g...

Bunker Hill i .Sul., l.s.

Butte-.\lex Scoi

Butte & Ballaklava, c

Caledonia, l.s.c

Calumet & Arizona, c

Calumet & Hecla. c.
Camp Bird, g.s

Centen'1-Eur., l.s.g.c.

Center Creek, l.z

Champion, c

Chief Consolidated, s.g.l.

Chi I

Cliff, g
Cliff, g
Colo. Gold Dredging. .

.

Colorado, l.s.g

Columbus Con., g.s

Commercial Gold
Con. Mercur, g
Continental, z.l

Copper Range Con., c.

.

Dalv Judge, s.l

Daly West, 3.1

Doctor Jackpot, g
Doe Run, I

Eagle & Blue Bell, g.s.l.

Elkton Con.,g
El Paso, g
Ernestine, g.s

Fed. M. & S., com
Fed. M. & S., pf
Florence, g
Frances-Mohawk, g. . .

.

Free Coinage, g
Fremont Con., g
Frontier, z
Gemini-Key'ne, l.g.s., . .

Gold Chain, g
Gold Coin of Victor
Gold Dollar Con
Gold King Con., g
Golden Cycle, g
Golden Star, g
Goldfield Con., g
Grand Central, g
Granite, g
Hazel, g
Hecla, 1.3

Hercules, l.a

Homestake, g
Horn Silver, l.s.2

I

Iowa-Tiger Leasing g.a.

Iron Blossom, s.l.g

Iron Silver, 3.1.g

Jamison, g
Jerry Johnson, g
Kendall, g
Kennedy, g
King of .\rizona, g
Klar Piouettc, z.l

Knob Hill, g
Libertv r<ell, g
Little Bell, l.s

Little Florence, g
Mammoth, g.s.c

Marv McKinney, g... .

May Day, g.s.l

Mexican, g.s

Miami, c

Modoc, g.s

Mohawk, c
Monarch-Mad'a, g.3.l..

.

Montana-Tonop., s.g.. .

Mountain, c
National, g
Nevada Con., c

New Century, z.l

New Idria, q
North Butte, c

'^'orth Star, g
Old Domin'n, M. <t Sm
Ophir, s.g
Opohongo, g.s.l

Oro\'iile Dredging
Osceola, c
Parrot, c
Pearl Con., g
Pharmacist, g
Pioneer, g
Pittsburgh-Idaho, 1

Pittsburgh Silver Peak, g
Portland, g
Quilp

Colo. .

Calif.

.

Wis...
Utah.

.

Utah.
Colo. .

Colo. .

Colo .

Colo.
•

\riz. .

.

Nev...
Utah.

.

Colo
Cal..
Idaho.
Idaho.
S. D .

Utah.

.

Colo.
Colo. .

Utah.

.

Colo. .

Cal...
Colo .

Mont .

Cal...

Wis. .

.

Wash..
Colo. .

Utah..
Nev...
Utah.
Colo..
Utah..
Nev...
\riz. .

.

Colo..
Mich..
Colo..
Nev:..
Cal...
Nev...
Nev...
Mo...
Cal...
Mont..
Cal...
\riz...

Vev...
'"tah..

Cal ..

Mich.

.

Mont.
Wash.
Colo. .

Alas...

lad ..

Colo .

Wash.
Mich..

,4.54,31)4

,438,9811

80,00(1

50,00(1

180,000
20O,0O(
180,20(1

168,64(
,992,50:

200,00(
,426, 12(

.519,891
84,81!

100,OOC'

228,691
395.287
300.000
200,01H
327,000
74,000

2.iO,000

617,38.
616.7.i8
100,000
.100,051
100,000
100,000
871,384
777,458
864,820
300,000
100,000
100,000
,000,000
285,.540
,000,000
22,0001

393,692
300,000
180,000
,000,000
65.783

893.146
,500,000
490,000
300,000
60.000
120,000
.0.50,000

912.000,
10.000

200.000
1.2,50

5.000
.000.000
,000.000
.500.000
.7.50.370

.500.000
400.000
.5.58.367

500.000
.650.000
900.000
.000.000
.000.000
218.400
400.000
.666.667
12.655

.000.000
500.000
390.000
.500.000
500.000
100,000
200,000
20,000

,000,000
133,.

300,000
.000,000
400,000
,.309

800.000
201.600
746.759
500.000
100.000
.000.000
921.865
"50.000
7^''.'100

.999.52
330.000
100.000
410.000
2.50.000
162.000
201 .6(W
,S9S.978
700.000
96.150

229.850
.909,711
,500,000
1.000.000
S03.000

1.790.000
1.000.000
..500.000
1 1 n.ono

.\pr.

June
May
Feb.
Jan.
Dec.
Mar.
Oct.
June
June
June
Oct.
.^ug.

June

179,597
840.000

1,200,750
14S.000
125.000
494,900
559,443 June

>,250,000 June
1,318.109 Jan.
1,050,000
526,000

1,500,000 ,

2l)2,9.<3

1,175,560
90,000

210,000
6.50,000

',570,000
226,832
43,7.50

!,44S,313
330,000

!.9S6,746
945,01X1

5,606,000
45.000

(.550.969
312.601

1,.579.460

1.707,545
120,000

!,708,750

(,856,503
840,000
546,000
180,000
258,000
146,202
,305,000
130,000
,350,000
100,000
,407.319
,990,000
140,000
,932,086
,620,750

0.18
0.10
2.00
0.10
0.20
0.06
0.02)
0.25
0.50

50
0.02

50
5 00

Apr.
Apr.
Jtme
.Aug.

June
Jan.
Oct.
Sept.
Dec.
Oct.
Dec.
July
Jan.
Oct.
.\pr.

Jan.
Mar.
Dec.
Oct.
May
Feb.
Dec.
Jan.

Nov.
Dec.
.May
Feb.
Dec.
Dec.
June
-Mar
Feb.
Sept.

270.0no|Xov.
971.000' Dec.
,280.000 June
,725.000 June
,824,4781July
,642.000 Sept.
233.499

9.250
,370.000
,950,000
378,300
187,500
,505,000
,831,001
396.000
2.59.000 Apr.
70.000 Oct.

,559,179 Sept.
75.0001 Mar.

430,000.!an.
,300.000 July
,169,308ijul"y

196.00nMay
161,910 June
,085,629 May

Feb.
>.ay

1.50
0.05
1.00
05
75
10

'13', 01
•14 1.00
•12, 0.03
•07| 0.20
•10 O.OOi
•13! 03

50
0.75
0.15
0.15
O.OOS

76
0.05
0.02
0.10
0.05
1.50
1.00
0.10
0.05
1.00
0.02
2.00
10.00
0.03
0.02

00 J

0.03
0.02
0.05
0.10
0.05
0.01
0.01
0.02

Aug.
Dec.

Dec.
Jan.
Nov.
July
\pr.
\ug.

1,0011

,216,250
570,000
,226,345
237,600
,680,000
.890.-100

.637.040

.290.000 June

.06.S.3l50|jan.

.S0.90'

May
May
June
Oct.
Apr.
July
June

,692.568
,371.99.s

,497.189
181.422

7.500
,041.526
216,810
771,200
,903,080 Api
67,500!Feb.

.227. .500 Jun<

June
Apr.
May
Dec.
Feb.
Oct.
Oct.
July

0.65
0.05
O.OOJ
1.00
0.10
0.10
0.02
0.01
0.06
0.03
0.12
0.50
0.00}

0.05
0.03
0.05
0.02

02
0,75
0.50
0.01
1.00
0.01
0,10
0.44
0,10
0.375

01
0.10
0.50
0,20
0.50
0.10
0.02
0.12
2.00
0.15
0.02
0.00}

03
0.04
0.02
0.02
0.01
2 00

Mining Companies—United States

—

{Continued)

Ray, c
Republic, g
Rochester, l.z.

Round Mountain, g. . . .

.Seven Troughs Coal., g.

St. Joseph, 1

Shannon, c
Shattuck-Arizona, c. . .

er Iving Coal., l.s. .

.

IX Con., s.l.g

.Skidoo, g
Snowstorm, eg
South Exxreka, g
Standard Con., g.s
Stratton's Ind., g
Success, z
Superior & Pitts., c. . . .

Tamarack, c
Tennessee, c
Tomboy, g.s
Tom Reed, g
Tonopah Belm^t, s.g. . .

.

Tonopah Ext., g.s
Tonopah of Nev., s.g..

.

Tri-^Iountain, c
Tuolumne, c
Uncle Sam, g.s.l

United Cop. Min., c
United (Crip. Ck.) g. . .

United Globe, c
United Verde, c
Utah, s.l

Utah, c

Utah Con., c
Valley View, g
\'ictoria, g.s.l

Vindicator Con., g
Wasp No. 2, g
Wellington ilines, g. . .

.

Wolverine, c
Yak, s.l

Yankee Con., g.s
Yellow .\ster, g
Yellow Pine, l.z.s

Yukon Gold, g

Ari>.

.

Wash..
Mo...
Nev...
Nev. .

.

Mo. .

.

.\riz...

.\ri8. .

.

Utah.

.

Utah..
Cal...
Ida. .

.

Calif.

.

Cal. .

.

Colo.

.

Ida. .

.

Xriz...

Mich..
Tenn.

.

iColo.

.

]
.Aria. .

.

[Nev..

.

Mont.
Utah..
Wash..
Colo.

.

L-Vriz..

.

.Ariz. .

Utah.

.

Utah.

.

Utah..
[Colo.

.

Utah.

.

Colo
S. D...
Colo .

Mich .

Colo. .

Utah..
Cal...
Nev. .

.

A Las...

Issued 1 Par Total I Latest
; Amt.

4,9IX)

866,121:

1,500,000
1.472,252
300,000
3.50,000

1, 2.50,01 )(

745,389
1,000,000
1,500,000
2119,981

178,394
1,000,000
1,500,0(X1

1,499,792
60.000

200.000
310.000
909,555

1,500,000
943,433

1,000,000
100,000
800,000
500,000

1,000,000
4,000,100

23,000
301,000
100,000

1,624,290
300,000

1,000,000
2.50,000

1,.500.000
.500.000

lO.OOO.OOO

60.000
1.000.000
1.000.000

I
100.000

l.oon.ooo
3,50(1.000

!.160IJu

).000 Ni

).846 Ju

9,492.
750,

2,275,
2,722,

872,
365,

1,192,
391,

5,274,
456,
600,

8,878,
9,420,
4,606,
3,634,
2,443,
7,268,

778,

495,
40,

440,

2,127,
34,822,

2S1,
27,016,
8,700,

240,
207,

3.172
469,
350,

8.220.1

1.S47,
167,

1.163,
481.1

6,8.S4.5

Mar.
Jan.
Feb.
Apr.
July
Oct.
Oct.
Feb.
Nov
Dec.
June
Mar
Julv
Ap.-.

Dtc.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
-Apr.

Dec.
.May
Sept.
Nov.
Jan.
Dec.
Feb.
Dec.
Ma

,407
,625
,000
,778
,000
2.50

,065

fllO
331
,000
OlXI

,0(10

,000
(XIO

435
,5(X1

,0(X1

860
180
000
000
500
000
466
OfXl

000
685
500
89 1 May

Mar.
Dec.
Mar.
Apr.
May
July

15 $0.37}" 01}
50
04

0.02)
05
50
50
15
04
01

0.02
05
25

14i 0.03
15| 0-03
151 2(;

07: 4 00
15! 75
14: 0,48
151 0.06
15 12}
15- 07}'" 25

2 00
0.10
0.05

01
10' 04

00
I5I 75
10| 0.02
151 0.75
15 0.50
lOl 0.04
101 0.04
15: 0.03
loi 0.00}
13, CO}
14 2 00
14 02
13 0,01
15 0.02
15 0.01
15! 0.07}

Iron, Industrial eind Holding Companies

.Amalgamated, c

.Am. Sm. & Ref., com .

Am. Sm. & Ref., pf...
.Am. Smelters, pf. A.. .

.Am. Smelters, pf . B. . ,

Greene Cananea
Guggenheim Expl
Inter'l Nickel, com.. . .

Inter'l Nickel, pfd. . . .

National Lea(l, com. . .

National Lead, pf
Old Dominion, c

Phelps, Dodge & Co..
U. S. Steel Corp., com.
U. S. Steel Corp., pf..

U. S. S., R. & M., com—
;. S., R. & M.. pf.

Mont
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Assessments N. Y. EXCH. July 13 BOSTON EXCH July 13

Company

Blue Bell. Ida
Blue Star, Ida
Carbonate, Ida
Challenge Con.. Nev
Con. Virginia. Nev
Contact Copper. Mich . .

.

Contact Copper, Mich, . . .

Four Timbers, Ida
Hancock Cons., Mich
Hancock Cons., Mich
Houghton, Mich
Idaho-Nevada, Ida
Iron Mask, Ida
Ivanhoe, Ida
Majestic-Idol, Nev
Mayflower, Ida
Michigan Copper, Mich. .

.

Mineral Range, Utah
Monarch Pitts., Nev
Moonlight, Ida
Nabob, Ida
New Arcadian, Mich
New Arcadian, Mich
New Baltic, Mich
New Baltic. Mich
New Verrington Cop., Nev
Nevada Douglas, Nev
North Bunker Hill, Ida, . .

Old Veteran. Ida
Rainbow. Ida
Rescue-Eula. Nev
Revelator. Utah
Reveiator. Utah
Rhode Island. Ida
Sierra Nevada. Nev
Silver Pick, Nev
Sonora, Ida
Springfleid. Ida
Sunrise, Ida
Sunset Dev., Ida
Tarbox, Ida
Umatilla Tonopah, Nev.
Virginia, Ida., (post.). . .

West Tonopah Con.. Nev. .

Wyandot, Mich

•This assessmentTwas levied

Delinqe Sale

July
June
June :

July
July

May
July
Sept,

Jan.
May
July
July
July
Dec.
June
July
May
June
June
July
June
Dec.
July

Aug.
July
July
Aug.
Aug.
July

Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
July
July

14|July
July
Aug.

July
Aug.
July
July
Aug.
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
July

27, Aug.
5 July

23 Aug.
Aug.

July
Aug.
Aug.
July
Aug.

Amt.

jJuly

'July

and payable Apr. 27, '14.

SO. 003
0.01
0.001
0,05

,
0.')

0.50
0.50
0.001
1. 00
1.00
1.00
0.001
0.002
0.002
0.005
0.005
1.00
0.003
0.01
0.005
0.005
0.50
0.50
0.50

50
01

0.10
002

0.002
002

0.01
0.00}
O.OOJ

001
0.05

01
0.004
0.002

0U2
0025

0.0025
0.01
0.02
0.01
1.00

Stoek Qiiotati*

Zinc stocks were especially active dur-
ingr the weel<, American Zinc, Lead &
Smelting touching- $60 on July 13. Auc-
tion sales of securities included: 3000
Princeton Copper M. & S., $1 ea., ?4 lot;
2100 Gou Ganda-Cobalt Venture Corp.,
$1 ea., $4 lot; 300 Silver Eagle M., $1 ea.,
$1 lot; 2900 Sporting Times Ms. Corp.,
n $2 lot.

COLO. SPRINGS July 13 SALT LAKE July 13

Name of Comp.

Acacia
Cripple Cr'k Con.

.

C. K. iN
Doctor Jack Pot.

.

Elkton Con.
El Paso
Flndlay
Cold Dollar
Gold Sovereign. .

Golden Cycle . .

.

IsnbcUa
Jack Pot
Jennie Sample. . . .

Jerry Johnson
Lexington
Mary McKinney.

.

Pharmacist
Portland
Raven B. H
Vindicator

.005
1.40
t.02
1.74

) of Cc

Beck Tunnel
Black Jack
Colorado Mining..
Crown Point
Daly-Judge
Gold Chain
Grand Central. . . .

Iron Blossom
Little Bell
Lower Mammoth

.

Mason Valley
May Day
Opohongo
Prince Con
Seven Troughs. . .

Silver King Coal'n.
Sliver King Con..

.

Sioux Con
Uncle Sam
Yankee

Bailey
Conlagas
Peterson Lake. . . .

Right ol Way
Seneca Superior.. .

Silver Queen
T. ife Hudson Bay.
TImlskaming
Wettlauler-Lor.. .

.

Dome Mines

Dome Exten.. .

Foley O'Brien..
Hollinger
Imperial
Jupiter. .."....

Mclntyre
Pearl Lake. . . .

Porcu. Crown.
Preston i;. D..
Rea

SAN FRANCISCO
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rlsomia Copper Coo's Dor3
TlhicReinier

By David Cole*

SYXOPSIS—The largest Dorr thickener ever con-

structed, 130 ft. in diameter, is used to recover

water from the tailings of the concentrating mill.

The tanl- is built of concrete, with a central pier

and a peripheral track for sustaining the trusses

which carry the scrapers. The operation of the ma-

chine has been entirely successful.

All of the milliug iu the Clifton-^Iorenci district wa>

primarily done in the drainage area of Chase Creek ou

rough ground so situated that the tailings would gravitate

ter of the Gila used, the tailings hecame a menace to the

operations of the farmers. Eealizing this, the mining

companies constructed impounding dams, but on account

of the long drainage areas above them, and the precipi-

tous ground upon -which they were built, these dams could

not be sufficiently protected against floods. A serious

break in 1906 brought the matter into the courts and

the companies were forever enjoined from allowing any

of the tailings to enter the streams.

The Detroit Copper Mining Co. found it feasible to

tunnel a small divide and, by using a long flume suspended

on the sides of a cliff, reach suitable ffrounfl in the drain-

ARIZON'A COPPER CO.'S DORR THICKENER
A view of the machine from above, showing the trusses which carry the rakes

into the San Francisco Elver, which empties into the

Gila within a few miles of Clifton.

On the Gila, below the mouth of the Frisco, a prosper-

ous farming community has grown up, using the river

water for irrigation purposes, and as the irrigation system

became more fully developed and all of the low-stage wa-

•Consulting engineer, Arizona Copper Co., Morenci, Ariz.

age area of ilorenci Canon, upon which the tailings could

be successfully impounded ; but the Arizona Copper Co.'s

Xo. 5 mill was not so favorably situated and this company
found it necessary, in order to reach suitable ground upon

which to deposit tailings, to move its milling operation

to ^Morenci. Since the mill and mine would then be close

together it was decided to fill the square-set stopes of the
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Longfellow mines with the coarsest part of the sand tail-

ings made at the mill, and the large circular tank, which

has now been transformed into the largest Dorr thickener

and is the subject of the following remarks, was con-

structed as part of the apparatus devised for reclaiming

the sands.

The tank is 130 ft. in diameter and 10 ft. deep, and is

divided into several compartments so that one can be

emptied while the others are filling. A hollow pier 21 ft.

in diameter was constructed in the center of the tank,

and a powerful revolving electric crane with long boom

and grab bucket was put upon this pier and used for dip-

ping out the sands and delivering them to the skips pro-

vided for hoisting the product to the mine level. It was

soon discovered that the wet tailings were not good in the

mine, and that earth embankments on the tailings ground

made poor as well as expensive dams in which to im-

pound slimes, and that the value of the sands in the con-

struction of the tailings dams outweighed their value as

filling material. So the electric hoist was removed from

the pier and the round tank was arranged with a bottom

as illustrated by the accompanying photographs, which

show clearly the method of construction and how the

thickener appears when in operation.

No trouble has been experienced with it, and although

it has been in steady operation for more than a year, the

repairs have been exceedingly small. The valves were or-

iginally made 8 in. in diameter, with a 3-in. plug opening

in each. It was found advantageous to change these valves

so as to make the openings 3 in. and dispiense with tlie

continuously spouting plug. The new 3-in. valves were

arranged to have ball instead of flat seats, and bronze

is used instead of old belting for the contact parts. These

valves are opened intermittently and are controlled by

cams which are adjustable as to number and period. The
drive was originally by chain, but this was noisy and

otherwise undesirable, and since it developed that a belt

would have ample traction, the chain was changed to belt

drive.

The rabbles are carried on 3xl0-in. fir stringers and

these are suspended from the bottom of vertical members
hinged at their top ends as shown in drawings, and are

SITUATION OF THE THICKENER WITH REGARD TO THi: IvIILL

The two smaller views show the thickener empty and Illustrate the rake action

cut up into V-seetions with a multitude of valves com-

municating with a drainage-pipe system, which did not

meet expectations for reasons that are now entirely ob-

vious.

In the work of remodeling and enlarging the milling

plant, recently completed, I decided that the large circular

tank could be made most useful by converting it into a

Dorr thickener. It seemed rather bold to attempt one

so much larger than had previously been tried, but

conditions were favorable. It would be possible to use the

central pier to advantage ; the machinery provided for

carrying the crane would carry the mechanism of the

thickener ; and much of the old crane framework and gear-

ing could be used. There was a good T-rail around the

rim of the tank to support the outer ends of the cruci-

form bridge required, etc., so the plans were drawn and

the matter laid before Mr. Dorr, who was inclined to

hesitate a little at first, but on further study decided that

it was a splendid chance to try out the new questions in-

volved, so we bought a nameplate of him, conditioned on

the success of the "leviathan," and carried out our plans

held back by using copper guy-lines with weights so

that in ease a rabble-arm should be caught or offer too

much resistance, the weight would be raised and the arm

would pass the obstruction through the operation of the

hinge provided. This now appears to be unnecessary, for,

in our experience, the vertical members have never moved

from their seats against the trusses. A Reeves variable-

speed countershaft was made part of the driving mechan-

ism and experiments were made with several speeds. They

all worked satisfactorily, but we finally settled upon one

revolution in 30 min. as best for our work. There is

little difference between two and three revolutions per

hour in the results obtained.

The heavily reinforced-eoncrete wall of the tank was

built upon a slag dump, which is substantial but notor-

iously porous. Sand tailings quickly sealed the bottom

and the hardening slimes finished the job, so that there

is no loss of water through seepage. It will be noted that

since the bottom of the old tank is flat and the bottom

maintained by the rabbles in the thickener is sloping,

there is a deep deposit of slime near the outer wall afford-
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ine: a good surface sloping toward the center with about

2 ft. of hardened deposit on top of the slag around the

central pier. So it is at once suggested that these lines

might be extended ; the upper end of the slope of the cone

rim could be extended to where it would be within one foot

of the surface, and the central hollow pier could be de-

creased in size to, say, 10 ft. inside diameter, equipped

to discharge the tank" in the same way. Then a circular

track supported by a small circular wall at the water's

edge on the outer rim would support the light truss mem-

bers of the cruciform bridge. The trusses would be tied

too-ether so as to move in unison and the tractive force

would be applied on the outer circular track through

wheel friction, the same as in railroad practice. The hol-

low central pier would be connected by large tile or re-

inforced-concrete conduit to a point of discharge outside

of the rim. This may be a pit fitted with centrifugal

pump or elevator for raising the discharge to sufficient

height so that it may be handled to its destination by

gravity. In this way Dorr thickeners up to 300 ft.

STATISTICAL, DATA OF THE DORR THICKENER

Diameter of settling pond ^^111'
Outer depth t fV c („
Inner depth • ,H'- '' '"

Diameter of pier (octagon) iv'
Revolutions per hour --•>

Number of 3-in. discharge valves........ t>

Number of rabble arms (4 long and 4

short) ° , ^
Size of motor • • • • » "P-

Size of discharge conduit (to allow man to
, *, c i„

~n in 1 2 ft. 6 m. by i! It. b in.

Seftling ^ are'a
'

•. •. ,•,•:;;•,•. 13,000 sq.ft.

Average feed (tons dry colloidal slime per
24 hr.)

'"'^

Average per' cent, solids in feed 5.93

Average per cent, solids in discharge.... sr-SD„
Water recovery .•;•,•;

i '7nn
Gal. recovered per mm. (approximately) l."00

Power required (motor input) . 4 7 np. ,,. ..^
Moisture in the discharge can be reduced to SO'Tr. but the

tailings are flumed two miles, for which reason the dis-

charge is not made thicker.

in diameter or more can be installed' on suitable ground

at relatively small construction expense, and such ma-

chines should have large capacity, require little power

and be cheaply maintained, thus giving the maximum

results with the minimum expense.

It is, of course, much more expensive to house the large-

diameter machines than the multiple units, but I belie\e

that the large units consisting of relatively shallow ponds

with conical bottoms built in the earth wquld be very read-

ily kept from freezing by the application of the heat to

tlie solutions being handled instead of to the air in contact

with the solutions. I believe that less heat would be re-

quired by applying it in this way, and when so applied

] believe that open-air construction and operation would

be best, even in the North. Extremely large ponds nhould

be fenced to break the force of the winds, otherwise a wave

action is set up which interferes with settling to some ex-

tent.

The full capacity of our big thickener has not been

determined. It discharges as much water as the electric

pumps provided will handle, and if more feed is given the

thickener, water would run to waste. Since this water has

to be pumped seven miles against a pressure of nearly

1800 ft., it is expensive, and therefore carefully hus-

banded.

I have every reason to believe that with tailings as

coarse as 40-mesh sand—when the coarse sand is not in

larger volume than, say, 30% of the whole—the capacity

in terms of tons handled would be found to be greatly

au<nnented, nearly doubled, in fact. The amount of water

clarified is, of course, dependent upon the percentage of

colloidal material in the feed to the machine. Thus, much

additional solids in the form of sands could be added to

the present tonnage of real slime without changing any

of the prevailing conditions except to greatly augment

the tonnage handled.

In our case the man in charge of the pumping station

oils the thickener and adjusts the cams controlling the

discharge valves occasionally. Practically no labor is re-

quired.

Low Cost of Maintenance

The repairs required for 14 months' operations, includ-

ing the changes mentioned above, are represented in a

total sum of $683, which is 0.2c. per ton of dry solids

handled in the period. Most of this expense is for valves

destroyed by the water handled.

Wh(3n the war broke out milling was reduced to six days

a week and the thickener was stopped on Saturday night

and started again Monday morning, and on one or two oc-

casions the machine has stood idle for 48 hr., but it has al-

ways started again without difficulty of any kind and

without lifting the weights which hold the rabble

stringers against their seats.

There has been much interest manifested in the big

thickener, and I had hoped to arrange temporarily feed-

and water-handling facilities so that tests could be made

definitely to determine the capacity, or range of capacities

with different classes of feed, before writing a descrip-

tion of the apparatus ; but this has not been possible. The

extra recovery of water resulting from the use of the

large thickener returned its cost in less than two months.

It has therefore been highly successful and advantageous.

Wel^IhiSs Sinadl

Tables 1 and 3 v>'ere compiled from data supplied by

manufacturers and should prove of value in connection

with preliminary estimates. The dimensions, weights and

cost data are for condensing units and include the tur-

bines and alternating-current generators.

The values in Table 3 were plotted and the following

equations were deduced, giving the cost in dollars (C)

of the turbine and generator, in terms of the capacity in

kilowatts ;.

Impuhe types, C = 50J,0 + 9:2 l-w. (Dollars)

Reaction types, C = 7.400 + 8:26 I'lr. (Dollars)

TABLE 1 DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS OF CONDENSING STEAM
TURBINES, INCLUDING GENERATORS

-Impulse Type . Reaction Type
Width, He'ight, Weiglit, I.ength, Width, Height, Weight,

ft. lb

300
3UU
500
500

1,000
1,000
2,000
2.000
5,000
5,000

10,000

5 4 18,500 16
20
18

6 34,800 20 9

16 6 10
20 6 9

45,000 18
75,000 25

24

26
9

ft. in.

10 7 9 8 175,000 34
34

12 9 12 310,000 45

COST OF CONDENSING STEAM TURBINES AND

lb.

24,000
37,900
30,000
42,600
60,000
52,250

105,000
90,000
236,000
190,000
320,000

Size, Kw.
.300

500
1,000
2,000
5,000

10,000

GENERATORS
Impulse Type •

R.p.m, Cost

3600 $8,000
3600 9,600
3600 14,000
3600 23,000
1800 56,000
1800 95,000

. Re,-icti,

R.p.m.

3600
3600
3600
3600
3600
1800

J7,660
9,550
13,750
22,800
48.700
90,000

•Copyright, 1915, by A. A. Potter and S. L Simmering, from
"Power," June 1. 1915.
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bodies ©f the Mesg^Ibi F^aimi M
By J. E. WoLFK'

1>YN0PSIS—Vertical secliong throuyh developed

orebodies from different parts of the range illus-

trate relatione existing between orehody and itn-

altered iron formation; rock walls: "horses" and
"islands" ; faults; folds; the slump and other struc-

tural features. Western Mesabi orebodies differ in

some points of structure, notably in the absence of

shim p.

Following the diseusjiuii u£ typiial striiLture iu Part I,

there may be taken up some aitual illustrative examples

in the form of vertical sections tlirouah orebodies from

show tht' tv])ical structure illustrated in Figs. G and 7

(Part I).
'

Fig. 11 shows the cross-section of an orebody now part-

ly worked out. The marked slump and sharp rock walls

are features actually observed in the mine. Some idea of

pregjacial erosion of the taconite, and of ore akso, can be

formed by comparing this section with Fig. 6. A thick-

ness of ;i50 ft. to 500 ft. of taconite has been eroded.

Fig. 12 shows two troughs .separated by taconite. West
of this cross-section these tsvo troughs connect into a

larger orebody. An anticline and syncline in the quartzite

are shown. This was worked out from drill holes not

occurrincr on the cross-section. Close studv of drill

FIG. S. SHARP ROCK-WALL OP A DEEP TROUGH OREBODT ON THE EAST CENTRAL PART OF THE RANGE
Note face of wall. Left half of picture shows ore

various jiarts of the ^lesabi range, including the sandy

ores of the western end.

Figs. 11 to 16 inclusive show sections of orebodies

actually developed in diiferent parts of the range by drill-

ing and mine workings. Some of the bodies are nearly

worked out at the present time. The sections taken trans-

verse to the long axis of the orebody, that is, across the

trough, show the slump markedly ; those taken along the

axis of the trough do not show it. All of the sections

•Mining- engineer, Oliver Iron Mining Co., Duluth, Minn.

records has disclosed many such minor flexures of the

formations. Attention is called to the lower nonbessemer
ore extending to the south under taconite. This is a

characteristic flat-layered body, mentioned before. More
frequently the ore occurs immediately below the Inter-

mediate slate layer (Fig. 20).

Fig. 13 shows a cross-section of an orebody now nearly

mined out. Notable features are the sharp rock walls, as

actually defined by mine workings, and rock layers and

horses or pillars in the lower blue orebody. Preglacial
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erosion is marked here also. Note the slump at the rock

walls and on both sides of the "taconite island." In con-

nection with this compare Figs. 8 and 10.

Pig. 14 is a cross-section of an orebody of which the

east wall is an altered granite dike. In places some con-

centration was found by mine workings east of the dike

also. Samples of the dike assayed 3.65% titanium, which

is practically unknown in the iron formation proper.

Fig. 15 is a section transverse to the length of an ore-

body but does not show the slumping feature except at

its south rock wall, because of the steep dip of the forma-

tion. Attention is called to the ore ''making" under the

Virginia slate. This orebody with its eastern continuation

is one of the few in which this condition is known to ex-

ist. In this body one drill hole showed ore to a depth of

900 ft., the deepest known on the range. This cross-sec-

tion will be referred to later in connection with the fault

shown by Fig. 17.

Fig. 16 shows a longitudinal section of a typical West-

ern Mesabi washable orebody. A comparison of this sec-

tion with any of the foregoing shows their analogous

structure. A transverse section of a Western Mesabi

ica, however, has not been transported luit remains as

extremely fine, almost impalpable, white powder. This

is the condition in both upper and lower blue orebodies.

The upper slaty taconite becomes altered in a washable

orebody to decomposed taconite which yields a fairly good

product after being washed. The lower yellow taconite

alters to an extremely sandy washable ore. The upper

10 ft. of this layer contains so much silica and so little

ore as to be worthless by itself as washable ore; it re-

sembles common building sand. The upper and lower

blue ores in a washable orebody are known as typical wasli-

able ores. The silica separates easily from the pieces of

hard hematite and the problem of concentration is a

simple one.

From the sections presented, covering all parts of the

range, it is evident that the same structure exists from

one end to the other. Structurally the range and its ore-

bodies are remarkably uniform. The same structure as

here shown can be worked out for any orebody if drill

and mine exploratory work and records are complete

enough. This matter will be discussed more in detail in

Part III.

SUUTH END OP Ti»CONITB ISLAND IN
ALPENA PIT

ANOTHER VIEW OP THE MINE SHOWN
IN PIG. 8

Fig. 9—Note steep west dip of rocit and ore layers. Fig. 10—LooVting northwest, showing south and part of north roclc
walls. Note taconite horse and pillars and large amount of rock sorted from lower orebody. Orebody nearly mined out.
Old steam-shovel approach in ore shown in distance. Same orebody as shown in Fig. 13

body does not show the sharp rock walls or marked slump-

ing observed in bodies in the central and eastern part of

the range. The western bodies are shallower than the

central and eastern. In the western bodies the silica

has been leached out of the taconite and the iron well

oxidized and concentrated into seams and layers; the sil-

LEGEND OF FORMATIONS OF OREBODY CROSS-SECTIONS
B.O. Blue ore O. Orn
B.T. Broken taconite
C. Conglomerate
Cret. Cretaceous
C.S. Cretaceous ahale
C.T. Cherty taconite
D.S. Decomposed slate
D.T. Decomposed taconite
G. Greenstone
G.D. Glacial drift

H.G.O. High-grade ore
I.P.R.L. Intermediate paint-rock

layer
I.S.L. Intermediate slate layer
L.B.O. Lower blue ore
L.C.T. Lower cherty taconite
L.H.G.O. Lower high-grade
L.H.S.
L.N.O.
L.O.
LY.O.
L.Y.T.

Lower huronian slate
Lower nonbessemer ore
Lean ore (40%^9%iron)
Lower yellow ore
Lower yellow taconite

P.Q.
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^^maamtorajc

FIG. 11. CROSS-SECTION- OF OREBODT IN' T. 5S N. R. 20 W. LOOK-
ING WEST. MARKED SLUMP AND SHARP ROCK-WALLS

OBSERVABLE IN THIS MINE

FIG. 13. CROSS-SECTION OF OREBODT
IN T. 58 N, R. 17 W, LOOKING

NORTHWEST

FIG. 12. CROSS-SECTION OF OREBODT IN T. 5S N, R. 20 W, LOOKING WEST

D.H.(lOO's) DtHflOO'S) D.ti.(lOO'R)

FIG. 14. CROSS-SECTION OF OREBODT IN T. 58 N, R. 16 W. LOOKING NORTH

FIG. 15. CROSS-SECTION OF OREBODT IN T. 5S N. R. 15 W, LOOKING WEST
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throw is 350 ft.,, and the vertical throw at least 600 and

possibly 1000 ft. This fault is visible in the Sliver mine,

north of the Alpena, and has been traced by explorations a

half mile south of the Alpena. Fig. 19 shows the prob-

able development of this fault. Its development is di-

rectly related to the folding or deformation which pro-

duced the large bend in the iron formation between Vir-

ginia and Eveleth, known as the "Virginia horn." This

deformation is a big drag-fold. The sharp bend in the

iron formation northeast of Virginia caused compression

and consequent crumpling in the layers of the formation,

and necessitated shortening somewhere. The shortening

took place in this fault. Diagrams .4, B and C. of Fig.

the orebody, as along the fault plane there is no evidence

of movement in the layers of ore. Along the east side of

the taconite island (Fig. 18), at the contact of rock and

ore, is found a layer of powdered silica several inches

thick. This was the fault plane and this powdered silica

was produced by the rubbing of the broken taconite in

the faulting process. Some slipf)ing within the beds of

iron formation undoubtedly occurred also. The fault

probably occurred during Upper Huronian or not later

than Keweenawan time. It is a fair assumption that the

deformation which caused the Virginia horn, the Alpena

fault, the Biwabik fault and the steep dip of the forma-

tion east of it. was contemporaneous with the intrusion of

FIG. 16. TYPICAL CROSS-SECTION OF WESTERN MESABI OREBODY

Intermediate Slote
|

iron -rurmcjuuu

"FIG. 17. CROSS-SECTION LOOKING WEST OF OREBODY' IN T. 58 N. R. l.'i W,
SHOWING NORMAL F.\ULT, WITH THROW OF 200 FT.

FIG. 19. FAULT DEVEL-
OPMENT

FIG. IS. SECTION LOOKING NORTH, SHOWING FAULT I.V ALPENA MINE. N. ':, OF N.W. Vi, SEC. 5-5S-17

19, show the development of this fault. As the deforma-

tion started to develop the Virginia horn, a small drag
fold developed as shown in B, thus shortening the layers

in response to the compression in them. (It is a well es-

tablished fact in structural geology that in a folded for-

mation the small folds are of the same type as the large

folds upon which they are superimposed.) As the de-

formation increa.sed, the brittle quartzite and iron for-

mation faulted on a plane through the axis of the small

drag fold, into the position shown by C. Erosion has

since cut the top of the fold as shown. Without doubt the

fault continues down into the underlying rocks, slates and

greenstone. The fault occurred prior to the formation of

the Embarrass (Keweenawan) granite and the Duluth

(Keweenawan) gabbro.

Fig. 20 shows a cross-section of an orebody in which

the whole formation is bent into a sharp monoclinal fold.

This fold was worked out entirely from the drill records

;

it: was followed for a half mile each way from the cross-

section. The orebody beneath the Intermediate slate, or

paint-rock layer, is a typical example of a flat-layered

orebody. A thousand feet north this ore connects with a

large trough orebody similar to that shown by Fig. 12.

The ore above the Intermediate slate connects each side

of the cross-section with elongated bodies of ore. The
conglomerate at the top of the iron formation is not Ore-
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lacoous; it is later in ago and the pebbles are not eo-

niented togetlier as in a Cretaceous conglomerate. It is

probably a bed of iron pebbles deposited in a local, pre-

glaeial lake on top of the iron formation. Numerous
occurrences of the kind have been found in drilling and
mine operations.

Other exceptional structural features are known in dif-

ferent parts of the range. In the Hawkins and La Rue
orebodies at Nashwauk in T. 57 N, R. 22 W, there is a

marked faulted fold, which, by means of drilling, has been

followed in the taconite between the two orebodies. At
the north end of the Agnew mine (NE 1^4 of NE 1/4, Sec.

11, T. 57 N, R. 31 W), the face of the ore on the Hull

forty shows a small faulted drag-fold in the middle of the

trough of the orebody (Fig. 3, p. 91). In the Graham
mine (Sec. 21 T. 59 N, R. U W) on the eastern end of the

range, a fold e.xtends the length of the orebody. It is a

By a. CoorKi! Key*

The table presented herewith shows the quantities of

payable ore reserves at the principal Rand mines at the

eiul of last year, or the latest figures avaihible in certain

instances where the company's year does not correspond

with the calendar period, as well as at the end of 1913.

The metliod of expressing ore reserves varies somewhat

among different groups and engineers. For instance,

there are sloping tons and milling tons, the latter not

frequently. There is considerable diiference between the

two, and sometimes insufficient information is afforded to

enable the comparative significance to be grasped. It is

necessary to know the average percentage of waste rock

discarded. In spite of many difficulties, the ore-reserve

position has been well maintained. The feature of the

CROSS-SECTION OF OREBODY IN T. 57 N, R. 21 W

thrust fold, the south side being thrust up undoubtedly

by the great gabbro intrusion 1% miles southeast. As the

top of the fold is eroded it is not po-ssible to tell how close

the fold was.

(To he coiitiinied)

The sales or marketed production of sulphur in the

United States in 191-4, according to the Geological Sur-

vey, was 327,634 long tons, valued at .$5,954,336. These

sales were the largest in the history of the industry and

16,044 long tons greater than those of 1913. The sul-

phur mined in 1914 but stocked at the mines is not in-

cluded in these figures. In 1914 four states produced

sulphur, namely, Louisiana, Texas, Nerada and Wyoming.

[One company in Louisiana alone produced more than

the total consumption in the United States, as it has

done for several years past.—Editor.]

The total imports for 1914, entered for consumption,

were 26,135 long tons, valued at $477,937, of which 33,-

610 tons, valued at $398,984, were crude sulphur. Cor-

responding figures for 1913 were 33,605 long tons, of

which 15,123 tons were crude sulphur. In 1914 the

great bulk of the imports was, as usual, from Japan.

In 1914 the exports were 98,153 long tons, and would

probably have been considerably greater but for the dis-

turbed conditions in Europe. Even with such adverse

conditions the excess of exports over imports amounted

to 72,018 long tons, the balance of trade in favor of the

United States beinff $1,329,397.

table, however, is the increase which has taken place in

the two mines of the far East Rand which have recently

joined the ranks of producers. We have the Modder
Deep and the Government Areas, each with 2,450,000

tons in sight, but the former has 8 dwt. rock against

5.8 dwt. in the latter, besides an advantage of 9 in. in the

thickness of the reef. Springs Mines for the first time

commits itself to an ore reserve estimate—550,000 tons

of 10 dwt. rock over 52 inches.

Alone among the three big consolidations has the Rand-
fontein Central been able to maintain its reserve aggre-

gate. The Crown Mines' is less by 427,000 and the East

Rand's by half that quantity. More serious, however, is

the drop of 3s. 6d. on the valuation at the Crown Mines.

Brakpan has increased its aggregate by 266,000 tons and
maintained the value. City Deep has added 343,000 tons

;

the value is 0.3 dwt. lower, but still 1 dwt. higher than

at the end of 1912. Modder B.'s value has improved

by 0.3 dwt. In 1913 the New Modderfontein had 3,900,-

000 tons exposed; in 1913, 4,-547,000; and in 1914, no

less than 6,334,500 tons, the value having improved from

8.1 to 8.4 dwt. Kleinfontein gains 1,100,000 tons from

the amalgamation with the Apex and Benoni, but the

value is 0.7 dwt. less than that of the Kleinfontein alone

a year ago. Taking Kleinfontein section by itself, the

drop in value is rather greater.

Nourse Mines, Wolhuter and Village Deep are con-

spicuous for substantial increases, while at the City &
Siiburban and the New Heriot position is well maintained.

•Editor, "South African Mining Review," Joliannesburg.
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On the west, the West Rand Consolidated has 1,800,000

tons in sight, some partially developed, whic4i compares

with 1,445,000 tons of two years ago.

The Meyer & Charlton and the Robinson share the

distinction of being mines with reserves exceeding 10 dwt.

The former is in the stronger position, having 105,000

tons more of definitely valued ore; moreover, the value

is 59s. compared with 45s. 6d. Of course, the Charlton

RAND ORE RESERVES IN 191.3 .\ND 1914

Producinc Cos.: —As at December. 1913* .As at December, 1914*

—

Tons Dwts. In. Tons Dwts. In.

Aurora West 534,909 5.7 614,610 5.26 44
BantiesCon 974.700b 6.3 42 800,400b 6 1 41
Brakpan 2,224,000 6.7 61 2,490,000 6.73 62
City Deep 2,167,6.50b 10 2.510,800b 9 7 53
City and Suburban 786,500 8.3 7.38,700 8 5
Con. LanplasEte 2.194,400 6.4a 2,220.707 6 9
Cons. Main Reef 614.470 7.32 48 693,460 7.3 49
Crown Mines ..10,449,000b 6.82 63 10.022,000b 6 66
Durban Rood. Deep... l,3!2.700b 6.7 47 1,303,400b 6.7 47
East Rand Prop. .,. . 5,600,000 6.7 54 5,400,000 6.6 55
Ferreira Deep . 1,974,400b 8.7 68 1,893,100b 8.5 68
Geduld Proprietary. .. . 1,757,000 6.9 58 1,900,000 7.1 59.5

106.000 6.3 59
Geldcnhuis Deep 1,669.500b 6.4 49 1.613,000b 6 4
Ginsberg 312,540 6 0a 278,213 6 7
Glencairn 587,920 3 6a 440,520 3 3a
Govt. G.M. Areas (M) 559,500 6.6 50 2,451,581 5.8 60
Knights Central 539,100 6 60 430,500 5 7 63
Knights Deep 2,777,000c 4 3 2.480,000c 4.2

2.59,000g 3.7 200,000g 3.9
Langlaagte Estate l,512,360d 886,396 5.97 50

187,221h
Luipaardsvlei Estate. . . 581,800 5.5 .. 660,365 5.5
Main Reef West 591.830 6.02 55 526.440 5.7 53
Meyer & Charlton 471,844 11.7 469,839 13 9 55
Modder B 2,800,400 8.3 55 2,772,540 8.6 55
ModdcrDeep 982,000 7 75 2,430,000 8 69

191,000g 10 3 62
NewGoch 917,088 3.16 825,900 5.27 84
New Heriot 581,124 8.1 46 588,315 8,1
New Klein font ein 1,658,481c 6.3 59 2.890,731c f 5.6 58
NewModrtorfontein. . 4,347,000b 8.1 62 6,334,500b 8.4 63
New Primrose 401,045 6 2a 335,463 6.8
New Ri"tfontein 51,737 7.55 31,131
New Unified 387,500 5.9a .. 371.0.37 5. .5a

Nourse Mines 1,795,600b 6.6 2,473.700b 6 4
Princess Estate 614,000 7.2 28.6 553,000 7 1 28.2
Randfontein Central. . . 6,818,929 6.5 .. 6,826,644 0.6
Rot)inson, Leader & S.

Reef 338,.300 10 4 .. 364,700 10.7
Robinson Reclaimablo. 469.100 330,100
Robinson Main R 772,900 4 3 534,300 4.4
Robinson Deep 1,538,000c 60 1,5.33.000c 59

346.000g 5.88 407.000g 5 8
Roodepoort United ... . 370,7.32 53 43 590,000 39 45

189,000e 5.4 45 227,000 5 9 43
Rose Deep 3,828,400 3 8 56 3,957,100b 5.5
Simmer & Jack 2,524,000c 5.4 2,320,000c 5.4

406,700g 4.7 348,000g 4 6
Simmer Deep 1,670,000 4.3 1,429,000 43

302,000g 4 6
Van Ryn 2,064,500 6.5 1,973,312 6 3 53
VanRvnDeep 1,9.53,843 S.6 55 l,692,349e 8. .5a

Village Deep 2,662.600b 6 6 60 2,833,470b 6.8 60
West Rand Cons 1,364,956 6.16 1,453,000 6 05 49

213.360g 340,000g 7
Witwatersr.ind 1,225,688 6 4a l,221.S79e 6 6a
Witwatersrand Deep... 1,666,000 6 8 50 1,707.400 6 2 50
Wolhuter.... 784.100 6.1 51 999,400 5,9 33
Xon-Crushing Cos.:

Cinderella Cons.. .. ,.. 613,000 6,35 .. i

231.000g
Jupiter 1,273,000 4 5 .. i

161,000g 4 1

Developing Cos.:
Springs Mines 553,000 10 3 52

*Or latest date in respective years. a Estimated recovery value. b In-
cludes shaft and boundary pillars, and also vaiutd ore to be rendered available
for stoping by current development. c Mining tons. d Payable and un-
payable. eMilUngtons. f Includes .\pex and IJenoni, Kleinfontein Section
alone, 1,781,231 tons, 5.47 dwts, over 59.6 in. g Partial. h Probable.
i Unchanged.

has a considerable life, whereas the Robinson is nearing

che close of its remarkable career. Bv June next it will

have produced £20,000,000 worth of gold, of which about

£13,000,000 constitutes profit. For the first seven years

of its existence the recovery was more than an ounce,

sometimes more than two ounces. For the last three years

it has been under 10 dwt. But working costs are now 14s.

per ton against 25s. in 1898 and 35s. to 40s. in the earliest

years of crushing.

m
Mica of Good (luallty, according to TJ. S. Consul E. C. Baker

at Chungking, is found near Sungpan, in the Szechwan Prov-
ince, and one of the large Chinese firms at Chungking with a
branch office in Shanghai is prepared to export this product.
The price delivered at Shanghai is between 9 and 10c. U. S. cy.

per lb. About 15,000 lb. can be delivered every year.

l®s.im<t ^U

A new and unique sampling plant was erected last year

at Hamburg, Germany. There is a large tonnage of

pyrites imported, and the plant has been erected primar-

ily for the purpose of sampling it. The pyrites consists

of hard lumps so that substantial crushing machinery is

required.

The ore is imported in large steamers which discharge

into lighters in one of the main harbors, whence it is

conveyed inland. A certain portion of the ore is dis-

charged from the ship into special lighters for sampling.

These special sample lighters are towed to the sampling

plant, which is shown in the illustration. The ore to

be sampled is discharged from the lighter by means of

a jib crane, as shown. The crane is provided with a

self-discharging bucket which empties the ore through a

trap-door in the roof of the building into a bin.

The progress of the ore may now l)e followed by re-

ferring to Fig. 2 which shows the layout of the plant

inside the sampling building. The ore passes from the

bin into a jaw crusher, which reduces it to 2-in. lumps.

Flii. 1. SAMl'LIN'G PL.\NT AT H.\MBURG

It then travels up a bucket elevator and through a

Brunton sampler, where four-fifths of the stream is re-

jected. The remaining fifth goes through the gyratory

crusher, which brings it do^vn to %-in. lumps ; thence up

a second inclined elevator to the top of a special automatic

sampling machine.

It is at this point that the unique and especially in-

teresting part of the process begins. This sampling

machine consists of a large steel frame about 14 ft. high,

in which are arranged three pairs of rolls. The largest,

at the top, are 20 in. in diameter and the other two

pairs are 16 in. and 12 in. respectively. Above the top

pair of rolls and intermediate between the different sets

there are three flat reciprocating vanes, or dividers, con-

nected together and arranged to flap from side to side,

so that during a portion of the time the ore striking

them is diverted in one direction and during the remainder

of the time in another. These reciprocating vanes wiU be

called flaps.

The first thing that happens to the stream of ore

entering the top of the machine is that four-fifths of

it is rejected by the reciprocating flap A (Fig. 3) in the

drawing. All three of these flaps are driven by cams
connecting rods in such a way that during one-fifth of

the time they are deflecting the stream of ore into the

rolls and during the remaining time they are diverting
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it out of the left-hand side of the machine. The (Irst

pair of rolls crushes the ore down to about I'V-in. lumps.

This crushed product then passes over the second flap,

the sample going through the second pair of rolls. After

another reduction it is finally crushed to the desired

degree of fineness by the last pair of rolls, when it goes

through the shaking screen B and thence to the bottle

filler C If there are any particles of ore which have not

been sufficiently reduced in size by the last pair of rolls,

they slide off- the side of the shaking screen upon a little

rubber-belt elevator, which carries them up and again

passes them through the final pair of rolls. In this way
the whole of the final sample is crushed to any requisite

fineness for the sample bottles.

One of the most interesting features of the machine is

the bottle filler. This consists of a revolvin"- table on

coiistruction, carries only one line sliaft and does not

have to support any inachini'ry whatever, the latter

being set upon foundations on the ground. From care-

ful tests made the results obtained have been extra-

ordinarily accurate, with only a minute difference in

the analyses from different bottles filled at the same

time bv this niiicliine and representing the same parcel

of ore.'

Before this phnit was installed the work in Hamburg
was done in a semi-automatic plant consisting of two'

crushers and a set of rolls, the ore being coned and divided

liy hand, by the old method, between crushings. One
lub in every 15 was taken from the ship and put through

this plant, and carrying on the process in this way it took

7 men in the plant working about 14 days to get through

the sampling of a 5000-ton cargo. With tlie new plant the

Lj uI 1,1 ui LJ uJ i-J n

FIG. 2. ARRANGEMENT OP THE SAMPLING PLANT PIG. 3. SAMPLING MACHINE

which the bottles are placed and over them an annular

hopper divided into" compartments so arranged that a

certain portion of the final sample is diverted and fed

into the bottle in such a way that a definite quantity

goes into the bottles and each bottle gets its correct

proportion. Another feature of the machine is the

provision of automatic adjustable feeders between the

sets of rolls for keeping the stream of ore practically

uniform. When each set of bottles is filled it is immedi-

ately removed, corked and sealed by the representatives of

both parties.

The rejects from the plant are all discharged on an

inclined belt conveyor, which carries them out through

the side of the building and up to the top of an adjacent

one, shown at the right of Fig. 1, the left-hand structure

in that photograph being the sampling building proper.

Probably this is the first time that a machine combining

in itself complete crushing and sampling-plant functions

has been built. The building containing it is of simple.

same operation is performed in 3 days by 3 men. The
whole plant is driven by a 65-hp. motor, the normal load

of which, however, is only about 40 horsepower.

Hegligeimce of Co^EsmploFees
By x\. L. H. Steeet*

A trammer in a Michigan copper mine having been

killed by the rolling of a large rock from a place in a

slope where it had been deposited for subsequent loading

by him and his crew, his widow brought suit against

the mining company. It appears that decedent had

been assured by the miners who excavated the rock and

passed it down to the level that the rock was safe, and

that it would be blasted in a few minutes to facilitate its

loading. The accident occurred before lilasting.

Attorney, St. Paul, Minn.
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In denying that the mining company was liable for

tlie accident, the Michigan Supreme Court hold.? that

the miners and trammers were fellow-servants in the

sense tliat the company was not liable for negligent

failure of the miners to blast immediately. It was further

decided that the miners' assurance concerning the safety

of the rock could not be deemed to have been given in

the capacity of representatives of the company, so as to

make it binding upon the company. ( Lesh vs. Tamarack
Mining Co., 152 Northwestern Reporter, 1021.)

By Joirx E. Rcitiiwell*

For measuring the continuous tlow of water or solution

in a concentrating, cyanide or leaching plant, the V-notch

weir is probably as simple and accurate a device as can be

used. The accompanying isometric drawing shows the

general features and dimensions of a measuring box .suit-

able for a flow of 200 gal. per minute, or 1200 tons per

day.

The box shown is made of light sheet steel with a 1-

in. angle around the top. It can also be built of 11/2- or

2-in. plank and made water tight when intended for ha,nd-

CONSTRUCTION OF THE V-NOTCH "W'EIR

ling acid solutions or when light sheet steel is not avail-

able. The weir partition is made of steel plate for use
with water and cyanide solution and is fastened into the

box by riveting or bolting, the joint all around being
made water-tight. The notch must be carefully and accu-
rately made at an angle of 45° and one side beveled back
at an angle of about 60°, the beveled side being placed
down stream, or on the overflow side.

The baffle partition is placed as shown, and has a space
of about 6 in. between its bottom edge and the bottom
of the box. This, together with the distributing plate,

serves to give a quiet surface ahead of the Aveir to which
the measurements can be made.

The hook gage is made of %-\-a.. round iron, steel, cop-

per or bronze as seems necessary, with a hook about 3 in.

long and fi^ in. wide, the end of the hook being pointed

•Mining engineer, S50 "R^ Broadway, Butte, Mont.
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aiiout as OIK' ])oiiits a lead peiii'il. The extreme point is

made spherical, about 5'^ in. diameter. A thread is cut on

tlie lono- part for about 13 in., and a handwheel, similar

to that used on a 1-in. globe valve, is threaded to screw

ou the rod. A vernier plate of brass is attached to the

rod as shown, and a gage pl.ite, ahso of brass, about 13 in.

long by ly^ ill- wide, accurately marked in inches, tenths

and twentieths, is made and the whole mounted on a

l)racket as shown attached to the baffle partition.

The box is now ready to Ije ])laced in the circuit of the

llow to be measured. It is leveled lengthwise, and a ver-

tical line from the apex of the notch should bisect the

liase or widest part of the notch. Tlien with a transit or

level and a special rod the point of the hook gage is set ab-

solutely level with the apex of the notch, and the gage ad-

justed to the zero of the vernier. It is now ready for

the water or solution to be turned in.

The flow is measured by turning the handwheel, thus

raising the hook, until it is observed to form a small

"pimple"' on the quiet surface of the water just above

its point. The reading of the gage is then made and

noted. Reference to the table with this reading or its

nearest twentieth gives the cubic feet and U. S. gallons

per minute with reasonable accuracy.

Then

— = tiji/i< per iiour

GPM X 6 = tons per day {2^ hr.)

If the tonnage flow for 34 hr. to zinc boxes is required

—

this flow is visually a fairly constant one—take the read-

ing every hour and note it on a record sheet. Then the

sum of the cubic feet represented by the individual read-

ings X 1.875 = tons per 34 hr. The factor used is based

on 33 cu.ft. per ton of solids of specific gravity 1.0033

at 60° F.

Having the assay per ton of the solution in Au and Ag
entering the boxes and the value per ton in the overflow,

which tonnage will be the same, the value deposited in

the boxes can be determined and a close check on the mill

operation obtained.

It is also possible, when a plant is so arranged to ob-

tain a check on the dry tonnage handled by determining

the specific gravity of the pulp in transit. An accurate

knowledge of the quantity flow is invaluable in both the

'"counter-current agitation" system ami the "countei--

current dilution and washing'" systems. In wet concen-

tration the measuring box is valuable in the control of

water flow at difl^erent points.

Automatic recording devices attached to the box will

give a fair check on the work of the mill, and increase the

vigilance of the men operating in the department so

controlled. The recorder should, however, be used only to

supplement the hook-gage measurement wheu solutions are

measured, as the float-operated or pressure-operated re-

corder results may be vitiated by the accumulation of

a deposit on the float, or a condition analogous to adsorp-

tion, in which air or gas bubbles attach themselves to the

float changing the displacement and thus the record. The

same reasons apply to the pressure diaphragm recorder.

A manufacturer in the East makes a "water-flow re-

corder,"' using the V-notch weir in connection with an in-

genious recording device that has calculation-saving fea-

tures, which, for such operators as can stand the invest-

ment, is prol-ably the most accurate device on the market.

For the small milling company whose treasury will not

permit such an expen.^e, but \\\\o»e mill operator is desir-

ous of a better control of the working of his plant, the

box described here in c(uinection with the accompanying

table offers a simple, accurate and comparatively inex-

pensive substitute.

Rtmssiaca C®ppeiP ©natp^t iira H^fl^*

The report of the Russian Copper Syndicate, '.Mcdj,"

for 1914 shows that copper smelteries failed to reach their

predicted output. Instead of exceeding that of the

previous year bv about 1 •").000,000 lb., the production

decreased, as is shown in the accompanying table.

ST.\TI.STICS OF RUSSIA.M COPPER PRODUCTION
1910 49.773,990 lb. 1913 73,967.471 11).

1911 56,476,401 lb. 1914 71,0SSi,312 lli.

1912 74,485,216 lb.

The 4%. decrease of 3,879.158 lb. last year is attrib-

uted by the report to the war, which caused the shutdown

of the Dzansul plant of the Caucasus Copper Co.. pre-

vented resumption by the Kwarzchana works of Siemens'

Successors and reduced the working forces in general.

There was a recession in the first half of the year on the

part of the smelteries, excepting Kyshtim and Werk-

Issetsk.

The prodiiition of the smelteries for 191.5 is estimated

in the report as follows:

ESTIMATED RUSSIAN COPPER PRODUCTION IN 1915

Lb. Inc. or Dec.
Demidov Estate 2,708,250 —86,844
Bogoslov Works 7,222,000 —1,279,629
Werk-Issetsk Works 11,555,200 -1-5,276,682
Kyshtim 24,554,800 4-7,360,120
Spassky Copper Mine 10,833,000 -1-359,402
Siberian Copper Co 1,444,400 -(-544,249
Alexejev 1,444,400 -f 609.789
Caucasus Ind. & Metal Co 10.110,000 -M, 113,235
Siemens' Sucessors 1,083,300 —695.045
Caucasus Copper Co —6,952,547
Various works 7,222,000 -f 840,424

78,177,350 -f-7,089,334

According to the report, 91.8% of the total Russian

copper production was by Medj Syndicate works, against

95.7% in 1913. The total Russian copper consumption

amounted in 1914 to 74,831,403 lb., which is 383,371 lb.

more than in 1913 and 9,956,916 lb. more than in 1913.

It appears that the domestic production of smelteries

and electrolytic refiiiej?ies is not sufficient to meet the

home demand.

ffiffiiffiiuamm ^.tmc )Si'afl3satle nim 11^

The Geological Survey reports that the quantity of

aluminum consumed in the United States in 1914

was 79,139,000 lb., against 73,379,000 lb. in 1913 and
65,607,000 lb. in 1913. The value of the exports of

aluminum and of manufactures of aluminum amounted
to $1,546,510 in 1914, as compared with $966,094 in

1913. The quantity of crude and scrap aluminum im-

ported in 1914 was 16,341,340 lb., against 33,185,775

lb. in 1913. In addition manufactures of aluminum
valued at $1,308,036 were imported in 1914, an increa,se

of $317,807 over the previous year.

The production of bauxite in 1914 was 319,318 long

tons, an increase of 9077 tons over 1913, and the largest

quantity ever reported.

*TransIated from the German.
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Dettanls ©f Prs\ciiicg\l Miiml™
^iiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiwiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^^

(Coirdlwroodl SiEadl TBrnmlbeiPS

By J. D. HuBBAKU*

The cordwood problem at many mines is more or less

a serious one in relation to costs. The majority of mines

are situated in mountainous regions where steep grades

obtain, making hauling of any kind a serious cost factor.

At the Oriental Consolidated mines in Chosen a great

amount of cordwood is consumed annually. The cost

of hauling cordwood and timbers in carts and on pack

trains on the steeper trails became greater as the more

available timber was cut off. Finally an employee of

the company suggested the present plan, which was

adopted and which resulted in a great saving to the

company.

A steel cable was swamg and well anchord at both ends,

with sxifficient height above ground to keep the bundles

of wood from striking, and with a grade of at least 25°.

Spans of 4000 or 5000 ft. are not too long. Old steel

The hemp ropes are used over and out again, being

gathered up and returned to the top landing by the coolie

carriers employed for the purpose. Mining timbers of

average length are transported the same way. The whole
device is simple in the extreme and can be readily in-

stalled with a small amount of labor. The illustrations

exemplify the simplicity of the operation.

Bv Phillips N. Case*

A few years ago the average mining operator consid-

ered a roller-bearing mine ear a luxury to be indulged in

only by the nio.st fastidious. Today roller bearings in

mine cars are acknowledged to be essentials in obtaining

maximum efficiency. In metal mines the use of roller-

bearing cars is now felt to be imperative ; the reduction

of haulage expense also constitutes a vital problem in coal

mines on account of the long hauls, heavy tonnage and

"TRIPPING" LOAD OP CORDWOOD BY CABLE

cables, after being used to their limits for hoisting, may
be used for this work. They are worn out by friction

eventually, but greasing the cable from the upper end
lessens the wear on the rope.

The wood is placed in bundles on a frame, a short length

of hemp rope slung around it and fastened to the "rider"

by a simple timber hitch. The rider is notched at the

proper place to receive the hemp rope, and at another

place to ride the cable. The bundle of wood is then tripped

and gravity does the rest, the bundle taking care of itself

upon striking a kimper at the lower end. The wood is

spread over the landscape somewhat upon striking, but

is easily gathered up. The amount of splintering depends

on the kind of bumper used, and experience shows the

l)est plan.

•Mining engineer, 832 MiHs Building, San Francisco, Calif.

IINLiiAlUNO WOOD AT UPPKIi ION]) nV CABLE

motor haulage now usually encountered in the large opera-

tions. In a recent tour of practically every important

Western mining district, I did not find a single locality

in which roller-bearing mine cars were not in evidence.

As the mining profession has now come to realize that

the consideration of roller bearings in connection with

liaulage problems is of paramount importance in the

economy of power, oil, labor and maintenance, an outline

of the several standard methods of applying roller bear-

ings to mine oars, together with a brief statement of the

conditions under wliieh each is especially applicable, may
not be amiss.

The methods of installing roller bearings in mine cars

may be classified under three heads -(1) wheel hub, (2)

inside box and (.'3) outside box. The wheel-hub applica-

•Sales enKineer, Hyatt Roller Bearing Co., Newark, N. J.
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tion (Figs. 1, 2 and 3) is at present in most oommoii
use, owing in part to the fact that it is a simple, eeononiical

(onstnution that does not materially alter the design of

the car boxes and trucks in use previous to the adoption
of roller-bearing equipment. Moreover, as the bearing is

in the hub, the height of the car body is not necessarily

increased over that required with the use of a plain bear-

ing. This point is particularly advantageous in cases

where the head room is limited. In addition, this con-
struction does not involve incasing the axle, as in the con-
struction shown in Fig. 4. Where the track gage is wide
such casing would prove heavy and cumbersome.

Coxsid::ratioxs ix Desigxing Applications of
THE Wheel-Hub Type

Though the wheel-hub application has in its favor the

points enumerated, there are several factors that must be
carefully considered when designing a wheel-hub instal-

lation in order to obtain a high efficiency. The most im-
portant of these is the thrust exerted by the flange when
the car is rounding a curve. As the wheel hub is not a

wheel revolving about the bearings, there is a tendency

for the oil to leak out unless well packed. The hollow-

spiral rollers of the Hyatt bearings constitute oil reservoirs

and as the .spirals are alternately right and left hand, a

thorougli circulation of oil is assured.

Three Wheel-Hi-h Applicatioxs

There are many methods by which Ijearings may be

properly installed in the wheel hub—more, in fact, than I

shall attempt to describe here. However, Figs. 1, 2 and ;5

illustrate three efficient methods of applying roller i)car-

ings, either solid or spiral, in the hub. The cotter-pin

application (Fig. 1) presents small opportunity for fric-

tion at the outer end of the wheel hub, while the large plate

washer at the inside end affords a broad surface for receiv-

ing thrusts and in this application is well lubricated by
oil from the bearings. At the outer end of the hub, a steel

compression ring fits around a leather washer on the axle,

thus effectually eliminating leakage of oil at this point.

The application in which the wheel is held on the axle

by means of a collar (Fig. 2) is an example of a strong

Fig- 1 Fig. 2 Fig. 3

THREE WHEEL-HUB APPLICATIOXS OF ROLLER BEARINGS TO MINE CARS

rigid box, the thrust that the flange receives from the

track on the curve exerts a turning moment against the

inside end of the bearing. Therefore, in order that the

rollers may not be injured by this thrust, it is essential

that the bearing project far enough inside of the load line

to take care of this severe duty. To accomplish this,

it is best to place the bearing in the hub in such a way
that the center line of the bearing coincides with the

track gage. Moreover, if this rule be followed, the load is

centered, resulting in a uniform distribution of the weight,

in the case of flexible bearings affording a full line of con-

tact, when the car is traveling on a straight track. It

may be readily understood that because of the resilience

inherent in the construction of hollow-spiral rollers, this

type of roller bearing is superior to any solid-roller bearing

in resisting effectually the severe flange thrust. Another

point to be considered is the fact that with a bearing in

the hub of a wheel, it is usually difficult to exclude dirt,

this being particularly true in cars which are side-dumped.

This point should therefore be weighed when design-

ing a wheel with such a bearing, iloreover, with the

wheel embodying simple construction, with a solid hub

at the outer end, affording no opportunity for dirt to enter

or oil to leak at this point. In this case the thrust is taken

by the collar.

Fig. 3 illustrates a well-designed application of the

cap type. Where a cap is employed at the outer end of the

hub, it is essential that it be held securely. In this de-

sign this is accomplished by threading the cap on the hub,

and yet the bearing is readily accessible by simply un-

screwing the cap. The end thrust is taken by the collar

on the axle.

Selectiox' Depexds Upox Operatixg Coxditioxs

The wheels above described are representative examples

of applications in common use, a selection depending upon

the conditions at the particular mine in which they are

to be used and also upon the ideas of the mine operator.

Wliatever methods of applying roller bearings in the wheel

hub may be favored by any particular mining man, in my
opinion it is an advantage to employ a round axle which
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is free to turn and thus slips around slightly from time

to time, evenly distributing around the axle the load

transmitted by the rollers.

Inside-Box Applications

Considering the application of the inside box to the

roller bearing, this may be subdivided into two classes

—

(1) the Anaconda type of wheel and axle shown in Fig.

4, and (3) the angle-iron type shown in Fig. 5, in which

the boxes at opposite ends of the axles are braced by angle

irons. In the latter type it will be noted that a beveled,

self-aligning box is used. This has a decided advantage on

be raised above the wheel and the axle must project be-

yond the wheel, so that this ts'pe of equipment is pro-

hibited in narrow or low haulageways. However, many
mines employ spacious main-haulage tunnels, through

which trains may be hauled by motors at considerable

speed, thus affording ideal opportunity for the use of this

installation. As an illustration of the efficiency which

may be obtained under these conditions, a mine in Idaho

may he cited. The entrance is by a tunnel about two
miles in length, through which long trains are hauled at

a high rate of speed by electric motors. Upon a recent

visit to this mine I was informed that the first of these

INSIDE-BOX TYPES OF ROLLER-BEARING WHEELS AND AXLES FOR MINE CARS

uneven tracks, as an opportunity is afforded the box to

maintain its alignment. However, except in the case of a

wide-gage track, the Anaconda design is undoubtedly pref-

erable, for here the casing affords a rigid box and the

whole design is therefore more conducive to stability. In

connection with the Anaconda type, the self-aligning box

would undoubtedly be an improvement. The thrust in

the Anaconda wheel and axle is taken on the hea\T flange

washers which are threaded over each end of the box pro-

tecting the end of the bearings. It should be observed

that one wheel is loose on the axle, being held by a cotter

pin, while the other is pressed on the axle. The purpose
of this is to afford a differential in rounding curves. Ow-
ing to the fact that the inside-box applications necessi-

tate slightly greater head room over that required in the

case of a plain bearing, there are some instances where
they are inapplicable. However, the inside-box type rep-

resents in many respects a more efficient application than

any wheel-hub type and has become popular in the metal

mines in such districts as Montana, Arizona, Idaho, Colo-

rado and Lake Superior.

OtJTSiDE-Box Type Most Efficient

In considering the outside-box application (Fig. 6), it

may be stated at the outset that where applicable this is

the most efficient installation. In the design illustrated,

the thrust is taken at the inside end of the box (A, Fig.

6). But this i)oint could be easily modified so that

the thrust would be taken between the end of the axle and
the cap, in which case the surfaces would be well lubri-

cated by oil flowing from the bearings. In regard to the

felt packing at the inner end of the box, it may be well

to call attention to the method of compressing a square

felt packing into a tapered recess.

It will be observed that in the case of the outside-box

apjilications, the bottom of the car body must necessarily

tunnel cars—equipped with Hyatt roller bearings in out-

side boxes—covered 3000 miles in four months, without

any attention and without any ill effects. At present all

the cars in this tunnel are equipped with these bearings.

The capacity of the cars ranges from 3 to 4 tons of ore,

and the service is severe ; nevertheless, excellent results are

OUTSIDE-BOX APPLICATION

being obtained. Such experiences prove that it is possible

in the case of an outside-box application, and to -a lesser

degree in the case of an inside box, to use with perfect

safety bearings of shorter length than would be required

were they installed in the wheel hub. With large cars

and heavy loads this is a decided advantage.
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^lill operators have been patiently awaiting .some

technical description of the Marcy ball mill, which has

been tried with apparent success and is being installed in

some of the larger plants at the present time. No descrip-

tion by the inventor has been forthcoming, because of

pending patent applications, but U. S. pat. 1,137,878,

granted to F. E. Marcy on ilay 4, 1913, gives a general

description of the mill in question.

The llarcy ball mill is of the drum-type, equipped

with the usual spiral feeder and loaded with pebbles or

balls as may be required. The drum is divided into

two parts—the crushing compartment, equipped with

lifters to insure the elevation and dropping of the balls

to secure maximum crushing efficiency, and a small com-

partment at the end of the mill, separated from the

crushing space by means of a manganese-steel plate and

iniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

It is clcnr that by constantly removing the solution and

]iulp I'niin the bottom of the crushing drum, a removal

of the material already sufficiently finely ground is

accomplished rapidly and no energy is lost in doing work

where it is not required. The coarser material is left

in a comparatively dry state upon the balls or pebbles,

and the crushing and grinding action of the mill can

have maximum effect upon it. The accompanying draw-

ing shows a longtitudinal view and partial cross-section

of the mill, giving a clear idea of its construction and

operation.

Bv Edgai! Hall*

The Ropp roaster although extravagant in fuel has

nany good points. It can Ijb built cheaply, costs little

for repairs and requires no great amount of brains to

keep it at work. The use of producer gas reduces the

fuel bill, and doubtless it would not be difficult to devise

means of conserving heat and lessening the excessive

influx of cold air, -which would effect further economies.

Possibly they have already been introduced, although as

yet undescribed in the technical journals. About 10

years ago a Ropp roaster, supplied to the Mount Morgan

Gold ^Mining Co., was purchased by the Silver Spur

Mining Co., and has been in use ever since, roasting a

complex zinc-lead-copper ore in preparation for matte

smelting.

The machine as supplied by the patentees was fed by

two Challenge ore feeders—one on each side of the slot

—

and the four rake carriages had flangeless wheels which

were prevented from running off the semi-circular turns

in the rails at each end of the furnace by small bogie

iin<ler-carriages of an elaborate character. Both feeders

and rakes had numerous wearing parts requiring constant

attention and lubrication, particularly the bogies on which

the consumption of oil, owing to the heat in passing

through the furnace, was enormous for the work done.

It was soon evident that improvement was possible in

these parts of the machine.

The Challenge feeders were abandoned for the single,

overbalanced, tripping type of feeder shown in the accom-

panying drawings. This is an advantage in every respect.

It requires less power, less attention, feeds more evenly

on each side of the slot and has cost nothing for repairs

and practically nothing for hibrication, only an occasional

drop of dirty oil from the engine being required. In

first cost the comparison is :is great, since only one

storage hopper is needed and the feeder itself can be made
in a day by a .skillful blacksmith, using short ends of plate

and rod.

Feeders of this type w^ere in use long ago, in tin-

dressing sheds for supplying water to slime tables, but

•Silver Spur Mining Co., Silverspur. Queensland, Australia.

DIAGRAM OF THE MARCY BALL MILL

havin- perforations about Vg-in. wide. In this end

compartment there are radial screens and lifters, the

lifter forming the bottom of a box the top of which is

formed by the screen itself. These are the finishing

screens, and material which will pass through them is

considered as being of finished size. The material passing

through the screens is diverted by arrangement of the

compartment so that it will be discharged through the

central orifice; while the oversize—material which re-

mains on the screen—is diverted back into the mill

through a proper opening. The screens and lifters form

a box, as has been stated, and are placed so that they may
be removed from the outside of the mill for rearrangement

or cleaning. In order to give the screens maximum effi-

ciency and to increase their life, an arrangement of pipe

is made so that water or solution under head can be

thrown against them while the screen is passing through

the upper half of the circle formed l>y a cross-section of

the mill.

The action of the lifters, in addition to forming

the bottom of the box and assisting in the screening

operation, is to maintain a low pulp level in the mill.
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I have not heard of anj- being used for dry material.

There is no reason why they should not be more generally

used. For finely crushed ore they work well and probably

would be satisfactory on any fairly uniform material of

moderate size. At Silverspur the ore was crushed to

pass 1%-in. square holes, but at times the feed was larger.

The feeder consists of two short chutes {GHNM and

HJPN, Fig. 1) of steel plate set together at an angle

and placed immediately over the slot and under the mouth
of a storage hopper, to the timber frame of which it is

fastened. It is free to move on the axle B, but is kept in

position by the pin C, Fig. 2, acting against the shoulder

of the block A, Figs. 1 and 2, rivetted to the outside of

the chutes. The pin C, is held in position by the spring

D and is moved by the cam E acting on a small disk F,

revolving loosely in a slot in C. The cam E is attached

by a rod i^ to a shoe (not shown) which is struck by a

cam on the rope sheave which drives the rakes.

The revolution of the sheave brings the cam over the

shoe connected with rod L, which pushes the pin C out

from one side of the block A, releasing the chute GHNM,
which then tips over and is again fixed by the return of

pin C—through tlie action of the spring D as soon as the

*f fioti fo Cam on Rope Wheel

Fi6.a

FEEDER FOR ROPP ROASTER

cam on the rope wheel has passed the shoe—to the other

side of the block A. The next movement of E reverses

the action. The mouth of the hopper K, Fig. 3, is pro-

vided with a sliding shutter worked by a screw by which
the feed can be adjusted to fill the chute to the amount
required for easy working of the feeder.

It is obvious that one side or the other of the chute is

always level and parallel mth the mouth of the hopper,

and that when the slide is open the crushed ore will

fall through and pile up on the chute until the opening
is blocked by the natural slope of the small pile so

formed. Fig. 3 illustrates in diagrammatic form the

working of the appliance. The mouth of hopper K
being open and the chute shown in dotted lines in the

position G'B'N'M', a small pile of ore forms and blocks

the openings. Presently the revolution of the rakes causes

cam E to move pin C, when the weight of ore on the

chute G'H'N'M' overbalances the chute and it falls over

and discharges its load on the floor of the furnace on

the left side of the slot. The chute now has the position

GHJ and is filled with ore on the side HJPN in like

manner, and at the next movement of cam E falls over

and discharges an equal quantity of ore on the floor of

the furnace on the right side of the slot. By increasing

the number of cams on the rope wheel the quantity fed

can be multiplied to any extent, and will remain equally

divided between the two sides of the furnace. The feeder

of the size shown was equal to 20 tons per day with one

cam only on the rope wheel.

I next tackled the rakes which, in spite of the elaborate

bogies, would not keep on the rails. The ubiquitous

greased flat-sheet of the miners suggested itself. It was
easy to try it and I did ; the experiment succeeded. The
result was that the semicircle of rails at each end of

the furnace was taken up and circular tracks of smooth-

faced cast iron put in their places. The bogies were

removed and the rake carriages placed on fixed axles

carrying ordinary mine-truck flanged wheels. The flanged

wheels run in the usual manner over the straight lines

of rails under the slot and on the return line outside

the furnace, but in turning at the ends of the furnace

they run on the rims of the flanges over the cast-iron plate

tracks, the greased surface of which allows the revolving

wheels to jjerform easily the small slithering movement
needed to enable them to follow the rope around the

semicircle. Wooden guides fitted at the side of the

entrance of the straight lines of rails lead the wheels

safely off the plate track to the rails.

The improvement is immense. By dispensing with the

bogies the weight of the four rakes is lessened by 1064 lb.,

nearly half a ton less to be hauled constantly around and
through the furnace, and friction is much reduced. There
is a great saving of time as the rakes seldom leave the

rails and there is no stoppage for oiling the many moving
parts of the bogies. The cost for lubricant falls to

almost nothing, as waste oil from other machinery can

be used for the tracks and the constant renewal bill for

bogie parts and rollers disappears.

These alterations have stood the test of years, and are

described on the chance that the methods may be ap-

plicable to other machines involving similar movements.

By C. R. Morris*

During a series of experiments carried out at the

Mexican mill, Virginia City, Nev., it was found that

there was not much difference in the mill between using

one or two pounds of lead acetate. Our acetate supply

EFFECT OF LITHARGE AND LEAD ACETATE ON
EXTRACTION

Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.
Heads, oz. Ag 629 714 72S 661 878
TaUs, oz. Ag lOS 112 135 65 79
Extraction, per cent S3 84 S2 90 91
Lead acetate, lb 1% 2 .. H 14
Litharge, lb .. .. % %
Cost per ton, c 14 .22 .09 .09

failed in October and on this account we were compelled

to use litharge, putting it into the tube mill three times

a day. The extraction appeared to be as good as with

the use of lead acetate. In November we received a

supply of lead acetate and used both salts, % lb. of

litharge in the tube mill and I/4 lb, of lead, acetate

in the agitators. This combination of salts gave a better

extraction. Results are shown in the accompanying
table.

•Superintendent, Mexican mill, Virginia City, Nov
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A IRapndl Meftlhodl f®r Waslhiia^

By E. J. Hall*

The suggestion by W. S. Black, in the Journal of

Dec. 26, 1914, for an improvement in the time-honored

method of parting and washing gold-silver beads appeared

so attractive that I immediately set up his apparatus,

except for the interposition of a bottle containing a

solution of sodium carbonate between the suction bottle

and metal piping to the pump—the fumes from hot

acid were strong—and found that the method met all

his claims.

I believe, however, that the proposals mentioned below

are improvements. As stated by Mr. Black, there is

FIG.I

APPARATUS FOR WASHING GOLD BUTTONS

little trouble from the loss of fine gold, and the saving

is closer than by decantation. If the fine gold starts to

move across the bottom of the cup, the velocity of the

liquid may be retarded or stopped by pinching the rubber

tube. Here there may be some trouble with the apparatus

as described, with a good head of water, since the

Eichards pump is capable of giving a vacuum of nearly

30 in. of mercury, and when the pressure on the tubing

is released, everything in the cup is likely to disappear

if the suction tube is not instantly removed. To over-

come this difficulty a vacuum regulator is inserted in the

line beyond the suction bottle. This is the common
mercury bottle illustrated by Fig. 3, and is frequently

used in suction filtration and where such apparatus as

pipettes and burettes are filled by suction. The suction

is regulated by the height of mercury above the bottom

of the relief tube, and will be found satisfactory for

this work at one inch.

•Department of MetaUurgy, Columbia University, New
York City.

The common practice in parting is to add strong acid

or wash water as soon as the liquid has been decanted

and to put the cups back on the hot plate, or else after

decanting to place the cups on a table until this operation

is completed. Then the succeeding liquid is added and

the cups replaced on the stove. For dispensing the liquid

either a beaker or the method suggested by Mr. Black

is used, though the latter cannot be successfully employed

for strong nitric acid. This procedure is at variance with

Mr. Black's treament—where the cups are allowed to

dry and bake between applications—and, on the average,

will give cleaner gold.

The addition of acid and water from a beaker to the

cups without taking them from the stove, immediately

following removal of the solution, proved unsatisfactory

and therefore the liquid-dispensing bottle illustrated in

Fig. 1 was constructed. The bottom of a narrow-mouth

glass bottle was cut off. Next a piece of 5-mm. glass

tubing was cut true on one end and the edges slightly

rounded in a blow-pipe flame. The other end was

softened and pressed in with a pointed instrument at

four places (a, Fig. 1), leaving just sufficient clearance

for a 3-mm. glass rod to pass freely. The top of a 3-mm.

glass rod was held vertically and rotated in the blow-pipe

flame until a ball 6 to 7 mm. in diameter had formed.

The rod was inverted and ball heated till it assumed

a pear shape and was then allowed to cool. This was

inserted into a tube, a paste of 60-mesh emery applied

at the point of contact between bulb and tube and ground

to a good seat, then polished with a paste of 150-mesh

emery, obtaining a perfectly tight valve. Almost any

abrasive may be used. A ball formed on the other end

of the rod prevents it slipping from the tube. To cement

the valve in place it is inserted in the small end of a cork

about % in. and introduced into the neck of the bottle

from the inside; the neck is then filled from the mouth

with sulphur-sand cement and when set the cork is

removed. The dispensing bottle is then set in a wide-

mouth bottle, its shoulders resting on the top, and may be

filled with any desired liquid.

The details of parting with the apparatus are as follows

:

After the action of the weak acid on the beads has ceased,

the cups are filled with distilled water—to dilute the

silver nitrate—by lowering the glass rod of the dispensing

bottle into the cup and pressing on the bottom, thereby

opening the vahe. When a cup is full, the bottle is

raised and the valve closed. When the cups are full the

water may be changed and strong parting acid used or

another dispensing bottle procured.

If 4-cm. Royal Meissen capsules (Fig. 2) are used

instead of the customary crucibles, a slight pressure with

the suction tube at the point where the bottom curves

into the side of the cup will cause the cup to tilt suffi-

ciently to permit complete removal of the liquid. Another
advantage of these capsules is their self-righting charac-

ter, which makes them more convenient to handle. The
suction tube is then moved to the next cup, and wliile
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the solution is being removed, strong parting acid is

added to the preceding cup from the dispensing bottle,

thus preventing premature drying of the gold and en-

abling the carrying out of two operations at once. After

all the cups have been treated in this manner the acid

is diluted and the operation repeated, using water instead

of acid. If the beads are sufficiently high in silver to

part completely or nearly so in tlie weak acid, one water

wash will usually be found sufficient, particularly if the

silver is not over 50 mg. We found that the working

time of parting had been reduced approximately one-half

by the above procedure and its unpleasantness by 90%.
Therefore, Mr. Black is to be commended for his sugges-

tion on a process which is so old that no one imagined it

could be improved.

iem^iPim^^Q, Gw^^^^&eisas^mrai

The method here ilescribed has been used at the plant

of the St. John del Rey Company, at Morro Yelho, Brazil,

and has proved satisfactory. It is operated by native

assistants without any diffitnilty and yields accurate re-

sults which have been carefully checked against the

evaporation methods. Tlie method is based on tlie pre-

cipitation of gold by means of zinc shavings, or rather

by a zinc-lead couple, from the boiling solution, in the

presence of considerable quantities of silver and lead salt.

Sufficient silver is introduced to yield with the gold a

suitable parting alloy. The presence of lead salts causes

the formation of a zinc-lead couple which facilitates the

complete liijeratiiui of tlie metallic gold from the solu-

tion and yields a bulky ])recipitate of lead and precious

metals which .settles easily and thus insures the ready and

complete carrying down of the precipitated gold.

The stock solutions consist of a silver solution con-

taining one grain of silver for each 10 c.c. Thirty-si.x

grams of silver-nitrate crystals are dissolved in water,

sodium cyanide added in small quantities lantil the pre-

cipitate which fir.st forms is redissolved, and the solution

then diluted to 2% liters. The sodium cyanide solu-

tion is a 10% mixture, 250 to 260 grams of sodium
cyanide being dissolved in water and diluted to 21A liters.

Sodium-phimbite solution contains 65 grams of lead ace-

tate dissolved in water with sodium-hydrate solution

added until the precipitate first formed just redissolves,
• and the solution diluted to 2i/o liters. This solution

is preferred to the simple acetate solution usually em-
ployed, since it insures the alkalinity of the liquid and
the consequent absence of free hydrocyanic acid which
might otherwise tend to carry back some gold into the

solution.

The procedure is to take one ])ound, or 7000 grains,

or 453.6 c.c. of the solution for assay; this volume is

poured into a flask of U/^ liters' capacity and the silver

solution added. For rich solutions, 15 c.c. of the silver

solution is used, and for the poorer solutions and for

wash waters only 5 c.c. Next, 10 c.c. of the sodium
cyanide solution is added, then 5 c.c. of the jilumbite

'solution, and the mixture shaken.

Then, 20 grams of zinc shavings is placed in the solu-

tion and the contents of the flask gently boiled for half an

••Excerpts from an article by D. M. Levy and Harold Jones,m 'BuUetin No. 12S" of the Institution of Mining and Metal-
lurgy, M:iy 1.1, i;iir,

a®irti

hour and then filtered at once through a !i-in. filter paper,

the clear filtrate being rejected. To the fla.sk containing

the solution and shavings, a little water is added, about

20 cc, only just so much being required as will pre-

vent the cracking of the flask by the drying and heat

produced on the sub.sequent addition of the acid, then

TO c.c. of commercial hydrochloric acid. After the com-

plete solution of the zinc, the contents of the flask are

poured on the filter, flask and filter being subsequently

well washed with water.

The wet filter is transferred to an assay crucible,

dried slowly in the furnace and carbonized at moderate

heat. The crucible is withdrawn from the fire and a

flux is then added, consisting of this mixture:

FLUX FOR MELTING THE PRECIPIT.-VTE
Red lead.. 12 '^ Krams Flour 2 grams
Borax 22 H grams Powdered glass. . . 2 grams
Sodium carbonate. 12 H grams Potassium nitrate. 2 grams
Sodium chloride.. 2 grams

The crucible is then returned to the furnace and the

charge run do-ivn in the usual manner, from 20 to 30 min-

utes being required to complete the fusion, after which
the contents of the crucible are poured into a conical

mold, the metallic button detached when the mass has

cooled, and cupelled in a small magnesite cupel, the re-

sulting beads being jiarted directly in the usual manner,
usual manner.

ana Mntliric^i

The following note on copper determination by elec-

trolysis is by H. Clonkey of the Forest Products Labor-

atory, iladison. Wis. (Joiini. Ind. Eiuj. Chem., ilarcli,

1914) :

In the electrolytic determination of copper from nitric-

acid solutions the deposit is bright and adherent, if the

correct acidity-concentration conditions have been main-
tained. When the acid concentration is too low the film

has a dull look and may not be adherent. If the acid

concentration is too high a long time will bo required

completely to deposit the metal, althouah the deposit

will be bright.

In those cases where it is inconvenient to limit the

amount of free acid in bringing the co]>per into solution

in preparing for the electrolysis, and where the results

of the iinalysis are needed in the shortest possible time

for control work, this excess acidity can be easily con-

trolled by a little powdered sodium acetate.

In preparing the solution for electrolysis all the nitric

acid can be used that is necessary to bring quickly into

solution the copper, copper salts, or compounds contain-

ing co]i]ier. Tlien, after the electrodes have been mounted,
the current .switched on and current density adjusted,

if the copper does not promptly start to plate out, f\

little sodium acetate dusted into the solution wall fix

the excess of nitric acid which is dissolving the copper

film as fast as formed.

The change in the character and speed of deposition

will be almost instantaneous, and the deposit will be

bright, adherent, and formed in the minimum of time.

The treatment of the solution with an excess of, sodium
acetate at the end of a deposition in order to change
the free nitric acid to sodium nitrate, and thus enable

the electrodes to be removed without previous washing,
has been recommended often, and the action is the same
in both cases, differina; onlv in decfree.
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Men MOMimM Firac^lc'

:<YN0PSI8—The Broken Hill lode is not of

(jreat extent, l>ut the large varieli/ of ore produced

makes necessary a dirersitij of iiiitling practices.

Breaking, crusliing. grinding ami regrinding are

about in confonniig to usual practice. Screen

sizing is preferred lo In/draulic classification.

Both jigs and concentrating tnldcs arc used.

Although the Broken Hill lode in New South Wales,

Australia, is only two miles in extent, the characteristics

of the ore in the various mines render the adoption of

a standard method of treatment impracticable. The ore

consists mainly of lead and zinc sulphides, quartz,

rhodonite and garnet sandstone, and it is the varying

quantities of the gangue constituents, as well as the

variation in degree of crystallization of the mineral

contents, which enforce the need of different methods.

PoWEli AND CliU.SllIXG SYSTEMS

Some of the mills are driven by steam engines directly

connected with the main mill shaft by rope drive. Of

late years, however, the general tendency has been toward

the installation of three-pha.se induction motors, each

important machine or group of machines being driven

by a separate motor. The current for driving the motors

in the mill is usually generated at a central power plant.

The practice is to run each mill in sections, usually of

about 1500 tons per week capacity, so arranged that a

breakdown in any section only temporarily stops that

sec'tion and not the whole mill.

Magnets are used at the head of the crushing system

to remove lumps of iron, and grizzlies are in general

use. The gyratory crusher is preferred to the jaw type.

The present tendency is to crush iiner than formerly with

the gyratory breaker so as to increase the roll capacity,

the size of the product leaving the gyratories being

about 11/2 in. With an ore such as that in the Junction

North mine, containing a high percentage of extremely

hard rhodonite, this is particularly desirable. In such

a ease it is usually necessary to have two gyratory

crushers in series, a grizzly at the head of each machine.

With a moderately hard ore, a single gyratory will crush

45 tons per hr. from B in. down to 11/2 in- The average

horsepower per machine is about 30, but there is often

a peak load as high as 50 hp. A small jaw breaker

following the gyratory for intermediate reduction, which

used to be a feature of Broken Hill practice, has been

dispensed with almost entirely.

Extensive Use of Rolls

The roller system is usually employed for feeding

the ore from the bins to shakin';- screens at the head of the

rolls. A flange roller, 10 in. in diameter and 15 in.

long, traveling from 4 to 8 r.p.m.—the rate being regu-

lated by a ratchet and pawl—is used. The quantity of

feed is regulated by a door worked by a rack-and-pinion

over the roller, and in some cases the door is tapped

automatically by a rod from the shaking-screen gear so

as to keep the ore in motion. Shaking screens at the

head of the rolls are now universally used. The im-

•Excerpts from an article in "Mining and Engineering Re
iTiew," Melbourne, May 5, 1915.

portance of elliriciil screening ahead of the rolls is often

overlooked, but bad screening at this point causes undue

sliming and is often the cause of low recovery, especially

in the case of a hard ore. Shaking screens, suspended

from above by hickory springs or eye-bars, are rigidly

connected to the eccentrics which drive them.

In the South mill the feed is first treated on a narrow

shaking screen and the reground oversize is afterwards

separately treated in trommels. In the British mill a

corrugated screen is used to keep the ore well agitated

m passing over the screen. The average number of

bumps given to the shaking screens is 250 per min. The

screens are usually lined with steel-slotted material

having a 3-mm. aperture, although in the softer types

of ores it is screened to 4 mm. for jigging purpose.

Cornish slow-speed rolls, 36 in. by 18 ft., are almost

always used on this field. Their speed is 15 to 25

r.p.m. The shells are made of toughened chrome steel

and have double-cone centers bolted together, so that

when worn they are easily removed. In some cases the

rolls are both gear driven. In other cases one of the

rolls is driven by friction. The general practice is to

have one roll plain and the other flanged, the plain roll

working inside the flanged one. Strong rubber or iron

springs are used in all cases. Running the rolls fairly

wide open, with a large oversize return, is the usual

practice. No lateral movement is given, as the shaking

screen at their head provides for even wear.

Series Crushing to Reduce Sliming

Series crushing in rolls, theoreticaly supposed to reduce

sliming, has been j)roven by practical tests to be un-

economical. One large Broken Hill mill which for years

has been working two sets in series has now gone back

to a single set, the feed being crushed finer in the

]irimary reduction of the ore. Experiments with high-

speed rolls have demonstrated their inferiority. The

average capacity of a set of rolls is 1500 tons ])er week,

crushing from lV2-in. size through a 3-mm. slotted

screen ; the average horsepower is 30.

From the roll screens the ore goes into the jigging

system. It has been found essential to remove fine sand

and slime from the jig feed, otherwise it is a matter of

difficulty to prevent them passing through the lead hutches

and spoiling the final lead product of the jig. Here

the practice is divided. Some of the mills use hydraulic

classifiers at the head of the jig, a double-cone classifier

being preferred. Others use King screens to classify the

jig feed, the product screened out being usually 5 to

10% plus 40 mesh. In some isolated cases where screen-

ing or classification at the head of the jig is imperfect

the jig lead is classified in a hydi-aulic classifier, but

this system is not to be commended.

ClIAILiCTERISTICS OF JiG PRACTICE

Jigging practice has been greatly modified in the last

few years. May jigs have now completely supplanted

the Hancock machines formerly in use. Jigging has

been developed along two entirely different lines, because

of the difference in the nature of the ore treated. In^^

the first practice, which is used on most of the mills ^
and is especially adapted for fine-grained ores, the jig '
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is used for recovering coarse lead, no attempt being

made to prodiice on the same primary jig a worthless

tailing. The whole of the product, except of course the

lead, is recrushed for after-treatment in the tabling

system. In some cases a middling product is made and

returned to the jig. It has been found that by working

the jig on these lines five hutches are not required, and

only three, or at the most four, are used. In the second

practice two sets of jigs are used, the five hutches in

each set being employed. On the primary jig, as in

the first system, no rejects are made, the tailings

produced being reground and treated on tables. Thus

the first jig makes the following products: Nos. 1 and

2 hutches, lead; No. 3 hutch, middlings, which are

returned ; No. 4 hutch, middlings, which are crushed in

positive pans and sent to No. 2 jig ; No. 5 hutch, tailings,

which are recrushed in tube mills. The object of the

second, a fine jig, is to make quartz tailings, which are

discarded. In the case of a poorer ore thi.s system may
be modified. No. 4 hutch going to the tube mills and

No. 5 hutch to the positive pans and then after classifi-

cation to No. 2 jig. This enables a large rejection of

quartz tailings to be made.

The advantages of the second practice are the recovery

of the maximum amount of lead before undue sliming

ihas taken place and the saving in crushing costs by the

rejection of comparatively coarse quartz tailings. The

rhodonite being of high specific gravity must be crushed

finer to make a saving of further lead values, and also

to make a product suitable for flotation treatment of the

i;inc which cannot be separated from it by mechanical

means. It will therefore be realized that this method is

not applicable to ores containing a high percentage of

rhodonite. The use of the system mentioned has resulted

in large capacity increase per jig, and 2000 tons per

Vveek of 144 hours is not uncommon. The speed of the

May jig is usually 180 strokes per minute, the length of

stroke being variable.

Types of Kegkixding ^Iachines

Tube mills and grinding pans n-re used for regrinding.

The normal size of the tiibe mills used at Broken Hill

is 10x5 ft., traveling 28 r.p.m. and using 28 to 30 hp.

Both trunnion- and roller-type mills are in use. Cast-iron

liners are employed, the general size being 20x13x11/4 ^^
In some cases longtitudinal bars are used to lift the

pebbles, while in others the projection fonns part of the

liner itself and serves the same purpose. Pebbles in the

tube mill are usually kept 2 in. below the center at the

feed end and 4 in. below the center at the discharge end,

the load of flint weighing approximately 4 tons. A
coarse screen is used on the discharge end to prevent

small pebbles from going out with the crushed product.

Moisture in the tube-mill feed varies from 50 to 60%,
being higher than in the case of Eand tube mills, which

crush finer. Scoop feeds are used satisfactorily. Pebbles

are fed in by hand through the manhole door once a day.

This method is satisfactory, as pebble consumption is low,

11/2 to 2 lb. per ton of ore crushed. Iron consumption

is Ys to 14 lb. per ton.

As a rule the ore is ground from jig size to a size

suitable for table operation—that is, 5 to 15% plus 40

mesh—in a single tube mill. On some plants tube mills

are worked in series with 5-ft. pans. The tonnage treated

under these conditions varies from 5 to S per hour.

Grinding pans 8 ft. in diameter are used in some
mills. They are of two tj'pes : Positive pans, in which

the feed enters at the center of the pan and passes

straight through between shoes and dies and out of the

pan, no classification being attempted by raising the

overflow of the pan above the level of the shoes and dies

;

and ordinary pans, in which the feed is not necessarily

in the center and where the grade of crushing is

regulated by the height of the pan overflow. The stage-

grinding system is in use, and it has been found to

be much more efiicient than a single-step system. The
jig-reject product is run, after a classification, into two

8-ft. positive pans, and the classified product from these

pans is further crushed in an 8-ft. ordinary jjan.

The Foewood-Down Grinding Pan
The pans of the Forwood-Down type have a speed of

32 r.p.m. In the stage-grinding system they crush 2

to 21/^ tons per hr. from through 3 mm. to 10% plus

40 mesh. Shoes and dies used are cast iron. As to

the 5-ft. grinding pans, both positive and ordinary types

are in use. They are used both singly and in series to

crush the feed from jigs to the size required for tables.

In each case the product is classified on screens before it

passes to the pans. The capacity of the Forwood-Down
pans is I14 tons per hr. : speed, 50 r.p.m. ; horsepower, 8.

Shoes and dies of cast iron last from G to 8 weeks,

although manganese steel lasts longer. The cost per

ton is practically the same in each case. With cast-iron

liners 21^ to 3 lb. of metal per ton is usually worn off'.

Tube mills are considered preferable to pans. The
crushing may be better regulated, as it depends on the

load of flint or pebbles and the proportion of water run-

ning to the mills, and not, as in the case of pans, on

the state of wear of shoes and dies. Costs, while high

with tube mills, are much lower than with grinding pans.

The increased capacity of grinding pans while crushing

in series leads one to believe that the most efficient

crushing system is stage-crushing with tube mills. Two
short-tube mills with classified feed supplying a class-

ifier, the underflow of which delivers into a 10x5-ft. tube

mill, should give a high capacity and reduced wear with

low power consumption.

Necessity for Efficient Classification

A fact that is often lost sight of is the extreme im-

portance of efficient classification at the head of fine-

crushing machinery, for tests with grinding pans have

proved that it greatly increases the tonnage treated per

machine, and also lessens the amount of slime produced.

Screening seems j)referable to hydraulic classification, as

fine lead will pass through the discharge of a classifier

and be crushed to slime, whereas this fine lead will be

more readily recovered by efficient screening.

The pulp from the fine-grinding section is thickened

if necessary and directed to tables without classifica-

tion, the slime overflow at the top end of each table being

separately treated on special machines. The whole feed

is split up either by automatic distribution or cut-off

gates so as to give an even feed to each table. The
tables are all set at a constant slope, having practically

a fixed point of cut-off of the lead. These modifications

have resulted in the cutting down of labor costs and
an increased efficiency of working.

Both riffle and grooved tables are used, and there is

still a great difference of opinion as to tlieir relative
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merits. Instead of riffles being cut off ilia.^mially across

the table, some of them are extended at the far corner
of the tables to its full length, the remainder being cut

off in the form of a curve. Middlings from the first set

of tables are treated on separate one.s, and the middlings
formed by the latter tables are returned to their own feed.

The usual proportion is three primary tables and one

table to treat the middlings. The section of a mill

crushing 1500 tons per week usually has 12 primary
and 4 middling tables. It has been proved that recovery

on the table system is proportionate to the area of con-

centrating surface.

For the settlement of slimes Dorr thickeners and cone

settlers are used. The efficiency and regularity in the

working of the Dorr thickeners show such a marked im-
provement over other slime-settling machines on Broken
Hill ores that it is doubtful if in future designs of mills

any other machine will be thought woiihy of considera-

tion.

The enhanced value of the slime product of late years,

o-snng to selective flotation, has turned the attention of

some of the managers to the importance of classifying

the slimes from all zinc and tailings products. As the

slimes are in all cases higher in lead than the coarser

product, the thorough removal of slimes results also in

a higher grade of zinc being produced from the coarser

products. Tailings are either separated in Caldecott

diaphragm cones and thickened pulp run out on the dump
on a conveyor belt, or the tailings are run into round

2,599,508 tons in 191.'!. The gy]isum sold without
calcining and used ])rinci pally as land plaster and as

an ingredient in portlaiul cement and paint amounted
to 44;J,()87 short tons, valued at $646,799. The material

marketed as calcined plaster was 1,656,066 short tons,

valued at $6,219,190. The total value of all gypsum
marketed in 1914 was $6,895,989.

(fypsum was produced in 18 states and in Alaska in

191 I. the same states reporting output in that year as in

19l:i. The relative rank of the three leading states has

rcmainded unchanged 'for the last four years, New York
ranking first, Iowa second, and Michigan third in the

output of crude gypsum.
There were 78 gypsum mines, including quarries and

pits, reported active in the United States in 1914, one of

which is in Alaska. These mines supplied 68 domestic

mills, of which 61 were calcining jjlants and 7 produced

ground gypsum only. Four new mills were reported in

operation last year, three in California and one in New
York. One mill was reported under construction in

Nevada.

Flsicoips

The Flume Dredge Co., Mills Building, San Fran-

cisco, has designed a portable drill especially to meet
the requirements of prospecting dredging ground in

Alaska, built for it in the shops of the Straub Manufac-

1^^'. his
^^'*^,

issjd^

%&J^

I'ltuSI'KCTI.Xi; DUILL P.KADY TO BE MOVED

vats with filter bottoms and bottom-discharge doors which

feed a conveyor running under each vat.

The concentrate from each set of machines is, in the

most uptodate methods, run to a system of small draining

conveyor belts. These all deliver to a main elevator

or conveyor, the drained product being discharged into

circular or V-shaped concentrate bins with bottoms of

coco matting. These bins are elevated along the railway

lines, so that on opening the bottom-discharge doors the

concentrate may be rapidly loaded in the cars. Future

<levelopment in lead recovery lies in selective flotation

rather than in improved milling methods.

GrS^psuflBim Fip®dluac4a®ia sira I19'I4!'

According to the Geological Survey the production of

gj'psum in the United States in 1914 decreased in tonnage

but increased in value. The quantity of crude gypsum

mined in 1914 was 2,476,465 short tons compared with

DRILL SET UP FOR OPERATION IN THE FIELD

turing Co., Third Street, Oakland, Calif. Fifteen of

them have been installed in Alaska and the demand for

the drills is increased by the simplicity of handling,

setting up and operating. The total weight of this drill,

including poles, casing, etc., is 1300 lb. The shear legs

are 16 ft. long. The hammer weighs 200 lb. Operation

of the stroke is caused by winding the drill rope on a

gypsy turned by the engine, which is a 4-hp. distillate

engine, stationary on the drill. Casing is usually 4 in.,

which is considered the most practical, but 5-in. casing

can be used. The drill is designed to dig 22 ft. ; but

the essential digging depth in Alaska dredging fields is

usually less. The whole is mounted on wheels for moving
and the wheels are removed when the drill is set for ac-

tion. Two men easily wheel the drill about, set it up and
operate it, and can put down six holes in a working day.

The accompanying photographs show the drill mounted on

wheels ready for transporting to the field, and also set

up) for actual drilling.
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INSPIRATION CONSOLIDATED COPPER CO.\S ELECTRIC HOIST ASSEMBLED IN THE SHOP
This hoist built by the Nordberg Manufacturing Co., Milwaukee, Wis., has double Ifl-ft. drums, 65-in. face, and carries on

each 100 J ft. of 1 v.i -in. rope. Rope pull is 40,S50 lb., hoisting normally in balance with a rope speed of 750 ft. per min.
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T. COLEIIAX DU POXT
$250,000 to the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology for" a mining building, Ihus contributing to the maintenance" of the prestige of the Institute, of which these
three men are distinguished alumni

CHARLES HATDEN
Messrs. Hayden and du Pont, together with S. Pierre du Pont, recently ga\

H. JI. WILSON
Mr. Wilson recently retired from the position of engineer

in charge of the Pittsburgh Station of the United States
Bureau of Mines to become director of the department ot

inspection and safety of the Workmen's Compensation In-
surance for Coal Mines

JOHN D. RYAN
Mr. Ryan lately became president of the Anaconda

company, which displaces Amalgamated, and is the leader
of Montana's industries. Indeed, it would be no stretch of
the truth to characterize him as the leader of the copper-
producing industry of the United States
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^nsac dirndl ILeaidl Umapoipts

An advance report from the Department of Commerce
wives the imports and exports of zinc for the United

States in the month of May as below, in pounds

:

Imports from:

Canada
Mexico
Australia.
Cuba
Brazil.
Uruguay

-Ore-
Iross Tons Contents, Lb. Metal, Lb.

744 616,600 11,693
4.568 2,924,979 423
6.974 S,740,000

12,167
29,536
69,467

Exports:

Blocks, pigs, sheets, etc.
Zinc dross
Zinc dust

Foreign
Re-exported,

Lb.

..'.... 15.270,854 2,207,903 17,479,757
1,147,385 1,147,385

7,168 7,168

In addition manufactures of zinc to the value of

$444,968 were exported. No exports of ore are reported.

In May, 1914, the exports of domestic material were

214,201 lb. metal and 1436 tons ore, contents not

reported; reexports of foreign material were 224,000 lb.

in ore and 3420 lb. zinc dust. For the five months ended

May 31, the total exports of zinc metal, excluding con-

tents of ore, were 588 short tons in 1914 and 59,263 tons

in 1915 ; an increase of 58,675 tons this year.

Lead Imports

Tiie statement gives the imports of lead into the

United States in May as below, in pounds:

From
England

.

Canada.

.

Mexico . .

Chile . .

Peru

In Ore,
Lb.

54,320
143,000
406.516

1,009,457
24,155

Total,
Lb.

54,320
143.000

11,319,516
1,009,457

42,243

Total 1,637,448 10,931,088 12,568,536
Pigs, bars and scrap 1,480

Total lead imports 12,570,016

The total weight of ore imported was 7842 tons; of

ba.se bullion, 11,119,282 lb. Total imports of lead in

May, 1914, were 5,619,050 lb.; in May. 1913 they were

8,822,722 lb. For the five months ended May 31 tlie total

imports were 10,346 short tons in 1914, and 28,607 in

1915; an increase of 18,261 tons this year.

m

©IP FE^iatl

^t Meadlij, W,^wpt
The history of tlie utilization of .solar energy is outlined

briefiy by A. S. E. Ackermaim {Journ. Roy. Soc. Arts,

1915, 63, 538-565; abst. Joiirn. Soc. Chem. Ind., May
31, 1915). Special reference is made to investigations

culminating in the establishment of the Shuman-Boys
sun-power plant at :Meadi, near Cairo, during 1912 and
1913. This apparatus consists of five parallel units

arranged with their a.xes N and S and mounted so as to

"follow the sun" automatically. Each unit, .205 ft. long,

is composed of a boiler placed on edge in a channel-shaped
leflector of parabolic cross-section; and each boiler, placed

at the focus of its reflector, is surrounded by an air space

enclosed by a single thickness of glass. The total area

of sunshine collected is 13,269 sq.ft., the concentration
effected by the reflectors being 41/2 to 1. In an extended
series of trials made with this plant, the maximum
quantity of steam produced was 12 lb. per 100 sq.ft. of

sunshine per hour, or 183 sq.ft. of sunshine per b.hp.

(1 b.hp. = 22 lb. of steam at atmospheric pressure)
;

the maximum thermal efficiency was 40.1% (solar con-

stant = 7.12 B.t.u. per sq.ft. per min.). In the best

1-hr. run, 1442 lb. of steam at atmospheric pressure was
produced. The utilization of solar energy is regarded as

almost a solved problem where sunshine is plentiful and

coal only obtainable at about $17 -per ton.

Greirffim^ini

The speech of Attorney-General W. il. Hughes of

Australia, at the second reading of the Enemy Contracts

Annulment bill introduced in the Commonwealth Par-

liament on May 5, is reported by the London Mining

Journal, in part, as follows:

"The effect of war on contracts is to suspend some and

terminate others, according to their nature. Some con-

tracts are not contracts between enemies of the Empire,

but between British subjects, but they are nevertheless

contracts for the benefit of the enemy. These latter con-

tracts are not afl'ected legally by the war, but great un-

certainty prevails as to the effect of the war on contracts,

and it is to remove these uncertainties that the measure

is introduced.

"It was impossible to tell what Germany was doing

with regard to contracts, but if what was heard was to

be believed, there could be no doubt that contracts were

being voided, as well as the rights of private individuals.

This bill cannot be Judged fairly unless it is looked at

in the lurid glow that rises from the gigantic battle in

wdiich the hosts of Christendom have arrayed themselves

for the purpose of mutual destruction. It is a world-

war, wliich is being waged for world-power—power that

is not military power alone. It is waged by Germany
for achieving commercial and industrial domination of

the earth.

"The position is this: The mining companies of Aus-

tralia, at least the majority of them, had entered into

contracts for the disposal of their products up to the

year 1921. In many of these contracts there are clauses

which suspend them during the period of war, but which,

after the termination of the war, enable the period of

the duration of the war to be added to the term of the

contracts. Thus, in a contract extending to 1931, a

three years' war would mean that the contract would be

extended to stretch out imtil 1924. Whether any of those

contracts are discharged by the war I am unable to say.

There is uncertainty and doubt about it all, and that un-

certainty affects, not only the present operations of min-
ing companies, but their future development, for no
English capitalist would, for instance, invest money in

a smelting works unless he was assured of a continued

supply of metal.

Alleged German Domination of Markets

"The other way in which the position is affected is be-

cause these companies are unable to di\'ert their produce
from Germany, not only owing to contracts relating

to supplies of metal, but because they have contracts

for the sale of their metals which prevent them selling

except through recognized persons and authorities. The
price of lead today is fixed by the same people who fi.xed

it before the war, although they are not outwardly the
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same people. Every pound of lead tlie Admiralty or

the War Office buys has to be bought through that one

channel, and through that channel alone. The position

originated with a German firm at Frankfort-on-ilaiii.

a firm whose methods were typical of the German char-

acter—systematic, thorougli, and far-reaching. Tiiis Ger-

man firm, or groxip of firms, exercised its powers in every

important country of the world. The iletallgesellschaft,

the American Metal Co., and the Australian Jletal Co.,

were practically one and the same firm. The Australian

iletal Co. is a company registered in Australia, though

to all intents and purposes it is an offshoot of the one

great concern. In London, the name of the firm is Mer-

ton, but Merton, though registered in London, is only

one branch of the same power.

"The Broken Hill Proprietary has contracted to supply

the Australian Metal Co. with its ores; that is an official

fact. The greater number of that company's shares are

held by Germans. The outpiit of lead is still controlled

by the Lead Convention, which is essentially German.

The German element in London practically controls the

sale of metal. Merton is the only selling agent for lead,

and it is a fact that British buyers have been refused

supplies since the outbreak of war because sellers are

bound to Merton.

Legislatiox Necessary to Cancel German
Contracts

"There is not the shadow of doubt that nothing but the

sharp edge of legislation can cut the contracts which bind

Australian commercial men to the agreements they have

entered into. The Broken Hill Proprietary Co. has given

notice of its intention to annul its contracts. But it

does not know its position in law; neither does anyone

else.

"The Government does not propose to act against

the interests of any of the Australian companies. Just

the opposite. The Government intends to use all the

power in its possession to bring about a termination of

German influence in Australian trade. The Broken Hill

Proprietary Co. has undertaken to give three months' no-

tice to sever its connection with the companies influenced

by Germans or German capital, but the mere giving of

notice does not legally terminate the agreement. Elder,

Smith & Co. have also 'broken contracts,' but are still

liable.

"The firm of ^lerton's, British in origin as well as

name, is merely the conduit pipe through which the

profits are taken to Germany. The Government has

ample proof of that. The bill provides that all enemy

contracts shall be null and void. It provides also, in

Section -i, for another class of contracts—that is, for

contracts that can be determined if one of the contract-

ing parties so desires. That is to meet the case where

war has made it impossible to carry out certain of the

conditions agreed on."

[The above summary of ^Mr. Hughes' speech outlines

what it is proposed to do in Australia with respect to the

disputed ore contracts. There are not a few inaccuracies

of statement contained in it. It should be remarked also

that the Lead Convention, in which the American Smelt-

ing & Refining Co. and the Spanish producers were par-

ticipants, was disrupted July 1 by the secession of the

Australian producers.—Editor.]

HEW FATEHTS

United States patent specifications listed below may be
obtained from "The Engineering and Mining Journal" at 25c.
each. British patents are supplied at 40c. each.

AGGLOMERATI.N'G—Treatment of Subdivided Ores for
AgrglomeratinK or Reducing Them and Apparatus Therefor.
Gustaf Grondal. DJursholm, and Herman Nilsson, Nyhammar,
Sweden. (U. S. No. 1,142.324; June S, 1915.)

ALUMINUM NITRIDE—Process for the Manufacture of
Aluminum Nitride. Paul Bunet, Whitney, N. C, assignor to
Soci^tS Generale des Nitrures, Paris, France. (U. S. No. 1,145,-
747; July 6, 1915.)

ALUMINUM SOLDER. Jonas F. Gross, Allentown, Penn.
(U. S. No. 1,145.307; July 6, 1915.)

ASBESTOS PACKING. Alexander Warrell, St. John, N. B.,
Canada, assignor to Continental Asbestos Corporation, Wor-
cester, Mass. (U. S. No. 1,143,153; June 15, 1915.)

CONCENTR.\TION—Improved Apparatus for the Water
Concentration of Ores or the Like. W. M. Martin, Redruth.
Cornwall. iBrit. No. 2844 of 1915.)

CO.NCENTR.\TOR—Ore Concentrator. Joseph Weatherby,
New Cumberland, Penn., assignor to Electric Ore Separator
Co., New Cumberland, Penn. (U. S. No. 1,145,046; July 6, 1915.)

CONDENSER for Zinc and Lead "Vapors. Edvin Andreas
Johansson, TroUhattan, Sweden. (U. S. No. 1,145,685; July 6,

1915.)

COPPER M.\TTE—Improvements in the Process of Besse-
merizing Copper Matte. J. B. Herreshoff. Richmond Hill, N. Y.
(Brit. Nos. 12,916 of 1914 and 2219 of 1915.)

CRUSHER—Stone Crusher and Pulverizer. Edgar B. Sy-
mons. Milwaukee, Wis. (U. S. No. 1,145,629; July 6, 1915.)

CRUSHING—Improved Apparatus for Feeding Ores to
Stamping Batteries and Other Pulverizers and Mixers. H.
Standen, Zuitspanburg, Transvaal. (Brit. No. 18,622 of 1914.)

CUPOLA FURN.\CE. Michael Zippier, Jr., Pittsburgh,
Penn. (U. S. No. 1,145,648; July 6, 1915.)

DREDGES — Floating Discharge Pipe for Hydraulic
Dredges. Arthur Wells Robinson, Montreal, Quebec. (U. S.

No. 1.143,321; June 15, 1915.)

DRILL—Core Drill. Clinton E. Wilder, Erie, Penn., as-
signor to National Forge & Tool Co., Erie, Penn. (U. S. No.
1,145.822; July 6, 1915.)

DRILL—Pulsatory Percussive Drill. Lewis Condict Bayles,
Easton, Penn.. assignor to IngersoU-Rand Co., New York, N. Y.
(U. S. No. 1,144,990; July 6, 1915.)

DRILLS—Exhaust-Closing Valve for Hollow Steel Percus-
sive Drills. Lewis Condict Bayles, Easton, Penn., assignor to
Ingersoll-Rand Co., Jersey City, N. J. (U. S. No. 1,144,991; July
6, 1915.)

DRILLS—Core Holder for Tubular Rock Drills. John F.
Lindberg, Hibbing, Minn. U. S. No. 1,145,323; July 6, 1915.)

ELECTRIC FURNACE. Paul Bunet, Whitney, N. C, as-
signor to Societe Generale des Nitrures, Paris, France. (U. S.

No. 1,145,748: July 6, 1915.)

GRAPHITE—Process of Purifying Graphite. Edouard Na-
polfon Laine, Paris, France. (U. S. No. 1,145,024; July 6, 1915.)

HAULAGE—Improved System of Electric Signs for Main
and Tail Haulage in Mine and Like Places. G. B. Burrows,
Wellingham, Durham, Eng. (Brit. No. 13,310 of 1914.)

HOISTING—Improvements in Safety Devices for Mine
Cages. E. Tillack, Berlin, Germany. (Brit. No. 20,254 of 1913.)

LEVELING INSTRUMENT for L'se in Underground "Work-
ings. James Graham Bower, Johannesburg. Transvaal, South
Africa. (U. S. No. 1,145,664; July 6, 1915.)

MINE-CAR "WHEEL and Axle. Frederick A. Sweet, Salt
Lake City, Utah. (U. S. No. 1,141,990; June 8, 1915.)

MINE DOOR—Electrically Operated Mine Door. William
"W. Murray and James F. Dillon, Dearing, W. Va. (U. S. No.
1,145,787; July 6, 1915.)

NITRATE OF SODA—A Two-Stage Evaporation Process
for Recovering Nitrate of Soda from Liquors Containing It

and Sodium Chloride in Solution, and an Apparatus for Car-
rving Out Such Process. Gibbs & Co., Valparaiso, Chile; Kest-
ner Evaporator Engineering Co., Ltd., London. (Brit. No.
12.475 of 1914.)

NITROGEN OXIDES—Improvements in the Manufacture of
Oxides of Nitrogen and of Catalysts to Be Employed in Such
Manufacture. Badische Anilin & Soda Fabrik, Ludsvigshafen-
on-Rhine, Germany. (Brit. No. 13,848 of 1914.)

PERCUSSIVE TOOL—Pulsator-Dri ven Percussive Tool.
Arthur H. Gibson, Easton, Penn., assignor to Ingersoll-Rand
Co., New York, N. Y. (U. S. No. 1,142,514; June 8, 1915.)

SLTLPHIDE ORES—Process of Treating Mixed Sulphide
Ores. Erich Langguth, Neerpelt, Belgium. (U. S. No. 1,144,-
481; June 29, 1915.)

WELDING—Electric Welding and Fusion Deposition of
Metals. Arthur Percy Strohmenger, Westminster, London,
England, assignor to Slaughter & Co., Ltd., London, England.
(U. S. No. 1,144,390; June 29, 1915.)

ZINC—Mechanism for Removing Residue from Vertical
Retorts. Alexander Roitzheim and Wilhelm Remy, Duisburg-
Ruhrort, Germany. (U. S. No. 1,144,065; June 22, 1915.)

ZINC—Method of Smelting Zinc and Other Ores. James
M. Hyde, Berkeley, Calif. (U. S. No. 1,144,037; June 22, 1915.)

ZINC-SMELTING FURNACE. James M. Hyde, Berkeley,
Calif. (U. S. No. 1,144,036; June 22, 1915.)

ZINC SULPHATE—Production of Zinc Sulphate. Ramon
Bonastre Llopart, Cordoba, Argentina. (U. S. No. 1,140,354;
May 25, 1915.)
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Say dynamite to the average man and lie turns pale

and get.s ready to run; say it to the average woman and
she shrieks.

Dynamite is not a gentle creature. It is always ready

for a fight and it's a hard hitter. Jess Willard isn't

in old Bill Dynamite's class as a biffer. Few people

realize how indispensable a commodity dynamite really

is. In Philadelphia recently a debate was held, the sub-

ject being: "Which is the more useful to mankind

—

steam or explosives ?"

At first thought, ninety-nine people out of a hundred

would answer without a moment's hesitation

:

"\^liy, steam, of course; how could we do without it?

It's the motive power of our passenger and freight trains

;

of our mills and factories; it heats our apartments and
it propels our steamboats. Without it, manufacturing

and shipping—the most important industries of the

world—would stop.

"And dynamite—why all that's good for is to enable

burglars to blow up safes and anarchists to destroy build-

ings."

Yes, that's the average thoughtless, uninformed per-

son's idea of the high explosive. But not so fast. A lit-

tle investigation, a little thought discloses that there is

much to be said on the other side of the question. The
debate isn't so one-sided as it might appear.

What is steam? A vapor generated by superheating

water. How is it heated? By burning coal under the

boiler. By what means is the coal obtained? By blast-

ing with explosives. All right, then score one for the

"big noise"; without it we would not have coal in suffi-

cient supply to generate steam equal to the commercial
requirements of modern times. Thus it would appear
steam is dependent upon explosives.

Ores from which are made the raw materials most
largely used in many of the mills and factories are equally

dependent upon explosives for their production. There-
fore, without explosives, many of the mills now in active

operation would not exist.

And the passenger and freight trains. The locomo-
tives are made of iron and steel, the ores for making
which are mined witli explosives; the coal that furnishes
their power is mined with explosives. Sections of road-

beds on which they run were blasted through rock with
explosives; the rails were made from ores which were
mined with explosives ; the ballast was quarried with ex-

plosives; the bridges along the lines are made of steel,

made from ores, mined with explosives. Could we do
without them ?

And now as to steam. Electric locomotives will do
nearly everything steam engines will do. They will pull

the passenger and freight trains, and electric motors will

run the machinery in mills and factories. There are

many hydro-electric plants in the country and -ivater

power is available for many more.

Recently, dynamite has begun to play an important
part in agriculture. Before the seed is planted, before

the surface is even plowed, the subsoil is broken up by
blasting, the idea being to improve drainage, aeration

and increase the water-storage capacity of the soil. The
holes in which nursery stock is planted are blasted to im-
prove drainage, aeration and moisture storage and to en-

able the roots to spread out in the soil normally and
easily.

Ditches are blasted with dynamite, drainage sink-holes

are put down and stumps and boulders encumbering
farm land are disposed of with it. ]\Iany millions of

pounds yearly are used for these agricultural purposes.

Now, if we really had to do without one of them,

could we not do witliout steam better than without ex-

plosives ? F. W. Wilson.
Wilmington, Del., .(uly 8. 1915.

'&

JLattersi^uflff'©

The Joint Committee on Classification of Technical

Literature is extremely desirous of obtaining the assist-

ance of the Journal readers in making a collection of

classifications of applied science which have been developed

independently in the offices of manufacturing plants or

engineering firms, especially those which exist in manu-
script form, and have been used for filing or indexing

data.

The committee would especially like to have copies of

any extensions of present systems pertaining to any spe-

cial industry or branch of engineering not now fully cov-

ered by the published classifications. Send data to 89

AVest 39th St.

W. P. Cutter.
New York, June 21, 1915.

May I call attention to a slight error in the matter

of fixing credit for an article on gold dredging in the

Philippine Islands which appeared in the Journal of

Apr. 17, 1915, p. 685, and was credited to the Philippine

Journal of Science?

The original article was published through the courtesy

of William Kane, the author, in the "Mineral Resources

of the Philippine Islands" for the year 1913. The "Min-

eral Resources of the Philippine Islands" is an annual

publication of the Division of Mines, Bureau of Science,

Manila, P. I. It is distributed free of charge and reaches

a different set of readers than the Philippine Journal of

Science—to which all divisions of the Bureau of Science

contribute. It is true that papers are occasionally pub-

lished in both periodicals, but I believe that Mr. Kane's

data appeared only in the "Mineral Resources of the

Phillippine Islands."

Wall.\ce E. Pratt.

Manila. P. I., June 7, 1915.
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From prusent indications the steel industry of the

United States, which for nearly two years has been pass-

ing through a period of great depression, is now well

started on the up-grade. It was generally believed that

the lowest point had been touched early in 1914, when
the reaction caused by the overproduction of the previous

year had nearly reached its limit, and prospects had begun
to improve, when the outbreak of war disorganized all

business temporarily and left tiie trade in worse condition

than it had ever been. About November last the depres-

sion was greatest and production was at the lowest level.

Matters began to revive slowly and production to in-

crease as domestic demands gradually improved; but aa

spring advanced, it became evident that the great war,

which had for a time helped to depress our steel manufac-
turers, was going to give them some important aid in

starting the revival. Foreign orders were booked at an

increasing rate. Not all of them were for finished war
material ; many of them were for the iron and steel needed
for making such material elsewhere, and many for rail-

road equipment and track material. Just how large a

proportion of the increase of business is due to these war
orders it is difficult to say. Not all of them are made
public, and in some eases the recipients do not care to

make the sources known. It is quite plain, however, that

they have had much to do with the present revival of

trade.

The value of the iron and steel exports has been creep-

ing up. In the month of May the total tonnage of exports

was 262,844 tons, against 138,514 tons in May. 191J^-
an increase of a little more than 90% being shown. It

is probable that later months will show an equal—possibly

a larger—gain.

War orders or foreign orders have not been the only

source of improvement in the iron trade. There has been

a fairly steady gain in the demand from domestic con-

sumers, notwithstanding the fact that large construction

enterprises have been rather slow, and that buying by the

railroads has been on a moderate scale only, at least on

the surface. The rate of operation of the mills has been

gradually increasing, until at present it is approaching

full capacity in most of the mills in the Central West.

The Steel Corporation's monthly reports—which are gen-

erally considered an index to the condition of the trade

—

in June showed a noteworthy increase, indicating a large

excess of orders over deliveries. The chief independent

producers are in much the same condition.

To go back to the foundation, the production of pig

iron, which was at its lowest point in January—at the

rate of 57,200 tons daily, or about 20,850,000 tons yearly

—has advanced month by month until on July 1 the

make of pig iron was 81.300 tons daily, or at the rate of

29,650,000 tons a year. Notwithstanding this gain in

the rate of production, the total make for the first half of

1915 was almost tlie same as the first half of 1914, the

estimated total this year being 12,248.000 tons, while

the completed report in 1914 gave 12,536,000 tons for the

first half. For the second half of 1914 the actual nuike

was only 10,796,000 tons, and the present indications are

that the current six months will show a much higher fig-

ure than that. It does not seem probable, however, that

the total for 1915 will reach the high point of 30,966,000

tons attained in 1913, though it may approximate it

closely if the present rush continues.

The demand during the present year has been mainly
for steel products, and the increase in jjig-iron production

has come chiefly from the steel-works furnaces. There
has been complaint all along from the merchant furnaces

that make pig iron for sale, that their market was slow

and dragging behind the steel market. They also claimed
that while the steel makers had been able to advance their

prices from time to time and were securing from 15 to

25% more money for their product than they received

at the opening of the year, pig-iron prices remained at a

low level, and that it was hard to secure any advance.
There seems to be ground for this contention. The gen-

eral rate of production has advanced over 40% since

January. That of the merchant furnaces has increased

from about 16,000 tons a day in January to 20,500 in

July, or less than 30%, while prices have remained low
because a number of furnaces are ready to start at the

first indication of improvement.

The demand, as has been stated, has been for finished

steel, and so far the steel companies have been able to

supply it from their own stacks without buying from out-

side makers. The foundry trade, on which the merchant
furnaces largely depend, has been much slower to respond
to improvement, as is indeed usually the case after a time
of depression. Nevertheless, their position has not been
altogether bad. Lake ore and coke prices have been cheap,

and costs as well as selling prices have been low. It looks

now as if the improvement in the pig-iron market was
nearly due and that it would shortly follow the course

upon which steel has already started so actively. In fact

the present M'eek brings reports of some large purchases
of both bessemer and basic pig from outside furnaces,

made by large steel companies.

^:

CfciS'oinffia'viflinm Smipplles LitmaStefd

There is probably going to be a scarcity in chromium
and chromium compounds soon. The supplies of this

material ordinarily come from New Caledonia. Turkey
and Ehodesia. The Rhodesian and New Caledonian sup-
plies have probably been commandeered to supply France
and Great Britain. Turkish commerce is in eclipse. We
know of only one mine operating in this country and two
more which might be operated. As we understand that

some of the brick manufacturers have notified their cus-

tomers that they can only supply chrome brick for a little

while longer and that some shapes already cannot be ob-

tained, it would appear that the man with a chromium
prospect might profitably spend some money on explora-

tion and further development.
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Iffacfi'e©s®<d Znirac Ssmeltaia^

As the price of spelter moved upward during the first

half of 1915, surpassing the price for copper, the Journal

prophesied that the conditions would inevitably develop

an increase in spelter production, and especially that

this would be brought about by smelters adding fur-

naces to their plants. In previous reviews of the sit-

uation it was not considered likely that new works would

be built, in view of the general opinion that the existing

conditions would be so ephemeral that it would be un-

safe to enter upon the construction of new plants and

that no one would be likely to do so, having in niiud

the long time bound to elapse before production could

be begun. These forecasts have been borne out in the

main, as has been chronicled in this paper, but they were

at fault in not reckoning upon the surprising number
of sup])osedly defunct plants that have been restored to

usefulness—-some of them after idleness of 15 years

—

and there are two new plants being built. With respect

to the latter, one is being built in Oklahoma by George

E. Nicholson—an experienced and successful smelter

—

who appears to be able to build zinc smelteries in a mar-

velously brief time ; and the other is a great plant that

has been started at Donora, Penn., by the United States

Steel Corporation.

The Donora plant has probably been planned less as

a means of reaping fabulous profits out of the present

extraordinary situation than as a method of insuring

the supply of the largest consumer of spelter and re-

lieving it from the vagaries and vicissitudes of a trou-

blesome market. It will be a modern, efficient and sub-

stantial plant, wherefore its construction period will be

lengthy and its production may not begin until spelter

has regained a more nearly normal level. However, the

construction is l)eing pushed ahead vigorously and a large

supply of Australian zinc ore has already been con-

tracted for, indicating that no great delay in the ability

to convert it into spelter is anticipated.

It is useful now to summarize what the recent and
the prospective additions to smelting capacity amount to.

At the first of this year it was estimated that the United
States possessed a smelting capacity for producing about

500,000 tons of spelter in a year, that capacity being

classified as active, operated irregularly, inactive, and
new—the total number of retorts being about 120,000.

In the inactive class were not included several old plants

in Kansas and Missouri, most of which had been idle

for more than 10 years.

At the middle of 1915, all of the smelting capacity

listed at the beginning of the year was in use, and there

had been revivals and additions—consummated and in

process—of about 14,000 retorts, corresponding to about
>60,000 tons of spelter a year. Adding to this the 40,000

tons that Donora is expected to produce, there is now
in sight the means for making 100,000 tons more spelter

annually than there was six months ago.

As to the status of this new capacity for production,

a fairly large part of it is already available; another

large part is expected to be ready by the end of August;

the new Nicholson works will probably be fired up by

October; Donora will surely not be ready until some time

in 1916.

It may be assumed that the production of spelter in

the United States is at present at the rate of 500,000

tons per year and that in the fourth quarter it will be

at least at the rate of 560,000 tons per annum. Inci-

dentally it may be remarked that the entrance of new
companies—large and small—into the business is prima
facie evidence that no combination in restraint of trade

exists in this industry, as has always been known by

every well-informed person. The ore supply is bounti-

ful, as is reflected by the wide smelting margin that

continues to exist. Miners have difficulty in placing

their ore rather than do smelters find trouble in get-

ting what they need. Of course many of the smelteries

that have lately been put in operation are uneconomical

and a large margin is necessary for anybody to be able

to operate them. A return to normal conditions n'ill ex-

tinguish them, as a strong wind blows out a candle.

Essplosives Used isa MiEaiia^

No one of the implements of his profession is shrouded

in more mystery than the explosives which the mining

engineer uses in his work. Originally this was due to

the disinclination of competing manufacturers to give

out any technical data relative to their product. The
subject is still very much clouded by the sales policy of

various companies and the idiosyncrasies of the many
powder salesmen in the field. There are now so many
brands of dynamite on the market, and there is so little

correlated information at hand on the subject, that the

buyer of dynamite is almost wholly at the mercy of the

powder salesman or of a mine superintendent "wedded"

to a particular brand.

It is an everyday occurrence for the salesman to advo-

cate the use of some brand because, for instance, it has

low-freezing properties or because it makes less gas, ei'^her

one of which troubles may be giving the mine manage-

ment a lot of worry. Because the mining engineer has

been afforded no opportunity properly to compare and

study the various classes of dynamite, he has had to rely

largely on the salesman for such information, and fre-

quently he has gone astray.

Very elaborate and artistic trade publications issued

by dynamite manufacturers, while full of interesting and

valuable information, fail to "fill the bill" despite the

promise of their attractive exteriors. The Bureau of

Mines has done much by analyses, tests and experiments

to disseminate this much-needed information, but un-

fortunately its results are scattered through a considerable

number of publications and the valuable nuggets of infor-

mation therein are buried in a mass of repetition and
information on extraneous subjects, which makes a lot

of research necessary to get the benefits of their valuable

work.

The day of indiscriminate dependence upon what the

powder salesman thinks he knows is past, at least for the

larger companies, and it is not too much to hope that it

is nearly over for all companies that have progressive

management. The cost of the explosives, the time lost

waiting for powder smoke to get out of the working
headings, the danger of asphyxiation from noxious gases,

not to mention the disruptive effect of the powder itself,

are each important enough to secure for this problem
the attention and study wliich it deserves and which it has

too long been denied.
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Dispatches of July lii amiiiuiue tliu arrest of George

S. Speets iu Berlin. Speets had an American passport

and was alleged to he doing a general hrokerage busi-

ness in American copper. If he were really selling Amer-
ican copper there, a number of people here would like to

know how he did it. There seems, however, to be some

doubt about Speets' copper sales, his citizenship, and his

passport, all of which have been under investigation by

Ambassador Gerard, as well as by the German Govern-

ment.

W.

Among the war news of the day is the report that the

famous old bronze lion that stood on the battlefield of

Waterloo has been pulled down and is being converted

into German shells. The "Lion of Waterloo" was cast

by Gockerill of Seraing, and stood on a mound 200 ft.

high, marking the spot where the Prince of Orange was

wounded in battle. It was made of the metal of captured

French cannon and weighed 28 tons. Another writer

calls attention to the fact that if the Germans had really

taken the Belgian lion at Waterloo to make shells, it was

only a final episode in a sad career. A few years after the

famous battle, French troops marching to the siege of

Antwerp deprived him of his tail.

Si

The Xew York Evening Post of July 17 expressed the

following appreciation of Doctor Holmes and his work:

A tribute of unusual and touching character is being paid

today to the memory of a life of rare beneficence and self-

sacrifice. Coal mines will be closed throughout western
Pennsylvania and West Virginia, and owners and miners will

do homage to the devoted labors of Joseph Austin Holmes,
director of the t^nited States Bureau of Mines, in behalf of the

health and safety of the mine workers. Doctor Holmes' death
last Tuesday, at the age of 55, was directly traceable to his

zeal in this work, which led him, in the pursuit of his re-

searches, to expose himself personally to those dangers and
hardships which it was his purpose to avert or reduce to a
minimum. Both as an administrative organizer and as a
scientific investigator, his endeavors have borne rich fruit in

the improvement of conditions and the perfecting of safety
appliances. His death from tuberculosis must be set down as
a result of overwork under conditions which ^vould have been
trying to a more robust constitution. It is in the contem-
plation of lives like this, sad as is the sense of loss, that one
is heartened by the realization of the great store of unselfish
devotion that is being unobtrusively expended by hundreds of
quiet workers, in public- and private station, for the better-
ment of the lot of mankind.

Real get-rich-quick schemes ditfer from the ''get-rich-

quick" variety in several ways, most prominent among
which is the offer on the part of promoters of the latter

to share the great benefits with the public at large. This

seems to be the difficulty with the Nevin Electric Sur-

\ey Co., the shares of which are now being offered to

the public at 75c. each. The officers of the company are

said to be men of the highest financial standing, but so

generous that they wish to share with the public the

great emolument that is to be received for the discovery

of mineral deposits through the instrumentality of an

electrical device invented by James E. Nevin. Mr. Nevin

is quoted as saying that with this device "any deposit

of matter contained in the earth can be defined with

great accuracy as to area, depth and thickness of the de-

posit." Doubtless some people will buy the shares with-

out stopping to think that anyone who could locate all

the hidden deposits of gold, silver, copper, zinc, etc.,

would over night become the Pied Piper of the mining

industry.

These are the greatest days the zinc miners have

ever known—in more ways tiian one. Down in the Joplin

district they are now finding ore in their dreams. Utah

has long been known as the land of the revelator, and the

story of the discovery of the Beck Tunnel mine by revela-

tion is well known. That discovery proved so profitable

that the principal owner secured a large following locally

for the development of other Tintic mines, notably the

Iron Blossom and the Colorado. But according to a

Joplin dispatch, Missouri is now infringing on Utah's

prerogative. The wife of one of the owners of the oM
Ethel S. mine, near Cooper Hollow, had a dream which,

the dispatch states, is going to bring riches to the owners

of that property. The mine is reported to have been

paying fairly well until a few weeks ago, when the ore

became very thin and finally gave out altogether. One
morning Mrs. J. C. White told her husband, who owns

a half interest in the Ethel S. mine, that she had dreamed

of finding another great face of ore, but at the spot

pointed out there was only a limestone wall. At night

Mrs. White was lowered to the bottom of the mine, and

while asleep she walked into the drift she had dreamed of.

A single shot the next day broke "through the limestone

wall into a great deposit of ore," and now the Ethel S. is.

the "Dream Lady" mine.

r§

A writer in ^yorld's Work for July quotes Harry E.

Y. Brittain, one of the English founders of the Pilgrim

Society, and who recently visited this country, as saying

the following about H. C. Hoover and his Belgian relief

work : "Do not think because we say little that we are not

grateful. We know at home in England that to the

American Commission for Relief iu Belgium we owe the

safetA' and the lives of the bulk of the Belgium nation.

Our government takes the personal word of honor of

your fellow-countryman, Mr. Hoover, as an international

assurance in a way which has no precedent and no parallel

in the history of peace or war. On the pledge of one

American, we have allowed to go into Belgium millions

of dollars' worth of food which would be of priceless

military and other value to the Germans who occupy the

country. Mr. Hoover, in the name of the commission,
tells us this will go only to the Belgians. We take his

word and have no reason to regret it. But our military

and naval authorities would never be justLfied in taking
the word, under the circumstances of a life-and-death

struggle, of one American, or even of the American
nation, unless they were convinced that with it went the

power and ability to 'make good.' We have found that

you are as good as your word. Your flag has safeguarded
more relief than the philanthropy of the whole world ever

dreamed it would be asked to supply. Under the Stars

and Stripes a distressed civilian army, greater than the

combined militant armies of France and Germany, is

being kept alive. Impelled by humanity and guided by

an efficiency that is the envy of every European govern-

ment, you have pierced the lines of all armies, broken

all blockades, and gained the first really decisive victory

of the war."
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C. W. Purington has gone to Petrograd on his way to the
Lena district, Siberia.

W. H. Staver recently examined and sampled the Suffolk
mine near Ophir, Colorado.

Roy C. McKenna has been elected president of the Vana-
dium Alloys Steel Co., Pittsburgh, in place of E. T. Edwards.

Paris V. Bush, of Lordsburg. N. IL, one of the New Mexico
contributors to the "Journal", has been chosen a director in

the Arizona Eastern Ry. Co.

C. W. Wright, the general manager of important lead
mines in Sardinia, has arrived in this country for his annual
visit. He will return to Sardinia in September.

James Bowron, president of the Gulf States Steel Co., and
a pioneer among Alabama iron men, is making an extended
trip through the North, and expects to visit Alaska.

Lawrence H. Underwood, late with the Indiana Steel Co.,

at Gary, has been appointed superintendent of the byproduct
coke plant of the Youngstown Sheet & Tool Co., at Youngs-
town, Ohio.

James McEvoy, formerly of the Canadian Geological Sur-

vey and more recently manager of the Crow's Nest Pass Coal

Co., has become attached to the Canadian expeditionary forces

as instructor in engineering.

J. F. McNamara has been appointed general manager of

the Bayonne Castings Co., Bayonne, N. J., which puts the
Monel metal made at the Orford Copper Co. works, in finished

form. He succeeds W. E. Oakley, resigned.

E. Hampton, superintendent of the Bunker Hill mine, Ama-
dor City, Calif., has recovered from his recent illness and is

again in charge of the mine. B. C. Clark who was in charge
during Mr. Hampton's sickness has gone to Nevada.

Eugene C. Templeton, a graduate of Stanford University
in 1910, has taken a position with the Irtysh Gold, Zinc &
Lead Mining Co. in Siberia, and will leave for that country in

a short time, expecting to remain at least one year.

Dr. Horace B. Patton. professor of geology in the Colorado
School of Mines, is spending part of his vacation in California.

He expects to undertake some field work in August in a sur-

vey of the Platoro-Jasper district, southern Colorado, for the

U. S. Geological Survey.

Arthur Clark Terrill, who has been employed the past year
as field representative of the New York State Museum collect-

ing and placing on display the large mining exhibit repre-
senting the Empire State at the Panama-Pacific International
Exposition, has been appointed head of the department of
mining engineering in the school of engineering, Kansas Uni-
versity, Lawrence, Kansas, beginning with September.

Cecil Chaplin, one of the pioneers of Tonopah and a part-
ner of George Wingfleld in opening the camp at Goldfleld,
died at Los Angeles, Calif., July 15, aged 60 years. He was
also heavily interested in mining property in Montana.

Horatio Weber Baker, founder of the chair of mining en-
gineering in the University of Nevada, died at San Francisco
on July 8. For the past three years Mr. Baker was in the
employ of the "Mining & Scientific Press" of San Francisco.

Judge J. P. Bradbury, who died at Pomeroy, Ohio, July 17,

aged 77 years, was well known as a lawyer and for a number
of years judge of the Ohio Supreme Court. In his earlier
days, however, he was an active gold miner in Utah and Cali-
fornia.

Col. Jack Faw. a well known character in western North
Carolina and Virginia, was killed July 14 at Jefferson, N. C,
by the premature explosion of a blast. He was opening a
mine there. He was 60 years old and had been a prospector
and promoter for a number of years.

Prof. Frederick Prime died at Atlantic City, N. J., July 14,

aged 65 years. He was born in Philadelphia, graduated from
Columbia College, New York, in 1S65 and later received degrees
from Lafayette College and the Bergakademie at Freiberg,
Germany. He was instructor in assaying at the Columbia
School of Mines for some time and was professor of geology
and metallurgy at Lafayette College for nine years. He was
president of several iron and electrical companies in Alabama

and Pennsylvania. In 1895 he was appointed professor of

natural history at Girard College in Philadelphia and had
since held that position. He was a manager of the Academy
of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia and had been for some
years one of the secretaries of the American Philosophical
Society. He edited the English edition of Von Cotta's "Treat-
ise on Ore Deposits."

Joseph Claybaugh Campbell died at San Francisco on July
1, from a ruptured blood vessel resulting from playing golf.

Campbell was 63 years old, born in Oxford, Ohio. He studied
for the bar at Frankfort, Ind., under his uncle Joseph Clay-
baugh. later a member of the Indiana Supreme Court. He
had been in California for more than 40 years. In the early
seventies he was elected district attorney of San Joaquin
County. He served as chairman of the Republican State Cen-
tral Committee and was once an aspirant to Congress. As an
attorney he "was identified with the Noyes-Alaska mining
cases and was counsel for the defense in the Cceur d'Alene
mining cases, and was chief attorney for Mayor Eugene
Schmitz of San Francisco in the graft trials. He organized
the law firm of Reddy, Campbell & Metson in San Francisco in

1SS9. At the time of his death the firm was known as Camp-
bell. Weaver, Shelton & Levy.

Amerioan iDNtitute of Mining E^ngineers—The Tintic trip

of the Utah Section on July 15 was very successful and was
attended by about SO members and guests. After a wel-
come at Eureka by the mayor of that town, the members
traveled around the district by automobiles and by the Knight
railroad, going underground at the Mammoth, Silver City, Iron
Blossom, Dragon Iron and Chief Consolidated mines. The
banquet and a business meeting were held at Eureka in the
evening, after which a dance and a moving picture show "were
given to the visitors. The party reached Salt Lake the next
noon.

Lake Superior 3lininj? Institute—The annual meeting for
1915 will be held Sept. 6-9. The first day will be spent on
the Gogebic range, the second on the Cuyuna range and the
third and fourth days in Minneapolis and St. Paul. This will
be the first visit of the Institute to the Cuyuna. On the first

day. a first-aid meet will be held at Ironwood under the
charge of Edwin Higgins of the Bureau of Mines. Luther
Brewer of Ii-onwood is general chairman of the Committee of
Arrangements for the trip. L. M. Hardenburgh of Ironwood is

president of the Institute this year and A. J. Yungbluth, of
Ishpeming is secretary, as he has been for a number of years.

Knox Motors Co., Springfield, Mass. Catalog. Tractors.
16 pp., illus., 9x12 inches.

International Nickel Co., 43 Exchange Place, New York.
Catalog. Monel Metal. 12 pp., 4x8^ inches.

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y. Bulletin No.
42,552. Motor Generator Sets. 28 pp., illus., SxlOi^ inches.

Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, AVis. Bulletin No.
1092. Synchronous Converters. 16 pp., illus., 8x10% inches.

I. P. Morris Co.. Beach & Ball St.. Philadelphia, Penn. Bul-
letin No. 4. Hydraulic Turbines. 70 pp., illus., 8y2XllV2
inches.

Waterbury Co., 80 South St., New York. Catalog. Armored
Wire Rope. 32 pp., illus., 3%x6 in. Catalog. Fiberclad
Wire Rope. 24 pp., illus., 3%x6 inches.

American Roller Bearing Co., 416-20 Melwood Ave., Pitts-
burgh, Penn. Bulletin No. 1002. Roller bearings for power
transmission devices. 4 pp., Illus., 7x10 inches.

Ingersoll-Rand Co., 11 Broadway, New York. Form No.
3031. Ingersoll-Rogler Class FR-1 Air Compressors. 24 pp..
illus.. 6x9 in. Form No. 4034. Leyner-Ingersoll Water Drill.

4 pp., illus., 6x9 inches.

The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co. has issued Bulletin 34-X,
relating to its Class A-G "Giant" gas and gasolinS engines.
The bulletin illustrates these engines in six sizes, ranging in
horsepower from 16 to 130. The engines are similar in general
design to the well-known Giant fuel-oil-driven engines manu-
factured by the same company with the exception that they
^re designed for operation with manufactured or natural gas.
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SAN FltAN»lStO—July II

A tluld-Oreileiii!^' lustallntiou is conteinpluteci un Uiu Salt-
ier ranch, four jniles south of Uedding, by Lawrence Gardella
of Oroville who is reported to have purchased the property.
The Saltzers have owned the tract for 35 years. It contains
2150 acres of which 1500 acres of tillable ground is under
ditch carrying 1700 in. A clam, said to have cost $5000, was
built last year to replace the one constructed 35 years ago.
Reported that Gardella will build a new hull and use ma-
chinery from one of his dredges to be dismantled at Oroville,
where it has worked out its field. This tract of land is be-
tween Redding and the old Horsetown dredging field, and
has been prospected for dredging, but no satisfactory nego-
tiation had previously been reached. There is a large amount
of good dredging ground in this section of Shasta County
but from returns that ai e available it is believed that the
gravel does not run to high values. This field is adaptable
for small dredges of from 5- to 7i^-cu.ft. bucket capacity,
and is one of the numerous fields in California worked by
early hydraulic and other placer-mining methods to shallow
depths. But these fields are not inviting to large operators
with drcdg*es of 9- to 15-cu.ft. bucket capacity. They are
not attractive for the further reason that the cubic-yard con-
tent of the ground, so far as has been prospected, is gen-
erally small compared to what has been recovered in many of
the prominent dredging fields in the state.

Mount Lassen ]!^riiiition.s reached the one hundred mark on
May 31, at tO o'clock in the morning. The 99th eruption
occurred at five o'clock in the evening on the previous day.
That of May 30 carried no mud. That of May 31 came from
the new fissure on the northern slope, 500 ft. below the inain
fissure and it was reported from Hat Creek Valley that no
further damage was done and no dust fell, nor was there
any quaking of the earth. A rise of S in. in Hat Creek was
not due to the eruption but to the fact that Big Springs were
cleaned out by the Northern California Power Co. These
springs are the main feeder of Hat Creek, supplying the
creek with 3100 in. of water. The daily newspapers state
that no fire was seen. This would give rise to the belief

that during other eruptions fire had been seen. The red
glovi^ said to be visible on Mount Lassen at night is in fact
the reflection of the setting sun. Other weird sights said to

have been witnessed by people within 10 to 50 miles of the
eruption were the results of sunshine and probably some
moonshine. There has been no fire nor any red-hot fragments
blown out by these fissure eruptions, nor has there been
smoke. What has been claimed as ashes was really dust of
the crumbled soft rocks and the supposed smoke is a com-
bination of steam and dust and sulphur fumes. For the
satisfaction of people who insist upon calling Mount Lassen
a volcano, it may be classed as a mud volcano. That the
mud is hot when it is poured out on the hillside, is true
enough; but it has never yet assumed the condition of lava.

A great deal of damage has been done and naturally farmers
are anxious to reclaim ihe land and the water. A number
of citizens of Hat Creek Valley have asked the Redding
Chamber of Commerce to indorse them in a petition to the
Federal Government for aid on account of the damage done
by the mud flow of May 22, At the time of making this

request at Redding it was reported that the choking up of

Big Springs by the mud flow had shut off the water in Hat
Creek. That was true enough, but as has been stated, the
springs have been cleaned out and with the aid that may
be given by the county and possibly the Government the

water supply need be no further disturbed and destruction to

the land may be overcome by proper methods of reclamation.

A number of visitors at the Exposition have indicated the

purpose to visit Mount Lassen, "which may be of interest to

tourists and which is not likely to be at all dangerous at

proper distance.

BUTTE—July 14

Tlie Butte Miner.s' Union Hns ^Von the Suit brought by the

Western Federation. The Supreme Court of Montana handed
down a decision June 6 in Helena in favor of the Butte Min-
ers' Union in its long litigation with the officials of the West-
ern Federation of Miners. The order of the district court,

recently made, turning over the property of the local union to

Guy Miller as representative of Charles H. Moyer and the

Western Federations of which he is president, is annulled and

Iho prupertj of the union is aK:<'" liluced in the hands of the

local oflicers. Property is valued at 51100,000.

Horace V. Wineliell liaN been in Uutte the past week creat-
ing interest in the special meeting of the Mining and Metal-
lurgical Society of America, which will be held in Washing-
ton, D. C, Dec. 10. Mr. Winchell is chairman of the mining-
law committee of the society and Charles W. Goodale, of

Butte is also a member of it. Both are especially interested

in securing a large attendance of mining men and those in-

terested in mining for the purpose of formulating organized
action to induce Congress to revise the existing and inade-
quate mining laws. Many individual and unorganized ef-

forts have been made to get Congress to do something in the
nature of needed revisions of the mining laws, but Congress
has paid no attention to the matter or to the petitions of

mining men. It is hoped that a united effort representative of

many American mining and business organizations will be
effective.

The Washoe Keiluction «'orks at Anaconda is making ex-
tensive improvements and changes in many departments of

the plant. A new box-type treater for the Cottrell system of
precipitating dust and fumes from smoke has been installed

which is less expensive than the one heretofore in use. In
the concentrator, work is pi'ogressing rapidly on the re-

modeling of section No. 3. The filter plant for slime con-
centrates is being doubled and excavations for No. 3 roaster
plant are completed and ready for concrete foundation work.
The leaching plant for tailings is now running full capacity
of 2000 tons a day, making a inuch better extraction than
was anticipated. Plant for the Lavoisite process of manufact-
uring oxygen for oxyacetylene welding, recently completed,
is proving satisfactory. Product is kept in tanks read.v for

shipment or for use in the works. In converter building, new
repair shop is being built and the foundation for No. 4 Great
Falls type converter is nearly completed. In the reverbera-
tory department a new matte track and a new repair shop
for the coal-pulverizing plant are being built. Two more dry-
ers are also being added to that plant.

S.VLT LAKE CITY July 16

Discovery of Zinc and Lead on Promontory Point 30 miles
west of Ogden is reported to be exciting local enthusiasts. A
territory 9 miles square is said to be dotted with locations.

The Lakeview company is reported to have taken out $23,000

during the last three months.

Holdiiig:s of the Grasselli Chemical Co, at Park City have
been taken under lease and bond by C. C. Broadwater, of the
Merrill Metallurgical Co., of San Francisco, and associates. The
property consists of a concentrating plant of 125 tons daily
capacity and various tailings dumps. It is understood that an
effort will be made by the San Francisco company to treat
some of the latter. The principal value is in zinc with some
lead and silver. Details as to the method of treatment have
not been announced but tests have been made and it Is

thought probable that a flotation process will be used. A year
or two ago another Grasselli mill—a zinc dry-concentrating
plant—was sold to the Park City Mills Co., and remodeled
for chloridizing-leaching.

SEATTLE—July 15

Fire Destroyed tlie Business Section of Yaidex, July 15,

with a loss of $500,000. United States troops from Fort Lis-
cum aided In checking the flames with dynamite. No rain
had fallen for weeks and the wooden buildings were dry as
tinder.

Nineteen Tons of Gold were deposited in the Seattle branch
of the U. S. Assay office during the fiscal year of 1915 ended
June 30, according to official report. The coining value,
smelted and resmelted into bars, is $8,850,454, representing
2288 deposits of a total of 555.323 oz. troy. The total valu-
ation of Alaska contributions for the fiscal year is placed at

$6,313,383 from the following districts: Kuskokwini, $2534;
Circle, $54,022; Cook Inlet, $378,936; Copper River, $528,691;
Eagle, $40,298; Iditarod, $1,437,038; Koyukuk, $114,894; Nome.
$2,744,141; Southeastern Alaska, $104,769; Tanana, $908,061.

The same districts also deposited 42.211 oz. of silver. British
Columbia contributed $1,492,564 in gold and the Yukon ter-

ritory, $843,968 in gold. Since 1898 the Nome district has de-
posited in the local assay office a total of $53,932,833 and the
Tnnana district, $45,990,912.
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Shortage of Water caused considerable trouble in the

Fairbanks district during the first part of June. On Vault

and Dome there was scarcely enough water to feed the boil-

ers. Cleary, Pedro and Fairbanks Creeks also suffered. In

spite of this difficulty there was great activity on most of

the old producers, especially at the mouth of Cleary. where
Sam Weiss. Pete Malone, Scannel & Driscoll. Herman Mag-
nusson, McConnell, Alex. Niemer, Keys & Rettig, and several

smaller plants, were sluicing.

The Experiment of Water Transportation from Fairbanks
to the Tolovana is working out well. The steamer "Dan"
lands freight at the log jam for 2%c. per lb. Al. Lien is build-

ing a tramway past the jam and will transfer freight to navi-

gable water above the jam for He. From the upper end of

the portage the power boat "Doman" takes the freight to the

West Fork of the Tolovana, about 8 miles from Discovery,

Livengood Creek, for 2i^c. Pack-trains transport it the rest

of the way for Ic. a pound, making the total cost 6V2C. from
Fairbanks to the diggings. Dave Cascaden, Walter Fisher,

Julius Hoffman, and J. H. McCord have incorporated the Tolo-

vana Lumber Co. and will erect a mill near the mouth of

Livengood Creek.

Another Stamp Mill Is to be installed in addition to the

one now in use on Fairbanks Creek. The first installation

proved so successful, althougli entirely too small to handle
even the ore that is already waiting to be crushed, that it

induced Thomas Gilmore to purchase a mill site on 13 Above,
first tier, left limit Fairbanks Creek and the purchase of a

five-stamp mill, the only one in the district, owned by Edward
McConnell who had recently purchased it to work his ground
on Garden Island. Several organizations are now figuring on
purchasing small mills and shipping them from the outside

this winter. Five more stamps will be added to the latest

mill if the new one comes up to expectations and the quartz
owners of the district are jubilant over the prospects of get-

ting the values out of their properties. The first ore to be

crushed will be taken from the O'Connor & Stevens property
at the head of Fairbanks Creek where there is enough ore in

sight to keep the mill operating for several months. The
Mizpah and other properties are also preparing to ship ore

as soon as the mill is installed.

BRISTOL. TKNN July 18

The Interest in Southwest Virginia anil East Tennessee has
continued to increase, although no important undertakings
have been developed. The Fall Branch mine, in Sullivan

County, Tenn., is under option to Frank R. Walton and asso-

ciates, of Philadelphia. This property is developed and has a
mill. There is a peculiar asphaltum compound associated
with the ore. The Haysville iron deposits in Greene County,
Tenn., have been explored for zinc and it is reported that oper-
ations to mine the zinc and iron ore will be undertaken
soon. The deposit is like that at Embreeville, about 20 miles
to the northeast and on the same flank of the Unaka range
The old iron mines at Embreeville which have been operated
for several yeai's for zinc are now controlled by the New
Jersey Zinc Co.

The Carter Property at Ivanhoe. Wythe County, Virginia
has installed an adaptation of the flotation process for the
separation of the sulphide ores and the results are said to be
satisfactory. Pittsburgh and Ohio men have options on the
Jackson and Wissler properties at Ivanhoe and have done
some developing. The Austinville properties, adjoining, are
operating extensively under the ownership of the New Jersey
Zinc Co. At Allisonia, about five miles southwest of Pulaski,
the Forney-Caldwell interests have done considerable explora-
tion work on an extensive deposit of zinc- and iron-sulphide
ore, occurring in the limestone and crossing New River. The
ore runs from 10 to 20% in zinc with a little lead. The prop-
erty was recently examined by Kirby Thomas, of New York,
and experiments with the treatment of the ore are being
made. D. S. Forney, of Pulaski, has taken a lease on the
old Clark ore bank, near Allisonia, and is shipping carbonate
and silicate ore.

The Paher Mine, in Albemarle County, Virginia, has been
recently taken under option by Philadelphia interests and is

being unwatered. This property contains zinc ore and fluor-
spar and it is said that the present negotiation is with the
view of operating the property for the latter mineral. State
Geologist, Thomas L. Watson, will shortly undertake an in-
vestigation of zinc deposits of southwest Viiginia.

ISHPEMING—July 1»

Ore Shipments for 1915. it is now believed, will total close
to 40,000,000 tons, which would be an increase of almost 7,-

000,000 tons over 1914. Up to July 1, this year, the tonnage
that went down the lakes amounted to 11,521,283 tons, an in-
crease of 1,897,167 tons over the same period last year. It is

safe to predict that about 20,000,000 tons will go down the

lakes during July, August and September, and from the way
orders are being booked and vessels chartered there will be
a fair movement during October and November. Large sales

of ore have been made during the last few weeks, and many
of the furnace companies that stated the early part of the

season that they would not require all of the ore called for

in their contracts are now demanding that everything ordered
be shipped. The Oliver Iron Mining Co. is working its mines
to capacity, and many of the independents are now getting
into better shape and mining more ore. Mining men of the

district are wondering how long it will be before ores of the
bessemer grades cease to command a premium in the mar-
ket. Most of the furnaces that have been constructed during
recent years manufacture steel by the open-hearth process
and it will probably not be long before there are few bessemer
plants in existence in this country. The non-bessemer ores

work just as well in the open-hearth furnaces as do the ores

carrying low phosphorus content, and the opinion is now held

that it will be only a few years before the bessemer grades
will no longer bring higher prices in the market. The non-
bessemer ores greatly predominate at the present time, there
being only a few mines now that hoist much of the bessemer
product. Some of the Marquette and Gogebic range mines
still produce a good deal of the higher-priced ore, but the

percentage of the total is small. A short time ago the Mon-
treal Mining Co., Montreal, Wis., shipped two cars of ore, run-
ning 69'/r, to New York, where it will be used for checking
purposes. This is as high-grade iron ore as was ever mined
in the Lake Superior district. There are millions of tons of

low-grade ores in the district, but the time is coming when
they will all be in demand.

rUPRlTM. IDA July 10

The Seven Devils Minlns District is apparently coming into

its own, due to renewed activity on account of the advance in

the price of copper and the gradual disappearance of the dis-

advantages under which the district operated in former times.

The mines of the district have shipped between 20,000 and
30,000 tons of copper ore, averaging from 10 to 40%, mostly
hauled by wagons over distances of 45 to 100 miles to rail-

road transportation. The Peacock Mine, whose deepest work-
ing is a 150-ft. shaft, has a lens of ore, which on surface
measures 100 ft. wide by 300 ft. long. The ore from this

mine averages 6% copper, which of course will not stand a
100-mile wagon haul. This company is said to be under op-
tion to San Francisco people and its early resumption of oper-
ation is expected. Adjoining the Peacock on the south is the
.South Peacock, which is being operated by Butte men. This
mine has a 300-ft. shaft and has ore of about the same grade
as the Peacock, which can be sorted to make a 16% grade
which would stand being hauled to the railroad at Homestead,
20 miles distant and would show a profit at the present price

of copper. At the Queen mine a carload of SO'.'t ore, extracted
during the past winter, on a lease, is being shipped. There
is talk of resuming work on the Decorah-Arkansas group, and
work is being done on the Badger group nearby. At Deep
Creek, 6 miles north of the Peacock mine and within 2 miles
of Snake River, at a point 17 miles north of the railroad at

Homestead, the Red Ledge mine is being developed with a
small crew. Talk of railroad accommodation is again cur-
rent, and the state mine inspector is quoted as follows:

"To my notion the most feasible solution of a north and south
railway is over the .Snake River route, by extending the
present branch from Homestead, Ore., via the Idaho side of

the canon to Lewiston. The distance to build would be shorter
than the route already outlined further east, and it would
have the advantage of a natural water grade of S ft. to the
mile and while probably more expensive to build in initial cost,

it would afford the most direct connection in a single system
of control through to north Idaho."

KELLOGG, ID.V.—July 14

Aetivity on the North Fork of Ccjeur d*.\lene River has
been stimulated by prevailing high prices for zinc and anti-

mony. Theodore Brown and John Finnel are developing a
promising 14-in. vein of stibnite in Pine Creek district on
claims that were abandoned several years ago and recently
relocated. A good strike of zinc ore has been made at the
Terrible Edith mine, near Murray, under lease to Charles and
W. H. Conn. The lessees have been shipping 50 tons of ore a
month and plan to increase output to 100 tons. At the 1000-

ft. station in the lower tunnel the Samson has opened an
orebody for 100 ft, that contains streak of milling ore several
feet wide. The Paragon is engaged in blocking out ore.

Shipments were held up some time ago by trouble over smelt-
ing contracts, but it is hoped to have difficulty removed soon.

JOPLIN—July 17

Miners' Strike involving 5000 lead and zinc

pieces and work was resumed full force July 12.

iners fell to
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ALASKA
NO. 3 BELOW, DOME CREEK (Fairbanks)—Frank Fisher

has purchased interest of Al Rice in lay on 3 Below, Dome
Creek: large dump was taken out during winter.

CHICHAGOFF MINING CCi, (Chichagoff)—W. R. Rust, of
Taconia smeltery visited property recently to inspect in-
creased and improved milling capacity, as well as new com-
pressor installation. James Freeburn is superintendent.

SELCH, DIETZ ,Sr WALKER (Ruby)—These operators,
who e.xpected to clean up $S0,000 from their winter dump,
obtained $90,000 after sluicing about half of it. Alexander
Larsen has found $7 ground on Long Creek and let it out
on lays.

MIDWAY ASSOCIATION (Fairbanks)—Sjolseth Bros, have
found good pay on this Ester Creek claim and plan to move
their plant from Gold Hill at once. Owners of claim, E. A.
Suter, P. C. Charles and L. B. Clough, have bonded claim to
Jack Leach for $20,000, of which $1000 was paid in cash.

E. M. ALDRICH (Juneau)—Located mining and water
rights at William Henry Bay on Lj-nn Canal. This property
is practically due West of Berner's Bay and across from the
Jualin property, near Comet. Property likely to be opened
up in small way this summer.

RELIANCE MINING (Fairbanks)—Workmen employed on
property of this company, lying at head of Dome Creek, during
summer and fall of 1913 have been granted lien against prop-
erty by order recently signed by Judge Bunnel in District
Court. Claim owners plan to carry case to Circuit Court of
Appeals. Validity of territorial lien law involved.

CACHE CREEK DREDGING (Cook Inlet)—First gold
dredge to be taken into Yentna mining district is being
shipped by this company for operation during next summer.
Mattrial will be held at McDougal until snow flies when it

will be shipped overland to ground to be worked. It is 7-cu.ft.
bucket machine with capacity of 3000 yd. per day.

BIG CHEN.A (Fairbanks)—Shamrock Creek, on which $1.50
ground was found last winter, has been staked from end to
end and is expected to make an important production this
summer. Van Curler, who has been working in the district
for several years, will probably move his plant, the only one
of any size available this summer, to new creek.

M. O. B.^RNEY (Juneau)—Attorney for H. W. Martin, of
New York, has taken possession of Hallum, Dora, Salmon
Creek and other properties for his client. These properties
have been under supervision of George R. Noble. It is re-
ported that R. A. Kinzie. former superintendent Alaska Tread-
well, will eventually take complete charge of properties.

VALDEZ CREEK PLACER MINES (Valdez)—Are ready to
enter ranks of producing companies in Valdez district, hy-
draulic plant having recently been completed. Development
work during last year cost about $200,000 and was financed
largely bv Boston capital. Ground shows value of $2.70 per
cu.yd. Plant will run steadily until Sept. 1 when first
cleanup will be made. .

ALASKA GOLD (Juneau)—President Hayden is quoted as
authority for statement that in June mill treated 90,790 tons
of ore. First section of mill treated 2500 tons per day until
middle of month, when part of second section went into oper-
ation, when 3500 tons were handled, which has now been
raised to 4000 tons, and will in a few days reach 5000 tons
daily. Third section expected to start latter part of August.
Bv end of September expected to treat 7500 tons daily.
Total 10,000-ton capacity to be reached by Jan. 1. There is no
intention of increasing mill beyond this capacity in near
future.

AMERICAN TIN DREDGING (New Cape York)—New tin
dredge has been shipped here by this company to operate on
Buck Creek. New dredge is equipped with screen and double
flumes so that no time will be lost in cleaning up and is

third of its kind to be installed in district. Gravel on creek
contains large percentage of tin ore and small percentage of
gold. About 200 tons of tin ore have already been taken out
from this creek and a 2-ton motor truck, the farthest-north
automobile on American continent, was recently shipped in

to haul ore to tidewater for shipment to tin smeltery to be
built in Seattle.

xnizoyx
>larico|>a roimty

YOUNG MINES CO. LTD. (Mesa)—Stamp mill is in oper-
ation; oil is now being used for fuel instead of coal.

ORO FINO (Phoenix)—Is taking out carload of high-grade
ore for shipment to Douglas. Sinking main shaft continues.
Hoist is to be installed.

C-\LIFORNI-\
.\mac!or County

KENNEDY (Jackson)—The 100-stamp mill is crushing
good ore from the lower levels. Tailing wheels are in satis-
factory operation and the dam is proving a satisfactory
method of impounding the tailings.

TREASURE (Amador City)—Savo Kosich, 31 years old, an
Austrian miner was killed July 7 by the explosion of a missed
hole. Kosich's head was blown off. His working partner lost
an arm and was otherwise injured.

MACE ASBESTOS MINING CO. (lone)—New incorporation
with capital stock at $75,000. Directors are W. C. Lilian, of
Stockton, H. Herman, A. L. Harnett and John V. Powers, of
lone, and George W. Lucot, of Jackson. Company will operate
asbestos deposits near lone.

CENTRAL EUREKA (Sutter Creek)—Shaft has passed the
3260-ft. point and is being deepened. .\t 3300-ft. level sta-
tion will be cut and drifts driven to pick up the orebody de-
veloped in the 3100 level. Probable that shaft will be deep-
ened to 3400 ft. and new level run at that point. Forty
stamps dropping.

Kldorailo County
BURTON (Garden Valley)—E. G. Carlquist has purchased

this mine near Sailor Flat adjoining the old St. Lawrence
property. Reported that a good ledge has been disclosed since
development began.

RY.A.N (Shingle Springs)—Property has been taken over by
mining men of .Manhattan, Nevada. Installation of modern
machinery is contemplated, including the 100-ton ore crusher.
Water will be supiilied from the Oakland Terminal Power Co.
ditch through 2000 ft. of 3-in. pipe. A 50-hp. gasoline engine
pumping plant will be installed on the bank of the creek.

3Iono County
PITTSBURG-LIBERTY (Masonic)—Initial operation of the

new tube mill and cyanide plant is reported to have proved
that $10 ore can be profitably mined and treated. Develop-
ment of orebodies shows suflicient ore blocked out to run the
mill for two years.

Nevada County
CHAMPION (Grass Valley)—Reported that $300,000 pro-

duced in the past year has been expended in mining and de-
velopment. A large amount went into new machinery, build-
ings and the opening up of large areas of underground work.

GOLDEN CENTER (Grass Valley)—Reported that contract
has been let for 110 ft. steel headframe for the vertical shaft.
Shaft will be deepened to 1000 ft. Pump will be installed at
that point with a capacity of 300 gal. per minute. Crosscut at
1000-ft. point contemplated to cut the Peabody vein.

Santa Clara County
J. MORENO VS. NEW GUADALUPE QUICKSILVER

MINING CO. (San Jose)—Plaintiff awarded $8000 damage by
Superior Court for death of husband who was killed in an ore-
car accident.

Shaota County
GLADSTONE (French Gulch)—Force of 120 men employed

at this gold mine; 40-stamp mill running steadily. Sinking
200-ft. winze from lowest or 1200-ft. level underway.

SPREAD EAGLE (Kennett)—Considerable lateral develop-
ment being done, sinking also under way. Property seven
miles west of Coram and owned by Mammoth Copper Min-
ing Co.

UNCLE SAM (Coram)—Operations resumed at this gold
mine six miles west of (Toram, on Squaw Creek. Ten-stamp
mill put in operation. Property has made large gold produc-
tion in past.

STOWELL (Kennett)—This copper property under option
to Mammoth Copper Mining Co. which is doing considerable
development work upon it. New 2-compartment shaft being
sunk. Fair tonnage good-grade copper ore assaying a little
in gold and silver blocked out; this ore discovered by dia-
mond drilling. Compressor installed recently.

THnity County
ASBESTOS MILLING PL.^NT—Installation is reported to

be contemplated at Oakland by L. V. Stevens, mining engineer
with interests in California and Mexico. The purpose is to
handle asbestos mined in this county.

COLOR.VDO
BouUIer County

GOLD FARM (Magnolia)—Exploratory work done on this
property last season will be resumed and systematic develop-
ment will be performed under direction of Col. W. H. Moore,
representing group of Lincoln, Neb., men.

BOULDER TUNG.STEN (Boulder)—Promising orebody is
being developed in east heading from Forest Home shaft.
This level recently broke into old workings of Cold Spring No.
2 mine of Wolf Tongue Co., which is considered encouraging
in view of fact that Cold Spring vein has produced high-grade
ore in past.

Lake County
WESTERN ZINC OXIDE (Leadville)—Smeltery operating

full capacity treating nonsulphide zinc ores of this region.
MOUNT CHAMPION (Leadville) )—Four teams are kept

busy handling high-grade gold ore from mine in Half Moon
gulch on Mt. Massive to railroad at Malta.
NEW MONARCH (Leadville)—Leases all doing well, sev-

eral averaging carload of ore each per day. Company is
developing new deeper ground.

BIG FOUR (Leadville)—Mine is again active after its long
shutdown follo'wing destruction by fire of its surface plant.
Is shipping steady tonnage of $20 ore.

IBEX (Leadville)—Jacketts lease ships regular tonnage of
high-grade smithsonite averaging 40% zinc. Tonnage pro-
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duced in these properties during June was greatest monthly
production in 5 years, while average grade was also highest.

PENROSE (Leadville)—Water having been lowered below
470-ft. point in shaft, first to projected pumping stations is

being excavated. Shaft pumps will merely hold water below
this level until station pump is ready to operate when they
will resume heavy pumping and lo-wer water to second pump
station.

Teller County

VICTOR (Altman)—Schultz. et al, ship carload lot per
week. Winston lease has made its first shipment to Golden
Cycle mill, Colorado City.

VOLCANO (Cripple Creek)—In 60-ft. prospect shaft on
Gold Hill, leasers struck vein of highgrade ore. They are
preparing to ship.

ELLA B. (Cripple Creek)—Johnson and McQuarrie, in new
prospect hole on Tenderfoot hill, have struck large body of
ore and have begun shipments.

GRANITE (Victor)—Stock now listed on Colorado Springs
Mining Stock Exchange. Company owns Granite, Gold Coin,
Monument, Dillon and Dead Pine mines, all close to Victor.

DEAD PINE (Victor)—On 400 level. Mcintosh-Ingram
leasers have drifted through cave-in that occuired years ago
and are reclaiming an old stope said to have produced 1.5-oz.

ore.

HONDO (Victor)—Sinking of main shaft continues. Body
of milling ore was struck and is being mined and dumped
on surface until contemplated mill may be erected. Some
shipping ore is being marketed.

GOLDEN CYCLE M. & R. CO. (Colorado Springs)—Mill

treated 36,000 tons of Cripple Creek ore during June, earning
profit of nearly $60,000. It is still handling Cresson high-
grade ore. Company is also producing ores from its own
mines.

BLUE BIRD (Altman)—E. S. Johnson, sole owner and
operator of this mine until few months ago, has granted
option to purchase to Nelson Franklin who has been leasing
since last December. Plans are being made to erect cyanide
mill at mine. Property covers only 13 acres but its vein is

remarkably strong and in many places very rich. Years ago,
it produced manv carload shipments of ore worth several
dollars per pound". The shaft is 1S65 ft. deep or 450 ft. above
level of Roosevelt tunnel. Several sets of sub-leasers are
operating on sliding-royalty scale.

IDAHO
Shoshone County

LITTLE PITTSBURG GROUP (Murray)—This silver-lead
property, owned bv G. A. Smith, is attracting considerable at-
tention. Early in June the miners tapiied the vein, which
thev crosscut for 11 ft. without reaching the hanging wall.

Drift along vein shows 14 in. of high-grade zinc ore and
6 ft. of milling ore.

SUCCESS (Wallace)—June report shows that shipments of

zinc ore brought $168,803 and shipments of lead ore $12,066.

Operating and other expenses totaled $37,500. leaving net bal-
ance of $143,000. Report showed $179,531 on hand, %vith $85,-

069 worth of ore stored in mill and in transit to smelters, giv-
ing total of $264,600. The output is gradually being increased
to 2000 tons per month.

HANDSPIKE (Wallace)—Handspike group owned by Lit-
tle North Fork Mining & Mill Co.. will be put on shipping basis,
according to plans of management. Property lies above Horst-
Powell mine and road is now being built from Handspike to
that mine to provide outlet for ore. Driving is under way in
mine and considerable ore taken out during development is

on dump. Nearby Hamburg-American and Riverside proper-
ties are also being actively developed.
HYPOTHEEK (Wallace)—At a meeting of stockholders

July 2 and 3 it was decided to use part of funds derived from
sale of bonds to develop mine. Also decided to increase cap-
ital stock from 1.500.000 shares, par value 10c. . to 2.000.000
shares. Drift on 900 level has been continued through moun-
tain and three-compartment raise has been put up to sur-
face on east fork of French Gulch. Raise now used as main
working shaft in sinking to 1100-ft. level. W. W. Davidson,
president, and J. H. Kern, general manager.

MICHIGAN
Copper

ONONDAGA (Houghton)—Has one diamond drill in oper-
ation and the second will be put into service as soon as the
first strikes the ledge.

ALLOUEZ (Kearsarge) — Rock shipments are increasing
and will continue to be maintained at the highest point in
the history of the mine.

MASS (Mass City)—Will be back to 1300 tons daily this
week. For the past week or ten days the shipments have
been limited to 900 tons, due to difficulties with the hoisting
plant.

LAKE (Houghton)—Shipped 15 cars of copper rock from
mine to the Copper Range stamp mill at Beacon hill. Ship-
ments will not be maintained at this high point for the
present as this represents an accumulation of the first few
days of rock hoisting. It is planned to maintain the ship-
ments at the rate of 10 cars, 400 tons daily, for the present.
In getting the Lake unwatered and in running condition Man-
ager Walker has achieved quite as much of a success as he
did -with Mass.

CALUMET & HECLA (Calumet)—The dredge, recrushing
plant, classifier and turbine that furnishes the power for
their operation are all out of commission and may be for a
month or longer. A pile driver drove into a live vvire which
created a short circuit. This put the generator for the tur-
bine out of commission. This turbine furnishes the power
that actuates the dredge and recrushers and classifiers. There
is plenty of spare power but it is not applicable to the plants
in question. Officials do not now know just how much time
will be required to repair the damage and get the turbine
generator into commission again. In the meantime the men
employed in this auxiliary to the milling plant at Lake Linden
are on vacation.

MONTANA
Hill County

HAVRE NATURAL GAS CO. (Havre)—Encouraged by re-
cent strike of natural gas in well sunk by this company near
Havre, it was decided to drill several more at once. Great
Northern Ry. is said to contemplate erection of shops, using
gas for power, and a number of capitalists are on the ground
looking to the placing of other industries.

Silver Bow County

ANACONDA COPPER MINING CO. (Butte)—In spite of ac-
cident to concentrator of Washoe plant at Anaconda, which
caused temportary curtailment in output in the latter part of
June, the output for that month exceeded that of any month
since last summer and was close to output for June a year
ago. 22,100.000 lb. copper produced.

PARROT MINING CO. (Butte)—Work has begun on the re-
moval of the steel headframe of the Parrot mine to the Never
Sweat, where it will replace the old timber frame. The Par-
rot shaft was abandoned long ago as an operating shaft when
mine was taken over by the Anaconda and exploited through
the adjoining mines of that company. The removal of the
frame marks final disappearance of evidences of activity at
one of the famous Butte mines which was discovered in 1864
and became famous as a producer of e.xceedingly rich silver
ore. The Parrot was taken over by the Amalgamated com-
pany in 1900.

NEVADA

Esmeralda County
JUMBO EXTENSION (Goldfield)—With exception of few

days at beginning of month, daily shipments for June averaged
100 tons per day.

GOLDFIELD CONSOLIDATED (Goldfield)—Pinal official
figures for May show production was 32,3^0 tons of ore from
which $161,653 was realized.

ROUND MT. SPHINX (Round Mountain)—After legal
battle lasting several years. Sphinx company, about year ago,
adjusted its apex controversy with Round Mt. Mining Co. by
turning over property to latter and receiving therefore cash
and stock, which are now being liquidated to stockholders.
Corporation will then be dissolved.

NEW GOLDFIELD SIMMERONE (Goldfleld)—A round
into what has been regarded footwall, after passing through
seam of hard material, exposed IS in. of ore which averages
from $50 to $100 per ton. This is within 2 >i ft. of old work-
ings from which high-grade ore was extracted in early days
of Goldfield.

Nye County

TONOPAH ORE PRODUCTION for week ended July 10
amounted to 8264 tons valued at $174,712 compared with 10,100
tons week previous. Decrease due to 4th of July holiday.
Producers were: Tonopah Belmont. 245S; Tonopah Mining,
2400; Tonopah Extension, 1580; West End, SG4 ; Jim Butler,
850; and miscellaneous leasers 112 tons.

TONOPAH-BELMONT (Tononah)—H. P. Henderson, min-
ing engineer, has been sent bv Belmont company to make ex-
amination of Potosi mine, and he and his assistants recently
arrived in Nicaragua. Steady progress being made at both
Surf Inlet and Hart properties, but no information is at hand
as to the results obtained recently.

Storey County

MEXICAN (Virginia City)—Mill crushed 140 tons of ore,

assaying $11.09 per ton.

UNION CONSOLIDATED (Virginia City)—At 275-ft. point
in north drift 2500 level, 5 to 7 ft. of quartz assayed $4 to
$14 per ton.

SIERRA NEVADA AND UNION (Virginia City) — West
crosscut on 2500 level opened to 274-ft. point in Comstock
country.

COMSTOCK PUMPING ASSOCIATION (Virginia City)

—

Flumes and dam installed on 2700 level to divert water to
Ophir-Me.xican winze pumps.

JACKET-CROWN POINT-BELCHER (Gold Hill)—Mill re-
ceived 1090 tons dump rock and 280 tons mine rock. One bar
bullion shipped to smeltery.

OPHIR (Virginia City)—At central tunnel development
was started on 6-ft. streak of quartz in parallel drift nearer
the foot wall. Saved 232 cars of ore, and milled 175 tons.

OPHIR AND CONSOLIDATED VIRGINIA (Virginia City)—
The 210-ft. level has been reached in reopening the east cross-
cut on the 2500 level boundary line, leading to the 2700 winze.

NEW MEXICO
Grant County

LESSEES IN THE TYRONE DISTRICT are taking out
encouraging lots of copper ore. Dumps are being worked and
many prospects are being developed. Shipments are being
made over El Paso & Southwestern siding.

WORK ON THE SPUR connecting the Arizona & New
Mexico Railway with the 85 Mine and other properties in the
Virginia mining district, was begun July 13 by the A. & N. M.
R.R. Co. No contracts were let. Company employing about
400 men on grading. Spur is expected to be in operation by
Sept. 1.

SOUTHWESTERN NEW MEXICO MINES CO. (Hachita)—
Has filed articles of incorporation. Will operate mines near
Hachita.

MODOC (Fierro)—Mine under operation by J. W. Bible
from Brockman estate. Shipments averaging a car-load daily.
High in copper and iron.

WALDO (Lordsburg)—The Waldo lead concentrator will
begin operations about July IS. Machinery in place and
everj-thing in readiness.

EMPIRE ZINC CO. (Hanover)—Grading to .soon begin for
a new poweriiouse here. Lateral work under way on
Thunderbolt mine. Carbonate shipments from Nason tunnel
continue regularly.
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CHINO (Santa Rita)—Company has Increased wages of
employees 10% as long as sellins price of copper Is at 17c.
or above. Notices to employees state: "This new scmIc is put
into effect in app-eciation of the tricinilx issi.^in me of our
eniployi-i-s in the p tst, and with a dcsiii ihn \\,,-\ ih.in share
in the increased prosperity which has ..inii ^i« mi. \ iiuctedly.
No one can anticipate how long- the iirctLiil Luiiditiuii in tjie
coiiper market may continue, but you can be assured that
these rates will not be changed tor every fluctuation that may
occur below the price named."

Sautn Fe County
SANTA FE GOLD & COPPER CO. (San Pedro)—It is

understood that earnings in June were slightly over $20,000.
Company has under consideration the erection of plant
equipped with flotation machinery for treatment of its low-
giade ores.

Soe€»rro Coiinty
ERNESTINE (Mogollon)—Has declared first dividend in

two years. Present dividend 2%. aggregating $50,000. De-
velopment woi'k interrupted dividend payments.

MOGOLLON GOLD & COPPER CO. (Mogollon)—Property
will be sold at Socorro, N. M.. July 2(! to satisfy judgment for
$416,626 given the Equitable Trust Co., of New York. Milton
.1. Helmick, Socorro, N. M.. trustee.

XKW YORK
St. Lawrence County

NORTHERN ORE CO. (Edwards)—This zinc company of
Pilling & Crane, is speeding up production at its new mill re-
cently erected to replace former mill destroyed by fire. Jus-
tice Grugan is manager. Another zinc property several miles
from Edwards is being developed by A. J. Moore who pre-
cecded Mr. Grugan as manager for Northern Ore Co.

ALTTMTNUM CO. OF AMERICA (Massena)—The Massena
plant of this company near the St. Lawrence River has been
uiulei'going extensive additions. Large force of men employed
on new work has boomed village of Massena. Electrical cur-
rent, necessary in large quantity for i-eduction purposes is ob-
tained from power installations on tributaries to St. Lawrence
River.

UNIFORM FIBROUS TALC CO. (Talcville)—This com-
pany and St. Lawrence Talc Co.. of Natural Bridge have ma-
terially increased their grinding capacity by addition of more
cylinders and operating economies. International Pulp Co.
and Ontario Talc Co. continue their usual productions. Oper-
ating power from Oswegatchic River which determines sum-
mer work has been good due to recent rains,

PliNNSYIjVAMA
Delaware County

BENZOL PRODUCTS CO. (Maicus Hook)—Plant now under
construction expected to be completed within month or two.
Product of plant said to be intended mostly for aniline dyes,
on which problem General Chemical Co. is working in con-
nection with American Coal Products Co. and Semet-Solvay Co.

IVortlinniptou County
LEHIGH COKE CO. (So. Bethlehem)—Contract has been

let for new benzol plant to manufacture benzol from gas
from present coke ovens, which treat 3000 tons of coal per
day. Installation will be so laid out that it can be readily
duplicated to handle gas from 212 additional ovens now under
construction. Production of benzol expected to begin in less
than four months.

SOUTH I).\KOT.V

Lav nty

WASP NO. 2 (Flatiron)—Plant operating full capacity of
500 tons. Shipments of high-grade tungsten ore being made.

RATTLE SNAKE JACK (Galena)—Mill nearly completed
and will be put into operation during present month. Trent
system of cyanidation installed. Plant will treat 50 tons
daily.

GOLDEN REWARD (Terry)—Roaster at Astoria mine will
be put into commission about middle of month and kept in
continuous operation. Mill at present is operating at ca-
pacity on oxidized ores from Bald Mountain mines.

HOMESTAKE EXTENSION (Deadwood)—Engineers are
unwatering property, preparatory to thorough sampling of
mine. Expected that this work will take several months.
Jackhamer drills will be used to facilitate work.

NORTH HOMESTAKE (Maitland)—Shaft has been un-
watered below 400 level by means of skips. It is expected
tliat within week entire mine will be unwatered. Machinery
is being put into shape and work will commence soon.

HOMESTAKE (Lead)—Company will enter first-aid team
in contests at San Francisco Fair this fall. Work has been
resumed on 1850 level of mine and it is probable that sink-
ing will be commenced as soon as this level is opened up for
active work. New boiler plant is nearing completion, one of
210-ft. smolvcstacks has been set up and work on second has
commenced.

TEXAS
Potter County

WILL A. miller' AND ASSOCIATES are promoting de-
velopment of potash deposits near Amarillo. It is planned to
install machinery and equipment for extracting mineral
product from deep wells.

ITAH
Salt Lake County

COLUMBUS EXTENSION (Alta)—Drifting to southwest is
being done under old Toledo fissure. Henry Barney is new
superintendent.

ALTA CONSOLID.ATED (Alta)—Development work is pro-
gressing more rapidly, since installation of machine drills.
Six inches of ore has been opened in No, 2 drift, east from
main tunnel.

W.\SATCH-UTAH (Salt Lake)—This company, which has
installed Koering mill and is cyaniding low-grade gold-silver
ore, is reported to be making good extraction. Property is
at mouth of Little Cottonwood.

SELLS (Alta)—From three to eight inches of sulphide ore
has been opened on quartzite-Iimestone contact, along which
110 ft. of drifting has been done. Objective point is intersec-
tion with Skipper Assure, which carries ore in shallow
surface workings. Operations are being carried on through
main Soutli Hecla tunnel.

CARDIFF (Salt Lake)—Recent visitors to this property
report orebody to be opening up larger than ever, with extent
undetermined. It has been opened 250 ft. on strike; and
crosscuts show width up to 100 ft. On dip ore has been
followed for more than 200 ft. above tunnel by raising, while
winze has been sunk 90 ft. in ore below it. Shipments of
al>out 90 tons daily are being made, these being limited by
number of ore wagons obtainable. Hauling costs about $4
per ton.

Summit County
SILVER KING COALITION (Park City)—Work on new

flotation section is in progress. Capacity will be 60 tons per
eight-houi- shift.

THREE KINGS (Park City)—Shaft sinking continues at
this property in Nigger Hollow, with depth of 500 ft. to be
attained. W. M. O'Brien has sold out to his associates.

Tooele County
SIMMS GROUP (Gandy)—These claims in Deep Creek dis-

trict, on which tungsten ore has been opened are reported
sold to Colorado company. Mill may be built.

I'tah County
CONSIDERABLE ACTIVITY IN AMERICAN FORK CAi»ON

at present. Camp it attracting outside attention. Roads are
in good shape for more than 20 miles.

MILLER HILL (American Fork)—First car of ore to be
brought down canon since melting of snow has been shipped
by Wadley lease on this property.

BELLEROPHON (American Fork)—Strike of silver-lead
ore has been made in tunnel on Live Yankee claim. Road
will be put in condition for shipping.

MINERAL FLAT (American Fork)—Ore hauling has been
started from this property, operated under lease. Several
cars running well in lead and silver, with some gold, are
ready for shipment.

ETTA MAY (American Fork)—Work has been started on
vein, which appears promising at outcrop. Property was
recently inspected by Salt Lake mining men. George Para-
more is general manager.

CAIVADA
Ontario

ORE SHIPMENTS OVER THE T. & N. O. RY. for
month of June were from Cobalt Proper: Beaver, 36 tons;
Chambers Ferland, 52; Cobalt Comet. 76; Coniagas, lOS, Crown
Reserve, US; Kerr Lake, 98; La Rose, 150; McKinley-Darragh,
247; Mining Corp of Canada, Ltd. Cobalt Lake Mine, 84. 6S;
Townsite City, 283.98; O'Brien, 56; Penn Canadian, 143; Peter-
son Lake—Seneca Superior ore, 62; Temiskaming, 106. From
New Liskeard: Casey Cobalt. 32. From Elk Lake: Miller
Lake O'Brien. 25: total silver ore shipments. 1665 tons. From
Porquis Junction: Alexo Mine (Nicliel), 989 tons.

TECK-HUGHBS (Kirkland Lake)—Mine has been unwa-
tered and is being re-sampled in view of prospective sale.

POWERFUL (Calcite Lake, near Gowganda)—Operation
on this property, which have been suspended for about year,
have been resumed.

GIBSON CLAIMS (Goodflsh Lake)—In sump below 100 level
tw^o more streaks of high-grade ore have been cut. One vein
has full 12 in. of ore.

HOLLINGER RESERVE (Porcupine)—Dominion Reduc-
tion Co., is now engaged in sampling this property, to de-
cide whether they will take up or drop option.

LAKE SHORE (Kirkland Lake)—Main vein has been cut
with diamond drill 100 ft. from shaft on 100-tt. level. Sludge
from drill hole averaged $48 per ton for width of 3 ft.

BEAVER CONSTRUCTION (Cobalt)—Is increasing capac-
ity of concentrating mill to 150 tons per day. New installa-
tion to be completed in six weeks. Company has 259,480 oz.
bullion in storage in New Yorlc.

HAITI
HAITIAN MINING CONCESSION—A concession just grant-

ed by the Haitian Government to the local representative of
a British company carries with it the right to prospect for
minerals of all kinds within that isjand Republic. The in-
demnities to be paid the owners of the land prospected over
and the obligations which the company incurs are set out in
full in the text of the concession.

NICAR.VGUA
RAILWAY CONCESSION FOR MINING DISTRICT — The

Republic of Nicaragua has made a contract with the Tunky
Transportation & Power Co. for the construction of a rail-
way, and of a plant or plants for the manufacture and trans-
mission of power, in the mining district of Pis Pis. The
contract has been approved by both branches of the National
Congress and duly signed by President Diaz. The National
Congress gave a great deal of attention to the provisions of
the contract, which appears equable to all parties concerned
and it is expected to operate to the advantage of Nicaragua.

AFRICA
Transvaal

GOLD PRODUCTION IN JUNE was 755,280 oz., which is
8268 oz. less than in May, but 37,354 oz. more than in June.
1914. For the six months ended June 30 the total production
was 4,086.847 oz. in 1914, and 4,408,048 oz. in 1915; an increase
of 321.201 oz., or 7.99^ this year.
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Metal Markets

NEW YORK—July 21

The prices for all of the principal metals exhibited droop-

ing tendencies during the last week. The recessions in the

prices for copper and spelter were rather sharp owing to the

efforts of the producers to find a basis on which they could

sell liberally.

Copper, Tin, Lead cind Zinc

Copper—This market, which had been dull and reactionary

for fully a month, declined rather sharply during the last

week. Previously the market had been to a considerable ex-

tent in the hands of traders and dealers, the producers (who
had generally sold well ahead) being content to stand aloof.

Certain of the larfjer producers continue to maintain that

position, but lately some of the smaller producers have been
manifesting a desire to sell copper, and in order to do so

they cut prices sharply last week. Sales were made to do-

mestic manufacturers. There was relatively little business

done for export, the London market having passed temporarily

into the hands of the Japanese and Australian producers of

electrolytic, who were willing to sell on lower terms than the

American producers were disposed to accept. Business in

Japanese electrolytic was reported done at £88, equivalent to

about IS. 60c. At the close there were sellers in the New-

York market at 18%@19c., regular terms, for domestic busi-

ness, and at 18.70(5118.75, New York, for export.

Although it is considered likely that copper may experience

a further decline, there is no pessimism in evidence among
the producers, and a turn of the tide is expected shortly.

Domestic manufacturers are believed to be not very well cov-

ered, while the settlement of the strikes at Bridgeport and in

Wales are favorable factors. Even more important as an
index is the increasingly strong position of the iron and steel

industry, which is regarded as marking a revival in domestic
business generally. Another important factor is the proba-
bility that the British Government will within a few days
make an arrangement for the release of standard copper to

foreign refiners, with suitable guarantees, of course, including

the assurance that raw copper taken out of England will be
replaced by an equivalent quantity of electroylytic. An ar-

rangement of this sort will tend immediately to bring stand-

ard copper back to the normal parity with refined, and will

remove the bad sentimental effect that the relatively low price

for standard has had in distant and uninformed quarters.

Copper Sheets have brought 25@'26c. per lb. The principal
manufacturer makes no base quotations. Wire is quoted at
211,4® 22c. per lb. at mill.

Tin—The price declined owing to dull demand and antici-

pation of bad effects of the strike of coal miners in Wales.
Following the receipt of news of the settlement of that strike,

the market rallied.

Arrivals of tin and tin concentrates at Liverpool in June,
reduced to their equivalents in metallic tin, were: Bolivia,

2085; Nigeria, 235; South Africa, 28; total. 2348 long tons.

l.ead—But relatively little business in this metal was re-
ported. Some extraordinary features in the quotations are
explained by the narrowness of the market. Producers gen-
erally adhere to the price of the A. S. & R. Co. and report the
realization of it. On the other hand, lead has been obtained
from dealers and traders at much lower figures. If somebody
wanted to buy lead he was apt to have to pay the producer's
price, while, if somebody wanted to sell, he was apt to have
to accept a considerably lower price. It will be remarked that
the St. Louis market has not gone off to the same extent as
the New York market.

Spelter—There was a steady decline right through the
week on relatively small business. About all of the producers
were sellers, and some of them appeared to be rather urgent.
The trouble with the market was that there were not enough
buyers. Certain consumers made liberal offers of prompt spel-
ter for resale and put some pressure on the market. There
appears to be an increased supply of spelter available, both
for the earlier and the later deliveries.

According to a U. S. Consular report another zinc smeltery
is to be erected in Japan, especially to reduce Siberian ore,
which previous to the war was exported to Germany.

iSinc Sheets are strong, base price $27 per 100 lb., f.o.b.

Peru, 111., less %% discount. Usual extras charged. The
demand is steady and business is good.

Other Metals

!«E^V YORK—July 21

Alnminnm—The market continues firm, with good demand.
Prices are unchanged at 32 @ 33c. per lb. for No. 1 ingots.

New York.
The latest London quotation is £140@150 per long ton

—

average, 31.5c. per lb.—for No. 1 ingots.

Antimony—The market has been rather quiet, with trading
limited to actual necessities. There is no material change in

prices. Chinese and other ordinary brands bring 37i^@40c.

per lb. The special brands are nominal, 50@52V4c. per lb.

being asked for Cooksons.

D.ilLY PRICES OF METALS IN NEW YORK
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Nickel is steady and unchanged at 40@45c. per lb. for

ordinary forms, according to size of order. Electrolytic 3c.

per lb. higher.

(Julcksilver is strong and in good demand, with prices
well held and showing little ch;inge. New York price is $92 ©>

94 per flask of 75 lb. for large orders. For smaller lots

?95(g)100 is paid. San Francisco quotations are reported by
telegraph at $92.50 @ 95 per flask, on a quiet market. London
prices is £1S 5s. per flask, witli £1S 2s. 6d. quoted by jobbers.

Cold, Silver auid Platinum

XEW YORK—July 31

Gold—No important arrivals of gold are reported during
the week. Sterling Exchange continues at a low level, with
a tendency to lower points yet.

Platinum—The market continues quiet, but with some
gain in demand, and no material change in prices can be re-

ported. Dealers name $37@39 per oz. for refined platinum
and $41@44 per oz. for hard metal.

Our Russian correspondent writes under date of June 27

the market and the prices are without change. In Petrograd
for the last fortnight no transactions have taken place. Gov-
ernment permission to export the platinum can be secured on
condition that security will be given that the metal will not
be diverted to Germany. The quotations are: at Ekaterinburg,
S.20@S.30 rubles per zolotnik; in Petrograd, 33,000 rubles per
pood—equal to $31.02 and $32.34 per oz., respectively, for

crude metal. 83% platinum.

Silver—The market has been pegged at 22]°Bd. for several
days. The latest advices are that the Indian bazaars have not
been active buyers and the daily transactions are limited.

In the judgment of many holders of silver the price is too
low and selling at current rates is not insistent.

Zinc and Lead Ore Markets

PLATTEVILLE, -WIS July 17

The base price paid this week for 60% zinc ore was $110@
115 per ton. The base price paid for S0% lead ore was $70
per ton.

SHIPMENTS WEEK ENDED JULY 17

Zinc Lead Sulphur
Ore, Lb. Ore, Lb. Ore, Lb.

Week 4,067,290 124.990 500,900
Year 102,040,720 3,993,460 14,762,170

Shipped during week to separating plants, 5,365,690 lbs.

zinc ore.

JOPLIIV, MO July 17

Blende, high price $123; base per ton of 60','r zinc, premium
ore $120@115; medium $105@95; and for low down to $70. Cal-
amine base per ton of 40% zinc, $52@60; average price, all

grades of zinc, $102.20 per ton. Lead, high price $61; base
$60 per ton of 80% metal content; average all grades of lead
$57.67 per ton.

SHIPMENTS WEEK ENDED JULY 17

Blende Calamine Lead Values
Totals this week.. 6,939,860 941,310 1.106,520 $435,670
Totals this year... 310,910,260 27,085,390 47,208,190 $13,102,940

Blende value, the week, $376,630; 29 weeks, $11,282,610.

Calamine value, the week, $27,160; 29 weeks, $577,470.

Lead value, the week, $31,880; 29 weeks, $1,242,860.

The strikers all returned to work Monday and the strike
leader has left the distriot, asserting he was going to Wiscon-
sin to run a mine. Mine owners expect to compute a wage
scale based on the average assay base price per month, the
wages of the succeeding month to be governed thereby. It is

intended to make it just to miner and mine owner alike. The
first and only strike this district ever experienced ended as it

begun peacably. and while the men will maintain a union it

will be for their advancement along reasonable lines.

Iron Trade Review

NEW YOKK—.luly 21

The expansion of the steel trade continues and steel

makers are beginning to look forward with confidence to an
active and prosperous-second half.

June pig iron output in Alabama was 122,309 tons of

foundry and 36,451 of basic, a total of 158,760. The June out-
put was the largest of the year by 12,000 tons and that of

July will show as great a gain, it is expected.
The Russian order for rails, recently referred to, was di-

vided, 100,000 tons going to the Cambria Steel Co., while the
Lackawanna Steel Co. took the remaining 60,000 tons.

PITTSBURGH—July 20.

Very nearly 90% of the steel productive capacity of the
United States is now in operation, this including practically

all the openhearth capacity and 70 to 75% of the bessemer,

production of bessemer steel having been augmented by the

starting yesterday of the Riverside plant, in the Wheeling
district, of the National Tube Co. One of the Riverside blast

furnaces was blown in last week, while the other goes in

today, putting all the 11 stacks of the Tube company in blast.

The Riverside plant was started chiefly to furnish billets and
skelp, the latter for export, and will make only a limited

tonnage of tubular goods, the demand for which is below
normal on account of the lack of oil development work.

The demand for finished steel has been augmented in the

past two or three weeks by the fact that in many steel

products the mills are unable to make the almost instant

shipment that characterizes dull periods, thus causing buyers
to attempt to lay in stocks, which have been at record low
levels. This buying gives such an impetus to demand that

the future of the steel market will take care of itself, and
full mill operations, with advancing prices, are regarded as

certain, the only question being whether the movement will

cover a period of months or of years.

The entire export business in iron and steel, direct and
indirect, and including war material, probably amounts now
to nearly 25% of the total production, but it certainly falls

far short of accounting for all the improvement the steel

trade has experienced in the past seven months.

Pig Iron—Offerings of Lake front iron in the general
Valley-Pittsburgh territory appear to have been discontinued,
and the Valley furnaces are firm at $14 for bessemer, $13 for

basic, $12.75@13 for malleable, $12.75 for No. 2 foundry and
$12.50 for gray forge, while the Pittsburgh market is quotable
at 95c. higher. The Republic Iron & Steel Co. has bought
20,000 tons of bessemer at $14, Valley furnaces, for delivery

in the next three or four months. The whole pig iron situation

is greatly improved.

FerromnngaueHe—The market seems rather quiet and steel

makers appear less disturbed about the future than might be
supposed, considering the light supplies of manganese ore
reaching England and the United States. The market remains
at $100, Baltimore, on contract, and $100 @ 105 on small spot
lots.

Steel—Openhearth steel has become very scarce, with prices
advancing sharply. Subsidiaries of the Steel Corporation are
believed to have bought in the past three weeks about 150,000

tons of openiiearth billets and sheet bars, cleaning up all the
offerings at former prices. We quote prices $1 a ton higher
than a week ago; Bessemer billets, $21; bessemer sheet bars,

$21.50; openhearth billets, $22; openhearth sheet bars, $22.50,

f.o.b. maker's mill, Youngstown, and $1 higher delivered Pitts-

burgh. Rods are $25.50@26, with light offerings.

HtON ORE
Of the ore shipped from the Lake Superior district in June

4,941,672 tons, or 82'/c of the total, were for Lake Erie ports.

New York and New Jersey ores are reported to have been
sold to eastern Pennsylvania furnaces at prices which work
out from &% to 7c. per unit, delivered.

COKE
Coke production in the Connellsville region for the week is

reported by the "Courier" at 340,742 short tons; shipments,
330,073 tons. Production in the Greensburg and Upper Con-
nellsville districts. 39,086 tons.

Austrian Coal Produotion thi-ee months ended Mar. 31, in

metric tons:

1913 1914 Changes
Coal 4,248,164 4,021,354 D. 226,810
Brown coal 4,.582.203 3,702,631 D. 879,372
Coke made 641,.383 441,.335 D. 200,048
Briquettes made 109,497 123,788 I. 14,291

Of the briquettes reported this year 66,405 tons were made
from brown coal or lignite.

Chemicals

NEAV YORK—July 21

The general market remains quiet and is still rather un-
even. The present tendency of business is to improvement.

.Vrsenic—Business remains about as usual, with moderate
demand. Prices are unchanged at about $4 per 100 lb. for
both spot and futures.

Copper Sulphate—Business is steady and shows little

change. Prices are about the same at $7.25 per 100 lb. for car-
load lots and $7.50 per 100 lb. for smaller parcels.

Nitrate of Soda—The market is steady, with a good de-
mand and prices are unchanged. Quotations are 2.35c. per
lb. for spot, and for all positions this year.

Pyrites—Imports at Baltimore for the week included 64 82
tons pyrites from Huelva, Spain.
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Assessments N. y. EXCH. July 20 BOSTON EXCH July 20

Ck)mpany Dellnqe| Sale |
Amt.

American. Ida ,

Blue Bell. Ida
Carbonate, Ida
Challenge Con.. Nev
Con. Virginia. Nev
Contact Copper. Mich
East Hercules. Wash
Eastern Star, Ida
Four Timbere, Ida
Hancock Cons., Mich
Hancock Cons., Mich
Houghton, Mich
Idaho-Nevada, Ida
Iron Mask, Ida
Ivanhoe, Ida
Maieslic-ldol, Nev
Mayflower. Ida
Michigan Copper, Mich. . . .

Mineral Range. Utah
Monarch Pitts., Nev
Moonlight. Ida
Nabob, Ida
New Arc;ulian. Mich .

New Arcadian, Mich
New Baltic, Mich
New Baltic, Mich
New Yerrington Cop., Nev
Nevada Douglas, Nev
North Bunker Hill, Ida .

Old Veteran. Ida
Oreano, Ida
Rainbow, Ida
Rescue-Eula, Nev
Revelator, Utah
Reveiator, Utah
Rhode Island, Ida
Sierra Nevada, Nev
Sonora, Ida
Springfield, Ida
Sunrise, Ida
Sunset Dev,, Ida
Tarbox, Ida
Umatilla Tonopah, Nev . . .

Virginia, Ida., (post.)^

West Tonopah Con., Nev. .

.

Wyandot, Mich

July
Sept.

Jan.
May
July
July
July
Dec.
Jime
July

iSept.

Aug.
July
Aug.
Aug.

10 Sept.
. Aug.

28 Aug.

14 July
5'JuIy
SlAug.

9 July
21

1 Aug.
IL'July
5 July
2 Sept.

7 Aug.
14'Aug.
17 Sept.
4 Oct.

24 July
27. Aug.
23 i Aug.
30]Aug.
17 Aug.
30 July
17 Aug.
12 Aug.

. , July
10 Aug.
2S

2 SO . 001
0.003
0.001

05
0.0.5

50
lOl 0015

002
0.001
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.001
0.002

12| 0.002
20 1 0.005

005
1.00
0.003
0.01
0.005
0.005
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50

01
0.10

, 002
0.002
0.0015
0.002
0.01
0.00}
0.00}
OOl

0.05
0.004
0.002
0-002

. 002S
0.0025
O-OI
0.112

0.01
1.00

Stock (llintiiti

Only a few of the mining stocks moved
upward last week; among these were
Mason Valley, Nevada-Douglas, Lake,
Tamarack, Timiskaming & Hudson Bay
and Dome Mines. A number of the Ton-
opahs declined slightly, as did also
Alaska Gold, Juneau. Hollinger, Cale-
donia, Majestic, American Zinc and
Granby Consolidated.
COLO. Sl'RlNOS July 20

Name of Comp.

Acacia
Cripple Cr'k Con.
C. K. &N
Doctor Jack Pot.

Elkton Con
El Paso
Findlay
Gold Dollar
Gold Sovereign. . .

Golden Cycle. . . .

Isabella
Jack Pot
Jennie Sample. .

.

Jerry Johnson.. ..

I^xington
Mary McKlnney.
Pharmacist
Portland
Raven B. H
Vindicator

Bailey
Coniagas
Peterson Lake. .

.

Right ol Way.. . .

Seneca Superior.

.

Silver Queen
T. & Hudson Bay
Timiskaming . . . .

Wettlaiifcr-I.or..

Dome Mines

ALT LAKE July 20

of Comp.

IJeck Tunnel
Black Jack ^.

.

Colorado Mining..
Town Point
Daly-Judge
Gold chain
Grand Central. .

.

Iron Blossom
Little Bell

Lower Mammoth.
.Mason Valley
May Day
Opohongo
Prln
Seven Troughs. .

Silver King Coal'i

Silver King Con..
.Sioux Con
Uncle Sam
Yankee

TORONTO
t. 031

JulyM

Foley O'Brien..
Ilolllncer.

Iniiierial

Jupiter
Mclntyre
Pearl Lake. . . .

Porcu. Crown.
Preston E. U..
Rea

SA
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By J. K. FixLAY'

SYNOPSIS—The mclliods lui.l objects of mine

management are so often misunderstood that a

broad discussion is necessary. Mining is a t)wdness

having clearly defined objects, among the most

important of which are securing greatest ultimate

profit and providing greatest present value of the

property. Cosis are interesting only in their re-

lation to the whole; not as independent items.

I sliould like to init this discussion on broad grounds.

Technical men are sometimes led into the superficial

>iew that organization means only a list of positions to be

tilled; others sometimes have the idea that success in

mining is not due to sood management but to luck. That

of the proceeds of the industry, even though the work

itself may be going on in the bert po.ssible manner. On
the other hand, some individual may make a greac

personal gain out of a badly managed business.

Industrial efficiency means securing the maximum
result from each effort and. the elimination of unneces-

sary effort. Further, it means hitting the mark—makinj.-

the organization do vhat it is designed to do—no more,

because that costs too much; no less, because that would

be a failure.

The mark to be hit by the business organization i>

profit. In a technical sense it is easy to conceive of an

organization being highly developed to do something for

which there is no commercial demand. I suppose mere

scientific effort, however well directed—as, for instance.

PART i.>F EUI;KKA pit of NEVADA CONSOLIDATED Con'ER CO.. ELY, XEV.

luck does play a good part in distributing the prizes of

the mining business is undeniable, but it should be plain

that it has no more to do with the proper administration

uf a mine than with the proper administration of anything

else.

Efficiency Is Independent of Personalities

The question of efficiency in operating is quite distinct

li-oni the question of who is to be benefitted by that

efficiency. We must begin by making it plain that the

efficient management of a property as understood in this

article relates only to getting out and disposing of the

liroducts with as little effort as possible. The emoluments

that come from doing this may be so distributed as to

leave many of the persons interested highly discontended,

feeling that somebody is getting too much or too little

•Mining engineer. WiUiam St., New Y(

the effort of an astronomical observatory to find new

stars—can hardly be called business. A mine is a purely

business concern carried on with the sole object of making

money. The best management—good morals and fair

dealing being taken for granted—is the one that will

make the most money for the stockholders.

The fire of efficiency is fanned by competition, but the

management of many mining concerns is protected from

competition by the nature of the enterprise. The deposit

may be rich enough to pay whether it is properly worked

or not, and when the profits are good the management is

usually conceded to be good. This is a handicap to the

managers of such properties. The proof of this is that

ihe leading spirits of great mining concerns have usually

been trained not in the management of rich mines but

m the highly competitive smelting or manufacturing

fields connected witli mining.
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Tlie mining business comprises the following elements:

1. The determination of how big a field there is for the

enterprise. This means usually how much ore can be

counted on and how long it will take to get it out

advantageously and market it.

2. How to do this work.

3. How to finance and promote the work.

These elements could be elaborated into an infinity of

detail, but for the present purposes it seems best to state

them this way merely to define the broad requirements

which underlie the organization of mining enterprises.

With this object in view let us dwell a little upon these

elements.

The determination of the scope of an enterprise

proceeds from information. This information comes

broadly into three groups— (1) the local facts about the

occurrence and development of the ore, the area of

property available, the climate, facilities for transporta-

tion, labor, supplies, politics, etc.; (2) the geological

situation; (3) the commercial situation—that is, know-

ledge of markets for the products to be dealt with.

Part of this information can and should be exact,

namely, the first group. The second and third groups

of information yield conclusions in the form of intelligent

guesses or approximations. No one should conclude that

because geological and commercial conclusions have an

element of guesswork that they are therefore unimportant.

Quite the contrary. For the very reason that it is im-

possible to see accurately through the ground or into the

future it is all the more important to draw sane inferences

from ascertained geological facts and from the facts of the

commercial past. Just as the statesman and lawgiver

would be a dangerous man if he did not know the history

of nations and laws ;
just as the doctor would be a quack

if he did not know the history of cases; so the promoter

of a mining enterprise is a dangerous man if he is not

acquainted with the history of mines.

It is very seldom indeed that the true measure of a

mine's possibilities can be taken from the ore actually

developed at the time the enterprise is launched. The
development work generally keeps ahead of the extraction

of ore only by a little more than the necessary margin of

preparation. This fact is less sweepingly true now than

it was a decade ago, and less true of low-grade deposits

than of richer ones, for great progress has been made in

testing mineralized areas and also in using good geology

as an aid in the work of exploration. But it is unquestion-

able that the exploration of deposits to insure supplies

of ore is in itself an important part of the conduct of

the enterprise, and the wisdom of such exploration must
be based upon geological inference.

Details of Operation axd Pixance

The actual work of mining involves all sorts of

engineering—civil, mechanical, electrical, chemical, and
metallurgical; the employment and discipline of labor;

sanitation ; transportation and the keeping of records.

But the scale on which all this is to be done and the

steps to be taken must be based upon the interpretation

of the information already referred to. This is just as

true whether the enterprise grows in.sensibly from a small

beginning or whether it is launched suddenly as a great

enterprise.

It is es.sential that the finances be accurately coordi-

nated with the scale of operations. Too much money

employed as capital means wa.ited power, the unnecessarv

use of resources. Too little capital means deficient

operating power and may cause great losses through sheer

failure to accomplish the required result. For instance,

a capital limited to $1,000,000 used to start the Utah
Copper Co. would have been all wasted, because the

amount required to make that vast low-grade deposit

pay was at least $5,000,000.

As in the case of operating, already discussed, it makes
no difference in the importance of finance whether a

concern grows gradually or suddenly, or whether it is

owned by an individual or by a corporation, or whether
it is large or small. Business involves the use of mouev
whether that money is diverted from earnings, whether
it is borrowed, or whether it is obtained from popular

subscription. The financial guidance of an enterprise is

just as important as its technical guidance; in fact, it

underlies and empowers the technical guidance.

Futility of Unbalaxced Efficiency

I have discussed the fundamental and more or less

self-evident factors in order to illustrate what fields of

accomplishment and training must be covered by the

personnel of a mine organization, and also, if possible, to

prevent persons interested in one department of the

business getting a wrong idea of the importance of the

other departments of it. I feel that it is so important

to get these things right that it is worth while to risk

repetition in laying stress on the axioms that knowledge

of the physical characteristics of mines and markets will

fail to reach its maximum usefulness unless it is backed

up by the proper technical and operating equipment and

efficiency; that, on the other hand, the technical scheme,

however capable in itself, cannot deliver the jDroper

results unless it is gaged to meet the true capabilities of

the mine. and its markets; and further, that commercial

efficiency is out of the question unless the scheme is in

tune with good finance.

The first requirement of a mine organization is that

these facts shall be recognized by the owners. The basic

element of efficient management therefore is efficient

ownership. A substitute for ownership may be an effi-

cient control of the stock. But after all, what security is

there that the control of a corporation will stay in good

hands unless the stockliolders know how to see that it

does?

I am inclined to think that the importance of good

ownership is often overlooked by technical men and
employees. It certainly is wasted effort to repair the

superstructure when the foundation has given way. The
secret of many a good enterprise going to seed lies in

the deterioration of ownership. This is a fact that is

thoroughly recognized by successful business men, whose
first inquiry about an enterprise is not, "What is the

property?" but, "Who are the people?"'

It is of course out of the question to expect that every

stockholder of a large corporation will be a good mining
man, or even a good business man; but the average

stockholder must know enough to put in control of the

stock and of the board of directors a man, or group of

men, who have the following qualifications : Honesty

;

sense to recognize good information about mines; good
financial judgment; sense to recognize good technical,

executive and commercial ability.
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Assuming that an enterprise is conducted by a corpora-

tion, the cornerstone of actual management is a board

of directors. While in the long run most of the work
of a board is in a sense perfunctory, being habitually

the indorsement of its officers, there can be no assurance

whatever of good management unless it possesses the

four qualifications just mentioned. A good board will

probably depend on certain members to guide its

judgment in certain special fields. The directors in

general must be good business men ; some members should

be trained mining men, some trained technical men, and
some trained financiers. This is thy makeup of most of

the boards of efficient and successful mining corporations.

The more aggressive and successful a mining company is,

the more decidedly has its board this kind of membership.

The idea that directors should be figureheads, if neces-

sarj', so long as they represent a certain amount of stock,

generally means decadent management. A director is

not necessarily a rich man. In strong concerns they

are quite often distinguished employees, who contribute

practical contact with the business and the interest that

comes from the necessity of accomplishment. The idea

that directorships should be mainly well-known names
borrowed from famous financial institutions or be of social

or official prominence arises generally from some need for

advertisement, a need that should create suspicion.

The chief responsibility actually administered by the

directors is that of finance. To them belongs the

function of declaring dividends, or of authorizing loans.

In this relation the importance of having a board

which contains enough '"mining men" to be fully ali\'c

to the peculiarities of mining is emphasized. The board

must be able to understand the importance of changes

shown in the development of the mines, to appreciate the

need of caution when the signs point toward exhaustion,

to gage the opportunities arising from favorable develop-

ments, to meet the requirements resulting from changes

in the conditions of the mines, in the character of the

ores and in metallurgical practice.

Duties of a President

I have been discussing the qualifications of the owners

and their representatives in groups. The stockholders of

mining concerns .are usually many hundreds, sometimes

many thousands, in number. The directors usually

number from five to twenty-five. From now on I will

consider individuals. Of these the most important is

the president, who is the executive officer of the board.

He is the central figure of the whole organization and

represents both owners and employees. On the one hand,

it is the president's business to e.xert upon the employees

the authority and purposes of the owners; on the other

hand, being generally an employee himself, he is bound

to have to some extent the employees' point of view.

It is clear that the president's main function is to

deal with people. In the case of large concerns where

he must deal with thousands of stockholders and em-

ployees the job requires a decided faculty of leadership,

which means insight into human nature, poise, calmness,

energy and definite purpose. Technical qualifications fall

into the background, llining on a large scale approaches

very closely other forms of business. The president of

a large railroad system does not have to go into technical

questions, but merely to deal with men who do. He forms

his judgment not so much on what he knows of railroad-

ing as what he knows aljout men. A nuin who makes
a success of railroading in this way could almost certaiidy

run an equally large mining business acceptably.

The president's contact with the technical work in-

creases as the scale of the business diminishes. In a small

mine this office may become merely nominal. The presi-

dent of a mining company employing only 50 men might
very properly spend part of his time working underground
as a miner. The division of labor is in proportion to the

number employed in a given organization, and as this

number diminishes, more and more functions are

merged in the indixiilual. This applies to workmen
as well as officers. Just as the president of a small

mining company may have to be financier, bookkeeper,

manager, superintendent and foreman of his company, so

tlie miner, who never sees the blacksmith-shop of a large

property, may have to sharpen his drills as well as use

them when he works in a small mine.

To create the greatest possible present value is the

proper object of conducting the business. This is a point

of view not easy to grasp fully or to reach, or adhere to.

An abnormal exibition of low costs and large profits may
be, and often is, made simply by suspending temporarily

expenditures which must go on. It is also possible to

take out, for a limited period, richer ore and more ore

than a mine can average. So long as temporary profits

are made abnormal only in the effort to obtain profits

quickly, a proper object is gained by giving the stock-

holders the use of their profits sooner. But these tempor-

ary showings are often injurious to the property in both

a physical and economic sense. Premature extraction of

ores without adequate development is highly injurious

by creating unnecessary dangers to men and losses of

ore. Such premature mining often shows profits in such

manner as to produce a false impression of value.

Field of Technical Management

The responsibility for adhering to a bi'oad scheme for

obtaining the best results lies not with the technical

management but with the president.

Among mining enterprises there is a great diversity

of opinion as to what constitutes the main problem.

Sometimes it is the maintenance of the ore supply by

constant exploration ; sometimes it is merely to secure

low costs in the handling of large tonnages already as-

sured; sometimes it is a struggle with metallurgical

difficulties. But one general fact underlies practically

all operations, namely, that reratlts are obtained not

through muscular activities of men, but by the intelligent

use of mechanical units which men direct and of which
men are parts. A certain bodily activity is of course

necessary to manipulate properly the machines. While
some work like shoveling is still propelled by men's

muscles, the average man about a mining plant manipu-
lates perhaps 10 hp. The proportion of mechanical as

against human power is therefore several hundred to one,

and the value of intelligent manipulation needs no further

demonstration.

The responsibility for securing this intelligent manipu-
lation lies with the manager. His aim is to produce the

most profitable effect from his whole mechanical equip-

ment; therefore he must see to it that each unit com-
posing that equipment does its duty. To perform this
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duty properly each unit must be worked as near to full

capacity as possible; tor otherwise men and power will

be kept busy without adequate result.

To accomplish this in mining requires energetic exercise

of the sense of proportion, of constructive imagination,

and of executive ability. The work in a mine is con-

stantly shifting. A group of men and machines may be

well occupied today in a certain stope, but tonight some

change may develop which will permit only half the force

to be occupied profitably there to-morrow. An exploring

drift reaches its objective and that particular piece of

work must be stopped ; the time arrives when hand

tramming is no longer either adequate or economical and

mechanical tramming equipment must be installed ; or,

on the other hand, the supply of ore from a certain shaft

has so fallen off that more equipment is in use than is

justified by the output.

In any property of considerable size it is impossible

for the manager, to get into personal contact with all

these details. It is necessary therefore to supplement

his own activities with an organization so arranged as

to keep him informed. Various organizers will call

these departments by different names and approach their

problems from different angles, but, broadly speaking,

we may classify the manager's working force into two

divisions

:

1. The division of information, whii-h will contain the

map-makers, engineers and geologists, the samplers and

assayers and the cost and record-keepers. This work is

not inherently valuable; it is merely a means to an end.

The manager must not make it the field of his own labors

;

its purpose is to add to his cajDacity to direct the

productive work. It is of course important that this

division should not be overdone.

2. The division of executives covering construction en-

gineers and all the operating force.

Pkoper Supervision of Labor

The limits of this article will not permit much dis-

cussion of the various reports dealing with the supervision

of labor ; but I can briefly point out some of the essentials

that must be covered. It is possible to gather the data

collected by the division of information into a daily

summary which will be at least approximately correct.

This will show the following supremely important items

:

1. The number of men employed and their distribution

in whatever detail is desired.

2. The amount of product oljtained from this labor,

the quality of this product and the disposal of it.

These facts are decisive as to the efficiency of the job.

The expenses of a company are invariably in proportion
to the number of men employed. For instance, if at a
given mine you employ 10,000 shifts of labor in a given
month, and you find that your total expenses were
$50,000, it is a mathematical certainty that next month
when you employ 12,000 shifts your expenses will be

$60,000. In other words, the expense involved in employ-
ing a man on the property in question is $5 per day. This
figure once established you have a short cut to your total

expenditures which can be applied at any monient.^

»The cost per man referred to is not merely wages; it is
the total expense of wage.';, supplies, power and admin-
istrative effort required by the labor. These items vary with-
in such narrow limits that it is hardly inaccurate to speak
of them as constant. In a given property these relations can
only be disturbed by a radical change in the scale or method

I operating such as are not cor t.-inplated in these remarks.

The degree to which the manager can digest the detailij

of labor will vary according to the size of the property,

or in proportion to the number of superintendents he

employs. On a small property the manager is his own
superintendent, but on a large one he will have to restrict

his observations to larger units, delegating the daily

supervision to superintendents of particular fields. Each
superintendent must watch his field of operations exactly

as a manager does, the only difference being that instead

of covering the whole property he only covers a part of

it ; that he deals with smaller units and has a more
intimate contact with the men and products of his

special field.

CoNSTAXT Supervision of Products

Just as a proper record of the employment of labor

gives a clear idea of daily expenses, a similar record of

the product obtained gives an immediate line on the

daily income. One is just as important as the other,

but the supervision of product is more difficult and less

exact. It involves correct weighing, sampling and assay-

ing—three steps, each apparently simple but really very

difficult. While the labor record involves no equipment

except paper and pencil, it is not too much to say that

the basis for proper accounting of the product lies deep

in the design of the plant and the training of the whole

technical organization. Proof of this is the care with which

these subjects are elaborated in technical mining litera-

ture. I limit my observations simply to pointing out

where they belong in the business scheme. A realization

of the true importance of the supervision of products is

the prime technical qualification of a mine manager.

A\'ithout it he can have no effective engineering point ol

view and will have to depend on guesswork and rule of

thumb.

To get maximum profits it is necessary to work out

the following points ; What volume and grade of ore

extracted daily will cover the total expenses of the

company ? What grade will cover the cost of mining
and smelting, but not necessarily the general and outside

expenses ? What ores, too low in grade to be a true

object of mining, may yet profitably be treated if obtained

in the process of development? Which ores should be

sent directly to the smelter and which should be con-

centrated or otherwise treated at the mine or mill?

What are the metallurgical losses of all processes, and the

extent to which they may be curtailed profitably?

By balancing these factors against one another and

against the cost of constructing and operating the neces-

sary plants, the manager finally works out the number
of steps of his process and the logical and most economic

cost. This cost will naturally be as low as possible in

proportion to the money received for the product sold

:

but a little reflection \v\\\ show that this is not necessarily

the lowest cost per ton of material handled in any

department.

This problem is present at all mines. The coal or

iron miner who deals with a homogeneous material may
find it much easier to solve than the miner of complex

ores of precious metals ; but it is there just the same, and
the intelligent manager will always recognize it.

It is a frequent mistake to suppoi5e that the important

facts are revealed by the cost-keeping or accounting

system. This is emphatically not the case. A thorough

accounting of a month's operations cannot be prepared
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before tlie middle of the following month. This means
that the acts of which it is a record are from two weeks

to seven weeks old before the record appears. If a

manager waited that long before taking action on the

changes which develop from day to day he would make
himself ridiculous. It is infinitely more to the point

to have daily facts presented in usable form, even though

some of the information is only approximate.

A discussion of accounting may conveniently follow

tlie preceding remarks because it is important to combat

a frequent misunderstanding of its true value. Accounting

is not management. Broadly speaking, it is not a func-

tion of the technical management at all, but is a

function of the board of directors, which should be

administered l)y the financial officer of that body—the

treasurer—who is frequently also the recording officer,

the secretary. These officers are subordinate to the

president, but they are quite distinct from the technical

manager, who deals with only a })ortion of the business.

It is the duty of these officers to account to the stock-

h.olders and creditors of the concern for the income and

outgo of funds and properties. But we should bear in

mind a broad distinction between company accounting,

which is the business of the treasurer for the benefit of

the stockholders and creditors, and department account-

ing, or cost-keeping, which is essentially a record of

efficiency for the benefit of the work itself.

In either department the usefulness of the accounting

depends entirely upon how effectively it presents the

vital facts. Elaboration of detail where not needed

is mere pedantry, which instead of serving the true

purpose of accounting helps to defeat it. Simplicity and
ijrevity of statement should be the aim. The figures of

a cost statement may be likened to the topography of

the country. When you find a vantage point you can see

flic lay of the land. A man in the caiions at the foot of

Pike's Peak might lose himself looking for the summit,

l)ut if he walks out on the plain he can see it easily.

Likewise in business, the man who wants to know where

he is going refuses to bury himself in a maze of figures.

He tries to keep before himself the general outline of

his problem in order that when he plunges into detail he

iray still not forget the relative size of things.

UxiT Costs as Operation^ Guides

In the general accounting of a company's business all

figures are stated necessarily in money. But in cost-

keeping or department accounting an eye should be kept

not only on money values but also upon the things which

the money represents. The work is done by labor aided

by mechanical power, by explosives, by timber, tools and

other supplies. The efficiency of the job is exhibited even

more decisively when shown in terms of these elements

than when shown in dollars and cents. For instance,

Nevada Consolidated Copper Co. reports that the average

amount loaded per -steam-shovel shift is 1472 tons, but

that the maximum loaded was 6784 tons. The average

time each shovel was actually at work was only 30% of

the working day. It is plain that their operation is

frequently interrupted and that efficient operation has

much to do with minimizing those interruptions. The

manager may have found that the cost of increasing the

working time of the steam shovel would be too great to

justify it. While he might increase the output per steam

shovel, he might decrease the output per man. He would

then lose money. But if he can increase his output per

shovel by increasing his concurrent cost in less proportion,

he will gain. We have thus reasoned back to the con-

clusion that the work of the steam shovel is not the

decisive criterion of efficiency, unless we include with it

everything needed to make its work complete.

Lowest Costs Pkh Man Not Always Best

To illustrate this let us take the whole situation just

outlined. Nevada Consolidated employs 611 men all

told and eight steam shovels working two shifts each.

The number of men actually attached to each shovel is

only about 17 for both shifts, and it burns 5.7 tons coal

per day. With laljor at $4 per day and coal at $5 per

ton the cost of the steam shovel is about $100 per day,

and its output is 2942 tons for the two shifts. But
the total number of men employed is 611 and the cost

is, say $3055, or $5 per man. Eight steam shovels are

employed, the total output being 23,852 tons. Suppose
we employ another steam shovel and get half as much
from it as we get from the others. We have increased

our cost by $100 a day and our tonnage by 1472. The
total number of men is now 628 and the total cost

$3155. The cost per m^n is now $5.02 per day, which

is very close to what it was before. But the output has

risen from 23,852 tons to 25,324 tons. Per man it has

risen from 39.04 to 40.32. The difference does not appear

to be great in either cost or output, but proportionately

it is, for with an increase in cost per man less than

0.5%, the output per man has increased over 3%. Thus
the increase of output is aljout seven times the increase

of cost. Let it be remembered that in doing this we are

decreasing the averaging efficiency cf the steam shovels.

This indicates that the cost per man is much more
stable than the cost per shovel.

Now, applying this discussion to the cost-keeping

problem, we come straight back to the vital importance

of making the statements indicate the decisive facts which
prove efficiency. What these facts are needs to be worked
out for each property. .1 have found it beyoud my powers

to make a general statement that will apply everj'where.

While it is true that the output per man is a most
important figure, it is equally true that it must be applied

only when modifying factors are clearly understoocl, and
then only to the proper units. It has been shown that a

mistake would have been made in assuming that a steam

shovel taken by itself must be run at full capacity,

regardless of other things. The fact is, however, that

instead of bringing in the full normal equipment that

goes with a steam shovel we only brought in a part of it.

The eight shovels employed 611 men, or 76 each; but

with nine shovels we only had 628 men, or 70 each. The
point brought out was that the machine itself is relativelv

unimportant so long as it does not alter the normal scheme

of things. In keeping the cost of operating that shovel

it would be a great mistake to rivet attention on the

engineers, cranemen, and firemen, and the amount of

coal it burns and the supplies it uses. The real unit

is the shovel combined with the locomotives, tracks, cars,

railroad and dumping facilities. The force required to

operate such a unit night and day is generally 75 to

100 men, and not the 15 or 20 men working on or about

the shovel. When this fact is got straight the true unit

cost is made effective.
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It is an axiom that each operating unit should be

worked as nearly as possible to its full capacity. The
converse is that where the output is limited at some

point—as, for instance, by the capacity of a mill—the

units required to supply that output should be cut down
to the smallest possible number. A shaft is such a unit.

The cost of a shaft and the maintenance of its hoisting,

hauling, pumping, lighting and compressed-air equip-

ment, its railroad trackage, shaft houses and shipping

equipment mean a large amount of fixed expense. When-

ever it is found that a number of such shafts can produce

more than the required output, economy demands that

some of them should be ruthlessly shut down in spite of

the apparent waste. The truth in such a situation is

that capital has been wasted in providing unnecessaiy

equipment, but that is no excuse for wasting still

more money to operate it. How often situations

of this kind arise it is hard to say. One example

is found in some mines in Southeast Missouri, where

a few years ago 2-i shafts were used to supply 2,300,000

tons a year. Now eleven of the same shafts supply

3,200,000 tons a year. Thirteen shafts with abundant

ore reserves are rotting and rusting at a saving of possibly

$1,000,000 a year.

Estimation of Major axd Minor Units

In the whole process of organization there are con-

trolling limitations. The company itself is limited in its

activities by its capital and its opportunities. Its proper-

ties are each limited in some way—the output of a mine l)y

either its own capacity to produce or by the capacity of

a mill or smelter or market. These limitations are ex-

tremely important in calculating the size and number

of concomitant units. Minor units make up major ones,

and the effectiveness of each within its sphere becomes

highly important once that sphere is established. There

is a certain subtlety about these distinctions that is worth

dwelling upon.

The cost of power, for instance, is an important thing

in a mining property, but its unit cost is capable of

being misapplied. The power plant properly should

deliver the minimum output required for the work. The
proper aim is not cheap horsepower but cheap work. In

one ease a plant was supplying compressed air and
electric power at a cost of Ic. per kw.-hr., while its

neighbors were making power at 1.25c. per kw-hr. But
at this plant the cost of power per ton of ore was 45c.

and at its neighbors' only 25c. The superintendent was
astounded when brought to task for his high power costs,

pointing to his low cost per hour. The fact was that

the power was being wasted. Efficiency at the engines

did not excuse leaky pipes, scattered and inefficient pumps,
and macliinery used where it was not needed. Accounting,
with the emphasis on the wrong point, was exhibiting

a false economy, which was costing the company in

reality $80,000 a year.

But the mere fact that the kilowatt-hour is a minor
unit does not destroy its importance. It is important to

make cheap power, but the supply must be limited to

the requirement. Any additional power made is a waste,

no matter how cheap it is.

It would be a false economy, likewise, in order to show
a low consumption of drill supplies, to let them run in

bad repair, or, in order to show a low consumption of

compressed air per drill, to use more machines than

necessary and let them stand idle part of the time. The
true result to be reached is cheap ore breaking and not

cheap supplies or cheap air per drill. That fact, however,

does not in the least argue against economy in both these

items—economy rightly applied to its proper unit.

Big Things vs. Little Things

The argument leads to one principle that should

underlie effective organization, namely, that big objects

take precedence over little ones. It is a theory with some

people that if you "take care of little things the big things

will take care of themselves." This is like starting in

to make an automobile by first making the screws and

bolts. It is an utterly illogical and ineffective theory.

The first essential of an automobile is a design—some plan

by which a vehicle can be made to serve a certain

purpose, have a certain appearance and attain certain

speed. This design involves the use of definite mechan-

ical principles which must be satisfied by the creation of

essential mechanical entities—the motor, running gears,

v.heelbase, etc. The mass of detail work which follows

must be adapted to the essential scheme and grow out

of satisfying the needs of that scheme. Success depends

on the nicety and intelligence with which the details are

worked out. A lot of work can be put on the paint, but

the paint is not wholly essential. It is well to remember

that the car will go just as fast and ride just as easily

wliether the paint is black or white. But when the ear

is sold the color of the paint may decide the buyer for

or against the whole car, and may therefore determine

its commercial success or failure. Some people will argue

that this proves the vital importance of this small detail.

But the manufacturer is entitled to answer : "Our design

is to create a car that will sell; we are merchants as well

as engineers. To please our customers is a prime

essential; the color of the paint is a trivialty. Our
customers cannot decide fundamentals of construction,

but on this point their judgment is controlling. By our

theory of doing business we are bound to accept their

decision."

Thus the question is decided not in the least liy virtue

of minute detail in itself but by the application of a

cardinal principle. The true organizer will neither dis-

f)arage nor overlook details, but he will l)e their master

and not their slave. He will not love them for their

own sake, but will use them to further his jjlans.

North Carolina easily retained first rank in gold output

among the Eastern or Appalachian States in 1914, the

yield having been the second largest in the last 10 years.

The total production of gold in 1914 amounted to 6343.94

fine ounces, according to the Geological Survey, the value

of which was $131,141.

The gold was obtained from 12 placers and 9 deep

mines, but several of the mines made a very small pro-

duction. The largest producing placer was the Bigger-

staff, in Rutherford County. The lola mine, m Mont-

gomery County, had the largest yield of gold from deep

mining. Other mines which contributed an appreciable

part of the gold output were the Rich Cog and Uwarra
mines, in Montgomery Coimty ; the Gold Hill, in Rowan
County ; and the Howie, in Union Couutv.
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The silver output of North Carolina, recovered as a by-

product from gold milling, was 153 J: fine ounces, valued

at $8J:3, against 1813 line ounces, valued at $1095 in

1913. The copper production in 1914 was 20,434 lb.,

valued at $3718.

By Alexa.\ui:i; ;\k'LAKEx"

The Piegan-Gloster, of Marysville, Mont., is one of

the many gold properties characteristic of those old min-
ing camps which, after years of idleness, are once more
experiencing activity because of the more economical

and efficient methods of mining, milling and cyanida-

tion of the present day. This property is situated about

three miles from Jlarysville, JMont., and is owned by the

Barnes King Development Co. The ore is delivered to

the mill from the mine over 1400 ft. of Riblet two-

bucket aerial tramway, dumping into a receiving bin

on the same level as the mill bins. From this the ore

is fed to a Xo. 5, T. L. Smith short-head (gyratory)

primary crusher by a belt conveyor. This, crusher breaks

from mine-run down to approximately 114-in. ring and
the ore is then elevated by a continuous-bucket elevator

to an automatic sampler at the bin head, then by a dis-

tributing belt conveyor to the main or mill bin.

From the mill bin the ore is fed to three Lane slow-

speed Chilean mills by Stephens-Adamson automatic belt

feeders. The mills are 10 ft. in diameter and each one

from which the thickened pulp is transferred by dia-

phragm pump to one of a series of Dorr agitators 16

ft. diameter by 14 ft. deep. These agitators are not con-

nected in scries, the charge method being used. Over-

flow solution, prior to going to zinc boxes, is filtered in

two small tanks through a layer of sand. Zinc shavings

are used as precipitant.

One 40-hp. motor drives three Lane mills, two con-

centrators, one Akins classifier and the pulp distributor

for the leaching tanks. In this mill, after considerable

exijeriment on the part of the management, the slow-

speed Chilean mill has been found far superior to the

stamps formerly used. The advantages are less wear

and tear ; less power consumed per ton of output ; a pul])

better adapted to cyanidation and water consumption

nearly 80% less than that required by stamps for crush-

ing. Less operating vigilance is required.

t<4s®@ciiim(aiHirag

MaSiiaEai

By a. L. II. Stkeet*

Under a decision of the Kansas City Court of Appeals,

a purchaser of mining property cannot rescind the

transaction on account of misrepresentations made by the

seller to the purchaser's agent concerning the character of

the property, if the agent was not deceived by such

misreprenseutations or did not rely upon them. The court

says : "Applying the rule that an attempt fraudulently to

PIEGAN-GLOSTER PLANT. MARYSVILLE, MONT.

handles approximately 50 tons of ore per 24 hr., per-

forming the crushing in cyanide solution. It may be

said that the ore is "slightly harder than the average

quartz. A 6-in. overflow discharge is used with a strip

of ordinary fly screen to withhold the chips and prevent

clogging the pulp pipes. The consistency of the pulp is

41/^ parts of solution to 1 of solids. The combined out-

])ut of the three Lane mills is carried by launder to a

Wilfley roughing table, the concentrated oiitput of which

drops to a Wilfley finishing table. The product is a

black sand with some coarse gold, and is treated by amal-

gamation in a cleanup pan. The overflow from both

the roughing and finishing table goes to an Akins classi-

fier for further separation.

The sands proceed to one of a series of leaching tanks,

10 ft. staves and 36 ft. in diameter, the unloading of

which, after treatment, is performed by flushing. The

slimes are taken to a 34-ft. Dorr thickener, 7 ft. deep,

*Litchfleld, Conn.

CRUSHING INST.\LLATION OF LANE MILLS

deceive must be so far successful as to have induced belief

and reliance on the part of the person claiming to have

been injured, we find that plaintiff's case failed."

It is further held, in the same opinion, that one induced

by fraud to enter into such a contract must promptly

elect to rescind on discovering the fraud, or his right to

cancel the purchase will be deemed to have been waived.

(Greenstreet vs. Walsch, 17(i Southwestern Eeportcr.

1063.)

ExpoNition of American Clu-iiiioal lii<IiiNtrie.<«—The first

American exposition of chemical industries will be held at

Grand Central Palace, New York City, during the week be-
ginning Sept. 20, 1915. It is to be managed by C. F. Roth and
A. Nagelvoort. assisted by an advisory committee of nine emi-
nent chemical engineers. It is expected to include coal, wood
and petroleum products, metals, minerals, water and sewage
purification, air and gas processes, glass and ceramics, oils,

varnishes, plastics, rubber, leather, glue, etc. Working ex-
hibits will be shown. Inquiries should be directed to the
National Exposition of Chemical Industries, 46th St. and Lex-
ington Ave., New York City.

•Attorney, St. Paul, Minn.
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?s of tlhie MesaBI E.s\ini^

By J. F. 'WoLFF^

iSYNOPiSLS—Methods of exploring Mesabi ore-

bodies. Combination diamond-churn drill outfit

used. Holes spotted on definite systems. Contin-

uation and extent of drilling based on results ob-

tained as work progresses. Vertical sections con-

structed through lines of drill holes. Correlation

of beds cut by the several holes. Division into

layers and connecting between holes. Precautions

to be observed.

The first explorations in the Mesabi district were car-

ried on by test pits. The depth of these was limited to

the level of the groundwater. In several cases where test-

pitting developed a fairly

large body of ore, shafts

were sunk and the orebody

developed more completely

both in depth and laterally

by underground workings.

Several bodies explored

by test pits were developed

as openpits, having shafts

and a few drifts and cross-

cuts for drainage puri3oses.

In the middle '90s dia-

mond and churn drills

were introduced for ex-

ploration work and have

been used for such work
ever since. Some mining
companies do their own
exploration work, but a

great deal of contract

work is done also. Al-

though siich work is ex-

pensive, the total cost in

any extensive explorations

is but a few cents per ton

of ore de\'eloped ; this in-

cludes drilling on barren

properties. As will be

shown later, the drilling

is so thorough and sys-

tematic that the shape and
extent of the orebody are

determined with extreme

accuracy. Obviously such

information is invaluable

in the proper planning of

development work, wheth-

er openpit or under-

ground. It will be shown
here how to interpret the drill explorations properly, and
how to work out the structure of the orebody closely from
such records.

The drilling outfit need not be described, as it is well

known to most mining men. A good description of both

outfit and drilling operation is given in the Universitv of

Minnesota bulletin mentioned in Part I. The accom-
panying illustration. Fig. 21, is a good view of the ordi-

nary Mesabi drill outfit.

A brief account of drilling operations is appropriate,

as they must be considered in interpreting drill records.

A 3-in. casing pipe is first driven down through the

glacial drift, locally called "surface." The drift is full

of boulders of all sizes, which are blasted when encoun-

tered or are drilled through with diamonds and then

blasted. Before blasting, the casing pipe is pulled up a

few feet to prevent its bottom from being broken by the

l)last. The surface is churn-drilled and washed up out

of the casing pipe after every few feet of advance of the

casing. A 200- to 300-lb. cylindrical weight is used as a

•Mining engineer, Oliv.: in.ing Co., Duluth, Mi

PIG. 21. STANDARD MES.\BI DRILLING OUTFIT

drop hammer to drive down the casing pipe. When the

ore is encountered, the casing is driven down into it a few
inches so that the surface material will not' run down
imder the end of the pipe and liecome mixed with the

ore sample. A 2-in. casing pipe is then put down inside

the 3-in. and churning proceeds in the ore just as in the

surface. Samples of the ore are taken for intervals of 5

ft. as the drilling proceeds, unless rock is encountered, in
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which ease the drill runner attempts to chop and blast

through the rock. Often the rock is only a thin seam and
can be cut through with a chopping bit, but if it proves

to be a thick layer of taconite the chopping bit is taken

off and the diamond bit put on. Then diamond drilling

proceeds until ore is again encountered or until the engi-

neer in charge of explorations decides the hole is deep
enough. If more than 5 ft. of ore is encountered under
the taconite. the entire depth of the taconite is blasted so

that the casing pipe can be driven down through it to the

ore beneath. This operation is known as blasting down
casing. After the casing has been driven down to the ore

under the taconite, churn drilling proceeds as before until

the bottom of the ore is reached. The depth to which
drilling iu taconite is carried depends entirely upon geo-

logical conditions, depth of ore in adjacent holes or depth
of nearby orebodies, except in case of special contracts or

leases in which a specific depth in taconite is provided.

Samples Takex for Each Five Feet

In taking samples of the ore. the choppings or sludge

for each 5-ft. sample is caught in three or more barrels

as it is washed up through the casing pipe and is allowe.l

to settle for two hours, after which the water is drained

off and the settlings collected in a pan and dried. Tha
sample is then divided into a number of parts to provide

samples for the mining company, the fee owners, etc.

These are sent to the laboratory and analyses of the

material dried at 212° F. are generally made for iron,

pliosphorus and silica, and by some companies for man-
ganese and alumina. Pieces of the core from that part of

the lode which was diamond-drilled are saved also. The
different mining companies have different methods of pre-

serving samples, some using paper bags, some glass bot-

tles and some specially constructed tin boxes which can

be packed or filed away easily. The drill runners make
reports of the material encountered to the director of

explorations, generally an engineer, giving also the depth

of material diamond-drilled. The chemical determina-

tions of all samples are also reported to the exploration

chief. The actual samples, choppings and core are exam-
ined by him and the material classified as to its character,

whether ore, taconite and ore, paint-rock, taconite, slate,

quartzite, etc. He also cheeks the depth of diamond drill-

ing reported by the drill runner. From this information,

that is, chemical determinations and physical classifica-

tion, the record of the dj-ill hole is platted on tracings to-

gether with records of all other drill holes on the forty.

LocATiox OF Drill Holes

The unit of ownership is a 40-acre tract, therefore the

unit of exploration is generally a 40-acre tract. Before

drilling is started on any property a system of drill holes

is laid out on a map of the property and then staked out

on the ground. Different systems are in use l)y different

companies and each has its advantages and its adherents.

Xo one system can be prescribed as the best for all parts

of the range. The more irregular and rocky orebodies

require more closely spaced drill holes. In some of the

early explorations drill holes were spaced 1.50 to 200 ft.

apart. In many cases no regular system of spacing drill

holes was followed. The system most widely used at the

])resent time and for some years past is to spot drill holes

at intersections of north-south and east-west lines 300 ft.

a])art, giving five rows o£ holes each way or a total of 25

drill holes per 40-acre tract. If the property adjoins an

ore-bearing property so that something is known of the

possible position of an orebody the drilling is started In

that part of the forty where the orebody is suspected. If

nothing is known as to the probable existence of ore on

the property at least five of the 25 holes are drilled. One
of these holes, the one nearest the outcrop of the quartzite

is drilled through the iron formation to quartzite. If

no ore is encountered in any of these holes the exploration

is discontinued temporarily. If the mining company con-

trols the surrounding properties and upon exploring them

finds ore near the property lines of this property in ques-

tion, exploration is resumed on the abandoned property.

If ore is encountered in one or more of the five drill holes

which were drilled first, otliers of the 25 locations on the

fortv' are drilled and the explorations are continued until

the outline of the orebody is well established. The en-

gineer in charge of explorations studies the results of the

drilling carefully as it progresses and if he considers it
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FIG. 22. TYPICAL, EXPLORATION OF FORTY-ACRE TRACT

necessary, for determining either the depth of the ore or

the outline of the orebody, holes intermediate between
these 25 locations are put down. Even in cases where the

orebody covers the whole 40-acre tract it is not always

necessary to drill all of these intermediate holes. A close

study of the structure of the orebody by the engineer de-

termines the necessity of the.se holes. However, if all of

these intermediate holes are drilled the distance between
drill holes will be 212 ft. This may seem to be excessive

exploration, but experience has proved that drill holes

even 200 ft. apart are not too close. In many instances

rock horses have been found in the orebody within a few
feet of a drill hole and none of the drill holes showed
au}^ rock intrusions.

The system of drilling only five holes and abandoning
the property if these show no ore is not universally used,

nor is it to be recommended as the best practice, because
small narrow bodies might occur between such drill holes.

As a rule, at least 10 of the 25 locations ought to be

drilled before abandoning the property. This of course

depends much on the position of the property and is ap-

plicable particularly to properties near the center of the

iron-formation outcrop or north of it. For those proper
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ties near the Virginia slate five barren holes is a reason-

able test.

As the drilling progresses sections are prepared to a

convenient scale (40 ft. or 30 ft. to the inch) looking

north and looking west. Thus there will be five east-west

and five north-south sections shewing the 25 holes orig-

inally laid out. If the intermediate holes are drilled, ad-

ditional sections are made, looking northeast and north-

west, giving two sets of diagonal sections, and the east-

west and north-south sections are discarded, except such

of them as may have drill-holes not shown on the diagonal

LEGEND OF FORMATIONS OF OREBODY CROSS-SECTIONS

B.O.
B.T.
C.
Cret.
C.S.
C.T.
D.S.
D.T.
G.
G.D.
H.G.O.
I.P.R.L.
I.S.L.
L.B.O.

L.C.T.
L.H CO.
L.H.S.
L.N.O.
L.O.
L.Y.O.
L.Y.T.

Blu O.
oken taconite P.Q.

Conglomerate P.R.
Cretaceous P.R.L.
Cretaceous shale P.R.O.
Cherty taconite Q.
Decomposed slat^ S.

Decomposed taconite S.T.

Greenstone T.
Glacial drift T. & O.
High-grade ore U.H.G.O.
Intermediate paint-rock layer U.N.L.
Intermediate slate layer U.N.O.
Lower blue ore U.S.& C.T.

Lower cherty taconite
Lower high-grade ore
Lower Huronian slate
Lower nonbessemer ore
Lean ore (40*^-49% iron)
Lower .yellow ore
Lower yellow taconite

U.S.T.
L'.Y.O.
U.Y.T.
V.S.
W.O.
Y.O.
Y.T.
U.B.O.

Ore
Pokegama quartzite
Paint-rock
Paint-rock layer
Paint-rock ore
Quartzite
Slat«
Slaty taconite
Taconite
Taconite and ore
Upper high-grade ore
Vpper nonbessemer layer
Upper nonbessemer ore
Upper slaty and cherty

taconite
Upper slat.v taconite
Upper yellow ore
Upper yellow taconite
Virginia slate
Wash ore
Yellow ore
Yellow taconite
Upper blue ore

sections, such as a section along AA, Fig. 22. Positions

of drill holes and of sections are shown on the plat of Fig.

22, which represents a 40-acre tract explored as just de-

scribed. From a study of these intersecting sets of sec-

tions an accurate knowledge of the shape, extent and

structure of the orebody can be obtained.

In making a section the drill holes are platted in their

proper relative locations and elevations, the latter data

having been obtained previously by field engineers. The
elevation of Lake Superior is the common datum plane

generally used by many of the mining companies. Some

1020

companies use sea-level datum. Opposite each drill hole

on the section are recorded all analyses and the classifica-

tion of material. Fig. 23 shows an actual section of an

orebody as developed by drill records. The chemical an-

alyses and classification of material are shown. With
the drill records thus made into sections, the structure (?C

the orebody is worked out. Two general divisions of ore

material are made. Churn-drilled material analyzing

below 49% or 50% dry iron is classed as lean ore. Churn-
drilled material analyzing above 49% or 50% dry iron is

classed as standard ore. This, however, does not mean
merchantable ore. The standard ore is further subdivided

into bessemer and nonbessemer. The criterion for bes-

semer ore is not absolutely rigid with all companies, but

an ore in which the ratio of phosphorus to iron is 0.00075

to 0.00080 is classed as bessemer: 55% natural iron,

equivalent to an ore carrying 62.50% dried iron and 12%
moisture, with 0.045% phosphorus, is the market stand-

ard or base for iron in the bessemer class. Of course ores

somewhat lower than this in iron are sold as bessemer in

the market. Most engineers in the district have been in

the habit of working out the structure of the ore by

Joining up ore layers of similar classification lying ap-

proximately in the same horizon in the orebody and con-

necting the bottoms of the ore in adjacent holes either

with straight lines or with regular curves. In many cases

this procedure is approximately correct, but in others it

leads to erroneous results.

The following description will outline the most recent

and accurate method for determining the structure of an

orebody. Having at hand all the cross-sections, the engi-

neer examines the cuttings and core samples of each drill

hole and divides up the entire hole into the different struc-

tural layers as shown by the sections in Parts I and II.

These layers are upper blue or high-grade ore, upper yel-

low, nonliessemer. ore, intermediate paint-rock layei,

PIG. 23. SECTION OF A DEVELOPED OREBODY
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lower yellow, nonbessemer, ore and lower blue or bigh-

grade ore. The high-grade ores are generally high in

iron, though not always so, and generally low in phos-

jihorous, though not always bessemer ore. In making this

division, all the drill samples, ohoppings and core, from

a hole are laid out in order on a long table and divisions

made largely from physical appearance. Tiie paint-rock

is characteristically reddish and the yellow layers are

yellow. The chemical analyses help considerably in this

classification also. The paint-rock layer generally is

noticeably high in phosphorus and alumina, the phos-

phorus ranging from 0.075% to 0.300% and the alumina

from i% to 8 or 10%. The break between lower yellow

ore and lower blue ore usually is marked by a sharp drop

in both phosphorus and alumina, the blue ore being the

lower in both elements. The division between upper yel-

low and up]ier blue ores is marked best by a drop in phos-

phorous, the blue ore having the lower phosphorus. This

division is not so universal f.s in the lower orebody. The
alumina in the two layers is about the same. Of course

exceptions to these general statements are not uncommon.
The descriptive terms, high-grade ore, blue ore and yel-

low ore should not be taken literally. In the yellow-ore

layers considerable red or purplish paint-rock material

may occur; in the intermediate paint-rock layer, which is

usually of reddish appearance, lav^ers of yellow ocher

occur, and in the high-grade or blue bodies there ai'e

found layers of paint-rock and brown ore. The terms

blue ore, yellow ore and paint-rock are here used simply

to describe structural layers. This division into layers is

not always easy to make, but as stated in Part I the divi-

sion between intermediate paint-rock layer and lower yel-

low ore is sharp and always can be made easily. In fact

the experienced engineer usually can pick this division

from the chemical analyses and classification of material.

The upper 5 to 15 ft. of the lower yellow layer, just below

the paint-rock layer, frequently is sandy ore or decom-

posed taconite. On the Western jVIesabi it is almost pure

sand. In any well-concentrated orebody drill holes can be

found which can be divided accurately into the aforemen-

tioned layers, and will give the average thicknesses of the

respective layers. AVith such data as a guide the other

drill holes can be divided into the several layers, and such

classification can be carried out even in the holes drilled

in barren rock. In some well-concentrated orebodies fur-

ther subdivisions can be made. The lower blue body can

be divided into a bottom body of decidedly blue ore and

Ff
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FIG. 24. CONTOURS OF BOTTOM OF OREBODY WORKED
OUT FROM DRILL HOLES

WITH ANALYSES OF SAMPLES FOR EACH HOLE
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SecE Sec.D Sec.C

SZCT/ON 1, LOOKING V/EST

Sec.E Sec D

SECTION 2, LOOKING WEST

Sec.F Sec.E SeciO SecC

SECTION 3, LOOKING WEST

FIG. 2G. SECTIONS FROM PLAT SHOWN IN FIG. 24
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SecE Sec.D

SECTim 4 L00KIN6 WEST

Sec.E Sec D

SECTIONS LOOKING WEST

Sec.f Sec.E Sec Sec.C

SECTION 6 LOOKine WE5T

PIG. 27. SECTIONS FROM PLAT SHOWN IN FIG. 24
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an upper brown ore, the gradation downward from tlie

lower yellow ore. In the upper blue body an interbedded

red or yellow slaty or paint-rock ore can be distinguished,

being the alteration of the upper interbedded slate layer

mentioned in Part I and shown in Fig. 6.

How TO C0RREL.\TE THE STRATA

When all of the drill holes have been thus divided into

their structural layers, the structure of the orebody can

be worked out accurately by connecting corresponding

layers in adjacent drill holes on each section. Account

must be taken, of course, of preglacial erosion, of slump

in the orebody and of the effect of rock layers or rock

horses in the ore, in connecting these structural layers.

In some small orebodies which are alterations of only part

of the upper taconite, and in which only a few or none of

the holes have been drilled down through the Inter-

mediate slate, the structure can be determined accurately

by examining all the drill-holes for layers of slate or

taconite having distinctive characteristics, and correlating

and connecting such layers on the sections. Fig. 2-1 is

a plat showing location of drill holes and lines of the sec-

tions, and bottom of ore contours of the main part of an

orebody whose structure was accurately worked out along

the lines described. Figs. 2.5, 26 and 27 show the princi-

pal east-west and north-south sections of this orebody.

This plat and these sections are worthy of careful study

by engineers of the district, as they combine many essen-

tial points in the working out of structure.

Attention is called to the dip of layers of rock south of

the orebody. Tliis was obtained by observing the dip of

the cores of slate, particularly of the Intermediate slate

layer. For this purpose a clinometer or a triangle divided

into 5° angles can be used. In this particular case the

dip was found to be from 15° to 23°. The strike of the

formation is 55° E. as shown by the surface geological

map in the vicinity. The dip observed from the drill

cores was the maximum dip, at right angles to the strike.

By a simple computation the dip on a north-south section

was determined to be from 9° to l-i°. One must take

care in determining dip from rock cores not to use dips

of ore seams in the taconite, because these may differ

considerably from the dip or bedding of the whole forma-

tion. The slate cores give the best bedding and dip.

Attention is also called to drill holes 16, 20 and 21

which are near the south rock-wall of the orebody. Ob-

servations of slate cores'found in the samples from these

drill holes showed a dip of about 5°. Since the average

dip of the rock south of the orebody is about 19° the small

dip of 5° in these drill holes is taken to mean that the

dip is down to the north and that these holes are north

of the south rock-wall of the main orebody. On the sec-

tions it can be seen that these holes contain a great deal

of rock, which is further evidence that they are near the

limit of the ore. Furthermore the analyses of the ore in

these drill holes was low in iron and fairly high in silica

as compared with the' drill holes to the north in the main

part of the orebody. All this evidence was used in locat-

ing the line of the south rock-wall as shown in Fig. 24.

Of course this information may be interpreted differently

by different engineers, but it is presented here to call at-

tention to facts and data which are not taken into con-

sideration by most engineers in developing structure.

Obviously the exact location of a rock wall is a matter of

considerable importance, particularly in the development

of openpits. In many cases considerable rock area might

be stripped unless the drill records arc studied carefully

and interpreted along the lines just indicated.

The orebody shown is unusual in that the layers have

so pronounced an initial southerly dip. The average dip

of the iron formation is only 6° to 7°, instead of 19° as

in this ca.^e.

In working out structure it is not entirely necessary to

divide the orebody into all of its different layers; in fact

it is often difficult to do so; but it is always possible to de-

termine the division line between the intermediate paint-

rock layer and the lower j'ellow ore, and with this divi-

sion established on all sections as a guiding structural

line, the essential structure can be worked out by drawing

all ore layers shown by drill-holes on lines parallel to this

structural line. In applying this rule the engineer must
bear in mind the effect of rock layers and pillars and
slump in deep parts of the orebody.

Good Drilling Makes E.\sy Work

After the deposit has been divided into its structural

layers on the sections, the bodies or layers of lean ore and
standard ore and bessemer and nonbessemer ore can be

connected. The great value of the structural work really

consists in being able to connect these different grades of

ore with the certainty that they exist in the ground ap-

proximately as connected on the sections. Since the

Mesabi iron formation is sedimentary, the alteration and
concentration have proceeded along bedding planes, and
lean layers or high-grade layers do not connect across

the bedding. Therefore the great value and importance

of this structural work should be apparent. It can hardly

be over-emphasized. It is not only important in openpit

development but is even more important in planning un-

derground drift systems. One can easily see that if the

structure is not worked out properly drifts may be

planned which will drive into rock where ore was antici-

pated, and vice versa. Furthermore during the explora-

tion of a property this structural study is a great aid to

exploration and in fact is the best way to direct explora-

tion. Such structural study shows plainly to the director

of exploration where additional holes may be necessary

or where some proposed holes may be superfluous. A
case in point may be seen on Fig. 24 ; a drill hole inter-

mediate between drill holes 18, 19, 25 and 26 and one

say 100 ft. north of drill hole 22 would locate quite ac-

curately the actual south rock-wall of the orebody shown
on this plat.

Important to Supplement Drill-Hole Eecords

With the structure accurately determined as outlined,

mining operations, whether openpit or underground, can

be conducted much more skillfully than could be done

otherwise. Development and mining work, whether test-

pits, steam-shovel cuts, or underground drifts and raises,

will give additional information as regards the structure,

and all of this can be correlated and used to supplement

the structure as shown by the drill-hole sections. Espe-

cially in openpit work is it necessary to keep in mind the

ore structure in estimating the grades of ore which will

be produced in a certain season. Of course most mining

companies supplement the drill records by sampling the

cuts made by the shovels and by test-pits, but to be of

value all such information must be correlated structurally.

(To he concluded)
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By Geoisge E. Collixs*

In the Journal of May 29 is a note with sketch by my
friend E. S. Wiard, about steel ladders used at the Capital

mine, Georgetown, as to which I wish to suggest a word

of warning. In most mines such ladders would be unsafe.

Moisture is apt to collect behind the rungs where the lat-

ter are riveted to the sides. This results in rust, and

when the rivet has rusted through the ladders are very

dangerous, as the defect is not visible. Steel ladders

should be used only where liability of dry rot renders

-wood unsuitable: and even then I believe a design in

W'hich the pipe rungs actually pass through the sides

would be safer and more generally preferable. Even in a

dry mine there is usually moisture enough to develop rust

on metal surfaces, especially when two such surfaces are

in approximate but not actual contact.

In mv experience, light weight in ladders is ordinarily

a matter of secondary importance. Where a length of

hen Lumbor

Fig. 2

LIGHT WOODEN MINE LADDERS

ladder has to be moved frequently, very light ladders will

of course be built. Ladders are intended primarily to

travel on; and next to safety, convenience in climbing is

the most important requisite. Pipe or other metal rungs

are cold to the hands, and when wet and gritty cut the

skin more than wooden rungs. Moreover, pipe is slippery

and does not afford so good a grip for the feet as wood.

In most places, wooden ladders are best. Probably

the most generally suitable design, taking convenience

and cost into consideration, is that shown in Fig. 1, where

sides and rungs are both made of 2x4 stock, the rungs

being inset 1 or li/o in- into the sides. If neatly made of

dry lumber, the rungs swell when wet, so that they are

firmlv held in the slots, even if the nails with which they

are originally secured should rust out. Worn rungs are

easily replaced—a!i important consideration, for the

neglect of which there is no excuse—and even when a

rung is worn through or broken, the pieces hold suffi-

cientlv for safe travel. Such ladders made of red spruce,

at a high-altitude mine in Colorado, cost lOl/^c. per foot

complete as against Jlr. Wiard's figure of 25c. per foot

•Mining engineer, Boston Building, Denver, Colo.

for the steel ladders. Their life, apart from damage by

falling rocks—which in my experience is equally destruc-

tive to the 1- or li^-in. pipe—is very long, sometimes

exceeding that of the mine itself.

Where the ladders are exposed to the drip of acid water,

I have used the form shown in Fig. 2. Here the rungs

are made of 2x4 or 2x5 lumber, sawed on an angle length-

wise, so as to make pieces of the section as illustrated

11/^ in. one side and 21/2 in. the other, when sawed froin

2x4 lumber, or 21/2 in. and 314 in. respectively, when
sawed from 2x6 lumber. In either case, one cut in the

side pieces is made at right angles and the other obliquely,

so that the rungs are firmly held without nails. Of

course the flat side of the rungs is placed uppermost.

These ladders cost but a trifle more than the first men-

tioned.

Where there is liability of dry-rot, I have used 2x4

lumber for the sides and old pipe sawed into lengths for

rungs. If the holes in the sides are a tight fit, no other

fastening is necessary. I do not know why wooden up-

rights last so much longer than rungs—to a greater ex-

tent than the increased section would suggest—but such.

in my experience, is the fact. The sides might be dipped

in creosote or treated with copper sulphate, although I

personally have not tried either. Either preservative

used on wooden rungs, would be a nuisance.

The facility with which the sides of wooden ladders

may be spiked to timbers or fastened to one another by

means of cleats is much greater than that by which steel

ladders can be suitably fastened by hooks or staples. Of

course the advantage mentioned by Mr. Wiard, of each

section being supported by the others, may and iisually

does apply to wooden ladders as well as to those made of

steel.

In the old district of Gilpin County, ladders usually

have sides of 2x4 lumber, with rungs made either of

round li^-in. hardwood or of 2x8 native lumber cham-

fered at the edges and turned down at the ends to 1% in.,

which fit closely into a round hole of equal diameter in

the side pieces. A nail through the side into the rungs

at each hole adds some further security. These are good

ladders to climb, but are not quite so safe as those made
of 2x4 slats nor so diirable. They retail at the rate of

12c. per running foot.

Slats made of 1x3 or 1x4 are sometimes used, but are

not strong enough, and give poor footing. They should

be \ised for movable ladders only.

Wlbs^ E§ a StHs:ak©s=f

The large volume of poisonous gases produced by the

burning of a powder charge in a drill hole and delicately

designated as a stinker is also similarly produced from

causes other than burning of the charge. If tire explosive

has aged to such an extent that its sensitiveness has ma-
terially decreased : if the explosive is in a frozen or partly

frozen condition, or if too weak detonators are used, an

incomplete and improper detonation of the charge will
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result and an unusual volume of poisonous gases will be

given off. ilany of the burned-out holes which are unex-

l^lainable, in view of the care taken in making the primer,

selecting the fuse and loading the hole, are in reality not

burned out at all, but simply the result of incomplete

and improper detonation from one of the causes enum-
erated.

By J. A. ^Iai'doxai.d*

The newly discovered placer mining on the North Sas-

katchewan River which is now being vigorously prose-

cuted by the rocker and grizzly methods, recalls the early

days of the Klondike when those crude implements were

the only methods of mining the gold of the Yukon
where today the mighty dredge does 75% of the mining.

In the early days the "dirt" being rich, there was big

money for the miner and prospector in operating the

rocker, the grizzly and the sluice-box. One hundred dol-

lars a day was not an uncommon output for the Yukon
miner in the late '90s, and anything less than a "10c.

pan" was not worth bothering with. The rocker and
the grizzly are used yet to some extent in the Yukon,
but the sluice-box has largely taken the place of those

appliances where hand-mining is still pursued.

The grizzly is a modification of the sluice-box ; it is

in fact a section of a sluice-box, and is used where run-

ning water is not available. The rocker is a cruder af-

fair, and is now chiefly used by the prospector in deter-

mining the value of a find. Running water is not neces-

a^). BAR-a I-II6H WATER-i. ,.--LOyY WATER ^.-BAR
^"^"#^ ^

FIG. 1. LAYOUT OP CLAIMS

sary with the rocker, for the water can be used over and

over again.

In the new diggings on the Saskatchewan, the grizz-

ly and the rocker are the only methods thus far used.

There is plenty of water in the Saskatchewan, it is

true, but in order to use it for sluicing expensive ma-

chinery is required. These diggings known as "bar

diggings" and "tidal diggings," can only be operated in

certain parts of the j'ear; that is, when the water is

very low in the river; so it would scarcely pay to in-

stall expensive machinery. "Bar diggings" are covered

with water until fall, when the bars are exposed and dig-

ging for gold begins. With the freeze-up the work stops,

of course, only to begin again just before the ice breaks

up in the river previous to the spring floods. Before

the last freeze-up between two and three hundred claims

had been taken \\\\ and large numbers of claims have been

staked out since.

Along the bank of the river only 100 ft. is allowed

any one prospector. These narrow claims may, however,

extend out a considerable distance over the flats and
bars. The "shore" of the river may extend out in some

places several hundred yards, and "bars" show up in

areas of an acre or more at low water. These bars and

banks are where the gold is found mixed with the fine

earth and sand. The layout of these claims is given

in Fig. 1. New regulations covering those placers have

had to be issued by the ]\Iines Department of the In-

terior. By the general mining regulations in the West-

ern provinces and the Yukon a mining claim for gold

or other precious metals is from 500 to 1500 ft. in width.

Here, however, the width is but 100 ft.

In order to prevent the speculator, with no intention

of working them, from acquiring valuable claims, the

Government regulations provide that any person who,

having staked out a claim, ceases work for three con-

secutive days during the working season sacrifices his

claim, unless a "lay-over" has been granted him by the

mining recorder. This regulation is very necessary and
quite fair.

In Fig. 2 a sectional view of the rocker is shown.

It is a box-like contrivance about three feet long by two

-Mefa/ Riifies ,-*yooden RifFlei

'Wooden Rack Riffle

Various kincfs of riffles used i.

OfflZZLY

•Box 83, Ottawa, Ont.

-00jW^^t^^^^!^^^^^^^i
ROCKER

FIG. 2. DETAILS OF ROCKER AND SLUICE BOX

feet wide, with a separate box or "hopper" on top, and
stands on rockers, similar to those on the baby-cradle,

hence the name. Inclined shelves covered with blankets

to catch the fine gold are placed inside the box. The
illustration shows but one in addition to the inclined bot-

tom, but sometimes there are two or more, all covered

with blankets. The bottom incline is covered both with

blanket and riffles. The water at the outlet is usually

held in place and used over and over again. The bottom

of the upper box or hopper is perforated with holes about

V\ to % in. diameter and is usually of metal. Some-
times the bottom is heavy galvanized netting, which al-

lows the fine gravel to fall through and the rough dirt

and stones to be thrown out. Water is added to make
a thin grout, and in this grout is the free gold, which,

is collected as it falls on the blanket and on the riffles.

The rockers are necessary to asfitate the wet dirt and
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water in the hopper, so that the finer parts may work

through. There is a liandle to the rocker with which the

operator works or "rocks the cradle." At the same time

he adds fresh water to the hopper, taking it from the

spout with a long-handled dipper. Not much water is

needed.

The rocker is placed on two posts set in the ground,

as shown, or is placed on scantlings, if obtainable.

There is a short bolt in the center of each rocker

which enters into a corresponding hole in the post or

scantling to hold the rocker in place and prevent its

sliding away.

Construction and Use of the Grizzly

The grizzly is nothing more than a section of sluice-

box about 10 ft. long, 1 ft. or more wide and 6 to 8 in.

high. On its bottom riffles are set or nailed for the same

purpose as in the case of the rocker. The box is set on

an incline and the water and dirt are fed at the end

courses down the incline, the riffles holding the free gold.

Tlie grizzly requires much more water than the rocker,

and can be used only where water is fairly abundant.

The riffles are made in many ways, but usually are of

iron laid across the bottom of the box so as to stop the

fine dirt in suspension as it slowly flows down the box.

The first used in Canada was the wooden rack-like riffle.

This was the only kind used in the Klondike for many
years and is yet used on the Stewart. Small poles, an
inch or more in diameter, are placed side by side in the

box, longitudinally, and are either nailed or fastened in

a rack at both ends, as shown. These poles are an inch

or less apart, and are 3 to 6 ft. in length. These placed

in the bottom of the box answer the purpose of holding

the fine dirt, while the coarse and poor dirt flows over

and out at the other end. A piece of carpet or heavy

blanket is used near the end, and often both riffle and
blanket are utilized in combination. Ordinarily the rif-

fle is a piece of wood about 2 in. square, cut in lengths

to fit crosswise of the box. They are placed about 6 in.

apart. Riffles are, however, made in different shapes but
all answer the same purpose.

Se-^weiT TaE© ©IF Cosacs'ete
By B. B. Hood*

Concrete sewer tile is something that can be made to

advantage around a mine or smeltery, especially when it

is desirable to keep a skilled mason—or an imskilled one
for that matter—busy rather than to lay him off when
repair jobs are few. The illustration shows the forms
used and two 15-in. concrete sewer tile completed. The
tile are 39 in. long, including the 3-in. bell, and are

11/^ in. thick, with no reinforcing of any kind. The
outside form is made in halves of i/4-in. dressed-pine
staves 311/^ in. long held in place by two bands of iron
screwed to the outside. One of the bands is 7 in. wide
and projects 4% in. beyond one end of the stave form,
thereby providing the outside shape for the bell. On
the inside of the opposite end is nailed a wood strip

1/4 in. thick and 3 in. wide which makes the end of the
finished tile 171/2 in. outside diameter. The inside form

•Mining engineer, Chrome, N. J.

is made of two parts hinged together, wliich, with a single

keying piece makes a cylinder 15 in. diameter by 3(i in.

long. A taper core of wood, 3 in. thick, with diameters

of 18 and I8I/2 in. completes the set and is used to form

the inner part of the bell.

In assembling, the outer forms are placed on boards

which make a bottom and are bolted together with six

14-in. stove bolts. The key is placed in the inner form,

being secured by pins through two lugs. This form is

placed inside the outer one. For the first tile it was
centered at the bottom by dropping three 1 14-in. cubes

of wood, between the two forms and about 120 deg. apart.

Trouble was caused by these blocks floating out of place

when tlie concrete was put in. This was remedied by
putting in three i/2-in. setscrews, similarly spaced, near

the bottom and through the outer form. As soon as

8 or 10 in. of concrete is in place, tlierc is no danger of

the center form shifting, so the setscrews are turned back
till they are flush with the inside of the form thereby

freeing them from the tile. The center form is then filled

to the top with concrete and the bell core put in place

and filled around.

The concrete is really a mortar, being made of cement
and sand tailings, from a concentrating mill, from which
the slimes have been washed. Three bags of cement are

used to make five tile. The forms are liberally coated

with grease to keep the concrete from adhering to the

wood and iron. A cheap grade of paper was tried instead

of grease, but "was not satisfactory.

Five sets of forms complete, cost $64. They were well

made, of good material and were as good as new after

making 300 ft. of tile. The cost of 210 ft. of the.se 15-in.

tile was, $39 for labor and $30 for supplies, making a

total cost of 33c. per running foot, with no allowance for

cost of forms. The five forms were filled twice a week.

They could be removed after three days, the tile standing

where cast for three or four days more to harden. The
tile was made indoors and therefore was sheltered from
sun and rain while hardening. A week after it was cast

it was rolled out-of-doors.

The method of testing one of the tile, eiglit days after

it was cast was as follows: A smooth place was made
in the sand and the tile laid uj^on it. The sand was dug
out from under the bell so that little or no weight came
vipon that ])art. (Notice that the tile had no side support

as it would have had in a culvert.) Full cement sacks

were piled upon it, weighing approximately 100 lb. each.

The tile broke Just after the twenty-seventh bag was in

place making the load 900 lb. per linear foot.
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By Jes.se Simmons*

It is not always convenient to erect a tank, or even to

secure the necessary water for cooling an air compressor

by the usual method of a constantly flowing stream

through the water jacket. Especially is this so in under-

ground installations of small compressors to operate one

or two hammer drills. It also applies in the desert country.

To overcome the difficulty, many operators arrange for

a thermic circulating system of the cooling water by

connecting two or more barrels with pipes at tops and
bottoms. From the compressor a pipe is run from the

bottom of the water jacket to a point near the bottom

of the first barrel. From the top of the water jacket a

connection is made near the top of the barrel. The
accompanying illustration gives an idea of the character

of the piping, showing an installation at the Echo Gold

^Mining Co.'s plant at ^laitland, S. D. The compressor

WATER BARRELS FOR COOLING COMPRESSORS

is a single-stage belt-dl-iven Bury machine with 6x8-in.

cylinder. The water-jacket connections are made with

i^-in. pipe. Between the two barrels—one shown com-

])fete and one in part—%-in. pipe is used. Later a valve

was put in the lower connection between the first barrel

and the bottom of the jacket. Then by closing the two

valves and opening the union on the bottom pipe and pet-

cocks on the water jacket, the water could be readily

drained on cold nights. Of course it is necessary at all

times to maintain the water in the barrels at a point an

inch or so above the top connections. The addition of a

bucket or two of water daily replaces that lost by evapora-

tion.

[If the night temperatures do not drop to much below

0° C. it is not necessary to drain off the water, as a little

glycerin or alcohol, or some calcium chloride can be added

to the water, just as is done in automobile engines.

—

Editor.]

Mining" engineer, Deadwood. S. D.

aEiiQl ^nUhC SSiilUS nffii

Salves' lEssis'SiC^aoEa

By Cii.uiLES R. Muiiitis*

The experiments described here were made at the

Mexican mill, Virginia City, on the effect of lead acetate

and zinc salts on the extraction of silver from ores, and
also with the idea of finding some method, other than

empirical, for the determination of the amount of lead

acetate to be used for a given silver ore.

After laboratory tests were made on the ore the ex-

traction appeared to be slightly better when using lead

acetate in new solutions, but slightly poorer when using

mill solutions. This was attributed to the zinc accumu-
lating in the mill solutions. As the Mexican mill is a

continuous-treatment plant, it was decided to run long

mill tests with and without lead acetate, keeping all other

conditions as nearly the same as possible. The ore was
ground so that 92% would pass a 200-mesh screen.

The temperature was kept at 95° F., cyanide at 2.5 lb.

KCN, and lime at 0.5 lb. CaO. The accompanying

table shows averages for each period.

The zinc was determined daily by direct precipitation

as sulphide. The reducing power of the solution was

also determined. No connection could be found between

the extraction and the reducing power. The extraction

of silver was 3.2% better in the second test than in the

first, the time of treatment was 18% less in the second

than in the first, and the consumption of cyanide was

1/4 lb. more in the second than in the first.

During test No. 1 we found lead at head of the zinc

sump solution by Clennell's method.^ I believe the

AVERAGE RESULTS OP MILL TESTS
Test No. 1 Test No. 2

Length of test, days 92 72
Tons per day 72 85.5
Silver, oz., heads 1.5. SS 17.97
Silver, oz., tails 2.22 2.24
Extraction, per cent 84.

2

87.4
Acetate, lb. per ton 0.9 nil
Zinc, grams per 100 c.c. solution 0.0S4S 0.0168
NaCn, lb. per ton of ore . 1.S75 2.125

accumulation of zinc in the first period was due to the

use of lead salts and that the amount of zinc in solution

should be kept as low as possible, or rather that there

should be only sufficient lead or zinc salt in solution to

precipitate the alkaline sulphides. An excess amount
of metals in cyanide solution will retard the rate of

extraction. As alkaline sulphides will precipitate lead,

zinc and silver out of cyanide solution, in the order

named, a daily estimation of zinc should be made to

determine whether the silver is jirotected or whether it

is in excess.

During 1913 the ilexican company took over a leas(>

on the Monte Cristo mine and I did more work along

these same lines. Before starting the mill on this ore,

two series of laboratory tests were made—one with freshly

prepared solution and the other with mill solution from

Superintendent, Mexican mill, Virginia City, Nev.
'"Engineering and Mining Journal," Sept. S, 1912.
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Mexican ore—van-ing the proi)ortious of solution to ore

and the amount of lead acetate. The tests made with

new solution showed that a dilution of 1 : 10 gave a

maximum extraction without lead acetate, while at a

dilution of 1 : 2, which would be more nearly mill-workinsr

conditions, the maximum extraction was obtained with

ly^ lb. of lead acetate.

Tests made with mill solution at a dilution of 1:10
without the use of lead acetate gave maximum extraction,

but slightly lower than that obtained with fresh solution.

With a dilution of 1 : 2 the maximum extraction required

1/4 lb. of lead acetate. Besides, an excessive amount of

lead gave poor extraction in all tests. Judging from this

information, the amount of zinc salts in solution appears

to have some relation to extraction.

Upon starting the mill on this ore I determined not

to add any lead salts until the zinc salts were lower and

some marked change of extraction of silver occurred.

Daily tests were made for zinc and for alkaline

sulphides by the nitroprussiate test. The results are

shown in the accompanying table.

MILL TESTS ON MONTE CRISTO ORE
Acetate. Zinc,

Heads. Tails.* I^b. per Grams per
Oz. Silver Oz. Silver Ton Ore 100 C.C.

1 6.12 2.20 nil 0.0650
2 .S.17 1.54 nil 0.0420
3 5.04 1.5S nil 0.03S0
4 6.96 1.56 nil 0.03S0
5 9.21 1.T6 nil 0.0203
6 16.62 l.SO nil 0.0124
7 15.72 2.18 J 0.0050
8 11.59 3.03 J 0.0050
9 11.21 3.95 J trace

10 11.63 4.60 % trace
11 13.79 3.04 % trace
12 13.26 2.65 % trace
13 18.S3 2.10 Hi 0.0050
14 10.03 2.09 114 0.0168
15 14.36 1,67 H4 0.0168
16 10.46 1.46 Hi 0.0230
17 14,56 1.37 1»4 0.0295
18 S.31 1.07 Hi 0.0395
19 5,51 1,21 1% 0,0346
20 5,50 1,14 1,0 0,0356
21 5,03 0.80 1.0 0.0380
22 6,15 0,74 1,0 0,0320
23 4,88 0,54 1.0 0,0340

*The tails for a given day are for heads three or four
days previous.

The table gives the silver content for heads and tails,

the amount of lead used and the amount of zinc in

solutions returning to the head of the gold tanks.

In testing for alkaline sulphides we were unable to

detect any, but from the cleanup made during the period

when no zinc was in solution matte was formed on
our bars. This was the only time we had matte. I

believe that alkaline sulphides must have been in solution

at that time. During the period we had trouble in

titrating with silver nitrate. After first adding silver,

a dark brown precipitate would form, which would
disappear on shaking, and the final precipitate would
be dark.

Complex cyanide solutions were made in the laboratory

to test for alkaline sulphides by the nitroprussiate

method. It was found that cyanide solutions containing
small quantities of sulphide would react with nitro-

prussiate only in absence of silver or zinc salts.

^<s^w MLeulhi©dl fioi? tLlhe Fr©pairsi=
ftSoim ©f C®pp©E» S^lplhsitt®

A new method for the technical preparation of copper
sulphate has been proposed by T. Falciola, according to

the Journal of the Society of Chemical Industry, in the

issue of Apr. 30, 1915. A hot mi.xture of sulphur dioxide

and air—that is, the gas from sulphur or pyrites burners

—

is pas.sed upward through a glass tower surrounded by

a hot-air Jacket and packed with copper turnings or shot.

Nitric acid, or nitrous gases, are introduced at the upper
end of the tower. Copper sulphate free from nitrate has

been obtained in this way in laboratory experiments, and
it is suggested that towers packed with copper might
be used in place of Glover towers in the manufacture of

sulphuric acid by the chamber process.

FeE'El.iiras GrSiS^Fflipedl M®v®2=Ib©s'=

Walter G. Perkins, of London, has been granted a

patent (U. S. pat. 1,136,834) for a gas-fired reverber-

atory furnace, the gases from which pass through an
enlarged dust chamber and then into a checker-work

regenerator having two chambers which are worked
alternately. The construction is, in effect a non-revers-

ible gas-fired regenerative reverberatory furnace.

The accompanying drawing shows a typical plant.

The gas producers D are placed as near the furnace as

jiracticable, and the gas flows through the collecting flue

to the gas ports F of the furnace. Issuing from these

the gas meets the heated secondary air from the ports G,

Elevation (Furnace Removed )

Plan
NONREVERSIBLE GAS-FIRED REVERBERATORY

FURNACE

which has come from the regenerator. The waste gases
from the reverberatory pass to the dust chamber B
upward through the generator and thence to the chimney
through the flue J/. The regenerator chambers C and 6'^

are constructed in the usual manner with checker-work
and are used alternately. On top of each regenerator

chamber is an air-admission valve and 0^ permitting the

air to flow downwardly through the regenerator chamber
into the secondary-air flue JV, and thence to the re-

verberatory furnace. It is expected that the passages of

the regenerator will be kept clear of dust which may be

carried along with the gases by providing an updraft
of such gases through the regenerator and a downdraft
wlien the chamber is used for secondary air. The use
of reversible regenerative furnaces :for copper smelting
jiroved unsatisfactory in the past largely on account
of dust troubles in the regenerator which the inventor

claims to have obviated in the present design.
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A new drill .sharpciiLT of luuisiiul tyjx' is being put on

the market by the Hardsocg Wonder Drill Co., of Ot-

tumwa, Iowa. This machine, although suitable for sharp-

ening any style of hammer-drill steel, is very light, weigh-

ing only 1300 lb., and consists of the usual two elements,

iiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii I inn nniiiiniiiinnniinninniiiiiiiiiln

WONDER DRILL SHARPENER

line horizontal and one vertii-al, for upsetting the drills

and forming the wings. Both of these elements are

mounted on an I-beam, which constitutes the main frame

cif the machine, which is supported on two pair of legs

like an engine lathe.

This machine is claimed to have all of the advantages

af any machine sharpener plus the additional advantage

that it requires only -10 ft. of air for its operation and

weighing verv much, less its cost is smaller.

Armored wire rope. Gore construction, is claimed to

liave a wearing life two or three times greater than similar

quality rope of standard construction. In this rope each

strand is wound with flat steel wire having convex edges,

and forms a protective armor that prevents all exterior

abrasive wear on the tensile-strength wires. The flat

armoring wires are .held transversely to the axis of the

rope so that they do not affect its flexibility, and the

convex edges of the armoring wire permit the flexing of

the rope without any creeping of the armor. This rope

i-: marketed by the Waterbury Co. of 80 South St., New
"'fork, as Waterbury armored wire rope. Gore patent. The

standard constructions are composed of 6 strands, 19

vi^ires to the strand; 6 strands, 37 wires to each strand ; or

(i strands, 61 wires to each strand. The rope may have

a hemp or wire center, as conditions demand.

The Waterbury armored rope has been ajjplied to steam-

shovel service, dragline excavators, harbor and gold

dredges, etc. El Oro Dredging Co., of California, tested

some of the Waterbury armored rope in competition with

ordinary wire ro))e and has written the manufacturers

as follows

:

We used as a side line on a larger dredge 650 ft. of %-in.
high-grade rope from one of the large manufacturers, which
cost $123.22, and lasted 183 days. We replaced this with 650
ft. of %-in. crucible-steel, Gore construction, steel-clad rope
furnished by you at a cost of $82.56. To make the units of

service the same for each dollar of cost, your rope should
have given us 122 days' service, but at this writing it ha:i

been in service 254 days, and we have no present intention of
taking it out. In other words, it has already given us twice
the service of the other rope for each dollar of cost, and we
are not through with it.

The Waterbury Co. also markets a fibre-covered wire

rope under the name of Waterbury Fibreclad wire rope.

The tarred marline covering protects the wire strands of

the rope from moisture and grit, and unlike manila rope

is not affected by changes in atmospheric conditions.

Hence it neither stretches nor swells and jams in the

blocks. It is claimed that it will outwear either bare wire
or manila rope. Its strength is said to be greater than
that of manila rope of the same size and the weight is

50% less than that of manila rope of the same strength.

The planetary type of gear shown is a recent develop,

ment of the Turbo-Gear Co., Baltimore, Md. It is de-

signed to be used as a speed-reducing or speed-increasing

TURBO-REDUCTION GEAR

gear and will run either right- or left-hand. The driv-

ing and driven shafts rotate in the same direction.

The gear consists of a large internal double-lielical

gear made of an openhearth steel forging. A double-

helical pinion cut integral with the high-speed shaft is

made of chrome-vanadium steel. The intermediate double-

helical gears are made of manganese-bronze and are
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mounted on hardened and ground forged-steel shafts, se-

cured to the slow-speed member.

The slow-speed member, to which is secured the slow-

speed shaft, is mounted on two heavy-duty ball bearings,

one on each side of the gears, and is supported directly by

the heavy housing. Thus, it will be seen that the slow-

speed member and the shaft carrying the intermediate

gears and the high-speed shaft and pinion are independent

of each other for support.

Sclhi©®p M®fts5.Il°§FE'Si5^aiag Fist®!

In the Journal of Mar. 11, 1911, there is a description

of an early form of apparatus for mechanically applying

a thin coat of metal, the device being known as the

Schoop metal-spraying pistol. By its use it is possible to

apply a metal coating to other metal surfaces and to many

other substances, such as wood, plaster, paper, leather,

glass, porcelain and cloth. An important feature, also,

is the variety of metals and alloys that can be so applied.

The coating may be thick or thin, as desired, and is

applicable not only to fine decorative construction, but

also for rough work, as coating iron or steel articles with

some noncorrosive covering such as lead, zinc, tin or

copper.

In a paper read by R. K. Morcom before the Institute

of Metals the Schoop process is described as follows

:

"The essential parts of the machine, or 'pistol' as it

is called, are a combined melting and spraying jet and

a feed mechanism. The metal, in the form of rod or

wire, is fed to the melting flame. The flame can be

formed by coal gas, water gas, acetylene, hydrogen, etc.,

burning in air or oxygen, according to the metal used.

The gases are supplied at such pressures as to prevent

blowing out and to insure a highly reducing flame. The

spraying jet can be of carbon dio.xide, nitrogen, air,

steam, etc., the pressure used being necessarily high

enough to produce an adhesive coating. To obtain the

best adhesion, the surface on which the metal is sprayed

must be absolutely clean and of an open nature to give

a key for the deposit. Sand-blasting with sharp sand

has been found best. Shot give too polished a surface.

Such surfaces as fabrics, wood, uuglazed earthenware and

asbestos require only freedom from grease, as their

surfaces give a natural key.

"As at present constructed, the standard pistol iises

about 0.55 to 0.6 cu.ft. of air per min. for every 1 lb. per

sq.in. air pressure, so that with an air supply at 80 lb.

per sq.in., which is a very suitable figure for ordinary

spraying, the air consumption will be from 45 to 50

cu.ft. per min. The mass of this will be from 830 to 920

grams, and the ma.ss of metal sprayed by this air will

be from about 8 grams in the case of iron to about 200

grams in* the case of lead.

"The action of deposition is probably a complex one.

The minute particles of solid metal are driven with such

force against the object that in some cases they fuse, but,

owing to their small relative size, are promptly chilled

by the object to which they adhere. If any of the particles

are molten or gaseous they will adhere. In addition, the

suddenly chilled particles are possibly, or even probably,

in the state of unstable equilibrium found in 'Prince

Rupert's drops,' and act like so many minute bombs,

bursting on impact to almost molecular dimensions.

"The process requires some care in manipulation, as

by varying the conditions it is possible to spray porous

or nonporous coatings, and with some metals anything

from a pure metal to a pure oxide. With care, however,

nonporous, oxide-free, adherent coatings can be produced

of almost any metal on almost any solid. In addition to

metals it is possible to spray fusible nonmetals, or, by

stranded wires, alloys of metals or mixture of metals

with nonmetals."

The spraying pistol and process are the invention of a

Swiss named M. U. Schoop, and while it has been in use in

Europe for some time, it has been introduced into the

United States only within the last 18 months. The

pistol is a portable hand tool weighing about 31^ lb., and

is connected by small tubes with reservoirs supplying

o.xygen, hydrogen and compressed air. The compressed

air-blast nozzle is concentric with the oxyhydrogen burner.

As the compressed air issues from the pistol it drives a

minute turbine, which in turn propels friction wheels

that feed the wire into the flame.

In at least one instance the apparatus is employed in

the mining field. Phelps, Dodge & Co. use it at Douglas,

Ariz. The purpose for which it is there operated is

best described by Lawrence Addicks, formerly of that

company, who says under date of Feb. 6, 1915

:

"I have been experimenting with several processes for

lead-coating materials of construction to protect them

from acid liquors. One particular problem has been the

coating of the copper connections attached to carbon

anodes in the electrolysis of copper in a sulphate

electrolyte. The ferric sulpliate formed gradually cats

away unprotected copper, and it is difficult to devise an

all-lead connection.

"A Schoop pistol, furnished by the Metals Coating Co.

of America, People's Gas Building, Chicago, 111., has

made coatings of a satisfactory appearance. They have

not as yet been tested for durability in service. Our

method of anode construction is to electroplate the upper

ends of the carbon plates with copper, then to attach the

copper terminal strips with copper bolts ; next to apply a

coat of acid-proof paint; finally to spray a substantial

coating of pure lead over the paint."

Inl®§e Co^plaiag
The "National" hose coupling embodies duralnlity and

efficiency in attaching a hose to a threaded metal terminal.

The principle of the device is distinctive, since it makes

no attempt to apjily pressure to the outside of the hose.

"NATIONAL" HOSE-COUPLING DEVICE

the whole force being applied from the inside, making it

easy to obtain a tight connection.

It is particularly adapted to compressed-air connections

on drills, pneumatic tools, and to similar uses. It is

made by the National Hose Coupling Co., People's Gas

Building, Chicago.
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^yyOF^lS—A scries of questions and ansirers

covering the conclusions to he deduced from dip-

needle indications. Experience is required both in

observing and reasoning. It is not reliable in the

hands of the amateur.

In the course of a long exi)erienee I have met many
so-called '"practical" mining men who have expressed

themselves as having little faith in the results of mag-
netic surveys made for the purpose of delimiting iron for-

mation. One went so far as to remark that an old

steam gage would indicate the position of an iron-bearing

formation as well as would a dip needle.

At the other extreme there are many who are able,

from a dip-needle survey, to make marvelous deductions

as to the depth of burial, quality of ore, size of orebody

and attitude of the strata of the formation. These per-

sons visualize the iron formation as made up of inclined

strata with beautifully regular dips and curves, and if

necessary, they often unconsciously obtain needle read-

ings which will agree with a preconceived theory as to the

attitude of the underlying formation.

Its Value ix Ii!O.v-0i;e Exploratiox

Between these two extremes are a small number of

men who have had the opportunity of following explora-

tion work from prospect to mine and are therefore able

to recognize the extent to which it is wise to draw in-

ferences from a magnetic survey. The dip needle is

now in greater use than ever before and is invaluable

in many ways, but its real limitations are little known.

For this reason, answers to some oft-repeated questions

are of interest to those engaged in exploration for iron ore.

Do the dip-needle readings furnish any clew as to the

depth of burial of the formation ?

Observation leads me to assert that in any district in

the Lake Superior region the readings do not indicate,

even in a most general way, the distance of the forma-

tion below the surfate. It follows tliat the diiferences

of elevation in any district probably are not great

enough to cause any relative variations in the amount

of magnetic dip. As evidence I can cite the following

cases: A maximum magnetic dip of 40° on a Ver-

milion Eange outcrop of iron formation; a maximum
magnetic dip of 40° on a possible southwestern ex-

tension of the Vermilion Eange at a point where drilling

subsequently proved the depth of surface to be 450 ft.

In another district the maximum reading was 35°

at a point where geological considerations indicate that

the formation causing the magnetic dip is at least 1200

ft. below the surface. In this same district maximum
magnetic readings actually grow less with decrease in

thickness of overburden.

Enough other cases might be cited to prove conclu-

sively that in any Lake Superior district the relative

•Geologist, Madison, 'Wis.

variations in the amount of magnetic dip are not indic-

ative of variations in depth of overburden. In in-

stances where geologists have considered the dying out

of the magnetic indications as indicative of an increas-

ing depth of overburden, the real reasons are, probaljly,

that the iron formation has "petered out"' or if present

that it was originally le.ss metamorphosed than the ad-

joining portion and consequently is so thoroughly al-

tered to the nonmagnetic oxides as to cause no variations

of the magnetic needle.

Quality of Ore Xot Detekjiixable

Do the magnetic readings furnish any evidence as

to the quality of the ore?

In only two mines in the Lake Superior region is

magnetite mined as a magnetic ore. Practically all of

the ore produced in the region is composed of hematite,

limonite and other nonmagnetic oxides.

The magnetic field encountered in crossing most iron

formations is therefore ordinarily not caused by the ore,

but by the associated magnetic slates, which may be

the hanging wall, foot wall or bottom of an orebody.

or may not be associated with any ore. There may be

enough disseminated magnetite in some ores to influence

slightly the needle, but where magnetic slates are pres-

ent the relative amount of this pull would be very small.

The almost completely altered and productive forma-

tion of the central Mesabi district exerts but a small

puU on the magnetic needle, but in an adjoining district

a similar small magnetic attraction is frequently found

to be due to a little-altered and unproductive formation.

On the other hand, liigh magnetic readings of equal value

have frequently been found, caused in one case by a richly

productive iron formation and in another case by an

absolutely barren iron formation.

From these considerations it is evident that it is un-

wise to estimate the probable quality of the ore by means
of the dip-needle readings.

Do the readings indicate the size of the orebodies ?

Xo, for reasons that have already been enumerated.

In practically all cases, however, the area of the mag-
netic field is directly proportional to the area of a hori-

zontal plane passing through the top of the iron for-

mation. That is, a wide area of magnetic attraction is

representative of a wide area of iron formation, and vice

versa. Examples are so plentiful that this fact is imi-

versally recognized.

^L\.xiiiuM :Magxetic Lixe

Does the maximum magnetic line overlie the iron for-

mation?

Host exploration work is conducted on the theory that

the maximum magnetic line overlies the iron forma-
tion. In general it does, but frequently it does not.

There are numerous cases where the maximum magnetic
line sometimes lies completely outside of the boundary
of the iron formation as projected vertically to the sur-

face.
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On the Cuyuna range the di.^tance of the maximum
mairnetic line outside the vertically projected boundary

of the iron formation is in some cases over 100 ft. Fur-

thermore, in the same district the maximum magnetic

line occasionally crosses the strike of the iron forma-

tion at small angles. Because of these conditions, in

that district at least, the drilling should not be confined

too closely to the locus of the maximum magnetic read-

ings. It has been common practice to do this and as a

result some properties have been condemned before all

exploration possibilities have l)een exhausted.

Character of Magnetic Readings Differs with
Sedimentary and Igneous Rock

Does the character of the magnetic readings indicate

whether the attraction is caused by a se'dimentary iron

formation or by a basic igneous rock?

In general, yes. One who has done much work with

the dip needle can usually recognize the freakish char-

acter of the magnetic dips caused by other material than

the type iron formation.

My experience has been that massive basic segregations

in igneous rocks almost invariably attract the south end

of the needle, whereas the sedimentary iron formations

attract the north end. Sometimes these magnetic areas

are in many respects similar to magnetic areas caused

by a sedimentary iron formation, the difference being

that a different end of the needle is attracted in one

case or the other.

Negative readings—attraction of south end of needle

—

are also obtained in many cases along formation boun-

daries, usually the contact of a slate and an igneous

rock.

In some instances positive readings are due to the

presence of magnetite in greenstone schists. These dips

may be recognized by their erratic character. The max-
imum readings in general are not related on adjacent

cross-sections and die out rapidly in a transverse direc-

tion.

Is it possible to determine the dip of the formation

from the magnetic readings ?

Deductions derived from dip-needle readings as to the

attitude of the formation seldom "pan out" right, and
when they do it is prol)ably largely a case of coincidence.

Where the variations of magnetic dip are uniformly sim-

ilar on several cross-sections and where the differences in

variation of magnetic dip are marked, they may give a

real clew as to the dip of the formation. Any theories

based on small variations are, however, very apt to be

exploded when the formation becomes known by drilling.

In spite of the limitations of the dip needle, I' doubt
if any other invention has made or saved so much money
in proportion to its cost, for men engaged in search of

iron formation. It is an undeniable fact that an iron

formation can be located and traced by means of a dip

needle, and this is always the prime reason for such a

survey.

Furthermore, the knack of taking correct dip-needle

readings can only be obtained by much experience with

the little instrument in several districts. The work
looks extremely simple and I have heard many say,

"There's nothing to it, I can do it," but these persons

are in the same class with those who think that they

can "guess which shell the little pea is under."

©mi

The production of radium from Colorado carnotite

ores by the Bureau of Mines, in connection with the

National Radium Institute, has passed the experimental

stage in its new process and is now on a successful manu-
facturing basis, according to an announcement made on

July 27 by Secretary of the Interior Franklin K. Lane.

He also declared that the statements made to Congress

concerning the ability of the Bureau of Mines to produce

radium at a greatly decreased cost over that of other

processes had been substantiated.

The cost of one gram of radium metal produced in

the form of bromide during March, April and ilay of

the present year was $36,050. The cost of producing

radium in the small experimental plant during the first

few months of the Bureau's activities was somewhat

higher, but not enough to aft'ect seriously the final average.

It should not be inferred, however, that this low cost

of production necessarily means an immediate drop in

the selling price of radium. The National Radium
Institute was fortunate in securing through the Crucible

Steel Co. the right to mine on 10 claims of carnotite

ores belonging to it, and this was practically the only

ore available at the time. Since then new deposits have

been opened, but these are closely held; and according

to the best judgment of the experts employed by the

Bureau of ilines, the Colorado and Utah fields, which

are much richer in radium ores than any others known,

will supply ore for a few years only at the rate of produc-

tion that obtained when the European war closed foreign

mines. The demand for radium will also increase rapidly.

The 10 carnotite claims being operated at Long Park,

Colo., by the National Radium Institute have already

produced more than 796 tons of ore averaging over 27o

UoOg. The cost of ore delivered at the radium plant

in Denver has averaged $81.30 per ton. This included

15% royalty, salary of the Bureau of Mines employees,

amortization of camp and equipment and all expenses

incident to the mining, transportation, grinding and
sampling of the ore.

A concentrating plant for low-grade ores has been

erected at the mines and is successfully recovering

material formerly wasted. The radium plant at Denver

has now a capacity of three tons of ore per day, having

been more than doubled in size since last February.

Before that time the plant had been run more or less

on an experimental scale, although regularly producing

radium since June, 1914. To July 1, 1915, slightly over

3 grams of radium metal were obtained in the form of

radium-barium sulphate containing over 1 mg. of Ra per

kg. of sulphates. The conversion of the sulphates into

chlorides and the purification of the radium therefrom

are easily accomplished, and with small loss of material.

Unfortunately, however, acid-proof enamel ware, obtain-

able only in France, has not been delivered of sufficient

capacity to handle the crystallization of the full plant

production, so that only 1301 mg. of radium have been

delivered to the two hospitals connected with the National

Radium Institute. The remaining radium can be crystal-

lized at any time from neutral solution in apparatus

already installed. But the greater rapidity and efficiency

of production of this valuable material by the methods
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usi'd have decided tlic ilureau of Mines to await the

completion of apparatus now heinij huilt before pushinj;-

the chloride crystallization to full capacity.

The average radium extraction of all ore mined by the

National Radium Institute has been more than 85%
of the amount present in the ore, and for the last five

carloads of carnotite treated, above 90%.

The production of manganese ores in the United

States in 1914 amounted to 2635 long tons, which was

1413 tons less than the output of 1913, according to

the Geological Survey. The manganese ore shipped in

1914 was derived from mines in Virginia, South Caro-

lina and California. The domestic output was small

compared with the imports of manganese ores, which

amounted in 1913 to 345,090 long tons and in 1914 to

283,294 long tons.

India, Russia and Brazilhave been the principal coun-

tries from which manganese ore has been imported. In

1913 the largest imports were from India, amounting to

141,587 tons, and the imports from Russia were 124,337

tons. The closing of the Dardanelles, and probably the

scarcity of vessels for transportation from India in 1914,

had the effect of reducing the imports from Russia to 52,-

681 tons and those from India to 103,583 tons. These

decreases were partly compensated for hy the increased

shipments from Brazil, which were 70,200 tons in 1913

and 113,924 tons in 1914.

The output of all grades of manganiferous ores in 1914

was 445,827 long tons (mainly from the Lake Superior

region), of which 60,414 tons contained more than 15%
of manganese and was nsed in the manufacture of low-

grade ferromanganese and manganiferous pig iron.

The marketed domestic production of ferromanganese

in 1914 was 100,731 long tons and the imports of ferro-

manganese were 82,997 long tons. The marketed do-

mestic production of spiegeleisen decreased from 106,980

long tons in 1913 to 76,625 tons in 1914, and the imports

increased from 77 tons in 1913 to 2870 tons in 1914.

The larger part of the spiegeleisen was made from man-

ganiferous zinc residuum derived from New Jersey mi.xed

manganese and zinc ores, though for the first time since

1909 spiegeleisen was produced from the manganiferous

ores of Leadville.

As heretofore, practically all the domestic output of

ferromanganese was made from imported ores, though

some medium-grade ferromanganese was made from man-

ganiferous iron ores of the Cuyuna Range in Minne-

sota at the Dunbar furnace in Pennsylvania.

If the domestic production of steel and steel products

increases considerably on account of the temporary elim-

ination of competition from European steel products, the

sources of manganese supply may be abnormally taxed

to meet the demand. The increased price, however, will

stimulate domestic production and permit the mining of

manganese ores which, under normal conditions, could

not be profitably worked.

[The situation at the present time has aroused interest

in the manganese ores of Virginia, and several of the

deposits in the southwestern part of that state are being

investigated.—Editor.]
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United States patent specifications listed l)t?lovv may be
obtained from "The Engineering and Mining Journal" at 25c.
each. Briti-sh patents are supplied at 40c. each.

ALUMINUM ALLOY. William A. McAdams, Bay Shore.
N. Y. (U. S. No. 1,146,18.'"); July 13, 1915.)

BRIQUETS — Binding Means for Briquets. Wilhelm
Schumacher, Osnabrilck, Germany. (U. S. No. 1,146,455; July
1.3. 1915.)

CONCENTRATOR—Ore Concentrator. Fritz Oscar Strom

-

borg. Salt Lake City, Utah. (U. S. No. 1,146,211; Julv 13,
1915.)

CRUSHER. Thomas L. Smith, Milwaukee, Wis. (U. S.
No. 1.145,929; July 13, 1915.)

CRUSH ER.S—Lubricating Device for Gyratory Crushers.
Richard Beinhard and Jacob M. Sholl, Milwaukee, Wis., as-
signors to Power & Mining Machinery Co. (U. S. No. 1,145,-
967; July 13, 1915.)

DRILLING—Air and Water Blowpipe for Rock Drilling.
Frank T. Sanders, Colorado Springs, Colo., assignor of one-
half to Owen Dodge. Colorado Springs, Colo. (U. S. No. 1,146,-
284; July 13. 1915.)

DRILL.S—Feeding Means of Percussive Rock-Drills, Coal-
cutters, and the Like. Frank Simon and John William Scott.
Minnaar, Transvaal, South Africa. (U. S. No. 1,146,356; Julv
13, 1915.)

EXTRACTION—Composition and Process for Extracting
Precious Metals from their Ores. James F. Williams, San
Francisco, Calif. (U. S. No. 1,145,954; July 13, 1915.)

FILTERING APP.4RATUS. William E. Holderman, Salt
Lake City. (U. S. No. 1,146,256; July 13, 1915.)

FLOTATION—Concentration of Minerals by Flotation.
Archibald R. Livingston, Canon City, Colo., assignor to the
New Jersey Zinc Co., New York, N. Y. (U. S. No. 1,147,633;
July 20, 1915.)

GR.APHITE—Process for Converting Coke into Graphite.
H. Plauson. St. Petersburg, Russia. (Brit. No. 17,732 of 1913.)

PHOSPHATE—Fertilizer Composition and Process of Mak-
ing It. Thomas Leopold Willson and Maximilian Mattheus
HafE. Ottawa, Ont., Canada, assignors, by direct and mesne
assignments, to Southern Investment Co. of Canada, Ltd.,
Montreal. Canada. (U. S. No. 1,145,107; July 6, 1915.)

PIG IRON—Process for Dephosphorizing Pig Iron. Amand
Francois Pasquier, Dijon, France. (U. S. No. 1,145,506; July 6.

1915.)

POTASH—Process of Making Potash and Structural Ma-
terials and Products Thereof. Arthur C. Spencer, Washington.
D. C. (U. S. No. 1,146,532; July 13, 1915.)

PUMPS—Balancing Means for Centrifugal Pumps. Ferdi-
nand W. Krogh, San Francisco, Calif. (U. S. No. 1,146,078;
July 13. 1915.)

REHE.ATING FURNACES—Improvements in or Relating to
Reheating Furnaces. Elckworth & Sturm Ges. mit Besch-
rankter Haftung, Dortmund, Germany. (Brit. No. 5875 of
1915.)

ROASTING—Ore-Roasting Furnace. Irven R. Margetts and
Earl R. Pembroke, Salt Lake City, Utah. (U. S. No. 1,145,329;
July 6, 1915.)

SCREEN or Separator, Thomas Joseph Sturtevant. Welles-
lev. Mass., assignor to Sturtevant Mill Co. (U. S. No. 1,141,988;
June 8, 1915.)

SEPARATOR—Magnetic Separator. Francis B. Button and
Benjamin E. McKechnie. Lebanon, Penn., assignors to Penn-
sylvania Steel Co.. Philadelphia. Penn. (U. S. No. 1,146,141;
July 13, 1915.)

SIEMENS-MARTIN FURNACES—Improvements in or Re-
lating to Siemens-Martin Furnaces. Eickworth & Sturm Ges.
mit Beschrankter Haftung, Dortmund, Germany. (Brit. No.
5651 of 1914.)

SKIMMING LADLE. Jesse L. Jones, Wilkinsburg, Penn.,
assignor to George L. Curtiss Co., Pittsburgh, Penn. (U. S.

No. 1,145,422; July 6, 1915.)

SLAG STEAM GENERATOR. Leonce L. Battu, New York.
N Y assignor to Slag Steam Generator Co., New York, N. Y.

(U. S. No. 1,145,178; July 6, 1915.)

SMELTING FURNACE. Pierre Plantinga, Cleveland, Ohio.
(U. S. No. 1,146,097; July 13, 1915.)

SMELTING FITRNACES — Reversing Valve of Gas-Fired
Smelting Furnaces and the Like. Evan Lewis, Swansea.
Wales. (U. S. No. 1,146,582; July 13, 1915.)

SMOKE—Cooler-Flue and Hopper for Fume-Arresting Ap-
paratus. Alfred U. Field, Redding, Calif. (U. S. No. 1,146,-

319; July 13, 1915.)

SULPHUR SMOKE—Recovery of Sulphur Dioxide. James
B Garner, Pittsburgh, Penn., assignor to Metals Research Co.,

New York, N. Y. (U. S. No. 1,145,579; July 6, 1915.)

SULPHURIC ACID—An Improved Apparatus for Concen-
trating Sulphuric or Other Acids. P. L. Pfannenschmidt,
Thornhill. Leeds, and Richard Moss, Dewsbury, Eng. (Brit.

No. 13,642 of 1914.)

TUBE MILL. Guv C. Howard, Everett. Wash. (U. S. No.
1,146,760; July 13, 1915.)

TUNNELING MACHINE. Dighton A. Robinson, Seattle,
Wash. (U. S. No. 1,146,281; July 13. 1915.)

ZINC—Process of Treating Zinc-Bearing Materials. Wool-
sey McA. Johnson, Hartford, Conn., assignor to Continuous
Zinc Furnace Co., Hartford, Conn. (U. S. No. 1,146,075; July
13. 1915.)

ZINC—Process for the Treatment of Zinkiferous Materials.
H. Specketer, Griesheim-on-the-Main, Germany. (Brit. No.
20,039 of 1913.)
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SEOUL MINING CO.'S PROPERTY, HOLKOL, CHOSEN
In the upper view is shown the rapidly advancing mill construction with much of the machinery on the ground.

In the lower view, taken from above the Tul Mi Chung millsite, is shown the mill under construction and a perspective
of the surrounding country
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[Mori;

Those who want to take the trouble may witness the

development of a myth from its beginning. This is the

belief, already held more or less extensively in Great

Britain and Canada, that the American zinc-smelting

industry is controlled by Germans, that they boosted the

price for spelter to four or five times the normal in order

to penalize their enemies and thus carry on warfare in

one way if they could not in another. Nothing could be

any more ridiculous or contrary to patent facts, yet with-

out any doubt this myth will live and grow. ^Merely

for the sake of the accuracy of the records, however, it

is worth while to state the facts. Here they are: The

zinc smelters of the United States, together with the

number of their retorts, are listed annually. Their rel-

ative importance and their producing cajjacity are about

in proportion to the number of their retorts. On Jan. 1,

1915, the total number of retorts in American zinc-

smelting works was about 120,000. The firm of Beer,

Sondheimer & Co., of Frankfurt-am-ilain, has a New
York agency, and is interested in the National Zinc Co.,

which possesses two smelteries with an aggregate of about

7500 retorts. The American iletal Co. is an American

corporation, whereof numerous of its important officers

are American born, but it is no doubt affiliated with the

Metallgesellschaft, of Frankfurt-am-Main. The American

Metal Co. owns and controls the Bartlesville Zinc Co.,

the Lanyon Starr Spelter Co., and the American Zinc

& Chemical Co., which possess four smelteries with an

aggregate of about 17,500 retorts. Consequently, these

interests at the beginning of this year had an aggregate

of about 25,000 retorts, a trifle more than 20% of the

American total.

We are not intimating that these concerns, either of

them or both of them, ever had any idea of playing

tricks upon the buyers for the Allies, but are stating

the plain fact that the control of the zinc-smelting

industry has never been centered in any one quarter. It

always has been, and still is, divided among a good many
independent interests. The other big interests in the

business are : The American Zinc, Lead & Smelting

Co. (of Boston), the Edgar Zinc Co. (U. S. Steel

Corporation), the Granby Mining & Smelting Co. (of

St. Louis), the Grasselli Chemical Co. (of Cleveland),

the Hegeler Zinc Co., Illinois Zinc Co., and jMatthiessen

& Hegeler Zinc Co. (of Illinois), the New Jersey Zinc

Co. (of New York), and the United States Zinc Co.

(a subsidiary of the American Smelting & Refining Co.).

Recently, the L^nited States Smelting, Refining «& Mining

Co. (of Boston) bought three old works and entered the

business. The pedigrees of these concerns are so well

known that no restatement of them is necessary.

The British must look nearer home to find out why the

price for spelter was rushed upward so extravagantly.

They will find a large part of the explanation in their own
policy of "muddling along." Among other exhibitions

of the muddling that may be mentioned are the unneces-

sary refinement in the spelter specifications and the

farming out of ammunition contracts in ways that caused

buyers in the same ultimate interest to appear as com-

petitors of each other and to figure as being in the market

for a great deal more spelter than was really the case.

As an exhibition of ignorance, muddled with stupidity,

the buying of spelter during the second quarter of 1915

was preeminent ; nor does any great light appear yet to

have burst through the shells inclosing the official

minds.

Tlhe ]R.ecessa(DEa iira Copies'
There is now a good deal of talk in the newspapers

about the greatly increased production of copper, the

greatly diminished exportation as compared with corre-

sponding periods of 1914, and the recession in the price

of the metal. In the absence of any statistics the trade is

now in the dark respecting the actual rate of production.

However, there is no doubt that the present production is

very large, perhaps the largest on record so far as the

United States is concerned, inasmuch as all of the im-

portant mines are being operated as strenuously as can be

done. Nor is there any doubt that the exportation of

refined copper in bars, cakes and ingots is less than it used

to be, for there are definite statistics upon that subject.

However, those statistics do not give the quantity of cop-

per exported in the form of brass and other manufac-

tures, which exportation has lately increased enormously.

It is well known that the brass makers of Connecticut are

working overtime.

With respect to the recession in price, the previous ex-

aggeration of the Wall Street papers is now coming home
to roost. The copper market did not at any time rise

to 201/^c. The high point was 20i,4c., regular terms,

which corresponds to a trifle more than 20c. cash. New
York, the customary discount of I/2 per cent, amounting
to 10 points, while the average freight rate on deliveries

is probably in the neighborhood of 10 points, making a

total of 20 points. Some sellers reckon the average cost

of delivery a little lower, while others reckon the total

differential a little higher, there being usually a loss of

interest of about 15 days in addition to the regular allow-

ance of 30 days. Therefore the price of copper has de-

clined from the level of about 20e., not 2014c.

The decline started immediately after the cessation of

the great buying movement about the middle of June.

The principal producers were then sold well ahead, and,

being luisy with their deliveries, they were more or less

indifferent as to whether buyers wanted to contract im-

mediately for more copper or not. On the other hand,

there are interests that contractually have to take in cop-

per all the time and must either accumulate it at the

expen.se of capital or credit, or must sell it for what they

can get. There are numerous small producers of crude

copper who are confronted by the same conditions. The
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recent recession in the price for co])per has come about

naturally through the effort-; of such interests to find a

level upon which the metal would move. There has been

no pressure on the market and the inauguration of a new
buying movement of important dimensions would no

doubt lead to a sharp rally.

Indeed the situation of copper appears to be funda-

mentally strong. In spite of the increased production,

tiie refiners agree that the stocks in their hands have not

increased. The consumption of copper for ammunition
will continue to be large, but most important is probably

tiie coming increase in domestic, peaceful, consumption
which the revival in the iron and steel industry—now a

well-established fact—is believed to foreshadow.

According to British reports, a well-known metal-

lurgical corporation—Williams, Harvey & Co., Ltd., of

Bootle—has informed its Bolivian clients by circular

that it is establishing a modern tin-smelting works on

an appropriate site in the United States for dealing with

Bolvian harrilla. Other reports have associated this

•statement with the plan of the American Smelting &
Refining Co., previously announced. We are authorized

by a high officer of the latter company to state that its

tin-smelting enterprise is in all respects an independent

one. We have been unable to learn definitely respecting

the plans of Williams, Harvey & Co.

The American Smelting & Refining Co. is making

excellent progress with its plant near Perth Amboy. It

expects to be able to begin the refining of tin before

Hie end of the fall, and it hopes that the whole of the

plant will be in operation by the middle of the winter.

e slhnp ©fttlhs

A matter of great concern to the mining industry is

the appointment of a director for the Bureau of ;\Iines

iu succession to Dr. Holmes. A good man in that im-

portant position can be very helpful to the mining

industry; a bad man can be very harmful; a mediocre

man may be neither- the one nor the other, but may be

simply the holder of a. job. According to all accounts,

the job-hunters are already out in great force, and also

there are prevalent some queer ideas as to what constitutes

the proper qualifications for a director of the Bureau of

Klines.

A AVashington paper that has come to our attention

tells of some conference that occurred in Philadelphia,

and concluded its story with this paragraph

:

Among other names discussed at the conference either with

the indorsement of one or more of the conferees or presented

at the suggestion of friends -nere: Sheriff A. Lincoln Acker, E.

T. Stotesbury, Charlemagne Tower, Justice Robert Von
Moschisker of the Supreme Court, Common Pleas Judges

Charles Y. Audenried and J. Willis Martin; William T. Tilden,

former president of the Union League: Louis J. Kolb, Attorney-

General Francis Shunk Brown and Assistant District Attor-

ney William Findlay Brown.

No, readers in the mining districts. East and West,

we do not think that this was intended as a joke. In

the minds of many persons a sheriff of a county, or an as-

sistant district attorney, would be just as competent as the

director of the Bureau of Mines as any mining engineer,

mine operator, or milling scientist. Nor is it a humorous

suggestion that the appointment may fall to some mining

walking-delegate. In the appointment of the directors

of the Census and of the Mint the experts were passed

by, and we must make u]) our minds to the chance that

the same disagreeable thing may happen with respect

to the directorship of the Bureau of Mines,

It is the hope of the Journal that the President will

appoint to this important position a man of high profes-

sional attainments and great distinction in the mining

industry. We pray that the President will thus limit his

choice.

A IRepoipt©^ Steel Coumlbairasiftflosa

A Cleveland correspondent, apparently of an iinagin-

ati\e turn, last week sent out a dispatch announcing the

preliminary organization of a new combination to rival

the Steel Corporation. According to his statement the

new concern was to include the Bethlehem, the Jones &
Laughlin, the Cambria, the Pennsylvania, the Lacka-

wanna Steel companies and the Colorado Fuel & Iron

Co., together with several minor companies and probably

the Republic Iron & Steel Co. In brief, it was to

include all the prominent independent steel makers and
as many of the smaller concerns as one might care to

mention. The new combination was to be headed by

Charles M. Schwab as manager and Henry C. Frick as

financier.

The publication of the statement was met Ijy a chorus

of denials from all the parties concerned. It is claimed

that, so far from such a combination being partly organ-

ized, it was not even contemplated or considered by the

parties chiefly in interest ; and that the larger independent

concerns had no idea of giving up their individuality or

of becoming members of a new combine. So far as

can be judged these denials are sincere, and no one now
has it seriously in mind to organize a new combination.

Somewhat similar rumors have been circulated before,

but the formation of new combinations would hardly be

considered while the Government suit to dissolve the

Steel Corporation was pending. The recent decision in

that suit might be thought to open the way for further

amalgamations, but the time for floating such consolida-

tions as those of 15 or 20 years ago is past. To say

nothing of the difficulty of floating the great mass of

securities required, public opinion on corporations has

materially changed since 1900, and there would be strong

and natural suspicion of an attempt to divide the steel

trade between two great corporations.

It is quite possible that there may be some consolida-

tions and combinations, but nothing on the scale of the

Cleveland rumor is probable. Nor are all steelmen

satisfied that the great combination is the wisest and

most economical. Certainly it is not desirable from a

technical point of view ; a great corporation is not usual-

ly favorable to change or progress.

An interesting development in the mining industry that

heretofore has escaped general attention is the fact that

the Bawdwin mine of Burma is already produring.

During the first six months of 1915 they are ufiiciaily
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it'povted as having produced 6500 long tons of lead, which

is a very respectable output. An increase in the lead

luxi'liution of this great mine is to be expected later, when
lla^'^ for the utilization of the zinc content and other

metals of its ore shall have been consummated.

When it comes to handling a "real-estate proposition"

apply to the Department of the Interior. Ninety days

ago the town of Anchorage, Alaska, was merely public

land at the southwestern terminus of the new Government

railroad. Now it has a population of over 2500, and

nearly all branches of business are represented. On July

15 an auction sale of lots was held by the Alaskan Engi-

neering Commission, and Chairman Edes telegraphed

•Secretary Lane the ne.xt day as follows : "Just returned

from Anchorage. Sale in every way a success and every-

one satisfied. About four hundred and fifty lots sold for

one hundred thirty-three tliousand dollars." Nearly

$300 a lot was thus realized. Most of the lots were 60x140

ft., and streets, parkings and playgrounds were provided.

'Vatch Alaska grow

!

3S

Never argue with an expert. It is useless. There is

no way of making headway against him. Though you
may know much more than lie does, you can't possibly

get him to admit it. His main defense lies in the

possession of his own special vernacular. No expert, says

Life, is complete without a vernacular, ilany experts

have nothing more. In arguing with an expert, he alwavs

iiegins by assuming : ( 1 ) that you don't know what you
are talking about, and (2) that if you did know wliat

you were talking about, you couldn't talk about it in-

telligently, because you lacked the specific vocabulary

that the subject demands. As the argument proceeds

he spends so much time asking : "Just what do you mean
when you use the word — ?" And you spend so much
time explaining your terms that you totally forget what
yiju are arguing about.

Two German ex-soldiers, Emil Propelle and Augtist
Tischer, brought into this country last year two packages
of uncut diamonds from German Southwest Africa. They
did not declare the stones when they landed here and
were later arrested on a charge of smuggling. While
doing militar}- dttty in Africa, they said they had
grubstaked an old prospector who gave them the rough
stones, now valued at $57,49(i, as their share. The ex-

.soldiers were tried and acquitted of the smuggling charge,

but the German Government alleged that the diamonds
were taken from the Colonial Mining Co.'s sorting depart-

ment, and civil suits were brought. Since the war the

German Government ceased its action, and yesterday

Judge Hand ordered the litigation discontintxed. Propelle

and Tischer will now be allowed to keep the diamonds
on paying $8000 customs duties.

The Similkameen Consolidated Copper Co., of Scran-

ton, Penn., is circulating a prospectus about a group of

copper mines at Voigt's Camp, near Princeton, B. C.

In a quotation from a report on the property by J. C.

Law it is said: "By process of computation, this area,

reduced to square and cubic feet to the average depth

of 500 ft. only, from which I deduct 70% as unminer-

alized (probably nearer 50%), resolves itself roughly into

815,000,000 tons of ore. Assuming that only 11/2% of

coarse copper is recoverable therefrom . . ." Contin-

uation, in the familiar way. If the estimate of tonnage

be anywhere near correct, Voigt's Camp has Chuqui-

camata "skinned to death" and Utah is merely an "also

ran." But we're from Missouri.

Scientists have their troubles as well as ordinary people.

Edward Hicks, a night geologist, according to the Tribune,

was arrested on Long Island recently on a charge of

chicken stealing. Hicks is a negro and found the night

light most appropriate for his complexion and occupation.

Here is the address to the cotirt by which Hicks gained

his release: "Jedge, youah honah, Ah wants to ask

3'ou, sah, did yoti evah heah of a night geologist? Dat's

what Ah am, sah. And, jedge, youah honah. Ah wants

to ask you, sah, did you evah heah of a scientific

gem'nian bein' 'cused of chicken stealin'? Jedge, youah

honah, dey's not 'nuff words in all de langwidges to

give expressin' to mah indignation, sah ! Dis charge am
mos' humilitin' to a membah of dat honorable prefession

of night geologists of which, sah, Ah have de honah of

bein" a humble and undistinguished membah." He
showed his outfit, consisting of a lensless telescope barrel,

being a "blind telescope" to locate rocks, a rock-tapping

device and a textbook on rock composition. The court

discharged him with the admonition hereafter to keep

away from Plymouth Rocks in his geological researches.

The deepest gold mine in the world, the St. John del

Rev in Brazil, is also one of the oldest. It has just

paid a dividend of Is. 3d. on its ordinary share capital,

which makes a total of 10% for a year. The company

earned- more than 10%, but did not deem it desirable to

pay a larger dividend at present. The reasons, explained

Chairman Harris at the annual meeting of shareholders

in London, were connected with the great object that

they all had in view, namely, the prolongation of the life

of the mine below Horizon 20, which meant that they

would be working the mine at a depth greater than l-jV

miles under the surface. They were now working the lode

at Horizon 18, Shaft G had been sunk to the level of

Horizon 20, and crosscuts were being driven from the

shaft to intercept the lode at Horizon 19 and Horizon 20.

The time was therefore approaching when they would

have to decide whether they should or should not take

the necessary measures for working the lode below Hori-

zon 20. Their decision would depend upon several fac-

tors, the most important of which were the size and value

of the lode at Horizon 20. If the lode was as good as it

was at the lowest horizon they were now working—Nos.

17' and 18—they would be encouraged to proceed. In

regard to the ventilation of the mine. General JIanager

Chalmers had suggested that the air which was passed

through the mine for the purpose of ventilation should

first of all be cooled and dried, and then distributed

through the workings. If the mine is to be extended

below Horizon 20, considerable capital expenditure will

be necessary.
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Howard W. DuBois, of Philadelphia, is in Alaska.

W. D. Pearce is in New York from Chihuahua, Mexico.

W. C. Weisbrod is expected in New York Aug. 10, on his

return from Chile.

E. R. Eaton, of Greeneville, Tenn., is stopping at Crown
Point, N. Y'., for the present.

C. E. Drayer has been chosen secretary of the Cleveland
Engineeringr Society, of Cleveland, Ohio.

C. A. Burdick has returned to New York from some pro-

fessional work in the Province of Quebec.

Kirby Thomas has returned to New York from exploration
work in the southwestern part of Virginia.

Dan C. Tobin, of Colorado, is in New York on business
connected with the sale of the Midland mine.

E. O. Daue has severed his connection as manager of the

Dolores Mines Co. at Madera, Chihuahua, Mex.

Clyde M. Pearce announces the opening of an office as
mining engineer at Ironton, Minn., on the Cuyuna Range.

Prof. J. C. Gwillim, of Queen's University, Kingston, Ont.,

has been on a visit of inspection to the Porcupine camp.

John A. Rice, manager of the Curry mine, at South Lor-
rain, Ont., has gone to El Paso. Tex., on a short vacation.

A. R. Whitman, lately Ereologist of the Mclntyre Co., has
been engaged by the Peterson Lake Mining Co. to examine its

property.

W. J. Dobbins, formerly superintendent of the Buffalo mill.

Cobalt, Ont., who has been for some time in Florida, has re-

turned to Ontario.

Dr. R. W. Brock, dean of the College of Applied Science,

University of British Columbia, has returned to Vancouver
from a trip to the East.

E. A. Ling, who has been for some time engaged on an
asbestos property near Brougliton, Quebec, has gone to South
America for the National Citj^ Bank of New York.

George E. Parish is making a geological examination of

the southern part of Rio Arriba County, New Mexico, for New
York mining interests. He is assisted by H. Palsgrove.

Gerald Sherman, general superintendent of the mine de-
partment of the Copper Queen Consolidated, of Blsbee, Ariz.,

was a recent visitor at the Panama-Pacific International
Exposition.

L. S. Blackman, who returned to the United States recently
from Guanajuato, Mex., sailed on July 24 for Chile, having ac-
cepted an engagement with the Chile Exploration Co. at

Chuquicamata.

E. Steidel, in charge of the Bureau of Mines mine exhibit
and first-aid and rescue demonstrations at the Panama-Pacific
International Exposition, has been advanced by the bureau
from the position of junior to mining engineer.

M. F. Ortin, Minister of Commerce and Labor in Russia,
recently visited the La Grange hydraulic mine in Trinity
County. California, the largest hydraulic mine in the world.
He was desirous of familiarizing himself with American hy-
draulic methods.

Dr. E. A. Schubert, of the commercial department of the
Norfolk & Western R.R., has been investigating some iron

deposits in Ashe County, N. C. The extension of the Virginia-
Carolina R.R., now in progress, will furnish transportation
for these deposits.

W. T. Partridge, who has had editorial charge of the Iron
and steel and metal market news of the "Journal of Com-
merce," New York, has resigned after a connection of a num-
ber of years, to devote himself to general writing in the
lines in which he is well informed.

George W. Metcalfe, general manager of the Mammoth
Copper Co., Kennett, Calif., has recently been a visitor to the
Panama-Pacific Exposition, where he has installed a glass

model of the Mammoth mine. This model is in the California
exhibit in the Mines and Metallurgy Building, which was
established by the State Mining Bureau.

M. S. Brandt has severed his connection with the Seneca
Consolidated Gold Mines Co. and is returning to Boulder, Colo.,

where he will resume work for the White Eagle Mining &
Smelting Co. He will also open an oflfice for general mining
work and will continue his operation of the Nil Desperandum
mine on his own account.

Colonel Thomas Cantley, second vice-president and general

manager ot the Nova Scotia Steel & Coal Co., has been ap-

pointed president, retaining the managership. The offices

of first and second vice-presidents have been abolished. Gov-
ernor J. D. McGregor, of Halifax, late first vice-president, and
W. D. Ross, ot Toronto, are made vice-presidents, Mr. Ross
being constituted head of the financial department.

Ainerii'iin Ir€>ii A strel IiiNtitntv—The fall meeting will be
held at Cleveland, Ohio, Oct. 22 and 23, according to a deci-

sion of the directors at New York, June 25.

Arizona State Bureau of .Mines—The formation of this body
was authorized by the Legislature of the state at its last

session and the appointment of the members has been an-
nounced by the Board of Regents of the University of Ari-
zona. The director is Charles F. Willis, who has been for two
years past director of the University Bureau of Mines, which
has been merged with the new organization. The secretary
of the Board is Miss A. M. Heckman, who was secretary of
the University Bureau. The other members are E. K. Goettel
late of the University of Illinois, V. A. Gleason, late of the
University of Washington and J. D. Arozena, of the University
of Arizona. Mr. Goettel will have special charge of the in-

vestigation of the rare metals: Mr. Gleason is a specialist In

flotation and ore dressing and Mr. Arozena will have charge
of assaying, mineralogical determinations and ore testing.

American Institute of 3Ietals—Among the papers to be
read at the annual meeting in September are the following:
D. H. Newland, assistant state geologist, Ne'w York, "Albany
Sand": William W; Clark, Seymour Manufacturing Co., "Manu-
facture and Use of Alumino-Vanadium" ; C. V. Powell, British
Aluminum Co., Toronto, Ont., "Some Developments in Alumi-
num": W. M. Corse, The Titanium Alloy Manufacturing Co.,

"Copper-Aluminum Alloys": S. L. Hoyt, University of Minne-
sota, "Amorphous State of Metals": S. W. Parr, University of
Illinois (two papers), "Method of Analysis for Complex Alloys,"
"Development on Acid Resistance Alloys"': F. A. J. FitzGerald,
FitzGerald Laboratories, "Electric Furnaces for Brass Melt-
ing": H. T. Kalmus, Kalmus, Comstock & Westcott, Inc.,

"Cobalt in Non-Ferrous Metals": Thomas F. Wettstein, United
Lead Co., "The Effect of the Present European War on the
Metal Industries"; Elwood Haynes, Haynes Stellite Works,
"Stellite": Prof. D. J. Demarest, Ohio State University, "Analy-
sis of Babbitt Metals."

EHDUSTIREAIL HEWS

The Garfield Smelting Co., Garfield, Utah, is installing a
4S-in. Symons disk crusher.

The Hardinge Conical Mill Co., announces that the Ana-
conda Copper Mining Co. Is preparing to install 24 more of
the 10-ft. diameter Hardinge mills. This makes a total of
44 out of a contract which they made early this year for 60 of
these machines.

Morse Bros. Machinery & Supply Co., of Denver, Colo., has
purchased the entire power plant recently erected near Wick-
enburg. Ariz. This plant was built to furnish power for the
Octave Mining Co., 14 miles distant, the power being gen-
erated at the railroad and transmitted to the mine. The
plant consisted of 200- and 550-kw. Westinghouse alternators
driven by Corliss engines. The steam plant consists of B. &
W. boilers, fired with oil. The transmission line was oper-
ated at 22.000 volts and is 14 miles long. All of this material
will be dismantled and sold, or removed to Denver. The
smaller unit was in use three weeks and the larger one was
nexer used.

The present high price of zinc ore is having a stimulating
effect in the Wisconsin zinc district. The Dings Electro-Mag-
netic Separator Co. of Milwaukee, Wis., has recently closed
three contracts for magnetic separator equipment to be in-

stalled in that district. The Vinegar Hill Zinc Co., Platteville,
Wis., continues to enlarge the National roaster at Cuba City,

and has just ordered another large battery of Dings magnetic
separators. The Utt-Thorne Co., of Platteville, Wis., is now
overhauling the custom roaster at Benton, Wis., and has pur-
chased considerable new machinery, including a battery of
Dings magnetic separators. Kistler & Stevens, Platteville,

Wis., is equipping a roaster plant and has ordered a Galena
I-on Works roaster and Dings magnetic separators.
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SAN FRAXCISCO—July 21

The Bnnker Hill Consolidated Mining Co. in the first half

of 1915 mined and milled 42.0S7 tons of ore, producing a total

value of $151,591, or approximate average of $3.60 per ton.

The total value is divided as follows: bullion, 548,415; sulphu-

rets, $100,605; rent of tailings, etc., $2568. Mill operated 175

days, 10 hours. The miningr expense including payroll, sup-
plies, power and water amounted to $85,113; milling expense
including the same items, $8881; sulphurets expense, including

assaying, freight and road repair, $5110; a total of $99,104.

The- general expense amounted to $9338, and a new drill

sharpener, hoist control and office equipment added $1350 to

the expenses. This makes an aggregate total expense of

oparation $109,792. In the period from January to June in-

cl«Eive six monthly dividends were paid amounting to a total

of'$30,000. A significant fact is disclosed in the item of the

net value of the bullion produced. The return of $48,415 from
the crushing of 42,087 tons of ore shows a recovery value of

$1.15 per ton. The return of $100,608 recovered from sul-

phurets shows the average value of the sulphurets to be $2.36

per ton. The tailing from the Bunl^er Hill mill is treated in a
merry-go-round and cyanide tanks under a rental or leasing

system. The exact value of the tailings is not stated in com-
pany reports but the value received from the rental, $2568,

probably represents about one-half the total value. The
Bunker Hill has paid dividends for several years under the

mine superintendency of E. Hampton. Since the necessity

arose for installation of a new steel hoist and development of

new orebodies, the per share rate of the dividends has been
reduced from 5c. to 2%c. The recent installation of Hardinge
mills at the Original Amador mine, a neighbor of the Bunker
Hill, is expected to prove decisively that regrinding and cyan-
idation may be as successfully applied to the characteristic
Mother Lode ores in the Amador City district as in the
Plymouth district, where the first Hardinge mills were in-

stalled.

Aline Rescue and Frst-.4id Traininj^ is being given mining
men upon application to the United States Bureau of Mines
at the Panama-Pacific International Exposition. The station

is at the mine exhibit in the Mines and Metallurgy building,

and is in charge of several competent men of the rescue force
of the Bureau. The first-aid class has been in session from
9 to 11 a.m. daily excepting Sundays, each morning taking up
a certain phase of the work so that an applicant would have
to attend six classes to cover the entire course. Mine-rescue
training is also given on request. This work is of such
character that it cannot be done properly by special arrange-
ment of courses, but every effort is made to suit the appli-
cant. The demonstrator of rescue work will spend a good
deal of his time in the field in August and part of September,
so that the regular classes cannot be continued at all times
during these months. Men desiring to take this course of
training should make application about two weeks in advance
so that they may be provided with competent instruction. A
number of miners and mining engineers have taken these
Instructions and have greatly profited by them. The instruc-
tion has been extended to certain branches of the fire depart-
ment in San Francisco. As a part of the exhibit of the Bu-
reau of Mines, the various paraphernalia employed in rescue
and flrst-aid work are on exhibition, competent men being en-
gaged in giving information to all who ask it. The exhibi-
tions including the mining and metallurgical divisions and
the Sline, were awarded one grand prize, six gold medals of
honor and two gold medals by the Superior Jury of the Ex-
position, and all the collaborators in these exhibits received
silv*- medal;

.

Two Deputy Mine Inspectors, G. Chester Brown and J. W.
Gebb have been appointed in the mine-safety department of
the California Industrial Accident Commission. Mr. Brown is

the senior member in point of time. Other deputies will be
appointed from the available list of men who passed the
civil-service examination, at such time as their services will
be required. The organization of the mine-inspection depart-
ment is not yet completed and will not be until the tentative
mine-safety rules have been finally revised and put into oper-
ation. The progress of the inspection of mines under state
and United ,~ i-les control has been as rapid as is consistent
with the demand for thoroughness. The chief inspector, H.

M. Wolflin, continues to make visits into the mining districts
pending the completion of the rules and this work will be
augmented by the services of the two deputies. It is not un-
expected that the rules may be in some respects materially
revised, but as a basis for thorough organization and practical
operation the tentative rules have served the purpose and
with such revision as is deemed necessary will be put into
operation under the provisions of the workmen's-compensa-
tion law.

BUTTB:—July 22

The Passing of .Amalgamated—The dissolution of the
Amalgamated Copper Company, the last of this month, will
mark the completion of an important and interesting chapter
in the history of the copper and other industries. Under the
fostering wings of this mighty corporation the Anaconda Cop-
per Mining Co. grew to manhood, as it were, and to be old
enough and big enough to take care of itself. The protector
has outlived its usefulness and its protegee has grown so
great that it is now about to absorb the holding company,
awaiting merely the formal action of a board of directors to
complete the consolidation. Although the early development
of the .\naconda mines under the late Marcus Daly demon-
strated the vast possibilities of this property, the launching
of the Anaconda Copper Mining Co. in 1S95 with a capitaliza-
tion of $30,000,000 was received with amazement in Butte and
Montana. Nothing like it had been experienced in the mining
history of the state. Big as the Anaconda stock appeared to
the people of Butte, it paled into insignificance four years later
%vhen the Amalgamated company was organized with a capital
stock of $155,000,000 and with Mr. Daly as its first president.
He was succeeded by H. H. Rogers who held the position until
1909 when John D. Ryan became the president. In 1910
Anaconda increased its stock to $150,000,000 and absorbed
the properties of the Boston & Montana, the Butte & Boston,
the Washoe, the Trenton and the Parrot and finally the Butte
Coalition companies, the latter having acquired in 1906 the
Butte properties of the late Augustus Heinze. This was fol-

lowed by the purchase of the W. A. Clark properties, including
the Original and West Stewart mines. Thus the Anaconda
company grew by leaps and bounds into a concern as big and
as influential as Amalgamated itself and in the 21st year of
its existence it becomes its own guardian, a free agent, re-
sponsible to no other corporation. What this phenomenal
growth of the Anaconda company means to Montana and to
Butte in particular, is hardly appreciated to its full extent
by those who live within its influence. At the present rate
of production. Anaconda supplies the markets of the w^orld
with more than 300,000,000 lb. of copper per year. The com-
pany shares its prosperity with its employees, who receive
the highest rate of wages paid to this class of labor anywhere
in the "tt'orld. The daily expenditures of the company for labor
alone amount to $50,000. Its taxes reach the sum of $2000
a day. Thus the growing activity of the Anaconda Copper
Mining company is a vital factor in the development and
prosperity of Butte and the state as a whole, a prosperity
that attracts attention throughout the country.

SE.\TTL,E—July 11

A $100,000 \Vintor Dump was the result of the working last

year on Ruby Creek, the largest cleanup ever made in the dis-

trict. The cleanup, which was finished in June, more than
filled a washtub with gold.

G.\L,ENA, K.\N, July 17

Promoter Mining Co. Under Xew Alanagement—-M. E. Kirsh
has succeeded J. C. Welch as superintendent. The company
is operating on a 40-acre lease which it has from the New
Century, southwest of Galena. There are 10 shafts producing
paying ore. This tract of land has only been opened up for

about six months and is fast becoming a great producer. The
company is preparing to build a new mill on the ground to
enable it to handle the dirt that comes from the mines. Mr.
Kirsh was formerly with the Cherokee County Supply Co., but
resigned to take charge of the Promoter property. It is the
intention of the company to push the development n^ork as
fast as possible in order to open up the land while ore prices
are good.
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Bailer Bros. & Co. on the Southsiile land is making- about
$10,000 a week from its mine. It has been in operation for
about a year, but recently went to the 150-ft. level and en-
countered a rich run of ore. A year's cutting is already
blocked out and the company is preparinp to build a mill to
handle the dirt, as the mine has become too large a producer
to send the dirt to custom mills.

H0U<;HT0X—.luly 18

The Story that Henry Ford is putting considerable cash
into several development properties in the vicinity of tile

White Pine, a subsidiary of the Calumet & Hecla, is vigor-
ously denied by the officials of the companies so connected.
There was one story to the effect that Ford had purchased
heavily of Onondaga and another to the effect that he was
interested in White Pine Extension. While it may be possible
that Mr. Ford has bought stock in these companies the offi-

cers have no knowledge thereof.

S.\l.T LAKE CITY—July 1«

Minine Activity Is General throughout the state, and
everybody is working. Attention is called by the National
Copper Bank of Salt Lake City to the fact that it is more
than five years since there has been anything like the lively

interest in mining that prevails today. Many new prospects
are being developed; new camps are being found; and old

camps and mines are renewing their former activity. The
change is not wholly due to the higher prices received for
some of the metals, but in part to the restoration of confi-

dence, which has been going on during the last year, and
which "would doubtless have caused money to be spent in min-
ing development even without the stimulus of higher metal
prices. Many lessees are working in Tintic, and Bingham
and other camps and there is more activity in Big Cottonwood
than ever before. In the south fork of the latter district

14 mines and prospects are working, and employing 130 to

140 men. These properties include the Cardiff. Maxfleld, Ken-
nebec, Day's Fork, Big Cottonwood Consolidated, Tar Baby,
American Consolidated. Price, Carbonate, East Carbonate,
Keed's Peak, Alta-Cottonwood, Baker Group, and Cardiff Ex-
tension.

Bin^liam & Garfield Railway has been assessed $24,000 per
mile by the county assessor for Salt Lake County as com-
pared to $13,000 last year. Efforts were made by the com-
pany to obtain a reduction before the county commissioners
on July 9, when it was pointed out that the rate of assess-
ment is much higher than that fixed by the state board of
equalization on any other railroad in the county. At the
hearing the commissioners declined to grant any abatement.
The question of the rate of ta.xation of the railroad was made
a political issue a year ago, and was one of the points raised
at the fall elections.

DENVER—July 16

At Leadville, I'uniiiinK' at the Penrose continues under the
most favorable conditions. The cutting of the station has
now been under \^ ay about a week, and it is thought that
another equal period of time will see this part of the work
completed. After that the station pumps will have to be in-

stalled, and it will probably be a couple of weeks before any
effort will be made to lower the water past its present level.

Some idea of the immense body of water that has to be drained
may be derived from thQ task which the sinking pumps now
have in keeping tlie water down below the station level.

During part of one night last week one of the machines was
shut down, and with the other working at full capacity it

took the water only five hours to rise within a few feet of the
station. With the two pumps running, however, it would be
possible to drain the shaft still deeper with a lift of 470 ft.

or more to throw the w^ater. No trouble has been encountered
in cutting the station. One side near the shaft was rather in-

clined to cave, but it proved more of a help than a hindrance to

the work.

KNOXVILLE—July 12

The American Zinc Co. of Tennessee has begun work in the
addition to its plant at Mascot. The company has within the

last few months spent $TD,000 to increase its concentrating
mill so that increased output might be secured. The com-
pany recently purchased the Roseberry mill, and with a large
force of hands is placing the old plant in condition to give
an additional output of 400 tons daily. H. S. Kimball, presi-

dent of the American Zinc Co.

FAIRBANKS June 21

Tolvana Has 300 Prospectors Now. Owing to the lack of

machinery and water the output for this season will probably
not exceed $10,000. About $1000 has already reached Fair-

banks. The gold from Livengood Creek assays from 905 to

920 fine and nets from $1S to $19 per oz. Olive Creek gold
assays 903 and nets about $18 per oz. August Peterson has
abandoned his lease on Olive Creek and will move his plant *o

McCord and McCarthy's ground on Livengood.

Tolovnna Still Looks Good to the placer miners, although
not enough has yet been found to prove that the camp will be
more than a small one. Pay has been found at several points
for more than a mile along Livengood Creek and on several
adjacent creeks, of which the most important seems to be
Olive. Among the more recent discoveries may be mentioned
that of Sullivan & Johnson, who have found pay at a depth of
118 ft. on the fourth-tier bench claim, right limit of Liven-
good. This pay is 500 ft. toward the hill from that lined up
by Cascaden, Wagner aiul others, and is held to indicate a
very wide paystreak. Dollar ground has been found on
Gertrude Creek, a small "pup" entering Livengood at 5 Above
Discovery. This paystreak is said to be about 12 ft. wide.
Teddy Hudson has bonded No. 5 Above to Tom Knowles for
$12,000.

TORONTO July 34

The Government of Ontario on July 20 announced the ap-
pointment of a commission to enquire into the feasibility of
refining nickel ore entirely within the province. The com-
mittee consists of George J. Holloway, London, England, chair-
man; Dr. Willet G. Miller, provincial geologist, Toronto; James
McGregor Young, K. C, Toronto; and Thomas W. Gibson,
Deputy Minister of Mines, Toronto, Secretary. The appoint-
ment of Mr. Hollowa.v, as chairman, was made as the result
of a consultation with the British Government, which desired
that a competent metallurgist sliould occupy the position. In.

taking steps to secure an entirely suitable man, the British.
Institute of Metals was approached and Mr. Holloway was
recommended as in every respect qualified for the post. He is

an associate of the Royal College of Science, London, examiner
in metallurgy in the Institute of Chemistry and University
of Birmingham, and vice-president of the Institute of Mining &
Metallurgy, London, in addition to holding other responsible
positions. James McGregor Young is professor of constitu-
tional and international law at Toronto University. No time
will be lost in beginning the investigation. The Commission
or some of its members "will probably go to Norway to in-
vestigate the refining process employed in that country, and
it is expected that at least one of the commissioners will visit
New Caledonia to examine the methods in use there.

GUANAJIATO—July l."!

Dijiiculty of Gettinj^ Suiiplies of an>- kind into the mines, or
of shipping bullion from them, has necessitated a consider-
able curtailment of operations. It was intended to discon-
tinue operations entirely on July 1, but it is not certain
whether or not this has been done. Supplies of cyanide and
other essentials to operation have been divided among the
mills in order to postpone cessation as long as possible. If
operations could be continued, that is, if supplies could be ob-
tained, the operating companies would earn more money than
in normal times, since they are purchasing ore on cxti-emely
favorably terms, and holding bullion until the proper oppor-
tunity appears to ship it out of the country and obtain pay-
ment in gold, or credit on that basis. About 100 Americans
are still in the camp, but most of those having families have
left or sent their families away. One recent arrival reports
that it took him about 12 days to make the trip from
Guanajuato to Vera Cruz, a journey which ordinarily can be
made in 24 hours.

Piufiruico Mine and Mill of the Guanajuato Development Co.
has been abandoned some time ago due to the working out
of the orebod.v. This property had a meteoric existence, hav-
ing- been discovered only since the operation of foreign com-
panies on a large scale in Guanajuato. The Development
company took over the mine, opened it up and milled ore
averaging more than one kilo in silver for some years. The
mill was a modern sand and slime installation of 200 tons
daily capacity, but since the exhaustion of the mine, has been
dismantled and used in other places. The San Matias mill
and the Peregrima mill of the Development company have
been worked as long as supplies could be obtained.

Guanajuato Reduction & Mines Co. has been operating the
mill as long as supplies lasted, extracting some ore from the
mines and filling up the remainder with purchased ore.
Guanajuato has been annoyed by descent of large bands of the
armed followers of one or another of the forces now combat-
ting for power but has not been subjected to systematic loot-
ing as has been the case at Leon, the largest city in the
state of Guanajuato. General Obregon, upon his entry into
Leon, granted his soldiers a 3-hr. privilege of lootin.g indis-
criminately. At the end of that time little of value remainecl
in Leon.
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ALASKA
BONANZA COPPER MINING CO. (Valdez)—Ore on this

property is now running about 709!: copper and shipments so
far average about $1,500,000 per month.

AMERICAN S.MELTING & REFINING CO. (Tacoma,
Wash.)—Copper reflnerv here, following a conference of this
company and the Tacoma Smelting & Refining Co., will be
doubled in capacity this summer.
NEW PLACER STRIKE has been made on Hadxana River

opposite mouth of Birch. Find made on Trout Creek, but
ground has not been sufliciently prospected to demonstrate
extent of pay. Discoverers found 3 oz. of gold in the bottom
of their first hole.

McWHORTER and ARTHUR (Stewart River)—New and
permanent quartz camp has been established on Stewart
River bv development of this mine on Galena Creek in Mayo
district. Shipment of 1500 tons silver ore recentl.v made from
mine to Tacoma smeltery and is expected to return $300
per ton.

THREE-MAN MINING CO. (Valdez)—Shipments of 800
tons made from this property on Landlock bay so far this
year, and from 200 to 400 tons of picked ore will be shipped
to smelter each month during balance of year, with larger
shipments as facilities for handling are bettered. The pres-
ent high price of copper is making the ore particularly valu-
able.

GRAFTER MINE (Whitehorse)—Closed down several years
ago. is to be reopened and shaft, partly filled with water,
now being pumped dry. Approximately 200 tons high-grade
copper ore on dump now from old workings. With high
price of copper many of the other copper properties of this
district will start operations. J. P. Whitney, E. A. Dixon and
George Armstrong are the owners of the Grafter.

THE MOST V.ALUABLE CARGO LEAVING ALASKA in the
histor.v of territory has recently cleared from Cordova on
Steamer Mariposa of Alaska Steamship Co. carrying a cargo
valued at $1,600,000, which consisted of 1200 tons of copper
ore, $S40,000; gold dust and bullion, $700,000; and raw furs
from interior, $60,000.

ALASKA TREADWELL MINING CO. (Juneau) — Power
plant for the Alaska Mexican claim of this company has been
completed and is now in operation. Consists of one 750-kw.
turbine and one 2000-kw. turbine, which are in addition to
the former two units of 1000 each. A small log-crib dam was
constructed during the winter at one of the power plants in
order to increase the head with a corresponding increase in
power. Lower part of mine is now being opened up by
levels driven into it from 700-ft. level of Alaska United Co.

READY BULLION (Juneau)—Work started on a new in-
cline shaft equipped with electric man- and ore-hoists, with
steel headframe which will open up mine at a depth of 200
ft. below present level (2200 ft.). Old incline shaft started in
footwall, but owing to unexpected straightening up of vein,
is now well in the hard, greenstone hanging wall. The new
shaft will keep entirely in the footwall slate, and will release
large bodies of ore now remaining in the mine to support the
old incline shaft where it crosses from the foot to the hang-
ing wall.

NO. 13 ABOVE, FAIRBANKS CREEK (Fairbanks)—Allis-
Chalmers 5-stamp mill shipped into Fairbanks district by
Edward McConnell several years ago has been bought by
Thomas Gilmore, w-ho plans to erect it on No. 13 Above Dis-
covery, Fairbanks Creek, adjoining Heilig custom mill.

RHOADS-HALL (Fairbanks)—J. H. Patterson plans to re-
crush accumulated tailing from Rhoads-Hall mine in tube
mill that he is building in Fairbanks at shops of Samson
Hardware Co. Mill is an experiment but Patterson hopes to
recover several dollars a ton from tailings, and prove feasi-
bility of undertaking.

GREAT INTEREST IN STIBNITE is being shown by
Fairbanks quartz miners since Silas Scrafford shipped 120
tons of hand-picked antimony ore from the property of
the Chatham Mining Co. Many gold -quartz veins carry
stibnite, chiefly as isolated bunches comparatively free of
quartz and barren of gold. Smith & McGlone plan" to make
test shipments from head of St. Patrick's Creek and Thomas
Lloyd plans to send a small lot from Kantishna. Transporta-
tion companies have reduced rates to encourage Industry.

ARIZO>'.\
Maricopa Connty

BUFF.\LO-ARIZONA (Hot Springs)—Harry J. Bennett, of
Phoenix, and associates have begun shipping copper ore to
smelter at Humboldt. Considerable 15% ore on the dump.

Mohave Connty
CHARCOAL CANON (Kingman)—A. W. Clapp carrying

on development work. Good orebodv uncovered. Ore is lead
carbonate mostly, but in shallow shaft a fine body of galena
has been struck.

Cochise Connty
NEW CORNELIA (Ajo)—It is estimated by President

Charles Briggs of the New Cornelia Copper Co., which is a
subsidiary of the Calumet & Arizona company, that the pit
equipment, power houses and other necessary works for the
proposed 4000-ton leaching plant will cost over $3,000,000.

Yavapai County
.A.NTELOPE PARK (Rich Hill) — Dan B. Genung pur-

chased mineral holdings of Harrison Yarnell. Preparing to
develop the property on a large scale.

C.\L,IFORM.\
Sierra County

MONARCH and CLEVELAND (Sierra County) — Quartz
mines, being developed by R. G. Gillespie, of Pittsburgh, Penn.
Mill running steadily on good ore.

PLU.MBAGO (Alleghany)—Fifteen-stamp mill to replace
plant destroyed by fire w-as built in less than one month and
is running on rich ore, many hundred tons of which are
blocked out and in sight. Owned and operated by Croesus
Mining Co., of New York. W. B. Pearson in charge.

SACRED MOUNT (Sierra City)—Cyanide plant completed
and in operation on tailings which assay over $9 per ton.
Jay C. Folsom in charge.

SOUTH FORK (Forest)—Gravel and quartz. Vein has
been encountered which is believed to be same as that in
famous Tightner mine at Alleghany. Splendid returns be-
ing received. C. Weeks, of Los Angeles in charge.

SIERRA BUTTES (Sierra City)—Oldest quartz mine in
Sierra County, and second oldest in California, operated con-
tinuously since 1S51, has developed a new ledge 6 ft. wide,
with 1100 ft. of backs, containing a payshoot that -will prac-
tically make a new mine of the property. Hayes Brothers, of
San Jose, owners. J. E. "U^estall in charge.

Shasta Connty
S.4LE OF ASBESTOS CL.A^IMS. 44 in number, and located

on Mears Creek west of Sims, made recently to San Fran-
cisco men.

DREDGE INSTALLATION ON COTTONWOOD CREEK,
near Gas Point, being made. Dredge of large capacity.
Quarters for employees also being built.

NOBLE ELECTRIC STEEL CO. (Heroult)—Daily produc-
tion 10 tons ferromanganese being made with one furnace.
Second furnace to be started within few days. Ore is sup-
plied by mines in Jlodoc county. Force of SO men employed
at plant.

MAMMOTH COPPER MINING CO. (Kennett)—Mine and
smelting plant operating steadily. In addition to copper ore
smelted, large tonnage 40% zinc ore being shipped to Okla-
homa smelting plants.

MOUNT.\IN COPPER CO. (Keswick)—New 250-ton con-
centrating plant put into operation recently. Only low-grade
ore of mine concentrated; this is pyrite and chalcopyrite in
silicified ground mass. Jig concentration used. On July 10,
Shay locomotive of down-coming company ore train jumped
track at trestle. Engineer and fireman killed.

BALAKL.\L.\ (Coram) — Prominent metallurgical men
visited smelting plant recently. Statement given out by Mr.
Newhouse indicates plans being made for resumption of oper-
ations at F.alaklala smelting plant. Coram, after installation
of some fume-precipitation process, probably latest CTottrell
improvements. Smelting plant was closed July 1911 by
"smoke suit" brought by farmers of valley.

.\niador Connty
SOUTH EUREK.\ (Sutter Creek)—June dividend was paid

July 15. Eighty-stamp mill in regular operation and 250
men employed. William H. Schmal is superintendent.

Butte Connty
EUREKA (Magalia)—This mine, on Little Butte Creek,

has been purchased by Frank E. Whitlock and associates.
Property was a good producer in early days.

SUCCESS & RUSSELL (Oroville)—G. W. Rumble, of Berke-
ley, made defendant in damage suit for $25,000, brought in
Superior Court in Oakland by Barton Pitts, of Oroville. Pitts
charges he was falsely accused by Rumble and arrested on
a charge of stealing ore. Rumble was later arrested on a
charge of perjury in connection with suit brought by E. J.
Coglan to collect $5000 commission. Rumble has been in
similar troubles connected with mining operations.

STEIFER MINING CO. (Chico)—Stockholders filed amended
complaint in Superior Court asking that $51,000 assessment,
recently levied by the directors, be declared invalid and di-
rectors restrained from selling stock for nonpayment of as-
sessment. There are 530,000 shares, of which Steiters owns
309,064. Amended complaint alleges these shares were given
Steifers by directors and that P. B., H. M., M. V., and Mary
Steifer form majority of the directorate. The other members
are J. M. Cline and Erasmus Wilson. It is also recited that
two mortgages totaling $S9,000, held by Mary Steifer against
company are fictitious and that thousands of dollars expended
in construction was done merely to make a showing and
not for benefit of mine.

Eldorado County
RYAN (Shingle Springs)—Machinery being assembled for

installation at this mine at Frenchtown, recently purchased
by N. B. Ryan, of Manhattan, Nev. A 100-ton crusher will be
installed.

COFFIN & REED (Placerville)—San Francisco men are
negotiating for purchase of property and also Linden mine,
owned by Strieker Co. Linden has been a producer. A 1400-
ft. tunnel has been driven to work both mines, from which
upraises will be run.

Kern County
WERINGER (Woody)—High-grade copper ore reported in

addition to large body of medium-grade ore. This encourages
contemplated installation of a 200-ton John D. Fields leaching
plant. Plant will be electrically operated and will cost
$35,000.
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COLOHADO
Boulder C'uunty

HERALD fBouldei)—R. M. Davis received settlement for
lot weighing S tons. Net returns, $1287.50 assay showing 9.73
oz. gold and 5.50 oz. silver. Has wide vein from which he will
be able to make similar shipments while reserving ore suit-
able for milling later.

FOREST HOME (Nederland)—While sinking shaft in this
property of Boulder Tungsten Production Co., miners broke
into flooded workings of Cold Springs No. 2 mine of Wolf
Tongue Co. Nobody injured, but incident has aroused a
question as to ape.x rights that mav result in litigation, Cold
Spring vein being one of best producers of Wolf Tongue Co.
During past two years, leasers Munson and McKensie have
shipped good tungsten ore from this vein. William Barnett,
82, while trench-mining, was killed by cave-in, on July 12.

San Mijicuel County
TOMBOY (Telluride)—New electric hoist installed at the

Cincinnati shaft, to raise ore from Montana property to mill
level. During June 100 cars of ore and concentrates were
shipped from Telluride to the smelters. Shipments include
24 cars from Smuggler-Union. 12 cars from Liberty Bell, and
55 cars from Tomboy to the Durango smelter; and 8 cars of
zinc concentrates from Colorado-Superior Mining Co. to
Blende.

Teller County

LAST DOLLAR (Altman)—Contract has been awarded to
sink the shaft 100 ft. to total of 14S0 ft. Probable that sink-
ing will be continued after completion of contract. Develop-
ment operations in progress on 900-ft. level on company ac-
count, and four sets of lessees carrying on exploratory work
in other parts of property. Much payable ore opened. M, B.
Rapp. manager.

JERRY JOHNSON (Cripple Creek)—Cripple Creek Deep
Leasing Co. has outlined plans for extensive campaign of
development in this Ironclad Hill property. Lease has been
secured on all ground below 650-ft. level and sinking will be-
gin within a few weeks. The company proposes to sink shaft
another 500 ft. Working fund of $25,000 has been provided
to carry on work. New 100-ton cyanide mill hearing com-
pletion and will probably be ready for operation within next
30 days.

San Juan County

EMMA (Silverton)—J. A. McCrimmon is having a carload
of heavy lead ore packed on burros from this mine in Ice
Lake basin.

BIG GIANT (Silverton)—Peter Orella has developed a
large shoot of milling ore and is shipping stuff from the high-
grade streaks.

SILVER LEDGE (Silverton) — Louis Bonavidi, operating
the mill under lease, is running steadily and making lead con-
centrate and zinc concentrate.

PRIDE OF THE WEST (Silverton)—John B. Giono is ship-
ping small tonnage of high-grade while developing large body
of low-grade milling ore.

MICHIGAN
Iron

WHITE PINE (White Pine)—Question of railway connec-
tions seems unsettled at present time.

PEWABIC (Iron Mountain)—Management has given orders
to work on full time. Men have been working four daj's per
week tor a number of months. The mine will soon be ex-
hausted of merchantable .ore. Fifty miners have been added.
NORTH LAKE (Houghton)—Is sinking at the rate of 50 ft.

a month on the way from the 340-ft. level to 800-ft. depth.
Osceola lode at any time now.
NEWPORT (Ironwood)—New record for loading iron ore

on Gogebic range made few days ago at Newport. In 10 hr.
one shovel loaded 162 cars from stockpile. Nearly 8000 tons
handled by one shovel. The best previous record held by
Colby at Bessemer. That mine loaded 150 cars in same time.

SOUTH LAKE (Houghton)—New compressor is in opera-
tion and four more drills will start at work Tuesday, making
12 machines in all at w-ork in this mine. They are increasing
the stock pile to good size and shipments of rock will start
very soon.

NEW ARCADIAN (Houghton)—Will probably make an-
other shipment of rock before the end of this month. This
rock will come from the south drifts and will be sent to the
mill and smelter for the purpose of getting a good line on
results that can be e.xpected from southern openings. At the
present all energies underground are directed to the develop-
ment of the amygdaloids. No drilling is being done at pres-
ent on the conglomerate recently opened.

FRANKLIN (Houghton) — Crosscut expects to hit the
orebody and plans for further development depend on
its character where cut. In the meantime the showing in the
AUouez conglomerate continues rich. Eighteen machines are
in operation and most openings are in better character rock
than expected. Electric haulage will be installed immedi-
ately, meaning a saving in rock handling underground and
an increase in rock shipments to 1200 tons per day.

HANCOCK (Hancock)—Is .shipping 400 tons per day, aver-
age, but working 30 machines. Four of the Pewabic series
are being opened, Nos. 3. 4, S and 9. This latter is the richest
of the series and No. 4 is next in copper content. Good-
grade rock is coming out and increase in shipments can be
figured shortly. To date there are no smelter returns on the
limited shipments already made. Work through the Quincy
shaft likely to commence soon.

COPPER RANGE CONS. (Painsdale)—In addition to fact
that both Baltic and Champion mines today are turning out
richest continuous production of high-grade copper in their
history fact also is generally known that all of development
work underground is showing better-grade of rock than aver-
age in lives of these two mines. Trimountain continues to
improve materially. From 20 to 27 levels of No. 2 good
ground is developing. In Baltic, shoot from 28 to 29 levels
in No. 3 is showing good ground.

MOIV'TAIVA

Granite County
BOULDER MINING DISTRICT-Bond and lease has beentaken by Butte parties on Bluebird group of mines, six miles

u^f o,V„"'i*''°"- Group consists of eight claims on whichaoout 22U0 ft. of tunneling has been done. Ore on differentclaims runs on an average of $67 a ton in gold and silvercopper and lead. The Butte men will start develoiiment workwithin a few days.

Mineral County
IRON MOUNTAIN MINE (Missoula)—Federal Mining &hmelting Co. bought this mine at a sheriffs sale, with milland equipment for $111,000; lOV, down, balance in deliverv

mii„ = "f„. '"\ Ijo^session Company also owns power line. 11
L.!,,^fi 1

*" \",- ' '^'''^'';??' ^""y equipped power plant and sub-st.mtuil buildings. Mine located about three miles from Su-
fi^ii •

''>« ^'"""ty seat. It is a silver-lead producer and hun-dreds of thou.-)ands of dollars were taken from it in the early
Hni'f,;

1 'P'.l"<-tio" began 14 years ago and lasted for 8 yearsduiing which company paid more than $500,000 in dividendsbesides building a 250-ton mill and 15 miles of mountain road

val?eTTt'^tns"-Q-'^'^'°?
MINING CO (Butte)-Concentratesvalued at $118.,9i per ton recovered by o 1-Hotation proces^i

men?'fll'^'H"=: %""," ^"'"'"e •'""<'• 'recording to monthly"^ state-ment tiled in Federal court in compliance with order of courtmade in suit brought by Minerals Separation Co. Assays a?ehighest recorded in mill in months, 36,206 tons of ore wtrl
at^f?2st"o^"$'rorp1r^?^;i.'''"^ °' concentrates were recovTr%^^

out^^h^''}t^n)-^^^,^f°^^^^ ^°- (B'itte)-Company is taking
fni- ?'.„«/ P'^estnt from its property at rate that warrants
=h^„' T^J** ^''°r^- !?°"' °"- During June, 37 cars of ore were
^i PP"''' l'?r,"'h'<^h a total of $3651 was received. June nay
$?oo"' n,fHn^'',"f "/"""^ after paying all expenses we?e ovtr
if i«nr7^hor;^.'I"'/*,*°""''^'?,'S ''^'"Sf increased gradually and
or".L'e°'to"!o"l,'er"<fI^.""'

""' ^ '"°«* °' ^'•°'" *"»» t° ^^OO?

tho-^/X-'^^'
COPPER CO. (Butte)—Notices have appeared inthe da ly papers that on Aug. 4, 1915. this company will sellat public auction to highest bidder, at Centerville, near Butteall of Its property in Silver Bow County, consisting of Ravenode-mining claim and interests in other smaller ones Alsotown lots, mining and surface rights together with all build-ings and improvements, all machinery and equipment .Saleto be held at snafthouse on Raven claim. Deposit o'f cashto the amount of $25,000 or a certified check for that amountwill be required before a bid will be accepted. J A PooreButte, IS authorized to give further particulars. Raven is oneot the older properties on the Anaconda hill and has been alarge producer in days gone by. It has been idle for several

Beaverhead County
BOSTON & MONTANA DEVELOPMENT (Elkhorn )—Cross-

cutting to central veins has been started from 2000-ft point of
the big main tunnel, and it is expected that one of them will
be reached within a distance of 300 ft. depending on dip of
veins. Good reports of developments and mineralization arebeing made to Butte office by Superintendent Hopkins.
ARGENTA MINING DISTRICT—A deal has been closed in-

volving Lewis Phillips and Rittenhouse claims, and Ritten-house millsite in this district. Property turned over to Alex-ander Walker of the National Oil Co., who represents out-
side interests who contemplate the development of large ore
bodies exposed in present workings and on surface Ore ex-posed in shafts runs as high as 60% lead, 50 oz. silver and $7
in gold. On south end of property opencut work has shown
good values in copper, gold and silver.

Silver Bon- County
BUTTE DULUTH (Butte)—Captain Wolvin has been inNew York for several months trying to raise funds to relieve

financial situation. Now stated that he has been partially
successful and will soon be back in Butte.

DAVIS-DALY (Butte)—Sloping begun on new orebody on
the 2500-ft. level of Colorado mine. Orebody opened for

ALICE MINE ORDERED SOLD BY COURT—Judge Bour-
quin in United States Court at Helena signed interlocutory
decree July 3, under which property of Alice Gold & SilverMining Co. will be offered for sale. Order made in action
brought by Peter Geddes and other minority stockholders in
Alice, who wanted sale to Anaconda company set aside John
Lindsay of Butte named as special master for purpose of
carrying out decree. No bid for property below valuation
at which property was taken over by Anaconda company will
be considered. If no sale is made, then previous sale toAnaconda company will stand. Fifteen hundred dollars for
45 tons ot ore taken from lease in Alice mine is the amount
paid recently to mining man of Walkerville. Price averages
$33.33 a ton and is for silver ore. There are number of leasers
on Alice, as well as in other properties in Walkerville district
LTnpatented claims to north of Walkerville for distance of
two miles present busy outlook. More assessment work
being done this month on over hundred claims. Tom Weber,
one of leasers on West Salvador, has struck 6-in. silver vein
at depth of 75 ft. Dave Davis has lease on same claim- is
sinking 90-ft. shaft.

BUTTE-BALLAKLAVA (Butte)—Anton Donati and others
have started suit against company to recover profits on lease
ot portion of company's mine. It is claimed plaintiffs and
company entered into an agreement Feb. 1 last, in which
former were to mine on 1600 level of property; that work
was started on Mar. 17 and continued until Apr. 30 when
plaintiffs were ordered to quit and surrender possessio.: of
place. It is alleged that company shipped ore from reiurns
of which plaintiffs should have received $575.84. It is also
claimed that 50 cars of ore were left in place from which
they should receive as their share $5500. They say contract
called for 30 days' notice before it could be terminated.
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ACTIVITIES IN DISTRICTS TRIBUTARY TO HELENA

—

About 50 tons of ore are being treated daily and force ot 25

men is employed in mine and mill of York Mining Co. whose
property is located across Missouri River near Helena. L. D.
Armstrong who is working two claims in Minnehaha gulch
two miles above Rimini, started tunnel, last 60 ft. of which
has been in ore running from $30 to $40 in gold and silver.

Frank Jama, who is working prospect at head of Lump
Gulch struck vein of galena and lead-silver ore running ?S0

per ton Ed. Horsky and associates of Helena have promising
property in Centralia group, two miles south of Blossburg
whence they are shipping ore every month that averages
from $700 to $S00 per car.

BUTTE-ALEX SCOTT (Butte)—Has declared dividend of

15c per share Local shareholders had expected 50c. New
hoisting engine has been ordered and will be installed by Sept.

1 New headfranie will also be built during August. Shaft
will soon reach the 22li0-ft. point and a new level will be
onened New cages and 3-ton skips also to be installed, all

proposed improvements to cost about $2.5,000. About 200 tons

ore per dav hoisted. Will be increased to 300 and 350 tons.

June production about 500.000 lb. copper.

Tl'OLUMNE (Butte)—Officers of company are still urging
shareholders to "come through" with loans with which to

provided a fund for resumption of operations, but responses

are not very general. About $20,000 pledged and about $15,000

more is wanted to pav running expenses for. a month or two
until returns from ore shipments come in. There is a large

Quantitv of ore in the upper levels of the Tuolumne that can
now be" mined at a profit. Years ago, when present manage-
ment worked mine to make a showing, when insiders waived
dividends and public was paid from the profits of high-grade
ore that was mined, this low-grade was left undisturbed. In

those days stock, on the company's fine showing and divi-

dends went to $5 per share, and when some facts became
public it dropped to about 25c. per share. Now around 45

cents,

IVEV.VD.V

ElHmeralda County

TONOPAH BELMONT (Tonopah) has cut 6 ft. of rich ore

in raise above 1100-ft. level,

RESCUE-EULA (Tonopah) has broken through wall of

main ledge on 900-ft. level.

MONARCH-PITTSBURG (Tonopah)—Northeast crosscut on
eighth level has broken into commercial ore. Ledge cut
is farthest west in district.

WEST END (Tonopah)—Is installing electric hoist below
600-ft level in Butler ground, and will immediately begin
extraction of ore under stipulations entered into recently.

Storey County

UNION CONSOLIDATED (Virginia City)—West crosscut
on 2650 level extended to 710-ft. point, the face being por-
phyry and quartz,

OPHIR (Virginia Citv)—Saved 280 cars of mill ore from
Central tunnel and milled 270 tons. Favorable indications
throughout tunnel level in development work.

MEXICAN (Virginia Citv)—From 2300 level delivered to

the mill bins 390 tons of ore, average assay value $S per ton.

Reopened main Comstock lateral drift on 2500 level. Crushed
135 tons of ore, averaging $8.36 per ton.

JACKET - CROWN POINT - BELCHER (Gold Hill)— Re-
ceived at mill 66S tons of dump rock and 199 tons of mine
rock; shipped bullion to smeltery. New stope being opened in

Belcher 1300 level, and 67 cars of mill ore saved.

tJT.4.H

Summit County

PARK CITY SHIPMENTS for week ended July 9 amounted
to 3,276,197 lb., by five shippers, the output being lessened
somewhat by Fourth of July holiday.

MINES OPERATING (Park City)—Machinery from com-
pany's propertv being shipped to Tintic to be used at new
plant to be constructed by Tintic Milling Co. Contract for ex-
cavation and building will be hurried so as to have plant in
operation by Jan. 1, If possible. Geo. H, Dern is general man-
ager.

Salt Lake County
SELLS (Alta)—Eight or 10 in. of sulphides carrying lead

and silver being followed in south drift. Mineral-bearing
ground opened for 130 ft. Two shifts being worked.

BINGHAM-NEW HAVEN (Bingham)—Parr lease at this
property reported to be making money.

SOUTH HECLA (.\lta)—Wedge orebody being prospected
for on the 500 level, and 200 ft. additional work will be neces-
sary to reach it.

CARDIFF (Salt Lake)—New equipment, including elec-
trically-driven compressor, being installed. Surface improve-
ments also are being made. Fifty-five teams hauling ore.

WAS.\TCH MINES (Alta)—Zinc ore being shipped from the
deposit on the hill, and lead-silver-copper ore from No. 5
stope of main workings. Indebtedness has been reduced to
about $5000.

UTAH COPPER (Bingham)—Now operating at 100% ca-
pacity for first time in its history. Stripping is now so far
advanced that mine can produce "tonnage as rapidly as any
increase in milling capacity can be constructed. One day,
recently, 28,000 tons of ore were treated in mills whose origi-
nal capacity was figured at 21,000 tons. It is believed that
this can be increased to 30,000 tons per day without further
construction cost.

UTAH-APEX (Bingham)—Some changes being made at
the mill. Settling cones being taken out, and large shallow
tanks installed, possibly also flotation machinery. Electro-
magnetic process may be employed later to separate lead and
zinc. Daily shipments of 125 tons of lead ore and 100 tons of
concentrates being made. Two miners caught in between
Minnie and Andy tunnel levels -were rescued after 20 hr. of
iiuprisonment.

Iron County

SILVER PEAK (Lund)—Articles of incorporation have
been filed by this company owning six claims in Blair district,
25 miles south of Lund. Capitalization is $10,000. R. B.
Shepherd is president. Development consists of several shafts,
and property has been opened to depth of 175 ft. There are
about 60 tons of silver-copper-gold ore on dump.

COPPER ZONE (Lund)—This company, recently organ-
ized, will work claims in south Bullion Caiion, about four
miles from Silver Peak. Capitalization is $10,000. There are
two shafts, one 100 ft. deep, and one 200 ft. W. W. Wiscome
is president.

Box Elder County

GRAND VIEW MINING (Ogden)—This company has been
incorporated to develop zinc ore in neighborhood of the recent
strike on Promontory Point. Capitalization $500,000. Incor-
porators are Chas. H. Smith president: O. H. Mohlman; G.
Vaughn: W. P. Watson: G. Manning. Zinc ore of good grade
opened recently on Promontory point, and is being shipped at
a profit.

Juab County

GODIVA (Eureka)—Lead-silver ore with some gold being
mined by lessees, from four blocks of ground.

RIDGE & VALLEY (Eureka)—Lessees mining lead-silver
ore from 900 and 1100 levels. Work being done through the
CJemini.

TINTIC SHIPMENTS FOR WEEK ended July 9 amounted
to 131 cars by 21 shippers, as compared to 169 cars the week
preceding. Lessened output being due to closing down of
most of the mines over the Fourth.
LOWER MAMMOTH (Mammoth)—Ten blocks of ground

are being worked under lease, from one of which—on 1500
level—car of 40% zinc ore was shipped week ended July 2.

Company is producing silver-copper ore from 1000 level.

IRON BLOSSOM (Silver City)—Quarterly dividend of 5e.
per share, or $50,000, declared, payable July 26. Heretofore
regular rate has been 10c. per share, and thus far in 1915
$200,00 has been paid. Total to date amounts to $2,420,000.
June shipments were 86 cars.

McINTYRE MILL (Silver City)—Several thousand tons of
tailings from one of early mills on Mclntyre ranch are to be
marketed. These will be loaded on cars of S. P., L. A. & S. L.,
railroad near ranch, and shipped to Garfield. Value is prin-
cipally copper, with some silver and gold.

GOLD CHAIN (Mammoth)—Ore carrying lead, silver and
gold has been opened from 1500 level of Lower Mammoth, and
shipment has already been made from this strike, considered
one of most important in over a year. When orebody has
been further developed connections will be made with main
Gold Chain workings. Ore is being mined on 300-, 400-, 500-
and 700-ft. levels. Eight cars were shipped in June.

CHIEF CONSOLIDATED (Eureka)—Dividend of 5c. per
share been declared, payable Aug. 2 Rise in the price of lead
added materially to earnings. Property is one of heaviest
shippers in Tintic. Extensive leasing operations recently been
inaugurated. Several additional mining claims in North Tin-
tic lately acquired. Water secured for Scotia mine in West
Tintic under lease to Chief, and pipe-line about a mile in
length being laid so that this can be pumped over to mine
and do away with hauling water from Cherry creek.

CANADA
Ontario

SCHUMACHER (Timmins)—Shaft down 440 ft. and being
put down to 600-ft. level. Wide quartz vein has been cut at
300-ft. level.

TRETHEWEY (Cobalt)—Directors have been authorized
by shareholders to purchase a controlling interest in the
Rochester mine, on which work has been suspended for some
years.

DOME LAKE (Porcupine)—Weekly cleanup July 15 realized
over $5000. Vein on 400-ft. level IS-in. wide, said to run $20
per ton. Good ore also encountered in winze being put down
from ISO-ft. level.

VIPOND (Porcupine)—Strike recently made on 400-ft.
level shows rich ore. Another find made on 200-ft. level.
Management decided to issue a regular monthly statement.

HAYDEN (Timmins)—Camps for accommodation of 80
men have been erected. Plant comprising a compressor and
hoisting outfit will be put in. Shaft down 109 ft. and two
orebodies have been encountered. Ore growing richer with
depth.

McINTYRE (Porcupine)—Has purchased controlling inter-
est in Pearl Lake and new company will be formed to operate
it, to be known as Mclntyre Extension. Deal gives Mclntyre
use of the Pearl Lake shaft, 600 ft. deep, close to their boun-
dary, and economies can be effected by joint operation.

PORCUPINE-CROWN—Between 50 and 60 tons of tailings
already treated by amalgamation is being put through cyan-
ide plant daily to extract residue of gold. Tailings have
average gold value of $3.15 per ton and company has 15,000
tons on hand.

TEMISKAMING (Cobalt)—Statement for June shows bul-
lion in storage and bagged ore amounting to 730,270 oz.,

valued at $350,000. In new vein system opened up on 400-ft,
level there is vein 5 in. wide of 3500-oz. ore, which has been
drifted on 135 ft. and is now within 20 ft. of Beaver line.
New hoist being installed to reach lower contact between
diabase and Kewatin at depth of about 1600 ft.

SOUTH AMERICA
Colombia

NECHI MINES (COLOMBIA), LTD. (Zaragoza)—Oroville
Dredging Co., Ltd., parent company, reports that Nechi dredge
is expected to be ready by the end of August to start work
on San Francisco property, opposite the Pato.
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Metal Markets
Again all of the principal metals were weak and reac-

tionary, the declines in copper and spelter being considerable,
while those in tin and lead were relatively slight.

Copper, Tin, Lead and Zinc

Copper—The market was dull and quotations throughout
the week are essentially nominal, the producers transacting
scarcely any business. Many of them were, however, trying
to find a level upon which copper would move, and in their
efforts they were more active than in the previous week. The
transactions reported among dealers were devoid of signifi-

cance, for the producers would not show the'r hands on rela-

tively trifling business. All through the week copper w^as

obtainable in round lots at sharp concessions, and during the
latter part was to be had at lS@lS'4c.. regular terms, equiv-
alent to about 17.S0@lSc., cash. New York. At the close of
our week of record there were indications that domestic con-
sumers 'would become interested at the existing level, or a
shade lower.

The British Government decided to release raw copper for

export with certain stipulations and guarantees, as we indi-

cated last week. Some of such copper is now on the way to

American refiners.

Copper Sheets have brought 25 @ 26c. per lb. The principal
manufacturer makes no base quotations. Wire is quoted at

21@21^'2C. per lb. at mill.

Copper Exports for the week ending July 10 are reported
by the Department of Commerce at 5,934,615 lb., the larger
items being 2,240,939 lb. to Russia, 1,612,389 lb. to France, 976,-

576 lb. to Italy and 922,763 lb. to England. Imports for the
week were 6,742,089 lb. metal and 3,232,545 lb. in ore and
matte; 9,974.634 lb. in all, from Japan, Canada, Chile and Cuba.

For the week ended July 17 the total exports were 6,361,262

lb. Imports were 6,021,033 lb. metal and 2,065,286 lb. in ore

and matte; 8,086,319 lb. in all.

Tin—The price for this metal declined owing to continued
lack of demand. Deliveries for July will be large, explaining
to some extent the recent absence of buying.

Exports of tin from the Federated Malay States in June
were 404S long tons. For the half-year ended June 30 the

totals were 24,902 tons in 1914, and 23,318 in 1915; a decrease

of 58 4 tons this year.

Lead—The same conditions continued to exist as we re-

ported last week. Producers firmly maintained their price of

5.75c., New York, and did some business thereat, while second-

hands sold lead as low as 5.50c., New York. If a manufacturer
desires to buy he is apt, to find that he must go to the pro-

ducers and pay their price, while if a trader has to sell, he is

obliged to take what he can get. In other words, the lead

market has been extremely narrow. There appear to be some
signs of revival of buying for ammunition, and there are no
discoverable signs of weakening on the part of the producers.

On the contrary, the opinion is expressed that the mainte-

nance of a price of 5.75c. is necessary in order to keep pro-

duction up to the required level, which is considered to be
necessary in view of the continued idleness of one of the large

Coeur d'AIene producers. There is no reason to believe that

the stocks of lead in the hands of smelters and refiners are

increasing.

Spelter—The price declined from day to day upon offerings

by smelters who were anxious to sell and consumers who had
overbought their requirements and were desirous of disposing

of their surplus. There seems to be considerable tonnage of

spelter available for prompt delivery, and the difference in

the prices for such and for fourth-quarter contracts is nar-

rowing. The reported transactions for the week amounted
to several thousands of tons, the aggregate being larger than
in the previous week. Galvanizers were buyers to a small

extent. A small tonnage was reported sold for export at the

beginning of the week, but later there were no buyers either

in England or France. Brass special spelter was sold at a

relatively small premium over prime Western, transactions

being reported at 19@19Kc., including prompt delivery.

Zinc Sheets aie strong, base price $27 per 100 lb., f.o.b.

Peru. 111., less 8% discount. Usual extras charged. The
demand is steady and business is good.

Exports from Baltimore for the week included 254,580
lb. zinc dross to Liverpool.

Other Metals

NEW YORK—July 28

Alaniinuni is rather quiet though there is a fair amount
of business forward. Prices are just a shade easier at 31®
33c. per lb. for No. 1 ingots, New York.

DAILY PRICES OF METALS IN NEW YORK
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Antimony—The market has been quiet with a small busi-

ness reported, and buying rather slow. Ordinary brands bring

351^ @) 37c. per lb. Cookson's is held nominally at 48c. per lb.,

stocks being small.

Quicksilver—The market is strong but with less active de-

mand than there has been. Prices show no material change.

Ne^v York quotations are $92i§'94 per flask of 75 lb. for large

lois, while $95® 99 is paid tor small orders. San Francisco

reports by telegraph $92.50(§)95 per flask, on a quiet market.

London price is £18 5s. per flask, with £18 2s. 6d. quoted from
second hands.

Nickel is steady and unchanged at 40 @ 50c. per lb. for

ordinary forms, according to size of order. Electrolytic 3c.

per lb. higher.

Minor Metals—Current sales of Bismuth are at $2.75 @

3

per lb. New York. The London price is quoted at 10s., or $2.40

per lb. there—Cadmium is quoted at 6s., or $1.44 per lb. in

London; $1.50 per lb., New York.—Tellurium is reported sold

at 80s., or $19.20 per lb. in London.—Selenium is quoted at

$2@3 per lb. New York for larger quantities; $4.50@5 for

retail lots.

British Imports and Exports of Metals other than iron and
steel, six months ended June 30, in long tons:

. Imports . Exports
Metals: 1!)U 1915 1914 1915

CoDDcr 85,321 115,806 32,282 16,931

Tin "
' 24,013 22,229 22,244 22.867

Lead""." 110,104 134,723 27,227 30.692

Zinc 65,266 52.163 5,673 1,543

Quicksilver 1.178 792 401 151

Minor metals 4,822 2,561 13,732 9,531

Tin concentrates .

.

19,799 25,158
Pyrites 419,493 493,300

Copper imports include metallic contents of ore, matte, etc.

Exports include reexports of foreign material.

Gold, Silver and Platinum

IVEW YORK luly 28

Gold Imports in Great Britain six months ended June 30

were £6,010,211; exports, £5,530,544; excess of imports, £479,667.

Comparisons with 1914 are of no use, as imports from South

Africa, Australia and India have ceased, the gold produced be-

ing held in those countries subject to order, to avoid shipping

risks.

Platinum shows slightly more demand with some signs of

increased activity, but no material change in the market. The
quotations continue about $37@39 per oz. for reflned platinum
and $41@44 per oz. for hard metal.

Silver—The tone of the market is without animation. Lon-
don advises, if it were not for the scantiness of supplies, it

would be difficult to maintain prices. At the same time a
revival in demand would cause a rally in prices.

The London quotation for silver on July 16 was 22%d.,
instead of 22,'i;d. as given in our table. The error was caused
by a mistake in transmission.

Silver shipments from London to the East Jan. 1 to July 14,

as reported by Messrs. Pixley & Abell:

1914 1915 Changes

India £3,946,000 £2,800,000 D.£l, 146,000
China 40,000 5,000 D. 35,000

Total £3,986.000 £2,805.000 D.£l,181,000

Imports of Silver in Great Britain six months ended June
30 were valued at £5,725,215; exports, £4,280,369; excess of im-
ports £1,444,846, which compares with an excess of exports of

£1,452,529 in 1914. Of the imports this year £4.171,755 were
from the United States.

Zinc and Lead Ore Markets

PI<ATTEVll,L,E, WIS July 24

The base price this week was lowered to $105 per ton for
60% zinc ore. The base price paid for 80% lead ore was $60
per ton.

SHIPMENTS WEEK ENDED JULY 24

Zinc Lead Sulphur
Ore, Lb. Ore, Lb. Ore, Lb.

Week 3,721.500 89,700 439,480
Year 105,762,220 4,083,160 15,201,650

Shipped during week to separating plants, 4,267,300 lb.

zinc ore.

JOPLIN, MO July 24

Blende, high price $117.50; base per ton of 60% zinc, prem-
ium ore $115; medium $105@95, and $90 was as low as was
paid for the lowest grades in carlots. Calamine base per ton

of 40';^ zinc, $56fg'60 in ton and up to $80 in carlots. Average
price, all grades of zinc, $107.06 per ton. Lead, high price

$61.50; base, $60 per ton of 80% metal content; average, all

grades of zinc, $59.59 per ton.

SHIPMENTS. WEEK ENDED JULY 24

Blende Calamine Lead Values
Totals this week. 11,266,740 715,980 1,554,990 $687,730
Totals this year. 322,177,000 27,801,370 48,763,180 13,790,670

Blende value, the week, $618,580; 30 weeks, $11,901,190.

Calamine value, the week, $22,820; 30 weeks, $600,290.

Lead value, the week, $46,330; 30 weeks, $1,289,190,

Mining operations have resumed an entirely normal stage
again, and the shipment is above an average one. The two
weeks of the strike gave the miners a rest and they returned
to work in better spirits and with more action than had been
displayed for two months.

Iron Trade Review

NEW YORK July 28

The iron and steel markets continue to advance, though
this month is usually about the dullest of the year. Domestic
as well as export orders are in evidence.

A good increase is evident in structural steel, which has
been rather slow. New orders are being closed and there is

an evident increase in building activity.

There has been enlarged inquiry for foundry and basic
pig iron, and prices generally are firmer, even showing some
increase.

Imports at Baltimore for the week included 1403 tons ferro-
manganese from Liverpool and 9700 tons manganese ore from
Brazil.

Exports from Baltimore for the past week included 12.-

021,292 lb. miscellaneous iron and steel products to Great
Britain.

The United States Steel Corporation reports for the quarter
ended June 30 that net earnings, after deducting expenses for
renewals, repairs, maintenance of plants, interest on bonds
and fixed charges of subsidiary companies, were as follows:

1914 1915

April $6,920,879 $7,286,409
May 6,845,823 9,320,576
June 6,690,894 11,343,070

Quarter
Depreciation, reserve fund, etc
Interest and sinking fund
Dividend, IJ % on preferred stock

$20,457,596 $29,950,055
$6,031,013
7,346,478
6,304,919

No dividend was declared on the common stock. The
increase in net earnings over the quarter ended Mar. 31 was
$15,492,246, showing the great improvement in the steel trade
during the past three months. For the half-year ended June
30 the net earnings amounted to $38,451,977 in 1914 and $40,-

407,864 in 1915, an increase of $1,955,887. The large earnings
of May and June more than offset the heavy decrease in the
first quarter as compared with 1914. The surplus shown was
made notwithstanding an increase of $1,800,000 in the de-
preciation and replacement funds.

Foreisn Iron Trade of Great Britain, six months ended
June 30, as valued by the Board of Trade returns:

Iron and steel

Machinery, hardwa

Exports

£17.771,936
14,869,771

Imports Excess

£4,177,263 Exp. £13,594,733
7,140804 Exp. 7,728,967

Quantities of iron and steel exported, 2,376,264 tons in 1914
and 1,448,502 in 1915; imported, 1,170,989 tons in 1914 and 511,-

012 this year.

The British Iron Market is reported quiet, with fair pro-
duction. Some current quotations for pig iron are: East Coast
hematite (bessemer) pig, $24 per ton; Cleveland No. 3, $16.32.
Some prices for finished iron and steel are: Steel plates, $48
per ton; steel angles, $46.80; iron ship plates, $48; iron ship
angles, $52,60; iron bars, $52.80, less 2%%; steel rails, $42 per
ton, net,

PITTSBURGH—July 27

The steel mills are rapidly filling up with orders. , In bars
the earliest delivery promise on new specifications is about
six weeks, while on some sizes the time is much longer.
Even plates and shapes, the demand for which has been rela-
tively light, are not being promised earlier than Sept. 1 by
the Carnegie Steel Co. In wire the demand is well above nor-
mal, in blue annealed it is quite heavy while in sheets it is
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improving. Galvanized sheets have declined to 4.25c., but
merely on account of the decline in spelter.

Openhearth steel has become scarce, although the full
capacity is productive. Full employment of bessemer capacity
depends upon whether enough buyers will be content to ac-
cept that description of steel, prospects being that they will
have to lay aside their scruples.

A considerable part of the steel buying of the past fort-
night has been due to buyers endeavoring to lay in stocks
since they can no longer depend upon practically immediate
shipments from mill and there is every reason to expect this
demand to set the mills much farther behind in deliveries, so
that it is universally believed the steel industry is booked
for capacity operations for a period of months at least, and
probably of years.

The Steel Corporation's earnings in the second quarter, an-
nounced this afternoon at $27,950,055, prove slightly larger
than was expected in Pittsburgh steel circles. Earnings not
far from $35,000,000 are now expected for the current quarter.

Steel bars are strong at 1.30c., with plates and shapes at

1.25c. to 1.30c. Sheets are 4.25c. for galvanized, 1.75c. to l.SOc.

for black and 1.35c. to 1.40c for blue annealed

Pig Iron—The local market is quieter again, but is re-

garded as very firm. Sales of bessemer of 1500 tons and 450

tons respectively are reported at ?14.25, Vallev-, an advance
of 25c. over the market quoted a week ago. "U'e now quote:
Bessemer, $14.25; basic, $13; foundry and malleable, $12.75@
13; gray forge, $12.50@12.75, f.o.b. Valley furnaces, 95c. higher
delivered Pittsburgh.

Ferroiuan^anese—Sales of prompt continue to be made at

$100i(?10n, while the contract market is $100, Baltimore, with
not much activity.

Steel—Quotations on openhearth steel are largely' nominal,
while bessemer quotations have not been seriously tested, the

current demand being almost wholly for openhearth. We
quote: Bessemer billets. $21; bessemer sheet bars. $21.50; open-
hearth billets, $22; openhearth sheet bars. $22.50, f.o.b. maker's
mill. Toungstown, and $1 higher delivered Pittsburgh. Rods
are firm and scarce at $26, Pittsburgh.

I'nited States Foreign Trade in iron and steel and manu-
factures thereof is valued by the Department of Commerce as
below for the five months ended May 31:

1914 1915 Changes

Exports $34,1.51.409 S107.34S.93S I. S13.197..523
Imports 13.142.197 8.046.S71 D. 5.09.5,320

Excess, exports SS1,009.212 $93,302,067 1. $18,292,855

The increase in exports this year as compared with 1914

was $4.S63,0S0 in March and $6,802,567 in April. In the month
of May the quantity of those exports which are reported by
weight was 246,530 tons, against 134.605 tons in May, 1914. The
larger increases were in billets, bars, sheets and wire.

FOREIGX IKO>'

Pig Iron Production in Germany, as reported by the Ger-
man Iron & Steel Union, was 9S5,96S metric tons, which is 47,-

289 tons more than in April, and 621,243 tons less than in

May. 1914. For the five months ended May 31 the total was
7,756,901 tons in 1914, and 4,540,841 tons in 1915; a decrease of

3.216,060 tons, or 41. S*/.,, this year.

German Steel Production in April is reported by the Ger-

man Iron c& Steel Union at 1,012.334 metric tons, which is

85.977 tons less than irt March. For the four months ended
Apr. 30 the make was:

n.isic Acid Total

Converter ingots 2.049,6!9 49.r,50 2.099.289
Openhearth ingots l.iv;r..394 6J.717 1,701.111

Direct caitinire 120.190 34.485 154.(;75

Crucible steel 33.015 33.015

Electric steel 32.49S 32.49S

Total 3 06 223 214.365 4,020..5'

S

TotaU 1914
'

5,983..5S9 248.740 0.232,329

The total decrease this year, as compared with 1914 was
2,211,741 tons, or 35.5%. There are 234 steel works reported

in operation this year.

IRON ORE
Eastern Pennsylvania furnaces have purchased some trial

lots of the oft-grade Lake Superior ores which have been
offered recently at attractive prices. These purchases have
consisted chiefly of an old-range nonbessemer of 4S^c iron and
13'".^ silicon content, which have been taken at about 7.1c. per

unit of iron delivered to the furnaces, or on the basis of

about $1.80 at lower lake ports.

Imports and Exports of Iron Ore in the United States, five

months ended May 31, in long tons:

1914 1915 Changes

Imports - 520.398 432.766 D. 87.632
Exports. ...'.\'.\\'.',\'. 153.396 22.290 D. 137,106

Imports of manganese ore were 112,120 tons in 1914 and
27,137 in 1915; decrease, 84,983 tons.

French Importd and ExportH of iron ore for two years, in

metric tons;

1913 1914 Changes
Imports 1.410.424 698.319 D. 712.103
Kxports 10,066.627 4,767,194 D. 5,299,433

The heavy decreases shown were due entirely to the war,
which has closed the most productive iron-ore mines and a
number of furnaces.

Imports of manganese ore were 25S.929 tons in 1913. and
153.449 in 1914; decrease, 105,480 tons.

COKE
Coke production in the Connellsville region for the week

is reported by the "Courier" at 371,144 short tons; shipments,
365,615 tons. Production in the Greensburg and upper Con-
nellsville districts was 42,067 tons.

Connellsville—The prompt furnace coke market has been
unable to stand the recent increase in production, coupled
with orders from five consumers to curtail shipments on con-
tracts temporarily, and the market has broken from $1.70 to

$1.60, with no takers at the lower price. There are no negotia-
tions of importance for contract coke. \S"e quote: Prompt
furnace, $1.60; contracts over third quarter, $1.75; contracts
over second half, $1.85if 2; prompt foundry, $2.10@2.40; con-
tract foundry, $2.25 (§2.60, per net ton at ovens.

Coal anil Coke Tonna;?e. Pennsylvania R.R. lines east of
Pittsburgh and Erie, six months ended June 30, in short tons:

1914 1913 Changes
Anthracite 5 560.680 5.423.467 D. 137.213
Bituminous 21.973.572 20.261.777 D. 1.711.793
Coke 5.196.0S4 4.398.919 D. 197.165

Totals 32.730,336 30.6S4.163 D. 2.l>46.173

The total tonnage for the month of June this year was
5,498.232, an increase of 181,576 tons over June, 1914; the gain
being chiefly in coke.

Foreijirn Fuel Trade of the Vnited States, five months
ended May 31, as reported by the Department of Commer^i-
in long tons:

Exports . Imports
1914 1915 1914 191

Anthr.icit<! 1.439.402 1.371.955 4,231 222
Bituminous 4.564.531 4,427.832 567.173 604.3.37
Coke 305.611 292,131 38.387 14.900
Bunker coal 3.137,120 2,913.27/

Totals 9,460.664 9.003.215 609.S51 619.459

The bunker coal, or coal furnished to steamers in foreign
trade, is practically all bituminous. Exports of bituminous
coal in May increased 320,464 tons, chiefly in shipments to
Brazil and Argentine.

Chemicals

IVE^V YORK—July 28

The general market is quiet; indeed no great activity is to

be expected at this season, when midsummer dullness is the
rule.

Arsenic—Very little is doing in this article. The market is

dull, but not especially weak. Prices are unchanged at about
$4 per 100 lb. for both spot and futures.

Copper Sulphate—There is nothing new. On a quiet mar-
ket price.«; are steady. The current quotations are $7.25 per
100 lb. for carload lots and $7.50 per 100 lb. for smaller par-
cels.

Xitrate of Soda—The market is fair for the season, and is

steady, with prices unchanged. Quotations are 2.35c. per lb.

for spot and for all positions this year.

Pyrites—Imports at Baltimore for the week included 45:^4

tons pyi-ites from Huelva. Spain.

NEW CALEDONIA
Exports of minerals from New Caledonia for four years

past have been as follows, in metric tons:

Ores: 1911 1912 1913 1914
Nickel 120,059 74.312 93.190 94,134
Cobalt

. 920
Chrome 32,806 51,516 63.370 71.471

Mattes:
Nickel 2,993 5.098 5,893 S.2S7
Cobalt 25

In 1914 the exports included 305 tons nickel matte and
25.102 tons chrome ore to the United States direct
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Assessments
N. Y. EXCH. July 27 BOSTON EXCH July 27

Company Dellnqe

American. Ida
Blue Bell. Ida
C hallenge Con.. Nev
Con. Virginia. Nev
Contact Copper. Mich
East Hercules, Wash
Eastern Star, Ida
Foiu" Timbers. Ida
Hancoclw Cons-. Mich
Hancock Cons.. Mich
Houghton, Mich
Idaho-Nevada. Ida
Iron Mask, Ida
Ivanhoe, Ida
Maisstlc-Idol, Nev
Mayflower. Ida
Michigan Copper. Mich. .

.

Mineral Range. Utah
.Monarch Pitts.. Nev
Moonlight, Ida
Nabob. Ida
New Arcadian. Mich
New Arcadian, Mich
New Baltic. Mich
New Baltic. Mich
New Yerrington Cop.. Nev. .

Nevada Douglas. Nev
North Bunker Hill. Ida
Old Veteran. Ida
Oreano. Ida
Rainbow. Ida
Rescue-Eula. Nev
Revelator, Utah
Revelator. Utah
Rhode Island. Ida
Sierra Nevada, Nev
Sonora, Ida
Springfield. Ida
Sunrise. Ida
Sunset Dev., Ida
Tarbox. Ida
Tonopah Gypsy Queen. Nev.
Umatilla Tonopah. Nev
Virginia. Ida., (post.)

West Tonopah Con.. Nev. . .

.

Wyandot. Mich

Sale
I

Amt.

Aug. 7

July 5
July 12
July 19
May 15

Aug. 10 Sept
Aug.

July 2.S Atig.

ISept. 1....

I
Jan. 3 . . ..

May 25
July 14 Aug.
July 1 Aug,
July 12|.\ug.

Dec. 15|July

June 15 July
July 19|

May 24]

June 14 July
June 5 July
July 5 Aug
June 1

Dec. I

July 15
'Jan. 15
July July
July 21] Aug.
June 12|July

!july 5 July
iAug. 2 Sept.

[July 7 1 Aug.
July 14 Aug.
Aug. 17, Sept.

Oct. 4 Oct.
June 24,July
July 27 Aug.
July 23 Aug.
July 30 Aug.
July 17] Aug.
June 30'july
July 17 Aug.
July 12 Aug.
July 12] Aug.

I
]july

July 10 Aug.
iJuly 28!

2S0.001
0.003
0.05
05
50

0.0015
002
001

1.00
1.00
1.00
0.001
0.002
0.002

20] 0,005
17j 0,005

, .. 1.00
. . I

. 003
0.01
0.005
0.005
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.01
0.10

002
0.002
0.0015

002
0.01
O.OOi
O.OOi

001
0.05

3ll 0.004
0.002
0.002

, 0025
0.0025
0,001

01
0.02
0.01
1.00

Stoek Quotations

Among sales at auction during the
week were: New Mexico-Colorado Coal
& Mining Co. 2'^ com. trust certs., $4 lot;

same company, $750 Series A income
bonds, 1941, $12 lot.

COLO. SPRINGS July 27 SALT LAKE July 27

Name of Comp.

Acacia
Cripple Cr'k Con.

.

C. K. & N
Doctor Jack Pot.

.

Elkton Con
F.\ Paso
Flndlay
Ciold Dollar
Gold Sove-tlsn. . .

Golden Cycle. . .

.

Is;iliclla

.lack Pot
Jennie Sample. . . .

Jerry Johnson
I.e\ini;ton

Mary McKlnuey..
Pharmacist
Portland
Raven B. H
Vlnrtlrator

of Comp.

Beck Tunnel
Black Jack
Colorado Mlning.-
Crown Point
Daly-Judge
Gold Chain
Grand Central. . .

.

Iron Blossom
Little Bell

Lower Mammoth.
Mason Valley
May Day
Opohonso
Prince Con

1 Troughs- .

r Kinc CoalT
r King Con..

TORONTO
Bailey
Coniagas.
Peterson Lake. . . -

Right of Way
Seneca Superior.

,

Silver Queen, , , ..

T. & Hudson Bay.
TImlskaming
Wettlaufer-Lf
Dome Mines 23 75 Rea t 10

Dome Exten..

.

Foley O'Brien..
Hollineer
Imperial
Jupiter
Mclntyre
Pearl Lake. . .

.

Porcu. Crown.
Preston E. D,.

SAN FRANCISCO

Comstock Stocks.. .
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SYNOPSIS—The 'Waldo placer field is in south-

ern Oregon, only seven miles from the California

line. Hydraulic elevators are required for most

of the deposits on account of lack of grade for

disposal of tailings. Some interesting details of

the operations and equipments are given. Besides

the gold, a little platinum is recovered.

The visitor to the placer fields of the ^Yaldo district,

Oregon, is at once impressed with the importance of the

part played by the hydraulic elevator in mining opera-

miles west of Grants Pass, a station on the Southern

Pacific K.E. It is reached by daily automobile stage

running between Grants Pass, Ore., and Crescent City,

Calif. The town of Waldo, from which the district takes

its name, is situated in the center of the placer field

1500 ft. above sea level.

The commonly accepted story of the first discovery of

gold in the district is that in 1851 a party of sailors,

deserting their ship, made their way inland and found

gold in a ravine, which thereafter took the name of Sailors

(iulch. This ravine heads on the east side of tlie ridge on

which the Osgoud mine is situated. The usual rush I'ol-

PIPING IN THE PIT OP THE LOGAN MINE, WALDO, ORE.

Hydraulic elevators ai-e necessary at most of the mines in this district, the grade of the bedrock being insufficient to
dispose of the tailings

tions. In March, 1915. three mines were active—the lowed and the surrounding territory was thoroughly

Logan, the Osgood and the Deep Gravel. AYaldo district worked as far as the depth of gravel and crude methods

is situated in the southwestern part of Josephine County, would permit. Later, ditches were dug and water brouglit

seven miles north of the Oregon-California line and 10
jj^ fj.Qj^^ ^ distance of 3 to 11 miles for hydraulicki-i,-; the

•Mining engineer, 5494 College Ave., Oakland. Calif. deeper gravels.
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For the most part the bedrock at the Logau and the

Deep Gravel mines is Cretaceous sandstone and con-

glomerate, but some serpentine occurs at the upper end
ol' the Deep Gravel mine. The conglomerate is composed

of rotten, rounded pebbles and boulders of greenstone,

with some granitic rocks. In places it has a reddish color,

but the freshly exposed portions observed have a purplish

tint. The conglomerate is gold bearing and is soft enough

to be piped, but with the exception of the Osgood mine

none of it is rich enough for profitable hydraulicking.

This conglomerate is of marine origin, having been

deposited about the shores of a Cretaceous island and is

considered' the source of the later gravels being washed
at the Logan and the Deep Gravel mines.

The Logan mine, operated by J. T. Logan, is situated

one-half mile north of AValdo. It consists of 1000 acres

and has an average depth of 35 ft. The gravel is easily

piped and is all put through a Joshua Hendy hydraulic

elevator, the largest boulders being 6 in. diameter. The
first work done on this mine was through a race one

mile north of the present workings. Then a pit was

opened on French Flat, not far from the schoolhouse

and just east of the pit now being worked. The tailings

were elevated and stacked with giants. Tailings from the

present pit are deposited in the old pit and two giants

are employed in the distribution, ilr. Logan purj^oses

reclaiming the old workings for farming as the work

progresses.

Water for the jiresent work is obtained from the east

fork of Illinois River, across the state line in Del Norte

County, California. One ditch, 11 miles long, with capac-

ity of 13 cu.ft. per sec, gives a working head of 340 ft.

A second ditch, 5 miles long, supplies 33 cu.ft. per sec,

at a working head of 125 ft. The first ditch is used

for the elevator exclusively. The second ditch supplies

the four giants, two in the pit and two on the tailings

dump and the top lift of the elevator. The two giants

in the pit are used to wash down the bank. The gravel

is carried by a bedrock sluice to the hydraulic elevator

which raises it to a height of 49 ft. and into a flume

which passes it into the old pit. Accompanying illus-

trations plainly show the method of working at the

Logan, and interesting features at the Osgood and the

Deep Gravel.

Details of the Logan Mine Equipment

The bedrock sluice is 200 ft. long and 30 in. wide. No
ritHes are used. High-carbon steel plates, ^x30x30 in.,

are placed on 2x-4-in. wooden crosspieces standing on edge.

The crosspieces are usually set 2 in. in from the ends of

the plates and as the plates are placed 1^2 i^*- apart

there is a clear space of -4x51/2 in. under the ends of the

plates. Occasionally the crosspieces are placed at the

center of the plate only. This arrangement is varied at

intervals by laying the long dimension of the plate

lengthwise of the sluice, giving a 5-in. space each side

of the plate. The plates greatly facilitate the passage

of the sand and gravel through the sluice. The wear is

slight. No other gold-saving device is used here, but

Mr. Logan states that 93% of the gold recovery is made
in the sluice.

The elevator has the following dimensions: Entrance

section, 20 in.; throat, 9 in.; inside diameter of upraise

pipe to top lift, 13 in.; inside diameter of upraise pipe

'Diller, J. S., Bulletin 546, United States Geological Survey.

from lift to tlume, \o in. The water for the top lift

comes into the elevator through a needle vahe about 10

ft. below the discharge. It is used only when there is a

scarcity of water in the high-line ditch. The elevator

handles from 15,000 to 30,000 cu.yd. per month, the

grade of the bedrock sluice governing the yardage. The
flume into which the elevator discharges is 40 in. wide

and 340 ft. long. In this flume are 200 ft. of Hungarian
riffles made up of %x2x2-in. angle iron; then 40 ft. of

8-lb. rails with %-in. steel plates for the remaining

100 ft. Besides the four giants and elevator mentioned

there is a water lift used to keep the pit drj' when no

piping is being done. Altogether, there are 1500 ft. of

pipe, ranging in diameter from 15 in. to 24 in., of 14-

and 16-in. gage.

Water is taken from the pipe lines to generate the

electricity used in lighting the mine and buildings. It

also furnishes power for various electrical appliances,

such as the blower for the bullion furnaces and electric

range and heaters in the residence. During the idle

months the water is used for irrigating the farming land.

While the gold has a fineness of 975 it is rusty and

does not amalgamate easily, that observed having a

purplish coating of oxides. However, it is coarse and

is not hard to save. A considerable amount of platinum

is obtained. The black sand is concentrated by working

it over with a square-pointed shovel in a smooth, wide

sluice, with a flat grade and a small amount of water.

The concentrate is shipped to a smeltery. The operating

expenses are between $600 and $700 per month and

the cleanups, including gold and platinum, run between

$8000 and $10,000 per month. Eight months is the

average length of the season.

Elevating Not Necessary at Osgood Mine

The Osgood mine is situated about one mile southeast

of Waldo on a ridge running north and south which

forms the divide between the east and west forks of the

Illinois River. The summit of the ridge is about 300 ft.

above the east fork and about one mile distant. The
gravel that is being hydraulicked is Cretaceous conglom-

erate, which caps the summit of the ridge. The
conglomerate lies on greenstone which is very uneven.

It is decomposed, fissured and veined and has a decided

purple color due to iron oxides. The property embraces

an area of 636 acres. It is being operated under lease

by J. T. Logan.

Piping has been done for 1000 ft. along the ridge and

at the present site a width of over 100 ft. is exposed.

The present bank is 90 ft. high. The deposit is

cemented, but gives no great difficulty in piping. Water

at 125-ft. head is supplied by a ditch 11 miles in length,

from the east branch of the Illinois River. The mine is

equipped with one No. 2 and one No. 3 giant; 1500

ft. of pipe 11 to 15 in. diameter; and 300 ft. of 40-in.

flume. Steel plates are used as at the Logan mine, but

are separated at intervals by sections of Hungarian

riffles made of I4x2x2-in. angle irons and steel rails.

The gravel is piped directly into the flume, the great

amount of fall giving no occasion for elevating the

gravel. The gold content runs between 12e. and 15c

per cu.yd. One feature of this mine is that the gold is

very black. Mr. Logan reports great difficulty in saving

it, which, however, he is successfully doing. The gold

fineness is 930.
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111 Frye Gulch, which licads on the west side of the

ridge near the Osgood mine, A. 11. Gunnell, of Grants

Pass, and associates are doing some prospecting by

sinking shafts with the view of developing dredging

ground. The work was just starting at the time of my
visit in ]\Iarcli, 1U15, so that no results were obtainable.

The Deep Gravel ^Iine Sometimes Has Water
Enough to Wouk Entire Year

The Deep Gravel mine, owned by W. J. Wimer of

Waldo and A. E. Keanies of Medford, Ore., under the

name of Deep Gravel Mining Co., is worked under

lease by H. L. Herzinger. The property contains 530

acres, of which two-thirds is mining ground. Forty

acres have been worked since Mr. Wimer became the

owner in 18T3. It extends from the west fork of the

Illinois River to within half a mile of Waldo, and is

situated northwest of the town and separated from the

Logan mine liy a low ridge. The depth of the gravel

Water is olitaincd from the east fork of the Illinois

River by a ditcli ',i miles long, which carries 3800 in.

of water and gives a working head of 1-iO ft. to 202 ft.,

depending on the jjart of the proj)erty being worked.

Another ditch gives 500 in. of water. For six months
in the year tlie total amount of water availalde is 10,000

in. Mr. Wiincr states that some years it is possible to

operate the full 12 months.

Equipment of the Deep Gravel Mine

The property is equip])ed with a No. 2 hydraulic

elevator; a sand and gravel elevator; water lift; two

No. 1, one No. 2, and one No. 4 giants; 80 ft. of 40-in.

flume with 50 ft. of undercurrent; 120 ft. of bedrock

sluice 22 in. wide; and 50110 ft. of pipe from 11 to 24 in.

in diameter. A tailrace 7000 ft. long discharges into

the west fork of the Illinois River.

The riflles in tiie bedrock sluice are made of 2x4-in.

lumber, in sets of six, and connected at each end by

I'O THE PI.UMB WITH HYDRAULIC ELEVATOR. LOGAN MINE, WALDO, ORE.
Note the auxiliary lilt about 10 ft. below the top of the elevator. This is only used when the supply of water for the

main line is low. Tlie elevator handles from 15,000 to 30,000 cu.yd. o£ gravel per month, the grade of the bedrock sluice gov-
erning the yardage.

to bedrock varies from 12 ft. at the upper end of the

property to 120 ft. at the lower end on the Illinois

River.

The greatest depth the ground has been worked
is 80 ft., and to do that it was necessary to elevate

the gravel 49 ft. That there is some rich ground on

bedrock has been proved by two shafts of 122 ft. and
120 ft. The output since 1878 has been more than

$350,000 at a cost of $150,000. It is said that much
of the cost was due to litigation, which has now lieen

settled.

strap-iron-covered cleats. The riffles are 5 ft. long and
are placed lengthwise of the sluice with the 2-in. side

uppermost. This side is sharply beveled and covered witli

i-j;x2-in. strap iron. The bevels alternate to the right

and left on the successive sets in order to prevent

scouring currents. In the first 20 ft. of flume 12xl2-in.

blocks are placed, which are followed by 30 ft. of heavy

pole riffles. At the end of the poles the undercurrent

runs off at right angles to the flume. The screen for

the undercurrent is formed by 8-lb. rails set with i/4-in.

openings. From the undercurrent to the end of the
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iiume, a distance of 50 ft., pole riffles are used.

Ilimgarian riffles are used in the undercurrent, the size

of the iron being I4^^x2-in. angle.

The system of mining is essentially the same as that

employed at the Logan mine. The gravel is much more
compact, however. The bank is difficult to pipe, but

readily crumbles up under weather and moisture. x\

small charge of powder will loosen a large area. The
two large giants are set up on the bedrock at the bottom

of the pit. They wash the gravel into the bedrock sluice,

from the end of which the elevator raises it 27 ft. to

the flume. The coarse material is carried through the

flume into the race, while the fines pass through the

screen into the undercurrent. At the present point of

operations the bank is aboiit 45 ft. The elevation at

tlie Wimer mine is 65 ft. lower than at the Logan. By
tunneling the ridge tlie two properties could be worked

conjointly.

The gold is coarse and bright. With the gold some

platinum is also saved. The largest amount of platinum

recovered in one j'ear was 20 oz. and Mr. ^\'imer estimates

ordinary panning and the pannings saved. These are

worked down by a careful forward-and-back motion of

the pan. It is fovmd that the whirling motion ordinarily

given the pan in washing the sand was responsible for a

great part of the loss, as was also the custom of washing

all the sand possible from the amalgam when picking

it up in the sluices.

The platinum occurs in small, bright scales, but some

nuggets are found. Jlr. Wimer exhibited one the size

of a large wheat grain and stated that he had found one

as large as a pea. An analysis of the platinum cleanup

gave the following results: Gold, 0.4%; platinum,

70.5% ; osmiridium, 20.5%.

The mineral production of Hungary in 1913, as official-

ly reported, was as follows {Montanistische Rumhcliau,

July 1, 1915)—the items, except those of gold and silver,

being given in metric tons, and arranged in order

HYnRAin.ir JIINING AT WALDO. ORE.
Piping in tlie pit of the Deep Gravel Mine at Waldo. See The Osgood is the only mine at Waldo having sufficient grade

view of sluice and elevator below to dispense with elevators for disposing of tailings

BEDROCK .SLUICE AND ELEVATOR AT THE DEEP
GRAVEL MINE

that 120 OZ. was lost in the cleanup. Mr. Wimer has

made a special study of the problem of saving platinum

and was awarded the highest honors at the Lewis &
Clark Exposition for his exhibit. He found in his ex-

periments that only one-seventh of the platinum was recov-

ered by the ordinary cleanup methods. He increased the

recovery of platinum sevenfold by simply using great

care in handling the cleanup. When the gold and
amalgam is picked up in the sluices the sand is collected

v,-ith it. The amalgam is separated from the sand by

GIANTS DISTRIBUTING TAILINGS AT THE END OP THE
LOGAN FLUME

of descending values: Lignite, 8,801,166; pig iron,

008,966; salt, 301,806; coal, 1,058,878; gold, 2924 kg.;

iron ore for export, 551,734; coke, 160,073; briquettes,

117,186; pyrites, 106,629; silver, 8696 kg.; antimony,

crude and refined, 1048 ; copper, 404 ; ammonium sul-

phate, 2122; lead, 1136; copper cement and ore, 1679;

quicksilver, 89; coal tar, 7193; manganese Ore, 19,006;

petroleum, 2105; silver ore, 204; zinc ore and residue,

407; alum stone, 1792; sulphur, 41; sulphuric acid, 555;

antimony ore, 28.
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Metal ILoss im Copper 11

Hy Fhaxk K. IjATiie*

SYNOPSIS—The first of three articles discussiiuj

copper losses in slags. The introductory article

presents a resume of the 7iiost important literature

on the subject and diagrams showing the variation

of copper in slags under different conditions.

In his endeavor to reduce slag losses tu the lowest

possible point the metallurgist often finds himself limited

bv local conditions. Thus in the early days of the South-

west, in smelting oxidized copper ores with high-priced

coke, it was sometimes found economical to waste in the

slag more copper than a few of our present-day companies

find in the ore itself. Even now, in districts where cheap

fluxes are not available or other conditions are adverse,

valuable metals in quantities which could be saved are

allowed to pass into the slag; the metallurgist—perhaps

an ardent conservationist—consoling liimself for the

sacrifice of his ideals with the thought that more dollars

are nevertheless going into the pockets of shareholders.

Until recent!}', little was kno^^^^ concerning the chemical

combinations of the copper, gold and silver lost in copper

smelting, and the methods adopted to keep these losses

of copper lost except with mattes of more tlian 50%,
when the totals were approximately equal. Tlie average

decrease of copper appears to be about 1% of the increase

in SiO,.

Lewis T. Wright {Trans, of A. I. M. E., 1909, Vol.

40, p. 492)—Mr. Wright expressed his disbelief in the

common theory that all the copper in slags existed as

prills of matte, giving several reasons:

1. That matte did not separate from slag kept in the

molten state even for a long time.

2. That no concentration of the valuable metals was

possible by elutriation after fine grinding.

3. That the proportions of gold, silver and copper in

slag were often different from those in the accompanying

matte. This was illustrated by four examples from Mr.

Wright's experience. The amount of gold in his slags

varied from 31-69% (average 58%) of what might be

expected if all the copper in the slag were ^Dresent as

mechanically suspended matte, while for silver the corre-

sponding amounts were 76-93% (average 81%). From
these data Mr. Wright concluded that probably a part

of the matte was chemically dissolved in the slag; hence

copper sulphide, presumably more soluble than gold or

28 36 44 5£

PerCent.Cu in McJtte

24 28 32 36

PerCent.Cu in Matte
eo 30 40 50

PerCent.Cu in Matte

VARIATION OP COPPER IN SLAG WITH TENOR OP MATTE—AFTER HEYWOOD, WRIGHT AND WANJUKOFF

down have not been discussed as fully as their importance

deserves. In this paper I shall review some of the more

recent articles on slag losses, give in detail the results

of my own investigations and conclude with a general

consideration of the whole subject.

Eeview of Slag Literature

William A. Heywood {Engineering and Mining

Journal, 1904, Vol. 77, p. 395, and "Pyrite Smelting,"

p. 231—Mr. Heywood, relating his experience at the

Tennessee Copper Co.'s smeltery, showed graphically the

effect of variations in the composition of the slag and in

the grade of matte on the percentage of copper lost. He
plotted the copper content of 2590 slags, representing the

average of two furnaces for a period of 21/^ years, against

the copper content of the matte for curves of (1) under

30% SiO, in the slag (2) 30-31%, (3) 31-32%, (4)

32-33%, (5) over 33%. These curves (Fig. 1) show an

increase of slag loss with the grade of matte, and also

indicate the decidedly lower losses with increasing

acidity of the slag. Even though the higher percentage

of Sib„ was due to the addition of barren quartz to the

charge, ilr. HejTVood found a decrease in the total amount

•Chief chemist, Granby Consolidated Mining, Smelting &
Power Co., Ltd., Grand Forks, B. C, Can.

silver, was found there in greater proportion than those

metals.

4. He then plotted a curve ( Fig. 2 ) of the copper in

slag against that in matte, as found in his experience,

showing between 15% and 45% matte, an average in-

crease of 0.005% copper in the slag for each per cent, of

copper in the matte. He remarked that the curve showed

depressions at 25% and 37%. He thought that if

metallic copper separated from matte in quantities in-

creasing with the grade of the latter, the tendency of this

copper to settle out might prevent the observed increase

of copper in the slag with the higher mattes.

5. His experience also showed that the copper in slags

decreased about 0.01% for each increase of 1% in the

silica content. This he thought indicative of solution

rather than mechanical suspension of matte.

6. In conclusion, ]\Ir. Wright stated that if a slag made
with a matte of certain gold and silver content were

afterwards left in contact with a different matte it would

itself assume different metal ratios to corresponci to the

changed conditions. This fact he had made use of to

great advantage in smelting, and in explanation of it

he suggested that the matte and slag were both acting

as solvents, dividing the metals between them.
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J. Parke Channing {Trans, of A. I. M. E., 1910, Vol.

41, p. 485),T+^CommeiitiDg, on Mr. Wright's paper, Mr.

Channing stated that he had discussed this question -nnth

J. E. McAllister, and they were both of the opinion that

a considerable part of the copper entered the slag as

oxide or silicate and not as sulphide, either suspended

or dissolved. This theory appeared to explain why the

amounts of gold and silver Mr. Wright had found in the

slag were smaller than the calculated contents. In support

of it Mr. Channing stated that when they were using an

oxidized charge (roasted ore") at the Tennessee Copper

Co.'s smeltery, the slags contained 0.5% Cu, as against

0.3% in pyritic smelting at the same plant. (It was not

stated whether the grade of matte and composition of the

slag remained the same in pyritic smelting.)

C. A. Heberlein {Engineering and Mining Journal,

1910, Vol. 89, p. 617)—Mr. Heberlein, recounted hi.s

experience in blowing in the furnace of the Maine &
Nebraska Mining Co., using an ore with only 0.3%
copper, but carrying considerable gold and silver. The
slags produced averaged about 0.09% copper, or a re-

covery of 78%, while that of the gold was nearly 96%,
the silver being somewhat lower. (This gives the ratio

copper also determined in that solution by electrolysis.

The former result represented all the copper present as

CuO and half of it as Cu^O, according to the equations:

CuO + H,SO," = CuSO^ + H^O
Cu,0 + H,S6, = CuSO, + H,0 + Cu

The percentage obtained by HNO3 and H2SO4 (sulphide)

was checked by determining the total copper in another

portion by usual methods.

In this way the copper present as oxide in a normal slag

of 0.22^ was found to be about 55% of the total copper,

while in one carrying 0.455%, due to excessive furnace

oxidation, it was 66%. (It is worthy of note that there

was also more sulphide in this slag.) ilr. Kiddie found

that these ratios agreed with the gold-copper ratios of

slag and matte, assuming that the sulphide alone carried

gold into the slag. He also fused a quantity of the

0.455% slag with some ferrous sulphide in a crucible,

and the resulting slag carried only 0.05% Cu. (Even

if all the oxide were reduced and settled in this case, there

must in addition have been two-thirds of the sulphide

settled.) From these results ^Ir. Kiddie concluded that

if the copper present as sulphide in any slag was as

high as 66% of the total it would be advisable to employ
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iiiuch faitlr in results tliiis olitained in the settling of

matte from slag. He thought that in a general way any
conditions in the furnace tending to the production of

metallic copper would prol)al)lv raise the copper content

of the slags.

W. Wanjukoff {MetaUurcjie, 1912, Vol. 9, pp. 1 and
48)—In an elaborate series of experiments Mr. Wanju-
koff investigated the losses of copper in artificial slags

of different degrees of acidity, with the oxides FeO, CaO,
MgO. ZnO and AUO3 replacing one another in varying

proportions, as well as in contact mth mattes of all

ordinary grades. Some of his curves are reproduced in

Figs. 3-6, replotted from the author's data.

He investigated also the relation of copper and sulphur

in slags, but found little regularity. The amount of

sulphur carried by the slags depended largely upon their

pyrite. His conclusion was that much of the copper liad

been present as o.\ide or silicate, owing to the contained

sulpliur being insufficient in amount to unite witli all

the copper as cuprous sulphide. As a regular treatment

for molten converter slag—if iron flux were not desired

for blast furnaces—he suggested pouring it into an

externally fired settler through the roof of which pyrite

was dropped in small quantity. This would require little

fuel, and would save the copper without the usual re-

smelting of slag.

H. 0. Hofman ("Jletallurgy of Copper," opp. p. I'ii

and p. 2.5T)—The analyses of blast-furnace slags in

Table 1 are given in Doctor Hofman's book, and have

been rearranged in the order of increasing copper content.

The names of com])anies have been omitted, as the only

comparison desired is that of the conditions under which

TABLE 1. BLAST-FURN.\CE SLAGS ARRANGED IN ORDER OF INCREASING COPPER CONTEXTS—AFTER HOFMAN

Cu
30
12 38
10-14
35-38
42-46
20-1-

10

-Slag-

Sp.G. .Sp.G.

<3

40

30
20
31 4
13-20
45-52
40 21
33.7
49.37
20-.i0
40-50
45-50
02 le

3 2 -

3 2
3 54
3.3

3.2
3 50
3 4
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P®llevslsi Deposits iira Clhal©

By Seveko Salcedo*

Potash was discovered in Chile many years ago, but

for reasons too many to enumerate these salts have not

attracted the attention of Americans, even though tvpo

magnificent samples with 16 and 28% of potassium
chloride respectively were exhibited in 1901 at the Chilean

pavilion in Buffalo.

The potash salts are found in the Province of Tara-

paca, Chile, in Pintados and Bella Vista Lakes, which to-

gether have an area of about 10,000 acres. The deposits

are only about three miles from the railroad that runs

from Iquique to Lagunas.

The potash occurs as chloride in a crust at the surface,

.samples of which vary from 3 to 36% of KCl. The
density of the bed is about 1.352. This superficial crust

varies, having an average thickness of 20 cm., but this is

only a part of the potash contained in these lake beds,

as the water underlying the crust contains the same salts

(8 kg. of potassium chloride ])or cubic meter of brine),

which by evaporation and capillarity have formed the

salt crust; when the salt bed is removed it is again

formed—in 8 to 12 years—by the same process. The data

on which this article is based are taken from the reports

of Chilean engineers, and especially from the report of

an investigation by Messrs. Lemetayer, Martens and Vas-

ques, and of Enrique Taulis.

P. Lemetayer, professor of chemistry in the University

of Chile, in company with the chemists, P. Martens, chief

of the Government Chemical Laboratory at Iquique, and
Doctor Vasquez, made an examination of the Pintados

and Bella Vista Lakes in 1905, at which time they calcu-

lated a KCl content of 2,037,948 tons in a salt bed, rang-

ing from 3 to 12% of potassium chloride. Up to the

present no soundings have been made deeper than 3 or 4

ft. Enrique Taulis, director of the Agricultural College

in Santiago, who made a study of the Stassfurt deposits

in Germany, also reported on the Guaica deposits of Pinta-

dos Lake. He reported in 1901 the following analysis

of a sample from a representative shipment of Pintados

(Guaica) salts:

%
5 000
1.324

37,961
15 334
0.272
0.134
29.533
7.409
trace

Moisture (at 110°) .

.

Insoluble in wat<-r .

.

Chlorine
Sulphuric anhydiidf^
Calcium
Carbon dioxide
Sodium
Potassium ....

Magnesium
Oxygen of the sulphates 3 . 066

This elementary composition corresponds according t

the laws of chemistry to the following:

Calcium sulphate. .

.

Sodium carbonate .

.

Sodium sulphat2. .

,

Sodium chloride . . .

.

Potassium chloride.

%
0.925
0.323
28.392
51 . 447
14.151

Having crystallized a solution of these salts, he con-

cluded from a study of their crystallographic character
that none of the potasih was present as sulphate. Hence,
all of the potassium is calculated as chloride. It is in>
portant to note the absence of magnesium salts, as well as

that of bromides or iodides, which have a toxic action on
plants. Mr. Taulis determined that the calcium salts ex-

isted in the form of sulphates, and that the deposit might
be considered as consi.=tin£r of sulnhnte of sodium and

chlorides of sodium and potassium, which fact simplifies

the economical extraction of concentrated salts. In nor-

mal times the Pintados salts would have to compete with

the Stassfurt products, and he made the accompanying
comparison of the Pintados salts with that of carnallite

and kieserite, the Stassfurt salts which most nearly ap-

proximate the Guaica deposit. Magnesium chloride, hav-

COMPARISON OF STASSFURT AND PINTADOS SALTS
Composition Carnallite Kieserite Pintados

Potassium chloride

.

Magnesmm sulpliate.

Magnesium chloride

.

Sodium chloride.

15.5
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of tlhe Mesaibi Raimi
By J. F. Wolff*

SYl^OPSIS—Previotis theories as to ore for-

mation correct in main features. Three types of

bodies related. Eelation between folds and ore-

bodies. Fracturing permitted entrance of ground-

water, leading to iron concentration. Function of

the Intermediate slate was to control .water circu-

lation. Western Mesahi sandy ores due to lack of

vigorous circulation and of transportation of silica.

Discussion of probability of correctness of con-

clusions.

In the preceding parts of this series the stracture and
exploration of Mesabi range orebodies were discussed for

the particular assistance of engineers in the district. This

part will present additional data from which, together

with what has gone before, conclusions will be drawn as

to the geological conditions under which these orebodies

have developed. Of course it is impossible to prove ab-

solutely that any one set of causes governed the forma-

tion of the ore but I believe that sufficient positive infor-

mation is at hand from which to draw valid conclusions.

logical Survey Monograph 52 Van Hise and Leith pre-

sent the theory that the orebodies have occurred in gently

folded synclines and anticlines, which were produced by

the slight warping or folding of the iron-bearing rocks. In

neither of these publications was there presented any di-

rect evidence in support of these theories other than a

discussion and statement of general field observations.

It is proposed here to present geological plats and struc-

tural sections to show that in the main both of these the-

ories are correct. Spurr's observations were made upon
the orebodies from Jlountain Iron east, because at this

time little work had been done west of Mountain Iron,

and his theory has application mainly to the orebodies

now included in the Virginia, Eveleth, McKinley and Bi-

wabik districts. Van Hise and Leith had practically

the whole Mesabi range as a field for their investigations

and their theory is applicable broadly to the entire range.

It is a matter of considerable satisfaction to find that

theories based upon broad field observations are so closely

in accord with facts worked out from detailed explora-

tions. Spurr probably emphasizes faulting more than

the facts as now known will warrant, but his principal

Granite

A
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ies, but these apparently are the remnants left by the ero-

des but these apparently are the remnants left by the ero-

sion of former large bodies. This type of orebody will be

understood better by reference to Fig. 36. The second

stage B in the formation of a trough body is a good

cross-section of a fissure body. It remains to explain

what probable geological conditions controlled the forma-

tion of these three types.

STr.ucTURAL Sections

In order to determine whether or not any relation ex-

ists between the positions of the orebodies and the general

structure of the iron formation, a longitudinal section 30

miles long, parallel to the strike of the iron formation and

taken approximately midway between the limits of the

iron-formation outcrop, was made for that part of the

range between Sections 17, 58-19 and 24, 56-2-1. This sec-

FIG. 29. OREBODY CORRESPONDING TO STRUCTURE
SHOWN BY QUARTZITE OUTCROP

tion reveals some interesting facts. A part of it is shown
in Fig. 28. It was prepared from all of the drill infor-

mation available. Examination of Fig. 28 shows that the

orebodies conform closely to the major structure of the

iron formation and the quartzite, i.e., they occupy the

troughs of the synclines and the crests of the anticlines

(it should be noted that the vertical scale is SVg times the

horizontal). The section shows two main troughs in the

quartzite between the anticlines marked A, B and C. Be-

tween the points A and C are the most extensive ore-

bodies of the range and the great size and lateral extent

of these are directly connected with the major folding

of the iron formation as shown on the section. The plan
in Fig. 28 shows the quartzite outcrop and its relation to

the underlying granite and greenstone, and to the over-

lying iron formation. Attention is called to the relation

between this outcrop and the quartzite shown in the sec-

tion. Casual observation shows that the embayments in

the quarzite line on the plan correspond to the troughs
or synclines in the quartzite on the section. Letters A,
B and C on the plan correspond to letters A, B and C
on the section and indicate the axes of gentle anticlinal

folds. The distance between A and B appears greater on
the plan than on the section, because the section is taken
about a mile south of the quartzite outcrop and the axes
of the anticlines A and B converge toward the south. This
general relation between the shape of the quartzite out-

crop and the structure of the formation is an important
one to recognize and it will be referred to later. Of course,

minor irregularities in the quartzite line may be due to

irregularities of \ erosion. It mav be thought also that

the irregularity of the quartzite outcrop simply represents

the contour of the shore line upon which the quartzite

was laid down, but this is hardly probable because the

original shore line must have been several miles north

of the present outcrop and progressive erosion has stead-

ily moved the outcrop southward. There is so direct a re-

lation between the outcrop and the section shown as to

make the conclusion irresistible that the large bends in

the outcrop correspond to the structural folds in the for-

mation. Indeed it seems impossible that there should not

be such flexures in a sedimentary series as extensive as the

ilesabi. Structural study of the part of the range rep-

resented in Fig. 28 reveals many minor folds in the ma-
jor folds and field observations show minute warping and

Ijending of the taconite and ore layers. Thus there are

gentle folds of all orders from extremely large ones down
to those of small dimensions in the iron formation. Sim-

ilar study and observation confirm this fact for all parts

of the range.

A further interesting fact revealed by this 30-mile sec-

tion is that on the western end of the range, where the

sandy ores exist, no marked folding of the series has

occurred. The deformation has been so slight that the

quartzite line is practically flat.

Areas of Orebodies

Figs. 29 to 35 inclusive show the areas of different ore-

bodies and their relation to the general surface geology.

liy applying the fact above established regarding relations

lietween quartzite

outcrop and struc-

ture of the forma-

tion, the relation

between the loca-

tions of orebodies

and the general

structure of the

formation can be

inferred. For ex-

ample, Fig. 29

shows an orebody

wliich corresponds

roughly to the gen-

eral structure
shown by the
i,nartzite outcrop.

It occupies the axes

(if two anticlines A
and B and the

troughs of two gen-

tie svnclines C and
/;. The part of the

orebody B' is evi-

dently on the axis of the anticline B. Fig. 30 shows

orebodies which have been formed on the axis of a

])ronounced anticline. On this plat both the quartz-

ite and the Virginia slate lines indicate the location

of the anticlinal axis. Figs. 31 and 32 show other

orebodies which are formed on the axes of anticlines.

Fig. 33 shows an orebody which has no apparent rela-

tion to any structural feature of the formation. It

has pronounced sharp walls and is comparatively deep.

From the general shape and direction of the orebody one

would infer that it had formed on the locus of fissures or

cracks cutting across the strike of the formation at angles

Iron-Formation

North Boundary of Virginia J/o^'^'

FIC,
, OREBODIES ON AXIS
OF ANTICLINE
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of 20° to 80°. Fig. .34 shows an orebody, part of which, A,
occupies a structural basin in the formation while the

other part, B, apparently occupies the axis of an anti-

cline. A careful structural study of the drilling in this

area proved that these inferences are facts, because there

is a marked flexure down to the east, in the layers of the

iron formation just east of orebody B. Fig. 35 show^s

an extremely large orebody and one which is somewhat
exceptional. Apparently it occupies a general synclinal

fold. The three lobes A, B and C unite to form the major
trough D. From their relations to the quartzite outcrop

the branches A and B seem to be on either side of the axis

of a small anticline and the branch C appears to be di-

rectly on the axis of another small anticline. This body

is the best example on the range of two or more troughs

uniting to form a larger one. It is a large body, as can

be seen by reference to the scale on the

plat, while the ore is deep and has sharp

rock walls. Parts of this body were

explored in the early days and from the

information gathered in this and in

orebodies represented in Figs. 30 and

34 Spurr drew his conclusions regard-

ing the geological conditions wliich

allowed the formation of Mesabi ore.

The orebodies represented in these fig

ures are from the most important

producing parts of the range. They
are the smaller of the principal bodies.

Those shown in-^ section in Fig. 28 and those on the

western part of the range are so extensive in area that

they are not included here nor would their representation

be of more value to the present purpose. From what has

Almost everywhere tlie taconite is found to be broken
into parallelepiped rocks by at least two sets of fractures,

the directions of which are not the same in all areas. In

some places, particularly on the axes of anticlines and
sync-lines, this fracturing has been pronounced and in

these localities groundwaters found their way into the for-

mation most readily. In other places, such as the large

areas represented in Fig. 28, the fracturing must have

been general rather than localized. In such an area

the penetration of groundwaters must have been exten-

sive, and therefore orebodies extending over large areas

have been formed. The gentle rolls in the formation made
natural structural channels, controlling the flow of under-

ground waters. The smaller bodies formed where the

cracking was localized. The process of leaching out the

silica and tlic concentration and slumping of the ore
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must be evident to the reader that this layer has had a

marked influence in the formation of the ore, otherwise

the paint-rock layer would not be found so universally in

the ore. One would expect to find alteration of the tacon-

ite immediately above the quartzite or of the taconite im-

mediately below the Virginia slate as frequently as one

finds alteration of the part of the forn.ation both above

and below the Intermediate slate layer. It remains there-

fore to secure an explanation of the presence of the Inter-

mediate paint-rock layer in almost every orebody of any

size and importance. When erosion started to truncate

the Mesabi series, surface waters flowing over the top

of the iron formation seeped into it in fissured areas.

The waters flowing down the greenstone and granite

flowed first on the iron formation below the Intermediate

slate layer and entered this formation wherever possible.

The waters which flowed across the outcrop of the Inter-

mediate slate layer entered the fractured upper taconite

wherever it was sufficiently broken up. The Intermediate

Oreensfone
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Tjody occurs above this layer, individual drill holes or a

few drill holes show that fissures or chimneys of ore ex-

tend from the surface down to the slate layer. Since the
ore in these drill holes is not connected with any large

orebody the inference seems reasonab"'' that the ore in

them was caused by waters ascending trom beneath the
slate layer rather than from descending surface waters.

There is no other explanation for the outlet of these waters
ponded underneath the Intermediate slate and the evi-

dence of these chimneys or fissures of ore in the upper
taconite suggests directly the explanation just given.

Flat-Layered Bodies

In Fig. 12, Part II, there is shown a section of a flat-

layered body which, is the continuation down the bedding
of the iron formation from a trough body. This flat-

layered body is derived from the lower yellow taconite.

The occurrence of extensive flat-layered bodies as exten-

sions of trough bodies immediately underneath the Inter-

mediate slate is so common all over the range as to attract

immediate attention. The explanation seems simple

enough. The waters ponded underneath the slate layer

sought escape laterally along bedding planes and their

flow was directed by the gentle folds in the formation un-

til they found outlet through fissures extending from the

S .Glacial Drift

this alteration the quartzite apparently has been imper-
vious to groundwaters.

The Saxdy Westeux ^Iesabi Ores

The best explanation known to me, of the occurrence of

large amounts of low-grade ores and sandy washable ores

on the Western Mesabi is the one suggested by the longi-

tudinal section referred to above, part of which is sliown

in Fig. 28. As already stated, this section reveals no struc-

tural basins in the quartzite in the Western Mesabi dis-

trict. Therefore no natural underground water channels

have controlled the circulation. The waters simply seeped

into the iron formation, having no definite drainage

courses as in the central and eastern part of the district.

Moreover the dip of the formation is extremely gentle, be-

ing only about 4% or 5%. Therefore, while decomposition

of taconite and oxidation and concentration of iron have

been quite complete in this area, the solution and trans-

portation of silica out of the orebodies have not been com-

plete.

Summary

In order to emphasize the essential facts set forth in

these articles a general summary seems not out of place.

In Parts I and II the general structure of the Mesabi
N

Greenstone, Slates
& Granite

Pokegama Quartzife

FIG. 37. DIAGRAM OF PROBABLE WATER-CIRCULATION

upper taconite down through the Intermediate slate. As
previously indicated, these orebodies are not thick or of

exceptional richness. Down the slope of the bedding some

of them grade into lean ore or decompo.sed taconite. Parts

of them are not of merchantable grade.

There are other flat-layered bodies in the upper tacon-

ite. For the most part these are extensions down the dip

of trough bodies. Some of them may be the remains of

larger bodies which have been removed chiefly by pregla-

cial erosion.

Alteration of Intermediate Slate

Although the Intermediate slate layer has been spoken

of as an impervious la.yer this term, of course, is a relative

one. The tremendous length of time during which al-

teration has proceeded has caused even this layer to be

partially or completely altered by the solvent and oxidiz-

ing effect of groundwaters. In many places the upper

and lower parts of this layer are well altered and a slate

core remains. This is further direct evidence of circula-

tion both above and below the layer. In other orebodies

or parts of orebodies this layer is completely altered

and is now a soft clayey material infiltrated with iron pre-

cipitated out of solution. Its moisture content is much
higher than that of the altered taconite.

This member is so dense and homogeneous that the only

alteration which has occurred in it has been at its contact

with the iron formation. In some places the upper 5 or

10 ft. of it has been decomposed into a sand and in one

place it is known to be so saturated with iron from the

orebody above as to be practically an ore. Aside from

range and its orebodies was pointed out and exceptional

structural features were described and illustrated. It

was shown that all orebodies on the range from one end

to the other have a uniform structure. They occupy 'ir-

regular trough-shaped basins in the taconite or country

rock. They consist of an upper and a lower high-grade

member separated by a low-grade member which is the

alteration of an interbedded slate layer. Ordinary close

observation of exploration and mining work will dis-

close to the engineer or mining man this characteristic

structure of a typical orebody.

In Part III the method of exploring Mesabi range ore-

bodies was described and illustrated. The best known
method for determining the structure from the explora-

tion records was presented in detail and illustrated with

a complete set of structural vertical sections of an ore-

body as I actually worked it out for commercial purposes.

In Part IV additional data have been given from which,

together with those presented in the first two articles, well

defined conclusions have been drawn as to the geological

conditions under which the Mesabi range orebodies have

developed. I have shown that exploration and mining
work and particularly close structural study of all parts

of the range sub.stantiate the theories which J. E. Spun-

in 1894 and the geologists of the U. S. Geological Survey

since 1903 proposed regarding the geological conditions

determining the formation of the orebodies, viz., that

they formed in zones or areas where the iron formation
was much cracked or broken up, due principally to gentle

warping or folding and slight faulting of the Sr-^=:>.''' ser-

ies of ore formations.
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I have presented these articles in order to diffuse among
engineering and mining men particularly on the Mesabi

range a knowledge of a great many facts valuable to them

in their work. All of this information represents results

of several years' observation and study, but it is not pre-

sented as being the last word on the subject by any means.

Rather it is presented as an outline on which others may
work.

It is hoped that the present articles will instigate

and stimulate work in this direction, so that there will

be uniformity of effort along these lines and eventually

the structure and geologic history of the Mesabi range

will be known more completely than that of perhaps any

other mining district in the country.

W.

Forfelttuire of Flstcer Locatioiras

By a. L. H. Street*

In affirming a decree quieting title to a placer-mining

claim as against a junior location, the Supreme Court of

Oregon decided the following principal jjoints related to

forfeiture of such claims

:

Clearing brush and trees from the surface of ground

located constitutes such assessment work as prevents

forfeiture of a claim, when it is done for the purpose of

enabling the claim to be worked by dredging.

When a junior locator asserts forfeiture of the claim

by the senior locator through failure to do annual as-

sessment work, the burden is on the former to establish

such failure, rather than on the latter affirmatively to

show performance of the work.

Resumption of work by a senior locator before reloca-

tion by another defeats a relocation.

Since it is only against intervening rights that a

resumption of work by a locator does not revive the

possessory rights of the claimant, it must be held that

where the senior locator of a placer claim failed to do

required assessment work, a relocation of the claim by

another person, who also failed to perform assessment

work for a succeeding year, does not forfeit the right of

the senior locator to resume work thereon, so as to

authorize a third person to relocate the claim after the

senior locator had done the assessment work for a

succeeding year. (Richen vs. Davis, 148 Pacific Reporter,

1130.)

There were, at the beginning of 1914, according to the

Elektrotechnische Zeitschrift, 138 are furnaces and 35

induction furnaces in operation for the production of

steel. The are system is thus far more generally in iise,

though judged on the basis of steel output the advan-

tage would appear to be with the induction system. The
opinion expressed in recent years that the induction fur-

nace would prove the better of the two, has given place

to the conviction that each system has its own special

field of operation. So far as the sizes of the furnaces

are concerned the problem of a construction for a ca-

pacity over 15 tons has yet to be solved. Larger furnaces

than the 25-ton Heroult have not yet been constructed,

and the practicability of this dimension has not been

demonstrated as yet. The Girod system has attained the

•Attorney, St. Paul, Minn.

15-ton margin, the Nathusius and Rochling-Rodenhauser

12 tons, while the production of castings on the Stassano

method is limited to small units of no more than two

tons. Nevertheless, units of 30 tons are still being built

on the Heroult system and 20 tons on that of Frick.

During 1913 the output of the electro-thermic steel

wqrks increased in Germany, Austria-Hungary and
France, though the increase was less than in previous

years. The total production in North America remains

nearly stationary. On the whole, it is the general belief

now—as against previous opinions to the contrary—that

the electro-steel industry has a long period of develop-

ment still confronting it, and that the experimental stage

is far from having been passed.

Herewith is given a list of the several systems and

their development in 1913 and 1914. Arc furnaces work-

ing and under construction: Heroult 67, Girod 27, Na-
thusius 9, Stassano 10, Keller 6, Chaplet 8, others 11;

total 138. Induction furnaces working and under con-

struction: Kjellin 10, Rochling-Rodenhauser 17, Frick

6, others 2 ; total 35. There are therefore 173 electric

furnaces altogether.

©f ILo^yy Pot^sislh C©imtl®imft

While the admixture of previously cooled solutions of

nitrate of soda and of chloride of potassium results in

the formation of a precipitate of nitrate of potassium,

the sodium chloride remaining in solution, if the product

to be treated contains slight amounts of chloride of

potassium mixed with, for example, large quantities of

salt, the reaction may be invisible. It is not possible to

secure the precipitation of the potassium nitrate, because

its solubility is increased by the presence of the salt.

M. M.-E. Richard proposes to turn this to account in

the extraction of potash from saline deposits poor in

potash, the method of working on the industrial scale

being given thus by the Chemical Trade Journal:

In a saturated and cooled solution of NaCl is dissolved

the small quantity of nitrate of soda necessary for the

conversion of the KCl contained in the crude salt to be

treated, over which this solution is passed, keeping the

whole at a low temperature. KNO3 is formed and is

carried away by the solution of NaCl. The foreign

elements of the crude salt, NaCl, Na2S04, CaSOj, remain

insoluble. The potassium solution containing KNO3 in

presence of NaCl is evaporated down, and deposits a

mixture of these two salts. Separating them is most

easily effected by warm water, which dissolves the potas-

sium nitrate and leaves undissolved the sodium chloride

which has acted as a vehicle, and is used again. The
residuary salts are dissolved, and the cold produced by

their solution is utilized in the application of the jirocess.

The Philippine Bureau of Science Reports that examina-
tions have been made of the discoveries of iron ore recently
reported from Surigao Province. Samples were taken by
drilling over an area of 100 sq.km. The deposit was found
to be singularly like the Mayari iron ores near Nipe Bay,
Cuba, in its occurrence: that is, it is a great surface blanket
of iron-bearing clay, which has resulted from the weathering
and decomposition of the original rock. In the ca^e of the
Surigao deposit the parent rock is made up principally of the
mineral serpentine. The ore deposit is of varying thickness,
in many places entirely carried off by erosion. Further in-

vestigations are being made; also analyses of the iron ore
samples.
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A^ftosiaatLic §lgE!iSiE Ss^stesim Used
im SttocMpaliinig Stroja ©ire

Hv Juiix F. .MuKi'iiY*

During the winter operations of underground iron

mines in the Lake Superior district, it is necessary to

stockpile ore until shipping begins in the spring. With
usual practice, shafts have two hoisting compartments
where the skips are hoisted in balance. The ore is

dumped directly from the skip into a car on the stock-

pile trestle. Consequently, the hoisting engineer must
know that the skip is loaded and also that a car is in

the proper place on the trestle.

At one of the large underground mines on the Mesabi
Range in Minnesota the following signal system was
used for this purpose: A beU operated by the under-

,.4'.
sn/ssmrcM

(7d transfermofor
^,or cars fivm one

E ) tnjck totheother)
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Section M-M

DETAILS OF AUTOMATIC SIGNAL SYSTEM

groimd skip-tender indicated to the hoisting engineer

that the skip was ready to be hoisted. A red electric

light, operated by a man on the trestle, showed in the

engine house that a car" was correctly spotted under the

skip road. This system was used only during the first

winter of operation—an unusually cold winter. Work
was plentiful, so that all the experienced men found

employment underground. Only an inferior class of

labor could be procured to work on the trestle. It was

unusual for work to be carried on continuously for two

weeks without hiring a complete new trestle crew. Thus,

because of the inexperience and negligence of the trestle

gang, several times each day the spotter would spot the

car under the wrong skip road, signal the engineer, and

the skip would be hoisted and its load dumped on the

rails, usually between two cars or between a car and

the motor. This spilled material was difficult to re-

move on account of the limited space between the cars.

Often so much time was lost that all available under-

rivil engineer. University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn.

ground storage room would become tilled and mining op-

erations delayed until hoisting was resumed.

The following automatic-signal system was devised and
installed to eliminate the man employed as car-spotter

and signalman on the trestle, and also the trouble result-

ing from cars being spotted incorrectly. A red light on

the trestle in front of each skip road indicated to the

motorman the next skip to be hoisted. These lights were

operated automatically by the skip. A white light at

the side of each red light indicated that a car was
spotted correctly under the skip road. Each of these

white lights was operated by a spring which closed a

circuit with the car wheel. A red light and a white light

burning side by side showed the motorman that the car

was in the proper place to receive ore from the next

skip to be hoisted. Two red lights in the engine house

on either side of the indicator disk showed the hoisting

engineer that the car was in place and which skip it

was under. The red lights in the engine-house were

on the same circuit as the white lights at the trestle.

The accompanying diagram, with description, illus-

trates more clearly the manner in which the system op-

erates : An electric switch S controlled by the lever L
is located between the two adjacent skip guides. When
the skip A is at the bottom of the shaft a red light B,

burns in front of the 4 -skip road. When the A skip

strikes the triangular lever L the switch 5 is pushed over

on the other line, extinguishing the red light in front

of the 4-skip road and lighting the one in front of the

B-skip road, thus showing that the skip B is at the bot-

tom of the shaft.

The white lights IF are controlled by the springs C,

which complete a circuit through the car wheel to the

rail. Springs C are so located that when a wheel is in

contact the car is correctly spotted to receive the ore

from the skip. The red lights for A and B skips in the

engine-house are operated by the connection C
The advantageous results of this system were at once

apparent. Work on the trestle ran smootlily and stead-

ily. Cars were spotted quickly and in the proper place.

Signals from the trestles were received by the engineer

the moment the cars were spotted. A man was required

at the shaft only an hour or so a day to remove the small

amount of ore spilled over the tops of cars while load-

ing. Loss of time by contract miners was thus eliminated.

!)©ir fis©itiirag ]©ipa®£s

A Goodyear trade publication gives the following sug-

gestions rega rding the care and use of rubber belts

:

Belts should not run less than 200 ft. per min.

Average velocity of belts should be 2000 ft. per min.

Maximum velocity of belt should be between 5000 and

6000 ft. per min.

When running at high speed the centrifugal force of

the belt has a tendency to remove it from contact with the

pulley, thereby lessening the horsepower transmitted.
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All animal oils and grease are injurious to rubber

belting.

Shifters should not be used on rubber belting. Once

the edges are ivorn through the plies readily separate.

Large face pulleys and normal speeds, proper tension

and plies of fabric give best service.

Vertical belts require extra tension to obtain sufSeient

friction on the lower pulley.

Bt p. Euth, Jk.,*

Having bad air and rock gas at the end of a drift

from the bottom of a winze, a 10-in. ventilating pipe was

installed from the breast of the drift to and up the winze

and connected with the main tunnel above. The natural

circulation of air through this ventilating pipe, contrary

to expectations, would not move the gas and bad air.

M..\./:
:,i „ L ,,.j \., .5
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door, as shown in the sketch, the plate was formed into

an extended U-shape and filled with plank, the lower end

of the U and a 2-in. pipe forming the hinge on which

the door could swing. The plate was firmly fastened to

the plank by means of countersunk rivets. At the upper

end, a countersunk ring placed on the upper side of the

door served as a means of lifting it. The door extended

the entire width of the chute, and when open gave an

aperture of 2 ft. 3 in. Crosspiece D served as a bearing

piece for the chute and for the hinge of the door, the

pipe extending through the main support, which was

tied to the main shaft uprights. Crosspiece C served as

a support for the door at the upper edge, which was

beveled to meet the bottom of the chute at this point.

The door, when thrown into position for dumping rock,

had a backstop E.

A serviceable and durable eiuite hook may be easily

made as indicated in the accompanying drawing. Fig. 1.

The chute hook is made of 2xi/^-in. or 2x%-in. iron, as

shown. Connected to this, by a pair of iron plates, riveted

or bolted, is another 2xi/^-in. iron strip which is fastened

to the cap above by lagscrews. This brace strengthens

the hook and allows a backing for the chute plank entirely

to cover the chute mouth. The object in this break in the

IRelocatlioBii off MnEaSini^ Claiinffis

BV A. L. II. SXISEET*

The Arizona Supreme Court dealt with questions con-

cerning the .sufficiency of notices of relocation of mining

claims in the recent case of Stratton vs. Copper Queen

Consolidated Mining Co. (149 Pacific Reporter, 389 ).

Referring to the Federal statute which authorizes a

relocation where an original locator has failed to perform

the required annual work, and has not resumed operations,

the court said:

The only restraint the statute places upon a relocation

of the land after an original location has been made is such
as prevents the relocator by his relocation from depriving
the former locator of any of his rights. But when, as here,

all of the rights of the original locator have been abandoned
or forfeited, and no claim of such rights is asserted by the

original locator, his heirs, assigns or legal representatives,

and the contesting parties to the action concede that all

rights that ever existed by reason of such prior location

ceased to exist before any relocation of the ground was at-

tempted, then it is clear that, under the statute and its un-
questioned meaning, the land was open to relocation in the
same manner as if no location of the same had ever been
made. ... In order to complete a valid location of the
ground in question the locators were not required to state
if the whole or any part of the location was located as aban-
doned property, because they were not in fact locating the
ground as abandoned property, but were locating the ground
in the same manner as other public mineral ground is located
—that is, as an original location. ... If the location is

located as abandoned property, under the local statute (Para-

TTPES OF CHUTE HOOKS

hook is to allow a resting place for the chute plank.

There should at all times be a plank in the chute to pre-

vent runs of rock. If no place for the plank is provided

the trammer will take it out. set it beside the car and use

the bar, causing frequent runs of rock, which necessi-

tate shoveling up the track. To most miners the value of

this rest is self-evident": but too many chutes have hooks

as indicated in Fig. 2, which necessitate removing the

plank entirely or require one chute man on each side

to hold the plank up while running out the rock.

A second rest may be provided like the first by in-

serting a 10-in. piece of brace iron and a second pair of

plates. A rest for two planks may be made as indicated in

Fiir. 3.

Too SlboiPt StleeS FiEiirag

In a test pit at an iron mine near Riverton, ^linn.,

sheet-steel piling arranged in circular form was used,

and it was found that too short lengths of piling made

it very imsatisfactory and difficult to handle. Although

the Riverton cotmtry is sandy, the piling in this pit was

not satisfactory after the water level was reached on

account of considerable buckling of the piling sheets.

graph 3241, Revised Statutes of Arizona, 1901) before its

amendment, then in that case only the location was required

to state the fact. But the statute never required the location

notice of an original location so to state.

UimdleiP^ro^imdl Meira

At 58 different mines in Arizona there are employed

1917 surface men and 7505 men underground, according

to the annual report of the State iline Inspector for

191-1. This is at the rate of 1 surface man for each 3.9

men underground. This includes all of the larger opera-

tions; also many small ones in which the proportion of

surface men to underground men is much . greater, and

may vary from 1:1, to the average given. At the

Morenci mines of the Arizona Copper Co. the ratio i.'^

1 surface man to 4.2 men underground; at the Calumet

& Arizona, Bisbee, the ratio is 1 : 6.5 ; at the Copi^er

Queen, Bisbee, the ratio is 1 to 12.2: at the Inspiration,

1 : 4.8 ; at the Ray, 1 : 2.2 ; at the United Verde 1 : 9.3

:

at the Miami 1 : 7.4.

Attorney. St. Paul, Minn.
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By Cahl (i. BAitTir, Ju.*

This slide rule gives the contents, in tons, of tanks

ranging in diameter from 10 to 3G ft. and in specific

gravity from 1 to 3. The rule consists of four scales

—

one giving the diameter of the tank by 6-in. intervals,

a specific-gravity scale ranging from 1 to 3, a scale giving

the percentage of moisture from 20 to 90 and a scale

giving the tons of 2000 pounds.

To operate, the arrow is first set against the diameter

of the tank, and opposite the specific gravity is read the

contents in tons for one foot of depth—if for water,

opposite specific gravity 1 ; if for pulp, of specific gravity

1.5, opposite 1.5. When the dry-slime content is desired.

iiiiiiii iiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii II iiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiini iiiiiiniii

ts Ie^ ftlh© Desi^iaana^ of a

The bare description of the plant of the Ohio & Colo-

rado Smelting & Refining Co. at Salida, Colo., with

the dimensions of apparatus and appliances, cannot be

very instructive to beginners, nor interesting for those

who have been long in the work, writes P. D. Weeks.'

However, it seems that some of the peculiarities of the

Salida plant as originally built should serve to prevent the

younger men from making similar mistakes; the older

men can get their satisfaction by reflecting that they

never did anything quite so far removed from good prac-

tice as some of the things done here.

Originally, a brick wall, with a narrow door in front

of each blast furnace, was constructed. How the work
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METHOD OF USING THE SLIDE RULE

the percentage of moisture contained in this pulp must
previously be known. This might be 50%. Remember-
ing or marking the point, read opposite the pulp of

specific gravity of 1.5; next move the slide until the

numl)er 50, representing the moisture on the scale so

indicated, coincides with this, and then read opposite

the arrow the tons of dry slime.

As an illustration the problem for which the slide rule

is set herein is used. Given a tank of 13-ft. diameter,

what is its content per foot-depth in tons of water, tons

of pulp of a specific gravity of 1.5 having 50% moisture

and in tons of dry slime?

Set the arrow against 13 on the scale showing the

diameter of tank. Opposite specific gravity 1, read 4.15

tons water. Opposite specific gravity 1.5, read 6.22 tons

pulp. Move the slide so that 50 on the scale, showing

percentage moisture, coincides with 6.22. Read opposite

the arrow 3.11 tons of dry slime.

•Consulting engineer, filSl Columbia Ave., Philadelphia,

was to be done behind this wall is not known, but it

shows that the designer did not know how to do the work.

The water jackets were held in place by a 12-in. I-

beam running the length of the furnace, thus effectually

preventing anyone from examining a tuyere or jacket.

The shaft walls on the feed floor were so thick that

the feeders were shoving ore into one end of a tunnel

and, since the opening was not so wide as the shaft, the

ends of the furnace could not be fed except by throwing

the charge around a corner—which, of course, was not

done.

The proposal to concentrate matte, carrying 20% lead

and 5% copper, in a copper-matting furnace was in-

tended to do away with the necessity of buying roasting

equipment.

The largest corliss engine on the plant was the ex-

hibition engine at one of the world's fairs held some

"Excerpt from a paper entitled, "The Salida Smelter," to be
read before the San Francisco meeting of the American Insti-
tute of Mining Engineers, Sept., 1915.
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years ago. When repairs were needed, it was discovered

that this was the only engine of the kind ever built, and

the drawings of it w^ere lost; so each repair part called

for an accurate drawing.

In the track plan of the works, all the ore, coke and

limestone had to be unloaded from one track. This track

also held the cars which were to be unloaded at the

oxide crusher as well as at the sulphide mill. The prob-

lem of dispersing some of this congestion was not simple.

It was solved by building two trestles in place of one;

by having the limestone brought in dump ears so that

unloading took little time; and by building an oxide

crushing and screening plant on new tracks.

Bv J. II. Taylou*

The apparatus here described is not intended to take

the place of a sampling plant, but where a mill man wants

to have confidence in his sample and the expenditiire for

a plant to handle 20% of the ore is not warranted, it

is much better than hand-sampling.

The device here shown will cut about 0.5% of the ore

passing over the end of the belt conveyor, without selec-

tion. The sample so taken will not be so accurate for

a given day as if taken by cutting 20% each time, but at

the end of a week the errors will be largely compensated.

4 in. from the end of a belt conveyor 2 ft. wide. The
finer the ore the more accurate the daily sample will be,

as is usual in niechaiiical sampling.

r^
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Alasfi^a Treas-dw©!! aia I19]14

The report of the Alaska Treadwell Gold Mining Co.,

Douglas Island, Alaska, for 1914 shows a profit of

$1,351,403 from the treatment of 910,285 tons of ore,

before providing for $250,953 depreciation charge.

Receipts aggregated $2,435,375, made up of $1,264,945

from bullion, $1,102,617 from sulphurets treated, $24,017

from interest receipts and $43,795 from commercial

profits. The following table is a summary of operating

costs per ton of ore treated

:

Operating costs:

Mining; development, 5934 ft.; stoping, 301,491 tons $0.6896
Milling, 910,285 tons 2572
Sulphuret expense, 19,324 tons treated .OSoO
San Francisco office .0191
London office expense .0014
Paris office expense .0003
Legal expense .0018
Taxes 0125
Bullion charges 0113

Total operating costs $1.0782
Construction costs and repair costs .0344

Total operating and construction charges $1.1126
Sundry charges:
Boarding-house loss .0057
Dwellings loss 0115
Wharf loss 0007
Sundry adjustments .0603

$1.1908
Depreciation charged oft .275

Total cost with depreciation $1.4658

Ore reserves for tons in place are estimated to contain

6,604,086 tons, compared with 4,978,759 in 1913, but ore

reserves of broken ore in stopes are estimated at 555,167

tons, compared with a reserve of 1,114,549 in 1913. The
decrease in reserves of broken ore in stopes accounts for

the difference between tons reported stoped and tons

milled. The average value per ton estimated for all

reserves was $2.48, compared with $2.67 in 1913.

The average number of men employed per day for

the year was 733 and the average wage was $3.51. The
assay ofiice made 44,224 assays at a cost of 23.6c. per

sample; of these 9748 samples were for the Alaska

Treadwell mine and mills. Dividends amounting to

$1,100,000 were paid during the year.

The Broken Hill Properietary Co., Broken Hill,

N.S.W., Australia, for the half-year ended Nov. 30, 1914,

reports a working income of $1,079,469 from which other

charges amounting to $522,971 are deducted, leaving

$556,498 balance from which $286,984 in dividends were

paid. After adding $53,971 for miscellaneous income,

there was a balance of $323,485 left after dividend

payments. There were 121,316 tons of ore raised from
the mine. The crude-ore sections of the mills handled

111,489 tons of sulphide ore, producing 18,586 tons of

lead concentrates, assaying 61.48% lead and 27.41 oz.

silver per ton. The regrinding section dealt with 56,600

tons of tailings and produced 1474 tons of lead con-

centrates assaying 52.02% lead and 26.33 oz. silver per

ton. The zinc-flotation plant treated 78,124 tons and

produced 15,851 tons of zinc concentrates assaying

46.86% zinc, 6.41% lead and 12.78 oz. silver per ton.

The lead smelteries produced 43,553 tons of bullion.

The Ropp roasters treated 33,564 tons of concentrates

and slimes and the Dwight-Lloyd plant 30,849 tons. The
refinery dealt with 39,200 tons of bullion, including some

concentrates from other companies, resulting in 1,546,238

02. of silver, 699 oz. of gold, 33,507 tons of soft lead and

309 tons of antimonial lead. The spelter plant handled

7773 tons of concentrates and slimes, and produced 2341

tons of spelter and 342 tons of blue powder.

The annual report of the Alaska United Gold ilining

Co., Douglas Island, Alaska, for 1914 shows a profit of

$247,938 from 458,314 tons of ore treated, before deduct-

ing $81,153 for depreciation of property and plant.

Receipts totaled $975,329, made up of $534,407 from

bullion sales from the Ready Bullion claim, $431,384

from bullion sales from the 700-Foot claim, and $9538

from interest receipts. Expenditures aggregated $727,391

and consisted of: Operating and construction on Ready

Bullion claim, $342,580; operating and construction on

700-Foot claim, $365,272; dwelling loss for year, $1228;

coal loss, $1642; sundry adjustments, $16,669. Dividends

amounting to $162,180 were paid. The following tables

are summaries of costs per ton treated on the two claims

:

READY BULLION CLAIM
Operating costs:
Mining, development, 3569 ft.; stoping, 249.545 tons $1.0550
Milling, 233,100 tons 2641
Sulphuret expense, 5700 tons treated 0933
San Francisco office expense .0111
London office expense .0017
Paris office expense .0003
Legal expense .0034
Bullion charges 0100
Taxes 0104

Total operating cost $1.4493
Construction 0204

$1.4697
Sundry losses and adjustments, less interest receipts .0218
Depreciation charged oil .1750

Total cost, including depreciation $1.6665

700-FOOT CLAIM
Operating costs:
Mining, development, 8528 ft.; stoping, 106,002 tons $1.2302
Milling, 225,214 tons 2fi3S
Sulphuret expense, 4409 tons treated 0797
San Francisco office expense .0115
London office expense .0017
Paris office expense .0002
Legal expenses .0035
Taxes 0108
Bullion charges 0082

Total operating costs $1.6096
Construction 0123

$1.6219
Sundry losses and adjustments, less interest receipts .0218
Depreciation charged oft .1750

Total cost with depreciation $1.8187

The Ready Bullion mine is estimated to have 1,835,650

tons of ore in place compared with 1,433,334 tons in

1913; broken ore in stopes amounted to 308,'412 tons,

compared with 275,328 tons for the previous year. The
total ore reserve of both classes amounted t** 2,144,062

tons having an assay value of $2.68 per ton.
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The 700-Foot claim ore reserves are estimated to

contain 2,542,477 tons of ore having an assay value of

$3.35 per ton, as compared with 1,281,475 tons at $2.4G

per ton, in 1913. The reserve at the end of 1914 was

made up of 2,359,495 tons of ore in place and 182,982

tons broken in stopes. Broken ore in stopes shows a

decrease of 92,678 tons during the year.

An addition of 30 stamps was made to the Ready

Bullion mill and the same number were added to the

700-Foot claim mill. The average number of men em-

ployed was 246 at an average wage of $3.49 per day.

Employees were charged $25 per month for meals at the

company's boarding house and $2 per month for a room

in the lodging house.

The Mount Morgan Gold ilining Co., Mount Morgan,

Queensland, Australia, for the half-year ended Nov. 29,

1914, reports that revenue from all sources amounted to

$2,441,574. Expenses charged oif were $2,131,332, there-

by leaving a balance of $310,242, of which $243,000 was

paid in dividends. All ore treated amounted to 179,939

tons, yielding 4,593.58 tons of copper and 58,309 oz.

of gold. Of this ore, 13,039 tons were purchased and

miscellaneous ores. The mines produced 196,965 tons of

rock of which 25,610 tons were waste and the remainder

ore. Ore reserves are estimated to contain 1,123,000 tons

of high-grade and 1,849.000 tons of medium-grade ore.

Development work totaled 24S4 ft. and consisted of 1394

ft. of drifts, 110 ft. of recessing, 865 ft. of sinking and

115 ft. of raising.

The new smelting furnaces were started in July.

The present cost of coke per ton of Mount Morgan

ore smelted is $2.19 but this cost it is expected will

be reduced. The handling of flotation concentrates has

been a source of trouble on account of their fineness.

Laboratory experiments indicate that this trouble can

be overcome. The following table gives details of con-

centration results

:

,—Assays—

,

Recovery
Weight, Cop- Gold, Cop- Gold,
Tons per, % Dwts. per, % %

Ore treated 31,274 2.365 5.36
Table concentrates produced 5,993 3.29 11.44 26.68 40.89
Flotation concentrates pro-
duced 3,026 13.94 18.85 57.02 34 00

Total concentrates produced 9,019 6.86 13.93 83.70 74.89

The working cost of Mount Morgan ore treated, in-

clusive of development and estimated realization charges,

amounted to $11.49 per ton.

W-.

IL© IRol Hoo 2
The Le Roi No. 2, Rosslaiid. B. G., for the year ended

Sept. 30, 1914, reports that as a result of mining

operations $39,386 was remitted to the London oflBce of

the company. The mine produced 43,908 tons of rock,

consisting of 22,479 tons of mixed ore, 1689 tons of

second-class ore, 5689 tons of mill ore and 14,051 tons

of waste. After hand-sorting, this tonnage was disposed

of as follows: 17,566 tons of shipping ore, 12,113 tons

of milling ore, 11,178 tons of waste to dump and 3051

tons of waste to fill old workings. Stoping costs

totaled $95,089, or $3.32 per ton of ore. Diamond drill-

ing amounted to $19,957, or 70c. per ton of ore. Mining

costs in all aggregated $4.02 per ton for the following

charges: Ore production, labor, 83c.; explosives, 35c.;

illumimuits, 3c.; suiidrir.s 6c. : ore sorting, 19e.; general

expense, 47c.; power plant, labor, 10c. ; supplies, 49c.;

mine general, labor, 70c.; supplies, 10c; diamond drill-

ing, labor, 35c. ; carbon, 21c. ; supplies, 14c. Depreciation

amounting to $2.51 was charged ofl, but not inchidcd

in the costs just stated.

The gross value of 17,014 tons shipped was $20.19 per

ton, made up of $12.13 in gold, 93c. in silver and $7.13

for copper. The mill concentrated 12,170 tons of ore

averaging 0.132 oz. gold and 10.44 lb. of copper per ton.

From this ore 1322 tons of concentrates were produced

containing 0.754 oz. of gold, 0.756 oz. of silver and 20.7

lb. of copper per ton. The smelting charges amounted

to $4.98 per ton of concentrates. Development work

aggregated about 3794 ft. at a cost of $21.45 per ft.

There were 67 diamond-drill holes drilled totaling 12,249

ft. at an average cost of $1.63 per ft.

The report of the Broken Hill South Silver Mining

Co., Broken Hill, N. S. W., Australia, for the half-year

ended Dec. 31, 1914, shows a balance from the working

account of $297,199, and receipts of $901,376. After

providing for all other charges and income the net balance

for the year was $88,965. The mine produced 111,891

tons of ore averaging 15.3% Pb, 7.1 oz. Ag and 14.2%
Zn. Of this ore 96.8% was mined on contract, 0.4%
by miners on wages, and 2.8% from development work.

The average earnings of contract miners was $4.41

per 8-hr. shift and of truckers $3.52 per shift. There

were 417 surface employees of whom 404 were in daily

attendance and 779 underground employees of whom 734

were in daily attendance. All employees totaled 1196

and averaged 1138 in daily attendance. There were

25,698 cu.yd. of loose material sent below to fill stopes

at a cost of 92c. per ton of material used for filling, or

21.6c. per ton of ore extracted. The following gives a

tabulation of the classification effected by the concentrat-

ing plant

:

Net Pro- Assay Value Proportion of Metal
Weight, por- % Oz. % Contents, per Cent.
Tons tion Pb Ag Zn Pb Ag Zn

Concentrates 20,375 IS.l 64.9 21.6 8.3 76.7 54.9 10.6
Tailings:

Zinc 69,943 61.9 3.1 3.3 16.9 12.5 29.0 73.8
Quartz . . 5,942 5.3 1.7 1.6 4.1 0.6 1.1 1.5

Slimes 16,490 14.7 10.8 7.3 13.7 10.2 15.0 14.1

Total ore. 112, 750 100 15.3 7.1 14.2 100 100 100

Working costs amounted to $4.88 per ton and consisted

of $3.15 for mining, 22c. for filling stopes, 49c. for

development and $1.02 for concentrating. Total mine

cost per ton of concentrates was $27.66. In treating

this ore 26,675,000 gal. of water was consumed.

Vaia R®i Mlia©
The Van Roi Mining Co., Silverton, B. C, for the year

ended Sept. 30, 1914, reports that the mill ran 3457 hr.

and treated 16,025 tons of ore averaging 13.85 oz. Ag,

2.69% Pb and 6.64% Zn. Lead concentrates to the

amount of 588 tons were produced, averaging 192.08 oz.

Ag, 54.75% Pb and 11.15% Zn per ton. Zinc concen-

trates produced amounted to 1096 tons, averaging 54.91

oz. Ag, 3% Pb and 39.47%, Zn. The cost of mining

was reported at $2.57 per ton and $1.61 for concentrating.

Development work consisted of 2087 ft. at an average cost
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of $13.66 per ft. The average cost of drifts was $13.04

and raises, $15.42 per ft. The results of development

during the year did not justify any further expenditure

in this direction and no attempt will be made to extract

ore from the mine during the continuance of the European

The report of the Alaska Mexican Gold Mining Co.,

Douglas Island, Alaska, for 1914 shows a profit of

$170,202 from the treatment of 233,457 tons of ore, before

providing for $25,451 depreciation charge. The average

yield was $2.18 per ton of ore. Total receipts were

$513,318, of which $238,756 came from bullion sales,

$270,367 from concentrates treated and $4295 from

interest receipts. Dividends during the year aggregated

$144,000. The following table gives details of costs per

ton of ore treated:

Operating costs:

Mining; development, 2952 ft.; stoping, 167,274 tons $1-0188
Milling, 233,457 tons 2457
Sulphuret expense, 4340 tons treated 0798

San Francisco office expense nnSnLondon office expense Xn??
Paris office expense nS?,
Legal expense •5x„I
Taxes 00S7
Bullion charges .00b.i

Total operating costs
^^'noi iConstruction nnli

Boarding-house loss for year
n??.Dwellings loss for year xins

Sundry adjustments .0328

$1.4705
Depreciation charged off .1090

Total cost with depreciation $1.5795

Ore reserves are estimated to contain 688,738 tons of

ore, having an assay value of $2.68 per ton, consisting

of 327,426 tons of ore in place and 361,312 tons broken

in slopes; compared with 816,882 tons having an average

assay value of $2.53 f)er ton and consisting of 430,939

tons in place and 385,943 tons broken in stopes at the

end of 1913. The average number of men employed was

159 at an average wage of $3.28 per day.

W.

A.5pi20iraa Ooppeir
The report of the Arizona Copper Co., Clifton, Ariz.,

for year ended Sept. 30, 1914, shows a production of

38,756,000 lb. of bessemer copper. Ore mined from the

companj-'s properties amounted to 1,079,950 dry tons

and the smelting returns indicated an average contents

of 36.17 lb. of copper per ton. About 95% of the ore

mined was concentrating ore. Of the copper produced

81.4% came from the sulphide ores and 18.6% from

oxidized ores. The financial statements show that the

profit from operations in Arizona was $1,400,919. After

payment of $119,221 in dividends, satisfying bond interest

and other charges and adding other income, the net

surplus carried forward for the year was $713,837.

The Humbolt mine produced 527,730 tons of ore during

the year. The second-class ore at this mine averaged

2.47% agaiiLst 2.87% during 1913. The Clay mine

produced 140,712 tons of ore of which 695 tons were

smelting and 140,017 tons concentrating ore. The pro-

duction at the Petaluma and Carrasco mines amounted
to 17,071 tons of which 5001 tons were smelting and

the remainder concentrating ore. The Yavapai mine

produced 597 tons of smelting ore, 31,226 tons of con-

centrating ore and 5191 tons of pyrites. The Longfellow

North Extension mine production amounted to 61,433

tons concentrating and 1360 tons of smelting ore. The

Coronado mine produced 145,352 tons of concentrating

and 7756 tons of first-class smelting ore. The Metcalf

mines produced from surface and underground 87,29^

tons of oxide and concentrating ore. The King mine

produced 36,441 tons of which 27,823 tons were sulphide

concentrating and 3740 tons oxide concentrating and

4918 tons oxide smelting ores.

The sulphide concentrators treated 932,954 dry tons of

sulphide ore of which 76.8% were treated at No. 6 and

23.2% at the Clifton concentrator. The average ratio

of concentration was 8.43 tons of ore into one ton of

concentrates. The oxide concentrator and leacher treated

87,875 dry tons of ore, producing 5414 tons of concen-

trates sent to the smelter and 72,649 tons of tailings

treated in the leaching plant. Of the total copper

production 5.7% came from these ores.

The report states that after the first few months of

breaking in the new smelting plant, it has operated

smoothly and well. It also mentions the fact that in 1910

the total taxes for state and county purposes in Arizona

amounted to $65,060, while in 1914 they were $180,157.

The Canada Copper Corporation, Greenwood, B. C,
was organized in March, 1914, with an authorized cap-

ital of $5,000,000, made up of 1,000,000 sliares. There

was also authorized at the time of organization an issue

of $1,000,000 6% convertible debentures. On Dec. 31,

1914, 600,200 shares of the stock had been issued and

200,000 shares were held for the conversion of the bonds

:

$600,000 of the bonds had been negotiated, and the re-

maining $400,000 of bonds and 199,800 shares of stock

may be used for future requirements. Under the plan

of organization the stockholders of the British Columbia

Copper Co. were invited to subscribe for the bonds and

to exchange their shares for shares of the Canada Cop-

per Corporation. There were exchanged 444,952 shares

of the Briti.sh Columbia company. The Corporation also

holds a first mortgage on the British Columbia Copper

Co. to secure a loan of $340,000.

Some details of operating costs at the mines are given

in this report. At the ilotherlode mine the cost of

placing the ore on board the railroad cars at the mine

was 85.43c. per ton. This cost includes ore sorting at

4.55c. per ton; development, at 8.7c. per ton, or $5.97 J
per ft. oi work; and diamond drilling at 6.48c. per ton ^
of ore or $2.38 per ft. drilled.

At the smeltery 299,928 tons were handled consisting

of 193,513 tons of British Columbia Copper Co.'s ore

and 106,416 tons of custom ore. There were 5139 tons

of converter slag made and smelted which contained 1627

tons of custom ore and 466 tons of clay. There were

41,026 tons of coke used, which was equal to 13.52%

of the entire charge fed to the furnaces. The average

grade of the matte was 39.7% copper. The blast fur-

nace slag contained 0.251% Cu, 0.0039 oz. Au, and 0.07

oz, Ag per ton. The average analysis was 41.9% silica,

18% iron and 22% lime. The production of fine cop-

per was 4,116,190 lb.; gold, 14,442 oz., and silver, 63,-

501 oz. The company closed the year with $181,106 in

cash on hand.
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Froposedl M®sim©B»isiIl fto

I have just returned I'roin Washinj>tt)n, where I was
in attendance at the funeral of Dr. Joseph A. Holmes, on

Saturday. The services at the church and at the grave in

Eock Creek Cemetery were dignified, but perfect in sim-

plicity, as befitted his character. The arrangements

were made by his loyal friend and assistant. \'an H. Man-
ning. The flowers were beautiful, and included a wreath

from President Wilson. Each of the bureau's chief sta-

tions, Pittsburgh, Denver, San Francisco and Washington,

was represented by set pieces, including an exquisite re-

jiroductiou of the bureau's emblem of the eagle, the crossed

hammer and pick and the Doctor's own motto, "Safety

and I<]fficiency." Secretaries Lane, Daniels and Wilson,

GifEord Pinchot, and other prominent persons were honor-

ary pallbearers; the bureau division chiefs were active

pallbearers.

lu talking with a number of Doctor Holmes' personal

friends, both in and outside of the bureau, views were

expressed that there should be some permanent memorials

for so big and unique a man as Doctor Holmes, who
covered so wide a range of scientific activities, but most
of all who touched the humanitarian side of the thou-

sands with whom he came in contact—from the most

successful mine operators to the humblest among the

miners. It was a matter of regret to all that he could

not have seen in life some of the larger fruits of tlie work
which he inspired among many.

Two plans were suggested which seemed to meet general

approbation, including that of Mr. Manning, acting di-

rector; and I was informally asked by several to bring

the matter before a number of my friends, also friends of

Doctor Holmes, who would be in better position than any

persons within the bureau to sound out by discussing each

in his own special .circle of friends in the mining and
metallurgical industries the merits of the following or

alternative proposalSj and the possibility of carrying them
out effectively:

The first, the erection of an appropriate monument
at the grave in Eock Creek Cemetery, Washington, to he

of a simple yet beautiful character, such as the statue of

"Grief," by Saint-Gaudens, in the same cemetery, which

in itself attracts thousands of visitors. It is thought

that there will be tens of thousands of miners, operators,

metallurgical workers in the great mining and metallur-

gical industry, who would gladly contribute the individual

small amount needed for such a memorial.

The second, a memorial volume, to contain: (1) A
sketch of Doctor Holmes' life: (2) views of his work
by a number of selected persons, each representing some
phase of the professions and industries with which Doctor

Holmes has had to do, such as safety in mining, conserva-

tion and efficiency in mining and metallurgy, education-

al w'ork, geology, as a friend of labor, and as a man

;

(3) resohitions of various societies a"nd associations,

which are now beginning to pour in to the bureau, and to

iiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinnniiiiiiiiiiMiiniiiinniiuiiJiim

his family; (t) selected writings and addresses by Doe-

tor Holmes. The vohinie to be carefully edited by some
friend of Doctor llolnies who lias literary ability, and
to l)e handsomely Iwund.

It is believed that there would Ije tliousands of sub-

scribers, who for a moderate subscriittion would at once

do honor to Doctor Holmes' memory and at the same time

furnish themselves with a book which each would be

glad to possess.

It has seemed to a number of those with whom I talked

that both the above projiosals could be carried out, the first

by a large committee under the leadership of some prom-
inent person who would be in position to give some of liis

attention to it; the second project to be undertaken under
the auspices of one of our national engineering or chem-
ical societies, such as the American Institute of Mining
Engineers, though of course without financial obligation,

the subscriptions in cash to be first obtained. The as-

sembling of the various engineering societies in San Fran-
cisco in September would be an admirable time to bring
this matter to a climax : but it is well that both the proj-

ect's, if they seem feasible, should be started as soon as

possilile.

The replies will probably throw some light on the best

manner of proceeding. It will be appreciated that it would
not be possible for anyone connected with the bureau to fol-

low the matter up to a finality, but I know all the bureau
men will do all they can in a personal, private way to as-

sist those or any other projects to honor the memorv of

a man who was so much beloved by every one of them.

Geo. S. Eice, Chief ^lining Engineer.

United States Bureau of Mines.
Pittsburgh, Penn., Julv 19. 1915.

Receira^t Fs'og'tress Sim FSotaft5®ia

I have noticed in the Journal of May 29, 191.j. an
article by 0. G. Ealston and F. Cameron on ore extrac-
tion by the so-called oil-flotation process which seems
to be quite to the point on the question. Jlay I add a

few suggestions on what is worth while. I commenced
in the oil-refining business almost at the first of refining

petroleum, extracting all of the many products, and be-

came interested immediately in the oil part when oil

flotation of minerals first came out.

I concluded then as I do now, that complete success
must depend upon holding the temperature of the oil

at all times the same as the temperature of the ore and
mill water used, or as the atmosphere, by interlocking
automatic temperature gages. The oil should be held
in something like an oil still, so that the temperature
of the whole contents of the still can be changed quickly
to correspond ^vith the atmosphere, ore and water. Noth-
ing is more susceptible and sensitive to heat and cold
than oil.

A practical oil refiner would surely build his stills

and appliances to adapt his oil closely and quickly to
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the temperature of the mill whether run at midnight,

midday, or in wet, damp, cold or stormy weather. With-

out doing so, the tailings value is bound to go up and

down and the extraction be unsatisfactory.

James A. Fleming.

Globe, Ariz., July 22, 1915.

Tfiii© Ca.se ®f Speller
Producers and sellers of zinc, known in the trade as

spelter, are taking advantage of the lull following spelter's

advance to unprecedentedly high prices to make careful

inventory of the situation. The important query cur-

rent in zinc circles is : "Will the war demand for the

metal be sufficient to absorb the very considerably in-

creased production which is on the way, and will it be

able to make up for the falling off in the peace demand
for spelter?"

Action brings reaction. Tlie shutting off of zinc sup-

plies from Germany, Austria and Belgium, producers of

50% of the world's spelter, and the demand for the

metal by makers of war munitions produced a temporary

pinch in the supply which drove its price from about

5c. to nearly 30c. a lb. The importance of the three na-

tions mentioned as producers is seen from the following

table, which gives their 1913 spelter production in tons

of 2000 lb.

:

Tons
World's production 1,100,000

Germany 312,000
Belgium 218,000
Austria 24,000

Total 554,000
Consumption of these three nations 387,000

Available for export 167,000

With 107,000 tons or 334:,000,000 lb. of export metal

cut off from the world's sources of supply at one fell

swoop, higher prices were inevitable. B'ear of a corner

rather than an actual corner impelled manufacturers,

especially those with war contracts, to rush into the mar-
ket and bid for the metal almost without regard to price.

Undoubtedly they bought more metal and paid much
higher prices than the situation warranted.

Since the war began our exports have averaged and
are still running at the rate of 10,000 tons per month,
or only 120,000 tons per annum. Apparently the war-

ring nations do not need now as much as they required

in peace times. The requirement now is chiefly for brass.

To make brass two tons of copper are used for every

ton of spelter. We have no statistics of copper con-

sumption, but we have statistics of copper exports. They
have fallen off, which confirms the theory that less rather

than more spelter is being used abroad.

Two important reactions followed the abnormal ad-

vance in price as inevitable corrollaries. The first was
a sharp decline in what may be termed the peace de-

mand for the metal and the second was a tremendous
stimulation of production. Galvanizers who in normal
times use 60% of the spelter consumed in the United
States, doing business on comparatively narrow margins

of profit and unprotected by the large profit margins
of war orders, simply could not afford to pay the piper.

It is conservatively estimated that the demand from gal-

vanizers has decreased at least 50%, or, say, 100,000

tons per annum.

Producers, fired by the golden lure of prices such as

no man has ever seen before, and probably never will

see again, are straining every nerve to increase produc-

tion. Smelteries are operating at capacity, thousands

of additional workmen are busy in these plants and at

the mines, and millions of dollars are being spent in en-

largement of existing zinc smelteries and the building of

new ones.

The Steel Corporation is building two large plants, one

at Donora, Pa., and one at Gary, Ind., at an estimated

cost of $5,000,000 and with a combined production of

50,000 tons per annum. Together with the corpora-

tion's present capacity to produce, this will practically

remove from the market this large buyer, whose total

consumption has heretofore taken about one-fourth of

the country's output.

A canvass of the zinc smelteries of the country shows

that the operative capacity at the end of 1914, which

amounted to 114,000 retorts, as sho^vn by Government
survey, has been or will be by Jan. 1 increased to 154,000

retorts. A low estimate of the capacity of these re-

torts to produce zinc is 4 tons per annum, or, say, a

net annual output of at least 600,000 tons. Theoreti-

cally the capacity is really about 10% in excess of this

quantity, and if anything like current conditions continue

to prevail, making it desirable to push operations, at

least 650,000 tons per annum can easily be made. This

would mean an increase of 300,000 tons over last year's

production, thereby making up for the loss of shipments

from Germany, Austria and Belgium, with 133,000 tons

per annum to spare.

Under these circumstances it is only a matter of time,

and a short time at that, when an equilibrium between

supply and demand will be reestablished. When the

war is over and Europe is again producing and export-

ing spelter, this country will find itself with a smelting

capacity two to three times greater than any possible de-

mand. Then will come a struggle for existence, with

the fittest surviving, and an era of low prices resulting

from keen competition such as threatened bankruptcy to

many concerns before the war.

Perhaps this readjustment, which is bound to come

and which will eliminate the weaker producers, is one

good reason why the zinc companies are going slowly

in the matter of distributing the large surplus which

they are piling up in these piping times, and why con-

servative investors feel that current prices for zinc shares

have sufficiently discounted the situation in spite of pres-

ent plethoric profits.

J. P. B.

New York, July 29, 1915.

(CoEasoIlndlaiftedl

EiffiSmi©s C

igia ®i!

Coppeip'

Recently returning from an absence of several weeks,

in an out-of-the-way place, I find my issues of the

Engineering and Mining Journal awaiting me. Hereto-

fore I have considered the Engineering and
_
Mining

Journal to be an un-owned, unprejudiced standard of

modern mining.

Were it not for the fact that I am sure that the Journal

has committed a carelessness, not usually characteristic
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of it, I would be tempted to suspect tliat I had been under
misapprehension.

The error occurs in the issue of June 19, 1915 (Vol. 99,

No. 25), on p. 1069 and is entitled "Drilling Campaign
of the Consolidated Copperniines Co.". The Journal,

having unfortunately omitted the author of this article,

would be held responsible for it by anyone who was
unfamiliar with the Journal's high standards.

As this before-mentioned article appears to be merely
a deliberated and undeserved attack upon Colonel Wall,

and in no way represents the facts about the Consolidated

Copperniines Co., it would be pre-assumed that the

Journal is not personally responsible for it. On p. 1070,

the resources of the great Morris mine are either deliber-

ately misrepresented; or so diluted with waste, that they

give no resemblance to the original values. Concerning
the Brooks mine, the location of the drill-holes, as shown
in the appended plat, vastly discredits that mine; at no
place are the drill-holes (put down by former General-

Manager F. P. Mills, of the Giroux Co.), which lie to

the south of the Bunker Hill, even indicated. This is

a severe depreciation as these drill-holes promised that

the orebody of the Brooks-Bunker Hill would swing to

the south and meet the large bodies of concentrating

(largely native copper) ore which underlie the rich zones

of the Alpha mine. Neither are the drill-holes shown
to the east of the Bunker Hill, indicating a connection

with the orebody which follows along, or overlaps the

Butte & Ely line, and connects with the Liberty Pit of

the Nevada Consolidated Co. ; nor is any mention made of

these orebodies. Also, no mention is made of the so-

called "Old Glory porphyry ore," which is in no way
related to the "territory served by the Old Glory shaft'";

a large part of the sampling of which was personally

supervised by a United States geologist, and which acts

as a connecting link between the Morris mine and the rich

Veteran orebody of the Nevada Consolidated Co. Nor
is mention made of the orebody penetrated in the neigh-

borhood of the Dewey shaft (independent of "the

territory served by the Taylor shaft"). Nor is any
mention made of a fairly large tonnage developed in

the Butte & Ely property, and allowed by as ultra-

conservative an engineer as Henry Krumb, of Salt Lake
City. To appreciate fully the seriousness of these dis-

crepancies, I will call your attention to the Giroux ore

reserves as estimated above the signature of Thomas F.

Cole, in the annual report of the Giroux Consolidated

Mines Co. for 1911, and reaffirmed by the annual report

of 1912; or even as far back as the annual report of

the Giroux Consolidated Mines Co. for 1910.

Since, in this article of unknown authorship, no definite

value is claimed for the development of the Alpha-

Giroux shafts, I will call your attention to the records

of the office of the Surveyor-General of the United

States, where sworn statements are given in connection

with the patenting of the Mammoth and other groups

south of the Alpha-Giroux shafts.

Also, in this same deceptive literature, it is interesting

to note that the only apparent method of financing the

Consolidated Coppermiues Co., is by a proposed sale

of bonds; and nothing is said of the one million dollars

promised by those most interested in the consolidation,

which was the most vital element guaranteed in the

formation of the Consolidated Coppennines Company.

I think, when you look into the facts of this situation,

you will make haste to correct the unfortunate mistake

of bearing the responsibility of an apparent attempt, if

not conspiracy, to depreciate a very valuable property.

A. J. Sale.

Battle Mountain, Nov., July 21, 1915.

[It is not unusual tor persons who read in a news-

paper something that they do not like, or something

with which they disagree, to charge that it was put in by

someone who "owns" the paper, or in pursuance of a

conspiracy, etc. The article with which Mr. Sale finds

fault was published as a matter of news, and consisted

of the summary of a statement by E. F. Gray, the

manager of the Consolidated Coppermines Co., to his

directors, followed by a brief account of the annual

meeting of the stockholders, and concluded with a

summary of what President Boynton said in his annual

report. All of this was made clear enough in the article.

Mr. Gray in his report of the ore reserves said: "No
allowance has been made for any direct-smelting ores

known to exist in the Old Glory, Taylor, Giroux and
Alpha shafts, or the territory contiguous thereto, as these

openings—except on the 770- and 1000-ft. levels of the

Giroux shaft—are at present inaccessible."

There was no animadversion about Colonel Wall. The
only reference to him was in the account of the stock-

holders' meeting, in connection with which it was re-

marked that "No opposition developed from the fiery

attack made on the management recently in a circular by

Col. Enos A. Wall." The nondevelopment of opposition

was a mere statement of fact. Anybody who read Colonel

Wall's circular will concede that the characterization of

it as "fiery" was verj- temperate.

We print ilr. Sale's letter for it gives another side of a

controversy that appears to have developed, as to the

merits of which the Journal offers no opinion. Mr Sale's

reference to the Giroux report of 1910 is not a happy
one, however, the official figures published therein having

been rather emphatically discredited.—Editor.]

Fasaeuaess of Cip^slhinim^ for

Will not the readers of the Journal give some data

on the cause of the differences in assays produced by

variation in the mesh to which the ore is crushed be-

fore assaying it? Apparently there is a point of maxi-
mum recover}' ; that is, up to a certain point the assays in-

crease as the mesh diminishes, after which the assays de-

crease as the fineness of sample increases.

I have always supposed the low results with too coarse

ore were due to the collector (reduced litharge) going

down through the charge before complete fusion had taken

place and that the low results with too fine ore were
owing to the introduction of extraneous material from the

crushing machinery.

Some weight is lent to this view by the fact that the

point of maximum recovery is reached—according to my
own experience—at a lower mesh on hard ores than it is

on soft. But one man's experience and his time and
opportunity for experiment are limited, so I should like

to hear of other experimenters' work and conclusions.

A. A. Nasox.
New York. Julv 18. 1915.
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INSPIRATION CONSOLIDATED COPPER CO., JIIAJII, ARIZ.

Upper view shows concentrator, test mill and trestle, with smeltery in the hackBround. Lower view shows the hoist

house, headframes for the twin shafts, crushing plant and loading station at the mines
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Upper view sh

iX CONSOLIDATED COPPER CO., MIAMI, ARIZ.
- shows the gcner;d anangement of smeltery (right background), concentrator (foreground), and wells and pump
station (left background). Lower picture shows a close view of trestle, concentrator, shops and yard
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The United States returns of exports and imports for

May and the five months ended May 31, as summarized

below, show considerable change this year, mainly on ac-

count of the conditions arising from the war in Europe.

The noteworthy changes in the more important metals

are the large decrease in copper exports and the extraordi-

nary increases in lead and zinc. In the minor metals

the chief changes were a large increase in antimony and a

heavy reduction in aluminum, due to the foreign embar-

goes placed on that metal.

United States foreign trade in the chief metals, other

than iron and steel, is reported as follows for the five

months ended May 31

:

Imports

Copper, long tons
Tin, long tons. . .

Lead, short tons-

Zine, short tons.

,

Exports •

1314 1915

187,993 134.607
344 308

7,858 67,906
588 59,263

1914

67.761
13,879
10,346

471

1915

43,628
18,308
28,607

326

TheCopper includes contents of ore and matte,

imports of zinc ore in 1915 were 40,183 tons, con-

taining 32,362,875 lb. zinc. No exports of ore have been

reported in 1915. Exports include reexports of foreign

material.

The exports and imports of the minor metals in the

United States for five months ended May 31, as reported

by the Department of Commerce, were as follows

:

Exports
1914 1915

Nickel, lb 11,603,325 12,623,241
Antimony, lb 3,122 302,625
Aluminum, lb 5,114 28,772
Quicksilver, lb 6,77R 120,112
Platinum, oz 143 34,548 7,749

Nickel and antimony include metallic contents of ore,

matte, regulus, etc. Exports include reexports of foreign

material. Exports of aluminum in manufactured forms,

not included in the foregoing figures, were valued at

.$-123,855 in 1914 and $1,933,055 this year.

The imports and exports of secondary metallic prod-

ucts in the United States for the five months ended May
31 were as follows, in pounds:

17,093,496 19,403,608
6,233,503 7,367,600
6,511,104 3,323,275

Copper sulphate.

.

White lead
Zinc oxide
Zinc dust
Zinc dross

1914

6,348,208
7,284,563

12,224,827
34,212

572,477
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mitted to the experts, and their recommendations are about
to be carried out. The acting hydraulic eneineer is now on
his way to America for the purpose of obtaining personal
and practical knowledge of the methods adopted in the oil

fields there, and, if he thinks advisable, to secure the services
of a thoroughly qualified oilborer as his assistant, and also to
negotiate for the purchase of an uptodate oil-boring plant.

Revasiosa of MaKaijag lLa"«^s Uirged

Eevision of Federal miuing laws that they may en-

courage the prospector and not discourage him, as is the

case at present, will be one of the paramount issues to come
before a special meeting of the Miuing and Metallurgical

Society of America, which will open in Washington, D. C,
Dec. 18. according to Horace T. Winchell, says the Salt

Lake Tribune. Mr. Winchell arrived in Salt Lake,

Wednesday, July 28, in connection with apex litigation.

He is chairman of the committees on mining law of the

American Institute of Mining Engineers and the Mining
and iletallurgical Society of America, and, in con-

sequence, is greatly interested in the present agitation for

revision of federal mining laws. He said:

Salt Lake City's Commercial Club and Chamber of Com-
merce and all other Utah organizations interested in the de-
velopment of the mining industry in this state and the West,
will be asked to adopt resolutions for presentation to the
American Mining Congress, asking that organization to make
an organized effort to accomplish the revision of Federal
mining laws. We are determined to bring this matter before
the national congress at its next session in such a direct and
forceful manner that it will find it imperative to heed our
demands for new and better laws.

PRESENT LAWS FORTY-FIVE TEARS OLD
The present laws under which claims are located were

enacted in 1S72, and since that time they have been in force

practically unchanged. These laws were ^vell adapted, proba-
bly, to conditions as they existed then, but they come far

short in meeting conditions as they exist today. Mining men,
generally, have condemned the operation of these laws, and
there has been much agitation, but no organized effort to
obtain action by Congress which would change the laws so
as to encourage the prospector and not discourage him.

At the last session of Congress a bill was introduced in

the Senate "which received the general approbation of mining
men. This bill provided for the appointment of a commission
of three to investigate conditions in mining sections and to

suggest amendments to the present laws. The proposed act
passed the Senate with the hearty approval of the Committee
on Mines and Mining, Secretary of the Interior Franklin K.
Lane, the director of the Bureau of Mines and of the Geological
Survey, and was recommended for passage in the House of
Representatives by the House Committee on Mines and Min-
ing. Western representatives, however, did not take the
interest in the measure which Western senators did, and the
bill died without action.

REVISION ENDORSED BT ALL THE LARGE MINING
SOCIETIES

This movement for the amendment of mining legislation

has the approval of the various different organizations of

mining men throughout the United States. The American
Institute of Mining Engineers, the Mining and Metallurgical
Society of America and the American Mining Congress all

have important committees at work or> the subject. It is a
matter of really great importance. Tne last report of the
Bureau of Mines calls attention to the relative importance of
mining and agricultural industries of the country and shows
that although each laborer in a mine or smelter contributes
an average of $2000 .per annum to the wealth of the nation.
each agricultural laborer contributes only $S00 in the same
length of time. Although the agricultural industry is ever-
lasting and the mining industry is only temporary, so to
speak, Congress appropriates thirty-five times as much money
for the encouragement and development of the agricultural
industry as it does for the mining industry.

In the report it is also shown that 65 per cent, of the
freight business of all our railroads is in handling raw and
manufactured products of mines, and that the standing of
the United States among other nations as a manufacturing
nation depends more largely upon mineral products than upon

any other. But In spite of this fact it Is singularly difficult

to legislate wisely In the Interest of the mining communties.

ACTION TO BE TAKEN IN DECE.MBER
The pertinence of these remarks at this time lies In the

fact that there is to be held in Washington, D. C, beginning
Dec. IS, a meeting of the Mining and Metallurgic.Tl Society of
America, to which will be invited representatives and dele-
gates from all Western mining and commercial organizations
interested in the development of the resources of the respec-
tive communities of the West. It is hoped that the meeting
will be largely attended and that matters will be brought
through this organized effort so directly and forcefully to
the atention of Congress that it will result in the much-needed
revision.

It is unnecessary to specify in what particulars revision is
required, because every mining man and others conversant
with the situation know that the law requiring a discovery ol
metal in places before a valid location can be made is not onb
absurd, but operates to discourage the prospector. Mining
men universally condemn the apex law, which is the direct
cause of so much litigation in all our camps and furnishes
such fat fees to attorneys and experts at the expense of the
mining companies.

Accidlesaft M.au© at Vsiipaotuis.

ftotuis's of thie Dsi5^
The accompanying table of accident frequencies is

taken from the Raritan Copper Works Ingot, and ap-
pears to show the effect of tiredness toward the end of
the shifts on the accident rate.

NUiMBER OF ACCIDENTS OCCURRING EACH HODR OF THE DAY
,„,- , T- u ... . ,- No. of Per Cent,
laio Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June Accidents of Total

3 (a.m.) to 3:59.. 1 i .

4 (a.m.) to 4:59.. i i T
5 (a.m.) to 5:59.. 1 14
6 (a.m.) to 6:59 1 2 3 12
7 (a.m.) to 7:59 1 f 4
8 (a.m.) to 8:59 1 14
9 (a.m.) to 9:59 1 14
10 (a.m.) to 10:59 2 1 3 12
11 (a.m.) to 11:59 3 1 4 16
12(noon) to 12:59 1 14
1 (p.m.) to 1:59 2 2 8
2 (p.m.) to 2:59 1 12 8
4 (p.m.) to 4:59 11 2 8
7 (p.m.) to 7:59 1 1 I
8 (p.m.) to 8:59 1 j J

Total 6 4 4 4 4 3 25 100

Exports asad Isimports of Leacdl
In the Journal for July 24, p. 156, was given the

statement of lead imports' "for ilay and the five months
ended May 31, as furnished by the Department of
Commerce. The statement is now completed by the
report of the exports for the same period. The shipments
for May included 15,312 short tons of domestic lead ex-
ported and 3021 tons of foreign lead reexported; a total

of 18,333 tons. This makes the full report for the five

months ended May 31 as follows, in short tons:

Imports 10.348
Exports 7 858

1915 Changes
28.607 I. 18,261
67,906 I. 60,048

In 1914 the imports exceeded the exports by 2488 tons;
but in 1915 the exports have exceeded the' imports by
39,299 tons, an average of nearly 8000 tons per month.

sf Mairaes Csisr'

T©\uirasa^ Idlalho
The itinerary of the Bureau of Mines Car No. 5. in

charge of John Boardman, will be as follows for the next
two months: Burke, Idaho, Aug. 8 to 14; Mace, Idaho,
Aug. 15 to Aug. 21; Success, Idaho, Aug. 22 to 28; Kel-
logg, Idaho, Aug. 29 to Sept. 11; Wallace, Idaho, Sept.

12 to 15; Spokane, Wash, (shops for repairs), Sept. 16
to Oct. 9.
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Tlh© Iiad®p©inidl(eiail Fowdletp

The manufacture of high-explosives in the United

States has heretofore focused in a small group of big com-

])anies. There have been a good many small companies, far

more than the consuming public has known. The United

States Bureau of Mines not long ago listed 29 manufac-

turers of high explosives in the United States. Most of

the small producers, however, have hid their light under a

bushel. Their product has gone chiefly into local con-

sumption. Talk with mining men generally—-the great

consumers of explosives—and few can tell the names of

any dynamite-manufacturing companies other than those

which arose through the dismemberment of the so-called

powder trust.

The big companies are now absorlu'd in filling their

great war contracts, in supplying high explosives to the

armies of Europe. They are making fabulous profits,

selling for about $1 per lb. what costs them about 30c.

to make, so it is said ; and the quotations for their

shares have soared. While they are thus engaged there

is a remarkable chance for their competitors, large

and small, to make themselves known and capture a

large share of the domestic business. For this there is

every inducement. The peaceful business is not imme-

diately so profitable as the military business, but it is

more permanent. AVith mining going on at the high rate

at present—copper mines, lead mines, zinc mines and

gold mines being worked at their utmost capacity, while

iron mining is rapidly rising to normal—there is no

sense in anybody shutting his eyes to the possibilities of

expansion with the excuse that times are dull.

It is not healthful for any industry to have its supply

of an essential commodity centered in one place, or in

only a few. More active competition in the supplying of

dynamite would be welcomed. Every purchasing agent
likes to shop and the existence of shopping tends to im-
prove not only the feelings of the shopper but also the

product that is offered to him. If, however, manufac-
turei's want to give the shopper a chance to sho]), they have
got to let him know about themselves—they have got to

kick the liushel off their light. In other words, they've

got to advei'tise.

Those engineers who have broken away from the tra-

ditional routine and have tried the dynamites manufac-
tured by the smaller independents find that, though less

well known, they do work equal to the old standard brands,
that their technical divisions are equally keen to supply
the right powder to suit their customers' varying condi-

tions, and that almost invariably the independent powder
can be bought for less money. The mining engineers

would welcome the widening of their field by the indepen-
dents for the furtlier reason that the restrictions of some
of the dismembered companies have too often been irk-

some and the subject of complaint.

With the practical completion of the New United Verde

and Miami copper smelteries, the Inspiration and the

Alaska Gastineau mills, the Anaconda and Chuquicamata

leaching plants, the Rose Lake and Langeloth zinc

smelteries, an extensive program of new construction

begun two or three years ago is drawing toward a close.

Several of these plants, however, are still lacking their

final units, and work on these will be going on durin<i

the remainder of 1915, and even in 1916. Among su h

plants are the Inspiration, Chuquicamata, Alaska Gastin-

eau and Langeloth, which will engage the attention of

their builders for a long while yet.

The building of new metallurgical plants is, however,

a never-ending process. About as fast as one group is

completed another is started. The doubts and uncertain-

ties of the first nine months following the beginning of

the war caused a halt, but things are now active again,

and probably metallurgical building is going on at as

high a rate as previous to the war.

First and foremost is the reconstruction of several of

the Anaconda plants, carrying out plans that invoive

the expenditure of millions of money. In gold milling,

the Alaska Juneau mill is the big thing ; in zinc smelting,

the Donora and Gary plants of the Steel CoriTOration

;

in copper metallurgy, the leaching plant of the New
Cornelia company. The Tacoma Smelting Co. is adding

largely to its electrolytic refining capacity.

There are a great many small plants being put up

in all directions, especially to supply the minor metals

and various commodities whereof the prices have risen

to high levels. In such operations speed of construction

is a highly important consideration, and it is to be ex-

pected that many old records will be broken.

The recent editorial in the Journal on the subject of in-

creased zinc-smelting capacity in the United States elicited

some corrections from well-informed quarters, the general

tenor of which was to show that the Journal's estimate

was too low. This was not surprising. There appears to

be an aversion on the part of the smelters who have been

making increases to letting it be known, wherefore tenta-

tive lists are likely to be characterized by important

omissions.

The following is a revised estimate: At 12 works listed

Jan. 1, 1015, new retorts to the aggregate of 16,762 are

being added. Five old works, not then listed, have been

put in operation, with a total of old and new retorts

amounting to 660-4. Three new plants arc bejng built

with a total of 14,160 retorts. Therefore the total ad-

dition to American zinc-smelting capacity will be about

.37,600 retorts, corresponding to capacity for about 160,-

000 tons of spelter per annum, which will give a total
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siiieuiiig capacity for the lu'oiluctioii of al)Out (Uii'.OOO tons

uf spelter per annum.

The new capacity will probably become available to its

full extent a good deal sooner than was previously esti-

mated. It turns out that the United States Steel Corpora-

tion is building not only at Douora, Penn.. but also at

(lary, Ind. It is said that the production of spelter at

Donora is to begin about Nov. 1. and at (iary about

Jan. 1. If those dates are lived up to, all records in

building smelteries fired with coal will be surpassed. The

managers of the Steel Corporation appear to have confi-

dence in this inasmuch as its purchasing agent is reported

to be buying no spelter for delivery after November. It

is clear that these new plans are going to put the zinc-

smelting industry into a new phase. When the largest

consumer—a concern that uses about 110,000 tons of spel-

ter per annum—puts itself into a position to supply about

70,000 tons of its requirement there will be a void in the

general market that it will not be easy to fill.

About eight years after lieginning production, the Ne-

vada Consolidated company is taking steps to obtain

ore from its Euth mine. Heretofore its production has

been made by the Eureka, Hecla and Liberty pits, with a

little coming from the Veteran mine, which, however, has

lately been idle. The Veteran orebody is relatively small

and mining it is relatively costly, but the extraction of

ore from it will be resumed later. The Euth mine has a

large body of high-grade ore. comparatively speaking It

will be mined by underground methods, which in this

case figure out a little cheaper than stripping and steam-

shoveling.

The Nevada Consolidated is an excellent example of the

principle that great, flat-lying orebodies are usually under-

estimated. In the Eureka, Liberty and Hecla pits

the fringes of the huge ore mass have been found to ex-

tend outward farther than ever was reckoned. A result

is that after eight years of ore extraction this company
is still able to figure its ore reserves at a larger quantity

than ever. However, the average grade of the present

ore is lower than was originally reckoned and the cost

of producing copper from it has increased, though not

in direct proportion to the diminution of grade of the ore

which has been partially oifset by improvements in the

arts of mining, milling and smelting.

The Kennecott Copper Corporation, the shares of

which were recently introduced to the public, is unique

in having a capitalization of shares which have no par

value. This is a good idea to follow in the organization

of mining companies. In former times it used to be

the custom to capitalize a mining company at $100 per

share, let us say, and offer the stock at $10 per share,

the promoters and the public both hoping that develop-

ment in the mine inight cause the stock to grow up to its

par value. Sometimes it did, but more often it did not.

causing the stock to look rather ridiculous ever afterward.

In the more modern cases of the porphyry coppers the

idea was to capitalize at the real value in the young days

of the mine. Thus, ^liami was brought out when it

had about 2,500,000 tons of ore developed and the shares

were made of $5 par value. As the known ore resources

of the mine gradually increased to about 20,000,000 tons,

the value of the stock increased more or less in proportion

thereto, and in fact that company is now paying dividends

at the rate of $3 per share jier annum, which is 60 per

cent, on the par value. This experience (that of Utah,

Chino, Ray, and the rest of the porphyry coppers are

similar) causes persons inexperienced in mining to

wonder. In fact, the par values of these securities ceased

long ago to have any significance (except for Federal-

and state-taxation purposes). It would have been just

as well if they had not been marked with any par value

in the first place.

m

Meftsil K^©s§ nira Coppeir Sls^gs

The important subject of metal losses m copper slags

is taken up this week by Frank E. Lathe in the first of

three articles dealing with the principal source of loss

m copper smelting. Mr. Lathe reports the result of a long

series of investigations of the Granby slags, and the con-

ditions under which they are formed. While primarily

concerned with the conditions at Grand Forks, he also

made examinations of slags from other works, and his

article is one of the important contributions on this sub-

ject and will, we feel sure, receive careful attention from

copper metallurgists. The first installment deals almost

entirely with a review of the literature of the subject.

After an exhaustive examination of the losses in copper

slags, ilr. Lathe has come to the conclusion that in most

instances improvement can be effected by a careful study

of conditions. It may be mentioned that he dismisses

as unimportant the loss from dissolved cuprous sulphide,

and considers that the two great factors are suspended

matte particles and oxidized copper. After examining

many Granby slags and others from various works, he

concludes that the loss from oxidized copper amounts to

one-half or three-quarters of the total loss in the slag.

At many plants the metallurgists get into a sort of auto-

hvpnotic state with respect to the metal content of the

slag, once its tenor has been established at what is re-

garded as the practical minimum with the equipment at

hand. The metallurgist in charge may have a theory that

a little more settling or some other slight change in prac-

tice would reduce the metal losses in the slag, but as this

may be only a theory, in support of which he can sub-

mit no incontrovertible evidence, he hesitates to ask his

directors for an appropriation for experimental purposes.

And even while he hesitates, he perhaps receives instruc-

tions to proceed with some less promising experiment

that has appealed to the vision of one of the lay directors

of his company. The metallurgist, after having studied

his slag losses and having become convinced that they are

about as low as possible with the equipment available,

eventuallv directs his efforts toward keeping the metal

tenor of the slag at the conceived minimum.

The Granby Co. attacked the .slag-loss problem in an

aggressive way and made a decided betterment in this

practice by deepening its furnaces and improving the .set-

tling conditions. The problem was studied persistently

over a series of years, and the results at the Granby works,

where over a million tons of slag is produced annually,

are noteworthy. Every 0.01% of copper saved from

the slag represents an amount equivalent to 200,000 lb. of

metal per year; in other words, the 1914 practice at Grand

Forks was better than that of 190r by 2,640,000 lb.
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At many other works the study of the slag losses on an

exhaustive scale would probably repay the expense. The
metallurgists in most instances are handicapped by the

prevailing equipment, but were it shown that a marked

saving could be made ann lally the funds would probably

be forthcoming for such changes as were desired. At all

events, we think that the subsequent installments of

Mr. Lathe's article will stimulate metallurgists to an ex-

amination of their slag losses to see if only the irreducible

minimum is going over tlie dump.

The index for Vol. 99 of the Engineering and Mining

Journal will be mailed with this issue. Any subscriber

not receiving a copy of it should notify the subscription

department at once.

The AUis-Chalmers Co. is not so well known in Wall

Street as it is in the mining industry. The following

story is from the New York Sun

:

AHis-Chalmers used to be described for the sake of con-
venience as the company wliich made everything in the world
except money. But now tliat it is a war stoclt nobody alludes
to it flippantly any longer. A broker just back from a holiday
met one of his old customers. "Say, what is this '^var bride*

they call AUis-Chalmers?" he called out. "Why?" asked the
broker. "Oh, just curiosity. Last week I called up your
office and they told me Allis-Chalmers was a hot one. So
I bought a hundred. Now I have six points profit in it and I

haven't the faintest idea whether it's a motor company, a
street railway or a combination of barber shops."

A concession which ought to interest some people is

now
, being offered in New York by Belgian parties,

who obtained it from the Russian Government some
time ago. It is for an electric power and light plant and
a trolley line in the ancient and mysterious city of

Samarkand. The introduction of the trolley car and
electric light in that city of Oriental tradition seems
to be an anachronism, but we suppose such things have

to come, even if Kublai Khan turns in his grave.

Samarkand is now the terminus of one branch of the

Russian Transcaucasian R.R., and is capital of the

Russian Central Asiatic provinces.

A few years ago the press throughout the country an-

nounced the salvation of the lay mining investor through
the operation of the so-called "Blue Sky" laws, by which
all mining securities offered for sale were first to be
approved l)y a state commissioner—who was sometimes
the bank commissioner, often merely a political appointee,

but in no case a mining engineer, so far as is known.
Shortly after the Kansas "Blue Sky" law was passed
the Journal commented on the flotation of a certain

company which had its prospectus, gold bonds and
"guaranteed stock" approved by the "Blue Sky" com-
missioner in Kansas. Its name does not yet appear in

this paper's dividend list, and it is doubtful whether
buyers of the guaranteed stock have received their

interest guarantees. Recently a correspondent sent in

an item about Field's Process Smelter Fumes Co., which
proposed to save the "vaporized metallics" and other
elements of value in the fumes much better than the

regular operators had been able to do it. This company
was said to be selling stock to farmers and other residents

in Shasta County, California, where there has been much
"smoke talk." The "Blue Sky" commissioner of Cali-

fornia is reported to have approved the sale of this

company's securities. A decision in such matters involves

technical judgment and experience. "And he spoke a

parable unto them, can the blind lead the blind ? shall they

not both fall into the ditch ?"

Jml^^ Miffiiasa^ Davidleiadls

Exclusive of the dazzling $25,000,000 stock dividend

of the New Jersey Zinc Co., disbursements to stock-

holders by 38 United States mining companies making
public reports reach $11,052, 'i'32, as compared with

$7,654,337 in July, 1914. Industrial and holding com-

panies allied to mining paid $2,469,821 in July, 1915,

United States Mining Companies

Ahmeek, c

AUouez. c

Anaconda, c. .

Anchor, s

Arizona, c , . .

Bunker Hill & Sullivan, l.s

Bunker Hill Con., g
Caledonia, l.s

Camp Bird, pfd., g
Center Creek, z

Ciiampion, c
Continental, z

Daly-Judge, l.s

Ernestine, g.s

Goldfield, g.s
Golden Cycle, g
Hecia, l.s

Homestake, g
Interstate-Callahan, z

Iron Blossom, s.l.g

New Jersey Zinc, z

New Jersey Zinc, z . , . .

North Butte, c
Osceola, c
Parrot Silver & Copper, s.c

Plymouth, g
Portland, g
Prince Con., z, l.s. -

Silver King Coalition, I

Silver King Con., l.s.

South Eureka, g .

Stewart, s.l

Success, z
Tennessee, c
Tonopah IJelmont
Tonopah E.xtension
Tonopah Mining
Utah Con, c

Vindicator, g
Wasp No. 2, g

*Stock dividend

Iron, Industrial and Holding Com-
panies

Am. Smelters Securities, pfd. A
Am. Smolti-rs Securities, pfd. B
Betlilthi'm Steel
Brier Hill Sceel, pfd
CJupgenhciin Exp
Pennsylvania Salt
St. Mary's Mineral Land
U. S. Sm. Ref. & Min., pfd

Canadian, Mexican and Central
American Companies

Con. Min. & Sm., 1, c.g.a
Crown-Reserve, s
Esperanza. s.g
HoUinger, g
La Rose, s

Lucky "Tiger, g.s

McKinley-Darragh-Savage, s
New York & Honduras Rosario, g.s. . . .

Nipissing, s
Porcupine-Crown, s

Situatio:

Mich.
Mich.
Mont.
Nev.
Ariz.
Ida.
Calif.

Ida.
Colo.
Mo.
Mich.
Mo.
Utah
N. M.
Nev.
Colo.
Ida.
So. Dak.
Ida.
Utah
U.S.
U.S.
Mont.
Mich.
Mont.
Calif.

Colo.
Utah
Utah
Utah
Calif.

Ida.
Ida.

Tenn.
Nev.

Nev!
Utah
Colo.
So. Dak.

Per Share

10 00
1.00
0.50
0.03

24
25

0,025
03

0.17
0.15
5 00
0.50

25
10

0.10
0.02

02
65

1-25
0,05
30,00

250,00*
40

3 00
1 63

24
03

0,02i
15

0,10
n 03
0.35
0,04
0,75
0,121

10
0,25

50
0,03

01

1.50
1,25
1,75
1.75
1.00
2 00
1 00
0,871

2 00
0,02
0,24

20
05

0.09
03

0,30
0,25
0.03

Total

500,000
100,000

2,331,250
15,000

368,849
81,750
5,000

78,150
110,565
15,000

500,000
11,000
75.000
30,000

355,915
30,000
20,000

163,254
575,000
50,000

3,000.000
25,000,000*

164,000
288,450
374,650
58,520
90.000
25,000

187,500
63,758
9.900

433,392
60,000
150,000
187,500
94,343

250,000
150,000
45,000
6,000

252,450
375,000
239,625
83,452

833,732
100,000
160,000
425,562

116,098
35,376

165,848
120,000
37,466
64,380
67,341
60,000

300,000
60,000

as compared witli $3,320,245 in 1914, while Canadian

and Mexican companies paid $962,129 as compared with

$1,605,950 a year ago.

The totals for the first seven months of the year are

as follows: Mining companies, $37,053,776, as against

$40,580,220 in 1914; metallurgical and holding com-

panies, $36,633,973, as again.st $45,034,348 in 1914;

Canadian and Mexican mines, $4,497,751, as against

$11,500,862 in 1914. The accompanying table shows

details of the month's payments.
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Edwin Northey. of Calumet, Mich., has been appointed
clerk at the White Pine Mine.

Frank M. Woods has returned to Colorado Springs, Colo.,

after making examinations at Oatman, Arizona.

ArthiT J. Hoskin has been in the Taos district. New Mex-
ico, inspecting placer property along the Rio Grande.

Sir Richard McBride, premier and Minister of Mines of

British Columbia, has returned to Victoria after a European
trip.

Edwin E. Chase, of Denver, has been making a trip into

the northern part of Ontario and will return to Denver this

week.

J. A. Durfee has been appointed by the Jones & Laugh-
lin Steel Co., Pittsburgh, to the position of metallurgical
engineer.

M. C. H. Little, representing the Lewisohn interests, is

sampling the St. Anthony gold mine in the Sturgeon Lake area
in Ontario.

Robert H. Stewart, general manager of the Consolidated
Mining & Smelting Co., of Canada, is in Eastern Canada on
a business trip.

Ivan P. Tashof is at Morenci, Ariz., working on flotation

in the mill of the Miami Copper Co. He expects to remain
there most of August.

Prank H. Sistermans has returned from his trip to the
Piz-Piz district of Nicaragua, and will be at his headquarters
in El Paso, "within a short time.

Robert S. Lewis, of the University of Utah, has just re-

turned to Salt Lake City from a visit to the mines at Juneau,
Alaska and Dawson, Yukon Territory.

D. C. Stapleton, general manager of the Anglo-Colombian
Development Co., Ltd., has been in New York for a few
weeks and has gone to Omaha, Nebraska.

J. G. Sipprell, formerly manager of the York Ontario, Co-
balt, is now in charge of a molybdenite prospect, near Ren-
frew, Ont., from which high-grade ore is being taken.

Morton Webber, who obtained a commission in the British

Royal Field Artillery and was wounded in France, has now
recovered and has joined the British forces at the Dardanelles.

Frank J. Hambly. president of the Cerro Gordo Mining Co.,

has returned to San Jose, Calif., from a two months trip to

New York and Boston, returning by way of Toronto, Seattle

and Portland.

tt'alter E. Burlingame announces that from Aug. 1 the
business of E. E. Burlingame & Co., asayers and chemists, will

be conducted under his name at the old office 1736 Lawrence
St., Denver, Colorado.

Dr. A. C. Lane, formerly state geologist of Michigan, but
now one of the faculty of Tufts College, Massachusetts, is

making a geological examination of the Indiana Mine in the
Michigan copper region.

Dr. F. W. McNair, president of the Michigan College of
Mines, has returned to Houghton after a visit to Cobalt,
Porcupine and Sudbury. At each camp he was entertained by
graduates of the college.'

Robert T. Hill, who has been engaged in making a geolog-
ical survey of Southern California during the last three years,
spent a few days in New York this week. Mr. Hill has lately

been in Washington, working on his report.

P. K. Horner, manager of the Union MiniSre du Haut Kat-
anga, who has been visiting in the United States for several
months, sailed for London on July 31 on the S.S. "Philadel-
phia" and will return soon to the Belgian Congo.

L. A. Friedman of the Rochester Mines Co., was in San
Francisco recently closing his deal for the purchase of the
Four-J lease at Rochester. Nev., and to arrange for listing

stocks of the mines in that camp on the San Francisco Ex-
change.

P. A. Thompson, for three years past superintendent of the
Triumph Gold Mining & Milling Co.. Lumpkin, Calif., resigned
Aug. 1, and will spend some time looking into mining propo-
sitions in Nevada and Arizona. His temporary address is at
Goldfield, Nevada.

David A. Thomas, the British coal operator, has arrived in

Canada on a special mission representing the British Minister
of Munitions, and is making a tour of inspection of the fact-

ories in Eastern Canada, to ascertain their capacity for pro-
ducing shells and other war supplies.

A. J. Beaudette, of Vancouver, B. C, is now retained by
the Paciflc Great Eastern Ry. Co. to advise and assist pros-
pectors relative to the development of mining property along
the company's line from Vancouver through Lillooet and
Cariboo districts to Prince George.

E. J. W. Donahue, of the Locker-Donahue Co., formerly
controlling Cuyuna-Mille Lues, Cuyuna-Duluth, Duluth-Brain-
erd and other Cuyuna range stock companies has resigned as
an official in the above corporations. He intends to devote
his time to private interests on the Cuyuna range.

Roy Reynolds has been appointed captain at the Tri-
mountain mine of the Copper Range Consolidated in Mich-
igan, succeeding Captain Richard Bowden. Reynolds was
assistant under Bowden. He is a Michigan College of Mines
man. Richard Martin, mining captain, who resigned with
Bowden is succeeded by Captains Letcher and Lambert, both
capable and experienced men.

Frank W. Heimick, mining man and capitalist, died at his
residence, Duluth, Minn., July 19, from pneumonia. He held
many interests on the Mesabi Range and undeveloped prop-
erty on other Minnesota ranges. He was best known locally
for his philanthropical activities.

Henry Anthony de Meli died at Catania, Italy, July 20,

aged 73 years. He was born In New York and studied at
Columbia University, being a member of the first class grad-
uated by the School of Mines. After leaving college, Mr.
de Meli became interested in mining properties at Georgetown,
Colo., but he retired in 1S70 and went to Europe. He had a
home in Dresden, Saxony, as well as in Catania.

James W. Weaver, secretary and treasurer Thomas Iron
Co., Easton, Penn., who died July S, had been in the service
of the company 45 years. He began as an apprentice in the
machine shop at Hokendauqua. Penn., in 1S67, at the age of
15. Later he had positions as clerk and telegraph operator
at various plants and became secretary and treasurer in 1S92.
He was also secretary and treasurer of the various railroad
subsidiaries of the Thomas Iron Co. His father was a pioneer
iron manufacturer in the Lehigh Valley.

Theodore Bryant Comstock died at Los Angeles, Calif., July
25, aged 66 years. He had a high reputation as a geologist
and was well known in the scientific world. He was born at
Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio. 1S49, educated in the public schools of
that state and Pennsylvania and obtained a degree of bachelor
of agriculture at the Pennsylvania State College in 1S68,
bachelor of science from Cornell University in 1S70, and doctor
of science in 1SS6. He married in ISSO. When but 21 years
old he participated as assistant and photographer in the Mor-
gan expedition to Brazil, and in 1873 served as geologist and
assistant to the Capt. W. D. Jones, expedition into Northwest-
ern Wyoming and Yellowstone Park. He led a scientific ex-
pedition into the Northwest Territory of Canada in 1S77. Dr.
Comstock was also prominently identified with educational
work. He was the founder and director of the Kirtland Sum-
mer School of Natural History. Cleveland, 1875; founded the
department of economic geology, Cornell University, and was
professor of geology and paleontology there from 1875 to
1879; founder and director of the Arizona School of Mines from
1S91 to 1S95. and president of the University of Arizona, 1S93
to 1895. He acted as manager and consulting engineer of
several mining companies also. He also occupied many prom-
inent official and public positions. He was assistant state
geologist of Texas from 1889 to 1891, and contributed many
notable additions to knowledge of the geology of that state;
was vice-president of the National Irrigation Congress in 1893;
secretary and chief engineer of the Los Angeles Board of
Public Utilities, 1910 to 1912; director of the Arizona Agri-
cultural Experiment Station, 1894; assistant state geologist
of Arkansas, 1SS7-SS. Dr. Comstock was an original Fellow
of the Geological Society of America; original member of
Sigma Xi; founder of the Cornell Chapter, Delta Upsilon; and
charter member of the Mining & Metallurgical Society of
America. He was a frequent contributor to many technical
and scientific magazines and journals; also to the transac-
tions of the Mining & Metallurgical Society and the American
Institute of Mining Engineers. He served as chairman of
the Southern California section of the last-mentioned and was
one of its founders. "An Outline of Geology," published in ISTS,
was his work and he was editor of the "Bulletin ' of the
Southern California Academy of Sciences. He held member-
ship in several local clubs and lodges. No immediate family,
except the widow, is left. He was a rMan of high attainments
and untiring industry.
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SA.\ FK.WCISfO—July 28

Gold Production in California for the first half of 1915 is

e(iual to about $700,000 more than the production in 1914 in

the same period, or a total for the first half of 1915 of ap-
proximately $11,400,000. It is believed the increase will con-
tinue in the second half of the year so that the total produc-
tion for 1915 will probably reach $23,000,000. Surface placer
mining increased in production o'W'ing to the abundance of

water, and the season for hydraulic mining has been extended
for the same reason. There was also plenty of water for mill

purposes. The dredge-mining industry was prosperous and
productive and some new dredges were put in commission, and
otliers that went into commission late in 1914 added to the
production for the first half of the present year. There has
been a large amount of new mining and metallurgical ma-
chinery installed, chieflj' in Nevada, Shasta, and Ainador
Counties. Copper mining has largely improved, chiefly in the
mines of the Mammoth Copper Co. and the Mountain Copper
Co. in Shasta County. The production of copper was very
appreciably reduced in the last half of 1914 owing to war con-
ditions but in the second quarter of 1915, there has been a
notable advance in the demand for, and the production of cop-
per. The report of the Selby Smelter Commission in the latter

part of 1914 had a good effect upon the farmers who have
largely withdrawn from the fight against the smelteries, and
there is not great probability that the fight will be effec-

tively renewed. New investments in California mines have
not been as encouraging as was hoped for at the beginning of

the second quarter of the year. There were some old mines
reopened which will probably add to the gold output for the
last half of the yeai-. The outlook for production of potash
in Searles Lake region is encouraging and there has been
some encouraging prospecting done for antimony ores. Quick-
silver has advanced steadily in price in the first half of the
year but the total production has not increased. Some of
the quicksilver mines have increased production but the prom-
ised reopening of old mines has not been equal to the expec-
tation in the last of 1914.

Protests of Farmers in Campo Seco District against the
Penn Mining Co. have been renewed l)y application to Gov-
ernor Johnson. The farmers urge that some action be taken
upon the report of the commission appointed by the Governor
in 1913. This commission found something wrong with the
crops in the various sections it investigated and under the
law providing for the appointment, the attorney general- is

authorized to bring suit against all persons whom the com-
mission reports in violation of the smelter-waste law. This
commission made its report about the time that tlie Selby
commission reported; but tlie findings were never made public.
Some persons believe that the findings were not important
enough to make public. At any rate there seems to be no
good reason why the copper-mining industry should not be
made fully acquainted with the results of an investigation
which the taxpayers of California paid for; the copper mine
operators being among the taxpayers. This subject of smelt-
ery fumes affecting the farms and the farmers, in Calaveras
and Amador Counties in the region of the Campo Seco smelt-
ery has been presented in the "Journal" a number of times.
The most recent mention of affairs in this region referred to
a number of suits brought by a law firm in San Francisco in
behalf of farmers who really had no complaint to make but
were willing that suits should be brought in their names,
accepting the proposition of the attorneys that the farmers
would be out no expense for filing or trying the suits but
would share in whatever profit might be gained through ver-
dicts in their favor. These suits are about ready for trial. In
the meantime the Penn Mining Co. has employed experts who
are making examinations of soil, also studying the pest sub-
ject in the belief that it will be shown that much, in fact
most, of the damage done to crops has been done by unfavor-
able soil conditions and certain pests, probably the aphis. It

is quite probable that one fact will be brought out in the
trial that may be useful in teaching some of the farmers the
value of a course in an agricultural college. Much of this
land is worn out. It has been tilled to death, and the process
has been going on for the last 40 years. The few farmers
who practise rotation in crops and the use of fertilizers are
still prosperous in spite of the small amount of fumes from
the smeltery. It is hardly believed probable that Attorney-

Geneial Webb will order suits brought upon the complaints
made to tlie Governor. One thing is certain, the Penn Mining
Co. has done everything possible to prevent damage to the
crops and will continue experiments until a satisfactor.v
method shall have been adopted. The thiogen process had its

first practical demonstration at the Campo Seco smeltery.
That process has since been taken over by the American
.'^melting & Refining Co. and may yet be adopted by the Penn
Mining Co.

BITTE—July 29

In The State Pirst-.Vid Contest held, at Billings, Mont., July
23 and 24. the team from the Leonard mine in Butte won
first prize after having been disqualified from entry in the
elimination contests held in Butte. The teams sent from the
Anaconda mines were those from West Colusa and Anaconda,
and two more from the Washoe and Boston & Montana reduc-
tion works. The Leonard mine team went to Billings at its

own expense. It had done good work in the elimination con-
tests, but a comparatively slight error spoiled its chances
of winning, but because of its interest in first-aid work it

decided to go to Billings at its own expense, and there they
won the first prize, a silver medal, given by the American
Mine Safety Association. The Leonard team was composed of

G. Ethier. captain; H. Hagens, J. E. McCloud, W. E. Barraugh.
Ryan Gaul and F. C. Deakin.

Members of the L'nited Mine Workers of America, who are
employed in the Butte copper mines, must deposit their work-
ing cards with tlie local union of the Western Federation of
Miners or they will be rated as labor outlaws. That was
decided on at a conference between a committee representing
Ijoth national minei-s' organizations in Butte, July 28. There
are about 700 men with United cards working in Butte and if

they obey the orders of the joint committee they will join

the remnant of tlie local Federation union, which already has
about 200 members out of the 12,000 miners working in Butte.
Miners, with former experiences fresh in mind, are reluctant to

join any union of miners in Butte and the action of the 700
United Mine Workers will be watched with some interest.

Tliere is expectation that many of them "will ignore the ordei's

of the committee. The conference held in Butte was called to

act on the proposition to amalgamate the Western Federation
of Miners and the United Mine Workers of America, but the
committee decided that the project was premature and im-
practical at this time, probably because of the discredited
state of the Western Federation and its officers. The two or-
ganizations will continue to exchange working cards, but
that is all.

SALT L.\KE CITY—July 30

The New AVaKc Scale in Bingham which went into effect

Aug. 1 is as follows: Machine men, $3.50 per shift; machine
helpers, $3.25 per shift; steel miners, $3 to $3.25 per shift;

maximum wages to apply only to skilled miners. Timber men
and timber men helpers increased 25c. per shift, with max-
imum for timber men of $3.50 per shift. Hand trammers, $3
per shift. Horse and mule trammers, $3.25 per shift. Horse
and mule trammers' helpers, $3 per shift. Nippers, $3 per
shift. All other day labor now being paid $2.50 or more per
day will receive an advance of 25c. per day; and all day labor,

now being paid less than $2.50 per day. will receive an ad-
vance of 20c. per day. while the above scale is in effect. The
employees of the Salt Lake smelteries and the Bingham &
Garfield railway will likewise receive an increase. The new
scale is based on a sustained price of 17c. per lii. for copper

—

New York quotation—and 5.25c. per lb. for lead. About 7000
men are affected. The raise will add about $750,000 a year to

the payroll.

Zinc-ProducinK' Properties in Utah in the last three weeks
have been able to market ore running as low as 28 or 29%
zinc, as compared with a minimum of ZOfr or over previously.
There appears to be a somewhat better inquiry for this ore. as
evidenced by the number of buyers, though the prices paid are
not high. Twenty-nine per cent, zinc ore is worth about $1

a unit f.o.b. Salt Lake, the buyer paying the freight. The
following companies have men in the field; The Granby Min-
ing & Smelting Co., the Empire Zinc Co., of Colorado, Con-
solidated Ores Co., representing the Edgar Zinc Co., and Beer
Sondheimer & Co. The production of zinc ore at present from
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Tintic is about 500 to 600 tons a month of carbonate ore; from
Park City, 600 tons, all concentrates, and this should be in-

creased in the near future through the operation of two new
mills to work tailings. Stockton produces about 200 tons of

zinc ore a month—the Hidden Treasure and Queen of the Mills

in Dry Caiion being the principal shippers. Ophir is not pro-
ducing any zinc at present. Bingham is producing little

straight zinc ore, though mixed zinc ores are mined and
treated by the United States Co. The Horn Silver in Beaver
county ships a mixed zinc ore to Midvale. The Cedar-Talis-
man in Beaver county produces one or two cars of carbonate
zinc ore a month. Most of the ores are shipped to Missouri
river points and farther east.

JUXE-\l'- l> 17

Fire at Valdez destroyed approximately $800,000 worth of

property on July 15 at 4 a.m. Stiff breeze blowing oft the
glacier toward open water fanned the fire but saved the town
on account of the direction in which it was blowing. U. S.

Road Commission ofTice burned with maps and records of 10

years' accumulation. Residents of Valdez started to rebuild
at once. Only a small part of loss covered by insurance.

KELLOGG, IDA Jul7 21

The Stewart Minins Co. has obtained control of the Coeur
d'Alene Development Co. by the purchase of 229,000 shares
of stock from Frederick Burbidge. of Spokane, and C. W.
Beale, of Wallace. The Cueur d'.\lene Development Co. was
organized in 1899 by Burbidge; it was capitalized for 1.000.000

shares, par value $1. F. Augustus Heinze bought 330,000

shares, which were turned over to the Stewart company in

1908. Since that time the Stewart has been trying to get
control, and they now have all the issued stock except that

held by Fred W. Bradley, president cf the Bunker Hill & Sul-
livan, Albert Burch, of San Francisco, and Joseph McDonald,
former superintendent of the Treadwell mines. The holdings
of the Cceur d'Alene Development Co. include 10 patented
claims near Kellogg and adjoining the Stewart mine. The
company also owns the concentrator now being used by the
Stewart, which was built at a cost of $70,000. Considerable
development work has been done on the claims and a gross
production of more than a million dollars is reported. There
is a block of unexplored ground that will probably be pros-
pected at once by the Stewart. The Ontario Mining Co., com-
posed of Stanley A. Easton, general manager of the Bunker
Hill & Sullivan mine. M. A. Folsoni. and associates, lessees of

the Ontario mine, have a working privilege on the lower tun-
nel of the Cceur d'Alene Co., and are taking out ore under
an agreement whereby they must do a certain amount of de-
velopment work each month.

ASHL.WD, WIS. July 31

On the Gogebic Haiise the C. & N. W. Ry. officials report
extraordinarily heavy tonnage. Thus far, 1,317,000 tons have
gone over Ashland docks, as against 1,062,790 for same period
1914.

HIBBIXG. MINX, July 31

Militia Has Been Requested by the village council of Rib-
bing which has asked Governor Hammond to establish
martial law in the village. The request has been denied.

Iron-mining companies holding valuable property within the
village limits have refused to pay $750,000 taxes and the vil-

lage is without funds to pay police or firemen.

ISHPEMIX*;, MICH July 31

Serious Consideration to Leaching; Processes to recover
copper from the tailings is being given at the present time by
the managements of many of the copper companies in Michi-
gan. The Calumet & Hecla company has erected a leaching
plant to treat the tails from the new regrinding plant at Lake
Linden and is recovering copper by means of the ammonia
process. At Winona a 20-ton experimental plant is now be-
ing erected to treat the tails, which carry from five to seven
pounds of copper per ton. The solvent will be ferrous chlo-

ride, hypochlorous acid and chlorine. The copper will be pre-
cipitated by iron. The solution is subject to regeneration by
the use of salt, 20 lb.- of which will be required per ton of

tails treated. Laboratory experiments have shown a recovery
of 95 '~r of copper in the tails, and it is believed that almost as
good results can be obtained in a plant working on a large

scale. The Copper Range company is considering a number of

different processes for leaching its tails, of which it has a
large stock on hand. All of the tails from the White Pine
mill are being saved, with a view of leaching at some future

time. The oil-flotation process is also being looked into by
Michigan companies, and it is thought that it may work at

such properties as the Nonesuch, White Pine and White Pine
Extension.

HOI <;HTON—July :<i

The WorkiiiK'nien Kniployed at the Isle Royale and the

shareholiiers residing in this district are gratified to learn
that the Isle Royale is to remain under Calumet & Hecla
management. They realize that the Isle Royale at best is a
low-grade proposition—at present running under 13 pounds
refined copper—and can operate successfully on a low copper
market only by extensive tonnages. It is generally believed
that the Isle Royale's new stamp mill will be put in running
order at a cost of under $40,000 and it will be the most modern
and most economical mill in the district. Of course the long
haul on the rock tonnage, made necessary by the fact that
Isle Royale rock has been milled at Point Mills and at the
Tamarack mill since last December, adds materially to the
cost of putting the copper on the market. At the same time
the affiliation with the Calumet & Hecla interests was the
only thing that made it possible for Isle Royale to maintain
operations at all during this present prosperous copper-pro-
ducing period. Two heads now are working at the ne'w Isle

Koyale mill and the third will be within a month. This new
mill was erected in speedy time and is a credit to the meth-
ods and ability of the Calumet & Hecla construction crews.
The operation of two heads here released the one head at
the Tamarack mill. It is supposed that two heads at Point
Mills plant will continue on Isle Royale rock and two at the
Isle Royale mill. When the third is ready to go into com-
mission it is hoped that Isle Royale will then be in shape to
keep five heads going. This will require about twice the
tonnage of rock that Isle Royale formerly produced but will
be the solution of the Isle Royale problem, no matter what
the price of the met^l.

JOPLIX—July 38

Rapid Mill Building is being done by three 9-hour work-
ing shifts in the construction of the 500-ton concentrating
plant of the Haywood Scott Mining Co., at Divenweg, six miles
east of Joplin, Mo., this being the first mill in the history of
the Missouri-Kansas-Oklahoma district to be constructed in

this manner. Powerful electric lights illuminate the grounds
while within the mill-building proper there are scores of
brilliant incandescent bulbs, making the work after nightfall
just as expeditious as in the day time. Night workmen re-
ceive 50 per cent, additional wages. The shifts are so ar-
ranged that they overlap, each succeeding shift thereby be-
ing enabled to pick up the work quickly. Work on the big
plant begun about middle of June will be finished by July 31.

The Scott mill will have the largest crusher capacity of
any plant in the district, two sets of 14-in. crushers and five
sets of 30-in. rolls having been installed. In addition there
are two sets of 24-in. rolls for grinding chats. The mill
building proper is 100 ft. wide by 140 ft. long and so ar-
ranged that either half of the equipment can be run independ-
ent of the other half, with the exception of the cleaner jig, of
which there is only one installation. Electric power is to
be used in the operation of the plant. Four sludge tables
will be installed at first and others placed in later if neces-
sary. At the ends of all jigs, dewatering screens will be
placed, the water being conveyed to four settling tanks, two
of which are on one side of the mill and two on the other.
High concrete piers hold the mill building well above the
ground and underneath the entire structure a concrete floor
will be constructed to catch any fine ore that may sift
through. This is a decided innovation as the custom that has
prevailed throughout the district is to permit the fine ore to
settle through onto the ground and when this becomes suffi-

ciently enriched to warrant it, it is cleaned up and milled.
The "dog house" is divided into two apartments, both
floored with concrete. One is to be used as a dining room,
the other as a bath and dressing room. The latter is equipped
with ventilated steel lockers, two sho%ver baths and a swim-
ming pool, 15x26 ft. and 5 ft. deep at one end by 6 ft. at the
other. This is the first natatorium to be installed in a Joplin
district "dog house."

TOROXTO—J\l 31

Information Regarding^ the Bis Duck Lake Gold Area, lying
some 13 miles north of Schreiber on Lake Superior, em-
bodied in memorandum has been issued by Dr. Willet G.
Miller, of the Ontario Bureau of Mines. Not much develop-
ment has been done, but superficial sampling shows encourag-
ing results. The J. Johnson claim south of Little Duck Lake
gave $7.60 from a sample across 5 ft. The Coco-Estelle claim,
gave $8.60 from a sample across 4 ft. of quartz and pyrites.
The McCuaig claim is said to contain rich gold ore, some of
which was hand-picked and shipped during the winter. The
Sjolander-McKirdy claims are said to have a large vein which
has a pay-streak near the hanging wall. The Bustrom claim
ij reported to have a large vein, samples from which gave 2%
copper and 20c. gold.
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ALASKA
THE REPORT THAT PLATINUM HAS BEEN DIS-

COVERED on the hill back of the town has caused consider-
able excitement in Dawson. A stampede took place from
Dawson and the entire hill was located and the assay plants
have been running night and day to determine the value of
the ores.

CHARLES HERRON (Six Mile, via Seward)—New mill be-
ing installed at Herron's quartz property in the Sunrise-Hope
district. Mine shows promise.

KENSINGTON (Juneau)—Haydcn-Jackling interests said

to be planning reopening of these mines near Juneau and con-
struction of 1000-ton milling plant.

ANACONDA COPPER (Whitehorse)—Ore from this prop-
erty is now being shipped over railroad to Skagway en route
to Tacoma smeltery and is first ore to be shipped from White-
horse district since Pueblo closed down six weeks after be-
ginning of war in Europe.
TREADWELL (Juneau)—Portion of big plant is shut down

owing to breaking of shaft at central hoist. Shaft is 20 in.

In diameter and 40 ft. long; new one will have to be brought
from Atlantic coast before operations can be resumed. This
is most expensive delay ever experienced by this company
since its operation during which time it is said to have pro-
duced over $200,000,000.

ALASKA GOLD (Juneau)—Original hydro-electro power
project on Salmon Creek to deliver 6000 hp. is being sup-
plemented by development of another hydro-electric propo-
sition at Annex Creek, which will give 4000 hp. additional.
This will give 10,000 hp. for the 10,000-ton mill or at rate of
1 hp. per ton, but operations indicate that this estimate will
be reduced to ?ihp. per ton actually required.

ALASKA JUNEAU (Juneau)—Consulting Engineer J. H.
McKenzie announces plans for the development of Alaska
Juneau mine and estimates that by Oct. 1. 1916, all develop-
ment work to bring tonnage up to SOOO tons daily will be
finished. When that work has been finished all hands will
be put to widening drifts and crosscuts to 9x14 ft. It is

planned to install a 7500-kw. power plant, consisting of oil-
fired boilers and steam turbine. Location of plant not yet de-
cided upon.
NORTH STAR GOLD (Port Wells)—Sixteen tons of ma-

chinery and construction materials have been shipped from
Seattle for new stamp mill to be installed on this property.
Carl Staps, officer of company, will leave for Atlantic coast
shortly to place contracts for equipment. Ore on this property
averages about 3:20 per ton in gold and some has run as high
as $120 per ton. Property consists of two claims and enough
ore, it is stated, has been blocked out to keep proposed stamp
mill running for years. Gus Ohm is president of company.

.\RIZON.V
Cochise County

PRIMOS CHEMICAL CO. is reported to be actively engaged
in mining tungsten ores in Dragoon mountains. About 60
men are at work. Ore is sacked and shipped to company's
plant at Primos.

RINE PLATE (Bisbee)—Development work in new shaft
has opened up $80 ore. Compressor and hoist are to be in-
stalled. Property located in Ash Canon.

Gila County
SLEEPING BEAUTY (Globe)—Arizona Eastern has con-

structed good approach to Burch spur, which has been re-
paired, and ore can now reach that point on railroad by two-
mile haul. From there it is not much over three miles to In-
ternational smeltery to -which plant McClure and Miner will
ship. They have been delayed considerably in securing teains,
but finally have two six-horse outfits working and will soon
be shipping. Fifteen men are now being worked at property
and force wnll be increased as fast as faces are opened.

OLD DOMINION (Globe)—At Old Dominion smeltery during
July, copper production has been averaging about 50 tons
per day; four furnaces have been in operation entire month.
Old converter shell, which has been in operation over two
years, is still treating entire output of the furnaces. At cen-
tral power plant new stack is being erected over one of boil-
ers and plans are being made to install new^ economizers in
some boilers. At concentrator daily tonnage has exceeded
600 tons per day for entire month. Some experimental work is
being done with new air-flotation machine. Third compart-
ment has been installed in Woodbury jigs at top of mill, with
view to improved efficiency and old shaking screens have been
replaced with two new C<)le shaking screens. Big pocket be-
low 16th level, on north side of station, has been completed
and is already being used. Its use relieves congestion of cars
on 16th level and also facilitates hoisting operations. Small
churn drill hole has been put down for ventilation from 16th
to the ISth level and others will be drilled in various parts
of mine where occasion demands. On surface a 3x3-ft. flume
is being constructed to carry water from concrete dam, above
Maurel hotel, past Old Dominion's property and down to
Hamm Ponds, with view to letting as little water as possible
get into sands of creek above company's workings.

Moliave Cotinty
GOLDEN GEM (Cerbat)—Mill being overhauled. Pipe line

is to be laid from mine to mill for water supply.
GOLD REED (Oatman)—Main shaft now down below 330

ft. Station is to be cut at 400 ft. L. L. Moore, of Bisbee, is in
charge.

Santa Cruz County
AUSTERLITZ (Oro Blanco)—Recent developments in upper

levels have opened up some important orebodies. Mill is to
be put in 'operation soon.

S.\N JORGE (Alto.)—C. V. Hudson, owner, has opened up
w'ide ledge of copper ore on this property, but is bothered
with water. He has commenced a shaft, and will proceed as
long as water does not drive him out.

TRENCH (Patagonia)—Now being reopened by sinking a
500-ft. sliaft. Property owned by Clark interests, who have
organized Trench Consolidated Mining Co., of which Charles
Clark, of Jerome, is president. John Hoy, formerly of Butte,
Mont., is manager.

FLUX (Patagonia)—This mine lately equipped with mill
now in full operation, sending out ore and concentrates at rate
of 25 tons per day. Mill is a dry-crushing plant, using Stebbins
table, and is reported as running smoothly. An Ambursen
tram connects mine and mill and loading bins.

CALIFORNIA
San Bernardino County

TWIN PEAKS MINING CO. (Hart)—Thomas A. Hlne. of
100 William St., New York City, has exercised his option on
Sunnyside Group of claims, and has organized Twin Peaks
company, a New York corporation, to operate same. Pay ore
is exposed at four different points on property, and work of
sinking 200-ft. shaft will be undertaken immediately. F. E.
Browne is manager.

Shasta County
DREDGING GROUND SOUTH OF REDDING acquired re-

cently by Lawrence Gardella, dredge operator, of Oroville.
Ground purchased was McCormick-Saeltzer ranch of 2250
acres, four miles south of Redding.

BULLY HILL (Kennett)—Stated experimental zinc plant
is entire success and commercial-size plant may be installed.

SPREAD EAGLE (Kennett)—Development work on this
group owned by Mammoth Copper Mining Co., is progressing
with satisfactory results. Highly mineralized fissure cut re-
cently in main tunnel: drifting for oreshoot now under way.
MAMMOTH COPPER (Kennett)—Stated contract made to

sell all baghouse residue to eastern zinc smelter for $8 per
ton. Baghouse installed in 1910, at cost of $250,000, on ac-
count of state law and farmers' "smoke suit." Since then no
market found for residue until recent high price of zinc made
product of commercial value. Eighteen to twenty thousand
tons have accumulated.

Sierra County

SECRET CASiON (Downieville)—From shaft being sunk
on manganese ledge by George Henk, assays run from $38 to
$81 per ton.

SACRED MOUNT (Sierra City)—Cyanide plant installed
and in operation by J. C. Folsom upon tailings of many years
accumulation, which assay well.

SOVEREIGN (Sierra City)—Morse Bros, and Meany oper-
ating under lease are recovering $2.50 per ton, free gold, from
roller mill, and $4 per ton additional through cjyanidation.

BIGELOW (Sierra City)—Quartz mine owned by W. H.
Martin, Nevada City, Calif., bonded to Croesus Mining Co., of
New York. Development work under Manager W. B. Pear-
son, of Croesus Company.

YOUNG AMERICA (Sierra City)—Dump containing 50,000
tons tailings assaying from $1.50 to $2.50 per ton, gold, pur-
chased by Bonlay & Zachert, of San Francisco, who will con-
struct reduction plant.

OXFORD (Downieville)—Vein cut by crosscut shows well,
and extensive drifting being done by Cliff Mining Co. who are
operating this and Gold Bluff quartz property together under
bond. Grant Snyder is in charge.

Sonoma County

SEBASTOPOL MINING CO. (Sebastopol)—Incorporation of
company contemplated. Stated that London men are negotiat-
ing for purchase of, or an interest in, the property.

Trinity County

DREDGING-GROUND OPTION extended from July 1 to
Nov. 1. This option is on 1500 acres ground on Trinity River
from above Carrville to four miles below Trinity Center, and
some ground up both sides Coffee Creek. Consideration in-
volved stated to he in neighborhood of $1,000,000. Churn-drill
prospecting will be resumed under direction of E. A. Wiltsee.
Stated $75,000 already expended in work. Placer ground near
Igo, Shasta county, will also be prospected by same com-
pany.

Tuolumne County

KNOWLES (Sonora)—John Parsons, who recently leased
this property, will install mill immediately.

NORWEGIAN (Tuttletown)—W. E. Booker has .installed a
hoist and small compressor and will put in power drills. Work
will be continued on 100-ft. level, where large amount high-
gr.ade ore has been mined.

.

BUCKEYE (Sonora)—Machinery and supplies have been
purchased, and grading for mill site and straightening main
gangway and rebuildiiig track in inclined shaft are nearly
completed. Compressed-air drills will be used, and steel ears
will displace wooden ones.
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COLORADO
Boulder County

LIVINGSTON (Sugar Loal)—Rich roUI orp has been struck
in vein that years ago yielded famous Nyanza oreshoot on
surface. New disclosure is in workings of United Gold Cor-
poration whose officers claim to have 5-in. streak averaging
10 oz. gold, accompanied by 1 ft. running 2 oz. gold per ton.

BRAINERD TUNNEL (Ward)—Years ago, Col. Wesley
Bralnerd drove adit about one-half mile for drainage and
transportation for mines of Ward district. Death terminated
his enterprise, relatives declining to push it. With revival
of interest in district and success met in various other mining
tunnels of state, movement is on foot to revive this project.
This adit would cut principal veins of district at depths vary-
ing between 1000 and 1500 tt. below outcrops and would
shorten railway hauls on ores about six miles.

Cliaflee County
TABOR (Monarch)—P. C. Watson and Harry E. Mathews

have taken a 10-year leasr on this mine which has been
closed 30 years through litigation with owners of adjoining
Columbus mine. Vein is 10 to 15 ft. thick and carries gold,
silver and lead.

Clenr Creek County
PRTMOS CHEMICAL, (Empire)—Is working 45 men in

molybdenite mine in Daly district about 11 miles above
Empire. Crude ore is sacked, packed down hill on burros,
hauled to Einpire Station in wagons, and shipped to Pitts-
burgh for treatment.

Gilpin County
OLD TOWN (Russell Gulch)—Iron City Concentrator has

run 26-cord lot of ore from Hutehens lease in deepest work-
ings where 20-ft. shoot is shipped without sorting. Lot
produced gold retorts weighing 85 oz. and 5S tons of con-
centrate assaying 1.45 oz. gold and 2 oz. silver.

Gunnison County
CARTER (Ohio City)—Sellers and Watzling, leasing 400

level, shipped 150 tons of $11 gold ore, while Little & Co.,
leasing 100 level, produce ore running about 4 oz. per ton.

DOCTOR (Crested Butte)—This mine was closed down 15
years ago because of obnoxious zinc content of ore. It is now
under lease by group of railroad conductoi-s who are putting
it in shape to produce (15 tons of ore per day under selling
contract that calls for delivery of 5000 tons of SflTf zinc ore
before Nov. 1. A 12-mile wagon-road is being built from
mine to station of Almont on CJunnison branch of the D. &
R. G. Ry. George Runtz is superintendent.

Lnke County
PENN (Leadville)—Lamphier Brothers maintain heavy

shipments of iron ore—suitable for smeltery flux—and zinc ore.

VALLEY (Leadville)—Warren F. Page continues to push
this adit into Prospect Mt. and has reached distance of 1200 ft.

According to original estimates, breast is near expected ore-
bearing contact in virgin portion of this district.

LILLIAN (Leadville)—This once-famous mine in Iowa
Gulch has been idle for years, but J. Clarence Hersey, manager
of property, has recently granted several leases and shipments
have been resumed. Ore carries carbonate of zinc and free
gold.

GORDON-TIGER (Twin Lakes)—Old mill is being re-
modeled and will be ready to run within few weeks with
capacity of 30 tons daily. Manager George W. Boyce has
mine w'orkings reopened and in shape to keep mill supplied
to capacity He also has a force of men developing the
Bwlchcogh mine and is running its 10-stamp mill.

San Miguel County
SUFFOLK (Ophir)—Mine has been taken over by new

company known as Ophir Range Gold Mining Co. and will be
operated under management of W. H. Staver with Thomas
Ivey as superintendent. Mill will be remodeled and enlarged.

Summit County
FRENCH GULCH DREDGING CO. (Breckenridge)—Dredge

is digging in good ground, recovering about $1000 per day.
Production during last week in June was over 400 oz. of

gold. Hermann J. Reiling, manager, has placed wager that
last 15 davs of July will show recovery of over $15,000. Ac-
cepting rated capacity of his dredge as 2000 cu.yd. per day,
this gravel is yielding a'pproximately 50c. per yd.

ID.VHO
Shoshone County

NONPAREIL COPPER CO. (Mullan)—Directors of Nonpa-
reil have decide to sell 207.750 shares of treasury stock to
raise money for further development. Call has also been is-

sued for bids to continue driving No. 4 tunnel westward along
vein. When driven 880 ft. farther this tunnel will have depth
of 770 ft. and will be directly under promising surface show-
ing.

LOGAN & PIKE (Gem)—Logan & Pike are installing two
jigs, a rougher and a cleaner, about three miles above Wallace
for purpose of reworking old tailing deposits of Canon Creek.
Tailings carried bv creek at present will be avoided as far as
possible, as they are too low-grade to yield profit. Operators
expect to recover 40 tons of lead concentrates a month.

SILVER MOON MINING CO. (Wallace) — Company owns
nine claims on Canon Creek, adjoining Frisco on north, and
containing two known veins, one of which is near creek and
other 2000 ft. up ridge. Shaft sinking on the right limit of
the creek is down about 140 ft., which makes it consider-
ably below the creek level. Water is handled by bailing with-
out' diflicultv. The equipment includes a small air compres-
sor driven by a 35-hp. motor, air hoist, and drills.

HYPOTHEEK (Wallace)—It was announced by manage-
ment on July 22 that shipments of high-grade ore from 900-ft.
level would commence within two weeks, a contract havmg
been let for hauling ore to the railway station at Enaville.
Survey will also be made at once for tramway from mine to .

Elnaville. distance of 2^ miles. Company has millsite at

Enaville and plans erection of mill. Meanwhile high-grajle
ore only will be shipped, and ore of lower grade stored. Cross-
cut on 1100-ft. level being driven to vein, which is supposed to
be 160 ft. from shaft. As soon as 1100 is opened sulliciently
for production, large electric hoist will be substituted for air
hoist now in use. Mine will then have ore available for slop-
ing on four levels—500, 700, 900 and 1100.

KKIVTUCKY
HopkinH County

WESTERN KENTUCKY SMELTING CO. (Dawsonsprlngs)—Has been incorporated with capital stock $20,000 to de-
velop zinc and lead deposits at Dawsonsprlngs.

MICHIGAN
Copper

KEWEENAW (Mandan)—Has levied assessment of $1 pay-
able Sept. 1.

NEW ARCADIAN (Houghton)—Is now making a second
mill shipment.

PHOENIX (Calumet)—Has levied assessment of $2 a share,
half payable Sept. 1 and balance Jan. 1.

LA SALLE (Calumet)—Continues to ship 450 tons of rock
per day, most of it coming from No. 1. It is better than
La Salle's previous average

QUINCY (Hancock)—Is using steel tubes in conical mills
at stamping plant as substitute for pebbles and finds them
successful, covering a test of seven weeks.

FRANKLIN (Hancock)—It will be two weeks before
Franklin has electric haulage on 37th level in shape for
handling rock. A 10-ton skip will be used and shipments
then will run to 1200 daily.

CALUMET & HECLA (Calumet)—Reg;rinding of tailings
will commence as soon as power is furnished from Ahmeek
mill turbine. It will be at least six weeks before regrinding
plant on dredge output can be in running order.

ISLE ROYALE (Houghton)—Third stamp head at Isle
Royale mill will be operated Aug. 15 as will also sixth head at
Ahmeek mill. Other two heads at Ahmeek will not be put
into commission until some later date.

SOUTH LAKE (Houghton)—Shipped two carloads of rock
from stockpile to Franklin mill; is beginning of further
regular shipments from this property. More drills are going
to work and good rock is being taken out.

CHEROKEE (Houghton)—Has uncovered five lodes, by
trenching. Two contained a little copper, showing width of
30 ft. They will be opened farther by blasting. Years ago
when former organization had charge of work they opened
what was supposed to be Winona lode. Captain Dunn had
charge but three shafts that were opened were not deep.
As matter of fact it is now believed that Winona formation
is carried in these newer openings.

MICHIGAN (Michigan)—Recent $1 assessment called by
Michigan will not pay outstanding indebtedness. Understood
that creditors will permit use of portion—about half—for
exploratory work along lines suggested by management.
There are two possible opportunities for Michigan, which
owns large acreage. One is development and operation of
same formation as Mass is working so successfully, dependent
largely upon substantial tonnage. The other is development
of some of lodes which South Lake has found so rich.

MINNESOTA
Cuyuna Range

CUYUNA-SULTANA (Ironton)—Test shaft now down 100
ft. Soo Line about to construct IVi-mile spur to property.
Portion of orebody will be stripped.

CUYUNA-MILLE LACS (Ironton)—Work resumed; 175 men
will be employed. Company has sold large tonnage of mang-
aniferous ore to Pittsburgh Steel Co.

Mesabi Range
CORSICA (McKinley)—Resumed July 26, employing 200

men.
LEONIDAS (Eveleth)—Last week 1002 cars were loaded

out, being largest shipment ever made from a state-owned
iron mine.

MONTANA
Madison County

BEAR GULCH DISTRICT—Bielenberg & Higgins mill in
Bear Gulch near Twin Bridges, has been started up and will
continue operations through season. From 20 to 25 men will
be employed at present; number may be increased as condi-
tions warrant. Tunnel is being extended under contract.

Park County
MONTANA SCOTCH BONNET (Cooke City)—In "Journal"

of July 3 stated to be 60 miles from Cooke City; should have
read 6 miles.

Silver Bow County
DAVIS-DALY (Butte)—Satisfactory progress made in

opening orebodies recently discovered on 2500 level of Colorado
mine. Last assays showed 5.6% copper and QVs oz. of silver
per ton. About a carload per day is being shipped from 2500
and 1700 levels. Southwest crosscut on which strike was
made on 2500 level is being continued to intersect Hesperus
orebody.

TIMBER BUTTE MILLING CO. (Butte)—The zinc concen-
trator of this company is again running at capacity and
handling between 400 and 500 tons of ore per day. It con-
fines its operations to output of the Elm Orlu mine. Con-
centrates are being shipped to the Oklahoma smelters which
are under contract to take 6000 tons per month. Attempts to
secure additional smelting facilities have so far not been suc-
cessful, as a result of which company has been compelled to
pile up considerable amounts of concentrates awaiting ship-
ment. About 125 men are employed at company's mill.

TUOLUMNE COPPER MINING CO. (Butte) — President
Hickey, being of the opinion that operations at the Tuolumne
can be profitably carried on at present, sent a letter to stock-
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holders a few weeks ago asking for contributions to the
amount of $35,000 for resuming- operations. Stockholders
have volunteered to lend company $20,000, while Mr. Hickey
has advanced $5000. The necessary balance of $10,000 will be
forthcoming b.v the time of starting operations by the end
of the month. This will mean that from 75 to 150 men will
be put to work causing an addition to the Butte payroll of
from $7500 to $15,000 per month.

AN.\CONDA (Butte)—Company has taken lease on Emma
mine of Butte Copper & Zinc Co., and holds option to purcliase
stock of latter company. Emma is promising zinc mine,
located in heart of city of Butte, at Colorado and Silver
streets. Some time ago Butte Copper & Zinc Co. gave option
to American Zinc Co., which was unable to finance deal and
it fell through. Lease and option entered into with Anaconda
company is for period of five years, with additional five years
to be granted upon complying with certain conditions. Com-
bined with lease is option for SS,300 shares of treasury stock
and 100,00 shares of owners' stock, at $1 per share. According
to agreement Anaconda company is to unwater mine to SOO-ft.
level and keep it pumped out at that level for 45 days.
Anaconda company is at present making thorough investiga-
tion of the mining properties at Neihart in Cascade County
witli view to reopening Neihart camp. Mines in that camp
are low-grade properties; ore carries lead, silver and zinc.

One of difficulties of camp in past has been presence of large
quantities of zinc which, with processes then in vogue, could
not be handled profitably. It is believed that by flotation
this ore may be made to yield profitable results and it is

with this expectation that Anaconda has taken option on
mines where large amount of such ore is blocked out.

NEVADA
Clark County

WHALB (Goodsprings)—At distance of 300 ft. development
tunnel has intersected main vein, carrying high-grade zinc-
carbonate ore, and it is expected that property will begin
shipments in near future.

BULLION (Goodsprings)—Construction work on new 50-

ton concentrator being rushed; expected plant will be in oper-
ation within 30 days. Force at mine has been increased. Only
high-grade lead ore is being shipped, pending completion of

mill.

GREEN MONSTER (Goodsprings)—After being idle several
years on account of difficulties of transportation, large force
of men is now at work getting mine in shape for active pro-
duction. Considerable tonnage of zinc-carbonate ore is

blocked in mine and it is planned to maintain monthly pro-
duction of 500 tons. In conjunction with Azalia Mining Co.,

motor truck road is to be built through Wilson Pass to con-
nect with Yellow Pine R.R. above Goodsprings.

ORO AMIGO (Goodsprings)—Ore containing 150 oz. gold
and 15 oz. platinum per ton has been discovered on upper tun-
nel level and is now being sacked for shipment. Occurrence
is similar to that at Boss mine, where rich gold-platinum ore
was discovered last summer and which produced only plati-
num in United States recovered in 1914 from a lode deposit.
Ore occurs along fracture-zone in limestone; gangue being
oxidized quartzose material, carrying come copper and con-
siderable iron; mineral carrying platinum has been identi-
fied by U. S. Geological Survey as cupro-jarosite. Discovery at
Oro Amigo is especially important, since property is situated
two miles from Boss mine, and it introduces possibility of
further discoveries along zone of considerable area. Dis-
covery has resulted in increased activity in vicinity.

Nye County

TONOPAH ORE PRODUCTION for week ended July 24
totaled 11,137 tons valued at $226,426, compared with 10.307
tons week previous. Producers were: Tonopah Belmont,
3551; Tonopah Mining, 3150; Tonopah Extension, 1S20; West
End, 1314; ,Iim Butler, 1100; North Star, 56; and miscellaneous
leasers 146 tons.

TONOPAH MINING (Tonopah)—For quarter ending May
31 net earnings of Tonopah Placers Co.. 83^4';: of which is
owned by Tonopah Mining, amounted to $63,005.

OREfiOiV
Baker Couuty

BEN HARRISON (Baker)—AVill make extensive improve-
ments to cost $100,000.

VT.VH
Juab County

TINTIC ORE SHIPMENTS for the week ended July 23
have exceeded those of any wsel^ in two years, having
amounted to 193 cars or about 9650 tons of an estimated value
of $240,000.

GODIVA (Eurel<a)—Lead-silver ore is reported to have
been opened recently on 200- and 400-ft. levels.

MAY DAY (Eureka)—The 500-ft. level is being worked by
leasers, and SOO is to follow. Good profits are being made,
and dividend is expected in August.

NORTH CLIFF (Silver City)—Dump of low-grade ore has
been sampled, and it is hoped that it can be treated by new
mill, which is in process of construction by Tintic Milling Co.

SELMA (North Tintic)—Crosscut from 200 level has been
advanced over 600 ft., and face is in limestone showing some
mineralization. Six men are working.

SIOUX MILL DUMP (Mammoth)—About 30,000 tons of
low-grade ore have been shipped from this dump, purchased
by A. S. & R. some time ago; in another month it is thought
dump will be exhausted.

EAGLE & BLUE BELL (Eureka)—Bingham Mines Co.,
controlling this proptriy as well as Commercial and Dalton
& Lark mines in Bingham, has acquired Victoria ground
adjoining Eagle & Blue Bell through which property work
will be carried on.

MAMMOTH (Mammoth)—Will soon begin shipments from
dump left on old millsite southwest of Tintic. There are
several thousand tons of this material, which is low-grade
copper ore, which will be hauled two miles by wagon to
t!acks of San Pedro railroad for shipment.

TINTIC MILLING (Silver City)—Preliminary work being
done for new mill which is to be built here by Kniglit-Dern
interests; and good progress is being made. Machinery from
plant of Mines Operating Co., at Park City, is being shipped to
Silver City, to be used in construction of new mill.

CHIEF CONSOLIDATED (Eureka)—This company has re-
cently issued a map of Tintic drawn to scale, SOD ft. to the
inch, " showing holdings of various companies, and table of
production of camp from 1877 to 1914. Map shows company's
own property in eastern and northern ends of district, which
has recently been increased by 250 to 300 newly acquired
claims. Latter will be prospected by diamond drilling with
view to study of formations and mineralization and locating
shafts and tunnels.

Salt Lake County

EMMA COPPER (Alta)—New lens of ore up to 2 ft. thick
has been opened in raise above crosscut. In second or soutli
raise silver-lead ore 6 in. thick has been opened.

ALBION (Alta)—Small seams of ore and copper staining
show in face of drift being driven from Quincy tunnel of
South Hecla to reach Kate Hays fissure. Leasers are mining
ore from old workings.

SOI'TH HECLA (Alta)—Stock has been listed on Salt Lake
Exchange. Capitalization is $500,000, of which 237,839 shares,
par value $1, are unissued. Company owns 41 claims com-
prising 550 acres in Little Cottonwood and Alta district; eight
miles from railroad. Twenty-six claims are patented. De-
velopment consists of about 14,000 ft. of workings. Ores
carry silver, lead, gold and copper. George H. Watson is

president. Property is making regular shipments of one
carload a day.

Summit County
BIG POUR EXPLORATION (Park City)—New mill, seven

miles north of city began work July 16. Company has added
to its holdings by securing lease on lower half of deposits on
Homer ranch.

^V.4SHINGTOX
Kinf^ County

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON (Seattle) — College of
Mines, Milnor Roberts, dean, will erect coal-washing plant on
campus. Plans have been prepared, work expected to stait
soon.

Pierce County

TACOMA SMELTERY (Tacoma)—Owing to rapidly increas-
ing copper production of Alaska it is reliably reported that
Tacoma smeltery will make extensive additions to increase
capacity.

WISCONSIN
Zinc-Lead District

CLIMAX (Platteville)—Is unwatering Homestead mine and
will operate Acme property adjoining.

HODGE (Platteville)—Ben Webster & Co. is unwatering
this mine and will commence milling within next few days.

KLAR PIQUETTE (Platteville)—Mine closed down for twc
years and said to have been exhausted, has again been placed
on dividend basis.

GRANT COUNTY (Platteville)—H. E. Stephens and Chas.
Kistler have taken option on this property and are overhaul-
ing milling equipment.

POLLARD & SAXE (Linden)—Has acquired Hinkle and
Kickapoo properties at Linden and O. P. David mine and min-
ing equipment at Montfort.

CAN.VDA
Ontario

CASEY-SENEC.\ (Cobalt)—Plant has been installed and
shaft is down 30 ft.

McINTYRE EXTENSION (Porcupine)—This company cap-
italized at $2,500,000, has been incorporated to take over
Pearl Lake property recentlj' acquired by Mclntyre.

PRESTON EAST DOME (Porcupine)—Diamond-drilling
will shortly be started on north claim of company immediately
adjoining Dome, in hope of striking some of orebodies coming
in from latter.

GOULD (Cobalt)—Lease of this property owned by Peter-
son Lake has been turned over to Mercer Silver Mines and
operations have been resumed with W. E. Segsworth as
managing director and A. C. Bailey, manager.

TOUGH OAKES (Kirkland Lake)—Application has been
made to English courts for winding up of Tough Oakes Gold
Mines, Ltd.. which was formed in England to acquire these
claims, but could not meet payments.

TEMISKAMING (Cobalt)—Half yearly report of company
says: In order to carry out our policy of deep mining, it was
found necessary to install a new hoist. This we expect to
have installed and running within 60 days. This hoist will
enable us to reach the lower contact between the diabr.se and
the Keewatin formations (a depth of between 1600 and 1700
ft.) and it is believed that as rich values will be encountered
at the lower contact as have been developed at the contact
above. This work will be pushed forward as rapidly as con-
ditions will permit.

Yukon
CANADIAN-KLONDYKB (Dawson)—No. 2 dredge, which

overturned last autumn, was righted and drydocked on July
20, but an accident on July 23 will prevent its going into
commission as early as expected. One man w^as killed and two
were seriously and one slightly injured. The yields from
the other three dredges have lately been the highest ever
recorded. For the week ended July 20, 3407 oz. ; July 27,
3436 oz.

SOirTH AMERICA
Colombia

ANGLO-COLOMBIAN DEVELOPMENT (Istmina) — The
new dredge completed its preliminary run successfully on
July 20 and is now operating regularly near the mouth of the
Condoto. The camp name has been changed to Andagoya,
Boca de Condoto.
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Tlhe MarHleil Rep©iril

Metal Markets

NEW YORK—Aug. 4

Copper and tin declined during the early part of the week
and then rallied. Lead experienced a sharp decline and the
course of spelter was steadily downward.

Copper, Tin, Lead and Zinc

Copper—During the early part of the week the copper
market was only nominal, there being no buyers but plenty
of sellers who made offeringrs at concessions from day to

day. In the latter part of the week some sales were effected,

but business was not general. However, there were some in-

quiries in the market toward the close both from domestic
and foreign quarters, and there was a feeling of hopefulness
that these would shortly result in business. The pressure of
Australian and Japanese copper in the European markets ap-
pears to have relaxed and sales of American copper for export
were made at about 17.60c.. Xew York. For domestic ship-
ments copper was offered at the close at IT^iglSc, regular
terms.

Copper production at Katanga during the first six months
of 1915 was slightly in excess of 15.000,000 pounds.

Copper Exports for the w-eek ended July 24 are reported by
the Department of Commerce at 11.352.552 lb.: the chief items
being, 7,492. TSS lb. to France, 1,906,316 lb. to Russia and 1,30S,-

704 lb. to England. Imports were 1,880.454 lb. metal and 981,-

316 lb. in ore and matte; 2,861,770 lb. in all, chiefly from
Canada.

Copper Sheets bring 24@25c. per lb. ; no base quotations are
made by the principal maker. Wire is quoted at 20@20%c.
per lb., carload lots at mill.

Tin—After an early decline this market rallied a little.

There were no features of special interest.

Visible Stocks of Tin on Aug. 1 are reported as follows, in-

cluding tin afloat: London, 7352: Holland 41; United States,,

excluding Pacific ports. 8691: total. 16,084 long tons, an in-

crease of 157 tons during July.

Lead—Opinion which was optimistic at the date of our
last report suddenly turned pessimistic. The price of the A. S.

& R. Co. had previously been cut by dealers, but at the be-
ginning of our week of record lead was offered at sharp con-
cessions by outside producers, and on July 30, the A. S. &
R. Co. reduced its price- to 5.50c. This was immediately shaded
by other sellers and on Aug. 2 the A. S. & R. Co. reduced to

5.25c., its competitors following with further cuts, and at the
close of the week lead was available in large lots at 5c. per
pound. Small sales were reported at that figure and a great
deal offered for which buyers could not be found. This lead
was offered by dealers, by consumers who wanted to resell,

and by producers. The opinion is expressed in the trade that
consumers overbought themselves in their recent operations in

the market.

Spelter—The course »f the zinc market w^as steadily down-
ward throughout the week. Large supplies are being offered
from numerous quarters. Transactions were light. The dif-

ferential between prices for early and late deliveries con-
tracted tutther. At the close contracts for delivery during
the remainder of the year, including both near-by and later

deliveries, could be made at li^i'alac. There appears to be
some speculative spelter hanging over the market and it ap-
pears also that certain manufacturers who overbought their
requirements and offered their surplus for resale have not
yet disposed of all they want to.

Zinc Sheets are in good demand and sales are steady. The
base price is $24 per 100 lb., f.o.b. Peru, 111., less 8% dis-

count. L'sual extras are charged.
We understand that the U. S. Steel Corporation expects

to be able to begin the production of spelter at Donora before
the end of this year. However, the production in 1916 will

be very small, even if there be no miscarriage of plans.

According to the London "Financial Times," the Vieille

Montague company is running its smelteries in Belgium al-

most as usual. With a view to keeping the staff together
and the works in good order, the direction has been treating
accumulated concentrates and stacking the zinc produced in
default of any facilities for shipping it
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Other Metals

Aluminum is steady and in fair demand, but with no ma-
terial change in prices. Current quotations are 31(5 33c. per lb.

for No. 1 ingots. New York.

Antimony has been dull with very little business forward.
Prices are hardly more than nominal. Ordinary brands be-
ing 35 ©37 Vic. per lb. For Cookson's 48® 50c. is asked.

Quicksilver shows a moderate business chiefly of a small
order. New York price is $92® 94 per flask of 75 lb. for large
lots, §95 (5 98 for smaller orders. San Francisco reports by
telegraph $92.50 @ 95 per flask, with a quiet market. London
price is rather higher, £18 12s. 6d. per flask being named.

D.ULY PRICES OF MET.\LS IN NEW YORK
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Gold, Silver and Platinum
>'E«' YORK—Aug. 4

Gold and Silver Movement in the United States, six months
ended June 30, as reported by the Department of Commerce:

-Gold . Silver-
1915

87,582,527

1914

$25,510,170

1915

144,924,436 12,590,464

1914

Exports SS3,974,53S
Imports 30,743,422

Excess E.$53,231,^13 I. $137,341,909 E. $12,919,706 E. $10,107,697

Exports of """'chandise for the half-year in 1915 were
valued at $1,701,862,297; imports, .$860,821,865; excess of ex-

ports. $841,040,432. Adding the gold and silver leaves $718,806,-

220 as the net export balance.

Silver—Under date of July 22 London writes that the
silver market shows no animation. The dominant factor is

still the very restricted amount of selling from America,
which offset the sluggish disposition of buyers. Cables of

later date conflrm substance of mail better.

Platinum— The market continues quiet and business is

moderate, as it has been for some time past. Quotations are

about $37@39 per oz. for refined platinum and $41@44 per oz.

for hard metal.

Our Russian correspondent reports under date of July 9

that there is no change. In Petrograd there was demand for

some quantities for export, but no actual sales. At Ekaterin-
burg buying from the mines and sales by speculators have
gone on as usual. Quotations for crude metal, 83% platinum,

are 33,000 rubles per pood at Petrograd; 8.20 rubles per zolot-

nik at Ekaterinburg—equal to $32.34 and $30,73 per oz., res-

pectively.

Zinc and Lead Ore Markets
JOPLIN, MO July ai

Blende, high price, $112; base price per ton of 60% zinc,

premium ore $110, medium $107@100; $98@'80 lower grades;
Calamine, base per ton of 40% zinc, $50@56; average, all grades
of zinc. $103.30. Lead, high price, $60.50; base, $60 per ton of

80% metal content; average, all grades of lead. $58.08 per ton.

SHIPMENTS, WEEK ENDED JULY 31

Blende Calamine Lead Values
Totals this week.. 10,649.660 511,400 1,719,700 $627,350
Total 7 months.. 332,826,660 28,312,770 50,482,880 $14,418,020

Blende value, the week. $562,890; 7 months. $12,464,080.

Calamine value, the week, $14,530; 7 months. $164,820.

Lead value, the week, $49,930; 7 months, $1,339,120.

PL,ATTEVILl,E, WIS.—July 31

The base price paid this week for 607o zinc ore was
lowered to $100 per ton. The base price paid for 80% lead

was $60 per ton,

SHIPMENTS WEEK ENDED JULY 31
Zinc Lead Sulphur

Ore, Lb. Ore, Lb. Ore, Lb.
Week 2,138,360 714,800
Year 107,900,580 4,083,160 15,916,450

Shipped to separating plants during week, 5,120,500 lb.

zinc ore. Shipments light because of rains.

Iron Trade Review
NE^V YORK—Aug. 4

The market is in an unprecented condition for July, usu-
ally a dull month. Export orders show a large increase and
there is a steady gain in domestic business. Recent price ad-
vances are well held and further ones in bars and plates will
be made, it is said.

Pig iron is stronger and more business is reported, while
in some cases there are larger takings under contract. There
is talk, as there has been for some time, of speculaive buying
of pig. These rumors are not usually easy to confirm, but
there is probably some truth in them.

Imports at Baltimore for the week included 3928 tons of
ferromanganese from Middlesboro, England, and 1050 tons
manganese ore from Rio Janeiro, Brazil.

PITTSBURGH—Aug. 3
The steel mills are now filled with business, except for a

limited tonnage of bessemer which could still be produced,
and buyers of some finished products will be urged to take
bessemer instead of openhearth, when it can be shown that
the former is equally serviceable for the purpose. The de-
livery promise on new specifications for steel bars has been
lengthening rapidly, and is now at a minimum of six weeks.
On large steel rounds, for shrapnel, the mills are almost en-
tirely filled for more than six months, but are still in re-
ceipt of large orders. A curious result is that they are quite
the reverse of eager to acept orders for rails, though they
accept them as a matter of trade ethics. A large part of the
rail capacity of the country is now rolling steel rounds for
shells.

New orders for steel products have become relatively light,

but specifications on contracts are as heavy as ever, and
even the increased steel production does not prevent the mllla
from accumulating shipping orders on books.

Steel prices continue to harden. There are prospects of an
early advance in steel bars from 1.30c. to 1.35c. In shapes the
1.25c. quotation has disappeared, the market now being 1.30c.,

while in plates the tonnage offered at 1.25c. has become limi-
ted. Black sheets have stiffened to 1.80c., but this is no
higher than the market at the beginning of the year.

Pig Iron—W. P. Snyder & Co. announce their computations
of average realized prices, on all sales of Valley iron 1000 tons
and over, for July at $13,991 for bessemer. an increase of 24.1c.

over June, and 12.959 for basic, an increase of 23.5c. over
June. The market has become rather excited and while no
large sales have been made in the past week some Valley
furnaces have advanced their quotations 50c. on basic and 25c.

on bessemer. It is reported that the Tennessee company has
advanced its price on foundry iron to $12.50. Birmingham,
which means that it has withdrawn entirely from the market,
which has lately advanced from $9.50 to $10. Some large pur-
chases in the local market are expected this month, particu-
larly of steel making grades. We quote: Bessemer, $14.25@
14.50; basic, .$13@13.50; No. 2 foundry, $12.75@13; malleable,
$13; gray forge, $12.50(5)12.75, at Valley furnaces. 95c. higher
delivered Pittsburgh.

Ferromanganese—The ferromanganese situation is made
particularly uncertain by the recent order of the British gov-
ernment, requiring the English producers to carry three
months' stock of ore and three months' stock of ferroman-
ganese. and the British consumers to carry three months'
stock of ferromanganese. This may seriously affect our im-
ports. On the other hand, however, our imports of ore have
been much larger in the past three months than in the first

four months of the year, when they were almost negligible.
Small prompt lots are held at $100@105, while there is no
regular contract market.

COKE
Coke production for the week in the Connellsville region

was 367,095 short tons: shipments, 360,852 tons. Production
of Greensburg and Upper Connellsville districts was 43,565

tons.

Chemicals

NEW YORK—Aug. 4

The general markets are quiet, and more or less affected
by the seasonal conditions.

Arsenic—Only about the usual trade is being done. Sup-
plies seem to be sufficient for all demands. Quotations are
about $4 per 100 lb. for both spot and futures.

Copper Sulphate—Business is steady but not particularly
active. Quotations show little change, $7.25 per 100 lb. being
named for carload lots and $7.50 per 100 lb. for smaller
parcels.

Nitrate of Soda—The market is fair for the season, and is

steady, with pi'ices unchanged. Quotations are 2.35c. per lb.

for spot and for all positions this year.

Pyrites—Imports at Baltimore for the week included 3222
tons of pyrites from Huelva, Spain.

Potash Salts—Imports of potash salts in the United States
for June and the six months ended June 30 are reported by
the Department of Commerce as follows, in pounds:

June Six Months
1914 1915 1914 1915

Carbonate of potash 1,385,750 588 11,252,825 8,396,622
Hydrate of potash 740,930 7,000 4,203,568 2,023,942
Nitrate of potash 479,881 1,558,926 6,855
Cyanide of potash 22,400 298,377 828,577
Other potash salts 540,295 11,275 3,244,686 2,075,535

Imports of the crude or manure salts were as follows, in

long tons:

June .Six Months
1914 1915 1914 1915

Kainit 17,891 2,860 257,253 6,646
Manure salts 33,151 114,820 12,456
Sulphate of potash 16,473 1,095 37,786 9,901
Muriate of potash 3,000 320 108,759 56,455

The changes were due to the interruption by the war to

shipments from Germany.

PETROLEUM
Oil production in California, six months ended June 30, was

44,677,443 bbl. The stocks reported on June 30, 1915, were
60,616,286 bbl., an increase of 2,090,012 bbl. over those at the
opening of the year. •

Shipments of oil from Mexico in May were 2,378,848 bbl.,

of which 1,504,629 bbl. went to the United States. For the six
months ended June 30. the total shipments were 10,438,528 bbl.,

a decrease of 212.094 bbl. from last year.
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Assessments N. Y. EXCH.

Company

American. Ida
Belmont, Ida
Blue Bell, Ida
Carbonale. Ida., (post.)

Challenge Con.. Nev
Con. Virginia. Nev
Contact Copper. Mich
East Coeur d'Alene, Ida
East Hercules Ext., Wash. . .

Eastern Star, Ida
Four Timbers. Ida
Hancock Cons., Mich
Hancock Cons., Mich
Houghton, Mich
Idaho-Nevada, Ida
Iron Mask. Ida
Ivanhoe, Ida
King of Pine Ck.. Ida. (post.)

MacNamara. Nev
MaustlL-hlul. Nev
Michigan Copper. Mich
Mineral Range. Utah
Moonlight, Ida
Nabob, Ida
New Arcadian. Mich
New Arcadian. Mich
New Baltic, Mich
New Baltic. Mich
Nevada Douglas, Nev
Oreano, Ida
Rainbow, Ida
Rescue-Eula. Nev
Revelator, Utah
Revelator. Utah
Sierra Nevada, Nev
Smuggler, Utah
Sonora, Ida
Springfletd, Ida
Sunrise, Ida
Tarbox. Ida
Tonopah Gypsy Queen, Nev.
Tonopah Midway. Nev
Umatilla Tonopah, Nev
Union Cons.. Nev
West Tonopah Con.. Nev. . .

,

Wyandot. Mich

Dellnqei Sale Amt.

Aug. 7'sopt.
Aug. 10 Sept.
July .5;auc.

July 12 Auk.
July I'JJAug.
May l.l| . ,

Aug. 9iSept.
Aug. 10 Sept.

Aug.
July 2S Aug.
Sept. 1

Jan. 3

May 25 . . . . .

July 14 Aug.
July 1 Auir.

July 12 .

Aug.
Sept.
July

Aug. 23
Oec. 15

July 19
^lay 24j

June 5 July
July SlAug.
June 1

Dec. 1

July 15
Jan. 15 ,

July 21 ! Aug.
Aug. 2 Sept.
July 7JAug.
July HJAug.
Aug. 17|Sept.
Oct. 40ct.
July 27 Aug.
Aug. 17 Sept.
July 23 Aug.
July 30 Aug.
July
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This index is a convenient reference to the current liter-

ature of mining and metallurgy published in all of the im-
portant periodicals of the world. We will furnish a copy of
any article (if in print) in the original language for the
price quoted. Where no price is quoted, the cost is unknown,
inasmuch as the papers must be ordered from the publishers,
there will be some delay for foreign papers. Remittance
must be sent with order. Coupons are furnished at the fol-

lowing prices: 20c. each, six for $1, 33 for $5. and 100 for $15.

When remittances are made in even dollars, we will return
the excess over an order in coupons, if so requested.

COPPER
1504—ARIZONA—Progress at the Old Dominion Mine, Mill

and Smelter. C. A. Tupper. (Min. and Eng. Wld., June 19,

1915; 5% pp., illus.). 20c.

1505—ASSAYING—A Method of Assaying Copper. Arthur
Fraser. (Journ. Soc. Chem. Ind., May 15, 1915; X'^k. PP-)

1506—CENTRAL. STATES—Silver, Copper. Lead and Zinc
in the Central States in 1914. B. S. Butler and J. P. Dunlop.
(Mineral Resources of the U. S., 1914, Part II; 98 pp.)

1507—CONCENTRATION—Bolivian Copper Concentration
by Cia. Corocoro de Bolivia. F. A. Sundt. (Eng. and Min.
Journ., July 17, 1915; % p.) 20c.

150S—FLOTATION at the Inspiration Mine, Arizona. (Min.
and Sci. Press, July 3, 1915; 4 pp., illus.) 20c.

1509—FUEL—Anaconda Coal-Pulverizing Plant. E. P.
Mathewson. (Eng. and Min. Journ., July 10, 1915; 3 pp., illus.)

20c.

1510—HYDRO-ELECTROLYTIC TREATMENT of Copper Ore.
Robert Rhea Goodrich. (Advance copy. A. I. M. E.. Sept., 1915;
44 pp.. illus.) Account of experiments on a porphyry ore from
Bisbee, Ariz.

1511—ORE BEDDING and Reclaiming at Copper Smelters.
W A. Clay. (Min. and Eng. Wld., July 17, 1915; 3% pp.,

illus.) 20c.

1512—ORE HANDLING—Handling Ore at the Calumet &
Arizona Smelter. C. A. Tupper. (Min. and Eng. Wld., July 3,

1915; 6 pp., illus.) 20c.

1513—PORPHYRY COPPERS. The. Percy E. Barbour.
(Eng. and Min. Journ.. June 26, 1915; % p.) Data on ore re-
serves, and milling result. 30c.

1514—PYRITIC SMELTING—Beobachtungen beim Pyrit-
schmelzen. R. Stbren. (Metall u. Erz, May 22 and June 8,

1915; 12y4 pp.)
1515—SANTO DOMINGO—The Copper Deposits of San Cris-

tobal, Santo Domingo. Thomas F. Donnelly. (Advance copy,
A. I. M. E., Sept., 1915., 1915: 10 pp., illus.) 40c.

1516—SHAPT-ROCKHOUSE PRACTICE in the Copper
Country L. Hall Goodwin. (Eng. and Min. Journ., June 19,

26, July 3 and 10, 1915; I814 pp., illus.)

1517—SMELTER—The British Columbia Copper Co.'s
Smelter, Greenwood. B. C. Frederic K. Brunton. (Bull. A. I.

M. E., July, 1915; 17 pp., illus.) 40c.

1518—THICKENER—Arizona Copper Co.'s Dorr Thickener.
David Cole. (Eng. and Min. Journ., July 24, 1915; 3% pp.,
illus.) 20c.

GOLD AND SILVER—GEOLOGY
1519—ARIZONA—Geology of Gold Road District. How-

land Bancroft. (Min. and Sci. Press, July 3, 1915; 1 p., illus.)

20c.

1520—NEVADA—Volcano, a New Nevada Strike. Francis
Church Lincoln. (Eng. and Min. Journ., July 10, 1915; % p.,

illus.) 20c.

1521—QUEENSLAND—The Mount Taylor Gold Mine, Kings-
ton. Lionel C. Ball. (Queensland Govt. Min. Journ., June 15,

1915; 3^ pp.. illus.) GOc.

GOLD DREDGING, PLACER MINING. ETC.
1522—ALASKA—Flume-Tvpe Elevator Dredges in Alaska.

Lewis H. Eddy. (Eng. and Min. Journ., June 26, 1915; % P..

illus.) 20c.

1523—DEBRIS—A Novel Debris-Dam. Leroy A. Palmer.
(Min. and Sci. Press. July 10. 1915; 3% pp.. illus.) Notes on a
dam designed by J. M. Howells constructed at the Omega
mine, Nevada Co., California. 20c.

1524—DREDGING COSTS. James Wilson Neill. (Min. and
Sci. Press. June 12. 1915: % p.) Data regarding the Oroville
Dredging, Ltd., operations completing an article previously
published. 20c.

1525—FINE GOLD SAVING—Undercurrents. E. T. Ulrich.
(Min. and Sci. Press, June 5, 1915; \Vi PP-. illus.) 20c.

1526—METALLURGY of Alluvial Mining. John M. Nicol.
(Min. and Sci. Press. June 5, 1915; 4 pp., illus.) Continuation
of article previously indexed. 20c.

1527—SAMPLING—Relative Error in Alluvial Sampling.
Charles S. Haley. (Min. and Sci. Press, July 17. 1915: 1% pp.)
20c.

GOLD AND SILVER—CYANIDING
1530—COLORADO—Cyanidation of Low-Grade Sulphide

Ores in Colorado.— I. H. C. Parmelee. (Met. and Chem. Eng.,
July, 1915: iVi pp., illus.) 40c.

1531—HOMESTAKE MINE-Notes on Homestake Metal-
lurgy. Allan J. Clark. (Bull. A. I. M. E., Julv, 1915: 20 pp..
illus.) 40c

1532—JAPAN—Cyanide Plant at Kushikino, Japan. (Min.
and Sci. Press, June 19, 1915; 2 pp., illus.) 20c.

1533—OREGON—The Rainbow Mill, Oregon. W. M. Dake,
Jr. (Eng. and Min. Journ.. June 26, 1915; 4 pp., illus.) 20c.

1534—REFININ(3—Electric Furnace for Gold Refining at
the Alaska-Treadwell Cyanide Plant. W. P. Lass. (Bull. .\. I.

M. E., July, 1915; 5 pp., illus.) 40c.

1535—SOLUTION—The Precipitating Action of Carbon in
Contact with Auriferous Cyanide Solution. W. R. Feldtmann.
(Bull. 129. \. M. M., June 17. 1915: 3% pp.) Further con-
tributed remarks on paper previously indexed.

1536—SOLUTIONS—The Morro Velho Method of Assaying
Gold-Bearing Cvanide Solutions. Donald M. Levy and Harold
Jones. (Bull. 129, I. M. M., June 17, 1915; 1% pp.) Contributed
remarks on paper previously indexed.

1537—TUBE MILLING—The Theory of Tube Milling. H. A.
White. (Journ. Chem., Met. and Min. Soc. of So. Afr., Mar.
and Apr., 1915; 9»,4 PP-. illus.) Discussion of paper previously
indexed. 80c.

1538—TUBE MILLS—The Use of Scoop Discharges in Tube-
Mills. W. R. Dowling. (Journ. Chem., Met. and Min. Soc. of
So. Afr., Apr., 1915; 4 pp.) Discussion on paper previously
indexed. 60c.

GOLD AND SILVER—GENERAL
1539—ALASKA—The Juneau Gold Belt. (.Maska and North-

western Min. Journ., June, 1915; 1% pp., illus.) 20c.

1540—ARIZONA—Conditions Favorable in Tom Reed-Gold
Road District. William P. De Wolf. (Salt Lake Min. Rev.,
June 15, 1915; 1 p., illus.) 20c.

1541—ASSAYING—.A Rapid Method for Washing Gold
Beads. E. J. Hall. (Eng. and Min. Journ., July 24, 1915; 1

p., illus.) 20c.

1542—CALIFORNIA—Seneca Mining District, California.
W^. H. Wright. (Eng. and Min. Journ., June 19, 1915; 2 pp.,
illus.) 20c.

1543—CANADA—Beaver Lake District, Saskatchewan.
Charles .A. Banks. (Min. and Sci. Press, June 19, 1915; 1 p..

illus.) 20c.

1544—CENTRAL AMERICA—New York & Honduras Ro-
sario Mining Co. J. M. De Hart. (Min. and Eng. Wld., June 19,
1915: 1% pp., illus.) 20c.

1545—CENTRAL ST.\TES—Silver, Copper, Lead and Zinc in
the Central States in 1914. B. S. Butler and J. P. Dunlop.
(Mineral Resources of the U. S., 1914, Part II; 98 pp.)

1546—^COST of an Ounce of Gold. Percy E. Barbour. (Eng.
and Min. Journ., July 10, 1915; 1% pp.) An interesting com-
pilation showing the cost of production at various important
mines. 20c.

1547—GOLDFIELD Re-visited. T. A. Rickard. (Min. and
Sci. Press, June 12, 1915; 2% pp., illus.) Continuation of ar-
ticle previously indexed. 20e.

154S—MILLING Below Sea Level at McCausland Mine.
Death Valley, Calif. Lewis H. Eddy. (Eng. and Min. Journ.,
July 10, 1915; ly pp., illus.) 20c.

1549—NEVADA—Mining in the Shale at Goldfleld, J. K.
Turner. (Min. and Sci. Press, June 26, 1915; 1»4 pp., illus.) 20c.

1550—ONTARIO—The Mining Industry in that Part of
Northern Ontario Served by the Temisl^aming & Northern On-
tario Rv. during 1914. Arthur A. Cole. (Temiskaming & No.
Ont. Ry. Com., 1914; 74 pp., illus.)

1551—RAND—Ore Reserves of the Rand. A. Cooper Key.
(Eng. and Min. Journ., July 24, 1915; % p.) 20c.

1552—SONORA—Conditions in Sonora. (Min. and Sci. Press,
July 17, 1915: 1V4 pp., illus.) 20c.

1553—SOUTH AMERICA—Mineral Industry of South
America with .Special Reference to Bolivia. George W.
Schneider. (Min. Sci., June, 1915; 10 pp., illus.) 20c.

1554—XTTAH—New Gold Camp of Goldstrike in Washing-
ton County. Will C. Higgins. (Salt Lake Min. Rev., May 15,

1915; 514 pp., illus.) 20c.

1555—WESTERN AUSTRALIA—Notes on the Geology and
Mining at Sandstone and Hancock's, East Murchison Goldfleld.

E. de C. Clarke. (Bull. 62, West. Aust. Geol. Surv., 1914; 66 pp.,

illus.)

IRON ORE DEPOSITS. MINING. ETC.

1556—CHROMIC IRON ORE—The Production of Chromic
Iron Ore in 1914. J. S. Diller. (Mineral Resources of the U. S.,

1914, Pt. I; 15 pp., illus.)

1557—CUBA—Additional Data on Origin of Lateritic Iron
Ores of Eastern Cuba. C. K. Leith and W. J. Mead. (Bull.

A. I. M. E.. July. 1915; 4 pp., illus.) 40c.

1558—MECH.\NICAL FEATURES at a Lake Superior Iron
Mine. P. B. McDonald. (Min. and Sci. Press, July 10, 1915:

1% pp., illus.) 20c.

1559—MESABI RANGE—Orebodies of the Mesabi Range—

1

and II. J. F. Wolff. (Eng. and Min. Journ., July 17 and 24,

1915; lOV: pp., illus.) 40c.

1560—MINNESOTA—Structure of the Cuyuna Iron-Ore Dis-
trict of Minnesota. Charles A. Cheney, Jr. (Eng. and Min.
Journ., June 26. 1915; 214 pp., illus.) 20c.

1561—NEW JERSEY—Development of Nation's Oldest Iron
Mine (Mt. Hope, N. J.). H. M. Roche and J. C. Stoddard. (Iron
Tr. Rev., Julv 22, 1915; 6 pp., illus.) 20c.
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1562—ORE DEPOSITS—The Formation and Distribution of
Bog Iron-ure Deposits. C. L. Dake. (Bull. A. I. M. E.. July,
1915; S pp.) 40c.

1563—TENNESSEE—The Iron Ore Deposits of Lewis
County, Tennessee Reese F. Rogers. (Resources of Tenn.,
Vol. V, No. 3, July. 1915; 62 pp.. illus.)

IRON AND STEKL—METALLURGY
1564—ACCIDENT PREVENTION by the Steel Corporation.

A. A. Willoughby. (Min. antl Sci. Press. July 17. 1915; 1 p.)
20c.

1565—BLAST-FURNACE PL.VNT AUXILIARIES and Gen-
eral Arrangement. J. E. Johnson. Jr. (Met. and Chem. Eng.,
July. 1915; lOVi pp.. illus.) Continuation ot article previously
indexed. 40c.

1566—BLOVi'ING ENGINES—Gas Blowing Engines of New
Design at Steelton Plant, Pennsylvania Steel Co. (Iron Tr.
Rev.. July 1, 1915; 3 pp.. illus.)

1567—BY-PRODUCTS—De la Recuperation des Sous-
Produits du Gaz de Gazogene dans I'lndustrie Metallurgique.
Otto Wolff. (Rev. de Met., Mar.. 1915; 8 pp.. illus.) From
"Stahl u. Eisen."

156S—CUPOLA OPERATION—Scientific Operation of a Cu-
pola. David Townsend. (Iron Tr. Rev.. July 15. 1915; 3 pp.,
illus.) Paper before Philadelphia Foundrymen's Assn. 20c.

1569—ELECTRIC FURNACE in the Foundry. W. L. Morri-
son. (Iron Tr. Rev., July 22, 1915; 3 pp., illus.) From paper
before Am. Foundrymen's Assn. 20c.

1570—FUEL SAVIN(5—Furnace Curves for Plotting Fuel
Consumption. R. J. Weitlaner. (Met. and Chem. Eng., July,
1915; 3',2 pp.. illus.) 40c.

1571—GALVANIZING STANDARDS—Details of a New
Method to Determine the Amount of Spelter Coating on
Sheets and Wire. J. A. Aupperle. (Iron Tr. Rev.. June 24,
1915; 1 p.) Paper before Am. Soc. for Testing Materials. 20c.

1572—HARDENING TOOL STEEL—Factors in Hardening
Tool Steel. John A. Mathews and Howard J. Stagg. Jr. (Iron
Tr. Rev., July 22, 1915; 35 pp.) Paper before Am. Soc. Mechan.
Engrs. 20c.

1573—MIXER—The Metal Mixer. F. C. Thompson. (Iron
and Coal Tr. Rev., July 9. 1915; 21,2 pp., illus.) 40c.

1574—PROPERTIES—Some Suggestions Regarding the De-
termination of the Properties of Steel. A. N. Mitinslcy. (Ad-
vance copy, A. I. M. E., Sept., 1915; 9 pp.. illus.) 40c.

1575—ROLLING MILLS—Etudes sur les Laminoirs Ameri-
cains. J. Puppe. (Rev. de Met.. Mar., 1915; 17^4 pp., illus.)

From "Stahl u. Eisen."
1576—SLAG—Making Money from Furnace Slag. (Iron

Tr. Rev., June 24, 1915; IV2 PP., illus.) Description of a new-
method of handling and marketing blast-furnace slag, using
twin beds and a patented chain system. 20c.

1577—SOUND STEEL for Rails and Structural Purposes.
Robert A. Hadfleld. (Journ. Frank. Inst., June, 1915; IS pp.,
illus.) 60c.

157S—SPECIAL STEELS—A Comparison of the Properties
of a Nickel. Carbon and Manganese Steel Before and After
Heat Treatment. Robert R. Abbott. (Advance copy. A. S.

JI. E.. June, 1915; 9 pp., illus.)

LK-VD AXD ZIXC

1579—CENTRAL STATES—Silver, Copper, Lead and Zinc
in the Central States in 1914. B. S. Butler and J. P. Dunlop.
(Mineral Resources of the U. S.. 1914, Part II. 9S pp.)
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By T. S. O'Brien*

SYNOPSIS—A plant operating on Mother Lode
ores and following a practice unusual in that

district. No amalgamation is done in mortars,

and it is planned to eliminate the practice of stamp

crushing. An unusual zinc-precipitation system is

used similar to that of tlie Ajax, Victor, Colo.

Milling was resumed at the Amador Consolidated plant

on May 1, 1915, after a shutdo\\ni of 60 days, during

which time the plant was entirely overhauled, and to

The design of this mill is a departure from the usual

.Mother Lode practice, inasmuch as no amalgamating is

done in the mortar, and the ore—consisting mostly of

hard' quartz with a little slate, carrying about 1%%
pyrite as it comes from the bins—is fed into revolving

screens having %-in. openings. Only the oversize of

these screens goes to the stamps, while the undersize,

amounting to about 25%, is passed around and joins the

discharge from the stamps going to the drag classifiers,

the sands discharge of which is fed to the Hardinge mills.

The excess water and slimes overflow goes to the tliicken-

FIG. 1. GENERAL VIEW OF THE AMADOR CONSOLIDATED PLANT

the original twenty 1000-lb. stamps were added two 8-ft.

by 3G-in. Hardinge mills, 10 new double- and 1 single-

deck Deister Concentrator Co. tables and a 32-ft. diameter

by IG-ft. deep thickening tank. The new mill wll have

a capacity of 300 tons daily, compared with 90 tons daily

in the old mill.

•Superintendent, Amador Consolidated Mines Co., Amador
City, Calif.

ing tank. The ton-cap screens on the battery vary from
%- to %-in. opening, depending on the hardness of the

ore going through, the oljject being to regulate the feed,

percentage of water and pclible load in the Hardinge
mills so the discharge from them will show a maximum
of minus 30-niesh sands and a minimum of slimes. Even
now it is indicated that there will be less slimes than
with the stamps crushing to 20 mesh.
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The discharge from the Plardinge mills goes into the

Ilardinge amalgamators, which are attached to and re-

volve with the mill. Mercury is fed into this amalgamator

as required by the condition of the outside plates, in the

.•^ame manner as feeding it into the stamp mortar. About

a dozen small copper balls, made from 14- or %-Jii- wire,

are kept in the amalgamator. As these balls roll around

they build up, forming good-sized amalgam balls which

are removed daily while the mill is in operation ; after

removing the accumulated amalgam, the balls are re-

turned to repeat the operation.

The discharge from the amalgamator passes over the

usual copper plates and goes to a hydraulic classifying

launder having a trap and three spigots, one each for

coarse, medium and fine sands, which go to separate

tables. The slimes-overflow from the hydraulic clas-

sifiers joins the slimes-overflow from the drag classifier,

going to a sump from which it is pumped to the

thickening tank. From this tank the thickened slime

is fed to the slimes tables and the clear overflow from the

thickening tank is returned and again used for general

mill purposes.

Treatment of Coxcentrates

The concentrates—having a specific gravity of about

4.4—from all the tables are piped to a central sump from

which they are elevated to the second set of amalgamating

plates where any gold or amalgam that escapes the first

set of plates, or was carried over in the slimes-overflow,

is recovered. From the second set of amalgamating

plates the concentrates are piped and run by gravity to

the dewatering bins from which they are trammed to

the cyanide plant, which has a capacity of about 300 tons

per month, where they are ground to pass a —200-mesh

screen in a 4l^-ft. by 73-in. Hardinge mill operated in

closed circuit with a drag classifier. To this mill is

also attached a Hardinge amalgamator which discharges

on to a small copper plate. About 5% of the gold

released during grinding is recovered ]irevious to cyanide

treatment.

The overflow from the classifier is pumped to one 18-ft.

diameter by 13-ft. deep treatment tank equipped with

the Trent cyaniding apparatus. This tank, with a dilu-

tion of 70%, has a capacity of 30 tons of concentrates.

^Yhen starting to grind a charge, the treatment tank is

filled with barren solution and the circulating pump
started while the valves are set to operate as a thickener

and replacer. Then the pulp from the classifier, having

about 80% dilution and having had about 50% of the

values dissolved during grinding, is pumped into a 12x12-

in. box hung in the center and submerged 3 ft. While

the charge is being ground and thickened in the bottom

of the treatment tank, the clear overflow, with a large

percentage of the dissolved values, goes to the sump tank,

which has a filter bottom. After the charge is ground

and previous to agitation, about 50% of the solution in

the treatment tank is replaced with barren solution and

the valves on the treatment tank changed to operate as

an agitator. This process is continued for 6 or 8 hr.

after which all the recoverable values are in solution.

The valves are again changed on tlie treatment tank so

as to operate it as a thickener and replacer and about 10%
in excess of the solution in the treatment tank is replaced

with barren solution. Then 20 tons of wash water carry-

ing about 2 lb. alkalinity per ton, is added and the

charge allowed to settle into the wash water. The

solution above the pulp is then decanted off into the sump

tank, and the pulp sluiced to waste.

Cyanide-Treatment Machinery

The treatment tank is equipped with test cocks placed

vertically about 1 ft. apart, from which samples can

be taken for assay or titration during treatment or while

Crusher

Amalgamators

--I6 Filter Bogs

Solution to Mill Tank,
Precipitates to Acid
Treatinq Tank

Hardinge
o> Amalgamator

Acid rilter paying
Treating Tank rress

q^^^

Bullion to Mint
Tilting Furnace

FIG. 2. FLOW SHEET, AMADOR CONSOLIDATED MILL

replacing. To illustrate the agitating ability of this

machinery, it is on record that one charge, on account

of some trouble with precipitation, was allowed to settle

and held in the tank 80 hr. and in 15 min. after the
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circulating pump was started the arms were making a

complete revolution. Two hours alter starting the

samples taken from all the test cooks showed about the

same specific gravity, showing that the entire charge was
in suspension.

Precipitation was begun with zinc shavings, but owing
to erratic precipitation and to the amount of labor re-

quired for dressing the boxes, the use of shavings was
discarded and zinc dust installed. The method now used

is the same as at the Ajax property, of Victor, Colo. The
method makes use of two 5-ton tanks equipped with

mechanical agitators, into which the solution from the

gold tank is run. When the tank is about two-thirds full,

the required amount of lead acetate and zinc dust is

added, and by the time the tank is full, it has had
sufficient agitation and is then pumped to the filters.

While one tank is being pumped out, the other is being

filled and agitated. Both the solution inlet pipe and
pipe to the pump are equipped with three-way valves,

making the flow to the filters almost continuous. This

system is more satisfactory and economical from every

standpoint than zinc shavings.

Filtering the precipitates is done with canvas bags each

inclosing an inner bag of fine muslin. These are hung on

a manifold, each bag having separate connection and
valve to the main header, and the solution from the bags

drains into a launder leading to the mill-solution tank.

bill the estimate on the mill, treating 9000 tons a month,

is put at a total cost of 30c. per ton and—judging from

the work done in the old mill, which made a 90%
extraction—it is expected that a further saving will be

made. During the next year the stamps will be discarded

and ball mills or some other crushing machinery installed

to give a %-in. product to the Hardinge pebble mills.

With about a million and a half tons of available ore

blocked out in the mine above the 700-ft. level, the policy

of the company will be to increase the mill capacity up

to 1000 tons or more daily as soon as possible. On the 200

tons of concentrates treated at the cyanide plant, an

extraction of 90.1% was made and by further modifi-

cations it is expected to increase this to 95%, a figure

which was reached in the small experimental plant. On
a basis of 300 tons per month the total treatment cost

will be about $5 per ton.

Manafliag ana .^Isislfea

By Lewis H. Eddy*

The Bagley scraper was successfully used by Eiley &
Marsten on Otter Creek, Iditarod district, Alaska, in

handling the gravel of two 20-acre claims during the sea-

son of 1914. About 10 acres remain to be scraped this

PIG. 1. CLEANEip BEDROCK WITH THE SET-UP IN THE BACKGROUND PIG. 2. SCRAPING UP A LOAD

The idea of these filter bags was furnished by H. R.

Conklin of the Lluva de Oro Co., Chihuahua, Mexico.^

They are practically the same as he used except that

his bags tapered, and as the precipitates collected in the

bottom or large end, it was necessary to destroy the bags

to remove the precipitates. To overcome this, a cast head

4 in. in diameter was made to screw on to the 1-in.

nipples of the manifold and the bags made straight, being

thus 41/i in. in diameter by 36 in. long. These bags are

fastened to the cast head with heavy twine and they can

be readily removed from the manifold and used over a

great many times. The inner bag, which contains the

precipitates, can be easily removed from the outer bag

and washed out into the clean-up tank, where the pre-

cipitates are acid-treated previous to smelting.

Neither the mill nor the cyanide plant has been in

operation long enough to get any detailed data on costs.

season. That }iortion of the Riley & Marsten claims oc-

cupying the stream is worked with a 3%-cu.ft., Union
Construction Co.'s bucket-elevator, flume-type dredge

driven by a distillate engine.

The dredge operates in the stream while the scraper

is used only on unwatered ground. The stream and bed

naturally cover a considerable area, so that preparatory

to scraping operations, the water is forced back and off the

ground by a system of ditches. In other words, the

ground is unwatered.

With from 2 to 6 ft. overburden and 4 to 5 ft. of

waste gravel there is a total depth from surface to bed-

rock of from 8 to 12 ft. Thus a large amount of ma-

terial must be removed before the gold is reached. The

method employed is to ground-sluice the overburden,

scrape the waste to one side, cut to bedrock with the

•First described in "Eng. and Min. Journ.," May 17, 1913.
"Engineering and Mining Journal, San
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scraper and load the material into cars which are hauled

up an inclined track and their contents dumped into a

dump-box at the head of the sluices.

The cost of handling the gravel by this method is ap-

proximately 20c. per sq.ft. of soft ground and 40c. per

sq.ft. of hard ground. The yield Mr. Eiley places at 75e.

to $1 per sq.ft.

The scraper used at Otter Creek handles about 3 cu.yd.

per load. It is manufactured by the Bagley Grader Co.,

of Tacoma, Wash., in various sizes from 1 to 5 eu.yd. ca-

pacity. It is so constructed with back curvature that no

ijottora is provided. It works with either side down. The
knives which cut or peel up the dirt are fitted at the edges

of the back. The edge of the scraper may be provided

FIG. 3. INCLINEDr TRACK, LOADED CAR. LEAD MAST
AND SEEPAGE PUMP

with teeth about 3 in. in section and set about 1 ft. apart.

The scraper is automatically filled, lifting the back slight-

ly so that the loaded scraper slides off on top of the

ground. Unloading is accomplished by hauling the

scraper back, leaving the load where it stopped, or by
dumping it into a car. When the scraper goes ahead,

the weight is on the scraping edge and when it goes back,

the weight drags on the side.

The method of operation is practically the same in all

classes of scraping. The practice on Otter Creek is to lay

out the ground in an area about 500 ft. long and
400 ft. wide, so as to work about 200,000 sq.ft. of bedrock

in one cut. After scraping to bedrock, the cleaning

of the floor and services is done by hand.

The accompanying photographs give a fair idea of the

fcituation and operation of the plant. Fig. 3 shows the in-

clined track, and a loaded car traveling up to the dump-
box. The mast illustrated is the main lead mast. The seep-

'age pump, which keeps the cut dry, appears in the middle

foreground of the picture. In the background is the

flume, carrying gravity water to the dump-box. A gen-

eral view of the plant in the back-ground is given in

Fig. 1 with the cleaned bedrock in the foreground. The
rocks and gravel scattered about have been left in order

to save the unnecessary expense of moving them, except

from one part of the ground to the other when necessary

to clean any particular part of the bedrock. This illus-

tration shows the condition of the bedrock after having

been finished by hand.

The set-up is placed at the outer edge of the cut or area

to be scraped, opposite the river. The inclined track

extends upward toward the cut and the dump- and sluice-

boxes are placed at the head of the track. Two masts are

situated on either side of the track about 60 ft. apart.

One stands ju.st within the cut and the other just outside.

A cable extends from one mast to the other. The lead-

line of the scraper is attached to this cable by a block

which runs from mast to mast, so the lead may be changed
to operate the scraper from any point of the area being

scraped. Each mast is guyed with three lines.

The engine is set so that the engineer can see the

work, usually on the opposite side from the set-up.

Steam power and wood fuel are used.

The ear is built high at the back, the sides running

to a point at the forward end of the bottom. It is 10 ft.

long, 5 ft. wide and 5 ft. high at the rear end, and is so

pivoted as to avoid spilling the soft mud or water. The
dump-box is 40 ft. long, 5 ft. wide and 3 ft. deep. This

box narrows in the last 10 ft. to a width of 18 in. where

it is connected to an 18-in. flume that is 125 ft. long and

3 ft. deep. The dump-box is lined on both sides with 2-in.

plank. The bottom of it is provided with poles about 5 in.

in diameter and a little short of 10 ft. long. These poles

are made into three sets held together at the ends by 2x4-

in. cross-pieces nailed or bolted. These three sets occupy

the first 30 ft. of the box, having spaces between the ends

of the sets. The last 10-ft. section of the box narrows

gradually to the lower end and is fitted with poles like

the other sections, the smaller ends of the poles being

placed at the lower end of the section.

The flume is provided with riffles set lengthwise and

spaces between the riffle sections. The flume riffles are

built in 6-ft. sections, each section composed of five 2x3-

in. pieces and provided on two sides with i4xli/^-in. steel

or iron strips. The 4-in. spaces between sections provide

for the necessary breaking up of clay and gravel. The
poles in the dump-box will wear about 60 days. In some

cases it has been found more economical to use 20-lb. steel

rails instead of poles, but where timber is abundant

and the distance is great from steamer landings or rail-

road stations, the use of poles is more economical. The
clean-up usually requires about 3 hr. to a string.

The ground and creek begin freezing about the first

of Octoljer and the spring thaw permits preliminary work
by the first of May. Active scraping can be started in

the middle of June. At these claims on Otter Creek

the ground to be scraped is not so badly frozen as to re-

quire thawing with steam points. When the scraper gets

down to frozen ground the work is shifted to another part

of the cut and the frozen ground is thawed by the sun in

the meantime.
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f s\ TemnmeS'
lime MnnK

Ilv Fi;an-k L. Nason"*

i^YNOPSIS—Origin of ore deposits considered

to be in up-flowing magmatic waters rather than

down-flomng meteoric ivaters. In this mine are

two vertical fissures 90 ft. apart between which

are four distinct rock horizons mineralized to

various degrees. Sphalerite, galena and pyrite

occur in veins, in irregular sheets on the bedding

planes or as metasomatic replacements in dolomite.

Probability is that ore will extend to depth.

In a former paper on tlie "Tlie Zinc Deposits of

Eastern Tennessee" {Engineering and Mining Journal,

Vol. 99, No. 17, p. 734) I attempted to answer the

questions : "What is the system of it ;" and, "What
determined them ?"

In the above-cited paper the "system" of the zinc

deposits was shown to be a series of strike faults in the

Mascot and AVhite Pine belts, resulting in zones of breceia-

tion : in the Powell and Clinch River belts, a series of

LE&ENO
I-I-I m/ars
tvi,<i-r>'East and West

YerHca/ fissures
-Foof-rtalt "Ribbon"

Limeshne
^Undisi-urbsd Fianfring

Lirnesione Yialis

=Veins ofLeadand Zinc

Sulphides, 90% Purs
-Brecciahd, Barren
Limeshne be fween

K'K'K~K= Limes/one L^eplacenienh.

in Blanlrefs.lfolSIn. Tliick

FIG. 1. VERTICAL, NORTH AND SOUTH SECTION THROUGH
NEW PROSPECT MINE. LEAD MINE BEND, TENN.

profound east and west faults, fractures or fissures, any

one or all. The "system," then, is purely one of fissure

veins. As to the origin of these ores, the theory of

down-flowing or meteoric waters has its ardent advocates

;

others, myself included, regard these ores as having their

origin in profound fissures with vipward-flowing waters.

The loci of deposition were determined by the flowing

of these waters through prepared ground and along lines

of least resistance. It is probable that no final and con-

clusive evidence can be advanced at this time, but the

anatomy of the well-known New Prospect mine at Lead
Mine Bend, Union County, Tenn., may contribute evi-

dence on a subject that may have economic importance.

Local Topography

The New Prospect mine is located about one mile

east of the Powell River. The Powell flows along or near

what is evidently the crest of an eroded anticline which

strikes ENE. The west leg of the anticline dips NW
at an angle, in the main, of 45 deg. ; the east, at a much
lower angle.

•Geologist and mining engineer. West Haven, Conn.

At Lead Mine Bend there is another anticline wliich

strikes nearly due cast, to Straight Creek a distance of

about 14 miles. The evidence of this anticline is the

outcrop of the underlying Conasauga shales and the

"ribbon" limestones lying at the base of the Knox. The
resultant of these two folds is a series of dome-shaped
hills which ri.se from 300 to 700 ft. above the waters of

the Powell River.

The angle of the strike faults and folds varies between

N45 to 65 deg. E. The angle of the cross-folds varies

between N90 deg. E to 150 deg. S. The resulting blocks

are thus parallelograms, with the acute angle varying

from 50 to 60 deg. As is usual in limestone countries.

§ CHICKAMAUSA
S LIMESTONF

ISOO- Chickamauga Limesfone, Barren of
SOOO Lead andZinc

_.Apprbximaie Horizon of fhe W/iife Pine
Zinkiferous and Plumbiferous Breccias

' _Approximafe locafion of ti7e ZinUiferous
"800- Mascof Breccias
1500

Sandsiones Capping Hiils on eriher f/ank
^ofthe Ponell Piver Aboui SOO ff: above
fhe Poweii andiSOO fi: above Tidewaier

600-

\7B0

-Exacf Loci of fhe New Prospecfand
Straight Creels Mines, Shales and Shalt/
Limestones of the Conasauga and

Atarc/sville Series

Blankets ofZinc andLeadSulphides in
^Conasauga Shales. 1000 ft. helar/ the
Level of the Povieli River

FIG. 2. THE ZINKIFEROUS HORIZONS OP UNION AND
CLAIBORNE COUNTIES, TENN.*

the drainage liere is almost exclusively underground,
with the exception, of cour.se, of base-level streams. The
result of these block-fault domes is by this means
brought into strong and oftentimes exaggerated relief.

There is in other localities equally positive evidence of

such cross-folds or faults. It is on one of these domes
that the New Prospect mine is located.

Structural Features of the Mine

The structural features of the mine are obvious and
are as follows (see Figs. 1 and 2) : First, two vertical,

parallel mineralized fissures, A-B, C-D, about 90 ft. apart;

second, between these fissures are four distinct rock

horizons—A', a horizon about 50 ft. thick, broken between
the fissures into small lozenge-shaped fragments barren

of mineral except in traces; Y, a horizon about 30 ft.

thick, strata only slightly fractured and not displaced,

mineralized to about 10% ; Z, the main mine horizon

about 20 ft. thick, strata broken and more or less warped
with numerous heavily scored slips with east and west

strife, mineralization about 20% ; E-F, a horizon of

ribbon limestone, impure, floor of mine polished but no
discernible striae, strata warped, but not certainly broken,

wholly barren of mineral except in the faults as later

noted in this article.

•Geological column from Maynardsville Folio, U. S. G. S
Marginal notes by F. L. Nason.
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From points K-K, for 100 ft. or more due east, is a

face of solid limestone which is highly polished with

deeply molded scores, rather than strise pointing east.

This is on the north wall of the mine ; no similar

phenomena are observable on the south wall.

Along the fissures A-B and C-D there are no apparent

vertical displacements of the rock strata save to a very

slight extent. These slight displacements are easily

explained by one or both of two causes—first, inequality

in thickness of the strata, or, second, owing to the fact

that the motion was horizontal and the rock strata

having a pitch of about 10 deg. to the east.

The whole formation pitches to the east at an angle

of about 10 deg. The term pitch is here used advisedly,

since it is the relation of the axis of the anticline to the

horizon. That there is a northeast fault, somewhere east

of the hill on which the mine is located, is evidenced

by the fact that the "ribbon" limestones (E-F) outcrop

at the east base of the hill, instead of the overlying

formations Z, Y and X. That there is another fault

to the west is again evidenced by the outcrop of the ribbon

limestones, which here abut against the edges of the Knox.

The hill, then, on which the mine is located is bounded

on the south about three-fourths of a mile distant by

the eroded crest of an anticline, and on the east and west

by two faults which have brought to the surface the

ribbon limestones. The vertical throw of the west fault

can have been no less than 150 ft. and may have been

more. The fourth side, on the north, does not seem to

have been disturbed.

Underground, east of the portal, the pillars show the

same slips and warped planes, but here, even, save for

the two main fissures, no fractures seem to go from
zone Z into the underlying floor of ribbon limestone,

E-F. The east breast, about 300 ft. from the portal of

the mine, is so covered with broken rock that nearly

all structural features are hidden.

The tentative conclusion—not to put it too strongly

—

to be drawn from the foregoing facts is that these

transverse fissures, with their east and west scores and
striae, are the resultants of the orographic movement
which formed the general northeast strike of the Appa-
lachian mountain system. In all likelihood these forces

were operative before, or at least contemporaneously with,

the formation of the cross folds.

Character of the Rocks

The unaided eye can detect no difference between the

rocks of the three zones X, Y and Z. They are typical

Knox dolomites. In the zone A' the intense shattering

has obliterated all traces of bedding planes. Zones Y
and Z are distinctly bedded. The strata are fairly regu-

lar and are from 1 to 2 ft. thick.

Zone E-F is evidently an impure limestone and is

marked with crenulated bands an inch or more thick.

The alternating bands are slaty blue and chocolate

brown. The banding shows very distinctly on weathered
surfaces, less so, in fact very faintly, on fresh surfaces.

Between these limestones and the Knox there is no
gradation, the transition being very abrupt. The ribbon

limestones are parted by bands of nearly pure slate from
an inch up to several feet in thickness. The thickness

of the blue or ribbon limestones is not less than 100 ft.

The three sulphides in the order of their abundance
are sphalerite, galena and pyrites. These minerals

occur in veins as in A-B, C-D in irregular sheet-like

masses in the bedding planes and as metasomatic replace-

ments of beds of dolomite.

Location and Character of Mineralization

Just where mineralization would seem to occur natural-

ly in the greatest abundance it is almost wholly lacking.

This is the brecciated zone X. Occasionally there are

traces of "face" mineral in the mass of the breccia, but

this is rare, the mineralization occurring almost exclusive-

ly in the bounding fissures. This lack of mineralization

in the breccias is probably to be accounted for in this

way: The rocks were here subjected to differential

shearing—indicated by the east and west fault lines

—

to the point of developing pressure planes, but not to

the point of rupture. The loose condition noted at

present is probably due to weathering, which has sought

out and developed the original stress planes. Had these

planes been fully developed previously there would

probably have been signs of capillary flow at least.

The zone E-F, as has been pointed out, is not shattered

at all. The lack of bedding planes, or, where these were

present, the clay-slate partings, prevented the circulation

of mineral-bearing solutions. This seems to be at least

a plausible explanation, since where the northeast break

occurs west of the mine, brecciation is intense in limited

areas. In these breccias the zinc and lead are 10 to 15%
of the mass.

The character of the mineralization seems to be deter-

mined by the channels of circulation. AVhere the channels

are comparatively open, as in the fissures A-B, C-D,

and along bedding planes, as shown in the pillars /-/

and in zone Y, the structure is very coarsely crystalline,

the minerals being at least 90% pure. There seems to

be a tendency for the galena to occur in the middle of

the vein, the blende on the sides ; but this may not be

persistent. In these veins pyrite seems to be lacking.

AVliere mineralization occurs in breccias the blende and

galena are both "dirt)'," in addition to included frag-

ments, coarse and fine, of the parent rock. I suggest

that the "dirt" in the ore is due to finely comminuted
rock that was neither swept out nor dissolved by the

feeble currents that seeped rather than flowed through

the interstices.

In blocks of limestone metasomatically replaced, the

ores, almost exclusively blende, are also "dirtj'," but are

due to another cause. The blende replaces the limestone

to as high as 80%. At first sight the mass seems to be

pure blende. Closer inspection with a pocket lens dis-

closes grains of dolomite alternating with grains of

blende, as if molecule by molecule the dolomite had been

picked out and replaced molecule by molecule with blende.

The texture is as fine-grained as pig iron, or even finer.

Here is by far the greater amount of pyrites. There
are to be seen now in the old mine blocks of this re-

placed ore the full size of the pillars. These beds thus

appeared to have reached almost continuously across the

entire width of the ore horizon. It is probably true that

the points K-K, later referred to, are the evidences of

the extent of these replaced beds. Farther back in

the mine, to the east, the rock floor of the mine seems to

have been rai.sed, and here there are more than traces of

replacement of small bands of the ribbon limestone.

The metasomatic replacement is very beautifully

illustrated in many places in the mine. Beds of dolomite
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partly replaced, appear as if a eorrodiiig stream had

flowed over them, etching deep potholes, as before,

molecule by molecule, and filled the etched space with

a mixture of blende and dolomite. In places the blende

appears in a cloudlike mass in the center of a stratum,

with no apparent port of entry. The replaced limestone

may be six inches or more in diameter, and from this

down to mere grains of blende.

The tentative conclusion drawn from the mineraliza-

tion is almost strong enough to be classed as positive and

inevitable that it came from an upward-flowing stream,

since all the various forms in which it occurs are directly

connected with the two vertical fissures. If it is

logically allowable to connect these fissures with the

profound Appalachian orographic movement, they are,

a priori, profound as well. Some fissures in this region

have been followed 1300 ft. below base level of drainage,

200 ft. below sea level, and more or less mineralization

precisely similar to that observed in the mine is found to

the lowest point reached.

Length of Miner.\lization on Strike

About 600 ft. to the west of the section shown in Fig. 1

the slope of the hill cuts the unmineralized fioor of the

mine. East of the above-mentioned section the under-

ground workings extend a maximum distance of 500 ft.

The axial extent of the New Prospect mine is thus 1100

ft. For a distance of 800 ft. the orebody, save for zone Y,

seems to have been worked for the full space between the

two fissures 90 to 100 ft. To the west of this section

(Fig. 1) the ores were all oxidized and the mine was

worked as an opencut. Disregarding the slope of the hill,

the cubic contents of the orebody, 1100 X 90 X 50 ft., is

4.950,000 cu.ft.

As to the persistence in depth of the two main fissures

of the mine, there is no direct evidence. About 1000 ft.

to the west, east-and-west strise were found to a depth of

over 400 ft. This was in the pure Conasauga shales.

Two miles or more SSW, striae as before, in what appear

to be well-defined fissures, were found 700 ft. below the

surface. Two and one-half miles NNE the same

phenomena appeared at a depth of 1200 ft. Geologically

this equals a depth of 1350 ft. The fissures were in

Conasauga shale. The fissures were followed from the

surface to the bottom. It hardly seems to be reasonalile

to insist that the two New Prospect fissures will not

extend as deep.

C00RDIN.^.TI0N OF DaTA

While freelv confessing that I am convinced of the

fact that the source of zinc and lead ores of the eastern

Tennessee belt and of the entire limestone formation

along the entire western foot of the Appalachian

mountains has a profound-fissure origin, I have tried to

state, without color, the salient features of the structure

and occurrence of the mineralization of the New Prospect

mine. It remains to coordinate the data presented

herewith with other data with which they seem to be

inseparablv connected.

In the "first place, attention is called to the general

structure of the entire field. There are ENE strike folds

and faults. In places these strike folds have terminated

in great overthrust faults where the underlying eastern

beds have been thrust over the upper western members

of the formation. There is conclusive evidence that the

Powell River Hows on or near the crest of an eroded

anticline. There is also evidence that there are other

great folds where the underlying shales have been brought

to the surface.

There is also indisputable evidence of cross-folds

equally profound. From Lead Mine Bend on the Powell

there is certainly an anticline reaching nearly due east

to Straight Creek, a distance of 14 miles. Based on

drill-holes, there is evidence of other easterly folds that

have not brought the underlying shales to the surface;

hut the folds are certainly 500 ft. high. These folds

are parallel to the Lead Mine Bend fold. The resultant

of these two systems of anticlines is a series of folds

similar to a system of groined arches.

It seems hardly possible that these forces, acting

through a visible thickness of 1500 ft. and 1200 ft. below

base level of drainage, could end in other than faulting

equally profound. With such structural effects—not at

all local but general—it would seem to be allowable to go

still farther and to affirm that the movement must have

extended at least through the entire thickness of the

Paleozoic series to a depth of over 6000 ft. As a matter

of fact, the movement in this series seems to be more

reasonably classed as orographic rather than local, and

to be inseparably connected with the movements which

resulted in the great Appalachian mountain system. In

this case the fissure depths would be far greater than the

6000 ft. of the Paleozoics. It is hardly necessary to call

attention to the fact that the Appalachian resultant was

a slow growth and development and was not at all

cataclysmic.

With this tentative conclusion goes another of even

greater economic importance. Whether the facts cited

in my former paper of zinc and lead occurring in veins

in tlie pre-Cambrian be allowed weight or not, the fact

of lead and zinc occurring in fissures 1200 ft. below base

level of drainage in the valley of the Powell must

[ireclude the origin of these ores from downward-flowing

waters. Even allowing for all possible changes in

topography, the flow of circulating meteoric waters must

have been from, not toward, this point.

Ao-ain, forging a more or less attenuated chain of

reasoning, it seems that the two main lines of fissures

in the New Prospect mine cannot prove to be an ex-

ception to the fact that adjoining fissures are deep and

are mineralized as far as they have been tested. Of

course it will be borne in mind that the fissures and their

mineral contents occur on axes of, what at least seem to

be, profound orographic movements.

Tentative Conclusions

If the facts cited in this paper are undisputed, the

profound-fissure origin of the ores of eastern Tennessee

is an established fact. The economic value of such a

demonstration is great, but is not immediately available.

The east and west length of the Powell and Clinch River

fissures are known to be over 14 miles long, and are

probably much longer. These lines are not continuous-

ly mineralized. There may be and probably are many

more mineralized points than are now observable, since

the greater part of the surface of the country is covered

by a heavy mantle of residual clay. Were one to be

convinced as to the truth of my deductions to the point

of prospecting for an ore deposit, just where would he

do his prospecting?
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Tlie superficial dimensions of the one completely
known mine are as stated—1100 X 90 ft., a total area of
99,000 sq.ft. As to depth below the surface, this may
be as great as or greater than 1200 ft.

The Straight Creek and New Prospect mines are the
only ones now known in this section and in this position
relative to the Kno.x at its base. Whether the numerous
fissures which appear on the surface in this part of
Tennessee will, with depth, make orebodies equal to
these, is as yet unknown. In such a ea.se a great future
as a zinc field is certain. In considering this question
practically, this must be remembered: There has been
very little skilled geological study of this field. Little
money has been available for careful and consecutive
study. What this field would be today had it, for example,
had the same careful study as has been possible in the
States of New Jer.sey and New York, it is impossible to
say. What is, is only evident after careful investigation,
but is the "what" economic or the reverse?

Spaiaasfi^ P©tiaslhi Deposits
A report from Consul-General C. B. Hurst at Barce-

lona, Spain, says that the stoppage of shipments of pot-
ash salts from Germany by the war has called attention
to the potash deposits that were known to exist near
Barcelona. Borings and analyses had been repeatedly
made with reference to the region where the salt's

abounded in the Spanish provinces of Barcelona and
Lerida. The results have been particularly favorable,
but it will require the employment of capital and enter-
prise to make potash in this neighborhood a commercially
profitable product.

In the various borings near the town of Sarria potash
salts were found at depths between 121 and 197 ft.

and another deposit at 426 ft. At 886 ft., the greatest
depth attained, important quantities of potassium com-
pounds were found to rest on a stratum of white salt
not yet pierced. In the area tested by borings compris-
ing some 2,690,000 sq.ft., there were estimated to be ap-
proximately 2,5.50,000 tons of carnallite and 1,150.000
tons of .sylvinite, which should produce a total of 3,675,-
000 tons of potassium salts.

From the general characteristics of the region it is
considered probable that there are further deposits in
greater or less proximity to those already tested. In a
stream running by the salt works of Cardona there is
a large percentage of potash in solution, and it has been
discovered that quantities of potash have already been
allowed to go to waste in the salt mines that might have
l)een profitably used.

On account of the exceptionally irregular geological
formation of the country near Barcelona it is difficult
to make exact valuations of the amount of potash salt
that can be mined. Nevertheless, the presence of cer-
tain gypsum beds and the potash-holding streams will
serve as a guide to determine the continuation of the
potash deposits.

Particular interest has been displayed in these potash
deposits by people in the United States. Persons have
sought to buy concessions or land in which the deposits
are situated, or have been willing to make contracts for
regular shipments to the United States. One large tract
is already owned outside of Spain, but in view of the
great national importance of the deposits the Spanish

Government is taking measures for their supervision, if

not for their exploitation.

Because of the small available supply for use at the
present time in Spain the export of potash from this
country is forbidden provisionally.

In small quantity potash is obtained here by the evap-
oration of the water used in scouring wool and also in
larger bulk from the residue left from the manufacture
of beet-root sugar. Shipments of this latter variety, lim-
ited and known here commercially as black salts, have
been made to the United States aiid to Great Britain.

Further advices from sources outside the report given
are that boring and exploration have failed thus far to
show potash salts in layers thick enough or of an extent
sufficiently large to promise developments of great com-
mercial importance. The real extent and value of the
deposits are still to be ascertained.

*:

Tiia Essporfts fr©2m Clhisaa
Consul-Genei-al (J. E. Anderson at Hongkong writes

that the course of the exports of tin from southern China
in the immediate future is somewhat uncertain. The
effects of the war in general are unfavorable, and the
further fact that the tin coming out of Indo-China must
pass through French territory, where it is regarded as
contraband and subject to restrictions of various .sorts

when it is allowed to pass at all, have rendered trade
even more difficult.

At the opening of the year there was on hand in Hong-
kong a stock of about 1000 tons of tin. Since then the
stock has increased to about 1700 tons, in spite of the
fact that the amount of tin coming out of Yunnan since
the opening of the war is in materially smaller volume
than usual. Explanation seems to lie in the disposition
of the trade earlier in the year to move stocks when fair
prices could be had. The exports of tin from the Mengtze
district in 1914 were 5613 long tons, against 6414 in
1913. For the period Jan. 1 to May 15, however, the
exports increased from 1566 tons in 1914 to 2034 tons
this year.

At the close of the first quarter of tlie current year
the Hongkong Government assumed control of the trade
as that in contraband by prohibiting the export of tin
to all destinations other than the United Kingdom and
British jmssessions and protectorates. After several
weeks' agitation permits were issued for the export of
tin to the United States by making all consignments to
the British consular officers in the American ports con-
cerned so that the actual consignees might be Imown.
The exports to the United States have been going for-
ward in fair volume. The present quotation of the high-
est grade tin is $97 local currency per picul of 133% lb.,

or at present exchange about 32.75c. gold per lb.

Ferroniansanese Made in the Bleetrie rurnaee is being
shipped from California, according to the "Iron Age " The
Noble Electric Steel Co. has recently shipped two carloads, or
about 60 tons, of ferromanganese produced at its plant at
Heroult, Shasta County, Calif. The purchaser is understood
to be an eastern Pennsylvania steel works and the price $100
per ton, f.o.b. The San Francisco company, it is stated, isnow in a position to provide all the ferromanganese needed
on the Pacific coast, as a second furnace is to go on ferro-
manganese. Two other furnaces are to make ferrochrome
for which the price is $200 a ton. The fifth furnace will be
held in reserve. Ore for the manufacture of ferromanganese
is being brought from Mendocino County, Calif.
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AwA ILosses iim Copper Slags™

M

By Frank E. Lathe*

SYNOPSIS—The ref^idts of laboratory investi-

gations are presented, together with numerous
determinations on regular furnace products of the

Granby works at Grand Forks, B. C, where
extended settling e.rperiments and deepening of
the furnaces resulted in lower slag losses. The
presence of sulphide copper in slags does not

preclude the presence of oxidized copper, especially

the silicate.

In my review of the laboratory investigations of the

metal losses in copper slags will be included not only

the results of my own experiments and the numerous
determinations made on regular furnace products to

obtain desired information, but also the graphic represent-

ation of results of commercial blast-furnace smelting as

carried out at the Grand Forks, B. C, plant of the Granby
Consolidated Mining, Smelting & Power Co., Ltd. As
the Granby's practice covered by this paper extends over

a period of seven or eight years, and certain metallurgical

changes were made during that time a review of these
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and 45.5-47.4%. Each point as shown represents the

result of smelting during a period of from 6 to 30

weeks, such averages being necessary to hide numerous

small irregularities in the curves due to a variation

in conditions other than those now being considered.

Determinations of copper in mattes were made by the

cyanide method, in slags by electrolysis, and silica in the

slags by one evaporation only—the true silica is about

0.6% higher.

Copper Content of Granby Slags with Varying
Silica

In considering the first series of curves. Fig. 7, it

will be noticed that the decrease of copper in the slags

with the increase of silica was very uniform when the

higher mattes were being produced. The curve for the

lower mattes almost coincides with this one till the slag

reaches 45% in silica, when the decrease of copper is rapid.

At 45-46% SiO, the difference of 6% in the matte is seen

to have changed the copper content of the slag about

0.02%. Judging by the last two points on this curve one

would conclude that with these highly acid slags the

limit of copper reduction had been reached, as far as

the influence of silica was concerned. This is probably

not altogether true, as indicated by the more reliable

curve in Fig. 9, although the viscosity of these slags in-

creases more rapidly with each per cent, of silica than

it does with the more basic slags. The average slag

produced during this whole period gives oxygen ratios

in acid and base as 2.32 : 1, 1.46 : 1, or 1.97 : 1, according

as the alumina is classed with the acids, with the bases

or omitted from the calculation altogether. The three

ratios are given as metallurgists seem quite unable to

agree upon any particular one.

The other series of curves, Fig. 8, is perhaps more

interesting and instructive, though representing exactly

the same practice. The silicas of the three curves average

about 43.8, 45.0 and 46.2%, so that a difference of 1.2%
in the silica corresponds to a change of about 0.02%
in the copper. From the nearness of the two curves in

Fig. 7, it may be seen that the grade of matte did not

greatly affect the copper content of the slags with 43.5-

44.5% SiO,. This is demonstrated here by the very flat

curve for low silica, but it also shows now that the

constant value is particularly for mattes of 34-39% Cu.

Within these limits all the curves flatten considerably,

as did those^ plotted by Messrs. Heywood, Wright, and

Wanjukoff.

An attempt was also made to plot curves for the iron

and lime content of these slags, but they did not show
sufficient regularity, the effect of variation in either

being obscured by the changes of silica. The averages

did indicate, however, that the replacement of FeO by

CaO had resulted in cleaner slags, as might be expected.

Recent Granby practice is covered by another curve.

Fig. 9, the period of operation being from Oct. 6, 1913,

to July 5, 1914, during which time daily electrolytic

copper assay's were made on the average slag from all

furnaces. This curve has been called more reliable than

those of Figs. 7 and 8 because conditions seldom change

greatly within 24 hr., whereas a weekly average slag of

45% SiOo may occasionally be made up of others vary-

ing all the way from 44 to 47%. So also other conditions

i"Eneineering and Mining Journal." Aug. 7, 1915.

may have varied. Averages were also calculated for

different grades of matte, the two classes 27-31% and

32-35% being made, but the copper content of the latter

averaged only 0.003% higher than the former, with some
irregularity, which made it useless to plot the values

obtained. Hence all mattes of 27-35% are groupe('

together. The curve is seen in this instance to assume

nearly the form of a straight line, and the decrease of

copper with increase of silica is not nearly so pronounced

as before. Comparing this curve with the one in Fig. 7

for mattes of 28-34% and silica of 44.5-45.0% one

finds lower copper in the later slags by 0.015-0.003%. The
greatest change in the method of operating during this

time, as already indicated, was to provide additional

facilities for settling, and the results thus obtained with

a slag which would be termed already "clean" are well

worth considering. These slags of not over 45% SiOj

were the more fluid ones, and responded to the additional

opportunities for settling to a greater extent than did

the more highly siliceous slags. It should, however, be

borne in mind that when those of 46-47% SiO, (Fig. 7)

Were being produced the experiments in settling were

already under way and this part of the curve is thus

transitional.

To summarize this discussion and show the steady

progress that has been made for some years in reducing

the copper losses the average copper in the slag for each

year from 1907-1914 has been plotted in Fig. 10. The
importance of these results is better seen by considering

the amount of copper saved per year in this way by the

Granby company, taking its annual output as one million

tons of slag, a figure closely approximated when the .smelt-

ing ojieration is not interrupted. On this basis, a saving of

0.01% Cu in the slag amounts to 200,000 lb. of the

metal per year, so the 1914 practice was better than that

of 1907 by 2,640,000 lb. With copper at 12c. per lb.

these amounts are worth $24,000 and $316,800, re-

spectively.

Copper Oxide ix Granby Slags

The percentage of copper oxide in Granby slags, by

calculation from the gold content, was studied. The
amount of gold in Granby furnace products is not large,

hence to be of any real value the figures should show an

average over a considerable period of time. Those given

below are made up of averages of the daily assays from
August, 1909, to December, 1912. The gold in the slag

was regularly determined by parting together the beads

from 20 assay tons of sample. Silver contents are not

shown, as the assay for silver in the slags was not made
with regularity.

The method used is that suggested by Mr. Channing,

and is based on the assumption that matte particles

suspended in slag carry the normal amount of copper,

gold and silver, and that if more copper is found there

than would be indicated by the gold content it has

probably been oxidized. This is best shown by giving

the ounces of gold per ton of contained copper, and not

per ton of matte or slag.

Gold per ton copper in Granby matte 4 412 oz.
Gold per ton copper in Granby slag 1 . 398 oz.

r> . ,,.,., 1 .398 X 100 „, ,Per cent, copper as sulphide in slag = 31 .

7

Per cent, copper as oxide in slag 100 — 31 . 7 = 68 3

In determining the percentage of copper oxide in

Granby slags under different furnace conditions, a series

of experiments was begun without a detailed knowledge
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of Mr. Kiddie's method, and different strengths of

sulphuric acid were tried for the decomposition of slags

—from 3-25%. In each case the acid was hoiled, and

the results showed that high, though varying, quantities

of copper had been dissolved. Apparently, as noticed

later by Mr. Wanjukoff, suljihuric acid was not satis-

factory as a solvent for cojijier oxide. In a private com-

munication, however, Mr. Kiddie advised carrying out

the experiments at a temperature not exceeding 80°

C, suggesting that boiling had caused the formation

of ferric compounds, which had in turn attacked

the sulphides of copper. Following his advice the ex-

periments were repeated, the time being varied from
li/o-3 hr. and the temperature from 60-80° C, B.,HO^

(1:20) being used in each case. The percentages of

copper dissolved under these varying conditions agreed

within 0.005%, a strong indication that the sulphide

was not appreciably attacked. While such evidence was

was due to sulphide passing through the filter than to

a solution of tiie copper, for hydrogen suljihide was

present in the liquid and this will cause a distinct

turbidity with O.OOOO? gram Cu in 100 c.c. of weak

acid, as proved by trial. Even if it were a solution of

copper it seems that the amount dissolved from the

matte particles in two grams of slag would be negligible.

The degree of solution of iron in the matte is seen by

the fact that the residue filtered oflE gave only 3.4%
Fe, as against 38.9% in the original matte. On the

whole, there appears to be reason for believing that the

copper oxide in slags, as determined by weak suljihuric

acid, is less than the actual amount rather than greater.

Hydrochloric acid was also tried as a solvent. One
gram of 38%. matte was treated with dilute HCl
(1:20) as in the case of the first sulphuric-acid ex-

periment. As the acid solution could not be electrolyzed

directly it was filtered, 7 c.c. ILSO4 were added, and the
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at the time considered almost conclusive, it was decided

later to investigate the question more fully, as the value

of the results depended entirely on the accuracy of this

determination.

One gram of 38% matte was treated with H^SO^

(1: 20) for 1 hr. at 70° C. It was then allowed to stand

over night at room temperature, when it was further

warmed to 70° C. for 2 hr., having been thoroughly

stirred every few minutes during the period of heating.

There was at first a strong evolution of hydrogen

sulphide, and at the end of the treatment the residue

was black. Considerable finely divided cuprous sulphide

was held in suspension, and when the solution was

electrolyzed without filtering some of this seemed to

deposit on the cathode. There was no appearance of

metallic copper. After a current of 1.25 amp. had been

passed for 3 hr. the cathode was removed, washed and

placed in dilute nitric acid for a few minutes, when it

regained its usual bright appearance. This solution was

then electrolyzed and copper was deposited, bright in

color, and weighing 0.0020 gram.

As it appeared that this result was due entirely to the

adherence of cuprous sulphide and not to any solution

of copper, another similar portion was treated with

HjSO^ (1:20) for 3 hr. at 70° C, the residue was

filtered off and the filtrate electrolyzed. The cathode

lost its bright color during the electrolysis, but was much
cleaner than in the previous experiment and again showed

no metallic copper. The nitric-acid treatment and

subsequent electrolysis were also carried out and this

time 0.0004 gram of copper was deposited, being barely

visible on the platinum. It seems more likely that this

liquid was evaporated to white fumes. It was then

diluted, boiled and electrolyzed, the treatment with nitric

and redeposition being also carried out. when 0.0012

grams of copper was deposited. The residue of sulphide

from the hydrochloric treatment gave no trace of iron. ilr.

Kiddie suggested (private communication) that the total

oxidized copper—even as CujO—would be given by dilute

HCl and NaCl. To test two grams of a slag giving

0.205% Cu as oxide by H,SO^ treatment out of 0.32%
total copper were warmed at 70° C. for 2 hr.—decom-

position appeared complete in 1^ hr.—with HCl (1:20)
and 1%% NaCl. The liquid was filtered, washed with

more solvent and copper was determined in the filtrate

by precipitation as sulphide, oxidation, solution in nitric

acid and electrolysis. The result, 0.255% Cu, might ap-

pear to show the presence of Cu^O, but against this are the

close agreement of calculated oxide and oxide determined

with HoSO^ on Granby slags, given in the next paragraph,

and the slight solubility (?) of CuoS in HCl already

mentioned. Hydrochloric acid was not further experi-

mented with.

The treatment given Granby slags for the determina-

tion of CuO was as follows : Two grams were weighed

into a tall beaker and digested for 2-3 hr. at 60-80° C.

with 150 c.c. H,SO, (1:20). The water-cooled slags

decomposed readily under such treatment. At the end of

the time the solution was electrolyzed without filtering,

as there is always a loss in filtering Granby slags decom-
po.sed with H„SO^, owing to the large quantity of CaSO^
formed. The copper was then dissolved in weak HXO3
and redeposited before the final weighing. The sulphide

was alwavs found bv difference, determinations being
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made in the ordinary wa}' for total coj^per on another

portion of the sample. Additional details and precautions

are given in my article^ in the Journal of June 1, 1912.

Agreement of Copper-Oxide Determinations

The first effort was to learn if the percentage of oxide

by this method would agree with that calculated from

the gold value, previously mentioned. Unfortunately the

samples had not all been kept, but an average was made
up which represented normal running of the furnace at

that time. Its composition was found to be : SiOj, 45.3
;

FeO, 19.2; CaO, 23.5; total Cu, 0.235; oxide Cu,' 0.160;

oxide ratio, 68.1 : 100. This result is surprisingly close to

the calculated value.

It was desired also to determine the oxide in some of

the slags abnormally high in copper, which were made
before the deepening of the Granby furnaces. These

being slags from single shifts on individual furnaces

had not been kept separated from others. Of the

averages available one was chosen representing the slag

from all furnaces for a period of one month, and it gave

results as follows: Total Cu, 0.345; oxide Cu, 0.345;

oxide ratio, 71 : 100. Here both the oxide and sulphide

copper are higher and the ratio increased somewhat.

The change in ratio is better seen when expressed as

follows

:

Sulphide copper 0. 100 instead of 075, or 33 3% higher
Oxide copper . 245 instead of 0.160, or 53 . 1 % higher

This is what might be expected from the more

oxidizing conditions with low ore column.

Occasionally slags from individual furnaces carry more

than the normal amount of copper. For some months

in 1912 all such slags, found in the daily colorimetrie

work, were saved, being put into two classes, those with

about 0.30% Cu and those near 0.40%. An average

of all those (51) of the former class, assaying 0.28%
total Cu, gave 0.19%, oxide Cu, or 67.97o of the total,

practically the normal ratio. The higher slags (3)

assaying 0.43% total Cu, gave 0.247% oxide Cu, or

57.4% of the total. This ratio is materially lower, and

is instructive in showing that the higher loss of copper

was due in great measure to poor settling, due probably

to the slag being too cold for the proper separation of

matte, as the Granby slags, which are unusually low in

iron, have always a low specific gravity.

Normal slags in 1914 gave the following results:

SiO^, 47.0; FeO, 17.1; CaO, 22.2; total Cu, 0.195; oxide

Cu, 0.115; oxide ratio, 62.5:100. It thus appears that

not only have both the sulphide and oxide copper been

reduced in quantity, but their relative proportions in

normal slags have changed to some extent.

While discussing the question of loss of copper as

oxide it may be mentioned that several times a siliceous

ore, carrying chrysocolla and ehalcocite, and normally
used for lining the old acid converters, was added to

the charge of the blast furnaces. In each case the copper

lost in the slag increased materially, and the idea of

smelting this ore in the blast furnaces when the Granby
ores were sufficiently low in silica had to be abandoned.

None of these slags have been available since this series

of experiments was started, but apparently the copper
charged as silicate did not entirely free it.self from this

combination in passing through the furnace.

^"Copper Determinations at Granby," bv F. E Lathe "Ene
and Mln. Journ.," 1912, Vol. 93, p. 1071.

The condition of copper in converter slags has been

debated without much definite proof on one side or the

other. The figures here given show the result of normal

operation for a period of one week of the Granby's three

basic converters: SiOj, 21.85; S, 1.40; total Cu, 1.73;

oxide (Hi, 1.39 ; oxide ratio, 80.3 : 100. While the sulphur

present was more than sufficient to combine with all

the copper four-fifths of the latter nevertheless united

with oxygen.

Experiments in Settling Granby Slags

While it is true, as pointed out by Mr. Grabill, that

one cannot say definitely how his laboratory experiments

in settling slags may have been infiuenced by time, temper-

ature, container, furnace gases and all other artificial

conditions, something may nevertheless be learned by this

kind of work. It may point the way to the more
encouraging lines of experiment in actual furnace opera-

tion if only one condition at a time has been changed

in the lalioratory. With this in mind the following

experiments were tried.

Ten charges, as shown in Table 4, were made up in

20-gram fireclay assay crucibles, and these were fused in

the firebox of an ordinary coal-fired assay furnace. The
matte, copper and ferrous sulphide were in each case

placed in the bottom of the crucible and the slag, crushed

to 20 mesh, poured over them. The slag contained

:

Cu, 0.23 ; SiO,, 45.3 ; FeO, 19.2 ; CaO, 23.5. The charges

table 4. LABOR.^TORY SETTLING EXPERIMENTS WITH GRANBY
SLAG

Matte
37 6% Cu

Copper
99,0% Cu

Products
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fumes. (The whole uporation may be made in beakers,

but more HF is iiooc^sary and the ghiss is badly

corroded.) It was then cooled, transferred to a beaker

for electrolysis, warmed with a little water and diluted

to 150 c.c. After the addition of 2 c.e. HNO3 the

solution was electrolyzed without filtering. The pre-

cipitated copper was dissolved in HXO3 and redeposited,

and the platinum cylinder—after the usual cleaning

—

was reweighed, to correct for any platinum carried over

by possible traces of HF. The limit of experimental

error by this method is probably about 0.01%.

Increase of Copper in Sl.\g with Grade of Matte

The results have been plotted in Fig. 11 and the

straight line drawn is seen to pass within 0.01% of

each point. This nearly uniform increase of copper in

the slag with the grade of matte is to be expected from

the experience of ordinary furnace operation, but the

peculiar thing about it is that the line does not point to

the origin, and would cut the axis at about 0.07% Cu
in the slag.

It is unfortunate that the copper oxide in these slags

could not be determined accurately by Mr. Kiddie's

method, owing to the incomplete decomposition with

H2SO4. When the usual treatment was carried out the

copper dissolved varied irregularly from 0.04-0.10% in

the 10 samples, averaging 0.062%, or 51% of the total

copper. Undecomposed slag could still be seen in all cases

after the H„SO^ treatment, so that this percentage is

lower than the actual one. It would have been interest-

ing, had it been possible, to calculate the oxide from the

gold content, as illustrated, but the amount of clean slag

obtained in these experiments was far too small for

an accurate determination of such minute quantities of

gold.

Comparing this curve with the middle curve of Fig.

8, which it approximates in composition, we see between

30% and 38% mattes an average difference of about

0.09% in the copper content of the slag, the copper

remaining in the experimental slags being only 58%
of that normally found in furnace operation. Even the

settling of all the sulphide would not have produced a

result so low as this, showing that some of the oxide

must also have been reduced.

Experiments with Anaconda Slags

On visiting the. Anaconda Copper Mining Co.'s smelt-

ing works at Great Falls and Anaconda, Mont., in the

spring of 1914, I was given such samples as were

requested for experimental purposes, and my thanks are

due to the management of both plants for these and

many other courtesies extended.

In Great Falls one furnace is 84x180 in. at the tuyeres,

and 22 ft. 31/^ in. from feed floor to center of tuyeres,

the vertical section resembling that of an iron blast

furnace. It is described and illustrated in Doctor

Hofman's "Metallurgy of Copper," pp. 164 and 165.

It receives at varying pressures about 17,000 cu.ft. of

free air per min. from a constant-volume General Electric

turbo-blower. The charge varies considerably, but the

sulphur content will average about 15%. The furnace

is provided with one 15-ft. settler. A sample of the shi'i,

said to be typical, gave on analysis the following result

:

SiO„, 36.6; FeO, 30.7; CaO,"20.8; total Cu, 0.280;

oxide Cu, 0.140: oxide ratio, 50:100. While no real

comparison can he made between this and Granby slags,

which are formed under radically different conditions, it

may be noticed in passing that this percentage of oxide

copper is the same as that normally found in Granby

slags of 0.21% Cu, though the ratio of oxide to sulphide

is 1 : 1 instead of 2:1. Probably this is largely due to

the fact that the percentage of sulphur on the charge is

fully five times as great as at Grand Forks.

.\t the Washoe .smelting works at Anaconda samples

were obtained of both blast- and revcrberatory-furnace

slags. The averages for one month analyzed—all except

copper by Washoe chemists—as follows: Reverberatory

matte, Cu, 40.91 7^; reverberatory slag, SiO,, 38.1; FeO',

42.3; CaO, 5.6; ALO,, 7.4; ZnO, 1.7; total Cu, 0.425;

oxide Cu, 0.315; oxide ratio, 74.1:100; blast-furnace

matte, Cu, 44.48; blast-furnace .«lag, SiO,, 39.0; FeO,

25.2; CaO, 24.2; Al.Oj, 7.3; ZnO, 0.9; total Cu, 0.320:

oxide Cu, 0.205; oxide ratio, 64.1:100. The higher

percentage of oxidized copper in the first of these may
be due to the oxidized charge, and it would be interesting

to know if this is usual in reverberaton' furnaces smelt-

0.40p
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month's average already given. This shows the effi-

ciency of reverberatory settling, in spite of a heavy slag.

These experimental slags were but slightly attacked by

ordinary acids, rendering the use of hydrofluoric acid

necessary for their decomposition. The determination

of copper oxide was not possible by the method adopted

for water-cooled slags, so was not even attempted.

The results of a similar series of experiments with

Anaconda blast-furnace slag are shown in Table 6 and

Fig. 13. This slag analyzed: Cu, 0.305; SiO^, 37.4;

FeO, 25.1; CaO, 25.4. The line of Fig. 13 is similar

TABLE 6. L.-IBORATORY SETTLING OF ANACONDA
BL.\ST-FURXACE SLAG

Charge-grams Product
Matte Copper FeS Slag Matte Slag
32,2% 99.0% Cu % Cu % Cu

10 6 100 60 2 0,185
10 4 100 53 5 0,185
10 2 100 44.2 155
10 5 100 35 4 135
10 1 100 30 2 110
10 4 100 24.1 105
10 10 100 16.7 100
5 10 100 12.8 0.085
5 20 100 8.0 0.070

20 100 2.1 0.082

to that of Fig. 11 for Granby slag, not differing by more

than 0.01% Cu at any point. The slag with matte of

44.5% has 0.155% Cu, against 0.32% for the month's

average blast-furnace slag. This is lower than the oxide

copper in the monthly average and shows that some

oxide was reduced.

While these experimental slags were slowly cooled they

all decomposed readily either with HNO3 or HjSO^.

As this made possible the determination of copper oxide,

it was carried out. Although the 10 slags were run

together under exactly the same conditions of time,

temperature, strength of acid, etc., there was little

regularity in the results. The oxide varied from 25-

61% of the total, and averaged 39.2%, considerably lower

than the 51% of the Granby experimental slags.

Presence of Sulphide Copper Does Not Preclude
Oxidized Copper

Some experiments were undertaken to determine the

action of matte on copper oxide and silicate. The chief

argument against the existence of copper in slags in the

oxidized condition has been based upon the well-known

reaction

;

Cu,S + 2CuO = 4 Cu + SO,
As this reaction may take place whenever copper oxide

and sulphide are in contact at high temperature, it was
determined to introduce a definite quantity of copper

oxide into slags and see if the fusion with matte would
eliminate it. But it seems unlikely that any copper

oxide formed in slags remain uncombined, so the ex-

periments were extended to cover silicates as well.

The materials used in these experiments were (1) the

Anaconda reverberatory slag already experimented with,

(2) a matte carrying 37.98% Cu, (3) pure CuO, 79.9%
Cu, (4) specimens from a siliceous chrysocolla are,

18.86% Cu—pure chrysocolla contains 36.1% Cu. The
following charges were made up: (1) 100 grams of slag

were mixed with five five grams of chrysocolla ore, and
fused over five grams of matte. (2) 100 grams of slag

were mi.xed with five grams of chrysocolla ore and five

grams of matte, and fused. (3) 100 grams of slag were

mixed with one gram of copper oxide and fused over five

grams of matte. (4) 100 grams of slag were mived with

one gram of copper oxide and five granis of matte, and

fused.

All these charges were made up in fireclay assay

crucibles and fused together in a gas furnace, out of

contact with the flames. The temperature was raised

slowly to about 1350° C, being over 1200° C. for an

hour. At tlie end of that time the gas was turned off,

the temperature falling rapidly, and the crucibles were

removed only when cold. After the crucibles were broken

the pieces of slag were separated carefully from the

matte and heated to about 1000° C, when they were

dropped into cold water. After drying they were bucked

and assayed. Hydrofluoric acid was still necessary for

their complete decomposition, so the copper oxide could

not be accurately determined. However, all the slags

were treated 8 hr. at 70° C. with H^SO,, (1:30) and
were mainly, though not entirel)', decomposed. Hence
actual copper oxide is higher than reported in Table 7.

TABLE 7. action OF MATTE ON COPPER OXIDE AND SILICATE
Matte Slag

Normal Cu Excess of

Esp. No. % Cu Total Cu Oxide Cu (Fig. 12) Normal
1 49 4 505 0.325 353 0.152
2 61 2 505 0.270 380 0.125
3 51 2 480 0.300 0.356 0.124
4 60 420 0.270 0.377 0.043

All the mattes are much higher than those charged, and

especially those that were mixed with the slag and copper

oxide or silicate. These two experiments also show lower

copper oxide in the slag, and a smaller excess over the

normal amount. But the point which the four experi-

ments seem to establish fairly clearly is that the

presence of copper sulphide in molten furnace products

does not prove the absence of either copper oxide or

silicate. They also indicate that the siUcate is reduced

with more difficulty than the oxide, and that if either of

them be formed in excessive quantity it will result in a slag

with more than the normal amount of copper.

{To Be Concluded)

©saves Fffodl^cee^ im tS&e
UEal^ed Sftaittes im. 119114

The production of explosives, excluding the amount
exported, in the United States during 1914, according to

figures that the Bureau of Mines received from manu-
facturers, was 450,251,489 lb., as compared with 500,-

015,845 lb. in 1913 and 489,393,131 lb. in 1912.

The production for 1914 is segregated as follows:

Black powder, 206,099,700 lb.; "high" explosives other

than permissible explosives, 218,453,971 lb.; and permis-

sible explosives, 25,697,818 lb. These figures represent

a decrease of 23,839,831 lb. of black powder, 23,932,573

lb. of high explosives and 1,987,952 lb. of permissible

explosives, as compared with figures for 1913.

m

C^rresat Jeipsiiaes© Metail OMtptuits

According to the Department of Agriculture and Com-
merce of Japan, the production of the principal mines and

metals for the four months, January to April, 1915, in-

clusive, was : Gold, 2493 kg. ; silver, 50,308 kg. ; copper,

21,085 metric tons; iron, 16,011 metric tons; coal,

6,161,300 metric tons; petroleum, 151,687 hectoliters;

sulphur, 16,469 metric tons. Coal, iron and sulphur show
decreases ; the rest show increases. The copper exports

of Japan for the first four months of 1915 were 19,820

metric tons, as against 16,166 in the same period of 1914

nnd 13,824 in 1913.
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of timber. If it is too nuich to raise them in just one set,

make them up in two sets. A shim is a piece of blocking

or wedge cut to fit the mortise.

With the tops of the posts level, the caps and girts will

bo level; and with posts plumb, the sets will be square.

Cover for Slhaft ILadldler^vay

By D. E. Ciiarltox*

The sketch shows a substantial covering for a shaft

ladderway, which serves as a protection to the men
ascending and decending the ladders and which is being

used at some of the mines on the ^Mesabi Range. While
not so elaborate or expensive as some, it is giving good
satisfaction.

The framework consists of three V-shaped standards

made of l/4-in. angle iron, 2 in. wide. These are made
with a welded joint at the apex forming the V, and on

the bases the metal is pounded over so that it forms a

flange through which a bolt fastens the frame to the

planks covering the ladder compartment of the shaft.

The shape is shown in the end view, and in the side view

-—s'si"-

. The accompanying illustration shows an ordinary fire

bucket equipped with a simple and convenient contrivance

for showing the amount of water in the bucket. The de-

vice consists of a cork or metallic float with a stifE wire

spindle attached to it, on the top of which is fastened a

triangular piece of sheet tin or aluminum, painted and
lettered in colors that will contrast with the surroundings.

This saves the \\atchman from climbing on work-
benches, up posts or the sides of the walls to see if the

FIRE BUCKET WITH SAFETY FLOAT

water buckets are full as required by the Insurance As-

sociations.

When the bucket is full, the sign is visible for a con-

siderable distance, but when the water has evaporated so

that the bucket is only partly filled, the float disappears

below the rim. These floats would also be an aid to the

insurance inspectors when they visit plants where they

have been adopted.—C. D. Parkhurst, in American Ma-
chinist, July 22, 1915.

sag O^t of

By FiiANK S. Crawford*

In a four- or six-post raise the sets often become so out

of shape as to look, in plan, like a diamond. To remedy

this, put a level on the tops of the posts and it will be

found that one or more of them are lower than the others.

This results in their being drawn together, and the caps

or girts are not level. Ascertain which posts are low and

place a shim on the tenon of each so as to raise them to

the height of the other posts, when placing the next set

•(Lowell Sta.) Bisbee. Ariz.

ladder Compar+meitt

SAFETY COVER FOR SHAFT LADDERWAY

the two upright standards on the right, in part section,

reveal the method of fastening.

The covering is made of Vs-in. plate riveted to the

standards with %-in. rivets on 5-in. centers. This
covering extends from the planking on the shaft side to

tlie apex and thence down to the I-beam, as shown in

the end view. This forms the roof, and it will be seen

that such a shape has an advantage over the semi-circular

or dome-shaped roof, as any material striking it will be

deflected from the shaft rather than into it. With the

semicircular type a certain portion of the material would
fall into the shaft. The end opposite the entrance is

also covered with plate, which is riveted to the last

standard. The sketch also shows the guard rail and toe

board in use.

A Dirt Strainer made of a layer of muslin backed by coarse
wire screen over the mouth of a compressor-intake will add
to the life of the machine.

•Mechanical engineer, Virginia, Minn.
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By Fuaxk E. Lathe*

les°

The settling of furnace slag has received much atten-

tion at the works of the Granby Consolidated Mining,

Smelting & Power Co., at Grand Forks, B. C. After

experimenting with settlers of different sizes and shapes,

the company is now adopting as its standard small

PLAN AND ELEVATION OF GRANBT SETTLER

tapered settlers arranged in a series of at least three,

the slag cascading from one to the next.

The settler is 3 ft. 6 in. high and has an inside diameter

at the bottom of 7 ft. 3 in. and at the top of 6 ft. 9 in.

It rests on a east-iron bottom plate 7 ft. 11 in. in diameter,

made in two sections. The settler shell is held in place

on the cast-iron base by the mild-steel tie-hooks, wedged
over 56-lb. rails placed under the base-plate. The inside

plates of the settler shell are of %-in. steel and the

outside plates of 14 i^^v ^ ^"iri- water space being provided.

•Chief chemist, Granby Consolidated Mining, Smelting &
Power Co., Ltd., Grand Forks, B. C, Canada.

The tapping block consists of two small water jackets

which fit together, leaving a 3%-in. circular opening.

Asbestos is packed around these jackets and further

protection is afforded by %-in. asbestos board placed

between them and the brick lining.

Matte is tapped regularly from the first settler, and
from the other settlers when it has accumulated to a

depth of from 4 to 6 in. The advantage of the tapered

form is that when the settler becomes partly filled with

"metallics," which are usually formed under the con-

ditions of siliceous slag and high coke, the shell may be

lifted off the base and the sow disposed of without

diffcultv.

ElectipJc P2=©CBpaSatt®°M®]llla3ra^

The gold precipitate from the zinc-dust presses in the

cj'anide plant of the Alaska-Treadwell Gold ilining Co.,

Treadwell, Alaska, is treated Ijy tlie lead-smelting method.

About 3 or 4 tons of this precipitate is produced monthly,

having a gold assay value of $40,000 to $60,000 per ton.

An electric furnace was constructed from an old steel

acid drum by cutting off the top and introducing a cable,

made from strands of bare copper wire, through the

bottom and spreading the strands out fan-shaped on the

inside of the drum.

Powdered graphite, obtained by grinding up old

crucibles, mixed with 10% of cement was tamped wet

into the bottom of the drum around and completely

covering the copper wires. The graphite was carried up
to the bottom of the furnace and acted as the lower

electrode. The sides were built up of ordinary firebrick

forming a melting chamber 14 in. diameter by 20 in.

high.

The upper electrodes, of graphite or other carbon,

are 3 in. diameter and 40 in. long, with joints enabling

new electrodes to be connected without shutting down
or wasting stubs. A screw feed was arranged for raising

and lowering the upper electrode.

The cover for the furnace had three openings, one for

feeding the charge, one for the escape of gases and one

in the center for the introduction of the electrode. It

was later found more practical to enlarge this center

opening to 6 in. diameter to allow of a central feeding

of the charge around the electrode.

The furnace is operated on the lighting circuit through

a 50-kw. transformer, GO cycles, 110 volts. Later a water

rheostat was constructed to lower the voltage for use when
starting the furnaces, or when there was a bath of metal

in the bottom of the furnace.

The material to be treated in the furnace is mi^ied in

the following proportions: Eefinery byproducts, 100 lb.;

old reverberatory hearths, containing 60% CaO, 30 lb.;

"Excerpts from an article by W. P. Lass to be presented
at the San Francisco meeting of the American Institute of
Mining Engineers, September, 1915.
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litharge, 20 lb.; coke, 2 lb.; scrap iron, ;3 11). Abmit
IGO lb. of the mixture is added for a charge. Coke is

added to the charge as a reducing agent, only a quantity

sufficient to throw down the lead being used.

The charge is introduced into the top of the furnace

through the central opening around the electrode without

removing the slab cover. In starting, it is operated as

an arc furnace, until thoroughly hot, when tlie charge,

consisting of slag, brick dust, etc., is added, the electrodes

being raised as the load in amperes increases, until the

entire chamber is tilled with the charge and the upper
electrode extends almost a foot into the melt. As the

charge continues to melt the electrode is moved down or

up, keeping the aniperage reading as nearly constant as

possible.

At this stage the furnace is no longer operating as a

simple arc furnace, but has automatically transformed

itself into a resistance type of furnace, the semifluid or

molten charge acting as the resistance, the current passing

X OILSWITCH

IIOmLTS

/^KNIFE SWITCH

'WATTMETER

(^AMMETER

(^^VOLTMETER

tyATE/f RHEOSTAT

UPPER ELECTROOE

\lOIVER ELECTRODE

ELECTRIC FURNACE FOR PRECIPITATE MELTING

from one electrode through the center of the charge to

the other.

After the charge is in quiet fusion the power is turned

off and the charge allowed to settle for 15 min. before

tapping the slag. This allows the lead to settle out, the

furnace acting as a forehearth. In operation, the molten

lead and slag are tapped, as in the blast furnace. If the

lead freezes, it is melted by diverting current from the

upper electrode and letting it pass through the lead, the

tapping rod playing as an arc on the side of the furnace

or into the lead tap.

Both graphite and gas-carbon electrodes are used, the

former costing $2.95 each and the latter $1.20. Power

cost is less than Ic. per kilowatt-hour. The labor re-

quii'cd for the (ipci'iitioii of the fuiiiacc, imludiiig (lie

work of charging and tajqjing, is onc-balf one man"s •\vm\

when melting 1 ton in 21 hr.

Tlie advantages of the electric furnace compared to

the blast furnace for melting high-grade gold slags are:

A saving in mechanical loss of gold in flue dust, because

OPERATING DATA
Total running time 128 Iir. 40 niin.
Average weiglit of cliarge added 1(50.5

Average fusion time of cliarge 2 lir. 25 min.
Total number of eliarges 5:!

Grapliite electrodes used 1 l'«r 24 lir.

Total power for 12S hr. 40 min., kw.-hr 4410
Power used per hour, kw 34.50
Power used per pound of material fed, ku.-hr. 0.52
Power used per ton of material fed, kw.hr.... 1044.0
Acheson graphite used per hour, ft 0.15
Material melted per hour, lb 67.7
Material melted for 24 hr., lb 1625.0

the melting is done in a quiet neutral atmosphere instead

of in a rising blast of air; the obtaining of a lower grade

slag, free from shot, by reason of the quieter melting

action and the higher temperature obtainable, makinf^ a

more fluid slag; the nicety of regulation of the melting

temperature, and the benefit to the general health of the

operating force.

At the (jliio & Colorado smelting works at Salida,

Colo., the base bullion was originally sampled by taking

a dip sample from the lead well, which was not satis-

factory, says r. D. "Weeks.^ The present management
built dressing kettles in which the bullion is stirred by

compressed air, skimmed into a Howard press, stirred

by hand and siphoned out into bars for shipment, after

sampling by dipping "gum-drops," approximating i/^ as-

say-ton in weight.

For some time the results were unsatisfactory. Al-

though the copper had been reduced to 0.06%, the bul-

lion had a dirty appearance, and "gum-dropo-" of the

same dip would not check with each other, especially as

to gold content. Consultation with men versed in the

subject did not help. A remedy was finally found when
the temperatures were determined by a pyrometer and
the difficulties overcome by the following procedure

:

Take off heavy dross at 900° F. ; blow until temperature

reaches 680° F., skimming from time to time; raise the

heat to 720° F. for sampling, and mold at 800° F. Since

this method was adopted, there has been little trouble.

®
H. II. Ridge, of London, has been granted a patent

(U. S. pat. 1,143,438) for a multiple-hearth roasting

furnace which will permit a certain part of the furnace
to be put out of action without interfering with the

working of the other part. This is accomplished by
means of elosable discharge openings in the hearths so

arranged that while in normal working the ore may tra-

verse the entire length of each hearth in succession, but
should it be desired to cut out part of the furnace, the
labble shafts of that part are stopped and, without other
alteration than the opening or closing of certain dis-

charge outlets, the ore may be caused to traverse in suc-

cession the several hearths of the other part of the fur-

nace. A variety of furnace constructions is covered,

such as where the rabbles do not overlap, and vice versa.

'Excerpt from a paper entitled "The Salida Smelter," to be
read at the San Francisco meeting of the American Institute
of Mining Engineers, September. 1015.
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Rei^ort of the Tonopah Belmont Mining Co. for the

year ended Feb. 28, 1915, shows that the ore reserves

consist of 226,921 tons of positive ore, 6355 tons of

probable ore, and 61,808 tons of possible ore, a total in

reserve of 295,084 tons. The year's development has

proven the ores of the Belmont vein to be cut off by the

Mizpah fault at the bottom and to terminate to the

eastward, above the fifteenth level, against the glassy

trachyte. Moreover, the ores of this vein, which almost

entirely through the areas hitherto mined have been

above the normal grade, have not continued of high

grade to the lower and eastern limits of the deposit,

as was expected, but instead diminish in tenor generally

downward and to the east.

On the other hand, the development of the mine apart

.

from the Belmont vein has been encouraging. Most not-

able was the discovery and exploitation of the "Western

vein, and the development of the Favorite vein on the

900-ft. level, where an orebody of good width and ex-

cellent grade is being proven.

The amount hoisted was 228,328 wet tons. From
this 42,628 wet tons, or 18.67%, was thrown out as

waste, and the remaining 185,700 tons—or 181,370 dry

MINING COSTS AT THE TONOPAH BELMONT MINE

Development, direct:

Miners
Muckers and trn.mr.vrs

Timbermen aii.i h' lj>. rs

Stoping, direct:

Miners
Shovelers
Trammers
Timbermen and helpers
Filling
Piston drills, repairs and maintenance
Stoping drills, repairs and maintenance
Steel and sharpening
Explosives
Hoisting to siirface

Auxihary hoisting
Ore sorting and loading
Sampling and assaying

.

Surveying
Supt. and shift bosses

,

Mine office

Surface and plant
Lighting
Heating
Drayage
Maintenance and repairs, buildings
Maintenance machinery and machine tools.

Maintenance pipe Unea and tanks
Maintenance railroad spur
Pumping
Ventilation

Total direct cost, mining .

.

Administration
Taxes and insurance
Legal and traveling
Bullion tax
Depreciation

Total indirect cost, mining
Total operating costs

Amount
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the end of the year on account ol' liigh Hoods which de-

layed the transportation of material and wiped away a

section of the transmission line.

Early in 1915 the change from steam to electric mo-
tive power was effectctl at the Suan mine and mill, and
the plant is now working satisfactorily. The operating

costs per ton are shown in the accompanying table.

OPERATING COSTS OF THE SEOUL VINING CO.

Mining $1 38
Starting and transporting on* t-> n. ill .10
Milling ' 100
Concentrating .49
Office expenses .24
Agencies .09
General expense's .09
Insurance .02
Freight and transportation ... .04
Messengers and police .04
Livestock .03
Surveying .... ,02
Traveling expenses .04
Cables and tpl,;;rams . , .04
Bullion expense .04
President's and secretary's offices '. .13
Legal , .01
Hospital .10

Total $3.90

During the year 36 tons of high-grade ore, valued at

$2520, was shipped to England. Since the installation

of the flotation process at the Suan mill it is not likely

that any more high-grade ore consignments will be made
from the Suan mine. The average receipts per ton from

all ores were $9.44, the operating costs $3.90, and the

profit per ton $5.54. Operations are continuing and ore

reserves are being increased regularly.

m

^.©•asini^ MotmHatLsiaira Miiaaiag Coo
The report of the Eouiid Mountain ilining Co..

Round Mountain, Nev., for two years ended Mar. 31.

1915, shows that in July, 1914, the capital stock of the

compan}' was increased from 1,000,000 shares to 1,500,-

000 shares of $1 each. The total outstanding shares at

the end of the year amounted to 1,188,019, leaving a

balance of 311,981 in the treasury. The land holdings

of the company now approximate 800 acres, of which

241.9 acres are patented.

For the year ended Mar. 31, 1914, the mines produced

57,187 tons of ore at an average value of $5.28 per ton.

Tailings losses were 72.5c. per ton, leaving a net recov-

ery of $4.55 per ton, or 86.1% of the value contained

in the ore. Net operating profits were $13,357.

During the year ended ilar. 31, 1915, the mines pro-

duced 48,230 ton^ having an average value of $6.57.

Tailings losses were 87 c. per ton, leaving a net recov-

ery of $5.70, or 86.8% of the total metal contents. Net

operating profits were $44,931.

Development work for the year ended Mar. 31, 1915.

amounted to 4707 ft. at an average cost of $8.40 per

ft., compared with 4173 ft. at an average cost of $7.27

during the previous year.

Following placer mining operations conducted by

lessees from 1906 to 1915, resulting in a gross pro-

duction of $339,589 from hydraulicking 218,818 cu.yd.

of dirt, having an average value of $1.55 per cu.yd., the

company is to undertake these operations itself. An
estimate of hydraulic ground tributary to the main tail-

race is estimated to contain 1,508,445 cu.yd. of an av-

erage gross value of $1. This estimate covers 66,776

acres with an average depth of 14 ft. No estimate has

yet been made of other placer ground owned by the com-

pany, some of which is 40 ft. or more to bedrock. To

suji])ly water for this work a pipe line is being con-

structed from Jett Cafion. The first section of this

line from the intake in the canon consists of 14,000 ft.

of riveted steel dipped pipe, varying from 30 in. in

diameter at the head to 15 in. The second section con-

sists of 28,000 ft. of lap-welded steel pipe 14 ^^^ ^tt i^-

thickness and 15 in. diameter; the third section is 3336

ft. of riveted steel pipe 15 in. diameter. To guard

against freezing, this pipe will be laid 41 in. deep. Only

7550 ft. of this pipe will be slip-jointed, the remainder

being fitted with bolted forged steel joints. As sur-

veyed, the total length of the line is 45,336 ft., and the

estimated cost of construction is $145,000. An ample
water supply will be assured, and it is estimated that

from 1000 to 1500 cu.yd. of dirt per day can be washed.

Measurements of the flow indicate that the pipe line

will operate to full capacity for at least from four to

five months of the year.

5i

Union Copper Land & Alining Co., Michis;an, reports that
the company had $1169 on hand on Jan. 1, 1915, and that since
that date it has received a payment of $S960 on a contract
for the sale of timber which was made in 1913. The company
still owns 6366 acres of land.

New Baltic Copper Co., Houghton, Mich., for 1914 reports
an income from interest, etc., of $500 and after expenditures
amounting: to $353S. a balance of $869 in cash on hand. The
management intends to resume exploration work, and to

provide funds an assessment must be levied on the outstanding
stock or a sale of some stock effected.

The Broken Hill Proprietary Co, now has its works at New
Castle, X. S. W., in full operation. Up to May 15 the total out-
put was 12,763 tons pig iron, 2652 tons of openhearth steel.

1551 tons blooms and 429 tons rails. Two openhearth fur-
naces are in operation. A considerable number of orders for

billets, rails and structural steel are in hand.

Seven Troughs Coalition Mining Co., Seven Troughs. Nev.,

shows a net profit of $145,035 for 13 months ended Apr. 30.

1915, and dividend payments of $36,075. The company ended
the year with $76,S64 in cash on hand and in bank, $45,000

in notes receivable, and $1819 in accounts receivable. No
statement is made in the report as to the amount of ore

treated.

The Davis-Daly Copper Co., Butte, Mont., for the quarter
ended Mar. 31, 1915, states that receipts were $6439 and dis-

bursements $57,224. Expenditures consisted of $44,249 for de-
velopment, $2613 for mining, $4128 for equipment, $3604 for

general expenses and $2630 for Boston expenses. Shipments
consisted of 1135 tons of ore. averaging Z.'<'c copper and 7.

J

oz. of silver per ton. Development work amounted to 1663
feet.

Xevr Areadian Copper Co., Houghton, Mich., for 1914 reports

a balance on hand Jan. 1, 1914 of $24,557, receipts amounting
to $13,238 and expenditures of $27,364, leaving a balance of

$10,431 in cash on hand at the end of the year. There was
also $6606 of assessments to be collected. The shaft was
sunk from the 750-ft. level to 900 ft. Development work
consisted of 710 ft. of crosscuttlng and 795 ft. of drifting.

Some ore was sloped for a test run which is to be made on
the ore recently opened up.

Saint Mary's Mineral Land Co., Houghton, Mich., for 1914

reports total receipts amounting to $20,376, of which $11,400

was from the sale of wood and timber, $2810 from ground
rents, $6101 from interests receipts and $65 from miscellaneous
sources. All expenditures amounted to $129,349. The real

property of the company consists of 93,032 acres of land and
mineral rights to 14,112 additional acres. Its principal source
of revenue is from a one-half interest in the Champion Copper
Co., which paid no dividends last year.

New Idria (iuioksilver Mining Co., California, for 1914 re-

ports a loss of $45,010. A dividend of $10,000 was paid. Ore
produced amounted to 62,578 tons, which furnished 6550 flasks

of quicksilver. There were 12,367 ft. of development work
performed. During the first eight months of the year the

average price received for quicksilver was $36 per flask.

For a short time after the war started it rose to $75, but
steadily declined to $48, and the average price received was
$41 per flask.
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IVANHOB ZINC MINES, WYTHE COUNTY VA
.
Upper view shows the Wisslar mine, near Ivanhoe formerlv onprafprt a<, .„'• '

mine, also formerly operated for iron Zinc carbonate Tnd^il?rnfp=rpi ?" "'°? '"'"«• Lower view shows the Costa
great limestone pinnacles

caroonate and silicate are being extracted long the sides and bottoms of
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GENERAL VIEW OF CAMP OF Tri^ ill iHl xa MINE, SUAN CONCESSION OP SEOUL MINING CO., CHOSEN
During 1914, $229,457 was expended on this mine, and the total capital exjaenditure to Jan. 1, 1915, was $358,648.

There are over four miles of drifts, etc. Positive ore is given at 614,900 tons of a value of $7,796,546 and probable ore at
348,700 tons of a value of $4,108,099. The value of the positive ore is divided as follows: Gold, $5,189,756; silver, $245,960;
copper, $2,360,830. Probable ore: Gold, $2,657,094; silver, $139,480; copper, $1,311,525. The assays are: Positive ore, Au, $8.44;
As, 0.8 oz.: Cu, 1.60%; probable ore, Au, $7.62; Ag, 0.8 oz.; Cu, 1.57'^. The deepest level worlving on ore is the 300-ft., which
is said to be in excellent condition and to give great promise

TRANSPORTING HEAVY MACHINERY FOR THE SEOUL MINING CO., CHOSEN
A 30xl8-in ro'-k breaker, weighing 9^4 tons, hauled by a team of 28 bullocks, en route to the Tul Mi Chung mill. The

mill will be about 3000 ft. from the portal of the main adit. The first unit of the plant will have a capacity of 300 tons per
day and should have begun operating in July. Grading was completed in April. It is expected that the mill ultimately
will treat 400 tons per day. The Tul Mi Chung mine is considered by its owners to be the premier mine of Chosen, and is

unique in that it is the only profitable mine in that territory in which no work by the natives was going on at the time it

was discovered
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dpstatnoirii ©im Faper
By Douglas Lay'

SYNOPSIS—Former methods of electrolytic

precipitation have had the disadvantage of a

costly separating system for recovering precious

metals. This description i? of a method of using

paper, which can he burned, leaving no impurities

in the hullion.

Apart from any other inherent advantages which

electrolytic precipitation may possess over the chemical

systems, the former method merits attention at the present

time on account of the high price of zinc. Hitherto

electrolytic precipitation appears to have received the cold

shoulder, doubtless because of the many extravagant

claims made on its behalf which have not been realized

in practice.

AYeakness of Former Electkoly'Tic Processes

In my experience, electrolytic precipitation on sheet-

lead cathodes proved highly satisfactory, precipitation

being just as complete as when zinc was employed.

But electrolytic precipitation on a metallic cathode and

chemical precipitation by means of either filiform zinc,

zinc dust or aluminum, all involve, subsequent to preci-

pitation, separation of the precipitated precious metal

from the lead, zinc or aluminum, as the case may be,

before the precious metal is recovered in the form of

bullion.

The method of electrolytic precipitation on jiaper

cathodes, herein described, has been evolved with the

object of eliminating as far as possible the separation

of the precipitate from the precipitant. If precipitation

on paper cathodes proves to be satisfactory—and ex-

perimental work gives ground for high hopes—then it

would appear to be a step in advance of precipitation on

a metal, owing to the simple operation required after

precipitation to yield the precious metal in the form of

bullion.

Before proceeding to a detailed description of the

method, it is well to say that I am far from laying claim

to any originality in the matter of making a noncon-
ductor, such as paper, a conductor of electricity. The
art of making nonconductors conductors has been known
for more than half a century. Originality, if originality

there be, lies in the manner of application of this known
art to the cyanide process, that is, in precipitation on a
combustible cathode.

Further, no claim is made that this method has yet

emerged beyond the experimental stage, inasmuch as time
and opportunity have not permitted an actual cleanup

on a full commercial scale. At the same time, all

experimental work herein described was carried on with
actual mill solutions and in an electrodeposition tank of

full commercial size, containing 3500 sq.ft. of sheet-lead

cathode surface. Opportunity only permitted of the trial

for 30 days of a limited number of paper cathodes. These
latter were hung from the negative crossbar, side by side

Milling engineer, 14 Westbour
don. S. E.. England.

Road, Forest HiU, Lon-

with lead cathodes, and appeared to receive a deposit of

fireeious metal just as readily as the lead cathodes.

Briefly, the process consists in the electrolysis of the

clear cyanide solution, and the precipitation of the

precious metals on paper cathodes. Whenever it is

desired to make a cleanup, incineration and melting of

the cathodes will yield the precious metals in the form
of bullion.

Preparation of Paper for Electrodeposition

Any paper of reasonable stoutness and having a smooth

surface, such as the pages of the Engineering and Mining
Journal, answers well. It is cut into strips of the

required size, preferably not more than 2 or 3 in. in

width. These strips are immersed momentarily in melted

beeswax. Before the wax has solidified, the sheets are

dipped in flake graphite (not plumbago), which is thus

made to adhere very firmly to the paper. When the

latter has cooled, more graphite is rubbed on the surface

of the paper until the latter appears highly polished.

The function of the beeswax is twofold—it not only

renders the paper waterproof, but also serves as a bed

for the graphite. It is advantageous but not absolutely

necessary to dip the sheets, prepared as described in

alcohol and again in water, to remove any air adhering

to the surface. The cathode is now ready for immersion

in the electrodeposition tank. Electric connection is

established with the negative main in the following

manner: Each cathode strip is clamped at the upper

edge between two strips of sheet copper about % in.

wide, by means of small clips (ordinary tie clips answer

very well). A copper hook soldered to one of the copper

strips suspends the cathode from the negative crossbar.

Details of the Electrodeposition Tank

As has already been mentioned, the great majority of

cathodes employed were of sheet lead, opportunity not

permitting of a trial of more than a limited number of

paper cathodes. The tank had a total cathode area of

3500 sq.ft., giving it a capacity of 2 tons of solution per

hr., that is to say, solution flowing through it at this rate

was entirely robbed of its precious-metal contents. The
tank was constructed of 3-in. plank and was 35 ft. long,

5 ft. wide, 3 ft. deep, all these being dimensions in the

clear.

Anodes were of No. 10 sheet iron, 5 ft. 1 in. long by

2 ft. 8 in. deep, and were fitted into saw cuts in the

sides and bottom of the tank. To promote thorough

circulation and ionization alternate anodes were raised

2 in. above the level of the solution, the remaining anodes
being fitted into the bottom of the tank. Each alternate

pair of anodes, therefore, formed a water-tight compart-
ment, consequently the whole of the solution was caused

to flow over one anode and under the next. The distance

between anodes was 3 in. Anodes were enclosed in

cheesecloth to prevent chance of short circuiting. Elec-

trodes were connected in multiple. Anode connections

below the level of the solution are gradually eaten

away. These connections were thoroughly insulated in

the following manner : The positive main to which each
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of the anodes was connoeted was carried along the top of

one side of the tank in a ])low-way. The anodes projected

y^ in. into the sides of tiio tank. From the bottom of

the plow-way, l/^-in. holes were drilled to the tops of

the anodes, electrical connection being effected by filling

these holes with molten lead after the anodes and positive

main were in place. On top of this side of the tank was
tacked a strip of wood, ,3 in. wide, running the entire

length of the tank. On this strip rested the ends of the

cross-bars, which carried the cathodes. The other ends

of the cross-bars rested on the negative main which passed

along the other side of the tank. Cross-bars were placed

midway between anodes so that the distance between

anode and cathode was li/o in. Cathode crossbars were
of %-in. round common iron.

The manner of connecting the paper cathodes to the

negative crossbars has already been described.

The action of the electric current is gradually to

oxidize the anodes. In this particular case the anodes

were of iron and the anode product consisted mainly of

floating flocculent hydrated ferric oxide which accumu-
lated in the anode compartments. The removal of this

floating anode product was readily effected by the

following device : Above the level of those anodes which
projected 2 in. above the level of the solution, the tank

had at its outlet end an overflow lip. Below this lip iX

the normal level of the solution was the normal outlet

pipe. By closing a valve on this latter pipe the level of

the solution could be raised above the tops of the project-

ing anodes, causing a direct flow throughout the tank and
the rapid and complete removal of the floating anode

product over the flow lip into a sump tank. The only

labor involved in this operation was the opening and
closing of a valve. This operation was found necessarj'

only once in ever}' 24 hr. It is to be noted that the anode

product always carries high precious-metal values, which

however are loosely held, and which rapidly pass into

solution again in the sump tank.

Efficient sampling of the solution heads and tails was

effected by pet-cocks at the inlet and outlet ends of the

tank. These pet-cocks were kept open slightly so that

there was a constant drip into a vessel placed to receive

the sample for assay.

A weak current was used, the current density being

0.02 amp. per sq.ft. of cathode surface, and the pressure

from 3 to 4 volts.

Noteworthy Features of the System

The following appeared to the writer to be advantageous

features: The small amount of attention required; the

case -and cheapness with which a cleanup could be made
as compared with other methods of precipitation, in-

cineration and melting of the cathodes yielding the

precious metals in the form of bullion; the continuous

nature of the process. A cleanup entails no stoppage of

operations whatever. Cathode sheets may be removed

as often as desired and replaced by new ones without

switching off the current. The precipitated precious

metals adhere firmly to the cathode. There is no danger

of mechanical loss from particles dropping off. At first

consideration it might be thought that a paper cathode

would rot after lengthy immersion in the solution. The

reverse of this takes place. As the deposit of precious

metal increases, the paper cathode becomes more and

more metallic in appearance and properties. After 30

days' immersion, paper cathodes were found ,o ring, when
tapjied with a piece of metal. There is a small consuni])-

tion of electric power and the cost of precipitation is low.

AiratinmoEay Fifo<dItui(ctn©ira of tlhie

In Engineering for July 9 there was a very good sum-
mary of the world's antimony production, excerpts from
which, together with some comments, constitute the fol-

lowing :

During the autumn of 1914 the war demand devel-

oped. Kussia bought in Great Britain, Japan and the

United States, the total Russian demand being in excess

of 2.500 tons. At least an equal quantity was purchased
on behalf of other nations.

Metallurgy of Antimony

The process of extracting antimony from the ore is a

simple one, but there are several processes employed.
The crude commercial antimony is the ore separated

from the associated earthy gangue; this operation is per-

formed by simple fusion. From this there are several

means of obtaining the regulus of antimony. The raw
antimony, whether obtained direct from the ore or from
the jrarified sulphide, must be calcined, in order to sep-

arate such impurities as arsenic and sulphur. In the

direct process of obtaining antimony, the ore is smelted

with some alkaline slag and old scrap iron. When this

combination has completely fused, it is poured into coni-

cally shaped molds, and this mixture, after cooling, con-

sists of impure antimony and sulphide of iron. There are

several methods available for purifying the regulus; one

of the simplest is to charge each of a number of crucibles

with this regulus along with soda, common salt and pure

oxidized antimony ore. When sufficient heat has been

applied, the foreign impurities, or metals, become oxidized

and scorified, and the antimony is thus obtained. It is a

bright, silver gray metal, brittle, and readily pulverized.

The roasting of antimony is very similar to the roasting

of lead matte ; until recently it was roasted either in

Land reverberatory furnaces or in single-hearth furnaces.

The essential point of the furnace is the absolute control

of temperatures. In roasting antimony, should the tem-
perature rise to about 350° C. in the early stages of the

roast, there is a tendency towards fusion; but later in

the roast the temperature may be raised considerably be-

yond 350° C. ; it is, in fact, quite possible to do so without

any difficulty arising. The fusion takes place in the early

part of the roast. The control of temperatures in im-
proved furnaces enables the heat of the sulphur to be util-

ized when present. The older system of hand reverbera-

tory furnaces entailed a large fuel consumption.

[The article does not refer to the modern process of

antimony smelting, developed in France by Herren-
schmidt, wherein the antimony is burned off in kilns, the

oxide being collected in bag filters, and subsequently con-

\erted to metal by reducing smelting. This process gives a

high extraction of metal and a product of excellent

quality.]

World's Production of Antimony

Of the world's total output of antimony three-fourths

of the ordinary 99% grade comes from China ; the co.st of

jToduction is lower than in any other country. No less
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ilian 100 mining companies have been established, and

eight smelteries have been erected, but they are not as

yet all at work. The important companies are the Wah
Chang Mining & Smelting Co., of Changsha, and the Pao

Tai Mining & Smelting Co., of Wuchow. Antimony is not

at present known to occur in northern China, the main

source of supply is the western central region ; the trade

routes by means of which the mineral wealth of Central

China reaches the coast are the Yangtse River, the Shang-

I'.ai at the estuary, and the West River. The total ex-

ports exceed 12,000 tons of metal .yearly, besides several

thousand tons of ore, the main portion being shipped from

Changsha and the smaller quantities from Yochow, Han-
kow, Wuchow and some other ports. Amoy is a district

Irom which antimony may be exported in considerable

quantities in the future.

Much of the Chinese output is shipped as crude ore,

to be smelted and refined in Europe. Reliable returns

for 1914 are not yet available; for recent years the Chinese

exports have been as follows

:

1910, 1911, 1912, 1913,
Tons Tons Tons Tons

Ore 5.665 6,700 2,020 4,250
Crude 6,535 6,875 13,310 12,820

[It may appropriately be added that a great deal of the

Chinese antimony, especially that of the Wah Chang com-

pany is a high grade of metal, its analysis being superior

to certain British brands which sell for higher prices. The
Wah Chang company is under the direction of H. Y.

Liang, who studied metallurgy in New York and London

and gained experience in antimony smelting with Herren-

schmidt in France. In his works the oxide-baghouse

process is employed.]

Mexican Antimony Possibilities

There are both mines and smelteries in ]\Iexico, one is

in course of erection in San Luis Potosi ; by the time min-

ing and transportation conditions permit ore to be pro-

duced it will be ready for operation. The smeltery will

have a capacity of 3000 tons per annum of refined anti-

mony and will employ at least 150 men. The output is

more likely to go to America than Europe. The ores to

be worked up will be obtained from mines in Queretaro

and San Luis Potosi. At present there is only one anti-

mony smeltery working in Mexico, located at Wadley,

•d, small station about 100 miles north of San Luis Potosi.

The Wadley smeltery is not equipped for finishing the

product, and its output has been exported to Great Brit-

ain for further refining. This smelter has worked for

about 14 years, and has drawn a large part of its ore from
the Catorce district.

The quantities of crude antimony and regulus sent from
Mexico to Great Britain have been as follows:

The output may be approximately estimated to be as

follows

:

Tons
1910 37SS
1911 3997

Tons
3296
2345

[A large deposit of antimony ore occurs in ^Mexico,

about 9 miles north of Zimapan, on the upper slopes of

the lower half of the great iloctezuma canon. This is

of lead-antimony ore and is known as "La Sirena." It

was described by Dr. R. W. Raymond in the Journal of

Jan. 2, 1915.]

French antimony, reduced both from native and im-

ported ores, supplies the home demand, and before the

declaration of war found a market in the United States.

Tons
4550 1912.
4790 1913.

Tons
5430
5900

Canadian Production

In Canada there has been a small output of antimony

from Nova Scotia; but no Canadian antimony has been

sent to Great Britain since 1911, and then only in very

small quantities.

A few years ago interesting and apparently important

deposits were found in the northern portion of the Yukon
territory. They are limited in their occurrence, so far as

ascertained, to a small area 8 or 10 square miles in extent,

known as Carbon and Chieftain Hills, about 33 miles

above the point where the Wheaton River flows into Lake

Bennett. The deposits are not more than 10 or 12 miles

north of the sixtieth degree of latitude, forming the

British Columbia-Yukon boundary. The deposits can be

reached from Vancouver by steamer, then rail followed

by road. The veins (of stibnite) vary in width from

a few inches to 5 ft. The gangue material is generally

quartz.

The other important antimony producing country is

Australia, which exports from 1000 to 2000 tons of ore

per annum to Great Britain. The production of Japan
and Hungary has dwindled to insignificance. A small

quantity of ore used to be exported annually from Turkey.

The production of the United States—never large—has

been trifling in recent years. The antimony smeltery at

Chelsea, Staten Island, N. Y., has been idle for a long

time. In England smelting and refining is carried on

by seven important companies, the works being located

one each in Runcorn, Newcastle-on-Tyne and St. Helens

and four in London, with a branch in Patricroft, near

Manchester.

The mineral production of Peru for 1912 and 1913 has

just been officially reported in the Boletin del Cuerpo

de Ingenieros de ilinas, No. 81, 1915, as follows:

Substance Unit 1912 1913

Coal Metric ton 278,927 273,945
Petroleum Metric ton 233,600 276.147
Gold Kilogram 1,433 1,429
SUver Kilogram 324,352 299.132
Copper Metric ton 26,970 27,776
Lead Metric ton 4,050 3,927
i<inc ore Metric ton 22
Vanadium ore Metric ton 3,048 ....

Bismuth (fine) Kilogram 51,038 25,300
Tungsten ore Metric ton 195 290
Mercury Kilogram 400 460
Borax Metric ton 1,674 2,001
Salt Metric ton 23,292 24,433

The total value of the minerals produced in 1913 was

4,494,806 libras, as compared with 4,627,963 libras in

1912; 1 libra = $4.8665.

Gold-Bearing Congrlomerates in the Philippines are re-

ported to have been discovered along the Dekelan River near

lligan in Mindanao. This new gold field is not in the valley

of the Cagayan River, on the other watershed of Mindanao,
which has long been known to have gold and whose placers

have been frequently described. The new field lies on the

western slope of the range which separates the Cagayan Val-

ley from lligan Bay. The claims which have been located in

this new field are situated about 11 miles northeast of the

town of lligan. Assays show from $1 to $25 per ton. The
natives have for years obtained a small amount of gold from
the gravel in the Dekelan River. The conglomerates are said

fo resemble those of the Witwatersrand.
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IR©c®nat Devell®]pinm©inits lira ftSa©

M©3Sfl££iim Si

At last the policy of "watchful waiting" is to be aban-

doned and the affairs in Mexico are to be put in order

in one way or another. Villa and Zapata appear to be

tractable, but Carranza breathes deiiance, and once more
the cientificos are sticking up their heads. However, if

we may believe the Washington dispatches all opposition

is to be brushed aside and Uncle Sam, with the collabora-

tion of the ABC powers—up to a certain point—is to do

things. It is even foreseen that there may ha\e to be armed
intervention, but if it comes to that the ABC powers are

going to let the United States do it alone.

But there has entered into the situation a new and
troublesome consideration. Whatever government be set

up in ilexico, it must have funds, which must be supplied

by the bankers—that is, by the public. Yet where are the

investors to be found who will put their money into an un-

guaranteed llexican loan ? The New Englander would as

lief lend on the security of the codfish swimming in Massa-

chusetts Bay. The idea of guaranteeing siich a loan is

a new one in Washington, which heretofore has been glee-

fully telling American investors that when they put their

money in a foreign country they did so at their own risk.

'^.

^aimc SE!ffi©ItnEa^ Ssa Gre^t Brit^iEa

In view of the shortage of the spelter supply existing

in Great Britain since the beginning of the war, along

with the plethora of zinc-ore supply in Australia, the

condition that causes us to marvel is the apparent absence

of any general and serious effort to increase the zinc-

smelting capacity of Great Britain. We have not been alale

to make a comjDrehensive survey of the present status of

the British smelteries, but from reading of the British

papers and our other information, we have not received

the impression that anything energetic has been under-

taken. We know,' of course, that the capacity of

Seaton-Carew is being increased, but on the other hand

we heard but recently from another famous smeltery

that its operator was still in the market for nothing but

calamine ore, not yet possessing any blende-roasting

furnaces, nor having any intention of building them.

The backwardness of British metallurgists in zinc

smelting is one of the strange things of metallurgical

history. The art of zinc smelting is supposed to have

originated in India, from where it was carried to China,

where zinc smelting is still done on a small scale by the

primitive methods that date back hundreds of years. In

the sixteenth century zinc was brought to Europe from

China and the East Indies under the name of tutanego

(whence the English term tutanegue), and it is likely

that knowledge of it was obtained from that source at

an earlier date. A few years previous to 1740 Dr. Isaac

Lawson is said to have gone to China to study the

method of zinc smelting there practiced, and to have

lii'ought the knowledge to England. Be that as it may,
a patent for a process of distillation downward was

granted to John Champion in 1739, and in 1740 he

erected works at Bristol and actually began the manu-
facture of spelter, though his production was small, the

chief part of what was used in Great Britain still being

brought from India and China. For a good many years

the process of making zinc at Champion's works was kept

rigidly secret, but toward the end of the century the

art was learned by Johann Euhberg, who supposedly went

to England for the purpose, returned to Upper Silesia,

and in 1798, or 1799, made the first attempt at zinc

smelting at Wessola in that province.

In spite of the great advances in the art that were

made in Upper Silesia, in Ehenish Prussia and in

Belgium, the British smelters continued to use their

peculiar, clumsy and uneconomical furnace until the

middle of the nineteenth century, and neither in that

century nor later did they ever assume a leadership in

this branch of metallurgy which they had introduced

from the East. British supremacy passed away in this

even earlier than it did in the metallurgy of copper

and of lead. Only in the metallurgy of iron and steel

has Great Britain held its own, and in this field the place

of the countiy which gave the world both the Bessemer
and the Thomas-Gilchrist processes is admittedly a fine

one.

The reasons for the decadence of Great Britain in

non-ferrous metallurgy would be an interesting subject

for analysis and study. But of immediate concern is the

question why its zinc smelters have failed to rise during

the year of their country's need. They have the coal,

they have the refractory material, and the ores could

be brought to their seaports as well as they have been to

those of the Continental countries. The reasons are

perhaps to be looked for in the pernicious practices and
Ijaleful attitude of the British laboring man ; and in

the disinclination to take any chances involving the

litigious Australian ore contracts.

H©w Je^§®5^ BiPOKa Mnim©s
Notwithstanding the depression in the iron trade last

year, there has been considerable activity among the old

iron mines of Morris County in New Jersey. The Mount
Hope mines which are the oldest in the state, and, with

two or three possible exceptions, the oldest in the United

States, have been supplied with new machinery and made
ready for a large output from the orebody uncovered a

year or two ago. These mines have been sujjposed sev-

eral times to be approaching the end of their life, but it

is understood that the ore now in sight is greater in

quantity than ever before and a large production is

expected.

The Richard Mine at Wharton, now owned by the

Thomas Iron Co., is to be further opened by a new con-

crete-lined shaft, equijipcd with new machinery, which
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will reach a new ore lens and will enable the operators to

increase the monthly production of ore to double the

present production, or even more. Though not so old as

the Mount Hope, the Richard has been worked for a num-
ber of years.

such a trust exists; and that the aforesaid inquiry was in-

stigated not to hunt out the "nefarious Frankfort trio,"

but to satisfy the Joplin producers of zinc ore, who wailed

that they were not getting a fair share of the high prices

for spelter.

a M^dldlllini^ O^eff" Mew
J®ipse§!' ^aira© Coo

The obsession in Great Britain respecting the control

of the metal markets of the world by the great metal mer-

chandising concerns of Germany produces some humorous

results. One of these was the birth of the myth that the

zinc industry of the United States is controlled by German
houses, who conspired to make the British pay an extor-

tionate price for spelter. Another is that the pending in-

vestigation of an alleged spelter trust by the State of ilis-

souri has something to do with this. The latest is the

charge by London Financial News that the New Jersey

Zinc Co. is the chief element in the alleged trust (the

existence of which our contemporary takes for granted),

that it connives and cooperates with the German houses,

and that indeed itself is one of the enemies. "The view

that it is of enemy character," says the Financial News,

"is strengthened by the fact that one of its directors is, or

was, August Heckscher, who was active in consolidating

conflicting interests on the other side and so building up
a big organization."

Here we have a lucid piece of reasoning. In the eyes

of our London contemporary, there is a spelter trust in the

LTnited States, for the attorney-general of Missouri is

assumed to say so; out of its own inner consciousness it

evolves the idea that the aforesaid trust is controlled by

Germans. The large number of concerns engaged in the

American zinc business "does not by any means indicate

competition," but "illustrates the measures taken by the

Germans to secure control of a most lucrative, though

complicated, business, while creating the appearance of

freedom of trade." In other words, the organization of a

large number of operating properties was to create a smoke
to blind the eyes of the public. The New Jersey Zinc Co.

is in the thing, of course, for is not August Heckscher a

thoroughly Teutonic name?
This attack upon the New Jersey Zinc Co. led the

London solicitors for that company to write to the News
that neither it nor its subsidiaries are afBliated, directly

or indirectly or by implication, with any other company.
To this the News retorts that if the solicitors for the

New Jersey Zinc Co. will assure it that their company
is not a codefendant in the Missouri case, it may possibly

believe that the New Jersey Zinc Co. is not to be numbered
among the foes of England and the whole empire.

This is something like the famous inquiry addressed to

a prisoner at the bar: "Have you ceased beating your
wife ? Answer me yes or no."

For the information of our contemporary in London,
the Journal will assure it that the solicitors for the New
Jersey Zinc Co. told the truth. Moreover, that the "ne-

farious Frankfort trio" is only moderately interested in

the zinc industry of America; that it was stupidity in

buying that put the price for zinc up to £100 per ton;

that the State of Missouri is not proceeding against the

zinc smelters on the charge that they are combined in a

trust, but simply is conducting an inquiry to find out if

In a discussion of occupational diseases in the Journal

of Inihistrial and Chemical Engineering reference has

been made to the form of zinc poisoning known as

"spelter chills." Zinc smelters are less subject to metal

poisoning than are lead smelters; so much less indeed

that some persons are disposed to deny that zinc vapor

is poisonous, attributing the trouble exjserienced by brass-

makers to copper vapor alone.

H. W. Gillett appears, however, to have brushed aside

that hyiJothesis in an effective manner. He cites the

evidence of Lehman, who produced "spelter chills" in

several persons, including liimself, by the inhalation of

fumes arising from c.p. zinc and found the symptoms
to be identical with those of "brass shakes." He cites,

moreover, the evidence that "spelter chills" existed at

Lasalle, 111., among the smelters in 1910.

Mr. Gillett makes it rather uncomfortable for his op-

ponents when he suggests that they emulate Leliman, by

heating a pound or so of zinc to 920° C. in a small im-

ventilated room and inhaling the fumes for a few min-

iites—pointing out that if their ideas be correct there

should be no ill after-effects.

The obsession of the London market for standard cop-

per still obtains, especially since it has become an open

market again by the lifting of the embargo against ex-

ports. Its effect upon our copper market is rather ujDon

the imagination of copper buyers than it is upon the pro-

ducers, while its influence upon the stock market is not in-

considerable. All these things interlock.

Thus, certain persons surmise, or have definite knowl-

edge, that there is going to be a demand for copper for

ammunition contracts, let us say, which is likely to stimu-

late a rise in the price for the metal. Those possessing

such knowledge may buy copper stocks and produce a rise

in them before anything is done in the metal. Then
comes a decline in the London market for standard cop-

per, and the prospective buyers, affected sentimentally,

hold off, copper stocks go off and pessimism prevails.

But of course the copper will be bought later if it be

needed and the upward movement in the metal will be

started, though perhaps from a lower level than was hoped

in the first place. Naturally, in the long run the price

for copper is determined by demand and supply, and by

nothing else.

The question whether the time has not come when the

barrel as a unit for portland cement may be dropped and
the bag substituted in its place is raised by Engineering

News. Its arguments in favor of the bag are rational,

and the Journal imites with its contemporary in advocat-

ing the change, but why not have a bag of 100 lb. net in-

stead of the existing standard of 94 lb. and obtain a

unit that is easy of combination with other units ^
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^Y THE WAY
The slugirishncss of the copper stocks during the last

three months has been a subject of wonder. The zinc

and lead stocks have figured prominently among the

"war brides." The copper stocks have been back among
the wallflowers.

A fitting memorial to Barton Sewell, late president of

the Braden Copper Co.—in which he took such an active

interest in the later years of his life—has been created

by a resolution of the directors of the company, "That
one of the compan}''s towns in Chile be hereafter named
and called Sewell." In accordance with this resolution,

Pope Yeatman gave instructions that the reduction-works

town, formerly known a;; IMolino, be changed to Sewell.

m
A German metallurgical manager, writing to a friend in

this country recently, remarked that his works were neces-

sarily running at a reduced rate owing to shortage of

labor. However, he expected soon to receive a consign-

ment of Russian prisoners which would enable him to get

things going again on a good scale. We have previously

made some remarks on the subject of captive labor, which

appears to be rather an important factor in the industries

of Germany at present.

m.

In the Saturday Evenin(/ Post for July 31, 1915,

Charles E. Van Loan describes Virginia City—one of

the ghost cities of the West, he calls it. His account is

far more accurate than is the common essay of this sort

by the tenderfoot. Perhaps Mr. Van Loan is not a

tenderfoot at all. Anyway his article is mighty interest-

ing. Here is one of his stories

:

Not long ago a Japanese diplomat visited the West and in

the course of his wanderings came to Virginia City. He was
received with all courtesy—and when it comes to courtesy no
state in the Union can grive points to Nevada—and shown the
various points of interest.

"This." said the guide, "used to be the shaft of the old

Con. Virginia. They took sixty-five millions out of that hole
in the ground Over there used to be the California

—

forty-seven millions Here is where the old Mexican
mine used to be This is the Enterprise office. Mark
Twain used to be a reporter on this paper." And so on.

The visitor was very polite, but somewhat noncommittal.
At the end of the afternoon the guide thought to prod him
into a direct statement. "Well," said he, "what do you think
of Virginia."

"I think." said the Japanese, still politely, "that it is a very
great used-to-be."

Ignorance, carelessness or haste often causes ludicrous

blunders in the typing of reports and the printing of min-
ing prospectuses. When one of the latter speaks of the

"typographical" features of a mining property, a reader

may be pardoned for entertaining the suspicion that the

promoters are running a "printing press" mine. The in-

advertent transposition of two letters in a report made
"ore reserves" change to "ore reverses." This was unfor-

tunate but true, as the company was unable to raise the

desired cash to raise the ore to raise more cash to raise the

spirits of the stockholders who were already in. In a let-

ter which embodied what was in substance an offer to sell

for money, marbles, chalk or promises, an enthusiastic

tropical booster stated that he had 22 "gold placed" claims

in the Republica de : , which showed values running

from 8c. to $00 per cubic yard ; ideal either for dredging,

hydraulicking, sluicing or panning. The fair typist may
have been merely careless, or she may have had a private

hunch ; but if the gold was indeed "placed" on the claims

by the claimant, it certainly was a grievous case of topo-

graphical error.

Tcniente Topics is the title of a sprightly magazine
iiow being published by employees of the Braden Copper
Co. in Chile. The initial number, dated June, 1915, pre-

sents the "Early History of the Braden Copper Co.," by

William Braden, and contains besides some interesting

descriptions of hunting expeditions and sports partici-

pated in by members of the Braden staff. It has a sec-

tion in Spanish, and in many respects is more interesting

than many more pretentious magazines. It is officially

published by the Teniente Publishing Co., at Sewell,

Eancagua, Chile. J. F. Pearce is president and business

manager, L. E. Grant editor and A. T. Ward assistant edi-

tor. They are to be congratulated on the successful start

they have made. The name of the magazine, Teniente

Topics, was selected by ballot, and it is interesting to note

some of the alternatives that were suggested, such as : El

Aguila Americana, La Prensa Braden, Andes World, La
Voz de Molino, Capos de Nieve, El Tesoro de Teniente,

£1 Grito del Minero, Khaki-People Dope, Dinamita y
Concentrados, Snow Flakes and El Tango. The suc-

cessful name, Teniente Topics, was suggested anony-

mously by S. S. Sorensen, general manager of the Braden
Copper Co.

m
The New York Herald on July 28 published a

frightening article to the effect that the shortage of

zinc is a greater menace to the arms output than is the

labor fight. The writer qualifies as an expert by offering

the following remarks

:

Until last winter Belgium produced two-thirds of the
world's supply of zinc spelter, obtaining all the ore therefor
from the Hartzig Mountains on the borderland of Germany.
With the flooding of the mines, all of which are in the war
zone, this source of supply has been cut off, it is said, for at

least five years. The entire production of zinc ore thus has
been restricted to the ore mines at Joplin, Carthage and Web
City, Mo., and the Arkansas field.

The maximum capacity of the zinc smelters in the world
for making spelter is 1.100.000 tons a year. The capacity of

the eight smelters in this country is 350,000 tons. The amount
required to fill contracts American munition makers have
taken from abi'oad is 950,000 tons. It requires IS months to

build a zinc smelter, but not one is being built, for the reason
that no spelter to operate it could be obtained.

Here is the statement of the American & British Manufac-
turing Co.:

"There are two brands of zinc spelter—the Edgar and the
Horsehead. The Edgar brand is made by the Edgar Zinc
Smelting Co., of St. Louis, Mo., and Cherryvale. Kan., and the
Horsehead by the New Jersey Zinc Smelter Co. The Edgar
Co.'s productive capacity is 2700 tons a month, or a little more
than 30,000 tons a year.

"For 20 years the average price was $41 a ton for zinc con-
centrated ore, SOc^ metallic contents, with a recovery charge
of $35 a ton. Since it has been selling at $120 a ton. the incre-
ment in the valuation of the acreage of the Joplin, Carthage
and Web City fields has been more than $6,000,000,000. All
the gold mines in the world cannot furnish gold enough to
pay for that. And these fields are not owned by one or several
corporations, but by thousands of individuals.

"It will take five years to get the water out of the zinc
mines in the Hartzig Mountains, so that, even though they
may be in Germany's hands, she can reap no immediate advan-
tage from them except negatively. But the zinc problem will
hit the munition makers harder and sooner than the 8-hour
day question."

This was intended to he a serious discussion of the

spelter situation, but in fact it is humorous.
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^^Shl^W I®2=aoira «a Coop ILadlc

The London Financial Neus, of July 27, 1915, states

that Henry R. Merton & Co., Ltd., has a nominal capital

of £1,000,000 in 30,000 preferred and 70,000 ordinary

shares of £10 each. A total of 25,000 preferred and 70,000

ordinary shares have been issued and are fully paid. The
directors are : S. Baer, H. Gardner, 0. Langenbach, E.

R. Jlerton, Z. Merton and M. Wilson. Alfred ilerton

and Richard Merton, both of Frankfort-on-the-ilain, were

formerly directors, but a revised copy of the register of di-

rectors filed on Aug. 15, 1914, stated that these two had

vacated their seats, owing to non-attendance, "as on Jan.

1, 1914."

Among the shareholders at Oct. 29, 1914, were:

Pref.

S. Baer 1,516
Mrs. A. Baer 1.000
H. Gardner 750
O. Langenbach 550
E. R. Merton 419
Z. Merton 655
MetaUgesellschaft, Frankfurt-am-Main
Z. Merton, C. E. Gebharii, O. Gebhard 2,675
Mrs. Helen Merton 2,738
Merton Metanurgical Co.. Ltd
E. R. and Mrs. Helen Merton, C. W. A. Key 3,000
T. R. Merton 1,405
Alfred Merton
Richard Merton
Metallbank and Metallurgische Gesellschaft

A. G., Prank£urt-am-Main
Schweizerische Gesellschaft fur Metall-
werke, Basle, Switzerland

Heinrich Schwarz
H, Gardner and S. Baer, C. L. Budd 2,657

Ord.
2,500

2,187
7,978

11,875

l',i40
1,240
965
360
100
100

18,600

Ludwig Aron and Samuel L. Mandleberg.
Salomon and Brail Bruhl
Salomon Bruhl
Nathan Baer
E. Gebhard
A. Mohr
D. Landauer
G. E. Schuster
Mrs. H. Wolff
Sigismund Sussmann

500
200
400
400
600

UOpp®5f vU®H> S S)®C

The Chino Copper Co. reports the following produc-

tion of copper in concentrates for the second quarter of

1915: April, 5,027,548 lb.; May, 6,442,977 lb.; June,

6,984,977 lb.; total, 18,455,502 lb. This gives an aver-

age monthly production of 6,151,834 lb., compared with

an average monthly production of 3,910,836 lb. for the

first quarter of 1915. The total tonnage of ore treated

in the three months was 592,200, an average of 6507

tons per day, but the daily average for June was 7317

tons. The average content of the tonnage treated was

2.38% copper. The average extraction for the second

quarter of 1915 was 65.34%, corresponding to a recov-

ery of 31.16 lb. of copper per ton of ore milled. For the

first quarter the average extraction was 66.12%.
There were produced 41,735 dry tons of concentrates

averaging 22.11% copper, as against 21,401 tons of con-

centrates averaging 27.41% copper for the previous quar-

ter. The ratio of concentration for the second quarter

was therefore 14.19 : 1 as against 18.97 : 1 for the first

quarter of 1915.

The cost per pound of copper produced for the quarter,

after allowing for smeltery deductions and crediting all

miscellaneous income, was 6.10c., as compared -with 6.38c.

for the first quarter of 1915. These costs include as

usual all operating, administration and general charges

and the regular charge of 30c. per ton of ore treated for

the extinguishment of mine development and stripping

expense.

The financial results of the company's operations for

the second quarter were therefore as follows: Net pro lit

from milling operations, $1,937,951; miscellaneous in-

come, rent, etc., $68,597; total, $2,006,548. Dividends

paid amounted to $652,455, leaving a net surplus over

dividend requirements of $1,354,093. During the quar-

ter there was moved a total of 1,208,360 cu.yd. of mate-

rial in place. Of this amount there was 871,615 cu.yd.

of stripping, while the remainder was equivalent to 643,-

088 tons of ore. The per-pound costs for this quarter

are the lowest that have been made since tlie property

began full operation.

July 1. New wage scale agreed on l)y miners and mine
operators of Joplin.—New workmen's compensation law

of ^lontana went into effect.

July 3. Judge Bourquin in United States Court,

Helena, Mont., signed decree ordering sale of Alice Gold

& Silver Mining Co.

July 5. New 15-stamp mill of Plumbago Mine, Croe-

sus Mining Co., Alleghany, Calif., went into commission.

July 7. New Jersey Zinc Co. increased its capital stock

to $35,000,000.

July 13. Striking miners at Joplin, ^lo., returned to

work.—Dr. Joseph A. Holmes, Director of the United

States Bureau of Mines, died.

July 15. Business section of Valdez, Alaska, destroyed

by fire; loss, $500,000.—Coniagas Mine, Cobalt, Ont.,

celebrated the completion of a decade of mining.

July 17. Property of Iron Mountain Mining Co., Mon-
tana, purchased by Federal Mining & Smelting Co.

July 20. Ontario Government appointed a commis-

sion to inquire into the feasibility of refining nickel ore

entirely within the province.—Work commenced on a

1300-ft. tunnel to carry water from Upper Annex Lake
to provide extra power for the operation of the Alaska

Gastineau mill at Thane, Alaska.

July 21. New Jersey Zinc Co. paid stock dividend of

250%, amounting to $25,000,000.

July 26. Beginning of suit of the North Star Mines

Co. vs. Empire Jlines & Investment Co.—Theodore B.

Comstock, well-known geologist, died.

July 27. Franklin K. Lane, Secretary of the Interior,

announced that the production of radium from Colorado

carnotite had passed the experimental stage and was on a

successful manufacturing basis.

July 30. Receivers appointed for Ohio Copper Co., fol-

lowing suit of Empire Trust Co. as trustee under the mort-

gage bond.—Mill of Idaho-Continental mine destroyed by

fire.

July 31. Books of the Amalgamated Copper Co. closed,

thus terminating its official existence.—Strike at Alu-

minum Co. of America plant, Massena, N. Y.

Iiffiiiimg Im ttteiC

Owing to the great demand for molybdenum which

began a little before the European W^ar, there has been

an active search for molybdenum minerals, of which only

two, molybdenite (the sulphide) and wulfenite (lead
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molybdate), have lieeii found in commercially valuable

quantity, says the Geological Survey. In the first half

of 1915 the Primos Chemical Co. began producing molyb-

denite concentrates from a mine near Empire, Colo.

This is the first American mine to be extensively operated

for molybdenite, though there have been many lesser

attem]its at mining tlie mineral.

aim

Usafltiedl States
The total production of steel in the United States

for the year 1914 is given by Bulletin No. 4 of the Amer-
ican Iron & Steel Association at 33,513,030 long tons,

which is a decrease from 1913 of 7,'i'87,844 tons; from
1913 of 7,738,373 tons; from 1911 of K!7,073 tons. The
details of the production are shown in the following table

in long tons:
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Pope Teatman has returned to New York from Chile.

Harry J. Wolf, of Denver, is investigating mining property

in the Cripple Creek District.

George O. Argall, manager of the Iron-Silver Mining Co.,

Leadville, has been in Denver on business.

Howard S. Lee, of San Francisco, was in New York, Aug.

8, and expects to remain there a few days.

Robert Flaherty has gone to Hudson Bay to make explora-

tions on behalf of the Mackenzie & Mann interests.

C. B. Lakenan, general manager of the Nevada Consoli-

dated, has been spending about three weeks in New York.

J. A. Durfee has been appointed metallurgist at the South

Side works of the Jones & Laughlin Steel Co. in Pittsburgh.

Daniel L. Beck, Colorado School of Mines, '12, assayer

(or the Tomboy company, Telluride, is spending his vacation in

Denver.

J. E. Chilberg is to examine Samuel Silverman's property

on the Stikine River, 140 miles from Wrangell, in British

Columbia.

Henry P. Lowe, manager of the Cariman Mining Co.,

Cardinal, Colo., while visiting in Denver was taken ill Aug.
3 and is in St. Luke's Hospital.

Justin S. De Lury, formerly assistant professor of geology
in Idaho University, has been appointed lecturer in geology

at the University of Manitoba.

T. T. Read, late associate editor of the "Mining & Scientific

Press," has resigned and has accepted a position with the

Engels Copper Co., at Engels, California.

Allen H. Rogers has returned from a four months' journey
the purpose of which was to inspect the Bawdwin mines in

Burma. He made the trip around the world.

J. P. Keane, of Sandon, B. C, with associates is operating

the Ivanhoe concentrator as a custom plant and is there

concentrating lead-zinc ores from Slocan mines.

Bruce Williams, who has been with W. George Waring for

the past seven years, is now associated with him in the Waring
& Williams Laboratories at Webb City, Missouri.

H. T. Durant, a well-known British mining engineer and a
frequent contributor to the "Journal" is now a lieutenant in

the 13th Hampshire regiment and expects to go to the front

soon.

O. H. Hahn, whose name is well known to American lead
smelters, writes us from Germany that he has been suffering
from protracted illness, which has prevented him from doing
much work.

A. M. Hunt, W. C. Peyton and Donald E. Fogg, the last

formerly of the Thiogen company, have formed a firm for the
practice of general chemical and metallurgical engineering, at

55 Liberty St., New York City.

Guilford D. Scholl, who has been engaged in leaching and
electrolytic work for Phelps, Dodge & Co. at Douglas, Ariz.,

has gone to Boston, having accepted a position with Walter
E. Lummus, chemical engineer.

F. W. McNair, president of the Michigan College of Mines,
Houghton, Mich., was entertained at a reception and banquet
by the local alumni at the University Club, Salt Lake City,
Aug. 4. Twenty alumni were present.

Frank H. Probert announces a change of address to Hobart
Building, San Francisco, Calif., where he will continue in

practice as consulting mining engineer and in the examination
and valuation of mines and mineral lands.

E. E. Campbell, consulting engineer Granby Consolidated,
has been in Juneau, Alaska, visiting the different properties.
He returned to the company's mines at Hadley, Alaska, and
Anyox, B. C, after a week's stay in Juneau.

Albert Burch has resigned as consulting engineer to the
Goldfleld Consolidated Mines Co. and as vice-president and
general manager of the Aurora Consolidated Mines Co. He
intends to devote more time to general engineering practice.

W. H. Wright, for several years superintendent of the
Ashburton Mining Co. at Folsom, Calif., and a dredge operator
of wide experience, has recently joined the engineering staff

of the Malm-Wolf Co. of Denver. Mr. Wright has gone to
Idaho on professional business.

Clifford E. C. Smith, consulting mining engineer, Toronto,
Ont., has been elected a member of the Institution of Mining

& Metallurgy, London. He was also recently elected a gov-
ernor of the School of Mining and College of Applied Science,

Queen's University at Kingston, Ont.

Captain Hart Martin, of the Coniagas Mine, Cobalt, Ont.,

was recently presented with a giant leaf of silver, suitably
engraved, on the 10th anniversary of the beginning of mining
operations at the Coniagas. The presentation was made by
Major Leonard, president of the company.

Milo W. Krecji, formerly metallurgist at the Boston &
Montana Reduction Works of the Anaconda Copper Mining
Co., has been promoted to the position of assistant superin-
tendent. He is succeeded in his former position by E. S.

Bardwell, who has been general foreman of the concentrator.

J. K. Cram, formerly in charge of operations at the Con-
solidated Mining & Smelting Co.'s Highland mine, near Ains-
worth, B. C, is now superintendent at the company's Sullivan

group lead mine in East Kootenay, succeeding C. H. McDougall,
who has been transferred to Trail, where the company is

making important additions to its smelting works.

A. E. Custer, assayer and chemist, has opened an office at
31, Postoffice Place, Salt Lake City. He was formerly chief
chemist of the Bingham Consolidated smeltery at Midvale, and
was with the United States government assay office in Salt

Lake for four years. Mr. Custer obtained the first option on
the alunite deposits at Marysvale, Utah, now known as the
Custer Group, which the Mineral Products Co. is developing.

G. W. Riggs of the U. S. Bureau of Mines, flrst-aid depart-
ment, is giving first aid and rescue demonstrations to miners
in several mining towns along the Mother Lode. Teams
from Jackson, Angels Camp, Jamestown and others will take
part in the field meet at the Exposition in September and
Mr. Riggs' visit is in response to requests for additional
instruction and coaching. These teams were formed during
the recent visit of the rescue car to California mines.

The Minister of Lands, Forests and Mines of Ontario has
announced the appointment of the commission to investigate

the nickel industry, which was authorized some tinie ago.

The chairman is George T. Holloway, of London, England, a
consulting metallurgist who was recommended by the British

authorities. The other members are Thomas W. Gibson,
deputy minister of mines of Ontario; Dr. Willett G. Miller,

provincial geologist; and Dr. McGregor Young, professor of

constitutional law in the University of Toronto.

Robert Parrish died at Covington, Va., July 23. He was
prominent in Virginia mining and had been president of the
Oriskany Ore & Iron Co. for some time.

A. H. Henrietta died at Knapp's Creek, N. Y., July 30, aged
71 years. He was for many years a prominent oil operator in

New York and Pennsylvania.

William Sterling Porter, second vice-president and general
manager of the Associated Oil Co. of California, died at San
Francisco, Aug. 9. He was 49 years old. Besides his executive
position with the Associated Oil Co., he was vice-president of
the Amalgamated Oil Co. and was associated in the directorate
of several other oil concerns. In April, 1910, in company with
George C. Priestley, he organized the Central Fuel Co., a
$15,000,000 corporation. This company held options on a large
acreage of Oklahoma oil lands, and it was announced would
contract to furnish fuel for the Southern Pacific. Through
Samuel Unterinyer much of the capital for the company was
raised in London.

R. M. Wright died at Marigold, Calif., July 22. He was
born at Council Crove, Kan., 62 years ago and was buried
there. He was a mining man of the old school in Colorado
and for 10 years was employed as underground foreman at
the Smuggler-Union at Telluride. He was one of the foremost
men in the Smuggler-Union defense against the strikes and
rioting of the Western Federation of Miners. In the past
10 years he was employed by the same interests as bookkeeper
for the Ashburton Gold Dredging Co. at Folsom and the
Marysville Gold Dredging Co. at Marigold, Calif. His wife
was, in Philadelphia at the time of his death and his son, W.
H. Wright, mining engineer, of San Francisco, carried the
remains back East for burial. Mr. Wright's death was due to
asthma, from which he suffered for several years.

George S. McMurtry, of New York, died at .Atlantic City,
N. J., Aug. 6, aged 7S years. He was for many years well
known in the Pittsburgh steel trade, and under his charge
as manager the extensive works of the Apollo Steel & Iron
Co. at Vandergrift were built. When the company was
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absorbed by the American Sheet & Tin Plate Co. he became
a director and president of the consolidation, and later
chairman of the board. After the change he removed from
Pittsburgh to New Yorlj. He was interested in other com-
panies and was a director of the American Can Co., a director
of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Ry., the Pittsburgh
Trust Co., and the Rock Island Trust Co. He was a member
of the Metropolitan and Sleepy Hollow Country Clubs and the
Automobile Club of America. He is survived by his widow,
who '-as Miss Clara Lothrop, and by three sons. The works
at Vandergritt which he built were the first in the Pittsburgh
district in which careful provision was made for the safety
and comfort of the employees.

Dr. Thomas Bliss Stillman died in Jersey City, N. J., Aug.
10, aged 63 years. He was born at Plainfield, N. J., studied
at Rutgers College, at the Fresenius Laboratory at Wiesbaden,
Germany, and at Stevens Institute, Hoboken. From 1SS3 he
was instructor in analytical chemistry at Stevens Institute,

and later professor. In 1903 he was made professor of engineer-
ing chemistry and in 1909 retired from active- work as an in-

structor. For several years he had been at work on a revision
of his book on "Engineering Chemistrj'." Professor Stillman
held many important positions in New Jersey. In 1SS4 he was
appointed state inspector of oils, in 1911 he was appointed city

chemist of Jersey City and Bayonne, and held those offloes

until his death. Professor Stillman was also appointed an
examiner in chemistry for the Municipal Civil Service in

1911, and was later appointed chemist to the Medical Milk
Commission of Newark, N. J. He was a member of the
American Chemical Society, the Society of Chemical Industry
of London, the American Institute of Mining Engineers, the
International Association for Testing Materials, the American
Electro-Chemical Society, the SociStfi Chimique de Paris and
the fraternity of Phi Beta Kappa. Professor Stillman was
also a corresponding member of the Edinburgh Society of
Arts and Sciences and the Deutsche Chemische Gesellschaft.
He leaves a wife, two sons and a daughter.

Alexander Milne, who died Aug. 1 at his residence. White
Plains, N. Y., aged S2 years, was senior member of the firm
of A. Milne & Co., New York, Boston and Chicago, steel and
iron merchants. Mr. Milne was born in Montrose, Scotland,
but went to Sheffield, England, when about 19 years of age
and entered the employ of Henry Roessel & Co., steel manu-
facturers and merchants, and later with the ^\'ell-known firm

of Vickers Sons & Co.. Ltd., who in 1S69 sent him to this coun-
try to promote the sale of its steel in America. Two years
later he was associated with the firm of Naylor & Co., and
became a member of the firm in 18S3; while associated with
them he took an active part in the management of the Nor-
way Steel & Iron Company. Boston. Mass., where his practical

knowledge of the manufacture of steel acquired in Sheffield

proved of great value in the development of the business of

that company. He withdrew from the firm of Naylor & Co.
in 18S7 and established the firm -of A. Milne & Co., iron and
steel merchants and representing Alrutz & Co. and their suc-
cessors, C. & J. Svedberg, of London and Stockholm. He "was
well and favorably known among the iron and steel manufact-
urers of this country, remaining in active business up to the
time of his death. Mr. Milne was interested in religious and
charitable matters and was the first president of the Y. M. C.

A., of White Plains. He is survived by his wife, a son,

Alexander Milne, Jr., and a daughter, the wife of W. Russell
Silvers, of Cranbery, New Jersey.

i IHOUSTIRHAIU M^WS I
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GuUfn & Dole, Sucesories de JosS Juli&, Trujillo, Honduras,

would be interested in receiving catalogs concerning mining
equipment and stamp-mill machinery.

E. M. Sargent, of Balfate, Honduras, via New Orleans and
Trujillo, is interested in the installation of a cyanide plant,

and would like to receive catalogs of cyaniding machinery
and equipment.

The Calumet & Hecla Mining Co. has installed 23 more
large Hardinge mills, 16 of these for their new regrinding
plant, six for the Ahnieek Mining Co., and one for the Lake
Mining, Smelting & Refining Co.

The Morse Bros. Machinery & Supply Co. of Denver recently
shipped seven carloads of machine tools to various manufac-
turers in the East engaged in war contracts. Most of the
equipment was turret and engine lathes.

A new method of recording the cost of various conveyor
belts in operation has been worked out by the B. P. Good-
rich Co., of Akron. Ohio, in the interest of belt users, which

will send on request a card giving the details of the sys-
tem.

The Mesta Machine Co. is distributing a blue-print giving
the solution in graphic form of various gear and pulley proo-
lems. That is, in gearing, if the horsepower transmitted is

given, with the revolutions per minute and pitch speed, the
pitch diameter and pitch load may be determined.

The Morse Bros. Machinery & Supply Co. of Denver have
recently installed a complete flotation testing plant in its

Denver storeroom, the use of the plant being offered free to

those wishing to make their own tests and experiments along
this line. Competent assistance is also given to those desiring
it, and free preliminary tests will be made on any ores or
tailings sent them. Quite a number of the recent flotation in-

stallations in Colorado have had their inception at their plant.

The Spray Manufacturing Co., which was recently incor-
porated to construct spray cooling systems, gas scrubbers,
odor and fume condensers, etc., will carry on general engi-
neering work involved in the use of spray systems, and owing
to the broadening of the scope of its work, has changed its

name to the American Spra.v Co. The personnel of the com-
pany remains unchanged, with A. G. Eneas president and chief
engineer. Offices remain at 201 Devonshire St., Boston.

Edward M. Hager, whose election as president of the Hager
Portland Cement Co. has been announced, was graduated from
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 151)3. In 1899
he was appointed manager of the cement department of the
Illinois Steel Co. The manufacture and sale of universal
Portland cement was carried on by the Illinois Steel Co. until

1906 when the Universal Portland Cement Co. was formed
with Mr. Hagei as its pvtsiUent. Mr. Hager resigned the
presidency of the Universal Portland Cement Co. in February
of this year to form a nevi' company for the purpose of
acquiring a chain at Portlana ,^ement plants extending across
the country.

TRADE CATA1L0QS

Carbo Steel Post Co., Chicago, 111. Catalog. Steel Poles.
20 pp., Illus., 9Ux4 inches.

Blackmer Rotary Pump Co., Petoskey, Mich. Catalog. Ro-
tary Pumps. 32 illus., pp., 6x9 inches.

The Gardner Governor Co., Quincy, 111. Circular A-C 13.

Air Lift Pumping System. 16 pp. illus., 6x9 inches.

Kerr Turbine Co., "Wellsville, N. Y. Bulletin No. 51.

Economy Turbo-Generators. 32 pp., illus., 6x9 inches.

Pe Laval Steam Turbine Co., Trenton, N. J. Catalog F.
Centrifugal Blowers and Compressors. 61 pp., illus., 6x9 inches.

R. D. Nuttall Co., Pittsburgh, Penn. Catalog No. 12. Mine
and industrial gears, pinions, trolleys. 62 pp., Illus., 7x9 inches.

Bethlehem Foundry & Machine Co., S. Bethlehem, Penn.
Pamphlet. Tantiron. Chemical Resistant Metal. S pp., 6x9
inches.

The Du Pont Nitrate Co., of Wilmington, Delaware, is in-
stalling a 24-in. and 4S-in. Symons disk crusher in the nitrate
fields of Chile.

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co., 1010 Fisher Building, Chi-
cago, 111. Bulletin E-36. Duntley Electric Grinders. 8 pp.,
illus., 6x9 inches.

Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis. Bulletin No.
1632. Centrifugal Pumps and Centrifugal Pumping Units. 44
pp., illus., Ti.ixlOH inches.

Hardinge Conical Mill Co., 50 Church St., New York.
Pamphlet. Reprints of Articles from Technical Papers on
Hardinge Mill. Illus., 6x9 inches.

Stephens-Adamson Mfg. Co., Aurora, 111. Section 5, Gen-
eral Catalog No. 19. Sand and Gravel Washing Plants, Screens,
Cars, Hoists, Etc. 622 pp., illus., 6x9 inches.

Chalmers & Williams. Inc., Chicago Heights. 111. Bulletin.
Section U, Fourth Edition. Symons Disk Crusher. Spanish
translation of Bulletin, Section R. 24 pp., illus., 7x9 inches.

National Tube Co., Frick Building, Pittsburgh, Penn. Cat-
alog J. "National" pipe for steam, air, gas, water, "Kewanee"
unions and specialties, iron and brass fittings, valves, etc.
394 pp., Illus., 5x714 inches.

Brown Hoisting Machinery Co., Cleveland. Ohio. Catalog
U. Brownhoist Transfer Cars and Larries. 32 pr. illus. 9x6 in.

Illustrations and brief descriptions of some of the important
transfer cars built by this company for important metallurg-
ical plants.
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SAIV KKANCISCO—Aug. 4

A Receiver for the Presidio Mining Co. has been asked in

the U. S. District Court by minority stockholders. The plain-

tiffs are Captains W. S. Overton and Carl A. Martin, of the

U. S. Army, who appear also for other stockholders residing in

the East. These include also Gen. Anson Mills. U. S. A., re-

tired, of Washington. The plaintiffs represent 22,753 shaies of

the total issue of 150,000 shares. The complaint alleges that

William S. Noyes owns or controlls 97.933% shares and that he

has so manipulated the finances as to obtain title personally

to mining property in Texas which should belong to the cor-

poration. The suit demands an accounting. Judge W. H.

Sawtelle sitting at San Francisco issued a temporary restrain-

ing Older and an order to show cause why a receiver should

not be appointed.

Cbrome Deposits in California are attracting attention of

investors. Clarence M. Oddie and associates, of San Fran-
cisco have recently purchased claims near Dunsmuir and near

W^illows. It is reported that French investors are associated

with Mr. Oddie in these purchases. Chromite occurs in 1-5

counties in California, and nearly all of the recorded claims

have produced some ore. The industry has been largely re-

tarded by lack of transportation facilities, the mines or de-

posits generally being situated at such distance from railroads

as to make freight transportation expensive. The industry

has produced about 31,000 tons of ore of a total value of ap-

proximately $400,000 since 1SS7. The production in 1S13

amounting to IISO tons came from Calaveras and Shasta

Counties. The 1912 production of 1270 tons came-from Fresno,

Shasta and Siskiyou Counties. San Luis Obispo County was
at one time a large producer and up to 1S90 had produced

11,000 tons which was shipped to Baltimore and Philadelphia.

Tile First Team to AVin, as a prize, the privilege of rep-

resenting its state and section in the Third Annual Joint

Field Meet and Demonstration of the United States Bureau of

Mines and the American Mine Safety Association, to be held

in San Francisco, Calif., Sept. 23-24, is the Lehigh. Oklahoma,
team. This team won the interstate championship of the

Southwest in the contest held recently at Kansas City be-

tween teams representing six Southwestern states, these

teams having been selected as a result of state-wide meets
previously held in the various states. At the Kansas City

meet, which was held in Convention Hall, the following scores

were made, out of a possible 900:

Lehigh, Oklahoma, team SSS
Frontenac, Kansas, team 8S3
Hocking. Iowa, team 843
Texas team* S24
Bevier. Mo., team 823
Calhoun, Okla., team (representing Arkansas) 812

•The regular Texas team did not appear at the contest, the
team listed being a scrub team picked from the audience in
order to make the six teams. This team did not compete for
the gi'and prize.

Apex Litigation has been started by the North Star Mines
Co. of New Jersey against the Empire Mine & Investment Co.

of San Francisco. Both companies operate at Grass Valley,

Nevada County. It was believed for a time that the con-
troversy might be settled out of court, or before getting into

court. Engineers were employed by both sides but it appears
that no satisfactory settlement could be reached without a
law suit. The complaint filed in the U. S. District Court al-

leges that the Empire has invaded the North Star by two
shafts known as the Empire and the Pennsylvania which are
situated east of the North Star property. It is claimed that

$10,000 worth of gold-bearing ore has been taken out through
the Empire shaft and $5000 worth by drifts from the Pennsyl-
vania shaft. The lowest level of the North Star at 4600 ft.,

incline, disclosed a vein of good ore. The Empire claims ape.x

rights to a part of this vein. This claim is based mainly on
the results of the suit of the Pennsylvania against the W. Y.

O. D. in which the plaintiff obtained a verdict and absorbed
the defendant company. Both these companies were later

absorbed by the Empire. That litigation was costly and
showed a complex vein structure, which may or may not aid in

the settlement of the present suit.

Mount Lassen Mud promises to make some amends to the

farmers for the devastation of crops and tillable ground. The
mudflow from the big eruption on May 21. covered large areas

in Hat Creek valley, filled up the stream causing overflow to

alfalfa fields. Many of these fields have pi-oduced extraordi-
nary crops of alfalfa which has come up through the mud. In

some places the alfalfa is a foot and a half high and will make
a ton and a half to the acre. In some cases the alfalfa was too
young to push through the mud, but the soil has not been
killed. Another advantage resulting from the filling up of
Hat Creek is that a crooked stream has been made straight
by digging a canal and changing the meandering course of
the creek. In the lower part of the valley out of the range
of the mudflow the crops have never been better. And this

in spite of the fact that the sulphur fumes extended far be-
yond the flow of the mud. Mount Lassen is now a good moun-
tain. At any rate Mr. Diller of the U. S. Geological Survey
says that the eruption late in July may be counted as the
last of any importance. The fact is that none of these erup-
tions have been important from a geological viewpoint. It

has been somewhat interesting to. travelers, many of whom
have preserved bottles of fine crushed stone or dust which
the self-styled guides have called ashes. Since there has been
no fire there have been no ashes. It is pleasing to reflect that
after all the farmers will benefit from Mt. Lassen's be-
havior.

Tlie Apex Controversy between the Kennedy Extension
Mining Co. and the Argonaut Mining Co. in Amador County
may be finally settled by the purchase of the Muldoon mine
by the Argonaut. The claim of the Kennedy Extension that
the apex of the Argonaut ledge was in Muldoon ground was
denied by Judge Wood in the Superior Court after a long
and expensive trial. Subsequently the plaintiff endeavored to

reopen the case and this was also denied. A notice of appeal
to the Supreme Court was filed but the appeal has not been
taken and it is now intimated that the ground owned by the
Kennedy Extension will be purchased by the Argonaut, not so
much for its value as for ridding the Argonaut of further
annoyance of lawsuits. The question of apex was stirred up a
good many years ago by Mr. Muldoon the owner of the Mul-
doon mine and the Argonaut could have purchased the en-
tire property at that time for a sum not exceeding $50,000.

The manager of the Argonaut at that time did not consider
the Muldoon of sufficient impoi'tance either as a mine or a
neighbor to buy it at any price. The subsequent law suit has
cost the Argonaut a large amount of money and has retarded
development and operation to an extent that would have been
very disastrous to any other than a large producer. While it

is not believed, by persons acquainted with the legal status
and the geological conditions, that the Kennedy Extension
will ever carry the case to the Supreme Court, it may be the
part of wisdom to get rid of such a possibility by purchas-
ing the Muldoon property outright.

DEXVKR—Aug. 5

Production Cripple Creeli District for June, according to

reports from plants treating its ores, was $1,127,685 in gold,

from a gross tonnage of 82,050. Of this tonnage, about 62%%
was of high-grade ores shipped to outside plants for smelt-
ing and cyanidation.

Colorado Fuel &, Iron Co.'s steel works at Pueblo are doing
record business, working to capacity with 3190 men on the
payroll. Large orders for 90-lb. rails are being filled for the
El Paso & Southwestern, Salt Lake & San Pedro and the Denver
& Rio Grande railroad systems. Tiie merchant mill department
is busy with important shipments to the Chinese government.

Deposits of Gold at the United States Mint, Denver, during
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1915, amounted to $430,000,000

(in round numbers), an increase of about 15% over tlie preced-
ing year. This gold was received from a greater number of

mining camps than ever before.

Roosevelt Tunnel AVill He Pushed 8500 ft. from its present
breast at the western margin of the Cripple Creek basin near
tlie Elkton mine. Work will be done on company account
instead of, as contemplated, under contract and will be super-
intended by C. H. Fuller who was superintendent of the pro-
ject during the original contract held by A. E. Carlton. It is

estimated that the advance will cost $20 per foot. Contem-
plated terminal will be in Golden Cycle territory where it ap-
pears certain that drainare vill have been established for

the whole district. The directors of the drainage enterprise
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are A. E. Carlton, William Lennox, Irving Howbert, John T.

Millilien, James F. Burns, Irving T. Snyder, A. J. Zang and
Richard Roelofs. Last two members have just been ap-
pointed to fill vacancies caused by resigrnation of A. L. Burris
and the death of Frank F. Castello.

3Iine Operatora Are Preparing for the new workmen's com-
pensation law. Any employer may elect not to carry in-

demnity insurance for liis employees, but he must public an-
nounce this decision and must l)e prepared to protect himself
in suits brought against him for injuries sustained by em-
ployees and he will have practically no defense left him under
the law. There are four ways in which he can comply with
the insurance features of the new law, viz., by establishing his
lesponsibility and satisfying the commission that he is able to

carry all such risks; by purchasing policies for his employees
from companies writing liability insurance; by purchasing
such insurance protection from the state's compensation in-

surance fund; or by cooperating with other employers in

forming a mutual insurance company to be approved by the
insurance commissioner. Regular insurance companies have
been so eager in soliciting patronage that the state's commis-
sion found it necessary to announce a resolution forbidding
all insurance concerns from offering or giving any rebates, re-

funds or profit-sharing endorsements. This means that nu-
merous contracts already entered into must undergo revision
and that the flat rates as published must be rigidly adhered
to. W. W. Greene, manager of the state's insurance fund, says
that he has already arranged for indemnity insurance on $5.-

000.000 of payroll to metalliferous miners and expects to re-

ceive applications for insurance on approximately $2,000,000
more payroll.

Empire Zinc Co. has purchased the holdings of the Eagle
Mining & Milling Co. near Belden, Eagle County, Colo. The
property comprises two mines, aerial tramways, w^ater rights,

hydro-power line and fine mill on the main line of the Denver
& Rio Grande R.R. in the canon of Eagle River. W. H. Paul,
manager of the Empire company, will have control of future
operations witli Mr. Boyd as superintendent, and plans are
made for doubling the output. The properties comprising the
mining group were formerly owned by tw'o distinct companies
that worked their respective groups for gold-silver orebodies,
which occur as irregular masses in pitching sedimentaries.
During early operations, the ores were thoroughly oxidized
and yielded well in the native metals. As depth was gained
sulphides became abundant and sphalerite pro\ ed so predom-
inant that it precluded profitable mining under the then pre-
vailing penalties exacted by smelters. This handicap was
but half the trouble that closed down the Iron Mask and
the Rocky Point mines. Tlie workings of the former mine
were within a geological series underlying that containing
the Iron Mask orebodies. Following their oreshoots into the
mountain, ow'ners of the Rocky Point mine delved witliin
the boundary planes of the other company's holdings. Liti-

gation ensued and botli mines remained idle for many years.
Meanwhile, efficient niethods for concentrating zinc ore hav-
ing been invented and the market for such material having
been created, these properties were brought to the attention of
S. N. Hicks of Denver, wlio purchased them outright and,
with the cooperation of Charles H. Hanington, reopened tlie

mines and added the equipment that has been treating an
increasing tonnage for several years past. The run-of-mine
averages about Xl'/c zinc and l.o'^i lead. Milling includes
pulverizing, roasting in two six-hearth Dewey units, cooling,,
magnetic separation, regrinding, sizing and table concentra-
tion. One ton of galena concentrate is produced with each
10 tons of sphalerite concentrate. The former will average
75% lead, the latter about 489^ zinc. Average daily tonnage
of ore treated during last year was about 120 tons and earn-
ings were more than $250,000. The plant includes a 120-hp.
Pelton wheel.

SALT LAKB CITY

—

Xug. 5

The Salt Lake Stock & 3Iining ICxchaiig;e is show"ing con-
siderable activity, with inquiry and trading in local stocks
from outside points. During July there ^\'ere traded in 1,973,-
319 shares, with a valuation of $279,969. the sales for the last
week being valued at $82,860. The heaviest months trading
recently was in June, when the transactions were valued at
$380,964.

Tenth Biennial Report of State Coal Mine Inspector,
J. E. Pettit, for the years 1913 and 1914. shows th.it

coal produced during the latter year amounted to 3.149.491
short tons, coke to 34S.S06 tons, an increase of 10% over 1913,
the h>"drocarbon production to 17,480 tons. There were em-
ployed 406S coal miners, who worked an average of 196 days
during the year. For each accident that occurred 20.720 tons
of coal was mined, and one life was lost for every 165,236 tons
mined. Carbon County had tho largest output and Emery
County next.

The t tah Power & lilght Co., which serves a large part of
Utah, Idaho, and Colorado, has completed plans for extending
its electric power and light service into Emery and Carbon
counties in eastern Utah. . The company's transmission lines
will be extended from the present system; and power will

also be developed from hydro-electric plants. It is proposed
to erect a steam-turbine generating station in the center of
the district, penc'.ing the completion of the water-power
plants. The Scotield electric-light plant and a power site on
the Price River near Helper have been purchased.

A New .Mill nt Park City is to be constructed by C. C.

Broadwater of the Merrill Metallurgical Co. and San Fran-
cisco interests to treat tailings on the Grasselli Chemical Co.'s
property, recently secured under bond and lease. Plans are
being drawn by Kirk & Leavall of this city; and it is under-
stood that the mill will be similar to that of the Big Four
Exploration Co. just completed to treat tailings at Atkinson.
Work will be started shortly on the millsite northwest of
the tailings. A part of the machinery in tlie 125-ton mill now
on the property will be used. Beside straight concentration,
flotation equipment will be installed. The dumps are esti-

mated to contain 300,000 to 400,000 tons of tailings carrying
zinc and lead-silver.

Suit agrainst the Ohio Copper Mining Co., Clark Grove.
Edward McCormick, and Charles T. Clark as trustees in bank-
ruptcy for the Ohio Copper Mining Co., the Bingham Central
Ry. Co., and the Utah Power & Light Co.. was filed in the
district court July 16, by the Empire Trust Co.. as trustee, to
foreclose a mortgage given to secure $2,000,000 worth of
bonds. It is stated that $1,242,000 of the outstanding bonds
are entitled to benefit under the mortgage, and that the
remainder have been retired, or are held by the trustees in
bankruptcy for the Ohio Copper Mining Co. and not entitled
to benefit. The court is asked to appoint a receiver to handle
the property, to order a foreclosure, and to quiet title to the
property as against the various properties claiming interest
in it. The bonds were issued by the Ohio Copper Co., and
were secured by mortgage on the company's Bingham prop-
erties. The company went into the hands of receivers Sep-
tember, 1914, and was later turned over to a board of trustees
in New York, who leased the property to A. Frank and asso-
ciates, now operating it.

SEATTLE—Aog. 2
A Ledge Carrying Free Gold has been found in the Tolo-

vana district and has been traced for nearly three miles along
the left limit of Livengood Creek, where gold was first dis-
covered in the camp. The ledge is 12 ft. wide and promises
to develop into a big proposition.

Striking Miners in Fairbanks have concluded that $4 for
eight-hours' work is better than idleness and have gone back
to work. The strike which was a matter of a week, for a
time assumed serious proportions and threatened to curtail
the output of the camp which is generally expected to be
larger this year than last. The operators issued an ultimatum
that they would pay only $4 for eight-hours' work and no
more and would close dow"n the placer camp for the entire
season if necessary. Every claim that was in operation be-
fore the strike is now working again to capacity: many of
the operators having put on extra crews to make up for the
lost time, so that no effect is likely to be shown in produc-
tion of the camp.

Fifty Dredges in Operation on the Seward Peninsula is the
prediction of several of the placer operators in the Nome
district who state that there is no question of the future of
the dredging industry in that section. Last year 42 dredges
operated successfully on the peninsular and this year two
more are to be installed and by the end of the year it is

expected that 50 will have been constructed. The newest enter-
prise to arrange for the installation of a dredge on the penin-
sula is that of A. J. Jarmouth and associates of New York.
They will install a 5-cu.ft. bucket Bucyrus gold dredge on
Cripple Creek 12 miles from Nome. The machinery is to be
shipped north this fall so that the dredge can be put up next
spring where they have secured several miles of good placer
ground which will be worked systematically.

More Mining Work Is Going on Around Valdez this sum-
mer than at any time in the last 10 years. Mines in the in-
terior are also being opened and developed. The Rutherford-
Ramsay property near the Valdez Glacier is working 20 men,
while at the Granite a crew of 70 men is employed, operating
the two big mills and blocking out ore for future crushing.
The Tenas Pontius property near the Columbia Glacier is

working a crew of men and several bricks valued at $11,000
were recently brought to Valdez from the claims. The Granby
copper mines in Solomon basin are being developed and the
big equipment on the claims placed in shape for handling the
ore that will be taken out this fall. The Ellamar copper
mine is working more men than at any time in the history
of the mine and many new properties are being investigated-
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SEWARD, ALASKA—July 28

.MooHc Pass, a district but forty-five miles nortli of

Seward, has been the cause of considerable excitement
here because of the arrival of a couple of "U'ell-known

prospectors bringing* some exceptionally rich specimens
of gold-bearing quartz. Various small ledges carrying
sufficient free gold to be visible to the naked eye have
been known to exist in this' section, certain prospectors
having made high wages by crushing the quartz in a hand
mortar and separating the gold by panning. Early in July
J. B. Slater, operating a small arrastre, took out $150 in a

week's time. The samples of the new strike now on exhibition

arc far richer than those hitherto reported, the quartz being
sturlded with lumps of gold as large as duck shot. Like
most of the ledges thus far discovered in the district, the

one just located is rather narrow, its maximum width not

being over 14 in. The discoverers have exposed the vein for

about 60 ft. and estimate that for this distance, the ore will

average at least $1000 to the ton. Some of the crushed quartz
has yielded $3 to the pan and it is asserted that a man can
easily mortar an ounce of gold per day out of the solid rock.

KBI.LOGG, IDA,—Aug. 2

Stoek Sales by the 20 Brokers who are members of the Spo-

kane stock exchange aggregated not less than $1,500,000 in

July, and it is believed this record will be eclipsed in August.
From the best information obtainable the number of transfers

during the month was greater than for any previous month in

the history of the organization, but the value is less, as the

principal trading has been in the low- and medium-priced
issues, while in former periods of mining activity, particu-

larly during the "boom" of 1!106, the high-priced securities

v.-s:e the leaders.

.V Bureau of Mines Cooperative Experimental Laboratory
to investigate the proper treatment of the zinc-lead ores of the

Cceur d'Alenes will be established in Idaho. D. A. Lyon, metal-
lurgical expert of the Bureau, who, with F. G. Cottrell, visited

the district last week, is credited with the announcement of

intention, providing the State University succeeds in getting

the right man for head of the mining department. An effort

will also be made to develop a method of producing metallic

lead and zinc from their ores without smelting, in line with
the experimental work now being done at the Bunker Hill

& Sullivan. Doctor Lyon stated that some of the mines in the

West were saving only 50^'r of the metals in their ores and
that the Bureau of Mines hoped to develop special processes
of treatment by which the extraction could be raised to 80%.
He also stated that it was planned to establish experimental
laboratories in the Coeur d'Alenes even if none should be
placed at Moscow.

HOUGHTON—.VUB. 10

As \n Example of Prosperity in the copper country,
recently two of the men on a railway payroll were down
for checks of $110 each for two weeks work. Business
houses report a large number of Calumet contract miners'
checks running in the vicinity of $100 for the half-month
pay day.

The Productiou of Copper from Various Lake Superior
nines for the month of July, based upon rock tonnages, es-

timating return in stamp mill and refinery are: Calumet &
Hecla, 8,0.50,000 lb.; Quincy, 2.000,000; Copper Range Consoli-
dated, 5,400,000; Winona, 200,000; White Pine, 450,000; Hough-
ton Copper, 70,000; Tamarack. 450.000; Osceola Consolidated.
1,900,000; Ahmeek, 2,300,000; Wolverine, 700,000; Mohawk, 1,-

300,000; Franklin, 270,000: Centannial, 280,000; Allouez, 850,000;

Mass Consolidated, 500,000; Superior, 360,000; Hancock, 175,-

000: La Salle, 125,000; Victoria, 260,000.

A Record Production of 27,000.000 lb. of copper was made
in the Lake Superior district in July and 28,000,000 lb. seems
assured for .A.ugust. While it is stated on the best authority
possible that the bulk of the copper produced here is sold up
to Se-Jtember and in some cases to October, the fact remains
that the metal is beginning to accumulate at some of the
docks, particularly the Dollar Bay dock of the Calumet &
Heclr. subsidiaries and at the Copper Range dock. The
amou.its are not disconcerting as yet and a few vessels could
clean them up, but, after the rush of a few months ago when
every scrap of copper w-as cleaned out in a hurry, these dock-
age evidences occasion some talk locally among copper-share
owners.

ISHPEMING, MICH Aug. 8

The Pittsburgh & Lake Angeline Iron Co., which has oper-
ated the Lake Angeline mine at Ishpeming since 1864, and
which owns considerable land in Northern Michigan, will offer

all of its holdings in the state for sale at public auction on
Sept. 15, 1915. All of the property of the company, real, per-

sonal and mixed will be sold. This will mark the end of one

of the famous Michigan iron companies, as the Lake Angeline
mine has long been a producer of high-grade bessemer iron
ores, and is now about played out. For the past year the
company has been operating the rnine with a small force and
getting out the little ore that remained. The Mitchell mine, at

the Winthrop, also belongs to the company and will be sold.

It is believed that the property of the Pittsburg & Lake
Angeline Iron Co. will be bid in by the Jones cS: Laughlin Ore
Co., which owns a part of the Lake Angeline stock. The
two companies have been working together and have been
under practically the same management for years. The
Lake Angeline mine has produced 9,003,000 tons of iron ore.

The profits have been well up into the millions, as the ores
were the richest mined in the Lake Superior district and
alwa.vs commanded a premium in the market. Some mining
men believe that there is a possibility of finding more ore in

the east end of the mine and it would not be surprising if

the Jones & Laughlin company should start exploring there
if they come into possession of the company's holdings.

DIILITH

—

\ug. 7

Iron Ore Shipments from Duluth-Superior harbor to Aug.
1 were 2,126.807 tons ahead of same period in 1914. Figures
are as follows:
Dock 1915 1914

n. M. & N 6,710,660 2,949,285
Iron Range 3,903,704 2,898,771
Gt. Northern 2.686,778 5,423,034
Soo 388,052 272,005
N. P 25,344 43,636

13,714,538 11,587,731

Figures for the nionth of July are:

July, 1915 July, 1914
D. M. & N 2,414,849 1,169,410
Iron Range 1,413,456 1,162,315
Gt. Northern 1,150,310 1,806,273
Soo 143,344 175,153
N. P 19,784 6,807

5,143,743 4,319.958

JOPLIN—July 31
Joplin Mines Cannot Be I'nioniied. The outstanding event

in this district last month was the total collapse of the min-
ers' strike following a strenuous campaign to unionize the
mines. About the middle of June some labor agitators from
the Southeastern Missouri lead fields came to this district and
with the assistance of a few local malcontents began or-
ganizing locals of the American Metal Miners Union. On June
28 they began visiting the more important mines throughout
the district and ordered the miners to cease work after pre-
senting an arbitrary wage scale which the operatoi-s almost
without exception refused. At the end of the week approx-
imately 4000 were out, many of whom joined the new union.
Mine owners made no attempt to operate and in a number of
instances voluntarily shut down. In a few days the fact be-
gan to dawn on our local miners that they had been bluffed
into quitting good jobs at the highest wages they had ever
received, by a lot of outsiders who had neither interest or
residence in this district. Merchants throughout the district

immediately notified the miners that they would rot extend
credit to men who had quit work. The first Saturday found
both empty pockets and empty larders in many miners' homes.
Before the end of the second w^eek miners began holding
meetings in the various camps of the district, from which
the strike leaders were barred, with the result that opera-
tors were petitioned to reopen the mines at the wage scale in

force when the strike started, and hundreds of miners who
had been coerced into joining the union tore up their cards.
On July 12 operations were resumed all over the district, and
the strike leaders took their departure. .This district can-
not be successfully unionized, for the reason that a majority
of working miners are always carrying an interest in some
prospect and as soon as these prospects develop into mines the
miners leave their jobs and go to work in their own diggings,
thus becoming employers of labor instead of employees, under
which conditions they have no use for the union.

TORONTO—.\ug. 7

The Recent High Prices for Zinc has turned attention to

the ore deposits of this metal in Ontario. A mining engineer
representing certain Toronto interests passed through Fort
William en route to Rossport, a village in this district located
on the north shore of Lake Superior, to inspect the abandoned
Zenith zinc mines, 12 miles from that town. If his report on
the property should be favorable it is the intention of the
syndicate to reopen the mine and to operate it as long as
the present remunerative prices obtain. Although there are
several well-known deposits of zinc in the Province, past
low prices have not encouraged mining operations. Govern-
ment reports show that since 1910 no zinc has been mined in

the Province.
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ALASKA
GRANITE GOLD (Toi t Wells)—Lower adit finished and

raise to mine workings started.
KOOTZAHOO INLET (Juneau)—J. C. Hvde. C. J. Gundlach,

John Sandman, and Peter Carlson are sinking shaft on 4-ft.
dipping vein of coal (grade between lignite and semi-bitu-
minous) at Kootzahoo Inlet. Expect to diamond drill prop-
erty later.

ALASKA CONSOLIDATED (Juneau)—H. K. Welch has
been examining Harrington claims, adjacent to Alaska Gas-
tineau and Alaska Gold Belt properties, and has also been ex-
amining Auk Bay properties. Mr. Welch expects to return
to New York in near future to report on his work to directors
of company.

ALASKA INDUSTRIAL (Solzer)—Ex-governor Sulzer ' of
New York has been in consultation with General Manager
Charles A. Sulzer regarding plans for extension of Sulzer
mine. Plans are to drive lower adit tunnel to avoid hoisting
ore. Sulzer mine has been continuous producer for 14 years.
with exception of few months just after start of European
War.

ALASKA GOLD (Juneau)—Annex Creek power-project
tunnel to tap upper lake started July 23. Tunnel will have
circular section S ft. in diameter. Distance to drive, 1300 ft.

before raising to lake bed. Water will be conducted from
mouth of tunnel through pipe to power house on beach about
a mile and a quarter from tunnel. H. L. Wollenburg, chief
engineer. John Wilcox, superintendent, and Byron Olson in
complete charge of tunnel.

.VRIZOX.\
Cochise County

CALUMET & ARIZONA (Douglas)—Smeltery with two
blast furnaces, three reverberatories and twelve roasters made
output of about 7,250,000 lb. of copper in June, establishing
new high record.

Gila County

INSPIRATION (Miami)—Is now treating 2500 tons of ore
daily and next month expects to reach 7000 tons daily. Re-
ported saving 27 to 2S lb. of copper per ton compared with
25 lb. estimated.

Greenlee County
ARIZONA COPPER (Morenci)—Is installing Callow system.

after having investigated other methods of flotation.

Pima County

CLEOPATRA and HALL (Jerome)—These properties, have
been under option to United Verde Copper Co. It is said that
formal transfer has been made. Said to involve approximately
$1,000,000.

NEW CORNELIA (Ajo)—Announcement from C. & A. of-
fices that Jas. H. Maxey. of Yuma, has been awarded contract
to build 44 miles of Tucson, Cornelia & Gila Bend railroad
fiom mine to S. P. main line at Gila Bend. Contractor was
lowest of 11 bidders.

IMPERIAL (Ray)—American Smelting & Refining Co. is
reported to hove ordered examination of this mine in Ray dis-
trict with view of purchasing. Imperial was recently pur-
chased by Leo Goldschmidt. of Tucson at sheriffs sale. The
property has record of producing more than one million dol-
lars worth of ore. The ground to be thoroughly explored by
churn drills in order to determine extent of copper deposit.

Pinal County
KELVIN-SLT1.TANA (Kelvin)—Company is shipping three

cars of concentrates a month to Hayden. Leasers recently
shipped car of carbonate ores. South crosscut on 500 level
has been advanced 195 ft.

CALIFORNIA
Eldorado County

LATROBE, a mining town and railroad station in the
southwestern part of the county, was almost entirely destroyed
l3v flre recently. It has been an important shipping point
for mines in the Nashville and Plymouth districts. The fact
that the citizens declined outside assistance is evidence that
the town will be rebuilt and resume its place as an important
point on Southern Pacific R.R.

FROG POND (Garden Valley)—Installation of 10-stamp
mill being arranged for. Underground work at present con-
sists of sinking and crosscutting. Headframe and hoist have
been installed. About 200 tons of ore on dump is reported to
assay $10 to $15 a ton. F. C. Levitt is superintendent.

UNION AND W.\RD (Placerville)—These gravel mines,
recently bonded to J. Wilmans, will be reopened and will be
operate"d by drifting methods. Both properties are equipped
with mills.

Inyo County

TUNGSTEN DEPOSITS west of Bishop secured by lease
and purchase option by John Maclver are being prospected.
Ore will be handled by jigging.

Kern County
WERINGER (W^oodv)—Reported that A. P. Peake of Butte,

Mont., has purchased an interest in this copper mine and
that equipment necessary for development to 500-ft. point,
consisting of hoist and compressor plant, will be installed
immediately.

San Bernardino County

ATOLIA (Atolia)—Installation of new mill for treatment
of accumulated tailings is in progress, which will double
tungsten production of these mines. Mill will he electrically
driven and camp electrically lighted. Twenty-five tent-houses
are being built for company emplo>'ees. Leasers on company
ground report excellent results There is an air of progress
at Atolia which is situated about five miles from Randsburg.

SALISBURY (Zabriskie)—Eleven 6-ton autotrucks manu-
factured at Salt Lake have been contracted for, to be used in
hauling ore from this lead-carbonate mine. Seven of the
trucks have already arrived at Zabriskie which is on Tonopah
& Tidewater R.R. Distance from mine to railroad station is
25 miles. Two trips will be made daily, handling 150 tons.
Hauling contract calls for delivery of 50,000 tons.

Shasta County
MAMMOTH COPPER (Kennett)—Construction of road from

upper tram terminal to Friday-Lowden mine, owned and
being developed by Mammoth company, has begun.

GREENHORN (Redding)—Property being developed by M.
E. Dittmar under bond and lease and shipping 10 tons a day.
Mine is situated four miles west of Tower House.

DREDGE LANDS ON CLEAR CREEK, south of Redding,
owned by Gibson, Peterson, McMuUen and other farmers,
negotiated for by Lawrence Gardella of Oroville. Installa-
tion of dredge contemplated.

BELL COW (Redding)—This and other claims on Arbuckle
Mountain near Ono have been secured under purchase option
by Frank S. Greene of Ono. Glenn and Colusa men are inter-
ested with Greene. Thomas P. Ames will superintend develop-
ment work.

Sierra County
RED LEDGE (Alleghany)—Quartz mill being installed by

Barnhart & Hathaway of Nevada City, Calif.

MINER'S HOME (Howland Flat)—Gravel property which
has long been in litigation to be reopened by W. C. Hendricks
of Sacramento.

ORIENTAL (Alleghany)—Materials are being placed on
ground and all preparations made to resume work by Croesus
Mining Co. of New York. W. B. Pearson in charge.

BIGELOW (Sierra City)—To be reopened and ore extracted
through No. 9 tunnel of Sierra Buttes mine which cut Bigelow
ledge 20 years ago, when owners disagreed upon working
terms and operation ceased.

Sonoma County
CULVER-BAER (Cloverdale)—Walter Smith and associates

of San Francisco have taken bond and lease on this quick-
silver mine. There are nine claims in group, embracing ISOO
acres of land. Installation of machinery and furnaces is con-
templated immediately. Exact terms of transaction have
not been made public. Deal was made by Ida I. Davis of San
Francisco.

Tnolumne County
JLIIPER (Jamestown)—In 10 months that leasing system

has been in operation, seven sets of leasers, totaling about
35 men, have taken out §10,000. The leasers pay royalty
of 25%, and $1 a ton for milling. L. E. Grant is superintendent.

COL.OR-\DO
Boulder County

REPPY (Jamestown)—This molybdenum property has
been investigated anti explored by H. F. Linnenbrink and J. F.
Scofield. of Pittsburgh. Penn.. with encouraging results. The
owners have decided to inaugurate development work on a
larger scale.

Dolores County
RESOLUTE (Rico) — New company, eastern stockholders,

has acquired holdings of M. T. Chestnut, of Denver. Chestnut
claim was pioneer producer of rich silver, ore.

Lake County

ROBERT E. LEE (Leadville)—This old Fryer Hill mine,
producer of rich silver-iron ore, now outputs splendid zinc
carbonite that constitutes main supply for local zinc works.

Park County
LONDON (Alma.)—Numerous leasers who mined during

past winter and spring are finally able to market their stocks
of ore, wagon roads being now practically free from sno^v.
Several four-horse teams are hauling over seven-mile road to
Alma and returning with coal and other supplies for coming
winter. This mine is on an isolated mountain, above timber
line.

San Juan County
WILFLEY-MEARS MILL (Silverton)—Flotation equipment

has been added to this plant which was erected to concentrate
tails from old Silver Lake mill high up on mountain at mine.
Last year flumes were built to convey tails from dump in
lake, over precipice and down long slope to new mill along
railroad and Animas river. Specially designed Wilfley tables,
of unusual size and capacity were (:hief units of original in-
stallation.
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San lUigruel County
SMUGGLER-UNION (Telluride)—Ground has been brokenfor addition to mill at Pandora, anticipating increalld produc"tion from Sheridan adit of Humboldt mine

'='i='«=a pioauc-

OPHIR RANGE GOJLD (Ophir)—Prospectine and rtpvplor.

"mode?luffi,'l2"m'Jff "'r'f "'^» Comp^lny"Lr"decMed°L"remodel buffolk mill and tramwa.v preparatory to resumntion
°^.f°i'\% °-S^''^"°"S- ^^'- H- Staver is manager of ImrrprisSand E, V. Davies will have charge of mill.

enterprise

DELAWARE
Kent County

SOUTHERN ZINC & MINING CO. (Dover)—Has been in-corporated with a capital stock of 11,000,000 to acquire and
M'^'pyll, aSd a G.'stilgle?P'""^*°"

^""^ ^- ^^ M'=C^"hy. W.

IDAHO
Bonner County

.
IDAHO-CONTINENTAL (Porthill)—Fire of unknown ori-gin completely destroyed mill, 26 miles from Porthill, July 30entailing loss of $50,000. Plant was insured for $20,000 Com-pressor plant was located in mill, and this also was destroyedThe boarding house, storages and other camp buildings werem danger several times, but they escaped serious damacePresident A. Klockman stated that he did not know if plantwould be rebuilt, and that no oecision would be reached untilthe directors met and canvassed situation, but it is believed

that another concentrator will be constructed. There are 100men employed at property. -= ^ic iuu

Shoshone County
HTPOTHEEK (Kingston)—Plans and surveys being madefor an aerial tramway. "

rcn^'-l?'''^^?-
(Wallace)—Gross earnings for July were $183-

759. Operating expenses did not exceed $30,000, "making esti-mated net earnings $150,000 It is believed that dividend ratewill be increased to. S or 10c. a share.
LUCKY CALUMET (Mullan)—Property includes 10 claim<!lying in Mullan copper belt between National and Snowsto^mines. Assessment has been levied and contract has beenlet for driving lower adit 500 ft. farther. Development in

1200'' ft
'"'"'^"^^ aggregates 4000 ft., at maximum depth of

NORTHERN LIGHT (Kellogg)—No. 2 vein, recently tappedby crosscut from 200-ft. level and explored by short eas^'^^ndwest drifts, IS said to show more than foot of lead ore ofgood grade. B. G Harmon, engineer in charge, will recom-mend to owners that shaft be sunk another 200 ft in belief •

ment™'"^
'"

' ^^ '" position to maintain regular ship-

H E. M (Wallace)—Hoped to have new 100-ton mill, forwhich machinery is arriving, ready to run by first of October.
?wt ">,''*'

f'^^'^^'X^
at mill, half-mile from tunnel portal, byelectric haulage. Ore-shoot in No. 3 tunnel has been prdved

f^,';.
''"^*'' ".^ '^°° "• Considerable ore was shipped f"om thislevel several years ago but expense of getting to railway pre?eluded profit. Crosscut 2300 ft. long driven from RevenueGulch side, cuts vein 400 ft. below No. 3 tunnel

revenue

to ^-finV^f Y7''^"n'J,n''^~pP"''''.^'9Cl^ of company being unpaidto extent of $75,000 and considering it to be for best interestof stockholders that stock should become fully paid undir
m^u, vote'wie°/

Washington board of directors '^b.vunanllmous vote levied assessment of 7V4c. per share upon all capi-tal stock of company of record Julv 2S, 1915, and at sametime declared special dividend of 1\i,i. a share on same sto?kEach stockholder of record of that dite has bein charged
"eii.\^S2lT'^„%"Vore'd:''^'^ ""'^ '^'^"^^"''- --""' t^'-^'

MICHIGAX
Copper

mai^tSaX^n/^nJlSyi'''-",'^°^^'*''«tanding bonuses paid and

ll^J. ^ CI editable to improvements in operations.NEW ARCADIAN (Houghton )—Second test-rock shin
h^g to"rSmoTs"^ht°h"c,'n^n? I''-

*^^2 =,» '" miner'aT^ccor^-
le"v%l*'?s'^i^Tood\^r'o^u^r""o"^n' u^p%e7'l'e1^ei cfo'yil'j t'o^^U^Bl^

•^.?.^.^''" ^°""'^ "^^^^ '"°<='^ °^ '^'l' less than 60 ft f^Sm fine"

^sS^I^ISfrr-i ^^-™" ^or ^^.
dent Prvor in^l^oWilf,!^"^"'","'^-'' '^ working with Presi-

?n'Sg3lyill?^^S7^^^^
regrinding Plant wnVnn?^,'/''^^.*''"'^'"^ '''"^t th^t tailings and
ing ibout^n^iddle ofm'^nth * "' commission by short-circuit-

to btdi^'ock'^ Thlfh4"bee^n *nn '-t'°^^
^as No. 7 shaft down

ever pi? through in thHfr?7.?.-''t°'^T.'?'°'''
difficult tasks of kind

down'"below°"tl^emh'' Iv1"*"^l'en'^say' t^.^l^T'^ '^ timbered
broken rock there more than enouirh tn I.;i=,VV''^'*

"* ^"ous^h
tion of this shaft.

enough to repay for reconstruc-

Iron

nes?^o??v^er<^o-n°e" y^ek^rt-^^rT^h^'is^e^d'' ^^.1.171^^^.^^- -'-

80 m?n°re''now"empToylr^""^ ^''^ ^"''^'^'^ shipping column;

MART CHARLOTTE (Negaunee)—About ion ^<,„, >,„ ahave been added here. Mine is producing to caDac?tv AH n?ore tliat can be got out has beeA sold. Other Briuung m/nesare also working strong.
^t"!;! z^ieiiung mines

WARNER (Amasa)—Pickands Mather x. nr, „,iii t

Ivw "u'^
P^0P««>- Water is to %e rem'o've* ??om working^

h'',Z .^''^^^''S-^'' ^^f ''^^" erected. In case suffl?ie]^t or?^i<;
fer.Ti "Jf^hinery from Hemlock, close by -ifiU be t?lnferr. .1. Hemlock was closed several montl^i ago

Goifbi?Ya°°.^~1trZ;J^'?,?'''i^- '^^ being made fromjugtruic langre. All mines are shippine: strone- rhincto-r^ e

Jh'/."'?''^''"'"
railway handled 200,000 mlrrtons up to Aug f

in past. Gogebic will be ahead of Menominee and Marnnet?^ran^ges for year, as latter two are Just"im1ng"1h^'fr'^stridl

MINNESOTA
Duluth

rn'J'llVg\^Vffl"ciriSj,'inTplaI:^nTd^
''"^'^^^ v^i^or^o^us^y.^-^^oTpT^ll

Mesabi nani;e

fivi^^?-^i"^'''^''°',™^~^"<''' ''eing idle two years, mine ac-
mlnts\o;a7T5°;!^;'s°faTl?-!'°"^

'^'^'"^ '^-^'^"''^'l" -ptdly.'"lht^-

..^^^^^^^-ti^.RR^SON (Nashwauk)—First ore was put
ir.i'tn5l'ii^^'"lr'^'rm%'fo^^U'^^'^- ^'"^ ^« --'^-^ t^^shiFt^s'

!?S7!''then\,r65.'oo''o"'tons'^''wfl1hfp''^?S.'"^ "^^'^ ""^ -'"^ —
,v,^5^9^^^' 'Nashwauk)—Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Co has commenced construction of its concentrator Waste mate?ill wTll
hL'''.?''''''<'Kf!',°™ °'"«' making it more saleabll Large dim
llfl lT"sn^,l% fa^e^fn sl^sZ.

*° ^'^"'^ water^' su'^pl,';?.^ ''o^,^

ELBA (Elba)—Three S-hr. shifts are now being worked
PrfJ^"''^;.?''',"'*'

is worked in conjunction wYthElb.a Is operlf:ing with two sh fts. High-grade bps«;f.miv^V;, o i„ if

shi^fF^fs b^;r 'J""'" -ha/Js^blfn'g^stn'raTcS'rlic'a' "iSk'^S

n'elth o'ne''*;;^^ betiil^^^orlfed"' ^"°'^" "''''""'^ "^ ""'^"-

left\^l^?aw^i\";rge''1ast"te^ew^"^w^°'?*^"^?i"'"« ''"'' Bosniansleii mejtiin lange last week for Winnipeg. Can, to ioin <jmnli
?,';.7J>;,°f ="^''" men which were transportid to Eu?oie b? theEritisli government. Men were from Chi.^holm, HiblMng and
^^'^^ITf"*

<"5l"ct- Further departures are apt to cause fhoit
tfarce!

"""'"'^- ^''"''' °^ common laborer^, but minei^ °are

MONT.4.N.4.

Deer Lodge County
GEORGETOWN MINING DISTRICT—Fred Tuescher v^h,,has a lease and bond on Marguerita claim and on So!d C^^ngroup has uncovered ore of Marguerita that is assaying $14 aton in gold Klaus and Fliegler, who have lease on Butte

devel'opment' worT""'"'''"''
Properties, are doing^cSnsfde^abll

FerBu.s County
KENDALL (Lewistown)—One section of old Kendall millat Lew.stown has recently resumed operations after sh^t-

m^•^^,?m^'''"''^^''*'''''^•
Within short time other sections of

n^ L.,^'" ^° .'•"*° commission. Part of Kendall mine wasleased some time ago to several miners after It was discovered that big orebody in North Mocassin of Barnes Kne-extends directly into Kendall ground. There are now "fminers drifting towards North Mocassin body; 10 otherj a?eengaged in getting ore from opencut.
omers are

Lewis and Clark County
DISTRICTS TRIBUTARY TO HELENA—Rosenfield brothersand associates, who have bond and lease on Bert Lathronproperty in Mitchell Gulch, have cut lead in their shaft 3 ?twide carrying copper sulphide and gold, assaying $30 to $400Several carloads have been shipped to smeltery At liead ofTen Mile (^-eek. 25 miles southwest of Helena, 10-stampnim

2fkf''?,''-"'i
?''^'*" '^ '"S?'"^ regularly on ore from porphyrydil<e said to average $3 per ton. It is mined from opencutsand trammed directly to mill. It is rumored that thS^Anacondacompany experts have been examining the dike property andmalcing investigations regarding the water supply. It is sa dthat if water question can be settled satisfactorily Anacondacompany may take over the porphyry dike and establish a

is'"fne'"of 'nf." •''"I-
The Valley Forge property in that district

qnnn ff i ^u ""f*^
developed mines and has a tunnel nearly3000 ft. long that cuts lead at depth of 900 ft. below surface

?„T .v,'^^''^
"' ?^^ ^ '^'"'^ I'^^'f' ''««" shipped from property

iZ T,«a^>"'°"»"'^- }" Scratch Gravel district. Huffaker & Hill

fr^r^-^JlJ
at work on Eastern Bell mine which they bonded

whi^h fs dLTi'.?'"^
bureau. Spokane-Butte-Helena syndicate.

Jjlt c„^
developing extension of Franklin lead, has drifted

ffi^inJ^. """f
°* ^''''"

'''i'^
*°""'i 'ead continuous and con-taining ore of commercial value. In Bald Butte section of

fn dTvM»J,^.ii'""'"^*i
'?''' '^^''^' S""<^ ™'"e, which paid $1,500.0?0m dividends, IS m fair way to repeat its former record Cross-

^i.,1 i = ^?L
'''^" streak of ore is almost completed. Bald Butte

SIT. =,*''°''°",'?J^'y
equipped. Mill and power plant are in

mnrh^If.vi
'condition. Helena mining bureau has installedmachinery and unwatered 100-ft. shaft of Silver King minenear Clancy. Crosscutting to lead is now in progress

Mineral County

i - ,^JI^^^°^
MINING & SMELTING CO. (Saltese)—Company

-..ofJ5 "^K ^>^^Y° groups of claims on Silver and Big Thundercreeks, about two miles from Saltese. Claims slid to be
?i^v^r^vefn V"*", ?''°VP Consists of six claims on lead and
lAU y^f.

^"'ch IS developed by two tunnels 200 and 300 ft.

tnnnpl>Pr,^l'V*^'"°"''/°r'"^*^,'''' '''srht claims on which several

wmiam finrl ^''f '^Q^f*'"''^?
developed rich shoot of copper ore.William Burk of Saltese is president of company.

Silver Bow County

ir,..^;;^^^.?°""^
^^^'^ DEVELOPMENT (Butte)—The financ-

in^=i 1,* f^
company has been completed and funds are nowin signt ror resumption nf operations, a mortgage for $400,-
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000 on the company's properties having been filed July

6 with the county clerk. Principal property is the Butte
J^

London mine which it is the intention to develop witn tne

new funds.

\KV.\U.V
EsniiTiilda County

GOLDFIELD CONSOLIDATED (Goldfleld)—Estimated pro-

duction for month of July. 33.3SN tons; gross extraction, $275,-

300; operating expenses. $170,000; net realization. $105,000.

ATL.\NTA (Goldfield)—Experiments now .being conducted

with oil flotation on low-grade Atlanta ores in Goldfield Con-

,lulll> County

TINTIC ORE SHIPMENTS for w;eek ende July 31 totaled

163 cars, estimated at S150 tons valued at $^10,000, compaied
with 193 cars last week. There were 19 shii)peis.

Reported that ?9 ore is being treated at
solidated

"'"champ d'OR FRENCH GOLD (Goldfield)—Jean Pierre

Charra of Paris, France, consulting engineer, who has Been

in Goldfield for several months looking after
"^^n^focafplant"

panv in southern Nevada, today announced sale of local plant,

known as French mill to Elmer E. Clapp, of Boston, Mass.

Mr Charra also announced that Will.aniDunphy has been

irranted two-vears' lease on company's Orleans P> operi.> in

Hornsilvei district arid Nicholas Theo lease of like duration on

its holdings in Tokop district.

Xye County

TONOPAH ORE PRODUCTION for week «n^<'<l July, 31

amounted to 10.407 tons valued at $213,286. co^Pared with 11,1|V

tons week previous. Producers were: Tonopah Belmont, 33S2

tolls- Tononah Mining, 2200: Tonopah Extension, I860, West

End' 1002?^Jim BSuer, 1100; Montana, 107; and Midway. 56

l!i^°^Vilf'^^K^.ISl'«V'^>^*^f|o

and'^s^!pe°rv"isVn'of cour't, in'apex litigation over Egyptian and

California veins.

Storey County

TACKET MILL (Gold Hill)—Received 1043 tons dump rock

and shipped one bar of bullion to smeltery.

rOMSTOCK PUMPING ASSOCIATION (Virginia) —Cut
dra?° anJ laid track and sills on 2700 level of Mexican.

OPHIR (Virginia)—At Central tunnel tramway and rock-

breSklr installa'tion Completed. Mill bins are being filled.

UNION CONSOLIDATED (Virginia) —West crosscut on

2650 level in porphyry and quartz: north drift on 2d00 level

"°OPHIR ^ND CON. VIRGINIA (Virginia)-pn 2500 level

rea?h^d winze and will equip station for operating below 2o00

MTi-VTC\N (Virginia)—From 2300-level understope 3i tons
Ml<-viCAi^ I » iiB'""i' rrosqcut 2700 level is in por-

^l^""""- ^^f,"l^navtJstvinlevs of low assay value. Comstock

S^i'ft'on^SOrie.vel has b^en reopened total of 550 ft.

XEW JERSEY
Sussex County

TJ-PW TERSEY ZINC (Franklin Furnace)—Sussex County

Boa^rfTf .Tax^fU- 'Sf"p\^oi"eft7^oV°Ni^.° J-^i^^e!- ^ztnl'^c"o'Ji^^
increase i?,^a«s^^^ment of propeU^

?,elieves that present ass-
pany. in F' 3%',^? „??' fs"f,ot as large as it should be. Board
essraent of !|,2,02d.O0O^s not as g^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ been for

, ^^t„,- nf olrtensburg Borough, has also been ordered to

mike Tncreise fn Zinc b^om1.anyl assessment in that Borough.

XEAV YORK
Saint Laivrence County

NORTHERN ORE (Edwards)—Completed its new mill

lo t =,^-i,Ti and fo? last few months has been making com-

mlrcfll shipments if blende. About carload of concentrates is

.f-^i.r„?tnf^^l wards each dav. an output that can be main-
going out of Ldwai as eacn ^^ worked which is opened
^^'^"Lhnf^OO ft In addition to this mine, company has

'S.^nS^hnft neai bv whiAi has not been placed in production

although opened ngoodbodf of ore; besides it controls under

ownership "Jir lease a large acreage that shows more or less

mineralization.
TENNESSEE
Polk County

TT^NNV'^SFE COPPER (Copper Hill)—Plans being made

forP»fioJ£to a i, piant^ Ar^range^

made with inteinauon-j' 'lo''
. „,,tDut of Tennes-

LTcSSfprn'J-*!»^h^erX"beneTt 'i^^ip'^^i.^^^TcTon^l,!! ^"o be

ISfd to Allies will be shared mutually.

UT.VH
Beaver County

'SOUTH UTAH (Newhouse)—Ore at this property has been

difficult to t eat and investigations are now under way with

vifw to finding suitable treatment for large accumulations cl

tailings, as well as for ore in mine.

Tv.^o/-.<-.Ti^ (Ariifnrrt) Julv output was unusually large,

.imounfPng to 17 ca?s of firs?-fclass ore valued at about $25,500.

'^TrSik"ff |'as^^n l-i^^^OOVrod'-ctfo^f'arrYte^-f'' l^O^^to*^?!

.\^'?s"mrn"t?fy'harbee1."Te"p''tu^ throughout work

P\LOM\ GOLD & SILVER (Milford)—Eight inches of

hiirh-^iade lead-silver ore have been opened in shaft, which

is being sunk to reach downward extension of ore, developed

I?, J^^fh Shn ft his been sunk 300 ft. on incline follo\ying

cSnfa^t of ifmestone with monzonite Fissures occur m lime-

stone south of shaft, mineralized with iron, silver and lead.

Salt Lake County

MICHIGAN-UTAH ( Alta)—Arrangements are being made
to resume work at this property, which at present is being

largely worked by leasers.

MONTANA-BINGHAM (Bingham)—Streaks of ore carrying

copper, silver and some gold have been cut in main tunnel,

which is now in over 3900 ft.

LAST CHANCE (Salt Lake)—Work to be started at this

property in Big Cottonwood, west of Cardiff. Location is one

of oldest in district. F. O. Home. James Hauerbach et al. are

interested.

ALTA CONSOLIDATED (Alta)—Silver-copper ore. 12 in.

in width is still exposed in face of No. 2 east drift. 345 n.

east of raise from main tunnel level. Braine fissure has been
opened for total distance of 675 ft.

S<1UTH HECLA (Alta)—New ore has been opened in Kate
Havs fissure on east side of property. Development in tnis

section is being done from Quincy tunnel. Ore on 250 le\el is

producing most of shippii^ product, which at present amounts
to 40 tons a day. Two shifts are working on 500 in driving
for Wedge oreslioot on this level.

CARDIFF (Salt Lake)—Shipments amounting to 3420 tons

have been made since orebody was cut in lower tunnel last

October. These brought $145,350. Fifty-five teams, are hauling
at present, and upwards of 100 tons a day are being shipped.

New boarding house and other surface improvements have
been practically completed. Electric power line is built nearly
to camp.

BINGHAM-EMPIRE (Provo)—This company was incorpor-
ated Julv 31 for development of property in Bingham district.

Capitalization is $10,000 divided into shares of Ic. each. Jesse
Knight holds 510.000 shares. There are 484,000 shares in the
treasury. Incorporators and directors are; Jesse Knight,
president; A. M. Knight, W. L. Mangum, K. S. Jordan, G. A.

Storrs. E. G. Jensen.

Tooele County

THERE IS MUCH ACTIVITY IN DRY CASON near Stock-
ton More men are being worked, and more ore shipped than
at any time during past five years. Mono, under lease to R- C.

Ferguson, is shipping lead-silver-copper ore. Big Four Ex-
ploration Co. is making regular shipments of zinc ore from
its lease on Queen of Mills; copper and silver-lead ore is be-

ing developed. Lynch and Travis lease on Hidden Treasure is

working 25 men. and making shipments. Dry Canon Consoli-
dated is extending its long tunnel in mineralized ground.
Leasers are working on Utah Queen. Big Lead, Wandering
Jew, and Thad Stevens claims; and most of them are breaking
ore.

IN SILVER ISLAND DISTRICT near Wendover active

work is being done at Utah-Wyoming, Hole in the Wall, and
Wendover Wonder properties.

PROMONTORY POINT (Ogden)—Articles of incorporation
prepared by Ogden men for company to work group of 35 zinc

claims on Promontorv Point. Those interested are: A. S.

Condon, C. A. Boyd, D.' C. Lawson, G. W. Green, D. Marshall, A.

Smith, R. E. Boyd, and George Barry.

^VISCONSIN
.\shlnnd County

CHA.RCOAL & IRON CO. OF AMERICA (Ashland)—Blast
furnace resumed operations Aug. 1 after idleness since Mas'.

1913. Formerly controlled by the Lake Superior Iron &
Chemical Co.

SOUTH AMERICA
Chile

CHILE COPPER (Chuquicamata)—Is now treating be-

tween 4000 and 5000 tons daily. Full capacity of 10,000 tons

will not be reached for several months.

BRADEN (Rancagua)—During June mill treated 91 029

tons of 2 10% ore, produced 7249 tons concentrates, 19.37%.

Minerals separation treated 88,633 tons of 1.71 -.^ *f'i'"S^
'"'''''

ins 19.94% concentrate. Copper produced 12il tons.

.VFRICA
Beleian Coneo

TANGANYIKA CONCESSIONS (K=^;anga)--Produced 13 -

oc«nnn IV. nf rnnner durme: first nalt oi ly io. i nit. <- >->iii

nares w th 21 444^0*^0 lb turned out in 1914, and 30.000 000 lb.

macll in 15 months ended Dec. 31, 1913. It has been cUfticult

?s well as costlv to get mine product from several hundred

miles inland to coast, and thence to England for refining and

market Last year company operated two furnaces; ^crease

UD to June last was due to blowing in of third furnace. "Two

more furnaces, each with 30 'J to 35% greater capacity than

those now in operation, are expected to be placed m commis-

sion b^^d of 1915, making possible 50.000.000 lb. produc ion

next vear. More than $25,000,000 said to have been spent m
development and equipment to date.

Rhodesia

GOLD PRODUCTION OF RHODESIA in June ^'as
J".269

oz being 859 oz. more than in May. and 624 oz. more than in

June 1914. For the six months ended June 30 the total was
401847 oz. in 1914. and 438.740

,
oz. in 1915; .a" '"^rea^e^"^

36.S39 oz. Other metal production for the
f '^, ""(I'.jPnut o|

S7 140 oz. silver; 1633 tons copper: Id tons lead. (3utput ot

other minerals was: Chrome ore. 22.079 to"^: ^^?''"*°f' ^4^-
tons: coal. 184.062 tons. There were also 71 carats of dia-

monds reported.
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I
Tlhe MarMet Report

|
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Metal Markets

NEAV YORK

—

Auk. 11

All of the principal markets declined sharply during- the

last week, lead and spelter exhibiting something akin to

<ieniorallzation.

Other Metals
scale and the
No. 1 ingots.

Copper, Tin, Lead and Zinc

Copper—At the beginning o£ our week of record, pro-

ducers made small sales at ISc, regular terms, but customers
were few and far between, and sharp concessions in price

were made in order to attract business; but buyers scenting

the situation were coy. A bid of \l\ic., regular terms, was
declined on Thursday. Later when the producer wanted to

accept it, the buyer declined. During the second half of the

week, sales were made at 17%c., regular terms. Export
orders were taken which probably will net less, but in view of

the conditions of freight, insurance, exchange, etc., it is im-

possible to reckon what the sales will net until they are

settled for. Some of the principal producers are out of the

market, or are maintaining a nominal asking price above the

market and covertly soliciting bids.

The inquiries upon which such great hopes -were based a
week ago failed to materialize in business. It is believed that

they still exist potentially, some new and large ammunition
orders having been placed. However, the ammunition manu-
facturers are apparently taking more time for covering their

metal requirements than they did a little while ago. At the

close copper was freely offered at 17 ^^c, regular terms, or

about 17.35c., cash. New York.

The great demand upon electrolytic refinery capacity is

evidenced by the fact that $20 per ton has been paid for

refining in some recent blister-copper contracts.

Copper Sheets bring 24(ai25c. per lb.; no base quotations are

made by the principal maker. Wire is quoted at 19%@20c.
per lb., carload lots at mill.

Visible Stocks of Copper in Europe, July 31 are reported

as follows: Great Britain. 23,959; France, 5554; afloat from
Chile, 1900; afloat from Australia, 3700; total, 35,113 long tons,

or 78,653,120 lb.; an increase of 2195 tons over the June 30

report.

Tin—The unfavorable political developments caused a de-

cline in price in the early part of the week. Sellers in the

East refused to meet the lower prices. Learning this, buy-
ers came in at the lower level and toward the close there was
a rally.

Lead—Throughout the week producers were trying to find

a level at "which buyers would become interested, but met with
no great success. The A. S. & R. Co. reduced its price from
Be. on Aug. 7 to 4%c. on Aug. 9, and to 41/20. on Aug. 10. At all

times previous to the last cut, independent producers offered

to sell at '4 c. below the A. S. & R. Co.'s price, but it seemed
as if lead would have to be given away in order to interest

anybody in taking it. On Aug. 10 sales were made at 4.45c.

which lent encouragement in the idea that the market might
fae beginning to steady itself.

Spelter—This market declined steadily throughout the
week and showed all the earmarks of demoralization. Specu-
lators who wanted to liquidate, manufacturers who had over-
bought and wanted to resell, and the weaker producers ex-
erted pressure, all of these factors contributing to the sharp
decline, which, however, did not result in much business be-
ing done. On the other hand, there were some producers who
are not trying to sell, being firm in the belief that they are
going to see 25c. spelter once more.

It is estimated by one smelter that the production of

high-grade intermediate spelter by distillation of prime west-
ern is going on at the rate of 3000 to 4000 tons per month.

Butte & Superior's production of blende concentrates in

July was 13,000 tons.

ZIne Sheets are in good demand and sales are steady. The
base price is $21 per 100 lb., f.o.b. Peru, 111., less 8% dis-

count. Usual extras are charged.

Xiekel—There is no change, although demand is very good.
Ordinary forms are 45(g) 50c. per lb., according to size and
teims of order. Electrolytic is 3c. higher

Alnminum—Business has been on a fair

market is firmer. Quotations are 32 @ 34c. fo:

New York.

.'Vntimoiij-—The market has been very quiet, with hardly
more than a retail business doing. Ordinary brands sell at

35'ai36%c. per lb. Cookson's is nominal at 4S@50c. per lb.,

with few sales.

Quicksilver—Business has been rather quiet, though prices
remain strong. New York quotations are $92 (9194 per flask

of 75 lb. for large orders, with $95@98 for small lots. San
Francisco reports by telegraph a weak market, with $87.50

@90 per flask quoted. London price is £18 2s. 6d. per flask,

with £18 named from second hands.

DAILY PRICES OF METALS IN NEW YORK
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Gold, Silver and Platinum steel prices are continually firming up. Bars are likely to

advance above 1.30c. verv sliortly, while plates are firming
Gold—The largest shipment on record reached New York up to that level. Sheets have continued to advance, and are

Aug. 10. The total value was $52,000,000, of which $35,000,000 ^^w l.S5(f7il.90c. for black, but galvanized have been weak-
was in gold, the balance in securities. It wa:,^ brought from ening with the decline in spelter. An advance in wire pro-
Liverpool to Halifax on a warship, and from Halifax to New ducts, from $1.60 basis for nails, is predicted to occur before
York on a special train. September.

Platinum continues quiet, but rather steady. Business is p,^ Iron— Tt is claimed that basic iron has sold at $14, Val-
on a moderate scale only. Current quotations are $3-@39 ley. and bessemer at $1.=;. Valley, while there are no quota-
per oz. for reHned platinum; $41«gil per oz. for hard metal. tions to be found below these figures. These prices represent

Silver—The market has shown more activity and strength advances of over $1 a ton in less than a month. Foundry
this week on London buying for India account, advancing to iron has stiffened steadily, with moderate transactions on the
22%d. Orders for the pre.sent being filled the price has re- way up. The market is quotable as follows: Bessemer,
acted to 22,'sd. The New York price has been adversely af- $15; basic. $14; foundry. $13.50; forge, $13.25; malleable, $13.50.

fected by the fall in sterling exchange, demand bills closing at at Valley furnaces, 95c. higher delivered Pittsburgh.

4.74%. The silver market shows no decided tendency. PerromiinKanoHe—Offlcial statistic^ of imports of ferro-

., . manganese in the first quarter of this year, just published.
Zinc and Lead Ore Markets show only 5S5 tons imported in the three months. There is

PLATTEVILLE, AVIS. Vufi. 7 now no regular contract market, importers having to submit
The base price paid this week for eorl^ zinc ore was $100 all inquiries to the English producers. The prompt market

per ton, down to $95 at end of the week. The base price paid remains at $100 (g) 105, Baltimore, for small lots,

for 80% lead ore was $56 per ton. ,„„»r ^^r^

SHIPMENTS WEEK ENDED AUG. 7 Shipments of iron ore from the Lake Superior region in

„^'Y, n^'''^''i r)"''''!*!"^
^"^^' '^^^^ 7,204,020 tons, being 1.419.506 tons more than in

Year lll!oi3.270 4 083.160 16.689,950
f"^^''

'''*• ^"^"^
^'^^f

«« t°"«
'«f

»'''^" '" f '>•; '']' ./'''
TXee^ 3 112,690 773 500 *"® season to Aug. 1 the shipments are reported by the Iron

Shipped during week to separating plants, 3,783,890 lb.
Trade Review" as below:

zinc ore. Port. 1914 1915 ChaDges

.„„,.,, ,^ Escanaba 1,740.741 2.062,700 I. 321.959
JOPLI^, MO Aug. 7 Marquetto 681.361 1. 114.360 I. 432.999

Blende high nrice SIO'- base nrice ner ton of Rn^^ rinc Ashland 1.416.825 1,870,077 I. 433.252Bienue, nign puce. »iu-, oase price per ton oi bu ,r zinc, Superior 5,690.413 3.064,002 0.2.626.411
premium ore, $100, medium, $95@S6; lower grades down to Duluth 2.949.286 6.710.460 1.3.761.174
$75; calamine, base per ton of 40% zinc. $4S@>56. Average, Two Harbors 2,930.004 3.903,704 I. 973.700

all grades of zinc, $93.73. Lead, high price, $60; base, $60@50 ^otal., 15 408 630 18 725 303 I 3 316 673
per ton of 80% metal content; average, all grades of lead, ^he heavy decrease at Superior and the large gain at
?oS.30 per ton. Duluth result from the cessation of mining on the Hill leases,

SHIPJIENTS. WEEK ENDED AUG. 7 an<3 the transfer of activity to the old Xlesabi mines.

Blende Calamine Lead Values The Tofo iron mines now being developed by the Bethle-

Totals this week 11,831,050 63,740 2,038,050 $616,870 hem-Chile Iron Mines Co. will probably send to the Bethle-
Totals this year 344,657,710 28,376.510 52,520,930 15.034,890 hem Steel Works in the United States about 200,000 tons of

iron ore this year, and it is expected that the quantity next
Blende value, the week. $555,730; 32 weeks, $13,019,810. year will approximate 1.000,000 tons.
Calamine value, the week, $1730; 32 weeks, $616,550.

Lead value, the week, $59,410; 32 weeks, $1,398,530. COKE
Coke production in the Connellsville region for the week

Iron Trade Review is reported by the "Courier" at 377,410 short tons; shipments,

..-X,,.. -.-^w>,- . ,, 373,182 tons. Production of Greensburg and Upper Connells-
AII.M 1 OKIV^—.-Vug. 11 .,, J, . i • i ,- non A.

ville districts -was 4;>,322 tons.
The demand for finished steel products, both for home . ... -..«...- .. t 1 .no, on,r

, , ,. i- T_ mi. » I, Anthracite Shipments in July were 4,934,205 long tons,use and for export continues heavy. The export calls are , . .r-,,-., » , .. . - , ,„,, „ »,.
. being 457.602 tons less than in July. 1914. For the seven

ratner urgent in some cases. months ended July 31 the total shipments were 38,337,646
Pig Iron Production in July again showed an increase. tons in 1914 and 36.529.509 in 1915; a decrease of 1,808,137

The reports of the furnaces, on Aug. 1, as collected and pub- tons, or 4.7%. Of the shipments this year 31,.^44.935 tons, or
lished by the "Iron Age," show a total of 234 coke and S6.4% of the total were buckwheat No. 1 and larger sizes;
anthracite furnaces in blast, having a total daily production 4,984.574 tons, or 13.6% being of sizes below buckwheat No. 1,
of 86,800 tons; an increase of 6400 tons over July. Making qj. steam coal.
allowance for the charcoal furnaces, the total make of pig -^, . .

iron in the United States in July was 2,593,000 tons; for the Chemicals
seven rhonths ended July 31 it was 14,826,800 tons. Of this ]VEA\' YORK Aug. 11
10.840.450 tons, or 73.1% of the total, were made by steel- _. ^ „„„«„„i „„,.i,„» ;„ „„t „„„„„• 1, »• v .. *t.

_. f ^ ,
The general market is not especially active, but there is

^^ °'™..^
"i'

"^'^ j^' ^^ ^ «,^ • „, ^. . -4. /=., .J
^ ^^i'' business doing in many lines. In heavy chemicals

The I nited States Steel Corporation reports its unfilled
trading is rather slow

orders on July 31 at 4.928.540 tons, an increase of 250.344 tons
over June 30, and of 1,091.897 tons over Dec. 31, 1914. Ar.senio—Demand continues about as usual, on a moderate

scale. Prices are unchanged at about $4 per 100 lb. for both
PITTSBURGH—-\ug. 10 spot and futures.

The steel market has been somewhat quieter the past „ ci....t3. ...j j. ,.»
, ^ .. » T » « » • » Copper Sulphate—Business is steady and prices are aboutweek, as to new commitments, but specifications against con- ^. ^ » .• .- „- , „„ ,,. ^ ^ , , ^

, ,,, .,, , ., the same. Quotations are $7.25 per 100 lb. for carload lots
tracts are as heavv as ever, and the mills as a rule are pil- , __ ._ ^^ ,„„ ,. , „... ; , . .1, * » n, * »v, 1 » 3-nd $1.30 per 100 lb. for smaller parcels,
ing up shipping orders despite the fact that their production is

a shade heavier. Departments recently placed in operation Nitrate of Soda—Trade in this article is good for the

are turning out somewhat more tonnage and when cooler season. A moderate business is forward and prices are steady,

weather arrives still larger tonnages are to be expected. Quotations are 2.35c. per lb, for all positions this year.

P.actically the entire openhearth steel making capacity is Magupsite—According to information received from the
active, and the mills have been so active in recent weeks in U. S. consul at Athens, dated July 10, 1915, magnesite, crude
securing consent to ship bessemer steel in place of open- and calcined, has been added to the embargo list of Greece,
hearth that there is considerably more bessemer capacity in Pyrites—Imports at Baltimore for the past week included
operation and this branch may soon be operating at capacity 16,442 tons iron pyrites from Spain
also.

The scrap and pig-iron markets have become very much PETROLEIM
excited. Heavy melting steel scrap has sold at $15. delivered The monthly statement of the "Oil City Derrick" shows
Pittsburgh, representing an advance of over $1 a ton in a new oil wells opened in July as follows: Pennsylvania grade,
week and of fully $3 a ton in 30 days, and dealers look for .356; Lima-Indiana, 40; Central Ohio, 45; Kentucky. 10; Illinois.

still higher prices. Pig iron has been advancing in nearly 64; Kansas-Oklahoma, 320; Texas-Louisiana, 14". The total
all markets, but more sharply in this district than elsewhere. number was 982 wells, the new production amounting to 133,-

and predictions are freely made that within two or three 773 bbl. The larger increase was in Louisiana. At the close
months pig iron will- be several dollars a ton higher than at of July there were 1612 wells under iirill and 409 rigs going
Tiresent. ud.
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Assessments
Company iDelinqei ale Amt.

Phoenix, Mich
Phoenix, Mich
Rescue-Eula, Nev
Revelator, Utah
Revelator, Utah
Sandstorm Kendall, Nev
Sierra Nevada, Nev
Smuggler. Utah
Snowshoe. Ida
Sonora, Ida
Springfield, Ida
Sunrise. Ida
Sunset Dev., Wash
Tonopah Gypsy Queen, >
Tonopah Midway, Nev. .* [Aug. Is'sepT. ISi 0.01
UmatilJa Tonopah, Nev July 12 Aug. 16 01
Union Cons., Xev Aug. 24.Sept. 14 05
Virginia, Ida. (post.) Aug. 30 . 02

Stock Quotations

_
The Guggenheim Exploration Co. sold

Its holdings, 33.656 shares, of American
Smelters' Securities, pfd. A, to E. Meyerwho made a public offering: of it at 85
and accrued dividend.

Sept. II
j

1.00
Jan. I 1.00
July 14 Aug. 19 0.01
Aug. 17 Sept. 3| 0.00§
Oct. 4 Oct. 2.') O.OOi
Aug. 23!Sept. 27 0.01
July 27JAug. 16 0.05
Aug. 17, Sept. 10 005
Aug. 26 Sept. 27 0.005
July 23 Aug. 31 0.004
July 30|Aug. 30 0.002
July 17 Aug. 17 01)2

Aug. 25 Sept. 18 0.002
July 12!Aug. 17 O.OOS

COLO. SPRINGS Aug. 10 SALT LAKE Aug. 10

Name of Comp.

Cripple Cr'k Con..
C. K. &N
Doctor Jack Pot. .

Eikton Con
El Paso
FIndiay
Cold Dollar
Gold Soveroisn.

. .

,

Golden Cycle . . .

.

Isabella

Jack Pot
Jennie Sample. . .

,

Jerry lohnsou
Lexjn^'ton
Mary McKlouey..
Pharmacist
Portland.

.

Raven B. H
Vindicator

i of Comp.

Beck Tunnel
Black Jack
Colorado Mining..
Crown Point
Daly-Judge
Gold Chain
Grand Central
Iron Blossom
Little Bell
Lower Mammoth.
Mason Valley
May Day
Opohongo
Prince Con
Seven Troughs.

;r KintjCoarn-
r King Con..

Sioux Con
Uncle Sam
Yankee

J 10

.03i
2 00

Bailey
Coniagas
Peterson Lake. .

.

Right or Way...
,

Seneca Superior.

,

Silver Queen
,

T. & Hudson Bay.
Timlskaming
Wettlaufer-Lor
Dome Mines

Dome Exieu.. .

Foley O'Brien..
HolUnger
Imperial
Jupiter
Mclntyre
Pearl Lake.

, .

.

Porcu. Crown.
Preston K. D
Rea . . ,

SAN FRANCISCO
Comstock Stocks,
AUa

Belcher. ..V. ..'.

.

Best & Belcher..

.

Caledonia
Challenge Con. .

.

Confidence
Con. Virginia.- . .

Gould & Curry...
Hale & Norcross.
Julia ...

Mexican
Oceldenta!
Ophir
Overman
Potosl
Savage
Sierra Nevada. . . .

Union C-on
Yello

Ne & Cal,
Belmont
Jim Butler
Lone Star
MacNamara
Midway
Mont.-Tonopah..

.

Vorth Star
Rescue Eula
West End Con
Atlanta
Booth
C.O.D. Con
Comb. Frac
Jumbo Extension
Pltts.-Silver Peak..
Round Mountain.-

,

Sandstorm Kendall
Silver Pick
Central Eureka. . . .

ISo. Eureka

N. Y. EXCH.

July 19 Aug. 10 0.03
Aug. 30!sept. 25| 0.005
Aug. 9;Sept. 9I 001
Aug. lO'Sept. 10 0015

tAug. 24, 002
July 2S(Aug. 28l 0.001
Sept. 1 1 . 00

American. Ida
, Aug. 7 Sept. 2 $0 . 001

Belmont, Ida Aug. 10 Sept. lOi 0.003
Bullion. Ida iAug. 30 Sept. 25^ 0.005
Carbonate, Ida,, (post.) 1 Aug. 23' 0,001
Cedar Creek. Ida Aug. 2S Sept. 29! 0.005
Con. Virginia, Nev
Copper Chief. Ida
East Coeur d'AIene. Ida.

.

East Hercules Ext., Wash
Eastern Star, Ida
Four Timbers. Ida
Hancock Cons,, Mich. , . .

Hancock Cons., Mich IJan. 31 I I.OO
Hecla. Ida

|

I .1 o!o75
Hennessy-Burns. Ida Aug. 20 Sept. 24 . 005
Honolulu. Ida Aug. 24 Sept. 131 0.0035
Iron Mask, Ida July "^'Aug. lOi 0.002
Ivauhoe, Ida July 12 Aug. 12 0.002
Keweenaw. Mich Sept. 1

|
1 .00

Lucky-Calumet. Ida ' Aug. 27 Sept. 27 . 005
MacNamara. Nev Aug. 2.3 Sept. 13 02
Nevada Douglas. Nev. July 21 Aug. 18 0.10
New Arcadian. Mich i Dec. 1

' . . . . U . 50
New Baltic. Mich |jan. !5I , .. 0.50
New Quincy, Utah .Sept. 2 Sept. 23 0.01
Oom Paul Con, Ida

j

Aug. 30 Oct. 4 0,01
Oreano. Ida Aug. 2'Sept. 2\ 0.0015

Name of Comp. CIg.

Am.Sm.&Ref.,com
,

Am. Sm. & Rel.. pf.
Am.Sm. Sec. pf. b.
Anaconda
Batopllas Mln. ....
Bethlehem Steel . .

.

Bethlehem Steel, pf
Cliino
Colo. Fuel &. Iron.

.

Crucible Steel
I'ederal M. & s.. pr.
Great Nor., ore., ctf.

Guggeu. Exp
.
Homestake
Insphaiiou Con
Mex. Petroleum.

. .

Mianil Copper
Xaft Lead. com.. .

.

National Lead. pf,.

.

Nev. Consol
Ontario Mln ..

Quicksilver, pf
Iliiy Con
RepubllcIAS.com..
Republic IAS. pf..

.

SlossShem'd. com.

.

Tennessee Copper. .

Utah Copper
[ 6Gi

U. S. Steel, com .... 75

}

U.S. Steel, pf
I 1125

N. Y. CURB Aug. 10

Alasl a Juneau . . . .

Alta Con
Beaver Con.

.

Big Four
Blue Bell
Bradcn Copper
Buffalo Mines
Can. Cop, Corpn..
Can G. & S
Cashboy
Chambers Ferland.
Chile Cop
Con. Ariz. Sm
Con. Coppermlnea.
Con. Nev.-Utah.

.

Dlam'fleld-Dalsy..,

BOSTON EXCH Aug. 10

5 of Comp.

t.03

li^

nia. Black B
Florence
Goldfield Con..

.

Goldfield Merget
Gieonc Cananea.. ..i 39J
International Nickel ISI
Kennecott Cop 36J
Kerr Lake

| 3
La Rose
McKlnley-Dar-Sa.
Mines of Am
Nevada Hills
New Utah Binghan,
NIplssing Mines..

.

Oro
St. Joseph Lead
South Utah
Sfand'd Oil of N.J.

.

Standard S. L
Stewart
Tonopah
Tonopah Ex
Tonopah Merger...
Tribullion
Tularnsa
Yukon Gold

Adventure
Ahmeek
Alaska Gold M.

.

Algomah
Allouez
Am. Zinc
Ariz. Com., ctfs..

Bonanza
Butte-Ballaklava.
Butte & Superior.
Calumet & Ariz..

.

Calumet <t Hecla..
'entennial

Cliff

Copper Range. . . .

Daly West
East But*«
Franklin
Granby
Hancock
Hedley
Helvetia
Indiana
Island Cr'k, com..
Island Cr'k. pfd...
Isle Royale
Keweenaw
Lake
La Salle

Mayflower
Michigan
Mohawk
New Arcadian.

.

North Butte,. .

.

North Lake
Ojibway
Old Colony
Old Dominion.

.

Osceola
Quincy
Santa Fe
Shannon
Shattuck-Ariz
Superior
Superior & Bost.

.

Tamarack
Trinity
[Tuolumne
U.S. .Smelling.

.

.

U. S. .'^melfg. pf.

.

I Utah Apex.

.

Utah Con
Victoria

Winona
Wolverine
Wyandot

BOSTON CURB Aug. 10

t.25
5

H
lA
51

7

I

Alvarado 1 .70
iBingham Mines.. . . s
Boston Ely .20
Butte A Lon'n Dev. . 40
Calaveras 1 j

Calumet-Corbln..
. . .04

Chief Con
|
.92

t . 50

21

LONDON July 29

Alaska Tre'dwell
Burma Corp..
Cam & Motor
Camp Bird...
El Oro
Esperanza
Mexico Mines.
Nechi. pfd. .

Oroville
Santa Gert'tlls,

nbny
Tough Oakes.

,

£7 O^Od
1 14
13

Corbln,
|Cortez
Crown Reserve...
Davis-Daily
Eagle & Blue Bell
First Nat. Cop.. .

Houghton Copper,
Iron Cap Cop., pf,,

Majestic
Mexican Metals..

.

Nevada-Douglas.

.

New Baltic

I

Ohio Copper
Oneco
Raven Copper. . ,

.

iSmokey Dev
!So. Lake
Tonopah Victor..

.

Trethewey
| .09

United Verde Ext

5i

3i

JGJ

tLast Quotations.

Monthly Aver Prices of ^lotnls

January. .

February.
March.. .

.

April

May

1913 1914 1915

July
August. . .

.

September
October

. .

.

November.
December .

Year '59-791 54,811 127,576 25

48. 855
48.477
50.241
50.250
49.915
49.034
47.519

1913 I 1914
I

1915

}.983J2G,553'22.731
t.357 26 573 22.753
i. 669 26 788 23.708
'.416!26.9r.S 23.709
'.825126.704 2.1.570
M99 25 n4S 23.267
-07425 219 22.597
.335 25.979'.

.

.986*24.260' ..

:.083|23.199'
.263 22,703
.720 22,9001
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^'i.V0i'^7^—27(«' zim- district, usttalh/ called af-

ter ^yiscon><in, in which atate it principally occurs,

includes also parts of Illinois and Iowa. It uas

opened as a lead producer in 1822. The produc-

tion of both lead and zinc is shown. Geology of

the district is described, toge flier with the origin

of the ores.

The Wisconsin zinc district, or the Upper ilississippi

lead and zinc district, as it is often called, lies in the

southwestern corner of Wisconsin, in Grant, Iowa and

Lafayette Counties, and it includes adjoining parts of

Illinois and Iowa.

The district is about TO miles long from north to south

and about 40 miles wide. It lies wholly within what

The first zinc was mined about 18G2, and was from

tlie carbonate ores locally known as "dryboue." Very

little blende was mined in the district previous to 1875

and that mined from 1875 to 1900 was mostly of the

high-grade, hand-cobbed, sheet-ore class, which usually

contained from 45 to G0% metallic zinc. Such mines

as the Sallie Waters, Quinlin, Lead Mine, Benton Blende

and Ida Blende, all near Benton, Wis., were mines which

l)roduced ores of this period. The mines located at

Highland, the Coker Mine at Livingston, Wis., and the

Opencut Mine at Shullsburg, Wis., were heavy zinc-

carbonate producers previous to 1900.

The production of zinc ores in the district from 1862

to 1890 was about 283,500 tons, mostly zinc carbonate,

with a probable average zinc content of 30%. From
1890 to 1903 the production of the district consisted

FOX MINE. MILL AXD T.ATLIXG HEAPS, HAZEL GREEN, WIS

is geologically known as the nonglaciated area of the

upper Mississippi Valley.

History of the District

The district was first opened as a lead producer in

1822. From this time until 1860 about 205,000 tons of

cog lead (galena) and washed lead (galena) was pro-

duced from shallow crevices and openings. From 1860

to 1900 about 74,500 tons was produced, and since that

time from 5000 to 7000 tons has been produced an-

nually. Since 1900 most of the lead concentrates pro-

duced have been as a b}T)roduct of the zinc mines.

•Chief engineer, Wisconsin Zinc Co.. Platteville. Wis.

of about 126,000 tons of hand-cobbed and hand-jigged

zinc carbonate and blende.

During the last few years of the nineteenth century

there was a decline in the production of both lead and

TABLE OF LEAD PRODUCTION FROM MINES
Tons of Lead

Year Concentrates
1S22 to 1S60 205,000
1861 to 1900 74,500
1901 to 1914 74,000

zinc ores in the district. Since 1903 the revival of the

district as a producer of blende, and incidentally zinc

carbonate and lead, has taken place as a result of the

advance in the price of lead and zinc ores. Beginning

with that date modern methods of miniucf and milling
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lead and zinc ores with power machinery have placed the

industry on a stable basis. Nearly all of the district

production consists of concentrates containing mixed

zinc and iron sulphides with an average zinc content of

about 35%. The magnetic separation of low-grade

roasted blende concentrates has greatly broadened the

field of operations. Zinc concentrates ranging in nietal-

TABLE OF ZINC PRODUCTION FROM MINES
Tons of Zinc

Tear Concentrate

1862 to 1890* 283,500
1891 to 1903t 126.000
19041 19,300
19051: 33,000

1906J: 39,363

1907t 53,011
190St 5,S,135

•Carbonate and blende
blende.

lie zinc content from 20 to 40% are roasted, the iron

sulphides magnetized and removed magnetically and a

Tons of Zinc
Year Concentrate

1909t 75,528
1910t 102,070
1911t 107,253
19121 119.280
1913t 105,877
19141 130,398

tBlende and carbonate. JMostly

FIG. 1. MAP OF THE WISCONSIN ZINC DISTRICT

finished blende is produced which will assay from 58

to 61% metallic zinc.

Gexekal Geology

The strata of the district consist of a series of Silurian

and Ordovician limestones, shales and sandstones, under-

lain by ("ambrian sandstones and pre-Cambrian cry.«taHine

rocks. A typical section would lie:

Feet
Silurian Niagara limestone 50

fMequoketa shale 160
. Galena limestone 2.30

Ordovician <{ Platteville limestone 55

I

St. Peter sandstone 70
l^Lower Magnesian limestone.... 200

Erosion has exposed all of these formations in .some

parts of the district. Nearly all of tlie Niagara and

Jlequoketa formations have been eroded away. The
Platteville, Belmont and Sinsinawa Mounds in Wisconsin

and the numerous mounds in northwestern Illinois are

all that remain of this formation in the district.

There is an east-west unbroken ridge in the northern

part of the district known as Military Ridge. A north-

south ridge extends from it through the middle of the

district for a distance of about 30 miles. It is along

these two ridges that the local branch of the Chicago &
Northwestern R.R. is built. The formations exposed on

them are the upper part of the Galena limestone and the

lower part of the Mequoketa shale. The ground slopes

north and south from the east-west ridge and east and

west from the north-.sonth ridge to drainage basins. The
streams located in these drainage basins have cut down
through the formations, .so that at various ])oints along

their courses the Platteville limestone, the St. Peters sand-

.stone and the lower Magnesian lime-

stone formations are exposed.

The rock formations of the district

dip to the south-southwest, descend-

ing about 20 ft. per mile. The strata

have been compressed and folded

slightly, producing a series of sjti-

clines and anticlines and structural

basins. The main axis of most of the

basins is east and west, produced by

lateral pressure from the north and

south. The secondary axis of the bas-

ins ia north and south, produced by

an east and west lateral pressure.

Frequently one leg of the synclines

or one side of the basins will dip

more steeply or show changes in

slope. At the.se points the orebodies

usually occur, in either the lower

part of the Galena or the upper pait

of the Platteville formations, or in

both.

The Galena formation consists of

heavily bedded dolomites, interbedded

with chert beds, nodules and thin-

bedded clay shales. The base of the

formation consists of thin-bedded

brovni carbonaceous shales from one to

15 ft. in thickness. These shales are

known as the "oil rock." The bottom

of this shale marks the base of the

Galena limestone formation. A blue

clay shale usually occurs immediately

l)elow the oil rock. This shale varies

from a few inches to 6 or ~ ft. in thickness and is known
as the "clay bed." Immediately below the clay bed is

the "glass rock," a fine, compact limestone, usually gray

or brown in color, which breaks with a conchoidal frac-

ture, from which characteristic it derives its name. At
some places there are shale beds resembling the oil rock

between the clay bed and the glass rock. At other places

there is practically no oil rock, and at still others there

is no clay bed. The base of the glass rock marks the

base of the ore-bearing formations as worked up to the

present time; but recent discoveries made at the Win-
skell mine, east of New Diggings, AVis., indicate that ore

in paying quantities occurs in the Platteville limestone

nearly down to the top of the St. Peter sandstone. The
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lower part of the Plattevillc limestone formation con-

sists of thick-bedded dolomites similar to those of the

Galena limestone formation.

The general supposition is that tiie ore has been dis-

solved out of the Galena limestone and the overlying

Mequoketa shale, in which it is found, and deposited

in the crevices and ojicnings existing in the lower part

of the Galena limestone and the up])or part of the Platte-

ville limestone in the structural basins.

The crevices and openings in which the ore occurs

may have been produced in several ways. The lateral

pressure and the resulting folding may have produced

them, or the dolomite beds for several feet immediately

Fig.2 Vertical Section across Peni Mine
showing Occuronce of Ore in Headings

Fig. 3 Vertical Sections across Homestead and Empir

showing Occuronce of Ore in Cross-Section of Mine

£__Leveiy^^}£fJloorofOrgM^IWftgbute^isd^lenghrmM

Fig.4 Vertical Section across M &D Mine

showing Occuronce of Ore in Ploce in Cross-Section

Q ^ / ^Floor of Mine and Base of Oaleha Formation

Fig.5 Vertical Section ocross Winskeil Mine

J \ t Base of Galena Formation J'^^^K
fig.6 Vertical Section across Federal Mine

showing Qccurgnce of Ore in Place in Cross-Sectic

Fig.7 Vertical Section across Crawhall Mine
showing Occuronce of Ore in Place in Cross-Section

i Y^
Fig. 8 Vertical Section across Hinkle Mine,

Linden.Wisconsin, showing Occurence of

» ^ ,. „,. ^ Ore in Place

-_:^ -^-_^ "~"~
'i Fig.9 Vertical Section across Drum Mine,

—~^ _ '

_ — " TT J Benton.Wisconsin.showInq Occuronce of

^ ^.^ Ore in Place

]^^ ;^^ —^ — ,' Floor 15 ft. above Base of Oalena Formation

Block Ore "^
Area mined out

40' 60' O' 40' 80' IZC'

Scale for Fig. 2, 4, 8 and 3 Scale for Fig. 3, 5, 6 and 7

FIGS. 2 TO 9. SECTIONS OF VARIOUS WISCONSIN MINES

above the impervious oil rock may have been dissolved

out along channels in the structural basins, producing

a slump in the overlying strata. Or as suggested by

H. Poster Bain, the oil-rock layer, containing much or-

ganic matter, being much thicker in certain parts of

the structural basins, has decreased in thickness to a

considerable degree during the changes it has imdergone,

in the same manner that coal beds have decreased in

thickness, producing slumps in the overlying formations

at points where the oil rock is the thickest.

Erosion, ground-water level and the physical and chem-

ical differences of the formations in which the orebodies

occur have produced different types of ore deposits. Fig.

Hi shows a vertical cross-section from the Mequoketa
shale to the base of the glass-rock formation. All of tiie

known orebodies of the district occur at some horizon

in this vertical section. If the orebody occurs at points

marked A. B or ('. it will be of the types shown in Figs.

4 and 10. If the orebody is above ground-water level,

the ore will consist of galena as "cog lead," zinc car-

bonate or blende, or all of these minerals occurring to-

gether. This type of orebody is known locally as a

"crevice" or an "opening." Practically all of the lead

mined in the district previous to 1900 was secured from

orebodies of this type. Recently such mines have been

worked below ground-water level. Such mines are the

O' 400' 800'

PIGS. 10 TO 13. TYPICAL WISCONSIN OREBODY PLANS
Fig. 10 (upper left)—M & D Mine. Cuba City. Wis. Fig. 11

(upper right)—Winskeil, New Diggings, Wis. Fig. 12 (lower
left)—Federal Mine, Hazel Green, Wis. Fig. 13 (lower right)—Crawhall Mine, New Diggings, Wis.

Board of Trade, the Wicklow and the M & D, at Cuba
City, Wis.; and the White Rose and Merry Widow, west

of Galena, 111. Orebodies of this type are frequently

rich but limited in production. They are supposed to

have been formed in the following manner. Certain

rock strata at a given horizon are dissolved for a short

distance on both sides of a vertical crevice, and the open-

ing is simultaneou.sly, or later, filled with lead and zinc

ores chemically deposited.

If the orebody occurs at points marked D, E and F.

Fig. 16, and is not the upper part of an orebody which

extends to a lower level, it is frequently of the type

shown in Fig. 9-—a vertical cross-section of the Drum
mine, east of Benton, Wis. In this type of orebody

there are no distinct sheets of blende. The ore is dis-

seminated, or "sprangled." In other words, the ore ex-

ists as small gash veins. Orebodies of this type have

never been of much importance or long-lived. They are

locally known as "bunches," occurring where a series

of crevices cross at right angles.

The important mines of the district are those that

occur in the lower part of the Galena limestone, above the

oil-rock formation between E and G, Fig. 16. These

are the true "flat-and-pitch" formations usually found

below ground-water level. The Hats are sheets of ore

along the horizontal bedding planes of the strata and

the pitches are sheets of ore located in vertical or dip-
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ping crevices. Flats are shown at M, Fig. 16 ; pitches

are shown at N, Fig. 16. Vertical cross-sections of ore-

bodies of this type are shown in Figs. 3, 5, 6, 7 and 8,

and plan views in Figs. 11, 12, 13 and 15.

Fig. 3 shows a vertical section across the Homestead

and Empire mines at Platteville, Wis. This cross-sec-

tion is taken on the vertical section line CD, shown in

Fig. 15, the plan map of the same mines. The orebodies

lie in a broad, flat structural basin. The Grant County

and the Homestead mines are along the north side of

the basin, and the Enterprise, Empire and Eoyal mines

are along its south side. The distance from one group

of orebodies to the other across the basin is about 1000

ft. The Acme mine is at the east end

of the basin and shows indications of

being connected with both series of

at Benton, Wis., and the Vinegar Hill Mine, north of

Galena, 111., are also of this type.

Fig. 6 shows a vertical section across the Federal

mine at Hazel Green, Wis. This is taken on the ver-

tical section line JKj Fig. 12, the plan of the same mine.

This type of orebody is in a .structural basin similar to

the one in which the Winskell mine is located. Nearly

all of the ore is in a series of pitches, and flats along

the bedding planes show only to a minor extent.

Fig. 7 shows a vertical section across the Crawhall

mine at New Diggings, Wis. This is taken on the ver-

tical section line MN, Fig. 13. This type of orebody

is in the bottom of a broad, flat structural basin. In it

r~~~-,^^
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chief production of the district conic- from tlie mines

in its soutliern half and most of those mines are of the

types sliown m tlie vertical sections in Figs. 3, 5, (5 and 7.

PuosPECTiXG Methods

Prospecting in tlie district may naturally be divided

into drifting, shaft-sinking and churn-drilling. Trevi-

ous to 190.3 nearly all of the lead antl zinc mines were

foiind by shaft-sinking and drifting on crevices and out-

crojis. As most of

the operations were

conducted without

power machinery,

the ground-water

level marked the

limit to w h i e h

these operations ex-

tended. During
the latter part of

this period the

horse whim for

hoisting and the

horse -operated
pump were the only

machines used for

prospecting a n d

mining operations

below ground-water

level, and the s e

were used success-

fully only in con-

nection with the

larger ore deposits. During the last 10 or 15 years most

of the larger orebodies have been found by churn-drilling.

The diamond drill has been tried in the district at

several places, but without success. The numerous crev-

ices and openings have interfered with its operation.

The churn drill lias given the best results of any method

of prospecting so far used in the district. When the

ore-i:>eariug formations are reached, the hole is sludged

shown by ore dropping from an upper to a lower level,

esjiecially when the formations are loose, thus "salting"

the hole, as shown in Fig. 17. Or less ore may be shown

than is actually drilled through because of its being

washed into crevices or openings in the rock through

which the drill hole passes, as illu.strated in Fig. 18. A
drill hole should never be "shot" to .show the nature

of Iho ore passed ihrougli until the hole is completed,

because shooting may loosen ore and cause it to salt the

sludgings at lower levels.

One of two methods is usually emiiloycd for getting the

averaiic zinc and iron contents of a drill hole. One

Trenton Limestone

FIG. 16. VERTICAL, CROSS-SEC-
TION OF ORE-BEARING

FORMATIONS

FIGS. 17 AND IS. HOW ERRORS IN CHURN-DRILL
SAMPLES ORIGINATE

Fie- 17 Section ot rtiill hole showing ore dropping from
flat and salting the hole. Fig. IS—Section of drin hole show-
ing blende cuttings being lost m an open pitch.

out every 2 or 3 ft., and the sludgings that show blende

to the naked eye are assayed for zinc and iron. Com-

plete records of these holes are kept, showing the loca-

tion of the drill hole, the surface elevation at its location,

the nature, thickness and po.sition of the formations

passed through, and the position and the amount of the

ore discovered.

Estimates based on several prospect drill holes are not

always reliable, for more ore than actually exists may be

PUBLIC ROAD

A TYPICAL DEPOSIT OUTLINED BY DRILLING

method is to assay each sludging and then take a footage

average of all of the sludgings from the first one con-

taining ore to the last one containing ore, and including

intervening sludgings containing no ore. The other

method is to take all of the sludgings included in the

former method, mix them thoroughly together and take

one assay of the entire sample. The following example

of a drill hole in actual practice, as.sayed by both methods,

illustrates the plans and shows how slight errors may

occur in both :

DRILL
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always produce the same volumes of sludgings, because

of the physical couditious existing in the strata drilled

through. Each method has its advantages. Both should

be used as a check for careful work.

Most of the ehurn-drill prospecting of the last 10 years,

and the resulting discovery of zinc mines, have been at or

near the old shallow lead- and zinc-carbonate workings.

The old shafts and mine waste dumps have received far

more consideration, up to the present time, in determin-

ing where prospecting should be done, than outcrops,

crevices and geological conditions. But these old, shal-

low workings, not further developed by churn drill

prospecting, are becoming scarce, so that the future de-

velopments will have to be made more and more in

connection with a knowledge of geological and structural

conditions.

After good ore is found in a prospect hole there is

no great difficulty in proving up the extent of the ore-

body, unless it is very narrow or crooked in its course.

Fig. 19 shows one of the orebodies of the district blocked

out by drill holes. The broken lines represent the walls

of the mine as blocked out for estimates of tonnage,

based on drill-hole records, before any mining was done

;

and the full line shows the walls of the mine after it

was worked out.

The orebodies of the district vary from 20 to 300 ft.

in width, from 5 to 70 ft. in height, and from 500 to 7000

ft. in length. One of the best of the district had a

length of 7000 ft., an average height of 20 ft. and an

average width of 80 ft. Another had a length of 800

ft., a width of 500 ft. and a mean height of 40 ft.

(To he coniinued)

The following data im nickel production are furnished

by Consul Henry P. Starrett, of Fort William, Ont.

:

It is said that the world's prodvxction of fine nickel

in 1913 approximated 34,000 tons, of which the Can-
adian ore comtained 24,838 tons; the ore produced by
Le Societe de Nickel in New Caledonia and refined in

France contained about 8000 tons; and production in

Norway amounted to 400 tons, the remainder having been
refined in Germany from various metal processes. Prac-

tically all of the ore mined in Ontario was reduced to

matte and shipped to the United States and Great Britain

to be refined, only a small percentage having been re-

fined in Canada.

The production of nickel in the Sudbury district—
which region yields 73 per cent, of the world's output of

nickel—is closely associated with that of copper, the con-

tent of the matte produced from the ore being about 50
per cent, nickel and 25 per cent, copper. The details of

this production for 1911, 1912, and 1913 are:

1911, 1912, 1913.
Tons Tons Tons

Ore raised from mines 612,511 737,656 784,697
Ore smelted at mines 610,788 725,065 823,403
Bessemer matte produced 32,607 41,925 47,150
Nickel content of matte 17,049 22,421 24 838
Copper content of matte 8,966 11,116 12,938

The largest producer of this metal is the Canadian
Copper Co., of Copper Cliff, Ont., its production of

matte in 1913 having contained about 22,000 tons of

nickel. Its output of matte was principally shipped to

refiners in New Jersey. The Mond Nickel Co., of Con-
iston. Ont.—controlled by English interests—produced

matte containing 2600 tons of fine nickel, this matte be-

ing sent to Swansea, Wales, for refining.

Under the metal refining act of 1907, extended in

1912 for a period of five years, a bounty of 6c. per lb.

is paid on such metal in cobalt or nickel oxide or metal

as is refined in the Province of Ontario. The only com-
pany that took advantage of this law during 1913, in

respect to nickel, was the Coniagas Reduction Co., Ltd.,

of St. Catherines, Ont., the production of that company
ill the year named having been 149,645 lb. of metal.

The report of the New South Wales Department of

Mines for 1914 has just been issued, and gives the figures

of production shown in the accompanying table.

NEW SOUTH W.\LES MINERAL PRODUCTION, 1913 AND 1914

Substance Unit 1913 1914

Alunite tons 2,235 3,040
Antimony (metal and ore)

, tons IS 36
Bismutii (metal and ore) tons 9 15
Coal tons 10,414,165 10,390,622
Coke tons 298,612 304,800
Copper (ingots, matte and ore) tons 9,4(51 6,(>07
Diamonds carats 5,573 1,580
Gold , oz. 149,657 124,507
Iron tons 46,.563 75,150
Iron, "oxide" ..

,

tons 3,204 3,144
Lead (pig, etc.) . tons 23,554 25,989
Lime tons 33,272 36,207
Limestone flux. .

.

tons 42,663 51,852
Molybdenite... tons 79 61
Platmum oz. 442 244
Silver (ingots and matte) oz. 2,194,871 2,871,.5.59
Silver-lead, ore, concentrates, etc tons 301,262 337,019
Shale (oil) tons 16.985 50,049
Scheelite tons 44 57
Tin (ingots and ore) tons 3,021 2,317
Wolfram tons 126 130
Zinc (spelter and concentrates) tons 500,661 359,319

In addition to the foregoing, marble valued at £2180,

opal, £26,534; portland cement, £415,000; building stone,

£404, and sundry minerals and ores valued at £5512

v/ere produced in 1914.

The total value of the mineral yield in 1914 was
£10,-1 99,720, a decrease of £1,595,364 from that of the

previous year. However, considering the disabilities under
which the mining industry has labored since the outbreak

of war in August, 1914, the production must be regarded

as very satisfactory. It has only been exceeded on three

occasions, namely, in 1907, 1912 and 1913.

The number of persons employed in mining in 1914
is estimated at 37,470, a decrease of 1410 from figures

of the previous year.

The Arizona Copper Co., Ltd., Clifton, Ariz., reports

for the half year ended Mar. 31, 1915, a profit of £187,899,

before payment of debenture interest and 'dividends, and a

balance before payment of dividend on the ordinary shares

of £137,303, from which a common dividend of £75,995

was paid.

The production of copper for the half year was 8774
ton.s, against 9469 tons for the corresponding period of last

year and 9909 tons for the half year ended Sept. 30, 1914.

The question of the recovery of copper from tailings by

means of oil flotation is still under consideration. Agree-

ments have been entered into which will enable the

company to introduce oil flotation when experiments that

are being carried through at Clifton have demonstrated
which particular process is best adapted for treating the

company's ores.
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^SlWOrSLS—Bailiiuj diljicuUies w'dk darl-ralrc

bailers and results of foreign rock getting into

sludge discussed. Splitter designed for cutting

down sludge samples automatically. Points to he

watched in drying samples and taking and drying

a geological saniph-.

The value of churn drilling, as a means of prospecting

for orebodies, depends on the care with which the samp-

ling is done. Of course, in order to get accurate samples

in any kind of sampling operations, care and cleanliness

are imperative, but this is more especially true in the

sami)ling of churn-drill holes. Many factors enter into

this work that make it even more ditficult than a super-

ficial glance at the subject would lead one to suppose.

The process of sampling a churn-drill hole, as viewed

from a practical standpoint, consists essentially of three

operations: (1) The actual bailing of the sludge from the

hole, (2) the cutting down of the sludge to the amount
required for a sample, and (3) the drying and sacking of

the samples.

Bailing

Common practice in the West is to take a sample in-

terval of 5 ft., but this distance may be more or less,

depending on the physical character of the formation and

the value of the orebody being drilled.

Probably the most fruitful source of unreliable sam-

ples and at the same time the hardest operation to carry

on in a way to give good results, is bailing.

The two most important factors encountered in bailing

which tend to cause poor sampling results are: (1) The
drillers can only be made, with the greatest difficulty, to

run the bailer enough to clean the hole thoroughly each

time, and (2) the mechanical construction of the bailer

that is most often used is such that it is impossible to bail

the hole absolutely dry.

The bailing operation is a fairly slow one, and when the

hole is deep, a great deal of time is taken up in bailing.

The drillers are anx'ious to make good progress and, as a

result, hate to spend any more time in bailing than is

absolutely necessary to clean the hole enough so that the

sludge left in it will not interfere with the drilling. The
result is that they leave 10% or more of the sludge in the

hole. Of course, this sludge that remains goes into the

next sample and if there is any difference in the ore con-

tent of the two intervals, it will salt up or do^vm, as the

case mav be, the sample from the lower interval. The
only remedy for this fault is careful supervision of the

bailing bv some one with the power to enforce careful

work.

The second important factor is the mechanical con-

struction of the bailer commonly called the "dart-valve"

type. Fig. 1. The bailer is so built that the valve in the

bottom of the instrument is opened by the weight of the

bailer resting on a lug that projects through the valve

•Churn-drill sampling department, Detroit Copper Mining
Co., Morenci, Ariz.

n|icniiig. When the bailer is lifted the weight of the valve

and the sludge above will close the valve. When the bailer

is on the bottom of the hole and the lug has opened the

valve, the bottom of the bailer proper is still 6 in. from

the bottom of the hole. No matter how many times the

bailer is run, it is evidently impossible to get the amount
of sludge equal to the length of this lug into the bailer.

This amount of sludge is so small, however, that unless

there is a great difference between the assays of the two

adjacent samples, it will not cause an appreciable differ-

ence in the assay of the following sample.

A partial remedy for this fault of bailing is a system

of progressive dilution that is sometimes used in particu-

lar work, or in holes that are in high-grade ore. After all

of the sludge that can possibly be taken out with the dart-

valve bailer is extracted, two or three bucketfuls of water

are thrown into the hole. The bailer is then run into

the hole and worked up and down in order to mix the

newly added water and the sludge that had been left in

the hole by the bailer. The bailer is now pulled from the

hole and emptied. Of course, the total amount of mate-

rial, sludge plus water, is the same as the previous amount

o

FIG. 1. TYPE OF DART-VALVE BAILER

of sludge, but the total amount of solid matter is less be-

cause of the dilution caused by the water that was added

to it.

Besides these two difficulties in bailing that have been

mentioned, there are several of lesser importance that

should also be noticed.

KXOCKIXG FOREIGX ^IaTERIAL INTO THE SlUDGE

One of the greatest of these lesser evils is the dropping

(if material from the walls of a hole that is caving slightly.

A churn-drill hole is very likely to cave, especially the part

in a brittle sulphide ore, without being noticed, unless it

is watched closely and carefully. Casing a hole is a labori-

ous and often difficult operation, and if the caving is not

great enough in extent to interfere with the drilling oper-

ations, the driller is likely to say nothing about it. As
long as this state of affairs exists the cavings will drop to

the bottom of the hole and become mixed with the sludge

that is to form the sample from the interval that is being

drilled. The result is a sample that is bound to be salted

one way or the other, depending on the character of the

caved material.
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There is also another way in which material can be

knocked into the hole, and that is by the drilling tools,

Avheii they are being lowered into the hole, after the bail-

ing has been completed and drilling is to be resumed. The
string of tools to which the bit is attached is from 30 to 40

ft. or more in length. As this mass of metal is rapidly

lowered (as it always is) into the hole, it will vibrate

back and forth and, on striking the walls of the hole,

knock off pieces of the wall rock. This will continue all

of the distance down the hole and, when all of this loos-

ened material has collected on the bottom, will frequently

be great enough in amount to cause a noticeable difference

in the sample to which it will be added.

Sludges Which Pack

Some sludges, because of a lack of light kaolinized

material, will pack in the bottom of a hole as soon as the

tools are pulled out of the hole. When material of this

sort is being dealt with, the bailing should be done as

quickly as possible, and each time the bailer is run Ao\n\

it should be pulled up a .small distance and then dropped

down again. This is done in order to keep the cuttings

mixed as well as possible between the bailer trips.

In extreme cases only, where the sludge is so heavy that

it cannot be agitated enough to get it into the bailer, a

little clean clay may be added to the hole. This material

will mix irp with the heavy cuttings and cause them to

float, more or less, so the bailer can pick them up. "UTien

foreign substance has been added to a sample it must be

marked "unreliable" even though the amount added is so

small as to make no noticeable difference in the assay

results.

Cases have been cited where the driller could not get

this sort of sludge into the bailer after the first or second

trip. Instead of trying to mix the cuttings and the slimes

together and then bail, adding something to make them
mix, he would stop running the bailer and commence to

drill. This procedure would cause the sludge left in the

hole to become mixed with the sludge from the next, and

make each sample overlap the next. Conditions like this

give an assay result that is worthless, because it is an aver-

age of the two adjoining intervals instead of an accurate

value of either.

Cutting Down the Sample

The second operation of sampling, that of cutting down
the sludge to the amount required for the sample, offers

no difficult or unusual problems, but nevertheless, it n'ill

always bear the closest supervision.

The amount of sludge obtained from a churn-drill hole

in an interval of 5 ft. depends largely on the size of the

hole and the amount of water that is necessary for the

drilling of the interval. The amount of sludge may vary

from, say, three to 10 tubfuls, or even more. This large

amount of material must be cut down to a quantity that

may be dried and sent to the assay office, and at the same
time represent the exact chemical composition of the total

amount of sludge taken from the sample interval.

There are two common methods of reducing the total

bailing to a convenient sample size. Cutting down the

sludge is carried on in order to get this pail of material

that will accurately represent the whole amount of mate-

rial bailed. The first way of cutting down is by hand,

and the second method, and probably the best, is by the

use of an automatic splitter. The second method has

many points in its favor and should be used.

The hand method of cutting down the sludge is simple,

and care on the part of the sampler is all that is required

to get an accurate sample. The procedure is about as fol-

lows : The sludge is dumped from the bailer into a laun-

der of heavy construction, see Fig. 2. At the end of this

launder is a Jones sampler—so common in assaying and
sampling establishments. This sampler is so placed that

all of the sludge that is thrown into the launder will go

through it. A tub is then placed under the divider in

such a way as to catch half of the sludge, while the other

half is allowed to run away as discard. As soon as one

tub is filled in this manner it is replaced by another until

the bailing has been completed. When this has been done

the launder is flushed out with a pail of clean water, in

order that the heavy material in the .sludge may be washed

into the sample. The tubs of sludge are then poured

back through the divider as often as required to get the

Launder l?'u>ng, lo"D^,p,tl''Wids
d,;,,/^^ floor

Boards to deHec
sludge downwardj —

^

through sptiHer

Jones Sampler

Drill set up here

FIO. -l. .ARRANGEMENT FOR H.A.ND SAMPLING

sample to the size desired. To accomplish this usually

takes five or six more reductions. The sample is now
ready for drying.

During the above operation there are several points to

be watched. The first is to see that the sludge comes onto

the divider as near the center of it as possible. This is

to get the most accurate division of the bailing.

The second point is to see that none of the sludge

splashes over the sides or ends of the divider and into the

tub. It is imperative that all of the material should go

through the divider. A remedy for a fault of this kind is

to nail a few boards on the end of the launder in such

a way that when the sludge strikes these boards it will be

deflected downward into the splitter. Usually the rush

will be so great when the bailer is dumped that it will be

necessary to caulk the cracks between the boards with

cloth to keep the material from going between them.

Churn-drill sludge, especially when the hole is travers-

ing a kaolinized or clayey zone, is very heavy and it may
be semiliquid. When a sludge of this type carries sul-

phides they will tend to float. When this material is being

resplit, the sampler must use great care in pouring it

through the divider or a part of these floating snip-hides

will flow over the side of the divider and be lost to the

sample. These sulphides, in most cases, run the highest

in metallic values and to get an accurate assay of the

sludo-e, none of them must be lost.
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Often the hole is bailed twice (luring the drilling of one

sample interval. When this happens, the tubs that are

first filled have to stand for a time before the sample can

be cut down. With nearly all types of sludge, especially

the thick clayey kind before mentioned, difficulties are

e.xperienced with the iieavy particles and much of the clay

by settling to the bottom and sides of the tub where they

stick tight. When this happens tlic sampler must be care-

ful to wash the tubs out over the splitter with a hose, to

get this material, which often carries high values.

With the automatic splitter, the sludge is split four or

five times, instead of once, before it is caught in the pans

or tubs, which means the saving of a great deal of time

and also the eliminating to a large extent of the human
factor. In sampling this is of great importance. Instead

of the sampler having five or six chances to be careless,

he can be careless only two or three times. With a small

amount of bailed material it will not be necessary to

resplit at all, and in the ca.«e of a large amount it may
have to be cut once or twice more after coming through

the automatic divider.

A type of automatic splitter, Fig. 3, that has given

satisfactory service for the Detroit Copper Mining Co.,

at ^lorenci, Ariz., consists of two 12-in. boards 12 ft.

long, placed side by side on end and 2 ft. apart. At
regular intervals, between tlaese boards are placed four

Jones samplers. The first two of the samplers are

14x21 in. The one next lower down is 11x13 in.,

and tlie bottom one is 9x11 in. These samplers are

placed one above the other and connected by sloping

troughs about 2 ft. long. The splitters are so arranged

that the sludge runs out of the launder into the first of

the dividers which splits it. throwing half of the sludge,

the discard, to the ground and the other half of it into the

trough. The half that is to be saved then runs down this

trough and into the nest lower divider. This operation is

repeated by each of the splitters in turn until the product

from the last of them is only ^ of the total amount of

material bailed. The object of the troughs between the

dividers is simply to mix the sludge after it has been

cut. As mentioned above, with a medium amount of

sludge the sample will need no more cutting, and when
large amounts are bailed it will be necessary to resplit it

by hand only once or tn-ice, as the case may be.

This divider was designed by G. F. Carr, of the Detroit

Copper ilining Co.

The only point to be watched when using this apparatus

is to see that it is washed thoroughly with a hose each time

after it has been used, in order to get any heavy or sticky

material out of the way of the next sample. When it is

necessarv to resplit the sample once or twice more by

hand, the same precautions must be observed as when the

whole operation is done by that means.

Dkvixg and Sackixo

After the sample has been bailed and cut down, the only

operation that remains is the drying and sacking. This

work is of the simplest nature, and with a little care

should give no troul>le. HoT7ever, there are a few things

that must be noticed.

When a hole is deeper than, say. 400 ft., the sludge will

often contain gases dissolved in it. These gases are prin-

cipallv CO, and H.,S. During the process of drying a

sample of this kind, these gases will be expelled. As the

gases are driven from the solution by the heat, they will

cause foaming to a greater or less extent, and at the same

time carry some of the finer of the sulphides to the surface

of the li(|uid with them. If the pan in wliich the sample

is being dried is too full, some of this foam may bubble

over tile side of it, and cause the lo.«s of some of the fine

sulphides, whicii will cause a low assay. There are two

remedies for a sami)ie that acts in this maimer; use a

pan that is large enough so that the danger of boiling over

will be avoided, and dry it over a slow fire.

There is one point that must be watched when sacking

any kind of a fire-dried sample. In the drying process

the agitation due to boiling will naturally carry the heav-

ier pieces in the sample to the bottom. The foam men-
tioned before will also be dried on the surface of the cake

and a good deal of it will stick around the edges of the

pan just at the top of this cake. Great care must be used

when sacking a sample to which these two things have

happened to see that the pan is scraped thoroughh', both

Dri//sef up here

FIG. 3. ARR.\NGEMENT FOR AUTOMATIC SAMPLING

sides and bottom, to loosen all of this material and get

it into the sample. This material will carry the high-

grade, if any, which makes it doubly important.

Taking Geological Sample

The above (Considerations have dealt with samples for

chemical analysis only. The large compauies that are

doing extensive drill prospecting often want a geological

sample from the same intervals from which the assay

samples are obtained, so that they can, besides learning the

value of the ground being drilled, get some idea as to

the rock formations in whicli their ore is being found.

When these geological samples are taken they are obtained

fnmi the same material as the chemistry samples.

A geological sample is simply a portion of the sludge

from which all of the clay and mud has been washed. A
convenient way to take this sample is to .save and wash
the discard from the last splitting of the assay sample.

This material is then dried, labeled, sacked and sent to

the geologist.

The washing of the geological sample must lie carefully

done. The principle used in treating these samples is to

get rid of all of the material that will interfere with the

mineralogical determination that is made on it, and at

the same time to have as small a loss of the minerals in
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the sample as possible. Special care must be used when
washing a sample that is high in kaolinized material, for

this, when dry, will make a great deal of dust, causing

a dirty sample.

The sludge to be used for the geological sample is

diluted until the required amount of cuttings has been

thrown down. Everything except these rock cuttings is

then carefully poured over the end of the pan and the

cuttings that remain are washed as many times as neces-

sary to clean them well.

The sample is next dried. It is best to do this out of

direct contact with the fire for the reason that if it is put

directly on the fire there is the possibility of its getting so

hot that the sulphides present may be roasted to the

oxides, and other minerals present be broken up into their

component compounds. If this does happen, the value of

the sample as an index to the formations that are being

penetrated is lost.

The necessity for a careful, intelligent and responsible

churn-drill sampling force cannot be emphasized too

much. The reliability of the results obtained from the

drilling on the property depends directly on this force, and

the money that may be saved by a poor, cheap or ineffi-

cient sampling organization is earned in the most ex-

pensive of ways.

SlhasairaoEa C©pp®2° Coo aim 2^4
The report of the Shannon Copper Co., Metcalf, Ariz.,

for 1914 shows a net profit of $95,649 from a production

of 9,003.169 lb. of copper, 1295 oz. of gold and 69,603

oz. of silver. The average price received for copper was

13.636c. and for silver 55.78c. Proceeds from all metals

amounted to $1,291,539. Operating expenses were $992,-

527, and freight, refining and eastern expenses, $127,844

Development, interest and taxes amounted to $69,974,

and other income, $21,525. There was also a charge of

$23,739 for expenses while not operating during the

fourth quarter of the year, and $3331 for a net loss on

the operation of tlie Shannon-Arizona Railroad Co.

During the nine months of operations the smelter

treated 154,300 tons of ore from the Shannon property

and 38,997 tons from outside claims. The average copper

extraction from the ores of the Shannon mine was 52.76

lb. per ton and 16.68 lb. per ton from the outside proper-

ties. The average cost of copper sold in New York was
12.26c. per lb. Net current assets in excess of current

liabilities amounted to $349,388, exclusive of $383,000
of Shannon-Arizona railway bonds which the company
holds in its treasury. There are now only $198,000 of

these bonds in the hands of the public out of an original

issue of $600,000. During the year 4462 ft. of drifts

and crosscuts were run at a cost of $25,659, about $5.75

per ft. Operationa were resumed in full Mar. 1, 1915.

Big TaiKffilbeiP <C-mt nia ASa^sBia

A permit to cut 85 million feet of timber in the Chu-
gach National Forest for use in constructing the new gov-

ernment railroad from Seward to Fairbanks has been re-

ceived from the Forest Service. The cutting is to be done

so that only mature trees are taken ; the young trees being

left uninjured and the condition of the forest thus im-

proved. This cut of 85 million feet will be the largest

amount of timber ever felled on the Alaskan forests in one

operation, and at the average rate per thousand board feet

obtained for timber sold from the Chugach Forest during

the fiscal year 1914, it is worth approximately $145,000 on

the stump. It will be nearly twice as much as the total

quantity of national forest timber now cut and used

annually for local purposes throughout Alaska, but only

a little more than one-tenth of the estimated annual

growth of the Alaskan forests. The two national forests

of Alaska contain about 78 billion feet of merchantable

timber, and it is estimated by the Forest Service that

more than 800 milUon feet could be cut every year without

lessening the forests' productivity.

WlhStl© Pflsae Masii©

The accompanying illustration shows the difficulties

which the White Pine mine in Michigan has in getting

its output to the smeltery at Hubbell from the mine. The
White Pine is a newly developed subsidiary of the

Calumet & Heela, situated 16 mi. from Ontonagon, and
is still without rail connection. The copper rock is mined

TRANSPORTATION AT WKTTE PINE MINE

and milled at the mine, then hauled in barrels over a

rough corduroy road to the point shown in the illustra-

tion, then hauled in scows from the mouth of Iron River

into Lake Superior and thence to the smelting plant

by tug. The tug shown in the background cannot come
nearer shore, and the scow loaded with copper has to be

towed out to it by a powerful gasoline boat.

AKjiftasimoims^ SnaeMajiag iia felh©

The Chapman Smelting Co. of San Francisco, which

smelted antimony a number of years ago, has resumed

operations, and in addition a new antimony smeltery has

been erected near San Pedro, which is reported as working

upon ores from Wild Rose Caiion near Ballarat, Calif.

Antimony ores have been sold and shipped from Alaska,

California and Nevada, according to the L^nited States

Geological Survey.

The Journal is advised that the San Pedro smeltery is

operated by the Western Metals Co., of which M. Elsasser

is president, with offices at 625 Security Bldg., Los An-
geles, Calif., and that the Merchants Finance Co., of

San Francisco, is erecting a plant at Harbor Industrial

City, Calif., of 1000 tons per month capacity, to cott

about $75,000.
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'tml Loss nim Copper Sllaj •HM
]>v 1<'i;a\k I'L Lathe*

SYNOPSIS—A (jeneral consideration of the data

presented in the preceding articles and the sug-

gestion that slag losses can he reduced in mani/ in-

stances hy careful study of conditions. Serious loss

from dissolved cuprous sulphide not considered

proved. Loss from suspended matte particles may
he reduced hy hetter settling facilities. From one-

half to three-quarters of the copper lost in slag is

in the o.ndized form; various remedies hare heen

suggested hy different operators.

The constitution of mattes and slags is not well enough

understood to enable us to formulate definite rules govern-

ing their mutual behavior. Recent experiments by Profes-

sor Guess and myself at the University of Toronto have

shown that artificial mixed sulphides of copper and iron

vary greatly in both composition and f)roperties, according

to the conditions under which they have been prepared,

and that it is not easy, if at all possible, to duplicate

in the laboratory the mattes produced in commercial

smelting. This fact jirobably accounts in large measure

for the contradictory results obtained by different investi-

gators of the problem.

Complexity of Matte Composition

The main constituents of ordinary mattes are Cu^S

and FeS, mutually soluble in all proportions in the molten

condition. They form a eutectie containing about 35%
Cu, but the existence of compounds is still a debatable

question. If they do exist they seem to have no striking

effect upon the general properties of matte. Metallic

copper may be seen in many specimens of matte, but

is soluble in molten Cu^S, separating only on solidifica-

tion. j\Ietallic iron, usually present, varies greatly in

quantity, being produced chiefly under the conditions near-

est those of the iron blast furnace—high temperature and

strong reducing action—the usual requirements for the

production of highly siliceous slags in copper blast-fur-

nace operation. It may, however, be mainly due to a dis-

sociation of FeS, in the excess of which it dissolves read-

ily. When zinc, lead, arsenic and antimony are present

in the furnace charge they are usually found, in part at

least, in the matte; ZnS and BaS in the matte lower its

specific gravity. Silver is likely to be in the form of AgaS,

very soluble in CuoS, less so in PbS, and but slightly in

FeS, Fe, and ZnS. Gold, chemically very inactive, is

probably present as metal, readily soluble in Cu.S, Cu
and Fe, less so in the other constituents. With the excep-

tion of Fe304, which may be present in quantities up to

10% or higher, oxides are practically absent from mattes.

The metallography of mattes has been discussed at length

by Professor Fulton^.

The identification of compounds in slags, as carried out

by.Vogt, is of less value to this discussion than a consid-

eration of the effect of various acids and bases on fluidity

and specific gravity, two factors of prime importance, and

on the observed copper content. In this connection Wan-

*Chie£ chemist. Granby Consolidated Mining, Smelting &
Power Co., Ltd., Grand Forks, B. C, Can.

^Principles of Metallurgy," ChaiUer IX.

jukolFs curves'*, Figs. 3 to G, are of interest. In his exjieri-

ments an increase in the SiO^ was attended by favorable

results, also a replacement of FeO by CaO, ALO.,, or

MgO, while ZiiO in more than small amounts was de-

cidedly detrimental. Both ALO, and MgO replaced CaO
to advantage.

Of these indications the elfcrt of an increa.se in SiO.

within reasonable limits is fully borne out in practice, and

the data available seem sufficient for a general conclusion.

The .same is true, though perhaps to a less extent, of the

replacement of FeO by CaO. Of course the extent of

this replacement is limited by the fluidity of the slag,

which almost requires the presence of FeO or its equiva-

lent, MnO, in some quantity. For the same reason the

ALO3 or ilgO should be kept witliin bounds, although

practical slags show that fair amounts of these oxides

do not always increase the viscosity of the .slag to such a

point that good settling is difficult. ZnO has a particu-

larly bad effect, increasing both the viscosity and the

specific gravity of the slag.

Eeferring to Professor Hofman's list of blast-furnace

slags-''—Table 1—it will be seen that in general the clean

slags are high in SiOj and CaO, and sometimes ALO,,

being thus of low specific gravity, and have been produced

with a matte low in copper. At the other end of the list

these conditions are generally reversed, although in some

cases the reasons for high slag losses are not apparent.

The coml)ined effect of low SiOj, CaO and ALO3, and

high ZnO, producing a heavy slag and light matte, is

well illustrated in No. 26. BaO does not appear to be det-

rimental, in spite of its high specific gravity, as two slags,

Nos. 6 and 18, containing it in largest proportion are

cleaner than one would expect from the other conditions.

More light would probably be thrown upon some irregu-

larities if the viscosity of each slag were known. The losses

in reverberatory smelting"—Table 2—are more uniform

than those in blast-furnace practice, and somewhat higher,

due to the more nearly uniform composition and high

percentage of FeO.

Loss OF Copper as Suspended Matte Pakticles

Considering now an intimate mixture of matte and slag

in the molten condition, copper may be lost in several

different ways. Suspended matte particles will be first

considered. That these particles are usually present, in

small amount at least, few metallurgists will probably

deny. They may be seen on careful examination in some

.slags which have no more than 0.20% total copper. If

not due to the separation of dissolved sulphides on solidi-

fication of the slag, this matte is lost through imperfect

settling which may be caused by insufficient difference be-

tween the specific gravities of the matte and slag, to the

viscosity of the slag or to the very small size of the matte

globules. The influence of all these factors is well shown

by Sir G. G. Stokes' formula for the law of viscous resist-

ance :

''Engineering and Mining Journal," Aug. 7, 1915.

'Ibid.
"Ibid.
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where v is the terminal velocity of settlinf:^ particle

(sphere), g the acceleration due to gravity, d the density

of sphere, d' the density of fluid, n the coefficient of vis-

cosity, and r the radius of sphere. Thus an increase of

d — d' may be accompanied by a corresponding reduction

in the time of settling, as may also any decrease in vis-

cosity. To illustrate the great effect of variation in r

—

if a particle of matte of 0.1 in. diam. requires 10 sec. in

which to settle, then one of 0.01 in. diam. would require

16% min. Viscosity is perhaps not usually a serious fac-

tor, though it is liable to become so with high ZnO or

AI2O3, or with high SiO,. Slags of such composition re-

quire to be heated considerably above their formation tem-

perature to give sufficient fluidity, while the irony slags,

though perhaps formed only at higher temperatures, be-

come very fluid when but slightly superheated. Thus
the formation temperature is not nearly as important as

might be supposed, the temperature at which the slag

will be sufficiently fluid to allow the matte particles to

settle within a reasonable time being the minimum per-

missible.

These losses as suspended matte particles may be re-

duced by securing greater fluidity in the slag—whether

by changing its temperature or composition—by making
a slag of lower specific gravity, or by coagulation of the

matte particles. As some of these factors work against

each other—FeO often increasing both fluidity and speci-

fic gravity—it is essential that no condition be changed

without its total effect being noted. A compromise will

usually be necessary to secure the best results.

Copper Settler Practice

Most metallurgists believe, if one may judge by the com-

mon practice, that one large settler, about 15 ft. in diame-

ter, will allow to settle all the matte particles which can

be economically separated from the slag. However, this

question appears to be worth further investigation. At the

Granby's Grand Forks smeltery a large settler was substi-

tuted for two small ones, as an experiment, and as long as

it was in operation the slag passing through it carried

more than the normal amount of copper. The reasons

for it are not quite clear, but it is often noticed in analy-

tical chemistry that thorough stirring is followed by a co-

agulation of precipitates, and the cascading of the slag

from one settler to another with a drop of some inches majr

have a similar effect upon the susijended matte particles.

It is certainly unwise to allow a slag to pass to waste

without first determining by trial that the amount of

copper which might be recovered in a second settler would
not pay for the additional expense. To give again the ex-

perience of the Granby, up to seven settlers in series have

been tried, and some matte has been recovered even in the

last of these, while not less than three give the best com-

mercial result. In any particular case the degree to

which the slag has been superheated in the furnace will

largely determine the length of time during which it may
subsequently be economically treated. As already noted,

the average temperature of the matte and slag issuing

from the Granby furnaces is about 1375° C., though the

slag will flow at 1100° C., and its formation temperature

may be considerably lower.

If a slag contains a certain percentage volume of sus-

pended matte it is evident that the amount of copper thus

lost will vary directly with the grade of matte. While

low-grade matte involves additional expense in a subse-

quent operation, the cost of treating it has materially de-

creased since the introduction of pyritic smelting and
basic converting. It must be remembered also that in its

production the amount and specific gravity of the slag de-

crease and its composition changes, becoming more sili-

ceous, while the specific gravity of the matte also de-

creases. The first three factors tend to decrease the copper

in the slag, and in practice far outweigh the tendency of

the last to increase it.

In the curves—Pigs. 1, 2 and 8^—given to show the

result of actual operation at different smelteries, there is a

flattening between about 32 and 38% matte. In other

words, a variation in the grade of the matte between these

limits had no considerable effect on the copper content of

the slag. Both above and below these percentages the

change in tlie slag was more marked. This points to 37-

38% matte as a desirable grade to produce unless it can be

reduced below 32%. No satisfactory reason has beea

suggested to account for this.

From the small amount of information at hand it may
be stated that in some cases at least the loss of copper

as suspended matte is not more than 25-50% of the total

loss in slag.

Loss BY Dissolved Cuprous Sulphide Not Yet Proved

The phrase "solubility of matte" has unfortunately been

loosely used by some writers, who often mean by it, in the

subject they have under discussion, the total amount of

copper retained by the slag, whatever its condition. In

this paper it is used in its ordinary chemical sense. The
amount of CujS dissolved is a constant under any given

set of conditions, but varies with the composition and tem-

perature of the slag, and is probably thrown out of solution

when the slag solidifies. It seems altogether likely that

such a solubility does exist, though perhaps small, as we
learn from chemistry that most "insoluble" substances

possess a definite and measurable solubility. That the

matte particles found in slag are not due to the separa-

tion of dissolved matte, on solidification, seems probable

from their appreciable size. If chemical compounds exist

in the matte we may expect them to dissolve as such in the

slag, while if they do not exist, the various constituents

of the matte will have separate solubilities, in the slag

and in one another.

It is difficult to conceive of any direct method of de-

termining the actual amount of Cu^S thus dissolved in

any slag, especially if it separates on solidification of

the latter. The best we can do perhaps is to estimate

it by difference. First, we can '^•alculate the amount of

suspended matte from the gold-copper ratios of matte and
slag. Then we may determine the amount of copper in

the oxidized condition. The difference between the sum
of these and the total copjjer in the slag might be accepted

as dissolved Cu.S, but, as already seen in Mr. Kiddie's

experience and at Grand Forks, the only places from
which such data are available, there is no appreciable dif-

ference of this kind. AVhile the evidence is not such as

to enable me to state a general rule I may at least say

that the existence of dissolved Cu,S in slag in determin-

able quantities has not yet been proved.

It is indeed fortunate that such appears to be the

case, for the difficulty of reducing such a loss would be

considerable. A possible corrective measure would be

'"EriBineeritig and Mining Journal" Aug. 7-14, 1915.
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to reduce its solubility in the slag by changing condi-

tions. Of these the temperature—with which solubility

might be expected to increase—is already as low as is con-

sistent with thorough settling. A hopeful change would
be in the composition of the slag. If the dissolved CuoS
is dissociated (Hofman states" that it is a good conductor

of electricity), the addition of pyrite and consequent in-

crease in the number of sulphur ions would tend to precipi-

tate the copper.

Losses of Coppei; ix Oxidized Fokji

Oxidized copper may be present in slags as cuprous or

cupric oxide or as silicate. As the opinion has been freely

expressed that none of these really exists in considerable

amount in ordinary slags, it may be well to review the

evidence. ( 1 ) The amount of copper dissolved from some
normal slags at moderate temperatures by eitlier dilute

HCl or HoSOj is much greater than that dissolved from
mattes. If all the copper were present in the same condi-

tion in both instances one would expect the opposite to be

the case. (2) The copper oxidized, as determined in this

way, appears to check the estimated amount too closely tp

be the result of accident. ('{) When copper oxide and
silicate are actually introduced into a slag, even though

they be intimately mixed with matte, and the whole is

• used, the amount of copper remaining in the slag is con-

siderably more than the normal. This shows that the reac-

tion between sulphide and oxide is not complete under
such conditions. (4) When a slag is given the treatment

necessary to reduce the copper oxide, if it be present, the

(opper content of the slag is materially reduced. From
the foregoing it seems reasonable to conclude, not only

that oxidized copper does exist in normal slags, but that

its amount may be at least approximately determined.

It does not appear to be of great consequence whether

the copper be in the slag as oxide or silicate, the method
of reducing it would probably be the same in either ease.

One would think, however, that no oxide with a consider-

able affinity for SiO, would long remain uncombined,

at least in a siliceous slag. Cu^O, if present as such, would
probably color the slag red, while CuO is unstable at the

ordinary furnace temperatures." But what is of real

importance is the fact, if we may call the conclusion such,

that in all the normal furnace slags tested, though they

were made under radically different conditions, from a

half to three-quarters of the copper lost existed in the slag

as oxide or silicate, and not as sulphide.

This being true, particular attention should be directed

to possible means of reducing the loss. Mr. Wright—in

tlie article already reviewed—told of passing slag made
in two reverberatory furnaces into a third, this one

containing matte of low gold and silver content. Wliile

lie did this only to save the precious metals otherwise

lost in the slag from the first two furnaces, it is evident

that the treatment might be applied to the reduction of

oxidized copper as well. Mr. Kiddie made the definite

suggestion of passing a slag containing copper oxide over a

bath of low-grade matte in a second settler. The difficulty

appears to be to introduce this matte and keep it in the

molten condition for a long period of time. If it were

produced directly from pyrite in the settler some addi-

tional heat would probably have to be provided. Mr.

James, in speaking of converter slag, favored the plan

'"Metallurgy of Copper," p. 54.

"Ibid, p. 13.

of an externally fired settler into which pyrite was dropped

to reduce the copper oxide. The most liopeful suggestion,

however, was made by E. J. Carlyle. He thought if a

wall of refractorj' material were built across a reverbera-

tory furnace near the skinnning end, high enough to keep

back tlie main Irody of matte, but low enough to allow the

slag to flow over it, that pyrite could be charged through

the roof between this wall and the skimming door, with a

material rciluction in the copper content of the slag. A
separate tap-hole could be provided for the low-grade

matte as well as a side door behind the dam for the re-

moval of floaters. Such a practice would not involve radi-

cal changes in construction, and would appear to be of

general application in reverberatory smelting. At any

rate the experiment is well worth trying, particularly as

the loss as oxide in reverberatories is probably much
greater than in blast furnaces.

The Cleaning of Conveuter Slag

This question of oxidized copper is of considerable im-

portance in the treatment of converter slags, at least in

those smelteries so situated as not to require it in their

blast furnaces. While the custom of pouring molten con-

verter slag into blast-furnace settlers may be commercially,

even if not metallurgically, the best practice in some in-

statices, such a course should certainly be adopted only

after a thorough investigation of the copper content of

the overflowing slag before, during and after the pour.

Some sulphide would be settled and some oxidized copper

would be reduced by the matte, but the dilution by blast-

furnace slag would ordinarily be such as to render the

losses actually taking place difficult to determine accur-

ately. Results; of the Anaconda company's proposed treat-

ment of converter slag in a special reverberatory furnace

will be awaited with interest. .

The similar behavior of the sulphide and oxide (or

silicate) of copper under remedial treatment is worthy of

note. Thus in the settling experiments not only was the

sulphide settled, in part at least, but the oxidized copper

in the slag decreased also. This is probably due to the

fact that oxidizing agencies (blast and re304) were no
longer at work, and the oxidized copper was reduced to its

normal amount. Also in the treatment of slag with low-

grade matte not only was its particular purpose accom-

plished, but sulphide also settled. In the case of adding

pyrite to a slag to reduce the oxide it would probably carrv

down with it some of the suspended sulphide, much as the

shower of lead in an assay crucible acts as a good collector

of the precious metals. It is fortunate that this sug-

gested treatment for slag promises well for a saving of

the copper, in whatever form that may be held.

While gold and silver losses may often be considerable,

they have not been dealt with at length for the reason that

they are not so readily adapted to experimental work and
because any method which proves successful in settling a

considerable portion of the suspended sulphides in a slag

may be expected to reduce these losses also. Suspended
matte probably carries its normal proportion of the pre-

cious metals, but their actual .solubility in slag is small, if

not negligible. Silver is oxidized less readily than copper,

and gold little if at all. Thus comparing the copper, sil-

ver and gold content of slags and their accompanying
mattes one would expect silver to occupy an interaiecliate

position. Mr. Wright and Mr. Heberlein found this to be

the case in the instances referred to. As mentioned before.
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.silver has not been regularly determined in Grauby slags,

so that no accurate averages are available, but the assays

performed easily place silver between copper and gold

in this regard.

In conclusion, it may be said that the question of slag

losses, like most others, must be solved separately for each

set of conditions. It is my belief, however, that many
smelting companies may yet do something to improve

their practice in this particular.

At the annual meeting of Tanganyika Concessions, Ltd.,

in London on July 23, 191.5, Robert Williams presented

some interesting data with respect to the progress of the

Union Miniere du Haut Katanga, the principal mineral

interest of the Tanganyika company. The latter showed

a debit in its profit-and-loss account of £136,82.5 owing

to the fact that up to the present no income had been

received from the Union Miniere du Haut Katanga. Fol-

lowing naturally upon the jiostponement of interest on the

first debentures, the payment of interest (£42,250) due

on the second-mortgage debentures has likewise been post-

poned until six months after the conclusion of the war.

Mr. Williams, in reviewing the work at Katanga, said

:

Active mining work has during the past two years been
carried on at Kambove, Luushia and the Star of the Congo
mines, and on the Musoshi iron deposits for ironstone tiux.

The total ore and flux mined in 1914 amounted to 360,000

metric tons, which was more than double the quantity (170,-

000 metric tons) mined during the previous year.

The cost of ore on trucks at the mines is being gradually
reduced. The costs at present average as follows:

Kambove about 4s. 5d. ($1.07) per metric ton
Star about 6s. lOd. ($1.66) per metric ton
Luushia about 7s. 8d. ($1.86) per metric ton

The improvement in mining costs will continue as the

exploitation progresses and the low-grade treatment schemes
come into operation, and it is estimated that the high-grade
ore at Kambove should not cost more than 2s. to 2s, 6d. (4S

to 60c.) per ton and the low-grade ore about Is. 3d. (30c.) per
ton on trucks at the mine by the end of 1917.

ESTIMATE OP ORE RESERVES
Tlie ore reserves and stocks already opened up above the

present working levels at Kambove, Luushia and the Star
mines, as estimated for the end of 1914, amount to a total of

6,026,500 metric tons, while the approximate flux reserve esti-

mated for the Star and Musoshi amounts to about 900,000
metric tons. Of the ore reserves estimated above, about 20%
of the total is direct-smelting ore of about 15% copper aver-
age, while the remainder is low-grade ore of about 7%
average. We call it low-grade; the Americans call it very
high grade. About 25% of this remainder will, when sub-
jected to concentration, yield concentrates of about 18% cop-
per, which, added to the direct-smelting ore, will give 1,600,000
metric tons of 15.5% smelting ore and 4,400,000 metric tons
of 6% low-grade ore, the average grade being over 8 ',4%
copper.

The work of investigating the reserves below the water
levels on the Star and Luushia mines is being pushed ahead
as the mining progresses. At Kambove also the investigation
of the reserves in the next 100 ft. below the adit level—which
is about 135 ft. above the bed of the dry Livingstone Creek—is

being continued, and it was on this section of the mine that
Mr. Gibb, as the result of his preliminary drilling work, esti
mated that there was about 3,000.000 metric tons of ore similai
to that in the superficial part of the deposit.

Arrangements are being made to open up the Likasi and
Chituru mines, which are close to the line of railway joining
Kambove to the smelters. Mr. Adams in 1903 estimated that
about 700,000 metric tons of 13% ore had been exposed in
Likasi. Besides the mines already being exploited, there are,
as you know, at least 150 copper deposits of importance-
without including the mere copper prospects. ...

SMELTING PROGRESS
The extension of the smelting plant is being continued.

Two new furnaces will be erected this year and two furthei
ones next year; these new furnaces are longer than the pres-

ent type and are estimated to have a smelting capacity one-
third greater than the present ones in use, so that the com-
pleted 7-furnace plant should have a capacity of 1000 metric
tons of high-grade ore daily and an annual output of over
40,000 metric tons of metal and matte. The present ore and
flux reserves opened up at the Star, Luushia and Kambove
mines estimated for end of 1914 will keep this plant sup-
plied, according to the present program, to about the middle
of 1920, The gradual improvement in smelting costs and
smelting conditions is very satisfactory, as shown by the
following figures:

1912 1913 1914
Furnace days worked 171 443 671
Charge per furnace day,
metric tons 178 198 212

Total charge smelted, metric
tons 30.280 87,800 143,670

Total output, metric tons. . . 2,510 7,410 10,720
Average cost per ton of fuel £9 13s. 6d. £5 17s. 6d. £4 9s. 6d.
Average cost per ton of flux 15s. 6d. 9s. 2d. Ss, lid.
Average cost per metric ton

of product at smelting
works £47 12s. Od. £30 18s. 6d. £29 12s. lOd.

The successful carrying on of the exploitation of the Ka-
tanga copper deposits is largely dependent on the develop-
ment of the scheme for low-grade ore treatment. The large
amount of work being done in various copper districts on the
electrolytic-leaching treatment of such ores and the results
of our own "work in this direction in Katanga promise a very
interesting future for our mines. It may be pointed out that
the product resulting from this treatment is electrolytic cop-
per, and does away with many of the difficult problems
attendant on the smelting of ores, and will also probably
considerably reduce the labor requirements compared with
smelting. Mr. Wheeler is now out in Katanga for the purpose
of working out the details of the low-grade ore treatment. . . .

From the annual reports will be noted the steady increase
in the yearly production of copper from 997 tons in 1911 to
10,722 tons for 1914, and 6900 tons for the first six months of
1915. We estimate the total production for this year at some-
thing over 14,000 tons, and for 1916, 25,000 tons, and for the
following years 40,000 tons per annum.

Forty-three of the staff of Union Miniere du Haut Ka-
tanga have Joined the British or Belgian forces, but not-

withstanding this and numerous other difficulties arising

out of the war, the company had a fairly good year in

1914, and now has increased smelting facilities and the

lienefit of greatly improved price for its product.

StIiroEatimsia Sia tike UJiiaSftedl Sta.4es

According to the (ieological Survey, no strontium was

reported as mined in 1914 in the United States. It is

estimated that at present not over 2000 tons of strontium-

liearing minerals are needed annually to meet the require-

ments of the trade. This is because of the fact that,

aside from a very limited use in drugs, strontium finds

]iractically its sole use in the manufacture of fireworks

and night signals used 'by railway and steamship

companies. The Journal has already had an article on

the possible u.se of strontium in the manufacture of

beet sugar, but so far the process has not been taken up
by any of the Western sugar refiners.

*'

'Uiniflil(Bdl Sta.tes BoffSiS F2°(Ddl^ctlosa

ami n9I14

The production of crude borax materials in the United

States in 1914 was 02,400 ton,s, as compared with 58,051

tons in 1913, according to the Geological Survey. All

of the crude borax material now used in this country is the

mineral colemanite.

The product was obtained from three mines, all in

southern and southeastern California. The largest pro-

ducer is the Pacific Coast Borax Co. ; the second largest,

the Sterling Borax Co. ; and the third, the Stauffer Chemi-
cal Co., of San Francisco.
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fvapoi-iUed, liiit in luilf ;iii lu)iir nobody would suspect

lluat drawing and print had been in a bath of benzine

—

tliev are botli opaque and in good condition.

The reason for placing the back of the blueprint paper

against the face of the drawing is to lessen the displace-

ment if the frame should not be set square to the sun's

rays, as the shadow is "cast" through the thin bluepi'int

paper instead of through the thick drawing.

The heavy motors and large cars now common in

mining operations will not run safely or satisfactorily

over the old switches made by the ordinary mine black-

smith, and where antiquated methods of switch-point

construction prevail, all the long-standing troubles and.

expensive upkeep are present. The Clinton Switch Co.

of Clinton, Ind., has developed a latch for a switch point

which effectually locks it in position and does away with

all the old-time rivets, bolts, spikes, etc., which always

cause so much annoyance. This latch is shown in the

<ut. A shows the base plate with slot for web and
undercut bottom for rail base; B the slide plate, and C
the base plate in position.

The flat rounded base, or pivot lug on the butt end
of the latch, fits into and interlocks with the base plate.

The base plate is undercut on the bottom to fit over the

NEW MINE SWITCH POINT AND L.\TCH

base of standard rail and slotted to receive the web. The
base plate has- four spiked notches for fastening it to

the ties. This method of construction allows all necessary

motion of the switch point, but makes imperfect align-

ment impossible. The slide plate, which is also notched

for spikes, furnishes a good bearing for the point end
of the latch. In laying these latches, the slide plate is

placed inside of and close to the bridle lug of the lateli

and not at the point. This gives a broader support for

the latch precisely where the weight of the car or motor

falls. The tire of the wheel, being at least 3 in. in width,

is supported by the adjacent rail until well past tlie

bridle lug. This latch, known as the Clinton latch, was
developed to meet the requirements of the first Indiana

mine to adopt all-electric hauling, and has given results

nmch better tliau could be obtained from the old-style

switch point.

How T© MaM® Bl^
Opsicqmce Oiri

A method for making blueprints from catalogs or

from drawings on thick, heavy, opaque paper is as fol-

lows: Lay the drawing, face down, on the glass of the

printing frame, soak well with benzine ; lay the blueprint

pajjer, back down, on the face of the drawing and soak

that with benzine; close the frame and expose to the sun

in the usual manner; open the frame and wash the print

in water, then hang the drawing and the print until they

are dry. The print looks funny until all the benzine has

*P. J. Badge, in "American Machinist."

By IliBEiiT I. Ellis*

Hydraulieking in the interior of Alaska and the Yukon
has been confined largely to the bench gravels. Where the

deposits in the present stream channels have been hy-

draulicked, it has been necessary in most cases to elevate

the gravel at some stage of the process. The usual method
has been to dispose of the tailings by means of water, using

the hydraulic elevator, as is the practice at Nome and else-

where, or by simply driving the tailing up into piles, as

has been done at Circle. The Yukon Gold Co. formerly

used an entirely difEerent method at Dawson, elevating

the gravel to the sluice boxes instead of sluicing first and
then elevating. The material was driven by giants to

the desired points and raised by means of a system of

steel-bucket elevators to an elevated sluice. Costs were
such that when it was found practicable to dredge the

ground, this interesting experiment was abandoned.

Where it is so difficult and expensive to develop an ade-

quate water supply as it is in the region under discussion,

it would seem preferable to elevate the tailings me-
chanically. This has been done successfully by means of a

Hayward clam-shell bucket at a plant recently installed

by Elmer MiddlecoflE on Highet Creek, in the Stewart

River district, Yukon Territory.

The gravel deposit is 20 ft. deep. Water is delivered to

a single hydraulic giant under a head equivalent to 150
lb. per sq.iu. pressure. All the material is driven by the

giant into a bedrock flume and sluice. The drain or flume

is made of sheet steel and is 300 ft. long. Flat rocks and
plank are used for riffles. AVork progresses upstream by
stages, the lower end of the flume being taken up and re-

moved to the head as soon as the lower portion of the face

has been sluiced.

The novel feature of the plant is found in the method of

disposing of the tailings. A li/^-ton Ilayward clam-shell

bucket, set at the lower end of the sluice is used for this

purpose. Power is furnished by a 20-hp. boiler and a 30-

hp. engine. The bucket has a capacity of % cu.yd., and
the machine can handle an average of 1 cu.yd. of tailings

per minute, which is ample for the present capacity of the

plant. A sump into which the sluice discharges is first

dug by the bucket, and the tailings are removed as fast

•43.-)2 Ninth Ave., N. E., Seattle, Wash.
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as they accumulate. The digger has a 75-ft. boom, and
when handled properly it can throw the gravel 150 ft.

from the sump. The tailings are stacked ou one side

only.

On the average 8 to 10 men are required to run the en-

tire plant. Last summer 50,000 sq.ft. of bedrock was
stripped, corresponding to 37,000 cu.yd. of material

handled, so this method of solving the everlasting tailings

problem has passed the experimental stage here. No fig-

ures relating to costs have been made public, but the

operators express themselves as well pleased with the

results of last summer's operations.

By William Spence Black*

A new change house has recently been erected at the

Aurora Consolidated Mines Co.'s camp at Aurora, Nev.

The design and equipment of this house embody a number
of new features, and there are several radical omissions.

It was the desire of the management so to design and
equip the building that it might at all times be kept clean

and sanitary. With this in view it was found necessary

to make a number of departures from the conventions.

While in some cases these changes and omissions will be

criticized, they were found to be essential if thorough
cleanliness was to be attained.

Accommodations for two shifts of 100 men each are

provided. The dimensions and general arrangement of

the building are as in the drawings. Pig. 2. The floor

FIG. 1. AURORA CON.SOLIDATED'S ASSAY OFFICE, IVnLD
AND CHANGE HOUSE

is of finished concrete and is laid on a slight grade so as to

drain to the center from all sides. The walls are boarded

both inside and out, the outside walls and also the roof be-

ing further covered with corrugated galvanized iron. In

the interior the ceiling and walls are lined with flat sheets

of galvanized iron. No. 26 gage, 30x96 in. so that with

the cement floor it is possible to flush out the interior

with a hose. The showers, of which there are six, each

with hot- and cold-water connections, are in the center

of the building. The hot water is supplied from a 500-

gal. tank heated by a steam coil, placed above the ceiling.

The showers are inclosed by a partition of corrugated

iron which is 61/^ ft. high and which stands 1% ft. from
the floor. On one side of this partition is the entrance to

the showers, and on the other three sides are wooden sinks

with wash basins and hot- and cold-water taps.

•Manager, Mobile mine, Jean, Nev.

No lockers are provided. In their stead open suspended
racks are used. There are four of these racks, two on each

side of the building, as shown. Each shift has two racks,

one on each side; this separates the men and prevents

unnecessary crowding. The construction of the racks may
be readily understood from the drawings (see Fig. 2).

The main frame is a rectangle of %-in. wrought-iron

pipe, 4 ft. high and 45 ft. long. This is stiffened by six

pieces of i/^-in. pipe placed in the main frame at regular

intervals. All joints are oxyacetylene welded. The wooden
frames of the separate compartments are attached to this

main frame by means of U-bolts. Small-mesh poultry

wire is used to divide the compartments, and is attached

FIG. 2. PLAN AND ELEVATION OF THE AURORA
CHANGE HOUSE

by means of staples and wire. Each rack contains 54

tompartments, 27 on each side. These compartments are

48 in. high, 20 in. wide and 12 in. deep, and have hooks

placed around the top. A bottom is provided by screw-

ing li^s%-in. slats along the under side of the frames.

The racks are suspended by i^-in. braided cotton ropes

from .steel shafts. This shafting is l^^-in. diameter and
In mounted above the ceiling. The ropes pass througli nar-

row slots cut in the ceiling and are then attached to the

shafting by means of collars and setscrews. At one end
of each of the shafts a 3-ft. pulley is mounted, and a 6-in.

COST OF AURORA CHANGE HOUSE
Supplies Labor Total

Grading $106.96 $106.96
Foundations and floor $262.06 64.50 326.56
Construction:
Lumber $590.80
Doors and windows 58. OS
Galvanized iron, interior. 295.13
Galvanized iron, exterior . 662.30
Painting 57.84
Miscellaneous 11.28

1675.43 626.58 2302.01
Racks 165.55 204.66 370.21
Plumbing 119.49 ISO. 72 300.21
Heating 196.40 139. S3 336.23
Electrical 33.22 .43.64 76.86

Total $2452.15 $1366.89 $3819.04

pulley, in line, is attached to the wall a few feet above

the floor. A manila rope is run belt-wise over both pul-

leys.' To prevent slipping, a continuous row of staggered

iron teeth, made from i/4-iii- round iron, is placed around

the face of each pulley. These teeth slope toward each

other, forming a V-shaped groove in which the rope runs.

The staggering of the teeth cau.ses a continuous crimping

of the rojje as it passes over the pulleys, thus greatly in-

creasing its grip. In order that the rope may be kept

tight, the lower pulley is mounted in a vertical slot

in which it may be moved up or down by means of a

'Some style of light sprocket chain would probably be
more satisfactory for the hoisting mechanism on the racks,
for the strain and wear on a rope are considerable.
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threaded rod, thus allowing adjuistment of the rojio ten-

sion. A detachable crank and a ratchet on the lower

pulley complete the equipment. Bj' moc n.* of this arrange-

ment the rack may be hoisted out of thd way and beyond

Spre.,er^^
r-i

U- 24

LOCKER DETAILS, AURORA CONSOLIDATED

the reach of curious fingers while the shift is on, and be

lowered again when the shift comes off.

As far as cleanliness goes these suspended racks should

speak for themselves. They are entirely open and can be

readily flushed off if desired. They have no dark cor-

ners or shelves on which old clothes and dirt can accumu-
late, and they are wholly open to both light and air. Fur-

ihermore, they take up but little floor space. In fact, on

equal floor spaces it is possible to give almost twice the

number of accommodations in suspended racks that can

be given with the usual style of stationary lockers. Omit-
ting the office, there is an area of 7.92 sq.ft. per man. This

figure is lower than the average for change houses, but

when one realizes that it is practically all available, its

value is considerably increased. No toilets or urinals are

provided within the building, an omission which is in line

with the policy of thorough cleanliness.

The building is steam-heated. Three radiators are used,

one on each side and one across the end. The steam is

supplied from the company's boiler house, about 100 ft.

away.

A summary of the cost is given herewith. All sup-

plies are brought in from Hudson, on the Nevada Copper
Belt R.E., which is 60 mi. from the camp.

He"w EIectla=ic BlsiStaia^ Caps

When blasting by electricity and there is little water

encountered, satisfactory results will be obtained by us-

ing the ordinary type of electric blasting caps. When a

considerable quantity of water is found in the bore holes,

it is more economical to use electric blasting caps that

are made for this special condition. The reason for this Js

that the cotton insulation on the wires of an electric blast-

ing cap only furnishes protection to the wires from abra-

sion and slight protection from water, the water easily

penetrating the cotton insulation, causing short circuits

and consequently misfires.

Because of varying water conditions there have beeii

placed on the market two kinds of Du Pont electric blast-

ing caps to meet the demands and also to furnish the con-

sumer with an electric detonator which can be used under

the most severe conditions.

The construction of the.se electric blasting caps is the

same so far as concerns the detonating charges, wires, cot-

ton insulation on wires and filling material above the de-

tonating charge. The difference will be found in the

length of the copper shells, insulation

under cotton insulation, and gutta per-

cha covering the copper shells and ex-

tending about 2 in. up the wire.

The increasing use of electric blasting

emphasizes the importance of watching

the condition of all leading and connect-

ing wires and blasting machines to see

'^'^ that all are kept in good condition and

ijj that connections are well made.
' Avoid kinking wires as this leads to

cracks and breaks not easily detected

through the insulation. Don't drag wires

over the ground as this scrapes off the

insulation. Test the blasting machine

with the rheostat at regular intervals

working up to capacity. Test all

the galvanometer before attempting

are sim]jle ]irecautions.

to see that

circuits with

blast. These

it

to

By D. K.

kgiimg it.

Chaultox'

This hook was designed to take the place of the old-

style hook that was driven into the post. The tendency
of the old hook was to pull out at times, and it could

only sustain a limited weight. Its subsequent removal

-5' ->\ Hf^

SAFETY STAGIXG-HOOK. DETAILS AND IN USB

from a post into which it had been driven required

considerable effort.

These staging hooks have been successfully used for

some time by the Oliver Iron Alining Co. in its mines

on the Mesabi Range. Four constitute a set and are used

two on either side in the drifts where timber sets are

placed and stagings are required for repairing or drifting

ahead or sloping. The chain is wrapped about the post,

the hook elevated to the required height and the loose

end of the chain placed in the slot on the opposite side

of the hook from which the chain is fastened. The
slot is so made that the hook will not slip if the chain

is placed tightly around the post and the first link, beyond

that required to encircle the post, is placed in the slot.

Hewn timbers, planks or sprags may then be placed in the

hooks and the staging planks on top of them. Protruding

ends of rivets will dig into the post when weight is

applied and tend to steady hook and staging. The
accompanying sketch shows the detail of the hook and

the method of application.

•Minine engineer, Virginia. Minn.
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ftSce Sift S^lidlaii,

'SiC=

The Ohio & Colorado Smelting Works at Salida, Colo.,

was one of the first to adopt the Dwight-Lloyd .sintering

machine, and while the management went through the

usual experience that falls to the lot of beginners with

a new process, it also had the pleasure of seeing the

blast-furnace capacity increase, in the case of the 48x180-

in. furnaces, from 180 to 250 tons per day for long

periods.

The roasting plant at present consists of three Godfrey

furnaces, 26 ft. in diameter, with a capacity of 25 tons

per day each; one Wedge furnace, 21 ft. in diameter,

with a capacity of 75 tons per day; four Dwight-Lloyd

machines, 42x264 in., with a capacity of 80 tons per

day each. The Godfreys and Wedge are used for

preliminary roasting before sintering on the Dwight-

Lloyd machines, the .sulphur in high-sulphur ores being

reduced to a point where the product can be added

to the Dwight-Lloyd charge without raising the sulphur

above 15% on the unroasted charge. These furnaces

are served by a 468-ft. flue, having a cross-sectional area

of 166 sq.ft., and joined to a stack 85 ft. high, 12 ft. in

diameter. The volume of gases discharged is approx-

imatly 125,000 cu.ft. per minute.

It must be borne in mind, writes F. D. AVeeks\ that this

Dwight-Lloyd sintering plant was built when there were

no plants to serve as guides. The original charge meas-

uring and mixing apparatus is still used, although many
accessories have been evolved since the construction of

the plant. The charge is made up from six bins with

belt bottoms discharging onto a belt that delivers the

charge to the center of a cast-irou revolving table. The
charge is moved to the edge of the table by fixed plows,

water being added during the time of plowing; then it is

scraped off into ore cars, sent to the top of the

building on a platform elevator and dumped into the

machine feed bins. The use of a platform elevator instead

of a bucket-and-belt elevator was decided on after seeing

the segregation that took place when a belt elevator or

conveyor was used. This stopped the segregation of coarse

charge along the edge of the pallets.

For a long time coarse charge was fed to the pallets

by means of an extra hopper behind the regular feed

hopper, but it was found that if the back of the regular

hopper was removed and the feed regulated to a thin

stream, all the coarser particles would roll to the grate

and stay there, stopping grate leakage and leaving only

fines on top, presenting a proper surface for ignition.

Coal ignition is still used because gas is not available

and, with a wooden structure, gasoline is feared.

An important improvement has been made in the

construction of the machines by placing an adjustable

rail })y the side of the pallets so that the weight of the

loaded pallets is carried on the rollers and not dragged

across the top of the windbox causing excessive wear. The
height of the rails is adjusted so that, as the top of the

windbdx wears, the rails take the loads. This arrangement

leaves no appreciable space between the bottom of the

pallets and the top of the windbox.

The Dwight-Lloyd product falls into side-dump rail-

road cars and is taken to smelting beds. Local conditions

necessitate frequent changes of charge, so the sinter

is spread on smelting beds instead of being smelted

separately.

as

•Excerpts from a paper entitled "The Salida Smelter," to be
presented at the San Franci.«ico meeting of the American Insti-
tute of Mining Kngineers, September, 1915.

Anthracite offers practically no difficulty in the way of

storage, as it is almost unaffected by weather conditions

and it will not ignite spontaneously. Bituminous coals,

however, when stored, disintegrate and are in great dan-

ger of spontaneous ignition.

This is due to an absorption of oxygen from the atmos-

phere by the coal itself. If the heat resulting from this

reaction can be dissipated, no harm results; otherwise

the temperature of the coal rises until the temperature

of ignition is reached. The area of the surface exposed

is a determining factor, and since this surface area is

increased as the size of the particles is decreased, we can

readily imagine the importance of this when applied to

powdered coal.

Dennstedt and Schaper in Zeii. f. atujcw. CItein., 25,

2625-9, show that the greater the percentage of oxygen

in the coal, the more liable it is to ignite spontaneously.

Porter and Taylor in Journ. hid. Eng. Cheni., 5, 292,

state that "the development of heat on moistening dry

coal . . . may contribute appreciably to the sponta-

neous heating of some coals in storage."

These opinions indicate two factors in the spontaneous

ignition of powdered coal—the presence of oxygen and
other occluded gases and the presence of moisture. Other

causes of self-ignition are: 1. Pressure on the coal.

2. Presence of iron pyrites. 3. Volatile matter in the

coal itself. 4. Temperature.

The effect of pressure is to increase the temperature of

the pile of coal, and it varies as the height of the pile.

It is suggested that the pile should never exceed a height

of 12 ft.

The effect of iron pyrites is rather doubtful, as coals

containing negligible quantities of this compound have

been known to ignite spontaneously.

Coals which are fairly high in volatile matter are

more subject to self-ignition. This has been fully borne

out by the findings of Messrs. Tessenden and Wharton
(Bull. Univ. of Mo. Eng. Series, Vol. 1, 1908).

The effect of temperature is considered by many au-

thorities to be one of the important factors in spontaneous

combustion, because the oxidation proceeds more rapidly

•Abstract from article in "Coal Age" of July 31. 1915. by
Edward J. Kelly.
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as the teni])eriiture of tho coal increases. Heat fmiu

the sun's rays may even be dangerous, an instance ol'

tliis kind having occurred in the surl'aee works of th(!

JIayback colliery at Friedrichstalil, (iermany. Floating

coal dust deposited on some of the iron girders in layers

of an inch or more, and was burned to a white ash when
the girders became heated by the sun.

The following precautions should be observed in stor-

ing powdered coal: 1. Limit the height of the coal pile

to 10 or 12 ft. 2. Isolate the coal from all sources of

Iieat such as steam pi[)es, flues, rcflei-ting surfaces and
direct sunlight.

In regard to the conditions of storage, two different

methods may be cited: 1. Storing in piles in the open

air. 2. Storing in covered bins.

There seems to be very little to choose between these

methods, save that all other things being equal, the cov-

ered bin would protect the coal from direct suuligiit,

which was shown to be a contributing factor in spon-

taneous ignition. If covered bins are used, added over-

bead charges will be entailed, while open storage on the

other hand gives low costs.

I have been informed of a novel storage bin constructed

for a firm in Maine. This bin contained several rows

of upright beams. Saw-tooth projections were built on

two sides of each upright, thereby forming air-spaces,

which led into the main flue, the latter extending from

the bottom of the bin to the top. When the bin was

filled with coal, the heat generated and the gases given

off escaped through the flues to the top of the bin and

out into the air. It is i}erfeetly obvious, however, that

should the coal in the bin become ignited by any chance,

the flues would produce a draft and so increase the

rapidity of the combustion.

Bins should be- constructed of stone, brick or con-

crete; if iron work has entered into the construction, it

should be covered with concrete.

"Characteristics of Kadiation Pyrometers" is the title

of a paper recently published by the Bureau of Stand-

ards of the Department of Commerce, giving the re-

sults of careful study of this type of temperature-meas-

uring instrument. Such a study was considered urgent

on account of the extensive use of radiation pyrometers

in the technical industries. These instruments are

widely used in the temperature control of the various

processes involved in iron and steel manufacture, alloy

foundry work, glass, ceramics and brick manufacture,

smelting, gas works, steam generation, etc.

Many of the instruments examined show different tem-

perature readings for different focusing or sighting dis-

tances. Errors thus occasioned may amount to several

hundred degrees. The effect of dirt upon the lenses and

mirrors is of serious importance. The question as" to

whether the pyrometer absorbs all the heat radiation fall-

ing upon it is discussed, and the theory of the instrument

and the connection of the behavior of the pyrometer with

the theoretical radiation laws are given.

The bureau receives a large number of these instru-

ments for test and standardization from various technical

industries located throughout the country. Heretofore

this testing required about three daj's for a single in-

stniiiiciit, on aiMdiiiit of the difliculty in heating a fur-

nace to an exactly unii'orjn temperature. A new method

has now been deveh)ped which permits a satisfactory

standardization of a radiation pyrometer within one hour.

Many suggestions are given for minimizing the errors to

which tile pyrometer is subject, and it is shown that

this tyi)e of instrument, suitably designed, adequately

calibrated and correctly used, is a trustworthy pyrometer,

having many advantages over other types of temperature-

measuring devices, both for scientific and technical use.

James W. Neill, of Pasadena, Calif., has patented (U. S.

Pat. 1,144,494) a jig in which the pulsation is supplied

by a paddle directly connected to the operating shaft, the

object being to provide a more compact nieclianism and

to save floor space that otherwise would be taken up by

NEILL JIG WITH PADDLE PULSATOR

the rocker arms and link. A sectional view of one form of

the apparatus is shown in the accompanying illustration.

Mounted on the shaft 4 is a paddle or blade B, integrally

connected with an upper extension C in the casing D.

To this upper arm C is attached a connecting rod E
in any desired manner to cause the proper oscillation of

the paddle.

s as!v

A novel idea for the prevention of hot tops in blast

furnaces is described by William D. Kilbourn, of Tooele,

Utah, in U. S. pat. No. 1,148,782. The method consists

in coating the fuel with a nonoxidizing fusible coating,

vvhich prevents the carbon from catching fire too high ir.

the furnace. Preferably this coating is made of a com-

pound of the metal to be smelted. For instance, in lead

blast furnaces the patentee says a very suitable coating is

a mixture of lead sulphate, lead oxide and a varying per-

centage of impurities, the mixture to contain about 60%
of lead. It is claimed that the method prevents bad ac-

cretions at the tuyere line and helps to make a hot slag

and to get a better settlement of the metal because of the

added heat.
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Tlhie Assayer s^imdl dhemmist
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The value of each weight is plainly marked upon an

index plate placed above the kej'board, and the possi-

bility of making mistakes is positively excluded.

The capacity of the weights for assay balances is 321

mg. and is divided into 1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 20, 30, 50 and

100 mg. For extremely delicate weighings where the

i/^-mg. rider is used, the capacity is only 110 mg.
Since the majority of assay buttons will come within

this ransje, the handling of weights with tweezers is

He^sses' M^flftapEe Weaglhtl
A.tSsicIhsim©Eat^ ifoir dkesiffil°

By Wilfkid Heusser*

This balance was designed in response to a general

demand for a time- and labor-saving weighing instrument.

The tedious task of picking up and placing small weights

upon the balance pans and arresting the balance each

time for the purpose is eliminated.

With reference to the accompanying illustrations, the

pan hanger on the right side carries a perforated plate

or grid. Back of this pan hanger a short column is

solidly mounted upon the base-plate, carrying nine

movable levers. The front end of each of these levers

FIG. 1. GENERAL VIEW OF HEUSSER BALANCE

has an ujjright conically tipped staff, which moves central-

ly and vertically through the perforations of the grid.

The levers are operated from the outside by means of

depressible push keys arranged similarly to a typewriter

keyboard and located in front of the balance.

The illustration, Fig. 1, shows eight levers in their

uppermost position with the weights at rest, and one lever

depressed \\dtli its weight deposited upon the grid.

The weights are in the form of disks, each disk having

a central perforation. At rest they are supported by

means of the conically tipped staffs, which extend partly

into the perforations. When in use they are deposited in

countersunk holes in the grid. These weights may be

deposited and again picked up independently of each

other, and the balance-beam is free to swing, by simply

])ushing the depressible keys up and down.

PIG. 2. DETAILS OF WEIGHT-HANDLING ATTACHMENT.
HEUSSER BALANCE

almost entirely eliminated. These balances will save 50%
of the time consumed in weighing with an ordinary

balance, and for assay offices where considerable weighing

must be done, this may amount to a great deal.

For analytical balances the weights are 10 times

heavier, or 2210 mg. in all. This balance is sold by the

Mine & Smelter Supply Co., of Salt Lake City, Denver

and El Paso.

A plan to eliminate the personal equation in bullion

assaying has been carried out with good results for some

years at the Ohio & Colorado Smelting Works, Salida.

Colo., according to E. D. Weeks'. The "gum-drop"

samples, weighing about i/^ assay ton each, are weighed

without trimming, cupelled and parted; the weights of

the gum-drops in decimals of an assay ton of the gold

lExcerpt from a paper entitled "The Salida Smelter," to be
presented at the San Francisco meeting of the American Insti-
tute of Mining Engineers, September, 191.').
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and silver togctlier and of tlie gold alone, in milligrams;,

are reported by the assayer. The calculations are then

made in the office on a machine. In thi.< way the assayer

is not tempted to make his results check, because until

they are figured he docs not know whether they will check

or not. The excellent results obtained are sutKcient reason

for following the plan.

The news of platinum finds going through the ])apers

not long ago owe their origin probably to a surveyor by

the name of Schreiber who died about one and one-half

years ago. He pretended to have discovered a new method

of determining platinum in rocks by which occurrences

of platinum heretofore not provable—chiefly in colloidal

form in the rocks—became determinable. Without going

further into the value of this Schreiber method I desire

to mention that investigations of ores were undertaken by

other parties by which also a trifling amount of platinum

was found in rocks that actually contained no platinum.

The Schreiber platinum finds were thus apparently

confirmed and great expectations were based upon

them in lay circles, creating something like a platinum

rush. The incorrect results of these investigations may
be in part accounted for by the use of not altogether

unobjectionable reagents in the platinum determinations,

particularly the use of platiniferous litharge.

Basis of the Westphaliax Platixum ExrixEitKXT

The examination of litharges for their contents of

precious metals carried out by the author 10 or nore

years ago unfortunately did not include the determination

of any platinum that might have been present then. It

is, however, doubtful whether it could have been proved in

those days. At any rate during the last 10 or 15 years the

possibility of finding platinum in litharge has become

greater through the introduction of jewelers' sweeps for

the recovery of their precious metals into custom works

producing litharge.

The content of platinum (or of any other precious

metal) in the litharge will, of course, vary according to

the time the sample is taken, whether in the beginning

or at the end of cupellation, or whether it is from lead

rich or poor in precious metals. The investigation of

the various samples of litharges was made as follows

:

Separate weighings of 62.5 grams of litharge were ca^h

mixed with 15 grams of flour and a flux consistiu'T of

3 parts c.p. sodium carbonate, 3 parts of c.p. pota-^h,

1.5 parts c.p. borax and 1.5 parts c.p. table salt, a:'.d

reduced to metal in a Hessian crucible. The lead buttons

of the same class were concentrated in a scorifier, the

result of 8 weighings (equivalent to i^ kg. of sample) be-

ing obtained in one single lead button which was run down

in a cupel of pure bone-ash. In the resulting bead,

platinum, gold and silver were determined in the cus-

tomary way.

The Freiberg litharge showed the largest differences in

precious metals as it consisted of the well-known large

scales which even by the most careful mixing do not

yield a uniform result. The two other samples of litharge

were ground fine and showed hardly any differences.

•From an article bv F. Michel of the Grand Ducal Assay
Office at Pforsheini, Baden, in "Chemiker Zeitung." Jan. 2. 1915.

There were contained on an average in 1 kg. o€ litharge:

Platinum Gold Silver
Mg;. Mg. Mg.

(1) Litharge from Freiberg 0.417 0.916 2.5.33
(2) Litharge from Frankfurt a/M. . 0.350 1.950 11.22
(3) Litharge from .Mullheim 0.111 0.666 10.00

The results thus obtained were not the totals of precious

metals of the samples of litharge examined. On further

test the litharges obtained in the scorifiers still gave

notable amounts of platinum, gold and silver. Thus
1 kg. of this litharge showed:
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A VIEW OF HOUGHTuN, MICH.. AND ITS ENVIRONS
1. Michigan College of Mines. 2. Quincy smelting works. 3. 4, 5. Various Isle Royale shaft houses. Part of the town

of Hancock shows in the foreground

HEGRINDING DEPARTMENT OP W.X.SHOE CONCENTRATOR
Short tube mill.s installed in No. 1 section of the concentrator of the Anaconda Copper Mining Co.
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ANACONDA COPPER MINING CO.'S OPERATIONS

Upper view shows the feed end of the furnace in the first unit of the arsenic plant. Lower view shows a locomotive
crane and bucket loading tailings for the leaching plant
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Mecovery of ^isac frosiffi CyaEaid®

Owing to the present high price of zinc we, in the cyan-

ide business, are wondering whether some scheme could not

be worked out to recover the excess zinc from the press

or zinc-box precipitates.

About a year ago Dr. G. H. Clevenger proposed a scheme

of retorting which did not look good to me, from a com-

mercial standpoint, considering the then low price of zinc.

In several plants they subject the precipitate to a sul-

phuric-acid treatment to dissolve the excess zinc before

smelting. This gi'es zinc sulphate in solution. Would it

be possible to precipitate the zinc from the sulphate, and

by what methods? Several methods have been tried, but

I understand they have been unprofitable when zinc is

selling around 4c. per pound.

As zinc in the shape of dust or shavings is selling at a

high figure at present, some of the older schemes of zinc

recovery from solution or by retorting may now prove

profitable. If zinc recovery could be effected from cyanide

precipitate, it would mean a great saving to cyanide op-

erators throughout the world.

CaKL J. TUAUEKMAX.
Landusky, ilont., Aug. 4, 1915.

[We think that Doctor Clevenger's paper on the distilla-

tion of zinc from cyanide precipitate is the best contribu-

tion upon this subject in existence. Zinc may be recovered

from the sulphate solution by evaporating the solution and

calcining the sulphate, or by mixing the sulphate with a

proper proportion of zinc sulphide and calcining. As a

precipitant, calcined magnesite would probably be the

cheapest of the common agents that are available. The

precipitate would be zinc oxide. In any of these cases, the

zinc oxide would have to be distilled in order to obtain

metallic zinc. We doubt if such a process would be profit-

able in connection with a gold-extraction works. The dis-

tillation of excess metallic zinc from the precipitate ought

to be feasible, however. We hope that our readers will

join in a discussion of this subject.—Editor.]

'M

The primary cause of differences in assays, noted by

A. A. Nason in the Jovrnal for Aug. 7, resulting from

differences in the mesh to which the ore is crushed, lies

in the fact that modern assaying has fallen under the

domination of the "rule o' thumb." Fundamentally

this condition rests upon the overwhelming tendency of

modern education to store the mind instead of training

it. In rating United States Civil Service examination

pa])ers it is common to find the same flux, often a stock

mixture, used for quartz and for limestone and even

for roasted pyrite. Incidentally the condition is in part

due to the present insane speed mania. Speed has its

uses, but it is full of dangers.

Under the ''rule o' thumb" it is perfectly logical t(i

find a maximum-extraction degree of fineness for crush-

ing ore. Lower extractions from either coarser or finer

mesh are both due to the same cause which results from

opposite conditions in the two cases. It is fundamental

in crucible fusions that the reduced lead should remain

in contact with the fusing ore particles a sufficient length

of time to absorb thoroughly the precious metals of the

are. With too coarse a mesh the fusion is slow and the

lead sinks to the bottom before fusion is complete. With
too fine a mesh the fusion is too rapid and the reduced

lead sinks through the liquid charge before it has had
sufficient time to extract the precious metals.

Becau.se the attempt to oxidize sulphides in the cruci-

ble by means of niter so often leads to boiling over the

charge, objection is sometimes raised to it, and the fact

is lost sight of that a certain amount of boiling is essen-

tial to the success of the fusion. Consequently the con-

ditions favoring the boiling of the charge are often

unwisely reduced to the minimum, and the fusion may
be completed without a sufficient amount of boiling.

Under-boiling is really more objectionable than over-

boiling, because the latter .shows itself and we know the

fusion is ruined and must be rejected ; but we have no
evidence in the charge itself when it is under-boiled, and
such a faulty fusion may easily be accepted.

There is widespread neglect of the physical effeci: of

Ijicarbonate in the fusion. My old and beloved instruc-

tor in assaying, the late Prof. 0. D. Allen, used to speak

of the bicarbonate as a "rod." Just as wet work re-

quired a rod to mix properly the contents of a beaker,

so a proper fusion required the mixing of the charge

when melting down and this must be secured by the

proper evolution of the CO^ from the bicarbonate. In

my own practice I use made-up fluxes sparingly, and as

a rule intentionally leave some of the bicarbonate in small

lumps for the purjiose of prolonging and equalizing the

evolution of CO..

Finally, if one is obliged to assay very finely ground
ore I would repeat the suggestion I gave in the Oct.

19, 191'2 issvie, to use a retarder of fusion, such for in-

stance as 100-mesh bone-ash.

Feederic p. Dewev. Assayer,

Bureau (jf the ilint.

Washington, D. C, Aug. 11, 191.5.

PI^ttflEamsffii isa Ca^lifoinmia

I ha\e read witli much interest the article on "Platinum
in California" in the Journal of June 12, 1915, p. 1045.

The tests made on the Long Tom ore as described and

the results obtained are identical with an experience I

had testing a sample of iron pyrites for platinum by

the same qualitative tests outlined by Lodge in his "Notes

on Assaying."

I made two tests, one on the ore and the other on a

]iiece of platinum wire, and obtained a strong cherry-
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red color in both tests which I supposed was caused by

platinum iodide. Later I proved by quantitative meth-

ods that the ore contained no platinum and derided my
tirst test was faulty.

The encouragement the first test gave me was respon-

sible for a considerable amount of work and expense in

proving the ore and locating a mining claim.

As the Journal suggests that ferric chloride -wWX give

the red color to the iodide solution, it seems to me this

test for the detection of platinum would be iiseless for

ores containing iron, and nearly all ores have some iron

in them.

I would like to learn of a simple and reliable quali-

tative test for the detection of platinum in ores containing

sidphides. A discussion of platinum analysis in the

Journal would, I believe, be of great interest to many

readers.

A. L. IIawkix.s.

Lewistown, ^lont.. July li), 1!)1.").

[The Journal foresaw almost two years ago the com-

ing need of knowledge of the chemistry of platinum and

printed articles on that subject as follows: Dee. 20,

1913, p. 1175; Jan. 24, 1914, p. 229; May 16, p. 1007;

June 20, p. 1249; Sept. 19, p. 530; Apr. 17, 1915, pp.

700 and 701. The fact unfortunately remains, however,

that the platinum metals, more than other elements, seem

to require working experience, and assaying directions

do not suffice.—Editor.]

Hew S^maplaiag Flairat at

It may perhaps be of interest to call attention to a state-

ment from which erroneous conclusions might be drawn in

the article, '"New Sampling Plant at Hamburg," published

in the Journal of July 24, 1915.

Referring to the results obtained by this sampling mill,

it is stated in the article, "From careful tests made the

results obtained have been extraordinarily accurate, with

only a minute difEerence in the analyses from different bot-

tles filled at the same time by this machine and repre-

senting the same parcel of ore.
"

A little reflection will convince one that the agreemesit

in analyses from any two bottles filled at the same time

is no more than an, indication of the accuracy of the la-t

device in the sampling plant—that is, the bottle filler.

It gives no line whatever on the accuracy of the sample

as a whole, which latter point could only be determined t)y

passing the rejected four-fifths of the original lot again

through the sampler and t-hecking the bottle sample re-

sulting therefrom with the bottle sample obtained in the

first instance.

Furthermore I doubt if the general commendation of

this German plant is particularly justified The pyrite-

ore there received is homogeneous in character and repre-

sents perhaps the simplest known material to be sampled

in mining practice. Samples taken with any ordinary

degree of"care should not be expected to vary materially,

because of this homogeneitv'. There is a luuch greater

probability of variations in the chemical analysis follow-

ing. The expedient of a three-high train of rolls has been

found one of doubtful advantage in this country, for the

reason that it makes control, adjustments and repairs dif-

ficult. Because of the irregularity of feed, which in spite

of the devices mentioned will nevertheless persist, the dis-

charge is irregular, and I doubt if the reciprocating vanes

described actually do secure an accurately representative

sample.

In short, I doubt very much if this sampling mill would

give comparatively good results on complex sulphide ore

carrying precious metals sucli as are treated by many of

our Western sampling plants.

KoBEIiT K. P.\IXTER.

New York Citv, Au-r. 13, 1915.

HEW FATEHTS

L'nited States patent specifications Usted below may 1

lined from "The Engineering and Mining Journal ' at io

Zippier, .\valon, Penn.BL.\ST FURX.A.CE. Francis J
lU. S. No. 1,147,475; July 20, 1915.)

CONCENTRATOR (Ore). Orrin H. King, Wallace, Idaho.
(U. S. No. 1.148,591: .\ug. 3, 1915.)

COPPER .\ND NICKEL—A Process of Separating Copper
and Nickel in Copper-Nickel Matte and Other Products. N. V
Hybinette, Christiania, Norway. (Brit. No. 13,355 of 1914.)

CRUCIBLE POURING DEVICE—Metallurgical Implement.
Charles F. Jacobs, Chicago, 111. (U. S. No. 1,146.573; July 13,

1915.)

CRUSHINO—Hammer .attachment for Rotary Mills. Mil-

ton F. Williams, St. Louis, Mo., assignor to Williams Patent
Crusher & Pulverizer Co., St. Louis, Mo. (U. S. No. 1.147. Sol;

A. Dawlev, Plainfield, N.
(U. S. No." 1.148,760; Aug.

July 20. 1915.)

DRILL—Rock Drill. Clarenc
assignor to Ingersoll-Rand Co.
1915.)

DRILLING—Improvements in or Connected with Rock-
Drilling Machines. W. C. Stephens, Carn Brea, Cornwall.

(Brit. No. 16,034 of 1914.)

DRILLS—Boxing for Drills. John .\. Hallander, Ottumwa,
Iowa, assignor to American Mining Tool Company Ottumwa.
Iowa, a Corporation of Iowa. (U. S. No. 1,148,313, JuU 27,

1915.)

DRILLS—Rotation Mechanism for Percussive Drills. Lewis
C Bavles Easton, Penn., assignor to Ingersoll-Rand Co., New
York,' N. T. (U. S. No. 1,148,649; Aug. 3. 1915.)

IRON—Process of Smelting Iron Ore. Florentine J.

Machalske Plattsburg N. T., assignor to .American Ferrolec-

ufde corporattonpStsburg. N. T. (U. S. No. 1,148,700; Aug.
3, 1915.)

LEACHING—Process of Precipitating Copper from Solu-

tion George D. Van Arsdale, East Orange, N. J. (U. S. No.

1,147.466; July 20, 1915.)

M VGNETIC SEP.4R.\TORS—Improvements in Magnetic
Separators. Stephan Bruck, Charlottenberg. Germany. (Brit.

No. 20.552 of 1914.)

MET\L RECOVERY—Process for the Recovery of Metals
from Ores and the Like. Charles S. Vadner. Salt Lake City,

Utah (U S. No. 1,144,402; June 29, 1915; and No. I,146.3i3.

July 13, 1915.)

POTASSIUM—Process of Treating Potassium-Bearing Min-
erals Saul E. Melkman, Montreal. Quebec, Canada. (U. S. No.

1.14S.'S50; .-Vug. 3, 1915.)

PUI P SETTLER. Harry R. Conklin, Joplin, Mo. (U. S. No.

1.147,786: July 27, 1915.)

PUT VERIZED-CO.\L BURNER. Norman Lew Warford.
Anaconda, Mont. (U. S. No. 1.147,833; July 27. 1915.)

REDUCTION—Process for the Reduction of Metals from
Their Ores bv Carbon from Solid Fuel. William D. Kilbourn,

Tooe'e Utah? (U. S. No. 1,148.782: .\ug. 3. 1915.)

REFININ(3—Electrolvtic Refining or Extracting Process.

Francis R. Pvne. Elizabeth, and Henry M. Green, Chrome, N. J.,

a-i^ignors to United States Metals Refining Co., Chrome, N. J.

IV. S. No. 1.148,798: -Vug. 3. 1915.)

RO \STED ORE—Method and .Apparatus for Treating
Roa=;ted Ore. A. Ramen. Halsingborg, Sweden. (Brit. Nos.

15 254 and 15.378 of 1914.)

RO\STTNG -V New or Improved Process for Treating

Ores or Other Materials in Roasting and Drying Furnaces O
^oinzi- and Waldemar Hommel, Clausthal. Germany. (Brit.

No. 8766 of 1914.)
.

RO\STING—Improvements in or Relating to Mechanical
Roasti'no- Furnaces. J. Claude, Frankfort-on-Main. Germany.
(Brit. No. 10,058 of 1914.)

ROASTING—Improvements in or Relating to the Roastin.g

of Ore'-f Containing Sulphur Existing in the Free State, or as

a Metillic Sulphide. A. D. Carmichael and H. S. Montgomery,
Noiwi^ch, Conn. (Brit. No. 14,295 of 1914.)

SEPA.R.A.TOR—Centrifugal Apparatus. Wilhelm Mauss
Johannesburg, Transvaal, South Africa. (U. S. No. 1,146,269.

Julv 13. 1915.)

SL\G—Prevention of the Deposition of Slag in F'V'.'i^T^-"

Robert Grabowsky. Hanover. Germany. (U. .S. No. 1.14 i.ib^.

Julv 20. 1915.) ^ „ *
,^7.j,OS_Method of and Apparatus for Recovering the Heat

of Slii'^'' Carl Semmler, Wiesbaden, Germany. iU. b. i^o.

1,146,96'2; July 20, 1915.)
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SYNOPSIS—Decline in grade of ore is the rule

on the Band at the present time. Working costs

are being reduced, but profits are also diminishing.

The condition and prospects of the principal mines

arc dismissed.

The general tendency on the Rand coutmues in a

normal manner toward a further fall in the average grade

of ore milled and a decline in working costs. During 1914

25,701,954 tons were milled of a value of 36s. 6d. per

ton, as against 37s. 9d. in 1913, at a cost of 17s. Id. per

ton against 17s. lid. in 1913.

War's Effect on Working Cost

AA'urkiug cost has received a setback because of the

increased cost of materials, for which the war is respon-

sible. This is estimated at about 5d. per ton. The chief

economy in working cost seems to have been due to a

reduced white-labor cost per ton milled, and this has been

partly on account of increased efficiency and partly

because of reduced rates of wages, the average wage-rate

paid having been considerably lowered in the last year.

The mines will, however, have to pay a special war
contribution of £150,000 this year besides the usual profits

tax of 10% nominal. Despite this fact, the shares of

The mining industrj' in other parts of the world does

not realize how serious a matter the compensation of

phthisis victims has become to the mining houses. No
less than £608,000, or 5.6d. per ton milled, was awarded

last year. So far there seems to be no great diminution

in the number of applicants for relief, and this year the

government has issued a mining regulation forbidding

miners going back to blast the round after firing the cut.

No doubt this was a very great factor in producing the

disease, as it is difficult even with the use of water t)lasts

to reduce the fine dust to 10 mg. j^er liter of air under half

an hour.

The native and white miners in development work

still produce quite a lot of dust in drilling, though there

is a really good water supply at all faces in most of the

mines. This is done despite the best efforts of the mine
officials and inspectors. I do not think, however, that

even this dust is sufficient to cause any great amount of

disease, as I know miners who have always fired their

cut and round together, thus avoiding the smoke and dust

of explosion ; and these same miners have been exposed to

much dust during drilling, especially in the blast. These

men are still alive and working after 10 to 15 years'

employment here. There is no doubt that the conditions

generally are much better than they were. Nearly all

broken rock is well wet down before being shoveled, and

PLANT OF THE Gfi\' i;i;.\ ANOXT iLD MINING AREAS (MCiDDERFONTEIN) Ci

THE WITWATERSRAND
ATED, LTD.. ON

the newer mines have lately shown large advances because

of favorable developments and increased profits.

The native labor outlook has been somewhat more
favorable recently, though in some parts of the country,

because of the very wet season, malaria has caused great

mortality. In the northern Transvaal whole kraals

(villages) have been wiped out, and in one district alone

from 10,000 to 14,000 natives and many whites have died.

The death rate has been reduced from 33.1 to 14.9 per

thousand and the accident death rate from 4.5 to 3.5 per

thousand. There is talk of opening some of the idle

mines to take care of the increased labor supply, but
some mines are still short-handed, so that, especially in

view of the European situation, the rumors are probably

premature. Nevertheless, there is a boom in the stocks

of some of these quiescent comjianies.

tests show that the amount of dust in the mine air is

much reduced. There are, of course, portions of nearly

all mines where even with fans installed ventilation con-

ditions are bad. This is a matter which it is hard to

remedy entirely, and it seems that despite all that has been

done men are still contracting phthisis.

The question of the sale of illicit liquor—mostly cheap

wine-brandies from the Cape Province—to the native

mine laborers has been attracting a great deal of attention.

The well-known mine magnate R. W. Schumacher is

leading a campaign in favor of prohibition .and the

stoppage of all imports of liquor. It seems, however, that

experience in America proves that -so long as the great

bulk of the white population desires liquor, prohibition

legislation carries great evils in its train. An article from
some impartial author' ty in the Journal on the real
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cuiulitioiis in the prohibition states, especially the states

where a niining population prevails, would he weleonied

liy mininjr engineers in other parts of the world.

Typks oi DiMi.i.s Favoi;i:i)

Tlie use of hanuncr drills for drwiopnient work,

particularly those of the Leyner type, is gaining ground

on the Eand, as where attention is paid to the care of the

.steel it is found that tiio great progress made more

than pays for the greater maintenance costs. Piston

drills will, however, do most of this work and also most

of the stoping, but unless im])rovements are made they

may be supplanted by hannncr drills which have been

developed to suit conditions obtaining here.

The conditions at several of the older mines of the

Central Rand are causing anxiety among miners and mine

jificials. Serious shocks owing to licavy falls of ground

are constantly being felt in the town itself, and several

of the mines have had their w-ork nearly stopped.

Despite much packing and some sand filling, it can be

understood that the almost entire removal of two strata

dipping 60° to 40° about 80 ft. from each other and
about 5 to 10 ft. thick must cause extensive movements

through unbearable stresses on shaft pillars and other

supports. Some peculiar phenomena have already oc-

cured in the lifting of a solid quartzite footwall in a very

narrow excavation. Fortunately great loss of life has

so far been avoided, and a government commission is

to lie appointed to remove such danger.

Chaxges in Ore Value

It is now generally admitted that on the whole there

is a marked falling off in the value of the reefs in depths.

Nevertheless, some very encouraging instances of excel-

lent developments at between 3000 and 4000 ft. are in

evidence. For the last quarter, mainly in drives below

4000 ft. in the Village Deep, 1804 ft. driven on main

reef leader assayed 21. (> dwt. over 20 in., while the

Coulin Reef, which in the upper part of the mine was

mostly unpayable, assayed 9.4 dwt. over 21 in.

On the East Rand at between 3000 and 4000 ft. depth

wherever the orebody is well developed—where the pebble

bed contains large pebbles—the gold content is high, and

any unpayable ground is generally due to the irregular

nature of the reef, which sometimes peters out altogether

—a condition which of course has nothing to do with

depth. In the deeper levels of the Crown mines,

the reefs have been poorer. The lower levels of the

Witwatersrand Deep have entered poor ore, while those

of the neighboring Knight Central are miserably poor.

On the other hand, the values met with recently in the

Simmer Deep show some improvement and the drives

from the deeper levels of the Angelo Deep—which has

always been most disappointing in values—at a depth of

about 4000 ft. have recently inter.sected the reef beyond

a fault, over 1000 ft. being disclosed by three crosscuts.

These assay: (1) Main Reef, 37 in., 19.1 dwt. and

M.R.L., 23 in., 18.6 dwt.; (2) M.R., 68 in., 7.4 dwt.:

(3) .M.R., 35 in.. 124 dwt.: M.R.L.. 48 in.. 6 dwt. This

seems to be a continuation of a run of rich ore worked

by the Witwatersrand Deep.

The main interest for the future of the Rand lies in

the Far East Rand Basin. Here very necessary develop-

ment, if the Rand is to maintain its output, has been hung

up, firstly, owing to- the unfortunate strikes of January

niul .Inly. mil. wliirli undoubtedly prevented a move
being made to secure fresh capital; and, secondly, becau.se

of the contention of the mining houses that the terms asked

by the Government for the lease of several valuable areas

belonging to them were excessive. These terms amount
to the (iovernment requiring from 30 to .50% of the

prolits; and in view of the depth at which most of the

available reel lies the proportions of uni)ayable ground

and other risks oT mining, involving the outlay of at least

f 1.000,000, the investors contend that the tax on profits

should not be more than the usual 10%. I think, how-

ever, that a tax of about 25% will be found reasonable

by both sides. The area of ground allowed for a mining

area will probably be about 2000 claims, of which half

may be considered to be unpayable ground and the

remainder to contain about 20,000 mill-tons per claim

of a value of from 25s. to 30s. per ton.

Mills Stawtixg Ciiusirixo

During the year the state mines began crushing. The
mill has been .supplied from stoped ore. low-grade develop-

ment, dump rock and current development, so that the

real grade of the mine has not been reached. It is expected

that this will lie between 26s. and 28s. per ton. The
reef attains a width of 10 ft. in places and the mine

developments already guarantee at least 50% of the 2600

claims being payable.

The !Modder Reef mine also started crushing, its mill

being designed to deal with about 400,000 tons per year.

The mine is estimated to contain about 7.000.000 tons of

ore. The ore developed represents six years' supply, being

2,450.000 tons, valued at 8 dwt. over 69 in. Stoping on

this mine is being done with Leyner drills.

The Brakpan mine has not yet developed another

orebody like the one which produced phenomenal profits

in its early history. Ore reserves are 2,490,000 tons,

valued at ().73 dwt. over 62 in. The unpayable reef

amounts to 5,211,000, or about 50% of the tonnage

developed to date. Leyner rock drills are used for de-

velopment and some stoping is being done with hammer
drills. Costs are 18s. 6d. per ton. LTnderground mechan-

ical haulage is largely employed.

Sj)rings mines has incurred a cash expenditure of

£808.000 in sinking two shafts to 3000 ft., and in opening

the mine 54i/o% of the footage sampled on the reef has

averaged 22.7 dwt. over 26.7 in. Already 533,000 tons,

valued at 10.3 dwt. over 52 in., has been developed.

The New ^[odderfontein mine is to increase its crush-

ing capacity to 1.000.000 tons per year and the new
circular shaft is being equipped for production. The
Plodder B, Van Ryn Deep and Geduld mines have all

increased their jiroduction and their profits. The New
Kleinrontein will shortly reopen the Benoni and A])ex

mines.

COXDITIOX OF MiLLIXG PlAXTS

AH this portion of tiie field is thus in a flourishing

condition. Tlie East Rand Proprietary has again been

unable to develop as much ore as has been milled. The
toiniage milled was 1,409,089, of a value of £1 7s. 4d.

per ton, at a cost of 19s. 4d. per ton, while 1,070,979

payable tons was developed. Payable ore reserves are

5.400,000 tons, averaging 6.6 dwt. over 55 in. Unpayable

reef now amounts to 8,928,700 tons, most of which has

been encountered on the lower levels of the mine. The
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Simmer Deep mine, working clown to a depth between

oOGO and 5000 ft., despite shortage of laborers and the

effect of strikes, made a working profit of £39,000 for

1914. The payment of interest and redemption of

debentures—which amount to £8:!r),000—and the profits

tax more than absorbed this amount. The mine has

worked on a narrow margin of profit, working costs being

15s. 5d. per ton and the value of ore 16s. 7d. recovered.

Ore reserves amount to 1,429,000 tons at 4.3 dwt. Better

values have recently been encountered, leading to a hope

for more profitable returns ; 307 claims have been de-

veloped, 31 of which contained dikes and 54^0 of the

remainder payable ore ; 985 claims remain to be explored.

Yield and Data

The City Deep since starting has produced at the rate

of 35s. lid. per ton milled; costs have been 23s. 9d.,

with a nominal profit of £1,097,783. Shareholders have,

however, received only £000,000 in dividends. The chief

reasons for this poor showing have lieen mentioned before.

Ore reserves amount to 2,500,000 tons, valued at 9.7

dwt. per ton.

The Crown mines' yield fell off greatly during 1914,

and development at the South Reef showed 36% to be

payable. Ore reserves are now estimated at 10,000,000

tons, "which are valued at (i dwt. over 66 in., or a recovery

value of 25s. Id., the original estimate of 35,000,000 tons

being 28s. 6d. The mine during the last few years has,

however, been crushing ore returning 29s. lOd., so that a

fall in grade is now inevitable, apart from poorer

development. Costs have been reduced to 15s. 6d., with a

monthly tonnage milled of 192,000, whereas the mill

could deal with 40,000 tons more, were labor available.

The Consolidated Langlaagte has reduced costs to

between 13s. and 24s., and is making large profits. In

the Far West the Randfontein Central mines, which work

1^2 miles of outcrop, have an ore reserve of 6,826,000

tons valued at 6.6 dwt. During the year, owing to

shortness of labor, strikes and other causes, only 883

stamps operated, out of 1000. These crushed 2,493,984

tons, returning 23s. 1.7d. with costs of 16s. 7.4d. and

a working profit of £813,774, or 6s. 6.3d. per ton. Of this

sum, however, £303,757 was required for capital cost,

£258,000 for debentures and redemption, £62,404 for

miners' phthisis and £52,877 for profits tax, leaving a

real profit of only £157,301.

The Nevada Consolidated Copper Co. reports for the

second quarter of 1915 a production of 15,106,920 lb.,

made up as follows: April, 4,710,684 lb. ; May, 5,271,756

lb.; June, 5,124,480 lb., an average monthly production

of 5,035,640 lb. During the quarter 849,155 dry tons

of Nevada Con.solidated ore, averaging 1.40 per cent,

copper, was milled, as compared with 564,843 dry tons,

averaging 1.49 per cent, for the previous quarter. The
entire tonnage milled was supplied from the openpits.

In addition, 17,541 dry tons of Giroux Consolidated Min-

ing Co. ore was milled during the quarter.

The cost of copper produced, including Steptoe plant

depreciation and all charges except ore extinguishment

and after crediting all miscellaneous earniiiiis, was 8.93i;

per lb., as compared with 8.97c. for the previous quarter.

The earnings for the quarter are computed on the basis of

17.006c. per lb., and all unsold copper on hand and in

transit is inventoried at 13%c. There was a surplus for

the quarter of $614,297, after paying the 37V2C. per share

dividend of June 30. There was set aside $145,764 for

depreciation and $84,545 for ore extinguishment, leav-

ing a net credit to earned surplus for the quarter of $383,-

988. The overburden stripped during the quarter

amounted to 754,649 cu.yd.

The following paragra})hs are taken from the address of

the chairman of the Central Zinc Co. at the recent annual

meeting of its stockholders. They are of peculiar interest,

disclosing as they do the operations at the most modern
7A\v. smeltery of Great Britain during a year of war, the

]>roprietary company being intimately associated with one

of the great zinc-producing companies of Australia. The
chairman said, in part:

Within a week of the last annual meeting the great war
which still rages began, and in consequence we have had a
year full of anxieties and difficulties. I am glad, however,
that in spite of them my anticipations of better results for
our company have been verified, and that our profit for the
past financial year, amounting to £10,413, is tlie best we have
yet made, exceeding by £1267 that of 1912-13. The chief rea-
sons for this improvement are that, owing to our having
chosen the right moment to make favorable coal contracts, we
have had cheaper coal than in the previous year, and owing to

favoiable freight contracts made before the war began, have
had the advantage of lower ocean freight. We have also had
the benefit of higher prices for our product and of the pur-
chase on very favorable tei'ms of a large parcel of calamine,
while our technical work and recoveries have shown further
improvement. On the other hand, we have had acute labor
difficulties to contend with, interruptions of work and in-

creased cost of many of our essential materials.

LABOR SUPPLY SHORT
For the first four months of our financial year—that is to

say, for April, May, June and July of last year—our working
was on normal lines on a six-distiller basis. On the outbreak
of the war, our position at once became extremely difficult on
account of the considerable number of resei'vists employed by
us. who were immediately recalled to the colors, and also ow-
ing to the quick and pati'iotic response whic'A many of our
men who are not reservists made to the call for recruits Of
the trained hands in our distillery a good many were of Ger-
man and Austrian nationality, and in view of the national im-
portance of our continuing our output of spelter without in-

terruption we decided, in consultation with the authorities, to

retain those men under special conditions, by which they were
virtually interned at our works, and so enabled us to assist

in the production of a much-needed metal instead of being a

charge on the country. By these means, except for about five

weeks when one of our furnaces was shut down for repairs,

we were able to keep six distillers in operation until Nov. Ifi,

when one had again to be shut down owing to acute general
labor shortage, and we continued with five distillers until Dec.
16, when the bombardment of Hartlepool and Seaton Carew by
the German cruisers took place. This outrage naturally
roused the bitterest feelings of the inhabitants against all

enemy aliens in the district, and in deference to these feelings
we decided, in spite of the inevitable dislocation of our work
which would follow, to apply for the removal and internment
of these German and Austrian workers. The result of this

was that from Dec. 19 until the close of our financial year, on
Mar. 31, our operations were greatly restricted, and were
with difficulty maintained even on a three-furnace basis.

RUSSI.\N AND BELGIAN WORKERS
We lost no time and spared no effort in endeavoring to

recruit Russian and Belgian labor to replace that which we
had lost, and although for some time we were not very suc-
cessful either in the quantity or in the quality of the men we
got, we have, I am glad to say, since the financial year closed
obtained a much more satisfactory supply of Belgian work-
men, many of whom are trained distillery hands formerly em-
ployed in Belgian zinc works, with the result that we have
now six distillers again in operation, and hope to start a
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seventh very soon, while an eighth is being completed as
rapidly as possible and will, we hope, be available about the
end of the yea"-. A fuithei- adverse effect of the outbreak
of war was that our very favorable contract for the sale of
our silver-lead residues to a German firm came to an end, and
in place of it we have had to malte another contract on less
favorable terms with London buyers, who. moreover, owing to
the congestion of their worivs, are only able to take deliveries
very intermittently. Our supply of foreign clays for our re-
torts was also cut oft by the war. and although we at once
took steps to obtain the best domestic clays available, these
have proved both more costly and less durable than those we
had before, so that the cost of our retorts has risen consider-
ably, and their shorter life has made high metal recoveries
more difficult. Against these many and grave difficulties

caused by the war, the only way in which we have received
any compensating benefit has been by the increased value of
spelter, our average net sale price of zinc for the financial
year having been £27 Os. Sd.. against £22 5s. 6d. in the pre-
vious year and £26 ins. lid. in 1912-13. Considering how much
our work in the past has been interrupted, it is surprising
that our tonnage of ore treated and of spelter and residue
concentrates produced should show so small a falling off. the
ore tonnage being S25 tons less than in the previous year
and the spelter production less by only 269 tons. In the pro-
duction of blue powder there was an increase of 63 tons, ow-
ing to the production of this material in the furnaces having
been encouraged in consequence of a rise in its value; and
from our distillery residues we produced 3350 tons of silver-
lead concentrates, against 3321 tons in the previous year.

WHY ENGLAND IS BACKWARD IN ZINC SMELTING
I have often heard wonder expressed that, in spite of the

fact that some of the most important sources of supply of zinc
ores are situated within the British Empire, especially at
Broken Hill, the industry of spelter making should be so
much in German hands, and the Broken Hill mines so depend-
ent on German buyers for the disposal of their material. We,
at any rate, have done something to provide a British outlet,

and the Broken Hill Proprietary Co. has also established zinc
works on a moderate scale in Australia; but the fact is that
hitherto British spelt :;r works have not been successful
enough to attract large capital to the industry, owing main-
ly to the difficulty, both in this country and in Australia, of
obtaining r.n adequate supply of skilled labor. We have our-
selves experienced our full share of this difficults", and have
found that English workmen are most reluctant to undertake
work of this kind, to which they are unaccustomed and which,
although it is not -dangerous to health, is certainly laborious.
In this respect England is at a disadvantage as compared with
those continental countries in which spelter making has be-
come almost an hereditar.v industry with certain classes of
workmen, and which are also better situated in respect of the
clays which are necessary for the retorts used in zinc dis-

tilling, but even on the Continent, so far as I know, the aver-
age return on the large capital involved in zinc works is very
moderate, and in some cases very heavy losses have been in-

curred.

I am entirely in favor of England, if possible, making her-
self more independent of foreign countries in the manufacture
of this metal, and the Government, I think, should assist by a
duty on foreign spelter, or. failing that, a bounty on do-
mestic spelter, but any attempt suddenly and hurriedly to

build enormous new-works here, such as I sometimes see ad-
vocated by those who, know little of the difficulties would. I

am sure, lead to disappointing results, and whatever is done in

the direction of increasing the domestic output of zinc will

have to be done cautiously and gradually. It must be re-

membered that the spelter works on the Continent, built at

the cost of many millions, were at the outbreak of war quite
sufficient to produce all the zinc that Europe in normal times
can absorb, and if new works on a great scale are now- to be
built in England the result, unless some of the continental
works should be destroyed before the war ends, may be an
over-production of the metal and a fall in price, a state of
affairs -n-hich, although it might be acceptable to galvanizers
and brassfounders, would be calamitous both to the owners of

spelter works and to the mines which produce zinc ores. Of
such ores there is a great abundance in the world, and the
limiting factor in the supply of metallic zinc does not lie in

any scarcity of mineral deposits, but mainly in the high cost

of works to convert these ores into metal and the difficulty of

obtaining an adequate supply of skilled labor to make them
successful. In our own case our policy is gr.adually to ex-
tend our works until they reach a capacity of 20,000 tons to

23.000 tons a year, which will mean an addition of from six

to eight distilling furnaces to the seven we no-w have and the
eighth which is in process of completion. We are also con-
sidering schemes for making refined zinc, of which there is

considerable scarcity, and for establishing rolling mills for

the manufacture of zinc sheets, but xe realize that such ex-
tensions will require both time and money, and that perhaps
they could be better undertaken by our parent company, the
Sulphide Corporation, which has larger resources than we
have, and which is directly Interested in increasing by all

possible means the outlet and market tor its ores.

The foregoing is rather strange reading in view of

the recent prices for spelter in England. However, it

is to be remarked that the fiscal year of this company
terminated on ilarch 31 and the extravagances in spelter

did not begin until April. Yet there was previously a

great dearth of spelter in Great Britain. Comparisons
may well be made between the statements of the chair-

man of this company—the Earl of Kintore—and the

recent editorials in the Journal on zinc smelting in Great

Britain and on allied subjects.

Stsifte V^luasitla®ira ©if MI(clhagaB!i''s

Iip©ira Maimes
SPKCIAL CoRKESPONDjiNCE

Valuations have been placed on all ilichigan iron mines

for 1915, the total now being .$89,T5T,(J0r. which is $1,-

81-1,508 less than last year. Valuations by counties are:

Gogebic, $34,5:2,115 ; Marquette, $28,016,-153 ; Iron, $20,-

856,919 ; Dickinson, $5,906,443. The reduction is because

several mines have been greatly depleted and because of

lower prices for iron ore during last few years. Assess-

ment figures are based on average price for the five years

preceding assessment. Republic mine, at Republic, which
was valued at $1,110,299 last year is now valued at $520,-

000, as mine and timber holdings were sold during the

year for $600,000. Pewabic at Iron ^lountain was re-

duced from $478,000 to $102,000. Newport .still has high-

est valuation, being placed at $8,074,000.

M. EiEadl Mo §®ca©tiy To Urge
MnEaiia^ ILa'w IRe^asloia

The following announcement from the latest Bulletin

of the ^lining and Metallurgical Society of America sets

forth the progress made by that organization in its effort

to secure revision of the present antiquated United States

mining law.

On Feb. 19, 1915, H. V. Winchell, chairman of the com-
mittee on mining law, presented to the council of the

Alining and Metallurgical Society a progress report which

was printed in its February Bulletin. In accordance with

the .suggestion of the committee, and the action of the

council at that time, the executive committee of the coun-

cil entered into correspondence with Washington officials

and others interested in securing necessary changes in

the mining laws of the United States, with the object of

arranging for a meeting of the Mining and iletallurgical

Society in Washington during the coming fall or winter,

at which meeting, not only the Mining and Metallurgical

Society, but all other organizations interested in the

changes proposed might present such facts and arguments
to the members of Congress and other interested officials as

would bring about some positive action by the Govern-

ment during the next session of Congress.

The result of this correspondence has been most encour-

aging. All of the officials ajiproached have not only given

their hearty approval of the program, but have offered to

cooperate to the fullest extent.
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After considerable disc-ussiou it has been decided to hold

the Washington meeting on Thursday, Dec. 16, 1915. By
this time the variou.s congressional committees will have

been appointed and will be ready to consider proposed leg-

islation. An earlier date seemed inadvisable.

The following organizations have been asked to send

representatives to the meeting: The American Institute

of Mining Engineers, American Mining Congress, Lake

Superior Mining Institute, Colorado Scientific Society,

Colorado Metal ^lining Association, California Metal Pro-

ducers' Association, Montana Society of Engineers, Idaho

Mining Association, Spokane Mining Men's Club and the

Spokane Technical Association. In addition to the fore-

going, various chambers of commerce and individuals in-

terested will be invited to attend by representative or

in person.

It is the desire of the council to make this meeting thor-

oughly ref)reseutative, and members are urged to suggest

the names of additional organizations or individuals, not

connected with any of the foregoing organizations, who
may be interested and who should be invited to attend.

The production of spelter for the first six months of

1915 has been canvassed by C. E. Siebenthal, of the Geo-

logical Survey, with the following results.

The output of spelter was 307,634 short tons made from
domestic ores and 8898 tons from foreign ores, a total of

216,532 tons, as compared with 177,991 tons for the pre-

ceding six months, and with 175,058 tons for the first six

months of 1914. In addition there was produced by distil-

lation from drosses and skimmings 13,546 tons of second-

ary spelter, as compared with 10,273 tons, half of the 1914

output of distilled secondary spelter. No statistics were

obtained of the spelter produced by remelting skimmings,

drosses, etc., but it was probably not less than 12,000 ton^.

The total output of spelter from both ore and skimmings
was therefore about 242,000 tons, or at the rate of 484,000

tons per year. The whole number of retorts in operation

in June was about 127,000, but many of these retorts had
been but recently put in operation. Additional retorts to

the number of over 32,000 have since been completed,

are under construction, or are planned.

The apparent domestic consumption for the six-month
period was 160,906 tons, as against 149,762 tons in the

preceding six months, and 149,306 tons in the first six

months of 1914. The spelter stock on hand at smelteries

were 5884 tons, an average of about 150 tons each for the

plants reporting.

The Utah Copper Co., Bingham Caiion, Utah, reports

for the second quarter of 1915 a gross production of total

copper contained in concentrates as follows: April, 12,-

015,148 lb.; May, .14,053,765 lb.; June, 14,730,912 lb,—

a

total of 40,799,825 as compared with 26,415,995 lb. in

the first quarter of 1915. There was treated at both of

the company's plants a total of 2,215,159 tons of ore,

cimipared with 1,396,341 tons for the previous quarter.

The tonnage handled during the quarter was the largest

ever treated in the history of the property, the previous

high record having been for the fourth quarter of 1913,

when a total of 2,113,080 tons was milled. The average

grade of the ore milled was 1.42% Cu as compared with

1.44% Cu for the first quarter of the year, and the average

extraction was 64.85%. The extraction was low, partly

because the ore at times contained considerable copper in

the form of carbonate, but principally on account of the

very large tonnage of ore treated. The average cost per

pound of net copper produced during the quarter, after

allowing the smelter's deduction and without crediting

miscellaneous income, was 7.49c., as compared with 8.19c.

for the first quarter of 1915. If the net miscellaneous

earnings in Utah, including those from the Bingham &
Garfield Ry., were applied as a reduction of costs, the net

cost per pound for the quarter would be 6.57c. The finan-

cial results of the company's operations for the quarter

were : Net profits for milling operations, $3,680,249

;

other income, rents, etc., in Utah, $36,862 ; income from
Nevada Consolidated Copper dividend. $375,187; Bing-

ham & Garfield Ry. dividend. $320,000 : total net profit.

$4,412,299, from which a dividend of $1,624,490 was paid,

leaving a net surplus for the quarter of $2,787,809. The
dividend declared June 30 was at the rate of $1 per quar-

ter instead of the 75c. paid previously.

Earnings for the quarter are computed on the basis of

15.984c. per lb. for copper as compared with 14.93c. for

the previous quarter. All unsold copper on hand and in

transit is carried in the inventory at 13.50c. per lb.

During the quarter there was removed a total of 1.548.132

cu.yd. of capping as compared with 1,143,596 cu.yd. for

the first quarter of 1915; an average of 16,798 tons of ore

per day was moved over the Bingham & Garfield Ey.

from the mines to the mill: an average of 2921 tons per

day of other freight was transported over the line.

HEaciresisedl lira ]19'I14'

The crude magnesite produced and sold or treated in

the United States in 1914 amounted to 11,293 tons, as

compared with 9632 tons in 1913, according to the Geo-

logical Survey figures, ilagnesite is used for making
soda-water gas, refractory brick, furnace hearths, crucibles,

for digesting and whitening wood-pulp paper, in cement

making and for various other purposes. The production

of the United States is still derived exclusively from Cali-

fornia.

The consumption of magnesite in the United States in

1914 was about 122,000 tons of calcined, and 13,000 tons

of crude material imported, and the raw production as

rejiorted above. The imports were thus equal to 96% of

the total consumption, 93% coming from Austria-Hun-

gary, the remainder from Greece.

Gold Production in Georgia in 1914 was 7S7.06 fine ounces,
valued at $16,270. The protiuction in 1913 was valued at $15,-

108. The yield of placer gold was 534.20 fine ounces in 1914.

and the output from quartz or deep mines was 25^.86 fine

ounces. The output came from 26 placers and 11 deep mines.
A total of 1750 short tons of siliceous gold ores, with an
average gold and silver recovery of $3 a ton, was treated in

Georgia in 1914. The production of gold was contributed by
mines in 14 counties, of which Lumpkin County had the larg-
est number of operators and the greatest output.
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The hopes for a niliy in luiiper that were reeeiitly en-

tertained failed to be realized and the price has deeliued

further. It appears that the buj'ing for ammunition m
June, and earlier, was much in excess of the immediate

requirement, and although further contracts have prob-

ably to be made the buyers are more cautious, slower to

act. than they were. In the meanwhile production has m
creased to about the limit of present refinery capacity.

Domestic consumption has failed to increase materially.

Although the producers have already contracted to de-

liver a good deal of the copper that they expect to produce

for a long while ahead, even in 1916, there remains a

large supply of current production to be sold, aud the

excess of supply over demand is having the natural effect.

Yet, the position of copper is fundamentally sound.

The stocks in the hands of refiners are not increasing to

any disconcerting extent. There are not believed to be any

speculative accounts in the metal that have to be liqui-

dated. A big operation of that sort that was conducted

on the sharp rise in copper, early in the spring, is sup-

posed to have been concluded before copper reached its

highest point. There has been no gossip of speculators

buying copper at the top and meeting with the fate of

some of the adventurers in spelter and lead. Xor has there

been any considerable volume of speculation in the shares

of the copper stocks. On the contrary, they have been

conspicuous by the neglect of them and it is well- known
that the standard issues have hardly been selling for prices

representing their liquidating value on an average of 14V2
(a 15c. for copper. Anaconda, for examjjle. has at no time

in 1915 sold so high as it did in 1914, before the war.

There have therefore been no great bubbles blown in

copper that must inevitably explode.

Trying to look into the future certain factors seem

reasonably clear. The production of Chuquicamata, Ka-
tanga and Inspiration is going to increase. If it appears,

however, that the weight of their production added to what
is being piled on from" other quarters is excessive, the large

producers will probably curtail. They learned in 1911

how easy it is to do that, and there is no longer the

tendency that there used to be to try to hog the market.

On the contrary, there is a better recognition of the wis-

dom of operating for the connnon welfare aud therefore

there is now a spirit of friendliness among competitors.

So long as the war lasts there is going to be a very large

quantity of copper used for ammunition, but of course

such a consumption is not going to maintain the copper

industry of the world. The great uncertain factor at

the moment is the consumption for peaceful purposes,

which is still below normal, especially in the United States.

\Vhen is it going to revive ? This country is growing rich

in money out of the sale of its products and its labor at

high prices, and sooner or later that money must be in-

vested in increased means for transportation, in buildings,

in improvements, etc., all of which will require copper.

The remarkable revival in the iron and steel industry.

which can hardly be due wholly to military requirements,

is conceived to foreshadow this. Yet we should not be di--^-

appointed if a great expansion in domestic peaceful in-

dustry does not hapi)eu right away. Such expansion must

be based upon the financing of bonds and securities, and

although we have the means to do that the uncertainty of

the times breeds caution. Next there are the questions id

men and of plant, both of which are now occupied to a

large extent with military business. The two things

—

war and peace—do not economically dovetail well together.

Many months ago the view was expressed in the Journal

that it would be better for the prosj)ects for increase iii

domestic business to have copper hold around 15c. than

to ha\e it raised to 20c. by military buying. We have seen

strikingly how the excessive rise in spelter—far more ex-

travagant than the rise in copper—paralyzed ordinary

commercial consumption. Thus a few producers profited

hugely, but to a large extent at the expense of peaceful

Americans, not warring Europeans.

The only possible deduction from these forecasts is th-it

we shall jjrobably see copper at a lower level than it is

now before the end of this year, although there will no

doubt be rallies on sporadic buying movements. Yet there

is nothing to be pessimistic about. Seventeen cents, or

16c., or even 15c. is a fine price for copper. If the mar-

ket holds around such levels up to the termination of

the war, everybody ought to be satisfied. We find among
experts in the trade a unanimous opinion that upon termi-

nation of the war there will be a great demand for copper.

The high price for spelter will doubtless develop an

electrometallurgy of zinc, if that art is caj)able of devel-

opment. It has in fact been an art for many years, having

been jDracticed successfully at the works of Brunner, Mond
& Co. at Winnington, England, where spelter guaranteed

99.95% Zn is produced by the Iloepfner process, a metal

that is equal to Ilorsehead and Bertha in so far as zinc

content is concerned.

The deterrents to the production of zinc by electro-

metallurgical methods have been three, namely : ( 1

)

Difficulty in obtaining a dense, coherent deposit of zinc

on the cathodes; (2) large consumption of energy re-

quirerl for the decomposition of the ziue compounds avail-

able for commercial electrolysis, no matter whether it be

the sulphate, the chloride or an alkaline zincate; and (3)
the difficulty in dissolving a fair proportion of the zinc of

the ore.

The first difficulty was mastered years ago, and recent

workers in this field have had no trouble in obtaining

satisfactory cathode deposits. The second difficulty is a

hard hurdle to jump over. Heretofore it has limited

the electrometallurgy of zinc to places where the anode

reaction may be caused to serve a useful purpose, as at

Winnington. The third difficulty is common to all zinc

hydrometallurgical processes and refers to the formation

of zinc ferrite in the roasting of the ore, zinc ferrite being
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insoluble, or difficultly soluble, in most agents that are

coinmercially available. For tliis reason a roasted zini-

ore may give up only 60% of its zinc even to fairly strong

sulphuric acid.

The formation of zinc ferrite appears to be governed

by the iron content of the ore and the temperature of

roasting. Ores low in iron may be roasted at high tem-

perature and yet give up nearly ail of their zinc. Tlie great

trouble is with blendes that are high in combined iron.

In the roasting of such ores the metallurgist has two horns

of dilemma. If he roasts at high temperature he produces

a great deal of zinc ferrite, while if he roasts at low

temperature he leaves much undecomposed zinc sulphide

m the ore, which also is insoluble. It is not unlikely

that a careful study of conditions will enable him to steer

a safe way between the two dangers.

Eecent work in zinc electrometallurgy has been done at

Trail, B. C, and at Bully Hill, Calif. It is intimated

that one or both of these plants is shortly going to offer

electrolytic zinc in the market. The Anaconda companv
has also taken up this problem in an experimental wav.

Mr. Laist, its chief metallurgist, may be expected to ap-

proach the subject unobsessed by preconceived ideas, and it

is not unlikely that he will blaze some new trails.

There are of course many manufacturers of explosives

in the United States whose supply of acids has not been

affected by the war. This should contribute toward giv-

ing them an opportunity to equalize the dynamite busi-

ness for mining and quarrying purposes and spread out

beyond the narrowly circumscribed localities that they

supply at present.

The E. I. du Pont de Nemours Powder Co. writes us,

with respect to an editorial in the Journal of Aug. T, 1915,

that we were wrong in conveying the idea that "the com-
]jauies now absorbed in filling tlieir great war contracts

for high explosives" are neglecting the mining business.

It says that its smokeless-powder jjlants ha\e no relation

whatever to its dynamite plants and that it has ample
manufacturing capacity for all the dynamite and blasting-

powder busine.ss it can possibly get and is seeking such
business just as assiduously as at any time in its his-

torj'. We did not say that this company or any other was
neglecting its mining business, but we did say that tliis

looks to us like a very good time for independent powdc
manufacturers to get more broadly into the business, and
our article was a plea for the widening of competition,
which we are quite sure would ])e welcomed by miners.
Some light is thrown upon the effect of the war in

the explosive industry, and incidentally the mining indus-
try, by a suit for breach of contract, filed iu the United
States District Court, Aug. 17, by the Xitro Powder
Co., of Kingston, X. Y., against the Butterworth-Jud-
son Co., of Xew York, and X^ewark. X. J., a manufac-
turer of chemicals, which on :March 30, 1912, agreed to

supply the X^'itro Powder Co. with all the acids it ne'eded

for the manufacture of explosives for its customers,
mainly cement and quarrying concerns. This shows the
serious situation which the manufacturers of dynamite
for blasting purposes are facing in this country as a re-

sult of the heavy shipments of explosives to the bellig-

erent nations of Europe and the consequent scarcity of

acids in the domestic market. The Xitro Powder Co.

in its suit says that within the last three months it has

found it practically impossible to get nitric, sulphuric

and other acids used in the manufacture of explosives

save at prohiliitive prices. As a result, the company
says it has been temporarily forced to close its doors.

The total production of coke in the United States in

1914 is reported by the Geological Survey at 34,555,914

tons, which is a decrease of 11,743,616 tons, or 25% from
1913. Coke is so closely associated with iron-making, it is

to be expected that a dull iron year should show a loss in

coke.

The remarkable point iu the production of the year,

however, is the steady growth in the proportion of by-

product coke. While the beehive product in 1914 de-

creased 30.5% as compared with the previous year, thd

falling off in byproduct coke was only 11.8%. In part this

difference may have direct connection with the fact that

most of the byproduct plants are operated in connection

with large iron and steel works and so may be kept at

work except in extreme case of depression : while the mer-
chant-coke plants are nearly all equipped v.-ith beehive'

ovens, and are the first to .stop when demand falls off.

Quite a sufficient explanation can be found in the state-

ment that the value of the byproducts saved was approxi-

mately -lilT.oOOjOOO, an average of $1.55 per ton of coke

made.

The growth of the byproduct-coke industry is shown by

the statement that in 1901 only 5.4% of the coke made
came from byproduct ovens, 94.6% being made in beehive

ovens. In 1914 the proportion was 32.5% in byproduct

and 67.5% in beehive ovens. The proportion is likely to

increase, even this year, when improvement in the irou

trade is calling for an increased production of coke.

That almost all the increase in coke-making capacity

is likely to be in the byproduct line is show-i by the state-

ment that at the close of 1914 there were 93,946 beehive

ovens existing, and 605, or 0.6% of that number, under
construction. There were 5809 byproduct ovens standing

at the same time and 644 under construction, the propor-

tion being 11%. It must be remembered that the aver-

age output of a byproduct oven is much larger than that

of a beehive, and the proportion of coke made to a ton

of coal is also .somewhat greater.

Fifteen years ago the byproduct oven was having a

hard struggle to establish itself against prejudice and
the inertia which fights against all changes and improve-

ments. Xow it is not only firmly established in its place

Imt is fairly on the way to supersede its ancient rival.

'0.

The orgies in spelter and lead are about over. The
drunken men are staggering home. The katzenjammer
will come later. The copper producers did not have any
spree worth mentioning, and therefore probably will not

experience any great suft'ering. The positions of copper

and spelter are totally different. Suppose the war- should

terminate suddenly. The consensus of opinion is that a

total collapse iu spelter would be very prompt in coming.
On the other hand, a boom in copper is looked for in ail

quarters.
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This comes from Galena, Kan. The P. C. Milli-

kin livery barn was built several years ago when zinc

ore was considered virtually worthless on avrount

of the low price paid lor it. The ore was thrown away

at that time in large boulders, and some of them

tverc used in the foundation of the ham. Last Easter

Sunday the barn burned down. In cleaning up the lot,

workmen discovered the ore in the foundation and innnc-

diately secured a lease of the lot from ilr. Millikin and

proceeded to clean up the ore, from which they realized

over .$300 for a few days' work from the dirt and rock

which vears ago was considered worthless.

How the Comstock Lode acquired its name is thus de-

scribed by Charles E. Van Loan in tlie Stihinlai/ Even-

ing Post in his interesting account of A'irginia City's

past glories

:

The finding of America's richest orebody. second only in

production to the gold reel's of the Hand, was an accident due
to an insufficient water supply. Even the naming of it was
an accident, traceable to the overwhelming assurance and
conversational powers of one Henry Thomas Paige Comstock,
a skirmislier on the flying "wedge of exploration. The lode
which will always bear his name might with more fairness
be called the O'Riley, the McLaughlin or the Grosch. By some
it is claimed that Allen and Hosea Grosch discovered the out-
croppings of the lode; the credit is generally accorded to Peter
O'Riley and Patrick McLaughlin.

In the spring of 1S59 came Peter O'Riley and Patrick
McLaughlin, intending to locate somewhere in Six Mile Cafion.

There was nothing left tor them on the lower ground, and
rather than waste, the trip they decided to try the mountain.
They began work in the bed of a tiny stream fed by a spring
in the rocks above. The surface indications "were not promis-
ing, and in addition to this the stream was not large enough
to sei've their purpose, so they dug a pit in order to collect

sufficient water to operate their rocker.
Noticing a change in the appearance of the soil from

the bottom of the pit, they dumped a bucket of it into the
rocker and washed it. The gold was there in abundance—

a

shining film on the riffles of the rocker—and with it a mass of

heavy black stuff which O'Riley and McLaughlin believed
to be base metal of some sort and worthless. They threv\^ it

away.
"About that time." says the Oldest Inhabitant, "along came

this fellow, Comstock. He was hunting his horse. The most
you can say for him is that he had plenty of nerve and wind.
He wasn't what you would call a smart man, but he knew a
chance when he saw it. And there w^as the gold, rig'nt in

front of him. Well, sir, Comstock started in to run a blazer
on those Irishmen. -'This stream of water is mine.' says he.

'I've filed on it and you'll have to go somewhere else.'

"It was the rawest bluff in the "world, but it "worked.
Comstock out-talked 'em. They offered him a share of the
claim not to make trouble, and of course that "was all he
was after. And when that part of it was settled what does
Comstock do but make himself a kind of general manager.
Work? Not him! He sat down and told the Irishmen what
to do.

"They decided to call the claim the Ophir, but when the
other miners came up fmni below to see what they'd found,
there "was Comstock to do the talking, and it "was 'My mine
this," and 'My mine that,' until everybody got to calling the
Ophir Comstock's mine. AVhen they went deeper it was Com-
stock's vein, and after that the Comstock Lode. He just
talked himself into" it. from start to finish—and that's how
the Comstock got its name."

The New Haven R.!?. has sued the Post Office Depart-

ment for $1472, the damages for being required to carry

gold by postal parcel service in manner contrary to law,

says the New York Times. The packages were not sealed

or stamped as required of first-class mail. The weight

linii) u":is cxi-t'cilrd. and the packages were not prepared

for convenient inspection. The railway alleges that tlu;

gold iiackages were not mail matter of any sort and were

not shi])ped as freight or express. Besides the gold, the

company was required to transport seven men as guards,

although it has no contract covering such .service. Never-

theless the service liad to l)c performed, and it was per-

formed, and the coniiiany demands pay for transportation

of both gold and men according to fair value receiveil.

The case is a mild one. The Pennsylvania E.E. carried

$99,000,000 gold for nothing—200 tons of it—and 100

clerks and guards. Gold is not the only tiling M'hicli is

put into the parcels post and carried by the railways for

nothing. The only thing which the parcels post has re-

fused to carry is a baby. The postmaster at St. Paul ruled

that bailies were live stock and not mailable. Seven hun-

dred bushels of oats could not be declined, and five tons of

ore in •5(»-lb. sacks was shipped to the Washoe works.

Anaconda, Mont. It was a losing job for Uncle Sam.
even wonse than for the railways.

A butcher reduced a steer to mailable weights and sent

him at a profit, at the expense of the railways, although

the Government got the thanks. There are reports of pos-

tal contractors who have made business for themsehes
by means of the parcels post. -A West Virginia post-

master, who also was a grocer, received an order for four

barrels of flour. So he .sold himself stamjis and delivered

the flour in bags through the parcels post. The Govern-

ment was bound to supply him with the stamps canceled

through his office, and also was bound to deliver his flour.

Nobody paid for the transportatiim of the. flour. The
railway was bound to carry it under its four-year con-

tract. The Government paitl nothing for ilie additional

service.

The transaction was strictly regular in all respects,

ami yet there is something about it better worth
consideration than the oddities of the ca.se. There are six

mail-order houses shipping 100,000 packages apiece on
which the freight and express charges are avoided. They
know their rights, and it is an easy guess that they could

tell strange tales of how they put it over the railways

and Uncle Sam. The people value the parcels-post ser-

vice and do not want it crippled : also they do not want it

abused. The Government itself sets the worst example
in this respect.

Mogolloira Gold ®.
MoI^BETi^S S

At a public sale held in Socorro, X. M., Aug. 5, to

satisfy a judgment of $416,626 obtained through court

procedure by the Equitable Trust Co., holders of bonds
to that amount, the entire property of the ^logoUon Gold
& Copper Co., at ^Mogollon, was bid in bv the Socorro
:\Iining & ililling Co. for $100,000; this includes 29

claims covering 500 acres, part of them patented, and a

40-acre mill-site and a mill.

This -winds up the afl'airs of the ilogollou Gold &
Copper Co., which has had a more or less troubled ex-

istence since its organization in 1901. The company
paid dividends to the amount of $22,500. The capital-

ization was for $1,250,000, the par value of shares being

$1 each. The R. G. Dun estate, of New York, was at

one time heavily interested in the company.
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Roscoe H. Channing was in New York this week.

H. P. Henderson has returned to New York from California.

R. C. Coffee has been appointed superintendent of the

Schumaclier mill, Porcupine.

Frederick L. Hoffman Is making an extended tour thiough

the West, studying sanitary conditions in various mines.

R. H. Stewart, general manager of the Consolidated Mining
& Smelting Co. of Canada, visited the Porcupine and Cobalt

camps recently.

Hugh McMillan, formerly of the Timiskaming & Hudson
Bay Co., Cobalt, is in charge of the work of the Goodfish

Lake Mines Co. near Sesikinika.

At the last meeting of the board of directors of the Eden
Mining Co. of Philadelphia, a subsidiary of the Tonopah Min-

ing Co., W. W. Charles was elected vice-president.

R. G, McConnell, Canadian Deputy Minister of Mines, is on

a trip through western Canada, and before his return will

make some explorations in the Rocky Mountain district.

Charles W. Merton. superintendent of the Consolidated

Interstate Callahan Mining Co., of Wallace, Idaho, recently

spent several days on business for the Butte Ballaklava

Copper Co. in Butte.

Simon S. Martin, formerly general superintendent of the

Maryland Steel Co., Sparrows Point, Md., has been elected

vice-president and director of the Algoma Steel Corporation,

Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario.

John A. Rice, mining engineer of El Paso, Tex., has made
an examination of the Lustre mine at Magistral in Durango
and is now in Ontario where he is in charge of the operations

at the Curry mine at South Lorrain, Cobalt district.

Henry E. Wood, of the Henry E. Wood Ore Co., of Denver.

Colo., was in Toronto recently making inquiries as to molyb-
denite ore. Since the outbreak of the war the export of

molybdenite outside of the British Empire has been prohibited.

S. R. Guggenheim, ch.'iirman of the executive committee of

the Guggenheim interests, accompanied by C. W. Whitley,

general manager of the American Smelting & Refining Co.,

nspected the properties in which he is interested in Bingham
recently.

H. T. Dickinson, assistant general manager of the De Beers

Consolidated Mines, Ltd., Kimberley. So. Africa, is expected

in San Francisco about Oct. 1. His address while in the

United States will be Columbia University Club, IS Gramercy
Park, New York City.

William Thum, superintendent of the electrolytic lead

refinery at East Chicago, Ind., is visiting the western prop-

erties of the United States Smelting, Refining & Mining Co
and will spend some time at the Expositions before return-

ing. L. M. Kniffin is acting superintendent.

It may interest those who came in contact with James
Ralston Bell during his eighteen years' stay in the United
States and Canada, to know that he joined the Sixth Royal
Scots on the outbreak of the European War. In May he went
o the Dardanelles attached to the Fourth Royal Scots and has
been officially reported as seriously wounded in the engage-
ment of June 2S there.

Edward W. Parker, whose resignation as Chief of the
Bureau of Statistics of the United States Geological Survey
was noted in these columns in May last, is now in charge
of the Anthracite Bureau of Information, suppoi'ted by the
anthracite mining operators of the United States, with offices

at 1032 Miners Building, Wilkes-Barre, Penn. The work of

this bureau has been combined with that of the Bureau of
Anthracite Coal Statistics, which was formerly under the

direction of the late W. W. Ruley, and since his death in

charge of A. A. Armstrong. Mr. Armstrong will remain in

charge of that portion of the work.

H. M. Roy, formerly chief field engineer with the American
Zinc & Chemical Co. on the construction of its zinc smelting
plant, modern town and coal mine at Langeloth, Penn., has
accepted a position with the Stone & Webster Engineering
Corporation at Keokuk, Iowa, on construction of a zinc plant.

He was graduated from the University of Illinois in 1905,

and after spending two years in the United States Coast
and Geodetic Survey on harbor surveys and precise leveling,

entered the engineering department of the Pennsylvania Lines
west of Pittsburgh, where he was engaged on various
construction and maintenance work until 1913, when he left

the railroad to take charge at Langeloth.

iSantii Clara I uiver.><ity is entertaining the geological ex-

pedition sent out by the St. Louis University. The purpose
of the expedition is to study the geological formations in

Arizona and the Canadian Rockies, including a visit to the

Panama expositions at San Francisco and San Diego. They
visited the Lick Observatory under the direction of Father
Selga who resides permanently at the observatory.

Utah Society of E^ngineers—An address on road-building
was given by C. L. Crandall, dean emeritus of the College of

Engineering of Cornell University, at a banquet held by this

society on the evening of July 19. at the Newhouse Hotel. Salt

Lake City. The methods of road-building employed in the

state of New York and the results achieved since 1903, when
active work began were described. Forty-two members were
present, C. J. Ullrichs, secretary of the society, presiding.

-\nierifnn Kleetroehemieal Society—The September meeting
of the American Electrochemical Society will be held at San
Francisco, from Sept. 16 to 18. Special transportation fa-

cilities liave been arranged for by a committee of which J.

M. Muir, 239 West 39th St., New York, is chairman. Various
routings are offered and full particulars can be obtained by
addressing Mr. Muir. The regular Society train will leave New
York, Sept. 11, and the special engineei's* train on Sept. 9. At
the time of holding the meetings, the American Institute of

Mining Engineers and the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers will also be in session, and joint meetings have
been arranged with these societies for Sept. 17. During the

following week the International Engineering Congress will

hold its meetings. A number of papers have been accepted to

d.ate and will be presented by members of the Society at the
time of the meeting.

Among the papers announced for the meeting are
the following of special interest to metallurgists: A. G.

Betts, "Electrolytic .\ntimony Refining"; C. W. Bennett,
Rose and Tinkler, "Electrodeposition of Nickel"; W. D. Ban-
croft, "Electromotive Forces"; Wills and Schuyler, "Heat
Losses from an Electric Steel Furnace"; F. T. Snyder, "Elec-
tric Steel Costs"; R. S. Wile, "Melting, of Ferro-Alloys in

the Electric Furnace": L. Addicks, "The Electrolysis of Copper
Sulphate Liquors Using Carbon Anodes"; F. R. Pyne, "Solution
Stratification as an Aid to the Purification of Electrolytes";

F. M. Sebast, "Electrical Resistance of Copper-Nickel-Chrom-
ium Alloys"; J. W. Beckman, "Electro-chemical Possibilities

on the Pacific Coast."

DHBUSTRHAIL HEWS

The Chas. A. Schieren Co. has received a gold medal at

the .San Francisco exposition.

At the Foundry & Machine Exhibit at Atlantic City. Sept.

25 to Oct. 1, a Snyder electric furnace will be in commercial
operation, melting cold scrap and pouring three times eacli

day, at 11 a.m., 2 p.m. and 5 p.m. The major part of the

Snyder Electric Furnace Co.'s booth will be given over lo

molding and pouring fioor.

The Mesta Machine Co., Pittsburgh, Penn., has just re-

ceived an order for a 1500-hp. mill engine for the Broken Hill

Proprietary Co., Ltd.. New Castle, N. S. W. The engine is

for rolling-mill service and is of the heavy-duty tandem-com-
pound Corliss-valve type. The cylinders are 30 and 54 in. in

diameter and the stroke 4S in. This engine, when installed,

will make the fourth unit that the Mesta Machine Co. has
built for the Broken Hill Proprietary Co.

The Morse Bros. Machinery & Supply Co. has instituted a

machinery exchange department. On account of the many
changes in treatment, machinery is often displaced by other

because it is not suitable to the problem in hand. This ma-
chinery at another mine or mill may be just what is needed
Mines are requested to send them lists of anything available

with the price asked and it will be listed and advertised
without expense. Those wishing machinery should write
them theio- requirements as it is possible at some nvine near
to them is the very article that they are looking for. A. con-

siderable saving is often made in freight as well as in the

purchase price. This department will handle goods that on
account of distance cannot be purchased and shipped to

Denver.
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SA.\ FRANCISCO—AuK. 11

Fwrest Fires in California in 1914 were fewer and less
disastrous than in 1913. In 1914 there were 152 flres less
and the loss was $190, 6S9 less than in 1913. There were 559,-

370 acres burned over in 1913 as compared to 164,418 acres
in 1914. There were 1S19 flres in 1914. the losses totaling
$320, 3SS. In 1913 there were 1971 flres. The timber land
burned in 1914 amounted to 20,835 acres; the brush land
amounted to S7,800 acres and the grass land to 55.783 acres.
These improved conditions in 1914 are largely due to the
activity of government and state foresters aided somewhat
by rains extending late in the spring season.

Placer Mining Is to Be Ke-sunied in many of the old time
districts in the region of Nevada City. Many of these prop-
erties have been idle since the hydraulic law has been in

operation. It is expected to conform to the law by building
large restraining dams. One such dam is now under con-
struction just north of the Nevada County line at the Omega
mine in Sierra County. This dam is of the basket type, de-
signed by J. M. Howells, of San Francisco. It is expected to

take care of all the debris that the giants can handle. There
is a large amount of gravel exposed in the Omega and other
properties in this region. In Trinity and Siskiyou Counties
also the present placer mining season has been unusually
profitable. Some of the companies are now making final

cleanups while the larger mines have sufficient water to con-
tinue work probably into August. Late snow and rains ex-
tended the regular season. In these counties the legal hy-
draulic restrictions do not interfere.

You Bet :>lininK District, situated in the southern edge of
Nevada County, just west of Dutch Flat, famous in the early
mining days for large productions of placer gold, is to be put
on the map again by Chinese drift miners. The You Bet Min-
ing Co. which operated the Goodwin and the Nicholls claims,
recently sublet the mining interest to a company of Chinese
who it is reported will start work with about 75 Chinese min-
ers. It is believed that the Chinese Six Companies of San
Francisco are back of the project. A triple ownership is in-

volved in the claims which have been held under bonds by
the You Bet Mining Co. The Goodwin estate and four Nicholls
brothers of Dutch Flat own equal interests. The holdings in-

clude the Nevada claims foi'merly owned by the old South
Yuba Water Co., and taken over by the Pacific Gas & Elec-
tric Co. with the absorption of the South Y^uba Water Co. The
You Bet Mining Co. is owned principally by George Wight and
the Bannings, of Los Angeles. It is reported that the Nicholls
interests have received $50,000 in full paj'ment and that three
payments are yet to be made to the Goodwin estate by July 1.

1916, a large payment having been made in July, 1915. The
total purchase amount is said to be $50,000. The Pacific Gas
& Electric Co. will receive $25,000 for its interests, the pay-
ments are now being made in quarterly installments at the
rate of $1000 per month, the payments to be completed in

June. 1916. This make's a total of $125,000 to be paid for the
properties by the You Bet Mining Co. The history of the
You Bet has never been, and probably never will be, fully
written. The early working was by Chinese who are not at
all extravagant with information which they give out regard-
ing their own business. The situation of You Bet mine is so
close to the Placer County line that in making their records
when selling gold to tlie United .States mint, it was an easy
matter for the Chinese to report Nevada County gold as hav-
ing been produced in Placer County. One Chinese who
worked a channel under short lease was credited by the mint
with having taken out $300,000 about six or seven years ago.
It is believed that the amount was actually double that, and
that Placer County got credit for the balance. It is known
that other Chinese leaders within recent years took out $50,000.
And these figures are no part of the early day results of min-
ing at You Bet.

SPOK.*\E—.*UK. 1"

Contracts for Ore from Minor Producers of the Coeur
d'Alenes are being sought by representatives of the North-
port smelter, according to word brought to Spokane by
mining men in close touch with the Northport situation. Ore
shipments will be begun irrimediately. it is stated, the Trail
smelter handling the tonnage until the Northport plant is

rebuilt.

BFTHiOl,, ALASKA—June MO

There Is a Renenal of Activity in the territory about Bethel
now that supplies and provisions are going in. Steamship
"Alienee" and gasoline schooners "Bender Bros." and "Ruby"
are leaving here tomorrow after unloading supplies for the
different trading stations on Kuskokwim River. Three Bag-
leys scrapers were shipped in this spring, one for Bear Creek
and two for the Jakutna district on the Upper River. This
makes four in all as one is now in operation on the Aralic
River below Kwinhagamut. Three dredges will be shipped
in here as soon as the legal preliminaries are settled, one for
Bear Creek and one large 300-ton dredge for Candle Creek,
which produced several thousand ounces of gold last summer.
Owing to lack of provisions last winter little work was done
on Aniak, Tuluksak and other rivers. Canon, Windy and
Fork Creeks. On Kwisluk River there is a great deal of
activity and a good camp is looked forward to. Four men
last summer took out $17,000 in Canon Creek and this summer
there are about 30 men working and inore are going in. as
there are good prospects there. On other creeks it is frequent
to find 50c. pans, and 4-in. drill holes to a depth of 5 ft.

have prospected as high as 7c. Bethles and McDonald's quartz
property is under bond for $200,000 to Iditarod capitalists.
The property is located only 7 mi. from Kolmakopsky on
Kuskokwim River.

SALT I,.\KE CITY—Aug. 12

Following tile Suit Against tiie Ohio Copper Co. by the
Empire Trust Co.. as trustee under the mortgage bond, Henry
T. Catrow and Charles T. Lark were appointed receivers by
Judge M. L. Ritchie, of the district court, July 30. A $50,000
bond was required, and the affairs of the company have been
taken over. The bond holders have been trying to have a
receiver appointed until affairs should be settled. This will
be done under the supervision and control of the court. The
mine and mill are at present under lease to the General
Exploration Co.. which is operating and treating in the neigh-
borhood of 2000 tons of ore daily. One of the receivers, Mr.
Catrow, has long been a stockholder and bondholder in the
company.

Utah Mines Paid Dividends amounting to $615,500 during
July. The Daly-Judge of Park City, $75,000; Iron Blossom,
Tintic, $50,000: Eagle & Blue Bell, Tintic, $90,000; Silver King
Coalition, Park City, $187,500; Silver King Consolidated, Park
City, $63,000; Utah Consolidated, Bingham, $150,000. In addi-
tion there were dividends of $425,530 by the United States
Smelting, Refining & Mining Co., which derives part of its
income from operations in this state. A new dividend payer
has been added to Utah mines by the posting of the initial
dividend of the Utah Apex Co. at Bingham. This is for I21.2C.
a share, payable Oct. 1, and amounts to $63,000. The company
has accumulated a large cash reserve, and it is probable
that quarterly dividends of a like amount will be paid. Pro-
duction amounts to more than 30.000,000 lb. a year, at a cost
of about 3>4c. per lb. A flotation process is now being
installed at the mill.

Plants Smelting Ore in Salt Lake Valley and vicinity at
the beginning of August are as follows: The United States
Co. at Midvale is running five lead furnaces. This company
has recently added 250 tons to the capacity of its wet con-
centrator, and is enlarging the Huff electrostatic plant. The
latter will be increased from 60 tons to 100 tons capacity.
Both improvements are expected to be completed about Sept.
1. The American Smelting & Refining Co. at Murray, is run-
ning five furnaces on lead ore. The Garfield smeltery of the
A. S. & R. has flve reverberatory and two blast furnaces on
copper ores. All of the reverberatories have been equipped
to burn powdered coal instead of oil. Around 3600 tons of
charge or 2700 tons of ore and concentrates are smelted
daily. Utah Copper concentrates at present amount to 1400
or 1500 tons daily. The Garfleld smeltery produced 18,000,000
lb. copper in one month recently, as compared with the usual
output of 14,000,000 lb. The International smeltery at Tooele
is running its lead plant at capacity, having five lead furnaces
in blast. There have been two reverberatory furnaces .smelt-
ing copper ores, until a few weeks ago, when a third rever-
beratory was blown in.
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River Smelting & Refluins to-, recent Maine incorporation,

has purchased old plant of the Rocky Mountain Smelting Co.

at Florence and will immediately reequip along modern lines

and start operations on low-grade, complex ores.

Cresson Gold SUninK Co., close corporation, paid dividends

for first quarter of 1915 amounting to $1,050,000 on its capital

stock of $1,000,000. Dividends distributed during second

quarter have not been made public but they were probably

large inasmuch as the mine continues to output heavy tonnage
of rich ore from an extension of the famous "vug" opened
but a short time ago.

New Freight Rates established by the Interstate Com-
merce Commission prove distictly advantageous to those Colo-

rado manufacturers having trade on the Pacific coast and in

the Orient. Until recently, steel plants in the east could ship

to San Francisco via the Canal for 41c. per hundred as against

a rate from Denver by rail of 55c. Now the freight from
Pueblo, where is located the great steel plant of the Colorado

Fuel & Iron Co., to the coast is 40c., while the freight from
the Atlantic seaboard is 45c.

Suit Agaiust A. S. & R. Co. by the Government has been
dismissed on payment by the smelting company of $112,766,

as damages and rent for the use of 3475 acres of southern
Colorado lands, valued at $1,000,000. The payment followed

the institution by the government of a suit in equity, in which
it was charged that the lands in question had been secured
fraudulently through the use of "dummy" entrymen. The
company was allowed to retain 205 acres, upon which stands
the plant of the "model mine" at Cokedale, upon payment for

the land. All the land is in the vicinity of Cokedale and
Aguilar, Colo. Some of it is under lease to the Victor-

American Fuel Co., and the Government will allow the lease

to stand, thus becoming a coal inine landlord.

Inspection of the Roosevelt Tunnel and careful measui'e-
ment of the water now issuing from the heart of the Cripple

Creek mining district have been made by Edward P. Arthur,

Jr., and John T. Hawkins. A flow of 11,100 gal. per min. is

repoi'ted, this being the greatest quantity I'ecorded since the

first important water course was encountered some years ago.

It indicates that the bore is rapidly draining the main basin or

crater, the breast of this great adit being now in Raven ter-

ritory. In the Elkton mine, whenever crevices carrying water
are struck, "water galleries" or enlarged openings in the

crevices are excavated to permit i-apid flows. By this scheme
the recession of water level in this mine is at the rate of about
6 in. per day.

Seheilnle of Pees That May Be Charged under provisions

of the new compensation act, by surgeons attending workmen
who meet with injuries, has been prepared by the State

Industrial Commission. For treating fractures, the fee may
be from $5 to $30; for dislocations from $5 to $25; for minor
amputations. $10; for amputation of leg at hip, the charge
must not exceed $55. The commission announces, also, that it

is illegal for an employer to cause employees to stand, directly

or indirectly, the payment of premiums on the indemnity
insurance. This ruling does not apply to arrangements al-

ready in force whereby employees pay a monthly fee for

medical and surgical attendance, this being an issue distinct

from indemnity insurance.

EAGl,E, COLO Auk. 13

Strike of Vanadium Ore, of large proportion, has been
discovered in the Swarthout Hills within eight miles of

Eagle, by Capt. A. H. Swarthout of Denver. The original

discovery was made last August, but has been kept very
quiet during the opening up of the deposit and securing of

other claims in the locality which now cover about 400 acres,

on all of which vanadium ores are traceable.

CRIPPI-E CREEK, COLO AuR. 10

The Recent Rieh Discovery on the Ella W. on Tenderfoot
Hill, has created considerable local excitement. Michael
Johnson has opened up, in the course of careful surface
prospecting, a veritable quarry of rich ore in an open pit

which is now about 20 ft. wide, 30 ft. long and 20 ft. deep.

The rock seems to be a partly decomposed andesite breccia
and does not suggest the presence of rich ore upon casual
examination. However, some of the rock shows a little free

gold upon careful inspection. So far the lessee has taken out

of the open pit about 10 carloads of ore which assays from 1 to

4 oz. of gold a ton. Three partings are noticeable in the

pit, two parallel and about 6 ft. apart, and one cutting across,

but nothing prominent enough to be called a vein has been
exposed. The ore is determined from the waste by panning
without roasting, and so far no other method of determining
the ore has been developed. The extent of the orebody has

not yet been delimited. Preliminary lioisting equipment

will soon be installed and a shaft will be sunk in the ore.

From the point of discovery the ore seeins to be extending
easterly and southerly, with an apparent flat dip to the east.

The discovery has greatly stimulated prospecting on Tendei'-

foot Hill, and many new pits and trenches are being dug in

the immediate neighborhood. The development of the find

will be watched with great interest by all property ownei-j;

in this locality.

HOIGHTON—AUK. 14

Two Additional Heads are to be built at once at the "little"

Tamarack mill, owned now by the Lake Smelting, Milling &
Refining Co., the subsidiary of the Calumet & Hecla company
that was taken over with the Allouez and Centennial mines
when the Fay management retired from those properties.

Isle Royale's third head goes into commission soon. Cop-
per Range Consolidated is continuing to run the Champion
mill to capacity on the highest-grade copper rock ever pro-
duced from this property. It is stated that the record for

one shaft. No. 2, in one month showed better than 50 lb. per
ton. Baltic mill is handling both Baltic and Trimountain
rock which is running close to 20 lb. to the ton at present.
The Trimountain mill is handling the rock that comes from
the Lake mine and some of the Champion overflow.

HIBBING. MINN AuK. 14

Threat to Attach the Ore on stockpile and at the docks
has been made by Mayor V. L. Power of Hibbing in the
controversy over nonpayment of $750,000 taxes due the city

from the mining companies.

The Steam-Shovel StrippinK Record for Cuyuna Range was
broken on Aug. 9 when 324 cars of 16-yd. capacity were
removed in a 10-hr. period. A force of 150 men working.
A. Guthrie & Co., contractors.

DOIGLAS, ARIZ AuK. 12

Nacozari HavinK Been Cut Off from communication with
Douglas for three months there "was great rejoicing when
the first train arrived the first of the month, but this train

only bi'ought in coal and supplies for the IMoctezuma Copper
Co., which has had to close its concentrator as there was no
coal in camp. Several bridges were cribbed up to allow the

train to get in and then the cribbing was taken out and
new bridges put in so that on Aug. 9 the first train went
to Douglas; and now Nacozari is having regular trains every
daj'. Agua Prifta, which has been the only port in Sonora
held by Carranza, and Nacozari which has been held by May-
torena, are each at an end of the railroad so that neither
side would allow the trains to run and all the bridges were
destroyed. Now the Carranza garrison has been reinforced
and has routed the army of Maytorena and has taken all the
line of the Nacozari railroad driving Maytorena into Nogales,
which town is now under siege. There being no Maytorena
soldiers close, it is probable that the operation of the railroad
will not be molested for some time. The Moctezuma Copper
Co. is shipping about 30 cars of concentrates a day and at

this rate it will take them about three wei-ks to get out the

concentrates that they have stored in Nacozari.

TORONTO—Aug. 14

The Zinc and Copper Required for ammunition manufac-
ture will be made in Canada, it is announced by Gen. Bertram,
chairman of the Canadian Shell Committee. As the result

of several conferences between the Shell Committee and the

Canadian Government, agreements have been perfected for

the refining at Trail, B. C, of both copper and zinc. The
Government has also arranged for the opening of a plant

for the smelting of zinc ore at Welland, Ont.. by a company
which will be incorporated as the Canadian Zinc Co., capital-

ized at $500,000. This concern is backed by the Weedon
Mining Co. of Sherbrooke, Que., which owns large zinc deposits

on the north shore of the St. Lawrence. The company has
secured a vacant factory on a lease for 21/2 years. The ore

will be smelted by the electric process for which 4000 hp. will

be required and the company is negotiating with the Hydro-
Electric Commission for a supply.

VICTORIA, B. C AuK. 11

The First Shipment of Copper Ore from the Sooke district

on south end of Vancouver Island that ha?; been made for a

number of years was sent out to the Tacoma smeltery in

July by Mellin & Hincks, operating under lease the Willow
Grouse group. The shipment consisted of 130 tons, averaging

11 9^ copper, with small quantities of gold and silver. Ore is

being mined from surface workings and a tunnel is being

run to strike deposit at shallow depth, after which develop-

ment will have to be continued by sinking. The ore occurs

in shear zones in gabbio and diorite. The leasers expect to

ship 400 tons per month.
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ALASKA
GRAXBY (Hadley)—Drill runners go out on strike for

higher wage scale at Mamie and It mines in the Ketchikan
district. Mines idle for present.

READY BULLION MINE (Ketchikan)—Has just sent out
gold brick that neighs close to $2000. Harry Webber, manager,
states that work is progressing rapidly and cleanups this size
will be regular this summer.

ALASKA GOLD (Juneau)—In Julv mill treated 118,200
tons of ore compared with 90.792 tons in June: 73.500 in May;
57,000 in April and 40.000 in March. Average heads sent to
mill $1.50 per ton. Cost for July, including mining, milling,
transportation, and overhead charges. (;5c.

DUNTON PROPERTY (Ketchikan)—Shaft on this property
near Hollis is now down 200 ft. and drifts are being driven
both wa.^'s in good ore. More men and supplies have been
sent in recently and Superintendent Reece is planning in-
stallation of another 5n-ton unit to mill.

NASCOT ASSOCIATION (Ruby)—One of biggest cleanups
ever made in north was made recently on this property when
$100,000 was taken from sluice boxes. A considerable portion
of gold was in nuggets ranging from $2.50 up. Dump was
taken out last fall and was known to be rich but actual value
was unexpected.

STIKINE (Devils Elbow)—J. G. Galvin and Sam Silver-
man have purchased this property situated about 100 miles
up Stikine river from Wrangell. Amount of purchase price
is not known but it is claimed to be one of largest mining
deals pulled oft in this section this year. L. Dixon and J.

Boderl of Telegraph were sellers.

STEEL RIVER POWER PROJECT (Juneau)—Announce-
ment comes that new company has been formed with Dunn
the (Talifornia power magnate as president and Eugene Ken-
nedy, formerly mine superintendent at Alaska Treadwell as
vice-president. This proposition involves much litigation
with Bradley interests and was cause for entire change in
personnel of Alaska Treadwell and Alaska Juneau oflicials
last year.

.\RIZON.\
fiila County

RAY HERCULES (Kelvin)—Syndicate in which Joseph B.
McCall and George A. Huhn. of Philadelphia: J. (Guthrie Hop-
kins, of Virginia, and E. P. Earle. N. F. Brady, August Heck-
scher and Frank C. Armstrong, of New York, are interested
has taken over control of Ray Hercules Copper Co. of Maine,
which has acquired properties immediately adjoining Ray
Consolidated. Hercules orebody has been developed by drill-
ing under direction of Henry Krumb, consulting engineer for
new company. Ray Development Co., owning water-supply of
Ray camp, is also controlled by this group. C. E. Addams.
formerly mines manager for De Beers Consolidated Mines,
Ltd., South Africa, and until July 1 last in charge of mining
for Ray Consolidated, has been appointed general manager of
company. It is planned to equip mine for an output of 3000
tons per day and to erect mill for ore treatment.

Mohave County
UNITED EASTERN (Oatman)—Reported that a large mill

will be built in near future. Havden, Stone-Jackling crowd
said to have invested $200,000 in property.

Pinal County

MAGMA (Superior)—Crosscut on 900-ft. level shows vein
first 7 ft. of which asssays copper, 17'S ; silver. 13 oz.: gold. $3
per ton. The next 5 ft. assayed Z':'( copper: silver and gold
not reported. Face of crosscut still in mineralized vein mat-
ter carrving some chalcopyrite. This is hanging-wall streak;
on 1000-"ft. level encountered fairly good copper shoot on foot,
but of little lower grajle.

Yavapai County

CROWN KING (Crown King)—O. W. Blickenstaff and
Henrv Braun, who are working ores of old dump, will build
100-ton addition to existing mill on property. Latter will
be renovated and brought up to date by addition of concen-
trating tables, additional tanks and larger engine.

CALIFORNIA
.\niador County

DEFENDER (Defender)—Two new oreshoots recently dis-
closed. One is 3i/. ft. wide in old shaft: the other is smaller
vein in new shaft" L. C. Dibert Co.. engineers of San Fran-
cisco, are installing new device for saving gold from mill
tailing. Details of installation are not available.

.\LTAMONT PASS, portion of improved highway between
Sacramento. Stockton and San Francisco will be accepted by
State Highway Commission, and opened to traffic. Old Pat-
terson Pass used while Altamont was being completed will be
abandoned.

Calaverjiis County

ECONOMIC (Esmeralda')—Electric power to drive 20-stamp
mill is now installed and water made available for milling.
Mill is equipped with seven Frue vanners. Floor of con-
centrating room is -10x45 ft. built of concrete. Main building
is 100x60 ft. covered with corrugated iron. Cost of mill
complete, approximately $60,000.

Krenno County

COPPER KING (Fresno)—New owners are preparing for
extraction of large amount of ore which is exposed in old
workings. Ore said to average 3% copper.

Kem County

BALTIC (Johannesburg)—First milling of ore since Praser
Bros, took over the property was cleaned up recently, show-
ing a recovery of $600 from 100 tons.

SUNSHINE (Randsburg)—Leasers contemplate sinking an-
other 100 ft. Sulphide ore disclosed in February has proven
to be one of most valuable orebodies ever opened in camp.
Has produced about $40,000. Ore being crushed in three-stamp
mill and concentrated on Wilfley table.

Nevada County
GOLDEN CENTER (Grass Valley)—Installation of new

hoist has begun. Headframe will be 93 ft. high. New incline
shaft has been connected with old workings and old crooked
shaft abandoned. When hoist is ready, sinking will proceed
to 1000-ft. point.

SOUTH IDAHO AND GOLD POINT (Grass Valley)—Pur-
chase bond has been secured by Errol MacBoyle of San Fran-
cisco. Properties have been worked only superficially but
thev are situated in good neighborhood in vicinity of the
Idaho, Maryland and other prominent producers. Old Idaho
vein, which produced several million dollars, is believed to

extend into these properties.

Placer County
DYER (Dutch Flat)—Satisfactory progress made in bed-

rock drift being driven under old river channel from which
upraise will be driven. Continued development and operation
will depend upon character of gravel tapped by upraise.
B. T. Dyer is manager.

Plumas County

SPRING GARDEN (Spring Garden)—Property being
worked bv shooter and bedrock being cleaned. Coarse gold
has been found, some nuggets running $50 and one worth $700
Dutre & Taunt operating on adjoining claims also recovered
coarse gold. Frank Woodward and Charles Copelin are oper-
ating shooter on another claim adjoining on Squirrel Creek
Shooter is also being installed on Shinn property on Green-
horn Creek below Spring Garden.

San Luis Obispo Connty

LITTLE BONANZA (Cambria)—E. S. Rigdon has secured
purchase option on this quicksilver mine and also Klau mines
near Paso Robles. Both mines have been producers.

Shasta County

A NUGGET weighing 14 oz., 10 dwt. was found in cleanup
of an old gravel bar on Squaw Creek, recently, by Charles
Boding. It is valued at $246.92. Bar, which is known as
Black Pup, was worked about 16 years ago by Frank (ox,
an early resident of Kennett.

DELTA CONSOLIDATED (Delta)—Arrangement being
made for installation of new reduction plant. Fair tonnage
of $10 ore has been developed in upper workings and later

development In lower adit is satisfactory.

CONSTRUCTION OF NEW DREDGE will be started^ at

once bv L. Gardella. of Oroville. on recently purchased Mc-
Cormick-Saeltzer ranch of 2700 acres. Pit being dug; dredge
to cost $100,000. Other dredges may be used later.

GOLINSKY (Kennett)—This group of 14 claims has been
bonded to Mammoth Copper. Work will be done by Mammoth
companv on large scale. Stated property formerly bonded to

Guggenheims for $100,000.

ITNCLE SAM (Coram)—Lessees operating 10-stamp mill
eight hours per dav. will install settling tanks and pump so
mill water can be saved and used over, giving sufficient wa-
ter supply for continuous operation. Compressor will also be
installed." Ore is gold-bearing, of good milling grade.

STOWELL (Kennett) — Preliminary surveys being made
for aerial tramway for mine. 11 miles west of Kennett. to
connect with upper terminal of Balaklala Consolidated Cop-
per CTo.'s tramway at Kimberly. Ore can then be sent over
this tramway to Coram, and thence by railroad to Mammoth
smelting plant at Kennett. Mammoth Copper has an option
on Stowell group and is doing considerable development work.

BAL.\KLALA (Coram)—Edward Newhouse. vice-president
of American Smelting & Refining Co.. reported to have stated
that mine and smeltery will resume operation in 1915 or bv
first of 1916. Installation of the improved Cottrell system
of fume control is contemplated. Should this report prove
true, is expected that not only Balaklala but Trinity copper
mine will be worked. Balaklala smeltery has been idle since
Julv, 1911, having closed down on account of the opposition
of farmers in Shasta County. It is estimated that the cost
of repairs to smelterv and installation of Cottrell system
will amount to about $350,000.

Tuolumne County

SPRINGFIELD TUNNEL & DEVELOPMENT CO. (Sonora)
—Application made to State Corporation Department to sell

SI. 211 shares, par value $1. proceeds to be used in continuing
development.
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COLORADO
Boulder County

MARY McKINNEY (Gold Hill)—American Mines CnJames N. Caldwell, manager and secretary, has ooenertnnlarge outcropping veins of free-milling gold ore and w»^erect small mill on property. '^"'^ ^ '"

Chaffee County

= rti?*^;;^F«^^^9?^ (Salida)—Contract has been let to drive
S5i .^i"?,-^!;-

farther into Cameron Mt. to reach orebodiesopened higher up mountain-side. oreoodies

MADONNA (Monarch)—Because of dangerous condition"!in mam shaft mine is closed down pending arrangemeiUsfo?sinking new shaft. E. D. Denison, manage?-, has gonTeastOHIO & COLORADO SMELTING & REFINING (Salida)
l^^^f^^^HZ,^ V^- "• ^'^e^«'s °' 2S5 employees raised amjroVi-

Clear Creek Countv

tun?^f h^a7?e^^n''fn2rfa^jlS^§l.-rn°i;iLfi'o^n"^r I?0°5!c^i ff ^a^
toT^/a^^TneTol";™^?/;!."' "^""^^'^ department has'^Ye'w ^^i:

Gilpin County

C A^F^^t^wS-n^l^i *^''"^'' H^Vk)-Has been purchased by
Hi„„i ^'. ^ xP ^ ''• reopen old tunnel workings and nushdevelopment. Has been idle many years.

"^'"es ana push

Lake Connty

h,.lP^?K '^
, ^^^"<l" DREDGE (Snowden)— New 4''xin--ftnull of boat has been launched. <-xiipi-h.

r^^^P^^^"^ EMMET (Leadville)—Although mine has tre

S^even"ld'bf'ilrk nf ^^^I'-^'f'""'
."'^".''^ ""' ^h?p'meMs ar^

if^S'lf^^il;^- --"°'^^"ve;y^i^-rir-:

occupied- abSu? a w?eU %.?PP^''''V"' *°. district court. Trial

fion.^o^*'''^ ''^V ii'^Pected this eqSipm^t and their vafua"
ilTfoTe Ju"d%'^,';!|ncfLr.^"'

—" dis'cussion'^I^J JoS'/t. ^"(i^te

Onray County

IDAHO
Shoshone County

soo?Yf??r''i';,t''?^L^c?rd'iJ;l""tr^T"""
'"'»• ''^ operating

agement. ' 3<^'^°'^a>"ir to advices received from man-

cro?s??t'^.!lfit'^;C\^^i's~il',^ec"tld"'J ""'^", ^'«? ^n^P'oyed driving
portal late in October The nnrtn? ^f V,^'^'".?' .^'"0 «• ^'om
Burke schoolhouse: aciit Ts 6.x*^'"f\^'in clea'r

^'"' " J""* ^"^"^^

ProJe'i-?j?'L^s''ne^°^5^^,te'r''c1'n°t?f^t-^'-,r'«"j*^ P'"« Creek
50 and maximum of 150 ton^ of ,i„'^''"'"^

^"^ minimum of

U^pth^ if S^Tfl
P"-ed^;«n*Se"S. ^aoo'-f?. rd'St-';'i;tc'^ tiff^A!^

^fS^S^S^S ^p^°r.^r^^rte^-i^i;i.-l[hil

and\^|{??^g?a¥e-or:-t=^oV-2.rir,°oS!?t'"!e.^,^l.ilT

.?;j,?lte'?t-"'fk^p°-p^o^il^eron^\^*^rhal'1^'""^"°" -^^ ^'^'^PPe' ?o
been started to ?ein °° ''''^ '''^<'" '^"t and crosscut has

sum'eT^o'^/^^^^Ii.^KelJogg) Crown Point Leasing Co. re-
carloads of concentrate hlvf w "'=,*''" "'°"«hs aio. Two
enough to pay operating expense, /nd^Pf '^ ?"'' '''^^^ "''"^^
ness from former work Tw^nVvL?^ *" ^'P® «"' indebted-
is concentrated at Stewart mi^ll

^''® employed. Ore

pan^y^^V^'^Pn ^^^^sf ^oV^lllTal^d'?e^"°^^>-^-"-^=^ "^

—

surplus is accumulating. -rAe new di-v'Sf^^iV*'"''^
^"'^ '^ '="•&«

reinforced concrete at cost of Sf?nnn \" "^^'^ '^""''"'"'^''^ o*
There is persistent but unverified ?umo",1?'.'"^ completion,
take lead in establishing nlant in ^^ '"°^,\'i''*

company will
tion of metallic lead ^ ^^"^ '" Coe""" d'Alenes for produc-

MICHIG.\X
Copper

SOUTH LAKE ( Houghton 1 Attn .,

fn'^im^eTt Jr"y"
°* ^°^'^- '^'--' -p"«ed" t^o^'X^ l^lo's^e fo ^i^^

.,30^o^nTa°L^y.^^'Sf°cVPs\^e?^n^"^?o"<=7°<r^>;^^« "k°- ^-^'PP'"^
tially dismantled^ hoist anf fixfnV up ^'^tp^^av''''""'""^

»=""-

rocJf^at?a^t^?f t'w^o^^fr^s^T^dT^'" ^^ ^-''""^' «-*h Lake

aSthfn"' ""'' ^''"^" ^'-^ ^°'"^ t° Pro'pXSo'^'iJi^ii-e^an'ef:

Iron

her^^Wi^f hi';e°"ca?i'cft\^^f??00"?2L''"^I"<' d^ ^«-« -«^t«=''
are now being constructed to it

^^ ^'''''^''^ ^'°™ t-ailroad

Co.'^tt^r?s^u^;^e *woTk^'l'er^e^"^.\T;;?^h'|3^Mi-" t^"
^^ ^^ «^?-

CLEVELAND-CLIFFS IRON CO rT=i,„„„ , ^.

200.000 tons.
spring. Deposit contains about

>H.\.\ESOTA
Cuynna Range

CUYUNA-MILLE LACS (Ironton) A IKno ft „;,
sor. largest on Cuyuna Range^wiPl' shortly "be"in1.'tane"'""'"-

in n^e'^'lJ?['2ug:'i.' P^X'^c\i'oi:^;^i?rcotriJ,t'?P^'-=^V°"« ^''^"-^
work being done underground

^"'"'''''" ^'"°" P"' ""

Ash^^^d^ w\l^:^'!;-^'^ne'\'-o°'i5rnLTiful'"'i?ifh' ^C^^
"'^''^- "^ '°

X\Xl-uT '^^"^^^^ 39.2/4ri;.l"a'He?eT'2-4r„?rrrd'o%^°|^^

this^io'^u'h AangJ'"pr'o7ent''^'",5"°ra1io''n^'"^ '"'^^''^ *» ""^''ter
year ago and mine p^ermiUeS'^to fin" ^fh l"%P^"<''^^,«bout
pumping equipment will be installed

'''^'- Electric

-Me.<iabi Ranee

present shipping 5000 to 6000 to^l!'
P'opert.es are at

MISSOURI—KANSAS
aga!^? is''t'u?ni-;'|-\^ut'?a\1i|'-q?rn'^f.^ o^^ea'd"??-^ f^"^'^ "P

^°°SWEENeV*;#'^: ^-"t
""<''

^ "-^>°'s,l?ff .fiV/'ife^1;u?"j'n.-''^

^I^I^SS^H^"iood^ir^°-^ ^-,on

^ntlS^5'» 1?r'r-^- "^- l^s^^ft^^"-°
:0-ft.'"a?e of o?e "

"'^^ ''''^''' ^'^'''^'^ <>"" and are ca?ryfn|

framVo?k i'°^r>'^^,: mUl'^?" nd"?e°'d'^"f<'
''^''' Chitwood has

they expect to install ri"-n^'^ wo,, i"^"^^ f*?""
machinery which

quantity of nav dirl '.'= \ ^," ay- In sinking mill shaft, large
2e mi'lUd°4,!;"n' p'l'nt "s'^cJ^'^f^ted"'

"""^ '^ "'''^ "" '^^<^>- '»

MOXTAX.4
Park County

purchase U o? mo?e hiavv ^a.ftA'^'I^f-/''^*"'^'/ ™'"Pany will

fj;aVh-°?o\^?o?tYd'^iiS nfSfS«-- r •--
a railroad point aPa reasonabirnr ce^ Tr^fks''t"nF°'"'^"°" ,«°

fi'st"';^!;r'-^;^lTb'e° ^^"i?perS"ii> T'^' - "c^o?.7fyurt^l

Silver Bow County

ing'll^r^a.f^o^^a^oiif^^VoTo^o'o ^r^o?'co?5fr ?""« '^
t'^-''-said to be about 10c. a pound

copper a year at a cost

atio''n's°a'rYhrc''on'?anv'^TJne h\'?in"" T''"'^"^
to resume oper-

ing was started beiinnintlti,?,"*^ *'!"" secured, active min-
is down to 2400 live? t^i*i,.J l?-n""'''*''-""e„"'' ^^aft. Water

nAVT« -nAtT ,2 ^ **'" 'emains 200 ft. of shaft.

of me agi?^i;Tin^" '.V-f*"-
""^^'-t" ^"""g June 30, 16 cars

3.7% copp^e"-lnd 6 4^ ounces* sn^ ^"''t.
shipped. Ore averaged

ore shi^ents"^i1l\°err?rpay^l^era^fn"#1.1,Tt's"* ''^"^^'- '''^'

we;e^nTy"5?^'Vt''nor''r;^Il'>-^rtV,°'2 Ja"Vary. when operations
now it is 907/ caoacTtT VA)? -"^ Butte increased output until
2,000,000 lb of cSppeVper mon'lh''""'''^"'

*" "^ production of

i'^Vu^'t'^ro^d-S^lr^iJ^f^o^^
Most Of ore is n'^ b^i'il'g 7.'L^'ro^%iriZ 'l^600°L '^^
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BUTTE & SUI'KRTOK (Butte)—All previous records in
output of ore and concentrates bv this company were broken
in July. Estimated that about 4.'), 000 tons of ore were taken
from Black Rock mine during- month; average of about 1500
tons a day. Total amount of zinc produced was between 13,-
000.000 and 14,fl00.000 lb. Payroll of company for July was in
vicinity of $175,000. According to Quarterly report period
ending June 30, dry tons of ore milled 124,080; average zinc
contents of ore 17.003%. Produced during quarter 17,fiSO,000
lb. of zinc concentrates with an average zinc contents of
S2.706%. Operating costs for quarter were $916,972.

XEVAD.V
Clnrk County

ANCHOR (Goodsprings)—Crosscut from lower level has in-
tersected orebody in foot-wall of main vein. Now shipping
about 500 tons of zinc-carbonate ore per month. Contracts
have been let for erection of 50-ton dry concentrating mill for
separation of lead and zinc minerals, and some machinery has
already arrived.

YELLOW PINE (Ooodsprings)—New shaft has reached
depth of 900 ft. and crosscut is to be driven at this depth to
intersect vein. Special dividend of 3c. per share, amounting
to total of $50,000 has been declared payable Aug. 5. Begin-
ning June 1. company has paid bonus of 10% to each em-
ployee: this action having been taken on account of increased
eai-nings due to higher prices of metals.

Klko Counfy

BLUSTBR CONSOLIDATED (Jarbidge)—Is crushing 50
tons of ore per day and will install 50-ton cyanide plant;
construction to be started immediately. Ore averages about
$20 per ton.

Ksiiieralda Couiity
IIERGER JUNES (Goldfield)—Receiver for Merger Mines

discharged by Judge after filing bj- counsel of stipulation set-
tling case out of couit.

JUMBO EXTENSION (Goldfield) — President Sprague is
quoted as stating that all possibility of litigation between
Jumbn Ex and Merger Mines, growing out of dissatisfaction
of minority interests of Merger over sale of Velvet claim to
Jumbo, has passed.

Nye County
TONOPAH ORE PRODUCTION for w^eek ended Aug. 7

amounted to 10,722 tons valued at $218,956 compared with 10.-
407 tons week previous. Producers were: Tonopah Belmont,
35S7; Tonopah Mining. 2900; Tonopah E.xtension, 1S50; West
End. 1015: Jim Butler, 1100; North Star, 66; and miscellaneous
leasers 204 tons.

TONOPAH EXTENSION (Tonopah)—Receipts from opera-
tion in June $110,157; current e.xpenses $73,201; operating
profits $36,955.

XK\V JERSEY
Su.sMex County

NEW JERSEY ZINC (Franklin Furnace)—Normal pro-
duction of this mine is 30.000 tons per month. Owing to de-
mands for high-grade spelter for war munitions, production
has been increased to 70.000 tons per month without addition
of further equipment or adding to personnel except as to
underground miners.

XKAV MEXICO
lierniilillo County

CONSOLIDATED MINING & SMELTING CO. (Cerrillos)—
Ore concentrator being remodeled and zinc-lead ores will be
treated. Custom ores will be accepted.

EL MORO MINING & MILLING CO. (Albuquerque)—Com-
pany has filed articles of incorporation. Capitalization $50,000
with $2000 paid in. A. P. Gibson. L. E. Carson and J. McNutt
are incorporators.

tyrant County
EIGHTY-FIVE MINING (Lordsburg) — New electric hoist

being installed in main adit. Company will ship over new A.
& N. M. spur from Shakespeare. Now location for ore hauling
road being sought b.\ caterpillar tractors.

SAVANNAH COPPER (Silver City)—Reports from com-
pany's Duluth office state offer of $700,000 has been refused
for holdings at Pinos Altos and Burro mountains. Lessees
working company's ground.

BIDS FOR BRIDGE ACROSS GILA RIVER are being called
for by county commissipners of Grant county. If contracts
are let, it will mean the overcoming of an obstacle in trans-
portation to Mogollon. River is now being forded to disad-
vantage or loads are transferred over cable-way. Specifica-
tions call for three 112-ft. steel spans on concrete foundations
and two 20-ft. wooden approaches. Bids will be opened
Aug. 28.

SOITH DAKOTA
La«-reuc'e County

ORO HONDO (Deadwood)—Shaft is nearly 1700 ft. deep.
Cross cutting is going forward both easterly and westerly on
1500 level.

MOGUL (Terry)—De LaVergne 100-hp. oil engine being in-
stalled, which, with one now in use, will allow cyanide mill
to almost double capacity.

WASP NO. 2 (Flatiron)—Forty tons of wolframite ore,
hand sorted, contained ."i6'r tungstic oxide and brought net
returns of over $16,000. Lower grade material is on dump;
it runs about 10%. Wolframite is found on top of quartzite.
It is removed first, and then quartzite goes to cyanide mill.

TROJAN (Trojan)—Test is being made of the practicabil-
ity of dispensing with rolls, which have previously been used
between crusher and Chilean mills. From data so far gathered
in 30-days test it appears that perfectly good results can be
obtained without rolls.

^vISCO!VSIlv
Zine-L,ead District

FRONTIER (Benton)—At Hird mine has finished shaft to
125 level after severe troubles and heavy expense due to flow
of 2200 gal. of water per min. which had to be handled.

WILKINSON (Benton)—Largest shipper of pyrites in dis-
trict, lost its plant by fire. Will be rebuilt at once.

WISCONSIN ZINC (Galena)—Cleveland Separator at Ga-
lena, first in district, has been leased to treat some of its
low-grade ores.

HARRIS-MURPHY (Plattevllle)—Rich strike of zinc and
lead ore at 105 to 119 ft. was made by churn drill on Felix
Murphy farm six miles south of Platteville.

QUINCY (Platteville)—A. L. Utt and others have secured
lease on this tract three miles southwest of Platteville and
will assemble complete mining and milling equipment.

CAPITOLA (Platteville)—Adam Miller and others liave put
up small milling plant and are operating this old mine which
has been idle for 10 years.

SPINK (Platteville)—Local company has made valuable
discovery of zinc ore on August Spink farm four mines south
oi Platteville.

UTAH
Juab County

EMERALD (Mammoth)— Rock mineralized with mangan-
ese, and carrying some lead, silver and gold has been cut
recently in winze below 7011 level.

RIDGE & VALLEY (Eureka)—Ore running high in lead,
with some silver is being mined from 1650 level. This is be-
ing hoisted through main (5emini shaft.

EAGLE & BLUE BELL (Eureka)—No attempt will be
made to connect the newly acquired Victoria ground with the
Eagle & Blue Bell workings until new equipment at latter
property has been installed. This will include hoist, capable
of sinking 2000 ft.

Salt Ivake County
UTAH COPPER (Bingham)—Present output is about 28.-

500 tons of ore daily.

UTAH METAL & TUNNEL (Bingham)—Ore valued at ap-
proximately $60,000 was shipped in July. The output will
be increased up to 150 tons dailv. Present shipments amount
to 120 tons.

UTAH ORE SAMPLING (Salt Lake)—Declared its regular
quarterly dividend of 6c. a share. Aug. 9. On this date one
car from Idaho, five from Nevada, two from California, one
from Colorado, and eight cars of ore from Utah wei-e sampled.

SOUTH HECLA (Alta)—Ore a foot thick has been cut on
the 500 level. Wedge fissure was cut sooner than expected,
though ore may be stringer from this fissure. New lease on
Quincy level. 1000 ft. east of Wedge workings, is showing im-
provement. .\bout one car of ore daily is being shipped from
main slopes on 250 level.

Summit County
PARK CITY ORE SHIPMENTS for month of July were

among heaviest this year amounting to 217 cars, total 10.051
tons. Shippers were: Silver King Coalition, 4440 tons; Daly-
Judge, 226S: Silver King Consolidated, 1725; Dalv West. 368;
Ontario Silver. 983: E. J. Beggs, 47; G. A. Keep, 46; Big Four
Exploration. 104; Daly. 70.

SNAKE CREEK TUNNEL (Park City)—During Julv face
was advanced 36S ft. Tunnel is now in 12,000 ft. of the 14.000
ft. to be driven. About 16 ft. progress a day is being made.

DALY-JUDGE (Park City)—Callow pneumatic flotation
plant of daily capacity of 75 tons will be installed in mill to
treat fines. New electric hoist for the Anchor shaft and other
machinery has been ordered.

SILVER KING CONSOLIDATED (Park City)—During July
shipments of between 60 and 70 tons a day were made. It
is probable that tunnel may be driven from" some point near
railroad to avoid wagon-haul from mine to loading station.

AVasiiinffton County
HAYES-M(^NETTE (Modena)—This leasing company has

taken over Dora Jane group of six claims at Goldstrike, and
will start work at once. Shaft is to be sunk.

CANADA
Ontario

ORE SHIPMENTS OVER THE T. & N. O. RY. for month
of July were: From Cobalt proper—Beaver, 32 tons; Chambers
Ferland. 28 tons; Cobalt Comet, 76 tons; Coniagas, 86 tons;
Crown Reserve, 118 tons; Kerr Lake, 68 tons; La Rose, 130
tons; McKinley-Darragh, 116 tons; Mining (Corporation of
Canada, Ltd.. Cobalt Lake Mine, 107 tons, Townsite City Mine.
86 tons: Nipissing, 47 tons: Penn Canadian, 70 tons; Peterson
Lake, 63 tons; Right of Way, 44 tons; from New Liskeard

—

Casey Cobalt, 29 tons, making total silver-ore shipments, 1107
tons; from Schumacher—gold, Mclntyre, 5 tons; Porcupine
Vipond, 1 ton; from Porquis Jet.—Alexo Mine, nickel, 1070
tons.

MEXICO
Sonora

MINNEAPOLIS COPPER (Cumpas) — After being closed
down for about a year this property is again being opened
up and force of men are at work cleaning up mine in pre-
paration for actual mining which will start within week. It
is expected to ship three or four cars of ore a month to
Douglas smelters.

MONTECRISTO SONORA (Moctezuma)—An EI Paso com-
pany has bought this property from heirs of C. C. Soto and
it is now being operated under management of R. A. Mever
who has already located vein which was faulted on 5th level
and ore is again being taken from vein at this place. Ore has
also been located in other parts of the mine and one car of
ore has been shipped and one awaiting shipment at Nacozari
and another at mine. New plant of machinery is at mine and
will be installed as soon as conditions settle a little.

AFRICA
Transvaal

GOLD PRODUCTION IN JULY is reported by cable at
770,000 oz,, being 14,720 oz. more than in June and 38.000 oz.
more than in July, 1914. For the seven months ended July
31 the total production was 4,818.247 oz. in 1914, and 5,178,048
oz. in 1915; an increase of 359.801 oz., or 7.5%, this year.
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Metal Markets

NEW YORK

—

Auk. 1H

Tin and lead declined slightly, while copper and spelter
became practically demoralized during last week, copper de-
clining more than Ic. a lb. and spelter about 2c. a lb.

Copper, Tin, Lead £ind Zinc

Copper—The alleged news published in the Wall Street

papers on Saturday and Monday that large buying of copper
had taken place was all "moonshine." Not even any inquiries

were addressed to some ot the largest producers, to whom
prospective buyers would naturally go. The principal pro-

ducers, whose salesbooks are still fat with orders entered two
to three months ago, have a nominal asking price, but do not
get any new business, as to which they are temporarily more
or less indifferent. On the other hand, some of the smaller
agencies and producers are eager for business, and make
sharp concessions to get it. The business transacted during
the last week was relatively small in the aggregate, but in-

cluded several 500,000-lb. and 1,000,000-lb. transactions, upon
which there was sharp competition. An order for export to

England was taken at £80, which at the present rate of ex-

change w^as figured as netting 16.10c., net. New York.

Stocks at refineries are reported as not increasing to any
great extent as yet, owing to the large deliveries still being
made on old orders. However, production is proceeding at a

high rate; one estimate in the trade is 160,000.000 lb. per
month. There is some gossip among the producers about
taking steps to curtail the output.

Copper Sheets are quoted at 24c. base, with the usual ad-
vance for cold rolled. Wire is 20c. per lb. at mill.

Tin—After an early decline the market became steady.

Spot tin is closely held and its owners were not disposed to

sell lower than 34 %c. per lb. A pretty fair business was done.
There was a good demand for contracts for future delivery
and sales were made covering deliveries far ahead. The un-
certainty respecting the future rate of sterling exchange is,

however, a perplexing feature.

Lead—The week was characterized by renewed interest on
the part of buyers, who took considerable quantities, nearly
all the producers making sales. The terms were rather va-
riable, being governed to a large extent by the conditions
and time of delivery. On the ordinary shipment business
prices ranged from 4.35® 4.50c., New York, but during the
latter part of the week some large contracts for delivery in

the last quarter of the year were taken at 4.25 @ 4.30c. In the
St. Louis market rather a large tonnage of lead was offered
at relatively low prices.

Spelter—The business actually transacted was relatively
light, but prices went off sharply on offerings from many
quarters. Anybody who needed spelter had ample opportunity
to do shopping. There were plenty of sellers and but few
buyers. A large differential between spot and contracts for
future delivery is maintained nominally, but it would prob-
ably contract if imijortant business came in sight. Stocks of

metal available for prompt delivery are beginning to increase.
Rather than sell such metal at the present market, some pro-
ducers are anticipating deliveries on their later contracts.
Reselling by consumers does not appear to have ended. At
the close of the week there were bids of 9c. for round lots for
September-October delivery, producers asking 9%c. There
are thought to be some signs that galvanizers may become
buyers again at around 9c.

Zinc Slieets are in active demand. The base price for car-
load lots is $17 per 100 lb., f.o.b. Peru, 111., less 8% dis-

count. Usual extras are ehr.rged.

Other Metals

Aluminum—There was not much activity in this metal,

but No. 1 ingots were quoted at 34® 35c. per lb.. New York.
Antimony—There has been but little spot demand, but

some small orders have been filled at 32 (§'340. for outside

brands; Cookson's remains nominal at 4Sffl'50c., with few
.sales.

QuioliMilver—The market was quiet at the beginning of the
week but is asuming a firmer tone. New York quotations
for large orders are $91® 92 per flask of 75 lb., and for smaller
lots $92@95. San Francisco market began quietly at $85, ris-

ing to $87.50 and finally to $95. London quotes £18 per
flask.

Minor Metals—Current sales of Bismuth are at $2.75(3)3

per lb.. New York. The London price is quoted at 10s., or $2.4fi

per lb. there—Cailmium is quoted at 6s.. or $1.44 per lb. in

London; $1.50 per lb.. New York.—Tellurium is reported sold
at SOs., or $19.20 per lb. in London.—Selenium is quoted at
$2® 3 per lb. New York for larger quantities; $4.50@5 for
retail lots.

DAILY PRICES OF METALS IN NEW YORK
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Gold, Silver and Platinum
tiold in the I niled States. Aug. 2 is estimated by the

Treasury Department as follows: In Treasury against gold

certificates outstanding, $1,177,131,169; in Treasury current

balances, $226,076, S21; in banks and circulation, $603,191,549;

total. $2,006,399,539. This is an increase of $12,t>50,524 during
July.

Silver—The market jumped to 23,'od. on Aug. 12 on London
liuying for Indian account, but buyers being satisfied London
price has reacted to 22 %d. and closes fairly steady. The New
York price has been seriously lowered on account of the phe-

nomenal drop in sterling exchange from 4.75 to 4.64 in one
week.

Coined silver in the United States, Aug. 2 is estimated by
the Treasury Department as follows: Standard dollars. $56S,-

272,478; subsidiary coins, $185,476,523; total, $753,749,001. Of
the silver dollars $485,669,000 are held in the Treasury against

silver certificates outstanding.

PIntiniini was stronger this week with an upward tend-

ency, $39.50@41 per oz. being quoted for refined platinum and
$47 per oz. for hard metal.

Zinc and Lead Ore Markets

PLATTEVILLK, WIS.—AuK. 14

The base price paid this week for 60% zinc ore was $85

per ton, down to $60 at end of the week. The base price of-

fered for 80% lead ore was $50 per ton. No sales of lead ore

were reported.

SHIPMENTS \V1H:EK ENDED AUG. 14

Zinc Lead Sulphur
Ore, Lb. Ore, Lb. Ore, Lb.

Year 117,452,340 4,083,160 17,392,770
Week 3,313,120 702,820

Shipped during week to separating plants, 4,814,530 lb.

zinc ore.

JOPLIX, .MO.—Aus. 14

Blende, high price, $88; base price per ton of 60% zinc,

premium ore, $85, medium $S0@70, lower grades down to $60;

Calamine, base per ton of 40Tc zinc, $70@50; average, all

grades of zinc. $83.78 per ton. many settlements being made
on previous "week's buying.

Lead, high price '$58.30, base price $56@50 per ton of 80%
metal content; average, all grades of lead, $52.86 per ton.

SHIPMENTS WEEK ENDED AUG. 14

Blende Calamine Lead Values
Totals this week.. 10,077,660 600,750 1,776,610 $494,300
Totals this year. .354,735,370 28,977,260 54,297,540 15,529,190

Blende value, the week. $431,370; 33 weeks, $13,451,180.

Calamine value, the week, $15,980; 33 weeks, $632,530.

Lead value, the week, $46,950; 33 weeks. $1,445,480.

The demanc? for zinc with less than one-half of 1% of

lead continues very strong, with iron content up to 6%, but
ore carrying over that low-lead marking finds slow sale and
heavy penalty. One recleaning plant has been constructed

.and other large producing companies are figuring on making
such an addition. The Church Mines at Miami have raised their

zinc product from an unsalable commodity to one in active

demand. The recleaning is estimated to net $10 per ton.

Iron Trade Review

1VE^V YORK—Aug. 18

The steel mills are now running at practically their ca-

pacity, but of course are not producing as large tonnages as

they could in more moderate weather. In few if any of the
finishing departments is capacity fully engaged except in the

case of the merchant-bar mills, and the steel trade finds it

was not so difficult as was expected to engage the steel-in-

dustry's capacity. Rails have been in as poor demand this

year as last, the sheet mills are operating at only 75 to 80%
of capacity, the pipe mills are operating at only about 75%.
demand for oil-country goods being exceptionally light, while
bookings of the fabricators in July, although heavier than in

June or May, are reported at only 86% of capacity. Exports
are easily at record rate and seem to be increasing, but are
only absorbing about 25% of the current steel output.

PITTSBVR«;H—Aug. 17

Specifications on finished-steel contracts are good, but new
buying is light. Prices continue to show an upward trend.

The Carnegie Steel Co. yesterday began quoting bars, plates

and shapes at 1.35c., and other mills are expected to advance
to this basis. Blue annealed sheets are firm at 1.35c., with
sales for forward shipment at 1.40c., and prompt material is

expected to advance to that level within a week. Galvanized
sheets are lower, with the decline in spelter, at 3.75c. to 4c..

and (iemaiiu cont-nues light. The National Tube Co. has issued

a new pipe list dated Aug. 16, showing no change in black,
but reductions of six points in galvanized pipe 6-in. and
under and four points on 7- to 12-in. On base sizes the spread
between black and galvanized is now 15 H points, against SVj

points before the rise in spelter started. A point is equivalent
to about $1.90 per net ton.

Pis Iron—Bessemer and basic continue to show an ad-
vancing tendency. Fair-sized tonnages of bessemer have sold

at $15.25, Valley, and small lots at $15.50, representing ad-
vances of 25 to 50c. during the week. Basic is reported to

have sold at $14.25 and $14.50. Valley, but these reports are
not fully authenticated. Foundry iron is strong. The ad-
vances in pig iron, now totaling $1 to $1.50 since early in

July, appear to be genuine, but have occurred upon a smaller
turnover than has usually characterized such movements.
Apparently the furnaces were well filled before the advances
started. Few additional furnaces are blowing in. Shenango
No. 4 is to go in this week, on basic. We quote; Bessemer,
$15.25(515.50; basic, $14@14.50; No. 2 foundry and malleable.
$13.50@13.75; gray forge, $13.25'g)13.50 at Valley furnaces, 95c.

higher delivered Pittsburgh. Cleveland furnaces are reported
to have advanced No. 2 foundry 50c. to $14.50, delivered Cleve-
land.

Ferroniiiiigunese—The prompt market remains at $100@
105 for small lots. There is no contract price. English pro-
ducers would probably quote $100, Baltimore, but are uncer-
tain whether they can ship, on account of the restrictions
lately placed by the English Government.

Steel—There is no regular market on billets and sheet
bars, mills being well sold up for prompt and being unwilling
to make commitments for late delivery, while middlemen, who
probably control considerable steel, are nursing their re-

sources. Roundly the market can be quoted at about $23 for
billets and $24 for sheet bars, Youngstown, prices delivered
Pittsburgh being about $1 higher. Rods are firm at $27, Pitts-
burgh.

Exports of those articles of iron and steel which are re-
ported by tonnage were as follows for June and the fiscal year
ended June 30, in long tons:

1914 1915 Changes
June 143.953 355.829 I. 211. S76
Year 2,076.364 2,003.798 D. 72,566

The large increase in exports now reported did not begin
until .\pril or May of this year. Imports given by tonnages
were as follows:

Y'ear

1915
31,610

251,251

Changes
I. 8,535
D. 42.523

Imports tell off quite steadily through the fiscal year,

some loss being shown almost every month.
The sensation of the mai-ket just now is the sudden de-

mand for pig iron and the rapid advance in prices. In the
past two weeks bessemer and basic pig have gone up $1.25

per ton; Northern No. 2 foundry from $1 to $1.50, while South-
ern No. 2 has advanced $1.50 at Birmingham, with some fur-
naces withdrawn from the market altogether,

FERBO.VLLOYS
Late London quotations are: Ferrochrome, $153.60 per ton

for 4-6% carbon down to $120 for 8-10% carbon. Ferro-
tungsten, 75 to 85% tungsten and' not over 1% carbon, $1.20

per lb. Ferromolybdenum, 70 to 80%, $4.32 per lb. Ferro-
silicon, 45%, $69.60; 25%, $50.40 per ton.

Late quotations for .\merican ferrosilicon are $71@73 per
ton at furnace, according to size of order.

COKE
Coke production of the Connellsville region for the past

week is reported by the "Courier" at 366,840 short tons; ship-
ments, 369,725 tons. Production of Greensburg and Upper
Connellsville districts, 42.664 tons.

Ch^emicals

NEW YORK—Aug. 1.S

Nitrate of Sofia—The outlook is improving and nitrate is

now quoted at 2.40c. per jb. for all positions.

.\r.<ienic—The demand is improving slightly, in part due to

the substitution of arsenic for antimony in the glass industry.
Large lots are quoted at 3^c. and smaller orders at 43. per lb.

smaller parcels.

Copiier Sulphate—Trade is steady but prices remain un-
changed at $7.25 per 100 lb. for carload lots and $7.50 for
small parcels.
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By Hubekt I. Im.i.i^

SYNOFiilS—The Cocur J'Alene district lias bene-

fited through the high prices ruling for lead and

zinc, ^yhile these prices trill undoubtedly be re-

duced under normal conditions, the development

induced by the present high prices will be of lasting

benefit. A rerien' of present activity is given.

The Coeur d'Alene foiiiitry is in the midst of a mild

boom owing to the high prices prevailing for the base

metals, esperially lead and zinc. With the exception of the

1 in .-). The management hopes by purchasing a new mine,

however, to continue the life of the company. In a cir-

cular letter recently sent to the stockholders by Manager

Greenough, it is stated that the company has on hand

$160,000, and also has a complete mill, as well as surface

and underground mining equipment. Options have been

taken on several properties, including the Missoula cop-

per mine, which lies in the same belt as the Snowstorm.

This option, originally calling for 50c. a share for the

Missoula stock, is said to have been renewed at 25c. Some

definite decision in regard to the options held will prob-

STANDARD MINE AT MACE, ID.\HO. THE GREENHILL-CLEVELAND IS WORKING THROUGH THE OLD
ST.A.NDARD TUNNEL,

Snowstorm, Hercules, and National all the regular produc-

ers are working at normal capacity, or in excess of normal

The orebodies of the Snowstorm, for years the only im-

portant producer of copper in the district, were exhausted

about Sept. 1, 1914. Further prospecting was barren of

results and the mine was finally shut down in June,

•Kellogg, Idaho.

ablv be taken at the meeting scheduled to be held at

Larsen on July 27.'

The National copper mine, in Deadman Gulch about

three miles northeast of ilullan, and supposedly on the

same deposit as the Snowstorm, is making no production

at present but is pushing development work under the

'This article was wr-ittpn -before this ilate.—Editor,
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direetion of R. R. Catching. A two-compartment winze,

6x14 ft. in the clear, is being sunk from the level of the

adit, which is 5000 ft. long. Three shifts are working and

sinking is at the rate of 5 ft. per day. It is hoped to have

the station at the 200-ft. level finished by Sept. 1, and

to have the mill running by the middle of that month.

Hoisting is by air compressed with current from the lines

of the Washington Water Power Co. The mill is situ-

ated at the railway near Mullan and is reached from the

mine by a three-mile tram road, equipped for electric

haulage. The mill has a capacity of 500 tons a day ; con-

centration is chiefly by flotation methods.

The Hercules mine, on Caiion Creek near the town of

Burke, is closed down pending the negotiations of a satis-

factory smelting contract. Current report is that the

company formerly had a more favorable rate than other

obtained for the concentrates. A new building, 42x230 ft.,

is under construction at the mine. This will house the

machine shop, the blacksmith shop, the carpenter shop,

and the electrical .«hop. A new section has also been added

to the mill orebin, giving it a capacity of 25 cars of mill

feed. Buffalo track scales have been installed.

The Gold Hunter mine, just above Mullan, is sending

340 tons of ore daily to the mill. The ore is hard to

treat, about 50% of the concentrates being obtained by flo-

tation. The total recover*' is 85%. The Hecla mine,

another old producer, is at Burke and the mill is three

miles down Canon Creek. The mill is treating 380 tons

of ore per day by jigging, table concentration, and flo-

tation.

The Marsh mine is also at Burke, but the ore is shipped

by rail to the old Black Cloud mill on Ninemile Creek

SWEENEY MILL, TWO MILES FROM KELLOGG MORNING MILL, JUST BELOW MULLAN

Coeur d'Aleue mines which have now demanded the same and treated there. The mine, which was closed down for

treatment as that accorded the Hercules. The smelters

unwilling to lower other rates to agree with that of the

Hercules, refused to renew the Hercules contract at the

old figure. The Hercules objected to the increased rate

and the management is considering the construction of a

some time, was started up this spring and is producing

200 tons of ore a day. The mill has been remodeled after

a series of careful tests and is making a saving of nearly

90%. A controlling interest in the Success, a Ninemile

Creek mine, was recently sold bv H. F. Samuels, to a Du-

DATA ON PRINCIPAL COEUR D'ALENE MINES FOR 1914

Cialedonia
Hunker HiU & SulUvan
Hecla
I'ederal (Mullan) . -

I'ederal (Wardner) ...
Oreen Hill-Cleveland
Snowstorm
Tamarack »t Custer
Interatate-Callahan

.

Hercules
Success
Gold Hunter
Ontario
Stewart
Yankee Boy (lease)

D. Blake (Yankee Boy royalty)

.

Sierra Nevada

Totals

Average value of ore
Average extraction cost
Average freight and treatment cost.
Average improvements and repairs .

.

Average net profit

Extracted

22,336
440,819
123.857
202,400
-'19,200

'.165

liU,95S

20,1)85

SS,664
60,559
82,664
10,543
88,857
189,615

358

77,270

Value

$560,958.27
3,374,387.73
925,868.81

1,257,191.81
942,108.16

2,324,961.38
,371,125.45
957,358.92
828,963.31

4,147,609.99
232,520.65
421,318.18
712,666.06

2,140,363.40
38,646.31

Extraction
Cost

$64,987.69
1,060,149.90
382,949.21
560,882.05
550,655.24
650,786.73
202,955.60
412,782,97
313,002.76
827,120.72
256,466.81
293,304.06
237,513.96
614,792.01
22,057.00

Freight and
Treatment

$173,113.57
1,352.362.26
300,775.33
549,694.71
316,651.54
591,663.56
48,783.96

348,778.68
318,143.08

1,156,461.35

$1.59,316.16
46,007.70
47,492.89
1,858.61

35,754.01
141,780.13
13,541.50
10,754.14

295,266.11

Net
Profit

$322,857.01
802,559.41
196,136.57
99,122.16
72,942.77

1,046,757.08

182,255.77
187,063.33

1.868,761.81

136,924.00
228,991.62
669,818.80

4,191.56

37,016.27
6,984.71
3,317.03
950.00

566.825.00 204,860.42

239,175.79
854,433.56

4,556.80
6,890.95

159,239.55

1,879,750 $19,802,873.43 $6,655,267.13 $6,399,079.05 $800,0.39.26 $6,042,752.56

Per Ton
$10 50

3.54
3.40
42i

3 16

smelting plant of its own or the purchase of the North-

port smeltery. Meanwhile advantage is being taken of the

shutdown to make some repairs and to put mine and mill

in shape for continued production as soon as an outlet is

luth capitalist for a price reported to be more than $1,000,

000. The mine fs producing 250 tons of lead-zinc ore per

day and is shipping 2000 tons monthly of zinc concentrate

and 200 tons of lead concentrate. Concentration is by

jigs, Wilfley tables, flotation, and magnetic separation.

The Interstate-Callahan, situated near the head of Nine-

mile, at an elevation of 4500 ft., is the sensation of the

district. This company, which was almost unknown a yeaT
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or two ago, paid a dividend of $115,000 on Apr. 1 ami an-

other of $575,000 on July 1. It is reported from Duluth
that at a meeting of the hoard of directors held July 17, an

extra dividend of $2 a sluire was dei-lared, payable Aug.
10. This aggregates $!»20,000, bringing the total for the

year to $1,620,000, or $3.50 per share. Provision has

also been made for regular disbursements of 25c. on Oct.

1 and Jan. 1, making a total of $1,840,000 for 1915. If

the present high price of zinc is maintained there is every

reason to believe that other special dividends will be de-

clared and that the total for the year will be nearly

$3,000,000.

The ore occurs in the Priehard slate and is remarkably

rich. At the mill, which is situated half a mile below

the mine and which is served by an aerial tram, waste.

HERCULES MINE

crude lead ore and crude zinc ore are sorted out. Twenty
per cent, of the shipping product is obtained in the sorting

plant, j'et the ore going to the mill proper still carries 28%
zinc and about 5% lead. The mill, originally designed tci

treat 250 tons of lead ore, has been remodeled to treat

360 tons of zinc-lead ore. Concentrates are hauled two

miles to the railway terminal by wagon, as many as 16 to

18 four- and six-horse teams being required for this work.

An aerial tram two miles long is under construction to a

loading station on the railway and this is expected to re-

duce the shipping cost by about a dollar a ton. At the

mine it is planned to Imild a number of cottages, a new
dryhouse and a new "bunkhouse, all of which will have

every modern convenience. Although the remarkable

strides made by this mine in the last half-year are due in

no small measure to the high price of zinc, it is evident

from the richness of the orebodies that its continued pros-

perity is not dependent on abnormal conditions. The
management is in excellent hands and there is no reason

to doubt that the Interstate-Callahan will maintain its po-

sition for years as one of the leading mines of the Coeur

d'Alene district.

The group of mines near Kellogg under the manage-

ment of Stanly A. Easton, including the famous Bunker

Hill & Sullivan, the Caledonia, the Sierra Nevada, the

Stewart, and the Ontario, are in a prosperous condition.

The three mills of the Bunker Hill & Sullivan Mining &
Concentrating Co. are treating 2000 tons of ore a day.

The ore is of about the same grade as that sent to the mill

during the last 30 years, carrying 10% lead, less than 1%
zinc, and 4 oz. of silver per ton. Production of lead is at

tlie rate of more than 100,000,000 lb. a year. The West
mill is treating tlie bulk of the ore from tlie main work-
ings of the company Ijy the usual process of Jigging, tal)lc

concentration and flotation. The South mill is treating

ore from the Caledonia and Sierra Nevada mines and
from the leases in tlie old workings. The North mill,

originally laid out to treat accumulated tailings from the

other mills, is now used as an experimental plant. The
Bunker Hill is working in cooperation with the United
States Bureau of Mines on an electrochemical process for

producing metallic lead, zinc and silver directly from
their ores without recourse to smelting. Some metal is

actually being produced from ordinary mill feed and the

results are considered by the management to be very en-

couraging. The Ontario mine is under lease to Mr. Eas-

ton and associates. Ore from the Stewart is milled at the

Canon Creek mill, just out of Wallace. The Stewart,

according to persistent rumor, will soon be placed on a

dividend basis of 10c. per share per month. The disburse-

ments of the company to date, including a dividend pay-

able July 29, total 150% on the par value of the stock,

which is $1. In 1913 dividends aggregated 32i/^%; in

1914, Q%y.^%, and so far in 1915, 55%c. The net profit

in June, due to increased metal prices, was over $120,000

as against $83,000 in May and $73,000 in April. The
company is also accumulating a surplus for the develop-

ment of its copper property at Quatsino Sound, B. C.

Production has been increased from 3,000,000 lb. of lead a

month to 4,000,000 lb.

Progress of the Federal Group of Properties

Little information is available concerning the activities

of the mines under the control of the Federal Mining &
Smelting Co., including the Morning near Mullan, the

WINTER IN KELLOGG, IDAHO

Frisco and the Cleveland-Greenliill on Canon Creek,

the Tamarack-Custer on Niriemile, and the Last Chance

at Wardner. The Tamarack-Custer is said to be in very

good shape. The Frisco mill, with a capacity of 250 tons,

is treating about 125 tons—concentrating by jigs, tables,

flotation and magnetic separation. The Greenhill-Cleve-

land uses selective flotation for keeping zinc and lead con-

centrate separate. The ore runs 3 to 4% zinc and 6 to 9%
lead. A small amount of pine oil is added and the zinc

is floated off. More oil is then added to the tailings from
the zinc cell and the lead is thus removed.

Besides the larger and older mines, several new prop-

erties are coming to the front and there is a large amount
of prospecting and development work being carried on
throughout the district. At a meeting of the board of di-
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rectors held a sliort time ago at Wallace it was stated that

a fund of $200,000 wag available for further development

of the Ray-Jefferson, which adjoins the Interstate-Calla-

han. An oreshoot exposed for .340 ft. in the present tunnel

is thought to be in the extension of the Interstate-Callahau

lode. • The company has a good niillsite at the junction of

Beaver and Carbon Creeks and plans to start construction

work on a 250-ton mill about Apr. 1, 1916. The Rex, an-

other promising property tributary to Ninemile, has been

bonded to capitalists who plan to unwater the shaft and

start production as soon as possible. Included in the

equipment of the company is a 15-drill compressor, electric

driven, and the mill now used under lease by the Tamarack

& Custer.

There is considerable activity in the copper belt near

Mullan. The Reindeer-Queen has obtained money for

further development work by the sale of 100,000 shares of

stock to J. P. Gearon. Carbonate Hill, Carney Copper,

and Idaho Giant are working small crews.

Of the outlying districts. Pine Creek, where more than

30 prospects are in various stages of development, is at-

tracting the most attention. A promising strike of zinc-

lead ore was recently made at the Little Pittsburg, which

is situated between the Surprise and the Nabob. The 800-

ft. crosscut adit tapped the vein at a depth of 380 ft.,

and it is reported on good authority that the vein at the

intersection consists of 6 ft. assaying 8% lead, 18 in. of

lead-zinc ore of milling grade, and 14 in. of high-grade

zinc ore. It is planned to increase the force of 15 men
employed at the Constitution, which is being operated bj'

Thwaite & Hamilton, lessees. The output will be in-

creased at once to 300 tons per month and a small mill will

probably be built later in the season. A promising body

of high-grade galena was recently found by workmen
engaged in grading for a wagon road. It is announced

that the Amy will soon call for bids for the construction

of a concentrator on Pine Creek. Active development

work has been under way for more than a year and some

good orebodies are said to have been opened up.

Work on the Noeth Fork Properties

Several properties on the North Fork of Coeur d'Alene

River are showing up well. Jerome Day has been giveii

an option on the claims of the Lead Crystal Mining Co.,

located on Cottonwood Creek near Union. High-grade

galena has been found in the upper adit which is 500 ft.

long. A tunnel at a lower elevation also shows some
good ore. The Paragon has two carloads of ore ready

for shipment. It is planned to work a crew of 20 men
and to make an output of 500 tons a month. The five-

year smelting contract of the company with Beer-Sond-

heimer expires next ilay, and as much concentrate as pos-

sible will be shipped liefore that time. W. H. and Charles

Conn, les.sees on the Terrible Edith, will ship two carloads

of concentrates soon. A rockhouse has been built and a

new crusher installed ; three jigs have also been added to

the mill equipment. The H. E. M. Mining Co., after

making a series of careful tests under the direction of W.
D. Buckby, is building a 100-ton concentrator. Four tun-

nels have been driven on the property, the lowest of which

will give a depth of 1000 ft. A total of 8000 ft. of devel-

opment work has been done at a cost of $75,000, all of

which was obtained from the sale of treasury stock. Work
done in 1914 aggregated 2979 feet.

In general it is safe to assume that although the pres-

ent activity in prospecting in the Coeur d'Alenes is partly

due to the high metal prices, there are a good many ore-

bodies that will be worked with profit when prices recede

to normal. The smaller operators, as in other zinc-lead

districts, complain of the diiBculty of disposing of their

small lots of concentrate at a figure that they consider

fair in view of the high quotations for the metals, particu-

larly zinc, and this undoubtedly has a slight tendency to

discourage the prospector.

©IT Co.
The Ray Consolidated Copper Co. reports a production

for the second quarter of 1915 of 14,524,380 lb., made up
as follows: April, 5,303,213; May, 5,016,048; June,

4,205,119; giving an average monthly production of 4,-

841,460 lb., as compared with a monthly average of 4,-

821,071 lb. in the previous quarter. In addition to this

production of copper in concentrates, there was a total of

277,851 lb. of copper contained in ore shipped direct to

smelters.

The total amount of ore milled for the period was

679,004 dry tons averaging 1.677% of copper, as compared
with 656,652 dry tons averaging 1.667% for the previous

quarter. The tonnage corresponded to a daily average of

7462 tons, as compared with 7296 tons for the previous

quarter. Milling costs were 44.53c. per ton. The aver-

age mining and coarse crushing cost of ores milled was

60.959c. per ton, of which 3.256c. was the cost of coarse

crushing, leaving a net mining cost of 57.703c. per

ton. The underground development for the quarter was

10,769 ft., making a total development to date of 469,842

ft. The average cost per pound of net copper produced

from milling ores for the quarter, after allowing for

smelter losses and applying dividends of the Ray & Gila

Valley R.R., with no other miscellaneous income as a

credit to costs, was 9.122c. The combined cost per pound
of net copper produced from milling ore and direct-ship-

ping ore for the quarter was 9.123c. These costs include

all operating and general charges, as well as 12iy^c. per

ton of ore milled, which is applied to the extinguishment

of mine-develoimient cost. If all miscellaneous income

were credited to the reduction of costs the per pound cost

of net copper produced for April was 8.665c., for Jlay

8.891c., for June 9.735c. Net operating income for the

quarter was $1,367,737; miscellaneous income, $9399;
total, $1,377,136. Bond interest amounted to $2250, and

dividends to $547,035, leaving a net surplus over bond-in-

terest and dividend requirements of $793,851. The earn-

ings for the second quarter are based upon a price of

18.635c. per lb. for copper, compared with 14.324c. for the

first quarter. All unsold copper on hand and in transit is

carried at 14c. per lb.

'3.

mining in Venezuela, accordiriK to recent consular report,

was affected last year by the general unfavorable business
conditions. Nevertheless, considerable attention was given
during the year to the development of gold mining in the
Guiana section, and some of the new mines have yielded satis-

factorily, Tliere have been rumors for many years of the
finding of diamonds in that part of Venezuela or In the
Orinoco Valley. These rumors have been verified by the
exhibition of specimens found. So far as known, no examina-
tion of that section has been made by experts familiar with
diamond mining.
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By it. C. GKOiuiK"

SYNOPSIS—Conliiining Ike dUcusslon of the

Wisconsin zinc fields, an estimate of a typical ore-

body is made up. Mining methods are explained,

with descriptive details of drilling, blasting, tim-

bering, etc. The use of the various types of hoist-

ing inachini's is desrrilx'd.

A plan map of a hypothetical orebody blocked out for

a total length of 100.0 i't. by drill holes is shown in Fig. 30.

The west 600 ft. of this orebody shows an average width

of 80 ft. The east 400 ft. of the orebody shows an average

width of 120 ft., with a higher zinc content and a lower

iron content for the average assay of the drill holes than

the west 600 ft. The west 600 it. of mine had 12 drill

holes in ore and the east iOO ft. had eight drill holes in

ore. On the basis of the assays of these holes, and the

thickness, width and length of the orebody, I will make

an estimate of tonnages, grades and values, using the

Concentrating (milling) operations in the district have

shown that about 70% of the zinc content and about 50%
of the iron content of the ore, as shown from the drill-

hole record, are recovered in the concentrates. I will

use these factors to show recovery from drill-liole assays.

WEST 600 FT. OF OREBODY
6.73 X 0.7 =: 4.711% recov. zinc: 4.711 X 1.5 = 7.07% recov. ZnS
6.42 X 0.5 = 3.21 % recov. iron; 3.21 X 2.2 = 7.06% recov. FeS.
7.07 + 7.06 = 14.13% recov. mineral as concentrates.

4.711 = 33.3 % zinc in concentrates

14.13

28.7 X SO X 600 = 1,377,600 cu.ft. (12 cu.ft. = 1 ton)
— 114, SCO tons of ore in place

Based on 5c. spelter. $40 per ton for 60% Zn concentrates,
33.37c zinc concentrates will be worth $17 per ton.

114,800 X 0.1413 — 16,221.2 tons of 33.3 % Zn concentrates
16,221.2 X $17 = $275,760.40, gross value concentrates

EAST 400 FT. OF OREBODY
7.37 X 0.7 = 5.159 recov. zinc; 5.159 X 1.5 = 7.74% recov. ZnS
5.66 X 0.5 = 2. S3 recov. iron; 2. S3 X 2.2 = 6.23% recov. FeSj
7.74 + 6.23 = 13.97%i recov. mineral as concentrates

5.159 = 36.9%. zinc in concentrates

13.97

g.^IjK.n.a., ill.

same costs as the State Tax Commission has used as the

average of the district:

WEST 600 FT. OF OREBODY

Average

Hole No.

Average

Chief eni

E.A.ST 400 FT. OF OREBODY

9.7

7.37

iron A:jsay

41.6

Wisconsin Zinc Co., Plattevllle, Wis.

POWER ROOM OF THE CLEVELAND JIIXE, H.\ZEL
GREEN, WLS.

41.6 X 120 X 400 = 1,996,800 cu.ft. (12 cu.ft. = 1 ton) =
166,400 tons of ore in place.

On same basis as above, 36.9% Zn concentrates will be
worth $20 per ton; 166,400 X 0.1397 = 23,246.1 tons of 36.9% Zn
concentrates; 23,246.1 X $20 =' $464,922 gross value of con-
centrates in east 400 ft. of mine.

Gross value of concentrates in west 600 ft. of mine, $275,760.
Total value of zinc concentrates of mine, $740,682.

Tons of ore in place, west 600 ft 114,800
Tons of ore in place, east 400 ft 166,400

Total 281,200
50% added for ground broken outside of drill holes

(see Fig. 21) 140,600

Total tonnage to be mined 421,800

The average operating cost, as shown by the report of the
Wisconsin Tax Commission, is about $1.25 per ton mined. I

will use this figure for the estimates.
Operating cost, 421,800 tons at $1.25 $527,250
Cost of 150-ton mill and mining equipment 30,000

Total $557,250

Gross value of concentrates $740,682
Less 10% royalty to landowner ^S^'^iJ
Operating cost, mill and equipment 5o7,2o0

Net operating profit $109,364

A concentrating plant such as planned for Ihe above-

mentioned property, running two shifts per day and "cull-

ing" the "boulders" before the mine ore, or ""dirt,' goes
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to the crusher, will handle about 100,000 tons of mine ore

per year, so that the life of the mine would be about 4.2

years.

Some of the mining companies of the district own the

property on which they mine, but most operations are

(.Hiducted on leased land. The owner generally receives

10% of the gross receipts of the sales of ores. Technically

this 10% is part of the profit, but from the standpoint of

the mining company it is an operating expense.

Mixing Methods

The mines vary in depth from 75 to 200 ft. The shafts

are usually vertical and vary in size, depending on the

tonnage to be handled, the depth of orebody and the

amount of water to be taken care of. Common sizes for

fhafts are 5x7 ft.. 5x9 ft., 6x10 ft., 7x12 ft., and 7x14 ft.

Shafts seldom have to be cribbed to a greater depth than

MO ft., but there are cases where it has been necessary to

a depth of 75 ft. The different kinds of cribbing used are

4xl0-in. plank or 6x6-in. timber in soft ground, or, in

small mines, 2xl0-in. plank. Several shafts in the dis-

trict have been cribbed with reinforced concrete. A recent

state law limits the size of the hoisting compartment to

i . minimum of 51/^x51/2 ft. in the clear when power ma-

chinery is used for hoisting. Most of the shafts are sunk

irom 5 to 10 ft. deeper than the deepest mine level. The
last 5 or 10 ft. is floored over and is used as a sump from

which all of the mine water is pumped. Nearly all mine

shafts are equipped with ladders, usually of the vertical

continuous type, without landings. They are made with

ui)rights of 2x4-in. pine, and the rungs are usuallv hard-

orebody has been blocked out by prospect drilling, the

shaft is located at the most desirable point, usually near

the middle of the orebody along the hanging wall, or at

the lowest point in the structural basin, or at the point

where the orebody is the deepest.

Most of the orebodies lie in a nearly horizontal position,

so that they can be worked from one level, or at least the

hoisting can lie from one level. All the ore is broken

down to this level or dumped into hoppers, from which

it is drawn at the level. If the orebody is of the long,

narrow type, several shafts may be sunk and the ore car-

ried by aerial or surface tramways to the concentrating

plant, but the usual system is to operate from one shaft

and hoist from one level. In most mines in the district no

attempt has been made to grade and classify the ore, or to

select the ore to be mined at a given time by blocking out

the mine with haulage drifts and crosscuts. The usual

system has been to start at the shaft and mine away from
it in all directions showing ore, taking the ore as it comes,

and leaving it only where necessity requires it in the form
of pillars. Experience has shown that about 10% of the

ore in the mines of the district has been left in j)illars,

and subsequently lost.

Recently several mining companies with large ore-

bodies blocked out have introduced new mining methods

to meet existing conditions. In one case (shown in Figs.

22 and 23) the orebody pitched along the strike and at

right angles to the strike. Fig. 23 shows a vertical cross-

ly. ^Prospect Drill HoleS'

To ''11

'

f Drill Holes \
JO_40_M80IOOrt. Sides of Orebody

HYPOTHETICAL OREBODY IN THE WISCONSIN FIELD,
SHOWING PROSPECT DRILL HOLES

FIG. 21. VERTICAL CROSS-
SECTION OF OREBODY

wood or pipe. In most cases these ladders are used only

for emergency, the men being hoisted in the cage or tub

used for hoisting ore. The cost of shaft-sinking in the

district varies from $7 to $20 per ft., depending on the

size and depth.

The amount of water to be pumiied from the mine

workings varies from a small amount to 3000 gal. per min.

Several of the largest mines -of the district have pumped
so little water that a supply for jigging the ore in the

concentrating process has had to be secured from other

sources. Others have had so much that they run their

mine water direct to the concentrating plant and require

no pond for returning it.

The pumps used are the different types of one-stage lift

pumps, such as the Cornish walking beam, the crosshead

and the steam head, and different types of one- and two-

stage motor-driven centrifugal pumps. The water

pumped is usually not acid, so there is seldom any diffi-

culty due to its chemical action on the pumping equip-

ment. Most pump troubles are caused by blowing out of

gaskets, wearing out of packing, or breaking of pump
rods, where the last exist.

Genek.vl T^ndehcrouxd Wouk

The method of working a mine in the district depends

on the size, shape and position of the orebody. When the

section and Fig. 23 shows a vertical longitudinal section

of the mine. As shown at X in both figures, main haulage

drifts were driven along the foot of the pitch of the ore-

body and at regular intervals raises started; and \yj over-

head stoping, orepockets were made into which all of the

ore along the pitch up to the top flat Z was broken and

drawn at -Y. The ore in the top fl.at Z had to be shoveled

into cars and trammed to the edge of the stope and

dumped into the pocket below.

In another case the orebody shows variations both verti-

cally and horizontally, in the grade of ore. Figs. 24 and

25 show the method of mining being used at this prop-

erty. The orebody averages about 100 ft. in width and

60 ft. in height. A main haulage drift X is driven along

the foot of the pitch, and about every 250 ft. a crosscut

drift Y is driven across the orebody. In each of these

crosscut drifts there are two raises, which are converted

into pockets, aiul the high-grade ore in the upper half of

the mine A will be broken and dumped into these pockets.

The lower-grade ore in the lower half of the mine B will

be worked out later on a high market. Each of the stopes

C, D, E, F, G and H will be worked in this manner, and

the stope to be worked at a given time will depend on the

grade of concentrates it will produce and the existing

market conditions.
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Fig. 26 shows a vertical cross-section of a mine worked

on two levels. The part of the slope above the line AT
was worked out first hocause the lower part of the stope was

mineralized only in the jiart marked A. In several cases'

in the district the heading aiwve the line XY has been car-

lied aliead of the lower part of the stope A, and the tracks

on the floor of stope Ji are graded down to the level of the

floor of stope A toward the shaft, so that all of the hoist-

ing is done from the level of stope .1 and mining is carried

on simultaneously on lioth levels.

System of Mining

The usual system of mining is by untlerhand stojiing,

as shown in Fig. 27. The heading is usually carried with

a machine drill on a 6- or 7-H. jiost ; and when the head-

ing gets 15 or 20 ft. ahead of the stope the benches are

drilled with a machine drill mounted on a tripod, and

broken, starting at the top and working toward the bot-

tom. The i>enches are carried about 10 ft. high. Heading
holes are drilled 8 or 10 ft. deep and stope holes are drilled

10, 12 or'l-i ft. deep. Three or four holes are usually

drilled per round in the heading.

Fig. 28 shows a horizontal cross-section of a mine
heading in which A, A' and A" represent the three "set-

there should be at least 1 ton of rock broken for eacli foot

drilled, and in stope work sometimes an average as high

as 10 Ions per foot drilled is reached. An average mine

figure would be from 1.5 to 5 tons of ore broken per foot

drilled, depending on the height and width of stope and

the presence of openings at the top flat of ore in the

heading.

Types of machine drills commonly used in the district

are the Ingcrsoll-Rand Butterfly piston machine, Sullivan

"Liteweight" with water attachment, the Wood piston

drill, IngersoU-Leyner hammer machine and the Ingor-

soll-Kand "Jackhamer."
The common explosives used in the district are 30, 35

and 40% blasting gelatin, and ammonia-nitrate explo-

sives. The e.xplosive comes in boxes containing 50 lb.,

with 85 to 130 sticks to the box. The explosive is kept

in a surface magazine placed at a considerable distance

from the surface plant. The thawing house is seldom

placed nearer than 300 ft. from the mine buildings.

At most of the mines the machine drillers blow out,

load and shoot the holes they drill. Blasting on both

day and night shifts is usually done at about 3 :30 o'clock.

In some of the mines "boulders," or large, loo.se fragments

of rock broken loose by the previous shift, are broken at

FIG. 22. VERTI-
CAL SECTION OF

OREDOBT

FIG. 23. LONGITUDINAL SEC
TION SHOWING MINING

METHOD

AND
VARYING

. MINING METHOD ON OREBODY
BOTH VERTICALLY AND
HORIZONTALLY

^^^ar ofHeqdtn^_

^^1 of.^^pch

Floor ofBench

FIG. 26. AS WORKED
ON TWO LEVELS

ups" necessary to drill rounds 1, 2, 3 and 4. The heavily

shaded jjortiou represents the portion of the heading

broken by these rounds, and B, B' and B" represent the

three "set-ups" necessary for breaking the next three

blocks of the heading represented by the three unshaded

blocks C, C" and C".

Dkillixg Methods

In the earlier use of machine drills m the district it was
customary to drill stope holes straight down at right

angles to the bedding planes, but this custom has been

entirely abandoned. Stope holes are now drilled horizon-

tally, parallel to the bedding planes or pointing down but

slightly. The ground foreman has to use the best judg-

ment in placing holes and in determining the de])th of

holes to get the best results. The nature of the rock has

to be taken into consideration—whether it is hard or soft,

compact or loose, or full of crevices and openings. In

heading work a machine man should be able to drill from
50 to 100 ft. per shift, and in stope work he should be

able to drill from 30 to 60 ft. per shift. In heading work

27. LONGITUDINAL AND VERTICAL SECTIONS
OF STOPE AND HEADING

FIG. 28. HOLES FOR
BREAKING HEADING

the lunch hour in the middle of the shift. Some of the

mining companies eliminate most of the large boulders

and break the rock finer by drilling more holes and using

less explosive in each hole. The practice of squibbing

except in deep stope holes is disappearing from the dis-

trict.

After completing drilling for the day each machine
man blows out his holes and loads them by shoving the

split sticks of powder into the hole with a wooden "tamp-
ing" bar tipped with wood or copper. The cap or detona-

tor is put in one of the last two or three sticks of explo-

sives placed in the hole. The detonator used is No. 6 or

No. 8. After placing all of the explosive in the hole some
companies fill the hole to the collar with a specially pre-

pared tamping, or damp clay or earth. A 50-lb. box of

35% explosive should break from 40 to 60 tons of ore in

heading work and from 75 to 100 tons in stope work. A
general mine average is from 50 to 100 tons per box of

powder.

Few of the mines require any timber. S,,ni. u.-c a few
posts to give warning of any settling of thf luo!'. where
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the pillars are not close ; but the roof in most of the mines

is a solid, thiek-bedded limestone. One shallow mine in

the district with no solid roof uses the square-set system

of timbering.

Mucking Usually Done by Contract

The ore as broken from the stopes and headings is

shoveled into sheet-iron tubs or cans, cylindrical in shape

and made in sizes 24x24 in., 28x30 in., and 30x30 in.;

and where cages are used, cars of different sizes are em-

ployed. The 30x30-in. and 28x30-in. cans are called 1000

lb. of ore. Since it takes about 12 cu.ft. of broken ore to

make 1000 lb., the 30x30-in. can probably most nearly

represents 1000 lb. of ore, especially since the cans are

not filled level with the top.

Most of the loading is done by contract shovelers who

receive 5, 6 or 7c. per 1000-lb. can, depending on the dis-

tance they have to tram the loaded cans. Most of the

contract shovelers are foreigners—Bulgarians, Slavs,

Poles and Russians.

Several systems of haulage are used. In most of the

mines the cans (placed on ground .cars), or the ore cars

after being loaded, are shoved or trammed to the shaft

by men who do nothing else. In other mines mule haul-

age is used for conveying the ore, and in several others

gasoline locomotives are used. When the face of the ore

is not more than 300 or 400 ft. from the shaft the con-

tract shovelers convey the loaded ore to the shaft. Under-

ground-rope haulage, electric-motor haulage and com-

pressed-air locomotive haulage have never been attempted

in the mines of the district.

Geared and Belted Hoists Used

Motor-driven or steam-driven geared hoists or hoists

belt-driven by gasoline engines are used in the district.

The latter type is not used in the larger and deeper mines.

The hoist is usually placed on the landing platform of the

hoisting derrick when "cans" or skips are used for fioist-

ing the ore ; but it is usually placed on the ground when
cages are used for hoisting. In the former case no at-

tempt has been made to balance the load, but in the latter

case the cage has been balanced. When a cage or skip is

used for hoisting the ore, cars are used underground in-

stead of cans. When the cage is used the cars are carried

to the surface on the cage platform, and when a skip is

used the iinderground car:, are dumped into an ore pocket,

from which the ore is drawn into the skip.

The hoists in the larger mines are from 35 to 75 hp.,

and make the round trip with hoisting load in from 25 to

45 sec, and can handle from 200 to 500 tons per 9-hr.

shift. The usual size of hoisting cable used is % in. The
can and tub bails are usually li/4-in. Norway iron. The
cable hooks are li/4-in. Norway iron. Two tvpes are \ised

in the district—one a snap hook and the other the pig-tail

or spiral type.

The larger mines use steam or electric power. Some of

the smaller ones use gasoline- or oil-engine power.

Much of the electric power is purchased from the Inter-

state Light & Power Co., of Galena, 111., or the Mineral

Point Light & Power Co., of Mineral Point, Wis. Most
of the mining properties of the district require from 75

to 150 hp. for mining, milling and pumping operations.

The tendency of the district is toward all-electric power
for mining operations.

(To he concluded)

Tesadlerfoot SilSIlIls CiplppEe Creelii

Special Cokrespondence

Tenderfoot Hill, Cripple Creek, is at the north end of

the district. It was along Poverty Gulch at the base of

this hill that Bob Womack, in December, 1890, found rich

ore. Here also, I]. M. De la Vergne and T. F. Prisbee, two

months later laid off the first mining claim in the district.

This was recorded as the El Paso lode claim (not the same
as the present well-known mine) but was subsequently

renamed the Gold King. From it, the first shipment of

ore from the region was made by wagon to Pueblo and gave

returns of over $200 per ton. During the early years of

the district, this mine produced $262,000. The vicinity

was prospected, of course, and numerous mines were op-

erated for a few years. But interest was gradually with-

drawn by the successes being made in other parts of the

district and, finally, when the official geological survey

was published and it was shown that Tenderfoot Hill

was on the rim of the extinct volcano, only a few miners

and investors retained faith in the vicinity. One by one,

after the removal of easily discovered oreshoots, the pio-

neer mines on this hill were closed down. One such mine

was the Mollie Kathleen—just north of the El Paso-Gold

,

King—belonging to M. C. Gortner who, from his 700-ft.

shaft and two short levels, prior to 1904, produced about

$200,000. His vein was pyritiferous and related to a ba-

saltic dike in breccia.

A revival in prospecting has recently swept over this dis-

trict and miners have taken leases on mines that were long

neglected. Activity is being shown in nearly all the Pov-

erty Gulch and Tenderfoot Hill properties, especially so in

the Abe Lincoln, Midget, Proper, Black Diamond, Lady
Campbell, Jay Gould, Queen Bess, Ella AV., Gold King
and Jlollie Kathleen mines as well as in the Sangre de

Cristo tunnel. These are being reopened and developed

anew and very interesting results are being reported. On
the Ella W. claim, Lessees Mack and Johnson started a

new hole and at grass roots encountered low-grade ore.

They are shipping the stuff and have opened a pit or

quarry, the limits or walls of the shoot not having as yet

been reached in any direction. The few hundreds of tons

thus far shipped have shown an average profit of about

$16.50 per ton after deducting all costs and royalties.

Close upon this discovery came a strike in the ]\Iollie

Kathleen. This old mine recently changed ownership be-

tween members of the Gortner family at a valuation of less

than $100, if we may believe the deed and the affixed war-

tax stamjjs. It is under lease to Van Horn and Long, who
have pushed ahead in the old drift on the 700 level and
have opened 28 in. of very high-grade sylvanite and

free-gold ore. Contemporaneously with this second dis-

closure on the north edge of the district, a strike of im-

portance was made in the lower workings of the Ajax
mine at the southern edge of the district, some miles dis-

tant. Large shipments from this last orebody are re-

turning nearly $200 per ton.

A Blast Furnace Nearly Half a Century Old is reported as
making a good record lately. This is No. 8 furnace of the
Thomas Iron Co. at Alburtis, Penn., built in 1S67. On- July
15 the stack made 75 tons of foundry iron, the largest output
ever reported from the furnace. The total for the week was
500 tons. The Thomas Iron Co. is now tearing: down No. 2

and No. 4 stacks at Hokendauqua. Both are old stone fur-
naces and have not been in use for more than 10 years.
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M&m CoimsilirMCilioini
AKUY T. CuiillAN''

SriV0P67^'— Co.v/ of mill coiislructioii nirirs

with many conditions and circumstances, but

the figures given in this article will serve as a basis

for intelligent estimates. Actual costs of various

operations are given.

ilill-coiistnu-tion costs are widely variable and the

subject is a broad one. No two mills are alike, nor wilt

their construction be carried on under the same condi-

tions, yet the construction work itself is much the same in

all. The figures given in this article are taken from my
field notes and by modification they can be applied to

any similar work.

The results of laborious search into metallurgical

literature for mill-construction data are discouraging at

the best. Little has been written on the subject, and

the operator is prone to place too much reliance on

"general figures," which in varied modern practice com-

prise the last word in unreliability. General figures are

useful, however, in rough preliminary estimations. After

it has been determined just what kind of a plant is

needed, the site selected and drawings made, a thorough

organization of plans should be established and every

detail gone over in the mind's eye.

PEEPAii.\Tiox OF Costs of Material

The first step is to estimate the yardage to be excavated,

the amount of masonry or concrete work required, and

then a complete ILst of all material should be made.

The tendency is. to overlook a multitude of small things

which have considerable value in the aggregate. To the

machinery specifications should be added a complete list

of lumber, doors, windows, all hardware down to nails,

pulleys, belts, lime, sand, broken rock—in fact everything

that goes into the construction. The cost and weight of

this can readily be determined by consulting reliable

dealers and adding the necessary freight charges.

Planning the Pkeliminaey Work

The next step should be the working out of a thorough

development plan and an estimate of its cost. Everything

should be made ready, so that when actual construction

starts there will be neither confusion nor delay. The
cost of this work is considerable and it is often neglected,

with the consequent addition of excessive costs to some

other part of the work. A great amount of future trouble

and worry can be avoided by a careful planning for a

few important features, which will be mentioned.

Unloading facilities and material and tools to do it

with should be provided. A good road to the plant should

be built and convenient deliveries arranged for. It is a

noticeable fact that many a well-constructed mill has

such poor facilities for receiving supplies that the extra

cost for a year would probably build everything needed

to make such work easy and cheap. Ample room ought

to be set aside for timber yards and all lumber should

be marked and piled so that a glance will determine just

v/hat part of the job it was bought for.

206 Ideal Bldg.. Denver, Colo.

A handy place should be marked off for a storage house

and its cost estimated. It is surprising what a number
of small things will be lost or misplaced without such

storage. Roomy framing plots, as level as possible, should

be marked off and bandy places for machinery storage

determined, keeping in mind ])ieces wliich will be first

used and their situation. The supply of gravel, sand and
rock must be looked into and arrangements made for

its cheap delivery at any point. All details for disposing

of rock and earth excavated with the least possible

amount of handling should be planned.

The labor question must be studied and complete

arrangements made for the comfort of the men. Their

efficiency will vary directly with the conditions of their

surroundings. Recently, in the West, a so-called mining
man, who had never given human nature a moment's
thought attempted to build a mill in an out-of-the-way

place with no fit accommodations for anyone but himself.

The results were disastrous for the company. Good men
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and the experience of the man in charge. However, if

the rules given in this article are applied for summer
work in the United States, the estimate will come approx-

imately close to actual cost. Labor wage is based on the

average paid in Western mining camps.

Superintendence can be figured when conditions are

known, and will average, including cost of plans, from

3 to 5% of the total. Excavation by picking, shoveling,

and hauling average earth in wheelbarrows, moving 100

ft., will cost about 45c. per cu.yd. ; add % of hourly

wage of laborer for every additional 100 ft. Where mine

cars can be used to advantage this may be cut to 35c.

per cu.yd., moving 100 ft.; add Vs of hourly wage for

every additional 100 ft., which covers placing the track.

Breaking rock by hand-like hauling conditions, will cost

from $1.25 to $1.75 per cu.yd., with 100 ft. haul. It

will cost a few cents more per yd. than in earth work

for every additional 100 ft. There are so many unknown
quantities entering into excavating that these figures are

only roughly approximate.

Masonry axd Concrete Coxstructiox

Rubble masonry will average $5 per cu.yd., using

cement mortar. A mix of one part of portland cement to

five parts of sharp, clean sand will give good results.

Such walls will average about 15-in. courses and will

recjuire from 1/4 to Yz cu.yd. of mortar per cu.yd. of wall.

Concrete work can be figured to a nicety when conditions

are known. With a mechanical mixer $1 a yd. will cover

the cost of mixing and placing in the average mill. On
a large job it is well to determine just what mix is

required with the material used. The duty of the sand

is to fill the voids in the broken rock and, when the

two are mixed, the resultant voids should be filled with

cement. It is well to allow 10% excess in each case,

but there is nothing gained by using a richer mix for

retaining walls and foundation. However, if a weaker

mix is desired it can be obtained by puddling instead of

cutting down the proportion of sand and cement. In

forms of any size puddling is good practice and the

strength of the concrete is by no means decreased. Clean,

f.rm rock should be used and the edges should not touch

On the average mill job concrete will not cost more than

$7 per cu.yd. for large forms, $8 for medium, and $10

for small and heaN^y-duty machine foundations, including

the cost of the forms. By using old iron, reinforced

concrete can lie made for 50c. per yd. more. Floors

wxth a 5-in. base and 1-in. covering will average from
$10 to $14 per cu.yd.

Unloading and hauling depend upon conditions. There

will be a fixed average charge of from 30c. to 40c. per

toQ. Small pieces should be handled for less, but large

unyielding pieces, such as a tube mill, can easily cost

to $1 per ton. Probably 75c. per ton-mile would be a

good average for hauling on any kind of a decent road

ard grade. By consulting local freighters these things

can be definitely settled. The accompanying curve shows

the variable cost of hauling on different grades. For
example, consider 50c. per load as a cost unit, represent-

inii: a reasonable cost per mile on level roads, so that a

comparison of costs on different grades can be found.

Carpenter work with a well organized crew of mill-

V? rights will average about $31 per M for framing and
electing; $18 to $15 per M for siding and roofing and

$2.50 per M for shingles or 75c. to $1 per square for

corrugated iron roofing and siding. With a picked-up

local crew, $28 to $31 per M for framing and erecting,

$19 per M for siding and roofing and $2.50 per M for

shingles or $1.25 per square for iron, will be the average

figures. The nails required in this work per M will be

about as shown in the table.

NAILS REQUIRED IX ERECTION
D Lb.

Siding- and roofing S IS to 21
Flooring ( 1-in. materia; ) S 28 to 32
Flooring (2-in. material) 20 or 30 20 to 25
Studding, etc 10 14
Shingles (per 1000) 4 6

Assembling and erecting machinery depends upon the

nature of the machinery. A good point to emphasize

here is that poorly stored machinery may easily add several

dollars per ton to erection costs. An experienced engineer

will size up the job and divide the material into different

classes. It is then usually figured on a tonnage basis.

Generally speaking, the heavier the piece the less the

erection cost per ton. Steel tanks over % in. thick can

be erected for $35 per ton; for % in. or less from $40

to $45 per ton. To place engines, stamps, crushers,

pumps, to line up shafting, set electric motors, including

wiring, etc., about $45 per ton of iron. To set up con-

centrating machinery, classifiers, filters, etc., from $50

to $65 per ton. These figures cover the necessary

carpenter work, placing pulleys, belts, and adjustments.

When the carpenter work is figured separately these

figures are high. Under these conditions it will cost

from $25 to $30 per ton of iron to place engines, stamps,

crushers, lineup shafting, etc. To set up concentrating

machinery, classifiers, filters, etc., from $30 to $45 per

ton. This of course includes placing pulleys, belts, and
adjustments. The pipe work in the average mill will

cost from $40 to $45 per ton. Erecting wooden tanks

costs around $12 per M. Reduction works constructed

wholly of steel are now becoming popular where the

winters are not too severe. Framework of steel can be

erected for $12 to $15 per ton by contract. A good

contractor with a crew of construction men will make
money at these figures. However, the amateur will do

well if he .shades the figures at all.

Recently the construction of a 50-ton combination

concentrating and cyanide plant came under my notice.

The contract was taken for just a little under $30 per il,

and the same price per ton for machinery erection, which
also included all foundations and concrete work. The total

cost of the mill was around $30,000, but it is just under a

finished product in every way and is bound to give

considerable trouble that will eventually cost more, not

considering delays, than the extra thousand or two dollars

it would have taken to make it a finished mill in the first

place.

Small items are important and there are a number of

them. Considerable timber is required for staging and a

number of unavoidable losses must be allowed for. The
building should be painted, fire protection and heating

arranged and office and laboratory equipment bought.

Cost of JIaking Altekatioxs

The expense of the breaking-in period and necessary

alterations are often overlooked. Here we have the

personal equation entering. It is a bet by the designer

and constructer on his own ability. It is a good idea
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to allow 10% of the total cost for [lossiblc chaniies, while

any excess is often useful to cover the expense of iin-

avoidable delays. I have in mind two mills, designed

by two well-known metallurgists, where the starting-up

period took in one ease 5% of the total expenditure and

15% in the other. The operator has a problem different

from that of the man who follows construction only.

When the former designs and constructs a mill he must
worry through the breaking-in period and come out with

a mill that is satisfactory in every way. On the other

hand, the construction man generally has a contract and

his responsibility ends by turning over a mill that is up

to specifications, which may mean a good mill or a very

poor one from the operator's standjioint.

Difficulties of Wixter Constkuction

In the northern United States winter work is a tough

undertaking at its best and should be avoided if possible.

With an average winter the excess cost will easily foot

up to 33% of the total labor expenditure. With an open,

mild winter these figures are high, but with a cold, snowy

winter they may easily reach 50%. Concrete work
often costs 35% more, as complete arrangements must
be made for heating and protecting against frost until

after the preliminary set. After 12 hr., freezing can

only retard the final set, but cannot injure the concrete.

A brief description of methods used in a winter concrete

job may be of interest. A steam coil 12x12 ft. was made
out of 2-in. pipe spaced one ft. apart, and perforated

every 6 in. with i\-in. holes. This made it possible to

keep plenty of broken rock heated ahead of the mixer.

Barrels were arranged on the mixer platform so that

the water could be heated to the boiling point with steam.

A 10% salt solution was made, which in no way seemed

to damage the concrete. The sand was not heated. Live

bteam was turned- into the forms before pouring, sufficient

time being allowed to draw the frost a few inches. Large

forms were simply well covered with canvas after filling;

the concrete stayed above the freezing point for a couple

of days even in the. coldest weather. Small forms were

protected by steam hose and fires for 12 hr. Calcium

chloride is probably better than sodium chloride, since its

solution freezes at a lower temperature and it also in-

creases the waterproof quality of the concrete. It has

been proven that concrete with 2% of calcium chloride

gives the best resistance, ilore than 2% of it unduly

increases the speed of setting and weakens the concrete.

Since from 10 to 15% of water is used in mixing

concrete, a 2% mix would be given by using a 15 or

20% solution. A 20% sodium-chloride solution freezes

at about 7° P., while a 20% calcium-chloride solution

will not freeze until it reaches about the zero mark.

On a winter job of any size an inclosed framing shed

will pay lor itself many times over. It is not only useful

during the framing period, but is a happy addition on

a bitter cold day during the erecting period when the

carpenters would otherwise have to be laid off. There

are always launders, doors, plate beds, or a multitude of

small things that they can work at under protection from

the weather. When the mill is finally under cover it

can be kept comfortable and the work will go on much
more efficiently.

Eemodeling old mills is in a class by itself and each

case presents a special problem depending upon the

extent of tlic work and the condition of the mill. Like

a new mill the cost of excavating, concrete, machinery,

etc., can be rather accurately figured on, but the amount
of hardware and lumber that can be used again and the

amount of new material required is often misleading.

The carpenter work and assembling of machinery will

generally cost twice as much as in a new plant. It is a

tearing down and building up process that no rules can

be given for.

The main causes for underestimates are:

Guess work, lack of good organization, false economy,

omissions and change of plans, neglect of preliminary

work, too much reliance placed on general figures, and

inefficiency of labor resulting from surroundings. Under

unavoidable circumstances may be mentioned uncxpectc<l

strikes or inefficient labor, bad-weather delays and the

failure of railroads or supply houses to deliver material

as expected.

Any reputable machine house will give valuable in-

formation. Nearly all have one or more experienced

engineers and will gladly go into all details with the

buyer. It is a mistaken idea to think that they let their

responsibility end with the last car of machinery that

leaves their plant. This is far from being the truth, as

I know through personal experience that they will go to

considerable expenditure of time and money to start a

plant right or to give sound advice at any time. There

are plenty of woiild-be metallurgists who are always

willing to build a plant for half the bid of a reputable

house, but without exception they are a most expensive

''economy." This also applies to the manufacturer of

untested goods. Almost without exception a small mining

company cannot afford to experiment with such things.

If there is merit In the innovation the larger companies

will soon pick it up and demonstrate it.

AVliile realizing that these figures are subject, to a

certain extent, to the criticism of experienced construction

engineers, they are given with the hope that they may
be useful to some operator who finds himself up against a

mill-construction job. If the plans are followed, a good

organization maintained and efficient labor secured, the

figures will be found a little higher than actual costs.

Mill construi'tion is by no means an exact science, but

experience will give every one his own empiric formulas

upon which he can bank. Sectionalized machinery for

mule-back haulage cannot be erected at these prices.

According to statistics compiled by J. M. Hill for the

Geological Survey, the production of refined platinum

in the United States in 1914 was 3541 oz., or more than

three times that reported in 1913, when it was 1034 oz.

The production in 1914 included 570 oz. crude platinum

from placer mining in Oregon and California, equal to

525 oz. refined metal; this was an increase of 141 oz.

over the previous year. Of the crude metal 108 oz. came

from Oregon and 4fi2 oz. from the dredge operations of

Butte, Yuba, Sacramento and Calaveras Counties in Cali-

fornia.

The second source of platinum in 1914 was the Boss

gold mine near Goodsprings, Nev., where platinum was

first recovered and saved in 1913. In 1914 this mine pro-

duced 110 oz., which was jiartcd from the gold.
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Besides the platinum thus obtained from placers and

mines there v.as 2906 oz. saved by smelters and refiners of

gold and eopper bullion and matte. This includes ma-

terial of both foreign and domestic origin, and the total

compares with 650 oz. in the previous year.

The secondary platinum industry in 1914 handled 40,-

826 oz. metal, which was obtained from scrap and sweep-

ings of the jewelry and dental manufacturing trades, and

from scrap dishes and other chemical utensils. Imports in

1914 were 40,156 oz. ingots, bars, plates, etc., and 32,111

oz. unmanufactured; a total of T2,26~ oz. platinum, be-

sides chemical ware valued at $39,143, the weight of which

is not given.

The mining industry of Peru after enjoying immunity

from special taxation for 18 years, now faces a serious

problem in the proposed export-tax bills, which have been

drafted bv the Consejo Superior de Mineria and which

will be acted upon by the Peruvian Congress in November.

The ^Yest Coast Leader of July 1, 1915, publishes some

of the proposed tariffs and discusses the effects that such

taxes may have on the mining industry of Peru

:

When the period of IC years was set for the free exporta-
tion of minerals from Peru, it was doubtless considered that

in this time the industry would achieve such prosperity and
vigorous life that it could well afford to pay a special con-
tribution into the coffers of the state. Unfortunately this has
not been the case. Railway development, the primary factor

PROPOSED AND EXISTENT EXPORT DUTIES ON COPPER*
Peru (proposed) Chile (proposed) BoliWa (existent)

Tax ccn-
London London verted to London

Quotation, £ Tax L.p-t Quotation, £ L.p. Quotation, £ Tax L.p.

50-55 2.50 55-60 0.9.00 50 1 0.40
55-60 0.5.00 60-65 1 3.10 51-60 1.6.00
60-65 0.8.23 65-70 1,8.75 60-70 1.8.40
65-70 1.2.20 70-80 2,6.25 70-80 2.0 80
70-75 17.07 80 and up 3.7.50 80-90 2.3,20
75-80 2.2.85 90-100 2,5,60
80-85 2.9.70 100 and up 2.8 00
85-90 3.7.50 ....
90-95 4.6.70
95-100 5,7.00

lOOandup 6.6.10
* .\s reported by the "West Coast Leader."' With ropijer selling at 17c. per

lb., the proposed tax on, say, a 50,000,000-16. production in Peru by Cerro de
Pasco would mean an annual tax of about $250,000. In Chile the proposed
tax would cost the Chile Exploration Co. over $600,000 annually for a production
of 120,000,000 lb. t L.p. = libra peruana, equivalent to the pound sterling

when exchange is at a parity.

in exploiting the natural resources of Peru, has fallen thou-
sands of kilometers behind the expectations of two decades
ago. In fact, during this period there has not been a single

line of the first magnitude constructed. With the exception
of the connections established by the Cerro de Pasco company,
the principal mining districts are as remote from important
railway lines as they were in the days of Pizarro. The
casual reader may pick up any one of a dozen articles on
mining possibilities of Peru and find somewhere the damning
information that such and such rich deposits are "too far

from railway or water transportation to be worked profit-

ably." The mining industry of Pe'ru, in other words, is still

in its infancy. Its future prosperity depends on that magi-
cal touchstone of all new countries—the ingress of foreign
capital.

The ingress of foreign capital depends primarily upon the
wisdom and farsightedness with which the Government for-
mulates its laws and regulations pertaining to the exploitation
of the natural resources. The vital question now awaiting
resolution is how heavy a mortgage the lawmakers of Peru
will place upon the future of the mining industry in order
to obtain a few thousand pounds ready cash for the exigen-
cies of today.

The ^Yest Coast Leader presents for comparison the

proposed export tax on copper now before the Chilean

Congress and the export tax actually in existence in Bo-

livia. The high scale of both of these countries in com-
parison with the proposed Peruvian scale is, it says, eas-

ily explainable through the fact that in Chile the transpor-

tation of mineral products from mines to ports is compara-

tively easy; in Bolivia, the principal producers work a na-

tive copper ore which is easily reduced.

The Sociedad Nacional de Mineria has submitted to

the council its protest against the proposed measures as

they stand, claiming they will be oppressive to the min-

ing industry and subversive in ultimate effect on the

progress of the country, as well as on the people directly

employed in mining. Mineral exports in 1913 were

46.88% of the total exports of the country. The com-

mittee on copper recommended that the proposed tax of

L.p. 0.2.50 per metric ton, instead of applying to the Lon-

don price of £50-£55, begins at £65-£70, and continues

upward as shown in the table to a maximum of L.p. 3. 7.50

when copper is £100 or over in London.

The main sources of revenue from the proposed tax

in Peru will of course be the Cerro de Pasco and the

Backus & Johnston companies. Notwithstanding that

these companies will be badly affected by the new tax,

the small producer will be in a still more hazardous posi-

tion. The discouragement of the small producer or of the

operator of moderate size will mean a serious setlmck to the

mining industry of Peru. It is putting a premium on
the sort of development that took place in Peru from the

loth to the 20th century, instead of the building up of

such industries as that of Cerro de Pasco, which has spent

over $25,000,000, built 125 miles of railway, and furnishes

steady employment for several thousands of people in its

various towns.

Sfiiippimig ©ire h)W Fsircel Post
Special CoRRESPONDExtE

Shipping ore by parcel post will be continued even at

increased cost by the mines in the Clearwater district of

central Idaho which will not suffer so much as was feared

from the new parcel-post schedule effective Sept. 1. From
a ton to a ton and a half of concentrate has been shipped

weekly by parcel post to the Washoe smeltery by way of

Spokane at a cost of $1.08 a hundred, or $21.60 a ton.

On account of poor roads from the mines to the railway

the Government has been losing heavily on the deal and it

was proposed at one time to spend $100,000 on roads in

order to overcome the difficulty.

In the recent order of the postmaster-general advantage

is taken of the roundabout routing of the mail to place the

mines in the third-rate zone from Anaconda instead of the

second. The mines are about 150 miles in an air line from
the Anaconda plant, but the distance by the mail

route is about 300 miles. The new regulations pro-

vide that, where the second-zone rate should apply but

the distance by the mail route is more than 300 miles, the

third-zone rate shall apply beginning Sept. 1. Clear-

water operators propose to meet the situation by shipping

by parcel post to Stites, a station on the Northern Pacifi.'

Ry., at $21.50 a ton, and reshipping from there to Butte

by freight at $5 a ton in carload lots. The total cost

of transportation from the mines to the smelter will there-

fore be $26.60 instead of $21.60, but this difference is

not considered to offer a serious handicap to profitable op-

erations. Several new mines at Elk City, Newsome, Ten
Mile and Dixie are being put in shape for production and
it IS probable that shipments of concentrate will soon be

niateriallv increased.
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:ftrlcal Plamitl ©f tlhe Wi
Ir©ini Coo
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By IIolman I. Peakl* and Juk (luKKNt

SYNOPlSIS—Electrical power plant in difilrici

where electrical installations are rare. Supplies

two shafts 2000 ft. apart. Boilers fitted with auto-

matic stokers, superheaters and induced draft.

Turbo-ycnerators provided with new overload de-

vice to absorb peak loads of hoisting without resort

to expensive Ilijner flywheel installation. Elaborate

switchboard equipment. AH undenjround ptnnps

driven by induction motors.

The advautages of electrical power over steam power

for mine operation and the relative merits and efficiency

of the two methods have long been favorite topics for

fliscussion among mine operators and managers of the

Lake Superior district, and yet the advocates of electrical

operation who have actually put their tlieories to the test

successfully worked an openpit on the Gogebic Range.

Stripping was started in September, 191o. During the

season of 1914 there were shipped from the pit 240,000

tons of ore. Two shafts, 2000 ft. apart, aiu being oper-

ated; A shaft, now at a depth of 250 ft., and B shaft, at

a depth of 400 ft. The relative locations of the shafts,

pit and mine buildings are indicated on the accompanying

plan (p. 350).

The power plant, which is steam driven, is located for

convenience of water supply on the banks of a branch of

the Black River, 2000 ft. east of B shaft. Electrical power

is transmitted at 2300 volts from the generators to the

hoist houses at B and at A shafis.

The power-plant building r-easures 48x80 ft., with a

20x37-ft. addition, to house the feed pumps and draft

fan. The boiler room is 48x48ft. with a height of 38 ft.

to the roof trusses ; the engine room is 32x48 ft. with a

INTERIOR OF B HOIST HOUSE

in this district, are few. The most recent electrical instal-

lation on the Lake Superior ranges is that at the Wake-

field mine at Wakefield, ilich., on the Gogebic Range;

and mining men of the district are awaiting with interest

the results to be obtained by some of the modern features

of this new plant.

The Wakefield mine, a soft hematite property, is a

comparatively young entrant into the producing field

—

shaft-sinking having started in February, 1913. With

the exception of underground and stock-pile trestle haul-

age, the mine has been operated by steam power up to the

present. Construction of the new power plant and its

substations was begun a year ago, and the electrical instal-

lation is expected to be completed and put into operation

on Sept. 1. As soon as the underground pumping in-

stallation is completed the plant will be run on full time,

all the hoisting, underground and .surface haulage, light-

ing, underground fan ventilation, air compression and

pumping being done by electricity generated on the Wake-

field property.

The mine is worked by both underground and open pit

methods, the Wakefield Iron Co. being the only one to have

•Mining engineer, Wakefield Iron Co., Wakefield, Mich.
tElectrical engineer, Wakefield Iron Co., Wakefield, Mich.

THE .STE.\M POWER PL.AXT

height of 15 ft. to the roof tru.sses, and a basemenr with

S-ft. headroom.

High PiiEssuKE axd Supekheat Used

The boiler-plant equipment consists of two 250-hp. ver-

tical water-tube Wicke boilers, fitted with Rouey new
model automatic stokers. The boilers are designed to op-

erate at 175-lb. pressure and are provided with Foster

superheaters, in the first pass, designed to give 100 deg. of

superheat. The gases from the boilers piass through a

Green fuel economizer to a short stack, and draft is main-

tained by a 7-ft. induced-draft fan. Automatic control

of the draft is maintained by a Foster regulator, which

varies the speed of the fan in accordance with the steam

pressure in the header. Provision has been made in the

boiler room for the addition of another boiler, and the

economizer is also arranged so that another section (.f

tubes can be installed when the load conditions demand
the third boiler. As a further allowance for extensions

a temporary end wall has been built on the boiler house,

so that the building can be enlarged conveniently.

The steam-piping system is all constructed of extra-

heavy pipes, and all fittings are cast steel. All valves

are specially constructed for use on superheated steam.
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Edwards non-return valves are fitted on the boilers to pre-

vent accident in the event of the blowing out of a tube.

Screenings, having a calorific value of 13,000 B.t.u.,

will be used as fuel, being stocked by trestle in a storage

yard of 6000-tons capacity adjacent to the power plant,

and conveyed by car to the boiler room through a tunnel

running under the coal pile. At the boiler house the coal

car is raised by an electrically driven elevator, to a track

running over the coal bunkers which have a capacity of 00

tons. The coal is fed through chutes, having regulating

gates, into the stokers. It is estimated that one man
working one shift will handle coal enough for a 24-hr. run.

Ashes are dumped directly from the grate into con-

crete hoppers which feed into a car running in a tunnel

under the boilers and are then hoisted by an hydraulic

lift elevator to the dumping ground.

Boiler feed water is obtained from a centrally located

storage tank, having a capacity of 30,000 gal., which also

furnishes the water supply for the whole mine operation.

Cast-iron water mains are laid throughout the system.

The tank is served by a two-stage motor-driven turbine

pump having a capacity of 180 gal. per min. against a

To provide for sufficient power to carry over the peak

load of acceleration of hoisting and at the same time to

avoid the heavy expense of the Ilgner flywheel system or

the maintenance of otherwise unnecessarily large generat-

ing units, a specially designed Curtis turbo-generator

was made for the plant by the General Electric Co. The
design of this unit marks an innovation in electric-hoist-

ing practice, with respect to absorbing peaks.

The governor is arranged to pass live steam into the

second stage of the turbine at peak load. Normally the

unit is rated at 750 kv.-a., but it is capable of develop-

ing 1125 kv.-a., and maintaining it for 10 sec.—the ac-

celerating period of the hoists. The turbine runs condens-

ing and is provided with an Alberger spiroflo surface con-

denser and dry-vacuum pump. The condensate is pumped
back to the feed-water heater by a small electrically driven

centrifugal pump. Circulating water for the condenser

is pumped from a concrete well in the basement of the

generator room—connected by a tunnel to the river above

a small dam—and discharged into a well connected by

a second tunnel with the river below the dam, a dilt'erence

in head being thereby maintained, so that a syphon

A ElectricHoistHouse forA S/iafr E Steam Hoist House fbrB Shaft;tewporaiy I OilHouse
B' • • ' • B ' F Dry J Machine, Blacksmith,CarpenterShops
C Poner Plant

^ G Office KLaboratory
D Steam Hoist House forA Shaft^temporary H Warehouse L Water Toiyer

X Trarismission Tower
JL TO WAKEFIELD

C.&N.W.R.RSPUR

PLAN OF SURFACE ARRAXGEMEXT.S, WAKEFIELD IRON CO.

IGO-ft. head, located in the basement of the power-station

engine room, and controlled automatically from a float mi

the tank.

A steam pump has also been installed as a standby

in case of failure of electric power at any time. The boiler-

feed water, before going to the economizer, is passed

through a Hoppes open-type feed-water heater, which

receives the exhaust steam from all the auxiliaries in the

plant. In connection with the heater a Hoppes wator

weigher and recorder has been installed, which records

on a chart daily the amount of feed water passing to the

boilers. The boiler-feed pumps consi.st of two 10x6xlO-in.

duplex center-packed Worthington plunger pumps. Spe-

cial attention has been given to the feed-water piping to

eliminate any possibility of shutdowns. As a result,

each boiler is provided with two indef)endent sources of

supply which are piped in at two separate places, one

supply coming from the economizer and the other direct

from the pump. The pumps also have two sources of sup-

ply—one from the heater and one from the main tank

direct—and as throw-over valves are provided in both the

suction and discharge it is possible to operate the pumps
simultaneously on hot and cold water, and at the same
tipio ^'eed one Ijoiler through the economizer and the othei

direct.

action is obtained which materially reduces the power re-

quired by the circulating pump.
A second unit is provided consisting of a 100 kv.-a., two-

stage Curtis turbine with a jet condenser. Provision,

however, has been made throughout for the future instal-

lation of another unit similar to the special turbo-genera-

tor first described. The condensing apparatus and pumps
are installed in the basement of the generator room; the

turbines, dry-vmuum puni]i, and switchboard are on the

main floor.

Power is generated at 2300 volt«. Three-phase, 60-

cycle a. c. is used throughout the system, with the excep-

tion of the lights and some of the small motors for

which it is transformed to 440 and 220 volts, and the

underground and surface haulage which operate at 250

volts, d. c, furnished by motor-generator sets.

SlwiTCITBOARD

The switchboard in the power plant consists of a six-

panel board divided as follows : Two venerator panels, a

regulator panel, an exciter panel, and two feeder panels,

with remote-control oil switches mounted on pipe frame-

work in the back of the board. Each feeder panel is pro-

vided with a recording wattmeter and an ammeter; genera-

tor panels are provided with indicating wattmeters and
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jiinmeters, turbine-governor control switches and proper

arrangements for synchronizing. Voltage is maintained

constant on the feeders by a Tvril voltage regulator. All

( urrent and potential transformers, rheostats, etc., are in-

stalled in a vault directly under the switchlioard. Light-

ning arresters and choke coils are installed where feeders

leave the building.

Power is transmitted to the substations at A and B
hoist houses by two 3-phase circuits, with switching ar-

rangement at B for cutting either A or B stations, or

l)oth, onto either feeder. A 3-phase circuit is also car-

ried for lighting of residences and mine buildings, and a

series lighting system with type-C Mazda lamps for light-

ing highways and yarJs.

iSl'BSTATIOXS

The hoist house at A shaft is 34x62 ft. with a height of

12 ft. to the roof trusses. The B hoist house is essentially

the same size, with a 21x52-ft. addition to house the com-

pressor, which supplies air to both shafts.

Both stations have the same hoisting equipment, con-

sisting of a double drum ore hoist capable of lifting three

tons of ore in 3400-lb. skips with a rope speed of 750 ft.

per min. ; driven by a 250-hp., 450-r.p.m. induction motor
of the slip-ring type, and a single drum man-hoist driven

by a 150-hp. motor. The hoists were manufactured

liy the Nordberg Co., and were described in the Journal

of Apr. 24, 1915. They are controlled and operated by a

contactor panel with master controller arranged for au-

tomatic acceleration. Complete automatic safety devices

to prevent overwind are installed. These are driven from
each drum of the hoist and automatically slow up
Ihe motor as the skip approaches the surface and shut

the current off entirely through the master controller as it

enters the dump. Provision is made for the automatic

application of the brakes as soon as the skip passes the

winding limit, and as an added precaution a limit switch

is installed on the headframe which is engaged by the

liail of the skip.

A motor-generator of 100 kw. capacity, generating

250 volts d. c, is provided for underground and surface

haulage. A low frequency current of 80 volts furnished

by a small motor-generator set is used for the signalling

bells, which are of the a.c, polarized type. Return push

buttons and tell-tales are provided at the landing, collar,

and on all levels of the shaft.

The compressor, of 1800 cu.ft. per min. capacity, is rope

driven from a 325-kv.-a., 2200-volt, synchronous motor
running at 3(50 r.p.m.

UxDEKGliOUXl) PU-MPIXG EQUIPMENT

On the 250-ft. level at .4 shaft there is being installed

a power-type geared pump, supplied by the Imperial Iron

Works of Duluth, having a capacity of 1000 gal. per min.,

driven by a 100-hp., 2200-volt slip-ring induction motor

through herring-i)one gearing. This pump is arranged

for automatic control from a float in the sump so that it

will always operate at full-load conditions. This tends

to economy, since the pump has a capacity of nearly

twice the normal water flow owing to the necessity of hand-

ling the drainage from the open-pit, which of course varies

with the rainfall. Large water storage permits of this

method of operation. As a further protection in case

extremely heavy rains suddenly increase the flow from

the open-pit, a Worthington two-stage centrifugal pump,

having a capacity of 1500 gal. per min. and driven by a

150-h]). motor, is being installed.

On the 400-ft. level at B shaft the ])umping equi])-

ment consists of a power type Prescott pumj) with a ca])a-

city of (iOO gal. ])er min., driven by a 75-hp., 2200-volt

slip-ring motor through herring-bone gearing. This puni))

is also autoniaticaUy controlled by means of a float in

the sump.

Power will l)e transmittctl to the pumping stations in

both shafts through self-supporting three-conductor

armored and leaded cambric cables.

All electrical units are of G. E. maniifacture and
are housed in modern buildings of brick and steel con-

struction erected during the sunnner of 1914 by the

Worden-Allen Co., Chicago. These buildings are of the

same type as and designed to harmonize with two large

"drys" (one at each shaft, accommodating 400 men
each), a combined machine, blacksmith and carpenter

shop, a warehouse and an oil-storage house.

The plant was designed by Robert S. Walker of Duluth,

chief mechanical and electrical engineer of the operating

company. Aleck Noal, master mechanic of the com-
pany, had charge of the construction and installation.

W. C. Hart is superintendent for the Wakefield Iron Co.

Si

Special Correspondence i

Professor Farup, comparing the relative progress of

Norway and Sweden in the domain of electro-thermic iron-

ore smelting, gives the total of Sweden's electrically pro-

duced pig iron from Jan. 1 to June 30, 1914, as 16,3<i7

tons, and the estimated amount in 1915 at about 40,000 to

50,000 tons. At the Tinfoss ironworks in Norway the

treatment of Norwegian ores is proceeding satisfactorily.

In Sweden, especially at Domnarfvet and Trollhattan,

there are a number of smelting plants in full operation.

Dealing with the several types of furnace in use Farup
does not take it for granted that, as in the blast-furnace

industry, a special type would be adopted and that type

a shaft furnace. It should be borne in mind that in the

electro-thermic method the available gas quantities are

far less than those derived by the ordinary blast-furnace

process. As a matter of fact, it was only one-tenth as

much. As a result the use of these gases, which is the

main object of the shaft furnace, is of lesser consequence

and thereby also the shaft. The advantage of the shafts

consists in the lesser consumption of coke as a reducing
material—about 60 kg. less per ton of pig iron. There
is also alwut 10% less electric power used. On the

other hand the shaft furnace involves the so-called

"shaft troubles," which the shaftless type naturally does

not. The shaftless furnace is much cheaper in construc-

tion and of far greater unit power. An undoubted ad-

vantage in the shaft furnaces is, nevertheless, the shaft

reduction. Economically considered, too little regard is

paid to ore costs. In Norway, the latter is anything
up to 40 kroner (1 kroner = 27c.), whereas in Sweden
the limit is 15 to 16 kroner per ton of pig iron. In Sweden,
rich ores (60% Fe) are used. In Norway low-grade ores

are partly resorted to (the Hardanger ironworks uses

those of 40% Fe). And the lower the grade of ore the

less should be the ore costs. In that connection, Norway's
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ore cost per ton should be less than that in Sweden, but it

should be noted that the committee appointed in Norway
in 1907 to consider the question did not even take the
low-grade ores into account. But where power and ore
are cheap it will be possible to employ low-grade ores. Tlie

utilization of the electric energy by the electric furnace is

of the utmost importance. In Norway, the loss is put at

10%, while in Sweden (at Trollhattan) it is 15% of one
furnace. With the construction of more furnaces this loss,

however, will be reduced. The unequal load, peculiar to

the electric furnace, is most unfortunate. Were it possible

to establish a contract for electric power on the basis

that a certain minimum could be maintained and the
overloading paid per scale, it would be of immense ad-
vantage. At the Hardanger ironworks, Norway, the load

was not only very unequal, but the transformer was too

small to deal with higher tensions. Low-grade ores were
also used, with a consequent large consumption of lime-
stone; the cold limestone so affected the electrodes that
they would not "bite," so to speak. When in addition the
ore was likewise zinc-containing, it is strange that the
Hardanger proposition held out as long as it did.

^ Straight Bhiquettes Work Poorly ix Furxace
Sydvaranger, Norway, briquettes were also brought into

use, but these showed the unfavorable property of carbon-

izing and increasing in volume in the shaft. The bri-

quettes split and collapsed. This might be considered

as of bad omen for Norwegian smelting, where only slig

and briquettes are available, but Professor Farup lias no
fears for the future in that respect. At Hardanger a

roaster was also experimentally employed to bring the slig

together in lumps, but the result was not as anticipated,

for not a single lump was formed. Failing this, the slig

was used together with a cheap ore which, being also asso-

ciated with much limestone, formed a solid mass, as the

tension was insufficient. Too mui'h stress should not, how-
ever, be laid upon the unfortunate result of the workings
at Hardanger. For when one has reached an ore cost of 40
kroner per ton, without a sufficiently high tension to deal

with the ore, electro-thermic iron-ore smelting is no longer

justifiable.

As regards the question of limestone, it was certain

that burning before u.^e would have to be adopted. Many
limestones have the quality of crumbling to a powder
and choking the furnace, and in many eases this defect

has been attributed to the coke when the limestone was
solely in fault. Not all limestones, however, have this

defect. They may be divided into three groups: (1)
Those which crumble to powder before the maximum
temperature is reached; (2) those which collapse on burn-
ing; (3) those which do not crumble. By previously
burning the limestone, one obviates all that CO, gas which
permeates the furnace when the limestone is directly used.

This, so to .speak, is like laying a "cold poultice" on the
furnace shaft. A trouble in using burnt lime is its tak-

ing up water and thereby dissolving to powder. But
this point can be inexpensively met by -dead-ljurning"
the lime.

Passing to the nmch deliated subject of coke versus
charcoal, one of the most important questions connected
with electric iron-ore smelting is, '"Can coke be employed
where charcoal can be used?" The volume taken up by
charcoal is three times that of coke. This property iii

the charcoals should be of the greatest advantage over

coke, as the gases have a better opportunity of working
on the charge and the furnace is not so easily obstructed.
But it is not volume alone which is the favorable factor in

this respect. Equally advantageous is the interspace
formed by the material in the furnace. And in that con-
nection coke is the better of the two. The charcoal's qual-
ity of taking up water is very unfortunate. Charcoal
which has been stored a short time often contains over
;!0% water. To dissipate this, a shaft heat is necessary.
Likewise the charcoals may vary considerably in quality.
Some of them are so loose that they collapse in the
furnace and thereby stultify their claim to a large volume.
As a reducing material coke is less variable, but the shady
side of the coke problem is its large ash and sulphur con-
tent (10%, ash and 0.8 to \.Q% S). One is accustomed,
in Norway, to the dictum that charcoal cannot be pro-
( ured in that country at reasonalile prices. But this is not
always the case. Swedish charcoal is furnished fron
the northern part of that country, right up to Finland.
From those tracts as cheap a charcoal can be transported
to Trondhjem, Norway, as to middle Sweden, the center
of the Swedish furnace industry. An even cheaper
freight may be obtained to the Norwegian port of Narvik.
In Jamtland, Sweden, charcoal can be had for 75 ore

(100 ore = 1 kroner = 27c.) per hi., and in central
Sweden from 75 to 80 ore per hi. It was at one time
thought that the byproducts from charcoal would prove
valuable. At the most, the byproducts can be represented
by 10 to 12 ore per hi., if they all may be utilized; but
this is impossil)le, as one would thereby secure a consider-
able over-production of them, and prices would be de-
pressed.

Coke PiiOHAiiLY Not Respoxsible for Chokixg
SlIAI'T FURXACES

The charcoals are about 10 kroner per ton of pig
iron dearer than coke. As against this disadvantage, there
is the trouble connected with the use of coke, namely, the
alleged obstruction of the furnace, though it is very im-
probable that it actually does this. Jlore probable is it

that the obstruction is due to inferior limestone. It has
been said that it is possible to treat more slig with char-
coal than with coke. The worst defect of the slig consists
in its liability to run down and cause obstruction. To ob-
viate this, coke is often better than charcoal. Part of the
trouble with slig is associated with the smelting chamber
where it forms "bridges" in the mass. That coke con-
tributes to an uneven load is barely probable. Exper-
iences at Hardanger do not prove this.

The use of coke in Norway is greatly to be preferred,
even if others choose to adhere to charcoal. Consequently,
it is for Norwegians to pursue their own investigations in

a country where water power and coke are cheap. If

charcoal iron is of better quality than coke iron, the latter,

on the other hand, can be marketed at a much lower figure.

^:
Coal iind Petroleum Mining in Venezuela, according to a

recent U. S. consular report, is still largely in the prospecting
stage, the most active perhaps being the Caribbean Petroleum
Co., an American corporation which has discovered oil in large
quantities and should soon be exporting its product. The
Venezuela Oil Concessions, Ltd. (British), is also making prog-
ress. The Caribbean Coal Co. has had enginee'rs on its
properties north of Maracaibo throughout the year and has
about completed the preliminary work. If its plans meet the
approval of the Government, it expects to build a railroad
from its mines to the small port of Cojoro, which is outside
the Maracaibo bar, deepening and enlarging the harbor.
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The usual single- and doublo-hand drilling contests

were held the Fourth of July in Western camps. From

Idaho and Nevada came the following results:

At Wallace, drilling \h niin. in hard granite, Kinsella

and Leaf, from the Tamarack & Custer mine, won first

money, $.350, by putting the steel down 34^ in. ; Rossnian

and kaff, with 33% in. to their credit, took second

money; while St. Germain and Morrison, the Osburn

drillers, were third with 33i\ in. Stokes brothers, of

Moon Creek, drilled 32tV in.

At Goldfield, drilling in a block of granite from Rock-

land. Calif., Collins and Lindquist won first money, $500,

by drilling 4034 in. ; Hughes and Jelik were second, 39tV

in. ; Schram and Olsou third, 38% in. Single handed,

Lindquist drilled 23% i"-, winning $252 ; Brooks was

second, with 19f% in., and Malli was third, with 18i% in.

to his credit.

Q^ncR Solar ^

Engineers and surveyors do not make so much use

as they should of direct solar observations by transit to

locate the meridian. The principal reason for this is

tom an enlarged cos scale with adjacent scale of equal

parts, for angles from 0° to ()0°. Either this scale or

the cos I and /( scale in conjunction with the C scale is

used for getting the final result, the azimuth angle, from

the cos Azimuth which is obtained by subtracting two

slide-rule results.

The following example to illustrate the use of the

rule is given by B. J. Campbell, of the Keuffel & Esser

Co., makers of the rule

:

Latitude 40° 45' N. ; Longitude 74° 1' W.; date Mar. 18,

1915, 3:57 p.m.; observed aUitude 23° 49'; horizontal circle

156° 30'. Required the bearing angle with the meridian of an

east station at zero of the horizontal circle.

The refraction correction to the observed altitude is,

-^ = 2 2'

tan h

which is to be subtracted from the observed altitude, making
the corrected altitude 23° 47'. The declination, talien from

the ephemeris as — 1° 15' 49" is corrected for change from
Greenwich noon by multiplying the hourly correction by the

elapsed time between noon plus the hour-angle of longitude

of the place of observation west of Greenwich, in this case

59.3" X (4 -t- ij) = S' 50", making the corrected declination

1° 7". This gives all the quantities necessary for solving

the formula. The first part of the equation is solved by set-

ting opposite 1° 7' on the scale of sin d' the value cos 23° 47'

on the top scale of the slide, then moving the runner to the

index of the slide and again shifting the slide to bring cos

40° 45' under the runner. The index of the slide then reads

281, which is to be read as —0.0281. The second half of the

formula is obtained by setting 23° 47' on the tan scale oppo-

site 40° 45' on the tan inverted scale just below, and read-

ing opposite the left-hand index of the tan inverted scale

the value 3798 on the C scale on the middle line of the

t
FK(>XT oh' .SLIDK-RULE FOR REDUCING SOL.\R OBSERVATIONS FOR AZIMUTH

ule, of duplex construction. The back carries regular slide-rule scales and a pair of stadia reduction scalesA 20-in. r

the fact that the formula for the reduction is involved

and is easily forgotten. Recently a slide-rule has been

developed for solving this equation, and the process is

so much shortened that it may become popular. Ac-

curacy is obtained by making the slide-rule scales 20 in.

(50 cm.) long.

The front face of the slide-rule of the duplex type

carries 7 scales which solve the equation

siu d i 7 i 7

cos Azimuth = t ,— tan h tan I

cos n cos C

in which d = declination, 1 = latitude, /; = altitude of

the sun, ascertained by observation.

The scales on the front of the rule are, in order down-

ward: Regular D scale; sin d from 2° 22' to 24°;

cos I and cos h scale from to 84° 15'; regular C scale

in the middle of the slide; tan scale from 5° 43' to 45°

;

inverted tan scale from 20° 50' to 55° and at the bot-

slide. This is to be read as 0.3798. Subtracting the second

term from the first gives —0.4079 as cos Azimuth. Setting this

value on the C scale we read on the cos 1 and h scale the

angle 65° 56'. This is measured from the 180° point, as the

cosine is negative; since the observation is in the afternoon,

the actual azimuth is 245° 56'. Subtracting the reading of

the horizontal circle gives the true bearing of the zero point

as 89° 26'.

The slide-rule is of still further interest because of

the equipment on its reverse side. This has the regu-

lar A, B, C and D scales (20 in. long), and on the mid-

dle of the slide an inverted C scale; and a pair of scales

for reducing stadia observations, one of them a 34-in.

scale for (1/2 sin 2 a), and the other a 6-in. scale for

(cos- a), giving respectively the elevation and the hori-

zontal correction.

—

Engineering News.

iThe sin d scale does not go below 2° 30'; but fcr smaller

angles ',4 sin 2d is equal to sin d, with very small error, ana
as one of the scales on the back of the rule gives % sin

2d the present example uses this scale instead of sin d.
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By H. K. Shi

sreast Holes

In a stope of Mine No. 1 of the American Zinc Co.,

at Mascot, Tenn., the sill floor had been cut out in

previous operations to a height of 8 to 10 ft., leaving from
20 t(; 35 ft. of ore above. A lonKitudinal section of the

BACK STOPING WHERE HIGH BACK REQUIRES MUCH
BLOCKING AND LONG COLUMNS

stope before beginning work and a cross-section of the

stope parallel to the dip are shown in Fig. 1.

Leyner-Ingersoll machines with Oarr bits were used in

drilling holes up to 14 ft. in depth. Uppers were first

drilled as deep as the steel could be changed, and shot.

These left the stope in some such shape as shown in Fig.

2. The machine was then set on the muck pile and 14-ft.

holes drilled uearlv horizontal. In this manner a breast

FIG. 1. LONGITUDINAL AND CROSS-SECTIONS OF STOPE

FIG. 2. SHOWING METHOD OF BREAST-HOLE STOPING

was carried 8 or 10 ft. high across the stope, after which
another round of uppers was put in and another breast

carried across. At times an irregularity in the back was
taken advantage of, and by letting the holes look up, a new
breast was started. A round of such holes, 10 to 20 in
number, often broke as high as 300 tons of ore and re-

'Mine foreman. Mine No. 1, American Zinc Co., Mascot,

presented two or three machine shifts. Some blocking-

holing of slabs was necessary. Enough muck was drawn
from the stope, which was underlaid with tracks, to

allow sufficient headroom. At the extreme ends of the

stope where the old back was high, cribbing was neces-

sary, as can be seen in the flashlight illustrations.

In the construction of the City Trunk Line, by means
of which the municipality of Los Angeles receives its ap-

portionment of water from the Los Angeles Aqueduct,

FIG. 2. VIEW OF FERNANDO FLUME, LOS ANGELES
WATER-WORKS

flume work is employed in the crossing of a shallow

creek bed. The flume erected differs from the standard
form of flume construction in that no outside struts or

braces are employed.

The flume has a total length of 676 ft. and is designed

to carry a flow of 20,000 miner's inches (approximately

258,000,000 gal. per 24 hr.) at the high velocity of 22

ft. per sec. The grade is 2.58 per cent. The allowance

for n in Kutter's formula was 0.011. The structure is

FIG. 1. DETAILS OF FERNANDO FLUME. LOS ANGELES
WATER-WORKS

built on a tangent and carries the full flow of the aque-

duct 18 ft. above the creek bottom.
The flume proper is built of 2-in. redwood plank,

dressed on one side, calked with oakum, with inside di-
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mensioiis of 6I/2 ft. in width and I ft. in depth, with

an allowance of 15 in. for frechoard.

Since the usual side struts were considered likely to

loosen and weaken the structure, the- side walls are held

firm hy bolting the outside posts to both the cap of the

bent and the cross-tie under the flooring and by employing

a 4x6-in. cross-tie doweled in at the top.

The bents are of selected Oregon pine, set 12 ft. apart,

on concrete foundations, except over the stream bed, where

there is a truss, with the end bents placed 48 ft. apart to

permit the passage of drift in winter freshets. The cost

complete amonntcd to .$7..')() per lin.l't.

A high daily record for strip])ing was made recently

at the Locust Mountain Coal Co.'s Colliery at Shenan-

<loah, Penn. A 70-C Bueyrus digging in a 15-ft. bank
loaded (iOS 4-yd. dump cars, or approximately 2118 cu.yd.

of material, in a 10-hr. day. During this period the shovel

lost 105 min. for moving up and 50 min. waiting for cars,

making the actual working time 7 hr. and 35 min. The
material handled was from a face consisting of 5 ft. of

rock and 10 ft. of clay. Three 33-ton locomotives were

used, each pulling a train of seven 4-yd. Koppel cars. The
labor around the shovel consisted of two men at the jack-

screws and four in the pit, besides the regular shovel crew.

The labor on the dump consisted of six men and one sub-

foreman.

—

Excavating Engineer.

The
stockp

It is a

tc the

By ¥. II. Armstrong*

tramcar used by the Penn Iron ^lining Co. for

iling is shown in the accompanying illustration,

single-side dump car having a bottom at an angle

horizontal of 56 deg. The door is hinged at the

^,,^^^^^

HAULAGE UNIT INVOLVING WHITING-HOIST PRINCIPLE

top and held closed by the catches at the ends of the

car. In the illustration the door is held open by a block

to show the catches.

The haulage plant for handling this car uses the prin-

ciple of the Whiting hoist, the driving sheave having four

grooves. There are three idler sheaves independent of

one another and the rope is wound around these sheaves

and drum. The ring on the driving sheave is in two parts,

•Mechanical enKineer, Vulcan, Mich.

TRAM CAR FOR STOC'KI'ILINC

SO that it can be replaced readily when the grooxcs wear

to dill'erent diameters. The fact that the idlers are in-

dependent largely eliminates the dilferential strains that

would lie cau.sed by grooves of dillerent diameters. The
motor driving the

plant is reversible. A
brake and an indica-

tor give the operator

(•(unplete control over

his car. With this

method it is not nec-

essary to have any-

one on the trestle

with the car, in in-

clement weather or

at other times, and

"off-the-track" or a

broken trestle does

not endanger life.

The tram plant can

be set where most

convenient and ropes

run to the car. The

iiulicator, brake and

controller for the motor can be installed within easy reach

of the tram man at his post near the chute.

A Sasimp)]!© dra^Sia E.rfa(d(der

r>Y Clinton P. Beknaki)*

The use of chain ladders during shaft-sinking opera-

tions is compulsory in some states. Frequently the lad-

ders will be found "hanging up in the shaft somewhere,"

because of carelessness or sloth on the part of the shaft-

men. Chain ladders should always be within easy reach of

the bottom, and especially so when not timbering close.

A simple and economical chain ladder, easy to repair

when "shot up" is made by using %-in. chain ; the rungs

being made by using -iV-in. bolts, passed through the links,

and through a piece of %-in. pipe between the chains.

The nut should be drawn up tight on the bolt to keep

the pipe from turning. Eungs are usually spaced 13

to 14 in. apart and 13 in. wide between chains. For

hanging to timbers, a square hook fitting over the tim-

bers and attached to the two chains by a ring is suffi-

cient, though often two hooks are used, one on each side

of the ladder.

Such a ladder will weigh about 10 lb. and cost made
up about $1 per foot.

S®^w®5P TO® ©f CoiacE'ete

In the paper on ".Sewer Tile of Concrete" in the

Journal of July 31, p. 188, the outside form was made of

]ii-in. dressed-pine staves, instead of y4^-in., as stated

m the article.

V Copper Discovery in Argentina is reported by U. S. Con-
sul William Dawson, Jr.. at Ro.sario. The deposit is of cop-
per-bearing pyrites and was found at a height of fi.'jOO ft. in

the Planchon Pass between the Colorado and Athel rivers in

the Argentine Province of Mendoza.

•34 Herriman Ave., Jamaica, N. Y.
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The facts that the various constituents of an 'ctrolyte,

'loth those which are essential and those accidentally in-

troduced hy corrosion of the anodes, tend to stratify or

segregate rapidly in the tank is well known by eleetrc'ytic

refiners, and a great deal of ingenuity has been lavished

on the effort to prevent this. An invention has been pat-

ented by Francis E. Pyne and H. M. Green (U. S. pat.

No. 1,148,798) in which this segregation is made use of,

the electrolyte being drawn off at various levels.

In copper refining it is the common custom to with-

draw a certain proportion of the electrolyte daily, treat-

ing it to get rid of the various elements introduced by

the impurities in the anodes. The patentees state that

these undesirable elements have a great tendency to con-

centrate in the upper portions of the electrolytes, and that

if the circulation of the tank be kept up by withdrawing

the electrolyte at two different levels, it is only necessary

to treat a small portion drawn from the top in order to

perform the same purifying action as would be attained

by the treatment of a much larger portion of the electro-

lyte, in case the portion withdrawn were a fair sample of

the total content of the tank.

The portion withdrawn on the lower level can of course

be returned to the regular electrolyte circulation. This

means then that a great saving is made by treating a

small instead of a large amount in those tanks using in-

soluble anodes where the tank efficiency is low and produc-

ing a greater amount of copper in the regular electrolytic

tank where the current efficiency is high. Apart from this,

most of the copper produced in insoluble anode tanks is

of inferior grade, which must be sold at a lower price

than good electrolytic copper. If the amount thus pro-

duced in the insoluble anode tank can be cut down by

withdrawing a stratified solution, there is a saving at-

tained in this way also. The inventors state that the in

vention is not limited to copper refining, but may be

applied to any electrolytic refining process.

©fll^Fniredl Setlftlleips g^t EI Fas®
With the curtailment of the supply of lead ores at El

Paso, Texas, it became impracticable to operate the

Rhodes separator furnaces that had long been a distinc-

tive feature of the El Paso Smelting Works. When the

lead plant got do\iTi to a 3-furnace basis, the amount of

fuel required for the separators was greater than it would
have been had a larger volume of molten material been

handled. H. F. Easter describes^ the experiments that

led to the substitution of an oil-fired settler capable of

serving two furiiaces, the slag and matte being first passed

through the usual rectangular settling boxes to separate

'In a paper, entitled "Lead Smelting at El Paso," to be pre-
sented at the San Francisco meeting of the American Insti-
tute- of Mining Engineers, September, 1915.

any lead that has left the furnaces. Circular oil-fired

settlers were first tried but finally a magnesite-lined set-

tler, approximately 10x20 ft. inside, was adopted.

At the El Paso Smelting Works, a change to any

standard plan was impracticable, except at excessive cost.

One serious difficulty was the lack of suificient eleva-

tion in front of the blast furnaces, the space between

them and the separators being comparatively level and
only 4 ft. below the furnace tap holes. This was prac-

tically all made ground, having been built up of loose

boulder slag, which made excavation difficult and dan-

gerous on account of its tendency to ravel and cave. An-
other trouble was the lack of room for any arrangement

of tracks such as are generally to be found in front of

a line of modern blast furnaces.

It was decided therefore to proceed along somewhat
original lines, and on July 25, 1914, there was put into

operation in front of one furnace a round, oil-fired set-

tler, 8 ft. in diameter. This was intended to serve

merely as a second settler to remove the last traces of

matte from the slag before going to the dump. For the

main separation one of the old rectangular boxes, 3 ft.

4 in. by 6 ft. 4 in. by 2 ft. deep, was relied on, being

placed between the round settler and the furnace. Re-

sults obtained from this settler were not particularly

satisfactory as numerous particles of matte persisted in

floating across the surface of the bath direct from intake

to outlet. Also, the settler shortly began to fill up with

a zinc mush that interfered .seriously with proper set-

tling. While the slag that was being run at the time

contained only 4% of ZnO, there seemed to be present

in the Huntington & Heberlein roast enough iinaltered

zinc sulphide to give trouble.

The furnace to which this settler was attached was

blown out soon afterward and was replaced by another

furnace, in front of which was a similar arrangement of

box and round tank, except that in this case the latter

was 10 ft. in diameter. The tank was set off center far

enough to give the furnace tapper a chance to work,

which made necessary a rather long curved spout from

the box to the tank. The greatest trouble encountered

was the lack of elevation, as the round settler was erected

on the original level of the ground in front of the fur-

nace and it was necessary to have both slag and matte

taps high enough for the hand pots to get under them.

It was thus necessary for the slag to flow a total dis-

tance of about 23 ft. with a drop of only 11 in. between

the tap hole and the outlet from the settler. This of

course caused trouble every time the slag happened to

get thick and pasty. The first settler or box was easily

removable, had a firebrick lining (magnesite was after-

ward used with great success) and measured 66 in. long.

28 in. wide, and 21 in. deep inside the lining. The
round settler had a 9-in. lining of magnesite brick, both

sides and bottom, and a 9-in. arched roof of fire-brick

upon which rested at the edge of the tank, just over the

slag outlet, a short brick stack with an iron pipe eon-
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nection above. The oil burner was placed at the exact

center of the roof and was directed straight down upon

the surface of the bath. A small combustion chamber

was later placed on the roof and pro'.ed successful in get-

ting more efficient results from the oil.

It was thought that a baffle extending across the tank

close to the inlet and partly immersed in the bath might

compel the floating particles of matte to go down and

join the main body of matte instead of going straight

across and out with the slag. Accordingly, such a baffle

constructed of brick was placed about 12 in. from the

inside of the lining. This feature of the experiment

was a complete failure and the floating specks of matte

continued to pass out on the surface of the slag as be-

fore. These small particles, however, proved upon in-

vestigation not to involve so serious a loss as had been

feared. Several hand pots of slag were set aside to cool

aud put through the small automatic sampler. The av-

erage results were: Silver, 0.65, metallic lead, 1.00. cop-

per, 0.15%.

After starting off favorably, this new settler soon

began to fill up with zinc mush. Some of this mate-

rial had a specific gravity lower than that of the slag,

while some of it appeared to be slightly heavier, the

tendency as a whole being to form a layer between the

slag and the matte. Various samples of this material

were analyzed, a typical one being as follows: Insolu-

ble 6.6, iron 19, lime 3.4, zinc 21.3, sulphur 21, lead

10, copper 4.6%. When this crust was broken up with

a bar, it floated for a while at or near the surface in

lumps resembling dry dross. This was not a new con-

I
dition, having frequently been observed in the Rhodes

separators. The only way to overcome it seemed to be to

let the settler fill up with matte, thus forcing the mush
to the top where it was skimmed oS with rabbles throiigh

a hole cut for tha purpose. This of course involved a

considerable loss of matte and a large proportion of the

slag made at this time had to be saved for resmelting.

This condition of affairs was finally remedied by changing

the charge so as to use less of the Huntington & Heberlein

roaster product.

As already mentioned, the original idea with regard

to this type of settler was to use it simply as a safeguard

against letting any matte go to the dump. As much
matte as possible was tapped directly from the box; it

was found that this amounted to about 88% of the total

matte produced. The shells from the hand pots, in

which the slag was removed, were frequently sampled.

I

They assayed so little higher than the regular slag sam-

ples that they were thrown away.

The comparative success attending the use of these

round oil-fired settlers encouraged the installation of a

somewhat similar but larger settler intended to serve

two furnaces instead of one. The apparent advantages

of this were the greater volume of leady copper matte

that could be accumulated at one time, the certainty

that one such settler would require less fuel oil than two

of the earlier type, and some saWng in labor.

This new settler is placed about 6 ft. forward of the

line of the front crucible plates of the two furnaces and

equidistant from them. It is 10 ft. inside by 20 ft.

long, extending close enough to the edge of the train

oit to make it easy to tap matte and slag into the cars

below without the use of excessively long spouts. The

whole structure is supported upon rails running cross-

wise and providing air spaces beneath the bottom pan.

This feature has proved to be of considerable impor-

tance inasmuch as there is a constant seepage of lead

througli tlie bottom and the open air spaces arrest its

progress downward into the foundation and facilitate its

removal.

The ends of the settler are made slightly curve. 1

in order to give a stronger structure. The sides are

braced with I-beams set upright and tied across the to^)

with steel rods. The sides and ends have a lining of

9 in. of magnesite brick. A matte tap is provided on

each side close to the front, and there is a single leal

tap in the middle at the rear end. This lead tap is

used every day, but little lead is obtained, as experience

with the Rhodes separators indicated the inadvisaiiilitv

of maintaining a bath of lead in contact ^-ith the matte,

and evury elfort is made to keep lead from getting into

the large settler in the first place. The roof of the set-

tler is sectional, being composed of a number of rail-

bound firelirick arches that can easily be lifted off if nec-

essary. The .stack is situated at the rear end bet^'een

the slag inlets from the two furnaces and over the lead

tap. Two oil burners were installed, one playing down-

ward through the roof at a point about 6 ft. back from

the front, and one playing nearly horizontal through

the front wall.

Between each furnace and the large settler is a remov-

able rectangular box, 2 ft. 6 in. wide by 9 ft. 2 in. long,

lined with 4I/2 in. of magnesite brick all around. The
furnace is connected with the box and the box with the

settler by short water-coil spouts. Each box is set at

an angle of about 45° to the furnace, giving the tapper

a clear field for his work.

As it is no longer necessary to provide for the use

of hand pots under the slag and matte spottts, it has

been possible to arrange the elevation of the various parts

of the system to much better advantage than in the case

of the round settlers. . There is a difference of 20 in.

between the tap hole of the furnace and the bottom of

the slag outlet from the main settler, which greatly facili-

tates the handling of the spouts. There is a difference

of 10 in. between the bottom of the inlet and the bottom

of the slag outlet, which allows plenty of time for switch-

ing and changing slag cars after the outlet hole has been

closed up. The normal depth of the bath in the settler

is 25 in. with the slag outlet open, and it is customary

to maintain about 10 to 12 in. of matte at all times,

as this seems to assist materially in keeping the settler

in good condition.

Although this settler was designed for operation with

two furnaces, it was decided to try it otit with only

one, in order to see if it might be kept open imder such

circumstances. At the time of writing it has been in

successful operation with one furnace for exactly one

month, although the amount of fuel oil necessary to

keep it in good condition is somewhat greater than was

the case with the former round settlers. The larger

settler requires about 7 bbl. of oil per day, whereas the

others averaged about 4.5 to 5 bbl. However, with two

furnaces running it is probable that less oil would be

required.

For Cyanide Bezemn use equal parts by weiglit of calomel
and bismuth subnitrate, and apply locally. It gives immediate
relief and will dry up sores in two or three days.
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Fairbanks, Morse & Co. has placeil upon tlie market

an internal-combustion two-cycle engine designed to

consume any grade of crude oil or distillate. No change

in the engine is required in adapting it to different

oils excepting a slight adjustment of the injection pump.

The pronounced advantages ' of the two-cycle over the

four-cycle sj'stem, especially in heavy service such as in

pumping and in driving a loaded generator, induced the

design of this semi-Diesel type-Y engine.

The crank case isdclosed and .serves as an air chamber in

which slight compression occurs on every outward stroke

of the piston. This air is used for two purposes—as a

scavenger of the combustion gases from the cylinder and
to maintain pressure oil lubrication for every bearing and
in the cylinder. The engine is valveless, the piston itself

FAIRBANKS-MORSE DIESEL ENGINE

covering and uncovering the ]jorts. There are no cams,

gears, carburetors, batteries, igniters, magnetos, spark-

plugs or switches.

A complete cycle is as follows: Starting with the

working stroke or when the piston is moving forward
toward the crankshaft under the pressure of the gases

produced by the Inirning mixture, effective work is done
until the piston passes and uncovers the exhaust port in

the wall of the cylinder and permits the larger part of

the gases to escape under their residual pressure. Im-
mediately thereafter, the piston uncovers the inlet port

to admit compressed air from the crank case. This
inrush of air sweeps out most of the inert gas remain-
ing in the cylinder at the end of the stroke and leaves

the cylinder filled with almost pure air at atmospheric

pressure. As the piston returns on its inward stroke it

covers both ports, thus entrapping the air and subjecting

it to high compression. Just before dead-center is reached,

the pump injects a very fine spray of the fuel into the

combustion cliamber, shown as a rounded development

of the cylinder head in the illustration herewith. The
walls of this chamber keep hot from the successive

combustions, and as the engine turns over its center, the

mixture ignites. The cycle is then completed.

When starting the cold engine, an ordinary kerosene

torch is placed on the bracket below the combustion

chamber until the metal is heated red. A few minutes

suffices for this preliminary duty ; then a few strokes given

to the injection pump by hand and the turning over

of the fiy-wheel will start the engine into continuous

operation. A feature is that the injection of oil is so

regulated that the walls of the combustion chamber
maintain an almost uniform temperature when running

under light, hea^7 or variable loads. The governor varies

the stroke of the injection jnimp with the demands for

power on the engine.

The engine operates almost noiselessly. The inclosed

crank case eliminates dust troubles in the bearings. The
cylinder is water-jacketed. A very small amount of heated

jacket water is conducted through an adjustable nozzle

into the air passage leading to the cylinder, thus moisten-

ing the combustible charge and increasing its efficiency.

The engine is carried in stock sizes from 10 to 75 hp.,

but is built to order for any capacity. The 25-hp.

engine runs at 325 r.p.m., occupies floor-space 64x88 in.

and weighs packed for shipment 5300 lb. Full particulars

may be had from the Denver house of this company.

The Rotary Concentrator & Classifier Co., 1215 Fos-

ter Building, Denver, is offering machines designed to

do concentration, classification and separation in a new
way. In the accompanying photograph is shown a top

view of a 'i'2-in. machine. It consists of a round shallow

pan, built of California redwood, with a steel rim. The
deck or bed is covered with linoleum, upon which are

mounted many involute wooden riffles, the whole being

supported upon a light but substantial steel frame. The
pan may be quickly adjusted to any angle of slope and

when in operation is revolved slowly by a cast-iron gear

ring secured to the under side of the deck, the ring thus

acting also as a stiffener. About % hp. is required for

each unit.

Feed is delivered to the machine through the launder

adjacent to the circumference of the pan, the direction

of rotation being such as to carry the material upward.

Dressing water admitted through perforations in the

longer pipe shown, comlnned with the slope of the deck,

washes the lighter or gangue particles toward the lower

edge of the pan, the progress of such material being

continually impeded by the many riffles that catch the

particles of greater specific gravity. Rotation of the par

causes the concentrated heavier particles to tumble along
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behind the riflBes to\varcl the disrharffe-hole at the center,

lliis spout being really the hollow shaft that drives the pan.

Should any heavy particles wash over one or two riffles,

they will be promptly ca\ight by the succeeding ones and
forced toward the concentrate discharge.

Near the center of the pan, a shorter pipe delivers water

for completing the wash and driving the concentrate into

its discharge pipe, and thus into the concentrate launder

beneath. If the feed be coarse, say from 4 to 30 mesh,

the riffles are made y^ in. high; while for all finer feeds

the riffles are but y^ in. high. Thoroughness of con-

centration is brought to a maximum l)y adjustment of the

quantity of water used and the slope of the deck; both

of these adjustments arc easily made while the machine
is running. The manufacturers claim that fine sizing of

the feed is not essential, since the principle of operation

is more that of hand-panning or of differences in specific

gravity than of sizes of particles. Ore must therefore

be ground only so fine as to free crystals of differing

minerals which it is desired to separate. Ou the other

ROTARY CONCENTRATOR AND CLASSIFIER

hand, where the feed consists of a fairly uniform material

ground to all sizes of particle, the machine can be readily

adjusted in slope and quantity' of wash water to act as

a classifier to produce two general sizes. It will thus

handle 25 to 100 tons per day, depending on the fineness

of the grinding. Again, separation of concentrated

minerals may be accolnplished by suitable adjustments,

this in practice being done on additional machines placed

below the concentrating units. Another adaptation of the

machine is for handling very fine material, such as

slimes. When used for this purpose, however, there is

a difference in the deck of the pan, which is made saucer

shaped and is covered with canvas, which serves to hold

the very fine, floaty, metallic .minerals and to -carry them
to the upper zone, where they are rinsed into the riffles

near the discharge.

The most recent adaptation of this machine is in amal-

gamation, a considerable quantity of mercury being

charged into the ]iool that is maintained at the pan-

floor margin. TTithout flouring in the least, a small

amovmt of tliis mercury is picked up by the succeeding

riffles and carried upward. Unless this mercury en-

counters free gold and forms amalgam, it will eventu-

ally roll over the riffles and collect again in the pool,

but any amalgam formed will generally be forced up-

ward and into the concentrate discharge. Suitable mer-

cury traps' are provided to obviate anj^ losses at both

points of discharge, and the machine is said to perform

very good work.

le IFeedles' aiadl Kasa
A lonibined sianip-iiiill feeder and ore-bin gate is being

offered by the E. H. iloyle Engineering & Equipment Co.,

Los Angeles, Calif. The feeder itself presents no new
features except that it has a horizontal bin gate as one

MOTLE FEEDER AND GATE

of its integral parts. The device is intended to be placed

in the bottom of the ore bin, feeding directly thence to

the mortar boxes. Motion is transmitted through a lever,

much as in the case of the ordinary feeding devices.

IflEag

The Anderson coupling, put on the market by the

Chapman Valve Manufacturing Co., Indian Orchard,

Mass., is not a new piece of apparatus, but one which

seems to have but lately invaded the metallurgical field.

ANDERSON PIPE COUPLING

This coupling was originally designed to eliminate the

necessity of wiping or soldering a joint when using either

lead or iron pipes.

An order for some couplings of unusual size led to

the company's tracing their further history. It was found

that they had been put into service on the sulp)iurie-acid

lines of an experimental leaching plant, where they were

giving (jatisfactory service.
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IN THE TINTIC MINING DISTRICT, UTAH
Sioux Con. ore bins on Knight R.R. Opencut on Dragon, showing vein in contact

ANACONDA COPPER MINING CO., ANACONDA, MONT.
A view of No. 2 section o( the remodeled concentrator, showing some of the grinding mills
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THE NEW AND IMPORTANT SILVER CAMP OF ROCHESTER, XEV.

Upper view shows the town of Upper Rochester, the famous Rochester Hill showing in the background. Lower
the tramway of the Rochester Mines Co., which brings ore from the Friedman tunnel to the mill
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Otto H. Hahn, one of the most distinguished American
silver-lead smelters, died at Jena, on July 26, at the age
of 70 years. Mr. Hahn had heen in poor health for some
time, and the news of his death did not therefore come
unexpectedly.

Mr. Hahn was born at Appolta, in Thuringia, and
was graduated from the Bergakademie at Clausthal in

the Harz, and also studied at the University of Jena.

Having completed his studies he came to the United
States in 1863 and found employment with the firm of

Adelberg & Eaymoud, one of the earliest firms of mining
and metallurgical engineers in this country. Another
member of the staif was Anton Eilers. The friendship

among Hahn, Eilers and Eaymond which then began was
never broken. After completing some work for Adelberg

& Eaymond, especially in connection with some lead mines

in the state of New York, Hahn decided to venture into

the newly developing West, hoping to find a broader field

for his activities. He went first to California and found

OTTO H. HAHN

some difficulty in occupying himself, but before long he
fell in with C. A. Stetefeldt, and after working with him
for a while in California, went to Austin, Nev., to take
charge of Stetefeldfs assay office there. Later he moved to

Virginia City, Nev., where he was engaged in assaying and
mining for several years, and during this time was
associated with Luckhardt, another of our early metal-
lurgists.

When the great silver-lead deposits of Eureka were
discovered, Hahn found his great opportunity. He went
there almut ISI'O, first being superintendent of the K. K.
smelting works. He remained at Eureka for several years
engaged in silver-lead smelting, and from there went to

Salt Lake City, Utah, to assist Mr. Eilers in running the

Germania works. Later he was associated with Mr. Eilers

in silver-lead smelting at Leadville and Pueblo, Colo.

In an interval, however, he was occupied in running the

great smeltery and refinery at Argentine, Kan. During
his active experience in the United States he was con-

nected with a great many of the important smelting

works. His experience extended also to foreign countries.

Once he went to South Africa to erect and operate a lead

smeltery there, and one of his latest professional en-

gagements was in operating one of the works of the

American Smelting & Eefining Co. in Mexico.

About ten years ago Mr. Hahn retired from active

practice and since then resided at Jena, Germany. During
most of this time he acted as the regular correspondent

of the Etujlneering and Mining Journal in Germany, and
his valuable contributions ha\e been widely appreciated

among our readers. ]\Ir. Hahn, during his long experience

in the United States, became thoroughly Americanized
and acquired the ability to write in English with a precise,

pungent style. During the last year of his life, while
sojourning in Germany, he was wont to express himself

in no unmeasured tenns respecting the backwardness of

German nietallurgists, especially the lead smelters, in

many particulars.

Mr. Hahn made .several important contributions to

American literature. The first of these was "The Smelt-
ing of Argentiferous Lead Ores in Nevada, Utah and
Montana," a paper in which he collaborated with Eay-
mond and Eilers, and which was published in "Mineral
Eesources West of the Eoeky Mountains for 1871,"

Another highly important monograph was on "The
Smelting of Argentiferous Lead in the West," which was
published in "Mineral Eesources of the United States for

1882." A third comprehensive monograph on lead

smelting was published in the "Transactions" of the

Institution of Mining and Metallurgy, of which he was
a member.

The name of Hahn is indelibly associated in the

annals of American silver-lead smelting with those of

Eilers, Arents, Eaht, Billings, Schneider and others—that

brilliant group of German-American metallurgists that

did so much to develop this branch of metallurgy in the

United States.

5S a Moiraopolly So
Stsi.uadl^s'dl On II

Cable dispatches announce that the Chinese Govern-

ment has declined a proposal of the Standard Oil Co.

for a monopolistic concession containing the following

provision

:

A joint company to be formed in which tlie Standard Oil

Co. has a controlling interest, the company having the right
to explore all China and register exclusive claims in selected
localities; the company further to monopolize the refining

and transportation of the total production of crude oil by
whomsoever mined, while the Standard Oil Co. would have a
monopoly of marketing the refined article for a given period

It will be recalled that about a year ago the Chinese

Government entered into a temporary agreement for

the exploitation of oil fields in northern China in

the provinces of Chihli and Shensi. There have been

occasional reports of success in the exploration work,

but the present cables state that the Chihli field is

"commercially worthless and that in Shensi appears of

doubtful value"; therefore a fresh proposal was made to

the Chinese Government. No coufinnation of the cabled

reports could be secured at the local oiSces of the Standard

Oil Co.

Chrome Iron Ore Production in the United States increased
from 255 long tons in 1913 to 591 long tons in 1914, accord-
ing to the Geological Survey.
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Wlhsit ftlbe Dip Heedlle Caira

I have read with much interest the article by C. A.

Cheney, Jr., on "What the Dip Needle Can and Can-
not Do" in the Journal of July 31. Mr. Cheney has

dearly stated, and for the most part correctly answered,

some of the common misunderstandings with regard to

the dip needle, but in so doing he has, I fear, put the

emphasis in such a way that some of your readers will

obtain an unfavorable impression of what is one of the

most important methods of conducting preliminary ex-

ploration for iron ores.

The dip needle has been condemned by many mining
men because of a false impression that it was supposed

to be capable of locating ore. In the Lake Superior re-

gion the dip needle and its inseparable associate, the dial

compass, are essentially instruments for the study of

the geology in areas where rock outcrops are too few

to indicate the character and structure of the formations.

No actual orebody in the Lake Superior region has, so far

as I am aware, ever been determined by magnetic means.

But many ore bodies have been located by drilling di-

rected according to intelligent use of magnetic obser-

vations. This is the history of exploration for iron ores

the world over. These observations are bound to be of

even greater importance in the future than in the past,

as exploration extends away from the developed ranges

into areas where the drift-cover more completely ob-

scures the rocks.

Every user of the dip needle should be aware of the

fact that any kind of rock, sedimentary, igneous or meta-

morphic may contain sufficient magnetite or magnetic

sulphide to affect the magnetic needle. In so far as he

is capable of analyzing his observations and determin-

ing from them what they indicate—to this degree is he

capable of using the dip needle and dial compass.

The Wisconsin Geological Survey is making exten-

sive magnetic surveys of the lauds in the northern part

of the state and has- recently issued a report covering

over 2,000,000 acres. In this area thousands of acres

of land are clearly indicated as being worthy of further

exploration with the drill. This report—Bulletin XLIV
—contains a chapter of over 60 pages devoted to a com-

prehensive discussion of magnetic observations, in which

both the theoretical and practical sides of the interpre-

tation of such observations are discussed fully, and in

language as non-technical as possible.

In the field work on which this report is based, it

has been found possible to make fairly accurate deter-

minations showing the depth of burial of the magnetic

formation, its general character, dip, strike and thick-

ness. Of course these features cannot be determined with

all the accuracy desired but they serve most effectively

to guide drilling in regions where outcrops are not avail-

able to give greater accuracy.

This chapter on magnetic observations is practically a

small text book on the subject and anyone doing such

work anywhere will be amply repaid liy a careful study of

its contents.

W. O. HOTIIIKISS.
Madison, Wis., Aug. 10, 1915.

0>m ^asac Pois®imHira^

I read with interest the comment on "Zinc Poisoning"
in the Journal of Aug. 14, as it bears on an experience

of ours. During the past year, we have experimented
extensively with the distillation of zinc from ores and in

some phases of the work used graphite crucible retorts

discharging into the body of a cylindrical down-draft melt-

ing furnace fired by natural gas. This furnace was
not connected to a flue, but discharged its waste products

directly into a large room, fully 30 ft. high. The charge

of zinc ore in the i-etort was approximately 10 lb., the

ore containing about 48% zinc. The distillation would
last from 8 to 12 hr. and at times the presence of finely

divided zinc oxide in the room was very noticeable.

My assistant, who was present in the room the greater

part of the time that distillation was actively proceed-

ing, noted no ill effects during the day, but at about 10

o'clock at night was suddenly seized with lassitude, nausea,

great weakness and severe chills, as well as a seeming loss

of control of the joints. A fever probably accompanied
these symptoms although no temperature measurement
was taken to make certain of this.. At about 4 o'clock in

the morning the symptoms gradually disappeared and the

next day he felt reasonably well, had a good appetite, but

was still weak. He had three attacks of this kind, each oc-

curring after such an experiment as described above.

The furnace temperature was as high as 1325° C. at

the end of the distillation period. The zinc ore used in

the experiments contained about 3% lead, and as lead

is rather freely distilled at this high temperature and
there was a relatively long time of distillation, some
lead oxide was undoubtedly present in the air. The fur-

nace previous to the zinc experiments had been used a

number of times to melt copper, some of which had
spilled on the inside lining of the furnace. The presence

of this copper was plainly indicated by the characteris-

tic flame colors at the discharge flue of the furnace, but the

amount was small so that it seems hardly probable that the

copper has any bearing on the case. Moreover, the fur-

nace, after the contamination of its lining with copper.

had been used for other purposes than zinc distillation

and its use had produced no ill effects.

The symptoms experienced are essentially the same as

those described for "brass shakes," and I believe that the

case was one of zinc poisoning, the zinc oxide being the ac-

tive agent. The question of the presence of lead compli-

cates the case somewhat, but the symptoms are so dift'erent

from those ascribed to lead poisoning that it seems ques-

tionable whether lead was responsible.

Charles H. Fulton.
Cleveland, Ohio. Aug. 18, 1915.
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SsmeMIimg ®. RelRnaiirag C®o
The recent offering to the public of a large block of

the A preferred stock of the American Smelters Secur-

ities Co. at a price upon which the expected dividends

will yield 7.06%, with the further promise of a profit

of $15 per share in from one to 32 years, according as

the shares are drawn by lot for cancellation, prompts

the inquiry why one of the premier securities of so solid

a company should be available at so low a price. It is

interesting therefore to examine the status of the several

issues of this company and the American Smelting &
Refining Co., the affairs of which are so closely inter-

woven. So intimate have they been indeed that for sev-

eral years nothing but a consolidated financial statement

has been issued to the shareholders of the A. S. & R.

Co. and the public, but it appears nevertheless that the

accounts of the American Smelters Securities Co. have

been kept separately, for the banking house making the

recent offering was able to publish a circular revealing

the figures of that company alone.

The history of the two companies is something like

this : After the A. S. & R. Co. had been a going con-

cern for a number of years, its managers organized the

A. S. S. Co. to acquire another group of smelteries and

refineries. The money for this was sui>plied partly by

the public and partly by the Guggenheim E.xploration

Co. The plants acquired were situated at Tacoma and

Selby. Subsequently the Baltimore works were bought,

the Federal and Garfield plants were built, and a group

of lead mines in Missouri were purchased, the expan-

sion of the company's interests being made chiefly out

of its profits. The securities issued were : The A preferred

stock, 6%, owned partly by the public and partly by

the Exploration Co.; B preferred stock, 5%, owned by

the public; and common stock, divided between the A.

S. & R. Co. and the Exploration Co. For many years

these companies carried this stock on their books at a

merely nominal value. Each had received it as a bonus

—

the A. S. & R. Co. for guaranteeing the B preferred

stock, and the Guggenheim Exploration Co. for supply-

ing capital in consideration of the A preferred.

A few years ago the A. S. & R. Co. purchased from the

Exploration Co. the A. S. S. Co.'s common stock that

it held, paying $60 per share therefor. In doing this

it used a large part of its cash surplus and also obtained

money for this and other purposes by the issue to the

public of $15,000,000 of 6% debenture bonds of the A.

S. S. Co., convertible into common stock of the A. S.

& R. Co. at par. This was a curious and complicated

transaction, the nature of which has never been clear

to anybody, we think, except the financiers who con-

ducted it. One thing certain, however, was that the

Guggenheim Exploration Co. realized a large amount of

rash by virtue of it.

Lately there has been talk aljout the Guggenheim Ex
ploration Co. going into liquidation. Whether or not

there is any truth in that we do not know. Anyway, it

was its holding of the A preferred stock that was recently

offered to the public.

As well as we can determine the position of the sev-

eral stock and bond issues of the two smelting com-

panies, they are as follows, stated in the order of priority

of claim upon earnings

:

Issue Amount Rate Mkt. price Yield
1. Debenture bonds $13,534,500 6 106 5.30
2. A. S. S. pfd. B 30,000,000 5 SO'/z 6.21
3. A, S. & R. pfd 50,000.000 7 106 6.60
4. A. S. S, pfd. A 16,648,800 6 85 7.06
5. A. .S. & R. common 50,000.000 5 79 6.33
6. A. S. S. common 30,000,000

We arranged the above table before filling in the fig-

ures. When the latter was done it appeared that the

.standing of several securities in the market is just what
they ought to be, dismissing, however, the common stock,

which is the special speculative issue. The debenture

bonds of the A. S. S. Co. are undoubtedly the supreme

lien upon the property and business of both these smelt-

ing companies. Ne.xt in order we put the A. S. S.

preferred B stock inasmuch as it is guaranteed by the

A. S. & R. Co., and being issued prior to the debentures

is manifestly a superior claim upon the earnings of the

company. However, that claim would be exercised only

if the A. 8. S. Co. should fail to earn anything. The
A. S. & R. Co.'s preferred stock, and the A. S. S. pre-

ferred A have claims only upon the earnings of the re-

spective companies after all other claims have been satis-

fied. Similarly, as to the common stocks. Inasmuch
as all of the A. S. S. common is owned by the A. S. &
R. Co., its position does not matter.

The preferred stock of the A. S. & R. Co. does not

appear to occupy the place it once held. However, it

is due to remark that there have been no failures in

the payment of dividends on any of these issues. All

told, they represent an enormous capitalization of a very

profitable business. Nevertheless, it would seem to be

desirable to have a thorough consolidation of the inter-

ests of the two smelting companies that live and work
together in the same family.

Mliaes°al lEsspoirt Ta.s£©s ana

Is South America going to kill the golden goose of its

mineral industry? Following the distressing financial

situation resulting from the war conditions, these coun-

tries are looking about to ,see where they can increase their

revenues, and in many instances have hit upon the mining

industry as a special field for exploitation in this respect.

Tlie South American governments need more revenue

Init their people need more industries. Any drastic action

inimical to new industries will be a costly piece of legisla-

tion, the b.ad effect of which will make itself felt in

meager development of a country for years afterwards.

Peru is just now considering one of the most im-

portant features of mining legislation that has been before
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it in over a decade. In November the period ol' 18

years fixed by law for the free exportation ol' iiiiiRMal

products will expire, and the possibility of increasing the

Government's income from this source has been occupy-

ing the attention of the administration. Tlic Consejo

Superior de Mineria, which has the direction of matters

pertaining to the mining industry, has made public the

jjroposed bills designed to increase the country's revenue

by taxing the mining industry in various ways. It is ex-

pected that the Sociadad Nacional de Mineria will ])ro-

test on behalf of the mining interests, not against tiic ex-

port tax in principle but against the magnitude of the

tax proposed by the Consejo Superior de ilineria. The
mineral industry of Peru is already handicapped by the

lack of railways. It is largely on this account that there

lias been comparatively little development of its mineral

deposits during tlie 18 years of freedom from special

taxation. It is hard to see how the development of the

mineral resources will be stimulated by the imposition

of an export tax, especially if that tax be made an onerous

one.

Most of our South American neighbors are in need of

capital for the development of their countries, and there

is an excellent opportunity at this time for the entrance

of mining capitalists into those countries. But capital

will not flow in that direction if there appears to be evi-

dence of an intention to increa.se the burdens of taxation

to the point of discouragement. The great and rapid

development of North America suggests that these coun-

tries would benefit more from the establishment of indus-

tries within their borders than from a high taxation of the

limited development that would ensue with the latter

policy. Equitable taxes will not be objected to by the min-

ing industry, but if a hold-up policy be adopted these

countries will not see the rapid development which they

are on the verge of'accomplishing.

m

2liac Fa^flMEag t<a> Ills MotPiiifiial

Price

The price for sjjolter has fallen a lung way from 25c.

jier lb., but it is still at a high figure. Some producers

talk as if they had been robbed of something rightfully

belonging to them in that they can no longer sell their

output at 20(« 25c. i)er lb. They forget that it is scarcely

eight moitths ago that zinc was selling under 5c. per lb.,

find that a normal price for zinc—based upon averages

for long periods, the cost of production, etc.—is regarded

as being about 5Cfr5i/^c. per lb.

There have been no recent developments to alter ideas

respecting a normal price for zinc. The enhanced price

of 1!)15 was due to temporary shortage arising from the

isolation of the German and Belgian smelters. An acute

situation developed, but it could and would be cured

naturally with time, even if the war were to continue

indefinitely. In other words, there had only to elap.se

suflicient time to enable the deficiency in smelting capacity

to be made good. The rapidity with which this is being

done is a matter of marvi'l among persons versed in the

zinc industry. Six months ago no zinc expert would
have admitted that it could be done so swiftly.

As has been pointed out repeatedly in the Journal, the

scarcitj' of spelter was due wholly to temporary shortage

of smelting capacity and in no degree to shortage of

ore su[)])ly. On the contrary, the immensely swollen \\^\

of furnaces in this country has been supplied easily

without drawing upon the ore su])])ly of Australia and

other countries to any considerable extent. The military

consumption of spelter is very large, but the peaceful use

of it has i)cen greatly curtailed. As soon as ample smelt-

ing i-a])acity is provided there is no reason why spelter

should not be selling around 5c. per lb. again, even if the

war continues.

The price for high-grade and superior intermediate

spelter has not yet declined to so large an extent as in

the cases of prime western and brass special. High-

grade spelter, strictly speaking, is practically a monopoly

of the New Jersey Zinc Co., which of course nuiy charge

for it whatever it sees fit. The superior intermediate

spelter, on the other hand, may be made liy the redistilla-

tion of connnon spelter, at an extra cost of a few cents per

pound. Obviously, therefore, the price for such spelter

must follow the price for commoit spelter.

The events in the spelter market of 1915 are ascribable

to nothing short of commercial insanity. There will be ad-

verse consequences from which the zinc industry will be

years in recovering.

K

A,2imssiim!nil<la©Ei

The buying of metals for ammunition is done now in

a way very different from that of three months ago.

Then the contractor found himself with engagements call-

ing for large quantities of copper, spelter, etc., during

the next six months. He went into the luarket to buy

the whole lot at once, acting as if there were never going

to be an}' more of these metals in the world. He went

about this business with a beating of tom-toms and created

among sellers the impression that about ten times as much
metal was needed as was really the case. Let a large num
her of buyers start operations in such a way and nobody

had to consult the seventh son of a seventh son to discern

what was going to happen.

The amnmnition contractor of today is more canny.

A few mouths ago he bought spelter at 25e. per lb. for

fear le.st it might go to 50c. But it halted at 25c., then

receded, and appears to be likely to recede some more.

The buyer is once more thinking about the equilibrium

of demand and supply and has come to the conclusion that

the nature of the markets is still just the same as it used

to be before the war. So he says to himself that although

he is going to need some thousands of tons of copper and
spelter during the coming six months he will take his

time about buying it—there will be enough for every-

body—and perhaps there will be some opportunities for

the bargain hunter.

HemiEaecoM siS si. Clhea-p Ps'odl^ces'
The developments in the Copper River region of Alaska,

including a long railway through a difficult country and
the opening and equipment of the Bonanza mine, cost a

great deal of money. The gossip used to be that it was up-

ward of $20,000,000. This was furnished by J. P. :Mor-

gan & Co. and il. Guggenheim's Sons, the latter subse-

quently taking in Kuhn, Loeb & Co. Among engineers

there was always considerable doubt respecting tl^e out-
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come of this investment considered as a wliole, although

of cour'^e it was recognized that either the mine or the

railway could make a fine showing at the expense of the

other.

According to a Boston paper the syndicate put from

$25,000,000 to $30,000,000 into the enterprise and so

far has received $7,500,000 in dividends from the Kenne-

cott Mines Co. (Bonanza mine), and $10,000,000 from

the sale of Kennecott bonds. The Copper River & North-

western Ry., which necessitated the greater part of the

capital expenditure, has paid nothing. Apparently there-

fore the Alaska venture has been conducted on the basis

of a cheap mine and a dear railway. Kennecott is adver-

tised as the cheapest producer of copper in the world,

its average cost being said to be only about 5c. per lb. The

contributor}' factors in arriving at such a cost are high-

grade ore—some of it almost pure copper glance—and

what is substantially the free use of a large amount of

capital.

By the sale of Kennecott stock the syndicate will fur-

ther recoup itself, it is to be supposed. This company has

an issued capital of 720,000 shares, and there are 400,-

000 additional shares reserved for conversion of the bonds,

a total of 1,120,000, which at $25 per share—the promo-

tion price—represents a valuation of $28,000,000, or about

what the syndicate is said to have put into the ventur-3.

It will be interesting to see how the pul)lic will make out

in its investment in this mine of very rich ore, which prolj-

ably lacks the elements of long life that the porphyry

mines have.

1. Expense of looking over the proposed work and closing:

the contract for employment.
2. Expense of making necessary investigations and surveys.

3. Expense of getting out report.

4. Expense ot traveling and time in submitting report.

5. Expense of time in convincing clients and local "home-
grown" or "native" engineers that the report, plans and
specifications are correct, or rather trying to convince them.

6. Expense of defending plans, specifications and ideas

against the "butting-in" engineer.

7. Expense of assisting clients to carry on a campaign of

education against the onslaughts of the public.

S. Expense of getting out the final working plans, specifi-

cations and estimates.

9. Expense of attending letting of contracts for construc-

tion work and for purchasing of materials, machinery, etc.,

and assisting clients in getting legal contracts closed up.

10. Expense caused by having to defend plans and specifica-

tions against the "salesman-engineer," who has something
to sell, and promoters of "blue-sky" schemes, whose pose as

public benefactors and do everything that they possibly can

to have the specifications drawn so that competition i.~.

eliminated. (These same fellows are always the first ones

to hOwl if the specification is closed against their particular

article, and I have noticed that their particular article is

always the best.)

11. Expense of time in examining forms or bonds to be

furnished by the contractors.

12. Expense of time in approving manufacturer's plans

of machinery, details, etc.

13. Expense of time in getting contractor started on his

work.
14. E.xpense of starting resident engineer out on the work.
1.5. Expense in straightening a hundred trivial matters as

the work progresses. (The resident engineer can handle the

situation, but clients always want the "main guy" on the

ground in person.)

16. Expense ot making final inspection and test of the

work.
n. Expense of getting out complete record, plans and maps.
18. Expense of time in getting plant running in good

.sliape.

19. Expense of time in getting what is coming to one of

tlie "balance due."

20. Expense of taking a vacation to recuperate and nurse
oneselt back to health.

Delays are usually expensive—but not always. Shortly

after the great war began the price of copper declined to

what was for many an unprofitable level; commercial

conditions generally were so upset that companies which

normally could produce profitably at this price were not

at all certain whether a further decline during transport

might not wipe out any profit, or even make a deficit.

For months the German raiders roamed the oceans and

between actual captures and rumors of captures and the

stimulated European trade, it was exceedingly difficult for

ocean shippers to secure "tonnage.'' Toward the close of

the year a certain copper producer desired to make a ship-

ment and wrote his agents in the United States to con-

tract for ships. This was easier said than done. Each
week as no boat appeared, the mine owner would write

again to his agents urging action. As the price of copper

rose, he began cabling frantically. Eventually ships

were secured, and when settlement was made by the smelt-

ers it was found that, owing to the advance in the price

of copper, the amount received was about $90,000 in

excess of what it would have been if shipment had been

made when first attempted.

m
The following reasons from Engineering News, showing

why a contractor has a snap rather than the engineer, are

apparently the outburst of a municipal engineer, but the

miner and metallurgist will probably sympathize.

The question "Has the Engineer a Snap?" may be answered
perhaps better after itemizing the expense and trouble which
the engineer must undergo, some of which are as follows:

The poet of the Safety Bulletin of the Nevada Consoli-

dated Copper Co. is often eifective and euphonious. The

following, with trifling emendations, is his latest effort:

SUMMER JOBS FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS

With the summer sun and sunshine come green and greener

trees;

Come the college boys to work the while to earn tuition fees.

With a chance to hatch an egg or two of theories in mind,

In the old-time incubator of experience and grind.

As a mucker energetic in a deep-sunk copper mine,

"With the wallop of an athlete he can always hit the line.

Though the strain comes on strange muscles he has never
read about

—

Though his hands are skinned and blistered, he is game and
sticks it out.

Some will grab a job as millhand, pushing tailings down the

race.

Greasing ore for oil flotation, chasing slimes all o'er the place;

Classifying tanks and tables, grinding mills and crushing rolls.

And the like familiar duties, leading up to cherished goals.

One may take a try at smelting, making effort to acquire
Metallurgical experience in the heat of furnace fire;

Eating smelting smoke and calcines, with sulphurous per-

fumes.
And absorbing useful knowledge with the flue dust he con-

sumes.

Thus they learn through stress and striving, holding fast to

purposed aim,
,

Fate will favor him most fairly who most squarely plays the

game;
And as rocks o'er which it ripples wake the mountain stream

to song,
So should knocks ot toiling effort make for music for the

strong.
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FE1RS0HAILS

Walter Harvey Weed is in Newfoundland examining a

pniperty at Notre Dame Bay and expects to return to New
York City about Sept. 1.

W. H. Aldridge started West last week to make a general

inspection of the mining interests in his charge. He ex-

lieoted to he away for a month or two.

W. L, Wotherspoon. consulting mechanical and electrical

engineer of the Canadian Mining & Exploration Co., Ltd., has

returned to New York after a three month trip in the West
and Alaska.

H. D. Pallister has resigned as assistant professor of min-
ing at the School of Mines of the Pennsylvania State College

to become professor of Geology and Mining at the School of

Mines of the University of Texas, El Taso, Tex.

Howland Bancroft sailed from New Orleans on Aug. 11

on the United Fruit Co.'s steamer Turrialba for South Amer-
ica, where he expects to spend the next few months in and
about Bolivia examining various tin properties.

J. P. Hutchins writes from a boat on the Volga River

whereby he was returning from a journey to the Caucasus.

He was en route to Samara, thence to Omsk, after that intend-

ing to go up the Irtish liver to the Altai region.

A. L. Queneau who was gassed in the battle of Ypres and
feared that he would lose his eyesight writes that his eyes

are now well. At St. Omer, July 5, he received the Distin-

guish Conduct Medal from the hands of Prince Arthur of

Connaught. and having been "Cit§ a i'orde de I'Armee" he
received the Croix de Guerre on Aug. 2 from the French
general. Mr. Queneau writes "Although I have received the

decorations given to the heroes, I do not consider that I have
frily earned them, considering the immense number of

wonderful deeds performed by our comrades ot the Infantry."'

Mr. Queneau is still with the British engineers.

John T. Morris, former president of the Isaac Morris Iron

Works, of Kensington, Penn.. died at Bretton Woods, N. H.,

on Aug. 15, aged 67.

John Ulrich Mef, professor of chemistry at the University

of Chicago, died suddenly on Aug. 13 at Carmel-by-the-Sea,
Calif. He was born in Switzerland 53 years ago.

Willis B. Burns, ex-mayor of Syracuse and president of

the Syracuse Malleable Iron Co., died in that city Aug. 15, at

the age of 64. He was a native of Syracuse, and in 1SS6 was
elected mayor, after having served a term as alderman.

D. Austin Brown died at New Haven, Conn., Aug. 11. He
was connected with the asbestos industry of Quebec for many
years, as manager of Bel''s Asbestos Co., Ltd., then as presi-

dent of the Asbestos Packing Co., and finally as district

manager of the H. A. Jphns Co., of New York.

IMDUSTRIAL MEWS

The Burd High Compression Ring Co., of Rockford, 111.,

announces the appointment of O. P. Hand as director of pub-
licity.

At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the American
Locomotive Co. held Aug. 17, J. O. Hobby, Jr., was appointed

treasurer.

The firm of A. Milne & Co., dealer in steel and iron, will be
continued by the surviving partners, Luther Little and James
K. Hoyt, under the same firm name and at the present ad-

dresses.

The Pacific Tank ,& Pipe Co., which has grown in 15 years
from a small manufacturing plant originally started at San
Francisco, to a company with factories at Los Angeles, San
Francisco, and Portland, Ore., has seen such a rapid increase

of business in Portland that it has found it advantageous to

incorporate a seOarate company to take over its Northwest

business. 11 has therefore organized the National Pipe &
Tank Co., and from Aug. in all business handled from Portland
will be under the name of the National Tank & Pipe Co., an
Oregon corporation. The plant is situated at Kenton Station,

within the city limits of Portland, and occupies 12 acres ot

land served by rail and water.

U. & J. Dick, Ltd., Passaic, N. J. Catalog. Balata Belting.

20 pp., illus., 3'/4x6 inches.

A. M. Byers Co., Pittsburgh, Penn. Folder. Byers Black
Pipe. 4 pp., illus.; 3x6 inches.

Lea-Courtney Co.. Newark. N. J. Catalog H-2. Centrif-

gual pumps. Illustrated, 64 pp., 6x9 in.

American Pulverizer Co.. E. St. Louis, 111. Catalog No. 21.

Pulverizers, air separators. Illustrated, 12 pp., 3V4x9 in.

Coppus Engineering & Equipment Co., Worcester. Mass.

Catalog. Coppus turbo blower. Illustrated, 40 pp., 6x9 in.

The Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis. Loose Leaf
Catalog. Electric-controlling devices. Illustrated, 4Vix7y2 in.

Templeton, Kenly & Co., Ltd., 1020 S. Central Ave., Chicago,

111. Bulletin Catalog 115. Simple jacks. 24 pp., illus.; 6x9

inches.

Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis. Bulletin No.

1093. Engine-type direct-current machines. Illustrated, 16

pp., SxlO% in.

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co., Fisher Building, Chicago. 111.

Bulletin No. 130. Lubrication of pneumatic tools. Illus-

trated, 4 pp., 6x9 in.

Emerson Pump & Valve Co., Alexandria, Va. Catalog.

Steam pumps, foot-valve and quick-cleaning strainer. Illus-

trated, SO pp., 6x9 in.

The Brown Hoisting Machinery Co., Cleveland, Ohio. Bul-

letin. Brownhoist Schnable patent drag-line bucket. 12

pp., illus., 6x9 inches.

The Globe Iron Roofing & Corrugating Co., Cincinnati,

Ohio. Catalog H. Sheet-metal building materials. Illus-

trated, 166 pp., 6x9 in.

Burd High Compression Ring Co., Rockford, 111. Directory

of piston-ring sizes for engines, tractors, trucks, etc. Illus-

trated, 134 pp., 4V4x7 in.

The Titanium Alloy Mfg. Co., Niagara Falls, N. Y. Catalog.

Titanium aluminum and other standard bronze castings. 32

pp., illus., 3i,»xS^2 inches.

Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., Rochester, N. Y. Catalog. Op-

tical instruments for inspection and testing of materials. 3R

pp., illus.. 6 ',2X9^4 inches.

W. N. Best. 11 Broadway. N. Y. Catalog. Oil and tar

burning apparatus for marine, locomotive and stationary

boilers. 32 pp., illus., 6x9 inches.

Armstrong Mfg. Co., Waterloo, Iowa. Catalog. Armstrong
special blast-hole drills. 64 pp., illus.; IfliixS inches.

The steam-shovel mining has resulted in more attention

being paid to blasting for the shovels and to the machims
that drill the blast holes. Catalog B-1 describes the special

blast-hole drilling machines developed by the Armstrong
company. The n^'achines are made for either electric or gaso-

line drive and are claimed to be much superior to the ordinary

well-drilling machine and to the piston drill both in speed of

drilling and cost per ton of rock broken. The special blast-

hole drilling machines are manufactured both in the portable

and traction type. The tractors are provided with two speeds

so that they may negotiate steep grades readily. Prom 25

to 35% of lost time occasioned through the use of ordinary

well-drilling machines is eliminated by the special blast-hole

drill.

Mining Institute of Scotland—A general meeting of the

Mining Institute of Scotland was held in the rooms of the

Institute, 39 Elm Bank Crescent, Glasgow, Aug. 7, 1915. After

election of members and discussion of papers previously read

before the society, original contributions were read by Marcel

Gillieaux on lining shafts with concrete Z-block. and oy David

Ferguson on the origin and development of mining and
metallurgy in the ancient empires of Chaldea, Assyria, Medea,

and Persia.
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United States patent specifications listed below may oe
obtained from "The Engineering and Mining Journal" at 2ac.

each. British patents are supplied at 40c. each.

ABRASIVE—Electric-Furnace Abrasive and Method of
Making the Same. Herbert T. Kalmus. Brookline, Mass., as-
signor to Ihe Exolon Co., Cambridge, Mass. (U. S. No. 1,149,-

064; Aug. 3, 1915.)

ALKALI AND ALU.MINA—Treating Leucite-Rock for the
Extraction of Alkali and Alumina Contained Therein. Elmer
E. Dougherty, Bloomfleld, N. J. (U. S. No. 1,148,156; July 27,

1915.)

ALKALIES—Process of Recovering Alkalies from Cement
Kilns. Spencer B. Newberry, Baybridge, Ohio. (U. S. No.
1,150,295; Aug. 17, 1915.)

ALLOY—Noble Alloy (Cobalt, Chromium and Iron). El-
wood Havnes, Kokomo, Ind. (U. S. No. 1,150,113; Aug. 17,

1915.)

ALLOTS of Platinum and Osmium. Fritz Zimmermann,
Newark. N. J., assignor to Baker & Co., Inc. (U. S. No. 13,961;
Ai;g. 10, 1915.)

ALUMINA—Method of Making Alumina. Herbert T. Kal-
mus, Walter L. Savell, and Kenneth B. Blake. Kington. Ont.,
r.-^nada, assignors, by direct and mesne as.signments, to The
Exolon Co., Cambridge, Mass. (U. S. No. 1.148,092; July 27,

1915.)

ALUMINUM— Process of Plating Aluminum. Joseph A.
Hall, New Britain, Conn. (U. S. No. 1,147,718; July 27, 1915.)

ALUMINUM CHLORIDE—Production of Aluminum Chlo-
ride. Franz von KUgelgen, Holcombs Rock. Va., and George
O. Seward, East Orange, N. J., assignors to Virginia Labora-
tory Co.. New York, N. Y. (U. S. No. 1,147.832; July 27, 1915.)

AMALGAMATOR. Charles O. Haskell. Los .\ngeles, Calif.,

assignor, bv mesne assignments, to Centrifugal Machinery
Co., Los Angeles, Calif. (U. S. No. 1.148,770; Aug. 3, 1915.)

AMALGAMATOR—Rotary Amalgamator and Concentrator.
Llovd C. Dibert, San Francisco, Calif. (U. S. No. 1,147.314;
July 20, 1915.)

ANNEALING—Continuous Annealing Furnace. Frederick
Ingraham and Daniel Lynch, Joliet, 111., assignors to The
American Steel & Wire Co., of New Jersey, Hoboken. N. J.

(U. S. No. 1,147,731; July 27, 1915.)

CAGE—Automatic Cage Safety. John L. Clarkson, Gilles-
pie, 111. (U. S. No. 1,150.341; Aug. 17, 1915.)

CALCINING FURNACE. William R. Clymer, Cleveland,
Ohio, assignor to National Carbon Co., Cleveland, Ohio. (U.
S. No. 1,147.706; July 27, 1915.)

CAST IRON—Process of Treating Cast Iron to Remove
Oxvgen. Joseph E. Johnson, Jr., New York, N. Y. (U. S. No.
1.150.201; Aug. 17, 1915.)

CASTING METALS. Samuel Price Wetherill, Jr., Phila-
(^el'>hia, Penn., assignor to Wetherill Finished Castings Co.,
Philadelphia, Penn. (U. S. No. 1,150,318; .Vug. 17, 1915.)

CONCENTRATION—Improved Apparatus for the Water
Concentration of Oies or the Like. W. M. Martin, Redruth,
Cornwall. (Brit. No. 2845 of 1915.)

CONCENTRATION—Improvements in or Relating to the
Concentrrtion of Ores. H. W. C. Annable. Egham, Surrey,
Eng. (Brit. No. 15,962 of 1914.)

CONVEYOR—Reciprocating Conveyor or Screen. Bertram
Norton, Dudley, England. (U. S. No. 1,146,947; July 20, 1915.)

COOLING ORE. William H. Hubbard. Jr.. Salida, Colo., as-
signor to The Ohio & Colorado Smelting & Refining Co.. Den-
ver, Colo. (U. S. No. 1,149,264; Aug. 10, 1915.)

CORROSION—Composition for Coating Surfaces of I-on and
Steel. Robert S. Perry, Cave Spring. Ga. (U. S. No. 1,147,971;
July 27. 1915.)

CRUCIBLE-LIFTING MECHANISM. Thomas B. Barr.
Bethlehem, and Franklin G. Hover. South Bethlehem. Penn.
(U. S. No. 1,148,138; July 27, 1915.)

CRUSHER. August W. Warsen, New York, N. Y. (U. S.
No. 1.148,345; July 27, 1915.)

CRUSHER. William H. Liber, Milwaukee. Wis., assignor,
bv mesne assignments, to Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Co.
(U. S. No. 1.149.146; Aug. 3, 1915.)

CRUSHING—Keying Means for Crushing Rolls. Charles
G. Buchanan, New York, N. Y. (U. S. No. 1,149,626; Aug. 10.
1915.)

CYANIDING APPAR.^TUS. Frederick E. Carman. Jamaica.
N. Y., assignor to Miriam E. Carman. Babylon, N. Y. (U. S.
No. 1.146,783; July 20. 1915.)

DRILL—Pneumatic Drill. George H. Oilman, Claremont,
N. H. Assignor to Sullivan Machinery Co., Claremont. N. H.
(U. S. No. 1,150,357; Aug. 17, 1915.)

DRILL-ROD COUPLING. Euclid Jerome Lowe, Balboa,
Canal Zone. (U. S. No. 1.148,977; Aug. 3, 1915.)

DRILLING—Improvements in Valve Gear for Rock Drill-
ing and Like Machines. W. C. Stephens, Carn Brea, Corn-
wall. (Brit. No. 16,035 of 1914.)

DRILLS—Improvements in or Relating to Fluid-Operated
Percussive Drills. Ingersoll-Rand Co., New York, N. T. (Brit-
No. 1274 of 1915.)

DRILLS—Improvements in Valves and Valve Gears for
Percussive Rock Drills, Tools and the Like. G. H. T. Ravnei',
Sheffield, Eng. (Brit. No. 4004 of 1915.)

ELECTRIC FURNACE. John W. Brown, Lakewood, Ohio,
assignor to National Carbon Co., Cleveland, Ohio. (U. S. No.
1,147.703; July 27, 1915.)

ELECTRIC-FURNACE REGULATOR. Ray Hill White
Niagara Falls, N. Y., assignor to Norton Co.. Worcester. Mass.
(U. S. No. 1.149,238; Aug. 10, 1915.)

ELECTRICAL FURNACE. William H. Hampton, New
York, N. Y., assignor to The Conley Electric Furnace Co., Inc.,
Wilmington, Del. (U. S. No. 1,147,165; July 20, 1915.)

ELECTRICAL TREATMENT of Ores, Improvements in or
Relating to the. R. W. Highfield, Oxford, Eng. (Brit. No.
6S66 of 1914.)

FELDSPAR—Process of Treating Feldspar for LTse as a
Fertilizer. Charles William Drury, Kingston, Ont. (U. S. No.
1,150,815; Aug. 17, 1915.)

FILTER MEDIUM or Other Article of Manufacture. Ernest
J. Sweetland, Montclair, N. J. (U. S. No. 1,147,279; July 20.
1915.)

FILTERING APPARATUS. William E. Holderman, Salt
Lake City, Utah. (U. S. No. 1,150,369; Aug. 17, 1915.)

HAULING PLANT. Anton Godan, Kattowitz, Germany, as-
signor to the Firm of E. Nack's Nachfolger, Kattowitz, Ger-
many. (U. S. No. 1,148,225; July 27, 1915.)

HOISTING ENGINES—Controlling Apparatus for Hoisting
Engines. Clarence R. Welch, Pittsburgh, I'enn. (U. S. Nos.
1,150,720; 1,150,721 and 1,150,722; Aug. 17, 1915.)

INGOT MOLDS— Adjustable Feeder for Standard Ingot
Molds. Ernest J. Turner, Pittsburgh, and Bloomfleld H. How-
ard, Aspinwall, Penn. (U. S. No. 1,149,228; Aug. 10, 1915.)

INGOTS—Treating Iron and Steel Ingots. Benjamin Tal-
bot, Middlesbrough, England. (U. S. No. 1,150,401; Aug. 17,
1915.)

JIG. Guv H. Elmore, Swarthmore. Penn., assignor to Wil-
liam O. Elmore, Oneonta, N. Y. (U. S. No. 1,149,641; Aug. 10,
1915.)

LAMP—Miner's Lamp-Attachment Means. Frank A. Cas-
teel, Washington. D. C, and Robert M. Mayfleld, Kingwood, W.
Va. (U. S. No. 1,148,889; Aug. 3, 1915.)

LEACHIN(^—Ore-Leaching Apparatus. Murray C. Godbe,
Salt Lake City, Utah. (U. S. No. 1,150,263; Aug. 17, 1915.)

LEACHING—Process for Leaching Ores or Minerals Con-
taining Copper Carbonate. J. Erdos, Kolozsvar, Hungary.
(Brit. No. 4658 of 1914.)

METAL RECOVERY—Process for the Recovery of Metals
from Ore or Slags and Other Furnace Products. W. Troeller,
Bad Homburg von der Hohe, Germany. (Brit. No. 7113 of
1914.)

METAL-SEPARATING APPARATUS. Charles O. Haskell,
Los Angeles, Calif., assignor, by mesne assignments, to Cen-
trifugal Machinery Co., Los Angeles, Calif. lU. S. No. 1,148,-
771; Aug. 3, 1915.)

MET.\LLURGICAL FURNACE. George Campbell Carson,
Denver, Colo. (U. S. No. 1,149.495; Aug. 10, 1915.)

NITRIC ACID—Apparatus and Method for Producing Ni-
tric Acid. Harry Dalton Rankin, Pittsburgh, Penn., assignor
to Rankin Process Co., Phoenix, Ariz. (U. S. No. 1,150,786;
Aug. 17, 1915.)

ORE TREATMENT—Apparatus for Treating Ores. Wil-
liam A. Hoffman, Hazleton, Penn. (U. S. No. 1,150,367; Aug.
17, 1915.)

PHOSPHATES—Method of Treating Phosphates. Charles
N. Meriwether, Clarksville, Tenn. (U. S. No. 1,149,390; Aug.
10, 1915.)

PHOSPHORIC ACID—Process of Recovering High-Grade
Phosphoric Acid. Frank S. Washburn, Nashville, Tenn. (U.
S. No. 1,149.233; Aug. 10, 1915.)

PRECIP1T.\T10N—Feeding Apparatus for Feeding a Pre-
cipitant. Herbert C. Colburn. Victor, Colo. (U. S. Nos. 1,149,-
426 and 1.149,427; Aug. 10, 1915.)

PYROMETER METHOD and Apparatus. Theodore W.
Clark, Pittsburgh. Penn., assignor to Gibb Instrument Co..
Pittsburgh. Penn. (U. S. No. 1,147.483; Julv 20, 1915.)

R.^DIUM—Portable Generator for Producing Radio-Activ-
ity in Varying Substances. Cassius R. Heberling and Albert
H. Low. Denver, Colo., assignors to The Colorado Radium
Products Co., Denver, Colo. (U. S. No. 1,149,829; Aug. 10,
1915.)

REDUCTION—Improvements in or Relating to the Reduc-
tion of Metallic Oxides and the Like. R. W. Highfield, Oxford,
Eng. IBrit. No. 6865 of 1914.)

REFINING—Metallurgy of Copper. Lawrence Addicks,
Perth Ambov. and Clarence L. Brower, Chrome, N. J. (U. S.
No. 1,148,814; Aug. 3. 1915.)

RESPIRATORY .A.PP.\RATUS—Mask, Helmet, or the Like
for Use with Respiratory Apparatus. Alexander Bernhard
Drager, Lubeck, Germany. (U. S. No. 1,150.508; Aug. 17, 1915.)

ROA.STIN(3—Improvements in Ore-Roasting Furnaces. P.
Picketty, Paris, France. (Brit. No. 149 of 1915.)

.SEPARATOR. George Allen Fowler. Miami, Ariz., assignor
to Crown Mill P^quipment Co.. Miami, Ariz. (U, S. No. 1,146,-
931; July 20, 1915.)

SEPARATOR—Dry and Wet Ore Separator. Joseph Stan-
ley, Geary, Okla. (U. S. No. 1,149,302; Aug. 10, 1915.)

SIZING APPARATUS—Harrv W. Hardinge, New York, N.
Y.. assignor to Hardinge Conical Mill Co., New York, N. Y.
(U. S. No. 1,149,826; Aug. 10, 1915.)

SLIME SEPARATOR and Classifier. Charles .\llen. El
Paso, Tex. (U. S. No. 1.147,356; July 20, 1915.)

SMOKE—Fume and Smoke Filter. Ernest H. Gagnon, Bil-
lings, Mont. (U. S. No. 1,148.508; Aug. 3, 1915.)

STEEI-j—Improvements in or Relating to the Manufacture
of Steel bv the Basic Open-Hearth Process. A. E. Davies,
Bilston, Staffs., Eng. (Brit. No. 20,582 of 1914.)

ZINC—.\ Method of Treating Zinkiferous Ores with Sul-
phurous Acid. Erzverwertungs-Ges. m. b. h., Berlin, Germany.
(Brit. No. 8497 of 1914.)

ZINC—Process for Recovering Zinc from Zinkiferous Mate-
rials. F. C. W. Timm, Hamburg, Germany. (Brit. No. 22,519
of 1913.)

ZINC OXIDE—Improvements Relating to the Reduction
of Zinc Oxide. W. Buddeus, Charlottenberg, Germany. (Brit.
No. 26.379 of 1913.)
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SAX PRA.NCISCO—Aug. IS

State Oil and Gas Su|>ervi.sor has bern Appointed by State

Mineialogist Hamilton. R. P. McLaughlin has the appoint-

ment. His dut.v is to carry out the provisions of the new
law passed by the last legislature for protection of oil and

gas wells from water infiltration. Mr. McLaughlin will ap-

point deputies to be stationed in the oil fields to collect the

necessary engineering data, study local problems and ad-

vise operators. Mr. McLaughlin has hail charge of the oil

department of the State Mining Bureau during Mr. Hamilton's

incumbency and is author of Bulletin 69, the most comprehen-

sive and complete contribution to petroleum literature ever

produced in the state. It was chiefly through Mr. McLaugh-
lin's efforts that the oil bill became a law.

Smelter Fume Uuestion in Redding-Kennett district is

again being investigated. Dr. Charles Keane, state veterina-

rian and member of state smeltery-waste commission, is

gathering information, and has sent out notices to farmers

in 20 or more townships in Shasta county. This action is

direct result of request bj- farmers for more time in which to

present evidence. At recent hearing of state smeltery-waste
commission, Mammoth Copper Mining Co. presented much evi-

dence showing damage to vegetation since installation of bag
house is very slight, if any; farmers claim they did not have
notification in time to prepare evidence and collect witnesses.

On account of Mammoth company's evidence, commission de-

cided to reopen case, although it had previously reported to

Governor Johnson that smelting-plant fumes were injurious

to vegetation of county.

State HiffhM-ay Labor will be performed for the first time
by inmates of the state prison beginning in August. The
last legislature under authority of \vhat is known as the
Convict Labor La"w provided that convicts should be detailed

for this work. The 'highway in Mendocino County to be thus
constructed is 33 miles long between Cummings and the

south fork of Eel River. In Humboldt County the highway
will extend from Miranda to Barberville, a distance of 15

miles. Three camps will be worked on the system of 60

men to each camp. The.v will consist of three groups, the
working crew, the cooking and camp tending crew, and
the policing crew. It is said there will be no armed guards.
The system will be under the general supervision of the

State Highway Commission and the State Board of Prison
Directors. Each camp will have a superintendent and fore-

man in direct charge: and only men who can be trusted, in

the opinion of the authorities, will be assigned to employment
in these camps. The Colorado modified honor system giving
the men additional credits and other advantages will be
followed. The work in these counties will be done by men
from San Quentin prison.

First-.^id Contest Between California Teams will be held

at the Panama Pacific Exposition on Sept. 22, in addition

to or conjunction with the third annual field meet of the

American Mines Safety Association and the U. S. Bureau of

Mines to be held on Sept. 23 and 24. The California contest

will be held under the direction of the California Metal Pro-
ducers Association. The entire cost of this meet of California

contestants will be paid out of current revenues of the

association without recourse to assessment. This contest will

be in first aid work only, while the national contest will be
in both mine rescue work and first aid work. The association

will provide for each member of each team entered on Sept.

22 a souvenir bronze medal and offers, to the team making the

best record on that day, a silver trophy cup, for which
annual contests will be had in the future. Each member
of the winning team will receive a silver medal provided
by the association. Entries for the contest on Sept. 22 must
be in the hands of the secretary, Robert I. Kerr, 1109 Mer-
chants National Bank Bldg., San Francisco, not later than
Sept. 1. and the names of the members of each team must
be in the hands of the secretary not later than Sept. 10. No
substitutions will be allowed after the names of the members
of the teams have been sent in. All teams competing in

the California contest will be allowed also in the national

contest on Sept. 23. Entries in this contest must be directed

to the committee in charge of national events. It is probable
that the same judges and recorders acting for the national

events will also act for the California contest. There should

be a great deal of interest attached to this California contest

since the demonstrations given by the U. S. Bureau of Mines
rescue car in various mining districts in the state have been

attended by miners who were enthusiastic in the work and
who realized the great benefit to follow a thorough knowledge
of mine rescue and first aid work. In fact there has been a

greater demand by the miners for this class of instruction

than the Bureau of Mines has been able to meet.

Rumored Sale of the Zelia Mine on the east belt of the

Mother Lode in Amador County has been printed in Amador
papers and others in the state, not without some reason. But
the sale has not been made. It might be a wise guess that

the Zelia will go into the hands of one of the big operating

companies and that the newspapers which printed the item

first may claim the honor, but it is not a safe statement to

make with due consideration of the rights of the operators

who may be actually contemplating the purchase. Inquiry

today at the office of the company reported to be the pur-

chaser, brought the reply that they had also seen the item

printed and that was all they knew about it. The Zelia mine
after successful operation for 30 years closed down at the

beginning of 1915 and there have been several efforts to sell

it. Large bodies of low-grade ore have been explored below

the old workings and sufficient development done by intended

investors to prove that the Zelia is still a good low-grade
mine. The necessity for an entire and complete new equip-

ment, both mining and metallurgical, on the surface and
underground will be necessary in order to operate the prop-

erty by former methods. The owners have dismantled the

entire surface equipment except the hoist at the old shaft.

So that the mine is in readiness for renewed operation. But
if the company which is said to be negotiating for the pur-

chase at present should take the property over, it is quite

likely that the mine may be worked from another direction

and through another source, so that such new equipment
would not be necessary.

SEATTLE—.VUB. 17

Nome Mines -Vre Workinjt Full Sivins: and outlook for the

season is most favorable. The lateness of the season was a

drawback for a time but lots of water is now at hand and
sluicing is general even where dumps had to lie idle tem-
porarily. The payroll is as large as in any of the last few
preceding years.

The Drought Is Seriously Interferins with mining opera-

tions in the Fairbanks district and owing to lack of water
some of the miners are running half shifts. The problem of

the S-hr. shift is still a live subject of interest, and owing to

some of the workers refusing to accept a reduced wage scale

for an S-hr. shift, several plants i-emain idle and the output
of gold for the season will be somewhat decreased. Interest

is being enlivened by the building of a government road to

the new Tolovana district.

Alaskan r;old. Copper and Silver shipped to Seattle in the

first seven months of this year are valued at practically twice

the total for the same period last year according to the

statement of the collector of customs. So great has been the

development in Alaska for the past two years and so huge
are the plans now being carried out that it is figured by com-
petent mining men that the years mineral output of the ter-

ritory will be $24,000,000 in copper alone, and that by 1917

the gold production will be increased to considerably more
than $S0.000,000and may possibly reach $100,000,000. Of this sum
about $72,000,000 will come from the Juneau gold belt. The
principal increases this year so far have been in copper and
gold, and these are due to the fact that Cordova since last

June has been shipping copper ore at the rate of approxi-
mately $2,000,000 a month, and the gold properties in the

Juneau region, which began crushing last March, are now in

good running order. Sufficient ore has been blocked out in

the Kennecott and Jumbo copper mines from which the

greater part of the pi'oduction has come to keep tlie plants

running for several years, and some of the gold mining plants

at Juneau are arranging to double their capacity before the

close of the year. Mining men figure that the value of the

copper product this year will exceed that of the Liitire gold

output of 1914 which fell a trifle short of $16,0000. nri 3nd that
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this year will undoubtedly prove a record breaker in the

productior. of silver also. The record for the first seven

months of the year already has been badly shattered. Besides

the additional gold that is being: produced in the Juneau gold

belt, several small mills are working in the Port Wells,

Kcnai, Knik and Fairbanks regions and more are being in-

stalled. All of the copper mines of Alaska, many of which
were closed down at the beginning of the war because of the

drop in the price of copper, are being opened up as rapidly

as possible, and many of them are beginning to ship. Be-
sides copper ore, a considerable amount of antimony ore is

being shipped and a big increase in the production of tin is

expected from the new dredges that have been installed this

season. The production so far this year to be shipped

through Seattle is about as follows: Copper ore. $.5. 758,000;

gold and silver, $6,496,000; marble and gypsum, $96,000.

SALT L.VKE CITY—.\ug. 10

There Were Withdrawn during July 3760 acres of land in

Utah, Colorado, Idaho, and Montana from all forms of entry,

on account of possible value for power-site purposes. The

Utah area includes ISOO acres along the Blacksmith Fork

river in Cache County.

A IVarrow-Gane Railroad for Alta is being exploited. Pro-

moters of the contemplated railroad to connect Alta with the

Wasatch terminal of the Salt Lake & Alta railway have been

soliciting tonnage of ore for the proposed line provided it is

built. There is an old narrow-gage roadbed part way up the

cafion and it is said this might be used to great advantage.

Earnins» in Utah are placed at $250 per capita on a popu-

lation of 400,000, according to statistics, recently compiled.

It is estimated that new wealth added to the state this year

will be at least between $25,000,000 and $30,000,000, and that

the mining industry will pay in excess of $10,000,000 in divi-

dends. The figures are conservative, as indicated by the pro-

duction and dividends during the first halt of the year.

Suit Agatnst the Ohio Coppe-r Co. has been started by the

Empire Trust Co., of New York to foreclose a mortgage, given

to secure $2,000,000 worth of bonds issued by the Ohio Copper,

and to determine the interests of other companies claiming

certain rights to the properties securing the mortgage. The

property will revert to the mortgage holders on Sept. 17. 1915.

Three sections of the mill are now working, and treating be-

tween 2400 and 2500 tons of ore daily; and 225 men are em-

ployed by the General Exploration Co.. lessees.

In the University of Utah Controversy the investigating

committee of the American Association of University Profes-

sors has just returned a final verdict against President J. T.

Kingsbury and the board of regents. The report is a book of

82 pages, constituting a scathing indictment of Doctor Kings-

bury and the majority of the board of regents. It is signed

by all of the seven members of the committee. These in-

vestigators conclude, after weighing all the evidence, that

the dismissal of the four professors last spring was a grave

injustice.

BUTTE

—

Xnii. 19

That the Long Hoped-for Bnilruad between Radersburg and

Three Forks is aljout to be constructed, is reported, and

work on it will be begun within a week or two. Julius Ros-

holt, a North Dakota capitalist, it is said, will build the road

with his own funds. Construction officers have been ordered

by Mr. Rosholt to begin preliminary work. It is said thrt the

Keating Gold Mining Co. has entered a contract with Rosholt

to pay $1 a ton for all ore hauled over the road from the mine
and to furnish a minimum tonnage.

Carrying Out One of the Provisions of the Compensation
Law passed by the last legislature of Montana, the state ac-

cident board, consisting of A, E. Spriggs, chairman; William
Keating, state auditor, and W. J. Swindlehurst, coinmissioner

of labor and industry, is at present on a tour of inspection

of the mines, mills and smelting plants in Butte and vicinity.

On Aug. 12 the board took a trip through the Washoe smelt-

ery at Anaconda which was most satisfactory, according to

the members of the board. Everywhere in the big plant steps

are being taken to safeguard the employees in every way.

and the most modern equipment is being installed not only in

the new departments, but in the older departments as well.

The board, while in Butte, will also inspect the Timber Butte

and Butte & Superior mills and the East Butte smeltery.

"The compensation law is elective." said Mr. Spriggs. in

speaking of the method in which it is worked out. "In the

six weeks that it has been in operation 90% of the employers
in Montana have accepted it—a remarkable fact when com-
I>ared with other states where a large percentage of the em-
ployers had not complied with its provisions within a year."

Although in Montana an employer is not compelled to accept

•he law and may not give his employees recourse to its bene-

fits, he sacrifices his common law rights in court." State mine

inspector. W. B. Orem. looks after the safety inspection of

tlie mines in the regular course of his work; the coal mine
inspector does the same for the coal mines; the grain in-

spector looks after the safety of the elevators; the state dairy

inspector after the creameries, and the state l:)Oiler inspector,

while looking after all boilers, inspects other machinery used
in connection with boilers. This leaves practically onl.v

plants using electric power for the members of the board
themselves. The system is working out veiy well and the
members of the board are much gratified with the results to

date. Since July 1. when the law went into effect 485 acci-

dents have been reported, of which seven were fatal. Not
more than 20% of the injured employees will receive compen-
sation, most of them having been able to return to work with-
in two weeks time.

hou<;hton, such \ug. 24

The .\nnual Ileport of AVolverine which is now being re-

ceived by shareholders in Houghton presents some particu-

larly interesting figures to those who were certain that the

company soon would be out of business. The cost of copper
put on an eight-cent basis is commendable and particular

credit is due to the fact that the content of copper was close

to 18 pounds to the ton of rock which is quite different from
the old time 24-Ib. average. Wolverine shares are nevei
active in the market but it must be remembered that Wolver-
ine has comparatively no construction figures to worry about
in the future and that it has considerable rich ore yet to take
out. Instead of three or four years it is far more reasonable
to figure that Wolverine is good for at least ten years on just

the ore that can be figured on reasonably from pi'esent open-
ings.

The Movement of Lake Superior Stockholders of Centen-
nial to ask the management of the Osceola Consolidated to

buy out their interests and have the Centennial retire com-
pletely as a separate corporate entity is growing rapidly

and a meeting likely will be called in the near future. It is

figured that 32'/r of the stock not owned by the Calumet &
Hecla is owned by people of this district. The great majority
of these people bought their stock at prices higher than the

present market price of the stock. They believe too that the

stock is worth a great deal more than the present market
price, and that it is particularly valuable to the Osceola Con-
solidated, which organization is able to operate it through the

South Kearsarge shaft. They figure that the stock value

ought to be higher to the Osceola Consolidated than to them-
selves or to the Centennial as an individual organization.

Their proposal, as far as it has gone, is exactly the same as

that which the Tamarack outstanding shareholders are mak-
ing to the Calumet & Hecla company and the shareholders
here believe it to be more plausible, as the quality of their

yet-to-he-mined rock is considerably higher than the Tama-
racks development on the Osceola lode.

TORONTO—.Vug. 21

Canadian Zinc Co. is the name of a new company with an

authorized capital of $500,000, which will build an electric

zinc-smelting furnace at Welland. The Weedon Mining Co..

which has a lease on large lead-zinc deposits in Quebec, is

behind the new venture.

To Insure a Domestic Supply of Zinc at reasonable prices

suitable for use in the production of brass for shell and cartridge

cases the Canadian Government has passed an Order-in-Coun-

cil providing for bounties on refined zinc produced from Ca-

nadian ore. The order is a tentative one and provides for

bounties on a sliding scale not exceeding 2c. per lb. for zinc

containing not more than 2% of impurities. These bounties

however will not be payable unless the standard price of

zinc in London falls below £33 per ton. nor upon zinc pro-

duced during the progress of the war, or after July 31. 1917.

or upon zinc contracted for by the Shell Committee at a

price of Sc. per lb. or over. The total amount to be paid in

bounties is not to exceed $400,000. Hitherto zinc ores have

not been distilled in Canada, and owing to the high price of

the refined metal and the uncertainty of being able to obtain

supplies from abroad the Government has been impressed

with the necessity of establishing Canadian smelteries. Ca-

nadian producers were reluctant to incur the heavy expense

of intalling reduction works, unless insured against the drop

in prices which is inevitable at the close of the war. The
bounties were therefore decided on as a means of over-

coming this difficulty. The Shell Committee is prepared to

pay the refiner Sc. per lb. or more during the continuance of

the war and the requirements at this price, coupled with the

bounty in case of a sudden cessation of hostilities- will guar-

antee smelters against loss. It is announced that the Shell

Committee" has already contracted for several thousand tons

of zinc at reasonable rates, which will secure an adequate

supply of brass for the manufacture of fixed ammurfition, and

further large orders for shells are anticipated.
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ALASKA
SPEEL RIVER PROJECT (Juneau)—W. P. Lass has re-

turned to Juneau after trip to San Francisco on business in
connection with the power plant to be installed at Speel
River.

KENNECOTT COPPER (Kennecott)—Reported that on 500
level, 60-ft. vein running 70',r copper has been cut. Also re-
ported that Kennecott stock will soon be listed on New York
Stock E.xchange and quarterly dividends inaugurated.

GRANITE GOLD (VaUlez)—Is now crushing steadily and
producing about $1000 per clay. Plates return from $15 to $48
a ton. Seventy men are now employed and an orebody suffi-

ciently large to keep the present plant busy about three years
has been developed.
ANACONDA GROUP (Fairbanks)—J. H. Russell and his

associates have sold this pi-operty for about $150,000 to be
paid from workings; vendors getting 10% of gross output
until they are fully paid. New owners who have not been an-
nounced will work ground with dredge next summer.

ARIZONA
(iila County

MIAMI (Miami)—In July produced 4,087,611 lb. ot copper,
largest month's production to date. Reported record low cost
of 8.195c. per lb. made. Reported extraction during last 11
days of month, 79.26%. Mill heads average 2.24% copper.

NEW KEYSTONE (Miami)—At special meeting of stock-
holders will vote on proposed reduction of capital stock from
600,000 shares of $5 par to 39,797 shares at $1 par. Company
holds in treasury .S9,797 shares of Inspiration stock received
for sale of its property to Inspiration. Distribution of In-
spiration shares to New Keystone shareholders is contem-
plated.

Greenlee County
ARIZONA COPPER (Clifton)—Some of company's copper

is now being refined electrolytically, owing to disparity in
price of casting copper.

Mohave County
TOM REED (Oatman)—Has purchased 51% interest in

Crown City group of claims for $200,000. This is reason
given for passing of dividend.

BLACK RANGE (Oatman)—Shaft has been retimbered and
60-hp. hoist, SOO-ft. compressor and other equipment installed.
Shaft will be sunk an additional 150 ft. before any crosscut-
ting will be done.

WHALE (Kingman)—Leviathian Mining Co. represented
by J. H. Conway and CSeo. H. Pudden, of St. Paul, has exer-
cised its option on. Whale molybdenum mines. Operations have
been begun under direction of J. W. Cornelius.

BIG JIM (Oatman)—A 25-hp. Fairbanks Morse hoist has
been ordered. Efforts for present will be concentrated on
group adjoining Black Eagle belonging to Tom Reed com-
pany, Sam Warmbath is manager,

Santa Cruz County
BLAND (Alto)—This mine now shipping copper ore, carry-

ing iron, also valuable for flux.

CALIPORJfl.V
Alameda County

MANGANESE DEPOSITS in Corral Hollow district re-
ported leased to E. A. Wiltsee. Property is owned by Mc-
Laughlin C"o. Several years ago coal was mined here and
used for the manufacture of briquettes by mixing with oil.

Manganese has been known to operators, but has never been
practically developed. Development work is now said to be
in progress. Wagon road will be built from mine to Western
Pacific tracks in the vicinity of Carnegie,

' Butte County
EXPOSITION (Mooretown)—F. C. Burroughs and A.

Khorelius have finished installing new 2-stamp mill. High-
gi-ade quartz is reported.

FORBESTOWN CONSOLIDATED (Forbestown)—C. W.
Reese has taken lease on property including Gold Bunk, oper-
ated 1SS7 to 1904, Golden Queen and Shakespeare. Operations
just beginning.

Calaveras County
ROYAL CONSOLIDATED (Hodson)—Mill Is crushing low-

grade ore running from $4 to $5 per ton; 125 men on the pav
roll.

COLUMBIA MINES (Angels Camp)—The 200-ft, shaft is
to be deepened 50 ft. and new drifts started. Mine is equipped
with 5-stamp mill; stamps weighing 1250 lb. each.

CALAVERAS COPPER ( Copperopolis)—Reported that ex-
periments with flotation process have been very satisfactoi-y
and that it has been decided to increase extraction and
treatment of oi-e. Main plant is handling 125 tons per day
and flotation unit 2T< tons. New grinding machinery and in-
creased flotation capacity will be provided.

Klflorndo County
GEORGIA SLIDE (Georgetown)—Property reported to be

under consideration by New York men under management of
H. K. Montgomery. An option of bond and lease has been
taken. Property includes large acreage and number of claims.
Mines have been worked almost continuously since 1852 but in
later years operators have not been successful in adapting
metallurgical methods.

PLACER CLAIMS on middle fork of American River em-
bracing river bed and bars and extending from Horse Shoe
Bar. have been sold to L. C. Burpee, of Oakland, by John A,
Britton, of San Francisco.

RYAN (Shingle Springs)—Arrangements made for in-
stallation of pump with capacity for raising water 300 ft. a
distance of 3000 ft. from supply ditches. Machinery for new
equipment has been assembled. Gravel will be put through
sluice boxes. Gasoline engines will be used.

Humboldt County
GEM (Blue Lake)—Reported that mine has been sold for

approximately $40,000 by Gus Perigot and George Teal. Prop-
erty consists of old Schauber mine; original Gem mine ag-
gregating 400 acres on the Trinity River at confluence of the
south fork. Operation has been by hydraulicking. Four
miles of flume for carrying water has been constructed.
Schauber was one of famous Trinity River gold producers in
early day. It was here that Horsehead nugget was found.

Kearn County
CAR LOAD OF ANTIMONY ORE from Poso Creek prop-

erty, operated by O. H. F. Hansen, will be shipped to New
York. Reported to be worth $185 per ton. Hansen owns
claims also on Cedar and Caliente Creeks. Poso claims were
located 30 years ago. Until recently price of ore was too
low for profitable working, because of lack of transporta-
tion facilities.

Kinf^s County
C. F. FRANCIS VS. WILLIAM GRAY—Case dismissed by

stipulation of attorneys. Question of possession has beeii
settled by litigants. Controversy is over possession of Kings
quicksilver mines.

Nevada County
UNION HILL (Grass Valley)—Deepening of shaft to 1200-

ft. point is contemplated. Recent reports state that new high-
grade orebodies have been disclosed.

KENOSHA (Grass Valley)—Reported that New York men,
represented by C. C. Levitt, of San Francisco, considering
negotiations for purchase. Property has been idle for about
four years and must be unwatered. There is a double pump-
ing system at mine which can be readily put in operation.
All machinery is in good condition. Property developed by
450-ft. shaft.

WILLOW V.4.DLEY (San Francisco)—Permission granted
by State Corporation Commission to issue 350,000 shares to
W. E. Wright in exchange for the North Montana mine
and an option to purchase for $64,000, five-eighths interest in
the Montana mine; also to issue 400,000 shares to A. W. Hogo
in exchange for remaining two-fifths interest; and to sell 250,-
000 shares at 25c. per share. Properties are in Willow Valley
district. Charles W. Hornick, president of company.

Placer County
BARTON (Westville)—New air-lift has been installed.

Recent test lowered water in mine 25 ft. in 24 hours. Mine
was reopened by Hermine Operation Co., S, H. Brockunier,
manager.
DEWEY CONSOLIDATED (Iowa Hill)—Sacramento men

recently undertook reopening of gravel deposits. Slope is
being sunk to reach pay gravel and extensive development is
expected.

DELLORSI GOLD MINING CO. (Dutch Flat)—New incor-
poration; capital stock $100,000, paid up. Directors are J. M.
Dellorsi, J T. Patrick, Fred C. Dill of Dutch Plat; Will Mc-
Patrick of Auburn; Toney Dellorsi, Forest Hill.

County
JAMISON (Johnsville)—Fifty men are employed under

management of George Redstreake. Good ore is reported.
PLUMAS-EUREKA (Johnsville)—Cleaning out tunnel is in

progress and it is reported that mine will be reopened. There
has been talk of driving lower tunnel to orebodies which
are said to persist below old working. Charles D. Etark, Jr.
is superintendent.

DIVING FOR GOLD at Rich Bar will be undertaken by an
organized company of nine men known as E. C. Lang
Manufacturing Co. Claims are situated on Feather River at
upper edge of bar. Large platform and derrick and 35-hp.
donkey engine have been installed. Clamshell dredging
bucket will be used to lift large boulders from bed of river
and sand and gravel pump will handle sand and larger gravel.
In river just below main plant, floating platform is in.stalled
for use of divers, A. B. Knapp and A. E. Johnson. Thev use
regulation diving suits and alternate in shifts. Point where
work is now going on, river is 30 ft. deep and current swift.

Shasta County
NOBLE ELECTRIC STEEL (Heroult)—State railroad com-

mission has been asked to sanction lease to this companv of
Sacramento Valley & E.istern R.R.. running from Pit to Bully
Hill; lease to run until Dec. 31, 191S. This railroad was built
by Bully Hill Copper Mining & Smelting Co. which ceased
operations five years ago on account of damage done by fumes
from its smelting plant. Since that time Noble company has
been chief patron of railroad, and needs better service than
railroad company can give. Agreement j.cached between
companies fixes rental at $1 per year; steel i-"r.ii,any to bear
all expenses of operation and upkeep, and to furnish .bond
of $10,000. .Steel company to be allowed to terminate lease
on 60 days' notice.
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EMJIA (Buckeye)—Shoot ot good-grade ore opened recent-
ly. Pl;iniied to drive long tunnel to explore this group.

ORIdLE (Redding)—M. V. Collins has made preparations
to add more stamps to stamp mill.

GLADSTONE (French Gulch)—Vertical shaft will reach
depth of 250 ft. below lowest, or 1200 level, in August, at
wliich depth it is expected vein will be cut on its dip.

.SUMMIT (French Gulch)—Ore will be treated in Brunswick
10-stamp mill. Single-track incline tram being built from
mine to mill; ore will be lowered in car, and car returned
by hoist and cable.

RED TOP MINING CO. (Redding)—New incorporation or-
ganized by French and Spanish residents of Stockton. Capi-
talization, $25,000. Directors are Fermin Alustiza, Manuel
Llano and Jose Dominguez. Company will operate Black
Cloud and Red Top claims in Quartz Hill district, north of
Redding.

Yuba County
YUKON GOLD (Harnmonton)—Has acquired control of an-

other dredging property, adjoining Yuba Consolidated, which
contains, according to official estimates, approximately ?4,-

000,000 gross. One of largest dredges ever constructed has
been ordered and is scheduled to begin operation about end
of ;. ear.

COLOR.VDO

Boulder I'uunty
ROY.\L GEM (Cardinal)—New Orleans capitalists have in-

coiporated company to opeiate this Caribou hill group.

CARIMAN (Caribou)—Cyanide mill handles daily about 100
tons of stuff from old dumps of Caribou and Poorman mines.
Recovery chiefly in silver. Both mines are being re-opened
and developed. Caribou shaft being retimbered to 500 level,
depth at which Boulder County adit will tap these work-
ings.

Clear Creek County
HUDSON MILL (Idaho Springs)—Cyanidation has been

abandoned in this custom plant and is superseded by flotation
now in commercial operation a month. New equipment treats
only tails from amalgamation and concentration.

LITTLE GIANT (Lawson)—Has few men engaged develop-
ing its large group of lode claims some of which were promi-
ment for notable shipments in early days. Tabor adit is be-
inf: driven to intersect Little Giant vein while Tabor vein
itfaelf is showing shoot of good ore.

WESTERN MET.4.LS (Georgetown)—Old company, orga-
nize(i to commercialize Malm drj'-chlorination process in large
mill erected here several years ago, languished for lack of
capital but has betn revived as the Colorado Metals Mining
& Milling Co., with Prof. F. W. Traphagen as president. John
L. Malm, inventor, will continue as metallurgist.

I-ake County

WATERLOO (Leadville)—George Cramer, leaser, is ship-
ping high-grade manganese ore.

FOREST CITY (Leadville)—Leasers, following vein in bot-
tom level, struck shoot of silver-gold-lead-copper ore. Winze
will be sunk in vein prospecting for large body.
MAYFLOWER (Silverton)—Winze being sunk from adit

level follows galena orebody that, at 50 ft. depth, is 6 ft.

thick. .\11 ground broken is packed out on burros.

PENROSE (Leadville)—Station for first pair of pumps ot
Downtown Pumping Co. having been completed last week,
pumps have been lowered and placed. Full duty will now be
placed on equipment until depth for last pump station is
reached.

V.\LLEY (Leadville)—Station for electric-driven aii- com-
pressor is being cut at 1150 ft. from portal of adit, this bring-
ing station at about 50 ft. from present breast that should be
close to anticipated ore-bearing contact for which this bore
was projected by Warren F. Page.

Oil !iy County

VALKYRIE (Ouray)—Leasers McDonald and Garrett have
installed 'inoii-ft. pipeline to convey compressed air from
plant at Mountain Top mine and will hereafter push develop-
ment by use of machine drills.

Snn .luan County
SUNNYSIDE (Silverton)—Shipped 4 5 cars zinc concentrate

in one train recently to smeltery at Blende. Huff electrostatic
plant being enlarged to 2000-tons per month capacity.
THE SILVER CROWN MINING .\ND DEVICLOPMENT CO.

(Silverton)—This is a new incorporation which has been re-
cently organized by James T. Burns for the purpose of operat-
ing the Lee mine on Grouse Mt. A long-term bond and lease
has been secured on property which has been idle for several
years. Recent exploration has disclosed a strong vein con-
taining promising amounts of gold, silver and copper. Vigor-
ous development will be started by new company.

San Miguel County
MATTERHORN (Ophir Loop)—Development work will be

resumed on la.ger scale in this property on Yellow Mt.
CARIBEAU (itphir)—J. C. Sturtevant has instalUd two

flotation machin.s near old Caribeau mill an'i wiU ^^•ork
over old tailing dumps and make tests on ore from mines.

Sliniiiiit County
WELLINGTON MINES ( Breckenridge)—Under manage-

ment of R. M. Henderson, has Ijeen able to produce abundance
of zinc-lead ore and to dispose of its high-grade concentrates
under contracts. Zinc concentrate goes to Empire Zinc Co.
Between Dec. 1, l!n4 and June 30. 1915. gross sales of concen-
trates—zinc and len'i—amounted to $255,182. Total mining,
milling and other i xpenses were $101,258, leaving net profits
about $154,000.

BLUE BIRD (Independence)—This property being devel-
oped vigorously by Franklin Leasing Co., under direction of
Nelson Franklin, who is president. Forty to fiftv men are
employed in mining and development on the 19th and 20th
levels, which have recently yielded several rich pockets of

smelting ore. Careful sampling of the dumps is in progress
with view of determining advisability of erecting mill for
the treatment of old dumps, said to average above $4 a ton in
gold.

Teller County
SPECIMEN (Victor)—Leaser McFarland has set up wash-

ers and screens on surface and is recovering, from mine dump,
concentrate that sells for $50 per ton.

C. O. D. (Cripple Creek)—New heavy hoist being installed.
Compressor will also be i)ut in. Shaft will be sunk 500 ft.

below present depth of 800 ft. Several sets of leasers ship-
ping.

PORTLAND-INDEPENDENCE (Victor)—To tram ore from
old adit on Portland ground into Independence mill, company
is Iniilding large trestle. Dump material, as well as ore, will
be treated.

VINDICATOR (Independence) — New shafthouse will be
erected at No. 2 shaft to replace building destroyed by fire
last spring. It will be equipped with new hoist and com-
pressor.

MARY McKINNEY (Anaconda)—Plant was closed down
two months ago for repairs to hoisting shaft and installation
of electric-driven compressor and hoist that have now been
tested and accepted. New drifts will be started from shaft at
1100 level.

ANNIE D. (Cripple Creek)—John A. Smith and Fred S.
Cropper, pioneers in this district, upon learning of recent
Tenderfoot Hill strikes, have returned from Waterloo, Iowa,
and have bought this claim which they prospected years ago.
The>' propose immediate development.

ID.VHO

Ca.sNla County

BELCHER (Albion)—First car of ore ever shipped from
this property is at Salt Lake being sampled. Assays of ore
show average about $16 in gold, 35% lead, 2S ounces silver and
2% copper.

Shoshone County
REINDEER QUEEN (Mullan) — Plans to erect milling

plant of 150 ton capacity.
CONSTITUTION (Kellogg)—Teams a:e engaged in haul-

ing zinc ore from mine to station on lailwav, distance of
nine miles. One car-load has been shipped and another car
is loading. Ore carrying 45 to Z0'7i zinc is being taken from
both tunnels for wi(lth of € to 8 ft. Eighteen men are em-
ployed and new messhouse and bunkhouse for 30 men are
nearl\- finished. Charles van Horn is manager.

HIGHL-A.N'D-SURPRISE (Kellogg) — Satisfactory smelter
contract ha\'ing been negotiated and 100-ton mill having been
renovated, Highland-Surprise mine. Pine Creek property cred-
ited with a past production of $100,000, is again on ship-
ping basis. Fifteen men are emplo>'ed in mine and there is
said to be sufficient zinc ore developed to keep mill running
at capacity for long period.

C.^STLE ROCK (Wallace)—At stockholders' meeting Aug.
7, decided to levy small assessment to obtain funds for
further development work. Mine is located on Placer (Treek
two miles from mouth. Contract for 200-ft. shaft has been
let and driving of 50-ft. crosscut to vein is under way. Ca-
pacity of compressor, driven by water obtained from flume
up Placer Creek, will be inci'eased by addition of second
nozzle.

SILVER CABLE (Mullan)—Workings of this company are
.-^11 in Montana, although some of claims lie on Idaho side.
Raise connecting upper and intermediate levels has been
completed. Upper tunnel cut top of shoot of zinc ore and
intermediate tunnel 92 ft. lower follows shoot for 300 ft.;

ore is said to be of milling gi-ade across "width of 12 ft. For
70 ft. along drift there is a 3^^-ft. streak of ore assaj'ing 40%
zinc, and it is planned to make shipments from this.

RAY-JEFFERSON (Wallace)—Recently announced plans
of this company, which owns group of claims adjoining In-
lerstate-Callahan on Nine Mile Creek, call for construction,
at cost of $100,000, of thoroughly modern concentration plant
of 250 tons daily capacity. Underground development dur-
ing winter and electric-haulage system connecting mine with
proposed mill will cost an additional $100,000. Heavy timbers
and much of the equipment for the mill will be delivered this
fall and preliininary work will begin during wintei". so that
actual construction work can start as soon as possible in the
spring. It is hoped to have mill running by Aug. 1, 1916.

MICHH;-\>"

Copper
LAKE (Houghton)—Working force has been increased by

30 men. Manager Walker is getting things in shape for con-
tinued increase in tonnage.

.SOUTH LAKE (Houghton)—Has increased its compressor
capacity so that now has full crew on night shift as well as
day shift.

-\LLOUEZ (.\llouez)—Is maintaining rock tonnage enough
to keep more than two heads busy all of time. Increase re-
cently has reached 1900 tons daily, which is close to 3-ton
average in mill.

CH.'VMPION (Painesdale)—Experiment of shooting tailings
from stamp mills into mine for filling where waste rook is
.scarce, is generally looked upon as successful. Champion
rock recently has been of such good grade that there is small
discard and larger shipments of sand could be used.

RICHMOND (Palmer)—Working force here has been
added to lately. Mining is carried on by openpit method.
About 150,000 tons will be shipped this year.

CASCADE (Cascade)—First train load of ore was shipped
from this company's property on Aug. 21. Mine is now
operating steadily and working force has been considerably
increased. Shaft is 960 ft. in depth. It is lined with concrete
from collar to sump. It is considered one of finest shafts on
ranges.
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SIIXXESOTA
CujTina Knnce

ROWLEY (Barrows)— i:xcursion run from Duluth to prop-
erty of the Barrows Mining Co. on Sunday, Aug. 22, to per-
mit stockholders to see progress being made. Shaft ^yill be
concrete one, with 29,000-lb. shoe.

Mesuibi Range
CROSBY (Nashwauk) — Concentrating plant Is rapidly

Hearing completion. Believed mine will be started when mill
is ready. This will be third plant of its kind for Nashwauk.

BUTLER BROS. (Nashwauk)—Is operating Hawkins and
Quinn-Harrison properties. Both mines have washing plants.
About 60 cars of concentrates being shipped daily.
HELMER (Kinney)—Contract recently placed for electrifi-

cation of entire mine. .After an idleness of several years,
mine will resume operations immediately upon completion of
electrical installation.

MONROE (Chisholm)—Shaft 300 ft. in depth will soon be
lined with concrete from top to bottom. Pump station at bot-
tom is being repaired. Mine will be in good shape for get-
ting out ore when all of improvements are finished.

SECTION 27 (Chisholm)—Shaft here is now down 20c) ft.

Pumps are now able to take care of all of water. Some
trouble was experienced from this source short time a.go.
Timber shaft is down SO ft. Hoisting engine is being in-
stalled. Boiler house, aiul change house "will soon be started.
Temporary boilers are now taking care of pumps.

A'enuilion Ran^e
B. M. P.ATTISON (Ely)—Fi .st shipment made from mine

went forward Aug. 14. being 5:1 carloads. Entire stock pile
has been sold.

:»ioxT.vx.\

Beaverhead Connty
BOSTON & MONTANA ( Elkhorn) — Former Lieutenant

Governor Allen, the chief promoter of company, who has just
returned from east, reports that the New York banking firm
of W. W. Cohen & Co. has become fiscal a.gents for company
in East. Present plans call for continuation of development
work at Elkhorn mines. Railroad project will be held in
abeyance until fall. Main reason for waiting is on account of
war conditions which have sent price of steel up and made it
difficult to push plans through at present.

BANNACK GOLD (Bannack) — Excellent progress being
made driving company s main tunnel near Bannack. Tunnel
now in distance of 500 ft. being driven for contact between
limestone and syenite, along which gold ore occurs. There is
said to be at present blocked out in mine approximately 100.-
000 tons of milling ore that will average $10 per ton. Treat-
ment tests have demonstrated that highest extraction,
amounting to 9(y'',r. can be attained by straight cyaniding. It
is intention of management practically to double present ton-
nage blocked out before taking steps toward building mill.
Flume carrying water for power development to the extent
of 150 or 200 hp. has been completed. Property consists of
13 patented claims. Grasshopper Creek traverses holdings
of company and placer beds lying below claims have been
worked for years bv dredges and have produced in neighbor-
hood of $12,000,000 in gold.

BroadiTater County
BLACK FRIDAY (Radersburg)—With construction of pro-

posed railroad into Radersburg district actually begun, at-
tention is again being directed to development of this mine
and adjoining properties, located in same group with Keat-
ing properties. Mine was closed down three years ago on ac-
count of litigation which has been settled since; ground in
dispute having been secured by Black Friday company. .Strike
of rich gold ore was recently made by leasers on one of com-
pany's claims and preparations are being made by company
for further development. Black Friday vein is about 2 ft.

wide carrying mineral in foot- and hanging-wall streaks from
$38 to $200 per ton.

Deer Lod^e County
VSTASHOE REDUCTION WORKS (.\naconda)—Work on

No. 9 reverberatory is going on at rapid pace, "^aste gases
from this furnace will fire two Stirling boilers, after which
they will be carried to big stack through brick and steel
flue. Steel work for this flue is now complete and brick work
is under wa.v. Steel stack will be 200 ft. high and self sup-
porting. It will be 12 ft. in diameter. No. 4 converter of
Great Falls type is being installed and is fourth of its kind
to be put in building. In main reverberatory section are live
furnaces using jjulverized coal and three more of same type
will complete this part of plant.

re^vi.s and Clark County
NORTHWESTERN METALS ( Helena)—Involuntary bank-

ruptcy proceedings were begun in Federal Court against this
company, which proposed to refine ores by electrolytic and
other processes and erected an expensive plant in Helena.
Petitioning creditors are M. L. Hewett with a claim of $3S.236:
C. C. Titus with a claim of S966S. and the Helena Adjustment
company whose claim is $.">31. For some time the promoters
of this enterprise were very enthusiastic about success of
their processes but it seems that i-esults of laboratory exper-

Silver Bon- County
BUTTE & LONDON COPPER (Butte)—After idleness of

more than five years work will be resumed at company's
property northeast of Meaderville. Situated outside confines
of generally acknowledged mineral zone, company's engineers
are satisfied that their exploration work will result in fix-
ing new and enlarged mineral area for Butte. Shaft will be
sunk from 1130 to 1630-ft. level and then crosscut of 1200 ft.
made each way. north and south to cut vein which, it is be-
lieved, runs from Butte & Superior hill, directly on west,
toward Columbia Gardens. Half a million dollars have al-
ready been spent on property. Splendid three-compartment
shaft was sunk and up-to-date electric machinery installed.
There are 20 men at work now on property. Crew will be

increased to upward of 100 when driving of crosscuts begins.
Main feature of interest is fact that should promising mine be
developed in this section of Butte camp, it will indicate that
lodes of the Anaconda hill mav again be found to east of
Meaderville Creek. W. W. McDowell, of Butte, is president of
company. He is backed by T. F. Cole and C. A. Congdon, Du-
luth millionaires.

Sill B<i Co ity

RAINBOW DEVELilPME.NT (Butte)—All water has been
pumped from shaft of Kainbow mine and company is pre-
paring to do development and exploration work on large
scale. Shaft was found to be in excellent condition. Pump-
ing station was installed on 1000-ft. level, pumps having ca-
pacity to guarantee freedom of shaft from water.

TUOLI'MNE (Butte)—After nine months of idleness, dur-
ing which shaft was allowed to fill with water, compan.v's
mine is read.v for oi)erations to be resumed. Ever.vthing was
found in good condition and there will be no delay in gen-
eral mining work. Three shifts have been put to work com-
prising same number of men em|)loyed before shut-down.
Shipping of ore will begin at once. Later it is probable that
shaft will be sunk to 2S00-ft. level.

BUTTE & SUPERIOR (Butte)—According to company's
report for quarter ending June 30. the work of sinking shaft
has been completed to short distance below the 1700 ft. level.
Ordinary routine development work resulted in blocking out
new tonnage of an amount equivalent to that mined. It is
e.xpected that old tailings produced prior to this year will be
worked over at favorable time and produce substantial profit.
Additional ground acquired for disposition of tailings will
permit of storing separatel.v, tailings now being produced, so
that earlier accumulations can be worked over when desired.
Additional area will also piovide ample tailings storage fa-
cilities for many years.

XKVAD V

KIko County
BUNKER HILL (Bullion)—Frederick Davis, manager,

leased old smelter\' site to T. R. Moe and associates of San
Francisco who will erect 50-ton smelting plant within next 90
days.

Humboldt County
FIRE SWEPT ROCHESTER shortly after midnight Aug.

15 and destroyed upper half of town. Little or no insur-
ance was carried. Loss is heavy. Fire burned several hours.
Rebuilding already underway.

Xye County
TONOPAH ORB PRODUCTION for -n-eek ended Aug. 14

amounted to 10.320 tons valued at $211,720 compared to 10.722
tons week previous. Producers were: Tonopah Belmont. 3529
tons: Tonopah Mining, 2800: Tonopah Extension. 1850: West
End. 1002; Jim Butler, 1050; and miscellaneous leasers 89 tons.

Storey County
OPHIR (Virginia)—At Central tunnel 250 level winze

cleaned out and compressed-air line for hoist and drills laid
from C. & C. shaft to the tunnel.

J.\CKET-CROWN POINT-BELCHER (Gold Hill)—In joint
incline Belcher ground 3 new sets of timbers installed below
1500 level. (5n 1300 level 90 tons of mill rock saved. Jacket
mill received 1052 tons of dump rock.

CON "^'IRGINIA (Virginia)—In connection with Ophir and
Comstock Pumping Association repairs to airways on 1600
and ISOO levels have been continued. Two compartment
T\'inze station on 2500 level cleaned out and enlarged. Hoist
will be installed at this station and the winze equipped for
hoisting from 2700 level.

JIENICAN. UNION, SIERRA NEVADA (Virginia)—Connec-
tions made on 2500 level, completing system of airways.
Union saved 14 tons ore averaging $12.85 from air connec-
tions. Mexican vein widened 3 ft. Quartz assaying low.
Mexican 2700 level west crosscut advanced 39 ft.: face in por-
phyry and stringers of quartz. Mexican mill crushed 123
tons ilexican ore averaging $8.77 and 14 tons Union ore
sampling $12.85.

M'ashoe County

GEORGE WINGFIELD (Reno)—Has purchased control-
ling interests in Boundary Red Mountain Gold Mining Co. in
Mt. Bacon district, 'Washington, one mile from British Co-
lumbia boundary and 90 miles east of Vancouver and plans to
e- ect 10-stamp mill, power plant, and install mining ma-
chinery.

TEXXESSEE
AVashinji^ton County

CLINCHFIELD PRODUCTS CORPORATION (Johnson
Citv)—This Corporation of 100 William St.. New York City is
building $500,000 chemical plant at Johnson City for manu-
facture of lithophone and kindred products.

SOITH D-\KOTA
La«-rence County

GOLDEN REW.\RD (Deadwood)—.\storia roaster is at
present outputting 50 to 60 tons daily which is shipped to
cvanide mill at Deadwood for treatment. Results indicate
^i><^. extraction on hard-blue, or unoxidized ores.

RATTLESNAKE JACK (Galena)—Fifty tons daily are be-
ing put through new mill which is one of most rriodern in
Black Hills, containing 10 stamps. Hardinge 22-in. bv S-ft.
pebble mill. Dorr classifier. Trent cyaniding machinery and
Merrill zinc-dust precipitating equipment. Amalgamating
plates are installed, but have not been used since first few-
days. Plant is driven by electricity.

TROJAN (Trojan)—In preparation for thorough series of
experiments Holt-Dern roaster will be install.d. Manage-
ment believes that cyanide recovery on aver.T:^- ores can be
increased to 90'T. by previously giving it a chl J zing roast.
Under present methods oxidized ores yield 7S c: £,-;ld and
about 35"^ of silver. L^noxidized ores" are not n.i'e': when
valuable enough they are smelted. Result is large q-jantities
of ore are left in stopgs.
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ITTAH

Beaver County
THERE IS MUCH ACTIVITY in the Star district near Mil-

ford, and more properties are shipping than in several years.

CEDAR-TAL,ISM.4.N (Milford)—Shipments of zinc ore and
of silver-lead ore are being made. Zinc is being mined from
225 and 1000 levels south of shaft. It occurs as bedded de-
posit lying under lead ore, and is from 18 in. to 4 ft. in
thickness.

MAJESTIC (Milford)—Zinc ore has been opened at Har-
ring-ton-Hickory mine, 35 ft. on strike, and up to 10 ft. in
thickness. A two-year contract for smelting copper ore from
Old Hickory mine "has been made.

LEONORA (Milford)—Better progress in development be-
ing made since installation of new machinery. Drifting is

being done on 400 level, and three Assures between main shaft
and limestone-monzonite contact will be prospected.

Juab County
TINTIC ORE SHIPMENTS for week ended Aug. 13 amount-

ed to 171 cars estimated at 8550 tons valued at $210,000. There
were 22 shippers.

YANKEE CONSOLIDATED (Eureka) — Discovery of ore
made recentlv at surface in Humbug claim, and favorable re-
ports continue to come in. Ore, which is lead running well
in silver, i.s thought to be on east, or May Day ore zone.

MAT D.VY (Eureka)—About 30 leasers are working, and
making shipments of zinc ore amounting to 250 tons a month.
Eighty tons recently shipped ran 31 "v zinc. Company is ship-
ping 20 cars of lead-silver ore a month.

SCRANTON-LEHI (Eureka)—This property, which adjoins
Scranton in North Tintic, is being developed through two tun-
nels. Vein material similar to that in Scranton has been cut
in lower tunnel. This carries small amounts of zinc. Scran-
ton has produced much high-grade ore from large lenses of
zinkite.

Piute County
UTAH FERTILIZER & CHEMICAL CO. (Green River)—

This company has been incorporated to work gi'oup of 15
alunite claims in Mount Baldy mining district south of Marys-
vale. Capitalization is $25,000. divided into shares of $5
each. Charles P. Tasker, who has been drilling for oil in
southeastern Utah, is president.

Salt Lake County

TAR BABY (Salt Lake)—Twenty feet of low-grade ore has
been cut in company's tunnel in Big Cottonwood.
UTAH COPPER (Bingham)—Average daily output during

July was 28,000 tons of ore. Of this the D. & R. G. handled
9500 tons and Bingham & Garfield, 18.500 tons.

UTAH-APEX (Bingham)—New smelting contract or re-
newal has been made with A. S. & R. New flotation plant for
treating fines from 250-ton mill is in operation.
WEST TOLEDO (Alta)—Cross-cut which is being driven

for Toledo fissure is being advanced 3 ft. daily. Vein is ex-
pected to be cut in about 40 ft. Work is being done at two
other points.

CARDIFF (Salt Lake)—New 150-hp. Laidlaw-Dunn-Gor-
don compressor has been ordered, and will be installed as
soon as possible. This will be an electrically driven 17 and
10x14 feather-valve compressor, and is rated at 850 cu.ft. of
free air per minute.
WASATCH MINES (Alta)—Car of ore has been shipped

from No. 5 workings, and further ore is broken and ready for
shipment. Silver-lead ore a foot thick has been cut in tunnel
on Relief claim. This is under some zinc ore opened at sur-
face. Leasers are making shipments from different parts of
property.

COTTONWOOD-KING (Salt Lake)—This property, form-
erly Giles, in Big Cottonwood has opened 6 ft. of vein matter
containing iron and manganese. Work is being done in
middle tunnel, which is in 900 ft., and is following limestone-
quartzite contact. S. A. Parry is general manager.

SOUTH HECLA (Alta)—Shipment of car a day is being
made froin Wedge fissure, and shipments will soon be started
from Kate Hayes fissure in Quincy tunnel. It is thought that
two cars daily will be shipped from this part of the ground.
Fields & Clafllin, leasers on Quincy tunnel, are opening good
body of sand carbonate ore with some galena.

Summit County
PARK CITY ORE SHIPMENTS for week ended Aug. 14

amounted to 1752 tons valued at $70,000 compared with 2342
tons last week.

SILVER KING COALITION (Park City)—Work of install-
ing new flotation section at mill is in progress. Concrete
foundations are completed, and part of equipment, including
tanks and cells, are on ground.
NEW YORK BONANZA (Park City)—Appraisers are look-

ing over this company's property, now in bankruptcy. Ap-
praisers are M. J. McGill, H. S. Townsend, and J. Fewson
Smith.

KEYSTONE (Park City)—Work of cleaning up at this
property in Thaynes Canon is being done. It is thought by
stockholders that work will be resumed, or that property will
be sold to Silver King Coalition.

Tooele County
COMPANIES NOW OPERATING AT OPHIR are Ophir Hill

Consolidated, Clift, Lion Hill Consolidated, Buffalo, Eureka-
Ophir, and Montana Consolidated. Production of camp to
date is placed at $20,945,000.

OPHIR MINES DEVELOPMENT (Ophir)—Articles of in-
corporation filed by this company, to develop McKinley group
of patented claims adjoining Ophir Hill Consolidated owned
by Senator W. A. Clark. Capitalization is $50,000. There are
500,000 shares of which 250,000 remain in treasury. A. K.
Tlernan is president. Continuation of Ophir Hill Consolidated
ore beds and fissures on south side of canon will be looked

WASHINGTON
King County

SEATTLE SMELTING CO. (Seattle)—W. D. Wood, consult-
ing business manager of company, is quoted as stating plans
are being made for erection of smelting plant at Anacortes,
Wash., for treatment of antimony ore.

Spokane County
MAYFLOWER (Spokane)—Is operating prospect in Nine

Mile district of Cceur d'Alenes, Idaho, and plans for instal-
lation of compressor and sinking equipment.

SILVERADO (Spokane)—Plans for installation of com-
pressor equipment and electric power plant at its mine near
Osborn, Idaho. C. D. Musen, Spokane, is secretary.

EMPIRE MOLYBDENITE MINING & MILLING CO. (Spo-
kane)—First molybdenite mining company organized to oper-
ate in the Spokane district, property being in northern Idaho.
Thomas A. LePage, president, declares that suflicient ore has
been uncovered to warrant erection of mill.

Stevens County
NORTHPORT SMELTERY (Northport)—Men were put to

Tvork at Northport smelting plant Aug. 16 and more are to
follow. Furnaces 1, 2, 3 and 4 are to be torn down and 5 and
6 are to be retained and used for treatment of copper ore.
Lead furnaces are to be installed. Smeltery is to be operated
in small way at first and later made as modern as possible,
with electric power and mechanical handling devices.

CAN.\DA
British Columbia

GRANBY CONSOLIDATED (Vancouver)—During fiscal
year ended June 30 production amounted to 26,705.928 lb. of
copper; 415,806 oz. of silver, and 32.126 oz. of gold. Of the
total, 10,005,278 lb. came from Grand Forks smeltery and 16,-
700,650 lb. came from New Hidden Creek smeltery at Anyox.
Despite low operating costs at Anyox, three months shut-
down at Grand Forks last fall and other facts, made total
cost per lb. reach 10^/4c.

Ontario
PRESTON EAST DOME (Porcupine)—Will be reopened.
VIPOND (Porcupine)—In July treated 3670 tons and re-

covered $30,000 bullion. Sinking has been started to 550 ft.
level.

TOUGH OAKES (Kirkland Lake)—July production was
$55,500 from a little over 2300 tons of ore. Mill capacity has
been raised to 120 tons a day.

ZENITH ZINC (Nipigon Bay)—As result of the govern-
ment policy of encouraging zinc refining in Canada this mine
will shortly be re-opened.

NIPISSING (Cobalt)—In July produced silver to estimated
net value of $180,000 and shipped bullion from Nipissing and
custom ores to estimated net value of $262,616. High-grade
mill treated 37 tons and the low-grade mill 6960 tons of ore.

HOLLINGER (Timmins) — Usual 4-weekly statement for
period ending July 15 shows gross profits of $124,222 from
treatment of 25,076 tons of ore of average value of $9.24.
Working costs were $3.53 per ton milled.

DOME (Porcupine)—In July treated 28.300 tons and re-
covered $131,928, an average of $4.67 a ton. This represents
a large increase in tonnage and value over preceding month,
and constitutes record production since commencement of
operations.

McINTYRE (Porcupine)—In July treated 94^0 tons aver-
aging $7.89 and made recovery of 96%; total of $71,600.
Total costs were $44,000 or $4.70 a ton. Net profits were
$27,600. Owing to favorable developments underground, mill
capacity will be increased to 400 tons a day.

STANDARD SMELTING & REFINING CO. (North Bay)

—

This company will establish plant up Niagara River from
Chippawa, Ont., where it has secured works of British Cana-
dian Smelting Co. with 20 acres of land. Large building is
being erected. Company will treat nickel and cobalt ores.

DOME LAKE (Porcupine)—Will increase capital of com-
pany from $1,000,000 to $2,000,000. Of new capital, ino.OOO
shares will be offered to shareholders at 40c. to provide funds
for equipment of mill with cyanide plant, and to carry on
more extensive development. For week ending Aug. 4 "mill
produced $3100.

ME.XICO

Paehuca
SANTA GERTRUDIS (Paehuca)—In June crushed 14,066

tons of ore. Estimated profit £4860.

Souora
BELLOTA (Nacozari)—J. V. Fryer and A. Martinet have

recently purchased this property from A. Fuller and have
been doing considerable work. Shaft 120-ft. has been sunk
and IS in. of $50 ore opened up in the bottom of shaft. Four
cars have been shipped to smelters and two more will be
shipped as soon as cars can be secured.

SOUTH .\MERIC.\

Chile
BRADEN (Rancagua)—Record production in July, amount-

ing to 1445 tons (2000 lb.) of copper; production for first 7
months of this year, 9064 tons.

CHILE COPPER (Chuquicamata)—By end of Octdber it is
expected that full mill equipment will be in operation with
nominal daily capacity of 10,000 tons. Third unit of power
plant is scheduled to start operations Sept. 1, and fourth unit
Oct. 1. Favorable underground developments continuing; one
drill hole down 1530 ft. continues in ore averaging 2.11%
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Metal Markets
XEW YORK—AUB. 25

During: the last week copper, lead and zinc all became
emphatically stronger, the price of copper rising

per lb., and the price for zinc rising nearly 2c. a 11

about Ic.

Copper, Tin, Lead and Zinc

Copper—Up to Monday the market was very weak, there

being sellers all the time at 16c., regular terms, and there

were sufficient sliadings on some business to bring the net

cash price, basis Xew York, down to 15 ^4 c. At this low level.

considerable business was done both with domestic consumers
and with foreign governments. It was particularly note-

vs'orthy that American consum.crs bought both for prompt
and for September shipment, indicating that they had allowed
their supplies to run low. This buying probably absorbed
most of the cheap copper offered by the smaller producers,

agencies, etc., and on Monday the market started upward.
Early in the day about 15.S5c.. cash, Xew York, was accepted

on some export business, but by the end of the day the mar-
ket stood at 16.10, or 16Vic., regular terms. On Tuesday
there were sales at 1614 c., regular terms, at the opening, but

at the close the market stood at 16?ie., regular terms, for

nearby shipments, and IB'ic, regular terms, for futures. On
\Vednesday there were sellers at 16 ^ic regular terms, at the

opening, but the tone of the market was decidedly firmer,

and before the end of the day 17c., regular terms, was realized.

The principal producers did not figure in the market this

week, their price being 17%@lSc., regular terms. At the close

it looked as if buyers would have to go to them and pay their

price, the copper for sale by outside producers having been
so completely absorbed, and the upturn in the market having
been so sharp.

In the European markets during the last week there was
sharp competition from Australian and Japanese sellers who
accepted prices that American producers did not care to ac-

cept. However, at the beginning of the "week a large order
was taken by an- American producer at a relatively low price.

Our correspondent reports no copper was shipped through
the port of Baltimore during the last week.

Copper Sheets are quoted at 23c. base, with the usual
advance for cold rolled. Copper-wire market has been unset-
tled: prices at the mill range from 17%@18Vic. per lb.

Tin—The market sagged off a little and then rallied at the
close in sympathy with the advances in the other metals.

There was a steady demand but in the main the market was
featureless.

Lead—The large orders that were accepted at low prices

about 10 days ago apparently cleared the atmosphere, for on
Aug. 19 there developed an increased demand, and the higher
prices that were asked were willingly paid. Following this

there was a steady improvement during the week, and a fairly

large transaction of business. All of the cheap offerings of

lead disappeared and the outside market rose to the level of

the A. S. & R. Co. On Aug. 25 that company advanced its

price to 4.60c.

Spelter—Late in the afternoon of Aug. IS, and on Aug. 19

there developed a ratlier important buying demand, in which
some very large domestic consumers figured. Their orders
were taken, however, at unchanged prices, viz., about 10c.

per lb. On Saturday England commenced buying in this mar-
ket and took a considerable tonnage at about lOl^c. per lb.

This lifted the market out of the doldrums and a further
advance ensued on relatively small business. On Aug. 25

about 13c. was paid for round lots for September-October
shipment, and there were some large inquiries in the market
for October-Xovember shipment.

The domestic buying in the early part of the week was
largely from galvanizers, but it was by no means general,
and there was a supposition that certain galvanizers were
covering contracts for military purposes. Outside of such
work, the galvanizing business sems to be still as nearly
paralyzed as it ever lA'as.

The high price for high-grade spelter is said to have been
40c. per lb. The company that produces that grade of spelter,
strictly speaking, is now said to be offering it for delivery in
1916 at 20c. per lb.

The American Zinc & Chemical Co., at Langeloth, Penn., is

now worljing on the construction of its second unit which
will consist of four furnaces, each of about 900 retorts.

British papers report that the Swansea Vale zinc-smelting
works at Llansamlet, Swansea, Wales, have been purchased
by London interests, headed by R. Tilden Smith, who intend
to enlarge the works and produce spelter at the rate of 25,000
tons I er annum, against the present production of Suou tons
per annum.
We hear that the Munitions Ministry of the British Gov-

ernment is contemplating doing some zinc smelting on its own
account.

Zinc Sheets have been actively inquired for, but few sales
resulted. The base price for carload lots is $16 per 100 lb.,

f.o.b. Peru, 111., less 8% discount.

DAILY PRICES OF METALS IN NEW YORK
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The Amalpamated Zinc Co. has been granted permission

by the Australian authorities to ship the 57.000 tons of blende

concentrHt..? fold to America and 6000 tons to Marseilles.

Zinc dust IS quoted at 30c. per lb.

Gold, Silver and Platinum

Gold production of the Australian Commonwealth for the

half-year ended June 30 is reported at $20,822,890; South

Australia being estimated.

Silver—The market has ruled dull and quiet the last week
with weaker tendency, closing in london at 22 IJ pence. The

New York price has also been depressed by the fall in sterling

exchange.
The United States Government bought 500.000 oz. of silver

on Aug. 20 and is in the market for 500,000 oz. more on Aug. 27.

Platinum—The market is unsetled but with upward tend-

ency. There were few sales, dealers not being inclined to

make concessions. Prices ranged from $38 to $41 per oz. for

small lots of refined platinum, and $47 for the 15% iridium

dloy.

Other Metals

Aluminum—There is little activity owing to scarcity of

the metal. Small lots are quoted nominally at 36@38c. per lb.,

New Yorl<.

Antimony—Notwithstanding that some important inquiries

have been received, actual sales are scarce and the market

is weak. Outside brands are quoted at 29 (ft' 31c. per lb., and

Cookson's at 45ia48c.

Quicksilver—Trade has been quiet but has improved

slightly. New York quotations for large orders are $91 per

flask of 75 lb. and for smaller lots $90(S93. San Francisco

quotes $85 with market inactive. London quotations are £18

per flask for both flrst- and second-hand stocks.

Zinc and Lead Ore Markets

JOPMN. MO,

—

Auk. 21

Blende, high price $72.50; base price per ton 69% zinc,

premium ore. $70, medium, $65^57, lower grades down to $50;

Calamine, base per ton 40% zinc $55@40; average, all grades

of zinc, $67.31 per ton.

Lead, high price $53.50. base price $50@4d per ton of 80%

metal content; average, all grades of lead, $50.46 per ton.

SHIPMENTS WEEK ENDED AUG. 21

Blende Calamine Lead Values

Totals this week. . 10,221,360 7.S7,300 1,925,970 S-Hi'.Oi''

Totals this year.. 364,956,730 29.764.560 56,223.510 $15,948,260

Blende value, the week, $351,990; 34 weeks, $13,803,170.

Calamine value, the week, $18,510; 34 weeks. $631,040.

Lead value, the week, $48,570; 34 weeks, $1,494,050.

The decline of $50 per ton for blende in five weeks, as

unheard of as its miraculous advance, has engendered a de-

pressing and apathetic feeling in producing circles. Manipu-
lation is charged and dissatisfaction reigns, but so far the

production has not been restricted. In fact the high prices

failed to produce a marked increase at any time, the aver-

age of the year to date being only 5825 tons per week._

PLATTEVILLE, ^VIS.—Aug. 21

The base price paid this week for 60% zinc ore was $60-65

per ton. No sales of lead ore were reported.

SHIPMENTS, WEEK ENDED AUG. 21. 1915

Zinc Lead Sulphur
Ore. Lb. Ore. Lb. On . Lb,

Week 4.067.S70 707,440
Year 121,522,210 4.083,160 18.100,210

Shipped during week to separating plants, 4,297,140 lb.

zinc ore.

Iron Trade Review
\'EM- YOKK

—

Auk, 2.'>

The steel market is undoubtedly quieter than it was a

week ago, and considerably quieter than it was in July.

There is really very little strictly new buying, while speci-

fications on contracts, although at a very good rate, are not

on the whole coming in as rapidly as in June and July. There

are exceptions, wire products and sheets showing decidedly

greater activity, both in new business and in specifications

against contracts.

PITTSBIRGH—Aug. 24

The slackening in genera! market activity is causing a

little concern in some quarters as to the future of the steel

market, particularly in view of the fact that the steel mills

will be working better in September and October and will be

able to turn out a larger tonnage, by 10 or 20%. than in

July and August. There is decided encouragement in the fact

that export demand has continued to grow uninterruptedly to

date, while September normally shows a great deal more steel

buying than August.
Steel prices continue to stiffen. The 1,35c. price on bars,

plates and shapes, announced last week by the Carnegie and
Illinois steel companies, is being more frequently quoted by
other interests. Blue annealed sheets were advanced last

Thursday from 1.35c. to 1.40c. by the American Sheet & Tin
Plate Co., which today announced an advance in black sheets

also, from l.Soc. to 1.90c., the advanced price in blue annealed
having since become the market while the black-sheet ad-

vance is practically certain to be similarly effective.

Effective yesterday the American Steel cS; Wire Co. an-
nounced new prices on wii'e products, involving advances of

$1 a ton in nails and $2 a ton in plain wire and painted barb
wire, and reductions of $2 a ton in galvanized wire and gal-

vanized barb wire, the extra for galvanizing being reduced
from 80c. to 60c. per 100 lb. consequent upon the decline in

spelter. The new prices are: Plain wire, 1.50c.; ^vire nails,

$1.65; galvanized wire, 2.10c.; painted barb wire, 1.80c.; gal-

vanized barb wire, 2.40c.

Pig Iron—Bessemer and basic pig iron have advanced 25c.

and foundry and forge 50c. in the week. The sales have not
been heavy but the furnaces were already well sold up and
further advances are expected. The Valley Mold & Iron Co.

announces it will blow in its Alice furnace at Sharpsville
shortly, while Ella furnace of Pickands, Mather & Co., and
Fannie and Claire of M. A. Hanna & Co., also in the Shenango
valley, are being gotten i-eady for blast and the Shenango
Furnace Co.'s No. 4 stack at .Sharpsville has been blown in.

With additional furnaces seeking orders prices may not rise

as rapidly in the next two or three months as they have
been rising in the past four or five weeks. We quote: Bes-
semer, $15.50; basic, $14.25@14.50: No. 2 foundry and malle-
able, $14(514.50; forge, $13.75@14.25, f.o.b. Valley furnaces,

95c. higher delivered Pittsburgh.

FerruuianeoneMe—The market is quite unsettled. There is

no regular quotation on imported ferromanganese, while do-
mestic is offered on contract at $115, this price however being
occasionall>* shaded, and the quotable market for spot and
contract lies within the limits of $100 and $115, with not much
activity.

Steel—There is considerable negotiating for billets and
sheet bars in rmall lots, with few offerings and prices not
well settled. A steel mill in this district has taken a con-
tract to reduce 3000 tons of ingots to billets, a kind of busi-
ness done onlj' when steel is very scarce. The market is ap-
proximately $23 for billets and $24 for sheet bars, f.o.b.

maker's mill. Youngstown, and about $1 higher delivered
Pittsburgh. Rods are decidely stronger at $28, Pittsburgh.

Imports of ferromanganese at Baltimore for the week
from Liverpool were 1079 tons.

Imports of manganese ore at Baltimore for the week from
Brazil were 12,300 tons.

IRO-N OKE
Of the Lake ore shipped in July 6.161.730 tons, or 85.5%.

went to Lake Erie ports.

Ore on Lake Erie docks .\ug. 1 was 6,539,933 tons, or

89,720 tons less than on Aug. 1. 1914. As the receipts this

year were greater by 3.616.673 tons than in 1914, this indicates

an increase of over 3,700.000 tons in the movement from docks

to furnaces.

Imports of iron ore at Baltimore for the week from Cuba
amounted to 13.490 tons.

Chemicals
XEW YORK—-\UK. 2.'>

The market is firm though not active. Futures are

stronger, especially in nitrate, and the position of some other

chemicals is improving owing to conditions arising out of

the constricted war market.

Arsenic—Prices are a little firmer, though not much busi-

ness is being done. Carload lots are quoted 3%@3%c., and
smaller orders 4c. per lb.

Copper Sulphate— Trade is fair but without change in

prices, $7.25 per 100 lb. being asked for large lots and $7.50

for smaller parcels.

Nitrate of Soda—This market is stiffening, owing to buy-

ing of the Allies on the West Coast. Spot nitrate is 2.40c.

per lb.; September forward, 2A2\ic., and 1916 quotations have
advanced to 2.45c.

Pyrites—Imports from Spain at Baltimore for the week
ended .\ug. 23 amounted to 17,076 tons.
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Mining Companies—United States Mining Companies—United States

—

{Continued)

Acacia, g
Adams, s.l.c

Ahmeek, c

Alaska Mexican, g
Alaska Treadwell, g
Alaska United, g
Am. Zinc, Lead & Sm
Anaconda, c

Argonaut, g
Arizona Copper, pf

Arizona Copper, com .

Baedad-Chase, g.. pf

Baltic, c

Bingham N. H., c

Bonanza Dev., g
Brunswick, g
Bunker Hill Con., g
Bunker Hill i Sul., l.s...

Butte-Alex Scott, e

Butte & Ballaklava. c.
Butte & Superior, z

Caledonia, l.s.c

Calumet & Arizona, c. . .

Calumet & Hecla, c

Camp Bird, g.s

Centen'1-Eur., l.s.g.c, . . .

Center Creek, l.z

Champion, c.

Chief Consolidated, s.g.l,

Chii
Cliff, g
Cliff, g
Colo. Gold Dredging.

.

Colorado, l.s.g

Columbus Con., g.s. . .

Commercial Gold
Con. Mercur, g
Continental, z.l

Copper Range Con., c.

Dalv Judge, s.l

Dalv West, s.l

Doctor Jackpot, g
Doe Run. 1

Eagle & Blue Bell, g.s.

Elkton Con., g
El Paso, g
Ernestine, g.s

Fed. M. &S., com....
Fed. M. &9.. pf
Florence, g
Frances-Mohawk, g. .

.

Free Coinage, g
Fremont Con., g
Frontier, z
Gemini-Kev'ne, l.g.s..-.

Gold Chain, g
Gold Coin of Victor. . .

Gold Dollar Con
Gold King Con., g. . . .

Golden Cycle, g
'

Golden Star, g
Gold6eld Con., g
Grand Central, g
Granite, g
Hazel, g
Hecla, l.s

Hercules, l.s

HomestaUe, g
Horn Silver, I.s.z

Iowa, g.s.l

Iowa-Tiger Leasing g.s

Iron Blossom, s.l.g. . .

.

Iron Silver, s.l.g

Jamison, g
Jerr>- Johnson, g
Kendall, g
Keimedy, g
King of Arizona, g. . .

.

IQar Piouette, z.l

Knob Hill, g
Liberty fell, g
Little Bell, l.s

Tjttle Florence, g
Mammoth, g.s.c....:..

Marv McKinney, g. .

.

May Day, g.s.l

Mexican, g.s

Mi!
Modoc, g.s.

Mohawk, c
Monarch-Mad'a, g.s.l...

Montana-Tonop., s.g. . .

Mountain, c

National, g
Nevada Con., c

New Century, z.l... . . .

New Idria, q
North Butte, c

North Star, g
Old Domin'n, M. & Sm.
Ophir, a.g
Opohongo, F.s.l

Oro-valle Dredging
Osceola, c
Parrot, c
Pearl Con., g
Pharmacist, g
Pioneer, g
Pittsburgh-Idaho, 1

Pittsburgh Silver Peak,
Portland, g
Ouilp.

Colo. .

Colo..
N.M..
Idaho.
Idaho.
Nev...
Nev. .

.

Wis. . .

.

Utah. .

.

Utah. . .

Colo. . .

Colo...
Colo. . .

Colo. .

.\riz. .

.

Nev....
Utah. . .

Colo. . .

Cal...
Idaho.

.

Idaho.

.

S. D . . .

Utah. . .

Colo...
Colo...
Utah. . .

Colo. . .

Cal....
Colo. . .

Mont .

.

Cal...
\riz.. . .

Wis...
Wash. .

.

Colo...
rtah...
Nev....
Utah. . .

Colo.. ,

Utah.. .

Nev. . . .

Ariz. . .

.

Colo...
Mich. .

.

Colo...
Nev....
Cal. . . .

Nev....
Nev....
Mo
Cal....
Mont..

.

Cal...
Ariz. . . -

Nev....
Utah. .

Cal ...

Mich...
Mont..
Wash..
Colo...
Alas....
lad
Nev...

Share:

Issued

1,434,304
1,43S,9S'.)

80,000
50,000
180,000
200,000
180,200
168,640

4,992,500
200,000

1,426,120
1,519,896

S4,S19
lOO.OOfl
228,090
395,28'
300.000
200,000
327,000
74,000

271,136
250,000
617,385
616,758
100,000

1,100,051
100.000
100,000
871,384
777,458
864,820
300,000
100,000
100,000

1,000.000
285.540

1.000.000
22.000

393,692
300.000
180,000

3.000,000
65,783

893,146
2,500,000
490,000
300,000
60,000
120,000

1.0.50,000
912,000
10,000

200,000
1,250
5,000

1,000,000
1,000,000
,.500,000

,750,370
1,500,000
400,000

3,559,148
500,000

1,650,000
900,000

1,000,000
1,000,000
251,160
400,000

1,066.667
12,0.55

1,000,000
500,000
390,000

2..50O,00O
500,000
100,000
200,000
20,000

1,000,000
133,552
300.000

1,000,000
400,000

1,309,232
800,000
201,600
747,112
500,000
100,000

1,000,000
921,865
250,000
7.50,000

1,399,457
330,000
100,000
410,000
2.jO,000
162,000
201,600
898,978
700,000
96.150
229,850

1,909,711
1,500,000
5,000,000
803,000

2,790,000
3,000,000
1..500,000

Total Latest

a^i Tlt 122,004
77.8,000

3,0.50,000
3,489,381

15,2,85,000

1,865,070
983,320

97,741,875
1,660,000
2,121,274
18,461,338

202,394
7,930,000
408.304

1.425.000
179,597
845,000

16,282,500
148,000
125,000

1,700,348
572,150

21,539.443
126,250,000
10,428,674
4,050,000
535,000

10,000,000
262,983

5,175,560
90,000

210,000
6,50,000

2,570,000
226,832
43,730

3.445,313
341.000

13,986,746
1,020,000
6,606,000

43,000
3,550,969
312,601 Oct. '14

3,.579,460iMay '15

l,707,.545;Feb " '

150.000;July '15

2,70S,7oO!jan. '0''

9,836,503 June '1

840,000 Apr. '1

546,000
'

180,000
258,000
146,202

2,305,000
130,000

1,350,000
100,000

1,407,319
4,020,000

140,000
28,288,001
1,620,750
270,000
971,000

3,300,000

Julv 'li

M:iv '1;

May 'i;

May 'i;

Jan. '1'

Julv 'i;

June 'li

May '15

July '15

Jan. '09

Dec. '13

Mar, '1.=

Oct '11

June 'li;

July '15

Juiy '13

Oct,
""

Aug. '10

June '15

July '11

June 'li

Jvme 'li

July '15

.\pr.

July '15

July '15

Aug. 'I*

June *1

Jan. '1

Oct. '1:

Sept. '14

Dec
""

Oct.
Dec
Julv '13

July '15

Oct
"'"

July '15

Dec. '14

May '13

Feb. '09

Dec. '12

Dec. '11

July '15

Mar. '10

July '15

Sept. '14

Nov. '12

Dec. '13

July '15

5,725,000'June 15
37,824,478:July 15
5,642,000 Sept. '07

233,499 .\ug. •1'';

9,250pec. '14

2,420,000 July '15

4,950,000|Deo. '14

378,300"
187,500

1,503,000
1,831,001
396,000
2.59,000
70,000

1,359.179
75.000

430,000
2,300,000
1,169,308
196,000
161,910

4,085,629
273,000

3,375,000
40,000

488,588
4,216,250
570,000

18,226,345
237,600

1,680,000
11,890,000
4,637,040
7,290,000
2,068,360

80.907
1,692,568

12,660,448
7,871.839

181,42:
7,500

2,041,526
216,810
771,200

9,993,080
67,.500

Amt.

SoToT
0,04
5.00
0.20
1.00
0.40
0,30
0.50
0. 10

2.00
0.10
0.20
0.06
0.02^
0.25
0,50
0,50
3.25
0.03
0,50
5.00
0.08J
l.SO
0.13
1.00
0.05
0.75
0.10
0.01
1.00
0.03
0.20
O.OOj
0.03
0.50
0.75
0.25
0.13
O.OOJ
0.76
0.05
0.02
0.10
0.10
1.30
1.00
0.10
0.05
1.00
0.02
2.00
10.00
0.03
0.02
O.OOJ
0.03
0.02
0.03
0.10
0.03
0.01
0.01
0.02
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By Floyd L. P)UI!R*

SYXOPSIS—Old wooden headfnime demolished

and neiv steel headframe constructed and shaft

kept from operation only seven weeks. New 100-ft.

headframe designed for sheaves in tandem instead

of parallel as usual ; for unusual structure stresses;

and uncommon method of hoisting and balancing.

Total weight of steel 1J,J,()00 lb.; that cost erected.

Ill t'le earlier days of the Lake Superior fniniiig region,

wlien timber was a plentiful local produet, almost all

mine structures alcove ami hcldw the surface were of

wood. Many of

these structures

have given excel-

lent service but

have now reached

a state of advanced

deca.v and must lie

replaced. In mak-

ing replacement,

attention is now
usually directed

toward a more

durable material

than wood, and

this is especiallv

true when a head-

frame is under

consideration. The

structure de-

scribed in this

article was erected

for the Republic

Iron Co., which at

the time of construction was the owner of the property.

It was operated under the same general management as

the Penn Iron Mining Co.'s mines at Vulcan. The Re-

public mine has since been transferred to the Cleveland

Cliffs Iron Co. X"o. 9 shaft of the Republic Mine is a

rectangular timber-lined vertical shaft 6 ft. by 17 ft. 4 in.

inside the timbers, having three compartments comprising

a cageway at the north end, a skipway at the south end

and a middle compartment used for pipeway. ladderway

and balanceways—a very common type of shaft in this

district.

VIEW AT REPUBLIC MINE, VULCAN,
OLD TIMBER HEADFRAME

Mich. Formerly structural engineer. Republic

This shaft had for 2.5 years been surmounted by a

tiiiilier headframe having the form of a truncated pyramid
;j(i ft. square at the bane, set upon a prismatic section ;

altogether about fiO ft. high. The long axis of the shaft

has a general north-south direction. The headsheaves

for the cage rope and skip rope lay in east-west vertical

planes, the ropes leading from them down toward the

east to an angle-siiea\e frame where the ropes were

turned nearly at right angles, running thence in a

southerly direction for about 1800 ft. to a second angle-

sheave frame, from which they emerged in an easterly

direction and entered the hoisting house.

This long and indirect mute for the hoisting cables

came about by

reason of the use

of the old Xo. .3

shaft hoisting

drums for the then

new Xo. 9 shaft.

This solution of

the problem of

e(|uipment for a

new shaft is not

unusual in the

Lake Superior dis-

trict. In addition

to the two hori-

zontal angles in

the ropes, there

were several slight

vertical angles due

to the profile of

the ground over

which the ropes

ran. In the dis-

cussion prelimi-

nary to the design of a new headframe it was thought best

to eliminate one of the two principal angle-sheave frames

by letting the ropes run the ISOO ft. in a southerly direc-

tion directly from the headsheaves to the southernmost

one of the two old frames. There were various other mat-

ters of rearrangement planned as an improvement over

the original layout.

Hegul.vr Pil\ctice in* Opekatiox of Headgear

The common practice at the Vulcan and Republic mines

k to dump the ore from the skip into a hopper or chute

through which it slides by gra\ity into a transfer car

operated by some form of rope haulage. This car carries

showing
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the ore out to its destination, which may be either the

stockpile or the shipping pocket where it is automatically

dumped. The floor or platfomi upon which this car

stands in the headframe is known as the landing floor.

Where the neighboring ground surface is at about the

same elevation as tlie shaft mouth, it is necessary in

modern installations to have this landing floor about 40

ft. above the shaft collar in order to provide ample

headroom for shipping pockets and stockpile trestles.

In the case of this shaft, a form of gravity haulage has

been in use for some years. The tram tracks are placed

on a strong down grade, varying from

214 to 5%, leading out on the trestles

to the stockpile dump, the wasteroek

dump, or the crushing plant dump, and

the loaded transfer car is allowed to run

out and be automatically emptied. On
the way out, it is controlled by a rope

attached to the car and to a drum at

the heardframe, and the empty car is

pulled back up the slope to the head-

frame by this drum, actuated by the

skip hoist through the medium of a

driver pulley keyed to the shaft of the

headsheave and a rope drive delivering

power to a follower pulley on the same

shaft with the drum. This drum mav
be clutched to the shaft at pleasure.

One man attends to the landing of the

skip and operation of the machinery

and ear.

Ou account of the elevation of the

shaft above the railroad tracks, a

height, for the landing level, of about

12 ft. above the collar is sufficient to

furnish the down grade referred to and
still leave sufficient headroom for the

various dumps.

Besides the cage and skip there was

a skip counter-balance running in the

shaft and requiring provision in the

headframe.

In order to make certain references

farther along intelligible, it will be

necessary to give here a little explana-

tion about the system of skip eounter-
balanciugi in use at this shaft. By this

system an au.viliary rope runs from the

bottom of the hoisting drum to an auxiliary drum, called

the balance drum (see Fig. .3). From the other end of this

balance drum another rope runs to and over the head-

.sheave and down into the shaft, where it is attached to

the balance weight that travels up and down the shaft

between ordinary guides. This balance drum is made
with varying radii, thus giving a varying-moment arm
for the pull of the ropes. These radii are proportioned

so that the dead weight of the skip and that portion of

its rope which hangs in the shaft is, at all points in its

downward and upward travel, very closely in balance with
the weight of the counterbalance and that portion of

its rope which hangs in the shaft. The balance drum
usually takes the general form of a double cone. In

>A complete description of this system may be found in
the "Proceedings of the American Institute of Mining Engi-
neers," meeting of February, 1914, as part of a paper entitled
"Use of Electricity at the Penn and Republic Iron Mines,
Michigan," by William Kelly and F. H. Armstrong.

this case, however, the shaft end of the drum is a spool,

upon which a flat rope runs to the headsheave and
counter-weight. Of course the varying diameter of the

( oil as the rope winds on or off furnishes the varying

moment arm needed for the system. The other, or

jioist portion of the drum, is of the usual form with

sloping face.

When the skip (Kiniberly type) goes into the dump
in the headframe, it of course exerts less pull on ite

rope or "loses weight" by reason of its resting partly on

the dump members of the headframe. With the perfect

GENERAL LAYOUT OF HEADFRAME,
BALANCING .SY.STEM

HOISTING ROPES AND

counterbalancing just explained, this lo.*s of weight is

sufficient to prevent tiie emptied skip from moving out

of the dump when it is started downward again into the

shaft. It is therefore necessarv- to compensate for this

loss of weight by taking on weight from another source

—

hence the "take-on balance."

This take-on balance is a weight of about 1500 lb.

traveling in a balanceway built from tiie ground up into

the headframe. It is attached to a rope, or a pair of

ropes which are led over small headsheaves and around

various deflecting sheaves and attached to a fixed support

in such a way and at such an elevation as to lie horizon-

tally across the center of the skipway ready to be engaged

by wheels on the top of the skip frame just when the

skip box begins to lose weight in entering the dump. It

will be readily seen that by having the horizontal portion

of these ropes of some length, the effect of the take-on
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baianoe is jjradually iiiireased to correspond approxiinatf-

ly with tlie gradually decreasing weight of tlie skip.

General DEsmx of the IlKAni'iiAME

A survey disclosed the fact that the long or north-south

center line of the shaft lay at an angle of only 1V4° from

a straight line joining the shaft with the distant angle-

sheave frame mentioned. Therefore it was ilecided that

the center line of the headframe should be aligned

parallel with the shaft, thus avoiding a slight obliqueness

in the alignment of support of guides, dump, etc. The
center of the two principal compartments lying thus so

nearly in a common line to the distant angle-.sheave frame,

tlie two main sheaves would be very nearly in the same

vertical plane and of course would be in tandem (see

Fig. 4), instead of parallel arrangement as they had

been in the old headframe and as they are in the majority

of headframes. This tandem arrangement generally in-

troduces a good deal of complication to the design of

a headframe. and this case was no exception to the rule.

The site of the shaft is at the foot of a steep rocky

slope which forms the north end of the bold and extensive

jasper outcrop, so prominent a part of the distinctive

geologv' and the remarkable scenery at Republic. The
hoisting ropes were to lead directly to the brow of the

blutt and, with the height of headframe required, this

SmjH An^k Sheave Frame— '5k:p Counter Balance Drum

long distance from the shaft, making it necessary to

adopt the six-po.st type of headframe in which there are

four vertical columns in the immediate region of the

>haft, forming by themselves a complete tower against

T\hich is leaned, so to speak, the backstay portion of

the frame. The backstay portion is to a large extent

independent, being braced to the tower only in the upper

portion of its height.

As a matter of fact these objects have not bccu attained

with ab.solute perfection, since the pillow blocks for the

sheaves are placed on the top flange of the girder strutjs,

thus putting the center of the sheave about a foot from

the plane of the center lines of the iiackstays instead of

exactly in that plane.

Also the resultants from the four hoisting ropes do

not all fall exactly in the same plane, since it was not

convenient so to arrange matters on the hill that all

tlie ropes from headsheaves to hill should be exactly in

parallel planes. As a result of this lack of perfection

the vertical tower portion of tlie frame does carry a slight

compressive stress from the hoisting.

Detail Dbsciuptiox of Desigx

The details of the design are shown in Figs. 5 and 6.

It was thought best to gain the advantage of short girts,

beams and diagonals by making the headframe narrow

'Up oy j^„,

S^e-M~

PROFILE OF HILL BETWEEN .SHAFT COLLAR A.VD HOIST

topographical relation made the ropes actually slope up-

ward in leading away from the headsheaves—an unusual

condition. This of course made the resultant of the

rope stresses lie very flat. A glance at the profile sketch

(Fig. 3 ) will make these features clear.

The shaft being a deep, important ami permanent one,

structural steel was cho.sen almost as a matter of course

as the material for the headframe. In deciding upon

the general form of the headframe and the location of

its members, it was necessary to keep in mind the matters

of support and clearance for four headsheaves with their

hoisting cables: the take-on halaiucway and its sheaves

and ropes and fixed supi>ort for njpe ends; the dump
l)lates, hopper, platform, car, and track; the large rope

drive, driver-pulley on the skip-.sheave .shaft and the

rope-drive ropes ; means for convenient handling of the

headsheaves; suitable provision for handling miscellane-

ous loads on two sides of the headframe; and convenient

floors, stairways, ladders and railings as means of reach-

ing all vital parts.

In working out the design, it was considered desirable

to have a structure wherein the jiriucipal stresses pro-

duced by the hoisting should be perfectly determinate and

as far as practicable be confined to a few members through

which they would be transmitted directly to the earth.

These objects required the backstays to lie in the plane

of the resultant for each and every rope, and called for

the peculiar arrangement of sheaves whereby all four

of them are located in the plane of backstays. Placing

the backstays at such a flat slope forced their bases ou*

and the tower portion short. This narrowness also allows

teaming of supplies close to the east side of the shaft.

To allow for plenty of clearance for the skip throughout

its dumping operation and a possible overwiud, and to

provide clearance for the tra\el of the take-on ropes the

west colunms were placed 10 ft. from center line of

.•^haft. This position was also found to furnish a good

central support for the hopper, which is a heavy affair

and subject to much stress by the impact due to the

dumping of ore. The east columns were placed T ft.

from the center line of the shaft to allow of suitable

bearing for the column piers. This made a total width

of 17 ft., which is little enough for the general stability

of a .structure of 100 ft. total height.

For a .similar reason, the length of the tower portion

was reduced to a minimmn (1(5 ft.) that would still

provide for stairways, landings and other minor but

necessary features. To attain this object, the front of

the tower was placed across the center compartment of

the shaft, and the cageway was thus left outside the main

structure. The near or south guide of the cageway was

easily bracketed out from the north girts of the tower.

The outer or north guide was not so readily supported

since there must be clear space for the travel of the

cage. Believing that about 50 ft. of clear cageway would

l^e sufficient for safety, overwind possibilities and all

traffic of handling long materials on or under the cage,

its travel was stopped off at elevation 51 ft. by a triangular

horizontal bracket reaching out to the north side of

that compartment to furnish horizontal support for the
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upper end of a vertical backing-beam to which the north

guide is bolted. This beam was built up by riveting a

10-in. channel to one flange of a 10-in. I-beam.

The tower proper is surmounted by a trolley-beam

crane from which all the sheaves can be readilv handled.

A trolley is provided and the web of the beam is also

perforated at short intervals for the ready attachment of

_,- .;s^s .--—^^-z^^ IQ Sheave for Caqe Pope
fPlafeU -^ ~~-- ^

fBaten Plate

I IS Bearing Plcfte\

^[^'1(%/^ Plate
'

''-.oSheave Beanng\
^

.-is-v -^1 5eat^^-A^-5 Sheaves for Balance t^s

X Center Line cffColumns

FIG. 4. DETAILS OP SHEAVE SUPPORTS

a clevis at any desired point along its length. This

trolley-beam cantilevers out both to the north and to

the south. The south end—extending over the backstays

—is intended for a support for hoisting the sheaves from
the ground. An open space is provided in the upper

panel of the backstays through wliicli the sheaves may
pass while being hoisted. The north end, extending over

the cageway, could with less facility be used in the same
manner, but is intended only for general convenience in

handling and temporarily storing sheaves or their bear-

ings; thus one sheave could hang suspended from this

north end while other sheaves are being handled on

the main portion of the beam. The trolley beam is

readily reached by means of two ladders, one on each

side.

A comfortable stairway leads up from the ground ta

the top of the tower proper, the maximum slope of the

stairs being about 50°. All floors or landings are of

reinforced concrete built on "^Multiplex Plates.'" All

stairways and landings are well inclosed by riveted angle-

steel railings. At several points these landings and
stairways extend outside of the tower frame. Such an

extension of the floor occurs at the base of each trolley

ladder and provides a safe and convenient platform for

entering or leaving the ladders.

No swinging jib crane is provided for general handling
purposes. Instead there are at an elevation of 36 ft.

6 in. on the north and east sides of the structure,

cantilevered beams provided with clevis holes from which
tackle can be suspended to handle any material desired.

One pair of these beams extends out from the skipwav,

while the others extend in front of the cageway on either

side.

Provision is made for four headsheavcs, but onlv three

are installed—a 5-ft. sheave for the skip balance, a 10-ft.

sheave for the cage, and a 10-ft. sheaAe for the skip.

The fourth sheave will some time be put in to carry the

cage-balance rope. Up to the present the cage has never

been counterbalanced. The bearings of these sheaves all

rest on a series of sheave girders set in the plane of the

6'I, le^lh.

HORIZONTAL SECVOli
snowim

SAFCTY [NCL05URE
or SKIPWAV

FIG.
FIG.

VERTICAL SECTION THROUOH C.L. OF SKIPWAY
Smwim SKIP, DUMPAND CAR, LOOHIHO NORTH

F16 5

SECTION THROUGH SKIPWAY AND DUMP
DETAIL OF 45-DEG. HEAD-SHEAVE BOXES

backstays. These girders are of built-up eye-section, each

being formed of two 12-in. 20%-lb. channels set i/i i^.,

back to back. The lower ends of these girders or girder-

struts bear upon a cross girder of similar section which

recei\es the hoisting stresses and through the medium of

certain trusslike bracing delivers them to the backstay

columns.

(To be concluded)
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fl'9114' Mairaer^l Firocr'uAiflctlnora of

The mineral production of Western Australia in

1!)14 has been officially reported as follows, the items be-

ing given in long tons, except when otherwise stated, and

in order of descending value: Gold, 1,232,977 oz. ; coal,

319,310; lead ore, 3554; tin, ore and ingot, 363; copper

ore, 3913; silver, 189,837 oz. ; copper ingot, matte, etc.,

183; pyritic ore, 9759; bismuth, 9; zinc, spelter, etc.,

22 ; mica, 4. The total value of the mineral output for

1914 was £5,533,990, or $502,125 less than that of 1913.

Well® Im C
B\ Li:\\is H. EuuY*

Protection of the natural resources of petroleum and

gas in California against improper operation by producers

is provided for in an act passed by the last Legislature

and approved by the governor, known as Senate Bill

No. 916, introduced by Senator Maddux. This act pro-

vides for state control under direction of the state min-

eralogist, creating a special branch of the State Mining

Bureau known as the Department of Petroleum and Gas.

The work of the department will be performed by a

.state oil and gas supervisor appointed by the state min-

eralogist. The compensation of the state mineralogist

for supervising the new department is $1400 per annum,
in addition to his compensation of $3600 as state min-

eralogist. The compensation of the supervisor is $4500

per annum. The supervisor will appoint not more than

four deputies, also clerical assistants, and he may employ

an attorney. The deputy supervisors shall be competent

engineers or geologists experienced in the development

and production of petroleum. It shall be their duty to

collect all necessary information regarding oil wells with

a view of advising operators in the protection of wells

from infiltration of water. Records and data shall be

kept on file in the offices of the deputies and open to

inspection of persons authorized by operators and the

state officers and the board of arbitration. The records

are not to be used as evidence except in such proceedings

as are provided for.

The supervisor shall order such experimental or rem-

edial work to protect wells as his judgment dictates. The
well owner may within 10 days from service of the order

file a statement and demand arbitration by a board of

three members. Two members of the board shall be

selected by owners of wells and they shall select the other

member. They shall be paid for actual services at the

rate of $10 for each day, not to exceed $30 each in the

arbitration of any one case.

One-third of the owners or operators of wells within a

radius of one mile may make written complaint, upon
which the supervisor or deputy must make investigation

of the well or wells complained of and order the work
required to repair the damage. If the supervisor holds

that such repair is not necessary, the complainants may
demand arbitration.

In obedience to the order of the supervisor or the arbi-

tration board, the owner of the well shall commence work

•Associate editor. "EnsineeriiiK and Mining- Journal," San
Francisco, Calif

in good faith within 30 days. If the work be not com-

menced within the time limit, the supervisor shall appoint

agents to ijcrform the work and the amount expended

shall be a lien against the well or the land. The decision

of the board of arbitration or supervisor may be reviewed

by the Superior Court within 30 days.

It slunild be the duty of the owners of wells now
drilled or that may be drilled to case such wells properly

with metal casings, and to use every effort for protection

in accordance with the most approved methods.

Before abandoning a petroleum or gas well the owner
shall give written notice to the deputy supervisor of in-

tention to abandon, 15 days before such proposed aban-

donment and shall furnish information of the condition

of the well and proposed method of abandonment. The
supervisor or deputy shall either approve or order such
work as may be necessary before approval.

The owner of any well before commencing the work of

drilling shall file with the supervisor or deputy written

notice of intention, stating location, elevation and desig-

nation of the well, and estimates of depth at which oil

or gas sands of formation should be encountered, and the

point where water should be shut ofl:. The owner shall

keep a careful and accurate log of drilling, to be subject to

inspection of the supervisor and his deputies, and the

copy filed with the deputy, including additional work.
Five days in advance of a test to shut off water in a

well, a deputy supervisor shall be notified and be present

at such test and record the result. If any test should be
unsatisfactory, he shall so notify the owner. Producers
of oil shall file with the supervisor once a month a sworn
statement of the amount and gravity of the oil produced,
and the number of wells being drilled, the number pro-

ducing, idle or abandoned. Refusing to permit inspec-

tion or hindrance of such inspection will be deemed a mis-
demeanor. Operators of petroleum and gas wells shall

pay annually to the state treasurer a charge at uniform
rate per barrel of oil produced and amount of gas sold

in the preceding calendar year. Owners of oil lands shall

pay to the state treasurer an annual charge at a uniform
rate per acre.

Estimates of amounts necessary to be assessed and col-

lected from the owners of wells and land, for the main-
tenance of the department, shall be determined by the

state mineralogist in conjunction with the state board of

control. Notice of such assessment shall be published
annually in newspapers in Fresno, Kern, Los Angeles,
Orange, Ventura and Santa Barbara Counties. Assess-

ments and charges constitute a lien upon all property of

owners of wells or lands so assessed or charged. Action
against the state treasurer may be brought by persons so

assessed upon claims that the assessment is void. Collec-

tion of delinquent assessments will be prosecuted bv the

attorney-general.

The firt assessments under this law shall be levied on
the first Monday in March of 1916 and based on the

production of 1915, and are due and payable upon the

first Monday in July following, and delinquent in six

weeks thereafter. Action for delinquency shall be brought
in the following May. The moneys will be expended
under direction of the state mineralogist; $45,000 an-

nually to be allowed for maintenance of the department;
and all moneys in excess of this amount shall be available

for repairs of wells made by the supervisor upon failure

of the owner, and for costs of publication and in defense
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of actions in court. Appropriation of $20,000 from the

general fund of the state is made available for the imme-

diate use of the department, to be returned to the general

fund when collections equal .$30,000. The act of Mar. 21),

]!:M)9, which had l)ecome practically obsolete, is rc])ealed.

»:

Iroia siiadl Steel Frodltuictaoini of

The iron and steel production of Canada in 1914. as

collected and reported by the statistical bureau of the

American Iron and Steel Association is given in Bulletin

No. 5 of the association. The production of pig iron shows

a heavy decrease, 30.5%, as compared with 1913, ami is

the smallest reported since 1909. The make for three

vears has been as follows :

come from California, Greece and Austria. On account v)l'

the war the latter source is cut off, and since this was tlu

most important there is an extraordinary demand for the

mineral which British Columbia will soon l)e in a position

to supply. Magnesium salts are used in the arts, in medi-

cines and in connection with the pulp industry of this

])rovince. This new discovery may prove to be of special

importance, since the chief value of the spruce forests in

British Columbia is in their paper-making possibilities,

and the fact that magnesia necessary to the manufacture

of a finished product is right at hand may result in

greatlv increasing the importance of the two industries.

IIinitlerst8i<le=C

Re
anac

s

Basic 489,799
Bessemer 228,742
Foundry 194,208
Other 129

912,878 100.0

The 'otal production in

1,01.3,118

1914 iiu

100.0

ludod

Tons
331,4,1

705,972 100.0

690.880 tons

made with coke as fuel and 1.5,092 tons with charcoal.

Ontario furnished .503,214 and Nova Scotia 202,T58 tons.

Of the total for the year 515,527 tons were used by the

makers for conversion into steel, and 190,445 tons were

merchant iron, for sale. Deliveries from furnace were:

Molten, 449,713; sand-cast pigs, 188,135; machine-cast,

(iS.lOG: direct castings, 18 tons.

The raw material used in 1914 was 1,358,184 tons of

iron ore, cinder, etc.; 419,864 tons limestone: 910,887

tons coke; 883,625 bu. charcoal. The average consump-

tion per long ton of iron made was 4309.4 lb. ore and

1332.2 lb. limestone. The coke furnaces consumed 2,611.4

lb. coke per ton of iron: the charcoal furnaces 105.5 bu.

charcoal.

There are 22 blast furnaces in the Dominion, 11 being

ill Ontario, 8 in Nova Scotia and 3 in Quebec. Their total

estimated capacity is 1,564,800 tons yearly. Five furnaces

use charcoal as fuel, their average yearly capacity being

14.560 tons; 17 use coke, having a yearly capacity of

87,'; 50 tons each.

Steel Pkoduitiox

The steel production of Canada for 15 years ]iast has

been as follows, in long tons

:

1900 23,577
1901 26,084
1902 182,037
1903 181,514
1904 148,784

1905 403,449
1906 570,889
1907 646,754
190S 509,957
1909 678.751

1910 741,924
1911 790,871
1912 853,031
1913 1,042,503
1914 694,447

The sudden increases in 1902 and 1905 were due to the

completion of new works. The make in 1914 was less than

that of 1913 by 348,056 tons, or 33.4% : and was the

smallest reported since 1909, five years previously.

Ma^EXiesate Dascoveiredl Ies Briftaslhi

CoEusma lb a Si

Magnesite has been found in large quantities along the

shore of Lake Atlin, in the northwestern part of British

Columbia. Seven claims have been located by Vancouver
parties, and plans are being made for working the deposits.

This ore is shown by analysis to run as high as 98% in

magnesium carbonate. The world's su])plv has so far

Sri:('L\i, ('(ii;i:i:si'o.\i)KX(E

Coeur d'Aleiie mine-earning records ha\e been eclipsed

by the liiterstate-C'allahan company, wliich owns and

ojierates the Consolidated liiterstate-Callahan mines, in

the Nine Mile district. The net profit for the quarter

ended June 30, 1915, was $1,126,114, according to the

report of John A. Percival, secretary-treasurer.

The total ore extracted was 30,595 tons and the con-

centrates and shipping ore produced was 14,872 tons.

Of the crude-ore shipments there were 68 tons averaging

21.05 oz. in silver and 44.60% lead, and 2834 tons averag-

ing 49.74% zinc. The milling ore treated amounted to

-'7,235 tons, averaging 27.8% zinc, and the concentrates

produced were 851 tons averaging 26.72 oz. in silver and

59.49% lead and 11,399 tons averaging 48.24% zinc.

The recovery of zinc values by sorting and milling was

78.28%, and the ratio of milling ore to total concentrates

was 2.2: 1. The mining costs were $3.07 per ton; mill-

ing costs were 67.2c. ; and loading and shipping costs were

$1,267, making the total cost of the ore mined $4,285

per ton.

The Interstate-Callahan company, of which John H.

Robbers, Spokane, is president and general manager, in-

augurated dividend payments last April, and $1,610,000

have since been disbursed to stockholders.

sias amvc ies

tH® Uimaftedl StsitLes iia 19114

The total value of the output of precious and semi-

precious stones in the United States in 1914 is reported

by the Geological Survey at $124,651. The demand for

gems at the Panama-Pacific Exposition resulted in an

increased production of turquoise and turquoise matrix,

the production in 1914 being $13,370, as compared with

!f8075 in 1913. These gems have long been popular with

the tourist trade in the West.

No discoveries of unusually fine deposits of gem min-

erals were made in 1914, but a few prospects for the less

valuable gems were found. Among these were pink beryl

in the quarry of the Elaine Feldspar Co., on Mount Apa-

tite, near Auburn, ^le. : amazon stone, a variety of feld-

spar, near Lone Pine, Calif., White Plains. N. \., and on

the coast of Maine ; sunstone in the Apache Indian Reser-

vation of Arizona : and turquoise deposits in Lander and

Kureka Counties, Nevada.
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scomisimi Ziimc Disiliric4-°III
\\\ \\. C. (tKOKGE'

SVXOJ'SIS—Milliiiij priiclice of the \Viscoiisi)i

zinc Jiatrici is nnich like tlial of Joplin, Mo. The

difference is in detail; hut the Wisconsin mines

do not concentrate on tables following the jigs.

Jigs are nsttallji of the Coolei/ ti/pe. Roasting and

magnetic separation are practiced. Descriptions of

all prncessi's arc girni.

The nulling praitire of the Wi:^eonsin zinc district is

in a general way siniihir to that of the Joplin, ilo., lead

and zinc district; that is, the ore is crushed and jigged.

In details, however, the process is different. None of tlie

/YOiST/AO £t^'6lNE

The mills of the district are housed in frame buildings

on concrete founihitions. The cost of a mill witli all ma-

chinery varies from $10,000 to $150,000, dc]jcnding on

its capacity and equipment. The usual practice of the

district is to build the concentrating plant or mill ad-

joining the hoisting derrick and hopper, Imt frequently

the ore is conveyed on the surface as much as half a mile

from the shaft to the mill. In this case the hopper at the

shaft feeds onto a belt conveyor, or into surface tram

cars or aerial tram buckets or cars, wliich deliver the ore

at the mill ho])])cr.

After the ore is hoisted, it is delivered onto a grizzly

above the hopj)er. The grizzly has the bars spaced from

4 to 6 in. apart. The oversize is either

sortc<l by hand (the pieces containing on-

being broken by sledge hammers to pass

through the grizzly bars, and the waste rock

loaded into cars and dumped on the surface

outside the hojiper) or it is all fed to a

large crusher, which breaks all of the large

pieces of rock and ore and discharges them

into the hopper with the undersize. From
the hopper, which usually has a capacity of

100 to 200 tons, the ore is fed directly into

a 14-, 18- or 24-in. crusher of the Blake

type, or onto a shaking screen. In the lat-

ter case the fine material passes through

the shaking screen and goes direct to the

dirt elevator, and the coarse material or

oversize is fed to the crusher.

Material from the crusher runs down an

inclined trouuh to the first roll crusher.

A= 6RIZZLY

B= SMAKIN6 SCREEN

C - CRUSHER
^= CHAT ELEVATOR

E = TAILm6 ELEMTOR

L-PICAT. 150-TON MILT,, "WISCONSIN- ZINC DISTRICT

average Wisconsin mines supplements jigging with the

concentration of sands on tables. The usual mill consists

of crusher, rolls, one or two jigs and the necessary trom-

mels and elevators. Figs. 29 aud 29A show a plan and

flow sheet, and Fig. 30 an elevation of a typical Wiscon-

sin zinc mill with steam power-plaut, except for the u.se

of a Wilfley table for sands.

•Chief engineer, Wiscons Zinc Co., PlatteviUe, Wi

which is usually a 24-, :]0-, 36- or 48-in. machine of the

Cornish t}-pe. The crushed material from these rolls is

carried in an inclined trough to the dirt elevator. The

first elevator feeds into a trommel with %-, i/4- or %-

in. perforations. The oversize from the trommel is fed

to the second rolls, usually 24 or 30 in., of the Cornish

tv])e. and from these rolls it is returned t« the dirt ele

\atnr anil thence again to the crushers.
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The undersize product from the trommel is fed onto

the rougher jig in a two-jig mill or onto the combined

rougher and cleaner jig in a one-jig mill. Up to this

point the process is the same in the one- and two-jig

mills, but from this point the processes are different and

will be treated separately.

OxE-Jic, Mills

The jig, usually of the Cooley type, consi.'its of 7, 8

or 9 cells, each cell generally having a 30.x36-in. jigging

surface. A common pitch from cell to cell in a jig having

ORE BIN

150-TON CAPACITV

SHAKER 5CBEEN

LEAD-''

SMITTEM

ELEVATOR -«
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ff./^H Of Line Shaft'/S5^
Drop Between Cells = 1^'

from the spigot .V when the product is not chatty. When
the ore is chatty it is drawn and taken to the chat elevator,

ami from there to the chat rolls, whence it is returned to

the dirt elevator. Fig. 32 shows a tiow sheet of a typical

two-jig mill. In case the sands are not treated this prod-

uct is run into the tailings elevator instead of to (he

sands elevator, as shown in Fig. 32.

The hutch product from the rougher, the "smittem,"

is carried to the "smittem" elevator and from there to

the cleaner jig, where it is cleaned. The finished lead

concentrate is drawn from the hutch of the first cell of

the cleaner. The hutch or middling product from the

hutch of the second cell is returned to the "smittem"

elevator. The hutch product from the third, fourth,

fifth and sixth cells is finished zinc concentrates. The
hutch product from the seventh cell when not chatty

is returned to the smittem elevator, but when chatty

it is returned to the chats elevator. The material pass-

ing over the tailboard of the cleaner jig is sent to the

tailings elevator, unless th.e sands are to be treated on a

sands jig, and in that case it is taken to the same eleva-

tor, as shown in Fig. 32, or when the cleaner tailings con-

tain much zinc they

are returned to the

dirt elevator or to the

chats elevator. Jig-

ging is done on three

materials in the dis-

trict—p erfo rated
sheet steel, jig grates

and woven-wire screen

cloth. The first of

these is most .com-

monly used, it being

claimed that it has the

advantage over grates

in that no "dead beds"

exist, because of the

greater perforation

area, which produces

better and more uni-

form pulsations on the beds. This enables the ore to be

cleaned better, and is especially advantageous in keeping

down the lime and lead content of the zinc concentrates.

It is also claimed that perforated metal (sheet steel)

adapts itself better to a variable feed to the jig. Grates

have the advantage over perforated sheet steel and woven-

wire screens because 'the bed does not have to be cleaned

so often with the grates.

Concentrating Tables

Concentrating tables have been very little used in the

Wisconsin zinc district. The Vinegar Hill Zinc Co. uses

two Overstrom tables and one Ford table at the Wilkinson

mine for concentrating marcasite sands. The Wilfley

table has been successfully used at the Wallace mine at

Highland, the Board of Trade mine at Cuba City, and the

Avenue Top mine at Dubuque, Iowa. All of these mines

have produced zinc concentrates from the jigs assaying

better than 50% Zn.

The Wilfley table has been tried at a number of mines
where the zinc concentrates from the jigs assayed from
30 to 45% ; but because of the greater sliming of the

marcasite much lower-grade zinc concentrates have been

PIG. 31. CROSS-SECTION OF JIG

producetl, and they have been difficult to market. On ac-

count of their fineness and the resulting dust losses they

are not suitable to roast in the local calcining plants.

The classification of sands and the handling of the dif-

ferent ))roducts over ditferent tables have been difficult on

account of the snuill amount of ore handled daily in a

Wisconsin mill, but this difficulty may be overcome with

the larger mills being built in the district at the present

time and the greater attention being given to the question

of mill recoverv.

Roasting oi; Calcining

A feature of the district is tlie roasting or calcining

and magnetic separation of low-grade zinc ores. The
Mineral Point Zinc Co. at Mineral Point, Wis., has a

plant with five roasting kilns of the Mathey type. This

plant uses Wetherill magnetic separators and has a capacity

of about 300 tons of green or unroasted ore per week. The
Wisconsin Zinc Co. has a plant with two roasting kilns

of the Mathey type located at Platteville, Wis. This

plant is equipped with Dings magnetic separators and has

a capacity of about 250 tons of green ore per week.

The National Separating Co. has a plant with two

roasting kilns of the JMathey type at Cuba City, Wis. This

plant is equipped with Dings magnetic separators and has

a capacity of about 300 tons of green ore per week. The

PLOW SHEET OP ZINC TREATMENT

Campbell Magnetic Separating Co. has a plant with four

roasting kilns of the Campbell type at Cuba City, Wis.

This plant is equipped with Campbell separators and has

a capacity of about 300 tons of green ore per week. Dur-

ing the past year this plant was leased by the Wisconsin

Zinc Co. The Linden Zinc Co. has a plant with two roast-

ing kilns of the Campbell type at Linden, Wis. This

plant is equipped with Campbell magnetic separators and

has a capacity of 150 tons of green ore per week. There

are also several roasting plants of the Mathey type at dif-

ferent mines in the district and one custom roasting plant

of this type near Galena, 111., not operating.

The roasting or calcining process consists of heating

the ore in the kiln by coal or oil fuel in an adjoining fire

box. Coal is used in the Mathey roaster and oil is used in

the Campbell roaster. The sulphur in the ore aids in the

combustion. Only the outer crust of the fragments or

particles of marcasite or pyrite are changed by the heat

to a magnetic sulphide, which, after the ore is discharged

from the kiln, cooled and fed to the magnetic-separating

machines, is picked out of the feed of mixed zinc and iron

sulphides by the magnets of the separating machines and

discharged as a tailing product.

The feed to the roasting kiln usually assays from

20%) to 40% metallic zinc. The finished ore from the

magnetic separators assays from 58% to 61 % metallic

zinc. The tailings from the magnetic se])arators assay

from 3% to 8% metallic zinc.
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All of the companies named in the preceding page as

operators of magnetie-se])ariiting plants buy ore running

from 20% to 40% metallic zinc for their roasting plants,

besides treating that from their own mines. In ad-

dition to these companies, a number of the zinc-smelting

companies ha\e buyers in the district. These buyers pur-

chase high-grade ores from the mines and the roasted ore

product from the separating plants.

The smelting companies that have ore buyers in the

district are the Mineral Point Zinc Co., with a smeltery

at DePue, 111. ; the Grasselli Chemical Co. with smelteries

at Clarksburg, W. Va., and Meadow Brook, W. Va. ; the

]\[atthiessen & Hegeler Zinc Co., with a smeltery at La
Salle, 111. ; the Illinois Zinc Co., with a smeltery at Peru,

111. ; the American Zinc & Chemical Co., with a smeltery

at Langeloth, Penn., and the American Zinc Co. of Illi-

nois, with a smeltery at Uillsboro, 111. The Illinois Zinc

Co. and Matthiessen & Hegeler Zinc Co. buy zinc concen-

trates low in lead, because much of their spelter product

is rolled into sheet zinc. The Grasselli Chemical Co. buys

zinc concentrates low in lead because it makes a high-

grade spelter for the brass and bronze trade. The other

trates. They penalize $1 per unit of zinc below 60% and
pay a premium of $1 per unit above 60%. Iron is penal-

ized at the rate of $1 i)er unit over 1% ; lime at 50c. per

unit over 2% ; and lead at $1 per unit over 1%. Thi>

scale of penalties and premiums usually applies to con-

centrates containing from 50% to 63% metallic zinc. For

ores of a lower grade a different scale is used. Some ore.^

are purchased on contract, based on the spelter market.

a fixed or given smelting charge, and the metallic zinc

content of the concentrates.

Three-fourths of the production of the district is made
by five companies. The following list gives the principal

operating mines of the district, their location and the

name of the operating company

:

The foregoing list contains only ahout half of the pro])-

erties that have produced ore during the past year, and
docs not contain the names of any properties not equipped

with a milling plant, but it docs include the names
of all of the big producers of the present time in the zinc

district.

The mines of the district are widely scattered, few of

them being nearer than a mile to any other mine. Pros-

33. THK KKXNKDY MIN'K, HAZKI, ilRKKX, WI.S.

smelting companies are not so particular about the lead

content of the zinc concentrates because they make prime
Western spelter for galvanizing purposes.

The buyers for the smelting conqjanies purcha.se on
a base of G0% metallic zinc contents in the zinc concen-

I'UIXCIPAL OPERATTN(.
Mine Location

Coker l^ivingston Wis
Highland Highland. Wis .New Coker Livingston, Wis
Penna Benton. . . .New Diggings Wis
Pox Hazel Green. Wis. . . .

Kennedy Hazel Green, Wis
Black Jack Galena, 111 .

Rundell k Klls-
worth Livingston, Wis

Martin Benton, Wis.. .

Wilkinson Benton, Wis. . .

New Unity Day's Siding, 111 . .

Winskell New Diggings. Wis
Champion New Diggings, Wis
Federal Hazel Green, Wis.
East End Platteville, Wis. . . .

Frontier-Calvert.. Benton. Wis
Bull IMoose Benton, Wis. . . .

Cleveland Hazel Green, Wis..
Lawrence Hazel Green, Wis..
Lucky Twelve. ... New Diggings, Wis
Ciawhall New Diggings, Wis
Pittsburg Galena, 111
West Hill Platteville, Wis . .

K'lstler Platteville, Wis. . . .

Optimo Linden, Wis
Lucky Six IWifflin, Wis
Squirrel Mifflin, Wis
Peacock Mifflin, Wis
Northwestern ...Day's Siding, III...

MINES
Company

.Mineral Point Zinc Co.
Mineral Point Zinc Co.
.Mineral Point Zinc Co.
.Mineral Point Zinc Co
.Mineral Point Zinc Co.
.Mineral Point Zinc Co.
. Mineral Point Zinc Co.

.Vinegar Hill Zinc Co.

.Vinegar Hill Zinc Co.

.Vinegar Hill Zinc Co.
Vinegar Hill Zinc Co.
.Wisconsin Zinc Co.
Wisconsin Zinc Co.
.Wisconsin Zinc Co.

. Wisconsin Zinc Co.

.Frontier Mining Co.

. Frontier Mining Co.

.Cleveland Mining Co.

.Cleveland Mining Co.

.Indian Mound Min. Co.

. I'^ields Mining Co.

.Great Western Min. Co.

.West Hill Mining Co.

. Kistler Mining Co.

.Optimo Mining Co.

.Lucky Six Mining Co.

. B. M. & B. Mining Co

. Peacock Mining Co.
. -Northwest'n L. & Z. Co

pecting is being carried on largely by the big companies,

with good results. The production of the district grew

from 19,000 tons of concentrates in 1904 to 130,000

tons in 1914. Taking into consideration the scattered

nature of the ore deposits, the size of the district and the

number of mines that have been found with a small

amount of prospecting, it is safe to predict a steady

growth, a long life, and a bright future for the Wisconsin

zinc district.

Usaa^ed! States Gs^i

According to the Geological .Survey, the production

of natural graphite in 1914 in the United States amounted
to 4336 short tons, valued at $324,118. Of this quantity.

1725 tons were amorphous, valued at $38,750, and 2611

tons were crystalline, valued at $285,368. The greatest

part of the cry.stalline graphite—all the "flake" variety

—

was produced in New York, Pennsylvania and AJabama.
A small quantity of crystalline graphite was produced in

Montana. The entire output of natural graphite in 1914

showed an increase in value as compared with that of

1913, but a slight decrease in quantitv.
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.rfyMlstoiry©fBrademi MSniK

Sl'yOPiSIS—Traditions surroundiiKj the liraden

copper mines and tlic earlij I'liilean operatiomi are

recounted hij William Hraden. who also tells of the

modern e.rploitaiion. the difficnlties of construction

in a new country and how these difficulties were

overcome.

The traditions of the Bradeu Copper C'o.'s mines date

from the 18th centiirv. when a Spanish lieutenant {teni-

ente) who was a tngitive from justice escaped to the snow-

crowned Andes between Chile and the Argentine, where

he camped at what afterwards became known as the

Mineral Teniente. This man is said to have discovered

there a vein of high-grade ore, and out of the proceeds of

shipments of it, to have paid to the authorities a fine

which freed him from further difficulties with the cjlonial

government. Be this as it may, the first official records

date from 1819. when the working of the mine was under-

taken by Don Juan de Dios Correa, conde de la Conquista,

and owner of the immense hacienda stretching from the

coast range of the Chilean Andes to the Argentine boun-

dary, within the limits of which the mines are situated.

Don Juan de Dios exploited the mine until the '70s of

the last century, transporting the ore on muleback to the

coast for exportation.

The First Smkltixg Pl.\xt

Partners were taken into the enterprise about that time,

and one of them, Don Federico Gana, a graduate of Frei-

berg, took charge. He drove what is now known as Teni-

ente No. 1 adit, to tap the orebody which until then had

been attacked only by irregular inclined workings from

the surface. A shaft was sunk from this adit to a depth

of over 100 m., and an underground malacate was in-

stalled. An inclined wooden chute carried the ore down

the mountain to a sorting floor near the lagunas or small

lakes at the foot of the hills ; and a smelting plant was

installed at Perales, about 15 miles distant, near the

junction of the Coya and Cachapoal Rivers. In short,

what was considered an uptodate and progressive ex]oloita-

tion was undertaken.

On account of the heavy snowfall at the mines, no work

was done during the winter months beyond keeping the

shaft dewatered and -preparing the mine for the extraction

of high-grade ore during the ensuing working season.

According to one version of the accounts referring to

operations at this time the mine boss and miners, during

one of the winters, stole about all of the tools and equip-

ment that could be carried off; and the following spring

the owners found the shaft full of water. Another version

is to the effect that water was suddenly encountered and
that miners in the lower workings bad barely time to

escape, so rapidly did the water rise. At all events money
was then required to get tlie mine into a .state of produc-

tion. The money not being forthcoming, the mine was
abandoned and the taxes left unpaid.

About 1897, Don Enrique Concha y Toro, an enterpris-

ing mine capitalist, sent a prospector to the district ; and
after taking up claims to cover some of the most promis-

•Excerpts from an article by 'William Braden ia "Teniente
Topics," June. 19ir,,

ing crujipings nicliuluig the oh! Teniente mine, he pro-

ceeded to sort iiigh-gradc ore from the old stojies of ihc

latter, and sell it.

Coiiific.v IIi:ii;s Hiiixc; Srir

Don Carlu.< Irarnizaval, who was married to Doiia

Nicolasa Correa, the heiress of Don Juan de Dios Correa,

then brought suit in the interest of the Correa estate, to

enjoin Don Enrique Concha y Toro. The difficulties be-

tween the parties were adjusted after some legal war-

fare, by an arrangement giving Don Enrique a third in-

terest in the Teniente mine, and the sole proprietorship

of all the other mining claims which he had taken up
in the neigblwrhood.

The Correa heirs would invest no capital in the busi-

ness: and Sefior Concha y Toro, not caring to work for

the benefit of others in the Teniente, in which his part-

ners owned a two-thirds share, limited his operations to

looking for ore in that part of the property of which he

was sole owner. He thus explored the Capitana and
Subteniente, but principally the Fortuna mines, where

he executed underground workings covering an area of

about 100x150 ft. and reaching a depth of 150 ft., always

on the lookout for shipping ore. This he did not find, as

all the copper was in fractures of, or disseminated

through, diorite country which made wp a 4% Cu ore,

requiring concentration on a more or less important scale

to be profitable.

Effort to Intericst Efropeax Capital

An Italian mining engineer, Don Marco Chiapponi,

was consulted under these circumstances, as to what could

be done with the property, and he recommended the con-

struction of a concentrating plant. As such an installa-

tion, with the necessary wagon road, power plant and

other equipment, involved more capital than Seiior Con-

cha y Toro cared to invest in what was considered a low-

grade mine, Chiapponi was entrusted with the sale of the

property.

Signor Chiapponi sent about 25 tons of- the ore to

Europe for concentrating tests ; and as these proved suc-

cessful, the business was submitted to mining cai^italists

in France and England. Engineers were sent to examine

the property : but they were apparently unable to grasp

the magnitude of the proposition, which, moreover, was at

that time a new one in its way; and they reported ad-

versely on it.

Mil. BiiADEx Inspects axd Invests

About two years later, Signor Chiapponi proposed the

business to William Braden, who after careful inspections,

formed a favorable opinion of it, and interested his friend

E. W. Nash—since deceased, then president of the Ameri-

can Smelting & Refining Co., and one of the most enter-

prising of mining and smelting men in the United States

—in the organization of the Braden Copper Co. for the

exploitation of the property with a cash capital of

$6-25.000.

With this money it was proposed to open up and equip

the mines; build a wagon road about 35 mi. long to con-

nect them with Graneros, a station on the Chilean state

railroad 1600 ft. above the level of the sea, or about 6000

ft. lower than the mines; erect a 250-ton concentrating
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mill ; construct three aerial trams ; install a hydro-electric

plant of approximately 1000 hp. ; and provide living quar-

ters at the mine and mill camps.

Equipment Completed as ScHEnuLED

In view of this undertaking being the first of its kind

in the Chilean Andes, and of its being realized under

many little-known conditions it was with satisfaction that

the plant was completed, and concentration started in

the month of June, 1906, within the time set for begin-

ning exploitation.

The usual route for reaching the mines had formerly

been by trail from Eancagua through the village of

Machali, about 45 mi. distant, passing through the Isla

ranch along the south bank of the Goya Eiver. There

were no houses at the property other than a couple of

"rucas"—small low hvits, with walls of loose rock and

roofs of loose sheets of corrugated iron held in place by

the weight of judiciously-strewn boulders. . . . The

wagon road from Graneros was concluded in 1905. Dur-

ing the winter months of that year—June, July and

August—about 4000 tons of machinery and construction

material had been accumulated at the freighting station.

La Compaiiia, near Graneros, for transportation to the

mine; and it certainly looked like a big task.

Several Chilean gentlemen hazarded the opinion that

it would take three or four years to haul this material to

the Cordillera ; and when it was explained that the com-

pany proposed not only to haul the material, but finish

the plant and start running it the following June, their

expressions of incredulity verged on the borders of de-

rision. By hustling, the company's expectations were,

however, fulfilled. There were as many as 250 ox-carts at

work at one time—which meant the employment of over

8O00 animals. These carts were at work on the farms in

the neighboring country; and it was possible to induce

the cartmen to leave their congenial surroundings in the

wheat fields and orchards of the low-lying plains, for the

work of hauling heavy loads to the Cordillera, only by

paying them what was considered a very high rate of

freight—25 pesos, Chilean paper currency, equal at that

time to about $7.50 per ton. As a matter of fact, they

responded to the call promptly.

Securing Labor in a New Country

Advertisements were inserted in the newspapers, and
placards posted throughout the agricultural districts in-

viting them to "Come one, come all
!"

About 1000 Chilean laborers were employed in the con-

struction work at the camp during the summer season

of 1905-6, that is from September to May inclusive. Dur-
ing the first months there were no houses for them. When
a group of laborers presented themselves for work they

were given a few sheets of corrugated iron, and they

promptly built themselves a ruca. Some groups of work-

men cooked their own meals; but the company maintained

kitchens in tents where most of the men took their meals.

The work was accomplished, and in fact was only pos-

sible, by a defiance of the customs of the country. These,

including immoderate consumption of liquor and the

ob.servation of numerous feast days, besides Sundays,

throughout the year, were supposed to constitute a neces-

sary evil with which it would be impossible to cope.

Nevertheless, the introduction of liquor into the camp was
prciliibited, and gradually it was practically suppressed.

The men learned to work instead of "laying off" on all

the feast days.

Labor Efficient Under Proper Handling

Labor, man for man, was cheaper than in the United

States : and under efficient direction, the company got

as much out of Chilean labor, dollar for dollar, as could

be gotten from labor in North America. Throughout
the construction period, work went on smoothly. The
men were well handled by their chiefs, who were always

"on the job" and who gave an example to the peons

—

of which the latter showed their appreciation—in punc-

tuality, steadiness and perseverance.

The construction of the mill was intrusted to W. E.

Bradley; the power plant was in the hands of C. E. Doo-

little; the aerial trams were built by Thomas Graham;
and the opening up of the mine was undertaken by

Thomas M. Hamilton. The work in the mine was differ-

ent from anything the men had ever seen before, and at

first was undoubtedly hard on the miners ; but Mr. Ham-
ilton's example of tireless energy and his genial character

alike appealed to the men, who recognized in him a leader

and a friend. While exacting strict compliance with duty,

he always lent an attentive ear to suggestions, complaints

or other representations of the men ; he redressed every

just grievance to which his attention was called, and
patiently gave them object lessons in the proper handling

of tools and employment of ex])losives—through which

they worked out their contracts to better advantage, and
contentedly reaped a good pecuniary harvest.

No Fatal Accident During Construction

Although there was a certain amount of danger con-

nected with the work, much of which was done on the

steep slopes of high rugged mountains where pieces of

heavy timber were handled for the tram towers and other

work, in places where many people would think there

was no foothold for a single man, there were no accidents

attended with loss of life during the construction period.

The first death by accident in the camp took place

shortly after construction was finished and concentration

had begun. It happened in the portal of the old Teniente

mine where a miner, despite the company's regulations

and in a manner approved among natives pretty much
all over the Andes, tried to thaw out 46 sticks of dyna-

mite in a shovel nicely balanced over the flames of a bright

fire in a brazier 2 ft. in diameter. Somehow or other

miners there will do this sort of thing with impunity over

and over again until they think it is the proper way to

go about the business. On this occasion it was not done

with impunity. Fortunately there was no one present

except the miner who stood on one side of the shovel, and

his assistant who stood on the other; and strange to say,

although both were the same distance from the explosive

only the assistant was killed, the other escaping unhurt,

suffering merely from slight deafness for a few days.

Eivalry in Construction Operations

At the time the fever of construction activity was at

its height, there was considerable rivalry among the chiefs,

each one of whom vied with the others in strenuous effort

to get his part of the work completed first. Incidentally

amusing and sometimes also annoying accidents took

place. One day, while a bench for the Teniente power

flume was being blasted out of the solid rock on the hill-

side just above the proposed course for the aerial tram, the
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flying rock conipletelj- wrecked three tram towers; and

the disgusted tram-construction superintendent, who had

heen congratulating himself on the rapid progress he had

been making, couUl not be convinced that the shot had

not been fired especially to knock down the towers and

retard his work.

It was with dilliculty that about .jO men were induced

to "invernar" or pass the winter of 1905 in the mountains.

The thing was accomplished, however; and before the fol-

lowing winter set in tliere were bunkhouses and living

quarters for several hundred men. As an incentive to

the laborers to stick to their work steadily, every man who
worked from May to September was presented gratis with

a number in a lottery, which was started in the camp,

with prizes from 100 to 500 pesos, besides a few "consola-

tion" prizes. This system was successfully used for sev-

eral years to insure a full complement of workmen.

While the construction work was going ahead, at the

camp and for some time after, the railroad to connect the

mines with the state railroad at Rancagua was being sur-

veyed, and the grade built almost as fast as it was sur-

veyed. The work was at first under the direction of W.
Titus, but was afterward taken over by George E. Mon-
tandon, who, in the rocky regions of the Cordillera, had

to overcome many difficulties. The road rose from 480 m.
above the sea at Rancagua, to its first proposed terminal

station at the camp, 2016 m., with maximum grades of

4.5%, and curvatures rendered necessary by the topog-

raphy of the country, which made the road 70 km. long,

although the distance in a straight line between ter-

minals was only 34 km.

KIM. Cift5^ dirndl Dissie Miriisa^

ElHTORIAL COKRESPOXDENCE

The Black Pine Jfining Co. has completed its small

mill for treating the ores from its property. At present

the mill is not in operation, all efforts being centered

upon advancing the tunnel which is to cut the oreshoot,

rich on the surface, at a depth of about 875 ft. The
mill has five stamps, with mortar block and timbering

completed for an additional five. Plates and concen-

trators are provided, and the output will consist of bul-

lion and concentrates. Power is supplied by a 120-hp.

water turbine, supplied by a flume carrying water from
the American River..

The Buster mine, near Elk City, is still shut down.
The condition of the vein at 400-ft. depth is not con-

sidered satisfactory, and the principal owners, Bradlev

and MacKenzie, have decided not to carry out further

explorations. Conditions are not good in the district

and not much work is being done.

The Elk City Dredging Co. has been reorganized and

operations are being continued on what is considered

a satisfactory basis. The dredge has been rebuilt, the

ladder having been lengthened so as to enable it to reach

bedrock. The gravel is said to contain about 50c. per

cu.yd. At the Col. Sellers mine, L. Basketh is oper-

ating in a small way, extracting high-grade ore from
stringers. This ore is being roasted without crushing,

which results in a mixed product, the largest pieces of

which are about 1 in. in diameter. The material is cy-

anided, in this condition, by leaching. A 10-stamp mill

is being built to handle the lower-grade ore. Amalga-
mation and cyanidation will be the process.

In the adjoining Dixie district there are no notable

developments. No continuous operations are being car-

ried on, although some ore is being milled at intervals

and there is some development in progress.

Special CoiiUEsroxnEXCE

The Willow Creek region, already known as one of the

most prominent free-gold mining districts of Alaska,, bids

fair to become of even greater importance this year than

heretofore owing to the recent discoverv of several addi-

tional bodies of high-grade ore. A cleanup made early in

July by the Gold Bullion Co. resulted in the shipment of

over .$16,000 in bullion said to run over $19 per ounce.

The Alaska Free Gold Jlilling Co., which operates m
the same district, expects to clean up $250,000 before cold

weather terminates milling operations for the season. A
portion of this amount, however, will be obtained by cyan-

iding the tailings. The Independence ]Mining Co., which
at present operates but a small mill, has recently uncovered
some excellent ore and will probably increase the capacity

of its plant. An encouraging discovery made upon the

ilabel group of claims has revealed the presence of richer

ore than had hitherto been found upon this property. From
a discovery prospect in the same district a couple of men
working by crude methods on a small scale have been tak-

ing out $30 per day.

The Broad Pass region, owing to the lack of transporta-

tion and the fact that it is not a placer- but a quartz-

mining country, has not hitherto been exploited to the ex-

tent that its merits warrant. The new railroad will pass di-

rectly through the heart of the district, which in addition

to gold-bearing ore has deposits of excellent coal. Trans-
portation being assured, it is believed that the coming year

will witness a thorough prospecting of the entire region.

©•as F©iat Coo Do-vuilbles Capital
A plan for the sale of the E. I. du Pont de Nemours

Powder Co. to a new company, to be known as E. I.

du Pont de Nemours & Co., has been arranged by the

directors and will be put in effect when approved by two-

thirds of the stockholders. The purchase price is to be

.$120,000,000, of which $1,484,100 will be in cash,

$59,661,700 in debenture stock and $58,854,200 in com-
mon stock.

The authorized capitalization of the old company was
$60,000,000, of which $16,113,807 in preferred stock and

$29,428,708 in common stock was outstanding, a total of

$45,542,515. Besides this there were bond obligations

amounting to $16,922,000.

'&

Potash Supply may come from the Philippines, according
to a letter published in the "Daily Commerce Reports" o£

the Department of Commerce. It has been found that the

ash of the seaweed collected on the shore of Manila Bay in

Tondo yields 15% of potash. This discovery has aroused
considerable interest, owing to the war-time scarcity of pot-

ash. No data are available to show just the amount of sea-

weed available, but it is known in a general way that it is

abundant. Explorations and further experimentation will be

conducted by the Government.
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By Walter Swarex*

An interesting arrangement for reduiing the attendance

in conjunction with hoisting equipment at an Alaskan

gravel mine is shown by the accompanying slietch. The
jiarticular work to be done by this installation was trans-

mitting gravel from an ore bin—to which it was trannned

from an open cut—to a breaker 70 ft. higher than the ore

bin and on the opposite side of the canon from tlie open

lut. Several similar rigs have been put in operation for

lioisting from a shallow shaft, a tripod being erected over

the mouth of the shaft to take the strain of the cable

of botli hoisting and conveying. The installation here

shown is designed to carry a load of 1.500 lb. at a maximum
speed of JrOO ft. per min., although its normal speed is usu-

ally 200 ft. per min. The track cable is % in. and the

ORE-HOISTING RIG

hoisting rope % in. diameter. Two buckets are provided

;

wliile one is being loaded at the ore bin, the second is be-

ing hoisted.

The n]ieration is as follows: The bucket D being

loaded, tbe hoist hook is fastened in pla(«. The traveler C,

by a sjjccial locking arrangement, is held in position

at the lower end of the track rope until the block carrying
the bucket D has been hoisted vertically to the carrier.

When the bucket is pulled to the carrier it is automatically
caught by means of a trigger arrangement which releases

the catch holding the traveler (7 at the lower end of the

rope: the hoist continuing to run, draws the carrier C
carrying the bucket uji the track rope. A long loop of chain
is attached to the uphill side. When the bucket has reached
the upper ore bin this chain catches on a pest or projecting

beam and automatically dumps the bucket.

After dumping, by slacking off on the winch at the

loot of the hill, the empty bucket drops to the lower end
(if the cable where the carrier engages the catch, and
the bucket is released and dropped vertically into the

ore bin or the mouth of the shaft, as the case may be.

The first bucket, being released from the hook, the second
liucket is attached, and the cycle of o]ieration is repeated.

Csipacitaes*
The term "units of small capacity" is here intended to

include turbines and engines of less than .500-hp. capacity,

including auxiliary units in large plants or central

stations.

There are certain definite fields where the small tur-

bine is of conceded superiority, and other fields wherein

the engine must hold sway. The desirability of the one

as compared with the other is largely determined by the

following factors, which govern the adaptability, cost and
economy of the equipment to be installed

:

1. Speed conditions and limitations, involving con-

•iideration of maximum or minimum permissible speed,

and whether the driven apparatus is of the constant- or

\ariable-speed class, or such as requires uniform angular

velocity in rotation.

2. Steam pressure and temperature conditions, involv-

ing consideration <if initial and final pressures and super-

heat.

3. Power capacity of apparatus.

4. Relative space requirements of turbine and engine

units, involving consideration of available room, character

of power-house construction and cost of foundation or

other supporting structure.

5. Use of application, if any, of the exhaust steam for

feed-water heating, steam heating or industrial purposes.

(J. Available cooling-water supply, if the turbine or en-

gine is to run condensing, involving also consideration

of the temperature of the water and whether it must be

artificially cooled and recirculated.

T. Operating conditions, including consideration of at-

tendance, oiling, starting and .stopping, vibration, noise,

etc.

8. Relative cost of complete installations, including the

necessary foundations, ])iping and condenser equipment, if

any.

Suniniarizing, the fields of usefulness of the turbine

and engine may be briefly stated to be as follows

:

For condensing service, turbines are best adapted to

:

Direct-connected (iO-cycle generators in all sizes, 35-cycle

generators above 1000-kw. capacity; direct-current genera-

tors in sizes up to 1000-kw. capacity, including exciter

units of all sizes ; centrifugal pumping machinery operat-

ing under substantially constant head and quantity condi-

tions, and at moderately high head, say from 100 ft. up,

depending upon the size of the unit ; fans and blowers for

delivering air at pressures from li/2-in- water column
to :S0 lb. per sq.in.

For noncondensing service turbines are applicable for

all the above purposes, in those cases wherein' steam

economy is not the prime factor or where the exhaust

steam can be completely utilized, and particularly where
oil-free exhaust steam is desirable or essential.

•R. R. No. 2. Bcv R, Ha ward. Calif.

•From a paper read by J. S. Barstow before a joint meeting
of the A. S. M. E. and A. I. E. E. at the Engineers' Club,
Philadelphia.
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Still another field for the turbine is in geared uuit^ oper-

ating either eoudeusing or noneondensing for ail the afore-

nieutioued appliuations, and in addition, many others

which would otherwise fall in the category of the steam

engine, on acfount of the relatively slow speed of the ap-

paratus to be driven.

For noncondensing service, engines are applicable for:

Electric-generators of all classes excepting exciter sets of

small capacity, unless belted from the main engine; cen-

trifugal pumping machinery, operating under variable

head and quantity conditions and at relatively low heads,

say up to 100 ft., depending on the capacity of the unit;

pumps and compressors for delivering water or gases in

relatively small quantities and at relatively high pres-

sures—in the case of pumps at pressures above 100 lb. per

<q.in. and in the case of compressors at pressures from 1 lb.

per sq.in. and above: fans and blowers (including induced-

draft fans) for handling air in variable quantities and at

relatively low pressures, say not over 5-in. water column;

lineshafts of mills where the driven apparatus is closely

grouped ; and all apparatus requiring reversal in direction

of rotation, as in hoisting engines and engines for traction

purposes.

For condensing service the engine is adapted to the pur-

poses cited, particularly where the condensing-water sup-

ply is limited, and must be retooled and recirculated.

Povyer for Drivisa^ aira Aerial

When an aerial tramway has to be driven by power, the

amount necessary is obtained from the following formula,

the result being in foot-pounds per minute:

Power = [(ir, + ir, X !>, X ^ X V) + {w X 'i L X ."j

X V) X i'i Ji X V) + F] + or — theoretical 2'oa'er

Where
ll'j = Weight of full carrier;

]\\ = Weight of empty carrier;

,'j, = Coefficient of friction for cars;

..V = Total number of cars on line;

V = Velocity in ft. per min. of cars;

w = Weight per ft. of traction rope

;

L = Length of line in feet

;

jUj = Coefficient of friction for traction rope;

R = Number of supporting pulleys

;

F = Power required for station friction.

The first four factors give the power necessary to over-

come friction, and the theoretical power required or devel-

i>l)ed depends upon whether the loads are ascending or

descending. The factor for station friction varies greatly

for different lines and is solely a matter of experience,

although 0.02 of the total weight of the moving parts in

the station, multiplied by the speed, may be taken as a

good mean.

When the line is of considerable length and consists of

several sections, it oft«n happens that one section is de-

veloping power while another needs power ; in which case

the latter may derive from the former the whole or part

of the power it requires. Should an excess of power be

developed over the whole line, it may be utilized in vari-

ous ways, such as driving dynamos, pumping, etc.

•Abstract from article in the "Engineer," London, July 23.

Sladliira^ Board for Moisting
Ropes

By I). E. Cii.MU.Tox*

The slide board shown in the accompanying illustra-

tions possesses two advantages over the usual method used

on hoisting ropes at the point where the rope passes out of

the engine house and onto the idlers before reaching the

head sheave. Regular ])ractice is to have a rectangular

opening in the engine house at this point, through which
the rope passes. This opening varies in length and

width, but in nearly all cases is of sufficient size to admit

considerable air. This in the summer months may be a

desirable feature, but is not so in the winter. There is

also a tendency on the part of the rope to have a certain

amount of play, particularly in a vertical direction, and

the use of such a device does not permit this at this point.

The device may be placed on the original opening, as

shown in the illustration, or may be built to suit any par-

ticular opening.

It consists of a 1%-in. pine board, cut to fit the open-

ing and toenailed into it, and slotted as shown—either

on one side or the other, depending on whether it is for

the lower or the upper rope. Below this a 1-in. strip

of the same length is fastened to the frame of the opening,

A

SiflSS Section showing

j^^fe Slide in Use

DETAILS OF SLIDING-BOARD FOR HOISTING ROPE

SO that along with the board already mentioned it forms

a base to which the guides for the slide are fastened.

These are of oak.

The slide, as shown in the lower elevation, is also of oak

and made so that it moves along the guides with perfect

freedom. The projecting piece is fastened to the main

part of the slide. The inclined hole should be of sufficient

size to permit of but slight play in the rope. The slide may

be made entire or of two parts.

».

Pacfeso Sasadl Fillimi^ asad Solid
Pallarst

The substitution of packs and sand filling for isolated

small solid pillars is gradually becoming general in the

mines of the Rand. In describing the big subsidence at

the Village Main Reef, attention was drawn to the fact

that it was the solid ground which was affected by the rock

movement. The only explanation seemed to be that the

hanging-wall had slowly subsided onto the packed sand

until no further movement was possible. As that subsi-

dence must have also included the area held up by the

•Mining engineer, Virginia, Minn.
tAbstract from the "South African ilining Journal." July

10, 1915.
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solid-roek pillar, 'it was clear that the latter had reached

a state of acute compression and was disturbed l)v general

movement of the underlying strata. This was sufficient

to burst away the sides of the pillar, filling the drifts with

debris and damaging the shaft timbers. The interesting

feature of that occurrence was the fact that the area which

could reasonably have been regarded as the safest and

strongest became under the circumstances the weakest

and most dangerous. An inspection of the immediate

neighborhood of the shaft immediately after the occur-

rence revealed the fact that the workings and drifts in the

sand-filled area were quite unaifected, no disturbance of

the filling being detected. The result of that unusual

accident was to detract considerably from the value of

solid pillars unless they cover an excessive superficial area.

Sand filling appears to be more effective, as it presents a

slightly elastic resistance, allowing the strata .to subside

gradually without hurting the continuity of the hang-

ing walls. The contrast to this is the solid pillar with its

puncturing effect.

to bedrock (4 to 5 ft.) in benches not over 3 ft. high.

Where bedrock was over 6 ft. below the surface, the

trench was only dug 6 ft. deep and broken stone used as a

filling. The logs were then tarred on their flat sides

and puc in position by means of the mast and boom.

Guide ropes on the ends of the log assisted in this opera-

tion. Holes were drilled along the top of the log everv-

5 ft. with an air-auger and home-made drift pins of y^-

in. round iron were used to fasten each log to the next one

below it. Logs were placed at right angles to the walls in

toward the ground about every other tier, and were se-

curely fastened to the main structure with drift pins.

They were usually placed horizontally and served as bind-

ers when they were later covered with loose rock. They
were placed in the wing walls as well as the front wall.

In this manner the wall was raised some 30 ft. A
slight batter was given the walls which required about

(iOOO running feet of timber. The walls A were built

similarly, as foundations for the ore bins. The incline

cars ran under this ore bin.

A Log M.©Usiimi£img=WsiSl

By Fkedeiiick W. FciccrE*

At a jjroperty with which I was recently connected, a

railroad grade on the side of a steep mountain connected

with an incline down the mountain. To allow room for

^-Struts

Front Elevation

LOG RETAINING-W.\LL,

the turning of the cars at right angles to the direction

of the track by means of a short radius curve, it was
necessary to build out the ground. This was done by con-

structing a timber retaining-wall which was filled with

broken rock removed from the grade.

The logs for this wall were hewn by contract requiring

two sides to be flat and the faces to be at least 2 ft. wide.

The contractor received 23c. a running foot for his labor.

After the logs were cut and measured, the lumbermen were

hired by day labor to "snake" them into piles by use of

a portable boiler and hoist situated upon the railroad

grade. A mast and Ijoom were then rigged in the center

of the proposed wall. The trenches were laid out and dug

By Clixtox P. Bei;xai',d*

A solid, steady drafting table, for ure in fieldwork,

that will take but little room in the wagon when moving

camp and that may be set up on any kind of ground in two

or three minutes, is a very desirable addition to an engi-

neer's camping outfit.

The table described here I first saw used on a railroad

outfit in the Southwest, and it was so satisfactory that I

have used it several times since.

Two cleats 2 in. thick are screwed to the bottom of tlie

•L'niversity, Va.

PORT.ABLE DRAFTING TABLE

drafting board or table, a suitable distance apart. The
supports are made of lx4-in. or lx6-in. lumber as desired.

Strong wires are fastened both at the top and at the bottom

of one support and are passed through holes in the bottom

and the top of the opposite support.

When setting up the table, stakes are driven in the

ground 18 to 2 I in. farther apart than the cleats on the

board, so as to give a decided slant to the supports. The
table is placed ujion the supports, the wires stretched tight

and held by winding around a nail, and the talde is ready.

If the wires be stretched tight the table will be steady

and firm and stand better than one supported b^ horses.

The use of stakes may be a'oided by using two spreaders

of proper length between the bottoms of the .supports.

•34 Herriman Ave., Jamaica, N. T.
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same pliysit-al eoiulitioii.s are imposed ou tlie pulp as would

be imposed on it in the commercial machine ; the froth

concentrates can

conditions in a

reproduced.

To be able to

nmch in testing.

i)e removed continuously from this cell,

omniercial machine being thus exactly
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By Ralph W. Smith*

In designing a testing machine, it is well first to con-

sider the character of work required of it, in order to ar-

range for Hexibility in the desired directions. In flota-

tion testing, there are so many influencing factors and

their combinations, that must be varied in the testing

work, that it is best to state these factors so that their

relation to one another can be better appreciated. The va-

riable factors are as follows : ( 1 ) Kind of oil
; (2 ) amount

of oil; (3) whether or not acid is to be used; (4) amount

of acid (if used); (5) temperature of pulp; (6) length

of time of agitation of pulp; (7) peripheral speed of im-

peller; (8) consistency of pulp; (9) effect of adding oil

lupiicatc commercial conditions means

To e.xidain this, consider the work done

by a large machine. It usually comprises from 8 to 11

cells (of which this testing-machine cell is an exact dupli-

cate in regard to proportions). These cells are connected

in series, so that the pulp passes from one cell to the next

and so on until it has passed through all of the cells and

is discharged as tailings. This number of cells is u.scd

so as to gain the desired length of time of agitation,

since a single particle of ore can be considered subjected

? r.^e trades of the impeller
indicate a doyynwardshpe. The other
arroyy indicates direction ofreyoiution

,

Plan
CLOSED-CIRCUIT. SINGLE-CELL, MIXERALS-SEPARATION-TYPE FLOTATION' TESTING MACHINE

or acid fir,st to the original pulp; (10) effect of retreat-

ment of froth.

Not only must all of these factors be varied, but their

combinations must also be varied and this nmst be done

systematically. The testing machine described in this ar-

ticle was designed to afford ample opportunity to vary any

or all of the essential factors, and furthermore to allow the

operator to make the necessary changes with the minimum
trouble and loss of time. There are many other advantages

in using a testing machine of this design, but attention

is drawn to these as they are outlined. The design and

reason for certain arrangements are as follows

:

This machine comprises a single closed-circuit cell,

which exactly reproduces the proportions of a single cell

of a large commercial multi-cell machine. This design has

two advantages: By reproducing these proportions, the

'1S45 Grant Ave,. Denver, Colo.

to treatment so long as it remains in the machine. Thus,

the number of cells is one factor in determining the time

period of the passage of a .-^ingle particle of pulp through

the machine.

Each cell can be considered a separate unit and each cell

usually does its own particular kind of work. In most flo-

tation practice, the first cell not only floats the greatest

tonnage but also the highest grade of concentrates. It is

nearly always found that the tonnage and assay per

cell decrease as the pulp advances through the ma-

chine. The last one or two cells usually make a small

tonnage of dirty concentrates. Prom this it can be seen

that there is a practical limit to the time of agitation

Ijevoud which it is useless to go. When the final set of

connnercial operating conditions to be used has been

determined upon from the testing work, there will be in-

thided among; these c-onditions the speed and length of
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time of agitation. Therefore it is imperative that the

testing operator be able to determine these factors.

The second advantage of this design of testing ma-

(v'hine—duplicating commercial operating conditions—de-

pends on the fact that exact and reliable data can be ob-

tained concerning the kind of work each cell would do in a

conmiercial machine. This is because of the arrangement

for continuous froth removal. With the closed-circuit cell

as shown in the sketch the sulphide particles theoretically

will become oiled in the agitator cell and ultimatelj' be

drawn over into the relatively quiescent spitzkasten. Here,

the flotation phenomenon will manifest itself and the oiled

mineral will rise to the surface. Not all of the .sulphide

minerals will rise instantly. Some particles may make

the circuit from the agitator to the spitzkasten many

times before they become incorporated in the froth. The

most easily oiled mineral will float first, and the eft'ect

of the difl'erent gradations of this ease of being oiled is to

form the froth slowly and continuously for some time.

The froth that forms first is usually the heaviest and thick-

est. The eye can easily tell when the practical end point

has been reached, since at that point, the froth appears

thin and lean.

In testing machines of other design, there is no quiet

pool in which to allow the froth to rise, but the froth forms

directly over the .swiftly swirling pulp in the agitator cell.

In order to separate the concentrates from the tailings the

impeller is stopped and a thin jiartition is inserted between

the froth and the pulp. Thus, the froth is formed under

unfavorable conditions and removed in an unscientific

manner. There are several ways in which results can eas-

ily be "salted," high or low, in this type of machine.

Furthermore, it does not duplicate commercial conditions.

The testing machine with the arrangement for continu-

ous froth removal will furnish data relative to the kind

of work that each cell of a commercial machine would

do under the same conditions, as follows

:

Assume the total length of time of agitation, or, total

length of time during which froth is removed, to be 5 min.

Then, the total froth formed and removed during the

first, second, third, fourth and fifth minutes respectively,

should be gathered in separate pans, weighed and assayed

separately. The information contained in this data will

indicate exactly the relative quantity and quality of con-

centrates which would be formed in the respective cells of

a commercial machine, under the same conditions.

This constitutes the most important single advantage of

this design. Ease of operation and handiness shoiild be

added to this, but these last two can be better appreciated

after one has run some tests in the machine. Now as to

the design in particular. In order to be able to determine

the best speed of agitation, it is necessary that we have sev-

eral speeds readily available when the testing work is be-

ing done.

In the sketches, it will be noticed that the method of

drive is by cone pulleys and belts. A much neater and
equally satisfactory drive is a small vertically mounted,

electric motor, connected with a rheo.stat in order to ob-

tain various speeds. But in many cases, the absence of

available current for such a connection, makes this in-

stallation undesirable or even impossible. Since testing

work of this character is often carried on in an operating

mill, the most convenient method of drive depends upon
the kind of power in the mill. If electric power be avail-

Hble or be used in the mill, the motor drive should be used.

The machine under discussion was designed to be used in

a mill where steam power is used, and other conditions

did not seem to advise the motor drive.

The sketch explains itself. The weight of the shaft, im-

peller and pulley is supported by the set collar, shown on

the upper end of the vertical shaft. One set collar only

is used, so that the .shaft can be lifted and changes or

adjustments made in the impeller. The impeller shown

on the end of the vertical shaft may be cut from a piece

of iV-in. sheet iron. The arms are bent in a direction

similar to the blades on an electric fan. However, fur-

ther attention should be given the bending of these arms.

The direction of revolution of the vertical shaft should be

traced out from the pulleys and belts, and the arms on the

impeller should be twisted so that the revolving impeller

will pull the pulp through the feed pipe directly under-

neath it. It is this lifting action which causes the efficient

circulation of the pulp, which must be in the direction of

the arrows in the cell sketch. The impeller can be fastened

to the end of the vertical shaft by threading the end and

using a nut above and below the impeller. The threaded

portion of the shaft which might stick out of the impeller

should be sawed off flush with the nut. This is done so

that the impeller may be brought as close to the bottom

of the agitator cell as desired. When in place the impeller

should clear the floor of the agitator by 14 in.

A convenient and satisfactory method of connecting the

pipe fittings under the cell is by means of electrician's

tape. An ordinary pipe union should not be used be-

cause there is a shoulder on it which necessitates the

spreading of the parts shown, when the connection is

made. The tape will not leak. When a test is being made,

the tee at the base of the flotation cell is closed with a

bushing into which has been driven a wooden plug. This

arrangement has the advantage of leaving no chamber
above it in which the pulp can settle. If a valve be used,

it can at best only be connected by a close nipple, and

this will leave a small chamber above the valve gate, into

which some of the pulp will settle during the test, and re-

(eive no treatment. Results will therefore be inaccurate.

The water should be connected close to the bottom of the

agitator cell, so as to wash the agitator out after each test

and supply water conveniently for further tests. The
steam should not be ]nped to the machine, since the steam

will create a great disturliance if introduced into the cold

pulp, if the pulp is relatively quiet. A much more satis-

factory way is to connect it to a short length of hose as

shown. AVhen the pulp is to be heated the impeller

should be running and the end of the hose should be

pushed under the surface of the pulp in the agitator cell.

If the steam is turned on under- these conditions, the

rapidly swirling pvd]) will cause the steam to enter silently,

and the rise in temperature can be well ob.served in the

front or spitzkasten. The particular charges of oil and

acid, which are to be used in a test, should be placed at

some convenient place as shown.

The cross-section of the cell shows its proportions, how
it is constructed and the flow of the pulp. There are usu-

ally enough pulleys, shafting, lumber and belting around a

mill, so that it is not necessary to order anything for this

machine except the cone pulleys. An ordinary millwright

or carpenter can construct the whole. If results'are sys-

tematically sought and the machine properly attended,

accurate and valuable results can be obtained from a

machine of this design.
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There have been siuh remarkable ehanges in the move-
ment of lead and zinc during the past year that it is

of special interest jnst now to give the figures of the

Dejiartment of Connnerce for the fiscal year ended June
.'30, which covers approximately a year of war conditions.

Iiipoicrs AND Exi'oitTs OF Lead

The imports and exports of lead for June and the

fiscal j'ear are reported as follows in short tons

:

Imports:
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The ipper view shows the Braden Copper Co.'s reduction works at Sewell. Chile. The name of the town was formerly
but was chanered to Sewell in March. 1915, in memory of the late president. Barton Sewell. The mines are about"

. ~ - ight. The chief features of interest in Sewell are: 1, penstock and high-pressure water
Molina
IV2 miles up Teniente Canon at the _____ __ _ _____^
line; 2. coarse-ore bins; 3, electric railroad to mine; 4, 5, 6, adits of teniente mine; 7, "crushing plant: S,' mill; 9, staff
house; 10, main office; 11, American townsite; 12, store and warehouse; 13. mechanical shops: 14, foundry; 15, laundry;
16. laboratory; 17, smeltery charge bins: 18. nodulizing cylinders; 19, dust chambers; 20, blast-furnace building; 21. con-
verter plant; 22, electrolytic building: 23, leaching plant: 24, sulphuric-acid plant: 25, roasting plant; 26, native quarters
and town. Farther up the hill, near the staff house, a modern hospital has been provided. The lower illustration is a closer
vie of the mill, which employs both gravity and flotation concentration.
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The upper view shows the sulphuric-acid plant which supplies acid for the flotation process and for the leaching
experiments. The lower vie'w shows the nodulizing cylinders in which the flotation concentrates are agglomerated to make
them suitable for blast-furnace charging.
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^aimifero^s Iroim Ores of ti

RamiE
>Y EnwAisD p. :\1('Caety'

SYNOPSIS—Orebodies occur lens-shaped avei-(uj-

ing 200 ft. ivide on the North Range and 126 ft.

on the South Range. North Range ores are

manganifei-ous, the South Range ores are not. Ores

are of secondary origin. A small tonnage is low

in phosphorus. A large tonnage is high-phosphorus

and can now only be used in mixtures to make

pig iron. Beneficiation is difficult and mechanical

washing and concentrating tests thus far show

only indifferent results. Magnetic separation

would reduce phosphorus hut could not separate

iron and manganese.

The iron and nianganetie orehodies of the Ciiyuna

range, Minnesota, are irregular in form though usually

lens-shaped. Both iron and manganese occur within

the same lens. These lenses may be broad, narrow, single

or double, and often parallel, separated by lean ore

material or barren rock. They stand at steep dips.

As to size great variation is to be noted. The ore-

bearing formation without doubt is continuous for many
miles, but the length of a single lens is not great. The

lenses of ore have a tendency to overlap. A rapid change

in the formation may caiise the pinching out of a lens.

Irregularities in the shape of the lens may make it appear

as though the lens had pinched out. This may be di;e

to the pitt-hing trough. Underground development alone

will show actual conditions. On the North Eange the

greatest width of lens does not exceed in all probability

.")00 ft. The average will i)e much less, not exceeding

>'i)0 ft. On the South Eange 125 ft. is nearer the

maximum width with an average of about 50 ft. It

is not likely that commercial ore will be found extending

to a great depth since ore concentration has taken place

from the top down. Perhaps 150 ft. dee}3 for the North

Range and 300 ft. deep for the South Range would be

a fair estimate for the average depth of merchantable

ore, having in mind the iron ore rather than the manganif-

crous ore.

The Cuyuna iron ores are mostly hydratcd liematites

of a red, brown, and black color, and in soiin^ cases

earthy in character. The urcs show high loss on

ignition. This is owing to the driving oif of tlic water

of crystallization and the decomposition of carbonates

that may be present. Such ores smelt readily. Some
of the ores are true hematites, especially the North Range
deposits. The brown and black ores are characteristic

of the South Range and are somewhat magnetic.

Manganiferous Ores of the North Range

The North Range contains areas of highly manganif-

erous ores so far lacking in the South Range. The
iron content of this ore averages about 55%. On
the South Range it is almost an invariable rule that the

highest percentage of iron is found in the ore near the

surface and the iron content decreases with increased

*Professor of mining. University of RUnnesot.i.

(lejith. This is also true, to a certain extent, on the

Ncn-th Range. Siliceous material is present in consider-

able quantities. ^Vliere the iron runs high the silica runs

lo«' and vice versa. With increased depth the silica

r,i])idl3' increases until the ore becomes too lean to be

merchantable. The average phosphorus content is high,

;iliout 0.30%. Present developments show a bessemer

iron orebody in only one 80-acre tract. The alumina

a\erages well for merchantable ore, although the ores

are slaty in ?i)laces ; little or no i^aint rock occurs. The
manganese presents an interesting phase relative to the

ores of the district.

On the North Range there exist orebodies carrying

25% manganese for part of a drill hole while the rest

of the hole may show little or no manganese. Many
drill holes average from (5 to 15%i manganese, while a

^hort distance from the hole the orebody shows very

little manganese. As a rule it follows the iron in a high

percentage near the surface, decreasing with depth. In

the general run of bodies the manganese will be less than

1%. In certain cases de\elopment shows a higher

]iercentage of manganese than that indicated by drill

lioles. As visual with manganese minerals the ore

formation is spotty.

The moisture content of the ores varies from 6 to

1-1% with an average of about 12%. The shape of the

orebodies and their relation to the adjacent rocks exclude

the idea of their being contemporaneous with the en-

closing rock. Their occurrence near the erosion surface

indicates a secondary development in the nature of a

concentration by meteoric waters. Iron carbonate was

undoubtedly present in the original iron-bearing rocks.

The Cuyuna orebodies therefore may contain some iron

carbonate where the weathering has been incomplete.

The manganiferous ores of the Cuyuna Range may be

classified into: (1) Low-phosphorus manganiferous iron

ore, and (2) high-phosphorus manganiferous iron ore.

The first class is made up of a small tonnage of

manganiferous ore low in phosphorus; that is, an ore

^^ liich is sufficiently high in manganese and of a character

suitable for the manufacture of spiegeleisen—the alloy

used for recarburizing in the bessemer process and to

some slight extent in the open hearth. Such ore is

found in one of the operating mines and to a small

extent elsewhere. The analysis is variable, but may be

taken at: Iron 44.25%; phosphorus .036%; manganese

10.50%; silica 18.25%; moisture 9.55%. Its tonnage,

however, is small. The layers containing this low-phos-

]'horus manganiferous iron ore will ultimately run into

stringers of material containing so much phosphorus

as to cause the orebody to pass into the high-phosphorus

manganiferous iron ore.

IIiGH-Pii()s|JiiORUS Ores

The second class consists of a considerable tonnage

of high-phosphorus manganiferous iron ore. It is difficult

to give to this class an average grade, but the table

on the following page gives some representative analyses.
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It is at once apjiaivnt that such ores vvoiikl have their

only use in mixture witli other ores in the manufacture

of pig iron, where tlie regular mixture does not carry

suflicient manganese. The present tendency of steel

makers is to increase the manganese charge in their ores.

Tlie presence of 1% manganese is desirable in basic iron

on account of the beneficial effects which this element

has with -respect to sulphur, ilany ores do not contain

sulticient manganese to make an iron containing as high

as \%. The ores carrying from 15 to !(>% manganese

ANALYSES BY PER CENT., DRY WEIGHT
Iron Phosphorus Manganese SiUca Alumina
46. S5 0.239 6,84 4. SO 3.66
48.39 0.314 7.02 6.07 2.35
40.85 0.273 15.24 3.21 2.91
38.74 0.262 16.23 3.21 2.91
51.16 0.2SS 6.61 6.07 2.35

could be used in making spiegeleisen, if the phosphorus

percentage was not so high. Spiegeleisen must contain

less than ji„ of 1% in phosphorus. If these ores were

smelted directly without any previous treatment, the re-

sulting product would be a high-phosphorus spiegeleisen,

varying in manganese from about 10%, for the low-

manganese ores, to about 22% for the liigher-manganese

ores.

In the smelting of manganiferous iron ores, it is

found that about three-fourths of the manganese will go

into the metal and one-fourth into the slag. All the

phosphorus, unfortunately, will remain with the metal.

Owing to the high phosphorus of these ores they are

unsuitable for spiegeleisen, and on account of the phos-

phorus content, they would naturally be graded as foundry

ores, except that the high manganese precludes the use

of such ores for foundry purposes.

Unmerchantable Low-(ii!ADE Ores

Owing to the low imn content these ores are not of

Uierchautable grade at this time, even if the phosphorus

and the manganese were in such pepceiitages as to admit

of their u-se as foundry ores or steel-making ores; such

ores could not be used in a furnace on a basis of 100%
of the charge on account of excess manganese.

According to Ledubur. an ore of the following com-

position is smelted in the Queen ilary steel plant in

Germany: Iron oxide 39.30%; manganese 10.48%;
silica 31.93%; alumina 11.84%; lime 0.37%; magnesia

l.iy%c; sulphur 0.04%; phosphorus 0.68%; loss on

ignition 9.00%. This ore is a siderite containing high

alumina and was, for the most part originally limonite.

ultimately decomposed into a siderite. Little of such

ore, however, has been utilized. It is to Ije noted that

the composition of this ore is much like that covered in

this class found on tlie Cuyuna Range. It is not to be

confounded under any conditions with the class of ores

called in the trade nuinganese ores." Such manganese

ores contain from 40 to 53% in manganese. Phosphorus

analyzes from .01 to .05%. The iron percentage varies

from 3 to 14. Manganese ore with percentages such as

these is marketed in various parts of the world. It is

to be noted that the percentage of phosphorus is low

and the percentage of manganese high.

In England an iron carbonate is used. It is usually

roasted before smelting. A typical analysis is as follows

:

Iron oxide 36.14%r : manganese 1.13%; silica 10.17%;

alumina 4.80%o ; lime 0.76%,; inagne.sia 0.94%o ;
sulphur

0.04%,; phosphorus 0.33%o ; moisture 3.53%c. From the

above analvsis it is at once seen that the phosphorus

is practically tlie same as that carried by the Cuyuna
Range ore, liut tlie iron is in tlie form of a siderite and
in no wise directly comi)arable.with the Cuyuna ore.

PliOliLKM OF Bk.XEFICIATION

Since tiie higii ])liosphorus manganiferous ore cannot
be smelted and treated at a profit without prior bene-

ficiation, the question at once arises. How maj^ such

beneficiation be done? Hy l)ciieliciation is meant the

increasing of the iron and manganese content or the

purifying of the mass by the removal of the phospliorus,

silica, sulphur, etc. Beneficiation along metallurgical

lines does not offer an inviting field. Hence resort must
be had to some mechanical treatment of the ore. Such
ore might be screen-sized, classified, washed in a log

washer, jigged, treated on reciprocating tables or magnet-

ically concentrated. Tests made so far have shown only

indifferent results.

ilagnetic concentration might aid in reducing the

phosphorus content, but cannot separate iron and

manganese. The phosphorus may exist in an iron ore,

or manganiferous iron ore, as on the Cuyuna Range, in

the form of several minerals, principally apatite (CaFCl.

CaJ'.Oi,) and vivianite (Fe3P,0,.,sH,0). In New
York, operating on a magnetic ore—note the Cuyuna ore

is a hematite—by fine grinding and magnetically con-

centrating the product, commercial apatite is formed as

a byproduct and a nonbessemer ore rendered bessemer.

In the Cuyuna ores the phosphorus exists in the form

of apatite in part only, crystals of apatite have been

found, Init the percentage of phosphorus is greatly in

excess of that carried by the apatite. It is a fair

assumption that much of the phosphorus is in the form

of vivianite or similar minerals. AVhen thus combined,

the iron and phosphorus cannot be separated magnet-

ically.

Present indications are not favoralile to beneficiating

Cuyuna ore l)y magnetic concentration alone.

Toxxages Developed

The tonnages and grade of high-phosphorus manganif-

erous ore so far developed on the Cuyuna Range is as

follows

:

ANALYSES BY PER CENT., DRY' WEIGHT
Iron and

Tons Iron Phosphorus Manganese Manganese
123,771 54.63 0.179 1.22 55.87

3,122,031 56.38 0.159 1.36 57.74

720.488 53.69 0.25S 3.53 57.22

644 750 50.85 0.350 4. 98 55.83
713,490 49.15 0.336 5.90 55.05
468,566 47.27 0.058 9.19 56.46
94S,S02 46.46 0.236 10.99 57.45

i 939 417 42.57 0.226 11.30 53.87
'4ns, S7S 39.27 0.090 15.45 54.72
1X3 716 43 26 0.156 15.96 59.22

100,000 30.82 0.070 21.93 52.75

The total as shown above amounts to 9,373,909 tons

of such ore. Without question further drilling will

increase this tonnage, but the fact remains that the

General character of such ore has been established and

the value, whether materially increased or not, is practic-

ally settled. Alany erroneous statements have been made

at different times relative to these manganiferous ores,

and until recently a correct knowledge of them had not

been acquired.

Nothing has been said about ferromanganese whicli

was of such interest a few months since. There is no

ore on the Cuyuna Range from which fernuiiangane.se

may be manufactured. A small tonnage of s[)iegeleisen

can be produced.
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It should be borne in mind that the consumption of

ferronianganese is increasing in the United States, as

the making of openhearth steel increases, while the use

of spiegeleisen is decreasing as its principal role is that

of a recarburizing agent in the bessemer process of steel

manufacture.

The Minnesota School of Klines Experiment Station

has in press a bulletin entitled "PreliminarA" Concentra-

tion Tests on Cviyuna Ores.'' This publication takes up

the treatment of the ores with considerable detail and

deals especially with log washing and jigging tests. A
chapter is devoted to the manganiferous ores.

IiEaes §tiiii^®es

s

Special CoiMiEspoxDEXi'E

At the American mine, Diorite, Mich., J. R. Thompson,

manager and part owner, has devised a novel method for

removing the water from a large swamp which lies above

some of the mine's ore deposits. The swamp is about 2 mi.

in length and 1 mi. in width, containing a great deal of

water, and it was feared that if it ever came into the work-

ings in large quantities it would cause trouble. To get rid

of the water was considered quite a problem, but Mr.

Thompson did some figuring and believed that he could

solve it. He had a diamond-drill company put down sev-

eral holes in the swamp, to find how close the ledge was to

surface, which would give some idea of the amount of

water that the swamp held. The drills showed that the

ledge varied from about TO to 125 ft. below surface. On
top there was about 10 ft. of black muck, with quicksand

and gravel below. The diamond-drill firm was asked to

put down several 8-in. holes to the gravel, but its engineer

stated that the task would be too great, as the quicksand

would cause diificulties. ilr. Thompson then undertook

the work himself, putting down the first pipe a distance

of 7() ft. in three days after the tripod was rigged up. The

pipe was not touched with a hammer. It was simk by

turning, forcing air down the inside at the same time.

When the pipe was bottomed in the gravel the air caused

the water to shoot to surface. This pipe is now producing

about 1000 gal. per min. Since that time five more pipes

have been put down, some of them reaching a depth of over

100 ft. One went through the gravel, being put down
deeper than any of the others, and no water is now flowing

from it. An attempt was made to blast it off higher up,

but without success. One of the other pipes is also in-

active. The four that are now working are sending about

5000 gal. per min. to surface. Two of the pipes are 10 in.

in diameter, but they do not give any better results than

the 8-in. pipes. This system of an air-lift has lowered the

water level in that huge swamp over 20 ft. during the short

time that it has been in operation. \Yhen most of the

water is out, a drift will be extended from the 140-ft. level

of the mine and a 3500-gal. centrifugal pump installed

to care for any water that comes into the swamp later on.

The method is very cheap, as the pipes need no attention

after they get in operation. Some idea of the force of the

water can be gained from the fact that granite rocks

weighing as much as 8% lb. were brought to surface

through one of the pipes. The water coming from below

runs into a ditch that was made by using dynamite and

forms quite a sizable stream. The principal of the air-

lift is quite old, but we do not ki'ow that it has ever

been applied to this kind of work before.

A publication of considerable interest to the metal-

mining districts of the United States has just been issued

hy the Bureau of Mines, under the title, "Rules and

Regulations for Metal Mines." It is to be known as Bul-

letin 75 and the authors are W. R. Ingalls, J. Parke Chan-

ning, James Douglas, James R. Finlay, and John Hays
Hannuond.

The aiiove connnittee was originally ajjpointed at

a meeting of the American Mining Congress at Denver,

Colo., in Xovember, 1906, and its object was the drafting

of a modern law governing quarrying and metalliferous

mining which could be recommended to the several states

for adojition, in the hope that the passage of such a uni-

form law liy the mining states would tend to lower the

number of fatal and serious accidents.

AVhen the committee took up its work, it found that

Colorado, Missouri, Montana and New York were the

only states that had enacted mining laws of broad scope

ii]iplicable to other than coal mines. California, Arizona.

Idaho, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota. Xevada, Xew Mex-
ico, Xorth Carolina, Oregon, South Dakota. Tennessee.

Utah, AVashington, and Wyoming were found to have

statutes pertaining to metalliferous mining, but with few

and incomplete safety ju'ovisions.

This committee of the American Mining Congress did

considerable work along this line and made a number of

reports. In April, 1911, Dr. Joseph A. Holmes, Director

of the Bureau of Mines, invited the committee to serve

as a committee of that bureau with the idea of

preparing a final draft of a law, and this invitation was
accepted.

Starting with a composite of existing laws, the com-

mittee by successive stages endeavored to work out a gen-

eral law tliat would embody the best mining thought of

the day, be in accord with approved modern mining prac-

tices, and yet at the same time be effective and practical

in operation, not merely a collection of rules and regu-

lations to be disregarded or enforced at will. The com-

mittee in discussing its report says

:

"We have found that a great deal of interest and atten-
tion among mine operators has been awaPcened by our ad-
vocacy of improved means for promoting safety in mining.
However, we are under no iUusion that our recommendations
will be immediately and generally adopted. We consider our
work to be especially of aducational character rather than
anything else. It will be useful in three main ways, we
think, as follows:

"1. As a basis for State legislation.
"2. As a basis for private systems of inspection.
"3. As a collection of simple rules for the guidance of

everybody engaged in mining.
"Since the publication of our first report several States

have adopted new mining laws and amended their old ones.

In this connection our code has served some purpose; for

example, in the drafting of the laws that now stand on the

books of the states of Nevada and Arizona. We do not ex-

pect that any state will at once adopt all of our recommen-
dations, especially those that are essentially of legal char-

acter. We offer them as what we think ought to be and hope
some day will be.

"Since our first publication, furthermore, most of the min-
ing companies of consequence have adopted inspection sys-

tems or have at least framed codes of safety rules, which
have been based to a large extent on our code, notably so in

the case of the Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Co. This tendency, in

fact, has become one of the most important phases in the

national movement for 'Safety First.' This is the gratifying

consummation that we had in mind. Unquestionably, also, the

widespread adoption of state laws providing compensation
for injured workmen has helped the safety movement by
making accident prevention worth while.
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"We consider, however, that the chief usefulness i/f the

code of rules that we have formulated will be to small

operators, who frequently engage in unsafe practices without
knowins that they are unsafe or without thinking abi/Ut the

matter at all. There is a reasonable hope that our report

will be of educational value to all mining operators.
"The act that wp have drafted may be regarded from two

angles—from the legal and from the technical. With respect

to the latter we have had in mind the conditions and prac-

tice of mining existing and prevailing in the several parts of

I he I'nited States. In our treatment of the matter from the

legal standpoint, in which we have had the advice of good
lawyers, we have refused to clothe the inspector of mines
with the optional powers that are given to him under the

laws of many of the British colonies, and also we have re-

fused to convey to him the sweeping power that is given
to health inspectors in some of our own states.

"The code of mining rules that has been finally drafted by
the committee is the coordination of the experiences, opinions,

and suggestions of a great man>' men who have been associated

with the committee in an advisory capacity and as directly

employed aids. The former have included many engineers
actively engaged in practice, members of professional socie-

ties, and members of the bar; the latter have included mem-
bers of the regular staff of the Bureau of Mines and of the
personal staffs of members of the committee. The committee
has sought to obtain many points of view and to summarize
many experiences. The draft that has been prepared is not
offered as the last word upon this subject. There are many
phases of this subject with which the committee has been
unable to deal thoroughly. Thus the committee confesses its

inability to formulate at the present time adequate rules

covering the Important subject of ventilation of mines. Simi-
larly there are many practices in opencut mining, by steam
shovels, etc., regarding which the committee has felt unable
to formulate rules. We feel, however, that the rules so far as
prescribed may advantageously be applied to open mining
whether it be simple quarrying or the extraction of metal-
liferous mineral, as well as to underground mining."

Tiie twentieth annual meeting; of the Lake Superior

Mining Institute will be held on Sept. 6, 7 and 8, 1915, as-

sembling at Ishpeming, Mieh.

A first-aid contest will be held ilonday morning, Sept.

6. In the afternoon automobiles will be taken for a trip

over the range, visiting tlie following mines: Norrie

firoup, Newport, Colby and Wakefield. The Wakefield

i-^ the new property opened by the M. A. Hanna Co. and

is described in a paper by AV. C. Hart. Stops will also be

made at other mines en route. A business session will be

held at the New Central High School at 7 : 45 p.m. Trains

will leave for the Cuyuna at 11 p.m., arriving at Crosby,

Minn., at 7 : 30 a.m. Breakfast will be served on the

dining oars from 6 a.m. Cars will be provided to take

the party to the following mines: Croft, Thompson, Ar-

mour No. 1 and No. 2," Kennedy, Pennington, Mahnomen,
ilille Lacs, Iron ilountain, Sultana and Hill Crest. This

is the first visit of the Institute to the Cuyuna Eange. An-
other business session will be held in the evening, and
trains will leave for Minneapolis at 11 p.m.

On Wednesday the party will be met at the train by a

special committee of the ilinneapolis Civic and Commerce
Association. Automobiles will be provided for a visit to

the Minnesota School of ]\Iines. Luncheon will be served

at the Minnikahda Club at 1 p.m. and after luncheon the

party will visit the State Fair.

Following is a partial list of papers to be presented dur-

ing the laeetiiig: "Sheet-Ground Mining in the Joplin

District. ^Missouri,'"' by Edwin Higgins, mining engineer,

'Bureau of Klines, Ironwood, Alich. ; "Rock-Drifting in the

:VIorris-Lloyd iline, JIarquette Range," by J. E. Hayden,
mining engineer, Ishpeming, j\Iich. ; "Sinking of the

'A'oodbury Shaft at the Newport Mine, Gogebic Range,"

by ,J. M. Broan, mining engineer, Ironwood, Mich.:

"Mining Methods on the Gogebic Range," hy Messrs. Os-

car OLson, Frank Blackwell, O. M. Schaus, Committee;

"A Survey of the Developments and Operations in the

Cuyuna Iron Ore District of Minnesota," by Carl Zapffe,

geologist, Brainerd, Minn.; "'The Mining School of the

Cleveland-Clift's Iron Co.," by C. S. Stevenson, director,

educational department, Ishpeming, Mich.; "(i routing

at the Francis Mine Shaft of the Cleveland-Cliffs Iron

Co.," by John R. Reigart, assistant superintendent,

Princeton, Mich.; "New Stock-Pile Trestle, Colby Iron

Mining Co.," by G. S. Barber, superintendent, Bessemer,

Mich.; "Opening of the Wakefield Jline," by W. C. Hart,

.superintendent, Wakefield, Mich.; "The Use of Gunite

in a Steel Shaft and in an Underground Pump-House on

the Gogebic Range," by Steven Royce, general engineer,

Hurley, Wis.

Cws^tsEtiSi IRaimg© ToKauaag® f©s° 119'SS

BliAlNKIiD CoHliKSl'OXUENCE

Under present expectations the Cuyuna Range will ship

1,075,000 tons in the 1915 season. This estimate is based

on ainiuunced ore sales and other definite factors. Of

this tonnage the Soo Line will haul fully 80%, the re-

mainder going via the Northern Pacific. Detailed tabu

lation is as follows:

•Armour Xo. 1 . . . .

Armour No. 2 . . . .

Adams
Barrows
Brainerd-Cuyuna .

Croft
Cuyuna-Mille Lacs
Cuyuna-Duluth . . .

Hill Crest .

.

'.

Iron Mountain . . .

tKennedy
Mahnomen
•Meacham
Pennington
Rowe
Rowley
Sultana
Thompson
Wilcox

Expected
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hp. boilers furnishing power for hoisting and for operat-

ing the auxiliary pumps. At the Eowe mine, Eiverton,

electrically operated pumps have served admirably in

furnishing water for the hydraulicking operrtions, which

are now practically completed.

Special Corhespondence

The Tough Oakes Co. in Kirkland Lake, which has

received so much publicity on account of the financial

mazes through which its promoters have carried it, i.s

again in the limelight because of an endeavor to have the

English company liquidated.

There are two companies of the same name, one English

and the other Canadian, the former having contracted to

purchase the stock of the Canadian company through the

agency of the Kirkland Lake Proprietary, which is also an

English company. The Proprietary and the English

Tough Oakes were promoted by the same people, and in

the process of transferring the stock a substantia! com-

mission was obtained by the Proprietary company.

The English Tough Oakes Co. sold stock to the extent

of £200,000, and of this amount only £45,000 was paid

to the Canadian company. The balance of £1.5.5.000 was

practically all loaned to several companies in which the

promoters of the English company and the Proprietary

held control, and the stock of these various companies was

given as security for the loans, x^fter the war broke out

it was impossible for the English company to realize on

any of these securities—some of which did not have any-

thing very substantial behind them—so that the con-

tracts with the Canadian company could not be carried

out. A petition was presented in the English courts asking

for the winding up of the English Tough Oakes Co.,

and this petition was supported by holders of 20,500

shares, while those opposing the petition represented 155,-

000 shares.

The judge ordered the petition to stand over pending
the hearings of the actions in the Kings Bench Division,

and also ordered the company to use its best endeavors to

collect the moneys owing.

'$.

FSfstt^ASdl M©©tl
In view of the great interest manifested by first-aid

teams from mining colleges in the third annual joint field

meet to be held in San Francisco, Sept. 23 and 24, by the

United States Bureau of Mines, the American Mine Safety

Association and the California Metal Producers' Associa-

tion, the rules committee has withdrawn the restrictions

against the participation of such teams in the meet.

The ruling previously made tliat only teams from bona-

fide mining, smelting and milling companies should be

admitted to the interstate contests of Sept. 24, hereby

restricting teams from mining colleges to participation

in the demonstrations of Sept. 23, has been modified to

provide that such teams and teams from state departments

or other institutions interested in safety in mining, but

not concerned in mine operation, may compete among
themselves on the 24th for a special prize for the most
proficient team from an educational institution.

The United States Circuit Court of Appeals handed

down a decision reversing the judgment of the trial court

in the case of Albert Freeman, who, with Julian Haw-
thorne and Dr. William J. Morton, was convicted of using

the mails in a scheme to defraud investors in mining

stocks, and sentenced to serve a term of five years' im-

prisonment in the xitlanta penitentiary. In reversing

the judgment the Appellate Court orders a new trial for

Freeman.

Hawthorne and Doctor ^lorton did not appeal, and since

the trial they have served their sentences.

The appeal was granted on the ground that two dif-

ferent judges could not hear the same case. While the

trial of Freeman, Hawthorne, and Doctor Morton was

under way in the Criminal Branch of the Federal District

Court, Judge Charles M. Hough, who was presiding,

was taken suddenly ill, and then, in accordance with a

stipulation entered into by District Attorney ^larshall

for the Government and counsel for the defendants, the

trial was continued and finished before Judge Julius ^1.

Mayer.

Later, on a motion, irregularities concerning the jury

were brought to Judge flayer's notice.

Freeman was convicted in March, 1912, and in asking

for a new trial asserted that one of the trial jurors was

disqualified because as a Grand Juror he had previously

investigated the Hawthorne Silver & Iron Mining enter-

prises. Freeman further asserted that three of his wit-

nesses were intimidated and threatened with prosecu-

tion if they crossed the Canadian border to swear to the

accuracy of thtir reports whi(-h were used in the sale of

minins^f stock.

flffli a9n4
The revised statement of the Director of the ^lint shows

that the production of gold and silver in the United States

during 1914 was actually considerably in excess of the

preliminary estimate published last January. The pro-

duction of the precious metals in 1914 therefore compares

with that of 1913 as follows:

1913 1914 Changes
Gold, value $S!i,S84,400 $94,531,800 I. $5,647,400
Silver, fine oz ti6,S07,500 72,455,100 I. 5,653,600

The corrected totals exceed the earlier estimate for 1914

by $1,708,300 gold and 4,525,400 oz. fine silver. The ap-

proximate value of the silver produced in 1914 was $39,-

71 3,365, at the average price of the year.

%
ISi^2'®si-afl of Maim©© C^2° Sclhi®<fi^Ie

The Bureau of Mines Denver Car No. 2, J. H. East in

tharge, will follow the following schedule for the next

10 days:

Arrive Leave
Bisbee, Ariz .Sept. 5 Sept. 7
Clltton, Ariz Sept. 7 Sept. 9
Globe, Ariz Sept. 9 , Sept. 11
Los Angeles, Calif Sept. 12 Sept. 13
San Francisco, Calif Sept. 14

H
The Sliaivlnleuu I<:ieotro-Products Co., Baltimore, I.Id.. will

erect a plant tor the manufacture of calcium carbide, accord-
ing to report.
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The spirit of speiailation tliat lias oiue more over-

taken our people is naturally developinj;- an activity in the

niining-stoek exehanges of New York and the interior,

or the semblanee of such. Already there are reports

of scandals and of operations that are attracting the at-

tention of the authorities. The latter should be on the

alert, else the work they did in cleaning up the criminal

dirt that accumulated during the boom of 11)06-7 and soon

afterward will be undone.

Now let us have a clear understanding of what the con-

ditions are. Almost all branches of business are specu-

lative, mining being so neither more nor less than any

other. Utah Copper Co., for example, exemplifies an

enterprise in which millions of money were expended in

developing a huge deposit of copper ore. During the de-

velopment period there was speculation as to how large

the ore deposit would prove, whether the estimates of

grade would be verified, whether unforeseen difficulties in

the extraction and beneficiation of the ore would crop out,

etc. There were violent controversies over some of those

matters. After the lapse of nearly 10 years the disputes

have disappeared, the position of Utah has been estab-

lished, investment in its shares has come to be regarded

as safer than investment in New York City real estate.

Yet there is still speculation in them. The market for

copper, the policy of the management, the possibilities of

progress in the arts of mining and metallurgy—all consti-

tute factors that affect value and afford opportunity for

speculation than which nothing is more legitimate.

Another kind of speculation in mining is equally legi-

timate and is indeed the mainstay of the mining industry.

This is the venturing of capital in looking for mines,

in making mines. In this the chances for loss are greatest

and conversely the chances for big returns are correspond-

ingly large. Such speculation is usually undertaken pri-

vately by a small group of persons, or by a larger group

through the medium of an exploration company. The
public is seldom invited to participate, nor should it be.

and there is no need for the listing of stock upon an ex-

change. AVhen a mine has been brought to some degree

of success its shares become more and more distributed.

Private trading is followed naturally by public trading

on the curb, and finally the stock goes upon the New York

Stock Exchange, the great market of the country.

To this legitimate business in mining the so-called

"business" on the minor exchanges bears about the same

relation that the betting ring of a race course does to a

trading place for commodities. The prime function of

those exchanges is the gambling in things that do not

mean anything, in pieces of paper, in mere names. Almost

everywhere in the United States the faro bank, the

roulette wheel, the pool room have been exterminated. The

]nanagers of the "mining-stock exchanges" say that they

are doing "business," their dealers and lookouts and cap-

pers call themselves brokers and the police are impotent

against them. Kecentlv the brokers of the exchange in

Salt Lake City suspended a regular session in order to

congregate in the so-called Gold Eooni of the Connnerciaj

Club in order to do honor to a notorious exponent of the

black art who was warmly welcomed and feasted, for was he
not going to foster a boom in Alta stocks? Try to imagine

the brokers of the New York Stock Exchange doing that

In fact nearly all of these stock exchanges of the interior

are cheap, contemptible. Wo are disposed to have most
respect for the San Francisco exchange merely for the

reason that there is no pretense that the dealing in Com-
stock shares is anything liut gambling. A considerable

portion of the i)0])ulation of San Francisco wants to

gamble and the authorities are willing to permit them
to do so under the guise of doing business, although they

will not permit ordinary gaml)ling. Moreover, the San
Francisco brokers, satisfied with their regular clientele,

make no attempt to inveigle unwary widows living in

Vermont.

Reports from the West are to the effect that "mining
brokers everywhere who have the best interests of the min-
ing industry at heart are taking an active part in the

proposed organization of a National Alining Brokers As-

sociation." AVhen the prospectus gets to us we shall like to

ask when did the "mining brokers"' anywhere ever have

the "best interests of the mining industry at heart"?

"The pioneer democrat had the backwoods and the In-

dian to figiit. He won. He thought very well of himself

in consequence. So his brains went raw. Raw, ready

brains sufficed for his needs and emergencies. With an ax,

a gun, a vote and some patent meuicine, he survived. This

greatly reinforced his initial generalization that 'one man
was as good as another." A^ery despotic was this son of lib-

erty in his backwoods. His notion of liberty was that

everybody was free to agree with Jiiiii.

"Before we came into the world, the times were filled

with phrases. Our birthday was celebrated by a phrase

:

All men are created equal. Into the Declaration of In-

dependence Jefferson, a slaveholder, wrote this and all

the signers signed it; and thus phrases and falsehood

were made bone of our bone and flesh of our ficsh. They
essayed to reconcile equality and slavery by explaining that

negroes were not exactly men.

"But you cannot continue to swallow a contradiction

like slavery and equality for very long, without important

results to your mental integrity. You never can substitute

rhetoric for reality without important results to your

brain. You cannot fight trained armies with rhetoric ; and

so the English burned Washington. The AVar of 1812,

however, taught nothing to our phrase-mongers in Con-

gress and elsewhere. We continued to be the 'land of the

free,' and to boast about our 'glorious institutions and

destiny.' We spoke of Europe's 'effete despotism' ; we .said,

'Uncle Sam had a farm for everybody'; and our public

oracles from Jefferson to Bryan continued to build com-

monwealths with hot air.
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"Thus cherishing the equality and slavery lie, and thus

nourishing our Optimistic Fallacy with phrases which

our easy success in the backwoods seemed to validate, we

acquired our instinct to look away from any reality that

fell short of squaring with the Optimistic Fallacy, any

truth that refused to combine agreeably with it. From
all such unpleasant facts, political and social, all facts that

grated on the Optimistic Fallacy, we turned our eyes so

quickly and so hard, that our national sincerity ended by

acquiring a perpetual squint. Slavery was abolished—we
know at what cost—but the four years' struggle of true

national conscience, while it exalted a generation forever,

could not undo the work of the 60 or 70 preceding years

;

the squint went on, it- had become chronic. In great

things, as in small, we hid behind phrases ; changing the

words satisfied us just as well as if we had thereby changed

the facts. For instance, 'first' and 'second' class couldn't

be painted on railroad cars; all passengers, being Amer-

icans, were equal; it would be 'un-American'; but paint

'Pullman' on a car, and everybody was satisfied.

"Under a great shock we see straight. If clumsily, still

we are strugglLag for social justice. Our business honesty

has improved. Perhaps we shall be cured of our squint

without a surgical operation. Perhaps Uncle Sam may
escape the fall he seems to be riding for; but if this is to

be the case, we must see straight and keep ourselves right-

minded on small as well as great occasions."

The foregoing paragraphs are composed from sentences

selected and strung together from an article by Owen
Wister in the Atlantic Monthly for June, 1915. Th'iy

seem to us to reflect sharply the failing from which the

welfare of our country has suffered more than is com-

monly comprehended. To such ideas as are therein ex-

posed are traceable our muddling in military affairs;

for example, in the Spanish-American War; our incompe-

tency and waste that are most glaringly displayed in our

municipal government, our ridiculous inefficien(y in run-

ning our post office, and the harassing of our railways

and great industrial corporations. Only exceptionally

have we collectivel}' done any great work well—the build-

ing of the Panama Canal being the brightest example

—

and when that has happened it has been for the reason

that we have turned it over to an expert and kept our

hands off. Probably if the Post-Oftice Department were

turned over to Colonel Goethals in a similar way he would
soon renovate it and run it as a well-organized business.

In our private and corporate aft'airs we have suffered

largely from the same kind of inefficiency, although we
have had such wonderfully rich resources to deal with

that the results of disgraceful blundering have been

dwarfed by the big returns that often have come in spite

of ourselves. In late years we have begun to emancipate
ourselves—at least our leaders have. A new spirit has per-

vaded us. Yet it has aroused the opposition of a large part

of the people who would have us stick to the wastefulness

of the corner-store retailer who nmst be protected in the

competition which meant the survival only of the fittest.

The labor leaders have consistently opposed everything

savoring of scientific management.
In mining we have had similar experiences. The back-

woodsmen operated lead mines in Missouri and Wisconsin,

pick in one hand, rifle in the other, made something out

of them and acquired the theory that anybody lould run a

mine—a theory that obtained until very recently. In

manv districts the ores sticking out among the grass roots

were so rich and so easily won that indeed anybody could

run such a mine, whether most advantageously or not Is

another matter. But since we have had recourse to the de-

posits of low-grade ore, involving engineering as a neces-

sity, there has been another story.

The shock produced by the outbreak of the Great War
has opened the eyes of America to many of its inefficien-

cies, has brushed away many false ideas. The hunters

of the money devil who wanted to have the stock exchanges

and commodity exchanges closed for being gambling hells

saw them closed and the business of the country halted

thereby, and having gained their wish voiced no opposition

when they reopened. The trust-baiters ceased from
blatherskiting and rejoiced over the efficiency that the

great corjjorations exhibited in holding up the shattered

props of our industries and later in reaching out into the

foreign markets. But most impressive of all has been

the lessons that Germany has been teaching the world, not

only in warfare but also in peaceful sciences and arts. We
shiver at the thoughts of what would happen if America

had to match her ingenuit}' and power against the German
kind of efficiency and organization.

D U. S. B. M.
The appointment of Vannoy H. Manning to the direc-

torship of the Bureau of Mines comes as a great relief

from the apprehensions of what might have been. No
longer have we to dread the shadow of the walking-dele-

gate or of any of the friends of Brother Wilson, who
presides over the Labor Department.

The leadership of the United States Bureau of Mines

demands administrative ability above anything else. Our
ideal for the directorship is a mining engineer of attain-

ment and professional recognition, and administrative

ability. But, alas ! that ideal, like most ideals, is extra-

ordinarily difficult of realization.

Mr. Manning is not a mining engineer, but he possesses

executive ability. During the long illness of Doctor

Holmes, when he was acting director, he won golden words

of praise, not only for his administration, but also for his

fine loyalty to his incapacitated chief and the ingenuous

effacement of himself. It is always a good sign when
a man's assistants support his promotion and work for it.

Mr. Planning was the choice of the U. S. B. M. staff.

The Journal joins not only in the congratulations to

Mr. Manning, but also to the President for making so

good an appointment and to the mining industry' for hav-

ing a good man put at the head of the bureau that is so

directly concerned with the welfare of all miners.

IiffispSB'Sitioia Motes
The Inspiration engineers are working out some highly

interesting problems, both in mining and metallurgy. The
mill is now treating about 2700 tons of ore per day, and

it is expected that it will be doing about 7000 tons by

Nov. 1. After that everything depends upon getting

the mine ready to deliver the enormous quantity of 1-4.000

tons of ore per day. That tonnage is indeed .exceeded

.
by far at Bingham, but that is a steam-shovel operation.

Inspiration is going to hoist it through two shafts, 105 ft.

apart. We may be in error, but we think that the achieve-

ment of this will be unprecedented. That it will be done

there is no doubt. It is only a question of time.
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111 tlie Miami smeltery the Anaeoiida metallurgists,

under the direction of Doctor • Kicketts, have also cut

loose from all precedents. Here is the first modern

plant witli no dust chambers. The Cottrell system is the

sidjstitute. The reverberatory furnaces—oil fired—are

working upon an exceptionally rich charge—33% copper.

Tliey make more than 100 tons of copper per furnace per

(]ay, which is as much copper as there is slag. The slag

runs 12 to 14% in alumina. In the flotation concentrates

there appears to be an enrichment of alumina.

The ]\[iami smelting jjlant was put in operation with-

out a hitch. This is the modern American way of doing

things, and especially is it the way of the Anaconda

metallurgists. The report is becoming so common that

it will soon cease to attract any attention. Nevertheless

the feat, although often repeated, reflects great credit

upon the engineers who perform it.

It is said that spelter will be made from calamine at

Doiiora, Penn., as early as Oct. 1. If that be done the

engineers of the Steel Corporation will surpass all previ-

ous records in zinc-smelting construction. However, they

have every incentive to be swift, and every facility is

being given them. Construction work is being carried on

by night as well as by day, and it is said that this job has

precedence among all of those that the Steel Corporation

has in hand.

^Y THE WAY

In the opinion of a British officer, the best soldier is the

miner. He is strong in the back, used to cramped

positions, familiar with danger and explosions, and is said

to put two and two together much quicker than men from

other trades. This has been recognized by the Canadian

military authorities, who have sent out a special appeal

to all the mining camps for men for the proposed pioneer

battalion.

Alta and Emma Copper on the curb had their prices

more than cut in half on Aug. 25. From 86c. the day be-

fore Alta was driven down to 30, closing at 42, and Emma
from 88 vanished to 28, with a comeback to 43. This

disaster, according to curb market gossip, was a heavy

thrust at George tTraham Kice. According to the New
York Sun, Emma and Alta have been his two favorite

mediums of speculation for some time. Since his return

to the curb it has been common rumor that a group of

sharpshooters as clever in their way as Eice once was in

his have been gunning for him. The Aug. 25 drive

was said to be their great coup. The stocks came back

the following day with a modest degree of recuperative

power, closing five or six points higher than on the day

before, after bad breaks during the day. George Graham
Rice at the close of the day smilingly reported that there

was nothing in the stories that the gunners had hurt

him, and to prove his triumph readily exhibited a fat

bank roll with several bills of high denomination. The
fall in the stocks, it was said, was a drive by the loan

brokers. Other Curb Market experts attribute it to Eice

himself, who is an old hand in such operations.

The late .Jacob Langi'lolli, who at the time of his death,

Aug. 14, 1914, was ideiitillcd with many important min-

ing enterprises, besides being chairman of the Board of

Directors of the American Metal Co., left, as part of his

$5,000,000 estate, tin; foUowiug securities, according to

the appraisal of the state controller Just published: 4300
shares in the American Metal Co., appraised at $1,204,-

000; 3000 shares of the F. W. Woolworth Co., preferred,

$324,000 ; 2000 shares of the common stock of the same
corporation, $168,000; 3350 shares of the Studobaker

Corporation preferred, $190,350; 2520 shares of the com-
mon stock of the same company, $70,560; 600 shares of

the iletallbank und .Mctallurgische Gesellschaft. $]8(i,000;

11,400 shares of the Miami Copper Co., $171,000; 3430
shares of the Granby Consolidated Mining, Smelting and
Power Co., $162,810; 4500 .shares of the Nichols Copper
Co., $135,000 ; and 750 shares of Sears, Roebuck & Co.,

common, $109,040. and 300 shares of the preferred stock

of the same concern, $36,000. The bond holdings of the

estate included: Philippine Island Government, $50,000;
the Nichols Copper Co., $175,000; Mexican Petroleum
Co., $55,500 ; and the State of New. York, $26,750.

Dividends disbursed in August, 191."), by 23 United
States mining companies making public reports amount
to $3,637,387, as compared with $1,830,362 in August,
1914. Industrial and holding companies allied to mining
paid $18,191,785 as compared with $11,617,745 a year ago,

although it might be claimed that Amalgamated $3.77

United States Mining Companies Situ

Alaska Treadwell, E Ah

Bunker Hill Co
Cal.-il.inia, l.s.i'....:

Clianipion, c

Chief. S.I..

Con. Interstate Callalian, :

Eagle & Blue Bell, g.s.l...

Golden Cvcle, g
Hecla. l.s

Homestake, g. . . .

Jim Butler, g.s. , .

Mohawk, c Mich.
.\riz.Mii

May Day, g.s.l Uta
Prince Con, g Utah
Shattuck Arizona, e .Ariz.

Success, z. . . Ida.
United Verde, c.

.

Ariz.
Wasp No. 2, g S. D.
WelHngton, g.. Colo.
Yellow Pine, I.z.s Nev.

Iron, Industrial and Holding Companies Situation

Amalgamated, c Mont.
Amalgamated, c Mont.
Camtiria, i Penn.
International Nickel, pfd N. J.

St. Mary's Mineral Land Mich.
U. S. Steel, pfd U.S.
White Knob Cop. & Dev. Co Calif.

Canadian, Mexican and Central American
Companies Situation

Coniagas, s Ont.
Dominion Stetl Can.
Granby, o Ont.
HoUingcr, g Ont.
Lucky Tiger, g.s Mex.
Seneca-Superior, s Ont.

distribution was a return of capital rather than a divi-

dend. Canadian and Mexican companies paid $799,989,

as compared with $563,506 a year ago.

The totals for the first eight months of the year are

as follows: Mining companies, $40,691,163, as against

$42,410,582 in 1914; metallurgical and holding com-

panies, $54,825,758, as against $56,167,506 in 1914;

Canadian and Mexican mines, $5,297,740, as against

$12,064,368 in 1914. The accompanying table shows

details of the month's payments.

Per Share
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The International Engineering Congress is a serious ef-

fort on the part of the five societies under whose auspices it

is conducted to give to the profession and the world at

large something of real professional value in the shape of a

clear statement of present practice in all branches of engi-

neering in the different countries of the world. The work

of securing, editing and publishing the Transactions of the

congress is enormous and is being performed purely as a

labor of love. The officers and members of the committee

of management representing the five societies guarantee

the expense, and the price of the publications has been

fi.xed just high enough to cover the actual cost of clerical

work, printing and binding, on an assumption of member-

ship which before the outbreak of the European war, was

extremely conservative.

While the war and the resultant conditions, even in

neutral countries, have greatly reduced the anticipated

enrollment of members, they have not resulted in a pro-

[ortionate reduction in either the quality or the quantity

of the material offered for publication in the Transactions.

Sufficient papers have already been received to assure the

success of the congress and the value of the Transactions

;

hut in order that the congress should be the greatest pos-

sible benefit to the profession, it is essential that it should

enroll the greatest possible number of momliers.

W. A. Cattell.

San Francisco, Calif., Aug. 19, li)1.5.

isae»ess

To Mr. Nason's request for data on the differences in

assay value produced by variation in the fineness to which

the ore is crushed I give one example that may be of

value when correlated with other examples.

Some years ago in assaying a large number of samples

I found that the first "batch," run in duplicate, did not

cheek. I give the results on one sample that is typical

for the group. The ore was quartz, containing free gold

about 1 oz. of silver and 5% to 10% of sulphides. On
this ore the duty of a 1000-lb. stamp, taking iy2-in. feed

and crushing to 20-mesh, was four tons. For assaying,

the pulp was crushed to 100% through 100-mesh and

50% through 1.5ii-mesh. Results for the sample were:

First run—original, $18.60 ; check, $22.10. Second run

—

original, $31.90; check, $19.20.

The ore was then crushed to 100% through 150-mesh

and about 70% through 200-niesh and assayed with the

following results : Original, $20.35 ; check, $30.40.

It is my opinion that the variation in results was owing
to error in sampling a pulp that had not been crushed

to a uniform size. While the fact that the last set of

assays checks does not prove that the results are correct,

if we consider that the average of the first four is very

nearly the same value, and that a commercial assayer

obtained substantially the same result, it seems reasonable

to suppose that the true value was obtained.

Although I am not an expert assayer—my assaying for

the last six years having been confined to the assaying of

samples taken in the examination of mines, and my opin-

ion is therefore to be weighed accordingly— it has been

my experience that coarse crushing gives variable, but not

necessarily low results. I have never found that fine

crushing decrea.ses the assay value. If the pulp sample is

of reasonable size, I believe that the steel worn off the

crusher will be relatively small in amount and therefore

negligilile.

G. A. .TosLix.

Los Angeles, Calif., Aug. 20, 191.-,.

I NEW FATEHTS I

United States patent specifications listed below may be
obtained from "The Engineering and Mining Journal" at 25c.
t-ach. British patents are supplied at 40c. each,

AMALGAMATOR. Elmer W. Hoffman, Tulsa. Okla. (U.
S. No. 1.150,191; Aug. 17, 1915.)

BLAST FURNACE—Water-Cooled Valve. Luther L. Knox,
Avalon. Penn.. assignor to Knox Pressed & Welded Steel Co..
Pittsburgh, Penn. (U. S. No. 1,151,193: Aug. 24. 1915.)

BLAST-FURNACE CONSTRUCTION. Luther L. Knox, Ava-
lon, Penn., assignor to Knox Pressed & Welded Steel Co..
Pittsburgh, Penn. (U. S. No. 1,151,192; Aug. 24, 1915.)

CAR—Cinder or Hot-Metal Car. Edgar A. Weimer. Leba-
non, Penn. (U. S. No. 1,151,312; Aug. 24, 1915.)

CLASSIFIER. Albert E. Vandercook, Alameda, Calif., as-
signor to California Macvan Co., San Francisco, Calif. (U. S.
No. 1.151,137; Aug. 24. 1915.)

CONCENTRATING TABLE. Robert Hunter. Spokane.
Wash. (U. S. No. 1.151.466; Aug. 24, 1915.)

CRUSHER MANTLE. Ray C. Newhouse, Milwaukee, Wis,,
assignor to AUis-Chalmers Manufacturing Co., Milwaukee,
Wis. (U. S. No. 1,151.119; Aug. 24. 1915.)

DRILLS—Valve for Percussive Tools. William Clement,
Phillipsburg, N. J., assignor to Ingersoll-Rand Co., New York,
N. Y. (I'. S. No. 13.959, reissue; Aug. 10. 1915.)

ELECTRIC DEPOSITION of Metals by Fusion. Arthur
Percy Sti'ohmenger, Westminster, London, England, assignor
to Slaughter & Co., Ltd., London, Eng. (U. S. No. 13,970; Aug.
24, 1915.)

ELECTRIC FURNACE. James G. Marshall, Niagara Falls.
N. Y., assignor to Union Carbide Co., New York, N. Y. (U. S.
No. 1,149,203; Aug. 10. 1915.)

ELECTROLYTES—Process for Regenerating Electrolytes.
Oliver Curtis Martin and Frederick Jaeger, Perth Amboy, N.
J. IV. S. No. 1,140,522; Aug. 3, 1915.)

FELDSPAR—Treatment of Feldspar, Leucite, and the
Like. Franz A. Rodv and Harvev M. Burkey, Newark, N. J.

(U. S. Nos. 1,151,498 and 1,151,533; Aug. 24, 1915.)

LEACHING—Device for Treating Ores. James Alexander
Fleming, Globe, Ariz. (U. S. No. 1.150.669: Aug. 17. 1915.)

LE.ACHIN<1—Recovery of Cuprous Sulphide from Ores and
the Like. Raymond P. IBacon. Pittsburgh, Penn., assignor to
Metals Research Co., New York, N. Y. (U. S. Nos. 1.151,234 and
1,151,235; Aug. 24, 1915.)

MINE-CAR COUPLING. William Towers, Christopher, 111.,

assignor of fortv-flve one-hundredths to Roy Lockrldge.
Christopher, 111. Vu. S. No. 1.150.980: Aug. 24, 1915.)

MINING MACHINE. Edward O'TooIe, Gary, W. Va. (U.
S. No. 1,151,383; Aug. 24, 1915.)

MIXING APP.\RATUS. Ralph Baggaley, Pittsburgh, Penn.
(U. S. No. 1.151.332; Aug. 24, 1915.)

ORE TREATMENT—Method of Treating Metalliferous Ma-
terials with Nitric Acid, and Recovering Solvents Used. Harry
D. Rankin. Crafton, Penn., assignor, by mesne assignments, to
Rankin Process Co., Phcenix, Ariz. (U. S. No. 1,150,787; Aug.
17, 1915.)

PHOSPHATE—Apparatus for Making Ammonium Phos-
phate. Frank S. Washburn, Nashville, Tenn. (U. S. No.
1,151,074; Aug. 24. 1915.)

ROASTING—Mechanical Ore-Roasting and Like Furnace.
John Harris, Sheffield, England. (U. S. No. 1,149,754; Aug. 10.
1915.)
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FCRSOHAILS

George Watkin Evans, of Seattle, Wash., in Alaska on

professional business.

A. Charles Meagher, recently with H. Kenyon Burch at

Miami, Ariz., has returned to San Francisco.

H. W. Hardinge, president of the Hardinge Conical Mill

Co., is visiting the mining districts of northern Ontario.

Leo Von Rosenberg has returned to New York from Cripple

Creek, Colo., where he made examination.s of several proper-

ties.

K. Freitag is now at Lower Rochester, Nev., where he is

constructing a 100-ton cyanide mill for the Nevada Packard
Mines.

Hon. Edward Brown, of the Manitoba Government, has

gone to make an examination of the Herb Lake gold field in

northern Manitoba.

W. R. Parker and J. P. Watson, directors of the Mining
Corporation of Canada, have been inspecting the company's
properties in Cobalt.

P. G. Spilsbury, manager of the Aguacate Mines, is return-

ing to San Mateo. Costa Rica, after a visit of several months
in the United States.

E. S. Dickinson, formerly assistant professor of mining at

the University of Kansas, has taken a position on the min-
ing staff of the Canadian Copper Co. at Copper Cliff, Ont.

A. O. Baer, assistant superintendent of the blast furnace

V-lant of the Illinois Steel Co. at South Chicago, has been ap-

pointed superintendent of blast furnaces for the Minnesota
Steel Co., Duluth.

As a memorial to the late Dr. Joseph A. Holmes. Director of

the Bureau of Mines, the Colorado School of Mines has estab-

lished the Joseph A. Holmes Professorship of Safety and Effi-

ciency Engineering.

L. D. Adams, of Oakland. Calif., and C. H. Maxey, of Ruth-
erford, X. J., are two of the incorporators of the Zinc Com-
pany, Ltd.. of Sherbrooke, Quebec, organized to establish

zinc-smelting works and refinery.

H. G. Palsgrove, formerly manager of the Dolores mine
and also of La Dura in Mexico, has accepted the position of

general superintendent for the Aguacate Mines and will sail

for Costa Rica early in September from Xew Orleans.

Charles E. Duncan has been appointed superintendent of the

rolling mills and axle plant of the Cambria Steel Co., Johns-
town, Penn., to succeed J. C. Fox. resigned. Mr. Duncan has
been identified with the Lake Superior Consolidated Steel Co.,

Sault Ste. Marie.

Charles Camsell, of the Canadian Geological Survey, who
was commissioned to make an investigation into alleged silver

discoveries in the Lake Athabasca region, reports that nothing
of economic value has been found there. Some nickel ore was
found to occur, but not in commercial quantities.

E. A. Cappelen Smith is expected to arrive in New York
about Sept. 10, returning from the successful starting of the

leaching plant at Chuquicamata, for which he was the con-
sulting metallurgist. While in Chile he also inspected the re-

duction works of the Braden Copper Co. at Sewell.

Horatio C. Ray will return to his duties as professor in

the School of Mines of 'the University of Pittsburgh after
spending his summer doing experimental flotation work with
the Butte & Superior Copper Co. at Butte, Mont. On his way
home Professor Ray will examine properties in Oregon and
Colorado, besides visiting the Exposition at San Franciso.

30 years, being employed in coal mines in Pennsylvania. He
later moved to Colorado and thence to New Mexico, where he
operated mines and prospected new territory. He had ac-
cumulated considerable property. The remains were interred
in Evergreen Cemetery, El Paso.

Dr. Herbert Gray Torrey died at his home at Stirling, N. J.,

Aug. 29, aged 74 years. He was born in New York, being a
son of Dr. John G. Torrey, for some time professor in Colum-
bia College and the first head of the New York Assay Office.

Herbert Torrey graduated from the College of the City of
New York in 1S60 and later from the College of Physicians
and Surgeons. He entered the New York Assay Office and on
his father's death succeeded him as chief assayer, holding
that position for 39 years, until 1910, when he resigned. He
had since acted as consulting metallurgical engineer. He
was considered a high authority and during his service at the
assay oflice was constantly consulted on metallurgical ques-
tions. He was a member of the American Institute of Min-
ing Engineers and of the Society of the Cincinnati.

Max Hebgen. of Butte, Mont., vice-president and general
manager of the Montana Power Co., died at the Presbyterian
Hospital Aug. 34. Mr. Hebgen was recognized as a leading
electrical engineer and iiad been prominently identified with
several of the largest poNver projects in this country. He was
born in Beaver Dam, Wis., in 1S69: went to Butte in 1SS9, and
up to the time of his death had been a resident of that city.

In Butte he was associated with W. A. Clark as superintendent
of the old Butte Electric Light Co. He was continuously in

the employ of that company and associated concerns until

the final organization of the Montana Power Co., of which he
was vice-president, general manager and director. Mr. Heb-
gen was the active engineering and directing head of all de-
velopment work of the Montana Power Co. and the concerns
it succeeded. He had a large part in the organization of that
company, one of the largest concerns of its kind in the world,
which, upon completion of plants now under construction,
will develop and market 225,000 hp. Mr. Hebgen's illness,

which last June forced him to undergo treatment at the Chi-
cago hospital, dated from an attack of pneumonia contracted
more than a year ago on an inspection trip to the Thompson
Falls power plant. From this illness he never completely
recovered. He leaves a widow and a son 13 years old.

SOCIETIES

Lake Superior .Mlningr Institute—About 300 members and
guests of the institute will assemble at Ironwood on Labor
Day, Sept. 6, for the 20th annual meeting. One day will be
spent on the Gogebic range, where the second annual first-aid

meet will take place in the forenoon. Edwin Higgins, en-

gineer in the Luke Superior district for the Bureau of Mines,

will be in charge. Dr. A, F. Knoefel, president of the Ameri-
can Mine Safety Association, will be the chief judge, assisted

by six physicians from outside the district. Teams have been
entered by the following companies from the different ranges:
Oliver Iron Mining Co., Mesabi; Montreal Mining Co., Gogebic;
Odanah Mining Co., Gogebic; Verona Iron Co., Menominee;
Oliver Iron Mining Co., Gogebic; Judson Mining Co., Menom-
inee: Castile Mining Co., Gogebic; Colby Mining Co., Gogebic;
Republic Iron & Steel Co., Mesabi: Newport Mining Co., Goge-
bic; Pickands, Mather & Co.. Mesabi; Republic Iron & Steel

Co., Marquette; Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Co., two teams, Mar-
quette. In the afternoon automobiles will transport the party

to the Newport, Woodbury, Palms-Anvil, Wakefield, Norrie
and Colby mines. In the evening a business session will be
held.

H. S. Bion. assistant superintendent of the Geological Sur-
vey of India, died at Calcutta on June 6.

Herbert Kynaston, director of the Geological Survey of

the Union of South Africa, died at Pretoria, on June 28, aged
46 years.

Henry Richards, of Dover, N. J., for many years known as
a mining engineer and manufacturer, died Mar. 26 last. He
was a member of the American Institute of Mining Engineers.

Matthew Doyle, discoverer of the So Mine at Lordsburg,
Grant County, N. M., a well-known Southwestern prospector,

died in an El Paso, Tex., hospital Aug. 19. Mr. Doyle was born
in Scotland 73 years ago and came to America at the age of

Business growth has caused the Western Electric Co. to

give up its old quarters at Portland, Oregon. Since 1910

the Company has been located on Fifth Street, but has now
moved into a new two-story brick and concrete building
which has been made ready for it at East -\sh and Union
Streets.

The General Naval Stores Co., 175 Front St., New York
City, has taken up the sale of flotation oils as a special branch
of its business. Recently the company has introduced a num-
ber of new oils for this purpose, including coal-tar oils, wood
creosotes, etc. It is the intention to provide .suitable oils

for various ores, and a laboratory is maintaiii^ii for this

purpose, in which to test and match oils.
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SAIV FRANCISCO—AuB. 35

Total Production of California Petrolt-um in July was 7,738,-

643 bbl., an increase over the June production of 294,686 bbl.

Shipments did not maintain the lead over production in July,

which was the encouraging feature in the June operations.

The July shipments amounted to 7,643,049 bbl., being 95,908

bbl. less than the production. Still this is not r. discouraging
figure. The total stocks at Aug. 1 were 59,650,219 bbl.

Committees for the National Aline Rescue and first-aid

meet to be held at the Exposition, September 23 and 24, have
been practically completed since making some necessary

changes. Robert I. Kerr, secretary of the Metal Producers
Association, is made chairman of the committee on recording

and is also on the executive committee. Albert Burch re-

signed as chairman of the executive committee and George W.
Metcalfe, manager of the Mammoth Copper Mining Co., has

been elected in his place. Mr. Burch will remain on the com-
mittee. It is understood that D. C. Hotting, commissioner of the

Washington Coal Operators Association, has been appointed

to the chairmanship of the committee to judge mine rescue

work, R. Y. Williams having found it impossible to act.

James Bagley. mine inspector of Washington, and Thomas
Graham, chief mine inspector of British Columbia, have also

been appointed to this committee. Dudley Michell, one of

Mr. Graham's assistants, will probably be appointed to the

committee on judging mine rescue. H. M. Wilson, formerly
of the Bureau of Mines, continues to act as chairman of the

board of managers.

Pannnia-Paciflc Convention will be held in San Francisco
Sept. 16 to 18 by the American Society of Mechanical Engi-
neers, the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, the
American Society of Civil Engineers, and the American Insti-

tute of Mining Engineers. The International Engineering
Congress, which has been organized by these four societies

and by the Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers,

will be held from Sept. 20 to 25. A comprehensive program
of technical sessions, inspection trips and other interesting

features has been arranged for the benefit of tho.se attending
this general gathering of the engineering profession. A special

train will leave New York on Sept. 9 arriving i:i San Francisco
on Sept. 15, with stopovers at Niagara Falls, Colorado Springs
and the Grand Cafion. A special train will also leave New
Orleans on Sept. 12, arriving at San Francisco on Sept. 15.

There will be no return special train service, but a choice

of several routes is offered. Representative Canadian com-
mittees of the British Institution of Civil Engineers, the

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers and the American Society
of Civil Engineers have invited those attending the congress
to return through Canada, inspecting en route the engineering
works within convenient distance of the main line of trans-

portation through the provinces of British Columbia and
Alberta. The installations visited will include the water-
power devtloprr.ent of the British Columbia Electric Railway
Co., the Western Canada Power Co., the Calgary Power Co.

and a number of large irrigation projects in Alberta.

Dancing on the Deck of a tiold Dred^fe is the novel method
employed by the Pov.der River Gold Dredging Co. to celebrate
the completion of the hull of a new dredge being constructed
at Sumpter, Ore. The dredge has 7y:!-cu.ft. buckets and is of

the California type of elevator dredge. The framing of the
hull was started on June 6 and the laying of the deck com-
pleted on June 30. The Yuba Construction Co., the builders of

the dredge, invited the people of Sumpter, Baker and Co-
lumbia aboard the boat for a dance on the night of June 30.

The deck was temporarily housed in all round with canvas 8

ft. high. The main truss posts, stay rods and similar parts
were concealed with evergreens and 155 electric lights were
arranged for lighting and ornamental effect. On shore a tent
was erected off the stei'n of the boat, having a covered pass-
age between the tent and the boat, and fitted up as a ladies'

cloak room. Refreshments wei'e served in the construction
camp dining room. Aboard the boat, punch was served, and
the Sumpter orchestra, providing the dancing music, was in-

stalled in the space between the main gantry posts: the posts
being concealed by evergreens. The well hole was planked
over so that the dancers could make complete and uninter-
rupted round of the deck. There were 125 couples in the
grand march. The Yuba Construction Co. has always been

noted for its fair treatment of employees in construction
camps and in regions like this it has never been difficult to ob-
tain sufficient labor where the character of labor necessary
is usually scarce. The novelty of the dance aboard the dredge
attracted the entire country. The entertainment was presided
over by Paul E. Morse, construction superintendent, and his
wife and daughter.

DENVER—Aug. 26

Contract to Furnish 500O Tons of Steel Ralls for the main
line of the government railroad inland from Seward, Alaska,
has been made by Colorado Fuel & Iron Co.

Elktou Consolidated Gold Mining Co. passed its quarterly
dividend, due this month. With promised drainage benefits
from the renewed pushing of the Roosevelt tunnel, the directors
deemed it well to prepare for extensive exploration of the
mine at new depths.

Suit Has Meen BrouKht by the El Paso Consolidated Gold
Mining Co. against the Katinka Gold Mining Co. and the
Progressive Mining & Leasing Co., both Cripple Creek con-
cerns, for $10,000 alleged damages through wrongful removal
of ore from the plaintiff's Ajax vein. Injunction is asked to

restrain defendants from further trespass.

Colorado Gold Mining & Smelting Co., a corporation form-
erly operating mines and a smeltery in the Alma district.

Park County, lost a foreclosure suit brought by the Inter-
national Trust Co. of Denver. Judgment in the sum of

$727,223 was declared for the plaintiff. Among the mines
involved are the Atlantic and the Pacific.

President Zang, of the ^'Indicator, in sending out checks to

cover dividends to stockholders for the last quarter, enclosed .a

ciicular letter concerning the company's financial affairs and
the physical condition of the properties. Describing the
Golden Cycle mine, he says: "The main orebody opened on the
ISth level within two weeks shows an excellent grade of ore.

Drifting is in progress with good values showing. In reach-
ing this ore, a new orebody was encountered in a vein hitherto
bai-ren and it has been developed for over 180 ft. carrying
average values of from $30 to $40 per ton. Two new orebodies
have been opened on the 17th level. Sinking the shaft an ad-
ditional 250 ft. from the 1900 level has begun." Of the Vin-
dicator mine, he says: "Development on the 18 level has
opened a large volume of ore in four different veins. Devel-
opment during the coming quarter will undoubtedly add a
considerable amount to the reserves."

Tungsten Ore has been reaching record prices in the
Boulder County district. For a long time the standard price

was $6 per unit for 60% WO,-! ore or concentrate. At times,
during the past year, better prices have been announced
and inducements offered miners to produce lower grades.
Recently, demands for metallic tungsten in Eastern mar-
kets have exceeded the miners' ability to supply the raw
materials. This was but natural in view of long refusals
of dominating purchasing companies to buy any but rich

materials. Now, purchasers have become liberal and have
announced their eagerness to take any grade of tungsten
ore from S^o upward, together with their readiness to pay
$15 per unit irrespective of grade. Concentration of the ores
is very simple. With the implied confessions on the part of

purchasers, miners have given special study to the market
and have concluded that, even yet, they ai-e not "getting
a square deal." With tungsten metal selling at $2 per
lb., they feel that they should receive more than 75c. and,
owing to the limited production, they are in position to insist

on still better terms. Prediction is made that the price
may jump to $20 per unit—$1 per lb.—any day.

BUTTE—Aug. 26

Butte Mines and Mills Now Employ 14,000 Slen, accord-
ing to reports recently received by State Mine Inspector W.
B. Orem from 46 operating mines in and around. Butte

—

10,597 under ground; 2820 on the surface; and 402 in mills.

The Anaconda company has the greatest number of employees,
9S65. It is working 30 mines, and the number employed
averages more than 300 men to each mine. The Anaconda
mine proper has the largest number of men employed, 750

under ground and 59 on the surface, a total of 809. Companies
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other than the Anaconda, and the number of men employed,
are as follows: North Butte, S4S men; Rainbow Develop-
ment, IS men; Butte & London. 14 men; Davis-Daly, 105 men;
Butte & Superior, 1360 men; Butte-Alex Scott, 122 men; Kast
Butte, 665 men; Butte-Ballaklava, 98 men; Atlantic ftfines.

50 men; Pilot-Butte, 77 men; Tuolumne, 10 men; Elm Orlu,
260 men; Timber Butte mill, 134 men; Butte-Great Falls, 15

men; Bullwhacker, 25 men; Butte-Duluth, :i men.

SALT I.AKK fITY—AuR. 26

The I cited States Snieltiii!;; Co. is increasing its roasting
capacity at Midvale. by the addition of two Dwight & Lloyd
roasters. This will make .six. with the four at present in use.

The installation will be completed in 10 days. There are 750
men on the payroll.

Investigation!) of GeolOKir iiuil TopOKrnpliic Conditions, and
of water resources are to be undertaken in Utah by the
U. S. Geological Survey at the request of Reed .Snioot, senator
from this state. The work contemplated includes general
geological studies with reference to the ore deposits in the
Oquirrh Range; a reconnaisance of the phosphate deposits
of the Uinta Mountains; general investigation of the geology
and ore deposits of the state; the completion of the Welling-
ton-Sunnyside folio. Water investigations will be continued
in cooperation with the state, and will include measurement
of stream flow at 131 gage stations.

Tiie Utali Power & Lisht Co. started its new power plant
at Oneida on the Bear River, 17 miles northeast of Preston,
Idaho, Aug. 13. The plant includes a 10,000-kw. water-wheel-
driven generator, furnishing current at 6600 volts, trans-
formers to step the voltage up to 130,000 volts, etc. This
is delivered into the main line which runs to the terminal
transformer station near Salt Lake City. From here it is

stepped down to 44,000 volts and distributed over nine lines
radiating to Bingham, Garfield, Salt Lake and other valley
points. The new plant started up without a hitch and is in

successful operation. It is one of several units or plants
which will be added from time to time as more power is

required. The company's property in Idaho has been assessed
at $3,000,000 this year as compared to $2,700,000 the year
previous.

SEATTLE—.Vug. 24

Lnte Reports From Broad I'ass, nick-named the "Rand of
.Alaska," are very encouraging. The Guggenheims have taken
a number of options which late developments would indicate
they intend exei'cising. About 50 ininers and prospectors are
now in the country either working on locations or prospecting
for new lodes. Two towns, Colorado City and Wellsville,
have been established at the mouth of Colorado River and
a combined roadhouse and store has been built at Indian
Creek. The area on which oreshoots have been exposed is

about 10 miles in length and 300 ft. in width.

Small Stamp Mills Being Installed in many parts of Alaska
show the substantial way in which a large number of proper-
ties are being developed. These mines are being made to pay
their o'wn way through the extraction of their own ore and
there is no doubt in the minds of those who are in closest

touch with Alaskan affairs that the small stamp mills which
are becoming more and more numerous are already having
an important bearing on the development of the territory.

The investments run from $15,000 to $20,000 while the plant
is capable of expansion through the simple process of adding
stamps as they may b^e needed. Much is expected of the
quartz in Fairbanks though it is conceded that were an-
other Treadwell located there at this time it could not be
operated on account of the exorbitant freight charges. In
the experience of mining operators it lakes about 10 years
for a placer camp to turn ovi r to a quartz camp after the
rich placers are worked out. and while the district will produce
millions from placers yet the cream has been taken out
of the camp. The coming of another stamp mill means con-
siderable better results to those who are no-w operating the
•nines, but it is confidently expected that it will be at least

.several years before Fairbanks is a full-fledged quartz camp
of any proportions.

JOPLIX—AuB. 2S

.\ >'e^T Zinc Smeltery to treat Joplin lead and zinc ores is

being built at Kusa, a new town five miles east of Henry-
ette. Okla., by George K. Nicholson and associates. Three
blocks are expected to be in operation about Sept. 15, and ad-
ditional blocks will be completed as quickly as possible until
10 are in operation. The Missouri, Oklahoma & Gulf R.R.
has made a very low rate on zinc ore from Joplin to Kusa.
The smelting company is said to have secured a natural-
gas supply which will fulfill all their needs for at least 20

years.

IIOr<;llTOX, MICH.—.*UB. 2S
Tlie Stock of Copper which was accumulating on the docks

here, much to the worry of some local people, has been
moved. Several vessels came along and when they left the
copper stock had vanished.

ISHPl.;>il\«;, MICH.—.VuK. 31

Tlie I.alie Superior .V. iNliprminK H.lt., which handles most
of the ore on the .Marquette lange. is opeiatiiig to capacity.
The mines are calling for cars but are unable to get all they
want. The road placed an order for 500 steel cars in the
spring but they have not been delivered as yet. When they
are put in service about 300 old wooden cars will be scrapped.
Ore is going out at a rapid rate, but all that is now in stock
will not be moved. However, the outlook for the coming
winter is very bright.

DILITH—A UK. 2.S

At the \e«- .Minnesota Steel Plant the blast-furnace depart-
ment is now being stocked with limestone ;.nd coal prepara-
tory to the initial operations several months hence. There
are 50,000 tons of limestone and over 100,000 tons of coal
now in stock and more arriving regularly. At present this
material is unloaded at the Missabe ore docks, in Duluth.
and transported to the steel plant by train. It is understood
to be a part of the general scheme later to procure the
deepening and straightening of the channel up the St. Louis
River to the steel plant, which channel is now navigable only
by small craft. Following this, raw material will be docked
directly at the furnaces, obviating the intermediate handling
I xpense. The City of Duluth plans a monster demonstration
to mark the inauguration of operations at the plant. The
details have not yet been worked out.

BR.\I.\EBD, MINX .\UB. 2S

I.abur Conditions on the Minnesota Rnnges are unusual.
Two months ago $1 a day and board secured an abundance
of labor in the Duluth market. Orders for men at $2.50 are
now going unfilled, although this is partially due to the
Dakota harvesting season. Difficulty is experienced in secur-
ing large crews, due to European situation. Austrians will
not work v.ith Slavs and Italians, and the labor market is

picked so bare that it is impossible to secure large crews
of any one nationality.

HIBBI.XG, MICH \us. 2S

The State Attorney tieneral Has Overruled request of Mayor
V. L. Power, of Hibbing, that the mining companies in the
village of Hibbing be enjoined from removing any ore from
their properties until their delinquent taxes have been paid.
Efforts of the municipal authorities to collect the $750,000
delinquent taxes from the mining cor.ipanies have thus far
proved unavailing, and the matter is now in the courts. The
operating companies, claiming gross extravagance on the
part of the village officials, have declined to pay their ta.xes
until they shall have been reduced to figures commensurate
with the needs of the community.

TORONTO—Aug. 2S

The Canadian Minlne & E.xploration Co. has issued a cir-

cular to the shareholders showing the investments and cash
on hand as of Aug. 19, 1915. The statement shows invest-
ments in bonds to the amount of $2,185,763; demand loans
secured, $50,000, and cash on hand $249,824, or a total
of $2,485,587. This amount at the present market value
of the securities shows a decrease in assets of $14,412 as com-
pared with the prices at which the securities were bought.
The accrued interest is not, however, taken into consideia-
tion.

Much Excitement Has Been Caused in mining circles by an
extraordinarily rich find of gold on the Leyson-Dobie claims
in Munro Township, about 11 miles east of Matheson. These
claims have been operated by the Dominion Reduction Co.
for about two months and their output during that period
is estimated at upwards of $500,000. The shaft is down about
90 ft. on a 2-ft. vein which is stated to yield ore so rich that
it is impossible to drill it and it has to be cut with chisels.

Two specimens weighing together over 200 lb. and running
from 2000 to 3000 oz. to the ton have been shipped to Toronto
to be shown at the Canadian National Exhibition now in

progress. It is stated that about a ton of this ore is now
sacked and under guard at the mine. The present owners
maintained strict secrecy as to the value of the mine until

they had bought up a number of other claims in the district.

Since the news became public there has been a great rush of
prospectors into the neighborhood. Thomas W Gibson, Dep-
uty Minister of Jilines, states that there is no doubt that a
very rich and important strike has been made.
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CLIFF GOLD (Valdez)—A new lead, richer and bigger
than any before found on these claims has Just been un-
covered above old workings and traced for several hundred
feet. It is 22 in. wide and carries free gold.

HOBKN-DAVIS. SULLIVAN-CASSIDY HOLDINGS (Hope)
on Bear Creek have been purchased by Chas. K. Hen on,
who will install hydraulic plant to work the ground. Herron
dredge on Six-Mile Creek near Sunrise is proving very
successful and good season is predicted.

KENNECOTT (Cordova)—Bonanza and Jumbo have been
shipping $2,000,000 worth copper a month since last June. It

is announced that same production will be made during winter
and in order to handle this Copper River & N. W. Ry. has
placed ordeis for considerable more equipment.

GRANITE (Valdez)—With new machinery in full operation
company took out $25,000 during July and this will be griatly
increased during August and September as much low-grade
ore was run through mill past month. Work of developing
mine continues and much underground work has been done,
blocking out enough ore to run mill for three years.

LANDLOCK BAY (Landlock)—W. A. Dickey, president of
company, reports that about $30,000 worth of copper ore has
been shipped from property this season so far and develop-
ment work is being pushed as rapidly as possible. Company
lias also taken out considerable ore on Mason and Gleason
claims near by but will not ship until after snow flies.

ARIZONA
CocliiMe Coiiiity

PRIMOS CHEMICAL (Husselville)—Installing plant con-
sisting of rolls, concentrator, jigs, etc., for treating ore from
Stein and Boericke claims. Owen T. Smith is manager.

CAI-IFORNIA
Amador County

KENNEDY (Jackson)—Iron pipe line which for number of
years has delivered water from reservoir to north shaft is to
be displaced by wooden pipe line. This will be of modern
construction, built of 2-in. staves held with iron bands.
Change from iron to wood probably due to present high cost
of iron.

McFADDEN (Jackson)—John McFadden reported to have
made important strike near Aqueduct, of good quartz measur-
ing 12 in. wide at depth of 30 ft. Property produced in early
days; ore being worked in arastres. McFadden has installed
gasoline engine for prospecting.

Butte County

ORO FINO (Magalia)—Big bed of gravel carrying high
gold reported. Property owned by Robbers Roost Mining Co.

EUREKA (Magalia)—High-grade ore reported being
shipped by Richards, MacDowell & Whitlock. Property
situated on Magalia Ridge near Mineral Slide.

NATOMAS (Oroville)—Practical tests to determine mineral
carried in tailings in (Oroville field in Feather River district
will be made at Thermalito. Where contents will warrant,
redredging will be considered. Method will be first undertaken
at Folsom by new No. 4 boat that is being rebuilt after design
which will make possible rejdacing of ground with soil on top
so that land will be reclaimed for agriculture,

Kldorado County
LYMAN A. BENDER AND CHARLES S. WRIGHT have

taken puicliase options on IGO acres of gravel claims between
Hanks E-xohange and Pleasant Valley. Development will start
immediately. I'roperty lies south of old Fort Jim gravel mines.

GEORGIA SLIDE (Georgetown)—Reconstruction of 10-
stamp mill in progress. Large dump of ore will be worked.

RYAN (Shingle Springs) — Greenwater & Death Valley
Copper Co., formerly operating in Inyo County and having also
interests at Dale, San Bernardino County, has taken over
this gold mine. Development is in progress with John McGee,
formerly of Dale, as superintendent.

G. W. HOLLIWAY', of Granite, is preparing for develop-
ment of an antimony claim in Greenhorn district. Miles H.
Martin is also developing an antimony claim on Greenhorn
Mountain and reports high-grade ore.

OLD MILL (Caliente)—M. Elliott, Fred Ramey and Joseph
and Sebastian Asparren own property. Ore is being sorted
and packed out to county road. Reported that purchase
option has been taken by Eastern men. It is stated that
some of so called low-grade ore will run B.'i'^r antimony.

Shasta County
BALAKLALA (Coram)—Mining operations will be resumed

at once. Ten-year contract with Mammoth Copper Mining
Co. to smelt ore signed recently. Production to start will be
250 to 300 tons daily, and may be increased later.

GREEN HORN (Tower House)—New oreshoot struck re-
cently in crosscut tunnel at 133 ft. from portal. Drifting
under way. Connection with No. 3 level, where shipping-
grade o're is opened, will be made. Development work being
pushed: crew of 25 men employed. Seven cars ore shipped to
Mammoth smelting plant recently with satisfactory results.

In addition to shipping-grade ore, 900 tons milling-grade ore
stored in bins: milling tests will be made to determine best
method of treatment. Property nine miles west of Tower
House.

Trinity County
GEM MINE (Eureka)—This placer mine, together with old

Schauber property, total of 400 acres, has been sold fur
consideration stated to be $40,000. Mine is situated on Trinity
River, opposite south fork. Considerable gold production
made here in past, hydraulic work being done each winter;
water supplied through four-mile flume. Some platinum
found here in addition to gold.

Tuolumne County
TARANTULA (Jamestown)—Henry T. Gage, former gov-

ernor of California, has consummated deal for purchase of
this property from United Gold Mining & Milling (io. of Paris.
Mine is situated near Eagle-Shawmut. Gage also owns Jones
mine adjoining Tarantula and will work two in conjunction.

APP (Jamestown)—Interest is attached to visit of W. J.
Loring of Bewick, Moreing & Co. He was accompanied bv
Albert Burch and J. H. Bell of the Plymouth Consolidated.
Their visit included Dutch-Sweaney. Reopening of the App
mine through Dutch-Sweaney would be more economical than
independently from surface. This fact lends color to the
conjecture that there is probability of two properties being
taken over by Bewick, Moreing *.t Co. Dutch-Sweaney was
recently taken over by interests operating Melones mine in
Calaveras County.

COLORADO
Boulder County

MINES AT RICO shipped 72 carloads of ore during July.
Rico-Wt'llington Mining Co. led with 55 cars of copper, lead
and iron ores; the Rico Consolidated Mining Co. shipped 15
cars of copper ore to Garfield, Utah. District is busier than
for several years past.

Hinsdale County
GOLDEN FLEECE (Lake City)—Foundations are being

laid for mill below dump of No. 3 adit. Treatment will be
concentration, slimes over canvas tables and cyanidation of
tails.

Lake County
ZINC-CARBONATE OREBODIES have been discovered in

the Mosquito Range near Weston Pass, about 12 miles, in an
air line, southeast of Leadville.

GARBUTT (Leadville)—John Cortellini is replacing his
original lot of mining machinery with heavier installation
adequate to handle mine's new requirements. Steam, piped
fi'om Ibex boilers, will drive double-drum, first-motion hoist
and new 15-drill compressor. He contemplates erecting 200-
ton mill to handle low-grade gold ore, a million tons of which
he estimates as developed.

YAK (Leadville)—Persistent rumor is to effect that this
company has purchased Aladdin (Sroup, of 122 acres, inter-
sected at about six miles in tunnel. Deal is Ijy bond for
$600,000 I'unning four years. If option to purchase be not
exercised witliin that period, lease will continue additional
6 years. Development of this ground, well to east of main
portion of this district, will be watched with interest.

Ouray County

MOUNTAIN KING (Red Mt.)—Vein of lead-silver-copper
ore, 17 ft. thick, lias been opened by leasei's.

REVENUE (Ouray)—St. John Mining Co., Ltd.. of London,
Eng., has acquired this large tunnel project and will push
further work as soon as war conditions will permit.

CAMP BIRD (Ouray)—During second quarter of 1915 mill
stamped 7626 tons. Bullion and concentrate sales amounted
to $187,992. Costs of mining, development, milling, shipment,
smelting, and marketing products totaled $78,720. This figure
does not cover expenses of maintaining foreign othces.

Snu Juan County

lOW.V-TKSER (Silverton)—Flotation machinery is being
installed.

HAMIjET (Howardsville)—After idleness of seven years,
mill was put into service Aug. 15. Machinery has been
considerably altered while mine has beer developed and put
into shape to keep mill supplied.

Teller County

BLUE FLAG (Cripple Creek)—At annual meeting held
recentlv it was decided to sink main shaft 300 ft. below its
present depth of 1100 ft.

AJAX (Victor)—Mill being repaired and altered in prepar-
ation for resumption. Mackay lease has opened shoot of
high-grade ore.

'

INDEPENDENCE (Victor)—Gault lease, 400 level, has
opened shoot of $20 ore. Thomas B. Crowe, metallurgist of
Portland company, is remodeling mill and fitting it to handle
ores from both these large groups of property. He does not
expect to have mill ready for service before beginning of
1916. When it is in operation, no ores will require up-hill
transportation from mines or dumps as is the ra.se witli tlie

present Portland mill.
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CALEDONIA (KelluKK)— It is planiieil to maintain 3c. divi-
dends rest of year. Raise is being: driven from lower level to
cut downward extension of ore-shoot. This will give addi-
tional depth of 500 ft. and is expected to double ore-reserve.

SUCCESS (Wallace)—New orebodies recently found are
expected to lead to large increase of reserves. Crosscut on
1200-ft. level has penetrated 6 ft. of clean shipping ore that
is estimated to average about 70 ''^ lead. Same oreshoot on
1100 was three times as wide but !uuch lower grade. New
shoot on S60 level shows 7 ft. of shipping ore.

INTERSTATE-CALLAHAN (Wallace)—At an annual meet-
ing of stockholders at Duluth, Aug. 16, two sets of officers
were elected. Roberts-Sussman interests, which have been in
control during past year, elected J. .\ Percival. former secre-
tary, to presidency, while Callahan-Boutin contingent elected
P. H. Nelson president. Attorneys for eastern investors
secured temporary restraining order from courts enjoining
James Callahan from voting 170,000 shares held by Callahan
Mining Co. on ground that this was an Idaho corporation and
therefore not entitled to vote at meeting held in Minnesota.
With this block of stock disposed of they elected their own
officers, who proceeded with transaction of other business,
including declaration of quarterly dividend of 50c. a share.
Compromise between two factions is unlikely and fight will
undoubtedly be carried to courts.

MICHIGAN
Iron

EUREKA (Ramsey)—New 2000-ft. electrically driven com-
pressor has been purchased for this property.

JONES & LAUGHLIN (Wakefield)—This company has
started drilling on eastern extension of Gogebic range. Sev-
eral drills will be worked all winter.
WICKWIRE (Iron River)—About 150,000 tons will be

shipped from Homer mine this season. All of stockpile and
everything that is being hoisted will be shipped.

BRISTOL (Crystal Palls)—Contract has been let for elec-
ti-ically driven compressor. Current "Will be purchased from
Peninsular Power Co., which is to extend its line to Crystal
Falls.

B.\LKAN (Alpha)—Draglines which have been stripping
here are now getting out some ore. This is being pulled from
pit in dump cars and taken to surface and loaded into railway
cars. Draglines are working better than expected in this ore.
Shaft is now concreted fron^ top to bottom; work was finished
this week. This mine will be big shipper next season.

CLEVELAND-CLIFFS IRON (North Lake)—Work of strip-
ping overburden from orebody found on Sec. 6 was started
by contractors this week. Temporary track from main line
of railway was laid in fast time. Only 75,000 cu.yd. are to
be moved and this will not take long. No ore will be shipped
from there this year. Ore will be mined by milling method.
There is only about 30 ft. of sand over ore and it would not
be possible to take it out from Morris-Lloyd workings. There
are over 200,000 tons in this deposit.

MIXXKSOTA
Cuyunn Range

BRAINERD-CLTUNA (Brainerd)—Company prepared to
ship at least one cargo before close of season, although
product has not as vet been sold. Pumps handling about
1600 gals.

IRON MOUNTAIN (Manganese)—Mine working to capacity,
and all production being shipped. Third drift now being
opened. To'wn of Jlanganese. dependent solely on this opera-
tion, is now crowded, all houses rented and many being built.

Mesabi Range
FATAL (Eveleth)—One shovel loading from stockpile.

Shovel in pit loads ore part time and is used part time loading
paint rock.

SCHLEY (Gilbert)—Schley and Elba mines In need of
more miners. Operations being extended every week. Ijarge
shipments of ore to be made before navigation closes.

LEONARD-BURT (Chisholm)—This pit mine has resumed
operations. One hundred men given w*ork the first day. One
shovel working two shi^fts. The property was idle four years.

OLIVER IRON (Coleraine)—Mesabi road broke record for
hauling ore from Oliver mines here this week. With only one
shift working, 891 cars were sent out in one day. Thirteen
trains left mines.

MISSABE MOUNTAIN (A'irginia)—One shovel at work in
pit and another at stockpile. Mine was idle several years.
Ore that is being moved from the surface stood at mine
for almost five years.

OLIVER IRON (Chisholm)—Company's new operation in
Sec. 27, 58-20, which has not yet been given name, is pro-
gressing rapidly. Main hoisting shaft is down 230 ft. and
timber shaft 125 ft. Large volume of water being encountered,
but no more than was anticipated. Surface equipment, power
plant, etc., well under way.

MACE (Nashwauk)—Butler Bros., stripping contractors,
are trying out new type of Bucyrus steam shovel in removing
overburden from Ma;ce No. 2 property. Shovel has heretofore
been used mainly for coal loading in Pennsylvania fields. Be-
sides being of extra large size, machine has boom of suffi-
cient length so that overburden may be removed from deposit
without necessity of laying tracks into pit. unless depth be
too great.

Vermillion

PIONEER (Ely)^Night shift of 200 men added to crew.
McCOMBER (Ely)—Two 150-hp. boilers and other surface

equipment being installed. Railroad spur IVt miles long has
been surveyed. Shaft somewhat over 100 ft. deep: drifting in
progress. Ore thus far encountered is similar to usual Ver-
milion Range iirodurt.

MOXTAXA
Silver llo»v County

EMMA MINE (IJutti)—Under an agreement with Butte
Coppe] i^i Zinc Co.. owner of Emma mine. Anaconda is going
ahead with development of property, at Colorado and Silver
Streets in heart of Butte. Is now installing machinery i)re-
paratory to unwatering shaft and is building fence around
property.

DAVIS-DALY (Butte)—Company has cut another vein in
southwest crosscut on 2500 level of Colorado mine. Whether
new vein is Hesperus vein, for which company has been
driving, is not yet known. It is reported that crosscut had
cut into Vein about 11 ft., all in good commercial ore. Entire
width of vein has not yet been ascertained.

LEXINGTON (Butte)—About 400 men are at work on this
mine of Anaconda company, preparing same for reopening.
Repairs and retimbcring in shaft have reached below 600 ft.
level close to water level, which is still about 1000 ft. deep in
shaft. New engine house has been erected and old buildings
on property have been repaired for use.

BUTTE & LONDON (Butte)—Reopened Aug. 5 with a force
of 20 men. Present work is in hands of T. F. Cole and as-
sociates of Rainbow Development Co. which has a contract for
development work outlined and will take stock in company
for remuneration. Working foice will be increased and it is
e.xpected that 45 men will be on payroll within short pe-
riod.

BUTTE & SUPERIOR (Butte)—On Aug. 20 company filed
in federal court its monthly statement of ore treated by oil-
flotation process in month of July, in compliance with order
of court made in November. 1913. According to statement,
oil-flotation plant handled 41,547 tons of ore, recovering 9843
tons of concentrates. Cost of flotation per ton was ?2.95;
value of concentrates per ton was $75.76.

ANACONDA (Butte)—On fulfillment of management plans,
will have a capacity for producing 300,000.000 lb. of copper a
.year. In addition sulphuric acid and spelter will be turned
out in quantities not yet fully determined. A one-ton ex-
perimental plant has been completed for purpose of devising
method for profitably treating zinc ores. Three sections of
concentrator have been remodeled and remaining five will be
altered in rotation to conform with those already changed.
Nominal capacity of each unit will be 2000 tons per day. One
will always be kept in reserve so that probable capacitv of
plant will be close to 15,000 tons from seven operating sec-
tions. New copper refinery at Great Falls will be completed,
it is expected, by Jan. 1, 1916. It will have monthlv capacity
of from 10,000,000 to 15,000,000 lb. of copper, against 5,000,000
lb from old plant. Existing Great Falls refinery will be
scraiM)ed.

.\EV.\DA

Storey County
COMSTOCK PUMPING ASSOCIATION (Virginia City)—

Cleaning out east crosscut from Ophir-Mexican winze on 2700
level and preparing to install electric hoist at Ophir shaft.

MEXICAN (Virginia City)—West crosscut on 2700 level
from winze station passed through 15 ft. of quartz and vein
matter of low assay. Six-foot east crosscut shows quai-tz
formation with streaks sampling to $25 per ton.

JACKET-CROWN POINT-BELCHER (Gold Hill)—Mill re-
ceived 979 tons dump rock and shipped bar of bullion to
smeltery. Timbering and general repairs continued.

OPHIR (Virginia City)—Development begun at top and
bottom of vein 7 ft. wide. Samples assay from $3.7.5 to $22.75
per ton. Central tunnel development continues; 440 cars of
ore saved from slopes and drifts; 320 tons milled.

UNION CON. (Virginia City)—On 2500 level, 65 ft. south
of old Sierra Nevada incline station, 6 cars taken out in
sampling, averaged $23.85 per ton. North drift in quartz 7
to 12 ft. wide; last 14 cars extracted sampled $17.55 per ton.

NEW MEXICO
firant County

OCTO (Lordsburg)—Company has completed erection of
headframe at Lee's Peak mine and w^ill proceed with shaft
sinking on contract. Bids have not yet been opened.
MEEKER MINING CO. (Silver City)—Company has just

l>een incorporated by Z. D. White, J. .\. Peterson and Adam
Esplane. Will operate mines and mill at Pinos .\ltos.

JOHNNY BULL (Steins)—Mine has been taken over under
lease by John Moffitt of El Paso, Tex. In same camp James
Coil has made rich discovery of high-grade copper-gold ore
north of Steins.

85 MINE (Lordsburg)—Company has put two diamond
drills to work exploring ground below 450-ft. level. Smith
and Travers, of Ontario, in charge of drilling. Caterpillar
tractors formerly on 85 Mine ore haul have moved to Safford,
Ariz., and will haul from Graham Mountains.

HOP CAnON (Kelly)—Company is doing development work
and getting into paying ore. Operations in district are
encouraging.

Socorro County
ROSEDALE MINING & MILLING CO. (Rosedale)—Property

will be sold, to satisfy judgment for $75,613, at Socorro County
court house on Sept. 7.

Taos County
BUFFALO-NEW MEXICO (Red River)—Two shifts em-

ployed in sinking Silver King shaft at rate of 4 ft. per day.
Shaft is now down 170 ft. and will be sunk to 300-ft. point
before Nov. 1. Twenty feet of milling ore exposed in crosscut
at 100 ft. level, 9 ft. averaging $15 per ton gold and silver,
and 5 ft. averaging $19.90.

MEMPHIS-RED RIVER (Red River)—Upper tunnel on
Memphis claim has been driven distance of 90 ft. on 2 ft.

of ore averaging $30. Breast of intermediate tunnel has
reached a point 200 ft. from portal. Vein averaires 2.5 ft.:

assays approximate those in tunnel No 1. The t^vo tunnels
recently connected by 120-ft. raise.
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PENNSYLVANIA
Lebanon County

LACKAWANNA STEEL (Lebanon)—Will erect benzol plant
at Lebanon where it has two blast furnaces and byproduct
coke plant. Estimated output of plant is 1600 gal. a day. It

is reported that contract has been closed for sale of its 1916
output.

Potter County

NEW JERSEY ZINC (Millport)—Construction of extensive
addition to zinc-oxide plant is now under way. and it is

contemplated to complete it by end of November.

UTAH
Beaver County

LEONORA (Milford)—Recently ore was opened on 400 level
on east-west fissure, and drifting is being done for intersec-
tion with north-south fissure. Machine drills are being used.
These are part of the new equipment recently installed, in-
cluding a three-drill compressor and hoist, both electrically
driven.

Juab County

TINTIC MILLING (Silver City)—Excavating for mill has
been completed, and concrete work is receiving attention.

SCOTIA (Tintic Junction)—Cave ISO ft. long, showing some
mineralization, has been opened at this property, which is

being worked under bond and lease by Chief Consolidated.

GEMINI (Eureka)—Pumping plant is keeping Ifi.iO and
lower levels of this property and the Ridge & Valley un-
watered. Good tonnage was shipped by company and by
leasers in July.

MAMMOTH (Mammoth)—Copper ore carrying gold and
silver is being shipped. Five cars of low grade from mill
dump southeast of Silver City were shipped week ended
Aug. 13.

BULLION BECK (Eureka)—Zinc ore is being mined in
four places by lessees, who are making shipments. Anderson-
Goodwin lease is jigging 10 tons of ore daily from dumps
and making a lead-silver concentrate.

UNCLE SAM (Eureka)—Work has been started to try and
find extension of new orebody or ore zone just opened in
Yankee property adjoining. Uncle Sam and Yankee each
own part of original Humbug claim in which strike was
made. Two ore shoots have previously been opened in this
ground.

EAGLE & BLUE BELL (Eureka)—Ore has been opened
from winze sunk S2 ft. below 1700 or deepest level. Drift
60 ft. south of winze cut full face shipping ore. It is proposed
to drift from 1700 level to newly acquired Victoria property,
which can be reached in 900 ft., and 600 feet, deeper than
present Victoria workings.
YANKEE (Eureka)—Sinking is being done on new strike

and 5 ft. of silver-lead ore has been opened. Raising for
ore bed from tunnel 175 ft. lower will be done. Strike is in
western part of Humbug claim and is apparently an entirely
new orebody. Twenty-four leasers are mining zinc ore and
are making shipments.

ll.ri' DAY (Eureka)—Seven cars of high-grade silver-lead
ore have been mined since recent dividend of 3c. a share,
or $24,000. was declared. Some of this ore runs $70 to $S0
a ton and gross value of seven cars is approximately equal
to the dividend. Developments in western part of property
have been particularly encouraging.

Salt Lake County

MICHIGAN-UTAH (Alta)—Tramway is now working and
taking ore from City Rocks lease down to Tanner's Plat.

WASATCH MINES (Alta)—Projected drainage tunnel to be
driven 160 ft. deeper than old Columbus Consolidated work-
ings, is to be started soon. Length will be 5000 ft., of which
3000 ft. will be in mineralized ground.

PRICE (Salt Lake)—Work of driving main tunnel is pro-
gressing. Drills will probably be installed when power line to
Cardiff is completed. Objective point of tunnel is ore-bearing
fisF.ure. which was opened on surface by trenching.

Summit County
JOHN THE REVBLAT(^R (Park City)—Fissure has been

cut on l.jii level of incline. Five feet of oxidized vein ma-
terial showing iron is being followed on main level. Small
shipments running well in silver and lead have recently been
made.
NEW QUINCY (Park City)—This company, formerly

Thompson-Quincy Consolidated Mining Co. has been reor-
ganized to provide means for carrying forward development.
An assessment of Ic. a share has been levied, delinquent Sept.
2. Development has been resumed. The property lies be-
tween the Daly West and Daly-Judge. W. Mont Ferrv is
president.

WILLIAMS DEVELOPMENT CO. (Salt Lake)—F. T. Wil-
liams, president of this company, which for several years has
leased upper levels of Daly West in Park City, has taken
3-year lease and bond on old Miller property in American
Fork Canon. Ike Wadley has property under lease at pres-
ent, and sub-lease has been given bv him to Williams com-
pany, which has been working about 10 men for the past two
months. New lease and bond begins Nov. 1.

Utah County

MINERAL FLAT (American Fork)—Leasers are working
at this property, and have ore ready for shipment.

MILLER HILL (American Fork) — W^adlev lease has
several teams hauling ore. Lead-carbonates have been opened
in three places on Wyoming claim.

DUTCHMAN (American Fork)—Tunnel is being driven bv
Wild brothers to cut vein at greater depth. This reached
on- at 200 ft. Shipments will be resumed.

WISCONSIN
Zinc-Lead District

AN INCREASED (JUTPLT OF HI(3H-GRADE ZINC ORE
will result from many additions bting made in roasting
capacity. There are now in operation the National and Camp-
bell plants, at Cuba City, the Empire and Homestead, at
Platteville, the Linden Zinc, at Linden, and that of the Mineral
Point Zinc Co., at Mineral Point. The old Enterprise roaster,
at Platteville, has been overhauled by Kistler & Stephens
and will be in operation soon; Utt & Thorne Co. will start up
the Benton roaster, at Benton, recently purchased by it;

the Wisconsin Zinc Co. is repairing the Joplin plant, at Galena,
and is rushing to completion the new $100,000 roasting equip-
ment at New Diggings.
LONGHENRY (Benton)—Longhenry Brothers are erecting

small milling plant on Spensley land adjacent to the Fox
mine.

POLLARD & SAXE (Linden)—High-grade sheets of jack
have been penetrated by shaft on Gillam land just aheau of
the Ross mine at Linden.

VINEGAR HILL ZINC (Platteville)—This company has
proved up and verified drill-hole results obtained on this
tract adjoining Champion mine, at New Diggings, and nas
begun shaft sinking.

KING SOLOMON (Platteville)—Local company has opened
up good body of high-grade zinc ore in shaft and crosscut m
this abandoned property seven miles south west of Platte-
ville.

CRUSON (Platteville)—Stephens & Kistler will start at
once to sink shaft and construct milling plant two miles south
of Platteville. Rich cuttings were found in number of drill
holes ahead of old mine workings which were abandoned
four years ago.

CAN AD.

V

Manitoba

GOLD PAN (Gold Lake)—This property recently taken
over by Boston and St. Paul capitalists is showing rich ore
in new workings. A 4-ft. vein, showing free gold, has beer,
struck at depth of 15 ft.

Ontario

BELLELLEN (South Lorraine)—Will i-esume operations.
TECK-HUGHES iKirkland Lake)—Buffalo after sampling

this mine has declined to purchase.
IMPERIAL (Porcupine)—Has cut promising vein on the

100-ft. level. This property has Just been re-opened.
JUPITER (Porcupine)—Meeting has been called for Sept.

8 to reach decision with regard to offers made for prop-
erty.

MINING CORPORATION (Cobalt)—For four weeks end-
ing July 20 milled 10,257 tons from which net profit was
£10,171.

CONIAGAS (Cobalt)—Will install small cyanide plant o
treat concentrates which assay about 100 oz. and were lor-
merly sent to smeltery.

NIPISSING (Cobalt)—The hoist room at shaft No. 64 was
struck liy lightning and burned down on Aug. 25, causing
loss of SL'OOo, covi red by insurance.

CROWN-RESERVE (Cobalt)—The directors have decided to
discontinue dividends for time, owing to disappointing results
from draining of Kerr Lake and low price of silver.

NORTH DOME (Porcupine)—Timiskaming of Cobalt,
which has a controlling interest in this property, has com-
menced diamond-drilling; results of which will determine
its future policy.

DOME LAKE (Porcupine)—Ore averaging from $18 to
$20 per ton is now being taken from 400 level. Oreshoot is

3 ft. in width and has been developed for about 30 ft. in
length, vein being still good in face.

COBALT LAKE (Cobalt)—An oreshoot developed at 380
level shows 26 in. of high grade. In one week's develop-
ment 36 tons of ore. which it is estimated will yield net profits
of $35,000, have been extracted.

CONIAGAS (Cobalt)—The erection of a small cyanide mill
is in pi-ogress, which is expected to be in running order in
two months. Slime tailing will be re-treated over canvas and
precipitate obtained refined at Thorold smeltery.

CITY OF COBALT (Cobalt)—System of veins has been
developed under center of town of Cobalt at 200 and 300
levels. Vein 5 in. wide of high-grade ore has been opened
up and numerous small veins in wall rock of drifts are under-
going development with satisfactory results.

WEST DOME (Porcupine)—Shareholders on Aug. 20 rati-
fied re-organization plan submitted by directorate which in-
volves formation of a new company, "West Dome Consolidated
Mines." capitalized at $3,000,000. Two-thirds of stock will be
issued to old shareholders in proportion of two shares of new
for every three of old stock.

MEXICO
Sonora

EL TIGRE (Ysabel)—Several tons of precipitates have
been brought out and shipped to Selby, which is first ship-
ment made for several months.

SANTA ROSA (Cabullona)—H. F. Brown who i's oper-
ating property has encountered vein, about 12 in. wide, of
oxide ore running about 309'c copper.

MINA MEXICO (Tonichi)—This property has practically
i-Iosed down and it will be some time before work is re-
sumed. Has Ijeen unable to operate smelter>' for lack of
coke, as Southern Pacific which ran to mine, has about been
abandoned on account of troubles south of Hermosillo.
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Metal Markets
NKW YORK—Sept. 1

The markets for copper, lead and zinc were excited and
rather chaotic during the last week, there being in each case

a sharp rise at the beRinninp of the week which was followed
by a decline, especially sharp in the case of copper.

Copper, Tin, Lead and Zinc

Copper—At the close of our last week of record, sales of

copper at 16.85c.. basis New York, had been made. On Thurs-
day the market opened with sales at 16%c., and closed with
sales at 17%c.. or about ISc, regular terms. Thus, the market
had come to the asking price of the principal producers, a

large business being done on the way up. However, the mar-
l(t>t never became firmly established at ISc, regular terms,
there being sales on Friday and Saturday all the way from
17% @ 18c.. regular terms. Some of the principal producers
even appeared to be willing to accept business at small
concessions: moreover, none of them was averse to taking
business for export at prices ranging from £S7, c.i.f. London,
to £84 >^. c.i.f. London, which at current rates of exchange
figure out ^2 to 3^ c. below the New York price. 'By Monday
the domestic demand for copper had about petered out and
the smaller producers and agencies promptly cut prices and
continued to do so on Tuesday and Wednesday, during which
part of the week business was very light indeed.

What appears to have happened in the market is some-
thing like this: It has been I'ecognized for a long tiine that
there was potentially a large demand. At the latter part of
the previous week this began to exhibit itself, and the buy-
ing foi' prompt delivery indicated that the stocks of manu-
facturers were low. A very large volume of business de-
veloped on Thursday, and sellei-s. misreading the signs, raised
their prices too sharply. This fiightened and disgusted many
manufacturers who were interested in contracting for copper
but were under no immediate pressure to do so, and went
home saying they would await developments.

The business transacted during our last week of record is

estimated at 30 to 40 million pounds, which was probably
about equall.v divided between domestic and foreign orders.

A highl>' encoui'aging feature of the domestic business was
the buying of considerable quantities of copper by wire-
drawers, who are not supposed to have any connection what-
ever with military contracts.

Copper Sheets are quoted about 23c. per lb. for hot rolled

and 24c. for cold rolled, with usual extras. Wire prices are
unsettled; quotations may be put at IS-.^JOtJ^lOc. per lb. at mill.

Copper Bxports from the United States in June are re-
ported by the Department of Commerce as follows: Pigs, in-
gots and bars, 36,739,762 lb.: plates and sheets, 3,554,055: rods
and wire, 8,559,324: scrap and old, 1,238.845: total, 50,091,986
lb. Exports for the fiscal year ended June 30 were 677,303,822
lb. In addition 5026 tons ore and matte were exported in

June Imports for Jun'e were 24,773,059 lb.' metallic copper
and 8,387,583 lb. in ore and matte: 33,160,642 lb. in all. The
imports for the fiscal year ended June 30 were 152,443,247 lb.

copper and 99,967,985 lb, in ore and matte; 252.411,232 lb. in all.

Tin—The tin market was dull and a little easier, chiefly on
account of the drop in sterling exchange. The statistics for
August are good. The tin committee of the New York Metal
Exchange has issued a circular explaining how the British
Consular guarantees should be complied with.

Lead—On Aug. 26 the A. S. & R. Co. raised its price to
4.70c., but before it did so, other producers had sold largely
at 4.60c. and 4.65c., a big tonnage being placed especially with
ammunition contractors. On Aug. 27 the A. S. & R. Co. raised
its price to 4.9Dc.. following sales by outsiders at 4.80c. On
Saturday and Monda>' outsiders, not to be outdone again, be-
came more reserved and succeeded in realizing 5c. on some
moderate tonnages, especially (or deliveries during the last
quarter of the year. The demand then faded away, however,
and at the close the lead market was showing a weaker tone.
Reports from corroders and sheet and pipe manufacturers are
not very good. The demand of last week was chiefly from
the makers of ammunition.

Spelter—On Aug. 26-28 the principal consumer bought a
large quantity of spelter at a sharp advance in price, es-

pecially as between Aug. 27 and 28. This buying, together
with other orders, created confused and excited conditions
similar to what prevailed when spelter was 10c. higher.
Spelter was bought and sold in round lots for the same de-
livery in the same offlce at a difference of Ic. per lb. in price,
within 10 minutes. The large demand having been filled,

buyers became conspicuous by their absence, and sellers im-
mediately exhibited once more their desire to get spelter off

their hands, with the natural result that the price began to
sag off again. Business last week was chiefly for delivery
during the last quarter of the year. However, some consider-
able sales were made for delivery during the first quarter of
1916. This business was taken at a large discount from cur-
rent quotations. A trifling amount of pi'ompt business was
done at fancy prices.

DAILY PRICES OF METALS IN NEW YORK
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The American business of Beer, Sondheimer & Co. has been

incorporated under the laws of the State of New York as

Beer, Sondheimer & Co., Inc.. with B. Elkan, president, and O.

Prohnknecht, as vice-president.

Brass special spelter was reported sold on Sept. 1 at 17.40c.

per pound.

Zinc .Sheets—Business has been on a considerable scale.

The base price for carload lots is unchanged at $16 per 100

lb. f.o.b. Peru, 111., less 8',, discount.

Other Metals

IVEW YORK—Sept. 1

Aluminum—Supplies are still rather low and demand is

steady. Quotations are 35 @ 37c. per lb. for No. 1 ingots. New
York.

Antimony—Sales are rather slow, though there are some
large inquiries reported on the market. Ordinary brands are

quoted 29@31c. per lb., while 45@48c. per lb. is named for

Cookson's.

Nicliel—Prices are steady and unchanged at 40 @ 50c. per

lb., according to size and terms of order. A premium of 3c.

per lb. is charged for electrolytic.

Cluieiisllver—Trade has been fair. New York quotations

are $89 per flask of 75 lb. for large lots; $90 per flask for

smaller orders. San Francisco reports by telegraph $87.50@

90 per flask, with market firm, but active; $95 was paid early

in the week. London price remains £18 per flask, the same
price being quoted by second hands.

'^' Gold, Silver and Platinum

Gold—Another very large shipment of gold has been re-

ceived at New York from London. Notwithstanding this ster-

ling exchange has again fallen to a point lower than ever

before reported, being about 7% below par.

Platinum—The market is still rather unsettled, but is in-

clined to be stronger. There is no quotable change, however.
Dealers ask $39(ff41 per oz. for refined platinum, and $45@48
for hard metal, according to grade.

Silver—The market has ruled steady the past week with
upward tendency in London due to limited supplies. Market
closes steady at 23,",vd.; the New York price has been seriously

nffected by the fall in sterling exchange from $4.65 to $4.51

during the week.

Zinc and Lead Ore Markets
PLATTEVILLE. AVIS.—.\UB. 2S

The base price paid this week for 60<~^ zinc ore was $65@75
per ton. The base price paid for 80% lead ore wps $50 per

ton.

SHIPMENTS. WEEK ENDED AUG. 2S
Zinc Lead Sulphur

Ore. Lb. Ore. Lb. Ore, Lb.

Week 3.754.230 380.000 628,500
Year 125.27C.440 4,463,160 18,728.710

Shipped during week to separating plants, 4,823,900 lb. zinc

ore.

JOPLIN, MO.—Aug. 28

Blende, high price $87.50; base price per ton of 60% zinc,

premium ore, $S6: medium, $85®) 80; lower grades down to

$75, and early purchases at $70. Calamine, base per ton 40%
zinc, $70@4S; average, all grades of zinc, $74.67 per ton. Lead,
high price $46 50; base price $45 per ton of 80% metal con-
ten*.; average, all grades of lead, $44.95 per ton.

SHIPMENTS WEEK ENDED AUG. 28

Blende Calamine Lead Values
Totals this week. 9,835,550 457,020 1,993.150 $429,050
Totals this year .. 374,792,280 30,221,580 58,216,880 16,377,310

Blende value, the week, $374,700; eight months, $14,177,870.
Calamine value, the week. $9550; eight months, $660,590.
Lead value, the week, $44,800; eight months, $1,538,850.
A tew cars of zinc ore were picked up early in the week

around $70 base, but week-end purchases were largely above
$80 for all grades sought. The American Metal Co. has been
a very active purchasing agent for four weeks, and reports
have been received here that this company has purchased all

available ore in Wisconsin. The upward market is welcomed
heartily, and producers are greatly encouraged with hopes
of a further advance, at least in premium ores.

Iron Trade Review
IVEW YORK—Sept. 1

Increased and increasing activity is manifest everywhere
in the iron and steel trades. Mills are full and are beginning
to fall behind on deliveries in a way that has not been seen
for more than a year. Increased home orders are helping the
munition or e.\port orders to fill up the mills.

Pig iron markets are showing much strength and gains
everywhere. Orders are coming in and prices are advancing
steadily. The blowing in of additional furnaces has checked
the advance to some extent, but the higher prices already
made are being generally held, especially on Southern iron.

PITTSBURGH—Aug. 31

The booking of actual shipping orders in the steel trade
in August has covered fully as large a tonnage as in July,

while the export bookings have been heavier. The domestic
business has been confined largely to specifications on old

contracts, on which the buyers had a decided advantage as
compared with prices currently quoted. The mills have no
difficulty in finding business enough to operate at capacity,

and are indeed falling behind in deliveries in nearly all lines.

in some cases because the finishing departments are crowded
and in other cases because the crude steel is scarce.

It is the general expectation that strictly new buying in

steel products will be much heavier in September than it has
been in August and in some quarters an actual famine in

steel is predicted. It is understood that the railroads are
considering the steel situation very carefully, realizing the
possibility of not being able to secure deliveries desired in

1916, and at satisfactory prices, if they do not buy in time.

The situation as to rails is particularly interesting, as so
many rail mills are now rolling large steel rounds for shrap-
nel.

A part of the demand for steel in the past two or three
months has been due to the desire of jobbers and manufact-
uring consumers to replenish their stocks, which had natu-
rally been reduced to a very low level when mill deliveries

were prompt. This extra demand of course is only tempo-
rary, and it may require a greater increase in general indus-
trial activity than is now generally apprehended to maintain
pressure upon the steel mills for steel

Steel prices have continued to strengthen. The 1.30c. quo-
tation on bars has disappeared, making the market 1.35c.,

while structural shapes and plates are trending to the same
level. Blue annealed sheets have advanced $2 a ton to 1.50c.

while black sheets are firmer.

Pig Iron—The American Steel Foundries has bought 10,000

tons basic iron from two middle interests for delivery to Sharon
and Alliance over the balance of the year, on the basis of

$14.50 at Valley furnaces, firmly establishing tlie market at

this advanced figure and disposing some sellers to quote $14.75

or $15. A saU- of 3000 tons of bessemer has been made at

$15.50, Valley, for export early in September. The odd lots

of malleable and foundry that were available at $14 at fur-

nace have disappeared and the market is firm at $14.50 for

this year's delivery, with $15 asked for the fi?-st half of next
year. There remain very considerable stocks of basic iron,

held largely in middle hands and there is some comment on
the facility with which pig iron prices have been advancing
when the sales have been light. The Jones & Laughlin Steel

Co. recently bought 25,000 tons of basic ii'on from E. W.
Mudge & Co.. at a price below the present market. We quote:
Bessemer. $15.50; basic, malleable and No. 2 foundry. $14. BO'S*

15; forge. $14.25(314.75, f.o.b. Valley furnaces. 95c. higher de-
livered Pittsburgh.

COKE
Con! nnd Coke Tonnage of PennNylvanIa R.R. lines east of

Pittsburgh and Erie, seven months ended July 31. in short
tons;

1914 1915 ChangM
Antlir.irite 6 241,171 6.076,487 D. 164,GS4
Bituminous 23,739,730 23,929,.123 D 1.809.807
Cokr 6,039,01(1 6,090,263 I 51,247

T.)t:ils 3S.019.317 36,096,673 D. 1,923.244

The total decrease this year was 5.1 <>. The July tonnage
was 5,412,510 tons, showing a gain of 122,929 tons over last

year.

Chemicals

MEW YORK—Sept. 1

Conditions in the general market show no special changes
from last week, the position being rather strong.

Ar.senic—Business is moderate but the market is firm.
Prices are about $3.50 per 100 lb. for carload lots, and up to

$4 per 100 lb. for smaller parcels.

Copper Sulphate—Trade is fair but without change in

prices. $7.25 per 100 lb. being asked for large lots ami $7.50
for smaller parcels.

Nitrate of Soda—The market is rather stiff, conditions re-
maining unchanged. September deliveries are quoted at
2.4214c. per lb.; while 2.45c. is named for futures.

Pyrites—Imports at Baltimore for the week included 4094
tons pyrites from Huelva, Spain.
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AMsessnicnts
Company |l)ellncic' Sale Aim.

N. Y. EXCH.

Name ot Comp.

Belmont. Ida
Blue Bell. Ida., (post I

Bonanza Con., Utah

-

Buftalo. Mout..
Bullion, Ida
Cedar Creek, Ida,

.

Comet, Ida
Copper Chief. Ida
East Coeur d'Alene, Ida
East Hercules Ext.. Was
Gethln Le Roy, Utah.
Great Bend, Nev.
Hancock Cons , Mich
Hancock Cons , Mich
Happy Day, Ida
Hector, Ida
Hennessy-Burns. Ida
Honolulu. Ida
Idaho Los Angeles, Ida

AuE. 10 Sept. 10 SO.OO.T
Aug. 30| n03

Sept, 1.1 Oct. 6 o.oi;.

July '.;.' Sept. 10 no:!

Aiii; ;iil Sept. 25 0,00.5

Aiic. 2S .Sept, 29 0.005
Aw M) Sept. :lOj 0005
Aug. 30 Sept. 25 0.005
Aug. '.) Sept. 9I 001

Aug. 10 Sept. 10' 0.0015
Sept. 25|Oct. 13: 0.01
Sept. 10 Oct. 10 01

Sept. l| I 1. 00
Jan. 3 1.00
Aug. 26 Sept. 30 0.0025
Sept. 4iOct. 41 0.005

.'Aug. 20lSept. 24 0.005
Aug. 24 Sept. 13 0036
Sept, 0.005

0.001
0.002
0,005

3 Sept.

Idaho Montana. Ida. Sept. alSept. 25

Idaho Nevada. Ida Sept. 7. Oct.

Imperial, Ida Aug. 31 Oct.

Keweenaw, Mich Sept. 1 . . .

,

Laclede. Ida Sept. 3 Sept. 27
Lake Superior & West., Ariz.

|

Liquidator, Ida .\ug. 28 Sept. 28
Lucky-Calumet. Ida Aug. 27, Sept.

MacNamara, Nev , , Aug. 23 Sept. 13

New Arcadian. Mich Dec. 11 ,,.

New Baltic, Mich , Jan. 151

New Quincy, Utah Sept. 2,Sept.

Old Veteran. Ida Sept. 2:Sept. 30j 0.002

Oom Paul, Ida Aug, 28:sept. 28 0,01

Oom Paul Con. Ida .lug. SOOct. 4 0,01

Oreano, Ida Aug, 2:Sept, 2 0,0015

Phoenix, Mich Sept, 1 [1,00
Phoenix, Mich Jan, 1 1,00
Revelator, Utah Oct. 4 Oct. 25 0.00!

Royal. Ida iSept. l|oct. 1,0.001
Sandstorm Kendall, Nev. , Aug. 23 Sept. 27i 0.01

Selma Utah Sept. SSept. 25 0.005

003
0.02
0.003
0.005

(12

0.50
0,50
0.01

Sonora. Ida. 'July 23 Aug. 31
1

0,004

Springfield, Ida July 30lAug. 30, 002

Sunset Dev,. Wash Aug. 25'Sept. 18| 0,002
Syndicate, Utah , jSept- U Oct, 2^0 001

Tonopah Bonanza, Nev Sept. 13 Oct, 11' 0.01

Tonopah Midway, Nev , jAug, IS Sept, 18 0,01

Union Cons,. Nev 'Aug. 24|Sept. 14| 0,05

White Caps, Nev Uug, UlSept. isl 0.015

Stock Qiiotnlions

New York sales at auction: 800 Mines
Co. of Amer.. 20o.; 3500 Cobalt Central
and 50 Nevada-Utah M. & S., $3 lot; 424,-

750 Ely-Giroux Copper. $5 00 lot.

COLO, SPRINGS Aug. :«i; s.^l,! LAKE Aug. :iO

Name of Comp.

Acacia
Cripple Crk Con.
C. K. &N
Doctor Jack Pot. .

Elkton Con
El Paso
Flndlay
Gold Dollar
Gold .Sovereign.. .

Golden Cycle
Isabella

.lack Pot
Jennie Sample. . .

.

Jerry Johnson
Lexington
Mary McKinney.,
Pharmacist
Portland
Raven B. H
Vindicator

; of Comp.

Beck Tunnel
Black Jack
Colorado Mining.,
Crown Point
Daly-Judge
Gold Chain
Grand Central, , , ,

iron Blossom
Little Bell

Lower Mammoth,
on Valley

May Day
Opohongo
Prince Con
Seven Troughs, , ,

,?llver King Coal'n
Silver King Con..

.

Sioux Con
Uncle Sam
Yankee

Aug 30

Bailey
Coniagas
Peterson Lake,
Right of Way..
Seneca Superior,

Silver Queen, ,

T, & Hudson Bay,
Timlskaming
Wettlaufer-l.nr ,

Dome Mines , ,

,

!4 00

Dome Exten, , ,

Foley O'Brien.

-

Hollinger
Imperial
Jupiter,
Mclntyre

(
48

Pearl Lake
i

t 00!.

Porcn, Crown I
.70

Preslon E. D ,05

Rea I t.lO

SAN FRAXCISCO
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Tflne Miimiinirf Imdlex
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This index is a convenient reference to the current liter-

ature of mining and metallurgy published in all of the im-
portant periodicals of the world. We will furnish a copy of
any article (if in print) in the original language for the
price quoted. Where no price is quoted, the cost is unknown.
Inasmuch as the papers must be ordered from the publishers,
there will be some delay for foreign papers. Remittance
must be sent with order. Coupons are furnished at the fol-

lov.-ing prices: 20c. each, six for $1, 33 for $5, and 100 for $1.'..

When remittances are made in even dollars, we will return
the excess over an order in coupons, if so requested.

fOl'PEIl

169S—CHILE—Bosquejo del Estado Actual de la Industria
Minera del Cobre en el Estranjero 1 en Chile. J. G. Matta.
(Bol. Soc. Nac. de Mineria. Mar. and Apr., 1915; 20 pp., illus.)

To be contini'2d.

1699—EFFICIENCY ENGINEERING in the Copper Coun-
try. P. B. McDonald. (Min. and Sci. Press. July 24. 191.1: 1%
pp.) 20c.

1700—HYDRO-ELEICTROLYTIC TREATMENT of Copper
Ores. Robert Rhea Goodrich. (Am. Electrochem. Soc, Apr. IS,

1914: 127 pp., illus.)

1701—LEACHING—Roasting and Leaching Concentrator
Slimes Tailings. Lawrence Addicks. (Bull. A. I. M. C, Aug.,
1915; 131/2 pp.. illus.) 40c.

1702—NEW MEXICO—Tyrone District. Grant County, New
Mexico! Clifford C. Blood. (Min. and Eng. Wld., Aug. 21,

1915; 2%. pp., illus.) 20c.

1703—ORB TREATMENT—Ueber die Verarbeitung kupfer-
armer, kieselsiiure reicher. Kalk und Magnesia enthaltender
Kupfererze. Binder. (Chem.-Ztg.. May 15, 1915; '^ p.) pn
the treatment of copper ores poor in copper, but rich m silica

which contain also lime and magnesia.
1704—REFINING—The Sources of Impurities in Cathode

Coppei. Lawrence Addicks. (Advance copy, Proc. Am. Elec-
trochem. Soc. Oct.. 1914: 11 pp.. illus.)

1705—SLAG-SETTLER—Granby Tapered Settler. Frank
E. Lathe. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Aug. 14, 1915; li p., illus.)

20c.

1706—SLAGS—Metal Loss in Copper .Slags. Frank E.

Lathe. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Aug. 7, 14 and 21, I'.a..: 11*4

pp., Illus.) 60c.

GOLD AND SILVER—GEOLOCJV
1707—KALGOORLIE—The GeoloK\ of KalKoorlie. C. O. G.

Larcombe. (Min. and Sci. Press, Av.g. 14. 1915; S pp., illus.)

20e.

170S—ONTARIO—The Ordovician Rocks of Lake Timis-
kaming. M. Y. Williams. (Can. Dept. of Mines, Geol. Suiv..

Museum Bull. No. 17; 9 pp.)

GOLD DREDGIIVG, PLACER MI.MNG, ETC.

Scraper for Gravel Miiiins,' in
(Eng. and Min. Journ.. Aug. 14,

1709—ALASKA—Bagle;
Alaska. Lewis H. Eddy.
1915; 1% pp., illus.) 20c

1710—CANADA—Rocker and Grizzly Mining on the North
Saskatchewan. J. A. Macdonald. (Eng. and Min. Journ., July
31, 1915; 1V4 pp.. illus.) 20c.

1711—OREGON—Hvdraulicking at Waldo. Ore. W. H.
Wright. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Aug. 7, 1915; 3?4 pp., illus.)

20c.

1712—SIBERIA—The Gold Mines of the Lena. C. W. Pur-
ington. (Min. Mag., June, 1915; 9^2 PP.. illus.) BOc

1713—THAWING METHODS at Fairbanks. Hubert I. Ellis.
(Eng. and Min. Journ., July 3, 1915: 5V4 PP.. illus.) 20c.

GOLD AND SILVER—CTANIDI.NC;
1714—CALIFORNIA—Amador Consolidated .Milling Plant.

Amador City. Calif. T. S. O'Brien. (Eng. and Min. Journ.,
Aug. 14, 1915; 2i/4 pp., illus.) 20c

1715—COLORADO—Cvanidation of Low-Grade Sulphide
Ores in Colorado—II. H. C. Parmelee. (Met. and Chem. Eng..
Aug.. 1915: 3 pp., illus.) Continuation of article previously
indexed. 40c.

1716—COSTS—An Example of Low Working Costs at Co-
rinthian North Mine. Western Australia. A'. F. Stanley Low.
(Proc. Australian Inst, of Min. Bngrs., No. IS, 1915; 9M; PP-
illus.)

1717—ELECTRICITY—An Alternating-Current Rectifier
for Metallurgical Laboratories. Paul W. Averv and Angel O.
Ulloa. (Mcx. Min. Journ., July, 1915: 1 p., illiis.) 20c.

1718—MEXICO—La Lucha Cyanide Mill. T. E. Pratt.
(Mex. Min. Journ., May, 1915: 2Vi pp., illus.) 20c.

1719—MONTANA—Piegan-Gloster Cyanide Mill. Alexander
McLaren. (Eng. and Min. Journ., July 31. 1915; % p., illus.)
20c.

1720—NEVADA—The Tonopah Plant of the Belmont Mill-
ing Co. A. H. Jones. (Bull. A. \. M. E., Aug. 1915; 27V4 PP..
illus.) 40c

1721—PRECIPITATION—Gold Precipitation on Paper.
Douglas Lay. (Eng, and Min. Journ., Aug. 14, 1915; 1% pp.)
20c

1722—SLIME AGITATION and Solution Replacement Meth-
ods at the West End Mill. Tonopah. Nev. Jav A. Carpenter.
(Bull. A. L M. E.. Aug.. 1915; 13 pp., illus.) 40c.

1723—SOLUTION—The Precipitating Action of Carbon in
Contact with Auriferous Cyanide Solutions. W. R. Feldt-

mann. (Bull. 130. I. M. M., July 22, 1915; 2 pp.) Further
contributed remarks on paper previously indexed.

1724—SOLUTIONS—Notes on the Practical Testing of
Working (ivanide Solutions. Edward H. Croghan. (Journ.
Chem., Met. and Min. Soc. of S. A.. May, 1915; 2 pp.) Discus-
sion on paper previously indexed.

1725—TUBE MILLING—The Theory of Tube Milling. H.
A. White. (Journ. Chem.. Met. and Min. Soc. of So. Afr., May,
1915; % p.) Discussion of paper previously indexed.

GOLD AND SILVER—GENERAL
1726—ALASKA—Gold, Silver and Copper in Alaska in 1914.

Alfred H. Brooks. (Mineral Resources of the U. S., 1914, Pt. I,

19 pp.)
1727—AMALGAMATION—Recovery of Mercury from Amal-

gamation Tailing, Buffalo Mines, Cobalt. E. B. Thornhill.
(Bull. A. I. M. E., Aug., 1915; 4^4 pp., illus.)

172,S—AMALGAMATION TESTS. W. J. Sharwood. (Bull.
A. I. M. E.. Aug., 1915; 12 pp.) 40c.

1729—ARIZONA—The Oatman District, Ariz Howard D.
Smith. (Min. and Sci. Press, July 31, 1915; 3V4 pp., illus.) 20c.

1730—CHILE—Gold Mining in Chile. E. David Pope. (Min.
Mag.. July, 1915: 4 pp., illus.) Details regarding operations of
Las Vacas company. 40c.

1731—CRUSHING—The Position of the Tube-Mill. Alger-
non Del Mar (Min. and Sci. Press, July 24, 1915; 1% pp.,
illus.) 20c.

1732—CUPELL.ATION—A Rule Governing Cupellation Loss-
es. W. J. Sharwood. (Bull. A. L M. E., Aug., 1915; 5 pp., illus.)
40c.

1733—DUTCH GUIANA—Gold Industry in Dutch Guiana,
Its Past and Present. J. B. Percival. (Min, and Eng. Wld.,
Aug. 14, 1915; 2'... pp., illus.) 20c.

1734—FLOTATION in a Mexican Mill. (Min. and Sci. Press,
July 24, 1915; 5 pp., illus.) 20c.

1735—MEXICO—Early Mining History of Pachuca. Morrill
B, Spaulding, (Mex. Min. Journ., May, 1915; 2% pp., illus.) 20c.

1736—QUEENSLAND—Charters Towers Goldfield. J. H.
Reid, (Queensland Gov't Min. Journ., July 15, 1915; 1% pp.,
illus.) 40c.

1737—RAND—Some Features in the Mining Problems of
the Eastern Witwatersrand Area. W. G. Holford. (Bull. 130,
I. M. M,, July 22, 1915; 6 pp.) Author's reply to discussion.

173s—RAND—Mining Conditions on the Witwatersrand. W.
L, Honnold. (Advance copy, A. I. M. E., Sept., 1915; 21 pp.,
illus.) 40c.

1730—RAND—Mining on the Witwatersrand. (Eng. and
Min. Journ,, Aug, 21, 1915; 2^4 PP.. illus.) Conditions and
pro.spects of the principal mines at the present time. 20c.

1740—SIIA'ER EXTE.VCTION—Lead Acetate and Zinc Salts
in Silver Extraction. Charles R. Morris. (Eng. and Min.
Journ,. July 31, 1915; 1 p.) 20c.

1741—W.^STE RECOVERY—Treatment of Waste Material
Containing Silver. R. J. Marsh. (Metal Ind., Aug., 1915; 4

pp.) Preparation for treatment of the waste materials pro-
duced in factories manufacturing silver goods. 20c.

1742—WESTERN AUSTRALIA—The Future of Mining in
this State. W. A. Macleod. (Monthly Journ., Chamber of
Mines of W. Aust., May 31, 1915; 3 pp.)

1743—YUKON—Silver Discovery in the Yukon (Galena
Creek). D. Saunders. (Min. and Sci. Press, July 24, 1915
p.) 20c.

IRON ORE DEPOSITS, MINING, ETC.

1744—MES.A.BI RANGE—Orebodies of the Mesabi Range,
J. V. Wolff, (Eng, and Min, Journ., July 31 and Aug. 7, 1915;
13 pp.. illus.) Conclusion of article previously indexed. 40c.

1745—MINNESOTA—The General Extent, Value, Assess-
ment and Ta.xation of Iron Ore in Minnesota. (Reprint of
Chapters VI and VII of the Fourth Biennial Report, Minn.
Tax. Comm.. 1914; 7S pp., illus.)

1746—PROSPECTING—What the Dip Needle Can and Can-
not Do C, A, Cheney, Jr. (Eng. and Min Journ., July 31,
1915; IW pp.) 20c.

1747—SIGNALING—Automatic Signal System Used in
Stockpiling Iron Ore. John F, Murphy. (Eng. and Min. Journ,,
Aug. 7, 1915; % p., illus.) 20c.

174S—SOUTH AFRICA—Occurrence of Iron Ores in the
Cape Province. Alex L. Du Toil. (So. Afr. Eng., July, 1915;
§ p., illus.) 40c,

IRON AND STEEL METALLURGY
1749—BLAST-FURN.-VCE PLANT AUXILIARIES and Gen-

eral Arrangement, J, E, Johnson. Jr. (Met, and Chem, Eng,,
Aug,, 1915; 4Vi pp., illus.) Conclusion of article previously
indexed. 40c.

,

1750—BLOWING ENGINES—Gas-Blowing Engines at the
Steelton Plant of the Pennsylvania Steel Co. (Met. and Chem,
Eng,, Aug,, 1915; 3»4 pp., illus.) 40c.

1751—CASTINGS—How to Make Good Steel Castings. John
Howe Hall. (Iron Tr. Rev., July 29, 1915; 5% PP.. illus.) Paper
before Am. Foundrymen's Asssn. 20c.

1752—CORROSION—Metal Sprav Processes. John Calder,
(Iron and Coal Tr. Rev,, July 30, 1915; 1 i/i pp,, illus) From
a paper before New York section. Am, Soc, Mechan, Engrs 40c
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1753—ELECTRIC FURNACE—The Thermal Efficiency oi
the Electric Furnace. (Proc. Engrs.' Soc. W. Penn, July, 1915;
21 'i pp.. illus.)

17.'')4—ELECTRIC IRON-ORE SMELTING in Sweden. (En-
gineering-, Aug. 6, 1915; 214 pp., illus.) iOc.

1755—FERRO-ALLOYS—Electric Furnace Melting of
Ferro-Alloys. R. S. Wile. (Advance copy, Am. Electrochem.
Soc. Sept.. 1915; S pp.)

1756—FERRO-CHROME—Zur Analyse des Ferrochroms.
Schilling. (Chem.-Ztg., June 19. 1915; % p.) Concerning the
analysis of ferro-chrome. 40c.

1757—HEATING FURNACE—A New Ingot-Heating Fur-
nace. (Engineer. Aug. i:i, 1915; 2J pp., illus.) Describes
lonides system of gaseous heating. 40c.

175S—PROPERTIES—Some Suggestions Regarding the
Determination of the Properties of Steel. A. N. Mitinsky.
(Bull. A. I. M. E., Aug.. 1915: 9 pp., illus.) 40c.

1759—SOUND STEEL—The Commercial Production of
Sound, Homogeneous Steel Ingots and Blooms. Emil Gath-
mann. (Advance copy. A. I. M. E., Sept., 1915; S pp., illus.) 40c.

1760—TIN PLATE—How Tin Plate Is Made in Germany.
W. Kramer. (Iron Tr. Rev., Aug. 19. 1915; 2 pp., illus.) Re-
printed from "Stahl u. Eisen." 20c.

1761—VANADIUM—Tests of Vanadium Iron Castings.
(Iron Tr. Rev., July 29. 1915; 2 pp., illus.) Details of inves-
tigation at Lafayette College to determine characteristics of
castings made from vanadium pig iron, with varying amounts
of scrap. 20c.

LW.\D AND ZINC

1762—CHURN DRILLING in Wisconsin Lead-Zinc District.
E. J. De Wilde. (Min. and Eng. Wld., July 31. 1915; 1 p.) 20c.

1763—CONCENTRATION—Concentrazione per via Secca
die Minerali 3i Zinco. (Rassegna Mineraria, July 16, 1915;
1% pp.) 40c.

1764—ELFCTRIC FURNACE—The Thermal Efficiency of
the Electric Furnace. Woolsev McA. Johnson. (Proc. Eng.
Soc. W. Penn.. July. 1915; 21 'i pp., illus.)

1765—JOPLIN and the Spelter Boom. Otto Ruhl. (Min.
and Sci. Press. Aug. 7. 1915; 2 pp.. illus.) 20c.

1766—JMARKET CONDITIONS—The Case of Spelter. (Cor-
respondence and Discussion.) (Eng. and Min. Journ., Aug. 7,
1915; 94 p.) 20c.

1767—METALLURGY—Notes on the Metallurgy of Zinc.
E. H. Leslie. (Min. and Sci. Press, July 31, 1915; 5 pp.. illus.)
20c.

176S—SMELTING—The Advantages of High-Lime Slags in
the Smelting of Lead Ores. S. E. Bretherton. (Bull. A. I. M,
E., Aug.. 1915; 4 pp.) 40g.

1769—TENNESSEE—Geological Anatomy of a Tennessee
Zinc Mine. Frank L. Nason. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Aug. 14,
1915; 3 pp.. illus.) 20c.

1770—WASTE of .Zinc. S. E. Bretherton. (Min. and Sci.
Press. July 24, 1915; 1^ PP.) 20c.

1771—WISCONSIN—Wisconsin Zinc District—I. H. C.
George. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Aug. 21, 1915; 5^ pp., illus.)

OTHER METALS
1772—ANTIMONY—The Wah Chang Mines, China. H. T.

Liang. (Min. and Sci. Press, July 10, 1915; 2 pp., illus.) 20c.

1773—ANTIJIONT PRODUCTION of the World. (Eng. and
Min. Journ.. Aug. 14. 1915; 1^,4 PP.) Excerpts from an article
in "Engineering," July 9, 1915, with editorial comments and
additions. 20c.

1774—NICKEL—Ontario Nickel Commission. (Can. Min
Journ., Aug. 1. 1915; 2 pp., illus.) Notes on the personnel. 20c.

1775—PLATINUM ASSAYING at the Boss Mine. Frank A.
Crampton. (Min. and Sci. Press, Aug. 14, 1915; 2 pp.) 20c.

1776—RADIO-ACTIVE MINERALS in South Africa. R. N.
Kotze. (So. Afr. Min. Journ., July 10, 1915; 1 p.) Discussion
of a paper bv W. A. Rogers before Geological Society, Jul v.
1915. 40c.

1777—RADIOACTIVITY—Neuere Forschungen auf dem
Gebiete der Radioaktivitiit in den Jahren 1913 und 1914. F.
Henrich. (Zeit. f. angew. Chem., June 22 and 29, 1915; 10 li

pp., illus.)

177S—TIN—Separation'of Wolfram from Tin. M. T. Taylor.
(Min. Mag.. June. 1915; 1 »2 PP) 40c.

1779—Tin—The Physical Condition of Cassiterite in Cor-
nish Mill Products. J. J. Beringer. (Bull. 130, L M. M., July
22. 1915; 3 pp.) Further ccontributed remarks on paper prev-
iously indexed.

17S0—TIN—The Potosi Tin-Mining District, Bolivia. Fran-
cis Church Lincoln. (Min. and Sci. Press, July 24, 1915; 3 pp.,
illus.) 20c.

17S1—TIN—Mining Conditions in Bolivia. Francis Church
Lincoln. (Mex. Min. Journ.. Mar., 1915; 6 pp., illus.) 20c.

1782—TUNGSTEN—Wolfram Mining in Burma. (Min.
Journ., July 24, 1915; S^i pp.) 40c.

17S3—VANADIUM: Its Chemical and Metallurgical Tech-
nologv. F. M. Turner. Jr. (Can. Min. Journ., Aug. 1, 1915;
Wi pp.) 20c.

1784—VANADIUM^Metallurgy at the Primos Chemical
Co.'s Plant. (Min. and Eng. Wld., July 17, 1915; 1 p.) 20c.

NONMETALLIC MINERALS
1786—BARYTES—The Production of Barytes in 1914; with

a note on Strontium Ore and Salts. James M. Hill. (Mineral
Resource.-; of the U S.. Pt. II; U. S. Geol. Surv., 1915: 6 pp.)

17>i7—DIAMONDS—The Economic Resources of German
South-West Africa, (Bull. Imperial Inst., Apr.-June. 1915; 27
pp.. illus.) General article. 3 pages of which are devoted to
diamonds.

17SS—FLUORSPAR—The Production of Fluorspar in 1914:
with a note on Crvolite. Ernest F. Burchard. (Mineral Re-
sources of the U. S.. 1914, Pt. II; 9 pp.)

17S9—PHOSPHATE ROCK in Johnson County, Tenn. Joel
H. Watkins. (Min. and Eng. Wld., Aug. 7, 1915; 1% pp., illus.)
20c.

1790—POTASH DEPOSITS in Chile. Severe Salcedo. (Eng.
and Min. Journ., Aug. 7. 1915; 1 p.) 20c.

1791—POTASH SITUATION, The. Samuel H. Dolbear. (Met.
and Chem. Eng., Aug.. 1915; 1 M: P.) 40c.

1792—SALT—Notes on Sea-Salt Manufacture in North
China. (Far Eastern Rev., June. 1915; 5 pp.. illus.) 40c.

1793—SULPHUR—Sui Metodi d'Analisi degli Zolfl. M. G.
Levi. (Rassegna Mineraria. July 16. 1915; 6V4 pp.. illus.) Con-
tinuation of article previously indexed. 40c.

1794—TALC .\ND SOAPSTONE—The Production of Tale
and Soapstone in 1914. J. S. Diller. (Mineral Resources of
the U. S., 1914, Pt. II; 7 pp.)

PETROLEUM AND NATURAL GAS
1795—OIL SHALES of Newfoundland. J. W. McGrath. (Can.

Min. Journ.. Aug. 15, 1915; % p.) 20c.

1796—OKLAHOMA—The Influence of the Gushing Pool in
the Oil Industry. Roswell H. Johnson and L. G. Huntley.
(Proc. Eng. Soc. W. Penn.. July, 1915; 29 pp.

1797—PAPUA—Petroleum in Papua. (Bull. Imperial Inst.,
Apr.-June. 1915; IS pp.)

179S—WYOMING—The Grass Creek Oil and Gas Field, Hot
Springs County. Wyoming. F. F. Hintze, Jr. (Bull. 11, Wyom-
ing State Geologist's Office, 1915; 30 pp., illus.)

ECONO.MIC GEOLOGY—GENERAL
1799—ORE DEPOSITS—Persistence of Ore in Depth. T. A.

Rickard. (Bull. 130, I. M. M., July 22, 1915; 8 pp.) Author's
reply to discussion of paper previously indexed.

ISOO—PERU—Esporacion de los Terrenos Salitreros en
Territorio Peruano. Jose M. Guzman. (Bol. Soc. Nac. de
Mineria. Feb., 1915; 21 pp.)

MINING—GENERAL
ISOl—ACCIDENTS—Monthly Statement of Coal-Mine Fa-

talities in the United States. May, 1915. Albert H. Fay. (U. S.
Bureau of Mines. 1915; 16 pp.)

1S02—AKRIAL ROPEWAY'S—The Design and Construction
of -Aerial Ropeways. (Engineer, July 23, 1915; 2>4 PP., illus.)
40c.

1S03—ARIZONA—Mining in Arizona. Charles F. Willis.
(Min. and Sci. Press, Aug. 14, 1915; 2^4 pp., illus.) 20c.

1804—CHANGE HOUSE of Aurora Cons. Mines Co. William
Spence Black. (Eng. and Min. Journ.. Aug. 21, 1915; 1'.4 pp..
illus.) 20c.

1805—CHINA—The Shui-Kou-Shan Mine in Hunan, China.
H. Y. Liang. (Min. and Sci. Press, June 12, 1915; 3 pp., illus.)
20c.

1S06—CHURN-DRILLING COSTS, Sacramento Hill, Bisbee
District. Ariz. Arthur Notman. (Bull. A. I. M. E.. Aug., 1915;
14 pp., illus.) 40c.

1S07—CHUTE DOOR—Rock- and Ore-Chute Door. D. E.
Charlton. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Aug. 7. 1915; ^i p.. illus.) 20c.

1808—EDUCATION—Mining Education in Australasia. D.
B. Waters. (Proc. Aust. Inst. Min. Engrs.. No. 18. 1915; 8 pp.)

1809—EXPLOSIVES—Permissible Explosives Tested Prior
to March 1. 1915. Spencer P. Howell. (Tech. Paper 100, LT. S.

Bureau of Mines, 1915; 16 pp.)

ISIO—EXPLOSIVES—Safety Measures in the Use of Explo-
sives. William Cullen. 1 Journ. Chem., Met. and Min. Soc. of
So. Afr., May, 1915; S pp.) Discussion on paper previously
indexed.

1811—GERMAN SOUTH-WEST AFRICA—The Economic
Resources of the German Colonies. (Bull. Imperial Inst., Apr.-
June, 1915; 27 pp., illus.)

1S12—GLTANAJUATO—Old Mining Camp of Pozos, Guana-
juato. (Mex. Min. Journ., July. 1915: Hi pp.) 20c.

1813

—

HOISTINIt—Winding Drums and Winding Ropes. H.
W. G. Halbaum. (Iron and Coal Tr. Rev., June 25. 1915; Z\
pp.. illus.) Paper before No. of Eng. Inst, of Min. and Median.
Engrs. 40c.

1S14—HUNGARY—LTngarns Montanindustrie und Aussen-
handelin den wichtigsten Montanprodukten im Jahre 1913.
(Montanistische Rundschau, July 16, 1915; 4H pp.) Conclusion
of article previously indexed. 40c.

1815—ITALY—Bergbau und Hiittenindustrie Italiens im
Jahre 1913. (Gliickauf. July 10, 1915; 7% pp.) 40c.

1816—LABOR—Miners' Unions in Canada. (Can. Min.
Journ.. Aug. 15, 1915; 7% pp.) From annual report of Can.
Dept. of Labor. 20c.

1S17—LADDERS—Wood vs. Steel Mine Ladders. George E.
Collins. (Eng. and Min. Journ., July 31, 1915; ?4 pp.. illus.)

1818—NEWFOUNDLAND—Mining in New-foundland. J. W
McGrath. (Can. Min. Journ.. Aug. 1. 1915; % p.) 20c.

1819—ONTARIO—Prospecting for Minerals in Ontario. J.

A. Macdonald. (Eng. and Min. Journ., June 19, 1915; 1 34 pp.,
illus.) 20c.

1820—ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT, Essentials of.

J. R. Finlav. (Eng. and Min. Journ., July 31, 1915; 5% PP.,
illus.) 20c.

1821—PERLT—Mining in Peru. (Mex. Min. Journ., Mar..
1915: 2% PP) From "Peru Today." 20c.

1822—POWER—Electric Power for Montana Mines. Mills
and Smelters. Warren Aikens. (Min. and Eng. Wld., July 17
and 31. 1915: 11 pp.. illus.) 40c.

1823—PROSPECTING!—The Sampling of Churn-Drill Pros-
pect Holes. Frederick G. Moses. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Aug.
21. 1915: 3V4 pp., illus.) 20c.

1824—SAFETY' in Mining. (Min. and Sci. Press. Aug. 7,

1915; 4^4 pp.. illus.) Discussion at public hearinus held m
San Francisco. June 11 and 12. on the initiative of the Inaus-
trial Accident Commission and the U. S. Bureau of Mines. ^Oc
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1825—VENTILATION—Notes on a Method of Ventilating^
Sinking Shafts. Winzes and Drives. S. Nettleton. (Journ.
Chem., Met. and Min. See. of So. Afr., May, 1915; 1 pp.) Dis-
cussion on p.Tper previously indexed.

1S26—VENTILATION—The Influence Moisture in the Air
Has on Miin- Ventilation. Arthur G. Whittome. (Journ. So.
Afr. Inst, of Engrs., June, 1915; 91/2 pp.)

1827—WELFARE WORK of the Tennessee Coal, Iron &
R.R. Co. Lloyd Noland. (.Iron Tr. Rev., Aug. 19, 1915; 25 pp.)
20c.

1S2S—WESTERN AUSTRALIA—Report of the Department
of Mines for the Year 1914. (West. Aust. Dept. of Mines, 1915;
32 pp.)

.METAL.l.rROY—GESfERAl.

1S29—ALLOTROPY AND METASTABILITY of Metals. Al-
fred Holt. (Journ. Soc. Chem. Ind., July 15, 1915; i\i, pp.)

1S30—ALLOYS—The Ternary System CaO-AUOs-SiO-. G.
A. Rankin and Fred E. Wright. j(Am. Journ. of Sci., Jan., 1915;
79 pp.. illus.)

1S31—GALVANIZING—A'erhlitung de^ raschen Zerfressens
von Verzinkungspfannen. Diesel. (Zeit. d. Vereines Deutsch.
Ing., May 1, 1915; IVt pp.) Prevention of the rapid corrosion
of galvanizing pans.

1832—HOLT-DERN PROCESS at Plant of Mines Operat-
ing Co.. Park City, Utah. Clarence L. Larson. (Mex. Min.
Journ., May, 1915; 3% pp., illus.) 20c.

1833—POWER—Electro-Metallurgical Industries as Possi-
ble Consumers of Electric Power. Dorsey A. Lyon. (Bull. A.
L M. E., Aug., 1915; 23 pp.) 40c.

1834—PULP MEASUREMENT—Barth Slide Rule for Pulp
Measurement Carl G. Barth, Jr. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Aug.
7, 1915; 1/2 p., illus.) 20c.

1S35—SAND PULP TABLE. W. A. Caldecott. (Journ.
Chem.. Met. and Min. Soc. of So. Afr., May, 1915; 1 p.) 60c.

1836—SMELTERY—The Salida Smeltery. F. D. Weeks.
(Bull. A. 1. M. E., Aug., 1915: 4'i pp.) 40c.

1837—SOLUTION OF METALS—The Action of Dilute Solu-
tions of Acids, Alkalies and Salts Upon Certain Metals. A. J.
Hale and H. S. Foster. (Journ. Soc. Chem. Ind., May 15, 1915;
% p.)

1838—TITANIUM-ALUMINUM BRONZE CASTINGS. W. M.
Corse. (Met. and Chem. Eng., Aug., 1915; % p.) 40c.

FUELS
1839—BRIQUETS—Ein neues Brikettierungsverfahren zur

Gewinnung hochwertiger Briketts aus minderwertiger Braun-
kohle. Harbing. (Feuerungstechnik. May 1, 1915; 2 pp.) A
new method of briquetting for producing high-grade bri-
quettes from low-grade brown coal.

1S40—CALORIMETER—The Effect of High Ignition-Volt-
ages on the Accuracy of Bomb Calorimeter Determinations.
Edward J. Dittus. (Met. and Chem. Eng.. Aug., 1915; IV2 PP.,
illus.) 40c.

1841—COKE—Products and By-Products of Coal. Edgar
Stansfleld and F. E. Carter. (Can. Dept. of Mines, Mines
Branch. 1915; 51 pp., illus.)

1842—ECONOMIC UTILIZATION of Coal and the Produc-
tion of Cheap Power. Walter F. Reid. (Journ. Soc. Chem,
Ind., July 31, 1915; 6V2 PP-)

1S43—GAS PRODUCERS—Gas generatoren mit Erzeugung
flUssiger Schlacke. Gwosdz. (Feuerungstechnik, June 15, 1915;
2% pp.) Gas producers with production of liquid slag.

1844—PETROLEUM as Fuel Under Boilers and in Furnaces
for Heating, Melting and Heat-Treatment of Metals. W. N.
Best. (Bull. A. I. M. E., Aug., 1915; 11 pp., illus.) 40c.

1S45—PETROLEUM—Smelting with Crude Petroleum. Al-
len Bruce Marquand. (Can. Min. Journ., Aug. 1, 1915; 3 pp.)
From "California Derrick." 20c.

1846—POWDERED COAL—Storage of Powdered Coal. Ed-
ward J. Kelley. (Coal Age, July 31, 1915; % p.) 20c.

1S47—SOLID FUELS—Die festen Brennstoffe im Jahre 1914.
Bertelsmann. (Chem.-Ztg., July 3, 1915; 3 pp.)

MINING AND METALLlRGICtl, M.4^CHINERY
1848—AIR COMPRESSION—The Hydraulic Compression of

Air. A. E. Chodzko. (Min. and Sci. Press, Aug. 14, 1915; 4?^
pp., illus.) 20c.

1849—AIR COMPRESSOR—Tests of Largest Air Compress-
or. Description of the Machinery. G. M. Clark. (Journ. So.
Afr. Inst, of Engrs., June, 1915; 2 pp.)

1850—DRILL—The Hydromax Hammer Drill. (Iron and
Coal Tr. Rev., July 30, 1915; 1 p., illus.) 40c.

1851—ELECTRICITY in Stone Quarries and Asphalt Plants.
(Elec. Rev., Aug. 21, 1915; 3§ pp., illus.) 20c.

1S52—HOISTING—Five Hundred Kilowatts from Exhaust
of Hoisting Engine. Thomas Wilson. (Power, Aug. 3, 1915;
4 pp., illus.) 20c.

1853—LAMP—A New Electric Safety Lamp (Manlite).
(Coal Age, Aug. 7, 1915; 2% pp., illus.) 20c.

1854—LAMPS—A New Electric Miners' Lamp Works. (En-
gineer, Aug. 6, 1915; 1% pp., illus.) Description of Victoria
Works of Pearson's Electric Miners' Lamp Co. 40c.

1855—LUBRICATING OILS—The Demulsification Values of
Mineral Lubricating Oils for Use in Steam Turbines. Arnold
Philip. (Journ. Soc. Chem. Ind., July 15, 1915; iVs PP-. illus.)

1856—OIL-P.URNING FURNACES—Case Low-p"ressure Oil-
Burning Metallurgical Furnaces. (Met. and Chem. Eng., Aug.,
1915; 1 p., illus.) 40c.

1857—OIL ENGINES—High Compression Oil Engines for
Mine Service. Paul A. Bencel. (Min. and Eng. WId., July 31,
1915; 1% pp., illus.) 20c.

1858—POWER PLANT—The Central Power Station of the
Randfontein Estates. R. TurnbuH Mawdesley. (Elec. Rev.,
London, July 16 and 23, 1915; 5 pp., illus.) 60c.

1859—POWER PLANTS—Operating Mining Power Plants in
Parallel. Warren Aikens. (Min. and Eng. Wld., Aug. 21, 1915;
5 pp., illus.) 20c.

1860—PUMPING PLANT—The Centrifugal Pumping Plant
of the Durban-Roodepoort Deep, Ltd. E. G. Izort and J. A. P.
Rouillard. (Journ. So. .Vfr. Inst, of Engrs., June, 1915; 1 p.)
Discussion of paper previously indexed.

1S61—PUMPS—Savin,4 $1500 a Month by Using Electric
Pumps. E. E. Yensel. (Elec. Wld., Aug. 21, 1915; 2 pp., illus.)
Economies effected at Richard mine of Thomas Iron (io.,

Wharton, N. J. 20c.

1862—STEAM SHOVEL—310-Ton Steam Shovel Built by
Bucyrus Co. (Engineering, Aug. 6, 1915; % p. and 4 plates.)
40c.

1863—^TURBINES—Small Steam Turbines for Mine Power
Plants. 6. R. Stone. (Min. and Eng. Wld., Aug. 7, 1915; i p.)
20c.

S.\MI»LING AND ASSAYING
1864—BALANCE—heusser Multiple Weight.Attachment for

Chemical Balances. Wilfrid Heusser. (Eng. and Min. Journ.,
Aug. 2.1, 1915; % p., illus.) 20c.

1865-CARBON DETERMINATIO>f^Ein rasches und gen-
aues Vertahren zur Bestimmung des Kohlenstoffs in Eiden
und Eisenlegierungen. Szasa. (Chem.-Ztg., June 26, 1915;
l'/2 pp.. illus.) A quick and exact method for determining
carbon in iron and iron alloys. 40c.

1866—CHLORINE. BROMINE AND IODINE—Bestimmung
von Chlor. Brom und lod neben einander. Bekk. (Chem.-Ztg.
May 29, 1915; 1 p.) Determination of chlorine, bromine and
iodine side by side. 40c.

1867—ELECTRODE—Streifen-Elektrode. Gockel. (Chem.-
Ztg., June 26. 1915; \i p., illus.) Elektrode made of platinum
strips fused into the walls of the vessel. 40c.

1S6S—OXALIC ACID AND M.\NG.\NESE—Ueber colori-
metrische Methoden zum Nachweis von Oxalsaure und Mangan.
Sacher. iChem.-Ztg., Apr. 24, 1915; 1 p.) On colorimetric
methods for detecting oxalic acid and manganese.

1869—WOOD FUEL for Assaying. H. R. Edmands. (Month-
ly Journ. of the Chamber of Mines of W..Aust., May 31, 1915; 3

pp., illus.)

INDl'STRIAL. CHEMISTRY
1870—ACIDS—Bericht iiber die Industrie der Mineralsauren

im Jahre 1914. Reusch. (Chem.-Ztg., Apr. 14, May 5, 22 and
26. 1915; 7 pp.) An account of the mineral-acid industry in
1914.

1871—COAL BY-PRODUCTS—Products and By-Products of
Coal. Edgar Stansfteld and F. E. Carter. (Can. Dept. of
Mines, Mines Branch, 1915; 51 pp.)

1872—EUROPEAN WAR—Die chemische Industrie Frank-
reichs und dtr Krieg.—II. (Chem.-Ztg., June 9, 1915; 214 pp.)
France's chemical industry and the war; second article.

1S73—EUROPEAN W.\R—Die chemische Industrie in Ital-
ien und der Krieg. (Ch':!m.-Ztg., June 30, 1915; 2 pp.) The
chemical industry in Italy and the war.

1874—PROGRESS—Die wichtigsten Fortschritte auf dem
Gebiet der aiiorganischen Grossindustrie im .lahre 1914. Von
Keler. (Zeit. f. angew. Chem., Apr. 13 and 20, 1915; 13% pp.)
Tlie most important advances in the scope of inorganic in-
dustrial chemitry in 1914.

1875—TAR—Die Destination des Teers nach Patent Dr.
Kubierschky. (Chem.-Ztg., May 22 and June 5. 1915; SVi PP.,
illus.) Distillation of tar by Dr. Kubierschky's patent. 40c.

MATERI.VLS OF CONSTRUCTION
1876—CEMENT—Electricity in Cement Manufacture. Nor-

man G. Meade. (Elec. Rev., Aug. 14, 1915; 2% pp., illus.) 20c.

1877—FERRO-CONCRETE—Die Feuer- und Blitzsicherheit
des Eisenbetons. Rohland. (Feuerungstechnik, May 15, 1915;
1% PP) The safety of ferro-concrete against fire and light-
ning.

1S78—FIREPROOF MATERIAL—Ueber einige feuerfeste
Spezialmassen fiir chemische und metallurgische Zwecke. En-
dell. (Chem.-Ztg., June 5, 1915; 2 pp., illus.) On some special
fireproof material for chemical and n etallurgical purposes.
40c.

1879—PORTLAND CEMENT—British Portland-Cement-
Making Machinery. (Engineer, July 23 and 30, Aug. 6 and 13.
1915; 7V2 pp., illus.) Continuation of article previously in-
dexed. $1.

MISCELLANEOUS
1880—CONSTITUTION OF MATTER and the Evolution of

the Elements. Ernest Rutherford. (Pop. Sci. Monthly, Aug.,
1915; 38 pp., illus.) 60c.

1881—INJURED WORKMEN—Fursorge fiir Kriegsbe-
schadigte. (Stahl u. Eisen, July 1, 1915; 6% pp.. illus.) How
the German Government makes use of injured soldiers by
giving them special tasks. 40c.

1882—LATIN .AMERICAN MONETARY SYSTEMS and Ex-
change Conditions. Joseph T. Cosby. (National Citv Bank of
N. Y.. 1915; 31 pp.)

1SS3—PERIODIC lAW, The. Saul Dushman. (Gen. Elec.
Rev., July, 1915; ZVt pp.)

1884—PIPH 'Lines—Friction Head in Water Pipe Lines.
Geok A. Ohren. fMin. and Eng. Wld., July 24, 1915; 2 pp.)
20c.

1885—POTTERY INDUSTRY—Statistics of the Pottery In-
dustry in the United States in 1914. Jefferson Middleton. (Min-
eral Resources of the U. S., 1914, Pt. TI; 16 pp.)

1886—SEWER TILE of Concrete. B. B. Hood. (Eng. and
Min. Journ., July 31, 1915; % pp., illus.) 20c.

1887—SPIRIT LEVELING—Results of Spirit Leveling in
Utah, 1897 to 1914. Inclusive. R. B. Marshall. (U. S. Geol.
Surv., 1915; 77 pp., illus.)

8188—SPITZBERGEN—^The Coalfields of Spitzbergen. (Coll.
Guard., May 21. 1915; 1 ',4 pp.. illus.)

1889—SOUTH AMERICA—West Coast Business. Mark R.
Lamb. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Mar. 6. 1915; 5 pp., illus.)
Notes on business opportunities on the West Coast. 20c.
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Tirip TlbroMglh BoMvSa
By Staxley C. Bullock''

iSyjS'OPfSIiS—The general tnancujer of a Chilean

mine visits the aUi piano of Bolivia, inspecting

some of the leading tin-mining operations. Hijs

notes and the data about the train and hotel

accommodations should be useful to engineers

who contemplate traveling in this South American
country.

The Bolivian froutifi- is rrossud a few Icilometers after

leaving Ollague, the last station on the Chilean section

of the Antofagasta & Bolivia Ey. The distance from
Antofagasta by rail is rouglily 440 km., and the time

required by the express train is 18 hr. At the time of

writing—March, 1915—only one express was being run

vreekly, reaching Ollague on Sunday, but, as the intention

was to go first to Potosi, it was necessary to take a

slow train in order to

make the connection

at Rio Mulato, from
which place the train

leaves only once a

week — on Saturday.

Ollague therefore was

left on Thursday at

3 p.m. (La Paz time),

and Uyuni, at which

place the train
stopped, was reached

the same night at

8 : 30 p.m. The hotel

here—the Unini—is

good for the size of

the place, and the charges reasonable—bed, dinner,

breakfast and attendance costing 5 bolivianos (1 boli-

viano = 15d. = $0.30, March, 1915).

Ollague to Uyuxi—Unixteresting Tablelaxd

From Ollague to Ujami the country is most uninterest-

ing, being comparatively a level plain 12,000 ft. high,

with little or no vegetation and very saline in character

;

mirages of water are seen continually along the roitte.

There are a few mines on a branch line from Uyuni to

Huanchaca, but these were not visited, since work was

said to have been much curtailed and my time was

limited.

The next stage of the journey started at 8 a.m. on
Friday morning, and Rio Mulato, where it was ueces-

ORURO, THE! COMMERCIAL CAPITAL OF BOLIVIA

•General manager, Poderosa Mining Co., Ltd., Mina Pode-
rosa, CoUahuasi, Antofagasta, Chile.

sary to stop until the next morning, was reached at 11 : 30

a.m. The country between Uyuni and Rio Mulato i.^

a little more fertile than the previous section ; llamas and

donkeys were grazing along the line, and in places the

ground had been tilled and barley grown.

There is a river at Rio Mulato, from which the place

presumably gains it.s name, but were it not for the junc-

tion to Potosi, it would be of no importance. The hotel

here is poor, and since there is no competition it has little

inducement to improve. The prices are comparatively

high, the charge made being 6 bolivianos per diem, though
the food is not good.

The train for Potosi left at 8 : 30 a.m. ; the fare was
14 bolivianos, the same as from Ollague to Rio ilulato.

The railway gage from Rio ilulato to Potosi is 1 m.
and though the main line from Antofagasta is being

changed to this also, tiie alteration has not yet been com-
jileted. From Rio ^lu-

lato the line starts to

ascend, reaching an

altitude of 16,000 ft.

and then descends to

Potosi, which is about

14,000 ft. above sea

level. The country

passed through is at-

tractive, well-watered,

and cultivated on the

mountainsides. Hun-
dreds of llamas and

donkeys can be seen

grazing, while occa-

sionally a bunch of

vicuiias is visible fairly close to the railway line.

The only point of mining interest is the concentration

plant of the Porco Tin Mines, Ltd., in course of erection

at Agua C'astilla, which is about 7 hr. from Rio Mulato.

The mill is right at the railway, while the mine is con-

nected to it by an aerial tramway. As tlie train, however,

only stopped a few minutes, there was no opportunity

of looking over the mill which is said to be one of the

most ujitodate in Bolivia, the plant including stamps,

sand and slime taljles and Hardinge mill for regrinding.

The train should have arrived at Potosi at 4 : 30 p.m.,

but owing to various delays on the line, was more than

an hour late. On arriving a coach conveyed the passengers

up to the main part of the town, which is about IY2 mi-

from the station. The hotel was safely reached, though

the state of the roads and the imited efforts of the driver

and his mules at times made this appear in the light of
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an impossible undertaking. The Hotel Splendide had

previously been recommended as the best in the town,

and here the food and attendance were good and the

charges reasonable—5 bolivianos per day.

The next day—Sunday—was spent in looking over

the town, which is most interesting, being one of the

oldest in Bolivia. There are three principal mining
companies in operation here, controlled respectively by

English, French and Bolivian capital.

The English company is situated highest up the valley,

but at the time was only working in a restricted manner.

The i:)lant is badly arranged for economical working and

a new one is under consideration. The ore is partly

sulphide containing about 10% tin, and is also rich in

silver. It is first broken to about 1 in. and then crushed

10 1 mm. in a ball mill from which it passes to a

classifier feeding a jig, four tables and a Deister slimer.

The concentrates average about 20% Sn, the seconds

10% Sn and are retreated. The tailings average 2.5% and

go to storage dumps for future retreatment. The con-

\Yilfley tables, from which the first two products have

the same destination as the previous concentrates, while

the third product is reground in a Huntington mill.

The feed to this mill assays about 5% Sn and the dis-

charge runs to a classifier feeding more Wilfley tables and
a Humboldt slimer. These tables make four products,

the third assaying about 2% Sn and being retreated,

while the tailings run about 0.5% Sn and are stored

for future retreatment. Any oxidized ore mined is

smelted with the low-grade concentrates, the tin for

shipment assaying about 9T% tin.

The plant is run partly by water power and partly

by a gas engine driving a generator. The workmen here

in a great many cases work for 24 hr. on end for which

they are paid 5 bolivianos against 8 to 9 bolivianos before

the war. Living here is cheap as meat, fruit and

vegetables are obtained from the neighboring villages.

Some of the prices ruling in March were : ileat 30

centavos per lb., eggs 50 centavos per doz., oranges and

"bananas 10 tor 20 to 30 centavos, grapes, peaches and

teij.-*

STREET SCENES IN BOLIVIA'S PRINCIPAL CITIES—ORURO, POTOSI .A.ND LA PAZ

centrates are calcined in hand-rabbled furnaces of the

reverberatory type, fired by a small amount of taquia

(llama dung). After calcining, the silver and any
copper in the ore is leached out and the calcined

concentrate is treated on four Wilfley tables, where
concentrates are obtained running about 55% Sn, the

tailings assaying about 2%. Power is obtained from
two water turbines, each capable of transmitting 60 hp.

Wages at present average about 2.50 bolivianos per day
of 12 hr., while before the war they were from 4 to

5 bolivianos.

The French company is operating lower down the

valley and is close to the railway station. The ore is

brought to the plant by an aerial tramway, 3 km. in

length, and contains about 15% Sn. It is crushed in

rolls to 2 mm. and the silver and copper leached out.

It is then passed over jigs and tables, the concentrates

from which are calcined in hand-rabbled furnaces. After

calcination the concentrates are further reduced to 1 mm.
in rolls, the product from which is classified and passed

to jigs and Wilfley tables. The first concentrates run
about 60% Sn; these are shipped. The second assay

about 30% Sn and are smelted to about 97% Sn, while

the third product contains about 10%, Sn, and is crushed

by stamps. From the stamps the pulp runs to more

figs 20 centavos per lb. Onions, beet«, cabbages, lettuce,

etc., were correspondingly cheap.

Potosi was left on Tuesday morning at 7 : 30 a.m. and
Rio Mulato was reached about 5 p.m. the train being
half an hour late. A dining car is attached to this

train, the charge being 3 bolivianos for lunch and 50

centavos for tea, both of which meals are excellent.

Tickets can be obtained direct from Potosi to Oruro,
the fare being 24 to 40 bolivianos; the journey is broken
at Rio ^lulato for the night.

The Oruro train leaves Rio Mulato at 11 : 30 a.m. and
does not reach its destination until 6 : 30 p.m. and as

there is no dining car, due to some contract with a re-

freshment room at a small station en route where the

food is not attractive, it is advisable to obtain provisions

before leaving Rio Mulato. The country between Rio
]\Iulato and Oruro is well watered and cultivated. Llamas
and donkeys are seen in great numbers along the route.

At Challapata, the Llallagua company ships most of

its 23roducts and this is, therefore, an important town.

The company is controlled by Chileans and omis one of

the largest and most profitable mines in Bolivia. Some
of the ore is rich enough to be shipped straight from the

mine. The company has a concentration plant for the

jioorer grades, but this was not visited.
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The next station of impoj-tanie is ifacliaeamaiVca,

from which Senor Patifio has built a branch line of

1-m. gage that runs up to his mines which adjoin those

of the Llallagua company. These mines are the most

productive in Bolivia. At ^fachacamarca there is a

liranch line to the Oruro company's mill which was seen

at a later date.

The best hotel at Oruro is the Quintaual; the charge

was only 5 bolivianos jier head and the accommodation

most comfortable. The most important mines here belong

to the Oruro Mining Co. and, by the courtesy of the

manager the main workings were visited.

Oitriio Oki: '1'kkated at .MAtiiACAiiAiii'A

The tin ore being extracted from the chief mine runs

from 2 to 3% Sn and the present workings are 300 m.

deep from shaft collar, this being about 50 m. above the

railway. There are seven levels, the ore being hoisted

by a vertical shaft, which at present only goes to the

third level, but this will eventually be continued to

surface. Now the ore is trammed from the shaft to an

inclined shaft which hauls to the surface. It is then

crushed, passed o\cr picking belt and trammed to

from the Oruro mine witli the richer ores from tlic

company's mine across the hill, in order to make a ])ro(it

at the mill. Now, on account of reduction in wages and
various other general economies the company has been

forced to make, it can operate on the low-grade ores

alone at a profit. The miners earn about 3 bolivianos

per day against 5 to (> bolivianos previously.

OiiUHO A (iAv City

Oruro is a gay city and the chief commercial center of

Bolivia. The band plays every Thursday and Sunday,

when the ]ilaza is an interesting spectacle, everyone

promenading, exchanging greetings and inspecting cos-

tumes. There is a native market where meat, fruit and

vegetables can be obtained chea])ly, though they are a

little dearer than at Potosi.

Oruro was left at 8 : 30 a.m. and La Paz reached about

5 p.m., a change of trains being necessary at Viacha,

where another company runs to La Paz. Just before

reaching La Paz the steam locomotive is taken oif and

an electric one takes the train down the 1000-ft. hill into

the city. The journey from Oruro to La Paz is in-

teresting, and a good dining car is attached to the train.

SAN JOSE MILL ON THE OUTSKIRTS OF ORURO

loading station of a ropeway that carries it to another

crusher station with small trommel, reducing the ore to

1 in. and automatically loading railway trucks for transit

to the company's concentrating plant at Machacamarca.

Jackhamer drills are in operation in the mine. The
air pressure at surface is SO lb. per sq.in., the air being

supplied by an Ingersoll-Band compressor driven by

motor. The atmospheric pressure here is about 91/2 lb.

per sq.in., the altitude being roughly 14,000 ft. above sea

level. Timber is not much used. \Mien mine supports

are necessary stone walls are built wherever possible.

Little water is encountered and it is taken out by bailing.

Electric power is used for hoisting, lighting, and other

power purposes, tlie generator being direct coupled to

Sulzer oil engines, which are entirely satisfactorv'. The

power plant has a capacity of 250 hp., but only 100 hp.

is at present being used.

The aerial tramway which connects another mine

belonging to the same company was supplied by Messrs.

Pohling, of Cologne, the hauling-rope system with fixed

cable being used. That the war has been in many ways

beneficial to Bolivia is well exemplified by this mine.

Before the war it was necessary to mix the poorer ores

The railway runs on a plateau between ranges of hills,

and the whole plateau is more or less cultivated, while

herds of llamas and donkeys are continually seen and

occasionally a small troop of vicuiias is visible.

La Paz is the center of government but there is

little other business done there. The principal factories

are for the manufacture of Bolivian beer, which is doubt-

less due to the fiow of excellent water through the valley.

The chief hotel is the Guibert, but the prices are

higher and the rooms less comfortable than those at

Oruro.

The charges here were 7 bolivianos per day in spite

of the fact that there is a plentiful sujijily of vege-

tables and fruit in the neighborhood. La Paz is prob-

ably one of the prettiest places to visit in Bolivia, but

is of little interest from a mining point of view. The
nearest mines of any consequence are those of the Coro-

coro LT^nited Copper ]\Iines, the ore being chiefly native

copper finely disseminated in a sandstone gangue. They

are about 100 km. from La Paz, but I did not have time

to visit them. Electric trams are running in La Paz and

a long trip can be made dowTi the valley to a place

called San Jorjje. La Paz was left at 1: 10 ]'-m. for
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the down trip to Oruro, which was reached at 9 p.m.

the same night.

Having received an invitation to see the concentration

plant of the Oruro Mining Co. at Machacamarca, this

was visited on Saturda}' in company of the manager.

The tin ore as it comes from the mines is crushed to

16 mesh in two 16x36-in. crushing rolls, the oversize from
llie first being returned by means of a trommel to the

.•second. It is then passed to calcining furnat-es, rabbled

by hand, the silver and copper leached out and the

calcined ore passed through grinding pans, which, in

turn, deliver to classifiers, feeding tables, vanners and
Deister slimer. Prom these, 60% concentrates are ob-

tained and this product is brought up to 65% by hand.

The oxidized ore is treated in another section of the

mill, stamps being the crushing machine, the pulp from
which flows to a Richards-Janney classifier, the diflierent

spigots feeding tables and vanners, the concentrates from
which run about 50% Sn.

McDouGAL Furnace Volatilizes Silver

A new sulphide mill is being erected equipped with
Hardinge mill, thickeners, Deister concentrators and
slimers, the plant having a capacity of from 80 to 100
tons per day, and the concentrates are expected to assay

from 67 to 68% Sn. Edwards roasting furnaces are

also to be tried, as the labor cost on the present furnaces

is excessive. A McDougal furnace has been tried, and
although successful on straight tin ores, the losses are

high where silver is also contained. This furnace, there-

fore, is not at present in use. The plant is run by gas

engine, though the present management would prefer oil

engines, direct coupled to generators, were a new plant

contemplated. The new mill when completed should

be one of the most uptodate and economical in Bolivia.

Labor is plentiful. During working hours, the natives

are continually chewing the leaves of the coca plant, from
which the well-known drug cocaine is extracted. This

habit has descended from the days of the ancient Incas,

and is supposed to satisfy all pangs of hunger as well as

supplying the eaters with remarkable powers of endurance.

The fuel chiefly used is yareta and taquia. Yareta

is a resinous moss of a fibrous nature found locally.

The Indians collect and bring in these fuels from var\'ing

distances and the price varies accordingly from 60

centavos to 1 boliviano per Spanish quintal—100 lb.

These fuels are worth about one-third their weight in

coal as regards calorific powers.

Oruro was left on Jlonday morning at 7 : 45 a.m. and
at 6 p.m. UjTini was reached, where it was necessary to stay

for the night as the train went no farther that day. Next
morning U}tmi was left at 7 : 30 a.m. and OUague reached

at 1 p.m., and thence on through Chile to the coast at

Antofagasta.

The total trip lasted for practically three weeks at

a cost of approximately SlOO per head, including all

expenses. Bolivia is undoubtedly a country well worthy
of further development from a mining standpoint, and
with the decreased cost and wages now obtaining, to-

gether with uptodate power plants, mining and milling

machinery, there should be a profitable return on carefully

expended capital, provided the prospects of any mining
enterprise embarked upon are thoroughly gone into by

a reliable mining engineer, well acquainted with the

countrv' and tlie people.

Special Corhkspoxdence

On the occasion of their picnic at Anaconda a few days

ago C. F. Kel!ey, vice-president and managing director of

the Anaconda Copper ilining Co., addressed the members
of the Mill and Smeltermen's Union and took occasion to

paint in proper color the labor disturber, the soap-box

agitator and the demagogue who fatten on honest labor;

commended the honest leader of labor, and spoke of the

necessity of reciprocal relations.

"It is my opinion that the greatest mistake that can

be made is to view this relationship exclusively from the

standpoint of one side or the other." he said. "'The rela-

tion, together with its duties, is reciprocal, and inasmuch

as there may be abuses and grievances on the part of one,

so there may, and have, been, on the part of the other.

Unlimited and unrestricted power is the greatest cause

of the abuse of power. Men are human, no matter in

what capacity they act, and what may create injustice

and oppression in one capacity will do so in another.

There is no distinction in injustice, whether it be practiced

by a corporation, an individual, or a lalior union, nor

should it be more excusable in one instance than in an-

other.

'"Xo single institution created by man is perfect. Cor-

porations, inasmuch as they are governed by individuals,

possess the same frailties and incur the same mistakes as

men. Much has been said in criticism of the Anaconda
company, and much of that criticism has been unfounded.

One thing can be asserted as a fact—that throughout its

entire industrial career it has been characterized by an

unfailing spirit of fairness to its employees.

"I feel that I have an extraordinary right to make that

statement, for its policy in this respect I have known from

the time when I was employed by it in the humblest

capacity until charged with more or less responsibility for

its action. That such a policy of fairness will characterize

its future conduct I have no doubt, and whatever may be

said by the demagogues, I trust that the feeling of mutual

confidence which has been built up will continue to pre-

vail. Such a foundation furnishes a more satisfactory

assurance that mutual obligations will be fulfilled than

can the words of any written contract characterized by

the distrust of the parties to it."

;*;

The Standard Smelting Co., Pittsburgh, has been

organized with a capital of $100,000, and has installed

in the works formerly occupied by the E. D. Xuttall Co.

two Wile electric furnaces for smelting Bolivian tin con-

centrates, says Iron Age of Aug. 26, 1915. Another

furnace of the same type is now being installed. The
works will then have a capacity for smelting 20 tons of

concentrates every 24 hr., from which it is expected to

recover 12 to 14 tons of tin. The company expects to

sell the greater part of its tin output to consumers in the

Pittsburgh district. The incorporators of the Standard
Smelting Co. are H. S. Glenn, C. E. Glenn, C. E. Buch-
heit andE. S. "Wile.

Sn-iss Prohibition of Exports—The Swiss Federal CouncH
has issued a decree extending the embargo on contraband
articles to tubes made of the (oUowing metals or their alloys:
Copper, lead, zinc, tin and nickel.
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©IT© Diressfiinii
By E. Mackay Heiuot*

SYNOPSIS—In ilc.scribiiuj the optmluni of

concentrating lead and zinc ores at Clausihal,

emplum^ is placed upon the satisfactory results

secured throuyh the use of old-fashioned ma-
chinery, much of which can he built at any mine.

Harz jigs and buddies are used', as are also

spitzkasten and other well-known types. The ore

and the treatment system are described.

?:any years ago when 1 was a student at Clausthal I

took the opportunity of working through a praetical course

at the state concentrator. The plant was a large one aud

in every way uptodate, employing -450 men and boys. It

liad the ordinary rockbreakers and rolls and 176 stamps

for fine crushing. There were a number of jigs and

Harz buddies for the oi-e concentration. The capacity

was about 270 metric tons of crude ore in 10 hr.

A New Coxcenteator Erected in 1905

This installation was completely scrapped in 1905 and

a new concentrator erected by the Humboldt firm. It

takes up less room than the former one, employs only

250 men and boys and has a capacity of 3G0 metric tons

of crude ore per 10-hr. day. It is in every sense of the

word a model plant, as is proved by the results achieved,

and anyone interested in this class of dressing would do

well to visit it. In this model plant there are 9(i Harz
jigs working. The old type of spitzkasten has taken

the place of patent hydraulic classifiers. There are 1-4

specially constructed Harz buddies for concentrating the

finest slimes. Since the installation was laid down many
improvements have been carried out.

In these days, when it is thought by many that a

modern dressing plant must have some special patented

system or a combination of sy.stems, it is a pleasure to

.see the old-fashioned apparatus doing such excellent work
and holding its own so easily. There is one particular

reason why one should be pleased, and that is because jigs,

spitzkasten and buddies can be made at almost any mine
with the help of a local foundry. I do not mean to

suggest that a concentrator should in all cases be made
locally, especially if the -plant be a large one. There are

firms who can carry out the very best arrangements.

However, it often happens that a mine cannot aft'ord to

l)ut up a large plant at the outset, but could, with the

aid of a good dressing expert, rig up a reasonably good
installation. It often happens that after a small plant

has been put up one sees the mistakes and in the con-

struction of the large plant these mistakes are guarded
against. I shall refer later on in some detail to the

old-fashioned apparatus, and hope that the notes I give

will have a practical value.

Composition of the Clausthal Ore

The ore treated at the Clausthal plant is of an ordinary

kind. The minerals are galena, blende and copper pyrite

in small quantities. An average analysis is: 4.17 to

Mining engineer, Rio Tinto, Huelva. Spain.

7.83% PbS; 10.51 to 20.95% ZnS ; and in some ca.ses,

0.23% CuFeS^.
The gangue is compo.<ed of calcspar, quartz, graywacke,

thonsehiefer and, in the Rosenhofer district, sjjathic iron

ore in small quantities. The composition of the ores is

much the same, but the structure shows .considerable

variations. At the Unterer Burgstaedter Revier con-

HYDRAULIC CLASSIFICATION

0VERFL0W| SAND 4 | SAND 5 | SAND 2 I SAND I

TO LAROE SPITZKASTEN, CONCEN
TRATION ON FA5T5HAKINQ TABLES

AND BUDDIES

TROMMEL

5.6-4|8-56|n-8|l6-|l

jies
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building. Each truck passes over a self-registering weigh-

ing machine and is dumped on a grizzly with bars 100

mm. apart. All material over 100 mm. is hand-picked.

The middlings are broken in a crusher and hoisted again

to the grizzly. Stuff under 100 mm. falls into a bin,

from which it is mechanically fed into a trommel, which

classifies 100-50, 50-32 and 32-0 mm. sizes. The first

two are hand-picked on revolving tables. The middlings,

called rolls ore, are crushed in rolls. The 32-0 mm. size

is called gruhenklein (fines). It is richer than the rolls

ore and is therefore treated separately. The grnbenkleiii

is classified bv trommels into sizes 22-16, 16-11, 11-8,

FIG. 1. JIGS AND CONCENTRATE BINS

8-5.6, 5.6-1, 4-2.8, 2.8-2, 2-1.4, 1.4-0. The last-named

size passes on to a sand spitzkasten ; all the former are

treated on Harz jigs. The middlings are divided into

two classes, rich middlings and poor middlings, and each

is treated separately. The overflow of the sand spitzkasten

passes on to a large spitzkasten system. This material is

concentrated on fast-shaking tables and Harz buddies.

Treatment of Rich and Poor ]\Iiddlixgs

The "poor middlings" referred to are sorted in trom-

mels. The size above 10 mm. goes to the coarse rolls

and 10-2.8 to the fine rolls. Material under 2.8 is crushed

in pendelmiihlen, whence it goes to sand spitzkasten.

These products are jigged. The overflow of the sand

spitzkasten goes to a large spitzkasten system.

The "rich middlings" contain a considerable amount

of ore that is really clean, therefore the sizes from 4-1.4

mm. are jigged again. The middlings from this process,

together with the larger sizes, are crushed in the mills,

but the 2.8-0 is ground in a pendeliniihlc, whence it flows

into a sand spitzkasten. These products are treated

similarly to those of the "poor middlings," but of course

separately.

The lilende ores are soft and are therefore not suitable

to stamps, as too much powder would be the result;

thus material under 2.8 mm. crushed in pendelmuhlen,

using 1-mm. screens. This mill is an improved Hunting-

ton type. Its capacity, working through a 1-mm. screen,

is 1600 kg. per hr. The mill ring lasts for from about

3500 to 4000 tons.

As regards the rolls, I noticed that the application

of a corundum wheel kept the shells in order. The
corundum wheel is driven by a belt and does not disturb

the working of the rolls. The milling is all done on one

floor, but the rockbreakers are on a difl'erent level. Each

machine has its foundation separate from that of the

building.

The jigs are the well-known Harz machines and are

built of wood. Material of 22-11 mm. is dressed on 3-

compartnient jigs, 11-2.8 on 4-compartment jigs and

2.8-1.4 and sand on 5-compartment jigs. The jigs are

placed in one large room. There are 96 of them, and here

I observed a great improvement which cannot be too

strongly recommended. The jigged products are run

into small deposits in the floor and emptied from time

to time into bins which lie alongside. The tops of these

bins are on a level with the ground floor of the hall.

On the floor below, the bins are emptied into trucks.

All the bins are arranged in neat parallel lines. The

jig hall is clean from end to end—there is no water and

no sand about the place. One man can attend several

machines, as he has very little to do except control the

working and move the material one or two feet from

hole to hole. The jig room is shown in Fig. 1.

I think in many cases where Harz jigs have not been

found practical it is because they have not been properly

operated. An expert hand is required to control these

machines. So much depends on the class and height of

the bed, the height of the bridge, the number and length

of strokes, amount of fresh water, etc. With so many
items to look after, one can make any number of com-

binations which may prove diastrous. On the other hand,

by small alterations, great advantages may be gained.

I give a case in point. The jigs in the old plant were

Showing Height of Bridge and
Difference ofScreen Lei/el

Fie.

3

To Jig

FIG.

4

FIGS. 2 TO 4. DETAILS OF CLASSIFYING APPARATUS

so constructed that the bridge between the screens was

10 cm. high. In the new plant the bridges are 8 cm.

high. By this alteration the capacity has been increased

64%, or from 600 to 986 kg. per hour. Each machine

uses about Xy^, hp.

Details as to Work of the Clausthal Jigs

I now propose to give some detail of the jigs working

in the Clausthal installation. The screens are 0.85 m.

long by 0.48 m. broad. Sizes from 8 mm. to sand No.
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1 are concentrated throu^li a bed. In a four-compart-

niont jig tlie first product is lead concentrate ; the second,

rich middlings; the third, blende concentrate; the fourth,

poor middlings, and the overflow, in most cases waste.

Another interesting item is the size of hole in the jig

screen. Some examples are shown in the accompanying

table.

SIZES OF HOLES IN JIG SCREENS
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the bridge is 8 cm. high and the difference of screen

level 8-3 cm., as shown in Fig. 3.

The patent iron hydraulic classifiers that were original-

ly erected have been removed and the ordinary rising-

current spitzkasten put in their places. They are arranged

in sets of four and their products are concentrated on

jigs. There has been much argument about working

spitzkasten products on jigs, but even where six of these

are placed together the result has been in every way

good. It is well known that any material under 1 mm.
cannot be successfully sorted in a trommel. I will not

argue the point as to whether the rising current should

enter the spitzkasten at the bottom or side. Here it

is at the side, and Fig. 4 shows a sketch of one drawn to

scale.

The Spitzkasten System

The overflow from the sand spitzkasten is led to a

large spitzkasten system. The spitzkasten are placed in

the system. From the excellent work the tables do there

is no doubt that this method is well worth copying.

Humboldt Fast-Shaking Tables

The fast-shaking tallies, of which there are 39 in use,

are of an improved Humboldt model. The improvement

was made by Mr. Northdurft, the plant manager, and

has increased the capacity from 200 to 500 kg. of crude

fines per table per hr. The working results are excellent.

The supervision can be carried out by boys and the repair

costs are practically nil. The table works any class of

slimes except the finest. The amount of water used per

minute is about 45 liters and the machine makes 360

r.p.m. Each revolution gives the table a backward and

forward movement by aid of an eccentric on the driving

shaft. When the table is moved toward the machine,

three steel springs are tightened, and then let loose in

the opposite direction with a jerk. The eccentric rod is

-i-Wooi/
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Launder-'-

FIG. 8. MODERN ROUNDHEAD BUDDLB PIG. 9. CLAUSTHAL sampling PLANT

two rows of 19 each, with a platform all around. The
width of the first is 1030 mm., and it is 1280 mm. high.

For the first 8 m. the machines grow larger and larger,

but during the last 6500 mm. the size is the same, namely,

2400 broad and 2500 mm. high, as shown in Fig. 5.

]Most of the products of the spitzkasten are concentrated

on fast-shaking tables, but the very finest are treated

on Harz buddies.

The large spitzkasten are fitted with so-called vor-

spitzkasten. These are smaller ones placed in front and
serve to take off the superfluous water before the concen-

tration takes place.

The vorspitzkasten is 1300 mm. high by 1750 mm.
broad, and 1100 mm. long. The drawing, Fig. 6, shows

not joined to the table but to a central beam. The further

end of this beam fits into an iron buffer. By altering the

tension of the springs A and B (Fig. 7) the shake move-

ment can be modified at will. The incline from the

vertical given to the wooden springs—six in number

—

depends on the fineness of the material to be worked,

but it varies from 5 to 10 mm. By the aid of the three

plates marked X and the hinges E, the slope of the table

can be regulated. Several sketches of this table are given,

because I think the results it has achieved make it worthy

of being better known.
The Harz buddies are practically the same as those

used in days gone by. The construction will be seen from

Fig. 8. The face is cement and rests on wood. There
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are eight iron bearers or girders. The diameter is 5 m.

and the incline of the face varies between 1.10 and 1.15.

It makes about 0.6 r.p.ni. The whole plant as it works

today gives satisfaction; T(i.5(i% of the lead is saved

and 81.54% of the zinc. The lead is concentrated to

73% and the zinc to 54.(i0%. The marketable lead ores

have 3% of zinc and the marketable zinc ores 2% of

lead.

Electrically driven pumps are employed to pump back

the water after it has been cleared in large tanks.

Two cu.m. of fresh water is used per minute. The total

power used in the dressing plant is 688 hp. Like other

modern installations, the Clausthal plant has a mechan-
ical sampler. This was erected in 1911. Under the 100-

mm. grizzly, where the crude ore from the mine is first

treated, there is an endless belt. This takes about 20

kg. from each truckload and passes it down a pipe into

a small crusher, which breaks it to 16 mm. This

crushed material falls in equal parts into two launders.

One part is returned to the floors by aid of an elevator,

while the other part is crushed in a small mill and falls

into a bin. After each shift the bin is emptied and the

sample reduced to 1 kg. A monthly average sample of

this material is analyzed. It is taken into consideration

that the material over 100 mm. does not enter the sample.

The plant uses 7 hp. In Fig. 9 is shown a sketch of the

sampler.

At the Silbernal mine, near Grund, the middlings from
the wet concentrator are being treated by the Murex
magnetic method. This is a combination of the oil-

flotation and magnetic processes. It has been described

by Messrs. Acheuen and Jungst in their book on ore

dressing. Grund lies about five miles from Clausthal.

The ores contain a considerable amount of heavy spar.

The material under 3-4 mm. is mixed with water to a

thin pulp. To this is added a composition of magnetite,

paraffin oil, goudron and colophonium. The whole

mixture is deposited in a cylinder, 1240 mm. in diameter

and 2780 mm. long, wliich is revolved at the rate of

50 r.p.m. The cylinder contains 150 kg. of steel pieces

of 4-6 mm. diameter and 150 kg. of pebbles (10-15 mm.),
which serve to mix the oil and ore more intimately. Tflie

mixture flows from the cylinder through a 2x4 mm.
screen on to a shaking table which has a magnet at the

bottom end. The magnet lifts the magnetite and with

it the oil and galena. The heavy spar and gangue
remain on the table. .

It is interesting to note that the difficulty of clearing

the water of slimes has to a great extent been overcome

at Clausthal and Lautenthal by adding magnesium
chloride to the water. At Lautenthal a 7% magnesium-
chloride solution is used, one liter in 10 min. for every

3 cu.m. per min. slime water. The amount of in-

soluble matter in one liter was reduced from 0.35 to

0.14 bv this method.

Plans for having immediately available for the nation's

service in time of war associations or societies of engi-

neers, bridge builders, electricians, telegraphers and other

trained experts in civil life, are being worked out at the

Army War College in connection with the general reorgan-

ization scheme now being studied.

Secretary Garri.son said on Aug. 30 that he had received

suggestions from the American Institute of Jlining En-
gineers, the Electrical, the Civil and the Mechanical
Engineers that the organizations might be of u.se to

supplement the army engineer corps, should the need

arise. William Barclay Parsons, of New York, and El
mer L. Corthell, of Massachuseil's, representing many
engineering societies, called upon the secretary on Aug. 30
to tender formally the .services of the organizations.

ilr. Garrison obtained from them written suggestions

as to ways in which the engineers in civil life could be

useful, and the whole matter was turned over to the War
College for the framing of a definite plan. The War Col-

lege will .submit a detailed report on the scheme, which
probably will be included in the Secretary's rejiort to

Congress this winter.

W.

Special Correspondence

John D. Ryan, president, and officials of the Montana
Power Co., which is owned by interests closely allied with

the Anaconda Copper, have made an inspection of the

different power plants of the company. The party arrived

at Great Falls in time to see water turned over the big

dam built across the Missouri River by the power com-
pany, the dam having just been completed. The company
is practically ready to furnish the energy to the St. Paul

R.R. for its electrified system, the contract calling for the

delivery of the power by Oct. 15; but the company could

have delivered it Sept. 1. The transmission line between

Great Falls and Anaconda was connected a few days ago,

and the work on the line to Two Dot is going on satisfac-

torily.

The big power dam at Great Falls is 1340 ft. long and
its construction required 216,000 cu.yd. of concrete, to

make which 1,000,000 sacks of cement was used. Three

million feet of lumber, board measure, was used, and
6,000,000 lb. of reinforcing steel and 1,250,000 brick

went into the structure. In all, 11,000 carloads of mate-

rial went into the river to make the dam.

At Thompson Falls, in the western part of the state,

work on the power plant is making rapid progress and will

be in full running order by next winter. Two of the six

units are already generating power. "When completed we
expect to produce with our six units at Thompson Falls

50,000 hp.," said Mr. Ryan. "The main use of the elec-

tricity will be of course that of supplying the new elec-

tric system of the St. Paul R.R. Then we will supply

the Coeur d'Alene mines, which we are already doing in

part. We are, however, still in the market with our

power, since we will have a great deal to spare." The
Montana Power Co. owns practically all the important

power plants and light plants in Montana, and under the

plans of Jir. Ryan, the late John G. Morony, and the com-

pany's efficient managing expert, the late ilax Hcbgen, the

power system in the state is being developed to a point

where it will be second only to mining in industrial im-

portance. It is already supplying power and light to

Butte and all the Butte mines.

At a Conference of Representatives of the Russian Gold-
Mining Industry on May 7 it was decided to address a petition

to the government for the establishment of a concern to man-
ufacture cyanide of potassium.
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he Steel Hes^dfraume at N©o 9 Slhafts

By Floyd L. Bukr^

SYNOPSIS'—Conlinuation of Jescriptlon of a

III odern steel headframe. Details of steel work and
foundation taken up in this section. Complete

iDsIs of erection ave given.

The height of the structure depended upon the neces-

sary elevation of the skipsheave, and this was fixed by

considering the elevation of the extreme top of the skip

at its "full dump" position and allowing for about 12 ft.

overwind. The position of the top of the skip depended

of course upon the horizontal east-west position of the

inadequate in capacity and height, so the design of a

larger and improved type of skip in use at one of the

shafts at Vulcan was adopted as the basis of design for

the headframe and the old skip was reconstructed to fit

the new dump.
The elevation of the skipsheave, as determined by the

conditions previously outlined, was 73 ft. The cagesheave

was about 10 ft. higher. Allowing for plenty of head-

room for tackle and handling of sheaves brought the

lower flange of the trolley-beam crane up to an elevation

of about 97 ft. The ladders extend up to an elevation

of about 102 ft.

r/.00-^ .
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Removal
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FIG. 7. DETAILS OF STEEL HEADFRAME REPLACING WOODEN STRUCTURE AT VULCAN. MICH.

car (or the discharge from the hopper) ; the height of

the car; the necessary steepness of slope for the bottom
of the hopper or chute; the profile of the dumping
guides; the necessary steepness of slope for the bottom
of the skip box in "full clump"; and the height of the

frame and other features of design of the skip.

It was thought that the old skip, which was and is

yet in use, might at some time in the future prove

Mich. Formerly structural engineer. Republic

The dump liopper or chute was given careful con-

sideration and required a large quantity of steel. Its

construction is of i^-in. steel plates stiffened by 6-in.

S-lb. channels and provided with lining or wearing plates

of hard steel % in. and i/o in. thick. These plates are

in narrow units to promote economy in replacement when
worn out. Two small platfonns are supported at the

outer end where a workman may stand with tools to

reach into the chute in case large chunks of ore should

choke the opening. The opening is so ample, however.
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tliat such choking shoiihl seldom occur. The phitforms

are reached by means of huUlers from the huiding floor.

The lower portion of this chute is made so that it may
be readil}' removed to allow for a larger and higher car

in (>ase such a car should be needed in the future. The

weight of this hopper or chute and it« live load is

supported largely by susjicnsion from the heavy girt-

girder just above. This girt is made uj) of two 15-in.

( haunels and the suspenders are each two angles 6x;5i/^x%

in. attached to the web of the girt by means of gusset

plates. The whole affair is thoroughly braied.

The wooden guides of the cageway and skipway are

attached to vertical supporting members consisting of

an S-in. channel with an angle riveted to its web for

stiffening in the plane normal to the web.

A clear opening about 20 ft. in height is left in the

lower panel on the east side opposite the skipway to

allow handling the skip in and out.

To avoid danger on the groun.l around the shaft from

inclined plane, are laterally tied together and braced

by plates riveted to the top and i)ottom flanges. These

plates extend across wherever they may do so without

interference with the sheave wheel or ropes.

It should be mentioned that an error was made in the

calculations wherel)y insutlicient allowance for eccentric-

ity was given and consequently these sheave girder struts

as designed were toolight and weak, and do not possess

the same liberal factor of safety that the rest of the head-

frame has.

For the support of the bearings, plates are riveted to

the top and bottom flanges of the girders and the usual

bolts pass through the pillow-block casting and through

the two plates, thus clamping the bearing to the girder.

For the purpose of resisting the principal, stress, which

is of course longitudinal or parallel to the girders, other

plates are riveted on the top of the upper plate, forming

by their edges an end bearing for the castings. Of course

the riveting of these plates had to be calculated to resist

ANGLE-SHEAVKS ANLl IDLER PULLEY SUPPORTS

falling chunks of ore as well as the usual dangers of an

open shaft, the skipway is inclosed for about 36 ft. of

its height in a sort of box made of W'i'i- steel plate.

The lower 20 ft. of plate on the east side is removable

for taking the skip in or out.

To furnish necessary clearance for the take-on ropes

the diagonal braces were replaced by knee braces in the

middle panel on the east side. The take-on balance

guides consist of two 6-iu. I-beams standing on the south

side of the tower and. tied to the various girts. They
reach from the ground up to an elevation of about 70

ft., where small headsheaves are located. From these

sheaves the ropes lead horizontally in a diagonal direction

over to small vertical sheaves. Going over these sheaves

they descend vertically to elevation about 37 ft. where

they pass under vertical sheaves and cross horizontally

over the center of the skipway to their fixed-end support

on the west side of the headframe. The sheaves mentioned

are supported by various cantilevered beams.

The large headsheaves are supported upon a series of

girders made up each of two 12-in. 20i/^-lb. channels,

W in., back to back. All the girders are in the one

maximum stresses. An open space of about 1% in. was

left at each end of the bearing casting to be filled up by

steel wedges for adjusting purposes.

The bearings of the sheaves are 4.5° angle boxes of a

special design (see Fig. 6). They are peculiar in that

they are so designed as to retain all excess oil and deliver

it through a hole tapped for i^-in. gas pipe into whatever

receptacle is desired. This feature was suggested by

our experience with other headfranies where all the upper

portion of the structure is fairly drenched with oil that

has dripped and blown away from the sheave bearings.

The trolley crane consists of two 12-in., 20y2-lb. chan-

nels rigidly suspended from the framework by plates

riveted between the two webs.

The power transmission ropes lead down through the

south side of the tower portion of the headframe to a

small concrete structure which contains and supports the

haulage machinerj'. One man, called the lander, exercises

the necessary supervision incident to receiving the skip

loads of ore and operates the haulage drum. The oper-

ating floor of the lander's house is at the same level as

the landing floor and is in immediate proximity to it.
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This building rests upon the ground and in its lower

story is. a small space where the timber lander may go

to le;ne tools or to avoid the weather. A stove in this

lower room heats the whole building.

The building is constructed witli a reinforced-concrete

frame and floors cast monolithically, with hollow or air-

spaced cement-plaster-on-nietal-lath curtain walls. Plenty

of large steel-sash windows admit light and ventilation-

and enable the lander to see in daytime the various points

of destination of the transfer car. The machinery is

provided with an indicator dial, however, so that sight

of the car is not essential for its operation.

Loads and Sti!e.sses

In the design of the various parts of the structure for

strength, the backstays and their bracing were given first

place in view of their carrying the greater part of the

hoisting stresses. In general the idea was to produce

with consistent economy a structure of ample strength

to withstand safely such extreme conditions as might

reasonably be expected. Steel was used freely in the

backstay members, lavishly in the dump-hopper region

and rather sparingly in the- four vertical columns and

diagonal bracing.

The skip, which was and is yet in use, was of about

three tons capacity and was handled by a li/g-in. hoist-

ing rope. It was thought possible that at some future

time a larger skip, possessed of some weight-adding and

height-increasing improvement features, might be wanted

and so the headframe was designed to provide for such

a condition.

Accordingly, the backstays were designed to withstand

the stress produced by the breaking of any one of the

four ropes- while the other three ropes were carrying their

working loads.. For the skip and for the cage there was

assumed a li/4-in., 6-stranfl 19-wire "extra strong cast

steel" rope of 116,000 lb. ultimate strength; for each of

the two balances, skip balance and cage balance, a %"iii-

similar quality rope of 60,000 lb. ultimate strength. A
maximum working load of 27,000 lb. was assumed for

the skip made up as follows: Empty skip 8000 lb.,

load of ore 12,000 lb., weight of rope 7000 lb. The

working load for the balances were taken each as 12,000

lb. The ultimate strength of the ropes was taken as

104,000 and 56,000 lb. net after reduction for bending

stresses.

The resultant loads from the four ropes were found

to be: 137,000 lb. for breaking the 114-in. rope; 74,000

lb. for breaking the %-m. rope ; 36,000 lb. for working

load on the li/4-in. rope, and 16,000 lb. of working load

on the %~iD. rope. For the severest conditions arising

from the possible combinations of these stresses there was

allowed for the jDurpose of design a stress of 121,000 lb.

for the east and 84,000 lb. for the west column.

No allowance was made in the columns for wind

stresses. The following was taken for the basis of design

:

Allowable per square inch compressive stress 16,000 lb.

— 70 -. allowable tensile stress 16,000 lb; maximum
r

- = 100 for primary' compression members and 140

for secondary compression members.

In determining upon the section for these columns,

consideration was given to the fact of the long unsup-

ported (in vertical plane) span which would put some

ijending load upon the columns because of their own dead

weight. To give them stiffness in the vertical plane, the

plate and angle section was chosen and a depth of l6 in.

allowed. They are made up of a i%xl6-in. web plate

and four 5x3V^-in. angles. The thickness of these angles

was made fV in. for the west column and % in. for the

east column. In order to give lateral support and stiff-

ness to both flanges of these columns, latticed angle girts

were used. On account of the prime importance of this

backstay portion of the structure, the minimum thickness

of material was limited to 1% in. The liraiing in the

iipper panel was designed to transfer the sheave-girder

stress to the two columns, thus largely relieving thr

lateral girder from bending stress.

The design of the vertical tower portion of the head-

frame involved the dead weight of the structure itself,

including the considerable weight of the concrete floors,

loaded car, the non-measurable but serious pounding

effects of ore dumping, the wind load, and various minor

loads. From the combination of these various loads, the

four vertical columns were designed to resist at their

lower ends each a load of about 90,000 lb.

It was recognized that the operations of the hoisting,

dumping of the skip and running the transfer car would

tend to produce much jar or vibration—particularly the

dumping. The effect of this might be very pronounced

on account of the small width of the structure. It was

accordingly decided to introduce a considerable amount
of vibratcn-absorbing mass by inclosing the lower 40

ft. of the length of the columns in prisms of concrete.

No computation was attempted for this feature, but the

prisms were made as large in section as available space

would permit, being cast 30 in. square; 36 yd. of con-

crete was required. Lengths of old wire rope were

stretched up in each, near the faces, to act as longitudinal

reinforcement.

In view of the incidental reinforcing effect of these

prisms the section of structural steel for these columns

was made rather light and consisted of four angles

-Jx3x^\-in. latticed 12 in., back to back with 2i4xi\-in.

bars.

Many of the girts act also as girders and were designed

for tlicir local load conditions. The other girts were

designed to suit the specification by which the value of

l/r must not exceed 140, the stresses to be resisted being

usually too small to require so large a section.

Foundation

The foundation conditions for the structure were good.

Solid rock ledge came nearly to surface at the site of the

backstay piers. Excavation of loose material was made
and some holes drilled down into the rock. Into these

holes were anchored some steel rods reaching up into the

pier. Four ly^-m. anchor bolts, bearing against a suitable

anchorage grill near the bottom of the pier, attach the

liase plate of the c'olumn firmly to the pier. These piers

were made 4 ft. square at the top, with vertical sides and

front faces, and with back sloping at about 40° with thn

horizontal slightly flatter than the columns. These two

piers were cast after the erection of the steel structure.

It was intended to cast them in preparation for erection,

but unexpected conditions prevented. As far as the

erection of the steel backstays was concerned there was

no disadvantage in thus casting the piers after erection

of the steel.
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The ground sloped 8o rajjidly upward to tlie south of

the shaft as to liriug the top of the backstay piers some

15 ft. higher than tlie tower piers, Uuis saving materially

in the length of the backstay columns.

The rock ledge was covered in the region of the shaft

to a depth of from 6 to 14 ft. with a mixture of boulders

and fine ore. The piers for the four main vertical

columns were made 4 ft. square and, in case of three of

them, reached down with the same section to a rock

bearing. The other pier rested at 10 ft. depth on a

compact broken rock material of good bearing value and

\vas spread out at the bottom to a footing 5 ft. square.

In connection with this concrete work it was planned

to line the shaft from ledsre up to surface with concrete

ilcanwhile the foreman of the erection gang and some
of his men began the preparation of tackle, gin pole, etc.

The first column piece was grappled July 10, at 9:30
a.m. By Aug. 1, all of the tower portion and the upper
section of the backstays had been erected (on bolis).

The steel headframe during construction and completed

is shown in Fig. !). On Aug. 4 the gin pole was taken

down for good after having erected the lower section of

llie backstays from a new position on the ground. No
work was done on Sundays.

After the removal of the gin pole there were still some
hand railing, "take-on" members, floor beams, guide-

backing channels, etc., to put u]). These were all in

place by Aug. (i, with the exception of some hand railing

NEW .STEEL HEADFRAME DURING CONSTRUCTION AND AFTER COMPLETION

and to construct a concrete pavement to extend in all

directions for a considerable distance from the shaft. It

is to slope away from the shaft and is intended to do away
with the unsightly mud hole so often found around shaft

collars.

Erection of HEAOFPaME

The fabricated steel arrived in April and on July 7

work was begun to dismantle and demolish the old

wooden structure (see Fig. 1), the regular mine surface

force doing the work. After moving sheave wheels, dump
plates, and a few other movable parts, the posts on the

west side were sawed through and those on the east were

actually removed for a few feet in height. Next the

skip rope was made fast to certain members in the

heart of the structure and the hoist started to nnnd up
the rope, pulling the structure over toward the east.

whicli required refitting. Aug. 7 and 8 were spent in

iii.stalliug sheaves. •

This erection work was done by a force organized and
described as follows:

One foreman, four sky men, tliree ground men, one

hoist man. Steel members were hauled to the site slightly

ahead of erection by five men and a team. The steel liad

previously been unloaded from the cars and spread out

systematically over available areas at some distance from

tile sliaft. The foreman and two sky men belonged to

tlie "trestle gang" at the Vulcan mine and were jjossessed

of the advantage gained from their general experience

iii wooden headframe work and in addition, the special

experience of employment in the erection of two large

steel headframes at Vulcan. They did excellent work.

The remainder of the gang were local men who were

handicap]icd by entire lack of experience in such work.
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However tiieir spirit was most (ommendable and they

became more valuable as they gained experience. An
Dlertric winch was used during erection for all hoisting

pii!|H)jts and was found to be very satisfactory.

The wooden treads of the stairs were assembled with

ihe steel stringers on the ground and the completed

flights installed as soon as the supporting framework was
ready for them, thus helping greatly to facilitate safe

travel up and down during erection.

Riveting was begun July 15 with two gangs of three

men each, using pneumatic riveting hammers. On ac-

count of the entire inexperience of these men, progress

was not at all satisfactory' and from Aug. 11 to 15 a

tliird gang was put on to hurry the work along. All

ri\eting was completed by Aug. 20. This work, as well

as the erection proper, was under the direction of the

foreman above mentioned.

The foreman was on the job from July T to Aug. 20,

while his two sky men from Vulcan were there from

July 8 to Aug. 8. The local force continued after

Aug. 20 to adjust sheaves, install wooden guides, con-

struct concrete floors, rebuild tram-track trestle, complete

lander's house, etc. Resumption of ore production began

Aug. 25 with much fmishing-up work still undone. The
sliaft was thus closed for seven weeks.

As soon as it was convenient, the structure was given

two coats of paint—first coat, green ; second coat, black.

Idlek-Pulley Frames axd Small Axgle-Sheave
Frames

Tha change in the line of the ropes from the headframe

to hoisting house, explained earlier in this article, in-

\olved the construction of many new idler-pulley frames

for supporting the weight of the ropes and several

iingle-sheave frames for carrying the ropes through small

vertical angles at the various humps on the hill. It was

desired to construct them in a substantial and permanent

manner.

For the angle-sheave frames, simple steel structures

embedded in ample bases of concrete were constructed

and seem to serve the purpose well. The deflection

angle being small, very little load is exerted by the

ropes upon the angle-sheaves, tlius allowing the structure

to be a veiy sinifile and light affair. The illustration

(Fig. 8) shows one of the.se structures carrying an

angle-sheave for the skip rope and an idler wheel for

the cage rope. This structure is located at the brow
of the hill and the hoisting ropes have no intermediate

support between this structure and the headframe—

a

.pan of about 220 ft. On page 372 of the Journal of

Feb. 14, 1914, there were published a photograph and a

short description of another one of this series of angle-

sheave frames.

For the idler-pulley supports (see Fig. 8), masts of

scrap boiler tubes were embedded in holes dug into the

rock ledge or in small concrete bases where the rock was
not in evidence. AVheel axle shafts of 2-in. double

strength pipe were put through holes in these tubes and
carried the idler wheels. Where high masts were needed,

they were stiffened by guys made of discarded wire ropes.

A number of different details are possible in this general

design. There was also a view shown in the Journal

of Feb. 21, 1914, p. 417. Some of these structures made
use of old 4-in. boiler flues, while in other cases discarded

drill columns were used. In case of the boiler flues.

advantage was taken of the fact that a 4-in. standard

pipe just telescopes over a 4-in. boiler flue, and the axle^

shafts were attached to the short lengths of 4-in. pipe

instead of to the flue itself. Then the pipe was slipped

over the flue, being made rigid by means of setscrews.

Costs of Head Filime

An attempt to give a complete and intelligible record

of classified costs of all the features mentioned in this

description would not be very satisfactory since the con-

ditions would not be readily understood by the reader.

rXLOADIXG AXD STORING FABRICATED STEEL READY TO HAUL
TO ERECTIOX SITE

222J hours laborer labor @ $0.22 S4S 95
72 hours team labor .

.

@ 50 3(i 00

294J hours total miscellaneous labor @ .2SS av. $84.95-

HAULI.XG F.\BRICATED steel to ERECTIOX SITE

2735 hours laborer labor @ .22 SfiO 17
57 hours team labor @ .50 28.50

3305 hours total miscellaneous labor @ . 268 av. $88 67

ALTERATIONS DUE TO ERRORS AND IXACCURACY OF
FABRIC.4TI0N

26 hours blacksmith-she p labor @ $0.55 $14.30
14 hours foreman labcr @ .375 5.25

100 hours skv-man labor @t .35 35 00
24 hours riveter labor @ .325 7 80

11 J hours riveter's helper labor @ .30 3 45
10 hoiu-s brakeman labor @ .26 2 73
io hcurs machine-shop labor @ .25 4 75

30s hours laborer labor @ .22 6.71

2355 hours total miscellaneous labor @ .34 av. $79.99

ALTERATIONS DUE TO CHANGES IN PLANS
3 hours autotruck labor @ SI. 00 S3 00

44 hturs blacksmith-shop labor @ .55 24 20
50 hours skv-man labor @ .35 17 50
11 hours riveter labor @ .325 3.58
55 hours riveter's helper labor @ .30 165

85 hours laborer labor @ .22 IS 70

1985 hours tctal misc-IIaneous labor @ .346 av. $68.63

ERECTION PROPER
3 hours blacksmith-shcp labor ® $0.55 SI 65
4 hcurs mason labor.. @ .425 1 70

301 hours foreman labir @ .375 108 88
1069 hours skv-man labor (S» .35 374 15

30 hours painter labor @ .30 9 00
210 hours brakeman labor @ .26 5460

4 hours machine-shcp labor @ .25 1 00
67 hcurs Laborer labor @ .25 14 75

6355 hours laborer labor @ .22 139 81

2323J hcurs total miscellaneous labor ® . 303 av. $705 54

RIVETING
50 hours foreman Labor @ $0,375 $18 75
5 hours skv-man labor @ .35 175

1195 hours riveter labor @ .325 388 38
623 hours riveter's helper labor @ .30 1S6.90
90 hours laborer labor @ .22 19.80

1963 hours total miscellaneous labor @ .314 .iv. $615.58

PAINTING HEADFRAME AFTER ERECTIOX
466 hours painter labor @ $0.30 $139.80

5 hours machine-shop labor @ .25 1 . 25

471 hours total miscellaneous labor @ . 30 av. $141 . 05

SUMMARY OF ERECTION LABOR
58165 hours total miscellaneous labor @ SO. 307 av. $1784,41

SUPPLIES

140,035 lb. fabricated steel for original elesign @ S4 60 $frl41 61
2,236 lb. fabricated steel for alterations and

additions (a) 4.43 99.08
Paint and brushes 70

,
50

Total .supplies 6618 03

Total labor and supplies $8402 44

Accordingly I shall confine myself to the structural steel

frame proper and its erection, leaving out entirely such

related matters as administration and engineering costs,

traveling and boarding expense, cost of tools, tackle,

electric power, new sheave wheels, concrete foundations,

floors, lander's house, etc.

The items covered will be the structural steel delivered

by the steel company, steel used in alterations, paint.
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and the labor of unloading, hauling, erecting, ri\eling

and painting.

It is not to be understood that the items left out .n-e

of small importance. On the contrary they are very con-

siderable, but by reason of their indeliniteness to one

not familiar with local matters they would not be of much
vahie for purposes of comparisou or estimate. No special

economy is claimed, but the cost figures are given rather

as a simple statement of the actual cost of work done

under average local mine conditions by mine forces of

average ability.

The detail drawing and fabrication of the steel work

were done by the structural department of the Cambria

.Steel Co. Erection of the steel headframe was carried

on under the direction of P. Sala^ forenum. The general

design of the headframe and the accessories were made by

tlie writer, who also exercised a general supervision over

the erection, aided by K. B. Wallace, the local engineer

for the Republic Iron Co.

SPKCI.iL C0RRi;SP0XDi:X( E

The revival of interest in quartz mining, especially

in the Fairbanks Creek portion of the district, is, aside

from the Tolovana, the most important development of

the year. The erection of the Heilig custom mill was

largely responsible for this improvement. The little Hunt-

ington mill has proved to be too small, however, and it is

planned to install a 7-ft. Lane chilean mill during the

summer. This, it is hoped, will give the plant a capacitv

on the soft Fairbanks Creek ores of about 40 tons a day.

Huddleston Bros. & :McXeil have a 100-ft. shaft on a 4-

ft. vein at the head of Too }!uch Gold Creek : in order to

avoid the necessity of pumping at greater depth they plan

to drive a 600-ft. cro.-scut adit. The vein has been traced

on the surface for nearly a mile. The operators are build-

ing a road to the Heilig mill and will crush 375 tons of ore

as soon as the mill is in condition to handle it. Previous

runs on picked ore returned about $40 a ton. The richest

ore in the Fairbanks Creek belt is at the ilizpah mine,

owned by Thompson, Geis & Hess. The last mill-run

returned $80 a ton. Most of the ore is free-milling,

but rich silver-bearing lead carljonate is reported to have

been found at one point. The mine has recently been

equipped with boiler and hoist and is prepared to yield

a good tonnage as soon as provision can be made for

n;illing operations.

ShaefEer, Golden & A'an Orsdale, on placer claim Xo.

IG Above Discovery, have .sunk on what is thought to be

the extension of the Mizpah vein. Although the ore is

very rich the vein is smaller than at the Thompson-Geis-

Esss workings. Stevens, Boyd & Kleinschmidt, lessees

on the ilayflower claim, have more than 300 tons of ore

ready for milling. The shaft is down 60 ft. Owing to the

decomposed nature of the rock, both vein and country, no

])owder has yet been used, three men mining and hoisting

lo tons of ore a day with ease. The operators estimate

that they have exposed between 4000 and 5000 tons of ore

of an average grade of $15. The Crites & Feldman 5-

stamp mill on iloose Creek is running 10 hours a day.

The most important vein on the group of claims embraced

in the Crites & Feldman holdings is developed by two

adits, one 400 and the other 700 ft. long, most of the ore

now coming from the longer tunnel. Foss & Farvin have

driven 500 ft. on the .McDonough & Mathews ground,

lying at the extreme head of the creek. A 75-ton ship-

ment crushed at tiie Burns mill sliowed the ore to be of a

fair milling grade.

Altiiough tile most important recent develo];)meuts are

those on Fairbanks Creek, there is considerable activ-

ity in lode mining in other parts of the district. The
Rhoads-Hall mine on Bedrock Creek, which is credited

with a total production of considerably more than half

a million dollars, is employing 25 men and the mill is

running night and day. ilartin Harris plans to build an

arrastre, run by water-wheel, on the Moonlight claim, near

Skoogy Gulch.' Tyndall & Finn, in the Ester Creek belt.

are driving a crosscut adit to tap an 8-ft. vein at a depth ot

350 ft. About 700 ft. of driving is required, of which over

600 ft. has been completed. If values at depth are com-
parable with those found nearer the surface, a mill will be

installed on the ground. Some prospecting has been done

by contract at the Xewsboy, but nothing of value appears

to have been found.

Tgilc aiadl Soa^ps^oia© aim ]1<9I14'

The United States produces more talc and soapstone

than all the rest of the world combined, this industry

having nearly doubled in this country in the last decade.

According to J. S. Diller, of the Geological Survey, the

marketed production in the United States in 1914 was
172,996 short tons, of which 148,479 tons were ground,

17,824 tons were manufactured into various articles, such

as crayons, gas tips, laundry tubs, etc., 2913 tons were
sawed into slabs and 3080 tons sold in the rough state.

The production in 1914 decreased about 2% from that

of 1913 when 175,833 tons were produced.

Xew York, by reason of its large output of fibrous talc

for paper making, continued to lead all other states with

a production of 86,075 tons valued at $821,286. Vermont
wns second in point of production with 50,698 tons, but

Yirginia'.s output of 21,687 tons exceeded it in value, be-

cause the Virginia production is principally manufactured
soapstone products. The output in Xew Jersey and Penn-
sylvania declined to 7732 tons and in Xorth Carolina to

1198 tons. There was a small ]iroduction in Georgia,

Maryland, Massachusetts, Bbode Island and California.

Prices in the United States averaged $5.83 per ton in

the rough, but some of it sold as low as $2 per ton
; ground

talc brought from $5 to $10 per ton : manufactured arti-

cles in 1914 averaged $27.98 per ton. Imports of ground
or manufactured talc in 1914 amounted to 15,731 tons as

against 13,770 tons in 1913. The principal importing

countries were : Italy, 5535 tons ; Canada, 5006 ; France.

4398. Smaller (|uantities were received from Austria-

Hungary, England, Germany, and Japan. The imported

talc is chiefly of the higher grades, ranging from $5.5--

for the cheapest French talc to $112 for a special ship-

ment from Germany.

Oil Possibilities near Vioksbur;;, Miss., forms the subject

of a recent press buUetin of the U. S. Geological Survey which
has made an investigation in Warren and Yazoo counties.

The attitude of the rock lieds is obscured by the recent de-

posits in this region and while no anticlines were noted, there

are two monoclinal folds that offer favorable areas for the

accumulation of oil or gas. A detailed report, with maps,
is now in preparation by the Survey.
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^c4ica^l Miimiinii

By H. H. IIodgkin-.sox*

Tlie safety door illustrated in the accompanying sketch

has proved to be an improvement on the one described in

the Journal of Dee. 13, 1914, though it is operated in

the same manner. As will be seen from the illustration,

the advantage lies in the fact that this door, on account of

its construction, opens at each end, thus permitting a car

to dump in the chute from either direction without the use

of a second door or the necessity of unfastening the hemp
lope.

By means of the rope A the door is opened and closed

for cars approaching in that direction, while the rope B
operates the door for cars from the other direction. Fig.

1 shows the door being opened by rope A , Fig. 3 by rope B.

The i/4-in. iron plate forming the door proper is hinged

at one end to an iron frame made of two pieces of %x3-in.

iron and two 34-in. bolts as shown ; the opposite end of the

frame being hinged to the platform. The ^-in. bolt to

which the y^-in. plate is hinged is twisted to form an

eye for attaching the rope A to the frame. The plate

has a small rectangular piece cut out of it over this eye

to prevent the door from binding when rope B is operating

the door.

The frame measures 32x36 in. over all, which permits

the door to work nicely between the rails of a 3-ft. gage

track.

The two hemp ropes A and B hang down from their

respective pulleys about 5 ft. to permit enough slack rope

for the door to fall back on the platform when opened from

cither direction.

It is difficult to define the boundary between turbo-blow-

ers and turbo-compressors. All turbo macliines used to

supplant reciprocating blowers should be called turbo-

blowers.

—

Power.

ItTupplm^^ waGlh Oip^glllKae

The Balkan pit of the Verona Mining Co., at Alpha,

ilich., is oval in shape. When the stripping is completed

its long axis will l)e about 1300 ft., its greatest width

about 700 ft. and the depth will run from 86 ft. to 107 ft.

The machines used are a Bucyrus class-34 dragline

excavator with an 85-ft. boom and a 4l^-yd. bucket and a

Marion model 261 of the same size. Both machines are

mounted on skids and rollers. They travel on 4xl3-in.

planks 12 ft. long, placed 4 wide on each side of the ma-

Basically considered, turbo-blowers and turbo-compres-

sors are similar machines, only that the fornrer are used

for low pressures and the latter for high pressures. Both

classes of machines are therefore constructively diiferent

with reference to the number of stages and the delivery

volume. Usually the turbo-blowers and compressors of

today are built on the principle of the centrifugal pump

:

that is, the gas to be compressed is conducted in radial

paths. Among the few designs that depart from this ar-

rangement is the Parsons, in which the flow direction,

as in steam turbines, is axial.

•Rlinins engineer, Franklin Furnace. N. J.

FIGS. 1 AND 2. CHUTE DOOR FACILITATINCi DISCHARGE
OF CAR FROM EITHER DIRECTION

chine. Dragline operation was started in 1914, and is

approaching completion at the present time.

The two dragline excavators have been used on op-

posite sides of the pit, for the most part on different levels.

The incline is a continuous spiral, the grade being about

2.6 per cent, with 35-deg. curves and slopes at 3 to 1.

The sharp curves, as well as the heavy grades from the

lower levels which have been necessitated by the small

diameter of the pit, have rendered it impossible to use

standard-gage equipment. Consequently narrow-gage, 4-

yd. cars are used. Inasmuch as the large buckets of the

draglines could not load cars of such small capacity

without a considerable amount of spilling and the conse-

quent danger of derailments, large hoppers are u.'^ed

under which the trains are run. This method has proved

most satisfactory. Instead of lining these hoppers with

sheet iron, hard maple has been used, as this has been

found to offer a lietter sliding surface for the sticky ma-

terial encountered.
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On the first or top lift, eacli dragline was served by

three trains made up of ten 104-yd. cars each, but at the

present time the contractors are using 9 trains and 12

locomotives, three of which are used as pushers on grade

out of the pit.

The output of the draglines has been most satisfactory

and has compared very favorably with steam-shovel op-

eration on the Mesabi range. The material, however, is

ideal for dragline work. The upper portion of it is a

quicksand which when drained is easy to dig. Before

operations were started, a small creek ran across the pit.

The waters of this creek have been diverted, but the

bed contains a rather heavy gravel formation. On the

northern end of the pit deposits of blue clay, gravel

and hard-pan have been found, while gravel and hard-pan

e-xist under the sand at the southern end. The machines

are swinging through an arc of about 180 deg. and making

a cycle in about 40 sec. The output of the draglines de-

pends of course to a great measure on the car service.

The best monthly output for both machines, working two

10-hr. shifts, was 207,184 eu.yd.; the best daily output

for both machines working two 10-hr. shifts is 2670 4-yd.

L-ars. The best record for one 10-hr. shift was 800 4-yd.

cars, made by the Bucyrus machine.

—

The Excavating

Engineer, August, 1915.

iim Metal Miiaaiag

In an investigation as to the best means of insuring a

diminution in the number of accidents in the mines of

Australia, particularly in New South Wales, the 1914

report of the Eoyal Commission on Mining Industry at

Broken Hill states that the fatal accidents in metalliferous

mines, in the year 1911, in New South Wales, were 1.81

per thousand of men employed, which was only exceeded

in Australia by the number of fatal accidents in Western

Australia, which were 3.33 per thousand men employed.

Comparing these with the fatal accidents in metalliferous

mines in other countries for the years 1909 and 1910,

it is stated that only four countries had a larger number

of fatal accidents in metalliferous mines per thousand

men employed than these noted. These are: Prance,

3.16 ; Spain, 3.25 ; Transvaal, 4.29 ; and the United States,

4.19.

©regcDffli SiEadl Douglas Fas' aiffidl

The term "fir" is applied to the most common wood

of the Pacific Northwest. Scientifically it is a bastard

spruce, first named by Douglas. Locally it is known

as fir or Douglas fir, and distinction is sometimes made

between yellow and red fir. These come from the same

kind of tree, the yellow fir being most common. The

large trees yield yellow fir, while the wood from smaller

trees is apt to sliow a reddish tint. Sun exposure also

appears to affect the color to some extent. In California

the wood is termed Oregon pine. This wood is strong,

and can be obtained in long lengths. Mill run of commer-

cial sizes probal)ly averages over 20 ft. in length. It con-

tains pitch, which forms in seams and pockets, normally

occurring even in commercially clear wood within certain

limits. The trees usually yield less than 25 per cent, of

wood free from sap and knots.

Redwood grows on tlie Pacific coast from Santa Cruz

north into southern Oregon. By reason of the average

large diameter of the trees, the logs are cut shorter than

in the case of fir, and the commercial mill run averages

about 16 ft. in length. The wood is not so strong as fir.

About 50 per cent, of the wood cuts up clear and free of

sap.—D. C. Henny in Engineering Netvs, Aug. 26, 1915.

A new method of recording the cost of various conveyor

belts in operation has been worked out by the B. F.

Goodrich Co., of Akron, Ohio, in the interest of all belt

users.

Ordinarily, accurate costs are rather difficult to deter-

mine, and many people have not the time to work out

an adequate system for making computations. The use

of various belts, however, is an important factor, and

many a dollar can be saved when it is known where to cut

dovni the tonnage cost.

The card record in question, which is mailed free on

application by the Goodrich company, is simple, but most

efficient. It will help to stop the small leaks where profit

continually slips out.

—

Coal Age.

lEi^st Hoirira® Maime
By B. G. Best*

Several years ago the Oliver Iron Mining Co. decided

to sink a new shaft on the East Norrie property at Iron-

wood, lUch. As finally accepted the plans called for a

shaft to meet the following requirements : Size, outside

timbers, 11 ft. 4 in. by 20 ft. 8 in.; number of compart-

ments, 6 ; sets, steel, placed 5 ft., center to center ; lining.
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PLAN OP "C" SHAFT. EAST NORRIE MINE

reinforced-concrete lath ; inclination, 64 deg. from the

horizontal.

The shaft was located about 250 ft. back of the foot

wall in the quartz slates, which dip at an angle of about

64 desj. at this point.

On Dec. 2, 1912, work was started with the following

crews: Three gangs of shaftmen—6 miners and 2 help-

ers—working 8-hr. shifts, 17 shifts per week; 4 fixers,

or timbermen, working 10 hr. day-shift only ; 4 landers

—

2 on each 12-hr. shift; 2 hoisting engineers; such men as

were necessary from time to time making concrete lath.

The miners drilled, blasted, mucked, placed the steel

sets, lath and bearers, cut hitches for the bearers and cut

and'timbered the stations. The timbermen took down the

icare of Oliver Iron Mining Co., Ironwood, Mich.
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concrete and steel, drilled bolt holes in rails and back
runners and placed them and assisted the miners in plac-

ing the sets.

The rock was hoisted through the middle compartment
in a 1-ton sinking bucket on a trolley. The timber aud
;ath were lowered on a truck in the cage compartment.
The smoke was drawn out of the shaft through a 10-in.

galvanized-iron pipe by an exhaust fan on the surface.

The drilling equipment included 12 jackhamer ma-
chines and 12 sets of 72-in. by %-in. diam., 4-point drills.

Six of these machines were used in the shaft at one
time, while the remaining six were being overhauled. Th:
repairs on the machines were .light, however, and during
the greater part of the time the six reserve machines
were ready for instant use. There were also four No. 3

Ingersoll-Eand machines used for cutting hitches and
bearers.

The ideal cut consisted of fifty 6-ft. holes, but at times

it was necessary to drill as many as 58 holes. The average

time required to drill a round of holes under an air

pressure of 65 lb. was 3 hr. At times, however, this

work has been accomplished in 2l^ hr. This is at an av-

erage rate of 16% ft. per machine per hour, and a maxi-
mum rate of 20 ft. per machine per hour. A cut broke
five linear feet of ground, or 1171 cu.ft. Thus, in 1 hr.

one machine, under average conditions, drilled holes to

break 64.9 cu.ft. of ground, and under the most favor-

able conditions 77.6 cu.ft.

The charge per hole was five or six sticks of 80 per
cent. %x8-in. Giant gelatin dynamite, or about I14
boxes per cut. Firing was done by battery. The first fired

were the sink holes in the center of the foot-side of
the shaft; after these the holes adjacent to the outer edge
of the sink were fired. From four to six blasts were neces-
sary to break the entire cut. Under average conditions
20 min. was required to charge and fire the holes for each
blast and 20 min. for the smoke to clear out. By this

method after the sink holes had been fired there were
always two free faces, arid the rock was thrown up against
the foot-side of the shaft, making the mucking a great
deal easier. The mucking of the dirt from a full cut re-

quired about 8 hr.

In sinking the shaft, 14 sets of bearers—four 12-iu. by
17-ft. I-beams and two 12-in. by ;35-ft. I-beams per set-
were placed. The time required to drill hitches and place
a set of bearers was 414 eight-hour shifts.

Five stations, 10x22x17 ft., were also cut and timbered.
Jackhamers wore used on this work. A station was cut
and timbered in l:ii/o eight-hour shifts, or at the rate of
35.7 cu.ft. per shift.

On Dee. 2, 1913, at a depth of 843 ft., the shaft met a
.5x7-ft. raise from the 17th level—1213 ft. below the col-
lar of the shaft. In 12 months the shaft had been sunk
803 ft. through quartz, slates and hard dike. During
this time the miners and helpers had worked 5821 shifts
in sinking and timbering the shaft, and had removed
1 88,063 cu.ft. of rock. This is at the rate of 32.3 cu.ft.
of rock per man per shift of eight hours, and 43.1 cu.ft.
per machine per shift. The average sinking speed per
week, based on actual working time, was 18.8 lin.ft. In
713 shifts the men had placed 10 sets of bearers and cut
and timbered three sections.

Stripping was commenced immediately and continued
to a depth of 1198 ft., 15 ft. above the 17th level. The
three crews of shaft men did the stripping, using jack-

hamers and No. 3 drills. Because of the inability to
handle the rock on the 17th level, the stripping was
delayed to some extent; but in spite of this the aver-
age weekly progress (actual working time) was 34.17
lin.ft., or 5.7 ft. per drill per week. Including lost time,
time required for cutting hitches, placing bearers, cutting
and timbering stations, the average speed was 25 lin.ft
per week.

The greatest progress for one month was made in
March, 1913, when the shaft was sunk 105 ft. and one set
of liearers placed. The men worked 589 shifts sinking
iind timbering, and 32 shifts placing bearers. This is at
the rate of 24.3 lin.ft. per week; 5680 cu.ft. per week;
1.426 lin.ft. per gang per shift; 9.47 cu.ft. per drill per
week; 41.75 cu.ft. per man per 8-hr. shift; and 55.7 cu.ft.

per drill per 8-hr. shift.

The accompanying table shows the number of shifts
worked on the different parts of this job, and also the
average progress for the different operations:

Month
December. 1912.
January, 1913. .

.

February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
January. 1914. . .

February
March

Sinking Bearers Stations Stripping-
244.0
515.0 37.50 .

519.0 32.00
589.0 32.00 .

530.5 72.00
476.0 165.00
490.0 70.50
537.5 79.66
586.0 25.00
449.0 41.00 90.o6
577.0 25.00
522.5 44.00
30.0 43.25 130.25 3'3'4'66

72.00 75.00 473,00
29.75 517.75

88.00

Total number of shifts 5821.5
Linear feet S03
Cubic feet 188,063
Lin.ft. per gang per wk. 18.8
Lin.ft. per gang per shift 1.1
Cu.ft. per man per shift 32.3
Cu.ft. per machine per

shift 43.1

524.00 539.25

19,250

1,412.75
355

83,141

The first month there was 40 ft. of overburden. This
is not included in calculating rate of progress; the fig-

ures represent rock work only.

Every engine room has the means at baud for the con-
struction of the convenient and accurate level described
herewith. It is so simple to make as to appeal to anyone
{Power, Aug. 31, 1915).

It consists of a regular gage-glass, nearly filled with
water, and with its ends plugged with putty or other
suitable material of a cementing nature. The bubble can

,,--/%« ofPuffy of Puffy.

.

LEVEL MADE FROM GAGE GLASS

be made as long as desired, depending On the work for

which the level is to be used ; and as the glass is straight
the l3u]jl)le will go the whole length of the glass if slightly

elevated. The glass being round and usually reason-
ably straight, it can be turned over without affecting the
location of the bubble or the accuracy of the level. Anv
suitable mark can be used at the middle to indicate
when the instrument is level. This is not intended to sup-
plant the regular level, but to serve in an emergency or to

go into limited spaces.
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of the solution is increased about 12 mm. Then continue

the current for 15 niin., and 11 the newly exposed surface

is still briglit, the lead is completely deposited. Wash

the anode three or four times with distilled water, once

with alcohol, and then dry in an oven or on a hot plate,

at 210 deg. C. for half an hour, and weigh.

The weiglit of the PbO, in milligrams, divided by 100,

will give the percentage of lead. The PbO. deposit can

be readily removed by covering the anode with dilute

nitric acid and inserting a rod of copper.

The electrodes are cylinders of platinum gauze with

400 meshes per sq.cm. The anodes are 30 mm. in diam-

eter bv 30 mm. high, with a stem 105 mm. long of No. 16

B. & S. gage wire (1.29 mm.), making the total height

137 mm. The cathodes are 12 mm. in diameter by 30 mm.

high, with a stem 105 mm. long of No. 16 B. & S. gage

ware, making the total height 137 mm.
Lead by "Lead-Acid" Method^—Place in a 350-c.c.

beaker 25, 15, 10, or 5 grams of the drillings or sawings,

according to whether the spelter is of grade (a), (b), (c),

or (d) respectively, and add, according to the size of the

sample taken, 300, 180, 120, or 60 c.c. of "lead acid"

(prepared as indicated in footnote). After all but about

1 gram of the zinc is dissolved, filter on a close filter and

wash out the beaker a couple of times with "lead acid"

from a wash bottle. AYash the undissolved matter from

the filter into the original beaker with water, and dis-

solve with a small amount of hot 1 : 1 nitric acid. Add

40 c.c. of "lead acid" and evaporate until strong fumes of

sulphuric acid escape. When cool, add 35 c.c. of water

(which is the quantity of water e\aporated from the "lead

acid"), and heat to boiling. Add the first filtrate (con-

taining the greater part of the zinc, and possibly a small

amount of lead sulphate), stir well, and allow to stand

for at least five hours, preferably over night. Filter on a

Gooch crucible, wash with "lead acid," then with a nrx-

ture of equal parts of alcohol and water, and finally with

a'.cohol alone. Set the Gooch crucible inside a porcelain

crucible in order to avoid reduction of lead by flame gases

and mechanical disintegration of the asbestos mat. Ignite

for five minutes at the full heat of a Tirrell burner. Cool

and weigh as PbSO^.

Iron—Place 25 grams of zinc in a tall 700-c.c. beaker

and dissolve cautiously in 125 c.c. of nitric acid (sp.gr.

1.42). Boil, dilute to about 300 c.c, add 10 grams of

ammonium chloride, and then ammonia until the ]3re-

cipitated zinc hydroxide has redissolved. Boil, let settle,

and filter on an"ll-cm. S. & S. "Black Ribbon" or similar

filter paper. AVash with dilute ammonia and with hot

water. Dissolve the precipitated ferric hydroxide with

=^ead acid" is a solution of one volume of sulphuric acid

in seven volumes of water, saturated with lead sulphate. It is

prepared as foUows: 300 c.c. of sulphuric acid
'""".Kfio is rtis

poured into l.SOO c.c. of water; 1 gram of lead acetate is ais-

solved in 300 c.c. of water and is added to the hot solution

with stirring. The solution is allowed, to settle for several

davs and is siphoned off through a thick asbestos Alter tor

Sse When "lead acid" is used it is unnecessary to consider

the solubility of the lead sulphate, since t'^^-.f^V^t^n,' J^cld"
brought back to the same volume as the volume of lead acia

originally added; consequently, when the l«ad sulp'iate is fil-

tered, no more lead remains in the filtrate than was originally

added in the "lead acid."

Methods of spelter analysis are the subject of a report

from a subcommittee, which has been approved by the

Supervisory Gommittee of the American Chemical Society

on Standard Methods of Analysis.

Spelter ordinarily used for brass and similar alloys is

usually considered in three grades: (a) "High-grade";

(b) "intermediate"; and (c) "brass-special," according

to the amounts of lead and other impurities present. A
fourth grade (d) "prime-western," principally used for

galvanizing, contains more impurities than the three

grades preceding. These grades are covered by the speci-

fications of the American Society for Testing Materials.

The methods of sampling and analysis described below

are those generally accepted in the United States for

standard analysis in all the larger laboratories of both

producers and consumers of zinc and zinc products. The

methods of analysis are those originally proposed by

Elliott and Storer and Price, whose work has been checked

and elaborated by the members of the committee.

S-VMPLIXG Sl.VBS

Select 10 slabs at random from a carload, and saw each

slab completely across from the middle of one long side

to the midde of tlie other, and use the sawdust as the

sample; or drill three 9-mm. holes along one diagonal of

each slab, boring completely through and taking care to

make fine drillings'; the holes should be drilled as nearly

as possible at the middle and half way between either end

and the middle of such diagonals. Go over the drillings

or sawings with a powerful magnet to take out any iron

which may have come, from the drill or saw, and mix the

sample thoroughly. The drill or saw must be thoroughly

cleaned before use, and no lubricant shall be used in either

drilling or sawing.

Methods of Analysis

Lead—The committee considers the electrolytic and

"lead-acid" methods described to be of equal merit, so far

as accuracy is concerned, but where laboratories are

equipped for electrolysis the electrolytic method is pre-

ferred as a time-saver.

Lead by Electrolytic IMethod—Place 8.643 grams of the

sample^ in a 40()-c.c. beaker and add sufficient water to

cover the sample. Then add gradually and cautiously

30 c.c. of concentrated nitric acid (sp.gr. 1.42) ; when the

action is complete boil the solution for a few minutes to

expel nitrous fumes. AVash the watch glass and sides of

the beaker, and transfer the solution to a 200-c.c. elec-

trolytic beaker. Dilute to 125 c.c. and electrolyze with a

current of 5 amp. The time required for the electrolysis

is from one-half to three-quarters of an hour, depending

upon the amount of lead present in the sample. Test the

solutions for complete precipitation of lead by washing

the watch glasses and sides of the beaker, so that the depth

'The empirical factor weight (S.643) is used instead of the
theoretical one (S.66). as the dried dioxide is liable to contain
some adherent and included water, expelled with difficulty.
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hot 1 : 4 sulphuric acid, add 40 c.c. of 1 : 1 sulphuric acid,

pass through a Jones reductor,^ wash first with 150 c.c.

of dilute sulphuric acid, and then with 100 c.c. of water

and titrate with potassium permanganate. The potas-

sium-permanganate solution contains approximately 0.2

gram of the crystals per liter. One cubic centimeter of

permanganate solution will equal about 0.000334 gram
of iron. Run a blank with the same amounts of acid and
water, and correct accordingly.

Standardize the potassium permanganate against sodium
oxalate. Weigh duplicate samples of sodium oxalate,

0.0200 gram each, an amount which may require between

49 and 50 c.c. of the permanganate solution. To convert

sodium oxalate to iron, use the factor 0.833.

Cadmium—Place 25 grams or drillings in a tall 500-c.c.

beaker; add 250 c.c. of water and 55 c.c. of concentrated

hydrochloric acid, and stir. When the action has almost

ceased, add more acid with stirring, using about 2 c.c.

at a time, allowing it to stand after each addition of acid,

until finally all but about 2 grams of the zinc has been

dissolved. About 60 c.c. of acid in all are usually re-

quired; it is best to allow the first 55 c.c. of acid

to act over night. Filter, first transferring one of

the undissolved pieces of zinc to the filter, and wash a

couple of times with water. Discard the filtrate. Wash
the undissolved matter on the filter paper into the 500 c.c.

beaker, cover and dissolve in nitric acid. Transfer to a

casserole, add 20 c.c. of 1 : 1 sulphuric acid, and evaporate

until fumes appear; take up with about 100 c.c. of water,

boil, cool, and let settle for several hours (best over

night). Filter off the lead sulphate on paper, wash with

water, retain the filtrate, and discard the lead sulphate.

Dilute the filtrate to 400 c.c, add about 10 grams of am-
monium chloride, and pass hydrogen sulphide for one
hour. It is occasionally necessary to start the precipita-

tion of the cadmium sulphide by the addition of a drop
or two of ammonia to the dilute solution. Allow to

stand until the precipitate has settled, and then filter off

the impure cadmium sulphide in a loose-bottomed Gooch
crucible; remove the cadmium sulphide by carefully

punching out the bottom into a tall 200-c.c. beaker. Wipe
off any cadmium sulphide remaining on the sides of the

crucible, using a little asbestos pulp, add 60 c.c. of 1:5
sulphuric acid, and boil for one-half hour. In case of

spelters carrying large amounts of cadmium it may be
necessary to add more acid. The dilute acid dissolves

cadmium and zinc sulphides, but not lead sulphide. Filter

and dilute to 300 c.c, add about 5 grams of ammonium
chloride, and precipitate with hydrogen sulphide again in
order to get rid of traces of zinc. In case a large amount
of cadmium is present, a third precipitation may be neces-
sary. After the final precipitation, let settle, "filter, and
transfer to a weighed platinum dish, cover, and dissolve
in 1:3 hydrochloric acid. Also dissolve the sulphide
remaining on the filter paper in hot 1:3 hydrochloric
acid, and add it to the solution in the platinum dish. Add
a little sulphuric acid, and evaporate the solution until
copious fumes escape. Dilute with water, add a few
centimeters of concentrated nitric acid to oxidize any
filter paper shreds, and again evaporate the solution until
fumes of sulphuric acid come off freely. Remove the
excess of sulphuric acid by heating the" dish cautiously

=If, before passing the solution through the reductor aarge amount of lead sulphate is present.^it is wefl to fll'te?
It off so as to prevent it from clogging the reductor.

and finally heat to between 500 and 600 deg. C. or to dull

redness, and weigh the cadmium as sulphate.

Alternate Method for Cadmium—Proceed as above
until the cadmium sulphide has been dissolved in hydro-
chloric acid. Oxidize with nitric acid, and filter from sul-

phur. Transfer the solution to a 200-c.c. electrolytic

beaker, add a drop or two of phenolphthalein, and then
pure sodium- or potassium-hydroxide solution until a

permanent red color is obtained. Add a strong solution

of jiure potassium cyanide with constant stirring until the
precipitate of cadmium hydroxide is completely dissolved.

Avoid using an excess of the potassium cyanide. Dilute
the solution to 150 c.c, and electrolyze with a current of

5 amp., using gauze electrodes of the same size as in the
lead determination. The time required is from 1 to 2 hr.

The solution should always be tested for cadmium as fol-

lows: Raise the liquid in the beaker, and then note after
20 min. the newly exposed surface of the electrode. If
it is still bright, the cadmium is completely deposited.
Next wash the electrodes with distilled water, and then
with alcohol. Dry at 100 deg. C, cool, and weigh. The
increase is metallic cadmium.

MetSayl ^ed as aia Hiadacaftor
Methyl red gives a sharper end-point than methyl

orange when the two indicators are tested in water with
acid or alkali, according to R. T. Thomson (Analyst,
1914, p. 518; abstr. Journ. Soc. Chem. Ind.), and its

sensitiveness, unlike that of methyl orange, is not greatly
affected by the presence of neutral salts, such as sodium
chloride or sulphate. When methyl red is used as the
indicator in the titration of carbonates with acids, the
solution must be boiled after each addition of the acid
in order to expel free carbon dioxide.

'it;

AcId°F5r(D®f Tsible Faimlsfci

The following formula for an acid-proof table finish
is published by the Bureau of Chemistry of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture, according to the Chemist-Analyst:

Solution A—125 grams of copper sulphate and 125
grams of potassium chlorate are dissolved and diluted
to 1000 cc

Solution B—60 grams of aniline hydrochloride and 90
cc. of hydrochloric acid, sp.gr. 1.20, are dissolved and
diluted to 500 c.c.

Paint the wood first with "A," and as soon as it dries
sufficiently, apply a coating of "B," and let dry for .sev-

eral hours. Wash with hot water and repeat operation,
until the color is a dark green. Finish by rubbing with
raw linseed oil until a jet-black surface is secured.

The following kink i.s from the Chemist-Analyst : Wet
the cork and borer with water before starting and oc-
casionally during the operation. This reduces the fric-

tion and makes the cutting easy and smooth. The core
will come out in one piece. Corks should be bored from
the little end toward the large end. This makes the
glass tubing fit tightly, as the hole where started is al-

ways bigger than where it ends, and when put in a bottle
the neck of the bottle incloses the smaller end of the
cork and hence tends to close the hole.
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(Clhiemffiflcsil HEadl^mstiries

When America's first National Exposition of Chemical

Industries opens at tlie Grand Central Palace, New York
City, on Monday, Sept. 20, it will mark an epoch in the

history of the industries dependent on chemistry, and

cannot fail to be far-reaching in its results. It will

bring into closer contact than ever before the manufac-

turers, financiers, dealers and consumers. Elaborate ex-

hibits are arranged, many of them working units, giving

visitors the opportunity of seeing for the first time the

processes or apparatus at work.

It is expected that President Wilson will be present

and participate in the opening of the exposition, an in-

vitation from the advisory committee, composed of well-

known chemists and chemical engineers, having been

sent to him. The committee is as follows: Raymond
F. Bacon, Charles 11. Ilertv, Ilenrv B. Faber, A. D.

Little, R. P. Perry, William "Cooper Procter, E. F. Roe-

ber, G. D. Rosengarten, T. B. Wagner and Utley Wedge.

Among the institutions which have cooperated to make
this exposition a success are the American Chemical

Society, the American Electrochemical Society, the Am-
erican Institute of Mining Engineers, the American In-

stitute of Electrical Engineers, the American Pulp and

Paper Association's Technical Section and the Bureau of

Commercial Economics.

Program of the Exposition

The program of the exposition will be as follows

:

Monday, Sept. 20, opening day.

Tuesday, Sept. 21—R. P. Pierce"^ (Barber Asphalt Co.),

"Work with the Ultra Microscope"; Howard H. Gross

(President Tariff Commission League) will lead a dis-

cussion on the tariff question, in which other members
of the league will participate; R. S. Frinck (President

Frinck Pyrometer Co.), "The Relation of Chemistry and

Jlechanical ^lanipulation to the Evolution of the Glass

Industry"; Harrington Emerson (The Emerson Co.),

"Efficiency," and a meeting of the New York Section of

the American Electrochemical Society will also be held.

Wednesday, Sept. 22—Thomas H. Norton (U. S. De-

partment of Commerce), "Foreign Markets for American

Chemicals"; F. W. Keough (President American Export-

ers Association), "Transportation and Shipping- Facilities

with Foreign Countries"; I. F. Stone (President Na-

tional Aniline and Cliemical Co.), "The Aniline-Dye

Situation"; J. L. Lightner (Ilershey Chocolate Co.),

"The Manufacture of Chocolate."

Thursday, Sept. 23—J. L. Taylor (United States

Bureau of Mines), "Explosives"; H. A. Huston (Ger-

man Kali Co.), "Potash"; Linn Bradley (The Research

Corporation), "Solution of Smoke, Dust and Fume
Nuisances by Electrical Precipitation"; Percy Wilson

(Secretary Association of American Portland Cement

i^Ianufacturers), "The History of Cement," followed by

a meeting of the American Paper and Pulp Association.

Friday, Sept. 24—S. P. Sadtler (S. P. Sadtler &
Sons), "American Contributions to Industrial Chemis-

try"; W. D. Coolidge (General Electric Co.), "The X-

Ray"; L. H. Baekeland, "Chemical Industry," followed

by a joint meeting of the New York Section of the

American Chemical Society and the American Institute

of Chemical Enoineers.

Saturday, Sept. 25—John Barrett (Director Pan-Am-
erican Union), "South American Opportunities"; George
Frank Lord (du Pont de Nemours Powder Co.), "Farm-
ing with Dynamite": ('. B. TTeckel (New Jersey Zinc
Co.), "Zinc"; besides many other important ])apcrs and
addresses.

^Iaxv ^Fovixg PirTUREs Arhanged For

A partial list of films to be shown during the exposi-

tion is as follows

:

Waterman Fountain Pen Co., "Hard-Rubber ^Manufac-

turing"; National Lead Co., "Manufacturing Uses of

White Lead"; Lipton Tea Co., "Tea Industry in Cey-
lon"; National Tube Co., "From Ore to National Pipe";
Henry Disston & Sons, "Making of Saws"; Rogers,

Brown & Co., "Steel Industry"; People's Natural Gas
Co., "Boring and Piping Gas"; Hershey Chocolate Co.,

"Chocolate Industry" ; Barrett Manufacturing Co., "Tar-
via"; Barber Asphalt Co., "Asphalt from Lake Trinidad to

Street"; American Cyanamid Co., "Fertilizer from Air";
German Kali Works, "ilining of Potash"; Association of

.\merican Portland Cement Manufacturers, "Uses of

Cement on the Farm" ; General Roofing Co., "Roofs from
Rags"; Follansbee Bros., "Tin Industry"; Cheney Silk

Co., "Silk Industry"; National Association of Manufac-
turers, "Crime of Carelessness," "The Man He Might
Have Been," "The Workman's Lesson," "An American
in the ilaking" ; Printz Biederman Co., "Wool to Cloth-

ing"; City of Baltimore, "Sewage Disposal and Filtra-

tion"; Ed. Pinaud (Klotz & Co.), "Perfumery"; United

Shoe Machinery Co., "Tanning Hides to Shoes"; Rice &
Adams, "Cow to Consvimer"; Reed & Barton, "Jlak-

ing Silver"; Larkin Co., "Soap"; Sherwin-Williams,

"Paint"; Westinghouse Electric Co., "Electricity in a

Home"; Universal Portland Cement, "Application o(

Cement" ; The Research Corp., "Consuming Smoke"

;

Frasche Estate, "Sulphur Mining (Louisiana)"; H. K.

Mulford Co., "Hog Cholera," "Nitro-Germ"; General

Electric Co., "Electricity in the Mine," "Electricity on

the Farm," "The X-Ray," "Electric Lighting," "Motor

Application," "Electric Power Transmission"; Bureau of

Mines, "Mine Explosion and Rescue," "Safe Method of

Bituminous Coal Mining," "Zinc Mining, Milling and

Smelting," "Copper Mining, Milling and Smelting";

Starrett Jlfg. Co., "Manufacturing of Files" ; District of

Columbia Paper Jlill, "^lanufacture of Paper."

The motion picture program given above has been ar-

ranged for the Exposition by the Bureau of Commercial

Economics at Washington.

ilany of the exhibitors will also have speakers in the

auditorium, who will lecture and display by motion and

slide pictures the work of their respective companies.

Under the auspices of the Bureau of Foreign and Do-

mestic Commerce, about eight bureaus in the Departments

of Commerce, Interior and Agriculture are now arrang-

ing' noteworthy and instructive exhibits, each of which

will be typical and demonstrative of the work of that

bureau.

Rutile Exports from Norway in 1913 were 50.730 kg', in

1914 they were about 50,000 kg., according to a recent con-

sular report. The exports are aU to European countries. In

1915 the production is believed to have decreased, as Nor-

wegian Arms have been trying to buy rutile in the United

States to fill their orders. The demand has increased owing

to the use of titanium carb'de in electric lamps.
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DR. JAMES DOUGLAS CHARLES W. MERRILL E. P. MATHEWSON
Dr. Douglas will receive llie John Fritz Medal at the International Engineering Congress on Sept. 20, 191.T. Mr. Merrill

edited the symposium on gold and silver, while E. P. Mathewson edited that on copper metallurgy

PhDtrjBrai.h l,y I'.KicTWf.nri & Underwooii. New Ycrk City

EASTERN FACADE, PALACE OP MIXES, PANAMA-PACIFIC EXPOSITIO.X

Added interest is given the mining and metallurgical exhibits by the meetings of the International Engineering Congress
and various technical societies in San Francisco
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Editohial Cukrespoxdenm-k

Ore is moving out of tlie Lake Superior district at a

rapid rate at the present time and it is certain that there

will not be any let up until navigation comes to a close

when the cold weather sets in. All of the lake fleet are

now in active operation and it is believed that the total

shipments from the district for the season will reach close

to 45,0()0,00() tons. The Oliver Iron Mining Co., the min-

ing branch of the Steel Corporation, will move about

20,000,000 tons, very nearly the amount that was shipped

in 1913, the banner year in the ore business. Some of

the independents are not doing so well, but a few of the

l)roperties that have Hot shipped a pound of ore all year

may still be able to send out some of their product, as the

ore-buying movement has not stopped as yet. Most of

the railroads that handle iron ore from the mines to the

docks are working all of their equipment, and most of

them have handled more ore to date this year than they

did during the corresponding period of 1914. The Lake
Superior & Ishpeming, which handles most of the ore

from the Marquette range, is using every car it possesses

and the management wishes that it had the 500 steel ears

which were ordered in the spring and which have not been

delivered. One day last week a new loading record was
made at the Lake Superior & Ishpeming dock at Mar-
quette, when eight ore carriers were loaded and discharged

during 20 hr. All of these boats were taken care of at

the new steel-concrete dock of the company, which was

constructed two years ago.

Stockpiles Moving AVell

In spite of the fact that ore is being moved at a lively

Tate, the mines are not working so strong as they might.

This is because of' the large stocks at the mines, which

must be moved before the operators can take chances on

loading up again. Some of the ore that is going down the

lakes tills year has been in stock for years. In fact, vege-

tation was growing ou the piles of some that is going out

and it had the appearance of waste rather than ore. The
Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Co. alone had about 3,000,000 ton-;

of ore in stock on the ^Marquette range in the spring, but

over two-thirds of this will be gone by the time winter set-^

in. Although some of the mines are working with small

forces, others are working to capacity in order to keep up

with their contracts. The Breituug interests changed

their working hours af their Xegaunee mines this week,

putting on three shifts instead of two, in order to increase

the output. This company had considerable ore in stock

a few months ago, but the management has stated that

there will not be a ton in stock when the boats stop.

As stated previously, it is believed that there will still

be some buying this year, as the furnace men are advanc-

ing the price of pig iron, which usually moans that iron

ore will command a higher price in the market, and many
of the consumers may want to make a few more contracts

before the prices are raised. It is also thought that the

vessel rate in 1916 will be higher than it is at the present

time, which may lead some to take advantage of the pres-

ent carrying rates. Some of the operators are rather skep-

tical about the ore business, as they do not know what is

going to happen to the iron and steel markets when the

war is over. Others believe that the revival of business

that will result in this country will more than compensate

for the failing (ill' dl' w.w ihmUm's. Ilowevci', the outlook

is far from glouiuy, and the coming winter should see

((insiderable activity. When the ore piles are shipjjed the

operators are always willing to take a chance on stocking,

and they will be more than willing to take I'isks this win-
ter, with the prosjject that prices will be higher in 191().

Little development wmk has been carried on in the

district this summer, only a few of the companies having

diamond drills in operation. There is still some drilling

being done on the Cuyuna range, and a few drills are in

operation on the Mesabi. The Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Co.

has stopped most of the drills that it had working a few
miles to the west of Ishpeming, and the conclusion is that

ore in commercial quantities was not encountered. This
company has a drill working in the City of Xegaunee, and
it is now down about 2400 ft., but no results are obtain-

able. A hole was put down a short distance from this

one to a depth of about 3000 ft. Luther Brewer and
associates have discontinued their drilling on the eastern

extension of the Gogebic range, without finding ore. Sev-

eral hundred feet of formation was found in some of the

holes, but the ore was not present. However, it is be-

lieved that another campaign will be mapped out in the

near future. A little drilling is being done on the

Menominee range ; but not many drills are working com-
pared with the number that was employed a few years ago.

Taxation System Stops Development

Since the Michigan State Tax Commission made its

revaluation of all of the iron properties in the state,

placing the mines on the assessment rolls at much higher

figures than before, the companies have been very back-

ward about looking for new deposits except when they

are actually in need of the ore. They do not care about

proving up orebodies and paying heavily in taxes unless

the product can be disposed of. It is certain that the

actions of the commission has greatly retarded new work
in the state. Some of the companies have lands which

they believe contain bodies of iron ore, but they are not

going to start development work until they know that

there is a demand for the ore. With an advance in prices

and an increased demand it is quite likely that develop-

m.ent work will be given a decided impetus.

With the higher taxes and the low price of iron ore the

operators have had to economize in every possible way in

order to make both ends meet ; and some of them have had

a difficult time getting a fair return on their investment.

Some of the managements have been able to make sub-

stantial reductions in their costs by the use of new dri'l

machines, lower-grade powders, electric power, etc. Elec-

tric power is becoming very popular on the Marquette and

Menominee ranges and more of it is being utilized all the

time. The Peninsular Power, which has a large power

plant ou the Menominee Eiver, has recently closed a

contract with the M. A. Hanna Co. to supply its Carpenter

and Ravenna mines at Crystal Falls with current. A j)ole

line is also to be extended to the Alpha district to supply

the mines in that vicinity. A new 2400-hp. generator is

to be installed in the company's steam auxiliary station

at Iron River, a contract having recently been awarded to

the Westinghouse Electric Co. to make the installation.

The Oliver Iron Mining Co. and the Penn Iron Mining

Co., on the Menominee range, and the Cleveland-Cliffs

Iron Co. on the Marquette range, now have their own

power plants. The last named company is not developing
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enonu'h current for its needs .and is now planning to add

another plant on another stream.

Among the mines that have entered the shipping list

tliis year are the Wakefield and Palms-Anvil, on the

Gotrebic, the Isabella, on the Marquette, and the Carpen-

ter and Balkan, on the Menominee. The Isabella shipped

its first cargo of ore on Aug. 14. This property is owned

by the Cascade Mining Co., of which 0. B. Warren, of

Hibbing, Minn., is president. Many of the officials of

the company were on hand when the first train left the

property, and the miners were given a half holiday with

a picnic in a nearby grove. The first ore was taken from

the Balkan pit this week by the contractors who are doing

the stripping. The ore is taken out in the dump cars,

which are run onto a trertle and dumped into the railway

cars. Only a small tonnage will be taken out in this way,

although it was thought at first that about 200,000 tons

would be so mined this year. The Wakefield is the larg-

est of the new mines to start shipping, and will mine about

800,000 tons this year, contracts having been closed for

that tonnage. The Palms-Anvil has about 15,000,000

tons blocked out at present and will be a heavy shipper

when the ore is required. The Carpenter is working with

a full force and will ship steadily all season.

A general notice of the meeting of the International

Engineering Congress was given in the Journnl of Sept.

4, 1915. Fuller details are now available. The genera]

sessions of the congress are to be held in the Auditorium

Building. The opening session will be held Monday, Sept.

30, at 10 a.m., at which an address of welcome will be

made by the mayor of San Francisco. General Goethals,

honorary president of the congress, will then address

the convention, and the John Fritz medal will be pre-

sented to Dr. James Douglas, past president and honorary

member of the American Institute of Mining Engineers.

Papers will be presented by eminent engineers from all

over the world at the following sectional and parallel ses-

sions: Waterways; irrigation; municipal engineering;

railway engineering; materials of engineering construc-

tion; mechanical engineering; electrical engineering;
mining engineering; metallurgy, naval architecture and
marine engineering and miscellaneous. The programs
of the mining and metallurgical sections are as follows

:

Mining Engineering

Tuesday, Sept. 21, 10 a.m.—"Economic and Social In-
fluence of Mining," W. H. Shockley ; "Valuation of Metal
Mines and Prospects," T. A. Rickard; "The Valuation of
Oil Lands and Properties," M. E. Lombard i; "Valuation
of Anthracite Mines," R. V. Norris ; "Valuation of Coal
Lands," Samuel A. Taylor; "Evaluating Coal Properties
in Western Canada," R. W. Coulthard ; "Status of Coal
.Mines in France," E. Gruner ; "Workmen's Compensation
and Mine Safety." H. M. Wilson.

Wednesday, Sept. 22, 10 a.m.—"Functions and Work
of Exploration and Development Companies," H. W.
Turner; "European Mining Finance." J. L.' Gallard;
"The Financing of Mines in the United States," Lucius
W. Mayer.

Thursday, Sept. 2.3, 10 a.m.—"Organization and Staff
of Mining Companies," W. H. Shockley, also R. E.

Cranston ; "Relation of- Governments to Mining," Horace

V. Winchell ; "Mine Inspection," J. W. Paul.

Metallurgy

Tuesday, Sept. 21, 2 p.m.—Symposium on Iron and

Steel, edited by Henry M. Howe : "Iron and Steel Cast-

ings," John Howe Hall; "Metallography and the Harden-

ing of Steel," Albert Sauveur; "Case-Hardening of Steel,"

F. Giolitti ; "The Duplex Process of Steel Manufacture,"

F. F. Lines ; "Methods of Preventing Piping in Steel

Ingots," Emil Gathraanu ; "Steel Alloys," George L. Nor-

ris; "Electro-Metallurgy," E. F. Roeber.

Thursday, Sept. 23, 10 a.m.—Symposium on Copper,

edited by E. P. Mathewson : "Process in Copper Metal-

lurgy," Thomas T. Read ; "Advances in Copper Smelt-

ing," Frederick Laist; "Metallurgy of CopjJer in Japan,"

R. Kondo; "Copper Metallurgy of the Southwest," Dr.

James Douglas; "Reduction Works—Copper Queen Con-

1
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lOuo Tons Capacity," (i. 0. Bradley; '•C'rushiug and

Griiulintr." L. D. Mills, also M. H. Kuryla ; "Solution of

Gold and Silver. Including Classification," M. H. Kuryla;

"Filtration or Separation of Metal-Bearing Solution from

Slime Residue," L. D. Mills; "Precipitation," G. H.

Clevenger.

Friday, Sept. 24. 2 ])au.—Symposium on the Metal-

lurgy of Zinc, edited by Walter Renton Ingalls: "Some

Main Points in the Economics of the Metallurgy of Zinc,"

Walter Renton Ingalls; "The Development of Zinc Smelt-

ing in the United States." George C. Stone : "The Smelt-

ing and Refining of Lead," Dr. H. 0. Hofman.

Symposium on the Utilization of Fuels in Metallurgy,

edited by C. H. Fulton: "Pulverized Coal in Reverbera-

tory Furnaces," D. H. Browne; "Burning Pulverized Coal

in Copper Reverberatories," E. P. Mathewson ; "Gas Pro-

ducer Development," Z. C. Kline; "Surface Combustion

(What Is It?)," C. E. Lucke; "Ore Dressing," Robert

H. Richards.

State AssESta.iniC© t® tlhi® MaiaSini^

Recognizing the great public value of mineral discov-

eries, and knowing that it was the discovery of gold in

large quantities which attracted population to Australia

and laid the foundation of its nationhood, the state gov-

ernments are prepared to assist in various ways all r.t-

tempts made to discover and open up new mineral areas.

In New South Wales up to the end of 1913 the total

sum distributed for the purpose of assisting prospectors

amounted to £443,661. During one year £10.302 was

advanced and £15.169 was paid by the government of

that state as subsidy to the Miners' Accident Relief

Fund. In Victoria, under the Alining Development and

Surplus Revenue Acts, £417,25? was expended from rev-

enue and £200.000 was provided out of votes during the

period 189T to 1913. In Queensland state assistance

to mining during 1913 amounted to £21,698. This was
spent in deep sinking, grants in aid of prospecting, con-

.struction of roads and bridges to mineral fields, and
advances under the Mining Machinery Advances Act.

In South Australia aid is given to the mining indus-

try under the terms of the Mining Act of 1898. Up to

1913 £58,209 had been distributed, a portion of which

had been repaid to the government. The government

also has a number of batteries at work in the state. In

Western Australia advances are made by the government
in aid of mining work and equipment of mines, erection

of crushing plants, in aid of boring and providing trans-

port. Over £1,200 was expended in one year on water

supply, roads, cartage and subsidies for development be-

low the 100-ft. level in small mines. In this state there

have been 40 state-owned batteries or reduction plants

in operation, the total cost of these being £332,378.

Last year the receipts amounted to £47,981 and the

working expenditure £55.362. These state-controlled

plants have recovered gold and tin to the value of £4,189.-

955, resulting from the treatment of 960.989 tons of

gold ore and 64.920 tons of tin ore.

In Tasmania state aid is also given under the Aids

to Mining Act, and in one year £9,84? was expended

in prospecting and development work. In the North-

ern Territory prior to 1912 prospectors were helped by

grants of rations and some monetary assistance, but it

was found that these privileges were occasionally abused,

and now provision is made for generous grants to dis-

coverers of metalliferous ores. Aids granted to pros-

pector^ in 1913 amounted to £2,373, of which £633 was

paid in respect of gold, £1,865 for copper, and £55 for

other minerals. There are immense areas in Australia

which have not yet been properly tested for mineral val-

ues, and genuine parties prepared to take up this work

may, as is shown in the foregoing, expect encouragement

from the state or Commonwealth authorities.

Tlhe Sit^atioKa aim Messico

Si'KtIAL CoiiliESPOXDEXCE

Affairs in Mexico during the past few months have been

very badly mixed and conditions "intolerable," and yet

they do not appear just at this time to be any nearer a

definite settlement than in the past. Obregon has devel-

oped a strengtli that is surprising and has driven Villa

back through Leon, Aguascalientes and Zacatecas into

Torreon, where he is preparing to make another stand.

In consequence of these defeats, added to the fact that

the printing press is providing a never-failing supply of

currency, Villista money has dropped to Ic. to 2c. per

peso. Corn is scarce in Chihuahua and Durango and when

to be obtained is quoted at a price that makes it almost

impossible to obtain by the Mexican laborers.' Other

food supplies are also scarce. The crops in consequence

of a lack of rain will be much less in amount than in

previous seasons, added to which is the fact that less of

the land has been planted. In Sonora the Carranzistas

have apparently been making considerable headway. The

states now in part or entire control of the A'illistas are

Chihuahua, Durango, Coahuila, Sonora, and Sinalao,

the uther states being largely controlled by the Carran-

zistas. Various decrees of A'illa have been very inadvis-

able from a political standpoint, and have injured hia

prestige immeasurably. Villa's campaign against Guad-

alajara, instead of concentrating his strength in taking

Matamoras and Tampico, may have been largely the rea-

son for his late defeats, in consequence of which the

important cities of Queretaro, San Luis Potosi, Saltillo,

Monterev, Guanajuato, Aguascalientes and Zacatecas have

been taken by the Carranzistas.

Carranza's strength appears to rest largely with Obre-

gon. Gonzales is not considered a very heavy factor,

although he has lately taken Mexico City from the Zapa-

tistas. There is considerable speculation as to whether

Carranza has any control over the forces under him,

except such as they wish to extend to him, and many are

of the opinion that should Obregon win out against Villa

with his forces he will upon some pretext or other decide

to ienore Carranza. Carranza's ideas are so impracticable

and his sympathies so obviously antiforeign that it is con-

sidered very unlikely he will be recognized by the United

States. If he should be recognized, many appear to think

it will lead to the gravest trouble with one or more of the

European powers when peace has there been declared.

Mining interests have been greatly disturbed by the

decree of Carranza raising taxes on mining properties to

amounts that range from at least twice to six or seven

times the normal amount, and many of the foreign inter-

ests have refused to ]iay. Appeal to the Se -retary of

Hacienda throush the United States State Department's
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'representative to restore taxes to the normal rate resulted

in aequie-sc-ence on one day, followed in a few days by a

complete reversal of position. In fact, no dependence can

be placed on the promises or assurances of the various

heads of departments under Carranza.

The appeal of the State Department to the various

chiefs of opposing factions that they get together and elect

A president has elicited favorable replies from the Yil-

listas and unfavorable replies from all of the Carranzista

chieftains that have so far been heard from. If such a

movement could succeed, it would be the ideal arrange-

ment and obviate the necessity of any foreign intervention.

Whether the United States will recognize the provisional

president selected by the various Villa and Zapata dele-

gates and place an embargo on all arms and ammunition

going to the Carranzistas is yet to be seen. Vasquez Tagle,

the only member of Madero's cabinet who did not resign,

has been favorably mentioned as acceptable to the Vil-

listas and Zapatistas. Villa has announced his willing-

ness to retire from the field in order to induce many
to come into the convention who would not otherwise

appear, yet whether he will do so is another question.

In the meantime nearly all of the mines in Mexico are

closed. The only smelters now in operation are those at

Chiht ahua, Torreon, Mapimi and Cananea. Freight

conditions are becoming so bad that it would not be sur-

prising to see the Mapimi and Torreon smelters soon

obliged to close.

Tliere is daily train service between Nuevo Laredo and

Monterey, and between Juarez and Torreon. Trains

operate between Monterey and Tampico about twice a

week. Military trains have been in operation between

Tampico and San Luis Potosi, and possibly regular pas-

senger trains are now in operation. Service is also estab-

lished between San Luis Potosi and Aguascalientes, and

between San Luis Potosi and Matehuala. The service

between Torreon and Durango is interrupted owing to the

fact that the city of Durango was lately captured by the

Carranzistas. The railroad between Piedras Negras,

Paredon and Torreon was, at last accounts, in the hands

of the Villistas, with irregular train service.

'^\

Copper Fr®dlusc<^S©im Im. I^uassna

Recent official returns give the production of refined

rop])er in Russia for two years past as follows, in metric

tons

:

1913 1914 Changes
Urals 17.2S3 16,790 D. 493
Caucasus 10,003 7.123 D. 2,SS0
Siberia 5.656 5,616 D. 40
Cliemical and refining works.. 1,380 1,415 I. 35

Total 34,322 30,944 D. 3,378

The decrea,se in 1914 was chiefly because of war con-

ditions in the latter part of the year. In the Urals the

falling off was caused chiefly by shortage of labor. In

Siberia there was only a very small change. In the

Caucasus, where the loss was greatest, mining and smelt-

ing were stopjied for a time by actual military operations.

V ©if MlaiaHimg

Atuig^sts 19115

Aug. 1—Workmen's compensation law went into effect

in Colorado.

Aug. 5—Dredge of the Empire Gold Dredging Co.

in the Leadville district, Colorado, launched, this being

the first dredge to operate in that district—Holding:-

of Mogollon Gold and Copper Co. sold to the Socorro

Mining and Milling Co.

Aug. 13—Stocks of Belcher, Crown Point and Yellow

Jacket dropped from the official list of the San Francisco

Stock Exchange, these companies having been merged
as the Jacket-Crown Point-Belcher Mines Co.

Aug. 15—Fire destroyed portion of the town of Upper
Rochester, Nev.

Aug. 26—Zeila mine, Jackson, Calif., sold to Kennedy
ilining and Milling Co.

Aug. 27—Vannoy H. Manning appointed director of

the United States Bureau of Mines.

Aug. 31—Explosion at Orenda mine of Merchants'

Coal Co., at Boswell, Penn. ; 16 killed.

LsiM® §tmp®i?S©5r MiEiaira^ Himstat^t®
TwemiGaettlh AiitiiniiiflaS Meeti^^

Editokial C()Ki;espoxdence

The general program of the Lake Superior Mining
Institute's meeting was published in the Journal of Sept.

4, p. 403. It has been rigidly adhered to up to the time

of going to press. The first-aid contest on Monday at

the ball park, Ironwood, Mich., included four problems

unknown to the contestants until the time of the meet.

Kesults were watched more carefully by spectators this

year than last on that account. They were as follows

:

First prize, a trip to the Cuyuna range and the

-Minnesota State Fair, Minneapolis, Minn., won by team

No. 4, Verona Jlining Co., seven men, J. G. Williams, cap-

tain; score, 9.5.25; the prize was donated by the Gogebic

Range ilining Association. Second prize, $50, donated by

the Du Pont powder comjiany, won l)y team No. 1, Oliver

Iron ^lining Co., Mesabi Range, eight men, H. C. Lawry,

captain ; score 92. Third prize, $30, donated by Lake

Superior Mining Institute, won by team No. 3, Odanah
Iron Co., seven men, il. ]\Ienestrina, captain; score 86.7.

Fourth prize, $20, donated by the Institute, won by team

No. 2, Montreal Mining Co., seven men, Tim Kirby,

captain; score, 86.5. The judging was done by Dr.

A. F. Knoefel, a last years judge, and seven physicians

from Terre Haute and vicinity.

In the afternoon automoliiles took the jjarty to

points of interest on the Gogebic Range. These included

:

"G" Pabst shaft of the Oliver company, Newport mine;

permanent stock trestle at Colby mine ; Anvil and Wake-

field mines. At the last, the openpit and electrical

installation are of particular interest. They are fully

described in the Journal of Aug. 28. The first business

session was held at 7 : 45, Monday night, in the New
Central School, Ironwood, and was called to order by

President L. M. Hardenburg. Edwin Higgins then pre-

sented the final report on first-aid meets recommending the

appointment of a committee on rules and regulations

governing such contests. Papers were then given as

follows: "Sinking of the Woodburj- Shaft at Newport

Mine," read by title only, by J. M. Broan. William

Kelly called attention to the great record made in sinking

this "shaft.

"Mining ^Methods on the Gogebic Range"' was read

by co-author 0. E. Olsen, who pointed out the difl'erences

developed in the last five years in transportation under-

ground, safety devices, etc. Heavier rolling stock had
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necessitated heavier rails and from 7- to 8-ton skips are

now used. The paper on "The New Stockpile Trestle

at the Colby Iron Mining Co." was read by G. S. Barber.

A new type with one-leg bents has reduced the difficulty

with alignment. "Opening of the Wakefield Jline"' was
commented on by the author, W. C. Ilart. It was
devoted principally to the opening of the pit. A paper

on "Grouting at the Francis Shaft of the Cleveland-

Cliffs Iron Co." was commented u])on by the' author,

J. R. Reigart. Edwin Higgins pointed out the problems

presented in mining sheet ground in the Joplin zinc

district. Little timbering is necessary, the shafts are

shallow, mining methods are simple and there are com-
paratively few accidents. Fast hoisting is done without

signals. He read some of their costs by way of com-
parison with those in the Lake Superior district. The
principal points of the paper on the use of gunite in

steel shafts were pointed out by Stephen Royce, the au-

thor. The nomination of the committees followed.

At the ilonday evening business session the following

committees were appointed : Nominations—J. j\I. Bush,

Marquette; W. J. Richards, Crystal Falls; G. L. Wood-
worth, Iron River ; W. P. Chinn, Virginia ; F. W. Denton,

Painesdale. Auditing Committee—Prank B. Goodman,
Montreal, Mich. ; J. E. Jopling, Ishpeming ; C. H. Baxter,

Loretto, Mich. Resolutions Committee—William Kelly,

Vulcan, Mich.; C. Brewer, Ironwood; J. H. Hearding,

Duluth ; Charles D. Lawton, Hancock ; J. C. Barr, Crosby.

The Institute was met at Crosby Tuesday morning, Sept.

7, by George N. Crosby, the pioneer operator on the

Cuyuna Range. A train of flat cars equipped with seats

took the party through the North Range. The initial

stop was the Kennedy mine, the first to be opened on the

range. Following that the Croft mine was inspected.

Here a large tonnage of bessemer ore is opened by a circu-

lar concrete shaft in course of sinking. This shaft went

11 ft. out of alignment, but this was corrected and sinking

in the ledge is nov/ in progress. The train then went to

Armour Nos. 1 and 2 shafts of the Inland Steel Co. and
to the Pennington openpit orebody, here 250 ft. wide.

It is now stripped and steam shovels are loading ore.

The new hydraulic stripping operations at the Hillcrest

mine in charge of W. R. Van Evera were especially in-

teresting. About noon the train went through the open-

pit of the Rowe mine of the Pittsburgh Steel Ore Co., situ-

ated at Riverton, ilinn. This property is in charge of

J. C. Barr, who last year stripped the ore with hydraulic

giants, the first to be used on the Lake Superior ranges.

A buffet lunch was sei'ved at the Rnwe iline Club, where

the Institute members were the guests of Mr. Barr. After

this an inspection was made of the Rowe concentrator.

This contains the usual log washers and trommels over

strong double-deck tables and settling tanks. Raw ore is

dumped from the railroad cars on to elevated traveling-

chain grizzlies, the oversize crushed, and all elevated by an

inclined traveling-belt conveyor to the concenti-ator bins.

The. concentrates are elevated in a similar manner and
dumped into loading bins which deliver to railroad cars.

The final business session was held in the Crosby High
School. A paper on "Some Aspects of Exploration and
Drilling on the Cuyuna Range," by P. W. Donovan of the

E. J. Longyear Co., was read by title, as was also "Rock
Drilling in the Morris-Lloyd Mine of the Cleveland-Cliffs

Iron Co^," by J. E. Hayden. Carl Zapffe pointed out im-

portant parts of his paper on "A Survey of Develop-

ments and Operations in the Cuyuna Iron-Ore District
of Minnesota," and laid emphasis on the mines of the
South Range not visited by the Institute. He pointed out
that in the district as a whole water has caused practically

no trouble, contrary to expectations, and notwithstand-
ing the number of lakes adjacent to the mines. Mr.
/apffe also discussed the need for careful magnetic work
brought out in Mr. Donovan's paper. "The Mining School
of the Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Co.," by C. S. Stevenson, was
read by title, and "Experiments in Concentration of the

Cuyuna Ores," by Mr. Newton of the Uni\ersity of Jlin-

nesota was read in abstract. "Hydraulic Stripping at Rowe
and Hillcrest Mines" was read in part by its author.

Professor McCarthy of the Minnesota School of Mines.
The business was then taken up of sending a delegate

to Washington in December to consider changes in the

mining laws discus.sed and the Institute Council given ab-

solute power to act. All applications for membership
since the last meeting were granted. The thanks of the

Institute were extended to the railroads, the Pittsburgh
Steel Ore Co., J. C. Barr, George M. Crosby and others

at Ironwood, Mich. Officers were elected for the ensuing
year as follows : President, Charles E. Lawrence ; secre-

tary, A. J. Yungbluth. Tuesday evening a barbecue was
given at Crosby Farm.

The mineral cxjiurts of Cliile during 1911 are reported

by the Bolelin de la Sociedad Nacional de Mineria as

follows

:

Products Units Quantity
Gold bars Kilograms 14 704
Silver bars Kilograms 4,S43.272
Auriferous silver bars Kilograms 221. S50
Gold and silver precipitate.. Kilo.grams 667 100
Copper bars Metric tons 2.'i,790.515
Copper matte Metric tons 15,987.030
Cement copper Metric tons 10.000
Gold ore Metric tons 32.742
Gold-silver ore Metric tons 369.328
Gold-copper ore Metric tons 1,764.831
Silver ore Metric tons 13S.394
Silver-copper ore Metric tons 493,302
Silver-lead ore Metric tons 13.155
Gold-silyer-copper ore Metric tons 710.818
Copper ore Metric tons 68,892.545
Copper-zinc ore Metric tons 8.000
Molybdenum ore Metric tons 2.704
Lead ore Metric tons 105.251
Iron ore Metric tons 63,505.600
Coal Metric tons 266,972.000
Nitrate Metric tons 1,846,783.000
Perchlorate Metric tons 55.430
Borate Metric tons 34,20,3.600
Iodine Metric tons 488.952

The total fine copper contained in the exjjorts was 45,-

682 metric tons, this figure being the greatest ever

reached, due to the increased production of the Braden
Copper Co. The nitrates and borates suffered a loss, ow-

ing to the closing of the European market, the exporta-

tions of the last half of the year being only about one-

half of those of the first semester.

The following information supplements the short ar-

ticle in the Journal of Sept. 4, p. 397.

Both grain brokers and ore shippers continue to call

for more vessel capacity. During 10 days recently upward
of 2,000,000 tons of ore were sold, with prospects for an

additional 2.000,000 to follow. Grain brokers have placed

several million bushels at 3e. and are offering more.

Prominent vessel owners aver that a large proportion of

the total vessel capacity is tied up for the remainder

of the season.
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Lccidenat loia ana

Works
The American Smelting and Refining Co. has joined the

ranks of the concerns publishing monthly magazines with

the view of reducing the accidents among their employ-

ees. The newcomer is The Safety Review. It is not

so showy as some of its forerunners, but it is fully as

spicy. Some of the statements in No. 1 of Vol. 1 are

worthy of remark and comment.

In 11 plants of the company there was a decrease of

19% in the accident rate for the first quarter of 1915,

compared with the corresponding period of 1914. In

the Durango plant the reduction was 64% ; in the Balti-

more plant it was only 13%. It would be interesting to

know whether these figures indicate anything important

with respect to the differences among the works, their

character, geography, etc. During the first six months

of 1915 the Federal plant worked 136,400 hours, and the

Durango plant 93,618 hours without an accident.

The company finds that in blast-furnace work and in

the handling of hot metals, in which the men are frequent-

ly victims of hot splashes, the nature of the shoe worn is

important. Consequently, the men are urged to wear con-

gress shoes, which can be removed instantly, whereby

many serious burns are prevented. As for the clothing

worn, experiments are being made with treatment by a

fireproof liquid. Heavy hot-metal splashes will char

cloth so treated, but will not burn it, and there is ample

opportunity to remove the metal in time to prevent burns

of the person. Experiments with this fire-proofing

liquid
—"Antignite"—are being continued. The matter of

shoes, however, is regarded as settled. In the works of

the United States Zinc Co. foot-burns have been reduced

50% by the use of congress shoes.

Special emphasis is put upon the use of goggles by

men working at the tap-holes of the furnaces, and atten-

tion is drawn to the importance of a proper choice of

the goggles. "Care should be taken in selecting a measure-

ment that will conform to the nose of the workman. In

addition to this the frame should be bent so it will conform

to the shape of the face and the temples, adjusted so they

will rest easy back of the ears." Goggles are obtainable

in assorted sizes complying with these specifications.

All of the foregoing advice is simple, obvious and help-

ful, but this great industrial company finds it worth while

to dwell upon such minor points. Turning to some of the

major matters, the great step in advance, without any
doubt, is going to be in the more rigid enforcement of

discipline. The following is from a report of certain

officials of the American Smelting and Refining Co. who
visited the works of the Illinois Steel Co. at South Chi-

cago, 111.

:

Their discipHne is of a strict nature, in tlie case of acci-
dent, as well as in all cases of disorder. The plant is policed,
which is a necessity with such a large organization, and every
man found guilty of disorderly conduct is compelled to appear
before Mr. McKenney (assistant to the general manager), who
.sits on these cases each morning at 9 o'clock. The man is

given a hearing, as in regular court, and reprimand given,
which might be discharge in severe cases, or a lay-off of one
or more weeks.

Mr. McKenney spoke of the men, and particularly of the
way the fellow-workmen would reprimand a man who is seen
violating any of the rules or putting himself in unnecessary
danger, and it has gotten to the point where the offender is

more severely taken to task by his fellow-workmen than by
the safety committee. We were told of the case of one fore-
man, only lately, injured by some bonehead act, and he was
ashamed to return to work and face h's men.

A similar policy appears to be developing in the Amer-
ican Smelting and Refining Co. The story is told of a fore-

man in the Tacoina plant who directed a man that had

received a little cut to go to the doctor. The man re-

fused. "After repeated urgings the foreman told Joe

he was fired if he didn't go and see the doctor." A short

time after this incident—probably there had been others

of like nature—the Executive Committee of the company

adopted a recommendation of the Committee on Safety

and Labor that all general managers, managers, superin-

tendents, and particularly foremen, be notified that each

and every one would thereafter be held strictly account-

able for accidents to employees under them, and that disci-

pline, even to the extent of dismissal, would be adminis-

tered when necessary in order to further the work of ac-

cident prevention. It is that kind of policy that will be

more effective in reducing accidents than will be the idea

of trying to make everything fool-proof.

MI
A movement has been started, and is now well under

way, for the organization of a reserve corps of civilian

engineers, to be available for use in the country's defense

in case of war. This movement, which la indorsed by

Major-General Leonard A. Wood, has been taken up sys-

tematically by the large engineering societies of the coun-

try, including the civil, mechanical, electrical, chemical

and mining engineers. All of these organizations work-

ing in harmony have appointed members to a joint com-
mittee now in touch with the War College at Washington,
which is formulating a plan whereby the services of the

various engineers shall be promptly available to the

greatest advantages to the Government in case of need.

The United States at the present time has in its entire

army only 212 engineer officers, most of whom are engaged

on purely civil-engineering work in connection with river

and harbor improvements. A number are too old, and still

others are too young, to undertake some of the difficult

problems presented by the necessities of the country's de-

fense, and this work will necessarily fall largely to the

civilian engineers who will enter the service when the

time comes.

To no group of engineers do the military engineering

problems appeal more than to the mining engineers,

who are accustomed to working under trying frontier

conditions and who are called upon to execute at short

notice and in very great haste manv difficult engineering
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feats. In addition, the mining en.ufiiieer's daily familiarity

with explosives makes him a valuable adjunct to the

engineer force of the army.

The mining engineer is also an organizer, and his

familiarity with administration and handling men in

bodies makes him jiarticidarly amenable to the reipure-

ments of the service.

Civilian engineers, however, must necessarily have some

military training in order to be efficient at the start in

their new work. It is not at all nnlikely that when Con-

gress convenes and takes up the question of military pre-

paredness—as it undoubtedly will—considerable attention

will be focused upon some means for getting the- mining

engineers into camp for a few weeks to give them the

rudiments of military training in a way similar to what is

being done in Plattsburg, N. Y., at the present time,

where more than 1000 business men are in camp under

the tuition of United States Army officers. This busi-

ness-men's camp follows directly on the heels of a college

men's camp at the same cantonment, conducted along

similar lines, and will probably be followed by others.

In case of sudden necessity for mobilizing an army in

the United States, 1,200,000 men would be required and

40,000 officers would have to be commissioned. At pres-

ent it is utterly impossible to pick 40,000 men from our

entire list of states who are adequately equipped to accept

those commissions.

The opportunity which this offers to the mining engi-

neer, both for work congenial to himself and valuable to

the country, is entirely unappreciated by the engineer him-

self. The Joint committee of the national engineering

societies will, on a plan approved or laid out by the War
College and now under consideration, take the lead in pre-

paring the engineers of our country for military training.

Coi&s^Bimpttaoim ©f ^nmc for
Bifgiss-M Silkssag

In the J yurnal of June 19, 1915, it was remarked that

it was then assumed that the buying of spelter for

ammunition purposes was endless, and in this connection

it was suggested : "The brass-making capacity of

America, if nothing else, imposes a limit. Assuming the

brass-making capacity to be 450,000 tons at the outside,

the spelter requirement would be 150,000 tons at the

maximum. It is doubtful if in any year previous to

1915 any more than 75,000 tons of spelter was ever used

for brass-making."

Since then the brass-making plant of the United States

has been put fully into use, and important additions have

been, or are being, made. It is now estimated that

American brass works will soon be turning out about

45,000 tons of brass per month. This indicates a con-

sumption of about 15,000 tons of spelter, or at the rate

of 180,000 tons per annum, figuring on the ratio of

copper and spelter in ordinary brass. This is a little

in excess of the previous estimate, sufficiently explained

by the additions to .capacity.

We can begin to get an idea of how things stand. The

exportation of spelter during the fiscal year ended June

30, 1915, was about 140,000 tons. Take 13,500 tons

per month as the deficiency in Great Britain, France and

Russia that must be supplied from here. Add 9,000 as

the increased demand for brass-making here. The total

is 21,500 tons. The excess over jiroduction as compared

with the rate of 1914 is somewhat between 15,000 and

25,000 tons. Something like the latter figure is in sight,

Init it will not be attained until 1916. The approach

to it will probably be gradual.

On the other hand, domestic peaiieful consumption has

been enormously curtailed. But disregarding this, it

is probable that production is coming into equilibrium

with consumption—indeed, has begun to swing the scale

the other way. This is indicated by the behavior of the

market. A large, sudden buying demand turns it up-

ward. Having been satisfied, the steady weight of

production forces it downward again. We shall probably

have a de<'lining tendency that will each time carry the

market to a new low level and then a rally that will

take it to a point not quite so high as the previous one,

until there begins to be a positive accumulation of

unsold stocks, when there will no longer be any resiliency

and consequently there will he no immediate rebound.

Copper nia (Q(STim.^Trhy

According to an American bulletin published in Berlin

the German authorities estimate that there are available

in Germany 2,000,000 metric tons of copper in one form

or another, which quantity will meet the military re-

quirements for upward of 10 years. Shall we then esti-

mate the German use of copper in warfare at 200,000

tons per annum and that of the Allies at as much more,

or a total of 400,000 tons—40% of the world's produc-

tion in 1913? Probably no printed statement of this

kind would be allowed in Germany if it were not correct,

for certainly there would be no object in exaggerating

the rate of consumption, although there might be with

respect to the supply.

As to the latter, the reports do not read so comfort-

ably as the bald statement of the huge quantity that is

available. A registry of all the copper in the Empire

has been made, and nobody is permitted to sell any cop-

per article without permission of the authorities. For

copper goods that were voluntarily deposited before Sept.

25 a price of 43.3c. per lb. is being paid. That figure,

together with news coming privately, indicates that cop-

per in Germany is becoming very scarce.

0.

Several months ago the Jonrnal intimated that zinc

ore might be imported into the United States from Sar-

dinia. A cargo is now on the way to Baltimore, whence

probably it will go to Langeloth, Penn., for smelting.

This will be the first time that Sardinian calamine has

crossed the Atlantic Ocean. At the outbreak of the war

the Sardinian zinc-ore producers suffered severely, being

cut off from their usual market with Belgian smelters.

Now, however, they are operating profitably again, sell-

ing their ore to England and France.

The United States Bureau of Mines has pi;blished a

technical paper on "The Buying and Selling of Ores

and Metallurgical Products,'"' by Charles H. Fulton.

Professor Fulton is an experienced metallurgist and is

well qualified to write authoritatively upon this subject.

His contribution is one of the best and most useful

things that the Bureau of Mines has published and will

be helpful in spreading knowledge respecting the condi-

tions of buying and selling ores, especially such ores as

go to the silver-lead and copper smelters.
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ihc dump.s of the old copper mine about four miles

from Bristol, Conn., are attracting the attention of some

local men, who hope to get some copper out of them by

modern methods. This mine, which was first opened

in 183(i, is said to have a shaft over 400 ft. deep.

Connecticut does not rank as a mining state, and it will

be a surprise to most people that there is a mining

sliaft 400 ft. deep within its boundaries.

Patrick Clark, the well-known mining man who died

recently in Butte, left an estate of about half a million

dollars, consisting largely of loans on real estate. Stocks

in different mining concerns of unknown value are listed,

and among stock of apparent worth are listed the follow-

ing: Butte-Bullwhacker Copper Co., 128,450 shares;

Standard Silver Lead Co., 15,739 shares; Amy Silver-

smith, 15,314 shares; balance on "Gotem-now" option,

$8961 ; one-quarter interest in Stack Supply Co., esti-

mated at $2500.

In discussing the recent disclosures respecting alleged

German activities in the L^nited States, one of the New
York dailies said : "For' instance, a man who was con-

nected with the German financial policy in the LTnited

States is responsible for the assertion that a shipload of

10,000 tons of copper had been sent straight to Germany,

under cover of a manifest on Copenhagen." The Ameri-

can copper producers would like to know how this was

managed. Any or all of them would like to sell some cop-

per to Germany.

Australian miners are digging for gold in the trenches

on Gallipoli Peninsula, says a dispatch to the Chicago

Npwh. They were surprised at the similarity of the Galli-

poli ground to the Australian gold fields, and their sharp

eyes soon discovered traces of the yellow metal. In their

spare time the miners built rude placer outfits on the sea-

shore and began washing for gold. They found it, and

now the Australian troops with mining experience are

passing everj' minute when not fighting the Turks in

washing clay, which is brought to the shore from half a

mile inland. One soldier thus made $5 in four hours.

According to a newspaper item, when nitroglycerin

was invented extraordinary precautions had to be taken

to prevent accidents, but notwithstanding this so many
disasters occurred that there seemed to be strong proba-

bilities that its manufacture and use would have to be

prohibited. One day when Nobel, the chemist, was at

work on the problem he cut his finger, and to stop bleed-

ing painted some collodion (a liquid preparation akin

to guncotton) over the cut. Having done this he poured

some of the collodion, by way of an experiment, into a

vessel containing nitroclycerin, when he noticed that the

two substances mixed and formed a Jelly-like mass. He
at once set to work to investigate this substance, and the

outcome was blasting gelatin, a mixture containing 90%
of nitroglycerin and 10% of soluble guncotton.

The metal markets as reported in Wall St. are often

about as follows:

Boston—Electrolytic copper has been selling during the

week at ISc. per lb., although not in large quantities. Smaller
producers have adopted the same tactics that were in evidence

up to a fortnight ago and have offered the metal down to and
made sales at 17%c.

There has been no difficulty in making sales of lead at

4.90c. per lb., according to the larger producers, in spite of

concessions offered by smaller interests and dealers.

Why anybody should pay dearly for what he can buy

cheaply deponent saith not. But here is another report

:

New York—One of the leading copper producers is still

making sales of electrolytic at ISc, despite the fact that
quotations in the outside market rule a half-cent or more
below this figure. This is taken as confirming the view that
dealers have little copper to offer, and that consumers will

look to larger concerns for any considerable amount of metal.

Offerings at lower level are being made, it is asserted, not so
much for purpose of selling copper, as to depress price in order
that dealers may buy.

The logic .seems to be a little wabbly.

"My kingdom for a horse !" said a king one day in a

moment of excitement—but mules are worth real money.

About three millions per mule is the value figured by Vir-

ginia City's "Oldest Inhabitant." The earliest official

record of the boom days on the Comstock Lode is found

in a dog's-eared memorandum book in the courthouse

at Virginia City, Nev., according to Charles E. Van
Loan in the Saturday Evening Post of July 31, 1915.

In this book appears the formal notice of a transfer of

one-third of the famous Ophir mine, the consideration be-

ing two nniles and the labor necessary to construct two

arrastres. One traces the hand of Henry Comstock in

this trifling avoidance of labor, but the price paid by

the original locators for mules will probably stand for

all time a world's record. "You don't need to figure

the arrastres at all," says the Oldest Inhabitant, inter-

viewed by Mr. Van Loan. "They were just thrown in with

the mules, like. And those mules now; maybe they

weren't even good ones, but do you know what they cost?

The Ophir was the first of the bonanzas, and before they

got through with her they took out twenty millions.

Roughly speaking, that's three millions a mule. Oh, well,

none of the old boys got much of anything out of the camp.

It was the men who came along afterward and put in the

machinery." This remarkable transaction foreshadows

the fate of the original locators on the lode. Their luck

began and ended with the tapping of the vein. "There was

McLaughlin now," says the Oldest Inhabitant. "He sold

out for less than four thousand and had quite a time

while the money lasted. The last I heard of him he was
cooking for a mine crew. Comstock got ten thou.sand for J

his interest and went over to Carson and bought a store, I

but he trusted everybody and didn't keep any books.

They broke him in a couple of years and he went to pros-

pecting again. He shot himself up in ^lontana some-
j

where. O'Riley had a little better luck—for a while. He I

hung on longer than the others, and when he sold out

he started a hotel here. He would have made money if

he hadn't got to gambling in mining stocks. He walked

out of town one day, flat broke, telling everybody that he

was going to make a bigger strike than the Comstock ever

dared to be. He stuck to that idea until they put him in

an asylum over in California. Yes, the old-timers didn't

get the millions. They found 'em, that was all."
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Wilber Judson is at Dolores, Chihuahua, Mix.

John Gross recently returned from Mexico and has opened
an odice as mining and metallurgical engineer at 523 McPhee
Building, Denver. Colorado.

Charles M. Coats, formerly of Taylor, Te.\., is now at Col-

linsville, Okla., where he is employed as a chemist for the

Bartlesville Zinc Co.

Prank Bauer announces his retirement from active service

on Sept. 1, after many years of continuous service as manager
of the Columbia Gold Mining Co. at Sumpter, Oregon.

Robert A. McKean, formerly superintendent of the Key-
stone works of the Jones & Laughlin Steel Co., Pittsburgh,

has been appointed structural engineer to succeed William C.

Coffin.

W. McC. Cameron, who has been employed for several

years past as consulting engineer to A. Goerz & Co.. Ltd., in

South Africa, and to several of the Witwatersrand mines, is

leaving that country and returning to America early next
year.

Dr. J. A. Udden, geologist of the Bureau of Economic
Geology in the University of Texas, has been appointed act-

ing director of the bureau, the former director. Dr. Wm. B.

Phillips, having resigned to become president of the Colorado
School of Mines.

AV. R. Farquhar, for many years associated with the
United Metals Selling Co., and Russell A. Cowles, vice-president
of the Ansonia Copper & Brass Co., have resigned their

respective positions to ally themselves with the Metals Trad-
ing Corporation, a new concern that is doing an export
business.

R. D. Petherstonhaugh, of Vancouver, B. C, has returned
from a visit of several months to the mining districts of the
Peace River country in the interests of the Hinterland Re-
source Co., an Edmonton enterprise, which has taken up
several claims on Peace River. He is satisfied as to the
occurrence of free milling gold in large quantities.

George T. Holloway, of London, cliairman of the Ontario
Nickel Commission, has arrived in Toronto, having before
leaving England been engaged in collecting data as to the
nickel market. He states that one of the first steps of the
Commission will be an examination of the Sudbury nickel
industry which will be followed by an inspection of the New
Jersey refining plants.

R. P. McLaughlin, the California state oil and gas super-
visor, has appointed the following deputies: M. J. Kirwan in

Presno and King counties and part of Kern county, stationed
at Coalinga; E. B. Latham in Kern, Santa Barbara, and Ventura
counties, head-quarters at Santa Barbara; R. B. Moran in

Orange. Los Angeles, and Ventura counties, with Los Angeles
as 'lead office; and Chester Naramore in charge of work in

Kern and Ventura counties.

Herbert M. Wilson, director of the Department of Inspection
and Safety of the Associated Insurance Companies, formerly
of the Bureau of Mines, will be in San Francisco, Sept. 16 to

£5, participating in the various engineering congresses. He
will be actively concerned in the first aid and mine rescue
demonstrations and contests of the Board of Managers, of
which he is chairman. He is also scheduled to read papers
on mine safety and on workmen's compensation before the
mining sections of the International Engineering Congress,
The American Mining Congress, and the World's Insurance
Congress.

A. H. Borman died in New York Aug. 20. He was largely
interested in Idaho mining property anfl for a number of years
owned the Jay Gould mine, near Bullion.

William Moorehead died Aug. 13 at Angels Camp. Calif.

He was in early days foreman of the Sierra Nevada mine at
Virginia City, Nev. Later he was manager of the International
Hotel at Virginia City during the bonanza days at that camp.

M. D. Howell died at San Prancisco, Aug. 16. Mr. Howell
went to California from New Jersey by the way of Cape Horn,
arriving at San Francisco Oct. 27, 1S49. He was one of the
original owners of the Plumas-Eureka gold mine, which was

one of the richest ever developed in the state. He was ?>5

years old.

Benjamin P. Hall died Aug. 25 in Denver, Colo. He was
well known among Colorado mining men and had lived in
Denvei" foi- ten years. He was interested in mining in the
Breckenrirtge and Idaho Springs fields and was commonly
understood to be wealthy. He was one of the men primarily
responsible for the development of the Breckenridge placer
mines, although for the last few years he had not been con-
nected with any of the companies operating there.

Iron & Steel Institute—The Autumn meeting will be held
in the rooms of the Institution of Civil Engineers in London.
England, Sept. 23 and 24. The following is the list of papers
that are expected to be submitted for reading and discus-
sion:

1. Wesley Austin: "Influence of oxygen on some prop-
erties of pure iron."

2. T. H. B>-roni: "Note on the carburization of iron at low
temperatures in blast furnace gases."

3. Professor E. D. Campbell: "Influence of heat-treatment
on the specific resistance and chemical constitution of carbon
steels."

4. Professor C. A. Edwards, and H. Kikkawa: "Effect of
chromium and tungsten upon the hardening and tempering
of high-speed tool-steel."

5. W. H. Hatfield: "Phosphorus in iron and steel."

6. Professor K. Honda and H. Takagi: "The magnetic
transformation of cementite."

7. R. H. Smith: "Sulphur in malleable cast iron."
S. Professor N. Tschioschewski: "Iron and nitrogen."

Institute of Metnls—The following is a list of the papers
that are to be submitted at the meeeting of the institute in
London, Sept. 17:1, "The Corrosion of Gun-Metal." by Dr. C. H.
Desch; 2, "Metallic Crystal Twinning by Direct Mechanical
Strain." by Prof. C. A. Edwards; 3, "Notes on the Copper-Rich
Kalchoids," by Professors Brinton and S. L. Hoyt; 4, "The Con-
stitution of Brasses Containing Small Percentages of Tin—

A

Contribution to the Study of the Ternary System, Copper-
Zinc-Tin," by Dr. O. P. Hudson and E. M. Jones; 5. (a) "Struc-
tural Changes in Industrial Brasses." (b) "Hardness of Cop-
per-Zinc Alloys," by Dr. D. Meneghini; 6, "Specifications for
Alloys for High Speed Superheat Steam Turbine Blading." by
W. B. Parker; 7, "The Physical Properties of Metals as Func-
tions of Each Other," by H. H. Stuart; S, "Detection of In-
ternal Blow-Holes in Metal Castings by Means of X-Rays,"
by C. H, Tonamy; 9, "A Thermostat for Moderate and High
Temperatures," by J. L. Haughton and D. Hanson.

SMDUSTIRIIAL HE^^S

The Canadian Brakeshoe Co.. Ltd.. of Sherbrooke. Quebec.
Canada, has just placed an order for the installation of a

Snyder electric furnace to melt steel for the manufacture of

4-in. rounds to be forged into shells for the British Govern-
ment.

V. A. Stout. Balboa Building. San Francisco, has recently
been appointed representative of the Traylor Engineering
and Manufacturing Co. for the Pacific Coast States, working
under the direction of the western manager, John A. Traylor,

of Salt Lake City, Utah.

The Braun laboratory appliances, consisting of crushers,

pulverizers, samplers, furnaces, burners and other equipment
which are used in all parts of the mining and industrial world,

have been awarded a gold medal at the Panama-Pacific In-

terna';icnal Exposition at San Prancisco.

The Mine & Smelter Supply Co. has recently received at

its New York office. 42 Broadway, an order from the New
Jersey Zinc Co. for 68 Wilfley No. 6 tables; 20 of these tables

will be installed at Ogdensburg and 48 at Franklin Fur-
nace. N. J. Supplementing a preliminary order, the Mine &
Smelter Supply So. has shipped to Japan 15 Wilfley No. 10

tables, with special riffling. It has also recently received an
order from the Beatson Copper Co. of La Touche Island.

Alaska, for one No. 86 Marcy ball mill. S ft. in diameter by 6

ft. long. A trial order has also been received for a No. S6

Marcy mill for the Braden Copper Co.. Sewell. Chile. The Mine

& Smelter Supply Co. has recently shipped to Aguacate Mines.

San Mateo. Costa Rica, a 2-stage vertical sinking pump with

motor, capacity 350 gal. per min, against 200-ft. head.
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SAN FRAXCISCO—Sept. 1

The United States Made the First Payment of $500,000 on
the purchase of the Alaska Northern R.R. on Aug. 26. The
purchase price was $1,150,000. This action followed the dis-

missal of the suits brought in Washington and in Alaska,

under which the proceedings for purchase had been delayed

for the past two months.

Convention of Mining-Stock Broicers — The chief object

which it is expected will be attained through the first na-

tional convention of mining-stock brokers in San Francisco,

Sept. 21 and 22, will be the formation of an organization which
will provide more adequate protection for the public invest-

ing in mining stocks and give a wider market for mining and
metal stocks of merit. The latter purpose will be reached
through the establishment of a common list of mining stocks

to be called and traded in all exchanges which deal in min-
ing stocks.

The Sale ol the Zeila Mine in Amador County to the Ken-
nedy Mining & Milling Co. has been confirmed by the filing

of the deed for record, on Aug. 26, indicating purchase price

of $35,000. The property consists of three mining claims and
a mill site situated on what is known as the East belt of the
Mother Lode. At this point the distinction between these
two divisions of the Mother Lode region is not clearly marked
geographically nor topographically. But the geological line

of demarcation is plain and the geologists consider the Zeila

on a separate vein series from the Mother Lode proper. The
Kennedy mine is situated at about the center line of the
Mother Lode, about one-half mile west of the center line of

the Zeila. The Zeila is situated about 1% miles south of the
Kennedy. The old hoist is of no value for underground
operation and would be useful only for the drawing of water
from the mine. The Zeila is completely worked out down
to the 450-ft. level and while new orebodies have been dis-

closed and sampled below the old workings it would be neces-
sary to sink a new shaft and install new equipment in order
to operate from the Zeila surface. The grade of the new
ore so far has not exceeded an average of $4 per ton. The
property is now in the hands of men who are not likely to
make any mistakes in operation and who are so situated as
to be able to mine and mill the ore economically and at a
profit. The purchase by the Kennedy will mean much for
the advancement of the town of Jackson, where the mine is

situated and will strengthen the reputation of the Mother
Lode mines and influence other probable investors in the
region.

DENVER—Sept. 1

Mining, Metallurgical and Geological exhibits -will be prom-
inent at the International Farm Congress and Soil Products
Exposition to be held in Denver's auditorium two weeks in
September and October. The geological surveys of Wyoming
and Colorado will have collections of minerals; the U. S.

Bureau of Mines will demonstrate safety and first-aid methods
and will explain its accomplishments in the metallurgy of
radium; the Colorado School of Mines will operate a flotation
unit and an assay office; machinery houses will display their
latest contrivances; while various mining counties will be
represented by collections of representative ores.

l.ocaI Freighi Rates on Ores between points within the
Cripple Creek district are unjust. Judge E. A. Colburn, owner
of the Ajax mine and mill at Victor, has won his contention
before the state public-utilities commission. Freight on ore
valued at $20 or more between local points—i. e., practically
switching—has been the same as from points in the district
to Colorado City, the cyanidation center. The newly an-
nounced rates are 25c. less per ton on local than on outside
shipments and this will favor the selling of custom ores to the
district's mills such as the Ajax mill. With this point gained.
Colburn will remodel his plant for handling custom in addition
to his own ores.

The Mary Murphy Mine at Romley, Colo., reentered the list

of dividend payers last October when, after a lapse of many
years, it furnished funds for the distribution of 5c. per
share among stockholders. In July, 1915, the profits had been
such that a dividend of 7c. was again warranted. Under
the management of George E. Collins, of Denver, this mine

minminimiimmiimiiimnniinmiiniinniiinmE

of low-grade, complex ore is upon a profitable basis. The
production for 1914 was $397,000. This rate was largely
increased during the first half of 1915 when the following
sales of mine products were made: Crude ore to smelteries,

$47,032; zinc concentrate, $135,637; lead concentrate, $83,807;
iron-copper concentrate, $19,674; total, $286,150. The profit

for this period was approximately $130,000.

BITTE, MONT Sept. 2

A Vnion Organizer in Butte is trying to induce miners
holding cards in the United Mine Workers of America to join

the Western Federation of Miners. This organizer was sent
to Butte by the United Mine Workers executive board which
has recognized the federation local in Putte as the union
affiliated with the American Federation of Labor. The results
of the organizer's efforts in bringing about a revival of

unionism among Butte miners are not known. It is doubtful,
however, whether in the face of past experience any Butte
miner now at work will ever join a union again.

The Payrolls of the Butte Uistrict at present are the largest

in the history of the companies. The Anaconda company alone
is employing approximately 10,000 men, in addition to the
several thousand employed in Anaconda and Great Falls. The
wage scale for miners continues at an average of $4 per day,

the monthly disbursement of the Anaconda company in Butte
alone being very close to $1,000,000 for labor. The Butte &
Superior employs about 1,200 men, the East Butte 600, the
Elm Orlu 250, and other smaller operating companies an addi-
tional 500. The daily wage paid to miners in Butte is there-
fore between $46,000 and $50,000. All of the old companies
are operating now practically at capacity, though the total

copper production is not yet so high as it was a few years ago.

VnM-atering the Lexington and Nettie Mines is being pushed
by the Anaconda company but it will still be some weeks
before all the water is out and the underground workings put
in condition for development work. As soon as the Alice
properties have been resold on Sept. 10, under the decree
of the courts, the Anaconda company, which will no doubt
be the successful bidder at the sale, will take up the work of

unwatering and developing that property again. At the ap-
proaching sale the Anaconda company will be required to pay
cash, the previous consideration paid having been in Anaconda
stock. The new work in improvements at the Washoe and
Great Falls smelteries, on which several million dollars will
be spent, is being rushed, and President John D. Ryan, who
just completed an inspection of all the properties in the state,

expressed himself well satisfied with the progress and the
results already achieved by some of the ne^v features in the
plants.

SAIiT LAKE CITY—Sept. 2
A Topographic Survey of a portion of the Oquirrh range

is being made by the U. S. Geological Survey. This "will

include the camps of Stockton, Ophir, and as far as Mercur.
Geologic work is to be done later, and has been assigned to

B. S. Butler, who worked out the geology and ore deposits
of the San Francisco and adjacent districts in Beaver County,
published in Professional Paper No. 80.

The Flotation Section of the Utah Apex Mill at Bingham is

operating and making a good saving. Magma machines,
obtained from the Utah Copper Co., are used. These are
12-compartment machines of which the last four are cleaners.
By running the machines in series it has been possible to
dispense with the last four sections. The tailings run 0.2

to 0.3% lead. Flotation costs are about 15c. a ton. During
July the mine produced 5738 tons of shipping ore and 9270
tons of milling ore. From the latter 2375 tons of concentrates
were obtained. The operating profit was $17,620 for the
month.

SE.\TTLE, WASH Sept. 1

Four Ships I'nioadiug Copper Ore from .\laska at one time
was a spectacle offered at the ore bunkers of the Tacoma
smeltery of the American Smelters Securities Co. recently.

The four ships had 7100 tons of copper ore from the EUamar,
Latouche and Kennecott mines. So heavy are the shipments
of copper from the North that announcements have been
made that the plans have been approved and considerable of

the equipment has been ordered for the doubling of the
capacity of the smelting and refining plant.
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liroad Pass May Be a lirnve Disappointnirnt, according to

Stephen Birch, president of tlie Kennecott Copper Corporation,
wlio is credited witli the followinti statement in an interview-

by local reporters on his return from Alaska recently: "We
had an expedition in the Broad Pass region all winter and
the properties we hart under option failed to stand up under
investigation. The members of the expedition did not find

enough shipping ore to load a packhorse. There may be some
tonnage in that country, but the members of our expedition

failed to discover it." This statement coming from the head
of the Guggenheim syndicate in the North is regarded as
counteracting the effect of the original story published about
the time of Mr. Birch's return from Alaska last season.

Whatever the reason for the latest announcement, Alaskans
generally are inclined to take it with a grain of salt. Never-
theless it has caused considerable speculation and some
uneasiness in the cites of the Alaskan coast that expect to

profit by development of the district.

\V.\LLACK, IU.\HO—Sept. 1

The First "First-Aid" Contest in the Coeur d'Alenes will be

neld at Wallace, Sept. 12, under the direction of Supt. J. L.

Boardman of Mine Safety Car No. 5 of the U. S. Bureau of

Mines. The committee in charge of the contest consists of

J. H. McCarthy, E. P. Smith. W. E. Greenough, Charles Mc-
Kinnis, P. J. Gearon, J. L. Boardman, and Stanly A. Easton.

It is expected that at least 15 teams will be entered.

Antimony Properties in the Coeur d'Alenes are active. A
boiler and hoist have been purchased by the Coeur d'Alene
Antimony Co. for unwatering the 170-ft. inclined shaft of the

old antimony mine on lower Pine Creek. Ore averaging 40

to 70% antimony has been shipped in past. Brown & Finnel
are pushing development work on their antimony prospect,

which lies southwest of Sunrise. The crosscut is in SO ft.

and has 50 ft. to go to reach the vein, which shows a foot of

high-grade stibnite near the surface. Charles Pederson has
a promising antimony prospect in Ross Gulch, on the west
fork of Pine Creek; ore of good grade is exposed for 200

ft. at surface and driving is under way to cut the vein at

greater depth. Recent test shipment of two tons to Salt

Lake gave returns of 60% antimony.

GOLCOXDA, NEV.—Sept. 1

In Mie Divide Di.strict there are now 100 or more men.
Between Humboldt and Owyhee Rivers, nine miles west of

Tuscarora, a discovery of silver ore was made a year ago
in prominent croppings that looked so barren no one had
before thought to break them. Several groups of lessees are

at work, but almost everyone is awaiting the driving of the

crosscut tunnel of Storey & Campbell, which is expected to

cut the vein at a depth of 100 ft. Strikes have also been
made two to three miles farther west, one having been
reported as showing more gold and much less silver than in

the Divide ores proper. So far the Divide vein has been
opened in places to a width of 14 to 15 ft. The miners at

Golconda and Midas who have been to the "new strike" talk

conservatively about it, but concede that if Storey & Campbell
cut the vein and it shows as well as in other places, prospects
will be considerably enhanced.

MAGDALE?fA, N. M Sept. 2

Mining Is Active in Socorro County. At Magdalena the

older mines are running full force, and there is considerable
activity among new properties. A test shipment of mine-run
ore was recently made to the El Paso Smelting Works by the

Hop Canon Mining & Smelting Co., with smelter returns of

12.9 oz. silver and 7.02% copper. The company is completing
a 1,500-ft. tunnel, and expects to make regular shipments soon.

The Wheel of Fortune mine, adjoining on the south, has
lately developed a 5-ft. vein of high-grade copper ore. The
Black Cloud mine, recently purchased by Wolf & Moore, is

shipping 120 tons of zinc sulphide weekly; new hoist and
other machinery is being installed. The Calumet-New Mexico
Mining Co. and others are pushing developments with a view
of early shipments of copper-silver ores.

lOLA, KAX.—Ang. 30

The Zinc-Smeltingr Business in Kansas and Oklahoma is

extraordinarily active. A great deal of common spelter is

being redistilled, especially at Caney, Kan., and at some of

the works in Oklahoma. Other smelters will probably go in

(or this also. There is much talk about the proposed plant

of the U. S. Steel Corporation at Gary, Ind., which is still

"in the air," but the belief is that it will be built sooner or

later. Manufacturers of smelting machinery are receiving

many inquiries for equipment from England. The ore supply
of the Kansas and Oklahoma smelters is bountiful, and ore

is being offered from Spain, Australia and Alaska. The
chances are that the price for natural gas will be raised

this winter. However, the smelters who are using fuel oil

have long contracts for it at low prices. This fuel does finely

for firing roasting furnaces and boilers, but is not so good
nor so cheap as gas when all things are taken into considera-
tion. All of the smelters in this region have added to their

capacity and building is going on constantly.

hoi:<;hto.\, .»iich.—Sept. 4

Actual TounnKCM of Kelined topper from the mines of the
Lake Superior district have been generally overestimated so
far this year. It is extremely doubtful if this copper district

will produce 300,000,000 lb. of copper during 1915, although
there is no doubt at all that the rock tonnages handled in

the mills of this district will be higher than ever before.
W^ith the exception of one stamp mill, the Trimountain mill
of the Copper Range Consolidated, every other stamp head in

the district is operating to capacity, some of them working
three shifts a day and some working on Sundays. The esti-

mates of refined copper output have been ranging from
20,000,000 to 26,000,000 lb. each month. The Calumet & Hecla
figures, in particular have been generally overestimated.
Some estimates for August for instance run over 7,000,000 lb.

As a matter of fact the Calumet & Hecla has not as yet
produced 6,500,000 lb. of refined copper during any month this

year and the average has been nearer to 6,000,000 than 7,000,-

000. There is but one way to increase greatly the output and
that is to increase the rock tonnage from the conglomerate
lode which is running about 30 lb. to the ton. From a mining
standpoint that is impracticable. So the increase in the
Calumet & Hecla rock tonnage has been coming from the
amygdaloid mine and that is not averaging much over 15 lb.

to the ton. At the present price of the metal this low grade
rock can be mined and milled at a handsome profit. It is

doubtful if the mines will show great increase in the
percentage of copper return from the rock tonnage mined
this year. A noted exception to this is the Copper Range
Consolidated; at all three of its mines, the Champion in

particular, the grade of rock is higher than at any time in

their history. The picking system, in vogue at these mines,
is working out satisfactorily, as is the sand-filling system.
Champion rock frequently goes over 50 lb. to the ton and 30

lb. is not an unfair average for the Baltic and Trimountain
mines. Of the two Stanton mines, the Mohawk is breaking
its copper-output record and is raising the percentage of cop-
per in the rock. Practically all the other mines of the
district are willing to take a lower grade of rock which they
formerly discarded and are now sending it to the mill and
making a profit on it at present unusual metal prices.

CHISHOLM, MINN Sept. 3

Conditions in the Chisholm Di.<itrict—The Glen stockpile,
an accumulation of four years' standing, has all been shipped.
The Duluth, Missabe & Northern Ry. has completed trackage
into the Oliver property now opening in Sec. 27, connecting
with the line to the Monroe mine. The Duncan has completed
its allotment, and will stockpile for remainder of the season,
although underground operations will proceed as heretofore.
The Leonard-Burt has been woi'king a double shift on one
shovel loading ore, and on one shovel loading rock and lean
material, the latter being transported to the Sec. 27 property
for a stockpile bottom. No shipments made thus far from the
Myers or Clark stockpiles and only a nominal tonnage from
the Chisholm stockpile, although all ore hoisted from these
properties is being shipped.

DR.%.INBRD, MINX.—Sept. 4

Stripping on tlie Cuyuna Range, according to mine in-

spector's figures for the year ended June 30, 1915, was as
follows: Thompson, 60,000 cu.yd.; Armour No. 1, 610,960;

Rowe, 2,000,000; Pennington, 115,832; Hill Crest, 161,000;

Mahnomen, 49,558; total, 2,997,350 cu.yd. The average numijer
of men employed on the range were: Underground, 540; sur-

face, 314; stripping, 2S7.

TORONTO—Sept. 4

Another Gold Discovery, near Kowkash, has added to the
excitement over the rich strike of gold in Munro Township.
Kowkash is about 300 miles west of Cochrane on the Trans-
continental Railway. A number of rich samples have been
brought to Cochrane resulting in an old-time gold rush. A
west-bound train on Sept. 2 carried 200 prospectors, and since

then a number of miners have left Toronto for the new field.

The first find was made Aug. 21 by E. W. King Dodds who
staked three claims. The discovery was made close to the
Kowawkagashama, or Kowkash, River about 20 miles from
Kowkash station. The county rock is diabase with basalt
dikes occurring as intrusives and a broad belt of porphyry
parallels the vein system the samples from which are won-
derfully rich.
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ALASKA
GRANITE (Port Wells)—Julv cleanup at this new quartz

mine was $25,000. tlie largest since starting about a year ago.
W. R. Millard is superintendent.

ELLAMAR (Ellamar)—This copper-gold property working
full time and shipping on nearly every boat. L. L. Middle-
camp is superintendent.

INDEPENDENT (Willow Creek)—Working 20 men. Four
stamps and two concentrating tables are running, and the
tailings are impounded for cyaniding later. L. S. Robe, man-
ager.

ALASKA GOLD BULLION (Willow Creek)—Manager Don-
ald Harris has 60 men working in the mine and 7-stamp mill
and small cyanide plant. Plant will be increased next season.

TAKU-ALASKA GOLD MINING CO. (Juneau)—Charles
Goldstein, F. B. Hyder, J. T. Welch and A. D. Nash have
formed company to develop the Taku claims. F. B. Hyder is

geologist for tlie Alaska Gold Mines Co.

FUNTER BAT MINE (Juneau)—W. S. Pekovich is work-
ing this property, originally opened by William Hunter as the
Uncle Sam claims near Icy Straits. Equipment consists of
air compressor, drills and 10-stamp mill. Sinking started on
new shaft.

ALASKA FREE GOLD (Willow Creek)—At this quartz
property, beyond Knik in the Willow Creek district, fiO men
are employed at the mine and a cyanide plant is in operation.
Will install water-power plant for ne.\t year's run. W. H.
Martin in charge.
AL.\SKA GOLD BELT (Juneau)—First unit of mill planned

is to handle SOOO tons. First tunnel, 3000 ft. long to cut the
upper part of the orebodies, is in about 1000 ft. and a lower
tunnel 9000 ft. long at sealevel will be started later. Com-
pany expects to install 1400-hp. hydro-electric plant. A. B.
Dodd, in charge.

,\RIKOX.V
Mohave County

ORION (Oatman)—The shaft has been unwatered and ac-
tive operations begun in the min^.

UNION BASIN (Mineral)—This company, o^'ning the Gol-
conda mine, has entered the dividend-paying class.

CROWN CITY (Oatman)—The Tom Reed company re-

cently purchased the controlling interest in this property.

CARTER (Oatman)—On the 150-ft. level a shoot of ore
has been opened just east of the shaft. Drifting continues
on the 250-ft. level.

JEROME-OATMAN (Oatman)—Company recently installed
a hoist, compressor, drill sharpener and other equipment. Shaft
sinking in progress

GOLD REED (Oatman)—On the 350-ft. level 3% ft. of

good ore was recently opened. Drifts are being driven east
and west from the 375-ft. level.

UNITED EASTERN (Oatman)—Twenty tons of ore, derived
from development on the 4fiO-ft. and 56.^-ft. levels, are being
shipped daily to the Gold Road mill. West drift on the 565-

ft. level carries highest-grade ore yet encountered in the mine.

Pima County
LAS GUIGAS (Tucson)—Regular shipments of tungsten

ores are being made and a large force is employed at the
mine.
GOLD BULLION (Tucson)—A small concentrating plant has

been installed to treat the molybdenum ores from the Last
Chance shaft.

Pinal County
NEW KEYSTONE—Stockholders at special meeting, by a

vote of 277. S84 shares out of 358,174 outstanding, voted to
decrease capital stock from $3,000,000 to $39,797, new shares to
have a par value of $1. Property recently sold to Inspiration
Consolidated Copper Co., which gave in exchange therefor
39,797 Inspiration shares. New Kevstone shareholders will
be offered one share of new stock for every nine shares
now held. Suit recently brought by Carl H. Pfoizheimer, to
prevent the sale of tlie property, has been withdrawn.

Yavapai County
TREADWELL and BROOKSHIRB (Jerome)—These hold-

ings, comprising 77 claims, may be developed, deeds having
been deposited in escrow in Prescott National Bank prepara-
tory to exploratory campaign by a new corporation.

C.VLIFORNI.V
Kldorailo County

STILLWAGON (Placerville)—Property, two miles south of
Henry siding on Diamond Springs R.R., is to be reopened.
Was worked in the early '60s having a production of $250,000.
Development to vertical depth of 400 ft. by tunnel 790 ft.

long. Equipped with 5-stamp mill driven by water power,
concentrator, electric plant, electric power for drills. (3eorge
Willis is superintendent.

Kern County
ANTIMONY ORE discovered on Indian Creek in Amalie

district by Charles Hart, J. W. Wells and H. S. Phillips.
Supplies have been taken in and development started.

BLACK HAWK (Randsburg)—Recent cleanup by D. A.
Blue of IVz tons of ore yielded $2274. Property includes both
placer and quartz ground in .seven claims situated on east

side of Stringer district. This extraction occupied time of two
men for 7 weeks. Several hundred dollars was recovered by
hand mortaring. This sort of activity has been beginning of
much development in this region which has resulted in
making producing mines.

Lassen County
COPPER CROPPINGS reported upon property owned by

H. Day of Susanville. Ledge has been known for several
years and assays of ore have shown high-grade copper and
some silver and gold. Distance from railroad has probably
caused investors to give it but little attention.

Mendocino County
WILD DEVIL (Redwood)—This manganese property own-

ed by J. A. Weldteufel has been leased to E. A. Wiltsee. of
San Francisco and Fred Grotefend. of Redding. Development
will begin immediately. Reported that lease requii'es ex-
traction of a minimum of 10.000 tons of ore per annum and
that the royalty is $1.50 per ton. Term of lease 15 years.

Bievaila County
HAWKE DREDGE (Nevada City)—New dredge recently

installed has been put in commission. Capacity estimated at
500 cu.yd. per day.

SIGNAL (Grass Valley)—Shaft has reached 100-ft. point
and disclosed 14-ft. lode. Mine is situated on Slate (5reek
and owned by E. M. Taylor of San Francisco.

YOU BET (Dutch Flat)—Fong Tai, who recently leased
this property from owners, is reported to have taken leases
on adjoining properties. Indications are that drift mining
will be conducted on large scale.

EAGLE BIRD (Washington)—Installing 10-stamp mill
under supervision of C. J. Klinker. Additional 10 stamps
contemplated. Mine has been unwatered and it is expected to
have stamps dropping within 60 days.

NOR.AMB.VGUA (Grass Valley)—Reported that company to
be organized in Grass Valley has examined mine with purpose
of taking purchase option. Mine is developed by 100-ft. tunnel
and 400 ft. of winzes and 200 ft. drift.

I'lunias County
DREDGE INSTALLATION is contemplated at English Bar

on middle Feather River above Nelson by J. W. Larson. This
bar was in early days a good producer of placer gold.

WALKER COPPER CO. (Portola)—Reported that new
concentrating plant will be installed with capacity of 100
tons. Flotation process will be used. Thirty men are em-
ployed.

Shasta County
BALAKL.\LA (Coram)—Reported that 10-year contract

has been made with Mammoth Copper Mining Co. for ship-
ment of minimum 200 tons of ore per day to smeltery at Ken-
nett.

STOWELL (Kennett)—Fire on morning of Aug. 19 de-
strojed change house, compressor building with compressor
and motor, and blacksmith shop. Origin of fire unknown.
Pumps, being operated by air, were stopped by fire, and mine
is fllline with water; pumps have been pulled.

FRID.\Y-LO^VDEN (Kennett)—Road to this mine from
Mammoth company's head-house is nearing completion. Will
be used for transportation of supplies and shipping-grade ore.
Property purchased by Mammoth company eight months ago;
force of men employed preparing for campaign of extensive
development.

Trinity County
VALDOR (Junction City)—Marysville Gold Dredging Co.

has two Keystone drills prospecting this property of Valdor
Gold Mining Co. on Trinity River. Expected to install a
small dredge.

COLOR.VDO
Bouliler Counly

WISCONSIN MINING & LEASING CO. (Sugar Loaf)—
Shaft is 246 ft. deep and company contemplates sinking an-
other 100 ft.

PRUSSIAN-SLIDE (Boulder)—H. J. Sisty has secured con-
trol of this property and plans to drive the crosscut tunnel
several hundred feet to cut the Slide vein. The Prussian mill
is to be placed in operating condition and cyanide equipment
will be added.
BOULDER TUNGSTEN CO. (Boulder)—Arrangements made

for crosscut tunnel for drainage and transportation. Grading
now for portal and necessary mine buildings. Tunnel will
cut veins at depths ranging from 400 to 700 ft. Power plant
and drilling equipment will be installed. Recent exploration
in Forest Home property disclosed rich ore.

Clear Creeli County
CONCRETE (Idaho Springs)—Lease granted to Denver

men. A drift will be driven on the vein west from the
Newhouse tunnel. James T. Stewart in charge.

EDGAR (Idaho Springs)—Boston Mine Leasing Co. has
been incorporated to operate this old property of the Big
Five Mining Co. Following Boston, Mass., men are officers:

William P. Brennan. p-esident; Horace H. Bradley, secretary;
Leonard William.s. trca-.urev.
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Oil|>in County
BATES (Black Hawk)—Leasing: company has retimbered

main shaft and resumed usual mining operations. A 22-ton
lot of screenings assaved O.SS oz. gold, 6.S0 oz. silver. An
IS-ton lot ran 1.72 oz. gold, 25 oz. silver and 2.22% copper.

Teller County
PORTLAND (Victor)—Altice lease, 200 level, is shipping 2-

oz. gold ore regularly.
CRESSON (Cripple Creek)—Another rich pocket has been

opened; this one is on the 1300 level or below that struck last
"Winter; ore is of similar character.

AJAX (Victor)—Mackay lease, 400 level, continues to de-
velop strong shoot of $30 ore and is shipping regularly. Ore
is 4 to 7 ft. thick and exposed 700 ft. along drift.

ANNIE D. (Cripple Creek)—This property, which is located
near Ella W. on Tenderfoot Hill, where rich ore was recently
found near surface, is now controlled by F. S. Cropper and
J. A. Smith of Lead, S. D., who will commence active develop-
ment work in near future.

SPECIMEN (Victor)—Chellon and associates, operating
under lease on 200 level of this Bull Hill property, have
opened vein of high-gradf ore from 2 to 5 ft. wide, assaying
several ounces gold a ton. Bateman-Kelly lease is carrying
on development on 400 level and opening ore worth $40 a ton.

ID.VHO

Elmore County
MONARCH (Atlanta)—Running 5 Huntington mills two

shifts on old dumps. Amalgamation followed by concentra-
tion, and roasting and cyaniding of concentrates.

BOISE-ROCHESTER MINING CO. (Atlanta) — This new
company has acquired old Bagdad-Chase property, including
Old Chunk and Webfoot claims and 4 0-stamp mill. Vein in
Old Chunk opened for 400 ft. Operating 15 stamps two shifts
until new Bleichert tram, capacity 100 tons in 10 hr., is in-
stalled. H. D. Richardson, superintendent.

Shoshone County
GIANT LEDGE (Murray)—This company has let contract

for 215-ft. raise from lower to upper workings.
SILVER CABLE (Mullan)—Raise connecting upper and

intei-mediate workings completed and company will com-
mence ore shipments soon.

HERCULES (Wallace) — After a shutdown of several
months on account of smelting difficulties, the mine has re-
sumed work with a full crew of about 400 men.

POLARIS (Kellogg)—Company has given W. B. Mann, of
Spokane, five-year lease on property for reported considera-
tion of $20,000. Consists of three patented claims adjoining
Yankee Boy on Big Creek. Previous development work,
consisting of shafts, drifts, and crosscuts, cost about $35,000.

REX CONSOLIDATED (Wallace and 52 Broadway, New
Tork)—This new company has bonded the Rex mine for
$200,000 if paid within five years and $150,000 if paid within
one 5'ear. Fire in August destroyed compressor house. The
company lately acquired control of the Black Bear mine, com-
prising about 70 acres lying between the Frisco and Mace
mines of the Federal company. In the lower tunnel, the
vein is 5.7 ft. wide averaging 2.2 oz. silver, 7.76% lead and
16.57% zinc.

YANKEE BOY (Kellogg)—Four sets of lessees are work-
ing on Yankee Boy. Big Creek Leasing Co. sinking winze to
determine course of vein and govern driving of new cross-
cut to tap vein at depth of 600 ft. Promising strike made in
winze is said to show 16 in. of ore from which have been ob-
tained assays of 30'; lead and 900 oz. silver. First ore found
by lessees in March. 1914. after SOO ft. of work had been ac-
complished, and shipments during rest of that year totalled
35S tons, valued at $3S,000.

MICHIGAN
Copper

COPPER RANGE (Painesdale)—Capital to be increased to
$10,000,000, to absorb subsidiaries, thus making savings in
federal corporate tax.

CALUMET & HECLA (Calumet)—All regrinders, including
those handling sands from lake, again operating, after partial
shutdown owing to damage to turbine.

WHITE PINE (Calumet)—This Calumet & Hecla subsidi-
ary has No. 4 shaft down 930 ft. Will pay back to parent
company preliminary outlay in product, this year.

Iron

BALKAN (Alpha)—The first shipment of ore consisted of
51 cars. This was taken out of the pit by the drag lines.
More ore is to be loaded before navigation closes, while some
will be stocked.

IRON MOUNTAIN LAKE (Ishpeming)—Boilers are being
prepared and it is believed sinking of shaft will be resumed
shortly. It is also quite likely that another shaft will have
to be put down. Considerable ore was developed by drills.
Work was stopped last fall when shaft filled with water,
which pumps could not handle.

NEWPORT (Iron Mountain)—This company has taken
options on Sees. 33 and 34 and one-half of Sec. 28 and will
start exploring within 30 days. The lands are one mile north
of Quinnesec and a short distance east of Iron Mountain. The
field is considered promising. This company has no mines
on the Menominee range at present. It has several large
properties on the Gogebic.

IIIXXESOTA
Cuyuna Range

CROFT (Crosby)—Steel headframe being erected.

ROWE (Riverton)—Concentrator operating 24 hours daily.
Two shovels also at work.

<"UYUNA-SULT.VNA (Ironton)—Mining and stockpiling
about two cars daily. Output will be treated in concentrator
which will be completed about Sept. 1.

BRKITUNG (Negaunee, Mich.)—Option has been secured on
two forties on Cuyuna Range near Brainerd. Work has
started on exploratory shaft. Captain George Jewell, ol'
Negaunee, is in charge. Ore was found by owners by drills
but Breitung interests want further information before taking
lease.

Mesabl Hani^e

HOLMAN (Taconite)—^One additional shovel started Aug.
20, making three shovels working day and one night.

CALUMET (Calumet)—This Hill Annex property fast being
stripped. One shovel uncovered ore a few days ago. How-
evei', there is still a lot of overburden to be removed. Strip-
ping contract was largest ever let on the Mesabi.

TROUT L.\KE (Taconite)—Washing plant started to work
night shifts in two units, Aug. 27; and expects to have five
units working in a few days. The D. M. & N. Ry. is now
running one ore train each hour from washing plant.

GENOA (Eveleth)—Two gasoline trammers installed here.
Standard equipment removed from the pit, which is one of
deepest on range. All ore will be mined by hand and trammed
to surface for loading on cars. Orders have been received to
ship as much ore as possible.

F.\Y.\L (Eveleth)—Stripping operations were begun at
south side of mine this week. About 90,000 tons of dirt and
rock will have to be moved to get at 500,000 tons of ore
lying underneath. One shovel is stripping. Several are
loading ore from other end of pit. Fifty more men have
been given work. The 1915 production will slightly exceed
that of 1914, which was 1,500,000 tons.

MISSOURI-KANSAS-OKL.\HOM.V

ANCHOR (Miami, Okla.)—New concentrating plant being
erected on the Buck land will be ready in about 30 days.
Frank Stansbury. superintendent, Joplin. Mo.

W. D. LYERLE (Galena, Kan.)—Sludge mill nearly ready
for operation on the Weymann land in the Short Creek bot-
toms. Will handle the sand from the creek bed. The sand
will be brought in by means of a cableway.

BERTHA A. (Webb City, Mo.)—Will Install two now
sludge tables; have 12 already in operation. Another im-
provement is the installation of a 2250-cu.ft., direct-driven
compressor, operated by a 350-hp. motor. This is the first di-
rect-driven compressor of this size to be used in the district.

MONTAN.\
Fallon County

Jeffer.son County

COMET MINES CO.—This company has recently been or-
ganized, M. K. Rodgers, of Los Angeles, president, to lease the
old Comet mine in the Basin district. Old mill has been re-
paired and tailings are being treated.

Madison County

AMERICAN MINE (Iron Rod District)—Five hundred dol-
lars in gold taken froni this mine by two men in six hours'
time is record of Charles and Eugene Dahler who have
extracted this amount from the American recently. Bar of
gold was brought to Twin Bridges and weighed trifle less
than 30 oz., or approximately $500. After hauling IS sacks
of ore to mill it took two hours to run it through and an
hour more to retort amalgam. Tailings will bring about
$100 more.

3|issonla County

INTERMOUNT.A.IN COPPER (Iron Mountain)—Company is

at present engaged in work preliminary to developing Amador
mine near Iron Mountain, recently taken over from the
Amador (3old & Copper Mining Co. Water was turned through
new flume Aug. 1. providing electric power for pump which
is now at work lo'wering water in mine. Is now below 400
level and is expected to be all out by Sept. 1. Frame for new
concentrator is up and mill machinery is expected on ground
within two weeks, 200-ton ore bins are finished and develop-
ment work will commence within few days on levels, including
and above 400. Two-mile flume provides water for mill and
power plant. With completion of improvements property will
be capable of producing in excess of 100 tons of ore per day.

Silver Bow County

RAINBOW DEVELOPMENT (Butte)—Unwaterlng of Rain-
bow shaft which was begun some days ago, proceeding rapid-
ly; water now down to point below 1000 level, where Poser
fault crosses shaft. Present depth of shaft is 1300 ft. and as
soon as unwatering is finished, work of sinking to 1500 level
will begin.

ANACONDA COPPER (Butte)—Mining operations have
been resumed at Tropic mine of this company where force
of men has been started taking out ore from upper levels.

Tropic shaft is down 900 ft. Development work was in prog-
ress when war caused curtailment of production by 50% in

company's mines as well as stopping development work in

many of properties. Company has also resumed work of un-
watering Nettie mine in western district of Butte camp, which
was discontinued when war started. Large amount of work
must be done over on account of water filling up some of the
levels and part of shaft since. Pumping is still going on at
company's Lexington mine and there are several hundrer'
feet of water in shaft to be removed. Good progress is being
made, however; mine will soon be in readiness for operating.
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NEVADA
nibolilt County

Nye County

QUIGLEY REDUCTION CO. (Bonnie Clare)—This recently
oi'ganized Los Angeleg company has taken three-year lease
on 20-stamp mill and properties of Bonnie Clare "Mining &
Milling Co.

LITIGATION HILL PROPERTIES (Manhattan)—Negotia-
tions are under way toward a combination of three proper-
ties on Litigation Hill, the Manhattan Amalgamated, Earl and
Litigation Hill Merger companies; the new company is also
to control the mill of Manhattan Milling & Ore Co.

MANHATTAN DEXTER (Manhattan) — After several
months idleness, leasers are now starting operations on both
ends of the Union Nine claim. The large gloryhole covering
the site of the Briggs-Evans lease shows considerable ton-
nage of medium-grade ore. and Mushett and Wittenberg have
taken a lease on these blocks and are installing machinery
to drive in from the south under the gloryhole and extract
the ore at a minimum of cost. The 10-stamp mill and cyanide
plant of the Manhattan Milling & Ore Co. will handle the ore
from this lease.

Storey County

UNION CONSOLIDATED (Virginia City)—Saved 10 cars
ore averaging $34.72 per ton. Union in southwest drift on
2500 level from Sierra Nevada incline saved 23 tons averag-
ing $10 per ton.

MEXICAN (Virginia City)—West crosscut on 2700 level
and south drift No. 3 on 2500 level in porphyry and quartz of
low assay value. Mill crushed 144 tons low-grade ore and
shipped three bars of bullion to smeltery.

JACKET-CROWN POINT-BELCHER (Gold Hill)—In old
Belcher ground, 99 ft. below 1500 station, water reached and
being easily handled. Saved 56 cars mill ore from 1300
Belcher raise and 27 cars from 1300 Crown Point northeast
crosscut.

NEW ME.\ICO

Bemnllllo County
GOLD STAR MINING & MILLING CO. (Albuquerque)—

Company has filed articles of incorporation. Joe Delfrate,
Old Albuquerque, N. M,, is agent.

Dona Ana County
TORPEDO (Organ)—Claims and equipment in Organ Moun-

tains has been purchased by J. I. McCuIlogh, L. M. Stiles and
others of El Paso, Tex. Consideration said to be $350,000.
Property has been one of camp's best producers but has been
in litigation for many years.

UT.-VH

Beaver County
UTAH LEASING (Newhouse)—This company is building a

plant to treat the tailings from the Cactus mill of the South
Utah Mines & Smelters. Flotation will be used and the ca-
pacity will be 500 tons. Kirk & Leavell have designed the
plant and will use the Minerals Separation process. The tail-
ings carry 13.5 to 14 lb. copper to the ton with some gold and
silver. The Utah Leasing Co. formerly worked a cyanide
plant at the Old Telegraph mine in Bingham. The tailings
will be moved by hand at the beginning, and a drag line will
probably be used later. A 10-year lease has been obtained
and plant should be ready in 60 days.

Jual) County

KNIGHT-DERN MILL (Silver City)—About seventy men
are employed on the concrete work, etc., now in progress.

CHIEF CONSOLIDATED (Eureka)—A portable compressor
has been sent to the Scotia mine in West Tintic, and will be
used in developing water near this property.

VICTORI.\ (Eureka)—Ore is being mined from the 1200
level, by the Eagle & Blue Bell which recently acquired con-
trol; four cars were shipped during the last week of August.

YANKEE CONSOLIDATED (Eureka)—Shaft on new strikedown 40 ft. m sood ore. Raising being done to reach ore bed
from a tunnel 200 ft. lower; air line has been put in and drills
are being used.

,„«F'^A^ MINERALS CONCENTRATING (Eureka) — About
1000 tons of ore from the Chief Consolidated have been
treated at this company's mill. Concentrates carrying 61%
lead and lo oz. silver were shipped week ended Aug. 27.
Isbell vanners are used.

U-TAH ORE SAMPLING (Silver City)—It has been neces-
sary t<3 work the mill here overtime, to take care of the in-
creased tonnage from Tintic mines; 400 tons a day are being
sampled and 10 to 12 cars of ore a week of Horn Silver ore,from Frisco, consigned to the United States smeltery at
Midvale.

VICTOR C(3NSOLIDATED (Mammoth)—The hoisting plantwas destroyed by fire Aug. 26. Fire started on 300 levelwhere lessees are working, and burned shaft timbers, build-
ings, etc. Lessees escaped to surface through workings of
, <,S^''V^^;

Damage placed at about $15,000. A. W. McCune,
of Salt Lake, owns control.

Salt Lake County
ALTA-GLADSTONE (Alta)—Molybdenite and wulfenite arebeing mined and sorted at this property, under lease to FredRedmond. Vein is about a foot wide.
NEW UTAH BINGHAM (Bingham)—Company reports fol-lowing assay for ore recently cut in drift from Giant Chief

shaft: Copper 5.63%, lead 1.3. silver 32.4 oz., gold $2 80.

CARDIFF (Salt Lake)—Production has been increased to
125 tons daily. Utah Power and Light Co.'s line has reached
the mine. As soon as transformers are installed, electric
power will be used.

SECRET MINING (Alta)—Work of driving main tunnel
for quartzite limestone contact is in progress. Face is in
quartzite and several hundred feet more work necessary. Two
shifts being worked. Property adjoins South Hecla and
Albion. Wm. H. Minor is president.
EMMA COPPER (Alta)—Stringers and streaks of ore are

being followed in two places, and 50 tons have been accumu-
lated for shipment. Chas. S. Herzig, mining engineer, has
been elected director of this company, and is directing develop-
ment work. Ground lies west of old Emma mine.

SOUTH HECLA (Alta)—The Grifflth-Field lease on the
Quincy tunnel level is opening up well, and will begin ship-
ments at once. A lease has been taken by the Bamberger
Exploration Co., on a block of ground west of the Griffith-
Field lease. The South Hecla company is shipping 40 tons of
ore a day from the 250 level.

Summit County
PARK CITY SHIPMENTS for week ended Aug. 20, amount-

ed to 3,364,140 lb. by 5 shippers; for the week ended Aug. 27,
3,562.320 lb.

SILVER KING COALITION (Park City)-New orebodies
have been opened recently on and below the 1300 level, in the
southwestern part of the property; also below the Alliance
tunnel from the new shaft. In both places the percentage of
sulphides are increasing. The machinery is being installed
in the flotation section of the mill.

Utah County
BAY STATE (American Fork)—This property has been

inspected by J. H. Wooton and Salt Lake mining men. Fur-
ther development is to be done.

MILLER HILL (American Fork)—Ore showing galena has
been opened in the Rock tunnel by the Williams lease.

TEXAN (American Fork)—Arrangements have been made
by Charles Tyng, T. W. Boyer and W. H. Child, to work this
property which adjoins the old Miller Hill. The tunnel now in
840 ft. IS being extended.

PACIFIC (American Fork)—Ore carrying galena has been
encountered in the 1000-ft. lower tunnel, which was being
di-iven to cut the vein. The tunnel had passed the pointwhere the vein was expected, and a raise was put up reaching
ore a short distance above tunnel. Five feet of milling ore
with streaks and branches of galena have been opened. Con-
nections will be made with upper workings for better venti-
lation. Strike thought to be important in proving ore ex-
tends to depth. Additional men will be worked. Ore of a
gross value of $25,000 has been shipped during a period of
several years.

WnHliinsrton County
A DAILY STAGE LINE has been started between Modena

and Goldstrike. Stage leaves Modena 7:30 a.m., and arrives
Goldstrike 4 p.m. Fare is $5 each way.

GOLDSTRIKE BONANZA (Modena)—New directors were
elected at special meeting Aug. 24, as follows: G. B. Hale, I.
Pett, A. E. Rykert, T. Marioneau and D. B. Shields.

VIRGINIA
Norfolk County

VIRGINIA SMELTING WORKS (West Norfolk)—Is re-
ported to be contemplating construction of plant for manu-
facture of byproducts from smelting fumes.

WISCONSIN
Zine-Lead District

THE WISCONSIN ZINC DISTRICT is making the largest
output in its history under the stimulus of the verv high
prices now ruling, yet there is a larger tonnage of ore" in the
bins than before of medium to low-grade ores, which
latter the buyers are not taking at present. This is causing
fhe erection of several new separating plants that will take
out the iron and raise a 25 to 45 70 concentrate up to 58 to62% zinc.

CAN.VDA
Ontario

GOLD REEF (Porcupine)—Leasers of this property aretaking out good ore, which is treated in two-stamp mill real-
izing about $500 per week.

PIKE LAKE (Porcupine)—Two shafts are being sunk and
are down 40 and 25 ft. respectively. A large porphyry dike
crossing one of the claims is being stripped.

UNITED STATES (Cobalt)—Property has been taken over
on a SIX year lease by Genessee Mining Co. recently organized
by Rochester capitalists. Shaft now about 60 ft. in depth will
be put down to contact expected to be reached at depth of

GIOVINAZZO CLAIMS (Boston Creek)—These three claims
are under option to Stewart Thorn and associates. Body of
quartz 20 ft. wide by 30 ft. long has been stripped. Gives
low assays of gold.

MEXICO
Sonora

CANANEA CONSOLIDATED (Cananea)—Copper production
slightly exceeds 3,000,000 lb. monthly. Flotation is being
introduced at this works.

AUSTR.ALIA
Soutli .Australia

AUSTRALIAN MANGANESE CO. (Broken Hill, N. S. W.)—This company has opened a high-grade manganese deposit
at Pernatty Lake, in South Australia, about 74 mi. from Port
A.ugusta. Property is 4i/4 mi. from the East-West Rv. and
shipments have been made te Broken Hill Proprietan-y Co.,
Newcastle.
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Metal Markets

NEW YORK—Sept. 8

During the last week all of the principal metals were
(lull and uninteresting, and there was but little change in

prices.

Copper, Tin, Lead and Zinc

Copper—Owing to the holiday, which extended practically

from Friday to Tuesday, there was relatively little attention

paid to the copper market. There was neither any particular

demand nor any pressure to sell. Copper for domestic de-

livery was freely offered at 17%@17Vic., regular terms, or

about 17.20@17.30c., cash, New York, and some small trans-

actions were reported around those figures. All of the prin-

cipal producers, including those who are standing out for

ISc, regular terms, for domestic deliveries, appear to be
courting business abroad and quite willing to meet Aus-
tralian and Japanese competition. Some consderable busi-
ness was taken at £So@S6, several large sales at the latter

figure being reported on Sept. 7 and S. With the existing

situation in sterling exchange, of course nobody can tell

what these sales are going to net until settlements are
finally made.

An Improved sentiment among the principal sellers of

copper may be discerned. Certain houses that heretofore
have been rather bearish appear recently to have changed
their opinion.

Copper Sheets are quoted about 23c. per lb. for hot rolled

and 24c. for cold rolled, with usual extras. Wire prices are
unsettled; quotations may be put at 19@19^c. per lb. at mill.

The chief maker does not quote base price.

Imports of Copper for the week ended Aug. 21 are reported
by the Department of Commerce as follows: Metal, 3,559,405

lb.; in ore and matte, 4S5,SS0; total, 4,045,285 lb. Exports
for the week were 9,566,132 lb., the larger items being 6,770,690

lb. to France and 1,413,524 lb. to England.

Visible Stocks of Copper in Europe on Aug. 31 ere reported
as follows: Great Britain, 24,389; France, 5.554; afloat from
Chile, 2,650; afloat from Australia, 4,000; total, 36,593 long
tons, or 81,968,320 lb.; an increase of 2,479 tons over the
Aug. 15 report.

Tin—This market was without special feature. A fair

business was done from day to day, but the aggregate vol-

ume was light.

Visible Stocks of Tin on Aug. 31, including tin afloat:

London. 6.404; Holland. 26; United States excluding Pacific

ports, 8,697; total, 15,127 long tons, a decrease of 954 tons
during August.

Lead—A few good orders were taken at material conces-
sions in price. The price of the A. S. and R. Co. remains
4.90c., New York, but about all of the independent producers
have been selling at concessions of $1.50@2 per ton, and
lead is freely obtainable from them.

Spelter—The market has been steady, there having been
neither any special buying demand nor selling pressure.
Spelter for September delivery appears to be in fairly liberal
supply, but there are not yet any signs of unsold stocks
accumulating. September spelter is easily to be had at 14c.,

October at 13 Vic, and November-December at 13c. Sales of
brass special were made at 15c.

Zinc Sheets—Business has been on a considerable scale.
The base price for carload lots is unchanged at $16 per 100
lb. f.o.b. Peru, 111., less 8 7c discount.

1VE^V CALEDONIA
Exports from New Caledonia for May and the five months

ended May 31 are reported by the "Bulletin du Commerce"
of Noumea as follows, in metric tons:

Five
May Months

Nickel ore 2600 34,228
Chrome ore 8,541
Nickel matte 500 609

The matte reported in May was all consigned to New York.

Spanish .Mi-tiil iinii Itlinernl Exports five months ended May
30 are reported as follows, b.v "Revista Minera" in metric
tons:

1014 ' 1913 l!l!4 '

'Toi.5

Jron r>,ni.5 57,514 3,218,872 1,787.947
Copper s.iidO 6,072 62,iMl 21,152
Copper precipitate 4,757 4,355
Lead 68.406 60,424 1.260 294
Zinc 962 1,459 39,790 9,371
Quicksilver 827 699
Manganese 6.449 2,327
P.vntes 1.354.582 628,460
fealt 288.955 206,116

Imports of coal for the five months were 594,901 tons, a
decrease of 538,220 tons from 1914; imports of coke, 80,573
tons, a decrease of 80,545 tons.

DAILY PRICES OF METALS IN NEW YORK
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NEW YORK—Seiit. S

Aliiminum—Demand continues good. The stocks of foreign

metal here have been drawn down pretty low, and prices

are advancing. Quotations are 45 @ 50c. per lb. for No. 1

ingots, Xew York.
Recent London quotations are £180@190 per long ton of

No. 1 ingots—equal to 40.2c. per lb.—a price double that of

a year ago.
London reports that, by a recent Government order, the

exportation of aluminum salts from Norway has been pro-
hibited.

Antimony—The market has been quiet, with only small
transactions. Sales of ordinary brands have been made,
mostly in small lots, at 2S(a)29c. per lb.; while 44(5)46c. per lb.

is asked for Cookson's.

IVickel—Quotations for ordinary forms are 45@50c. per
lb., according to size and terms of order. A premium of 3c.

per lb. Is charged for electrolytic nickel.

A late London quotation is £225 per ton, equal to 48. Sc.

per lb., for metal 98% pure.

<lulek.sllver—The market has been rather quiet. New York
quotations are $S9 per flask of 75 lb. for large lots and $90 for

smaller orders. San Francisco price is telegraphed at $87.50@
90. with market quiet. London price is lower at £17 per flask,

with the same figure quoted from second hands.

Minor Metals—Current sales of BLsmuth are at $2.75® 3

per lb., New York.—Cadmium is quoted at 6s.. or $1.44 per lb.

in London; $1.25 per lb. New York.—Tvllurium is quoted at
SOs., or $19.20 per lb. in London.—Selenium is quoted at $2@3
per lb. New York for larger quantities; $4.50 @ 5 for retail

lots.

Gold, Silver and Platinum

XEW YOHK—Sept. «

Gold and Silver Movement in the United States seven
months ended July 31 as reported by the Department of Com-
merce:

-Gold-
1914

Exports S117,643,9.'j9
Imports 34,135,137

Silv

Excess E.S83,S08,S22 1. $152,413,112 E. $15,632,558 E. $10,070,275

Exports of merchandise for the seven months in 1915 are
valued at $1,969,787,495; imports, $1,008,909,441; excess of ex-
ports, $960,878,054. Adding the gold and silver gives $S1S,-

535,217 as the net export balance.
Another large shipment of gold from London was received

at New York last week, coming by way of Halifax.
Sales of gold from the New York Assay Office in July were

$1,987,000. For the seven months ended July 31 sales were
$19,087,928 in 1914, and $16,060,360 in 1915; a decrease of

$3,027,568 this year.

Platinum—There has been a sharp advance due to short
supplies. Refined platinum, which sold early in the week at
$42, is now quoted at $4S@50 per oz. The advance is consid-
ered temporary, and the arrival of any new supplies would be
followed by a fall.

Silver has ruled steady for the past week owing to better
demand both in foreign and domestic markets, closing steady
at 23%d. in London.

A shipment of $400,000 Mexican silver dollars was received
in New York, Sept. 7, from Spain. This is an unusual course
for such a shipment.

Zinc and Lead Ore Markets
JOPLIIV, MO,—Sept. 4

Blende, high price, $89; base per ton, 60% zinc, premium
ore, $86; medium, $S5@81; lower grades, $80@75; calamine,
base per ton, 407c zinc, $78@50; average, all grades of zinc,
$81.40 per ton. Lead, high price, $52; base price. $50 per ton
of 80% metal content; average, all grades of lead, $49.97
per ton.

SHIPMENTS, WEEK ENDED SEPT. 4

Blende Calamine Lead Values
Totals this week 10,924,130 871,230 1,252,060 $511,350
Totals this year 385,716,410 31,092,810 59,468,720 16,888,660

Blende value, the week, $451,360: 36 weeks, $14,629,230.
Calamine value, the week, $28,710; 36 weeks, $689,300.
Lead value, the week, $31,280; 36 weeks, $1,570,130.
A very weak mid-week market closed strong, with buyers

in the market for an increased tonnage. Of the week-end
purchases but few carloads were shipped. One company picked
up from 2,000 to 2,500 tons the last two days, and others
had increased purchasing orders. Moyer, of the Western
Federation is in the field endeavoring to strengthen the local

miners' union and establish an affiliation, promising unlimited
support in case of another strike. On the agreement to base
the wage scale on average ore prices of preceding month a

reduction in the wage scale of 50c. per day was common
today. Some fear a strike, and are prepared to meet it as
before by making no endeavor to operate.

PLATTEVILLE, AVIS,—Sept. 4

The base price paid this week for 60% zinc ore was $85

down to $80 per ton at the week end; medium grades sold
from $80 down to $70 base. No sales of lead ore were re-

ported.
SHIPMENTS, WEEK ENDED SEPT. 4

Zinc Lead Sulphur
Ore, Lb. Ore, Lb. Ore, Lb.

Week 4,027,000 420,900
Year 129,303,440 4,463,160 18,728,710

Shipped during week to separating plants, 4,892,210 lb. zinc
ore.

OTHER ORES
Molybdenum—Reports apparently well authenticated say

that $1.25 per lb. has been paid in New Y'ork for concentrates
carrying 80% Mo S;. Heretofore 90% has been the usual stand-
ard. Recent London quotations are 117s. (g 120s. per unit for

molybdenite carrying 90% Mo. S2 or over.—Tungsten ore has
again advanced. Recent London quotations are 55s. per unit
for Wolframite, 70% WO3; the same price for scheelite of the
same grade. In New York $28 per unit has been paid for

concentrates carrying 55% WO3, for immediate delivery. It

is understood that buyers are no longer insisting on material
free from copper. These prices work out nearly on a parity.

Iron Trade Review

NEW YORK—Sept. 8

The iron and steel trades continue extremely active, and
demand for various products is on the increase. How much
of this is domestic business and how much is war order or

munition business for export is I'ather hard to determine.
Concerns receiving foreign orders are rather reticent about
them and details are not to be had in most cases.

There is no doubt, however, that domestic buying is im-
proving and that there is more demand on several lines, not-
ably in structural steel, bars and plates.

Pig iron continues to show strength and there is an in-

creasing call for steel making irons, some large contracts
having been placed for basic. Foundry demand is also on the
increase.

Some of the speculative iron—chiefiy Southern—bought at

low prices a few months ago is now coming "out at the higher
levels which have been reached.

Exports from Baltimore for the week included 3,557,400 lb.

wire rods and steel billets to Liverpool; 453,600 lb. pig iron
to Rotterdam.

FERRO-ALLOYS
Ferro-silicon—London quotations range from £10 10s. up to

£14 10s., according to percentage of carbon.—Ferrotuns^sten
is quoted at 6s. 6d.(§)7s. per lb., for alloys 75 to 85% tungsten
and not over 1% carbon.—Ferroclirome is £25 10s. up to £30

per ton, the high price being for 4-6% carbon.—Ferromoly-
bdenum is 18s.—$4.50—per lb. for metal 70 to 80% pure.

Pittsburgh quotations for Ferrosilicon, 50%, are $73 per
ton at furnace.—Ferroclirome 4-6% carbon, 20c. per lb.

—

Ferrotitanium, 8ii)12i/2C. per lb., according to grade.—Ferro-
tunf>^Nten, $3 (® 3.50 per lb. of contained alloy.—Ferrovanadium,
$2.25 @ 2.30 per lb. of contained alloy.—Ferromolybdennm,
nominal, none to be had. All prices are for large lots.

PITTSBIKGH—Sept. 7

A very interesting news item just being given out is that

the Jones & Laughlin Steel Co. is about to build at once a
pipe department at its Aliquippa works. This will round out
the Aliquippa works as originally projected, the tinplate and
wire departments having been in operation for several years.

The new department will contain a skelp mill, with two butt-

weld and two lap-weld furnaces.
The steel market is firm and active, but has shown no ma-

terial improvement over conditions existing in August. As
that month is usually dull, with September showing an im-
provement, the general expectaton is for increased activity
as September wears along. Steel prices are firm and show
an advancing tendency, though there have been no clear-cut
advances in the past week. The 1.35c. price is being very
firmly maintained on bars, while shapes are firmer at that
figure and plates are approaching the level, there being few
plate quotations at under 1.30c. Wire products are very
strong, with the usual fall demand in the domestic trade com-
ing on top of an already heavy export demand, and a definite

shorta,"?e in barb wire is expected. Blue annealed sheets are
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very firm at 1.50c., showing an advance of $3 a ton within
three weelvs, blacli sheets being firm at l.iiOc, an advance of

$2 a ton in the same time, while openheartli are quoted at

1.95c. Galvanized sheets are stiffer with the recent spelter

advance, but demand continues very light.

It is reported that railroads are very seriously considering
their steel needs for next year, as with so much export steel

already contracted for extended deliveries there are distinct

possibilities of a decided shortage in steel. Even rails, which
for years have always been obtainable in any tonnage and for

any delivery desired, may be scarce on account of so many
rail mills being engaged in rolling large rounds for shrapnel
and other shells.

The steel trai^e has not been seriously concerned over the
recent sharp declines in sterling exchange. By far the major
part of the steel sold for export has been in dollars and not
ill pounds sterling. Even in sales for London settlement the
profits have been such that the fluctuations in exchange do
not mean as much as might be supposed. The steel trade re-

gards the steel it has been selling for export as so necessary
that it expects exchange matters to be so adjusted that the
business can be continued without any interruption what-
ever.

Pig Iron—The market has been rather quiet the past week.
Sellers are rather reserved and there is not much inquiry.
Bessemer advanced 23c. on a 3.000-ton sale for export, at
$15.75, Valley, while some small lots have gone at $16. Some
sellers have advanced their quotation on basic to ?15, but
there are still sellers at $14.50, and some off basic has been
sold at such low prices as to make the $14.50 quotation on
standard look otherwise than absolutely secure. Furnaces
are quoting foundry iron at $14.50, furnace, for this year and
$15 for the first half of next year, but odd lots can sometimes
be picked up at slight concessions. W. P .Snyder & Co. an-
nounce the average realized prices on bessemer and basic iron
in August, in lots of 1,000 tons and over, at $15 064 for besse-
mer. an increase over the July average of $1,073, and $14,364
tor basic, an increase of $1,405. The market is quotable as
follows: Bessemer, $15.75@16; basic, malleable and No. 2

foundry, $14.50(315; gray forge, $14.25@14.75, f.o.b. Valley
furnaces, 95c. higher delivered Pittsburgh.

Ferronianganese—The steel trade does not seem to be par-
ticularly uneasy about its future ferromanganese supplies, and
appears to have fair stocks. It is claimed in some quarters
that some material' being sent to this country is being sold in

prompt lots at ruling prices nstead of being applied as deliv-
eries on low-priced contracts. The prompt market is $10015
110, fluctuating almost from day to day, while the contract
market is nominally $100, Baltimore.

Steel—Still more fancy prices are being paid for open-
hearth billets, ranging between $25 and $26, Toungstown,
equivalent to about $1 more delivered Pittsburgh. There i^

scarcely any demand for bessemer billets, which are nom-
inally quotable at slightly less than openhearth, while there
is no inquiry for sheet bars, which are unquotable, as mills
would hardly sell sheet bars at less than billets, while on the
other hand sheet and tinplate prices realized are such that
mills could not iftord to buy sheet bars at anything like the
prices being paid for openhearth billets. Rods are scarce and
quoted $2S@30, Pittsburgh.

SAUIiT STE. MARIB CANALS

The total tonnage passing through the Sault Ste. Marie
canals in July was 9,719,237 short tons. For the season to
Aug. 1 the total tonnage was: Eastbound, 20,472.730 tons;
westbound, 6,390,641; total, 26,863,371 tons, an increase of 1,-

182. 39S tons over last year. The mineral freights included
in the totals were, in short tons except salt, which is in bar-
rels:

1914 1915 Ciianges

Anthracite 1,133,532 994.226 D. 133,306
Bituminous coal 5,906,S40 4,781,815 D. 1,125,225
Iron ore 14,739,927 18,097,758 I. 3,357,831
Pis and m'f'd iron 142,116 95,593 D. 46 521
C ipper 30,087 63,290 I. 33,203
Sa.lt, bbl 403.331 297,406 D. 105,925

Iron ore this year was 67.4% and coal 21.5*^ of the totals.

The number of vessel passages was S547, showing an average
cargo of 3144 tons.

IRO.V ORE
It is stated that contracts for Lake Superior ore have

been placed with eastern Pennsylvania furnaces to a total
of about 500,000 tons. The ores bought were chiefly Mesabi
nonbessemers, and the price figures at about Sc. per unit of
iron, delivered to furnaces.

Imports at Baltimore for the week included 24,450 tons
manganese ore from Brazil.

E.xports of manganese ore from India in May were 21,953
tons, against 71,849 tons in May of last year.

Shipments of Lake Superior iron ore in August were 8,-

0S1,117 long tons, an increase of 2,211,640 tons over August,
1914. The total shipments to Sept. 1 were 26,806,420 tons, an
increase of 5,528,313 tons, or 267o, over last year.

liritiNli Imports of Iron Ore, six months ended June 30,
were 3,060,639 long tons in 1914, and 3,063,515 tons in 1915;
an increase of 2S76 tons this year. Imports of manganese
ore were 244,465 tons in 1914, and 134,526 in 1915; a d> crease
of 109,939 tons this year.

COKE
Coke production in the Connellsville region for the week

is reported by the "Courier" at 391,310 short tons; shipments,
388,107 tons. The production of the Greensburg and Upper
Connellsville districts was 42,905 tons.

The Lackawanna Iron & Steel Co. is installing a plant
for the recovery of benzol at its byproduct coke ovens at
Lebanon, Penn., with an output of about 1600 gal. a day. The
plant will be ready for operation in November.

The coal report o° the Geological Survey gives the total
production in the United States for two years past as follows,
in short tons:

1913 1914 Changes
Anthracit* 91,324,922 90,821,507 D. 703,415
Bituminous 478,435.297 422.703.970 D. 55,731,327

Total 569,960,219 513,525,477 D. 56,434.742

The decrease in the production of bituminous coal was
generally distributed over the country, but there were seven
states in which the production in 1914 was greater than in
1913—North Dakota, South Dakota, New Mexico, West Vir-
ginia, Kentucky, Michigan and Oregon.

Exports and Imports of Fuel in the United States in the
fiscal year ended June 30 are reported by the Department of
Commerce as below, in long tons:

Exports . Imports
1913-14 1914-15 191.3-14 1914-l."i

Anthracite 3.939,114 3,682.188 8,124 12.358
Bituminous 15,7')4.966 14,412,995 1,338.002 1,429,608
Coke 7-2,476 602,473 112,541 88,805
Bunker coal.... 7,811,913 7,062,653

Totals 28,218.469 25,760,309 1,478,667 1.530,771

The bunker coal, or coal furnished to steamships in for-
eign trade is practically all bituminous. The larger part of
the trade, both exports and imports, is with Canada.

Chemicals

NEW YORK—Sept. S
Conditions in the general market have not changed in any

noteworthy degree since last week.

Arsenic—Business is not on a large scale, but the market
is inclined to be firm. Prices are about $3.50 per 100 lb.

for large lots, up to $4 per 100 lb. for small orders.

Copper Sulphate—On a steady market there has been fair
sales. Quotations are $7.25 per 100 lb. for carload lots and
$7.50 per 100 lb. for smaller parcels.

Nitrate of Soda—The market is inclined to be strong, and
no change in prices i5 reported. September deliveries are
quoted at 2.42 %c. per lb., while 2.45c. is named for futures.

PETROLEUM
New oil wells completed in August are noted as follows in

the monthly statement cf the "Oil City Derrick": Pennsyl-
vania gi-ade, 376; Central Ohio, 74; Lima-Indiana, 34; Kentucky,
4; Illinois, 71; Mid-Continent, 363; Texas-Louisiana, 154. In
all 1,076 wells were completed in the fields covered by the
review. The new production credited to the completions was
97,850. The figures give an increase of 94 in the wells as
compared with July, and a decrease of 35,923 in new produc-
tion. Among the completions were 248 dry holes and 155

gas wells. At the close of August there were 438 rigs up and
1,354 wells drilling.

Recent "Commerce Repo -ts" state that the Standard Oil

Co. of New York is about to open up in business on the east
coast of Sumatra. Sites -or large godowns have been selected

at Belawan, Loebong, Pakt^m, Tebing Tinggi, Perbangan,
Bangan Poerba, Sinantar, Tandjong Balei, and even at Langsar
and Kota Radja. The constraction work will be undertaken
by the West Java Engineering Co., and will be completed by
the end of 1916. The headquarters of administration in the
Dutch East Indies will be at Batavia. The Standard Oil Co.

is contemplating developments in Sumatra on a large scale.
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Assessments N. Y. EXCH.
npany \ Uelinqe Sale Amt.

, IdaBeirao
Bunanza Con.. Utah
BuHalo. Mout
Bullion. Ida
Cash Boy, Nev
Cedar Creek. Ida
Comet, Ida
Con. Virginia, Nev
Copper Chief, Ida
Gethin Le Roy, Utah
Goldstrike M. & L., Utah. . ,

Great Bend, Nev
Hancock Cons., Mich
Hancock Cons., Mich
Happy Day, Ida
Hector, Ida
Hennessy-Burna, Ida
Honolulu, Ida
Idaho Los Angeles, Ida
Idaho Montana, Ida. . . . - .

Idaho Nevada, Ida
Imperial, Ida
Keweenaw, Mich
Laclede, Ida
Lake Superior & West., Ariz

LeRoy, Ida
Liquidator, Ida
Lucky-Calumet. Ida
MacNamara. Nev ...

Nevada-Douglas, Nev
New Arcadian. Mich
New Baltic, Mich
New Quincy, Utah
Northern Light, Ida
Old Veteran, Ida
Com Paul, Ida
Com Paul Con, Ida
Phedora, Ida
Phoenix, Mich
Phoenix, Mich
Reveiator, Utah
Royal, Ida
Sandstorm Kendall, Nev. .

Selma Utah
Snowshoe, Ida
Sunset Dev.. Wash
Syndicate, Utah
Tonopah Bonanza. Nev. . .

Tonopah Midway. Nev
Union Cons,. Nev
VNTiite Caps. Nev

Aug.
Sept.
[July

Aug.
Sept.
Aug.
Aug.
Sept.
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Sept,
Sept.
Jan.
Aug.
iSept.

Aug.
Aug-
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Aug.
Sept.
iSept.

'sept.

lAug.
Aug.
Aug.
Sept.

I

Dec.
Jan.
Sept.
Nov.
Sept.
Aug.
Aug,
Sept.
Sept.
Jan.
Oct.
Sept.
Aug.
Sept.
Aug.
Aug.
Sept.
Sept.

Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

10|Sept. lOj

I5|Oct. 6
22|Sept. lo'

30 Sept. 26
29:Oct. 30
28iSept. 29
30 Sept. 30
2SiOct. 19;

Sept. 25!

Oct. 13
Oct. 20
Oct. 10

Sept. 30
Oct. 4

20 Sept. 24
24 Sept. 13
3 .Sept. 25
Sept. 25
Oct,

Oct
I

3 Sept. 27

25 Oct. 25
28 Sept. 28
27 Sept. 27
23[Sept. 13
27lOct. 20

1

15
2 Sept. 23
2|Dec. 2
2 Sept. 30

2S|Sept. 28
Oct
Oct. 21

1

4 Oct. 25
1 Oct. 1

23 Sept. 27
SjSept. 25'

26] Sept. 27|

25: Sept. 181

11 Oct. 2
13 Oct. II

18 Sept. IS
24 Sept. 14
14 Sept. isl

SO 003
0.015

. 003
0.005
0.01
0.005

0005
O.05
0.005
0.01
0.01

01
1. 00
1.00

. 0025
005

0.005
0.0035

, 005
0,001

, 002
. 005

1.00
, 003

0.02
002

0.003
0.005
0.02
0.10
0.50
0.50
0.01
0.004
0.002

0!

0.01
0.0005
1.00
1.00
O.flOi

0.001
0.01
0,005

005
002
001

0.01
0.01
05
015

Stock Qnotutions

Tliere were no sales at auction report-
ed in eitlier New Torlt, Boston or Phila-
delptiia during the weeVc ended Sept. 8.

COLO. SPRINCiS Sept. 7

Name of Com p.

Acacia
Cripple Crk Con.
C. K. AN
Doctor Jack Pot. .

Elkton Con
El Paso
Findlay.
Gold Dollar
Gold Sovereicn. .

.

Golden Cycle
Isabella
Jack Pot
Jennie Sample. . . .

Jerry Johnson
Lexinyton
Mary McKlnney.

.

Pharmacist
Portland
Raven B. H
Vindicator

SALT LAKE

; of Comp.

Beck Tunnel
Black Jack
Colorado Mining..
Crown Point
Daly-Judge
Gold Chain
Grand Central...

.

Iron Blossom
Little Bell

Lower Mammoth.
Mason Valley
May Day
Opohongo
Prince Con
Seven Troughs. . .

.Silver King Coal'n.
ir King Con..

.

.Sioux Con
Uncle Sam
Yankee

TORONTO
Bailey
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By DuuwAiiD CurELAXD* and Scovill E. Hollister

:<Yyur.'<IS—Buth usidized and aulphidc orc/i at

Llallagiia are concentrated on jigs and tables; py-

ritic middlings are roasted and separated mag-
netically, the magnetic material heing reground

and concentrated on tables. The tin occurs as

cassiterite in both classes of ores. Operating con-

ditions are expensive on account of high transport

cJiargrs.

AVheii we were about to leave the United States in 1913

lo enter the employ of the Compaiiia Estaiiifera de

Llallaa;ua, we made some small search of the literature on

Bolivia. There were articles on mining and mining equip-

ment, and on milling with putures of Indians turning a

pestle on a stone platform, giving us an illustration of

the industry as practiced shortly after the time of Adam.
Having since seen the place from which about one-half

of Bolivia's tin comes, we have wondered at the exper-

iences of those whose writings we found. The altitude

(about 13,000 ft.) caused us little if any trouble, and
among our acquaintances few have been affected. Of
course the height above the sea is a convenient and ever-

present factor to shoulder the blame for the ill effects of

too much food or liquor, two things commonly given every

opportunity to do their work by those who come to Bolivia

THE CONCENTRATING PLANT AT LLALLAGUA, BOLIVIA

the subject of Bolivia to find out what conditions—tech-

nical, social, climatic and otherwise—we might expect

to encounter. Literature we found, and undoubtedly there

exists much more than we discovered. There were books

on travel, starting at Panama and ending at Patagonia,

which told us we might expect to be afflicted with badly

bumping hearts when we arrived at the high tableland of

•Metallurgist, Cia. Estaiiifera de Llallagua, and professor
of metallurgy, Missouri School of Mines, Rolla, Mo.

fMill superintendent, Cia. Estaiiifera de Llallagua, Llalla-
gua, Bolivia.

from sea-level locations. The climate at Llallagua we have

found to be much better than that of either New England

or the iliddle West. Having had no experience with the

climate of California, the writers can make no sweep-

ing statements comparing the part of Bolivia we know

with that of the United States as a whole.

The high tableland of Bolivia is within the tropics.

At Llallagua from December to May, there are heavy

rains, but it does not rain all of the time during these

months. During the remainder of the year there is little
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rain. The season without rains has cold nights, that

is, cold enough for ice to form, say—5° C. There are

strong winds, particularly during parts of July, August
and September. These winds do not blow the whole day

but for a few hours only and are, of course, most forcibly

felt on the pampas or plains. Through the dry season

the days at Llallagua are really delightful—plenty of sun,

dry and comfortable. We found that the mines at

Llallagua (and at Uncia) possess fairly good equipment,

and the mills are not many years behind the times.

The Llallagua company has three compressors, about

a hundred air drills (half of which are normally in daily

use), electric haulage and so on.

Llallagua District Pijoduces Oxe-Half of

BoLivi.i's Tix

It is because we had gained from the available litera-

ture an impression so contrary to our experiences that we
decided to write this article. We realize that conditions

elsewhere in a mountainous country like Bolivia may be

Cjuite different from those obtaining at Llallagua, this

being particularly true of the climate. Jlost certainly.

also, the tin ores of other parts may be and undoubtedly

in some cases are, similar to Llallagua's only in the fact

that they contain tin. However, here is produced about

one-half of Bolivia's total output of tin, so perhaps the

operating conditions are as ini]K)rtant as any others when
quantity is considered.

The Compaiiia Estanifera de Llallagua is owned by a

group of influential capitalists in Chile. Senor Don
Orlando Ghigliotto S. is the general manager, resident in

Santiago, Chile, and E. Diaz is resident manager at

Llallagua. The property was purchased in 1906 and
the present company was capitalized for £425,000, shares

having a par value of £1 each. The shares liave at times

increased greatly in value, being quoted as high as 140

Chilean pesos (about £6). The company has paid in divi-

dends about £600,000, has built from earnings a hydro-

electric power plant which will shortly give 800 hp., has

installed modern mining and milling equipment, has

erected a Deutz motor and Diesel engine plant of 800 hp.,

and has at present a considerable reserve fund.

The mine of this company and the mines of Simon I.

Patiiio, at Uncia, are in the same mountain, working the

same veins, and are at this writing producing about the

same amount of ore. The Llallagua company's produc-
tion is steadily increasing. In the last few years there

has been much litigation between tlie two companies over
disputed territory, but differences have been settled and
a definite division line established. The importance of
the Llallagua company may be fudged from the fact that
the yearly production of 8000 tons of barrilla (tin con-
centrates) or .5600 tons of fine tin is about 5% of the
world's production, and more than 20% of Bolivia's pro-
duction. The mines of Scilor Patino, at Uncia, are giv-

ing more than 25% of Bolivia's tin. Therefore, from the
same mountain and really from veins within an area of a

few meters comes about one-half of Bolivia's total output
of tin.

Both Oxidized axd Suli'hidk Ores

The ores are, for milling purposes, divided into two
classes, the oxidized ores known locally as pacos and com-
ing from parts of the mine where surface waters have
had good opportunity to flow, and unoxidized ores, piritas.

which are found in tlie parts of the mine where surface

waters carrying oxygen have had little chance to circu-

late. The piritas material, as the name implies, always

contains a great deal of pyrite and other sulphides. It is

true, of course, that the pacos ores are found usually rela-

tively near the surface while the pirita.'< material is ob-

tained from deeper levels, but this is not always the case.

The veins or even different parts of the same vein do not

offer anything like equal opportunity for waters to cir-

culate without being robbed of their dissolved oxygen.

In some of the veins there is at the same level a sharp

dividing line between the piritas and the pacos. In other

veins thoroughly oxidized pacos are found lower than piri-

tas existing in the same vein in unoxidized condition.

The water-concentration section of the mill treats both

classes of materials in the same way. The barrilla obtained

from the pacos is called •"black tin" and some buyers prefer

cassiterite vein in cancaniri tunnel at
llallagua, bolivia

it. From the piritas ore the barrilla obtained is .sold under
the mark "S.S." to show that it comes from the milling
of sulphide ores. It is true that although the barrilla ob-
tained from piritas is as rich in tin as that from pacos
ores, still the sulphide barrilla contains a little more sul-

phur and more of metallic impurities than does the pacos
or black-tin concentrates.

The mineralogical composition of the ores, particularly
the piritas, is exceedingly complex. The tin always ex-
ists as the mineral, cassiterite, no stannite having ever
been found at Llallagua. Our cassiterite is black and has
a specific gravity of 6.9; the mineralogies give the spe-
cific gravity at 6.8 to 7.1. In Llallagua ores, even the
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crystallized eassiterite contains small amounts of sulphur

and iron, probably pyrite between the planes of the tin

crystals. Besides the tin mineral, there occurs in the

ore almost everythinsj that one might hope to find. There

is always much pyrite ; in fact, some of the best ores con-

tain as much as 20% sulphur. Arsenopyrite occurs in

large amounts in some veins and is absent in others. Bis-

muthinite is found in small quantities in nearly all of

the pyritic ores. The appearance of the ore when broken,

particularly in the case of the very rich material, say,

more than 65% tin, would indicate large bismuth per-

centages, but the assays seldom show any large quantities.

This is explained by the fact that the ore seems to break

so as to expose to good view the long bismuthinite crys-

tals, and on such ores as those at Llallagua an assay is

absolutely necessary in order to form any definite idea

of the bismuth content. Such assay is always disap-

pointing. Wolfram, or rather scheelite, is found in all

of the veins but not in paying quantities. Native eop])er

occurs in some of the ores, but the occurrence is usually

local and the amount of copper in the total is small.

Quartz is common and is frequently well crystallized.

Then, of course, there are the igneous rock and the slate.

As far as the mill is concerned we are interested in

those minerals wliidi aiv rlose to cassiteritc in ennitv.

may disappear entirely, while again there may be a face

of (iO% ore more than 1 m. wide and this width and

grade may persist for many meters in depth and length.

As yet there has been no diminution of tin with de])th.

A vein, rich near the surface, may grow jwor with iii-

ci'case of depth and then rich again at greater distance

li'om the surface. It is not necessary that a vein outcroj).

One of the best orebodies in the Llallagua mine at present,

a vein nearly 1 m. wide and averaging as mined more than

25% tin, does not so far as we can determine appear at or

near the surface. At a depth of 300 m. beneath the sur-

lace the ore is as good as or even better than that higher

up. Naturally, the tin cannot go down forever, but at

:'>()0 ni. it still exists undiminished in quantity and qual-

ity. In crosscut driving it is not at all uncommon to

strike unexpectedly a body of ore of considerable size and

richness. The whole mountain seems to be mineralized

with veins both in the igneous rock and in the slate. It

is true that those bodies of ore existing with igneous ma-
terial are always more persistent, larger and richer ; how-
ever, it is a fact that a vein may continue from the igneous

into the slate and retain for a few meters its size and
richness.

The vein matter and whatever country rock it is ncces-

-;irv to lireak witli it ai'e brouuht to the surface and then

PFUMITIVE COXCENTR.-VTIO.N" ,A.M) TI:AX.Sri. ilCT A'l' 1 1 '.\ AT L i .A I .I.A' ; f A

Concentr.ition on the rectangulai' buddle following hand roasting lias been superseded by mechanical devices: jig and
table concentration is now followed by roasting in Kauffman furnaces and concentration in Stern magnetic separators.
Llama transportation is still used, as Llallagua has no railroad; packages heavier than 100 lb. must be transported over
the cart road.

Bismuthinite has a gravity of 6.4, scheelite 6.0 and arseno-

pyrite 6.0. The bismuth and tungsten minerals occur

in such small quantities that they cause us no trouble.

Our harrilla never contains over 0.5% bismuth. There

is not at present enough of the bismuth or tungsten min-

erals to pay us for their recovery. In the cases where ar-

senopyrite occurs—and sometimes it comes in large

amounts—it is impossible to keep this mineral out of the

harrilla. However, only small sections of the mine are

rich in the arsenical pyrite, or pirita hlanca as the natives

call it, and it is easy to mix the ores so as to keep the

percentage of arsenic below 0.5 in the tin concentrates.

In case of necessity the ore can be roasted and the arsenic

volatilized.

The veins vary greatly in width and in richness. At
Llallagua at present there are 15 known veins and more
will undoubtedly be found. At times the width of the

various veins may be only an inch or two, or in fact

carefully hand-picked by women. Wherever possible the

coarsely crystalline cassiterite is cobbed out and sacked

ready for the market. This coarsely crystalline ma-

terial, ready to ship without milling, is locally called gnia

and contains about 65% tin. Some of the veins are for

many meters nearly .solid guia and production in such

cases is cheap. The waste rock is rejected and the re-

maining material containing the relatively finely divided

cassiterite is sent 5 km. by aerial tramway to the mill. At

Llallagua about 2^^ tons of material is mined and

brought to the surface for every ton the mill receives.

This is in part due to the large amount of preparatory

work now being done. Of the present tin production about

5% comes from the guia which is hand-picked at the

mine.

The mill of the company has at present a single section

with a capacity of about 200 tons per 24 hr. Wken the

mill was first built the company was mining pacos ores
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only and the mill was designed to meet the r-onditions

necessary in treating this oxidized, relatively soft, py rite-

free material. At present not more than 15% of the ores

which arrive at the mill are of the pacos class, the re-

mainder being piritas. For both classes of ores it is neces-

sary to break the material so that all will pass a 10-mm.

hole before sufficient of the cassiterite is broken free to

make a start in the concentration. The mill is arranged

on the graded-crushing, trommel-sizing, Hartz jig plan.

Trommels are used to size the ore down to 1.5 mm. when

the work is taken up by hydraulic classifiers, followed by

settling boxes. Jigs are used to handle all the material

above about 0.75 mm. in diameter. The ore finer than

0.75 mm. goes, after classification in Janney classifiers

and thickening tanks, to Overstrom tables and Isbell van-

ners. The middlings and tailings from all jigs treating

materials greater than 1.5 mm. in diameter are sent to

Huntington and Chilean mills. There is being installed at

present a 6-ft. Hardinge pebble mill to regrind the coarse

middlings and tailings. All jig tailings finer than 1.5

mm. enter the Janney classifiers and are re-treated on

the tables. The reason jigs are used to treat material as

small as 0.75 mm. is that heretofore there has not been suf-

ficient table and vanner surface. New tables and vanners

are now on the ground and in the future the fine material

will all go directly to tables with the resultant saving in

power, water, and attendance.

Cassiteeite the Only Profitable ]\Iineral

The only mineral in the ores that will ])ay fur saving

is the cassiterite. Witli the pacos ores there occur no

minerals which approach closely in gravity the cassiterite..

It is true that the oxidized ores contain much iron oxide,

but this oxide is hydrated and porous and therefore rela-

tively light. There is, then, no difficulty with a reason-

ably good classification in making a clean separation of

the cassiterite from the other minerals which accom-

pany it in the pacos ores. As in other classes of mills

there is, of course, difficulty in saving the fine mineral.

The tin ore at Llallagua does not slime badly.

With the pyritic ores the conditions for separation are

not so easy. There exists in these unoxidized ores some

minerals like arsenopyrite, bismuthinite and seheelite,

which are too close to cassiterite in gravity to permit a

clean water separation. As before explained the above

minerals are not usually present in amounts sufficient

to interfere with the grade of the harrilla. Pyrite is al-

ways present in large amounts. Between the pyrite and

the cassiterite there is a gravity difference of two, enough

for a clean separation of the tw.o minerals, provided always

that classification is good. This is as great a gravity

difference as, or even greater than, that between the blende

and the dolomitic limestone of the Joplin district of Mis-

souri. So long as the material is relatively coarse there

is no difficulty whatever in making a good classification

and a harrilla free from impurities. "Free from im-

purities" always means here free from pyrite or, as they

say, sulphur. Penalties, and these seem excessive, are

imposed (but not always collected) by the European

smelters in case the sulphur content of the harrilla is

high. One form of contract with which the Llallagua

company has had experience allows 1% of siilphur with-

out penalty. If over 1% and up to 3%, i/^% of tin is

deducted for each unit of sulphur, and if over 3% sulphur

is present in the harrilla the buyer has the privilege of

rejecting the lot.

Hand Roasting Too Expensive

As the material grows finer there is difficulty in making
at the same time a good tin recovery and a harrilla free

from pyrite. This is perhaps due to poor classification,

but it should be remembered that the amount of sulphur

allowable is not large. With the pyrite ores, there was
therefore the problem of treating fine-grained pyrite-cassi-

terite middlings. At first the company installed hand cal-

cining furnaces in which the middlings were dead-roasted

as a preliminary to washing on buddies. The only

fuel available here for use in roasting is the dung of the

llama, this combustible being known as taquia. In ap-

pearance at least taquia is similar to sheep dung. It can

be imagined that I'oasting in hand furnaces with sheep

dung costing $10 per ton is a fairly expensive operation.

It is not possible to obtain in the firebox of a roasting

furnace with this fuel a sufficiently long flame, so the

greater part of the fuel is mixed with the ore on the

hearth of the furnace. The firebox is used to aid in keep-

ing the mixed ore and fuel up to the ignition temperature.

To give air for l)urning the mixture of dung and pyrite

middlings, the working doors of the hearth must be open

most of the time. Operating with material all of which

will pass 1 mm., a hand furnace 20 ft. long and 10 ft.

wide will roast about -1 tons from 30% sulphur to 2%
sulphiir per 24 hr. The fuel needed (taquia) will be

about three quintals per ton (1 quintal = 101 lb.). The
labor cost is about $1 per ton in addition to the fuel.

The calcined material from the hand furnaces was con-

centrated in buddies. In these buddies the concentration

is primarily a sizing operation. The cassiterite is finer

than the pyrite and during the calcination the iron min-

eral, in changing to oxide, swells. It is true that the

particles of iron oxide or gangue will be carried farther

down the plane of the huddle than particles of cassiterite

of the same diameter. If, however, there exists a great

number of small particles of gangue and iron oxide with

the cassiterite, concentration in a tina or tub is used to

keep this material out of the harrilla. The ore is fed with

an amount of water depending upon its fineness (the finer

the less water), and the bed is continually swept to keep

an even depositing plane. When the huddle has filled,

the bed is marked off by the chief of the section (the

maijordomo) into concentrates, middlings, and tailings,

the concentrates consisting of grains of the finest diame-

ter, the middlings being coarser, and the tailings contain-

ing the grains of greatest diameter. Each division is

shoveled from the huddle and rewashed until the concen-

trates are rich enough in tin to be called harrilla, and

the tailings so poor that they can be sent to the river.

The harrilla obtained in this manner averages 68% tin

and is low in sulphur.

{To he continued)

After being shut down for several years on account of

complications with the farmers over smeltery fumes, the

First National Copper, according to the Boston News
Bureau, has apparently abandoned the idea of installing

devices for the prevention of the emission of these ob-

noxious fumes. A contract is reported to have been made
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with the Mammoth Copper Mining Co., whereby the

First National ores will be treated at Keunett, Calif.

The Mammoth company will take ore in addition to

tlie 250 tons per day tontractod for as fast as the mining

company can get its production to a higher basis. This

will enable the First National to get in on tlie present hiiih

copper market.

Hew AlBiasi.dleini Q^acfiS.siEves' Miiiae

By Richard G. Place*

New Almaden is situated in Santa Clara County, Cali-

fornia, about 12 mi. south of the city of San Jose. There

is a branch line of the Southern Pacific E.R. running

between San Jose and the mines. Instead of rugged

mountains that usually surround a mine, the approach is

through a beautiful fertile valley of spreading fields and

orchards. New Almaden is the largest mercury mine in

California and was for a number of years the second larg-

est producer in the world, Almaden of Spain being the

premier quicksilver producer.

The main shaft is on the top of a hill, extending down

for over 2.000 ft. There is a continuous orebody occurring

between layers of serpentine and shale for nearly four-

SSI^®
May ]

QoHdl S^pplr?

The National City Bank in its September circular points

out in a lucid way what may result from an excessive

importation of gold into the United States. In part it

says the following:

The Allies still have large holdings of gold. The appeal
to the French to exchange their holdings of coin for paper
money has brought in over $100,000,000 since May 27, and a

similar request lately by the British government has re-

sulted in a noticeable increase in reserve of the Hank of Eng-
land. Notwithstanding increased liabilities due to the big-

loan, the reserve now stands at 24%, compared with 16% a
month ago. However, these gains are small compared with
payments to be made here. Moreover, continued importation
of gold is a menace to orderly progress of business in this

country. So long as the fabric of credits is not enlarged, ad-
ditions to gold reserves will do no harm, and serve to broaden
the base under the situation: but bank credit is so readily

available for a thousand inviting purposes that it is too much
to expect of the people that they will abstain from using it

for long at a time. They have never persisted in such self-

restraint, and bankers have never been proof against their

persuasions. There is no money trust strong enough to close

the vaults against the public when it is in earnest about
wanting accommodations.

There is a normal status, or equilibrium, between coun-
tries of the world, in industry, in gold holdings, and in all

relations with each other. That status is not fixed, but can-
not be changed violently without reaction. It is being changed

Retorting and condensing plant Washing old mine-filling in a rocker

VIEWS AT THE NEW ALMADEN QUICKSILVER MINE IN SANTA CLARA COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

fifths of this distance. Parallel to the orebody is a

rhyolite dike. The country rock is sandstone and shat-

tered greenstone.

From the shaft the ore is taken by two cable inclines,

that convey it to the retorts at the bottom of the hill. A
part of the cinnabar ore is screened, but the majority is

fine enough, when it comes from the mine, to be intro-

duced directh' into the retorts. Both the retorts and the

condensers are of an antiquated type and leak so badly

that all the workmen suffer more or less from salivation.

At present considerable profit is being realized by wash-

ing the sand and dirt taken from under old parts of the

workings that are being remodeled. The washing is done

in a rocker such as was used in the early placer mines in

this country. The accompanying illustration shows one in

operation at New Almaden. So far this year the produc-

tion has been over 200 flasks per month. The present

operators have a lease on the property for 25 years.

•1105 Garfield Ave.. Pasadena, Calif.

now, and the prudent man will beware of the reaction. The
United States is obtaining more than its share of the world's

gold, as gold would be distributed under ordinary conditions,

and when the war is over it will not be able to hold the ex-

cess. If new supplies have been stored away, unused and un-
pledged, and can be released without disturbance, well and
good; we will have simply lost the interest on their value,

and played the part of miser. But if we proceed to build

credits on the new store, those credits will have to be liqui-

dated when the base is removed, and liquidation of credits

under such conditions is a painful experience. Moreover, the

very use of these credits will have effect of expelling the

base that supports them, as soon as normal trading conditions

are restored. For if under temporary protection and stimulus
afforded by the war, our industries are expanded on basis of

higher \\'ages and costs, -we will be driven out of every
foreign market as soon as the war is over, and lose no small

share of our home trade also, with the result that the trade

balances will turn heavily against us.

It is impossible to use additional credit made available by
further increase in gold reserves without raising costs and
prices in this country; for it can only be used by extensive

borrowing and buying, with inauguration of enterprises

which would create a competitive demand for labor at a time

when supply of labor is limited; and however desirable it may
be to have wages rise by natural progress, nothing will be
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gained from a spasmodic movement which ends in loss of

markets, widespread unemployment and prolonged stagna-

tion. Wages can only be sustained and advanced by a steady

demand for products of industries, and this cannot be had if

our economic relations with the rest of the world are ignored

and heedlessly thrown out of gear. The war is not going to

last long enough for us to get tar on a career planned only

for war conditions.

We should not be alarmed over advent of prosperity be-

cause it is likely to end in trouble, but an expansion of in-

debtedness based on conditions so plainly temporary would be

extremely shortsighted. Present bank reserves are more than

sufficient to handle any safe degree of expansion and it will

be better that the country does not receive additional capital

in gold. Whatever is coming to us under these extraordinary

trade conditions had better be taken in interest-bearing se-

curities or dividend-paying shares of ownership in going

properties, at home or abroad.

By Charles E. Keyes*

From a strictly mining angle, it usually matters little

what happens to be the geologic age of a mineral deposit.

The subject only assumes business interest when the age

determination extends the probable volume of available

deposits, or points the way to the discovery of new bodies.

Just such features are among the importaut results of

recent investigations of the gypsum deposits in Iowa.

The geologic age of the Fort Dodge gypsum beds, which

are among the most valuable in the United States, has

been long a moot point. Reasoning from lithologic anal-

oo-y of the Kansas deposits, late deductions have been in

favor of a Permian, or Late Carboniferous age. That this

inference is incorrect is shown by more recent observa-

tions.

The geologic structure of the Iowa gypsum beds, as

recently made out, has important economic bearings. In

this regard the most remarkable feature is the profound

faulting that has taken place in the area. A large block

of the gypsum six to eight miles in width has dropped

dovm below the level of the upland plain of the region,

and has thus escaped destruction by glacial planation and

general stream-eorrosion. Since the line of the fault is

traceable for a distance of nearly 100 mi. the possible

volume of available gypsum is extended far beyond that

now opened up.

The determination beyond peradventure of the geologic

age of the Iowa gypsum deposits—that the date of its

origin is not Carlwniferous, Permian, Triassic, nor even

Cretaceous, as has been repeatedly urged at different

times, but that it is Miocene, or mid-Tertiary—has deep

significance. It places the gypsum and associated pink

shales among true continental deposits—accumulations

on dry land and wholly independent of sea, lake or even

running water. It points out the possible occurrence,

beneath the deep glacial drift of the state of Iowa, of other

incoherent deposits which are not to be classed with the

till at all but with the older Tertiary formations.

Since this possibility has been pointed out, evidences

of the existence of the pink shales which are inseparably

connected with the gypsum have been sought in other

parts of the state. As a result these pink shales have been

found in a number of places. Whether or not workable

beds of gj'psum are really associated with them in all cases

remains yet to be determined by careful drilling. It seems

probable that new fields of gj'psum will be discovered.

Inasmuch as the key to the puzzle has at last been

found, a large number of deposits that were formerly

•Consultine engineer, Des Moines, Iowa.

classed, without much critical scrutiny, with the glacial

till have been found to be of earlier formation, and have

been determined as Tertiary depositions. It also appears

very likely that beneath the great drift-mantle exists an

e.vtensive terrane which is altogether Tertiary in age.

Hundreds of well records now seem to admit of new

interpretations so far as the lower part of the so-called

drift section is concerned.

Should gypsum actually be found associated with the

various occurrences of Tertiary pink shales which already

have been discovei'ed in many widely separated localities

in northwestern Iowa, it would perhaps make this region,

already very important, worth more than all other known
deposits of gvpsum combined.

SicBSiaia S^IplhiUBE' Isadl^stls°y

The production of sulphur in Sicily for 1914 was 334,-

974 metric tons, a decrease of 11,000 tons from the pro-

duction of 1913. Exports during 1914 amounted to 338,-

y08 as against 414.?16 tons in 1913, according to United

States Consul Haven in Commerce Reports, Aug. 18, 1915.

Production has declined for several years, he reports, ow-

ing to lack of capital for financing and to the shutting

down of some of the large mines on account of fires.

The production, exports and stocks of sulphur on hand

for the last five years are reported in the accompanying

table.

SICILI.\N SULPHUR STATTSTICS

1910 1911 1912 1913 1914
Metric Metric Metric Metric Metric
Tons Tons Tons Tons Tons

Production 397,808 376,171 357,547 345,974 33i,974
Export... 393,987 453,826 447,292 414.716 338,308
Stock on hand frtO,711 551,422 450,917 376,356 369,001

Owing to the fact that the domestic supply of crude

sulphur in the L^nited States meets the demand, none was

exported from Sicily to that country. Further, the United

States now actively competes with Sicily in the European

markets. The decline in Sicilian exports is in part due

to this competition, to the increased use of pyrites as a

sulphur substitute, and to the paralysis of trade conse-

quent to the war. The exports of sulphur are shown in

the accompanying table, giving the countries of desti-

nation.

SICILIAN SULPHUR EXPORTS
1913 1914 1913 1914

Metric Metric Metric Metric
Destination Tons Tons Destination Tons Tons

Sicily 8,504 7,604 Turkey in Europe 1,911 1,177
Italy 72.971 89,611 United States and
.\ustria-Hungary . 36.334 25,.304 Canada 1,383 1,919
Belgium 13,321 5,977 Central and South
Denmark 305 239 America 7,340 944
France 75,186 61,871 Egj-pt 615 1,260
Germany 31,968 18,824 .Mgeria and Tunis .. . 3,242 2,226
Greece 14,615 15,759 Asiatic Turkey .. . 3,596 3,914
England and Malta 10,036 12,993 British India 5,736 4,316
Netheriands 8,975 8,080 .\ustralia 13,441 1,637
Portugal 14,754 8,427 South Africa 13.741 2.486
Russia 25,892 21,2,89 Other countries 10,362 9,396
Spain.... 6.684 9,178 —
Sweden and Norway. 27,804 23,877 Total 414,716 338,308

The increased cost of the extraction of the ore at the

mines induced the producers to petition the government

syndicate that controls the sale of the sulphur (Consorzio

Obbligatorio per I'lndustria Solfifera Siliciana) to ad-

vance prices, which request was granted in July, 1914.

Prices were increased about 50c. per ton for crude sulphur

on board lighters at the port of Girgenti, as follows : Yellow

superior, $19.78: yellow inferior, $19.59: brown superior,

$19.20; brown inferior, $19.01. (A further advance of

60c. per ton was reported by Consul Samuel H. Shank, of

Palermo, carlv in 1915.)
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Crude sulphur in Imlk is sekloni shipped from Catania.

The Consorzio fonxeys it there for refining and nulling

purposes and supplies only enough to about fill the de-

mand, and in order to discourage its exports in the natural

state from this port the syndicate has established a higher

price from Catania than from Girgenti. Refined and milled

sulphurs which are chiefly exported from Catania met a

fairly active demand during the year. The market prices

of refined and milled sulphurs at the end of 1914, per

metric ton f.o.b. Catania (in 112-lb. sacks), were as fol-

lows : Sublimed flower of sulphur, $34.35 ; refined sulphur

in rolls, $27.98 ; refined sulphur in lumps, $28.7!) ; and

refined ground sulphur, $25.09.

Pir©dluflctln©im ©If Ttmira^sftoini Siiradl

Molylbdlemiuaffia Sia Eiaglsiinidl

According to the Ti'mex Engineering Supplement, as

quoted by the Journal of Industrial and Engineering

Chemistry, the outbreak of war found Great Britain de-

ficient in the supplies of many of the rarer metals em-

ployed in steel manufacture, and for a time much anxiety

was felt respecting the possibilities of manufacturing

in England certain of these metals hitherto obtained in

large quantities from the Continent. Among these men-

tion may be made of the compounds of chromium, tung-

sten and molybdenuin.

In the case of tungsten, the best wolfram ores are

brought from Portiigal and India, while the molybdenite

used in the preparation of ferromolybdenum comes from
Norway, Sweden and Australia. The Australian ores

cannot, in the most favorable circumstances, be con-

veyed from the mines to Britain in less than two months,

and as they are extremely costly it would not pay the

manufacturer to hold large quantities of ore in reserve.

Pkocess Used at Lutox

One factory at Luton, England, has now extended its

plant so that it is capable of turning out annually nearly

1000 tons of ferrotungsten and tungsten powder, and it is

unlikely that the trade in tungsten powder will ever re-

vert to Germany after the war. The process used at the

Luton factory for the production of tungsten powder
consists in boiling the finely ground wolfram with a

soda solution. The tungstate of soda formed is settled

in tanks and dried so as to produce coarse crystals. The
compound is then treated with hydrochloric acid in

wooden vats, by which means the tungstic acid is liberated

as a yellow paste. In order to reduce the acid, it is mixed,

after thorough drying, with charcoal in large crucibles

and heated for 18 hr. in a reverberatory furnace. The
slaglike mass thus prepared is crushed and ground to a

fine powder, which is finally passed through 120-mesh

wire sieves, and represents tungsten of 98% purity.

In the manufacture of ferrotungsten large 3-ton electric

furnaces, each with three suspended electrodes, are used.

The feeding of the furnaces takes place by hand in small

charges of the mixed ore, with the requisite quantity

of carbon, scrap iron and flux. The molten masses

of ferrotungsten are drawn ofl: from time to time and
after cooling are hand-broken and sorted into various

sizes. Owing to the great weight of the material, it is a

matter of considerable difficulty to handle it in bulk. It

is usually packed in steel casks containing 25 cwt.

e Eim^airaeeiP F'^iacttnoia lira

Modlerira 'W®t-^&t@
It is being <lcniuiistratcd that warfare is no longer a

display of spectacular heroism, accompanied by a grand

fanfare of trumpets, but is largely a question of engineer-

ing, one way or another. The use of engineer troops is

little understood by the layman, to whom the diversity of

engineering features required by an army is astonishing.

In the United States Army an engineer company consists

of four officers, mounted, and 164 enlisted men, of whom
24 are mounted. Their duties, as outlined in the official

bulletin from the office of the Chief of Staff, Washington,

D. C, are to apply engineering science to the emergencies

of modern warfare in order to protect and assist troops,

to ameliorate the conditions under which they are serving

and to facilitate locomotion and communication.

Duties of Engineer Compaxies

In the performance of these duties, engineers are trained

iind equipped to supplement or amplify, by scientific meas-

ures, the efforts of combatant troops in the service of

reconnoissance, castrametation, fortification, sieges, de-

molitions, battlefield illumination, general construction,

communication and .such other special services of an en-

gineering nature as may arise that are beyond the techni-

cal training of combatant troops or such as require the

use of engineering implements and material not supplied

to combatant troops. The reconnaissance includes both

tactical and engineer reconnaissance, surveying, mapping
iind sketching, photography, drafting and map reproduc-

tion. The service of castrametation includes the selec-

tion, laying out and preparation of camp and the munici-

pal and sanitary engineering incident thereto, and may in-

< lude the installation, operation and maintenance of a

water-supply system in the case of cantonments.

The service of fortifications pertains both to the attack

and the defense and includes the selection of defensive

positions when out of the presence of the enemy; rectifi-

cation of and assistance in the selection of such positions

in the presence of the enemy ; the location, design and con-

struction of the more important field work ; assistance in

and supervision of the construction of the hasty defenses

wherever possible ; the supply of tools and materials ; and
the reconnoissance, demolitions, water supply and com-
munications incident thereto.

The services of sieges pertains both to the attack and
defense, and includes selection and location of defensive

line, lines of investment and siege works, the construc-

tion of saps, mines, counter-mines and defensive works;

the operation of searchlights
;
preparation for and assist-

ance in attacks, counter-attacks and sorties; organization

of captured points ; the supply of tools and material

;

and the reconnoissance, demolition, castrametation, water

supply and communications incident thereto. The ser-

vice of battlefield illumination includes the supply and op-

eration of searchlights, together with any other means to

effect the desired end. The service of general construction

includes the location, design and construction of wharves,

piers, landings, storehouses, hospitals and other such

structures of general utility in the theater of operation.

The service of communication includes the construction,

maintenance and repair of roads, ferries, bridgts and in-

dustrial structures ; the selection and preparation of fords

;

the construction, maintenance and operation of railways.
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To no branch of the engineering profession are these

various requirements, either sejjarately or as a whole, more
familiar than to the mining engineer. Under average

circumstances the conditions under which the military en-

gineer operates are exactly parallel to those under which
the mining engineer faces his problems—namely, isola-

tion in the field, lack of tools and equipment, and haste

—

time being in both instances a most important factor.

With these various engineering problems to be faced

it is quickly apparent that a modern army consists of some-

tliing else besides numbers of men and rifles ; and a won-
derful field is seen for the mining engineers to render

invaluable service, not only in the ultimate issue, but in

the present case of improvement and preparation of our
national defenses and personnel.

A small number from each engineer company is trained

for certain special classes of work, such as sketching,

map reproduction, photography, surveying, drafting, de-

molition, operation of engines, etc.; but practically all

of the company are trained for all such kinds of work
as roads, fortifications, bridges and mining.

The equipment for each company's use is carried in a

combat train, consisting of two wagons containing in-

struments, tools, tackle, explosives and supplies, for the

foot troops ; eight mules carrying demolition packs, packs

of tools, tackle and supplies, grain, rations and additional

tools or explosives, for the mounted detachment of the

company. In addition to the equipment carried in the

combat trains of the company there is a battalion combat
train consisting of one wagon carrying surveying, draft-

ing, photographic and reconnaissance equipment and one

wagon containing blacksmith and map reproduction equip-

ment; and also an engineer train of nine wagons with re-

serve intrenching tools and supplies for infantry, con-

sisting of 234 axes, 63 crowljars, 900 lb. of nails, 1350 mat-
tocks, 4050 sandbags, 117 hand-saws, 117 one- or two-

man saws, 2700 shovels, 225 lb. of smooth wire, tool sharp-

eners, etc.

A battalion, consisting of four companies, of 164 enlisted

men each, and the company, battalion and engineer trains,

forms a unit of great potentiality in the hands of a compe-
tent engineer commander and requires engineering ability

of high order to handle, transport and maneuver.
The next Congress will be called upon to make radical

changes and additions in our military establishment, and
a field is going to be opened for civilian engineers along
military or semimilitary lines which will be very attrac-

tive, and valuable alike to the country and to the in-

dividual enffineer.

MaasHaa Coppeir Co.
The Miami Copper Co. reports that during the first

half of 1915 the concentrator treated 589,513 tons of ore,

which produced 22,708 tons of concentrate averaging
40.63% Cu. Other data are as follows: Production
of merchantable copper, 17,530,865 lb. Average assay

of ore, 2.18% Cu. Extraction in milling, 68.16%. Yield
of ore per ton, 29.74 lb. of copper.

The finer grinding of the ore, together with improved
metallurgical treatment, raised the extraction to 73.98%
in June, with only three sections of the mill remodeled.

In section 1, remodeled, the extraction was 77.43%.
Extraction of ore from the Captain orebody with the

new narrow shrinkage stopes is progressing favorably.

The slicing in the main orebody under the large mat of

timber has developed in such a successful manner that

imdoubtedly this method will be continued below the

420-ft. level.

The average cost of copper was 8.6889c. per lb. In

June it was only 8.32c. Net income for the half year

was $1,296,225, out of which a dividend of $373,556.50

was paid, leaving a surplus of $922,668.69 for the period.

The gross income is apparently figured on an average

selling price of about 15.4c. per lb. gross, and the profit

amounted to about $1.75 per share. The monthly
statistics indicate that this company is working up to

a basis of about 50,000,000 lb. per year, which would give

it a profit of about $4.75 per share on a 15%c. market

even if cost of production remained at about 8.7c. per lb.

W.

MaEaami^ aEa dkatraa

The Chinese have lately been showing a good deal of in-

terest in the development of their mineral resources. With-

out any doubt China is going to be a great field for the

American mining engineer and the American machinery

manufacturer in the not very distant future. According

to the New York Evening Post, Chou Tzu-Chi, the Chi-

nese Minister of Agriculture, has issued the following

order regarding the prospecting of mines in the provinces :

"China is rich in mineral resources, and the reason why
mining is not carried on so extensively as it ought to be is

that the prospecting work is not done in a thorough man-
ner. When prospecting is poorly done, the minerals are

left hidden in the earth. This ilinistrv' has from time

to time sent Chinese and foreign engineers to prospect the

mines, but on account of the vast area and the unfamiliar-

ity with local conditions, very little progress is made. This

Ministry has drawn up regulations governing the pros-

pecting of mines, consisting of seven articles. According

to the new arrangement, every magistrate shall make pre-

liminary investigations and submit mineral samples to the

Finance Bureau, which shall in its turn send engineers

to prospect. Then the Ministry of Agriculture will send

engineers to make investigations. The magistrates and
the Finance Bureau shall cooperate with and give every

facility to the prospecting engineers. The magistrates

are required to fill in special forms describing the nature

of mines, also of their districts."

The Chung II.n Pao says: '"Recently the Wu-fung
Mining Co. has located rich deposits of copper in the

Choushan Hsien district at places called Dunkaitai and
Sikou. A rich capitalist, Mr. Wang, has petitioned the

Civil Governor to grant him the right to work the mines at

Dunkaitai. As the copper which is used by the Wuchang
(opper mint in large quantities was imported from Japan,

now that local copper mines have been discovered it is

necessary to have them developed with the view of supply-

ing the provincial mint. The land partly belongs to the

people and partly to the Government, so a boundary line

must be marked out in order to prevent future troubles.

The Governor has deputed ilr. Yuan to go to the place to

verify the report, as well as to mark out the boundary
lines."

The Broken Hill Proprietary Co. has closed a contract to
furnish the New South Wales Government with 700 tons of
rails weekly from its new steel works at Newcastle. The con-
tract is to run for a year, and the price is £7 17s. 6d.—equal
to J38.32—per ton at mill.
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Special Corkesi'oxdence

The State Tax Commission has announced its valua-

tions on the mines of Arizona. The first Legislature

passed an income-tax law providing for a certain propor-

tion of the net, plus a proportion of the gross income,

as the valuation for assessment purposes. But this law was

operative for only two years, and in spite of considerable

urging by the big mines, this last Legislature could not

agree on a net-income valuation, which was the demand
of the miners. In fact, there was a big fight on over this

matter between those representatives favorable to the min-

ers' contention and those headed by the governor who be-

lieved that this was not a fair tax valuation. At any

rate, the Senate split with the House, and no legislation

on the subject was passed, leaving it to the Tax Commis-
sion to decide on the valuations. It is helieved that in this

duty, the commission followed the ilichigan plan, as Taj.

Commissioner Allen of that state was in Phoenix last

winter and there outlined their methods and aspirations in

full to the public.

The total valuation of mines arrived at by the commis-

sion is $121,225,833, an increase of $11,000,000 over last

year; but allowing for mines that commenced production

during last year, the increase is about 10%, and most

of this comes on a few of the larger mines. It will be

seen that the old rate of four times the net income, phis

one-eighth of the gross income, was a xery good guess at

a fair valuation if the present figures are anywhere near

right. There is a good deal of fault found with this year's

results, however, and a number of the mines, notably the

Copper Queen, are asking the Tax Commissioner for a re-

hearing. It must- also be noted that these valuations are

only for the producing mines, as the nonproducers are not

taxed. The final valuations are as follows

:

Mining Improve-
Property ments

Arizona Commercial Co $109,134 $95,787
Arizona Copper Co . Ltd 6,709.544 6,226,191
Arizona United Mining- Co 2S.216 21,570
Bunker Hill Mines Co 186,750 121,072
Calumet & Arizona Mining Co 2,054,289 2,895,125
Commercial Mining Co 37,250 10.300
Commonwealth M. & M. Co 82,608 290,200
Cons. Arizona Smelting Co 74,509 364.980
Copper Queen Cons. Mining Co 29,357,656 5,143,954
Detroit Mining Co 5,167,981 1,765,085
Duquesne M. & Red. Co 128,636 75,538
Gold Roads Mining Co 262,670 166,940
Great Western Copper Co 41,666 S.77S
Thomas Higgins 24,632 ....
Inspiration Cons. Copt^er Co 1,657,817 2,694,846
Iron Cap Copper Co 119.205 3,250
Leonard Copper Co 74,378 25,621
Magma Copper Co 158,118 221,830
Miami Copper Co 8,739,379 2,746,634
Needles M. & S. Co 83,960 34,579
Old Dominion C. M. & S. Co 4,760,488 2,964.911
Ray Cons. Copper Co 11,904,346 4,709,472
R. R. Richardson 427,362 3.225
Shannon Copper Co 1,300.192 1,129,980
Shattuck Arizona Copper Co 4,794,287 89,423
Superior & Boston Copper Co 55,725 34,785
Superior & Pittsburg Copper Co 20,551,670 192,010
Tom Reed Gold Mines Co 3,034,060 175,500
Union Basin Mining Co 176.677 45,574
United Globe Mines 3.012,767 40,791
United Verde Copper Co 15,319,160 3,754,480
Vulture Mines Co 338,490 177,892
Warrior Copper Co 139,992 8,567
Wolverine & Arizona Mining Co 143,462 2,200
"World's Fair Mine Co.. Frank and Jo-

sephine Powers, owners 169,093 ....

Total for the State $121,225,833 $35,361,082

These valuations include tracks, etc., heretofore assessed

as railroad property, to the amount of $1,455,260.

The Copper Queen continues the heaviest taxpaying

company, with a total valuation of $29,357,656, an in-

crease of approximately $3,000,000. The Superior & Pitts-

liurg is next, with $20,000,000, an increase from $16,000,-

000. This is the greatest individual raise. Inspiration

enters the list of producers for the first time, with a valu-

ation of $1,500,000. There are slight increases in Ray,

United Verde, Miami and other big companies, while

the Arizona Copper Co. drops from $8,000,000 to $6,000,-

000. Cochise heads the counties in mine valuation with
a total of $58,325,468; Gila is next, with $18,538,484;
Greenlee has $13,000,000; Pinal, $11,000,000; Yavapai.

$15,000,000; Mohave, $3,000,000; Santa Cruz, $725,000.
and ilaricopa, $338,000.

According to the 51st annual report of the British

Alkali Inspector, further attention was given during 1914
to the conditions influencing the formation of fume, the
means for preventing the escape of fume, and the best

methods of dealing with the solid material obtained by
such means. Further experiments were made on the

fume-arresting efficiency of various tj^pes of iron prolong,
with special regard to the fonn favored at each works,
and temperature conditions were studied in detail. Owing
to the wide difference of practice obtaining at various
works, it has been found diflScult to state principles

capable of general application, but lines for suggested
improvement are indicated. The form of prolong favored
where oxide or "ashes" are distilled is a cone having a
lemovable cap and divided horizontally into two com-
partments by a shelf; the gases return over the shelf

and are discharged through a wide slotted hole close to

the furnace front and well under the ventilation hood.
The prolong is constructed to fit the receiver to which
it is attached, and its weight is supported by suitable

bars hung in front of the furnace. When granular zinc

alone is distilled, coke packing is introduced into the

upper compartment. The results of the various temper-
ature tests are presented in tables and graphs.

Very similar temperature gradients were observed in

works utilizing mainly ore and in those where zinc

'"ashes'' containing volatile chlorides formed the bulk of

the charge, although the weights of fume arrested in the

two classes of operation were as 2 to 1. The proportion

of fume evolved appears to depend on the volume of gas

formed, that is, on the proportion of oxide present in the

charge, and, for the same class of operation, would seem
to be closely related to the heat of the furnace. The
greater part of the volatilized chlorine is in the form of

zinc chloride, and preliminary experiments showed that

on simple treatment with water, the bulk of the chloride

could be extracted from the fume and skimmings and
lecovered, instead of ultimately escaping into the air.

The metallic re.sidue could be dried, without risk of

firing, before returning to the furnace with a subsequent

charge. Hot water should not he used in washing the

fume. With a charge of "ashes," the vapors discharged

from the receivers during the "steaming stage'" were acid

to methyl orange and contained free hydrochloric acid,

wliereas when the charge consisted mainly of ore, the

vapors were alkaline, containing free ammonia.

A Byproduct Coke Plant n-Ith a capacity of about 2000

tons daily is to be erected in connection "with the blast

furnaces which are being built by Corrigan, McKinney & Co.

at Cleveland, Ohio. The contracts have just been placed.
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Mnneral^Imidl^silF^ E^IhnbM aH Hlhe

I'>Y Chester G. Gilhekt'*

SYNOPSIS—Model reproductions of each im-
portant type of mineral industry, presenting the

processes from natural occurrences to finished

products, is intended to promote a better apprecia-

tion of these industries on the part of the public.

The exhibits in the National Museum at Wash-
ington are to be jiupplemented by educational

bulletins for popular distrihuiion.

For the purpose of creatiiiji' a fuller a])preeiatiou by
the public of its indebtedness to mining and metallurgical
enterprises the Smithsonian Institution has arranged for

at the close of the second year of the new division's
active existence, conditions are sufficiently advanced to
warrant the statement not only of a definite purpose and
of the means to the end in view, but also of assurances
derivable from the test of practical application.

From the outset it seemed apparent that technical
science and engineering were already adequately provided
with media for the intercommunication of ideas, but that
the public, whose interest after all is the really vital one,
might profit by a more adequate grasp of the mineral
technology of the country, and that the opening up of
better lines of communication between the producing and
consuming iwtrcniities might well tend toward a fuller

a group of mineral-industry exhibits in the National
Museum at Washington. The work is being carried
forward in cooperation with important mining and in-

dustrial interests, including the Utah Copper Co., National
Lead Co., New Jersey Zinc Co., U. S. Steel Corporation,
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Barber Asphalt Paving Co.,
Solvay Process Co., American Coal Products Co., Mac-
beth-Evans Glass Co., etc. With the cooperation of such
companies, it is evident that this movement is to be
worthy of the interest of all engaged in the mineral
industry.

About the middle of 1913, mineral technology was
given active recognition in the form of a distinct division

in \\g National Museum. Publicity for this work has
been consistently avoided up to the present, but now,

Curator, Division of Mineral Technologry National Mu-
seum, Smitlisonian Institution, Washington, D. C.

appreciation that would be mutually profitable. In the

assumption of such a function, moreover, the Smithsonian
Institution would be exercising a peculiar fitness in that
such an effort would be projected in its normal direction

of a broadening educational influence.

Mining Not CoMrnKiiENDEU by the Public

Viewed in the light of ])()])ular comprehension, agri-

culture and mining—the life and backbone of the country

—are in striking contrast. Agriculture is ever present,

whereas mining is by nature seclusive, to say the least.

With the one, the average mind is thus enabled to project

itself, by analogy at least, in a comprehensive motion-
picture conception of realities; with the other, the

opportunity for the development of any such capacity has
commonly been lacking, and the result is at best nothing
more than a few scattering snapshots of disjointed facts,
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without the least sequential conception as to the real

I'.ature or extent ot a given accomplishment. To many
people, mining sugsosts only a twin brother to horse

racing, with all the romantic allurements of "inside dope"

and '"200 to 1 killings." A vision which sees only in-

festing parasites is the surest evidence of ignorance ; and

in the case of a commonwealth contemplating its own
backbone with such results the ignorance evidenced is

calamitous.

Mining and the mineral industries do not represent

an errant bit of Utopia uncontaminated, nor are they

utterly bad ; they are just human, and being human share

in the dominant traits of thriving on appreciation as

to true worth, and meanwhile measuring up to expecta-

tions good or bad. Merited appreciation and unmerited

suspicion are just as potent character makers and breakers

in industrial life as in that of the individual. To an

indiistr}' the practical result of indiscriminate suspicion

lies in weakened pride and lessened efficiency. To the

)iublic the result is felt in a tendency toward the creation

American genius has also asserted itself over foreign

genius backed by a lengthy heritage in skilled artisanship,

a new-world standard l)earing an American name may be

created for an important line of special products and the

road opened for the development of important industries.

An example of self-sacrificing devotion to industrial effort

actuated by patriotism and pride in achievement ! There
are plenty of others; and such a reflection spread nation-

wide would inspire to an infinitely greater national

achievement than could ever arise from reflection on the
ways of parasites.

It is in the nature of things that the eternal enemies
of progros.s—ignorance and inference—should be especial-

ly potent in the general field of mining, for there is no
other activity with its significance of demand on attention

and at the same time so utterly out of touch with the

range of normal human experience. Fake prospectuses

and fancy prices do not deserve to characterize mining
any more than proprietary fakes and princely fees

actually do medicine, but the one group represents about

Sulphuric Acid TanK

Tar Storage

Gas Slorage

of inferior values, coupled with an upward tendency in

costs. To the country it means impaired stimulus for

achievement.

Developing High-Qualitt Products

There comes to mind a prominent American manu-
facturer operating in a mineral-industry field where for

generations a foreign name has been the unquestionable

standard the world. over. Now in his fullest maturitv

tliis man, leaving the routine of affairs to others, is

devoting his imdivided attention to perfecting special-

quality products to the point where they will surpass those

of the foreign standard. His efforts have already met with

success in several directions, and in others success is

practically assured. As a resxilt, not only are millions

of people in this country today profiting by a far better

grade of normal product without increased cost, but

all that effectually reaches the public, while the other is

recognized in its true bearing and only serves to reflect

the greater credit on what is real in the profession.

Am OF THE illXERAL-TECHXOLOGY DlVISIOX

Passing now from analysis of conditions as they have

been to the means devised for helping to improve them
"the plans^ for the development of the Division of

Mineral Technology aim toward an embodiment devoted

to the interests of the public at large, as opposed to the

abstractly scientific or highly technical, and with energies

directed toward the extension of cultural learning, to-

gether with information concerning current utilitarian

facts. In the attainment of these results, it is proposed

—

to the extent that space is available—to prepare a model

•••Report on the Progress and Condition of the United
States National Museum for the Year Ending June 30, 1914";.
Richard Rathbun, assistant secretary-in-charge.
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reproductiou of each important type of mineral industry

operating in the field, tracing conditions and processes

from natural occurrence to finished products ; around that

model reproduction as a central theme to assemble in

each instance such a systematic exhibit as will best serve

to emphasize important features in both manufacturing

processes and industrial capabilities; and finally, as each

respective series is completed, to make it the basis of

an educational bulletin for popular distribution." In

other words, the aim is toward enabling the average

individual to realize that an ore contains a metal and what

the process of reduction implies. It is intended to make
the individual familiar in a general way with the life

history of the salt he uses and of the plaster on the four

walls inclosing him; to familiarize him \rith the signi-

ficance of hydrated lime, monel metal, artificial graphite,

special-purpose glass and the various other developments,

already here and to come, touching on his well-being.

It is possible to misdirect any activity, especially by

overdirection. In the present instance overdirection would

mean gratuitous advertising, favorable or unfavorable,

through the proverbially odious medium of comparison. A

cooperation has sought to inject an element of bias or

discrimination. The mere fact of readiness to cooperate

might simply imply ulterior motives, but the purely

impersonal element implies genuine public-spiritedness.

In addition to sharing in the general advancement of

conditions promoted, the cooperator has his reward in

the public recognition of a service; but it is only such

recognition as comes to the contributor along conven-

tional lines, and for those who are disposed to ascribe

narrow-minded selfishness to industrial interests it is

worthy of note that a total of 17 unqualified responses out

of 18 solicitations, involving outlays in some instances

of several thousands of dollars, will certainly compare

favorably with the showing in more conventionally

philanthropic circles.

^®<D®^es°5^ ^t Places' Mniaes
By D. F. C-UiVER*

Discussion of gold-recovery methods in placer mining

has shown but few improvements aside from the operation

of dredging. That some improvement in a system ought

Launders and classifier pipes Bottom view of spring-steel grizzly

GOLD-SAVING DEVICES AT CAMP CARSON PLACER, UNION COUNTY, OREGON

presentation of the salient facts involved in a eommonsense

understanding of conditions, processes and products with

their properties, put forth in the manner best suited to

catch and hold interest in each separate instance, is the

whole end in view. For the museum visitor there will be

a minimum of learned efl'usions in the form of labeling,

and a maximum of visualization, so that more or less

unaided he may see the ore in its native occurrence, follow

through the successive steps and processes, and see ex-

emplifications of products together with their properties

when put to practical test. For the public at large

illustrations will have to be substituted for realities, but

otherwise the same presentation will be available in the

form of a bulletin.

Hearty Cooperation by Producers

Industrial cooperation is essential in this effort, and
with but one exception has been given unreservedly from

every source thus far approached. The magnitude and

diversity of the activities in process of representation at

the expiration of the first active year of the movement's

existence are suggested by such leaders in the mineral in-

dustry as have already been mentioned. Perhaps the most

significant feature thus far developed lies in the fact that

there has not yet arisen a single instance where industrial

to be forthcoming after its long-continued use seems

reasonable, and one case where progress has really been

made will be described here.

This system of handling placer material has been in

use in California for several years and has recently been

installed at the Camp Carson mine in the Blue Mountains,

Union County, Oregon. One difficulty in the past has

been to handle the material with the primitive sluice-box

arrangement. When most of the gold was fine, in the

cases of gravels that rapidly filled the riffles, the fine gold

passed over the latter into the dump. The tailings in

some instances would assay as much as the ground being

worked. I shall give here a description of the modified

method of operation.

Block Riffles Recover Coarse Gold

The old sluice-boxes with block riffles are used to re-

cover the coarse gold. Experience has shown them to

be well-adapted for saving such material. The riffles in

the first two boxes are placed in such a manner as to be

easily taken up, allowing ready access to the coarse gold

that lodges in the first few feet of sluices. At the end

of this sluice eight sets of steel grizzlies are placed so

Camp Carson Mining and Power Co., 1004 American Bank
Building, Seattle, Wash.
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that the heavy material, over i/i in- in size, is carried into

the dump. The finer material is sifted through into an

undercurrent flume. The grizzlies do away with aU the

heavy oversize which has no value and allow the fine

material containing the higher value to be handled in

a most efficient manner. The flow of water is regulated

at this point by a pair of gates designed to balance the

water and so permit the oversize to be washed away.

The grizzlies are so arranged that the ends of each set

project over the next in such a way as to be free of

contact. Thus, with one end free, the bars are kept in

constant vibration by the heavy bouhlers passing over

them ; this prevents the material from clogging the

grizzlies and makes the system automatic.

Use of Coxcextratixg Tables

The fine material is carried from this point to a set

of nine tables, each 2 ft. 6 in. wide and 8 ft. long, with

a drop of 2 in. per ft. On these tables are small steel

angle riffles, % in. in size, % in. apart. They are made
in frames which are held in place on the tables by strips

of wood and which in turn are secured by wedges. The
material coming from the undercurrent flume is dis-

tributed evenly over all the tables by gates at the head

of each table, opening from a small sluice into which

the material runs after leaving the undercurrent flume.

The flow of water over these tables is not greater than

1 in. in depth, so that there is no possibility of the fine

gold riding past the riffles.

At the entrance to the tables, before the material

reaches the small riffles, are 18 trays containing quick-

silver—two trays to each table. These trays are similar

to those used by the uptodate dredges and are useful in

GRIZZLIES IN PLACE IN THE LAUNDER

catching the fine free gold. The riffles on the tables

can be removed if desired, one section at a time, without

interfering with the operation of the other tables. It

is the work of but 10 min. to remove the riffles of one

table, shovel the material into a cleanup box, replace

the riffles and remove those of the next table. This

permits a cleanup to be made at any time without stop-

ping mining operations in general.

A further separation of material that passes over the

small riffles is made by a set of steel screens and hydraulic

classifiers. There are nine pairs of the hydraulic classi-

fiers installed below the steel screens. The latter have

i^ij-in. holes, and any material which passes through them

is carried into the classifiers, where a separation is made
with water under pressure. The light material which

contains no gold is taken out of an opening in the upper

part of the classifier, while the heavy material drops into

the bottom and is taken out through a pipe and then

run through a magnetic separator for final cleaning. The
classifiers arc automatic and, once the flow of water is

properly regulated, do not require any attention.

A magnetic separator of large capacity treats the

material coming from tlie lowest opening in the classifiers.

Tills contains principally iron compounds which are

picked up by the magnet and carried off on a belt to the

TABLES WITH %-IN. ANGLE-IRON RIFFLES

dump. Gold, being nonmagnetic, drops into the bottom

of the separator and is carried into a cleanup box. The
belt that carries oil the magnetic material covers the

surface of the magnet completely, and as the iron sand

clings to the surface of the belt and not to the magnet

itself, it is automatically cleaned oif at each revolution

as the belt runs from the magnet.

A large tonnage can be handled at a cost of less than

5c. per cu.yd., and practically all the gold is recovered.

Material as low as 8 and 9c. per cu.yd. can be worked

at a profit when suiBcient tonnage is handled. This

recovery system may be used on placer ground that is

not suitable for dredging, and can be installed at little

cost. At the Camp Carson property all these modifications

have been in use a sufficient length of time to remove

them from the classification of experiments.

Editohial Cokeespoxdexce

The General Petroleum Co.'s balanc-e sheet as of June
30, 1915, and the profit and loss statement for the six

months' operation ended June 30 show a decrease in

net profit from sales of oil at the wells, due particu-

larly to the decrease in price of light-gravity oil. The

profits shown in operation for the six months are mate-

rially accounted for by special earnings from a dividend of

the Trumble Eefining Co., due to the sale of rights of

that company. The comparative balance sheet shows

assets and liabilities equal to $61,128,450. The capital

assets include five items, totaling $57,571,583. The

largest item in this group is oil lands and other property

amounting to $49,414,962. The next largest item is

development and equipment, which amount to $6,212,-
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523. The advances to controlled companies, including

Federal Oil tieneral Construction, General Water and mis-

cellaneous, totaled $303,58.5. Capital liabilities amount-

ed to $51,401,700, and the capital surplus, $4,7G4,607.

Deferred payments on lands payable in oil amounted to

$25,423, and payable in cash, $35,130. The liabilities

to controlled companies totaled $748,495, divided be-

tween General Pipe Line and Trumble Refining Co. A
suit filed by Mrs. Julia Goldman, a bondholder of Gen-

eral Petroleum, for redemption with interest of ten

$1000 bonds is looked upon by some officers of the com-

pany as being evidence of opposition to the reorganiza-

tion plan now being worked out.

I©W Mill Sitl E. liEae,

Special Cokkespondence

Construction of the Elko Prince mill on the property of

the Elko Prince Mining Co., at Midas, Elko County, Nev.,

is well under way. Excavation work is completed, the

forms are off from most of the concrete foundations and

some of the mill framing is now being erected. The mill

is being constructed for the Elko Prince Leasing Co. by

the Dorr Cyanide Machinery Co., and will cost about

$100,000. The daily capacity of the mill will be 50

tons. Ore from the Elko Prince mine and customs ores

will be treated. A samjjler will be installed in the mill

building proper so that custom ores may be used as soon

as the mill is ready for operations—probably in December.

The ore will be delivered into bins that will discharge

upon a short conveyor feeding into a Telsmith gyratory

crusher; the crushed ore will be raised by elevator to the

fine-ore bin, whence it will be carried by a special con-

veyor to a 4-ft. Marcy steel-ball mill, which in turn will

discharge into a 5xl4-ft. tube mill ; thence to a Dorr

classifier, the oversize being returned to the tube mill.

The Dorr process of counter-current decantation will

be used, requiring three agitating vats and two Dorr

tray thickeners. The pulp will then pass to an Oliv-

er filter; the gold and silver will be precipitated by

zinc dust; a Merrill press will be used. Power will be

suppled by a 185-hp. Allis-Chalmers oil engine. Water

will be pumped from a gulch at Midas through a 10,000-

ft. pipe line to the mill.

Midas is in the Gold Circle mining district, about 50

mi. northeast of Golconda on the Southern Pacific and

35 mi. from Eed House on the Western Pacific E.R. An
autotruck runs regularly between Midas and Golconda,

the roads being in fair shape and on easy grades. The
hauling of machinery and supplies is from Eed House.

The Gold Circle formation includes chiefly rhyolite,

andesite and "bostonite." The mineralization is in vertical

fissures in the rhyolite, the hanging wall of the veins in

the Elko Prince mine being bostonite. The Elko Prince

mine is developed by a crosscut adit about 700 ft. long,

from which drifting has been done northward and south-

ward a total distance of from 1,100 to 1,200 ft. on the

vein, giving about 350 ft. of backs above this level. Eaises

and drifts have opened the ground above this level, while

winzes and drifts have opened the vein to a depth of 750

ft. and for some distance along the strike.

The vein is a quartz filling carrying gold with silver

sulphide. It breaks clean from the bostonite hanging

wall but is not so well defined on the rhyolite foot wall,

being scattered along numerous planes parallel to the strike

with cross-fissures into which the mineralization has pene-

trated so that the working width will be largely deter-

mined by the ability of the miners to carry a narrow

stope and by the gi-ade of the rhyolite that will pay to

mine. It has been estimated that sufficient ore has been

blocked out to net $500,000 over the cost of the mill

and operating expenses.- The ore averages $40 per ton.

Little mining work is being done at present, but stop-

ing will soon lie started. A shrinkage method of sloping

will be followed and an effort made to hold the stoping

width down to 30 in. Probably sorting in the stopes will

be adopted to throw out all coarse foot-wall rock that may
be broken. Power drills are used in the mine, the com-

pressor being driven by a Fairbanks-Morse oil engine.

An oil engine also drives a dynamo supplying current

for a small hoist, and a large compressed-air hoist is

installed to raise ore from the levels below the tunnel

through the 300-ft. winze which is timbered and equipped

with headgear and cage for raising ore cars.

Ellees Lease Opened Important Vein

Paul Filers, working since January on a lease on the

June Belle claim of the Elko Prince property, has opened

a new vein paralleling the Elko Prince. It has about the

same characteristics as the Elko Prince vein but with

indications of proving of greater average width, so there

are good grounds for believing that this vein may double

the value of the Elko Prince mine. The lessee considers

anything from $20 upward as "pay." He is screening the

waste, the fines from which are profitable to mill. Cus-

tom treatment at the Rex mill costs about $7 per ton and

haulage, 50c. Filers expects to ship steadily to the Eex
mill until the Elko Prince mill is completed. The Rex

mill has been running under lease from the Battle Moun-
tain owners by Howell & Liddell for about 18 months.

It has been reworking old tailings while waiting for Filers

to make steady shipments. The ore developed in the Rex
mine is practically worked out, so that the mine will not

be able to supply the mill until further progress has been

made in opening new orebodies.

Tfiaos^miaatl® aim M^dlsi^^s

The occurrence of thoriauite in the Province of Be-

troka. Southeastern Madagascar, is reported by M. A.

Lacroix before the Societe de Mines of France. A pre-

liminary analysis gave thoria, 93.03 per cent. ; uranium
oxide, 4.73; ferric oxide, 0.29; lead oxide, 1.80. The
conditions of occurrence remain to be studied. While Mr.

Lacroix describes thorianite as a mineral hitherto known
only in Ceylon, the Bulletin of the Imperial Institute for

1912, page 514, notes the occurrence of thorianite in a

gold-placer deposit on the river Boshagoch in the Trans-

baikal province of Asiatic Russia.

There Were «6,566 Sliok-t Tons of Domestic Oclier, umber,
sienna, mineral paint, mortar color and sround slate

and shale sold in 1914, which was less by 4029 tons than the
sales of similar pigments in 1913. Of white pigments—zinc
oxide, leaded zinc and the basic sulphate of lead produced
by sublimation—there were sold 106,791 tons in 1914. The
lead pigments made chemically, including basic-carbonate
white lead, litharge red lead, orange mineral and lithopone,
showed a decided increase, 245,206 short tons of these pigments
having been sold in 1914.
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keep the wet-bulb thermomoter within reasonable limits

and insure a good air current throughout the working

places of the mines.

The results of an investigation of the lasting qualities

of wood pipe carrying water, made under instructions

from the director and chief engineer of the Reclamation

Service, are given at great length by D. C. Henny, con-

sulting engineer, for the service at Portland, Ore., in

Engineering News, Aug. 26.

This inquiry on the life of wood pipe covered three

general types—continuous wood-stave, section wood-stave

and sectional bored.

Reviewing the information, it may be estimated that

under conditions of continuous water pressure the life

of various kinds of pipe may be as follows

:

of metal sleeve, either riveted iron or steel heavily coated,

or cast iron will probably be well worth the e.xtra cost.

(g) If wooden sleeves are employed, they should be

provided for sizes at least from 10 in. up with individual

bands to permit taking up leaks.

Wood pipe is not suitable in cases where it cannot be

kept full and under pressure during periods of use. Coat-

ing cannot under such conditions be expected to afford pro-

tection against decay. Coating should be continuous and

heavy, not less than one-sixteenth inch to be fully effective,

and should preferably consist of more than one individual

coat of a mixture of asphaltum and tar, or of an applica-

tion of gas tar followed by one or more applications of

refined coal tar. Little experience, however, can be quoted

in support of all-tar coating.

Wood
Fir
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Next, I took a straip-ht-edge and laid it across the

front of the form and drove the insuhiting tubes even

with the edge and cut tlic pins the same length. After the

wood-work was done I laid the board on two timbers,

face side up, and leveled it by a straight-edge laid across

the sides of the form.

A concrete mixture of one part portland cement to

three of fine sand, mixed thin enough to run freely, was
poured in the form and allowed to set for a week or

more. When it was thoroughly dry and hard, the form
was removed and the wooden pins driven out through

the cross-pieces. The concrete was bolted to the board

with %-in. bolts.

The fuse blocks, main switch and rheostat were then

fastened in place with V4-in. bolts through the holes

left by driving out the wooden pins. The wiring was

mostly at the back of the board, the porcelain tubes

serving as passages for making the necessary connections

to the apparatus on the front. The back of the board

was covered with sheet asbestos for safety and the wires

were supported on porcelain cleats. All the conductors

were thoroughly insulated from the wood and concrete

parts, so that the work passed the underwriters' rules.

Finally, the board was painted with a mixture of lamp-

black and linseed oil, which gave it the appearance of

slate. The whole has a good appearance, as shown in

the illustration and satisfies all concerned.

®v for Dsiia^es' SigmiS

It is conceded by safety experts that the dilferent-col-

ored disk-shaped danger signs now used by many indus-

trial concerns fill an important place as a means of

preventing accidents, says J. E. Cooley in American Ma-
chinist of Sept. 2, 1915. One drawback found in using

these is, there is not always a suit-

able place (or means) to hang or

tack them up where a danger exi.sts,

and workmen are therefore exposed

to hazards because no place is con-

venient to put up a sign, or it is too

much trouble to provide means for

this purpose.

The illustration shows a danger-

sign holder that can be moved about

for temporary use or fastened to the

floor and used in a permanent posi-

tion. It is made so that it can be

used anywhere and so constructed

that the sign can be set to a point

directly at the danger to be avoided.

It consists of a cast-iron base, hav-

ing an adjustable rod about I/2 in.

diameter, held in place with a bind-

ing-screw in the base. At the top

of the rod an opening is sawed down
a short distance through the center,

in which to place the sign, which turns on a small pin,

as shown. The binding-collar and screw near the top

secures the sign in place, after the arrow-head is set to

point at the danger to be avoided.

The use of these holders will prevent many accidents

that would otherwise happen. Several of them should

be made up and placed where they will be accessible at all

times.

\ HOLDER FOR
DANGER SIGNS

©^©2° SoiTa (Grro^inidl

An ingeniou.s method is employed by the Winnipeg
Aqueduct Construction Co., says the Excavating Engineer,
for moving its dragline excavators over the soft material

in which they are digging. The material is called muskeg,
which is nothing but decayed moss and vegetable matter,

so soft that it is impossible to get a firm hold with

the bucket without digging from 4 to 6 ft. until clay

is encountered. This operation naturally caused consid-

erable delay. The following effective method was evolved

to overcome this trouble.

The draglines operate on four platforms. When a

machine is ready to move and the platform in the rear

of the machine is swung and dropped in place in front

TACKLE FOR MOVING DRAGLINE EXCAVATOR

of the machine in the direction in which it is desired

to move, the dragline is swung facing the rear. A 20-ft.

chain, or better yet, a cable, is hooked by means .of a clamp
onto the platform which has just been dropped in front

of the machine. This cable is run under the base of

the machine and the other end is hooked through the

bucket chain. W^hen the bucket is hoisted, the machine
moves ahead easily in the direction desired. With this

method, the machine is ready to dig in five minutes.

An instance of the effect of the bonus system on the

industry of the men is given by S. P. Brown, chief

engineer of the Canadian Northern-Montreal Tunnel and
Terminal Construction. Seven muckers were employed

in the heading under normal conditions, three in advance

throwing the muck back from under the bar and the

four other men loading on the cars direct. Mr. Brown
says that normally a mucker thinks he is doing a good

day's work when he shovels 7 cu.yd. of loose muck into

a car, and that really this is all that can be expected of

him.

During the record mouth at the Mount Royal tun-

nel, however, the four muckers who were loading on

the cars handled up to 15 cu.yd. per man per shift, and
averaged over 13 cu.yd. In order to appreciate that this

is probably a mucking record, it must be remembered that

nearly two hours were lost out of the eight in blasting, as

two shots were fired regularly every shift. On this work

a foreman never had to hire or discharge men during

periods of rapid progress. If a man failed to do his share

of the work, his comrades ran him out of the tunnel and

brought in a better man to take his place.

—

Engineering

News.
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In hot galvanizing the zinc is generally fused in iron

pans, and the iron pans are attacked by the fused zinc,

says Engineering, Aug. 20, 1915. If that were not .so,

mechanical galvanizing would hardly be efficient; for the

zinc is to adhere to the iron, and it does adhere becau.se

it alloys to a certain extent with the iron. The iron pans

in which the zinc is fused hence suffer, and the practice

considers certain kinds of iron especially suitable for

making iron pans. Two years ago the well-known estab-

lishment of Julius Pintsch, of Fiirstenwalde, observed

to its surprise that an iron pan, supplied by an English

firm of repute, which had always given satisfaction, was
more quickly corroded by the zinc than lower-grade iron

pans. The fact was ascribed to a certain peculiarity in

the iron, but a more thorough investigation of the problem

was deferred.

The results of the subsequent investigation were pub-

lished last May in the Zritschrift des Vereines Deutscher

Jngcnieure. Sheets of 10 diflferent kinds of iron were

supplied by Krupp in Essen. After having been analyzed

and examined metallographically, they were cut up into

plates, and pairs of the.se plates were suspended for 8 hr.

in molten zinc at different temperatures. All the plates

lost in weight by being kept in contact with the molten

yinc, the loss amounting to about 20 grams of iron per

hour per square meter of iron surface in a well-heated

bath; and as long as the temperature was not raised

materially, the composition of the iron did not appear to

jnake much difference.

An increase in the carbon percentage did not favor the

corrosion, nor did a change in the manganese proportion.

A rise in the phosphorus percentage from 0.025 to 0.090

did not affect the corrodibility either, though the in-

troduction of phosphorus into the zinc bath is of course

nndesirable. An increase in the silicon percentage did

increase the solubility of the iron noticeably, and want
of homogeneity in the structure of the iron had the same

effect. But these influences were not important, and the

temperature of the bath proved of much greater con-

sequence. Zinc melts at 419.4° C. As the temperature

of the bath was slowly raised from about 43?° C, at

which the first observations were taken, the loss of iron

increased slowly at first, Init much more rapidly afterward,

when the temperature exceeded 500° C. In one case the

losses of weight were : 20 grams at 437 ° ; 23 grams at

467°, 28 grams a 486°, 41 grams at 495°, 68 grams at

500°, and 288 grams at 532°, the loss being understood

as before, per hour per square meter of iron surface. This

was not the worst case. One iron lost over 500 grams,

another 800 grams in the eighth hour. At liigher tem-

peratures, moreover, the differences between the different

sorts of iron became much more pronounced.

The chief thing to guard against, then, is an unduly
high temperature of the zinc bath. It was further ob-

served that it is advisable to keep the pan, so far as

possiljle, at fairly even tem])eratures, and to avoid re-

peated complete cooling and reheating, lest crusts of hard
zinc should peel off and impair the iron locally.

Tlkeoirs^ ©f ftlhe B^cfeet Elevator
By L. Kkesser*

The discharge conditions of a belt elevator can be de-

termined theoretically and in advance of construction.

In Fig. 1 the circle C represents the head pulley or the

circle described by the backs of the buckets of an elevator.

Assume the diameter of this circle to be 2r and the cir-

cumferential speed (•(,, then the centrifugal acceleration

In a position of the bucket in which its Ijark is inclined

at angle a, as is indicated by line AB, a piece of ma-
terial at .4 if subject to the action of gravity and of the

V ^

centrifugal force ~- . The tangential cdniponent of the

gravity is ^ X sin a {g = 32.19 ft. per sec.-), which is

the driving force for the discharge of the material. The

frictional resistance is Ig X cos a ——V ) "' wherein ij.

tg <f is the coefficient of friction between the material

FIG. 1. PARALLELOGRAM OF FORCES,
BUCKET ELEVATOR

and the bucket. Ejection of the material will take place

as soon as a = a^, «,, to be determined from

:

g X sin a„ — Ig X cos a^ ^
J//

=

The acceleration for the motion of discharge of the ma-

terial Pi = _9jX sin a — igX cos a — -"-
J
X it-

The velocity is

:

I't = Jpfdf; put a = K X f where A' = -^

•Mechanical engineer. Passaic, N. J.
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t. =ix[^ X cos a^ + fi X g X sill "o — I'- ' f "o

1
5^ X cos a + /i X 5r X sin a — "- '

For an angle of a = a' this velocity is: Vt'.

wherein a' is determined by: g X cos a = —

For an angle a. > a! the acceleration \s pt ^ Q X sin <

and the velocity i/ = -p X g X (cos «' — cos «) + c/'

However, more important than the velocity is the dis

charge of the material which is: s/ = I vt X (if-

[(

(a — a^)+gX (sin a^ +,a X COS a) — r? X (/^ X COS «o +

(Sina + ^X"^' X (a2— ao')] i^C' '^ ^ «'

For angle a = «' is the displacement s/ and for angles

a > a' St = St' + j^,x\g X (oi— a') X cos <i' — g X

of the centrifugal acceleration as a fraction of the accelera-

tion of gravity. Values of -»- = 0.1 X 5- up to ^ =

1.0 X g include all slow- and fast-running elevators. By

means of the chart it is possible to determine the angle

at which a complete discharge of the material from the

bucket has taken place.

Example: Material: Hard coal // = 0.6. Size of

bucket, 12x6x6. Speed of elevator, 360 ft. per min., or 6

ft. per sei'. Diameter of head pulley, 40 in., or r = 1.66 ft.

^ = ^^ = 21.7 ami "^ X - =0.674;
/• 1.66 >' g

-0 = /v-= 3.61; (^) = 13.03

1 / • '^'o"

st = jT^X ^gXcosa^ + ;iXg Xsma^—^X-y

+^ X U X (« — a') X cos «'

(sin a — sin a') -{- vt'K X (« .)]

For a displacement of 6 in. the chart value is 13.03 X 0.5

= 6.5 ft.

^Ye find in the rluirt for ;> = 0.6 a curve somewhat below

-5- = 0.7 X [I
aii*l I'each a displacement of 6.5 ft. at

about 70". If we should prefer an earlier discharge at the

same speed we have to use a larger head pulley, for in-

stance, of 52 in. diameter, and the discharge will be com-

plete at an angle of 64°. If we run this elevator with a

40-in. pulley at a speed of 180 ft. per min., or 3 ft. per

sec, the discharge will be complete at an angle of 52°.

The result of this complicated formula has been plotted

in the charts of Figs. 2, 3, 4 and 5, which are figured for

a value of A- = 1, and any displacement taken from it

is to be divided by the square of the angular velocity. The

four charts are figured for coefficients of friction u- = 0.2,

0.4, 0.6 and 0.7. Each curve is drawn for a certain value

The Hall process for the recovery of elemental sulphur

has been applied to blast-furnace smelting (U. S. pat.

1,134,846). A reducing flame is introduced at about

the normal level of the top of the

charge, while the charge is put in

tln-DUgh openings which are normally

sealed, just as in iron smelting. The

reducing flame decomposes the SO,,

while the shutting out of the oxy-

gen ordinarily admitted through the

charge doors gives the sulphur no

chance to reoxidize. Therefore it passes

out of the furnace as sublimed sul-

phur and is recovered in a gas washer.
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C®s^ of Miffiiliag aim AlasMa
The figures herewith give details of mining costs at the

Alaska Treadwell Gold Mining Co., the Alaska United

Gold Mining Co. and the Alaska Mexican Gold Mining

Co., Douglas Island, Alaska, for 1914, as shown by their

annual reports.

A summary of the table for the Alaska Treadwell

shows that the total cost of producing 910,285 tons of

ore, 608,79-1 tons of which were drawn from the broken-

ore reserve, was 68.9c. per ton for mining. This cost is

made up of 5934 ft. of development at $17,753 per ft.;

DEVELOPMENT COSTS PER FOOT
^—Alaska United^

Alaska 700-Ft. Alaska
Treadwell Ready Bui. Claim Mexican

Macliine drillers 55.749 $0,638 $1,959 $1,183
Hand miners .... .175 .007
Laborers 2.370 .244 1.063 .560
Powdermen 063 .008
Foremen, shift bosses 418 .353 .213 .536
Machinists, pipemen 125 .... .... .001
Carpenters, timbermen .. .579 .... .228 .183
Contractors 1.304 5.676 2.607 .337
Engineers, oilers and skip-
men , 052 .... ....

Cagemen 016 .... .... ....
Trainmen and trammen... .034 .... .... ....
Track and stablemen 080 .003
Timekeeper 174 .... .... ....

Total direct labor $10,964 $6,911 $6,253 $2,810

Powder $1,817 $1,829 $1,173 $0,598
Primers 393 .297 .181 .098
Candles 007
Machine drill supplies... .574 .390 .003 .009
Drill steel 524 .184 .009 .025
Lumber and timber 496 .287 .109 .147
Lubricants . . .014 .017
Carbide 024 .007 .002
Miscellaneous 421 .337 .093 .118

Total direct supplies. $4,270 $3,341 $1,575 $0,997

Electrical repairs $0,031 $0,025
Mechanical repairs 224 .034 $0,007 $0,014
Power 008 .001 ....
Train service 098 .054 .013 .053
Assaying 016 .040 .014 .002
Surveying 056 .111 .060 .040
General expense 1.551 .506 .566 1.068
Steam heat 053 .... ....
Compressed air 1.219 .932 .647 .372
Blacksmith shop 773 .676 .606 .354
Diamond drilling 1.244 1.154 .352 .079
Central development 5.575 1.089 2.990
By Treadwell Co 3.611 6.529
By United Co .388

Total mixed labor and
supplies $10,848 $3,533 $6,965 $11,889

Grand total $26,082 $13,785 $14,793 $15,696
Credits 8.329 .134

Net total cost $17,753 $13,785 $14,659 $15,696

Feet of development 5,934 3,569 8,528 2,952

stoping 301,491 tons at $1,050 per ton, tramming 910,-

285 tons at 11.6c. per ton, hoisting 910,285 tons at 9.4c.;

and pumping at 1.6c. per ton. These costs consist of

33.8c. for labor, 19.6c. for supplies, and 21.2c. for sub-

sidiary accounts; less 5.7c. j)er ton for credits. No de-

preciation is charged in these figures.

The cost of mining on the Eeady Bullion claim of

the Alaska United was $1,055 per ton for 233,100 tons

exclusive of depreciation. Included in this cost is 3569

ft. of development at $13,785 per ft., stoping 249,545

tons at 51.3c. per ton, tramming 333,100 tons, 12.2c.;

hoisting 233,100 tons, 13.9c.; and pumping, 3.4c. per ton.

These costs consist of 59.8c. for labor, 23.2c. for supplies

and 22.5c. for subsidiary accounts. Costs at the 700-Ft.

claim amounted to $1.23 for 225,214 tons, of which 106,-

002 tons were stoped and the remainder was drawn from

broken-ore re.serves. The cost was made up of 8528 ft.

STOPING COST PER TON OF ORE STOPED
,—Alaska United—

>

Alaska 700-Ft. Alaska
Treadwell Ready Bui. Claim Mexican

Machine drillers $0,172 $0,098 $0,138
Hand miners
Laborers
Powdermen
Trainmen, trammen . . .

Trackmen, stablemen . .

Pumpmen
Foremen, shift bosses.
Machinists, pipemen . . .

Carpenters, timbermen.
Timekeeper
Chutemen

.032

.219

.029

.021

.002

.002

.003

Total direct labor.... $0,481

Powder
Primers
Candles
Machine driU supplie
Lumber and timber.
Lubricants
Carbide
Miscellaneous
Drill steel

1.317
.087
.005
.020
.004
.001
.002
.009

Total direct supplies. $0,447

Electrical repairs $0,002
Mechanical
Train service . .

Assaying
Surveying
General expense
Steam heat
Compressed air
Blacksmith shop

.001

.001

.003

.001

.069

.003

.024

.018

.034

.238

.029

.037

.002

.005

301 $0,483

077 $0,169
026 .052
002 .003
014 .020
003 .007
001 .002
002 .002
006 .011
007 .016

138 $0,282

$0,001
.004
.001
.034
.004
.037
.036

$0,074 $0,117

Total cost stoping... $1,050

Tons stoped 301,491

$0,513

249,545

$0,882

106,002

$0,124
.037
.241
.020
.004
.001
.002
.021
.004
.018

'.006

1.114
.034
.002
.015
.005
.001
.002
.005
.010

1.002
.001
.001
.003
.001
.064
.003
.034
.034

$0,809

167,274

TRAMMING COST PER TON OF ORE TRAMMED
,—Alaska United-

Alaska 700-Ft
Treadwell Ready Bui. Claim

Laborers $0,042
Engineers, oilers, skipmen .001
Chutemen 017
Trainmen, trammen 013
Trackmen, stablemen 003
Foremen, shift bosses 003
Carpenters, timbermen . . .002
Machine drillers
Powdermen
Machinists, pipemen

Total direct labor.... $0,081

Steel rope $0,001
Lumber and timber 001
Electric motor 004
Stable 001
Miscellaneous 003
Lubricants

$0,055 $0,046
.008
.017
.013
.005
.005

$0,094 $0,097

Alaska
Mexican

$0,035
.006
.021
.017
.007
.006

$0,003 $0,003
.005 .002
.001 .001

Total supplies direct. $0,010

Electrical repairs $0,006
Mechanical repairs 003
General expense 012
Compressed air
Electric lights
Blacksmith shop
Central tramming ....
Train service
By Treadwell Co

Total mi
supplie

Credits ....

.002

.001

.002

.001

$0,009

$0,001
.006
.007
.003
.001
.004
.001

1.002
.003
.012
.002
.002
.003
.001
.001
.002

$0,013 $0,023

Total cost tramming. $0,116

Tons trammed 910,285

$0,122

233,100

$0,129
225,214

$0,127

233,457

of development at $14,659 per ft., stoping 106,002 tons

at 88.2c. per ton, tramming 225,314 tons at 12.9c., lioist-

ing 325,214 tons at 11.9c. and pumping, 1.2c. per ton.
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These costs consisted of 59.5c. for labor, 40.-lc. for sup-

plies and 43.1c. for subsidiarj' accounts.

Mining costs at the Alaska Mexican amounted to $1,019

per ton for 233,457 tons, exclusive of depreciation. Of
tins tonnage 167,274 tons were sloped and the remainder

was drawn from broken-ore reserves. This cost was made

COST OF HOISTING PER TON HOISTED
,—Alaska United-

Engineers, oilers, skipmen $0,017
Cagemen 003
Carpenters, tlmbermen . . .001
Laborers
Trackmen, stablemen

.006

.001

.005

700-Ft.
Claim
J0.021

.007

Total direct labor... $0,021

Steel rope $0,001
Lumber and timber 001
Miscellaneous ; . .002
Lubricants

Total direct supplies. $0,004

Electrical repairs $0,002
Mechanical repairs 004
Power 030
General expense 002
Steam heat 001
Blacksmith shop 001
Central hoisting 030
Building repairs
Rental of equipment
Bv Treadwell Co

$0,005
.001
.006

$0,014

$0,001
.005
.048
.004
.004
.002

.661

$0,004
.043
.005

'.ooi
.019
.002

Total mixed labor and
supplies $0,070

Credit 001

Total hoisting cost. $0,139 $0,119

up of 2952 ft. of development at $15,696 per ft. ; sloping

167,274 tons at 80.9c. per ton; tramming 233,457 tons

at 12.7c.; hoisting 233,457 tons at 9.6c. and pumping
].7e. per ton. The charge for labor included in these

costs was 51.3c. per ton; supplies, 15.4c.; subsidiary ac-

counts, 35.2c. per ton.

The following data were taken from the report of the

Yukon Gold Co. for 1914. At Dawson the dredges began

operations on May 12 and ran until Oct. 23. The average

cu.\d. of material, which produced $2,602,685. or 54.21c.

per cu.yd., at a working cost of 27.62c. per cu.yd.

The Iditarod dredge operated from May 4 to Nov. 11

and handled 668,737 cu.yd. of material, producing $739,-

G31, or $1.10 per cu.yd. The operating cost, including

$50,000 depreciation, was 50.2c. per cu.yd., with the

dredge operating 91.91% of the possible time. The
maximum grade of the creek did not exceed h% and few
boulders were encountered, but large quantities of granitic

sand were handled. A total of 67,260 sq.yd. of ground,
or 74% of the total area, was thawed by steam.

The three California dredges operated by the Pacific

Co. handled 3,198,192 cu.yd. of gravel and produced
Jii322,571. The average cost of the three dredges was
4.27c. per cu.yd., including depreciation.

The hydraulic operations at Dawson handled 3,241,641

cu.yd. of material at a working cost of 7.6c. per cu.yd.,

exclusive of depreciation of the main ditch. The total

amount of water used amounted to 519,834 miner's

inches, equal to a duty of 6.02 cu.yd. per miner's inch.

Cost of tlhe Belffimoiatt MiM*
The Belmont null at Tonopah. Xt-v.. wn> designed and

constructed by the Belmont staff. Ground was broken in

August, 1911, and milling operation started July 25,

1912. The metallurgical flow-sheet and the machinery
adapted to carrying out operations in accordance with this

plan were decided upon from experience gained in the
treatment of Belmont mine ores at the old Belmont mill

at Millers, Xev.

Detail drawings were made by the engineering stafiE of

the Tonopah-Belmont Development Co. under the super-

vision of Otto Wartenweiler. wdio also had direct charge of

the construction, consulting with the general superin-
tendent of the company, Frederick Bradshaw, and A. H.
Jones, superintendent of milling.

The total cost of the plant, designed to handle 500 tons

per day, was $465,189.07. The savings in operating costs

and increased extraction, as compared with the best results

COXSTRrCTION COSTS, BELMONT MILL

Crasher plant
Inclined conveyor
Batter>' bins
Stamps
Tube mills and classifies
Callow cones
Concentrating plant
Concentrate house
Dorr thickeners
Circulating sj-stem
.\ir agitation
Clarifying
Precipitation system
Briquetting plant
X\i compressor
Filter plant
Refinery -

Boiler plant and fuel-oil systen
Tank-heating sj'stem
Transformer house
Lime house
Machine shop
Storeroom
Inclined railway
Mil! building

i-xcavation,
Ccncrete
Walls and
Founda-
tions

$5,760.72
166.41
399.00

91.83
11.00

1,297.66
511.35

Floors and
Machinery
Founda-
tions

$2.o27..5S
23S.02
4S9.70

8.797.82
3.180.95

26.02
1,663.23
449.69

11,297.98
147.81

3,987.80
1,829.63

44.05

90.97
9.56

101.05

Frames

S2.230.72
1.771.75

Covering

$1,476.69
585.19

2,067.69

Total $51,795.78 $51,085.37

length of the dredge season was 164 days, during which
the dredges operated 87.2% of the possible time. The
thawing cost was reduced 1.39e. per cu.yd. and was lower

than for any previous season. A total of 421,835 sq.yd.,

or 68.6% of the ground handled, was frozen and had to

be thawed by steam. The dredges handled 4,800.tSl

Totals

$33,170.67
6,382.16
6,431.53

45.670.88
43,308.84

882.65
13,019.58
2,106.66

26,332.51
6,993.86

29,507.40
10,403.50
30.020.07
1,589.49
8,178.91

34.561.18
16,067.83
9,201.17
3,371.95
5,639.53
1,070.15
4.810.69
4,794.81
1,148.87

1£0,524.1S

$465,189.07

from the old mill at MiUers, were such as to return the

entire cost of the new plant from the treatment of 260,000

tons of ore. or approximately 18 months' operation. The
accompanying table ,-;hows the c-osts of construction.

1,138.73
1.305.84
432.70

45,493.48

213.07
753.30

1,191.93
1,315.78
203.41

19,607.14

Machinery,
Including
Erection,
Piping,

Belting, Etc.

$21,174.96
3.620.79
3,175.14

36,873.06
40,127.89

856.63
11..356.35

602.10
15,034.53
6,848.05

25,257.89
8,573.87

29,581.02
1,589.49
7,094.52

30.104 50
7.548.79
7,606.28
3.36239
4,804.89
305.85
339 36
152.04
37951

9,020.51

$275,688.41

A. H. Jones in "Bulletin." A. I. M. E..
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FIhi©il©gire\p]his fromi ttlhie Field

OCEANIC QUICKSILVER MINE, NEAR CAMBRIA, CALIF.

Uncer view shows the mine. Lower view shows the aerial tramway used to convey ore from the mine to the furnace plant
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PORTABLE LOADIXG MACHINE AT THE MOF;RIS-LLuYD MINE OF THE CLEVELAND-CLIFFS IRON CO.

The muckers shovel into the lower end of the machine, rock being then elevated on a steel-apron conveyor belt and
dumped into 3-ton saddle-back cars. A 30% increase of efficiency over simple shoveling was gained

LONG ORE TRAIN. CONTAINING 75 CARS, ON THE BUTTE. ANACONDA & PACIFIC RY. IN SILVER BOW CANYON, MONT.

At this place the Anaconda railway crosses two transcontinental lines—the Northern Pacific and the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul—both of which are shown in the picture
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The able review of the securities of the American

Smelting and Refining Co. and its subsidiary, the Amer-

ican Smelters Securities Co., in the editorial columns of

the Journal of Aug. 28 has been read by me with much

interest.

The answer to the inquiry as to "why one of the premier

securities of so solid a company should be available at so

low a price" is that in this case the American investor is

profiting temporarily by the necessities of his unfortunate

European brother. A large part of this issue was original-

ly sold abroad, and the enormous financial requirements

of the European War have compelled investors in the

belligerent countries to dispose of some of their holdings

of sound American investment securities at prices ma-

terially below their intrinsic worth ; in this respect the

market quotations for American Smelters Securities pre-

ferred shares, series A, have been particularly affected.

In connection with the table showing the comparative

yields of the securities of the American Smelting and

Refining Co. and its subsidiary, the inclosed comparison

l)etween American Smelting and Refining preferred and

American Smelters Securities preferred, series A, will no

doubt be of some interest.

STATISTICS OF AMERICAN SMELTERS SECURITIES PREFERRED
STOCK A

American American
Smelting and Smelters
Refining Co. Securities Co.
Preferred Preferred
Stock, 7% Stock, Series A,
Cumulative 6% Cumulative

Price 106 85
Yield 6i % 7.06%
Number of times preferred dividend was earned

—

Calendar year 1914 1.9 3.8
Calendar year 1913 2,1 4.4

Average from May, 1905, to Dec. 31, 1914 2.35 3.7

American Smelters Securities preferred stock, series A,

has the provision for the retirement of the stock at 100

hy lot under the operation of the cumulative annual sink-

ing fund, by which the entire issue should be retired by

1947. The holder of the stock purchased at present prices

.should therefore receive a profit of $15 per share on his

investment, and the profits derived from such redemption

will form a considerable addition to the dividend yield.

A comparison of the earnings of the two companies

over a series of years shows that the dividend requirements

of the latter stock are protected by a materially larger

margin of earning joower than those of the former

;

the position of Smelters A is therefore better from an

investment standpoint.

The opportunity for material profit through the retire-

ment of the shares at par under the operation of the sink-

.ing fund is a feature not possessed by any of the other

securities of the American Smelting and Refining Co.

or its subsidiary. While the present value of this profit

through retirement to any individual investor depends

u])on the date on which the shares are drawn, the provi-

sion is a valuable one and should entitle tliese shares to

a market valuation materially above others equally well

secured but lacking this feature.

I am pleased to note a review of securities of this class

in the editorial columns of the Journal, becau.se it is in the

interest of .sound mining finance, upon which sound min-

ing operations are necessarily dependent.

Eugene Meyer, Jr.

New York, Aug. 28, 1915.

[The fact remains that in any inter-company dealings

to the advantage of the A. S. & R. Co. as against the

A. S. S. Co., the latter's preferred A stock is the only one

of its issues that could be hurt, barring the common,
and that is all owned by the American Smelting and

Refining Co.—Editor.]

ff-adlo Sclhool of MSiaes
On Aug. 12 the Board of Trustees of the Colorado

School of ilines created the Joseph A. Holmes Professor-

ship of Safety and Efficiency Engineering, in honor of

the late Doctor Holmes, Director of the United States

Bureau of Mines.

I was authorized by the board to nominate persons

suitable for this position, and we are enabled to offer a

salary that would induce a first-class man, trained in

such work, to come here. I would therefore be greatly

obliged for suggestions as to filling this position.

The specific object of this professorship is to train

our students in the u.se of all life-saving apparatus and
in all matters that would be embraced under the general

term of safety and efficiency engineering, in so far of

course as they may be separated from other work of a

similar character.

I believe that this is- the first and only professorship

of the sort in the United States, and naturally we have

to feel our way along a bit. We would like to have the

man chcsen for the position devote himself, for the next

few months, to becoming acquainted with conditions here

if he does not already know them, so that he may him-

self be able to outline the proper course of instruction.

We have felt that there could be no more fitting me-

morial to Doctor Holmes than the establishment and

maintenance of this professorship to bear his name, and

surely we must see to it that it is conducted in a manner
that he would approve of. One cannot, of course, say off-

hand just how many and what subjects should be em-

braced under the general term "safety and efficiency en-

gineering" ; but we are resolved to work this problem

out according to our best lights and to do this we must
have a first-class man in charge of the chair. A modern
equipment will be provided and kept uptodate, and we
hope to have this chair stand for all that is best in safety

engineering.

William B. Phillips,

President, Colorado School of Mines.

Golden, Colo., Aug. 28, 1915.
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COAL FIELDS OF BRITISH COLUMBIA. Compiled by D. B.
Dowling. Pp. 350. illus. Memoir 69, Canadian Depart-
ment of Mines, Geological Survey Branch, Ottawa.

A LIST OF CANADIAN MINERAL OCCURRENCES. By Robt.
A. A. Johnston. Pp. 27.'i. Memoir 74, Canadian Depart-
ment of Mines, Geological Survey Branch. Ottawa.

THE FAUNA OF THE BATESVILLE SANDSTONE OF
NORTHERN ARKANSAS. Bv George H. Girty. Pp. 170,
illus. Bull. 593, U. S. Geological Survey, Washington.

RECONNAISSANCE OF THE GEOLOGY AND OIL PROSPECTS
OF NORTHWESTERN OREGON. Chester W. Washburne.
Pp. Ill, illus. Bull. 590, U. S. Geological Survey, Wash-
ington.

PETROLEUM AND NATURAL GAS RESOURCES OF CAN-
ADA. In two volumes; Vol. 1. Bv Frederick G. Clapp
and Others. Pp. 378, illus. Canadian Department of Mines,
Ottawa.

THE MINERAL RESOURCES OF TEXAS. By William B.
Phillips, Director, Bureau of Economic Geology and Tech-
nology. Pp. 362, illus. Bull. 365, University of Texas,
Austin, Tex.

WESTERN AUSTRALIA—ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT OF
THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY FOR THE YEAR 1914. With
an Index Map. Pp. 41, illus. Western Australia Geolog-
ical Survey, Perth.

ANTICLINAL STRUCTURE IN PARTS OF COTTON AND
JEFFERSON COUNTIES, OKLAHOMA. Bv Carroll H.
Wegemann. Pp. 108, illus. Bull. 602, U. S. Geological
Survey, Washington.

GEOLOGY AND MINERAL RESOURCES OF KENAI PEN-
INSULA, ALASKA. By G. C. Martin, B. L. Johnson and
U. S. Grant. Pp. 243, illus. Bull. 587, U. S. Geological
Survey, Washington.

REPORT ON THE NON-METALLIC MINERALS USED IN
THE CANADIAN MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES. By
Howells Frechette. Pp. 221. Canadian Department of
Mines, Ottawa, Canada.

CANADA—SUMMARY REPORT OF THE GEOLOGICAL SUR-
VEY DEPARTMENT OF MINES FOR THE YEAR 1914.
Pp. 201, illus. Canadian Department of Mines, Geological
Survey Branch, Ottawa.

AN INVESTIGATION OF IOWA FIRE CLAYS. Bv Milton
F. Beecher. Pp. 117, illus. Bull. 40, Engineering Experi-
ment Station. Iowa State College of Agriculture and Me-
chanic Arts, Ames, Iowa.

REPORT ON MINING OPERATIONS IN THE PROVINCE OF
QUEBEC DURING 1914. Theo C. Denis, Supt. of Mines.
Pp. 151, illus. Department of Colonization, Mines and
Fisheries, Quebec, Canada.

RESLTLTS OP THE INVESTIGATION OF SIX LIGNITE SAM-
PLES OBTAINED FROM THE PROVINCE OF ALBERTA.
By B. F. Haanel and John Blizard. Pp. 110, illus. Canadian
Department of Mines, Mines Branch, Ottawa.

RAPPORT SITR LES OPERATIONS MINIERES DANS LA
PROVINCE DE QUEBEC DURANT L'ANNEE 1914. Pp.
150, illus. Division des Mines, Ministere de la Colonisa-
tion, des Mines et des Pecheries, Quebec, Canada.

ANALYSES OF ROCKS AND MINERALS FROM THE LAB-
ORATORY OF THE UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL
SURVEY, ISSO TO 1914. Tabulated bv F. W. Clarke. Pp.
376. Bull. 591, U. S. Geological Survey, Washington.

GUIDEBOOK OF THE W'ESTERN UNITED STATES. Part
A. The Northern Pacific Route with a Side Trip to
Yellowstone Park. By Marius R. Campbell and Others.
Pp. 212, illus.: $1. Bull. 611, U. S. Geological Survey,
Washington.

EXTRACTS FROM REPORTS ON THE DISTRICT OF UN-
GAVA RECENTLY ADDED TO THE PROVINCE OF QUE-
BEC UNDER THE NAME OF THE TERRITORY OF NEW
QUEBEC. Pp. 20S, illus. Department of Colonization,
Mines and Fisheries, Mines Branch, Quebec.

A STUDY OF METHODS OF MINE VALUATION AND AS-
SESSMENT, "WITH ' SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE
ZINC MINES OF SOUTHWESTERN WISCONSIN. By W.
L. Uglow. 6i'2x9iA. pp. 73, illus. Wisconsin Geological
and Natural History Survey, Madison, Wis.

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE BRITISH COLUMBIA MINISTER
OF MINES FOR THE YEAR ENDING December 31, 1914.
Being an Account of Mining Operations for Gold, Coal.
Etc., in the Province of British Columbia. 6%xl0i,<>, pp.
544. illus. Richard McBride, Minister of Mines, Victoria
B. C.

QUEENSLAND— ANNUAL REPORT OF THE ACTINGUNDER SECRETARY FOR MINES. Including the Re-
ports of the Wardens. Inspectors of Mines, Government
Geologists and Other Officers, for the Year 1914. Pp. 227,
illus. Anthony James Gumming, Government Printer!
Brisbane.

CHEMICAL GERMAN. An Introduction to the Study of Ger-
man Chemical Literature. Bv Francis C. Phillips Sec-
ond edition, 51/2x8%. pp. 252, illus.; $2. Chemical Publish-
ing Co., Easton, Penn.
A new edition, enlarged by 12 pages, of a well-known

book.

TRANSACTIONS OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF MET-
ALS, Vol VIII. Edited by Charles Vickers. 5^4x8%, pp.
394, illus. American Institute of Metals, Buffalo, N. Y.

Contains the proceedings of the meeting of September.
1914, the papers read thereat, and the reports of the officers
and committees.

STANDARD HANDBOOK FOR ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.
By Frank F. Fowle. 4x6>^, pp. 1984, illus., leather; $5.
McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York.

This has been so greatly amplified as to be almost a new
publication. It is an indispensable guide to the practising en-
gineer and a valuable supplement to the standard text books.
The various sections of the book are prepared by specialists
in the fields treated, and the whole then edited b.v Mr. Fowle.

FINANCING AN ENTERPRISE. A Manual of Information and
Suggestion for Promoters. Investors and Business Men
Generally. By Francis Cooper. Fourth Edition. $3 post-
paid. 5^x8, pp. 524. The Ronald Press Co., New York.
The usual impression is that any meritorious enterprise

can readily find the money for financing it. This book is in-
tended to correct the ordinary idea and to show how to pre-
sent any proposition in such a way as to obtain it a favorable
hearing, and how to choose among the various ways that
are open when financial support has been promised. A good
book for the investor, promoter and examining engineer.

REPORT OF THE ROYAL COMMISSION ON MINING IN-
DUSTRY AT BROKEN HILL IN THE STATE OF NEW
SOUTH WALES. lH4xl3, pp. 862; board covers, 20s.
William Applegate GuUick, Government Printer. Sydney.

Report by the commission appointed by the Governor to
make inquiry into the advisability of providing, in connec-
tion with the various mines in the Broken Hill district of
New South Wales, for the abolition of piece work, with a
view to making mining work healthier and safer; the reduc-
tion of the temperature in the mine workings to 75° F., and
if this be impracticable, a reduction in the hours of work In

proportion to the increased temperature of the mine con-
cerned; the compensation of employees by mining companies
in all cases of industrial sickness or accidents, and the com-
pensation of the relatives or dependents of employees who
have lost their lives through sickness or accident; the im-
proved ventilation of said mines; the authorizing of officials

of industrial unions to visit any of the said mines or any
working places in connection therewith, and to examine the
pence-cards with a view to preventing the employment of non-
unionists; and the prevention of the wholesale influx into
Australia of foreigners unable to speak the English lan-
guage; as to the best means of insuring a diminution in the
number of accidents generally in the said mines; and concern-
ing the provisions of means of exit from the mines in the
case of fire, and generally as to the safe working of the
mine.

The commission included a member of the Amalgamated
Miners' Association, who, in various instances, made minor-
ity reports of the various findings.

CATALOG OF TECHNICAL PERIODICALS OF THE LIBRA-
RIES IN THE CITY OF NEW YORK AND VICINITY.
Compiled and Edited by Alice Jane Gates, Assistant Li-
brarian of the Engineering Societies, with the coopera-
tion of a committee of the New York Library Club. SxlO,
pp. 110; $3. Library Board of the United Engineering
Societies, New York, N. Y.

This volume, number one of the bibliographical contri-
butions of the Library of the Engineering Societies is a
worthy beginning of a promising series. It is a valuable
catalog, or rather a directory, of the technical periodicals
and engineering society transactions in or near New York
City. It is as valuable to an individual as it is to libraries,

in that an engineer, by referring to it, may readily locate a
periodical reference in his research notes. The seven large
and representative libraries contained in the catalog are;
Columbia University Library, Chemists' Club Library, Library
of the American Society of Civil Engineers, Library of the
Engineering Societies, New York Public Library, Plainfield
Public Library, and Library of Stevens Institute of Tech-
nology.

The catalog is a great step in a country-wide plan to

record effectively the periodicals throughout the various
cities, and is the outgrowth of a suggestion made by the late
Dr. John Shaw Billings to W. P. Cutter, the librarian. The
attempt was made to have a complete record of foreign and
domestic periodicals, i.e., to include all changes of title, con-
solidations, record of indexes published, and suspension or
cessation of publication. In short, it aims to be a concise his-
tory of every important technical periodical. The entries in

the pages are compiled in an original and pleasing manner.
The names of the periodicals, arranged alphabetically, are fol-

lowed by a complete statement of the numbers published. Be-
low this are given the numbers of the periodical to be found
in one or more of the libraries represented. The size of
the page is 8x10 in., and the printing is set up in two col-
umns making it easy to follow. There are, in all. over 2600
main entries and cross-references with a list of indexes con-
sulted, a list of the libraries and information regarding them,
and a brief statement of the system followed. Above all, it

is printed on heavy glare-proof paper, is strongly bound, and
will prove a valuable addition to any engineer's library.
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The Naval Advisory Board will consist of the following

members, each of the 11 societies mentioned nominating

two

:

Thomas A. Edison, chairman.
W. R. Whitney and L. H. Baekeland, of the American

Chemical Society,

Frank Julian Sprague and Benjamin G. Lamme, of the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers.

Robert S. Woodward and Arthur G. Webster, of the Amer-
ican Mathematical Society.

Andrew M. Hunt and Alfred Craven, of the American So-
ciety of Civil Engineers.

Matthew B. Sellers and Hudson Maxim, of the American
Aeronautical Society.

Peter Cooper Hewitt and Thomas Robins, of the Inventors'
Guild.

Howard E. Coffin and Andrew L. Rlker, of the American
Society of Automobile Engineers.

William L. Saunders and Benjamin B. Thayer, of the Amer-
ican Institute of Mining Engineers.

Joseph W. Richai-ds and Lawrence Addicks, of the Ameri-
can Electro-Chemical Society.

William Leroy Emmet and Spencer Miller, of the American
Society of ilechanical Engineers.

Henry A. W. Wood and Elmer A. Sperry, of the American
Society of Aeronautical Engineers.

Secretary Daniels announced, Sept. 12, the names of

these 22 scientists and inventors who, with Thomas A.

Edison as chairman, will assist the United States navy
in its technical development.

The members of the board were chosen by 11 scientific

societies of the United States, each of which nominated
two men. Mr. Edison was chosen by Secretary Daniels

for the chairmanship, the plan resulting in the creation of

the board having been taken up first with ilr. Edison as

the foremost inventor of this country.

Mr. Daniels announced that he has arranged for the

first meeting of the advisory board to take place in his

office at 1 1 a.m. on Wednesday, Oct. 6. At this meeting
it is expected that organization will be effected and plans

for the conduct of work discussed.

^aimc PiPcDdl^ctliojm ami Clhiinia.

According to an American consular report a Hongkong
firm recently placed an order in the United States for a

considerable quantity of zinc. Large quantities are used

in Hongkong and in the trade field tributary to Hong-
kong. Heretofore these supplies have been secured almost
entirely from Germany and Belgium, though at times some
of the metal has been obtained in China. Zinc is pro-

duced in Kweichow and Hunan provinces in considerable

amounts, and is exported in ordinary years to the extent

of about a thousand tons of spelter and ten thousand tons

of ore, mostly to Gemiany and Belgium.
[The production of spelter in China is statistically an

unknown quantity. It is produced by a crude method of

distillation in minute retorts and the output of any one
smelter may be only a few tons per annum, but there may
be a good many of them.—Editor.]

Asbestos Deposits Have Been Found Near Pachow in
Chungking Province, China, according to a report from United
States Consul E. C. Baker. As the asbestos appears to be of
good quality and the price is low, the possibilities of direct
exportation to the United States may be of interest to certain
American dealers at this time. The mining expenses and cost
of carriage to Chungking amount to about 75c. United States
currency per 100 lb. The production and exportation of this
article is a part of the industrial work for boys carried on
under the direction of Rev. W. B. Williston, of the China
Inland Mission at Pachow, Szechwan Province.

United States patent specifications listed below may be
obtained from "The Engineering and Mining Journal" at 25c.
each. British patents are supplied at 40c. each.

AGGLOMERATION—Improvements Relating to the Ag-
glomeration of Ores and Metallurgical Products. W. Buddeus,
Charlottenberg, Germany. (Brit. No. 29,033 of 1913.)

ALLOYS or Compounds for Improving Copper and Its
Alloys. Charles Vickers, Niagara Falls, N, Y., assignor to
The Titanium Alloy Manufacturing Co., New York, N. Y. (U.
S. No. 1,151,744; Aug. 31, 1915.)

BLAST FURNACES—Method of Heating the Checker-Brick
Heaters of Blast Furnaces. A. Pfoser, Baden, Germany. (Brit.
No. IS, 912 of 1913.)

BRIQUETTING—Mechanism for Preparing Pulverulent
Materials for Molding or Briquetting. Ellsworth B. A. Zwoyer
and Rolland A. Zwoyer. Perth Amboy, N. J., assignors to
Zwoyer Fuel Co. (U. S. No. 1,152.469: Sept. 7, 1915.)

CHEJIICALLi- PURE METALS—Process for Producing
Chemically Pure Metals. O. Voigtlander and H. Lohmann,
Essen-Ruhr, Germany. (Brit. No. 27.369 of 1913.)

COPPER—Process for Separating Iron and Nickel from
Copper in Certain Ores and Masses. Wilhelm Borchers and
Eduard Thilges, Aachen, Germany. (U. S. No. 1,152,699); Sept.
7. 1915.)

CY'ANiniNG—Apparatus for Treating Solid-Bearing Solu-
tions. Lamartine C. Trent, Los Angeles, Calif. (U. S. No.
1,152,769; Sept. 7, 1915.)

DRILL HOLES—Device for Ascertaining the Vertical Angle
and Direction of Diamond-Drill Holes. Helge A. Borresen,
Marquette, Mich. (U. S. No. 1,152,701; Sept. 7, 1915.)

DRILLS—Chuck for Drills. Willis Coulson, Mace, Idaho.
(U. S. No. 1,153,033; Sept. 7, 1915.)

DRILLS—Device for Rotating Pneumatic Drills. Henry J.
Cook, Los Angeles, Calif., and Herbert E. Marsden, Ottum'wa,
Iowa. (U. S. No. 1.152,SS2; Sept. 7, 1915.)

DRILLS—Improvements to Rock Drills and the Like Cut-
ting Machines. A. Berner, Nuremberg, Germany. (Brit. No.
35 of 1914.)

ELECTRIC FURNACE. Parvin Wright. Seattle, Wash. (U.
S. No. 1,152,5S6; Sept. 7, 1915.)

ELECTRICAL FURNACE. R^illiam H. Hampton. New York,
N. Y., assignor to Conlev Electric Furnace Co., Inc., Wilming-
ton, Del. (U. S. No. 1,152,505; Sept. 7, 1915.)

FLOTATION—Improvements in or Relating to the Concen-
tration of Ores. Minerals Separation, Ltd., L ndon, E. C,
England. (Brit. No. 17.327 of 1914.)

HOISTING-ENGINE CONTROL William J. Lilly, Butte,
Mont. (U. S. No. 1,153,124; Sept. 7, 1915.)

LEACHING—Metallurgy of Copper. Raymond F. Bacon,
Pittsburgh, Penn., assignor to Metals Research Co., New York,
N. \. (U. S. No. 1,151,236; Aug. 24, 1915.)

ORE REDUCTION—Improvements in or Relating to Ore-
Reducing Furnaces. New Metals Process Co., Chicago, 111.

(Brit. Nos. 17,322 and 17,323 of 1914.)

PULSATOR for Pulsatory Tools. Arthur Henry Gibson,
Easton, Penn., assignor to Ingersoll-Rand Co., New York, N. Y.
(U. S. No. 1,151,936; Aug. 31, 1915.)

RADIO-ACTIVE MINERALS—Improved Process for Treat-
ing Ores of Radium, Mesothorium, Thorium and Other Radio-
Active Substances. E. Ebler, Heidelberg University, Germany.
(Brit, No. 2S,445 of 1913.)

RECOVERY—Improved Process for the Recovering of
Metal from Ore and Apparatus Therefor. New Metals Process
Co,, Chicago, 111, (Brit, No. 17,325 of 1914,)

REVERBERATORY' FURNACES—Improvements Relating
to Reverberatory Furnaces, Manchester Furnaces, Ltd,, and
W, A, R, A, J, Lord Globe Works, Manchester, England.
(Brit. No. 6,050 of 1915.)

SEPARATING—Ore-Separating Process. Arthur J. Mox-
ham. Wilmington, Del. (U. S. No. 1,151,117; Aug. 24, 1915.)

SEPARATOR—Apparatus for Separating Coal. Ore. fltc.

Frank Pardee. Hazleton, Penn. (U. S. No. 1,149,463; Aug. 10,
1915.)

SMELTING FURNACES—Improvements in or Relating to
Smelting Furnaces. Anna Niewerth, Berlin, Germany. (Brit.
No. 21,738 of 1913.)

STEEL—Process of Treating Steel, Charles Henry Augus-
tus Frederick Lockhart Ross, Balmagown Castle, County of
Ross, Scotland, (U. S, No, 1,151,049; Aug, 24. 1915,)

SULPHUR BURNER, Albert Gustav Hinzke, Rothschild,
Wis,, assignor to V'allev Iron Works Co,. Appleton, Wis. '.U.

S, No. 1,149.765; Aug. 10, 1915.)

SULPHURIC ACID—Method and Apparatus for. Producing
Sulphuric Acid, Georg Schliebs. Cologne, Germany. (U. S,
No, 1,151.294; Aug. 24, 1915.)

SULPHURIC ACID—Process of Making Sulphuric Acid.
Henry Howard. Brookline, Mass. (U. S. No. 1,151,103; Aug. 24,
1915.)

TUNGSTEN—Treatment of Refractory Metals. Gottlieb
Gmiir-Zehnder. Aarau, Switzerland. (U. S. No, 1,150,670; -4u,g.
17, 1915,)

ZINC—Electric Reduction of Zinc Ores, Woolsey McA.
Johnson, Hartford, Conn., assignor to Continuous Zinc Fur-
nace Co,, Hartford, Conn, (U, S, No, 1.150,271; Aug. 17, 1915.)

ZINC—Method of Smelting Sulphide Ores. Henrv L. Doh-
erty. New York. N. Y. (U, S. No. 1,150,841; Aug. 17, 1915.)

ZINC — Process of Treating Zinc Tailings. Arthur C.
Spencer, Washington, D. C. (U. S. No. 1,150.897; Aug. 24,
1915.)
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Tlh© Prospects® for Copper
Up to about a fortnight ago tlieiv wuro two views re-

specting copper among producing and selling interests

—

one bullish, the other bearish. It is unnecessary now to

discuss the reasons for the bullish view. The bearish was

based chiefly upon the enormously increased production,

the weight of which was considered bound to tell. Con-

sumers also held this view and deferred further purchases,

even requesting producers to anticipate contractural de-

liveries, with the expectation that later they would be able

to buy copper much cheaper.

Eecently there was a change of opinion among those

selling interests that previously had been bearish. The
reasons for this were two—a growing belief that the mili-

tary use of copper is much greater than any previous esti-

mate, no matter \\o\v large; and the perception that re-

gardless of the increase in production, refining capacity

imposes a limit that cannot be overstepped. It is signifi-

cant that there is but little additional refining capacity in

preparation, the only important construction of this kind

being at Tacoma and Great Falls.

Confirmation of this theory is to be found in several

important things that have recently transpired. Thus it

is well known that recent refining contracts have been

made at $20 per ton, whereas $15 was formerly regarded

as a fine price. Moreover, although the British embargo
on crude copper was lifted under certain conditions, the

unusual disparity between the prices for electrolytic and
standard has continued, showing that refiners are not

in a position to buy standard freely. Finally, it is a

matter of more or less common knowledge that several

copper-producing .companies are having to pile \ip blister

copper in consequence of inability to have it refined.

At the beginning of 1915 the electrolytic-refining ca-

pacity of the United States was about 148 million pounds
per month. At the middle of 1915 it was about 152

million pounds. The new construction that is now going

on will raise it to 164 million pounds, but this will not be

attained until the end pf the year, and it may be that

the new plant at Great Falls will not be ready until

]916. Included in the foregoing figures is the small ca-

pacity—about five million pounds per month—for electro-

lytic Lake copper.

TSae Domiora. 2iimc Worlds
The Donora zinc smeltery of the United States Steel

Corporation is going to be imique in zinc-smelting con-

struction by reason of the extensive use of reinforced

concrete in its several parts. There is to be approxi-

mately 50,000 cu.yd. of concrete, of which about 30,000

cu.yd. will be reinforced concrete. The plant is also

remarkable for the speed with which it is being built.

About 1,000 cu.yd. of concrete is being placed per day.

This is being done by the Dravo Construction Co., of

Pittsburgh. The American Bridge Co. is naturally do-

ing the structural-steel work for the plant. The brick-

work is being done by the Steel Corporation's owai force

of bricklayers, which is recruited from the several plants

of the corporation, precedence over everything else being

given to the Donora construction.

Contrary to previous reports, the Donora plant is the

only one now being built by the Steel Corporation. After

the first announcement it was intimated that it had been

decided to divide the retorts between Donora and Gary,

and the idea obtained credence in -well-informed quarters

that construction had actually been begun at Gary. This

was erroneous, although it is not unlikely that a smel-

tery will be built at Gary, or in the Illinois coal field,

later, which would be a natural develojnnent. The Don-

ora plant will have about 10,000 retorts, which will give

capacity for smelting about 100,000 tons of ore per an-

num and making about 40,000 tons of spelter, which

will make it the largest zinc-smelting unit in the world.

TlhaEaMs aia Teclhximacsil ILafteirsiit'iiaipe

In the great flooil of literature that is flowing through

the pages of the engineering and technical press there are

bound to be blunders, the expression of erroneous opin-

ions, the misstatement of what pass for facts. No editor

IS infallible either in his own writings or in the endorse-

ment that he gives to contributors by printing their arti-

cles. However, the contributors are the main offenders,

for the simple reason that there are more of them.

Now, there is no great harm in the expression of an un-

sound opinion. Everybody knows that it is merely an

opinion that may be right, may be wrong. Each expres-

sion will be weighed by itself. The reprehensible thing

is for some one to represent as a fact what is not a fact.

That this may happen out of carelessness—intentional de-

ception is probably rare—is no palliative of the harm that

is done. The following excerpts from a communication

of a correspondent in South America is illustrative of

what we mean

:

It has been a pleasure to me to supply the inclosed in-

formation, the more because in the course of years American
technical papers have been publishing a lot of nonsense about
this country. There is a certain Mr. who wrote in the

"Journal" and also in the about Bolivia, and from his

writings I conclude that he was in Bolivia about 10 years
ago, and then only for a couple of days. His articles are

simply redundant; everyone who knows anything about Bo-
livia is aware of the fact that the mining laws, and especially

their execution, are so bad as to prevent any foreign capital

from coming in, and that the Bolivians are the worst people
on earth from whom to buy mines. There ^vere also some
small errors in the editorial in the "Journal" of Oct. 10. The
Cia. Minera de Oruro uses the IngersoU stoper BC-21 in addi-

tion to jackhamers for mining. Further, there are no steam
pumps; the water is so acid that lead-lined pipe would be
required, so the mines are kept dry by bailing with automatic
tanks. The San Jos6 mine, which lies between two mines of

the Cia. Minera de Oruro and works the same veins, bails

with buckets made of rawhide. No steam is used at present

in either San Jos§ or the Oruro mines; the first company has
a 200-hp. Diesel engine, and the Cia. Minera de Ctruro uses a
power plant of 300-hp. Diesel engines and a 120-hp. suction
gas motor, which generate a 1000-volt three-phase current.
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This power is only used for the mines, the mill at Machaca-

marca having its own gas-producer power plant.

The published some time ago the cost of getting one

ton of concentrate from Bolivia to the European smelters, but

this account was silly and confusing. It is remarkable that

the information published about Bolivian conditions should

be on the whole so unreliable. It seems to me that most of

the articles are written by people who visit the country for

a few days, absorbing during their short stay all the talk that

Bolivians will let them have, thinking that they would publish

that afterward as true, first-hand information, and that there

were no men in the country who did not know better. For

instance, I remember some time ago a certain Mr. wrote

in the . that the mines of Oruro did not produce any tin.

but principally copper, whereas they were shipping tin con-

centrate at that time at the rate of over 200 tons per month,

against two tons of copper precipitate of about 25% Cu. I

have often thought to call those scribes to account, but after

all did not think it worth while.

We hold that it was not only worth while but that it

ought to have been done. The printing of erroneous state-

ments in a technical magazine is apt to be perpetuated by

the profe.ssors in their textbooks and treatises. Thus there

creeps into permanent literature the recording of many

things that are not so.

The correspondent whom we have quoted puts his finger

upon the e.xplanation of much of this. The editor accepts

a contribution from a person whom he knows and believes

to be reliable. It may turn out, however, that the con-

tributor was deceived. There does not appear to be any

effective way of preventing this. The only thing that can

be done in most cases is to print a correction, and in the

interest of everybody the readers of a paper ought to draw

attention to misstatements that they observe in its pages.

Zisac R-eifiimSiag h)^ IRednstallatioia

The extraordinary premiums that have been paid for

high-grade and superior intermediate spelter led naturally

to the production of such spelter by refining by redistil-

lation, and a large tonnage of refined spelter is now being

produced in that way. As has been previously pointed out

in the Journal, there is no jovelty in this, a good deal of

refined spelter having been so produced during many years

by dross and junk smelters in this country and Great

Britain, and also in Sweden and Norway, and perhaps

elsewhere. The dross and junk smelters in this country

commonly perform the redistillation in large retorts. The

smelters in the Scandinavian countries do it in electric

furnaces. The practice recently developed in the United

States is novel in that the ordinary ore furnace is used for

the purpose. Yet even that is novel only in the making

of a regular practice of it.

The same thing was tried about 17 years ago in one of

the works of the old Cherokee-Lanyon Spelter Co., then

managed by A. B. Cockerill. Mr. Cockcrill, who was

something of an experimenter, thought then to improve

his metal product by redistillation. He found that he

could make a refined spelter assaying approximately

99.9% Zn, but he found also that he lost about 10% of

his zinc in doing it (by absorption in retorts, breakage

of retorts, failure to condense, etc.), and the premium
realized for high-grade spelter at that time was not enough

to pay for making it in this way. When, however, the

])remium rose to 10@1.5c. per lb., as it did recently, the

aspect of things was changed radically.

Nevertheless there is some doubt as to just how much
profit there is in refining spelter by this method under

existing conditions, exceptional as they are. The slabs

of common spelter are broken up or are recast in little

bars, and are piled up in the ordinary retorts, which are

heated in the ordinary way. The direct cost of redistil-

;

lation is variously estimated at 0.5 to Ic. per lb., probably
1

being nearer the lower figure than the higher. Then

comes the cost of the zinc that is lost. This is variously

stated at 10 to 12%—a confirmation of Mr. Cockerill's

experience. If the common spelter that is being redistilled
i

costs 10c. per lb., the loss is Ic. per lb. If it costs 20c. per 1

lb., it is twice as much. The third element of cost is

the use of smelting capacity. In normal times, when
,

there is a surplus, this might reasonably be reckoned as

nil, but certainly not so at present when smelting capacity

is so urgently needed. An lola furnace of 600 retorts is

figured as taking about 30 tons of spelter per day for

redistillation, or 60,000 lb. Such a furnace takes nor-

mally about 121/2 tons of calamine or roasted blende. If

the latter, say about 1-5 tons of raw blende. Now if the

smelter can make a profit of $40 per ton in smelting ore

(he talks about such figures), he does not make it if he

uses his furnace for refining spelter, and such use may
therefore be reckoned temporarily as costing him .$600

per furnace per day, or Ic. per lb. The total cost of

refining is therefore from 3 to Ic. per lb., which is not bad

if a premium of 10c. be realized. We understand, how-

ever, that there has been some difficulty in bringing all

of the product up to the highest grade.

There would probably be a better way of refining crude

spelter by redisillation than by using the ordinary ore

furnace for this purpose. A specially adapted, fire-heated

retort, or an electric furnace after the fashion of Troll-

hiittan, would probably be superior. However, our metal-

lurgists were confronted by an emergency and had no time

for either experimentation or new construction.

The craze for high-grade spelter on the part of the

Allies prompts the inquiry, What have the Germans been

doing for it? In the first place they had a large accumu-
lation of New Jersey willemite which they had been im-

porting and storing during many years. Secondly, they

also have been refining crude spelter by redistillation.

Having a surplus of smelting capacity and an ample
supply of spelter this is for them a relatively inexpensive

process.

Two interesting schemes are being promoted in the Jop-

lin district. One of these is for the erection of ware-

houses, into which ore may be put for storage when the

market is unsatisfactory. The other is the erection of a

zinc-smelting works to be owned and operated by local

l)er,';ons. Both of these ideas are excellent, and it is to

be hoped that they will be carried out. The Joplin dis-

trict has always been prosperous, and lately the increase

of its wealth has been phenomenal, wherefore there ought
to be no difficulty in obtaining the necessary money right

at home. The advice may be offered, however, that care be

taken not to let the promotion and organization expenses

run too high, and also that good engineering advice be

secured for determining the location and making the plans

for the smelting works. Some persons experience a con-

niption fit when they are told that engineering expense

may come to 10% of the total co,st of construction, but

it is better to pay the engineers $50,000 out of a total of

$500,000 than to pay them only $5,000 out of a total of

$600,000 and get a poor plant at that.
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BY THE "W/kY I

'I'lie plan of reincorporation of the du Font Powder
Co. with $120,000,000 capital has been noted in the

Journal, but on Sept. 4 application was filed for a

(barter for E. I. ilii Pont de Nemours & Co. with a

capital of $210,000,000, of which $150,000,000 is to be

nonvoting- preferred, $10,000,000 voting debenture shares,

and $80,000,000 common.

^len who are engaged in large affairs often have hard

work to determine where good things ought to be placed

among their many personal and corporate interests. Too
many of our big companies have managements that look

upon their companies as customers for their indifferent

or doubtful ventures, while the good ones are their own.

The attitude is similar to that which is ascribed to Chin-

ese government officials, who are said to look out care-

I fully for the interests of their government when they

do not conflict witli their own.

The main business street of Kusa, Okla., will be paved

with material which contains both gold and silver. It

is the residuum or "sludge" from a zinc smelter there,

according to the New York Tribune. An official of the

townsite company has completed arrangements with the

smelters to save the waste material. The paving will

be done in 60 days, lluch of the ore, 100 tons of which

will be smelted daily, carries considerable gold and silver.

When the gold value is sufficiently great to defray the

cost of shipment it is sold to smelters. If found to be

insufficient it will Ije used on Kusa streets.

:^

The term "sappers and miners" is often used for one

I'cason or another, but beyond knowing that it is a military

term, seldom with any comprehension of the meaning of

or the distinction between the two. The mines and coun-

termines which are used again.st the enemy are prepared

l)y the miners, while the open trenches, of which so much
is heard in the war news of today, are prepared by the

"sappers." In military parlance a sap is a narrow trench

in the direction of the enemy, generally at an angle to

the line of advance to protect against enfilade fire, to give

protection of approach or to afford an opportunity for

mining the enemas position.

According to word received in Ottawa, Kan., from Dr.

.1. Scott Walker, of Chetopa, Western points have no more
reason to become excited about gold than has Chetopa.

A Denver commission man came all the way to Chetopa
to investigate, say press dispatches. For three years past

the Chetopa poultry dealer has been shipping large con-

signments of ducks to the Denver man, who regularly

found a quantity of gold in the gizzards of the birds. Par-

ticles the size of a' pinhead were found and the total

amount usually netted a tidy sum for the commission

merchant, in addition to his profits for handling the ducks.

Me went out to the district whence the ducks came and
looked around, after which he slipped quietly back to

Denver. But the price of land near Chetopa increased

materially as a residt of his visit when the news leaked

^uif.

A recent number of the "Safety Bulletin" of the Illinois

Steel Co. gives the following directions on how to make
money at home: Start a saloon in your own house.

Be the only customer (you'll have no license to pay).

Go to your wife and give her $2 to buy a gallon of

whiskey, and remember there are 69 drinks in a gallon.

Buy your drinks from no one but your wife, and by the

time the first gallon is gone she will have $8 to jiut

into the bank and $2 to start business again. Should

you live 10 years and continue to buy booze from her,

and then die with .snakes in your boots, she will have

enough money to bury you decently, educate your chil-

dren, buy a house and lot, marry a decent man, and quit

thinking about you entirely.

9.

Practical experience tells just as surely in war as in

peace, says the London Financial Times. Mining men are

chuckling over how one of their number recently caught

out some Royal Engineers who were engaged in warlike

mining operations. While in the saps the latter found their

light compasses played them some queer tricks, and accord-

ingly they indented, ingenuously enough, for good solid

ones of 12 lb. weight. Along came a mining man to the

excavations a day or two later and, the vagaries of the

original compas.ses being demonstrated to him, he drily

remarked : "What about those picks and shovels in the

corner there?" Naturally, as soon as the iron was re-

moved the compasses became normal again, and the

"twelve-pounders," which duly arrived later on, were not

even unpacked. By the way, while compasses are, of

course, very handy and at the same time sufficiently

accurate for temporary operations such as mentioned,

they are becoming almost obsolete in mining proper.

Virginia City was always speculatively inclined, says

Charles E. Van Loan in the Saturday Evening Post, but

the high tide struck the Comstock in the '70s. Men went

money mad, and women, too. In 1870 stock in the Belcher

mine went begging at $1 a share; in 1872 it was worth

$1525. During the same period Crown Point advanced

from $2 to $1825. Those were the days when stock

quotations were posted every hour. When the miners

came up out of the shafts they rushed to the bulletin

boards to see how much money they had made while un-

derground. Rich and poor, high and low, white, black

and yellow, everybody gambled. The financial giants of

San Francisco were juggling Virginia stocks, and nobody

had to wait long for action. Fortunes were made and lost

every day. A chambermaid in Virginia City "fooled with

stocks a little," and in 1875 she retired with a bank bal-

ance of two hundred thousand dollars. A man in Gold

Hill lost the best cook he ever had just because she got

rich when Consolidated Virginia went up. A $25 invest-

ment in Consolidated Virginia would have paid $109,980,

if—and this is a big if—bought at the bottom and sold at

the top. The same investment in Belcher would have paid

$38,125 and in Crown Point, $22,800. At one time or

another fortune's wing grazed every man on the Com-

stock ; the grizzled veterans of the bonanza period are able

to point out the exact spot where they missed their big

chance. "You see," says the Oldest Inhabitant, "there

was the stock you knew you ought to buy. but didn't.

There was the stock you bought and sold too soon. And
then there was the stock you didn't sell soon enough."
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The Sept. 11 issue of the Journal contained the

telegraphic account of the twentieth annual meeting of

the Lake Superior Mining Institute, which opened at

Ironwood, Mich., on Sept. 6. Some features of this

year's meeting deserve further mention.

TJxKXowx FiEST-AiD Problems

The first-aid contest, held on the morning of the first

day, was particularly interesting because the problems

used were unknown to the contestants until read to them

on the field. Heretofore the problems have been of a

more technical nature, permitting previous training with

a certain degree of accuracy. Following are the four

problems given at Ironwood

:

One-Man Event (Time: 15 ^lin.)—Miner found a

distance of 20 ft. in, in closely caved workings, with palm

of right hand lacerated and bleeding profusely ; in shock.

Treat and transport 20 ft. to more open workings, then

carry 20 ft. by shoulder lift.

Three-ilan Event (Time: 15 ]\Iin.)—Miner found

in caved drift (21^ to 3 ft. high) in bad air after ex-

plosion of powder, unconscious from gases, burns of face

and hands. Transport for 20 ft. and administer artificial

respiration by Schaefer method for one minute. Treat

burns. During transportation one of the rescuers is

overcome, becoming imconsciou? ; rescue and administer

proper treatment.

Team Event (Time: 20 Min.)—Miner caught by

fall of rock; left ear torn off, left shoulder dislocated,

left thigh broken in upper third of leg (compound
fracture), with profuse bleeding; in shock. Treat and

transport 30 ft. on improvised stretcher.

Team Event (Time: 20 Min.)—Miner walks into

blast; face badly lacerated over left cheek bone with

profuse bleeding; severe laceration of tipper part of

abdomen ; back of right hand lacerated, blood oozing

;

fracture of right kneecap ; unconscious from powder
gases; treat on spot (gas has cleared away) and trans-

port 40 ft.

Teams ix Good Coxdition

As pointed out by Dr. A. P. Knoefel, in charge of the

judging, and president of the American Mine Safety

Association, the slight range of points scored by the

winning teams indicated the excellent condition of all

teams. He stated that the latter are as good as or

better than those he has encoimtered anywhere else.

Each team was told why it was penalized and every

member of every team after the contest received a copy
of the tally sheet.

MixixG Practice ox Gogebic Range

In the paper on '\Miniug Methods on the Gogebic

Range," presented at the Jlonday evening session, 0. E.

Olsen pointed oiit some interesting innovations. It has

l)een found desirable to use automatic gongs on the

underground locomotives, as well as red lights on the

tail of the trains. The gongs are connected with the

driving mechanism, and start ringing when the motor
starts and vice versa; they can be heard for about 250

ft. The paper on the •'Opening of the Wakefield ^line,"

by W. C. Hart, superintendent of the Wakefield Mine,

aroused probably the greatest interest. Doubtless this

was because of the fact that Mesabi stripping methods
are seldom used on the Michigan ranges. Also the pit

had been visited in the afternoon and many had questions

to ask.

The depth to which it is profitable to strip came in

for its .share of discussion.

CuYUXA Raxge Visited

It is safe to say that the Cuyuna Range never before

received so much concentrated attention from mining
men as it did on the following day, Tuesday, Sept. 7.

George H. Crosby, a pioneer on the Cuyuna since its

earliest days, was on hand to see that no point of interest

was overlooked—and none was. Carl Zappfe, geologist

of Brainerd, ilinn., who for years has made a particular

study of the formations on the Cuyuna, was able and
willing to give the visitors a good understanding of the

peculiarities of the range, difficulties of exploration and
mining and future possibilities. This was welcomed
fmd ai)preciated, and there is no question that operators

present from the other Lake Superior ranges now have

a better knowledge and probably a more favorable im-

pression of the Cuyuna Range.

Staxdixg Committees Appoixted

The final business session was held at Crosby, Minn.,

\\'here the following ofiBcers were elected : President,

C. E. Lawrence, Palatka, Mich. ; vice-presidents, George

L. Woodworth, Frank E. Keese, Frank S. Barber;

managers, Frank Armstrong, William Wearne; treasurer,

E. W. Hopkins; secretarv', A. J. Yungbluth.

Standing committees for the year 1916 were also

appointed : Prevention of Accidents, W. H. Jobe,

Palatka, Mich., chairman ; William Connibear, Ishpeming,

ilich.; E. W. Walker, :\Iass, >[ich.; W. H. Harvey,

Virginia, ilinn. ; P. S. Williams, Ramsay, Mich. Care and

Handling of Hoisting Ropes: W. J. Richards, Painesdale,

Mich., chairman; C. E. HoUey, Ishpeming, Mich.; C.

W. ilurphy. Crystal Falls, Mich.; F. H. Armstrong,

Ironwood, Mich.; A. Tancig, Hibbing, ilinn. Papers

and Publications: William Kelly, Vulcan, Mich., chair-

man; A. W. Gow, Duluth, Minn.; F. W. McNair,

Houghton, Mich. ; J. E. Jopling, Ishpeming, Mich.

;

Frank Blackwell, Ironwood, Mich. Bureau of Mines:

M. M. Duncan, Ishpeming, Mich., chairman; F. W.
Denton, Painesdale, Mich.; A. J. Yungbluth, Ishpem-

ing, Mich., secretary. Biography : J. H. Hearding,

Duluth, Minn., chairman; R. A. Douglas, Ironwood,

Mich. ; ^sl. B. :\IcGee, Crystal Falls, Mich. ; AV. H. Newett,

Ishpeming, ^lich. ; James Fisher, Houghton, Elicit.

The Redjan!; Lebons in SiimatrH. the best-known gold mine
in the Dutch East Indies, had an unsatisfactory year in 1914,

owing to the drought, which extended from May_ until the

middle of November. As the mine depends on water for power
purposes, a gradual stoppage of operations was necessitated.

Milling was practically suspended for three months, and in

October it was feared that the lower levels would be flooded

out, as the pumps could only be Itept going to a modified ex-

tent. As a result the ore crushed showed a heavy decline,

amounting only to 62,037 tons, which yielded 28,047 oz. gold
and 154,870 oz. silver—an average of 0.452 oz. gold and 2.496

oz. of silver per ton. In 1910, the most prosperous year, there
were 109,715 tons of ore crushed, with a return of 85,250 oz.

gold and 441,914 oz. silver, an average of 0.778 oz. gold and
4.035 oz. silver per ton. The ore reserves at the end of the year
are estimated at 211.000 tons, averaging 0.44 oz. gold and 2.65

oz. silver.
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Arthur W. Burgren is now with the Cinco Minas Co. at

Wagdalena, Jalisco, Mexico.

D. C. Jackling recently visited the Ray mines and con-

centrating plant at Hayden, Arizona.

George Long has returned to the United Eastern mine at

Oatman, Ariz., after a vacation on the Coast.

C. W. Wright is returning to Sardinia, Italy, having sailed

from New Yorli. Sept. 11. on the "Dante Alighieri."

E. A. Cappelen Smith, having put the Chuquicamata plant

into successful operation, has returned to New York.

J. B. Armltage of Duluth, Minn., is making examination of

a gold-mining property in Rio Grande County, Colorado.

J. R. Finlay has gone to Butte, Mont., where he expects

to be occupied with professional work for about two months.

Carl M. Bernegau, vice-president and treasurer of the

Keuffel & Esser Co., New York, has been traveling in the

West.

H. A. Wagner of the Gray Eagle Reduction Works at

Mayer, Ariz., will attend the International Engineering
Congress.

A. L. Plagg, superintendent of the Kelvin Sultana mine,

is attending the International Engineering Congress in San
Francisco.

J. v. N. Dorr, of the Dorr Cyanide Machinery Co., has
arrived at New Y'ork from San Francisco. He will remain
about two weeks.

Alden D. Perley has been appointed superintendent of Hall
Furnace of the Republic Iron & Steel Co., Sharon, Penn., which
has just gone into blast.

George H. Garrej', who has been on work in the West
for the past two months, spent a couple of days in New York
last week, but has again left for California.

Frank Jewett, vice-president of the San Francisco Stock
Exchange and A. S. Wollberg. member of the governing board,
recently visited the Oatman-Gold Road mining districts in

Arizona.

W. de L. Benedict left New York last week on his way
to California by way of Denver, on professional business.
Incidentally he expects to attend the engineering congresses
at San Francisco.

James Myers, of Golden, Colo., has again assumed the
superintendency of the old Brown Mountain smeltery at

Ouray, Colo. It has been operated by the Wanakah Mining
Co. for the past two years.

E. L. Rodgers and party of New Y'ork have been traveling
by automobile in Montana and Washington, and recently left

Spokane for Hedley, B. C. Mr. Rodgers is interested in mines
in the Basin District in Monta'na.

F. C. Newton has resigned as superintendent of the Perth
Amboy plant of the American Smelting & Refining Co., to be-
come vice-president and general manager of the New^ton Man-
ufacturing Co., of Lowell, Massachusetts.

William J. Chamberlain of Denver, well-known mining
man and president of the long-established sampling works
company bearing his name, was married in Denver, Sept. 3,

to Miss Eugenia A. Brueck of Kansas City.

H. W. McCaskey of the United States Geological Survey is

in Salt Lake City on a trip of inspection of the "Western offices.

Mr. McCaskey expects to visit the Alta-Cottonwood district,

and the new camp of Goldstrike in Washington County.

George B. Drummond. of Eau Claire. Wis., left on Sept. 7

for the interior of Honduras, Central America, having ac-
cepted the position of cashier of the Ulcawas Gold Mining Co.
His duties will include the purchase of supplies and ma-
chinery.

F. C. French, who has been with the Butte & Superior Cop-
per Co. and other copper properties in the Butte District for
the last three years, has returned to Salt Lake City, where
he will soon reopen offices for the practice of civil and mining
engineering.

G. C. Riddell, superintendent of the East Helena smelting
plant, has been a recent visitor in New York and St. Louis.
He is on a general tour of zinc- and lead-smelting plants in
the East and South, while returning from a vacation on the
Atlantic Coast.

W. L. Honnold, who has recently retired from the chair-
manship of the Brakpan Mines, the Spring Mines, and the
Transvaal Coal Trust, has taken up his residence at the Hyde

Park Hotel, London. Mr. Honnold will join H. C. Hoover in
the Belgian relief work, and will go to Belgium in October.

Dr. T. O. Bosworth, petroleum expert, who has been mak-
ing extensive explorations in Northern Alberta, is now pur-
suing his investigations in the Peace River country. He will
lecture in London, England, before the Institute of Petroleum
Technologists and hopes to interest British capitalists in the
resources of the Canadian West.

It is stated in "Nature" that the sum of £140 has been given
to the Royal Society of Arts by R. Le Neve Foster for the
l)urpose of founding a prize in commemoration of his father,
Peter Le Neve Foster, who was secretary of the society trt)m
1S53 to 1879. The council has decided to offer the prize (con-
sisting of £10 and the society's silver medal) for a paper on
"Zinc: Its Production and Industrial Applications."

Vice-President C. F. Kelley of the Anaconda Copper Min-
ing Co. will transfer his residence from Butte to New York
on Oct. 1, in order to be more intimately related, in an official
way, to the affairs, of the Anaconda company, under conditions
that result from its recent reorganization. As a result of the
acquisition of the International Smelting Co., the Raritan
Copper Works and the United Metals Selling Co., the com-
pany's business has greatly enlarged, and it has been deemed
necessary to increase the executive organization of the com-
pany in New York. Mr. Kelley will continue to have direct
connection with all operations of the company in Butte and
Montana.

Alexander Tropenas died at Lyons, France, July 14, aged
55 years. He was widely known as a metallurgist and as the
inventor of the Tropenas converter.

Charles M. Cabot, who as a stockholder of the Steel Cor-
poration, gained some prominence several years ago by at-
tacking labor conditions in the iron and steel industry, died
at his home at Beverly Farms, Mass., Sept. 5. He was 49
years of age. Mr. Cabot served as a member of a committee
of stockholders which investigated the general conditions
among employees of the Steel Corporation and made certain
recommendations subsequently put into effect. In business
life he was engaged as a broker. Mr. Cabot was called a
crank when he first brought up the subject at the Steel Cor-
poration meetings, but his activity and persistence had much
to do with the later action for safety of employees and im-
provement of working conditions.

American Institute of Mininc I2ne'ineer.s—In order to make
the meetings of the Southern California Section more inter-

esting and fruitful, the executive committee has formed a
subcommittee on programs for section meetings, which an-
nounces for the coming autumn and "winter season, four din-
ner meetings, at intervals of two months, in which the co-

operation of all section members is urgently requested. The
subjects chosen for discussion at tliese meetings, with the
proposed dates, are as follows: Sept. 28, "Mining Geology of

Mojave County, Arizona": Dec. 14, "General Geology and Min-
ing Conditions in Southern California"; Feb. 1. 1916, "Petro-
leum, Its Geology and Technology": Apr. 4, " General Mining
Conditions in South America." Notice of the hour and place
of each meeting will be issued later.

ITniversity of .Iriatona—The number of inquiries that have
been received relative to the short course for miners to be
given by the College of Mines and Engineering of the Uni-
versity of Arizona has proved that there is a great demand
for such work. The particular value of the short course as
it is to be given by the university lies in the method by
which it is to be conducted, which is the intensive study of
one subject for two weeks. Inasmuch as the short courses
that are of particular interest to the prospectors start early
in October, it is desired that those interested mal^e their
plans early for attendance. Students may take two, four,

six or any number of weeks, the whole year making an admir-
able trade course in mining. The first course starts Oct. 4.

being elementary mineralogy and blow-pipe analysis. Be-
sides this course those of interest to prospectors which im-
mediately follow are courses in elementary mineralogy and
petrology, principles of surveying, field geology and pros-
pecting, and assaying. These courses together last 10 weeks,
and will be an excellent foundation for moro scientific and
successful prospecting.
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Gold ^Vas Produced in 30 Counties in California in 1914.

Seven of these counties, according to Charles G. Yale, of the

U. S. Geological Survey, yielded over ?1, 000, 000 each: Nevada.

$3,301,948; Amador, $3,082,002; Tuba. $2,800,713; Sacramento,

$2,164,491; Butte, $1,697,120; Calaveras, $1,336,875; Shasta,

$1,101,202. This includes both lode and placer production.

The leading hydraulic county was Trinity. Placer was the

leading drift-mining county and Yuba the leading dredging
county. Of the deep-mine producers Nevada County was in

the lead, and this county also made a larger increase in gold

production in 1914 as compared to 1913. the amount being

$383,215. The total ore milled in the state from deep mines
in" 1914 was 1.993.821 tons. Of this amount 62% or 1,243,529

tons came from the five counties of Amador, Calaveras, El-

dorado, Mariposa and Tuolumne. The average yield of ore in

Mariposa County was $9.19 per ton; Eldorado, $4.95; Amador,
$4.89; Tuolumne, $4.24; Calaveras, $2.32. The two largest lode-

mining camps are Grass Valley-Nevada City and Jackson-Sut-

ter Creek. In the Jackson-Sutter Creek district 387,602 tons

of ore were treated yielding in gold and silver an average of

$5.48 per ton. In the Grass Valley-Nevada City district 267.618

tons yielded In gold and silver an average of $11.38. Kennett,

Shasta County, was the most productive metal camp in the

state in 1914, producing 243,138 tons yielding $376,846 in gold,

$299,110 in silver. $2,411,323 in copper; a total of $3,087,279 or

an average of $12.70 per ton. The report shows that silver

was produced in all the gold-producing counties; but the lead-

ing gold producers were by no means the leading silver pro-

ducers. The nine counties producing as much as 10,000 oz.

were: Shasta, 626,954 oz.; Inyo, 466,575; Calaveras, 109,299; San
Bernadino, 67,737; Nevada, 48,487; Amador. 30.800: Tuolumne,
21,731; Mono, 16,436; Kern, 14,470 oz. The total amount pro-

duced in 30 counties in 1914 was 1,471,859 oz., being an increase

of 92,960 oz. over 1913.

Hooknorm Disea.se Endemic In California Mines in certain
mining districts is the finding of Herbert Gunn. M. D., of San
Francisco. He further finds that from 50 to 80% of the men
working in the mines inspected are infected with the disease;

and that the infection is undoubtedly present in practically all

of the gold mines in California and just over the border in

Nevada. A number of men were examined in .\mador and
Eldorado Counties and whether the disease is of foreign origin

or endemic in the mines, the fact remains that hookworm
disease actually exists according to Doctor Gunn's report and
the reports of Dr. F. P. Sprague and Dr. E. E. Endicott. The
earlier cases reported were Italians, Austrians or Cornishmen,
many of whom are known to be infected with hookworm
before coming to this country. Of six cases referred to by
Doctor Gunn two were American, native of California and
never out of the state, two were native of England, one native
of Italy and one whose nativity is unknown but who had
not been out of California in 48 years. Doctor Gunn states

that there is no question that the general efl!iciency is notice-
ably impaired and that many of them have to take time off

now and again to recuperate. The greatest loss to the mine
operators he states is occasioned by the large number of men
moderately affected. The danger of the disease being spread
is commented upon especially as the sanitary arrangements
for the disposal of sewage in the town of Jackson are poor
and many of the infected miners too ill to work in the mines
live on the nearby farms until recuperated. In connection
with Doctor Gunn's report which is made to the California
State Board of Health it is stated that the Industrial Acci-
dent Commission will take up the matter under recent
amendments to the "Workman's Compensation law, which
make occupational diseases subject to compensation from
employers. It is suggested that it will be a part of the
duty of employers to endeavor to prevent the disease from
spreading. In most cases it is quite likely that the munici-
palities in which the miners live are more amenable to law
than the mine operators, but this particular law applies only

to employers. But Jackson is not the only mining town in

California that is in need of sanitary regulation; and it is

quite likely that wherever hookworm disease Is found there
will also be found unsanitary living quarters either in the
town or at the mine. The prevention of the disease cannot be
accomplished except by control of the municipalities in which
the infected men reside.

DENVER—Sept. 9

Official Measurement of Drainagre Water Issuing from the

Roosevelt tunnel in the Cripple Creek district was made
Sept. 1 by Engineer T. R. Countryman. Drainage amounts to

11,200 gal. per min. The breast was advanceC 230 ft. during
the first month after resumption of operations and is within
1.400 ft. of the Elkton mine. Three shifts are employed and
Supt. Charles Fuller expects to reach the Elkton shaft about
Jan. 1.

Boulder County Metal-Mining Association has published,

for free distribution, a neat 52-page pamphlet descriptive of

the history of mining for precious, semiprecious and rare

metals, coal, oil and gas. and nonmetallic minerals In this

pioneer county of Colorado. Each of the eight metal-mining
districts in the county is described geologically and mln-
eralogically. while one chapter is devoted to the tungsten
industry. The pamphlet will be welcomed by persons who
appreciate straightforward descriptions of the mining coun-
try without exaggerations. It may be had upon application
to the secretary of the association, Boulder, Colo.

A Tonnaee Record for the Cripple Creels District was
established In August when 84,800 tons of ore were shipped to

mills and smelteries. This does not mean a ma.ximum valua-
tion for a single month's output, the August production being
valued at $1,242,264, or approximately $14.65 per ton. The
I'ueblo and Globe plants of the American Smelting & Refining
Co. handled about 4,000 tons having an average value of $55

per ton; the Golden Cycle cyanide plant at Colorado City
treated 38.000 tons of an average value of $19: the Colorado
Springs mill of the Portland company handled 10.500 tons
worth about $21 per ton; the Portland company's two mills

in the district treated 30,600 tons of dump and. low-grade
material worth'.$2.59 per ton.

The Federal Industrial Relations Commission Report is so

flagrantly unfair to the mining operators of Colorado that
Governor Carlson has issued a statement specifically chal-

lenging the charge made in the Walsh report that an instruc-
tor In the state-university college of law had been dropped
through corporation influence because he had appeared as
counsel for the United Mine "Workers during the strike tur-
moil a year ago. Explaining that this James Brewster was
appointed only to fill a vacancy caused by the drowning of

Professor Pease, the appointment being for the remainder of

the college year only. Governor Carlson goes on to say:
""W'alsh and his puppets have- not spared from calumny and
false Imputation the good name of our university. His in-

satiable gluttony for cheap publicity has caused him to utter
a baseless and wicked charge. Had he made an honest Inves-
tigation he would have found that the charge had foundation
only In the mind of a disgruntled professor. . . . "Walsh's
statement may be given temporary credence In other states
but not in Colorado."

The Florence & Cripple Creek R.H. Co. has Passed. It built
the first rail line—a narrow gage—into the district, in 1894,

and for a few years did a capacity business at high rates.
The Midland Terminal Ry. soon followed, with a branch from
the main line at Divide, a station on Ute Pass. Some
years later, the Colorado Springs & Cripple Creek District
R.R. built into the district, circling Pike's Peak on the
east and south. The Florence road paid for itself within
three years. Competition and numerous serious washouts of
track then decreased this road's profits until it finally con-
solidated with the other roads all of which It then operated
with financial success for years. The company -also pur-
chased the Golden Circle R.R., a 5.72-mi. electric line that
traverses the high, central part of the mining district and
reaches numerous large mines not served by the steam roads.
The original outside terminal of the pioneer road was Flor-
ence but it was shifted to the neighboring town of Canon
City. The recent decision of the directors to abandon the
old line follows acts of the residents of the latter town who
insist that the company rebuild practically 10""^ of its road-
bed destroyed by floods. This the company did not feel justi-
fied in doing since the cessation of cyanldatlon and chlorina-
tion activities in the several custom-treatment plants that
formerly existed at Florence. The company has reorganized
as the Colorado Springs cfe Cripple Creek R.R. Co. and will
operate all lines except the old narrow-gage. It has started
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suits against the treasurer and board of commissioners of

Teller County, seeking; to prevent the sale of the roads for

delinquent taxes and to have tax assessments reduced. The

assessed valuation of the Terminal at $2ri,6S6 per mile and

that of the Golden Circle at $21,872 per mile are claimed, by

the company, to be grossly excessive, and payment has been

offered the treasurer of the county on what are claimed rea-

sonable figures.

BVTTE, MONT Sept.

Anaconda Zinc ExperimcntM have been so successful that

it is said a plant capable of producing 10 tons per day is

now going to be installed. The Anaconda management is

active in keeping its engineers in the field, looking for new
gold, copper and zinc mines. The recently acquired mines

in Chile are reported to be developing favorably.

In the First-Aid Contest Between Butte TeaniM at the Labor

Day celebration at Columbia Gardens. Butte, the team of the

Original mine "^von the honor of going to the national meet

at Panama Exposition the latter part of September and will

represent the State of Montana in that event. The Original

team consists of the following: Elmer Kelly, captain; David

Snell, Joseph Beadle, John Campbell, John Butler and Thomas
McKeown.

Reduced ^Vage Scale for Butte Miners—Miners' wage scale

for August in Butte district will be at the rate of J3.7.') per

day instead of $4 per day, as paid in July. OlHcial price of

copper, as announced in the "Engineering and Mining Journal,"

was 16.9c. per lb. for August, or a tenth of a cent below the

required ITc. to make the scale $4 per day. Payrolls of all

Butte companies, including zinc producers, are based on the

copper scale and all companies are making out their rolls

on basis of 16.9c. per lb. Opinion prevails that September

scale will be back at the $4 rate.

No Miners Marched in the Labor Day parade at Butte.

The celebration of Labor Day was the biggest event of the

kind ever seen in Butte. All but about half a dozen unions

in Butte participated in a parade and the day's celebration.

The parade was several miles long, requiring 1 hr. and 35 min.

in passing, but not one miner was in the line of march. The

large turnout of other union laborers was due to extra

efforts that were made by the officers to get the men out in

order to make an impressive showing, and heavy fines were

provided for failures to march. There is no miners' union

in Butte that is strong enough to enforce any such orders

on the miners, although there are now three organizations

calling themselves miners' unions.

The Butte-Dulutk Banlcruptcy Proceedings have finally

been heard in the Federal Court at Butte and Judge Bourquin

has under consideration the petition to declare the company
a bankrupt. The petitioners, a number of unpaid miners,

based their contention of insolvency on the admissions made
in behalf of the company when the latter was thrown into

the hands of a receiver upon suit brought by an Eastern

creditor. The ofiicers now claim, and did so in the bankruptcy

proceeding, that the company is not insolvent, and that it was
beginning to make money under the management of Receiver

Everett when operations were stopped by the bankruptcy

action. Some interesting testimony was given by officers

of the company. Superintendent Sherwood stated that the

mill -was running on ore averaging 1.52 'T: Cu during the last

four months of operations, and drill cores to a depth of 202

ft. from the bottom of a 23-ft. pit ran from 0.9S to 2.T0^c

copper. He said that the 'it aching plant of the Butte-Duluth

was the first of its kind ever installed, but since it has been

perfected three other similar plants have been installed in

other places and are operating successfully on sulphide ores.

At the time of the shut-down the Butte-Duluth had just

reached a stage where it could operate its mine at a profit.

.A. saving of 50% is now possible in buying acid for the plant,

as it used to cost $25 per ton to bring it from Denver, and

now it may be secured from the Anaconda company at $12.50

per ton. This effected a saving of 3Sc. per ton of ore treated.

Receiver Everett estimated the value of the company's prop-

erty at $741,368, against an indebtedness, bonded and other-

wise, of $241,368. The total of claims filed is $190,833, of

which $42,368 is represented by due bills to miners.

Anaconda Has About Reached Normal Capacity of its mines

and it is not expected that the monthly figures will hereafter

show any remarkable gains until after the first of the year

when the Great Fall smelting works will be in full com-

mission again. The August production, 22,800,000 lb., was the

largest of any month this year. The figures for the eight

months of 1915 follow: January, 13,700,000 lb.; February,

15.100,000: March, 19.000,000; April, 21,800,000; May, 20,500,000;

June, '22,100,000; July, 22,100,000; August, 22,800,000; total,

157,100,000; the figures include the output of the Anaconda

company and also the copper from ores received from the

North Butte and other smaller producing concerns. The
.Vnaconda company is pushing development work at various

properties—copper, silver and zinc properties—but it will be

a long time before these mines will be producing. While the

pumps are running night and day in the Nettie mine, the

silver property on the west side of the Butte district, it is

expected that the mine will not be completely unwatered for

four or five months. The Nettie seems to drain the entire

western section of the district, and before the shut down and
curtailment last fall the pumps had been running for eight

months, and still all the water w-as not out of the mine. The
Nettie vein is a large one and was a good producer of silver

many years ago. With depth the Nettie may develop large

deposits of copper and zinc. There is a large area of zinc

deposits extending for several miles from the Emma mine
in Butte westward beyond the old Blue Bird properties. In

the western section several copper properties have also been

opened, but none were ever developed to an important pro-

ducing stage. It is expected that the western section will be

pretty thoroughly explored and demonstrated through the

work to be done in the Nettie by the Anaconda company, and
the owners of other properties there are awaiting results

with interest.

S.4LT L-VKE CITY—Sept. 9

Dissolution of the Tintic Smelting Co. was begun on Aug.

31, in a petition filed with Judge A. B. Morgan of Provo. The
petition was signed by Jesse Knight, J. William Knight, C.

W. Nibley. W. Lester Mangum and R. E. Allen, who repre-

sented 4S44 shares of stock out of a capitalization of 5000

chares. The petition states there is no opposition to the

dissolution. The company was organized in 1906 and built a

smeltery at Silver City to treat ore of the Knight mines and
other properties in the Tintic district. The plant operated for

a short time, several years ago. but on account of not having

common-point freight rates, and other matters, did not earn

a profit. Since that time the smeltery has been dismantled

and a part of the machinery sold. The Tintic Milling Co.

oontroUed by the Kn:ght-Dern interests, is building its new
mill at the former smeltery site.

rtah Copper Co. Produced in July 14,641.009 lb. copper, and

the August production is estimated to be of about the same
amount. Production for the four months just ended will

exceed that for any similar period since the beginning of

operations; with the July output as given above, the August

output estimated at the same rate, the May output amounting
to 14,053,765 lb., and that for June to 14,730.912 the total is

between 57.000,000 and 58.000.000 lb., making a yearly rate

of 171,000.000 lb. Additional dumping ground for tailings has

recently been acquired by the company near the Arthur and

Magna mills, the purchase price having amounted to about

$50,000. There are buildings on a part of the ground, which

may be used for dwellings for employees. On the south side

of Carr Fork the company is constructing five 6-room houses

for the use of the assistant superintendent of the mine, the

assistant mining engineer, and others. These houses will be

made accessible to the Bingham & Garfield depot by a new-

road from the south side of the caiion.

SEATTLE—Sept. 8

British Columbia Zinc Properties are entering the most

important period of their development. After being con-

sidered a misfortune to be avoided and penalized, zinc prom-

ises to become a basic source of British Columbia mining

wealth and scores of properties that have been idle for years,

because of their large zinc showings, are entering the active

list. These facts are indicated by developments reported from

various points in British Columbia. A feature of the general

revival of zinc was the recent bonding of the Big Ledge prop-

erty at Halcyon, B. C. by English interests from L. L. Tower,

of Xorthport. and associates. The Consolidated Mining &
Smelting Co. has begun the erection of the zinc-reduction

plant and it is announced that the entire output of the new

works at Trail will be taken by the Dominion government

until the end of the war.

Yukon Gold Production will reach $5,000,000 this year

according to the latest estimates. Last year's production is

now definitely established at $4,750,000. which shows that the

1915 production is little more, principally for the reason that

the largest dredge in the district—Canadian-Klondyke No. 2,

which overturned last October—has not been in operation

on account of undergoing repairs. Another dredge, which

worked most of last year on Bonanza, is idle this year. Not-

withstanding the idleness of these two dredges, the other

boats are making a good showing. The Yukon Gold Co.

fleet has been doing exceptionally well and the Ccnadian-

Klondyke's three dredges have been in some of the richest

ground this year that they have ever worked. The gold pro-

duced in the Klondike camp now by dredges comes chiefly
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from the Klondike River between Bear and Bonanza Creeks,

and from Bonanza. Eldorado, Hunker and Gold Run Creeks.

The largest hydraulic operations are along Bonanza benches
and Eldorado benches.

KELLOGG, IDAHO—Sept. 8

Coeur d'AIene Mines Employ About 5,000 Men at present,

the largest number in the history of the camp. Nearly 4,000

of these are with the larger companies, and it is estimated

that there are another thousand scattered over the district on
smaller properties. The larger mines, tributary to Wardner
and Kellogg, employ 1,450 men distributed as follows; Bunker
Hill & Sullivan, 650; Ontario, 150; Caledonia, 50; Last Chance,

300; Stewart, 300. The mines tributary to MuUan employ 665

men as follows: Morning, 450; Hunter, 150; National, 50;

Reindeer-Queen, 15. The mines tributary to Wallace employ
1,850 men, distributed as follows: Hercules (Cafion Creek),

450; Hecla (Canon Creek), 175; Marsh. (Canon Creek), 100;

Green Hill-Cleveland (Canon Creek), 325; Frisco (Caiion

Creek), 100; Tamarack-Custer (Carion Creek), 225; Success
(Ninemile), 125; Interstate (Ninemile), 350.

Rex Con.soliiIated is assuming importance as a new Cceur

d'AIene mining company. Charles Sweeny, formerly of the

Federal Mining & Smelting Co. has joined the board of direc-

tors and will be a member of the executive committee of the

new company, with his son, Robert Sweeny, and W'. J. Hall,

a former director of the Federal company. The other direc-

tors of the Rex company are M. J. Sweeny, a brother of

Charles Sweeny, and Peter Bernier, president of the Black
Bear Consolidated, which recently passed to the control of

the Rex company. It is reported that the board is to be
joined soon by a New York capitalist, and that it is the
intention to make of the Rex another organization like the
Federal company. With this object in view the directors are

said to be negotiating for two more Coeur d'AIene properties

in addition to the Rex and Black Bear.

The Consolidated Interxtnte-Callahan property, the young-
est and richest of the Cceur d'AIene mines, may be placed in

the hands of a receiver as an outgrowth of the fight for con-
trol at the last annual meeting, held in Duluth on Aug. 16.

The Callahan-Boutin faction were unable to vote 170,000

shares held by the Callahan Mining Co., which would have
given the insurgents control, and as a result two sets of

directors were elected. The Robbers-Percival-Sussman fac-

tion, identified with the American Metal Co., is in physical
control of the property, and a plea for a receiver was filed

in the district court at 'U'allace on July 27 by the opposition.

The complaint alleges that the Callahan company and Frank
Boutin "believe that the ofl^cers of the American Metal Co.

will control the Consolidated Interstate-Callahan Co. and its

property for its O'W'n benefit and to the loss and injury of the

Consolidated Interstate-Callahan Co. and its directors." It

is further alleged that the American Metal Co. obtained an
unfair contract for a period of 10 years for practically all

the output of the Interstate-Callahan, whereby the latter

company is receiving and will receive much less than its ores
would bring from other smelters. The contract is said to call

for a flat rate of $38 a ton for all concentrates. Judge Woods
has appointed as receiver Eugene R. Day, of the Hercules.
Meanwhile, attorneys for the present management have raised

the point that, since the Interstate-Callahan is not an Idaho
corporation, the state courts have no jurisdiction and that the
case must therefore go before the Federal courts. Pending
action on the motion in the Federal court, the receiver is not
now in possession, and will not take charge of the property
unless the motion is decided in favor of Boutin and associates.

Indications are that the contest will be long drawn out and
bitter, and the prediction is made that the issues involved
will go to the U. S. Supreme Court for final settlement.

Dl'LVTII, MINX.—Sept. H
The 011\-er Iron Mining Co. on Aug. 30 requested and re-

ceived permission to contribute $70 monthly to the state
school at Owatonna, Minn., for the care and maintenance of

several children of Paul Paulson, deceased. The man was
killed while in the employ of the company, and the latter
voluntarily paid the widow $5,000, being the legal limit.

Desirous of doing more than the legal requirements the com-
pany is now assisting in the education of the children.

Leased State Iron Mines will ship 2,000,000 tons, this season,
according to the estimates of State Auditor J. A. O. Preus.
The record season was 1913, when 2,S75,9S2 tons went forward.
According to the records there is an estimated tonnage of
144,000,000 still remaining. Deposits making up this tonnage
are contained in the area covered by 47 leases, which have an
average of 34 years still to run, thus making the average
output required to exhaust these mines about 4,250,000 tons.

State leases carry a royalty of 25c. per ton, so there is a
total royalty of $36,000,000 in sight for the state, which goes
to the state's permanent school, university and swamp-land
funds.

Iron-Ore Cargoes were leaving the Duluth-Superior harbor

at rate of one every hour during the first week in September.

At the Ashland. Wis., docks, where much Michigan iron ore

is loaded, both the C. & N. W. and the Soo docks are handling
exceedingly heavy tonnage. The August shipments down the

lakes totaled 8.081.117 tons, being the second largest ton-

nage of ore delivered in a single month on the Great Lakes.

From now on. weather conditions will interfere somewhat
with shipments, and it seems that the flood tide of ore ton-

nage is past. Competent judges state that the season's ship-

ments will scarcely exceed 45,000.000 tons.

Additional Rail Servlee for the Minnesota Steel Co.'s plant

will be provided by the Duluth, Missabe & Northern Ry.,

which has leased the trackage of the Spirit Lake Transfer Ry.,

Interstate Transfer Ry. and the Duluth Terminal Ry.. giving
it the best terminal facilities of any of the Duluth rail lines.

The transaction gives the Minnesota Steel Co.'s plant rail

service on both sides and through its plant, and facilitates

the handling of material to and from the Missabe docks, in

Duluth. The lease also offers a reasonable solution as to

why the steel company had not constructed docks for direct

lake shipment. The D., M. & N. Ry.. being a subsidiary of

the U. S. Steel Corporation, now affords the latter unexcelled
terminal and dockage facilities at the head of the lakes.

HOIGHTOX, MICH.—Sept. 15

Tlierc is Xot tlie Feelins of Optimism relative to the copper
situation in the Michigan district that was evidenced a month
ago. There are not, however, any accumulations of metal
here. Certainly none that compares with this season in

previous years. Most of the companies are sold through the
present month of September but the fact is acknowledged
that there have ben no heavy bookings beyond that date.

It may be a waiting game. If such is the case there is every
reason for believing that the large copper producers are in

just as good condition to withstand lowered prices as are
the consumers.

Tlie Social-Welfare Idea, originating In this district in the
Calumet & Hecla's long maintained policy of looking after

fhe men with an almost paternal attitude, is impressing other
corporaions in the Lake country. It may be noted that
during the recent visit of John Stanton, head of the Wolverine
and Mohawk properties, there was an evening reception to

100 heads of departments from the mines and mills, at which
Mr. Stanton gave a fine address on the policy of "getting
together" for mutual benefit. These same companies continue
to pay their monthly bonus checks of 5% to the men. Calumet
& Hecla continues its 10% advance in wages, over and above
the $500,000 distributed in bonuses in July.

TORONTO—Sept. 11

Important Phospliate Deposits are reported to occur in

the Banff National Park in the Rocky Mountains, according to

Dr. Franl< D. .Adams, chairman of the committee on minerals
of the Canadian Conservation Commission, and W. J. Dick,
mining engineer of the commission. The disccvery is re-

garded as of great importance in connection with the agricul-
tural development of the West. The distribution and extent
of these deposits will be studied by the Department of Mines.

Tlie Seslkinlka Gold Area has latterly attracted a good deal
of attention and many American capitalists are acquiring
interests in claims. A Buffalo syndicate has purchased the
Malory claims adjoining the Labine for a figure stated at

$35,000, and development is progressing in charge of J. Nelson
of Haileybury. Frank Loring and associates are working
the Gibson-Potvin claims at Goodfish Lake near Sesekinika,
having taken up the option at $65,000. The Goodfish Lake
Gold Mines Co. are operating the Costello claims, with excel-
lent showings on partly developed veins.

The Kon-kash E.veltement shows no signs of abatement.
The rush of prospectors and speculators, many of them from
distant points, is unprecedented in the mining history of

northern Ontario. A large area in the neighborhood of E. W.
King Dodd's discovery has been staked, though some doubts
are expressed as to whether there is much valuable territory
outside of the original claim, from which all the rich gold
samples that are being shown have been taken. The Ontario
Bureau of Mines here is overwhelmed with applications for
maps and information. Percy Hopkins, assistant provincial
geologist, has been sent by the Bureau to Kowkash to make
a preliminary investigation of the formation and mineralogy
of the district. T. A. Mc,\rthur, inspector of mining recorders'
offices for Ontario, has also been sent up to look into the
situation and ascertain whether it is advisable to open a
recording office in the district, as at present Port Arthur is the
nearest point at which claims can be recorded. The depart-
ment is preparing a map of the Kowkash field on a large scale,
which will be issued in about two weeks.
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ALASKA
SKEEN-LECHXER (Seward)—These properties sold at re-

ceivers' sale. Mill sold to L. V. Ray and mining claims to

Harry Hobem.
FRANK SKEEN AND J. W. STEVENSON report finding a

rich gold lode on the Champion and Gladiator claims in the
lloose Pass district.

ALASKA-EBNER (Juneau)—New company formed in New
York will probably start work on the Ebner and Hallum prop-
erties in the near future.

TAKU VS. GOLD BELT (Juneau)—Suit has been brought
by the Taku Alaska company against the Alaska Gold Belt

Co. regarding title to 11 claims.

LANDLOCK BAY (Vdldez)

—

W. A. Die ey has shipped
$40,000 worth of copper ore from his claims this summer.
Development work will be pushed.

WILLIAM BARTHOF (Knik) — The original locator of

most of the Willow Creek claims expects to install a small
mill ne.xt spring at the Mabel mine on Archangel creek. Wil-
low (?reek district.

ALASKA-JUNEAC I Juneau)—New system of shooting
large stopes is being experimented with to lower cost of stop-
ing ore. No results given out as vet. John Richards is mine
superintendent; P. R. Bradley, general superintendent.

JUALIN ALASKA GOLD MINES (Juneau)—Jean Vanophem
and party, having left Brussels by special permission from
the German Government on business, are examining the Jualin
properties with Consulting Engineer H. G. Young. Mr. \ ano-
phem is president of the Algunican Development Co.. which is

handling the Jualin property. Last year Jlr. Vanophem had just

arranged for big work at the Jualin when the war broke out
and tied up the Belgian capital that was to be used in the
work. No word is given out as to the magnitude of the work
now contemplated.

ARIZOXA
Gila County

IRON CAP (Globe)—Williams shaft will be put down from
Sth to 10th level at once, and a larger hoist installed in

near future.
Greenlee County

R-ESTERN FEDERATION OF MINERS has started strike
for increased wages, in the Clifton-Morenci district. Mines
and reduction works of Detroit, Arizona and Shannon com-
panies closed and S,000 miners, machinists and electricians re-

ported on strike. Company managers have declined to meet
Western Federation representatives.

Mohave County
PAYROLL (Chloride)—Considerable new equipment is

being installed by Thomas B. Scott.

NEW JERSEY (Chloride)—The mill is being remodeled
and will soon be in commission.

0\TMAN GOLD (Oatman)—This company reports cutting
the Kokomo vein at a depth of 113 ft. Shaft still in ore at
130 ft.

GOLCONDA EXTENSION—Unwatering of the mine con-
tinues, the water having been lowered to the ISO-ft. level.

Sinking will soon be resumed.
E R HOLDEN. of E. R. Holden & Co., Cripple Creek. Colo.,

is planning to build a custom mill in the Oatman district to

treat ores'from the smaller mines.

TENNESSEE (Chloride)—Excellent ore has been opened on
the 1 200-ft level. Tlie ore is being shipped to Utah. Shaft
is being continued to the 1.500-ft. level.

JEROME-OATMAN (Oatman)—The company is installing

a hoist, compressor, drills and drill sharpener. Several new
buildings have been put up and roads built.

HAWKSHAW (Oatman)—E. H. Newland and N. C. D'Arcy
of Colorado have taken over the Lucky Boy-Hawkshaw group
of six claims and the controlling interest in the Tom Reed
Annex.

Pinal County
RAY-ARIZONA (Kelvin)—The company is patenting its

ground and will soon resume active operations.

WERNER (Price)—A mill is being erected on the property.
A pipe line delivers water from the Gila River.

RAY-HERCULES (Ray)—About 40 men are already at

work on the property making surface improvements.

KELVIN-SULTANA (Kelvin)—The No. 3 vein has been
reached by the crosscut on the 500 level. Drifting east and
west will be begun, and the crosscut continued southward.

CALIFOR>I.4.

Eldorado County
BLUE ROCK (Georgetown)—New 10-stamp mill completed

by James Flynn. Mine is near Georgia Slide.

FOWLAR (Placerville)—Smooth slugs of coarse gold rang-
ing in value from $5 to $74.50 have recently been cleaned up at
this gravel mine on Otter Creek.

Fresno County

COPPER KING (Academy)—Property leased to Charles
Leavitt. of Fresno. Unwatering shafts and drifts and a gen-
eral cleanup of surface has begun. Reported that about S.OOO

tons of copper ore is in sight.

Humboldt t'onnty

FRANK LUBBS (Scotia)—Has uncovered IS-in. vein of
high-grade milling ore on placer claim near the Red Cap.

RED CAP (Scotia)—Lower tunnel is in 312 ft. and a 15-ft.

crosscut has been driven which Is in a diorite dike that par-
allels the vein.

MOUNT.-\.IN LILY (Scotia)—Good body of milling ore has
been disclosed above tunnel No. 2. The arrastre will run on
this ore during winter.

Inyo County

MANGANESE ORES from a deposit said to be 100 ft. wide
are being mined and shipped by Alexander Yeoman. Ore car-
rying 50% manganese is shipped to Baltimore, Md. Auto-
truck haulage to the railroad costs $7.50 per ton; railroad
freight to San Pedro $2.50 per ton and water freight via Pan-
ama Canal $4 per ton; extraction of the ore costs about $1
per ton, making a total cost of about $15 per ton.

SILVER KING MINING CO.—(Darwin)—Lease taken on
the Lee mine bv D. F. Shiveley, D. E. Staats, E. E. Simmons
and J. H. Kohlbecker, who formed the above company. Zinc
ore will be shipped at present.

CERRO GORDO (Keeler)—Aerial tramway has been re-
built and is delivering more than 100 tons of zinc ore per day
at Keeler. In four months, March, April, May and June, 1.G81

tons of zinc ore were mined; zinc content, 1.109,4S1 lb. Most
of this ore came from the 200. 400 and 500 levels. The vertical
shaft has reached the 950-ft. point, from which a 250-ft. winze
has been sunk.

CARBONATE (Zabriskie)—Ten auto trucks are employed
hauling ore to the Tonopah & Tidewater R.R. Trucks carry
from 4 to 61.. tons each. Additional trucks have been or-
dered. Haulage costs about $12 per ton over a distance of 42

miles. Reported that the ore runs about 37'"', lead. 20 oz. in

silver and $5 per ton in gold. The mine has about 900 ft. of
development, principally adits at a vertical depth of about 200

ft. The vein varies from 2 1^ to 15 ft. in width and is easily
mined. John Salsberry is manager.

Kern County

OLD MILL (Caliente)—Los Angeles men offered to renew
option for antimony claims. Shipment of ore to Magnolia
Metals Co. of New York arranged for. Other mines in Amalie
district reported to have contracted for shipments to same
company.

Xevada County

GOLDEN CENTER (Grass Valley)—First dividend of 4<>

has been declared. The property has been in operation since

June. 1914. New hoist in course of erection.

BAGLEY (Grass Vallev)—Clyde G. Carr, formerly manager
Candelaria Mining Co. of Nevada, and Howard Dennis, of

Grass Vallev. have bonded this property and retimbered the

old shaft down to former tunnel level.

Plnnias County

PLUMAS-EUREKA MIXES CO. (Johnsville)--Voluntary
petition in bankruptcy filed in the U. S. District Court, Aug.
'S Liabilities $133,633, assets $41,515. Principal creditors

George W. Phillips, of Massachusetts, and Scheelme Bank and
Trust Co. of Reno.

Shasta County

KEYSTONE DREDGING CO. (Kennett)—Reported to have
purchased from W. P. Hanimon 500 acres of land on west side

of Sacramento River two miles above Kennett.

BELL COW (Ono)—Development work on the property on
\rbuckle Mountain, west of Ono. progressing with satisfactory

results. Grade of ore increasing as depth gained; some high-
grade ore opened.

Siskiyou County

VICTORY GOLD MINES CO. (Etna)—New 50-ton tube mill

being installed. J. E. Nefroney, superintendent.

Trinity County

UNION HILL (Weaverville)—Mine closed down for the

season on account of lack of water.

GOLDEN JUBILEE (Coffee Creek)—Installing two Trent
universal machines. Chester L. Proebstel, superintendent.

HORSE SHOE MINING CO (Lewiston)—Preparations be-

ing made to resume operations next season, under manage-
ment of John M. Nicol.

UNION CONSTRUCTION CO. (San Francisco)—Paulsen's

ranch, near Lewiston, being drilled. If ground warrants,

dredge will be installed.

TONOPAH MINING CO. (Carrville)—Dredging gr()und be-

ing prospected with two Keystone drills. Walter J. Radford,

of Breckenridge, Colo., is in charge.

Tuolumne County

HARVARD (Jamestown)—G. Musente, a miner, was prob-

ably "fatally injured by being caught between the skip ana

the" timbers at the collar of the shaft.

SPRINGFIELD TUNNEL (Sonora)—Angelo Bachich, a

miner, was killed on Aug. 31 by fall of rock.
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COLORADO
Kagle County

A STRIKE OF GOLD ORE is reported from a new area
in the soutliern part of this county around the heads of
Brush and Lime creeks. Nearest railroad station is Thomas-
ville on the Colorado Midland. District has been named
Fool's IPeak.

Lake County
ROBERT BURNS (Leadville)—Development in this prop-

erty near Little Jonny on Breece hill, is still within oxidized
zone. Large body of copper carbonate has been opened.
Recent shipments "have ranged from 1% to 26% copper.

PENROSE (Leadville)—The motor of one of the Providence
centrifugal sinking pumps that are unwatering downtown
district burned out recently while in operation. During re-
pairs, water rose about 5 ft. in the Penrose shaft despite
operation of the other pump.

ALADDIN (Leadville)—Manager Walter W. Davis of the
Yak company confirms announcement that his company has
secured this group under bond. Exploration performed some
time ago through a drift at foot of 200-ft. winze near the
breast of Yak tunnel disclosed attractive showings of ore
in Aladdin ground. From this drift a new winze will be sunk
an additional 150 ft. to reach certain contact or ore zone and,
if results are satisfactory, the tunnel proper will be extended
into the new territory. While it will be above the ore-bearing
formations, its depth from surface will be about 1,250 ft.

since the bore will be well into the Mosquito Range.

Park County
LONDON (Alma)—Sixty leasers are working in this lofty,

high-grade mine that had been shut down by owners. Four
6-horse teams are busy hauling ore seven miles to station
for shipment to Denver. While tonnage from this vein cannot
be great, ore is of high quality. First 300 tons marketed this
summer averaged 6.5 oz. gold per ton. Ore also runs well in
silver and copper.

.San Juan County

HIGHLAND M.\RY (Silverton)—This mine is now in com-
bination with Trilby and Shenandoah mines. Group will be
managed by Mr. McLean who plans system of underground
connections.

Teller County
HONDO (Victor)—Ore shipped from the Sitting Bull vein

runs about $17 per ton.

W. P. H. (Anaconda)—Clutch lease has struck shoot, 4 ft.

wide, of high-grade ore.

DOCTOR-JACKPOT (Anaconda)—Five sets of leasers ship-
ping good ore. Starkweather & Wilson lease marketing 2-oz.
ore, occurring in a shoot developed more than 100 ft. along
the drift.

TRACHITE (Independence)—This United Gold Mines Co.
property on Bull Hill makes increasing shipments from its

new shaft now about 75 ft. deep, all rock broken being ore
averaging about $15 per ton.

PORTLAND-INDEPENDENCE (Victor)—New trestle con-
necting Portland surface and dumps with top of Independence
mill is completed. Remodeling of mill is in progress, six
carloads of new machinery having been ordered and some of
it already delivered. About 40 blocks of Independence ground
are worked under lease.

IS.4BELL.4 (Altman)—August tonnage from this mine
reached a record; leasers and company shipments amounted
to 105 carloads having an average value of about $24 per ton.
Among the leases making large showing were the Klondike
or Knuth and Theobold, Wolcott, and Dolzell and Comerford.
The last-named lease has 7 ft. of high-grade ore.

TRAIL (Victor)—Being developed on 1200 level through
Dexter shaft by Orrison & Eby. New orebody from 5 to 10
ft. wide and averaging about $30 a ton in gold has been
opened up for distance of 200 ft. Leasers plan to do about
1200 ft. of drifting under sloping ground having depth of
700 ft. Robinson Leasing Co. is conducting its operations
through Blue Bird shaft. Development is in progress on
1000 level where crosscut has been driven to cut trail vein
and is now opening some encouraging pockets of ore.

LAST DOLLAR (Victor)—Joseph Crumby, leasing on 1,100
level, has settled carload shipment at $37 net per ton. On
1.200 level, leasers have opened a vein parallel to main Last
Dollar vein but it has not been sufficiently developed to
determine its character, Charles Ellison and James Constan-
tine, miners engaged in shaft-sinking, were killed at the
bottom of main shaft, Sept. 3, when the light rope—used
temporarily in hoisting to the 1,200 level—broke and dropped
the bucket containing them about 30 ft. into the blasts of 16
holes they had Just fired.

GOLDEN CYCLE-VINDICATOR (Independence)—Carver
lease, on Golden Cycle 400 level, maintains large output of
$25 ore. Vein is 3 to 7 ft. thick and has produced steadily
for a year and a half. Rust-Hayes lease, in Vindicator 1,100
level, ships high-grade ore from a vein having a core about
2 in. thick and extremely rich. Pish and Harris, Vindicator
700 level, are sloping in a shoot 4 to 7 ft. wide running about
1 oz. per ton. The Shatz leases in the Golden Cycle and
Vindicator veins are both shipping. The Vindicator company
has paid off 16 of its notes held by the Golden Cycle company.
These notes have face value of $560,000, leaving notes amount-
ing to $700,000 still to be met. Usual monthly 2<rc dividends
are being paid by the Golden Cycle company.

in.\Ho
ShoNlioue County

JACK WAITE EXTENSION (Murray)—Installing gasoline-
driven compressor and will put on small crew for development
wort:.

REINDEER-QUEEN (Mullan)—Ore bins are nearly finished
and sloping on small shoot of high-grade ore will commence
lit once. Main drift advanced 200 ft. in August. Vein, crosscut
for 35 ft., is said to average 2 to 3% copper.

CARNEY COPPER (Mullan)—Two veins will be developed.
Grading for new compressor has been completed and ma-
chinery will be installed at once. A contract has been let
for driving No. 3 tunnel an additional 50 ft. No. 2 is in
1.500 ft.

BROWN & FINNELL (Kellogg)—Have cut a 12-ft. vein
on their Pine Creek property assaying 40 to 70% antimony.
They plan to install gravity tram, flume and sluice, to erect
messhouse and bunkhouses, and to commence shipments as
soon as possible.

NATIONAL (Mullan)—A shaft has been sunk from the
main tunnel 200 ft. along the hanging wall. Vein will now
be crosscut and explored by drifts. Quality of the ore is

much improved in shaft, assays returning 37.7 oz. silver, 8.8%
copper and $1.40 in gold. Mill will be started by Sept. 15.

G. F. McCarthy, manager of Hecla mine, is in charge.

EV.\NS (Wallace)—Benjamin Evans, who has installed a
Franz table for reworking the slime tailings below the Inter-
state-Callahan mill on Ninemile, is recovering from 3 to 5 tons
of zinc concentrates a day. One 50-ton car was shipped Aug.
31 and it was planned to ship another by Sept. 10. Tailings
are abnormally rich on account of the crowding of the Inter-
state mill to take advantage of high zinc prices.

CARBONATE HILL (Mullan)—It is understood that bond
on this property four miles east of Mullan was taken for
Butte & Superior company of Butte. Bonded Aug. 30 for
$587,630, the first payment of $75,000 to be made on Sept. 1.

1916, and payments of equal amount to follow at intervals
of three months, the final payment of $62,630 to be made
on Oct. 1, 191S. Recent strike shows 4 or 5 ft. of high-grade
zinc ore, accompanied by considerable lead; rest of vein, prob-
ably 10 ft., is lower grade ore. Since making strike, vein
has been explored over 100 ft.

MICHIGAN

WALPOLE (Iron Mountain)—This mine being prepared for
active operations. Some miners at the Pewabic will be trans-
ferred, and mine may be worked all winter.

SOUTH JACKSON (Negaunee)—Property has worked stead-
ily all summer. Mine is only worked during summer. The
ore is in good demand and more could be sold if it could
be taken out.

ELECTRIC POWER for the Michigan ranges may be
secured from a water power on the Flambeau River, 15 mi.
northeast of Ladysmith, Wis., by a Boston syndicate headed
by William H. Burgess. A dam is to be built creating a
68-ft. head for the development of 10,000 hp.

MAAS (Negaunee)—At the opening of navigation there
were over 300,000 tons of ore in stock here. .\ll but about
25,000 tons will be shipped. This will be left to support the
trestles. Working with one full crew. Both this and the
Negaunee, which adjoins, will be worked all winter.

MINNESOTA
Cuyuna Ranf^e

CUYUN,\-DULUTH (Ironton)—Pres. W. H. Locker an-
nounces that this underground operation will be resumed
shortly. Has been idle over a year.

ADBAR DEVELOPMENT CO. (Brainerd)—Company has
started sinking a plank-lined shaft on its property in Sec.
22, 45-30, four miles east of Brainerd. The orebody is

covered by till to a depth of 100 ft. The operation is a
pioneer in its vicinity, the Wilcox mine two miles eastward
being its nearest neighbor.

ROWLEY (Barrows)—Following customary Cuyuna Range
plan, an excursion of stockholders (and others) was run from
Duluth to shaft site at Barrows on Sunday, Aug. 22. Shaft
was duly christened with spring water (the district being
"dry"); the mine's namesake turned first shovel of dirt; ladies
of town served dinner in grove on property; and excursion
then visited other places of interest on Range. Property is

held on lease from Northern Pacific Ry. Co. and contains
comparatively small body of ore of good grade.

Mesabi Rang'e

UNION (Virginia)—Recently 96 cars of ore were loaded in
six hours by a single steam shovel. Said to be a record.

MONROE (Chisholm)—"A" shaft concrete lining now com-
pleted. From this shaft the village of Chisholm will procure
its water supply from an unused portion of the workings.

iiili Range

DULUTH, MINN.—After years of litigation, Jacob and
Amelia Stubler, of Duluth, have established title to a one-
twelfth interest in a 40-acre tract adjoining the Grant Mine,
at Buhl, on Mesaba Range. Tract is valued at $3,000,000.
The acciuisition came as result of purchase of the one-twelfth
interest for $7.25 at forfeited tax sale in 1S99.

MISSOVRI-KANSAS
JOHN BARNES has encountered ore at Baxter Springs,

Kan., at a depth of 15 ft., and already has a 5-ft. face with
good ore in bottom of shaft. Will have to install pump, before
going deeper.

SAVAGE (Galena, Kan.)—This mine on the Foster land,
west of Galena, has been leased to Weir, Pepper and Vo, of
Webb City, Mo. A mill will be built.

QUICK EIGHT (Galena, Kan.)—First car of ore shipped
last week from 120-acro lease on the Glock land. Work is
in new ground at S5-ft. level. W. A. Swan, superintendent.

LA NORA (Carterville, Mo.)—This mine on the Higgins
land has been sold for .$30,000. A drill will be put to work
immediately to prospect the south part of the 52 acres. Mean-
time work will be continued at the old mine. George Bayless,
superintendent.
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MOXTAXA
Brondwnter Countyuronuwnter Lonntj

BLACK FRIDAY ( Radeisburs)—In view of proposed rail-
road from Three Forks to Kadersburg. development work has
been resumed to add to the ore reserves of 20,000 tons of
milling: rock. Gold veins vary from 2 ft. to 2S in. in width.

JeffrrHon County
MONARCH MINING AND MILLING (Clancey)—Work on

King Solomon mine, a gold-silver-lead property recently
acquired by this company, has progressed to such an extent
that ore will be shipped regularly. Manager Moreland, after
unwatering mine, has blocked out ore on 400-ft. level which
will be tapped with 12a ft. of drift and crosscut. More men
will be employed.

Grnnite County
GRANITE BI-METALLIC (Philipsburg)—Director John P.

Meyer, after spending four months at mine, states that since
development work was resumed another vein has been dis-
covered, carrying from 60 to 90 oz. in silver and $3 to $5 in

gold per ton. There is much low-grade ore on property.

Silver Bon- County
BUTTE & SUPERIOR (Butte)—August was another record

breaker. Total amount of zinc produced was 14,500,000 lb.,

nearly 1,000,000 lb. in excess of any previous month. Increase
was brought about largely by increased efficiency from new
machines in oil-flotation plant. Recoveries averaged 93 Tc, while
grade of concentrates was 56<;t, against 51% in former months.
TUOLUMNE (Butte)—Since unwatering shaft a tew days

ago. mining has been prosecuted vigorously and shipments
have averaged 100 tons daily. This will be increased in near
future. The 2,600-ft. level which was just beginning to show
up well when mine was shut down, 10 months ago, is being
further developed.
RAINBOW DEVELOPMENT (Butte)—Work of unwatering

has shown no important damage was done to shaft. Company
will push development work rapidly, three shifts having been
put to work. Shaft is now down 1,300 ft. and will be sunk
at least 200 ft. more.

XEV.\DA
Ksnieralda County

KEWANAS (Goldfield)—A large low-grade vein was opened
at a depth of 83$ ft., at a point 200 ft. north of the winze
from the east crosscut on the TOO-ft. level of the Laguna shaft
of Goldfleld Consolidated.

KLONDTKE PORTLAND MINES CO. (Goldfield)—This re-
cently organized company will run a crosscut from the 150-ft.
shaft" on its property in the Klondyke district, midway be-
tween Tonopah and Goldfield. M. F. Hill, secretary.

Hnmboldt County

ORE TRANSPOBT.\TION for the camp of Rochester was
improved by the opening on Sept. S of Nevada Short Line
extension up Rochester Caiion to the portal of the Friedman
tunnel.

SEVEN TROUGHS COALITION (Seven Troughs)—August
production was onf>- $4S.000 owing to accident to engine.
A 20-in. high-grade vein was opened on 1,200 level and record
output would have been made in August but for accident.
New 100-hp. gasoline engine has been installed.

ROCHESTER MINES CO. (E«ist Rochester)—Most of the
leases have been taken over by the company which is sending
about 100 tons daily to the mill. New hoist on 300 level in
Crown Point No. 1 was connected up on Sept. 8 and the
Big Four winze,, now down 160 ft., is supplying good ore
from the 450-ft. level.

Lyon County
NEVADA-DOUGLAS (Ludwig)—Machinery of the new

leaching plant is being given preliminary tryout.

Mineral County

PAMLICO PLACER CO.—This company has been formed
by Sen. Key Pittman and S. H. Brady to operate placer claims
at the junction of Neversweat and Pamlico creeks, 9 mi.
southeast of Hawthorne. Washing plant and hoist will be
installed.

Nye County

TONOP.\H ORE PRODUCTION for the week ended Sept. 4
was 9.907 tons, of which Tonopah Mining produced 2,750 tons;
Belmont, 3.1S7: Extension, 1.800; ^Vest End, S26; Jim Butler,
1,100, and miscellaneous leasers 244 tons.

BIG PINE (Manhattan)—The drift from the 200-ft. level
of the Mushet-Wittenberg working shaft to the southern
limits of the claim has been passing through the ore zone
ever since leaving the shaft. The average of the drift face
during this development was §5 per ton.

IIANHATTAX-MUSTANG MINING CO. (Manhattan)—The
sensation of the week was the phenomenal strike of high-
grade ore in the Train-Chase lease on the Mustang. A series
of vug holes containing a soft decomposed quart and talc aver-
aged over $200 per ton. The ore is found in the limestone, but
close to the shale contact, about 15 ft. below the surface. Fol-
lowing another small seam, "with a "winze, the ore makes di-
rectly against the hanging wall of shale and the leasers have
carried the winze to an incline depth of about IS ft. From
the winze about 10 tons of high-grade ore has been taken and
the chute is as strong in the bottom of the winze as elsewhere.

Storey County

MEXICAN (Virginia City)—East and west crosscuts on
2,700 level extended through porphyry and quartz of low
assay. Mill treated 172 tons ore averaging $6.55 per ton.

JACKET-CROWN POINT-BELCHER (Gold Hill)—Saved 40
cars ore from Belcher 1,300 level and 13 cars low-grade from
Crown Point crosscut. Jacket mill received 676 tons dump
lock and 156 tons mine ore.

UTAH
Cache County

A NEW ZINC DISCOVERY is reported 31- mi. southeast
of Hvrum, near the mouth of Blacksmith Fork ("anon. Zinc-
carbonate ore of good grade has been opened in the old Moon
mine, which years ago was worked as a gold prospect. The
ore occurs in limestone, and the mineralized zone can be
traced some distance up and down the valley. A shipment of
2H4 tons has been made by J. Nolan and C. C. Manghan, of
Logan.

Juab County
TINTIC SHIPMENTS for the week ended Sept. 3 amounted

to 131 cars, by 16 shippers. The Chief Consolidated, Iron
Blossom, Centennial-Eureka and Eagle & Blue Bell had the
largest output.

Y.^NKEE CONSOLIDATED (Eureka)—The recent strike
at this property is attracting interest among Tintic operators,
and work is being done on the north and south in search
of an extension of the ore.

Salt Lake County
XEW^ UTAH BINGH.\M (Bingham)—Vein No. 4 in the

150-ft. level is 4 ft. wide with 14 to 24 in. of ore on the
hanging wall. Ore in bin from raise on this vein assayed
25<^c Ph., 20 oz. Ag.. $2 Au., 4% Cu. Main drift beyond No. 3
and No. 4 veins has encountered 2 ft. of $18 ore.

AVeber County
"WESTERN ZINC (Saline)—This company has taken a

lease on a portion of the Lake View Mining Co.'s property
on Promontory Point, and is doing active development "work.
J. C. Dick is manager. The Lake View company has shipped
zinc ore valued between $25,000 and $30,000 since March and
has paid $10,000 in dividends.

WISCONSIN
Zinc-Lead District

BELL (Platteville)—Shaft sinking has been started.

LOXGHENRY (Benton)—Longhenry Brothers have started
milling on the Spensley lease.

ST.\R (Platteville)—This company has acquired the Grant
County mine and mill and begun operating.

VINEGAR HILL (Platteville)—This company has taken
over the Hodge mine recently unwatered by the Ben Webster
Mining Co.

L.\KE SUPERIOR (Shullsburg)—This com.pany of northern
Wisconsin people has resumed operations at Shullsburg, after
several years' idleness.

MILW.^UKEE MINERAL (Highland)—Platte Whitman, of
Highland, has purchased the property of this company and
will begin mining operations.

GRITTY SIX (Cuba City)—-4 Chicago company has taken
options on the Gritty Six, Raisbeck and Anthony properties
and has begun pumping at the Gritty Six mine.

CANADA
British Columbia

YREK.\—This property on Quatsino Sound, dormant for
some years, will be reopened by Fred J. Rollands, of Spokane.

IVANHOE (Sandon)—The concentrator was destroved by
fire on .-^ug. 30. The plant, valued at $50,000, was treating
ore from Lucky Jim and Surprise mines.

SILyER CUP (Hazelton)—A second carload of ore has
been shipped to Trail by Clothier Bros., leasing this property
on Nine Jlile Mountain. The ore ran 135 oz. in silver and 30^0
lead.

SWAMP CREEK—Report of rich strike on Swamp Creek
near Barkerville, in the Cariboo district, has not been sub-
stantiated. C. "W. Grain, gold commissioner, states that there
is nothing to justify a stampede to the diggings.

Ontario

TECK HUGHES (Kirkland Lake)—Buffalo Mines of Cobalt
has flnallv purchased control for 5c. per share. Power plant
and 100-ton mill are to be installed.

TIMISKAMING (Cobalt)—The Nordberg hoist is being
installed. It has a capacity for S,000 lb. from 2.500 ft. and
is the largest hoist in the camp.

PORCUPINE CROWN—Drifting is being done at the 600-ft.
level on vein 4 to 5 ft. in width with low gold content. Vein
on 500-ft. level shows marked improvement in width.

ZINC CO. LTD. CWelland)—This company, backed by the
Weedon Mining Co., of Weedon, Que., is constructing an elec-
trolytic refinery to have a capacity of 5 tons of spelter per day.

HOLLINGER—In sinking the main shaft, a vein, about
9 ft. wide, carrying ore stated to average between $8 and $9
per ton, has been cut. It is about 300 ft. to the southeast of
the main vein and running parallel to it. Reported that mill
will be enlarged to treat 2,000 tons per day.
DOME—The present shaft being entirely in ore, it has

been decided to sink a new shaft on an incline between the
ofl[ice and the mill. The ore vriW be crushed to 6 in. under-
ground and brought to the surface up the new shaft in skips.
Production for .\ugust was 28,600 tons, yielding $133,928 or
$4.68 per ton.

DOBIE (Munro Township)—Two gold bars, valued approxi-
mately at $50,000, were shipped on Sept. 1 by the Dominion
Reduction Co. to the L'nited States mint. The gold was
produced from 750 lb. of ore, and it is estimated that the
tailings contain gold to the value of $30,000. A previous
shipment of about $26,000 was made to Cobalt.

AFRICA
Rhodesia

GOLD PRODUCTION in July is reported at 80.669 oz.. being
3,400 oz. more than in June; total gold reported for the seven
months ended with July, 519,409 oz., or $10.7"6,1S4. Other
metal output for July was 16,214 oz. silver, 330 tons copper
and 3 tons lead. The mineral production included 64 tons
asbestos, 5,432 tons chrome ore and 35.832 tons coal.
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Metal Markets

NEW YORK—Sept. 15

The week was characterized especially by a noteworthy
improvement in the copper marliet toward the close. On the

other hand, lead and zinc were dull and declining right

through the week.

Copper, Tin, Lead and Zinc

Copper—During the first four days of the last week, the

copper market was dull and disappointing. Copper was freely

offered at ITi^c, regular terms, and some small sales were
reported at that price, with sellers over. Eastern producers

are said to have sold at the same price in Western markets,

and after paying the back freight, netted only 17.22 Vac Some
sales for export were made on the basis of 17%c., cash, New
York. On Tuesday the market woke up and good sales were
made at 17%@17%c., regular terms, while business for Europe
was taken at £86, equivalent to about 17.35c. here at the cur-

rent rate of exchange.
Some of the larger producers did no business in this mar-

ket, but made large sales out of warehouse in Europe of cop-

per that had previously been sent over and stocked there,

France was a large buyer. There "was some Russian business

but the buying for Russian account was very much muddled
and transactions with its agents are difficult to manage. The
domestic business of the week, especially of the last two
days, included some round lots, which were taken to a major
extent by the brass manufacturers, although wire drawers
were also buyers.

Copper Sheets are quoted about 23c. per lb. for hot rolled

and 24c. for cold rolled, with usual extras. Wire prices are
unsettled; quotations may be put at 19@19i^c. per lb. at mil,.

The chief maker does not quote base price.

Tin—The market was dull and featureless.

Iiead—There was such sharp competition for a relatively

small order on Sept. 8, and it was taken at so considerable
a cut in price, that the A. S. & R. Co. apparently became
disturbed over the situation in lead, and on Sept. 9, reduced
its price to 4.70c., thus undercutting the outside producers.
However, they immediately came forward with offers to sell

at 4.65c., and then at 4.60c., whereupon the A. S. & R. Co.

reduced to 4.50c. on Sept. 14. Although this second cut has
so far failed to stimulate much buying, the outside producers
do not for the moment seem to he disposed to go any lower,
and at the close the market had become firm at 4.50c.

Spelter—The aggregate business was relatively small. At
the beginning of our week of record the market stood at

13@14c., sales of September metal being made at approxi-
mately the higher figure, and of November-December, at the
lower. From day to day the market fell off a little. Some
of the new and small sellers were rather insistent upon
disposing of their product, although what they had to offer

was not large. On the other hand, there are signs that unsold
stocks are beginning to accumulate in the hands of certain
of the older and larger smelters, who are not making any
special effort to sell, considering that any upturn of the
market would rapidly clean them out. It is quite certain,
however, that the position of the spelter market is becoming
very much easier with respect to early deliveries. The out-
standing feature of the week was the offering of spelter for
immediate delivery by the principal buyer. These otters

were limited to consumers only. The full meaning of this
move is not yet understood .

Sales ot brass special spelter are reported at 16c.

Sales of prime Western spelter for delivery in the first

quarter of 1916 were made at 11V4@11% cents.

Zine Sheets—Business has been on a considerable scale.

The base price for carload lots is unchanged at $16 per 100

lb. f.o.b. Peru, III., less S% discount.

Other Metals

NEW YORK—Sept. 15

.Vluminum—Demand continues good, and stocks are lower
than ever. The price is firm at 45c. per lb. for No. 1 ingots,

and 50c. is reported asked for a round lot for early delivery.

.Vntimony—The market remains quiet and no large busi-

ness has been done. Sales of ordinary brands, principally in

small lots, have been made at 28 @ 30c. per lb. Cookson's is

held at about 45c. but is rather nominal.

Nickel—Quotations for ordinary forms are 45 @ 50c. per

lb., according to size and terms of order. A premium of 3c.

per lb. is charged for electrolytic nickel.

Quieksilver—The market is rather quief but pretty firm.

New York price is $89(g)90 per flask of 75 lb., according to

size of order. San Francisco reports by telegraph a fair but
uncertain market; quotations $85@90 per flask. London price

is off 10s. per flask, £16 10s. being named from both first and
second hands.

DAILY PRICES OF METALS IN NEW YORK
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Gold, Silver aind Platinum

M3\V YORK—Sep*. 15

Golil »n tl«» Inited States, Sept. 1, is estimated by the

Treasury Department as follows: Held in Treasury against

gold certificates outstanding, $1,260,979,669: in Treasury cur-

rent balances, $211,925,634: in banks and circulation, $5S3,S26,-

S35; total, $2,056,732,138. an increase o£ $50,332,599 in August.

Gold Sales from the .Vew York Assay Oflice in August were
$2,44S,S45, being $461,845 more than in July. For the eight

months ended Aug. 31 the total sales were $21,900,416 in 1914

and $1S,509.205 in 1915; a decrease of $3,391,211 this year.

Silver—The market has remained steady in London the

past week around 23 %d. Sellers have not been pressing and
shipments from this side continue small. The U. S. Mint
purchased 600.000 oz. on Sept. 10 and 500.000 on Sept. 14. The
fluctuations in sterling exchange have affected the New

{York prices.

Coined Silver in the United States, Sept. 1, is estimated by

the Treasury Department as follows: Standard dollars, $56S,-

271.655; subsidiary coins. $1S5.SS7.011 ; total, $754,158,666. Of
the standard dollars $483,764,000 are held in the Treasury
against silver certificates outstanding.

Platinam—The market is strong though demand has been
rather checked by the recent advance. A sale at $45 per oz.

is reported earlier in the week, but today dealers hold at

$48@50 per oz. tor refined platinum, and about $54 per oz. for

hard metal. The shortage of supplies has not been relieved

as yet.

Zinc and Lead Ore Markets

JOPLIX, MO Sept. 11

Blende, high price, $83; base per ton 60% zinc, premium
ore. $80; medium, $79iB75; lower grades. $74@70; calamine,

base 40<7c zinc, $75'S50: average, all grades of zinc, $78.58 per

ton. Lead, high price, $51.90: base price, $50 per ton of 80%
metal content: average, all grades of lead. $51.23 per ton.

SHIPMENTS WEEK ENDED SEPT. 11

Blende Calamine Lead Values
Totals this week 11.127.$S0 898.730 1,825,790 $519,350
Totals this year 396,844,390 31,991,540 61,294,510 17,408,010

Blende value, the week. $443,030; 37 weeks. $15,072,260.

Calamine value, the week, $29,480; 37 weeks. $718,780.

Lead value, the week. $46,840; 37 weeks. $1,616,970.

Owing to the lower price offerings a large portion of the

premium ore was withheld from market this week. It was
not definitely known until midafternoon today what would
be the hirrh price offering for next week's delivery. Buyers
inclined toward $75, but it was necessary to pay $80 to secure

any portion of the better product.

The Granby Mining & Smelting Co. and lessees on the

company's land, are carrying nearly 3.200 tons of blende and
calamine for a stronger market. The total stock is approxi-

mately 5,700 tons.

PLATTEVILI-E. W'IS. Sept. 11

The base price paid this week for 60 '5 zinc ore was $75

per ton. one sale being reported at $77. Medium grades sold

at $70 and low grades at $65 per ton base. No sales of lead

ore reported.

SHIPMENTS, WEEK ENDED SEPT. 11

Zinc Lead Sulphur
Ore. Lb. Ore, Lb. Ore. Lb.

Week 4.597.640 472,000
Year 133.901'.080 4.463.160 19.200.7^0

Shipped during week to separating plants. 5.301,980 lb.

zinc ore.

MONTANA ZINC ORE
During August the Butte & Superior Mining Co. mined

and milled 45.140 tons of ore, producing 12,907 tons concen-

trates which averaged 54% zinc, the approximate content

being 13,879.000 lb. zinc. The recovery is estimated at 91.6%

for the month.

Iron Trade Review

NEW YORK—Sept. 15

Activity in the iron and steel trades has not abated, and
conditions are practically unchanged, except that there is an
improvement in domestic orders and more railroad buying.

The mills generally are busy and in some cases find it

difficult to keep up with their orders. This is especially the

case with some that are working on export business.

Pig iron continues to be strong and more active than for

some time. There is good buying of basic pig at advanced
prices, but foundry iron is rather slower. Not very much
business has been done for next year.

Pig-iron production, which on Jan. 1 last was at the rate

of about 18,000,000 tons a year, has now risen to a rate of

33.500.000 tons yearly. An unusually large proportion of the
present iron-making capacity belongs to the steel works
furnaces. Of the active capacity on Sept. 1 only 24.4% be-
longed to the merchant furnaces.

The I'nlted States Steel Corporation reports the total of
unfilled orders on its books Aug. 31 at 4,908,455 tons, or prac-
tically the same as on July 31. the decrease being only 20.095
tons.

The final decree of the Circuit Court dismissing the suit
against the Steel Corporation was filed at Trenton. N. J.,

Sept. 10. The United States has 60 days in which to appeal.

Pip-Iron Production shows a further increase in August.
The reports of the blast furnaces, as collected and published
by the "Iron Age. " show that on Sept. 1 there were 249 coke
and anthracite stacks in blast, having a total daily capacity
of 91,075 tons of iron, an increase of 4,275 tons over Aug. 1.

Making allowance for the charcoal furnaces, the estimated
production of pig iron in the United States in August was
2,809.000 long tons; for the eight months ended Aug. 31 it

was 17.636,300 tons. Of this total 12,943.250 tons, or 73.4%,
were made by furnaces owned or operated by steel works.

PITTSBURGH—Sept. 14

The steel mills are falling farther behind in deliveries,
despite the fact that strictly new business is relatively light
and the orders booked are chiefly in the form of specifications
on old contracts. Recent inquiries as to contracts for bars,
plates and shapes for fourth quarter have elicited the reply
from mills that such contracts would really involve deliveries
in the first quarter, as the mills are filled up already, and
1.40c. has lately been named by such mills as care to quote
at all. For weeks bars have been 1.35c. for delivery at mill
convenience and plates and shapes have lately firmed up to

that level.

The decrease of 20.085 tons in the Steel Corporation's un-
filled obligations during August confirms "what has been stated
for some time, that the mills are so well filled that they are
curtailing the contract obligations accepted. In July the cor-
poration's obligations increased 250.344 tons and in June 413,-

598 tons.

Earnings of all the steel companies have been increasing
rapidly. All estimates are that the Steel Corporation will
report more than $40,000,000 for the current quarter, and some
estimates run up to $48,000,000. Even with $40,000,000 the
corporation could wipe out the deficit accumulated since the
beginning of last year and have enough left for a 1% common
stock dividend.

The war demand for steel is unabated as to total tonnage.
A new feature is the sharp increase in demand for steel for

large shells, 4-in.. o-in. and S-in.. the last named involving
forged steel rather than the rolled rounds of which so large
a tonnage is being made.

Idle railway cars decreased from 265.364 on Aug. 1 to 183.-

659 on Sept. 1 and a shortage is fully expected at crop-moving
time. The railroads have lately been sounding the stee! mar-
ket as to 1916 deliveries, fearing they cannot get material
if they do not early. The car shops are very busy, but can
work out their present orders in a few months and a fresh
burst of freight-car buying is expected for the near future.

Pig Iron—A sale of upwards of 1.000 tons of basic iron was
made Saturday at $15, Valley, and yesterday a sale of 2,000

tons was made at the same figure. Producers have been
quoting $15 for some time, but these are the first sales defin-

itely reported. Foundry iron is strong but not in very active
demand. Demand for bessemer is chiefly for export. There
are several idle merchant furnaces in the Valleys and the
question before the market now is whether advances can
continue with these furnaces seeking to accumulate a back
log of tonnage upon which to blow in. We quote: Bessemer.
$16: basic, $15: foundry and malleable. $14.50 @15. depending
on delivery: gray forge. $14.25@14.75. f.o.b. Valley furnaces,
95c. higher delivered Pittsburgh.

Ferromaneranese—It is understood that some of the Eng-
lish producers have resumed quoting $100 on contract, with
time of delivery rather uncertain. The prompt market con-
tinues to fluctuate between $100 and $110 per ton.

Steel—The scarcity of steel, particularly openhearth. is

dally growing more acute. Even Steel Corporation subsid-
iaries have paid $26 at maker's mill for basic openhearth
billets, and any odd lots that can be found at this figure are

quickly absorbed. There is no active demand for bessemer
billets. We quote basic openhearth billets at $26.50®27.
Pittsburgh, and bessemer billets nominal at $25«f26. Sheet
bars would hardly be sold at less than billets, but no buyers
could be found at several dollars a ton less as prices obtain-

able for sheets or tinplates would not warrant paying the

price. Rods are very scarce. Makers regard the market as
$29@30. but there are practically no sellers at any price.
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Foreiiem Trade of the United States in iron and steel and
manufactures thereof is valued by the Department of Com-
merce as below for June and the fiscal year ended June 30:

. ^June Fiscal Year
1914 1915 1913-14 1914-15

ExDorts $18,927,958 $31,757,10.'! $251,480,677 $225,888,350
Imports 2,835,110 2,003,234 31,790,851 22,712,868

Excess exports $16,092,848 $29,753,869 $219,689,826 $203,175,498

April. May and June showed heavy gains in exports, but

not sufficient to offset the losses of the earlier part of the

year. Imports showed a steady decline throughout the year.

FERRO-AIiLOYS
Ferromanganese is quoted at $110@112.50 per ton for

domestic S07r- material.—SpieBeleisen has been sold at $27

per ton for 20%, at furnace.—Ferrosilicon, 50%, is quoted at

$73@75 per ton at Pittsburgh. Bessemer ferrosilicon is from

J20~per ton for 10% up to $24 for 14%, all at furnace.

—

Ferrotitanium is 8@12%c. per lb., according to size of lots

and delivery.—Ferrovanadium is $2® 2.25 per lb. of contained

vanadium.

FOREIGN IRON

PiB-Iron Production in Germany in June was 993,496

metric tons, being 7,528 tons more than in May. For the six

months ended June 30 the total make was 9,288,196 tons in

1914 and 5,534,337 in 1915, a decrease of 3,753,859 tons this

year.

Steel Production in Germany in June was 1,080,786 metric

tons, being 36,679 tons more than in May. For the six months
ended June 30 the total production was 9,380,867 tons in 1914

and 6,121,889 tons in 1915; a decrease of 3,258,978 tons.

PiK-Iron Production in Canada for the first half of 1915 is

reported by the American Iron & .Steel Association as follows:

Basic, 292,556: bessemer, 5,238; foundry, 59,646; other kinds,

9,385; total, 366,825 long tons. This compares with 263.542

tons in the second half of 1914, and 442,430 tons in the first

half. Of the make this year 297,818 tons were for the use

of the makers and 69.007 tons for sale as pig iron. There were
360,530 tons made with coke and 6.295 tons with charcoal as

fuel. The province of Ontario made 205,368 tons, or 56% of

the total, the balance being made in Nova Scotia and Quebec

—

chiefly Nova Scotia.

SAIILT STE. MARIE CANALS
The total freight passing through the Sault Ste. Marie

Canals in August was 10,540,781 short tons. For the season

to Sept. 1 the total freight was; East bound, 28,721,967; west

bound, 8,682,185; total, 37,404,152 tons, an increase of 2,788,193

tons over last year. The number of vessels was 11,766, show-

ing an average cargo of 3,179 tons. Of these vessels 9,618

used the United States canal and 2,148 the Canadian. The
mineral freights included were, in short tons, except salt

which is in barrels;

1914 1915 Changes

Anthracite 1.426,591 1,274,174 D. 152,417

Bituminous coal .

.

7.9J0.621 6,552.627 D. 1,437,994

Iron ore 20.633,194 25,962.787 I. 5,329,533

Pie and m'f'd iron.. 173,907 118,360 D. 55.547

Conner 40,278 79,254 1. 38,976

Salt, bbi.V 496.108 393,853 D. 102,255

Iron ore was 69.4% and coal 20.7% of the total freight

reported this year.

IRON ORE
Eastern iron ore prices are rather stiffer, and some sellers

have made small advances. Current prices are 7@7y2C. per

unit of iron, delivered at eastern Pennsylvania furnaces.

Lake ore shipments in August, as noted last week, were

8,081,117 long tons, an increase of 2,211,640 tons over August,

1914. For the season up to Sept. 1 shipments by ports are

reported by the "Iron Trade Review" as follows:

Port. 1914 1915 Changes

Escanaba 2,105,692 2.995,862 I. 530,172

Marquette 1);D,791 1.773,653 I. 723,860

Ashland ... 2 079.776 2.801.219 I. 721,443

Suoerioi- 7.-76.831 4.439.088 D. 3,137,743

Duluth 4.1,-2,367 9.378.530 1.3,226,163

Two Harbors 3 9.33,650 5,418,068 I. 1,464,108

Total 21,278.107 26,806.420 1,5,528,313

Of the August shipments 6,504,987 tons, or SO.B^r of the

total, went to Lake Erie ports. Stocks on Lake Erie docks

Sept.' 1 were 7,118,847 tons, a decrease of 166,303 tons as

compared with last year.

Duluth shipments were 35%, of the total against 19.5%

last year, while the Superior shipments fell from 33.6%r of

the total in 1914 to 14.3% this year.

Imports at Baltimore for the past week included 6,600 tons

manganese ore from Brazil.

COKE

Coke production in the Connellsville region for the week
is reported by the "Courier" at 391,310 short tons; shipments,

388,107 tons. Production of Greensburg and Upper Connells-

ville districts, 42,905 tons.

Connellsville Coke—There is inquiry for furnace coke tor

the first half of 1916, but with prompt coke available at

$1.60@1.65 and operators feeling that they should obtain much
higher prices for next year it is very hard tor buyers and

sellers to get together. There is much talk of sliding-scale

contracts, a favorite idea apparently being to make coke $1.75

minimum with basic pig iron at $13.75, Valley, and settle each

month on the basis of 5c. rise in coke for every 25c. rise in

pig iron. Foundry coke is $2.30 @ 2.60 for prompt and $2.40(5

2.60 for contract.

Anthracite Shipments in August were 5,330,831 long tons,

being 396,622 tons more than in July, but 152,912 tons less

than in August, 1914. For the eight months ended Aug. 31

the total shipments were 43,321,389 tons in 1914 and 41,860,-

340 tons in 1915, a decrease of 1,461,049 tons, or 3.4%, this

year.

French Coal Production in 1914 is reported by the Comite
Central des Houilleres at 29.786,505 metric tons, a decrease

of 11,057,113 tons from 1913. The decrease is entirely due to

tlie war operations, which cover important coal producing
districts.

Imports of coal and coke into Chile in 1914 were, in

metric tons:

Coal Coke Total

Great Britain 527,576 9,588 537,164
Australia 516,889 6,720 523,609
United States 143,404 1,885 145,289
Other countries 69,690 28,718 98,408

Total 1,257,559 46,911 1,304,470

Owing to the opening of the Panama Canal and the stop-

page of exports from Great Britain, it is expected that in

1915 there will be a large increase in American coal.

Chemicals

NEW YORK—Sept. 15

The general markets are steadier than they were, with

fair demand reported in most lines.

Arsenic—Business remains rather quiet but the market is

steady. Prices are about $3.50 per 100 lb. for large lots,

up to $4 per 100 lb. for small orders.

Copper Sulphate—The market is steady, with a fair busi-

ness doing. Prices are $7.25 per 100 lb. for carload lots and
$7.50 per 100 lb. for smaller parcels.

Nitrate of Soda— The market is steady on a good business

for the season. Prices are unchanged at 2.42 '/ic. per lb. for

spot and 2.4oc. for futures.

Pota.>ih Salts—Imports of potash salts into the United

States for the seven months ended July 31 are reported by

the Department of Commerce as below, in pounds:

1914

Carbon.lti- ,, 12.351,589
Hvdratp 4.718,257
Nitrate. 1.917,047
Cvanirii. .301.175

Other pot-ish salts, 3.753.901

1915

8,582,016
2,028.142

14,855
863,127

2.075,545

1914

201,878
135.422
27.765
142.896
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Mining Companies—United States Mining Companies—United States

—

{Continued)

Acacia, g
Adams, s.I.c

Ahmeek, c

Alaska Mexican, g
Alaska Trcailwell. g
.Alaska United, g
Am. Zinc. Lead Jc Sm
Anaconda, c

Argonaut, g
Ariiona Copper, pf

Arizona Copper, com. .

.

Baedad-Chase. g.. pf

Baltic, c...^

Bingham N. H., c

Bonanza Dev.. g
Brunswick, g
Bunker Hill Con., g
Bunker Hill t Sul., l.s...

Butte-Alex Scott, c

Butte-Ballaklava. c

Butte & Superior. «

Caledonia. 1-s.c

Calumet <!: Arizona, c.

Calumet & Hecla. c

Camp Bird, g.s

Centen'1-Eur.. l.s.g.c. .

Center Creek, l.z

Champion, c ;•,
Chief Consolidated, s.g.l

Chino. c

aiff. g
Cliff, g
Colo. Gold Dredging
Colorado, l.s.g

Columbus Con., g.s

Commercial Gold
Con. Mercur. g
Continental, z.l

Copper Range Con., c.

.

Dalv Judge, s.l

Daly West, s.l

Doctor Jackpot, g
Doe Run. 1

Eagle & Blue Bell, g.s.l.

Elkton Con., g
El Paso, g
Ernestine, g.s

Fed. M. & S.. com
Fed. M. & S, pf

Florence, g
Frances-Mohawk, g. . .

.

Free Coinage, g
Fremont Con., g
Frontier, z

Gemini-Key'ne. I. g.s... .

Gold Chain, g
Gold Coin of Victor

Gold Dollar Con
Gold King Con., g
Golden Cycle, g
Golden Star, g
Goldfield Con., g
Grand Central, g
Granite, g
Hazel, g
Hecla, l.s

Hercules, l.s

Homestake, g
Horn SUver, 1.S.Z

Iowa, g.a.l

Iowa-Tiger, g

Colo
Colo
Mich
Alas
Alas
Alas.
U. S
Mont
Calif

Aris
Ariz
CaUf
Mich
Utah
Colo
CaUf
Calif
Ida.......
Mont
Mont
Mont
Ida
Ariz
Mich
Colo
Utah
Mo
Mich
Utah
New Mei.
Utah
Alas
Colo
Utah
Utah
Ore
Utah
Mo
Mich
Utah
Utah. . . .

Colo. . . .

Mo
Utah
Colo
Colo
]N.M....
Idaho. .

.

Idaho. .

.

Nev
Nev
Colo....
Calif..
Wis
Utah. . .

Utah. . .

Colo
Colo...
Colo ...

Colo
Ariz

Ir iBlo
s.l.g.

Ig-

___ I Silver.

Jamison, g. . . .

Jerr>* Johnson, g. . .

.

Kendall, g
Kennedy, g
King of Arizona, g.

.

Klar Piouette, z.l....

Knob HiU, g
Liberrv Bell, g
little Bell, l.s

Little Florence, g. .

.

Mammoth, g.s.c

Mar5- McKinney, g.
MavDay. g.sl

Mexican, g.s

Miami, c

^lodoc, g.s

^lohawk, c
Monarch-Mad'a. e.s.

ntana-Tonop a.g.

Mountain, ....
National, g
Nevada Con., c

Xew Century, z.l

New Idria, q
North Butte, c

North Star, g
Old Domin'n. M. 4 Sm.
Ophir, 3 g
Ojjohongo. g.s.l

Oroville Dredging
Osceola, c
Parrot, c

Pearl Con., g
Pharmacist, g
Pioneer, g
Pittsburgh-Idaho, 1

Pittsburgh Silver Peak,
Portland, g
Quilp

Shares {

Issued
j
Par

|

Total

Utah
Colo
Cal
Idaho. . . .

Idaho. . .

.

S. D....
lUtah
IColo
Coio
Utah
Colo
Cal
Colo
ilont ...

Cal
Ariz..., .

Wis
Wash
Colo ...

Utah....
Nev
Utah. - .

Colo.. ,-

Utah. . . .

Nev
.Ariz

Colo...
Mich....
Colo. . . .

Nev
Cal
Nev
Nev
Mo
Cal
Mont... .

Cal
Ariz
iNev
Utah.. . .

Cal
Mich....
Mont.. ..

Wash.. ..

Colo. . . .

.Alas

'Ida
riNev
;|coio....

IWash.. .

10

0.20

1,438.989 $
80,000
50.000
180.000
200.000
180,200
171.200

4.992.500
200.000

1.426.120
1,519.896
184.819
100,000
228,690
300,000
395,287
200,000
327,000
74,000

250,000
271,136

2,605,000
617,385
100,000

1,100,051
100.000
100.000
100.000
871.384
869,940
300,000
100,000
100,000

1,000,000
285,540

1.750,000
1,000,000

22,0001 25
393,692 100
300,000' 1

iso,ooo; 20
3,000,000 0.10

6.5.783' 100
893,1461 1

2,500,000 1

490,000 5
300,000 5
60,000 100

120,000' 100
1,050,000
912,000;
10,000 lOO

200,000 2.50
1,250
5,000

1,000,000
11,000,000
2,500,000
5,750,370
1,500,000
400,000

3,559,148
500,000

1,650,000
900,000

1,000,000
1,000,000
251,160
400,000

1,606,667
3,000

1,000,000
500,000
390,000
,500,000
500,000
100,000
200,000
20,000

1,000,000
133,552
300,000

1,000,000
400,000

1,309,252
800,000
201,600
747,112
500,000
100,000

1,000,000
921.865
250.000
7.TO.00O

1.999,457
330,000
100,000
430,000
250,000
162,000
201,600
898.978
700.000
96.150

229.850
1,909,711
1,500,000
5,000,000
.803,000

2,790,000
3.000,000
L.tOO.OOO

Dec.
July
May
Aug.
Aug.

77S.000
3.050.000
3.489.381
15.433.IW0
1.937.150

9.S3,32(l

97,741,875 July
1,660,000;June
2,121,274|May
18,461,338 July

202,394
7,950,000
408,564

1,425,000
179,597
850.000 Aug

16,416.000 Sept.
14S.00(llOct.
125.000|.\ug.

1.700.348 June
650.300 Aug.

21.559.443 June
126.250.000,June
10.428,674 July
4,050,000 Apr.
535,000 July

10,300,000 Aag.
306,S21|Aug.

5,175,560 June

Dec.
Mar.
Oct.
June

Jan.
Oct.
Sept.
Dec.
Oct.
Dec.

90.000
210.000
650,000

2,570,000
226,832
43,750

3,445,313'JuIy
341,000 July

13,986,746, Oct.

1,020,000 July
6,606,000'Jan.

45,000MaT.
3.550.969 Dec.
401.916 Aug.

3..579.460 Mav
1.707,545 Feb.
150,000 July

2,708,750 Jan.

9,856,503 June
840,000 .Apr.

546.000 Jar..

180,000 Dec.
25S,0O0|Oct.
146,202 Nov.

2.305.000 Dec.
130,000May

1,350,000 Feb.
lOO.OOODec.

1.407.319Rec.
4.080.000 Sept.
llO.OOOIMar.

28.288.001
1
July

1,620,750 Sept.
270,000, Nov.
971,000 Dec.

3.370,000 Aug.
5,725.000 June

38.150.986 Sept.
5.G42.C00 Sept.
233.499 Aug.

9,2.iO Dec.
: ,y --vTuiy

l.oUo.ii'iU July
l.SSl.OOll-Apr.
396.000 .\ug.

259.000 Apr.
70.000 Oct.

1.559.179 Sept.
73.0001 Mar.

430.000 Jan.
2.30O.0O0lJuly
1.169.30sljuly
220.000 Aug.
161.910 June

5,645,698 Aug.
275.000|Dec.

3.575,000 Feb.
40,000 .May

488,588 Dec.
4,216,250May
570.000|Mav

18,226.345 June
237.600 Oct.

1,680,000 .Apr.

11,890.000 July
4.637.040'June
7.290.000,June
2,068.360 Jan.

SO,907|jan.
1.692,368 June

12.660.423 July
7,871,839 July
181,422 Dec.

7.500|Feb.
2,041,526 Oct.
216,810Oct.
771,200'Julv

9,993,080'Julv
07.300lFeb.

$0.01
0.04
10.00
0.20
0.75
0.40

50
0.50
0.10

0^24
10

2.00
10
20

0.06
0.02 J

0.25
0.50

50
3.25
0.03

50
15 00
0.08S
1,50
0.15
1.00
05

0.75
0.10
0.01
1.00
0.03

20
O.OOi
0.03
0.50

75
0.25
0.15
O.OOJ
0.76
0.05
0.02
0.10
0.10
1.50
1.00
0.10
0.05
1.00
0.02
2.00
10.00
0.03
0.02
O.OOJ
0.03
0.02
0.05
0.10
0.05
0.01
0.01
0.02

6!65
0.05
O.OOJ

' 1.00
0.05

,
0.10
0.02
0.01
0.06
0.03
0.12
0.50

1
O.OOi

6!65
0.03
0.05
0.02
0.02
0.75
0.75
0.01
2.00
0.01
0.10
0.44
0.10
0.37 J

0.01
0.10
0.50
0.20
0.50
0.10
0.02
0.12
3.00
1.63
0,02
O.OOJ
0.03
0.04
0.02
0.02
o.ni

Quincy, c

Ray, c
Republic, g
Rochester, l.z

Round Mountain, g. . .

Seven Troughs Coal., (

Meph. I

Shannon, c
Shattuck Arizona, c. , .

r King Coal., l.s..

Silver King Con., l.s.

.

Sioux Con., s.l.g

Skidoo, g
Snowstorm, eg
South Eureka, g
Standard Con., g.s. . .

.

Stewart, 3.1

Stratton'a Ind., g

Superior & Pitts., c. .

.

iTamarack, c

Tennessee, c
Tomboy, g.s..

Tom P.eed. g. ,

Tonopah Belm't. s.g.

.

jTonopah Ext., g.s. . .

.

Tonopah of Nev., s.g.

Tri-Mountain, c
Tuolumne, c
Uncle Sam, g.s.l

United Cop. Min., c.

.

""
ted (Crip. Ck.) g.

United Globe, c

L'nited Verde, c

Utah, s.l

Utah, c

Utah Con, c
Valley View, g
Victoria, g.s.l

Vindicator Con., g. .

.

Wasp No. 2, g
WelUngton Mines, g.

.

Wolverine, c

k, s.l

Yankee Con., g.s

"3w .Aster, g
Vellow Pine, l.z.s

Yukon Gold, g

Mich...
.Ariz. . .

Wash..
Mo
Nev

—

Nev
Mo....
.Vria

Arix...

.

Utah...
Utah...
Utah..
Cal ..

Ida...
Calif..
Cal .

Ida...
Colo.

.

Ida ..

Ariz..

.

Mich..
Tenn..
Colo. .

.\riz. .

.

Nev...
.Nev...
Nev...
Mich..
Mont.
Utah..
Wash.

.

Colo. .

-\riz. .

.

.\riz. .

.

Utah..
Utah.

.

Utah.

.

Colo..
Utah..
Colo
S. D...

Colo.

.

Mich .

Colo. .

Utah..

'Alas...

Issued
I

Par
|

Total
|

Latest
|
Amt.

05 82.00
'15 0.371
•12 O.OIJ
"121 0.50
'13 0.04
'13 02J" 05

50
0.50

15

100

0.60

4.85

110.000$ 25
1,485 333
1,000,000

1,900

1.188,019
1.50l),000

1,472,252
300.000
350,000

1,2S0,(XK)

627 5S2
745,389

1,000,000
1,500,000
299,981
178,394

1,238,362
1,003,000
1,500,000
1,499,792

60,000
200,000
310,000
909,555

1,500.000
943,433

1,000,000
100,000
800,000
500,000

1,000,000
4,000,100

23,000 100
300,000 100
100,000, 10

1,624,490
300,000

1.000,000
250,000

1,500,000
500.000

10,000,000

60,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
100.000

1.000.000
3,500,000

!$21,227.5tWJu
3,814,995 Ju

170,000
190,846
369,365
108,226

9,573,180
750,000

2,625,000
2,909.885
685.338
872,09
365,000

1,192,103
411,680

3,274,40'

1,826,417
450.62,
780.000 .__„

9,178,736 June
9,420,000 July
4,756,250lJuly
3,709,395 June
2,443,757|.Apr.
7,455,510'July
896,259'July

12,850,000 July

.\ug.

June
June
Jan.
Aug.
July
July
July
Oct.
Oct.
July
Nov.
July
Dec.
-Aug.

0.10

Dec.
May
Sept.

June

1,4.30,000

520,000
495,0()0
40,0<KJ

440,433
2,265,500 - _-

35,497,000i.Aug
281,860 Dec.

28,650,67l|June
8,850,000 July
24O,0OOiDec.
207,.3OO Mar.

3,217,000 July
484.466 .\ug.
450.000 .\v-g-

8.220.000 Mar.
1.907.685 June
167.500 Jan.

1.163.789 May
583.008 Aug.

7.087,500 June

04
.-, 01
'13l 02
'15 0.03
•13| 25
•15 23
•14 03
•15i 0.04

2C
4.00

75
0.24
0.06

12j
0.10

25
2 00

10
0.05
0.01

04
6.00

75
02

1.00
0.50
0.04
0.04
03

._ 01
15 0.00}

4 00
03

0.01
02

0.05
0.07t

Iron, Industrial and Holding Companies

.\malgamated. c

Am. Sm. & Ref., com ..

Am. Sm. A Ref., pf
.\m. Smelters, pf. A.. .

.

.\m. Smelters, pf. B.. .

.

Greene Cananea
Guggenheim Expl
Inter'l Nickel, com

r'l Nickel, pfd
National Lead, com. . . .

National Lead, pf
Old Dominion, c

Phelps. Dodge & Co. .

.

U. S. Steel Corp., com..
U. S. Steel Corp., pf . . .

U. S. S., R. &M., com,
V. S. S.. R. * M . pf.

103.495
28.333
52.208,
10.274
15.125,
4.371,

22.489,
17,704,
8,525
8,735,

30,119
6,393

41,709,
222,360,
383,208

6,362
15.944

.183 -\ug.

.333 June

.333 June

.800 July

.000 July
,646 June
,595 July
,109 June
,869 Aug.
,716 June
,526 June
.744 June
,304 June
1,438 Dec.
1,093 .Aug.

;, 188 July
131 Julv

$0.50
1.00
1.75
1.50

15 1.50
15 0.75
15; 1.75
'15i 1.00
15 5.50
14 0.50
'15 1.75
'14 0.75
'15 O.S7i

Canadian, Mexican and Central American Companies

.Ajuchitlan, g.s

.\mparo, g.s

B. C. Copper
Beaver Con., s

Buffalo, s

Canadian Goldfields, g. .

Chontalpan. g s l.z

Cobalt Townsiie, s

Coniagas, s

Con. M. & S. Co. of Can
Crown Reser^'e, s

Crow's Nest Pass C. Co.
Dos Estrellas. g.s

ElOro. g.s

Esperanza. s.g

Granby. s.I.c

•.ne Con., c

^ najuato D., pf., s

Hedley Gold
HoUinger. g
Kerr Lake s

La Rose Con., s

Le Roi No. 2. g
Lucky Tiger Com., g
McK.-Dar. Sav. s

Mines Co. of Am. (new)
I. & Bond. Ros., g.

.

Nipissing. s

Penoles. s.l.g

Pinguico, pf., s

Right of Way Mns, s

Rio Plata, s

San Rafael, g.s

San Toy, g.s

Sorpresa, g.s . .

,

Stand'd Silver-Lead
T^miskaming. s

Tem. & Hud. Bay, 3. .

.

Trethewey, s

IWettlaufer-I.orrain, s...

B. C...
Ont...
Ont...
B. C...
Mei. . .

Ont...
Ont. .

.

B.C..
Ont. .

.

B.C..
Mex..
Mex...
Mex. .

.

B.C..
Mei...
Mex.

.

B.C..
Ont. .

.

Ont....
Ont. .

.

B.C..
Mex..
Ont. .

.

Mex..
C. A..
Ont. .

.

Mex..
Mex..
Ont. .

.

Mex..
Mex..
Mex..
Mex..
B.C.,
Ont.

.

0=t..
Ont..
Ont..

50.000S 5
2,000,000 1

591,709 5
1.996,490 1

1,000,000 1

600,000'0.10
7,000

45,000
800.000
58,052

1,768.814
248,506
300,000

1,147,500
455,000
148.496

1,000,000
10,000

120,000
600,000
600.000

1,498,627
120,000
715,337

2,247,692
1,700,000
2:X),000

1,200,000
80,000
20,000

1,685,500
374,518

2,400
,750,000
19,200

2,000,000
2,500,000

7,761
1,000,000
1.416, .590

1000

24.30

212.500 Oct.
1.580.884 Feb.
615. 198 1

Jan.
529.857 Apr.

2.757,000 July
290,000 July
59,500 May

1,042,2,59 May
7.720,000 Aug.
2.058.907 July
6.067.030 July
2.1S2.S64 Mar.

10.335.000 Dec.
8.668.418 Julv
13.327.999 July
5.756.178 Aug.
9.544.400 Mav
2r4.356iJan.

1,644.000'JuEe
3,693,000 Sept.
5,670,0C0 Mar.
5,387,122 July
1,501,740 May
3,198,720 Aug.
4,540,333 July
1,215,000'July
3,730,000 July
13,290,000 July
6,361,688 June
840.000 Oct.
219.115lNov.
345.743; Feb.

1.442,3S0 Jan.
530,0' i.i J-i!y

3.979,240 ,lan,

1,550, ft 1:1 ~ept,

1,384, l."3 Apr.
1.940. 2.5i' Nov.
1.06;.99s July

637.41-3 Oct.

•12;$0.25
•15| 0.03
•131 0.15
'15' 0.03
•14 0.03
•14 0.001}
•14 0.75
'14 0.10
'15 0.30
'15, 2.00
•15, 0.02
•li; 0.25
•13! 1.50
•13. 0.24
•15 0.24
•14 1.50
•14 0.50
'U' 3.00
'15! 50
•15 0.20
•15j 0.25
•15 0.25
•15 0.24
•15! 0.09
'15 0.03
'13 0.12}
'is; 30
'15i 0.25
•131 1.25
•13 3.00
'14 0.02
•13 0.05
14 0,50
13 0.01
•11 34.00
•14l 0.02}
13 06
'14 3 00
•14 05
'13 05
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Asseasnieiits
Compaoy Dellnqe Sale I Amt.

Bonanza Con.. Utah. .

Bullion, Ida
Cash Boy. Nev
Cedar Creek. Ida
Comet. Ida
Con. Virginia. Nev
Copper Chief. Ida
Diam'fleld Black Butte, Nev,
Exchequer. Nev
Gethln Le Roy. Utah.
Goldstrike M. i L.. Utah. . .

Great Bend, Nev.
Hancock Con3,, Mich
Hancock Cong.. Mich
Happy Day, Ida
Hector. Ida
Hennessy-Burns. Ida
Idaho Los Angeles. Ida
Idaho Montana. Ida
Idaho Nevada. Ida
Imperial, Ida
Keweenaw. Mich
Laclede, Ida
Lake Superior & West., Ariz.
LeRoy. Ida
Liquidator. Ida
Lucky-Calumet. Ida
MacNamara. Nev
Nevada Cooperative. Nev.. .

Nevada-Douglas. Nev
New Arcadian. Mich
New Baltic. Mich
New Quincy. Utah
Northern Light. Ida
Old Veteran. Ida
Oom Paul. Ida
Oom Paul Con. Ida
Ophir. Nev
Phedora, Ida
Phoenix. Mich
Phoenix. Mich
Revelator. Utah
Royal, Ida
Sandstorm Kendall. Nev. . . ,

Selma Utah.
Snowshoe, Ida
Sunset Dev.. Wash
Syndicate. Utah
Tonopah Bonanza, Nev
Tonopah Midway, Nev
White Caps, Nev

Sept.

I
Aug.

I Sept.
Aug.
[Aug. :

[Sept.

:

Aug.
Oct.
Oct.
Sept. :

•Oct.

I

Sept.
Sept.

Aug. :

'Sept.

Aug. :

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Aug. i

Sept.
Sept.

Oct. 30
Sept. 29
Sept. 30
Oct.
Sept. 25
Nov.
Oct. 25
Oct. 13
Oct. 20

Sept. 30

1

Oct. 4I

Sept. 2i
Sept. 25
Sept. 25
Oct.
Oct.

Sept. 2;

25 Oct,
28 Sept. 28

Sept. 27
Sept. 13
Oct,
Oct.

iiSept. 23
Dec. 2

Sept. 30
Sept. 28
Oct. 4
Nov. 2
Oct. 21

Oct. 25
Oct. 1

Sept. 27
Sept. 25
Sept. 27
Sept. IS
Oct. 2

13iOct. 11

18|Sept. IS
14 Sept. 18

$0,015
0.005

01
0.005

- 0005
0,05
0.005
0-01

02
0.01
0.01
0,01
1.00
1,00
0.0025
0,005
0.005
0,005

001
0.002
0.005
1.00
0.003
0.02
0.002
0.003
0.005
0,02
0.01
0.10
0.50

50
0.01
0.004

002
01
01
OS

0.000s
1.00
1.00
O.OOJ
0,001

01
0.005

005
002

0,001
0,01

01

015

Stock Q notJitions

There were no sales at auction report-
ed in either New Yorlt, Boston or Phila-
delphia during the week ended Sept. 15.

COLO. Sl'UlXL^S Sept. 14
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)ftoin)Ein\rf Metllhiodls s\tt Fs\SirIbg\inil
By IIiHKirr I. Ei.i.i^

syyOPiSIS—Efficient e.vtraciion of graicl from
the Fairbanks mines depends upon the thawing

of the ground and upon the proper handling of

material. Shoveling is the crucial feature, and in it

the best men and tools are employed. The frozen

ground holds well, since it resembles concrete in

strength.

Ill the typirrtl drift niine, stoi)ing comiiU'iK-es at tliu

crosscuts, about 200 ft. from the shaft, and is carried on

toward the sliaft. For the first thaw, short points 4 or 5

ft. lone; are used and these are driven in both sides of the

tlie runway in the stoped-out area and liy working both

toward the shaft and away from it, it would be possible to

save part of the time and expense of opening up and at the

same time to doulile the area of working face. So far as

known, however, this scheme has never been tried in spite

of certain obvious advantages. There is no evident rea-

son why it .should not be applied with success to small

mines where only a small crew can be worked on account

of lack of room at the face, but it is generally considered

the best practice to commence stoping at the farthest point

from the sliaft and to work inward at all times, thus keep-

ing away from the waste and the dangerous portion of the

roof. The propo.-;ed comliiiuition method of stoping for

r

iriN'IXG rXDER UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS
Workmen are crowded, the car Is small and on a poor track, and pools of water stand on the floor

crosscuts—one set pointing upstream and the other down-

stream—thus virtually making two thaws at one operation,

as shown in Fig. 1. This is possible only with the first

thaw, since it is impossible to shovel into one car from two

faces that are constantly becoming farther apart and since

the accumulation of wa-ste and the slabbing of the roof

prohibit the use of two cars under ordinary circum-

stances.

By running the crosscuts at a distance of TOO ft. from

the shaft instead of 200 ft., by leaving frozen pillars along

•Kellogg, Idaho.

small mines, whereby the luiinlier of shovelcrs can be

doubled, is shown in Fig. 8.

Fairbanks placer miners are wont to consider all work-

men •dead-heads" except the shovelers and it is therefore

planned to have as large a proportion of them on the

crew as possible. Consequently it is always desired to

work as many men at a given face as can be done ^xithout

interference, other things being equal, and the method of

mining is devised with this end in view. Cars at the face

are at a disadvantage in this respect, since four men are

all that can conveniently shovel into one car at the same
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time. Where the gravel is tight, however, dnd picking

takes up a considerable portion of the shoveler's time, it is

sometimes possible to use six or even eight men to the

car. With the ordinary mine witli an upstream and a

downstream face—each divided into two parts by the main
drift—only two cars can be used at a time, since switches

and turnouts are rarely included in the equipment.

With wheelbarrows more men can be wcjrked in a small

space and they thus have an important advantage over cars

lor small mines. When using an eight-wheelbarrow bucket

eight shovelers can work in each crosscut \^^thout inter-

ference, and i\v having one gang shoveling while the others

.are dumping their loads at the shaft this number can

easily be doubled. For wide paystreaks, where there is

ample face area, however, cars arc to be preferred.

Type of Mine Cars ix Use

To avoid raising the gravel farther than is absolutely

necessary, cars must be as low as possible, and for this

reason the ordinary mine car is unsatisfactory. Cars arc

usually built to hold four or five wheelbarrow loads of

gravel and are made of light lumber lined on the inside

with light sheet iron. The bodies are set directly on the

trucks and are fastened firmly to them, so that in dump-
ing it is necessary to rai.se the whole car, the front wheels

serving as a pivot. Considerable skill is

required to dump these cars without
crosscut sk£t Cn

loss of time, since the forward part

of the load frequently slides out, .shift-

ing the center of gravity well be-

hind the front wheels and causing the

rear wheels to settle back on the rails,

from which position it takes a heavy

lift to raise them. With experience the

car man learns just the right speed re-

quired for the car to dump itself, but

constant care is necessary lest the car

over-ride the dumping obstruction and

Ijucket-hole, load and all, in which c\c

must be summoned from the face, witl

feeling and loss of time.

Effect of Thawing on Exposed Faces

For all thaws after the first, longer points are used and

these are driven in the face toward the shaft. To shift

the car track near the face the workmen scatter along

it, drive their picks into the ties, and drag the entire

section over at one time. When wheelbarrows are used at

the face and dumped into cars in the main drift, the leader

usually dumps his load and continues straight ahead into

the other crosscut, thus becoming the last man on the next

trip. This saves delay and serves to equalize the dis-

tance so that each man has the same average length of

wheel.

In putting in a thaw it is impossible to avoid thawing

some of the barren roof exposed by the removal of pre-

vious thaws, and this thawed portion either falls at once

or hangs so precariously as to be dangerous to work

under. In either case the part close to the face must be

lemoved and it is thrown back where it is out of the way
and where it serves in a measure to support the roof.

The amount of waste thawed varies with the nature of the

material and the care with which the points have been

tended, but there is frequently a depth of two feet or

jnore to be shoveled back l)efore it is possible to attack

the face. One advantage in the use of long points is that

there is a proportionately smaller quantity of wa.ste to

handle.

After the pay has been stoped over a large horizontal

area the roof, being left without adequate support, com-

mences to slab. The gravel, especially that above the pay,

always contains layer-s—of greater or less size and thick-

i.ess—of muck or gravel consisting of a large proportion

of muck and it is along these lines of weakness that the

slabs form, as shown in Fig. 2. The slabs form very slow-

ly. Starting as a mere crack, the opening gradually en-

larges, the slab increasing in area and becoming thicker

and thicker. Usually little change can be noticed from

day to day, but they are a menace at all times to those

working under them. If the face remains stationary for

some time they break off close up against it and in the

course of a week or two it becomes inaccessible. It is then

necessary to drive a new crosscut to obtain a stoping base.

Even when work is carried on continuously, if the face

is not advanced very rapidly, the .slabs may catch up while

thawing is in progress and come down wliile the sliovelers

are at work. Fatalities from this cause are rare, however,

since the slabs give warning a few minutes before they

fall by a steady shower of small rocks sounding like a

i;entle rain. AVhen the foreman receives this warnintr

FIG. 1. METHOD OF
PUTTING IN FIRST

THAW

FIf}. 2. STILL SET TO
THROW SLAB AWAY

FROM HOOF

FIG. 3. METHOD OF UN-
DERCUTTING THE

FACE

le into the

lit the shovelers

I ((jnsequent ill-

he moves

after the

the crew to another face, bringing them back

slaij falLs, usually within half an hour or

Slabs continue to fall at intervals, the roof becoming
higher and higher, until the whole space becomes filled

and the roof is firmly held. In some cases subsidence

extends to the surface, but this is usually not noticeable

for several years after stoping, if at all. In a few years

the entire mass usually settles so firmly that mining may
be carried on underground exactly as before in case pay
has inadvertently been left in the roof or in bedrock.

Indeed, it would .sometimes be difficult to tell that the area

had ever been mined were it not for broken timbers and
other such foreign material.

IIoLuiNG Roof wnii Fkozen Pillars

Jlany attempts have been made to hold the roof over

stoped-out areas by artificial support, Init without material

success. Posts, plain timber bulkheads, bulkheads filled

with gravel, drift sets, and other methods have consistent-

ly failed of their purpose, except where temporary support

only was desired. The only sure way to hold the roof is to

leave pillars of frozen gravel. These need not be large, 'S

ft. in diameter at the small point usually being sufficient,

and they need not be closely spaced. A few .such pillars

will hold as much as all the bulkheads that could be

crowded into the mine. Gbservation indicates that [lil-

lars of concrete have no advantage over the frozen gravel
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of the North wIumi it conu-s tn ^upiun-tiiiu woijrhl. The
most modern practice, however, is to make no attem])t to

support the workings excejit around the shaft and where

it is desired to kee]) certain drifts open for communication

with other workings. A row of stulls is sometimes phice<l

parallel with the face a few feet i)ack and these are canted

backward at the top, as shown in Fig. 2. so as to throw

any slabs that may chance to fall away from the face.

ilost of the stulls are recovered and u.-:ed again and again.

The most expensive detail of placer mining is the pick-

ing of the gravel and the shoveling into wheelbarrows or

cars. Refinements of methods are impossible and chief

dependence is on the strengtii and endurance of the work-

men. Men of an ingenious tui'n of mind have tried here

as in other parts of the world to invent a satisfactory shov-

eling machine, but without success. One .such machine

worked to the entire satisfaction of the inventors in a

snowbank at surface but lialked when taken underground.

The best the operator can do is to keep plenty of gravel

before the shovelers, to furnish them with the best of tools

in the best of condition and to eliminate delays by keeping

runways, hoist and car tracks in good shape. The men

Tir.-Sheer SeJ^^ck -••^--=^
Bed-ock

FIG. 4. GENERALIZED SECTION OF A PLACER MINE

are driven at top speed from morning till night. Very tew

members of the English-speaking nationalities are em-

ployed for work of this character. Russians, Scandina-

vians and natives of southern Europe make up the greater

part of the shoveling gang, and the placer crew is com-

paratively homogeneous that does not represent half a

dozen nationalities.

Shovelixh the ilosr iMroiix.vxT Oimmiatiox

The output for each shoveler varies from T.5 to 150

wheelbarrows per day of 10 hr., depending on working con-

ditions, the length of trips and—chiefly—on the character

of the gravel. For most mines the average ranges from

100 to 120, with the emphasis on the lower figure. In

estimating working costs it is usually counted that a shov-

eler will strip from .iO to 35 sq.ft. of bedrock per day

—

equivalent to about T cu.yd. of material in place. The
steady grind, day in and day out, is extremely hard on

the crew and many are unable to stand the work. Some
of the men have to force themselves to eat more than they

want to keep from becoming hungry and weak a short

time before noon and evening, and the scheme has been

tried with moderate success of giving the shovelers a

light lunch of coffee and doughnuts, pie, or cake at 10

a.m. and 4 p.m. The first Alaska Legislature, which met

in 1913, established the 8-hr. day for all quartz mines,

but the attempt to pass a sinulai' law for placer mine.^ wa-

defeated by the meml)ers from Nome am! Fairbanks. As
was predicted at that time, the question came up
at the second session and the law was extended to apply
to jilacer as well as to lode mines. The new law is a step

in advance, for no one who has worked alongside the shov-
elers of Fairbanks can deny that eight lunirs of sucli work
is suliieient.

The \(i. -l round-pointed .shovels 5 ft. long over all are

I'.si'd and these are discarded as soon as the point becomes
^lightly rounded or the shovel wears so thin as to become
too liml)er for cllieient work. The life of a shovel, barring

accidents, is from two weeks to a nuuith. It is consider-

ably le.ss when shoveling plates are u-ed than otherwise.

Picks weighing (1, 'and 8 11). are used, the heavier ones
being preferred at mo-t inine>. These are kept in good
repair at all times an<l are laid aside for resharpening
as soon as they liecome woi-n and dull. One man will dull

from two to five or six in a shift, one for each half-day

being a common allowance, with plenty of extras in case

the point breaks or bends, ilany picks are lost through
larelessncss on the part of the shovelers, who u.sually toss

their dull picks belnnd them on the waste pile when taking

sharp ones. These are often forgotten and are Iniried..

SiiovKi.ixo TO Clean the Beduociv

Bedrock gi\es the slioxcler the most trouble. It is fre-

quently tight and bloi-ky and is didieult to remove, and
there is a tendem-y for the green shoveler, in order to keeji

his turn, to remoxe the top gravel ahead of bedrock. Then
when he comes to take up bedrock he finds that he has a

tough proposition on his hands and must either drop

out for a turn or two or nmst delay the rest of the gang.

He soon learns that the easiest and most satisfactory way
is to remove the "bedrock first, undermining the gravel

as shown in Fig. 3 until it caves onto the shoveling plate,

when he may be able to work as much as an hour without

additional picking. Some operators object to the use of

.shoveling plates on the ground that they wear out the

shovels too rapidly and cause loss of time in leveling off

for them and putting them in place. Where bedrock is

composed of soft, decomposed schist through which the

shovel can be pushed with ease there is some point to this

objec'tion, but for the great majority of mines—which have

blocky bedrock—the use of plates is to be recommended.

Fig. 4 shows a generalized section through a placer mine

arranged to use cars at the downstream face and wheel-

barrows at the u|>stream face.

DlEFEltEXT ]\1eTII()US I)X V.u'lt Cueek

Different conditions on Vault Creek and its tributaries

from those prevailing in the rest of the district have led

to the development of a slightly different method of min-

ing. The ground is deep—nmch of it being 200 ft. to

bedrock—and the paystreaks are narrow and irregular.

Owing to the time and cost of sinking, pro.specting must

be done with as few shafts as possible. Similarly, owing

to the narrow paystreaks and the way they twist and turn,

il is not feasible to drive long tunnels and crossc-uts to

]n-epare for sloping, as is the usual practice in the Fair-

banks district. The first rule becomes "follow the pay,"

and it is often impossible to do this and keep the drifts

straight. There is probably no other place in Alaska

where ground stands as well after sloping as it does on

Vault Creek and its most important trilnittm-. Treasure
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Creek. Slabs rarely form and trhen they do they are i^mall

and cau.?e little trouble. These factors have combined to

make it desirable to start the stopes near the shaft and
carry them away from it in both directions. A pillar must
of course be left around the shaft, liut it need not be of
great extent.

The method is illustrated in Fia. .5. The runwavs are
kept open liy tiinliering with three-piece sets and laggino-

> Pillar

5. METHOD OP WORKING
AWAY FROM SHAFT

BedrocM

FIG, 6. WASTE ACCUMULATIO.V
ALONG UNTIMBERED RUNWAY

FIG VAULT CREEK METHOD
OP PROSPECTING

PIG. S. COMBINATION METHOD
FOR NARROW PAYSTREAKS

tightly. If this is not done the waste that comes down
with each new thaw must be sho\eled away, and in time it

accumulates in such quantity as to form" a sort of large
hopper with the wbeeling-piank in tlie center and with
sides reaching to the roof, as shown .in Fig. 6. After
this stage is reached all the gravel that falls over a wide
area collects on the running-plank and must be removed
by hoisting. Small timbers only are required, since
they soon become covered on all sides with waste and con-
fine much of the heat of the pipe line, thus insulating
the frozen roof. Consequently the weight of the thawed
gravel resting on the sets is comparatively slight.

Wheeling GR.ivia oN' Bad Gkade.s

Bedrock surface is irregular and in following it the
floor of the tunnel rises and falls, making a variabfe grade.
The pay is likely to swing from side to side and the drift
must twist and turn in order to keep near the center of
the paystreak. It is evident that this is one place where
wheelbarrows for transport, on account of their greater
flexibility, have a great advantage over cars and they are
u.sed almost exclusively. When, owing to lack of grade,
water will not <lrain away from the face, it is removed bv
means of siphons and injectors. After a depression in
bedrock has been crossed, however, it is gradually allowed
to fill as the roof thaws, the wheeling-plank being raised
correspondingly. Timbering is neces.sarilv delaved in this
case, but the advantages of having a runway of even grade
through which the water will drain to the sump at the
shaft outweigh this disadvantage. There is nothing
aside from working under a low roof, that tire^ a work-
man and decreases his output so much as wheeling, up a
grade. On the level he need only hold the handles^of the
wheelbarrow at tlie jn-oper elevation and it virtually runs

itself, but on an upgrade it is necessary to push from an
awkward angle and on a steep downgrade it is necessary to
hold back, which is hardest of all. Owing to the fact that
most shoveiers doing their own wheeling play out first in
the wrists it is desirable to avoid wrist strain as much as
possible.

Prospect shaft* are u.sually sunk of such size as to be
suitable for actual mining and if no pay is found at bed-

rock it is difficult or impossible to tell

whether the pay-streak is toward the
creek or toward the hill, or whether
the shaft is merely in a low-grade area
in the main pay-streak. Since the
pay is often not rich enough to permit
of much expense for prospecting and
development—and this is one of the
chief reasons for adopting the method
of mining under discussion—every foot
of work must be done -nith a view to
possibilities for further use. Crosscuts
are therefore not driven directly across
tlie creek in looking for pay but are
run diagonally so that they wall serve
as runways in ca.se pay is discovered,
"ne angling up the hill, the other to-
ward the creek, as shown in Fig. 7.

This serves to prospect the channel in
all four directions at once. Although
one drift will usually be in waste the
operator generally considers himself

' lace in good pay all the time.
lucky to have

An iron industry ui .Manchuria is to be built up by
Japanese cap.tal. Consul-General S. P. Ileitzleman atMukden writes that "among the nine mining areas inSouth .Manchuria where Japanese are permitted, by an
exchange of notes between the Japanese and Chinese
Governments on .May 2.3, 1915, to pro.^pect for and
operate mines, one of the largest and most promising
IS the iron mine in the Anshanchan region, between
Liaoyangand Penhsihu. in the central part of Shen<rkin<.
Provmce.- The extent of the deposits is said to equal
that ot the Hupeh mines. "The working of this mine
IS to be intrusted to the South Manchuria By. Co The
railway company will not confine its labors to mining
ore, but proposes to manufacture iron as well. For <melt-
ing purposes neither Fushun nor Yentai coal is suitable
and it IS said Penhsihu coal will be used. A -^ite for
the smeltery on the opposite side of the Penhsihu Kiver
which compri..es about 83 acres of land has been chosen
and the negotiations for its purchase are about concluded
J he undertaking is to assume considerable proportions
and the capital for investment is estimated to te not less
than -$5,000,000."

ent'^rl'wTl'T '^™'>"''"'K Tangsfen Powder has been pat-

ITTL n r' ^''^"' °^ P°'-sg'-""<l. Norway, and assigned

Uonnf?"^™'.
""""'"'" ^°- -•''.v« "Engineering." The produc-

tl?r / ^."'°'I'hous tungsten powder by reduction of tungsten

product nVrV/''
'""'""" °^ accomplishment, as a crystallineproduct most often results. The inventor has shown, howeverthat by making the reduction in two stages-first with Jm-

T°"aT fnd Vh'"' '^.tt''
'"'°'^"^'"= the so called blue tungstenox de. and then wth hydrogen at cherry-red heat-the re-.sult.ng product is a tungsten powder of remarkable fineness
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:SYXOPSIS^Ouncoilon is the basis of the most

important military explosive and of the second

most important mining e.rplosire. Benzol and

toluol are important coal-tar products which fur-

nish bases for manufacture of picric acid used in

military crplosives and nitro-substitution com-

pounds used in low-freezing dynamites. Dyna-

mites graded into five distinct classes, each of which

has advantages and disadvantages. Low-freezing

dynamites without ammonium nitrate give exces-

sive amounts of noxious gases, and with ammon-
ium nitrate are decidedly hygroscopic. Straight

dynamite is best adapted for the widest range of

work; gelatin dynamite for ivet icork. Least

amount of ob?wxious gases is given off by the

gelatin dynamites. Correct explosives to use not

determined by any fixed rule but by experience

and judgment of the mining engineer.

Although the munitions uf war are almost never used

by the mining engineer (unless he happens to be oper-

ating in ilexico at present), and the explosives common
to mining are onlj- to a slight extent used in war, j'et

the requirements of the two have an inter-relation which

is not distant. Dynamite, the commonest of mine ex-

plosives, is used in war only for demolitions, as in the

case of bridges, structures, etc., and to a comparatively

limited extent in the present war for the destruction

of the enemy's trenches, and in hand grenades. But
the basis of the most important explosive used in war
and the basis of the second most important explosive

used in mining is the- same—guncotton—which is the

essential ingredient of all smokeless powders, of blast-

ing gelatin and of all gelatin dvTiamite.

Sjiokeless Powder axd Guxcottox

The manufacture of this explosive is complicated only

from a mechanical standpoint. There are no chemical

mysteries about it. Smokeless powder is also called ni-

trocellulose, the principal ingredients of which consist

of cotton or cellulose, nitric acid, sulpluiric acid, ether

and alcohol.

Smokeless powder in the chamber of a grm is not in-

tended to be detonated, but to be exploded by a progres-

sive combustion, the result of which is determined by the

characteristics of the gun or the service expected of it.

The rate of the combustion depends upon the amount of

surface exposed, hence the perforations which give this

added surface to the powder grains.

Nitrocellulose is a general term applied to products

resulting from the action of nitric acid on cellulose, in

which the organic cellular structure of the original cotton

fiber has not been destroyed. Guncotton is a nitro-

cellulose of high nitration, consisting of a mixture of

insoluble nitrocellulose with a small quantity of soluble

nitrocellulose, and a very small quantity of unnitrated

cellulose. The chemical name for guncotton is tri-nitro-

cellulose, and the formula is CjoHj^O^ (NOa)^.

Owing to the fact tliat guncotton ordinarily contains

a large percentage of water, it is most suitably adapted
for use in military mines and submarine or other work
of wet nature. Dry guncotton is used to detonate charges

of wet guncotton. When dry it is very sensitive and
is clas.sed as a detonator and must be handled carefully,

while wet guncotton, contrary to general impression, is

one of the safest explosives to handle.

Nitrocellulose Coiirouxos

In the manufacture of nitrocellulose, by varying the

strength and the proportions of the nitric and sulphuric

acids, their temperature and the length of time that the

cotton is in tliem, a number of different products are

obtained varying in the rate at which they will burn and
the effects produced, and in the degree to which they are

soluble in various solvents. This gives many different

grades of explosives to which various names are applied

at the will of the manufacturer and which are capable

of a wide latitude of adaptability to different require-

ments.

Cordite is a British smokeless powder consisting of

37 parts of guncotton, 58 parts nitroglycerin and 5 parts

vaseline. This powder gives a very high muzzle velocity

with a low pressure in the powder chamber, but the tem-

perature of its explosion is so high that it causes a rapid

erosion of the bore of the gun. Therefore, another form
of this powder known as Cordite M.B., in which the ratio

of the guncotton and nitrogylcerin is reversed, has Ijeen

made which overcomes these disadvantages. This illus-

trates the possibilities of different combinations of the

same materials to effect different purposes.

Bexzol axd Toluol axd Derivatives

Increased interest attaches to benzol and toluol at the

present time on account of the number of plants being

constructed to manufacture them. They are used in

tlie manufacture both of dyestuffs and high explosives

for war munitions. The United States Steel Corpora-

tion has three plants nearing completion—one at Far-

rell, Penn., one at Gary, Ind., and one at Birmingham,

Ala. The Lehigh Coke Co. is building a benzol plant

at South Bethlehem, Penn. ; the Woodward Iron Co.,

Woodward, Ala., has a new benzol plant in opera-

tion ; the Lackawanna Steel Co. has a benzol plant at

Butt'alo; and the Benzol Products Co., working with the

General Chemical Co., the American Coal Products Co.

and the Semet-Solvay Co., is building a plant at Marcus

Hook, Penn., which will soon be in operation. The Do-

minion Steel Co. of Canada is manufacturing benzol

on a large scale, and the Crows Nest Pass Coal Co. is

also contemplating the building of a similar plant.

Benzol is a coal-tar distillation product comprising a

mixture of benzene with variable quantities of toluene

and other homologues of the same series. The Eittman

process, of which we have heard so much lately, is a

])rocess whereby these products may be obtained from

the distillation of petroleum, but at the present time

they are only obtained commercially by distillation of
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coal-tar products, principally as a byproduct from coke

ovens. The product known as "crude benzol" is further

fractionally distilled, and by this means separated into

pure benzene, toluene and other true chemical compounds.

Benzene^ is CgHg and toluene is C,Hs. A 90% benzol

is a product of which 90% by volume distills before the

temperature rises above 100 deg. C. The composition

of a 90% benzol is about TO benzene, 21: toluene, and -1

to 6 of lighter hydrocarbons. Toluol is an impure form

of toluene, so alike that the difference is only detected

by a slight discoloration on the addition of sulphuric

acid.

Toluene possesses the property of rendering oxygen

very active and when treated with nitric and sulphuric

acid and heated for several days yields tri-nitro-toluene,

an explosive of a high order which is superseding the

use of picric acid as a base for .shell fillers for artillery

use.

Tri-nitro-toluene and tri-nitro-toluol are practically

the same, and have been abbreviated to trotol or t.n.t. in

United States Army parlance. This explosive, trotol, is

also used, especially for submarine mines and in the Ger-

man 42-cm. guns and is, ne.xt to picric acid, the most

terrific explosive in the service.

Picric Acid

Benzene, a redistillation product from benzol, is used

in the manufacture of carbolic acid or phenol; this in

turn is the basis of picric acid, which latter is the base

of most of the high explosives used at the present time

in the European conflict. When phenol (carbolic acid)

is treated with nitric acid, a nitrate called tri-nitro-phenol

is formed. Its only use is as an explosive. It is not

only an explosive of itself, but more particularly is used

as an ingredient of special explosive mixtures, ilost

of the new so-called shell-filler explosives are either pic-

ric acid or mixtures of picric acid salts called picrates.

Among these are ecrasite (Austrian), lyddite (English),

melinite (French), shimose (Japanese), etc. The ex-

act compositions of these are secrets carefully guarded
by the different governments.

The explosive used in the United States Army as a

shell filler is known in the service as "Explosive D."

This is a picric-acid derivative, the exact composition of

which is maintained a secret by the Government. Its

relative force of explosion is twice as great as that of

guncotton, which of course is ample recommendation for

its use in armor piercing shells.

Picric acid, although a powerful explosive, forms in

connection with lead, iron and some other metals, some
very sensitive and dangerous compounds. Tliis is true

to such an extent that it is dangerous to paint the in-

terior of a shell—which is to be loaded with a picric acid

derivative—with a paint which has oither red or white

lead in it, and it is also dangerous to use red or white

lead in screwing in a .shell plug. Trotol does not have
this disadvantage, and it is for this reason that it is

displacing, in this country at least, picric-acid explosives.

Dynamite
Dynamite is a general term for all high explosives

com])osed primarily of nitroglycerin and some solid mat-
ter as an absorbent. Low explosives comprise the salt-

peter mixture.s, sucli as gunpowder, in which explosion is

'Benzine is a distillation product from petroleum.

brought about by simple but rapid combustion, giving

rise to a large volume of highly heated gases but leaving

almost one-half of the original mass as a solid residue.

In the high-explosive class, explosion is the result of the

compound being wholly resolved into a large volume of

highly heated gases, with little or no solid residue, the

change taking place many times faster than the com-
bustion in the saltpeter (KNO3) class of low explosives.

Low explosives exert a relatively slow pushing effect upon
the substances on which they act at the moment of ex-

plosion, while high explosives, on account of the high

rate and power of detonation, have a shattering effect

upon the substances with which they are in contact.

Dynamite was originally invented as the result of an

attempt to saturate Ijlack powder with nitroglycerin, in

order to get a powder of increased intensity, it being

inconvenient to use the nitroglycerin itself alone, as

the explosive. The disadvantages of this early attempt

were overcome by using kieselguhr as absorbent for the

nitroglycerin and the original brand of dynamite was
evolved. This original absorbent, base or "dope" as it is

commonly called, was a porous, lightweight earth and

added in no way to the explosive force of the nitrogly-

cerin and remained as a solid residue after the explo-

sion. If this dope is a substance which will neither burn

nor explode, it is called an inactive base ; if it will burn

or explode it is called an active base, and may be either

an explosive compound, a combustible compound, or a

mixture of a combustible and an oxygen carrier. Ex-

periment developed the fact that if a dope was used

which was an active base, and which would either ex-

plode or furnish oxygen for the other explosives, the

force of the explosion was greatly increased. It was also

found that with an inactive base a dynamite containing

less than 30% nitroglycerin could not be exploded, but

with an active ba.se a satisfactory explosive could be

made containing as low as .5% nitroglycerin. If it were

not for this fact the popular .5% nitroglycerin powder,

sometimes called granulated nitroglycerin powder, largely

used in quarrying operations, could not be detonated.

The character of this active base is possible of an al-

most infinite number of commutations, with an equal

number of brands of dynamite possessing varying char-

acteristics, and here is the labyrinth into which the min-
ing engineer has been hopelessly plunged heretofore.

Nitroglycerin consists of glycerin, nitric acid, and sul-

phuric acid, and is made by allowing a small amount
of glycerin to enter into the presence of the strongest

acids, chemically pure, mixed in the proportion of two
parts sulphuric to one part nitric.

ilODERN- Gr.VDIXG OF DtNAMITE

There are only five important grades of dynamite
which need be considered in mining engineering work

:

Judson powder, straight nitroglycerin dynamite, am-
monia dynamite, low-freezing dynamite, and gelatin.

Judson powder is a low-grade granulated nitroglycerin

powder, containing about .5% nitroglycerin, which is

used for quarrying or road work or railroad excavation.

An average composition of such powder is 5% nitro-

glycerin, 3.5% combustible material composed of sulphur,

coal and resin, and 60% sodium nitrate, the latter be-

ing used as an oxidizer. Except that this powder has

nitroglycerin for its l)ase, it would hardly count in the

class of dynamite, as it so much more closely resembles
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I black powder, the coniijosititiii ol' which is Ki'/f char-

coal, 11% sulphur, "('.]% .sodium uitnitc.

Straif!;ht nitroglycerin dynamite is graded according

to the nitroglycerin content, which varies in commercial

brands from 15 to 60%. The following compositions

are given by analyses by the Bureau of Mines.-:

COMPOSITIONS OP STRAIGHT NITROGLYCERIN DYNA-
MITES OP VARIOUS STRENGTHS

Ingredients \Z% 20% 25% 307r 35% 40% 45% 50% 55% 609;

Nitroglycerin 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60
Combustible ma-

terial* 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 14 15 16
Sodium nitrate... 64 60 56 52 48 44 40 35 29 23
Calcium or mag-
nesium carbon-
ate 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

•Consisting of wood pulp, flour and sulphur for grades be-
low 40%; wood pulp only for other grades.

namites the trade rating is

I'cerin content, as the follow-

low-freezing dynamites will

namite of the same commer-

nd to be equivalent in every

te. The rating, 40 7o fo'r

kind of powder of very dif-

an unfortunate and mis-

In other than straight dy

not a measure of the nitrogly

ing tables of ammonia and

show, and other brands of dy

cial rating have not been fou

respect to straight dynami
instance, for more than one

ferent blasting proijerties, i

leading one.

Straight Nitroglycerin Dynamite

An analysis of 40% straight nitroglycerin dynamite,

(luoted from Bureau of ilines Technical Paper 17,

is as follows: Moisture, 1.45%; nitroglycerin, 39.46%;
sodium nitrate, 42.62%; calcium carbonate, 1.11%;
wood pulp, 15.36%; total, 100%.
Some form of o.xidizer is necessary in an explosive.

Saltpeter is the common ingredient of black powder for

this purpose; iive-sixths of its oxygen is available for

oxidization and the' nitrogen is given off in a free state.

Sodium nitrate contains more available oxygen than

tlie potassium salt and is more commonly used in dyna-

mite, although at very high temperatures it exercises a

less powerful action upon the other combustible ingred-

ients. It cannot be used for ordinary gunpowder, because

it is hygroscopic. Because this is so largely used in

ordinary dynamite is one reason why the latter will de-

teriorate so rapidly if stored in a damp place, as for

instance a wet drift underground. Calcium carbonate,

magnesium carbonate or sodium carbonate are inert

liases, which are added to the dynamite to neutralize any

free acid present.

This explains the functicm of each of the ingredients

of the ordinary straight dynamites shown in the analy-

sis : Nitroglycerin is the explosive ; wood pulp is the

combustible absorbent; sodium nitrate (Chile saltpeter)

the oxidizing agent; and calcium carbonate is the neu-

tralizing agent.

Straight dynamite can be had in 75 and 80% strengths

on special order but its use is almost always ill-advised.

It is too sensitive both to shock and to friction to be

transported safely and it gives off extreme amounts of

obnoxious gases.

Nitroglycerin dynamites freeze at temperatures be-

tween 45 and 50 deg. F.

The ammonia dynamites are practically straight dyna-

mites with part of the nitroglycerin rejilaced by ammon-
ium nitrate. Sulphur is usually one of the constituents

111 this type of dynamite, and the wood |>iilp may be

largely replaced with Hour. The substitution of ammon-
ium nitrate for the nitroglycerin has one slight achantage
over the use of sodium nitrate, namely, that on explosion

it goes completely into gas. Other than this, it has no
advantage except to lower the cost of manufacture of the

dynamite. It gives a weaker and less powerful explo-

sive. Ammonium nitrate does ha\e an advantage, how-
ever, in the manufacture of explosives for u.se in coal

mines becau.se on explosion a considerable amount of

water is formed whicji lowers the temperature of all

of the products of the explosion.

.Ammonium niti-atc is hygroscopic to such an extent

that its use in military explosives has lieen entirely dis-

continued.

AVhen ammonium nitrate is dissolved in some solu-

tions a considerable amount of heat is absorbed and this

property is utilized in many so-called freezing mixtures.

Ammonia dynamite freezes at temperatures lower than
straight dynamite and when some of the nitroglycerin

is replaced with nitro-substitution compounds a low-
freezing ammonia dynamite is oljtained with still lower
freezing point. The following tables from Bulletin 80,

p. 23, Bureau of Klines, give the ingredients of these

types

:

COMPOSITIONS OP TYPICAL AMMONIA DYNAMITES
Ingredients 30% 35% 40% 50% 60%

Nitroglycerin 15 20 22 27 35
.\mmonium nitrate 15 15 20 25 30
Sodium nitrate 51 4s 42 36 24
Combustible material*..
Calcium carbonate oi- zir oxide

.

10

lOU ino 100 100 100

COMPOSITIONS OF LOW-PREEZING DY.VAMITES
Ingredients 30% 35% 40% 50% 60%

Nitroglycerin 13 17 17 21 27
Nitro-substitution compounds. . . .

ionium nitrate 15 15 20
Sodium nitrate 53 49 45
Combustible material* 15 14 13
Calcium carbonate or zinc oxide. Ill 36

100 100 100 100 100

•Composition similar to that of the combustible material
in straight dynamite of grades below 40',;.

Low-Freezing Dynamites

Nitro-substitution compounds have been used as com-

ponents of dynamite, particularly Ijecause they lower the

freezing point of the nitroglycerin therein. The nitro-

siil)stitution compounds are substances derived from coal

tar, after having been acted upon by nitrating .solutions.

These mixtures reduce the temperature of the freezing

points to 35 deg. F., which gives the dynamite its type

named. This low-freezing quality is the only advan-

tage of this type of powder, which, like ammonia dyna-

mite has a lower rate of detonation and hence less

disruptive effect than straight dynamite. It also has the

disadvantage of the deliquescence of the ammonium ni-

trate and cannot be stored in damp places. A typical

analysis of the composition of low-freezing dynamite is

cjuoted from Bulletin 80, p. 22 of the Bureau of ilines.

COMPOSITIONS OP LOW-FREEZING DYNAMITES
Ingredients 30% 35% 40% 45% 50% 55% 60%

Nitroglycerin 23 26 30 34 38 41 45
Nitro-substitution compounds 7 9 10 11 12 14 15
Combustible material* 17 16 15 14 14 1.". 16

Sodium nitrate 52 48 44 40 35 29 23

100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Composition similar to that of the combustible material
in straight dynamite.

Nitroglycerin acts as a solvent under certain conditions

to dissolve soluble nitrocellulose, and the mixture that
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forms will set to a jellylike mass. In this waj-, or by

the use of other solvents, the explosive known as blast-

ing gelatin is formed. This is rated at 100% nitrogly-

cerin, meaning that the dope has absorbed an amount of

nitroglycerin equal to 100% of its own weight. This is

the most powerful explosive that transportation com-

panies will accept for carriage, and while perfectly safe

to handle, in fact much safer than straight dynamite

above 40%, is altogether too violent for ordinary mining

operations, although having a field all its own for special

applications. This composition is diluted by mixing it

with a dope such as nitrate of soda and wood pulp used

in straight dynamite, and the mixture so formed is

known as gelatin dynamite. This gelatin djTiamite is

made in various grades rated by per cent, strength, as

are tlie straight dynamites. The reason blasting gela-

tin gives so much greater force is because it gets more

complete combustion on explosion than any of the other

d}Tiamites, and this additional chemical action greatly

increases the heat, hence the volume of the gases and

the force of the explosion. The initial shock necessary

to detonate blasting gelatin is six times greater than is

required for dynamite. This applies in only a slightly

less degree to the gelatin dj-namites, which is the reason

a stronger cap is necessary when using this type of ex-

plosive. Unlike straight dpiamite, gelatin dynamite is

very sensitive to shock when frozen. In its ordinary

condition its sensitiveness is increased by heat, but un-

der usual circumstances it is nmch less sensitive to

shock and friction than straight dynamite is. Aside

from the strength of this explosive the greatest advan-

tage of this type is its almost complete combustion and

hence the freedom from noxious gases after the explo-

sion. The next great advantage is the fact that it can

be used in the wettest kind of work. A cartridge placed

in water will turn white on the surface, on account of

the nitroglycerin in the outer layer being displaced. The

nitrocellulose remaining forms a protective coating for

the rest of the mass, and makes it practically waterproof.

However, those gelatin dynamites of low grades which

contain a large proportion of hj'groscopic nitrate have

this water-resisting quality to a less degree than those

higher up the scale.

Gases fkom Explosiox of Dyxajiite

Both the amount and the quality of the gases pro-

duced by the explosion of dynamite are of important

consideration, because the effect of the explosives is di-

rectly due to the quantity of gas generated. Referring

to the last column in the following table, it will be seen

that 60% straight djiiamite generates about 50% more
gas than does 40% straight dynamite. The tendency

to use 60% d\Tiamite underground should be discour-

aged, because while it is true that it does have much
greater disruptive force than 40% dynamite, it gives

such a large volume of obnoxious gases that smoke
troubles are likely to overbalance any advantage due to

using this stronger explosive. The figures in this taljle

are taken from a more elaborate one in Bulletin 48 by

tlie Bureau of Mines, and the results are concisely stated

in its Bulletin 80, p. 25, as follows: "The low-freez-

ing dynamite produced on detonation larger volumes of

poisonous gases than any other explosive tested, one sam-

l>le of the gaseous products of combustion of a low-freez-

ing dynamite containing 47.47% by volume of carbon

monoxide. The straight nitroglycerin d}'namite pro-

duced 26.9 to 34.6% of carbon monoxide; blasting powder

produced 10.8% carbon monoxide, and 8.7% hydrogen

sulphide; granulated powder produced 2.7% carbon mon-
oxide, and 15.7% hydrogen sulphide; and ammonia dyna-

GASEOUS PRODUCTS RESULTING FROM TEST OF
EXPLOSIVES*
Gaseous Products (9^ by Volume) ^

5 g o c Si. °ij-o _— c be c p ica <u^

Class and Grade of >-o t.g >. •= « :: ^--^S
Explosive ua qg o a a 2 Bm >o

30% straigrht nitroglyc-
erin dynamite 22.9 2S.4 0.0 20.6 0.7 27.4 ... 85.

S

40% straight nitroglyc-
erin dynamite 27.3 26.9 0.0 IS.O 0.4 27.4 ... SS.5

50% straight nitroglyc-
erin dynamite 24.4 31.2 0.0 20.7 0.7 23.0 ...105.5

609'f straight nitroglyc-
erin dynamite 22.2 34.6 DO 23.2 O.S 19.2 ...128.9

60% low-freezing dyna-
mite S.9 47.4 0.0 31.0 0.6 12.1 ...169.5

40% ammonia dvnamite 41.4 3.8 0.0 3.1 O.S 45.5 5.4 65.6
40% gelatin dynamite. 50.8 3.0 0.0 1.8 0.8 39.5 4.1 60.3
5% granulated nitro-

glycerin powder 51.3 2.7 0.0 0.9 0.7 28.7 15.7 61.6
Black blasting powder. 49.7 10.8 0.0 1.8 0.6 28.4 8.7 67.8

These explosives are not the same as given in the previous
tables.

mite produced 3.8% monoxide, and 5.4% hydrogen sul-

phide. The gelatin dynamite on detonation gave the

least amount of poisonous gases, namelj', 3.0% carbon

monoxide and 4.1% hydrogen sulphide."

Summary of Characteristics

The straight nitroglycerin dynamite develops greater

disruptive force than any of the other types of explo-

sives, class for class, and where shattering eifects are

required should be used in preference to any other kind.

Straight dynamite freezes at temperatures between 45 and

50 deg. F. The chief disadvantage in the use of straight

dynamite is the considerable volume of obnoxious gases

which are given off on detonation. These dynamites also

are not suitable for use in very wet work.

Ammonia dynamite freezes at a lower temperature than

tlie straight dynamite, and gives off less obnoxious and

poisonous gases. It does not have the same strength as

straight dynamite, grade for grade, is hygroscopic to an

extreme degree and must be kept in perfectly dry stor-

age or the deterioration is very rapid. Also it cannot

be used in wet work. It is cheaper than straight nitro-

glycerin dynamite and is advisable for work where straight

dynamite gives too violent an explosion. Ammonia low-

freezing dj'uamite differs only from the aljove in that

the freezing point is about 30 to 35 deg. F.

Low-freezing dynamite has practically the same ad-

vantages and disadvantages of the ammonia dynamite

except that on detonation it produces the largest volume
of obnoxious gases, and should not be used underground
where the ventilation is poor.

Gelatin dynamite is the safest dynamite to handle

and generates the least amount of obnoxious gases when
detonated. It is the only djTiamite to use in connec-

tion with wet work. It costs more than straight dyna-

mite and does not give, grade for grade, the same dis-

ruptive effect, otherwise it would completely replace

straight dynamite in mining work.
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xs^iraEaf !)tuias'(ts Veisas

By J. i). Peucival*

The gold-bearing qiiartz veins in Dutch Guiana, South

America, have not yet been exploited to any great extent,

although there are indications that with the necessary

capital to open and develop them thoroughly, the veins

will prove as rich as any in South America.

Three Distixct (ioLO Zones

The best-known quartz veins in the colony are in the

first gold zone. There are three distinct zones—the first,

aliinit 50 mi. from iln' i"f\<\. tho ccotnl. 100 mi. and the

Brief Outline of the Surinam Gold Industry" said: "The
most important part of the first gold zone examined by
me is to be found between the Guyana Gould Placer Con-
cession and Dejonge's property. The reefs continue their

cour.se along many hundreds of meters in an easterly and
westerly direction. In the vicinity of the Guyana Gould
property, the quartz veins are thickest and found at about
a distance of 60 m. above the creeks and thus easily ac-

cessible. The gold percentage so far is remarkably high."

On the geological map of the colony the situation of

these concussions is clearly shown to be slightly north of

the fifth degree of latitude and west of a range of hills

running from the Tempatie River across Bergendaal in

an east-west direction. Most of the gneiss strata lie east

and west and incline steeply toward the north.

The minimum level of this part of the colony is only
10 m. above Paramaribo, the capital; and, although the

concessions mentioned are about 55 mi. from the coast,

the altitude of the highest hill in the middle of these

properties is but 500 m.
On the north, east and south of these concessions many

good-looking veins are exposed for miles, and all that is

PROSPECTING PARTY BREAKING CAMP

third, between 160 and 180 mi. These gold zones have an

easterly and westerly direction and run practically

through the whole country. The first zone, which em-
bodies the Mindrinettie Creek district, has proved the

richest so far, although on both the others rich ore has

been discovered.

Up to the present in Dutch Guiana only the alluvial

deposits have been extensively worked, but within the last

year or two the quartz veins have been receiving at-

tention. The large quantities of sharp-cornered quartz,

lying about the hillsides, would show that it is in close

proximity to its source. Lately, veins have been discov-

ered showing visible gold on several properties. Portions,

broken from the vein, are very rich. A large amount of

the alluvial gold of the country comes from these quartz

veins which have been broken down and eventually de-

posited in the creeks.

The best-kno^ra veins in the first gold zone are to be

found on the Dejonge and Guyana Gould Placer conces-

sions, where some of the veins have a thickness of 5 m.

A geologist, who explored this part of the country and
on his return to Europe published a paper entitled "A

*Box 139, Paramaribo, Dutch Guiana, South America.

MINING RICH QUARTZ IN DUTCH GUIANA

required is capital to develop them. The railroad

traverses the country and guarantees good communication

with Paramaribo.

Quartz veins of difi'erent thicknesses are met with

almost everywhere in the interior of Dutch Guiana. They

do not, as a rule, take the same course as the steep gneiss

formation, but notwithstanding carry more or less gold.

A striking feature is the utter absence of basic and acidic

eruptive rocks in some parts of the colony, which is not

encouraging to those who maintain that the presence of

similar rock formations is the cause of Dutch Guiana's

gold wealth.

Farther south, that is to say, in the second and third

gold zones, the country is very mountainous. Dutch

Guiana is undoubtedly a rich country, and capital judici-

ously .spent would make it a large producer.

Laboring men from temperate climes are not adapted

to local conditions in Dutch Guiana. They could not

exist on food of the kind supplied to the natives of the

country, who are black and colored and earn only 50e. per

8-hr. day, with rations free. Black labor is good, com-

paratively speaking. When you can get a man to shift

300 cu.ft. of overburden, on the placers, in a day, it is

good work, and of this the natives of Dutcli Guiana are
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quite (ai)able; but they m\ist in every case be supervised

by white men.

In regard to climate it may be safely said that, if white

men from northern countries take proper and known
precautions, no fears need be entertained. There are

tropical inconveniences but the resident soon becomes

habituated to them. It is probable that at no distant date

Dutch Guiana will become an important gold center.

What is now required is a better knowledge of local con-

ditions liy strangers abroad.

One of the products that is essential in our steel

industrv', though its actual quantity is not so great as

is generally supposed by those unfamiliar with the case,

has been materially affected by the war conditions abroad.

This is the manganese alloy which is used—generally in

the form of ferromanganese—in both tlie converter and
the openhearth furnace in making steel. The quantity

of this alloy consumed for several years has been only

about 1% of the total steel produced in the United States,

but its use cannot be dispensed with, as no substitute

lias yet been found.

Difference Betwekx FEiiROM.^XG.vxE.sE axd
Spiegeleisen

Two alloys of this kind are known familiarly in the

trade, the difference being mainly in degree. The more
important is ferromanganese, which has from 60%
manganese tip, the standard being 80%. This requires,

of course, high-grade ore for its making. Spiegeleisen

is lower in grade, the standard being 20 to 25%
manganese, and can be smelted from ores which are

more nearly manganiferous-iron than manganese ores.

The use of ferromanganese is preferred and has been
increasing for several years, while that of spiegeleisen

has been declining.

The consumption of ferromanganese and spiegeleisen

in the United States for three years past has been, in

long tons

:

Ferro: 1912 1913 1914
Domestic 12.^,37S 119,495 100,731
Imported 99,137 128,070 82,997

„ Total 224,515 247,565 183,728
.Spiegel:

Domestic ^02,561 106,980 76,625
Importea 1,015 77 2,870

Total 103,576 107,057 79,495

Fur the eight months ended Aug. 31, 1915, the total

ferromanganese and spiegeleisen made in this country
was 133.517 tons, whic-h would indicate a total production
of more than 200,000 tons for the year, notwithstanding
the supposed scarcity of ore.

The sources of the raw material for our domestic
product have been as follows, for three years

:

Imports: 1912 1913 1914
P"ssia 83,334 124,337 52,680
J,n<'>a, 128,645 141,587 103,583
Brazil 81,580 70,200 113.924
Other countries 7_102 8,966 13,107

Total 300,661 345,090 283.294
Domestic production 1,664 4,048 2,K35

The ore from other countries was diiefly from Cuba.
The total imports of ore in the half-year ended June 30.

1915, were 58,148 tons, being 7G,433 tons less than in

the corresponding period of 1914. The domestic produc-
tion for several years past has liecn rather less than

1% of the ore used in our furnaces. The excess of

foreign ore used has not been altogether because of the

scarcity of domestic ore. The necessity of crushing and
concentrating most of our ores and the cost of trans-

portation have discouraged attempts to compete with

foreign ores which had the advantage of cheaper mining,

of little or no cost of preparation and of cheap water

freights. No one anticipated the time when supplies

might be cut off, and the consideration was only for

present proiit, not for provision for the future.

War axd Maxgaxese Siiipmext.s

The war in Europe introduced new and unexpected

elements into the question. The exports of manganese
ore from the Cauca.sus were cut off altogether, while

those from Briti.sh India were prohibited for a time,

and when the strict embargo ^as raised, they were

seriously restricted in quantity. The only free source of

ore left was in Brazil, and to increase shipments from

that country it was necessary to enlarge mining facilities,

which required time and money. The ore resources in

that country are large, but have never been properly

developed.

Of course the immediate result of these conditions has

been a strong advance in the prices of ore and of

manganese alloys. Ferromanganese, the alloy most used

in steel making, was quoted in the first half of 1914 at

$36 to $38 per ton at Baltimore, where most of tlie

foreign metal is imported. The current quotation is up
to $105, Baltimore, for early delivery, while there have

been sales of domestic ferro as high as $112.50 per ton,

or three times the price a year ago. Ore has advanced

in like measure. The Carnegie Co. bought in 1914

domestic ores on a schedule which made 26c. per unit of

manganese for 49% ore the highest price, and this was

understood to be a higher figure than was paid for im-

ported ore, the company desiring to promote dome.stic

productiiin.

At the present time 45c. per unit is being named
for 48% ore, while limitations as to silica and phosphorus

are not as strict as they were. It is understood that the

Brazilian ore that the Steel Corporation is now import-

ing costs from 41 to 42c. per unit at seaboard, the ore

running from 45 to 48% manganese, and being low in

I'liosjihorus.

Xaturally there is a good deal of talk about pros-

pecting for manganese ores and about reopening and

developing old mines. The time is favorable, but so far

there has been no large source of these ores brought to

the point of commercial production.

B?©w (QKSwm&m^m C®ppes° IRceiSnaeiPS^

A new (Jerman electrolytic copper-refining plant is to

be installed, according to the London Electric Review.

It is announced that the Hiittenwerke Niederschonweide

proposes to erect a plant in the vicinity of Bitterfeld for

the production of electrolytic copper. The energ}' re-

quired is estimated at 2,000,000 kw.-hr. per annum, which

would be obtained from the Electro AVorks Co., of Golpa

Jessenitz. The carrying out of the scheme would increase

to three the number of works turning out electrolytic cop-

per, the two existing being those of the North German
Refinery Co. and the Kayser Metal Co.
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Tim-Ore Bn iiimg s\ft ]Lls\IlIlaE^(

By DuiiWARD CoTKLAXD* AXD ScOVILL E. IIOLLISTElf

f

SYNOPSIS—To scpaivh thr jiiji-ilt from Uiv ral-

uahle cassiterite in thr siiljihiilc on- at Llallagua,

Bolivia, roastin(j and ninijnetic sejiaration icere

applied, folloirinij jifi-and-table concentration.

Kaufman 5-hearth meclianiral furnaces and Stern

wet-type magnetic xcparatora tiare replaced hand

furnaces and buddies.

As can readily be appreciated the jiroductiun of har-

rilla from the pyrite-cai^siterite middlings by means of

hand furnaces and buddies was expensive at Llallagua,

Bolivia, both because of the high-priced fuel and the

large number of laborers—even though the labor is

^.heap—that were required. Because of this high cost,

and because the hand furnaces were inadequate to handle

the larger amount of fine pyrite-cassiterite middlings re-

sulting from the treatment of a constantly increasing per-

centage of pyrite ore from the mine, automatic roasters

and magnetic separators were installed. This installa-

tion is handling all of the fine middlings produced and

the hand furnaces and Ijuddles are now but interesting

relics of the past.

Eoastek-IMagnetic-Sepaeatoe Installation

The only problem the roaster-magnetic-separator plant

must solve at Llallagua has to do with the treatment of

pyrite-cassiterite middlings consisting of grains of small

diameter. In these micldlings the minerals have been

broken free from one another, but a separation was not

made by the water-concentrating machine of the mdl.

This does not mean that a reasonably good separation on

classified material cannot be made between cassiterite and

pyrite. On a table, for example, even with reasonably

good classification it is difficult to make a high tin re-

covery without including in the concentrates so much

pyrite that the sulphur becomes high enough to cause

smelter penalties. The roasting furnaces employed to

prepare the ore for the separators use no fuel except the

sulphide in the ore, therefore, on the tables it is the prac-

tice to attempt no direct harriUa but to cut in with the

band of tin enough of the band of pyrite to give concen-

trates with at least 25% sulphur as pyrite. The roasters

require about 25% sulphur in order that the charge shall

be self-burning (the furnaces are 13,000 ft. above sea

level). The material, therefore, which the magnetic-sep-

arator plant has to treat is pyrite-cassiterite middlings

with 25% or more of sulphur, nsually containing at least

15% of tin, and nearly all of the middlings are finer

than 1 mm.
The middlings ai-e first taken to a drying floor of

concrete, where the material is spread and raked over by

band until a greater part of the moisture has evaporated.

There is stiirin the ore as it goes to the furnace feeder

about 5% moisture. Five Kauft'man furnaces, made by

•MetaUurKist, Cia. Estanifera tie LlaOagua, aiicl professor

of me?anu?g|l Missouri School of Mines. RoUa. Mo.

tMiU superintendent, Cia. Estanifera de LlaUagua, LlaUa-
i;ua, Bolivia.

the Erzrost Gesellschaft of Frankfort-am-Main, Germany,

prepare the ore for the magnetic separators. The KaufE-

man furnace used is of the five-compartment type, simi-

lar in general design to the ^icDougal furnace so common

in American roaster practice. To cool the center shaft,

air is supplied by a small fan. The air for burning

the sulphide is regulated by an exhaust fan and adjust-

able air inlets in the furnace. Each of the furnaces has

an iron pipe connection to a dust chamber, situated be-

tween the furnaces and the exhauster. From each of

the furnaces the ore is delivered into a short conical trom-

mel of unperforated sheet iron. The trommel serves two

IHirposes : ( 1 ) To make constant the feed to the separa-

tors, and (2) to cool the ore somewhat. The ore leaving

the trommel is hit by a stream of water which carries it

through wooden launders to the magnetic separators. The

separating machines are of the Stern wet type and were

made by the Electro Magnetische Gesellschaft, Frankfort-

am-ilain. The nonmagnetic material is, if the feed is

right, barrilla of sufficiently high tin percentage for ex-

portation. In case there is an excessive amount of non-

magnetic material that is not tin, in the product the con-

centrates are re-treated on tables before shipping. The

magnetic material is sent to the Hardinge mill for re-

grinding and from there to classifiers and tal)les.

No Carbonaceous Fuel Required

This ])lant is unusual in a number of ways. The ore

is prepared for the separators by a furnace using no car-

bonaceous fuel. Therefore, since the magnetic oxide can-

not easily be obtained, the problem is to roast to the mag-

netic sulphide. The "fiash roast"—where the ore is

passed through the furnace rapidly, and the bulk of the

heat comes from the burning of carbon fuel, and where

this heat drives oft' a part of the sulphur of the pyrite

—

is not applicable here. When the carbon fuel is used

it makes no difference whether the sulphide burns or

not, since the heat itself will drive off enough of the sul-

phur of the pyrite to make the resulting iron sulphide

magnetic.

At Llallagua the heat to keep the furnace above the ig-

nition temperature of the pyrite must come from the

burning of a part of the sulphide itself. We have carried

on extensive experiments to find which is the best degree

of roast to make an iron mineral of the greatest possible

magnetic permeability. The simplest method of regulat-

ing^ this is to control the percentage of sulphur in the

furnace product. Our ores average about 27% sulphur

and the best results are obtained when the furnace product

still contains 10 to 12% sulphur. It would undoubtedly

be more satisfactory, in ease the furnace feed varied greatly

in the amount of pyrite contained, to regulate the opera-

tion bv the amount of sulphur in the magnetic jiart of

the separator discharge. When working best the mag-

netic material from the separators contains about 22%

sulphur and 50% iron, while the nonmagnetic part has

about 1.5 to 2% sulphur and 2.5% iron. The roasted ore

should be black and of metallic luster. In . ase the roast
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has proceeded far enough to give to the product a reddish

color the separators do poor work and the barrilla runs

up in iron.

^Iagnetic-Sepakator AVork Dependent ox
Satisfactory Egast

It is, of course, true that the entire success of the mag-
netic separation depends on the work done by the fur-

naces. If the roast is pro]ierly made the magnetic ma-
chines must work well, while if the iron mineral is not
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made sufficiently permeable during the roast the separators

cannot make clean barrilla. It is undoubtedly true, also,

that the highest temperature prevailing in the furnace is

of great importance because of its effect on the reactions

that can take place. With a regular feed and air supply,

the sulphur percentage is the most convenient means of

regulation. Our furnaces will roast about 10 tons each per
•31 hr. when preparing the ore for the separators, that is,

roasting from aljout 2T% sulphur down to 10%. This

is about 100 kg. per sq.m. of hearth area. It should be

remembered that the furnaces are 13,000 ft. above the

sea, that the greater part of the feed passes 1 mm. and that

when entering the furnace the feed contains 5% mois-

ture. If a quantity greater than that mentioned is fed.

the furnace soon gets cold, more air simply aiding in

the cooling. It is possible that with more rapid stirring

and more air the furnace capacity could be increased.

Our furnaces have two rabbles per compartment and the

center shaft makes 3 r.p.m.

The amount of flue-dust made by the furnaces is sur-

prisingly small when the fineness of the material treated

is considered. Ordinarily the flue-dust produced is less

than 5% of the weight of the furnace feed. The per-

centage of tin is always much less in the dust than in the

feed. When the ore has 20% tin the material caught in

the dust chambers never contains more than 5% tin, so the

loss in dust is small ; such loss never amounts to more
than 2% of the tin charged to the furnace. The draft

through the furnace is not particularly strong. The cassi-

terite does not decrepitate. All of the material which en-

ters the furnaces is sufficiently heavy to be caught in water-

concentrating machines. Under the conditions mentioned

one would not expect to find in the flue dust much of a

mineral which does not change either chemically or physi-

cally during its passage through the furnaces.

Trouble from Arsenic Condensation

With the furnace installation as made at Llallagua

there are some difficulties due to the fact that the design

seems to have been made without a good knowledge of

ores and conditions. Each of the furnaces is connected

with the dust chamber by a sheet-iron pipe 80 cm. in

diameter and 8 m. long. In the sulphide middlings treated

there is always some arsenopyrite. During the roast a

large part of the arsenic volatilizes as arsenious oxide.

The sheet-iron pipe mentioned is of sufficiently low tem-

perature to allow some of this arsenious oxide to condense,

and every month there must be a cleaning of the pipe,

iluch of the arsenic fume passes the dust chamber and
condenses in the exliaust fan. At present this fan has

to be cleaned of the rock-hard oxide of arsenic once in

every six weeks. AVe have installed two exhaust fans, one

of which is always in operation. To drive the fan requires

from 7 to 10 hp., depending upon the amount of arsenic

that has been condensed, and this power costs at least

15 bolivianos per day (1 boliviano = approximately

$0.39). With a stack of sufficient height, enough air

could easily be obtained without the fan. The fan may
be necessary for the regulation of air in sulphuric-acid

making but is not needed in our roast and should not be

installed at a place where power is so expensive. The
cost of a proper chimney would be small as compared
to the operating cost of the fan, and such a chimney will

soon be constructed at Llallagua.

Stern Wet AlACiXETic Separators

The Stern type of separator is particularly adapted to

the jH-oblem at Llallagua where the only material on which
the magnetic machines are needed is the fine jig middlings

and ta1)le concentrates. At the mines of Senor Patiiio,

in Uncia, there has recently been installed a large mag-
netic-separator pilant using Humbolt-Wetherill machines

;

preceding these machines with screens such as might be

found in a pyrite-blende separator in the United States.
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The reason for the magnetic separators on tlie tin ores of

I>lallagua and Uneia is to do work whicii the mill ((nild

not easily perform. The mill did not complete the sep-

aration because classification was difficult on account of

the fineness of the material. We can. therefore, see no

reason for following the water end of the mills at

Llallagua or at Uncia with another plant requiring classi-

hcation and working poorly on fine ore. The gravity dif-

ference of two is sufficient to enable the mill to make a

first-class separation of the cassiterite from the pyrite

in the coarse ore. The wet separators used at Llallagua

treat the whole product and work well on unclassified and

fine-diameter feed.

A sketch of the Stern separator is shown herewith.

The magnetic field is olitained by passing the electric cur-

rent through the stationary coils B inside of which the

iron core C revolves. Attached to the revolving iron core

C are the flanges D which are beveled at the ends to con-

centrate the magnetic lines. The chambers E, in which

the separation takes place, are between the revolving

flanges D and the cast-iron body A of the machine. The
roasted ore mixed with water, after passing a small sta-

STERN WET-TTPE MAGNETIC SEPARATOR

fionary screen to remove occasional large pieces which

might clog spigot I, enters the separating chamber at F
and is immediately subjected to the magnetic field. The
nonmagnetic material, in this case the cassiterite, falls to

the bottom of the separating chamber and piasses out

through the spigot /. That material of the feed which

has sufficient permeability is raised above the water level

of the separating chaml)ers until finally it is hit by a

stream of water from the jet G and is washed out of the

machine through the spout //. To enable the stream of

water from G easily to wash out the magnetic material,

the field strength is lesse'ned by having a segment cut out

of the cast-iron body A. During the time the magnetic ma-
terial is being raised out of the water the action of the lines

of force, due to the revolving flanges, causes the material

to turn over and over and gives good opportunity for en-

tangled nonmagnetic particles to escape. The separating

chambers are kept so full of water as to cause a constant

overflow at L in order that the water may retard a rapid

fall of the feed throiigh the magnetic field.

Sepakatoi!« Requihe Little Power

The strength of the field may be easily varied by

changing the strength of the current through the coils.

Ordinarily at Llallagua about 6 amp. per machine is

rniployed, the voltage being 110, which means about 1

lip. per machine. The revolutions of the flanges D may
he increased or decreased, the effect being opposite to the

same changes of the belt speed of an ordinary belt type

of scparatcii'. The speed found best at Llallagua is about

II i-.p.ni., buf this can be varied according to the amount
and class of the ore being treated.

The Stern separator occupies a floor space of ;)i/^.x.3 ft.

and the height from the entrance of the feed to the spigot

/ discharging the nonmagnetic material is 2G in. The
capacity of tiic Stern separator on the fine-grained ma-
terial treated is about 18 tons per 2-1 hr. Three separa-

tors can be used to handle the product from the fi\e

roasting furnaces, which leaves one se])arator always in

reserve. The quantity of water needed for the separa-

tor varies with the amount and nature of the feed, if

being necessary to have the water in the separating cham-
bers always at the level L. Ordinarily about 2 cu.m. of

water per hour are used with the feed to one machine and
as much more for each .separator to wash out the mag-
netic material.

The separators have given little trouble. About the

only difficulty has been with the separating chambers.

The side of the separating chamber next to the revolving

flanges was, as supplied by the makers, made of steel

containing enough nickel to be nonmagnetic, the idea be-

ing to have this necessarily nonmagnetic material suffi-

ciently hard to resist the mechanical wear. In our ores

there is always a little chalcopyrite and during the rela-

tively low temperature roast some of the copper forms sul-

phate. The nickel-steel plates rapidly precipitated this

soluble copper and the side of the separating chamber

was soon destroyed, the wear being more chemical than

mechanical. The nickel-steel has been replaced by cop-

per plates and this trouble overcome. A separating cham-

ber now lasts at least six months and can frequently be

soldered to go a few months more.

Relation of Tin and Nonmagnetic Gangue

The most important point to take care of, if a har-

rilla rich in tin is to be obtained, is the relation be-

tween the tin and the nonmagnetic gangue in the furnace

feed. If the percentage of nonmagnetic gangue is more

than about one-fourth of the percentage of tin it is im-

possible to obtain 65% harrilla even if all of the iron min-

eral be removed.

The commercial results of the separator installation are

good as compared with those obtained by the use of the

old hand furnaces and buddies. AVith the hand furnaces

the barriUa cost was ai)out 1.90 bolivianos per quintal

while the Kauffman-furnace magnetic-separator installa-

tion on the same material, produces a quintal of harriUa

for 1.18 bolivianos.

The first cost of the Kauffman-furnace installation in-

cluding the furnaces, freights, building, transmission,

motor, fans, erection and all accessories was 160,000 bo-

livianos ($55,000) of which the total first cost of the

furnaces in Europe was 24,000 bolivianos. The separator

installation complete cost about 60,000 bolivianos

($2f,000).

Three men per shift are required in the roasting de-

partment and three during the day to dry the ore and

bring it to the furnaces. The separators use two men per

12-lir. shift alfliough one man could do the work.

{To he concluded)

Superphosphate Iss to Be Produced in tlie district ot

Slobodsk, Perm Province, Russia. The Department of Agricul-

ture is aiding tlie local zemstvo in the enterprise.
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By Jesse Simjioxs*

A .?elf-duniping skip operating on cable guides has

been installed by E. R. Graham, superintendent of the

Mogul ]\lining Co., Teriy, S. D. Tlie illustrations show
the skip in dumping jJosition at the toji and a closer view

with the skip hanging from the crosshead.

Dumping is accomplished by two hooks attached to

the bottom of the skip, engaging a piece of 2-in. steel

shafting that lies on the horizontal timber extending out

to the left about half way iip the headframe. Two bars

;
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ie BoEatias SysSesim Applnecdl <t©

T^Eaffii®! Off-Bviiia^*

The rapid iulvaiice nuule mi .soine of the recent "'ryionl"

tuimels, notably the Mount Eoyal, Arizona Copper, St.

Louis Water-Works. Laramie I'oudre, and Los Anjfeles

Afjueduct, seems to have heen due very laru:ely to the bonus

system of wages. This system was used at all the tunnels

mentioned, and is the only praetice of note that was coni-

mon to those five contracts. Different tyjies of drills, some
with and some without carriage mountings, both long and
sliort rounds, and different methods of handling the muck
were used.

The cost of tunnel driving varies with the rate of

jirogress. The saving realized 1)y the bonus system in tiie

jalior cost is shown in the tabulation:

LABOR S.A.VING BY BONIS SYSTEM
Per Cent.

Mount Rnval Tunnel 1.5

Arizona Copper Tunnel 20
.St. Louis Water-Works Tunm I ."lO

Laramie Poudrc Tunnel 31

The cost of driving the tunnels during the record

months under the bonus system has been compared with

tlie cost of driving before the bonus system was adopted.

Before considering the several projects separately the

accompanying tables should be examined. Table 1 gives

some general data as to character of rock, size of heading,

etc., while Table 2 shows tiie a]i]iro.\imate number of men
at work.

TABLE 1. DATA OF TIXNELS WHO.SE RECORDS ARE COMPARED
.Arizona St. Louis Laramie

Mount Royal Copper Water-Works Pouclre
Tunnel Tunnel Tunnel Tunnel

Rock Trenton lime- Granite por- Both hard Moderately
, stone with phyry; good and soft hard, gray

igneous drilling limestone or red
dikes granite

Size of tunnel hi-ading 8x12 ft. Sx8 ft. 8 ft. diame- 7jx9Ht.
ter (circu- (ellipti-

lar) call

.\verago cross-section. .. . .3..5I; cu.yd. 70.04 sq.ft. ».") sii.ft. 62 sq.ft.

p<-r ft. ad-

Recor<l advance in 31
days 810 ft. 799 ft. 74.") ft. 0.53 ft.

TABLE 2. TOTAL LABOR OX TINXEL CONSTRUCTION
Arizona St. Louis Laramie

Mount Rn.val Copper Water-Works Poudre
Tunnel Tunnel Tunnel Tunnel

Superintendents 2 1 1

Drillers and helpers 24 12 24 1.5

Muckers 24 1.5 22 IS
.MisceUaneous labor of all

classes .59 12 51 22

The bonus paid to the men at the Mount Eoyal tunnel

was 7'/( of their daily pay for every foot over 1-t ft. per

day. The influence of'tlie bonus system on the work at

this tunnel is shown by Table 3.

TABLE 3. MOUNT ROYAL TUNNEL
A Typical Record
Month Month
Without With
Bonus Bonus

$9,989.00 $15,883 00
2,927.00 4.7.50 00

13.91() 00 21,li.33.00
434 00 810.00
$23.00 -519 01
29.76 25 47
32.06 20.70
6.48 5 51
9.00 7.51

3 39
4 29

Costs

Labor
._

Equipment and supplies
Total, including overhead
.\dvance,
Per foot (labor)
Per foot (labor, equipment and suppliesl
Per foot (total)

Per cubic yard (labor)

Per cubic yard (total) ."

Sa\'ing (in labor) in cost per foot, by bonus system.
.Saving (in labor, equipment and supplies) per foot..

Sa\-ing (total) per foot . . 5. 30
Saving in total cost per cubic yard .... 1 50

At the Arizona Copper tunnel the men received regular

wages, and for every foot of advance over 350 ft. per

month a bonus of $7 was divided. This was only a trial,

*J. R. McParland, 5710 Kimbark Ave., Chicago, Til., in
"Bngineerins News," Aug. 26, i:il5.

but although it was found that the bonus was excessive,

it was not reduced, as tlie duration of the test was short.

Tlie tunnel was driven tlie first month without a bonus
and the three sui'ceeding months with a bonus. A com-
parison of the advances and the costs per foot of tunnel

in each case is sliowii by the figures in Table 4.

TABLE 4. ARIZONA COPPER TUNNEL
Without With Bonus
Bo
Fii-st Second Third Fourth

Costs Month Month Munth Month
Labor $3,773 00 $5,314 24 .«5,.s02 09 $6,,574.77
Equipment and supplies. 2,013.33 2,013.33 2,013 33 2,013.33
Labor, equipment and
suppUes .5,786.33 7,327 57 7.816 02 8,588.10

Advance in feet 350 .582 tit>4 762
Per foot (labor) $10 78 $9.13 $8 74 $8 63
Per foot (labor, equip-
ment and supplies) . . 10 .53 12 ,59 11 77 II 27

Cubic yards of rock re-
moved, labor, equip-
nient and supplies... 6.33 4 82 4 51 4 32

.Saving on labor, per foot,
by bonus system

.

, .... $1 05 $2 04 S2 15
Saving on labor, efjuip-
ment and supplies, p4'r

._
foot.. 3.94 4 70 5.26

Saving on labor, e<iuip-
ment and supplies, ix'r

cubic yard 1 51 1 82 2.01

Three shifts per day were employed at the St. Louis

Water-Works tunnel. A minimum advance of 72 ft. per

week was set, and for all over that amount the following

bonus rates were paid : Superintendent, 50c. per ft. ; head-

ing foreman, 50c.; muck foreman, 30e. ; drill runners,

30c, ; drill helpers, 20c.; nipper, 20c.; muckers and cage

men, 10c. Each shift was credited with one-third of the

extra ]irogress and received one-thirtl of the bonus.

TABLE 5. ST. LOUIS WATER-WORKS TUNNEL
Estimated Cost per Da\'
W ithout With
Bonus Bonus

$381.75 $381.75
66 80

72 745
$.37 09 $18.66
10,54 5.30

18.43

Costs

Labor
Total bonus per day
Advance, feet per week
Labor per foot
Labor per cubic yard rock removed
.Saving in labor, per foot, by bontis
Saving in labor, per cubic yard, by bonus

Three shifts per day were employed on the Laramie
Poudre tunnel. For the first part of the work each under-

ground workman was paid a bonus of 25c. per day for

each 25 ft. in excess of 400 ft. per month. This system

was soon discontinued, as it was found to be not only

cumbersome but excessively high, and the following system

was adojjfed : When tlie rate of driving for any calendar

month exceetled 400 ft. and was less than 500 ft., each uii-

ilerground employee was ])aid $10 extra ; between 500 and
(100 ft. the bonus was $15, and between 600 and 700 ft.

it was $20. lu order to distinguish the bonus money from
the regular wages the bonus was paid by check. The
itemized accotmt is given in Taljle G.

TABLE 6. LARAMIE POUDRE TUNNEL
Estimated Cost per Dav
Without With

Costs Bonus Bonus
Straight wages $242.65 $242 65
Total bonus per day . . 29 OS
.\dvance per month in feet 400 053
L.abor, per foot $18.76 $12 94
Labor per cubic yard removed 8. 16 5 , 60
,Sa\'ing per foot due to bonus 5. 82
Saving per cubic yard due to bonus 2 . 56

The bonus system at the Los Angeles Ai|ueduct tun-

nels proved to be a great success, and all funnels here

were driven under this system. The bonus was shared

liy the tunnel foreman, shiftboss, miners and muckers.

All back-trimming was done by the crew, which shared

the bonus. Overbreakage was about 30%.
The bonus varied from 20c. to 40e, per ft. over the base

rate, depending on the class of material encountered.

At the start it was estimated that a reasonable progi'ess
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would be 8 ft. per day with three 8-hr. shifts. A bonus
system based on this advance gave 40c. per ft. in excess

of the 8 ft. Thus it was expected that the monthly ad-

vance would not fall below 248 ft. ; as a matter of fact,

10.8 ft. per day was averaged, giving a monthly progress

of 330 ft. The standard tunnel crew consisted of 16

TABLE 7. DAILY COSTS. LOS ANGELES AQUEDUCT TUNNELS
Average daily progress 10 8 ft.

Average cost, direct charge, - . Sol 10
Equipment 6 . 50
Pipe lines and operation .46
Roads, trails and maintenance 1.40
Buildings 1 . 49
Surveys .24
Division administration 2. 12
Executive administration . 1 . 92
Miscellaneous losses, test, phone, operation, etc .53

Grand total cost per foot of tunnel $65 . 76

men in untimbered tunnels and 23 men in timbered tun-

nels. In dry tunnels miners received $3 per day and
muckers and timbermen $2.50 per day ; in wet tunnels

each man received 5(ic. more per day. The itemized ac-

count is given in Talile ?.

es for TiPSiffim'w^ays*

There are two main types of rope which are used as

track cables in aerial tramways—the spiral and the loeked-

coil construction. The main advantage of the spiral type

is its cheapness, and in lines transporting a small tonnage

per hour it will generally answer the purpose. AVlien,

however, a larger tonnage and the consequent heavier

carriers enter into the question, its disadvantages begin

to be apparent. The runner wheels passing over this t^'pe

of rope come in contact with it only at one point of each

of the top wires, whereby the wheels have grooves rapidly

cut into them and the wires themselves begin to wear and

commence to break. In order to overcome this difficulty,

spiral ropes are generally made of a material having a

higher breaking stress than that of the material used

for locked-coil rope. A further disadvantage of spiral

rope is that moisture penetrates between the individual

wires and rusting occurs, thus shortening the life of the

rope. Rope composed of several strands surrounding a

hemp core is sometimes employed, but is not to be recom-

mended as the individual wires are apt to break because of

their small diameter. Spiral rope of the usual type

should consist of 19 wires in ropes of 1 in. diameter and

of 37 wires in ropes up to II/2 in. diameter.

Above iy2 in. diameter, locked-coil rope should invaria-

bly be used. To obtain the required diameter of the carry-

ing rope, various makers employ different formulas. It

may be obtained from the usual formula for the tension in

ropes, but it has been proved by experience that much
trouble is caused by breaking in consequence of the bend-

ing near the saddles, and for this reason many firms

employ formulas based upon stresses resulting from bend-

ing. The formula used by Pohlig, of Cologne, is:

Weiylit 2)er inatvr af rope = 85

100
wcKjlit of earner

-\- {dixfance be/irecn carriers in meters X weight

of traction rojie 2>er meter)]

This is for spiral-construction rope. It works well for

the small lines up to about 50 tons hourly capacity. For

each additional five tons, 0.05 should be added to the fac-

•Abstract from "The Engineer" of .Tuly 23, 1915.

tor 0.85. With locked-coil rope the factor 0.85 becomes

1.05.

The correct laying out of the profile for a ropeway

can only be done after much experience ; but a few points

of importance may be mentioned. Although the rope

really hangs in a catenary, it is the u.sual practice to as-

sume the parabolic formula to olitain the dip of a rope;

that is

:

Dip =
8 T

where

L = Span

:

II" = M'eight per unit length;

8 = The constant

;

T = The tension.

When the line is laid out on pa]ier the curve of the rope

obtained from this formula is set out and the supporting

trestles placed accordingly. It sometimes happens in

jM-actice, however, that when the rope is fully tensioned,

it floats or rises up from the supporting tower, perhaps

because of a small error in the drawn profile. To avoid

this, some makers employ a so-called factor of safety

for the dip; that is, the denominator 87" is multiplied

Ijy a constant, the formula giving as a result a dip more
than the actual. This factor may be taken at 1.5 for spiral

rope and 1.1 for locked-coil rope.

May^^s'SiB'dl Pipe mimdl Htujtt 'Wtr'oifficlh

The Hayward 'Wrench Co., of St. Louis, Mo., is

manufacturing a new pipe and nut wrench, called the

"Hayward," in which the wrench opens and closes l.)v a

link motion operated entirely by the pull on the wrench

LINK JIOTION MONKEY WRENCH

in tightening or loosening the nut. By an ingenious

application of this motion the face of the movable jaw
remains continually parallel to the face of the fixed jaw.

In the illustration the upper dotted line shows the

])()sition of the handle when the wrench is fully open, the

full lines when it is gripping the nut shown, and the

lowest dotted lines, the position when the jaws have met.

Pennnan Mines Employ Nearly 20,000 Men, according to the
"Boletin" del Cuerpo de Ingenieios de Minas. Of these, over
one-half are employed in the Department of Junin, in which
are situated the important operations of the Cerro de Pasco
Mining Co. and those of the Backus & Johnson Co.
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I Derails ©f MiflBimg amicdl Ssmiellttnini^
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A general review of progress in jivroinetry is given by

C. R. Darling {Jouni. Hoi/al Soc. Arts, p. 6:5, 1915; abstr.

Joitrn. Soc. Cliem. Iinl.. June 15, 1915).

Since 1910 no pyrometers based upon new principles

liave been introduced, and the advances made have been

confined to imprr)vements in methods previously in use.

The values now generally recognized for j^urposes of

standardization are—Water, boiling point, 100° C. ; ani-

line, boiling point, 184° ; naplithalene, boiling point, 218°
;

tin, melting point, 233°; cadmium, melting point, 321°;

lead, melting point, 327° ; zinc, melting point, 419°
;

sulphur, boiling i)oint, 445° ; antimony, melting point,

()31°; sodium cldiivide, melting point, 800°; silver, melt-

liMVc been us(>d Tor temperii hires exceeding 1,800° C.
(
llid-

weil, I'In/s. Her., June, 1!)1 I). The potentiometer prin-

ciple lias been largely adupte(l Icir connnercial instruments.

Few ciianges have been introduced in resistance pyrome-

ters. Sir William Crookes has shown recently that plat-

in\nn is measurably volatile al)ove 1,000° C., and this ex-

plains why pyrometers give erroneous readings when con-

tinuously used for higher temiieratures.

m

In connection with the new mechanical-charging sys-

tem for hamlling materials from stock bins to furnaces

at the plant of the United States Smelting Co., Mid-

vale, Utah, there are used three P.rownhoist electric

FIG. 1. BROVVNHOIST LARRY COLLECTING CHARGE FOR LEAD BLAST FURNACES AT MIDVALE, UTAH

ing point in reducing atmosphere, 961°; gold, melting

point, 1,063° ; copper, melting point, graphite covered,

1,083° ; lithium nietasilicate, melting point, 1,202°

;

nickel, melting point, 1,450°
;
palladium, melting point,

1,550°; platinum, melting point, 1,755°; tungsten, melt-

ing point, about 3,000° ; carbon arc, about 3,500° C.

Thermo-electric Pyrometers—Base metals have been

used to a considerable extent for the construction of ther-

mocouples. This has been so not only because of the com-
parative cheapness of such materials, but the fact that

properly chosen base-metal couples develop a relatively

high e.m.f. Kowalke has shown that base-metal couples

are liable to alter if subjected to continued heating, and
suga'ests that such couples should be "aged" by continued

licating before calibration. Carbon and graphite couples

larries of tlie type shown in Fig. 1. The charge car is

mounted on two four-wheel swivel trucks, each having

one large pair of wheels and one pair of guide wheels,

which permit the larry to be operated on sharp curves.

A 19-hp. 500-volt direct-current motor drives the car

at full load at a speed of from 600 to 700 ft. per niin.

As will be noted in Fig. 3, the operator's platform

contains, in addition to the scale beams for weighing the

charges, the traveling and bin-gate-oiierating controllers

and the foot brake. The ear has a capacity of 120 cu.ft.,

and the charge is dumped into the furnace through drop-

bottom gates. The hopper frame is suspended on scales,

so that the weight of each class of material is shown

on the scale beam on the operator's platform. The scales

have multiple beams, such as are commonly used in mak-
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ing up lead-luriiace charges. Each heam is .set for the

exact amount ol' the certain kind of material wanted, and
the operator allows this material to flow into the hopper

until the heam ))alances.

The bins storing bulk materials, such as coke, lime

rock, iron ore, roast, etc., are provided with belt gates,

shown in Fig. 2. The bedded ores are drawn from the

bins by means of the reciprocating arc gates shown in Fig.

;3. The bin gates are operated by a 7V2-lip- motor on the

larry, the connection being made by means of gearing.

When tlie larry, which was built by the Brown Hoisting

JIachinery Co., of Cleveland, Ohio, is stopped in the

proper position beneath the gate, the operator by throw-

ing a lever connects the gate mechanism with a motor on

the larry. This operation simultaneously breaks the cur-

rent through the travel motor, thereby making it impos-

sible to move the car while it is connected to the bin-

In order that the weight obtained Ijy the Blake-Denni-

son machine can be checked from time to time, a fifth

Challenge feeder is installed, delivering at a rate equal

to the combined rate of the other four. This machine is

used only to check weights, and when it is put into use

the others are thrown out. A box that holds al)out 800

lb. of ore is ])laced on a Fairbanks scale and its contents

weighed accurately and then dumped into the Challenge

feeder. While this is being fed onto the conveyor belt,

the box is filled and weighed again, the contents then be-

ing thrown into the feeder. lu this way the actual weight

of the ore being fed to the belt can be obtained for a

measured period and compared with the weight shown by

the Blake-Dennison automatic weighing machine during

the same time. So long as the automatic weigher checks

within 50 11). in 8,000, in comparison with the hand-

weighed parcel of ore, no change is made, but if the error

BELTED BIN GATE OPERATED BY GEARING
AND MOTOR ON CHARGING LARRY

BEDDED-ORE BINS WITH ARC GATES ALSO
OPERATED BY THE CHARGING LARRY

gate gear. A careful operator, with this traveling charge

car, is able to make up the charge with the accuracy

necessitated by the extreme sensitiveness of the lead blast

furnace.

m

HaM MSM
At the large concentraliiig mill of the Bunker Hill

& Sullivan Mining and Concentrating Co., at Kellogg,

Idaho, a total of about 1,250 tons of ore per day is handled.

In consequence of the extreme care which is taken in this

mill to secure the highest possible extraction, it is believed

that accurate tonnage estimations of the material enter-

ing the mill are essential. In order to insure accuracy, a

rather elaborate system of weight estimation and checking

has. been established.

The actual weights are obtained from a Blake-Dennison

automatic weigher, which estimates the quantity of mate-

rial passing over the inclined conveyor belt that delivers

ore from the rockhouse into the mill bins. Ore is de-

posited upon this belt through four Challenge feeders

driven by belts, so that the rate of feeding may be made
to correspond with conditions.

is gi'cater the weighing machine is adjusted to read cor-

rectly. This checking is perfonued at intervals so that

no risks will be run of errors in the weight of mill feed.

The system is easily managed and insures correct estima-

tion of the amount of ore handled dailj' by the mill. It

is said that the weighing machine does not require fre-

quent adjustment, but maintains its accuracy over long-

periods of time. The tests are made often to insure

safetv.

V®veEa(ll©ini ©f ActSoim ©if Fea'S'Sc

The re-solution of cathode copper in a cell -containing

ferric salts is said by Lawrence Addicks to be greatly

inhibited by aluminum salts (U. S. pat. 1,138,921). The
conditions under which he operates are described as

follows: Cu, .3%; ferrous iron, 3%; alumina, 3% ; a

little free sulphuric acid to prevent the formation of

basic salts; current density, 13.5 amp. per sq.ft.; a

tniijierature of 115° P.; and a circulation sufficient to

hold the ferric iron at about 0.25%. Under such con-

ditions a 70 to 90% current efficiency can be obtained.
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Elect5ro=a!aal5^si§ of tfiive Secoirad
Qjpotuip Metals

In a pa))er read at the New Orleans: meeting of the

American Cliemical Society, E. P. Schoch and Denton J.

Brown elaborated on their earlier work on the electro-

ana ly:;i<: of the sulplinreted-hydrogen group of metals.

Their earlier work showed that copper, tin, lead, bismuth

and antimony can be determined accurately by electro-

deposition out of acidified chloride electrolytes which

contain suitable reducina; agents such as hydroxylamine

or formalin. The present paper asserts that copper,

bismuth and antimony can be deposited simultaneously

and can be separated from tin and lead ; that tin and

lead can be deposited simultaneously and separated from

cadmium; that copper or bismuth can be separated from

antimony by dissolving alloys of the.se metals in nitric

acid plus tartaric acid and electrolyzing the solutions

with a limited cathode potential ; that bismuth phosphate

can be precipitated quantitatively out of the same solu-

tion; that tin may be .separated completely from lead by

dissolving an alloy of thc-^e two metals in nitric acid plus

potassium nitrate; and that silver in silver chloride may
be determined by dissolving the latter in ammonia,

adding ammonium nitrate and electrolyzing.

These facts are all comliined in the following systematic

procedure for the rapid electro-analytical determination

of all the common metals the potentials of which are

more noble than that of cadmium.

(A) Dissolve sample in hydrochloric acid or in acjua

regia; an insoluble residue—silver chloride—is dissolved

in ammonia plus ammonium nitrate, and the silver de-

termined electrolytically.

(B) Treat solution .4 with hydroxylamine—mercury,

gold and platinum will be precipitated.

(C) Out of filtrate B remove arsenic by distillation

with hydrochloric acid, and determine arsenic iodo-

metrically.

(D) Electrolyze retort residue C—copper, antimony
and bismuth will be de|iosited with a cathode potential

limited to 0.45 volts (against the normal calomel

electrode).

(E) Dissolve metal deposit D in nitric acid plus tar-

taric acid, and precipitate bismuth as bismuth jihosphate.

(F) Electrolyze filtrate E with a limited cathode

potential—copper alone will be deposited. Antimonv is

ol)tained by difference.

(G) Electrolyze residue D with a cathode jjotential

limited to 0.7 volt against the normal calomel electrode:

tin and lead will be deposited. Treat the deposit with
nitric acid plus potassium nitrate; the solution contains

all the lead and this metal may be deposited as lead

peroxide, or the residue of tin oxide may be dissolved

in hydrochloric acid plus hydroxylamine and the tin

determined by electrolysis.

(H) Electrolyze residue G to ol)tain cadmium or other

metals.

f Cs^anaadle §
e

laSo

]\Iany variations of the lead-acetate method for assaying

eyanide solutions have been devised and published, most of

tlieni differing only in details. While all these methods will

irive good results, the majority of them recpiire so many
ste]is and so much time that it is apparent that they have

never been tried out under practical working conditions in

a busy laboratory, or that the writers intended them to

be used only in experimental work where the chemist

could devote his entire attention to a few solution assays.

The method described here was devised to meet the

requirements of a laboratory where the assayer is called

upon to run 10 to 20 solution assays daily in addition to

50 to 70 fire assays and perhaps a few leads, coppers, zincs,

etc., and has no time to manufacture lead cones, wash

the sponges numerous times, filter, scorify and what not.

vet must obtain ac-

^mccHork curate results. No
claim is made for

any improvement in

the chemistry of the

assay. The advan-

tage of the method
lies in the speed

with which a num-
ber of determinations

can be made, due to

the mechanical man-
ipulations that will

be described in de-

tail. Briefly the as-

say consists of the

following steps

:

Measuring out 10

a.t. solution, adding

;30 c.c. lead acetate

solution and xy^ to

2 grams zinc dtist,

lieating, adding 50 c.c. hydrochloric acid, boiling, remov-

ing and squeezing the sponge, drying the sponge and
cupelling.

The 10-a.t. charge is measured in the graduate shown
in Fig. 1. A 1000-c.c. graduate is cut off at the 300 c.c.

mark and a notch broken out of the rim down to the

275-c.c. mark, or thereabouts. The exact size of this

opening can only be determined by trial and should be

such that when the graduate is rapidly filled to the top

the excess solution will flow out through the notch down
to the 292-c.c. mark, surface tension holding the liquid

above the bottom of the notch. The advantage of this

graduate in saving time is apparent, no careful filling and

pouring out to a certain mark being necessary. The solu-

tion is added rapidly and the excess drains off imme-
diately, leaving exactly the right amount.

Solutions are usually brought to the assay office in beer

bottles or the like. Time can be saved in pouring by

APPARATVS FOR SOLUTION
ASSAYING
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grasping the bottle with the hand inverted, turning the

bottle over and at the same time giving it a quick rotating

motion. The solution will then run out whirling, as water

does down a drain, rapidly and with no gurgling.

The beakers are now placed on a hot plate. A beaker

of 600-e.c. capacity, tall shape, is most convenient for a

10-a.t. charge, as it takes up less room on the hot plate,

and the extra volume prevents the charge from boiling

over when the acid is added. Lead-acetate solution 30 c.c.

and IV2 to 2 grams of zinc dust are now added. A 250-c.c.

graduate cut off at the 100-c.c. mark from the bottom
is most convenient for measuring the acetate solution and
hydrochloric acid. A quantity of the zinc dust may be

kept in a pan or dish and dipped out with a spatula.

After a trial or two the exact amount can be estimated.

Tlie addition of these two reagents takes but a minute for

a numljer of assays. The acetate solution must be satu-

rated. In order that a sufficient quantity of the solution

be always on hand, two or more bottles shoukl be prepared,

the supernatant liquid from the oldest bottle being de-

canted when needed, and after the determinations are

made all the bottles should be violently shaken to insure

further solution of lead acetate. The bottles will then
clear by the next day. When one bottle is empty it should
be refilled and the next bottle in order used. As soon as

the solutions on the hot jilate come nearly to the boiling

point, 50 c.c. HCl is added to each, and the solutions

boiled until perfectly clear. The hotter the plate the

quicker the solutions will clear, within reasonable limits

of cour.se. The sponge formed will cling together if the
lead-acetate solution used was clear, and will usually float.

This can be easily removed from the liquid by means of a
G-in. wood paddle, shown in Fig. 2, placed on an inverted
spot plate and liy a few squeezes between two paddles
shaped into a cul)e. with nearly all moisture removed. If

the spot plate is tipped up at a slight angle by means
of a block of wood, as shown in Fig. 2, the liquid will flow

off as it is squeezed out of the sponge.

The culies of lead sponge are next placed upon the hot
plate and thoroughly dried ; the plate, however, must not be
so hot as to cause lead globules to melt out of the sponges.

After drying, which takes but a few minutes, each sponge
is wrapped in a piece of lead foil aljout fi/o in. square
and is then ready for cupelling.

It will be observed that the time required for measuring
the solutions, adding reagents and preparing sponges for

cupelling is reduced to a minimum. While the solutions

are boiling the assayer can be busy with other duties, get-

ting the sponges ready for cupelling when all the other
cupelling is done. Hence a number of solution assays
can be run with little expenditure of time and with little

attention. The results too are all that can be desired of

the average solution assay. Even traces of metals are
easily saved, and the duplicates check remarkaldv well.

is: If c be determined by a proof, in a muffle wheie

there are buttons of varying weights, then a correction

can be calculated for all the various-sized buttons from
the one known case.

According to a recent investigation by W. J. Sharwood
{Trans. A. I. M. E., August, 191,5), "cupellation lo.sses

on silver or gold buttons of different weights, run under
identical conditions, closely follow this rule:

111 (weif/Jit lost) = rx'

y/.j (j)crcenfage lost) = c.r~'

where c is a constant to be determined by running a proof

:ind .) is the weight of the button. The bearing- of this

It is well known that a KMn04 solution freshly made
with the usual distilled water of an industrial laboratory

precipitates MnO^, thus changing its strength. Instead

of endeavoring to prevent this I help it along as nearly to

comjiletion as possible and find our finished solution

does not change more than the contraction and the ex})an-

sion due to changes of temperature alter it.

The procedure is as follows: Weigh out the amount
of KilnO^ necessary to make the solution somewhat
weaker than the desired strength (enough weaker more
than to compensate for some incidental evaporation later

on). Put the solution into a number of large flasks and
place them on the steam plate. Make another solution

in the same way, but much stronger and much less in vol-

ume
;
place this also on the steam plate and keep Ijoth near

the boiling point for some time—two days if possible.

The reactions that precipitate MnO, will be practically

completed, and no water may thereafter be added to either

solution. Filter both solutions separately through filters

made of prepared asbestos spread over broken glass in a

large funnel or percolator. Then determine their strength

precisely and measure the weaker solution carefully.

Add to the weaker solution a sufficient amount of the

stronger to bring the strength up to the desired factor.

This amount is determined by the following formula:

t/i (a — c)

" = ;

C —
in which

111 = Number of cubic centimeters of tlie weaker

solution

;

a = Factor of the weaker solution ;

n = Number of cubic centimeters of the stronger

solution required

;

b = Factor of the stronger solution ;

c = Factor of the desired solution.

By substitution n is obtained. Add this amount of the

stronger solution to the weaker and mix thoroughly.

Determine the strength of the resulting solution. A t-or-

rection is seldom necessary. Its factor is exactly what is

wanted and its variation practically negligiljle.

I have always kept my KMn04 solution in a carboy

painted black. I do this by tradition, but as to whether
it is really necessary I have some doubt. A carboy of

KilnO^ solution lasts about a year, and one carboy
showed the following variation in its iron factor as shown
by testing with .sodium oxalate furnished by ,the United
States Bureau of Standards: 9-17-13 = 0.002807; 10-

27-13 = 0.002808; -t-4-14 = 0.002800; 4-22-14 =
0.002790.

The method is widely applicable. It can be used to ad-

vantage in making standard alkali solutions for phos-

l)liorus determinations in iron and steel. In this the car-

bonic acid may be precipitated with excess Ba (OH), ami
the supernatant solutions used.

'From an article by H. E. Moyer in tlie "Chemist-Analyst."
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of cyanide preclpilalcis fall short of the dedred

results because all the iiupurities are not removed.

The methods pointed out in this article enable the

liractically' complete removal of foreiqn substances

iiiiil the production of high-grade bullion.

Tlie mixed product that results from the usual eleaii-up

ill C3'anide plants consists, before any acid treatment and
apart from gold and silver contents, of two classes of con-

stituents. The first class includes those substances which

are, or could be, rendered soluble with the aid of sulphuric

acid, though not necessarily under the conditions which

are possible at cyanide plants; and tlie second class in-

cludes those substances which could not be rendered solu-

ble by these same means.

Sepahatiox of impurities

The group of substances that are soluble in sulphuric

acid consists principally of zinc metal and compounds,

copper metal and compounds, and iron and its com-

pounds. There are, besides, various complex cyanides,

ferrocj'anides, and other elements which occasionally exist

in various combinations and quantities, such as mag-
nesium, aluminum, nickel and tellurium.

The group of substances insoluble in sulphuric acid con-

sists principally of sand, calcivim carbonate, calcium

sulphate, lead and its compounds, and carbonaceous

matter. Of these substances sand is usually present as

a result of defective filters or of atmospheric dust. Both
of these causes cair be guarded against and therefore the

amount of sand present can be kept down. Calcium com-

pounds cannot always be so easily kept low. Lead, apart

from being a more or less regular constituent of zinc, has

often to be used to- aid the precipitation work. Car-

bonaceous matter is also present in zinc to a slight extent.

It is evident that if everything which is theoretically solu-

ble in sulphuric acid were actually so, there would remain

for smelting very small quantities of impurities after acid

treatment. The general analysis of the slimes before

and after acid treatment, and also after the drying or cal-

cining that follows the acid treatment, is pretty well

known to operators.

Usual Acid Treatment Incomplete

As a rule there remains after acid treatment a large

proportion of substances belonging to the first class.

This is evident from the base metals in the bullion pro-

duced, also from a rough, pocket-lens examination of the

slimes after acid treatment and calcination.

The fact that certain complex cyanides are not affected

by the acid treatment is shown Ijy the ammonia given off

during the subsequent calcination. It is easily seen by a
small-scale experiment that material which has been acid

treated and calcined will usually, by further acid treat-

ment, yield in a soluble condition more of the substances of

the first class. This further acid treatment has of course

been rendered effective by tlio calcination (oxidation)

•Mining- engineer, 3 London Wall Buildings, London, Eng-

wliii-h IiMs converted sulphides into suli)hates or oxides,

mid iiisiiluhle cyanides into soluble compouiuls. Beyond
fliis, any metallic zinc that during the first acid treatment

might have been protected by lead or copper or the sul-

jiliides of these metals, will be oxidized during calcination

or otherwise prepared for further acid treatment.

The ordinary acid treatment is generally carried out in

a lead-lined tank fitted with a water-seal cover, gas-escape

pipe, steam-heat attachment and mechanical agitator, or

ill some iip])aratns that answers the same purpose. In

any case the ellicient agitation is most important, as all

Ibe material that is to be acid treated shduld be kept well

in motion.

As this acid treatment proceeds the increasing amount
of fine slimy material formed will tend more and more
to ju'otect material from the action of the acid, and there-

fore efficient agitation, even to the point of attrition, be-

comes more and more important. When the ordinary acid

treatment has been finished so that practically no further

action takes place and the slimes are still in the acid-

treatment tank, any substances of the first class which
remain can be removed by the procedure that I shall out-

line; and any lead or lead compound that may also be

present can be turned into sulphate so that it will not

appear in the final liullioii bar.

Removal of Residual I:\rprRiTiES

First of all decant or filter off as much as possible of

the well-settled zinc solution, leaving all the slimes in the

acid-treatment tank ; then run in fresh water till the

total weight of water is about five times the assumed dry

weight of the slimes in the tank. While continuously

and thoroughly agitating, add separately strong sulphuric

acid (whatever strength is available) and then bichromate

of potassium previously dissolved in as little hot water

as possible. It is better while this treatment is going on

to keep the contents of the tank heated. These two chem-

icals are always required in the proportion of 2^^ lb. of

actual sulphuric acid (or say 4 lb. of 66% acid) to each

pound of solid bichromate of potassium. The actual total

amount of acid and bichromate to be used will naturally

depend on the quality of the slimes in the tank ; but each

addition of say 10 lb. of sulphuric acid (or 16 lb. of 66%
acid) will be followed by -1 lb. of bichromate of potas-

sium dissolved in as little hot water as possible.

Three or four minutes after adding the bichromate a

small sample of filtered solution from the tank can be

tested for chromic acid by well-known tests or it may be

evident from the color of the filtered solution. WHien

rhromie acid is present and persists for a minute or two

l:he acid treatment is finished, but iintil this persistence

of chromic acid in the solution is obtained it is necessary

to continue the addition of sulphuric acid and bichromate

as descrilied. When treatment is finally finished, the

slimes, after very thorough water washing, are collected

and dried in the usual way and are then ready for

smelting.

It has been found that a small-scale trial in a glass

flask will show in a few minutes the alteration, if any,

when the treatment with acid and bichromate follows the

ordinarv acid treatment. This treatment with acid and
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Ijichromate should not be carried out until the ordinary

acid treatment has been worked to a finish, as previously

described. Salt or hydrochloric acid should not be used

either in the ordinary acid treatment or in the subsequent

acid and bichromate treatment. After treatment with

acid and bichromate the slimes will settle well without

any of the usual aids, such as glue and alum.

Some Alteux.vtivk I'i.'actices

Instead of bichromatejOf jiotassium there could be used

the same weight of bichromate of sodium. Similarly,

permanganate of potassium or sodium in calculated

equivalent quantity could be used, but it is not so satis-

factory for several reasons. If the treatment with acid

and bichromate is carried too far the only trouble is that

silver will begin to be dissolved, although this can be re-

covered from the solutions if necessary. The finished

slimes are heavy and after slight heating, in order to dry

them thoroughly, will generally appear as annealed gold,

and sometimes will .show the gold color even before

heating.

Unless much sand is present no flux other than borax

glass is required; it is well, however, always to add a

little niter to oxidize any .small amounts of carbonaceous

matter that may be present. The finished slimes must
be smelted in a clay crucible. They must not be put in a

]dumbago crucible and should not be in contact by stir-

ring or otherwise with ]iluniliago or any reducing agent

during or before smelting; otherwise a mixed lead matte
may be formed. Tlie final bullion should be practically

free from zinc, lead and coi)]icr. The extra cost for acid,

bichromate and labor in this woik will be more than com-
pensated for by the decreased ct)st (jf Huxes in the smelt-

ing; by the fact that no light, dusty slimes will he

handled; by the saving of time, labor, and fuel in the

smelting; and by decrease in the amount of slag produced.
Practically all the bullion will be obtained at once in the

liars.

The furnace for the manufacture of nitric acid at the

leaching plant of the Nevada-Douglas mill at Ludwig,
Nev., started Aug. 30 and the cru.shiug of ore in the new
mill at Ludwig commenced Sept. 2, according to the

Yerington Times. The mill is about completed, though
the furnaces and driers are not 3'et fully installed and
some additional tanks will be built. A force of 10 masons
is rushing to completion the Wedge furnace, which will

treat 250 tons of ore per day. The oxidized-ore yard,

which will accommodate 2,500 tons, is also built and
ready for receiving the ores now passing through the

crushers.

The repair work at the mines is all done, and as soon

as the mill and furnaces are completed a force of probably

100 men will lie put to work in the mine, largely increas-

ing the number now employed. There are about 100 men
on the leaching plant finishing the mill, tanks and fur-

naces and installing the remaining machinery. At first

it is expected to treat from 200 to 300 tons per day, and
then as soon as the prescmt plant is finished to increase

the tonnage to 500 tons per day. As the mill capacity can

be run up to 750 tons per day the leaching capacity will be

increased by adding another unit to meet the requirements

of the mill.

During the week of Sept. 4, the Zinc Corjjoratioii

made a further attempt in the High Court to obtain

a decision on the effect of the war upon its contract

with Aron Hirsch & Sohn, of Halberstadt, Gennany,

says the Miniiuj Journal of London.

It wiU be remembered that on a previous occasion the

plaintiffs were nonsuited, but since that date legislation has

been passed providing for the representation of enemy parties

in a suit. The facts of the case are, shortly, that the Zinc-

Corporation, by an agreement dated Sept. 14. 1908. agreed to

deliver 355.000 to 385.000 tons of zinc concentrates in certain

quantities from their works at Broken Hill to the defendants.

At the time the contract was entered into the company was
registered in Victoria, but in July. 1911, it was incorporated

in England. The Australian Government has, since the war.

by the Enemy Contracts Annulmint Bill, terminated these

contracts. The English Government, however, has up to the

present taken no such step, and on the result of the action

now proceeding, in which a decision will no doubt be sought
in the House of Lords, eventual action by the British Govern-
ment will probably depend.

The most material clause in the contract, numbered 17.

provided as follows: "In the event of any strike, lockout,

combination of workmen, interference of trade unions, sus-

pension of labor, whether partial, local, or general, and from
whatsoever cause arising, floods, storms, fire, stoppage of

water supply, washaways of railways, accidents, acts of God.

force majeure or perils of the sea, breakdown of machinery,

or inability of the Silverton Tramway Co. to provide the

necessary trucks for taking away the concentrates, or in the

event of any cause beyond the control of either the sellers

or the buyers preventing or delaying the carrying out of this

agreement, then this agreement shall be suspended during the

continuance of any and every such disability."

Mr. Gore- Browne. K. C. on behalf of the company, argued
that the agreements had not been merely suspended in the

terms of this clause, but had been entirely abrogated as in-

volving commercial intercourse with the enemy. Such inter-

course, whtre one of the parties was an alien enemy, was
prohibited as illegal. Therefore the contract under which
those transactions took place was itself rendered illegal and
void. It would be an utterly unreasonable view for the court to

take that the plaintiffs must sit down and wait for the end of

the war for the rights under the contract to revive. Suppose
Germany carried on the war for 20 years, and history repeated

the Napoleonic wars, were all these transactions to be open to

enforcement then? A contract which tended to the advantage
of the enemy country or was prejudicial to the interests of

this country was prohibited. The contract here was detrimen-
tal to the interests of this country, because it altogether
prevented the plaintiffs from selling zinc concentrates during
the period of the war. It was important that this country
should have a large supply of spelter for the manufacture of

munitions of war. If the contract was merely suspended
dui-ing the war it would be impossible for the plaintiffs to

sell their zinc concentrates to persons other than the defend-

ants, because no one would expend large sums in the erection

of refining works unless it was certain that the supply of zinc

concentrates would be continued after the war.

It was clear, on looking at the details of the agreement,
that it was not intended that the whole of the agreement
should be suspended under clause 17, but only the making and
taking of deliveries should be suspended, and therefore as

something had to be done under the contract during the war
which involved commercial intercourse with the enemy the

contract was dissolved. Further, war was not one of the

causes within clause 17 which gave the right to suspend the

contract. Force majeure meant something of a physical

nature which prevented the contract from being carried out.

and it did not include war. The words "any cause beyond
the control of either the seller or the buyer preventing or

delaying the carrying out of this agreement" must be con-
strued as ejusdem generis with the causes previously men-
tioned, and did not include war, which was a totally different

cause. He submitted that the contract came to an end, vested
rights under the contract alone being enforceable after that
date.

On behalf of the defendants. Mr. Compston, K. C, sub-
mitted that the outbreak of war was an event which was not
so different from the events mentioned in the clause as sus-
pending the fulfillment by either side of contractural obliga-
tions that it could not apply to this case. During the war
there was necessarily a suspension of some of these obliga-
tions, but it was not contrary to public policy for a contract
made before the war to provide that after the war trading
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-hould be resumed with persons who in the interval had be-
I ome alien enemies. The defendants denied that the zinc

.(.Mcentrates purchased in Australia were imported into Ger-
many to be there smelted. They were imported to and
smelted in England. France, and Belgium, and only a small
proportion went to Germany. All past consignments were
not freed from the conditions of the contract, and although
payment could not be demanded until there had been an
adjustment of the invoices such an adjustment did not involve

prohibited commercial intercourse between the seller and
the purchaser.

On Sept. 7 decision was delivered against Arou Hirsch

& Sohu by yir. Justice Bray, according to the London

Financial Xews, which says

:

Giving judgment, his Lordship said that ^vhen war broke
out the defendants, to whom the whole of the plaintiffs' out-
put of spelter was to be sold, according to the agreement,
became alien enemies,

,
and they at once told the plaintiffs

that they would discontinue the acceptance of any more
spelter until the end of the war. The Zinc Corporation now
contended that the outbreak of hostilities rendered the per-
formance of the contract by them illegal, and the defendants,
on the other hand, submitted that the delivery of the spelter
was merely suspended until the war was over.

His Lordship said the questions were: Was war to be one
of the causes of the suspension of the contract, and what
was the meaning of the words "shall be suspended"? The
court could not substitute for an agreement made between
the parties another agreement minus one of its terms. The
ditiicult.v was that an event had arisen which was not con-
templated when the agreement was entered into, and. after
having given careful consideration to the clauses and all the
circumstances of the case, he had come to the conclusion that
the contract should be declared to be dissolved as from Aug. 4,

1S14, when war broke out. Plaintiffs would be absolved from
the obligation to supply the goods to defendants without
prejudice to the defendants' rights to take proceedings for
alleged breach of contract by the plaintiffs before that date.

Judgment was entered accordingly for the plaintiffs

witli costs. The defendants intimated that they would
appeal.

According to a Renter dis]iatch from Zurich, dated Sept.

5, a highly significant admission of the growing shortage

of war metals in Austria is contained in a semi-official

communique from the Central iletals Organization, which

was established jointly by the Government and the ilin-

istry of War for the purpose of obtaining metals for the

manufacture of munitions. The communique frankly states

that hitherto the Organization has never appealed to the

public because it has been obtaining all necessary supplies

from wholesale quarters, but that since the latter are now
exhausted it is forced to invite the public to sell volun-

tarily their metal goods ratlier than force the authorities

to requisition them. All owners of articles composed of

pure nickel, copper, brass, and bronze are directed to

.*ell them forthwith to the Metals Organization. This ap-

plies to merchants and dealers as well as private persons.

This seems to lend color to the Italian charge that the

great bronze statiie of Dante at Trent has been broken tip

and remelted.

A,-:phalt has been found in Honduras, according to a

report from Special Agent G. Harris to the Department

of Commerce. The discovery is on the west coast, in the

vicinity of Juticalpa. Prospects uncovered for over iSO

ft. show the bed to be of great purity, and there are

outeroppings for several miles. The discovery was made
by an American citizen resident in Honduras, who has

the control of the property. It is considerably distant

from the Pacific port of Amapala, which will have to U.

the port of shipment, but is on the line of a new modi-l

road the Government of Honduras is preparing to cou-

struct, so that motor traiisport<itiou will soon be available

;

and it is not greatly distant fi'om the logical line of the

contemplated railroad from Amapala to the interior.

'^.

C]liirtloira=Moif'®!nica Sftrffi^e

-More than 8,000 miners, about one-half of tlieiii

^lexicans, are on a strike in the Clifton-ilorenci district

for higher wages. The strike, which became general

Sept. 12, has tied up the mines of the district, ami
serious trouble is threatened by the .Mexican element
involved in the strike.

The Mexican miners were receiving from $.3 to $3.50
a day, and the more skilled American miners received

wages running to -$5 a day. The companies refuse to

grant the demand for more pay.

Agitators of the Western Federation of iliners have

been in the district for weeks stirring up tlie men, and
it is said Mexican agitators have also been appealing

to the prejudices of the ilexican miners.

The Boston Xeics Bureau prints the following under
date of Sept. 21

:

"Entire plants of the Arizona, Detroit and Shannon
copper companies in Clifton, Morenci and iletcalf have

been formally turned over to Sheriff Cash of Greenlee

Count}^ for protection.

"Sixt\'-five to seventy deputies are posted to guard

the mines and smelteries, which are also heavily picketed

by strikers. No attempt will be made to operate. At
mass meeting strikers ratified committee of nine named
to treat with companies. Two representatives of the

companies were present at meeting. Companies posted

notices they were willing to treat with the men. l)ut

could not recognize Western Federation miners. Situation

quiet and no trouble is anticipated. Strikers are con-

fident of victory and companies are equally determined."'

of ims
The Bureau of ilines report for the first six months

of 1915 states that the output of gold for Ontario during

that period was $3,570,,0T2, as compared with $2,011.0fi!)

for the corresponding period of the previous year. Of

the total yield for the period under review $2,26T,(j20

came from Porcupine. Promising developments are in

progress in other fields, particularly in the Kirkland Lake

di-strict. The Goodfish Lake section is also being devel-

oped, and ore of remarkable richness is being taken from

the Dobie mine in Monroe township.

The diminution in the output of silver continues, the

value of the output for the period being $5,18S,7G.>, a-s

compared with $7,053,418 for the same period in 1914.

The falling off in value is partly due to the lower prices

being obtained for silver, but is also largely due to the

exhaustion of the high-grade ore from the mines.

The output of nickel is the highest ever recorded, but

on the basis of present production the amount will be

considerably exceeded in the second six months of 1915.

The production of copper, iron ore and cobalt showed

slight increases, while pig iron and cobalt-nickel oxides

showed 8 decline.
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STOPE IN THE HOMESTAKE MINE, LEAD, S. D.
This photograph shows the great size of the stope. together with the system of timljering used in such cases
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OPERATIONS OF THE SEOItl MINING CO., HOLKOL, CHOSEN

JIGS AT THE WASHOE CONCENTRATOR
Hancock jigs in the remodeled section, No, 1, of the Waslioe concentrator at Anaconda, Mont., of tlie Anaconda Copper

Mining Co.
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Pirodl^cSnoini Sim

A memorandum of the reviised statumuut of gold and

silver production in the United States in 1914 was given

in the Journal of Sept. 4. The full statement of produc-

tion by states as apportioned by the Director of the ilint

and the Geological Survey is shown in the table here-

with. The figures tor gold are tiie value ; for silver the

(juantity in tine ounces.

Alabam.i .

.

Alaska. .

.

.Arizona .

.

California

.

Colorado.

.

Georgia. .

.

Idaho
Illin

Maryland
Michigan
Missou.-i
Montana
Nevada
New Mexico. ..

North Caralina
Oklahoma
Oregon
South Carohna
South Dakota.
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Virginia
Washington . .

.

Wyoming

$9,200
),201,300
1.104,400
1,241,300
!,109.700

13,300
1,244,300

".'"too

!,320,900
1.977,400
892,000
11.5,200

1,477.900
4,100

r,214,200

7,700

1914

S12,30O
16,547,200
4,.568,900

21,2.51,900
19,902,400

16,800
1,187,200

200

100
366,700

3,912,000
1,421,500
8,989,700

100
9,477.100

2,300

4,14.3,600
11,.536,200
1,219,100
130,300

1,589,400
3,200

7,334,000
0.400
S.800

3,377,000

333,700
.38.900

12.540,300
1.5.057.400
1,666,900

1,700
800

172,200

.300

865,900
4,439,500
2,020,800
8,804,400

100
12,573,800

1,900
100

416,500
60,000

12,530,700
15,877,200
1,771,300

1,500
6,200

147,400

300

172,600
109,000
429,800

11,282,300
200

218,700
1,200

179,800
102,800
574,700

11,722,000
1,500

341,300
100

$88,176,100 $93,429,700
1,100 2,800

707.200 1.099,300

$06,796,200 $72,444,800

5,.300 10,.300

Continental United
States

Porto Rico
Philippines

Tot.ils $88,884,400 $94,531,800 $60,801,500 $72,455,100

California was the leading gold ])roducer in 1914, Colo-

rado second, Alaska third and Nevada fourth. A second

group of large producers included South Dakota, Arizona,

Montana and Utah. The eight states named pidduced

93.8 7o of all the gold won in the United States.

In 1914 Ne\ada was the chief silver producer, Idaho

lieing second, Montana third and Utah rmirth. A second

group included Colorado, Arizona, California and New
Mexico. None of the other states jiroduced as much as a

niillidii (lUiices of silver.

Special Ooi;i!I':si'(i\|)|';xce

The holdings of the Pittslmi-gh & Lake Angeline Iron

Co. were .sold at public auction at Ishjieming, Mich.,

on Se])t. 1.5. The Cleveland-Clitt's Iron Co. bid in the Lake
Angeline mine for $27,000. Only other bidder was the

Jones & Laughlin Ore Co., whi'cli hid $2(),500. This

is believed to be a remarkably low ])rice for the mine,

Iniildiugs, machinery and liO dwelling-liouses. The tract

comprises 200 acres. The Mitchell property, three miles

s(m(h of Ishpeming, .sold for $2,000. Other small tracts,

none of which contain mineral, were sold for low

]irices. The entire holdings did not bring $;>."),000. The
Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Co. has not deci.led what will be

done with Lake Aiiueljne. but it is believed that the

little ore in sight Mill be inineil. and c.vploratory work
I arried nn. Tlie iiroperty lies bi'tween tiie Lake and Salis-

biiiy mines of Cleveland-Cliffs, and it is believed that

chances of locating other high-grade leases are good.

The land contains about 2,000,000 tons of low-grade ore,

whidi is not in di'iiiand at this time. The "Mitchell

also lias considcrnbb' Idw-grade ure. with some l)etter

grades at depth. The Mitchell stopped working several

years ago when the Oliver Iron Mining Co. closed its

Sect. 21 mine. The Oliver company was pumping the

Mitchell water at that time, and the Lake Angeline

company did not care to go ahead and install ]mmps
and take care of the heavy flow.

^ffimeracsiini Iirastlst^tLe olT Mairaairag

^na^aimeeff'SB Sasa F'rsiitacisco

EUITOKIAL COKKESPONDENCE

The American Institute of Mining Engineers began

the 111th meeting in San Francisco on Sept. 16 at

the Bellevue Hotel. The meeting was opened by C. W.
ilerrill presiding, and an address of welcome on behalf

of California was delivered by Gov. Hiram Johnson.

President Saunders replied to the Governors welcome
on behalf of the Institute, and the technical work of the

sessions was begun by the presentation of a paper on

'"Underground j\lining Systems of Ray Consolidated

Copper Co.," by Lester A. Blackner. This was followed

by a paper on "Some Problems in Copper Leaching,"

liy L. I). Ricketts; "Notes on Homestake Metallurgy,"

by Allan .1. Clark; and the "Metallurgy of Gold in the

Witwatersrand District, South Africa," By F. L. Bo.squi.

The afternoon was occupied by two sessions in separate

apartments. The Gold and Silver session was presided

over by F. Lynwood GarrLson. The following iKijiers

were presented: "Mill and Cyanide Plant of Chiksau

ilines, Korea," Charles \V. DeWitt; "Electric Furnace

for Gold Relining at the Alaska-Tread well Cyanide

Plant," \y. ['. Lass; "Cyaniding Practice of Churchill

Alining Co., 'Woiuler, Nov.," E. E. Carpenter; "Zinc-

Dust Precipitation Tests," Nathaniel Herz; ^Recovery

of ^lercury from Amalgamation Tailings, Buffalo Jlines,

Cobalt," E. 15. Tboriihill ; "Slime Agitation and Solution

Replacement ilethods. West End Mill, Tonopah, Nev.,"

Jay A. Carpenter; "Amalgamation Tests," W. J.

Sharwood ; "A Rule Governing Cupellation Losses,"

W. J. Sharwood; "Tonopah Plant of the Belmont
Milling Co.," A. II. Jones. The session on Geology

and Mineralogy was presided over by James F. Kemp.
The following papers were presented: "Geology of the

Iron-Ore Deposits In and Near Daiquiri, Cuba," James
F. Keni]); "Formation and Distribution of Residual Iron

Ores," C. I J. I lake; "Occurrence of Covellite at Butte,

.Mont.," A. I'lMTv Thoni])son ; "Formation and Distribu-

tion of Bog 1 ron (Jres," C. L. Dake ; "Geology of the Burro

^Mountains Coi)])er District, New Me.xico," R. E. Somers

;

"Additional Data on Origin of Lateritic Iron Ores of

Eastern Cuba," ('. K. Leith and W. J. .Mead; "Method
of Making Miiieralogical Analysis of Sand," C. W.
Tonilin.son ; "Formation of the Oxidized Ores of Zinc

from the Sulphides," Y. T. Wang; "Copper Deposits

of San Cristobal, Santo Domingo," Thomas F. Donnelly.

For the remaining period of the convention the

technical pi'ogi'ani |)ro\ides for a session on electro-

metallurgy, ill i-onjunction with the American Electro-

chemical Society, to be presided over by Lawrence M'.

Addicks, presiilent of the latter society; a session on

Petroleum and Gas, Arthur F. L. Bell presiding; a

session on ilining. Milling and Non-ferrous Metallurgy,

Karl Filers presiding; a session on Iron and Steel,

Jose|ili W. ificliards presiding.
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The Panama-Pacific Exposition nianagcmcut provides

lor an American Institute of iMining Engineers Day
at the Court of Abundance. Other .social entertainments

and teclmical excursions are provided for by the Inter-

national Engineering Congress. The technical excursions

include visits to fire .systems, ga.<works, water-works, delta

lines and power plants in and around San Francisco.

The distant technical excursions include the deep gold

mines at Xevada City and Grass Valley, the hydro-elec-

tric development at Blue Lakes, the gold-dredging fields

at Oroville, the hydro-electric development at Las Plumas
and the oil fields at Coalinga. The pleasure trips began

with an automobile ride for the ladies attending the

Institute on Thursday, which included a visit to the Clilf

House and the exposition. Other visits will include a

trip to Mt. Tamalpais, a lawn party at the University

of California, another automobile trip for the ladies, a

banquet at the Palace Hotel and a crui.se and iu.spection

trip of the harbor of San Francisco. Besides the program
by the International Engineering Congress. D. C. Jack-

ling has placed at the dis])o.-;al of members of the

Institute and ladies his ])rivate yacht "Cyprus." The
cruise will extend to points of interest on San Francisco

Bay and possibly through the Golden Gate.

Calflforiaia Metal ©^tp^fts 19114'

The total yield of mine gold in California in IDl-l. as

reported by the United States Geological Survey, was

$20,653,496, an increase of .$246,:538 over that of lUl;!.

With the exception of one year (1883) the mine-gold out-

].ut of the state iu 1914 was higher than at any other

time .since 1864, fifty years ago.

In 1914 there were 658 properties reporting production.

of which 318 were deep mines and 340, placers. The
producing deep mines may he classified by metal product

as follows: Gold, 277; copper, 19; silver, 7; silver-lead,

(! : and lead, 9. Of the placer mines 105 were hydraulic,

60 dredges, 70 drift, and 105 sluicing or surface-placer

mines.

The 318 deep mines nuide an output of 2,465,485 tons

of ore, of which 2,050,377 tons were siliceous precious-

metal ore, 397,868 tons copi^er ore, 640 tons lead, 460

tons silver, and 16,180 tons silver-lead ore.

In 1914 there were treated in gold and silver mills in

California 1,993,821 tons of ore, containing altogether

$10,743,207 iu gold, an average value of $5.39 per ton,

and $91,327 in silver, an average value of $0.05 per ton.

This gives a total value of $10,834,534 iu gold and silver,

or an average per ton of $5.44 in both metals. In milling

the' 1,993.821 tons of ore there was recovered as bullion

$8,637,329 in gold and silver, or $4.33 per ton: and from

this ore was derived 4(;,072 tons of concentrates, which

yielded in gold and silver $2,197,205, or an average of

$47.69 per ton.

The 449.132 tons of smelting ore treated yielded alto-

gether metals valued at $5,633,856, or an average of

$12.54 per ton, including all metals. There were treated

also 22,532 tons of old tailings, which yielded $83,624 in

gold and silver, or an average of $3.71 per ton.

The 340 productive placers in California yielded $9,-

080,849 in gold and $19,287 in silver, a total" of $9,100,-

136, which is an increase of $242,590 from this source

over tlie yield of 1913. The dredge yield fell off $306,-

900 in gold, but there was an increase in total output from

the hydraulic, drift, and surface placers of $551,572 in

gold, or $244,672 more than the decrease in the dredge
yield. Of the total placer gold the 60 dredges yielded

$7,783,394, or 8()%; the 105 hydraulic mines, $702,884,
or 8%; the 70 drift mines, $329,948, or 3%; and the 105
surface or sluicing mines, $264,623, or 3%. There are
now 60 gold dredges operating in the state, and since
the commencement of dredging in California in 1898, the
total gold yield from tins .source to tbc ciul of 1914 has
been $7 I,.307,766.

Of the total ore milled in California from deep mines,
1,243,529 tons, or 62%, came from the mines in the live

Mother Lode counties of Anunlor, Calaveras, El Dorado,
ilariposa, and Tuolumne. This ore yielded, on an aver-
age, iu gold and silver, $5,075,552, or $4.08 per ton.

The mine production of silver in California in 1914
"as 1,471,859 fine oz. Of this, 1,436,982 oz. was won by
deep mining. The larger part of the output, 1,267,7 52
oz., was derived from crude smelting ore. The greatest
output was made, as usual, by Shasta County, where the
yield from the smelting of copper ores was 592,727 oz.

;

from siliceous ore, 33,220 oz. ; and from placers, 1,007 oz.

;

a total for the county of 626,954 oz., valued at $346,706.
The copper produced from California ores in California

in 1914 was 30.507,692 lb., a decrease of 4,067.315 lb.

Copper was produced iu Amador. Calaveras, Imperial.
Inyo, ilariposa, .Mono, Placer, Plumas, Eiverside, San
Bernardino, and Shasta Counties.

The yield of lead in 1914 was 4,251,923 lb., an increase
in quantity of 737,581 lb., and in value of $11,194. Most
of the lead was derived from Inyo Count}-, though some
came from Shasta, Kern, and Placer Counties. The zinc
production in 19U was 389.471 lb. In 1914 only three
mines produced zinc, all in Inyo Couutv.

Massouarf^s Dsa^estagsiSaoini of tlhe

JuPLIX CoifKESl'ONUKXl E

The state investigation of the alleged zinc-smelting
tru.-<t iu Missouri was started in Joplin, Sept. 14. The
ojjcniug session was conducted by John B. Ewing, as-

si,-;tant attorney general. Senator Frank W. McAlli.<ter

is .sitting as a special commissioner named by the supreme
court. The hearing is being conducted to determine if

there exists sufficient evidence of the violation of the

trust laws of ilissouri to warrant the state legal depart-

ment in entering and prosecuting complaints against

the several, zinc-smelting companies engaged iu business

iu the state. The real cause of the present investigation

was the agitation started last February in the zinc-ore

jiroducing districts by some dis.satisfied producers. This
resulted iu demands for an investigation being placeil

before Attorney-General Barker. The dissatisfaction

itrose from the fact that, when the ore market reached

abuormally high levels and normal prices were more
than doubled, the generally tised basis of buying ore,

based on the current market price of spelter which usually

figured a ratio of 8 to 1, began to decline and dropped

as low as 5 to 1, causing much dissatisfaction among
the ])roducers, who became convinced that tlic buyers

of zinc ore were in a combination to hdlJ .N>«n the

price and stifle competition.
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Eepresentatives of the Illinois Zinc Co., American

Zinc Lead and Smelting Co., Edgar Zinc Co., ^Mineral

Point Zinc Co., Prime Western Spelter Co., Grasselli

Chemical Co., Hegeler Zinc Co., Joplin Separating Co.

and the Matthiessen & Hegeler Zinc Co. were present

at the hearing. These present were only a small portion

of the smelting companies engaged in business in Missouri.

Many witnesses were summoned, but only a few of

them could be found in time for the hearing. Charles

T. Orr declared tliat no important difference was

ordinarily oljservable between bids of competing ore

buyers on the highest grades of ore. On lower grades,

he said, the variation in bids was sometimes considerable.

Very little testimony, beyond that tending to show

there is no great variance between the prices offered for

standard zinc ores in the southwest Missouri district by

buyers for smelting companies, has been so far offered.

That this condition was brought about by caution on

the part of the buyers and a long-established custom of

not interfering with one another's customers was the

only e.xplanation offered by witnesses.

Several buyers, who have represented smelters here

during many years, testified that they act very largely

on their individual judgment, without instructions from

headquarters as to prices. The variation between bids

on low grades of ore was generally admitted to be

greater. Every buyer examined denied that the buyers,

of whom about 1-t are stationed in the district, ever held

meetings. No testimony to show that meetings were

held has been introduced.

Several of the largest ore producers and buyers were

examined, but no evidence was secured showing any

violations of the Missouri anti-trust laws. There was a

decided lack of cooperation and interest on the part of

the operators toward the investigation. In fact, the

absence of mine operators from the sessions of the hearing

has been its one conspicuous feature.

Attorney-General Ewing examined such witnesses as

could be secured. The examination of mine operators

and ore buyers was brought to a close Sept. 15, with

the inspection of a batch of the buyers' correspondence

requisitioned by Attorney-General Ewing, who hoped to

determine the method employed by the buyers in fixing

the weekly ore prices. This part of the investigation

was conducted privately. Further investigation of the

alleged zinc-smelting trust will be conducted in St. Louis

on Sept. 21, at the Planters Hotel.

The production of gold, silver, copper, lead and zinc

from Nevada ores sold or treated in 1914, according to

the United States Geological Survey, was valued at

$29,300,81:2.

The output of recoverable gold from Nevada mines in

1914 was 555,402.47 oz., valued at $11,481,188, and of this

amount 87.29% was derived from dry or siliceous ore.

The placer-gold output was 18,250.05 oz., of which 10,-

345.04 oz. came from placer mines in Nye County. The
dry or siliceous ores contained 484,796.46 oz. of gold;

copper ores, 49,476.61 oz. ; and lead, zinc, and copper-lead

ores contained 2,879.35 oz. Bullion from gold and sil-

ver mills contained 439,919.37 oz. ; concentrates, 41,686.38

oz., and crude ore shipped to smelters, 55,375.09 oz. The

mines of Esmeralda County produced nearly one-half of

the total gold, or $5,226,367, and the Goldfield district

yielded $4,705,210 of this total. Nye County produced

$3,377,262 in gold ; the Tonopah district yielded $2,648,-

833 ; the mines of the Comstock lode produced $434,387

in gold, and Humboldt, ilineral. White Pine, and

Churchill Counties, in the order named, each produced

more than 15,000 oz. of gold.

For three years prior to 1914 the silver output of Ne-

vada had been steadily increasing, but on account of the

low prices of the metal in the last half of the year 1914

there was a slight decrease in silver. The total output was

15.455.491 oz. valued at $8,546,887. Of this total yield

14,724,094 oz., or 95.3%, was credited to siliceous ores;

286,935 oz., to lead ores; 181,733 oz., to copper ores; and

115,138 oz., to lead-zinc ores. Ores treated at gold and

silver mills were credited with 12,100,494 oz. ; concen-

trates, with 1,721,348 oz. ; and crude ore, with 1,600,315

oz. Nye County produced 11,424,769 oz. ; the Tonopah

district produced 11,388,452 oz., or 73.7% of the entire

silver production of Nevada ; the Comstock lode, or Storey

County, yielded only 278,599 oz. ; Churchill County's

output was 1,545,926 oz.

In 1914 Nevada produced 60,986,450 lb. of copper. The

greater part of the copper, 50,366,650 lb., came from con-

centrates, while 10,551,000 lb. was from crude ore .shipped

to smelters. The mines at Ely were operated at a reduced

rate, and the Mason Valley smeltery was idle during a

good part of the year.

The lead output of the States was 12,809,655 lb. Clark

and Lincoln Counties continued to outrank all others in

the production of lead, the combined output of these two

counties being 10,193.098 lb. White Pine County yielded

915,602 lb. and Elko County 860,826 lb. The' yield of

lead from concentrates was 3,937,126 lb., and that from

crude ore 8,794,246 lb.

The zinc ores of Nevada produced 12,980,232 lb.

of recoverable zinc figured as spelter. Clark County pro-

duced 11,862,149 lb. of the entire zinc output, the re-

mainder coming mostly from Lincoln County although

small sliipnients were made from Eureka County during

the year. The greater part of the zinc material is oxidized.

From crude zinc ore shioped, 6,116,898 lb. were recovered,

and from concentrates 6,863,334 lb. were recovered.

There were 731 producers of gold, silver, copper, lead,

and zinc in Nevada in 1914. Of the total of 4,522,022

short tons of ore sold or treated, 1,461,577 tons was treated

in gold and silver mills, principally cyanide mills; 2,-

768,193 tons was concentrated, and 261,018 tons shipped

to several smelters. The largest part of the total ton-

nage, 2,882,121 tons, represented copper ore; 1,594,486

tons was siliceous ore; 16,088 tons, lead ore; 9,490 tons,

zinc ore; 3,762 tons, copper-lead ore; and 16,075 tons,

lead-zinc ore.

Japsiiaes© MaEaeiPSil O^tlp-aattp FlF^tl

Fave Momittlhs of I19I15'

According to the Department of Agriculture and Com-
merce, the Japanese production of minerals for the five

months, .January to ^lay, 1915, was as follows:

Coal..
Crud<-
Sulphi

Amount
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Careless use of words sometimes breeds trouble, an in-

teresting example of which reeently happened. In the

\ernaeular almost every kind of an ore-reduetion works

is either a "mill" or a "smelter." The idea of the mill

is a i)lant wherein the ore is crushed for the mechanical

separation of its mineral constituents, or a stamp amalga-

mation mill, or a plant for the extraction of the precious

metals l)v chlorination or cyanide lixiviation. Almost

everything else is a "smelter,"' and especially is the idea

of a smelter associated with the buying of ores in lots on

samples. Thus we read of ore going to smelters who in

reality are merely magnetic-separators, etc.

Recently an item was published in the news pages of the

Journal, as well as in several daily papers, to the effect

that the Weedon Mining Co., Ltd., of Quebec, was going

to build a "zinc smelter" at AA'elland, Ont. The company
has written to us that it has suflfered much annoyance ow-

ing to this item. Among other things the farmers of the

vicinity of Welland rose in protest against the project.

In fact the company was going to erect a plant for the

hydrometallurgical-electrometallurgical extraction of zinc.

In the eyes of the news reporters this was a smelter, and
hence the tr uble.

Just what is a definition of smelting? On this subject

lexicographers are vague. The process of reducing lead,

copper and iron ores in the blast furnace is unquestionably

smelting. Here are con\eyed two ideas—namely, ( 1

)

the reduction and fusion of a metal and (2) the scorifica-

tion and fusion of the gangue or the impurities. The pro-

duction and discarding of a slag seems to be an essential

part of the conception. In the treatment of metallic

lu'oducts the proportion of slag may be very small and
the process is commonly described as "refining." A man
who treats the black jjrecipitate from the cyanide process is

never called a '"gold smelter." He is a gold refiner. In

the reduction of zinc ore in the ordinary way there is

necessarily only one of the two main ideas of smelting.

The metal is reduced and drawn in molten state, but the

gangue of the ore is not scorified and fused if the metal-

hirgist can help it, and in many cases he can. The British

call the zinc smelter a zinc distiller, which is precise.

In the reduction of zinc ore for the nianufactiire of zinc

oxide l)y the Wetherill process, and similarly in the reduc-

tion of antimony ore l:>y the Herrenschmidt process, there

is neither fusion of the metal nor of the gangue. How-
ever, the processes are commonly called smelting and the

operators thereof are smelters, although the only connec-

tion with the main idea is that they treat the ore in

furnaces. If zinc is to be extracted hydrometallurgically

and precipitated by electrolysis, there is not even that con-

nection ; for although the ore may have to pass through
a roasting furnace that would not be necessary if it were an
oxidized ore. The only furnace in the plant might be

that for melting cathodes, which particular part of the

process would be melting, not smelting, as everybody would
asree.

If there ever be any reform in the Patent Office

procedure of the United States, there ought to be in-

troduced a new form of letters patent. At present this

document consists of two parts—the specifications and
the claims. There ought to be a third—a synopsis of

both. There might, moreover, be advantageously in-

troduced some sul)divisioning of the specifications. It

would not be worth while to make these suggestions,

or to give any attention to the subject, were it not that

patent specifications are an important part of technical

literature. The Patent Office authorities claim that they

are the most important part—that every new discovery,

new process, new idea is sooner or later recorded

authoritatively in their office in the form of an application

for a patent, and that in making any investigation it is

scarcely necessarv- to search outside of their files. This
is not absolutely sound, but there is no doubt a good
deal of meat in it. But, admitting that, we stibmit that

the patent files are forbidding and are cluttered with so

much rubbish that it is very difficult for anybody—even

for a skillled patent-examiner, we imagine—to find in

them what he wants.

Let us illustrate. Our attention recently fell upon a

newly granted patent for "Method of Smelting Sulphide

Ores." This title in itself drags a red herring across

the scent of the investigation. The patentee in fact

describes a process for zinc smelting, btit in order to have

his patent as broad as possible he gives it the less

definite title. We do not urge any encroachment upon
the rights of an applicant. Let him take all that the

law allows him. But why should not the Patent Office

give to every patent an index title, with the understand-

ing that it does not commit or limit the patentee?

This particular patent in specifications of 291 lines

and claims of 160 lines (four pages of text) describes

and protects a process that we summarize as follows

:

Blende is crushed to minus-lOO-mesh size and is burned

in suspension in the combustion chamber of a distillation

furnace, its heat performing the distillation of a charge

of ore in the retorts thereof. The products of combustion

are conducted through a bag house (bags of asbestos

fabric) and the zinc oxide collected therefrom is mixed
with coal and charged into the retorts of the distillation

furnace. The retort gases are conducted into the com-

bustion chamber of the distillation furnace to assist in

the distillation of the zinc.

The claim might be : "The combination of the above

steps, and specifically the burning of blende in suspension

and the utilization of the heat thereof for zinc dis-

tillation."

We shall not discuss the practicability of this in-

genious conception of making zinc-sulphide ore do its

own smelting or suggest a study of the respective

exothermic and endothermic reactions involved ; but we
submit that all that anybody skilled in the art of zinc

smelting needs to know is comprised in our suininary,
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which might be even more brief. Such a summarj'

ought to be printed as the introduetiou of every patent

specification.

The patent upon which we have commented is man-
ifestly the protection of an idea. There are other patents

which are based upon observations of things that

happened. A process ])atent should be subdivided in

some such way as the following

:

Review of State of the Art : The inventor and his

solicitor usually consider it to be necessary to go into

this at length. Thus is the reader told repeatedly in

zinc-smelting patents that blende is finely crushed,

roasted, mixed with coal, and distilled in small cylindrical

retorts, with certain drawbacks such as excessive use

of fuel and labo/, imperfect extraction of zinc, production

of blue powder, etc. The Patent Office might usefully

adopt a set of standard summaries of the state of each

art and in prefacing each new specification with the

appropriate one the labor of the drawer of the patent

would he lightened and if properly subheaded, as it

should be, the reader could skip it if he wanted to, as

generally he would.

Next there should be a subhead, "Observations," under

which the applicant should tell what he had learned

in the laboratory, in the works, or elsewhere. This would

be the star feature of many patents. At present it is

not given sufficient prominence. Take the famous

Everson flotation patent, for example. How much more

impressive woidd it have been if the experiments that

the applicant had really made had been brought out in

a striking way. In later years they were dug out, to be

sure, but there are thousands of dusty, pigeonholed

patents which contain scraps of useful information that

nobody knows about. The proper exposition of such in

the patent office papers would be a real contribution to

technical literature.

Finally there should be the subhead of the "Proi3osal,"

the way the applicant aimed to do something new and

iiseful, based upon his observations and ideas. In the

cases of luany process patents there would of course be

no subhead "Observations." In such patents a subhead,

"Ideas," might well be introduced.

Technical men are generally wishful that there be

not so nuiny patents as at present, so many of them being

upon mere combinations of steps that would be obvious

to anybody who had to take them; but temperateness

in the dissipation of paying money for patent fees is

probably too much to hope for, although progress in this,

as in the prohibition of alcoholic drinking, may gain

unexpected headway. In the meanwhile, however, con-

ditions will be somewhat ameliorated if patent specifi-

cations and claims be reformed in the ways herein

suggested.

:*;

H©ftes Alb©uatL Copper SeMnirtig

So long as the war continues, deranging the ordinary

machinery of commerce, nobody need be surprised by er-

ratic conditions in the commodity markets, especially those

of international character, like the copper market. It

is interesting to review some recent features and com-

ment on some current factors.

A little while ago we boasted that we were going to

emancipate ourselves from the London standard market.

Moreover, that we were going to sell copper in dollars and

cents, nevermore in jjounds sterling. We are obliged to

admit that the wish was father to the thought—that we

cannot do what we hoped.

The rise and fall of standard copper in London still

sways sentiment here—partly through the medium of

AVall Street, partly otherwise—no matter whether it ought

not to.

We ought to he able to say that Europe must come to

us for copper and must pay us in dollars and cents if we
demand it; but when we try to put such a policy into ef-

fect, we find that we are simply playing into the hands of

the London dealers who ^rill sell European consumers

in the way they are used to, and we run the risk of losing

our own customers.

The violent fluctuations in the rate of exchange have

greatly increased the element of gambling in sell'n;! cop-

per for delivery abroad. Thus a jjound of copper sold on

the basis of £86 realizes nearly 18.05c. if exchange be

4.T0 and only about 17.85c. when exchange is 4.65.

Tliere were recently sales of copper to domestic consum-

ers at lT%c. per lb., netting the seller about 17.55c.

after deductiug discount and freight charges. At the

same time the same sellers were willing to sell for ex-

port at £86, and did so, which with exchange at 4.65, as it

was then, corresponded to 17.85c. ; and after deducting

e.i.f. charges netted 17.25c. to 17.35c. here.

This difference in price was a feature right along in

the recent dull market. Producers were stiff in their

attitude toward domestic buyers, but were willing to take

less from foreign l)uyers. Let anybody figure this out

as he wants to. Of course about half of the domestic pro-

duction of copper has got to be sold abroad anyhow. The
Britisli pundits who have seen malevolence in the attitude

of the American sellers of spelter may like to explain the

generosity of the sellers of cof)per.

There have indeed been three prices for copper of late,

on an ascending scale—namely, the price to European buy-

ers, the price to domestic consumers, and the Wall Street

price. The last has been pretty steady at 18c. per

lb., although there ha\e been threats that it might go

to 20c.

'M
'

The strike of copper miners in the Clifton-Morenci

district has turned out to be serious, the several mines
and smelteries ha\ing been formally put in the hands

of the sheriff, who thus has the responsibility of preserv-

ing them. Elsewhere among the copper mines there has

been remarkable peace and contentment. The bitter

strike at Lake Superior and the amusing affair at Butte

cleared the atmosphere. The policy of paying the men on

a sliding scale corresponding to the price for copper,

introduced in many districts, has proved a good one. It

is a simple and satisfactory system of profit-sharing,

which makes the men feel that they are partners in the

business.

The investigation of the alleged zinc-smelting trust

opened at Joplin, Mo., last week has already resulted in a

fiasco, as everybody of good information knew it woiild.

Only two or three mine operators took the trouble to

attend the hearing, and none of them had any evidence

of importance of offer. Several ore buyers for smelters

testified that the there had never been collusion among
themselves, but that they had simply bought ore for their
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principals as cheaply as they could. Perhaps the most

remarkable thinjjf is the way the smelters turn these mm
loose in the district, telling them oidy to l)uy a certain

tonnage of ore and not to exceed a certain price, and

leaving the rest to their judgment, skill and honesty.

There have rarely been cases of nusplaced confidence.

The ore buyers of the .Toplin district arc a good lot

of men.

hY TME ^WA¥

The ill-fated Quebec b)-idge is now being melted down

by tlie Canadian Car and Foundry Co. for u.se in making

slirapnel. The mistake of the civil engineers is furnish-

ing additional enqdoymcnt For the metallurgist.

The mining and metallurgical gentlemen who are in-

terned in the Douglas Aliens Camp, Isle of Man, Great

Britain, find time heavy on their hands and have appealed

for American books and journals about minerals and

metals that can be spared by generous members of the

fraternity in this country. Dr. W. A. Dyes (address

Douglas Aliens Camp, Isle of Man, Great Britain) will

attend thankfully to the distribution of any literature of

this kind that may be sent him.

The word "terrain" is frequently being used in the war
news of today, and although a foreign military word it is

beconung common in civilian use, as it has long been in

army parlance. Terrain means, according to the "Century

Dictionary," a part of the earth's surface, limited in extent

considered with reference to its fitness or use for some
special purpose, as for a battlefield. The word, although

little iised, heretofore, is so expressive that it will often be

employed to designate territory under consideration and

will .soon become familiar in the English vocabulary.

"On a raft 100 ft, underground two bandits at Webb
City, Mo., wdio held up street-car conductors on Sept. 19,

paddled to safety through abandoned mine shafts. The
mines had been flooded a few days before when a big levee

along the river near by collap.sed. The bandits floated for

six miles underground, clindjcd to the surface and fled,"

says the New York Tribune. "The men, both masked,

held up three conductors near the car barns and got $200

in money and watchfes. Bloodhounds were put on the

trail, winch led to the mouth of an abandoned mine. Offi-

cers found traces of the men having hastily constructed a

raft. The hounds picked up the trail again at the mouth

of another shaft, but too late to overtake the men." Thus

do the dime novels of our boyhood come to pass in real life.

About Oct. 1 the headquarters of the statistical bureau

of the American Iron and Steel Institute will be removed

from 261 South Fourth St., Philadelphia, to 61 Broadway,

New York, where the general offices of the institute are.

The building in Philadelidiia was first occupied by the

American Iron and Steel Association under the direction

of James M. Swank as secretary about Jan. 1, 1874; when
the association was merged in the institute at the begin-

ning of 1913, the statistical department was continued

at the Philadelphia office. The building, which was origi-

nally a dwelling house, is plain and simple in its exterior

and in idl its iittuigs and furnishings, but it served its

purpcisc wi'll for 12 years and many of the older members
of the association will leam of its abandonment with re-

gret. The new offices are in the 36-story skyscraper of

the Adems Ex))ri'ss Co. in New York.

Til tile students of iiniiin-lidior activities the following

will duulnless prove i>i intcri'st: It is \ery probable that

before very long all union workmen dying in Hudson
County, N. J., will have to have union funerals. They
will lie laid out by union embalmers in union caskets,

<:ni'icd liy union jiallbearers to a hearse driven by a

union (Irixor, and buried in a gi'ave dug by union gra\e-

(liggers or else cremated by union cremators. William

F. Kavanagh of the Central Labor Union of Hudson
County declared that such will be the rule if the reso-

lution he proposes to introduce at the next meeting of

the union on Thursday evening, Sept. 17, is passed.

"It is entirely consistent with trade unionism that the

bodies of men who were loyal to the cause of iinion

labor should be handled by none but union men," accord-

ing to Kavanauh.

The luiuiiiig of Virginia City, Nev., is related in the

I'^'aturJaij Erminij Post of July 31, 1915, in Charles E.

Van Loan's interesting distillations of his conversations

with the "Oldest Inhabitant." In the autumn of 1859

the town acquired a name. "And there was something

queer about that," says the Oldest Inhabitant. "There

used to be an old prospector round here named Fennimore.

They called him Finney for short, and .sometimes Ole

Virginny on account of his always talking aljout his native

state. Finney liked his liquor pretty well, and one night

he fell and broke his bottle. He poured out the drop or

two that was left—poured it on the ground. The boys

asked him what he was doing. 'I'm christening this

camp,' says he. 'It's time she had a real name and from

now on she's Virginia Town.' When the postal author-

ities sent out the cancellation stamps, 'Town' was changed

to read 'C!ity." Old Finney made an awful row about that,

hut the tlovernment outheld him and Virginia City .she

was."

Renter's agent at Zurich states that agents are con-

ducting a diligent and systematic hunt for copper through-

out Switzerland, according to the London Financial

Tunes. They are penetrating the mountains to the re-

motest valleys and persuading the peasants to part with

this precious metal. Taking advantage of the ignorance

of these country people they tell housewives that their

copper utensils are burned out and offer to give them aicw

pots and kettles in exchange, which of course prove to be of

greatly inferior metal. The business is enormously jirofit-

able, since the agents pay only 2d. to 4d. a lb. for copper

which they sell to Germany for ten times as much. The

Germans are constantly finding new ways of getting cop-

per from the Swiss. There are no brass smelters in

Switzerland and taking the advantage of this the Germans

insist upon receiving an equal amount of copper for every

deliveiy of brass. And as the copper in brass weighs only

one-half to two-thirds as much as the br:i-s. a surplus

is thus obtained.
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Leo Von Rosenberg, of N'ew YoTk, is in eastern Oregon.

Kirby Thomas, New York, bas been in the Tintic district,

Utah.

Prof. F. W. Speir of the Jlichigan College of Mines has
gone to California.

Henry Krumb and F. S. Schmidt, of Salt Lake City, Utah,
are in Alaska reporting on several properties.

A. I. D'Arcy, general manager of the Atlanta Mine has
returned to Goldfield. Nev., after having visited different

places in California.

Charle«? "W. Newton, superintendent of the Consolidated In-
terstate Callahan Mining Co., Wallace, Idaho, spent several
days in Spokane this week.

W. Ray Cox, who for several years has been a mineral in-

spector of the General Land Office at Portland, Ore., has
been appointed professor of Mining and Metallurgy in the
School of Mines at the Oregon Agricultural College, Corvallis,
Oregon.

W. R. Coleridge Beadon, who has been engaged in mine
management and engineering for the past IS years in Montana,
India and Burma, chiefly for John Taylor & Sons, London,
is now investigating the possibilities of old gold workings
in the highlands of the Dekkan in India.

The New York Section of the Mining and Metallurgical
Society of America held its annual election of officers at
the Machinery Club on Sept. 16. J. E. Johnson, Jr., was
eli'cted chairman: A. H. Rogers was reelected vice-chairman
and D. M. Liddell, reelected secretary-treasurer.

F. C. Cheney, mining engineer of Cleveland, Ohio, aged 21,

formerly assayer and surveyor at the Hudson Bay Mine, Cobalt,
but recently with the Dome Lake, Porcupine. Ont., disap-
peared on Aug. 23. On that date he left Timmins to go to the
Dome Lake, and called at the Schumacher and Dome mines,
but has not been seen since, though an extended search
has been made for him.

J. M. Tuinbull, of Trail, B. C, has been appointed professor
of mining in the University of British Columbia. Mr. TurnbuU
for years has been a mining engineer with the Consolidated
Mining and Smelting Co. of Canada, Ltd., graduated from
McGill University, Montreal, in 1S97. During the long period
he has been associated with the Consolidated he has had
a close and extensive experience with the productive mining
industry of British Columbia, besides which in his capacity
of examining engineer he has travelled throughout the
various districts of the Province, so that he has acquired much
valuable information relative to its mineral resources.

John Cameron died at Virginia City, Nev.. Sept. 4, aged
7.5 years. He was for many years connected with the Yellow
Jacket Mine on the Comstock.

William H. Woodward died recently at Park City, Utah,
aged 74 years. He had been for over 30 years a prospector
and operator in that district and had located several important
mines.

James Hendrickson was killed in the Albion tunnel at Alta,
Utah, Sept. 16. The miners struck a heavy flow of water on
that day, which was followed by a large volume of carbon
dioxide. Mr. Hendrickson, with another man, both armed
with oxygen helmets, went into the tunnel to open up the
air line, but was overcome, notwithstanding the helmet. He
was a mining engineer, a graduate of Columbia University
and had been in Colorado and Utah about 12 years past.

SOCIETEES

American Institute of MetalM—The ninth annual meeting
will be held at Atlantic City, N. J., Sept. 28-Oct. 1, and
will be a joint meeting with the American Foundrymen's
Association. Many interesting papers are promised.

American Electrochemical Society— A meeting of the New
York section was held at the New Grand Central Palace,
Sept 25. The speakers of the evening were: John Barrett

—

"The Great Pan American Opportunity." Thos. H. Norton

—

"The Possibilities of Niagara for American Electrochemistry."

Franlilln Institute, Philailelpliia—The program of lectures
to be delivered at the 1915-1916 meetings has been published.
Among them are the following relating to metallurgical sub-
jects: Oct. 20, 1915—"Recent Progress in the Metallurgy of
Copper," by H. O. Hofman. Dec. 2, 1915—"Magnetic Invest-
igations of Iron and Steel," by John D. Ball. Dec. 9, 1915

—

"Smoke as a Source of Atmospheric Pollution," by W. F. M.
Goss. Mar. 30, 1916—"Some Problems in Physical Metallurgy
at the Bureau of Standards," by George K. Burgess. Apr.
6, 1916—"Use of Powdered Coal in Metallurgical Processes,"
by C. J. Gadd. Apr. 13, 1916—"Heat Measurement as Related
to the Industries," by Charles W. Waidner.

Vale Engineering Association—There has been recently
formed an organization among graduates of Yale University
known as the "Yale Engineering Association," the purposes
and objects of wliich are clearly set forth in a circular letter

which has been widely distributed to Yale graduates. The
officers of the Association consist of: President, Edwin M.
Herr, Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co.: vice-

president, Harry N. Covell, Lidgerwood Manufacturing Co.:

secretary-treasurer, Richard T. Dana, consulting engineer
While any Yale graduate is eligible for membership, yet

the association naturally appeals more strongly to those who
are engaged in engineering pursuits, transportation or manu-
facturing. It is proposed to hold the first meeting of the
association in Nt-w Haven the early part of November.

American I>lining Congress—The meeting of this body was
held in San Francisco, Sept. 20-22. The provisional program
provided for the opening session on Monday morning, Sept.
20, aid for the afternoon address on "What the United
States Bureau of Mines is Doing and Hopes to Do for the
Metalliferous Mining Industry," Van H. Manning; "Plain
Writing," Dr. Gi-orge Otis Smith: "Federal Influence in the
Settlement of Industrial Disputes," Dr. Martin D. Foster.

Tuesday's sessions were devoted to reports of Committees
on Prevention of Mine Accidents, on UnifO!m Mine Reports,
on Alaskan Affairs, and on Revision of Mineral Land Laws.
Papers were: "Rights of "W^ay Over the Public Domain,"
Hon. Charles S. Thomas: "The Right of Appeal from Decisions
of the Interior Department in Cases Where the Government
is Charged with an Interest," H. H. Schwartz; State versus
Federal Leasing of Natural Resources Where Government
Control is Essential to Public AVelfare" (general discussion);
"California's Water Infiltration Law," Fletcher McN. Ham-
ilton.

At noon memorial exercises in honor of the late Dr.
Joseph A. Holmes, Chief of the Bureau of Mines, were held.

In the evening the business meeting and election of officers

wei'e held.

The sessions on Wednesday, Sept. 22, were devoted to re-
ports of the Committee on Resolutions, on Mine Taxation, on
Mining Investments, on Freight and Ore Treatment Rates.
Papers and addresses on "The Development of Mine Taxation
in Arizona," G. H. Dowell: "Mining on Government Indian Res-
ervations," F. Lynwood Garrison; "Workmen's Compensation
Insurance and the Coal Mining Industry," Herbert M. Wilson:
"The New Plan of Mining Insurance," David Ross; "Mining
Hazards on the Pacific Coast," Dr. F. L. Hoffman: "The Iron
Resources of I'tah." Prof. Fred J. Pack; "The Future of
the American Zinc Industry," Otto Ruhl; "Interesting Phases
of the .\nthraeite-Mining Industry," Dr. E. W. Parker;
"Federal Control of the Coal Mining Industry," including a
discussion of the Sherman Law, the Clayton Bill, and the
Federal Trade Commission, Rush C. Butler.

On Wednesday evening a complimentary banquet tendered
to Van. H. Manning, the new Director of the United States
Bureau of Mines.

The James Quartz Mill & Crusher Co., Denver, Colo. Cata-
log No. 12. Quartz Mills and Crushers. 20 pp., illus., 6x9 y2

inches.

The Brown Hoisting Machinery Co., Cleveland, Ohio. Cat-
alog U. Brownhoist Transfer Cars and Larries. 32 pp., illus.,

6x9 inches.

"Sullivan Machinery Co, 122 South Michigan Ave., Chicago,
111. Bulletin No. 72. Sullivan Drill Sharpener. 24 pp., illus.,

6x9 inches.

The Electric Storage Battery Co., Philadelphia, Penn
Handbook H L. Low Voltage Isolated Electric Light and
Power Plants with the Chloride Accumulator. 52 pp., Illus.,

6x9 inchfs.
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SAX FR.VXCISCO—Sept. 1.'.

Patrick freek Copper Minex, owned by W. Duley and O. B.
l^aiiff. of Cfescent City, have been taken on a purchase option
by George P. Renter and Arthur A. Slobbling, of Portland,
Ore. The mining districts in Del Norte County have the
great disadvantage of lack of adequate transportation. The
only travel or connection is by steamer to San Francisco
or Portland and Seattle. The proposed railroad now under
construction from Gj-ants Pass, Ore., to Crescent City will
put the Del Norte districts in direct transportation connection
with the Southern Pacific and will aid very largely in the
development of the copper ores in Del Norte and Siskiyou
Counties. The Queen of Bronze mine in Josephine County,
Ore., and the Britten mine in California are shipping copper
ore to Kennett, by way of the new railroad. The possibilities

of northwestern California and southeastern Oregon will soon
be made evident, and if the proper methods of development
are applied to that region, they will add very largely to the
future gold and copper production of the Pacific Coast.

Seuii-AIonthly Pay Day provided for by law passed by the
last legislature does not appeal to miners generally. At the
Argonaut in Amador County, the company has proposed to

make the semi-rnonthly pay day optional with the men. Those
who wish their money twice a month instead of once will be
accomodated. It is probable that the majority at this and
other Mother Lode mines will express their preference for

the monthly pay day. Miners can see very little merit or
advantage in the law, especially when w-orking for reliable

operators, and they are not much disposed to changing their

habits in the matter of paying their bills which formerly have
been settled once a month. So far as the mine owners are
concerned, the law necessitates more labor in the clerical

departments and some inconvenience probably, but this is

of no great imp'ortance so far as it affects the industry
generally. Mine owners and employees are not the only
persons to be considered under this law. In fact they furnish
rather a small proportion. There are other industries whose
employees will be very largely benefited by semi-monthly
pay days, and the law was meant for their benefit, without
particular consideration of the mining industry. At any rate
the industry will not suffer by reason of the law and it is

not going to disturb mining men enough to make a fuss about.
By the active work of the California Metal Producers Asso-
ciation, and its' friends in the lobby of the last legislature,

some very bad bills were killed and while some bills got by
which are not particularly to the advantage of the industry,

mining men have nothing particular to grieve about and
should be very well satisfied w-ith present conditions. The
mine-safety rules are being got into good shape, the mine-
insurance rates have been reduced, and altogether the mining
industry has fared better than it has in a good many years
past so far as legislation affects it.

{jKXVER—Sept. 16

.\ STew and Standard-Gage Ronte into the San Juan mining
region is being sought by the Denver & Rio Grande Ry. En-
gineers believe they have found a practicable route starting

from the station of South Fork, between Del Norte and
Creede, following up a water grade, crossing the San Juan
Mountains in Mineral County and then traversing the rough
prairie to Durango. President B. F. Bush and party of rail-

road officials have been touring the proposed route by wagons.

Charses of Fraud that had been preferred by Rufus C.

Elder and Frank E. Mann against Samuel D. Nicholson.
Julius Rodman and John A. Ew-ing. all prominent in Lead-
ville mining, were. dismissed by Judge John A. Rimer of the

tr. S. District Court, Denver. This suit was brought a year ago
by executors of the estate of George W. Elder, a stockholder
in various Leadville mining companies controlled by the

above defendants and allied with the Guggenheim interests.

The Denver Branch of the I'nited States ^[int. according to

Thomas Annear. supeiintendent, is the storehouse of upward
of $465,000,000 worth of coin and bullion. He believes that

Colorado will during 1915 produce from $8,000,000 to $10,000.-

non more in gold and silver than it did last year. For the

past four months, the mint receipts from Co'orado mines have
been nearly 25% above normal. More bullion is stored in

the mint at Denver than in any other building in the world.
it is believed. The coina.ge department is at present making
only silver quarters.

Entire Holdlniis of the Tin Cup (;old DredeinK Co. were
sold, Sept. 2, by the United States court of bankruptcy, Denver.
The property comprises a fine hydro-eleotric power-generat-
ing plant at St. Elmo, in Chaflee County; a transmission line
thence over the continental range to Tin Cup, in Gunnison
County, about 16 miles: a complete gold dredge with 3%-
cu.ft. buckets; 2.300 acres of dredgeable ground; and a com-
plete equipment of buildings, churn drill and tools. This
valuable outfit was sold for $5,000 to Colorado Springs parties.
One more recorded instance of failure in a promising mining
enterprise resulting from management by inexperienced men
and a heavy promotion overload. The complete outfit w-as
never given a reasonable chance to operate.

BUTTE—Sept. 14

.Vlthoush the Butte Mining Compan!e.<< Paid in wages in
August about $3.i0,000 less than they did in July, neverthe-
less the payrolls last month aggregated $1,700,000. July
was the biggest month in the history of the Butte mines,
so far as the payment of wages is concerned, although
the output of copper and the net earnings were not nearly
so large as during some previous month.s. There are fully
13,000 men employed in the Butte mines and the rate of
wages fell from $4 to $3.75 per day because copper sold under
17c. in August, the rate of wages being based on the price
of copper. The Anaconda company alone paid out $1,180,000
for wages in August. The Butte & Superior paid out $170.-
000, which was about $5,000 less than in July, and the North
Butte paid $93,000. the East Butte $90,000. the Butte-Ballak-
lava $15,000 and the Clark properties $60,000. It is estimated
that the mining companies and other employers of labor in
Butte pay out a total of $2,600,000 in wages each month.

The Output of Copper is being gradually increased by
the mining companies but the total is still far from what
it was a few years ago. The Anaconda company official
report of August production shows the output to have been
22.800,000 lb., the largest production of any month this year,
and that includes the output of the North Butte company,
nearly 1,800,000 lb., and some other custom product. During
the other months of the present year the Anaconda company
reported production as follows: January, 13.700,000 lb.; Feb-
ruary, 15.100.000 lb.; March. 19.000.000 lb.: April. 21,800,000 lb.;

May. 20,500,000; June. 22.100.000 lb.; July, 22,100.000 lb. In
August of last year the output was but 14.750,000 lb., and in
1913 it was 22,500,000; in 1912. 25,250,000 lb. The copper-pro-
ducing companies now are the Anaconda, North Butte. East
Butte, Butte-Alex Scott, Elm Orlu, Davis-Daly, Butte-Ballak-
lava, rilot-Butte and Tuolumne. About the only develop-
ment company operating in Butte at the present time is the
Rainbow, a Cole company, which is engaged in developing
the Rainbow and Butte & Dondon properties. Sinking was
resumed in the Rainbow shaft a few weeks ago and in the
Butte & London last week.

S.VLT LAKE CITV—Sept. 1«

The Salt Lake Stock and Mining Exchange appointed
delegates to the National Brokers Convention in San Fran-
cisco, Sept. 21 and 22, as follows: George H. Dern, W. D.
Nebeker, J. C. Dick. Fred C. Dern, and J. A. Hogle. Messrs.
G. H. Dern. Dick and Nebeker have also been appointed dele-
gates to the American Mining Congress, which meet.s at San
Francisco during the same week.

SEATLE—Sent. 13

Loiver River Claims are Shon'ing Up 'Well under develop-
ment, an aveiage of 50c. a yard being obtained from the
claims in the open cuts. Considerable activity is also in

evidence in the camp. About 36 operators now are busy doing
development work.

The Strike .VniouK Miners at Long, near Kub.v, has closed
ilown many placer claims, and only two employing concerns
are operating on Long and Bear Pup Creeks. -A. good many
of the men affected by the strike are scattering to other
creeks and some are leaving the district entirely. The
operators offer to pay $4 a day for mucking, but the men
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want $5 and have struck to enforce their demands. At
present tliere is no indication of a compromise, as the mine
owners say the ground will not stand the wage scale.

WALLACE—Sept. 17

The Contpoverwy Between the Hercules Mining Co. and
the American Smelting & Refining Co., which has been occupy-
ing the attention of this district for the last three months,
still affords material for much interesting speculation. Hav-
ing failed to secure a satisfactory contract for the treat-

ment of its ores, the Day interests, which control the Her-
cules, opened negotiations for the old Northport smeltery,

near the British line in the State of Washington, owned by
an English company. These negotiations resulted in the
purchase of the plant by the Days for $80,000. The plant

has long been idle and is said to have originally cost over
11,000,000. The Days evidently intend to embark in the
smelting business, not only handling the ore of the Hercules
and other mines they control, but will do a custom business
also. The smeltery was built to handle copper ores and is

now being remodeled to treat lead ores also. There are a

number of interesting features in connection with this move
on the part of the Days, and the belief still prevails in some
quarters that the purchase of the Northport plant was
merely a bluff to force the A. S. & R. to make concessions to

the Hercules. The owners of the Hercules are not a unit

on the smelting proposition. The company is not incorpor-

ated and it is known that at least two of the large own-
ers, August Paulson and D. W. Hutton, of Spokane, have
declined to go into the smelting enterprise. It was therefore

up to the Days, Harry L,., Eugene R., and Jerome J., to fur-

nish the sinews. It is now learned that the funds for the

extensive work that is going on in rebuilding the Northport
plant are being provided by the Tamarack & Custer Consoli-

dated Mining Co., which is controlled by the Days. This
company is incorporated under the laws of the State of

Nevada, which it appears give practically unlimited jiowers

to the three members of the executive board. This company
has a large ore i-eserve and for several years has been
operating steadily, but has never paid a dividend. Its sur-

plus is estimated as high as $600,000 and it appears that this

money is to be used to overhnul and restore the old smeltery

to a condition of activity. Another interesting feature of the

situation is that Harry L. Day, one of the brothei-s who
dominate the Hercules and Tamarack & Custer, is still presi-

dent and general manager of the Federal Mining & Smelting
Co., a subsidiary of the American Smelting & Refining

Co., with which the Days are now at loggerheads and with
which they are preparing to compete in the smelting of

Coeur d'AIene ores and the ores of other districts.

CHISHOLM, MINN Sept. IS

With the "Satety-Firxt" Iiiea in mind, the Oliver Iron

Mining Co. is experimenting with a snicill attachment on the

shoes of its surface timber crew, to permit of greater ease

and safety in getting over the logs. The device is a small
piece of sole leather with a spiked plate, and is detach-
able. It has been found a good safeguard against loss of

footing because of loose bark, rolling logs, snow, ice, etc.

DULUTH—Sept. 18

Bathtubs in Miners' Cottages are to be tried on the Mesabi
range. At Chisholm. a local plumber has been given a con-
tract to install bathrooms in 11 company houses of the Oliver
Iron Mining Co. in Monroe Location. This is in line with the
welfare work being done by the company.

Taxes and Penalties aggregating $67,794.84 have been paid
by the Oliver Iron Mining Co. and Pickands-Mather Co. on
mining property in Hibbing, Minn. Such taxes were paid only
on mining property held under state leases, indicating that
the operators propose to take no chances on the possible
forfeiture of their state leasehold interests, as all state leases
contain the usual clause requiring prompt payment of taxes.
Oflicials of the above two companies, as well as the remain-
ing nine operators, state that this small payment does not
mean the abandonment of the fight against the alleged mu-
nicipal extravagance of the Hibbing officials. No other part
of the $1,500,000 tax levy has been paid by the mining com-
panies.

H01'(;HT0N—Sept. 20
The Proposal to Cou.solid!ite Centennial with Osceola has

not been heard from further, although the proposal is by no
means dead. There have been two meetings of large share-
holders, entirely independent of the Calumet & Hecla inter-

ests and at these it was determined not to go ahead with
matter in hand until the results of the Tamarack proposal to

sell out all individual holdings to the Calumet & Hecla should
materialize or should be dropped. The belief is general that
thf- average miner or shareholder in Calumet has a pretty
fail knowledge of thi- conditions underground In both of these

properties and Centennial shareholders are waiting to see
what sort of a proposal the Calumet & Hecla is willing to

accept from the Tamarack and then they will go ahead and
make their proposal to the Osceola. W. E. Parnall. who was
here making an examination of the Tamarack, in connection
with the proposal to sell out. has completed his underground
investigation and returned east.

The New Arcadian is now operating a small crew of men
at a point 1,400 ft. south of present shaft. It is hoped to pick
up the same rich amygdaloid that is now making such a con-
tinued good showing in each opening in the main shaft. The
point where this preliminary work on a possible second shaft
is going forward is the pit where work was undertaken 5

years ago. At that time the overburden was found to be
30 ft. deep and it was expensive work to get to the solid rock.

This pit has been unwatered and the first blasts uncovered
some good-looking amygdaloid, much like that taken from the

first shaft. The conglomerate, presumably the Calumet, was
shown in three points in the shaft and in two diamond-drill
cores in previous records. Assuming that the amygdaloid is

about the same distance east of the conglomerate in this

mineral formation, present locality ought to disclose the for-

mation in quantity and quality.

NEGAINEK, MICH.—Sept. 1!)

There ^Vlll Be Very Little Ore Left in stock when the ship-

ping season conies to a close this year. The piles at the

Negaunee. Maas. Hartford, Rolling Mill. Mary Charlotte.

Breitung Hematite and Queen Group will all be forwarded.
These are the only operating mines at present, with the
exception of the South Jackson, which is operated only during
the summer months and which will ship about 60,000 tons this

year. Negaunee is now in as good a condition as any city

in the Michigan iron district, -with a number of large mines,
and all ore to be loaded and sent out. There should be no
worry about the winter there. If it is true that the price

of ore is to be advanced 50c. before next spring, the operators
will want to get out all that they can and have it ready to

ship. Higher prices also mean that some mines that are now
idle are apt to be started up again. Some of the high-cost
producers always have a difficult time breaking even when
the market prices are low, but they are able to derive a
profit when bessemer ore is selling above $4 and nonbessemer
is above $.3. The present prices are $3.75 for bessemer and $3

for nonbessemer.

GRAND R.VPIDS, MINN.—Sept. 1!»

Operati€»ns in Itasca C€>unty are epitomized in tlie report

of the mine inspector covering the period from Feb. 1, 1915, to

July 1, 1915, just published. It shows that there are 21 mines
in the territory and that 10 were operated dui'ing the period

covered by the report. Six of them shipped ore during that

time. Sti'ipping operations were carried on by five companies.
The Hill-.\nnex removed the largest amount of dirt during
the five months, stripping 746,000 cu.yd. The Canisteo came
second, with 214.000 cu.yd. Other mines stripping were the

Bennett, Quinn-Harrison and the Hawkins. The greatest
shipment of ore was from the Canisteo pit, at Coleraine, with
442,000 tons. Other shipments were as follows: Hill mine.
266.000 tons; Holman, 240,000 tons; Judd. 95,000 tons; Missis-

sippi, 153,000 tons: Hawkins, 61,000 tons: Quinn-Harrison,
136,000 tons. During the period 1,285 men were employed.
Of these 1,113 worked on surface. Only 172 were employed
underground. There were but two fatal accidents during the
five months, a far better record than for any previous period
since the district was opened. Otherwise no one suffered seri-

ous injni'ies, fractures or amputations. The minor accidents
were few in number. It can be clearly seen that the "safety-
first" campaign is having good results. Since the period cov-
ered by the i-eport. activities have been greatly increased.
More mines are working and more men are employed. The
outlook is very bright on that part of the Mesabi.

TORONTO—Sept. 18

From the Ne*v Kon'lcash (iold Eieltl man.v prospectors have
returned discouraged with the impression that there are few
favorable indications outside of the original discovery. The
expectations of claimholders have since been revived by an-
other important find, distant 15 miles from the King Dodds
discovery, from which rich samples are shown, which is

regarded as indicating the extent of the field. While the geo-
logical formation is considered as favorable, there are few
rock outcrops, and much stripping away of the overburden
must be done before the value of the field can be determined.
Under these conditions it is not likely that supei-ficial pros-
pecting will result in further sensational finds, and though
prospecting parties are still going in, there is little disposi-
tion on the part of capitalists to make investments before the
value of the field is established. The report of Percy Hop-
kins, assistant geologist of Ontario, which will probably be
made public in a few days, is awaited with much interest.
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ALASKA
PATTERSON AND FINLET (Fairbanks)—Have made their

fourth cleanup on Livengood creek. About 223 oz. of dust
were taken out, netting ?3,!tS2, which averages $17.86 per
ounce.

ROSS & BTROXS CLAIMS (Nome)—A four-horse team
load of ore has been brought out and shipped to the Taconia
smeltery for treatment. It was blocked out of a quartz
stringer in bedrock, 40 ft. from the surface, and has a high
mineral content.

THOMAS-CULROSS (Valdez)—Has started development
work on larger scale than heretofore, owing to extraordinary
value of ore recently uncovered. Property is located near
Thomas Bay, on Culross Island, in Port Wells district, 70
miles from Valdez. Last shipment made to Tacoma smeltery
showed value of $140 per ton. Vein is exposed for distance
of 1.500 ft. and runs from sea level to the top of the
Coast Range.
YUKON GOLD (Dawson)—Has bought 3% miles of placer

ground on Greenstone creek, in the Ruby camp, and will
install a dredge there soon, according to reports. Company
took ground under option year ago and only recently fin-
ished prospecting it. Dredge with 3% -ft. buckets will be
installed and opei'ated by steam, as it has been found the
creek is not long enough to warrant installation of all the
necessary equipment for an electrical plant.

ARIZONA
Gila County

INSPIRATION (Miami)—During August mill handled 85,-
000 tons of ore. Made extraction of S3 per cent, against
a predicted recovei'y of S5 per cent, when mill reaches ca-
pacity. September tonnage expected to be 125.000 tons.

CAI.IFORMA
Amailor County

AN IMPROVISED MILL has been constructed by Harry
Troop in Pioneer district and reported to be doing good
work. Mortar block size of common die is sunk in the ground
8 or 10 ft. Two pieces of timber 6xl0-in. section, 10 ft. high,
are bolted to two sides of the mortar block. Sides are boarded
up proper height aTid die placed therein. Screen is fast-
ened above die and ordinary iron fittings are used.

CLINTON (Jackson)—Six men working at this gravel
mine, using water hoist to lift boulders and heavy gravel
out of pit. The bar is about 100 ft. deep and produces coarse
gold.

KENNEDY (Jackson)—RoUa ^Vhite, underground engi-
neer, was caught in sheave at the hoist, Aug. 28. He was
coming out of shaft riding bail of skip and hoist engineer
not noticing him gave him no time to get off at collar of
shaft.

PRODUCE DEVELOPMENT (lone)—Cleaning, drying and
shipping kaolin and sand is in progress. When present
cleanup is finished' a steam drier will be installed. Company
will manufacture pottei-y and other products, iloi-e men will
be employed.

EAST EUREKA (Sutter Creek)—This mine, originally
Poundstone, is reported to have been bonded to Alexander
Rennie. Property is equipped with 20-stainp mill, which was
built about three years ago. Mine has been idle foi; year or
more. Preparation is being made for unwatering old shaft.

CENTRAL EUREKA (Sutter Creek)—Directors at San
Francisco levied an assessment of 5c. a shai-e. Indications
on lower levels are that little more work should disclose
large orebodies. During this development mill will crush
ore from three lowest 'levels. Company employs 100 men
James A. Davis is supeiintendent.

Butte County
WATER FOR ELECTRIC POWER amounting to 6000 in.

has been applied for in Little Butte Creek by Malcolm D.
W. Greene, to be applied to mining property on Magalia
Ridge. It is purposed to generate 1500 hp.

KIdorado County
LARKIN (Placerville)—Suit to quiet title decided in Su-

perior Court in favor of Charles F. Becker, who has been in
possession for past five years. Property formerly controlled
by Larkin Mining Co. Company trustees did not contest
Becker's rights.

Inyo County
DARWIN DISTRICT has good prospect of development.

Tex Hall and Frank Paul, of Ely. Nev., have IS men em-
ployed sampling some of the mines.

ANTIMONY ORES amounting to 25 tons daily reported
being shipped from Wild Rose Caiion. Ore is hauled by motor
trucks to Trona, thence shipped east b.v rail.

CALMICH (Deadwood)—Development shaft will be sunk
to 100 ft. Installation of hoist and other machinery con-
templated if development should warrant.

BONNELLY GULCH (Lewiston)—New 5-stamp mill under
construction at this mine near Deadwood. Property is owned
by Wallick. Davis. Johnson and Blakemore, who are prac-
tical miners and mill men.

SKIDOO (Skidoo)—Preparations being made to install
44-hp. gas engine for auxiliary purposes. The 24-mile pipe
line carrying water to the mill has required some repairs
during hot weather. Mine in good condition.

AMERICAN (Zabriskie)—Reported that operations will be
resumed by Harris. Gilbert and Baker, of Nevada and Zabris-
kie, who purchased property from estate of Andrew Mc-
bhane, who located mine 17 years ago. Ore is said to be
high grade.

McCAUSLAND (Zabriskie)—Increase in milling capacit\
irom 40-ton Lane mill to 150 tons is contemplated. Series
°f„veins from 2 to 6 ft. in width carries ore running from
»12 to $200 per ton. Mill is operated below sea level. Ross D.
McCausland is superintendent.

BISHOP CREEK (Bishop)—Ore averaging $13 per ton is
being crushed, with approximate recovery of 84-;. Installation
of slimes table for making closer recovery is contemplated.
Ledge shows average width of 17 ft. Low-grade ore run-
ning $7 per ton is held in reserve.

IBEX (Zabriskie)—Lead and zinc ore being extracted anci
shipped on burros 15 miles to Tonopah & Tidewater R.R.
Lead ore is said to run about 38% lead and the zinc ore 68 Cc
zinc. Veins are parallel and ore comes from depth not
greater than 75 ft. Twenty men are employed.

PAMLICO PLACER (Bishop)—Placers in Hawthorne dis-
trict formerly owned by Burns, Blackburn & Schumaker taken
over upon payment of $2,000 cash on purchase price of $20,-
000. Stated that gravel contains about $4 per vard. Company
organized by Senator Key Pittman and H. S. Bradv, of
Nevada.

CERRO GORDO MINES (Keeler)—Lease held by Louis D.
Gordon expired Sept. IS. Property taken over by company
without change in operation, and with Mr. Gordon as manager.
Production of zinc in August was 1.620 tons. In first half
of September, or to Sept. IS. estimate is 1,200 tons of zinc
and 200 tons of lead. Tramway from mine to Keeler is com-
pleted and handling 100 tons of ore per dav. Company em-
ploys 150 men.

Madera County
DAULTON (Madera)—Copper ore that has lain on dump for

several years will be treated in old smelterv which has
been out of commission for 13 years. J. P. Pennell, of Fresno,
has leased property from Walter Smith, of Madera. Leaching
plant has been installed to treat 2,000 tons of sulphide ore.

Xevada County
ME.^DOW LAKE DISTRICT is becoming active. Mrs.

Tolo Wyment has given bond on her property where number
of men are improving road over mine to lake. John C. Clark
is rebuilding road from Meadow Lake to Three John mine.
Good strike of ore was recently made at Gold Dollar mine,
which has encouraged new development.

NEVADA COUNTY MINES CO. (Grass Vallev)—Companv
has taken over Union Mine on Banner Mountain. D. W.
Shanks, formerly superintendent of Union Hill Gravel Mines
in Trinity County and J. Nelson Nevius, mining engineer of
Los Angeles, are organizers of company. Unwatering of
225 -ft. shaft will begin immediately. Gasoline engine used
to operate pump. ilir.e was an early-day producer.

Placer County
DREDGING ON BEAR RIVER below Dog Bar Bridge will

be undertaken by Thomas Donahue and associates, of Seattle.
Understood that California type bucket-elevator dredge will
be installed, to cost $75,000.

HERMAIN (Westville)—Operation resumed and 10-stamp
mill in commission. Large amount of supplies being taken
in for winter which begins early; heavy snows prevent pack-
ing during that season.

PInuias County

ROBINSON (Quincy)—Posey and Miller, representing Colo-
rado men. have taken bond on this quartz mine in Graham
basin. Installation of roller mill is contemplated. It is also
intended to build 6-mile road from basin to Junction House
on Oroville road.

Sislayoa County

CHROME DEPOSITS at Dunsmuir recently purchased bv
Clarence M. Oddie, have been sufficiently developed to sup-
pl.v limited quantity of ore. Property was old producer,
but is so situated that it cannot be economically worked
in winter months.

HEAD WATER (Yreka)—J. E. McBride, of New York,
who became interested in this property on north fork of
Humbug Creek 16 years ago, recently made business visit and
prepared for sinking shaft on ledge, which has been developed
by assessment w-ork.

DAVIS CONSOLIDATED (Happy Camp)—Property closed
down for season on August 25, having had an average quan-
tit>- of w-ater. Before resuming operations on Nov. 1, saw-
mill 9 miles distant from mine will be overhauled and a
supply of lumber cut. Main 30-in. pipe line on bedrock will
be extended west 400 ft.: 1.100 ft. of 22-in. pipe and two
300-ft. strings of 15-in. feeder pipe will be entirely relaid.

Shasta County
NOBLE ELECTRIC STEEL CO. (Heroult)—Second fur-

nace blown in working on chrome ore mined at Lowery, Te-
hama County. Since resumption of operation eorapany has
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manufactured 600,000 lb. of ferromanganese Fifteen car-loads have been shipped to Easte.n points in Illinois West

TiKiliinine Cciuiity
CHILANO (Jamestown)—Charles Gillis, owner, reported tohave interested men in this property which will be TeopenedRAWHIDE (Jamestown)—Reported that negotiations arein progress tor purchase of this property by Nevada ^nenRawhide was one of important mines operated bv CaptainNeville during his prosperous days of .Alother Lode mining.

Yuba County
MOTHER LODE MINING CO. (Marvsville)—Superior Courthas made restraining order prohibiting the company fromworking property in Indiana Ranch district claimed bvRed Ravine Mining Co.

COLORADO
ll<»ulfler County

AMERICAN (Gold Hill)—Is erecting 50-ton amalgama-
tion mill below and adjacent to outcrops of numerous closelyspaced, nearly vertical veins. Extensive prospecting bv(renches, cuts and adits has proved wide belt of thoroughly
oxidized siliceous free-milling material, worth about $4 perton and which, it is believed, can be mined and treated forabout $1.30 per ton. James H. Caldwell, of Denver is presidentand manager.

Clear Creek County
COMMONWEALTH (Georgetown)—Imperial Minin^- Coshipped lot running 2.74 oz. gold. 60 oz. silver, 22% lead and

9 7r copper.
NORMAN (Silver Plume)—Mine dump is being sorted andshipped by Lampshire & Co. to Mendota mill, where it is con-verted into good lead-silver concentrates.
CAPITAL (Georgetown)—Bruce & Co. and Hummer & Sonare taking out very good gold-silver-lead ore. Mill is keptbusy on ores produced by company and leasers.
MENDOTA (Silver Plume)—Chappell and Lvon makemonthly shipments of lead-silver-gold ore worth about $60per ton. Stephen Bros, are mining narrow vein of lead-

(ilpin County

.
GILPIN-EUREKA (Central City)—From 30 cords of oremined by McCallister & Co. on 600 level, mill recovered

retort weighing ,54 oz., worth nearly $S00.
IN(3ALLS (Central City)—Leasing company has settled

for S tons high-grade smelting ore at 5.20 oz. gold, 27 9 ozsilver and 5.65 'y copper, worth net about $115 per ton
GILPIN-ORION (Central City )—Leasers' last shipmentfrom 2-ft. vein—11 tons—was to Globe smeltery. Denver andgave returns of 7.46 oz. gold, 10.0 oz. silver and"2 4^'. copper
FRONTENAC (Russell Gulch)—Six sets of leasers areworking m levels 5, 6, 7 and 8 and, during August, shipped 14tramway carloads to Iron City mill, in addition to 2 rai'l-load carloads of smelting ore sent to Denver.
BATES (Black Hawk)—Leasing company shipped to Den-f"- smelting IS tons of ore running 1.16 oz. gold 10 '>5

""
^
""" copper. Carload lot of concentrate shipped„i,i _ ., o „„

ilver.

ver
oz. silver and 1.

to same works ran 0!S7 oz. gold and' 3.o'

OLD TOWN (Russell Gulch)—Hutchens lease shipped 24carloads via Gilpin County tramway to Iron City mill. BlackHawk, and recovered retort weighing 24 oz. and 20 tonsof concentrate assaying 1.90 oz. gold and 2.0 oz. silver Tram-way cars average about S to 10 tons of sulphide ore theircapacity being each one cord, the county's unit of measure-ment for mill ore.

.
COEUR D'ALENE (Central City)—William F. Gray, sup-erintendent, states that most of his work done this summer

,'n i?vi'it"«"f.,*,'"7^ °4-'- P''°P?'t>' has been in main shaft andin ICNeLs 6 and 7. Five raises have been made to block ore
S? -n^n ? ®!' <=;osscut IS being driven to catch vein. Breastof ,00 level shows 4 ft. of mill dirt that is shipped to andtreated in Buell mill, near Black Hawk.

soli^^tYrt'^M-^
'R;^^s^" Gulch)—All property of Pewabic Con-

TT„u»i*ot'^f'"^'' ^°V ^'^? ,''^«" ^°1<' at auction by trustee of

canitalis^l wiir°"''*T^"'^
bankruptcy. Representing Easterncapitalists, William F. Gray secured entire holdings for $30,-

mine H/t"h,!«
^'"'"'^

\H'^'' "* machinery and buildings on
a hniUHr,i?= o'"^,?""''"^V'"

unpatented and 11 patented claims.
Town V,?i\^f

^ machinery. This mine, adjacent to Oldtown mine, was formerly active prosperous.

kes.hi^ilJi^^^^'^'H (Russell Gulch)—Manager Auger ma
net? in ^^.''""S'"?'!^

<=''^''y "1°""^. alwayl marketing pr
The five 1r,Jr'?i. V-^

representing different working faces.

vaiMed fn ir,^,i:?I.
August were not so large as usual. Thev

at following mfn^*"
*''°'"

\ *" ^^ '°"^ ^ach and were settled
? 4H ol ^ uJ, b'?^"""

and maximum assays: Gold, 4.18 oz.—3.13 oz.. Sliver, (,.i5 oz.—12.0 oz.; copper. 61'^r 172% Three
wefghi?ig ov;r"f':',^\n^i ^•i"''"'

S"«n''tral City, yielded retor?

^z lo d aSd 5 nf .li
' '^

^^''J'J concentrates running 1.85

mill retin-ned ir, r, ^'''T'-*
Eight cords treated in Iron City

inning "l.l
6

'oz'gol;, ;,'n'r'n.l?"ol lil^e";-"^"'
°' concentrates

I..lke County

•, shJff^i?? .fZ^^' 'Leadville)-Entire surface plant at No.
ni^hf »Xni„l^V„'^°^''''\-''^' ^\^ *hat broke out in middle ofnight, entailing loss estimated at .$10,000. George E. Cramerleasing mine, believes fire of incendiary origin simila? Arehaving destroyed plant here almost exactlv year ago

AMERICAN SMELTING & REFININg' CO. (Leadville)—Legal controversy instituted by this company against thecounty commissioners relative to tax assessment has occu-pied several weeks of attention of Judge Cavender Coiintvassessor McDonald had assessed Arkansas VaUev ' snieufnl
Un^Kf ^M"'',^n^a^'°rr.?/t^'T-'^^\

(Tompany sought a reduc?tion ot $147,000. Court decreed that assessment must helowered $74,510 and that county must refund to srnlltini

company tax already paid on this amount, together with in-terest on same After this decision, company, through itstax agent, A. B Teal, submitted petition to commissionerslequesting reduction in assessment on its property listed as
«?-'^''cnn "*?,? securities," which are represented " as worth$li3,600. Warm arguments followed in which county officer"made new demand for examination of the company's books"demand previously denied and again denied at this "time.

^T„^'^P '^'^^ (Leadville)—This mine is almost on ridge of
?^ ^»^'° ''''"^''- ?" opposite side from its headquarters. .Ibout
51) men are employed developing and mining good tonnage
of ttfe c'T's 'p*"' °n '•''''' /'' shipped via South^Park branfhof the C. ct S. Ry. Owing to high altitude with adverse cli-matic conditions and to somewhat heavv water handicapproperty remained idle for two years until George B Ber|ei'
f."hL''f,''-''"''?^

"^^ D^"^'^'' resumed operations last spring,when prices for zinc became attractive. "y^n.

.«an Mi!;uel Countv
COLORADO MA.N-GANESE (Norwood)—Has shipped five25-ton carloads of rich manganese ore that is sold to cheml-

?nV*''?''^- Ji*
'•""^,hut 0.43-. iron and sells for $65 pe" t^nf.o.b. cars PlacerviUe. ^ '

Summit County
KING SOLOMON (Breckenridge)—Daniel Davidson etalleasers have vein 6 to 40 in. thick from which thev have

Incfilad
''^''"^'^ '°'« running about $40 per ton in goTd

MONTEZUMA MINES & MILLING CO. (Montezuma)—Thiscompany, w-ith the technical guidance of James M.McClIve
nre?'"ir'';i,-'''^ T''''^

extensive flotation tests on the complexores of this abandoned d str ct and has remodeled V^iTii
(erected two years ago to operate by dry conceTt?ation) Tntoflotaliion plant. Silver Wave mine has been provided wMthan aerial tram 6,880 ft. long to this mill, and machfnerv isbeing placed on Silver Princess mine. With recent demon-stration on large scale of success of oil flot.-,tion on tXseores, this region has taken on real activity after almost eV,t^plete idleness for nearly 30 years Originallv ?hTs disWctwas prosperous while mining lead-carbonlte ores r ch in ViLver and gold When sulphides of lead, iron, copper and zincw% '";r°V"*®''''f n";*'^',

'^^•« accompanied by gangue of
of that \']f,«e

P'-«'=l"'Jed clean separation by gravitf methods

ID.\HO
SlioHhone County

CONSTITUTION (Kellogg)—This Pine C eek property hasshipped two cars of first-class zinc ore and wilT ship ^thi?d

„f ^^J'i'^KI^^^'^:^ (Wallace)—According to announcement
s,

DCSi^ith president of the Ray-Jefferson, group of fabler
fii^.'i'^^"'''*'''

^''^'^ 'Subscribed loan of $200 000 fbr furthirdeveloping mine and building mill.
luiiner

,
StJCCE.SS (Wallace)—This company has announced month

o $9o'fl(1o"" Pro'duc'^t^mlinr'
Pa^•able -Sept.. 23, and amo"n?i'ngto J.JH1, 1111(1. Pioduct mainly zinc w th a little lead PnraiioT

?rom "s^^'^fo ^'SrVe\.efITnf ^'^°h^^l;^<'
^"^'^ ''-^-^^^^

be^ng mined.
'"''^' duplicate one now

P„,\^-^^^
COONET (Burke)—Old Mark Coonev property near

?n"t'^l!' h^ ^e'n-^sol^l t"^^?'^.r l-ta"rV*'^o?%p^;;ri°e"i?"$?i-
n"e?s "In^ctj-^a^^fi^'^'^So^f? ?o^'i

'" F"^'
-^he- -e' th°r^ee*fu"r;:

o"t^^1:r ^''nu'ip^^enV ca^n" b^l" l'a°n"d^ed, ''.LT.l =J.^wnTrf '^flZstT/Jdriving 5no-ft. cro.sscut to develop vein at g, eati, dipth
IDOR.\ (Wallace)—Option on this property held bv P IDwyer, of Missoula, Mont., for $150,000, expired on SJot 15Conipany plans further development undei- management ofC E. Mallette, of Spokane. Company owns IflO-ton miU onBeaver Creek, now under lease to Tuscumbia with provisionto treat Idora ore when desired.

pi ovision

KILL BUCK (Wallace)—This property, owned by ex-Sen-ator Clark, of Montana, is to be developed^at once by extendfng
nr^si'.",

'""",*•'•
"^^"i^

'''" explore Kill Buck 900 ft belowpresent workings. Considerable ore shipped from Kill Buckin early days. Claims patented and property long been id?e
A'?,io, '\ '""*, ''"'^ ^'^="f ^^'«^t of Wallace, on Lake GulchAulcan tunnel one-half mile further west and near raUroad
r,«r«njrt°^"?"?'^°^ nVallace)-Announced this week that
crosscutXf denfh n'^f'^ior^P""',^

°" (Thicago-Boston ground andcrosscut at depth of 125 ft. shows 12 ft. commercial lead-silver
?efn

Y'":„^°"^«'«'-ahle clean shipping grade. Ore in originalvein IS gray copper running high in silver. Property is on
^n,^,f."'i"l"'

adjoining Kill Buck on east and second vein is

?,voJ^ f''
to be Identical with Kill Buck vein. Report that

tunnel
consolidated and developed through Vulcan

o^ii^^»'^'/^^''^''®'~^- ' Sweeny, manager of the Rex Con-solidated company, which recently took bond on Rex mine
hv fi,.»

* '-estoration of plant which was partially destroyedby fire recently will be completed about Sept 20, when
^(^^^=l's'''"S """t '^'"

'"L
begun, which will probably require

30 days. Property is under bond for $200,000, payable in fiveyears, or $1.)0,000, payable within one year. Reoent informa-tion IS to effect that company is preparing to pay for it onlast-named terms.
HYPOTHEEK (Kellogg)—Drifting from 1,100 level to veinapproxiinately 160 ft. Probably cut vein in less than aweek. Encountered stringer of clean galena a foot thickand numerous other stringers of quartz with more or less

ore. Oreshoot down to 900 level almost all carbonate andmanagement hopes to find shoot changed to galena on 1,100Occurrence of carbonate at that depth unknown in any othermine of district. Company shipped first car of crude ore thisweek. Plans being prepared for mill.

MICHIG.^N
Copper

MA.SS (Mass City)—Production, including unusually largeamount of barrel and mass stuff that goes directlv to" snielt-
eiy, now keeps one of furnaces at Quincy smelting plantin operation almost continuously.
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ALGOMAH (Houghton)—Has resumed sinking from thira

level. This was not accomplishe.l ^'ithout cons de^-nble mf-

flcultv. Unwatering was troublesome and then it was neces

sary 'to lay skip road to thiid level, nearly 100 ft.

H4NCOCK (Hancock)—Opening of No. 7 shaft, which is to

he worked jointly by Quincy and Hancock companus, v,ill be

in shape to figure on actual mining of rock by Oct 1

Repair crew going through shaft expects to reach bottom

before that dSte. Quincy company will, of course
^,t..f'^n

To commence hoisting rock soon after for reason that it

has its old workings at depth and it will need compara
tiv-elv little cleaning up to get into vein rock "'"the
other hand Hancock will have to do certain amount of unc'er-

Iround exploration work to develop mineral on its property

immediately adjoining.

TREMONT-DEVON (Hancock)—Diamond-drilling work
on property in Lintonagon may be resumed within a nionth

Officials of company have such plans under consideration but

as yet no definite decision has been reached. Lands con -

pHse 680 acres. Desultory work was done 9n PJ,°l'fty before

combination of two organizations as now in effect, l-iesent

con pan"purposes to dTill land thoroughly and in addition to

Spen further some of pits sunk in early days when rock run-

ning more than 25 lb. refined copper was «%"«/"'!,• ^J^^"'!
is in vicinity of Victoria, apparently in li"e of Kew eenawan
formation. Charles Smith is president; F. H Begole, vice-

president; and C. H. Hanchette, secretary and treasuiei.

FRANKLIN (Houghton)—Conglomerate rock is making
best showing of anything that ever has been taken out

of this mine In the 33rd stope, rock is averaging above

40 lb copper. This is such unusual showing that miners

are enihSsiastic about it. Indicative of assurances for

the future of this Allouez conglomerate on Franklin piop-

ertv it might be stated that company has drills at woik
on "11 levels and on 10 of these are in good average com-
mercial rock. Last week shipments of rock to mill showed
^bstant al increase in amount of Allouez conglomerate and
consequeni decrease in amygdaloid. Change resulted w
mill return of unrefined copper that was particularly satisfac-

tory and better than anything in recent past. Mine is mak-
ing money on its present tonnage; has sufficient reseives

to maintain tonnage or increase it; and Franklin has best

chance of its life to become profitable producer.

QUINCY (Hancock)—Is continuing to maintain daily rock

tonnage of 4,000 tons. Average copper content is little beu-

ter than average for recent years. Mesnard shaft showing is

improving in most northerly openings which is furtlier assur-

ance relative to rock in newer Pontiac shaft, which was
closed down when strike of 1913 began, and has "ever been

reopened. It has been rumored at various times that this

shaft would be reopened. As matter of fact it was well opened
underground, some connections with Mesnard were made and
depth continued to practically capacity of temporary hoist.

Foundations for permanent hoist and compressor plant « ei e

put in before strike. Some of machinery had arrived, but no
construction work %vas attempted, presumably because it was
realized that this work must necessarily be expensive and
with no immediate return in copper. Quincy management de-

sires first of all to build up its surplus to its accustomed
strength and maintain its dividend at same time.

Iron

CRYSTAL FALLS—The operators in this district have
granted increase in wages of 10',. This will place wage scale

back where it was prior to last fall.

PEWABIC (Iron Mountain)—Hoisting and shipping now
being done from four shafts. One shovel loading from stoclv.

Walpole again in operation. More men added to the pay roll.

BATES (Iron River)—Became shipper last Veek for first

time this season. Stock of 40,000 tons will be loaded and
Xpped. The work of putting down the shaft d_eeper is

comnleted Great deal of development work is being car-

?°ed on underground. Mine is just getting good start and
will be larger producer in 1016.

BRISTOL (Crv«ital Falls)—Contract let to Hicks & Barber
to change course of Brier Hill Creek and clear larg_e P'ece of

ground. New orebodv has been found underneath W atei

would be hindrance to underground operations. Sinking op-

erations will start as soon as contract is completed. Two
fSm- comirartment shafts will be sunk 300 ft. Ore deposit

was located by drills.

WAKEFIELD (Wakefield)—Ore sales froni here this year

amount to 62.5.000 tons. Three shovels and five locomotives

are kept busv in pit. One shovel is stripping and two loading.

Stripping will be continued all winter. Mine will probably
be called upon to deliver large tonnage next year. Ship-

ments are averaging 5,000 tons daily and will continue at that

rate until close of navigation.

MI^XKSOT V

(liyiina Hnn«e.

ADAMS (Oreland)—Mine will be unwatered immediately
upon receipt of electrical pumping equipment now ordered.

IRON MOUNTAIN (Manganese)--Company has sold S.OOO

tons of marganiferous material to Pittsburgh Steel Co., and
tonnage is going forward at rate of 4 or 5 cars daily.

ONAHMAN IRON CO. (Crosby)—This company heretofore

operating on Vermilion Range, has closed deal for Duluth-
Brainerd mine in manganiferous belt of the Cuyuna district.

Mine has been renamed "Ferro." Property is served by North-
ern Pacific Ry and has complete surface equipment although
but little underground work has been done.

Mesnlii KaiiKe

LA RUE (Nashwauk)—Mine will start shipping after long

idleness.
MAHONING (Hibbing)—Ore shipments are averaging 450

cars per day. Mine Avill be one ot heaviest Mesabi shippers

this season.
HULL-RUST (Hibbing)—This property is sending out

about 700 carloads per day. Cars average 4.5 tons each. Mis-

sabe road is handling about 1,500 cars daily from Hibbing dis-

trict.

CHISHOLM—Shovels are working off and on at CUik
Glen, Chisholm and Myers properties. _

Most of oi e in slock

has been moved. All of ore that is hoisted is going forward
to docks.

DUNWOODIE (Chisholm)—Winstoii-Dear Co. has about

computed its contract here for Arthur IMining Co. iwo shov-

els will be removed from pit next week. Arthur Mining Co.

has one shovel at work now, stripping for permanent ap-

proach.

SECTION 27 (Chisholm)—First shipment of ore was made
from here last week. It consisted of 11 V"''Sv. /-

"J fJ,K" """<}
wnrk is nroeressinir slowlv. It was not thought when shaft

work was stirtid some months ago that any shipments would
be made this year.

LEONARD-BURT (Chisholm)—One shovel is now vvorking

two shifts loading ore. Another is loading rock that s

being used to make stocking ground at Section 27 piopeity.

It is necessary to remove rock and lean ore in order to get at

better-grade "ores farther on.

QUINN-HARRISON (Nashwauk)—One unit of washing
plant now operating declared to be successful. At tun
capacity plant will handle 8,000 tons of ore per day. It s

third washing plant to be erected on Mesabi range One now
under construction at Crosby mine, Nashwauk, will be woik-
ing next month.

SHENANGO FURNACE (Chisholm)—Notice has been given

to 40 house owners to remove their property from company s

forty directly north of Monroe mine. Land is to be stripped

fhis" winter. ' Most of structures are merely shacks but some
are fairly respectable dwellings. Large deposit of ore is

known to' exist on this forty.

BUTLER BROS. (Nashwauk)—New type of steam shovel

has arrived for this firm. It is now being assembled. It

will be used in stripping Mace No. 2 mine. It weighs ilo

tons. It is similar in some respects to shovels used " coal

fields in Kansas. Dipper has capacity of six yards. D'PPer
stick in transit occupied two fiat cars. Boiler is elevated 25

ft. Shovel has circular base and swings on roller beaiings,

can be worked from any position.

MISSOIRI, OKI.AHOM.V .VND KANS.VS

FAIRCHILD AND MATHIAS .tJoplin, MM—Will drain

their lease on Rex land; are installing an Emerson pump,
which will drain ground to 130-ft. level.

BIG SQUAW (Lincolnville, Okla.)—Will rebuild mill at

old mine; most of machinery which has been removed will

be replaced with new; work will be conducted at 140 level.

OWASSA (Duenweg, Mo.)—Is to build new mill of 250

tons capacity on its lease on Mercantile land south of

Duenweg Plant will be equipped with two kludge tables, and
air compressor. Will install gas engines for power.

CHAS. EARKHEART (Galena, Kan.)—Is to build large

Plant to handle tailings only from Squires mill; will have
novel' system of roughing, cleaning and flmshing tables and
will be operated by gas engines. Mill will handle 400

tons every 10-hr. shift.

G\LENA ROYALTY & MINING (Galena, Kan.)—Has struck

another good prospect in drilling on one of eases south of

Galena. Company has several hundred act es leased toi iniii

nc mirooses it drills and prospects land and leases it out to

m'ne operators to develop and mine on royalty. Have 40 acres

already drilled and leased out.

Sill

MOXT.VN-V

pr Bow County

BUTTE &- LONDON (Butte)—Unwatering of the Butte &
London shaft was completed Sept. 11 and sinking was started

Sept 13. New electric pump has been installed at the 1,100

station and small pump at 800 has been disconnected It is

Ixoected to make 10 ft. per day in sinking and that 1.600-ft.

poFnt will be reached in November, when station will be

put in and work of crosscutting property both north and
south will be started.

BULLWHACKER (Butte)—Has again been shut down, and
negotiations are on for resumption of operations with leach-

"n| plant, which was installed some
.
y-ears ago. Experts

who have examined plant claim that with few changes plant

can be made to work successfully. With completion of acid-

prSdu^ing plant at Washoe smeltery it will be possible to

u°chase acid for leaching purposes at less than half, what
it formerly cost Bullwhacker and Butte Duluth companies.

NORTH BUTTE (Butte)—The output is now in excess of 2,-

000 000 lb. of copper per month and from P>esent indications

thp ontnut for the year will far exceed that of 1914, wnen
Ihe total pro luction was IS.421,761 lb. of copper, .1,092 300

oz of silvSr and 1.107 oz. of gold. While production dur-

ing first months of present year was only about 50^. of

noTmal, it has been steadily increasing until at Present time

ti" close to capacity of the mine. Between 750 and 800

men are Imployld as 'against less than 500 six. months ago.

Daily tonnage is about 1,200 tons and from this about 8().-

?00^b of copper is recovered. New Gi-anite Mountain
electric hoist is working splendidly and has enabled North

Butte company to make a big reduction in cost of Pi'oduc-

tioii Production is not yet back to the average of 1913 when
oie hoisted averaged 1.342 tons per day and more than

•'S 000 nOO lb. of copper was produced for year. At tnat time

average number of men employed was 800.

BARNES-KING (Butte)—Is still negotiating with Kendall

company for settlement of disputed orebpdy in North Moca^
sin ground, from which Barnes-King has been mining for Ion

time, but no settlement has yet been feached Idea of pjr

chasing all of the Kendall, company's holdings "as oeen

abandoned because of excessive price placed »", 'ts »' operty.

While controversy exists Barnes-King company has stopped

operations in all disputed ground, although g'4:^'J=':.P^^t of

orebody is recognized as belonging to Barnes-Ki g company
As consequence of dispute August output of ^^tli Moccasin

mine dropped to $14,500, whereas former months yiellcd
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about $32,000 in bullion. Only 1,464 tons of ore were mined
In August from the North Moccasin mine against former pv-
erage production of about 5,000 tons per month. At Piegan-
Gloster property, in Marysville district, considerable improve-
ment is noted. The receipts from the mill were $16,000 from
1,800 tons of ore. Tonnage is still far below the capacity
of mill. Good progress is being made in developing the
Shannon property, and showing in shaft being sunk from
tunnel level is so good that company, it is understood, is
seeking to acquire some more property adjoining Shannon.

BUTTE & SUPERIOR (Butte)—Blackrock mine of Butte
& Superior company was closed for four days last week 'o
permit of some needed repairs and suspension will probablv
result in decrease in September spelter output of company.
It had been more than year since last repairs were made
in shaft and some trouble was experienced recently. Mine
had been run at capacity for many months and no oppor-
tunity given to make needed repairs so that it became neces-
sary to close mine for several days, which was done when
Labor Dav holiday came around. With repairs just completed
company will make another long run. Production of snelter
last month was about 14,.500,O0O lb., or nearly 1,000,000 lb. in
excess of any previous month. This big output was made
in spite of fact that tonnage of approximately 45.000 tons of
ore mined and milled was not up to July tonnage. "The im-
provement in the recoveries and grade of concentrates v.-as

brought about largely through the greater efficiency of the
new machines," says Manager J. L. Bruce. "The adjustments
are better in the flotation plant now and the results are
showing what improvements have been made recently." Re-
coveries averaged 93%, while the grade of concentrates was
56';'f against 517, in former months. In regard to report
that large body of copper glance has been found in Black
Rock mine, Mr. Bruce said: "There is no truth in that re-
port. Such reports have been circulated from time to time,
but there is little or no foundation for Ihem. Once in a
while a body of copper glance will be run into in certain
parts of the mine, but tiiere is no evidence that our zinc
ores are giving way to copper in the districts where we are
mining." The same is true about reports that an unusual
strike of zinc ore had been made. Nothing new has been
found. By an order of district court few days ago $1,000,000
mortgage on Butte & Superior property was cancelled, mort-
gage having been satisfied by exchange of bonds for stock in
company. Shaft sinking is going on in the Black Rock shaft,
which has now reached depth of 1,750 ft. and station is being
cut at 1,700 ft.

SOliTH n.\KOT,\

CllMter County
FAIRVIEW MICA (Custer)—Property has been purchased

by Salt Lake parties, who have commenced operations,

Lawrence County
TROJAN (Trojan)—Equipment for fine grinding will be

installed at early date.

WASP NO. 2 (Flatiron)—Production of wolframite con-
tinues; recent shipments were sold for $15 per unit of tung-
stic acid. Mill is operating steadily on maximum tonnage

—

500 daily—of $2 gold ore.

ECHO (Maitland)—Small boiler is being installed to fur-
nish steam for sinking pump. Shaft, 175 ft. deep, will be con-
tinued to 200 ft., station and sump cut at that point, and ex-
tensive lateral work done. Station pump will be electrically
driven.

RATTLESNAKE JACK (Galena)—Milling has been sus-
pended until arrangements can be made to dispose of tailing
in some other way than running into creek. An Oliver fil-

ter has been ordered, with intention of using it as de-
waterer before stacking tailing. Plant is fine grinding
with cyanidation by Trent process.

Penninf^ton County

HOME LODE (Silver City)—Company is operating plant
of 25 tons daily capacity, treating ore containing free gold,
jamesonite, pyrite, and some lead and copper. Fine grinding
in slow-speed Lane mill is making large percentage of the
gold amenable to amalgamation. Good separation of anti-
mony mineral is made on Deister tables. Further concen-
trating equipment is to be installed at once.

UTAH
Beaver County

PALOMA GOLD & SILVER (Mllford)—Company has made
a trial shipment of copper ore that averaged IS';/ Cu, and 11
oz. Ag. A recent silver-lead shipment ran 22% Pb., 17 oz. Ag.,
and 2% Cu. Shaft will be deepened to 500 ft. Compressor
and drills being installed.

BECK TUNNEL (Silver City)—Drifting is being done south
on 1,100 level, with view to prospecting ground, on "which only
small amount of work has been done.

TINTIC (Silver City)—Work on company's mill is pro-
gressing satisfactorily, and it is expected that operation will
begin Jan. 1, with an initial capacity of 200 tons daily.
Ore from Knight and Dern properties w"ill be treated.

SCOTIA (Eureka)—About 1,000 tons of lead ore have
been hoisted, and as soon as new traction engine—expected
at mine soon—has been put in operation, about 23 tons of ore
daily will be hauled to railroad at Jericho, 18 miles from
property.

YANKEE (Eureka)—Recent strike near surface is open-
ing up satisfactorily. Shaft has been sunk 60 ft. from
surface, 40 ft. of this being in ore. Raise is being sent up
from lower tunnel to connect with it. Drifting will be un-
dertaken later.

UTAH MINERALS CONCENTRATING (Eureka)—It is
stated that this company, which has been doing experimental
work on low-grade ores from Chief Consolidated is prepar-
ing to start active operation. Other ores beside those of
Chief will probably be treated.

Salt Lake County

MICHIGAN-UTAH (Alta)—It is announced that this com-
pany has been financed for active development work, to be
started in near future. Shipments are being made from
Grizzley workings by leasers, whose lease expires Oct. 7.

After that date work In this section will be taken over by
company. City Rocks vein above Cleaves tunnel is being
worked by Triangle Mining Co., employing 30 to 40 men.

ALBION (Alta)—Large flow of water has been tapped
recently in Albion drift being driven from Quincy tunnel of
South Hecla. This has prevented Albion miners and leasers en
Kate Ha>-es fissure from going to work. Flow was knee deep
in Quincy and on Sept. 13 was estimated at 5,000 gal. a min-
ute. (Tarbon-dioxide gas accompanied or followed the flow
and two men equipped with oxygen helmets went into drift
to do some work on air line. Both were overcome by gas, the
helmets evidently not working properly. (^ne was rescued
but other. James Hendrickson, was found dead day following.

Tooele C^ounty

THE DRY CANON DISTRICT is active. Other properties
producing are Wandering Jew, from Tyhich a car was shipped
recently, and the Hidden Treasure, where a considerable
force is working.

QUEEN OF THE HILLS (Stockton)—Carbonate zinc ore
of good grade is being produced from this property, under
lease to Big Four E.xploration Co.

MONO DEVELOPMENT (Stockton)—Leasers are mining
silver-lead ore. and as soon as installation of ne'w compressor
has been completed, production will be increased.

C.\N.\D.\

Rritish Colnnihia

FRENCH ZINC PROCESS—The provincial government ha.-i

promised to aid financially in the providing of an experi-
mental plant to further demonstrate this electro-chemical
process.

BLUE GROUSE (Vancouver Island)-—Six men are engaged
in driving tunnel on recent discovery, which is situated near
Cowichan Lake. An oreshoot 300 ft. in length has been
exposed by surface stripping, varying in width from 15 to
36 ft. and averaging between 4 and 5% copper.

DELLA (Vancouver Island)—An electric hoist is being in-
stalled by Pennsylvania people who have this property under
bond. Group is located 11 miles from Great Central Lake,
in interior of island. Sinking is proceeding by two shifts
on quartz vein 6 ft. wide that outcrops for a length of
2,000 ft. Gold occurs in ore in association with zinc blende

Ontario

McINTTRE (Porcupine)—On 600 level has cut 6-ft. vein
assaying $30 per ton.

SHAMROCK (Cobalt)—Mine has been unwatered and
crosscutting started on 400 level.

HOLLINGER RESERVE (Porcupine)—Dominion Reduction
Co. has dropped its option on this property.

DOHIE (Munro Township)—Vein, which was 1 ft. wide
at depth of 11 ft., has widened to 3 ft. at 100-ft. level.

DOME (Porcupine)—Will add new equipment to mill that
will bring capacity up to 50,000 tons per month.

BUFFALO (Cobalt)—Mill has closed down, but devel-
opment work is being continued.

HOLLINGER (Porcupine)—In sinking ne^w main five-com-
partment working shaft a new vein has been cut, which shows
10 ft. of $S ore.

DOMINION REDUCTION (Cobalt)—Has taken an option
on 400 acres, including S Bowser claims and 2 Brennan
claims in Goodfish district.

CREIGHTON (Sudbury)—Made record production in
August when it hoisted 73,000 tons. At Crean Hill and No. 2
mines 17.000 tons were raised, giving total production for the
month of 90.000 tons. New five-compartment shaft at Creigh-
ton, 32xS ft., was sunk 135 ft. in granite during July.

TOUGH OAKES (Kirkland Lake)—Has been temporarily
closed down, owing to shortage of electric power. Winze
has been completed to 400 level and is in rich ore, 5 ft. in
width, averaging $70 per ton.

KING DODDS CLAIMS (Kowkash)—These three claims, on
one of which original Kowkash discovery was made, have
been taken over on working option by syndicate of American
and Canadian capitalists, headed by John L. Orn, of Buffalo,
and C. M. Forbes, of Lanark, Ont.

NIPISSING (Cobalt)—During August estimated value of
ore mined was $179,048, and bullion from Nipissing and cus-
toms ore estimated value of $118,047 was shipped. Arrange-
ment has been made with O'Brien company to- cooperate
in development of adjoining territory.

BEAVER (Cobalt)—Report for (luarter ending Aug. 31
states that main shaft is down 1,100 ft. and that sinking will
be continued until lower contact between diabase and Kee-
watin is reached. Promising orebodv was encountered in
drifting on 300-ft. level. There was $116,017 cash on hand
and bullion and ore amounting to 314,511 oz.

TECK HUGHES (Kirkland Lake)—At annual meeting for-
mally turned over property to Buffalo Mines of Cobalt, which
has purchased outright two-thirds interest. Working capital
for further development and for building mill, will be supplied
by bond issue of $150,000, which will be taken up by Buf-
falo. Mine has $350,000 worth of ore developed.

Qnebeo
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Spelter—At the beginning of our week of lecuid, a rather
large tonnage of spelter was sold, chiefly for export. After
that the market became peculiar, as it has many times before
in this remarkable year. Spelter for prompt and early deliv-
ery became almost unprocurable, while for the later months
it was unsalable. In the latter half of the week some small
sales of spelter for spot and prompt delivery were made at
about 13%c., and the price for following months up to the
end of the year was about VtC. less per month. A consider-
able quantity of spelter was sold during the last week on
long-range contracts, such as October-June, December-.Iune,
and January-March. This business was done at prices of
10@11 cents.

Zinc SlieetM—Business has been more active, but with no
change in prices. The base price for carload lots is $16 p, i-

100 lb. f.o.b. Peru, 111., less 8% discount.

Metal Markets

IVKW YOHK—Sept. 21"

The copper market was fairl.\- active and adv;i

markets for lead and zinc were dull, but tc

f our week of record exhiViited a stronger tc

tationary, almost no business being done.

Th
iced slightly,

i-ard the enil

le. Tin was

Copper, Tin, Lead and Zinc

topper—At the beginning of our week of record copper
was freely available frcmi first hands at n%c., regular terms,
corresponding with 17.55c., cash. New York. All of the

American producers offered freely in Europe at £86, and
made sales at that figure. What such sales would realize

in cash in New York was problematical, depending on the

rate of exchange and the freight rate, both of which are
very uncertain factors at present. Some producers have
old contracts for freight which enable them to send copper
abroad for c.i.f. charges of about 40c. per 100 lb., while others

have to reckon 50@60c., freight alone being 30@40c. at cur-
rent rates. Probably about 17.45c., New York, was the mean
equivalent of £86. On Sept. 20 the market abroad improved
materially, and £S6M!@S6% was realized on export sales, and
cm Sept. 21 and 22 business was done at £87. The price asked
of domestic consumers was 18c. , regular terms, right along
l)y the principal producers. Other producers who had previ-

ously been offering at 1734c. raised their asking price to 17%c.
on Sept. 20. Domestic consumers were, however, conspicu-
ous by their absence up to Sept. 22. when one of the wire
drawers contracted for a round lot. For this order there was
sharp competition.

A fairly large business was done during the week, the
aggregate being estimated at somewhere between 20 ami
35 million pounds. ' This was almost entirely for foreign
account, France especialU" being a large buj'er, while Great
Britain and Russia took smaller quantities. The demand was
chiefly for immediate delivery, out of w'arehouse on the other
side if possible, otherwise for prompt shipment from here.

Domestic consumers appear to be acting in concert in staying
out of the market, a feature of their policy that is becoming
increasingly prominent. The natural result is that when
they make up their minds to buy they have to do it all to-

gether and produce a sharp advance on themselves. It is be-
lieved among producers that the domestic manufacturers of
copper goods are bound to cover large requirements for copper
during the last quarter of the year.

The matter of freight rates and freight space for ship-
ments of metal from the United States to European ports is

causing a good deal of concern among shippers.

Copper Sheets are quoted al:)Out 23c. per lb. for hot rolled
and 24c. for cold rolled, with usual extras. Wire prices are
unsettled; quotations may be put at 19>ic. per lb. at mill.

The chief maker does not quote base price.

Copper Exports from the United States, week ended Sept.

4, are reported by the Department of Commerce at 4,003,01)2

lb., the chief items being 1,782,452 lb. to France and 1,343,162
lb. to Great Britain. Imports for the week were 2,751,200 lb.

metal and 1,433,955 lb. in ore and matte; 4,185,155 lb. in all.

chiefly from Canada, Cuba and Chile.

Visible Stoclcs of Copper in Kurope on Sept. 15 were: Great
Britain, 22,350; France, 5,177; afloat from Chile, 2,675; afloat

from Australia, 2,550; total, 32,152 long tons, or 72,020,480 lb.

This is a decrease of 1,962 tons from the Sept. 1 report.

Tin—This market was dull and about stationary, almost
no business at all being done. At the close thei-e was a
rather weaker tone, "reflecting the decline in London.

Production of Banka tin in June is reported at 16.111

pikuls. Stocks of Banka tin on Aug. 31 were 905 tons. Stocks
of Billiton tin at same date were 30 tons.

Lead—At the beginning of our week of record there was
a little wavering of the price, some sales of domestic lead
for export being made at a little below^ the price of the A. S.

& R. Co. However, the market soon steadied itself and
later became rather stronger, without any further advance
in price, however. A large tonnage of domestic lead, destined
for export, was sold in New York on Sept. 22 at the full price.

DAILY PRICES OF METALS IN NEW YORK
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Other Metals

NEW YORK—.Sept. 22
Aluminum—The market is still quite active, and supplies

not large. Prices continue about the same, 45 @ 50c. per Il-t.

being asked for No. 1 ingots. New York. The American
producer is reported willing to contract for 1916 business
at lower rates, but will not confirm or deny the statement.

Antimony—The market has been quiet, with hardly more
than a retail business doing. Chinese and other ordinary
brands are quoted at 2S@29c. per lb., while 43 14 ig 45c. is named
tor Cookson's. There are some large inquiries for export,
but they depend upon the outcome of pending financial
negotiations.

?iickel—Quotations for ordinary forms are 45@50c. per
lb., according to size and terms of order. A premium of 3c.

per lb. is charged for electrolytic nickel.

Quick.silver—Business has been fair and the market has
been rather more active. Prices are generally steady. New
Yoik quotations are $S9®90 per fiask of 75 lb. San Francisco
lirices are reported by telegraph at $S5@90 per flask. Some
dealers report large sales, but others are less active. London
price is unchanged at £16 10s. per flask, second hands quoting
full price.

Gold, Silver and Platinum
XKW V -iSK—Sept. 22

Gold—More gold is reported on the way from England,
the amount not being definitely stated. How much more
may come depends largely upon the negotiations now in

progress over credits or note issues.

Plntiuuni—The market is quite uncertain, owing to short
supplies and the cessation of imports from France and Russia.
This is about the season when supplies are looked for in the
jewelry trade, but none are available. Transactions have
been small. Dealers are asking $50 per oz. for refined platinum
and $56^57 for hard metal. The market is very uneasy, and
any considerable supply from abroad would send prices down;
liut no such supply is expected at present.

Iridium—L,ike platinum, supplies are short with no increase
in si^,ht at present. Quotations are $75@80 per oz., nominal-
ly, but each transaction stands by itself. Pniladium is also
scarce and brings about leOfl 65 per oz.. New York.

Silver has advanced in London to 23 %d.. the highest point
recently reached. Purchases by the United States Government
have had the effect of stimulating the Continental demand,
while the supplies put on the London market have been rather
limited; for this reason the undertone to the market is con-
sidered good.

Zinc and Lead Ore Markets
PI,-*TTEV1LL,K, AVIS Sept. I.S

The base price paid this week for 60',; zinc ore was $70@74
per ton; for i-.iedium grades, $65@70 per ton. The base price
paid for SO "7 lead ore was $50 per ton.

SHIPMENTS, WEEK ENDED SEPT. IS

Zinc Lead Sulphur
Ore, Lb. Ore. Lb. Ore, Lb.

Week 4.741.040 80,000 440.200
Year 138,642,120 4,543,160 19,640,910

Shipped during week to separating plants, 2,838,800 lb.

zinc 0"c.

•jcpi,:::, :.io.—Sept. is

Blende, hi-:h price, $82.90; base per ton, 60% zinc, premium
ore, JSO; medium, $79@77; lower, $76'5)73, with a few cars
at fTO; calamine base, 40% zinc, $70@50; average, all grades
of zinc, $77.02 per ton. Lead, high price, $55; base price.

$50@55 per ton of SO*;^ metal content; average, all grades of
lead, $50.12 per ton.

SHIPMENTS, WEEK ENDED SEPT. IS

Blende Calamine Lead Values
Totals this week 9,562,290 675,750 2,107,600 $447,090
Totals this year

. 406,406,680 32,667,290 63,402,110 17,855,100
Blende value, the week, $372,810; 38 weeks, $15,445,070.
Calamine value, the week, $21,480; 3S weeks, $740,260.
Lead value, the week, $52,S00; 38 weeks, $1,669,770.
Seven inches of rain fell in six hours, general over the

entire district, Tuesday after midnight, the effect of which
was slight to some, though an injury to all, and a positive
blight to a number of mines, some of which were inundated.
As a camp, Oalena, Kansas, suffered most; Alba-Neck, Granby
and Aurora seriously for several days. The result is estimated
at a restriction of \Z% in output. As the effect of the enor-
mous volume of water became felt in the mines a demand
increased for the ore in bin, and week-end purchases were
.sharply enlarged, about e.OnoMons being purchased Friday
and Saturday.

Reports received in Joplin today confirm a rumor prevalent
for some time that A. O. Ihlseng, of New York, would engage
in the smelting of zinc orts. Mr. Ihlseng and a Mr. Johnson
of California have purchased 20 acres of land at Pittsburg,
have surveys under way for tracks from two railway systems,
and have much of the material ordered for the four-block
smeltei" to be erected.

Iron Trade Review

XEW YORK—Sept. 22

There has been no material cliange in the iron and steel
markets during the week, the situation remaining about the
same.

The strong demand for steel for export has kept jp prices
of bars and other forms. An increase in the demand for
structural steel from domestic buyers has been quite in

evidence. The scarcity of crude steel is also a feature of the
market, and mills using purchased billets are hunting for
supplies.

Pig iron has been generally strong, but without any genera!
advance in prices. Foundries are beginning to look for first

quarter iron, and basic is in demand.

PITTSBURGH—Sept. 21

With what appears to be only an ordinary fiow of busi-
ness, chiefi>' in the form of specifications on conti-acts, with
occasional new buying, the steel mills are falling farther l.e-

hind in deliveries although they are crowding for output
and are shipping more steel than ever befoie in their history.
They already have actual shipping orders entered for almo.st
as much steel as they can make and ship the lemainder of the
year. It is the common statement that if there were a nor-
mally full demand for steel from domestic sources, for in-

stance for railroad material and structural purposes, there
would be an unprecedented famine in steel. Prospective rail-

road requirements cannot yet be estimated, but there has
been an increase in railroad buying, 75,000 to 100,000 tons
of rails for spring rolling having lately been put under con-
tract, while bids are going in on at least 10.000 freight cars.
Car shortages are beginning to appear in the steel industr.v
and a general car shortage is predicted for next month
as the crops come to be moved.

Steel prices continue to show an advancing tendency. Ef-
fective yesterday the American Steel & Wire Co. advance 1

wire products $2 a ton, the independents immediately con-
curring, the new prices being; Plain wire, 1.6 c.; wire nails,

$1.75; galvanized wire, 2.30c.; painted barb wire, 1.90c.;

galvanized barb wire, 2.60c. Plain wire is now up to the
maximum price since 1910. Mills have made some contracts
for bars, plates and shapes for first quarter at 1.40c., but are
reserved about selling even at this figure. The market for
earlier delivery, at mill convenience, is strong at 1.35c. The
National Tube Co. today announced the withdrawal, Sept. 30,

of all special prices on oil-country goods, the demand for
which is showing considerable improvement.

The Shelby Steel Tube Co. announces that it will double
the finishing capacity of its seamless-tube plant at Ellwood
City. Penn., adding two electrically driven piercing mills,
with the necessary attendant equipment, to have an annual
capacity of 60.000 tons of finished tv.bes, 2-in. to S-in., at the
same time building an electricall.v driven continuous bar
mill to reduce blooms to rounds, with an annual capacity of
175,000 tons, this to replace the present mill.

Pig Iron—The market has been quiet but prices are firm-
ly held and it is suggested that the quietness is due largely
to furnaces being reserved about selling, because they ex-
pect higher prices. The stack of the Sharpsville Furnace
Co. is going into blast, and Alice, Ella and Fannie, all in

the Shenango Valley, are likel.v to blow in shortly. We
quote; Bessemer, $16; basic, $15, both for earl.v delivery;
foundry and malleable, $14.50@15. gray forge. $14.25(5)14.75.

the higher being for next year's delivery, at Valley furnaces,
S5c. higher delivered Pittsburgh.

Ferronian^;aneMe—A few contracts have been entered for

ferromanganese by domestic producers since thefr recent an-
nouncement of a price of $115. English producers continue to

quote $100 on contract, delivery being very uncertain. Spot
lots command $100(ff 115 according to supplies from day to day.
The consumption of 50';:; ferrosilicon as a scavenger, to re-

duce the quantity of fei'romanganese needed in soft-steel
making, is reported to be increasing rapidly. Prices on 50"}^

ferrosilicon are the same as before the war. $71 in 600-ton
lots. $72 in 100-ton lots and $73 in carload lots, delivered east
of the Mississippi.

Steel—The market for basic openhearth billets is all of $26.

Younirstown. with only occasional lots to be picked up at

this figure. Bessemer could probably be had at about $1
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a ton less. Pittsbuigh prices are Youngstown prices plus the

freisht of $1.05. There is no market for sheet bars as sheet

and tin mills are covered and in any event could not afford

to pay the prices that would be asked. With the advance in

wire products rods become quotable at $30, Pittsburgh, but it

is ditlicult to find sellers at any price.

L:x|iort!< nnd IniportM of those iron and steel products for

which tonnases are given in the reports are stated by the
Department of Commerce as below for July and the seven
months ended July 31, in long tons:

J.

1914
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Assessments
Company lUellnqel Sale

Bonanza con.. Utah .... .

Bullion, Ida
Cash Boy. Nev
Cedar Creek, Ida
Columbus Ext., Utah
Comet, Ida
Con. Virginia, Nev
Copper Chief. Ida
Diam'fleld Black Butte, Nev.
Exchequer, Nev
Gethln Le Roy, Utah.
Goldstrlke M. & L., Utah. . .

Great Bend, Nev
Hancock Cons., Mich
Hancock Cons., Mich
Happy Day, Ida
Hector, Ida
Hennessy-Burns. Ida
Idaho Los Antieles, Ida
Idaho Montana, Ida
Idaho Nevada, Ida
Imperial, Ida
Keweenaw, Mich
Laclede, Ida
Lake Superior & West., Ariz.
LeRoy, Ida
Liquidator, Ida
Lucky-Calumet, Ida ....

M. & P. Gold. Utah
Nevada Cooperative. Nev. . .

Nevada-Douglas. Nev
New Arcadian, Mich
New Baltic. Mich
New Quincy, Utah
Northern Light, Ida
Old Veteran, Ida
Oom Paul, Ida
Oom Paul Con, Ida
Ophir, Nev
Phedora, Ida
Phoenix. Mich
Phoenix. Mich
Ploche Metals, Nev
Revelator. Utah
Royal, Ida
Sandstorm Kendall, Nev . .

Selma Utah .

.

Snowshoe, Ida
Sunset Dev.. Wash
Syndicate. Utah ...

Tonopah Bonanza, Nev

I Sept.
Aug.
Sept.
Aug.
Oct.
Aug. :

Sept.

:

Aug.
'Oct.

Oct.
Sept. :

'Oct.

[Sept.

Sept.

Aug.
Sept.
Aug.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Aug.
Sept.
Sept.

Sept.
Aug.
Aug.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Dec.
Jan.
Sept.
Nov.
Sept.
Aug.
Aug.
Oct.
Sept.
Sept.
Jan.
Oct.
Oct.
Sept.
Aug.
Sept.
Aug.
Aug.
Sept.
Sept.

Oct.
Sept.
Oct.
Sept.
Oct.
Sept.
Oct.
Sept.
Nov.
Oct.

1

3

26 Sept.
4|Oct.

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

;

Oct.
Oct.

25 Oct.
28 Sept.
27 Sept.

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

Sept.

;

Dec.
Sept. :

Sept. ;

Oct.

Oct. :

Nov.
4|Oct.
l!oct.

23'sept.

SJSept.
26 Sept.
25 Sept.
11 Oct.
IslOct.

(I 01

0.005
0.025

. 0005
05

0.005
01
02

0.01
0.01
0.01
1.00
1. 00
0.0025
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.001
0.002
0.005
1.00
0.003
0.02
0.002
0.003
0.005
0.0025
0.01
0.10
0.60
0.50
0.01
0.004

002
01

01
05

0.0005
1.00
1.00
O.OOj
O.OOi
0.001
0.01
0.005
0.005
0.002
0,001
0.01

Stock diiotntions

There were no sales at auction repoi-t-
ed in either New York, Boston or Phila-
delphia during the week ended Sept. 22.

COLO SPRINGS Sept. 21 SALT LAKE

Name of Comp.

Acacia
Cripple Cfk Con.
C. K. & N
Doctor Jack Pot.

.

ElktoD Con
El Paao
Flndlay
Gold Dollar
Gold Sovereign.. .

Golden Cycle
Isabella

Jack Pot
Jennie Sample. . . .

Jerry Johnson
Lexington
Mary McKinney.

.

Pharmacist
Portland
Raven B. H
Vindicator .

Name of Cc

Beck Tunnel
Black Jack
Colorado Mining..
Crown Point
Daly-Judge
Gold Chain
Grand Central. . .

.

Iron Blossom
Little Bell

Lower Mammoth.
Mason Valley
May Day
Opohongo
Prince Con
Seven Troughs. . ,

Sliver King Coai'n.
Silver King Con...
Sioux Con
Uncle Sam
Yankee
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By T. H. Sheldon*

SYNOPSIS—The present tunnel, about 3 mi.

longJ win be extended about 2 mi. farther and

is expected to drain Vindicator, Golden Cycle

and other mines beyond a nearly vertical syenite

dike, whi^h being impervious, prevents these

mines benefiting from drainage now afforded

mines on the other side of the dike. Estimated

cost $200,000; time to complete, 2 yr. The work,

which will be undertaken immediately, is in strong

liands.

On July 26 and 27 a meeting- of the board of directors

of the Cripple Creek Deep-Drainage and Tunnel Co.

was held in Colorado Springs for the purpose of filling

vacancies in the board caused by the death of Frank

Portland, and John Tait Milliken, of the Cycle company.

Mr. Snyder is also general manager of t!ie Vindicator

company; therefore the addition of these two new

members to the executive committee should remove any

doubts as to the completion of the tunnel past the

Cresson to the Vindicator and Golden Cycle mines, which

will benefit also the Portland, Independence and Strong

mines.

The board of directors passed a resolution commend-

ing the work of ilr. Burns, chairman of the committee,

in" pushing the tunnel through during the past year in

the face of unusual difficulties. A good deal of loose

ground was encountered, making the progress slow and

requiring a great amotmt of expensive timbering. The

work was suspended for about five months^ while the

El Paso surface plant, destroyed by fire on Xov. 4, was

BATTLE MOUNTAIN,, CRIPPLE CREEK DISTRICT

The view includes the Strong, Ajax, Independence and
Portland mines and Portland mill

F. Castello, of the Mary ^McKinney company, and the

resignation of Allen Burris, of the El Paso; also for

formulating plans to insure the continuance of the

Eoosevelt drainage tunnel to the eastern end of the

district. The vacancies were filled by the election of

Adolph J. Zang, of the Vindicator company, and Eichard

Eoelofs, of the Cresson.

The executive committee, in charge of the work, was

increased from three to five members by the addition

of Irving T. Snvder, secretary of the Golden Cycle

Mining and Eeduetion Co., and Mr. Eoelofs. The other

members of this committee are James F. Burns, of the

Elkton company, chairman; Irving Howbert, of the

indicator Consolidated Gold Mining Co.. 603 Symes Block,

Denver, Colo.

CAMP AT SITE OF THE ROOSEVELT TUNNEL.

The entrance to the tunnel is at S,033 ft. elevation. Present
ine eniraii^^^^

^^^^ tunnel, 11,000 gal. per mm.

being rebuilt, all the work of excavation being carried

on through that shaft.

On Atig. 16 ilr. Howbert resigned from the board,

his place" being filled by :Mr. Peck, president of the

Portland company. A. E. Carlton was elected chairman

of the board, and he appointed :Mr. Snyder chairman

of the executive committee, to take the place of :Mr.

Burns, who tendered his resignation at that time.

With this reorganization of the executives the work

of the tunnel extension is expected to be pushed vigor-

ously and without interruption.

The expense of driving the original Eoosevelt tunnel

was defrayed by the various larger companies of the

district. For the extension, which has bc.41 financed

in the same manner, $200,000 has been pl.M-ed, the
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heaviest contributors to this fund being the Portland,

the Vindicator and the Cresson—the niine.s most vitally

interested in this work. The distance yet to be driven is

a little over 10,000 ft.—about 3 mi.; but as the form-
ation is all breccia and spongy eruptives which car. be

easily drilled and broken, it is expected that progress

will be more rapid and the expense correspondingly less

than when the tunnel was being bored through solid

granite. The cost of this new work is estimated at $20
a foot.

The tunnel extension will pass largely through ground
owned by the contributing companies. Right-of-way will

be granted by lease, and any veins or orebodies that may
be encountered will be worked under these lea.ses.

Even at the risk of repeating what may already be

known to some Journal readers, a brief sketch of the

work of draining the Cripple Creek district may not be

out of place at this time. In the earlier days of the

camp the water question was not a serious one; but as

the more important shafts increased in depth the seepage

began to be very troublesome, and below 500 ft. from the

surface, operations were greatly hampered by the flow

condensing unit, installed in 1897 on the 800-ft. level.

The dimensions of the steam cylinders of this pump were

I814 and 34 in.; the plunger, 914 i"-; the stroke, 36

in.; and the capacity, 1,000 gal. per minute at that

depth. A year or two later a Knowles triple-expansion

condensing pump was installed on the 900-ft. level.

The size of this pump was 18&28<!t42xl0 in., by 36-

in. stroke, and the capacity, 1,200 gal. per minute.

In 1908 the Snow pump was moved from the 800-ft.

to the 1,.500-ft. level of the No. 2 shaft, and the water

V. as pumped from that level to the 900 and sluiced

over to the No. 1 shaft, where the Knowles pump de-

livered it to the surface. Water-tight dams were placed

in the adjacent old workings on the 900, making an
underground reservoir of 400,000 gal. capacity. By this

means the Knowles pump could be run 16 hr. a day,

while the Snow pump on the 1,500 was working con-

tinuously. The cost of operating this plant was about

$3,000 a month, handling 525 gal. per minute. The
entire cost of the installation was not less than $50,000.

In the meantime the El Paso mine was bending its

efforts toward a tunnel to drain its lower workings; and

CROSS-SECTION OF CRIPPLE CREEK DISTRICT TAPPED BY ROOSEVELT TUNNEL

of water. The original water level was about 9.500 ft.

above sea level on the western side of the district and

9,700 ft. on the eastern side, the drainage roitghly fol-

lowing the contour of the country iia its slope from the

top of Pike's Peak southwest to the valley of the

Arkansas River. The first mines to feel discomfort

^\'ere those in the southwestern corner of the district,

being lower in elevation, especially the El Paso and
Elkton.

At first each mine installed its own ]ntmping plant;

but as the depth of the workings increased, the unwater-

ing of the mines became so expensive and the otttlay of

capital for plants adequate to handle the flow of water

so enormous, that the mine operators began to consider

ways and means for unwatering the entire district by

a central pumping plant, or two or three such plants,

supported by all the mines interested. This plan was

rejected because the benefits to be derived were nut

considered commensurate with the expense. Several

joint pumping plans were tried, but none was particular-

ly successful.

Among the larger individual pumping plants may
be mentioned the one at the Portland mine. The first

large pump at tliis mine was a Snow duplex comiiound

while this was not the first tunnel for drainage only,

its sttccess and that of other similar attempts led the

mine operators to abandon the plans for pumping and
to concentrate on the tunnel project. Financing this

undertaking was no mean task and the choice of location

no small problem. Every 100 ft. added to the depth of

drainage meant 1,000 ft. added to the length of the

tunnel to be driven, $30,000 to the capital to be raised,

anil six months to the time of waiting for the relief

from the seemingly constant water level. Finally,

however, the money was all pledged and the present

Roosevelt ttinnel, which is the only concerted effort at

the drainage of the entire district to a great depth, was
decided upon.

Among the former drainage-titnnel projects may be

mentioned the Blue Bell, at 9,350 ft. elevation above sea

level; the Ophelia, at 9,300 ft.; the Standard, at 9,050

ft. ; the Newell, at 8,941 ft. ; and the El Paso, at 8,800

ft. These tunnels, with the exception of the Newell,

which does not tap the mineral-bearing area, all produced

a heavy discharge of water, which continued until the

level was lowered to their respective elevations.

The theory upon which the drainage-tunnel idea is

based is that the mineralized area of the Cri]iple Creek
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district is a more or less sponfjy eruptive forniatiiin

surrounded by impervious Arcliean rock, which liohis n

supply of \yater like a reservoir; that tapi)iug- this crater

would drain the entire district; and that this draiuage

would be permanent because of the relatively light rain-

fall. This theory was opposed by some engineers, who

maintained that the crater is composed of a series of

watercourses having no connection with one another, and

that tapping one would by no means drain any of the

others. This opposition delayed the financing of the

Koosevelt tunnel to a considerable degree ; and indeed it

was not witliout grounds, for the Vindicator and Golden

Cycle mines have not licen drained at all, while all the

Wink (in the KNioscvelt tunnel was started in .June,

IliOl. at a jKiiut in Cripjiie Creek Canon about live

miles licldw the city of Cripple Creek and at an eleva-

tion of 8,o;i;i ft. above sea level. After several months'

elfort a contract for the completion of the tunnel was let

to A. E. Carlton, president of the First National Bank
of Cripple Creek, under whose energetic management the

tunnel was driven 14,167 ft. at an average cost of

$27.27 per foot. The first eruptive formation was struck

Nov. 19, 1910, and with it a flow of water of more than

10,000 gal. per minute. The tunnel, however, was con-

tinued to the El Paso .shaft, then deflected toward the

east until the Gold Dollar watercourse in Arequa gulch

MAP OF CRIPPLE CREEK DISTRICT TAPPED BY ROOSEVELT TUNNEL

rest of the district has been benefited, until now these

two mines are the only ones that find it necessary to

pump in order to keep their lower levels dry. But if

the theory of separate watercourses were entirely trae,

the whole district, with the exception of the Vindicator

and Cycle, would not be so well drained from one point

as it now is; and the lack of drainage in these two mines

is thought to be caused by an impervious syenite dike

just east of the Last Dollar mine. Piercing this dike

is expected to relieve the situation, and is one of the

reasons for the extension of the tunnel ; more rapid

drainage of the mines already benefited being another.

was struck in ;\Iarch, 1912, when work was discontinued.

About a year ago it was resumed under the direction

of j\Ir. Burns, who drove the tunnel 970 ft. toward the

Elkton shaft, the flow of water increasing by about 2,000

gal. per minute as a result of this extension. In the

meantime a churn-drill hole was driven from the bottom

of the El Paso shaft to the tunnel, quickly and effectively

draining this mine. The shaft has since been sunk to

the tunnel level. The so-called Fuller crosscut to the

north was also driven to intersect the C. K. & N. water-

course. The total length driven is about 17,000 ft.,

or a little over three miles.
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The following figures giving fhe elevations of the water
level in the Portland No. 2 shaft show the effect the

tunnel has had on the drainage of the eastern end of
the district:

Not. 3. 1910.
Jan. 1, 1911..
Feb. 1
Ma
Apr. 1

May 1

June 1 . .

-

July 1

Aug. 1 .

.

Sept. 1

Nov. 1

Dec. 1

Dec. 2J

Shaft dry, sinking resumed.

May 2, 1913, water struck
Mar. 1, 1014, water struck
Jan. 20, 1915, water struck.

.

Total drainage in 50 months
Average drainage per montti

The driving of the drainage tunnel has presented no
particular engineering difficulties, being more a test of

financial strength and endurance. The section of the

tunnel is 10 ft. wide by 7 ft. lugh, with a ditch on one
side 3 ft. deep by 6 ft. wide, leaving a shelf 4 ft. wide
on the other side for tracks and passage way. The
grade is 0.3%. An intermediate shaft was sunk aliout

El. Above
Sea Level

8,858.93
8,850.95
8,843.29
8,837.29
8,830.62
8,824 . 95
8,817.62
8,811.62
8,806.95
8,803 45
8,794 . 45
8,787.75
8,779.95

8,606.00
8,535.00
8,425.00
434 ft

8,7 ft

Month
Oct., 1908.

Doc
Jan., 1909.
Feb

July
Aug
Sept...
Oct
Nov..

.

Dec
Jan., 1910.
Feb
Mar
Apr .

.Mav

July. .

.

.\ug
Sspt...
Oct....
Nov...,

Month
Feb. and Mar
Aor
May
June
July.

.

Aug
Sept...
Oct
Nov
Dec
Jan., 1909
Feb
Mar...
Apr. . .

.

May
June
July, finishing

Cost of portal work
Contractor's percen

COST OF DRIVIXG SHAFT HEADINGS
Footnge Total Cost

49 $.5,170.46
6,254 . 25
7,099.45
6,280 43
14,246 .56

10,777 40
16.763.94
15,M2 87
13,632 46
10,486 05
11, .377. 35
II..502. 21
10,708 21
10,191 96
8,823 21
8,127.36
7,934 92
9,501 43
9,517 64
9,768 58
9,927.75

350 8,836.47
372 9,310.98
342 9,731.03
372 10,178.47
192 5,.3.33 09

9,256 8263,126 53

COST OF DRIVING PORTAL HEADING
Footage Total Cost

261
601
639
670

282
259
344
376
393

Cost per Ft.

$105,520
44 380
40 110
24 060
23 700
26.256
25 020
28 340
27 375
32 ,871

27.747
32 400
28.178
34.200
35.153
28.820
30.636
27 620
25.313
24.856
26.616
25.247
25.029
28.450
27.361
27 786

514.2
262.0
268
187
203
300 .

351
287
360
334
4:',o

290
340
316 (I

402

$11,667.77
8,113.89
7,232 52
6,.54S.16

6,045.31
6..527.71
6,877.23
6,601 67
7,604 59
6,127 46
7,139 81
6,439 98
7,0.->3 24
6,720 07
7, .142.19

Cost per

$22

.410

.206

.745

.266

4,911.2 $111,890.27

riECAPITUL.lTION

Total cost of tunnel ...

Total number of feet dri\i ...
.

Average cost per foot of tunnel.

$386,421 . 49
14,167.20

$27.27

700 ft. to the level of the tunnel, and after October, 1908,
work was carried on in both directions from the bottom
of this shaft, simultaneously with the work from the

portal. In July, 1909, a connection was made between
the portal heading and the south heading from the shaft.

AVater-Lpyncr drills were used; and the haulage was

done by mule-power. The average cost under the Carlton

contract was, as has been stated, $27.27 per foot; the

cost by months is given in the accompanying table

:

The following itemized expenses are given for the

month of July, 1908, in the portal heading, as a fairly

representative month (from Bulletin .57, United States

Bureau of Mines) :

Cost per
Foot of Tunnel

Machinery and repairs. .-

.

. SO. 61
.^ir drills and parts 0.99
Picks, shovels and steel. ... 1 . 90
Ditch men 1.09
Explosives 6.90
Candles

. 36
Oil and waste

. 09
Electric power 2.06
Blacksmith supplies

. 09
General expense ..

.

0.16
Liability insurance

.

0.17
Lumber, ties and wc.Il'i -

. 01
Horses and feed

.

0.01
Compressor men ... 1 . 79
Drillers and helpers 4.21
Blacksmiths and hchiiTs 3.43
Muckers and drivers 4,11
Foremen... 1 . 50
Bookkeeper .0.12

$29 . 60

The rock up to the contact was hard, tough, Pike's

Peak granite. No veins or unusual fomiations of any

Victor Studio, Victor, Colo.

40:605 PORTAL OP TUNNEL, 11,000 GAL. PER MIN. FLOWING

importance were encountered, and no water impeded
the work until the main course was struck.

1,890 06 rni , 1 , „ . ,

t ^.i.

1,-404.88 1 nis year a great deal of interest on the part of mining
1,294.94 men is being centered in the Cripple Creek district, and
5:1!^ this interest has been stimulated in no small degree by

developments on the lower levels of the larger mines,
made possible by dee]) drainage. The only large mines
not directly Ijenefited by the drainage tunnel are the
Vindicator and the Golden Cycle, both now owned by the
Vindicator company, although they have contributed
heavily to the drainage project. Pumping is now costing
the Vindicator company about $4,000 a month to drain
lintli mines. A battery of three tri]ilfx electric pumps.
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each driven by a 0. E. i:>0-li|). motor, is installed on

the 18th level of the Cyile shaft, a depth of 1,900 ft.

from the surface, or 8,17.S ft. above sea-level—only 60

ft. above the level of the drainage tunnel when it reaches

this mine. When lower levels are opened, in the future,

it will be necessary to pump only up to this level. The
pumps are now handlinii- about 500 gal. of water per

minute.

In order to avoid this heavy pumping expense, the

Vindicator company is particularly desirous of .seeing

the drainage tvmnel pushed through to its territor_y,

;ilthough all the other deep mines in the eastern part

of the district are also interested to no small degree, as

the prosecution of the tvmnel means more rapid drainage

in their shafts.

The fulfillment of this desire seems only a question of

lime. The money has all been either raised or pledged.

Charles H. Fuller, who did some verj' creditable work
on the Carlton contratt, will have charge of the iinder-

irround work, and T. E. Countryman, of Cripple Creek,

\.ill be the engineer. It is estimated that two years and
an expenditure of $200,000 will be required to complete

the tunnel.

In connection with some of the facts and figures here

given, I wish to acknowledge the assistance of Irving T.

Snyder, A. E. Carlton and his secretary, Virgil II.

Mann ; and my indebtedness to T. E. Countrj-man for the

use of the maps, and to Victor G. Hills' paper published

in the Portland company's ninth annual report.

The details of the production of steel in Canada for

1914 and preceding years are given in the preliminary

report of the American Iron and Steel Association, as

below, in long tons:

r 1912 , , 1913 , , 1914 ^

Tons 'f Tons '/r Tons %
Openhearth 645,062 75.6 76S.663 73.7 549,716 79.2
Bessemer 207,569 24.3 273,391 26.2 144.447 20.S
Other 400 . 0.1 449 0.1 2S4 ...

Total 853,031 100.0 1,042,503 100.0 694,447 100.0

The total in 191-1 included 6;5,G91 tons ingots and 18,-

T56 tons direct castings. In that year there were 4,800

tons of alloy-treated castings and ingots included.

Fixi.siiED Ikox and Steel

The production of finished rolled iron and steel in

Canada for four years jMst has been, in long tons

:

1911 1912 1913 1914
Steel 695,541 752,212 871,216 612,210
Iron 86,383 109,012 95,881 47,300

Total 781,924 S61.224 967,097 639,519

The production in 191-1 included 218,125 tons plates,

sheets, Ijars, etc. ; 59,050 tons structural shapes and wire

rods; 382.344 tons rails. Of the rails 211,490 tons were
over 50 lb. and less than 85 lb. per yard; 149,549 tons

85 but less than 100 lb.; 21,305 ton's over 100 lb. per

yard. Included in the total were 1,548 tons of allov-

steel rails.

]\IlSCEI.LAXE0U8 PlIODUCTION'

The total production of iron and steel cut and wire

nails in Canada in 1914 was 1,144,000 kegs of 100 lb.

each, which compares with 1,520,000 kegs in 1913. The
output of finished splice bars, other rail joints and fast-

enings, not including sjjikes and bolts, in 1914 was 34,-

i(i5 long tons, as compared with 54.839 tons in 1913. The
make of forgings was: Iron, 1,192 tons: steel, 6,3-l()

tons; total, 8,138 tons, a decrease of lo,2(;; tons from
the preceding year.

Tlh© Mnffii® at ttlh© FaEiiasiniSi=Peacal!tc

ISs£p©®atLa©ira

It is peculiarly lifting that the mining industry should
bo unusually well represented at San Francisco, becau.se

of the important part that mining has played in the de-

velopment of the resources of California. So today the

\isitor at the Panama-Pacific Exposition has an oppor-
tunity to see practically at first hand the development ol'

one of our greatest assets—our underground wealth

—

and at the same time inspect a mine without any of the

discomforts u.sually attending .such a visit. The Bureau
of Mines of the Department of the Interior has, through,

the active and unselfish cooperation of a number of manu-
facturers and operators of mining equipment, established

an exhibit that easily ranks as one of the most interest-

ing of the exposition. Quoting from a pamphlet issued

by the Bureau of Mines describing the exhibit:

"This exhibit, as its name implies, is an actual repro-

duction of full-size entries, drifts, slopes and rooms.

i.v -THE iiixe;," paxama-pacific expositiox

.elected from typical mines in various parts of the United
States. In the several rooms of 'The iline' are installed

the appropriate machinery and appliances used in the mod-
ern mines. Visitors who expect to see in the mine an-

cient appliances famed in story, as the mine mule, the

gray-bearded miner with pick and candle, black blasi-

ing powder and unventilated working places will be agrci -

ably disappointed to find here a model mine, designed an 1

operated under such modern working conditions as are be: t

calculated to assure the safety and health of the miners
as well as efficiency of operation.

"The mine may be entered either by way of a cage down
the shaft or by walking down the slope. The former is a

realistic representation of a mine cage descending the

shaft. The visitor enters through a typical housing and
sees a panoramic effect of neighboring mines and settle-

ments. As the cage door is closed he experiences the sen-

sation of descending the mine, slowly at first, tlieu faster

until full speed is attained. Cribbing, timbers backed with

lagging, then rock strata, and deeper and darker aie
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fc-een two entries with miners working. The illusion is pro-

duced by the canvas walls of the cage being caused to

move past the occupant, and the illusion of rapid descent

is greatly accentuated by means of a current of air blown
upward through the cage, both the panorama and the

blower being operated by a 5-hp. Westinghouse motor.

Finally, the cage appears to slow down and then stop,

whereupon the opposite door to that which the visitor

entered is opened and he is allowed to leave and proceed

through a darkened tunnel to the mine under the impres-

sion that he has descended to a considerable depth, while

as a matter of fact he leaves on the same level as he

entered.

"Once in the mine, there is a vast number of interest-

compelling exhibits. Ore brought from its native state

and the setting reproduced at great pains and expense

make the visitor feel as if he were really in a mine. Great

credit is due to some of the operating companies for their

hearty cooperation in making this exhibit one of the fea-

tures of the exposition. Some of these have expended

large sums of money and the services of expert engineers

in reproducing sections of mines on their properties with

great accuracy and detail. The timbering used was all

taken from actual service in different mines—not 'made

for the occasion'—and it bears the earmarks of years of

good service. Space does not permit a description of all

the exhibits in the mine, but a few of the more import-

ant may be mentioned: Mining in the gold mines of

Nevada ; at Lead in South Dakota ; silver in Idaho ; cop-

per in Arizona and iron ore in Minnesota are among the

rei)resentative operations shown.''

liress BEa

The probability of the United States becoming the lead-

ing radium producer of the world and of reduction from

the present price of $160,000 a gram to $40,000 was an-

nounced Sept. 20 by Van. H. Manning, director of the

United States Bureau of Mines, speaking at the opening

session of the American Mining Congress in the Civic

Auditorium. In part he said

:

The only fields of carnotite ore known today are in Colorado
and Utah. These fields are not inexhaustible, and it is highly
desirable that the Government take action that will prevent
so much of this ore as now remains in its possession from
being wasted or monopolized.

lie also stated that in the West losses through waste-

ful methods in the mining of zinc were startling, l)ut that

through investigations of the mining bureau many unde-

veloped fields can now be operated at a profit. He also

predicted the mining of tin as a new industry for Cali-

fornia, Idaho, Washington, Wyoming and Alaska.

Dr. George Otis Smith, director of the Geological Sur-

vey, delivered a plea for "Plain AVriting" in the prepara-

tion of scientific papers, and said that it is now the spirit

in Washington to prepare Government reports in the

"language of the people."

A message from President Wilson expressing regret at

his inability to attend the ^Mining Congress, was read.

Among the delegates who spoke before the convention

were : Prof. Charles F. Willis, of Arizona ; Dr. William

B. Phillips, president of the Colorado School of Mines;

(iardner F. Williams, of Washington, D. C. ; John P.

Reece. of Illinois ; E. C. Allen, of Michigan ; Otto Ruhl,

of Missouri; Henry L. Day, of Idaho; George H. Utter,

of New Mexico; Dr. J. E. Talmage, of Salt Lake, and

Judge J. H. Richards, of Boise, Idaho.

ilemorial exercises in honor of the late Dr. Joseph A.

Holmes, director of the United States Bureau of Mines,

were held on Tuesday morning, Sept. 21.

Among the prominent mining men who spoke in praise

of Doctor Holmes were: Carl Scholz, of Chicago, ])resi-

dent of the American Mining Congress; Van. H. Mann-
ing, director of the United States Bureau of ilines; Wil-

liam L. Saunders, of New York, president of the Ameri-

can Institute of Jlining Engineers; il. L. Requa, of the

^lining and Metallurgical Society of America ; John P.

Reece, of Illinois, president of the American Mine Safety

Association ; Herbert M. Wilson, president of the National

Safety Council; Hennen Jennings, of Washington, D. C.

;

J. F. Callbreath, secretary of the American Mining Con-

gress; Charles L. Dignowity, of Boston; Joseph Hyde
Pratt, of North Carolina; E. L. Bartholomew; Dr. J. E.

Talmage, of Salt Lake City, and J. W. Paul and George

S. Rice, of Pittsburgh, Penn.

At the regular morning session of the Mining Congress

in the Civic Auditorium an address was delivered by Rush
C. Butler, of Chicago, on the subject, "Constructive Regu-

lation of Business," which topic was discussed in detail

by the delegates. The afternoon session was taken up
with an address on California's water-infiltration law,

by Fletcher JlcN. Hamilton, state mineralogist of

California, followed by a technical discussion.

The following directors were elected to serve three-year

terms at the evening session, held at the Palace Hotel

:

Dr. J. E. Talmage, of Salt Lake; Charles M. Moder-

well, of Chicago ; Harry L. Day, of Idaho, and Dr. W. B.

Phillips, of Colorado. It was decided to hold the next

annual convention of the ]\Iining Congress in Chicago.

A banquet was held Tuesday evening at the Palace Hotel

by the congress as a testimonial to Van. H. Manning,

director of the United States Bureau of Mines.

The Wednesday session brought out more lively discus-

sion than did those of the preceding days.

Harry L. Day, of Wallace, Idaho, president of the

Federal Mining and Smelting Co., declared that two-

thirds of mine accidents are due to the "criminal care-

lessness"' of workers. Dr. Frederick L. Hoffman, the

insurance-company statistician, well-known to Journal

readers by his many contributions, said that the mine
operator is responsible in the last analysis for most

accidents and disease-spreading conditions.

Herbert M. Wilson, of Pittsburgh, Penn., director of

safety for the Associated Mining Companies, agreed with

Dr. Hoffman, who recommended an investigation into

underground sanitary conditions of mines on the Mother

Lode of California with the view of combating the hook-

worm disease.

A resolution was adopted protesting against the restric-

tions imposed by the Department of the Interior in grant-

ing rights of way over public lands.

The following program was carried out

:

Report of committee on freight and ore treatment rates
by Imer Pett. chairman, of Salt Lake City: address, "The
Future of the American Zinc Industry," by Otto Ruhl, of
Joplin, Mo.; "The Development of Mine Taxation in Arizona,"
by G. H. Dowell, of Bisbee, Ariz.: "The Need of Better Mining
Education," by Prof. Charles F. Willis, of Tucson, Ariz.;

"Workman's Compensation Insurance and the Coal Mining
Industry," by Herbert M. Wilson, of Pittsburgh, Penn.; "The
New Plan of Mining Insurance," by David Ross, of Springfield,

111., and "Mining Hazards of the Pacific Coast." by Dr. F. L.

Hoffman, of Newark, N. J.
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)©2ime Polimfis aim ttlh

Znimc

SYNOPSIS—A comparison of the chief differ-

ences betiveen American and European practice in

so far as the main economic points are concerned.

The powerful effect of the great supply of Aus-

tralian zinc ore upon the spelter industrij of tlie

world. Prospects for zinc smcllintj in remote

countries.

Even before the war began, the zinc industry of the

world was experiencing radical changes. The effect of

the war will be to produce more changes, whereof no

man can yet clearly foresee the nature and scope. Look-

ing backward, we can now perceive that 1896, when
the Wilfley table was introduced, was a historic date

in the metallurgy of zinc. Making possible an improved

concentration of mixed ores requiring fine grinding, the

first step in the solution of the long-baffling mixed-ore

problem had been taken and the smelters were offered

a new and bountiful supply of lead-bearing zinc ore,

often high in iron, to which they had to adjust their

metallurgy. Another important step in the separation

of mixed ores occurred subsequently, with the introduc-

tion of Wetherill's system of magnetic separation and
Blake's system of electrostatic separation, biit the climax

occurred with the successful introduction of the flotation

process at Broken Hill.

Effect of Flotatiox at Biiokex Hill

The development- at Broken Hill had at least three

great consequences : It standardized smelting practice in

Belgium and Germany; it compelled nearly all of the

smelters of those countries to go on a zinc-lead basis; it

showed that mixed ores could be profitably treated and

caused a search for them to be made in all parts of the

world, which within a few years resulted in the develop-

ment of such mines as the Butte & Superior, of Butte,

Mont. ; the Bawdwin, of Burma ; and the Eiddersk, of

Siberia, to mention only three of the first order.

Let me be more explici.t respecting these statements.

The total zinc prodiiction of the world in 1913 was about

1,000,000 metric tons, 'of which Belgium, Holland and

Germany produced about 500,000 tons. Broken Hill in

1910-12 produced an average of 450,000 tons of l)lende

concentrate per annum, averaging 46 to 47% zinc, which

may be roughly calculated as equivalent to a yield of

170,000 tons of spelter, or about 35% of the total of

Germany and the low countries.

The MaflKet foh Bhokex Hill Coxcextkates

The immense Australian ore supply was contracted to

the three great German metal-merchandising firms, which

distributed the ore among the smelters of Germany and

Belgium. Those smelters coming thus into possession of

so large, so uniform and so regular a supply of ore, the

like of which in none of those respects had ever pre-

*A paper entitled "Some Main Points in tlie Metallurgy of
Zinc," by W. R. Ingalls. presented at the International Engi-
neering Congress, San Francisco. Calif., Sept. 20. 1915.

EcoimosiniScs ©f

viously been c.\|HTicncc(l in tlie zinc industry, were able

to standardize their smelting practice, not only as to a

single works, but also as to many works, which was metal-

lurgically beneficial.

Leady Zixc OiiE.s Now a Matter of Coukse

The Broken Hill zinc ore was rather high in lead. In

previous times zinc smelters generally were averse to

smelting ore containing more than 2 or 3% of lead, al-

though there were a few smelters who made a practice

of treating ores relatively high in lead and recovering

a considerable proportion of the lead therefrom. With
the advent of the Broken Hill ore, the recovery of lead

as a byproduct in zinc smelting became the regular thing;
and in fact, the smelters of Belgium and Germany went
practically upon a zinc-lead basis and even became insist-

ent upon having a percentage of lead present in their ore

that was far above what in earlier A-ears had been re-

garded as permissible.

Zixc Smeltixg Becomixg a Widely Distributed

IXDUSTUY

Another radical change in the zinc industry, that was
in progress previous to the war, involved the establish-

ment of new loci of zinc smelting and was rather directly

connected with the Australian development. The art of

zinc smelting is one of a multiplicity of details in which
the part played by many workmen spells the difference

between success and failure. No matter how careful the

plans of the engineer may be, they are likely to come to

naught unless there be good workmen to carry them out;

and the making of good workmen requires long train-

ing. The possession of a class of workmen which has

been engaged in zinc smelting during several generations

is one reason why Belgium continued to be a great zinc-

smelting country long after its own resources were ex-

hausted. And because of the absence of such a class

of smelters, it has been universally the experience that

the inauguration of new zinc-smelting enterprises in

new regions has been attended by difficulties which gen-

erally have wrecked the adventurer. With the advent of

the great Australian ore-producing interests, however,

there entered into the zinc industry a group of concerns

with financial resources that enabled them to build zinc-

smelting works in any logical location and with equa-

nimity to carry them through the period in which the

native population had to be taught how to smelt zinc ore.

Thus we have already witnessed the erection and opera-

tion of two zinc smelteries in Australia, we have seen the

foundations laid for a great zinc smeltery far away in

Siberia, and we have reason to believe that ere long a

zinc smeltery may be erected at some seaport of India.

In the meanwhile, the Japanese, with their cn.-^tomary

adaptiveness, have inaugurated zinc smelting within

their empire. There were, therefore, plans on foot that

promised to make the art of zinc smelting one of far

wider application than it had ever been during the cen-

tury of its commercial history. These conditions were

fully in evidence Ijefore the war began.

Germany, liy virtue of its own great deposits of zinc

ore in Upper Silesia and its contracts for the Broken
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Hill ore, was the great purveyor of spelter to the rest

of Europe, especially to England. The first great con-

sequences of the war were to suspend, to a major extent,

the production of zinc ore in Australia, there being in-

sufficient surplus smelting capacity outside of Germany
and Belgium to receive it, and to throw a large part of

the spelter requirements of Great Britain, Prance and

Russia upon the United States, the result of which was

to raise the price for spelter to a figure not previously

recorded in many years. What other major and minor

effects the disturbance of the war may have upon the

spelter industry lie within the sphere of prophecy. I

will venture no more than the suggestion that they will

be profound.

The world's great districts of zinc smelting have here-

tofore been Upper Silesia and Rheinland-Westphalia, in

Germany; the valley of the ileuse and the Campine, in

Belgium and Holland; and Kansas, Oklahoma and Illi-

nois, in the United States. The art of zinc smelting was

first introduced (from China) into Great Britain, but

the British smfelters have not, during the last 100 years,

been leaders in the art, nor has zinc smelting attained

great magnitude in their land.

During the last 50 years, there have been three types

of zinc smelting (the earlier English and Carinthian

processes having disappeared), which are known as the

Silesian, Belgo-Silesian, and Belgian. In recent years,

the Belgo-Silesian method has become kno^vn as the

Rhenish, and this has shown a strong tendency to dis-

place the Belgian process in Belgium and an even stronger

tendency to displace the Silesian process in Silesia. The
reasons for this are discussed in the metallurgical treat-

ises, of which zinc smelting has recently acquired a rich

literature. They may be summarized as a superior econ-

omy, as compared with the Belgian furnace ; and, in Si-

lesia, a change in the character of the ore which causes

this method to be better adapted than the Silesian fur-

nace. In the United States, the method of smelting is

essentially the Belgian, which has been modified to con-

form to peculiar conditions.

Variatioxs IX Ajiekicax axd EuifOPEAX" Practick Due
TO Labor axd Material Prices

Considering the art of zinc smelting upon its broadest

lines, the variations between European and American

practice are explained by variations in fundamental con-

ditions, which may be summarized in the statement that

in Europe labor is cheap and coal is dear, while in the

United States coal is cheap and labor is dear. Thus we
find American smelters striving ever for mechanical sub-

stitutes for hand labor and European smelters aiming

always to reduce coal consumption. There have been

other determinative factors, the differences among which

are, however, tending to disappear. One of these is per-

manence of the smelting districts. Another is scientific

attention to the art.

Zinc smelting was begun in Upper Silesia in 1798 and
on the Jleuse in 1807, and ever since those dates has

been conducted in those districts. Their metallurgical

stability has induced operators to build substantially.

From an early date, moreover, the smelting was directed

by educated metallurgists, and both in French and Ger-

man is there a literature extending backward for a cen-

tury. In the United States, on the other hand, only

two works—those at La Salle and Peru, in Illinois

—

have a long history and in the main the zinc-smelting

industry has been characterized by shifts and uncertain-

ties that stifled ideas of permanent building. About
1871 zinc smelting was begun at Pittsburg, Kan., and
for 30 years was conducted with an absurd disregard of

scientific control. Not until about 1898 were chemists

employed, even to assay the ores bought and smelted.

Ore was cheap, and for three decades the precept was

"better butcher the ore than butcher the furnace." About
1001 most of the smelteries in this district were scrapped

and the lola district, where natural gas occurred, became

paramount. Ten years later lola was the scene of de-

serted works and the star of Bartlesville and Collinsville,

in Oklahoma, was ascendant, but even now it is waning
and the great locus of zinc smelting is becoming the

coal fields of Illinois and further eastward. With this

last move zinc smelters show that they are building for

permanent business, not merely to reap some ephemeral

natural advantage, and with the utilization of the ser-

vices of metallurgists (which has been general only within

the last 10 or 15 years), certain differences between Euro-

pean and American results are tending to disappear.

SuLriiURic-AciD Recovery More Marketable Abroad

One other basic condition requires mention. European
smelters operate generally in highly developed industrial

regions affording a market for sulphuric acid and ren-

dering the free discharge of sulphur smoke unpermissible

anyhow. Therefore European smelters long ago began to

make sulphuric acid as a byproduct of blende roasting.

American smelters, on the other hand, were able to emit

their smoke without doing great harm and had no mar-

ket for acid. Consequently they did not make it. This

condition, also, is undergoing radical change. Every
smelter of blende east of the Mississippi River now
makes acid.

In many respects the development of the American
zinc-smelting industry- has exhibited absence of initiative

and curious contradictions. Our two great names are

'Wetherill and Hegeler. The former invented the process

of making zinc oxide direct from ore. The latter intro-

duced the first successful mechanically raked muffle fur-

nace for blende roasting, modified the Belgian distillation

furnace and introduced many mechanical contrivances.

The best American zinc-smelting practice of the present

day follows very closely in Hegeler's footsteps, with cer-

tain improvements borrowed from Belgium and Ger-

many.

Early Ixtroductiox^ of Mechaxical Eoastix^g

During the last 20 years the vogue of the mechanical

furnace for blende-roasting, in the United States has be-

come all but universal. At the present time our works

have capacity for roasting about 800,000 tons of blende

per annum, and only two or three examples of the old

hand-roasting kilns survive. Yet, of our mechanical fur-

naces, the Hegeler dates back to 1884, and during the

last 15 years there has been no introduction of any new
ty])e—an emphatic commentary upon the absence of orig-

inality that has heretofore characterized zinc smelting

in America. In the meanwhile the Germans have ex-

hibited much alertness in developing and adopting me- J
ehanical roasting furnaces in spite of their lower rates

|
of wages and consequent lack of incentive to substitute

machines for men.
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I may best elucidate further comparisons between

European and American practice by sketching the prin-

cipal parts of a modern zinc-smelting works. In all of

wliat follows in this paper I have in mind only the

smelting with coal-fired furnaces, dismissing from at-

tention the smelting with natural gas in the United

States, which is on tlie wane. Nor are the figures that

I give intended to represent the practice with Silesian

furnaces in Upper Silesia, Germany.

The ore is delivered into the works in railway cars,

from which it is unloaded directly into the storage bins.

The means for unloading,- sampling, storing and re-

claiming have, heretofore, been rather crude in many of

the American works, but recently there has been an in-

creasing tendency to adopt the superior methods that

have long obtained among lead and copper smelters.

The ores coming to the zinc smelter are classified as

calamine and blende. In Europe the former is still cal-

cined. In America the calcination of calamine was aban-

doned by the smelters may years ago, the advantages

being pronounced unequal to the cost. Blende, of course,

must always be roasted. In America we use the Hegeler

furnace if sulphuric acid is to be made; otherwise, sim-

pler forms of mechanical furnace. Our object is mainly

to save labor. In Europe hand-raked furnaces of the

Rhenania, or the later Delplace, type are commonly em-

ployed, which are both designed and operated to save

coal. The dead-roasting of blende has been regularly ef-

fected with a coal consumption of only 10% of the weight

of the ore, a lower figure than has ever been achieved

in the United States. However, there is a growing usage

of mechanical roasting furnaces in Europe and an adop-

tion of such new and excellent types as the llerton and

the Spirlet, which American smelters have not yet \eu-

tured to try.

The roasted ore goes to the mixer, where it is united

with the proper proportion of reduction coal, ilechan-

ical mixing and careful attention to this important part

of the process were early practiced at La Salle, but else-

where in the United' States this was generally done in

ways far below European standards until recently. How-
ever, we are no longer subject to such a reproach.

Vakiatioxs IX Design of Works

Following European practice, our distillation furnaces

are now commonly built entirely above the ground, the

unclean, uncomfortable and unsanitary subterranean gal-

leries of old being abolished. The Europeans are still

ahead of us, however, in ventilation of the furnace houses.

The Europeans generally lay out their furnaces in line.

We lay them out in rows. The Europeans commonly
employ recuperative (both reversing and counter-current)

furnaces—again with view to economy of coal—and suc-

ceed in smelting a ton of ore with as little as a ton of

coal. In the United States we use mostly the long Hege-

ler furnace. With natural gas firing there is no heat

recuperation. With coal firing the economizing of fuel

takes the form of generating steam from the waste gases.

The long furnaces and the steam-boiler accessories are

distinctly American, and both are due to Hegeler. To
Hegeler also is due the charging car, metal-drawing car

and other mechanical contrivances in aid of the work

about the distillation furnaces. The only successful me-

chanical chargers, however, are of European origin; but

a rccciit American invention of some promise is a me-
chaniial discharger. A distinctive feature of American
distillation-furnace practice is the use of blowers for tlic

delivery of the combustion-air to the furnaces.'

In the manufacture of retorts tiie liydraulic press,

which originated in Belgium, is now commonly employed
liiitii ill lMir(i]>(' nnd America. However, the Europeans
give more attention to the manufacture of their retorts

and unquestionably make a better retort than we do.

Ill the handling of material in the works the modern
American plants are as well equip])ed with tramways, ele-

vators, etc., as are lead smelteries of corresponding size.

In this respect our best American plants are in no wise

inferior to the best European.

European smelters have long recovered lead and silver

from their retort residues. American smelters now do so

to a considerable e.xtent, but the treatment of lead-bearing

ores and recovery of the lead is less a feature of American
practice than it is of the European. American zinc

smelters pass the whole of their residue to the lead

smelters. European zinc smelters commonly concentrate

it by jigs and tables and deliver a lead concentrate for

smelting.

EUKOI'EAN DlSTILLATIOX TEMPERATURES HiGIIER ThAX
American

Metallurgically, the essence of zinc smelting is the tem-

perature of distillation. Speaking generally, the higher

the temperature the better is the extraction of zinc. But
with bad ores and bad practice high temperature is in-

feasible; for the furnaces and retorts will not stand it.

A bad ore may be smelted with but little trouble, at a

relatively low temperature, but the extraction of zinc will

be poor. The aim of the zinc smelter is to smelt a bad

ore and obtain the maximum possible percentage of

zinc out of it.

In general, the Europeans excel the x\mericans in this

respect. They mix their ores more scientifically, they

make better retorts and they build stronger furnaces, all

of which contribute to an ability to drive their furnaces

at higher temperature than Americans have yet attained,

and at the same time they manage -ivith ores that are

ratiier high in lead. In so smelting, they make a leady

spelter, but a simple refining in a reverberatory furnace

removes the excess lead. In only one American works

is that practiced.

European smelters also generally recover blue j)owder

as a commercial product. This is obtained from the ])ro-

longs, which condense a proportion of zinc that woidd

otherwise be lost. American smelters do not use pro-

longs. Although in trials of them, an additional 1 or 2%
of the zinc has been obtained, they have found it to be

unprofitable—this again refiecting the difference in lalMU-

conditions.

I have outlined the main differences between European

and American practice in zinc smelting. They are ex-

plained by the reasons previously mentioned. Per ton

of raw sulphide ore the American smelter uses about 2 to

21-0 tons of coal and 3 or 3 man-days of labor, and

extracts about 84 to 88% of the zinc t1iat is in his ore;

'Let it be noted that in oftering: these broad f:eiieralizations
of comparative European and American pr.actice. it i.«i weU
in mind that tliere are representatives of several furnace types
in the United States. Thus are to be found Siemens-Belgian
furnaces at Peru and Depue, Overpelt-Rhenish furnaces at
Pueblo, and counter-current recuperative furnaces at Palmer-
ton.
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if he treats lead-bearing ore, he may recover 50 to 60%
of the lead.-

The Euroi3ean smelter uses about li/4 to 1% tons of

eoal and 3 to syo nian-days of labor, and extracts 88 to

90% of the zinc that is in his ore, and about 50 to 70%
of the lead.

I hope to disarm criticism of these figures by stating

that such figvires properly should be accompanied by quali-

ifications and explanations that would run to pages in

length and would constitute a condensed treatise upon

the metallurgy of zinc; and that I offer the figures that

I have used merely as broad generalizations for the pur-

pose of exhibiting, in tabloid form, the lessons deduced

from the diiferences in the art as practiced in Germany
and the low countries and in the United States. They
mean that the Europeans, with the aid of better furnaces

and superior technical direction, are able to smelt more

refractory ore than we Americans, and yet extract a

higher proportion of the valuable metals. They have

built more substantial plants—secure from fear of geo-

graphical migration of their industry—for the sake of

increased durability and maximum economy of fuel.

While the rates of wages are higher in the United States

than in Europe, American zinc smelters have not been

able to offset that by the development of superior effi-

ciency in the ways that the copper and lead smelters have

done. Man for man, the German and Belgian smelter

does as much work as the American. Thus the attend-

ance of the distillation furnaces in Rheinland and Bel-

gium requires 1.75 to 2.5 nian-shifti? per ton of roasted

ore, while in America the requirement is 1.75 to 2.25.

The difference in labor in roasting is insignificant when
mechanical furnaces are employed. Such economies in

labor as America has effected have been chiefly in the

handling of material, which, in zinc smelting, is a rela-

tively small part of the process.

Zinc Smelting Not So Backwaud as Supposed

Before concluding this paper I am bound to refer to

certain misconceptions that continue to exist respecting

the status of zinc smelting and the possibilities of any

radical changes happening in this art, such as have

happened in lead and copper smelting.

The art of zinc smelting is far from l)eing at a stand-

still. When we find 1,000 kg. of ore requiring 1,000

calories of heat being distilled with 1,100 kg. of coal

equivalent to 8,000 calories, as is done in the best prac-

tice, we are observing a thermal efficiency of 12i/^%,

which compares favorably with good steam practice.

When we find a ton of ore being smelted ^\'ith 21/2 man-
days of labor, and consider that we arc dealing with a

"The matter of lead recovery can be but vaguely stated, it

being so intimately related with the original content of the
ore and the manner of effecting the recovery. The main
sources of loss are: (1) By volatilization during roasting; (2)
by volatilization during distillation, a portion of which may
be recoverable by refining the spelter; (3) in the tailings of
the mill, dressing the retort residues; and finally there are (4)
the ordinary losses of the lead-smelting furnace. As a debit
against any lead that may be recovered under (2) is the cost
of refining the leady spelter. Process (3) is a source of large
loss and may be omitted, but then there is an increased weight
of material to be treated by the lead furnaces and therefore
a higher cost of smelting. Yet, here again there may be an
offsetting condition, namely, the residues may be high in iron
and the lead smelter may need iron. These few remarks will
give an idea of the complexity of this subject, which is indeed
incapable of accurate generalization. The only answer is

that which is expressed in dollars and cents in each case.
What applies to lead also applies to silver. In my generaliza-
tions of the requirements of coal and labor in zinc smelting.
I have not included anything involved in the refining of spel-
ter or in the treatment of residues remaining after zinc ex-
traction.

concentrated product, and reflect that the total weight

of material handled is relatively small and that the

work on it from step to step is often more cheaply done

liy a man than by a machine, we do not feel unduly mor-

tified by our results. Nor does the extraction of only 85

or 90% of the zinc content of the ore shame us very much
when we reflect upon the peculiar and troublesome metal-

lurgical properties of zinc.

The Complex-Sulphide Problem

The so-called problem of the mixed sulphide ores that

has engaged so much attention during 50 or 60 years is

not a question of how such ores can be treated—for

means have been known for a long time—but, rather, is

it a question of how may such ores be treated with suf-

ficient cheapness. This problem has been solved to a

large extent by the improvements in the art of mechan-

ical concentration (especially the flotation process) and

the improved ability of the zinc smelter to treat plumbi-

ferous and ferruginous ore. Yet there are still ores

whereof the beneficiation is highly unsatisfactory, such,

for example, as those ores which contain fluorite and

those ores which are a crypto-crystalline mixture of the

component sulphide minerals. The present treatment of

zinc ores that are high in silver leaves much to lie de-

sired. For some of these ores it is possible that hydro-

metallurgical or hydronietallurgical-electrometallurgical

processes may be useful in certain cases. There has been

a commercial hydrometallurgy of zinc for many years,

but it has not been extensive, simply for the reason that

most ores could be more profitably treated in other ways.

The precipitation of zinc from solutions by electrolysis

used to be troublesome and unsatisfactory, but now that

seems to have been mastered.

Electric zinc smelting, which has engaged a good deal

of attention during the last 15 years, is metallurgically

of the same nature as ordinary .smelting; the main differ-

ence is that in one case the zinc is distilled by the heat

of the electric arc or the heat of electric resistance, while

in the other case it is done by the combustion of coal.

So far, electric smelting has become an art only in Sweden
and Norway, where several thousands of tons of spelter

are annually produced by this method. The smelters in

Sweden and Norway enjoy verj' cheap power, whereby

they have been able to overcome, or at least meet, the

main obstacle that has heretofore ijrevented electric smelt-

ing from becoming a commercial art elsewhere.

sH M^If of fl9I15

Sui)|)leniciitiiig the figures given in the Journal of

Sejit. 25, 1915, on Ontario mineral production for the

first half (if 1915, the following additional information

is given. The quantity of nickel-copper ore rai.sed was

548,579 tons, and the quantity .smelted, 550,870 tons.

The chief outlet for cobalt oxide—the ceramic works

of Europe—has been closed by the war. Consequently

the shipments from the silver refineries hare been greatly

reduced, falling ofi' in value 85%. Some consignments

have been made to Great Britain and the United States.

^Metallic cobalt is now being produced both at Deloro and

Thorold and is finding a u.se in the manufacture of high-

grade and high-speed tools, also for the plating of metallic-

objects, replacing nickel for this purpose.
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Tlir^=Ore Dressiimtf e\tt ILfls^MmM^®^B)

DJiavi •m
By DriiWAiii) Copelaxd* axd Scovill E. IIollisterI

SIWOPSL^—Tlie ijradc of tin "barriUa" made

affects markedly the profit of the Bolivian pro-

ducers, on account of the high freight and smelting

charges. The tenor of varioxis products of the

Llallagua company is shown in an accompanying

diagram. The cost of different operations and of

supplies is also given in considerable detail.

The tin concentrates of Bolivia are shipped to Europe

for smeltinjr. Freights and smelting charges are heavj'

so the grade of the barriUa is of the greatest importance.

This point, in regard to concentrates made, is especially

true in times of depressed jirices for tin. In fact, when
tin is selling for a low price the grade of harrilla made
may easily determine whether there is a loss or a fairly

large profit to the producer. The majority of the Bo-

livian producers are satisfied with a shipping product

containing 60% tin. An average of 65% in the barriUa

is not common. The idea prevails that any attempt to

increase materially the percentage of tin in the concen-

trate would be accompanied by a loss that would more
than overcome any benefits obtained.

An accompanying diagram shows the relation of the

tin mineral to the minerals which do not contain tin,

in the mine ore, the mill tailings and in the con-

centrates produced by the company at Llallagua. The
mill tailings are at present, because of increased re-

grinding of jig tailings and better classification, consider-

AX.\LYSIS OF LLALL.\Gl"A "S.S." BARRILLA
Till oxidp (68.32% Sn) 86 670
Iron 4.746
Nickel. 023
Copper 060
Bismuth 360
Ltad 070
Zinc

.

. 22.5

Silver... OOU
Titanium oidde 400
Tungstic acid.

.

560
Calcium oxide 0.130
SUica. 2.240
Sulphur

.

3 . 586
Oxygen and loss 92t

lOJ 000

iibly lower in tin than is shown in the diagram. It is

true that the higher the percentage of tin in the con-

centrates the higher the tin in the tailings and the greater

the loss, but it has been found that allowing the barriUa

to contain 10% of minerals which do not contain tin

and nearly all of which are lighter than cassiterite is

enough to afford a good protection against loss. There
is. with a reasonably well managed mill, little more loss

when the nonstanniferous minerals in the concentrates are

reduced to 10% than when there is allowed to enter the

barriUa 23% of minerals other than cassiterite. This
is the same as saying that there is little more loss when
producing a barriUa with 70% tin than when making one

with only 60%. Diagrams have been prepared to show
that by making 12,860 quintals of 70% barriUa rather

•MetaUurgist. Cia. Estanifera de Llallaerua, and professor
of metallurgy, Missouri School of Mines, Rolla, Mo.

tMill superintendent, Cia. Estanifera de Llallagua, Llalla-
gua, Bolivi.i.

than l.-),000 quintals of 60% (there are equal quantities

of fine tin in the two cases), there is an extra profit

of at least 5.5,000 bolivianos. With the monthly produc-

tion mentioned, each increase of 1% in the barriUa grade

results in an extra earning of 6000 bolivianos.

In an accompanying table are shown the results of a

complete analysis made by Alfred H. Knight, of London,
on a sample of barriUa of the class "S.S." This analysis

was made in 1913 and represents the grade of concentrates

as then made. With the present barrUla. averaging about

'i'0% tin, the quantities of the metallic impurities are

less than those shown in ilr. Knight's analysis.

Tix Assay by Cyaxide-Fusiox Method
In the making of uniformly high-grade concentrates,

the various machines and sections in the mill require care-

ful regulation. In order that this can be done effectively

-5 - 10^-15 20 25 50 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75

Percen+age of Tin

COMPOSITION OF LLALLAGUA PRODUCTS
Diagram showing percentage of fine tin, tin mineral (cas-

siterite) and minerals containing no tin in the ore, the bar-
riUa and the tailings.

the company has a well-equipped laboratory. The sub-

stances in the barriUa of greatest importance iu ileter-

mining the profits to the company are the tin, sulphur,

arsenic and copper, these being the elements upon which

the smelting charges are based. Also, in the mine, payment

to many of the contractors depends upon the jicicLutage

of tin in their ores, and these assays make fully 50% of

the total work of the laboratory.

In Bolivia it is the practice to determine liu by the

cvaiiide-fusion method, so the laboratorv at Llallagua was
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equipped to make the tin assaj's in this manner. In the

cyanide-fusion assay the sample, after the soluble iron and

other impurities which might enter the tin button have

been removed by the use of acids, is mixed with "98%"
potassium cyanide in crucibles and fused in a coke furnace

for half an hour. The fusion being complete the crucible

is removed, cooled and broken open, the tin button cleaned

and weighed. At Llallagua a 10-gram sample mixed with

20 grams of cyanide is the charge. This is fused in a

No. 6 Battersea crucilile. On harrilla this method gives

results uniformly 2% lower than those obtained by the

smelters in Europe.

As Llallagua is so far from the markets (Europe and

the United States) which can supply chemicals and labora-

tory equipment, it is necessary to keep on hand at least

a year's supply of materials. By the time the freights

and duties have been paid, any chemical, piece of glassware

or apparatus we use has about four times the value it

would have in the United States. This makes the cost of

assays very high.

During the first eight months of 1914 an average of

1152 tin assays were made monthly at a cost per assay of

2.10 bolivianos ($0.83). Of this cost 8.8% was for cru-

cibles, 13.2% for cyanide and acids, and 18% was for

labor. This last item includes the cost of taking the samples

and of preparing them for the laboratory. The cost to

the laboratory of the various chemicals and materials is

shown in the accompanying table

:

MATERIALS USED IN LABORATORY IX AUGIST, I9U

Quantity Article Price Value

1350 Crucililes No. 6 ^ S0.07 S94.50
10 ScoriBers, 2i in. fe 05 .50
54 kg. Nitric acid (SJ 1.90 102 60
45 kg. Hydrochloric C"' 171 76.95
31kg. Potassium cyanide fe 1.59 49.29
2 reams Paper for samples @ 3.2S 6.56
2 cans Paraffin @ 2.72 5.44
1 drum Benzine @ 17.24 17.24

1230 Sample sacks @ .01 12.30
35 quintals Coke @ 2.07 72.45
15 liters Alcohol @ .35 5.25
5 hters Ammonia @ 1 . 55 7 . 75

All other chemicals 6.90
Office suppUcs 6.90

Total $463.63

The assays for copper, arsenic, sulphur, and any special

analyses for any of the departments are made by the

methods employed in common laboratory practice. The
one point worth noting is that these analyses cost as much
proportionally as the tin assays.

Three Power Source.s

The power for the mine and mill is supplied from three

power units. A hydro-electric plant capable of generat-

ing 800 hp. supplies that amount during nine months of

the year, but is not in operation the other three months
because of lack of water for the turbines, when power is

supplied to the mine by two Diesel engines generating 400
hp. and the mill is run by a 200-hp. Deutz gas engine

belted directly to the main transmission line. Power
for the roastor-separator plant, machine shop and other

poTv^er installations at the mill plant is supplied by a

second Deutz motor. The entire electric system is con-

nected through a central switchboard and current from
any of the three sources can be .supplied to any part

of the system.

The first estimate of cost for building a 60-m. dam
and equipping a hydro-electric plant to clevelop 450 hp.

was 400,000 bolivianos ($138,000). By the end of 1911,

because of washouts during construction and landslides

into the river below the turbine house, the first cost for

dam, overflow tunnels and an 800-hp. installation will

amount to 1,350,000 bolivianos (about $4?0,000). By
figuring the life of the mine as five years, a reasonable es-

timate, and charging 10% on the money invested, the first

cost can be paid off in five equal yearly payments of

360,000 bolivianos. Calculating 600" hp. for 12 months

(800 hp. for 9 months) the charge per hor.sepower-day

for the first cost is $0.58. Operation and repair costs are

as follows: Attendance, $0,025; repairs, $0,002; other

co.<ts, $0.002 ; total operating, $0,029. This makes a total

cost for hydro-electric power of $0.58 + $0,029 = $0.51

per horsepower-day, which is 2.54e. per horsepower-hour.

After five years, should the mine still produce, this power

would be much cheaper, since the first cost of tiie instal-

lation would have been paid.

Diesel Engines at 13,000 Ft. Altitude

The Diesel oil-engine plant is rather interesting in

that it affords some data on the operation of Diesels

at high altitudes. The two engines installed at the

elevation of the mill, 13,000 ft., are each rated at

300 hp. at sea level. The makers, Sulzer Brothers, Wiu-
terthur, Switzerland, would guarantee for them but 150

hp. at the elevation of the mine tunnel, 1000 ft. above

SULZER-DIESEL ENGINES AT LLALLAGUA

the point of their installation. At the beginning of the

revolution of the Diesel engine the cylintler is filled with

air at atmospheric pressure. This air is compressed to not

less than 45 atmospheres and then fuel oil is forced into

the cylinder. The temperature of the air due to the com-

pression is so high that the oil immediately ignites.

The amount of oil that can be burned at one revolution de-

pends upon the weight of oxygen in the compressed air.

Since the barometer here reads only about two-thirds as

much as at sea level, one would expect the same engine

running at the same rate to burn in a given time only

about two-thirds as much oil and hence to develop not

more than two-thirds as much power as at sea level. Our
engines will each give about 200 hp. at this aftitude. On
actual tests made we have found that, using Peruvian

crude oil of about 11,000 cal., the engines will produce

when fully loaded 1 hp.-hr. with a consumption of 210

grams (0.463 lb.) of oil. For low fuel consumption the

engines must be fully loaded. Using 210 grams of oil per

horsepower-hour, the engines have a heat eflrciency of

28%. Figuring that the first cost and interest on the

investment at 10% should be charged off in five years, as

in the case of the hydro-electric plant, with the difference
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tliiit we will say the Diesels produce 400 hp. 13 mouths of

the year—since they can do so if necessary—we get the

liillowing:

The total cost of the Diesel engine jilant, incliidiufic the

enfjines, generators, huilding, foundations (containing

200 1)1)1. of cement), freights and erection, was $53,000,

of which the factory cost of the engines was $29,000. With

interest at 10%, the principal and interest to be paid in

li\e equal yearly payments, the annual charge will amount
til $14,000. This is a cost of 9.Gc. per horsepower-day.

The operation and fuel costs for the Diesels are as follows

:

Fuel oil, $0,521 per horsepower-day; attendance, $0,016;

cylinder oil, 36 kg. per day, $6,025; cleaning, $4.10

(extra) per month; repairs, $8.60 (extra) per month or

^i^0.001 per horsepower-day; other costs, $17.20 (extra)

per month or $0,001 per horsepower-day; cooling water,

supplied by gravity; total operating, $0,564. The total

cost for power from the Diesel engines from the above

figures is 9.6 -f- 56.4 = 66c. per horsepower-day, which is

2.75c. per horsepower-hour. If the Diesel plant should

lie used after the five years, the cost per horsepower-day

would still be at least 56.4c., the present operating cost.

Cheap Power fuom Deutz Gas Engines

The Deutz engines use gas generated from anthracite

coal and produce power at a total co.st of 3.8c. per horse-

power-hour. Anthracite costs, at Llallagua, about $50

per ton. These engines were the first power units in-

stalled by the company that used anything but taquia for

fuel and they have been giving excellent service for the

last four years. They require cleaning only once in 60

days, and 12 hr. is sufficient for this operation.

Power costs being so high at Llallagua, some modifi-

i-ations are made in the methods of doing things. A
horsepower-day developed by the Diesels costs more than

the shift's wage of a laborer. It is poor economy to

put in a machine needing 5 hp. to do the work that could

lie performed by two laborers per shift, for the company

must have an investment in the machine and must pay

lor repairs, while the laborer represents no investment.

When considering our automatic-roaster, magnetic-sep-

arator plant in comparison with the older hand furnaces

and buddies, we always ha\e to remember that the 20 hj).

used in the new installation would pay the wages of more

liian 20 laborers (men and women) in the old plant.

The Cost of Doing Things

All machinery and nearly all mining supplies have

to be brought to LUallagua from the United States or

from Europe. Freights are a big part of the first cost of

both machinery and supplies. The gateway to this section

of Bolivia is Antofagasta, Chile, and from this port a

30-in.-gage railroad runs to Oruro. The neare.st railroad

station connected to Llallagua by a good cart road is

Challapata, 60 miles from the mine. Ocean freights

are cheap. On harrilla the rate per ton from Antofagasta

to Europe is about £3 and i+ is expected that the freights

through the Panama Canal to the United States will he

lower. The rates on large shipments from Europe to

West Coast ports are not nearly so high as £3. Consid-

ering the mountainous nature of the country and the high

fuel cost the freight rates on the Antofagasta & Bolivian

R.E. are reasonable, the cost per quintal from Antofa-

gasta to Challapata, a distance of 500 miles, being about

2.80 bolivianos ($21 per ton). To bring material from

Cliallai)ata to the mine when the weight is too great (thai

is, more than 100 ili. ) for a llama, nude carts are used, and
the cost per quintal varies from aliout 2.25 bolivianos

($15.50 per ton) for pieces of oidinai'v bulk and weight
up to a much higher figure for articles which are espe-

cially heavy or bulky. Carts bringing in freight nnnt be

given hnrriUa for outgoing cargo even though rate- for

the same work by llamas are less. The cost of shipjiing

on llamas is now cheap, it being possible to send a quintal

of harrilla from the mine to Challapata for 1.10 bolivianos

($7.60 per ton). The carts maki' tlic (iO-niile trip in

three days. Llamas require five days for the journey

from the mine to the railroad station.

Mining costs in many parts of Bolivia are dependent

on freight rates. An instance is our cost of power from
the Diesels. Of the total power expense 75% is for

freights on the fuel oil and 40% is the cost of bringing the

oil barrel from Antofagasta and returning it to the coast.

It would make little difference in our power costs if the

price of fuel oil at Antofagasta should go up or down 20%,
since at Llallagua 80% of the final price is for freight.

Oregon knnber costs 35 centavos per board foot ($125
per M). A barrel of cement is worth 40 bolivianos ($14).
Sheet iron costs 7c. per lb. An 18-liter can of Gargoyle

lubricating oil has a value of 14.50 bolivianos or $5. We
have a Hardinge mill. The first charge of pebbles came
with the machine ; these stones were valuable by the time

they reached Llallagua.

Labor Now Plentiful

The jDrice paid for labor in Bolivia varies greatly ac-

cording to the place. In the last two years, because of

high tin prices and great labor demand, the wages at

Llallagua have constantly risen. A drill man received

as high as 10 or even 12 bolivianos ($3.45 to $4.15) per

12-hr. shift and the average wage at the mine, in-

cluding a considerable number of Avomen ore pickers at

1.50 bolivianos and other cheap labor, was 6.30 bolivianos

or $2.20. During the first part of 1914 the price of tin

declined and with it the wage of the laborer. Then came

the European war and practically no price for tin. Many
small mines stopped operations. The nitrate fields of

Chile curtailed. Eailroad projects were stopped. Labor

became plentiful and the average wage at the mine is now
3 bolivianos or $1, while at the mill it is about 1.98 bo-

livianos (-$0.69) per shift of 12 hr. At ordinary times

the labor is worth just about what we have to pay for it

when the amount of work done for a dollar is compared

with that performed for the same price in the United

States.

The 12-hr. shift used at Llallagua and at Uncia does

not mean 12 hr. of work. Custom rules in Bolivia and

to the man who attempts to change things that are and

have been, many things will happen. In occupations

necessitating more or less strenuous work, such as shovel-

ing, it is customary to set aside, each shift, three 20-min.

periods for coca chewing. The coca-time is really a rest

period as well and the laljorer hunts a comfortable j)lace

to sit during the time. The custom of chewing the coca

leaf is general. It should not cause more remark than the;

tobacco-chewing habit of the United States; it does not

at all interfere with the pleasures of those who do not

'"chew." The coca seems to be exceedingly stimulating.

An Indian eating a little grain and with coca to chew

will run in a day distances almost incredibly great. Ir
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traveling among the Indians in Bolivia the purchasing

power of coca is more dependable than that of money.

The Bolivian laborer i.s usually contented and easy to

handle. He will work hard and cheerfully. He would

rather work for a small wage for a man he likes than

for higher pay in the employ of a man he dislikes. He
holds it an honor to have served one company for a long

time. To his superior he is very respectful and often

brings his domestic troubles to his employer for solution.

When in charge of Bolivian labor it .should always be

remembered that, the men having been made to realize

that you can be firm, all acts of kindness shown will be

returned many-fold.

The losts for operating mine and mill are given in the

accompanying table. The figures given are taken at

times before the reductions of wages caused by the war

were in full effect. With the present labor price the costs

will be lower.

COSTS AT LLALLAGUA DURING JUNE, JULY AND AUGUST, 1914*

Per Quintal n!
Barrilla Per Ton of Per Ton of

Item Producixl Ore Milled Rock Broken
June July Aup. June July Aug. June July Aug.

Mining Exploita-
tion:

Payroll $1.90 $2.0.'i $1.81 $6.48 $6.41 $4.98 $2.59 $2.57 $1.99
Materials 32 .25 .36 1.07 .78 .99 .43 .31 .39

Total $2.22 $2.30 $2.17 $7.55 $7.19 $5.97 $3.02 $2.88 $2.38

Development:

Payroll 1.28 1.05 .86 4.28 3.26 2.37 1.72 1.31 .95
Materials 06 .02 21 .07 08 .03

Total $1.34 $1.07 $0.S0 $4.49 $3..33 $2.37 $1.80 $1.34 $0.95
Total mining.. 3.56 3.37 3.03 12.04 10.52 8.34 4.82 4.22 3.33

Transportation to
mill OS .08 ,07 .20 .30 .20 .10 .12 .08

Milling:

Payroll 54 .56 .50 1.79 1.74 1.37 .73 .70 .54
Power 18 .10 .12 .59 .50 .33 .24 20 .14
Repairs 08 .10 .09 .27 .31 .24 .10 .12 .09

Total $0.80 .$0.82 .$0.71 $2.05 S2.55 $1.94 $1.07 $1.02 S0.77

New construc-
tion 16 .20 .17 ..')4 .03 .47 .21 .25 .19

Barrilla sacks 18 .IS .18 .('.1 ..-)7 .50 .24 .22 20
Assays 06 .07 .08 .21 .22 .21 .08 .09 .08
Supply house 02 .02 .02 .06 .00 .03 .03 .02 .02
Corral(20 animals) .03 .04 .05 .10 .12 .12 .04 .05 .05
Costs of adminis-

tration 03 .02 .04 .10 .08 .10 .04 .03 .04
Legal matters 06 .19 .07 .21 .38 .19 OS .23 .08
Traveling expenses .06 .04 .03 .19 .12 .08 .08 .05 .03
Office expenses 10 .09 .10 .33 .29 .27 .13 .12 .11
Interest 16 .55 ., 22
Insurance 003 .003 .006 .01 .01 .02 .003 .003 006
Commissions 05 17 07
General expense... .07 .06 .09 .24 .17 .24 .10 .07 .10

Grand total... $5.26 $5.18 $4.47 $17.73 $15..59 $12.26 $7.10 $6.24 $4.90

* In these months approximately 40% of the ore broken and brought to the
surface was sent to the mill.

One of the costs of mining in Bolivia which should not

be overlooked is the export duty imposed on metals and
concentrates, which for the most part go to other coun-

tries for use. One of the important incomes of the Bo-
livian Government comes from the duties charged on such

exports. The duty on copper when the market is at 15c.

a pound (£69 2s. Od. per ton) amounts to $0,004 per

pound of metal. Copper concentrates pay duties at the

rate of 60% of those on the metal. Copper minerals

which have not been concentrated pay 25% of the metal
duty. This would appear to be an attempt on the part

of the Government to discourage home concentration,

although undoubtedly such is not the intention.

For wolfram the export duties are from 1.00 to 3.20

bolivianos per metric quintal when the London price per

ton, with the basis of 60% tungstic acid, is from 20s. to

40s. per unit.

In the case of the duties on tin metal, they seem to

be figured on the assumption that the amount of tin

in n quintal of concentrates is two-tiiirds of tlint in a

quintal of the metal and charges are made accordingly.

This method of charging duties takes no account of the

grade of the concentrates. When the price of tin in

London ranges from £100 to £300, the export duties in

Bolivia range from 2 to 14.55 bolivianos on concentrates

and from 3.25 to 20.05 bolivianos on tin metal. The
prices of the various metals in Bolivia are announced

every 15 days by the government official with the title

Ministro dc Hacienda. The law of Dec. 1, 1911, which

places a duty of 3% on the profits of all mining com-

panies in Bolivia has been cancelled.

IXVE.STMEXT ClIAXt'E.S IX BOLIVIA (iOOD

Bolivia needs foreign capital for tlie development of

its mining industry. The impression .^eems to prevail that

money invested in Bolivian mines has not sufficient secur-

ity and that it may be subjected to a multitude of actions

at law. The fact is that where the titles of property are

carefully secured, as would be the case in the United

States, no trouble of lawsuits need be expected.

No large mining ventures have been started within

the past five years. The country is well settled and in a

way has been prospected by the Indians. Old workings

of the Spaniards are found in many places. The system of

Indian slavery practiced by the Spaniards permitted the

working of deposits more cheaply than would at present

be possible. There is in Bolivia good opportunity for

North American investors. The chances for profit appear

to be particularly good in the development of small mines,

requiring Ijut a moderate outlay of capital.

The following communication of ^V. A. S. Hellvar

recently appeared in the London Financial Times on

the suiiject of the scan-it v of wolfram ores in the British

I,-<les

:

I have read the letter of O. J. Stannard in the "Times" of

Sept. 4, and, as the part owner of a wolfram mine in Cornwall
and a director of a tung:sten-powder factory in London, I am
perhaps qualified to offer some assistance to your correspond-
ent in his dilemma when he states that he cannot "see why
there should be this shortaere of wolfram ore."

The ore Is rarely produced free from tin, the output of a

great number of producinK mines containing" up to as much
as 10% of the latter commodity. Prior to the war S0% of the
ore produced in or coming into Europe was consigned to Ger-
many, including the wliole of the tin-wolfram ore, for the
reason that the Germans were the only people able to sep-
arate the tin from the wolfram. To be more explicit, Krupps,
of Magdeberg, who were the makers of the Ullrich electro-

magnetic separator (a German machine), were open to buy
tin-wolfram ore just as readily as they would take tin-free
ore.

After the outbreak and as a consequence of the war there
was no sale for mixed ore containing over 2',, of tin, with the
result that a large quantity of small native-owned mines in

Burma closed down, and have not since restarted. At the
present moment, instead of there being a difference of Is. a

unit between high-grade ore and that containing tin as per-
tained before the war, you have a difference of from 20s. to

25s. a unit. Only a few weeks ago a parcel of 30 tons of ore
containing S% of tin was sold in London at 31s. a unit, at a
time when tin-free ore was fetching anything up to 60s.

Metallic tin in tungsten is nearly as fatal as carbon.
What is required to solve the difficulty is a cheap and ef-

fective separator.

Tile Virf^niii-Carolina Chemical Co. reports for the year
ended May 31, 1915, net earnings of $4,979,949. after deducting
$1,476,126 for repairs and maintenance and setting aside
$673,821 to reserve for doubtful debt. From this, interest and
discount of $1,265,741 was deducted, leaving net profit for the
year of $3,714,209.
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Tlie ore was to be fed into the iliute from the barrel

in a loose, unpacked condition. How to get the ore to

feed in this condition was at first puzzling. A study

was made of sand flowing through a liole in a tin can.

The can was suspended about 2 in. above a table and

sand was poured in. It flowed througli the hole until

designed with a barrel, a chute and a neck. The barrel automatically stopped by the sand-heap on the table rising

F©clrS©tl ^t Copper Q^oeira
Bv Fi;i;i) M. Heidelukrg*

It was the desire of the management to have the 260-ton

ore pocket on the 400-ft. level of the Sacramento shaft

Sec+ on A A Longi+udinal Set+ionVertical Sec+ion

FK; 1 DETA.ILS OF 250-TON ORE POCKET AT COPPER QUEEX MINE

was to contain the 2(30 tons of ore; the chute was to to the hole. Some of the heap was then removed from

have the ore fed into it and in turn supply the ore to beneath the can, from which the sand again tlowed until

fill the cartridges; the neck, a necessary- evil in this case, stopped as before. It was evident that the sarul in the

was to connect the barrel with the iOO-ft. level. can exerted very little pressure on that whicb. l.ad piled

—Tio^ 1179. Bisbee. Ariz. up on the table. It was believed that the utilization of
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this principle would be most likely to give the results

sought. The bottom of the barrel was therefore made
in the shape of an inverted frustum of a cone. A
diameter of 6 ft. for the opening in the frustum was
decided upon as probably being best adapted to feed the

ore in the manner desired and not allow it to arch in

the barrel.

The long neck was provided to obviate taking out

nnich rock around the old wooden pocket, which would

have tended to weaken the pocket and the shaft. On
account of the long drop from the level to the barrel,

the neck was offset from the barrel so that the fall of

the ore would be broken by the shelf before entering the

barrel. Had the ore been allowed to fall directly into

the pocket undoubtedly it would have jjacked and caused

trouble iu emptying the pocket. It will be noted that, had

the proper conditions existed, the neck could have been

omitted, the length of the pocket thus shortened, and

the ore dumped directly into the barrel.

Keeping the ore from packing in the chute was care-

fully looked after. A razor-back (not shown in the

design) was placed against the column in the center so

as to divide the ore to the doors ; 8-in. channel grizzlies

were provided in the front, to allow for punching the

ore sliould it hang up. Circular doors were called for at

the end of the incline of the chute.

The cartridge- and skip-loading system, while not a

part of this design, are shown. The working of the system

can easily be seen from the design. The cartridge is

Idled and when the skip is iu place the bottom of the

cartridge is dropped and the ore falls into the skip.

A 4x7-ft. drift was provided from the pipe compart-

ment to a peep hole placed just above the barrel of the

pocket. This peep hole was to furnish the means of

investigating the condition of the pocket when desired.

A small 12,\2-t-in. peep hole (not shown in the design)

was provided where the inverted frustum and the barrel

joined.

On the level where the cars dump, the neck was flared

out to a funnel shape. It was made large enough tc

allow two cars to dump at the same time. A grizzly of

00-lb. rails, spaced 13 iu. centers, was put across the

funnel as a safety device.

The concrete in general was to be 1 ft. thick, rein-

forced where deemed necessary, and -protected Ijy 25-lb.

rails where excessive wear was likely.

In constructing the pocket the design was followed

faithfully except that the pocket was put on the side of

the shaft opposite to that on which it is shown. The
mining or excavating was doue as a raise. Just as soon as

enough ground had been taken out, a chute and door were
put in so that the blasted rock falling down into the chute

could be loaded directly into cars and hoisted to the

surface. This little device saved quite a bit in the cost

of excavating. Throughout, lOxlO-in. timber was used.

In the barrel a tower 8 ft. square was first formed, and
then short stulls were put into the rock. In concreting,

A\hen the short stulls were taken out, the tower served

to support the forms.

The manner of making the forms is worthy of atten-

tion. The regular .5-ft. long by 2-in. thick mine lagging

was used altogether; and when the job was finished it

was possible to return all but a small percentage of it

to the mine for further use. From the opening in the

inverted frustum to the top of the neck tiie lagging

was nailed to 3x3xi4-in. angle-rings bent to the proper

iliameter. These rings and lagging constituted the forms.

The inward thrust was taken up by the 8-ft. tower left

in the center. The SxSxi/^-in. angle-rings had two sets

of V4-iii- holes punched ly^-in. centers, staggered, with

gages % in. and 2i/^ in. This left I14 in. between the

rows of holes. For the barrel four sets of rings were

used. The cycle consisted in first spiking the lagging

to a ring at the bottom of the form; at the top of the

lagging another ring was spiked. In this top ring the

bottom row of holes was used and the end of the lagging

allowed to stick up only half way between the two sets

of holes, so that when the form was filled with concrete

the bottom of another set of lagging could be butted on

the lower forms and the top row of holes in the angle

could be used to spike through. In this way 5 ft. was
loncretcd on some days and 10 ft. on others. The same
method was used in the nack. At the junction between

the neck and the barrel a combination of the rings for

the barrel and the neck was used with success.

The concrete was conveyed to the pocket from the

surface through a 6-in. pipe, placed in the pipe com-

]'artmcnt. From a hopper at the subway station it ex-

tcnile(l downward 400 ft., then bent and went horizontally

Enlargec
De+ail '

Join-

FIO. 2. DETAIL OF CONCRETING .AROUND FORMS

to a hopper in the funnel of the neck of the pocket. This
hopper ^^as connected to a 6-iu. pipe running down to

the bottom of the pocket. On the end of the pipe was
a 45-deg. elbow, over which was hung a 10-in. galvanized-

iron spout which allowed the placing of the concrete

wherever desired. As the concreting progressed, a length

of 6-in. pipe was taken out, the 45-deg. elbow and
galvanized-pipe spout fastened on and the work continued.

Since the quantity of concrete was small, no attempt
was made to install a money-saving plant. The concrete

was mixed with a mixer just outside the subway entrance,

wheeled to the shaft and dumped into the hopper.

Fig. 2 is a section through the barrel. It shows the

S-ft. square tower, the method of using the fonns, and
the manner in which the concrete was placed by means
of the galvanized-iron spout, which could be swung about

the pipe as a center.

For dry sulphide ore the pocket worked admirably.

The ore could be taken out faster than the conveying
system could handle it. Although the pocket was intended
for sulphide-ore storage, the management deemed it wise
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t(i try the wet oxide ore also. This ore caused some

troubk'. The first time the pocket was filled tlie ore

arched iu the barrel and stuck to the concrete between

the rails in tlie chute. The pocket was emptied, the 6-ft.

liole iu the inverted frustum was made 16 in. larger in

diameter, and the chute was lined with boiler plate. A
spray was also placed at the top of the incline of the

chute so that it would keep the sheets wet. The second

time the pocket was filled the ore did not arch in the

barrel and its passage down the chuto? was quickened b}'

the spray and the boiler plate. This pocket now works

better than any other pocket in the mine handling this

class of ore.

Under no circumstance is the ore taken out below the

inverted frustum of the cone, for .several reasons. The

wear on the face of the frustum would be e.xcessive; if

the ore fell directly into the chute from such a great

height, it would tend to pack there, thus defeating the

original purpose of the design. As a matter of fact,

through carelessness, the train attendants did fill the

pocket several times up to the track on the 100-ft. level;

but no trouble was experienced in emptying the pocket.

There was 361 yd. of concrete placed. The maximum

progress for concreting in the barrel was 10 ft. per day,

•while 20 ft. was the maximum reached in the neck. The

total cost of the pocket, inchuling excavating, timbering,

concreting, cartridge and loading devices, did not amount

to $10,000.

Gerald Sherman, superintendent of the mine depart-

ment; J. P. Hodgson, superintendent of mines, and

George Mieyr, master mechanic, were active in working

out the idea of the pocket, while the writer acted in the

capacity of designer- ^Ir. :Mieyr an<l Joe Lutz, the shaft

boss, successfully carried on the construction.

*

§aEagI©= a^imdl D©^IbS©=ElaKadl DtpnlS^

The Boulder County ^Metal ilining Association was

sponsor for a successful Labor Day picnic at Boulder,

Colo., participated in by both metal and coal miners. The

most interesting events of the day were rock-drilling con-

tests by hand. In the single-hand affair, Fred Dopp, of

Jamestown, defended and retained his title as state cham-

pion and this despite his lack of recent practice. He drilled

n% in. in solid granite in 10 min. In the double-hand

contest, Dopp was paired with Roy Peterson. When

it was announced, at the completion of their hole, that it

was 2:! iV in. deep, the spectators felt these men had won

;

but when the Brown brothers next took the stand and

started their drilling, it became evident that something

was happening. They started in with accurately timed and

absolutely square blows that varied throughout the period

only in their steadily increasing intensity. The Browns

struck exactly one blow per second. Changes of posi-

tion from striking to turning and changes of steels by

the turner were made without the interruption of a

single stroke. They drilled 24i\ in., Dopp and Peterson

taking second place. Dopp has never been defeated in

single-hand drilling, and an efl'ort is being made to send

him to San Francisco to compete for the world's cham-

pion.ship.

Another feature of the day was a first-aid contest be-

tween drilled teams from several coal mines in this

county. In this the prize, a silver cup, was taken by a

team representing the Simpson mine at Lafayette. This

picnic was managed by L. E. Girard, of Salina, who states

that its most important result was the elimination of "an

undercurrent of distrust and unfriendliness" between the

men engaged in tlie industries of metal mining and coal

milling.

IHIsi!ni(dl=DiraEMEa^ CcDimftestl s^tt

Two contestants in a single-hand drilling contest on

Labor Day at Virginia City, Nev., made the following

record, the time allowed the men being 1-5 min. for drill-

ing down holes: Mike Grivic drilled 32% in.; William

Berry, 29 in. Berry got a good start and drilled steadily,

but toward the end lacked force. Grivic was the speedier

and is estimated to have struck from 95 to 100 blows per

minute. His third or fourth drill stuck once, but he lost

very little time, (ieorge Dewar was judge of the contest.

Some money changed hands on the result, iiut the betting

was liaht. "The inirse was $100.

Five teams of ^tluther Ltide jiiuiers entered a drilling

contest at the union picnic of the California State Feder-

ation of Labor at Jackson, Amador County, Aug. 15.

One of the teams, Voyivich and Yacilivich, of Jackson,

broke one of the drills in the hole, so that their record was

not available. Teams were allowed 15 min. Drilling

was in Amador County granite. Payton and Dynan, of

Amador City, took first prize, drilling 46I/2 in. ; Marcus

and Pedro, of Sonora, second, 1:614 in-; Zarkovich and

Rupur, of Jackson. 43Vs in. ; Burbank and Kerr, of

Amador City, o3% in.

[*]

HsiEad roffHianirag w^t Busfttl®

Sam and AVill Roberts drilled 37=^4 in. in granite in

15 min., working as a team, at an exhibition at Lake

Avuca, Butte, on Labor Day. It had been announced pre-

viously that two two-men drill teams, the contestants

averaging 170 lb. each, would compete, but only one team

was on hand.

laatnma Isiirac iiffig

Double-hand drilling contests were held in Miami on

Labor Day, the rock being local granite and the time the

usual 15-min. period. The fir.st prize of $250 was won by

William Gholson and Jess King, who drilled 861/2 in-

The second prize of $100 was won by Tony Obad and

Christ Palovich, who drilled 351/4 in.

Jasuaestowsa Inlsiiadl^Ps'lIllSiag

Three teams entered the rock-drilling contest at the

LaVior Day picnic at Jamestown, Calif. Drilling was m
hard granite. Wilson and Kahl took first prize, drdlmg

32^8 in. Burbank and Kerr, second, 32i/s in. Marcus

and Pedro made 311/4 in., liut broke a drill n..,] did not

complete the contest. Time. 1
•"> min.
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Bradlf©ip(dl SeSecfta^e Flotatioim

Leslie Bradford, of Broken Hill. Australia, has pat-

ented a process of preferential flotation for the treatment

of mixed sulphides, adding certain mineral salts such

as thiosulphates to the water used in the flotation cells.

The Australian Statesman and Mining Standard, of July

32, 1915, states that the distinguishing feature of the

method consists in treating the ores or ore products in a

medium which wets zinc sulphide and does not wet lead

siilphide or p_yrite and therefore leaves the last-named

sulphides flotable while rendering the zinc sulphide tem-

porarily immune to flotation. The lead sulphide and

any pyrite are thus obtained first as float concentrates;

thereafter the residues comprising gangue and zinc sul-

l)hide are treated for the separation of the zinc sulphide

from the gangue.

This "wetting" effect, according to the patent spe-

cification, is procured by adding to an acid flotation

solution a limited quantity of a substance which is

decomposed by said solution, and produces in this de-

composition a reducing gas which is more or less soluble

in the solution. Notably thiosulphates, sulphites and

bisiilphites are so decomposed in a solution of sulphuric

acid with the production of such a gas (sulphur diox-

ide). With substantially equal result, sulphur dioxide

may be introduced directly into the solution, either as

gas brought into it in a current or added in solution.

The like effect is obtained by means of another reducing

gas, sulphureted hydrogen, which may be similarly in-

troduced into the solution or may be produced in it by

adding sulphides or ])olysulphides which the solution is

capable of decomposing.

In practice a limited quantity of such a reducing

agent is introduced into the solution, prior to flotation

treatment of the ore therein, with the object of procur-

ing this zinc "wetting" effect. The reducing agents pre-

ferred by the inventor are thiosuli)hatos, sulphites and

bisulphites—as they are usually more effective than those

belonging to the second group.

In the actual application of the invention to a Broken

Hill mixed-sulphide ore containing zinc and lead sul-

phides, the flotation operation is considered in a plant

of the tyjie described in two previous Connnonwealth
patents, using the flotation boxes set in series, and treat-

ing ore at the rate of 25 tons per hour. No serious

diSiculty is experienced in correctly ]n-oportioning the

sodium thiosulphate (the Iflende "wetting" agent) .so as

to insure the rapid floating off' of tlie galena substan-

tially pure or as a high-grade concentrate rich in silver,

and to leave the residue in a conditi(m suitable for fur-

ther flotation treatment for the recovery of the zinc

sulphide therefrom.

The flotation treatment is preferably conducted ac-

cording to the froth-flotation principle ; the procuring

of tlie effect aimed at is dependent upon the presence

of a frothing agent in the flotation nicdiuni, only when a

reducing gas is introduced into the medium; it is not

(le])entlent upon the presence of a frothing agent in the

flotation medium when a reducing gas is generated in

the flotation medium by reaction of a substance intro-

duced into it. In some cases enhanced results are ob-

tained by digesting the ore with sulphuric acid and the

leducing agent in a thick pulp, prior to subjecting the

same to a flotation operation.

Clhavff'^ iF©ir Detes'SiffiaEiiiiia^ Fines of

The accompanying chart,' drawn by J. D. Mooney and

G. L. Darnell, of the B. F. Goodrich Co., Akron, Ohio,

offers the means of quickly determining the correct num-
ber of plies for conveyor belts operating under various

conditions. The calculations are based on the average

safe strength (factor of safety, 15) of various standard

rubber conveyor belts, and assume maximum loading con-

ditions; that is, the belt is considered as carrying the

greatest load it will handle without spillage at ordinary

belt sjjceds. This not only produces the most economical

operating condition, Init also the maximum tension in the

belt. The chart is a graphical representation of the for-

mula :

p = k ,j ir (/> -f 11) //)

where

p = Correct number of plies;

I- = A constant depending on the type of drive

;

<l
= Weight in i)ounds per cubic foot of material

handled

:

ir = "Width of the belt in inches;

L = Length of the belt in feet (approximately twice

the center distance) ;

// = Difference in elevation between tiie head and the

tail pulleys in feet.

For a simple drive with a bare pulley, k equals ,^^--,,

For a siHi[)le di-ivo with a r\ibl)er-higged ]iniU<y, k ci|uais

.„-„-, ,-„- , . For a tandem drive with l)ai'e ^lulle^s, k equals

.^110, (MM) ^ '

1

:i 75,000'

k

'or a tandem ilri\e with rubl)ei'-lagged pulleys

e(|uals —

—

.

The chart is drawn for a simple drive with the l)are

l)ullev { k = -— ); therefore the iiunilier of plies
' V -250,000/ '

oljtained from the chart should be nuiltiplied by the factor

0.83 or % for simple, lagged drive; the factor 0.67 or

% for tandem, bare; and the factor 0.55 or ''/20 for

tandem, lagged drive.

To find the correct number of plies for a conveyor belt,

knowing tlie width, the length, the difference in elevation

between the head and the tail end and the kind of mate-

"BuU. of A. 1. M. E.." Septembe
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rial to be handled, proceed as follows: Start with the

width given at the top of the chart and move down until

this line intersects the line corresponding to the proper

length factor (L -\- 10 //) ; then move either right or left

until the line corresponding to the given material is met;

then move down again to the scale of plies where the next

lai'gest figure will give the correct number of plies.

For example : To find the correct number of plies for a

conveyor belt 'Mi in. wide and 300 ft. long, with 20 ft.

diiference in elevation, handling sand and gravel—follow

the line from the 36-in. width downward until it inter-

sects the 500 length-factor line ; then follow to the right

until the sand-and-gravel line is intersected; then down to

the ply scale, where the ply will be found to be 7.

The formula p = A- g W (L + 10 //) has been de-

veloi)ed mathematically from the following formulas

12 U 16 19 ao M 84

NUMBER Of PLIES

FIG. 1. CONVEYOR BELT CALCULATING CHART

which have been found to work satisfactorily in average

]>ractice

:

5.0(10
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Amffi©ff"flcaia Himsanft^te ©f M ©tails

The first technical sessions of the Allied Foundry-
men's Organizations were held at Atlantic City, N. J., on
Tuesday, Sept. 28.' The headquarters of the meeting-

was at the Traymore Hotel.

A joint opening session of the American Institute of

Metals and the American Foundrymen's Association was
held in the morning, the papers relating exclusively to

foundry practice. In the afternoon the American Foun-
drymen's Association held a session on Young's Pier, while

the American Institute of Metals held a technical meet-

ing at the Traymore. At the latter, the first paper pre-

sented, "An Investigation of Fusible Tin Boiler Plugs,"'

by G. E. Burgess and P. D. i\I erica, was discussed by

the latter, who gave some supplementary data. He said

that in the case of some boiler plugs which had been over-

heated, but 'did not blow out, investigation showed that

the metallic tin had been partly transformed into the

oxide, the latter having a melting point of about 1,600°

C. against 330° C. for pure tin. Oxidation began on the

water side of the plug and progressed in the form of a

complicated network of fine veinlets, utterly destroying

the utility of the plug.

It was also shown that a small percentage of zinc in

the tin destroyed its value as a safety plug by changing

the melting point. Analysis of various plugs showed that

many contained from 0.3% to 4% Zn, while pure Banca
tin should not contain more than 0.01% to 0.03% Zn.

The next paper was on "The Influence of the Impuri-

ties of Spelter on the Cracking of Slush Castings,"' read

by the author, Gilbert Rigg, of the New Jersey Zinc Co.

This paper elicited considerable discussion. The fact was

brought out that even small quantities of impurities,

among which cadmium was prominently mentioned,

tended to produce cracking, often microscopic, which low-

ered the value of the castings. Incidentally it was brought

out that the reasons are the same which have made it nec-

essary to use highest-grade spelter for making brass to be

utilized in munitions of war. Small proportions of iron

harden the brass, while cadmium has a general deteriorat-

ing effect, although the speakers could not definitely

name its activities.

The two papers announced to follow
—

'"Cobalt in Non-
ferrous Metals" and "Furnace Jlethods for Pure Cast-

ings"—were not presented, their preparation having been

interferred with.

Doctor Rawdon's paper on "Standard Test Specimen
of Zinc Bronze" was read and explained by Dr. G. K.

Burgess. The 88: 10: 2 mixture was discussed at length.

One of the points brought out was in re.sponse to a ques-

tion asked as to whether the bad effects of oxidation in

this mixture were due to furnace practice or to pouring

practice; if the former, a remedy might be found in the

electric furnace with its reducing atmosphere. Doctor

Burgess was of the opinion that furnace practice was

largely responsible.

As to deoxidizing agents, phosphorus, manganese and

barium were recommended as the most promising. Lit-

tle was to be expected from calcium or silicon, since their

use introduced features antagonistic to good results.

Doctor Hoyt's paper on copper-rich kalchoids was pre-

sented by the .secretary, but provoked no discussion. The
members attended a theater party in the evening. G. H.

Clamer presided at the.se sessions, W. M. Corse, secretary.

Bs'itlaslh Miimeral Frodl^ctaoia

The mineral production of Great Britain from mines
coming under the Coal Mines and Metalliferous Mines acts

was given in the Journal for July 3, p. 6. The statement

is now completed, the British Government having just

issued the statistics covering the production from work-
ings under the Quarries act, which covers all quarries

and openpit workings.

QuAnuY-PRODUCTiosr Quantities

The production from these workings in 1914 included

2,342 tons bog ore; 100 tons chromite ; 21,363 tons coal;

39 tons copper ore; 9,128 tons fluorspar; 45,269 tons

gypsum; 5,761,336 tons iron ore; 25 tons lead ore; 11,-

845,236 tons limestone ; 1,450 tons dressed tin ore.

The most important item of quarry production was
iron ore. The total ore mined in Great Britain in 1914
was: Coal mines, 7,241,481; metal mines, 1,743,011;

quarries, 5,761,336; total, 14,745,828 long tons, which
is a decrease of 1,251,500 tons from 1913. The small

quantity of coal from open workings makes the total pro-

duction of Great Britain 265,664,393 tons in 1914; a

total decrease of 21,760,080 tons from the preceding year.

NuJiBEK OF Employees axd Accidents

The total number of persons employed at quarries and
open works nnder the Quarries act was 78.908, of whom
50,074 worked inside the actual pits or excavations, and
28,834 outside. Compared with 1913 there is a decrease

of 1,192 inside workers, and of 809 outside workers, mak-
ing a toial decrease of 2,001 in the number of persons

employed at quarries. The persons employed occasionally

at quarries are not included in the above figures.

There were 95 persons killed, or 1.30 per 1,000 em-
ployed ; the rate for inside workers being 1.54 and for

outside 0.62 ]icr 1,000. As compared with 1913 there

was an increase of 10 persons killed, but a decrease of

576 in the number injured.

1(0) FiPodltiflctaoKa lira

o^ftlh 'Wailles

A report on the probable output of molybdenite in New
South Wales made by Arthur D. Pedley for the govern-

ment gives the following estimate

:

There are several works for the treatment of molybdenite
in Sydney, and several of the mines treat their product in

the country.
As to production, there was a letter in the London "Times"

on, I think, Apr. 6, stating that the production of molybdenite
from that date to June 30 next would be 100 tons. Whoever
wrote that letter must have known such would not be the
case. It would be impossible. When the statistics are avail-

able, it will be found that instead of 100 tons the amount will

prove about 40 tons—and perhaps a little under.
As to the future export—say from July to December in-

clusive—I think it will prove about 60 tons. Any sensational
increase or decrease is not to be expected. More than half
the amount quoted will come from old dumps that have been
left lying on the surface for years; the other half will

come from mines now working.
A good many molybdenite mines are now coming to light,

but the statements as to their value are inflated. It will

require more than present prices to make them pay in most
instances.

The ore is found in pipes and not in lodes or reefs; in

consequence, a mine may last for a year or two or the pipe

may come to an end in a week's time without any previous
indication, and thus it is a precarious industry.
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The editorial on "Mining-Stock Brokers" in the Jour-

nal of Sept. 4, 1915, not only does an injustice to most

of the brokers of the Salt Lake Stock and Mining Ex-

change, but also states as facts reports wiiich the editors

have of course read or received from their correspondents,

but concerning which they have been somewhat misin-

formed.

The brokers of the Salt Lake City Exchange did

not "suspend a regular session in order to congregate

in the so-called Gold Room of the Commercial Club in

order to do honor to a notorious exponent of the black

art who was warmly welcomed and feasted" because he

was "going to foster a boom in the Alta stocks," nor did

they suspend any session, nor extend any official notice

of his presence. A luncheon was given for him to which

some of the brokers were invited, and when the time

arrived for the opening of the exchange one of the mem-
bers of the exchange proposed that the time of the second

call, which usually begins at 1 :30 p.m., be postponed

until the luncheon was over, and it was postponed for

those present. A dinner was also given for him here

by some of his business associates and a number of the

brokers were invited, but only a small percentage of the

members of the exchange attended, and they were well

outnumbered by the business men of the city. The edi-

torial written at the time concerning the dinner was cer-

tainly approved liy a large majority of the members of

the Salt Lake .Stock and Mining Exchange to whom I

showed the article.

This "Alta boom" was not fostered nor matured here

but in the city of Xew York. Practically all the Salt

Lake brokers warned their clients of its danger, and those

who had Eastern connections warned them as well.

The Journal speaks of our I^tah Copper Co. in a compli-

mentary way in its editorial and the legitimate specula-

tion in its shares. Every producing mine in Utah which

was financed here is, I believe, listed on the Salt Lake
Mining Exchange. Thej' were not invited to list their

shares, but an application had to be made by each com-

pany with a statement showing who the officers were,

what the financial condition of the company was at the

time of listing, and a fee of $100 was paid by each com-

pany upon the acceptance of its application. Surely if

the Salt Lake Exchange were "cheap and contemptible,"

as the Journal leads one to infer when it states that nearly

all the interior exchanges are, then such men as manage
the Silver King Coalition, the Daly Judge Mining Co.,

the Silver King Consolidated Mining Co., the May Day
Mining Co., the Eagle and Blue Bell Mining Co. and
many others equally well managed would withdraw their

listing from the Exchange. It is not generally known,

but is a fact, that the Salt Lake Exchange was one of the

very few in the world that did not have to close its doors

a year ago.

It will be found on investigation that not only did the

majority of the Salt Lake brokers oppose the late "Alta

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiininiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiJiiuinrH

boom" but also that the pul.'lic of Salt Lake used tiie

opportunity to liquidate practically all their holdings in

the manipulated stocks.

I have read the Journal many years and know that it

would not knowingly misrei)resent any circumstances for

any purpose. I trust therefore that it will at least correct

the misstatements contained in its editorial, even though

it is considered that the general tone of the editorial is

warranted.

.Tames A. Hoole.

Salt Lake City. Utah, Sept. 18, 191.5.

In the Journal of Aug. 28 I have noticed an article en-

titled "Cost of Mill Construction," by Harry T. Curran.

Any description of methods of using concrete is interest-

ing to me, but I must take exception to some of the recom-

mendations which Mr. Curran makes in that portion of his

article under the heading, "Difficulties of Winter Con-

struction."

While I realize, of course, that the increased cost of

concrete work done in cold weather may range within

wide limits, I question whether the statement that such in-

creased cost will easily reach 50% over costs under favor-

able conditions is true. In fact, where such results follow.

I question whether the conditions would be such as to

warrant undertaking the construction, from the stand-

point of safety as well as other standpoints.

Furthermore, I question the statement that "after 12

hr., freezing can only retard the final set but cannot in-

jure the concrete," especially in view of the fact that

later on in Mr. Curran's discussion he advocates the use

of integral salts, either calcium or sodium chloride, to

lower the freezing point of concrete.

All experience in concrete construction in winter points

to the desirability- of heating aggregates and mixing water,

and so effectively protecting freshly deposited concrete

that early hardening will be hastened as much as possilde

tmder favorable conditions, which means in the presence

of heat and moisture. Adding integral salts defeats these

desirable ends. Furthermore, if any portion of the con-

struction is eventttally to be exposed to view, there will

develop in the course of time more or less unpleasing

efflorescence.

In view of the fact that cold weather is approaching

and it will be necessary, perhaps, to complete some un-

finished concrete work under less favorable conditions

than when such work was started, I believe it is well to

call attention to methods that ha\e proved best and to em-

]ihasize these methods rather than confuse the worker

with a lot of possibilities, some of which had much better

be avoided, when it is generally such an easy matter to

arrange for heating the materials and doing the work

in the best way.

H. CoLix Cajipbell.

Chicago. Sept. i, 1915.
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VLKuN GULL) CO.'S PIPE LINE CROSSING A VALLEY
the line over Bonanza Creek bringing water under pressure for the hydraulic workings. Spiralpipe, 49 in. in diameter, with a maximum head of 1,100 ft.
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KAPSAN COPPER MIXES OF COLLBRAN-BOSTWICK DEVELOPMENT CO., CHOSEN'

At the left is shown the Korean method of sawing mine timbers. At the right, above, is the mine-supply train crossing a
native bridge, and below is shown the company's mine and office building

DISCHARGING A SAND TANK BY SLl-ICING AT THE HOMESTAKE MILL, LEAD, S. D.
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Tlffimfeermrf in tSi( ^^w Yorlfe S^Ibwa^
By Peecy E. Barboir*

,S}'XOPSIS—An analysis of coiiditions that

brought about the recent subway disasters in Xew
York City, which resulted in a tie-up of many car

lines and much street traffic and in considerable

loss of life, and how the accidents could have been

avoided by proper mine timbering.

Durin.u the last four davs uf the past week there were

two seriou.s accidents in the New York subways under

construction, resulting in the killing of nine persons

and the injuring of a great many more, besides the ty-

ing up of many blocks of New York's already congested

streets. These subways are being constructed with as lit-

tle interference to surface traffic as possible. This is ac-

complished by digging up the surface of the streets, laying

heavy timbers and on top of these placing heavy plank-

ing, and then, in effect, stoping out the ground under-

neath these timbers and catching them up on vertical

bents or sets with long vertical legs. These excavations

The first accident occurred Sept. 22 on Seventh Ave.

between 24th and 2oth St. It was caused by shooting

a round of four holes, "one 10-ft. hole and three others,"

which was done by electric battery. Some of the timljers

were shot out, and the entire supporting structure for a

distance of about 300 ft. went down like a row of dom-
inoes, carrying with it a loaded street car, several vehicles

and many pedestrians.

The rock being blasted is a hard but brittle rock which

breaks .short and, being traversed by joint planes, close

together—breaks "blocky," as a miner would say. The
shooting out of a timber or a set of timbers is a for-

givable thing, either in a mine or a New York subway,

but if a light blast such as was used in this subway work
resulted in the destruction of an entire stope, the mining
engineer would not consider the matter excusable.

The Engineering News in describing the accident says

:

There is no longitudinal diagonal bracing in either upper
or lower tier of posts. Although the posts—considering the
whole heigrht from floor to street—are virtually jointed in the
middle by the interposition of the 24-in. I-beams (with flanges

FIG. 1. CAVE AT CORNER OF BRO.A.U\VAY AND 3STH .ST. .\.\L) STEEP WESTERLY' DIP OF SCHIST

vary in depth, and in the two sections where these acci-

dents have occurred they were from 30 to 36 ft. below the

surface of the street. AVere it not for the fact that street

traffic is allowed above excavations, it would simply be

an opencut proposition, but with the load being carried

on the timbers above it is strictly analogous to under-

ground stoping, with the hanging wall flat but offering

very little weight, not nearly so much as would be the

case in any ordinary mining 023eration requiring tim-

bering. The height of this excavation would not be

greater than an ordinary four- or five-set stope.

•Mining engineer, editorial staff of the
Mining Journal."

"Engineering and

7 in. wide), the framework is held firm under normal condi-
tions by its continuous connection to some abutment at the
extreme forward and rear ends of the work.

As a precautionary measure since the collapse, longitudinal
diagonals have been bolted to the lower tier of posts at
intervals in the remaining timbering of this contract section.

The second accident occurred Sept. 2.5 at the corner

of Broadway and 38th St., when a fall of roc'k from the

western wall of the excavation wrecked some of the tim-

ber supports and caused the collapse of the supporting

structure and the sinking of the street for its entire

width and for a distance of 70 ft. along Broadway.

One pedestrian was killed and several were seriously

injured. The point of collapse is directly in front of a
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tlieater, and four or five other theaters are within a ra-

.!ius of 300 ft. Had the collapse occurred half an hour

later the results would have been more serious.

Method of Timberixg Used

Fig. 2 shows a cross-section looking north, taken just

south of where the cave occurred. The original timbei--

ing is shown in full lines and the dotted lines represent

the timbers which have been added for safetA' since the

cave-in. The rock at this point is Manhattan schist, dip-

ping in a westerly direction about 60 deg., as can be plain-

ly seen in the illustration (Fig. 1). On the east side, or

right-hand portion of the cut, this schist slabbed off to

such an extent and so frequently and caused such incon-

venience and danger that dowel pins were put in the rock,

being long iron bars driven into drill holes and grouted

in with cement. These were supposed to pin the slabs

to one another and to solid rock beneath.

These pins did not prove fully efficacious and blocking

was later resorted to. Almost the entire length of the

east side of this excavation shows that a large amount
of this slabby material has had to be removed, either be-

fore it fell into the cut or afterward, and there is a large

opening generally at the top of the timbering along this

east side. The work done here and the precautions taken

indicate that the slabby nature of this ground was per-

fectly well kno^Ti. On the west side of this excavation

the schist of course is "dipping into the ground." One of

the engineers in describing it said that "on this side it

dipped the wrong way,"" and his tone implied a helpless,

grieved feeling because the problem presented was not as

easily solved as that on the right side.

Explax'atiox of Fall of Eock

In discussing bedding, schistosity and cleavage, Spurr*
says

:

"When any rock, but particularly a shale, is exposed

to pressure by the movement's of the earth"s crust it is

apt to break easily into sheets along certain planes de-

termined by the direction of the applied forces. These
planes are called cleavage planes. They may lie at any
angle to the bedding planes, or may even coincide; thev

may be straight while the bedding planes are folded ; in

short, the two sets of parting planes have no relation to

one another.'

"A rock may not split at all along its true bedding
planes, while it may separate perfectly along cleavage

planes which run across the stratification ; but the cleav-

age must not for that reason be mistaken for bedding."

Therein lies the explanation of the rock slide so vari-

ously attributed by dift'erent investigators to "soft pock-

ets," "unknown seams," "rotten rock"" and other mysteri-

ous causes. The west side of the excavation being in-

sufficiently timbered, the schist slabbed off in blocks de-

termined by these planes. The planes are not lines of

dangerous weakness when the opening is adequately tim-

liered. They are so common in mining that no special con-

sideration is given them, except to timber such blocky

ground properly.

The timbering, as shown in Fig. 2, was put in at inter-

vals of 10 ft. The posts were very infrequently and in-

securely blocked against the ground and no lagging what-

ever was used.

It is an axiom of mine timbering to prevent the rock

in i)lace from moving, not to hold it after it has started

to move, because then an ea.sy problem bei'onics difficult.

It is evident from looking at the sketch that this tim-

bering was not put in with any idea of following mining
methods. As originally placed these bents had n(i trans-

verse or longitudinal bracing, with the exception of the

member marked A. Just why this member was put in

the original scheme is not apparent.

The diagonal added at B since the accident happened

is of practically no use, but the diagonal at C, of which

three were put in, in the three bays immediately south

of the cave, is a good "stuU" and its use recognizes the

fact that the rock on the west side needs and can be sup-

ported. The timbering at E is of more than doubtful

value, even as a precautionary measure. The longitudi-

nal bracing at D was placed after the accident, to pre-

vent any likelihood of these bents "dominoing" as did

those in the Seventh Ave. section.

The timbering was put in for either or both of two

reasons—to support the street load above or to support the

side walls and preventing their caving. If put in for the

former reason alone, there was grave fault in not provid-

ing for the second ; and if put in with any thought of the

/Car Track

M,
3e^'^5 /Oft apart ^ Vongltud!nolly

^un r-rr-yy

•'Geology .\pplied to Mining," pages 32 and 33.

FIG. 2. SKETCH OF TIMBERING BROADWAY SUBWAY
SOUTH OF 3STH ST.

second purpose, the inadequacy of the timbering for that

purpose is, to a mining man, manifestly evident.

In Fig. 3 is shown the method of square-set timbering

developed on the Comstock lode more than 40 years ago,

which has been widely used throughout the mining world

ever since. This method is u.sed in all kinds of ground,

lieavy or otherwise, and regardless of the dip of the

strata. In square-set timbering, in ground which pre-

sents any difficulties, kneebraces or diagonals are com-

monly used. It is not usual to have the greatest dimen-

sions of any set more than 8 ft.

The timbering as shown in I^g. 2 cannot be said to

approach square-set timbering in any way, but it does in-

dicate that square-set timbering could have been used with-

out any inconvenience to subsequent construction—in the

way of putting in concrete piers or erecting the steelwork

for the permanent structure. This would have atiorded

complete security against the fall of rock which caused

the second accident and would have prevented the collapse

of the entire .struiture if it had been used at the scene of

the first accident.

Thus two serious accidents causing much damage and

loss of life have occurred through overlooking the pre-

cautions taken by the miner in his every-day work wher

confronted by similar problems.
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A special committee has been appointed to investigate

subway conditions. An effort was made to reach D. C.

Jackling, failing which John Hays Hammond was in-

vited to serve, but declined, suggesting B. B. Thayer,

'- /

4 ^^-^r^^

-j^f^ K -, -:^ -

FIG. 3. AN EXAMPLE OF SQUARE-SFOT TIMBERIXG

of the Anaconda. A wise but belated move on the part

of the Public Service Commission, this consulting the

mining engineer.

By a. L. H. Street*

The Federal statutes relating to the forfeiture of a

mining claim on failure of claimant to perform labor

or make improvements to the value of at least $100

annually, until patent has been issued, provide that ujion

f;iilure of any one of several coowners to contribute his

proportion of such expenditures, the coowners who have

performed the labor or made the improvements may, at

the expiration of the year, give the delinquent coowner

personal notice in writing or notice by publication at least

once a week for 90 days in the newspaper published near-

est the claim. If, at the expiration of 90 days after such

notice, the delinquent fails to contribute his proportion

of the expenditure, his interest becomes the property of

his coowners who have made the required expenditures.

This provision has just been applied by the Uniteil

States Circuit Court of Ap])eals, Ninth Circuit, in the

case of Thompson vs. Pack, 223 Federal Reporter, 635.

Tlie parties were coowners of 175 mining claims, upon

wliieh, under the law, $17,500 assessment work was re-

quired annually. Defendant served notice that for two

years he had expended $5,600 for labor and im])rovements,

and this notice was a.sserted as the basis for forfeiting

plaintiff's interest. In deciding that the notii-e was in-

sufficient, the Circuit Court of Appeals says

:

The only labor or improvement required by the statute

which will entitle a coowner doing the work or making the

improvement to forfeiture from a delinquent coowner of hi.s

interest is the expenditure of the full sum required by the

statute, namely, not less than $100 for each claim. In order

that the Interest of a delinquent coowner may be forfeited, it

is essential that the entire work shall be performed by one or

more of the coowners claiming the forfeiture. . . The
notice did not claim that the entire work required by the

statute had been performed for the years 1911 and 1912. On
the contrary, it conclusively appears from the notice that

only a small proportion of the work required had been per-

formed, and if the amount stated in the notice was all the
work that had been performed on all the claims, and it is so

stated in the notice, they were then all subject to relocation,

and no interest was saved by a partial compliance with the
statute. The notice being insufficient on its face to entitle the
defendant to claim a forfeiture of the plaintiff's interest in the
mining claims mentioned therein, and this also appearing by
direct and positive allegations of the complaint, the court
below was right in issuing its temporary injunction suspending
defendant's forfeiture proceedings iintil the actual facts can
be ascertained and the questions involved determined upon
the merits.

.Vttorney, St. Paul, Minn.

©2 miex

Advance reports from the Department of Commerce
just issued give the imports and exports of the principal

metals in detail for the month of July. These are of es-

pecial interest at the present time.

Imports and exports of luppcr in July are given as

follows, in pounds

:

Imports Exports

Ore and matte, contents 1 1.302.587 339,342
Unrefined, bars, etc 17,742, .587 200,071
Refined, bars, plates, wire, etc 4,233,889 46,561,376
•Scrap and clippings 991,950 106.355

Totals 34,291,013 47.207.144

For the seven months ended July 31 the total imports

of copper were 73,944 long tons; exports, 177,842 tons.

Imports of lead in all forms in July were, in pounds:

Lead contents of ores 2.024,488

Lead in bullion and base bullion

.

5,057,234

Lead, metallic 9,375

Total 7,091.097

Of the total imports 6,719,991 lb. came from ilexico

and 248,315 lb. from Canada. For the seven months

ended July 31 the total imports of lead reported were

34,692 short tons.

Imports and exports of zinc in .July are reported below,

the figure being in pounds :

Imports

Zinc contents of or.- 9.813.820

Zinc, metallic... "9.593

Total imports 9.933.413

Exports

Pigs. bars, plates, etc. . .

^^'^^I'^^?
Zinc dross 99'lm
Zinc dust, re-exports .^.^.^uu

Of the metallic zinc, 3,752,248 lb. is reported as pro-

duced from foreign ores. The tonnage of ore imported

was: Canada, 324; :\[exico, 3,353; Japan, 1,011; Aus-

tralia, 5,808; total, 10,496 tons. The total e.xports of

metallic zinc for the seven months ended July 31 were 77,-

976 short bms.

Aluniiiiiiiii :>lanufai-tiire in Russia is said to be probable

The British Aluminium Co. has secured control of some large

bauxite deposits in that country, and plans are being pre-

pared for a plant. The location is uncertain as yet, but tt

win be in the brown-coal district of South Russia, or near

the Imitra Falls, where a large waterpower can be utilized.
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The caving of portions of the subway under construc-

tion in New York has been locally the absorbing theme
of the day. The municipal authorities, the Public

Ser\ice Commission and tlie public generally have given

a disagreeable exhibition of loss of both nerve and common
sense. The redeeming feature has Ijeen the soberness and
good judgment of the better class of the daily papers.

In the first ca\e, Sept. S2, many persons passing upon
the street dropi)ed into the hole wlien the street fell from
under them and se\'eral were killed. The second cave

occurred Sept. 25, about half a mile from the first, and

one of the persons who fell in with the street was killed.

It is significant that both of those accidents occurred in

portions of the subway that are being built Ijy one con-

tractor.

There is no use in going into hysterics over these

particular accidents. In the construction of any big

piece of work—a skyscraper, a subway or a canal—there

is inevitably a certain toll of human life. It is part of

the expense. The subway construction in New York

—

a work performed under singular difficulties—has been

on the whole remarkably free from disasters. This is no

excuse, however, for accidents outside of the ordinary

ones that are bound to hapjicn in doing any work. The
most unfortunate thing al)out the recent events was that

the fatalities were of citizens walking the streets, where

Ihey had a right to lie, not of men engaged in the work,

who might be more or less responsible for what befell

them.

The sul)way construction in New York is being done

by what is called the "cover-and-cut" system ; that is, the

street is planked over and the earth and rock are under-

cut, the planking being supported by beams and posts

in order that street traffic may proceed as the subterra-

nean work goes on. The process is therefore analogous

to many operations in mining.

An investigation of the places of the recent disasters by

the Jovrnal has con\hiced it, however, that no such

methods of supporting the ground were in use as would

be in ordinary mining practice. The problems confront-

ing the subway engineers were no different from what the

mining engineer has to meet all the time. Indeed they

were of very ordinary character. The technical jjoints

are described and disiussed elsewhere in this issue.

Summarizing, any mining engineer would pronouirce

the recent subway caves to be due in one case to '"'shooting

out timbers" and in the other to "run of ground," both

resulting in disasters o\ring to '"bad timltering." In the

case of the second accident, the subway trench was being

exit through mii'a schist—not an especially treacherous

rock—the sheeting of the schist passing diagonally through

the trench. As the trench was excavated the schist had the

natural tendency to slide of? on one side and slab off

and fall on the other side. This was recognized by the

subway engineers, who tried to prevent the slides on

one side by drilling holes into the rock and driving in

steel bars—"lewie" pins, they called them—spiking down
the rock, so to speak. On the other side (which was
where the cave occurred) they did not apparently know
what to do. The proper safeguard here—and on the other

side as well—was adequate timbering.

The timbering that was done in these portions of the

subway—in other portions there is similar work—was
manifestly designed mainly with a view to holding up
the roof. For holding back the rock at the sides there was
neither timber enough nor was it properly placed, the

imperfection of placing being more important, however,

than the deficiency of quantity. A mining engineer often

accidentally shoots out a portion of his timbering or

experiences a run of ground, but when either of those

things happens he does not lose a whole stope and let the

upper floor come tumbling down upon him.

As well as we can make out, the engineers of the Pub-
lic Service Commission have left the matter of support-

ing the ground to the engineers of the contractors. All

of them have manifestly proceeded on the theory that they

were doing nothing more serious than digging a sewer.

The services of mining engineers seem neither to have

been solicited nor wanted. After the occurrence of these

accidents, however, the Public Service Commission, in

inviting a committee of three distinguished engineers to

investigate and report, thought of having a mining engi-

neer for one of the three. It probably would be better if

they had thought of having mining engineers in a larger

proportion, say two out of three, or three out of three.

If any blame is to be fixed for the two cave-ins, the

Journal is of the opinion that it should fall upon the re-

sponsible heads of the Public Serviee Commission for not

obtaining the assistance of some mining engineers when
the subway work was begun. The engineers in actual

charge of the work found themselves against problems for

whieh they had no previous experience and simply did not

know how to meet. In other portions of the subway

there may be stretches of ground that also are treacherous

and there may be stretches that would be safe without any

timbering. The whole thing ought to be looked over b}'

some mining engineers who are experts in timbering, not

merely by mining engineers, for there are a lot of them
who do not know anything about timbering. In the

meanwhile it is ridiculons for Mayor Mitchel to be giving

directions for more braces and having his orders carried

out by somebody spiking on a few 3xl0-in. diagonals with

four 60-pennij nails per end.

The Public Service Commission thought to obtain the

advice of John Hays Hammond in this emergen^ y. Mr.

Hammond recommended them to draft B. B. Thayer.

Noljody could he better. Mr. Thayer—the head of the

Anaconda Copper Mining Co.—is not only a great

engineer but also is one who worked himself up from the

stopes, and during most of his long and active cprrier he

has had to do with the mines of Butte where the prob-

lems of timbering are of the first order of magnitude.
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A characteristic of the copper market in recent years

has been the buying of copper in great operations extend-

ing over a period of two or three weeks, followed by a pe-

riod of two or three months during which the market is

dull, relatively little business being done. With a pro-

duction of refined copper at the rate of 150,000,000 lb. a

month there must be sold about 6,000,000 lb. per day, or

36,000,000 lb. per week, on the average, to dispo.se of the

output of new copper. Taking into account the reclaimed

copper—the product of the junk smelters—and the specu-

lative business, and occasionally the reselling by consum-

ers themselves, the aggregate of transactions in copper ex-

ceeds an average of G.000,000 lb. per day. With so huge a

business it is unlikely that there is ever a day without

some transaction by somebody, but with a total of three

or four million pounds per day the market would doubt-

less be described as dull. After a long period of such a

market there comes what we speak of as a "great buying

movement," when during a week there may be sales of

100,000,000 lb. of copper, or in a fortnight twice as much.

The buying in this way has been becoming more and more

pronounced. What is the reason for it?

We mav offer an explanation without getting at the rea-

son. The explanation is that the American consumers

have got the idea of acting in concert. They remain

out of the market together and come in to buy together.

More and more do they appear to be acting in concert.

What is their reason will have to be surmised. Of course

they figure on buying their copper more cheaply than

otherwise—a matter that is well worthy of consideration

;

for has not ]\Ir. Ryan pointed out several times that the

American consumer has in the past paid considerably more

for his copper than the foreigner? But do they figure

that by their concerted abstention they will tire out timid

producers and thus obtain cheap copper? It is certain on

the other hand that when they try to buy at the same time

they hoist the price up on themselves, perhaps Ic. per lb.

between the opening and closing of a day, whereupon they

accuse somebody other than themselves of rigging the

market.

If consumers abandoned the idea of playing a specula-

tive game, if each one bought his copper as he needed

it, we fancy that things would be better for them in the

long run. But while the present policy obtains we may
look for periodic "buying movements," intermediate spells

of dullness, slow declines in price and sudden, sharp up-

turns, and in general conditions more erratic than they

ought to be.

mmeinvfts si

irae

Interesting news comes from the Coeur d"Alene, where

the relations between the miners and smelters, especially

the A. S. & R. Co., have been simmering for a long time.

The mines of this district have heretofore been tied up
with long-running contracts under which they have been

restive. The pros and cons of this controversy need not

now be discussed. The complaint was directed chiefly

against the A. S. & R. Co., but there was competition

in the district by other smelters—the International, Ohio

& Colorado, United States and Pennsylvania. However,

the terms offered by them have not differed greatly. Of

course, the Coeur d'Alene ore has always been regarded

by the smelters as a marginal ore—that is, one out of

which they should make a profit—whereas in some other

districts lead ores have been taken at a loss, the profit

being earned from other classes of ore. Nevertheless,

there are some features in the Coeur d'Alene contracts

that have always seemed to us to be objectionable.

Especially so is the arrangement whereby the price for

lead is based upon a certain arbitrary figure, the difference

between that price and the market-price, when the latter

is in excess, being divided between miner and smelter

on the basis of 50-50.

AnjTvay, the dissatisfaction of the mining interests

expressed itself not long ago when certain stockholders

of the Federal ilining and Smelting Co. brought suit

against the A. S. & R. Co. for annulment of contract.

This year the Hercules contract expired and the owners

of that mine refused to renew. Through the Tamarack
& Custer Alining Co., in which they are interested, they

have acquired the old smeltery at Northport, Wash.,

which they are rebuilding, and hereafter they propose

to do their own smelting there.

Now comes the report, officially verified, that the

Bunker Hill & Sullivan company is going to do its own
smelting. Whether this will be in the Coeur d'Alene or

at some place on the Pacific Coast has not yet been deter-

mined. Tlie controlling interests of this company have

had experience in smelting, being formerly concerned in

the Tacoma Smelting Co., which they sold oitt to the

American Smelters Securities Co.

This is a more formidable insurrection in the lead-

smelting business than the A. S. & R. Co. has ever had
to face. Both the Hercules and the Bunker Hill &
Sullivan companies possess ample resources and are well

al)le to carry through anything they undertake. The
Bunker Hill & Sullivan company is sure to be well

advised, both technically and commercially. It is to

be hoped that the Hercules people also will get the right

kind of assistance. It is but natural that these big

mining companies should want to do their own smelting.

That they are taking steps in that direction is an in-

teresting and healthful development.

The policy of watchful waiting for things to happen

in Mexico still prevails, the present idea being evidently

to wait for Carranza to get the upper hand and then

recognize him. The stars of Villa and Zapata are

waning unmistakably. Probably it was fear of further

turbulence in the north, following the disruption of

Villa's army, that inspired the new warning to Americans

to leave ilexico. Shall we venture to hope for the

]3eaee of weariness? It looks as if that were the only

kind of peace there would be, for Washington will not

contribute toward anything else. Our Mexican policy

is still an enigma. Poor little Haiti indulges in riot-

ing and the Administration goes down there overnight,

assumes a jirotectorate and does not turn a hair over the

job. Is it merely a question of size, not of principle?

The sale of the Midvale Steel Works in Philadelphia,

one of the three producers of armor-plate and heavy ord-

nance in this country, to a strong financial syndicate lias

started wp again the reports of a new steel eombinatioi'

with rather more appearance of probability than befurc
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C. C. Semple has gone to Nacozaii, Mexico, expecting; to

remain for several weelis.

George P. Wilson, of Salt Lake, was in San Francisco at
the Engineering Congress meeting.

E. Norris Hobart has recently been examining lead-silver
prospects in the Alamo District of Texas.

Prof. T. L. Walker, of Toronto University, recently spent a
week in Kootenay district of British Columbia.

C. H. Poirier is consulting engineer for Dominion Gold
Mines, Ltd.. operating in Munro Township, Ontario.

W. L. Cumings, of the Btthlehem Steel Co., is in Chile from
which he expects to return in November or December.

W. H. Wright, of the Malm-Wolf Co., has completed placer
xaminations in northern Idaho and has gone to Seattle.

J. M. Bidwell, manager of the Murray plant of the Amer-
ican Smelting & Refining Co., is visiting San Francisco.

Albert G. Wolf has completed mine-examination work in

northern California and westiTn Nevada and has returned to
Denver.

J. H, Stovel, of the Mond Xickel Co., formerly in charge of
the Frood Extension, is opening the Bruce Mine for the Mond
company.

Corey C. Brayton has returned to San Francisco after
a summer's work examining dredging ground in the Lo^ve
District in Alaska.

Charles J. Harrah, for many years president of the Midvale
Steel Co., has retired from tliat position, having sold his large
interest in the stock.

J. H. Curie has been detached from field service in the
British Army and has been detailed as assistant to the Parlia-
mentary Savings Committee.

John W. Swift, auditor of the Bureau of Mines and acting
secretary to Director Manning, is in San Francisco to assist in
lie field meet under the auspices of the Bureau.

.Justin S. De Lury, a graduate of the University of Toronto,
and for some years on the staff of the University of Idaho,
ha.s accepted a position as lecturer in geology at the Univer-
sity of Manitoba.

Capt. John L. Retallack, of Kaslo, B. C, long actively con-
nected with mining in Ainsworth and Slocan mining divisions
of British Columbia, is now in England with other soldiers
from that province.

Karl Eilers, member of the executive committee of the
American Smelting & Refining Co., in charge of the metal-
lurgical department in the Western states, is visiting the
Panama-Pacific Exposition.

George S. Rice, chief mining engineer, and J. W. F.tuI. chief
rescue engineer, of the Bureau of Mines, are in San Francisco
at the Panama-Pacific Expo.sition in connection with tlie first-

aid and rescue demonsti-ations.

H. B. Zeller, assistant superintendent of the coke plant of
the Republic Iron & Steel Co. at Toungstown, has resigned
to become superintendent of the new byproduct plant of the
Toledo Furnace Co., Toledo, Ohio.

Chas. A. Banks, general manager of the Jewel-Denero
Mines, Ltd., has returned to the Jewel mine, near Greenwood.
B. C, from a trip to Cobalt and Porcupine districts and thence
to Chicago, St. Louis and Salt Lake City.

S. I. Silverman, of Spokane, Wash., is arranging to send
into the Stikine mining division of British Columbia supplies
for a party of men who will spend some time in prospecting
and developing mineral claims in that country.

J. H. East, foreman miner, K. H. Chism, first-aid miner,
and C. J. Roberts, engineer, are at the Panama-Pacific Expo-
sition with the new rescue car which is on the Exposition
grounds used in connection with the demonstration of first-aid
and rescue worli.

C. J. Hicks, formerly assistant to the president of tile In-
ternational Harvester Co., has been appointed executive assist-
ant to President J. F. Welborn, of the Colorado Fuel & Iron
Co. His duties will relate to social and industrial betterment
of tlie company's employees.

Harold C. E. Spence returned recently from Europe where
he has been associated with various oil-sliale interests and
is now directing development and distillation at the oil-shale

• enterprises in Newfoundland and Nova Scotia. His present
address is New Glasgow, Nova Scotia.

G. H. Dowell, assistant general manager of the Copper
Queen Consolidated Mining Co., Bisbee, .\riz., attended the
conventions in San Francisco and visited the Exposition wliere
his company is represented in "the mine." Mr. Dowell ad-
dressed the Mining Congress on the "History of Mine Taxation
in Arizona."

J. H. Farrell has resigned the position of consulting engi-
neer to the Yellow Aster Mining and Milling Co. In April,
1914, Mr. Farrell completed a geological report upon the Yel-
low Aster mine and was subsequently retained during the
initial period of new work planned as a result of the ex-
amination.

Paul Gottheil died in New York, Sept. 21. He had been for
42 years connected with the firm of Funch Edye & Co., begin-
ning as office boy and rising gradually by capacity and hard
work to be head of the firm. His death is mourned by the
metal trade, whicli for many years liad dealings with him as
agent for tlie Rotterdam Line, to which port heavy ship-
ments of coi)i)er liave been constantly made. In shipping cir-

cles he was regarded as one of the leaders and was frequently
called upon by the Government as a shipping expert.

•Andrew Gordon French died on Aug. 16 last at Glasgow,
Scotland, at the age of 7S. He was well known in Nelson,
B. C, where he spent several years working on the Frencli
process for the treatment of complex ores. Mr. French, who
was a metallurgical chemist, spent most of his life In the
study of the treatment of complex ores. While in Swansea,
Wales, he invented a process for the treatment of the
Constantine zinc ores, ,vhich are mined in Algeria. He spent
several years in Australia studying the treatment of the
complex ores of that country and was associated with tlie

Brolten Hill Proprietary Co. in New South Wales.

Ralph Baggaley died in Pittsburgh, Penn., Sept. 23, aged
6S years. He was born in Allegheny. Penn., was educated in

the schools there and at Dresden, Germany, where he re-

mained tw'O years. He was a man of great activity of mind
and marked business ability, and was interested in many en-
terprises in the course of his active life. His first business
connection was with the firm of Bollman & Co. Later he
joined George Westinghouse, who was then working on his
invention of the air brake. Mr. Baggaley took the business
side of the enterprise and organized the Westinghouse Air
Brake Co. which he brought into a prosperous and successful
condition. Later he reorganized and successfully managed
the Westinghouse Manufacturing Co. About 1875 he went into

the newspaper business and bought the Pittsburgh "Tele-
.graph" and "Chronicle," consolidating tlie tw"0 papers and
managing them for some years. After the panic of 1873 he
had bought some large tracts of land in the Lake Superior
country, but he never mined there, and later sold his proper-
ties, which are now opei'ated by the Oliver Iron Mining Co.

In ISSO he bought coal lands in the Connellsville region and
organized the Hostetter-Connellsville and the Puritan Coke
companies, which subsequently became interested in mining
coke combination. About 1901 he became interested in mining-
property in Butte, Jlont., and organized tlie Pittsburgh &
Montana Mining and Smelting Co. While managing that com-
pany he became interested in new processes of smelting and
converting and toolc out a large number of patents for pro-
cesses and machinery. Of recent years he has not been ac-
tive in business eKcept in connection with the United States
Glass Co. In 1S79, with the late Henry W. Oliver, Mr. Bagga-
ley organized the Duquesne Club. He was also a charter mem-
ber of the Pittsburgh Club. Mr. Baggaley was also a life mem-
l)er of the American .Association for the Advancement of Sci-

ence, of the Strollers' Club of New York, the Art Society of
Pittsburgh, the American Institute of Mining Engineers and
the American Society of Mechanical Engineers. He was also
a member of Franklin Lodge, F. & A. M. He leaves a widow,
two sons and four daughters.

American Institute of Mining Bn^ineers—Tlio October
meeting of the Jlontana Section will be held Oct. S. at the
Silver Bow Club, Butte, Mont. A technical session will be held
immediately after the dinner. The following paper will be
read and ample time provided for discussion: "Preliminary
Outline of Paper on Mines in the Boulder Batholith." By
J. A. Grimes and Paul Billingsley.
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SAIV FHANCISCO—Sept. 22

Highgrradinf; at the Empire Mine in Grass Valley has been
exposed by the arrest and alleged confession of A. H. Coggins,
formerly employed as specimen boss at the Empire. It was
reported that the cache contained $35,000 worth of high-grade
and specimen ore alleged to have been stolen from the

Empire mine. Coggins was a trusted employee of the Empire
and probably would not have been suspected had not the

other men gi-ven the information.

A Lead-SineltiuB Plant will be built by the Bunker Hill

& Sullivan Mining and Concentrating Co. F. W. Bradley,
president of the company, is authority for the statement that

ample funds have been accumulated and saved for this

purpose and thtit the engineering and construction work will

be done by the firm of Bradley & Labarthe. The plant

will be located either at the mine or on the Pacific coast,

according to which point affords the most favorable operating

and transportation facilities.

Production of Petroleum in all fields in California in August
totaled 7,6^0,047 bbl, Midway-Sunset field produced 3,334,516

bbl.; Coalinga, 1,14S,67S bbl.; Whittier-Fullerton, 1,053,375 bbl
;

Kern River, 791,445 bbl. All the other fields produced less

than 500,000 bbl. each. Total shipments from fields in August
amounted to 7,924,656 bbl. The total crude stocks on hand
Aug. 31 were 60,162,277 bbl. Only 12 wells were completed
in August. This is the lowest record of new wells in any
month since February, 1907. It is plain evidence of the

inactivity in the fields. The small decrease in production in

-August as compared with July, amounting to 58,596 bbl., is

merely added evidence of the necessity for curtailing produc-

tion until the market conditions caused by the war have been
improved. The operators have the satisfaction of knowing
that the oil is still in the ground.

DE\VER—Sept. 23

Ore Buyers In This State have suddenly realized the exist-

ence of a law passed last winter by the legislature. In an
effort to stop the practice of highgrading—especially in the

Cripple Creek district—the lawmakei-s made it compulsory
upon all purchasei-s of ore (of any sort) to fill out a prji-

scribed document and to pay the secretarj' of state an annual
license fee of $100. This official has announced that he has
set Nov. 1 as the date after which this law will be rigidly

enforced.

Inited States Reduction & Refining Co. Officials believe

the bill of complaint filed some time ago by the New York
Trust Co. was a direct attempt to remove them from competi-
tion in the ore-purchasing business. The Golden Cycle com-
pany operates its big mill at Colorado City close to the dis-

used plant of the United States company. Judge Lewis, of

the United States district court at Denver, on Sept. 11, over-
ruled the United States company's motion to dismiss the case.

J. Arthur Connell was named receiver, it being proved that
the Reduction company had defaulted in the payment of

interest on bonds held by the Trust company. The Reduction
company was given 10 days in which to answer this action,
after which the original case will be held on its merits.

Defunct Mining Companies in Colorado—Secretary of State
Ramer has gone over his records and has declared the follow-
ing corporations defunct and inoperative and no longer com-
petent to transact business within the state of Colorado.
The list may prove of interest to readers who have stock
or other interests in these corporations whose activities were
in mining, metallurgical and allied branches. Almont Mining
Co.; Amphitheater Gold Mining Co.; American Consolidated
Gold Mining Co.; American Gold Standard Mining Co.; Ameri-
can Ozokerite Mining Co

; American Star Mining and Milling
Co.; Anderson-Halter Mines Co.; Annamosa Mining Co.; Arcade
Mining and Milling Co.; Argentine Milling Co.; B. & O. Mining,
Milling and Manufacturing Co.; Badger Mines Co.; Barnes
Mining Co.; Bernadette Tunnel Mining and Milling Co.; Ber-
thoud Mining Co.; Beam Converter Mill Co.; Belvidere-Lead-
ville Mining Co.; Big Six Mining Co.; Big Five Tunnel, Ore
Reduction and Transportation Co.; Brandon Gold Mining Co.;
Bright Star Mining and Milling Co.; Buckley Mining Co.;

Burns-Moore Stockholders Leasing Co.; Boston & Cripple
Creek Gold Mining Co.; British American Mining Co.; Cashen

Mining and Leasing Co.; Cosmopolitan Mining and Leasing
Co.; Cripple Creek Free Gold Mining and Milling Co.; Cripple
Creek Mining and Leasing Co.; Diamond M. Leasing Co.;

Champion Mining and Milling Co.; Clear Creek Mining and
Leasing Co.; Cloud City Mining Co.; C. M. S. Mines Co.;

Cottonwood Mining and Milling Co.; Colorado Ape-X Mines Co.;

Colorado Fluorspar Mining Co.; Colorado Gold Mining and
Investment Co.; Colorado Gold Reserve Mining Co.; Colorado-
Idaho Mining and Exploration Co.; Colorado-Idaho Mines and
Development Co.; Colorado Molybdenum Co.; Colorado Smelt-
ing and Mining Co.; Colorado-Toledo Mining Co.; Conniemac
Mining and Realty Co.; Continental Consolidated Mines Co.;

Copperfield Reduction Co.; Creede United Mines Co.; Creede
Local Mining Co.; Crown Lode Mining Co.; Curtis Dry Placer
Maciiine Co.; Development and Mines Co.; Deerfield Mining"
and Milling Co.; Deadwood-Dallas Placer Co., Delmas Mining
and Milling Co.; Denver Leadville Mining and Tunnel Co.;

Denver Mining and Reduction Co.; Denver Mining Investment
Co.; D. Pendon Leasing and Mining Co.; Earle Concentrator
and Manufactui ing Co.; Eagle Mining Co.; East Bellman Min-
ing Co.; East Lake Mining Co.; El Valle Mines Co.; Emery
Baryta Mining and Separating Co.; Empire Mines Co.; Ex-
celsior Consolidated Gold Mining Co.; Excelsior Drill and
Manufacturing Co.; Federal Graphite Co.; 4-C Mine, Mill and
Tunnel Co.; Frisco Mining, Milling and Development Co.;

Francesca Mining and Leasing Co.; Fredonia Mine and Milling
Co.; Frisco Milling Co.; Gilpin Mining and Leasing Co.; Gladys
Gold Mining and Development Co.; Globe Mining, Milling,
Powder, Lighting, Di-ainage and Tramway Co.; Gold Divide
Mining, Milling and Tunnel Co.; Gold Hammer Mines and
Tunnel Co.; Gold Ledge Mining Co.; Gold Queen Mining,
Milling and Development Co.; Goldwin Mining and Milling-

Co.; Golden Amethyst Mining Co.; Golden Age Mining and
Reduction Co.; Great Nevada Mining and Milling Co.; Great
Western Copper Mining Co.; Guerrero Mining and Exploration
Co.; Gypsy Mines Co.; Hawkeye Consolidated Mines Co.; Hanna
Mining and Milling Co.; Handles Peak Gold Mining and Milling
Co.; Hibbs Mining and Milling Co.; Howard Mines Co.; Horn
Rotary Slime Concentrator Co.; Ida Mining and Milling Co.;

Incidental (jold Mining Co.; Independence Placer Mining Co.;

Interstate Mining and Milling Co.; Jewell Mining and Milling
Co.; Kerns Colorado Mining Co.; Kings Phillips Mining Co.;

Laurium Mining Co.; Last Chance Mining, Milling and Tunnel-
ing Co.; LBS. Mining and Leasing Co.; Lenawer Mining, Mill-

ing, Tunnel and Transportation Co.; Leadville Smelting and
Reduction Co.; Lilly Levy Mining and Milling Co.; Little

Muggins Mining Co.; Lotta J. Mining Co.; Lucky Strike Gold
Mining Co.; JNIammoth Gold Mining Co.; Mackey Gold Mining
and Milling Co.; Manhattan Placer Mining Co.; Marks Pulver-
izing Mining and Milling Machinery Co.; Mary Jane Mining
and Milling Co.; Mary Ellen Gold Mining and Leasing Co.;

Melba Mines Co.; Meriden Mining Co.; Miami Mines Co.; Mono
Baltic Mining and Smelting Co.; Montezuma Chiefs Mines Co.:

Mountain Peak Gold Mining Co.; Mountain Mining and Invest-
ment Co.; Murray Mining, Milling and Leasing Co.; Muscovite
Mining Co.; McCulloch Mines Co.; McNulty Gulch Mining and
Milling Co.; McQuarrie Creek Placer Mining and Prospecting
Co.; Navarrio Mining, Milling and Tunnel Co.; National Min-
ing and Investment Co.; New England Gold and Copper Mining
Co.; Newark Gold Mining Co.; New England Mining Co.; North
American Smelter and Mines Co.; North Creede Mining Co.;

North American Ore Purchasing Co.; Nellie K. Gold Mining,
Milling and Leasing Co.; Northwestern Leasing, Mining and
Milling Co.; Occidental Exploration Co.; Oklahoma and Col-
orado Mining and Milling Co.; Ophir Tidal Wave Mining Co.;

Oriole Mining Co.; Onida Gold Mining Co.; Pine Twentieth
Century Manufacturing and Reduction Co.; I'ittshurgh-Ely
Copper Co.; Plymouth iring Mining and Millirg Co.; Prussian
Gold Mines Co.; Princess Alice Gold Mining and Milling Co.;

Providence Mining and Milling Co.; Protection Mining Co.;

Quaker Mining and Milling Co.; Raymond Tunnel and Mining-
Co.; Red Mountain Gold Mining Co.; Red Cloud Gold Mining
and Prospecting Co.; Reinforced Cement Mining Timber Co.;

Reliance Gold Mining Co.; Reinert Gold Mining Co.; Recovery
Concentrating Milling and Mining Co.; Red Oak Gold Mining
and Milling Co.; Rexall Gold Mining Co.; Rhyolite Placer and
Mining Co.; Ridge-Mexico Mining and Milling Co.; Rosebud '

Gold Mining and Milling Co.; Rocky Mountain Rare Metals
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Co.; Rockyfellow Mining and JlillinK Co.; Rocky Mountain
Mine Development Co.; SaratoKa Mining Co.; Sand Mountain
Mining. Leasing and Industrial Co.; Silver Wave Mining Co.;
Silver Princess Mining Co.; Silver Horn Mines Co.; South
Homestake Mining Co.; Spanish Basin Gold Mining Co.;
Square Deal Mining, Milling, Drainage, Tunnel and Trans-
portation Co.; St. John Extension Mining and Power Co.;

Stahler Concentrator Co.; Swedish-American Gold Mining and
Milling Co.; Treasure Mining and Reduction Co.; Tasmania
Copper Mining and Milling Co.; Teal Brothers Mill and Mines
Co.; Ten Spot Mining, Milling and Leasing Co.; Thomson
Mining and Milling Co.; Tomahawk Mines Co.; Two Brothers
Gold Mining and Milling Co ; Two Thousand Two Gold Mining
Co.; Uncle Sam Gold Mining Co.; Union Consolidated Mining
and Milling Co.; United Mines Corporation; United Colorado
Mines Co.; United States Mining Corporation; U. S. Smelting
and Refining Co.; Walter A. Weber Mining Co.; Western Ore
Reduction Machinery Co.; Western States Mining and Milling
Co.; Western Investment Co.; Western Ore Reduction Co.;

Whale Mining and Developing Co.; Whitepine Mining Co.;

Woods Investment Co.; World's Fair Gold Mining and Milling
Co.; Wynn Gold Extraction Co.; Yellow Medicine Gold Mining
and Milling Co.; Yellow Metal Gold Mining, Milling, Water.
Irrigation and Power Co.; Yreka Mining and Milling Co.

In addition to the above Colorado corporations, the follow-
ing corporations of so-calltd "foreign" standing have been
declared debarred from doing further business in this state:
Alameda Gold Mining and Milling Co.; Anaconda Mining Co.;

Argonaut Gold Mining Co.; Burns Moore Mining and Tunnel
Co.; Buckeye Gold Mining, Milling and Tunnel Co.; Colorado
Ore Reduction Co.; Dorex Mining and Milling and Tunnel Co.;

Elkhorn Tunnel and Mining Co.; Futurity Mining and Milling
Co.; F. M. & D. Copper Mining Co.; Gold Issue Mining and
Milling Co.; Governor Mining Co.; Huntington Gold Mining
and Milling Co.; Kansas City Tunnel Site Mining Co.; Mines
Intersection Syndicate, Ltd.; Mineral Point Gold Mining Co.;

Mines Developing Co.; Prize Mining Co.; Refractory Ores
Recovery Co.; Retla Mining Co.; Rhyolite Beacon Gold Mines
Co.; Shenandoah Gold Mines and Smelting Co.; South Mosquito
Mining Co.; Suffolk-Globe Mining and Milling Co.; St. Paul
Mining, Milling and Investment Co.; Teutonic Consolidated
Gold Mines Co.

SALT LAKK CITY—Sept. 23

The Maena and Arthur .MillN of the Utah Copper Co. are
now treating 30,000 tons of ore daily; IS.000 tons going to the
Magna, and the remainder to the Arthur. Some ore running
3 to 4% copper is being handled. There are now employed at
the mine and mills about 3,300 men.

The Fatal Accident in the Albion at Alta, mentioned in

the news item of the "Journal" last week was due, not to

the failure of the oxygen helmet as at first supposed, but
to the fact that the men wearing the helmets remained at

their work too long and the 30-min. supply of oxygen was
exhausted, after which they were overcome by the carbon-
dioxide gas. The two men wearing the helmets were both
experienced. One of them was Captain Andrew E. Eikram
of the Salt Lake Fire Department, a veteran "smoke eater,"

and the other was James Hendrickson. a mining engineer
of experience, formerly employed in mine-rescue -work by
the United States Government. The oxygen helmets were
borrowed from the Salt Lake Fire Department. The work of

rescuing the body of James Hendrickson who was suffocated
was accomplished by A. O. Jacobson with a party of five

experienced miners of his selection. Instead of equipping
bis men with oxygen helmets be gave each man a hammer
and a steel punch. They advanced into the workings and
every four feet a man punched a hole in the air pipe. In the
meantime air was forced into the pipe line at the highest
pressure possible. By tapping the pipe at frequent intervals
the rescue party was well supplied with fresh air and reached
the body of Hendrickson who had been dead for several hours.

SKATTLE—Sept. 22

Another Third Beach Line has been uncovered on the

Seward Peninsula, this time at the original delta of the

Solomon River, five miles east by north of the present mouth
of that stream and 35 miles from the great beach at Nome.
News of the discovery similar to that at Nome which pro-
duced $20,000,000 has caused a wild stampede from the Nome
district and everything for miles around the new discovery
has been staked. The new beach is at the Nome level and
was uncovered by H. G. Harvey and Otto Halla. A cross-cut

made shows that the beach deposit is nearly 275 ft. wide,

carrying pay 5 ft. deep. The theory advanced and generally
accepted at Nome for several years that the beaches are

all on the east and west course are entirely upset by this

discovery, the course there being northwest and southeast.

It forms, in tact, a half-moon bay. Search for such a beach
has been in progress since the discovery of Nome and im-
mediately after the discovery of the third beach line at Nome
which turned out such enormous profits, prospecting activities
were carried on at nearly all the larger streams on the
peninsula emptying into Bering Sea and notably on Solomon.
A beach was found near Pine Creek but this provi-d to be
ban-en of gold. Enough information was gained to establish
the fact that there were three beach levels on the Solomon
River l)ut following the discovery of a high gravel bank
carrying little gold it was presumed that the beaches would
not produce much and active prospecting was abandoned.
These same gravel banks under the prospecting of Harvey
proved to be the delta of the ancient Solomon River and
formed the bed of the stream, the surf washing and concen-
trating the gold up the hillside. The discovery has caused
the biggest stir in the Seward peninsula since the discovery
of the third beach line at Nome.

ChiNana Development Ih Active and a good production is

being made considering the fact that the season has been
backward and water has been scarce. Some exceptional
cleanups have come from Bonanza Creek which contained
considerable coarse gold. On Bonanza Creek. Briggan &
Hocker. with a crew of 5 men. is working on the lower end
of No. 7 and John Ludwig and partner are sluicing on No. 7

Fraction which was worked successfully last season by
William Taylor. The ground on No. 9 is being stripped with
a hydraulic nozzle by Billy James, the discoverer, and his
brother. F. T. Hamshaw has a crew of 12 men at work on
the lower end of No. 5 in ground that is still frozen at
bedrock. He also has a crew at work on No. 6. Good results
are reported by Max Altman's crew on the upstream end of
No. 6. where they have taken out a number of cuts. On
Johnson Creek. Hawkins & Dahl has made good progress on
the claims between the town of Chisana and Bonanza. On
Little Eldorado. Johnson & McGovern is working on No. 1

on the left limit at the upper end and taking out rich dirt.

Carl Whitham is sluicing on No. 2 and W. McLennon is

sluicing on No. 3. W. E. Nelson is working on No. 3 Snow
Gulch and Eagan & Co. is sluicing on No. 1 Coarse Money
Creek. On Big Eldorado cleanups are made regularly on 4

below upper discovery. The flume now supplying a number
of the operators is being extended by James & Nelson and
will enable Bob Clark and his partners on the lower end of

No. 10 to carry on greater sluicing activities. Wright &
Anderson on the upper end of No. 11 Fraction has a small
crew sluicing good ground. Considerable prospecting is going
on on various creeks in the immediate neighborhood, notably
un Lucky Pup and Canon Creek, Shamrock Creek and Coarse
Money. Pay is now being taken out and regular cleanups
being made by about 150 operators, the greatest number work-
ing in the district since its discovery, and the output is

expected to be much greater than in 1914.

SI'OKAXE—Sept. 22

"Uaith I'lants of the Granby company are running at full

aijacity and between them turning out copper at the rate
..1" 3,500,000 lb. per month, or 42.000,000 lb. per year." said

Frank M. Sylvester, general manager of the Granby Consoli-

dated Mining, Smelting and Power Co., while in Spokane this

week, after his return from a visit of inspection to both

Anyox and Grand Forks, B. C. "The Grand Forks smelter

has eight furnaces in operation, treating 100,000 tons of ore

monthly. At Anyox, the fourth furnace was blown in about

Aug. 15. The tonnage of ore treated there averaged 62.500

tons monthly during May, June and July. In August, 75,000

tons were handled. The working force at Anyox, where
there is more or less construction still going on, is between
850 and 900 men. About a year ago the company added
the Bonanza mine on Granby Bay to its holdings, but we
have done nothing yet toward putting it in shape for produc-

tion, as we do not need the ore. We also acquired some idle

and supposed-to-be worked-out mines on Prince-of-Wales

Island, .\laska. We have been taking a little ore out of them,

mainly from the Mamie, worked at one time by Sam Silver-

man. The Midas mine, at Valdez. Alaska, we have put into

shape to ship, but we have hart no ore from it yet, owing
to the scarcity of boats in those waters. We have plenty of

work in sight to keep one steamer busy, so we may be

forced to buy one. We are encouraging miners in northern

British Columbia and Alaska to the best of our ability, but

not much custom ore has come to us yet. About the only

considerable shipper has been the Rocher de Boule mine.

near Hazleton. B. C. which has sent us 6.000 tons in the

last two months."
The ore from the company's mines near Anyox averages

from 1.4 to 2.2'; copper and the gold and silver amounts to

about 30c. per ton.
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GOL,DPIELD, NEV.—Sept. 25
Conditions in the Goldlield Camp would seem to be pretty

well reflected by the dismal aspect of the city as compared to

what it was five years ago. Numerous vacant stores and
buildings, with "For Rent" or "For Sale" signs displayed,
rows of houses in a dilapidated condition, and the conditions
of the streets themselves bespeak the departure of the pros-
perity they once enjoyed. The Goldfield Consolidated is of
course treating more ore per day now than it did formerly,
the amount averaging over 1,000 tons per day; some work
is being done by the Merger company, by the Jumbo Exten-
sion, Kewanas and a few other properties, but despite this,

evidences of healthy activity are not apparent. Business is

dull, and one hears a good deal of conversation about whether
Goldfield can "come back" or not. Others look forward to

better things this autumn, but generally admit that such
betterment will come rather from strengthening of the stocks
than from improvements in the mines. The impressions of a
visitor to the camp are, however, that it needs the stimulus
of an important discovery to revive it from its present
torpidity.

Tonopali Conditions, despite the low price of silver, are
in strong contrast with those obtaining in Goldfield. The
larger companies such as the Tonopah Mining, Tonopah-
Belmont, Tonopah Extension and West End are running at
the full capacity of their mills, w-hile the many properties
that operate no treatment plants but dispose of their ores
to the other companies, are for the most part keeping up
I)roduction, and none of that laxity is apparent that in some
places gives a "run-down" impression not always merited.
The town seeins fairly busy and prosperous, a healthy tone
being maintained, perhaps due as much to activity in camps
adjacent to Tonopah as in the place itself. Several miles
out from Tonopah, recent work has disclosed the existence of
good-grade ore containing silver, gold, copper and lead. Sev-
eral such disclosures have been made but apparently little has
so fai' been done toward determining their worth. Leasers
seem to be numerous and generally report satisfactory results;
leasing, apparently, being on the increase. Considerable
interest is being taken in the camp of Manhattan where
gold is being found both in placers and quartz veins. Tonopah
people are interested, and there is a considerable amount of
automobile traffic between Tonopah and ^Manhattan. The
MacNamara mill has just been cleaned up for turning over
to the company by Jones and Carpenter who had leased the
plant to treat sweepings from the old tailings pond, it being
stated that results were not financially successful. The
Tonopah Mining Co. has now a full staff at its gold property
in the Pis-Pis district in Nicaragua. This property, now
known as the Eden, was originally the Panama mine which
was developed by Philadelphia men. A larger proportion of

foreign laborers is employed in the Tonopah mines now than
formerly, but recently there has been quite an exodus of
Montenegrins and Serbians who are returning home to go
to war.

\V.\LL.\CE, ID.\.—Sept. 2;{

A Lead-Snieltinii; Plant for tlie Coeur d*.4Ienes is assured
since it is authoritatively announced that the Bunker Hill

& Sullivan Mining and Concentrating Co. will build a smeltery
to treat its own ores. The purpose of the company became
known to the public through A. E. Goodell, formerly noith-
western representative of the International Smelting & Refin-
ing Co., "Who it is now learned has been in the service of the
Bunker Hill & Sullivan company most of the time since
severing his connection with the International. Mr. Goodell
is now engaged in securing easements from owners of land
in the vicinity of the proposed plant a short distance below
Kellogg, and upon his success depends the definite location
of the plant. If he is successful in obtaining releases from
possible smoke damages, the smeltery will be built a short
distance from the mine; otherwise tl.c company will select
a site at some favorable place on the coast. No difllculty

is anticipated, how-ever, and it is practically certain that
it will be located near the mine. The announcement that
the Bunker Hill & Sullivan would go into the smelting busi-
ness created almost a sensation in mining circles, following
so closely the action of the Days in buying and rebuilding
the old Le Roi smeltery at Northport, Wash. It will be
recalled that on May 31 last the Hercules contract with the
American Smelting & Refining Co. expired, and because the
smelting company declined to renew it or to make satis-

factory terms in a new contract, the Hercules mine, of

which the Days are the controlling owners, closed down, and
the next move in the controversy was their purchase of

the Northport which is now being remodeled preparatory to

handling the output of the Hercules and the Tamarack &
Custer another Day-controlled mine. The fact that Harry L.

Day is still retained as president and general manager of

the Federal company, a subsidiary of the A. S. & R. Co..

and the further fact that the A. S. & R. Co. is still treating
Hercules ore pending the completion of the Northport plant,
has created the impression that the American is in reality
back of the Days in that enterprise. Assuming that this

impression has a substantial basis, the action of the A. S. & R.

Co. is explained by the terms of its contract with the Bunker
Hill & Sullivan. The Bunker Hill contract is for 25 years
and has 15 years to run, and it stipulates that it may be
revised every five years to conform to the terms upon which
"a majority" of the ores of the district are being smelted.
By a significant coincidence the date for revision was on
June 1, the day following the expiration of the Hercules
contract, which represented "a majority" of the ores outside
of the Federal company owned by the smelter. To renew
the Hercules contract meant that the Bunker Hill & Sullivan
would have to be given the same terms, or a reduction of J2

from the present rate of $16 per ton for freight and treat-

ment, and the full New York quotation for 90% of the lead
content. That it was to avoid making these concessions to

the Bunker Hill & Sullivan, and also to the Stewart, is

the basis for the belief that the A. S. & R. Co. is back of the

Days in the Northport enterprise. This is also accepted as

a reasonable explanation of the action of the Bunker Hill

& Sullivan in deciding to smelt its own ores. It will also

handle the output of the Caledonia, Ontario and Sierra Nevada,
which are closely affiliated with the Bunker Hill either by
ownership or lease. It is also believed that the new plant

will handle the ore from the Hecla and Marsh upon the

expiration of their contracts "with the Intei-national.

.MET,VL,1XE. AV.^SH Sept. 33

There is Considerable .Vetivity in the Metaline mining dis-

trict, Stevens County. The Metaline Oriole Mining Co. will

start work on a 50-ton concentrating mill Oct. 1. The
lumber has been contracted for. The capital stock of the

company is assessable and the assessments will be continued
until this mill is up and in operation; there is estimated
to be $25,000 worth of ore now in sight. The Zinc-Lead Co.

installed a 50-ton concentrating mill on its property this

summer and has been running 60 days and is shipping a

car load of concentrates every week. It is now making
arrangements to install a ball mill and increase the capacity

of the plint to 200 tons per day. The ore is averaging
about 16r; zinc. The Silver-Lead Co. will start work next
week on its lead property just below the Falls. It will con-
tinue the lower tunnel which will cut the ledge in about
100 ft. It is rumored that the Sterling Silver Co. has bonded
its property to some Spokane people, who are on the ground
now and expect to put about 12 men to work immediately.
The company is the owner of 16 patented claims. The River-
side property expects to start work early in October. The
Proudy brothers will be in next month to work all winter.

They have a very promising copper prospect. They will

work four men. The camp in general is looking very good

—

much better than ever before. Every one seems to be very
anxious to do much more than the usual assessment work
and is making preparations now to do so. There is some
chance of a several-million -dollar power plant going in at

S Canon. Hugh L. Cooper is now testing the ground for

the big dam.
TORONTO—Sept. 25

Tlie \'ortliern Ontario Power Co. will increase the capacity
of its power plants at Porcupine at a cost of over $500,000.

The increased quantity of power is necessary to supply the
growing demands of the Hollinger and the Dome and to

take care of the future developments in the camp.

The Reported Diseovery of Silver in the Fond du Lac
District of Lake .\thabasca has been reported on by Canadian
Government geologists who were sent to investigate. They
state that no minerals of economic importance have as yet

been discovered in that country. There was a good deal of

excitement last winter when high-grade silver w-as reported
from Fond du Lac.

The David \. Thomas Interests, which for the last three

years, have done extensive exploration work in the district

to the north of Edmonton, Alta., have now begun active

development. Three test holes for oil are being drilled at a
point 3 miles above The Chutes, on the Peace River, near
Fort Vermilion, under the direction of C. F. Law. of Vancou-
ver, the Canadian representative of Mr. Thomas. Drillers

have been brought from San Francisco with a modern plant

capable of drilling 2.000 ft. Fifty men are engaged in the

work of exploration. In order to provide adequate trans-

portation on 2,400 miles of northern waterways, three large

steamers are to be built and placed in commission north of

Edmonton. The first of these is now under construction at

Peace River Crossing by a force of 30 men brought from
San Francisco.
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ALASKA
QUARTZ CREEK MINING (Valdez)—W. W. Getchel has

taken an option to buy the two miles of sround owned by
this company on Quartz Creek in Moose Pass district.

ALASKA TREASURE CONSOLIDATED (Juneau)—Union
Trust Co., of San Francisco, through E. S. Heller, its repre-
sentative at Juneau, has purchased this property for $374,500.
Sale is result of judgment recently secured. H. A. Bishop is
vendor.

ALASKA TREADWELL (Treadwell)—New shaft at central
hoist will soon be in place and in working order, again
permitting full operation for first time in several months or
since break which has been most costly this company has
experienced in several years. Shaft was 20 in. in diameter
and 4 ft. long and had to be shipped from Pittsburgh.

ALASKA COAL (Seward)—Captain J. A. Herbert, who was
one of the first men to secure lease of coal lands from govern-
ment, has completed arrangements to furnish Seward with
lignite coal from his mine near Seldovia. Coal has already
been used to advantage in new town of Anchorage and by
several canneries to westward. It will be laid down in Seward
at little over one-half price charged for soft coal brought
from Seattle. Capacity of mine is 40 tons a day at present,
but this output can be increased whenever demand warrants.

.ARIZOX.4^

tireenlee County
THE STATUS OF AFFAIRS IN THE CLIFTON-MORENCI

DISTRICT is quiet and unchanged. President Moyer, of the
Western Federation of Miners, is rjuoted as advising the union
to yield on the point of recognition of the union and to have
its committee meet the mine operators to discuss the wage
scale, which the union claims is lower at Clifton and Morenci
than at Bisbee, Ray, Miami or Globe; the reinstatement of
men discharged since Sept. 1 for agitating recognition of the
Federation; and assurances that there will be no discrimina-
tion against men who have led the strike or who have held
out for recognition for the union.

C.\LIFORM.A
Amador County

VOLCANO DISTRICT is attracting attention of placer
miners. Joseph Garibaldi recently made shipment of |l,200,
being result of placer cleanup on ground that had been
previously worked.

CENTRAL EUREKA (Sutter Creek)—Ore of good grade
has been disclosed on the 3,200 level about 100 ft. south of
the orebody on 3,100 level. At present 30 stamps are dropping
but it is expected that full 40 stamps will be in commission
in about two weeks.

Calaveras County
UTICA (Angels Camp)—D. Castle, miner working at the

winze at Cross shaft, fell into the skipway, distance of about
40 ft., and landed on skip. He was badly injured on head,
face and body but it is. believed will recover. Had the skip
not been below him he "would have fallen a distance of SOO ft.

MONARCH MINING (Vallecito)—George Morris, of Sonora,
and associates, of San Francisco, have taken bond on the Ora
Plata gravel mine. (Tompany owns 70 acres adjoining and also
has bond on Sloane property. Tunnel from Coyote Creek
under old channel for purpose of handling water is contem-
plated. Handling of water in district is problem that has
disturbed miners in past.

Placer County
PIONEER (Towle)—Forty men are employed and about

1,800 tons of ore extracted per month. Improvement in grade
of ore is reported.
DEWEY CONSOLIDATED (Iowa Hill)—Tunnel driven in

to rim of channel disclosed gold-ljearing gravel. Drift will
be continued across the channel to opposite rim before sav-
ing gravel will begin. Property consists of 137 acres, said
to be crossed by Blue Lead channel.

BIG OAK (Colfax)—Mine is being unwatered by F. N.
Hubble and associates, who have taken property on purchase
option. Development consists of shaft 190 ft. deep and some
drifting. Mine was closed down 21 years ago by litigation.
Mrs. Rose Werry, of Colfax, and Mrs. T. B. Valentine, of
San Francisco, are ownei's.

SLUICE-BOX MINING is in progress, on middle fork of
American River. Number of men are w^orking with primi-
tive methods and taking out from $3 to $12 a day each. One
miner is operating with diving suit, taking gold from crevices
in river bottom. His wife woi'ks with him and runs the
air pump.

Siskiyou County
COPPER ORES from property east of Fort Jones are be-

ing shipped to Kennett for treatment at Mammoth smeltery.
Ore is hauled by wagons to Southern Pacific R.R. at Yreka
and Gazelle. Recent road improvement will add other shippers
of base ores.

Tulare County
PORTERVILLE MAGNESITE CO. (Porterville)—Magnesite

deposits included in SO acres of land east of Porterville will
be developed. Reported that the company has contracts for
100 tons per day, delivery to begin Nov. 1. C. F. Woody, cf
San Francisco, is manager; H. L. Doyle, superintendent!

COL.OKAIIU

.Snu Migruel County
COLUMBI.'X. (Telluride)—Recent development by leasers

has opened pay ore. Shipments are being made to Durango
smeltery.

STANDARD CHEMIC^VL (Placerville)—Development work
is in progress on this company's property in Paradox Valley,
under direction of John I. Mullen, manager.

SMUGGLER-UNION (Telluride)—Has taken over Ice Lake
and is installing pipe-line to conduct water to Blue Lake,
whence it will be used at Bridal Vein generating station.

L.A SALLE MOUNTAIN MINING AND MILLING (Telluride)—This is new incorporation formed to take over and develop
group of gold-bearing claims in La Salle Mts. Incorporators
are Galloway brothers, W. E. Rice and Clark Akers. Capital
stock is $50,000. Small force of men is at work on preliminary
development.

PRIMOS CHEMICAL (Vanadium)—Shaft sunk on Bear
Creek property is down 400 ft. On account of high cost of
pumping, company has pulled pumps from this shaft and
will continue development of property by driving tunnel from
surface to tap bottom of shaft. This tunnel, which is now
in progress, will be about 500 ft. long. Company is operating
seven 6-horse teams from mine to mill, each team making
three round trips a day. Hauling about eight tons per load.

HUMBOLDT (Telluride)—Three shifts are now employed
in adit being driven toward Humboldt shaft, which must be
advanced 700 ft. to make desired connection. All ore mined
from property on Ouray side of range will be hauled through
Sheridan adit to San Miguel County portal, whence it will
be trammed to Pandora mills for treatment. Electric haulage
will be installed in adit and electric hoisting equipment placed
at shaft. As soon as tramway terminal is finished, boarding
house large enough to house 135 men will be built near portal
of adit in Marshall Basin.

BLACK BEAR (Telluride)—Development on third and
fourth levels has opened an 8-ft. vein of silver-lead ore.
Property is operated by Colorado-Superior Mining Co. Isaac
Nevela has recently been appointed manager. During first
si.K months of 1915 the company milled 16,366 tons of ore
in the Smuggler-Union mills where it leases 20 stamps. Total
recovery amounted to $75,201; operating expenses were $69,221;
net profit. $5,9S0. During period under review boarding house
earned $791. making a total profit of $6,771. About 50 men
are on payroll. Zinc concentrate which is shipped to Blende
is worth about $600 a car and gold-silver-lead concentrate
which is shipped to Durango is worth from $2,000 to $3,500
a car, averaging about 30 tons per car.

San Juan County
LEE (Silverton)—This property being developed by the

Silver Crown Mining and Milling Co., with option to purchase,
under management of Jas. T. Burns. Breast of main tunnel
is now in 3 ft. of high-grade ore.

MAYFLOWER (Silverton)—American Ore Flotation Co.
has made payment of $3,000 on purchase price of this property
in Arastra Gulch, formerly owned by Gus Malchus. Purchas-
ing coinpany is sinking winze on vein from upper workings.
A 6-ft. vein has been opened which is almost solid galena.
It is planned to drive crosscut at lower level for purpose of
determining downward continuity of shoot.

ID.-VHO
Shoshone County

AMY (Kellogg)—Inclined winze following ore is being
sunk 1,000 ft. from portal of tunnel. Company plans to con-
struct mill soon.

I.N'DEPENDENCE (Mullan)—Working small force on prop-
erty between Morning and Hunter mines. Have 5 ft. lead
milling ote in upper tunnel. Company understood to be
under control of Stewart Mining Co.

RAINBOW (Little North Fork)—Recently struck 8 or 10
in. of practically clean zinc ore and face of drift is mixtiire
of zinc, lead and quartz. Little depth has been gained
and surface showing indicates extensive orebodv within
300 ft.

NELLIE (Osburn)—This old producer, lying in so-called
"dry belt" between Wardner-Kellogg and Wallace, has been
leased to Ernest Kelly and associates for three years. C)re
is mainly tetrahedrite associated with silver.

CALEDONIA (Kellogg)—Raise to connect with the 75-
ft. winze sunk from the main working tunnel last week
encountered rich oreshoot which had been cut off in winze
by fault. Ore is combination of lead and copper with very
high silver content.

M.\YFLOWER (Wallace)—This company, oiiiting on
Nine Mile, is encountering ore in lower tunnel !> t;. driven
300 ft. below No. 2. in which there is good boiU "i shipping
ore. Portal of lower tunnel is near railroad. I'loperty has
recently been equipped with modern compressor.

ST. LAWRENCE (Wallace)—This copper prospect is fitu-
ated at head of Silver Creek near the Idaho-Montana boun-
dary and is owned by Angus Sutherland, of Wallace. Work
during past summer has consisted of driving in lower tunnel.
First-class ore is being taken from upper tunnel and hauled
to Saltese for shipment.

HIGHLAND-SURPRISE (Kellogg)—Has secured contract
for entire output of lead and zinc concentrate and will
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commence shipments at once. New mill, originally designed
for 100 tons daily capacity, can treat 150 if crowded and Is
so constructed that it can easily be enlarged to 300 tons
capacity. Raise is being driven on ore from Surprise drift
to Highland Chief lower tunnel.

RICHMOND (Adair)—Planned to resume shipments from
Richmond group of six claims lying 14 miles east of Mullan
and 2 miles from Adair. Montana. Two cars are being loaded
at Saltese. Fifteen men are employed at mine at present.
Group was located 20 years ago by Charles Heidenreich and
worked intermittently for number of years. In 1910 forest
fires destroyed mine buildings and damaged timbering. Oper-
ations were resumed in 1914 and car of ore assaying 29.75%
copper was shipped, but mine was again closed down. Gaso-
line engine is used for hoisting; drilling is done by hand. If
developments are satisfactory aerial tram will be built from
mine to Adair, with drop of 1700 ft. in 2 miles. There are
three shafts on property, 50. 85. and 120 ft. deep. Crosscut
adit taps vein at depth of 320 ft. Best showing is in 120-ft.
shaft, where both drifts are in ore.

MO.NTAJfA
Silver Bow County

BUTTE & SUPERIOR (Butte)—August earnings, biggest
for any month in history of company, were at rate of $4.50
per share, due principally to deliveries of spelter at higher
prices during past few months.

BUTTE-DULUTH (Butte)—Federal court has not vet
given decision in involuntary bankruptcy proceeding brought
against Butte-Duluth Mining Co., but one is expected within
week or ten days. Should decision be against bankruptcy
petitioners, receiver, who was appointed before bankruptcy-
suit was brought, will resume operations at property, and he
claims that he can, under present copper prices and lower
price of acid, earn good profit on operations.

EAST BUTTE (Butte)—August production about 1.7S5,000
lb. of copper against 2,000,000 lb. in July. September will
also show about latter figure, which was high production
record for this company. June output was 1,500,000 lb. and
May, 5.SO,000 lb. In 10 weeks of operation company shows
net profit of $303,000. Last year actual output of company
was but 9,175,579 lb. of copper and in 1913 it was 14.401,108 lb",
present production being at rate of 24,000,000 lb. per annum,
and it is not unlikely that coming 12 months will show total
of 25,000,000 lb.

DAVIS-DALY (Butte)—Find made by Davis-Daly on the
2,500-ft. level of Colorado mine is developing in importance.
Drifting on vein has proceeded distance of SO ft. and size
of vein and quantity of ore is holding out well. For width
of 10 ft. ore averages about 5n copper. It is claimed there
are 3 ft. of copper glance in vein. Station is being cut at
2,500 and preparations are being made to stope ore. About
80 tons of ore per day are now being hoisted from Colorado.
All this ore has been taken from sill floor in course of
development work.

BOSTON & MONTANA DEVELOPMENT (Butte)—Good
progress being made in two crosscuts from 2,040-ft. point
of big tunnel, and it is expected that in about 40 days one of
the large veins will be cut. Central, Park and Idanah veins
will be intercepted by two crosscuts. A 10-ft. cross vein has
been cut, and samples from it assay 1.6% copper, 2 oz. of
silver and 23% zinc. Showing indicates that crosscut is
approaching mineral zone and that values go down. The 10-ft.
vein does not outcrop on surface, and is one of several such
blind veins that have been encountered in l)ig tunnel. De-
velopments are confirming report and predictions made by
Walter Harvey Weed, who made an exhaustive examination
of the Boston & Montana properties and recently issued a
supplementary report on them.

storey County

COM.STOCK PUMPING ASSOCIATION (Virginia)—Enlarged
drain and laid floor and track 174 ft. in old north drift on
2,700 level.

CROWN POINT-BELCHER (Gold Hill)—New pump started
on 1,500 joint station. Water held at 125-ft. point below
1,500 station. Belcher 1,300 raise advanced 30 ft. and S6 cars
of mill rock saved.

MEXICAN (Virginia)—On 2,700 level, east crosscut No. 3

shows porphyry and quartz of low assay value. On 2,500
level south drift, Nos. 3 and 4 from west crosscut extended
through similar formation. Mill crushed 61 tons of Union
ore assaying $7.92 per ton, and S3 tons of Mexican wedge rock.

UNION CON. (Virginia)—On 2,500 level extracted 12 cars
of ore averaging $39.2S per ton, and from southwest drift 4

cars averaging $38,75 per ton. Saved 45 cars low-grade ore
in cutting out for timbers in north drift. Joint work with
Sierra Nevada in 2,4 50 raise and reopening southwest drift
to Union shaft continued.

CON. VIRGINIA AND OPHIR (Virginia)—Preparations
being made for operating on 2.700 level. On 2,500 level in
Ophir, raise mad>- to third floor on the vein in southwest
drift. Saved 14 cars of ore assaying $9.23 per ton. In Central
tunnel, north drift extended 16 ft. Quartz in bottom assays
from small amounts up to $10 per ton. Ophir saved 320 cars
of ore from development and milled 275 tons.

SOUTH DAKOTA
La-n-renee County

NORTH HOMESTAKE (Maitland)—One shift of miners is

employed in development work on 600 level of main shaft.

<1R0 HONDO (Lead)—Shaft is 1,700 ft. deep. Cross-
cutting is under way both easterly and westerly from 1,500
level. Rock continues hard in bottom.

GOLDEN REWARD (Deadwood)—Astoria roaster is being
operated steadily, principally upon blue ores from Billy mine.
About 75 tons daily being thus prepared for cyanidation.
Deadwood mill makes 90% extraction on roasted product.

UTAH
Beaver County

LEONORA (Milford)—Drifting along east-west fissure is
being continued, and it is expected that north-south fissure
will be cut soon. Former fissure, which carries silver-lead
ore, is growing wider.

PALOMA GOLD AND SILVER (Milford)—Progress of about
a foot a day is being made in shaft sinking. Better progress
will be madt when compressor is installed early in October.
Shaft is still in ore. Shipment of copper ore of good grade
was made recently; also shipments of lead-silver ore.

Salt Lake County

WASATCH MINES (Alta)—High-grade shipment of silver-
lead ore has been made from No. 2 workings on Brain fissure.

LOGGER MINING (Salt Lake)—Stringers of galena have
been cut in face of this company's tunnel. Property is in
Big Cottonwood. J. A. Maxfield is president.

PRICE MINING (Salt Lake)—Two-story bunk-house is
being built for better accommodation of men at this property
in Big Cottonwood.

MONTAN.\-BINGHAM (Bingham)—Tunnel is in 4,048 ft.,

face being in quartzite. Number of viens have been out.
Last fissure carried 2 ft. of pyritic ore, showing chalcopyrite
and black copper sulphide.

AMERICAN CONSOLIDATED COPPER (Salt Lake)—Stock
of this company, owning 16 claims in Big Cottonwood, was
listed on Salt Lake Stock and Mining Exchange on Sept. 14.
Capitalization is 500,000 shares, par value, $1. John E.
Barnard is president.

Summit County

PARK CITY ORE PRODUCTION for week ended Sept. IS
totaled 1,727 tons, valued at $68,000, compared with 1,425 tons
week previous. Four shippers.

SNAKE CREEK TUNNEL (Park City)—Tunnel is in more
than 12,200 ft., with face still in diorite. Ground is getting
softer, and flow of water is increasing.

N.^ILDRIVER (Park City)—An assessment of 2c. a share
has been levit-d, and it is expected that development work will
be started shortly. Pipe-line is being laid, and surface
equipment put in order.

DALY-JUDGE (Park City)—Building for new flotation
plant is in process of construction. Shipments for week ended
Sept. IS, amounted to 1,133,650 lb. of ore and concentrates.
Development is being kept up, and new orel^odies opened.

AVASHIXGTOIV
Ferry County

KNOB HILL (Republic, Wash.)—Car of 75,299 lb. of ore
sent to Trail smeltery yielded 2.4 oz. gold and 7.2 oz. silver
per ton. Gross value was $1,S37 and net proflt was $1,545.
"There are nine cars now en route to the smelter that prol)-
ably will run about the same," states Mr. LaRue, a heavy
stockholder. "Tlie net earnings for August are estimated at
$12,000, and the average monthly proflt for the current year
probably will be not less than $10,000."

Kin^ County
ANTIMONY SMELTING AND REFINING CO. (Seattle)—

This company, with a capital of $200,000, has been formed by
W. D. Wood and H. M. Grifith, who have taken over the
sewer-pipe manufacturing plant of the Denny-Renton Clay
Co., at Van Asselt, and will convert same into a smeltery
for the treatment of antimony ores. The plant covers several
acres and has fifteen 30-ft. furnaces with several smaller
furnaces, .an ore-grinding plant and laboratories.

WISCONSIN"
/.inr-Leail District

ZINC^ HILL (Platteville)—Charles Wolfe and associates of
I>avenport, Iowa, have struck good ore in number of drill
holes on Charles Harris and Felix Murphy farms, four miles
south of Platteville.

VINEGAR HILL ZINC (Platteville)—Plans are made for
big surface equipment on Blackstone property adjacent to
Champion mine at New Diggings.

GRANT COUNTY' (Platteville)—Kistler and Stephens have
encountered big body of zinc ore in heavy sheet formation in
old workings just unwatered.
POWDER MILL (Platteville)—Fritz Hoppe and others are

developing promising prospect on old Powder Mill tract just
west of city limits nf Pin tt^viii,. Ore was found at shallowwest of city limits of Platteville. Ore was found at shallow

in disseminated formation and willdepth of 14 ft. Makes in uihsemiiu
turn out high-grade zinc concentrate

C.\>r.\DA

Ontario

ORE SHIPMENTS over the T. & N. O. Ry. for the month
of August, 1915, from Cobalt proper were; Chambers Fer-
land, 29 tons; Cobalt Comet, 64; Coniagas, 78; Crown-Reserve.
99; Kerr Lake, 57; La Rose, 131; McKinley-Darragh, 114; Min-
ing Corporation of Canada, Ltd., Cobalt Lake mine, 86.20 and
Townsite City, 138.62; Nipissing. 65; O'Brien, 32; Penn Can-
adian, 69; Peterson Lake—Seneca Superior ore, 65; Temiskam-
ing, 41; from New Liskeard, Casey Cobalt, 39; from Elk Lake,
Miller Lake O'Brien, 24; total silver ore shipments, 1,131 tons.
From South Porcupine, Dome Lake (gold), 31 tons; from
Schumacher, Porcupine Vipond (gold), 1 ton; from Porquis
Junction, .\lexo mine, (nickel). 767 tons.

Cl'BA
McLaughlin BROS. (Bayamo)—Have discontinued work

on their matte-smelting plant on account of excessively rainy
season.
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Metal Markets

NEW
All of the principal n

week, with the exception

YOHK—Sept. Sl>

etals were stronger during the last

)t' tin. which was dull and stationary.

Copper, Tin, Lead and Zinc

Copper—The improvement noted in our last report con-

tinued and at the beg;inning of our week of record, sales

began to be made more freely at ISc, regular terms, equivalent

to about IT.SOc, cash. New York, although there was a little

shading of that price in some quarters. It was noteworthy,
moreover, that the buyers were now principally domestic
manufacturers, whereas in the previous week the sales had
been chiefly for export. By Sept. 25, the principal producer
had sold all it wanted to at ISc, regular terms, and then
it raised its asking- price to IS^c, expecting the market 4o

rise to that figure, which, however, has not yet transpired.

On Sept. 27, the market was rather irregular, considerable

sales being made at a variety of prices ranging from 17.95c.

to lS%c., both regular terms. Apparently the market had not
become firmly established on the ISc. basis, although more
than one of the large producers had raised their asking price

to ISi^c, and some sales were actually made as high as lS%c.
Perceiving this situation, other sellers apparently became
more liberal in their offers to furnish supplies at ISc. and
at the close a good deal of copper was still available at

that price.

Sales for export were made ri.ght through the week at

£86%(SS7. c.i.f., London. Havre, etc.

The buying in this market was chiefly by domestic brass
makers. There seemed to be rather more inquiry for wire
bars. On the other hand, the demand for cakes was rather
light, the business of the rolling mills still being slack. The
striking feature of the domestic copper buying last week
was that the consumers did not exhibit the signs of acting
in concert that they have upon previous occasions. The
aggregate of the transactions during the week was fair, but
the total did not attain any such proportions as to excite

special comment.
Some relatively cheap copper appears to be available as

the result of arbitrage transactions between prompt and
future deliveries. Purchasers of such copper for prompt
delivery are naturally willing to sell it at a slight advance.
Some profitable business also appears to be done in sales
of refined against purchases of crude copper from foreign
sources.

Copper Sheets are quoted about 23c. per lb. for hot rolled

and 24c. for cold rolled, with usual extras. Wire prices are
unsettled: quotations may be put at 19^c. per lb. at mill.

The chief maker does not quote base price.

Tin—The market was very quiet with but slight changes
of price. The delivei'ies in Septemlier have been very large
and the opinion is expressed in the trade that the market
is l^ecoming overstocked.

Lend—Good business was done right through the week, an 1

it was anticipated in several quarters that the A. S. & R. Co.

would advance its price. It did not do so, but continued to

sell freely at 4%c., New York. Its competitors supplied tlieir

regular customers with lead at that price but some of thtm
seemed to be averse to selling anything they did not have to.

One large producer sold out its October production, and on
Sept. 28 began to talk about 4.750, In the St. Louis market,
the price advanced right through the week, and toward the
close became established at the list price of the A. S. & R.
Co., which is above the ordinary differential. Some sales of

lead for export were made.

Spelter—This market has worked itself into a more peculiar
position than ever. A rather large tonnage was sold during
the week and the curious thing is that this was mostly for
delivery in the first quarter of 1916, while there was but
relatively little business done for prompt delivery or for
deliveries anywhere during the last quarter of 1915. Con-
sidering the latter as the market for ordinary contracts, prices
ranged from 13@14c. in the latter part of the week, which
was a slight advance from the beginning. Business done for
the first quarter of 1916 was at prices from 10 J/4 @lli/ic. The

orders for this spelter came from abroad But little domestic
business was done during the whole week. Indeed, consumers
might be characterized as apathetic. On the other hand,
producers evinced no eagerness to sell, although the supplies
available are not, perhaps, so small as is represented.

Rapid progress is being made at Dunora. The pottery is

now in operation and it is expected that spelter will be
produced before the middle of October.

Exports from Baltimore for the past weel< included 394. 3S4

lb. zinc dross and skimmings to Liverpool. Imports at Balti-

more included 4,422 tons zinc concentrate.s from Port Pirie,

Australia.

Zinc SheetM—Business has been active, and sales good.
Prices ai'e unchanged. The base price for carload lots is $16

per 100 lb. f.o.b. Peru, 111., less S7c discount.

D.\n,Y PRICES OF METALS IN NEW YORK

tnW
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Other Metals

NEW YORK—Sept. 29

Aluminum—Spot supplies are still scarce and prices firm.

Sales of No. 1 ingots have been made at 47 'a' 50c. per lb. Tiie

American manufacturer has not advanced its prices, nom-
inally, but is unable to make deliveries on new business for

several months.

Antimony—The market has been quiet, with only the usual
small jobbing trade, and no large business reported. Chinese
and other ordinary brands are quoted at 28® 29c. per lb.;

while 43 @ 45c. is asked for Cookson's.

IVIckel—Quotations for ordinary forms are 45@50c. per
lb., accoi'ding to size and terms of order. A premium of 3c.

per lb. is charged for electrolytic nickel.

Quifk-silver—The market is firmer, demand being good and
stocks only moderate. New York quotations are $89 per flask

of 75 lb. for large lots: $90 for smaller orders. San Francisco
reports by telegraph a firm market at $S7.50@90 per fiask.

London price is £16 per flask, with no discount from second
hands.

Minor Metals—Current quotations for Bixmuth are $3 per
lb.. New York.—Cadmium is quoted at 7s. per lb. in London:
$1. 75 Q 1.90 per lb.. New York.—Chrominm metal, 75c. per lb..

New York.—Cobalt metal, 97^4 pure is sold at $2 per lb.

—

Masne.sium, pure, has gone to a high price, $6 per lb. being
asked.—Selenium varies from $2.50f5 3 per lb.. New York, for

large lots; $4.50@5 for retail quantities.—Tellurium is quoted
at SOs. per lb. in London.

Gold, Silver and Platinum
XEW YORK—Sept. 20

Gold and Silver Movement in the United States eight
months ended Aug. 31 as reported by the Department of Com-
merce:

1914
-Gold- Silv

Ifllo

S10,902,690
223,796,060

1914

S33,090,46,'i

1913

Excess. E.$98,o89,220 1. $212,893,970 E. $17,163,190 E. $9,706,124

Exports of merchandise for the eight months are valued
at $2,232,758,886; imports at $1,150,784,196; excess of exports,

$1,081,974,690. Adding the gold and silver gives $878,786,844

as the net export balance.

Iridium—This metal is in rather short supply and prices

are at a high level. About $75@S0 per oz. is quoted nominally,
but purchases are subject to negotiation.

Platinum—Prices remain high and irregular, and transac-
tions have not been large. The market is uneasy and the
future depends largely upon the possibility of new imports.
Dealers ask $50'5'54 per oz. for refined platinum, while $56@58
per oz. is quoted for hard metal.

Silver has been steady for several days at 23% to 23%d.
The tone of the market continues good. It is to be noted,

however, that recently Indian orders have not come to Lon-
don, and it is probable that they have been filled from China,

as the stocl£ in Bombay has increased.

Zinc and Lead Ore Markets
JOPLIX, MO Sept. 25

Blende, high price, SS2.S0; base per ton ^0% zinc, premium
ore. $80; medium, $79@77: lower, $75® 73, with a few lots at

$70, in car lots, while ton lots sold at $65; calamine base 40%
zinc, car lots, $65@55, and ton lots down to $45; avera,ge, all

grades of zinc, $75.82 per ton. Lead, high price, $55.50; base,

$55(350 per ton 80<Ar metal content; average all grades of lead,

$49.34 per ton.

SHIPMENTS WEEK ENDED SEPT 25

Blende Calamine Lead Values
Totals this week. . 14.299,430 267,390 1.939,530 $600,090
Totals 9 months. .420,706,110 42,934,680 65,341,640 18,455,190

Blende value, the week. $544,750; 9 months. $15,989,820.

Calamine value, the week. $7,510: 9 months, $747,770.

Lead value, the week, $47,830: 9 months, $1,717,600.

PLATTEVILLE, WIS.—Sept. 2.'S

The base price paid this week for 60% zinc ore was
S70@72 per ton, down to $65 per ton bid for medium grades.
No sales of lead ore were reported.

SHIPMENTS, WEEK ENDED SEPT. 25

Zinc Lead Sulphur
Ore, Lb. Ore, Lb. Ore, Lb.

Week 4,869,480 *379,400
Year 143,511,600 4,543.160 20,020,310

Shipped during week to separating plants, 4,418,700 lb.

zinc ore.

Iron Trade Review

iVEW YORK—Sept. 2a

The market continues strong and active, with but little

change. It is largely dependent on export business, though
domestic trade is improving.

The pig-iron market is in good condition and demand is

heavy for basic pig. Foundry iron is a little slower, espe-
cially for 1916 business.

The greatest sensation in the trade is the purchase of the
Midvale Steel Works by a syndicate of which W. E. Corey,
formerly president of the Steel Corporation, is head, and in

which Standard Oil interests are reported to be prominent.
The transfer has been made by the purchase of the stock,
which was owned chiefly by Charles J. Harrah and the Sellers
family. The purchase was made through Philadelphia bank-
ers, the reported price being $185 per share.

The Midvale plant is at Nicetown, Philadelphia, and covers
about 52 acres. The company's latest balance sheet valued this
plant at $11,743,782 and showed total assets of $15,551,504.
The business dates back to 1866. The Midvale is one of the
three armorplate manufacturing companies in the United
States. It also makes ordnance, heavy steel forgings and
locomotive tires. About 5,500 men are employed now, the
works running to capacity. The new owners, it is understood,
will increase the capital and enlarge the works.

This transaction has started up again the talk about the
sale of the Cambria and the Pennsylvania steel works and the
possibility of a new combination. Thus far. however, this is

mainly in the air and there is nothing deflnite known.
PITTSBIRGH—Sept. 28

The volume of steel business has increased in the past
week. Domestic consuming industries generally are increas-
ing their speciflcations, and the railroads are actively in the
market. They have made fairly large purchases of bars
and plates for their car repair shops, and of plates and shapes
for their fitting shops, while rail orders are being placed
freely and there is heavier inquiry for cars. The New York
Central lines have bought 2,300 cars for two divisions and
are expected to buy shortly for other divisions.

Demand for "war material seems still to be increasing,
inquiry being particularly heavy for large forging billets,

for making large shells. Another advance in wire prices is

expected shortly, following that of Sept. 20, on account of

the heavy export movement. Steel exports to neutral countries
are now increasing sharply, having thus far been below
the average for normally good times. Steel prices are advanc-
ing.

Pie Iron—Price advances seem to have halted. The steel

mills are not actively in the market, while foundries are
covered for this year and are showing little interest in next
year's deliveries. Prices are firm but are not advancing and
the fact that several idle furnaces would get into blast if

they could sell a backlog of tonnage is probably assuring
consumers that there will be no runaway market at any
early date. In some quarters a general buying movement for
first half is predicted before the middle of November. "We
quote: Bessemer, $16; basic, $15; foundry and malleable,
$14.50!§15; forge, $14.25® 14.75, f.o.b. Valley furnaces, 95c.

higher delivered Pittsburgh.

Steel—There is heavy inquiry for large forging billets

and fairly insistent inquiry for rolling billets, sheet bars
being neglected. Sellers are not making regular quotations.
Openhearth billets are all of 826, Youngstown, with besseraer
about $1 less, while prices delivered Pittsburgh are 50c.@$l
above Youngstown.

COKE
Connellsville—Spot furnace coke has advanced 10c. to $1.75

©l.SO, on account of decreased offerings rather than heavier
buying. Negotiations on first-half contracts seem nearer the
closing stage, minimum prices being between $1.75 and $2.

Operators would quote fiat prices of $2.40 or $2.50 but the

sliding-scale basis seems to be preferred by both buyers and
sellers.

Chemicals
XE^V YORK—Sept. 2!)

The general markets are fairly active, and seem rather
steadier than they have been.

.Vrsenle—The market is quiet and unchanged. Prices are

$3.50 per 100 lb. for large lots, and up to $4 for smaller orders.

Copper Sulphate—Business is fairly steady and sales mod-
erate. Quotations are $6.75 per 100 lb. for carload lots and
$7 per 100 lb. for smaller parcels.

Nitrate of Soda—There is no change of importance in this

market. Prices continue about 2.42i,4c. per lb. for spot and
2.45c. for futures.
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Assessments N. Y. EXCH. Sept. 28 BOSTON EXCH Sept. 28

iDelloqe] Sale

BonflMa Con., Utah. .... .
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This index is a convenient reference to the current liter-
ature of mining and metallurgy published in all of the im-
portant periodicals of the world. We will furnish a copy of
any article (if in print) in the original language for the
price quoted. Where no price is quoted, the cost is unknown.
Inasmuch as the papers must be ordered from the publishers,
there will be some delay for foreign papers. Remittance
must be sent with order. Coupons are furnished at the fol-
lowing prices; 20c, each, six for $1. 33 for $15, and 100 for $15.
When remittances are inade in even dollars, we will return
the e.xcess over an order in coupons, if so requested.

COPPER
1S90—^AFRICA—The Economic Resources of German

South-West Africa. (Bull. Imperial Inst., Apr. -June, 1915: 27
pp.. illus.) General article, 3 pages of which are devoted to
copper.

1S91—ALASKA—Gold, Silver and Copper in Alaska in 1914.
Alfred H. Brooks. (Mineral Resources of the U. S., 1914, Pt. I;
19 pp.)

1892—CALIFORNIA—The Engels Mine and Mill. Thomas
T. Read. (Min. and Sci. Press, July 31, 1915; 5 pp.) 20c.

1S93—CHILE—Bosquejo del Estado Actual de la Industria
Minera del Cobre en el Estranjero i en Chile. Javier Gran-
darillas Matta. (Bol. Soc. Nac. de Mineria, May-June, 1915;
2i^^2 pp.) Continuation of article previously indexed.

1894—CHILE—Early History of Braden Mines. (Eng. and
Min. Journ., Sept. 4, 1915; 2^4 pp.) From article by William
Braden in "Teniente Topics." 20c.

1895—EASTERN STATES—Gold, Silver, Copper, Lead and
Zinc in the Eastern States in 1914. J. P. Dunlop. (Mineral
Resources of the U. S., 1914, Pt. I; 30 pp.)

1896—ELECTROMETALLURGY—Neuerungen in der Elek-
trometallurgie dt-s Kupfers. Franz Peters. (Gliickauf, Aug.
14, 21 and 2v, 191.''i; 17 pp.)

1897—FLOTATION at Washoe Reduction Works, Anaconda
E. P. Mathewson. (Min. and Sci. Press, Aug. 28, 1915; 3 pp..
illus.) 20c.

1898—JAPAN—Metallurgy of Copper in Japan. Rokusaburo
Kondo. (Advance copy, Internat. Eng. Congress, Sept., 1915:
17 pp., illus.)

1899—LEACHING—The Electrolysis of Copper Sulphate
Liquors, LTsing Carbon Anodes. Lawrence Addicks. (Advance
copy, A. I. M. E. and .A.m. Electrochem. Soc, Sept. 17, 1915; 29
pp., illus.)

1900—LEACHING PLANT at Ludwig, Nev. (Nevada-Doug-
las). George Westby. (Salt Lake Min. Rev., Aug. 30, 1915;
1V4 pp.. illus.) 20c.

1901—METALLURGY—Progress in Copper Metallurgy.
Thomas T. Read. (Advance copy, Internat. Eng. Congress,
Sept., 1915; 3J, pp.)

1902—NEVADA-DOUGLAS—Description of Mine and Mill
of Nevada-Douglas Consolidated Co. (Salt Lake Min. Rev.,
.\UK. 30, 1915; 3 pp., illus.) 20c.

1903—ORE HANDLING by the Magma Copper Co. (Min.
and Eng. Wld., Sept. 11, 191,-); 2 pp., illus.) 20c.

1904—PHYSICAL PROPERTIES of Copper. Carle R. Hay-
ward. (Advance copy, Internat. Eng. Congress, Sept., 1915;
24 pp., illus.)

1905—REFINING—Solution Stratification as an Aid in the
Purification of Electrolytes. Francis R. Pvne. (Advance
copy, A. I. M. E. and Am. Electrochem. Soc, Sept. 17. 1915; 6
pp., illus.)

1906—TRAMMING AND HOISTING at Copper Queen Mine.
Gerald F. G. Sherman. (Bull. A. I. M. E., Sept., 1915; 48 V- PP.,
illus.) 40c.

1907—VENTILATION of the Copper Queen Mine. Charles
A. Mitke. (Bull. A. I. M. E., Sept., 1915; 17V!. PP-, illus.) 40c.

GOI.D AlVD SILVER—GEOLOGV
1908—CALIFORNIA—Pocket Deposits of the Klamath

Mountains. California. Henry G. Ferguson. ( Econ. Geol.,
Apr.-May, 1915; 21 pp., illus.)' 60c.

1909—COLORADO—Ores of Gilpin County, Colorado. Ed-
son S. Bastin. (Econ. Geol., .A.pr.-May, 1915; 30 pp., illus.) 60c.

1910—NEVADA—Geology and Mineral Deposits of the
National Mining District. Nevada. Waldemar Lindgren. (Bull.
601, U. S. Geol. Surv., 1915: 58 pp., illus.)

1911—ORE DEPOSIT.^—Experiments in the Enrichment of
Silver Ores. Louis G. Ravicz. (Econ. Geol., June, 1915; 22
pp.) 60c

GOLD DREDGTXG AKD PL.\CER MINING
1912—BRITISH COLUMBIA—Placer Mining in the Okan-

agan Valley. E. A. Haggen. (Min., Eng. and Elec. Rec, July,
1915; 1 p., illus.) 20c

1913—GOLD RECOVERY at Placer Mines. D. F. Carver.
(Eng. and Min. Journ., Sept. Is, 1915; 1!, pp., illus.) 20c

1914—KLONDIKE—The Watsr-Supplv for the Klondike
Hydraulic Mines. H. H. Hall. (Min. and Sci. Press, Aug. 2S,
1915; 3 pp., illus.) 20c.

1915—RUSSIA—Dredging on the Amur. K. 1. Hlebnikoft.
(Min. and Sci. Press. Aug. 21, 1915; % p., illus.) 20c.

1916—TAILINGS—Elevating Placer Tailings with a Hay-
ward Bucket. Hubert I. Ellis. (Eng. and Min. Journ , Aug.
21, 1915: % P) 20c.

GOLD .\XD SILVER fYAMDIMi
1917 — PRECIPITATION — Zinc-Dust Precipitation Tests.

Nathaniel Herz. (Bull. A. I. M. E., Aug., 1915; 7 pp.) 40c.
1918—SOLUTIONS—A Convenient Alkalinity Table. P. W.

Avery. (Mex. Min. Journ., June, 1915; % p.) 20c.

GOLD AND SILVER—GENER.-VL
1919—ALASKA—Cost of Mining in Alaska. (Eng. and Min

Journ., Sept. 18. 1915; 1% pp.) From annual reports of Alaska-
Treadwell, Alaska United and Alaska Mexican companies. 20c.

1920—EASTERN STATES—Gold, Silver, Copper, Lead and
Zinc in the Eastern States in 1914. J. P. Dunlop. (Mineral
Resources of the U. S.. 1914, Pt. 1; 30 pp.)

1921—MEXICO—Chontalpan Mine, Guerrero. (Mex. Min
Journ., Aug., 1915; 2 pp.) 20c.

1922—MILL—The Rochester Mill, Nevada. G. W. Wood.
(Min. and Sci. Press, Aug. 2s, 1915; 3 pp., illus.) 20c.

1923—QUEENSLAND—Mount Mascotte Gold Mine, Yunga-
burra. E. Cecil Saint-Smith. (Queensland Gov't Min. Journ.,
.A.ug. 15, 1915; 2?4 pp., illus.) 60c.

1924—REFINING—Treatment of Silver-Furnace Fume by
the Cottrell Process. Charles H. Aldrich. (Advance copy, Am.
Electrochem. Soc, Sept. 17, 1915: 8 pp.) Description of work
done by Raritan Copper Works.

1925—SURFACE EQUIPMENT of the Sons of Gwalia Gold
Mine, Describing Recent Additions Thereto. A. Wauchope
(Monthly Jour)i. West. Aust. Chamber of Mines, June 30, 1915;
6 pp., illus.)

IRON ORE DEPOSITS, MINIX<i, ETC.
1926—CUBA—The Geology of the Iron-Ore Deposits in

and near Daiquiri. Cuba. James F. Kemp. (Bull. A. I. M.
E., Sept., 1915; 36 pp., illus.) 40c.

1927—ELECTRICAL PLANT of the Wakefield Iron Co.
Holman I. Pearl and Joe Green. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Aug.
2s. 1915; 2^4 pp., illus.) 20c.

192S—GEOLOGY—Some Problems in Iron-Ore Geology in
Sweden and in America. Per Geiier. (Econ. Geol., June,
1915; 31 pp., illus.) 60c.

1929—INDIA—The Ancient Sedimentary Iron Ores of Brit-
ish India. C. M. Weld. (Econ. Geol., July-Aug., 1915; IS pp.,
illus.) 60c.

1930—MICHIGAN—The Opening of the Wakefield Mine.
W. C. Hart. (Advance copy. Lake Superior Min. Inst., Sept.,
1915; 8 pp.)

1931—MINING—Rock Drifting in the Morris-Lloyd Mine,
the Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Co. J. E. Havden. (.\dvance copy.
Lake Superior Min. Inst., Sept., 1915; 6 pp., illus.)

1932—MINING METHODS on the Gogebic Range. O. E.
Olson. (.). M. Schaus and Frank Blackwell. (.Advance copy,
Lake Superior Min. Inst., Sept.. 1915; 10 pp., illus.)

1933—MINNESOT.4—Manganiferous Iron Ores of the Cuy-
una Range. Edward P. McCarty. (Eng. and Min. Journ.
Sept. 4, 1915: 2 pp.) 20c.

1934—MINNESOT.\—Some .Aspects of Exploration and
Drilling on the Cuyuna Range. P. W. Donovan. (Advance
copy. Lake Superior Min. Inst., Sept., 1915; 16 pp., illus.)

1935—SCHOOL—The Mining School of the Cleveland-Cliffs
Iron Co. C. S. Stevenson. (.A.dvance copy. Lake Superior Min.
Inst., Sept., 1915; 14 pp,)

1936—SHAFT SINKING—Sinking New "C" Shaft at the
East Norrie Mine, Ironwood, Mich. B. (5. Best, (Eng. and
Min, Journ,. Sept. 11, 1915; 1 p., illus.) 20c

1937—SH.^FT SINKING—Sinking of the Woodbury Shaft
at the Newport Mine, Ironwood, Mich. J. M. Broan. (Advance
copy. Lake Superior Min. Inst., Sept., 1915; 16 pp., illus.)

1938-STOCKPILE TRESTLE—New Stockpile Trestle.
Colby Iron Mining Co., Bessemer, Mich, G. S. Barber. (Ad-
vance copy. Lake Superior Min. Inst., .Sept., 1915; 4 pp., illus.)

1939—VIRGINIA—The Oriskanv Iron Ores of Virginia. C.
M. Weld. (Econ. Geol., July-.\ug., 1915; 23 pp., illus.) 60c.

IRON .\ND STKKL MET.\LLrRGV
1940—ALLOY—The Iron-Cobalt Alloy, Fe.Co, and Its Mag-

netic Properties, Trvgve D, Yensen, (Gen. Elec. Rev., Sept.,
1915; 6 pp.. illus.) 40c.

1941—ALUMINUM IN STEEL—Note on the Determination
of Aluminum Oxide and Total Aluminum in Steel. F. O. Kich-
line. (Journ. Ind. and Eng. Chein., Sept., 1915; V2 p.) 60c.

1942—AUSTR.\LIA—Smelting Works in Australia. Donald
MacLaren. (Min, and Eng. Wld., Aug. 2s, 1915; 2 pp., illus.)
20c.

1943—BL.^ST FURNACE—Chemical Principles of the Blast
Furnace. J. E. Johnson, Jr. (Met. and Chem. Eng., Sept. 1,
1915; eii pp., illus.'' 40c.

1944—C.\LTFORNL\—The Pacific Coast Iron Situation. The
Iron Ores of California and Possibilities of Smelting. Charles
Colcock Jones. (Bull. A. I. M. E., Sept., 1915; 12 pp., lUus.) 40c.

1945—CARBON DETERMIN.\TION—Platinum Boats for
Carbon Determination by the Direct Combustion Method. H.
F. Siever, (Met, and Ch'em. Eng.. Sept. 1, 1915; % p.) 40c.

1946—CASTINGS—Iron and Steel Castings. John Howe
Hall. (.\dvance copy. Internat. Eng. Congress, Sept., 1915;
12 pp.)
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1947_DBSULPHURIZATION in Cupola Practice. (Iron
Age, Aug. 26, 1915; 1% pp.) From "Stahl u. Eisen"; a series

ot German experiments to determine the extent to wliich sul-

phur may be removed by various chemicals or operating
changes. 20c.

194S—DESUI.i'HUUIZATION AND ACGLOMERATION Ro-
tary Kilns for. Samuel E. Douk. (.Bull. A. 1. M. E., Sept.. 191a:

6 pp.) 40c.

1949—DUPLEX PROCESS of Steel Manufacture. F. F.

Lines. (Advance copy, Internat. Eng. Congress, Sept., 1915; .i

1950—ELECTRIC FURNACE—Steel Making in the Electric

Furnace. James H. Gray. (Advance copy, Internat. Eng. Con-
gress, Sept.. 1915; 5 pp.)

1951—ELECTRIC FURNACES—Les Nouveaux Hauts For-
neaux filectriques des Usincs Electromftallurgiques Suedoises.
(Genie Civil, Aug. 2S, 1915; 2 pp., illus.)

1952—ELECTRIC STEEL COSTS. F. T. Snyder. (Advance
copy, Am. Electrochem. Soc, Sept., 1915; 10 pp., illus.)

1953—ELECTRIC STEEL FURNACE, Heat Losses from an.

W. H. Wills and A. H. Schuyler. (Advance copy. Am. Elec-
trochem. Soc, Sept., 1915; 10 pp.) Investigations ot furnace at

plant of Treadvvell Engineering Co., Easton, Penn.

1954_GALVANIZED SHEETS AND WIRE—Testing Spel-

ter Coating in France. Charles Coulon, with discussion by
J. A. Aupperle. (Iron Tr. Rev., Aug. 26, 1915; 1 p.) 20c.

1955—HARliENING—The Recent Progress and Present
State of the Technical Application of the Case Hardening of

Steel. F. Giolitti. (Advance copy, Internat. Eng. Congress,
Sept.. 1915; 50 pp., illus.)

1956—METALLOGRAPHY and the Hardening of Steel Al-

bert Sauveur. (Advance copy, Internat. Eng. Congress, Sept.,

1915; 8 pp.)
1957—PIPING—Methods of Preventing Piping in Steel In-

gots. Emil Gathmann. (Advance copy, Internat. Eng. Con-
gress, Sept., 1915; 4 pp.. illus.)

195S—REFRACTORIE.S—Selecting Refractories for the

Foundry. Walter H. Xeiley. (Chem. Engr., Aug.. 191u; 2^4

pp.) Abstract of paper before Am. Foundrymen s Assn. 40c.

1959_SOUND STEEL—Making Sound Steel Commercially.
Edward F. Kennev. (lion Tr. Rev., Aug. 26, 1915; 3J pp.,

illus.) Paper before Am. Iron and Steel Inst. 20c.

I960—TITANIUM—Effect ot Titanium Alloys on Steel.

George F. Comstock. (Iron Tr. Rev., Aug. 26, 191o; 5>4 PP-,

illus.) Paper before New York section, Society of Chemical
Industry. 20c.

LKAD AXD ZINC
1961—ANALYSIS of Spelter. (Eng. and Min. Journ.. Sept.

11 ItlS- lU pp.) From report of a subcommittee, approved .

by the Supe'rvisory Committee of the American Chemical So-

ciety on Standard Methods of Analysis. 20c.

1962—EASTERN STATES—Gold, Silver. Copper. Lead and
Zinc in the Eastern States in 1914. J. P. Dunl«p. (Mineral
Resources of the U. 'S., Pt. I; 30 pp.)

1963—IDAHO—New Developments in the Coeur d'Alenes,

Idaho. Hubert I. Ellis. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Aug. 28, 191d;

3 '2 pp.. illus.) 20c.

1964—JOPLIN DISTRICT—Sheet-Ground Mining in the
Joplin District. Missouri. Edwin Higgins. (Advance copy.

Lake Superior Min. Inst., Sept., 1915; 15 pp., illus.)

1965—METALLURGY—Some Main Points in the Economics
of the Metallurgy of Zinc. Waltei- Renton Ingalls. (Advance
copy. Internat. Eng. Congress. Sept.. 1915; 11 pp.)

1966—ORE DEPOSITS—The Formation ot the Oxidized
Ores ot Zinc from the Sulphide. Yinchang Tsenshan Wang.
(Bull. A. I. M. E.. Sept.. 1915; 54 pp., illus.) 40c.

1967—ORE DRESSING AT CLAUSTHAL. E. Mackay He-
riot (Eng. and Min. Journ., Sept. 11, 1915; 4U pp., illus.) 20c.

196,S_SMELTING—Lead Smelting at El Paso. H. F. Eas-
ter. (Bull. A. I. M. E., Aug.. 1915; 13H pp.) 40c.

1969—WISCONSIN ZINC DISTRICT. H. C. George. .(E"g-

and Min. Journ.. Aug. 2S and Sept. 4. 1915; 1
u pp., illus.)

Conclusion of article previously indexed. 10c.

OTHKR METALS
1970—ANTIMONY—Electrolytic Antimony Refining. Anson

G Betts. (Advance copy, Am. Electrochem. Soc, Sept. 16-Ls.

1915; 13 pp., illus.)

1971—BAUXITE AND ALUMINUM—The Production of

Bauxite and Aluminum in 1914. W. C. Phalen. (Mineral Re-
sources of the U. S., 1914, Pt. I; 30 pp., illus.)

1972—MANGANESE—The Production ot Manganese and
Manganiterous Ores in 1914. D. F. Hewett. (Mineral Re-
sources of the U. S., 1914, Pt. I; IS pp.)

1973—NICKEL—Elect rodeposition of Nickel. C. W. Ben-
nett C. C. Rose and L. G. Tinkler. (Advance copy. Am. Elec-
trochem. Soc. Sept.. 1915; 6 pp., illus.)

1974—PLATINUM—The Search for Platinum. G. S. Scott.

(Min. and Sci. Press, Aug. 21, 1915; 2% pp.) 20c.

1975—QUICKSILVER—New Almaden Quicksilver Mine.
Richard G. Place. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Sept. IS, 1915; Vi P..

illus.) 20e.

1976—RARE METALS—Monazite, Thorium and Mesotho-
rium. Karl L. Kithil. (Tech. Paper 110. U. S. Bureau of

Mines, 1915; 32 pp.)

1977—TASMANIA—Tin-Wolfram Ores, Avoca. Tasmania.
(Min. and Eng. Rev., July 5, 1915; 1 p.) 40c.

1978—TIN—A Trip Through Bolivia. S. C. Bullock. (Eng.
and Min. Journ., Sept. 11, 1915; SVi PP., iUus.) 20c.

1979—TIN—Copy of a Contract for Tin Ores Between
European Smelters and Bolivian Miners. (Mm. and Sci.

Press. July 31, 1915; 1 ».i pp.) 20c.

1980—TIN—La fundicion de Estano de Chile. (Bol. Soc.

Nac. de Mineria, May-June, 1915; 3% pp.)

19S1—TIN-ORE DRESSING at Llallagua, Bolivia—I. Dur-
ward Copeland and Scovill E. Hollister. (Eng. and Min.
Journ., Sept. IS. 1915; 4 pp., illus.) 20c.

1982—VANADIUM from Oxide to SteeL Warren P. Bleecker
and Walter L. Morrison. (Met. and Chem. Eng., Aug., 1915;

2J pp.) 40c.

>«).\.mI':tai.i,i<' miner.als
19S3—BORAX—The Production of Borax in 1914. Charles

G. Yale and Hoyt S. Gale. { Mineral Resources of the U. S.,

1914, Pt. II; S pp., illus.)

19S4—DIAMONDS—Mining Methods at Kimberley. Gard-
ner F. Williams. (Min. Mag., July, 1915; 9 pp., illus.) 60c.

19S5—GRAPHITE—The Production of Graphite in 1914.
Edson S. Bastin. (Mineral Resources of the U. S., 1914, Pt. II;

18 pp.)
19S6—GYPSUM—Miocene Age of Dodge Gypsum, Iowa.

Charles R. Keyes. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Sept. IS, 1915; ',i P.)
20c.

1987—GYPSUM INDUSTRY in 1914. G. F. Loughlin. ( Min-
eral Resources of the U. S., 1914, Pt. II; 12 pp., illus.)

19SS—MAGNESITE DEPOSITS at Atlin, B. C. (Min., Eng.
and Elec. Rec. July, 1915; IW PP) 20c.

19S9—NITRATE DEPOSITS in Southern Idaho and Eastern
Oregon. O. R. Mansfield. (Bull. 620-B, U. S. Geol. Surv., July
26, 1915; 30 pp., illus.)

1990—POTASH from Pacific Coast Kelp. Thomas H. Nor-
ton. (Min. and Eng. Wld.. Sept. 4, 1915; 3 pp.) 20c.

1991—POTASH SITUATION, The. Edward Hart. (Journ.
Ind. and Eng. Chem., Aug.. 1915; 1% pp.) 60c.

1992—SAND AND GRAVEL, The Production of, in 1914.
G. F. Loughlin. ( Mineral Resources of the U. S., 1914, Pt. II:

15 pp.)
1993—SLATE—The Production ot Slate in 1914. A. T.

Coons. (Mineral Resources of the U. S., 1914, Pt. II; 16 pp.)

1994—SULPHUR. Pyrite and Sulphuric Acid in 1914. W. C.

Phalen. (Mineral Resources of the U. S., 1914, Pt. II; 19 pp.)

I'KTROLKIM \lSn NATTR-AL fi.VS

1995—CALIFORNIA—Regulation of Oil and Gas Wells in

California. Lewis H. Eddy. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Sept. 4,

1915; 1 p.) 20c.

1996—CALIFORNIA—The Cost of Maintaining Production
in California Oil Fields. M. E. Lombardl. (Bull. A. I. M. E.,

Sept., 1915; 5V2 pp., illus.) 40c.

1997—MEXICAN OIL FIELDS. The. L. G. Huntley. (Bull.

A. I. M. E.. Sept., 1915; 8 Vj pp.. illus.) 40e.

199S—MEXICO—The Oil Region of Northeastern Mexico.
V. R. Garflas. ( Econ. Geol., Apr.-May, 1915; 30 pp.) 60c.

1999—NATURAL GAS—Inflammable Natural Gas as an
Economic Mineral. J. A. Leo and W. H. Henderson. (Bull.

131, I. M. M., Aug. 19, 1915; 5 pp.) Author's reply to discussion.

2000—OKLAHOMA—The Loco Gas Field, Stephens and Jef-
ferson Counties. Oklahoma. Carroll H. Wegemann. (Bull.

621-C. U. S. Geol. Surv., Aug. 30. 1915; 16 pp., illus.)

2001—OKLAHOMA AND TEXAS—The Oil Pools of South-
ern Oklahoma and Northern Texas. James H. Gardner.
(Econ. Geol., July-Aug., 1915; 12 pp., illus.) 60c.

2002—TEXAS—A Reconnaissance in Palo Pinto County,
Texas. Carroll H. Wegemann. (Bull. 621-E, U. S. Geol. Surv.,

Sept., 1915; 9 pp., illus.)

2003—VALUATION ot Oil Lands and Properties. M. E.

Lombardi. (Advance copy, Internat. Eng. Congress, Sept..

1915; 45 pp., illus.)

2004—WATER IN OIL AND GAS SANDS—The Role and
Fate ot the Connate Water in Oil and Gas Sands. (Bull. A. I.

M. E., Sept., 1915; 3ii pp.) Discussion on paper previously
indexed.

KIOXOMIC Gl:<tLO(iV—(iKXERAL,

>005— \NHYDRITE—Notes on the Occurrence of Anhydrite
in the United States. Austin F. Rogers. (Sch. ot Mines
Quart.. Jan.. 1915; 19 1/2 pp., illus.) 60c.

2006—ARIZONA—Ground M'ater in Paradise Valley, Ari-
zona. O E. Meinzer and A. J. Ellis. ( Water-Supply Paper
3T5-B, U. S. Geol. Surv.. July 14. 1915; 2S pp.. illus.)

9007—CANADA—Structural Relations of the Pre-Cambrian
and Palaeozoic Rocks North of the Ottawa and St. Lawrence
Valleys E M. Kindle and L. D. Burling. (Can. Dept. of

Mines Oeol. Surv., Museum Bull. No. IS, July 23, 1915; 23 pp.,

illus.)

"OOS — CONNECTICUT — Sulphide-Bearing Rocks from
Litchfield Conn. Ernest Howe. (Econ. Geol., June, 1915; IS

pp., illus.) 60c.

'009—CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC INTERGROWTHS—The Ori-
"in and Occurrence of Certain Crystallographic Intergrowths.
Julius Segall. (Econ. Geol., July-Aug., 1915; 11 pp., illus.) 60c.

•iQio ORE DEPOSITS—Origin of "Sandstone" Ore Deposits.

Che'ster T. Kennan. (Min. and Eng. Wld., Aug. 7, 1915; 2 pp.)

20c.

9011 PENNSYLVANIA—A Peculiar Oolite from Bethle-
hem, Penn. Edgar T. Wherry. (Proc. U. S. Nat. Must^'un. Aug.
13, 1915; s pp.. illus.)

9019—SIBERIA—Some Topographic Features of Siberia.

C. W. Purington. (Econ. Geol., July-Aug., 1915: 9 pp., illus.)

SOc.

2013—STONE—A Study of Some Heating Tests and the

Light Thev Throw on the Cause of the Disag.i;regation ot

Granite. W. A. Tarr. (Econ. Geol., June, 1915: 20 pp., iHus.)

60c.

9014 UTAH—Processes of Mineralization and Enrichment
in the Tintic Mining District. Waldemar Lindgreii. (Econ.

Geol.. Apr.-May, 1915; 18 pp.. illus.) 60c.

2015_WASHINGTON—Petrology and Economic peoloSV
"J

the Skykomish Basin. Washington. Warren S. Smith, (bcn. 01

Mines Quart., Jan.. 1915; 32 pp., illus.) 60c.
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MIXING—GENERAL.
2016—ACCIDENTS—Monthly Statement of Coal-Mine Fa-

talities in the United States. June, 1915. Albert H. Fav. (U.
S. Bureau of Mines. 1915; 15 pp.)

2017—BACKSTOPING with Breast Holes in Mine No. 1,
American Zinc Co. H. K. Sherry. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Aug.
2S, 1915; 'A p., illus.) 20c.

201S—BOLIVIA—A Trip Throug:h Bolivia. Stanley C. Bul-
lock. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Sept. 11, 1915; 314 pp., illus.) 20c.

2019—ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL INFLUENCE of Mining
with Special Reference to the United States. William H.
Shocklev. (Advance copy. Internal. Eng. Congress, Sept.,
1915; 66 pp.)

2020—EXPLOSIVES—Production of Explosives in the
United States During the Year 1914. Albert H. Fay. (Tech.
Paper 107, U. S. Bureau of Mines, 1915; 16 pp.)

2021—FINANCE—European Mining Finance. J. L. Gallard.
(.\d"vance copy, Internat. Eng. Congress, Sept., 1915; 15 pp.)

2022—GUNITE—The Use of Gunite in a Steel Shaft and in
an Underground Pump House on the Gogebic Range. Stephen
Royce. (Advance copy. Lake Superior Min. Inst., Sept., 1915;
11 pp., illus.)

2023—HEADFRAME—The Steel Headframe at No. 9 Shaft,
Republic Mine, Vulcan, Mich. Floyd L. Burr. (Eng. and Min.
Journ., Sept. 4 and 11, 1915; 9 pR, illus.) 20c.

2024—HOISTING ROPES—Der Tragkraftuberschuss der
Schachtforderseile. D. F. Baumann. (Gliickauf, Aug. 14,
1915; 4 pp., illus.) 40c.

2025—LABOR—Miners' Unions in Canada. (Can. Min.
Journ., Sept. 1, 1915; 4 pp.) Continuation of article previously
indexed. 20c.

2026—MEXICO—The State of Sinaloa. (Mex. Min. Journ.,
June, 1915; 2% pp., illus.) 20c.

2027—MINE ROOF—The Stresses in the Mine Roof. R.
Dawson Hall. (Advance copy, A. I. M. E., Sept., 1915; 8 pp.,
illus.)

202S—PROSPECTING in the Eastern Tropics. Gilmour E.
Brown. (Min. Mag., July. 1915; 5 pp.. illus.) Hints to trav-
elers in Eastern countries such as the Malay Peninsula and
East Indies. 40c.

2029—PUMPIN(3—Mine Pumping. Charles Legrand. (Bull.
A. I. M. E., Sept., 1915; 7 pp.)

2030—RESCUE-STATION ORGANIZATION: The Resident-
Brigade System vs. the System of Nonresident Brigades.
Henry Briggs. (Trans. Min. Inst, of Scotland, June 12, 1915;
7 pp.)

2031—RETAINING-WALL—A Log Retaining-Wall. Fred-
erick \V. Foote. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Sept. 4, 1915; >,» p.,

illus.) 20c.

2032—RUSSIA—L'Oural et I'lndustrie Nationale Russe.
(G4nie Civil, Aug. 2S, 1915; l?i pp.) Notes on nickel, alum-
inum, quicksilver, vanadiuin, barytes, mica, etc. 40c.

2033—SAFETY—Workmen's Conpensation and Mine Safety.
Herbert M. Wilson. (Advance copy, Internat. Eng. Congress,
Sept., 1915; 10 pp.)

2034—SHAFT SINKIN(3—Sinking a Shaft. P. B. McDonald.
(Can. Min. Journ., Sept. 1, 1915; 2^ pp., illus.) 20c.

2035—SHAFT TIMBERING—Steel Shaft Timbering at Los
Ocotes Mine. Mexico. R. H. Cromwell. (Sch. of Mines Quart.,
Jan., 1915; 4 pp.. illus.) 60c.

2036—TR.\MMING AND HOISTING at Copper Queen Mine.
Gerald F. G. Sherman. (Bull. A. I. M. E., Sept., 1915; 48^^
pp., illus.) 40c.

2037—TUNNELIN(3—Rapid Tunnel Driving Under the
Bonus System. J. R. McFarland. (Eng. News, Aug. 26, 1915;
114 pp.) 20c.

2038—UNW.^TERING the Down-Tov
ville. (Min. and Sci. Press, Sept. 4. 1915

2039—UTAH—Mining in Utah. L. O,
Sci. Press, Aug. 21, 1915; 2^2 PP , illus.)

2040—VALUATION of Metal Mines. T. A. Rickard. (Ad-
vance copy, Internat. Eng. Congress, Sept.. 1915; 15 pp.)

2041—VENTILATION—Ventilating the World's Deepest
Mine (Morro Velho). G. Chalmers. (Can. Min. Journ., Aug 1,

1915: 4 pp., illus.) 20c.

ORE DRESSING—GENER.Il.
2042—CRUSHING ^Standardizing Rock-Crushing Tests.

Myron K. Rclgers. (Bull. A. I. M. E., Sept., 1915; 3 pp.) 40c.

2043—FI,OTATION—Charles Butters and the New Metal-
lurgy. T. A. Rickard. (Min. and Sci. Press., Aug. 21, 1915;
6% pp., illus) Interesting facts regarding Charles Butters
and his work, brought out by a personal interview. 20c.

2044—FLOTATION^Froth and Flotation. (Min. and Sci.
Press, July 31, 1915; 1% pp.) Portions of an article published
in Calif. Journ. of Technology, Nov., 1903, by three students
at the Univ. of Calif., describing their experiments. 20c.

2045—FLOTATION-TESTING MACHINE. Ralph W. Smith.
(Eng. and Min. Journ., Sept. 4, 1915; 2 pp., illus.) 20c.

2046—HISTORICAL—Ore Dressing. Robert H. Richards.
(Advance copy, Internat. Eng. Congress, Sept., 1915: 9 pp.)
Brief notes on the development of ore-dressing processes.

2047—MILL COXSTRUCTION—Cost of Mill Construction.
Harry T Curran. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Aug. 28, 1915; 2%
pp., illus.) 20c.

METALLtRGY—GENER.41,
2048—BUYING AND SELLING of Ores and Metallurgical

Products. Charles H. Fulton. (U. S. Bureau of Mines, 1915;
43 pp.)

2049—COATINGS—Metallic Preservative Coatings. E. H.
Fish. (Am. Machinist, Aug. 26, 1915; 2% pp.) 20c.

2050—ELECTROCHEMISTRY—The Electrochemical Possi-
bilities of the Pacific Coast. J. W. Beckman. (Advance copy.
Am. Electrochem. Soc, Sept., 1915; 20 pp., illus.) Discusses
available power; cost: labor; raw materials: possible indus-
tries: markets: financial conditions.

n District of Lead-
4 pp., illus.) 20c.

Howard. (Min. and

2051—FUME TREATMENT—Treatment of Silver-Furnace
Fume by the Cottrell Process. Charles H. Aldrich. (Advance
copy. Am. Electrochem. Soc, Sept., 1915; S pp.) Description
of work done by Raritan Copper Works.

2052—GALVANIZIN(3—Hot Galvanizing. Howard Cham-
bers. (Engineer. Aug. 13, 1915; li pp., illus.) 40c.

2053—METAST.VBILITY OF METALS. A. Vosmaer. (Met.
and Chem. Eng., Sept. 1, 1915; I14 pp.) 40c.

2054—ORE-HANDLING SYSTEM of the Arizona Copper
Co.'s Smelter. C. A. Tupper. (Min. and Eng. Wld., Aug. 7,

1915; 7 pp., illus.)

2055— PYROMETRY— Recent Progress in Pyrometry.
Charles R. Darling. (Elec. Rev,, London, Aug. 13, 1915; 3^4
pp., illus.) Abstract of paper before Royal Soc. of Arts. 20c.

2056—REFRACTORIES—Manufacture and Tests of Silica
Brick for the Byproduct Coke Oven. Kenneth Seaver. (Bull.
A. I. M. E.. Sept., 1915; 15 pp., illus.) 40c.

2057—STACK—Design and Construction of a 400-Ft. Steel
Stack at the United Verde Copper Co.'s Plant. Clarkdale, Ariz.
(Eng. and Contract., Aug. 25. 1915: 1^4 pp., illus.) 20c.

205S—SURFACE COMBUSTION—Design of Surface Com-
bustion Appliances— I. Charles E. Lucke. (Sch. of Mines
Quart., Jan., 1915; 27 pp., illus.) 60c.

FUELS
2059—POWDERED COAL—Some Problems in Burning

Powdered Coal. Arthur S. Mann. (Gen. Elec. Rev., Sept., 1915;
5 pp., illus.) 40c.

2060—PURCHASING COAL—Waste in the Selection and
Purchase of Coal. Gerald B. Gould. (Eng. Mag., Sept., 1915;
12 pp., illus.) 40c.

MINING AND METALLURGICAL M.4CHINERY
2061—BI'CKET ELEVATOR—Theory of the Bucket Ele-

vator. L. Kresser. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Sept. 18, 1915; 1%
pp.. illus.) 20c.

2062—CONVEYOR-BELT CALCULATING CHART. J. D.
Mooney and D. L. Darnell. (Bull. A. I. M. E., Sept, 1915; 3 pp.,
illus.) 40c.

2063—ELECTRIC POWER—Installing and Operating Mine
Power Plant Generators in Parallel. Warren Aikens. (Min.
and Eng. Wld., Sept. 11. 1915; iVt PP-. illus.) 20c.

2064—FANS—Variable-Speed A.-C. Motors for Driving
Mine Fans. F. B. Crosby. (Coal Age, Sept. 4, 1915; 2% pp.,
illus.) 20c.

2065—LAMPS—Notes on Miners' Carbide Lamps. James W.
Paul. (Miners' Circular 18, U. S. Bureau of Mines, 1915; 11 pp.)

2066—LOCOMOTIVE—The Modern Electric Mine Locomo-
tive. Graham Bright. (Can. Engr., Sept 2, 1915; 1% pp.)
Paper before Am. Inst, of Elec. Engrs., Sept., 1915. 20c.

2067—LUBRICATION—The Use and Abuse of Oils on Min-
ing Plant. T. C. Thomsen. (Elec. Rev., London, Aug. 27, 1915;
3% pp.. illus.) Abstract of paper before Assn. of Min. Elec.
Engrs. 40c.

2068—POWER PLANT—The Central Power Station of the
Randfontein Estates. R. Turnbull Mawdesley. (Elec. Rev.,
London, July 30, 1915; 1',^ pp., illus.) Conclusion of article
previously indexed. 40c.

2069—PUMPS—Einige Betriebserfahrungen an Zentrifugal-
pumpen. Franz Konecznv. (Montanistisclie Rundschau, Aug.
1, 1915; 3 pp., illus.) 40c.

2070—RESCUE APPARATUS—An Auxiliary Aid Outfit for
Attachment to Self-Contained Rescue Apparatus. Michael
McCormick. (Trans. Min. Inst, of Scotland, June 12, 1915; 8
pp., illus.)

2071—STEAM—The Superheating of Steam at Mine and
Smelter Plants. C. A. Tupper. (Min. and Eng. Wld., Aug 28,
1915; 2 pp. illus.) 20c.

SAMPLING AND ASSAYING
2072—ELECTRO-ANALYSIS—Adjustment of the Direct

Electric-Lighting Current to Electro-Analysis. Edmund J.

Kauffman. (Met. and Chem. Eng., Sept. 1, 1915; I14 pp., illus.)
40c.

2073—MOLYBDIC ACID RECOVERY. C. G. Armstrong.
(Journ. Ind. and Eng. Chem., Sept., 1915; % pp., illus.) 60c.

2074—RECORDS—Keeping Records of Mine Sampling. A.
Livingstone Oke. (Mex. Min. Journ., June, 1915; 1% pp.) 20c.

M.\TERI.VLS OF CONSTRl'CTION
2075—eEMENT INDUSTRY in the United States in 1914.

Ernest F. Burchard. (Mineral Resources of the U. S., 1914,
Pt. II; 41 pp.. illus.)

2076—PORTLAND CEMENT—British Portland Cement-
Making Machinery. (Engineer, Aug. 20, 1915; 3 pp., illus.)

Continuation of article previously indexed: present install-
ment deals with cement-testing machines. 40c.

MISCELLANEOUS
2077—CABLES—Steel-Reinforced Aluminum Cables: Char-

acteristics of These Compound Conductors. E. T. Driver and
Ernest V. Pannell. (Elec. Wld., Sept. 4, 1915; 2 V* pp.. illus.)

20c.

2078—EDUCATION—The Mining School of the Cleveland-
Cliffs Iron Co. C. S. Stevenson. (Advance copy. Lake Superior
Min. Inst., Sept., 1915: 14 pp.)

2079—PATENTS—Chemical Patents—I. Seabury C. Mas-
tick. (Journ. Ind. and Eng. Chem., Sept., 1915; U p.) First
of a series of lectures designed to give some guiding princi-
ples to enable one to form an intelligent opinion concerning
questions of patentable invention, rights of inventors, in-
fringement of patents, and related subjects. 60c.

2080—SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT, The Utility of Rest In-
tervals. W. H. Shockley. (Min. and Sci. Press, Aug. 28, 1915;
114 pp.) 20c.

2M.1—TRAVERSE TABLES—Some Uses of Traverse Tables.
James Underhill. (Min. Press, Apr. 3, 1915; 1 'i pp., illus.)

20c.
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S^'XOl'SIS—Prnrticiilli/ all the river gruvt'ls in

llie department of A iilicxiiiiii. ('oloriil)ia. are gohl-

t)caring. tint tlw iirraler jiarl of the i/ulil proihictiiin

ronies from a frir ilisi riits. especialh/ jroni the

I'orce, Nave and upper Xechi valteijs, where en-

richment has been marl-ed. Increased gold output

mail tje e.vjiectrd dnriufi the iie.rt few i/ears.

In speaking of the placers of Antioquia, (.'oloml)ia. it

is commonly said that there is not a stream in the depart-

ment tliat is ntvt cold -bearing: and while there are a few

olitauied nearly e\ery\vliere, tlie deposits are not large

enough to warnint work on a eonnnercial seale, and these

are eitlier residual deposits or local concentrations of

them. The nia.'crity of these deposits were worked im':

years agn, hut tome work is eontinual'y being done o.)

streams in which ih,' supply of gold is renewed each rainy

season from the rc.-idual deposits.

The distribution of the p,rofitabJe ])lacer mines has be^n

to a large extent de'iermmed by the past history of tlu'

country and its i-elation to the p"esent to;-ography ai:d

drainage. The origiiud source of the gold has also l.cj.i

an important factor in this di.nri'jr.Viun, or rather in the

LA CLARA HYDRAULIC MINE, OPERATED BY McCiL'IRK BROS., ON PoRCE RIVER. COLOMB

exceptions, this statement is practically true. The bulk

of the gold, however, has been derived from a few of the

many districts or from the rivers running through them.

In other parts of the department, while "colors" can be

ineer, S4 Wini-n^- St.. New York.

relative richness of the deposits. The placer? of Antio-

quia can be divided into four classes— (1) old placers;

(2) recent placers derived to a large extent from class 1;

(3) recent placers having no connection with class 1 ; (4)

residual deposits.
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To class 1 belong the gravels of the Cauca River above

Valdivia; also the old gravels occupying a considerable

area in the central part of the department to the east and

north of the Cit.y of Medellin. This area, at one time

perhaps continuous, is now divided b)^ the Medellin Eiver.

These old gravels are now found around the. towns of

Rio Negro to the east of Medellin and Santa Rosa, Anori

and Anialfi to the north. Their former extent can onI>-

be conjectured, but there can be no doubt of their great

size. The town of Santa Rosa is built on a small mesa

made up of these deposits, and the small rivulets flowing

from the town after a heavy rain carry gold in paying

quantities. These deposits are generally low-grade, but

there are some areas that would ]iay to work if water

could be obtained, although most nf them lie at a higher

elevation than the present streams.

By some these- old beds have been attributed to glacial

action, but there seems to he no good reason for this

belief, as there are no signs of glacial action and this

area apparently has no relation to the region to the south

where glacial action may have taken place. In Santa

Rosa where the dej'osits are most extensive, they are

stratified over a large area, and large portions of this area

are composed of very fine material alone. The commonly

accepted local belief is that this area was formerly a lake

bed, and that the detached areas were river deposits de-

rived directly from the erosion of the surrounding country

and formed in rivers occupying courses somewhat differ-

ent from those of the present streams.

The deposits near Anori and Amalfi, which are now
being exploited on a considerable scale, occupy depressions

back of the ridges bordering the Force River on both

sides. Some are being worked by driving a tunnel from

the Force Valley and sluicing the gravel through this

tunnel. Some of these deposits cannot be reached in this

way, and it is liard to see how they can be worked, since

they occupy depressions in llic inciuiitains where dumping
ground cannot be obtained and are tim deep for dredging,

being 160 ft. thick in places.

They apparently have their gold distributed from the

surface down, as the natives have washed much of the

gravel near the surface. It is claimed that these gravels

run from $0.30 to $0.50 per yard. Some of the basins

contain as much as 35,000,000 cu.yd. and others, not

measured, much more. A cross-section through some of

these deposits near Amalfi shows their structure and rela-

tion to tlie Force River.

The old .!:ravels of the Cauca A'alley occupy the present

valley of the Cauca above Valdivia, extending to the

vicinity of Anza. These beds are extensive and of great

thickness (300 ft. or more) in ]ilaces. They are poor,

especially in the lower end of Ibis area, but there are

probably parts of the area that ran l>e profitably dredged.

. OuiGiX-\L SouiiCE OF Cauoa Golii

The deposits of the Cauca have apparently derived their

'.'old from a source distant from the present situation of

the placers and entirely distinct from the area in the

central part of the dei)artraent. It is likely that the

-ource of the Cauca gold must be sought in the country

iurrounding Manizales and the Quindio mountains to

the south, before the eru])tions of the Quaternary period

liuried that part of the country with the eruptives that

are now found there. For this reason, the placers of

class 3 on the lower Cauca have not been enriched by

iidditions of fold from aii\' other source.

The old ])lacei's in the other area were formed in the

immediate vicinity of the source of the gold. This jiart

of Antioquia is highly mineralized, having large areas

with stringers and len.ses of gold-bearing quartz so close

together that they have formed residual deposits of suffi-

cient importance to be worked on a large scale, where

favorably situated in regard to water for hydraulicking.

All of the small streams in this area carry apprecialde

quantities of gold, and it is the addition of this gold that

has greatly increased the richness of the Xare and Force

Ri\eL-s in com]»arison to the Cauca.

Recent Fl.vcees Deiuved from Old Gravkls

In cla.ss 2 are the mines of the Cauca below Valdivia

and those of the Xare, Force and Neehi Rivers. These

mines on the Cauca are amenable to dredging, but no

exact information concerning their value has been ob-

tained except by the few companies that have drilled some

areas there. Much time and money have been ."ipent in

drilling the lower parts of both the Cauca and Xechi

Rivers. Xone of the companies .seem to have taken into

consideration the fact that gold is seldom fou)id far from
its source except in streams of considerable velocity. If

there was any good i-cason for believing that the lower

]>arts of these rivers had formerly had a greater gradient

than at [ircsciit, there would be some ground for seeking

AMALFI ^

Sam Berigno ^'7'^''"^^/Ai^

AXCIEXT ri..A.CERS AXD THE PRESEXT FORCE CHANNEL,

gold there, but as both rivers have a comparatively steep

gradient down to Caceres on the Cauca and Zaragosa on

the Xechi, it is most probable that the amount of gold

found below the.se towns will diminish. Moreover, as the

gold in these valleys has been derived from the recon-

centration of tlie old deposits, it is inconceivable that

the^ whole extent of this gravel could be enriched beyond

its original content.

The fall in the Cauca Ri\er from Caceres (El. 205 m.)

to Xechi, where the Xechi River joins it, is 50 m. in

approximately 150 mi. Between Valdivia and Caceres,

the Cauca receives numerous small tributaries that are

gold bearing, and it is ]n-obable that these have played a

part in enriching these deposits. They will also account

I'or the variations found in the character of the gold at

different ];)oints. Some of these streams furnish coarse

gold derived from the quartz lenses in the schi.sts which
cover a large area there.

FoncE Axn Xi:chi I'iveiis

The Force and Xechi Rivers are treated as one since

they both drain the Santa Rosa district, have their source

there and join again a short distance above the town of

Zaragosa, below which place they are called the Nechi.

The Force River is formed by the junction of the Medel-
lin River nn.l the Rio Grande. The Medellin River has
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})rodiK'ed some gold in the jjast, but most of the gold of

the Porce River has come through the Rio Grande. This

river and its im])ortant tributary, the Rio t'hico, are

gold-bearing from their sources. Kach has its source

north of Santa Rosa and, after long circuitous courses,

they come together south of Santa Ifosa and How north

parallel witii the Medellin River, liually joining it to form

the Force. The liio tJraude and Rio Chico rise at an

elevation of 8,500 ft. and placers are found throughout

the course of each wherever the gradient permitted them

10 form. These deposits have now been exhausted except

in some places in the bed of the river. They were small

but exceedingly rich. About 8 mi. above the mouth of

the Rio Grande, at an elevation of 3,200 ft., begin the

placers projierly belonging to the Force River.

Following the windings of the Force River for a dis-

tance of ap]n-oxiniately 25 mi. is to be found the richest

placer ground in Antioquia. A conservative estimate of

tlie amount of gravel in this area is 130,000,000 cu.yd.

.Vll of this gravel carries from $0.20 per yd. up, and the

areas mined to the present time have averaged over $1

per yd. According to the indications in the mines worked.

PL.A.CER DISTRICTS XEAR AXTIOQUIA, COI.COIHIA

the richest part is in the present bed of the river. The
ground in La Clara mine, which has been most extensively

worked, has been better than this, but McGuire Brothers

have not worked any more of the low-grade gravel than

they could help. Neither have they mined more than a

small portion of the river bed, and that near the banks.

Preparations have been made this year, however, for the

diversion of the river and mining the bed. Much poor

ground has l^eeii mined in the search for the rich streaks.

The average dejith of gravel is 10 ft. In some places

it is nearly 70 ft. deep. The bulk of the gold is found
in narrow channels up to 35 ft. wide and within a few feet

of bedrock. One peculiarity- of these channels is that as

bedrock rises they become jioor ; in other words, the rich-

est spots are on bedrock sloping downstream. These

gravels carry gold close to the surface and at a depth of

10 ft. generally carry $0.30 per yd. From this level there

is little increase in value until a few feet above bedrock,

and the existence of the rich channels is not indicated

until they are reached. The bedrock over the entire area

outside of the channels is orenerallv rich enough to bring

the a\erage of the whole area to $0.50 per yd., exclusive

of the contents of the rich streak. It is to be regretted

that some accurate records of the contents of and costs of

working these comparatively low-grade gravels have not
been kept.

The operators of La Clara mine, which is the best

erjuipped on the river, estimate that no ground running
less than $0.50 per yd. can be handled at a \n-ot\t. It

would seem that this estimate is large, as it covers delays

caused l)y working close to the river in pursuit of the best

ground. Frequent periods of high water make work close

to the river dangerous, and it is only successful in the

dry .seasons. The river can sometimes lie crowded back
liy dumping the gravel elevated on the edge of the river

and gradually forcing the river back. When successful

the gravel mined has run several dollars per cubic yard,

but the area mined has been small.

Rich Gijavkl ix Gavixo JIixe

The Gavino mine Just al)0\e La Clara was the richest

mine worked on the river for its area, having produced
over $300,000 from an area 300 ft. long by 300 ft. wide.

Aliout 75% of this production came from a narrow chan-

nel 15 ft. wide by 150 ft. long, the remainder of the

ground mined not running over $1 per cu.yd. This mine
was worked by natives, and the gravel was carried out by
hand and washed in small, short sluices. A small ele-

vator was used to puni]) out the water. The greatest

depth to bedrock was 65 ft. Several years were spent in

working this small amount of ground.

The reason against the use of dredges in this section of

the river is the ditficulty of moving them from one iilaya

to another, as the playas are small, running from 2 acres,

like the Gavino, up to 50 aci'es. They are generally sepa-

rated by rapids. High water would also interfere with

successful working. Otherwise the ground would seem

to l)e favorable for dredging except where large boulders

are encountered. Much of the gravel can be liandled

through an elevator with an 8-in. throat and the bedrock

is a soft decomposed gneiss or granite. Fower could be

.secured within short distances. Unless dredging is un-

dertaken much of this area will never be worked, as it is

im]iossible to secure water under sufficient head for ele-

vators. Below here the Force runs through a narrow

deep vallej' until it approaches Zaragosa, although there

are numerous deposits of gravel in this section that are

large enotigh to work. These have the same characteris-

tics as the deposits already described, and present the

same difficulties, but they are more difficult of access.

In this part of its course, the Force receives two im-

portant gold-liearing tributaries, the Guadalupe, which

has produced much gold and has its source in the imme-

diate vicinity of Santa Rosa, and the Mata River from the

Amalfi district. The Guadalupe River has been worked

in all its course, and washings are carried on every year

in its bed as the gold contents of the bars are renewed

each year. Most of this washing is done by women who

make from 10c. up per day. Near the Force, the Guada-

lupe makes a sheer descent of 1,000 ft. into the Force

Yallev, and below this fall its course is comiiara lively level

for several miles, until it flows into the Force. Thi.*

ground should be rich, but it has never been drilled and

contains many large boulders. The Mata contains some

large deposits and it has been claimed that they are of a

grade that can be worked at a profit.
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The Xeolii TJiver under the name of the Tenche rises a

few miles northeast of Santa Rosa and flows north, receiv-

ing many gold-hearing trihutaries from the towns of An-
gostura, Yarumal and Anorl. There has been much
gold produced from this river in the past, and many of

the mines have been extremely rich. I am not familiar

with the lower part of this river, but I am told that there

are deposits of gravel there of good size; they should be

similar in contents to those of the Force. It is below the

junction of the Nechi and Force Rivers that dredging

operations have been undertaken profitably. Both dredges

that have been installed tliere have been successful and

the area that will be profitable appears to be big. Addi-

tional dredges are being installed. Most of the dredging

ground will probably be found in the vicinity of Zaragosa,

as drilling operations farther down near Nechi have not

proved any good ground and the gradient of the river is

too small to have transported much gold that distance.

Old Gravels in the Nake Valley

The Nare River also has a large part of its upper course

in old gravel deposits, and next to the Force is the most

important source of gold in the department. Like the

Force it not *nly has received the benefit of the accumu-

lated gold of the old placers, but it has been greatly

enriched by numerous tributaries draining a highly min-

eralized country. Its most important tributaries are

the Mosca, Conception and Nusito. Each of these

streams has produced much gold in the past and formed

large deposits at its mouth. These deposits have been

worked out with the exception of that at the mouth of the

Nusito.

In this part of the Nare River is found a deposit that

is comparable in area and richness with that at the mouth
of the Rio Grande. There is a great similarity in both

the gold found in the Nare and Force Rivers and in the

distribution of the goM.

The Nare has the same rich narrow channels and about

the same gold content in the rest of the playas. Here
also the richest part of the deposits lies in the present

river channel. The Nare has a wider valley than the

Force, and it is therefore more difficult to secure water

with sufficient head for elevators. The river has a large

production each year from bar workings, whenever low

water permits. There has been little work done on this

river in comparison with the Force, but where bedrock has

been reached good results have been obtained. The gravel

has about the same average depth as that on the Force

River. The gold of the Nare and Force is found in flat-

tened grains up to % in. diameter, but generally smaller.

Its fineness is from 820 to 840, and the gold from the

Nare averages a little higher than that from the Force.

In the latter spnn- platinum is occasionally found. This
has come from the Santa Rosa district, where platinum
has been found in some of the ore, according to Bous-
singault. Coarse gold is seldom found in either of the

rivers, but is sometimes washed out of the banks of the

Force after a flood. Boulders are absent from the Nare
gravels, except where dikes of hard rock are found cutting

the gneiss and granite of the bedrock. The area at the

mouth of the Nusito is probably more suitable for dredg-
ing than any area on the Force. High water would be the

only drawback.

Little drilling has been done on any of these mines,

and it is doubtful if it has either proved or disproved

the richness of these deposits, as closer drilling than i-

customary in a preliminary examination is necessary, or

one of these channels would be missed and the whole

drilling be without value. In fact, the operators of

La Clara mine on the Force place absolutely no confidence

in drill results, but it would seem that close drilling

would lie of distinct advantage in locating these channels

Flacers of Recent Formation

In class 3—deposits having no connection with the old

gravels—are included all the rest of the true alluvia of

Antioquia, those of any importance being found on the

San Bartolome, Nus, Samana, and Miel Rivers and the

tributaries of the Atrato, which will not be considered on

account of lack of knowledge concerning them.

The tributaries of the Samana and Miel have produced
considerable gold in the past, but the deposits in the

rivers themselves have never proved to be of much import-

ance. These tributaries have their source in a country

that is only slightly mineralized and characterized by

an almost complete absence of gold-bearing stringers

over any considerable areas. The one exception to this

statement is the Guatepe River, but this stream flows into

another river before it reaches the Samana, and it is

doubtful if any of its gold has ever reached the latter

river.

The Nus and the San Bartolome are the only two rivers

of this class that are of any importance. The upper part

of the course of each is through a country most favorable

for the formation of placers, the Nus especially draining

a district well known for its large residual deposits. The
country drained by the San Bartolome is not so favorable,

but it has the benefit of numerous tributaries larger than

those of the Nus, and its gravel deposits are correspond-

ingly larger and perhaps richer. The deposits of the Nus
are shallow compared with the Force and Nare, and the

gold is more evenly distributed both vertically and hori-

zontally. Water is generally available within reasonable

distances and under sufficient head for elevators. These
mines are worked by native methods, but with indifferent

results. Not being as rich as the Force or Nare, they

attract little attention, although they should pay well

with elevators. The Nus has few tributaries of any im-

portance, the chief one being Las iVnimas, which has a

good-looking deposit of gravel that pans well.

The San Bartolome has several important tributaries

that have good deposits of gravel. Some of these have
been highly productive, and others as good will doubtless

be found. As in all of these streams, the only mines that

have lieen worked have been those where water was easily

obtained: and, with the exception of a few localities on
the tributaries of the San Bartolome, it is difficult to

obtain water with sufficient head. Dredging seems to be

the only practicable method of working the mines on this

river and some drilling of large areas to determine their

value is now being done by Medellin men. The lower

deposits of gravel will probably prove too poor to be

worked, as those in all the other rivers have done ; but the

area in the vicinity of its tributaries will undoubtedly be

worth developing.

There are numerous residual deposits scattered over

the whole department, but the largest are found in the

districts of Santa Rosa, Guarne on the Mosca River and
in the Nus Valley. In these districts the deposits cover

large areas and the aggregate quantity of gold produced
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from them has been huge. With the exception of tiiose

on the Nus, they are so situated that it is difficult to

secure enough water to work them on a scale com-

mensurate with their size. It is only during the wet sea-

son that water can he obtained, and after years of work

the amount of ground washed has been insignificant.

A great many of the small quartz mills of the country

are run on the ore lel't behind after sluicing these de-

posits. The small streams in the vicinity are .steadily

worked in the wet .seasons and furnish a means of liveli-

hood for thousands of people. Las Animas and Retiro

mines at Providencia have maintained a steady output

of gold for years and the creeks below their mills carry

gold, but its fineness and the slime present have hindered

all attempts to save the gold. In these mines the hills

are sluiced away with water under no head, and the rock

from the stringers and veins is collected and sent to the

mill.

In a section 200 ft. wide, I have seen in the Retiro

mine a dozen stringers of ore and two veins over 2 ft.

wide. Xot all of this ore carries gold enough to pay for

milling, and only enough sluicing is done to keep the mills

running. In the case of the Retiro mine, the sand from

tlie creek helow the sluices is collected and crushed again

in a stam]i mill through a coarse screen and a recovery

running fi-om .$()..>() to $2 per ton is made. It is the

steady addition of the gold resulting from the erosion of

these residual deposits to that derived from the old

gravels that has made the Xare and Force Rivei's much
richer than the Cauca, whose original source of gold has

been buried. The Cauca still has tributaries draining

such sources of supply in the Quindio country, but if this

gold ever reaches the Cauca River it is deposited in the

upper parts.

Fkw I'xLXPLoiiKD Ai;i;as ix Axtioquia

The only part of Antioquia where there is any chance

of discovering new placers is on the tributaries of the

Atrato, which region is comparatively unsettled on ac-

count of its climate. Even here it will he found difficult

to locate mines, as most of the desiralile ground has been

taken up and would have to be purchased or leased. Prne-

tically the whole courses of the Force, Xare, Xechi and
Cauca have been titled, as well as the desirable deposits

on the Xus and San Bartolome. There may he fractions

of claims on the.se rivers that can he secured, owing to

mistakes in the measurement of claims.

The small tributaries of these rivers have furnished

the bulk of the placer gold produced in the department

to date, but their jjroduction at present is small, most of

the deposits of any importance having been worked out.

It is generally a waste of time to examine anv of the

deposits on, these .small streams, even if they show no
signs of having been worked ]n-eviously. The old inhab-

itants of the department recall times when even rivers like

the Force carried so little water that work could be done
in its bed, and while these larger streams with their deeji

bedrock could only, have been worked to an insignificant

extent, little gold has been left in the others. The work
done in the rivers during the dry seasons has served to

pros])ect them, and the native miners generally have a

good knowledge of the situation of the richest ground.

All of the gravels on the lower Cauca, Xechi and San
Bartolome are suitable for dredging and few of them
can lie worked in anv other manner on account of the

lack of water under sufficient head. The old gravel de-

posits of the Cauca River are generally too poor to be
worked by any method, but there is one tract there cover-

ing an area of from )'> to 20 sq.mi. on which panning
over a large part of this area has indicateil a gold con-
tent running from -$0.10 to $0.S(i per cu.yd. There is

sufficient water f(ir dredging, and power could be obtained
within reasonable distances.

The climate on all of the.se rivers is hot. and malaria
is prevalent, but the fact that work is being steadily done
there shows that the climate is not an insuperable ob-

stacle. The mines on the upjier Xare and Force at an
elevation of 3,000 ft. are afflicted to a less extent with
malaria; the nights are cool and malaria can be avoided
if ordinary precautions are taken.

There is no dredging ground on the Xus River, unless

it be in its lower part, and I do not think there is gold
enough present there for profitable operations. The
dredging ground on the San Bartolome is somewhat diffi-

cult of access, and roads would have to be built for the

introduction of machinery. This .same condition is found
on the Xare, l)ut the best ground on the Xare is about
1.5 mi. from the i-ai!road.

Aruxdaxt Watku Fowei! ^Iav Be Utilized to
Pump Wateh foi: TlYDitAULicKiXG

The most favorable tract on the Force for dredging is

the area at the mouth of the Rio Grande. This lies

within a few miles of the railroad. These deposits so far

have been worked only by hydraulic elevators, and this

method will probably continue to be used. There is little

water available and unless some of the smaller holdings

can be consolidated to permit the construction of long

ditch and pipe lines, they will remain idle for a long time.

Ditch lines can be built cheaply but their maintenance is

costly, on aceotmt of the nature of the ground, and the

heavy rains.

Power can be developed cheaply from the river itself,

and probably in the end these mines will be worked by

means of heavy ]mmps and elevators. I see no reason

why this method should not be successful, and undoiibt-

cdlv it would re(]uire less capital than getting water

on the mines through ditch lines.

All of the operators on the Force and Xare have hopes

of turning the flow through the ground worked out and

thus being able to mine the bed of the river. If they suc-

ceed in doing this the yield will probably equal that of any

ground ever mined in the de]iartment.

I would consider it a waste of time to investigate any

mines that are not situated on the Cauca, Xare, Xechi,

San Bartolome, Xus and Force Rivers if one is looking for

a large o])eration. Some of the tributaries of these

streams offer good chances for the man with a small capi-

tal : but even there the best ground, situated where water

could be obtained, has been worked. Regardless of new

discoveries, the output of gold from Colombian placers

will show a large increase in the next few years from the

dredges near Zaragosa and the elevators now ijeing in-

stalled on the Force River.

The Deutsche Molybdannerke at Teuschenthal near Halle

on the Saale has been greatly enlarged and improved so that

it will be able to supply the whole European steel Industry

with molybdenum metal and ferromolybdenum when peace

is restored, according: to "Zeitschrift fiir angewandto Chemie."

The company owns mines producing an abundance of the raw
material.
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GoEalFvias© OaS IDs'allllcsiPS

By Dorsky Hagei:*

Oil geology becamu a science only when the relation

between underground and surface folding was clearly

established; when it was found that surface folding re-

flected underground folding. This truth was arrived at

by the plotting and the mapping of many well logs, and

also by many observations taken in highly folded regions

like California and AVyoming, where folding can be readily

photographed and traced for depths of several thovisand

feet.

However, even though a geologist does find well-defined

folds, there are a number of conditions under which the

drill may fail to find oil, but w-hich the geologist cannot

foretell. A brief resume of such conditions may lead

to a clearer understanding of the geologist's limitations.

The following factors all coutribute to make oil-field work

Dry Hoe
Z 3

In the erosional unconformity (Fig. 3) wells Xos. 1

and 4 are productive ; Nos. 2 and 3 are barren. Such a

condition is due to the erosion or washing of the earlier

beds before the later beds were deposited upon them,

leaving an island-like condition.

Lensing is the cause of uncertain conditions. Sands

often change to shales, or vice verm. This may result in

•a humped condition, as showni in Fig. 4, in which the

oil rises to the top of the lens or hump. Wells Nos. 1

and 3 may be practically dry, while No. 2 is a good well.

Such a condition may account for oil in practically flat

beds.

Fig. 5 shows the beds lying at an angle. The sand

pinches out up the dip, resulting in an accumulation

where there is no pronounced folding to break the normal.

ilip. AVells 1 and 3 are barren. No. 2 is productive.

Fig. 6 shows the sand locally hard at the top of the

fold. As a conse(|uence well No. 2 is dry, though oil

occurs on the slopes at Nos. 1 and 3. A simihir condition

Dry"Hole
1 2

"Dry"Hale

PIG.S. 1 TO
Fig. 6

GECTLOGIC.\L CONDITIONS THAT UPSET THE OIL-WELL

uncertain: (1) Faults; (2) unconformities— (a) angu-

lar, (b) erosional; (3) lensing— (a) due to thickening

of beds in flnt strata; (b) due to pinching out of sand;

(4) hard spots or lack of porosity; (5) basalt intrusions;

(6) water in nntieline in place of oil; (7) shales at top

of anticlines; (S) l)arren.

Hidden faults or breaks in the strata nuiy make a

region spotted. Where the strata have been broken, as in

Fig. 1, wells Nos. 1 and 3 may carry oil, while Nos. 2

and 4 are barren. This faulted condition may not show
at the surface, but drilling will in time prove its existence.

Angular unconformities (see Fig. 2) may result in a

lack of production in a fold. Well No. 1 is barren ; No. 2

is productive. Were No. 1 drilled first, the field would
perhaps be abandoned. Wore No. 2 drilled first, later

developments at No. 1 would prove disastrous. Such a

condition is the result of folding or tilting of the beds

prior to the later deposition and folding.

•Petroleum geologist and engineer, Tulsa, Okla.

may e.xist where the top of the structure carries gas and

no oil. In Mexico dry spots are sometimes due to the

occurrence of basalt intrusions. One drills into basalt

as at well No. 2 and (il)tains dry holes, but in Nos. 1 and

3 oil is found.

Water may also occur at the top of the structure in

place of oil. Shales may replace sands that one might
expect on the axis of a structure, and one would find the

fold barren. Again, there may be an excellent fold, but

the age of the formation and its history are against its

carrying petroleum. However, taking all adverse factors

into consideration, one will find nine out of 10 folds in

oil regions productive. Even though adverse conditions

do exist, the tojis of the folds are the best places to drill.

Cryolite Imiiortx Into tlie United Stiite.s in 1914 amounted
to -1.612 long tons, as compared with 3,559 long tons in 1913,

according to the U. S. Geological Survey. No cryolite is

produced in the United States, the entire supply used in this

country being imported from Ivigtut and Eskimo Hamid on
the southern coast of Greenland.
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>f Coal Tmir iim IT iioicaunoim
ily Willi vm A. XFrKLLKi;"

tliDiiuli nioiitimu'il in soihe Ennlisli jiatcnts. The oxperi-
SlWUrSlS—E.fjxriiiit'iiiK liarc sliuwn Unit coal nu'iits rererivil to led to its iidoptioii in one laruo mill.

tar, while not usuallij a good ftotation agent, serres and many otlu'is arc now i'.\p(-Tinirutini; witli it and iret-

(7.V an excellent ha^e for ti.ie with frothing oils. ting _t;(H>d rosnlts.

reducing the required quantity of the latter. Coal

tars differ, and .some are of no u.^e. while others ^'^''^ -^''K Phoducts or Ga.s -Wokks

are afplieaUle onhj to certain kinds of ore. E.r- There is a jireat deal of dift'orenoe in the heliavior of

Iterini-entat results and practical operations are tlic dilfurent tars, and those used in tliese exiierimeiits,

di.H-u.-iveil. while classed as coal tars, are really ftas tars or the tars

. . resultinj;- from the manufaetnre of sras. They are hyprod-

In thi* disciLssiun of the use of coal tar as au a-ent ""^^^-^ 'i'"' «in he had reasonably ehea]i. Tn the ease of tar

for mineral flotation I do not wish to advocate its uni- ^^"-
• (Table 1) no special heat treatment was followed,

versal use but merely to state a few facts and give a =^^ '^ was a jjroduct made in a small ii.m retort for test

few results that I have secured experimenting w-ith it P"i'PO-^es only, before other tars could be secured. In

as a flotation agent with a iK.r]ihvritic copper ore of the thus case the coal was heated in the retort until no more

Southwest. Furthermore, all references made to flota- ?«^^'^ '"'"^' «ff. the volatilized products were passed

tion in this discussion applv only to the flotation of through a c(uulensing system and the gas allowed to es-

copper-bearino- suli)hide ores.
' Xo attempt is made to dis- caP*^- The total condensed liquids, including the water,

cuss the action of any others at this time. were collected and called tar Xo. 1. Xo. 3 was the .same

as Xo. 1, excejit that the water was removed by settling

Chaeacteii of Oils Used ix Flotation and decantation. The other tars used were crude prod-

Every flotation ]ilaut finds an oil particularly suited nets, as far as I could ascertain, and all were classed as

to tlie ore being tri'ated. There seems to be no one oil byproducts of gas or coke plants in different parts of

that''Svill give satisfactory results in every case. Coal the country.

tar may, however, become a universal oil when employed Xo attention was ]>aid to the manner of making the

as a base for making good working mixtures of oils. tar. as a byprodiu-t as inexpensive as possible was wanted :

I feel that a great numy of the expensive oils now in hence the heat treatment of the coal from which the tar

table l distillation products of various coal tars
Distillate Tar Xo. 1 Tar Xo. 2 T.ir Xo. X Tar Xo. 4 T;,r Xii o T:ir Xo. (i T.ir Xo. 7

20'>C.-110°C.. light 1.2'-„ mostly wat-.r 2 S% oil, lislit Xone Xone Xonc
naphth.is and wa- Oil, light brown brown and thick,

ter. and thick.

110°C - 170°C . 1.2% oil; yellow -1 % yellow color, 0.4% oil: clear, 3% solid ; rcddLsh 2 0% light yellow-
lierht oils. color. vcrv gummv. nale. vellow- color. colored wax.

ish green.

I70°C. - 210''C.. 12% oil; yellow 2% light-brown, 1 1 % yellow solid. 2% liL'ht-yrllow 1 0% yellow solid.

second light oils. color. solid. solid.

210°C. - 210°C 7 .3% yellow clear 6 8% white crystal- 9. 1 % yellow soUd. 2 0% li^ht-yt-llnw 3 2% yellow solid.

carbolic oils. liquid. line. solid.

240°C. - 270°C.. 7 4% reddish-yel- 4 S% white solid. S. 4% yellow solid. 6 0% yellow soliil. S 1 % dark reddi.>=h-

creosote oils. low liquid. brown solid.

270°C. - 360°C., 24 3% yellowish- 14 4% yellow sol- 25.9% y e 1 1 o w - 20.3% yellow to 23 . 5% dark reddish-

anthracene oils. brown liquid to id to reddish- brown to light- brown solid. brown sohd.

red-brown solid. brown sohd. brown solid. . "^ .

Tars Xos. 1 and 2 were in small quantities, hence no lest was run on them. Tar Xo. 1 was the same product as Tar No. 2. except that the latter had the water
removed. Both tani were made from the samt coal as was used for Tar Xo. 3. The analyses would in all probability be the same for Tar No. 2 and Tar Xo. 3.

Tar No. 1. however, would aive a larger amount of the first fraction because of excess water. Where the fractions became solid no condenser could be used in

distillation, hence there was probably some loss by volatilization.

.service could be reduc-ed in quantity if combined Anth a is a product was not considered, nor were some of the

large part of coal tar. other facts entering into the making of coal tar as a by-

The principal oils utilized for flotation in this country product. Of c(uirse by s]iecial heat treatment and at-

for copper ores, up to a year ago, were wood-distillation tention a coal tar can ])robably be made that will suit

products and, at one plant, eresol. The price of eresol. the purpose of flotation better than the material now em-

about .30c. per gallon, made its use costly (even thougli ]>loyed ; but whether the extra co.«t would warrant such

only 2 lb. of oil per ton of ore was needed) as compared procedure is doubtful, particularly when the gas and

with coal tar, which costs only about oc. per gallon, coke ])roblems are considered. As a matter of comparison

Later, other coal-tar products less expensive than eresol of the various tars, a distillation test was made on the

came into notice, and finally coal tar itself, aided by .some >amples at hand. The results were noted in Table 1.

frothing agent such as pine oil. The latter, however, is Chaisactei; of the Ohe Used ix Exfeiuiientixg
also very expensive, and subsequent experiments showed rnx i i ^ .• i ;<.,•„„„+„„„
^, ^ ,,-,,.' ,« i 1-/^ , „ The ore, as has been said, was of a poriMivritic nature,
that coal tar with trom 10 to io% creosote gave equally 14.1 mr^ ^.i 1 ,'i„„«;+^ -rr-i+L

, , T- ,-. ., , 1 ^ H
.' carrvinif about 1.60% copper, mostly chalcocite, with

sood results. L ntil these experiments coal tar was not '
,' 1 . i 1 j. ni^/v '

i
., , ,1 , ,- \ ,,

,
some chalcopyrite, and about 0.15% oxide.

considered as a flotation asent in this country, nor ever ., ,• . ; • • , +,,;„i +i,„„ .,+
^ , .^, ,

' .. T n ,. \ , , At times this ore carries more clavev material than at
experimented with here, so tar as 1 cduld find out. al- ,, i ii e j. 1 1 Viv , ;„ 4Ln ,.0'^

others, and tins tact makes a big diftereuce in the re-

•Inspir.Ttion Consolid.ited Copper Co., Miami, .A.iiz. suits obtained, siuce it tends to loWCr the grade of COM-
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centrates as well as to raise the copper contents of the

tailings. The reason for this is not altogether clear, but

it is reasonable to say that the clayey material coating

the mineral particles keeps the oil from adhering to them,

hence preventing its flotation as clean mineral.

The ore for each test is ground in an Abbe porcelain

Ijall mill for the time necessary to reduce it to a fineness

of less than 1.5% on a -IS-mesh screen. The oil can

be added either before or after grinding, Init it seems to

do better when added before and ground wet with about

ANALYSIS OF COPPER ORE
Silica 72.0%
Alumina 20.0%
Iron 3.0%
Copper 1.6%
Sulphur 2.0%
Lime -»- magnesia 0.7%

1 part ore to 1.3 parts water. Grinding s\dth tar gives

much better mixing and more intimate contact of tar

and mineral than would otherwise be secured. If the

tar is not thoroughly mixed with the ore, it will be found

floating in globules on the pulp, and will not mix. Even
agitation, unless very violent, will fail to break up the

globules.

ilETiion OF ^MAi-cixd 'L'liE El(jtatiox Tests

For till' Hiitation a small two-compartment machine was
used. One conipartineiit comprised the agitation me-
chanism, which agitated pulp by means of a stirrer.

This agitation conipartment was connected with the

other compartment (the spitzkasten) by a narrow slit

near the bottom and a large opening near the middle.

This enabled the aerated pulp to flow from the agitation

into the next compartment, where no agitation took

place. The froth rose to the surface and was skimmed
off with a spoon or a spatula. The test was not coni-

]ilete until no more mineral-bearing froth was formed.

The capacity of the machine was about 2,000 c.c.

For each experiment the time of flotation was noted,

this being the period from the beginning of flotation until

no more mineral-bearing froth formed in the machine.

In all experiments the first product formed was called

concentrate, and when this no longer came off, turpen-

tine was added, and the next product was called mid-

dlings. This system corresponds to that followed when
the ore goes through the Minerals-Separation type of ma-
chine, where concentrates are formed in the first few
compartments, then turpentine added, and the later

products takiii off as middlings and retreated, either in

the same mmhiue or a similar one.

At the tiii!o of adding the turpentine the coal tar

would often be lirought to the surface in flaky particles

wliich would stay afloat, but this made no difference, as

the concentrates had already been taken off. The par-

ticles brought up semned to be some of the insoluble

portion of the tar, known as pitch, which does not have

any apparent effect on the flotation when excessive. In

some cases when tar was mixed with other oils the tar

separated in the pulp before any flotation took place.

This trouble, however, can he avoided by sufficiently

grinding the pulp to the right consistency. The tar

will be better mixed in a thick pulp than in a thin one.

Whenever the tar separates there is a fault somewhere,

the correction of which should prevent further trouble.

A mixture wherein coal tar constitutes 80% of the whole

now gives good results and separates very little.

Coal tar itself does not froth well. That is, the froth

obtained from coal tar alone is very lean, although of

good quality. For satisfactory results with coal tar alone

the ore must be tied up in the machine for too long a

jieriod, and for this reason it is advisable o add a small

amount of oil that has great frothing characteristics.

Pine oil was the first to be employed for this purpose

and has given satisfaction. The price of pine oil, how-

c\er, is high and its use should be avoided when possible.

Coal-tar products, .such as cresol, creosote, etc., which

formerly served alone, are now mixed with the coal tar

to about 20%. The mixture thus obtained is excellent

in both the pneumatic and agitation types of machine.

Coal tar alone gives low-grade tailings together with

high-grade concentrates if the ore is treated long enough.

Test B (Table 2) shows this. Here coal tar used alone,

when floated for 45 min., gives concentrates assaying

above 38% copper and tails 0.21% copper, of which

0.15% is oxide, thus leaving but 0.06% sulphide copper.

In this ease the concentrate plus the middling gave a

product assaying 24%..

As a comparison with coal tar, the results of the same
ore treated in exactly the same manner and under the

same conditions (excei)t cresol instead of coal tar) were

used. Cresol was chosen only because it was the oil

serving in the larger plant at the time the coal-tar ex-

periments were made, and it was against this agent that

coal tar was being tried out.

Of course all coal tars will not be found adapted to

one ore, and there are probably some that are -w-orthless

for any ore. As the results show, some of the tars were

useless, while others served admirably. Tars Nos. 1, 2

and 3 were from coals produced in the same field, the

others being from coals of dilferent fields, which fact

may have some significance.

A tar may not give any results at all when used alone,

but as soon as a verv little of such an oil as pine oil

is added, results are often olitained immediately. The
amount of oil will vary according to the ore, grade of

concentrates and tailings desired; 0.005% of it will work
wonders on ore experimented upon. A large amount is

beneficial to a certain point, when further addition is

considered detrimental, as the grade of concentrates is

lowered as the quantity of oil is increased. Of course

the value of the tailings is lowered as well. It is a

cpiestion of lost mineral again.st excess smelting charges

on the concentrates.

Peopoetiox of Tar Determined by Experiment

To produce good results both as regards concentrates

and tailings, a certain amount of tar must be used, and
this amount must be determined for each ore individ-

ually, ilore or less will be determined. For instance.

Table 3 gives some idea of the proportion of tar to min-
eral that produces the best results. Other oils act in a

similar inanner.

In tests on three different kinds of tars we have, in

Table 3, the comparisons of \arying amounts of tar, the

pine oil remaining a constant quantity with regard to its

relation to ore. As the amount of tar increases in pro-

portion to pine oil the amount of concentrate increases

and the copper content of the tailing decreases. This

may be on account of the proportion that coal tar bears

to the mixture, or it may be because of the amount of

oil resnltina: from increasing: the amount of coal tar. In
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i\ery case the oil.< were introduced from a dropping-

bottie and each drop meant about 0.005% of the weight

of ore taken, so that as the mixture became richer in

tar it also increased in bulk. To determine this fact the

amount of coal tar was kept constant, while the quan-

tity of pine oil was varied. This series of tests showed

practically the same results as were secured by varying

the tar; hence it must depend upon the amount of mix-

ture employed. It seems to make no difference which

we vary, so fai* as results are concerned, the prices of

the products being the determining factors. The amount

ture. Along these lines there is a great amount of wmk
being done, but until it is all ready for comparison there

can be no comprehensive conclusions drawn.

The Mohawk Mining Co., Mohawk, ilich., for 191-1

reports a profit of $432,053 from a production of 11,094,-

859 lb. of copper sold at 12.47c. per lb. Dividend payments
amounted to $100,000, making a total disbursement of

$3,275,000 in dividends to date. The cumjjanv ended

Grams
Concen-
trates
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struction and strike expense. The following table give.s

a reciinl of the operations of this company for the last

nine vcans:
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fracture of left forearin, midway between elbow and

wrist, accompanied with severe bleeding. Fifth right

rib broken, simj^le fracture. Patient is unconscious but

breathing. Treat and carry 50 ft. without stretcher.

The B squad followed this with : Two-Man Event

—

]\lan caught by fall of rock. Left ear torn nearly off.

bleeding. Compound fracture of right arm, midway
between shoulder and elbow, severe bleeding. Bones of

left hand crushed. Patient unconscious but breathing.

Treat and carry 50 ft. without a stretcher.

Event for Full Team

—

B squad : Patient has cut fuse

too short and blast occurs while he is going out. Air

bad, caudle will not burn. Patient is found 20 ft. from

face of drift luiconscious from had air, not breathing.

Back of head, ears, shoulders and back of arms badly

burned. Compound fracture of right thigh just abo\e

knee. Treat and carrj- 50 ft. on stretcher.

Event for Frdl Team

—

A squad : Patient has cut fuse

too short and blast occurs while lighting other shots.

He is found near face of drift with the following

injuries. Patient unconscious, not breathing. Severe

burns on face, neck and arms (in front only). Simple

frai-ture of right thigh, midway between knee and hip.

Simple frat-ture of left leg, midway between knee and
ankle. Air is bad in drift, candle will not bum. Treat

and carry 50 ft. on stretcher.

Elimination Event—Man falls down 30-ft. winze.

Li bad air when found, unconscious (not breathing) ;

candles will not burn. Suffers compound fractures

of both thighs above knees. Eight collar-bone broken.

Treat and carry 50 ft. on improvised stretcher.

Close Scores by Leadixg Teams

The following will show the ])reliminary scores of the

various teams: Squad A—Team No. 1 (No. 1 Mine,

American), 92.2% ; Team No. 2 (No. 2 mine, American),

93.2%; Team No. o (Surface), 83.0%.. Squad B—
Team No. 4 (No. 3 Mine ^Mexican), 89.0%, ; Team No. 5

(No. 3 Mine Mexican), 80.6%; Team No. 6 (Engineer-

ing), 92.4%.

The scores made on the elimination problem were

:

Squad A, Team No. 2 (No. 2 Mine American), 94.0%;
Squad B, Team No. G (Engineering), 91.0%c.

It will be uotiied that Teams Nos. 1, 2 and 6 had

scores almost identical although they did not all work
on the same problems. No. 4 Team raised its score from

64.6% to 89.0%, in six weeks' time, while No. 5 Team
made a score of 80.6% at its first appearance on the

field.

The men have shown their skill not only in contest

work but also in actual service. By far the great

majority of accidents, whether on the surface or under-

ground, are given first-aid treatment before the patient

is seen by the doctor. First-aid cabinets are installed

in different sections of the mines and in centrally located

points on the surface, and the 200-odd men, either wholly

or partially trained, have at all times shown great willing-

ness to help.

Costj, Rica Xo«' Imposes an Ex|M>rt Duty of 15% ad va-
lorem on all gold bullion of Costa Rican origin. Each gold-
mining establishment in the country must make a monthly re-

port of production and must deposit with the Secretary of the
Treasury bills of exchange sufficient to cover export duties,

against which such duties will be charged. No exportation
will he allowed until satisfactory deposits have been made.

Siowfeaslh Gold Distract*

Kowkash station is 297 mi. west of Cochrane, Ont., on

the National Transcontinental Ky. The recent gold dis-

covery lies 9 mi. northwesterly from Kowkash station,

near Howard Falls, on the Kawa-kash-kagaina River.

The country is of low relief and consists of rocky hills

up to 100 ft. or more in height, separated by large

swamps, semi-muskegs and sand and gravel areas. The
rocky hills are covered with a dense growth of small tim-

ber and moss and sometimes large loose l)oulders, which

make jirospecting somewhat difficult. The height of land

at Redmond, 15 mi. west of Kowkash station, has an ele-

vation of 1,122 ft. This northwest-and-southeast divide

separates the waters of the Great Lakes from those of

Hudson Bay.

History axd Early Exploiutiox of the Region'

The gold discovery occurs on the river which the In-

dians call Kawa-kash-kagama, which signifies sparkling

water. This name has been shortened to Kawashkagama
bj' the Geographic Board. The National Transcontinen-

tal Ry. has further shortened the word by naming the

station Kowkash, which the propectors have likewise done

to the name of the ri^er—hence the name of the new
gold area.

The i)art of the Kowkash River near the gold find was

examined by Dr. R. Bell and is described in the annual

report of the Geological Survey of Canada for 1870-1

;

also by party No. 5 in a report entitled "Exploration of

Northern Ontario," issued by the Ontario Department of

Crown Lands, 1900, p. 156. In this report E. V. Nee-

lauds, geologist with party No. 5, blazed the way for the

prospector when he stated "Huronian rocks, mainly

chlorite and other soft green schists, occur on the Kawa-
kash-kagama (Kowkash) River from about 4 mi. below

the A\'awong portage to the northern limit of exjjloratiou

(Howard Falls). The most promising district is the

country on the Kawa-kash-kagama River below the

Wawong portage. Here Huronian exposures are numer-

ous, mostly chlorite and other soft green schists. Several

samples from small quartz veins in this district showed

traces of gold, and it might be that careful prospecting in

this district would be rewarded." W. J. Wilson and

TV. H. Collins' map. No. 964, published by the Geological

Survey, Ottawa, which roughly outlines this Kowkash
Keewatin area, is being much used by the prospectors at

the pi-esent time.

E. W. King Dodds made his spectacular gold discovery

on Aug. 21, 1915, when walking over the rocky hill below

Howard Falls, which had been burned clean of moss and

trees on the previous day. The news of the spectacular

ore caused a rush of about 400 prospectors to the neigh-

borhood, and al)0ut 75 to 100 claims were staked within

three weeks.

General Geology of the Region

In the Kowkash area is a belt of Keewatin rocks 10 to

15 mi. ^vide and extending from the north end of O'Sul-

livan (or Sesekenaga) Lake in a southwest direction

through Howard Falls and across the height of land at

Redmond. This whole Keewatin area is worth prospect-

ing for gold. For miles around this Keewatin belt are

Laurentian granite and gneiss rocks.
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The Keewatin formation is largely massive, compo.sed of

fine-grained green t-hlorite and hornblende rocks, which

are in places altered to schist. Some of the chlorite rock

is altered diabase. Numerous exposures can be seen along

the Kowkasli Eiver from 3 mi. below where Johnson

Creek enters the Kowkash to within a mile of the drift-

wood portage. Altered basalts showing the pillow or

ellipsoidal structure are common. They are well exposed

from Howard Falls to beyond the Dodds gold showing, on

the portage below Howard Falls and around O'Sullivan

Lake. With the basalts are small agglomerate areas.

Cutting these greenstones are numerous white-weather-

ing quartz-porphyry dikes up to 30 ft. or more in width.

They contain in a gray to green fine ground mass numer-

ous white-quartz phenocrysts the size of peas.

Porphyry Resembles Porcupine Qu.\rtz Porphyry

The porphyry contains some quartz stringers, is schis-

tose in places and resembles the quartz porphyry at Por-

cupine, Goodfish Lake and north of Schreiber. The

main exposures seen extended for a mile eastward from

Howard Falls and around O'Sullivan Lake. About 2 mi.

below Howard Falls and one chain from the left bank is

a large hill which has l)een recently l)urned. The south

fringe of the exposure is a slate and conglomerate similar

to the Timiskaming sediments in Porcupine, Kirkland

Lake and Munro Township. The sedimentaries dip verti-

cally and strike 2.5° north of east. The slate is very

cherty. The pebbles of the conglomerate are drawn out

and consist of chert, quartz porphyry, amygdaloidal basalt

and gneiss. North of the sedimentaries is a large volume

of massive pillow lava. Around the center portage be-

tween Abamasagi and O'Sullivan Lakes is a fine slate-like

biotite and chlorite schist striking 3.5° east of north and

dipping from .50 to 80° southeastward. This may be of

sedimentary origin. At the last portage into O'Sullivan

Lake is an actinolite rock, below which are numerous

massive serpentine exposures. A gabbro and diabase,

]irobablv the youngest rock in the area, occurs about 300

yd. north of the Dodds gold find. Dikes a foot in width

also cut the basalt on the Dodds claim. The direction of

ice movement was 3.5 to 40° west of south.

DEscRirTiox OF King Dodds' Discovery^

Dodds' gold quartz vein, which is the only reported

discovery up to the present, is % mi. below Howard Falls

and 800 ft. north of the river. The vein strikes 8° south

of east and appears to dip 75 or 80° to the north, thus

confonuini;- in strike and dip with the country rock. The

vein, wlijrh is somewhat lenticular, is up to 4 or 5 in. in

width and can be traced about 40 ft., ending in drift on

either end. The quartz is glassy and largely free from

sulphides. Spectacular gold was seen in place over an

area aliout .5 in. long and 1 in. wide. This showing ex-

tended .5 in. along the hanging-wall side of the vein.

Similar and richer s])ecimens were reported to have been

taken from the 4 or 5 I't. adjacent to the showing. On
the hanging-wall side of the vein' is a rusty schist band

6 in. wide and heavily mineralized with fine pyrite. The
wall rock is pillow lava (basalt), which is altered to schist

in places. A mineralized tpiartz-porphyry dike occurs

about a chain southeast of the gold showing.

All the information on the area is being compiled by

the Ontario Bureau of Mines, and a map will be pub-

lished.

Editorial C'orrespoxdence

The mining industry is .still the chief attraction in San

Francisco and at the Panama-Pacific Exposition. The

.\merican Institute of Mining Engineers concluded its

technical sessions on Sept. 18, and on Saturday visits were

made to the deep gold mines at Grass Valley, the gold

dredges at Oroville. the oil fields at C'oalinga, with a

vacht cruise on San Francisco Bay and a visit to the

Selby smeltery. On Sept. 20 the American Mining Con-

gress began its 18th annual session at the Civic Audi-

torium, closing on Sept. 22. The International Engineer-

ing Congress also met on Sept. 20, concluding on Sept.

25. The California Metal Producers' Association held

its initial field meet for demonstration of first aid as

taught by the Bureau of Mines, on Sept. 22. This will

be the initial annual meet of California teams under the

auspices of the Metal Producer.?' Association.

The third annual joint field meet of first-aid and mine-

rescue teams under the auspices of the Bureau of Mines

began on Sept. 23 and concluded on Sept. 24. During

the two weeks there have been in attendance at the con-

ventions and the demonstrations at the exposition a large

number of mining men engaged in the various branches

of tlie industry, from all parts of the United States and

some foreign countries. Probably the number of mining

men in San Francisco and visiting the exposition within

this period is larger than has been assembled at any other

point for a number of years.

A report from United States Consul N. T. Johnson at

Chingsha, China, after referring to the antimony mines

of Hunan and stating that this business is again on a com-

petitive basis, .says that lead and zinc are being mined
in the mountains near Sung Peh, on the Siang Eiver,

about 30 mi. south of Hengchow. A 3-mi. narrow-gage

railway is used to carry the ore down to the river. The
machinery is mainly of German origin, and it is under-

stood that Carlowitz & Co. have invested about 600,000

taels in the mine and that they take most of its output. In

the dressing plant 2,000 coolies are employed. Some of

the mining is done in the old Chinese way ; however,

they are working four modern shafts, one being al)out 800

ft. deep. The mines, employing probably 5,000 men, are

entirely under the management of two Cantonese, both

trained in the coal mines at Ping Ilsiang.

Saltpeter is found in Yung Hsunfu, Lung Shan, Sang
Chih Shihmen and Tzu Li. Large quantities of firecrack-

ers are manufactured in the neighborhoods of Siangtan,

Changsha and Changteh, thereby creating a demand for

this chemical.

Coal is found in the valley of the Siang and in the

western part of the province about Shenchow and Yuan-
chow. That from the Tzu Eiver, in the district about

Paoking, finds its way down the river through Tungting

Lake to Hankow.
Deposits of iron are worked by the natives at Chin-chou,

near the southern border of the province. The mineral

wealth of Hunan is just being tapped, and its possibilities

arc almost without limit.
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Among the iuten'sting papert; presented at the meeting

of the Ameriean Institute of iletals, Atlantic City, on

Si>i)t. 29, was one treating of ''The Effect of the Present

European War on the ifetal Industry," by T. F. Wettstein,

of the United Lead Co., New York. In the discu.ssion

of this paper it was brought out that under normal con-

ditions this country supplies its own demand of zinc,

i)ut leaves nothing nuieh for export. The destruction of

the Belgian and Silesian zinc industries then leaves a

total of about 1.30,000 tons of the normal demand to be

supplied for foreign nations. At the present time, becavise

of its use in war, the demand for zinc is 10 times

the normal amount. It was also brought out that the

I common grades of the metal have increa.sed much more,

comparatively, in price than the high-grade material.

The premium on high-grade is normally iip to about

iO%, whereas at the present it is not over 30%. Some
. connnou grades of zinc are redistilled in order to secure

• a high-grade product, but redistillation does not affect

the cadmium, which remains in the product. Cadmium
runs up to 0.3, O.'.i and 0.4% in the redistilled material.

The element is objectionable because it interferes with its

utilization for many ])uri)oses.

A paper jiresented by Dr. S. Trood, of the United

States Sherardizing Co., New Castle, Penn., on sherard-

iziug methods, was one of wide interest, in that he

described the necessity for the presence in the zinc thus

u.^ed of a certain percentage of zinc oxide, not less than

S%, according to Doctor Trood; the service of the zinc

oxide being to protect the zinc from melting and becoming

I
a liquid and unmanageable mass under the required heat.

' Doctor Trood showed the po.s.sibility, owing to the pres-

ence of this oxide, of tlie passage of zinc from the solid to

the gaseous state without passing through the liquid

form. It was shown al-^o that the continued re-vise of

zinc for sherardizing involved the accumulation in it of

particles of iron, and these woidd rust upon exposure of

the article to the air, forming an unsigiitly coating,

although the protection to the iron of the article itself

was no way impaired.

Papers on "Electric Furnace for Brass Melting"" and

"Substitutes and Alloys to Take the Place of Platinum'"

were not presented, and a paper on the "Alloys of Nickel,

Chromium and Copper," by D. F. McFarland and 0. Ji.

Harder, of the University of Illinois, was read.

At the afternoon meeting an interesting paper on

aluminum die casting was read by Charles Pack, of the

Doehler Die Casting Co., Brooklyn, N. Y. The process

of die casting was described, and the wearing effect upon

the dies (for which a suitable metal is being sought)

was discussed in detail. There was then read a ])aper

upon the ^Manufacture and Use of Alumino-A'anadium,

by William W. Clark, of the Seymour ilanufacturing

Co., Seymour, Conn.

D. V. Pannell, of the British Aluminium Co., Toronto,

Ont., read a paper on "Recent Advances in the Manu-

facture and Uses of Aluminum." This process described

the mechanical handling and working of aluminum, both

as to drawing into wires and its use for other articles

of commerce. In addition Mr. Pannell gave a thorough

account of the requirements for welding aluminum, a

process which is being practiced successfully by his coni-

])any. A jjajjer on "Aluminum-Bronze .Alloys" was then

read bv W. M. Corse, of the Titanium Alloy Manufactur-

ing Co., Niagara Falls, N. Y.

The papers listed for the Thursday meetings were as

I'oUows: "Develojiment of an Acid-Kesisting Alloy," by

S. W. Parr, Univer.sity of Illinois, Urbana, 111.; "Methods

of Analysis for Complex Alloys," by S. W. Parr, Uni-

versity of Illinois, Urbana, 111.; "Effect of Zinc on

Copper-Tin-Lead Alloys," by G. H. Clamer, Ajax Metal

Co.,' Philadelphia; "The Advantages of a Standard Hail-

way Journal," by TJussell R. Clark, Pennsylvania R.R.,

Pittsburgh, Penn.; "Forging ^langanese Bronze," by

Jesse L. Jones, Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing

Co., East Pittsburgh, Penn.; "The Failure of Structural

Bronzes," by Dr. P. D. ilerica. Bureau of Standards.

Washington, D. C. ; "Experiences with Brass in Civil

Engineering Work," by A. D. Flinn, Board ef Water

Supply, New York; "Stellite." by Elwood Ilaynes,

Ilaynes Stellite Works, Kokomo, Ind.

Graywacke is a general term used in the field to desig-

nate certain oljscurely bedded, in places nmch-altered,

greenish rock, which ranges in texture from distinctly con-

glomeratic to aphanitic. Some of the liner-grained gray-

wackes can with difficulty be distinguished from igneous

rock. The result of field study led to the inference that

the graywackes consist largely of igneous material worked

over mechanically, Init not greatly decompo.sed before

deposition, and this inference is confirmed by microscopic

study. Since their deposition, however, they have been in

places greatly changed by shearing, brecciation and the de-

^elopment of secondary minerals. The degree of meta-

morphism necessary to convert a certain rock into a gray-

wacke has not been determined or defined.

The United States Geological Survey^ gives tlie fol-

lowing description of conglomeratic specimens of gray-

wacke examined by it: The broken surface of the rock

of one specimen, with the apjiearance of augite lampro-

phvre, showed bedding and pel)bles. The slide showed the

gravwacke pebble to consist of fragments of augite, horn-

blende and feldspar in a dusty cliloritic matrix. In some

specimens the matrix is too fine-grained for determination.

The material as a whole seems to be like that of broken-

down, l)ut not greatly altered, porphyiT.

Another specimen, resembling basalt in appearance,

was found to contain minute ])risms of hornblende in a

nnu-h finer-grained matrix; secondary hornblende and

cpidote were also found. Another specimen was de-

scribed as dark greenish-gray, mottled with dark red,

having a brei-ciated appearance. The microscope showed

that the red patches were fragments of acid porphyries

in which pheuocry.sts of feldspar were contained in a

ground mass almost entirely calcite and chlorite. The

matrix of the graywacke consisted of fragments of feld-

spar cemented by calcite and chlorite. Another specimen

was a dark greenish rock, the only distinguishable struc-

ture being an irregular cleavage of hornblende and light

aphanitic rounded or subangular patches. A weathered

surface of this rock was light colored and chalky, with

distinct fine-grained patches. Epidote and magnetite

were abundant.

Professional Paper 87. "Geology and Ore Deposits of Cop-
per Mountain and Kasaan Peninsula, Alaska," 1915.
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By Lekot a. Palmer*

At the Black Oak mine in the "Soulsbyville granite"

near the Mother Lode, jackhamers have replaced piston

machines in shaft-sinking with a reduction of costs, air

consumption, etc. Delay-action exploders have also been

of assistance in sinking this shaft.

To the miner of the ^lother Lode and the adjacent

districts "Soulsbyville granite" conveys a meaning that

cannot be amplified by a wordy description, ilany of

them know it from experience and all by reputation. It

is the name given to the rock in the vicinity of Soulsby-

ville, Tuolumne Co., Calif., in what is known as the

"East Belt," lying a few miles to the east of the Mother
Lode proper. This rock is a typical gray granite, shading

into grano-diorite and containing intrusions of diorite.

It is extremely hard.

The Black Oak mine is situated a mile from Soulsby-

ville in this granite area and is operated through a shaft

which has just reached the 1900 level, work on sinking

the sump being now in jjrogress.

The shaft was carried to the 1600 level with piston

machines; then it was decided to try jackhamers. Inas-

much as a careful comparison of the work of the piston

machines in sinking from the 1500 to the 1600 with that

of the jackhamers in sinking from the 1600 to the 1700

was in favor of the latter, the work was continued with

the lighter machines. The piston drill was a standard type

of ;5-in. machine.

Four men were used on a shift in each case—in the

one, on two piston machines, and in the other, each with

a jackhamer—and it was found that the daily progress

was increased approximately 25% by using the jack-

hamers. No attempt has been made to fonnulate a

comparison of the air used but it is known that the four

jackhamers consume less than the two piston machines.

The shaft consists of two compartments and a man-

way, being 7x18 ft. overall and 5x15 ft. in the clear.

It is on a very steep incline which averages from 65 to

70 dcg. An ideal round, drilled to break 41/2 ft., is sho\\Ti

in the illustration. It consists of 32 holes, two sets of

cut-holes, eight to a set, and two sets of side rounds of

the same number. The procedure is to put in the inner

cut-holes, blast them and muck out before drilling the rest

of the round. The outer cut-holes and the side rounds

are then put down and if there is time, as is usually the

case, another set of shallow cut-holes is drilled in the

sump formed by shooting the first series of cuts. It

has been found that this system of breaking the cut,

then deepening the cut and shooting with the remainder

of the round, has increased the progress of sinking about

half a foot per round.

Drilling and mucking of the inner cut-holes is all done

on one shift by four men. The next two shifts are given

over to the muckers who clean out the shaft and get it

ready for the drillers. The mucking shifts consist of

two muckers and an engineer for the donkey hoist on
each shift.

Of course the placing of the holes is varied to suit

conditions as they are found in the shaft and it sometimes

liappens that as many as 25 holes are put down for the

side rounds luit the illustration shows a typical round.

In all of Hie holes 60% dynamite is iised.

The present arrangement of doing all drilling on one

shift and mucking on the other two has l)een very satis-

factorv'. It calls for a total of 10 men including an

engineer on each of the two mucking shifts to hoist the

broken rock from the l)ottom of the shaft to the 1600,

where it is used for filling. The same headway has been

made thereby as previously when there were four miners

on each shift, drilling or mucking as occasion required.

The men are paid on a bonus system. The regular wages

are $3.75 per day to one of the miners who acts as shaft
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>L'\eral records have been kept of the progress in drill-

ing with tlie^se machine^:. All measurement* were taken

during the regular progress of shaft-sinking and with

one man doing all of the work in connection with his

machine: in other words no attempt was being made to

establish a record. Measurements taken in a very hard

rib of grano-diorite in the south end of the shaft sliowed

a drilling speed of from 1.09 to 2.1."? in. per min. on

holes from 21/^ to ~> ft. in depth and at all angles from

flat to nearly vertical: an average for four holes was 1.64

in. per min. Allowing 32 holes to a round, which is

to break 41/0 ft., it will lie seen that with four machines

there is ample time for shooting the center cut, muck-
ing out, drilling the side rounds and shallow cut-holes.

In this connection it should be borne in mind that

the actual percentage of drilling time is greater witli a

machine of this ty])e than with a heavier machine.

Of course it is understood that the efficiency of the

jackhamer is not due to superior drilling speed but to

the ease with whicli it is handled. Careful records made
at the Buckeye-Bclmont none at Tonopah showed that

the actual drilling time in sinking the sliaft with piston

machines wa.s only 1(50 min. per 8-lir. shift. The men
wasted no time but they spent two-thirds of the shift in

getting ready to drill and then in getting ready to shoot.

A certain percentage of this loss, such as connecting

\entilafing pipe, changing steel, loading, etc.. will be

practically constant under any conditions. But it will

be found that the greater portion of the loss is chargealjle

to setting up, tearing down and shifting the machine

from one set-up to another. All of this loss is avoided

with the jackhamer, \\hich weighs only 40 lb. ; and when
the shift is ready to shoot, each man simply takes his

)nachine into the bucket with liim and the whole lot

is hoisted away.

At the Black Oak shaft, ventilation is accomplished by

.in 8-in. Sturtevant fan on the 1600 level and compressed

air at So to 95 lb. by an Ingersoll-Rand two-stage com-

pressor, 11x9-16 in., belted to a 1.50-hp. motor. Con-

siderable water is found in the upper levels but the shaft

is dry.

The Black Oak has also used the jackhamers to .some

extent for drifting. They were mounted on the shell of

an old machine on a vertical bar. Two of them, with

line man to each, made better progress with less air than

two men with one 3-in. piston machine. Detailed records

(if these trials were not kept.

In connection witli this shaft it is well to mention
the use of delay-action exploders, to which the manage-

ment is inclined to give much credit for the progress

made, inasnnich as they have facilitated the firing of the

si Hits. The "Idear" delay-action exploder consists of a

detonator, a time-fuse—whose length is chosen to suit

the piisition of the hole—and an electric fuse-spitter to

which is connected two copper wires. The detonator is

jtlaced in the cartridge in the usual manner and the

copper wires attachecl to the fuse.5 are connected in series,

each end of the series being run to a wooden i)lug in a

shallow hole at one end of the shaft. At these plugs

connections are made with the two ends of an electric-

light line brotight down the .shaft for this purpose. The
exjdoder switch is in a locked box on the 1600 level,

the key to the box being in the possession of the shaft

fnrcinan. There are no openings in the liox for the wires

leading- down the shaft, so the door must be uidocked

iind o|)cnc(l before the wires are connected to their bind-

ing po.sts, and likewise they must be disconnected before

the door can Ije closed. As a furtlier precaution the

switch is so arranged that tlic door cannot be closed unless

the switch is open.

Thus the shaft men, after loading their holes and
jnaking the connections to the light line through the

plugs, may leave the shaft leisurely. When the 1600
level is reached the shaft foreman goes to the switch box,

(jpens it, connects the light-line wires to their binding
])osts and fires the round by closing the switch. Before

he can close the door he must open the .switch and
disconnect the wires. .Missed holes by this method are

extremely rare ; and it is certainly an improvement over

spitting a round of holes with a candle or acetylene lamp,

with the smoke .so thick that one can hardly see, and then

scrambling hurriedly into the bucket or up the ladder

to reach a point of safety.

The writer acknowledges the courtesy of Roger Knox,
superintendent, and J. H. Tate, engineer, of the Black

Oak Mining and Development Co., in assisting in the

lollection of these notes.

By FificuKiiU'K T. Ti:i)I)y"

The simple shaft gate shown hcicwith has been in use

for some time at the mines of the Tennessee Copper Co.,

Dticktown, Tenn., It has proved effective, as well as in-

expensive in construction and maintenance. I suggested

A .SIMPLE FORM OF SHAFT G.\TE

this gate as eliminating the undesirable features found in

the usual gates that swing horizontally and others with

counterweights that give more or less trouble.

The essential parts of this gate consi.st of two wooden

rails and a short length of angle iron. The rails should

be of hardwood, of 2x6-in. section, dressed »\\ all sides and

tapered to 3-in., one of the rails being longer, to provide

a handle with which to raise the gate.

The gate is supported or hinged by means of lagsciews

or bolts, and the bearing holes should be btished with

iron pipe. The diagonal tie iron should be a 2-in. angle

section, and the spacing of the bolt holes in it must be

the same as the straight-line distance between the sup-

porting lagscrews. The corresjionding holes in the bars

must measure the same from the Inished bearings.

In erecting the gate it is preferable first to determine

the ])ositioii of the lagscrew or bolt for the top rnil. and

•-Mininu- engineer, Bux H3. Ducktown, Tlihi.
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to swing the gate on it to the up position, bringing the

lower bar parallel with the upper one, letting them incline

barkward a little. This fi.xes the position of the lower

supporting screw. The gate may now be lowered and the

brackets set in place.

Clhiai5?S of IPLellsi^fl'^© Values of

In estimating the relative steaming values of fuels of

different calorific values consideration must be given to

the boiler and furnace efficiencies attainable. In any
instance the equivalent evaporation in pounds of water

evaporated from and at 212 deg. P. per pound of coal

would be

BJ.v. per pound of fuel X P^'' cent, of efflciencij -^ latent

heat of steam at 212 deg. F.

The chart herewith has been prepared to save tedious

calculations. Slanting straight lines represent the cal-

The following method of lighting a single black-powder

time fuse is suggested by the United States Bureau of

Mines as being more efficient than the old method of

splitting the end of the fuse. The method is adopted

when only one piece is to be lighted. It is not applicable

when several pieces are to be lighted, as the time interval

between ignitions would be too long.

A safety match is held against the powder core at the

end of the fuse and the matchbox drawn across the match,

causing the match and powder core to inflame imme-
diately. It will be noted that this is just the reverse of

the usual way of lighting a match—drawing the match

across the box.

In case safety matches are not at hand, the ordinary

household match can be used by placing one match

against the powder core and then lighting another and

quickly touching it to the first one.

It is believed that the method outlined, originated by

W. C. Cope, of the explosives chemical lalioratory of the

Calorific Value of Fuel - B t u. per Pound in Thousands

3C
-f *^ «" ^^ .fi .^^ sO*' ^^^ sS^ *^ *'" «° »" s-^ **
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.traziia^

When ores are wet nr when they are of a stieky. te-

nacious nature, they are likely to cause considerable an-

noyance by their tendeniy to cling to conveyor belts, re-

fusing to "be discharged at the proper point, but ruling

around on the belt in a continuous performance. A

good many schemes ha\e been tried in attempting to

counteract this tendency—that is, to remove tlie ore from

the belt as it passes the disdiarging point—but most of

them have failed for one reason or another. Wire brushes

liave been tried, but tluy liave a tendency to clog up and

also to cut and destroy the conveyor belt. Scrapers are

al<o dangerous, since thev may occasionally catch in a

small snao; in the .belt and are likely to ruin it utterly.

At the Gold Hunter mill, near .Mullan, Idaho, a contri-

'Casf/ro/7

THE CONVEYOR-BELT CLEANER

vance has been devise.l. however, which seems to have

been entirely successful.

The appliaiue .onsists of a square wooden block with

a hole throu-h it. the block beiug mounted on a shatt

and acting like a puUev.' Fastened to one of the corners

i^ a strap hinge with its free end bolted to a piece of ruli-

ber belt at the end of which is fastened a small halt-

circular iron castina-. The idea is that this pulley revolves

fa<t enough to keep the l)elt standing out from the pulley

far enough to strike the conveyor belt at every revolution.

The round casting face hits the conveyor belt a sharp

rap jarring loose whatever ore or clay may be sticking

to it Owing to the presence of the hinge, after striking

the conveyor belt the piece of belting with its attached

casting falls back against the square face of a pulley.

avoiding all dra-ging or rubbing on the conveyor. Mu. c

the blow struck the belt is sharp and sudden and does

not drag or wipe the belt, no damage results to it and

there seems to be no objection whatever to its use. Ihe

appliance is mounted over the ore bin into whuh the

conveyor belt discharges, thus insuring that all ot the

ore is' delivered at the proper point.

l^oiarv kilns have been used for the preparation ot

iron ores for blast furnaces for a decade or more, but

during the last few vears they have been introduced also

into chopper metallurgy. The design and application of

such kilns for the desnlphurization and agglomeration of

iron ores are discussed' by Samuel E. Doak, and while

his remarks apply mainly to the treatment of pyrites

cinder and other fine iron ores, they nevertheless contain

a record of practice that might profitably be considered

by the copper metallurgists.
"

In the case of lump or tine iron ores carrying not to

exceed from (i to 7% of sulphur, the desnlphurization

can be combined with agglomeration, provided the kiln

is sufficiently large. The process is a simple roasting,

with the addition, in the case of fine ores, of a nodulizing

or asiglomeratinu- operation, performed near the discharge

end of the kiln. 'at a higher temperature than is necessary

lor the desnlphurization. If the kiln is not forced beyond

it-^ capacity, there is no difficulty in reducing the sulphur

to less than O.S^c in the finished product. (In modern

practice the sulphur content of the pyrites cinder is

rarely as great as 6, and seldom lower than W2V(-)

As far' as the desulphurizing action is concerned, the

principal caution to be observed is not to allow the kiln

to get too hot at the back end. To get a dead roast

the"^ operation should be gradual and the heat should

ranoe from a harelv perceptible dull red at the feed end

to r bricrht yellow "at the discharge end. When the ore

i< too hot in the center of the kiln, there seems to be a

tendency to hinder desnlphurization. probably on account

of an almost imperceptible glazing of the particles, that

renders them imjiervious.

For this reason it is important that the roasting should

he complete before the nodulizing begins, since for the

^ucce-^s of the latter the ore should be sufficiently pasty

to ball up. This pastiness, however, should never be

carried to a point where there is any flow of the cinder

•ind in fact should never be visible in the kiln. A

brioht-vellow heat is sufficient for the nodulizing, and

it f* well to keep the zone of agglomeration as near the

discharge end of the kiln as possilile, 15 ft. being suffi-

cient length for the operation in any kiln not over 100

ft lon<^ For this reason a .short flame is desirable. At

present the rotary kiln owes what popularity it possesses

to its nodulizing feature, in spite of the fact that it is

a cheap and efficient roaster, and that it is much more

successful as a roaster working on coarse than on fine

'*' The one "reat obstacle now in the way of continuous

operation of rotary kilns, is the formation ot rings

caused by the cinder becoming hard enough to stick to

the lining. The ring usually forms in the 15 or ~0 tt.

nearest the discharge end of the kiln ana puts an

-Bulletin of A. I. M. E.." September, 1915
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t'Xt-essive amount of weight upon that end. ilanv ilevk-e.s

have been tried to prevent the formation of rhc ring

or to remove it without stopping the kihi, Init none of

tliem has been thoroughly successful. The best plan,

according to Mr. Doak, is to shut down the kiln when
the ring becomes too large, cool it off with water, and
cut it out with bars and picks. The formation of the

ring can be postponed by keeping the conditions of

temperature, speed and feed from fluctuating.
|
Chains

dragging in the kiln have also been used to pre\ent the

formation of the ring.

—

EditoI!.]

.Mechanical difficulties, so common when rotary kilns

were first Tised for the treatment of iron ores, have been

practically eliminated. The most important points to be

observed to insxare continuous operation are to make the

kiln sufficiently strong (reinforcing it especially under the

tires) and to keep the operating machinery well pro-

tected from dust. The tires should always be kept tight

to the shell, since, if any play is allowed, the bolt holes

will gradually become enlarged and the kiln will bear

down hill so strongly that it will frequently break its

thrust liearings. At least 1 in. of additional metal should

!)c put around the shell under the tire. W'ith the larger

kilns, a 9-in. firebrick lining is iised, while for kilns of

5 or 6 ft. diameter a 4V2-iii- brick is satisfactory.

The size and shape of the ore particles, the depth of

bed, condition of lining and size of the kiln—all have

an effect upon the speed or progression of the charge in

the kiln. Any tyi)e of cinder can he treated satisfactorily

in kilns from 80 to 100 ft. in length, turning at a speed

of from 1 revolution in fiO sec. to I in 90. The greater

length is safer in treating all tine high-sulphur cinders,

since it greatly redxices the chances of a poor jjroduct

tlirough careless supervision.

Capacities Uxdkr Diffeuext Coxditioxs

The tonnage output of a kiln \aries greatly with the

kind of cinder charged. A kiln (iOx") ft. with 414-in.

lining will treat 1,500 tons a month of low-sulphur lump
ore, while on high-sulphur tine it will with ditliculty

take care of 750 tons. A kiln 85x7 ft. will handle 3,000

tons of high-grade cinder per month and 1,500 tons of

the poorest grade, while a kiln 100x8 ft. will treat from

4,500 to 2,500 tons, de]iending on the quality of cinder.

A kiln 85x8 ft. could handle almost as much as the

100-ft. kiln, but at a greater fuel cost. In general the

larger kiln will have the lower fuel cost, and the fine

domestic ores will need less coal on account of their

liigher sulphur content. In a 60x5-ft. kiln the fuel

consumption averaged for several inonths about 12%
by weight of the roasted ore.

It has been the custom arbitrarily to connect a certain

diameter with a certain length of kiln. A 60-ft. kiln

is usually 5 ft. in diameter; 80- and 85-ft. kilns are

G or 7 ft. in diameter, and a 100-ft. kiln is ordinarily

8 ft. in diameter ; but it would frequently be more
economical to proportion the kiln in a less haphazard way

than by accepting the builder's standard design. The

two determining factors should he the output desired and

the quality of ore to be roasted. The output is dependent

upon the dimensions of a cross section of the bed of ore

that can be carried in the kiln, the speed of revolution

and the slope of the kiln. The slope of the kiln can be

left out of consideration, however, as good practice places

it at -Vj in. ])er ft. Increased or decrcaseil oiilpiit can

oelter Ix- (ihtaiiied liy changing cither of the other

\Mrialiles than by changing the slo])e of the kiln. 8])eed

control is now a feature of the design of every kiln,

^o that this factor may be adjusted to the most satis-

factory point after the kiln is in operation.

The question of output, then, so far as the kiln design

is concerned, is determined by the width and depth of the

ore bed. In general the latter can be increased with the

length of the kiln, since the length of time it takes the

ore to pass through the kiln will be greater as the kiln

is longer, all other things being equal; but the increased

capacity due to length will not be great, since withoiTt

changing the diameter the ore bed cannot be increased

to any considerable extent without harming the roasting

process, for which a continual and complete stirring and
overturning of the ore bed are necessary. Too great a

depth of ore bed prevents this. It seems most reasonable

to Ijase the length of the kiln entirely upon the time

necessary for ilesulphurization and agglomeration, and
to control tlic out|)ut by the diameter.

()i'EiiA'i)\(i Cost Laiigely Kesult of Layout

The cost of producing a ton of roasted ore, aside from

the cost of the raw cinder, depends chiefly on labor.

Two men on a shift should be able to take care of a well

designed i)lant producing up to 100 tons in 24 hr., while

in a ])oorly designed plant this number might easily

reach 4 or 5. On a small kiln, 60x5 ft., the labor cost

per ton on high-sulphur fine cinder averaged 40c. for

several months, and with the same kiln iising high-grade

lump cinder this figure was reduced to 30c. ; both figures,

howe\er, were excessive, not only on account of faulty

design that made necessary 3 or 4 men on a shift, but also

on account of a low output per man, because of the small

size of the kiln. Repairs and supplies should not cost

over 8c. per ton of roasted ore. The cost of eperation

of a rotary kiln will lie determin.ed almost entirely by

the lay(nit of the jdant.

'^ -p©ip ©res
In a recent patent (LT. S. No. 1,122,759) covering the

leaching of copper ores, N. Y. Hybiuette, of Christiania,

Norway, states that sulphide copper is readily soluble

in solutions containing 15 grams of ferric iron per liter,

while it is insoluble in solutions containing under 10

grams per liter. At 15 or even 20 grams per liter the

ferric compounds do not interfere so seriously as to

necessitate using tanks with diaphragms. Mr. Hybinette,

therefore, roasts the ore so that about 25% of the total

copper is present as suli)hide compounds insoluble in

5%, HNO3. A solution containing about 30 grams of

total iron and 30 grams of cojjper as sulphates and about

60 grams of free sulphuric acid is provided. This

solution continually circulates between the electrolytic

cells and the leaching tanks. The cells are provided with

lead anodes, but have no diaphragms. So long as the

inflowing solution carries about 30 grams of copper per

liter and the effluent about 20 grams, the ferric iron

will be present in the proper amo\iiit. A portion of

the solution is ])eriodi(-al]y withdrawn, completely

precipitated, and discarded, so that the total iron may
)ic\cr rise abo\c 35 grams per litci'.
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Ell ©r® MaimaBag anadl IR^allw^s^

The directors of El Oro Mining and Tiail\ra> Co., Ltd.,

report xiiider date of July 21, 1915, that no accounts have

been received from the mine for a long period, no that it

i,- imposi^ible to give the usual .stjitement of the net realized

profit for the year ended June 150. Owing to repeated oc-

cupation and evacuation of the town of El Oro, accom-

panied with more or less plundering each time, on Feb.

•?T out of the normal population of <!5,000 Mexicans, less

than 100 remained. Consc(juently it was with difficulty

that enough men were obtained to keep the mine pumps in

operation. This, however, has been done, and the directors

are advised that enough men have been available to keep

the mine unwatered, to continue sinking the deep ventilat-

ing shaft and t6 maintain the various levels of the mine in

good condition.

They are also informed that notwithstanding all dis-

turljances no serious loss has been sustained and no mate-

rial damage done to the mine and reduction works. On
the other hand, the rolling stock of the railway has suf-

fered somewhat and some looting has taken place among
the houses of the company's staff, though this has not

reached serious proportions. Tlie directors say that they

are unable to predict when operations at the mine will be

resumed. At this time nothing of this nature can be con-

templated. It is not, in their opinion, in the interest of

the shareholders to order such resumption until they are

fully satisfied that the works can be kept in operation

without fear of further interru])tion.

Jtiasfflilb® lEstenasnoim

The Jumbo E.xtension ilining Co., Goldfield, Nev.,

for the year ended June 30, 1915, reports a profit of

•$.339,373 from the treatment of 16,420 dry tons, averaging

$45. 76 gross value per ton. Of this tonnage 5,547 dry
ions were milled, having an average gross value of

$14.75 per ton; the loss in tailings was $8.73, and on
I oncentrates 15c. per ton, making the net recovery $5.87

|ier ton on milling ore. Shipments to smelters aggregated

10,873 tons having a gross value of $61.58 per ton;

smeltery losses were $4.71, making .settlement on the

basis of $5().87 per ton recovery. The average value

realized on both grades of ore was $39.64 per ton, and
all costs Were $18.97 per ton, making the net realization

from operations average $20.67 per ton. Costs consLsted

of the following charges: Mining, $3.12 per ton;

development, $3.54 ;. milling, including freight, royalties,

and marketing concentrates, $1.05; freight and treatment

on ore .shipped, $7.29: freight and treatment on con-

centrates shipped, 24c.; general expenses, etc., $2.39;

bullion taxes, 32c., and construction and equipment,

$1.02 per ton.

The report states that the present exposures justify

an estiinate of 86.750 tons of ore in reserve. This

estimate is made up of 49,500 toas of shipping ore,

35.750 tons of milling ore and 1,500 tons of mill ore

on (hini])s. It is thought that the shipping ore should

average about $11 by mine .sample and the mill ore $7

by mine sample. The ore in the duni]) by mine sample

runs $8.67 per ton. It is stated that the j)ro.spects for

further development of ore are extremely good. The

company had a cash balance of $120,533 on hand at the

end of the year after paying $125,317 in dividends.

The cash balance at the beginning of the year was

$29,099. The company now has side-line agreements

with the Booth, Goldfield Consolidated and Merger

^line companies. There are now 1,500,000 shares of

stock issued.

(CoSoiPSidl© Ftmell aimdl Eff-oiia G®o
The report of Colorado Fuel and Iron Co., owning coal

and iron mines and lands in Colorado, New Mexico and

\^>oming and steel works in Colorado, covers the year

ended June 30, 1915. The fixed liabilities at the close of

the year were $34,235,000 common stock, $2,000,000 pre-

ferred stock and $81,310,500 bonds. The only change

from the previous year was a decrease of $83,000 in bonds.

The statement of i^roduction for two years past is as

follows

:
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continued, with the result that the productive capacity of

developed mines producing domestic coal in the state is at

least twice the present demand and tar in excess of the pros-

pective demand for some years. Our coal properties have
been kept in good physical condition and are able to respond
to whatever demand may develop, though with the increase
in the number of mines operated by others, our participation
in the business offered will naturally be on a reduced basis.

A plan of cooperation between the company and Its em-
ployees, providing for the adjustment of differences and the
consideration of other matters of common interest, through
representatives selected by the -workmen, has been inaugu-
rated at the coal mines. In its formative state this plan has
proven to be mutually beneficial, and its further development
is anticipated in the near future.

Continued attention has been given to matters affecting the
working and living conditions of the employees. Additional
safety devices have been installed, and constant vigilance is

being exercised to prevent accidents. Many new houses of

modern type have been built, and old houses repaired and
repainted as needed. At most of the camps a large percentage
of the houses have been fenced, inclosing ample yards, which
many of the tenants have beautified with lawns and gardens;
this work of fencing will be continued until, as far as prac-
ticable, all houses l.ave been inclosed.

The Tonopah Extension 'Minin.ii Co., Tonopali, Nev..

for the year ended ]\Iar. 31, 191.5, reports a profit of

$.596,89l". Of this aniount $283,030 was paid in divi-

dends, $123,110 expended in additions to mill and mine
plant and $190,7.5.5 added to the eonipany's cash assets.

There were mined and treated 71,882 dry tons of ore,

containing 2,022,230 oz. of silver and 19,040 oz. of gold,

or an average of 28.13 oz. of silver and 0.2(54 oz. of gold

per ton. Of this metal content 1,790,031 oz. of silver

and 17,584 oz. of gold were recovered. The receipts

from the sale of this product totaled $1,285,508, witli

silver at 51.507c. per oz. and gold at $30.67 per oz. The
following table give.s the cost of production per ton of

ore before crediting interest receipts and miscellaneous

earnings

:

ininff costs, including all dov
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Arisoima Coppeir Miimeirs'' StlriMe

SYXni'SlS—The strike of operatives: in the Clif-

lon-Moienci district liag developed into the «.•.««/

e.rhiljit of lairtessness. Three inanaf/ers were ar-

rested ivithoiii any basis for real charges and
through a process n-hich was a trarest// on law.

The strike of the eiiipluyees in the mines anil surfare

plants of the eopper-miniiiir eonipaiiies in the Clifton-

.Moreiiei tlistriet of Arizona has progressed from a rather

unpretentious beginning to a situation that at the present

time is extremely serious. Becoming general on Sept. 12,

the strikers tied up the mines and reduetiou plants of

the distriet and violence has been unchecked. Agitators

from the Western Federation of ^liners have been largely

instrumental in stirring up the men, while ^lexican agi-

tators have performed their share among those of their

color.

According to the statement of Walter Dougias, general

manager for Phelps, Dixlge & Co., the strike was called

on Sept. 11 by the'Western Federation of Jliners. "Bodies

of men, principally Spanish and ilexicans, prevented the

men that so desired from going to work. Pickets were im-

mediately placed in mines, converters, power houses and

smelters, and the comjjanies' officers were refused permis-

nor lias there l)een any grievance or com])laint on this

score.

"The Western Federation of Miners, aiming at political

domination of the state, has introduced its agitators and
organizers into the district, knowing that Mexican work-
men are easily led and more easily intimidated, and has

exercised its arbitrary and despotic methods to bring suf-

fering and loss on a formerly hapjiy and contented

commiuiity.

"As regards the matter of wages, Americans, consti-

tuting about 30 per cent, of the employees and occupying

positions of trust and skill, receive the same i)ay as in

other mining camps of tlie Soutliwest. while miners and
unskilled laborers are conipo.sed largely of ilexicans and
Spaniards, who.se wages exceed those paid for .similar

labor elsewhere.

"The Morenci-Clifton-iletcalf district comprises the

highest-cost mines of the state, the copper of the largest

producer costing nearly 13c. As the average price for cop-

per for the last 10 years is less than 14c., it is obvious that

they can hardly earn interest on their investments and

equally obvious that it is commercially impossible to in-

crease wages and continue operations."

In this connection it is interesting to note the accom-

jiauying table, which sets forth a comparison between the

''Jr^

JIETCALF JIIXE OF .\RIZOX.\ COPPER CO.. AT METCALF. AP.TZ.. SHOWIXC
STRIKE COXDITIONS NOW REIGX

A PART OF THE DISXniCT WHERE

sion to enter. The companies immediately withdrew all

their watchmen and called upon the sheriff to protect their

property. Only through direct orders from the state Cor-

poration Commission to the sheriff was it possible to start

up the electric plant to furnish light to the town, ilorenci

being in complete darkness for three nights.

"The strikers refused to permit mine pumjis to be oper-

ated or drawn or to allow machinery to be cared for or

belts taken off for their preservation. They even forbade

the mules being fed or hoisted to the surface, until per-

suaded by the sheriff to allow them to be taken from the

mines.

"The wage question is simply a pretext for the union-

izing of a camp that in the past has never discriminated

against any man on account of his affiliation. On the

sliding scale introduced four mouths ago, labor of all

classes has been receiving higher pay than ever before.

costs under the prices paid at the present time and the

wage scale insisted upon by the Western Federation of

Miners. It is to be remembered that the Western Federa-

tion of Miners bases its scale of wages on 13c. copper or

lower. Tlie present sliding scale is designed to prevail

v.-heu copper is above 13c.

DETROIT COPPER MIXING CO WAGE SCALE AXD WESTERN
PEDERATIOX OF JIIXERS' SCALE

Based on Wages Paid Last Half of July and First Half of August , 1915

Concent ra. 1.13

Smelting and <

Mechanical . .

.

Rliscellaneous

.

Per month.
Per year

Difference per
Difference bet

Detroit
Copper
Present.
13c. Cu
$»S.462
10.829
7.944
7,749
4,518

W'estem
Fed. of
Miners,
13c. Cu
$91,356
20,898
10,057
8,925
4,876

Detroit
Copper
Present.
ISc. Cu
$67,091
19.520
9,092
8,933
4,935

Miners,
18c. Cu
$108,074

24,722
11,897
10,558
5,052

$95,502 $136,112 $109,;
$1,146,024 $1,633,344 $1,314,

S

$487,320
present ISc. rate and Western Federatic
per year
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Acrordiug to these figure* the dift'ercnce per year for

the entire rlistrict woiikl be about $2,000,000.

The accompauying nchedule shows the demands made

by the Western Federation of Miners upon the copper

lompanies operating in the district.

1. Reinstatement of aU men discharged since Sept. 1, 1915.

2. Reinstatement of all men who went out on strike, with

no discrimination because of membership in any society, asso-

ciation or organization, either now or at any other time.

3. Eight hours' pay per day.

4. Hospital board free to employees.

5. Wages asked for herein are based on 13c. copper or less.

6. Present sliding scale shall prevail when copper is

above 13c.

7. Abolition of doctor's e.vamination.

MINIMUM WAGE SCALE FOR CONCENTR.\TOR MEX
1. Construction department. Laborers, $2.50.

2. Swampers in mill, screen men—wet and dry—sweepers

in bins and crushing plant, $3.

3. Table operators, vanner operators, table repairmen, van-

nei- repairmen. $3.50.

4. Sample men. $3.25.

5. General repairmen, $3.75. General repair helpers. $3.

6. Flotation machine operators. $3.50.

MINIMUM WAGE SCALE FOR SMELTER
Nothing Under $3 in the Mill

1. Skimmers. $4. Helpers, $3.25. Punchers. $3.25.

2. Electrical department: Cranemen, $4.25. Copper man. $3.

3. Slag engineers, $4.25. Copper weighers. $3.75.

4. Feeders, slag tappers, matte tappers, $3.50. Helpers,

$3.25.

5. Repairman, $4.25. Helptr, $3.25.

6. Converter punchers, $3.25. Crane swamper, $3.

7. Wheelbarrow men. $3. Slag-train brakeman, $3.

S. Other laborers, $2.50.

MINIMUM WAGE SC.\LE FOR MINES
Nothing Under $3 Underground

1. Miners. $3.50. Timbermen, $3.75. Shaft men, 50c. ad-

vance over scale.

2. Contract miners shall receive at least miners' wages.
3. Motormen, eagers, skip-tenders, $3.50.

4. Track men, $3.75. Tool nippers, $3.

5. Muckers, trammers, top-landers, and other laborers, $3.

ii. Hoist men, single-drum, $4.25: double-drum, $4.50.

7. Pumpmen, $4. Tool sharpener, mine blacksmith, $4.

8. Samplers, $3.50. Surface laborers, $2.50,

MINIMUM WAGE SC.\LE FOR THE FOLLOWING CH.\FTS
Machinists Carpenters Pipefitters

Boilermakei'S Carmen Power-house employees
Blacksmiths Patternmaker.'* Electricians

Molders Coppersmiths . Electrical operators

1. That $4.25 be the minimum wage for the following

crafts.

Machinists Coppersmitlis Carpenten,
Boilermakers Pipefitters' . ', Electrical operators
Blacksmiths Molders.

2. Boilerrpa'ker laying out the work to receive 5c. per

h<.tur more than the above S(^ale.

MINIMUM WAGE SCALE FOR OTHER CRAFTS
Eleci ricians. shift men : . . . $4.75 Firemen S3..50
Day electricians 4.25 Oilers 3.00
Electrician helpers :J.50 Patternmaker 5,00
Engineers 4.56 Car repairers

,

;5 60
Switchboard operators 4.00 Wiper 2 50

3. A competent lioiler-shop foreman.

MINIMUM WAGE R.ATING FOR HELPERS
Boilermaker helpers S3. 50 Machinist helpers S3 , 50
Blacksmith helpers 3.50 Pipefitter helpers 3.50
Molder helpers 3.50 Car repairmen helpers ... . 2..50

After considering these demands the companies, after

consultation, decided to refuse them and the following

letter was addressed to the strikers :

To the Committee representing the former employees of

the Arizona Copper Co., Ltd., the Detroit Copper Mining Co.

of Arizona, Shannon Copper Co.:

Gentlemen—In answer to your representations we beg to

call your attention to the fact that these companies have
seen their properties closed down and their operations tied

up completely by a strike called by the Western Federation
of Miners and this without any presentation of grievances.

Our former employees have been persuaded by agitators of

the Western Federation of Miners coming from outside of

this district that the past pleasant relations and the present
rate of wages should bfe radically changed.

In view of these facts and notwithstanding that the com-
panies are convinced that a large number of their old em-
ployees desire to continue to work under the conditions

formerly existing in this district, they realize that any

attempt to I'ecommence under such conditions would be to

invite ^'iolence and intimidation. Therefore the managements
of the Arizona Copper Co.. Ltd., Detroit Copper Mining Co.

and .Shannon Copper Co. desire to notify the committees and

the people of the Clifton-Morenci-Metcalt district that their

mines and plants will remain idle indefinitely.

When it shall appear that conditions in this section war-
rant it and the companies are satisfied that the general senti-

ment of the community and their former employees is unani-

mously in favor of a resumption of operations on the basis

of "wages and conditions which have prevailed heretofore in

this district, the companies reserve to themselves the right

to decide whether or not they will again start up their plants.

Our attitude in this matter is based solely on the dominant
influence of the Western Federation of Miners in this district

at the present time, and when this influence is dissipated we
may take a different view of the situation.

THE .\RIZONA COPPER CO., LTD.,
By Norman Carmichael, General Manager.

THE DETROIT COPPER JIINING CO. OF ARIZONA,
By M. H. McLean, General Manager.

SH.A.NNON COPPER CO.,

By J. W. Bennie, General Manager.

After the receipt of this reply conditions continued to

grow worse, violence being threatened on every hand by

the strikers.

It is stated that Western Federation agitators had

been trying to create a disturbance for some weeks prior

to the calling of the strike, but with little success. To
oppose these efforts, satisfied employees had circulated

a petition announcing their satisfaction with conditions

and asking that the camp be not unionized. Upon
learning of this petition the Federation officials called

the strike immediately, to forestall the submission of the

])etitit)ii which had already received about 600 signa-

tures.

A( riVITIES OF AiUZONA's (tOVERNOK

An iiitere.-ting development was that after two days

'pent in Clifton and Jlorenci, taking testimony of iniue

managers and employees. Governor Hunt and Ad.iutant-

(leneral Harris left Thursday evening, Sept. 30, for

PlKPiii.x. The meeting was held late Thursday at Clifton,

at which more than ;!00 persons were present. The an-

nouncement made by the governor afterward was : "I find

conditions existing here that require ad.justment. I feel

that men who have charge of these great works will be

amenable to reason, and I believe they will meet you on

common ground. When I come back to this community
and have to bring troops, the principal officers of the com-

panies will be no different from the poorest Mexican they

control. I hope all of you realize that I am going to have

order if I have to call on every troop we have in Arizona.

1 tlo not want to come to this district except to bear the

olive branch of peace, but if war comes you will have to

abide in' war. There never was a condition l)ut that it could

be improved, and I feel that employers and employees can

get together, and if they cannot get together peacefully,

they will have to get together some other way, because I

am going to see you people get together some way, if I

have to put every one of you in the bull pen."

After this remarkable effusion of frothy pother, the

governor left the di.strict. apparently 'assuming that be

had settled the whole thing. The report is being circu-

lated that the mine managers told the governor that

as soon as the We.stern Federation organizers left the

cani)j, there would be no dilliculty in reaching an

amicaiilc agnH'iiient. There is no record, however, that

the governor paid any attention to their remarks.
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The change in coiulitiniis is shown clearly liy the acconi-

panying telegram, which was sent from .Moreuci Saturday

evening: "Great demonstration in front of Norman Car-

miehael's office this morning. Master Mechanic Dawson
was assaulted and made to march in front of mobs bare-

headed. Dawson was very cool and was linally taken to

jail by the sheriff, ilobs carried banners with violent in-

scriptions
—'Down with the managers ; they are too proud

to be employees, but not too proud to lie to us;' 'We will

light before we starve;' etc. Strikers feel much stronger

in their position since governor of Arizona's visit, which

has had bad, very bad effects. Governor of Arizona's

statement, which you have, was greatly tempered by news-

pajjer reports, which beat him to it.

"We believe Norman Carmichael to be in great danger.

On that account manager of Shannon Copper Co. proposes

that managers leave district tonight. This will be done

provided Carmichael can find opportunity to escape ; dem-

onstration in progress here now ; about 2,500 men ; ban-

ners more suggestive than those of this morning; am go-

ing to Clifton to insist that Norman Carmichael leave;

will return to Slorenci and arrange to leave myself a little

later. There is not any mistake about danger to Norman
Carmichael's life. Absolutely no protection for anyone."

(Signed) M. H. McLean.
The suggestion of the telegram, that the managers leave

Clifton, was followed. They left on a blind locomotive

and succeeded in reaching Lordsburg, N. M. Nor-

man Carmichael, of the Arizona Copper Co., Milton Mc-
Lean, of the Detroit Copper Co., and J. W. Bennie, ol

the Shannon Copper Co., were the three who escaped.

Upon their arrival at Lordsburg they were immediately

placed under arrest by Sheriff H. C. McGrath, Dejmty
Sheriff Joe Larrieu, of Clifton, swearing out a warrant

charging them with being fugitives from justice. It

was reported that Sheriff Cash, of Greenlee County, Ariz..

was en route to Lordsburg, bearing a felony warrant. The
managers expressed a desire to remain under the pro-

tection of the New Mexican authorities, fearing j)ersoual

injuries at the hands of the strikers.

Mine Managers Keacii El Paso

The warrant for the arrest of the three managers was

sworn out by a Mexican laborer and the charge was in-

citing riot. A justice of the peace discharged them for

lack of evidence.

The fleeing mine managers reached El Paso late Sun-

day and issued this statement

:

"The incidents of the day and the temper of the

strikers were such yesterday that the managers and dis-

interested observers were of the unanimous opinion that

there would be bloodshed within 24 hr. if the managers

did not withdraw themselves from the district; that

their presence was a constant and increasing source of

irritation to the strikers just as the presence of non-

resident federation leaders was an irritation to the man-
agers. Notwithstanding that the sheriff is carefully

guarding the properties of the companies, the district

is in the absolute and complete control of the Western

Federation of Miners. Therefore there was nothing left

for the managers to do and they could serve best their

respective companies and the state by removing them-

selves from the district. Troops ought not to be needed

now."

it I,- riii'thcr stated from Plujeiiix, under date ol (t.i.

:>, that Adjt.-Gen. C. W. Harris and -18 militiamen startcil

at night for Clifton, to preserve peace in the strike of the

miners there. The militiamen were ordered to Clifton by

(Governor Hunt on receipt of an appeal from Sherilf Cash,
who said lie feared the situation was beyond his control.

Cash said the managers of the copper comi)anies had aban-

doned the district and that the strikers were parading the

streets and making demonstrations. He feared that seri-

ous trouble would result.

Thonuis Simpson and Mike Penn, engineer and fire-

man respectively of the engine upon which .Messrs. Car-
michael, Bennie and McLean escapetl from Clifton, were
severely beaten by the mob upon their return from the

trip. They escaped further punishment l)y getting away
in a fast automobile.

A telegram received at New York on the morning ol'

(k-t. 6, from Milton McLean, manager for the Detroit

Copper Co. is as follows : "Situation at Morenci steadily

growing worse. Eight explosions of dynamite at Arizona
Copper Co. mill last night. No damage reported. Ter-
rifying town. 150 leaving tomorrow morning, TO l)y or-

der of men on strike and County authorities. The number
steadily increasing. Western Federation of Miners lead-

ers say exjjlosions are work of comjiany men. They will

make their headquarters Hotel iloreuci and say they will

occupy my house. Arizona Copper Co. general office and
drug store stoned. Stores promised protection which is

doubtful."

Me'w Jersey Iirosa Miiaes IPip@speE'

Continued demanils for munitions, according to the

New York Tiine.s, have created a demand for j^roduets of

the mines in Morris County, New Jersey, foremost among
these being the Empire Steel and Iron Co. at Mount Hojie

and the Thomas Iron Co. at Richard Mine. The former is

shipping about 17,000 tons of ore a month, and the

latter about 6,000 tons. The Thomas Iron Co. has also

purchased the stock on bank of the Hough Alining Co.

at Wharton, and this is being slii])])ed to the company's

furnaces at Hellertowu, Alburtis and Catasanqua, Penn.

^luch of the ore mined by the Empire Steel and Iron

Co. at ilount Hope is being shipped to the Bethlehem

Steel Co. Notices were po.sted on Oct. 1 at the office of

the Thomas Iron Co., advising the enqiloyces of a 10%
increase in wages. The average wage before this morn-

ing's announcement was: For drill runners, $2.20; for

pump men, $3, and for laborers, $1.93 for an eight-hour

(lay.

CIlnftOEa=Mo2'©E5ica Wa^es
The Detroit Copper Mining Co. states that the wage

scale as given in the Journal of Sept. 25, should be:

For Mexican miners, $2.73 to $2.88 a day; American

miners, from $3.30 to $3.78; ilexican timber-men, $2.88;

the more skilled American tind^er-men, from $3.56 to

$4.0t a dav.

Boring; for Petroleum is in progress at Kingston and Robe
in South Australia, and the wells are now down about 1000

ft., with good prospects. G. D. Mendell, of Melbourne, is in

charge of the operations. American drillers are working on

the wells. Oil has been found in Papua and in peroral other

islands on the north coast.
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THREE-STAGE 900-LD. I'RESSURE AIR COMPRESSOR AT THE ELLISON SHAFT OF THE IIOilESTAKE MINING CO.
AT LEAD, S. D.

:Xl_T-l' JIINING AT WASl' X... l', Fl .ATI J ;< iX, S. 1 >. ''1C1-; IS :;ti FT. WIDE. 20 FT TllU'K. .VXD .V.SS.V-^S >J FER TON

STARTING A 10x30-FT. STOPE AT WASP NO. 2 ORO HONDO SHAFT, 17UU FT. DEEP, NEAR LE.\D, S. D.
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This property
Consequently the
August ot $^20. on
flotation iquipmei

TXTERSTATE-CAI.LAHAN MILL, NIN'K-MILE CAXYOX, XEAli WALLACIi. lUAHlJ

.ntered the producing stage at the time when tlie highest prices for zinc ruled due to war ordt

omnanv earned a sreat deal of money. Us July dividend amounting to $5,D,0On. followed b^ one

I Standard svstems ot jig and table concentration are used. loUowed by an interesting variet\

CALLOW FLOTATION PROCESS INSTALLEIl AT THE A XAC(1.\ I )A S KKMODELED CONCENTKATi .11

Flotation promises to be of great service in treating copper ores; so much so that leaching is thought by some to be ir

danger of extinction in such plants
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The strike at Clilton-iloreiiei, which at first was not
regarded seriously—at least not here—has developed into

an extraordinarily bitter labor trouble, and it exhibits

features that are unusually alarming. In the disorder

and rioting and attacks upon mine officials, there is a
resemblance to the Lake Superior strike of 1!)13. A
further point of similarity is to be found in the prompt
appearance on the scene of that stormy petrel, Moyer,
who is al\srays on hand in such affairs.

The elements of this strike are evidently the usual

demands for increased wages and recogiiition of the

union, the latter having been dropped, however, early

in the negotiations. The miners of Clifton-Morenci have
heretofore been paid on the sliding scale, governed by
the price for copper, that now prevails as a system in

most of the copper-mining districts west of the Kocky
Mountains. However, the scale at Clifton-Morenci has

been lower than at the other copper-mining districts of

Arizona. The reason for this has been the relative in-

feriority of the class of labor a\'ailable, the mining
population at Clifton-Morenci being to a large extent

Mexican, partly immigrants and partly descendants of

the Mexicans that were living in that region when it

was acquired by the United States. A large portion of

these Mexicans are, therefore, naturally citizens of the

United States, not merely naturalized.

Now it is pretty well established in mining that the

laborer gets what he earns. The most efficient labor is

always the most economical, and the big companies secure

it by offering wages that are attractive. Thus the highest

wages are paid at Bisbee and Butte, and the companies

operating there enjoy probably the most efficient class of

labor. When the supply of miners is short they may be

obliged to hire inferior men, but when demand slackens

the inferior men are promptly weeded out.

Something of this sort is exhibited in the economic
conditions of the Clifton-Morenci district. The labor

there is generally inferior. Consequently the rates of

wages are lower than elsewhere. This manifests itself

in the cost of producing the copper. The three principal

companies of CIifton-]\lorenci—the Detroit, Arizona and
Shannon—rank on the whole as high-cost producers,

relatively speaking. The managers have pointed out

that if the demands of the men were granted, the com-
panies would be unable to nuike any money if copper

were at its normal le^el, although of course they would
still make some money with copper at the present high

level.

So much for the merits of the case. In the develop-

ment of the strike there were early manifestations of

disorder, and the several companies felt themselves

constrained to put their property into the hands of the

sheriff of the county, making the state responsible for

its safety. Then the governor of Arizona appeared on

the scene, endeavoring to play the part of mediator.

His actions were sillv and his talk was mere flubdub.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniinnniniiiiiiiiilliiiiiiliuiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiir

Both contributed to make matters worse. Indeed,

it might not be going too far to. characterize the gover-

nor's talk as inflammatory. The policy of the responsible

authorities of the state, especially the governor, was
manifestly to play politics and win the vote of the

Mexican population of Arizona and unionized labor

generally. Finally the turbulence increaseil to such an
extent and the hostilities to the three mining managers
became so virulent that they actually stood in danger
of their lives. They remained at their posts longer even

than they should have done, especially Mr. Carmichael.

His associates had hard work to drag him away, but

finally they succeeded in doing so, and the tiiree managers
escaped on a locomotive, which was driven over the line

to Lordsburg, N. M., at night, without lights—a perilous

journey. Arrived at Lordsburg, the three managers were

arrested by the sheriff of Grant County on a warrant

sworn out by a ilexican at Clifton, charging them with

being fugitives from justice.

B. B. Thayer declined to serve on the coumiittee of en-

gineers to advise the Public Service Conunission about the

safetj' of the New York subways imder construction, and

the commission is therefore going ahead with a committee

of two, of whom neither is a mining engineer. This is a

pity.

In the last number of the Journal the sj'stem of tim-

bering used in the New York subways was illustrated, and
comparison with the original form of square-setting used

in mines was made, a method of mine-timbering repro-

duced from a Comstock print of the '70s being shown.

It was not the purjMse to advise that this system of mine
timbering should necessarily he adopted in the subways,

but rather to indicate the radical difference in ideas.

The fundamental principle of mine timbering is not to

hold up rock by trying to carry the M'hole load, but in-

stead thereof to keep it in place, to pre\ent it from slip-

ping. It is rare in underground work that a large block

of ground comes down unless it be brought down inten-

tionally, as in the caving system of mining. The great

danger in mining from what are called "falls of ground"
is the dropping or sliding of blocks and slabs relatively

small. This is met by keeping the timbering wedged
up tightly to the face of the rock. In narrow veins the

support may be simple stulls. In large, cavernous open-

ings it mav be timbers arranged in square sets.

Now timbering is not necessary in all cases. There
are kinds of rock in which large chambers may be opened

deep in the bowels of the earth without a stick of timber

having to be put into them. There are others in which

the only precaution is to cut out the roof in the form
of an arch. But there are others which must be filled with

a timber structure.

In the last case the timbers, usually lOxf to f 2x13 in.

in size, are built up in the form of skeleton cubes, usually
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almut "ixtixli It. and rarely as iiuuh as 8.\<S.\.S It. In cortain

(ases kuee braces (aii>;k' braces) are added. The several

lueiiiliers of a set come tofjether in butt joints. Respeet-

iuiT the manner of makin<r these joints there is an exten-

si\e literature. For the framin«r of the timbers for this

]urpose there are special machines, althoiiirh the work can

lie done liy hand, and I'ormerly was always done .so.

The result of such timberinji is that the "stope,'" or

( a\ernous opening, is filled with a multitude of relatively

small cells, just as a ihild Iniilds a structure of blocks, but

the framework is always kept close to the rock faces and

wedued in. If the irruuiid is loose the outside of the .struc-

ture is inclosed by horizontal la>,',uin,<;. usually of roujrh.

round sticks laid closely. I'pon the horizontal members

of the framework, plank are laid to form floors on which

the miners may work.

When an underground openiuj; is timbered in this way

one or several of the sets may accidentally be shot out

cir may be crushed iu. but nothing very serious happens.

The trouble is distinctly localized.

Let it be noted that in mining the purpose is to extract

material at the minimum of cost and often some very

close fi<ruriug is necessary. In many mines the item of

timlieriug is a relatively large one, and it may be ac-

cepted a.s an axiom that no mining engineer does any

more of it than he has to. In the construction of the

Xew York subways, which cost four million dollars or so

])er mile, there is not the same necessity for close figuring

in thi.s respect.

We are not to be understood as reconmieuding that the

Xew York subways during construction ought to be tim-

bered by the square-set method. Without any doubt a

study of the proltlem would result in the development

of a special method, which might be a modification of

the s(juare-set system. It may be said confidently, how-

ever, that simple square-setting would permit the excava-

tion of the grounfl as well as the method heretofore u.sed.

while with respect to the reclaiming of timber for re-

use as the work jirogressed square-setting would be more
advantageous. Although further discussion of this sub-

ject is likely to be of only academic interest, there would
be some entertainment for mining engineers, during the

winter evenings that are coming, in devising plans for

timbering subways in cities as they ought to be.

A summary of the report of the committee of tn-o

inspecting engineers was published on Oct. 5. It indicates

that they have no real comprehension of the problems of

supporting ground fi'oni the standpoint of the mining
engineer.

The widespread interest iu first-aid contests through-

out the mining di.stricts. not only of the coal fields of the

East but also in the metal-mining regions west of the

Rocky Mountains, is based no doubt upon the common
desire of our people for a sport iu which many may
participate. The games of the East have never had any-

great vogue iu the West. There is many a mining
camp where there is not a level place big enough for

a ba.seball diamond. One of the great sports of San
Francisco in the '50s was running with the fire engine,

and from there it was naturally transplanted to Virginia

City and to the other great mining towns. As recently

as the latter '80s the annual contest of fire-engine teams,

coming fniiu Aspen, Red Ciilf, (iunnison, etc., was thr

great event of the year at Lea<lville. Colo. Drilliiii.'

contests never arou.sed the same interest. People wajii

some sport that gives a chance for the development of

teamwork. This is found in the first-aid work, which

combines the opportunities for good team])lay with the

interests and hazards of an obstacle race. It is a fine

thing, for it is not only a subject of interest, but al.so it

serves a highly useful ])urpose.

"Wastte of Hiff-iua^ SiEadl IFiipiifii^

The economic waste involved in the indiscriminate hir-

ing and firing of employees has not l)een studied with care

in respect to the mining industry, but a recent address

on this subject <'(mfined to manufacturing lines forces

some very startling conclusions. The figures given apply to

12 different establishments employing about 40,000 men,

and the speaker estimated that the money lost in one year

due to the problem of hiring and firing amounted to $831,-

0-W. He fixed the cost for the purely clerical work of

hiring and recording discharge at oOc. per person.

Just how much parallelism there is between manufac-

turing and mining, in this regard, it is not necessary to

discover for the purpo.se of emphasizing this point, so often

overlooked, ^lien a miner gets huffy and demands

his time on the spot, the bother and inconvenience to the

foreman and shift bosses and to the clerical force in the

office are perfectly obvious, and are invariably resented

in a psychological way, at least, and a money cost of the

transaction might easily i)e figured, which does not come

to mind when, for some equally trivial rea.son. the man
may be handed his time.

Aside from the purely clerical cost of the hiring and

the discharge, is the large economic waste involved in in-

^tructing a new man in his duties, if it be only to the ex-

tent of conducting him to his place of work and informing

him where he will find the tools with which to work, and

getting him acquainted with the system employed at

that particular mine. If he is simply taken to the heading

and turned loose on a drill, he is at a loss to know where

his wrenches are, the air-pipe connection, the air valves

and various other things, and he will lose a large amount

of time ferreting out the knowledge he must have. While

he is doing bis best to accjuire the information which

should have been given him at the start, he may make

some mistake that will get him an immediate discharge

from an irascible foreman or su])erintendent. This is

where the big item of waste in this ])roblem comes in.

Xext to the irascible superintendent, the new super-

intendent is the greatest offender in this regard. His

strong point in bis own mind when he first attains author-

ity, is his willingness to exliibit the courage of his convic-

tions by firing promptly any man who does not come u]i

to the chalkmark of expectations. He calls it enforcing

discipline. The inexperienced superintendent is wholly

unaware of the long period his predecessor required to

build up his organization, the paternal way in which ho

sometimes had to handle his men, and he has not yet

learned that an efficient sujierintendent must know what

not to see just as well as what he should s(>e.

Wliile he has probably never figured out the cost in

dollars and cents, the experienced handler of men, unless

the cause is unmistakably flagrant, is rarely quick on the

trigger at discharging employees.
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BY THE 'WA.Y

Acuorcling to the Evening Sun a visitor filled out the
form huiicled him by the office boy as follows:

Jlr. Blank desires to see Mr. Marquis in regard to selling
him stoclv in a false-teeth mine.

^^'ell ? We've seen stock in worse ones actually sold.

Sometimes ore representatives receive queer letters of

instruction, of which the following is a sample:
i wil send to your smelting Co. a shiping of ore Nex week

and a orden with it you to get your money out of it and you
look out for the ore i let my Pardman look after the settle
up of the last shiping and i thought everything was Punk.

JOE SMITH.
P. S. look out for the Nex week sure ore.

According to a Western journalist, Quong, the Chinese
lawyer of Socorro, N. M., looking at $23,000 worth of

Ernestine Mining Co.'s bullion stacked in front of the

e.xpress office, computed in good pidgin English : "One
high ball one bit, two high balls two bits. Good Godiley,

one hundred eighty-four thousand high balls there!"

and went musing down the street.

m
The Bureau of ]\Iines has certainly justified itself if

the newspaper rejJort be correct that "embedded under 100
ft. of solid earth a silver vein more than a mile long
and 7% ft. wide, said to contain nearly $1,000,000 worth
of pyrites silver ore, has been discovered on the United
States Bureau of Mines site in Oakland, Penn., a suburb
of Pittsburgh." However, we shall await further details

before becoming excited.

*:

Recent sales of Southern No. 2 foundry iron at $18.50
per ton, Birmingham, must be rather gratifying to two
or three large speculators who bought quite freely of that

grade at $9.50 some three months ago. The advance

is not quite so spectacular as that of some of the "war
babies" on Wall Street, but it is solid and seems likely

to hold for a while. Makers who are delivering iron

under the $9.50 contracts may take a different view of

the situation.

•0.

Speaking of mining investments, we know of a young
man who, desiring on occasion to make an impression on

the mother of his best girl, borrowed from his numerous
friends various quantities of stock in questionable mines

to be returned forthwith. The array having been displayed

with the telling effect intended, our friend was about to

return his borrowed certificates when he became confused

and was unable to tell which was which. He ingeniously

overcame this difficulty by ingenuously asking each one

how many shaves he had borrowed from him, and then

counting out to him the same number indiscriminately

from his collection. The ingenuity of his decision and

solution of his difficulty would seem to have been amply
rewarded by the fact that he never had a single kick from

nny of the people with whom he had this stock transaction.

;*;

Speaking of the early days on the Comstock, Charles E.

Van Loan describes interestingly in the Saturday Eve-

nincj Post the exploits of the "bad men" of the period. But
life in the '60s was not all violence and bloodshed

;

under the froth there was a solid citizenrv. The miners

—

by tar the largest single element in the camp—were a

kindly people, and many of their customs might serve aa

models for any comnninity. The entire city contributed

liberally to the support of the widows and orphans, and
when a man was hurt or killed in one of the numerous
underground accidents it was the usual thing for every

man working in the mine to chip in to the extent of one
day's pay—four dollars. "If a man was sii'k," said one
of the Comstock veterans to Mr. Van Loan, "the scene

at his bedside was like a conference of the nations. Amer-
icans, Englishmen, Irishmen, Swedes, Germans, Mexicans,

Bohunks—even the Chinamen—would drop in to see if

there was anything they could do. They were the best

and the bigge.st-hearted people in the world ; nothing was
too much trouble if a man needed help."

Septt®fflmlh)©2' MiEaasa^ Da^adleBads
Dividends disbursed in September, 1915, by 33 United

States mining companies making public reports amount to

$10,708,720, as compared with $3,280,058 in September,
1911. Industrial and holding companies allied to mining
paid $6,900,586, as compared with $10,995,380, a year

ago. Canadian and Mexican companies paid $784,380, as

compared with $537,756 in September, 1911:.

The totals for the first mine months of the year are as

follows: Mining companies, $51,399,883, as against $45,-

690,640 in 1914; metallurgical and holding companies.

United States Mining Companies

Argonaut, g
Brunswiclc, g. .

Bunker Hill & Sullivan, l.s

Bunker Hill Con., g Calif
Butte & Superior, z. .

.

Calumet & He ;la, c

Calumet & .Arizona, c.

.

Chino,
Champion, c.

Federal M. & 8., l.s. pfd.

,

Golden Cycle, g
Hecla, l.s

Homestake, g-

Jumbo Ex., g.s.

Magma, c . .

Nevada Con., c. .

North Star, g
Old Dominion, M. & S., c.

Oroville, g
Plymouth Con., g
Quincy, c Mich
Ray, c

St. Joseph, 1

Seven Troughs Coalition, g.s.

Stewart, s.l

Success, z

Superior & Pittsburgh, c
United Globe, c
Utah, c

Utah Con. c

Wasp No. 2, g. . ,

Yellow Pine, l.z.c.s.

.

Yukon, g

Iron, Industrial and Holding Companies Situation Per Share Total

.\m. Sm. and Ref. Co., com (U.S. 1 SI. 00 $100,000
,\m. Sm. and Ref. Co., pfd \ Mex. / 1,7.5 875,000
General Development.

.

U.S., Mex. 1 , ,50 44,982
Inland Steel Ind. 2.00 157,672
International Nickel, com. U.S. 5.00 1,901,575
La Belle, pfd. U. S. 1 .00 99,154
National Lead, com . . U.S. .75 154,916
National Lead, pfd U.S. 1 .75 426,433
Old Dominion of Maine, c Ariz 1 . 50 393,354
Pittsburgh Steel, pfd Penn. 1,75 112,500
Phelps, Dodge & Co US. Mex, 5,50 2,475,000
St. Mary's Mineral L.and, 0, . Mich, 1,00 lliO.OOO

Canadian, Mexican and Central -American
Companies Situation Per Share Total

Caribou-Cobalt, s Ont. $0 09 $90,000
Dome, g Ont. ,50 250,000
Hedley, g B, C. 50 60,000
Hollinger, g Ont. , 20 120,000
Kerr Lake, s , Ont. .25 150,000
Luckv Tiger, s.g Mex. 09 64. .380
Standard Silver-Lead, s.l B.C. 02J .50,000

$61,726,344, as against $68,603,024 in 1914; Canadian

and Mexican mines, $6,082,120, as against $12,602,124

in 1914. The drop in the payments by industrials is

entirely due to the passed dividends on U. S. Steel

Situation
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HEW FATEHTS

United States patent specifications listed below may be
obtained from "The Engineering; and Mining Journal" at 25c.
«aoh. British patents are supplied at 40c. each.

ALLOYS—A New or Improved Process for the Preparation
of Alloys Containing Copper and Lead. L. Sempell, Duisburg,
rtermany. (Brit. No. 2S.4;t2 of 1913.)

ALLOTS—Process for the Production of Alloys of High
Melting Point Having Ductile Properties. Wolfram Lampen
.\kt.. Augsburg. Germany. (Brit. No. 29,980 of 1913.)

BRIQUETTE.-;—Machine tor Making Briquettes. Ellsworth
B. A. Zwover and Holland A. Zwover, Perth Amboy. N. J.,

assignors to Zwover Fuel Co. (U. S. No. 1,152,46S; Sept. 7,

1915.)

CEMENT—Method of Burning Portland Cement Clinlter.
Thomas A. Edison. Llewellyn Park. Orange, N. J. (U. S. No.
1.152.613: Sept. 7. 1915.)

COKE—Apparatus for Utilizing the Heat of Coke Cakes.
Carl Semmler. Wiesbaden, Germany. (U. S. No. 1,153,453;
Sept. 14, 1915.)

CONCENTRATING TABLES. Head Motion for. William
.\rmor Stedman, Wonder. Nev. (U. S. No. 1.153.723; Sept. 14,

1915.)

CONCENTRATOR TABLES—Protective Covering for Con-
centrator Tables and Method of Applying the Same. Everest
A. Bavlis. Madera. Mexico, assignor to J. A. McMahon, El Paso,
Tex. (U. S. No. 13.9S1; reissue Sept. 20. 1915.)

CONVERTER for Treating Matte. William H. Howard,
Garfield, Utah. (U. S. No. 1,153,921; Sept, 20, 1915.)

CONVEYORS—Improvements in or Relating to Coal and
the Like Convevors. S. A. Ward, Sheffield, England. (Brit.
No. 23,0S4 of 1914.)

CONVEYORS-^-Improvements of Jig Conveyors. H. Flott-
mann & Co., Heme, Westphalia, Germany. (Brit. No. 10,184
of 1914.)

COPPER—Improvements in and Relating to the Extraction
of Copper. E. R. Weidlein, Pittsburgh. Penn. (Brit. No. 10.500
of 1914.)

CRUSHING—Ball Mill. Frank E. Marcy. Salt Lake City,
Utah. U. S. No. 1,153.239; Sept. 14. 1915.)

CRUSHING—Lining for Pebble or Ball Mills. Hans A.
Hansen and Joseph M. Schmueser. Smuggler. Colo. (L^. S.
No. 1.153.S44; Sept. 14, 1915.)

CRUSHIN{3—Screen Grate for Ball Mills. Prank E. Marcy,
Salt Lake City, Utah. (U. S, No. 1.153.23S; Sept. 14. 1915.)

CYANOGEN COMPOUNDS—An Improved Process for the
Production of Cyanogen Compounds and a Furnace for Carry-
ing the Same into Effect. .\, R. Lindblad. Ludvika, Sweden.
iBrit. No. 22.S52 of 1914.)

DREDGES—Clam-Shell Dredger-Bucket Buffer. Peter
Peterson, San Francisco. Calif. (U. S. No. 1.153,950; Sept. 20,
1915.)

DREDGES—Power Spud for Dredges. Earl W. Dotten,
Aitkin, Minn. (U. S. No. 1.154.492; Sept. 20, 1915.)

DRILL CHUCK, '^'illiam Farquharson. Greenock, Scot-
land. (U, S. No. 1,154.209; Sept. 20. 1915.)

DRILLING MACHINES—Improvements in Coal and Rock-
Boring Machines. A. Berner. Nuremberg. Germany. (Brit,
No. 18,404 of 1914.)

DRILLS—Improvements in Hydraulic Rock and the Like
Drills. J, Hanson. Penrhyndendraeth. North Wales. (Brit.
No. 17.689 of 1914.)

DRILLS—Rotating Device for Rock Drills, Charles Otis
Palmer. Cleveland, Ohio, (U. S, No, 1,153,700; Sept, 14. 1915,)

ELECTRODE FURNACES—Improvements in Electrode
Furnaces which Have an Arrangement for Automatically Mix-
ing Up the Charge. E. Krupp .\kt., Essen. Germany. (Brit.
No. 742 of 1914.)

FLOTATION—Improvements in Separation of Mixed Sul-
phide Ores. Minerals Separation. Ltd.. London, England.
(Brit. No, S746 of, 1915,)

FOUNDRY—Apparatus for Drying Sand. James C. Davis.
Hinsdale. Fred C. Henke. St. Louis, and William H. Hawley.
Granite Citv. 111., assignors to American Steel Foundries.
New York. N. Y. (U. S. No. 1.151.667; Aug. 31. 1915.)

FURN.\CE-CH.\RGING APPARATUS, William F. Clark.
Coraopolis. Penn, (U, S, No, 1.153.605; Sept. 14. 1915.)

IRON AND STEEL INGOTS. Improvements in Treating.
B. Talbot. Middlesborough, England. (Brit, No. 2639 of 1915.)

JIGS—Discharging Means for Jigs, Samuel V, Tench.
Lansford, Penn. (U, S, No, 1,153.527; Sept. 14. 1915.)

KILNS—Improved Lining for Rotary Kilns or Furnaces,
Dynamidon G. M, B, H,. Mannheim-Waldhof. Germany. (Brit.
No. 11.824 of 1914.)

KILNS—Improvements in and Relating to Rotary Kilns
for Burning Cement. Ores and Like Material. G. Polisius.
Dessau. Germany, (Brit, No, 17.146 of 1914.)

LAMP—Miner's Safetv Lamp, Martin Albrecht. Prank-
fort-on-the-Main. Germany, (U. S. No. 1.153.003: Sept. 7, 1915,)

METAL COATIN(3—Apparatus for Melting and Spraving
Fusible Substances, Franz Herkenrath. Zurich. Switzerland,
assignor, bv mesne assignments, to Metals Coating Co. of
America, Boston. Mass. (IT. S, No. 1.151.586: Aug. 31. 1915,)

METAL COATIN(3—Galvanizing Bath, Nicholas King
Turnbull. Manchester, England, (U. S. No. 1,151,629; Aug. 31".

1915.)

NODULIZIN(3—Method of Treating Ores. Louis C. Drefahl,
Cleveland. Ohio, assignor to the Grasselli Chemical Co.. Cleve-
land. Ohio. (U. S. No. 1,153.203: Sept. 14, 1915)

01L-BURN1N<; SMELTING FURNACE. Oliver P. Moore,
.-^Dokane, Wash. l", S, No. 1.153.561: Sept. 14. 1915.)

PEAT—Method of Removing Water from Peat. Thomas
Rigby. Dumfries, Scotland, assignor to Wetcarbonizing Ltd..
London, England, (U. S. No. 1.151.825; Aug. 31. 1915.)

PMosi'HoRUS—Process of Producing Sulphides of Phos-
phorus, Francis C. Frary, Minneapolis. Minn. (U. S. No.
1.153.0.'.4; Sept. 7, 1915.)

PNEUMATIC TOOL. George H. Oilman. Claremont. N. H.,
assignor, by mesne assignments, to Sullivan Machinerv Co..
Boston. Mass. (U. S. No. 1.152.624: Sept. 7. 1915.)

PUMP—Balanced Centrifugal Pump. Ferdinand W. Krogh.
San Francisco. Calif. (U. S, No, 1.153.321; Sept. 14. 1915.)

REGENERATIVE FURNACES—Improvements in and Re-
lating to Reversing Regenerative Furnaces. L. L. Knox.
Pittsburgh. Penn. (Brit. No. 17.584 of 1914.)

RO.XSTING—Improvements Relating to the Roasting of
Sulphide Ores and Similar Metallurgical Products. W. Bud-
deus. Charlottenberg. Germany. (Brit. No. 29.042 of 1913.)

S.\MPLING—.\utomatic Sampling Device. Robert Hamil-
ton. Birmingham. Ala. (U. S. No. 151. 6S2; .\ug. 31. 1915.)

SCRAP—Apparatus for Recovering Metal Scrap. George E.
Wisener. Steubenville. Ohio. (U. S. No. 1.152.867; Sept. 7,

1915.)

SCREEN for Ores and Coal and Other Material. Edward
S. McKinlay. Steamboat Springs. Colo. (U. S. No. 1.153.804;
Sept. 14. 1915.)

SCREEN—Pulsating Screen. Edgar B. Svmons. Chicago.
HI. (U. S. No. 1.151,976; Aug. 31, 1915.)

SEPARATION—Apparatus for Separating Minerals and
Like Materials. Friedrich Arthur Maximilian Schiechel.
Frankfort-on-the-Main. Germany. (U. S. No. 1.151.722; Aug.
31. 1915.)

SEPARATOR—Fine Coal and Ore Separator. John Mar-
riott Draper. Manchester, England. (U. S. No. 1.151.44S; .\ug.
24. 1915.)

SEP.\RATOR—Ore Separator. Charles H, Brown and
Charles C, Parker. Eureka. Utah. (U. S. No. 1.152.351; .\ug.
31. 1915.)

SKIP DUMP. Charles L. Lawton. Hancock. Mich. (U. S.
No. 1.151.955; Aug. 31. 1915.)

SLIMES—A Process for the Treatment of Slimes and Col-
loidal Masses and for the Recovery of the Metalliferous Con-
tents of Ores. Tailings, Middlings and Concentrates. A. A.
Lockwood. Surrey. England, (Brit. No. 174 of 1915.)

SLIMES—Apparatus for Thickening Slimes. William
Armor Stedman. "tt'onder, Nev. (U. S. No. 1.153.722: Sept. 14.

1915.)

SLIMES—Improvements in and Relating to the Filtration
and Treatment of Ore Slimes. C. Butters. Oakland. Calif.
(Brit. No. 9921 of 1914.)

ST.\JIP 5IILLIN(3—Cam for Stamp Batteries, Arthur B,
Foote. Cxrass Valley. Calif. (U, S. No. 1,152.161; Aug, 31. 1915,)

STEEL—Improvements in or Relating to the Production
of High-Grade Steel and Slag Rich in Soluble Phosphates,
Deutsche-Luxemburgische Berg Werks- und Hvitten Akt..
Bochum. Germany. (Brit. No. 27.S6S of 1913.)

STEEL—Improvements in Reversible Regenerative Fur-
naces for Use in the Manufacture of Steel and the Like. .T. .''.

Atkinson. Ditton Coke-Oven Machinery Co., Ltd.. and K.
Huessener, (Brit, No. 27.678 of 1913.)

SULPH.A,TES—Process of Extracting Sulphurous Acid and
Oxides from Sulphates, A. Bamlsach. Cologne. Germany.
(Brit. No. 3.174 of 1914.)

SULPHIDES—Process for Treating Metallic Sulphides or
Sulphide Ores. N. M. Hooton. Burton-on-Trent. England.
(Brit. No, 18.007 of 1914.)

SULPHUR MINING, Herman Frasch. New York. N. T..

assignor, bv mesne assignments, to Union Sulphur Co., Jersey
City. N. J. (U. S. No. 1.152.499: Sept. 7, 1915.)

SULPHLTRIC ACID—Improvements in the Manufacture of
Sulphuric Acid. Fr. Curtius & Co.. Duisberg. Germany. (Brit.
No. 28.550 of 1913.)

TEMPERING—Method and Apparatus for Tempering
Jletals. Julius A. Dvblie. Joliet. 111. (U. S. No. 1,151,675;

Aug, 31. 1915,)

TUNGSTEN—Method of Treating Tungsten Ores, Freder-
ick M. Becket. Niagara Falls. N. Y'., assignor to Electro Jletal-
lurgical Co.. Niagara Falls. N. Y. (U. S. No. 1.153.594; Sept,
14. 1915,)

T\*\SHER—Magnetic Ore Washer. Edward W, Davis. :Min.
neapolis. Minn. (U. S. No. 1.153.037: Sept. 7. 1915.)

WASTE HE.\T—Recovering the Waste Heat of Smelters
and Kindred Plants. Carl Semmler. Wiesbaden. Germany.
(U. S. No. 1.151.831: Aug. 31. 1915.)

WELDIN(3—Electric Welding Machine. Friederich Miiller.

Hartford Conn., assignor to Pratt & Whitney Co., Hartford,
Conn. <V. S. No. 1.151,706; .\ug, 31. 1915.)

WELDIN(^—Method of Welding. Jean Hubert Louis
De Bats. Zelienople, Penn, (U, S. No. 1,152.610: Sept. 7. 1915.)

ZINC—Arrangement for Preventing the Formation of
Smoke in the Production of Zinc. Alexander Roitzheim, Duis-
burg-Ruhrort. Germany. (U. S. No. 1.152.050: Aug. 31. 1915.)

ZINC—Improved Process for the Manufacture of Metallic
Zinc or Zinc Oxide. H. 'W, Baron de Stuckle. Dieuze. .41sace
Lorraine. Germany, (Brit. No, 28.188 of 1913.)

ZINC—Improved Process for the Manufacture of Receivers
for Zinc Furnaces and the Like. Tellus Akt.. f. Bergbau und
Hiittenindustries. Frankfurt a. M.. Germany. (Brit. No. 17,557

of 1914,)

ZINC—Reduction of Metallic Oxides and the Like. Frank
William Highfield. Caversham. England. (U. S. No. 1.153,786;
Sept. 14, 1915,)

ZIRCONIUM ALLOY and Process of Producing the Saine.
John Louis Brown. Baltimore. Md,. assignor to Edward R.
Cooper. Baltimore. Md. (U. S. No, 1,151,160; Aug. 24. 1915.)
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p. W. Harbord is now chief metallurgist to tlie British
Ministry of Munitions.

F. R. Weeltes will be in Darwin, Calif., for the next two
months on professional business.

Robert M. Keeney has taken a position with the Standard
Chemical Co., Canonsburg, Penn.

Edward L. Brayton, president Pelton Water "Wheel Co.,
San Francisco, was in New York last week.

R. B. Lamb, formerly of Toronto, has moved his office

temporarily to Room 1615, 27 Cedar St., New York.

L. V. Emanuel is now with the River Smelting & Refining
Co., Florence, Colo. H. H. Utley is manager of the company.

Andrew C. Lawson, professor of geology, has been ap-
pointed dean of the College of Mining, University of California.

George H. Garrey is in Goldfield, Nev., to make a geological
study of conditions in the property of the Goldfield Merger
Mines Co. there.

R. O. Hocking has accepted a position as inspector of
mining operations with the Meridtn Iron Co., Hibbing, Minn.,
on the Mesabi Range.

Cliarles Perkins, purchasing agent of the Russian govern-
ment, who is also an oil expert, recently visited the oil fields

in South Alberta, Canada.

Montrose L. Lee sailed from Rio de .Janeiro, Brazil, on
Sept. S on his way to Bordeaux, France. He will spend two
or three months in Kurope, principally in Spain and France.

Homer D. Williams, now general superintendent of the
.Duquesne Works, will be president of the Carnegie Steel Co.
in place of Alva C. Dinkey, who goes to the new Midvale
company.

E. P. Earle and David Fasktn, directors, and R. B. Watson,
engineer, of the Nipissing Mines Co., have gone to inspect a
gold discovery recently made north of Le Pas, Manitoba,
wliich is reported to be remarkably rich.

Charles Sagert has been made superintendent of the open-
hearth steel plant of the Briir Hill Steel Co., Youngstown,
Ohio, to succeed Edward Bailey, who has gone with the
Algoma Steel Co. at Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario.

Alva C. Dinkey, for a number of years president of the
Carnegie Steel Co., has resigned and has been chosen president
of the Midvale Steel Co. as reorganized. William E. Corey,
who was chosen president last week, becomes chairman of
the board.

B. B. Thayer, who was invited to sit on the Board of
Engineers to investigate the conditions in the New York
subway after the accident, declined, saying that his duties
as member of the new Naval Advisory Boaid prevents his
taking up the work.

Harry Huntington Miller, manager of the Compaiiia
Anonima Minera lo Increible, has returned from a recent
trip to Caracas and New York, and is again in charge of
operations at the company's mines in El Callao district,

Turuary, Venezuela.

Dr. James Douglas, of New York, has made a donation
of $150,000 to McGill University, Montreal, for the erection
of a students' residence. Dr. Douglas has been offered the
position of Chancellor of Queen's University, Kingston, Ont.,
and it is understood that he will accept it.

Russell A. Cowles has resigned his position with the Ameri-
can Brass Co. and has been elected a director and vice-presi-
dent of the Buffalo Copper and Bi-ass Rolling Mill, operating
a brass and copper rolling plant at Buffalo, N. Y. Mr. Cowles
has also been elected recently president of the Metals Trading
Corporation.

Joseph W. Richards, professor of metallurgy at Lehigh
University, South Bethlehem, Penn., was the guest of the
Lehigh Intermountain Alumni Association at a luncheon at
the University Club, Salt Lake City, Sept. 27. Professor
Richards stopped over in Salt Lake on his way east from San
Francisco. Nine alumni were present.

B. L. Miller, professor of Geology of Lehigh University,
and Jos. T. Singewald, Jr., of Johns Hopkins, are making
an extended tour, covering a period of 10 months tlirough
South America examining mines and deposits. Their trip
includes a visit to the iron mines of Tofo, operated by the
Bethlehem Chile Iron Mines Co., situated in the province
of Coquimljo, Chile.

John G. Bright died in Pittsburgh, Sept. 23, aged 79 years.
He had lived in or near Pittsljurgh for 61 years. He was for
many years connected with the iron industry and assisted
in the establishment of the first tinplate plant in Ohio.

William L. Hurd died at his country residence, near
Valencia, Sept. 26, aged 68 years. He was born at Port Lavaca,
Tex., and educated at Brown University, Providence, R. I.

Foi- 12 years he was with the National Tul>e Works Co. at

McKeesport. He then connected himself with the Continental
Tube Co.. and later held a leading position with the Duquesne
Tube Works Co. In 1S97 he engaged in the iron and steel

commission ijusiness at Pittsbur.gh with Hugh H. Davis, as
Hurd, Davis & Co., and in 1,S99 organized and became president
of the Monongahela Tube Co.. which position he filled at the
time of his death.

John W. Bookwalter, whose name was quite prominent in

the steel trade about 25 years ago, died Sept. 27 at San Remo,
Italy, aged .77 years. While engaged in the manufacture of
the Leffel turbine water wheel at Springfield, Ohio, in ISS.s,

lie introduced from France the Robert-Bessemer process,
installing a converter in the plant of the Bookwalter Casting
Co., established for the manufacture of steel castings. The
convertei- of this type attained considerable popularity, and
it was introduced into quite a number of steel foundries in

various parts of the country. For the past 15 years Mr.
Bookwalter has spent most of his time in Europe.

Anierieau Institute of Mining Kn^fiueerH—The first annual
meeting of the Utah Section was held Oct. 4, at Salt Lake City.

The order of procedure was as follows: Dinner (informal)
and election of officers. Paper, "Notes nn Flotation." by J. M.
Callow. Paper. "Underground Mining .at Utah Copper Mine,"
by T. S. Carnithan. Moving pictures of copper mining, milling
and smelting. The oflncers chosen were: C. W. Whitley,
chairman: Walter Fitch, vice-chairman; Ernest Gayford, sec-
retary and treasurer.

irtali Sofiety of KuK'iiieerM—Following the summer inter-

mission, this society has resumed its regular meetings, which
are held monthly, evei-,v third Friday. The papers for four
successive meetings—including the fii'st, of Sept. 17—are as
follows: "Engineering and Architecture," by H. D. Bowman,
engineer of building construction; "Irrigation Pumping," by
W. H. Trask. irrigation engineer, Utah Power & Light Cc :

Nov. 19, "Coal-Dust Firing." by F. M. Seddon. superintendent
of the Portland Cement Co.; "The Possibilities of Smoke Pre-
vention by the Use of Powdered Coal," by W. H. Kelse.v. smoke
inspectoi-; Dec. 17, "The East Canon Creek Dam," from the
construction standpoint, by A. F. Parker: from tlie design-
ers' standpoint, by C. J. Ullrich. The meetings are held at the
Consolidated Music Hall. Recently a stereopticon was pur-
chased by the society.

Amerieaii Miniiiii; CouKre-sx—The report of the Utah com-
-mittee on freight and ore treatment rates, read at the
American Mining Congress in San Francisco, recommends a
getting closer together of operators and smelter men; that
there be closer cooperation between ore shippers and the
railroad companies in disputes relative to freight rates.
Before the report was submitted efforts had been made to
ascei'tain definitely if any ore shipper had not i-eceived proper
treatment at the hands of either smelters or I'ailroad com-
panies; and mine operators througliout Utah were requested
to report any grievances to the Utah Chapter of the American
Mining Congress. No replies of any kind were received by
the committee. Efforts are being made to show the railroad
companies that a reduction in rates upon low-grade ores
would result in an opening up of ores of higher grade, which
would give the railroads the advantage and opportunity of
charging higher rates, which the ore could stand. The Tintic
district of Utah is referred to in illustration. The committee
recommends that assayers be instructed to refer small pro-
ducers to smelters for the actual market value of ores, based
on smelting rates, instead of on the gross value of the metals,
based on hand samples as given by the assayers. The com-
mittee was composed of I. Pett, H. S. Joseph, George H. Dern,
W. M. Ferry, and Arthur Thomas.

I'oluntliin VuiverHify—Courses leading to the degi-ee of
Chemical Engineer have been offered in the Department of
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I'hiinistry of C'liUinibia University lor tlie past 10 yeiiis but,

in rfc'osnition of thf rapidly inoreasiiiK importance of thiisi-

industries basi-d upon tin- applications of clicmistry. and the
consequent demand tor men specially trained in the funda-
mental engineering- practices as applied to the problems of
industrial chemistry, the trustees of Columbia University
have established a separate Department of I'hemical Engi-
neering upon the same plane of importance in the graduate
engineering school as mining, civil, electrical and mechanical
engineering. The head of the new department will be AT. C.

\\'hitaker, who has been professor of chemical engineering
at Columbia University for the past five years. The new
chemical-engineering laboratories which were recently in-

stalled, %vhere the students are taught to use engineering
methods and engineering appliances in the study and develop-
ment of chemical industry, will bt- provided with still further
equipment during the present summer. These laboratories
are equipped with apparatus to illusti-ate the various funda-
mental operations of chemical and electro-chemical processes,
and the student learns liy actual contact to apply fundamental
scientific principles to industrial problems. Here research
may be conducted on such a scale as to establish the depend-
able engineering data nece.ssary for intelligent and accuiate
process design.

Co., )hir has conti cted for

A new publication has just been issued by the Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Department of Commerce,
which should be of a high degree of interest to all who are
giving attention to the problem of the extension of our trade
abroad. It is entitled "Financial Developments in South
American Countries," and leviews in about 40 pages of a
clear and forcible style the situation as regai-ds the currency,
the mone.\' market, the principal banks, and the general con-
dition of business in Argentina, Bolivia, I'.razil. Chile, Peru,
and Uruguay, during the last two or three years. Especial
eniiihasis is placed on the results of the European war
and the measures taken b.v the various governments, financial
institutions, and commercial communities to meet the situ-
ation thus created. The author of this i)Ublication is Wil-
liam H. Lough, vice-president of the Ale.xander Hamilton
Institute, who has recentl.v made a trip thi'ough the countries
treated. It is to be had from the superintendent of docu-
ments, Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C, for the
price of .', cents.

TB.ADE CATALOGS

DHDUSTIREAK^ HEWS

The Asbestos Protected Metal Co., of Pittsburgh, Penn.,
announces the removal of its Detroit office to 2011 Dime Bank
Building.

"U'illiam Jay Turner- lias Iteen appointed general counsel
of the Lehigh Coal and Navigation Co., effective Oct. 1, 1915,
vice Samuel Dickson, deceased.

The American Steel Foundries has installed a six-ton elec-

tric furnace of the Heroult design at its Indiana Harbor, Ind..

plant for the manufacture of extra-quality steel castings.

The Ai-nerican Steeel. and Wii'e Co. has been awai-ded a
grand prize by the Panama-Pacific International Exposition
for the superiority of its products and the high character of
its exhibit.

W. E. Hardy, for the last 11 years connected with the
Diamond Rubber Co. and the B F. Goodrich Co., has been
appointed sales nianagei- of the Boston Belting Co., Boston,
Mass., manufacturers of mechanical rubVier goods.

The Bucyrus -Co. announces the appointment of the Union
Construction Co., 601 Mission St., San Francisco, Calif., as
its agent for the sale of placer dredges in western United
States, western Canada and Alaska.

The Hardinge Conical Mill Co. has received an oi-der from
the Nevada Consolidated Copper Co. for two 8-ft. Hardinge
mills, to be used with iron balls, also an order from the Dome
Mines Co., Ltd.. of South Porcupine, Ont., Canada, for two
S-ft. ball mills. These ball mills are to take the place of
stanaps now in use at the Dome compan.\-'s plant.

Frederick T. Snyder, president of the Snyder Electric Fur-
nace Co., 53 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago. III., will deliver a
paper before the Octobi i- meeting of the American Chemical
.Society in Pittsburgh, describing an electric furnace for car-
rying out industrial operations at temperatures above 2.000^

C, with a holding capacity of 10 cu.ft. of charge.

Bausch & Lomb Surveying Instruments received the Grand
Prix at the Panama-Pacific Exposition for "general design
and excellene? jf quality." Among the features of these
instruments which secured for them the highest award are:

recalculated lens system with maximum apertures; interior
focusing: -water-proof construction: tarnish-proof graduations
and the tubular tungsten magnetic needle.

The Nordberg Mfg. Co., Milwai'kee, Wis., announces that
it has recently received orders for electric hoists from the
following mining companies: Anaconda Copper Mining Co.,

Canadian Copper Co., Mond Xickel Co., Ray Consolidated
Copper Co., United Verde Extension Mining Co., Consolidated
Arizona Smelting Co., M.agma Copper Co., Cerro de Pasco
Mining Co. and Morococha Mining Co.

Xew' Heroult electric fui-naces have lieen contracted for as
follows: The Latrobe Electiic Steel Co., Latrobe, Penn., will

add a 3-ton fuinace to its eciuipment. It is operating a 6-ton
Heroult furnace for producing special and tool steels. The
Belle City Malleable Iron Co., Racine, Wis., is to install a
u-ton furnace in its steel castings department to make steel

castings. It is now using the crucible process. The Buchanan
Electric Steel Co., Buchanan. Mich., will add a 2-ton furnace.
It is now operating a 3 -ton Heroult furnace. The Buckeye

The Connersville Blower Co., Connersville, Ind. Catalog
N'o. 17. Gas Pumps, Exhausters. 64 pp., illus., 9x12 inches.

Tate, Jones & Co., Inc., Pittsburgh. Penn. Circular No. 14S.

October, 1915. Shells and Shell Furnaces. S pp., illus., llxSVa
inches.

-\ll)erger Pump and Condenser Co., 140 Cedar St., New York.
bulletin No. 20. Hammond Water Meters. 24 pages, illus.,

i;x;i ini-hes.

A. D. Granger Co., 90 West St., New York. Bulletin No. 2.

iiswego Internally Fired U'atei-Tube Boilers. 16 pp.. illus.,.

SxlOVi inches.

The Denver Engineering Works Co., Denver, Colo. Bulle-
tin Xo. 1064. "Uewco" Sample Grinder. 4 pp., 81/4x11 inches,
illus. Bulletin No. 1073. Richards Pulsator Riffle. 8 pp., illus.,

Si/ixll inches.

Link-Belt Co., 39th St. and Stewart Ave., Chicago, III. Gen-
eral Catalog No. 110. Elevating and Conveying- "Machinery,
i'ower Transmission Machinery, Crushers. Etc. 576 pages,
illus., fii/4x9i/^ inches.

AUis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis. Bulletin No.
1096. Direct Current Motors and Generators. 16 pages, illus.,

SxlOVi in. Bulletin No. 1412-A. Crushing Rolls. 32 pages,
illus., SxlOVa in. Bulletin No. 1635. Hydro-electric Plant of

the Cerro de Pasco ^lining- Co. 16 pages, illus., 8x10^ inches.

International High Speed Steel Co., 99 Nassau St., New
York, N. Y. Catalog Mining and Rock Drill Steel. Hollow
and Solid. 56 pp., illus.; 6x4^4 inches.

While this is primarily a catalog of tool steels, including
drill steel, there is a great deal of information in the general
subject of annealing and tempering that i-nakes it a small
"tool-steel handbook." Every user of tool steel ought to

have it.

STATEMENT OP THE OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT.
CIRCULATION. ETC.. OCTOBER 1. 1915,

of The Engineering and Mining Journal, published weekly
at Xew York. N. Y., required bv the act of August 24. 1912.
Editor, Walter Renton Ingalls, 10th Ave. at 36th St.. New-

York. N. Y.
Managing Editor, Donald M. Liddell. loth Ave. at 36th St..

Xew York, N. Y.
Business Manager, L. E. Ives, 10th Ave. at 36th St., New

York. N. Y.
Publisher, Hill Publishing Companv. loth Ave. at 36th St..

Ne-n- York. N. Y.
Owner. Hill Publishing Company, 10th Ave. at 36th St., New

York, N. Y.
CJwners of 1% or more of Stock Issued.

John A. Hill. 10th Ave. at 36th St., New York. N. Y.
Fred R. Low", 10th Ave. at 36th St., New York, N. Y.
John McOhie, 10th Ave. at 36th St., New York, N. Y.
Fred S. Weatherby, 1600 Beacon St., Brookline, Mass.
Frederick A. Halsev. 356 W. 120th St., New York. N. Y.
G. Eugene Slv, 50 Union Sq.. Ne-w York, N. Y.
Frederick W. Gross, 215 E. 11th St., Erie. Pa.
Alfred E. Kornteld. 10th Ave. at 36th St.. New York. X. Y.
Emma B. Hill. SO Munn Ave., East Orange, N. J.

The balance of the stock issued (less than 1% each) is

owned by 70 emplo>-ees. 4 ex-emplo.vees, and 13 others who
are wives, daughters or relatives of employees.

Known bondholdei-s, mortgagees, and othei- securit.v holders
holding 1 per cent, or more of total amount of bonds, mort-
gages or other securities. Mortgage on building hehl hv
Dime Savings Bank. Brooklyn. N. Y.

C. W. Dibble. Vice-President.
HILL PUBLISHING COMPANY.

Sworn to and subscribed before nie this 30th day of
September, 1915.

RICHARD L. MURPHY,
Notary Public.

(My commission expires Mai-r-h :u>. 1917.)
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SA\ FH VXlIsCO—Sept. 2!)

The Millie in the 3Iine8 and Metallurgy Buildinisr at the
Panama-Pacific Kxposition has from the opening day attracted
a large number of visitors, particularly at the hour when
the mine i-escue work is demonstrated. The numerous under-
ground features in gold, copper and coal mining and the
"various installations of mining machinery, most of which
are operated for demonstration, afford to the lay visitor an
opportunity to form a fairly good idea of w'hat an actual
underground mine is like. It was believed that this exhibit

would attract only the lay visitor but the records show that

not only a large number of mining enginers, but enginers
and managers in high position have also availed themselves
of the opportunity of observation and study. Young mining
engineers and students found many features of practical

mining detail here demonstrated much to their edification.

The surface equipment of The Mine is not so complete in

suggestion as it might have been, but the Bureau of Mines
was obliged to work with such facilities and appropriation
as were available. The wooden headframe is a fairly good
one, but it is by no means a model. In fact there should have
been a steel headframe instead and there might have been,

had the builders been alive to the opportunity offered by this

exhibit. There are few steel headframes in use at California
mines, and this state is not alone in this lack of advancement.
There are many small operators in the Pacific Coast mining
regions who have never seen a steel headframe. who would
have been glad to see an example in the Mines and Metal-
lurgy Building at the Exposition. Another disadvantage in

the surface suggestions is that while there are plentiful

examples of coal there are no metal-bearing ores displayed,

so that the visitor unacquainted with the situation under-
ground forms an idea that he is going into a coal mine only.

That is the fault of mining men who failed to provide a
display of ores. But beyond this the exhibit as a whole is

very creditable and of value to the mining industry as well

as of interest to those who go merely to see what a mine
looks like. The moving pictures of mining and metallurgical

methods are also a feature that can be enjoyed by the lay

visitor and studied with profit by the miner.

DEXVKR—Oet. 1

Xederland. only a small mining camp in the Rockies, has
become famous thiough the prevailing and unusual market
prices for tungsten ores. This is the chief settlement in

the Boulder County tungsten belt and is teeming with activity.

There is not a vacant house and hotel space is at a premium.
Two lines of auto stages run daily between Nederland and
Boulder, while the Denver, Boulder <!t Western Ry.—the
Switzerland Trail—carries more pasengers than ever before
if we except tourist travel. Miners are even giving renewed
attention to a portion of northern Gilpin County (immediately
south of the Boulder County line) where they recall having
noticed a heavy black unidentified mineral in their early-day
prospecting for gold.

\V. S, Van Sant, general manager of the Copeland Ore
Sampling Co.. Victor, disappeared a week ago and thereby
caused considerable gossip in the district. He is remembered
as having driven away from Victor in his auto with a party
of friends but his whereabouts is a mystery. Van Sant's
predecessor was G. E. Copeland. then proprietor of the estab-
lishment, who was accidentally shot, a few years ago, in the

Brown Palace Hotel, Denver, by Frank H. Henwood. Last
winter, at the time of the first carload shipment of very rich

ore from the famous Cresson "vug," the press of the country
carried reproductions of the famous check issued in payment
for this ore by the Copeland company, bearing Van Sant's
signature.

SALT I,.\KE CITY—Sept. 30

A Greater Interest in I nliNted Stocks is being shown in

the trading on the .Salt Lake Stock and Mining Exchange.
The total weekly business transacted in unlisted stocks during
the past 3 weeks was: For the week ended Sept. 11, 204,739

shares, valued at $48,854; for the week ended Sept. IS, 211,550

shai-es, valued at $57,852; and for the week ended Sept. 25,

414,845 shares, valued at $100,037.

.V Neiv Dividend Payer has been added to Utah mines in

the Cardiff, situated near the head of Big Cottonwood, which

has just declared the initial dividend of 25c. a share, pay-
able Oct. 1. Dividend aggregated $125,000 on the 500,000
shares issued. Shipments of 160 tons of ore a day, valued
at between $4,000 and $5,000. are being made, but the
average output is around 125 tons daily. The Cardiff opened
ore last October, and has developed an orebod>- 225 ft. long
by 20 ft. wide by 200 ft. on the dip.

Shipments from .\lta now amount to three and four cars
daily, or about 130 tons of ore, which is sent out over the
Salt Lake & Alta R.R. The South Hecla is shipping 80 tons,
including shipments by leasers; the Michigan-Utah, Wasatcii
Mines, and Alta Consolidated are also shipping. There has
been some talk recently of building a narro'w-gage cog
railroad from A\'asatch to Alta over the former narrow-gage
grade a distance of S mi. Of greater immediate interest,

however, is the possibility of an aerial tramway, which is

being seriously considered. Two plans are under considera-
tion: One for a tramway 8 mi. long from Wasatch to Alta,
and the other for a tramway, about 4% mi. long from Alta to

a short distance below Tanners' Flat. The Salt Lake & Alta
R.R. has a switchback at the granite quarries at Wasatch,
and the railroad could be extended with a moderate grade to

the latter point. Surveys for this have already been made,
and the plan is found to be feasible at a moderate cost. This
4X, -mi. tramway and extension of the railroad appears to

meet with greater favor. It is estimated that such a tram-
way could be built at a cost, not exceeding $60,000 to $80,000.

The season is rather far advanced for construction work,
although the lower part of the canon will probably be free

from snow up to November or December. The plans under
consideration call for the best material obtainable, and a

good substantial tramway.

SE.\TTL,E—Sept. 2»

Xonie PIneer Minine Season, lasting usually about 100 days,
was cut short this year for nearly the entire month of August
on account of a long dry spell. This has not affected the
average production which has been maintained by the district

since 1S9S, with the exception of three years when the annual
output went to nearly $6,000,000, due to the strike on the
thii'd beach line which is 4 mi. long. Many individual minei-s

are operating placers this year on the tundra, the work extend-
ing over a strip of territory 10 mi. long and 4 mi. ^vide. The
placer mining season is now closed permitting of an accurate
estimate of the year's yield whicli is placed at close to

$3,450,000.

Development Proves Pernianeney of Valdez Mines. Many
events which loom big in the mining industry of Valdez have
transpired recentU-. The big tram of the Granb>- mine has
been started up and in a short time 300 men will be employed
in the copper mine four miles from there. The Granite mine
has struck a 4-ft. lead on the 600-ft. level and the output of

the property will be more than doubled, with cheaper cost
of handling the ore. The lead was struck on the Three-In-One
property near Shoup Bay, and the future of the claims seems
assured. The Fidalgo-Alaska coppei- claims on Shoup Bay
have been turned to a syndicate of Spokane, Wash., mining
men. The Valdez Mining Co. will let a contract soon for the
extension of their lower tunnel. While the Granite mine has
been a big producer for months, the striking of the lead in

the 600-ft. tunnel adds greatly to the value of the property,
insuring ore for many years, and allowing for more economical
workin.g of the claims. Operations on this group are being
pushed rapidly by Superintendent W. R. Millard. The Granby
mines are in charge of Superintendent Smith who has a large
crew at work, and will continue development and the work
of putting the properties on a shipping basis. The wharf and
bunkers have been completed and the first ore sent down
to the smeltery. Enough ore has been blocked out to last for
several j'ears. Jeff Devinney and M. F. Hendricksen are the
principles in the bonding of the Three-In-One properties.
E. D. Reiter. who is in charge of the work at the Fidalgo-
Alaska claims, is making arrangements for the purchase of
considerable additional equipment. A new wharf and bunkers
are now under way. Many other claims are working. The
Rutherford & Ramsay mine is being worked night and day,
with the output heavy, and will continue working until the
end of the season. H. Ellis has a crew on the Cliff mine and
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a new lead has been uncovered and ore is now being crushed
at the mill. The Dickey property on Landlock Hay and the
Mcintosh copper claims on Fidalgo Bay are producing steadily.

Sluicing; Xome Tundra from the present beach line to the
foot of Anvil Mountain, a distance of more than 10 mi. is

the latest plan of interests in Nome backed by the Pioneer
Mining: Co. of which Jafet Lindeberg, discoverer of Nome, is

the president. It is planned to strip each one of the seven
beach lines so far uncovered and practically sluice them into

Bering Sea. Arrangements are now being made for the carry-
ing out of what will be the largest hydraulicking job ever
undertaken in Alaska. Large reservoirs will be constructed
in the Grand Central Basin on the east side of Anvil Mountain
through which the water will be carried by tunnel to pen-
stocks on the mountain which will give it a head of 340 ft.

From here a ditch will be constructed from 20 to 100 ft. deep
running to the seashore, part of this emptying into the present
Miocene ditch, now one of the largest in the country, having
a capacity of several thousand inches. This ditch picks up
the water at the head of Nome River and delivers it to Anvil
Creek. Below the tundra from Snake River to Hastings Creek,
a distance of about 12 mi., and from the present seaboard
back to the foothills, a distance of about 4 mi., the ground is

seamed with auriferous sands. In many places these sands
are not sufficiently rich to warrant their operation by the
ordinary methods and in other places where they are fabu-
lously rich, they cannot be worked by ordinary methods
because of the inflow of water. All, however, are amenable
to profitable operation by hydraulicking, and the big water-
way will be used to obtain the gold that is now unobtainable.
One of the ancient beach deposits which was discovered in

1904 yielded many millions of dollars, but a large portion of

the streak has never been operated because it is impossible
to shut off the flow of water. By cutting a bedrock ditch

through the tundra to the sea, a task made possible by the
conversion of the Grand Central waters, the overflow from
which "n'ill be turned into Nome River, all of this ground
will be drained. The Pioneer Mining Co., which is conceded
the biggest placer mining company in Alaska, will start active
work the first part of next season and will work a crew of

about 300 men on the ditch and the necessary reservoirs.

KELLOGf;. ID.V,—Sept, 27

Tlie Old English Board of Directors of the Northport Smelt-
ing and Refining Co. resigned in a body on Sept. 23. The new
board elected immediately at Wallace is composed of E. K.
Knight, Jerome J. Day, Eugene R. Day, Edward Boyce, and
F. il. Rothrock. -Jerome J. Day was elected president and
Eugene R. Day secretary-ti'easurer, thus linking the manage-
ment very closely with the Tamarack-Custer and Hercules
mines and recalling a previous report that the $600,000 surplus
of the Tamarack-Custer would be used by the new owners
to finance the reconstruction of the smeltery.- The work of

overhauling plant is proceeding rapidly. 150 men being
employed. A new flume is being built to supply water to the
town of Northport and the works. New lead furnaces of 600

tons daily capacity are planned. Two largest of old copper
furnaces, capacity 150 tons each, are being repaired. The
equipment has been ordered from the Traylor Engineering Co.

The Northport smeltery besides treating the Hercules and
Tamarack-Custer ores will do a custom business, as is indi-

cated by the installation of copper furnaces. Although
it is hoped to have part of plant ready in 60 days, at least

four or five months will be required to finish rebuilding.

Mines on the Xorth Fork of the Coeur d'Alene River are
making steady progress, and an effort is being made to secure
daily train service to the junction at Enaville in place of the
tri-weekly service now maintained by the O.-W. R. & N.

The Empire Copper Mining Co., operating the Horst-Powell
mine on the Little North Fork, is shipping three cars of copper
ore a week. Develoijment work extending over several years
has disclosed a large orebody that can be shipped. A wagon
road has recently been built from the mine to the mouth of

Little North Fork at a cost of $10,000 and it is believed that
the railway will soon extend a branch up the creek to the
mine. Ore from both the Tuscumbia and the Idora is con-
centrated at the Iclora mill and the concentrate is hauled 9 mi.

to the railway at the mouth of Beaver Creek. The Tuscumbia
is shipping eight cars of lead concentrate a month and the
Idora two. Charles Conn, lessee on the Terrible Edith, last

week shipped two cars of zinc ore and expects to send out a

car a week hereafter. The Chicago-London company, which
has the Black Horse mill under lease, is temporarily closed
down on account of a shortage of water. They have until

recently shipped four cars of zinc concentrate a month and
expect to do better when milling is resumed. Shipments from
this district will be greatly increased when the Ray-Jefferson
completes its 250-ton mill at the forks of Beaver and Carbon

creeks. It is rumored that the O.-W. R. & N. railway will
build a branch to the mill.

HOI <;iii'o.v—Oct. .'>

Production of fopilcr from MichiKnn MinrN will run over
24.000,000 lb. for September-, keeping close to the sustained
high figures of last six months. Calumet & Hecla may run
a little more than last month because the regrinding jilants
are again in full swing. Copper Range continues at its

record-breaking output for 1915, running the highest per-
centage of coi)i)er ever secured from the Champion mine and
far above any other mine in the district. Champion is making
better than 50 lb. copper to the ton: Baltic and Trimountain
close to 30. Total rock output from these mines is not so
large, all rock being handled at two stamp mills, practic-
ally, but the selection is careful ami close. Quincy's deeper
levels are showing higher copper returns. South Kearsarge is

furnishing the richest and largest tonnage from the Osceola
Consolidated and the rock tonnage from the various mines
of this corporation is limited only by mill capacity, every-
thing working to the limit. Wolverine may show a slight
increase for September: Isle Royale likely will run up to

900.000 lb. and Allouezs output will be at least S75.000 lb. for
the month. It is considered the best of the Calumet &
Hecla subsidiary investments at the present time. Franklin
is increasing shipi-nents steadil.v now, i-unning average of
450 tons of rock daily and there is an improvement in the
average of copper content. Franklin's conglomerate is run-
ning 20 lb. to the ton. Shipments are about 1,100 tons daily.
More Calumet & Hecla shafts will go on three shifts this
week. On Oct. 10 No. 13 and No. 16. on the Osceola lode, Calu-
met & Hecla, will go on three shifts. There has been a not-
able increase in the shipments of silver to the mint from
the Calumet & Hecla. The figures will prove interesting if

the increase in silver continues in 1916 as it has this year.

HIBBIXG, MIXX.—Oct. 2

I p«ard» of i:{0.(IO0 Ton.* Per Day being shipped from Hib-
bing district, of which Hull-Rust and Miihoning pits jointly
contribute one-half. Figured into 50-ton cars, this daily
tonnage means 2,600 carloads. At that, operations are some-
what curtailed because of lack of vessel capacity at docks.
Next week's shipments will exceed above figures if weather
conditions permit.

BR.4IXERD, MIXX.—Oct. 2

Much Activity on the Cuyuua Ranf::e is manifest in the
disti-ict, but the greater part of this is being exercised in

an endeavor to uncover known tonnage; but little exploratory
drill work is under way. Inside the village limits of Ironton,
in Sec. 3, 46-29, a prospect shaft is going down on the June
Lake property. The Adbar Development Co. is sinking a
plank-lined operating shaft 4 mi. east of Brainerd, not far
distant from the Wilcox. The Adams shaft, at Orelands, is

being unwatered. At the Mahnomen and Hill Crest pits, strip-
ping is being rushed. The small concentrator at the Cuyuna-
Sultana is in operation and some shipments have been made.
The Croft shaft at Crosby is cutting a station.

TOROXTO—Sept. 27

\n Extensive I>epo.*<it of Zinc Ore is reported to have
been discovered by Denis Callahan, a Haile>-btiry, Ont.,

prospector, near Burbridge Lake in the Upper Gatineau dis-

trict of Quebec. John D. Macfarlane. mining engineer, has
gone to inspect the discovery and bring out samples.

\n Ini|M>rtant Gold Discovery on the west side of the
Pinewood River. 10 mi. from Athapapuska Lake, in northern
Manitoba, by Don Messiers and Ralph Hammel, two former
Cobalt prospectors, is reported to the Manitoba government.
The prospectors are stated to have uncovered a rich lode
of sulphide ore assaying $25 to the ton. The veins are said

to be 2.000 ft. long and of remarkable width.

In the Kowkash Gold Field a number of new discoveries

are reported, indicating that the gold belt is at least 25 mi. in

length. Gold has been found near Redmond Station on the

National Transcontinental Ry., 12 mi. west of Kowkash Sta-

tion, and discoveries have also been made at a point about "^

mi. northeast from the original find, and near the shores or*

O'Sullivan's Lake an additional 5 mi. further on in t>!*-

same direction. Free gold has been found along Gold Creel-:, t"

mi. southwest of the King Dodds claims. Development is

being pushed by the Syndicate which holds the option on the

latter and some promising vei,ns have been uncovered. The
surrounding claims are being worked and many quartz veins

and stringers have been exposed. A rich discovery of silver

is reported at Collins near Armstrong on the Naiional Trans-

continental about 100 mi. from Kowkash. The government
is preparing a map and report on the Kowkash country.
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ALASKA
KENNECOTT COPPER (Kennecott)—Mine production for

four montlis ended Sept. 30 was 31.000,000 lb., or at the rate
of more than 90,000,000 lb. a year. Production in Septem-
ber was approximately S, 000,000 lb. Alaska Steamship Co
has bought two steamers, which will be used to carry Kenne-
cott's ore now being shipped to Tacoma and Garfield plants
of American Smelting and Refining Co.; Tacoma plant unable*" •----•" • -'- entire output. Some of the ore is being sent

*' —.elting.

CAI^IFOR.M.V

KEYSTONE (Sutter Creek)—Eighty men are employed and
40 stamps are dropping on good ore. C. R. Downs is manager.

PINE GROVE (Pine Grove)—Shoot of ore 4 to 6 ft. wide
reported. Development of property is in progress. Russell
Robinson is superintendent.

PLYMOUTH CONSOI.IDATEP (Plymouth)—Company re-
port for August shows lO.SOO tons of ore milled yielding total
value of $.'")3,23fi or average of $4.93 per ton. Operating expense
.$29,198: development $l,90fi; total $31,104, leaving surplus of
$22,132. James F. Park is supeTintendent.

niittr r'liilllty

GOLDEN BANK-GOLDEN QUEEN (Porbestown)— ICxtrac-
tion and milling of ore has been resumed under lease by
Charles W. Reese. Lease carries purchase option on which
payment must be made in October. Property is largest of old
producers in Porbestown and was reopened about four years
ago by M. J. Cooney after being idle for about IS years.
Large amount of development was done and property examined
by large investors and would probably have been sold but for
advent of European war. Reconstructed 20-stamp mill is
driven by water power, as mills were in the early days in
Porbestown district. Should this property be sold and oper-
ated on proper scale an electric power plant will be necessary.
If this i)roperty is reopened and operated reopening of entire
district will follow.

Cnlavfriix Coiiuty

ROl'GH DIAMOND (Angels Camp)—This gravel mine has
been developed to bed rock, to depth of fil ft. Gravel is dark
blue and prospects fiom ''ic. to 1 r.c. per pan. An incline is
being sunk to follow bedrock into cbann.l believed to be
old Murphy's channel.

Kld<>r:«l<i

MOREY (Placerville)—Propeity is being woiked 1)V Elwood
Morey. A H-stamp mill which is one of oldest in state and is
said to have been running almost continuously for 45 years.
Ore is high-grade.

BX.,ACK SAND discovered in the bed of Ilanktown Creek
within limits of Placerville recently gave return of $110.90
from 97 lb. of sand. It is believed there is large deposit of
high-grade black sand in creek.

MOI'NT PLEASANT (Placerville)—This old mine near
Grizzly I^lats is being unwatered with view of resuming
development in lower levels, lowest being at 1,100-ft. depth.
Asse.ssnieiit of Sc. per share has been levied on the capital
stock, delinquent Oct. 7. Mine was good producer years ago
but was never worked extensively below fion level.

W. S, DAY (Placerville)—A purchase bond has been taken
by Nipissing Mining Co. at price reported to be $100,000.
Reported that pnisp, , t ing will be done with diamond drill.
Ore IS gen.iallN 4.""l-made, running as high as $20 per ton.
If developiii. I, I wiMiiiis purchase and operation it is prob-
able that . \ iiiMlitii.n will be introduced. H. E. Kush is
superinleiiilent.

MIOCIOXIO OIL (Maricopa)—Gusher was brought in on 4,
11-23 recently and when it became evident that big producer
was about to be finished, work was stopped and prepaiations
made to bring well under control. Company has thus avoided
large immediate production without tankage. Oil sand was
entered at depth of :i.9n4 ft. Well is situated on Pat Welch
lease.

I^liiri|iONa Coiiiity

HART (.Madria)—High-grade ore reported to have been
disclosed m I'-ft. ledge extending for :10 ft. Ore contains
copper as well as gold. .Sample shipped to Selby. Property
IS owned by S. D. Hart.

JIoiui Cuniity
STANDARI> (Bodie)—Work of treating old dumps is said

to be preliminary to resumption of development of this and
other mines in Bodie district.

Monterey County
PATRIQUIN (Parkfleld)—Mine is" producing about IVz

Nevada County
THOMAS (Colfax)—Irving P. Smith and associates, of

OaWand, have taken over the property and will begin develop-
ment immediately.

EMPIRE AND Glil.KK.V CENTIOR threatened litigation
reported settled out of court. It is also reported that negotia-
tions have been lesumed for settlement of Empire-North Star
controversy out of court.

WALKESHAW (Nortii Bloomfield)—In driving new drift
Nels Jepsen and Theodore Larsen opened up large volume ofwater from which they escaped by being warned of approach
by seepage through drill holes. They were compelled to run
distance of 1.000 ft.

CARTER (Nevada City)—Reported that Haggin and Hearst
interests have made an inspection of these claims at Missouri
Bar on South Yuba River. Large ledge recently disclosed
which produced good ore. Development will proceed under
superintendency of Stuart Rawlings.

UNION HILL (Nevada City)—Fourth battery of mill incommission, making total of 20 stamps droping on ore. Most
of the ore comes from 700 level and 770 intermediate levelaveraging about $7..')0 per ton. Monthly output of bullion
$12,000 to $15,000. .Small amount of tungsten.

PluniaM County
HENRY TAUNT AND J. P. BUTRE, operating gravel claimson Squirrel Creek, recently cleaned up $900 in coarse gold, one

ot pieces weighing about 9 oz. This district has produced
large amount of coarse gold, recent slug valued at $700.

Sun LiuiM OliiMfKi Couuty
AVILA REFINERY has been removed to Casmalia in

northern part of Santa Barbara County where it will be used
in manufacture of asphalt from heavy grade of oil produced
in that fii-ld which had been abandoned by fuel-oil producers.

COI.ORAUO
Rouliler County

\yHITR RAVEN (Ward)—In sinking shaft below 240-ft.
level body of rich silver and bismuth ore has been opened, atwhat appears to be convergence of two oreshoots which have
been opened in higher levels.

RpITLDER TUNGSTEN (Nederland)—Work on Clark tun-
nel i.s well under way and timbering of loose ground near
portal IS in progress. Machine drills will be used as soon asnew compre.'-sor plant has been installed. Foundations forcompressor and mine buildings have been laid and buildings
V^ It'^""'

fO'ist'uction. Portal of the tunnel is located below
the Nederland dam of the Colorado Power Co. and line of tun-
nel IS directed in northwesterly course which will intersect
veins at depth of 1,000 ft. below the surface. P. H. Nve is
.superintendent.

Clear Oeek Couuty
WYOMING VALLEY TUNNEL (Idaho Springs)—The com-

liany plans to resume active development work. New ,s-drill
air compressor is to be installed.

VINDICATOR TUNNEL (Idaho Springs)—The 6-ft vein inTom Tuck property has been opened for <listance of 250
ft. Arrangements are in progress to provide capital for ex-
tensive development, and to cover cost of machinery to com-
plete equipment of old Gold Hill mill, which is to be re-
modeled to treat ore from tunnel.

Lake Couuty
LEADVILLE ni.STRlCT MILL (Leadville)—Zinc tails from

old Adam.s null in Stiaxborse gulch are being hauled hv
Horrigan Uros. and .iie treated bv flotation in this recon-
structed mill now op.rateil by Pingree Mining and Milling
Co. Estimates place dump tonnage at 10.000.

San .luan County
CARLSON (Silverton)—Main adit on sulphide vein has

opened large body of soft sulphide ore, much of which is
high grade and can be shipped crude.

KITTI.MAC (Eureka)—Manager Walter, of Denver, and
Superintendent Card have decided to install flotation in the
mill in addition to Huff electrostatic process.
HAMLET (Middleton)—Remodeled mill is now in operation

Ore is traiiiined from mine 200 ft. through snow shed to mill
storage bins. Ore is broken in Blake crusher and passed totwo sets of rolls and revolving screens; then treated on
roughing table to eliminate part of gangue and passed toHardinge mill. Pulp goes to classifier and thence to four sets
of Wilfley tables. Slime is pumped to Callow tank for de-watering and thence to fi-cell flotation machine. E. A. Ritter
IS consulting engineer.

.Summit County
^ ^'^;.2 BOAT OP THR TONOPAH PLACERS CO. exposed
four different veins in the bed of Swan River recently and
prospectors have staked out claims along the extensions upMuggins Gulch.

Teller County
.

WAR EAGLE I Altman )—After lying idle for 10 years, thismine in highest part of district is being reopened by CharlesDougherty. It produced high-grade liberally in former op-
erations.

MORNING GLORY (Anaconda)—New leasing concern ispushing development on 225 level after installing electric
noist and laying compressed-air pipeline from Doctor-Jack
Pot power plant.

TORNADO I Clippie Creek)—Development will soon be re-sumed in this Haven Hill property belonging to Elkton estate.Surface equipment is being installed and shaft will be re-paired and placed in working order
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IDAHO
SIiumIi«iii«' Coiiuty

(iCELI'H {Wallace)—falecUmia compressor, motor and
hoist have been purchasiil for this company and connections
are licinK made with i)o\ver mains.

IXTERSTATE-CALLAHAX (Wallace)—For 26 days ending
Sept. 5. this company shipped 4,600 tons of concentrate an<t
erude ore. averaging about 49',; zinc.

OOM PAUL (Burke)—Company will use 500-ft. Echo tunnel
as start for 4,000-ft. crosscut adit. New buildings, including
bunkhouse. mess-house, and compressor-house, have been
completed.

NORTHERN LIGHT (Pine Creek)—Ciosscut and drift from
bottom of 200-ft. shaft has e.vposed vein B ft. in width, nearly
all of which is commercial ore, with 15 in. of shipping ore
along foot wall. Ore is both lead and zinc, former pre-
dominating.

t)01I PAUL (Burke)—Crosscut 4,000 ft. in length is now-
being driven to cut vein 1.000 ft. below old shaft workings
on opposite side of mountain. New and permanent buildings
have been completed and company is well etiuipped to make
rapid progress. Crosscut will run through ground of Echo
Mining Co. and will cut vein on that property at great depth.

EMPIRE COPPER I Little Noitb Fork)—Empire Copper
Mining Co.. which owns property formerly known as the
Horst-Powell. is shipping three cars of copper ore per week,
hauling by wagon tive miles to railro.ad Company spent
$10,000 building wagon road, which is built on railroad grade,
and it is believed that O.-W. R. & N. company will extend
branch to mine next >'eai-.

LITTLE PITTSBl'Rc; (Pine Creek)—Gus Smith has just
bonded Little Pittsburgh group of claims to J. D. and Watson
Beebe, who have incorporated Colonial Mining Co. for purpose
of development. Ledge is open at depth 400 ft. by crosscut
and drift of 25 ft. has exposed 14 ft. of zinc oi'e that averages
25'>; T ft. of which averages 45^^;.. Compressor has been
ordered and electric power line is Iteing extended to property.

FRISCO (Gem)—Mine closed down three weeks to install
new crusher, rolls and other machinerj- in mil!. Owned by
Federal company. Working zinc ore left in mine years ago
by former owneis when zinc was of little value. Extensive
experiments treating ore during past year or more said to
be successful. Mill processes include concentration, magnetic
separation and notation. New body of lead and zinc recently-
struck on 2.200 level.

SNOWSTORM (MuUan)—Mine exhausted ore reserves and
suspended operations several months ago, having surplus of
$160,000 in treasury. Reliably reported today that surplus
will be used to take over Banner lead property near Troy,
Mont., which has been under development for several years
by Leo Gieenough. manager of Snowstorm. Fred McCormick,
formerly superintendent of Snowstorm, has gone to Tro>' to
take charge of proi)erty.

NATIONAL (MulUn)—Crosscut from bottom of 200-ft.
winze sunk from inner end of the old working adit has entered
vein 3.5 ft., opening highest-grade copper ore ever found in
mine. There is no indication of hanging wall, but no further
crosscutting will be done till new pumps have been, installed
to handle increased flow of water expected when hanging wall
is reached. The 500-ton mill will soon be ready to operate
and there is said to be sufficient ore broken in stopes to
keep it running at capacity for several months.

CALEDONIA (Kellogg)—Connection between upper work-
ings and Keating tunnel has opened orebodies at considei-abl,\'
greater depth and is said to have assured sufficient ore to
maintain dividends at present rate of 3c. a share, or .$7S.150
a month, for at least five years. Foui- feet of lead-silver ore
assaying higher than any considerable body heretofore dis-
covered in mine has been opened by new level TO ft. above
Keating tunnel. Where raise cut vein a foot of first-class
copper ore was found, and this is said to have widened to
several feet of milling ore. with stringers of shipping ore.

INDEPENDENCE-GETTYSBURG (MuUan)—Independence-
Gettysburg group of claims, adjoining Morning mine of Federal
company, was i-ecently taken over by Independence Lead Mines
Corporation, of which Maurice W. Bacon, general manager for
.Stew-art Jlining Co.. is president. More than 4,000 ft. of
development has been done. Fifteen men are employed, strip-
ping apex of supposed extension of Morning vein, driving on
Independence at depth of -600 ft. and on Gettysburg at 150 ft.

It is rumored that eastern capitalists ai-e negotiating for
t\\"u-thirds of 1,000,000 shares issued, on basis of 25c. per share.

MICHIGAN
Copper

AHMEEK (.\hmeek)—Has foundations in for new shaft
rockhouse at No. 2. This will not interfere with hoisting but
will give greater capacit>' when completeil.

SOUTH LAKE (Houghton)—South Lake's su.spension of
rock shipments is due simply to desire to accumulate dorsen
cars at time to facilitate railway transportation from Copper
Range to Hancock and Calumet roads.

HOUGHTON (Houghton)—Has resumed hoisting rock and
shipping to Winona mill. Winze will be sunk from 10th
to 12th level. Best showing is south of 6th level. Practically
all copper rock is coming from that point now.

CALUMET & HECLA (Calumet)—Two-men machines are
entirely out of use excejjting in some pillai- work. While the
"one-man" drill was made an issue in strike two years ago
no man would go back to old drill now. Calumet i*t Hecla
now has on payrolls over 10.000 men.

WHITE PINE (ONTONGAN)—Last Friday made its record
showing for a single day since operations started. The mill
turned out 40 bbl. of mineral, each barrel weighing 1.300
lb. of mineral or 52.000 lb. per daj'. -\ssuming that mineral
shows a refined return of 70 "/r. an assumption warranted by
facts, product for- one day's operation is shown to be 36.000
lb. refined cop(>er. Mill was not then operating to complete
capacit>-.

SALISBURY (Ishpeming)—Long drift to new orebody to
south has been completeil. Raising is now in progress. Exact
size of deposit is unknown as only one drill showed ore.

FORBES (Iron River)—New blacksmith and machine shoji
to be erected soon. I'resent structures are entirely inadequate.
Electric hoist, jjump and underground haulage to be installed.

NORTH L.\KE (Ishpeming)—Contract has been let for
powei house at new Section 6 mine of North Lake group.
First cut has been made in pit. Stripping should be finished
early in year. Ore will be milled. Deposit contains about
250.000 tons.

VOLUNTEER (Palmer)—Mine was reopened this week.
Had been closed more than year but pumps had been kept
going. New shaft has been raised. Drilling disclosed fine,
new deposit. About 150 men will be employed when mine
gets going well. Shipping also started this week.

JONES & L.A.UGHLIN (Ishpeming)—Small pit at Iron
Mountain Lake has been opened again. Some work done here
tour years ago. About 12,000 tons will be shipped. Some
exploratory work will also be done. Work on new under-
ground property, short distance away, will probably be re-sumed in November. More drilling will be done " on this
property.

LAKE ANGELINE ( Ishpeming)—Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Co.making surface survey of this property, which was bought at
auction from Pittsburg & Lake Angeline Iron Co., Sept. 15.
Old workings will be scrammed. Development campaign will
be planned shortly. Believed there is ore to be found there.
Machinery is almost worthless. Lucien Eaton, superintendent
of Ishpeming district, will have charge.

PENN IRON (Vulcan)—Hydro-electric shovel has been
loading ore from stockpiles for some time and is giving excel-
lent satisfaction. It operates very smoothly and is said to
be a big improvement over straight electric shovels. There
IS not wear and tear on motors when maximum load is on,
as is case with electric machines. Patents have been secured
bv Frank Armstrong, designer.

MINNESOTA
Dllllith

MINNESOTA STEEL (Dulutli)—Officials state that plant
will be in readiness to start on schedule time, Nov. 1. After
month's firing with fuel oil, coke ovens are nearly ready.
Although no ore shipments are yet arriving, upward of 300
cars of limestone and coal are being received daily. Blast
furnace and hot-blast stove linings now being dried", as well
as openhearth furnaces. Company recently contracted for
erection of $50,000 hospital and $40,000 store building. Hos-
pital will be 4-story structure, and store building will be
ISTxlST ft., two stories. Both will be of concrete blocks.

Mesabi Rauf^e
-MORTO.V (Hibbing)—A new shaft has been completed.
ALEX.ANDRIA (Chisholm)—Arthur Iron Mining Co., em-

ploying 40 men on shift, now down 52 ft.

THORNE (Buhl)—This new underground mine of Steel
Corporation made its first shipment Sept. 23.

SUSQUEH.\XNA (Hibbing)—New shaft completed and
drifting started. This main drift runs directly under openpit.

QUINN-HARRISON (Nashwauk)—Much rock being en-
countered in stripping operations. Eight shovels \yorking.

LEETONIA (Hibbing)—Oliver Iron Mining Co. has com-
pleted new shaft and is now preparing to drift under Carson
Lake.

M.\HONING (Hibbing)—On Oct. 1 mine passed the 1,S00,000-
ton mark for season. Either Mahoning or Hull pit will be
season's biggest shipper.

A'ICTORIA (Virginia)—Republic Iron & Steel Co. has
started diamond-drill operations on property, immediately
oast of Norman mine.

TIOGA (Chisholm)—Contract for furnishing light and
power to this ne\v operation of Shenango Furnace Co. has
been awarded to Chisholm Electric Co. Latter company is
building an addition to its plant for this purpose.

OLIVER IRON MINING (Chisholm)—Is shipping complete
outfit for exploratory shaft sinking from its Sec. 27 shaft
at Chisholm to SchuUsburg, Wis., at which point shaft will
be put down in zinc district. At Sec. 27 mine temporary equip-
ment has been superseded by i>erinanent installation.

HAWKIN.S (Nashwauk)—Company has notified all its sur-
face lessees to remove their buildings by Nov. 1 as the
company plans stripping west bank. This will bring openpit
within few feet of town's principal business street. Central
-Vve. Overburden at point is 40 ft. deep.

MISSOlllI—KAXS.VS—OKLAHOMA
ATHLETIC MINING (Duenweg. Mo.)—To enlarge mill to

350 tons capacity. Larger compressor also to be installed.
After contemplated improvements plant will be largest and
most complete in district.

HANFORD MINING (Joplin. Mo.)—Is sinking new shaft
east of its plant in Jackson Hollow, southwest of Joplin.
Has made several imiii-ovements in plant recently and is now
making about 60 tons of ore weekly.

GR.AY CAT illNING (Galena. Kan.)—Started up last week
after shut down of month, installing new steam hoist and
making some repairs on mill. Made two cars of zinc ore;
assayed eiC^, sold for $S0 on 60<:; base.

' JAMES MURPHY LAND (Galena. Kan.)—Mines complete-
ly fiooded by heavy rains; hundred of miners out of work.
Large concrete flume in Short Creek which crosses the land.
insufficient to carry water oft, arrangement being made to in-
stall two Texas Wonder pumps; expect to have water out in
about six weeks.
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MOIVTAX.*
Jefferson foiinty

KING SALOMON (Clancy )—This property, located in Clancy
district, has been taken over Ijy IVIonarch Mining and Smelting
Co.. with ample capital tor financing property, which is one
of old producers of district. Large amount of ore is lilocked
out in 400-ft. level for stoping. On 600-ft. level ore will be
tapped by drift and crosscut. Mine is equipped with modern
machinery good for depth of 1,200 ft. Regular shipments will
begin shortly.

Silver Bow County
TUOLUMNE (Butte)—Strike of rich copper glance running

as high as 40% copper was made Sept. 28 on 2, 600-ft. level
about 50 ft. from station.

NETTIE (Butte)—Pumping capacity at this mine, one of
Anaconda company's properties i^i western section of Butte
district, has been increased to take care of entire flow of
water from undei-ground workings, which is at present be-
tween 1,400 and 1,500 gal. per minute.

BUTTE-DULUTH (Butte)—On Sept. 29 Judge George M.
Bourquin of the United States district court rendered a deci-
sion that the Butte-Duluth mining company of Butte is not
bankrupt. Although company admitted that it was unable to
meet its obligations as the.v matured, it did not admit that its
liabilities exceeded assets.

BUTTE & LONDON (Butte)—Shaft sinking at this property
has met with set-back tlirough trouble \vith installation of
new electric pump on 1,100-ft. level to take care of flow of
water in mine. In meantime shaft is kept clear of water by
use of pump on .SOO-ft. level and by supplementing with tank-
skips whenever water makes any gains.

DAVIS-DALY (Butte)—Hesperus vein, opened on new
2,500-ft. level of Colorado mine, has been drifted on 150 ft.

and ore is holding out well. Vein averages 12 ft. in width,
and the commercial ore, which contains a good sprinkling
of copper glance, is about 5 V2 ft. wide. Smelter returns
showing an average copper content of SVi per cent.

NORTH BUTTE (Butte)—Encouraged by steady increase
in surplus, company is making preparations for development
of some of its new properties purchased in Butte district in
past two years. Regular quarterly dividend of 50c. was
ordered paid, but there will be no advance of dividend rate
as surplus will be kept for proposed improvements and de-
veloping of new properties. It is understood that cost of
producing coppi-r by North Butte has dropped below 10c.
a pound. With new shaft in operation monthly output should
increase to at least 2,250.000 lb. of copper, raising production
to 27,000,000 lb. per annum.

NEV.4D.\

Clark County
SULTAN (Goodsprings)—Henry Robbins, owner of this

property, has announced his intention to erect 50-ton dry-
concentrating plant at mine. Mill is to treat mixed lead and
zinc carbonates, of which there is considerable tonnage
blocked out in mine. Experiments ai'e also to be made on
concentration of low-grade zinc carbonates.

MOBILE (Goodsprings)—Now shipping about 250 tons of
zinc-carbonate ore monthly. Owners have taken option on
Doran & Zenzen property on Big Devil Mountain. Force
of men are to he put to work at once. Property has con-
siderable tonnage of ore exposed, carrying lead and silver.
It is probable that mill will be erected in near future.

Dou»;liiM County

BUCKSKIN NATIONAL (Buckskin)—Has 5,000 tons ore
on dumps. Will build mill as soon as suflicient depth is

.ittained in mine to determine permanent character of ore.

l^snieraldn County
DIAMONDFIELD BLACK BUTTE (Diamondfleld)—The

Howard Marine lease on 110-ft. level has cut rich ore. Face
of drift said to average $240 per ton in gold and silver.

GOLDFIELD CONS. (Goldfield)—During August total pro-
duction was 32,100 tons from which net realization was
$106,624. During month lessees produced 992 tons of total
gross value $23,085.

Humboldt County
SEVEN TROUGHS COALITION (Seven Troughs)—Reported

that on south 1,200 level strike of 14 in. of $10,000 ore has
been made. Is thought to be saine streak which was 8 in.

wide and assayed $5,300 on both 1,200 and 1,300 levels.

ROCHESTER MINES (Rochester)—Big Friedman tunnel
is progressing at rate of 15 ft. a day and is now in 920
ft. Low-grade vein matter is being encountered. Ore zone
expected to be encountered at depth of from 1,000 to 1,200
ft. according to original estimates when figuring dip of veins
at 400 level. Tunnel will hit ledges at depth of 1,200 ft.

Mineral County
BELLEVILLE T.AILINGS ASSOCIATION (Belleville)—This

association composed of Goldfield mining men has been work-
ing on tailings from ores of Candelaria milled in early days of
camp, since July of last vear, laving off onlv during winter
months. Plant cost $25,000 and has treated to date 20.000 tons
of tailings. There remains at least 150,000 tons averaging
around $5 to be treated. Force consists of 18 men and the
plant treats about 115 tons daily. C. Beedle is manager.

Xyc County
TONOPAH ORE PRODUCTION for week ended Sept. 25

was 9,629 tons, valued at $199,282 compared to 9.861 tons week
previous. Producers were: Tonopah Belmont, 2,833 tons;
Tonopah Mining. 2.850; Tonopah Extension, 1,850; West End,
839; Jim Butler, 1,050; miscellaneous leasers, 207 tons.

TONOPAH BELMONT (Tonopah)—Combined statement of
Development and Milling companies for quarter ended Aug. 31,

shows receipts from ore and bullion $586,480; mining, milling.
and administration expenses, $371,867. Total net income, in-
cluding miscellaneous, for three months, $226,864.

Storey County
MEXICAN (Virginia)—South drift No. 3 on 2,500 level in

Ijorphyry and quartz. Mill treated Mexican and Union "wedge
rock.

BELCHER-CROWN POINT (Gold Hill)—Water at incline
lowered 45 ft. and held at 170 ft. below the 1.500 level. Sav.il
20 cars of mill rock. Jacket mill received 977 tons of dump
rock and shipped one bar of bullion.

CON. VIRGINI.\ AND OPHIR (Virginia)—Air and water
pipe placed for a distance of 186 ft. below 2,500 level. Ophir
continued raising to third fioor in vein. Ophir saved 309 cais
of ore from all work and milled 250 tons.

White uty

GIROUX CON. (Kimberley)—Col. E. A. Wall, of Salt Lake
City, has filed petition at Reno, Nev.. asking for receiver
for Giroux Consolidated. He alleges conspiracy on part of
Thomas F. Cole and others to depreciate value of propert\-
and asks for accounting. Restraining order issued. Hear-
ing set for Nov. 10 at Carson City.

NORTH D.\KOTA
LIGNITE OPERATORS of Burlington, N. D., have lodged

complaint with state railway commission against the short
haul rates recently promulgated. Date of hearing not yet set.

SOUTH D.VKOT.V

Lawreno County

HIDDEN TREASURE (Deadwood)—Crosscutting easterly
and westerly on 200 level is revealing highly mineralized
formations. Some native copper has been found.

MOGUL (Terry)—New De La Vergne engine has been put
in commission, raising capacity of plant to 200 tons dail.v.
Custom ore is treated for $1.50 per ton; settlement is made
upon 75% of gold assa>'.

ITAH
Beaver County

CONSIDERABLE MINING AND DEVELOPMENT is being
done in the vicinity of Milford. The Moscow, Cedar-Talisman,
Lady Bryan, of the Utah Mining, Milling and Transportation
Co.. and Majestic mines are producing; and the Leonora,
Paloma, and others are developing ore. It is reported that the
Horn Silver dumps at Frisco will probably be turned over to a
leasing company. The dumps contain over 200,000 tons, and
some of the material carries about 7% lead, 6% zinc, and 6 oz.
silver. The mill at the South Utah at Newhouse, which will
treat the Cactus dumps by flotation is expected to start up
in the near future.

.luali County
TINTIC ORE SHIPMENTS for week ended Sept. 25 totaled

130 carloads estimated at 0,500 tons, valued at $163,000,
compared with 121 carloads week previous.

Summit County
PARK CITY ORE PRODUCTION for week ended Sept. 25

totaled 2,634 tons valued at $105,000, compared with 1,727 tons
week previous. There were 5 shippers.

Tooele County
INTERNATIONAL SMELTING (Tooele)—A. J. Bruneau,

representing 25 Tooele Valley farmers, has filed suit in United
States Court at .Salt Lake City against International Smelt-
ing Co. for specific performance of contracts to purchase
lands near smelter. Suit involves $265,000 and $39,000 attor-
ney fees. Contracts were made prior to building of smeltery
and were to be exercised should damage by smelter sm^ke be
proven.

C.VX.VD.V

BritiNli Coluniliia
GRANBT CONSOLIDATED (Grand Forks)—Has taken

bond on Gloucester group of claims in Gloucester camp,
about 55 mi. from Grand Forks, and about 30 mi. from end
of Kettle Valley R.R., to complete which an extension of
time was granted by Government.

Ontario
BEAVER (Cobalt)—Diamond-drilling to depth of 1,700

ft. has proved occurrence of rich ore below present work-
ings, and shaft is being sunlv rapidly.

CHAMBERS FERLAND (Cobalt)—Has found vein carrying
high-grade ore on 275-ft. level. Extension of this vein in
Nipissing has been profitable producer.

SMITH-LEBINE CLAIMS (Sesekinika Lake)—Have been
purchased by Montreal syndicate, headed by A. M. Bilsky.
They have an area of 120 acres on which 18 veins have been
uncovered.

DOMINION REDUCTION (Cobalt)—Has taken option on
Brennan property at Goodflsh Lake, and has also taken more
options in ilunro Township, where it already owns rich
Dobie-Ijej-son property.

NIPISSING (Cobalt)—Has dropped its option on claims in
Munro Township, near the Dobie-Leyson. Company has an
option on property in California. Financial statement shows
cash on hand $655,403 and ore and bullion on hand and in
transit, $731,572.

MEXICO
Pachuca

SANTA GBRTRUDIS (Pachuca)—Ore crushed during Au-
gust amounted to 13,338 tons; estimated profit, £5,280.

AFRIC-V
Transvaa

GOLD OUTPUT IN AUGUST is reported at 77S.763 oz. fine,
which is S,20S oz. more than in July, and 66,845 oz. more than
in August. 1914. For the eight months ended Aug. 31 the
total production was 5,530,165 oz. in 1914, and 5.957.167 oz., or
$123,134,642, in 1915; an increase of 427,002 oz. this year. The
numbei- of negro laborers employed at the end of August
was 206,809, an increase of 7,412 over July.
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Metal Markets

XE-\V YORK—Oct. 6

There was not much change in the metal markets last

week, save in the case ot copper where some pressure to sell

began to be exhibited. Lead was a little weaker in tone. The

peculiar condition in spelter continued.

Replying to an inquirer, "regular terms" in the sale of

copper mean that the seller delivers the copper to the buyei.

paying the freight on it and allows him 30 days after his

receipt of the copper in which to make payment, or if he

chooses to pay cash the bill is discounted at the rate of H*^.

To arrive at the difference between a sale upon these terms

and a cash sale, f.o.b. refinery, which is regarded as being

f.o.b. New York, the interest on the value of the copper

while in transit is commonly reckoned. This is a matter of

10 days. When copper sells at IS '4c.. regular terms, the

equivalent net price is therefore about IS. 03c.. there being

0.09125c. discount, 0.1c. freight, and 0.0304c. loss of interest,

a total of 0.22c. The freight rate is naturally a variable,

being less to some near-by factories and more to some of the

more remote ones. 'About 10c. per 100 lb. is regarded as be-

ing an average transportation cost.

Copper, Tin, Lead and Zinc

Copper—Some of the principal producers who had made
liberal sales at ISc, regular terms, raised their asking price

to IS Vic, but the market never became established at that

figure. At the beginning of our week of record several sales

of one million pound lots were made to domestic consumers at

ITTbC. regular terms, at least two agencies participating

in this business. At the same time producers made sales of

considerable tonnages for e.xport at prices netting above 18c.

Later, foreign business was done in considerable volume at

higher prices, but, at the same time, foreign business was
taken at lower prices. With respect to this business much
depended upon the points for which sales were made and the

conditions otherwise. Some producers were fortunate in

having copper alread>'- available on the other side, and others

were fortunate in having contracted for freight room in ad-

vance. In the meanwhile the domestic market became rather

dull and the producers of electrolytic copper began to feel

keenly the competition of the Lake producers. The latter

realized high premiums several months ago and have had

dreams of getting them again, but apparently giving up such

hopes, they have lately been offering Lake upon the same

terms as electrolytic. Even so, they found the going not quite

easy. During the time when Lake was so scarce, the pro-

ducers of electrolytic took some trouble to find a foothold for

their product in quarters where previously it had not been

used. Now, when the Lake producers are trying to get back

their old customers they are told in some cases, so it is said,

that electrolytic copper is liked better. At the close of the

week copper was offered in many quarters at ISc, regular

terms, and in some quarters at 17 %c., with intimations that

even the latter price might be shaded.

The volume of business transacted during the week was
moderately large. Sales to domestic consumers were prob-

ably in excess of 10,000,000 lb., and foreign business was prob-

ably larger than that.

Copper Sheets are quoted about 23c. per lb. for hot rolled

and 24c. for cold rolled, with usual extras. Wire prices are

unsettled: quotations may be put at 19^^200. per lb. at mill.

The chief maker does not quote base price.

Tin—The market was dull up to Oct. 5, when rumors

began to be circulated that the government of the Federated

llalay States was going to put an export duty on tin. This

news, which was first published in a New York daily paper,

became the subject of cable inquiries to Europe which led

dealers over there to surmise that something was in the air.

and considerable excitement ensued. On Oct. 5 tin opened

in this market at 32c. and closed at 32%c. On Oct. 6 there

was a sharp rise in the London price, which was reflected by

an advance in the price here.

I^ead—At the opening of the week some lead realized a

premium, but this could not be maintained in view of the

free offerings by several large interests at the old price.

Meanwhile the market in St. Louis became a little weaker.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iimiiiiiiniiiiiiniiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiu iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiu iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiimiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiB

There was a good deal of inquiry for large tonnages of lead

but these were freely met.

Spelter—The only change in conditions from our last

report was the doing of considerable business for such de-

liveries as Octolier-llarch, November-March, etc. Such busi-

ness was done at about 11% @ 12c. The total volume ot

business was rather large, and it was almost entirely for

export, domestic consumers apparently having no interest

in the market. ' A relatively trifling amount of business tor

early deliveries was done, the price for October being about

13»iC., for November, 13%@13Hc.. for December, 13(gl3Hc.

Sales were made for the first quarter of 1916 at lO^t'Slliic.

Zinc SlieetH—Business has been active, sales good but with

no material change in quotations. The base price for carload

lots is S16 per 100 lb. f.o.b. Peru, 111., less STc discount.

D.^ILY PRICES OF METALS IN NEW YORK
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Other Metals

.\K\V YORK—Oct. «

Aliiiiiinnni—The demand continues good and the scarcity of
metal for spot and eiirly deliveries has been accentuated.
Salt-s are reported as high as 49i§;51c. per 11). for No. 1 insots.
Xo quotations on futures are being made.

Antimony—A fair business has been done and there is a
good lot of inquiries. Reports of large demand for war
orders are current, but not especially credited. Ordinary
brands, chiefly Chinese, bring 2Sig29c. per lb.. New York;
while 45® 46c. per lb. is asked for Cookson's.

Xickel—Quotations for ordinary forms nominally are 45

@

.tOc. per lb., according to size and terms of order. A premium
uf .3c. per lb. is charged for electrolytic nickel.

<)nickNiIvrr—Stocks are repoited rather low, and the
market is active and stronger. New York quotations are $90
per flask of To lb. for large lots; fat's 92 for smaller orders.
.San Francisco reports by telegraph a brisk market, with sales
early in the week at Ss5, the price hardening to $S7.50ig90 at
the close. London price is unchanged at £16 per flask, with
no discount from second hands.

-Minor .Metaix—Current quotations for Bismntli are $3 per
lb.. New Yoi'k.—Cailiiiiitni is quoted at 7s. per lb. in London;
$1.75(31.90 per lb.. New York.—Chromium metal, 75c. per lb.,

Xew York.—Cobalt metal. 97':; pure, is sold at $2 per lb.

—

MauneMium, pure, has gone to a high price. $fi per lb. being
asked.—Selenium varies fiom $2.50^3 per lb.. New York, for
large lots: $4..".0(a5 toi retail quantities.—Trilurium is quoted
at SOs. per lb. in L.iii.lon.

Gold, Silver and Platinum

M-:« ^<»UK—Oct. li

liold sales from the United States .\ssay Office in Xew
York in September were $3,020,719. being $49S,497 loss than in
August. For the nine months ended Sept. 30, the total sales
were $45,409,521 in 1914, and $24,420,943 in 1915; a decrease of
$23,9SS,57S this year.

<iol«I Imports in Great Britain eight months ended Aug. 31
were £6,934,244; exports, £6.679.991; excess of imports, £254.253.
The receipts are apparently very much less than in 1914
owing to the arrangements by which gold in the Transvaal
and Australia is held in those countries.

Platinum—The market is entirely in the air owing to the
scarcity of supplies. Dealers are reluctant to quote, even to
regular customers. On a nominal lia.se of $50 per oz. sales
have been niade up to $."iS and even $60. Quotations may be
put at $57S60 per oz. for refined platinum, and $61*5 65 per
oz. for hard metal.

Sliver has been steady in I.oiidun. and the amounts on the
market have been absorbed at slightly advancing prices.
There is no news, however, to indicate an.v material advance.

Silver Import!! in Great Britain eight months ended Aug. 31

were valued at £6.479.2!i5; exports, £5.426.759; excess of im-
ports. £1,052.526, which compares with an excess of exports
of £1.130,571 last year.

MKT.Vl. K.M'ORTS AXn IMPORTS
Imports and exports of minor metals in the United States,

seven months ended July 31. in i)Ounds, except platinum, which
is in ounces;

Imports Exports
1914 191.5 1914 191.".

Xickel 24,(IOO.O()0 29,0.57,243 17,84.5,959 l.S,4fi3,2.53
Antimony. 8,773,391 11,500,034 3,673 (ir.!,4!l2

-Vluminum 9.n.S7..575 5.S42.129 1S,939 40,102
Quicksilver 9.141 128.8.37
Platinum. 4.S.71o l--'.779 143 9

Nickel and antimony include contents of oie, matte, etc.
Exports of aluminum manufactures not included above, were
valued at $533,927 in 1914, and $2.4 2,124 this year. Exports
include reexports of foieign material. Imports of quicksilver
not reported separately.

UxportN and importN of the Principal :>Ietal!<, other than
iron and steel, in the Tnited States, seven months ended
July 31:

Exports Imports
HI14 1915 1014 1915

Copper, long tons 2iiii.9li:; ls(1.145 93,0.56 73,741
Tin, long tons 4.".."> 472 27.198 28,005
Lead, short tons , 41.000 70.S4i> 13.576 29.671
Zinc, short tons.. 1.014 77.92s .560 549

Exports include reexports of foreign material. Copper in-

cludes contents of ore and matte. Imports of zinc ore in 1915

were 69,854 tons, estimated to contain 29,049 tons metallic
ziiie. Exports of domestic zinc ore were 605 tons.

Zinc and Lead Ore Markets
PL.v'rri;vii-LK, wis.—t>ct. 2

The open market base i.rice paid this week for 60'"r zinc
ore advanced from $72 to $76.50 per ton. Ore taken under
contract sold up to $S5 per ton. Medium grades sold in the
open market at $68^72 base. One lot of 150 tons assaying
50% zinc and carrying S% carbonate sold at $45 per ton. The
base price paid for SO'; lead ore was $50 per ton.

SHIPMENTS. WEEK ENDED OCT. 2

Zinc Lead Sulphur
Ore, Lb. Ore, Lb. Ore, Lb.

Week 4,694,440 23!>,46fl 473,880
Year 148,206,040 4,781,620 20,494.190

Shipped during week to separating plants, 4,314,280 lb.

zinc ore.

.lOPLIX. MO,—Oct, 3

P.lenile. hi.ah price. $9o; base, per ton of 60^; zinc, premium
ore. $S7.50; medium grades, $S7(S85; lower, $84(880: cala-
mine base, $60®56: car lots and ton lots, $55(fi 50; average.
all grades of zinc, $79.62. Lead, high price, $56.10; base, $55#
50 pel ton SO''i metal content; average, all grades of lead,

$50.62 per ton.

SHIPMENTS WEEK ENDED OCT. 2
Blende Calamine Lead Values

Totals this week . 12.299,300 711,100 2.380,240 $578,220
Totals this year. . 433,005,410 33.645,780 67,721,880 $19,033,410

Blende value, the week, $498,690; 40 weeks, $16,488,510.
Calamine value, the week. $19,290; 40 weeks, $767,060.
Lead value, the week, $60,240; 40 weeks, $1,777,840.

Nearly 60 in. of rain this year is the government record
fi>r Joplin. Other portions of the district have experienced
several heavy rains that did not visit Joplin. There has
been no rain of importance since Tuesday, when a 3-in.

fall visited the district east of Joplin, but was very light here.
The water is very heavy in the mines, but the present outlook
is more favorable for settled clear weather than any pros-
pect this fall. All ore outside Granby has been sold, the ship-
ment representing over 1,000 tons in excess of the production,
while large quantities of ore were being contracted for future
delivery today and tonight.

Iron Trade Review

XKW YORK—Oct. «

The iroti an<l steel trades sh»-'w increasing activit.v and a
stronger position. This is not due altogether to export busi-
ness, since domestic orders are growing in volume. Struc-
tural-steel orders are coming in more freely, as building and
Vn-idge business seems to improve; the railroads are ordering
more cars, and there is a considerable volume of orders for

Ijlates, shapes and other material for ship building. In

some lines, such as bars, the orders exceed the capacity of
the mills.

Under these conditions is is to be expected that the ad-
vances in price on finished steel should be held, and more
are e.xpected to be made soon.

There is a shortage of billets, blooms and half-flnished
steel and mills using purchased billets are anxiously looking-
for supplies.

Pig iron is stronger, though not yet as active as finished
steel. The chief demand just now is for basic iron, foundry
grades being rather (juiet. The market is strong enough,
however, to enable furnace managers to hold the advances
they have already asked and to suggest further advances on
first-quarter business.

Exports from Baltimore for the \\-eek included 51.459

tons billets, bars, wire rods and skelp steel to Great Britain;
2.501 tons steel rails to Archangel: 5,637 tons steel scrap
to Naples.

Imports at Baltimore for the week included 322 tons
ferrnmanganese from (.Ireat Britain. 6.:h10 tons manganese
ore from Brazil.

It is now stated with some authority that Charles JI.

Schwab, president of the Bethlehem Steel Co., is negotiating
for the purchase of the stock in the Pennsylvania Steel Co..

the majority of which is owned by the Pennsylvania R.R.
There are also reports that negotiations are going on for the
sale of the majority stock in the Cambria Steel Co., an option
on which is held by W. H. Donner and Henry C. Frick.

Foreign Trade <»£ the I'nited States in iron and steel,

including machinery, is valued as below by the Department
of Commerce for the seven moiiths ended July 31:

1914 1915 Changes
E.xportJ! $129,816,919 $174,970,645 I. .545,153,726
Imports 18,752,973 11,731,2S3 D. 7,021,710

Eicess, exports Slll,063,946 $163,239,382 I. S.52.17o,436

The increase in exports has been chiefly in the later
months. In July the total exports were valued at $35,S91,575,
.T gainst $16,737,552 in July of last year.
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the Wiltlev No. 5 head motion iu coujunctioii with verti-

cal supports, and these gave better results iu the treat-

ment of the slimes. Any type of head motion may be

used.

The feed trough consists of a band of sheet iron I l)ent

to form the front and side of the trough, which i.s about

1 m. long and S cm. wide. The back of the trough is the

backboard of the table, and the bottom of the trough is

the surface of the table which, however, within this in-

closure, is raised toward the back by the insertion of a

wedge-shaped strip of wood 3 under the linoleum. The

distribution of the feed onto the table is through a

row of small holes 3 at or near the bottom of front side

of the trough. To check the flow of the water in the feed

as it enters the trough and to cause a classification of the

material in the feed, several small screens i are secured iu

the trough perpendicular to the sides. The best results

are obtained when the tops of these screens are inclined

toward the feed entrance. From this tyjie of feed trough

the coarse ore is discharged through holes nearest the

head of the table and the slimes nearest the concentrate

end. Wash water is supplied through the pipe m, and n

is a stanchion to sit^jport it.

The Arraxgement of the Riffles

As to the riffles, the arrangement used on the Wiltley

tables with diagonal line of termination was first tried,

the riffles being high at feed and tapering to toward

the concentrate"end^ This height was gradually cut down

and the spacing reduced. The present size of riffle is

3 to 4 mm. in height, 6 mm. in width and spaced 15 to

20 mm. c. to c. and tapered only near the ends. Witli

the diagonal termination of the riffles it was found that

the middlings, which are usually'coarser than the concen-

trates, discharged onto the smooth surface of the table

at the ends of" the riffles and formed a narrow diagonal

band, dragging along under them in their downwaid

course a portion of the concentrates. At the point of divi-

sion where the concentrates and middlings discharge from

the table, the separation was not distinct and the result

was that some middlings would go with the concentrates

and some concentrates with the middlings.

Ending the riffles or grooves so that their termination

points on the upper half of the table form a diagonal

line and those on the lower half form a curved line, as

indii-ated, holds the concentrates higher on the table and

spreads them over a wider area of smooth surface at

the concentrate end, besides forcing the middlings to

work down more rapidly toward the lower side of the table.

Thus the tine concentrates in the middlings have a chance

to push out from under them and continue to the concen-

trate edire. The line of division between concentrates

and middlings is thus widened, and a more perfect sep-

aration takes place.

This practice of carrying the concentrates higher on the

table and thus widening the bands of concentrates on the

smooth portion of the^able surface is important in the

separation of complex ores like cerussite and calamine or

cralena and blende such as we have to treat here iu Sar-

dinia. The use of low riffles closely spaced is also im-

portant, as it allows a bed of sand to spread well down

on the table, and thus the fine concentrates, which are

often carried away in the flow of feed water over the table,

are caught in this sand l)ed and travel under it to the

concentrate end. The use of high riffles usually causes the

ore to crowd forward in a narrow band and to leave the

portion of the table below the feed bo.x bare of material,

so that the feed water has only the riffles to pass over and

the line mineral in it cannot be caught.

For treatment of slimes, grooves cut into the linoleum

are preferable to riffles. In this case a linoleum of li

mm. thickness is used and grooves 2 to 3 ram. deep and

about G to 8 mm. apart are cut. The ends of the grooves

are tapered to and the points of termination form a

diagonal for the upper grooves and a curved line for flic

lower grooves as shown on plan for riffles.

A Simple Taule-Tiltixc: Device

Another feature of the table is the tilting device, which

consists of a double wedge u inserted Ijetween the two

central supports of the table. This is entirely carried

by the table top, and thus a tilting frame or rods con-

necting with the foundation or other complicated devices

are avoided.

The bars b rest on the Ujiper face of the double wedge,

while the lower-wedge surfaces rest on bolts t carried

by the supports p, these bolts passing through slots <

in the vertical web of the angle-bars c.

To adjust the table, the bolts t at the top of the sup-

ports p should be loosened slightly, and when the table

is adjusted these should be tightened again. The adjust-

ment is effected by rotating the rod r, secured at its in-

ner end to the wedge « and having near its outer end

a screw engaging a nut secured to the frame a of the

table. A handle" ic is attached to the end of the rod v.

By moving the wedge, the table can be given the desired

inclination. As the central member, or rod, passing

through the center of the table is pivoted in the grooves

of the central supports and the end of this rod is suit-

ably connected with the head motion, the table may be

tilted to any desired extent without affecting the driving

mechanism or the supports.

Tilting devices as a rule make a table less rigid and

often cause it to lose its proper adjustment, since they

give the millmen something to fool with. The mill su-

perintendent should be the only one to readjust a table,

and when running properly the tilting devices should

lie so clamped that they cannot be moved.

Applicatiox of the Wash Water

The distribution of the wash water is through an ad-

justable perforated pipe m, as shown on the sketch. In

case the line of concentrates is high on the table, the end

of the wash-water pipe can be moved down and the line

of the concentrates vi-ill move down accordingly. Thus

with the wash-wate • pipe alone the necessary- small ad-

justments for the position of the line of concentrates

or middlings can be made immediately. The lower half

of the concentrate edge is cut off at an angle o as indi-

cated, so that the flow of wash water keeps the entire edge

wet.

It has been found that a stroke of 12 mm. and a ve-

locity of :!00 r.p.m. are best for the finest ores, of 80

niesli and less, while a stroke of 18 mm. and a velocity

of 240 r.p.m. are best for ores from 1 mm. and under,

or from 16 to 80 mesh.

The advantages of this new table are its regular shape

and rigidity, its light weight, small floor space required,

simplicity of foundation, free space under table for laun-

ders or boxes for products, and its very low cost. Th •
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By C. W. Wi;ight*

Tablf treatment of cru.slied ore is a simple process and
one that requires a simple machine to secure best result-^.

Most manufacturers of millint;- machinery make a type of
table with some special improvement not found on others.

There are tables of various shapes with many forms of

grooves and riffles, and some tables having doubly inclined

surfaces that attempt to treat an unclassified feed of
sands and slimes on the same deck. Often several differ-

ent types of tables may be seen in the same mill, espe-

cially when the millman has been anxious to have the
best. They all do good work if run properly. It is

more often the fault of tiio mill foreman than of the table

if good results are not obtained. In nianv mills the tables

The details of construction are shown in the accom-
panying drawings. The rectangular frame a is made of
channel iron 60 mm. high by 40 mm. wide, and two longi-

tudinal channels h. Small angle irons (/'placed diagonally
across each corner are bolted to the frame to give rigidity.

Large angle irons c constitute the transverse members
of the frame, and to these the supports and tilting de-

vice are attached. An iron rod, or bolt, e passes longi-

tudinally through the center of the frame, serving to

clamp the entire frame rigidly together. The end of this

rod extends beyond the end of the table and to it the
head motion is attached. This central longitudinal mem-
ber is important, as it distributes the pull of the head
motion over the entire length of the tal)le and also acts
as a ]Hvot for tilting the table on its .supports. The ta!)k>

top / IS niiulc uf 1-in. boards .spaced '
\., in. apart to allow

Jol J:

;^

Middling

CROSS-SECTION. SHOtV/NG
TILTING DEVICE

CROSS-SECTION
LONOirUDINAL SECTION

DETAILS OF CONSTRUCTION OF THE WRIGHT CONCENTRATING TABLE

have little chance to do efficient work because of the
criminal amount of water in their feed. This is often

due to the mill design, which does not allow .sufficient

grades for the launders, making necessary the use of an
excessive amount of water.

The type of table to be described is one which w^e have
had in use in Sardinia in some of our lead-zinc mills

for four years. All of our mills are equipped with them,
a total of about 60 being in u.se. Six years ago there were
no tables used and the streams below the mills were
sparkling with galena. It was not a pleasing sight, and
I found it necessary to design and build tables on the

ground. The machines have been modified somewhat each

vear, and the final result is the one now in u.se.

for swelling. These are screwed to four longitudinal string-
ers g of pitch pine which are bolted to the channels. There
are six flexible supports ^j 30 cm. wide for the table with
notches at the top in which the central rod rests. These
supports are bolted to the transverse angle irons c of the
frame and to angle-iron plates r bolted to the foundation
beam 20.

Heaij Motion and Feed

•Mining engineer. Ingurtosu, Sardinia. Italy.

On the first tables built a simple eccentric head motion
w^as used in conjunction with the flexible supports, which
were inclined so as to impart a throwing motion to the
table, this being the patented principle of the Ferraris

table. Tables with this motion give satisfactory results,

especially in the treatment of sands. Later we adopted
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cnicible or in a crucible heated by the oxyaeetylene

flame. The alloys are said to be particularly valuable

as illaments for electric li-'lits. Those covered by the

patent contain not less than 40% or over 90% of

ziiconiiun.

In an investigation of the season-cracking of brass, by

P. D. Merica and E. W. Woodward, the following conclu-

sions were reached:

Season-cracking and similar failures occur in brass

materials that are under initial stress, provided these

stresses average over 5,000 to ti,000 lb. per sq.in.

These stresses may be almost entirely removed by an-

nealing at temperatures ot about 300° C. to 400° C,

which ^temperatures do not alfect sensibly the ordinary

phvsical properties.

No certain indication of the magnitude or even pres-

ence of such stresses has so far been found in a study of

(a) the action of etching agents such as HgNOa or

NH^OH on brass, or (b) the micro- or niacro-structuiv.

Brass may be manufactured practically free from

stresses, and still retain excellent mechanical properties

:

that is, be not too soft.

Thus it would seem that from the standpoint of the user

of brass further investigation should continue to corre-

late the .service behavior of brasses with their physical

])roperties and initial stresses so that it may finally be pos-

sil)le to decide what are the magnitude and the distribution

of initial stresses which are allowable in such materials.

Further, the most convenient method of measuring or ob-

taining an indication of the value of these stresses should

be sought. At present this is the elongation method, which

is a fairly tedious one.

From "the standpoint of the manufacturer, investigation

should concern the influence of the mode of manufai'ture

on the initial stresses, the influence of other chemical

elements in producing hot or cold shortness and a study

of the best manner of annealing such materials. To an-

neal brass at 300° to 400° is not convenient with the or-

dinary brass-rolling mill equipment, and it is possible that

some higher temperature might be used without softening

the material unduly.

assay office whonever the bullion coriesponclinK to them is

removed. A shipping lot consists of 780 bars (about 42 tons),

and. when complete, the 780 gum drops corresponding are

placed in a graphite crucible and melted at as low a temper-

ature as will give a homogeneous mass from which to dip

the final gum-drop samples, upon which the actual assay of

the lot is made. Great care is taken not to get the sample

hot enough to oxidize the lead during the process. The gum
drops, which weigh about 40 grams each, are assayed without

clipping and the gold and silver calculated to an assay-ton

basis.

Aiiimall^sism\as.ftnna^ Im. a ILsina© Mill

The arcompanying photograph siiows the condition of

the inside of a Lane slow-speed Chilean mill in which

amalgamation is taking place. The clustering of the amal-

gam to the ring and close to the roller shows that the

agitation, e\en at that point, is not severe enough to

In discussing the lead-smeltmg practice at the El Paso

Smelting Works, El Paso, Texas, H. F. Easter describes^

the sampling of the base bullion as follows:

Whether drossed at the blast furnace or at the remelting

furnace, the bullion is tapped into a cast-iron cooling pot.

The dross is skimmed oft carefully and thoroughly. Before

the final skimming the contents of the kettle are well stirred

and the dross thereby raised is taken off completely. After

skimming, the contents of the cooler are stirred again and,

while the lead is still in motion, gum-drop samples are dipped.

A few more gum drops are taken than it is expected to make
into bars of lead, to insuVe having a gum drop for each bar

of lead.

The bullion is ladled into molds, and after the pot is empty

all extra gum drops over the number of bars produced are

thrown out. These gum drops are held and delivered to the

AMALGAM IN 1()-KT. l..\NE .MILL

The overflow is removed ready to clean up. The amalgam
builds up as an inner mud ring

scour the amalgam oft' and indicates extremely favorable

conditions. This installation is at the McCausland plant,

Death Valley, Calif., where mills of this type have proved

satisfactory in all respects.

From a paper presented before the Atlantic City meet-
ing of the American Institute of Metals, September, 191d.

>Excerpt fro'n a paper entitled "Lead Smelting at El Paso,"
presented at the San Francisco meeting of the American In-

stitute of Mi;iing Engineers, September, 191.:).

A cyclic process for the recovery of copjter from copper-

leaching operations has been patented by Eaymond P.

P.acon, of Pittsburgh, Peun., assignor to Metals Eesearch

Co., of New York (U. S. Pat. 1.151,234). In this

process, the solutions from the leaching operations are

treated with hydrogen sulphide, producing cupric sul-

phide and regenerating the solution for further leaching

operations. The cupric sulphide, together with a quantity

of elemental sulphur equal to one-half its sulphur

contents is then treated in a still with hydrocarbon gases

which con\ert the elemental sulphur and one-half the

sulphur in the c'upric sulphide to hydrogen sulphide.

This may then be used as a precipitant.

The production of the elemental sulphur is covered by

IT. S. Pat. 1,151,230, sulphur dioxide from roasting the

ores preparatory to leaching being mixed with the hydro-

gen sulphide produced as specified above, water and

sulphur being formed. This action goes on eithci- in

the mixed gases, or when they are in solution.

Mag^naliuni TurniiiRs Should Be Melted by forcing them

down into a pool of the molten metal, according to John

Coulson, at the Institute of Metals meeting-
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At the plant of the Bunker Hill & Sullivan Mining
and Concentratini;' Co., at Kellogg, Idaho, the equipment
includes several 40xl2-ft. Dorr thickeners. Since some
difficulty has been encountered through the plugging and
stopping of the discharge pipe, due to thick pulp and
the introduction of some foreign material, it was thought

better groatlj' to increase the size of this pipe. To do

this, howe\er, without providing some means of reducing

the quantity of material discharged would have i)een

calamitous.

The difficulty was solved by providing a simple inter-

mittent discharge from the delivery pipe. The pipe

was carried from the center of the bottom of the tank

to the outside, and there an equipment similar to an

ordinary gate valve with a long stem was provided. The
.stem of this valve was connected ,to an eccentric taken

adding the vanadium, the latter is retained and its full

alloying effect is available. A'anadium in small amounts
does increase the elongation, and I have no doubt that if

it were produced and sold at a price that would make it

available it would come into "-eneral use."

By Jesse Sijimons*

Old car wheels nmke e.vcellent sheaves and carriers foi

haulage ropes, according to Edward Manion, superintend-

ent of the Wasp No. 8 property, Flatiron, S. D. At this

property two old wheels are bolted together with three

bolts, with the flanges on the outside. The old axles may
be used for shafts. When used as sheaves, as in Fig. 1.

the shaft is provided with a single collar at the bottom
and extends downwartl into the foundation timber

—

usually a 2x8—and upward into a wooden support. When

OLD CAR WHEELS AS SHEAVES

from a worn-out jig and so arranged that the throw of

the eccentric opened and closed the valve. Tlie arrange-

ment is perfectly simple and accomplishes the desired

result without any trouble. Of course the size of the

discharge pipe and the number of o])enings of the valve

per minute can be arranged to suit any local requirements.

The speed of opening and closing nuiy b.' anything

between 15 and 35 per min.

In a paper read licforc the Atlantic City convention of

the American Institute of Metals, on alumino-vanadium,

\V. W. Clark reaches the following conclusions

:

"It is doubtful whether small amounts of vanadium

will increase the tensile strength of nonferrous metals

beyond that due to its powerful deoxidizing properties.

Vanadium is a scavenger which unites with the oxygen

in the metals and, as claimed by some investigators, the

nitrogen. It, however, should not be used as a scavenger,

as there are a number of as good and cheaper ones avail-

able. If one of these is used to cleanse the metal before

MIRIERS

used as carriers, as in Fig. 2. they give ei|ually satisfactory

service.

The chilled treads of the wheels fonn iileal surfaces for

the rope to travel on and are much harder and more
durable than the carriers and sheaves ordinarily sold for

this purpose. As any mine has at all times a more or less

liberal sui)ply of old car wheels and axles, it may never

want for carriers and sheaves if this ]5lan is followed.

ZaE'ccDimn'aBffia^IIrosa AMog^s

According to John L. Brown, of Baltimore, ]\Id., alloys

of zirconium and iron can readily be produced by the

reduction of a mixture of the oxides of the two metals

(U. S. Pat. 1.151,J(;0, assigned to Edward E. Cooper,

of Baltimore, Jld.). Especially is this reaction easily

carried on in the presence of a little titanium oxide,

which is likewise reduced, the titanium giving valuable

qualities to the product. The reduction nuiy be carried

on liy ahuninuni, or by carbon in an electrically heated

•Deadwood, S. D.
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ilotted curve on this same chart is the efficiency that

-hould be obtained when burning the coal under good

conditions, and the lower curve, '"Efficient B.t.u.,"' shows

what to expect from good operation.

On the right-hand side of the diagram various kinds

of coal are shown and lines point to the evaporation that

could be expected from this coal, so that the chart can be

used without following through the entire diagram.

For example, Hocking Valley (Ohio) coal is shown to

have an evaporation of 8.1 lb. of water per pound of

coal.

The basis for this chart was loaned the committee by

W. H. Schott, of Chicago. The evaporation factors and

the cost of steam per 1,000 lb. have been worked up by

the committee. It will ho interesting to notice that the

curve shows nicely that the highest thermo-value occurs

when the volatile matter in the combustible is somewhere

around 20%, ranging possibly from 16 to 34; or in other

words, in the highest thermo-value coal the fixed carbon in

the combustible ranges from 76 to 84%.

—

Power, Sept.

28, 1915.

A proposed standard box car of steel construction has

been designed by the Committee on Car Construction of

the Master Car Builders' Association and was reported at

the annual convention at Atlantic Citv' for criticism. The
cubic volume of the car body under the carlines is 3,096

cu.ft. The principal dimensions are as given in the

accompanying table, taken from Engineering Neivs.

Ft.

Length of frame over striking casting.

.

42 6
Width over sheathing 9 If
Length, inside '. 40 &\
Width, inside S 6
Height, inside 9
Height, from rail to bottom of bolster 2 6
Height, from rail to floor. . . 3 84
Height, from rail to top of running board 13 4|
Height, from rail to top of brake staff 14 2
Width, at eaves 9 2|
Height, at eaves 12 5j

WC"

At the Colby mine a 70-ton Bueyrus shovel loaded

150 cars, a total of 6,615 tons, of ore from stockpile in

10 hr. Later at the Newport mine a 70-C Bueyrus shovel

loaded 162 cars, a total of 8,094 tons, of ore in 10 hr.—

•

The Excavaiing Engineer, Aug., 1915.

'A

Maia® Accndeiffifts Sua M©^ YorM
There were 41 mines and 13,5 quarries operated in the

State of New York during the year 1914, according to

the report of the state mine inspector. A steady decrease

in fatality rate per thousand employed per annum in

these mines is noted during the last three years—from
6.27 in 1912 to 5.6 in 1913 and to 3.77 in 1914. The
total number of men employed in mines was 3,033, of

whom 1,855 were employed in iron mines; the quarries

employed 4,855, making the total number employed in

mines and quarries in the state for the year 7,888.

The limestone quarries were the largest employers of

this class of labor, with a total of 2,607 men ; the iron-

mining industry was next, with 1,855 ; sandstone and
granite quarries followed, with 584 and 554 respectively

;

the gypsum and rock-salt mines employed 378 and 376

respectively, l)luestone quarries employed 267 ; the balance

of the total was divided variously among the pyrites,

graphite, garnet, talc, natural-cement and zinc mines,

and marble, slate, spar, shale, trap and millstone quarries.

He^^ Electric HsafflainnieB' Drifll
The Western Electric Co. has placed on the market an

electric hammer drill that may be operated at small cost

from any convenient light-socket.

The principle upon which this hammer works is as

simple as it is cJI'ective. The main parts of the ma-
chine are the motor, a drill or hammer, and the magnetic

clutch plunger The motor R in the accompanying draw-

ing transmits motion through the hardened gears P and

L and the connecting-rod H to the cylindrical sleeve D,

which has two relatively thick end sections with a thin

center section connecting them. This center section is

as thin as is consistent with mechanical .strength.

The plunger C, which delivers the blow to the drill,

lies loosely within this cylinder and is not mechanically

connected to it or to any other part of the mechanism.

Outside of the sleeve is placed the magnet coil F. This

coil is stationary, the sleeve moving backward and for-

CROSS-SECTION OF THE DRILL, SHOWING THE
ARRANGEMENT OF PARTS

ward within it. The coil is in series with the motor,

and the current traversing it is always steady and in the

same direction.

As soon as the circuit is switched on (by the button

conveniently arranged on the handle) a magnetic circuit

is created with the thick sections of the sleeve as the

poles and the plunger as the armature. As the sleeve is

oscillated back and forth by the motor, the effect is that

of moving the polepieces of the magnet back and forth,

and the plunger clutched across the poles moves similarly,

transferring its energ}' to the drill when the two parts

come in contact, which takes place near the end of the

stroke. The plunger is slightly longer than the thin sec-

tion of the sleeve, which gives it a certain amount of over-

travel and an elasticity of connection that entirely re-

move the stress and jar of the blow from the machine.

The motor is series-wound and the gears are of oil-

iiardened special gear steel, while ball bearings are em-
ployed throughout.

A number of these drills have for some time been in

successful use in coal mines, where they have been em-
ployed not only for taking down top and lifting bottom,

but also for drilling the coal face preparatory to shooting.
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BSacfiissmatSa=Slhop Tool RacE
By D. E. Charlton*

At mine blacksmith shops, where the space is small and

it is necessary to keep the floor clear of tools, the rack

illustrated has proved satisfactory. The construction is

simple. The contrivance consists essentially of four

standards, the lower ends of which are turned over, as

shown in the sketch, to form a means of fastening the

rack to a base, and six crossbars 5 ft. long, made of

ll/2x3/g-iu. flat iron held to the standards by means of

1/2-in. bolts. The standards are made of Sxi/j-in. flat

iron, each 3 ft. 11% in. long. Between the crossbars

are placed li/o-in. lengths of %-m. pipe, to make the

its ordinary passage. But when the dumping device is in

place at any of these points the engineer cannot now hoist

his skip too far because if he does .so the rear of the skip

will strike this bar and will be prevented from rising.

The continuing strain on the rope will pull the skip

through, and it will go up the shaft in its natural position.

The device has greatly facilitated the dumping of poor

rock in the Copper Range mines. It is in line with the

"safety-first" principle, as well as that of efficiency.

TOOL RACK FOR BLACKSMITH SHOP

spaces in which the tools are placed. The upper spaces

can be used for hammers, the outside one farther down

for tongs and the lower ones for swages. The length of

the rack may be increased or decreased. If it is desired

to lengthen it, an additional set of standards should be

]3laced half-way between the end standards. The rack is

bolted to a base on a leyel with the floor.

In the Copper Range mines the filling system makes

necessary the dumping of poor rock at various levels.

The Angove system of d\imping is employed, pockets

being attached beneath the skipway to receive the rock

and lead it into chutes. Naturally, if the strain on the

skip rope at this point continued, should the engineer

happen to hoist his skip too far, the skip would keep on

turning and instead of diimping its rock into the pocket

would dump it back down the shaft, endangering life as

well as the operation of the shaft. Angove has forestalled

this possibility by a very simple device.

At each of the dumping stations he has placed a hinged

bar across the skipway, high enough to clear the skip in

Mining engineer, Virginia, Minn.

In its report to the National District Heating Associa-

tion at Chicago, June 1-3, the Station Operating

Committee incorporated the accompanying coal chart.

From the proximate analysis of the coals given the

chart may be used to determine the cost of steam per

1,000 lb. with various grades of coal at prices ranging

from $8 to 35c. per ton and the evaporation to expect.

Take, for example, Duquoin (111.), coal. The analysis

shows that this has 827o combustible; the remaining IB^o

is ash, moisture and other noncombustible materials. The

analysis at the right of the table also shows that this

coal" has -171/2% of fixed carbon and 31Vo% volatile

matter.

Referring to the left-hand side of the chart at the top,

under "Percentage of Combustible in Coal" find the dotted

line starting at 82. Follow this line down until a point

on the vertical scale is reached reading I'li^, which is

the fixed carbon in the coal. Then by reading the slant-

ing line to the left, it is found that there is .58% of fixed

carbon in the combustible. From here the dotted line

reaches the point 58 at the top of the chart and then

passes down to the heavy line "Efficient B.t.u." Then

by reading to the left it is found that a pound of com-

bustible should contain about 9,200 B.t.u. As this coal

has only 82% combustible, the line sloping downward is

followed until it intersects the 82^0 on the horizontal

scale. Then by reading to the right it is found that the

evaporation should be about 7.8 lb. of water per pound

of coal. Follow this line on through to the $2 line in

the center diagram of the chart, and the price of the

coal in the bin is found. From the intersection read

down to the bottom of the center diagram, which shows

that the coal would cost lli^c. per 1,000 lb. of steam.

At the top of the center diagram the evaporation

factors have been graphically displayed. Assuming that

water at 62 deg. F. is evaporated into steam at 150 lb.

pressure and no superheat, it will be found by reading

to the right from 62 to the slanting line representing 150

lb. that the evaporation factor is 120%.; consequently

the cost of steam per 1,000 lb. will be increased 20%.

The steam would then cost approximately I7V2C. per

1,000 lb.

This chart is based on high-class operation. The top

curve on the left-hand chart is based upon Dulong's

formula for figuring the B.t.u. in the combustible. The
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2,524 long tons; magnesite (crude), 11,086 long tons;

alum, 7,742 cwt. ; clay, 47,422 long tons; chromite, 5,G76

long tons; corundum, 7,960 cwt.; diamonds, 116 carats;

garnet, 334 cwt.; gypsum, 24,961 long tons; bauxite,

1,184 long tons ; amber, 10 cwt.

These figures differ from those already issued by the

Chief Inspector of Mines and given by the Jouriml. This

is due to the fact that the inspector includes in his report

only the production from those mines which come under

the Indian Mine Act of 1901, while the figures just quoted

give the complete returns collected from all sources.

^aiac CoEaceKaftiraittes lira tllhi® BirMaslh

Several cases arising out of shipments of zinc concen-

trates from Australia, either captured or diverted to Eng-

lish ports as a result of the war, were heard by the Presi-

dent of the Probate, Divorce and Admiralty Division of

the High Court during the week of Sept. 25, says the Min-

ing Journal. In all there are five cases to be tried, in-

volving something like £1,000,000. During the course of

the hearing much important information as to the inter-

relation of various firms connected with the zinc indus-

try was disclosed. The circumstances with regard to the

various ships concerned vary.

Where the consignments were, on the face of them, to

Aron Hirsch & Sohn, the property was condemned, but a

lengthy argument was addressed to the Court, both on be-

half of the Crown and on behalf of the firms concerned,

with regard to parcels claimed by Henry R. Merton & Co.,

Vivian, Younger & Bond, the Australian iletal Co., and

the Cie. des Minerals. The solicitor-general argued that

the charterers were the Metallgesellschaft, and that the

Australian Metal Co. and the Cie. des Minerals were its

puppets. From the correspondence it was to be inferred

tJiat the Australian company purchased the concentrates

on behalf of the iletallgesellschaft, which took entire con-

trol of the sale of the leady concentrates, and merely in-

formed its English partners of what had been done.

The so-called British firm, Henry R. Merton & Co., with

its intimate German commitments and German origin,

came to ask the court to help it to set up a partnership in

a business mainly carried on in an enemy country.

Shipments M.^de Before Wak Broke Out

Maurice Hill, K.C., for the claimants, said this was no

question of trading with the enemy, as it was concerned

with shi])ments made before the war. The only ques-

tion was as to the enemy or non-enemy character of the

goods. The solicitor-general had referred to a German oc-

topus which had spread its tentacles over the metal trade

of the world, but it would be just as true and just as false

to say that an English octopus had spread its tentacles

over the German trade. Mr. Merton started the London
business of Merton & Co. in 1860. He was born in Ger-

many of English parents, and in 1899 or 1900 H. R. Mer-

ton & Co., Ltd., was formed, ilr. Merton had carried on

business in England for 20 years before the Metallgesell-

schaft was formed in Germany. That was also a company
in which Mr. Merton was interested, but to represent the

whole concern as a German firm which was gradually, by

means of subsidiary companies, getting its grasp on the

metal trade of the world was wliollv misleading. The

majority of the shareholders in H. R. Merton & Co., Ltd..

were English. Of the directors all except two were Brit-

ish. The Metallgesellschaft was formed in 1882, and

the directors of H. R. ]\Ierton & Co. were the holders of a

very large quantity of the shares. One shareholder, a

]\Ir. Zuny, who died a short time back, by his will left

the income on 300,000 shares to British charities.

The firm of Vivian, Younger & Bond was a partner-

ship firm. At the beginning of the war two of the part-

ners were British born, and the third, who afterward

resigned, was a naturalized British subject. As to the

Australian ]\letal Co., the shareholders in the majority

were German—26,700 out of 50,000. The directors also

at the beginning of the war were in the majority Ger-

mans—four against three. The Cie. des Minerals was

formed in 1900, and of its shareholders about 60% were

German and the rest mainly Belgian and French. As to

the Ore Trading Co., which came into the matter as mer-

chants for dealing with certain ore on behalf of all these

companies and firms, the large majority of the sharehold-

ers were British, American and German. Mr. Hill sub-

mitted that the evidence showed that the property in the

zinc concentrates in question was in the Cie. des Minerals,

and the property in the leady concentrates was jointly in

the Metallgesellschaft, II. R. :\Ierton & Co., Vivian,

Younger & Bond, and the Australian iletal Co. Therefore,

applying the test of property, the proper order to make was

to release the zinc concentrates altogether and to release

the leady concentrates as to three-fourths and to condemn
it as to one-fourth—the fourth share belonging to the

^Metallgesellschaft.

Belgian TESTUioinr Unfavorable to Defendants

At this point the solicitor-general interposed, as a wit-

ness as to the constitution of the Cie. des Minerals, J. C.

Van der Taeleu, a Belgian, managing a leading Belgian

metal company in Antwerp, but at present connected with

Peters & Co., of London. He stated that tlie company did

not smelt or work the zinc, but sold the ore to the smelters

and bought back the metal produced. So far as he knew,

most of the directors were associated with the Metallge-

sellschaft and the company was practically German.

In the course of cross-examination, W. M. Wilson, a di-

rector of Henry R. Merton & Co., stated that his firm acted

as bankers for the Australian ^letal Co. and the Cie. des

Minerals and that the Gesellschaft supplied them with

money to meet these charges. Since the war they had re-

ceived no remittances from the Continent, and he feared

at the end of the war it would he impossible for Germany
to remit in full, if at all.

Further hearing was adiourned.

The report of the Utah Apex Mining Co., Bingham,
Utah, for the quarter ended Jime 30, 1915, shows net

earnings of $72,154. Gross receipts were $233,822;
mining expenses, $118,980; development, $38,214; and
accrued bond interest and all other expenses, $4,474.

The company had about $200,000 cash on hand. A
dividend of 12.5c. a share was declared payable on

Oct. 1. Out of an original bond issue of $350,000 all

bonds but $36,000 have been retired, and the treasurer

is jjrepared to purchase these bonds at par and accrued

interest.
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ill appearance of which seems to indicate its vahie, in a

measure. It contains variable amounts of lead and zinc

sulphides which do not, however, constitute controlling

factors in its mining and milling, except at infrequent

intervals. The stringers are irregular in dip, being nearly

vertical in the Davis and vicinitj' and flat in some in-

stances near the Gold King, one vein being designated by

its dip the "Flat Vein." In the Davis vein the free gold

is usuallj' associated with blende, while in the other veins

it occurs more often with the iron pyrite and galena, and

in both localities it is found in white quartz.

Nearly all of the work at present is confined to Nos. 2,

i8 and 4 levels, and about 70 men are engaged in ore pro-

duction.

The ore is mined by the lessees and sublessees and de-

livered to separate chutes passing down to No. 7 level, or

the "American Tunnel," below. A vertical shaft connects

Nos. 1 and 7 levels, and a cage with hoist in No. 1 level

is used to handle men, tools, supplies, etc.

The operating lessees, who handle the tramway and mill

and who are responsible for the management of the prop-

erty, take the ore from the chutes on No. 7 level and bring

it to surface by mule train, where it is dumped into the

tramway-loading bin of 250 tons' capacity. It is there

loaded by chutes into the tramway buckets of 850-lb.

capacity and transported to the mill at Gladstone.

Here it pas.ses through gyratory crusher and stamps and
is concentrated on Wilfley tables and by a flotation scheme

developed by Louis C. Bastian, the present mill superin-

tendent, formerly with the American Smelting and Refin-

ing Co. in the same capacity, and construction superinten-

dent of the Silver Lake mill near Silverton.

The experiments conducted by Mr. Bastian alone,

resulting in the present successful operation, were begun

a 3'ear ago in February and constitute the first successful

treatment by flotation of San Juan County ores.

The accompanying flow sheet describes the general mill

practice, which needs no special mention at this time out-

side of the flotation plant.

The Flotation Plant

The material treated in this plant is the middling and

slimes product of the second retreatment tables. They are

pumped into a square stock tank which has a capacity of

100 tons of pulp. Thence they pass to an 8-ft. Callow

cone, the overflow from which joins the overflow of the

stock tank, running to waste.

The thickened product is i)uniped to the first agitating

compartment and passes through this and two other sim-

ilar ones before it enters the first frothing compartment

through a gate about 6 in. below the water level. Here it

is skimmed by a revolving drag, and the underflow passes

to the fourth agitating compartment and similarly diag-

onally through the five remaining frothing and four re-

maining agitating compartments. The underflow from

the last frothing compartment runs to waste.

A cone plug regulates the flow of pulp from each froth-

ing compartment and consequently the capacity of the

plant. To maintain a uniform pulp level for successful

skimming, Mr. Bastian has provided a 2-in. pipe, con-

nected to the discharge pipe, which is fed from the lower

strata in the frothing compartment by a surrounding

3-in. pipe, rising above the water and froth levels, which
serves to hold back the froth. The concentrate froth dis-

charged from the first three frothing compartments is sent

over Wilfley and Card tables to aid in breaking it do^\^l

and theiu-e to a 40-ft. settling trough. Two tons of

final concentrate are ])roduced from each 30 tons of pulp

handled.

Carbolic oil is fed to the pump used to hoist the jmlp

to the stock tank. Creosote oil is fed to the first compart-

ment agitator, and pine oil is fed to the fourth compart-

ment agitator, 300 c.c. of total oil per ton of pulp being

used. No acid is found necessary. At the mine there is

sufficient sulphuric acid in the mine water, the amount of

which is not great, to destroy the air pipes and rails,

which must be protected by splash boards, and it is prob-

able that this preliminary treatment by nature renders

further acid treatment unnecessary. For feeding the oil

to the pulp Madispn-Kipp No. 50 lubricators are used.

Experiments being conducted at present indicate that

more of the mill products can be successfully treated

through finer grinding, and plans now laid include the

installation of Hardinge mills or the use of tube mills

already installed but not used under the present system.

Dorr thickeners will in all probability also be used.

The flotation and mill table concentrates run about the

same, or in the neighborhood of $40 per ton. They con-

tain in excess of 28% silica. The saving of metallic is

said to be in excess of 8.5%.

The quarterly report of the Shannon Copper Co., Met-
calf, Ariz., for quarter ended June 30, 1915, shows a pro-

duction of 2,867,000 lb. of copper, 320 oz. of gold and
16,100 oz. of silver. During this period 62,913 tons of

ore was treated from the Shannon mine and 10,086 tons

from the company's outside properties. The average

price received for copper was 16.Sllc. in April, 18.506c.

in May and 19.477c. in June. The average price received

for the quarter was 18.398c. per lb. The net profits for

the period were $164,648, of which $4,388 represented

railroad earnings. The following table shows a compari-
son of operating costs for the quarter and for 1914 :

Quarter
Ended June Year

30,1915 1914
Mining cost per ton Shannon ore. including
development $1.74 $2.32

Concentrating cost per ton concentrated 67 .85
Smelting cost per ton of burden 1.86 1.95
Converting cost per ton of fine copper 7.85 10.56

A plant of 150 tons' capacity for leaching the slimes

and tailings will be constructed, and if this is operated

successfully it will be increased to 500 or 600 tons' daily

capacity. Quick assets amounted to $507,674 in excess

of current liabilities at the end of the quarter.

mm
of Uimdlaa im

The following figures of mineral production in 1913 are

given in Records of the Geological Survey of India, Vol.

XLVI, 1915, the items being arranged in order of de-

scending value: Coal, 16,208,009 long tons; gold, 595,761

oz. ; manganese ore, 815,047 long tons; petroleum, 277,-

555,225 gal. ; salt, 1,473,189 long'tons ; mica, 45,422 cwt.;

.saltpeter (exports, fiscal year 1912-13), 296,928 cwt.;

tungsten ore, 1,688 long tons; lead ore and slag, 20,299

long tons: ruby, sapphire and spinel, 278,706 carats; tin

ore and tin, 7,062 cwt.; monazite (value), £42,012; iron

ore, 370,845 long tons; laterite, 292,985 long tons; silver,

125,209 oz. ; copper ore, 3,810 long tons; steatite.
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ations. A subsidence of a foot or two in the tailings

stack will not affect the alignment or running of the

conveyor, because it is self-contained.

Several of the local mills practice sluicing out tailings.

In most cases water is expensive, the cost for one 125-

ton plant exceeding $500 per month. Construction and

maintenance of dams, etc., are costly, and to this is added

annoying litigation brought by owners of property dam-

aged by tailings. Much greater space is required to con-

tain tailings in dams than is needed to pile them semi-

dry at a steep angle. Sluicing demands constant attend-

ance, whereas the excavator and conveyor system is auto-

matic. The high-pressure stream necessary for effective

sluicing damages filter bottoms, whereas the excavator

has stops which absolutely prevent damage to the filter

canvas.

Precipitation and Recovery of Gold

But one strength of solution is used with this low-grade

ore. Time is saved in applying solution and wash water

by having extra-large pipes for these purposes. A charge

of sand is thus saturated with solution almost as fast as

it is placed in the tank. Zinc dust is used for precipita-

tion, which takes place in a circular, locked compartment

in the gold tank. Precipitate is cleaned up daily, the

operation requiring not more than five minutes. The
zinc-dust feeder and precipitating apparatus are my in-

vention.

When melting, the precipitates are charged semi-dry

without acid treatment and with crucible and furnace cold.

A crucible cover having a special condenser attached is

used, and as the temperature rises the zinc is distilled

early in the melting process.

Power for all purposes except precipitation is furnished

by a 30-hp. three-phase 30-cycle G. E. induction motor of

the old and heavy type. It will carry a 50% overload for

indefinite periods. It drives the lineshaft with a short

belt using—on the slack side of the belt—a swinging

idler pulley, an arrangement which gives a large arc of

belt contact with both pulleys without any unnecessary

belt tension and requiring but little room and a short

belt. The small amount of power required by the zinc-

dust apparatus is supplied by the flow of .solution.

MisaeraS ©uatptuitt ©If S"wedleia

The official report of Swedish mineral production shows

the following: Iron ore, 6,586,630 metric tons; bitumi-

nous coal, 366,639; gold ore, 639; silver-lead ore, 3,100;

molybdenite, 7 ; copper ore, 8,839 ; manganese ore, 3,643

;

zinc ore, 42,279; nickel ore, 156; pyrite, 33,313; feld-

spar, 20,818; quartz, 3G,128; copper sulphate, 158; iron

sulphate, 651; graphite, 56; powdered pyrolusite, 81

metric tons.

Owing to the war, the production of iron ore de-

creased about 11.9% from the figure of last year (7,475,-

571). Of the iron ore produced, 3,966,863 tons carried

60 to 70% Fe. There were 8,732 metric tons of ferro-

silicon produced, 1,304 of ferromanganese-silicon, 1,300

of ferrochrome and 865 of all other ferro alloys. At
Hoganas there were 6,394 metric tons of sponge-iron

produced. Slig production was 620,591 metric tons.

The metal production, excluding iron, was : Gold,

84 kg.; silver, 1.074; lead, 1,395,566; copper, 4,692,244,

and zinc, 2,299,761 kg.

By Warren C. Prosser*

The Gold King mine at Gladstone, San Juan County,

Colo., has made a good production record, the total value

of which is estimated to be in excess of $12,000,000. The

property has suffered from continued heavy mill losses

and high-grading.

The development early disclosed the valuable Gold King

and Davis veins and has since opened many other profit-

able veins and stringers, together with irregular occur-

rences of free gold ore worth up to $15 per lb. These

have proven a big factor in inducing sublessees to under-
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FLOW SHEET, GOLD KING MILL

take the exploitation of various blocks of ground. A fault,

which passes through the mine in a northerly direction,

was explored several years ago, and the vein—containing

some ore—opened beyond was called the Becker vein.

An irregular system of variable quartz stringers, sepa-

rated by altered and decomposed horses of andesite, forms

the orebody. It contains much iron pyrite, the greasiness

Mining- engineer, .Silverton, Colo.
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occupied. It requires little power, and repairs are quickly

and easily made. The use of the 100-ton sand-storage

bin, placed high enough to enable filling the leaching tanks

through launders, not only gives storage, avoiding stop-

page of the leaching plant in case of delay at mine or

crushing plant, but also makes it possible to charge a 75-

ton leachiug tank—using the rotating distributor—and

level the charge with the excavator in less than 30 mm.

A sliding gate combined with deflectors at the outlet of

the sand bin controls and directs the flow of the sand

to the distributors. It is operated by a lever having ropes

reached conveniently from the ground floor.

Sand Distributor and Excavator

The excavator consists essentially of a four-arm plow,

made of 2-in. pipe and equipped with sheet-steel blades,

or rabbles, which resemble those used with circular me-

chanical roasting furnaces. This plow is rotated around

the central 5-in. pipe column by a wheel 3 ft. less in diam-

eter than the leaching tank. This wheel has arms and rim

of 3-in. pipe, with small rods extending from the upper

liulj to the rim. Wooden blocks clamped on the rim in

pairs about 12 in.> apart constitute an interrupted groove

for the driving rope.

The rope is guided from the jackshaft which drives

it to the plow wheel by one stationary sheave and one

liorizontally movable sheave, which is used as a tightener.

When the tightener is relaxed and the plow stopped, the

same movement throws a curved lifter between the sheave

and the rope, taking the rope clear of the sheave and pre-

venting rubbing. When charging a leaching tank the op-

erator first puts the rope drive in action, using the tight-

ener. He then opens the deflector gate, allowing 3 to 5

tons of sand per minute to flow from the sand bin to the

distributing spout, which is mounted on the rotating plow

wheel. The hinged end of the spout is then moved, a little

at a time, toward the center of the tank as fast as it flUs.

The plow, hung up close to the wheel, smooths out the

ridges and the charge is leveled as the tank is filled. The

hinged spout is retained at any desired angle by a tele-

scoping rod with a screw clamp. When excavating and

discharging tailings the plow is lowered so as to rest its

weight on the charge. A gate beneath the center column

is opened and an opening punched through the sand.

The plow and conveyors are put in motion, and the plow

Iflades move the tailings to the center, where they drop

through the gate to the short conveyor below.

Tailings Stage Formed by Conveyors

The short conveyors deliver to a long bridge conveyor

which is pivoted and radially movable. This conveyor

has radial movement both vertically and horizontally and

covers a large dumping space before extension is neces-

sary. Its outer end is supported by a ratchet jack of

5-ft. lift. When the tailings pile has grown so that the

conveyor has been raised to the extreme angle at which

sands will carry witJiout running backward, the horizon-

tal radial movement will begin, the jack being pinched

along or around the arc on planks laid on flats dug in the

tailings pile. An A-shaped tripper is made so that it can

be clamped to the bridge at any point in its length. It

scrapes the sands off equally on both sides of the belt.

The sands are dry enough to pile with slopes of 38°

from the horizontal. By occasionally moving the tripper

and by radial movement of the conveyor both vertically

and horizontally, any one of these operations requiring

but a few minutes' time, the available dumping ground

is fullv utilized. The bridge conveyor is driven from the

same jackshaft that drives tlie two short conveyors and

the excavators. The belt tension and direction are easily

and quickly adjusted by two movable idler pulleys which

are set to suit any chaiige of position of the bridge. The

time required to Jlischarge a 75-ton tank is about 21/2 hr.,

so that but little time is lost in charging and discharging

and the i)lant is kept up to capacity.

Usual Methods of Tailings Disposal

The almost invariable method of using tailings convey-

ors in this district has been to start with a stationary con-

veyor 25 to 40 ft. long on one or more high trestles and

then patch on additional conveyor 10 or 20 ft. at a time.

MineCaror
Drog Bucket

M-[-M Breaking Floor

Criixly 6 '^G Openings

Worcester Zinc .

Dust Feeder ~-6old Tonk
and Precipitator Conveyo

FLOW SHEET

TREATMENT SCHEME FOR CYANIDE PLANT

building new trestles for each e.xtension. The high trestles

are expensive when built on solid ground, and when the

usual short trestles are built on tailings heaps they settle

irregularly and the conveyors run miserably. When one

pile has reached the property line a new string of trestles

and extensions is begun in another direction. Trippers

are not used, and the one point of delivery is at the end

of the conveyor. Patching an extension on the end of one

of these conveyors on the top of a tailings heap in stormy,

zero weather is a very undesirable job, and the contrivance

is always getting out of order. The main drive has

to be remodeled every time the direction of the conveyor

is changed, and the conveyor is usually the worst nuisance

around the plant.

On the other hand, the bridge conveyor here shown

costs no more than a trestle conveyor of equal length,

and it will pile to the limit all of the ground within

its radial reach without any new construction or alter-
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By S. a. Worcestek*

SYNOPSIS—A higlily oxidized ore, free from cy-

anicides, is treated by moderately coarse crushing

and simple leaching. Automatic appliances and
conveniences minimize labor and give maximum
capacity. Limited space available for tailings is

fully utilized. A new zinc-dust feeder and precipi-

tator is used. Acid treatment of precipitates is

eliminated.

This plant, which I recently designed for a local mine in

which I am interested, has a capacity of 30 tons daily,

treating a friable, thoroughly oxidized ore well-adapted

material is handled entirely by elevators, launders, ex-

cavators and conveyors, and all manual labor is avoided.

The ore, carrying about $4 per ton in gold, is dumped
on the coarse grizzly either by the car from the mine or

by the drag-bucket of the dump excavator. The attend-

ant who delivers the ore breaks any oversize, and as about

99% of the ore will pass the grizzly without breaking,

very little hammer work is necessary. Any coarse waste

carrying less than $1 per ton is rejected at this point and

sent to the waste dump.

Failure to eliminate coarse and entirely unprofitable

waste from the material treated has been the cause of

immense losses at several of the mills of this district. A
large tonnage of rock averaging less than 50c.

l)er ton in gold is being regularly treated along

with the better rock, at a cost exceeding $1

per ton. This low-grade waste is nearly all in

large pieces and could easily be sorted out and

rejected at a cost not exceeding 15e. per ton.

The feed to the crushing plant is regulated

partly by adjusting the gate at the mouth of

the storage bin and partly by varying the stroke

of the oscillating fingers which serve the double

purpose of keeping the stationary grizzly clean

and feeding the oversize to the crusher. Fully

30% of this ore will pass the 1-in. grizzly

spaces and is elevated to the screens, thus in-

creasing the effective work of the crusher by

eliminating the undersize and also reducing

the production of fines, which have a detri-

mental eft'ect on percolation. The screens fol-

SIDE ELEVATION
END ELEVATION

DESIGN FOR A COMPACT CYANIDE PLANT USING BELT-CONVEYOR TAILINGS DISTRIBUTORS

to simple cyanidation. The mill, although small, is high-

ly automatic and includes a number of simple and inex-

pensive devices which save labor and attendance and in-

sure satisfactory and continuous operation. After passing

the coarse grizzly above the 60-ton coarse-ore bin, the

•Mechanical engineer, Victor, Colo.

lowing the crusher also eliminate undersize, sending it

direct by elevator to the sand storage, this procedure hav-

ing a beneficial effect on the work of the rolls, giving a

more uniformly granular product and economizing power.

The impact screen was chosen as the result of experience.

It has great efficiency per foot of screen surface and space
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The lead present iu the gray slag is approximately com-

bined as follows

:

PbSO. . 10
PbS 6,0
PbO 2.5.0

Metallic lead ... X5

From the standpoint of roasting, the elimination of

sulphur on the hearth is high in comparison with the

other methods now in vogue.

Of the material dra^ra into the flues and bag chambers

the proportion by weight is one of dust to two of burnt

fume. From the analyses given below it will be seen

that a considerable portion of the lead is present as sul-

phate, and on retreatment the sulphate, reacting on the

sulphide, greatly assists the desulphurizing process.

Pb, % s, %
Dust 62.0 11 1

Burnt fume 76 59

The lead present is combined approximately as follows

:

PbSO..
PbS..
PbO...

Dust, %
18.9

Burnt
Fume, <yi

53.6

Taking the foregoing average runs as a basis, the sul-

phur elimination is calculated as follows

:

NEWN.\M HE.\RTH

Dry ore charged
Gray slag
Dust
Burnt fume
Pounds of sulphur ehminated ...

Per cent, of sulphur eliminated

.

13,179
3,318
776

1.552

Sulphur,

15.1
19

11.1
5.9

H.AiND HE.\RTH

5,091
1,329
497
994

2.6
11.1
5.9

Sulphur, lb.

Sulphur, Id.

769Dry ore charged
Gray slag
Dust
Burnt fume _

Pounds of sulphur eliminated .

.

Per cent, of sulphur ehminated ... SO . 6

In several localities the ore hearth has been operated

on high-grade galena containing about 80% lead, with

an extraction of from 80 to 85% of the metal. In order

to determine the adaptability of this grade of ore to the

Newuaiu hearth a test run was made, the average results

of which per 8-hr. shift are given here

:

LE.\D .\NDTEST ON GALEN.i CONCENTR.\TES, COXT.\IXIXG S2.0

11.2% SULPHUR

Dry ore charged
Lead contents
Pig lead made
Gray slag made
Per cent, of coke breeze used .

.

Per cent, of criished hmestone.

Lb.

14.436
11.837
10,790
1,075
2.4
2.0

Percentage di Total Lead Products

Pig lead
Gray slag
Dust and fume

.

Dry ore charged
Gray slag
Dust
Burnt fume
Pounds of sulphur eliminated .

.

Per cent, of sulphur ehminated.

Lb. Sulphur, %
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purpose of this paper to describe a new and more for-

tunate endeavor in this direction.

After a careful study of the hand-hearth operation, it

was decided that three things were necessary to perfect

it, namely: A cool and sanitary hood; a mechanical

rabbler that would effectually replace the continuous and
laborious use of the hand rabble : and a lead-well attach-

ment that would mold clean lead direct from the hearth

basin with little attention on the part of the furnacemen.

All our experiments were carried out on the ordinary

1-ft. hand hearth. The hood problem was taken up first,

and soon a double hood was devised which gave the fur-

nace room a clear and fume-free atmosphere, at the same
time reducing the direct and radiated heat to the work-

men by 50%. A complete cessation of sickness and an in-

creased output were at once noted. After a few trials

a simple and effective lead well and molding device was
installed. A traveling rabbler was next put on the 4-

ft. furnace, and after numerous changes a successful

type was worked out.

Mechanical Rabbler the Chief Stuxt

This rabbling machine is hung from a carriage which
travels on an overhead track, and it rabbles in one di-

rection only, for a reason given later. The machine being

in such a position that the rabble arm is at the extreme

end of the furnace, a releasing lever is pulled, which
starts the machine, causing the rabble arm to describe

a motion similar to that of the hand rabble, but more
effective, since there is more power behind it. As the

rabble arm is withdrawn from the fire, an eccentric con-

nected with a ratchet wheel moves the carriage forward

about 4 in. for the next stroke of the rabble arm. This

motion is repeated until the other end of the furnace is

reached, when the machine automatically stops and with-

draws the rabble arm from the fire.

Two men, a charger and a helper, operate the furnace.

The helper follows close behind the rabble arm and with

a long-handled shovel pushes back the loose charge, pick-

ing out the gray slag as he goes along. Close behind

him comes the charger, who spreads a thin layer of ore

on the charge as fast as it is shoveled back, adding coke

breeze as needed.

Thus the fire is exposed for an instant onlj-, and by

the time the trip do^Ti the furnace is completed, the

end first charged is ready for the rabbling machine. It

is for this reason that the rabbling is performed in one

direction only. The first trip being complete and the

gray slag removed from the apron, the throwing-in of

a clutch causes the carriage to return without rabbling

to its original position, where it automatically stops in

readiness for a second rabbling trip.

Thus on eac-h trip the fire is rabbled 2-i times in 48 sec,

the return motion requiring 12 sec. One horsepower is

required under full load and is supplied by a 1-hp. al-

ternating-current 220-volt motor. The rabbling machine

is simple, strong and durable and only requires a few

minutes' attention daily.

From the data compiled it was determined that the

hearth eoidd be increased to 8 ft. in length, that it

would then produce 2.5 times as much pig lead as the

hand hearth, and that two men could operate it with less

fatigue than that sustained by two men on the ordinary

hand hearth. An 8-ft. hearth was at once constructed,

and from the first day of its operation it has not only

realized our expectations, but considerably exceeded
them.

As direct-hearth labor is paid a certain rate per hun-
dred poimds of pig lead produced, it will be seen that

the cost of production, as well as the number of fur-

naces and number of men employed, has been more than
cut in half. Moreover, the hearth laborers can earn
more money per shift, through the increased eificieney

per square foot of hearth area : and this, in turn, enables

us to secure a more desirable class of men.
The following tables show that the 8-ft. furnace gives

a much higher extraction of metallic lead, with a cor-

responding decrease in the amount of dust and fume pro-

duced.

Another gratifying feature is the reduction of the fuel

added in the form of coke breeze. Wliereas the hand
hearth uses from 8 to 9% of fuel, the 8-ft. mechanical
hearth consumes from 3 to 4% ; only it is probable that

the decrease in dust and fume, as well as in fuel con-

sumption, is due to the shorter time the fire is exposed

after rabbling on the 8-ft. hearth.

It has been found that by pugging the flue dust with

8. certain cheap chemical and mixing it with a portion

of burnt baghouse fume, the mixture can be successfully

worked up on the hearth, giving a high lead extraction

and a very low percentage of dust and fume.

Th\;s it will be seen that for galena concentrates of

over 68% lead content, the disadvantages of the old-

style hearth liave been overcome and the cost of pro-

duction has been lowered to such a degree that sintering

with subsequent blast-furnace smelting is no longer com-

parable therewith.

Sjieltixg Flue Dust on the Hearth
The following is an average of the results obtained

by smelting a mixture of pugged flue dust and burnt

baghouse fume. This mixture is made up so that the

average weight of pig lead produced per shift will be

approximately the same as that extracted from 70% ga-

lena concentrates.

Owing to the low percentage of sulphur present in

the mixture as sulphides, 10% of coke breeze is required.

Burnt baghouse fume, containing 76% and pugged flue

dust containing 62% are made into a mixture containing

67% of lead. Of this lead 81.3% passes into pig lead,

10% into gray slag and 8.7% into fume and dust.

The gray slag contains: Pb, 32.4; FeO, 41.7; CaO,

11.1; S, 1.2; and insoluble, 18.7%.

The following table is a comparison of the two types

of hearth, operating side by side on the same ore, show-

ing the average results per 8-hr. shift over a period of

four weeks, tlie labor being the same on each type.

comparative results on newnam and hand hearth
Ore charged, galena concentrates, containing 72.5% lead, and 15.1 sulphur.

Newnam Hand
Hearth, Hearth,

Lb. Lb.

Dry ore charged l.i,179

Lead contents. . . 0,5.54

Pig lead made 0,443
Gray slag made 3,318
Per cent, of coke breeze used. .

.

3 6
Rabble trips per hour 37 2

Percentage of Total Lead in Products

Pig lead 67 44
Gray slag 15

,
18

Dust and fume 1 7
.
38

100 00
Analysis of Gray Slag

Pb FeO CaO S

Newnam hearth 43.7 12.8 9.9 1,9
Hand hearth 45 12.2 9.0 2 6

5,091
3,691
2,030
1,329

Insoluble

12 6
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The mining costs at these mines are calculated per

ton of calamine produced, regardless of tenor in zinc.

However, the average content of the concentrates from

a mine does not vary greatly. In normal years the

total cost per ton of production is from 75 to 105 lire.

This cost is segregated and distributed into departments

in the manner shown in the following table:

COST OP ORE PRODUCTION
Developments 12-15 lire per ton
Mining 25-35 lire per ton
Ore dressing 13-19 lire per ton
Calcining: 6- 9 lire per ton
Transport 4- 7 lire per ton
General expense, royalties, etc 15-20 lire per ton

Total 75-105 lire per ton

Average 90 lire per ton

The developments usually consist of driving along the

mineral zones and crosscutting at intervals to explore

for rich calamine masses.

The mining method consists of overhead stoping and

filling with waste, which for the most part is sorted in

the stopes from the broken ore. lluch timbering is often

necessary to hold up the ore masses, or pillars of ore

are left. For the ore masses that occur near the surface,

the ore is mined by large openpits. One of the largest

of these open workings is at Monteponi which is 300 m.

wide and about GOO m. long and over 100 m. in depth.

The mining is being carried on mostly by hand-drill-

ing, though during the last few years machine drills have

been introduced. At certain of the mines practically all

the underground work is now being done by machine

drills.

The ore dressing consists of a careful sorting on the

"piazzale" at the mouths of the tunnels where calamine

product, mill ore and waste are made. The hand-sorted

product is sent to vertical calcining furnaces, where it

is calcined before shipping. The mill ore is sent to the

mill, where it is first crushed to under 1-in. size and the

size from i/^ to 1 in. is jigged. Both the products and

tailings from these jigs are hand-sorted by boys. The
ore under l/^-in. size is concentrated in jigs and on tables.

The zinc recovery from the ore treated in the mills is

from 50 to 60%, the tailings from the mills averaging

from 8 to 12%. The mill product is calcined in revolv-

ing furnaces, increasing by about 5% the tenor of the

calamine.

From some mines the product is transported to the sea

and sent in the smaller boats to the port of Carloforte,

at the south end of the island, wliile from other mines

it is delivered to the railway and sent to the port of Cag-

liari or Portovesme. Thence the ore is shipped to the

smelters in Belgium and Germany, although at present

shipments are being made to England.

The average tenor of the calamine shipments in 1913

was 40.65% zinc. The average selling value of this

product delivered at the ports in Sardinia was about 120

lire a ton.

Future of the Calamixe ]\Iines

Although the mining of calamine in Sardinia was be-

gun nearly 50 years ago, only a small portion, relatively,

of the mineral zones has been explored. The develop-

ments that have been made in recent years have been

especially successful, and those mines that have extended

their explorations now have sufficient ore reserves for the

next 6 to 10 years at their present rate of output, while

their tonnage of possible ore is about double that of the

reserves. At the .Monteponi mine it is claimed that the

ore in sight is sufficient for the next 40 years. At this

mine practically the entire mountain is being mined as

is shown in the photograph. It is therefore probable

that the Iglesias mining district will continue producing

calamine at its present or an increa.sed rate of output

for the next half-century.

m

The smelting of galena in the ore hearth has been

practiced in many countries for several hundred years

with varying success. In the United States the water-

jacketed American hearths and the Jumbo hearths have

found some favor in the ilissouri lead belt, where large

quantities of nonargentiferous galena concentrates are

produced.

In form and method of operation the ore hearth has

changed but little since its earliest conception. Since

its field is restricted to nonargentiferous galena con-

taining over 68% of lead, its use is limited to a few dis-

tricts; and, on account of certain disadvantages attend-

ing its operation, modern sintering and blast-furnace

practice have nearly driven it out of the Missouri field.

It is not generally known that the cost of producing

pig lead is smaller by the hearth method than by sin-

tering and blast-furnace smelting. Yet it is doubtful

if any metallurgist knowing this to be true would recom-

mend an American hearth installation—by reason of the

disadvantages which will be briefly enumerated.

DlSADVANTAGE.S OF THE OkE HeARTH

The furnace has been limited to a length of from 4

to 5 ft., requiring for its operation two men working

an 8-hr. shift as a maximum. The product per man is

small, the work is hot and laborious, and the difficulty

of completely removing the dust and fume has made it

a notorious source of lead poisoning. Although suitable

for operations on a small scale, a large number of hearths

would be required for a plant smelting 10,000 tons of

G8 to 70% concentrates per month; and the number of

semiskilled laborers w^ould be six times the number of

hearths—a condition which is prohibitive.

On account of the high percentage of dust and fume
produced, a large Hue and baghouse installation is re-

quired, and in the past the handling and retreatment of

this dust and fume has been a serious problem.

On the other hand, the advantages are the immediate

reduction of from 55 to 65% of the lead contents of

the concentrates, with simultaneous roasting, thus pro-

ducing a small tonnage of gray slag, which is an ideal

product for the lead blast furnace, since it greatly accel-

erates the furnace operation and is productive of but lit-

tle matte, the lead being largely present in the form of

sulphate and oxide. As previously observed, the cost

per ton of pig lead is somewhat cheaper by this method.^

Several attempts have been made to raise the tonnage

and reduce the labor on the ore hearths by mechanical

means, but up to the present without success. It is the

•Excerpts from a paper by William B. Newnam, to be
presented at the February, 1916, meeting of tlie A. I. M. E.

> It may be of interest at this point to note that the lead
blast furnace carrying a charge with 20% of gray slag is

smelting 7.5 tons of charge per square foot of tuyere area per
24 hr. The lead in this slag is under 1% and the proportion
of fixed carbon consumed per charge 7.5%.
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The alteration of the original sulphide ores to oxides,

carbonates and silicates has probably been due to the

action of meteoric waters that circulated along the min-

eralized calcareous strata, dissolving the sulphides and
precipitating the zinc and lead in some as carbonates

and silicates. This' process has caused but little trans-

fer of the ores. One usually finds some galena with the

calamine ; and more rarely some blende is present, show-

ing that alteration of the ores has been in place. As
gangue mineral, calcites predominate and in some of the

orebodies barite and quartz are present. Limonite often

occurs in large amounts associated with the calamine

;

also argillaceous matter where structural disturbances

have occurred in the orebodies.

A study of the deposits reveals that after the initial

fracturing of the limestones the cementing material along

the strata and in the brecciated areas was essentially

calcite, while subsequent fracturing was succeeded by

ihe introduction of the calamine and limonite, which also

serves as cementing material. Many small seams and

masses of limestone in the calamine deposits show a de-

As to the age of these deposits, it is evident that the

fracture zones in which they occur were developed after

the limestone strata had been tilted to their present po-

sitions. As Devonian strata are interfolded with these

Silurian limestones, it follows that the calamine deposits

are of post Devonian age. Relatively flat-lying Terti-

ary strata constitute the next rock formations within

the district. As no zinc deposits have been found in

these Tertiary beds, they are considered to be of more
recent age than the ore deposits.

The ore mined has a zinc content of from 15 to

25%, while an average content of the mineralized

zones such as are being mined at Monteponi is from 8

to 12%. At the mines about two-thirds of the produc-

tion is made by hand sorting, the calamine of which eon-

tains from 42 to 48% of zinc, and one-third is produced

in the ore-dressing mills, which yield a calamine con-

taining from 30 to 38% zinc. The iron content of the

hand-sorted ore is usually from 6 to 8%, while that of

the mill product averages from 15 to 30%. Where lead

ore occurs with the calamine, as is usually the ease, the

VIKW ((!•' THE iIO.\'Ti:roXI lIINli; PLANT, SARDINIA

velopment of calcite adjacent to the limestone walls or

included masses, indicating that the deposition of the

<-alcite is anterior to that of the calamine. The finding

of these calcite veins and masses in the limestone is

usually a good indication of the vicinity of calamine ore.

In the calamine masses druses are often present con-

taining small crystals of calcite and occasionally of barite,

although such occurrences are later than the calamine.

Quartz is of rare occurrence, though the silicate of zinc

is usually present with the carbonate, which is the prin-

cipal ore. The term calamine is applied to the ore, though

technically it is essentially smithsonite.

Calamine Sometimes Associated with Lead Ohe

Besides the calamine some of the deposits contain lead

ore in the form of galena partly altered to cerussite. At
certain mines the lead content of the ore is nearly as val-

uable as the zinc content, while at other mines it is un-

important. Subsequent to the formation of the calamine

deposits more or less movement within the mineralized

areas occurred, principally parallel to the stratification

of the limestones, and caused the development of the

argillaceous matter and slickensides that occur frequently.

OPENCUT w ' 'Ki-; i;,' ;.- ai iiii, .\i' ..m'i i
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calamine concentrates often contain from 4 to 8% in

load and the lead concentrates carry as high as 12% in

zinc.

Deschiption of the Mines of the District

The principal calamine mines of the Iglesias district

are Monteponi, Buggeru, San Giovanni, Acquaresi,

Masua, Nebida and San Benedetto. In normal times

the production of each of the first two mines averages

from 28,000 to 33,000 tons of calamine annually. The
next two produce from 7,000 to 10,000 tons each of cala-

mine and the last three average from 5,000 to 10,000

tons each annually. Besides these there are several small

properties that produce from a few hundred to a thou-

sand tons annually. The average annual production for

the last 10 years has been approximately 125,000 tons of

calamine.

Many of these calamine mines are important producers

of lead ore and at the present time it is their lead out-

put that permits them to continue operations at a profit.

In the district there are several important mines that

produce lead ores only, and two important producers of

blende.
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iiactiirinii which are parallel to the structural lines ot

the inclosing rocks. These mineral-bearing zones vary

iu width from 20 to 100 meters or more and are often

a few kilometers in length. Within the zones the ex-

tent of the minable ore deposit is rarely defined by

wn\h of waste and the limits are determined by the

amount of calamine present. The ore masses mined are

usually from 2 to 20 m. wide and from 10 to 100 m.

in length. Usually several important ore masses occur

along tiie same mineral zone and in tlie same mine. Along

orebudy. Otiier deposits consist of a confusion of lime-

stone blocks cemented together by calamine and calcite.

An example of such deposits occurs in the area of brcc-

ciated limestone and dolomite at the San Giovanni mine,

and although these are quite extensive and contain rich

ore, locally, they are less regular and less uniform in

their zinc" content than the Acquaresi type. Another

type includes the superficial deposits such as at the

Arenas mine, which consist of calamine and limonite ore

tilliim- basins in the eroded limestone. These deposits

MAP OF THE LEAD-ZINC DISTRICTS OF SARDINIA

certain of the mineral zones there are two or three mines,

and at some of them two or three parallel zones have been

developed. In one instance—at Monteponi—the entire

mineral zone is being mined by large openpits a few hun-

dred meters in width and several hundred in length.

Ore Deposits in Tilted Limestone Beds

The form of the deposits depends upon the character

of fracturing of the limestones within the mineral zones.

At the Acquaresi and adjoining mines the limestone

beds, although steeply tilted, show but little transverse

fracturing or faulting. The calamine occurs in fairly

regular veins interstratified in tlie limestone, and where

such veins are found sufficiently close together or are

wide enough to be mined separately, they constitute an

are not extensive in depth and are less important than

the others.

As to the formation of the ore it is evident that this

has been deposited from mineral-bearing waters circu-

lating along the fracture zones in the limestone, and in

certain instances the mineral-bearing solutions appear to

have dissolved the limestone-inclosing rocks along their

course and thus to have formed their own channels and

chambers, in which the present ore masses are found.

Originally these ores consisted of veins of sphalerite,

pyrite^nd galena interstratified in the limestones anci in

masses replacing it. The calamine deposits grade into

the sulphide deposits in depth at certain of the mines,

while at others masses of calamine ore extend below the

lowest levels—in some instances are below sea level.
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By C11AELE8 W. Wright*

SYNOPSIS—The calamine mines of Sardinia

are comparatively recent discoveries in a very old

lead-mining district. Mining is by opencut and
by overhead stoping and filling. Machine drills

have only recently been introduced. Development
irork prcseiifs iikihij possibilities still.

Although .Sardinia is one of the oldest lead-silver min-
ing districts in Europe, the value of its large calamine

deposits remained unknown until 1865. It was then

discovered that the heavy rock that accompanied cer-

tain of the lead ores was calamine and that there was

The calamine mines are situated for the most part in

the Iglesias mining district, which occupies a mountain-
ous area on the southwest corner of the island.

A small-scale geologic sketch map of a portion of the

Iglesias mining district, in which these deposits occur,

is added to show the general distribution of the rock

formations and the ore deposits. The oldest rocks ex-

posed in the Iglesias district appear to be the Cambrian
schists, which contain fossil evidence, principally trilo-

bites, at Canalgrande and in the Iglesias basin at Cabitza

and other points. In the limestone beds Silurian fossils

have been found at many points, and overlying these,

other schist beds occur which are also believed to be

GENERAL VIEW LOOKING SOUTH FROM MONTEPONI T

a market for it. The development of the known deposits

and explorations for new deposits began immediately,
and 92,000 tons of calamine was produced in 1870. The
output was gradually increased to 127,000 tons in 1900
and since then the annual extraction in the district has

varied from 100,000 to 130,000 tons which, valued at

the ports in Sardinia, amounts to from 10.000,000 to

15,000,000 lire ($1,930,000 to $2,895,000).

Mining engineer. Inguitosu, Sardinia. Italy.

of Silurian age. Dolomite in stratified beds and as

masses in the limestone is of common occurrence. Over-

lying the Paleozoic rocks and occupying the lowlands to

the south of this mining district are Tertiary beds of

sandstone shale and conglomerate. In these, important

beds of lignite occur. Still more recent are the lava

beds, which in turn overlie these Tertiary beds.

The calamine deposits are confined entirely to the

limestone areas, and their occurrence is along zones of
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BOSTON EXCH Oct. l

Sale Amt. Name of Comp.

Bonanaa Con.. Utah. . . jSept. 15 Oct. 6 $0,015

bCbX Mont isept 10 Oct. 10 0.003S Boy. Nev ;Sept. 29 Oct. 30 01

Central Eureka. Callt Oct. sort. 910.05

coeur d'Alene. Ida Sept U Oct. "l « 0()2

Columbus Ext.. Utah Oct. 10 Oct. 301 025

Comstock. Ida ,.scpt 30,001. 30j 001

Con Virginia. Nev ISept. 2S|Oct. I9i 0.05

Dlamaeld Black Butte. Nev. Oct. 4 Nov, •» 01

K. Hercules Ext.. Ida. (post.) .|Oct. U| 0.0015

Exchequer. Nev |Oct,

r Timbers, Wash '^
4 Oct,

4] Nov
ISept, 25 Oct.
Oct. 7, Nov
lOct. I Oct.

Isept. 10 Oct,

Jan. 31

Sept, 4 Oct, 4
[Sept. 7 Oct. 1

Oct. lliNov. 11

.\UB. 3I|Oct. 1

Sept. 25!Oct. 25
. iSept. 15|Oct, 12

Gethln Le Roy. Utah
C.lant M. & D . Ida

Goldstrlke M. & L.. Utah.

Great Bend Reinc. Nev.

Hancock Cons.. Mich
Hector. Ida
Idaho Nevada. Ida

Idora. Ida
Imperial. Ida
LeRoy. Ida
M, & P. Gold, Utah
Mount Pleasant Con,, Calif.

Nalldriver, Utah
Nevada Cooperative. Nev.

.

Nevada-Douglas. Nev
New Arcadian, Midi
New Baltic, Mich
New Quincy, Utah
Northern Light. Ida.

Oom Paul Con, Ida
Ophlr, Nev
Phedora. Ida
Phoenix. Mich
Ploche Metals. Nev Oct. 20 iN

lOct. fl|No\

ISept, 15 Oct.

Sept, 27!Oct
Dec, 11

Rainbow, Ida
Revelator. Utah.

.

Rockford, Ida.. .
-

Royal. Ida
Silver Moon. Ida
Silver Pick Cons.. :

Snowstorm Ext
Sunset M. & D.. Ni

Sunshine, Ida
Syndicate, Utah
Temple. Ida Sept

Tonopah Bonanaa. Nev. . . Sept

Union Cons., Nev Oct,

02
4 001

13' 0.01
8 0.003

20; 0.01
10 01

I
1.00

4i 0.005
0.002

005
0.005
0,002
0.0025
O.OS
0.02
0.01

20' 0.10
11 .. .1 0.50
5I

I
0.,™

Sept, 2 Sept, 23 0,01
Nov. 2 Dec, 2 004
Aug, 30 Oct. 4 01

Oct. 12 Nov. 2 05
Sept. 21 Oct. 21 OOO.i

Jan, 1 1 00
20 . 00

!

Nov, 20 0.002
4lOct, 25 0,00i
4 Oct, 30 0.005

V 0.001
18 0.005
23j 0.01
18 0.003
22i 0.03
IS

I

O.OOOli
2' 0.001
20 . 002

11, 0.01
5>Nov. 15; 0.05

Sept. 1 Oct.
Oct. 15|Nov
Oct. 16 Nov
Sept. 16 Oct.

Oct. is! Nov
Oct. 15;No\
Sept. ulOct

:0,Oct

Sept, 13 Oct

Stock Qnotatiuus

The New York Exchange has listed

$lfi.639.SOO of American Smelters Securi-

ties, pfd, A.
Oct. 4SPKl.MS Oct. 4j

Name of Comp

OO81

cVkT&n
I

J 02

Doctor Jack Pot.

Elkton Con
El Paso
Flndlay
Gold Dollar

;
J 01

Gold Sovereign,

Golden Cycle.

.

Isabella

Jack Pot
Jerry Johnson.. .

Lexington
Mary McKlnney
Pharmacist
Portland
Raven B. H
V nlicator

.4LT LAKE

} of Comp. Hid.

061Heck Tunnel
Hlack Jack
Colorado Mining
_._ m Point
Daly-Judge 6.65

Emma Cop
Gold Chain
Grand Central. .

Blossom. . .

Lower Mammoth
May Day
Opohongo
Prince Con
Seven Troughs,
Silver King Coai'i

Silver King Con..

Sioux Con
Uncle Sam
Yankee . .

t.05
,03

02)

15i

t 001

Clg.

86 i

108i

46 i 1

Ain,Sro,&Ret„com
Am, Sm, & Hef,. pf.

Am. Sm, Sec. pf. U.

Anaconda
Datopllas Mln
Bethlehem Steel ,

.

Hetlileliem Steel, pf,

Chluo
Culo. Fuel & Iron,

Crucible Steel ,

l-cderal M, & S,. pr.

Great Nor., ore,, ctf,

Guggen, Exp
lloinestaUe
Inspiration Con., , ,

I nternatlonal Nickel

Mex, Petroleum , . .

Miami Copper
Nafl I^ad, com
National Lead, pf„

Nev, Consol
Ontario Mln
Oulcksllver
Kay Con
Republic MS. com.,

Ilepuhllc I&S. pf, .

.

SiossShelll'd. com. .

I

61

Tennessee Copper, , 65 i

Utah Copper 6Si

U,S, Sieel.com 79i
ir,S, Steel, pf 1

114

Name of Comp,

103 i

Bailey
Chambers Ferland.
Conlagas
Peterson Lake
Right of Way
Seneca Superior, . . .

Silver Queen
T •& Hudson Bay..
Tlmlskamlng
Trethewey
Wettlauter-Lor

Dome Exten.
Doroa Mines . ,

Foley O'Brien..

Holllnger
Imperial
Jupiter
Mclntyre
Pearl Lake. . .

.

Porcu. Crown.
Preston E. D..

Rca

SAN FRANCISCO

Comstock Stocks..

Alia
Andes
Best i Belcher...

Caledonia
Challenge Con. .

.

Chollar
Confidence
Con. Virginia

Gould & Curry..

.

Hale & Norcross.

Jacket-Cr. Pt
Julia
Mexican
Occidental
Ophir
Overman
Potosi
Savage
sierra Nevada. .

.

Union Con

Nev. & cal.

Belmont
Jim Butler
Lone Star

MacNamara
Midway
Mont.-Tonopah,. .

.

North Star
Rescue Eula
West End Con
Atlanta
Booth
CO D. Con
Comb. Frac
D'field Daisy
Jumbo Extension..

Pitts, -Silver Peak, ,

Round Mountain..
Sandstorm Kendall

23 Silver Pick

40 i
Icentral Eureka. .

.

.03

Adventure
Ahmeek
Alaska Gold M . .

Algomah
Allouez
Am. Zinc .

.^rlz. Com,, ctfs.

Bonanza
I

I

Butte-Ballnlilava

Butte & Superior

,

Calumet & Ariz.

,

Cahimet & Heclti.

Centennial
Copper Range
Daly West
East But'e
tTanklln
Granby
Hancock. . , ,

Hedley
Helvetia
Indiana
Island Cr'k, com,.
Island Cr'k, pfd,.

Isle Royale
Keweenaw.,:.. ,

Lake
La Salle
Mason Valley. . ,

N. V. CURB Oct.

.\lasV a Juneau

.

Alta Con
Beaver Con
Ulg Four
Blue Bell

Braden Copper
BufTalo Mines
can. Cop. Corpn..
Cashboy
Chile Cop
Con. Ariz. Sm.,
Con. Coppennlnes.
Con. Nev.-Utah

.

Dla Black B
Florence
GoldHeld Con
Goldfleld Merger.

.

Greene Cananea..
Keimecott Cop, , ,

,

Kerr Lake
La Rose
Magma
McKlnley-Dar-Sa
Mines of Am
Mother Lode
Nevada Hills

New Utah BIngliai

Nlplssing Mines,.

.

Oro
St, Joseph Lead, ,

,

South Utah
Stand'd Ollof N,J,

Standard S, L, . . ,

Stewart
Success
Tonopah
Tonopah Bx
Tonopah Merger.

.

Tribulllon
Tularnsa
V\ikon Gold

Ma
(Mayflower
iMichigan
Mohawk
New .\rcadlan. .

.

North Butte,. . .

.

North Lake
Oilbway
Old Colony
Old Dominion. .

.

Osceola
Quincy
jSanta Fe
Shannon
Shattuck-Arlz

—

.Superior
Superior A Boat,,

JTamarack
[Trinity
Tuolumne
U, S, Smelting , . .

U, S, Smelfg. pf,,

Utah Apex
Utah Con
Victoria
Winona
Wolverine
Wyandot

BOSTON CURB Oct. 4

7i

LONDON

Alaska Tredwell
Burma Corp..

Cam i Motor
Camp Bird ,

,

El Oro
Esperanza
Mexico Mines...

Nechl, pfd. ,

Orovllle
Santa Gert'dls

,

Tomboy
Tough Oakes, .

.

£6 12s 6d
1 13 IS

12 9

3 II
12
14

Bingham Mines.
Boston Ely 22

Butte & Lon'n Dev. 30

Calaveras li

Calumet-Corbin.. .
.

' ,01

Chief Con ,S5

Cortez ,42

Crown Reserve
|
,37

Davis-Daly
Eagle & Blue Ucll

,

First Nat. Cop.
Houghton Copper.
Iron Cap Cop., pf..

Majestic
Mexican Metals. .

.

Nevada-Douglas.
New Baltic

New Cornelia

Ohio Copper
Oneco
Raven Copper
Rex Cons
Smokey Dev
So. Lake
Tonopah Victor.,

k'nited Verde Ext
Utah Metal

II

28

tLast Quotations,

Jlontlils' Average Prices of Metals
SILVER

January. . ,

February. .

March
April
May
June
July
.\ugust.

.

September
October .

,

November
December

Year..

1913

62.938
61.642
57.870
59.490
60 361
58 990

1914

57.572
57 . 506
58.067
58.519
58. 17

56.471

1913
I

1914 I 1915

28 983,26,553 22.731
28.357i26,573 22.753

26 669 26,788 23.708

27.416 26.958 23.709

7. 825' 26. 704 23.570

27.199 25 948 23.267

27 074 25.219 22.597

27 335 25 979 22.780
27.986 24 260 23.591

28.083 23.199
27.263 22.703
26.720 22 900

27.576 25 3U_^^

New York^quotatlons cents per ounce troy, fine silver;

London, pence per ounce. sterUng silver. 0.925 fine.

68 72l|54.67S
59.293 54.344
60 640153
60 . 793 50 . 654
58 995 49.0.S;

57 760 49 , 375

59.791 54,811

50.241
SO . 250
49.91
49.034
47.519
47,163
48,680
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The resignation of Alva C. Dinkey as president of the
Carnegie Steel Co., to become president of the Midvale Steel
Co, under its new ownership, astonished the steel trade of

f'ittsbureh, where it is recognized remarkable financial induce-
ments must have been offered.

I'ressure for steel has been increasing still more rapidly.

Except in wire products and merchant steel bars there is no
iiuestion of finishing capacity, the question being simply one
of steel supply. Rolling billets are almost unobtainable, and
forging billets have sold at fancy prices, even above HO a ton.

Buyers are specifying very freely on all contracts and in

most products the mills entered the fourth quarter with more
than half their output specified, and with distinct prospects
that specifications on fourth-quarter contracts will bring
them to Jan. 1 with specifications for thi'ee months' work on
hooks. There is a corresponding disinclination to write first-

quarter contracts, though some such business is being done.
Consumptive demand does not appear large, except in rela-

tion to the steel supply, and there are many industries that
could, in pi'osperity, consume much more steel than they are
taking now. There is therefore a distinct possibility of such
a shortage in steel as to cause a runaway market, witli prices

advancing sharply instead of. as in recent months, at about
the rate that obtained in the 1909 and 1912 movements.

Steel bars are up to 1.40c.. a level attained last week by
shapes, while most mills are quoting plates also at 1.40c,

Sheets are up $1 a ton to 2c, Wire products seem on the

verge of another advance. Railroad spikes are up $2 a ton
for promiJt, to 1,60c,, and are quoted l,6r)c. for first quarter
and 1,70c, for second quarter. Shafting is up to 60% discount
as minimum, $2 advance in a week and $10 advance on this

movement, with the makers practically filled for the remainder
of the year.

PiK Iroii—The pig-iron market presents a sharp contrast
to the steel market. There have been no advances in the past

fortnight or more, and present prices are not held with the

greatest ease, while actual buying is very light. Consumers
are apparently covered for the balance of the year. Sellers

expect a general buying movement within about six "weeks,

for next year's delivery, but the current make appears suffi-

cient for requirements, with quite a number of merchant
stacks still idle. Foundry is ,$14, oU for early delivery and
?I:-) for first half of 1916: malleable is $14.50(5 15, according
to analvsis, Bessemer and basic remain at $16 and $15

respectively, W, P, Snyder & Co. announce average prices

obtained in September at $15 for basic, a gain of 6.3.6c. and
$15,906 for bessemer, a gain of S4.2c. All prices quoted are

f.o.b. Valley furnaces, prices delivered Pittsburgh being 95c.

higher.

FerrunianK'anrxe—The market is rather quiet, contract

material being quoted at $100 for foreign, delivery indefinite.

and at $H5 for liomestic, with delivery assured, and prompt
lots i-anging between these extremes.

Steel—The market on billets and sheet bars has become
nominal. There are no openhearth billets to be had at less

than $26, maker's mill, Youngstown, and higher prices have
been paid. Sheet bars are nominally $1 higher, while bessemer
Kteel might be had at $1 under openhearth, but it is growing
scarcer. Fancy prices are being paid for forging billets, even
above $40, with an exceptionally heavy demand, making mills

indisposed to quote on rolling billets. Rods are nominally $30,

Pittsburgh.

FKRRO-,ll.LOVS
Ferruniuni^anesc is quoted at $110(5 112.50 per ton for

domestic 80'/r material. SpieBeleisen has been sold at $27

Ijer ton for 20'7c. at furnace.—Ferr*»silicoii, 50*;^, is quoted at

$75 per ton at Pittsburgh. Bessemer ferrosilicon is from
$20 per ton for 10'; up to $24 for 14^f. all at furnace.

—

Frrrutitauinm is Sft 12ioC. per lb., according to size of lots

and delivery.—Ferrovanailium is $2(3' 2.25 per lb. of contained
vanadium.—FerrotungNteu is quoted in London at 7s.(!5'7s. 6d.

per lb,—$1,6S(S1,S0—for alloy 75iSS0% tungsten.—Ferro-
iiiolylidenuin is quoted in London at ISs.—$4.32—per lb. for

75''/ alloy.

IROX ORE
Discussion of next season's prices for Lake ore is still

going on, in view of the large demand for late shipments.

It is generally believed that an advance of 50c. per ton will

be asked.
Imports and exports of iron ore in the United States,

.*-even months ended Jul.v 31 were, in long tons:

1914 191J Clmngcs

Impurl.s .
N.-.0,Ss.'i 671,<'39 D. 179,S44

Exports... :17S.I31 252,958 D. 123.173

Exports
Tin- chief imports this year were 432, S4.'. to

120.307 tons from Sweden, and 27,O0S tons from i-

were chiefly to Canada,
Imports of manganese ore for the seven months were

163,390 tons in 1914, and S7,136 tons in 1915: decrease, 76,254

tons. Reexports of imported ore were 2S tons in 1914, and
2,23S tons this year.

COKE
Coke production in the Connellsville region for the week

is reported by the "Courier" at 3SS.SS4 short tons: shipments,
387. OlS tons. Shipments from the Greensburg and Upper
Connellsville regions. 45,713 tons,

ConuellNville—Tlie contracting movement for furnace coke
for 1916 delivery continues, but buyers are showing less

eagerness than \vas exjjected. and deals are brought to a head
slowly. About half a dozen contracts have now been closed,

for the first half or all of 1916. involving about 75,000 tons
.1 month. Some of these have been at flat prices. $2,25 and
$2.35 respectively, while some operators are still talking $2.50.

Other contracts have been closed on a sliding-scale basis,

"vvith 20',; as much advance for coke as basic pig iron at

Valley furnaces may advance, and on such a basis that pig
iron at the present market of $15 would mean coke at $2.15;

$15,50 pig iron. $2,25 coke and so on. Usually the scale runs
down to a ininimum of about $1,N5. referalDle to $13.50 pig
iron. Contracts now under negotiation are on about the same
hasis as those already closed. Spot furnace coke has stiffened

5c., being quotable at $1.80(51.85, per net ton at ovens.

Kak|M»rtM and IniiiortK of Fuel in the United States, seven
months ended July 31. in long tons:

Bitum
Coke
Bunkc

1914

2.211.664
n,:j07,74,-<

40.S,441

4..i ;.87fi

1.997.S17
10.OS5..5.52

430.604
4,354.037

1914 1915

13.902 2.313
758,044 835.222
61.715 24.389

Tiit;,l 16,447,729 17,368.010 S:i5.661 861.924

The bunker coal, or coal furnished to steamships in for-

eign trade, is practically all bituminous. The greater part
of the trade, both exports and imports, is with Canada. There
were considerable gains this year in exports to Brazil, Ar-
gentina and Ital\".

Chemicals

NEW YORK—Oet. «

The general markets seem inclined to be quieter outside
of a few lines, but are rather steady.

Arweaic—Business is still rather slow, but with no change
in quotations. Prices are $3.50 per 100 lb. for large lots, and
up to $4 per 100 lb. for smaller orders.

Copper Sulphate—Business is steady and sales good for the
season. The current quotations are $6.75 per 100 lb. for car-

load lots and $7 per 100 lb. for smaller parcels.

JVltrate of So<1a—The market shows little change and busi-

ness is fair. The current quotations are 2.42r.,c. per lb.

for spot and 2.45c. foi- futures.

Pyrites—Imports at Baltimore for the past week included
6,921 tons pj'rites from Huelva, Spain.

Iiuiiorts and Exports of CheniieaLs in the Inited States,

seven months ended July 31, in pounds:

1914 1915 1914' 1913

Ar.senic 2,609.946 2,291.80:i 8,825
Blo.ich 25.554.389 6.181,490 12,654 120,126
Acctati- of lime 38,767.339 13.602.955
Calcium carbide 21.351.263 24.732,706
Potash salts 23.041,969 13,562,685 4.50,302 954,607
Sodium cvanide 3.640.48S 1.737.987
Soda salts, v.ihic .?;39().471 $299,905 S5.542 $22,346

Exports include reexports of foreign material. This state-

ment does not include nitrate of soda nor crude potash salts

used chiefly as fertilizers.

PETROLEIM
The monthly report of the "Oil City Derrick" gives the

number of new oil wells completed in September as follows:

Pennsylvania grade, 336; Lima-Indiana, 41: Central Ohio, 73;

Kentucky. 4; Illinois. 66; Mid-Continent. 371; Texas-Louisiana.
139. The total number of wells completed was 1,030; the total

daily production, 101,875 bbl. There were 233 dry holes and
184 gas wells. As compared with August there was a decrease
of 46 wells, but an increase of 4,025 bbl. in production. On
Sept. 30 there were 2,130 wells drilling.

Imports of petroleum from Mexico' into tlii- United States
in .\ugust were 2.039,159 bbl., being 460,512 bbl. more than
ill July,
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table topti complete with supports and foundation beam

should not cost over $50, and to this a royalty of $40 per

talile must be added for patent rights. A good head mo-

tion should be purchased for from $40 to $fiO, making

the cost of the entire table from $130 to $150.

These tables may be built by any good carpenter and

blacksmith and the necessary designs and details for con-

^tructing and operating them, as well as the permission

for their use, may be ol)tained from the writer.

The Jackson Coniiiressor Co., with ollice and factory

lit 1130 13th St., Denver, Colo., has spent about a year

and a half perfecting a new type of rotary air compres-

sor. H. 0. Jackson was allowed patent for this invention

July 16, 1914, his first working model having been com-

pleted the preceding February.

The accompanying illustration of the direct-connected

motor-driven u]iit shows this compressor as a small, com-

pact all'air. The machine lontains no reciprocating parts

^. 8
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jl'PEK CO., WIiWiXA. illCH.REDUCTinX PLANT OF THK W'lNoNA

Exterior and interior views of this company's concentrator, which is equipped with standard machinery,

jigs, concentrating tables, etc., customarily used in the Michigan copper fields
such as stamps,
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Os^imeifflmaftes

In an article on explosives, bv Percy E. Barbour,

which appeared in the Journal of Sept. 25, I noticed the

following statement: "Unlike 'straight' dj-namite, gela-

tin dynamite is very sensitive to shock when frozen." I

have often heard this statement, but never proof for

the same.

On p. 29 of Bull. 48 of the U. S. Bureau of Mines,

also quoted by Mr. Barbour, is an account of some ex-

periments in the detonation of frozen dynamites. The
explosives used in these tests were all rated at 40%
strength and included "straight" dynamite, ammonia
dynamite, low-freezing dynamite and gelatin dynamite;

No. 6 electric detonators were used ; all the explosives

were in a frozen condition, the temperature of experi-

ment varying in different trials from —16° C. to 6° C.

In the case of the first three, only one failure to detonate

occurred; that being of low-freezing dynamite at the

lower temperature mentioned. In the case of the gelatin

dynamite, every cartridge failed to explode and in no

case was there even a partial detonation.

From a consideration of the foregoing, it seems to me
that if we can place any reliance on these experiments,

they effectually dispose of the old belief in the sensi-

tiveness of frozen gelatin dynamite.

J. A. Reid.

Kingston, Ont., Oct. 1, ]!)1.-).

Referring to an article in your issue dated June 19,

1915, by J. P. Ruth, Jr., entitled "Making Primers,"'

ihe method he describes by passing the fuse through the

dynamite cartridge is bad. It is important that the

powder does not become ignited before the detonator

explodes, as otherwise an incomplete detonation will

I'esult, causing noxious fumes. Although such a system

as described can be employed when using electric

detonators, it should be avoided with the ordinary burn-

ing .safety fuse in order to obviate premature ignition

of the powder. No part of the fuse should touch the

explosive before reaching the detonator.

W. Gkrakd Boulton.

Valparaiso, Chile, Aiig. 17, 1915.

W.

Cosft of "Wairatl®2° Contssftiptiflcftaoia

The recent contributions of ^Ir. Curran and ^Ir. Wood
liave been interesting. I hope that other builders will con-

tribute their views about the relative cost of construction

in summer and winter; that is to say, metallurgical con-

struction. Everybody knows, of course, that the building

of a mill, even in the midwinter of a severe climate is

feasible. The Hollinger mill at Punupine was Iniilt under

such conditions.

I (iiuc luiilt a ])lant in the Rock}- Mountains in weather

that was below zero—down to minus 30° F.—a good deal

of the time. On some days the masons had to quit, owing

to the mortar freezing on their trowels. Except for that,

however, there was no trouble about the cement and con-

crete work that was done under cover, as mo.st of it was.

In the following summer all the foundations were as true

as when they were laid. Not so in the case of some out-

side work that was exposed to the sun. It is the alter-

nate freezing and thawing that plays the mischief with

such work.

So much for quality. As for cost it is a different mat-

ter. It stands to reason that workmen who are trj'ing to

do their jobs with stiff fingers are not going to do so much
as if they were physically comfortable. Mr. Curran is

correct in saying that the cost of constriiction is likely

to be very much more in winter than it is in summer.
B. E. W.

New York, Sept. 20, 1915.

TecIhxEiiflcsiE Jo'vuiB'stiS^IlBSinffi airadl

MaHiilira^ IBiPoIkeirs

The Journal of Sept. 4 blossoms out with that old peren-

nial
—"The mining broker is a gambler." This diatribe

differs from sicklied effusions on the same subject in the

Mining Age, Copper, Curb and Mining Outlook, et al.,

in three ways: Their work is more artistic, the Journal's

is the more sincere, theirs carries its antidote, slow but

deadly, in the advertising columns beside the editorial,

while the Jnurnal's is rendered innocuous by the painful

adage which echoes raucously in the wake of most human-
itarian, soul-saving and money-safeguarding sermons and

which may be summed up in : "Deeds, not words."

.Mining .swindles were a prolific source of income for

certain satraps of Persia 3,000 years ago, but mulcting

the public was the legal industry in those days for the

man-higher-up. What has the Journal done about it in

the last six years? In 1909 the Journal cleaned an indi-

vidual cesspool ; unfortunately it used an evanescent anti-

septic instead of dynamite. That the Augean stables over-

flow again is proved by its own aforementioned editorial.

Permanent sanitation of the mining industry is beyond

the strength of any single available Hercules, whether he

works with a linotype, typewriter or human gas; yet it

is surely within the prerogative and power of our strong-

est technical journal to lay the foundation for an organ-

ized activity which will accomplish the desired result.

Civilized progress, to be permanent, mu,?t be based on

pojmlar education. A religion may be promulgated with

no other motive power than faith : crime, of the purely

snimal variety, can be hampered by legislation; but pro-

tecting the ubiquitous folly of humanity against itself,

whether in the matter of typhoid germs or stock certifi-

cates, becomes a permanent possibility only when potential

sufferers are shown that filth and disease are one, or that

the nnning broker's much advertised passes to the alms-
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house are the most expensive misery witli which luxury

has ever baited her golden hook. Our engineering frater-

nity, organized with the assistance of the technical press,

possesses the only voice that could elfectively instruct the

public. It has never tried.

Whence this hitherto insuperable aversion of American
mining engineers to strike at an evil that confronts the

majority of them in their daily work? To call the body

of these honorable men venal—the men who after all are

the backljone of the business (to say nothing of the fact

that they are Mining Journal subscribers)—would he, as

far as really useful editorials are concerned, a transfer

of the shoe that pinches a small corn, from the left foot

to the right, where it would contort the whole foot. This

would produce a cramp in the publisher's income tax with-

out ameliorating the condition of that great tribe—the

American sucker—whom, in Broad Street, we have always

with us. The difficulty lies not in want of good intention

or courage among mining engineers, but in lack of or-

ganization.

When I am asked to survey, for a consideration, a tract

of sand and shinale rock somewhere north of Winnemucca,

do I turn down the job because I don't think there's any

appreciable quantity of metal (at least in a vertical di-

rection) closer than the molten core that separates us

from China ? No. ^ly house is glass, yet it's safe if none

throw stones save they who be without similar sin. Should

the jn'omoter later use my plat as a stock-selling argu-

ment, pronouncing me "one of the best-known engineers

in the state," do I sue him for libelous exaggeration ? No.

I hope for the worst because that is the best : ilay the

promoter or broker steal everything in sight within 90

days and drop the venture, for thus will accrue the, in the

aggregate, least evil to the least number.

Engineers will always do more or less work on doubt-

ful prospects and their reports, however honest and cor-

rect, are always amenable to misinterpretation by stock

salesmen because the most hopeless-looking ground may
conceal the richest ore. The remedy will lie in the ready

availability of an authoritative statement as to the as-

certainable condition of any mine or prospect offered to

the public.

The essentials of human nature have not altered since

the cave-man era. We can expect no diminution in the

number of people willing to buy "1,000 shares of Euri-

pides Oil Co. stock for $;J0," for isn't there "A 33% ad-

vance on this oil stock ^Monday, Sept. 20"? A similar

announcement appeared thi* week in a paper of Joplin,

ilo., the most active mining district in the country to-

day. Here we have several large and countless small

mines that are working at fair profit for everybody con-

cerned. There's not a live fake broker in the town, al-

though we've had a year's boom in production. The local

business community is as firmly set against the prostitu-

tion of its mineral as of its human resources
; yet, prob-

ably because the manager of the Joplin paper does not

realize that he is doing for another district what he does

not want to see in his own, he spills that six-column stain

on his own sheet. Now for the vital question : Has
any mining engineer called the attention of that publisher

to his mistake? Can readers of the advertisement ask

any mining engineer for advice on the Euripides Oil Co.'s

prospects for oil and obtain that advice at a price within

the reach of a juirse opened by the offer of 1,000 shares

for $30 ?

Let an institute of mining engineers organize an in-

formation bureau that shall have on file duplicate reports

of all work done by the members of that institute. To
these reports might be appended a little private mark such

as Dun and Brad.street ii.se, then AAl will not be set

against mining promotions quite as frequently as is at

present done in prosjjectuses. The correspondent system

of the Journal could be utilized as a skeleton for a net-

w(n-k of information agencies responsible to the central

bureau. Their work would be far from perfect, but it

w<nild be subject to a definite check; gross misuse of the

confidence placed in its men would be known to threaten

disbarment from connection with any body of approved

standing in the professional mining world. The public

would at least have a chance to get some of the informa-

tion it needs. Educational publicity could be promul-

gated by the bureau, training investors to a clear eoncep-

tiou of the hazards as well as the opportunities in mining
stocks. ]\lany general newspapers could be brought into

line with little trouble, and in time the majority of them,

ilining-machinery makers may be persuaded to furnish

some of the funds necessary to the campaign, for these

manufacturers are vitally interested in seeing investment

money go to users of machinery ratlier than to smudgers
of printer's ink.

If we will face the fact, we know that a cloud hangs over

our business in the public estimation. This cloud will

disappear within 10 years if we but act in unison, and
tlie commercial world will recognize that the greatest,

most profitalile and safest business, by daylight or candle-

light, is mining.

AijTiiuii Prill.

Joplin. :\lo.. Sept. 10. 191.5.

I lia\e just read in the Journal uf Sept. 11 some "spe-

cial corresi)ondence" from Mexico, in which the writer

makes a rude criticism on the last decree of Carranza on

mining taxes. This criticism I consider unjust, and I

wish to give the readers of the Journal my own views

on this subject.

Formerly the annual taxes on mining properties had

been only $3 per hectare (^i/o acres). The last decree of

Carranza establishes an animal tax of $0 per hectare

on a ])roperty not over 10 hectares; $7.50 per hec-

tare on what exceeds the 10 hectares and is less than

20; $9 per hectare on that from 20 to 50; and

$12 per hectare on all above 50 hectares. This is only

an application of the proportional tax to mining prop-

erty and has been very well received by all single-taxers

in this country, and they would see with pleasure these

same principles applied soon to rural and city properties.

It will promote the subdivision of the property, making

the earth available to more individuals, which is the funda-

mental of prosperity in any country.

At present the mining interests of the Eepublic, as well

as agricultural lands, are in the hands of a few indi-

viduals and corporations, which hold large tracts of min-

eralized lands that they do not develop or explore in the

least, only waiting for the opportunity to sell at a high

price what has cost them almost nothing. This is not

fair. The effect of the new mining tax, we hope, will be

to promote the subdivision of the mining properties, forc-

ing landlords to abandon the greater part of their mining
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holdings in order to work the re.st; and hundreds of jjros-

pectors will rush to the freed mineral lands, where we ex-

pect to have in the near future many small lively mines

working successfully, instead of large dead properly pro-

ducing nothing; and all this will be highly beneficial to

tlie prosperity of mining industry of our country.

Small companies, with hardly enough capital to ex-

plore a claim of 4 or 5 hectares, are now holding claims

of 20 to 60 hectares, which they cannot develop. The new
tax will oblige them to concentrate their attention and

efforts over a small area, and the rer^ults they obtain will

be far better than formerly, while the mining tax they

must pay will mean little to them.

To powerful companies working successfully great

claims of hundreds of hectares, worth many thousands dol-

lars each, the new tax is of little significance, and it only

lepresents a fraction of 1% of the property's value.

F. ROEL.

Monterey, ilexico, Sept. 2'>, 1915.

Referring to L. D. Ricketts' letter in the Journal of

Jan. 23, 191.5, intimating that Harry Charles, who was

employed at Cananea at the time the roof-fettling experi-

ments were being made there, and I were identical, I have

not been able to make earlier reply owing to the time nec-

essary to secure evidence of the fact that I was not the

Harry Charles referred to, that I was not in Cananea dur-

ing the period in question, and that I have never been

there.

I have recently been in communication with several

men who were familiar with my work in Butte and Salt

Lake in 1905 and 1906-1907. These men know that I was

not working at Cananea during these years, as can be seen

from the following quotations from their letters. From
Thomas D. Hughes, Tooele, Utah, July 7, 1915:

In regard to your inquiry about using ore for tlie lining
in the reverberatories at the Montana Ore Purchasing Co.'s

plant, it was on No. 4 furnace before I went to Humboldt.
Ariz. You e.\perimented on both the stack and the charging;
you had a pipe going from the cliarge floor through which the
Snowstorm ore was fed and after we came down to the Bing-
ham Consolidated you fed with the self-feeder. It is "all

the go" at all the plants now. In Anaconda they are charg-
ing nearlj- all on the sides; the same at Garfield, and they
are doing so well that they are doing away with the blast

furnaces.

From the letter of John C. Slater, Midvale, Utali, July

9, 1915:
In regard to your patent reverber,atory feeder, I have not

gotten everything clear. After a period of 10 years many
things have been forgotten, but I do know that you were
intending to put hoppers to use siliceous ores for claying up
(fettling) the furnaces at Butte before shutting down there.

I also remember that on one of the furnaces—I believe it was
No. 3—we cut out a brick from the roof along the side walls,
about every 2 ft., and clayed up the sides that way with ore.

I do know that while at the Bingham Consolidated we also
used a feeder to charge calcine and flue dust continuously in

very small quantities—but we did not get that completed.
It seems to me that there was some shafting and pulleys

or sprocket gearing got ready at Butte for charging but I

cannot remember that it was ever put in place. . . .

I remember hearing you say that some day these furnaces
would be charged differently, and you were always telling us
to keep the ore banked high against the sides and bridge-
wall, so the charge would be thinner in the center of the
furnace. You would say, never mind if the sides are not
ready as long as the center is clear so you can skim. If I

remember rightly we made two furnaces do what four did
when dropping all the charge at the center,

Mr. Hughes and I\Ir. Slater were the general foremen

at the Heinze plant in Butte, 1905-06, They both filled

similar positions in 1906-07 at the Bingham Consolidated

near Salt Lake City, I could name several others that

worked at the Butte plant in 1905, but these two letters

will be .sufficient to prove who was the first to drop ore

around the sides of a reverberatory furnace for fettling

and smelting purposes.

In the spring of 1905 at Butte, ilont., while in charge

of the ^Montana Ore Purchasing Co.'s works (Heinze's

plant), I drew my first plans of a reverberatory furnace

with side hoppers to feed siliceous ores for fettling and

smelting purposes. We were treating a very profitable

ore from the Snowstorm mine in the converter linings and

decided that it would be a good substitute for silica in

the reverberatory furnace for fettling. We tried it, but

it failed as we could not make it stick to the walls. Later,

we cleaned otf the bottom in front of the bridge-wall and

back angles and made a solid foundation for the ore,

v/hieh we dropped through the roof. This seemed to

hold fairly well, but before proceeding further ]Mr, Heinze

wished me to perfect a continuous feeder that I had had

in mind and to patent them both at the same time, since

they are capable of being applied simultaneously. Before

my plans were worked out Mr. Heinze sold his ^lontana

interests to the Amalgamated and I was instructed to

take my plans and adopt them at the Bingham Consoli-

dated plant in the Salt Lake Valley. It was my intention

to feed everything at the siiles in Butte, but he made me
add small charges at the center when we went to Utah.

In the spring of 1906 I started to remodel the rever-

beratory furnace with the idea of incorporating my feed-

ing and fettling scheme and secured the assistance of W.
N. Tanner, of Salt Lake City, now chief construction en-

gineer for the Anaconda company, in preparing the plans

and to work out the unfinished mechanical device. It

was Mr. Tanner's drawings, iiased upon my old drawings

from Butte, that went forward to prepare the patent ap-

plication.

In the early days of reverberatory smelting, I was

continually trying to figure out how to eliminate the labor

and delay incident to fettling. After studying and e.x-

perimenting with the subject for 20 years, I finally decided

on the method of dropping the materials on the side

walls instead of trying to throw these materials across the

furnace from a small opening on the other side. That
always appealed to me as a wasteful method, because it

was an exceedingly exhausting task for the men and not

more than one in four could place more than ()0% of

the material where it belonged ; furthermore, the furnace

became much cooled during this operation and smelting

could not be re.sumed at full speed for some time there-

after.

The inefliciency of the old shoveling method of fet-

tling contributed to an unsatisfactory base for the fet-

tling material to rest upon, I liad proved in a small ex-

perimental way in Montana that if a satisfactory base were

secured, the material could be dropped along the side

walls or bridge and made to stick, just as it does on the

bottom of the furnace when charged in the old way too

rapidly. This led me to the development of the idea of

dropping the material along the side walls, and then I also

conceived the plans of a more satisfactory distribution

of the charge over the furnace, as shown in my earlier

drawing at Butte, This drawing shows a bank of ore

dropped along the side wall and the fines distributed over

the bank and the remainder of the hearth.
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At the Bingham Consolidated plant we were not able

to apply these ideas exactly as outlined in my patent

papers (U. S. Pat. cSTl,47 7). I wished to feed practic-

ally continuously dropping calcine on siliceous ore and

corrode the siliceous-ore bank instead of the brick walls.

1 also wished to be able to charge anything from the fin-

est material to ores the size of goose eggs, thereby making

the reverberatory furnace more etficient than ever before.

While many people were skejitical or ridiculed my plan

for preventing corrosion of the side walls by dropping

material against them instead of trying to throw it across

the furnace, it is noteworthy that very few smelters are

now attemjiting to throw their fettling materials across

the furnace and thus cooling it down. They have incor-

porated in their practice my idea of preventing corrosion

by dropping the ore against the edges of the hearth.

HeXRY L. ClIAIiLES.

La Fundiciou, Peru, Sept. 6, lOlo.

It may be well to preface any discussion of this sub-

ject by saying that, while there is an impression that an

undetermined, intermediate degree of fineness gives the

highest assay results, there is not, so far as I know, any

definite information on the subject, such as screen analysis

of the sample and slag assays. And it is not positively

known whether this is true with all characters of charges,

and the exact cause.

We may accejjt the theory that some of the particles of

gold and silver in a sample are so small that they would

be held in suspension if not dissolved by the lead, and

from this it is safe to assume that the gold and silver

must be liberated before the lead has settled, which con-

dition would not obtain in a coarse sample. I am not

so sure, however, that the underlying cause is the same

for finely ground material, as suggested by Mr. Dewey
{Eng. and Min. Jnunt., Aug. 21, 1915). His premises

are none too well taken. It is quite possible that the

dusting loss is considerable with finely ground samples,

and I have seen cases where this amounted to over 10%.
(This is not saying that the sample was properly assayed.)

The sample is usually the most infusible constituent of

charge, retaining its dry state the longest, with opportu-

nity of being lost with evolved gases.

The effect of boiling is a question which we have been

investigating for some time, and find the results are so

influenced by contributing conditions that a definite state-

ment is undesirable.

As a single illustration of the difficult}' in determining

the exact effect of boiling, the following experiment^

is given:

Jewelers' polishings screened through 150 mesh. The eight
charges were fused and cupeled together. The assays for

the two different charges were placed alternately in the

furnace.

— Ch.irge — No. Pb Reduced Silver. Oz. per Ton
A B A B A B

Sample, a.t.... 2 02 1 22 6 21 2 4333.5 4306
SiO,, grams... 5 3 2 21 3 21 3 4337 5 4297 5
Xa.'COj,

gilims 12 15 3 21 S 212 4329 4313 5
PbO.grams... 50 37 4 22 5 20 6 4316 5 4317
Xa.B.O,.
grams 5 7 .\vcrape 22.05 21 OS 4329 1 431123

.\rgoI, grams. . 2 2

Slag Volume A B
Maximum boiling 105 c.c. 45 c.c.

.After fusion 11 c.c. Sec.

'Experiment by T. L. Lee. metallurgical student.

The natural inference is that the results substantiate Mr.
Pewey's contention, but the slag assays leave the question

in darkness. Slags lA, 2A, 2B, 3B were assayed by add-

ing flux to make them of equal composition, and gave

practically the same results: 0.9, 1.0, 0.9, 0.9 mg. uj silver.

Mr. Dewey's statement in reference to the niter method
considers a ty))e of charge which has been largely super-

seded. The modern high-litharge niter charge boils the

least and produces the mo.<t fluid slag of any charge we
have, and yet is the best for excess reducing ores. It must
be admitted that a lead button larger than usual is re-

C|uired-. but there is no proof that this is necessitated by

lack of boiling. It may be a question of relative .solubil-

ity. We know that slags high in uncombined litharge will

contain more silver than where the litharge is satisfied

with silica, and we believe that there is an equililirium

between the amount of silver dissolved in any particular

slag and the lead button, and that this varies with the

ratio of lead to slag. The following illustrates this point:

Two slags, from the foregoing exjieriment. were melted

over 10 grams of lead, in compact form, for 30 min. The
resulting buttons on cupellation gave 0.5(i and 0.80 mg.

of silver, while the slag assay of parallel fusions, as pre-

viou.^ly uoted, is 0.92 mg.
These results show a relation to some of those for cop-

peii presented by Frank E. Lathe in his interesting ar-

ticle on '"'iletal Losses in Copper Slags'' {Eng. and Min.

Journ., Aug. T, 14 and 21, 1915).

The fallacy in regard to sodium bicarbonate (XaHCOj)
dies hard, particularly as there is neither theoretical nor

practical evidence in its favor. Bicarbonate when heated

decomposes as follows : 2 NaHCO,, = XaXO. + HXO,,
the latter of course being di.ssoeiated. As the reaction is to

all intents and purposes complete before any fusion takes

place, there can be no stirring action except in the dry

state, with doubtful advantage. The boiling in a charge

is produced by the gases evolved from oxidation of reduc-

ing agent and the carbon dioxide (CO.) displaced from

sodium carbonate (Xa.^CO. ), which is the same in amount

whether the normal or bicarbonate of soda is used, pro-

vided they are employed to give equal quantities of so-

dium oxide (Xa.O).

As practical evidence : In a law case we used normal

carbonate for 25 samples from a camp where it was in-

sisted that bicarbonate was essential for the best results.

Our results were about 0.25 oz. higher than those ob-

tained bv our opponents. The samples contained approxi-

mately 25 oz. of silver and had a siliceous gangue. Fur-

ther, after using the normal carbonate for 10 years,

adopted after careful testing with satisfactory results and

a saving of 50% in cost of sodium oxide (NajO) con-

tent, we prefer soda ash to bicarbonate.

New York, Sept. 26, 1915. E. J. Hall.

Onlv a few weeks ago there was a great parade made oi

the determination of the Government not to compete witli

the local assayers at Salt Lake City : therefore, tlie United

States Assay Office 'nould make a charge of S-J per deter-

mination. Xow we hear that the charge will be $1. How
about competition?

Salt Lake Citv. Oct. 8. 1915. Stuxg.

- "Assav of Gold and Silver by Iron-Nail Method,"
and Min. Journ.." Dec. 13. 1913.
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REPORT ON THE SALT DEPOSITS OF CANADA AND THE
SALT INDUSTRY. By L. Hebei Cole. Pp. 174. illus. Ca-
nadian Department of Mines, Mines Branch, Ottawa.

OUIDEBOOK OP THE WESTERN UNITED STATES. Part
D. The Shasta Route and Coast Line. By J. S. Diller and
Others. Pp. 142, illus. Bull. 614. U. S. Geological Sur-
vey. May be obtained from the Superintendent of Docu-
ments, Government Printing Ortice, Washington. D. C, at
$1 a copy.

GUIDEBOOK OF THE WESTERN UNITED STATES Part C.
The Santa F^ Route with a Side Trip to the Grand Can-
yon of the Colorado. By N. H. Darton and Others. Pp.
194, illus. Bull. 613, U. S. Geological Survey. It may be
obtained from the Superintendent of Documents, Wash-
ington, D. C, at $1 a copy.

TR.\NSACTIONS OF THE AMERICAN ELECTROCHEMICAL
SOCIETY, VOL. XXVII. .5Vix9, pp. 486, illus. Published
at the office of the Secretary. South Bethlehem, Penn.

Contains proceedings of the meeting of April, 1915, to-

gether with the papers presented and discussion thereof.

•THE ENGINEER" DIRECTORY. 5i/ix8. pp. 176, paper. "The
Engineer," 33 Norfolk St.. Strand, London, England.

This will be a very useful book to those who are inter-

ested in foreign manufacturers of machinery and engineer-

ing supplies. It is a classified compilation of the specialties

advertised in "The Engineer," the publishers of which Issue it

gratuitously.

POOR'S MANUAL OF INDUSTRIALS FOR 1915. Sixth annual
number. 6x9, pp. cliv + 2872; $7.50. Poor's Manual Co..
New Y'ork,

The sixth number of this well-known Manual contains
about 412 pages more than the 1914 issue. It is impossible to

say how many pages are devoted to mining companies as they
are not given in a separate section as was formerly done.

However, the previous issue had 375 pages devoted to mining,

and at the same rate of increase the total number in the

present volume is about 435.

As in former issues the volume covers all the important
companies, giving complete and accurate information regard-
ing their organization, officers, holdings, earnings, dividends,

etc.. compiled from official sources. In a volume of this si^e

it is astonishing how nearly up to date it has been brought.

Thus, we note certain matters referred to, which happened in

mid-August.

MECHANICAL DRAWING. With Special Reference to the
Needs of Mining Students. By Joseph Husband. S^xll,
pp. 79, illus., paper; SOc. Longmans, Green & Co.. New
York.

It is rather interesting to see a book published on me-
chanical drawing—a so much overwritten subject—with a

definite aim. Although the book meets all the essential re-

quirements of general mechanical drawing, containing many
examples known to all branches of engineering drawing, the

chief value of the book seems to be in the effort to familiarize

the student of colliery engineering with all the details with
which they are in everyday contact. The language is clear,

concise and a well-deserved praise is to be expressed on the

legible and neat-looking line-engraving plates—something
which is badly lacking in the average publication on this

branch of art.

A. L. ORMAY.

UNITED STATES MINING STATUTES ANNOTATED. By J.

W. Thompson. 6x9. 1772 pp., cloth; in two parts. Bul-
letin 94. U. S. Bureau of Mines. For sale by the Superin-
tendent of Documents. Government Printing Oflice. Wash-
ington. D. C, at $2.50 a copy.

This bulletin is a compilation of all sections of the United
States Revised Statutes, and of all acts of Congress relating

to mines, mineral lands and the mining industry on the public

lands. It does not include the state law.s, which may be taken
up by the Bureau of Mines in the future. References to

Alaska and the Philijjpine Islands are included, and it is the

only complete work in its field.

All sections and acts are annotated. These consist of ab-

stracts of decisions of all courts and public officers wherein
any of these sections or statutes are explained, construed and
applied. The annotations are arranged under each section or

statute with appropriate title lines in definite order, and con-

sist of plain propositions of law, and point out how the courts

have cured many defects, made clear the uncertainties, and
aided in the practical application of these statutes. The large

number and wide range of these decisions show that the prac-

tical value of the mining laws depends on their present status

as established by the courts. The person interested is thus

aided in determining the course to pursue in applying any
given act to his mining enterprise. The work is indexed and
any desired subject may be readily found.

The Calumet & Ileela Mining Co., Calumet, ilith., re-

ports that in ISJll it produced 5:),()91,5()2 lb. of copper

at a cost of 11.35c. per lb., which it sold at an average

of l-l.Olc. per lb. There was 2,592,-162 tons of rock-

treated, yielding 20.70 lb. of copper per ton. The cost

of mining and milling, excluding construction, was $1.85

])er ton of rock. The construction cost was equal to Ic.

per 111. of lopper. The following table gives a compari-

son of proiluction and costs for the last four years:

1911

2.909,972

1912

2,806,610

1913 1914

,035,625 2,592.462Tonsofrocli treated. - - .

Sline coat per ton of ruck,
excluding const S1S4 $1.91 $2.38 $1,185

Pounds of refined copper
produced 74.130.977 07,,S.56,429 45.016.890 53,691.562

Pounds of copper per ton
of rock 25 47 24 18 22 11 20.70

Cost per pound for con-
struction....

Total cost per pound of

copper produced 8,52c. 9.86c. 14,25c
Price per pound received

for copper sold .... . 12 S2c. 16.65c

27c. SOc. 1.00c.

11.35c

15.77c. 14.01c.

The Conglomerate lode produced 37,990,045 lb. of cop-

per from 1,1:59.986 tons of rock. The average yield of

this rock was 26.38 lb. of copper per ton and the av-

erage mine cost, excluding construction, was $2.37 per

ton. This copper was produced at a cost of 10.42c. per

11). The following gives the depths of the operating shafts

on the Conglomerate lode: Calumet No. 2, 6,186 ft.;

Calumet Xo"4, 7,995 ft. ; Calumet Nos. 5 and 6, 6,155 ft.

;

slope shaft, 1,588 ft.; Hecla Xo. 6, 7,874.6 ft.; Hecla Xo.

7, 7,977.7 ft.; South Hecla Xo. 8, 6,102 ft., and South

Hecla Xos. 9 and 10, 7,930.5 ft. The Osceola lode pro-

duced 15,695,517 lb. of copper from 1,152,470 tons of

rock, averaging 13.62 lb. net yield of copper. No work

was carried on in the Kearsarge lode during the year.

The following table gives a comparison of results at the

old recrushing plant (Xo. 1) and the new crushing plant

(Xo. 8) during the year. Sixteen of the tube mills in the

new crushing plant were startetl during the summer:

No. 1

Plant

Tons of coarse' tailings crushed 351,929
Pounds copper per ton in material

treated 1 1 . ,52

Pounds of copper saved per ton 3 74
Pounds of copper produced 1,316,704
Cost per pound, excluding smelting and

selling 7. .38c. 5.66c. 7.02c.

In April, 1915, work was again commenced on a leach-

ing plant to re-treat the tailings from the recrushing

plants. At the smeltery the new electrolytic plant is now
working to its full capacity of about 65,000,000 lb. of cop-

per per year. Dividends of $1,000,000 paid during the

year bring the total dividend disbursement to $124,250,-

000 at the end of 1914. Cash and quick assets amounted

to $7,432,236 and current liabilities to $529,370, leaving

a balance of quick assets of $4,l;>4,000. There are fur-

ther liabilities in the form of 10-year 4% notes dated

Feb. 18, 1909, aggregating $4,134,000. The following

stocks are owned and not included in the assets stated

:

24,512 shares of the Ahmeek Mining Co.; 41,000 .-shares,

AUouez Mining Co.; 41,500 shares, Centennial Copper

Mining Co.; 19,400 shares, Clilf ^lining Co.; 50,100

shares, Gratiot Jlining Co.; 32.910 shares, Isle Eoyale

Copper Co.; 152,977 shares. La Salle Copper Co.; 37,550

shares, Lauriuni Jlining Co.; 32,750 shares, Osceola Con-

solidated ^Mining Co.; 11,207 shares, Seneca Mining Co.;

50.100 .shares, Superior Copper Co. ; 19,400 shares, Tama-
rack Alining Co.; 42,702 shares, White Pine Copper Co.,

common ; and 15.799 shares, AVhitu Pine preferred.

No. 2 Both
Plant Plants

75,6.30 427,559

U 84 11.58
4 .59 3.89

.347,363 1,664,067
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Producers of ziiiu ore are meetinii with iiicreasing dif-

ficulties in disposing of their product. Xew producers

are in some eases running around vainly in their efforts

to find anybody who will take their ore. On the other

hand, some smelters are canceling existing contracts that

are so loosely drawn as to permit them to find pretests

for doing so.

This is rather unfair, though what is sauce for the goose

is no doubt sauce also for the gander. The matter of ore

contracts between miners and smelters of ore has been

from time immemorial a loose thing in this country.

In other minerals -it is different. The miner of phosphate

rock, for example, contracts to deliver a certain tonnage

of known jiroduct within a certain period. If he is un-

able to do it out of his own property he nmst buy it in

the market.

Many years ago attempts were made to get ore contracts

upon such a basis, but it was impossible to do this. Ores

are quite diiferent in nature from other mineral sub-

stances—phosphate rock for examplei—that are more
uniform in character and composition. A buyer may con-

tract for a certain tonnage of phosphate rock guaranteed

to exceed a certain percentage of tricalcium phosphate

and to be under certain limits of iron and alumina. If

he be unable to deliver the stipulated tonnage he can go out

into the market to buy it and may have to do so. The pro-

ducer of lead ore, on the other hand, might be quite un-

able to duplicate his product. The smelter contracts for

a particular thing, not something similar.

Moreover, miners are loath to enter into contracts for

specified tonnages of their ore which they may fall short

of in the event their mine should unexpectedly and sud-

denly peter out. These conditions, and others, have bred

a looseness in the contractual relation between buyer and
seller. The seller :lelivers what he has agreed to—if he

w-ants to. If he does not want to, some accident happens

in his mine: his shaft gets out of order, or by some un-

controllable event it Tjecomes impossible to produce ore.

Perhaps it is not deemed necessary to offer any excuse.

About 15 years ago the custom of contracting for ore

on sliding scale was introduced in the Joplin district.

The sellers lived up to their contracts so long as the net

yield per ton of ore was above what they could get in the

open market. After a few months the condition changed.

The sellers then simply broke their contracts. \Mth them
it was a case of "Heads, I win : tails, you loose."

The smelter, to meet this attitiide of mind, puts in his

contracts provisions about impurities in the ore, which

enable him to refuse receipt whenever he wants to, always

to the great surprise of the miner, who believes he has a

real contract. In fact such contracts mean nothing more
than the terms of settlement for such business as both par-

ties are willing to do during the stipulated period. This

relates especialh" to business among the small frv'. There

are some bisr contracts that are more binding.

Tlh© ©Idl Story ©if Frsiuaeltialleirat

MflBaaim^ Fs'^smotLaoiras

A correspondent whose communication a]»pears on an-

other ])age discusses iu a breezy way the old question of

who should be the guardian of the unwary against the

fraudulent promoters of mining stocks. He makes two
suggestions that are good in so far as they go, which is

only a little way, but are neither novel nor broad-reaching

in their practicability. One of them is that the mining
journals of good standing should be more energetic in

their pursuit of the wildcats; the other is that mining
engineers should organize and disbar from the practice

of their profession anv member found guilty of improper
acts.

Now, it is hardly the duty of the engineering journal

to act as grand jury and prosecuting attorney in the case

of every suspicious promotion. The editors of a paper
cannot, even with the assistance of all of their corres-

])ondents, become aware of all the schemes that are being

put through to inveigle the public: nor can they spare

the time and expense to run down more than an occasional

one of those that come to their attention. This may be

done now and then for an example, for the sake of draw-
ing public attention to an evil, but to expect more than

that is unreasonable.

The individual is in a similar position, without owing
the responsibility to the public that the journal does.

There is not a mining engineer whose eye does not fall

often on some advertisement or prospectus that he thinks

suspicious—nay, believes to be fraudulent, and would

not hesitate so to advise any client that might consult

him. But there is great difference between opinion and
knowledge. The client that has confidence in the engi-

neer accepts his opinion. The engineer would hardly be

justified in communicating to the public any unsolicited

opinion, through the medium of the press or otherwise.

If he had knowledge of a fraud being perpetrated it

might be his duty to expose it. Such exposures are not

uncommon.
It is precisely the distinction between knowledge and

belief that constitutes the whole difficulty in scotching

the fraudiilent promoter. If one of that ilk had been

advertising a process of extracting gold out of sea water

and had been caught in a diving suit putting gold on the

submarine plates that he had represented as extracting

the precious metal from the brine, there would be no

question about his fraudulent intent or his conviction if

the officers of the law could lay their hands upon him.

The chances are, however, that he would previously have

skipped by the light of the moon, just as the Rev. Mr.

Jernegan did.

Let another artist appear, however, with an Adiron-

dack gold-mining company or the supposed extension of

an orebody beyond a fault ; he will, if cornered, maintain

that he honestly believed in the things that he intimated,

that he relied upon his "geologists," "engineers," etc.,

and it is likely to be impossible to prove the contrary.
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although everyone e.xperienced in mining may Iw firm

in the conviction that tiie scheme was fraudulently con-

ceived from the outset. Nobody of intelligence ever was

under the illusion that George Graham Eice and Julian

Hawthorne ever had any mines of consequence, yet how

long and arduous was the adducing of legal proofs in the

courts? And even today, Albert Freeman, who pulled

the wires that made poor .lulian Hawthorne dance, is

contesting his conviction on appeal.

It happens on occasion, moreover, that chance ma\'

redeem even the baldest kind of a fake. Suppose, for

example, that Chicken Bill, of Leadville fame, had ])ro-

moted a stock company after he had salted the Chrysolite

mine, instead of merely selling it to H. A. W. Tabor.

The experts would have testified against him to a man,

yet his dupes would have forgiven him, as no doubt Mr.

Tabor did, and the experts would have been blamed for

not being able to look into the ground. The case of the

Cananea mines was quite dilferent. There were great

outcrops there, great indications of ore, but Colonel

Greene, who was a man of the Colonel Sellers type, was

hardly justified in making the promises he did. The

promotion of his mines through the medium of newspaper

broadsides im]n'essed most conservative persons as having

all the earmarks of a fake, but the thing made good.

Hence the need for caution in summarily condemninu'

some flamboyantly ofl'ered enterprises.

The position of mining engineers with respect to fraud-

ulent promotions is perfectly clear. The mining engineer

is like other professional mm, neither better nor worse.

There are shyster lawyers and also there are mining

engineers who ])rostitute themselves. If the public be

not discriminating it is the public's own Fault. There

are oi-ganization.s—the Institution of Mining and iletal-

lurgy in Great Britain and the Mining and Metallurgi-

cal Society in the United States—in which membership

means something and whose mend)eij would be dis-

ciplined if they should transgress.

One other point relates to a clearing house for infor-

mation about mines. Such inforntation exists in the

archives of the several exploration comiianies and iri the

files of many mining engineers. There is hai-dly a min-

ing prospect of promise, besides diousands that are not

of promise, about which information cannot be obtained

in New York. Such information is often exchanged

among engineers. It would be unwi.se and impracticable

to throw it open to the pulilii- in the way Mr. Prill

suggests.

The eradication of the evil of fraudulent mine i)romo-

tion is something that can hardly be expected. It has

baffled legislators, district attorneys and post-office inspec-

tors. The blue-sky laws enacted in man}' states are well-

meant but humorously ineffective. The actions of the

post-office department in closing the channels of the mail

and of the Department of Justice in taking chances on

conviction where state officials feared to step in have been

the most useful things that have been done. There is,

however, one relatively easy reform and an important one,

namely, a better attitude of the newspapers with regard to

their advertising ])ages. The newspapers that circulate

invitations to subscribe to shady and suspicious promo-

tions know that they are aiding and abetting something

improper, just as they know it when they are carrying

patent-medicine advertisements, and they do it simply

for the nionev it brintrs them.

ftlh«

In a paper just published by the American Institute

of ilining Engineers, William E. Newnam, the superin-

tendent of the smelting works of the St. Louis Smelting

and Refining Co., at Collinsville, 111., describes what is

manifestly an im])ortant improvement in lead smelting in

the ore hearth. This method of smelting high-grade ore,

relatively simple both in plant and practice, has long been

in use in Missouri and at those places in Illinois where

Missouri ore is smelted. One of its old drawbacks was

eliminated by adding to the smelting furnaces means for

the filtration of their smoke—specifically, flues and bag-

house—as a result of wdiich the extraction of lead from

the ore smelted rose to a high figure, 98% and upward

Ijcing realized.

This change jnit smelting in the ore hearth far

ahead of smelting in reverberatory furnaces as practiced

at Desloge, and also ahead of the roast-reduction, blast-

furnace smelting as practiced at Herculaneum. A mod-

erni/cation of the smeltery at Herculaneum kept it in the

field, luiwever, the great loss of lead formerly experienced

in roasting being reduced, first by the use of the Savels-

berg ])ump and later by the Dwight & Lloyd sinterer.

TI(iwe\er. the m-e hearth still had the great drawback
(if extraordinary severity upon the men operating it,

they being obliged to work exposed to intense heat, which

made their duty well-nigh unbearable in summer, and

also exposed to lead fumes in about the worst form. Mr.

Newnam succeeded in eliminating both of these difficul-

ties, and incidentally greatly improved the metallurgic

results of his furnaces, in fact raising a time-honored

type of furnace to an entirely new plane for development.

Thi'-: was an achievement that was worth while.

m.

A corres])(indent asks about the new method of buying

zinc ores that smelters are intnidiu-ing in the West.

We have heard of no new nififhod. Any method of buy-

ing any ore must necessarily be the value of the metals

extractable from it less a sum that will pay costs and

Icaxe the buyer a profit. This principle is expressable

in a variety of ways. The feriiis for ore are, however,

constantly changing, according as market conditions

change. The only new terms for buying zinc ore that

we ha^e heard of are the fixing of maximum prices;

that is, the smelter will not pay for the zinc content at

anything above 8c. per lb., no matter what the spelter

market may be ; or he may agree to pay for only one-

third or one-half of the excess over 8c.

Smelters are adopting such a course in order to avoid

being stuck with a large stock of high-priced ore when
the market collapses, as sooner or later it will. In view

of the ]>lethora of zinc-ore supply they are able to dic-

tate their oAvn terms. Two or three years ago, when
spelter was very low and certain ores were especially in

denumd, some contracts for Leadville calamine were

made at minimuju prices; that is, the spelter of the ore

was paid for at a fixed price no matter how nnu-h lower

the market might be. Even at the present time the

best terms are given for calamines. This is for the

reason that many smelters have more distilling capacity

than roasting capacitv.
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According to the first mining liiws of the old Oriental

district in Xevada, miners were exempted from annual

location work on jn-oving that they had served 15 days in

repelling Indian raiders.

India is ordinarily thought of as one of the diamond-

producing countries of the world, but the production of

Central India and the iladras Pr3sidency averaged only

45.94 carats per year from 1900 to 1913. The return for

each laijorer employed was about $T per year. Rather

poor, even for India.

The Portland Oregonian contains the following suc-

cinct account of an accident at the Lane County rock

quarry, 21 mi. west of Portland: "William Clinton

Kcever today lighted his jiipe, then started to load a hole

in a rock with 12 sticks of dynamite. He lived an hour

and leaves a wife and four children."

The Soiitli African Mining Journnl states that the

South African Institution of Engineers has passed resolu-

tions offering its services to the British Government in

any way in which they can be used to further the inter-

ests of the Allies, either in the line of scientific investiga-

tion or in moliilizing existing engineering facilities.

The mystery of the origin of some of the strange mar-

ket letters on mining stocks that one sometimes sees seems

to be explained by the following advertisement in one

of the leading financial ])a])ers :

WANTED—STEXOGRAPHER-STATISTICiAX—Wan Street

firm wants services of young man accompUshed in sten-

ography, with experience or ability to assist in compiling
reports and writing market letters on mines and industrials.

State age. experience, salary expected.

The Grove City correspondence of the Philadelphia

Public Ledger states: "It was learned here that rich de-

posits of humus nitrogen estimated at over 4,000,000 tons

of raw material, the value of which ranges from $9 to

•$i:i a ton, have been discovered al)out 2 mi. from the city.

Becau.se of the desire to purchase land adjoining that

under which the deposit lies much secrecy is being main-

tained. Samples of the nitrogen brought into this city

have been pronounced the finest ever found in this coun-

try." We have taken three strikes at expressing our

feelings on the varying qualities of nitrogen, but we must
leave it up to the readers, after all.

In describing "Ghost Cities of the West," in the Satur-

day Evening Post of Sept. 4, 1915, Charles E. Van Loan
has gone down to Eureka, Xev., which he characterises as

"The Camp of Xine Graveyards." It was a cruel wag
from Salt Lake City- who said the town of Eureka had
graveyards enough to give a decent burial to everything

that ever died there, with the single exception of the town
itself. Automobilists who plan to drive their cars to the

Panama-Pacific International Exposition, by way of the

Overland Trail or the Lincoln Highway, will do well to

remember that this Joke gets more of a laugh in Pioche

and Austin than it does in Eureka. When it comes to

the subject of death, Eureka is the least little bit sensi-

tive. True, slie lias nine graveyards, scattered over the

low hills that hem in the town—none of them small and
some of them more populous than the county seat in its

present state—but she sturdily asserts that in her prime
she needed tliem all: for was she not the .second largest

town in the state of Nevada? Did jiot Eureka County
hold second ))lace in ore production among the counties

of a mining state? In the words of one of her prominent
citizens—and all the citizens of Eureka County are prom-
inent, one way or another—"The pennanl, set at a hun-
dred and twenty-five million dollars, waves unyieldingly
on Retention Mountain." The second-place jicnnant, you
understand; the first-place pennant flies on Mount David-
son.

'*;

A careful study of men's fashions has been made by
Engineering and Contracting, the results of which follow:
"Overalls for business wear will remain in vogue at least

another season, the nio.st popular shades l)eing sky blue
and army brown. There are strong indications that
reinforced seats are on the wane. The tendency is

plainly to revert to the old-style ,single-i)ly effect even
though it is less resistant to wear. One regrets that
conservatism retards adopting brighter colors for o\er-
alls. There is an innate attractiveness, an appeal to the
esthetic in the more brilliant hues. Then, too, they often
have practical advantages. Leaf-green, for example, is

so inconspicuous in the woods and among the tall gr£ss
that a foreman clad in overalls of this color may readily

come unobserved upon one or more of his gang who are
prolonging their vacation beyond all rea.^on. However,
leaf green is not insisted upon for evening wear. After
6 p.m. it should be de rigeur to don more sedate colors.

Dark-maroon pants are a welcome change when worn
with a black-velvet waistcoat and a chic Stetson hat in

one of the mouse grays that are so deservedly popular.

Xow, a word about the proper buttons to select for

overalls. Xothing shows the taste of the well-dressed

foreman more clearly than the buttons he chooses. 'Tis

a little thing—a button—l)ut much depends on it. The
.<inall tin saucers that have served so well for many
years are going out. On this point, at least, there can
l)e no question, yet many will regret the change. There
was so much that was eminently sensible about the tin-

saucer type of overall button. You -nill recall how
readily you could find one if lost in the bunkhouse, even
without lighting a match. You had merely to walk
around in your bare feet until you felt the sharp circular

edges of the tin button pressing deeply into the skin.

Then you lifted your foot and removed the button. Also,

the old tin button would never split, as do the more
beautiful but fragile celluloid substitutes that you must
use this fall. A word of caution right here as to the

new celluloid buttons for overalls. Considerately handled
they are a constant delight. They never rust. They may
be had in colors to match the pants, or they may be had
in colors that vividly contrast with the pants—just as

your personal taste dictates. They depreciate slowly, at

least if not brought too near a fire. But avoid .scratching

a match upon or even near a celluloid button, for celluloid

is made, as you may not know, of gun-cotton dipped in

nitro-glycerin and then kiln-dried. Clearly, some caution

should be exercised by those who adopt this wear's styles

in overalls and celluloid buttons."
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Midlvsil® Steel giuadl OifdlEasiiniC© Co.
William E. Corey, a former president of the United

States Steel Corporation, announced on Oct. G the details

of the formation of a new independent combination of

steel companies as follows

:

The Midvale Steel and Ordnance Co., organized in

Delaware, with an a"athorized capital stock of $100,000,-

000, divided into 2,000,000 .-shares of only one class of

the par value of $50 each, today concluded a contract for

the purchase of all of the capital stock of Worth Bros.

Co., a Pennsylvania corporation, and for all the property

and business of the Pennsylvania copartnership trading as

the Coatesville Rolling Mill Co.; also for somewhat more
than 98% of the capital stock of the Midvale Steel Co.,

of Pennsylvania, and for all of the capital stock of the

Remington Arms Co., of Delaware, which last-named

concern has contracted to manufacture 2,000,000 Entield

rifles for the British Government. The company has also

tinder option IjOO,000,000 tons of iron ore. To acquire

the stock and property named and provide working capi-

tal, $70,000,000 of the capital stock of the Midvale Steel

and Ordnance Co. will be issued.

Neither the Jlidvale Steel and Ordnance Co. nor the

three companies and firm whose capital stocks and prop-

erties it is acquiring have any debts other than cur-

rent and no bonds or mortgages or preferred stock out-

standing, and the aggregate working capital of the parent

company and its subsidiaries will be in excess of $15,000,-

000. The money necessary to carry through the transac-

tion has been privately subscribed at par for the stock.

The following are the directors and officers of the ilid-

vale Steel and Ordnance Co.

:

Directors—William E. Corey, Albert H. AViggin,

Samuel F. Pryor, Ambrose Monell, Frank A. Vanderlip,

Alva C. Dinkey, Samuel M. Vauclain, William P. Barba,

Percy A. Rockefeller, Charles H, Sabin, Marcellus Hart-

ley Dodge, and Frederic AV. Allen.

Officers—President, William E. Corey; vice-president,

Alva C. Dickney; secretary and treasurer, William B.

Dickson.

f®W SSe« ^oinmibaia©

C. iM. Schwab had an all-day conference at the Beth-

lehem Steel Corporation's office on Oct. 5, with directors

of the Pennsylvania R.R., having as its purpose the p\ir-

chase by ^Ir. Schwab and his associates of the railroad's

controlling interest in the Pennsylvania Steel Co., says

the New York Times.

On Oct. 12 it was rumored that the Bethlehem Steel Co.

did not wish to guarantee the obligations of the smaller

companies and that the outcome would be merely a union

of the Cambria and Pennsylvania companies. The Penn-

sylvania Co. owns 51% of the Pennsylvania Steel Co.'s

stock and Mr. Schwab desired to take over all of it. The
steel company has outstanding $31,200,000 of preferred

and common stock and owns all of the stock of the Mary-

land Steel Co., which has large rolling-mill and blast-

furnace capacity at S|5arrows Point, Md. ^lore to the

jjoint from j\Ir. Schwab's point of view, the Maryland

company has also at Sparrows Point a well-equipped ship-

yard able to build the largest class of merchant vessel.

Through ownership of all the stock of the Spanish-

American Trnn Co.. the Pennsylvauiii Steel Co. possesses

52,000 acres of the Mayari ore fields and 17,000 acres

of ore lands in the Province of Canay, near Nipe Bay.

Cuba, ilayari ores are famous in the industry, the

steel made from them being of great value in the manu-
facture of armor plate and ordnance. This steel is a

natural chrome-nickel alloy, and when forged it has

from 8,000 to 10,000 lb. per sq.in. more tensile strength

and elastic limit than the ordinary carbon steel.

There is reason to believe that control of the Cambria

Steel Co. will also pass to the Bethlehem in the near

future. The Cambria is also controlled by the Pennsyl-

vania R.R. through the ownership of $22,500,000 of the

steel company's $45,000,000 stock, but on this stock an

option was given some time ago to W. H. Donuer at $50

a share, ilr. Donner is nnder.stood to be associated with

Henry C. Frick.

The Pennsylvania Steel Co. is made up of three steel-

and iron-producing companies and several water, coal

and power concerns. The main plant is at Steelton with

steel-ingot capacity of 750,000 tons and finished-steel

capacity of 500,000 tons a year. Its product in finished

lines is diversified, including rails and other railway ma-

terial, bridgework and many structural forms. Its coal

mines turn out more than 700,000 tons a year. The
iron-ore properties have produced in the last five years

appro.ximately 1,500,000 tons annually.

L©S®IP^e ,Etig]iini®e5Ps

The joint committee appointed by the five national en-

gineering societies, the purpose of which was outlined in

the Journal of Sept. 11. is composed of the followiii;.;

men, each chairman of the committee of his respective

societv : William Bari'lay Parsons, A. S. C. E.; Henrv S.

Drinker, A. I. M. E. ; William H. Wilev, A. S. M.E.;
Bion J. Arnold, A. I. E. E. ; Ralph D.' .Mershon, A. I.

C. E.

This committee, oflicially known as the Joint Commit-

tee of the National Engineering Societies on the National

Reserve Corps of Engineers, has .selected Mr. Parsons as

its chairman and is in communication with the War De-

partment.

A jilan is Ix'ing considered whereby a reserve corps of

engijieers can be formed, for which, of course, legislation

by Congress is necessary, the details of which legislation

are now being studied by the War Department. While

it has not yet been definitely decided to do so, it is under

consideration to issue commissions as officers to such en-

gineers as will meet certain professional and physical

standards, and who in times of war would be subject to

orders from the Secretary of War as other officers of the

army, and in times of peace would perform such duty

as would not .seriously interfere with ordinary work, but

would give each officer some military education and ex-

perience. In this way it is hoped to have a large body of

engineers that could be called quickly for duty.

The separate committees are still in existence to do the

necessary work among their fellow members of the several

societies as soon as the decision of the War Department is

given and a general scheme of organization adopted.

The members of the committee of the A. I. M. E. on

the engineers' reserve-corps movement are : Henry Stur-

gis Drinker, chairman ; Arthur S. Dwight, Warren A.

Wilbur.
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J. D. Irving, ot New York, is in Butte, Mont., on business.

Ben S. Revett has returned from Colorado to San Francisco.

Henry Krumb and P. S. Schmidt, of Salt Lake City, are in

Alaska.

D. C. Bard, of Butte, Mont., has been in British CoUimbia
on business.

L. N. Wagner, formerly operating in California, is in

Salt Lake City.

J. Dawson Hawkins, who has been on a holiday to Tahiti,

has returned to Denver.

J. A. Van Mater, of New York, has gone to the West
on professional business.

H. O. Howard, of ,San Francisco, is investigating the dis-

tricts around Lovelock, Nev.

Eugene H. Dawson, of New Y'ork, is making examina-
tions in Nevada for Boston interests.

George H. Garrey, who has been in California on examina-
tion work, was at Goldfield, Nev., last week.

J. E. Johnson, Jr., will address the Pittsburgh Foundry-
men's Association, Oct. IS, on "What Is Good Iron."

C. S. Herzig, of London, is interested in the project to

build a seven-mile calile tram to the Alta camp in Utah.

Desaix B. Myers has returned to Los Angeles, Calif., after
spending about six weeks in Colorado on professional work.

Kirby Thomas, of New Y'ork. has been making examina-
tions in the Rochester and Willard camps, near Lovelock,
Nev.

Prof. J. F. Kemp, who has been suffering from over-
work, will not take up his academic duties until later in the
year.

N. Dickerman, general manager of the Pato Mines (Colom-
bia), Ltd., was in New York last week on his way to the
Coast.

Nicholas S. Penn, of the Imperial Institute of Technology,
at Tomsk, Siberia, is visiting Grass "Valley, Calif., on his way
back to Russia..

S. W. Cohen, general manager of the Crown Reserve Co. of

Cobalt, is examining a mining property in California, with a
view to its purchase by the company.

J. D. Connor, metallurgist for the Government of South
Australia, reached San Francisco recently. He will investi-

gate the leaching of copper ores in the United States.

T. B. A. Price, of Boston, has gone to investigate the
Rice Lake gold area, in Manitoba, "where he expects to

make extensive investments if satisfied with the country.

William M. Dailey, private secretary to A. C. Dinkey since

1906, has resigned his connection with the Carnegie Steel

Co. and will go with Mr. Dinkey to the Midvale company in tlie

same capacity.

G. C. Bateman, who for the past three years has been con-
nected with the Canadian Mining and Exploration Co., has left

that company to accept a position as field engineer for La
Rose Consolidated Mines of Cobalt.

M. S. Davys, managing: director of the Silverton Mines,
Ltd., operating the Hewitt-Lorna Doone group of silver-zinc

mines and concentrating mill in Silverton camp, has returned
to British Columbia from a business trip to New York..

Edward Hamilton, heretofore assistant general superin-
tendent of the Duquesne works of the Carnegie Steel Co.,

has been appointed general superintendent to succeed Homer
D. Williams, elected president of the company.

W. A. Locke is no^' resident manager of the Taunton-New
Bedford Copper Co., in New York, having succeeded William
H. .Steele, who held that position for the past 20 years. Mr.
Locke has been associated with the sheet-copper business for

a period of over 25 years.

Dr. Frank D. AdamS, of Montreal, has been in the West,
where he and W. J. Dicli, mining engineer to the Conservation
Commission of Canada, have been investigating deposits of
phosphate of lime in the Banff National Park in the Rocky
Mountains.

George E. Collins and J. V. N. Dorr have been selected by
the Colorado Scientific Society to represent it at the con-
vention in Washington. Dec. 16, to impress upon Congress
the need for a revision of the mining laws, which conven-
tion is to be held under the auspices of the Mining and
Metallurgical Society of America.

Henry M. Rives has resigned the secretaryship of the Ne-
vada Industrial Insurance Commission to accept a similar
position with the Nevada Mine Owners' Association. Mr.
Rives was formerly with the Pittsburg Silver Peak Gold
Mining Co., and a member of the Assembly from Esmeralda
County at the last session of the Legislature.

J. P. Keane, who for some years was manager of tlie

Cariboo-McKinney mine and mill in Camp McKinney, British
Columbia, and later engaged in developing the Wonderful
silver-lead mine, near Sandon, was in Victoria recently, en-
deavoring to make arrangements to lease or purchase a con-
centrating mill in the Slocan, so that he and his associat<s
might resume the custom ore-concentrating business.

Dennis Sullivan died at Denver, Colo., Oct. 10. He was
well known in New York and had long been a business
associate of Grant Schley in British Columbia and Mexican
mines. He was a heavy investor in the utilities companies
of Henry L. Doherty & Co. and in other enterprises.

William Watson died in Boston, Sept. 30, aged 81 years.
He was for a number of years an instructor in Harvard
University and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
and was an authority on mathematics as applied to engi-
neering; he was also the author of several textbooks. He
had been secretar.v of the American Association of Arts and
Sciences for a numl^er of yeai'S.

Frank H. Blackmar died on Sept. 29 at the Methodist
Episcopal Hospital, Brooklyn, N. Y. He came to New York
on Aug. 27 fiom Puerto Andes, Colombia, where he had been
engineer for the Chicago mine, was taken ill on the steamer,
and after his arrival was operated on for appendicitis. He re-

ceived his engineer's degree from the University of Kansas,
where he was a member of the Phi Kappa Psi. He was also
a member of the American Institute of Mining Engineers.

Isaac B. Hammond died at Portland, Ore., Sept. 23, aged
71 years. He was born in Lambs Corners, New York, but
removed to the West in early life, where he had been asso-
ciated with a number of industries and had much to do with
the commercial growth of that part of the country. At
the time of his death he was president of the Hammond
Manufacturing and Electric Co., which he founded more than
2.'j years ago. Practically all his life had been devoted to

the manufacture of mining and electrical machinery. He
was president of the Board of Trade of Portland and active in

civic affairs.

I SOCHETEES I

Milling' and Metallurgical Society of America—The New
York Section will hold a meeting at the Machinery Club, New
Y'ork, at 6:30 p.m., on Oct. 19. Woolsey Mc.\. Johnson will

make an address on the Lungwitz method of smelting zinc in

blast furnaces under pressure.

American Iiiiiititute of Chemical E^iisiiieers—The wintei-

meeting will be held in Baltimore. Md., Jan. 12-15. The date
selected is somevhat later than usual because summer meet-
ing was held late in August instead of in June as is custom-
ary. Baltimore is the center of a considerable number of

important chemical industries. Excursions to a number of

these will lie arranged. The experimental laboratories of the

Johns Hopkins University and the Naval Academy at An-
napolis. Md., are also of great interest and will be visited.

A number of papers on recent and important developments
in some of the chemical industries of the United States are

being arranged for.

Rice Lake ^linins Associntioii of Manitoba—.\t a meeting
held in Winnipeg, .Sept. 29. by those interested in the devel-

opment of the Rice Lake gold fields of Manitoba, an asso-

ciation under the above name was organized with H. R. Mc-
Tavish as chairman and J. D. Perrin, secretary. Reports
compiled from oflHcial records were presented showing that

746 claims are in good standing in the Rice and Gold Lake
districts and that some $260,000 has been spent in the country.

As there are considerable transportation difficulties to be

overcome an effort will be made to receive government help

in the construction of a road. A committee was appointed

to approach the government with the object of securing an

amendment to the Sale of Shares Act so as to permit a min-

ing company to offer stock to the public on its bfinc shown
that it has a reasonable prospect of securing met: ! in pavins

quantities.
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SA.X FR-4NCISCO—Oct. 6

Apex Litigation between the Empire and the Golden Center
mines at Grass Valley has been .settled out of court, upon
agreement between the owners. Under the terms of settle-

ment the Golden Center may work all ledges within the
disputed area having their apex west of Auburn St., south
of Main St., and north of Grass Valley townsite line, with
an indefinite western boundary. The Empire may work all

ledges apexing east of Auburn St., north of Main St., and
south of the townsite line. It is further agreed that each
company may work in the grounds of the other when follow-
ing its own ledges. This will provide for both companies
working in the same area, one above the other. This provision
is especially advantageous to the Golden Center which is

operated by a new company leopening an old mine in the
center of the town of Grass Valley. Development brought
the operators into Empire ground, which caused the litigation.

The settlement is also of great advantage to the Empire mine
as it will enable development of orebodies which otherwise
might have been contested by the Golden Center. This agree-
ment to take the matter out of the courts, it is hoped, will

have some influence in providing for the same kind of settle-

ment between the Empire and the Noi-th Star, which litigation

is now in the federal courts.

Mining Week at tlie Pauainii-1'ni-ilie Kxposition offered

the greatest composite atti'actions that were presented in any
period during the life of the Fair. The chief attraction,

not onl.v to mining men but to the visitors generally who
have taken some interest in the various exhibits of mining
industry, was the Third Annual Field Meet of Mine-Rescue
and First-Aid teams. The initial contest on Sept. 22 was the

first California First-Aid meet, in which nine teams con-
tested. The Mammoth Copper Co. team won the contest with a

score of 374 out of a possible 500. The Mine-Rescue elimina-

tion contest, Sept. 23, between three teams from Washington
and two teams from Utah, was won by the Utah Fuel Co.

with a score of 461.5 and by the Roslyn Fuel Co. by a score of

442. The First-Aid elimination contest on the same date
between nine California teams, three Nevada teams, two Utah
teams, and three Washington teams was won by the Kennedy
Mining and Milling Co. team of California by a score of 491;

the Utah Fuel Co., 473; Pacific Coast Coal Co., Washington,
476; Nevada Consolidated Copper Co., 4S8. The First-Aid
interstate contest on Sept. 24 was participated in by 13 teams
representing Alaska, Arizona, California. Illinois, Montana, Ne-
vada, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Utah, Washington, West Vir-
ginia and Wyoming. The contest was won by the Homestake
Mining Co. of South Dakota with a score of 4!i5. The second
largest score was by the Nevada Consolidated Copper Co.

with a score of 493, and the next the Bunsen Coal Co. of Illi-

nois with a score of 480. The Mine-Rescue interstate con-
test on Sept. 24 was participated in by seven teams repre-
senting Arizona, California, Montana, Nevada, South Dakota,
Washington and Utah. The contest w.-'s won by the Utah Fuel
Co., with a score of 4S0: the next highest being the Roslyn
Fuel Co., 477, and Goldfield Consolidated, 468. The resuscita-

tion contest was participated in by the same teams as were in

the First-Aid contest. The contest was tied by the Home-
stake Mining Co. and the Nevada Consolidated Copper Co.
with scores of 100'';. The Nevada Consolidated won the tie.

DENVER—Oct. 7

Tlie San Juan National Park, proposed by Enos Mills, is

causing considerable discussion and uneasiness in Silverton.
It is feared that the park would seriously discourage prospect-
ing and interfere with the development of the county's mineral
deposits. Any proposal which would result in hampering
mining activity by introducing difficulties in obtaining and
maintaining title to mineral lands will be strenuously opposed
by the citizens of San .luan County. They will no doubt make
every effort to prevent their county from being included in

such a national park it there is any likelihood of such
embarrassing restrictions as are feared.

Cripple Creek Distriet's Production, which is steadily in-

<reasing, during September exceeded the production for

,\ugust by 5.000 tons, having a gross value of about $4S,000,

according to estimates Of the total tonnage—S9.S00—treated

by the various mills and smelteries, the Golden Cycle works
at Colorado City handled approximately IS'/r and the Portland
company's three mills, approximately 44%. The American
Smelting & Refining Co.'s plants in Denver and Pueblo re-

ceived about 3.900 tons of an average value per ton of $55.

The Portland-Independence mill treats about 10,000 tons of

%i ore pel- month. October is expected to establish another
tonnage record.

Economic Mine Dump is being loaded into cars and shipped
at the rate of nearly 400 tons daily. No attempt is made to

sort the material. Waste rock at present hoisted through the
Gold Coin shaft is also shipped with this dump stuff. At the
Elkton mine dump, John Sharpe is ready to start operations
with his newly installed plant and expects to handle 200 tons
daily. A double-drum steam hoist has been mounted above
a receiving bin at highest part of the dump and, by means
of drag buckets, will elevate the rock from the lowest
portions. Grizzlies, trommels, revolving washers and a sorting
belt comprise the equipment below the bin.

Anotlier \ur in tlie C'reMNOn 9line was opened a short time
ago and is sufficiently explored to present a rough estimate
of its gross value at about half a million dollars.

BITTE—Oct. 7

The Socialists Imported an I. W. W., who, according to

liis own statements, was induced to leave Ireland for the good
of Ireland, and last Sunday night they attempted to defy
the city and county authorities in Butte and resume last

year's interrupted soap-box agitation against all things order-
ly. The imported agitator and the former Butte socialist

mayor were denied the use of the city hall and so they
advertised by banners that they would hold an open meeting
in front of the hall. The banner bearer was arrested and
thrown into jail. He said the e.x-mayor had hired him to
carry the banner. There was a big crowd on the streets at
the hour the ex-mayor and the "importation" were to speak.
The former, seeing many officers in the crowd, was a bit

diffident about starting anything, l5ut the "importation" nudged
him and told him to go ahead. The e.x-mayor got so far as
to say "Folks," to the crowd, and then the chief of police

got hold of his coat collar and one arm and told him to move
on. The ex-mayor asked for permission to tell the crowd
that he couldn't say anything, but even that was not permitted.
Then the socialist ex-mayor and the I. W. W. "importation"
headed their followers in a search for a hall, but before
they found one they ran up against the county sheriff and a
bunch of deputies with "night sticks" and when some of the
would-be disturbers got loud they were "nudged" with the
.sticks, their banners were destroyed, and they were given
other evidences of the fact that law and order were triumphant
in Butte. When they finally secured a hall a few more than
one hundred followers were present to listen. All of which
goes to show that Butte, without a socialist administration,
is not at all the place it ^vas something like a year ago when
the I. AV. W. and socialists ran riot, property was dynamited
and martial law was brought about in the county.

Local I niou.<i Are ProtestinsT against methods of manual
training in Butte Public Schools. How far Butte labor unions
can go in their assumed jurisdiction was discussed in a most
spirited manner at a meeting held by the Butte school board
Oct. 6. A communication from the typographical union in

regard to the new printing plant installed in the high school
and a report from the school superintendent regarding the
position taken by the carpenters' union toward carpenter
work being done by the manual training department of the
junior high school were submitted. The request of the
typographical union that no printing should be done in the
school shop outside of regular school work, was granted.
The other demand that a practical printer from the union
should do the teaching, was held in abeyance, pending the
appointment of such a teacher. At the Washington school
under the direction of the manual training teacher, boys
had been engaged in putting in a partition between two
rooms. To this the agent of the carpenters' union objected on
the ground that this was work carpenters should do them-
selves and be paid union wages for. The majority of the
school trustees took the position that the work was for the
purpose of training the boys in actual carpentry problems
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iiiul was not in any sense in competition with tlie union
carpenters. Accordingly the manual-training department was
instructed to go ahead and to ignoie the demands of the

carpenters' union. Whether the latter will take further steps

to prevent practical teaching of their trade in Butte schools

remains to be seen. Under the rules of the unions, limiting

the number of apprentices, boys and girls have no chance
of acquiring practical experience and the board held that

schools are the proper place for them to receive instruction

in these lines of work.

SALT LAKE CITV

—

Oct. 7

In the Xcw Zinc Cuuii), in the Lake View Mining District,

on the south end of Promontory Mountain, 20 miles west
of Ogden, there is considerable activity. Six different proper-

ties are operating; The Lakeview, Cedar Ridge, Molman-
Smith, Jay Hawks, Corey, and Little Valley. The ore in

carload shipments averages about 35'; zinc. The Lakeview
Co., has paid $12,000 to $15,000 to its five principal stock-

holders since March. This company produced from the grass

roots, so to speak; only $700 to ?Sno in cash having been ex-

pended in development, before it was placed on a producing
basis.

SEATTLE—Oct. H

A Big Sliipnient of Copper Conoonlraies from the Beatson
Copper Co.'s mine at Latouche, consisting of 2,S00 tons, was
lost recently when the ore shifted in the hold of the steamer
"Edith" and the vessel sank in the Gulf of Alaska. The
shipment was valued at $150,000.

Farthest North Cninp Yields $«!M),4>0O this summer according
to the last report brought down from the Koyukuk district.

This is an average of $115 per day for the 20 days of the

mining season for eacli man of the 300 operating in that

district. The camp lies 140 mi. inside the Arctic Circle and
while Koyukuk is extremely rich the difficulties in getting

into the district and the high cost of provisions have kept back
a stampede. One nugget taken out this summer is valued at

over $3,000 while several were taken out averaging $600

apiece. The gold of the camp assays $19.72 to the ounce.

Lumber at the camp is worth $600 per M., and during lO'.j

months of the year there is only on; mail. The $690,000 output
of the camp last summer is considerably better than the

season of 1914 when only $400,000 was produced. The mining
season is never longer than 25 days.

First Bis Tin-Ore Shipment to the tin smeltery in Seattle

will arrive from Buck Cnek, Nome district, the first part of

Xovembor, according to the plans of the American Dredge
Building and Construction Co., which installed a new tin

dredge there this summer. It now has thi-ee machines in

the same district, two having operated all season on the

Anikovik River. The gravel on Buck Creek contains a large

percentage of tin ore and small percentages of gold. The
new dredge is equipped with a screen and double flumes, so

that no time is Io:t in- cleaning up. A 2-ton truck was
shipped up the early part of the year to carry the ore to

Xome from the dredge. At the same time a shipment will

arrive from Walter AA". Johnson of San Francisco who also

has a dredge on the same creek from which he took out

about 100 tons of tin ore last year. .Several small shipments
of tin have come down from the North to Seattle before but

nothing on a large scale and the results of the smelting will

be watched with considerable interest by tin operators in

Alaska and the mining interests on the Coast.

DOtGLAS, ARIZ,—Oct. 5

Only a Few Properties Arc Worliing: in the northern
part of Sonora. The mines at Cananea are working in the

smallest way possible as no part.v has complete control and
preparations have been made to close down all the properties

should conditions get any worse. Nearly every night the town
is entered by bandits connected with neither side and the

Chinese stores and small Mexican stores are looted and those
who resist are murdered. The Americans and foreigners have
armed themselves and are prepared to defend themselves
should the bandits attempt to molest foreign properties.

Nacozari and El Tigre will be unable to work should the

threatened invasion of Villa materialize. Nearly all of the

men in both of these' camps are Carranzistas and at the

approach of the Villa forces they will all retreat to some Car-

ranza base, leaving the mine with none but Americans who
are in too small numbers to attempt to operate. At the

present time all of the Mexicans within 200 mi. of the border,

who are financially able, are bringing their families to

.A.gua Prieta: those who are too poor to send their families

out. are going out into the hills where they think that they
will not be found by the invading army. Agua Prieta, which
is across the border from Douglas, has more people now
than it has ever had before and the trains into town are

always crowded. There are no houses to be had in Agua
Prieta so the people are sleeping in box cars and in the
stores. The better class has gone to Douglas and it is now
impossible to get a house theie. Should Villa come into
.Sonora it is nearl.v certain that every mining property would
shut down and as even now there are few provisions outside
of the mining companies Villa would have very hard picking.

ST. P.Vl'L, MINN Oct. 2

State's Income from Iron Properties this year from iron-

ore royalties will not be so great as last yeai-. The Leonidas,
at Eveleth, will lead the state properties with about 650,000

tons for the season. Based on present explorations the state
is assured of an average annual income of $1,000,000 for the
next 30 years. Twenty-two state employees are maintained
on the Mesabi R.ange to look after the state's iron-ore royal-
ties, checking operations, tonnages, etc. To Oct. 1 these
properties have shipped more than 1,800,000 tons.

BLl E HILL, ME Oct. 8

.V Large Deposit of Rhoilonite at the summit of Blue Hill

has been acquired, and is being opened up by C. Vey Holman,
formerly state geologist of Maine. This deposit formerly fur-

nished the manganese for the Katahdin Iron Works, Maine's
pioneer aiid only iron blast furnace, which for several decades
turned out a considerable output of high-grade charcoal
iron. When that furnace went out of blast about 1883. this

deposit fell into disuse, and has been practically forgotten.
^lining, or rather quarrying, will be simple and cheap, as con-
ditions all conduce to easy handling at low cost. Shipments
will be from tidewater at the base of the hill. Analysis of

the ore gives SiOj, 43.12%; TiO., 0.12'-;; Fe.Os, IT.SS'Tf ; MnO.
32.93%; CaO, 3.45%; MgO, S.iSVc.

LOVELOCK, NEV Oct. 7

A Carload of Antimony Ore from the Sutherland prop-
erty, at Cole Canon, 15 mi. northeast of Lovelock, has been
recently shipped east by Robert Brown, representative of the

Magnolia Metal Co., of New York.
A Small Matting Furnace to treat copper-nickel ores

south of Lovelock, near the properties formerly operated
by the American Nickel Co.. is being planned by W. J. Flick

and associates, of Lovelock. The district is about 40 mi. south
of the railroad. A small copper furnace on the Boyer mine
in that locality is idle but may be started up again. The
project for the Southern Pacific to build a cut-oft which
would make these properties more accessible seems to be sus-

pended for the present.

Tin Ore, Occurring in Veins in (iranite, has been found
near Battle Mountain, Elko County. Samples analyzed in Los
Angeles gave upward of 22r, tin. The ore is black and
was passed by as iron until very recently.' So far most of the

discoveries have been in narrow veins, a few inches wide.

It is claimed now that a 4-ft. vein has been opened. The
deposits lie about 20 mi. north of Battle Mountain. Already
140 locations have been made. Several engineers have visited

the district recently, but so far no large Interests have taken
hold of the prospects, which are controlled by ranch holders

in the vicinity. George Russel. Ji-., of Battle Mountain, is

largely interested in the development of these tin discov-

eries.
TORONTO—Oct. 9

The Ontario Nicliel Commission has completed its investi-

gation of the nickel mines of the Sudbury district, in which
it was afforded every facility by the companies interested,

who submitted their books and records to a thorough examina-
tion. The commissioners will inspect other mines in northern
Ontario and will afterwards visit the New Jersey nickel

refineries. It is understood that they will make no interim

reports and their conclusions are not expected to be made
public before many months have elapsed.

The Discovery of Large Nickel De|>osits in the Pond du Lac
country on the northeast side of Lake Athabasca in Northern
Alberta was reported some months since. H. V. Dardier, a
prospector who then left for England taking with him samples
of the ore with a view of interesting British capitalists has
returned in charge of an exploration party sent out by Vickers,

Maxim & Co., the noted gun manufacturers of London and
Liverpool, who will thoroughly prospect the region. The
expedition, which left Edmonton, Alta., for Fond du Lac
about three weeks ago, comprises 25 experts, including engi-

neers, mineralogists and assayers and a large force of

laborers. Seventeen scows were required for the transporta-

tion of their equipment and supplies. The machinery cost

$50,000 and the supplies $10,000. The party expect to remain

in the district over two years. Their destination was
kept secret as long as possible and was not generally known
until some lime after their departure. The totpl . <>st of the

enterprise will be about $100,000.
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ALASKA
COLDEN (Port WelLs)—Five-stamp mill and other equip-

meiit installed by Doctor Chase, of Seward, and associates.
KENSINGTON MINE ijuneau)—Superintendent Rogers

and gang; of men are doing about 40 days' work, drifting in
preparation for more extensive work in spring.

GRANITE MINE (Port Wells)—Graphite mine continues
big production. Joe Domenzie. discharged miner, is charged
with blowing up powder house at this mine and has been
arrested and held for trial. Explosion damaged mill, but
no one was injured.

YANKEE BASIN-EAGLE RIVER (Juneau)—Present op-
erating company working Eagle River mine, under manager-
ship of B. L. Thane, "will take over Yankee Basin claims
worked by Pete Early and John G. Held. This will consolidate
large propeities and require installation of large power plant
and driving- long tunnel to run to oi-ebody,

MOUNT ANDREW COPPER MINE (Prince of Wales Is-
land)—After being closed down for three years owing to low
price of copper this mine has resumed shipping and has just
sent 1000 tons of copper ore to Tacoma smeltery. Large
quantity of ore is now on hand and company will be regular
shipper. W. J. Rogers 's manager.

CACHE CREEK DREDGING (McDougall Station)—Is
preparing to freight its new 7-cu.ft. bucket gold dredge to
Yentna district back of Cook Inlet this winter. It will have a
capacity of 3,000 cu.yd. a day and will be first dredge to go
into that district. E. L, Smith is president of company. E.
E. Todd, of Redding Iron Works, Redding, Calif., is also in-
terested in company. Chas. Harris, formerly of Marysville
Dredging Co., Marysville, Calif., is superintendent.

GILPATRICK CLAIMS (Seward)—Development work on
this propeitv carried on last summer has resulted so satis-
factorily that owners, Gus Brown, Felix Brown, of Seattle, and
G. Sieffert. William Dashley and others of Seward will in-
stall stamp mill and aerial tramway on property next spring.
Several tons of ore recently brought down from property gave
return of $102.76 per ton. This was taken from cross vein
which cuts main body of gold ore which gives average of $22
per ton. A 10-stamp mill will be installed.

ARIZO>.V
riila County

PINAL MOUNTAIN MINING (Globe)—Will begin making
regular shipments of gold ore to smelter from its mine. 8 mi.
southwest of Globe.

ASBESTOS DEPOSITS (Globe)—Messrs. Fisk and Snell
who recently discovered large <!cposits of asbestos on Ash
Creek. 40 mi. from Globe a e building mill. They recently
made shipment of 4 tons of natural product to Japan.

Mohave County
GOLD REED (Oatman)—Reported splendid showing of ore

encountered on 37.1 level. Milling ore in la'-gp body has
been opened, alongside of which is found considerable rich
material. L. L. Moore is manage;.

Yavapai County
HAYDEN DEVELOPMENT (Jerome)—Is erecting 200-ton

mill at its Copper Chief mine near Jerome. More than 500.-
000 tons of oi'e are said to ha^'e been blocked out in mine.

BIG LEDGE DEVELOPMENT (Prescott)—Plans have been
adopted by conii^any for erection of mill on its Butternut
claims recentl.v purchased. Compan.v has .also acquired Hen-
rietta mine which was formerly veil-known gold producer.
Extensive development to be conducted upon newly acquired
properties.

ARIZONA CON. SMELTING (Humboldt)—Smelting capacity
will be doubled by addition of new reverbe'-atory furnace,
necessitated by increased tonnage from copper mines of De
Soto company,' which totaled 3.200 tons for August and 4.000
tons for September. Daily swing-train service to Middleton
will be inaugurated to handle De .Soto tonnage and that from
other mines at way station. G. M. Colvocoresses is manager.

C.VLIPORNI.V

.'Vmadnr County
M.A.RS1N0 (Volcano)—Reported that property will be pros-

pected with diamond drill.

CLINTON BAR (Sutter Creek)—Drifting along channel
in progress; prospects of pay gravel.

PINE GROVE (Pine Grove)—Reported that installation
of mill is contemplated. Good grade of ore being developed.

Butte County
MANGANESE deposits at Clipper Mills being developed

under bond by Noble Electric Steel Co., of San Francisco. Re-
ported that ore will be hauled by autotrucks to Heroult
smeltery in Shasta County.

UNDINE (Chico)—D. S. Nesmith. of Boston and San Diego,
has secured control and will reopen this gravel property on
Butte Creek. Reported that Nesmith will arrange for payment
of creditors before purchase payment is made.

Placer Couuty
GOULD (Dutch Flat)—Mineral survey being completed.

Owner, J. L. Gould, is one of largest owners of mineral ground
in district. Property is developed by 2,200-ft. tunnel that

can be made to serve as drainage for Dutch Flat basin. Tun-
nel has been cleaned out and timbered and car track repaired.
Blue lead channel, which has been large producer of gold,
is said to cross Gould property.

PIunia.s County
UNITED .STATES EXPLORATION (Quincy)—Development

of Granite Basin district on large scale is reported to be
contemplated in undertaking of which initial work is being
done at Robinson mine where shaft will be deepened 100 ft.

during winter. The 20-stamp mill is being dismantled and
Sears-Smith rotary mills will be installed with capacity equiv-
alent to 40 stamps.

ENGELS COPPER (Taylorsville)—Survey for narrow-gage
railroad from mine in Lights Canon, through Indian Valley
and Indian Creek Canon to the junction with the Western
Pacific Ry. near Keddie is reported to be in progress. Mining
company is enlarging its concentrating plant. Electric power
line between Butt Valley and mine has been completed and
property is now being supplied with electricity. About 200
inen are employed at mine.

SiMkiyou County
HUMBUG CREEK district is being developed by active

operation, including Boyle, Spencer, Summit, High Waters,
Ideal, Old Flag and Eliza mines. There are three arrastres
in operation and some large cleanups are made. There are
several of these mines which were worked in early days when
no ore was saved under value of $20 per ton. In the '50s
Humbug Creek was known as one of richest producing sec-
tions in county.

Tuolumne County
RAWHIDE (Jamestown)—Reported that mine has been

sold to men at Blair. Nev., and that new owners contemplate
expending about $200,000 in development and remodeling inill-
ing plant, l^roperty was originally owned and operated by
Captain Nevills, deceased, and is said to have produced several
million dollars.

Tuba Couuty
WEST POINT (Camptonville)—Large concrete dam to be

constructed for impounding dfbris and tailings from hydraulic
operation.

SOL.\NO WONDER (Challenge)—Installation of mill and
other equipnit-nt in progress. Mine is an old producer of high-
grade quartz. Pi'esent operators giving more attention to
medium-grade ore.

COLOK.VDO
Pueblo County

COLORADO FUEL AND IRON (Pueblo)—Has added 250
men to its force in Minnequa steel works at Pueblo making
its monthly payroll about $50,000. Rod mill works double
time on heavy orders that will require until next spring to
flU. President J. F. Welborn states that plant is not filling
and will not accept any war orders.

San Juan County
KITTIMAC (Silverton)—New mill nearing completion. Huff

electrostatic machine has been installed and management will
now add flotation machine. Development work will be re-
sumed in several parts of mine, including west heading on
Clark vein.

Sna Mifj^uel Couuty
TOMBOY (Telluride)—Under management of Exploration

Company Ltd.. of London, return for month of September
shows mill lan 2S days; crushed 13,000 tons of ore, yielding
$45,000 l)Ullion; concentiates shipped, $40,500; expenses for
period, $56,700; operating profit, $28,800.

Teller County

BLUE BIRD (.\ltman)—Regular operations by Franklin
Leasing Co.. which has held this property since l.ast Decem-
ber, are temporarily suspended. Plans are under way for
erection of c.vanide mill at mine.

PORTLAND-INDEPENDENCE (Victor)—Narrow-gage rail-
road track that has heretofO' e been sole access to Inde-
pendence mine is being rebuilt to standard gage and spurs
will be laid to every important building.

ROOSEVELT TI'NNEL (Victor)—Total progress during
September amounted to 326 ft. On Sept. 20 additional flow of
water was encountered in heading of tunnel, in territory
owned bv Raven and Beacon Hill Gold Mining Co. During
few days following, total How was about 12,500 gal. per min.
Breast of tunnel is now about 1170 ft. west of main shaft of
Elkton Con. Mining and Milling Co. on southwest slope of
Raven Hill.

GOLD SOVEREIGN (Victor)—New shaft will be sunk an
additional 200 ft. to total depth of 1525 ft. Work will be per-
formed bv Union Leasing Co., which operates property under
lease from Gold Sovereign Mining and Tunneling Co., and
will be under supervision of C. G. Jackson. Crosscutting and
raising operations are in progress and 150 tons of milling ore
were produced from development during -September. Mine
dumps are under lease to Edwin Gaylord. owner and operator
of Gaylord mill. Construction of aerial tramway is under
consideration, to transport dump material to mill.
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IDAHO
HI lint}

BOSTON-IDAHO DR K I " i I
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( Feathcrville)—-Operating on

Feather River has only worked on small scale this season

owini to lack ot water. It is proposed to build 35-mi- ''''•^^ to

provide mSre water. Captain Rupert Winters is in charge.

Iilnlio County
GRA.NGEVILLE MINE (Elk City)—Under lease and bond to

T J McKim H. Cone ami Andrew Trader has just coni-

pieted niill run on ores from llS-ft. level. Resu ts satisfae-

t^ory Lessees propose installing compressor. Will carry on

extensive development work llii.s winter. There 'S a 5-stamp

niill on property; several hundred tons of ore have been

mined and milled since first ot year.

MINERAL ZONE (Elk City)—Work on removal of 3-stamp

mill t>om Elk City Reduction Co.'s plant to this property

is nearly completed and erection of mill on new site is well

under way.
SliiiNlionr County

GUELPH (Wallace)—A 200-ft. shaft will be sunk on this

property^ which lies north of Hercules. Compressor has been

installed and hoist ordered.

EAST CALEDONIA (Wardner)—Has made promising strike

in drift on 200 level, where two shifts are driving. Mine has

recentlv been cleared of debt and is said to be in shape

financially for considerable further development.

KILL BUCK (Wallace)—Constructing electric-power line

to compressor at portal of Vulcan tu""<^l. andwil start dnv-
ing for Kill Buck vein as soon as power is available. Vulcan

tunnel is in 3500 ft. and has about 400 ft. to go to reach

vein.
IMPERIAL (Wallace)—Directors of this company have

inspecte^l mine and announce that work will be resumed
Winze will be sunk on promising oreshoot in upper tunnel

and crosscut will be driven from lower tunnel to prospect

body of ore discovei;ed by diamond drilling.

COPPER PRINCE M. & M. CO. (Wallace)—Capital stock of

this company has been reduced from 4,(500,000 shares to 4(^0,-

000, par value $1. On Copper Prince claim winze is sinking

from 500-ft. adit. On Gold Ridge claim three crosscuts show
ore in vein. Property is equipped with compressor and an
drills. Samuel B. Holbert is president and general manager.

FRISCO (Wallace)—This mine, now owned by Federal M.

and S Co has been started up after short shut-down tor

purpose of making alterations in mill Mine was reopened to

receiver zinc ore left in old workings but exploration at depth

has proved large quantities of ore carrying lead and zinc.

Owing to difficulty ot separating lead and zinc, recovery

at 400-ton mill has never been satisfactory.

MICHIGAN
Copiier

ESTIMATED PRODUCTION OF LAKE SUPERIOR COP-
PER MINES for the month of September, based on rock ton-

nage and known averages of refined copper is_as fo lows.

T^marack 561 000 lb ; Osceola Consolidated, l,7o5,000: Ah-
m^"k' 2^5 000- Wolverine, 711.000; Mohawk, 1,359,000; Frank-
Hn^Sl'eO-O- Centennial 53 000; Allouez, 848,000; Mass, 486,000;

SupeiloV 32M00; Hkncock. 159,800; La Salle, 177,000; South
Take 21 600- Isle Rovale, 900,000; Copper Range Consolidated,

4 600 000 Qu'inc'? 2;000 000; Calumet & Hecla, 6,500,000; White
Pine,' 491,000; Lake, 280,000; Winona, 230,000.

WHITE PINE EXTENSION (White Pine)—Management,
both in Michigan and in east, will be in hands of Stanton m-
tei^sts who became associated with Smith interests some
months ago. Frank Stanton will arrive in few da> s to \isit

other mines of Stanton' interests in this district and likewise

to go over work already done at White Pine Extension and to

map out plans for future.

OSCEOLA CONSOLIDATED (Osceola)—Average rock for

all mines in this corporation for September ran close to 14

lb Old Osceola shipped 24,000 tons and Kearsarge branches

99 000 No. 3 shaft, old mine, goes into commission this week
adding to low-grade rock tonnage. Shaft has been repaired

Sml cleaned down to Sth level. Rockhouse equipment is

permanent and in good condition.

Iron

OHIO (Michigamnii )—Small pile of ore that has been in

stock for years'is now, being shipped. No mining is being

done.

MINNESOTA
Me.s:ibi Range

W^EBB (Hihbing)—Mine will be reopened within few days.

Has been idle for two vears. Mining will continue all winter.

It is large underground property. Employs between 400 and
500 men when working full force.

LA RUE (Nashwauk)—M. A. Hanna Co. has reopened tliis

mine. One hundred men have been given employment One
shovel is working two shifts. Pipe line Ave miles in length

fs bl ng built f"om O'Brien Lake to the washing plant.

Fifty cars of ore will be shipped daily until end of season.

QUINN-HARRISON (Nashwauk)—Five shovels and three

mert-v-go-rounds are working days in pits. All five shovels

are working nights. .Rapid progress is "being made with strip-

ping. Washing plant is now working one shift. About 30

cars of wash ore are shipped daily. About 85 cars of

merchantable ore are going direct from pit. Machine shop

"00x50 ft is to be erected. An addition is being made to office.

MISSOURI—KANSAS

VAN BIBBER & CO. (Joplin. Mo.)—Has made strike on

Block Citv land, west of Joplin. Encountered run at 127-

ft! level, and now has 12-ft. face of 15% ore and is still

sinking in good ore.
_

JUMBO MINING (Alba, Mo.)—Fire of unknown origin de-

stroved concentrating plant of Company northeast of Alba.

Cost of plantl25,000; insurance about $7,50(^. Property owned
by Carthage men. Mill had been running about 1% years.

MONT.VN.V

Silver Do« County
ANACONDA (Butte)—Has completed installation of sur-

face plant at Emma mine, of Butte Copper and Zinc Co
taken over under lease and bond recently. Pumping vyill

be started in tew days and as soon as water is out of mine
sinking and mining will be started.

BUTTE & LONDON i Butte)—Cole-Congdon interests are

also about to start sinking in Butte & London; big electric

pump having been installed at station on 1100. V^ ate^ is

practically all out of mine, and sinking will be staited at

once to depth of 1.000 ft., at which point entire giound
of company will be crosscut and explored both noi th and
south.

RAINBOW DEVELOPMENT (Butte)—Shaft has rc-ached

depth ot more than 1.450 ft., and station will be cut at l.oOO

After station and sump are completed company will crosscut

to big Rainbow lead, according to present intentions. It.

is anticipated that ore will be found in vein at that depth,

but if it is not of commercial character shaft will De sunK
deeper.

DAVIS-DALY (Butte)—Is developing Hesperus vein, which
has been opened on 2.5o(i-ft. level distance of 150 ft. In aU
that distance vein is about 12 ft. wide, containing \^k to 5 It.

of commercial ore well sprinkled with copper glance, biing-

ing average grade up to 5^4% copper. Colorado is «» PO"''^.

ventilated that work on 2,500 level is slow. New orebod^

has appearance of permanency.

NEVADA
Clark County

BULLION (Goodsprings)—New dry-concentrating plant

has been in operation for last few weeks, successfully treating
low-grade lead ore. Plant has a capacity of 50 tons per day
and uses Stebbins dry-concentrating tables.

ANCHOR (Goodsprings)—New dry-concentrating mill is

nearing completion. . R. W. Moore is in charge of property.

Mill w^as designed and erected by Otto Wartenweiler of Los
Angeles. Plant will use crusher, rolls and fetebbins tables,

and will be of 50-tons capacity.

YELLOW PINE (Goodsprings)—Mill is operating two
shifts dailv, producing full contractual allowance of l,.-.00 tons

zinc-carbonate ore monthly, also 200 tons of lead concentrate.

A dividend of 10c. per share, amounting to a total of ?1"0.-

000 has been declared, making total of $230,000 paid by this

company during current year.

Esniernlda County
CHAMP D'OR FRENCH GOLD (Hornsilver)—William Dun;

phv lease on Orleans group now shipping 2o tons of |3o

ore per dav. Haul 16 mi. to railroad is done by autotrucks

at contract price of 20c. per ton-mile.

GOLDFIELD CON. (Goldfield)—Estimated production for

month of September, 1915, is; Total tons mined 32,500

"ross extraction, $269,000; operating expense. $159,000, net

Realization, $110,000.
. . ,

lUMBO EX. (Goldfield)—Production approximately SO

tons of $45 ore per day. No. 2 shaft, a th,ee-compartment«

shaft on the Velvet claim, projected to l,O0o-ft level to facili-

tate operations in present workings and development of

northern portion of ground, now down 525 tt.

Nye Cotinty

TONOPAH ORE PRODUCTION for week ended Oct 2

amounted to 9,496 tons, valued at $196 SS8. compared to 9,629

tnn« week nrevious Producers were Tonopah Belmont, 2. io6

fonl;To'no,?ah Mining, 2,800; Tonopah Extension, MSO; West
End. 851; Jim Butler, 1,100; and miscellaneous leasers 139

tons. . „ , ,

ROUND MOUNTAIN MINING (Round Mountain)—Hydraul-
ipkinir suspended Sei.t. 1 on account of lack of water. Now
cleinfnlb^drock and preparing races for next season's run

whfch begins about March. Cleanup so far indicates value

of about $2 per yd. for gravel handled this season.

Storey County

roMSTOCK PUMPING ASSN. (Virginia)—Repairing and

equipping main south drift from Ophir-Mexican winze on

2.700 level.

UNION CON (Virginia)—Saved from No. 1 slope north

drift 36 cars of ore, "averaging $17.10 per ton; f-om No^2
stope southwest drift, 8 cars, averaging ?15.73 per ton; from

stope No. 3, near Sierra Nevada line, 86 cars, assaying $21.67

^ 'aifXICAN (Virginia)—On 2.500 level started southwest

drift from south drift No. 3. showing 3 ft. of quartz of low

assav East crosscut No. 3. 2.700 level, shows porphyrj

and stringers of quartz. Mill crushed 248 tons ot ore, as-

saying $9.66 per ton.

(^ROWN POINT-BELCHER (Gold Hill)—Water 6 ft. bel9W

1 tiiio station of joint incline; 1.600 level drained; repairs

^tTrted in east crosscut. Saved 11 cars mill rock from tsei-

cher 1.300 raise. Jacket mill received 966 tons of dump
rock. . . -

CON VIRGINIA AND OPHIR (Virginia)—Equipment and

winze between 2,500 and 2,700 levels completed. Small sta-

tion cut on 2,700 level for starting west crosscut. Opmi
discontinued raise on vein from 2,500 level soutliwej^t drm
prospecting vein beJow sill floor. <^entraltunne^ extended

north drift on 2,500 level distance of 12 ft.: t. to 8 ". oi

Suartz assaying $5 to $11 per ton. Extracted 310 cars of ore

and milled 220 tons.
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fiMW MEXICO
(rant County

HARDSCRABBLE (Pinos Altos)—Lease has been granted
e,"tv''l,°n'i'";'i;n''".'Jf/*'\'''/'" "'Y"^ ^'"l '^^ opened up. ""P^op-erty has Ijeen offered for sale.

EMPIRE. ZINC (Hanover)—Company has practically com-pleted erection and installation of machinery at new power-house. Will generate electricity for mines and mill soon tcDe constructed.

.
85 MINING (Lordsburg)—Company has bought Atwoodmine from Atwood Copper Co. Consideration reported inneighborhood of $100,0U0. Diamond-drill work now beingdone on Atwood. The S5 Mining Company now controls mostimportant property in Virginia Di.?trict. During month ofSeptember 232 carloads of ore were shipped from camp.

Lincoln County
ROBERTS MINES (Oscura)—Mines of D. W. Roberts havebeen leased to A. Chavez. Leaser has commenced work onproperty.
NAYLOR MINES (Tularosa)—Bismuth is being mined inban Andres mountains by Joe Naylor. Payment of 75c. per lbbeing received.

WISCONSIN

I.lli iity

ROYAL JOHN MINING CO. ( Deming)—Company has filed

^J,'^"='??.°'
'"corporation. J. C. Watson, agent. Capital $250,-

000. Mines are at Lake Valley, N. M.
,

AMERICAN SPELTER CO. ( Deming)—Company is being
incorporated by J. S. Vaught and D. S. Robins, of Deming N
M. Will do general mining and milling.

SADDLER MINE (Cook's Peak)—Messrs. Hohlmeyer and
Gunther, of EI Paso, have bought mine from G. M Sadler and
"W. q. Grace. Zinc ore will be shipped to Oklahoma from
Spaulding Siding.

Santa Fe County
SANTA FE GOLD AND COPPER (San Pedro)—Company

produced 289,766 lb. copper in August. $74,130 profits report, d
for past quarter.

TaoM County
MEMPHIS RED RIVER MINING (Red River)—Mill andmachinery of Trinidad Mine and Milling Co. acquired by com-

pany. Plant being put in condition for operation.

TKXAS
Culberson County

GEORGE A. PLITMMER (Port Arthur)—Plans to install
large plant for extracting and refining sulphur from big de-
posit situated in northern part of Culberson County. Proposed
improvements will cost about $370,000, it is stated.

CREOLE MINING ( Milf old )—Articles of incorporation for
L'his company were filed Oct, 4. Capitalization is 1 000,000
shares, par value 10c. on 600.000 shares issued. Norman W
Maire is president. Several hundred tons of copper ore are
said to be exposed. Further development and shipments are
to be started in near future.

Junl> County
TINTIC ORE PRODUCTION for month of September

amounted to 506 carloads, estimated at 25.300 tons, valued at
$630,000. This compares with 64S carloads in August and
817 in July. The producers for month of September, 27
in number, were as follows: Chief Consolidated. 107 cars;
Iron Blossom, 78 cars; Centennial Eureka, 78 cars; Mammoth,
52 cars; Eagle & Blue Bell, 48 cars; Gemini, 29 cars; Grand
Central, 17 cars; Dragon Consolidated. 16 cars; Gold Chain,
11 cars; May Day, 11 cars; Beck Tunnel, 11 cars; Sioux mill
dump, 10 cars; Victoria, 7 cars; Lower Mammoth, 6 cars;
Beck Tunnel, 6 cars; Colorado, 3 cars; Carisa lease, 3 cars;
Uncle Sam, 3 cars; Minnie Moore lease, 2 cars; Opohongo,
1 car; Eureka Hill, 1 car; Ridge & Valley, 1 car; Tintic Stand-
ard. 1 car; Utah Consolidated lease, 1 car; Cliff lease, 1 car;
ITtah Mining concentrates, 1 car; Utah ore samplei-. 1 car.

KNIGHT-DERN MILL (Silver City)—It is understood that
this plant vyill treat large tailings dump at Eureka Hill.

RIDGE & VALLEY (Eureka)—Since lowering of water
'level to 1.700, work has been done between that level and
1,600. Ore carries lead, silver, copper and gold. On 1.600
and 1,600 levels development work is being done toward north.

GEMINI (Eureka)—Leasers shipped 150 tons of ore in
September. New work is being done on company account on
lower levels, where water has recently been lowered to 1,700
level. This will allow development of orebodies, opened some
time ago, and later covered by water.
_

CHIEF CONSOLIDATED (Eureka)—Good progress is be-
ing made in building new wagon-road between Scotia mine
under lease and bond to this company, and loading station
at Jericho on S. P. L. A. & S. L. R.R. Ore will be hauledby traction engine, capacity being 15 tons per trip.

Salt Lake City
UTAH COPPER (Bingham)—The August production was

Vit c.„''^?®' ,!" ^^^ history of the company, amounting to 15,-
966.543 lb.; 9 steam shovels are being worked on ore and 11
shovels on stripping and waste; 30,000 tons of ore are being
mined daily, and the shovels on waste are handling more ma-
terial proportionally, per shovel.

Summit County
PARK CITY ORE PltriDUCTION for month of September

amounted to 7.835 tons, N.-.hied at $313,400. Shipments made
by the principal mines in September were as follows, accord-
ing to weekly shipment records: Silver King Coalition, 2,960
tons: Daly-Judge. 2.000 tons; Silver King Consolidated, 1,333
tons; Daly West, 945 tons; Ontario, 52 tons; D W (3uincv 45
tons; others (estimated) 500 tons.

NAILDRIVER (Park City)-Work is to be started at this
property in eastern part of camp.

Axliland County
SOO LINE (Ashland)—New concrete-steel dock is tobe erected at Ashland, to replace wooden structure that is inbad shape. WovK will be started as soon as navigation closes

It will cost about $3,000,000 and will be one of largest docksat the liead of Lake Superior. Old dock will be torn down
7u°l^ ^IW^" '"f""^ ri^^ '^^' possible speed in order thaitheie will be no loss of time in spring. Soo line will handleover 1,000,000 tons from Gogebic range this year.

"anaie

Zinc-Lead District

VINEGAR HILL ZINC (Platteville)—Site has been stakedout tor new mill equipment on Graham land at Millbr"g
FRONTIER (Galena, 111.)—This company has started shaftsinking and will assemble Baxter mill -equipment on theTreganza property just west of Benton.
UTT-THORNE (Platteville)—Rich strike of high-grade zincore ha.s been made by churn drill ahead of LawrlHclmine onLawrence land northeast of Cuba City.
WISCONSIN, ZINC CO. (Platteville)—Steel construction

n »'».i°"«r''' '"V*"' '-ouster at New Diggings has been com-pleted. Skinner type of roaster and Cleveland-Knowles sep-
; , n *A

'",S£h.nes will be used. Shaft sinking has been begunon C A. Thompson land and shafts will be started soon on
chu^n dHu!'"

J^"'^"'^^'^ '"^ases which have been prove? Sy

CAN.\D.V
British Coiumliia

navml.^/'Vo^.^;^-^'?'??"
(Three Forks)-After suspension of

r,,?r,?= n t in'^'"i!" \^ years. Will resume dividend disburse-ments Oct 15, When Ic. per share will be distributed. Secondpayment of equal amount will be made Dec. 15. Total ?! twopayments will be $38,500.
^^'o-i oi lwo

Ontario

bsv'l^^^i?
'So|ith Porcupine)—Monthly statement for Septem-bei shows bullion production of approximately $139,000 mak-ing new high record. Tonnage treated was 28,500 of aver-age value of $4.87 per ton.

DOMINION REDUCTION (Boston Creek)—This company Isoperating property adjoining Papapassmakes claims, on whichthere is an orebody 10 to 15 ft. wide in places carrying lowgold content. Putting do%vn a 200-ft. shaft.
o' b ow

conHon^^H^ '?°A^'"o
•"'eek)-This property, one of claimsconti oiled by John Paiiapassmakes, has been worked all sea-son. Vein having paystreak 12 in. wide rich in free gold isbeing developed. It has been stripped for 450 ft. and twoshafts are being put down.

MUNRO CON.SOLIDATED (Munro Township)—This com-pany recently organized owns six claims, operations on whichare in charge of George Leyson. Sinking has been begun on
^'?'P,

ca'i-ying free gold, which was 4 in. wide at surface andat lO-ft. level had widened to 14 in.

HOLLINGER (Timmins)—Regular 4-weeklv statement forperiod ended Sept. 9 shows gross profits of $149 936 fromreatment of 28,172 tons of ore of average value of $9.03 perton. Working costs $3.17 per ton. Mill also treated 11559tons ore from Acme mine. Total surplus on hand was $1,331.-

Queliec
A DISC(DVERY OF MOLYBDENUM is reported by J. D.Kennedy, of Sherbrooke, Que., on the river Metabetchasuannear Chambord. The property is crossed by the CanadianNorthern Ry. and offers good facilities for transportation
CANADIAN CHINA CLAY (Huberdeau )—Kaolin propertyand plant at Huberdeau have been closed down for winter

It IS expected that railway will be built to property by springand in meantinie additions and alterations will be inade to
l)lant to permit of steady output.

MEXICO
Sonora

THE ORE SHIPPED FROM MEXICO through the port ofAgua Prieta for the month of September was as follows-from Nacozari, 7,736 tons; Montecristo, 22; La Caridad, 24;La Bellota, 101; Minnesota, 111; Crestoncita, 31; San Ygnacio,
Ji-

Arcliipelago 14; Belen, 22; Silver Snake, 23; Cobre Parado,
If- y^^^"°J^^ Hierro, IS; Los Metalle.s, 16; Maria, 5; SantaMaria, 32; Rosario, 6; Mexico, 37; San Pablo, 50; La Coqueta
Srv , "or'^?'"^'

*^' Esperanza, 20; La Cruz, 14; El Tigre, 257.
Total, 8545 tons. El Tigre also shipped 100 .sacks of silverand gold precipitates weighing 19,459 lb. and 99 bars of silverand gold bullion weighing 18,205 lb. Estimated value of ship-ments in Mexican gold, or at the rate of 2 for 1 American dol-
lo''r3?'.9.'i"P^''' *1.8'?fi.500; silver, $410,800; gold, $264,300; total,
$ii,{i51, 600,

MONTECRISTO SONORA MINING (Moctezuma)—Thirtvtons of ore that will average nearly 300 oz. silver have been
shippeil to Douglas smelters.

ARCHIPELAGO (Cumpas)—Three feet of 15% copper orehave been exposed in cleaning up old workings and men arenow at work breaking ore. About three tons daily are bein°-shipped from mine and dump.
NACOZARI CONSOLIDATED COPPER (Nacozari) — Newbody of ore has been encountered in what is thought to beancient Spanish workings. Ore is silver glance and native

silver. First car of concentrates shipped since railroad hasbeen re-opened between Nacozari and Douglas netted $2,:i.->6.

AFUIC*
Rlioilesin

THE GOLD OUTPUT OP RHODESIA in August was 82,545
pz., being 1,876 oz. more than in July. This brings the produc-
tion for the eight months ended Aug. 31 up to a total of 601-
onA °^- °,'' $12,442,389. Other production in August was 16,-

Jn'i,"?-
silver. 321 tons copper, 3 tons lead, 26 tons asbestos.

4,2 1 1 tons chrome ore and 38,143 tons coal.
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Metal Markets

XEAV YORK—Oct. 13

All of the princiijal markets win quiet durinir the last

week without material change in prices. Copper and spelter

exhibited drooping tendencies, while lead was a little stronger
in tone.

Copper, Tin, Lead cmd Zinc

Copper—The outstanding feature of the last week was the

continued pressure to sell I.,ake copper which was offered on
even terms with electrolytic. The domestic demand was light.

The relatively small business reported was done at 17.S2V^^'

17.S7^4c., regular terms, delivered in Connecticut. Some
half-million and million-pound lots were sold on that basis,

the deliveries being for Xovember and December. Copper for

any delivery was available in large quantity at the same
price.

There was a good demand for copper from Europe and
excellent prices could be realized by an>'body who could find

the freight room. The deficiency of the latter continued to

be an obstacle to this business.
The domestic consumption of copper appears to be im-

proving, this being indicated by the inquiries from concerns
that have nothing to do with the ammunition business.

Copper Sheets are quoted about 23c. per lb. for hot rolled

and 24c. for cold rolled, \vith usual extras. Wire prices are
unsettled: quotations may be put at 19%@19%c. per lb. at mill.

The chief maimer does not quote base price.

Imports of Copper for the week ended Sept. 25 as reported
by the Department of Commerce were 3.706,464 lb. metal and
3.089,314 lb. in ore and matte; 6,795,778 lb. in all. The chief
imports were from Peru. Cuba, Canada and Chile. Exports
for the week were 8,273.626 lb., the chief items being 5,257,-

7S6 lb. to France, 1,368,899 lb. to England and 1,273.266 lb. to

Italy.

Visible Stocks of Copper iu Kurope on Sept. 30 ai"e reported
as follows: Great Britain, 20,995: France, 4.163: afloat from
Chile, 825: afloat from Australia, 3,000: total, 28,983 long tons,
or 64,921,920 lb. This is a decrease of 3,169 tons from the
Sept. 15 report.

Tin—^This market was dull and quiet, the price sagging
oft when the excitement over the prospective British export
duty waned. The New York Metal Exchange on Oct. 8 passed
a resolution to the effect that its existing form of contract
was clear upon the point that any such duty that might be
levied must be paid by the buyer. Nothing more definite
respecting tlie imposition of such a duty appears yet to be
known.

Tin production of the Federated Malay States ei.ght months
ended Aug. 31 was 33,075 long tons in 1914, and 30,908 tons iiT

1915: decrease, 2,167 tons.

Visible Stocks of Tin on Sept. 30 were: Great Britain,
5,120: Holland. 5; United States, excluding Pacific ports, 10.-

066; total, 15,191 long tons, an increase of 64 tons during
September. The figures include 6,968 tons afloat.

Shipments of tinplates from the United States to Great
Britain are unusual. Shipments from Baltimore for the past
week, however, included 2,476,768 lb. tinplates to Glasgow.

Lend—This market stiffened upon the appearance of some
fairly large orders from abroad which developed into busi-
ness. The quotations at St. Louis improved a little, but in
New York business was done at the old price, at which sup-
plies of lead appeared to be freely available.

Spelter—This market dropped right through the week,
there being no general demand worth mentioning from do-
mestic consumers. On the other hand, the big demand from
Europe continued and many thousands of tons were sold for
export far ahead, most of the principal producers participat-
ing in this business. These contracts were made generally
to run through long periods, beginning in October or No-
vember, and running to aiarch or April. The stock of spelter
available for immediate delivery appears to be increasing, but
smelters are naturally more interested in selling their prompt
supplies in conjunction with distant futures than they are
in selling for early months alone. The demand for early
spelter is, however, so light, that producers who are willing

to sell in that way have been obliged to offer tlie metal down
and toward the close of the week pi-ompt spelter was liberally
offered at 13c.. with the probability that any firm bids of

12 %c. would be snapped up. As has been noted above, the
bulk of the transactions were for export, on long-running
terms. One large domestic contract, on such terms, was re-

ported, but this appeared to be an isolated transaction, the
domestic interest having by no means been general. The gal-
vanizers continued to be conspicuous by their absence.

Zinc Sheets—Business has been active, sales good but with
no material change in quotations. The base price for carload
lots is $16 per 100 lb. f.o.b. Peru, III., less 8',f discount.

In this table of prices the figure for sterling exchange of
Sept. 22 was given at 4.470. through a typographical error.

The correct figure was 4.700 for that date.

D.AIl.Y PRICES OF METALS IN NEW YORK
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Other Metals

Aluminum—The scarcity of metal for early delivery is

still the main feature in the market. For such deliveries
prices are firmer and as high as 55(5) 57c. per lb. has been paid
for No. 1 ingots. For futures no quotations are available.

.\ntimony—Business has been rather more active, with
some fair-sized transactions. Prices remain about the same,
28@29c. per lb. for Chinese and other ordinary brands; 45@
46c. per lb. for Cookson's. A large shipment of Chinese
metal is held up by the trouble in the Panama Canal.

Nickel—Quotations for ordinary forms are nominally 45 fg)

50c. per lb., according to size and terms of order. A premium
of 3c. per lb. is charged for electrolytic nickel.

Quicksilver—The market has been active and is strong,
on account of the scarcity of stocks, which are very low.
In New York quotations are $92@94 per flask of 75 lb. for
both large and small orders. San Francisco reports by tele-

graph quotations $87.50@92 per flask, with brisk demand and
stocks low. London price is lower, £15 10s. per flask, with no
discount from second hands.

Gold, Silver and Platinum

NEW YORK—Oct. 13

Gold receipts of ?6, 000, 000 from Australia at San Fran-
cisco are reported this week.

Platinum—The inarket continues vincertain and no nrw
supplies have been received. Prices remain high, and we
quote ?51(5i55 per oz. for refined platinum, and $55@59 per
oz. for hai'd metal.

Our Russian correspondent writes under date of Sept. 8

that the market has shown an extraordinary increase in

activity and prices. This has been mainly due to the scarcity

of foreign bills and the high rates of exchange. In Petrograd
these rates have stood as high as 14 rubles to £1 and 3

rubles to $1—the normal rates being 9.40 and 1.94 rubles.

Speculators have bought large quantities of platinum for

export to secure the bills, "which can be sold on the Stock Ex-
change at a high profit. The advance has been as much as

6,000 rubles per pood. The current quotations for crude
metal, 83% platinum, are 10(5110.50 rubles per zolotnik at

Ekaterinburg: 38,000(5)40,000 rubles per pood at Petrograd;
equal to $38.54 and $38.22 per oz., average.

Silver—The market continues steady with slightly upward
ti'end, but the decline in sterling exchange has reduced the

New York price from 49'Hc. on Oct. 7 to 4914c. on Oct. 13.

Zinc and Lead Ore Markets

PL,.\TTEVI1L,L,E, WIS Oct. »

The base price paid this "week for zinc ore "was $76(5)80 per
ton for 60% grades; medium grades sold at a base price

of $72(§)75 per ton. The base price paid for SO^ lead ore was
$53@55 per ton. The shipment this week was the largest on
record for the Wisconsin District. The net tonnage of zinc

ore for the first nine months of 1915 exceeded the figures

for the corresponding period of last year by 31.539,810 lb.

SHIPMENTS, WEEK ENDED OCT. 9
Zinc Lead

Ore, Lb. Ore, Lb.
4.643.370 214.500

152.849,410 4.996.120

Sulphur
Ore, Lb.
620.580

21,114,770

.Shipped during
zinc ore.

week to separating plants, 7.123,460 lb.

JOPLIN. MO.—Oct. 9

Blende, high price, $89.50; base per ton of 60% zinc,

premium ore. $87.50: medium grades, $87(5)85: lower, $84@
80; calamine base per ton, 40% zinc, carlots, $60: average,
all grades of zinc. $81.99 per ton. Lead, high price, $56: base
per ton 80% metal content, $55(5)50; average, all grades of

lead, $50.53 per ton.

Blende Calamine Lead Values

444,689,820 33,707,780 69,506,010 $19,560,050
11.684,410 62.000 1,784,130 $526,640

Blende value, the week, $479,700; 41 weeks, $16,968,210.

Calamine value, the week, $1,860; 41 weeks, $768,920.

Lead value, the week, $45,080; 41 weeks, $1,822,920.

\n entire week with very light rainfall encourages a be-
lief that the excess is past and lends promise of a possible
moderation for some time. Water is very heavy in the mines
and the strain on pumping machinery causes frequent trouble,

it is generally under control in all the large mines, but

some small mines are .still idle. The lighter shipment of this

week added approximately (JOU tons stock in the bins. Buy-

ing was lighter to the close, with a feeling among buyers
of an easier market next week.

MO!VT.\NA ZINC ORE
In September the Butte & Superior mills treated 40.400

tons ore saving 11,600 tons concentrates, containing a little

over 13,000.000 lb. zinc.

Iron Trade Review

NEW YORK—Oct. 13

Export orders continue large and domestic business is

growing steadily. Structural work is the slowest end of the

market, but is improving.
Orders for rails are coming in quite freely, and many

companies are making up their orders for next year. More
orders for cars are also noted.

Steel companies are rather holding back on orders for

1916 business, at any rate beyond the first quarter. Most
of the mills are so full that they are not able to guarantee
early deliveries. Price advances are being firmly held and
some more are expected to be made before long.

Pig iron is in greater demand and quotations are firm,

notwithstanding the increased production. It is to be noted
that .a good share of the larger make in September was from
the steel works furnaces. There has been no considerable
buying for next year thus far, and not much is expected this

month.

The Vnited States Steel ("*trp<>ration reports unfilled orders
on its books on Sept. 30 at 5.317,618 tons of material of all

kinds. This is an increase of 409,163 tons over the statement
for Aug. 31, and is the highest figure reported for many
months.

Pis-Iron Productiun again increased in September. The
reports of the furnaces, as collected and published by the
"Iron Age," show that on Oct. 1 there were 268 coke and
anthracite stacks in blast having a total daily capacity of
97,535 tons of iron; an increase of 6,460 tons over Sept. 1.

Making allowance for the charcoal furnaces, the estimated
production of pig iron in the United States in September
was 2.SS2.500 long tons: for the nine months ended Sept. 30,

it was 20,518,500 tons. Of this total 15,072.575 tons, or 73.5%,
were made by furnaces owned and operated by the steel com-
panies. Production in September was at the rate of about
35.000,000 tons a year.

PITTSBl IKiH—Oct. 12

Week by week the steel mills find themselves more over-
sold, with respect to deliveries they should be making cur-

rently, and with respect to specifications booked for forward
shipment. In bars, plates and shapes specifications on open
contracts are coming in so freely that Jan. 1 will probably find

the large mills with specifications on books for three months
of solid work. That will not mean that buyers will neces-
sarily be inconvenienced through delay in delivery, as much
of the tonnage now being specified is being placed because
buyers realize the delivery will be slow. The condition
greatly strengthens the mai'ket as the mills have little occa-

sion to sell for first quarter, and prices are going up. With
such slow deliveries the small mills, which do not sell ahead,
are reaping a hai'vest on prompt business, at premium prices,

as high as 1.60c. being paid for plates for early delivery. On
bars, plates and shapes the large mills are generally quoting
1.40c. on specific orders for delivery at mill convenience, and
1.45c. on first-quarter contracts, in case they quote at all.

Sheets are stiffened rapidly, with 2.00c. as minimum on 28-

gage black, for bessemer, and 2.05 (5) 2.10c. for openhearth,
with no selling for first quarter, except specialties and at ad-
vanced prices. The wire mills have very little to offer in

plain vyire and in barb wire they are filled solidly for at least

three months.
Railroads have already contracted for at least 400,000

tons of rails for next year, and they are eagerly buying plain

steel and track material both for early and for extended de-
livery.

The scarcity of steel is due in large part to the war de-

mand, which diverts much steel to forging sliops and also

curtails the supply available for finishing mills by the speci-

fications requiring heavy cropping from the ingots, 30% very
commonly.

It is now quite generally predicted that steel prices

will advance more sharply in the next three months than
they have in the past three, owing to the physical conditions
as to demand and supply, coupled with the new idea among
steel mills that little if anything is to be gained at this

juncture by endeavoring to keep prices within bounds, when
higher and higher prices are evidently to be obtT'ned without
difficulty.
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Pigr Iron—The market continues very quiet. Some of the

merchant stacl<s that recently went into blast are but in-

differently supplied with orders, even for early deliveries, and
buyers show no anxiety about the future. Evidently they are
convinced that whatever shortage there may be of steel there
will be ample supplies of pig iron. With recent advances the
less well positioned furnaces should be able to make profits,

and there remain a fair number of merchant stacks idle.

While Lake Superior ore is expected to be about 50c. higher
for next season, and Connellsville coke has advanced some-
what, all the advances accomplished or in prospect in blast-

furnace raw materials are covered by advances that have al-

ready occurred in pig iron. The foundries as a class are

not really busy. If their condition should change materially
for the better advances in pig iron might easily be resumed.
We quote: Bessemer. S16; basic. $15: malleable, $14.50@15,
according to analysis: Xo. 2 foundry, $14.50@15, according to

delivery, all f.o.b. Valley furnaces, 95c. higher delivered
Pittsburgh.

Ferroman^anese—The market continues rather uneventful,
with foreign on contract quoted at $100. Baltimore, for indefi-

nite delivery and domestic at $115, for assured delivery,

prompt lott commanding intermediate prices.

Steel—The demand for special steel for forging shells

and for rolling large rounds for shrapnel has taken up all

available openhearth capacity, with an insistent demand left.

Mills are securing S ID'S 45 for billets for rolling shrapnel
rounds, under special specifications that are net difficult and
make very profitable business, to the entire neglect of ordi-

nary soft-steel openhearth billets. There are occasional of-

ferings of openhearth sheet bars, at $27@27.50. Pittsburgh.
Consumers are likely to turn more to bessemer, which has
lately been neglected. It is understood that occasional lots

of bessemer might be obtained at $25 @ 25.50. Toungstown, for

billets and S25.50@26 for sheet bars. Rods are nominal at
$31, Pittsburgh.

FERRO-ALLOYS
Ferromanganese is quoted at $110 '^ $115 per ton for

domestic SO*"": material. Spiesreleisen has been sold at $27

per ton for 20 Tc. at furnace.—Ferrosllicon, 50 '7^. is quoted at

$75 per ton at Pittsburgh. Bessemer ferrosllicon is from
$20 per ton for 10 9J up to $24 for 14^^, all at furnace.

—

Ferrotltanium is S'ffl2^c. per lb., according to size of lots

and delivery.—Ferrovanadinm is $2@2.25 per lb. of contained
vanadium.—FerrotunKsten is quoted in London at 7s. f(/7s. 6d.

per 11:).—$1.6S@1.S0—for alloy 75@S0<^r tungsten.—Perro-,
molyhdennin is quoted in London at ISs.—$4.32—per lb. for

75 7o alloy.

IRO\' ORE
Shipments of iron ore from the Lake Superior regions in

September were 7.S63.146 long tons, the heaviest September
shipments on record. For the season to Oct. 1 the total ship-
ments were, in long tons:

Port. 1914 1913 Changes

Escanaba 3.019.631 4.011,682 I 992.031
Marquette 1.3S3.71S 2.313.332 I. 927.815
Ashland 2.741.917 3.S29.382 1.1,087,665
Superior 9.478.253 5.937.023 D. 3.481.230
Duluth 5.278.899 11.807.219 I. 6.528.320
Two Harbors. . 4.804.975 6.710.52S I. 1,905,553

Total 26,709.413 34,669.366 I. 7.960.133

Shipments from Superior decreased on account of the light

work this year on th^ Hill ore lands.

Some additional sales of Lake ore for this season's delivery
are reported, a furnace company in the Mahoning Valley
having taken 100.000 tons. October shipments are being
rushed. A severe storm on the Lakes delayed shipping last

week.
The total iron ore mined in New Jersey in 1914 is reported

by the State Geological Survey at 350.135 long tons. The
quantity sold was 346. S20 tons.

OTHER ORES

All production of molybdenite, of wolfram ore and of schee-
lite in Australia has been requisitioned by the Commonwealth.
The prices fixed for molj'bdenite are 105s.—$25.20—per unit for
molybdenite and 5ds.—$13.20—per unit for wolfram or tung-
sten ore. Australia supplies a considerable part of the de-
mand for these ores. Burma is also a considerable pro-
ducer.

Molybdenite, 90'^r MoS; is quoted in London at 120s.—$28.80
—per unit.—Tnnssten ore is high, wolfram, 65% '^'Os being
quoted at 55s.—$13.20—per unit.

COKE
Coke production for the week in the Connellsville re-

gion is reported by the "Courier" at 397,589 tons. Shipments,

395,243 short tons. Production of Greensburg and Upper .

Connellsville districts, 44.715 tons. The "Courier" states the
Connellsville production for the third quarter at 4.063,814
short tons: for the nine months ended Sept. 30. at 12.300.358
tons.

Anthracite shipments in September are reported at 5.37S.771
long tons. For the nine months ended Sept. 30 the total
shipments were 50.067.581 tons in 1914. and 47.379.111 tons in

'

1915: a decrease of 2,688.470 tons, or 5.89; , this year.

ConnellHville—Contracting for furnace coke for 1916 de-
livery is proceeding at a moderate pace, and at prices a shade
lower than operators expected a month ago they would be able
to obtain. Contracts closed tlius far on the movement amount
to between 125.000 and 150,000 tons a month, somewhat
more than half being for the full year rather than the half
year, buyers being tempted by the fact that operators wrill sell

at as low a price for the year as for the half year, and some-
times at a shade lower. One contract recently made at $2.35
for six months has been revised, at the request of the buyer,
at $2.25 for the entire year, the operator being well satis-
fied to make the change, and these prices represent the mar-
kte quite closely. Operators are more inclined to sell at such
flat prices than on the sliding-scale basis, which generally
gives. $2.25 coke on $15.50 pig iron. $2.35 on $16 pig iron and
so on, when the market basis now is only $15. making a set-
tling basis for coke at $2.15. Spot furnace coke has stiffened
fully 5c. and is now quotable at $1.85(511.90. Foundry is quot-
able $2.30 @ 2.60 for prompt and $2.40(5)2.60 on contract.

Fnel Exports of Great Britain eight months ended Aug. 31,
in long tons:

1914 1915 Chanees
Coal 44.257.161 29.522.179 D. 14.734.982
Coke 694.061 576.218 D. 117.843
Briquettes 1.324.937 864.503 D. 460.434
Steamer coal 13.249.027 9.637.927 D. 3.591.100

Total 59,323.186 40.620.827 D. 18.904.3.39

Steamer coal is that furnished to steamships in foreign
trade. The heavy decrease shown this year is due to the war
conditions.

Chemicals

XEW" YORK—Oct. l.t

The general markets show little change, but there is a
slight gain in business in several lines.

.\rsenic—The market is quiet and rather dull. Prices are
unchanged. Quotations are $3.50 per 100 lb. for large lots,

and up to $4 for smaller orders.

Copiier Sulphate—Business is steady and no change can
be reported. Quotations are $6.75 per 100 lb. for carload lots

and $7 per 100 lb. for smaller orders.

Nitrate of Soda—The market for this article continues
strong and business has been on a fair scale. Prices are
firm and 2.45c. per lb. is bid for both spot and futures.

Production in Chile is improving and is expected to in-

crease still further. That for August was 4.9G1.5S0 quintals,
or 23.125 tons.

Pyrites—Arrivals at Baltimore for the week included 5.822

tons of pyrites from Huelva. Spain.

Imports and Exports of Fertilizinj:: Chemicals in the United
States, seven months ended July 31, in long tons:

Kainit
Manure salts

Other potash .salts. .

.

Nitrate of soda
Sulphate of ammonia
Phosphates

1914

291,878
133,422
170,061
341,480
45.383
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Company

Assessments

I Dellnqcl .Sale Amt.

Aetna, Ida
Arnenta, Ida
Buffalo, Mont. .

Cash Boy. Nov
Central Eureka. Calif,

Coeur d'Alene Expior.. I(l:i

Coeur d'Alene Inv . Ida
Columbus Ext.. Utah
Comstock. Ida
Con. Virginia. Nov
Copper Mt. M. & D., Ida
Diam'fleld Blark Butte, Nev
Eagle Mt.. Ida
E. Hercules Ext,. Ida. (post.)
Enterprise, Ida
Exchequer. Nev
Four Timbers. Wash
Friend. Wash
Getliin Le Roy. Utah.
Giant M. & D. Ida
Goidstrike M. & L.. Utah,

.

Great Bend Relnc. Nev. ,

Hancock Cons,, Mich
Idora. Ida
LeRoy. Ida
Lewis & Clark. Ida
M. & P. Gold. Utah
Mount Pleasant Con., Calif.
Nabob, Ida
Naildriver. Utah
Nevada Cooperative, Nev.

.

Nevada-Douglas. Nev
New Arcadian. Mich
New Baltic, Mich
Northern Light. Ida. . .

Ophir. Nev

Oct. IG Nov. I5I

Oct. li|Nov. 13!
f^ept. in Oct. 10'

Sipl LVICI.-t. 30]

lirl _.-, I),-,-

Uct. 10 Oct.
Sept. 30, Oct,
Sept. 2S Oct,
Oct. 28
Oct.
Oct. 1.5

Oct. 16
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Sept. 25
Oct. 7
Oct. I

Sept. 10
Jan. 3

Oct. 11

Sept. 25
15! Nov. 16

Sept. 15 Oct. 12
[Oct. 7

Oct. 25 Nov. 16
Oct. 9 Nov. 8
Sept. 16 Oct. 15
Sept. 27 Oct. 20
Dec. 1

Jan. 15
Nov. 2 Dec. 2
Oct. 12 Nov. 2

19|

Dec. 1

Nov. 4
Nov. 16
Oct. U
Nov. 15
Oct. 26
Nov. 4

Nov. 11

Phedora. Ida
, Sept. 2l'Oct. 21

Phoenix. Mich , ..Jan. li....,
Ploche Metals. Nev Oct. 20 Nov. 20
Rainbow. Ida |oct. 15 Nov. 2oi
Revelator, Utah.

.

Oct. 4 Oct 25
Rockford, Ida Oct. 4 Oct. 3o'
Sliver Moon. Ida Oct. 15 Nov. IS
.Silver Pick Cons., .xjev loct. 16 Nov. 23
Snowstorm Ext Lsept. 16 Oct. 18
Sunset M. cSr D., Nev loct. 18 Nov. 22
Sunshine, Ida ]oct. 15IN0V 15
Temple. Ida Sept. 20 Oct. 20
Union Cons., Nev Oct. 25 Nov. 15
Wisconsin. Ida ioct. 19.N0V, 19

Stoek (liiotatiou

0.001
001

' 0,003
01

0.05
, 002
002

0,025
0.001

05
002
01

0.0005
0.0015
0.002
0-02
0.001
002

0.01
0.003
0.01
0.01
i.on

. 1105

002
001

26
0.0s
0,005
0,02
0.01
0.10
0.50
0.50
0.004

05
0006

1.00
0,00!
0.002
O.OOi

. 005
005
01

0.003
02
ooon

0.002
0.05
0.003

Sales at auction: Boston, 21.146 Davi.s-
Daly Copper. 1 ,'„ to 1.20; Pliiladelpliia,
23 Reading Iron Ore, $2 lot: ,50 Nevada-
Utali M. & S .. piirjio. $1 lot.

COLO. SPRINCS Oct. 11 SALT LAKK

; of Comp.

Acacia
Cripple Cr'k Con
C.K.&N
Doctor Jack Pot.
Elkton Con
El Paso
Findlay
Gold Dollar
<:ol(! Sovereign..
Golden Cycle. . .

,

Isnbella

Jack Pot
Jerr.v Johnson., .

.

:inst(

Mary McKln
PliarniacLst.

.

PortLind. . .

Raven B. II

Vnllcator.
,

Name of Comp.

Beck Tunnel
Black Jack
Colorado Mining..
Crown Point
Daly-Judge
Emma Cop
Gold Chain
Grand Central, , . .

Iron Blossom
Lower Mammoth
May Day
Opohongo
Prince Con
Seven Troughs , ,

.

Sliver King Coal'n.
Sliver King Con..

.

Sioux Con
Uncle Sam
Yankee

Bailey
Chambers Feriand
Conlagas
Peterson Lake
Right of Way
Seneca Superior.. .

Silver Queen. .....

T- & Hudson Bay..

,

TlmlskaraiQg
Trethewey
Wcttlaufer-Lor

Dome Exten. . .

Dome Mines . .

Foley O'Brien..
Holilnger
Imperial
Jupiter
Mclntyre
Pearl Lake. . .

.

Porcu. Crown.
Preston E. 1 ).

.

Rea
SAN FRANCISCO

Comstock stociis..

Alta
Andes
Best & Belcher..

,

Caledonia
Challenge Con, ,

.

Chollar
Confidence
Con. Virginia. . . .

Gould & Curry..

.

Hnle & Norcross.
Jacket-Cr. Pt
Julia
Mexican
Occidental
Ophir
Overman
Polosi
Savage
Sierra Nevada. . .

.

Union Con

Misc. Nev. it t a
Belmont
)lm Butler
Lone star .

MacNaniara..
Midway
Mont.-Tonopah..

.

North star
Rescue Eula
West End Con. . .

.

.Atlanta

Booth
C.O.D. Con. .: .'.

,

Comb. Frac.

.

D'fleid Daisy
Jumbo Extension.

I.-Silver Peak. .

Round Mountain..

.

.Sandstorm Kendall
T Pick

Central Eureka , . .

t.09
Oct. II

Name of Comp.

Oct. 11 BO.STON E.XCH Oct. II

Clg.

Am.Sm.iRef.com
Am. Sm. * Ref.. pf
Am. Sm. .Sec., pt. A
Am.Sm. Sec. pf. B.
Anaconda
Batopilas Min. ...
Bethlehem Steel

.

Bethlehem Steel, pf
Chino
Colo. Fuel & Iron.
Crucible Steel

, .

I'ederal M. <t s.. pf.

Great Nor., ore., ctf.

Guggen. Exp
Ilomestake
Inspiration Con _
International Nickel 221
Miami Copper.. .

Nafl Lead.com..
National Lead. pf.

Nov. Consol
Ontario Min ...

<iuick3llver

Hay Con
Republic Iit.S, con
Uepiibllc IAS, pf.

KlossSIieni'd, com . . I 60
Tennessee Copper. . 64
Utah Copper

\
71

U.S. Steel, com .... 1 S3
U.S. Steel, pf 115

no;

52 i

Name of Comp.

N. V CURB
Alas! a Juneau ...
Alta Con
Beaver Con
Big Four
Blue Bell
Braden Copper. . .

.

Buffalo Mines
Can. Cop. Corpn,.
Cashboy
Chile Cop
Con. Ariz. Sm.
Con. Coppermlnes.
Con. Nev .-Utah.
DIa. Black B
Florence
Goldlleld Con
Goldfield Merger..
Greene Cananen. .

.

Kennecott Cop
• Lake

LaRo

n! An

Adventure
,\hmeek
Alaska Gold M , ,

Alcomah
Allouez
Am. Zinc
Ariz. Com., ctfa.

.

Bonanza
Butte-Ballaklava.
Butte & Superior
Calumet & Ariz. .

Calumet A Hecla.,
Centennial
Copper Range. . , ,

Daly West
East But*e
Franklin
Granby
Hancock
Hedley
Helvetia
Indiana
Island Cr'k. com..
Island Cr'k. plil..

.

Isle Roj'ale
Keweenaw
Lake
La Salle
Mason VaUey

Mayflower. . . .

Michigan
Mohawk
New Arcadian.
North Butle.. .

North Lake
OJIbway
lOld Colony... .

Old Dominion.
Osceola
.Quincy

Min
Mother Lode I .36
Nevada Hills I .17
New Utah BlnKlinin 3
Niplssing ]\IInes.

, . 7
Oro

I .07
St. Joseph Lead. ... I 12
South Utah

t
.35

Stand'd oil of N-,J.,| 488
Standard S. L

1 1,%

H
sA

Santa ]

Shannon
Shattuek-Ariz
Superior
Superior* Boat..
Tamarack
Trinity
Tuolumne
U.S. Smelting. ..

U, S. Smelt'g. pr..

Utah Apex
Utah Con
Victoria
Winona
Wolverine
Wyandot

I

BOSTON CURB Oct. 11

Tonopah
Tonopah Ex
Tonopah Merger.
Trlbullion...
Tularoaa
Yukon Gold

LOXDON

5

Alaska Tre'dwelll £r>i2s6d
Burma Corp.. ill 6
Cam & Motor. . i-i 6
Camp Bird. .

.

KlOro
Esperanza.. . .

Mexico Mines.
Nechl, pfd

I

13
OroviHe

I
15

Santa Cert'dia,
Tomboy
Tough Oakes.

.

3 12

Bin:;Iiam Mines.. . .

;

Boston Ely

I

Butte & Lon'n Dev
.Calaveras
ICalumet-Corbin...

.

|Chlef Con
iCortez
iCrown Reserve
i

Davis-Daly
Eagle & Blue Bell.

.

First Nat. Cop.. . .

Houghton Copper, .

Iron Cap Cop., pf..

.

Majestic
Mexican Metals. . , .

Nevada-Douglas. . .

New Baltic
New Cornelia
Ohio Copper
Oneco
Raven Copper
Rex Cons
Smokey Dev
So. Lake
Tonopah Victor. . . .

United Verde Ext.

.

Utah Metal... .

tt-ast Quotations.

Mr itlily Average Prices
SILVER
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moving ore in fiat stopes. Shallow wheelbarrows

with grooved wheels running on a monorail prove

efficient. Sharp curres and grades changing quichh/

from flat to 25° are no obstacle, but slightly smaller

barrows are used. Is better method for Hand con-

ditions than shaking chutes, is far cheaper than

shoveling, and' siiifs habits of native laborers ad-

m irablti.

A serious problem has al\va\s existed in working small

ore or coal deposits having a dip of from 5 to 20°. where

the deposit is irregular, or where the timbering necessary

is such that rails cannot be laid into the face : also where

and to scrape the ore along instead of lifting and throw-
ing it. There is often far too much of lashing down
100 or 200 ft. of stope on the Rand. I was given charge

of reclamation work in an area of a mine consisting

principally of stopes of the grades mentioned, where
comparatively small quantities of rich ore in pillars and
overlooked foot- and hanging-wall sections were spread

over considerable distances from tram line.s and where
the stopes were often narrow. Ore had sometimes to

be l)rought through places not more than 30 in. high.

I was compelled to consider some method of avoiding

the excessive amount of shoveling that would have

rendered much of the ore too costly to remove. I finally

decided that the solution of the ])robleni lay in adapting

the old Cornish barrow to new < (iinliiinns. The plan

NEW SYSTEM OF COXVEYIXG ORE FROM FLAT STOPES OF THE RAND
-cu.ft. wooden Stope barrows shown above were used in the lower stopes and a 3-cu.ft. steel barrow in higher stopes

shaking conveyors are either too expensive to install or

the dip too flat to render them efifeetive.

The problem has been to avoid the amount of hand
shoveling necessary to bring the ore either to the nearest

tram line or to some central in.stallation of "shakers" ut

other conveyors. Eecent articles in the Journal dealing

with such cases have described the use of small trucks

running on rollers, as in the Xorth Star mine, California,

or an arrangement of a fixed iron chute to facilitate

shoveling.

The question in some parts of the Witwatersraud is

a most imix)rtaut one. Shoveling a "lashing," as it is

called, is generally most inefficiently done. The native,

unless well-taught, prefers to use his shovel like a hoe

•Mining engineer. Union Club of South .\frica. Johannes-
burg, Transvaal. Union of South Africa.

was to use a combination of a monorail truck, a Cornish

barrow and a sled. The construction of a wooden model

is shown in the photographs.

When the barrow had to be taken around curves and
when there were changes of grade from flat to 2-5°, I

foimd tliat a barrow having a capacity of 2 cu.ft. was

the most econoniital size to use. Where there was a

regular slope not exceeding 18° and where straight lines

of rail could be used, a 3-cu.ft. steel-plate barrow, such

as is shown in the drawing (p. 666), could be easily

handled. However, the ri'dit capacity may easily be found

by experiment.

Prom the illustrations the construction and method

of use of these barrows are easily seen. The wooden

barrow is made of 1-in. or ly^-in. boards, bound together

with strap iron along the back of the bottom. There is
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at the back a removable wearing piece of harder wood
about 4x21/^ in., with a slight groove cut in the center
for the top of the rail to slide in. This is gradually
cut through by the friction and is renewed underground
as required.

The liarrow as a whole suffers little wear from rock
shoveled into it, and I had not renewed a single bottom
during the course of a year in consequence of this wear.

The wheel is made from a circular piece of hardwood
board about i/^ in. thicker than the rail upon which it

has to run. On each side of it is l)olted a circular disk

of %-in. steel plate, having a diameter aljout % in.

longer than that of the wooden disk. These form flanges

that keep the wheel upon the rail. The disks are cut
out to receive a wooden hub 4 in. square, turned dovra on
each side to a 2-iu. pin. In the latest design, this pin
or axle works in blind bearings cut in blocks of wood,
screwed or bolted to the inner sides of the side pieces

of the barrow, so that the wheel can easily be changed
by unsc-rewiug. The flanges are strong enough so that

the barrow can be wheeled along a plank or along the

bottom rock of a stope when necessary.

In taking a load of ore down a narrow stope, the

barrow is pushed fonvard and slides along on the wheel

and on the back wearing piece, while the operator holds

the handles and thus prevents a capsize. In a difficult

or flat place, the method of progression is by a succession

of pushes, but in easy places it is really a gentle advance

on the slide with the operator, half crouching, following

it.

It suits the habits of the natives admirably, and they

soon take to the iise of it when shown. It is of course

dragged up the stojje along the same line when empty.

VVHEELBAl:I K USE IN FLAT STOPES

In rounding curves, the native soon learns to swing

the rear of the barrow so that the wheel does not jam.

The great advantage of this system is the simplicity

and speed of track laying. The track consists of a

single length of old or new rail, which can quickly be

bent to avoid timbers or packs in a stope. The rail is

supported upright in the simplest manner with old pieces

of timber larger than 6 in., secured by nails or spikes,

or by old iron sleepers cut in half and attached so that

they project on opposite sides of the rail. With a few

pieces of timber, some nails and perhaps some coupling

plates and bolts, any unskilled man can lay a line without

trouble in a few minutes and take it up again if necessary

to preserve it from the Ijlast at the end of the shift.

This is not the only advantage—a main line, single or

double, can be laid into a face, and from it branch lines

can be laid off to various parts of the stope. The junc-

tions of the rails are siniiijy the ends or sides laid

together ; the operator of the barrow simply lifts its front

wheel from one rail to the other and continues on his

way. Several barrows can run on the same line in

opposite directions, as the empty barrow is simply tipped
off the rail when meeting occurs and put on again in

a short time.

The saving in capital expenditure is obvious. The
barrows cost only 30s. or less and last a long time. They
are easily moved away from the area of blasting, and
any repairs can Ue cheaply made. The various items of

the equipment are found in any mine and may be used
over again many times.

The next question to be answered is—what is the

efficiency over other forms of conveyors and over shovel-

ing? I have already stated that such a method makes
no claims of superiority to regular stope tracks or regular

conveyors in handling large tonnages. It may be useful

in feeding them. Its place is apparent when the regular

methods are not suitable. For moving broken rock it is

more elficient than shoveling, if the distance the rock has

to be moved is more than about 30 ft., but in the case

of the barrow there must be a place where the rock can

be tipped with ease or it must be removed as soon as

tipped. This means that the rock cannot be efficiently

piled up in a heap with a barrow.

In the flatter stope shown in the photographs, one
native without close supervision loaded and moved three

tons (30 barrows) every shift over a distance of 300 ft.

Another moved five tons in a higher stope. With larger

barrows two natives loaded and moved enough rock down
100 ft. of line in a 1,5° stope to keep two other natives

employed shoveling it into a 14-cu.ft. truck, tramming
it 200 ft. and ti]iping it. These two natives with barrows

<lid the wdik of six or eight natives by the old shoveling

method. The native must be taught how to use the

barrow, but he soon takes to it as the change of work
appeals to him. It is easier with this method than with

shoveling to get definite results from a given gang of

natives under a boss boy, as each native has a definite

task to do and need wait on no one. A tally of the

barrows moved can be kept and a contract system

arranged.

Several engineers who saw the system at work en-

deavored to introduce it in other mines, but it is quite

impossible to introduce any new system on the Eand,

however good it be, without first starting on a small

scale and gradually training men and natives in its

use. Otherwise it is at once voted a nuisance and the

first opportunity is taken of leaving the apparatits in the

stope to be blasted. This is a true picture of Rand con-

ditions as many can testify from bitter experience.

'sS

By a. L. II. SiiiEET*

A comprehensive statement concerning the nature of

mining claims and the method of their acquisition, made

by the United States Circuit Court of Appeals, Ninth

Circuit, in the late case of Trinity Gold Dredging and

Hydraulic Co. vs. Beaudry (233 Federal Reporter, 739)

appears in the follomng concise paragraph:

Congress has provided how a mining claim can be acquired.

In general, it may be acquired by discovery of mineral, par-

•Attoi-ney. Security BuildiiiK, Minneapolis, Minn.
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ticularly of gold, silver or copper and the like, upon the

public lands and by staking the same off or marking it upon
the ground so that the boundaries may be plainly designated

and readily ascertained. The right of continuous occupation

may be maintained by keeping up the assessment work pre-

scribed by law, and this without incurring the obligation

toward the Government of buying and paying for the land.

When an individual entitled to the benefit of the statute

has made location in accordance therewith and gone into

possession, he is said to be the owner and in possession of

the mining claim thus located. Such a claim, when perfected,

is declared to be property in the highest sense of that term,

which may be bought, sold and conveyed and will pass by
descent. ... It has been held, further, that the words
"mining ground," used in a deed, have a technical meaning
and refer to that interest which a mere occupant of the mine
has in the same; and that a purchaser of a mining claim

only acquires such right or title from his vendor as the

latter had at the time of the purchase. ... A mining claim

is therefore possessory only in character, where held by loca-

tion simply and the performance of the annual work necessary

to entitle the locator to continue in possession.

By JOIIX D. HUBBAKD*

The lava-capped sluice boxes of nature, known as the

Tertiar)' or ancieni river channels of California, have

had a remarkable history of gold production, and it

seems surprising that more attention has not latel)' been

given to them. The result of a vast period of erosion,

these ancient channels have proved tlieir superiority over

The heyday of hydraulic and drift operations in the

Tertiary gravels passed away in the '70s of the last cen-

tury. Since tlicn, (iwing to the anti-dei)ris laws, hy-

draulic milling has piiutic ally ceased in the watersheds

(if the naxigahlc^ rivers dI' California, although still car-

ried III! in the non-navigahle river districts, as the

Klamath. .Although the anti-debris laws do not apply

to drift mining, a .stagnation in thi> industry followed

the closing downi of the hydraulic mines. The main
problems in the drift mines are to extract the gravels

without damaging other property with the debris and
to reduce the co.st of drift mining .so as to permit the

exploitation of the less remunerative deep gravels, such

as lie along the ancient shore line of the Neocene-Creta-

ceous contact.

ilost of the Tertiary channels lie in a favorable posi-

tion for gravity working, especially in the lower reaches

of the Sierras. Where the old river bed may be tapped

by a lower tunnel and the gravel mined out on a gravity

system the costs are greatly reduced. The debris from

these mines may also be retained in a small area by

the proper disposal of the water used in washing through

the sluice boxes. The debris or gravel being heavy has

a tendency to '"stay put" with but little encouragement.

The cost of drift mining varies greatly, depending on

Conditions. At the Jlavtiiiwcr mine in Placer Countv.

HEAD OF INCLINE ON DRIFT MINE STARTING WORK.
BUTTE COUNTY, CALIF.

tile later Quaternary channels in ])oint of actual gold

production. In fact the Quaternary channels derived

by far the larger part of their gold from the sluicing or

erosion of the others. ' The record of the Tertiary chan-

nels, approximately 300 mi. of which were worked, is a

production of $300,000,000 in gold, or $1,000,000 per

mile of channel worked. The remainder of California's

vast gold production—approximately $1,650,000,000

—

came from the quartz veins and the Quaternary "dig-

gings" of the Argonauts.

An idea seems to prevail that California has been

jiretty well worked over and that not much is left. This

is not true. Of the Tertiary channels alone there re-

mains over 1,000 mi. of unworked main channel, to say

nothing of the tributaries. There is every reason to be-

lieve that the averages of production will continue to

hold good, this source alone supplying more than $1,000,-

000,000. Besides, the quartz veins are to be reckoned

with, and will continue to nour their riches into the

world for many years.

Mining engineer, San Francisco, Calif.

NUGGET MINE. BUTTE COUNTY. C.A.LIF., SHOWING SLUICE
A.\D UNDERCURRENTS

according to F. Chajipellet, the mining cost is $1.19 per

ton, and milling with steam power, 35c. per ton, or a

total of $1.44 per ton. This was in cemented gravel.

At the Big Dipper mine, which is of the same class as

the Mayflower, the total cost, according to G. B. Hob-
son, was $1.85 per ton. At the Hidden Treasure mine,

where the gravel is not milled and the work is done on

a large scale, the cost per ton is as low as 92c. At the

^lineral Slide mine, near ilagalia, in Butte County,

where the face is blasted down and the gravel washed
out by water under pressure, the cost is as low as 65c.

per ton. This is about the lowest figure recorded, but

even that can be lowered. At the Nugget mine in Butte

County, where the gravel was worked through an in-

cline and water had to be pumped, the cost was $1.37

per ton, increasing to $1.73 per ton as greater depth was

obtained. It would be a great benefit to the mining fra-

ternity if the costs of such extensively worked drift

mines as the Magalia and Indian Springs in Butte

County were available, but the owners took the gold out

.*o fast that they could not be bothered with costs.
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Because of the prevailing harder bedrock and greater

fall of the ancient river, the gravel in the California

mines, in contrast to many Australian drift mines,

rarely contains much clay. Consequently the Australian

methods of puddling or comminuting the clay by re-

volving drags in j^ans are practically unknovni in Cali-

fornia. There are many localities in California where
plenty of clay has been found in the Quaternary gravels,

but the ancient channels of the Tertiary are remarkably

free from this oljjectionable material.

Like everything else, drift mining must be attacked

with skill and "horse sense." It is an attractive game.
Once touched by the sight of l)eautiful shining yellow

gold under clear vrater in the sluices and by the sensa-

tion of handling it before it liecomes "tainted," a man
is apt to forget quartz mining and the methods which
call for expensive reduction plants. Getting the pure

article at first hand is so much more satisfactory.

One phase of the situation as regards future exploi-

tation is the unsatisfactory and wholly erroneous way
of placing the value or selling price on a gold mine. To
the miner gold stands for copious perspiration. To the

business man it is something else. Bait gold and per-

spiration are rarely associated in the mind of the land-

owner when there is a prospective buyer. "Without a

considerable showing in development work it is impos-

sible to place a price with any reason on a mine. Ov^niers

can seldom tell you anything about reserves, but never

slip a heart-beat in naming a price. This means to the

operator that in case of acceptance he is betting his

time, skill and development money against nothing that

the price asked is right. No wonder the industry has

languished.

But things have changed. Owners now court activ-

ity on any reasonable terms. They have eaten crow long

enough. Many are disposed to meet the operator half

way, and to do it on a percentage basis. By this method
both sides take their risk like good sports, which is good

business in the end.

Special Coiusespoxdicxle

A new flotation installation in successful operation at

the Mary Murphy mine, near St. Elmo, Colo., consists of

a 13-cell non-acid machine treating slimes from the

wet cru.shing mill. The ore is a gold-silver-lead-zinc com-
bination, and heretofore the values in slime have been dif-

ficult to recover. The flotation product from the 12-cell

machine is re-treated on tables to separate the lead from
the zinc, thereby making a higher-grade product than

could formerly be secured with the .system of wet milling

and static concentration. The latter process is still hand-

ling the coarse material.

At the Oneida Stagg Mining and Milling Co., at Free-

land, 5 mi. from Idaho Springs, Colo., there is an 8-cell

machine of special design which has replaced the cyanide

treatment. The cyanide plant contained four Dorr thick-

eners, three Dorr agitators, melting room, zinc boxes, fil-

ter press, air compressor and Dorr sand classifier. The
])reseut installation requires hut one man per shift, the

Dorr classifier and one thickener being used. The treat-

ment is also non-acid. Feed to the machine is a gold-

silver slime, carrying values in gray copper, chalcopyrite

and pyrite. The flotation system recovers a high percent-

age of the feed, which is valued between $1.50 and '^t

per ton.

An installation is being made now at Montezuma, Colo.,

of a non-acid system of flotation. The ore has been here-

tofore rather hard to treat on account of the heavy barite

gangue, which is hard to separate by gravity from the

mineral.

Two stray steers caused the discovery of a deposit of

cinnabar in the Pilot Mountains of western Nevada, ac-

cording to the LTnited States Geological Survey. On the

day of the disco\ery Thomas Pepper and Charles Keough
had been tracking the two steers, when, near nightfall, the

trail led over an old prospect in which a face of limestone

traversed by small veinlets of i-ed mineral was exposed.

The red mineral was recognized by Keough as cinnabar.

After finding the steers and taking them to Mina, the

two discoverers returned to Cinnabar ilountain, as the hill

on which they had made the find has since been named,
where they s|)ent 10 days in careful search and located

17 claims. They later went back to ilina and made known
their find, causing intense excitement, and that afternoon

almost every citizen of the town left for the site of the dis-

covery by automobile and by other less expeditious eon-

\eyances. A large number of claims were staked by the

first comers and many more were afterward staked bv

claimants from Tonopah.

The discovery was widely heralded as the rediscovery

of the "lost Hawthorne quicksilver mine," named for

Judge Hawthorne, in whose honor, it is said, Hawthorne,

the seat of ^Mineral County, was named. According to

local report, in the '70s Judge Hawthorne discovered a

rich quicksilver deposit, which is believed to have been

situated at the site of the recent discoveries. In return-

ing from the mountains, so it is said, Hawthorne lost his

bearings, and although to the end of his life he attempted

annually to find the '"quicksilver mine," he remained un-

successful.

This tradition seems highly improbable. The original

discoverer—who he was is unknown—had done some \'ery

substantial exploratory work on the prospect. In his ef-

forts to prove his find he had blasted out a considerable

mass of solid limestone, and as further tokens of his ac-

tivity, sticks of powder, fuse and picks lay abandoned at

the prospect. That this energetic jJrospector lost his way
and was unable to find the prospect at which he had la-

l)ored is not easily credible. It is more likely that he aban-

doned the prospect as, in his judgment, not sufficiently

valuable. The newcomers have found considerably richer

deposits than the unknown pioneer did and have shown

that the cinnabar extends along- a considerable belt.

United States Tice-Consul Horace Eemillard at Han-
kow, China, reports that 11,4.56 tons of antimony, valued

at $575,790, were exported from Hankow in 1914, a gain

of 3,.363 tons (41%) in quantity and $180,739 (46%)
in value over 1913. Direct exports to the United States

in 1914 amounted to 3,707 tons, valued at $319,966, a

gain of 1,033 tons over 1913.
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SYXOPSIS—The yrcat importanre of llw iiuhish

iiiilustri/ am] the grip of the German monopoUi

upon llie irorlil's supply combine to make the siil)-

ject of vital interest. The occurrence of the great

deposits of potash is discnssed, together with the

prnlintiititi/ of il.< Jiscoren/ in otlier coitntriex.

Tlif putiissium iiulusti'v i?^ (if wiirlcl-wiik' iinjiortaiur.

1 estimate that about 1,2.50,000 tons of pure potash (K.O)
are cousunied in a year, or say a total of 12,000,000 tons

of crude material with a value of $55,000,000. These

figures, although they show great values and enormous

tonnages, do not give any idea of what the world really

needs. This sentence must he explained. Today Ger-

many has a natural monopoly of potassium salts and is

the only country which can produce them in great quan-

tities. Germany uses over one-half of her potash output

lor domestic i)urposes.

Aside from Germany, the largest consumer of potash

is the United States. It uses about 600,000 tons of the

C»ron-gsbGrg

"liRockmH Bored

Supposed Shore of Permian Sea i, fi^ppri

* Li/mi^ Wall of Salt mf cut

MAP OF THE rOTAKH-BEARINC; PORTIOX OF EUROPE

crude salt. How much wciuld the country use if it had

its own suf)ply? 1 should estimate the amount at about

100.000,000 tons yearly. The exploitation of such a

quantity should give employment to .'iTO.OOO men.

Uses and Dejuvatiox of PoTAssiuii Salts

Potassium salts liave many more uses than as a fertil-

izer. There are few industries that do not need them in

some form or other. • Potassium arsenite is employed in

the manufacture of cloth prints : ]iotassium bromide, in

•Mining engineer. Rio Tinto, Huelva. Spain.

photography, me<licine aiul aniline dyes; potassium car-

lionate, Cor soap works, bleaching, dye works and glass;

caustic potash, foi- bleaching, dyeing, soap-making and

surgery; potassium chlorate, for fireworks, matches and

dyes; potassium chloride, for freczing-nuxtures and medi-

cine: potassium chromate, for aniline dyes, electricity;

]X)tassium cyanide, for dyeing, nuiking Berlin and Prus-

sian blue, manufacturing cloth ])rints, hardening .steel,

galvanoplastic i)hotography. and the extraction of gold

;

liiitassium iodide, for aniline colors, medicine and photog-

raphy; manganate and permanganate of potassium, for

I lye works, coloring wood, disinfectants, bleaching works;

jiotassium nitrate, for explosives, medicine and preserva-

tion of meats; potassium silicate, for painting, sticking-

mixture, printing, water-glass, artificial stones, incom-

bustible materials
;
potassium sulphate, for alum, glass,

potash, caustic compounds. Thus potassium has become

iiulispensable to trade and industry.

Potassium salts are derived from various crude mate-

rials, such as leucite, alunite, phonolite, greensand marls,

kelp and dried salt lakes and underground deposits.

Leucite is a metasilicate of

aluminum and potassium,

sometimes with small amounts

of sodium when imaltered. Its

formula is KAl (SiO,).^, and

it contains 21.5% K,0. ' It is

found in igneous rocks, being

chiefly developed in lavas of

Tertiary and more recent ages,

and but rarely in older rocks.

It is met with in many parts

of the world. As an example

the rocks of the Leucite Hills,

Sweetwater County, Wyo., con-

.sist of fine-grained, rather

earthy-looking lavas, composed
chiefly of a mixture of mica,

diopside and leucite with a

variable amount of orthoclase

(potash feldspar). With the

exception of diopside, all the.se

nnnerals contain a consider-

able quantity of potash, the

amount in leucite being about

21..3^ : that in the orthoclase,

Ifi.il^c ; aiifl that in the mica,

lO.^Vf. The greater part of the potash present, however,

is represented by the two minerals, leucite and mica. The
chemical samples show that the amount of potash (K^O)
\aries in amount from 8 to 12%. It is calculated that

these hills contain not less than 197,000,000 tons of pot-

ash ;' but extraction is not yet commercially possible.

Alunite, K(A10,H.,)3(SO.,)2, is a hydrous sulphate of

aluminum and potassium, with 11.4% K.,0. It is a .sec-

ondary mineral in feldspathic rocks altered by mean* of

sulphurous vapors. It occurs in altered rhvolites. dacites.

f^) .^—^•'^T

N G A R '^

imate Position of Potash Salt Beds

Figures in testers

'Bull. 512, U. S. Geol. Sur
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trachytes and aiide?ites. At Eosita Hills, Colo., it is

found in audesite; with hyalite and opal at Qneretaro,

Mexico, and in many other loralities.

Phonolite is a tine-grained volcanic stone containing

from y to 10% potash. Germany, Iceland, Italy and

other countries manufacture potassium salts from phono-

lite. One great advantage of this fertilizer is that it does

not contain any chloride and should be suitable for pota-

toes, tobacco, grapes and fruit trees. There is said to be

a very large supply in the Eiffel, in Germany, where it is

sold at $35.70 per car. Its merits seem to have been exag-

gerated.

The greensand marls of Xew Jersey are rich in glau-

conite formed by taking up potash from waters. The

marl ranges from .3.5 to 6.3% potash. It cannot compete

with concentrated fertilizers. Kelp is a source of potash.

In Scotland, Norway and Japan potash and iodine are

made from it.

According to "The Mineral Industry," vigorous work

has been carried out in the United States, prospecting in

the salt lakes for potash salts ; but manufacturing seems

STASSFUHT POTASH B[D(FUH/>eR)

*yyophoria Cosfafa

Anhydi

POTASH SALTS IN TRIAS FORMATION AT SALldlTTCK (KAYSCP)

CHAR.ACTER OF THE STASSFURT AND SALZGITTER BEDS

only to have been done on an experimental scale. Ameri-

can experts think that the most probable source of potash

in America is Searles Lake, California. It is estimated

that natural evaporation of the lake amounts to from 11.25

to 0.50 in. per day. Since the level is constant it follows

that the lake is fed by an underground flow from the sur-

rounding mountains and that the brine in the crystal body

acts as an equalizer to the incoming water. The surface

of the crystal body is predominately common salt. Below

this are layers in which carbonate and sulphate of soda

predominate and the potash seems mainly to lie on the

Ijorder line. The crystal body is 70 ft. deep and the salt

muds extend to at least 700 ft. The daily output of the

complete plant is calculated as follows : Borax, 225

metric tons; soda ash, 508: salt, 1,507; sulphate of soda,

593 ;
potassium chloride, 489. In other dried lakes pros-

!)ecting is still going on in the Western states. In India

crude soda has been obtained from the Loaur dried lake

for r-enturies. Nitrate deposits in India, Chile and Africa

furnish potash salts in relatively small amounts. From
India and Chile about 30,000 tons of potash salts are ex-

ported annually.

I come now to the world's source of potash salts—the

German deposits. They occur in the Permian formation.

After discussing these I will then draw attention to potash

deposits met with in non-Permian formation.

There are about 150 works now in the jrotash syndicate,

and about as many more will be ready to produce in a

few years.

In 1913 the total shipped was 5,212,651 tons.

Tons
Carnallite and bergkieserite 68,217
Kainite and sylvinite 3,509,049
Potash manure salt, 20. 30 and 407o 906,212
Potash manure salt, to SO'/r KCl 37,873
Potassium chloride, 80% 484.254
Potassium sulphate, to 90% 110,784
Potassium-magnesium sulphate, to 48';, 58,269
Potassium-magnesium sulphate, to 407c 119
Kieserite in blocks 36,708
Kieserite calcined and crushed 1,116

The principal product is potassium chloride, which

serves as a basis for the manufacture of most of the other

salts.

CONSUMPTION OF POTASSIUM CHLORIDE A.VD SULPHATE
Potassium Potassium

Chloride, Tons Sulphate, Tons
Germany 13D.SS9 2,865
England and Scotland 14,979 9,242
United States 230,214 41,818
Other countries 108.172 56.859

4S4,2r,4 110,784

CONSUMPTION OF KAINITE AND SYLVINITE IN 1913
Tons

Germany 2,440,342
England and Scotland 74,352
United States 493,547

CONSUMPTION OF FERTILIZERS WITH MINIMUM 20,
30 AND 40%

Tons
Germany 513,347
England and Scotland 15.307
United States 212,143
Holland 167,922

In the data I have given to show the output of the

different classes of products I have mentioned some of the

potassium minerals, and before going further will say

something concerning these.

Carnallite, KCl, MgCU, 6 H.O, is the mineral which

forms the basis of the chemical industry. Chemically

pure it contains 26.8 KCl or 14 K:34.2% MgCK, 39%
HjO. In nature it is almost always associated with more

or less rock salt, kieserite and other minerals through

which the KCl is reduced by less than 50%. It is gen-

erally of a reddish color and easily soluble in water.

Sylvite, KCl, contains 52.48% K, and is usually of

secondary origin, being derived from the decomposition of

carnallite. In the Hanover region it is a primary min-

eral. When mixed with rock salt it is called sylvinite.

Kainite, KCl, MgSO,, 3 HoO, is formed by" the decom-

position of carnallite. It is usually mixed with a con-

siderable amount of rock salt, and is called "hartsalt."

This name is also applied to potassium-magnesium salts

containing rock salt but no magnesium chloride. These

require chemical treatment before they are commercially

valuable. Schoenite (picromerite), KoSO^, MgSOj,
6 H^O, is a secondary product of carnallite. Polvhalite,

K,Sb„ MgSO,, 2 CaSO,, 2 H^O, occurs in the form of

bands in the so-called polvhalite region. It has no com-

mercial value. Kieserite, MgSO^, H,0, is the most im-

portant of the magnesia salts.

Other potassium salts found in the German deposits are

glaserite, krugite, bischofite, tachydrite, astrakanite and

douglasite. They have no commercial value. Boracite,
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M_ir-Bi,;03„CL.. (U'curs in the form of uoduk's in carniil-

lite.

In order to get a good idea of the German potasii de-

jio-sits we muiit take ourselve;? back to the Permian era.

I give a niai> of tlie world .showing the relation of huid to

water at that time. It will be observed that what is now

|iractically the whole of the Atlantic Ocean, including

Xorth America and Greenland, was a huge continent; the

whole of Eussia and Siberia was another ; while Africa

east and west to Australia and South America con-

stituted a third—perhaps in this latter case not quite

joined. Germany, it will be seen, was under a sea some-

what resembling the Mediterranean. This today is the

so-called North German plain, under which are enormous

deposits of salt. The map on page fi69 shows the German
Empire, and I have outlined as nearly as possible what is

considered to have been the Permian Sea. On the east it

enters Russia and on the west it most likely reaches Eng-

land. At certain points I lia\ e marked with crossed ham-

siuni chloride, sodinni bromide and small fjuantities oi

boron, iodine and lithium salts. The open sea precipitates

no salt, but in bays jjartially cut off from it there is pre-

cipitation. In a deposition of this class, gypsum forms

the base and anhydrite the top of the salt deposit. Ur.

Ochsenius, the great authority on the genesis of the Ger-

man salt fields, says such a deposition is jiossiblc if we

take a bay cut olf from the sea by a bar so that on ly a s

much sea water runs over it as is compensated by evapo-

ration from the surface of the lagoon, and the partially

separated portion receives no large additions of fresh

water. The sea water running in evajjorates, and by the

amount of salt it adds, the solid constituents are increased.

Against this theory the question is asked why no fossils

have been found in the salt formations. The answer Dr.

Ochsenius gives is that such organisms, possessing free

locomotion power, crossed the bar when the water became

too salty for them. This to me does not seem a sufficient

answer, as we shall see when describing other fields, such

Kanf Kainii

V-} ^77^/7/97/};^ Salt Clay

Rock Sa/f ^^^- =
A L J J.

Anbydrii-e

RockSali Salt Anhydrife 5a!f ElCMSFELO TrR£ (S.HARZ)
Sandsfone andClay Breccias

eUZABETH SHAFT(mniCIHA)

DIAGRAMS SHOWING THE CHARACTER OF THE GEOLOGY OF SOME POTASH DEPOSITS

mers places where salt has been met with in deep borings.

Kt the East Prussian frontier there is Ynowrazlaw, where

at 1,003 m. the foot wall of the rock salt had not been

pierced. In the south I show the celebrated borehole of

Spereuberg, 1,472 m. deep and practically the whole way

in salt. Up in the north near Hamburg lies the well-known

.salt mine of Jasseuitz, the shaft of which took nearly 20

vr. to sink. A hole here had not got through the salt at

1.207 m. depth. To the west I show ilunster, with a bore-

hole 1,300 m. deep. Thus, it seems, we may say that with-

out a doubt the North German plain is one vast salt area.

However, it must not be thought that potassium salts are

found everywhere. This is by no means the case. I have

marked with horizontal lines the approximate situations

of the potash fields.

In order to understand the geology of these salt de-

posits it is necessary to say something as to how they orig-

inated. There are two theories, but whichever one be

right each gives a good insight into the geology and there-

fore should be mentioned.

Sea water contains 31^% of saline constituents, of

which 2%% is sodium chloride. The remainder con-

sists of magnesium compounds, calcium sulphate, potas-

as Wieliczka, where many marine fossils are encountered.

However, in the German salt mines not a single fossil has

been found.

Depcsitiox of Saline Bi:i).s

First of all, gypsum is deposited forming the base. As

soon as the saline solution has increased its weight con-

tent of salts eleven times, its specific gravity reaches 1.32

and the precipitation of sodium chloride begins. Dr. Och-

senius goes on to say that as the depositing process con-

tinues, the greater part of the deliquescent salts remains

dissolved in the upper layers and constitutes the mother

liquors which contain, along with sodium chloride, the

potassium and magnesium compounds ; that in the course

of the continual growth of the rock-salt beds, and likewise

of the mother liquors, the latter attain the level of the bar

and commence flowing seaward as soon as their specific

gravity can overcome the current of the inflowing sea

water. After this stage is reached ordinary sea water

can only have access through the upper portion of the bar

month, the lower part being occupied by the outgoing

mother liquors. At this point the last stage of the process

begins; that is, the deposition of the uppermost bed of
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calcium sulphate in the form of au anhydrite caji. After

this the whole character of the hay changes. The dust

caused by the disintegration of the neighboring rocks is

blown onto it, causing the salt clay to be formed—a mate-

rial generally to be found covering the potash salts. A
case in point is the great bay of Adschi Darja, the narrow

mouth of which is partially cut off from the Caspian Sea

(Kussia) by a bar. Tlic bottom of the lake is covered by

a thick salt hiyer. An analysis of the bed showed no

potassium, but on the otlier hand the water contained 1%
of potassium chloride, and in ail 28.5% of salts.

Against the bar theory, wliicli allowed of a periodical

inflow of the ocean water without allowing the mother

liquors to flow back over the l)ar, Walther says one would

have to be able to find organic remains of such life as had

flowed in with the water. Such would have been well pre-

served in the anhydrite or the salt. Out of the 150 mines

at work not a single fossil has been found. To the paleon-

tological diificulty of the bar theory must also be added

a chemical one ; if you evaporate salt water, at first a thin

lime .sediment is precipitated, then a sediment of gypsum
and then rock salt. If, on the otiu'r hand, not sea water

but another mixed solution of calcium sulphate and chlo-

ride is evaporated to dryness, anhydrite is precii)itated

y^^<^

^^ Land of Permian Period

[ZUSea " " " (Whife)

(After EKoken 1907)

L.\N"D A.N'D SEA DIVISION OF PERMIAN I'ERIliD

and afterwards nuk salt. The so-called "stinksteiii" may
represent the lime pretii>itatcil, hut above this there is in

reality no gypsum, but aidiydrite from .)() to lOtl m. in

thickness.

From this it would seem that the Xorth German
Permian Sea was not in ojien communication with the

ocean, but absolutely cut oif from it and surrounded by a

desert. Which theory be right is not of much import-

ance in the present article; both give us a sound geological

knowledge of these Permian salt deposits.

Such depositions are not necessarily limited to tropical

places where there has been no rain. It is merely neces-

sary that the evaporation should have been greater than

the inflow of fre.sh water. The polyhalite rings show the

changes of the year, and one may reckon that the older

rock salt took about 10,000 years to deposit.

(To he concluded)

DiMMoointiou Teiiiiieratiire of Ferric Oxide—C. S. Kinnison
"Trans. Am. Ceram. Soc," 1914, p. 136, states that ferric oxide

at atmospheric pressure cannot exist above 1350° C, at

which temperature and pressure it dissociates into oxygen
aijd magnetic oxide. When fluxes are present the dissociation

temperature is 1210 to 1220° C.

(Cosil MlEjilEa^ aim Splt^slbeir^ceifa

A (•(iinniunicatiun from United States Commerrial

Attache Henry D. Baker, at Petrograd, gives some inter-

esting particulars of the coal mining carried on iu the

island of Spitzbergen, articles on which appeared in the

Journal of ^lar. 20 and June 5, 1915. As the island

i'; about 400 miles north of the northern coast of Norway
and in about 80° north latitude, these operations consti-

tute the farthest-north organized industry in the world.

The Coal ilixES of the Island

Spitzbergen has a population of about 400 persons,

mostly Norwegians, but including several Americans.

Practically all the population is engaged in coal mining,

the mo.«t important operations being conducted at Ad-

vent Bay Ijy an American company, which has iieen work-

ing its cJainis for 10 years and now takes out about 50,-

000 tons per annum. All tliis coal, wliich is said to be of

exceptionally high grade, is shipped to Tromso, in north-

ern Norway, and sold to the Norwegian Government for

use on the State railways. There are also three Norwegian

companies working claims in Spitzbergen—one at Advent

Bay and two at Green Harbor.

To carry out the project of combining all the coal prop-

erties in operation under one company, tliere has been

preliminary organization of a syndicate of Russian capi-

talists in Petrograd. which, at a cost of over $20,000, has

already bought options for the right to purchase liefore

.Jan. 1, 1!)16, all the ]iroperties and claims in Spitzbergen,

including that of the American company. A well-known

mining expert engaged by this syndicate sailed in August
from Tromso for Spitzbergen, to spend .several weeks in

investigating all the claims and properties there. If his

report corroborates the present understanding concerning

tliese coal lands, it is the intention to organize in Petro-

grad a company capitalized for over $4,000,000 to purchase

and develop the mines and claims.

Absence of Govehnmext at SriTziiEHGEX

The conditions at Spitzbergen are unique, in that this

is probably the only inhabited and promising ])art of the

world that is under the .sovereignty of no country, has no

government of any kind, and no police force, courts, laws

or regulations. No person or company can expect to hold

or own any property or claim in Spitzbergen unless it is

actually worked or occupied. In ca.se of any claim or prop-

erty being usurped by newcomers, there could apparently

be no redress or damages except by the use of force or

through negotiations between the governments of which

the two claimants might be subjects. In June. 1914, Nor-

\vay, Sweden, Denmark, B.ussia, Netherlands, Germany,
Prance, Great Britain and the United States sent repre-

sentatives to Christiania to organize some form of admin-

istration for the i.sland, but they adjourned on July 30

without completing their labors. The proposed resump-

tion of their work in Feliruary of this year was prevented

by the war.

Communication with Spitzbergen is efl'ected chiefly

by means of a steamer which belongs to the American coal

company and makes the distance of 400 miles between

Tromso, Norway and Advent Bay, Spitzbergen (one-third

of the distance between Tromso and the North Pole), in

about 48 hr. The passage between Spitzbergen and Nor-

way is made only during June, July, August and Septem-

iicr, the ice around the island rendering it inaccessible
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(luring the rest of the year. The steamer mentioned can

carry a load of 3,400 tons, and makes enough passages

during the four months to take away from Spitzbergen

the entire annual output of coal from the American mines,

as well as to bring to the island needed supplies and equip-

ment.

Mixing Coxditioxs ox the Islaxd

While Spitzbergen is not mountainous, the surface is

broken up by hills 400 ft. to TOO ft. high. All the coal

so far exploited is found above sea level. Two seams are

known and worked. The mining has been so far entirely

liy adits, and the workings have been allowed to cave as

the coal is taken out. As the seams are above sea level

and the mining is through adits, there is no hoisting re-

(luired and the coal can be carried to the shipping docks

TeinapoE'Si^y Ts^ss.'veSiHa^ Calbllewas^
fotr TaaMEa^s IReclaffimsittaoini

A nidial traveling, electrically operated cableway of

1,7 90-ft. span, erected last year, according to Enylnceriiuj

Neu:-<, Oct. 14, 101.5, is now in operation at the Gold-

Jield Consolidated Mines Co., (.Jcddlield Nev., for the

transportation of tailings from a large dump to the mill

for re-treatment. The tailings have been dumped at the

present location since 1909 and cover T.j acres.

The radial traveling tower of the cableway is 125 ft.

high, and the head tower is 1()0 ft. high. The tail tower

travels through an are of 109° 40' about the head, or

pivot, tower. Owing to the uneven nature of the ground

over which the tail tower travels, it has been found

necessary to build a steel trestle in some places to carry

CABLEWAY FOR RECOVERING TAILINGS AT THE GOLDFIELD CONSOLIDATED MILL, GOLDFIELD, NEV.

by gravity. The cost of mining is said to be low. notwith-

standing the unfavorable conditions of climate.

As there is no timber on Spitzbergen, all the timber

used for dwellings or for mining purposes has to be

brought from N^orway. ifost of the food also is imported

but there is a fairly plentiful supply of fish, seal, rein-

deer and white bear. The climate, notwithstanding its

extreme cold, is said to be remarkably healthful, and there

is little or no sickness there, iloreover, the conditions of

mining are exceptionally safe, owing to the fact that ex-

plosions of gas never occur ; the mines are free from water

or dampness. The. frozen condition of the ground and
the location of the mines above sea level account for the

absence of moisture. Although Spitzbergen has never been

carefully explored or carefully studied except near the

coast, surface indications point to the presence of many
I'undred million tons of coal in this remote northern part

of the world.

tlie trackway. In the remaining jDortion the tracks are

laid on the ground. The cableway ojDerates a 4-line,

3-yd. Andresen-Evans bucket, weighing 9,800 lb. The

cableway is operated 1(5 hr. per day in two shifts and

delivers 1.000 tons to the mill, which runs continuously

to handle this amount.

Tlie grab bucket digs the deposit, conveys and dumps
it into a receiving hopper in front of the pivot tower,

at a considerable elevation above the tower base. This

hoj^per is mounted to move radially with the cableway

travel. From this first receiving hopper a trough on a

radial line delivers to the final receiving hopper.

The three-drum hoist is of the same style as three

electric hoists built for the United States Eeclamation

Service, for use on the Rio Grande project. Elephant

Butte, N. ^I. Each drum is 53 in. in diameter and the

motor is of 300 hp., for three-phase 60-cycle current at

440 volts. The main cable is 23,4 in. in diameter.
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?^^fo^inidlle\inidl''s Mnimers^l )©^rc(
I!y r. B. McDoxALD*

B MiNiNO Locations 'jranted

in Fee simple or leased

forninety-nine years =

,
I

Sect ons w th n the Bourdar es

L. J of vrh ch M1NIN6 Locations may
beappi edfor » thoutSfah ng

SYNOPSIS—Besides important iron mines,

Newfoundland has given evidences of having a

wide variety of minerals. Conditions under which

they may be located are easy but there has been

comparatively little development, except in iron,

copper and pyrites mining. The last tico hare

been decadent until recently, but the iron mines

of Bell Island, which extend under the sea, have

been actually exploited by the Dominion and

Nova Scotia Steel companies for over a decade.

The island of Newfoundland, which is a British colony

separate from Canada, contains 42,000 sq.nii., is the

tenth island of the world in size and has a i)upulation

of a quarter of a million. The

bulk of the people live between

St. Johns and Notre Dame
Bay inclusive, on the extensive

coast and numerous islands of

Conception Bay, Trinity Bay
and Bonavista Bay. There are.

a few settlements on St.

Marys, Placentia and Fortune

Bays on the south coast, but

most of the western half of the

island is a barren solitude.

The Reid-Newfoundland Ry.,

built and operated by the Reid

family of St. Johns, which re-

ceived enormous land grants

for this construction, main-

tains almost daily service

across the island, 546 mi.

from St. Johns to Port-aux-

Basques in the southwest

corner, where connection is

made with the Reid steamers

plying across the Gulf of St.

Lawrence to North Sydney,

Nova Scotia—a sea voyage of

nearly a hundred miles. A
convenient means of travel to

St. Johns from New York is

l)y the steamers of Bowring &
Co.'s Red Cross Line; steam-

ers can also be taken at Hali-

fax or Montreal. The sea

voyage in the summer is pleas-

ant and cheaper than by the

rail route. From St. Johns

to the northern bays there is

good coastal-steamer service

;

to the south-coast ports there are occasional steamers.

Since the European war began, both English and

American mining men have taken increased interest in

the opportunities for securing staple and minor minerals

in Newfoundland. The principal regulations governing

the taking up and operating of mining claims are:

Anyone (not necessary to be a resident) can prospect,

stake or take up claims.

A claim is Ixi/^ mi. and is marked by one discovery

stake.

Payments to the government at the Crown Land Office

in St. Johns are—$10 per claim on staking and record-

ing; $20 in one year; $30 per year for the next five

years; $50 per year for the next five years; $100 per year

thereafter. The expenditure of $6,000 on mining during

the first five years of the lease entitles the holder of a

claim to a grant in fee simple.

The workmeu's-compeusatiou law requires an operator

to arrange with an insurance company to indemnify

workmen in case of accidents, or satisfy the government

officials of his ability to pay any liabilities incurred.

•Mining engineer, North Scituate.RIass.

M^P OP NEWFOUNDLAND SHO^V IN( IMrORTANT MINING LOCATIONS

Operators should report to the government engineer

in St. Johns to conform to the reasonable provisions of

the mine-inspection acts.

Nearly all the minerals found in the Appalachian region

have been observed in Newfoundland. Iron ore, coal,

copper, oil, gold, pyrites, barytes, chrome-iron, talc,

asbestos, gypsum, zinc, antimony, silver-lead and other

ores have been reported, practically all close to the coast.
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With the exception of the operations of an English

conipam- or two in topper mining in Notre Dame Bay,

the iron mines of Bell Island constitute the only mineral

development of any size or permanence. Since 18(i-t,

copper ore to the value of $20,000,000 has been exported.

The extensive coal deposits in the southwestern part have

been reported by engineers to be of e.vcellent quality and

quantity, but they have never had opportunity to prove

it on a commercial scale. The petroleum fields of the

west coast are believed to be valuable but attempts to

drill them were mismanaged.

Bell Island axd Svbmakixe Irox ^Iixes

The famous submarine iron-ore mines of Bell Island

in Conception Bay, operated by the Dominion Iron and
Steel Co. and the Xova Scotia Steel and Coal Co., can

only be compared in method of occurrence and extent

of resources to the slightly dipping ore seams and

tremendous reserves of Red ilountain in the Birmingham
Valley of Alabama, with the ditfereuce that the New-
foundland ore is of much higher grade than the Southern

ore. Between 1,00Q and 2,000 miners are employed in

good times at these iron mines and the Nova Scotia

company ships to Europe, Canada and the United States.

Equipment, labor conditions and transportation facilities

are first-class.

The first iron ore was shipped from Bell Island in

1895 when the Nova Scotia Steel and Coal Co. com-

menced work. In 18!l!( this company sold a part of its

holdings to the Dominion Iron and Steel Co. Both

companies possess large ore reserves. The latter company
uses the ore in its works at Sydney, N. S. The Nova
Scotia Steel and Coal Co. uses some of its own ore at

.Sydney and also sells ore extensively in Europe and

America. J. P. Howley, government geologist of

Newfoundland, estimates the Conception Bay iron ore at

o\er three billion tons. There are in all 12 seams of

ore interstratified with shales and sandstones. The
maximum height stoped in the mines is 30 ft.

Copper axd Otheu ^Iixerals

Copper mining began in earnest in 18(54 when the

L'uion mine at Tilt Cove was opened; in 1875 the Belt's

Cove mine and in 1878 the Little Bay mine were opened.

All three are in Notre Dame Bay. English and Cornish

miners were brought over by the Cape Coj)per Co. At
one time this company operated a smelting plant at Tilt

Cove, but it did not succeed, ^luch of the copjjcr ore

was shipped to Swansea. Wales, to be smelted. Other

copper prospects have been worked at York Harbor on

the west coast, at Bay of Islands by the Western Copper

Co., and at Goose Cove in Hare Bay near the northern

extremity of the island by an English company.

Gold was prospected at Mings, north of Cajie St.

John, in 1904-5-6; and at Sops Arm in White Bay in

1!)03. Several thousand dollars' worth of gold was

pioduced at these two places. A few thousand tons of

antimony ore (stibnite) was mined at ^loreton's Harbor

on New World Island in Notre Dame Bay several years

ago. Manganese in low-grade deposits has been pros-

pected along the south side of Conception Bay near the

Reid-Newfoundland Ry. Over lialf a million tons of

py.ites running better than 50% sulphur was taken from

Pilley's Island in Notre Dame Bay between 1883 and

1907 and shipped to New York for the manufacture of

pulphuric acid. Chromite was mined from 1895 to

1899 to the extent of (5,000 ii»ns of good-grade ore near

Port-au-Port Bay on the west coast; other deposits of

chromite are known to exist at the headwaters of the

Bay d'Est and Gander rivers, but are far inland. A
lead mine at La ilanche, Placentia Bay, produeeil

18,000 tons of ore in 1893; other operations for galena

were at Lawn and Little Placentia on the same bay. In

1902-3-4, Newfoundland produced 6,000 tons of barytes

:

in 1904-5 talc to the amount of 6,000 tons was shipped

from near Manuels, Conception Bay, to Portland, Maine.

Several hundred barrels of petroleum have been pumped
from the Parson's Pond oil fields on the west coast on

one or two occasions since 1904,

Ixterior of Islaxd a Wilderxess

The interior of Newfoundland is a succession of

stunted forests, desolate "barrens" and masses of rock

of all shapes and sizes; it is very poorly drained and

much of the surface is covered by water in one form or

other. The coast line has been compared to that of

Norway, being much indented by fiords and coves, which

sometimes extend for surprising distances inland. The
scattered population does little to alter the natural con-

ditions of the country. The inhabitants take things as

they find them and road-making, draining and building

are neglected.

The drawbacks to mine developments in Newfoundland

include : Lack of roads, wildness and lonesomeness of the

interior, absence of interest on the part of the people in

everything except fishing. The advantages are: Ocean

freights, good labor conditions, nearness of the coal mines

at .Svdnev. Nova Scotia.

How a Utsilh Mliraiirag C

By A. L. H. Stkeet*

A contract for driving a tunnel in a Utah mine gave

rise to a dispute as to its projier interpretation on two

points—one relating to the number of men required to be

kept at work, and the other as to the right of the con-

tractor to ore encountered in the undertaking. (Arkoosb

vs. Sorren.son, 150 Pacific Reporter, 959.)

The defendant was the contractor, and his agreement

obligated him to employ in the construction of the tunnel

at least four men per day, working 20 days each calendar

month. The plaintiffs, the mine owners, terminated the

contract on the ground that men to the required number

were not kept at work. The defendant, in denying breach

of the contract on his part, admitted that at times fewer

than four men were working, but made the ingenious claim

that since an 8-hr. shift constituted a day's work it was

sufficient that 80 shifts be worked in the 20 days. But

the Utah Supreme Court holds that this was not sufficient,

saving: "It requires no argument to show that four men

who are competent miners working 8 hr. each day in a

mine will aciomplish more in the long run than two men

working 16 hr. each day in the same mine, and especially

in forcing a tunnel through solid rock." Accordingly,

it is held that the plaintiffs were justified in terminating

the contract for the defendant's failure to keep four men

at work.

'.\ttorney at law. Security Building. Minneapolis. Alinn
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As to the ownership of ore removed in tlie process, the

contract provided that ore forming part of the cubical

contents of the tunnel should belong to the defendant,

as contractor; but he was not permitted to stope any

veins, lodes or ledges without the written consent of the

plaintiffs, as owners. By another provision of the contract

the defendant was given "the right to drive other and

smaller tunnels in any and all portions of the" claims.

Under these provisions the court decided that ore taken

by the defendant from an old tunnel or stope, which had

existed for a long time on one of the claims, belonged

to plaintiffs and not to him.

Si;WAI;D C'OIfltK.SI'ONDEXCK

Projecting southward into the Gulf of Alaska between

Prince William Sound and Cook Inlet, the Kenai Penin-

sula is approximately 175 mi. in length, with a maximum
width of about 100 mi. Over one-half of its area is occu-

pied by the Kenai Mountains, which rise to an average

height of -1,000 ft. above .sea level. The valleys are deep

and relatively narrow, l)ut in general are well timbered

up to an elevation of 1,300 ft. Inasmuch as the divide is

near the eastern side of the peninsula, the longer streams

flow west and north, emptying into Cook Inlet or one

of its arms. East of the divide the streams are frequent

but short, the largest being but about 35 mi. in length.

Waterfalls are numerous and water power abundant.

The country rock is mainly slate or graywacke.

Eegiox I.vcojiplktely Prospected

The Alaska Nortliern E.E. (now taken over by the

Government), extending northward from Seward to

Kenai Lake and beyond to a distance of 71 mi. from its

terminal at the head of Pesurrection Bay, renders accessi-

ble a region incompletely prospected as yet, but which

promises to be the scene of gi-eatly increased mining

activity during the coming year. Along the route of the

railroad many valuable quartz claims have already been

located.

A group of claims located 4 mi. north of Seward and

about 1 mi. west of the railroad has veins 3 ft. and over

in width, besides many narrow stringers rich in gold.

The development work consists of about 300 ft. of tun-

nels. Some ore has been shipped with good results. The

mine has been idle this season, but the owners contemplate

the erection of a small stamp mill next spring.

A group of claims located 13 mi. north of Seward and

3 mi. west of the railroad has a vein of high-grade ore

between 3 and 3 ft. wide. A 100-ft. tunnel has been

driven.

The Primrose mine, located 16 mi. north of Seward

and -4 mi. west of the railroad, has a vein of high-grade

ore with a maximum width of 7 ft. Development work

consists of about 450 ft. of tunnels with connections be-

tween the upper and lower workings. There is a Little

Giant stamp mill upon the property, but it has not been in

operation this year.

The Blue Belle mine, adjoining the Primrose on the

north, has a vein of ore similar to that in the latter mine.

Tunnels have been driven to the extent of about 350 ft.

A Little Giant mill has been in oi^eration during the

summer.

A group of claims located near the southwest end of

Kenai Lake, about 3 mi. west of the railroad, has a vein

averaging 3 ft. in width. The development work consists

of opencuts and about 800 ft. of tunnel.

A group of claims located 18 mi. north of Seward, near

the railroad, has a 3-ft. vein of high-grade ore. Open-

cuts and about 100 ft. of tunnel constitute the de-

velopment.

A group of claims located 31 mi. north of Seward, near

the railroad, has a vein from 3 to 4 ft. in width, which

has been uncovered on the surface for a considerable dis-

tance. A 300-ft. tunnel has been driven.

The Skeen-Lechner mine, located 35 mi. north of

Seward, 3 mi. east of railroad, has a vein of good ore

from 3 to 6 ft. wide. There are about 1,500 ft. of tun-

nels, stopes and .shafts. A battery of four stamps and a

Lane mill have been idle this season, the property having

been in litigation.

The Kenai-Alaska mine, located on the same mountain

as the Skeen-Lechner, has a vein from 3 to 4 ft. wide.

There are about 1,700 ft. of tunnels and .stopes. A five-

stamp mill has been in operation all summer, the ore

lieing conveyed from the mine by a 6,000-ft. aerial tram.

A group of claims located 37 mi. north of Seward, 4 mi.

east of railroad, has a vein of rich ore from 3 to 4 ft.

in width. Development work consists of between 150 and
300 ft. of tunnels. A few tons of ore have been shipped

with profitable results.

The Gilpatrick group of seven claims, located 39 mi.

north of Seward, 15 mi. west of the railroad, between

Slate and Summit Creeks, has several veins of rich ore

from 1 to 5 ft. in width. About 600 ft. of tunnels have

been driven. An arrastre on the property has been used

at intervals during the present summer. Felix Brown,
of Seattle, who has an option on these claims, has taken

out some exceptioi'ally rich ore recently and proposes to

erect a stamp mill and tramway next season.

An extension of the Gilpatrick claims was located this

season by Messrs. Skeen and Stevenson, who subsequently

gave an option to J. Ronan. The vein, while narrovi^, is

extremely rich as far as it has been exposed.

Dkedging on Six-Mile Creek

Most of the ])lacer operations on the peninsula have

been confined to the northern portion west of the divide.

Charles Herron has been dredging on Six-Mile Creek near

Sunrise, but has been bothered considerably by the pres-

ence of large Ijoulders. On Resurrection Creek near

Hope, several small hydraulic plants have been in opera-

tion. Among other operators might be mentioned the

Matheson Bros., who have recently brought in a steam

shovel for the purpose of excavating a ditch to increase

the water-supply, and Gus Seiffert, who has been operat-

ing with good results upon the ground adjoining the

Mathesons' property. Numerous small operators have

been working upon the streams mentioned, on Bear Creek,

on Canon Creek, on Cooper Creek and on various streams

draining the Kenai Lake area. The quality of the gold

recovered varies considerably, that secured from Bear

Creek running about $15 per oz., while that taken from

Cooper Creek runs as high as $17.50 per oz.

A'eneznelan Mineral Exports in 1913 have been officially

reported as follows: Asphalt, 81,651,224 kg.; copper ore, 15,-

358,602 kg.; gold, 732 kg. The increase in asphalt exported was
more than 30,000,000 kg. over the previous year.
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Slinging a staging for rixeters on stnutnral ironwork

is too often done with ropes, wliich are botli unsatisfactory

and unsafe. A cheap and convenient hanger, shown in the

accompanying sketih, is made of li/g-in. round iron, witli

a large eye at the lower end and a hook at the upper end

to hook over the I-beams or other structural members.

Through the eye is inserted a 4x-l timber on top of which

STAGING FOR STRUCTUriAL-IROX WORKERS

2-in. planks are laid, and the result is a jierfeetly safe, con-

venient and satisfactory staging. Tlie cost of these hang-

ers is small, they are liglit and can be handled easily, and
they are not liable to destruction and can be used on any

subsequent work.

Electric squibs for l)lack powder, as manufactured by

the Du Pont company, consist of a jjaper shell, in one
end of which is fastened the igniting composition and
the insulated copper or iron wires, the other end being

open. The paper shells are made in the shape of a trun-

cated cone, in order that a blasting cap may be inserted

in the shell and be more tightly wedged the farther it is

inserted. It is therefore not necessary to crimp the blast-

ing cap in the sliell.

Without the blasting cap these squibs are used to ignite

l)lastiug powder electrically, but they can be used to det-

onate dynamite by T.ising them with a blasting cap. By
their use, it is possible to ignite a charge of blasting pow-
der in the center, the ideal position, which secures the

)l' the e.\])losion, im])ossible witl;

squil)s.

maximum clliiicncy

either fuse or miner':

Several charges can be ignited at the same time if de-

sired, with a considerable saving of explosives. Then, too.

the charges can be ignited at the time desired and when
everyone is in a safe place. They are as cheap as fuse and
said to be far superior.

Bv D. E. Chaijltux*

a Mnmi©

Tlie fountain illustrated herewith is simple in con-

struction, applicable for underground or surface use and

may be made from material generally on hand at the

S Coupling .-^Kenanee Onion

A SIMPLE DRINKING FOUNTAIN

mine. The cup is made of a o-in. coupling, although

smaller sizes may be used. This is fitted with bushings

at the lower end and reduced to connect with a 1-in. pipe

which acts as a drain, taking care of the overflow of water.

The fresh water enters through the V^-n^- ])ipe ihat passes

*Froin information furnished by the manufactui-ers. •Mining engineer, Virginia, Minn.
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through the 1-in. pipe, as shown in sketch. Tiie male end

of a Kewanee union will serve as a suitable nozzle if

placed on the end of the ^/4-in. pipe. The apparatus is

firmly supported and held to a wooden post by means of

staples.

m

The extensive drilling campaign at the White Pine
Extension is rapidly Hearing completion. Some months
ago the company let a contract for 75.000 ft. of diamond
drilling, the largest single contract for drilling ever let

in the copper country.

The work was laid out on liroad lines and this plan
has been strictly adhered to. It consisted of one line

of holes, spaced 1,000 ft. apart, to cut the copper-bearing

beds at a depth of about 400 ft. from the surface on
Iheir dip; a second line of holes, spaced 1,000 ft. apart,

The drilling will be completed when the remaining

l,200-ft.-deep holes are finished. There are four drills

working two shifts each on these deep holes at present.

There are six drills altogether working on the property.

Including the time lost in moving, the drills make about

50 ft. each per day of 24 hr.

Within 60 days the drilling will be completed. Active

mining operations will then start with the sinking of

one large four-eoni]iartment shaft.

Ky HuliEKT I. PZl.LIs*

Gold mining in the state of Washington, outside the

Republic district, has never attained great importance.

Blewett, Swauk and certain deposits in the Cascades

proper have made small productions from time to time,

but the industrv has been at a standstill for a number

^/>Z/^,:$ RoundHofes

•Rib J^
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DETAILS OF EQUIPMENT AT GOLD BAR HYDRAULIC MINE. BLEWETT, "U'ASH.

to cut the beds at a depth of 800 ft.; and a third and

final line of holes, 1,000 ft. apart, to cut the beds at a

depth of 1,200 ft. The second line of holes was located

halfway between the holes of the first, and the holes

of the third line were placed 250 ft. from the second.

When this drilling is completed, therefore, it will give

lines of holes along the strike at intervals of 250 ft.,

250 ft. and 500 ft., then repeating this sequence, cut-

ting the formation at depths of 400 ft., 800 ft. and 1,200

ft., respectively.

To date, the lines of 400-tt.-deep and 800-ft.-deep

holes have been completed for a distance of 15,000 ft.

(nearly three miles) along the strike. In all these holes

not a single one failed to disclose commercial copper

rock. The first hole on the l,200-ft.-deep line is com-

pleted and shows the same character of formation with

the same copper content. In this hole the copper-bearing

shale bed shows an increase in thickness of 33i/3%, but

with no noticeable difference in copper assay.

of years, with no prospect of immediate improvement.

The Blewett district, with a total production variously

estimated at three quarters of a million to two million

dollars, is practically dead at present, except for the

Gold Bar hydraulic mine.

The Gold Bar group includes four placer claims on

Peshastin Creek, extending downward from the town of

Blewett, which is reached by an 18-nii. stage road from
Leavenworth, a station on the Great Northern Ry. A
large proportion of the gravel consists of big boulders

that interfere greatly with hydraulicking. Work has been

started at the lower end of the group of claims, where

the gravel deposit is divided by a central "rib" of rock,

as shown in Fig. 1. It is planned to work the ground

on the right-hand side of this rib first and then to di-

vert the creek into the worked-out portion and mine the

other half.

•Mining; engineer, Kellogg, Idaho.
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Water is obtainud from Pesluit-tiii Creek, which has

rather a high gradient, and is carried by flume along

the left limit of the creek to the upper end of the pipe

line, which is 1,600 ft. long. The diameter of the pipe

at the intake is 36 in., decreasing to 16 in. whore it

branches, as sho'wn in Fig. 2. The head is very low

for the heavy gravel, being only about 75 ft.

During spring and early summer, when there is an

abundance of water from melting snow, it is planned

to use a 3-in. Empire giant and a hydraulic elevator

for raising the material to the sluice ho.xes. After the

cut has been started, small sluice boxes will be placed

in it when water is low and the gravel will be shoveled

in by hand. A rough wooden grizzly with 6-in. spaces

(Fig. 4) is placed before the elevator intake to prevent

clogging by boulders too large to pass the neck. A
small water lift, details of which are shown in Fig. 3,

has been installed in the cut to remove excess M'ater.

Large boulders are removed liy means of a 3x4-ft.

"stone-boat" and a truck running on a wooden track.

The stone-boat is loaded in the cut and swiTug on the

truck by the hand- wincli and boom shown in Fig. .5.

Larger boulders are lifted by chains without the stone-

lioat.

The main sluice consists of seven boxes and two un-

dercurrents. The boxes are 24 in. wide and 18 in. deep,

and are set vnth a grade of 5 in. to the box length, 12 ft.

Transverse riffles hewed from round poles, 31/2 to 4 in.

diameter, are employed. Details of boxes and riffles are

shown in Fig. 6. The undercurrents, Fig. 7, are of the

usual transverse type and are 3 ft. wide by 13 ft. long.

The grizzlies are of sheet iron punched with y^-in. round

holes. For saving fine gold the undercurrents are fitted

with burlap held down by 6-mesh wire screen.

The success of this enterprise—the management of

which has shovvai consideraljle ingenuity in dealing with

local conditions in such manner as to limit the capital

outlay as much as possible—depends of course on the

gold content of the gravel. Owing to lack of prelim-

inary prospecting, made difficult by the nature of the

material and the abundance of water, the operators con-

sidered it advisable to go ahead on a small scale, doing

all their own work, as far as possible, until the feasi-

l)ility of working the ground at a profit has been demon-
stratecl. The small extent of the deposits, the abundance

of large rocks, the uncertainty of the water supply, the

low head at present available and the necessity of shut-

ting down during winter are the chief difficulties in the

way of successful operation. George Deunison, one of

the partners, is the manager.

^ecualisiip A-ccadleinitl aft ana

Overcome by foul air, the presence of which he did not

suspect, and falling from a ladder when not more than 8

ft. from the surface, Frank Ronialdi was killed Aug. 24.

He recently went to Butte to go into the leasing business

with two partners. They heard that the Little St. Law-
rence mine in Northwest Butte was to be had and went
out to investigate the shaft. Romaldi concluded to try the

ladder while his partner watched him descend. Romaldi's

candle went out when only 8 ft. below the surface ; he let

go his hold and with a scream for help shot into space.

Eealizing that the sliaft was full of foul air, Romaldi's

[uutner called lor he!]), and a first-aid team was sent

from Anaconda mine. Two men equipped with Dracger

helmets descended the shaft, tied a line around IJonuibli's

body and brought it to the surface. The body was only

slightly injured, sliowing tluit death was caused by

sutrociition.

Sag ff©2' D5>-iraaBinil&(B aiadl F^s©
Wallace iLdveehan, safety inspector of tlie Coi)per

(^ueen Consolidated Mining Co. and a leading member of

the American Mine Safety Association, with the approval

of the central safety committee of tlie company, recently

designed the bag here illustrated for the carrying of

powder and fuse. The
sack is made of heavy

jute and is sewn with

flax thread, so that it

is exceptionally dur-

able. From 5() to 70

sticks of dynamite

can be carried in the

bag pr'oper, the fuse

being placed in the

outside pocket. Large

brass eyelets are fast-

ened into the top of

the sack for conven-

ience in handling

and carrying. It was

noted b}^ the man-
agement of the Cop-

l)er Queen mines that

all dynamite when
handled in qiaantities

of less than a box

was carried in any way which would suit the convenience

of the miner, it generally being tied together with a

piece of fuse. Capped fuse was carried in the miner's

hand or wrapped around his hat or thrust loosely in his

shirt front. All these methods were exceedingly danger-

ous, and since the bag has been introduced these bad prac-

tices have ceased. The sack is made l\y the Bemis Bros.

Bag Co., St. Louis, Mo., and sells for 35c. in 100-bag lots.

The size of the bags is 15x23 in. outside measurement.

ammsnaairag aim

BAG FOR EXPLOSIVES

fh.® J©pM!ia Di
Li the zinc-lead mining district at Joplin, Mo.,

broken rock or dirt is shoveled into buckets of from
1,000- to 1,650-lb. capacity. Most of the dirt is small

enough to be handled with a shovel. Boulders that cannot

he broken v/ith a sledge are broken with powder, this

])ractice being called "boulder topping." The shovelers,

or "cokeys," as they are called, are paid by the bucket,

and they load all the way from 30 to 70 or 80 buckets in

8. hr. There are some records of 90 and 100 bucket-s

per shift. The average for all of the sheet-ground mines

is 32 tons per 8-hr. shift per shoveler. Usually the

shoveler trams his buckets or small trucks to a switch

or lay-bye, where they are later collected and hauled to

the shafts bv mules.

•From a paper entitled "Sheet-Ground Mining in the Joplin
District, Mo.." by Edwin Higgins, presented at Lalte Superior
Mining Institute, September, 1915.
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I>Y A. l)l)l;I'.MA\X*

The high price of zim-, in both shavin-j; and dust form,
has been causing cyanide operators considerable an.xiety

since the breaking out of the European war. Since it

is fairly well-known that a great deal more zinc is used

than is theoretically required for precipitation of gold and
silver contained in solution, some method of economizing

it has been made the object of a great deal of study. Some
have attempted to accomplish the same result by recover-

ing the zinc from precipitate. This article give.s the

EXPERIMENT D.\TA ON ZINC IN CYANIDE SOLUTIONS
Period of experimenting
Ore treated
SoIutioD used in Hardinge ball mills

Solution used in closed circuits, tube
being 71.36% moisture)...

Solution used in agitators
Pregnant solution sent to precipitation
Solution sent to decantation units: 1,098 tons solution, primary

thickener underflow, 35% moisture: 4,703 tons barren solution. . .

Solution discharged with tailings (35.7% moisture) 729 tons
Zinc dust used (dried at 212° F.) 984 lb.

Precipitate (dried at 212° F) recovered 735 ib.

Samples of solution were taken every 24 hr. in proportion to the quantities
treated, and at the end of 7 days combined and mixed thoroughly. X\\ zinc deter-
minations were made by potassium-ferroc.vanide titration with uranium nitrate
as indicator.

ANAYLSIS OF SOUTIONS USED IN EXPERIMENTS
Zn. per Ton of Solution

Storage 0.213 Ib.

Hardinge discharge solutions 0.157 Ib.

Classifler overflow 0. 157 lb.

No. 2 .Agitator..

.

0.147 1b.

Pregnant solution 0. 1 .is lb.

lills and classifiers (overflow
2.040 tons

5,013 tons
5,013 tons
4.703 tons

5,801 tons

Barren soluti(

Tailing solution . .

.\u precipitated from each ton of solution
Or 832.31 oz. or

.\g precipitated from pregnant solutiim -

Theoretical amount of zinc necessary to precipitate total
gold

Theoretical amount of zinc necessary to precipitate total

0.30S lb.

0.125 lb

S3 65S
57.400 lb.

17 393 lb.

tables and as briefly a.s possible, hoping that they may .sug-

gest .some .scheme of iniprovemeiit to those who may be

considering the .subject.

!>) K. .s. Clarke*

The conveyor belts in a Dvvight-Lloyd sintering plant

treating flue dust, ore fines and flotation concentrates

gave trouble becau.se of material adhering to them. Bristle

brushes wore out quickly and were unsatisfactory, but

after cutting off the bristles and tacking on strips cut

from old conveyor belting, as shown in the sketch, we
had no more trouble.

The belting should be stiff enough to spring well, so

the blades will lie stifl' and remain in position. The spiral

curve is short, and at least three blades are in contact

silve

DEVICE FOR CLEANING CONVEY'OR BELTS

with a 16-in. belt at once. The height of the blades—

2

in.— and the distance apart—2 in.—allow for wear, neces-

sary flexibility to save belt wear, and self-cleaning of

tlie brush. The drive is by sprocket and chain from the

head pulley.

CONSUMPTION OF ZINC IN VARIOUS DEPARTMENTS
1. .\ccording to Solution .\nalysis;

Barren solution shows an increase of 1.50 lb. per ton of
solution. .\s 4,703 tons was precipitated, the amount of zinc
dissolved in press was 705 lb-

Zinc wasted through secondary reacti'>ns-

.

. 75.4%
2- According to Precipitate .^nal.vsis:

Precipitates contain 32.5% total zinc, .^s 735 lb. was recov-
ered, the amount of zinc left in press 2.30.3S lb.

Zinc dissolved m press (935.19—239.38) 695.81 lb.

Zinc wasted through secondary reactions 74.4%
3. .\ccording to Zinc Precipitated from Solutions in Mill

Operations:
Zinc precipitated in Hardinge mills (2020x0.231)—(2040x0.157) 150 96 lb. 10.14%
Classifier overflows, 5,013 tons, composed of 2,040 tons Har-

dinge mill discharge solution at 0.157 and 2,973 tons of stor-

age at 0.231, equals 5,013 tons at 0.2009 lb. (5,013x0.2009)—
(5,013x0.165) 179.96 lb. 19.21%

Zinc precipitated in agitators (5,013x0.165)—(5,013x0.147) 90.234 1b. 9.65%
Zinc precipitated in decantation* system : 4,703 tons barren so-

lution at 0.308 lb. and 1,098 tons at 0.158 lb.—5,801 at 0.2796
(5,801x0. 2796)x(5.801x0, 231) 281.9281b. 30.15%

703.082 lb. i.l8?

* Includ€-s amount of zinc (91.12 Ib.) discharged as solubL' zinc salt.

result of .some experiments that I carried out at the !Me-

Intyre-Poreupine mill in the Porcupine gold district of

Ontario. \Yhile it does not point toward a remedy for

the difficulties encountered, it does show what is actually

taking place in the mill. I refrain from comment or

suggestion, but merely jnit these faints in the form of

Gomives'tnia^ L®a(^5^ C^(ni-]ppes' Matt©
^t MA Fas©s Tes£o

The direct conversion of the high-copper matte made
in the lead furnaces of the El Paso Smelting Works,

El Paso, Tex., has been carried out for some time in the

copper department of this plant. The concentrated matte
was formerly shipped to Omaha where the lead contents

could be recovered in the baghouse, but the expenses for

freight and treatment were higher under certain condi-

tions than the value of the lead recovered, With the instal-

lation of a large oil-fired settler for the lead furnaces at

El Paso, the collection of the matte w-as facilitated and
the economy of direct conversion greatly increased.

High copper in the leady cop])er matte—C'u 19.8%,
Pb. 12.1%—is characteristic of tlie usual conditions at

the El Paso plant. It had long been customary, accord-
ing to n. F. Easter.' to set aside matte of this grade until

a sufficient amount had been accumulated to make worth
while a concentration run. The matte produced during
these campaigns usually averaged about 10% Pb and 35

•Coniston, Ont.
'Excerpts from a paper entitled "Lead Smelting- at El Paso."

presented at the San Francisco meeting of the American
Institute of Mining- Engineers, September, 191 r,.
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to -to-;;, C'u. It was drawn off in handpots, cold dunii)ed,

broken by hand and resmelted througli the copper-blast

furnaces. All this involved considerable expense and it

became evident that much of this could be saved if some

means were provided for getting this molten leady copper

matte direct to the converters. The oil-fired settlers

offered a convenient reservoir in which to collect the

matte in fairly large quantities, and a pit 10 ft. wide and

8 ft. deep was dug directly in front of the settlers in order

to allow the approach of the 5-ton matte ladles serving

the converters of the copper department.

The direct conversion of the leady copper matte proved

to be such an economy that since the introduction of this

system matte has been converted that is much lower in

copper than formerly. At the time of writing it was

customary to figure the value of the lead contained in the

leady copper matte, and tlierefdrc lost in converting, as

against the cost of roasting and resmelting in the lead

furnace, taking into consideration the fact that each unit

of copper present means the loss of a certain amount of

lead even on a concentration run. Each day's i)rodiiction

of leady copper matte is thus disposed of according to its

assay, either direct to the converters or i)oin-iM| im the

ground in beds, to be picked up, crushed and masted.

As the matte has recently been rather low in lead, most of

it has gone direct to the copper converters even though

it may not run higher than 20% copper.

DW Cotltlipellll Fip®c©

In a recent paper' before the American Electrochemical

Society, Charles H. Aldrich described the experience of

the Raritan Copper /Works, Perth Amboy, N. J., in us-

ing the Cottrell process in the treatment of silver-refin-

ery furnace gases. The gases pass from the dore furnaces

to a 4-ft. sheet-iron flue about 40 ft. long, then into a

brick flue 6x71/2 ft. by 20 ft. long. From this a centrifugal

fan driven by a 40-hp. motor delivers the gases tangential-

ly into a settling chamber 16 ft. in diameter by IT ft. high.

An iron flue leads thence to a brick flue, which in turn

leads to scrubbers, the Cottrell treater liemg attached

to the scrubber outlet. This Cottrell treater had for its

electrodes lead plates and bars (sharpened on the edges).

In this treater a product was recovered assaying: Se,

6.-5%. ; Te, 6% ; As, 10% ; Sb, 28% ; Pb, 9%. : Bi, 2% ;

Cu, 0.9%; Ag, 800 oz. per ton; Au, 1 oz. per ton. The

silver condensed amounted to 29.2%, of the entire dust-

system recovery; the gold to 6.6%.. Of the silver treated

iii the furnaces it was 0.24%; of the gold, 0.022%.

The volume of gas was about 6.000 cu.ft. per min.,

which required 2.5 kw. at 35,000 to 40,000 volts. One

man for two or three hours a day is required to look

after the treater. Results on the dry gases coming direct

from the furnaces have not been so satisfactory as when

the scrubbers were working. The gas temperature with

the scrubbers is about 150° F. and about ;!00° F. with-

out them. The presence of suspended moisture seems to

be a very desirable condition but the injection of steam

did not give satisfactory results.

However, in building a new treater Mr. Aldrich decided

that better results would be obtained in a pipe-shaped

treater with a central lead electrode, this metal with-

standing both the chemical corrosion due to the gas and

fume and electrolytic action. The pipes were 18 in. in

diameter by 12 ft. long, made of lead. The discharge

electrodes were %-in. steel shafting covered by extrusion

with a star-shaped layer of leatl. With this apparatus and

a voltage of 85,000 to 90,000, over 99% precipitation efli-

ciency has been obtained at a gas velocity of 4.5 ft. per

see. As the remainder of the flue and scrubber system

was not changed when the Cottrell treater was added,

it appears that the savings given are all a net gain, after

deducting costs of working the Cottrell apparatus, and

the cost of re-treating the funic.

Machines at the Bunker Hill .& Sullivan .Mining and

Concentrating Co.'s mill at Kellogg, Idaho, are driven by

electrii' motors, most of which are equipped with ro]ie

drives. The experience has been that often a rope will

commence to fail and unstrand, and before anyone notices

it, the loose strand has become wound up in the pulley

or shafting and seiious damage results.

In (iidei to aviiul tatastrophes of this sort, a simple

scheme ha-- 1m ni ile\i-ed to indicate instantly the begin-

ning of tailuie ol an\ ol the rojics. The scheme is shown

in the accompany-

ing sketch. Just

back of the motor

pulley is placed a

stand with a verti-

cal rod hinged so

as to be movable

backward. An ad-

justable arm is held

by this rod and

AN INDICATOR OF FAILING ROPES Pe'l^^tal ailC

jilaced near the re-

volving pnllcv. Should one of the ro])e strands come loose,

it will strike the arm a sharj) blow, bending it backward

at the hinge and loosening the .string which is attached to

a switch controlling the current. This bending back im-

mediately opens the circuit, cuts off the current and

stops the motor. In this way an entirely automatic

safeguard is provided, so that no danger is int-urred

through rope failures.

Sep^trsitlnimg Midfeet siEadl C©ppes=

In one of N. V. Hybinette's recent patents on the elec-

trolytic separation of nickel and copper, he declares that

the inconvenient cathode reactions resulting from the

presence of ferrous and ferric salts may be avoided by put-

ting the cathode in a porous cell, and conducting the cir-

culation entirely through the anode compartment (U. S.

Pat. 1,1 2;).299). This cathode compartment has a dia-

phragm of so loose a texture as to be rather a filter than a

diaphragm, for instance, a double-walled lead screen hav-

ing a filling of asbestos. The current is led into and out of

the anode'^compartment. The rate of plating out the

copper and of circulating the electrolyte must of course

be regulated according to the porosity of the diaphragm.

Another patent (U. S. Pat. 1,128.315) designed to

lower the amount of circulation required feeds the circu-

lation into the cathode cell, but alternately to its top and

bottom.
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The greatest drawback to the use of collared drill steel

by the small mine has been the dilliciiltv experienced in

t'ormiuii: the collar on new steel. The small user of col-

lared drills has been forced to have his steel made up
oxitside or has been driven to the unsatisfactory expedient

of welding a collar on the outside of his steel, which gave

indifferent service. The Denver Rock Drill llanufae-

turing Co. is putting out a collaring machine, so-called,

which is really a small and inexpensive device to be used

in connection with a stoping drill, both of which are

mounted on a piece of large timber by lagscrews, as shown
in the accompanying illustration. Any size of drill steel

can be used by securing the proper-sized dies.

The drill steel, after l)eing Iieated for about 6 in. on the

end, is placed in a solid movable die and is held in the

claim that these refinements of design enable the mainu
nance of a vaciium within I/2 in. of barometer.

The device occupies less fioor space than machines of

the straight-line type of similar capacity, because of du-

plex operation and higher speed. They are built in ca-

pacities from T08 to 7,048 cu.ft. per min., Iwth for atmos-

pheric and low-pressure (5 lb.) discharge.

DRILL-STEEL COLLARING MACHINE

machine in a split die by a vise wedge. Having gripped

the steel firmly in the split dies, the operator by means of

the stoping drill mounted in front of the device, gives

repeated blows upon the head of the movable die until the

shoulder comes up against the face of the machine, when
the collar is completed.

The device is so simple and so well within the means
of the smallest mine that it should find a broad field.

Aim Ssmps'ovedl l/e^c^uasim P'osinnip

A new and improved vacuum pump has been designed

and built by the Ingersoll-Rand Co., following in general

the principles of the "Imperial" air compressors. The
principal details are the valves, which in this machine

are of the mechanically-moved corliss type ; the clearance,

which has been reduced to the minimum by making the

valve partly fill the port in the cylinder head; and ex-

tremely complete water Jacketing. The manufacturers

The Portland Gold Mining Co., of Victor, Colo., has

recently' taken over Stratton's Independence and uses a

Jeffrey Quad and a 5-ton truck of another make for haul-

age. The work consists principally of hauling shipments

(less than carload) of miscellaneous supplies from the

freight depot in Victor, Colo., up a considerable grade to

the various jdants on different parts of Battle Mountain
in the Crip]ile Creek district. The grades are heavy, and

except for a few mouths in the summer,
the road conditions are as a rule bad.

The operating costs of the Jeffrey

Quad for June and July, 1915, were
as follows: June, 191.5—Gasoline and
oil, $42,50; blacksmith labor, $1; mis-

cellaneous labor in maintenance,

$22.fi.3; supplies, $1.13, or $67.32.

July, 1915—Gasoline and oil, $48.97;

supplies, 25c. ; miscellaneous labor in

maintenance, $10.69, or $59.61.

These figures are for a period dur-

ing wliieh the Jeffrey truck was doing

])iactically all of the hauling at the

mine. There is no record available at

the present time of the cost per mile

for tires and gasoline, but under Victor

conditions both would be heavy.

The other truck, which the company
has had for several years, has given re-

markably good service, considering the

conditions under which it has had to operate. However,

at the mine the sentiment seems strongly in favor of the

Jeffrey Quad for the following reasons:

The Quad truck will carry its rated capacity and de-

liver it in places where the other truck will not go at all,

whereas the latter, with a rated capacity of 5 tons, cannot

carry over 2 tons up the hills at the mines. The Jeffrey

truck has not been laid up for repairs during working

hours for more than 20 min. at a time from Jan. 1 to the

middle of August. It is also found that the Jeffrey

machine will make faster time than the other car, and

further, that it will operate in deep snow at times when
the other machine cannot be used at all.

A New IS-Ton Heronlt Electric Steel Furnace is to be
installed by the United Steel Co. in its works at Canton, Ohio,
where it already has a 6-ton furnace in operation.

•From information furnished by H. V Holman, purcliasing
agent of the Portland Gold Mining Co
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This lai'se tank is one ot the essential features of the Inspira-
tion plant. It has a capacity of 5,000,000 gal.

PORTAL OF ROOSEVELT DEEP-DRAIXAGE TUNNEL

INSPIRATION CONSOLIDATi:! i '''111; \iil,l,lNi: I'l.AXT AM' l:i>]';i:\'' 'I l: at -MIAJII. ARIZ,
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A VIEW OF THE CENTRAL PLANT OF THE HOMESTAKE MIXLVG CO., LEAD, S. D., SHOWIXG PART OF THE
This well-known propert.v is ont- of the most important gold-mining operations in the United States. Professional

boiler plant, generator, air compressor and hoist at the B.

.-iHAKT KiiH THE NEW NORDBERO HOIST AT THE CENTR.Ai,
The shaft had two disks and two clutches attached and weighed a total of 23 tons. It was 30 ft long

drivers and si.x men required. The total cost
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Tu\V.\ UF LEAD, THK 1 li iM i :sT.\ K K I'l'IOXCIT AXD THE MILLS AND ADJACENT SURFACE EQUIPMENT

attention is periodically directed to it because of important improvement, just now through the installation of a new

& M. shaft, which is equipped with a new steel headframe.

SHAFT OP THE NORTH STAR MINES CO.. GRASS VALLEY. CALIF.

The trip from Grass Valley station to the mine. 1% mi., required two days. There were 24 horses, three

of handling and wagon liaulage was $230.
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Tlsiab)e2'iinig isa Mew Yos^fiS. S^Ibcway
lu reference to Percy E. Barbour's article in the Jour-

nal of Oct. 2, on subway timbering in connection with

the recent accidents on Seventh Ave. and on Broadway,

I agree with Mr. Barbour that the employment of mining
engineers in subway work would be advantageous. Their

experience would qualify them to meet conditions arising

in this class of work. But to quote from the article

:

These subways are being constructed with as little inter-

ference to surface traffic as possible. This is accomplished by
digging- up the surface of the streets, laying heavy timbers
and on top of these placing heavy planking, and then, in effect,

stoping out the ground underneath these timbers and catch-
ing them up on vertical bents or sets with long vertical legs.

These excavations vary in depth, and in the two sections
where these accidents have occurred they were from 30 to 36

ft. below the surface of the street. Were it not for the fact that
street traffic is allowed above excavations, it would simply
be an openciut proposition, but with the load being carried on
the timbers above it is strictly analogous to underground
stoping, with the hanging wall flat but offering very little

weight, not nearly so much as would be the case in any
ordinary mining operation requiring timbering. The height
of this excavation would not be greater than an ordinary
four- or five-set stope.

Farther along in the article is a sketch of the tim-

bering at the scene of the Broadway accident and tlie

following comment

:

The timbering as shown in Fig. 2 cannot be said to

approach square-set timbering in any "way, but it does indi-

cate that square-set timbering could have been used without
any inconvenience to subsequent construction—in the way of

putting in concrete piers or erecting the steelwork for the

permanent structure. This would have afforded complete
security against the fall of rock which caused the second
accident and would have prevented the collapse of the entire

structure if it had been used at the scene of the first accident.

Thus two serious accidents causing much damage and loss

of life have occurred through overlooking the precautions
taken by the miner in his everyday work when confronted
by similar problems.

AVhile I do not understand from the foregoing that

Mr. Barbour recommends square-set timbering for sub-

way work, he suggests the close analogy between subway

timbering underdecking, and underground . stoping. I

would therefore like to analyze conditions met with in

the two cases and point out that square-set timbering

could not be adapted to subway use.

Square-set timbering is composed wholly of compres-

sion members fitted together to resist pressure from all

sides and is locked in position by blocking and wedging

against the roof and walls of the opening. It is intended

primarily to prevent the fall of rock from the roof and

walls, but when reinforced by rock filling will resist heavy

pressures. It is not, however, a self-contained structure

that would stand alone, unless the members were diagonal-

ly braced and tied together. Subway timbering has to be

a self-contained structure to a considerable degree, espe-

cially in rock cuts. There are the side walls to wedge

the structure against, from the floor of the cut, up to

the cellar-floor level of the street buildings ; and there can

he additional bracing against the abutments at the two

ends of the e.xcavation, in so far as such bracing would not

interfere with excavating operations. Overhead, however,

there is only the cuniparatively light street-structure

load, including the weight of pipes and ducts, to wedge

against ; and the vibration of street traffic tends to shake

the entire structure apart.

To use square-.set timbering for subway work therefore,

from the standpoint of security alone, would mean that

the structure could not be securely wedged together and

the consequent necessity of a prohibitive amount of tying

and diagonal bracing. Also it is obvious that the use of

continuous transverse members from side to side of the

excavation would be more secure than transverse members
built up of short-length members tied together, as would

be the case in the employment of the transverse members
in square-set timbering.

But there are other practical reasons why square-set-

ting would not apply to subway work. The street decking,

tracks and subsurface pipes, sewers and ducts, temporary

and permanent, require a special transverse spacing ar-

rangement of posts under the longitudinal joists and

beams supporting them, and this spacing does not con-

form approximately to the regular posting of square-

sets. These posts, irregularly spaced transversely, are

placed in rovvs 10 ft. apart longitudinally in the excavation

and rest on transverse members which distribute the street-

structure loads, in order that a more regular system of

posting may be used under the transverse members

;

also that fewer posts may be employed, so as to interfere

to the least extent possible with excavating operations in

the lower part of the cut. The 10-ft. longitudinal spacing

of posts and transverse members in bents is to conform

to construi-tion requirements in erecting the permanent

steel bents which are spaced on 5-ft. centers. The timber

bents are placed in the center of alternate steel bays, except

in the deepest excavations, where 5-ft. spacing of the tim-

ber bents is used.

In addition the transverse cross-sections of subway
cuts vary constantly, owing to the change of depth of

the excavation and, generally, to the constantly varying

relative grades of the pairs of local and express tracks.

The tracks are in some places all on the same level; in

other cases one pair or the other is elevated or depressed,

and occasionally one pair is superimposed over the other.

These variations compel special arrangements of the cross-

members and posts.

From the foregoing it may be seen that in subway
timbering nothing like the regular arrangement of mem-
bers, as in square-.setting, could be approximated. The
only members of constant length would be the horizontal

struts between bents, and only a comparatively few of

the.se are required and of much smaller cross-section than
the transverse members and posts. The upper tiers of

posts in the bents do not line in with the corresponding

lower tiers, which makes necessary the use of continuous

transver.<e members to distribute the loads. There is the

added advantage in this arrangement, that continuous

transverse members make a more secure structure than
would be possible in square-sets.
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The best practice in subway timbering therefore in-

cludes continuous cross or transverse niemliers to distribute

loads, to brace the sides of the excavation and to tie the

structure together more securely; the requisite rangers

;uid lagging or sheathing to hold the sides of the excava-

tion; siifficieut posting in all tiers and secure vertical

diagonal bracing, both transversely and longitudinally,

of all tiers of posts; sutEcient struts or spacers and ade-

quate street structure. Johk Seward.

West Nutley, N. J., Oct. 7, 1915.

Although Mr. Seward in his communication on the

subject of ''Timbering in New York Subway" agrees

with me as to the advantage of employing mining engi-

neers for handling mining-engineering problems in sub-

Way work, he seems to have missed the point of the argu-

ment, and in his communication loses himself in a detailed

discussion of the timbering, which he views solely from

the point of the subway engineer; he, himself, having

designed one section of subway timbering, according to

a letter in the Tribune.

I do not want to enter into a discussion of the details

of square-set timbering, but would call his attention

to the following in the editorial columns of the Journal

of Oct. 9 : "We are not to be understood as recommend-
ing that the New York subways during construction ought

to be timbered by the square-set method. Without any

doubt a study of the problem would result in the develop-

ment of a special method which might be a modification of

the square-set system."

My citation of the square-set system of timbering de-

veloped on the Comstock lode more than 40 years ago

was intended to show that there was no excuse for not

providing an adequate system of timbering in the sub-

way, inasmuch as mining men have known for more than

40 years how to support the most difficult kind of ground.

The system of bents used in the section of the subway

under discussion, together with the girts between the

bents, suggested in a remote way square-set timbering,

but emphasized in a distinct way that the subway engi-

neers did not use the judgment which the mining man
shows in putting in timber.

The statement that square-set timbering "is not a self-

contained structure"" aj)plies only if one considers it in

the nature of a house, which it is not. Square-set tim-

bering underground is certainly self-contained when it is

properly wedged in place and it is not intended to be

used any other way. But square-set timbering per se

is not recommended, as has been already stated.

He also states that "it is obvious that the use of con-

tinuous transverse members from side to side would be

more secure than transverse members built up of short-

length members tied together." Theoretically true, per-

haps, but 60-ft. members such as would be required in

the subway are a scarce article. Apart from the mere
physical difficulties on this point, which will be passed

over just now, whether a continuous transverse member
from side to side of the excavation would be better than

square-setting need not be discussed, since what was
used does not come within the definition. As per the

sketch in my article quoted (reproduced on page 689 of

this issue), the only long transver.se member used was
one composed of two 24-in. I-beams at the ends connected

by two 12-in. channels in the middle and this construc-

tion, as well as the entire framing of the bents, using

only one short diagonal brace (A), not only invited "jack-

knifing" of the structure, but got it.

The communication states that square-set timbering re-

quires "a prohibitive amount of tying and diagonal brac-

ing." No definition of "prohibitive" is given, nor is any

proof adduced that the amount of tying and diagonal

bracing required would fulfill his unknown definition.

The main point of the original criticism and disc'ussion

is the lack of mining-engineering talent on this construc-

tion work, which involves distinctly mining problems. The
complete misconception of the causes of the "rock slides,"

variously attributed to "soft pockets,"' "unknown seams,'"

"rotten rock"' and other mysterious causes, would not have

been had by mining engineers, who would have recognized

immediately that the "rust seams" were common, ordi-

nary joint and cleavage planes, and they would have

known that the ground would break blocky and would
have to be supported or it would slab off in huge blocks

and slabs.

"Tlie best practice in subway timbering, therefore, in-

cludes cross or transverse members to distribute load,

to brace the sides of the excavation and to more securely

tie the structure together." Inasmuch as the timbering

in question did not "brace the sides of the excavation,"

which caved in and caused the fatal disaster, I submit

that the practice was not proper, even though it is con-

sidered "the best practice in subway timbering."

New York City, Oct. 13. Percy E. Barbour.

In the Juurnal of Sept. 18 there appears an article

entitled "New Almaden Quicksilver Mine," by Richard

G. Place. There are some grave errors in this article.

In the third paragraph Mr. Place states tliat the ore

IS introduced into retorts. The New Almaden mines

have not used retorts since some time Ln the '70s, ami

the present furnaces, which have been in use for sev-

eral years, are of the late.st type of 50-ton Scott tile

furnace for the fines and of .shaft furnace for the coarse

rock. We do not know of any leakage of fumes from
our condensers or furnaces that can be prevented in any

way or that is of measurable quantity.

In the fourth paragraph he mentions "washing sand

and dirt taken from under old parts of the workings

that are being remodeled." This is correct if the reader

understands that this dirt and sand is taken from the

vicinity of abandoned flues and old furnace sites.

In making the foregoing comment, I merely wish to

indicate to your readers (and our place is always open

to inspection) that our present practice is not out-of-

date nor unduly wasteful, although all quicksilver metal-

lurgy is susceptible of great improvement.

W. H. Landers,
Chief Engineer, the New Almaden Co.

New Almaden, Calif., Sept. 27, 1915.

But why go to the trouble to uproot the fake mining

stocks, as Mr. Prill suggests in the Journal of Oct. 16?

This only gives the "investor" the trouble of looking up
something else as bad. ^^^ly give him unnecessary work?
New York City, Oct. 18, 1915. A. A. N.
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More Mesicasa MaimBim^ Law
At present ^Mexico seems to lie liothered with many

different kinds of mininji laws. The various so-called

authorities no sooner promulgate one of them than
.something wrong is found with it and another is pro-

duced to modify or replace it. Becau.se of the recent

action of the United States in recognizing the Carranza
faction, the laws devised and enforced by it demand
more attention than any of the others. A study of the

latest laws framed by Carranza leads to the suspicion

tliat they may, and probably will, do a great deal of

damage to the mining industry in Mexico. In that con-

nection it will be of interest to study the law of Jlar. 1,

1915, and its modification under date of Aug. 31, 1915,

which are herewith presented.

MINING LAW OF MAR. 1, 1915
Modification and additions to tlie law.
The First Chief ot the Constitutionalist army, in charge of

the Executive Government, has been pleased to send me the
foHowing decree:

I. Venustiano Carranza, First Chief of the ConstitutionaUst
army, in charge of the Executive Government of the Nation
and Chief of the Revolution, exercising the extraordinary
faculties with which I have been invested, have considered
it proper to decree as follows:

Art. 1. Articles 2, 5, 9 and 10 of the law of Mar. 25, 1915,
regulating the stamp tax and the tax on mining franchises
are modified and added to, as follows:

Art. 2. There are subject to the internal stamp tax, with-
out any other exceptions than those expressly fixed in this
law, the metals which are produced in this Republic or which
come from a foreign country. Said tax wiil be in future as
follows:

a. On metals which are exported in the shape of ore or
mineral or earth, cyanide or sulphide, furnace residue or in
any other form and which are combined or mixed with sub-
stances which properly speakinp are not metal, as follows:

Gold at the rate of $110 per kilogram.
Silver at the rate of $2.60 per kilogram.
Copper at the rate of $0,035 per kilogram.
Lead at the rate of $0.06 per each ten kilograms.
Zinc at the rate of $0.05 per each ten kilograms.
b. For the metals which are worked in the country, so

that they do not remain mixed or alloyed except with other
metals, and whatever be the assay of the product, there will
be a reduction of 20';; from the taxes fixed in the foregoing
clause.

Art. 5. There is no tax on ... . etc.
c. The taxes on copper will not be levied when the ore

contains the metal mentioned in less amount than 109;, nor
on lead when the ore contains a smaller amount than 10%.
nor on zinc when the ore contains a smaller proportion than
15 9'r.

Art. 9. The tax of special stamps which, according to the
laws now in force, have to be adhered to the titles of own-
ership of the mines, will be $10 for each unit of mining field
(pertenencia) covered by these titles, whatever be the mineral
substance which it is intended to produce.

Art. 10. The annual tax on mine ownership will be as
follows:

a. The rate will be $12 yearly per unit of mining field
(pertenencia) or $4 for every one-third of a year, whatever be
the material being mined.

b. If the number of pertenencias of a mining property, or of
diverse properties belonging to the same owner and located in
the same mining district, exceeds ten pertenencias, the tax will
be at the rate of $12 for the first ten pertenencias, and for the
excess up to twenty at the rate ot $15. For the excess from
twenty up to fifty the rate will be $18, and from fiftv-one up
the rate will be $24.

Transitory.
Art. 1. This decree commences to be in force this present

day.
Art. 2. To the mining fields that have payments of taxes

pending and have not yet been declared void, a time will be
conceded up to June 30, 1915, to pay their debts in gold, In
accord with the foregoing rates of this decree.

Therefore I order this to be printed, published, circulated
and given due compliance.

Constitution and Reforms. Given in Veracruz, Mar. 1,

1915. Signed V. Carranza. To the Secretary of Finance and
Public Credit. Present.

Which I communicate to vou for vour knowledge. Consti-
tution and Reform. Veracruz. Mar. 1, 1915. The Secretary
of Finance and Public Credit, Luis Cabrera.

Art. 2. Article 3 of the law referred to of Mar. 25, 1915.
is void.

Art. 3. All amounts which the Public Treasury has to
receive in accord with the present decree and with the law
above mentioned of Mar. 25, 1915, shall be paid in national
gold money.

CHANGES IN THE TAX ON MINING PROPERTY'
Decree of Aug. 3], 1915

The First Chief of the Constitutionalist Army, in charge of
the Executive Government, has been pleased to send me the
following decree:

T, Venustiano Carranza, First Chief of the Constitutionalist
.\rmy, in charge of the Executive Government of the Nation
and Chief of the Revolution, exercising the extraordinary
faculties with which I am invested, and

Considering that the mining business irt general, on ac-
count of the social disturbance of the country, has been

'From El Paso papers of Sfpt. 30. 1915.

obliged to stop operations, especially points which were sub-
ject to the misconduct of forces which are hostile to the Con-
stitutionalist Government and on account of scarcity of mate-
rial of first necessity, which could not be acquired on account
of the European war. have thought it well to decree, as
follows:

Art. 1. For the periods of time hereafter mentioned, the
accounts described in Art. 10 of the law of Mar. 25. 1915, which
modifies Art. 1 of the decree of Mar. 1, 1915, regarding mining
taxes, are reformed as follows:

a. The amount will be $6 yearly for each mining pertenencia,
whatever be the number of pertenencias, during the four
months covered by the months from July to November of the
present year.

b. The amount will be $S yearly for each mining pertenencia
whatever be the number of the pertenencias, during the four
months from November ot this year to February, 1916.

c. From Mar. 1, 1916, the amounts will be those established
by the decree of Mar. 1. 1915.

Art. 2. For the mining fields (pertenencias) for which pay-
ment of taxes prior to last July is pending, it is conceded that
they pay $6 yearly, for each of the first 25 pertenencias and for
the excess. $3.

Art. 3. To all the owners of mining property who have
paid for the four months which commenced with last Julv.
the excess will be returned, deducting what thev have to pay
according to this present decree.

Art. 4. A period of time is allowed until Sept. 30, 1915,
for payment, without extra charge, of the amounts fixed bv
the present decree.

Art. 5. The payments referred to in the present decree
have to be made in national gold or its equivalent in silver,
in accord with the decree of May 8, of the present vear.

Be this printed, published and circulated and given due
compliance. Given in Veracruz Aug. 31. 1915. (Signed) V.
Carranza. To Cit. Rafael Nieto. Secretary to the Treasury.
Which I communicate to you for your knowledge and sub-
sequent effects. Constitution and Reforms. Veracruz, Aug.
31, 1915. In the absence of the Secretary, the Asst. Secretary
in charge. R. NIETO.
As to Villa, his e.xploits do not seem to be attracting

a great deal of attention at the present time. There
are rumors of his death, and other rumors whicli point

(uit that it was his l)rother that was killed. His most
important move is suggested in a recent annoum^ement
that lie has requested, or commanded, that the American
Smelting and Refining Co. operate at once its Chihuahua
smelter and the tributary mines, threatening, if this is

not done, to seize and operate them himself. The com-
pany, it is said, will endeavor to operate the smeltery to

alleviate the destitution of its laborers at Chihuahua, but
operation depends almost entirely upon the possibility of

getting .supplies into the camp and the ability of the

company to ship its product.

A recent ju-ess bulletin from the Department of the

Interior, announcing the ])roduction of potash from
alunite in Utah, is another example of the bureaucratic

advertising that has become popular with ]iublicity-seek-

ing department heads at Washington. It is full of half-

truths covered with a political glaze that might easily

give the uninformed public the impression that the De-
partment of Interior or the Geological Survey was pro-

ducing this ])otash. A layman reading this bulletin

might gather that it was now demonstrated that the

Utah alunite was to be regarded as a commercial source

of potash in normal times of German competition, and
the la.st paragraph conveys the impression that the potash

deposits of Germany are alunite.

Why could not the Interior Department employ a com-
l)etent Geological Survey expert and give him a. free

hand to tell the whole truth instead of these "half-

truths" promoting "bureau publicity"? For the benefit

of those who enjoy their politics and technics mixed, the

Interior Department's press bulletin of Oct. 16, 1915, is

reproduced herewith :

Secretary Lane today announced the production of the
first commercial mineral potash in the United States. This
came to him in the form ot a report from a special agent of
the Geological Survey, in Piute County, Utah, nearly in the
central part of the state. The potash is found in a vein of
a mineral known as alunite, which is the sulphate of alum-
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inum aiul potassium. The vein found is about 10 ft. wide

and has been traced for 3.500 ft. Its depth is not yet known.

The alunite when removed is subjected to a very simple

process of heating, dissolving in water, filtering and evap-

orating, and the potassium sulphate resulting is almost

pure. About 200 tons of alunite has been put through the

mill and two tons of 99'"^ pure potash has been produced,

and there is still in solution nearly 100,000 gal. containing

large amounts of potash salts which has not yet been evap-

orated.
The discovery that this mineral yields potash in com-

mercial quantities Secretary Lane regards as one of the

most important discoveries made recently with reference

to our natural resources, as it assures us of a domestic

supply of potash for our national needs in the manufacture
of explosives. Alunite is known to exist in the States of

Colorado, Utah, Nevada, California and Arizona. It resem-

bles in appearance disintegrated limestone. The technical

description given by the Geological Survey of alunite is that

it is a "fine-grained, compact rock, breaking with conchoidal

fractures and having a porcelain-like appearance, but con-

taining also considerable masses with a distinctly crystalline

strucure."
Heretofore the United States has been dependent upon

the potash supply of Germany, where it is found in strata

chiefly at a great depth. Our imports for 1913 of potassium
salts were $15,000,000. The world has been dependent upon
this German supply as an ingredient in modern fertilizer

and in the manufacture of explosives. Potash is known to

exist in the United States in some of the salt lakes of the
interior, but has not been produced heretofore in any com-
mercial quantity. Some potash has also been produced on
the Pacific Coast from the kelp of the seacoast. which takes
the potash from the salt water.

The Interior Department is also drilling at various points
in the United States in search for potash deposits similar to

those of Germany. Should alunite deposits of a similar
character be found in large quantities in other states, its

significance to the agriculture of this country can hardly be
overestimated, as it is an essential soil food and will re-
establish from year to year the draft made upon the potash
in the soil by the crops produced.

Tho.se who are .familiar with the alunite development
lo Utah will interpret this bulletin as meaning that the

private interests that investigated the Piute County de-

posits and have been constructing a reduction plant near

-Marj-svale, have begun production on a small scale. More-

over, if two tons may be regarded as a commercial pro-

duction, the feld.spar-potash investigators have already

taken the edge off the Department's '"discovery."

In case you wish further details In regard to the conven-
tion, I shall be glad to supply you with such information as
may be available.

VAN. H. MANNING,
Director.

Washington, Sept. 24, 1915.

Ten thousand copies of this letter were distributed,

these being sent to all mine operators in the puiilic-land

states and to all the more important mine operators

in other states. Details respecting the convention will be

jnililislicd in due time in the several mining papers.

'%;

Commpjaratla've Tiinnilbes'lEa^ Costs
iKa Mifflie aiadl SuaJb^ivas^

At the Goldfield Consolidated mine in Nevada during

the year 1914, according to the company's annual re-

port, there were mined 300,993 tons of ore. In estimat-

ing ore reserves of this mine 13^4 cu.ft. of rock in place

are estimated at one ton ; therefore the tonnage mined in

1914 is equivalent to 150,497 cu.yd. of dirt. The total

expense for mining this ore was $1,026,808.

The specifications for the section of the Broadway
subway (Section 2, Eoutes 4 and 36), where the cave-in

occurred on Sept. 25, called for a total excavation of

278,900 cu.yd. The contractors' bids ranged all the way
from two million and a half to four million odd dollars.

^CarTrack-^ Street

The Director of the Bureau of Klines has issued the

following letter with respect to the convention that is

to be held in Washington on Dec. 16, 1915. under the aus-

pices of the Mining and Metallurgical Society of America,

to urge upon Congr'ess action toward a revision of the

mining laws.

A convention that will act on recommendations regarding
a general revision of the Federal mining laws will meet in

Washington. D. C, on Dec. 16. All the known mining socie-

ties in the United States have been invited to send delegates,

and it is hoped that the mining industry will be so' well repre-
sented that the action of the convention will be regarded as
expressing the wishes of the industry.

As the Bureau of Mines is necessarily interested in any
movement intended to benefit mining through changes in

Federal laws, I take the liberty of calling the convention to

.vour notice and expressing the hope that, in case you cannot
attend the convention, you will authorize someone to act

for you.

Some of the resolutions that will come before the con-
vention will recommend the fixing of a reasonable term of

years beyond which placer claims shall be immune from
attack on the ground of fraud, full privilege of appeal in all

cases of contests over locations, recording of notices of min-
ing locations so as to insure public notice, the abolishment of

the law of the apex, and the appointment of a Government
commission, under an act of Congress, to investigate and to

make recommendations as a basis for the revision of the

mining law.

SKETCH OF TIMBERING, BROADWAY SUBWAY, SOUTH
OF 3STH ST.

The itemized bid of the successful bidder puts the cost per

cu.yd. of excavation at $4.75. The total cost of the 278,-

900 yd. would therefore be $1,324,775.

This is so stated in order that both jobs can be compared

on the basis of yardage removed, and the cost of the sub-

sequent' permanent subway construction does not enter

in to complicate the illustration and cloud the issue.

Here are two problems that are comparable in two im-

portant respects—the quantity of material moved and

the money cost involved.

A most striking difference is noted in the amount of

timber that these two problems used. Before taking this

comparison further, it will be necessary to give a short

explanation of the diagrammatic figure. For the sake of

this comparison, only the timber below the 34-in. steel

I-beams is to be considered, because we will assume, for

the moment at least, that if a mining engineer had had

charge of the timbering in the subway, he would have

used just the same amount of timber in the decking, etc.,

above the 24-in. I-beam as the contractors used. The
criticisms in the Journal of Oct. 2 were directed more

particularly against the timbering below this 24-in. steel

I-beam, which we will now consider.
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A careful estimate of the amount of timber used in

this bent, which any engineer can make from this sketch,

shows that there is a maximum, after adding a liberal

percentage for wastage in cutting, etc., of 4,500 ft. b.m.

per bent. This section of the subway is 3,350 ft. long,

and the bents are spaced 10 ft. apart. Estimating the

cost of this timber at $50 per M, which is not only the

figure used in various sulnvay liids, but is also very close

to the cost of timber in Nevada, the total estimated cost

of the timber in this section of the subway timbering as

per sketch would figure $^5,GOO.

The Cxoldfield Consolidated report shows that for tim-

ber and lagging during the year 1914 there was expended

$143,132, or nearly double the amount estimated for the

subway excavation.

At the Goldfield Consolidated the greatest number of

iiuman lives to be considered in connection with the safety

afforded by the timbering did not exceed 1,000. The

number of human beings passing over the Broadway sec-

tion of this subway during the construction period

amounts to several hundred thousand per day.

There is, then, this striking comparison. The two prol)-

lems of this particular mine and this particular section

of the subway are comparable in both the yardage of dirt

handled and the amount of money involved. In the case

of the mine, although not nearly as many lives were to be

safeguarded, although less dirt was moved and although

the total cost of operation was less, practically double the

amount was spent for timbering, which figured per cu.yd.

excavated shows that the mining engineers spent in this

case almost 3I/2 times as much for timbering as did the

subway engineer.

Subway Goldfleld
Section 2, Con. 1914

Routes 4 and 36 Operations
Excavating and mining costs $1,324,775 $1,026,808
Cubic yards of dirt 278,900 150,497
Estimated cost of timber used $75,600
Actual cost of timber used $142,132
Cost of timber per cu.yd. excavated $0.27 $0.94

Sl'KCl.VL CoUUESPONDENCK

Conditions in the Arispe-Moctezuma district of nortli-

easterii Sonora have been fairly quiet during the first week

of October, the rumors of invasion by Villa's forces not

having materialized. The Pilares mine of the Moctezuma

Copper Co., near Nacozari, is at present producing 2,000

tons daily and the concentrator at Nacozari is running at

full capacity. The Nacozari railroad had been nearly out

of commission for three months, so that a great quantity

of concentrates accunmlated at the mill. By Sept. 18

these concentrates had been sent to the Co])per Queen

smeltery at Douglas and the usual one-train-per-day pass-

enger service was resumed immediately. Although mine

and mill are running full force, there had been up until

a week ago considerable anxiety over the immediate fu-

ture. What few American women had remained in the

camps of Nacozari and Pilares left after President Wil-

son's request for all Americans to leave Mexico promptly,

and the men remaining—practically the full staff—sent

out their baggage, expecting that a hurry call might

come at any time to close down and get out.

Villa's army was reported to be coming this way. This

part of Sonora is Carranza territory, and after the re-

ports of the battle between Calle's and Maytorena's troo])s

came in, many of the Mexicans packed up and started for

Agua Prieta. For several weeks everyone expected to n-

ceive notice to close down work in the Arispe-Moctezuma

district and hurry to the States. But Villa's army did

not seem to he getting nearer. Then reports of the re-

fusal of Villa's troops to go until they were paid in gold

came in, followed by others to the effect that his whole

army was going to jjieces. It hardly seemed credible that

Villa would bring a large force into this part of Sonora,

which is unproductive and where supplies are kept on hand

only for immediate requirements.

The company stores are carrying small stocks, partly

because not much has come in since the railroad resumed

running and probably because it was deemed inadvisable

to carry more than enough for immediate requirements.

Certainly, even a small army would fare poorly in requisi-

tioning all the merchandise in this district. There is an

inclination now on the part of the men here to think that

trouble in Mexiro between contending factions must soon

cease from exhaustion of supplies.

Some fear that Carranza's generals may not remain

loyal and may start a movement to put themselves in

power. As has been the case with all Mexican situations

lately, the expected never happens, and while the his-

tory of the last few years would warrant such an antici-

pation, there are too many obstacles now, in the present

condition of the country, to augur well for any ambitious

general starting further trouble.

Reports from the daily press about the Yaquis and
bandits do not correspond with the reports here. Of
course, should Villa's army disband, it is to be expected

that for a time the government—or whatever it is that

takes the place of government—would be unable properly

to police the great extent of territory, especially the less

populated states such as Sonora, and for a time there

probably would be depredations here and there by bands

of outlaws. As for the Yaquis, the feeling between them
and the Mexicans is reported still to be bitter, but there is

no reason to suppose or to fear that American nonpartici-

pants would be molested. • The coveting of the Yaqui

territory by the officials of a past government caused all

the Yaqui troubles, and the tales of the cruel savagery

of the Indians were doubtless manufactured for a ])urpose.

I
A letter written a few days later supplementing this

information appears under "Editorial Correspondence."

—

Editor,
I

The Ray Hei-i'ules Coppei' Co. has been organized to ac-

quire a large majority of the capital stock of the Arizona

Hercules Copper Co., operating in the Ray district of

Arizona. The orebody is said to be a continuation of the

Ray Consolidated. The Ray Hercules has elected the fol-

lowing directors : August Heckscher, director of the New
Jersey Zinc Co. ; Ellis P. Earle, vice-president of the

Oranby Copper Co.; J. Guthrie Hopkins, director of the

Arizona Copper Co. ; George A. Huhn, banker, Philadel-

phia : W. F. Bartholomew, broker, Boston ; Frank C. Arm-
strong, New York, president.

In (iiiatrniala a recent presidential order provides that in

the future the Guatemalan Government alone shall have the
right to import telegraph and telephone apparatus. The right
to iniv>oi't eli^cti'ical material and supplies for tlie installation
of such apparatus is likewise restricted to tlie Government,
but tlieir impiirtation may be permitted if they are necessary
tor other in.stallations.
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The revolution in Mexico has brought Carrauza on the

top of the wave, and his forces now hold most of the

mining regions, ^lining in Mexico, however, is mostly

at a standstill. Only in a few places is it being prose-

. cuted, and then on a much-reduced scale. Most of the

American-owned mines have been closed. American citi-

zens have been called out by orders from Wa.shington.

Other foreigners, if they have not been called out or or-

dered out, have generally been obliged to leave. This has

entailed a lot of hardship and is costing a lot of money.

The question now is, when and what chance will there be

for successful resun>ption of operations when it is safe to

return to work? The answer will depend greatly on the

protection given to foreign mine operators by the party

in power and on the taxes with which the industry will be

liurdened.

Ta.xes in general are being increased, and the mining in-

dustry will probably be made to carry a burden to its full

capacity. The only limit will be what the camel's back

can stand. On ^Mar. 1, l'J15, Carranza issued a decree

raising the mining ta.xes, and this decree was only tem-

porarily modified by another, dated Aj)r. 1, 1915. The
translation of the essential parts of these decrees is given

elsewhere in this issue. They regulate the property tax

(an internal-revenue tax depending on the size of the

property) and the production tax (depending on the value

of the ores and bullion produced). Large fields will have

to pay virtually eight times as much property tax as they

formerly paid. Not only does the tax affect the miner,

but the work done by the miner affects the tax, and as

he will have to be consulted sooner or later, it seems

necessary for oi^erators in ^.Icxico to come to some general

understanding in regard to these taxes.

The foreigner jiarticularly is interested in the new min-

ing taxes and regulations, since few of the older, larger

or more important mines in Mexico are being held by

ilexican owners, ilexican owners almost invariably hope

to sell to the foreigner.

The purpose of the Carranza decree of 'Mav. 1, 1915,

is evidently to break ujo large holdings and to stop specu-

lation in undeveloped ground held with the expectation

that it may become valuable by the exploration done on

near-by propert}'—as it is popularly expressed in words

of the revolution, to keep the rich man from taking away
the chances of the poor man who cannot afford to hold

much ground, or- to give the oppressed man a chance.

At the present time any new measure that can be adver-

tised as accomplishing this object is of course popular

among the Carranza faction.

There is no doubt that abuses were committed mider

the old law, as there are under any law, but any permanent
new decree will have two things to consider. The first of

these is whether the new law be a successful revenue pro-

ducer. Only time can tell this. At first the new law

may be successful in an individual way, because many
holders of mining ground, even if they want to reduce

their holdings, will be obliged to take out new titles,

which will require documentary stamps to the value of

ten pesos, Mexican gold, for each unit or hectara, and
also because miners and s])eculators may wish to take out

titles for .some of the ground abandoned by previous

owners, ilany of the middle-class people in Mexico
were accustomed to invest their savings in mining proj)-

erty, not because they expected immediate returns, but

because they considered the investment a safe one which
might some day bring good returns—if not to them, to

their children.

The second consideration is as to the effect the new
tax on mining property will have on the industry. Will it

increase or decrease the receipts from the tax on produc-

tion—a source of income of much greater importance

than the property tax?

There seems to l)e prevalent an idea that mining in

general does not require large tracts of land. This may
be true of special cases, but not of gold and silver mining
in ]\[exico. Most of the value of the richer metals mined
in ilexico is produced by the large operators. Their ex-

tensive operations, needing expensive plants, can be car-

ried on only if there is a certainty that production will be

jiermanent, and for this the first retpiisite is an ample
field.

Formerly, when native labor was cheap and good, op-

erations were carried on in Mexico by individuals. As
the price of labor rose, mining operations had to be done

on a larger scale with improved plants. Thus a larger

investment was required, and to make such investments

connnercially safe large fields are necessary—not for specu-

lative purposes, but simply to safeguard the investment.

There are mining districts where ores are found in large

bodies, but in most parts of Mexico silver and gold ores

are not found this way. The ores usually occur irregu-

larly in veins, in zones, in chimneys or in spots. To make
continuous production possible in this class of mining, a

large field is an absolute necessity. Work in small fields

is necessai'ily done on what there is immediately in sight

and is speculative. It is not to be trusted as a permanent

business and therefore offers no attractions to foreign

capital. For a while this kind of work may suit the

local gamlmcino, who gouges out the ore in sight but does

no development work, but it will not bring foreign capital

into the country.

Another thing has to be taken into consideration

:

Every large mine operator in ilexico necessarily has to

hold a quantity of unproductive ground—partly because

it is impossible to say beforehand where the ore will be

found and partly because profitable results cannot be ob-

tained from large investments unless the adjoining ground

is owned and controlled for present and future operations.

Cut down the fields and you cut down exploration work

The large mining establishments of ^fexico have been

built up on the faith in Mexico's good and clear mining

laws. !Many a mining district that was prosperous and

promising a few years ago will be permanently crippled
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if the industry is carelessly overtaxed now. Forcing prop-

erty not now worked to be abandoned, with the idea that

other owners will be found, does not necessarily pro-

mote mining or the production of ores.

A mining tax on the value produced sounds innocent,

since nothing has to be paid wlien there is no produc-

tion ; but as there can be no mining industry without pro-

duction, it is at best a heavier burden than any other in-

dustry has to bear and Ijecomes unjust and iniquitous

when it is abused. A few years ago a Mexican financier

was asked how he excused this production tax on min-

ing, and he replied that all store-keepers, farmers and

many other industries had to pay a similar tax. This

statement is not true. Stores turn over their capital

only once or twice a year, while the miner has to put his

working capital back in the ground weekly, or as soon

as he realizes on his output. Furthermore, the storekeeper

and the manufacturer charge their expenses to the goods

and raise their sales prices accordingly. The miner has

no say in the market quotation of his product.

To show what the tax on production actually means,

let us take an example : Suppose we are practical miners

and, like many others, are trying to make a living in

Mexico out of a property bought in good faith under the

Mexican laws. We bring a small working capital and

start work under favorable conditions, invepting our

money in the weekly payrolls, in dynamite, fuse and other

mining materials. To be able to keep on working it is

primarily necessary that we net from the sale of the

ores taken out the full amount of our weekly invest-

ment. The assay value of the gold and silver in the ore

must of course be much higher, so as to be able to pay for

freight, treatment and realization charges. Unless the

ores are exceptionally rich the net cash value of the ore

at the mine will be less than two-thirds of the assay

value. According to the Carranza decree of Aug. 31, 1915,

we have to pay taxes on the ores taken out, according to

their assay value, as shown in the talde.

TAX RATES UNDER THE NEW MEXICAN MINING LAW
Federal taxes: On gold at the rate of 8.27%, on silver

at the rate of 8.0'J%, or. say 8.18%
State tax: This was formerly 1.50%, and, with an ad-

ditional Federal charge of 20%, 0.30% 1.80%

Even if the state taxes are not raised, the govern-

ment assay charges, document stamps, etc., increa.se this

production tax to considerably more than 10% of the

assay value of the ore, or to more than 15% of our net

return, which again necessarily must be more than our

working capital if we are to keep on working. We pay
this on every week's product; therefore we pay this 15%
fifty-two times a year, which makes more than 780% of

our operating working capital.

Seeing that for some time to come the business of silver

mining will have its difficulties, this amount of tax on

production would certainly make us think twice before

investing our little capital in Mexico.

The heavy mining taxes in Mexico have driven ^Mexican

capital out of the business. The Mexican mine owner
long ago found out that it was more profitable for him to

sell his mine to the foreigner and to invest the money in

some manner to exploit the miner instead of the mine.

At the present moment the mining industry in ilexico is

quiescent. To make it active, investment of money will

be required. This money will ha^e to be brought from

foreign parts, but the careful foreign operator—the only

one who can reestablish the business—is not likely to in-

vest in new enterprises when there is imminent danger

that taxes will make profits impossible and property

\alueless. Now, before the decrees are ratified, it is up to

the interested operators in ilexico to show the govern-

ment what the results of heavy taxation are likely to be,

and in order to get attention and consideration co-

operative action will be necessary. How to bring this

about, the operators will have to decide as soon as possible.

At hi.-t the United States has recognized Carranza

and Mexico lias now, at least nominally, a legal gov-

ernment. As a preliminary to the new move Americans
were once more warned to leave ilexieo, and judging

from the communications that have reached us, the

women and children were generally sent out. The men
ajjpear, on the other hand, to have remained in order

to look out for the property in their charge. This is

l}rave, and American, and just what was to be expected,

even if it be not wise.

Villa h;is breathed defiance and uttered threats, the

latter being directed especially against the American

Smelting and Kefining Co., but so far has not done any-

thing outrageous that has been reported. Carranza'.'*

first jol) will lie to snuff out Villa. Then he will have

to give attention to Zapata, who still prevails in his

private palatinate. All of this may be done if Car-

ranza's chieftains remain loyal. At present the great

question is whether they are loyal, patriotic and intelli-

gent, or whether some one of them thinks he holds a

hand that he can play for his own account. But while

waiting for time to answer this question, let us be glad

that there is a possibility that order may be restored in

Mexico.

Negotiations among certain distinguished "fugitives

from justice," alias the Clifton-iloreiici mine managers,

the governor of .Arizona, and representatives of the strik-

ing miners, have been going on at El Paso, Tex. The
governor and the miners' representatives were almost piti-

ful in their beseeching of the "fugitives" to come back

into Arizona and start their mines again, but the man-
agers were wise and wary, having freslily in mind their

recent experiences.

Moyer and his walking delegates apparently do not

think much of mines without managers, and their fol-

lowers have no high opinion of mines that have no pay-

rolls. We wish it might befall Mr. Moyer to find a good
mine and become a capitalist, for it would be interesting

to see if his ])oint of view would change as did that of the

discoverers of the Hercules mine in the Creur d'Alene.

In the meanwhile the attitude of the governor of Ari-

zona and the state and county officers has been such that

the mine managers were wholly ju.stified in refusing to

consent to return to that state for any palavering. The
disgrace of the situation falls not upon them, but upon
the state that could not or would not afford them the

protection to which they were entitled. Arizona is run

to a large extent by the taxes paid by its eop])er mining
companies, which deserve more consideration than lately

tlicv haxc liad.
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BY THE WAY
Seventeen Gennau ore .stoamers whieh ply in the Baltic

Sea are missing, according to a Stockholm dispatch to the

Exchange Telegraph Co., and are believed to have been

sunk by British submarines.

Recent reports from Mexiio of (ieneral Villa's death

again appear to lie slightly premature. If he has a spark

of Mark Twain's genius, he will repeat the latter's famous

telegram : "Reports of my death greatly exaggerated."'

Closely guarding ly^ oz. of gold which she is taking

to President "Wilson for u.se in the wedding ring for

his bride, Miss Dorothy Starr, daughter of the Empire
(iold Mine's general manager, was on her way to Wash-
ington today, says an Oct. 18 dispatch from Grass Valley,

Calif. She will also invite the President to pass part

iif his honeymoon 'in California.

m
Iron coins are to Ijc used in Germany in place of nickel

and copper. According to a recent ordinance of the Bun-
desrat, the Imperial Chancellor is empowered to authorize

the coining of 5-pfennig pieces out of iron to the value of

.5.000.000 marks. These coins are to have a milled edge

and will contain the words "Deutsches Reich'' over the

figure "5" and the word "pfennig" under it, followed by

the date. The obverse will have the usual stamp of the

Imperial coat of arms. The new coins are to replace those

now made of nickel and copper, and they are to be with-

drawn from circulation not later than two years after the

conclusion of the present war.

The following story is from the American Smelting

and Refining Co.'s safety-first bulletin. John Eggen, a

structural iron worker at the Garfield plant, was fast-

ening corrugated iron on the roof of the coal-pulverizing

plant, when an explosion of powdered coal occurred in

the elevator directly under him. He was blown about 10

ft. in the air, lighting on the roof again. He received

slight bruises about the face and wrenched his back, and
two front teeth were loosened. He was disabled for ji/o

days. However, John was thoughtful and to his fore-

sight owes his life. Before he attempted this work on

the roof, he fastened a rope around his leg, with the other

end of the rope firndy tied to the roof. This safety line

prevented his being blown off the roof.

To a district of "crosscut tunnels driven to intersect

the vein at great depth'" came a young graduate of a

short-cut mail-order mining school, after two months'

experience as timekeeper at a New England quarry.

Being the nephew of the treasurer of the Cheerful Hopes
Mining, Jlilling and Smelting Co., Consolidated, it was

quite fitting that he should be appointed general manager

of the company's sole assets, which consisted of 450 ft.

of tunnel in barren quartzite. The youth, erroneously

dubbed as "one of these here Eastern college dudes,"

rented a suite of offices in the First National Bank
Buihling of the railroad town and proceeded in a serious

way to earn a portion of the liberal salary bestowed

.«pon him by engaging a big Swede foreman and one

ordinary miner to furnish copy for the company's press

agent by renewed activity at the main tunnel. Supplies

were bought and shipped to the property with all (hie

formality, Ole being requested to sign in triplicate a
printed voucher form. He did so, and in the space for

remarks he laboriously penciled, "Why in Hell you send

me only (i candles'-"' Upon receipt of this communica-

tion the haughty official bit his lip and remarked, "The

dirty grafter. Why, 1 only hired those men to work

day-shift."

The reputation of Henry Ford as an automobile builder

and industrial innovator ought to protect him from the

Avonderful "discoveries" attributed to him by would-be

friends in the newspapers. The latest is contained in a.

dispatch from Detroit to the New York Times, which says

that "hereafter the iron ore consumed at the Ford plant

will go into the blast furnaces in its crude state and be

refined by one 'heat' into both pure gray iron and malle-

able iron. From the time the crude ore enters the fur-

nace until it is turned out in the form of complete parts

for motor cars it will not be allowed to cool." As the

world has been making iron from ore "in one heat" and

running into molds direct from the blast furnace for un-

counted years, the new "discovery" will not upset the

iron industry to any great extent.

The great mines of the Eureka district, the Richmond

and Eureka Consolidated, long ago vanished from the list

of stock quotations, leaving behind them the walls of their

smelteries and two immense slag dumps, one at each end

of Main St. These unsightly piles add no beauty to the

landscape, writes Charles E. Van Loan in describing Ne-

vada's "Ghost Cities"' in the Sniurda;/ Evening Po^t, but

Eureka is convinced that the slag in one of those piles will

yield a handsome fortune if ever resnielted. 'Slain Street

sentried at both, ends liy the bare bones of smelteries and

refineries, idle these 25 years, is no longer the scene of

gun fights, of bowie-knife duels, of Fourth of July parades,

with the "Hooks" and "Knicks" proudly kicking up the

dust behind the Union Guard Brass Band. Main Street,

Eureka, is a very wide street, as Nevada streets go ; but a

shortsighted hen is perfectly safe on it these days, unless

it be her misfortune to pick out the spot where the base-

ball team is practicing. There was a time—and not so

long ago, either—when ilain Street was no place for a

hen. iVnd speaking of that baseball club, it has to travel

80 miles to get a game. Eureka once had some lively daily

newspapers and at least one journalist who achieved na-

tional fame; but now she is content with a weekly, which

is well edited liut somewhat lacking in local news items

as compared with the boom period. There are no gamblers

in Eureka today, but the inhabitants are past masters at

solo, and take money away from the Duckwater farmers,

who only think they know that interesting game. The
20-mule teams and towering ore wagons, once the pride

of eastern Nevada, have given place to a narrow-gage rail-

road which meanders leisurely northward through the

sagebrush, 80 miles to Palisade, where it taps—ever so

gently—one of the main arteries of transcontinental traf-

fic. Ordinarily a railroad is a better and cheaper method

of transportation than a mule team, but the "Slim Prin-

cess" does not haul any ore these days. The mining com-

jianies and the "Slim Princess" have been at a deadlock

for years, and until that deadlock is broken the ore will

remain in the mines.
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The arrangements for transferring- the control of the
Pennsylvania Steel Co. were completed at conferences
held in Philadelphia, Oct. 15 and 16. The agreement
involved tlie transfer to Charles il. Schwab and associ-

ates—who control the Bethlehem Steel Co.—of the Penn-
sylvania Steel Co. stock heretofore held by the Penn-
sylvania Railroad Co. This was a majority of the stock

and to it was added that owned by the Reading Iron

Co., which is a Philadelphia & Reading subsidiary. Out-
side stock will also be taken by the purchasers. While
the details of the transaction have not been made public,

it is understood that the stock passes at $100 per share

for the preferred and $35 ]ier share for the common,
and the transaction involves the payment of between

$49,000,000 and $50,000,000 in cash or securities.

The Pennsylvania Steel Co. is one of the larger inde-

pendents outside of the Steel Corporation. It has a

blast-furnace capacity of nearly 2,500,000 tons yearly,

and extensive steel works, the most important being at

Steelton, Penn., near Harrisburg. Moreover, it o\vns the

Maryland Steel Co., with blast furnaces and steel works

at Sparrow's Point, near Baltimore, with which is com-
bined a large shipbuilding plant. A very valuable asset

also is its ownership of great deposits of iron in Cuba,

which include large developed mines and working trans-

portation lines for delivery of ore at Baltimore and Phila-

delphia.

The Bethlehem Steel Co. has Ijeen for some time ac-

cumulating iron-ore reserves. Some years ago it made a

long contract for Swedish ore and recently bought an

extensive iron field at Tofo in Chile. Its investments in

Texas iron lands have not, it is understood, turned out

very well. The Cuba iron ores will 1)C a \aluable addi-

tion to its resources.

It is stated that there will be no consolidation, the

Pennsylvania Steel Co. continuing to operate under its

ovra organization.

It is reported that negotiations are in progress for

the control of J. G. Brill & Co.. a corporation operating

several large car shops in Philadelphia and the West.

There were reports that the Cambria Steel Co. would

also be joined in this consolidation, but they have been

denied. The control of the Cambria, it seems probable,

will pass to a syndicate headed by W. H. Donner, who
holds an option on the stock in the company held by the

Pennsylvania Railroad Co., and on other stock. A re-

ported sale of the Thomas Iron Co., the oldest and largest

merchant pig-iron maker in the East, is also denied.

BlIAIXEIiD CoREESPOXDEXtE

The assessed \aluation of the unmined ore in St. Louis,

Itasca, Lake and Crow Wing counties is placed at $268,-

084,988 by the state tax commission. This includes

the four Minnesota ranges. The tonnage is figured at

1,481,919,571.- Iron ore, mined or unmined, is assessed

at 50% of its true value as provided 1)y law, while all

other state property is assessed at from 25 to 40% of

its true value. The new valuation will liring $1,112,-

^tr©

552 into the state treasury next year. The rate fixed

by the auditor is 4.15 mills. In 1906 the assessed val-

uation of the mineral lands was but $64,486,409. In

1907 the state commission was organized and the val-

uation was placed at $191,706,682. Last year it was
''ti259,987,396. The remaining tonnage in the ground in

the four counties is figured as follows : St. Louis, 1,232,-

058,631; Itasca, 160,795,969; Lake, 115,115; Crow Wing,

88,949,856.

T®iHi!m©ss©® Coppeff" Willi Essteirad

Hfts Acad FEsisaa

At a special meeting of the Tennessee Copper Co.,

held in New York on Oct. 18, the stockholders approved

the proposed issue of $3,000,000 first-mortgage 10-year

convertible 6% bonds, of which $2,000,000 are to be

issued at present. The bonds are convertible after two

j'ears at the rate of $160 in bonds for $100 par value

in stock. An increase in the company's capital stock

to $6,875,000 was also authorized to provide for the con-

version of the bonds. After applying $800,000 of the

present funds to the retirement of old bonds, the balance

will be used for plant extensions made necessary by the

great demand for sulphuric acid.

President Utley Wedge stated that while no figures

could be given at present as to the extent of the plant

enlargements, the annual capacity would be materially in-

creased. For several years there has been evidence of a

greater market for sulphuric acid in this countrv', entirely

aside from present extraordinary demand. The output

of the old plant of the Tennessee Copper Co. has been con-

siderably augmented and the additional capacity of about

25,000 tons—contemplated about a year ago, but held

in abeyance by financial conditions—is now being com-

pleted and will probably be in commission within 30 days.

This year the company will produce about 225,000 tons

of acid. Copper costs at present are excellent, and it is

expected that the company's yearly statement will show

a considerable reduction in cost over previous years.

Gr^plhiBtt© F5Podl^cti©ini aim I!<9II4'

The United States produced 1,725 tons of amorphous

graphite and 2,610 tons of crystalline graphite in 1914,

and imported 22,002 tons, of which 8,374 came from
Ceylon, 6,327 from Chosen, 4,259 from Mexico, 1,806 from

Canada and 1,236 from seven other countries. Seven

firms produced graphite in the United States, according

to the Geological Survey—three in Alabama, one in Mon-
tana, two in New York and one in Pennsylvania.

Prices paid in New York during 1914 were approxi-

mately as follows

:

Ordinary Lump C. per Lb. Dust C. per Lb.
Best 8V2-IO1.2 Best 4 - 5 1/4

Medium 7 - 9 Medium 3 - 4
Poor 6 -8 Poor 2 -3

Chip Flying Dust
Best 7 - 9 Best ZV2- ^Vi
Medium 6 -8 ' Medium 2 -3
Poor 4 -7 Poor IVa- 2

Madagascar graphite sold at $100 to $150 per ton, c.i.f.,

in New York. This is mostly of the flake variety. The
crude Chosen amorphous graphite sold at $22.50 to $25,

while refined Mexican amorphous graphite of leadpencil

grade sold at 4 to 8c. per lb. Huff electrostatic installa-

tions are used by two of the Alabama companies for final

cleaning.
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United States patent specifications listed below may be
obtained from "The Engineering and Mining Journal" at 25c.
each. British patents are supplied at 40c. each.

AGGLOMER.\TES—Process for the Manufacture of Ag-
glomerates. Alphonse Exbravat, Paris, France. (U. S. No.
1.154.9S0; Sept. 2S, 1915.)

AGITATOR for Ore Treatment. Cyrus Robinson, Mount
Vernon, N. Y.. assignor to Metallurgical Engineering and
Process Corporation. (U. S. No. 1.156,372; Oct. 12. 1915.)

ALKALI MET.VLS—Improvements in and Relating to the
Electrolytic Production of Alkali Metals. Badische Anilin
and Soda Fabrik, Lud%vigshafen-on-Rhine, Germany. (Brit.
No. 17.763 of 1914.)

.\LUMINUM COMPOUNDS—Volatile Aluminum Compounds
and Process of Producing Same. Samuel Peacock, Philadel-
phia. Penn.. assignor, by mesne assignments, to Agricultural
Research Corporation, New York, N. Y. (U. S. No. 1,154,801;
Sept. 2S. 1915.)

BELT IDLER. Walter J. Armstrong, Columbus. Ohio,
assignor to Jeftrev Manufacturing Co.. Columbus, Ohio. (U. S.
No. 1.156.3S6; Oct. 12. 1915.)

BLASTING CARTRIDGE. Paul Heylandt, Berlin, Ger-
many, assignor to Firm Maschinen- und Apparate-Fabrik A.
R. Ahrendt & Co., Berlin, Germany. (U. S. No. 1,154,770; Sept.
2S. 1915.)

BRIQUETTING Ore Concentrates. Charles E. Hermann.
Scarsdale, N. Y.. assignor to Moose Mountain, Ltd., Sellwood.
Ont., Canada. (U. S. No. 1.155.311: Sept. 28, 1915).

CEMENT—Improved Method of Burning Cement, Ores and
the Like Materials. Firm G. Polusius, Dessau, Germany.
(Brit. No. 17.145 of 1914.)

CLASSIFIER—Ore Classifier. David J. Nevill, Denver,
Colo., assignor to Dorr Cyanide Machinery Co.. Denver, Colo.
(U. S. Pat. Nos. 1.156.543 and l,15(i.544: Oct. 12, 1915.)

COMPRESSORS—Governor for .A.ir Compressors. Charles
Otis Palmer, Cleveland, Ohio. (U. S. No. 1.154,798; Sept. 2S,
1915.)

CONA'EYOR. Freeman R. Willson. Jr.. Columbus. Ohio,
assignor to Jeffrey Manufacturing Co. (U. S. No. 1,156,385;
Oct. 12, 1915.)

CRUSHER MANTLE. George F. De TS'ein, Milwaukee. Wis.,
assignor to Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Co., Milwaukee,
Wis. (U. S. No. 1,154.100; Sept. 21, 1915.)

CYANIDES—Process of Making Cvanides. Arthur C.
Spencer and Karl .P. JIcElroy. Washington, D. C. (U. S. No.
1,156,108; Oct. 12, 1915.)

CYANIDING—Process of E.xtracting Metals from Ores.
Robert S. Towne. New York, and Cyrus Robinson. Mount Ver-
non, N. Y., assignors to Jletallurgical Engineering and Process
Corporation. (U. S. 1.156,382; Oct. 12. 1915.)

DRILL. Walter Rov Hockabout. Palo Alto. Calif. (U. S.
No. 1.154,636; Sept. 28, l'915.)

DRILL—Percussion Drill. Charles L. Lawton, Hancock,
Mich. (U. S. No. 1,154.642; Sept. 2S. 1915.)

DRILL HOLDER. Harry C. Lawson, McGregor, Tex. (U.
S. No. 1,156,079; Oct. 12. 1915.)

DRILLIN(3—Rock-Reamer for Drill-Heads. John P. Karns.
Boulder. Colo., assignor to J. P. Karns Tunneling Machine
Co.. Boulder, Colo. (U. S. No. 1.156.147; Oct. 12, 1915.)

DRILLS—.Adjusting Device for Rock Drills. Aberham L.
Bolson, Mason. Nev. (U. S. No. 1.155,034; Sept. 28, 1915.)

DRILLS—Improvements Connected w-ith the Process or
Method of Reducing Metals from Their Ores or Other Metal-
Bearing Material. E. Millinton. Barrowash, Derbyshire, and
Kittel Co., London, Eng. (Brit. No. 20,832 of 1914.)

DRILLS—Improvements in or Connected with Rock Drills.
A. Robertson, and J. Jackson. Bolton, Eng. (Brit. No. 19,299
of 1914.)

DRILLS—Shackle ,for Drills. Etc. Mather W. Sherwood,
Franklin. Penn.. assignor to Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.,
Chicago. HI. (U. S. No. 1.154,941; Sept. 28. 1915.)

ELECTRIC FURNACE. Edgar F. Collins. Schenectady.
N. Y.. assignor to General Electric Co. (U. S. No. 1,156.668:
Oct. 12, 1915.)

ELECTRIC FURNACES—.Apparatus for Improving the
Stability of Furnaces with Magnetically Extended Electric
Arcs. Einar Troye. Christie nia. Norway, assignor to Norsk
Hvdro-Elektrisk Kvaelstofaktieselskab. Christiania, Norway,
(U. S. No. 1.156.292: Oct. 12, 1915.)

EXCAVATING APP.A.RATUS. Cyrus R. West, Dawson,
Yukon Territory. (U. S. No. 1,154,357; Sept. 21, 1915.)

EXCAVATOR—Disintegrator Attachment for Elevator
Buckets. Charles C. Jacobs. .Amboy, 111., assignor to Frederick
C. Austin, Chicago, 111. (U. S. No. 1,156,291; Oct. 12, 1915.)

FLOTATION—Apparatus for Ore Concentration. -Arthur
Howard Higgins. London. England, assignor to Minerals
Separation American Syndicate (1913) Ltd., London, England.
(U. S. No. 1,155,816; Oct. 5, 1915.)

FLOTATION—.Apparatus for Ore Concentration. Arthur
Howard Higgins and William Warwick Stenning, London,
England, assignors to Minerals Separation, Ltd., London, Eng-
land. (U. S. No. 1.155,815; Oct. 5, 1915.)

FLOTATION—Apparatus for the Concentration of Ores.
Thomas Mackellar Owen, Broken Hill, N. S. W., assignor to
Minerals Separation American Syndicate (1913) Ltd.. London.
Eng. (U. S. No. 1,155,836: Oct. 5. 1915.)

FLOTATION—Ore Concentration. Louis Albert Wood.
London. England, assignor to Minerals Separation American
Syndicate (1913). Ltd.. London, England. (U. S. No. 1,155,861;
Oct. 5, 1915.)

FULLERS' EARTH—Process of Treating Fullers' Earth.
Richard Claus, deceased. East Orange, N. J., by Ida Claus,
executrix Montague township, Sussex County, N. J. (U. S. No.
1,155,466; Oct. 12, 1915.)

FURNACE STACKS—Stack-Head or Boot for Hot-Alr
Stacks. .Albert G. Scherer. Chicago. HI., assignor to the Excel-
sior Steel Furnace Co., Chicago, 111. (U. S. No. 1,155,761; Oct,
5, 1915.)

GALVANIZING FURNACE. Charles Fell, Elyria. Ohio,
assignor to National Tube Co., Pittsburgh, Penn. (U. S. No.
1.156.353; Oct. 12, 1915.)

GASES—.Apparatus for Cooling and Purifying Furnace
Gases. Ernst Hofmann, Duisburg, Meiderich, Germany. (U. S.
No. 1.155.237; Sept. 28. 1915.)

HOISTING—Brake for Use on Hoisting Devices. Hermann
Graumuller, Berlin, Germany. (U. S. No. 1,154,508; Sept. 21
1915.)

IRON AND STEEL—Method of Changing the Composition
of Iron and Steel. Bruce Ford, Philadelphia, Penn. (U. S.
No. 1,156.679: Oct. 12. 1915.)

KILN LIN]N(3—Basic Lining for Kilns. Spencer B. New-
berry, Bayridge, Ohio, assignor to Sandusky Portland Cement
Co., Cleveland, Ohio. ( U. S. No. 1,156,018: Oct. 5, 1915.)

L.AMPS—Apparatus for Electrically Igniting Miners'
Safety Lamps. Victor Ernest Joyce, London, England. (U. S.
No. 1,154.992: Sept. 28, 1915.)

LE.AD—Process of and App,aratus for Comminuting Lead.
Clifford D. HoUey, Detroit, Mich., assignor to Acme White
Lead and Color Works, Detroit, Mich. (U. S. No. 1,156,079; Oct.
12, 1915.)

MAGNESIA—Process of Obtaining Magnesia. Joseph .A.

Bradburn, Syracuse, N. Y. (U. S. No. 1,156,662; Oct. 12, 1915.)

JIET.AL COATINGS—Method of Applying Protective Coat-
ings to Jletallic Articles. Clarence Mark. Evanston, and
Clayton Mark. Jr., Lake Forest, 111., assignors to Clayton
Mark, Lake Forest, HI. (U. S. No. 1.155.317;" Sept. 28, 1915.)

METAL TRE.ATMENT—Treatment of Metals to Render
Them Inoxidizable. Tycho A"an Aller, Schenectady, N. Y..
assignor to General Electric Co. (U. S. No. 1,155,974; Oct. 5.

1915.)

MICA-SPLITTING MACHINE. Edward Cooper, Newton.
Mass. (U. S. No. 1.155.298; Sept. 28, 1915.)

MINE-CAR BR.AKE. Clvde E. Morgan. Holdenville, Okla.
(U. S. No. 1,154,041; Sept. 21, 1915.)

MINE-CAR WHEEL. Wilbur D. Hockensmith. Penns Sta-
tion, Penn.. assignor to Hockensmith Wheel and Mine Car
Co., Penns Station. Penn. (U. S. No. 1,154.990; Sept. 28, 1915.)

MINE-CAR WHEELS, Bushing for. Christ A. Specht,
Punxsutawnev. Penn.. assignor of one-half to George L.
Schicker. Punxsutawney, Penn. (U. S. No. 1.154.345; Sept. 21.
1915.)

MINE DOOR—Manually Operated Mine Door. Newton K.
Bowman. North Lawrence. Ohio. (U. S. No. 1,155,703; Oct. 5,

1915.)
MINER'S SHOE. John T. Crowley. Beacon Falls. Conn..

assignor to the Beacon Falls Rubber Shoe Co.. Beacon Falls,
Conn. (U. S. No. 1.155,644; Oct. 5, 1915.)

NITRIC -ACID—Process of Concentrating Dilute Nitric
Acid. Emil Collett. Christiania, Norway, assignor to Norsk
Hydro-Elektrisk Kvaelstofaktieselskab, Christiania, Norway.
(U. S. No. 1,154,289; Sept. 21, 1915).

NITRIDES—Process of Forming Double Nitrides. Samuel
Peacock, Chicago, 111., assignor by mesne assignments, to
Agricultural Research Corporation, New York, N. Y. (U. S. No.
1.154.800: Sept. 28, 1915.)

NITROGEN—Process of Fixing Nitrogen. Ottokar Serpek,
Paris, France, assignor to SociftS Generale des NitrurSs, Paris,
France. (U. S. No. 1,155,840; Oct. 5, 1915.)

OIL BL'RNER. Jesse Ditson. Littleton, Colo., assignor to
the J. Geo. Leyner Engineering Works C!o., Littleton, Colo.
(U. S. No. 1,151.101; Sept. 21, 1915.)

ORE REDUCTION—Ore-Disintegrating and Screening Ma-
chine. George Woodson Crowe, Santa Cruz, Calif. (U. S. No.
1,156,394; Oct. 12, 1915.)

ORE SEP.AR.ATOR. Edward Torrev, Thetford Mines, Que..
Canada. (U. S. No. 1.155,292; Sept. 28, 1915.)

PNEUM.ATIC TOOL. Charles Otis Palmer, Cleveland, Ohio.
(U. S. No. 1.154.797: Sept. 28, 1915.)

PNEUMATIC TOOLS—Compressed-Air System for Operat-
ing Pneumatic Tools. Charles Otis Palmer. Cleveland, Ohio.
(U. S. Nos. 1.154,793, 1.154.794, and 1,154,795; Sept. 28, 1915,)

POT.ASSIUM CHLORIDE—Process of Obtaining Potassium
Chloride. Joseph A. Bradburn, Syracuse, N. Y. (U. S. No.
1,156.388: Oct. 12. 1915.)

PRECIPITATION—Process of Precipitating and Separating
Jletals from Solution. Robert S. Towne, New York, and
Cyrus Robinson. Mount Vernon, N. Y.. assignors to Metal-
lurgical Engineering and Process Corporation. (U. S. No.
1.156.3S3; Oct. 12, 1915.)

PULP—Mechanism for Feeding Pulps. William R. Mack-
lind, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to George A. Martin, trustee.
Cleveland. Ohio. (U. S. No. 1.154,190; Sept. 21. 1915.)

PULVERIZED FUEL—Air-Feed for Pulverized Fuel.
Simon Henrv Harrison, Easton, Penn. (U. S. No. 1,155,725;
Oct. 5, 1915.)

RADIUM—Production of Concentrated Radium Residues
and the Separation of Radium Compounds 'Therefrom. Otto
Paul Curt Bredt, New York. N. Y. (U. S. No. 1.154,230; Sept.
21, 1915.)

ROLLING MILL. Johann Puppe, Breslau, Germany. fU. S.

No. 1,154,884: Sept. 28. 1915.)

SAMPLING APPARATUS. Alexander G. McGregor, Globe,
Ariz. (U. S. No. 1.155.670; Oct. 5. 1915.)

SHOVEL-DIPPER DOORS. Tripping Device for. Prank H.
Armstrong. Vulcan. Mich. (U. S. No. 1.154,157; Sept. 21, 1915.)

STADIA TRANSIT. Willie L. E. KeufEel, Hoboken, N. J.,

assignor to the Keuffel & Esser Co.. Hoboken, N. J. (U. .«.

No. 1.154,253; Sept. 21. 1915.)
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p. C. Schraps, of the South American Development Co., has
arrived in New York from Ecuador.

John Tyssowski, mining engineer, was married in Wash-
ington, Oct. 9. to Miss Catherine Woodward.

Homer L. Carr has been appointed instructor in mining
in the Columhia School of Mines, New York.

Kirby Thomas was in Denver Oct. 12 on his way home to

New York from several examinations in the West.

C. S. Herzig. of London, Eng., passed through Denver
Oct. 7, after making investigations at Ouray and other points.

Bonthrone & Co., mining engineers, have removed from
Bank of Hamilton Building, Vancouver, B. C, to 300 Pender
Street West.

W. D. Burcham has left the employ of the Presidio Min-
ing Co. to open up some mines in the Terlingua quicksilver
district, Texas.

M. H. Rylatt, of Old Leak, Boston, Eng., has been in-

specting his mining interests in tlie Ouray district and is

now on his way home.

Col. Frederic Nicholls, of Toronto, has been appointed act-

ing president of the Dominion Steel Corporation on account
of the illness of President J. H. Plummer.

Harley E. Hooper has resigned his position with the
Junction North Mine, Broken Hill, N. S. W., to join the staff

of RadclifCe & Co., of Kanbauk Mines, Tavoy, Burma.

Prank H. Probert, of San Francisco, is looking over recent
developments on the Comstock Lode. From Nevada he ex-

pects to go to the Bingham and Park City districts in Utah.

J. Menard, formerly business manager of the West Canadian
Collieries, Blairmore. now serving with the Canadian forces

in Europe, has been awarded the Distinguished Conduct
Medal.

H. S. Lee will spend the next two or three months in the

Northern C>ntai"io district on examination work foi- the U. S.

Smelting, Refining and Mining Co. His headquarters will be
at Haileybury.

Professor H. O. Hofman, of the Massachusetts Institute

of Technology, delivered a lecture before the Franklin Insti-

tute, Philadelphia, Oct. 20. on "Recent Progress in the Metal-
lurgy of Copper."

Hon. Louis Coderre, Canadian Secretary of State and head
Of the Mines Department, has resigned to accept a judgeship
and is succeeded by Hon. Pierre Blondin, recently Ministei

of Inland Revenue.

John Page, superintendent of the Illinois Lead and Zinc

Co., Galena, Kan., started for Los Angeles, Calif., and other

western points. In his absence Earl Ryan will look after

the company's interests.

W. H. Stavert has been chosen president of the Lake Su-

perior Corporation succeeding Thomas Gibson, who remains
with the company as general counsel. James Hawson has
been chosen a vice-president in place of W. F. Taylor.

Spruille Braden, of New York, a son of William Braden,
of the Braden Copper Co., and Miss Maria Solar de Huineris,

were married Sept. 15, in Santiago, Chile. Mr. Braden was
graduated from Yale in the class of 1914, and the bride comes
of an old Spanish family.

Col. D. C. Jackling, accompanied by a party of friends, ar-

rived in Juneau, Alaska, early in October to inspect the Per-
severance Mine, Thane Mill, Annex Creek power project, Ken-
sington Mine and other properties. The party arrived on
Jackling's yacht "Cyprus."

Barney S. Shearer has been appointed master mechanic
at the White Pine Extension in Michigan. For many years

Mr. Shearer was master mechanic at the Wolverine mine,

later mill superintendent at Gay, in charge of both Mohawk
and Wolverine stamp mills.

R. B. Watson, general manager of the Nipissing Mines Co..

has returned to Cobalt from a trip of inspection with some
of the directors to examine mining properties near Le Pas,

Manitoba, and states that no decision as to purchasing will be

arrived at until careful sampling has been made.

Several changes in the Carnegie Steel Co. have followed

the recent change in the presidency. William Whigham re-

cently assistant to the president of the company, on Oct. 7

was made vice-president and will serve with Col. H. P. Bope

and W. W. Blackburn. The appointment was made in recog-

nition of Mr. Whigham's valued services as an engineer.

Edward J. Hamilton, who was assistant superintendent of the
Duquesne works, is now general superintendent of that plant.

His former position is held by Ambrose N. Diehl, who has
been succeeded as superintendent of the blast-furnace plant
at Duquesne by Harry M. Stewart, former assistant superin-
tendent of the blast-furnace department.

lieorge H. Abeel died suddenly at Ironwood, Mich., Oct. 13.

He was for a number of year connected with the Castile Mine
on the Gogebic Range. He was a member of the Lake Su-
perior Mining Institute from its start and in 1913-14 served
as vice-president.

The body of T. F. Cheyney, mining engineer of Timmins,
Ont., who had been missing since .\ug. 30 and was last seen
at the Dome Mines office, was found on Oct. 14 in the bush
near Timmins Townsite. A revolver was found about 30 ft.

from the liody. No money was found on his clothes, though
he was known to h.ave had money with him. .Appearances of a
struggle were noted, and the police believe that he was mur-
dered. Cheyney came from Cleveland, Ohio, some years ago
and was well known in the mining camps of northern
Ontario.

Joseph Sutcliffe. mining and oil operator, San Francisco,
jumped or fell from a window on the sixth floor of the La-
tlirop Building on Oct. 1. He struck the sidewalk and was
killi'd instantly. He had been s-uftering from paresis and was
visiting the ofBce of Dr. J. Henry Barbat. The physician
not having the medicine for which Sutcliffe called, promised
to visit him at liis home that evening. Sutcliffe gave no evi-

dence of his intention and appeai-ed in pleasant humor. His
wife, however, said that he has acted queerly before leaving
home. Ho was 37 years old, .-son of W. W. Sutcliffe. and
brother of William Sutcliffe of the German-American Bank of

New Orleans. He was well known in the California oil fields

and reputed to be wealthy.

Dennis Sullivan, whose death was briefly noted last week,
died at Denver, Oct. 10, aged 76 years. He was conspicuous
in the mining and banking circles of Colorado. He was a

self-made man in the commonly accepted sense. He arrived
in Gilpin County, in 1866, with his wife and a few dollars

saved up as a conductor on the Harlem R.R. and began as
,1 common miner. Within a ft-w months he acquired an in-

terest in the Roderick Dhu mine, in which a rich strike soon
put him in a position to go still more deeply into mining.
When Leadville's '79 excitement set in, Mr. Sullivan moved
from Central City and quickly secured interests in new mines
that produced well. He made money in the Little Chief.

Castle View, Big Chief and Penn mines. He owned the Tam
O'Shanter mine w'hich he acquired after a costly litigation

with the late H. A. W. Tabor. He moved to Denver in 1SS3.

soon becoming president of the city's water-supply company.
In 18S4 he was one of the organizers of the Denver National
Bank, the initial directors including, beside himself, James B.

Grant, William H. James and H. H. Eddy, all of whose names
are linked witli the mining history of this state, especially

in connection with the Omaha & Grant Smelting Co. Mr.

Sullivan helu an interest in El Potosi mine. Chihuahua,
Mexico; owned the Brittania copper mine on Vancouver Is-

land, B. C, and was a heavy stockholder in the Yak Tunnel
Co. He had always been quietly active in state and local poli-

tics, influencing affairs in the Democratic party but never
seeking or holding office. He was delegate to the national

convention tliat nominated Grover Cleveland for the presi-

dency. In his death, the state has lost one of its most re-

spected citizens as well as one of its most earnest captains
of finance, mining and general industry.

Society of Cheiiiioal InduNtry—The regular meeting of the

New York Section was to be held Oct. 22. The subject for

the meeting was the Coal Tar and Aniline Industry in the
United States: to be discussed from scientific and commercial
points of view by E. E. Pratt, J. F. Schoellkopf, Thomas H.
Norton, J. M. Matthews and John P. Wood.

American Institute of MInine Engrineers—The next meet-
ing of the New York Section will be held Oct. 28, at the
Machinery Club, SO Church St. The meeting will be preceded
by a dinner served at 6: 30. Following the dinner the subject
of "The Subways of New York City" will be discussed.
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S.V.V FRAXCISCO—Oct. i:i

At the First-Aid ConteMtx at the Panama-Pacific Expo-
sition a woollen grallery was consti'ucted in the north garden
illustrating two divisions of a tunnel or drift connected by
A slope, drift and raise. The structure was built low re-

quiring the men to stoop. The parts representing the two
<iivisions of the tunnel were open on the sides. The stope
and raise were closed in witli glass on one side for part of

the length. This inclosure was supplied with foi maldehyde
and sulphur. The men were provided with breathing appa-
ratus. They made some fine scores in the mine-rescue work.
The f5rst-aid events were demonstrated in the open and the
demonstrations attracted the applause of the visitors gener-
ally and the hearty commendation of mining men.

Hyilraulio Mining i" Xevadn and Placer Counties is being
stimulated by efforts on the part of owners in the Lowell
Hill. You Bet, Dutch Flat. Gold Run and other districts on
Bear and Amei-ican Rivers to secure Congressional appropria-
tions amounting to $150,000 for building a restraining dam on
Bear River. Petitions are being forwarded to Congressman
Raker. A lai'ge number of hydraulic mines in this region
have been idle since the law regulating this class of mining
has been in operation. Many experiments have been made by
owners in the construction of individual dams but never
with great success. As in othei' regions in California, a
number of hydraulic mines in this region could be oper-
ated individually by having a common point for disposal of
the tailings. These mines are probably capable of an annual
production of $2,000,000 of placer gold. JIany of the hy-
draulic miners maintain that the Government put them out
of business and now should assist in putting them back.

DE.WER—Oct. 14

A Discovery of Tin Is Reported in the vicinity of Carbon-
-dale. Colo., where similar finds were reported several years
ago. Prospectors are getting busy.

A Largre Mineral Acreage in Paradox Valley, Colo., contain-
ing deposits of uranium and vanadium, has been acquired by
W. A. Clark, former United States Senator from Montana. The
senator upon hearing of the uranium and vanadium deposits,

sent experts and engineers into the valley and they reported
favorably. He then mafle a personal visit to the country with
the result that he secured practically all the lands in Para-
dox Valley. He has also had experts out in Montana for

several years, but they have not yet found anything suffi-

ciently attractive for Senator Clark.

The Frantic Searcli for Ferberite is n(.)t made by men
alone: boys are prospecting throughout the Nederland disti-ict,

some of them doing very well in sorting old dumps. In one
instance, while picking over Spi-atley mine dumps, boys dis-

closed apex of a vein from which they have begun shipping
in small way. Tungsten properties havr been soarin'.; in

price, due to remarkable rise in the market foi" metal. Really
first-class tungsten mines are scarce. Owners of such are
not willing to sell except at inflated prices. Prospects may
be purchased at moderate figures but even such properties
are held at prices several times figures at which they might
have been secured six months ago. Alloy Steel Co, of La-
trobe, Penn., through its president, \V. H. McKenna, has pur-

chased Rogers Upper Tract, 160 acres, at $1,000 per acre.

BUTTE—Oct. 14

Another Bis Pay Day in Butte, on Oct. S. when between
$1,500,000 and $2,000,000 was paid out to the employees of the
various mining companies The wage scale tor September
was on the basis of $4 per day and although the month was
a short one, with Labor Day and Sundays counted out. min-
ers who worked throughout the month drew $100 or close to it.

Anaconda company's payroll amounted to $1.090,93.5, Butte &
Superior's close to $17.5.000. North Butte's was above $100.-

000. Elm Orlu and Timber Butte's above $50,000, East Butte's

close to $90,000 This brings total of these five companies
above the million and a half mark. Other smaller companies,
such as the Davis-Daly, Butte-Ballaklava, Pilot Butte,

Tuolumne and others, as well as industries connected with

mining, brought total payroll of Butte mining district close

to $2,000,000.

.\fterninth of ^lilltnry Regime in Butte—During the mili-
tary regime in Butte a year ago, necessitated by serious labor
disturbances at that time, numerous arrests were made by the
military authorities, and persons found guilty of breaking
the laws of the state or defying the orders of the authorities
were imprisoned, fined or otherwise punished. Such persons,
upon the withdrawal of the military, filed suits in the civil

courts for damages against the state of Montana, totaling in

all about $70,000. The first eight of these suits will be heard
Oct. 15. Judge W. H. Poorman, assistant attorney-general,
was in Butte Oct. S, preparing for the trial. It is generally
believed that the state will uphold the action of the otiicers
in charge of the National Guard during the time of martial
law in Butte and Silver Bow County and will deny the
plaintiffs' claim that they are entitled to damages.

SALT LAKE CITY—Oct. 1.'.

The rnited States .Vssay Offices in Salt T^ake, Boise, Helena
and Carson City will hereafter charge $1 instead of $3 for each
metal determined, according to adv'f-es recently received
from ^'ashington. The list of determinations includes gold,
silver, lead, iron, tin, zinc and tungsten. A protest has been
made to the director of the mint by the assayer in charge of
the Salt Lake office regarding the assaying of tin and tung-
sten at $1 a determination. The charge of other offices for
these assays has been $5 a metal. Two months ago the local
assay office was equipped for assaying ores in addition to
bullion. The lower charges are expected to encourage min-
ing and especially prospecting.

SE.4TTLE—Oct. 12

Gold Receipts in the Seattle Assay Office for the last quar-
ter decreased, according to the report of the government otfi-

cial in charge. Receipts fcr the quarter this year from Alaska
show $4,SS5,S65 having been received, while last year for
the same period there were $-1,906,416 received.

Two New Placer Strikes liave been made in the vicini + v of
Dawson, which have caused a considerable movement of op-
erators. One strike was made on Rude and Dip Creeks, 20
mi. from Coffee Creek. About 150 claims have been staked
and ...e discoverers report that they have got better than
wages. A landing is made on the 'i'ukon below Selkirk and
a good trail is found to the new camp. The extent of the
pay has not been determined. Reports from IVIarshall City
on the Yukon tell of a new discovery being made near that
deserted camp. The new find was made on Willow Creek,
and the paj'streak has l.)ecn developed across four claims. The
pay so far developed consists of an average of 7 ft. of gravel
running about 12c. per pan, with an overburden of 16 ft. of

muck. Practically all the ground has been staked.

"As to the Quartz Possibilities of the Fairbanks District,

others may be discouraged," says Dr. Alfred H. Brooks, "but
I retain the same opinion expressed some years ago, that
this will yet be a good quartz camp." Mr. Brooks has recent-

ly returned to Seattle from a trip through Alaska for the

United States Geological Survey and continues, "At the pres-
ent time, the quartz industry is not so active as it was some
time ago, but that is because the owners of the properties
are waiting for cheaper fuel. As soon, however, as we get
some coal there at reasonable prices, I am sure the quartz
industry will be more flourishing." Regarding the much dis-

cussed antimony mining Mr. Brooks said that neither he
nor anyone else in the country had paid a great deal of at-

tention to it heretofore, as the demand for the ore was
not great, but now the industry is interesting many opera-
tors. At the present time, it is being mined in a number of

places where the ore is as free from lead as it is in the Fair-
banks district and for that reason it is particularly valuable.

LOVELOCK, NEV. Oct. 13

In the Seven Troughs District, about 20 mi. northwest of

Lovelock, new activity is being manifested. The Dataware
property, at Vernon, has been taken on bond by H. H. Hunter,
of Lovelock, and Salt Lake City and Butte associates, and
is being developed, and at the same time is treating ore from
the dumps in the Darby mill, about 4 mi. distant. The Signal

Peak property, which has been successfully operating a Tono-
pah two-stamp mill, is planning development. G. C. New-
comb, the manager, is now east to raise money for the exten-
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sions planned. The Fairvlew is operating on a lease at 600
ft. in depth and is shipping. The Coalition property, at Seven
Troughs, is in bonanza on the 1,400-ft. level. The vein is

small but very rich. This company is operating a mill at the
mine. The Mazuma, adjoining the Coalition, is idle. There is

very little prospecting or development in the district, outside
the above-noted properties. The veins are in rhyolite and
are associated with a double system of dil<es of basalt and
augite andesite. The chief product is gold, although silver is

generally found with the ores.

The Camp of Willard, near Lovelock, is comatose. Re-
cently there was only one man in the camp, a watchman on
the Honey Bee mine. The broad street, double lined with
ephemeral structures, saloons, dance halls, real-estate offices,

caffs, etc., all erected within a year, is as silent as the
desert of the poets. This situation is partly due to the long
dry spell which has made living and operating in the camp
difficult, but chiefly due to a drought of "outside capital."

The leasers, after a losing struggle to make their operations
pay out of high-grade shipping oie had all left and the her-
alded operations of the Willard Consolidated, "parented" by a
San Francisco stock-selling concern, ceased for lack of funds.
However, the camp is not dead yet. Negotiations are under
way for the Honey Bee property, the discovery property in

the camp and leasers will resume in October on the Operman
claims, adjoining the Honey Bee. and on the Sheepherder
group, on the noi-thern edge of the camp. As evidence of the
cause of the boom the fosterers of Willard show documen-
tary evidence of several carloads of $20 to $44 ore, shipped
by leasers, and of several hundred pounds of "jewelry" ore,

treated at the Coalition mill, at Seven Troughs. However,
the explorations to date, consisting of several tunnels and
drifts, and of half a dozen shafts, the deepest about 60 ft.,

are by no means a conclusive test of the camp. It is possible
that the leasers may yet put the camp permanently on the
map. It is claimed that enough mill ore has been indicated
liy the work to justify reviving the project for a custom
mill. It is rumored that the Sears Smith Engineering Co.,

of Oroville, Calif., is reconsidering plans for such a mill to

be erected on the flat at the railroad, about five miles from
the camp.

MORBIVCI, ARIZ Oct. 10

The Clifton-Morenei-Metcalf Strike at the end of the first

month, Oct. 11, is no nearer settlement than the day the min-
t- i-s walked out. The managers of the Detroit, Arizona and
Shannon copper companies are still absent from the district

;ind declare they will not treat with the strikers until the
non-resident agitators have gone and the complete ascend-
ancy of the Western Federation of Miners is overcome. The
power houses at Clifton and Moi-enci are being operated for

lights onl.v, and the Eagle pumping plant, Morenci Water Co.,

is running one shift instead of three. All other work is

stopped. Morenci Southern train makes only one trip a day
between Guthrie and Morenci. About 100 troops are on the

^;round and more are expected daily. Except an occasional

parade, the district is comparatively quiet. The effect of the

(Jovernor's first order is given in a telegram from one of

the mine managers from El Paso as follows:

Governor Hunt Came te Clifton and on the same platform
with the organizers of the Western Federation of Miners,

made speeches of encouragement to the strikers, the effects

of which were to incite them against the managers and em-
bolden them to deeds of violence. During the ensuing da.vs

the mob of strikers became more and more demonstrative in

showing their hostility against company officials, who were
seized by the mob and subjected to annoyance and humili-

ation. The sheriff was entirely powerless to protect them
in their own homes or in the discharge of their duties and
was forced to place them in jail for their own protection, and
:'.s the governoi- had announced that he w'ould compel the

managers to treat with the Western p'ederation strikers even
if he had to put them in jail to accomplish this, we deemed
it expedient to withdraw from the affected district until

such time as adequate protection to persons outside of the

county jail coul-d be assured, leaving our propei'ty in the

sheriff's hands for protection.

DOUGLAS, ARIZ Oct. 15

The Nacoatari Situation is acute and prospects for the min-
ing companies are more than dubious. The Pilares mine of the

Moctezuma Copper Co., and the concentrator at Nacozari,

Sonora, Mexico, were closed down the evening of Oct. 13;

,t11 the American and a large part of the Mexican employees
left for Douglas, Ariz., or Agua Prieta, Sonora, the following

day. Up to the day of closing down, the mine had been pro-

ducing and the concentrator treating 2,000 tons of ore per

day. For the last three or four weeks operations have been

carried on at this full-capacity scale, but under a feeling of

tension on the part of the employees. The rumors of a Villista

army approaching from Chihuahua was the cause of this, and
each day these reports were announcing the closer proximity
of Villa's troops to the eastern mining camps of Sonora.
The climax was reached Tuesday when General Calles, the
Carranza leader of the Agua Prieta forces announced that
the railroad would be taken over at once by the military
forces under his control; that all food supplies in the company
stores would be confiscated and removed to Agua Prieta; and
that all rolling stock of the railroad would be moved to

that place Thursday, Oct. 14. The announcement was also
made that all the Mexicans at Pilares and Nacozari were to

leave with their families for Agua Prieta. These announce-
ments were made in Nacozari the evening of Oct. 12, but it

was not until noon the next day that more than a few
of the mine employees at Pilares knew of them. Work
was stopped at the end of the day shift and at midnight every
American and all but a few of the Mexicans came down to

Nacozari. Everything was hastily prepared for an indefinite

shutdown at both mine and concentrator. Thursday morning
at eight o'clock the first train carrying nearly all the
Americans and several hundred Mexicans and their families
left Nacozari, reaching Douglas at 2 p.m. Other trains fol-

lowed so that by night Nacozari had been left deserted;
without provisions and without a railroad car or engine.
Considerable apprehension was felt on the trip out as no one
knew definitely the whereabouts of the advance column of the
Villista troops. It was reported that they had entered El
Tigre Wednesday and it was feared that a small squad might
force ahead and cut the railroad line in the vicinity of
Frontera or Esqueda, before the last trains from Nacozari
could pass that part of the line.

The Nacozari Consolidated has also closed down and work
has been stopped at all the properties in and about Nacozari,
Moctezuma, Cumpas and other points in tlie region. Notice
was sent to all operating in these camps in time for them to

maka a hasty departure and reach Nacozari in time for the
train. Many operators on their way out to their properties
turned back and it is probable that no further work will be
done for some time, possibly not for the lest of the year.

.%jurua Prieta Forces have been reinforced by the concen-
tration of the gnater part of the population within a radius
of 100 miles, all of which has been Carranzista territory. The
city is well provisioned, garrisoned and protected by breast-
works, trenches and entanglements. Villa's troops are ex-
pected to move toward that city, because its taking would
give Villa control of nearly the entire state of Sonora. The
announcement that the Carranza government would be recog-
nized by the United States has had the effect of making all

mine operators extremely doubtful about being able to re-

sume woi'k so long as Villa is in control or near enough to

be a menace.
PARBAL, ME-\I(0—Sept. 21

Uwins to the Unsettled Condition of the Country and the
absolute lack of mail service, mail for Mexican mining com-
panies is being sent to El Paso, to be forwarded when condi-
tions are more settled. On Sept. 14, a telegram from Secre-
tary Lansing was received, advising all Americans to leave
the country. On Sept. 16 a special train, sent down by the
American Smelting and Refining Co. took out the entire
staffs of the Mina Tecolotes y Anexas, Montezuma Lead Co.,

and San Francisco del Oro and part of the Alvarado Mining
and Milling Co. employees. Most of the American women of

the district were sent out to the States several weeks ago,
when conditions looked quite threatening. The El Rayo of the
Mines Co. of America has also closed down, and its em-
ployees are now in Parral, waiting for a train to take them
out. Enough Americans of the Alvarado Mining and Mill-

ing Co. remained to continue the operations of the Palmilla
mill and the Alfarefia, Las Cruces, Sierra Plata and Presena
group of mines. This is the only company now operating in

the district. There was practically no mail service for the
month of September, and little improvement is expected
as Villa intends to destroy the railroad from Torreon north
to Chihuahua, removing the rails and good ties, and burning
the old ties. The shortage of food is becoming serious;

there is none in Parral nor Santa Barbara. The Alvarado
has enough corn and beans to feed its men for two or three
months, providing the soldiers do n'ot confiscate it.

TORONTO—Oct. IS

Interest in the Kowkash Gold Camp shows no signs of

abatement. Good showings, many of them displaying free

gold, have been found at scores of points along the auriferous
belt, and the district is overrun with prospectors. Many
buildings are being erected and an S-ml. winter road is be-
ing run through from the King Dodds claims to Kowkash
Station, so that machinery can be brought in. To obviate
confusion, the Department of Mines is having surveyed a tie

line to facilitate accurate locations.
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ALASKA GOLD (Juneau)—Plans for working of Kensing-
ton mine next spring with 500-ton pilot mill said to be con-
firmed.

AXXEX CREEK TUXXEL (Juneau)—Has advanced 1,000
ft. Pipe line and concreting of tunnel being rushed. Power
house practicall\' finished.

STEVE RipWE AXD XO. 9 CLAIMS (Golden) — Doctor
Chase, of Cordova, owner of ground, has recently shipped in
6-stamp mill, 1,500 ft. of tram, and other machinery with in-
tention of putting the claims on a working basis the first
part of next spring, or late this fall.

SLISCOVICH AXTIMONT IIIXE (Xome)—Has been taken
over by syndicate which will immediately start shipping 800
tons of ore now ready and proceed to develop property. Rail-
road between Kugarock and Xome leased so shipment can
be made during winter. Several thousand tons will be ready
for shipment to States with opening of navigation.
ALASKA GOLD MIXIXG CO. (Funter Bay)—W. S. Peko-

vich, who has been working old Funter Bay claims, has
formed million-dollar corporation to develop and mine these
claims on Admiralty Island. OfBcers are J. R. Moore, real
estate man from Seattle; A. H. Ziegler. Juneau lawj-er, and
W. S. Pekovich. The ne^' company expects to increase present
output and install more equipment. Mill is showing good
results.

TALKEETXA MIXIXG CO. (Valdez)—Has been incorpor-
ated for 51,000,000 bv P. C. Ellsworth. 407 Pioneer Bldg.,
Seattle. J. L. Fulton, of Portland, and R. L. Hatcher and E. H.
Barthoff, of Valdez, who have been connected with Crold Bul-
lion Co. Properties with which new company was organized
are formed of a consolidation of Matanuska holdings. Gold
Mine Co.'s land and three other grants. Work in 1916 will
he confined to development and blocking out ore. In winter of
1916 mill will be taken in, and put in operation following
summer. Grade of ore, averages §50 gold per ton. K. I.

Fulton, of Berkeley Calif., will be the Supt.

ARIZONA
Gila County

XEW KEYSTONE COPPER (Miami)—By corporate action,
capital stock of company recently reduced to $39,797, consist-
ing of 39,797 shares, par value $1 each. Only asset company
now owns consists of cash in treasury. Board of Directors of
company deems it advisable and to best interests of stock-
holders to dissolve company, and if such dissolution is author-
ized and approved by two-thirds in interest of all stock-
holders as required by law, cash then in the treasury of com-
pany "Will be available for distribution.

CALIFORXI.%.
Butte CountT

BL'TTERFLY (Oroville)—Lease and purchase option on
this property in Morris ravine secured by H. W. Tegrundy,
C. F. Belding and others, of Oroville.

Ml'GFORD (Chico)—Property reported sold by Thomas
Mugford to Charles L. Crowder and others, of Chicago. Price
said to be §10.000. iline formerly kno^-n as Eureka.

U. S. EXPLORATIOX CO. (Merrimac)—This San Francisco
Co. is reopening Robinson mine in Granite Basin. Contem-
plate building 150-ton mill and 300-hp. hydro-electric plant
in spring of 1916. Designs will be made this winter. Machine
shop and sa\\-mill and other complete equipment will also be
installed at 1.200; shaft will be sunk to 1,400.

Cala-veras County
MARJES MIXIXG 'CO. (San Andreas)—Permit recently

issued by State Commission of Corporations for sale of stock
shares has been revoked. Permit was issued on basis of an
option for purchase of Ford mine. Company forfeited option,
and in order to sell stock for development of other properties
it will be necessary to make neT\- application.

Kldorado County
HOLMES LIME CO. has brought suit in Supreme Court

against Frtd C. Anderson. Walter S. Moore and others to
quiet title to extensive lime deposit near Mountain Quarries
on middle fork American River.

Nevada County
BEX'^ FRAXKLIX AXD ALAPK.\ (Grass Valley)—J. L. Clag-

horn, of X'ew York, has secured bond, and work of unwater-
Ing shaft started. Property equipped with hoist machinery.

X'ORTH STAR (Grass Valley)—Work is progressing below
6 300 incline level. Deepening of shaft will be resumed at
an earlv date. Third quarterly dividend this year disbursed
amounting to S50.000.

POLAR STAR (Grass Valley)—Contract for installation of
hoist, pump, compressor and other equipment for sinking,
secured by Taylor Brothers Foundry and Engineering Co.
Mine is one of old producers and has been idle for some time.
Propertv taken over bv Utah men. Oscar Coflin is superin-
tendent.
XORTH STAR fXevada City)—Enlargement of Providence

shaft to 1,750 level is about completed Shaft now has three
compartments and has been completely retimbered and new
track laid; it will be deepened to 3.000-ft. point. Xew hoist
equipment installed. Providence "will be converted into main
\vorking shaft of ("^hamnion q-rouo. Drift from Champion
-.haft being driven at 2.500-ft. point.

CEXTRAL SOUTH YUBA (Grass Valley)—Thirty tons of
copper ore shipped to Selbv estimated to run lO'/r copper and
5% zinc. Shaft is down 100 ft. In drift 115 ft. south and 27
ft. north of shaft 4-ft. ledge has been developed. FormiT
shipment of 40 tons returned $12 gold. $6 silver and $14
copper. About 500 tons of ore on dump ready tor shipment.
Cost of mining and transportation would not permit mining
of low-grade ore.

Placer County
HERMAX (^\'estville)—Thirty-stamp mill in operation

since Aug. 17. crushing ore from 300 level, some of which is
high-grade. Lost vein on tunnel level was found in south
dr'ft in hanging wall and in the foot wall of north drift.
This vein is in line with new oreshoot discovered on surface,
600 ft. above. James F. Grimes, of Pittsburgh, and associates,
are operators. Company has 1.000,000 ft. of timber now used
for fuel as well as mine timbers, but electric power is con-
templated. This may be secured from Pacific Gas and Elec-
tric Co. or mine operators could install an electric power
plant as availability of water is assured.

Trinity County
ASBESTOS deposits, about 12 mi. from Hayfork, reported

to have attracted interest of Seattle men. Abundant water
and timber available. Bert Kellogg is owner.

GLOBE COXSOLIDATED (Dedrick)—Reported that Crown-
Reserve Mines Co., of Cobalt, is negotiating for control of
property. Equipment includes 20-stamp mill and cyanide
plant. Property has produced approximately $250,000 and has
strong ore reserve.

Tulare County
M.^GXESITE DEPOSIT north of Porterville reported to be

under examination by Chicago men with view of purchase
and operation.

COLORADO
Houlder C<tunty

U. S. GOLD (Boulder)—Xew milling plant completed.
Crushing began Oct. 3. Treatment includes crushing, roasting
and cyanide leaching. C)res from Livingston and Sphinx
mines of this company will be treated. Underground work-
ings have been put in good shape and are ready for regular
production.

BOULDER TUXGSTEX PRODUCTIOX CO. (Xederland)—
Xew crosscut tunnel started with portal below great dam of
Colorado Power Co. It continued on its present northwesterly
course through Hurricane Hill, will inteicept manv tungsten
veins at depths up to 1.000 ft. For more than mile tunnel
will be within property lines of this company. If continued
further, it will develop the ground of Wolf Tongue and Primes
companies. This is first tunneling project in this district and
is undertaken bv an "independent" companv not purchasing
custom ores. Mill will be erected at moutli of tunnel when
such plant is warranted. Superintendent, Fred H. X'ye.

Gilpin County
EAST XOTAWAY (Russell Gulch)—This mine, producer of

I'ich ore for many >ears, closed down year ago by litigation,
has been finally secured by opposing litigant Colma Mining
Co.. and will be reopened under superintendence of R. C.
Benight.

Lake County
MATCHLESS (Leadville)—The third fire within 14 months

destroyed the shafthouse and equipment, Oct. 10. This is the
mine from which late Senator H. A. W. Tabor took fortune
and it is still owned by his widow who lived in cabin de-
stroyed in this last fire. Incendiarism is suspected. Leasers
.\von and Springhetti had just put mine in readiness for
shipping.
DERRY RAXCH (Leadville)—The 6-cu.yd. dredge, built by

the Xew York Engineering Co.. went into commission Oct
9: first cleanup Oct. 16, about 87,000: estimated yardage, 17,000
cu.yd Heating plant now being installed preparatorv to
cold-^veather operation. Dredge o-^'ned by Derry Ranch
Gold Dredging Co., of which A. C. Ludlum, president of Xew
York Engineering Co., is president and principal owner.

San Miguel County
TOMBOY (Telluride)—Erection and equipment of new

cyanide plant are proceeding rapidly.

Summit County
ST. JOHXS (Montezuma)—By way of experimentation on

this mine's complex ore, large shipment is being made to
Salida for smelting and another large lot will be tested by
concentration methods including flotation.

WELLIXGTOX' (Breckenridge)—Flotation equipment is
being installed in wet mill to treat tails from present appar-
atus. Mine produces 150 tons daily. C-rmnlete fire-protection
service is being installed, equipment consisting of 50.000-gal.
tank placed about 500 ft. up mountain with ample pipelines.

Teller County
PORTLAXD (Victor)—Good ore has been exposed on nw

1,900 levfl. About 40 sets of leasers working.
EL PASO (Elkton)—September production was even 100

carloads, about 2.600 tons. Xew shoot 3% ft. thick has been
opened on 500 level in Ajas vein and proved for 60 ft. It
averages about 1.25 oz. per ton.
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.VJAX (Victor)—September production, entirely bv leasers,
totaled 1,015 tons, average value of $17.20 per ton. Mill is
being remodeled somewhat and sampling machinery installed
preparatory to starting up again, on custom basis.

VINDICATOR (Independence)—On 1,600 level, rich strike
has been made in what is called No. 1 North vein. Dalzell
lease, 800 level, produces two carloads of 1-oz. ore per week.
Total September production from this mine was 195 carloads
(5,S50 tons); record for this company. Of this, leasers are
credited with 41 9r, averaging 1 oz. per ton. Golden Cycle
mine, now owned by Vindicator company, shipped 230 car-
loads, all consigned to Golden Cycle mill at Colorado City.
Of this production, leasers mined 52'^.

IDAHO
ShoNhone Von

STANLEY (Burke)—From upper level of this Day-con-
trolled property antimony ore is being sloped and sorted for
shipment. Contract has been let to Edward Reese for crosscut
tunnel at lower level.

BIG CREEK LEASING (Kellogg)—Contract has been let
to John Melise to drive 4S0-ft. raise from lower tunnel to
connect with orebody in upper workings. Ore recently found
carries 30% lead and 3S0 oz. silver per ton.

HYPOTHEEK (Wallace)

—

\ 12-in. vein of high-grade
galena has been found in crosscut to vein on 1,100 level.
No work will be done to prospect this unexpected deposit
till main vein has been cut and its possibilities determined.

R.\Y-JEFFERSON (Wallace)—Capital stock of company
has been increased from $1,500,000 to $2,000,000, funds from
sale of new issue to be applied to winter development work
and building of new 250-ton mill. Reported that entire issui'

was taken by men who were already heavy stockholders.
Work on mill, it is announced, will commence as soon as snow
flies.

CCEUR D'ALENE ANTIMONY (Kellogg)—Mine is near
mouth of Pine Creek, about mile from railway. Forty-ton
car of ore cai'rying 50% antimon.v has been shipped. Ore is

blocked out and sloping is under way on three levels. At
150-ft. level of main shaft vein is 5 ft. wide and averages
50% antimony. Rock crusher and three Jigs will be added to
mill equipment. Twenty men are employed.

SILVER.\DO (Osburn)—Property comprises group of lead-
silver claims near Osburn. At Spokane meeting of stock-
holders W. P. Pickrell was elected president, Wm. Wood, vice-
president, and C. 11. Muxen secretary-treasurer. Arrange-
ments have been made with Washington Water Power Co. for
current and compressor will be installed soon. Winze is down
110 ft. from inner end of 4.000-ft. working adit.

SUCCESS (Wallace)—Stringer of silver-lead ore recently
found on 1,200 level, assaying 60% lead, 10% zinc, and 60 oz.

silver, across 16 in., is first lead ore to be discovered in this
mine. Stringer lies on footwall below 7-ft. body of zinc ore.

An entirely new oreshoot has lieen tapped by crosscuts on
500 and S()0 levels; raise has been driven on this from SOO
to the 700; will be extended to 500. As soon as new pump is

installed at 1,200, shaft will be sunk to 1,400.

M.ARSH (Burke)—Operations at this mine delayed by
unusual flow of water from crosscut to Got-Em-Now lode.
Owing to inadequate pumpin.g capacit.v water is collecting in
lower workings. New pump o" 400 gal. per min. capacity has
been ordered and will be installed at 000 level, where station
50 ft. long, 25 ft. wide and 20 ft. high has been cut. Mill on
Ninemile, near Wallace, has been overhauled and its capacity
increased from 150 to 200 tons. Callow flotation process has
increased saving by $1.25 a ton. September shipments wei-e
200 tons of crude ore and 600 tons of concentrate.

HIGHLAND-SURPRISE (Kellogg)—.\fter trial run of
three cars of ore at new 100-ton mill of this Pine Creek prop-
erty it was decided to use electric power instead of steam.
Ore is now being taken from stope opened last winter in
Surprise ground. Ore from Highland-Chief is being stored
pending" settlement of certain didiculties that arose at time
of consolidation of old Surprise and Highland-Chief. Drift
from Surprise into Highland-Chief ground has been driven
1.000 ft. and has cut shoot of ore averaging 14%r lead, lOTc
zinc, and 6.6 oz. silver per ton; this drift is 126 ft. below High-
land tunnel and raise shows continuous ore between levels.

MICHICJ.VN

Copper

CALUMET & HECLA (Lake Linden)—Regrinding plant at
Lake Linden produced, during month of September, at rate
of 4,000,000 lb. of copper per annum. This copper was pro-
duced at reported cost of 4c. a pound.

ARCADIAN (Houghton)—Tenth level opening is getting
into better looling rock. Nothing is being done at present
on conglomerate formation which was opened several months
ago. Progress in crosscut from testpit, to gain knowledge
of New Baltic vein is good.

CENTENNIAL (Calumet) — Self-appointed committee of
Lake Superior shareholders held meeting last week at which
it was definitely decided to wait and see what happens to
Tamarack deal with Calumet & Hecla before going further
with their plans of approaching Osceola Cons, in regard to
selling out to Osceola.

HOUGHTON COPPER (Houghton)—Is maintaining average
of 2.S lb, refined per ton from rock coming from 10th level.

Is showing better than anticipated. In addition to daily ship-
ment of two ears of rock to Winona mill, operations at
Houghton include sinking from 10th level winze. At point
where sinking started, richest rock anywhere in this prop-
arty was encountered.

WINONA (Winona)—Continues to operate on limited scale
and to secure better than 18 lb. refined copper per ton, which
is best showing ever made on this property. Experiments
with leaching processes continuing with evidence of ultimate
success. Winona rock is different from any other in district
and requires distinct treatment. Manager Seeber has been
persistently experimenting to find best concentrating and
leaching combination.

QUINCy (Hancock)—Will make no effort to re-open Pon-
tiac shaft this winter, according to present plans. That is
not due to an.\- fear as to merit and value of Pontiac tract,
for levels from Mesnard, running no»th are all in best looking
ground to be found anywhere in northerly section of the
Quincy's numerous shafts. Three shafts are keeping up daily
tonnage that is equal to past performances.

VICTORI.A (Victoria)—Is handling average under 450 tons
of rock daily and this is now running 12 lb. per ton. About
as lean as any rock in Lake Superior district and is profit-
ably handled simply because of water power and economical
management. The rock has averaged as low as 11 lb. but it is
believed that little closer selection in larger openings can
make it come up to 13 lb. There is one 700-ft. lateral that
is in the best looking rock that the property has opened.
Work of building larger shaft, beside one now utilized, is
going forward at si.x different levels at same time and will
take about five months more to complete. That will be fol-
lowed by installation of rolls in stamp mills with result that
company then can hoist and mill product at least 30% larger
than at present. The company recently has made some land
purchases in vicinity of dam.

Iron
ROLLING MILL (Negaunee)—Orders have been received

to ship 100,000 tons from stockpile. This will be first to be
moved this year.

CLEVELAND-CLIFFS IRON (Ishpeming)—Diamond drill
has been placed in commission just to west of North Lake.
Barnes Land Co. owns land.

B.A.LTIC (Iron River)—Mine is being reopened by Pick-
ands, Mather & Co. About 150,000 men will be employed by
Nov. 1. Water is now being drained anf^ bailed.

L. S. & I. RY. (Marquette)—Record was established at new
dock on Sunday, Oct. 10. Ovei- 42,000 tons were sent out in
one da.v. Eight vessels were loaded. A shortage of cars and
boats is causing companies considerable concern. Cleveland-
Cliffs Iron Co. is hard after wild carriers and believes that all
of ore sold will not be moved this season.

MIN^K^SOT.V
Cnyiiiia Rniifjre

IRON MOUNTAIN (Manganese)—First cargo of this mine's
product will leave Soo Dock, Superior, Wis., on Oct. 16. Man-
agement plans sinking shaft to greater depth with view to
inci'easing output.

Dullitli

DULUTH & IRON RANGE RY.—Final plans have been
prepared for $1,500,000 steel and concrete ore dock to re-
place present No. 2 and No. 3 docks. New dock will be
similar to No, 1 dock and will have storage capacity of 6S,-
000 tons. During construction, old No. 2 dock will be de-
molished but No. 3 will continue in operation until new dock
is ready.

^leHabi Raiigre

MINORCA (Biwabik)—After shipping 447 cars in Septem-
ber, operation has ceased, all machinery having been moved
to other operations in district.

MOH.\WK (.\urora)—Workings now being pumped out.
Mining to be resumed. Has been idle over a year. Steam
shovel started shipping ore in stock this week. Employment
will be given to 100 men throughout winter.

EUCLID (Chisholm)—Ground at west end of pit is caving
again. Several large holes have appeared in middle of Central
Ave. in city. Old drifts that run under town were supposed
to be filled, but settling is occurring. Mine has been idle
several years.

CROSBY (Nashwauk)—Mill is now about completed. Build-
ing is 62x57 ft. Extreme height is 81 ft. Plant is one-half
unit in size. .Ml of machinery driven by individual motors.
Very little shafting and belting in evidence. All machinery
furnished by .\llis-Chalmers Co. Mill will probably not go
into active operation for several months.

VIRGINIA—H. A. Rogers, of General Electric Co. is here
to electrify shovels of one of mining companies. There are
few such shovels in operation on Mesabi now. It is claimed
that they ai-e being operated successfully at Utah Copper, in
Bingham. In the past, trouble has come from heavy strain on
motors at time the dipper was getting its load. It is stated
that this fault has been overcome.

MIS.SOl'RI-K.\XS.lS-OKl,.\HO.M.V
Zine-Lead DiNtrict

ANCHOR MINING CO, (Lincolnville. Okla.)—Is building
new 200-ton mill on lease on Buck land.

WHITE E.'^GI.E (Baxter Springs, Kan.)—Last week made
4 cars of ore, 160 tons; will make about same this week:
largest producer in district. Homer Seals is superintendent.

JOHN HUFFMAN, ARTHUR B.\BB AND RAMSEY BROS.
(Galena, Kansas)—Have taken lease on Murdock land north-
west of Galena. Will install pumps to drain ground. Land
worked formerly at shallow depth. Present company will
go to lower level, whei-e good ore is known to exist from re-
sult of drilling some >'ears ago.

EMMETT MINING CO. (Joplin, Mo.)—Has succeeded in
draining its land east of Joplin to ^ower level. Has been
pumping for several months; ground been idle tor years on
account of water. Has found good run of ore. New 150-ton
mill will be l>uilt at once. Immense pile of dirt has been
broken down and readv to hoist: work will be conducted on
the 120-ft. level while mill is being built. At 90-ft. level, face
of good ore has been blocked out 300 ft. long and 30 ft. high.

MOIVT.VN.l
Beaverhead County

BOSTON & MONTANA DEVELOPMENT (Elkhorn)—Tun-
nel has now reached length of 2,000 ft. and is within 300 ft.

of principal veins. Financing of proposed railroad to mines
has been delayed due to fact that London financiers who were
backing enterprise are obeying orders against outside In-
vestments since war broke out in Europe.
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nre proceciion. locaiea aoove Duiiamgs to give nign pressure
in mains. Five pulverized-coal-flred reverberatory furnaces
are in operation and woi-lv is progressing rapidly on other
three. Ninth reverberatory is being installed in converter
building to re-treat converter slags.

FerKU.s County
BARNES KING DEVELOPMENT (Kendall) — Approxi-

mately -.i>00 tons of ore were mined during September with
estimated gold output amounting to between $15,000 and
flfi.OOii. This is about same as in August, although tonnage
is larger and returns per ton less, amounting to between $5
and $6 against .$;i per ton in August. Some accumulated low-
grade oie run through mill in September reduced average
value. At Piegan-Gloster mill near Marysville. Lewis and
Clark County, low-grade ore is being milled. Returns for
September between SflD.OOO and $12,000. Total receipts from
gold shipped by compan\- to Helena assav office will be be-
tween $25,000 and $30,000.

Silver Bow County

NORTH BUTTE (Butte)—Fourteen men were killed at
Granite Mountain mine on Oct. 19 by an explosion of 500 lb.

of dynamite. Eight men were seriously inju.-ed, one prob-
ably fatally. Cause of explosion has not been determined.

DAVIS-DALY (Butte)—Returns on shipments during past
two weeks show average of about 7% copper. Shipments are
being increased and for October may average 125 tons per
day. :

BUTTE-ALEX SCOTT (Butte)—Oct. 6 operations were re-
sumed after shutdown of nearly two months during which
numerous improvements were made. Shaft was sunk 220 ft.

and station started on 2.200-ft. level. Hoisting plant was ad-
justed to take care of future increase in output and shaft was
equipped with skips to replace cage and cars used hereto-
fore.

.MEVAD-V

>'>e County

TONOPAH ORE PRODUCTION for week ended Oct. 9,

amounted to 9,583 tons, valued at $198,454. compared to 9,496
tons week previous. Producers were; Tonopah Belmont, 2,724
tons; Tonopah Mining, 2,850; Tonopah Extension, 1,850; West
End, 921; Jim Butler, 1,100; and miscellaneous leasers 138
tons.

Storey County
CROWN POINT-BELCHER (Gold Hill)—Water was low-

ered and incline repaired below 1,600 level. Jacket mill re-
ceived 750 tons of dump rock and siiipped 2 bars of bullion
to smeltery. Saved 42 cars of mill rock from stopes in 1,300
Belcher raise.

MEXIC.'^N (Virginia)—Southwest drift from No. 3 extended
12 ft. to 26-ft. point;- face shows 4 ft. of quartz of low^ assay
value. East crosscut No. 3, 2,700 level, is in porphyry and
quartz. Mexican mill treated 270 Ions of ore, average assay
value $9. -IS per ton.

COX. A'IRGINIA AND OPHIR (Virginia)—On 2,700 level
joint west crosscut h.as been started and advanced 12 ft.
through porphyry. On 2,500 level Ophir sunk two-compart-
ment winze 5 ft., making total depth 11 ft. Saved in Cen-
tral tunnel 307 cars of ore from stopes and development
work and milled 250 tons.

UNION CON. (Virginia)—Saved in raise No. 1 slope 32
cars of ore averaging $20 per ton. Top of raise is 54 ft.

above sill floor. In stope No. 3, 8S cars of ore worth $13.60
per ton saved from old fill. Joint Union and Sierra Nevada
continued repairs in southwest drift on 2,500 level. Sierra
Nevada west crosscut advanced 10 ft.; face showing porphyry
and quartz of low assay.

UTAH
Beaver County

PALOMA GOLD AND.SILVER (Milford)—At meeting of di-
rectors, held Oct. 4. it was decided to sink shaft additional
100 ft. Contract for this work has been given.

Juab County
QUARTZ LEDGE, recently disclosed on O. M. Henry ranch,

producing good ore, which is being hauled to Central Eureka
mill for crushing and treatment.

TINTIC STANDARD (Eureka)—Work is being done on
1.350 level, which is j-eached by inclined winze in vein. Fis-
sure carries quartz, which is at present barren. Seven men
are working.

IRON BLOSSOM (Silver City)—Shipments for first nine
months of year amount to 754 cars, or about 36.000 tons,
making monthly rate of about S4 cars. Week ended Oct. S
there were shipped 21 cars

Salt Lake County
CARDIFF (Salt Lake)—Daily shipments of from 100 to

125 tons are being made. Telephone line is being built to
property from Alta. Parts of new machinery have been de-
livered, but compressor is not yet installed.

M(1NT.\NA-BINGHAM (Bingham)—Conger vein has been
cut in Bingham Amalgamate!.! ground by this compan.\''s tun-
nel, and development work will begin at once with consider-
able force. As soon as this is well under way, tunnel, now
in 4,048 ft., will be continued to cut Keystone and Fortuna
veins.

UNITED STATES MINING (Bingham)—About 400 tons of
ore produced daily from this company's Bingham proper-ties.
Most of this is a lead-zinc ore, which is treated at concen-
trator and Huff electrostatic plant at Midvale. Zinc is shipped
to company's recently acquired zinc plant in Kansas. About
50 tons dail\" of copper ore is produced.

.
MICHIGAN UTAH CONSOLIDATED (Alta)—This conipanv

IS advertising for bids for 1,000-ft. extension of its Hot Air
drain tunnel. Dimensions are 5x7 in clear. Air. compressor-
inan, blacksmith shop, drills and steel, cars, rails, shoveling
sheets, and ventilating pipe are to be furnished. Contractor-
shall furnish labor, powder, fuse, caps, picks, shovels, and
blacksmith coal, and shall drive tunnel under supervision of
compan.v.

Summit County
PARK CITY shrpments for- the week ended Oct. 8 amounted

to 1,493 tons.

NEW QUINCY (Park City)—Crosscutting is being don.-
from 90-ft. raise above 900 level of Daly West. Two shifts
are being worked.

SNAKE CREEK TUNNEL (Park City)—Face is in 12.70(1
ft. Progress of 345 ft. was made during September. Tunnel
IS 3,1 30 ft. from surface, having reached point of greatest
depth to be attained.

SILVER KING CONSOLIDATED (Park Citv)—During Sep-
tember output avi-r-aged 50 tons a day. Earnings for Julv,
August, and September- amounted to $188,000, which is neariv
equal to three quarterly dividends of $63,000. Ore is bring'-
ing about $40 a ton, net smelter returns.

Tooele County
CONSOLIDATED MERCUR (Mercur) — Dividend of $6,000

has just been paid from sale of jiaits of old mill at this mine.
Report covering period from July, 1912. to Jan. 31, 1913.
stated that operations were being carried on at loss, and mine
closed down. In 1913 and 1914 dividends amounting together
to $50,000 were paid from accumulated surplus. Company has
been selling off machinery, etc. It still owns mining ground.

AV.VSHINGTO^
Spokane County

WASHINGTON STEEL AND IRON CO. (Spokane)—Is com-
lileting plans for erection of 100-ton iron-oi'e furnace in
Leavenworth district. Oliver- P. Moor-e is secretary of com-
pany.

WISCOXSIX
Zinc-Lead Di.striot

POLLARD & SAXE (Linden)—Wallace mill at Highland is
being removed to Gillman mine at Linden.

STEPHENS & KISTLER ( Platteville)—Construction of
100-ton mill has been begun on Cruson property at Platteville.

GREAT WESTERN (Galena)—This company is moving
roaster equipment from Brown-Croft mine at Shullsburg to
its property at Galena.

OLIVER IRON MINING (Shullsburg) — This company is
sinking shaft and assembling material for- 400-ton mill on
Mulcahy land near- Shullsbur-g.

WISCONSIN ZINC (Platteville)—Rich cuttings of jack
were found in first hole drilled on Chas. Aston tract of 280
acres, formerly Ivo, midway between Benton and Shullsburg.
This company has also taken over old Ida-Blende site near
Benton.

CAXAD.4.
Ontario

ORE SHIPMENTS (3VER THE T. & N. O. RY. for the
month of September-. 1915, from Cobalt proper were Beaver,
53 tons; Buffalo, 351; Cobalt Comet, 51; Coniagas, 37; Crown
Reserve. 79; Kerr Lake,45; La Rose. 130; McKinlev-Darragh.
195; Mining Corjioration of Canada Ltd., Cobalt Lake Mine,
172; Townsite City, 102; O'Brien, 74; Penn Canadian, 63:
Peterson Lake—Seneca Superior Ore. 143; Temiskaming. 42;
from New Liskeard. Casey Cobalt, 34; total silver ore ship-
ments, 1,576 tons. From South Porcupine, Dome Lake (gold),
31; from Porquois Junction, Alexo Mine (nickel), 584 tons.

CANADIAN MINING CORPORATI(~>N (Cobalt) — For four-
weeks ended Aug. 12, value of production from different mines
was £40.420 of which £19.272 was profit.

DOME (Porcupine) — September production was $139,000
from 28,500 tons of ore; an average recovery of $4.87 per ton.
Work of doubling cajiacity of mill proceeding rapidly.
CROWN-RESERVE (Cobalt)—Has been investigating Globe

mine in California with view to purchase. It offers to pay
oft obligations of the Globe company out of profits of mine
and give Globe shareholders a 45 '/r interest in company.

HOLLINGER (Porcupine)—Report for four weeks ended
Sept. 9 shows gross profits of $149,935. Mill treated 39.731
tons of or-e of which 11,559 tons came from Acme. Average
value of HoUinger ore was $9.03. Total operating costs wei-e
$3.35 a ton.

Quebec
NORTH AMERICAN MAGNESITE CO.. ISO St. James St.,

Montreal, is working magnesite deposits in Grenville town-
ship. The plant for burning and preparing the mineral Is at
Calumet.

CONSOLIDATED MINING AND SMELTING CO. OF CAN-
ADA. LTD, (Montreal)—Has received two-year contract for
its output from home government and will put $500,000 into
new zinc reduction and copper refining plants.

Yukon Territory
THOMAS P. AITKEN (Mayo Landing. Stewart River)—

Will install air- compressor and hammer drill at his property,
taking material in this fall. Aitken is well known and pros-
per-ous miner of Dawson and Fair-banks days.

AFRICA
Transvaal

GEDULD PROPRIETARY MINES, LTD. (Johannesburg)—
Board of Directors has decided to immediately increase tjie
capacity of the reduction plant to enable it to crush 40.000
tons per month. The increase will be so made as to permit
of a still further addition at a minimum of expenditure, and
development will be continued at full speed with this end
in view. It is expected that the increased plant will be In
operation before the end of the next year. The expenditure
involved will not interfere with the payment of dividends,
as the necessary funds are in hand.
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Metal Markets

IVEW YORK—Oct. 2«, 1915

All of the principal markets were quiet during tlie last

week without material chanKe in prices.

Copper, Tin, Lead and Zinc

Copper—This inarket is in a ratlier chaotic condition. Cer-

tain producers who were fortunate in having large stocks

of copper abroad have continued to make excellent sales

out of warehouse there, and being satisfied with that busi-

ness have made no effort to do anything here. Other pro-

ducers in selling for e-xport find it diflicult to arrange for

freights and are taking chances on freight rates and ex-

change, their probable net return being a good deal a matter

of guesswork. However, they are not disposed to draw fine

points about this; for everybody is desirous of selling cop-

per and the present price is lucrative no matter if there be a

difference of half a cent a pound in realizations. Operations

in the domestic market are conducted with somewhat the

same spirit. During the last week a rather large quantity

was reported as having been sold by Lake producers on the

basis of ITYsC., cash, New York, which is figured as corre-

sponding with electrolytic at about 17.80c. Lake producers

apparently took the bulk of the business, producers of elec-

trolytic finding it rather difficult to make sales in spite of

offering at material concessions. Some producers were dis-

posed to take business whenever and however they could get

it. In the early part of the week some sales were made at

17.821/ic., regular terms, corresponding with about 17.62V2C.,

cash, New York, but on Tuesday and Wednesday copper be-

came available from some quarters at 17 %c., regular terms,

equivalent to 17.55c., cash. New York.

Copper Sheets are quoted about 23c. per lb. for hot rolled

and 24c. for cold rolled, with usual extras. Wire prices are

unsettled; quotations may be put at 191,4 ffi> 19%c. per lb. at mill.

The chief maker does not quote base price.

Visible Stocks of Copper in Europe on Oct. 15: Great

Britain, 1S,0S7; France. 1.905; afioat from Chile, 525; afloat

from Australia, 3,300; total, 23,817 long tons, or 53,350,080 lb.

This is a decrease of 5,167 tons as compared with the Sept. 30

report.

Imports of Copper in the United States for the week
ended Oct. 2 are reported by the Department of Commerce as
follows: Metal, 9,858,736 lb.; in ore and matte, 3,600,571; total,

13,459,307 lb. The larger imports were from Chile, Canada,
Japan and Spain. Exports for the week were 16,489,622 lb.,

the larger shipments being 7,628,452 lb. to Russia, 4,686,763

lb. to England, 2,576,804 lb. to Italy and 1,402,623 lb. to France.

Tin—This market was quiet, but there was a steady de-

mand and a fair volume of business was reported done.

Stocks apparently are being absorbed. Talk about the pros-
pective British duty has died out.

Banka tin production for the five months. Mar. 1—July 31.

was 3.550 long tons; a decrease of 170 tons as compared with
the corresponding period last year.

Lead—A rather large business was done, but the market
exhibited a considerably mixed situation. In New York
heavy transactions were made at 4.50c., and in St. Louis at
about 4.42 V4c. On sales for export a premium could be readily
obtained, but there was difiiculty in arranging such sales

owing to the scarcity of freight room. Premiums over the
schedule prices of the X. S. and R. Co. were also realized in

other markets, Philadelphia, for example. On the other
hand, in selling for delivery in Pittsburgh, there was sharp
competition.

Spelter—A moderately large business—several thousands
of tons—was done during the week at an average of about
12 %c., basis St. Louis. A far larger proportion of this busi-
ness was done for delivery during the fourth quarter of 1915
than was the case in the previous week. Many of the pro-
ducers made offers to sell for delivery in the first quarter of

1916, but the interest of bu^ers in such deliveries was less

marked than it had been. On the other hand, several pro-
ducers preferred to confine their sales to the immediate quar-

ter. Of the business done during the week, by far the larger

proportion, say, SO or 90%. was for export, especially to

France.
Zinc dust is quoted at 25 @ 30c. per lb. One sale was re-

ported at 28 cents.

The ore sales of the Amalgamated Zinc Co. to American
smelters have been as follows: New Jersey Zinc Co., 1,000

tons; American Zinc, Lead and Smelting Co., 2,000 tons;

Robert Lanyon Zinc and Acid Co.. 2,000 tons; Granby Mining
and Smelting Co., 1.000 tons, and Edgar Zinc Co., 50,000 tons.

Other sales are pending. The first cargo of ore for the Edgar
Zinc Co. (destined for Donora) has been delivered at Mobile.

Zinc Slieets—Business has been active, sales good but with
no material change in quotations. The base price for carload
lots is if 16 per 100 lb. f.o.b. Peru, 111., less 8% discount.

DAILY PRICES OF METALS IN NEW YORK
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Other Metals

NEW YORK—Oct. 20

Aluminum—Conditions remain about the same as for sev-
eral weeks past. Metal for early delivery is scarce, stocks
being very low. The American producer has none for sale

for some months. Quotations are high, 57 @ 60c. per lb. being
quoted for No. 1 ingots. New York.

Antimony—Business has been more active than for some
time. Demand is good and the market is firm, with a tend-
ency to advance. The ordinary brands are held at 29@29i,ic.

per lb., New York, while 45 if? 46c. is asked for Cookson's. The
shipments of Chinese which were held up in the Panama Canal
have been ordered to San Francisco.

Niclvel—Quotations for ordinary forms are nominally 45 (g

50c. per lb., according to size and terms of order. A premium
of 3c. per lb. is charged for electrolytic nickel.

Quiclisilver—Demand is fair and stocks are rather low,
so that prices remain firm and are inclined to advance. The
New York quotation is $92@94 per flask of 75 lb. for large
orders, $93@95 for smaller quantities. San Francisco reports
by telegraph an advance from $87.50 early in the week to

$90(5 92 per flask today. London price remains £15 10s. per
flask, with the same quotation from jobbers.

Gold, Silver and Platinum

.VfiW YORK—Oct. 20

Gold—A shipment of $25,000,000 gold fiom London has ar-
rived at New York, by way of Halifax. The gold being in

British coin was sent to the Assay Office as it arrived.
Transvaal gold production in September is reported at

776,750 oz., being 2,013 oz. less than in August, but 74,580 oz.

more than in September, 1914. For the nine months ended
Sept. 30 the total production was 6.733.916 oz., or $139,190,044.

being 600,497 oz. more than last year.

Platinum—The situation has not been relieved by any new
arrivals, and stocks remain low. Sales to jewelers are at a
stand for the present. Quotations are a little unsettled, but
very firm, with no present prospect of a break. Refined plat-

inum is $51@55 per oz.. New York, while $35(S59 is asked for

hard metal.

Silver—The market has ruled steady and quiet without
special feature the past week, the demand being suflicient to

take care of offerings. It closes steady at 23'%d. in London.

Zinc and Lead Ore Markets

PL.\TTEVIL1,E, AVIS Oct. 16

The base price paid this week for zinc ore was $S0@"5 per
ton for 60% grades. The base price paid for SO''^ lead ore
was $54 per ton.

SHIPMENTS, WEEK ENDED OCT. 16

Zinc Lead Sulphur
Ore, Lb. Ore. Lb. Ore, Lb.

Week 5,393,170 2S0.790 593,080
Year 158,242.580 5.276,910 21,707,850

Shipped during week to separating plants, 5,929,300 lb.

zinc ore.

JOPL.IN, MO.—Oct. 18

Blende, high price, $88; base per ton of 60'^ zinc, premium
ore. $85; medium grades, _$S4@80; lower grades, $79@75; cala-
mine base per ton of 40 9'^ zinc, car lots, $60 '§'55; average sell-
ing price, all grades of zinc, $S1.1S per ton. Lead, high price.

$54.90; base per ton S0% metal content, $55@50; average, all

grades of lead, $51.07 per ton.

SHIPMENTS, WEEK ENDED OCT. 16
Blende Calamine Lead Values

Totals this week.. 12,596,020 518,400 1,976,300 $575,930
Totals this year.. 457,285,840 34.226,180 71,482,310 $20,135,930

Blende value, the week, $511,320; 42 weeks. $17,479,530.
Calamine value, the week, $14,150; 42 weeks, $783,070.
Lead value, the week, $50,460; 42 weeks, $1,873,380.
The shipment this week of purchases of the previous week

is a large one, but the buying this week indicates a small
shipment for the ensuing week.

Iron Trade Review

IVEAV YORK—Oct. 20

Domestic orders are coming in more and more to fill up
the mills, already pretty well supplied witli contracts for

export business.
The railroads are evidently persuaded that they have

held back too long; orders for rails and cars have been com-
ing in freely. Structural-steel orders are looking up. Plates
and shapes are in demand for car, bridge and ship work,
and more are expected to come soon.

Mills are rather holding back on next year business, large-
ly owing to the general expectation, of higher price. The
Steel Corporation's tonnage statement seems to indicate that
it has taken more orders running into 1916 than most of the
independents, but nothing definite can be determined.

The pig-iron market is generally strong. Steel-making
iron is in demand. Foundry iron is holding back a little,

but demand there is increasing also.

Imports at Baltimore for the week included 922 tons ferro-
manganese from Liverpool; 6,200 tons manganese ore from
Brazil.

PITTSBIRGH—Oct. 1!»

Pressure to place specifications for finished-steel products
has inci'eased further, while there is a fair volume of orders
going for specific tonnages. At the present rate the mills
are bound to fall farther and farther behind in deliveries,

and the condition makes them indisposed to book open con-
tracts for first quarter or first half. Under similar condi-
tions in previous price movements the mills would have sold
freely for deliveries farther and farther ahead, but at this

juncture they prefer to keep their forward tonnage and
take advantage of further price advances. Finished-steel
prices have now advanced substantially as much on this
movement to date as they did from the bottom to the top of
the 1912 movement, and the advancing tendency has become
more marked instead of dwindling.

Oct. 15 the Carnegie Steel Co. advanced its minimum
price on bars, plates and shapes from 1.40c to 1.45c. Some
other mills had already made such an advance and on the
Carnegie announcement the remaining mills followed, mak-
ing 1.45c. the market, against 1.05c. last December. Mills are
reserved about contracting and the market may be 1.50c.

within a few weeks. The leading sheet interest yesterday
announced an advance in bessemer black sheets from 2c to

2.10c., and all other mills are expected to follow promptly.
Openhearth are quoted as high as 2.20c. An advance in

wire products is expected in the very near future.

Railroad buying has increased, there being a particularly
insistent demand for prompt steel to be used in car and
locomotive repairs. The Philadelphia & Reading has just

ordered 2,000 freight cars and predictions are made that car
buying will be very heavy in the next two months.

August exports of tonnage products of the iron and steel

industry amounted to 401,000 gross tons, showing a continued
increase, and October exports will probably amount to fully

450,000 tons. Including iron and steel taken by manufacturers
of goods for export, machinery, automobiles, cars and loco-

motives, shells, etc., iron and steel is now going into export
channels at the rate of about 8,000,000 tons a year, and of this

about 7,000,000 tons is rolled steel, representing about 25%
of the current rolled-steel output.

All the indications are that steel will grow scarcer and
prices will continue to advance. Considering the character
of much of the demand it is not expected, in most quarters,

that advancing prices will curtail consumption to a material
extent. Fundamental conditions are held to be different from
those obtaining in other times.

Pig Iron—There is a slightly better demand for foundry
iron, but there is no general buying movement. Consumers
seem to be well covered for this year and to have no par-

ticular fears about supplies for the future. The West Penn
Steel Co. has bought 10,000 tons of basic, for first-quarter

delivery, from Rebecca furnace at Kittanning. which is to

blow in before January. The Marshall Foundry Co. is

understood to have practically closed for 10,000 tons of bes-

semer for first-half delivery at $16, Valley, and some sellers

profess surprise that iron for such delivery could be obtained

at the prevailing market for early shipment. We quote:

Bessemer, $16; basic, $15; foundry and malleable, $14.50 @ 15;

gray forge, $14.25(gil4.75, f.o.b. Valley furnaces, 95c. higher
delivered Pittsburgh.

Ferromaueanese—Prospects of delivery of English ferro-

manganese upon contracts now being offered by sellers appear
to be somewhat less uncertain than a few weeks ago and
the market is less nervous. We quote contract at $100 for

imported and $115 for domestic, with prompt lots going at

intermediate figures.

Steel—There are no offerings of soft openhearth billets,

as the mills can make so much more money on special steels

for war purposes, fancy prices being readily obtained for

billets to be rolled under specifications that are not par-

ticularly difficult to meet. A sale of 9,000 tons of billets for

rolling shell rounds has just been made at $50, Youngstown,
and there are rumors of bids of $55. Bessemer billets are

quotable at about $25, Youngstown. A broader market for

bessemer billets and sheet bars is expected, when consumers
of ordinary soft steel cannot secure openhearth. Rods are

quotable $1 higher at $32, Pittsburgh.
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FKHRO-ALLOYS
Ferromaneanese is quoted at $110(3115 per ton for

domestic 80% material.—Spieeeleisen has been sold at $27

per ton for 20"?^, at furnace.—Ferrosilicon, 5091:, is quoted at

$75 per ton at Pittsburgh. Bessemer ferrosilicon is from
$20 per ton for 10'^; up to $24 for \i'/(, all at furnace.

IMPORTS AND E.XPORTS

Imports and Exports of those articles of iron and steel

which are i-fported by weight, and exports of machinery for

August and the eisht months ended Aug. 31, are reported as

follows; iron and steel in long tons; machinery by values:

-.\ugus

Imports, iron and steel.

Exports, iron and steel

.

Machinery, value

1914

2S,.572

1913 1915

27,.50O 195.826 132,183
401,298 1.046,.347 2,077,783

$4,759,663 811,439,291 $67,322,446 $79,396,113

For the eight months tonnage imports decreased 43,643

tons, or 22.3'';^; while tonnage exports increased 1,033,436 tons,

or 98.8%. Mining machinery was valued at $4,358,245 this

.vear.

Exi>ort8 and Imports of Secondary Metallic Products in

the United States, seven months ended July 31, in pounds;

-Exports'
1914

Copper sulpha
White lead
Zinc oxide ....

Zinc dust

1914

6,848,978 9,869,280
11,054.662 13,764,343
17,834.431 23,473.850

37,122 249.808 2,645,638
648,631 6,654,425

818.081

Exports of zinc dust were all reexports of foreign ma-
terial.

Imports and Exports of Metals In Great Britain other than

iron and steel, are reported as follows for the eight months
ended Aug. 31, in long tons:

Metals: 1914

111,776
29,601
147,145
83,867
1.220
5,997

-Imports-
1915

146,990
30,703
178,907
63,284

946
3,435

-Exports—
1915

20,903
28,816
43.992
1,770
303

13,252

Copper
Tin
X,ead
Zinc
Quicksilver.
Minor metals

Ores. etc.

Tin concentrates . 25,898 31.604
Pyrites 569,001 394,006

Copper imports include estimated contents of ore and
matte. Exports include reexports of foreign material.

Spanish Exports of Metals and Minerals, seven months
fnded July 31. as reported by "Revista Minera" in metric

tons:
'. Metals . Ores, etc.

Copper
Copper precipitate.

,

Lead

Quicksilver

.

Manganese.
Pyrites
Salt

1914
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Mining Companies—United States

Acacia, g - . . .

Adams, s.l.c

Ahmeck, c
Alaska Slezican, g
Alaska Treadwell, g. . . .

Alaska United, g
Am. Zinc, Lead & Sro....

Anaconda, c

Argonaut, g
Arizona Copper, pf
Arizona Copper, com. . .

.

Bagdad-Chase, g., pf

Baltic, c

Bingham N. H, c

Bonanza Dev . g
Brunswick, g
Bunker Hill Con., g
Bunker Hill i Sul., Is...

Butte- .Mex Scott, c

Butte-Ballnklava. c

Butte & Superior, z

Caledonia, l.sr. .

Calumet & Arizona, c. . .

Calumet & Hecla, c

Camp Bird, g.s

Centen'1-Eur., 1 s.g.c. . . .

Center Creek, l.z

Champion, c .

Chief Consolidated, s.g.l

Chino. c

Cliff, g
Cliff, g
Colo. Gold Dredging
Colorado, l.s.g

Columbus Con., g.s.

Commercial Gold. . .

.

Con. Mercur. g
Continental, z 1

Copper Range Con.,
Dalv Judge, si
Daly West, s.l

Doctor Jackpot, g

—

Doe Run. 1

Eagle & B'ue Bell, g.

Elkton Con., g
El Paso, g
Ernestine, g.s

Fed. M. i-S, com...
Fed. M. * P., pf
Florence, g
FraTlces-^Iohawk, g.

.

Free Coinage, g
Fremont Con., g
Frontier, z

Gemini-Key'ne, l.g.s..

Gold Chain, g
Gold Coin of Victor..

Gold Dollar Con
Gold King Con., g...
Golden Cvcle, g
Gollen Star, g
Goldfield Con., g
Grand Central, g
Granite, g
Hazel, g
Hecla, 1.9

Hercules, l.s

Homestake, g
'

I SUv

Alas. .

.

C. S...

Mont..
Calif..

-\riz. .

.

.^riz..

.

Calif.

.

Mich..
rt-ih..
Colo .

Calif..
Calif..
Ida...
Mont..
Mont..
Mont.

.

Wis.,
rtah.
rtah.
Colo.
Colo.
Colo
Colo

lo . g.s.l..

, s.l.g..

>-Tig.

Iron Bios
Iron SUve
Jamison, _

JerT>' Johnson, g
Kendall, g
Kennedy, g

T-lar Piquette, z!l

Knob Hill, g. . . .

Ijberrv t^ell, g.

.

TJttleBell. Is...,

Little Florence, ^

Mammoth, g.s.c.

Mar\- McKinnev
MavDav. g.sL.'.

Me'
Miami, c
Modoc, g.s

Mohawk, c
Monarch-Mad'a, g.s.l...

Montana-Tonop., s.g. . .

Mountain, c
National, g
Nevada Con., c.

New Centurj-, z.l

New Idria, q
North Butte, c
North Star, g
Old Domin'n, M. & Sm.
Ophir, s.g
Opohongo, g.s.l

Oro\-ille Dredging
Osceola, c
Parrot, c

Pearl Con , g
Pharmacist, g. .

Pioneer, g
Pittsbureh-Idaho, I. .

Pittsburgh Silver Peak,
i

Portland, g
Quilp.

Colo.
I'tah.

I'tah.

Mo
Mich,
rtah.

.

ftah..
Colo. ,

Mo...
rtah..
Colo..
Colo. .

N.M.
Idaho.
Idaho.

5": •

Nev...
rtah.
Colo. .

Cal .

Idaho.
Idaho.
S. D .

I'tah.

.

Colo .

Colo.,
rtah..
Colo. .

Cal...
Colo
Mont

.

Cal

Wis. .

.

Wash.,
Colo .

I'tah..
Nev. .

.

Utah.

,

Colo
rtah..

.\riz. .

.

Colo..
Mich..
Colo .

Nev...
Mo ..

Cal .

Mont..
Cal .

.\riz. .

.

Nev...
I'tah.

Cal
Mich..
Mont.

Issued

1.438,9S9
80,000
50.000
180.000
200.000
180.200
171.200

2,496,2.50
200,000

1.426,120
1,519,89(1

184.819
100,1
228.690
300,0(10
395,28'
200,0(X>
327,000
74,000

250.000
272.019

2,605.000
617,38.5
loo.nnii

l,10O,0.il

100,000
100.000
lOO.OIX
S71.3,S4

869.940
300,0(H1

100,00(1
100,000

1.0(X),0Ofl

285..540

1.750.000
.OOO.CWO
22,000

393,69:
300,000
180,000

3,000,000
65.783

893.146
2,500,000
490,000
300.000
60,000
120,000

1,050,000
912.000
10.000

200.000
1,2.50

122.004
77.'<.0(«

5.(300

.000.000
l.OOO.OOO
.500.000
.750,370

1,500,000
400,000

3,559,148
500,000

1,650,000
900,000

1 .000,000
1 .OflO.OfW

251,160
400.000

1.666.667
3.000

1.000.000
500.000
390.000

2..500.000
500.000
100,000
200,000
20,000

1.000.000
133.5.52
300,000

1.000,000
400,000 2.50

1,.309.2
-

800.000
201.600
747,112
.500.000
100,000

1.000.000
921,865
2.50,000
7.50.000

1,999,4.57
330,000
100,000
430.000
2.50,000
162,000
201.600
S9S,97S
700,000
96,1.50: 2,

229,8.50: II

1.909,71110 0.

1..500,000
,000.000
.S03.000
,790.000

3,000,000
1,500,000

100

0.10

1 25

May
Aug.
.^ug.
.Ian.

July
Sept,

3.050.000
3.489.381

15.435.IXKI

1.937.150
983.321

97,741.87;
1,680,000
2,121,274
18.461.338

202,394
7,950,000
408,564 Mar.

1,425.0(X1 Oct.
203.314 Sept.

S60.000 Oct.
16.416.000 Sept.

14S.000|Oct.
125.000|Aug.

3,264.985 Sept.
650.300 Aug.

22.176.828 Sept,
127.750.000 cpt.

10.42S.674 July
4.0.5'l.0lllll,\pr.

535.000 Julv
10.500.000 Sep't

306.821 Aug.
5,828,015 Sept,

gO.tKWJan.
210.000Ot,
6.50.OO0'Sept.

2,o70.000lDec,
226.S32 Oct.
43.7.50 Dec.

3.445.313 Julv
341.000 July

13.986.746 Oct.
1.020.000 July
6.606.000;Jan.

45.000Mar.
3.550.969 Dec.
401.916 Aug.

3.579.4(J0 May
1,707.545 Feb.
150,000 Julv

2,708.7.50 Jan,
9.976,361 Sept.
840.000 Apr.
546.000 Ja:;.

l.SO.OOO.Dec.
258.000 Oct
146.202

2,305.000
130,000

1,350,000
100,000

1.407.319
4.080.000 Sept.
14O,OO0lMar.

28,288,00l'ju!v
1,620,7.50 Sept.
270.0001 Nov.
971.000, Dec.

3.510.000 Oct,
5.725.000 June

38.130.986 Sept.
5.642.000 Sept.
233.499 .Aug.

9.2.50 Dec.
2.420.000 July
4.9.50,000 Dec.
37S..30n Jan.
187..500 Nov,

1.505.000, Julv
1.831.001 Apr.
396.000 Aug
2.59,000 Apr.
70.000[Oct.

1,559,179 Sept.
75,0001 Mar.

430,000 Jan.
2.300.000 Julv
l,169,308!julv
220.000 Aug.
161.910 June

5.545.698 Aug.
275.1)1X1' ^ec.

3.o75.00fl Feb.
4ll.000Mav

488,388 r)ec".

4,216,250Mav
570.0OO|Mav

18,976,141 Sept.
237.600|tlct.

1.68'I.OOoLApr.

12.062,000 Julv
4.687,040 Sep't
7,553.000,Sept.
2.068,360 Jan.

80.907|Jan.
1.771.83S Sept.

12.660.425 Julv
7,871,839 July
181,422|Dec.

7,500 Feb.
2.041,526 Oct.
216.810|Oct.
771.200 Julv

9.933.080 Julv
67.500 Feb

Dec.
Mav
Feb.
Dec.

$0.01
04

10 00
2(1

0.75
0.40

50
0.50
06

0.24
0,10
2 00
0.10
0.20
0.06
0,02i

"

0.03
1 00

15 00
08i

1.50
0.15
2.00

05
0.75
0.10
0.01
1,00
03
20

O.OOi
03
50
75

0.23
15

0,00!
76

0.10
0,02
0,10
0.10
1 50
1 OO
0.10
0.05
1.00
0,02
2,00
10.00
0.03
0,02

OOJ
0,03
0,02
0.05
0.10

05
01
01

0.07

0.65
0.05
0.00}
1 00
0.05
(1.10

0,02
0.01

06
0.03

12
50

O.OOj

0.05
03
05
02

0.03
n 75
0.75

01
2 00

01
10
44
10

0.375
01
10

0.40
20

13
•15

3 00
1.63
02
OOi
03
04
02

'15' 02
'12' 01

Mining Companies—United States

—

{Continued)

Quincy, c
Ray. c.
Republic, g
Rochester, l.z. , .

Rotind Mountain, g. , .

.Seven Troughs Coal., g.
St. Joseph. 1

Shannon, c
Shattuck Arizona, c.

.Silver Kinc Coal . Is...
Silver King Con., l.s. .

.

.Sioux Con., s.l.g

Skidoo, g
.Snowstorm, eg
South Eureka, g. .

.

Standard Con., g.s
Stewart, s.1

Stratton's Ind., g
Success, z
Superior & Pitts., c, , , ,

Tamarack, c
Tennessee, c
Tombo.v, g,s..

Tom Reed, g.
Tonopah Belm't, s.g.

Tonopah E.xt., g.s
Tonopah of Nev., s.g..

,

Mountain, c.

Tuolu e, c
L'ncle Sam, g.s.l

L'nited Cop. Min., c.

.

United (Crip. Ck.) g.
L'nited Globe, c
L'nited Verde, c
L'tah. s.l

rtah. c
I'tah Con., c
Valley View, g
Victoria, g.s.l

\'indicator Con., g. .

.

Wasp No. 2, g
Wellington Mines, g.

.

Wolverine, c"
,k, s.l

nkee Con., g.s
Yellow .Aster, g
Vellow Pine, l.z.s

Yukon Gold, g

Itah.
Utah.

.

ruh.
Cal
Ida
CaUf..
Cal .

Ida...
Colo. .

Ida
Ariz. .

.

-Mich..
Tenn..
Colo. .

-\riz. .

.

Nev...
Nev...
Nev...
.Mich..
Mont.
Utah.
Wash.

.

Colo. .

.Ariz. .

.

.\riz. .

.

Utah.
I'tah.

Utah.
Colo. .

Utah..
Colo
S. D...
Colo..
Mich .

Colo.

.

Utah..
Cal...
Nev. .

.

Alas. .

.

Issued
i

Par

110,000$ 25
1,483,333
1,000.000

4,900
1.188,019
1.500.000
1.472,252
300.000
350.000

1,2,50,(X)0

627 582
74S,3.SU

1,000,000
1.300.000
•299.981
17S,394

1.238.362
1,(KW,1K

1,500,000
1,499,79:

60.000
200.000
310.000

Total

$21,447,500
4,362,030

170,000
190,846
369.365
144,306

9,925,530
7.50,

2.625.000
2.909.8S5
685,338
S72,OJ.
365.001

1.192.1( 3

411.680
.".274.407

1.950.243

Dividends

Latest
I

Amt.

1,500,000
943.433

l.OOO.OOO
IOO.O(.(1

July
.\ug.

Sept.
Sept.
Jan.
Aug.
Juljr

July
July
Oct.
Oct.
July
No
Sept.
Dec.
Sept.
."ept,

July
4.756.250 July
3.709.335

"

2.4 43.

7.455.510 July
896.259 July

12,830,000jJuly

'15 $2 00
•15 37J12 Oli
'12, 0.50

(>4

02J
25
50
50
15

15

23.IHHI
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Ansessments

Company jDellnqc Sale

Aetna, Ida
Argenta. Ida
Blue Bull Reorg., Nev
Cash Boy, Nev
Coeur d'AIene Inv., Ida
Columbus Ext., Utah
Comatock, Ida
Con. Virginia, Nev
Copper Mt. M. & !>., Ida
Dlam 'field Black Butte, Nev,
Eagle Mt., Ida
Enterprise, Ida
Exchequer. Nev
Four Timbers. Wash
Friend, Wash
Giant M. & D., Ida
GoldstrlkaM. & h.. Utah. . .

Hancock Cons . Mich
Idaho-Nevada Exp., Ida . . .

Idora. Ida
LeRoy, Ida
Lewis & Clark, Ida
Military M. & M., Ida
Nabob, Ida
Nalldrlver, Utah
Nevada-Douglas, Nev
New Arcadian, Mich
New Baltic. Mich
Northern Light, Ida
Old Vetearn, Ida
Ophir, Nev
Oriental, Nev
Pacific M. & M., Ida
Phedora. Ida
Phoenix. Mich
Ploche Metals, Nev
Rainbow, Ida
Revelator, Utah
Rockrord, Ida
Silver Moon, Ida
Silver Pick Cons., Nev
Snowstorm Ext
Sunset M. & D., Nev
Sunshine, Ida
Temple, Ida
Ton. Gipsy Queen. Nev
Umatilla Ton., Nev
Union Cons., Nev
Virginia, Ida. (post.)

Wisconsin, Ida

Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct,
Jan.
Nov.
Oct.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Sept.
Dec.
Jan.
Nov.
Nov.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov,
Sept.

Jan,
Oct,
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Oct.

16 Nov. 15
IiInov. 13
IDec. 6

290ct. 30
25|Dec. 6

Oct. 30.

Oct. 30
Oct. 19
Dec. 1

Nov. 4
Nov. 15
Nov. 15
Oct. 25
Nov. 4
Nov. 10

Oct.

Dec. 1

Nov. 11

Oct. 25,

Nov. 151

Nov. 29|
Nov. 15
Nov. sl

Oct. 20,

Dec. 2
Nov. 27
Nov. 2
Dec. 7
Nov. 30
Oct. 21

Nov. 20;
Nov. 20
Oct. 25
Oct. 30
Nov. 18
Nov. 23,
Oct. 18,

. 22
Nov. IS

Oct. 20
Dec. 6
Dec. 13
Nov. 15,

Oct. 30
Nov. 19^

0.001
001

0.01
n 01

0.002
0.025
0.001
0.05
0.002
0.01
0.0005
0.002

02
0.001
0.002

003
0.01
1. 00
0.002
0.005

002
0.001
0.0065
0,005
0.02
0.10
0.50
0.50
0.004
0.002
0.05
0.003
0.0005
O.00D5
1.00
O.OOJ
0.002
O.OOi
0.005
0.005
0.01
0.003
0.02
0.0006
0.002
0,01
0.005
0.05
0.02
0.003

Stuck Qiiiftatiuus

A memento of bygone days appeared
on the Boston Exchange last week.
Seventy-five shares of Ashbed sold at
40c.

COLO. SPRINGS Oct. 19
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SY^, UI'SIS—,'<urf(uc ujicralion^ funn the [jrincl-

pal field for cliffcrenceti bcUreen »uminer and winter

operations, hut underground there are a few differ-

ences. Steam pipes have to be carefully wrapped
to guard against excessive condensation, and pumps
have to he carefullij handled. Dumps are thawed

hy means of long sweaters, forced into the material.

Sluicing methods are described in didtiil.

iiiiiies being wurkcd by four or live men on a cooperative

basi^;, with perluips as inan\" more wage-workers during

part of the winter. Another thing militating against

extensive winter mining—by wliieh is meant tlie storage

of pay gravel at surface as distinct from prospecting and
development—is the fact that it takes nearly all winter to

find the jiay and (jpen it up on a large scale for summer
work.

TlaX of OPEHATIOXS FOU WlXTEi; WoKK

Although winter mining at Fairbanks, Alaska, ditfeis Tlie shaft is sunk in the usual manner, but is rarely

from summer operation chiefly in the methods employed timbered except that a light square-set may be inserted

at surface, there are also important differences in the at the station. To avoid tlie cold as far as possible, it is

1. SLriCI.XG GRAVEL AT THE ALASKA FIELDS; HAXD METHOD OF MoVIXO THE MATERIAL

procedure underground. As a rule, winter mining is

on a less elaborate scale and less time and expense are

taken in opening up, or developing, the body of pay. The

area to be stoped is smaller, most winter dumps mined in

recent j-ears consisting of gravel from pillars and other

isolated blocks not large enough to justify the heavy

d(;velopment expense necessary for summer work. Since

all the gold in the gravel is locked up in the dump until

water runs in the spring and most operators have a

limited bank account, it is not the usual practice to

employ more men than is absolutely necessary, many

Kellogg, Idaho.

a good idea to place the sump and pump a short distance

from the shaft, but this frequently is not done. Drifts

are usually short, rarely extending more than 100 ft. from

the shaft, and less pains are taken to keep the working

faces regular and of as great extent as possible. The

cold air from the surface is sufficient to overcome the

heat of the steam line and points for a considerable

distance from the shaft, and it is often possible to work

without timbering the drifts. On account of decreased

sloughing and the smaller area of roof exposed for slabs

to form, it is likewise easier to start sloping at the shaft,

leaving a suitable pillar to be robbed later, and to work
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outward in all directions. Transport underground, owing

to the small scale of operations, is usually by wheelbarrow.

Steam pipes must be wrapped or otherwise insulated to

guard against excessive loss from condensation, and great

care is essential to keep water from freezing in the pipes

and l)ursting them. The pump, too, should be handled

with care; it is sure to be refractory on a cold morning

—

and all mornings are cold in winter—and to require

thorough warming with steam before it can be induced to

start.

In the fall, before snow has fallen in any quantity, the

site for the dump must be prepared at surface. If an old

tailing pile happens to be in just the right place, it makes

an excellent foundation; otherwise the brush and moss

must be removed over an area as large as the dump is

expected to occupy. The gin-pole is placed a little back

from the center of this circle to make the bucket dump
in the center. To avoid unnecessary rehandling of the

gravel in sluicing, it is dumped over the sluice boxes,

which are placed as near the ground as possible. If

there is sufficient grade they are sometimes set in shallow

trenches, which are easily dug in the brittle surface

muck. Sometimes, however, the boxes must be raised

several feet from the ground, in which case thev are

W^t. F7ne, ^/cher Grave

f

4^

Supporting dump orer sluice-boxes by
timber crib. Timbers do not touch boxes,

so that seft/tng of cnbrforl< will not
interfere mth sluice

FIG. THE GRAVEL
PILE

FIG. 4. THE DUMP
SUPPORT

protected by a cribwork of logs with removable top

lagging, as sho^n^ in Fig. 2. Two or three sets, or strings,

of these boxes are used in order .that the gravel may be

sluiced with the smallest possible amount of work. It is

not customary to place riffles in those boxes immediately

under the dump, but to use the so-called "false-bottom"

Iwxes, which are merely sluice boxes with 1-in. boards to

protect the bottoms, and which may be set with a grade

of 6 or T in. or less to the box length where 9- or 10-in.

grade is required for riffled boxes. Since there is almost

always an abundance of water while the winter accumula-

tion of snow is thawing, the sluice boxes themselves will

run with less grade than usual; they are not ordinarily

placed in position, however, until spring. Short ditches

anywhere along the hillsides will usually collect all the

water required, and these are best excavated in the fall

before snow begins to fall; in fact, that is regarded as

the best time for all ditch construction. The ditches to

collect water for sluicing a winter dump need not be

large, since they usually have such grade that they are

able to cut their own channels through the muck.

Classification Eesulting in Building a Dump

As hoisting proceeds the dump piles up as a large cone.

The biggest rocks roll farthest when the bucket dumps

.and collect at the bottom in a constantly expanding ring.

Consequently there is a rude sort of classification, the

bottom of the dump being composed of coarser, lower-

grade material than the rest and the richest part being

at the apex and directly below it. For this reason and

for the additional reason that the bottom is generally

below the boxes and requires elevating before it can be

sluiced, the lower 2 or 3 ft. of the dump is often left

if it does not show good values by panning, only the

richer portion being sent through the boxes.

One disadvantage of the winter dump is that it must
l)e thawed again in the spring. The sun would of course

thaw it in time, but this would take so long that, aside

from the matter of the loss of time, there would be no

water for sluicing. Thawing is usually done by means
of long "sweaters" of i/i" or %-in. pipe, which are easily

driven into the loose, poorly compacted material with

light wooden mallets. Sometimes a sweater strikes a

rock and has to be withdrawn, but it does not take long

to insert it again. Each successive addition having frozen

before it had a chance to settle and considerable snow

Load'r^ statiort

cut in bedrock

S-omMHOIST

Plan of Scraping Operations

Cu+ about 200 Feet Square

Ylaste Dump

Bedrock

pig. 3. diagram of typical scraping and loading
operations

having fallen and been included in the dump, there is

naturally a large proportion of voids; hence, when the

dump thaws, it slumps heavily and loses its regular conical

outline.

In sluicing, the lagging over the boxes is removed, one

piece at a time, by means of a sharp pick and the gravel

is allowed to fall into the boxes just rapidly enough to

keep from clogging them. This work always starts at

the lower end of the dump, since the boxes might other-

wise clog underneath, where it is difficult to open them.

All the gravel that will fall in having been sluiced, as

much more as convenient is raked in by picks or pushed

in by shovels.

AMien it becomes impossible to take further direct ad-

vantage of the force of gravity, there are several alterna-

tives, among which the operator may choose. One of these

is to drive into the boxes by hydraulic-king with a small

pump and suitable nozzle as much as possible of what
gravel is left: this is probably cheapest for large dumps.
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Another is to shovel the material into the boxes, using

wheelbarrows for the final stages it they are of any ad-

vantage. If the boxes are set nearly tlush with the ground,

it may be feasible to use a horse or power scraper for the

lower portion of the dump.

Disposal of the Washed Tailings

Since the boxes are always set as near as possible to the

ground, there is rarely room for the free discharge of

tailings. A place nuxy be prepared for them in the fall

by ground-sluicing away some of the muck, but this is

not often done and is rarely adequate. In most cases the

tailings require handling by some method or other. If

the ground slopes fairly steeply and the dump is not

large, room may be obtained by keeping a man constantly

at work in the tailings, since he can spread the gravel

rethawed and rehandled, involving great expense aside

frum loss of time ; and the tailings must also be rehandled,

making the third time for much of the gravel.

Winter mining is especially adapted to cooperative

work on small isolated blocks or pillars, to narrow and
irregular paystreaks, and to those creeks where it is

difficult or impossible to obtain an adequate and depend-

able supply of water in summer.
It may be noted, in reference to winter mining, that

some operators have been able to continue sluicing till

December or later by returning the sluice water to be

used again and again. The exhaust of the pumping
engine, if turned into the discharge of the pump, helps

materially to keep the water from freezing. A small

amount of fresh water must be obtainable from a creek

or ditch, however, to rej)laee the inevitable loss. This

FIG. 5. OLD METHOD OF WORKING OPENCUTS, USING WHEKLBAKKOWS TO DUMP INTO CARRIER BUCKET

out over a large area by simply pushing it around with

a shovel Avhile the sluice-head of water is running and by

adding new boxes from time to time. Where the tailings

problem is more serious, horse scrapers or small power

scrapers are sometimes used with excellent results.

The chief advantages of winter mining are the follow-

ing : Less cost for shaft, since it does not need to be

timbered and may therefore be smaller; smaller cost of

driving tunnels, for the same reasons; greater ease of

obtaining fuel, machinery and other supplies while snow
is on the ground; and the possibility of obtaining gravity

water for sluicing at small expense on some claims where

it is impossible to obtain it at all during the dry season.

The disadvantages, compared with summer operation,

are : The gold is not immediately available and it is

difficult to form accurate estimate of the tenor of gravel

;

much time is taken to sluice the dump in the spring,

which is in addition to the time required for mining and

sluicing the same gravel in summer ; the dump must be

method is not suitable for general adoption, and it is

probable that the muddy water greatly increases the loss

of fine gold.

Opexcut MiNixt; axd Its Vakiatioxs

Owing to the depth to bedrock on most creeks, opencut

mining did not attain any great importance in the Fair-

banks district until the power scraper was introduced.

Except for Fairbanks Creek, and upper Goldstream and

its tributaries, the only ground suitable for surface work

is at the extreme heads of the creeks, where paystreaks

are narrow, irregular and generally low-grade. Some

of this ground was mined in the early days, and a little

is still mined by shoveling directly into the boxes. The

gradient of the creeks is so low that it is- necessary to

place the boxes as high as possible, naturally increasing

the difficulty and expense of shoveling, to avoid undue

trouble with tailings ; and in some cases the pay has been

hoisted by windlass or the tailings removed by horse
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scrapens. These narrow, shallow paystreaks are usually

in the creek bottoms, and excess water during wet weather

is likely to cause considerable trouble unless a large

drain is dug on bedrock to keep the cut dry. It is nec-

essary, near the heads of the creeks, to store the water

in dams diiring dry weather, and even then it may not be

possible to operate at capacity.

If the depth to bedrock is more than 6 or 8 ft. it is

ol)viously necessary to elevate the gravel by some means

;

and if the pay.streak is more than 20 ft. wide the gravel

must be conveyed to the boxes or the boxes must be

moved from .side to side. The wide, shallow deposits of

Goldstream and its tributaries were the fir.st to be worked

on an extensive scale liy opencut methods, and the op-

erators here hit on the scheme of combining drift mining

and opencut mining by using buckets and automatic

carriers in conjunction with wheelbarrows. The buckets

dropped into sumps cut in bedrock and were filled from

wheelbarrows; they were then hoisted up the inclined

trolley-cables and dumped into the mud-boxes. Except

for the smaller amount of development work required,

less expense for thawing and the greater convenience of

\vorking in the open air, this process had little advan-

tage over drift mining. Cost of digging bedrock drains

or pumping out rain and seepage water, cost of remov-

ing overburden, delay when waiting for ground to thaw

in spring or cost of thawing in order to expedite opera-

tions, and less efficient work of laborers hampered by

rain, sun and mosquitoes—all these tended to place total

costs more nearly on a par with those in drift mining.

The next step in advance in opencut work involved the

use of small slip scrajjers drawn by horses. On account

of the high cost of equine power in a region where all

feed must be transported thousands of miles at great

expense, this method was important chiefly in that it

paved the way for the power scraper. Double-drum en-

gines succeeded the horse as the source of power; the

main drum served to drag the loaded bucket forward

while the other took the empty back. The drums oper-

ated by friction and reverse gearing, so that when tlie

main drum was pulling the other was free to revolve

in its bearings, and vice versa. By sliifting the tail-

block the scraper could be made to dig at different points

in the cut. Holding the handles of a light scraj^er at-

tached to the drum of a powerful engine was something

worse than attempting to master a bucking horse, or

so the workmen complained, and a substitute scraper,

less dangerous to life and limb ;uid at the same time

capable of taking a larger load, was sought.

The Schapek axu ^Iethods of Using

In recent years the slip scraper has dropped from use

and its place has been taken hy the Bagley scraper of

the bottomless or of the wheel type. These scrapers are

operated by double-cylinder three-drum hoists, of which

15 were working in the Fairbanks district in 1914. Thir-

teen were on Gold.stream and its tributary, Pedro Creek,

one was on Fairbanks and one on Cleary. The smallest

had 7xlO-in. cylinders, the largest 10x13. Twelve were

"Americans," made by the American Hoist and Derrick

Co., of St. Louis, and three were made by the "Washington

Iron Works, 'of Seattle.

Tlie usual practice is to ha\'e the dump box and sluice

boxes at one end or side of the cut. on a timber trestle

at sufficient elevation to discharge the tailings freel v. The

Bagley scraper, having obtained its load, is dragged up

an inclined approach to the dump box, where it dis-

charges automatically, the teeth engaging a timber and

causing the scraper to turn bottom up. By means of

two tail lines and suitable leads, as sho'mi in Fig. .3,

the scraper can be dragged back to any de.sired position

in the cut. The overburden of muck is usually removed

by "ground-shiicing" and the barren gravel is scraped

into a pile at one side if there is room. The pay-gravel

and as much of bedrock as carries gold, unless it is too

difficult to move, are then scraped into the boxes. De-

tails of operating vary, of course, at different mines, Init

a l)rief description of the more important features of a

typical mine will illustrate the practice.

The ground was about 16 ft. deep, with 13 to 14 ft.

of overburden and 3 or 4 ft. of pay. The upper G ft.

of the deposit, being muck, was removed by ground-

sluicing. The rest of the waste was scraped out, and

owing to lack of a site fur storage much of it was sluiced

at considerable expense. The creek was diverted and car-

ried past the cut on the left limit, the pay being chiefly

on the right limit. This was not a difficult operation

;

the new channel was merely started in the muck and
the creek was forced to do most of its own cutting. The
area covered by the cut was about 40,000 sq.ft., about

half of a normal season's work. Tlie engine was of the

ordinary three-drum type with 8xl0-in. cylinders, and

the scraper had a capacity of 33 cu.ft. The scrai)er

dumped into a car set in a station cut in bedrock; the

car held 2 cu.yd. and was of the skip pattern. It was
raised on an inclined track to the dump box by means
of a separate engine. This was the first time a car

was used in scraper mining at Fairbanks for elevating

the gravel to the .sluice boxes, but the saving in fuel was

so great that the method will be widely copied.

After the waste bad all been removed about 1,000 sq.ft.

of bedrock was stripped a day when everything worked

smoothly. The average crew consisted of 12 men for

two 10-hr. shifts, except in cleaning bedrock, which was

done by hand and required several extra men. Three

cords of wood were burned per shift of 10 hr. at a cost,

wlien delivered during the Avinter, of $10 per cord, rang-

ing up to $14 when delivered in summer. The total

operating cost per shift was about $89, divided as fol-

lows: Engineer, $9.50; fireman, $7.50; dump-box man,
.$7. .50; three extra men at $6.50 each, $19.50; wear and

tear on machinery and depreciation, $15; wood, $30.

The recovery, stripping, 1,000 sq.ft. running 50c. per

sq.ft., was about $500 a day. The cost of erecting plant,

removing overburden, etc., is a large l)ut \arial)le item

in scraper mining. At this particular mine it was nearly

35c. per sq.ft. last season, as against about 10c. for min-
ing the pay itself. This was the first season's work,

however, and many unforeseen difficulties aro.se, not the

least of which were a very backward season and continued

bad weather; it is hoped to get costs down to 25c. per

sq.ft. in the near future, equivalent to 42c. per eu.yd.,

waste and all, or about 60c. per yard of gravel handled.

Cost of Instituting Opeuations in Gravel

Starting on a new claim and buying new machinery

the total expense on such ground as that described, be-

fore sluicing of pay begins, is not far from $12,000. In

order to win a ])rofit tlie operator must have at least

tlirce or four vcars of \vork <iii material yielding 50c.
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per sq.ft. of bedrock. Aside from labor, the largest sin-

gle item entering into the cost is fuel, which may Iw'

$60 a day when two shifts are working, of a total oper-

ating cost of $188 a day. Cheaper power is of even

greater importance here than in drift mining, and the

continued prosperity of the industry depends on the con-

struction of a central power plant or the importing of

a cheaper fuel. Unlike drift mining, opencut mining

by scrapers offers a growing market for electric power.

for there are outside the Fairbanks district proper numy
shallow, low-grade deposits that can undoubtedly l)c

worked at a good profit liy this nu'thod. On niauy of

these creeks the gravel is il to 10 ft. deep and there is

very little muck overburden. Under present condition

tliis can be mined for about GOc. per cu.yd. AVith cheaper

power, cheaper labor and cheaper freight, all consequent

on the construction of the government railway, this cost

should easily be reduced to 40c. and can probably be cut

to .'SOc.—about 10 or 12c. per sq.ft. of bedrock.

The matter of cost is always one of great interest.

Unfortunately the *)perators at Fairbanks do not keep

records that make it possible to determine detailed costs

or even, in many cases, the total. It is therefore im-

possible to do more than make a rough guess, and this

would place the average of the entire district at about

TSc. per sq.ft. of bedrock, with a minimum of 50c. and

a maximum of $1.25. The following figures, whicli are

estimates of the cost of working a certain block of grouiul

on Engineer Creek a year ago, may be of value as sIkiw-

ing in a general way the weight of the principal items

:

COST OF MINING OPER.\TIONS
Development

Bunkhouses, messhouse, cost of scttinjr up plant SI. 500
Shaft and station (90 ft. to hc-dro<ki 2.500
Main drifts, 400 ft. at $4 1 .600
Crosscuts, 200 ft. at $2.50. 500
Incidentals BOO

Total S().700
Cost per sq.ft. developed, at 40.000 SCI. ft. 17e.

Mining

16 shovelers, 2 carmen, 1 fireman, 2 extra men. at §.', .^lO."*

Engineer, blacksmith, pointman, at S7 21
Dump-box man li

Board, at S2.25 per man per dav -JS

Fuel, 3 cords at $S 24
Wear and tear and depreciation on plant. 10

Total operating cost per day S224
16 shovelers, each stripping 35 sq.ft. per day, sq.ft.

.

556
Cost per sq.ft 40c.

Total cost, including development, per sq.ft. . 57c

It may be noted that this ground is more easily worked
than the average in the district, that fuel costs less,

and that the points require less attention and less steam.

Water for sluicing mitst be pumped, however, and niiist

be returned during most of the summer. Owing to a

desire to be on the safe side, in the absence of reliable

figures for other mines, these costs should be slightly re-

duced in operation. Unfortunately, the ground passed

into other hands and there was no opportunity to check

the above estimates.

By a. L. H. Street*

An experienced employee in a Missouri ore mill was

injured while assisting in shortening a belt that operated

a mineral pump, owing to his arm being drawn into the

pulley, which was not stopped. A suit against his em-

ployer resulted in a judgment for $1,000 damages, but

the St. Louis Court of Appeals recently reversed tlie award

Security Building, Minneapolis, Minn.

on the ground that negligence had not been established.

(Chandler vs. 8t. Jo.seph Lead Co., 178 Southwestern
Reporter, 217.) The view of the higher court is expressed
in the following language:

The ma.stei- is not an insurer of the safety of the servant
and. within the limits of ordinary prudence, may conduct his
business in his own way. There is here no negligent order oi-

command to the servant. No one directed plaintiff to repair
this belt, but he did so of this own initiative, in a mannei-
of his own choosing and without requesting anyone in au-
thority to stop the machinery An employee per-
forming the duties assigned to plaintiff was expected by
the defendant to make such repairs. But the evidence is that
the task in which plaintiff was engaged when injured was one
which could be safely performed if reasonable care was
employed. And plaintiff, by reason of his long experience,
possessed the requisite knowledge and skill for the proper
performance thereof. The master may intrust to the servant
the performance of the ordinary and simple duties incident
to the servant's employment and resting upon the latter's
knowledge and skill. And the master has the right to as-
sume that the servant will exercise ordinary care in the
performance nf such duties.

;*:

AIII1©5^ of (Gs'esift Inlairdliaess

In a paper read before the annual meeting of the Amer-
ican Institute of Metals, Sept. 30, 1915, Elwood Haynes
described some of the characteristics of stellite, a binary
alloy consisting of cobalt and chromium, which was
discovered by him and produced as. early as 1899. Its

principal property is a considerable hardness, since alloys

containing 10% or more of chromium could not success-

fully be filed, but the file could slowly wear away the .sur-

face of the metal. It also has considerable toughness.
Alloys containing as high as 25% chromium show an
elongation of 10% or more. Its tensile strength and
elastic limit are comparatively high, a bar of metal show-
ing elastic limits of 85,000 lb. and a tensile' strength of

110,000 lb. The color of the alloy lies between that of

steel and silver. It is resistant to oxidation or other
changes when exposed to either dry or moist atmosphere
at all temperatures uiider'a dull-red heat.

The combination has been u.sed particularly as a cut-

ting tool for .steel and iron. Its virtue for such a purpose
lies in its ability to maintain its cutting edge at a high
rate of speed at temperatures which would immediately
cause the failure of any known tools containing any not-

able quantity' of iron. Owing to the fact that it retains

its hardness even at a full-red heat, it cannot be forged.

Stellite can only be reduced to a desired form by

casting it in dies in the form of bars which are afterward

ground to a cutting edge. It was recently ascertained

that a %x2l,^-in. piece of .stellite ground to the form of

a grooving tool cut 14,000 grooves in cast-iron pistons

ranging from 31^ to 4% in. in diameter before it became
too much worn for further use. This work was done

in regular practice and not as a test, A stellite tool

of the same dimensions, but which was ground to round-

nose form and used for turning pistons, turned off more
than 8,500 lb. of cast iron before becoming too short for

use. Considering only the portion of the tool that was

actually ground away, the tool turned off 1,000 times its

weight of cast iron before becoming too short for service.

There are combinations made for turning steel and

others for turning cast iron. Those for turning steel

are now being used extensively for making shrapnel shells

at high speed.
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By E. ^Iackay Heriot*

SYNOPSIS—In continuation, the characteristics

of the Stassfurt and Hannover deposits are dis-

cussed, also the Alsatian deposits. The probabil-

ity of the discovery of neiu deposits is examined

and explained.

I am going to divide the German potassium deposits

into two types : The Stassfurt and the Hannover, for there

is a considerable difference between them.

In the Stassfurt type the upper Permian contains from

20 to 30 m. of massive red clay with anhydrite balls and

some rock salt, then from 0.3 to 3 m. anhydrite. The

following Permian contains 50 m. rock salt; 1.5 m. anhy-

drite with rock-salt crystals ; 5.15 m. red massive clay with

anhydrite balls and rock salt; 100 to 150 m. younger rock

salt; 40 to 50 to 90 m. main anhydrite; 4 to 10 gray

salt clay; 30 to 40 m. carnallite region; 20 to 40 m.

kieserite region ; 40 to 60 m. polyhalite region and 300 to

500 m. older rock salt (anhydrite region). The middle

Permian contains 70 to 100 m. older anhydrite with

inclosed layers of bituminous dolomite slate, so-called

"stinkslate," and with one or two salt beds of from 10 to

15 m. The lower Permian contains 4 to 10 m. Permian

limestone; 0.5 to 4 m. copper shales; and Permian con-

glomerate. The copper shales referred to are those of the

celebrated Mansfeld copper mines.

In the Hannover type of deposit the upper Permian

contains up to 250 m. rock salt, with at about 50 m. a small

potassium layer; 30 m. younger main potash bed; 20 to

40 m. rock salt, sometimes with a small potassium layer

;

up to 1 m. intermediate anhydrite; 5 m. red massive clay;

30 to 50 m. younger rock salt; 40 ra. main anhydrite;

4 to 5 m. gray salt clay ; 3 to 30 m. older potash bed ; up

to 60 m. of kieserite region and some older rock salt.

The middle Permian has older anhydrite with layers

of bituminous stinkstone.

The Stassfurt type is well-known and has been carefully

studied, but the Hannover type has not. It has a confused

build, which makes a clear study all the more difficult.

First and foremost, the absence, in many localities, of

the gray salt clay and main anhydrite layer is unfavorable.

Only here and there mixed pieces show its presence. It

will be remembered that when I described how these for-

mations originated, I said that after the potassium salts

had been precipitated, the salt clay was formed. This

salt clay has been the preserver of the easily soluble pot-

ash salts, and its absence in the Hannover mines gives

rise to unfavorable ideas.

The thickness of the older rock salt is not yet known in

the Hannover type. A kieserite and polyhalite region, as

found in Stassfurt, is not met with here. Then again

there are no potassium salts in the younger rock salt. At

Stassfurt we find the older rock salt marked with year-

rings, and in the Hannover the younger rock salt is well

marked with year-rings of anhydrite. In the Hannover

mines one finds also rock salt, sylvine and carnallite in

fissure veins.

Mining eng'ineer, Rio Tinto. Huelva, Spain.

As examples of the Stassfurt type I give sections of the

S*assfurt-Leopoldshall mines, ^ Solwayhall, near Bernburg ,.

and Vienenburg im Harz. In the former, one sees the Trias

formation covering the Permian is made up, from top to

bottom, of gypsum, salt-clay carnallite region, kieserite

region, polyhalite region, and last the older rock salt or

so-called anhydrite region. In Solwayhall it is nearly

the same, except that the younger rock salt fails at certain

points, and hartsalt is found above the carnallite. The

anhydrite has not changed to gypsum as is the case at

Stassfurt. At Vienenburg the succession is normal, only

the carnallite has been partly altered to sylvine.

Of the Hannover type I give Wilhelmshall am Huy.-

We see a large mass of older rock salt, limited on one

side by sylvine, carnallite, salt clay and anhydrite and

on the other side by carnallite, salt clay and anhydrite.

At the top the kainite forms a cap on the carnallite. The
younger rock salt is considered as a secondary mineral,

having been deposited by solutions which received their

salt from other salt formations. Carnallite, the best-

known of the potassium minerals, is the originator of most

of the other secondary minerals such as sylvine, kainite,

sylvinite, etc. It must be accepted that only a small part

of the potasiium minerals are of primary origin. On the

other hand, most of the primary salts occur as secondary

minerals. At certain localities the secondary minerahi

form the chief mass and the primary minerals are only

present in small quantities. The accompanying table by

Lowe sliows file occurrence of primary and secondary

minerals

:

CJCCURRENCE OF MINERALS
Without Exception Chiefly Seldom
Anhydrite
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Wittelsbach was put down to 1,119 m., and from to

. 358 m. the ground traversed was gravel and marl; from
358 to 512 m., salt marl; after 358 m., 3 beds of rock

salt and anhydrite, and at -173 m. a 5-m. bed of potash

salts. Then came various beds of rock salt, anhydrite and
dolomite, then a hundred meters of greenish-gray marl

schist. There seems to be a marked absence of carnallite

and chloride of magnesia. The question is. Does the

Alsace basin cross over into France ?

Potash salts have been found near Salzgitter in Ger-

many. I give a sketch of this occurrence which pertains

to the Triassic era.^ The salt is 280 m. thick and contains

carnallite and kieserite. Fossils of the Rot have been met
with and prove a sea deposition.

The salt deposits of Bochnia and Wieliczka lie along the

slopes of the Carpathian range of mountains. No potash

salts have as yet been found here, but otherwise the geol-

ogy is exceedingly interesting and I give a section of the

Wieliczka mine.'' The local strata are divided into two

epochs, a younger and an older. The former is composed

of sand and clay with gypsum, and pertains to the upper

Miocene with ostrea digifalina and cerithium lignitarum.

The older formation is the rock-salt series. In Wie-

liczka the salt lies directly under the gypsum clay. It is

quite clear that the salt is of lower Miocene age. The
deposit is 31/^ km. by 0.8 km. and about 150 m. in depth.

Beginning at the top is the salt clay, then salt sand-

stone, clay, anhydrite and rock salt. The rock salt is

classified as Spiza salt, of fine crystalline structure; Szy-

biker salt, which is coarse-grained ; and green salt, which

is also coarse-grained and of a greenish color.

Fossils and Salt Deposits

Within the stratified salt region fossils are found, more
especially in the Spiza salt, where one may say they never

fail and often occur in great masses. The fauna, with the

exception of a planorbis art, are sea dwellers and are

classified into 68 species. This is interesting because in

all the great German potash deposits not a single fossil

has been found, and yet there is no doubt as to the origin

of these salt beds. It is, however, by no means easy to

explain the lack of fossils.

Will potash salts ever be found iu the neighborhood of

Bochnia and Wieliczka? I have found it necessary to

introduce a small map of the Carpathians in order to show

the positions of Bochnia, Wieliczka and Kalusz.= All three

lie on the north slope of the Carpathians. At Ivalusz,

potash-salt deposits have been encountered and are being

worked. The age is also lower Mioc6ne. Kahtsz lies 26

km. NE of the mountain range. The salt-bearing forma-

tion dips SW 30, 40 or 50°. There is a lower salt clay

without potash salts and an upper salt clay carrying

potash salts. The lower salt clay consists of thin layers

of clay and salt and carries about 50% of rock salt. It

has a thickness of 90 m. and has not been pierced. The
upper salt clay is about 40 m. thick. In this is found a

bed of kainite. Anhydrite, gv'psum, carnallite and picrom-

erite are also met with in small quantities. Above the

salt clay follow gypsum and clay. The kainite is from
s to 12 m. thick and is generally covered with .nnhydrite.

The production of potash salts, which is about 1,000 tons

annually, is not exported, but consumed at home.

="Eng. and Min. Journ.," Oct. 23. 1915, p. 670.

'Ibid., page 671.

"Ibid., page 669.

The latest find of potash salts is in Spain. Carnallite

has been cut while boring for rock salt at the Cardona
mine, near the borders of the Barcelona-Lerida provinces.

The salt is in the Miocene formation. Nothing definite

is known to the public as yet in regard to the commercial
value of the Spanish potash, but the government has sent

geologists to make a report. In the meantime the German
potash syndicate has acquired large interests.

The salt beds of the Saltrange, in the Punjab, India,

are of Cambrian age, and those of Cheshire, England, of

Triassic. Thus we see that potash and rock-salt forma-
tions are not peculiar to any one geological period.

Probability of New Deposits

What are the prospects of finding new deposits of potash

salts ? They are certainly favorable. Let us look back to

a few facts already recorded. Potash beds have been en-

countered in Prussia in the Permian formation ; near
Salzgitter, Germany, in the Triassic ; at Kalusz in Austria
and Alsace in Germany, in the Tertiary formation. The
Prussian Permian and the Tertiary occurrences at Alsace
and Kalusz were doubtless formed by deposition from sea

water. • Thus we find that the Permian era holds no
monopoly of potash salt*, as was formerly believed to be

the case. The Alsace find is the most striking contra-

diction.

It only needs certain natural conditions to form a

potash deposit. First there must be a salt-water basin in

which more water is evaporated than enters ; and second,

the potash salts which are deposited must have a water-
proof covering, such as anhydrite or, better still, salt clay.

Whether the basin is in intermittent connection with the

ocean—the bar theory—has nothing to do with the ques-

tion in general. Today one can observe the process of

salt deposition in the Caspian Sea. This body of water
is an inland salt sea, and its bottom is already covered

with rock salt. The pota.sh salts being more soluble, are

still held in solution.

It is not likely that the German Permian sea is the only

large one of its kind among the many periods of the

earth's formation. There are most likely many more.

Why then have such depositions not been found more
often? This question is easy to answer—they have not

been looked for. The Spanish potash salts were met with

l)y accident when testing the thickness of the rock-salt

bed. The Alsace potassium was found casually while bor-

ing for oil. Another such mere chance found the Kalusz
salts. The Anhalt mines, the first German salt mines,

were worked for their rock salt. Later, Preeht discovered

the value of potash salts as a manure. This gave rise

to the opening up of the salts of the North German plain,

the potash salts of the Permian Sea.

That the German potash syndicate, which controls the

output of the German salts, is well aware that potash mav
eventually be found outside Germany is seen by its hurried

interest in the Spanish field. Up to the present, potash

salts of marine deposition, other than the German
Permian, have been discovered b_y accident. Wlierever

such a find has taken place, many competitors have rushed

to the scene of action and often availed themselves of a

good opportunity. It would seem to me that any company
laying out a considerable amount of money to discover

these salts should be given a certain monopoly, or say a

large area to work upon, if it were so luck}- as to find

them. Such a company would have to examine thor-
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oiiglily the territory under which salt formations are sup-

posed to exist; at the start superficially, after which drill-

ing operations would commence.

I hardly think that a study of the relation of land to

water in the different geological ages will help much. I

have given, however, a sketch" of the German Permian Sea,

connected, as it seems to be in Russia, with the ocean. On
the same map will be seen the Mediterranean Sea, which

is about the same size. If we look at the map of Ger-

many, we see that the salt area extends to Hamburg on the

north, to Inowratzlow on the east, to Miinstdr on the west,

and to Alsace on the south ; and no one as yet knows the

real boundaries of these huge salt areas.

To the west, borings were being carried out in France,

near Belfort, on the chance of the continuation of the

Alsace field. The map shows that potash always occurs

with the rock salt, but that the former covers only a small

portion of the latter. This, of course, is natural, although

where rock salt is found it is by no means certain that

potash salts will be present, and boring is the only way
to find out where they do exist. Potash is not likely to

appear in salt springs, because if it did, it would indicate

that water had entry to the potash beds and they would

soon cease to exist.

How Prospecting Should Be Doxe

The rock salt must be pierced, and then, as a result of

careful observation and expenditure of sufficient capital,

potash salts may also be cut. The German potash was

found at considerable depths, varying from 300 to 600 m.

A borehole of this depth is an expensive undertaking. It

would cost about $10,000. The prospecting of a small area

of country would necessitate say 10 holes and cost more

than 10 times this amount. A suitable spot for the first

hole would have to be found, and this might entail much
pioneer work. When the likely spot was located, a con-

tract could be made for a hole with a guarantee of, say,

600 m. depth. The class of ground and local conditions

would settle the price per meter and the size of the hole

at the surface. The boring should be rotary, as every

meter of core must be examined. Even if the result were

negative as regards salt, it would add luore knowledge

with reference to hole No. 2.

A mining engineer with considerable experience in

potash-salt prospecting should be placed in charge and

the advice of local geologists taken advantage of ; but the

engineer should be allowed to determine the position of

the holes. Those who have spent several years at this

work will understand what this means. In Germany
during the potash boom geologists sprang up in many
corners ; even chemists who had no knowledge of geology

drove up to the boreholes and gave their opinions of the

cores. In many cases the engineer who was most com-

petent was not asked to give an opinion. In those days

boring syndicates were formed overnight, perhaps by

needy gentlemen after a good dinner.

A representative drove out to see the landowners, who

in Hannover have the mineral rights. The landowners

were generously treated to beer and schnapps, and when

they had had considerably more than was good for them,

a contract was agreed to. Today this matter is not so

easy. Chance sometimes brought luck and the value of

shares would rise from a few dollars \ip to $700 in one

night ; but there were plenty of failures.

In Prussia he who bored the rock salt first liad a right

'•"Eng. and Min. Jour

to the potash salts also. Therefore in Prussia boring was

carried out in competition. The writer has taken part

in many interesting borings both in Prussia and Han-
nover. A sketch of the ground pierced by one of these

borings I superintend in the Eichsfeld basin is given.''

No one thought that the potash salts discovered in the

plains would continue under the Muschelkalk Mountains.

It will be seen, however, that these are mountains made by

erosion and that the stratification lies concordant with

the underlying strata. Thus it needed only some geology

applied to mining, and I give this example for that rea-

son. Again, look at the section of Wilhelmshall am Huy.

If the hole was sunk on the left-hand side, an immense
amount of kainite and carnallite would have been indi-

cated, and as it is a question whether the dip could have

been observed, it might have been taken for the width

of the layer.

The engineer anyway would have to report the length

of the potash cores. Subsequent mining would prove that

the stratification was "on end." This is often the case

in the Hannover type. If the drill had passed only a little

more to the left, no potash salts would have been found.

As a detail of boring, care must be taken to use mag-
nesium chloride instead of water when in the salt region.

Water leaches out the rock salt, but it would in a short

time completely dissolve the potash cores before they

reached surface.

Boreholes Must Be Cakefully Refilled

It takes nearly as long to fill up a hole as it does to bore

it, that is to say if it is done properly. In Germany this

is a most important item and government engineers estab-

lish special regulations for the procedure and see that

their orders are carried out. In the salt region the hole

is filled with baked clay balls. A certain number are

thrown in per minute and stamped at given intervals.

This is done in order to safeguard the potash beds against

the intrusion of water. All shafts sunk for this industry

are circular in form and watertight. In Germany two

shafts are obligatory for the safety of the men. I have

described the methods of sinking these shafts in previous

])ages of the Journal, and there is nothing new to relate.

The cost of a shaft under average conditions is about

•$150,000, but if much water or quicksand is encountered

the cost may be much higher. One may say that this

class of shaft sinking has reached a very high standard in

Germany, thanks to the modern potash-salt industry.

In this article I have endeavored to show the import-

ance of the potassium-salt industr}', its main geological

features and the chance of its extension in the future. I

will now give some of the principal conclusions at which

I have arrived

:

1. As far as can be seen the only considerable source

of potash is marine depositions in the form of beds of

Tertiary or earlier age.

2. That the chance of finding such deposits is good

provided prospecting and boring are carried out to great

enough depths at suitable places. It is to be remembered
that up to the present, potash salts, outside of known
areas, have been found by chance.

3. That the present consumption of potash salts is only

a small part of what the world really needs.

4. That on account of these facts governments should

offer special facilities for prospecting.

'Ibid., page 671.
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limeirals ©f Asis^ilic T^rlriey
SYXOI'SIS—ymill cm Asiatic Turkey contains a

iride variety of minerals of economic value. Amony
the important resources of the region are copper,

mercury, antimony, iron, manganese, chromium,

coal, petroleum, bora,v, emery and meerschaum.

These deposits have long been ivorl-ed in primitive

fashion, but political conditions liave delayed mod-

ern e.rploitation. Some of these supplies, especially

copper, are now badly needed by Germany, and

feverish activity in certain mines irould doubtless

follow the cutting through of "the road to

Turl-cy."

Should till' Germans sueceed in hewing a road through

to Turkey, a mineral empire of the first nuignitude will

he opened up to the Teutons, one whieh contains some
rich though little de\"elo]ied deposits of copper—a metal

of prime importance to the Central Monarchies.

The mineral resources of northern Asiatic Turkey are

important and varied, but these deposits have lain practi-

useful in case the present conflii-t becomes protracted, and

in any event would be a valual)le asset to the Teuton

empires in future wars. The varied mineral deposits of

the Turkish peninsula form one of the links in the chain

of strategic resources tliat will be connected up by a Teu-

tonic victory in the Balkans. It therefore seems likely

that the Allies, even though they give up the Dardanelles

project, will do their utmost in blocking "the road to

Turkey."

The accompanying map, based on one l)y Leon Domin-

ian, reveals to what a large extent mineralizing agencies

have been at work in the peninsula of northern Asiatic

Turkey. The process of ore deposition^ appears to have

been heaviest in the three zones of major folding which

encircle the elevated barren plateaus of the interior.

Metalliferous zones and mineral belts are farily well out-

lined by the cartographic distribution.

The complex metalliferous regions of Anatolia-, of

the east Pontic range—extending from the coast inland

lietween Fnieh and Trehizond—and of the upper basin

of the Tigris constitute fields that bear promise of inter-

Ab Alabaster
Am Alum

Sb Antimony

As Arsenic

Ap Asphalt

Bt Bitumen

B Borax
Cr Chrome Ore

C Coa\
Cg Lig. Coal
Cb Bit. "

Ct Anthr."

M.\P OF NORTHERX ASIATIC TURKEY. SHOWING DISTRIBUTION CiF illNERALS—AFTER DOMINLVN, 1:113

cally dormant for centuries, largely owing to the inability

of anyone to exploit the deposits without being themselves

exploited. The heavy government fees and the lack of

transport facilities have also retarded the mineral de-

velopment.

The copper resources, while not great in the sense of

some modern mines, are of special importance to the

Central Empires, whicli happen to be deficient in deposits

of this indispensalile war metal. The high grade of the

Turkish copper deposits might permit of their being

esting developments when results of detailed investiga-

tions become available.

Asia Minor as a human habitation is very old. The

economic value of various minerals was duly recognized

'Excerpts trom "Cartographic Documents of Economic
Geograpliy." No. 2. 1913. Geographischer Kartenverlag Bern,
Berne, Switzerland.

=The term "Anatolia" is employed here in the sense gener-
ally accorded to it by European writers, whereby it refers to

the western section of Asia Minor. The Turkish name "Ana-
dolu" is used, however, by the Turks and Turkish-speaking
races to designate the entire peninsula.
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within the peninsula throughout ancient times. In the

heyday of the vanished kingdoms of Sumer and Akad,
throughout the supremacy of the Babylonian Empire, as

well as at the height of the Hittite and Mycenean powers,

mining had assumed sufficient importance to have become
the means of sustenance of the inhabitants of numerous
settlements scattered between the ^gean coastland and
the Persian Gulf. During Byzantine and Ottoman sway
the art of working ores was also carried on profitably.

From the Seventeenth Century to our day, however,

the industry gradually declined. Some attempts have

been made in the past decade to revive it; in a few
instances, as at Balia in the western end of the peninsula,

success has attended these endeavors. In general it

should be noted that mining in recent years has been

mainly confined to the districts lying close to the coast.

Coal Widely Distributed ix Asia Minor

Coal is of widespread occurrence in Asia Minor. The
northwestern projection of the peninsula forms part of a

district wherein lignite deposits have been worked in a

number of localities. The lignitic beds occur mostly in

Tertiary lacustrine deposits and appear to belong to a

zone of transition between the Miocene and the Pliocene.

The southwestern coast of Asia Minor, with its hinterland,

does not appear to be devoid of coal. In the Province of

Smyrna, the Sokia and Nazili beds have been developed

for local use. Coal was mined about half a century ago

in the northern section of Mesopotamia, near Jesireh.

Some work was also undertaken in the Hamrin moun-
tains. The deposits near Mosul have not been worked. In
the hills lying east of Kifri, the natives indulge in occa-

sional desultory exploitation of this fuel. In Syria and
the Lebanon a number of native exploitations are encoun-

tered. Some of these were undertaken to supply the

small silk factories with fuel.

The best-developed Turkish coal field is found at Hera-
clea. The coal is bituminous and occurs in a belt about

(iO km. in length. The coal beds outcrop near the coast.

They overlie Carboniferous limestones and are in turn

unconformably overlain by Cretaceous beds of great

thickness. The output for 1912 from this field exceeded

700,000 metric tons. Occurrences of bituminous coals

are also reported from the eastern section of the penin-

sula. The district between Lake Van and the Persian

frontier appears to be favored in this respect. Anthracite

has never been mined in Asia Minor, but its occurrence

is reported from a number of localities.

Gold Mixed by the Ancients

Little gold is produced at present, but the precious

metal is known to occur at Serjiller, south of the Dar-

danelles. The abundance of gold jewelry found in the

excavations on the site of the several cities of Troy indi-

cates a large production from near-by localities. An
ancient locality which was famed for its gold mines was

Astyra, the site of which is now marked by mines that

existed at the time of the explorations of the Greek

geographer, Strabo.

The valleys of the Hermos and the Pactolus, in Ana-

tolia, have been the site of ancient placer mines. How
prolific in their yield of the precious metal the gravels

of these rivers must have been may be inferred from

the frequent allusions in ancient literature to the gold-

bearing sands of the dTstrict, now known as the valley

of the Gedis Eiver. In recent times peasants living in

the vicinity of Boz Dagh (Boz Mountain) make a scanty

livelihood by washing the gravels brought down by the

rivers.

The environs of Izpir in the east Pontic area contained

gold fields that are known to have been worked from the

Third Century B. C, to the end of the Seventeenth Cen-

tury A. D. Throughout the Nineteenth Century small

quantities of gold were mined intermittently around

Bulgar Dagh. This region bids fair to become the site

of future producers of gold, silver and lead.

The best-developed silver-lead mines are found near

Balia, at a distance of about 100 km. from the sea. The
ore occurs in a contact zone between Tertiary augite-

andesite and Carboniferous limestone. The contact zone

varies between 2 and 5 m. in width. The limestone at

the contact is silicified but barren. In the andesite, on

the other hand, are found accumulations of pure galena

which seem to be connected with fissures parallel to the

contact zone. The ores carry galena, blende and pyrite,

and as formerly mined, contained on an average from
16 to 20% Pb and 8% Zn. The last operating company
was the Societe Anonyme Ottomane des Klines de Balia

Karaidin. The 1913 production was valued at £171,000.

Copper Mixes Along Black Sea Coast axd in Upper
Valley of the Tigris

The two most important copper belts in Asiatic Tur-

key occur in the eastern portion of the Black Sea coast,

as far inland as the Pontic ranges, and around Argana
(Arghanah^ in the upper valley of the Tigris. Copper

prospects have been noted as far west as the vicinity of

the seaport of Sinop. The region around Espie, near

Kerasund, is the center of a district noted for its mineral

yield in antiquity. Here ancient workings abound and

have l)een the site of small operations carried on intermit-

tently in the last 20 years.

The celebrated Argana mines, from all accounts, con-

tain high-grade ore. These deposits are known to have

been exploited since 1096 A. D. within an area of about

12 km. square. In recent years mining has been carried

on by the Turkish government, both on a leasing system

and by direct management. The ore is broken to nut size

and undergoes successive roasting until a product con-

taining about 30% Cu is obtained. In this form the

product is transported on camels to Black Sea or Medi-

terranean harbors. The cost of mining and treatment at

Argana is estimated at less than 3c. per lb. The disturb-

ances of the last three or four years have caused cessation

of work throughout Turkey, although it is possible that

exploitation has been resumed recently under German
management. The production cannot be of great import-

ance immediately, however, as the organization of opera-

tions will require time in order to be productive in a

large sense.

Mercury, Manganese, Antimony and Chrome Ores

Occur in Important Quantities

Two deposits of cinnabar were working in 1913. The
Karaburmu mines, situated about 30 km. from the town
of Smyrna, produce about 3,000 flasks of quicksilver

annually. The deposit lies in the vicinity of basaltic

flows and consists of metamorphic siliceous schists

impregnated with cinnabar. Mining is done entirely in

opencuts on ores containing as little as 0.25%: Hg. The
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cinnabar appears to be concentrated in the fines, and

the ore is accordingly screened. The screenings assay

from 0.T5 to 2% Hg. The plant at the mine comprised

two double Spirek tower furnaces for broken ore and a

Cermak-Spirek furnace for fines. This installation had

a capacity of 30 tons per day. The other mercury deposit

occurs in the vicinity of Konia. Here the ore is found

in veinlets, nodules and small particles in a crystalline

limestone close to schist, at no great distance from old

eruptives. The mineral appears to be present whenever

the limestone becomes silicified. Some stibnite is asso-

ciated with the cinnabar.

Pyrolusite is mined from the Phlinika district, much
of the ore produced assaying 52% Mn. At the Zengan

mines, high-grade manganese ore is obtained. Man-
ganese ore is also known to occur near the Russian fron-

tier in the eastern Pontic area.

The two important centers of antimony production

are Odemich and Jinlikaya. Ore carrying as much as

G5% antimony is found in both. At Jinlikaya the veins

cut through crystalline schists. Shipments were formerly

made chiefly to England by way of Smyrna.

Asia Minor has contributed largely to the .world's sup-

ply of chrome ore. The Turkish ores are soft, rich in

cliromie oxide, have a low silica content, and are free

from objectionable impurities. Although the production

has fallen off in recent years, the mineral is of widespread

occurrence in Anatolia. The most important deposits are

those at Dagardi.

Importaxt Mixor Minerals Ixclude Borax^ Ejiert

AXD Meerschaum

Extensive beds of pandermite, a massive and not

entirely pure variety of colemanite, are mined at Sultan-

chair, in the Province of Hudavendighiar. The princi-

pal operations are those of Borax Consolidated, Ltd. The
mines lie on the mail route leading from Pandemia harbor

to Balikesser. The pandermite occurs in Tertiary sedimen-

taries lying in a basin surrounded by steep hills of gabbro,

granite and crystalline schist. The productive beds con-

sist of a brownish and bluish gray g}"psum, containing

nodules of variable sizes dispersed within the gypsum,
and forming from 10 to 20% of the aggregate mass.

The production of emery from Asia Minor and the

islands of the ^gean Sea practically constitute the bulk

of the world's supply. The output of the fonner ex-

ceeds that of tlie latter. The mines lie in a belt extend-

ing south and southeast of Smyrna. The ore is found in

lumps up to 13 cm. in diameter embedded in a red-brown

clay and associated with calcite.

The plains near Eskischehir constitute one of the most
important meerschaum localities in the world. The
meerschaimi district extends from the town of Eskischehir

almost due eastward to the City of Angora. The mines
lie at a distance of about 22 km. from the railroad sta-

tion, to which the ore is packed by camel trains. The
two chief producing mines are those of Sarasu and Sepki.

The deposit occurs in a valley filled with drift material

from the surrounding mountains. The sepiolite is scat-

tered through the drift in rounded nodular masses, with

fragments of magnesian and hornblendic rocks. As a

rule the nodules do not exceed 10 cm. in diameter, but

a few attain larger dimensions. In the raw condition the

mineral is soft, light and nontransparent. The color is

white, with occasional blending of vellow. red or grav.

The thickness of the meerschaum-bearing strata varies

between 3 and 40 m.

Other minerals have been mined or are known to exist

in various districts of Asia Minor. Arsenical pyrite has

been found near Odemich. Lithographic stone occurs

in extensive massive beds north of Mihailich, also east

of Kimasti and south of Abulonia Lake. Iron is found

in many places in Asiatic Turkey. The region east of

Adalia Bay was to have been the site of an exploitation,

prior to the war. In the vicinity of Anamur. iron ore has

been mined on a small scale during the last few years.

This district lies at the foot of the southernmost projec-

tion of the base of the Tauric region, where various ores

are reported to occur and within which mining has been

carried on in a desultory fashion for over 20 centuries.

Zinc also exists in this region. Zinc deposits at Karassi

were worked prior to the war by the Societe Anonyme
Ottomane des Mines de Karassi.

Petroleum is found in the provinces of Erzerum,

Mosul and Bagdad. The ilesopotamian deposit, probably

an extension of the Persian field, promises to be of im-

portance, and the Bagdad railway will give this field

much needed transport facilities. Just before the war,

the Turkish Petroleum Co. was formed^ to exploit this

area ; half of the capital was British and the Deutsche

bank and Royal Dutch Shell Trust each held a quarter

Interest. Further development with this combination of

interests is now unlikely. Asphalt is known to exist at

Anti Lebanon, Kerkuk, Hit and other places. Besides

the mineral resources already mentioned, salt and sul-

phur are produced in a small way and precious stones

are mined in a number of places.

A.Eiaes'aica.ini Miiraimi^ Coira^tpess

In a letter to the members of the American ^Mining

Congress. J. S. Callbreath, secretary, announces that for

the better carrying out of the comprehensive plan out-

lined at the San Francisco convention to secure the co-

operation of the mining men in this country in the better-

ment of mining conditions, one of the first steps is to

secure more interest in the work of the congress. Presi-

dent Carl Scholz, in his plea for extension of membership

in the congress, said that there are 90,000 men in the

United States directly or indirectly interested in the

operative side of mining. Probably there are not 20 men
in the 90,000 who disapproved the objects sought by the

American Mining Congress. But the organization has

only 1,500 members, and this condition presents certain

elements of unfairness. It allows the 1,500 members to

work for, pay for and secure benefits for tlie profession in

general, while the rest of the 90,000 enjoy them without

any effort on their part. President Scholz believes it is

the duty of all mining men to work for improvements in

the profession and, to secure this end, pleads for an

enlarged membership in the congress.

*;

niinm Is the Name for a new acid-resisting aHoy worked
out at the University of Illinois and described by S. 'W. Parr
at the recent American Institute of Metals convention. Its

composition is given as: Cu, 6.42'rf; Mn, 0.9S: Si, 1.04; W,
2.13; Ni. 60.65; Al, 1.09: Fe. 0.76; Cr, 21.07; Mo, 4.67; total,

9S.S1%; carbon and boron not determined. It is said to be en-

tirely resistant to 25 "^l HXO;. Its properties are ascribed to a
proper proportioning of electropositive and negative metals.

Details of preparation are not given.

'"Engineering." Oct. S, 1915
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?ttsiils ©f Prs\cMcs\l Mnimiinij

The accompanying); sketch shows a home-made chnck-

l)olt bender tliat will be of great service to any blacksmith

in making chuck bolts for jjiston drills. Without any

liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiMiiniiMiiMiiiiiiniiuiMiiiMimiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiniiMiiuiiiuiiiuiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiM

"Moniin" Oap'n ; me and parduer 'ave a drif contract

down in the bal (mine) and we bean't makin' wages, and

we thought as how us shouldest come up and talk to 'ee

and see if thee couldent fi.\ us up a bit. Say, give we
company 'count for the month or raise the price a bit.'"

"Well now, my man," said the superintendent, "I can

not do either at this time of the month, but I am going

to send a jackhamer in your place tomorrow which I am
sure will help you a whole lot."

'"Thank "ee, Cap'n, that's fair enough sure; we does

need a bit of "elp," said Thomas as he retired. To Rob-

ert he reported, "Pardner, we be all fixed up : Cap'n's

goin' to send Jack "ammer into our place to 'elp us

out."

"Tluifs fair enough,"" agreed Robert, "but 'oo the Idoody

.'ell is Jack "ammer, never "eard tell of 'ee. I naw Jack

Thomas and Jack Williams, but I never did "ear of Jack

'ammer ; 'oo is 'ee
?"'

"I dinnaw 'oo 'ee is myself," answered Thomas, "but I

speck 'ee's one of they there bloody Finlanders that's

been 'angin' about the shaft all week !"

^--J
DUflJTii teel

CHUCK-BOLT BENDER

device of this kind, it is necessary first to bend the bolt

to shape and then to twist the ends apart so that the thread

can be cut on each and then reheat the bolt and twist

it back again. With this device it is pos.sible to cut

it and bend accurately with one downward motion of

the lever.

By Paul F. Ciiambekl.vix*

Thomas Pollard and Robert Bone, two Cornish min-

ers, had a hand-drill contract in one of the drifts of No. 3

Alpena mine, Virginia, Minn. Their "dirt" had been

very hard to break all during the month and they were

making practically no headway. The two men concluded,

along about the 20th of the month, that their contract

price was not large enough for them to make a living

wage. Accordingly they decided to call on the local sup-

erintendent, Charles Grabowsky, and ask him either to

give them a better price or grant them company-account

wages for the month.

Said Thomas to Rol)crt, "Hi say, pardner, us ain"t goin"

to make our bloody sault this month. Let me and thee

goas on up an' see Cap'n Charlie and see if 'ee won't give

us company 'count for the month or else raise the price

o" the contract."

It was so agreed; Thomas was to do the talking while

his partner stayed outside. Thomas entered the office

and doffing his hat said :

As the rules suggested by engineers for the sizes of

foundation bolts for chimneys vary widely, the following

table has been compiled to compare this practice. The

^ l^Do \<0o

LA-1 I

OUTLINE OF CHIMNEY AND STRESS DIAGRAM FOR
FOUNDATION BOLTS

first six chimneys are described in a published pamphlet
and are said to have been built. The remainder have been

l)uilt and are standing. Of the numerous formulas the

t\i'o extreme ones may be put in the form,

M
A; X iV X « X Ji

in wliicli

VirKinia, Minn. chine design, Cornell Univer
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to overturn the ehimnev.

at the root of

.1/ = iloment tending

foot-pounds

;

.Y = Number of foundation bolts

;

a = Jlinimum area of a bolt, usual

the thread

;

R = Radius of the bolt circle in feet;

fni = Maximum iii)er-stress in any bolt in pounds ]ier

square inch.

The value k varies with the dift'erent conditions and

is given later.

If we assume the nuts brought to a bearing, with

practically no initial stress and no wind acting, the center

of pressure between the chimney and the foundation

will coincide with the center of the bolt circle. If the

wind now acts from the right the center of pressure will

move toward the left, and at the extreme position it will

approach the point p on the bolt circle. The formula

giving the lowest stresses assumes this concentration at

the point p and further assumes the fiber-stresses in

the bolts proportional to their distances from a tangent

through the point 'p. The value k is then 0.75 in the

equation just given, and M is the wind moment less the

righting moment. The latter is taken as the weight of

the chimney in pounds times R.

In the formula giving the highest stresses the chimney

is assumed as fixed at the base, the neutral axis being

taken as e-e. If the bolts on both sides of e-e are effec-

tive they must resist compression, a condition here im-

possible of realization. When the formula is solved in

this way k is approximately 0.50 and AI is the full wind

moment.
DESIGN 'data for STEEL CHIMNEYS

Maxi-

Chimney Diameters Fiber-
Bell . Bolt Ht. o£ Net Stress

Top Base Bas? Circle Chim- Overturn- Foundation in

Des- D„ D, D, D, ney. Wt. of ing Mo- Bolts Lb.
igna- Ft. Ft. Ft. Ft. H Steel. mcnt, Diam. per
tion In In. In. In. Ft. Tons Ft.-Lb. No. In. Sq. In.

1 3446707 6 70 7,1 228,400 6 U 11.700
10 4456899 3 90 12.3 492,100 6 IJ 15,200
20 5 10 7 8 12 12 6 125 24 7 1,281,270 8 2i 12,700
30 7 4 9 6 15 9 16 3 175 45.0 3,183,165 10 2» 17,.500

38 9 10 12 18 6 19 190 62.3 4,706,540 12 2i 16,600
46 n 10 14 8 25 25 6 300 140.7 14,218,000 16 2! 28,000
B 4 9 6 5 100 S3 664,900 4 2i 20,080
D 6 ... 9 6 9 lOi 125 160 1,263,700 4 2 41,400
E 6 6 .... 9 9 4 120 15.3 1,276,400 4 2J 27,500
F 8 ... 11 3 II 7i 120 1,538,200 4 3 18,400
G 10 ... 14 14 6 146 30.8 2.795,460 6 2 J 23,900
K 16 27 225 77 10,278,900 12 3 17.600
L 11 6 18 200 55.0 4,859,000 8 3{ 15,350
M 30 9S 51 400 438.0 41,318,300 36 4 6,780
R 8 12 4 21 1 217 65 4,683,800 12 2; 11.950

A comparison of the data given in the accompanying
table indicates that few of the 15 chimneys had been

designed on either basis. It seems to me that a basis

nearer the truth might be had by assuming in the ex-

treme position one-quarter of the chimney base in con-

tact with the foundation, as shown in Fig. 2 by the

shaded portion. The neutral axis is a-a. The bolts to

the right of a-a are stressed proportionally to their dis-

tances from a-a. The figure also .shows the stresses in the

concrete. The moment due to any bolt will be the .

product of its area, fiber-stress and the arm from the bolt

center to a line through the center of pressure and paral-

lel to a-a. In this case the value of fc is 0.67. The over-

turning moment is here the wind moment about the base

less 11' X 0.9i?. In all cases the wind moment equals the

wind force on the chimney times the distance from the

liase of the chimney to the center of pressure of the

wind force. For a cylindrical chimney this equals

— foot-pounds, where w, the wind pressure

per square foot of projected area of the chimney, is

usually assumed at 25 to ;?0 pounds. D^ and JI are

measured in feet. The working fiber-stress may be taken
from 12,000 to 1G,000 lb. per sq.in. The maximum
(iilrulatcil fiber-stresses based on a wind pressure of ;!0 11).

are gi\i'ii in the right-hand column of the table.

McD'ws^ To Clhoos© MocllS, OiralLIls

By J. R. McFakland*

Of what type of drill, Mr. iline Manager, was that

last order? Were the drills selected after a careful test

which demonstrated them to be of the type best adapted
for drilling in your own mine, or were they chosen at

random ?

With the keen competition nowadays between drill

manufacturers and the resultant radical improvement
in rock drills as a whole, inasmuch as the drilling cost

is a large factor in producing the ore it behooves the

active mine manager to make frequent tests to determine

on which type of drill to standardize.

Different Classes of Drill Buyers

A considerable number of the older managers and
superintendents have used one or two sizes of a standard

type of machine for years—usually a one-man and a

two-man drill. A large sum of money may be tied up in

repair parts. Their machine shops may be making a

considerable number of the parts for these drills, thus

reducing the cost for repairs. This makes it very hard
for a manager to get away from the old type of drill,

even though he may be convinced that a newer tj^pe is

better.

There is also a class that tries even-thing that comes
along and as a result accumulates a motley variety of

machines, which causes an extraordinary amount of con-

fusion in and about the mine. A full supply of repair

parts has to be kept for each machine, thus involving

a much greater amount of money invested in repairs than

would be, if only one or two types of machines were

used; also, the master mechanic has a much harder time

keeping the drills in good repair. Probably the greatest

trouble is underground, where the miner may find that

the steel does not fit his machine or the hose and con-

nections are not of the right size or have a different

thread ; or the column, arm or bar and wrenches may lie

of wrong size. Such trouble causes an extra trip to the

surface and maybe the loss of the round for that shift.

In losing the round the cost for practically the same

advance is doubled. So it is no wonder that some of

the older heads feel just as well satisfied to ''pass np"

the pastime of drill testing.

How-ever, a majority of managers try to keep up with

the drill problem, standardizing on one or two of the

later types. They figure that the increase in speed and

the greater economy in air consumption and repairs

more than pay them for the loss in throwing away the

old repair parts and designs. In the larger mines and

many of the smaller ones the matter of drill testing is

gone into with the foregoing fact*^ in mind and with

the idea of standardizing on one type of drill for each

kind of work.

At a surprising number of mines no systematic at-

tempt is made at testing. The drill is given to the

'5710 Kimbark Ave., Chicago, III.
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runner; the mine foreman or shift boss may stop for a

few moments to wateh the drill run; the superintendent

may hardly notice it as he passes by on his daily rounds

;

and the manager often never sees the drill at all. In
most cases it is left to the rvmner, and if he likes the

machine it is kept. Or if it is a little heavier, even

though much faster, than his old one, or if it is one of

the newer types which he has not yet learned to run, he

will say that the drill is no good and it will be returned.

It is therefore necessary that the trial should be given

the best attention and a record kept, or the test may
as well not be made at all.

How THE Test Should Be Conducted

To go into the problem properly, the following in-

vestigation, or one with the same object in view, should

be made.

The machine is first taken to the mat-hine shop and
placed on the bench. The drill should be taken apart

by the master mechanic and a report made on the follow-

ing items

:

1. ^Tiat points of design ?

2. What does the drill promise as to probable repair

cost ?

3. ^Yhat air consumption 't

The chief points of design are as follows

:

a. Are the arrangement and design of the various parts

such as to give the least wear or strain ?

b. Does the type of chuck enable a rapid change of

steel, and does the chuck hold tlie stool in alignment

or not?

c. Are the front head and bushing or gland of proper

design and strength to withstand the constant blows of

the piston ?

d. If a piston drill, is the piston stem of sufficient

size and strength to withstand the heavy side strain and

does the piston head have sufficient length of bearing

to hold the piston in alignment and prevent serious

cylinder wear?

e. If a hammer drill with a striking block, or anvil,

is the striking block heavy enough?

f . "What is the diameter of the cylinder ?

g. If a self-rotating hammer drill, how is the rotation

transmitted from the piston to the steel? Is rotation

positive or not ?

h. Is the rifle bar strong enough?

i. Are the ratchet ring and pins or pawls and springs

of good design and easily assembled ?

J.
Is the back head well designed ?

k. If a water or hollow-tv;be machine are the tube and

]mcking so designed as to give little trouble and be easily

accessible ?

1. The valve chest is very important. Does it freeze

or not? Does it use air wastefully? Is it in the way

when extracting steels from the holes?

m. If a stoper, is the feed piston of proper size for

vour air pressure? Is it of sufficient strength to with-

stand hard blows?

n. Is there any special benefit from the arrangement

of the side rods, springs, throttle valve, oiling device, hose

(onneotions, shell, etc., of the machine in question?

o. What is the weight of the machine ?

p. Finally, are the parts that are subject to the

greatest wear and strain made of properly treated and

worked steel or are thcv made of cast iron?

The master mechanic is able to tell to a great extent,

from the foregoing investigation, whether many parts

will be broken and whether such parts as are ordinarilv

expected to break in time will cost much to replace. If

the company maintains an elaborate machine shop, the

master mechanic may figure on the number of parts

he may be able to make himself. An accurate record of

repair costs should be kept to determine whether the

.superior speed of one drill is not more than counter-

balanced by the low repair cost of another.

As a rule, only a few mines have any apparatus to

test the air consumption. Machines for testing may be

purchased from various drill and machinery companies.

The displacement-tank method, while rather cumber-

some and expensive, is always reliable. In this, water

under pressure is used to displace the air from two
receivers alternately. The drill is run from the air thus

expelled. The quantity of air consumed by the drill

is figured from the amount of water that displaces it.

The amount of water is indicated by the height in the

Avater gages on the two receivers. Air meters are con-

structed on the principle of the fan or bellows or a

combination of both. They are not usually so reliable

as the displacement-tank method, but are less cumber-

some. However, if two drills are tested at the same
pressure, a reliable comparison can be obtained.

An inexpensive way to obtain a comparative test of

two machines is to fill a receiver with air to a certain

pressure and run each machine in turn from the receiver,

noting the time necessarj' to reduce to various pressures.

It is obvious that the drill that reduces the pressure

to the lowest point in a given length of time uses the

most air. However, owing to the different valve designs,

some drills use proportionately more air at some pres-

sures than at others, and this fact has to be kept in

mind in such a test.

A verj' few mines have an elaborate system of testing

the strength, nature and rapidity of the blow of a

machine. This test is not essential, although it is well

to know, if possible, just how the drill in question com-

pares with others in this respect. This test is valuable

in testing drills after they have been in use for some

time. An exhaustive consumption of air generally shows

that the piston or cylinder or both are badly worn. If

the air consumption is no more than proper but the

blow is weak, it is likely that the trouble is in the valve

or valve ports. If the valve "flutters," it is generally a

sign of excessive cylinder wear, as the air is allowed

to pass by the piston and into the re\'erso ports, thus

reversing the stroke jjrematurely.

As a general thing, a light, rajiid, tapping blow is

best adapted for soft ground, while a heavy, slugging

blow is best for harder rock. However, it is difficult

to tell from this kind of a test just what drill is going

to do best in your ground and the only sure way to

find it out is by tlio actual drilling.

ilAIvING THE UXDEKGIIOUND TeST

Having made the tests above ground, the next thing

is to prepare for the underground test.

A suitable face to drill in must be selected. This is

a point where mistakes are sometimes made. There

is a tendency on the part of the superintendent to pick

the hardest rock in the mine. This should not be done

unless the sole object is to test the strength of the drill.
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The rock choseu should be a fair average of wluit is

encountered in the mine. A drill specially designed for

hard rock would make the better showing if tested in the

hardest rock in the mine; while another drill, aila])ted

to tlie average mine rock, would not do so well in the

hard rock, but would do much better tiian the other in

the average rock that has to be drilled.

Drill Type ^Iust Fit Conditions

In this connection it nuiy i)e said that it does not

usually matter so nuu-li what make of drill you buy,

as that the drill should be selected for the special con-

ditions in your mine.

In a great many mines, most of the attention is given

to the studying of the ore formation and little toward

cutting down the production costs. It is in such mines

that contractors tlirive, as they arc able to give their

whole attention to progress.

In such mines, where no special effort is expended

toward drilling efficiency, or in portions of mines that

are working in org, or where water is hard to obtain, it

may be best to use the one- or two-man solid-]iiston

machines, depending on the hardness of the ground.

This is particularly so in stopes and sublevels, where

the machines have to he taken up and down chutes or

ladderways and where it would be too much bother to

take water and the extra fittings for the water drills. If

possible it is best to use self-rotating hammer drills for

drifting in such places. This method of drilling often

douides the speed on account of the fact that no mounting
need be used. It is desiral)le to use the hammer drill

with water through the steel. If air is used through the

steel, a spray or atomizer should he attached to lay the

dust as it is blown from the hole.

If miTch attention is given to speed, a water drill

should be used if possible. Such a drill is best adapted

to the driving of long drifts in development work. If

the ground is soft or if the rock is "ravelly," with much
fine rock falling in behind the bit, it is often best to use

a water-piston machine. The action of the alternating-

water and air jet, together with the reciprocating motion

of the steel, always leaves the steel free to he pulled

from the bottom of the hole. If the water-hammer drill

be used in such ground more time is often required to

extract the steel than to drill the hole. If in hard,

solid rock, the water-hammer drill will probably give

as great or greater speed than the water-piston machine.

For sinking work either the heavy two-man solid-piston

drill or hollow-piston two-man machine can be used. The
latest and most popular method of shaft sinking is with

the self-rotating hammer drill. With this machine the

round can be drilled in less time as no mounting is used.

The holes also can be spaced better and drilled at more

advantageous angles, thus "piiUing" the ground better.

After a suitable place is selected, proper steel should be

prepared. The bits should be well formed and tem])ered

for the rock selected and the shanks made the right size.

Proper mounting, wrenches, hose and connections must

be provided. A pressure gage should be placed at the

end of the air-pipe line if one drill is tested at a time.

In testing, one man should be detailed to keep an

accurate record of all operations, taking readings of the

air pressure every 10 minutes or so, if much variance

is had, or every half-hour if the pressure is fairly

constant. If a lomparison is to be made with another

drill, care should be taken to have all conditions as

nearly alike as possible. The test shoidd be conducted

by the same person and the same drill runners, using

tiie same gage of steel and as close as possible to the

same average air j)ressure. The following re[)ort should

be nu\de, the example including actual test ligures.

1. Type of machine: Sullivan FF-12 Water Drill, size

2% in., weight 1(12 lb.

2. Place of work: American Flag Mine, Park City,

Utah., north heading, 900-ft. level.

:5. Date: July ;]6, 1913.

t. Kind of ground : ea.sy-drilling quartzite.

5. Character of work: drifting; size of drift, 5x7 ft.

G. Type of mounting, column and arnh

7. Average depth of hole, (5 ft.

8. Gage of steels: Starter, 21/2-in. ; dropped 14 in.

gage on each change of steel.

9. Air pressure at drill, 80 lb.

10. Time of starting work, 7:30 a.m.
^

n. Time of stopping work, 4 p.m.

12. Total elapsed working time, 7 hr. 30 min.

13. Exceptional delays, none.

14. Total elapsed drilling time, 5 hr., 30 min.

15. Total net elapsed drilling time, 3 hr. 30 min.

16. Actual net reciprocating time, 1 hr. 30 min.

17. Number of holes, 9.

18. Total footage, 54 ft.

19. Drill speed, average inches per minute: (a) Total

elapsed drilling time, speed 2 in. per min.; (b) net

elapsed drilling time, 4.3 in. per min.; (c) actual drilling-

time, 7.2 in. per min.

20. Number sticks of dynamite, 27 ; strength, 40%.
21. Results: (a) Advance, 5I/2 ft.; (b) cars of muck

removed, 20.

22. Name of runiu'r, Jolin Doe.

23. Name of official in charge of test, John Smith.

Remarks on the Form for Reporting Test

1. The type and size of machine should be stated as

a nuitter of record. The weight must be suited to the

work and hardness of the rock.

2 and 3. The location and date are a matter of record.

4. In giving the report it is essential to show the class

of rock and hardness in order to make any just com-
parison. A drill that drills 7 in. per min., actual drill-

ing time, in medium-soft rock, may not drill 1 in. per

min. in very hard rock.

5. The character of the work is a matter of record

and must be stated before the operations can be com-

pletely understood. The size of the tunnel, shaft or

slope should be given for the same reason.

0. It is well worth while to show the type of mounting
used, as considerable time may be gained or lost from

this cause. If a piston drill is used in a slope with a

column mounting, it is quite possible that a hammer
drill may be substituted and save an hour or two of

time by the omission of setting up, tearing down of the

column and the time lost in changing positions on the

column.

If only one shift drills and the next shift mucks out,

it is best to use a vertical column, as a "clean" set-up

is afforded when the drill shift goes on. The column

permits vertical as well as horizontal shifting of the

drill and gives the runner a better chance on a "running"

hole. However, if drilling is to be done on the same
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sliift as the mucking, it is often advisable to use a

horizontal bar. While drilling is harder and a better

runner is required to "bottom" his holes, yet the bar

can be set up at once; but if the vertical column is

used, an hour may be spent in "mucking hack"' to clear

a place to set the column.

Sometimes, when the ground is favorable, all the holes

can be drilled from one set-up. Even though the bar

has to be lowered for the bottom holes, only a few minutes
is required, as compared with a possible hour lost in

"mucking back."

As the "mucking back" is only a waste of high-priced

driller's time and the work is a total waste, the muck
Inning yet to be shoveled into the car, the use of a

Ijar wherever possible cannot be too strongly emphasized.

Slick Sheets Should Be Used in Shoveling

It is also surprising how few mines use boards or
"slick sheets" for the muck to be shoveled from. A few
minutes spent each shift in handling the "slick sheets"

will save the mucker an amazing amount of time and
energy. Rapid mucking also helps the drilling, as the

muck is cleared away :'^"om the bottom of the face by

the time the runner reaches his lifters and he is not

forced to wait or take the valuable time at the end of

the shift to scrape the muck back.

The length of the shell depends on the hardness of

the ground. If it is very hard, the holes have to be

inclined at steep angles in order to break the ground.

To drill thus, the shell must be short so that the roof

will not interfere with the crank handle. Also, in hard

ground, with a long feed the gage may wear off the

steels to such an extent that they will not "follow."

If the rock is soft, a long feed is desirable and time is

saved in changing steels.

7. In even rock the cuts and lifters should he drilled

somewhat deeper than the other holes, to maintain an

even face, as they are drilled at a greater angle and

do not penetrate as far directly into tlie "face'' as the

"ilatter" holes.

8. The gage of the bit is important. The smaller the

bit, the faster will the rock be drilled. However, the

hole must be large enough at the bottom to take the

powder and hold enough at the bottom of the hole to break

the rock. If another drill is to be compared, it is quite

important to test with the same gage of bit.

It is quite obvious that attention should be given the

bits and that they should not only be tempered for the

rock to be drilled, but should be well formed so as not

to retard the speed of drilling. If the rock is so hard

that trouble is experienced in making the steels follow,

give a greater difference in the changes of gage.

The breakage of drill steel should be noted. Little

trouble is had with piston-drill steel breaking, but

some types of hammer drills, because of the heavy blow

delivered direct to the steel by the piston, cause crystal-

lization and excessive breakage.

9. The air pressure in some mines may vary at some

places and on some days 20 or 30 lb. This may be

caused by a pipe line of too small diameter. When
several machines are running close by or someone is

"blowing off," the pressure drops abruptly. For this rea-

son it is desirable to have sufficient air pressure in order

to make a fair comparison, and absolutely necessary to

have a correct record of the average air pressure.

In this connection it is surprising how little some
superintendents know about the air pressure on which

their drills are running. Many drills that are generally

suppo.sed to l)e running on 75 to 80 lb. of air are running

on only 50 to 60 lb.

If two drills are tested at the same time on the same
bar or on columns in the same tunnel or drift, the air

gage is not so essential, as both the machines have the

same air pressure. However, the pressure should be

kept up to normal for the reason that one drill may
gi\e a much better performance on a low air pressure

than another. Owing to this fact, the pressure should

be close to that which is customary in the mine, so that

the test may parallel mine conditions.

10 and 11. The time of starting and stopping work
is a matter of record. In this case while the full shift

was 8 hr., the time given was only 7 hr. 30 min., as this

was the time actually at the face. Usually a good deal

of time is "killed" around the beginning and end of a

shift. In the larger mines a considerable length of time

is consumed in getting the steel together and reaching

the working place. Then if the work i.s day labor and
the boss is not around, a nice long rest and a smoke are

in order.

At the end of the shift the men have to be ready by

the time the men in the next place to them "fire" or

they have to leave the round iinfinished. For this reason

the runner always tries to get his place ready to shoot

15 min. or more before the usual shooting time.

12, 13 and 14. The difference between the total elapsed

working time and the total elapsed drilling time (from

the start of the first hole to the bottom of the last) was
in this case 2 hr. About one hour was used in mucking
back for the column and setting up. The other hour at

the end of the shift was used to tear down the column,

take the machine and equipment back to a safe distance

and load and shoot the holes. The time consumed in

setting up was afterward cut down from 1 hr. to 15

min. by the substitution of a crossbar.

No Nuisance Worse Than Duills Fkeezing

In order that the test should show up the drill fairly,

any unusual delays should be recorded. In a mine, time

can be lost in a multitude of ways. The steel may not

have been temiDcred correctly and the drills may all

1)6 dulled before finishing the round. Where miners

have to "rustle" their own steel, it is hard to get them
to provide enough. Where the ground is soft, it is often

hard to keep the bar or column tight. Hose troubles

can be avoided to a great extent by running the hose on

boards over the heads of the muckers. But none of the

foregoing troubles can compare to the freezing of a drill.

In quite a large number of mines there are too few re-

ceivers to catch the water and too little attention is

gi\'en toward draining off the water from the receivers.

It is left to the foreman, and as he is little bothered with

freezing in his climbing up and down ladderways, the

matter is neglected.

It has also been found that in wet mines, when the

air is off between shifts, considerable water leaks in

the submerged pipes. On a wet day outside, the freezing

of the drills is more noticeable, as an unusual amount
of moisture is taken into the compress. The freezing

not only delays the drilling, often causing the loss

of the riiuiid, but also causes the piston frequently to
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kick the back head out. While numerous suggestions

have been made to keep the valves from freezing in

rock drills, usually none of them is of much effect. As
some types of valves have less tendency to freeze, or

are entirely free from freezing, it is best to use such

types where much water is found in the air.

15 and 16. The difference between the net elapsed

drilling time, (from collars to bottoms of holes) and the

actual net drilling time (time machine is in actual

operation) shows how much time is taken up by changing

steels and position, if we leave exceptional delays out of

our consideration. In the case cited, the difference was
one hour.

How LoxG Do THE Drills Work?

It surprises some people to know the small amount of

time the drill is actually running. In this case it was
1 hr. 30 min., or less than 30% of the total time between

the beginning of drilling and the end of the round. As
this is unusually fast drilling for mine work, 30% is

unusually low. TFie softer the rock and faster the actual

drilling, the lower will be the percentage. And in harder

ground more time will be taken up in actual drilling

and the percentage may rise to 60% or higher.

17. The number of holes and their depth depend en-

tirely upon the ground. The harder the rock, the greater

the number of holes to break it and the shallower they

are drilled.

18. By adding the depth of each hole the footage is

obtained. The footage drilled is, roughly, a measure of

the speed of the drill, and if no complete record is made
this measurement should be taken.

19. The average rates of drilling, in inches per minitte,

tell the experienced superintendent most of what he

wants to know, before looking at the rest of the test.

Of these averages the actual drilling time is the most
important.

20. The strength of the dynamite and the number of

sticks are an indication of the hardness of the ground.

21. The final results of the whole test, which every

mine manager wants to see, are the number of feet of

advance and the number of cars of ore broken. Knowing
this, he is able to figure his drilling cost per ton, per

cubic yard or per foot of advance. If in development

work, the advance is the main object and the one on

which the manager figures his expenses; if in ore, the

number of tons of ore broken by the shot is where the

profit lies. If two tests are run in the same-sized drifts

in rock of the same hardness, these figures are easily

obtained and constitute an approximate but final test

of the speed of the machines.

22 and 23. The names of the runner and official in

charge of the test are a matter of record.

In a test of two drills at the same time, it is best

to change the drillmen from one machine to the other

so as to equalize their skill. If the machines run pretty

close together in speed, the change may be made in the

middle of the shift. If, however, one machine does

considerably better than the other, the changes should

be made more frequently, as there is a tendency for the

drill runner who is ahead to favor that drill; and if,

when the change is made, the other drill is much behind,

he will most likely slow up and not try. However, if

a fairly equal progress is made, the drill runners will

give an unusual exhibition of energy, for it is human

nature for each one to think that he is just a little better

than the next one. Such a test should be conducted on
the same basis as the previous one with the exception of

items 20 and 21, which may be omitted, as they have no
bearing in this case.

Methods Used in Testing Stoping Drills

If one stoping drill is to be tested, the method is the

same as that of one rock drill. In testing two stopers

against each other, the simplest and possibly the most
efficient method is to place the two drills side by side,

along the side wall of a heading. The positions of the

holes to be drilled are marked off with a piece of chalk.

One hole should be inclined as close to the horizontal

as the cuttings will fall out, and about three more holes

drilled at various inclinations up to the vertical. Several

series of these holes should be marked.
After plenty of steel has been obtained and the run-

ners have made sure that they will "follow" and that

there will be no delay, the drills are started on the same
corresponding holes and run continuously for a half-hour,

over-all time, changing the drill runners frequently from
drill to drill. The holes should all be drilled to ap-

proximately the same depth, unless a steel should become
seriously stuck. At the end of the time, the holes are

measured and it is pretty safe to assume that the drill

that has drilled to the greatest depth is the fastest

machine and best adajDted to the ground.

Drilling Thirty Feet in Thirty Minutes

A case came under my observation at the Veteran
Shaft of the Nevada Consolidated Copper Co., near Elv.

Nev., where one stoper, when tested as to actual drill-

ing speed, drilled 35% faster than the other. When
placed side by side and the foregoing test run, the first

stoper drilled 20 ft. in a half-hour and the apparently

slower one of the two, when judged from the first test,

drilled 30 ft. in the same time. This change in

comparison was caused by the fact that the feed cylinder

on the first machine was too large, which, although it

caused the machine to drill faster, at the same time

caused it to ''bury" the bit in the softer ground, and
in the "flatter" holes the machine drilled so fast that

the cutting did not fall out fast enough and again

caused the bit to stick. While the first drill would

probably have been the faster one in a little harder rock,

this test proved conclusively which was better adapted to

drilling in the ground in question.

In this connection, I wish to say that this was the

fastest drilling I ever saw. The average of a foot a

minute for a half-hour, over-all time, was the result of

the extraordinary pace set by the runners; the fact that

the steels were handed to them and the time elapsed for

changing each steel probably did not exceed a few seconds.

The rock was soft, dry porphyry and unusually easy

drilling.

In conclusion, the mine manager must have the follow-

ing information in order to know absolutely which drill

is the most efficient for his mine : First, he must have

the report from the master mechanic on repair cost and

air consumption ; next, he must have the results of the

underground tests on drill speed and work accomplished

;

finally, with this information before him, he must figure

out the drilling cost per ton or per cubic yard of rock

removed or per foot of advance.
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By IIerhert G. Thomson*

It is .sometimes uecessary to run filters of the rotary-

drum type with a low pulp level in the tank on rapidly

settling slimes. A rediaetion of vacuum will result, owing
to air passing through the canvas on the two or three

exposed sections of the drum between the blowoff and
the pulp level. The following simple method of increas-

ing the vacuum was used at the Globe Consolidated

mill, Dedrick, Calif.

A wooden block C was carefully fitted into the annular

TECuum slot V in the exterior section of the head valve,

of sufficient length to cover entrance holes of pipes lead-

ing to the two exposed sections of the drum. Since the

7//////////,///Z'/y/,,y///:i
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SECTION M-N

METHOD OP BLOCKING THE VALVE PORTS

blow and vacuum slots are connected below the blowoff

point, it was necessary to insert a similar but shorter

wooden plug D in the blow slot B covering the two cor-

responding pressure-pipe holes. The faces of the two

blocks were flush with the face of the valve. Upon be-

ing moistened with solution the wood expanded and fitted

tightly, effectually shutting off the vacuum from the ex-

posed sections. As a result the vacuum was raised nearly

three inches, with the result that the cake was held more

securely on the drum and filtration was carried through

more rapidly.

A glance at the accompanying sketch will show that

the changes made were, in effect, merely the lengthening

of the two steel blocks AA inserted in all machines by

•Olobe ConsoMdatefl MiU. Dedrick, CaUf.

the manufacturer. When run normally, with the tank

nearly full of pulp, these are of ample length to prevent

loss of vacuum.

By J. E. Clkxnell*

In certain cases some ambiguity occurs in the inter-

pretation of the results of small-scale concentration tests,

owing to the presence of factors that would be eliminated

in practice. In a small test it is usually impossible to

obtain a close concentration of the valuable mineral in one

product, and produce clean tailings in a single operation.

Usually a consideral)le amount of middlings is produced,

which must be worked over repeatedly to obtain the

desired result. This applies both to gravity concentration

and to flotation.

By making certain assumptions, however, we may cal-

culate the effect of this repeated concentration without

actually performing the operation. In practice, the mid-

dlings, if produced at all, are continuously returned to

the head of the machine, and it may, in general, be as-

sumed that the assay value of the clean concentrates and
tailings produced is not affected by this procedure. This

assumption, which is the basis of the following formula,

appears to be legitimate—at least in cases where the heavy

or floatable mineral is substantially of one kind, so that

the middlings are not of a different nature from the ore

itself, but consist merely of a mixture of the same con-

stituents found separately in the concentrates and tailings.

Let C, Jl/ and T respectively represent the percentage

weights of concentrates, middlings and tailings obtained

in the actual test; X and Y. the required percentage

weights of concentrates and tailings that would be ob-

tained if middlings were eliminated; h, c, m and i, the

assay value (in any unit) of heads, concentrates, mid-
dlings and tailings respectively; x and y, the required

percentage of total value in concentrates and tailings

respectivelv, when middlinofs are eliminated. Then since
" C -f .¥ -f r = X + r = 100

and

Cc + .1/)// + r/ = Xc -f Yt
it follows that

Cc + Mm — (KM ~ T) tX =
t

(1)

and

also, since

(100 — C)c — Mm — Tt .

X : 100 : : Xc : 100 /(

y : 100 : : Yt : 100 h

X (3) '''"I y=-V (4)

IS Patent Vacuum Filler Co..
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As au example of the application of these rDriimlas we

may take the following figures from an ai'tual concentra-

tion test. The head assay showed gold, 0.81)5 oz. ])er ton.

DAT.V OF CONCENTRATION TEST
Product Wi-ight, % Assay of Prod- Per Cent, of

uct, ppr Ton, Total
Gold, Oz. Gold

Concentrates.... 12.4.'> 0,5.1 (10 S
Middlings 11.45 .'in l.'>

Tailings 7G lU 055 17

It is desired to find the etl'ect of eliminating the mid-

dlings in this statement.

Here C = 12.4.5, M = 11.15. T = 76.1, h = 0.895,

c = 6.53, m = 0.35, t = 0.(155.

From (1)

A' =

(1-2.45 X 0.53) + (1 1 .4:5 X 0.35) — (100 — 70.1) X 0.055

(1753 — 0JJo5

83.9915

0.475
= 13.97

From (3)

y
(100— 12.45) X 0.53 — (11.45 X 0.35) — (76.1X0.055)

0.53 — 0.055

503.5085

6.475
= 87.03

From (3)

From (4)

13.97X0.53 ^.,._"=
0.895

^'^-'^

y
87.03 X 0.055

= 5.35
0.895

The result of the test then appears as follows

:

DATA ON CALCULATED CONCENTRATION TEST
Assay of Prod- Per Cent, of
uct per Ton, Total

Product Weight, % Gold, Oz. Gold
Concentrates. . 12 97 6 53 9-1 63
Tailings 87 03 055 5 35

fl« OS

A process for relining tin electrolytically has been

]3atented by Georges Midland and Eugene Delasson

of Montreuil, France (U. 8. Pat. 1,124,315). The
electrolyte consists of SnCU, 100 parts; H2SO4, 10 parts;

ilgClj, 1 part; and boric acid, 1 part, made up in a
solution of 20° Be. The cathode is to have a surface

equal to 2% of that of the anode, and the tin is

deposited in noncoherent form and later scraped off the

cathode which is preferably of copper. The solution is

continuously regenerated by circulation through a tank

containing tin waste of any sort whatevei".

taip llJnossndl© lR®cove2°5^o

Sulphur dioxide may be recovered from gases com-
paratively poor in it, according to James B. Garner,

of Pittsburgh, Penn., assignor to the Metals Eesearch

Co., of New York (U. S. Pat. 1,145,579), by passing the

gases at room temperature, say 11 to 24° C, over

charcoal, when the SO2 is absorbed, and later heating

the charcoal to from 130° to 180° C, when the SO,

is expelh'd. The enriched gas, which, the author .say.s,

may oeeasi(}iially carry even 98 to 99% of SO,, is

recovered and used. He also calls particular attention

to the fact that various charcoals have different ailinities

for sulphur dioxiile, ami ])art ieularly recommeinls the

use of hoxwdod.

S^s^ema ®f^aKac=»§Ihg5.vSffii^ID)asp®ssill

By Jesse Siii.mons*

At the Wasp No. 2 mill, Flatiron, S. D., the shaving!-

cut on the zinc lathe for use in the precipitation boxes are

conveyed in a sliort cliuto through a partition and thence

drop to the floor of the precipitation room. The accoiii-

SYSTEM OP HANDLING FRESH ZINC SHAVINGS

panying illustration shows the shavings coming through

the chute and piling up on the floor.

This, or a similar method, is essential to quick pro-

duction of the material. To allow the shavings to drop

into small boxes on the floor behind the lathe necessitates

frequent changes of the boxes and stoppage of the lathe.

This scheme gives plenty of room for an entire roll of

zinc, cut into shavings, to pile up out of the way. It

requires practically no attention on the part of the lathe

•Deadwood, S. Dak.
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In making determinations of phosphorus or magnesium,
it has been found difficult to ignite the magnesium pyro-

phosphate to complete whiteness, even with greatest care,

when the usual methods are followed, says S. H. Chanip-
lin in the Cliemhl-Analyst, July, 1915. The operation

may be carried out quickly and easily as follows : Place

the wet filter and precipitate in a Vitreosil crucible and
dry over a low flame, inclining the crucible on the triangle

and resting a cover against the top so as to cause the warm
gases to circulate over the paper. When the paper begins

to brown, place the crucible, uncovered, in a nmffle below

a red heat and smoke off the paper. Cool, and saturate

with nitric acid (sp.gr. 1.42). Warm gently to e.xpel

the excess of acid, increasing the heat slightly until red

fumes come off. Keturn to the muffle, now at a dull-red

heat, and ignite until the evolution of red fumes ceases.

Then raise the temperature to a bright-red heat and

ignite until constant weight is obtained.

The use of a platinum crucible has never been attempted

on account of the danger of alloying.

In a discussion of the influence of coarse gold particles

on assaying, before the Institution of Mining and iletal-

lurgy, W. H. Goodchild {Bull. 10-t) suggests that for

spotty ores containing large particles of gold the best

method is often to. reduce 10 lb. to -iO-mesh and pan the

entire amount. The pannings should next be assayed

separately as "metallics" and the tailings dried, cut down,

ground and assayed in the usual manner. The final as-

say is then computed from the tailings and metallics

assays.

This is very reminiscent of the method adopted by

Sidney Jennings in his valuation of the Alaska Ebner
mines, where 30-ton samples were put over concentrating

tables and about 1%% concentrated out, carrying the

free gold, pyrite, galena, etc. The concentrates were

then treated in an amalgamating barrel. The tailings

from the Wilfleys and from the barrel were easily sam-

pled and the final assay was then calculated from the

barrel recovery, the barrel tailings and the table tailings.

In this way concordant results could be obtained.

Essmcft ID)eft®iPinaa!maitll®im ©if Suslplhi'iuis'

Oaossadl© aira MA'S"

By J. K. Marston*

In the spring of 1910 it was necessary to devise a

method for accurately determining minute quantities of

sulphur dioxide in the air in the vicinity of the Selby

Smelting and Lead Co.'s Plant, at Selby. Calif. A

method was worked out and satisfactory results were

obtained. Later, in May, 1913, the Selby Smelter Com-
mission was appointed and a large amount of work was

done in checking up the method, under the direction of

A. E. Wells, chief chemist for the commission. All pos-

sible sources of error were investigated and different

methods of manipulation studied, the degree of accuracy

and technique being improved, so that the sensitiveness is

one part in ten million. The method finally adopted by
the commission is as follows

:

Preparation of Apparatus

Take two clean glass aspirators of about 25-liter capac-

ity, having one tuljulure at the top and a second at the

side near the bottom. The upper tubulures are closed

with single-bore rubber stoppers carrying glass .stopcocks

and the lower tubulures with single-bore rubber stoppers

fitted with glass plugs.

To make a determination, mix 100 c.c. of starch solu-

tion with 400 c.c. of distilled water, add 3 grams of KI
and sufficient jN'/SOO iodine solution to produce a good
lavender tint. Divide this solution between two wide-

mouth l)ottles of about 500-e.c. capacity each, fitted with

three-hole rubber stoppers. (These will be referred to

as titration bottles.) One hole carries a tube extending

to the bottom of the bottle, the second carries an L-tube

extending just within the stopper and the third hole is

open. Insert the L-tube of each titration bottle in the

rubber stopper at the side of the corresponding aspirator,

close the third hole of the titration bottle with a finger

and allow the starch solution to run into the aspirators.

Detach the titration bottles, close the hole in the aspira-

tor stoppers and shake the aspirators vigorously for about

a minute. Beturn the starch solution from each aspirator

to its titration bottle and compare the colors. The shade

should be identical; but if not, pour the two portions

togetlier, mix, divide the solution and repeat the foregoing

operation until the colors do match.

For an actual determination, the two 250-c.e. portions

of colored starch solution are run into the respective

aspirators. One aspirator is evacuated to a pressure de-

termined by a merctiry manometer, the stopcock at the top

is opened and the sample of air to be tested drawn in.

Shake the aspirators for one or two minutes and return

the starch solutions to the titration bottles for comparison.
.Y/500 iodine solution is added to the solution from the

test aspirator until its color exactly matches that of the

solution from the control aspirator. The iodine solution

is dra^\ni from a burette fitted with a narrow tip, which is

passed through the third hole of the titration-bottle stop-

per, thus avoiding exposure of the solution to the air.

If the starch solution from the test aspirator has' been

completely decolorized, both solutions are returned to

their respective aspirators (after the addition of the

iodine solution), the aspirators shaken for one minute
and the comparison repeated as previously cited. This

•Chief chemist. Selby Smelting- and Lead Co.. Selby, Calif.
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procedure is continued until the colors of the two solu-

tions exactly correspond.

When 1 c.c. of ^V/5'^" iodine solution is equivalent to

0.032-1 c.c. SO, at standard conditions, this factor multi-

plied by the number of cubic centimeters of iN'/SOO iodine

solution required to bring the solution from the test

aspirator to the same color as that of the control aspirator

gives the volume of SO. at standard conditions.

Vol. asp, in c.c. X 273 X man, reading in mm. _
Abs. temp, of the air in an]). X 700

~

roIiDiw ciir, .ifaiu/ard conditions.

Vol. SO, at St. cond.
, „ „ „

jT-j '
,

7- X 1,000,000 =
yol. air at st. cond.

parts pier vi ill ion of S0„.

Example

:

Volume of aspirator 21,000 c.c.

ilanometer reading 380 mm. Hg.

Temperature of air in aspirator 20° C'.

N/500 iodine solution used 1.2 c.c.

1.2 X 0.0224 = 0.027 c.c. ^0., at standard con-

ditions.

24,000 X 273 X 380 ^ , ,^,^ . , , i—
,^,^..,

,

—.,.. -. .^,
— = 11,200 c.c. air at standard

(273 + 20) 7U0

conditions.

'
"'

X 1,000,000 = 2.5 parts per million SO^.
11,200 -ex- J

To prepare the iodine solution, weigh out 1.27 grams

of pure iodine and 5 grams of KI and make to 1 liter.

Dilute 200 c.c. of this solution to 1 liter, which gives an
.Y/500 iodine solution. The starch solution contains 2

grams per liter.

The control bottle is used to check a volume of air

free from SO, against an equal volume of air which may
contain SO,. It compensates for the iodine consumed by

substances contained in the water, etc. KI is added to

the starch solution to increase the sensitiveness of the

reaction. The lavender end-point is more sensitive than

the blue.

It is impractical to evacuate a 24-liter bottle below

one-half an atmosphere, as it is liable to collap.?e.

The two-minute shaking gives ample time for the SO,
to react with the iodine. The two portions of starch solu-

tion are mixed at the end of each test, then divided, when
the solutions are in readiness for the next test.

An investigation of the suitability of lead sulphite for

the gravimetric determination of lead is described by

George S. Jamieson, Am. Journ. Sci., p. 157, 1915. Lead

may be precipitated quantitatively from a slightly acid

solution by sodium or ammonium bisulphite, or even by

aqueous sulphurous acid, if the acidity of the solution

be carefully controlled. When a solution contains much
acid it should be almost neutralized with ammonium hy-

droxide before attempting to precipitate the lead.

A 2% solution of bisulphite should be added in excess

to the lead solution, the solution thoroughly stirred and
allowed to settle for an hour or longer. The precipitate

is then filtered on a Gooch and thoroughly washed with

cold water. The liquid should not be allowed entirely to

pass out of the Gooch until the washing is complete.

This is very important. The lead sulphite is then dried

at 150° C. for an hour and weighed as PbSO.,. Alka-
line-earth metals interfere, being precipitated with the

lead.

A ModaUSedl Fnpeftile

The accomiianying sketch shows a form of pipette

whii h has been found very u.seful by Sidney Born (Journ.
Ind. t'li/j. Chem., July, 1915) in his laboratory. It is

made by fusing a stopcock and a piece of

bent glass tubing to a pipette. The ad-

vantages over the ordinary pipette are

:

1. Safety—There is no danger of suck-

ing up acid or dangerous liquids.

2. Ease of Manipulation—The stopcock

insures tighter closing and greater accur-

acy than use of a finger.

3. Accuracy—The line of demarcation is

lexel with eye when using.

4. The pipette can be carried around full

without losing any liquid.

^::=D

StL©®!'''

MODIFIED
'^'^'^ microscopic examination of steel by

PIPETTE polishing the surface of small samples and
etching with reagents has been brought to

a far higher degree of excellence than has the technique

of rendering visible on a large scale porosity, lack of

homogeneity in composition, and other defects in steel

that rolling or forging has rendered difficult to detect

]jy ordinary optical inspection. Any improvement in the

macroscopic methods would be very desirable, and sucJi

an improvement seems to have been found in etching thu

steel w-ith molten zinc.

In samples described in this paper bars 10 in. by li/^

in. by f^ in. of openhearth iron, Norway iron, and open-

hearth steel, were suspended in the molten zinc of a 14-

ft. galvanizing pump by means of iron wires. Later,

some more samples of carbon tool steel an-d high-speed

steel were added. On taking the samples from the molten

zinc the mass of dross surrounding them could be broken

oft' while still hot by blows from a hammer, and the coat-

ing of metallic zinc removed by immersion in dilute sul-

phuric acid, which does not affect the steel or iron so

long as any zinc remains. High-carbon areas are rapidly

eaten away by the molten zinc, and the method seems to

afford a useful means of detecting such spots and, .in

general, lack of homogeneity in the surface. A few un-

satisfactory trials have been made of etcliing nickel steel

in molten tin, while the use of metallic mercury as an

etching fluid and the extension of this method of testing

to nonferrous metals are under consideration.

For Cleanln;^ Laboratory C>lass\Tare, F. C. Matliers, writ-
ing in the "Chemist-Analyst," recommends a mixture of
sulphuric and nitric acids, used at a temperature just too

low to distil oft" HXO3 or SO3. Thick glassware should be
placed in a cold solution and gradually heated. Enough
nitric acid should be added to keep the mixture white or

yellow in color. The combination is said to be superior to

the bichromate-sulphuric acid mixture ordinarily used.

•Abstract of a paper presented at the annual meeting of
the American Society for Testing Materials, June 22-26, 1915,
by Jesse L. Jones.
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PIGS. 1 TO 4, VIEW.S OP THE ALA.SKA-GASTINEAU MINING CO.'S ANNEX CREEK I 'i m^
I I . I K, ,

i M 1

p .It tunnel

LOCOMOTIVE ON 1,700-PT. LEVEL OP PORTLAND MINE. IN THE CRIPPLE CREEK DI.STRICT COLO
This level was opened since the drainage of the mine by the Roosevelt tunnel.
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TWO PHASES OF THE T:\rPORTANT IRON-MINING DISTKTCT '
i]" X'iI:THKRX NEW \'<'

1

Upper view is of the town of llineville. N. Y., and the lower of a diver at work at the ore dock at Port Heuiy. The diver
recovers ore lost from tlie docks
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Gorrespoimdleinice aimdl Disc^ssioim

PiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiininnDiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiniiinDiiiiiniiimiiDiminiin^

Tlh® Fs^inalLac© Fl^ceir Faeldl

In the Journal of Sept. 2.5, in the Mining News, under

head of Inyo County, California, is a reference to the

Pamlico placer field at Bishop. All the data are correct,

but the Hawthorne mining district is in Mineral County,

Nevada. Hawthorne, the county seat, is about 10 mi.

west of Pamlico camp. The Journal may have received its

item from Bishop, but with that post office address given

it might be misleading, as there are other Hawthornes.

The Pamlico company has a new gallows frame, a

gravel bin, also a 25-hp. gas hoist. The water for sluic-

ing is brought 14 mi. from the southwest through a pipe

line put in many years ago for a mill. About 25 men
are now working on the two shifts. The placer gold is

thought to have come from the Pamlico Hill, about one

mile southeast of the present workings. Twenty-odd

years ago ore reported to be worth from $100,000 to

$150,000 per ton was taken from this hill. Some of the

placer gold is very coarse. The surface was dry-washed

years ago, but this is the first attempt to placer on a large

scale. The company is down 120 ft. to bedrock. Nuggets

as. large as three troy ounces have been found.

Ha'rt-thorne, Nev." Oct. 0. W. P. Ross.

ClhsilEa ILaidldlers \LJiraEaec®sssi5r§^

!

Gil Oct. Ill, four men were working in the bottom of

the 1,780-ft. 3-compartment shaft at the Oro Hondo
mine, near Lead, S. D. They had completed a round

of holes and given the blasting signal to the engineer.

The latter responded, and the fuses on the 12 charges were

lit. The four men climbed on the bucket and gave the

signal to hoist. For some reason this was not done as

soon as they supposed it should be, and thinking some-

thing had gone wrong with the engine, the foreman

jumped off the bucket with the intention of cutting the

fuses. In climbing off the bucket he dropped his lamp

and it went out. In the meantime the engineer, following

the signal given him, hoisted the bucket with the three

men on it.

"\Mien the bucket reached a place above the main bulk-

head, the men on it gave the signal to stop, and climbed

out on the timbers out of danger. They then signaled

the engineer to lower the bucket, which he started to do.

Before the bucket reached the bottom the man who was

left there tried to climb the bell rope. In doing this he

gave the one bell signal and stopped the hoist, at the

same time breaking the bell cord. The engineer waited a

reasonable length of time and not getting any signal

hoisted the bucket to the station. Not finding any men
on it he lowered it into the shaft, biit before the bottom

was reached the shots commenced. The three men that

had gained the timbers climbed to the station by means of

ladders.

The man at the bottom during this time realized that

there was very little hope for him and crouched behind

tlie lapsing in one corner of the shaft. The 12 shots went

inimuiiiiiiiuiiiiiiDmuiiiiuunnmnniiii

off and completely covered him. There was little hope

entertained by those above for his recovery, but an exam-

ination was immediately made and it was found that he

was alive. Superintendent Talbot, with the aid of the

night engineer, went into the shaft and after 30 minutes'

work was able to get the man's head out. Some more

hard work and he was uncovered and taken to the surface.

It was at first supposed that it would be impossible to get

him out before the water came up in the shaft and eaiight

him. It was done, however, and an examination of the

man after the accident showed that he was only slightly

bruised on the side of his head. What might have proved

a sad affair turned out without anyone being seriously

injured. It is a lesson to those employed in shafts to have

some other means of exit in case of necessity.

A chain ladder had been supplied the men with which

to reach the first bulkhead, but it was several sets above

and had not been lowered. Someone had been careless

and had not followed instructions. There had never been

any occasion to use the ladder before, but when the time

came it was not in its place. Fortunately no one was

injured, and from the occurrence a good lesson can be

had, in thrt two methods of getting out of a shaft are

absolutely necessary. S. E. B.

Lead, S. D., Oct. 16, 1915.

[One of which methods is, not to depend on climbing

the bell rope. Even though the man was not killed

the entire shaft crew should have been promptly fired.

AVhy provide iuo methods of getting out when one

reliable method provided was entirely disregarded?

—

Editor.]

Tlhxe Costt ©f ami ©tiairiic® ©If (Gr©fldl

Our attention has been called to an interesting article

in the Journal of July 10, 1915, entitled "The Cost of an

Ounce of Gold," in which the author, Percy E. Barbour,

states in the second paragraph that "the cost of produc-

ing an ounce of gold is not only not commonly known,

but is not included iu the leport of any gold-mining com-

pany which has ever come to the notice of the writer."'

We think the latter will therefore be interested to learn

that the group of gold and silver mines in the Benkoelen

district of Sumatra, under the direction of our Batavia

principals, Messrs. Erdmann & Sielcken, have for some

years past regularly published monthly reports in which

the cost of production per ounce of gold is shown and

even is subdivided into various branches of the working

operations. Silver is also produced, but, being of sec-

ondary importance, is reduced to its equivalent value in

gold for the purpose of calculation.

We inclose copies of the monthly report' of the mines

Redjang-Lebong, Simau and Ketahoen for December,

1914, as published in Holland.

London, E. C, Oct. 5, 1915. Aschhoff & Co.
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Mo^iatlsiBEa MSia®

Butte Couuesi'ondence

At 1 : 20 o'clock, Oct. 19, the explosion of 13 boxes

of giant powder at the collar of the North Butte company's

Granite Mountain shaft, Butte, Mont., caused the in-

stant death of, 14 men and the serious injury ul' four

others, two of whom have since died in the hospital.

Three times a week powder is sent down into the mine.

The day of the accident was "powder day." The chippy

cage upon which the ]iow(ler is lowered does not run to

the 2,800-ft. level and one car intended for that level,

containing 650 lb. of dynamite, was held back to be low-

ered on the big cage coming up from the 2,800 level.

Three loads of 13 boxes of powder each had already

been lowered on the chippy, but before the big cage

came to the surface to take the last box down to the

2,800-ft. level, the explosion occurred. While numerous

J. Morrissay, shift boss; James Powers, nipper; William

Banton, electrician; William Butcher, nipper; I'hiloas

Blanchctt, miner; Lacey Grisham, shift boss; John I).

Leahy, nipprr.

Seriously injured: I'cter IP. Brown, carpenter; Wil-

liam \'alliMitinr. carpenter.

Tlhi© Stls^allS.© SnttuasiHaoini asa Ajfasoiasi

Special Coi!i:e,sponuence

A condition of pacification reigns at Clifton, Morenci
and Metcalf despite reports to the contrary. Physical

damage to the extent of probably $135 has been done to

the three camps, and many men have been driven from

tlie districts and several injured.

Beyond a doubt the lalior strike at the colossal mining
camp has been one of the most remarkable in the history

of similar events. It is different in that no strike-break-

ers have been brought into the camp by the operating com^

SOME TYPICAL BANNERS DISPLAYED BY THE STRIKERS DURING THE CHASE CREEK DEMONSTRATION

theories have been advanced as to the cause of the ex-

plosion, the true one will probably remain a mystery, as

the men handling the powder were all killed. The dam-
age to the plant was comparatively slight. Manager Pope,

of the North Butte company, after careful investigation

stated that he had no theory whatsoever as to the cause

of the explosion. The accident, which marks the worst

tragedy in Montana's mining history, has been a severe

shock to the community. Those numbered with the dead

were all men highly esteemed by their employers and
friends. Expressions of sympathy have reached the bereft

survivors from all quarters.

The dead : James E. Blow, assistant foreman ; Rich-

ard Gendle, electrician; George Larkin, nipper; John
Winston, shift boss ; Ed. Carlson, top carman ; Robert

Watson, shift boss; Ernest Watson, shift boss; Edwin C.

Bray, shift boss; John McCauley, boss ropeman; Patrick

panics, no liquor has inflamed the minds of the strikers,

no serious agitators have attempted a "stampede," and
few have resisted the demands of the strikers, save by de-

parting. There has been much of what journalists call

"sob stuff" sent out from the Clifton-]\Iorenei mining
districts, but the true story of the situation is one of

"watchful waiting."

The most disastrous results of the strike have been

in disorganizing well-formed operating crews, stopping

the movement of the wheels of industry, and the bitter

taste left by the occurrence. As for the battles, dynamite

destruction, starvation, etc., the accounts must be dis-

credited.

Late in August organizers of the Western Federation

of ^liners entered the mining camps of Clifton, ^lorenoi

and Metcalf, Ariz., in Mdiich the Arizona Copper Co.,

Detroit Copper Co. (Phelps, Dodge & Co.) and the Shan-
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ion Copper Co. operate. A mass meeting was held on Sept.

1 on the streets of Metcalf and again the following even-

ing at Morenci. Banners with the inscription Viva la

Union were displayed. The jilaza was crowded with

union sympathizers, and the opposition remained on

the edge of the crowd. On Sept. 6, Guy ililler, organizer

of the Western Federation of Miners, made an address in

Clifton, after which a demonstration was held and Viva

la Union again became the center of attraction. The

crowd maintained order at all times. Mr. ^liller then out-

lined the procedure of the Western Federation of ]\Iiners

in Clifton and announced that upon the completion of

organization a committee would present their demands to

tlie officials of the three operating companies and stated

that if, after a limited time, the demands were not met

with, a strike would be called. Mr. Miller advised the

men to conserve theif savings and be prepared for the

worst. Prior to this announcement many Federation

organizers had gone over the Clifton labor situation, and

it may be safe to say that plans for action were laid

as far ahead as June. ;\Ir. ^Miller's plans were followed

out, and a committee requested an interview with the com-

pany managers. In answer, M. H. ]\IcLeaii, of the Detroit

company, advised jMr. ililler that the Federation would

not be recognized. J. W. Bennie, manager of the Shannon

Copper Co. was in California when he received word of

Cash appointed about twenty deputies whom he i)]aced

over the property.

On Tuesday, Sept. 28, Governor G. \\ . P. Hunt ar-

rived in Clifton shortly after 10 o'clock from Phoenix.

From then on whatever violence was to take place made
itself known.

On Saturday night, Oct. 2, Managers Carmichael, Mc-

Lean and Bennie decided to leave Clifton, and went to

Lordsburg, N. ]\I., where they were arrested on a charge

of being fugitives from justice. J. AV. Bennie stated that

it was his belief that the sheriff was planning to place them

(the three managers) in the county jail, fearing violence

of the strikers. Eather than be placed in the hands of the

county, they left camp on a special train. Under-Sheriff

Joe Larrieu was in Lordsburg and was informed of the

departure of the managers. He made a complaint on a

fugitive-from-justice charge and the three officials were

placed under arrest by the sheriff of Grant County, New
JMexico. At midnight Sheriff Cash arrived by automo-

bile and held a warrant charging the managers with incit-

ing a riot, presumably for leaving the camp. The justice

of the peace dismissed the case, and the men left for El

Paso, where they established headquarters in the Hotel

Paso Del Norte.

The violence that ensued in Clifton comprised the fol-

lowing incidents : The engineer and fireman who brought

PARADE OF 5,000 -MEXICAN EMPLOYEES AT CLIB'TON

the requested committee meeting, and he wired his refusal.

Normal Carmichael was also away at the time, but took a

stand similar to that of j\IcLean and Bennie.

On Saturday night, Sept. 11, a strike was ordered, and

by 3 o'clock Sunday morning not a wheel moved in any

of the mines, mills and smelteries. With the striking min-

ers all other union employees walked out in sympathy.

Guards were stationed for the protection of the company's

jiroperty and pickets placed by the strikers. It was then

announced that the men would demand from the com-

panies the same wage scale as paid at Ray, Ariz. The

company officials then stated that they would meet a com-

mittee of the workingmen as such, but not as members

of the Western Federation of iliners. No effort was

made to operate any part of the mines, mills or smelteries,

and no strike-breakers were imported. This was one of

the wisest moves during the entire situation. The next

move made by the companies was to turn over all their

property to the protection of Sheriff James Cash of

Greenlee County, requesting him to protect it from any

violence, and they withdrew their own watchmen. Sheriff

THE DEMONSTRATION ON THE PLAZA AT CLIFTON

the managers to Lordsburg were severely beaten uj) by the

strikers, as were several other workmen ; windows in the

Arizona Copper Co.'s office and drag store were broken

;

the engineer at the light plant was overpowered and the

lights turned off; and a charge of dynamite was reported

to have been set off at Morenci. A great many pci-sons

were ordered out of camp and many left, some forming a

colony at Duncan, Ariz. Others went to other mining
camps in the Southwest. Parades were held, and banners

bearing glaring inscriptions were brought on the scene.

On Oct. 4 about 40 members of the Arizona National

Guard were sent to Clifton by Governor Hunt, and later a

request was made by the sheriff and others for more troops,

which were sent. The militiamen camped near the Ari-

zona Copper Co.'s smelting plant and at the courthouse.

iloyer left Clifton on Oct. 6, to consult with Governor

Hunt in Phcenix. He said that the Federation would
withdraw all requests for recognition and all that it asked

was a decent wage scale for the employees. He considered

the requests of the managers incoherent in regard to the

'"dominant influence." He agreed that if tlie presence of
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himself or any of tlie Federation organizers retarded

i\ settlement they would lie only too glad to leave the dis-

triet. He gave the solution as being in a meeting of the

managers with the employees.

Several attempts have been made to send romniittees

to El Paso to meet with tlie managers, but only one has

been accepted. It consists of Hollingsworth, Hughes,

Palacios, Garcia and Daley.

The latest communication from El Paso contains the

information that at the conference between the managers
and the committee of employees, they had not been able to

agree. The managers stipulated that the Western Fed-

eration of Miners must be eliminated and that the em-
ployees must return to work under the former scale of

wages. No other conditions would be considered. The
employees" committee, not being willing to accept these

terms, returned to Clifton.

A ILiSM© Tlhnimg wiftlh ®, Bag FtsSl

An ingenious pioce of mechanism devised for the auto-

mobilist to enable him to pull himself out of a hole looks

as if it would lie a very handy contrivance to have around

a mine.

The device is known as "PuU-U-Out," and is in effect

a miniature chain block, and is simplicity itself. A
substantial winding drum, with gears inside, engaging

a small bronze gear on the end of a long ratchet crank,

furnishes the pull. At the other end of the tackle is

a small double block; 40 ft. of steel cable, with a capacity

75 Mors/- B/ock

THE PULL-U-OUT DEVICE

of 5.000 lb. is used. T^vo T-ft. pieces of light-weight

chain, with hooks on each end, complete the outfit.

In order to furnish an anchor where there is no stump
or fixed object to tie to, three light-weight steel stakes

are provided with each "PuU-U-Out" outfit. These are

to be set in the ground, tandem fashion, about a foot

apart, leaning toward the object to be pulled—not away
from it, as one would suppose. When driven in in this

fashion and the chain fastened, to the three stakes, it is

claimed that 50 men could not pull them out with a side

pull, but that when the tension is released they can be

easily piilled up on the same angle at which they were

driven. The manufacturers say "the device itself is

clever, but these three stakes are more than clever."

Underground, this little device ouglit to prove of im-

mense advantage many times. The handling of big tim-

bers in stopes would be much facilitated or the handling

of timbers in a raise or winze.

The haniUing of the sinker pump when shaft sinking,

or the placing of additional lengths of water column, es-

pecially when the size is large, furnish other a]>]ilicntions

for this device. In fact there are so many ways in wliicii

this device can be used to advantage around tlu^ mine,

both on top and underground, that it ought quickly to

become the miner's friend. Its portal)ility is as great an
attraction as its pulling power.

The complete outfit is sold by the Pull-U-Out Sales

Co., 2018 Market St., St. Louis," Jlo., for $15. The ac-

companying sketch shows this interesting, cheap and
promising little device.

IBiraftasIhi Pirns® (Co^ipft Oecldles

The British prize court, on Oct. 6, 1915, decided

against Henry R. Jlerton & Co. in the matter of freight

charges on 6,710 tons of zinc concentrates seized on the

steamship "'Bilbster." The cargo was consigned by the

Australian iletal Co. to Henry R. Merton & Co., of

London. The latter had advanced £5,000 to the ship-

owners on account of freight charges of £7,546 and
brought an action against the Crown for a refund of

this freight payment on the seized cargo.

Tlie Crown contended that the concentrates were

'"enemy goods,'' and this was admitted by ilerton & Co.,

as they had become the property of Beer, Sondheimer &
Co. The shipowners, meantime, put in a claim for the

full amount of their freight. An award of the balance,

£2,546, was allowed the shipowners by the court, but the

claim of ilerton & Co. for refund of the £5,000 was

disallowed on the grounds that they had acted as agents

for the iletallgesellschaft of Frankfort on ilain and

that the money had been paid to the shipowners on behalf

of the German firm with the idea of retaining the goods

for the German owners.

Another zinc cargo of about 5,000 tons, shipped by

the Australian iletal Co. prior to the war, on the S.S.

"Manningtry," was condemned as being practically the

property of the Metallgesellschaft. It was claimed by

the Australian ^letal Co., Henry R. ilerton & Co., the

Cie. des ilinerais, of Belgium, and another firm.

Mols^IbdleEaatle Sat-aa^.taoHa

The Federal Government of Australia has recently is-

sued a proclamation in the molybdenite, scheelite and

wolframite districts of Australia, according to the Aux-

traVxan Siatetiman and Mining Standard. The follow-

ing is an abstract of this proclamation

:

The Commonwealth Government has entered into an ar-

rangement with the Imperial Government for a period of 12

months, to acquire, for the Imperial authorities, all the molyb-
denite, wolframite and scheelite produced in Australia. For
the purposes of this arrangement the Commonwealth Govern-
ment has appointed Dalgety & Co. as its agents. The price

payable to the producers at the following- places is to be not

less than the following amounts: Wolfram Camp—Wolfram-
ite or scheelite. 45/2; molybdenite, 90/10. Bamford, 45/6, 91/1.

Cairns—F.o.b., 46/6, 91 10. Townsville—F.o.b.. 47 4, 92/6.

Port Darwin—F.o.b., 47/2, 92/S. Melbourne—Ex-rail or ship,

4S/1, 93/10. Sidney—E.x-rail or ship, 4S/1, 93,10. Prices at

other fields, if any, will be fixed on a similar basis. Provision

has been made for the compulsory acquisition of any of these

minerals which are held back, and this arrangement super-

sedes all existing contracts for the sale and disposal of these

minerals, but does not otherwise interfere with the position

of agents or their arrangements with producers.
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Tlh© Slfe^^ftaoia ana SpeStteif
The continued strength of the sjjelter market in the face

of steadily increasing production and a diminished con-

sumption for domestic peaceful purposes has been a matter

for surprise among students of the situation. A few

months ago it was the fashion to prophesy that the trend

of spelter would be steadily downward but time has pa.ssed

and the expected has not happened. This does not, how-

ever, prove the prophets wrong. It is a common mis-

take to misgage the time in which clearly discerned factors

are going to develop.

Tims, in the case of spelter itself, when the war began,

the first idea among American zinc producers and mer-

chants was that there would be a great foreign demand
for our spelter. Such a demand did, in fact, appear soon,

creating what was then considered a great boom in spelter,

the price rising to something like 6c., but when this de-

mand slackened there was a relapse and pessimism reigned

again. By Decemljer the great boom in spelter that had

been forecasted in August was forgotten. It began in

January, however, and then soon demonstrated itself

as being the real thing.

A little while ago attention was focused on the ad-

ditions to smelting capacity that were so extensively and

so rapidly being made. The deduction was promptly

drawn that this would result in a collapse in the price

for spelter. When that failed to happen right away, the

idea seemed to be forgotten. The price for spelter rallied,

and no longer were lists published showing how many
new retorts were going to become productive in October,

etc.

Renewed attention is drawn to this, however, by the

actual beginning of smelting at certain of the large new
plants, namely, those at Donora and at Kusa. The Donora

plant was put in operation on Oct. 21, just four months

and ten days after construction was commenced. In

antebellum days 18 months would have been regarded as

a conservative estimate of the construction period of such

a plant. The ratio of 18 to 4% is not, however, a pre-

cise statement. Donora at present is still far short of

the point where it may be regarded as complete, although

it has reached the point of producing some spelter.

Besides the new zinc-smelting plants that have pre-

viously been mentioned, several other little plants are

going up in a variety of places. This is natural when
spelter rules so high and ore relatively so cheap, and

in the end such increase of capacity will of course bring

about its natural result. In considering why a weaker

tendency in the spelter market has not yet become mani-

fest, it must be borne in mind that during the extraordi-

nary boom that prevailed from about the beginning of

April to the end of July, a large part of the expected

production of the smelters during the last quarter of the

vear was sold. Consequently, smelters are still busy in

making deliveries on their old contracts, and unsold stocks

of spelter have not yet begun to accumulate to any

considerable extent, although there has been, without any

doubt, a certain accumulation during the last six weeks.

In the meanwhile the market has been supported by a

renewed and extraordinary foreign demand, although

this has not attained any very great proportions. Cer-

tainly there has been nothing of late to cause a revision

of opinion as to what is ultimately going to happen in the

spelter market.

'0.

i^Easi.©oimdlsi''s Csimmpsia^Ea iToa*

A recent number of tlie Atioih, one of the monthly

magazines published by the Anaconda Copper Mining

Co. in furthering its campaign for the lessening of acci-

dents in its mines and works, contains some interesting

data for the first semester of 1915. The most important

part of these is a matter of pure statistical practice. The
accident rates reported by state authorities are computed

by dividing the number of accidents—say the fatal

ones—by the number of men employed on the average.

Let us say that in the mines of Butte there were 52 men
killed in a year and the average number of men em-
ployed was 13,000. The fatality rate would be 4 per

1,000. It has long been recognized that this is nothing

but a rough method. The divisor is largely a matter

of guesswork, while even if it were correct there would

enter into consideration the probability—nay, certainty

—

that all of the men do not work all of the time. This

tends to make the division too high and the auotient too

low. The correct basis is of course the number of acci-

dents per 300 thousand man-days; that is, per thousand

men if all worked 300 days—assumed to be a full year.

The statisticians of the United States Bureau of Mines

are trying to introduce this system. It would be ren-

dered relatively easy if all of the big mining companies

should adopt it.

The Anaconda company has adopted it in a way, re-

porting its "fatal and serious" accidents upon a basis of

10,000 shifts. The idea of this is correct, namely, to put

tilings on a definite basis, but the method of doing it

is rather unfortunate, preventing as it does the com-

parison of its figures with any others, for two reasons

—

the divisor and the classification both being odd.

Respecting the matter of classification, "What is a

serious accident ?" On this subject the committee of con-

sulting engineers that made a report on "Rules and Reg-

ulations for Metal Mines" for the United States Bureau

of Mines said : "To define properly a 'serious' accident

is somewhat difficult. About the only feasible method

of differentiating 'serious' from 'minor' accidents is on

the basis of the length of the period of disablement. The
committee has made the dividing line 14 days. This is

a figure commonly so taken in reporting mine accidents

and corresponds with the length of time elapsing be-

fore an injured employee receives compensation, accord-

ing to most of tlie compensation laws of which the com-

mittee has knowledge."
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In reporting accidents tlie one sharj)!}' dividing line

is that between fatal accidents and all others. If a man
be killed, that is certain and there is no question of mak-
ing fine or arbitrary distinctions as to whether the acci-

dent was serious or not. But the lumping of fatal and
serious accidents leaves us quite in the dark.

In the first six months of 1915 the average of fatal

and serious accidents in the Anaconda mines was about

1.80 per 10,000 shifts; or we may estimate about 1.80 per

400 men per month, assuming 25 man-shifts per month
or 4.5 per 1,000 men, and the rate per annum would
be 12 times as much, that is, 54. However, this figure

is not comparable with anything else that we know
of. In the first quarter of 1915 the average of fatal and

serious accidents in the Anaconda mines was 1.92 per

10,000 shifts per month. In the second quarter it was

1.69, a gratifying reduction, but the periods are too

short to permit of any reliable deductions respecting the

influence of the "safety-first" movement.
The same number of the Anode contains some interest-

ing notes about the Washoe mine, one of the Anaconda's

collieries. Loose rock on the sides of the entries and
roadways are to be removed regularly by the company—

a

commendable thing. It ha\ing been observed that in

hoisting men at end of shift they would Jump off the

cars before the latter had come to a stop, a gate has

been placed at the main exit of the shaftway, which is

opened only when the trip has come to a stop. This

also is a good thing. Many shaft accidents result from
the men's crowding on the cage in excess of the regula-

tion number, from skylarking on the way up and from
disobedience of rules generally.

The Mining and Metallurgical Society of America is

undertaking, with the aid of a distinguished committee,

work in the direction of the standardization of technical

definitions and practice. The Institution of Mining and

Metallurgy has already accomplished important work of

this nature, and some attention to the subject has been

given by the Canadian Mining Institute. The committee

of the ]\Iining and ^letallurgical Society lately made its

first report, which was to a large extent a review of pre-

vious reports by the Institution of Mining and iletallurgy,

the idea being that the three organizations shall jjroceed

on the same lines.

This is an important piece of work, tending toward

precision of statement and clarification of ideas. When-
ever a technical man gives any data, everybody should

be able to know just what he means. The chances for

confusion are greater than many persons realize. Thus,

one zinc smelter may refer to a certain works as having

four furnaces and another may tell of the same works

having eight furnaces. The latter upon interrogation

would explain that the works had eight furnaces, but

only four blocks.

Even the definition of a word, commonly dismissed

as merely a concern of the lexicograjjher, may become

a matter of great consequence. Thus many thousands of

dollars were spent a few years ago in tariff litigation that

hinged on the definition of calamine, notwithstanding the

fact that a long time previously it had been pointed out

that trouble was likely to occur owing to the confusion

about that name that existed. This question has not yet

bi'cn cleared up, a change in the tarilf law having rcmcivcd

tlie acute necessity for settling it.

These arc merely examples. They show that the more
that uncertainties can be eliminated the better will things

l>c. Such work as the Mining and Metallurgical Society

and the other organizations may do in this way will there-

fore be very lielpful.

m.

Contrary to the poj)idar idea, the zinc smelters do not
always make money, no matter how extensively they
"rob" the miners whose' ore they buy. In fact, a good
anany of the ventures in zinc smelting have been dis-

astrous to those who put their money into them. The
extraordinary turn of the tide in 1915, however, has

enabled almost everybody to make money in smelting,

no matter how imperfect his plant and methods, and
several of the concerns that previously were in a bad way
have been enabled not only to get their accounts into good
shape, but also to arrive in a position for the payment
of dividends.

Thus the American Zinc, Lead and Smelting Co., which
about a year ago was practically a derelict with neither

money nor credit, has paid olf its indebtedness of about

$1,750,000 and ere long will probably be considering the

payment of a dividend. The Lanyon Starr Smelting Co.,

which for a number of years has not earned enough to

pay dividends, even on its preferred stock, recently

declared a dividend of 24% on that class of stock, to

provide for all cumulative dividends up to July 1, 1915.

Zinc smelting has been very profitable during 1915,

but it has been the big zinc-mining companies, like the

New Jersey Zinc Co., Granby Mining and Smelting Co.,

Butte & Superior Copper Co. and Interstate-Callahan

Mining Co., that have earned and paid the speculator

dividends. The earnings of the American Zinc, Lead
and Smelting Co., moreover, are derived to a greater

extent from its Mascot mines than from the smelting

branch of its business.

A good deal of nonsense is being printed in the daily

newspapers about the great supplies of copper that the

Teutonic allies are going to gain when they have con-

quered Serbia. The copper mines of Serbia are, indeed,

a little more important than the alleged copper mines

of Poland, but they have never been largely productive.

Tlie only copper-producing concern is the company own-

ing the Bor mines, which previous to the war produced

six or seven thousand tons of copper per annum.

The shortage of ships, previously a matter of great

concern, was rendered more acute by the blockade of the

Panama Canal. A large number of vessels waiting at the

entrances were obliged to hoist anchor and steam around

Cape Horn, thus depriving commerce of their carrying

capacity for two or three months. Several cargoes of

Australian zinc ore were thus caught. The ships bring-

ing it have been sent around Cape Horn, excepting one

which was ordered to San Francisco, whence the ore is to

be broutflit overland, to the smelters.
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Dispatelies oi" this week again rejjort that Villa has

taken possession of the Chihuahua smeltery of the Amer-
ican Smelting and Eefining Co. and will smelt some of the

confiscated silver-lead ore that the company has declined

to treat, "owing to the absence of its technical staff."

At the meeting of stockholders of the Southern Alu-

minium Co. in New York on Oct. 23, it was voted to dis-

solve the corporation. Action of the Paris directors is

now being awaited. It has been rumored that L'Alu-

minium Frangaise may take over the American project at

Whitney, N. C'

m

Death Valley Scotty, the mysterious man who had the

whole Western country guessing in the days of the Gold-

field excitement, has again shown up, this time at San
Bernardino. He carried with him the usual bag of high-

grade and this time reports that his new find is located

at Twenty-nine Palms, in the Colorado desert.

Si

The new zinc-smelting plant that has been constructed

at Donora, Penn., is variously described as being of the

United States Steel Corporation, of the American Steel

and Wire Co. and of the Edgar Zinc Co. This explana-

tion is that the United States Steel Corporation owns

the American Steel and Wire Co., and the latter owns

the Edgar Zinc Co. The actual management of the

Donora plant is vested in the officials of the Edgar Zinc

Co., and the ore contracts, etc., are made in the name of

that company.
:*'

Following the JournaVs custom, the final standing of

the chief baseball leagues is given below for the benefit of

the subscribers in the "jungle""

:

AJIERIC.^X LEAGUE

Boston 101
Detroit 100
Chicago 93
Washington ... S5

Cent.
0.669
0.649

FEDERAL LEAGUE
]

W.

St. Louis 63
Cleveland 57
Philadelphia . . 43

W.
Buffalo S6
Providence .... 85
Toronto 72
Rochester 69
Montreal 67
Harrisburg .... 61
Richmond 59
Jersey City. ... 52

Chicago S6 66 0.566
St. Louis 87 67 0.565

0.604 Pittsburgh ... 86 67 0.562
0.559 Kansas City... 81 72 0.530

Newark 80 72 0.527
Buffalo 74 78 0.487
Brooklyn 70 82 0.461
Baltimore 47 107 0.305

0.454
0.409
0.375
0.277

N.\TION.\L LEAGUE
W.Cent.

0.632 Philadelphia .. 90
0.616 Boston S3
0.518 Brooklyn 80
0.500 Chicago 73
0.489 Pittsburgh 73
0.445 St. Louis 72
0.423 Cincinnati 71
0.380 New York 69

Per
Cent.
0.592
0.547
0.627
0.477
0.474
0.471
0.461
0.454

The post-scasou seric

by Boston, 1-3 : 2-1 : 2-1 ; 2-1

, Boston vs. Philadelphia, was won
5-1.

It is only a few years since smelting plants were being

closed because they were distributing .sulphuric acid over

surrounding farms. Now conies the announcement that

the smoke question is to be settled by the production of

sulphuric acid and its application to the alkali lands of

the Western States. At tlie engineering convention in

San Francisco, Dr. C. B. Lippman, of the University of

California, announced that apparent beneficial results

have been obtained by the application of sulphuric acid

to alkali soils. Views were presented, depicting crops

grown on test plots that had received from 21/0 to 7% tons

of sprayed sulphuric acid to the acre, the ground pre-

viously having been unfit for agricultural purposes on

account of alkali salts. There is much alkali land around

certain smelting plants in the West, and the smelters

would welcome a profitable outlet for the sulphuric acid

that they could produce. Thus it may be proved to them
that "damage"' as well as dirt is merely '"matter out of

place."

Be4lhE®IheEim=PeiniBas5^I^ainiaa Deal
A week ago it seemed certain that the controlling inter-

est in the Pennsylvania Steel Co. would pass to the Beth-

lehem Steel Co., as then stated. There seemed to be no

doubt that ilr. Schwab's bid would be accepted by both the

Pennsylvania Co. and the Reading Iron Co., whose hold-

ings of the Pennsylvania Steel stocks constitute a very

large majority. Indeed, it was stated on the best au-

thority that Schwab's bid was satisfactory to the Penn-

sylvania people, and that it only remained for the Read-

ing Iron board to approve of the transaction.

An unexpected obstacle has arisen, however. As is

well known, William H. Donner, president of the Cambria

Steel Co., has for some time held an option on the Penn-

sylvania Steel stock at a fixed price, with the further pro-

vision that he should have the first call on the stock in

case a higher price should be offered by anyone. It

now seems that Mr. Donner has given notice that he will

meet the Schwab bid, and the transfer is uncertain pend-

ing further negotiations. It is said that H. C. Frick is

backing the Donner party.

Salt Lake Corkespoxdexce

The production of potash on a commercial scale in

Utah has been started. The plant of the ^Mineral Products

Co., at Marysvale, began operating in its entirety for the

first time Oct. 19. The roasters had been warmed up
and tried out some time before this, and the plant was

ready by the middle of September, but on account of the

reconstruction of the tramway from the mine to Cotton-

wood Canon, operations were delayed until this week.

The capacity of the first unit, which is complete in itself,

is 100 tons a day. Other units will probably be added.

The alunite contains about 1 1 % of potash. It is roasted

to form a soluble potassium .sulphate, and this is leached

out with water and evaporated to a solid salt from the

solution. From 25 to 30 tons of potassium sulphate run-

ning over 90% will be produced daily, and the first

carload shipment, according to Charles E. Macdowell, vice-

president of the company, will consist of 93% concen-

trated sulphate of potash, and will be shipped some time

during the week to a firm in Florida. The percentage

is higher than that of the German product, which seldom

ran above 90%. At present the output will be hauled 6

or 7 mi. to the railroad by motor trucks, but a side track

will be built to the plant by the Denver & Rio Grande
R.R., in the near future. Pure alumina is obtained from
the residue of the alunite after leaching and is a valuable

byproduct.
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Wlutman Symnies, of Vii-giniii City. Ncv.. has beon In

New York.

W. A. Wilson, mininj;- ens'ineer, has romoved his officos

to the Dooly Block, Salt Lake City, Utah.

Ernest J. Ristedt, chemist for the Old Dominion Copper Co.,

Globe, Ariz., has been paying a brief visit to his former liome

in Denver.

H. V. Dardier, aceoiiipanied liy an tngineer representing
the Vickers-Maxim Co. of London, lias been investigating

nickel deposits near Fond du Lac. Manitoba.

A. W. Soderberg- has been appointed chief mechanical engi-

neer of the Homestead Steel Works of the Carnegie Steel Co.

in place of R. H. Stevens, who has gone to the Midvale Steel

Works.

Roy J. King, of Tonopah and Grass Valley, who spent
August and September in Alaska and British Columbia, has
returned to the States, and now is in Oregon on professional

business.

P. C. French sailed from Seattle for Alaska on Sept. 14.

He will be constructing engineer on the reconstruction and
enlargement of the plant of the Beatson Copper Co. at La-
touche, Alaska.

F. E. Marcy has resigned as local manager of the Mine
and Smelter Supply Co. at Salt Lake City. He will devote his

time to the sale and manufacture of the Marcy mill, which is

controlled by the company.

C. E. Addams. for some time connected with the De Be<M'S

Consolidated Mines in South Africa, and later with the Ray
Consolidated, has been appointed general manager of the
Ray Hercules Co. in Arizona.

Jesse Lee Jones, who was chosen president of the Ameri-
can Institute of Metals at the recent annual meeting, is chief
chemist and metallurgist of the Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Co. of Pittsburgh.

J. J. Warren, president of the Kettle Valley Ry., has been
added to the board of directors of the Consolidated Mining and
Smelting Co., of Canada, operating Trail. B. C, smelting
works, and has been appointed managing director.

Thomas M. Skinner, Jr., having finished the chemical work
in which he was engaged at Keeler, Calif., pertaining to the
alkali waters of Owens Lake, has returned to Colorado and is

temporarily engaged with the Empire Zinc Co. at Denver.

T. Hirabayashi, H. Nakamuta and S. Nakaeawa, mining
engineers representing the Japanese government, recently
spent one week inspecting ore- and coal-dock f.acilities in

the Duluth-Superior harbor, also the plant of the Minnesota
Steel Co., near Duluth.

P. O. Williamson, who represents the Hardinge Conical
Mill Co., T. L. Smith Co. and Smith Engineering Works, in

Chicago and adjacent territory, is taking an extended trip

through the Western mining districts, on his way to San
Francisco.

H. G. Moulton, who has been with the firm of Eugene
Meyer, Jr., & Co., of New Tork City, as consulting mining
engineer for the last seven years, has recently been appointed
by the Public Service Commission consulting and inspecting
engineer on underpinning and excavation for the new sub-
ways in New Tork.

Dr. James Cole Roberts, in charge of the United States
Bureau of Mines Rescue Car No. 2, with headquarters in Den-
ver, has accepted appointment as professor of safety and
efficiency engineering, the department recently authorized
by the trustees of the Colorado School of Mines as a tribute
to the late Dr. Joseph A. Holmes. Dr. Roberts is well fitted

by experience and personality for this chair. Fifteen years
go he resigned the professorship in metallurgy in this same
institution.

in Michigan and Wisconsin for 27 years. For a number of

years he was in charge of the operations of Oglebay, Norton
& Co. on the Gogebic Range. He was an active member of
the Lake "superior Mining Institute from its start and was
vice-president in 1913-14. He leaves a widow, a daughti r and
two sons, both of them mining engineers.

Henry Lamy, of Paris, France, a graduate of the Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology in the Class of 1913 in mining
engineering, was killed recently while serving in the French
Army in Champagne. He was a son of Lucien Lamy, of Paris,
a prominent metal broker.

George H. Abeel, whose death on Oct. 13 was briefly noted
last week, was 53 years old, and had had charge of iron mines

TexiiM Sellout of .MiueH—Fall term has opened at El T'aso
with very encouraging enrollment. Special attention will be
given to assay department this year.

Tekiiik Club—At the regular meeting of the club in Den-
ver, Oct. 12, Mr. Eastman, of the Bureau of Mines, spoke on
"Some Experiments with Basic Lead Compounds."

I'tah Society of Engineers—The regular monthly meetinu
of the society was held in Salt Lake City Oct. 15, when W. H.
Trask, Jr.. deputy superintendent of the Utah Power and
Light Co., gave an address on the good results to be had
through the irrigation of crops by pumping systems.

American Chemical Society—The Pittsburgh Section held
a joint meeting with the American Electrochemical Society
at the University of Pittsburgh, Oct. 21. A large number of

members attended and heard an address by F. T. Snyder of

Chicago, on the use of electric furnaces. A number joined
in the subsequent discussion. O. G. Schleuerderberg. chairman
of the local section of the Electrochemical Society, presided.
.A.t a dinner at the University Club, before the meeting, the
diners heard an address by Dr. F. C. Phillips of the University,
who suggested that some technical society undertake ti>

purchase and preserve the old Northumberland County home
of Priestley, the chemist who discovered oxygen. The home
is now in danger of destruction.

American Institute of Mining Rnisrineers—The Montana Sec-
tion held its semi-annual session Oct. S, at the Silver Bow
club rooms, in Butte. Between 60 and 70 members attended
the meeting which was presided over by Vice-Chairman J. L.

Bruce. A very enjoyable dinner preceded the technical ses-
sion, at which J. A. Grimes read an interesting outline of a
paper now being prepared by himself and Mr. Billingsley,
entitled: "Mines in the Boulder Batholite." The paper will
appear later on in the "Transactions" of the Institute. The
reading of the paper was followed by a lively discussion
of the theories advanced by the authors and based on facts
observed in the mines so far visited by them in the district
affected by the batholite. The authors are members of the
geological department of the Anaconda Copper Mining Co.

American Iron and Steel InHtitute—The program for the
meeting of the Institute at Cleveland, Ohio, Oct. 22 and 23. was;
Address by President Elbert H. Gary. "Cleveland and Its In-
dustries." Name of autlior, a Cleveland member, to be an-
nounced later. "Electric Furnace for Heating Billets, Cast-
ings, Etc." By Thaddeus F. Baily, Alliance. Ohio. "Modern
Methods of Burning Blast-Furnace Gas in Stoves and Boilers."

By Ambrose N. Diehl. Duquesne. Penn. "The Development
of Alloy Steel for Commercial Purposes." By Edgar D.
Rogers, Canton, Ohio. "Under-Advertising of the Steel Busi-
ness." By George H. Jones, Chicago. "Recent Developments
in Sintering of Iron Ores." By Bethune G. Klugh. New
York. "Casting Steel Ingots." By Henry M. Howe, Colum-
bia University, New York. Moving pictures (evening).
National Tube Co. and American Steel and Wire Co. The
Cleveland committee arranged for plant trips and various
forms of entertainment for the members on Saturday fol-

lowing the regular meeting day

Intcrmountain LehiKh ('lul>—In Salt Lake City, Oct 16, a
dinner was given to Dr. Henry Sturgis Drinker, president of

Lehigh University, by this club, which is made up of Lehigh
alumni in Utah and neighboring states. At the dinner Dr.

Drinker spoke of the increasing interest taken in modern
institutions in the personality of the student, and of the

duty incumbent on such institutions to use their influence in

aiding in the formation of national and local movements look-
ing toward the public good. Touching on conservation, he said

that in taking wise and broad measures to utilize best our
natural resources, our woods, our mines, and waters, the need
was not so much to withdraw and set them aside for the use
of future generations, as to l^e sure they were not wasted in

their use by the present generation, letting them be utilized

following the natural laws of supply and demand, with due
regard to the essential factor that private capital will never
venture into the proper broad economic exploitation of these
resources, w^ithout the assurance of a sufflciently permanent
tenure to insure an adequate return for investment
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SA.\' FRANCISCO—Oct. 21

The State Industrial Accident Commission has prepared
a pamphlet for free distribution containing the amended
AVorkmen's Compensation, Insurance and Safety Act. The
most important of the amendments which went into effect

Aug. S, 1P15, otlier than those relating to procedure are:

(1) Extending the benefits of the law to cover injuries received
in the course of employment, "whether accidental or otherwise;
(2) empowering the commission, in special cases, to extend
the time during which medical and surgical benefits shall

be furnished to injured employees; (3) providing that, in case

of the loss of an eye or limb, an artificial member shall be
furnished by the employer; (4) making it a misdemeanor
for an employer to exact or receive from any employee any
contribution, or make any deduction from his earnings, to

cover any part of the cost of treatment or compensation
provided by the Act. There are other changes from the

original text, all of which are of general interest. Copies
of the pamphlet may be had on application to the commission,
525 Market St., San Francisco.

Oil Land Suits instituted by the Federal Government
involving valuable lands in Kern County are to be tried in

the U. S. District Court at Los Angeles. These suits are
similar to others that have been tried involving lands which
are alleged to have been withdrawn from entry by the with-
drawal order of President Taft, Sept. 27, 1909. The present
contention of the Government is that the defendants devel-

oped oil in the land after it was withdrawn, and asks that

the Government be found the owner in fee simple and that

the defendants be ousted from any right they may assert;

and that injunction be issued restraining defendants from
further development, an accounting be had and a receiver

appointed. The following named companies and corpora-
tions are defendants: Thirty-two, California Midway, Buick,
Associated, Standard, California Natural Gas, and J. M.
McLeod. The land is situated in section 32, and is stated to

be of great value, but the value is not stated.

Midway-Sunset Oil Suits to have been tried by Judge
Bledsoe in the U. S. District Court at Fresno on Oct. 18 may
be assigned to another judge of the same court on account
of disqualification of Judge Bledsoe who is a stockholder in

.one of the companies defendant. In a previous case tried,

this judge made such fair rulings in favor of the Government
that the Federal attorneys expressed willingness that he
proceed In the present trial; but attorneys for the defend-
ants are inclined to the notion that the cases should be tried

by a jurist upon whom there can rest no shadow of bias or

prejudice. These suits were brought by the Government to

recover 40,970 acres of oil land in the Midway-Sunset field

in Kern County, which is part of a total area of 154,197 acres
included in six several suits, a part of which are to be tried

in the Federal Court in Los Angeles. The land was filed

on and patents issued to the Southern Pacific Co. under the

act of congress of 1S66 upon representation that the land
was not mineral in character. The Supreme Court, however,
has upheld the theory of the government geologists that
petroleum oil is a mineral product. The only question now
involved is whether the Southern Pacific entered upon the

land in disregard of the withdrawal order of President Taft
of September, 1909. That order has been upheld by the

Supreme Court.
DENVER Oct. 21

The Miner ivho Impounded the AVater pumped from the

Golden Cycle mine, Goldfleld, Colo. (Cripple Creek district),

collected the resulting slime and shipped his air-dried product
made a close approximation to the proverbial "getting

something for nothing." No other treatment was given this

stuff, there was no royalty paid anybody, and the miner
asserts that he has received more than $2,000 from his small

shipments.

The Vanadium Mill at Vanadium, formerly Newmire, San
Miguel County, Colo., controlled by the Primes Chemical Co.,

is operating full capacity, treating from 125 to 150 tons

daily. The ore is mostly from the company's mines in Bear
Creek Canon, which have been extensively developed by
several miles of tunnels and drifts. Recently diamond drill-

ing sliowed the ore bed to extend westward below the grade

of tile canon, and a shaft was started to cut it at 700 ft., but
at about 300 ft. the fiow of water was so strong that shaft
sinking was for the time suspended and an incline is being
driven to reach the ore. The company is also mining from
its claims near Saw Pit and shipping to the mill. It is

reported that the capacity of the plant will soon be greatly
enlarged again.

A Real Mining Re^-lval is taking place in Boulder County.
Prospectors and miners are reaping a harvest after several
years of very "slim pickings." Attractive prices for tung-
sten ore have led to the opening up of many prospects that
were located for gold and now are found to carry appreciable
amounts of the black metal. In some instances, tungsten
was known to occur in these properties, but was not devel-
oped commercially. It is now believed that the presence of

tungsten in some of the gold ores of this county has been
responsible for the low concentration accomplished and that
much of the concentrate shipped for years may have been
more valuable for its unrecognized tungsten content than
for its gold. The heretofore recognized tungsten area tribu-

tary to the town of Nederland has been found to have com-
petition in an area to the northeast of that town nearer the
city of Boulder. The Boulder County Metal Mining Associa-
tion is arranging an excursion from Denver to Nederland to

give curious persons opportunity to "U'itness the mining of

tungsten.

SALT LAKE CITY—Oct. 22

The Old Dump at the Horn Silver Mine at Frisco, esti-

mated to contain 175,000 to 200.000 tons of tailings, is to be
utilized. The Caldo Mining Co., backed by Eastern capital,

was formed a short time ago to take over a lease on the dump,
and finance the building of a mill of 200 tons daily capacity.
Construction is in the hands of the General Engineering Co.,

of Salt Lake, which also has charge of the management
of the property. The principal value of the tailings is in

silver, with some zinc. It is hoped to have the mill com-
pleted before the end of November.

Progress Is Bein^ Made in the Construction of the Tintic
Milling Co.'s new plant at Silver City. Foundations, retain-
ing walls, and floors of the mill are completed, the bins are
almost finished, and the steel work is being erected. The
crushers and rolls are in place. There are to be three Holt-
Dern roasters of 45-ton capacity, of the same type as used in

the mill of the Mines Operating Co., at Park City, and one
Christensen roaster, which was intended for the Knight mill,

at Silver City, destroyed by fire not long ago. The cost of the
mill will be about $150,000. The company has taken a lease
on the old Eureka mill dumps, and on other dumps and low-
grade ore in the district. Sixty-flve men are employed on con-
struction, and it is hoped to have the plant in operation
soon after the first of the year.

The Facilities for the Treatment of Low-Grade Ore and
dumps long idle, have been much increased by new reduc-
tion mills and flotation plants recently constructed or still

in the process of construction. In some cases companies
have been organized with a view to utilizing dumps at indi-

vidual mines, and in others custom milling plants have been
established. Also individual mines like the Utah Apex at Bing-
ham, the Daly-Judge and Silver King Coalition at Park City
have added or are adding flotation plants to their milling
equipment. The Big Four Leasing Co.'s mill, at Atkinson in the
Park City district, has been in operation for several weeks on
tailings accumulated below the town, from the various mines
of the camp; the capacity is 200 to 300 tons. The Broad-
water mill—500 tons—also in Park City, backed by San
Francisco capital, began work on tailings on the Homer
ranch, which tailings it has under lease. Other new plants
are the Utah Leasing Co.'s mill at Newhouse to retreat tail-

ings from the Cactus mine, and the Caldo mill at Frisco to

treat dumps from the Horn Silver. The flotation plants
added to the mills of the Daly-Judge and Silver King Coali-
tion are being rapidly completed. There has been an increase
in milling capacity at the Daly-Judge of 50 tons a day; at
the Silver King Coalition of 100 tons; and at the Utah Apex,
an increase of 225 tons. The first mills mentioned are using
the Callow flotation system, and at the Utah Apex the Janney
system is in use. At the Apex mill there are 12 cells treating
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150 tons of slimes a day. This plant is in the main mill

building where the vanners used to stand, and has replaced

the vanners. The concentrator of the United States Smelting

Co., at Jlidvale, has been remodeled and enlarged from 350

to 600 tons daily capacity, and the capacity of the Huff electro-

static plant increased from 60 to 100 tons.

SE.\TTLE—Oct. SO

The Tolovana Paystreak has been definitely located on at

least seven claims along the third tier bench of Livengood
Creek counting every 20 acres as a claim. Counting No. 10,

second tier, pay has been located on eight claims all told.

However, all of the prospectors working from 2 Above to

10 Above, on the third tier, are in pay dirt which goes from
$1.25 to 11.50 to the square foot of bedrock. The paystreak
is 150 ft. wide in places, although in others it is not more
than 60 ft. Its width o.i all claims, however, yet remains to

be determined. Several diamond drills have been brought
into the district by the operators, to prospect their ground
during ine winter, when it is believed many new paystreaks
will be uncovered. Portions of the Circle City, Fairbanks
and Rampart districts nave now •"•">n combined to form the

Tolovana Recording District which has its own recording
office.

Valdeai Mines Are Busy taking out ore and from present
indications this winter will be th" most active in the history

of the camp. As rapidly as possible the Cameron-Johnson
mine is being made ready for reopening. The veins on these
claims ran into a fault and were lost, necessitating the clos-

ing down of the property, but the hot weather of last summer
shrunk the adjoining glacier to a depth of 100 ft. and exposed
the reefs on the other side of the fault. The Granite mine is

busier now than at any time since it was opened, and the
mill is running steadily. The vein has been cut in a lower
level, about 500 ft. belo'w the present workings. An up-raise
is being driven to drain the water from the upper levels

and there is sufficient ore in sight to keep the plant running
for several years. The Cliff mine which has been operating
for some time has been closed down pending the adjudication
of some suits filed against "Red" Ellis, the owner. The
Ramsay-Rutherford, however, is sending bullion to Valdez
every two weeks and the operators have plenty of high-grade
ore blocked out. The Valdez Mining Co. is doing considerable
development work and Jack Miller took out about $r>0.000

from the State Creek placer diggings this summer. The
Midas copper mine, owned by the Granby company is now in

much better ore and is filling the bunkers preparatory to

shipping. Mark Tatum, the discoverer of the Granite mine,
has discovered a body of magnetite on Valdez Bay. The
ledge, which is wide, has been traced on the surface for

a distance of about 800 ft. and in many places gave assay
returns of more than $35 to the ton.

HIBBING, MI-XX,—Oct. 33

Mesabi Goin^ Dry Is a Pr«bal>ility. It is reported that the
Indiana Bureau is about to enforce the Indian treaty of 1855,

closing the 60 saloons in Hibbing and 20 in Chisholm. The
report has received no official confirmation. All saloons on
the Cuyuna Range have already been closed, as well as many
towns on the Western Mesabi, including Coleraine and Bovey.
Operators express great satisfaction at the change from wet
to dry.

Lt'XI.VG, >EV.—Oct. 31

Optimism in the Santa Fe Minins District, Nevada, is

fostered by all the developments during the last few
months. The Calavada Mining Co. completed the cutting of a
station at the 1,000-ft. level during the past week and are
now crosscutting to the ledge. This property is controlled
by the Giroux interests and will, on installing a new cable,

sink to water which they expect to strike at about 1,200 ft.

Arrangements are completed for the financing of the Luning-
Idaho Mining Co., and work will be started on a large scale
early in November with the purpose of fully developing
the orebodies "which have been exposed in several places.
This property lies in the belt containing the Permina hold-
ings now being extensively leased. The Calavada or Giroux
property and the Duffy mines were recently purchased from
J. N. Bealer and associates. The New York Cafion section
is a regular shipper, over 40 tons daily going out from the
many leasers ^'orking there. All of this ore is high-grade
copper. It must run more than 6% copper to pay the haul-
ing, freight and smelting charges. It illustrates the possi-
bilities of tills district, when one stops to figure the tonnage
of low-grade copper that is left on these dumps for future
treatment. The Nevada Gold Mines Co., Ltd., operating on
an extensive plan, southwest of town, is in some exceptionally
high-grade gold-silver ore and has made all arrangements
for a steady production this fall. R. B. Todd has arranged

with eastern parties for the formation of a company to take
over the Luning Gold Mines Co., and work will commence
there in the near future. This property has been a good
producer and has a large tonnage of milling ore blocked out.

The development work at the Alameda Mines Co.'s ground is

going steadily forward and with its large tonnage of low-

grade copper it is rumored that a leaching plant will be

installed at Its camp in the near future. The fact that

there are 20 sets of leasers working copper properties at a

profit here, shipping in most instances copper around 5 to

10 1^ speaks well for the camp. The starting of the leaching

plant at the Nevada Douglas at Ludwig where this ore will

eventually be shipped is expected to start a considerable

development and mining boom here.

Ca

DOUGLAS, ARIZ.—Oct. 10

nnea is Still Operating, although railroad communica-
tion is interrupted both from Nogales and Naco. The road
from Nogales is reported to be in bad shape after General
Calles' retreat and that from six weeks' to two months' work
will be required to put it in operating condition. Recent
arrivals state that nine bridges have been destroyed. Condi-
tions are quiet in Cananea, the town being occupied by
General Beltram with 150 Villistas, while to the south Gen-
eral Urbalejo is in authority with his band of Yaquis, who
have been Villa adherents, but who may now take upoa
themselves "the supreme power" in all that part of Sonora
which they can command. Naco and Nogales are in the hands
of Carranzistas, so that together with the railroad service
being out of commission, it may be necessary to stop opera-
tions at Cananea for lack of fuel, food and supplies. It is

said that enough fuel and supplies are on hand to continue
operations for two weeks, after which time a shutdown is

inevitable, unless the railroad can be used and freight allowed
to move southward before the expiration of that time. No
disturbances have lately been reported from Cananea that
in any way affected the operations of the company, it being
reported that peace has been made between the company and
the two contending factions, as far as the company's opera-
tions are concerned, by paying export duty to both.

[Cananea was forced to suspend operations Oct. 25, on ac-
count of the cutting of the railroad line by the Yaqui In-
dians.—Editor,]

Reports from El Tigre have, up to within the last few
days, been optimistic, the management stating that opera-
tions would be continued regardless of the approach of
Villa's men and that their arrival in camp was not looked
forward to with apprehension: that it was e.xpected that no
hindrance of operations or molestation of Americans would
ensue from the occupation of El Tigre by Villistas. However,
within the last few days reports have been persistent that
operations will be stopped and the Americans ^vill attempt to

reach the border as best they may. News of a fire at the
mines of the Transvaal company's mine near Cumpas reached
here yesterday, the building, supposed to have been the
hospital, was burned to the ground, but the fire was not of
incendiary origin.

L.a Colorado Mine, it is reported, was entered by gam-
bucinos after it was closed down and stripped of all high-
grade ore. The Minneapolis Copper Co. has stopped opera-
tions; most of the Americans employed have reached the
border. Trains are not running south from Agua Prieta over
the Nacozari railroad, but no breaking of the line has
occurred to date. Autocars are run almost every day over
the line as far down as Nacozari, enabling the Moctezuma
Copper Co. to keep in touch with the few men who did not
elect to leave at the general exodus last week.

TORONTO—Oct. 33

A Strike of More than 3,0OO Employees of the various mines
in the asbestos district, Thetford, Quebec, was inaugurated
this week. The strikers demanded that wages be returned
to the scale that was in force before the war. They also
ask that they be allowed to purchase their supplies at any
place they wish instead of the company's stores. At the out-
break of war the asbestos market was demoralized to such
an extent that the companies were having a hard time, and
the employees agreed to cut in wages. Since that time, how-
ever, the market has become active, and the strikers now ask
that the old scale of wages be put in force.

AICTORI.\, B. C Oct. 19
The Trail Smeltery has handled 347,348 tons of ore so far

this year. Of this production 288,000 tons came from Ross-
land. Nelson shipped 2.425 tons. East Kootenay shipped
20,01S tons, principally from the Sullivan mine, while Slocan
and Ainsworth districts furnished 14,843 tons. The ship-
ments from mines in the State of "Washington to Trail

amount to over 16,000 tons so far this year.
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ALASK.\
YUKON GOLD (Dawson)—Is reported to have purchased

holdings of John Holmgren in Ruby district and will put
dredge on ground this winter.

CORDOVA MIXING AND DEVELOPMENT CO. (Port
Wells)—New mill being installed at mine near Golden in Port
Wells district. Tunnels being driven.

MIAMI COPPER (Seward)—It is reported that A. H. Case,
representing the above company, is investigating the Parker-
Herscheli properties near Seward.

AL.\SKA JUNEAU (Juneau)—It is reported that Charles
E. Bruff, who built Sheep Creek Mill of Alaska Gastineau Co.,
will shortly come north to start work on new Alaska Juneau
mill.

JUAX.IN ALASKA MINES (Juneau)—More men being
taken to work at this property and indications are that mine
will soon resume full operations left off at start of the Eu-
ropean war.

VALP.\RAISO MINE (Ketchikan)—Is working mill at Do-
limi to capacity and is considering construction of an addi-
tion. Tunnel is" now in distance of 700 ft. and is being driven
an additional 100 ft. into ore to keep plant busy all winter.

MATANL'SKA COAL AND COKE CO. (Seward)—J. H. Sears,
James McCoy, and Roy D. Fonda have filed articles of in-
corporation for above company. Purpose of company will be
to mine and sell coal from Matanuska field which will be
tapped by Government railroad running in from Seward.

MOOSE PASS CLEANUP (Seward)—Ronan and James
who few weeks ago bonded Moose Pass claims located dur-
ing summer by Frank Skeen and J. W. Stevenson, recently
ran 4U tons of therr quartz through an arrastre. recover-
ing 80 oz. of gold from amalgam. Stamp mill will be erected
on property next spring.

ARIZOXA
Cochise County

BISBEE COPPER (Bisbee)—Organized to develop Win-
wood group of claims l.ving between Denn and Copper King,
both proven ore areas and lying less than l.SOO ft. from
Sacramento Hill. Campaign of churn drilling and other pros-
pectinB will be undertaken.

Gila County
INSPIRATION (Miami)—Mill is reported to be recovering

28 lb. of copper from ore assaying X.''",. and is treating 5.000
tons per day. Both recovery and operations said to be fully
up to expectations of company.

ARK-VXS.VS
Xeivtoii County

ARKANSAS MINING DEVELOPMENT CO. (Little Rock)—
Filed articles of incorporation, $100,000 capitalization, to oper-
ate in northern Arkansas zinc fields. Will begin operation at
Spear mine in Newton County. Company has also leased prop-
erties in Marion County and will develop any other mineral
deposits in state which can be profitably secured. Company
will own no properties but will develop them on lease or
royalty basis. John T. Fuller is president and general
manager.

CALIFOHXIA
Alameda County

RED JIOUNTAIN (Livermore)—Third calcining kiln being
installed at this magnesite mine. Brick for structure is being
hauled from Pleasanton by three-wheel traction engine. Brick
for kiln lining from Livermore Firebrick Co. was hauled by
same engine. Traction engine will also be used in building
new road to another magnesite deposit 2 mi. from the Red
Mountain.

Auiador County
PINE GROVE MINING CO. (Pine Grove)—Sold 125,000

shares at 25c. per share under permit of corporation com-
mission and granted permission to sell an additional 100,000
shares at the same price.

SUTTER CREEK MINING CO. (Sacramento)—New incor-
poration with capital stock at $300,000, to operate East Eu-
reka mine at Sutter Creek. Directors are Alexander Rennie,
il. A. Nurse, J. R. Farrington, J. J. White, of Sacramento and
Lee Shirars, of San Francisco.

PLYMOUTH CONSOLIDATED (Plymouth) — Preliminary
statement of production and costs in month of September
shows lO.SOO tons of ore milled; total value $53,076; total
working costs. $30,302; development cost, $411. Surplus over
total costs, $22,363. Additional expenditures, $250, James
F. Parks is superintendent.

Butte County
FORBESTOWN district is advancing both in development

and prospecting. District lies chiefly in, Butte County but
extends into Yuba County. Development is progressing at
Gold Bank, South Banner and Solano Wonder. Activity
extends from Forbestown "O'est to Morris Ravine about 3 mi.
north of Oroville.

ORO ELECTRIC (Oroville)—Purchase of this corporation
by Great Western Power Co. reported to include only public-
service department. Dredging department will be continued
as formerly.

VILORO (Oroville)—Gold dredge No. 2 destroyed by fire

(>ct. 19. Fire caused by electric short circuit in transform-
ers. Dredge had been run 7 days since last cleanup and con-

tained a lai'ge amount of gold on tables. After burning to
water's edge, hull sunk. Total loss. Viloro Syndicate Ltd.,
owner.

Calaveras County

MOKELUMNE HILL district is being developed and pros-
pected actively. Recent interest is due partly to sale by
Frank J. Woodward to Harry Bridge of mines and claims
known as La Fortuna, Colorado, Ben Hur and other properties
including dam. water ditch and flume and rights of way.

Eldorado County

RAILROAD SURVEY from Diamond Springs to Ringgold
section in progress. Purpose of road is hauling lime and
lime rock from deposits on 3S0 acres owned by Mrs. E. J.
Edick. Dr. W. «'. Stone and National Surety Co. Property
w-as formerly owned by W. J. Dingee and under bond to Cali-
fornia-Portland Cement Co. Development depends upon con-
struction of this spur track. Much of limestone is said to be
well adapted to manufacture of cement.

SACRAMENTO VALLEY COPPER (Sacramento)—Deeds
from Thomas G. Patton have been recorded, conveying title
to mining claims and property in Greenwood district. These
are: Copper Princess. Dundee No. 2, Shamrock No. 2, Brown
Bear and 17 other claims.

Imperial County
OIL DISCOVERY reported west of Salton Sea by M. V.

Dutcher, of Imperial. Oil was found seeping from slight anti-
cline on floor of desert. Three hours digging produced about
20 gal. of heavy oil. Whether prospect is sufficient to en-
courage development is not stated. State Mining Bureau
states that according to opinion of Dr. F. J. H. Merrill, Mio-
cene beds in this region are not especially favorable to oil
formation.

Nevada County
BRUNSWICK CONSOLIDATED (Grass Valley)—Expected

that new 20-stamp mill, electrically driven, will go into com-
mission within few days.

UNION HILL (Grass Valley)—John E. Pelton and associ-
ates reported to have acquired control and arrangements be-
ing made for extensive development. Shaft will be deep-
ened to 1,000 ft. On 800 level orebody continues with de-
velopment. The 20-stamp mill is crushing ore fi'om this level.
The cleanup Sept. 1 was $6,800; Sept. 15. $5,600. a total of $12,-
500 for 30 da.vs' run. New directors recently elected John E.
Pelton, Daniel E. Craig. E. W. Knowlton. of Pasadena, Otto B.
Johnson, of San Francisco; G. S. Johnson, of Reno.

San Luis Obispo County
KLAU (San Luis Obispo)—This quicksilver mine reported

producing 30 flasks a month. Mine has been idle for three
or four years following destruction of furnace by storm and
fire.

Siskiyou County
KANGAROO GULCH is proving to be one of richest quartz

districts developed in County for several years. Joe David-
son and Sam Sargent have recently developed ledge about 4 ft.

wide, carrying ore worth $3 to $5 per ton. Claim is an old
one which has been developed for several years in small way.

Stanisl County

DRILLING FOR OIL at Knights Ferry has been resumed
after suspension resulting from breakage of machinery. Well
is down 160 ft. and it is reported that first oil sand has been
passed. Probable that second oil sand will be reached within
2,000 ft.

Tulare County
PORTERVILLE MAGNESITE CO., (Porterville)—Two cars

crude magnesite shipped in last week of September. Foun-
dations for calcining kiln have been constructed and when
plant is completed ore will be treated at mine. Survey made
for spur track from Southern Pacific R,R., to base of mag-
nesite hill.

RAWHIDE (Jamestown)—Reported that property has been
sold to Silver Peak Mining Co.. of Blair, Nev., and that com-
pany will move its surface plant from its mine in Nevada to
Rawhide. John Mocine formerly secretary of California Metal
Producers Association is engaged as superintendent. Stated
that 3-compartment shaft w^ill be immediately unwatered and
retimbered where necessary. The shaft has an incline depth
of 1,800 ft. This is one of producing mines owned and oper-
ated by Capt. Nevills and taken over by Patterson Estate of
Fresno County following death of Nevills. Negotiation for
sale of property was conducted by Alex Chalmers, manager
of Lightner mine at Angels Camp, representing owners.

Cle

COLORADO
ar Creek County

HOOSAC TUNNEL (Idaho Springs)—Company owning this
property is being reorganized under permission from court
in bankruptcy.

ONEIDA (Freeland)—Oneida-Stag mill is now equipped to
treat ore by flotation, cyanidation having been discarded.
Fifty tons of ore averaging $5.50 per ton are being concen-
trated daily at a ratio of about 12: 1. Mine and mill employ
22 men.

ill
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days. Georgetown Mining and Tunnel Co. contemplates eaily
installation of electiically-diiven equipment to advance tun-
nel several hundred feet.

SUN & MOON (Idaho Springs)—Development of this prop-
erty has been undertaken by Von Tilborg Mining and Leasing
Co. Particular attention will be paid to Garden vein east and
west of Argo Tunnel on which drifting is in progress. A 2-ft.
streak of payable ore has been opened carrying gold, silver,
copper .and lead. Nels Holme is superintendent.

COLORADO METAL. MINING AND REDUCTION CO.
(Georgetown)—Has been incorporated at $1,000,000, to take
over properties of former concern organized to commercialize
Malm dry-chlorination process. Proposes to revive operations
in plant erected, several years ago. at Georgetown, and to re-
duce complex, low-grade ores of that region. Dr. Frank W.
Traphagen, professor of metallurgy in Colorado School of
Mines, is president of new company.

Gilpin County
PITTSBURG EXTENSION (Russell Gulch)—Fortune Min-

ing and Milling Co. has been formed to operate this group of
four claims adjacent to famous Pittsburg mine. New shaft-
house contains electric hoist and air compressor. Develop-
ment being pushed, with fine showing in Pittsburg vein.

Lake County
EVENING STAR (Leadvillc)—George E. Cramer is build-

ing new shafthouse at No. 5 shaft to replace one destroyed
by fire a few weeks ago.

San Jnan County
SILVER CROWN M. AND D. (Silverton)—New main tun-

nel, being advanced on Lee vein, has opened body of payable
ore 8 ft. wide. About 3 ft. assays high in gold, silver and
copper, balance of vein being milling ore. Experiments in-
dicate that ore can be treated profitably by flotation process.
James Burns is manager.

BALI..ARD (Telluride)—Leasers Anderson and Lacey have
moved aerial tramway upper terminal from Ballard tunnel
down to Butterfly crosscut which will hereafter be main
mouth of mine. A block of ground above this adit, 300 ft.

high and 600 ft. long, averages about $7.50 per ton. Mining
and milling costs amount to $2.50 per ton.

Teller County
PORTLAND GOLD MINING (Victor)—Has acquired acre-

age along Wilson Creek, east of city of Victor, where it pro-
poses to dispose of its tails from c>'anide mill on top of Bat-
tle Mt. Sluice, more than mile long, is being constructed
down slope of mountain.

IDAHO
Blaine County

WILBERT MINING (Arco)—Will pay initial dividend of
$10,000 on Nov. 15. Stockholders have paid assessments of
about $65,000. Mine, located in Dome mining district, is
splendidly equipped' with machinery, mill and railroad for
transportation of ore from mine to mill. There are 16 pat-
ented claims, considerable reserve fund, and no debts. Ore
is lead-silver and large tonnage has been blocked out.

ShONhone County
CCEUR D'ALENE GALEN.\. (Kellogg)—This property Is

situated just above Caledonia, near Alhambra. Strike of 15
ft. of shipping ore is reported.

REX (Wallace)—Rex Consolidated Mining Co., controlled
by New York people, is unwatering Rex mine preparatory to
extensive development. Shaft down 700 ft. Probably require
30 days to unwater. Company has 250-ton mill, now rented
to Tamarack & Custer:

OOM PAUL (Kellogg)—At meeting of directors held in
Wallace Oct. 16 funds were provided and plans were made for
continuing development work during winter. Enlarging of
old Echo tunnel, through which Oom Paul is working, has
been completed. To reach vein will require 3,000 ft. additional
driving.

INTERSTATE-CALLAHAN (Wallace) — Aerial tramway
connecting mill and raili'oad. 2 mi., is now in operation, elim-
inating wagon haul. Management estimates direct saving of
SI per ton. Ne-w boarding liouse to accommodate 70 men just
completed and also 20 cottages for married employees. Ore
blocked out for 4 ye.irs-

HYPOTHEEK (Pine' Creek)—Contract has been let by this
company to Riblet Tramway Co. of Spokane for 3% -mile
tram to connect mine with proposed mill. Hypotheek vein is
anomalous in that carbonate ore persists to depth of 1,100 ft.,

although sulphides are beginning to predominate at that
depth. New mill will be designed to treat 200 tons of car-
l30nate ore daily and T\-ill be remodelled later to treat sul-
phide ore: it will be built near the tracks of O.-W. R.R. & N.
Co. short distance below Enaville.

INDEPENDENCE-GETTYSBURG (Mullan)—Independence
Lead Mines Co.. of which Stewart Mining Co. is the control-
ling factor, has begun extensive development of its recently
acquired property lying between Morning and Hunter. In
tunnels Nos. 2 and 3, on Gettysburg claim, 10 and 12 ft. of ore
of fair milling grade have been opened, and tunnel on Inde-
pedence also sho-^^s ore. Compressor will be installed at once
at No. 4 tunnel and work will be continued in all tunnels (lur-
ing winter.

RAY-JEFFERSON (Wallace)—At meeting of directors
held at Wallace recently details of arrangements for 250-ton
mill and winter development were perfected. Construction
of mill will start as soon as weather permits and manage-
ment hopes to have it finished by July 15, 1916. Crosscut ex-
tended southward from No. 2 tunnel in search of big Inter-
state-Callahan zinc vein has cut two small zinc-lead veins
hut has not yet reached its objective. No. 2 tunnel is on
original Callahan vein and face is nearing boundary line.
Raise will be driven from No. 2 to No. 1. distance of 432 ft.,
in preparation for stoping operations; this oreshoot is about
900 ft. long. Leasers on Carlisle claim, owned by Ray-Jef-
ferson, have three cars of lead and zinc ore sacked for ship-
ment. They are driving another tunnel to tap Carlisle vein
200 ft. deeper, at point where it Is expected to intersect Ray-
Jefferson vein.

MICHI<;.1\

<Op|),T

MOHAWK (Mohawk)—Thi.s vear is going to break all
records tor output and for reduction of costs. Plans calcu-
lated to bring better results in 1916 are going forward with
speed. At shaft farthest north, first concrete skipway has
been laid. No. 4 shaft has been sunk to 22d level. No. 5 is
cutting plat at 17th.

T.\MARACK (Calumet)—Old Osceola amygdaloid lode, as
handled by crosscut in No. 2 Tamarack, now is furnishing
considerable tonnage of rock. It is not, of course, anywhere
near as rich rock as Calumet conglomerate upon which Tam-
arack originally built its faith and hope, but it is better than
average of Osceola lode.

AHMEEK (Ahmeek)—Is to resume sinking in No. 3 shaft
soon.. Sinking at No. 4 will start few months later. Ahmeek's
costs, including construction, will be close to Sc. per lb.
this year if present status is maintained. Copper return is
24 lb.: slight falling off from average of 1911 and 1912 when
it ran above 25 lb., but better than 1914 when it was 23.

ISLE ROYALE (Houghton)—Ran into real problem in
sinking through sand to get to bedrock at No. 7. Second of
three shafts now is going down. This is necessary, to putpermanent hoisting shaft in angle of lode. There "has been
decided betterment in lode-rock contents latelv. Last month
it ran better than 14 lb. refined.

COPPER RANGE CONS. (Painesdale)—In connection with
improved milling methods, cheaper and better extraction and
utilization of horsepower at Lake Superior mills, turbine plant
at Baltic stamp mill has been in successful operation for
period of over two years. At Champion mill at Freda turbine
plant now is being installed. It is practically a duplicate of
the one at Baltic. Power poles are being set up between
mines and mills so that surplus of this power can be used
Construction work now is so well along that it can be
called into service within a few months. Success of sand
filling system underground long ago proven. More economical
handling of sand has been brought about.

Iron

.\THENS (Ncgaunee)—Shaft now down about 900 ft. Cage
hoist is soon to be discontinued and skip hoist installed.
Both will be used when mine is operatng.

SALISBURY (Ishpeming)—Mining operations resumed
this week. About 75 men employed for present. Drift has
been run 2,600 ft. south from shaft. Raising is now in
progress to tap new body of ore.

MIXXESOTA
Duluth

MINNESOTA STEEL CO. (Duluth)—First coke was made
in ovens on Oct. 20. Blast furnaces have been lined and will
be started as soon as two necessary pieces of machinery ar-
rive from East. First steel billets will be turned out on" Nov.
10 if present plans do not miscarry. There are now 100,000
tons of coal and 120.000 tons of limestone in stock at plant
More is arriving daily. Merchant mill and other mills will
not be ready for operation until next spring. However there
is a great demand for billets and they will "be shipped East.

Cuyuna Ranpre
CUYUNA-SULTANA (Ironton)—Soo Line trackage to prop-

erty will be completed early in November. At company's con-
centrator it is claimed average of combined iron and mangan-
ese in product is 55*^ or over.

CRAFT (Crosby)—A "„ interest in original lease of 12c.
per ton on this property was recently sold for $30,000. pl.^.cing
valuation of $540,000 on whole lease. Holders of this lease
have re-leased to N. P. interests at 62c. per ton.

^[ewalii Range
STEPHENSON (Hibbing)—Shovels startted loading ore

this -week. First work done this year.
CROSBY (Nashwauk)—Washing plant, nearing completion,

differs from others on the range in that each unit of machin-
ery has its individual m.otor, avoiding necessity for shafting
and belts.

TIOGA (Chisholm)—Sinking was started this week. Tem-
porary frame buildings being erected. Work will be rushed,
hoping to start mining in 1916. All machinery will be elec-
trically operated.

MISSOIRI—K.\XSAS
OLD VIRGINIA MINING CO. (Joplin, Mo.)—Formed with

100,000 shares $1 par value. J. F. Dexter principal owner.
Has already secured several acres of valuable mining land
which -n'ill be developed.

GOLDEN STANDARD (Galena, Kan.)—Lease near New
Century ground will have new 200-ton mill. Will be one of
most modern and best-equipped plants in district. Work on
construction commenced: expect to have ready for operation
within three months. This is fifth company to start mining
on '^'yandotte land.

ATHLETIC MINING AND SMELTING CO. (Duenweg, Mo.)—Will enlarge mill to 1,000 tons capacity per 24 hr. instead
of 3.")0 tons, formerly reported. Another compressor also to
be installed and 300 hp. boilers. Will have also new slime
plant. 21 James tables, 2 Dorr thickeners, Dorr classifier, and
other improvements.

BR.^DLEY D. AND Z. CO. (Joplin, Mo.)—Found rich run of
blende on lease near Chitwood. Has been driving blank drift
toward drill hole which showed good run of ore: struck ore-
body first of week: expect to have it opened up within week
or two so will be able to keep mill, recently repaire(3, going
steadily. Two more tables being added and capacity increased
to 250 tons per shift

SUPERIOR IRON AND FURNACE CO. (Iron Mountain,
Mo.)—Old Iron Mountain tract of 1,700 acres has l^een bought
by this company "which proposes to reopen property and erect
small charcoal furnace. Three charcoal furnaces were oper-
ated on this pronerty about 40 years, which cleaned up oak
timber for over 20 miles in every direction; second growth of
oak is new sufficiently large for cutting.
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MONTANA
Deer Lodge County

WASHOE REDUCTION WORKS (Anaconda)—Work was
started Oct. 14 tearing out sixth section of concentrator pre-
paratory to installing new system including flotation. Work
is also progressing on building for additional flotation plant
that will take care of slimes that cannot be handled in concen-
trator. New roaster building is going up rapidly. Sixteen of
2S furnaces, each 25 ft. in diameter are in place. One of them
will be lined with cement instead of brick as an experiment.
Furnaces are combination of McDougall and Wedge types,
being water cooled instead of air cooled as is "Wedge. Ex-
perimental zinc plant is operating satisfactorily and process
promises to be great factor in development and exploitation
of zinc resources in Montana. Experiments being made with
coal-dust firing in furnaces of new leaching plant and if

anticipations are realized system will be installed there.

Ferprus County

BARNES-KING DEVELOPMENT (Kendall)—Has pur-
chased all property of Kendall Gold Mining Co. in Fergus
County for $100,000; $40,000 cash and remainder at $10,000 per
month. Acquisition settles ore controversy existing between
t'wo companies.

Silver Bon- County

BUTTE & SUPERIOR (Butte)—In September mine treated
in its oil flotation plant, 37.27S tons of ore at cost of $3.19 per
ton. recovering 8,968 tons of concentrate, valued at $81.50 per
ton.

NORTH BUTTE (Butte)—Under new compensation law in

effect in Montana, accident of Oct. 19 will cost North Butte
company between $75,000 and $85,000 in pensions to be paid
to relatives of dead men and to injured men themselves.

ELM ORLU (Butte)—Announcement made that contract
will be let for new hoist and other improvements, to ap-
proximate total expenditure of $125,000. Hoist will be similar
to that at Granite Mountain shaft of North Butte. Will have
capacity for depth of 4.000 ft.

TUOLUMNE (Butte)—Output to be increased from 100 to
150 tons per day. Principal operations now being carried on
on 2,000-ft. level. Orebody on 2,500-ft. level is 4 ft. in width;
average copper content 4.6% with about 1 oz. of silver tor
every per cent, of copper. Among recent improvements are
trams to convey lumber and fuel from railroad tracks to
workings. Has 100 men on payroll. Ore being shipped aver-
ages 4% copper with considerable silver and small amount of
gold.

EAST BUTTE (Butte)—The SOO-ton flotation plant is

practically ready for operation. Process is similar to that
employed at Butte & Superior. Plant will treat all second-
class ore and tailings from old processes which carry 14 to
16 lb. of copper to the ton. By flotation, loss in tailings will
be reduced to about 4 lb. per ton. East Butte is mining about
900 tons of ore per day, of which 300 tons are first and 600
tons are second class. In addition to this It is handling
Butte-Alex Scott ore.

NEVADA
Esmeralda County

SILVER PICK CONSOLIDATED (Goldfield)—Station com-
pleted on 600 level and east crosscut started to intersect vein
encountered on 700-ft. level. Continuing north drift on 500
level on Phelan Vein.

JUMBO EXTENSION (Goldfleld)—Dividend No. 5 of 10c.
share declared by recent directors' meeting, payable Dec. 31,
will leave surplus of $200,000 in treasury. Estimated pro-
duction for September, 2,900 tons; gross value, $102,000. Net
profit, $r.2,000.

SPEARHEAD (Goldfleld)—After about eight years' inac-
tivity, excepting leases, work is to be resumed on company
account. Shaft to be continued from present depth of 250 ft.

to 950-ft. point to cut latite-shale contact. Expect to inter-
sect Wheeler ledge at 550 ft.

GOLDFIELD MERGER MINES CO. (Goldfield) — From
latite shale contact drift, which was run at a vertical depth
of about 1.200 ft., northeast crosscut has been started to in-
tersect downward extension of Jumbo Extension orebody.

DIAMONDFIELD BLACK BUTTE REORGANIZED MIN-
ING (Goldfleld) — Operations at main shaft temporarily sus-
pended. Company will participate in Marine Lease on com-
pany ground which is extracting ore. Compressor and drills
will be installed.

Nye County

TONOPAH ORE PRODUCTION for week ended Oct. 16
amounted to 9,761 tons, estimated at $201,658, compared with
9,583 tons last week. Producers were: Tonopah Belmont,
2,899 tons; Tonopah Mining, 2,800; Tonopah Extension. 1,850;
West End, 672; Jim Butler, 1,100, and miscellaneous leasers,
440 tons.

TONOPAH BELMONT (Tonopah)—Net profit for Septem-
ber was $65,018 from 12,008 dry tons milled.

TONOPAH MINING (Tonopah)—Net profit for September
was $51,720 from 12,057 dry tons milled; average value, $12.04
per ton.

JIM BUTLER (Tonopah)—Net profit for September, $22,-
232, Falling off from August, due largely to greater tonnage
of low-grade ore from development.
WHITE CAPS (Manhattan)—Delinquent stock sale held in

Tonopah, Oct. 16. There were 136,000 shares sold at price
ranging from cost of assessment, IKc per share, to over 5c.

per share. Practically all the stociv was purchased by local
investors who appear to have considerable faith in future of
company. Developments in connection with future operation
of White Caps, especially in connection with installation of
adequate milling plant, are expected in near future.

Storey County

SIERRA NEVADA (Virginia)—On 2,500 level west cross-
cut at 35-ft. point exposed quartz in bottom of face assaying
$11 per ton.

BELCHER-CROWN POINT (Gold Hill)—Saved 37 cars of
mill rock from stopes in 1.300 Belcher raise. Jacket mill re-
ceived 1,077 tons of dump rock and shipped one bar of bullion.

MEXICAN (Virginia)—Southwest drift from No. 3 on 2,500
level at 38-ft. point shows 3 to 4 ft. of low-grade quartz. No
work done on 2,700 level owing to trouble at C. & C. shaft.
Mill crushed 300 tons of ore, averaging $13.09 per ton.

CON. VIRGINIA AND OPHIR (Virginia)—Joint west
crosscut from winze on 2,700 level reached 16-ft. point; face
in porphyry. On Ophir 2,500 level, winze deepened to 15-ft.
point. Saved 8 cars of ore averaging $7.80 per ton. Central
tunnel north crosscut extended 5 ft. Saved 315 cars from
stopes and development; milled 220 tons.

UNION CON. (Virginia)—Saved 83 cars of ore from north
lateral drift stope on 2,500 level; assayed $49 per ton; last 35
cars averaged $63 per ton. In No. 1 raise, north drift ad-
vanced 4 ft. with face in ore averaging $50 per ton. East
crosscut also started in hanging-wall side advanced 4 ft.

with face assaying $30 per ton; 12 ft. across top at north
end assays $50 per ton. Center and south end is In good
milling ore.

NORTH CAROLIN.V
Stanly County

SOUTHERN ALUMINIUM CO. (Whitney)—Plans are under
way for resumption of work on plant, about three-fourths
cornpleted, "which "was suspended at outbreak of European
War. French interests known as L'Aluminium Francaise are
in control of property in which is associated American Metal
Co. Probable cost of plant on completion will be nearly
$10,000,000.

UTAH
Beaver County

MOSCOW (Milford)—Deposit of zinc ore, much of it high
grade, recently discovered on 200 level of old workings, is
10 to 15 ft. in width, and there are 150 ft. of backs. There
is said to be about $100,000 "worth of ore, and shipments are
expected at rate of one car daily. New electric hoist is be-
ing installed on 600 level at Cullen shaft which will be sunk
to 1,100.

Juab County

TINTIC ORE PRODUCTION for week ended Oct. 18
amounted to 124 carloads, estimated at 6,200 tons, valued at
$155,000. compared with 137 carloads week previous.

Salt Lake County

ALBION MINING (Alta)—Lessees operating in old work-
ings have made strike of good oi e. and will continue work
throughout winter. Eighteen men are working. Develop-
ment is being done through Quincy tunnel of South Hecla.

Summit County

PARK CITY ORE PRODUCTION for week ended Oct. 16
amounted to 1.614 tons, valued at $64,000, compared with 1,498
tons week previous.

DALY-JUDGE (Park City)—Raise 200 ft. from 1,200 level
has opened high-grade ore, which, it is expected, will make
along contact, and develop into deposit such as found in
other parts of property. Construction work on addition to
mill, which is to contain Callow flotation plant has been
cmpleted, and machinery is being installed.

SILVER KING COALITION (Park City)—Shipments are
being made at rate of 550 to 750 tons of ore and concentrates
weekly, ore coming from 1,450 level and above. Some unusu-
ally rich ore is being mined. Eight cars, recently shipped, are
reported to have assayed 84 oz. silver, 35% lead, with con-
siderable zinc.

Tooele County

BULLION COALITION (Stockton)—Work is being con-
tinued on station at 200-ft. level below Honerine tunnel,
where pumps are to be installed. All of ore produced by this
property is taken out through this tunnel, which also sup-
plies water for irrigation.

CANADA
British Columbia

BRITISH COLUMBIA COPPER (Greenwood)—September
proflts reported $10,000. Only one of three furnaces at smel-
tery in operation. This averaged 800 tons of ore per day.
Development work on newly acquired Copper Mountain prop-
erty continues, but production has not started.

Ontario

CONIAGAS (Cobalt)—This company has passed the divi-
dend due Nov. 1 reason assigned being that company has
limited its output on account of lo%v price of silver.

CROWN-RESERVE (Cobalt) — This company has taken
charge of Globe Consolidated mine in Trinity County, Calif. It
agrees to spend $50,000 at rate of $4,000 per month to be re-
paid out of gross ore receipts. After all debts are liquidated
Globe Consolidated will give Crown-Reserve a 55% control on
30-year lease.

MEXICO
Sonora

GREENE CANANEA (Cananea)—Closed down Oct. 25 as re-
sult of destruction, by Yaquis, of several bridges on line be-
tween Cananea and Naco. on American border, Cananea's port
of entry. It is understood that no violence has been done to
property, and officials of company do not expect any. Shut-
down is made necessary to conserve supplies of oil at plant
in order to keep pumps and other necessary machinery run-
ning.

SOUTH AMERICA
Peru

CERRO DE PASCO MINING CO. (Lima)—Will be reorgan-
ized through formation of new company with 1,000,000 shares,
without par value. New company will issue $10,000,000 con-
vertible ef'f 10-vear bonds which will be bought by J. P.

Morgan & Co. Of capital stock, 333,333 shares will be reserved
for converting bonds after two years and up to 10 years at $30.
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Metal Markets

NEW YORK—Oct. S7
All of the principal metals were stronger during the last

week and a good business was done In each case.

The average prices for the metals in October will be re-

ported on Nov. 3, Wednesday.

Copper, Tin, Lead jmd Zinc

Copper—A good business was done both with domestic and
foreign buyers. By Saturday the marltet had advanced so

that ISc, regular terms, was realized. Some of the larger
producers who had previously stood aloof in the domestic
market, nominally asking IS^c, regular terms, met buyers
and made sales at ISc. The Lake producers were reported as
having made excellent sales at ISc. At the close the mar-
ket stood at 17.90fa)18c., regular terms (17.70@17.S0. cash,

New York), most of the producers asking ISc, but being
willing to make sinall concessions for desirable orders.

Copper Sheets are quoted about 23c. per lb. for hot rolled

and 24c. for cold rolled, with usual extras. Wire prices are
unsettled; quotations may be put at lSV4@19c. per lb. at mill.

Copper Iinport.<> in the United States, week ended Oct. 9,

are reported by the Department at 4,208,016 lb. metal and
426,799 lb. in ore and matte; total, 4,634,815 lb. Chief imports
were from Peru, Chile and Canada. The exports for the week
were 4,33.5,622 lb. copper; of which 2,543,102 lb. went to Eng-
land and 1,412,234 lb. to Italy.

Tin—This market was steady, a fair business being re-

ported done.

Lead—On Oct. 21 the A. S. & R. Co. advanced its price to

4.75c., and since then the market in New York has been steady
at that figure. This advance was foreshadowed by the nar-
rowness of the margin between the New York and St. Louis
prices. Following the advance, the margin has continued
narrow. Certain favorite brands of Missouri lead that are
especially sought for -the manufacture of sheet lead for sul-

phuric-acid chambers are temporai'ily unavailable, the pro-
ducers being completely sold out for a month or six weeks
ahead. All of the principal producers report a good busi-
ness in lead being done during the last week.

Spelter—A large business was done during our last week
of record, the total of sales being without any doubt in ex-
cess of 12,000 tons. Business was done chiefly with foreign
buyers, especially for export to France. In the main it was
done in contracts for deliveries running far ahead. These
varied from contracts covering the first quarter of 1916, to

contracts beginning immediately and running through the
first quarter of 1916, and even further. For example, there
was one very large sale covering deliveries November-June.
With respect to the prices realized, conditions were rather
erratic. Spelter for prompt delivery sold as high as 14c. in the
latter part of the "week, while the market for November at

the close was about 13%c., for December, about 13c., and for

January, about 12i4c. Large contracts covering different pe-
riods realized a great variety of prices. The average of a
little upward of 7,000 tons reported to us as sales for the
week was about 12 cents.

Domestic consumers were again conspicuous by their ab-
sence. Nor ^'as there any demand worth mentioning for
spelter for early delivery. On the other hand there was no
pressure to sell it. There seems to be plenty available but
those who have it prefer to sell it only in conjunction with
metal for later delivery.

The market for high grade and high-grade intermediate
spelter is developing into an interesting situation. The sup-
ply of this is increasing but some of the producers find it difti-

cult to sell it for the prices they think due them and are
holding back their supplies until buyers become more gen-
erous. In the meanwhile the producers of these grades of
spelter are increasing in number.

High-grade spelter is being offered by a new company, the
American Spelter Corporation, 61 Broadway, New York. This
company, in whicli George E. Nicholson is interested, has built
a smelting plant at Kusa, Okla., near the new plant of Mr.
Nicholson. The supposition is that it will refine by redistill-
ation some of the common spelter produced by Mr. Nicholson.

The American Zinc, Lead and Smelting Co. is now pro-
ducing high-grade intermediate spelter almost to the ex-
clusion of common spelter.

The Owen Spelter Co. is building a 640-retort plant at
Caney, Kan. Expected to be in operation in December,

Some of the recent demand for spelter for prompt delivery
has been from new smelters who expected to be making
spelter at this time, but have been delayed and have had to
buy in order to fill contracts for delivery that they had
entered into.

The American Zinc, Lead and Smelting Co. has opened a New
York office in the Equitable Building, 120 Broadway. Charles
W. Baker, a director of the company, is in charge.

Zino Sheets—Business has been active, sales good but with
no material change in quotations. The base price for carload
lots is $16 per 100 lb. f.o.b. Peru, 111., less S9t discount.

DAILY PRICES OF METALS IN NEW YORK
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Other Metals
^E^V YORK—Oct. 27

Alnminum—Market conditions remain about the same.
Stocks of imported metal are low and the chief domestic pro-
ducer has none to offer for early delivery. Quotations are

53 @ 56c. per lb. for No. 1 ingots. New York.
The action of the stockholders of the Southern Aluminium

Co. is referred to on another page.

Antimony—The market has been strong and active and
prices have advanced sharply. Sales have been good on the

rise, and the tendency at the close is upward. Chinese and
other ordinary brands are quoted at 35 @ 36c. per lb. Cook-
son's, in which there is little doing, is held at 45 (3 46c. per lb.,

New York.

Nickel—Quotations for ordinary forms are nominally 45

@

50c. per lb., according to size and terms of order. A premium
of 3c. per lb. Is charged for electrolytic nickel.

Quiclisilver—Stocks continue scarce and the market is

strong and advancing. New York quotations are ?95 per flask

of 75 lb. for large lots and $95@97 for smaller orders. A
considerable shipment from California is reported held up in

the Panama Canal. San Francisco reports by telegraph a
brisk, strong market, with quotations $90f5*93 per flask. Lon-
don price has been advanced 10s. and is now £16 per flask;

no discount reported from second hands.

Gold, Silver and Platinum
IVEW YORK—Oct. Z7

Gold and Silver Movement in the United States, nine
months ended Sept. 30, as reported by the Department of

Commerce:

Eiports Sl.57,656,778 S12,936,680 $38,480,444 $35,357,483
Imports 39,941,946 263,871,213 17.791.486 25,276,972

Excess E.S117,714,832 I. $232,934,533 E. $20,688,958 E. $10,280,317

Exports of merchandise in 1915 are valued by the Depart-
ment at $2,529,575,095; imports, $1,302,281,591; excess of

exports, $1,227,293,504. Adding the gold and silver gives

$984,639,488 as the net export balance.

Platinam—Conditions remain about the same and no addi-

tional supplies seem to be in sight. Prices are a little uncer-

tain, and higher rates may be asked. For the present, how-
ever, they remain at $50(g55 per oz. for refined platinum and
$55^60 per oz. for hard metal.

Our Russian correspondent writes under date of Sept. 24

that speculative interest in the market lias decreased, owing
principally to the increased difficulties imposed by the govern-

ment to the export of platinum. Prices have fallen, though
they still fluctuate considerably. Current quotations at

Ekaterinburg for crude metal, Sa^r platinum, are 10 (9 10.30

rubles per zolotnik; at Petrograd 38,000 @ 39,000 rubles per

pood—equal to $38.16 and $37.73 per oz., averages.

Iridium—This metal continues in demand and at a high

price. Nominallj- $80@S5 per oz. is quoted, but all sales are

the result of negotiation and it is impossible to fix prices

definitely.

Silver—Price has been maintained in London chiefly by
purchases for home coinage and continental inquiry. But
while the London price has advanced, the New York price has

not quite held its own, owing to the decline in the rates of

foreign exchange.

Imports of silver into Great Britain, nine months ended
Sept. 30, were £7,178,943; exports, £5,713,480; excess of imports,

£1,465,463, which compares with an excess of exports of

£117,085 last year.

Zinc and Lead Ore Markets

JOPLIX, JIG.—Oct. 23

Blende, high price $87.50; base per ton of 60^; zinc, prem-
ium ore, $85; medium grades, $83@7S; lower grades, $75®70;
calamine base per ton of 40 7r zinc, car lots, $55 (§60; average

selling price, all grades of zinc. $81.04 per ton. Lead, high

price $56; base per ton of 807^ metal content, $50@55; average

all grades of lead. $50.87 per ton.

SHIPMENTS, WEEK ENDED OCT. 23

Blende Calamine Lead Values

Totals this week. 12,244,350 942,250 1,552,950 $564,910
Totals this year.. 469,530,190 35,168,430 73,035,260 20,700,840

Blende value, the week, $496,160: 43 weeks, $17,975,690.

Calamine value, the week, $29,270; 43 weeks, $812,340.

Lead value, the week, $39,480; 43 weeks, $1,912,860,

Lead prices, which sagged to around $50 base a week ago,

closed tonight strong at $55. The blende market continued

strong for premium ore; other grades weakened by midweek
and found ready buyers at the w'eek-end on the lower price

level. The United States Smelting, Refining and Mining Co.,

which has been out of the market several weeks, was an ac-

tive week-end buyer in the Miami camp at advanced prices.

Three weeks of excellent weather is creating a marked im-
provement in the production of blende and calamine, and the
buying is strong enough to take up the production.

PLATTEVILLE, WIS.—Oct. 23

The base price paid this week for zinc ore was $75@72 per
ton for 60% grades. The base price paid for 80% lead ore
was $54 per ton.

SHIPMENTS, WEEK ENDED OCT. 23

Zinc Lead Sulphur
Ore, Lb. Ore, Lb. Ore, Lb.

Week 4,584,180 406,300 530,920
Year . 162,826,760 5,683.210 22,238,770

Shippel during week to separating plants 69,460 lb.

Iron Trade Review
^•E^V YORK—Oct. 27

The demand for finished steel continues strong and improv-
ing, domestic orders supplementing the export business. The
mills are so full that deliveries are becoming uncertain.

Car orders, bridge orders and structural work are increas-

ing rapidly, and contracts for material are now running well
into and even over the first quarter of next year.

A buying movement in pig iron seems to have set in.

Some large orders for basic pig have been placed or are on
the market, and there are more inquiries for foundry iron.

Recent advances in price are well held and more are in sight.

Exports from Baltimore for the past week included 380,885

lb. tinplates to London.
The stockholders of the Thomas Iron Co. have been notified

that an offer has been made for their property and they
will be asked to vote on giving an option.

The United States Steel Coriioratlon in its preliminary
report for the quarter ended Sept. 30 shows net earnings,
after deducting operating expenses, ordinary repairs and re-

newals, as follows:
1914 1915

July $7,475,973 $12,048,218
August 7.584,926 12,869,099
September 7,215.083 13,793,327

Quarter $22,276,002 $38,710,644

Depreciation and subsidiary charges $8,664,853
Bond interest and sinking fund 5,703,631
Dividend on preferred stock 6,304.919

Total charges $20,673,403

Surplus for the quarter $18,037,241

For the nine months ended Sept. 30 the total net earnings
were $60,727,979 in 1914 and $79,118,908 in 1915, an increase of

$18,390,929. The September quarter this year showed a gain
of $10,760,589 over the June quarter. The surplus for the
quarter was equal to 3.5';; on the common stock, but no divi-

dend on that stock was declared, and no appropriations for

new work were made.

PITTSBURGH—Oct. 28

Yesterday tlie Carnegie Steel Co. advanced bars, plates and
shapes $1 a ton to 1.50c., Pittsburgh, just 10 days after its

previous advance, and making $3 a ton advance in these
products in less than a month. The 1.50c. price seems to be
minimum for all the mills, but none will sell freely and
some are practically out of the market. It is estimated that
with tile utmost reserve in accepting additional orders the
mills will end the year with fully six months of obligations
on books. Sheets are advancing, for delivery at mill conveni-
ence, and the leading interest is on the verge of opening its

books for first-quarter contracts, at prices well above those
now ruling for delivery at mill convenience.

In all finished steel products the pressure to buy has been
steadily increasing, partly because prices promise to advance
still more sharply in future, and partly because consump-
tive requirements are increasing. The railroads are faced
witla a car shortage not merely during the crop moving
period, but afterwards, and there is inquiry in the market
that may result in the placing of 40,000 to 60,000 freight cars
in the next few weeks. Rail orders to date total about 550,000

tons. Car-repair material is in great demand and premiums
for prompt shipment have been paid on a large tonnage alto-

gether. The requirements of various domestic consumers are
increasing, while the war demand continues very heavy and
the demand from neutral countries shows further expansion.
Since tlie mills have ali-eady been producing all the steel of

which they are capable, and yet have been falling behind in
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deliveries, tlie common prediction is tliat there will shortly

be a veritable famine in steel.

Finished steel prices are now as high as they were at the

top of the great movement of 1912, and are still advancing,
more rapidly indeed than earlier in this movement. For a

few finished-steel products premiums are offered for early

delivery, but there is not much demand of this sort thus far,

as buyers are well covered by contracts, as a rule. Since

contracts are now being made in very conservative fashion

by the mills there will probably be much more premium
business going on in the market a few months hence. The
small mills generally avoid contracts and will have steel

to sell when the large mills are filled up tight for deliveries

severa months ahead.

PiB Irou—All the furnaces that were quoting $14.50, Val-
ley, on No. 2 foundry and malleable have withdrawn that
quotation and are adhering to $15, the price that has ruled

for weeks for next year's deliveries. Sales of about 10,000

tons of foundry and malleable have been made in this dis-

trict in the past week. Bessemer and basic are strong, but
without much activity. Predictions are more freely made
that the pig-iron market will experience a sharp advance
soon, as there are very few idle merchant furnaces, and the

furnaces in blast have been reducing their stock piles, while
prospects are that foundries will have larger requirements in

future. We quote: Bessemer, $16; basic, malleable and foun-
dry, $15; gray forge, $14.50. f.o.b. Valley furnaces, 95c. higher
delivered Pittsburgh;

Ferromansanese—The .Jones & Laughlin Steel Co. has
leased Josephine furnace at Kittanning, Penn., a merchant
furnace stack rated at 300 tons of pig iron a day, and now idle,

the intention being to transfer the manufacture of ferro-

manganese from one of the Aliquippa furnaces, giving the
steel company so much more basic pig-iron capacity. The
manufacture of ferromanganese from imported ores was
started by the Jones & Laughlin Steel Co. last December.
Contract deliveries by English producers have improved mate-
rially and further improvement is expected, so that buyers
have less hesitancy in making fresh contracts at the $100
price quoted for some time. Domestic producers still adhere
to their former quotation of $115 on contract. Odd lots for

early shipment generally bring from $105 to $110.

Steel—A contract has been made for 4,500 tons of open-
hearth sheet bars for delivery over the first six months of

next year at a price equivalent to slightly more than $2S,

Pittsburgh mill, and.it is reported that bessemer sheet bars
have brought about $27. Pittsburgh, for first quarter. Very
little is being done for such deliveries, while for early deliv-

ery there are no sellers, mills stating that the market is

nominally $25 for bessemer and $26 for openhearth billets,

with $1 advance for sheet bars. Rods are $32@33, Pitts-

burgh. There is considerable contract business for first half

to be closed in the near future.

FERRO-ALLOYS
Ferromaneane.>ie is still quoted at $100 Baltimore for

imported; $110fS115 for domestic, early delivery.—Ferro-
Nilieon is higher; bessemer 10% is quoted $21.50 at furnace
tor spot, $21.50 for first quarter and $22 for second quarter.
Higher grades run up to $31 at furnace for 15% alloy.—Ferro-
titaniuni is S@ 12.5c. per lb., according to size of order and
delivery.—Ferrovanadiuni $2 (§'2.25 per lb. of contained vana-
dium.

IROX ORE
Shipments of Lake Superior ore are still heavy, and prep-

arations are being made for a large demand through the
winter.

Imports at Baltimore for the past week included 15,400

tons manganese ore from Brazil.

British Imports of Iron Ore nine months ended Sept. 30

were 4,527,970 long tons in 1914, and 4,700,046 in 1915; an
increase of 172,076 tons.

Imports of manganese ore for the nine months were 406,-

765 long tons in 1914, and 209,814 in 1915; a decrease of

196.951 tons.

Exports of Manganese Ore from India for the four months
of the fiscal year Apr. 1-July 31 were 245,086 tons in 1914,

and 78,072 in 1915; decrease, 167,014 tons.

OTHER ORES
Molybdenite, 90 tJ MoS^., is quoted in London at 120s.

—

$28.80—per unit. The Australian government takes all the

ore produced, in that country at 105s. per unit—Tungsten Ore
remains high, London quotations for wolframite, 65% WOs, be-

ing 55s.—$13.20—per unit.

NEW C.\LEDONI.\ EXPORTS
Exports of nickel ore from New Caledonia, eight months

ended July 31, were 39,216 metric tons. Exports of chrome ore
were 28.828 tons. In July 14.1S9 tons chrome ore were shipped
to New York. Exports of nickel matte were 1,709 tons.

COKE
Coke production of the Connellsville region for the past

week is reported by the "Courier" at 421,091 short tons;

shipments, 422,645 tons. Shipments of Greensburg and Upper
Connellsville districts, 40,400 tons.

Coal and Coke Tonnage Pi-nnsyivania R.R. lines east of

Pittsburgh and Erie nine months ended .Sept. 30, short tons:

1914 191.5 Changes
.^nthr:u-iti- 8.020,105 7,603.051 D. 417,0.54
Bituminous . 3.3.804,642 31,078.300 0.2,185,742
Coke 7,561,858 8,37.8.570 I 810,718

Totals 49,446,605 47,660,527 D. 1,786,078

The total decrease was 3.6%. Coke alone shows an increase
this year.

Britisli Fuel Exports nine months ended Sept. 30, in long
tons:

1914 1915 Changes

Coal 48,116,349 33,414.212 D. 14,702,137
Colie 824,325 084.6S!) D. 1:J9,636
Briquettes. . 1,431,938 900,636 D. 471.302
Steamer coal . 14,581,962 10,722,894 D. 3,859,068

Total 64,954,574 45,782,431 D. 19,172,143

The steamer coal is the fuel furnished to steamships
engaged in foreign trade.

SACLT STE. MARIE CANALS
Total freight passing through the Sault Canals in Sep-

tember was 10,974,557 short tons carried in 3,141 vessels.

For the season to Oct. 1 the total freight was: East bound,
37,739,738; west bound, 10,643,865; total, 48,383,603 short tons.

The number of vessel passages was 14,907, giving an average
cargo of 3,246 tons. In all 12,139 vessels carrying 44,888,436

tons passed through the American locks; and 2,768, with
3,495,167 tons through the Canadian canals. The mineral
freights included in the totals were, in sliort tons except salt,

which is in barrels:

1914 1915 Changes

Anthracite 1.589,501 1.448.7:34 D. 140,767
Bhuminous coal. .

.

9.714.223 8.106.063 D. 1,608,160
Iron ore 25.923,002 33,701,762 I. 7,838,760
Pig and m'fd iron.

.

191.361 141.051 D. 50.310
Copper 47,237 95.373 I. 48,136
.Salt, bbl - . 505,736 481,170 D. 84,566

Iron ore was 69.8% and coal 19.7% of the total freight

reported this year.

Chemicals

IVE\V YORK—Oct. 27

The general markets show an improved tone and more
active business. The supposed discovery of a plot in New
York to destroy or damage several large chemical manufac-
turing plants has caused a good deal of talk in the trade.

How much of the reports have an actual base is still uncer-
tain.

Arsenic—Little or no change is reported. Business is

quiet. Quotations are $3.50 per 100 ib. for large lots and up
to $4 per 100 lb. for smaller parcels.

Barytes—Exports from Baltimore for the past week
included 61,920 lb. barytes to Manchester, England.

Copper Sulphate—Business continues fair and prices are
steady, with no material charge. Current quotations are

$6.50 per 100 lb. for carload lots, and $6.75 per 100 lb. for

smaller parcels.

IVitrate of Soda—The market shows little change. Quota-
tions remain about 2.45c. per lb. for both spot and futures.

The official statement of production of nitrate in Chile for

the two months July 1-Aug. 31 gives a total of 6,365,022

quintals—288,131 long tons; a decrease of 4,187,742 quintals,

or 39.7%, from last year.

Sulphuric Acid—Acid of 66°B#. realizes $50@60 per ton in

the seaboard markets in large lots. For 60°B^.$30@ 35 is paid.

These prices permit acid to be brought eastward from points

so far west as Argentine, Kan., whence the freight rate is

$11 per ton and still leave the producers a phenomenal profit.

PETROLEUM
Exports of mineral oils from the United States in August

were 232,224,014 gal. For the eight months ended Aug. 31,

the total exports were 1,493,937,331 gal. in 1914, and 1,518,-

884,770 gal. in 1915; an increase of 24,947,439 gal. or 1.7%,

this year.
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Assessments N. Y. EXCH.
Company

Oct. 26 BOSTON EXCH Oct. 26
IDelinqel Sale I Amt.

Aetna. Ida Oct. 16 Nov. 15
Argenta. Ida Oct. 11 Nov 13
Blue Bull Reorg., Nev Nov. 1 Dec
Cash Boy. Nev Sept. 29 Oct.
Coeur d'Alene Inv., Ida Oct. 25 Dec.
Columbus Ext., Utah 'oct. 10 Oct.
Comstock, Ida jsept. 30 Oct.
Copper Mt. M. 4 D., Ida , , . !oct. 28 Dec.
Danlcy-Lloyd. Utah.

I Nov. 14 Nov. 30
Diam'fleld Black Butte, Nev. Oct. 4 Nov,
Eaele Mt., Ida.
Eastern Star, Ida
E. Hercules Ext., Ida. (post.)
Enterprise, Ida
Four Timbers, Wash
Friend, Wash
Giant M. & D., Ida
Great Western, Nev. . . .

Hancock Cons., Mich.

.

Idaho-Nevada Exp., Ida
Idora. Ida
Lewis & Clark, Ida
Lucky Swede, Ida
Military M. i M., Ida..
Montana Standard
Nabob, Ida
Naiidrlver, Utah
New Arcadian, Mich. . .

.

New Baltic, Mich
Northern Light, Ida
O. K. Ex. M. & R., Uta'i
Old Vetearn, Ida
Ophir, Nev
Oriental, Nev
Original, Nev
Pacific M. & M., Ida
Phoenix, Mich
Pioche Metals, Nev
Rainbow, Ida
Royal, Ida
Silver CllH, Ida
Silver Moon, Ida
Silver Pick Cons.. Nev. .

.

Sunset M. & D., Nev. . . .

Sunshine. Ida
Ton. Gipsy Queen, Nev.

.

Umatilla Ton., Nev
Union Cons., Nev
Wisconsin, Ida
Wolf Mountain, Utah. . . .

Oct. 15 Nov. 15
Oct. 291 Nov. 29

Nov. 11
Oct. 15|Nov, 15
Oct. 4 Nov
Oct
Oct
Nov. 15
Jan.

Oct.
Oct.
Nov. 11

Oct. 2S
Nov. 15
Oct. 25
Oct.
Dec,
Jan. 15

Nov,
Nov. 10
Jan. 1

Oct. 20
Oct. 15
Oct. 12
Nov. 8
Oct. 15
Oct. 16
Oct. 18
Oct. 15
Oct. 29

Nov. 10
Nov. 8
Dec. 7

Dec. 1

Nov. 11
Nov. 15
Dec. II
Nov. 29
Dec. 15
Nov. IS
Nov.

Dec. 2
Dec. IS
Nov. 27i

Nov. 2
Dec.
Dec
Nov. 30

Nov. 20
Nov. 20
Nov. 9
Dec. 6
Nov. 18
Nov. 23

. 22

. 15

Nov. spec. 13
Oct. 26iNov. 15
Oct. 19 Nov. 19
Nov. 12'Dec. 141

0.001
0.001
0.01
0.01
0.002
0.025

001
0,002

0025
01

0005
0.002
O.OOIS
0.002
0.001
0.002
0.003
0.001
1.00
0.002
0.005
0.001
0.002
0.0065

005
O.OOS
0.02
O.SO

50
0.004
0.005
0.002
0,05
0.003
0.003
O.OOOS
1.00
O.OOS
0.002
0.0015

. 0025
0.005
0.01
0.02
0.0006
0.01
0.005
0.05
0.003
0.0025

Stock Uiiotations
Among sales at auction during theweek ended Oct. 23 were: 10 Ala. & Ga.

Iron Co. com. and 10 Ala. & Ga. Iron Co
pfd., $7 lot; 10 Horn Silver Mining, $25
par, $6 lot.

COLO. Sl'lUXGS Oct. 26
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By James Humes*

SYNOPSIS—Unusually large underground xhafl

station cut in stvelling ground traversed by a fault.

Reinforced concrete used. Station is equipped ivith

air compressors, blacksmith and carpenter shops,

large hoid, all 'electrically driven, and a steel head-

frame. Total cost equipped, $104,070.

The largest underground hoisting station known to me
is on the property of tlie Silver King Coalition Mines

Co., of Park City, Utah, and is situated about in the

center of the southwestern half of its holdings.

The western edge of the city limit is Just about the

eastern ore limit of this district, so far as known at the

present time, and the King Coalition is mining 100 tons

of ore per day witliin 1,400 ft. of tlie city limits and

of tlie Denver & Rio Grande and Union Pacific railroads.

This shaft is 1,300 ft. deep and the lowest level is the

mine's best producer; in fact, it is from the 1,300-ft. level

that most of the shipping ore comes. The general course

of this level is westerly, and the innermost workings are

within 2,.'J00 ft. of the Silver Hill shaft. This level meas-

ured along the main haulage way is about fi/o mi., and

the length of the orebodies will measure fully half this

distance. There are slopes working close up to the face

of the main drift, and some of the ore is as high-grade

as any that has been mined in the past and there is one-

third of the company's undeveloped territory ahead of this

level, in nearly the center of which is the Silver Hill

shaft.

The Silver Hill shaft is at the inside end of the Alli-

ance tunnel, uliicli is 9,100 ft. Ioiil; iiiid is <'((iiiicrl('(l witli

ELECTRIC HOIST IN SILVER HILL UNDERGROUND STATION

300 ft. higher than the main street. This ore has to be

hauled back into the mountain for about a mile, to the

main hoisting plant, the haulage being accomplished by a

15-hp. electric locomotive, which delivers the trains of

loaded ore cars at the 900-ft. level of the shaft. There

is very little development work below the 900 level, east of

the shaft. At this shaft, on the surface, are the shops,

sampler and mill, hence all ore is brought to this point.

Here also is the upper terminal of the aerial tramway
that carries all crude ore and concentrates to the tracks

•Superintendent,
City, Utah.

Silver King Coalition Mines Co., Parl<

the main Silver King shaft at the 500-ft. level by a

2,200-ft. crosscut. Both the crosscut and tunnel are

laid with 30-lb. rails which make a speedy track for haul-

age purposes. It is intended to take all waste out to the

portal of the tunnel and the ore to the Silver King shaft.

The Silver Hill station is 1,650 ft. vertically below

the surface.

From this description it will be seen: That the ore-

bodies on the 1,300-ft. level as far southwest as is known
.show just as strong and as high-grade as any heretofore

mined; that this level is getting so far ahead of the ven-

tilating iliannels that it makes the ventilating problem
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a serious one; that more than one-third of the unde-
veloped ground of this company lies southwest of these

workings ; that a large tonnage of ore will be mined above

the 1,300 level and toward the new shaft, that could not
be handled through the 1,300 level except at great cost.

Thf?3 are the main reasons for the Silver Hill shaft and
the big station. The original plans evolved for a com-
pressor and hoist room were carried out.

The plans called for a steel headframe, height to cen-

ter of sheave, 38.5 ft.; sheaves G ft. diameter. Afterward
this headframe was raised 8 ft. on concrete pedestals,

making the height to Center of sheave 46.5 ft. This

change was a great improvement and was necessary to

accommodate the skips, and it also placed the horizontal

members of the headframe well up out of the way for

handling long material into the shaft.

It so happened that a fault cut through the excavation,

about in line with the dividing wall between the engine

and compressor rooms ; this added greatly to the cost of

excavating and concreting these rooms.

The width of the rooms being determined, work was
started mining out a slice of rock the full width of

the rooms and about 9 ft. high. While this undercut was
being made, timber bulkheads and stulls were used to hold

the back ; this timber was of inferior grade, and most of

it had been used iu the mine before, so that it was not

used for some purpose afterward. In the engine and
compressor rooms were two floors of this kind of timber-

ing and numerous stulls.

Very little powder had to be used after the undercut
was taken out ; indeed, the greatest concern was to prevent

too much of the back from coming down. Two-inch plank

was used for the wall forms, and 2x4's placed on edge over

the arches.

The wall foundations were carried down below the floor

level, and before placing the concrete a considerable num-
ber of holes were drilled with jackhamers, and in these

holes were placed old car axles to give a bond. As the

straight walls went up plenty of old rails were used
for reinforcing.

A 1 to 3 mixture was used, with all the coarse rock it

would cement—about 5 parts; this coarse roci; was kept

away from the face of the concrete about 1 in. In concret-

ing the arches crushed rock was used which was put
through the mixer with the cement. The sand was ob-

tained from the mill, being taken from the Garfield

roughing tables when the mill was running on carbonate

ores. The cement used was made by the Portland Ce-

ment Co. of Utah, the works being in Parleys Caaon,
near Salt Lake City.

This room is 44x25 ft. in the clear; the walls are 14 ft.

to the spring of the arch and vary in thickness from 2

j/x//x^l

3-C^/i.25/i>.

.-...^S'-O'- ^i-}^ U -•"".-'-- £5-o"- J

UNDERGROUND STEEL HEADFRAME, .SILVER KING COALITION MINES

necessary to protect it from the blasts. When this under-

cut was taken out working lines and points were estab-

lished from the shaft, which was at this time about 275
ft. in depth. From the.se established points sills were
laid down that were to carry the false work, or timbers.

These sills were level with the top of the wall plates of the

shaft timber and parallel with same. All lines, angles

and heights were afterward taken from these sills, hence

the importance of getting them right in the beginning.

On these sills were erected square sets of the very best

10x10 Oregon fir; the caps and girts were cut the exact

length of shaft posts and the posts are the right length

to make end plates for the shaft, so that all of this timber

will be used in the shaft. In fact, in all of this work
the lumber that was used was so planned that it could be

to 5 ft. The arch is elliptical, the major axis horizontal,

and is supported in the center by two 18-in. I-beams,

48 ft. long. These I-beams had to be cut in two to get

them into place and for transportation through the tun-

nel. They are supported in the center by a 12-in. extra-

heavy pipe filled with cement, with a 24-in. hydraulic

flange on each end. Resting on these beams and conform-

ing to the curve of the arch are 80-lb. rails. These overlap

on the beams and are spaced 3-ft. centers; the construc-

tion has the appearance of the backbone and ribs of a

mastodon. Wherever the rock in the roof looked sound

enough, long holes were drilled with stoping machines and
an eye-bolt split at the end for a wedge was driven up
into the bottom of the hole with a specially made ham-
mer inserted in the chuck of the drill. Through the eye
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of these bolts and about the curved rails was bent steel

cable; the ends were fastened together with the usual

cable clamps. These loops were used wherever possible.

Discarded -l-in. boiler flues were placed on top of the

curved rails, letting them lap at the ends. Thus they

were 4 in. apart, except where they lapped, but before

placing these tubes a network of small wire cable—dis-

carded lacing from flat ropes—was woven from rail to

rail in zigzag fashion. This network of wire was started

at the spring of the arch and as it was brought up toward

the center, the boiler tubes were placed in jjosition. When
a section was fixed in this manner, a coffer-dam was rigged

at the open end and the pouring of the cement com-

menced.

The concreting of this room was a difBcult matter, as

the timber was set so close to hold the back that it was

not easy for the men to handle the material and tools.

When a man had no longer room to work above the

reinforcing material, the space was filled with rock about

as large as a man's hand. Wlien the aperture was just

about as full as could be of that-sized rock, a pipe was

put through the forms, up through the loose rock and

within 1/4 ™- of the rock in place; a second pipe was

placed in the same manner, except that this one was

pushed up against the solid back and then withdrawn

V2 in. This last was the discharge pipe for the cement

;

the other was the discharge for the compressed air that
CONCRETE DISTRIBUTOR

SECTION THROUGH SILVER HILL UNDERGROUND STATION

carried up the cement which was forced uj) into the cavity

with an air jDreSv-are of Jjetween 40 and 60 lb. This was

continued just as long as any cement would be taken up.

When the air would not take up any more, it was al-

lowed to stand for 34 hr., when it was given another

"shot." This was repeated several times. The concrete

distributor is shown in the illustration.

Method of Building the Engine Room

The engine room is 50x35 ft. The 35-ft. span has no
other support than that given to it by the reinforcing

steel. The curve of the roof, like the compressor room,

is elliptical. The spring of the arch starts at the floor

level and rises toward the shaft at an angle of 16° and
then 37° until the ascending arch terminates with a

height of 50 ft. Below the spring of the arch curved rails

were placed on end and about 3 ft. apart; they extend

above the spring of the arch from 7 to 8 ft. and were

placed close to the face of the concrete. Long holes were

drilled into the rock walls, in which were placed l-in.

eye-bolts to which the rails were tied by %'''!• '^i^e ropes;

some of the rails had as many as three such supports.

The idea of reinforcing in this manner was to take all

the strain possible ofl' the main steel arches, or girders.

These curved-steel girders were made of 4x4xi/^-in. angles

bolted in pairs and placed 2-ft. centers. These also were

supported by eye-bolts and wire ropes and laced with

single strands taken out of the old tramway cables.

While the cement work of the hoist-engine room was in

progress, work was carried on cutting out and timbering

the space for the steel headframe. The timbers for this

section had to be so spaced that the crossbeams would

clear the headframe members. The first section, or floor

^ as the miners called
nopper——

it, had 20-ft. posts,

all timber being the

best 12x12 Oregon

fir. No sooner had

this first floor been

placed than men had

to be put at work eas-

ing the rock from be-

hind the posts on ac-

count of swelling

ground, and from

that time on a crew

of miners had to be

kept at that work. This did not look

very promising for a permanent job.

When all the rock was out and the

space ready for the headframe, the con-

creting of the engine room had been

finished and all the forms were out,

showing a clear space 35x50 ft., which

looked so well that orders were imme-

diately given to concrete the space re-

quired for the headframe and chutes.

In doing this last, forms were put out-

side of the 12x12 timbers. The vertical

walls of this section were well rein-

forced with 60-lb. rails laid horizon-

tally; the back was arched the same as

the other two sections, except the radius

of the curve was less.

Several months have passed since

these walls were concreted, but at no time have they

shown the least evidence of the effect of the swelling

ground, and there is no sign whatever of weakness in

any part of the chamber. The difl'erence between con-

creting and the best-known methods of mine timbering,

in this instance, is the difference between success and
failure. Had timber been used, there would have been

no end to the cost of upkeep; as it is, the upkeep will

be nil. Had this station been timbered, it would al-

ways have been damp, dark and cold; as it is, the tem-

perature is just right, the walls are perfectly dry, the

floors are cemented and all on the same level, the walls

are whitewashed, so are the chutes and headframe, and
the whole is well lighted with electric lamps; there are

no dark corners and it is easy to keep it clean.

Along the tunnel and up to the shaft chutes for a dis-

tance of 160 ft., there are three tracks, and beyond

the chutes there is enough track to accommodate 20 cars,

which is about the size of the trains pulled by the three-

ton motors. These tracks are fitted with automatic
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switches so that the motorman does not have to get off

the motor when he changes from the front to the rear

end of the train. The chutes hold about 75 tons and are

fitted with the Brunton arc chute doors. In front of

the chutes there is considerable space that has been taken

advantage of, by making it into a repair shop for drills

and cars, equipped with a drill press, emery wheel, work
bench, pipe-cutting tools and vises. Along the double

tracks just mentioned are a blacksmith shop, carpenter

shop and a change room for the miners, this last connected

with the compressor room from which the warm air passes.

The blacksmith shop, about 100 ft. from the shaft, is

cemented throughout. It was not the intention to do

heavy blacksmith work in this shop, but for tools it is

just the thing. It is equipped with a Leyner drill sharp-

ener and a Case oil-burning forge, using a Utah 34 gravity

oil, costing 8c. per gal. in small lots.

Compressor-Room Equipment

The in.stallation in the compressor room consists of

two Sullivan air compressors of the two-stage angle type

:

One 18x11x14 machine rated at 147 hp., capacity 704 cu.-

ft. per min., at 8,000 ft. belt driven by a synchronous mo-
tor-generator set; the other a 20x11x14 machine, capacity

873 cu.ft. per min. to 100 lb., at 8,000 ft., is direct-con-

nected to a synchronous motor, type T. E. E. 32 polos,

225 r.p.m., 2,200 volts. These two compressors are to fur-

nish air to run the shaft pumps and drills while sinking

is going on. The sinking pumps will only be required

to throw water from the bottom of the shaft to cement

tanks that will be constructed every 200 ft. in the shaft.

At each tank will be stationed a Jeanesville two-stage 600-

gal. pump working against a head of 250 ft. At the

GOO level will be placed a four-stage 750-gal. pump capable

of working against a head of 600 ft.

In addition, in the compressor room, there is the belted

exciter rated at 7.5 kw., 125 volts, for the larger com-

pressor which has the usual amortisseur winding for

starting. The switchboard for this machine is very simple,

consisting of a single panel. The motor-driven exciter

set is also in this room, and it is equipped with a standard

type of starting compensator with automatic overload and

low voltage protection, and is also equipped with a TD
regulator for automatically maintaining constant voltage.

Engine-Room Equipment

The hoisting engine is a double-reel first-motion elec-

tric hoist built by the Wellman-Seaver-^vIorgan Co. The
control is fine, the cages can be moved, in case of necessity,

much slower than with a steam engine. The motor is 400

hjD., and has ample power in reserve. The brakes and

clutches are fittecl with air cylinders which get their sup-

ply from a small 5-hp., G. E. direct-connected motor-

driven two-cylinder 1,200 r.jD.m. compressor.

The cables for the hoist are the flat-rope type, %x4%
in., 1,600 ft. long. On the end of each rope is a 53-cu.ft.

capacity skip, designed by me and built at our own shops.

As these skips are too large for quick loading in the bot-

tom of the shaft, provision was made for hanging a large

bucket under them. These buckets are dumped into the

chute pockets that are constructed for the different levels,

and the ore hoisted at any time to the pockets at the

shaft collar. The skips are provided with valves in the

bottom, so that water can be bailed when necessary, and

this has enabled the saving of the pumps more than once.

In front of the main hoist is a 10x12 double-cylinder

single-drum hoist for handling the pumps, etc.

The Electrical Equipment

The electrical equipment for the control of the hoist

consists of the following

:

One direct-current generator driven at constant speed

by the synchronous motor. Field windings consist of a

regular commutating pole winding and three sets of wind-

ings on the main poles. The three sets of windings com-

prise a reverse series field of four turns per pole; a sep-

arately excited field giving a maximum of 5,000 ampere-

turns at 125 volts; and a shunt field giving a maximum
of 5,500 ampere-turns at 600 volts.

One direct-current motor direct-connected to the drum
shaft of the hoist. Field windings consist of a regular

commutating pole series winding, and a separately ex-

cited field on the main poles.

One drum-type controller and rheostat for controlling

and reversing the separately excited field winding of the

Horizonfal Angle
Brace toSetS >.

Framecfane
: ('Jicte only

TIMBER FRAMING FOR SILVER HILL UNDERGROUND
HOISTING station .

direct-current generator and by this means controlling

and reversing the generator voltage, and hence controlling

and reversing the speed of the hoist motor.

One rheostat (B) in series with the separately ex-

cited field of the direct-current generator for the pur-

pose of making permanent adjustments of the control.

One rheostat (C) connected in series with the 600-volt

shunt field winding of the direct-current generator for

the purpose of making permanent adjustments in the

control.
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One hand-operated cutout switch for cutting out the

600-volt shunt field winding of the direct-current gener-

ator when it is required to operate the lioist at reduced

speed (for repairs, examinations, etc.).

Two safety-limit switches for the purpose of auto-

matically stopping the hoist at the top and bottom of the

shaft.

One ammeter with zero at the center of the scale, for

indicating the current to the hoist-motor armature and

thus indicating the torque of the motor.

One voltmeter with zero at the center of the scale, for

indicating the voltage across the hoist-motor armature and

thus indicating the speed (and direction) of rotation of

the hoist motor.

This control equipment is a modification of the stand-

ard Ward Leonard variable voltage control, the essential

difference between the two being that in the standard

system each notch of the controller corresponds to a cer-

tain definite speed (forward or reverse), whereas in the

modified system each notch of the controller corresponds

to a certain definite torque (forward or reverse).

In the operation of this system at starting, the controller

can be moved instantly from zero to maxinmm position,

resulting in maximum torque in the hoist motor. When it

is required to stop the hoist, the controller may be brought

back instantly to the zero position, corresponding to ap-

proximately zero torque.

The equipment is as fool-proof as a standard Ward
Leonard control with mechanical limit on the controller,

and by reason of the elimination of this mechanical re-

tarding gear on thq controller drum, the operation is easier

and more flexible. In its characteristics it closely re-

CONSTRUCTION AND EQUIPMENT COSTS
Excavations, including the engine and compressor foundations

144,900 cu.ft. at $0.09 (fabor only) $13,041.00
Framing and placing timber 3,150.00
Tramming 14,400 cars { 18 cu.ft. capacity) by electric motors to portal

of tunnel, 9.000 ft. at $0.0812 per car
Tramming 2,872 cars of sand from mill to station 10,000 ft.

at $0.09. Cost per cu.yd. concrete $0.15
Placing forms. Cost per cu.yd. concrete .9573
Bending reinforcing steel . . - . , . 1085
Power, concrete mixer, crusher, small hoist .4266
Placing concrete and crushing rock 6.7656
Cement 3.9621
10% loss in timber and plank for forms, etc . 2386
Reinforcing steel bought . 6828

1,169.28

258.48
1,650.00

187.'00

735.00
11,657.19
6,826.76
411.12

1,176.59

$13,2918
Tunnel haulage, by electric motors, timber-machinery, reinforcing

material, headframe, men and all other supplies
Transferring machinery from wagons to mine trucks, unloading same

at station and placing the heaviest pieces in position and laying
9,000 ft. of electric cable

Railway and wagon freight
Lighting
Explosives
Timber for skip pockets, etc
Iron and steel for skips, chute bottoms, bolts, etc
Electrical consulting engineers
Shop labor, building skips, erecting machinery, installing electrical

apparatus, headframe, etc

,618.00
,056.72
293.17
934.78
456.00
5S5.S2
,000.00

4,291.32

Total cost of underground station built and equipped $104,070.47

sembles the control of a steam or air hoist, with the ad-

vantage that the single controller handle performs all the

operations corresponding to regulation of the throttle

and the reversing valve gear of a steam or air hoist.

In order to provide for slow-speed operation of the

hoist, a cutout switch is connected in the 600-volt field cir-

cuit, and when this is cut out the equipment operates in

the same way as a standard Ward Leonard control, each

notch of the controller representing a certain definite

speed, except that the whole range of the controller covers

speeds from zero up to about one-third speed.

The portion of the electrical equipment that is on the

operating platform of the hoist consists of the controller

which, as aforesaid, regulates the torque of the hoist mo-
tor; a large illuminated dial ammeter reading both ways,

u'liich indicates the amount and direction of the torque;

a large illuminated dial voltmeter reading both ways,

which indicates the direction and speed of rotation of the

hoist; and a small cutout switch as described, for use

when running at .slow speeds, for stretching rope, exam-
ining shaft, etc. The total cost of the underground sta-

tion is given in the accompanying table

.

I wish to express my thanks to Lcnord Wilson, electrical

engineer, and to J. B. Ambler, electrical expert for the

General Electric Co., for their help in the preparation of

the electrical data in this article. In the construction of

the station Merrian Longmire, who was foreman in charge,

should be commended. The work was done with credit

to himself and profit to the company, and in all the dan-

gerous work not a man was hurt.

Leave

©Ea©

The following interesting article, slightly condensed,

that appeared in the circular of Norman & Muxen, of

Spokane, Sept. 20, 1915, shows how the smelting situa-

tion in the Coeur d'Alene is viewed by .some eyes.

Since last month evidence has accumulated to support our
analysis of the smelting situation as it affects the Coeur
d'Alene district. There is novr no doubt that the American
Smelting and Refining Co. has so manipulated matters as to
assure to itself practically undisputed sway in the district.

Combination with its erstwhile rivals has killed competition,
and when outside contracts expire, as they will within the
next IS months, the entire district will pass under the domi-
nation of the most unscrupulous and rapacious combination
that has ever squeezed life out of legitimate business. As we
see it, indications now point to a defensive and offensive alli-

.ince with American Metal Co., the last rival.

To understand the situation it is necessary to go back a
little. Ohio & Colorado Smelting Co. is controlled by the
American Metal Co. and the latter controls the product of the
great Interstate-Callahan lead-zinc mine. Lead ores of Tama-
rack & Custer, controlled by the Day family, are also under
contract to Ohio & Colorado, but, since Hercules closed down
in May last, its ores have been forwarded to the East Helena
plant of the "trust," under an amicable arrangement between
the two smelting companies. Tamarack & Custer is now con-
nected with the rehabilitation of the old Le Roi smelter, at
Northport, Wash.

Some weeks ago it was rumored that the sharp drop in

price of lead was due to a severe fight between the two big
selling agencies, which had previously entered into a "gentle-
men's agreement" to divide the European demand. However,
it was not surprising when announcement was made that the
"trust" had declined to divide up a big British order with the
American Metal Co. Tlien price-slashing was commenced, and
meanwhile the supposed rivals m.ade more secure their hold
upon the producer. Peace has doubtless settled down over the
frenzied belligerents, and both are laughing in their sleeves
at the easy conquests they have made.

A little later occurred the trouble between stockholders of
Interstate-Callahan, and again is seen the light-fingered touch
of the "trust" and its latest satellite. Eugene R. Day, presi-
dent and general manager of Hercules, brother of Harry L.

Day, president and general manager of Federal Mining and
Smelting Co. (controlled by the "trust") and of Jerome J.

Day, president and general manager of Tamarack & Custer
Consolidated, has been named receiver by the Shoshone
County courts while litigation affecting smelting contracts
with American Jletal Co. is in progress. It all makes a nice,

compact little family party.

Harry L. Day, brother-in-law of Edward Boyce, former
president of the Western Federation of Miners, multi-million-
aire of Hercules making, still remains as manager of Federal.
The alignment therefore seems to indicate a combination of

American Metal-Guggenheim-Days against Bunker Hill &
Sullivan. International Smelting Co., a subsidiary of Ana-
conda, which made such a drive after lead-smelting business
three years ago, has lain down with the metallic lion like a
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good little lamb. There is no possibility of real competition
in that direction, nor from United States Smelting Co., and
contracts now in effect will doubtless be dropped as they ex-
pire. This will throw Marsh and Hecla into the maw of the
combination within two years.

Further, we believe that James Hill, the railroad magnate,
has joined the combination with attractive freight rates and
that the stage is set for a "ring-around-the-rosy" dance, with
the lead production of the Coeur d'Alenes in the center and
American Metal, Jim Hill, Daniel, Simon, Isaac and lesser
Guggenheims, Harry L., Eugene R. and Jerome J. Day as the
coryphees. It will be an all-star bill, but expensive enter-
tainment for the Cceur d'Alene producer. Before the whirl is

over we expect to see Tamarack & Custer taken in by the
"trust" through Federal and an effort made to mulct the fool
American public once more with this moth-eaten, disreputable
and dry-squeezed stock.

The third paragraph of the foregoing strikes us as be-

traying imperfect information about the lead market, and
there may be some misconceptions in other paragraphs,

but the essay is entertaining, even if it be inaccurate.

Wallace Correspoxdexce

•The fight for control of the Consolidated Interstate-

Callahan company, which was precipitated at Duluth a

few months ago and resulted in the election of two
boards of directors, will now be transferred to the Federal

court for the district of Idaho. When the Interstate and
Callahan companies were consolidated several years ago,

each received 170,000 shares in the new company. Those
to the Interstate were distributed among the stockholders

of the original company, but those to the Callahan have

been held intact, the latter company still maintaining

its corporate existence. Of this amount about 70,000

shares are owned by James F. Callahan, and his friends

own enough to make more than a majority. Therefore

they control the Callahan company. An effort wa.s made
in the district court here to force a distribution of this

stock, but it failed, the court holding that it was a matter

of which the directors had control. At the recent annual

meeting in Duluth, what is known as the Callahan-Boutin

faction attempted to vote this stock, which, with other

shares friendly to them, would have given the control.

The Robbers-Percival crowd, which is in actual posses-

sion of the affairs of the company, refused to permit the

Callahan stock to be voted and proceeded to elect direc-

tors and officers. The Callahan-Boutin faction there-

upon withdrew and also elected directors and officers.

The next move for control was made in this city a few

weeks ago, when the Callahan Mining Co., Joseph

Boutin and others filed complaint against the Consoli-

dated Interstate-Callahan Mining Co., as represented by

the officers elected by the Callahan-Boutin faction, and
asked for the appointment of a receiver to take charge of

the company's property and handle its business until such

time as the question as to which set of officers was legally

elected is settled by competent authority. Judge Woods,

of the state court, granted the petition and appointed

Eugene R. Day, manager of the Hercules mine, receiver.

It was then, for the first time, that the Robbers-Percival

faction, at the New York office, heard what was doing.

The receiver had filed a bond of $300,000 and was about

to take possession of the mine, when an appeal was made
to Judge Woods to stop further proceedings until the

Robbers-Percival crowd could be heard. This was

granted, and a few days later a question of jurisdiction

was raised and Judge Woods was asked to grant time

for an appeal to the United States court fov the district

of Idaho. This was granted, and the appellants were

also required to file a bond for $300,000 as a guarantee

against damages on account of the receiver's not taking

charge. The Consolidated Interstate-Callahan Mining
Co. is an Arizona corporation and none of its officers

are residents of Idaho. The case was submitted to Judge
Deitrich, of the Federal court, who a few days ago ren-

dered his decision granting the petition to transfer the

case to the United States court. In his opinion Judge
Deitrich admitted that the case involved many perplexi-

ties and that he would, if desired, hear further argument
upon motion to remand, and this will doubtless be the

next move of the Callahan-Boutin attorneys. The attor-

neys for the Robbers-Percival faction will no doubt move
to have the entire proceedings dismissed and at the same
time endeavor to bring the question of the Callahan stock

to an issue in the Federal court, in the hope of securing

an order for its distribution to the individual stock-

holders.

The case is one of absorbing interest here, and outside

of the many interesting points involved that appear in

the court record, the opinion is advanced in some quar-

ters that the appointment of a receiver would eventually

be followed by a readjustment of large interests, which

might mean the obliteration of the Interstate-Callahan

in the process of efl^ecting a consolidation upon even a

greater scale.

Tlh® WiscoEasaEa ^nirac DJs4ric(t==JIEH

In the article on the Wisconsin Zinc District—III, in

the Journal of Sept. 4, 1915, p. 387, an error occurred

FIG, 32. FLOW SHEET OF ZINC TREATMENT

through which an entirely foreign illustration appeared

as Fig. 32. The drawing shown herewith is the flow

sheet which should have been shown.

Victo2=igi Maira©ira]l O^uiftptm^a I19514

The mineral output of Victoria during 1911, according

to the Secretary for Mines, was valued at £2,086,183, a

decrease of £85,294 from the preceding year. The gold

produced (413,218 oz.) was valued at £1,755,236. Other
items, in descending order of value were: Coal, 617,536

long tons ; antimony ore, 7,603 ; tin ore, 53 ; diatomaceous

earth, 1,000; silver,' 13,460 oz.; gypsum, 1,077 long tons;

kaolin, 808 ; brown coal, 8,715 ; manganese ore, 20 ; mag-
nesite, 23 long tons.

The Potential Waterpower of the Pacific Coast is given
by J. W. Beckman at 11,504,000 hp. (San Francisco meeting,
American Electrochemical Society), Of this Washington has
4,932,000 hp.; Oregon, 3.148,000 hp.; California, 3,424,000 hp. The
amount developed is said to be: Washington, 306,000 hp.;
Oregon, 105.000 hp.; California, 430,000 hp.
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'ologV ©f TlmUic Ore DeposMs*
SYNOPSIS—Early mining done about equalli/ in

igneous and limestone formations. Since WIS all

production has come from limestone in northern

section of district. Monzonite, the youngest of the

igneous rocks, considered the mineralizing source

of all important Tintic orebodies. There are three

types of ore deposits—limestone-igneous contact,

limestone replacement, and igneous deposits.

The first geological report on the Tintic district to be

issued was that by Tower and Smith, published in 1899,

in the form of a paper in Part III of the Nineteenth

Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey,

and also as Folio No. 65, Geologic Atlas of the United

States. About four years ago a second investigation was

begun by Waldenijvr Lindgren and G. F. Loughlin, of the

United States Geological Survey. With the exception of

a paper on the oxidized zinc ores of the Tintic district

by Mr. Loughlin, the results of their work are still un-

published.

Situation, Topography and History

The Tintic district lies about 65 mi. due south of Salt

Lake City and on the west central slope of the Tintic

Mountains, a short range which forms the connecting link

between the Oquirrh j\Iountains on the north and the

Carion Range on the south—the group constituting the

first of the Basin ranges to the west of the Wasatch
Mountains.

The productive • portion of the district embraces an

area about 6 mi. long and 3 mi. wide, which is divided

between Juab and Utah Counties. Within this area are

the towns of Eureka, Mammoth, Robinson, Silver City

and Knightsville.

As in most of the Basin ranges, topographic relief is

strong, dropping rapidly from peaks of 8,100 ft. above

sea level to elevations of 5,600 ft. in Tintic Valley on the

west and 4,500 ft. in Goshen Valley on the east.

Tintic is among the oldest mining camps in Utah,

being antedated only by Bingham, Rush Valley and Little

Cottonwood. Ore was first discovered in the monzonite

about 1 mi. east of Silver City in December, 1869, and
the district was organized in the following spring. The
first claim recorded was the Sunbeam, located Dec. 13,

1869, on the first discovery. This was followed in quick

succession by locations in the limestone ; first on the

Mammoth ledge near the middle of the district, and
shortly after on the Eureka Hill ledge near its northern

end.

Mining operations Ije^an at once with the construction

of two mills and as many smelteries during the first 12

mouths. Once located, the orebodies have been foimd to

be fairly persistent.

During the early days of the district the production

was about equally divided between the deposits in the

igneous rocks at the south end of the district and those

in the limestone at the north end. But upon the ex-

haustion of the oxidized ores in the igneous rocks, due to

Constituting the Godiva limestone of the United
States Geological Survey

•Abstract of paper to be presented by Guy
Eureka, Utah, at meeting of American Institute
Engineers, Februar>-. 1916.

W. Crane,
of Mining

high water level, tlie balance of production was shifted

to the deposits in the limestone; and since the closing

of the Swansea mines at Silver City in 1913, the entire

production has been from the latter deposits. The total

production of the district to Jan. 1, 191-i, was $143,398,-

119.

Areal Geology of the District

The rocks of the Tintic district consist of Paleozoii'

sediments and a variety of igneous rocks of Tertiary age.

The sedimentary rocks consist mainly of quartzite and
limestone having a total thickness of 12,000 ft. or more.

For economic and lithologic reasons they have been sub-

divided in descending section as follows

:

Humbug sandstone 1 Constituting the Humbug formation of the United States
Humbug limestone

J Geological Survey.
Tetrc limestone
Carbonaceous shale
Blue Fossiliferous limestone
Chief Consolidated limestone
Gemmi limestone
Whit«-lime-shale

]
Centennial limestone [ Constituting the Eureica limestone of the United States
Golden Ray limestone ) Geological Survey.
Tintic slate 1 Constituting the Tintic or Robinson quartzite of the United
Tintic quartzite J States Geological Survey.

At the top of the section is the Humbug sandstone, on

the east slope of the Godiva Mountain. This is 224 ft.

thick, and is not known to be ore bearing.

The Humbug limestone, 378 ft. thick, consists mainly

of nearly pure, coarse-grained gray limestone with a few

intercalated beds of arenaceous limestone of yellowish buff

color. This formation is well expo.scd on the upper east

slope of Godiva Mountain and has carried most of the

ore in the Godiva-Sioux Mountain and Iron Blossom ore

zones.

The Tetro limestone, 355 ft. thick, consists with little

variation of hard, fine-grained, blue chcrty limestone

which is not known to be ore bearing.

The Carbonaceous shale, 160 ft. thick, is essentially a

thinly bedded, black shaly limestone, containing bands of

black chert, and weathering to a platy or shelly surface.

It is most unpromising as an ore-bearing medium and is

nowhere known to be mineralized.

The Blue Fossiliferous limestone, 542 ft. thick, consists

of 300 ft. of blue cherty limestone in beds from 1 to 3 ft.

thick, resting upon 242 ft. of blue, highly fossiliferous

limestone in thin beds separated by thin partings of im-

pervious clay shale. This formation has been quite ex-

tensively prospected, and found to carry no orebodies of

importance.

The Chief Consolidated limestone, 615 ft. thick, consists

of a series of contrasted horizons which in descending

order, have the following characteristics

:

so ft. of very coarse-grained, massive doloraitic limestone,

on the whole quite favorable to mineralization.
64 ft. of fine-grained, siliceous, hard, brittle, black lime-

stone, which is generally barren, though running the

entire length of the ore-zone in the Chief Consolidated
mine.

3S ft. of medium-grained, fairly pure, blue limestone in

thin beds, but with a few black shaly partings, which
appear to offer some resistance to mineralization.

31 ft. of coarse-grained, pure, white to light-gray lime-

stone, which appears to be especially favorable to

mineralization.
120 ft, blue, flaky and fairly pure limestone, which also

appears to be especially favorable to mineralization.

72 ft. of coarse, mottled, light-gray, massive dolomitic nme-
stone. readily susceptible to mineralization.

212 ft. of fine-grained, ashy-gray impure limestone with 1-1

or more intercalated thin beds of (luartzitic sandstone.
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The horizon lies to the west of the ore zone proper, and

its character is such as to discourage exploration for

ore within its limits.

The Gemini limestone, 902 ft. thick, consists of 45

or more relatively thin alternating horizons of blue, gray,

light-gray and white limestone of varying texture and

hardness, but all generally distinctly bedded. The forma-

tion is especially characterized by its purity, that is,

lack of siliceous members, and general susceptibility to

mineralization.

The White-lime shale, 920 ft. thick, consists through-

out of fine-grained, bluish-gray, thinly bedded shaly

limestone with a few thin conglomeratic beds of the

interformational type. It is generally extensively sheeted

where folded and weathers to a yellowish white, whence its

name. It is characteristically unfavorable to mineraliza-

tion and is not known to be ore bearing.

The Centennial limestone, 798 ft. thick, consists of four

relatively thick horizons of massive dark-blue limestone

interspaced by as many relatively thin horizons of thinly

bedded light-gray limestone and one 6-ft. member of

thinly laminated light-green shale. I]xcept for the shale

and two 20-ft. impure sandy horizons, the entire forma-

tion is apparently favorable to mineralization.

The Golden Eay limestone, thickness 1,559 ft., consists

of five thick horizons of heavily bedded dark-blue to

bluish-gray doloniitic limestone interspaced by five rela-

tively thin horizons of fine-grained light-gray to white,

thinly laminated impure limestone. AVhile this formation

is not known to be ore bearing, a large part of it possesses

characteristics that are apparently favorable to ore de-

position in other ore-bearing horizons.

The Tintic slate, thickness 358 ft., consists essentially

of thinly laminated green slate with intercalated bands

of impure, gray banded limestone near the top and thin

bands of brown quartzitic slate near the bottom. The

formation is highly sheeted, due to folding. Its siliceous

and wholly barren nature does not invite exploration.

The Tintic quartzite, the lowest member in the strati-

graphic series, is not fully exposed, but has an estimated

thickness of 5,000 to 7,000 ft. It is for the most part a

pure, compact, fine-grained quartzite, white to pink in

color. Bedding is indistinct and readily confused with a

pronounced sheeting due to folding. Occasional inter-

spaced thin beds of pebble-quartz-conglomerate break the

general massive nature and lend a clue to the structure.

The Igneous jMembebs

The igneous rocks consist of rhyolite, andesite, tuff and

breccia, and monozite, all of Tertiary age.

The Packard rhyolite, locally referred to as porphyry,

occurs as surface flows and intrusive dikes. It occupies a

large area in the northern end of the district and, under-

lying the town of Eureka, extends to the north and east in

a range of hills of which Packard's Peak is the most

prominent. Its thickness at this point probably exceeds

1,000 ft. The rhyolite varies in color from pink and light

purple to light and dark gray. In texture it ranges from

glassy to highly granular, with flow banding as a common
characteristic.

No metalliferous deposits are known to occur with the

Packard rhyolite. Its chief economic interest lies in the

numerous springs issuing from the lower slopes, from

which the entire water-supply of Eureka and the mines

in that section of the district is obtained.

Large areas of andesite with associated tuff and breccia

lie to the east and south of the productive portion of

the Tintic district. They are for the most part older than

the metalliferous deposits and have no genetic relation to

the latter.

The Sunbeam monzonite is confined to the southern

half of the district, where it forms the country rock over

an area 4 mi. in length, north and south, and 2 mi. wide.

It is the youngest of the igneous rocks and occurs in

the form of an intrusive stock, cutting and enveloping

fragments of all the earlier formations. On the north

it lies in an irregular but nearly vertical contact with

the limestones, which it has metamorphosed through a

zone varying from 300 to 500 ft. in width. On the east

and south it is in irregular contact with the andesite.

Its western boundary is obscured by the overlapping,

alluvium-filled valleys, Euby Hollow and Diamond Gulch,

which show it to have been deeply eroded.

In color it is light to dark gray, usually with greenish-

bro^vn tinge. In texture it is normally evenly granular,

but varies from porphyritic on its east and west boundaries

to granitic where it is in vertical contact with the lime-

stones.

What is known as the Swansea rhyolite is probalily a

rhyolitic phase of the monzonite and belongs to the same

period of intrusion. The monzonite is a formation of first

importance, since it has been the mineralizing source of

all the important orebodies in the Tintic district.

Structure Mainly Synclinal

The sedimentary formations are folded into a simple

and fairly symmetrical overturned syncline, the major

axis of which strikes north and south and pitches slightly

to the north. The axial plane of the fold dips about C0°

to the west, resulting in vertical and often overturned

dips in the beds of the east limb of the syncline, while

the angles of the dip of the beds in the east limb are

correspondingly low, rarely exceeding 40°. By reason of

its pitch, the syncline becomes wider to the north where

the trough is folded into a series of crenelations, forming

a wide synclinorium. South of the AJax fault, which

extends from the Jlammoth mine east to the Iron Blossom

No. 3 mine, no synclinal structure is obtained. While

the beds on the north of the fault are steeply inclined,

conforming to the normal structure of the syncline, those

on the south are relatively flat, lying with gentle dips to

the east, in which direction no return dips are observable,

because of a thick covering of volcanic rocks.

The folding of the sediments was accompanied by ox-

tensive faulting, fracturing. Assuring and sheeting. The
major faults are of the transverse type, striking in a

nearly east-west direction across the line of the major

fold. These faults show lateral displacements ranging

from 500 to 3,000 ft. The direction of throw is usually

to the east on the south. Connecting the major faults at

various angles are numerous minor faidts showing dis-

placements ranging up to 200 ft. Eotary faulting is

common, as is shown by marked disparity in the attitude

of the beds along the jflane of the faults. The major

faults are usually accompanied by one or more parallel

faults, inclosing a breccia or sheared zone. The occasional

occurrence of breccia zones and slickensides parallel to the

bedding i^lanes must be interpreted as evidence of some

faulting of this type. None of the faults are known to

extend into the igneous rocks, which are evidently of later
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origin. While it is probable that most of the faulting

occurred during the period of folding, it is not unlikely

that some faulting and fracturing accompanied the in-

trusion of the monzonite, though none of this origin has

been recognized.

Fractures and fissures occur in both the igneous and
the sedimentary rocks. Sheeting is confined to the latter.

In the Sunbeam monzonite and its porphyritic phase,

the Swansea rhyolite, are numerous ore-bearing fissures

which have a general north-south direction, but vary from

as much as N 20° W to N 45° E. These fissures are of

the stretch type, due to shrinkage accompanying the con-

solidation of the igneous intrusives. For this reason they

do not extend into the adjacent sedimentary rocks.

The sediments during the period of their deformation

were extensively fractured and sheeted, generally along

shearing planes. The fractures, which are usually steeply

inclined, are most numerous in the steeply dipping beds

and in the vicinity of the major faults. They trend at

all angles, those in-the northeast and southwest quadrants

being the most abundant.

Sheeting has occurred in the quartzite, slate and more
impure shaly limestone beds, where these have been close-

ly folded. It is best developed in the Tintic slate, and
the WTiite-lime-shale, along the western limb of the

syncline. The Tintic quartzite also is extensively sheeted.

The Obe Deposits Are of Three Types

There are three types of ore deposits in the Tintic

district : limestone-igneous contact deposits ; limestone

replacement deposits : and deposits in igneous rocks.

At numerous points along the contact of the limestone

and the igneous rocks, particularly the Packard rhyolite,

are thin deposits of iron and manganese oxide associated

with more or less red and greenish jasperoid and clay-iron

stone. The jasperoid has been observed to grade into

the limestone of which it is a replacement. The iron-

mangauese deposits occur both at the contact and filling

cavities in the limestone near the contact.

Deposits of this type are widely distributed over the

district, particularly its northern end, where because of

the resemblance of the associated jasperoids to certain

phases of the quartz in the productive limestone replace-

ment deposits, they have received considerable attention

from prospectors.

Locally, small quantities of silver and gold have been

reported, but except for the iron ores that have been

mined intermittently for fluxing purposes, these deposits

have no economic importance.

The ore deposits in the igneous rocks are confined to

the southern half of the district, where they occur as veins

in well-defined stretch fissures in the .Sunbeam monzonite

and Swansea rhyolite. The veins are as a rule nearly

vertical, with frequent croppings at the surface. They
have general north-south courses but vary from N 20°

TT to N 45° E. One, the Sunbeam, has been worked
through a length of 2,000 ft. on the strike, but most of

them pinched out at a distance of a few hundred feet.

As shown by the old workings, the veins vary in width

from a few inches to 10 ft., usually pinching with depth.

The average width is about 3 ft. The ore in its imaltered

state consisted of silver-lead sulphides and sulpharsenides,

occurring in bands and lenses in a gangue of quartz and
pyrite. These materials constituted about three-quarters

of the mass of the vein. Considerable copper occurred in

some of the southern mines, while those in the nortli have
produced lead and silver almost exclusively. Gold occurred

sparingly in but few of the deposits. Ground-water level

was usually encountered at a depth of from 200 to TOO ft.,

depending upon the proximity of the sediments. Above
water level, the ores assumed the usual oxidized character,

with some secondary enrichment. Below ground-water
level there was marked decrease in the value and size of

the orebodies. This and water troubles usually caused an
early cessation of mining, and today all these properties

with one or two exceptions are indefinitely abandoned.
Since the closing of the Swansea mines in 1913, there

has been no noteworthy production from deposits of this

t^'pe.

Four Ore-Bearixg Zoxes

The orebodies formed by replacements in limestone are

confined to the northern half of the district and include

all the now productive mines. Mining operations have
developed four nearly parallel ore-bearing zones, within

which the orebodies appear to be virtually continuous,

though at intervals the connections may be mere seams
of quartz. These zones have a general north-south direc-

tion and may be defined as follows

:

The Eureka zone, including the Centennial Eureka
mine on the south and extending through the Eureka
Hill, Bullion Beck and Gemini mines to the Eidge &
Valley mine on the north.

The ^Mammoth zone, beginning at the Black Jack mine
on the south and extending through the Lower Mammoth,
Phoenix, Gold Chain, Mammoth, Grand Central, Victoria,

Eagle & Blue Bell mines to the Chief Consolidated mine
on the north.

The Godiva-Sioux [Mountain zone, beginning at the

North Star mine on the south and extending through the

Red Rose, Carisa, Northern Spy. Utah, Uncle Sam,
Yankee, ]May Day and Apex mines to the Godiva mine on
the north.

The Iron Blossom zone, beginning at the Dragon Con-
solidated mine on the south and extending through the

Black Dragon, Governor, Iron Blossom Nos. 1 and :?.

Sioux Consolidated, Colorado Nos. 1 and 2, and Beck
Tunnel No. 1 mines to the Beck Tunnel No. 2 mine on

the north.

The Eureka zone is the shortest and at its northern

end is divided into two or more channels. At its south-

ern end it appears to connect with the Mammoth zone

through the Grand Central mine, in which case it is

a branch of the Mammoth zone. These two zones lie on

the west limb of the syncline, where the beds are nearlv

vertical and their orebodies have great vertical range.

The other zones are well defined throughout their length

of about 2 mi. and apparently have no interconnections.

They lie near the trough of the sjTicline, and their ore-

bodies are correspondingly shallow.

Like replacement deposits in general, those of Tintic

are very irregular in form, but in both shape and size

they are governed within certain limits by the associated

structures. This explains the dissimiliarity in occurrence

of the orebodies in the different zones.

In the Eureka and ilammoth zones, which are in the

nearly vertical beds of the west limb of the sjTicline, ore

has been mined from the surface to the depth of 1,800

ft. ; the oreljodies as a rule conforming very closely to the

bedding in both strike and dip.
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If any one form of orebody can be said to be typical

of these zones, it is that of an irregular sheet, pinching

and swelling along the line of the beds and feathering

upward into chimneys, or pipes.

Where the ore channel is crossed by faults or zones of

fracture, there is usually an enlargement of the orebody

along the line of intersection of the faulting and the

bedding. This gives rise to another very common type

of orebody, characteristic of the western zones, where it

is usually the most largely productive form.

At the intersection of the ore channel by a fault, it is

not an uncommon occurrence to find that the line of

mineralization turns from the plane of the beds and
follows the fault for distances up to 100 ft. or more,

before again taking the usual course along the beds.

Occurrences of this kind probably also account for the

occasional division of a single ore channel into two or

more parallel ore channels.

In the Godiva-Sioux Mountain zone, the known ore-

bodies have smaller vertical extent but greater lateral

variation than do those in either the Eureka or ^Mammoth
zones. This is probably due to the fact that the

Godiva-Sioux Mountain zone lies nearer the trough of the

syncline where the beds dip at relatively lower angles,

seldom exceeding 60° and sometimes as low as 15°.

In the Iron Blossom zone, particularly in its northern

half, we find still greater restriction in both vertical and

lateral extent of the ore than of the other ore zones.

This, again, can be attributed to the controlling influence

of the structure, since this portion of the zone takes a

course directly in the trough of the syncline. The south

half of the zone traverses beds dipping at angles up to

30°, and here the orebodies resemble more closely in

form those of the Godiva-Sioux Mountain zone.

Among the several formations described, there are only

four which are known to be ore bearing. These are the

Centennial, Gemini, Chief Consolidated and Humbug
limestones. In each case the ore-bearing formation con-

tains several horizons of coarse, soft and relatively pure

limestone, while the remaining formations are more gener-

ally fine-grained, hard and siliceous, in that they carry

varying proportions of shale and sand.

The influence of magnesia in the limestone is not clearly

sho'svn. One dolomitic horizon in the Chief Consolidated

formation is quite generally mineralized, while another is

only sparingly so. The dolomites are usually coarse-

grained—a favorable factor, which may offset the disad-

vantages of difference of solubility.

By reason of the folded and broken state of the lime-

stone "beds, the ground-water level is extremely low (about

4,765 ft. above sea level) in the sedimentary rocks. This

puts it at depths beneath the surface of from 2,300 ft.

in the higher properties to 1,500 ft. in those having

shafts at relatively lower positions. This condition has

led to more or less complete oxidation of the original

sulphide ores, with some downward segregation of the

ore minerals, and some enrichment due to shrinkage in

volume.

OiiiGTN, Distribution and Character of the Ore

Very little ore has been mined below ground-water level

;

but developments have demonstrated its continuity into

that zone, and something as to its original sulphide

character. Above the water level the ore is largely

oxidized.

From the earliest days an important variation in the

north and south distribution of the ore minerals in the J

several ore zones has been noted. It appears that gold- I

copper ores predominate at the south end of the zones, *

gradually giving place to increasing proportions of silver-

lead ores to the north, where the latter minerals pre-

dominate. As a result the mines in the vicinity of Mam-
moth have been chiefly producers of copper and gold,

while those in the vicinity of Eureka are chiefly producers

of silver and lead. Zinc is found associated with the ore

of both ends of the district, probably more frequently in J

the mines at the north. Vertically the ore zones show I

no such striking variation in mineral content ; but gener-

ally the good gold stopes are in the upper levels.

The vertical extent of an ore zone is governed primarily

by the accompanying .structures. The more nearly vertical

are the inclosing beds, the greater the vertical range of

the orebody. The presence of faults and fissures also

favors greater vertical range, irrespective of the angle

of the bedding. Their influence is greatest, of course,

where the bedding is nearly vertical. The large orebody

in the south end of the Chief Consolidated mine, which
has a vertical range of 1,000 ft. or more, rakes along the

inclined line of intersection of vertical beds and a large

cross break.

Importance of the Monzoxite

The occurrence of the Tintic deposits both within the

monzonite and in the immediately adjacent limestones

;

the character of the mineralization, which is now gener-

ally considered to be due to the action of hot solutions

:

the progressive change in the mineral composition of the

ore with increased distance from the monzonite—all point

to this rock as the prime factor in the mineralization.

In this respect the deposits of Tintic are like the many
others in the southwestern part of the United States, and
particularly in western Utah, which are as a rule closely

connected in origin with igneous (commonly monzonite)

intrusions.

The localization of the deposits within the monzonite
was determined by the formation of stretch fissures within

the congealing magma, which furnished channels of cir-

culation for the hot solutions that were given off during

the period of cooling.

The localization of the deposits in the limestone was
controlled in part by the attitude and character of the

beds and in part by the presence of fissures, some of

which were probably produced during the period of

monzonite intrusion.

Following the fissures caused by the intrusion, the hot

mineral-liearing solutions found their way through the

fractured and metamorphosed zone into the unaltered

limestone, where they naturally took the easiest avenue
afforded. This, in the absence of open faults and fissures,

was the plane of the bedding.

Where the dip of the beds approached the vertical,

the solutions found channels at various elevations, ascend-

ing or descending as conditions allowed, but laterally

confined to relatively narrow limits. Flat-lying and low-

pitching beds, on the other hand, have tended to confine

the solutions to a more nearly horizontal course, at the

same time permitting greater lateral shift.

At the intersection of faults, the solutions were allowed
to spread out both vertically and laterally, producing
orebodies of large size a"nd great vertical range. The
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process of mineralizatiou has beeu primarily a replace-

ment of the limestone with quartz and varying proportions

of copper, lead, zinc, and silver sulphides, presumably

due to decreasing temperature and pressure in the solu-

tions as they run their northerly course.

Soft, coarse-grained, nearly pure limestones have been

much more* readily replaced by the solutions than the

harder, fine grained, and more siliceous beds. Certain

horizons of the latter type, even where directly in the

course of the mineralized zone, are found to be uniformly

barren.

Of the four zones so far developed, not one has been

traced to a logically demonstrated terminus, and it is by

no means established that similar and equally productive

zones do not exist, still undiscovered, in the district.

'Pc2fw&ir' tto <C®Eadlesasa L-aiad
r>Y A. L. II. Street*

The right of a mining or ore-milling company to con-

demn land for use in its operations is recognized by the

Nevada Supreme Court in the recent case of Goldfield

Consolidated Milling and Transportation Co. vs. Old Sand-

storm Annex Gold Mining Co., 150 Pacific Reporter, 313.

It is a well-settled principle of constitutional law that

private property cannot be condemned for private use,

but that, on payment of full compensation to the owner,

it may be taken for "public" use. It is also well recog-

nized by the courts that it is within the power of a legis-

lature, acting in good faith, to determine what shall con-

stitute "public"- use. Acting under this authority, the

Nevada legislature has declared that mining for valuable

minerals is the paramount interest of the state, and there-

fore a public use. Applying this statute, the Supreme

Court holds in the case above cited that the use of land

as a place upon which to deposit tailings from an ore mill

is a public use for which land may be condemned.

It is further decided in the same case that since it is

a general rule. that, when a corporation seeks to exercise

the right of condemnation, its discretion in the selection

of land will not be questioned by the courts if it acts in

good faith and not capriciously, it is no defense to pro-

ceedings to condenm certain land that there are other

tracts available for the purpose; and that an absolute

necessity for taking the particular land is not necessary

to authorize its condemnation.

Auotlier point adjudicated is that the facts that the

land sought to be taken in this case had been located and

patented as mining ground, and that there was a possi-

bility that it might be used in the future for mining pur-

poses, no work having been done on it for several years,

did not prevent condemnation, especially in view of the

fact that the condemning company expressed willingness

that the order of condemnation should provide that the

owners of the ground might carry on mining operations

so far as the same would not interfere with the company's

operations, and especially since it is likely that the land

will be freed from the tailings, for the deposit of which

the land is to be used by the company, after being re-

treated.

Seaweed Potash is reported to be under investigation in

llonterey County, Calif., by the Hercules Powder Co. A
launch is being used for gathering the seaweed or kelp, wliich
will be shipped to San Francisco for experimenting.

ami IBrfftasIhi Coi^innilbasi.

I!v J. A. M.VeUOXALD*

The rules and regulations for prospecting and laying
out mining claims in British Columbia differ materially

from those of the Yukon and the other provinces under
federal jurisdiction. While under the Dominion regula-

tion a miner or prospector may stake out a 500-ft. claim
along a creek, in British Columbia only 250 ft. is

permitted; while for "bar diggings" as well as "drv
diggings," the area is limited to 250 ft. square, with
important distinctions, of course. As in the other
provinces, every person over 18 years of age, as well as

every joint-stock company, is entitled to all the rights and
privileges of a "free miner" and shall be considered a

"free miner" upon taking out a free-miner's certificate,

which is not transferable. This certificate, for which the

(::) Shce cfaims coveredaf h^gh wafer

F/&3 BAR o/eewes C:}

STAKING PL.\CER CLAIMS IN BRITISH COLUMBIA

fee is $5, runs from the date of issue to midnight on
3Iay 31 next after its date. The certificate is brief:

This is to certify that of is entitled to all

the rights and privileges of a free miner from midnight on
the [date of issue] day of 19. . . . until midnight on the
thirty-first day of May, 19...'

Issued at on the day of 19...

[Signature of issuing officer.]

In case a person allows his free-miner's certificate to

expire, he may, at any time within six months from the

date of such expiration, obtain from the proper olficer

—

the Gold Commissioner or the Recorder—upon payment
of a fee of $15, a special-miners certificate. Eveiy free

miner shall be entitled to locate and record only one

claim on each separate creek, bar or dry diggings.

Placer-mining claims are divided into three classes,

with a subclass: (1) Creek diggings, which claim shall

be 250 ft. long, measured in the direction of the general

course of the stream, and shall extend in width 1,000

ft., measured from the general course of the stream.

•.attorney, St. Paul. Minn.
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500 ft. on either side of the center, see Fig. 1; (2)

bar diggings, which shall be (a) a piece of land not

exceeding 250 ft. square on any bar that is covered

at high water, see Fig. 2, or (b) a strip of land

250 ft. long at high-water mark, extending in width

from high-water mark to extreme low-water mark,

see Fig. 3; (3) in drj' diggings a claim shall be 250

ft. square, similar to bar diggings shown in Fig 2.

On the discovery of a new locality, however, a free miner

is entitled to a claim 600 ft. in length, or a party of

two, 1,000 ft. Abandoned claims are treated as a new
locality, on the discovery of a new stratum of earth

containing precious metals.

"Placer mine" and "diggings" are sjmonymous terms

and mean any natural stratum or bed of earth or gravel

mined for gold or other precious metals. "Creek dig-

gings," Fig. 1, means any mine in the bed of any stream

or ravine; while "bar diggings" means any mine between

high- and low-water marks on a sea, river, lake or other

iFrge body of water, as in Figs. 2 and 3. "Dry diggings"

Crieans any mine over which water never extends.

Locating and Eecordixg Placer Claims

Every placer claim must be, as far as possible, rectangu-

lar in form and be marked at the corners by four "legal

posts" firmly fixed in the ground. One of these is called

the "initial post," and on this is written or attached this

notice

:

Take notice that [set out name of each locator] have this

day located this ground as a placer claim (or as a set of

placer claims), to be known as the " Placer Claim"
feet in length. Its general direction is

Dated this day of 19...

On one post mark "Initial Post"' and fix the notice

on that post. On the notice is written: (a) The name
of the locator; (b) the number of his free-miner's certi-

ficate, the date of the location and the name given to

the claim.

In timbered localities all boundary lines of a placer

claim must be blazed so that the posts can be distinctly

seen, and the locator shall also erect "legal posts," not

more than 125 ft. apart on all boundary lines. In

localities where there is no timber, monuments of earth

or rock may be erected, but not in the case of the legal

posts marking the corners. These must be as shown in

Fig. 4. Any location made on Sunday or any public

holiday shall not for that reason be invalid, any law or

statute to the contrary notwithstanding. The free miner

on locating a placer claim must record the same in the

office of the Mining Recorder for the Mining Division,

witliin 15 days if located within 10 .miles of the office,

and one additional day is allowed for every 10 miles

additional. The application for such record shall be

under oath. Any claim not recorded within the pre-

scribed time shall be deemed to be abandoned. A free

miner, having duly located and recorded his claim, is

entitled to hold the same during the existence of his

record or re-record of such placer claim.

Every placer claim must be represented and worked

in hona fide by the holder or some person in his behalf,

continuously, as nearly as possible, during working hours,

and is deemed abandoned and absolutely forfeited when it

shall remain unworked for a period of 72 hr., except

durino- the close season, lay-over or leave of absence, or

during sickness, or for some other reasonable cause shown

to the satisfaction of the Gold Commissioner. A leave

of abiBence for one year is obtainable upon giving the

Gold Commissioner satisfactory evidence that such is

necessary, or upon the application for such leave being

signed by all the holders of the claim or set of claims.

Every free miner "shall, during the continuance of

his certificate but not longer, have the right to enter,

locate, prospect and mine for gold and other precious

metals upon any land in the province, whether vested

in the Crown or otherwise, except upon government

reservations for townsites, land occupied by any building,

and any land falling within the curtilage of any dwelling

house, and any orchard, and any land already lawfully

occupied for placer-mining purposes, and also Indian

and naval and military reservations." Previous to any

entry being made upon lands already lawfully occupied,

the free miner must give adequate security for any loss or

damage which mav be caused by such entry and shall make
full compensation to the occupant or owner of sui-h lands

for any loss or damage which may be caused by reason

of such entrj-; such compensation, in case of dispute,

to be determined by a court having Jurisdiction in

mining disputes in British Columbia, with or without

a jury.

Any free miner has liberty, at any period of the year,

while actually prospecting or engaged in mining, to kill

game for his own use. As a general right, every free

miner is entitled to locate and record only one claim on

each separate creek, bar or dry diggings, though he

may hold any number of claims by purchase. In the

event of a discovery of a vein or lode on his placer claim,

he shall have no right to the same, unless he shall have

located and recorded the ground as a mineral claim

:

and until he shall so locate and record such ground, as

described in the ^lineral Act, the same shall be open

to any free miner to locate and record as a mineral

claim in accordance with the provisions of that act.

A free miner, having located and recorded a claim

and finding that it is of no value, may abandon it by

jjosting notices to that effect on the four corner posts

of his claim and recording such notice with the Mining
Recorder, and forthwith shall thereupon be entitled to

locate and record another placer claim upon other ground

in lieu of the abandoned claim, and the abandoned claim

shall then be open to relocation.

Leases on Occupied or Unoccupied Laxds

A free miner in British Columbia is entitled, through

the Gold Commissioner, to obtain a lease of any unoccu-

pied and unreserved Crown land and even land already

lawfully occupied, for placer-mining purposes for a term

not exceeding 20 yr. Any free miner desiring to obtain

a lease of any j)lacer-mining ground marks out such

ground by placing a legal post at each corner and by

posting a notice on the post nearest to the placer claims

then being worked in the immediate locality (if any),

and within 30 days posts a notice in the office of the

Milling Recorder, setting out: (1) The name of the

applicant or of each applicant; (2) the locality of the

ground to be acquired; (3) the quantity of ground;

(4) the term which such lease is applied for. On
making application, the free miner must deposit with

the ilining Recorder a plan of the ground in triplicate

and also deposit the sum of $20, which may go toward

the payment of the first year's rent. Applications shall
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not be greater than the following distances: In creek

diggings on abandoned or \inworked creeks i^ mi. in

length; any other placer mining ground, 80 acres; but

in no case must a lease extend along any creek or river

more than 500 yd., creek diggings excepted. Leases are

granted for placer mining only. A lease is not granted

for any mining ground any. portion of which is actually

occupied by free miners, unless with the consent of such

occupiers. Every lease provides for securing to the public

reasonable rights-of-way and water, nor shall it prevent

free miners from entering upon such ground to mine
for veins or lodes.

The Gold Commissioner, with the sanction of the

Lieutenant-Governor in Council, may grant a lease for

any term not exceeding 20 yr. on the bed of any
river below low-water mark for dredging purposes, for a

distance not exceeding 5 mi. upon such terms as he

shall think fit; provided always that every such lease

shall reserve the right to every free miner or mining
company to run tailings into such river at any point

thereon, also to mine 2 ft. below the surface of the water

at low-water mark, by putting in wing-dams, whether

such miner shall locate before or after the date of such

lease, nor shall the holder of a dredging lease interfere

with free miners from constructing wing-dams into any

such bars, banks or benches for the purpose of conduct-

ing mining operations, either by sluice or rocker. It

is not lawful, however, for any free miner to construct

wing-dams within 1,000 ft. of any dredger while work-

ing nor to obstruct any dredger in any manner.

Owing to the war the mineral production of Brazil is

attracting more attention in the United States and Great

Britain than seemed likely a short while since, says the

Mining Journal, Oct. 2, 1915. In particular, the high

price of monazite is bound to attract attention to all

known deposits.

The export of monazite from Brazil is the subject

of a concession to a French lianker, M. Chouffour, for a

period of 15 years dating from 1913. Of the profits 50%
goes to the Government, in addition to a royalty rising to

£120,000 when a stipulated tonnage has been shipped.

According to official particulars, a stock of about 8,000

tons was held in Hamburg shortly before the war. Pre-

vious to the control' acquired by the French Syndicate,

the exploitation of the deposits was shared by two conces-

sionaires, who fixed the price of thorium oxide at £5 15s.

per unit.

The best-known deposits are those of Bahia, a conces-

sion over which was first granted to a Mr. Gordon in

1896. There are also important deposits in the State

of Minas Geraes, more especially at Corrego da Onca,

Dattas, as well as in the Casa and Jequitinhonha Rivers.

A dressing plant is employed on the Parahyba Eiver,

where the sands are dressed on Wilfleys and the concen-

trates passed through magnetic separators to remove the

iron in the sands. The raw material contains about 2%
of thorium oxide, and the plant has a capacity of about

50 tons per month. Previously the cost laid down in

Hamburg was put at between £15 and £20 per ton, and
the value of the concentrate £28 15s. Exports in recent

years have been: 1910, 5,437 tons; 1911, 3,686 tons;

1912, 3,398 tons.

Flhxysacsi]! Coimtipol of EmmpSoyees
The jjliysical examination of employees to ])revont the

placing of unfit men in res])onsible positions has been
instituted by many firms and corporations. It has always
been attended with good results so far as efficiency in

the work and satisfaction to the employee have been con-
cerned; nevertheless, the practice b^'s always been more
or less opposed by the laborers themselves. In instituting

the practice at the works of the Nevada Consolidated
Copper Co., the authorities have taken pains to explain
the reasons for doing so and the effect it will have upon
employees. This explanation is so clear and reasonable
that it is worth while reproducing here.

Men seeking employment, or having secured positions
through the employment department, will be put to work
"subject to medical examination." It will be required of every
man employed to submit himself for physical examination im-
mediately upon entering the service of the company, or dur-
ing the time he is seeking employment if he so desires.

It will also be requested that employees now on the pay-
roll shall take advantage of the opportunity to be examined.
This task of examining employees will be commenced at once
and will be spread over such period of time as may be neces-
sary to its accomplishment, taking into consideration the con-
venience of the medical department and of employees. Em-
ployees need not worry over the result of physical inspection,
nor need they borrow any thrills of terror of its "hurting"
them in any way, physically or financially, in the assurance
that no man now on the company payroll will suffer the loss
of employment because of any ailment or physical defect; and
in the further assurance that the results of individual exam-
inations will not under any consideration be made public.

Nor will men now in the employ of the company who may
take the examination be requested or required to sign any
release or undertaking which will affect in any way their
present hospital agreement or existing relations with the
Nevada Industrial Commission.

It is intended that such examination as will be made shall
be of as great, if not greater, benefit to each individual than
it will be to the company. It will be practically in line with
the scheme of the big life-insurance companies, which are
making provision for free medical examination for their
patrons and urging all their policy holders to submit to
medical examination at least once a year. The object is to
enable men to anticipate and ward off the approach of physi-
cal ailments, on the theory that "a stitch in time saves nine."

So far as the company is concerned, it is a safety-first
proposition, a measure to promote accident prevention by try-
ing to fit a man to a job wherein he will not be a menace
to himself or to his fellow-workers. Relatively speaking,
the hazards of every workman's occupation are affected by
many elements of chance, human error, negligence and ignor-
ance—but there is no reason why an employee should be sub-
ject to the further danger, the unseen, invidious menace of a
fellow-employee's physical unfitness for his job. You, Mr.
Miner, would not like it, would you, to risk your life daily on
a cage controlled by a hoist engineer who might be subject to
heart disease and who might collapse at any moment and
drop you into the sump or drag you up into the sheaves. You
would not like it. would you, Mr. Smelter-man, if a dinkey
engineer should run amuck with his engine and a train of
molten slag around the yard, endangering the lives of em-
ployees, because be could not see or was unable to deter-
mine the color of signal flags or lam-ps? You, Mr. Mill-
man, would not want to work around a machine or machinery
operated by a man who was not thoroughly fit physically, as
well as mentally, to control that machine in case of emerg-
ency, would you? If hazards of this nature can be done
away with, you would be willing to help, wouldn't you?

Many of the employing industries in this country and in
Europe have required their medical departments to render
this service, and not one word of protest has been made by
employees, because men have come to see and understand that
physical examination has largely eliminated a serious hazard
in their daily work, a hazard to which they might otherwise,
unknown to themselves, be subject.

Russian Nickel Deposits in the Urals, which have not
heretofore been worked on account of the low grade of the
ore, are now being exploited. The ore mined is being treated
at the Redwinsk smelting works, which are reported to be
turning out at the rate of 600 tons yearly of nickel matte.
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By a. E. Hall*

The accompanying sketch shows a scheme used for sur-

facing off a brake wheel without dismantling the hoist to

any extent. It sometimes happens that a Job of this sort

must be done around a mine, and usually the machinery

for handling a piece of this size is not to be had, so that

the wheel would have to be returned to the factory for

repairs.

The brake band in the present case was lined with as-

bestos blocks which were bolted to the band. The blocks

became worn, and the bolts cut into the brake wheel.

When the brake was repaired the wheel had to be surfaced.

DEVICE FOR TURNING BAND WHEEL

There was no machine tool big enougli to take the wheel

for machining and besides there would have been the

trouble of removing the wheel. There was no small cog-

wheel on hand, and the machine shop was not equipped

to make one. We were, however, able to make a worm
gear with teeth only about I/2 i'^- high- The teeth on the

large drive wheel are about .3 in. The small teeth on the

worm prevented any binding. The whole of the tooth

on the drive wheel was never engaged by the worm teeth,

but only a part of the tooth. The worm was mounted
on a shaft supported on two bearings, as shown, and the

shaft was extended at one end and shanked to tit an air

twist drill such as most mines have in their shops.

For the purpose of facing the band-wheel one of the

lathes from the machine shop was moved to the power

house. The whole lathe was moved, including the frame

;

simply taking the legs off. The frame of the lathe was

secured to the base of the hoist; With this arrangement it

was possible to move the lathe-tool, by its own carriage

and feed screws, across the face of the slowly turning

band-wheel.

•Creighton Mine, Ontario.

The hoist was turned by means of the air drill set on

the shanked shaft of the wonn gear which turned the

main drive wheel. This is a fairly large hoist with three

drums 5 ft. in diameter. The same idea can be applied

to any hoist, and by making the worm gear correctly, the

hoist can be made to turn at the desired speed.

(CoEadltianti ami i^EsisIksi

The construction of a conduit comprising 21 mi. of

flume, 37 mi. of open ditch, and 12 mi. of pipe was the

subject of a paper recently presented by H. H. Hall

before the San Francisco Association of Members of the

American Society of Civil Engineers.

The conduit leads from the Ogelvie range of mountains

southwesterly to the Klondike mines near Dawson City,

Alaska. Its purpose is to convey 125 sec. -ft. of water,

or about 80,000,000 gal. per day. The conduit was

constructed under separate organizations during three

seasons of about 120 days eadi (1907-1909). Ditch

construction was used wherever possible—7 ft. wide on

bottom, 1^2 '• 1 slope, and 3i/^ ft. deep, with a gradient

of 4 to 7 ft. per mi., the greater portion being 6 ft.

The right-of-way was first cleared of trees and the moss

scraped off, as fast as it thawed, with teams and slip

scrapers. The latter work presented the most trouble-

some problem from a construction standpoint owing to

the uneven thawing of the muck and the consequent

miring of the horses. Thirty miles of ditch were dug
with, six 30-ton steam shovels, the remainder with horse

scrapers. As the shovels required a working space at

least 16 ft. wide, no side-sloping was done with them.

Small patches of frost were removed with 40% dynamite,

but the larger patches were passed over, and after thawing

were taken out with scrapers.

The record performance for one shift was 410 ft. of

ditch, or about 1,200 cu.yd., with an average performance

of 14.7 ft., or 51 cu.yd. per working hour. The season

was from Jan. 15 to Oct. 15, with work usually slow

the first and last weeks. The finishing gang followed

the shovels—truing the grade, sloping the banks, clear-

ing the berms, building a path along the top of the soil

bank for watchmen, and constructing turnouts and over-

flows alternately ever}' half mile. Common labor was
paid $4 per day and board.

Mr. Hall stated that under operation the ditch had
proved satisfactory, leaks being caused usually by ice

seams.

Flume construction was adopted where the side slopes

exceeded 15 deg. or where the muck was over 2 ft. thick.

The flume construction was of the board-and-batten type,

6x4 ft. in cross-section, and built of native lumlicr, made
up in 16-ft. sections and set on trestle bents of hewn tim-

ber placed 8 ft. on centers. Most of the bents were car-

ried on mudsills, laid below the black muck (about 4 ft.

deep), great care being taken not to disturl) the moss
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blanket unnecessarily, and to replace it as quickly as pos-

sible over the backfiUings in order to preserve the ground

in a frozen condition.

It was attempted to found some of the bents on piles

driven into earth that had previously been thawed out

by means of 16-ft. miner's steam points. In this manner
the moss was broken only to admit the pile. ^Yliere the

depth of muck would require very deep nmdsill pits, the

experiment was tried of placing gravel ballast directly

on top of the moss and laying the flume stringers on cross-

ties.

According to Mr. Hall, several years' operation of this

flume has shown that the i)ile foundation is the best, ilud-

sill bents show continual settlement, caused by water flow-

ing down the posts (either from the flume or from natural

drainage) and thawing out the substrata.

Pipe lines were employed for pressure sections. For
pressures not exceeding 200 ft. redwood stave pipe was
used; for over 200 ft. or less than 1,000 ft., standard-

riveted; for over 1,000 ft., lap-welded steel pipe. One
section was constructed of spiral riveted pipe with patent

bolted couplings.

In operation it has been found that the wood pipe has

given consideral)le trouble, owing to the fact that between

Oct. 1 and June 1 lines are drained and not used. The
sand and gravel carried by the ditch water have worn
the bottom staves badly. All intakes are now provided

with sand boxes. Accumulations of ice at the discharge

ends have caused considerable trouble by increasing the

pressure on sections of the pipe. On high-pressure lines

the sediment cuts the steel rapidly, and in one instance a

%-in. rivet was cut away in two weeks.

—

Engineering

News.

Hilars ®im Losidlnimg DiraSl lH[©le§

In loading short holes with a tamping stick, many
blasters make a mark or notch on the stick, to indicate

the distance from the collar of the hole to the top of the

pocket or chamber. By this means they can tell when
the pocket is loaded and when the charge begins to raise

in the borehole. It is also a good idea to make a mark, or

place a rubber baud around the tamping stock, opposite

the collar or mouth of the hole when the stick rests on

the top of the charge when finished. The distance between

this mark and the end of the tamping stick will give

the amount of tamping in the hole so that in the event

of a misfire it will be possible to remove nearly all of the

tamping without danger of digging into the explosive.

The tamping stick, of whatever material, should not

be a close fit in the borehole, as in loading holes full of

water, where the tamping stock fits the borehole snugly,

misfires have occurred, in tamping the hole, from the pis-

ton effect forcing the water into the electric blasting

cap.

In loading deep well drill holes where it is not practic-

able to use a pole, a tamping block of hardwood attached

to a rope is used. This block should not be weighted irn-

less the holes have water in them. When weighted, a hole

of about 11/2 in. diam. is bored in the center of the block.

A quantity of molten lead or babbitt metal is then poured

in and the opening plugged with a wooden plug in such a

way that no metal is exposed. These plugs are usually

about an inch less in diameter than the diameter of the

drill bit and from 3 to 4 ft. long. The rope for conven-

ience and safety is passed over an open block or pulley,

supported by a tripod 7 or 8 ft. high over the center of

the borehole.

—

Du Pont Magazine.

Atuittosiffisvttac IrfSuradlaia^ CSaaas'S

An arrangement of automatic landing t/hairs devised

by John ilartin, of Taviche, Oaxaca, ilexico, which

proved very satisfactory at the San Juan mine of that

place, is described in the School of Mines Quarterly. The
operation of these chairs is evident from an inspection of

the sketch. A weight or spring at .4 automatically with-

.\UT01IATIC LANDING CHAIRS

draws the chairs when the cage is raised and its weight

taken off from them. The cage man holds the lever

against the action of the weight or spring until the pro-

truding chairs rest upon the lauding and when stopping at

a station, they are held in that position by the weight

of the cage. The advantage claimed is that this t\"pe

avoids the expense and danger of having sets of chairs at

each of the levels from which hoisting is being carried on.

©2° FaagSisaEae'^

The most suitable method of illuminating a magazine

is by incandescent lamps with reflectors, set at some dis-

tance from the explosives. To require this, however, would

work a hardship on mines that have no electric-light ser-

vice. The portable electric lamp is equally safe, but is

not yet sufficiently well developed to be practicable. The
portable acetylene lamp is the most dangerous device

U. S. Geological Survey.
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for this purpose ; the simple candle is a close second.

The large acetylene lamp set some distance from the ex-

plosives is not very unsafe, but is not vi^holly reliable. It

is strongly recommended that electric lighting be used.

for S]hiSiir'& JBo^tlosim

In reply to a question as to how to put in a crossover,

at the bottom of a shaft, with four frogs, Goal Age gives

the following, the data given being the gage of the tracks

(42 in.) and the distance between the two inside rails

(42 in.)

:

The only dimensions given in this case are the gage

of the track i^g = 3.5 ft.) and the di.stance between

track centers, which is twice the gage, or cZ = 2 X 3-5

= 7 ft. In order that such a crossover can be operated

successfully, it is necessary that the two frogs on the

straight rails of the two tracks shall be constructed, as

shown in the accompanying figure, with a small triangle

of solid iron in the center of the frog. The purpose of

this is to sufficiently separate the three points where the

gage lines of the three rails cross each other. It will be

sufficient if the gage lines of the two switch rails cross

Vr-^'^^^
^^—

- J ^

A DIAMOND CROSSOVER

each other 6 in. inside of the gage line of the straight

rail. This will make the distance measured straight

across the rails, between the two points where the gage

lines of the switch rails cross each other, d — r; -)- 1, as

indicated in the figure. All the dimensions in the fol-

lowing calculation are made to gage lines.

The first step in the solution is to find the angle A,

which subtends the curved rail of each of these switches.

This angle is found by substituting the values for d

and g in the formula

(} V 3.5 3.5 „ „„„„ ,

cos A =
-J

^——
- X s ., .

I ,
= r-i = 0-^^78+

a —
ff + i 7 — 3.5 + 1 4.5

Hence, A = 3S° 57'.

The second step in the solution is to assume a con-

venient radius, say in this case R = 10 ft., and calculate

therefrom the entire length of the crossover, from point

of switch to point of switch, which is marked I in the

figure. This distance is found by applying the principles

of trigonometry, which gives the formula

7 o D • .,d — 2R{l — cosA)
I = % R sin A -\ -^—i

tan A

Then, substituting the known values in this formula,

gives for the total length of the crossover

^ = 2 X 10 X 0.6286 + ' ' ' ""

l'^'
''^^

= U.lSfi.

Since the angle of curvature of each of the switch rails

is 38° 57' and the radius of the outer rail in each switch

isr^ = R + y^g = 10 + 14 (3.5) = 11.75 ft., the length

of the outer curved rail, indicated by m in the figure, is

38° 57' 38.95
(3.1416 X 11.75) = my S ft.180° 1 180

The radius of the inner curved rail is r, ^10 —
1/^ (3.5) = 8.25 ft., and the length of this inner rail,

indicated by n in the figure, is therefore

38.95

180
(3.1416 X 8.25) = 5.6 /Y.

The length of straight rail in the switches, indicated

by X in the figure, is found by substituting the known
values in the formula

I — % R sin A
cos A

= 15.73
2 X 10 X 0.6286

0.7778

= 4.06 ft.

The two frogs in the loaded and empty tracks respec-

tively are located midway between the switches, or at a

distance of i^Z from either switch. It now remains to

calculate the distance of the two frog-points lying be-

tween the tracks, or the distance marked y in the figure.

This distance is measured on the line midway between

and parallel to the two tracks, from the line Joining the

switches to the point of frog. This distance is calculated

by substituting the known values in the formula

y = ^ r,id — g)--l{d — g)^

Since the radius of the inner curved rail (r^) is 8.25 ft.,

the frog distance at each end of the switch is

y = V 8.25 (7 — 3.5) — i ('^ — 3.5)2 = 5.08 ft.

It is possible to lengthen out this crossover by adopt-

ing a longer radius than U = 10 ft. The angle of

curvature {A), however, remains constant, for the same

values of distance between track centers {d) and track

gage ((/), as appears from the formula given for find-

ing this angle. For example, for a radius R = 15, the

"length of this crossover would be I = 19.27 ft. It is also

possible to liave the crossover rails cross each other out-

side of the track rails instead of arranging to have them
cross within these rails, as in the foregoing figure.

It is often desirable to blueprint a typewritten sheet.

Whether this can be accomplished satisfactorily depends

on a very small kink which is not generally known. It

is almost impossible to get a satisfactory blueprint from an

ordinary typewritten sheet; liut if, when the sheet is be-

ing written, a piece of carbon paper is put behind it .so

that the carbon transfers to the back of the paper, the

typewritten sheet will give a perfect blueprint. This is be-

cause the impression of the typewriter ribbon is reinforced

by the carbon on the back, neither one being heavy enough
alone to give a .satisfactory' print.
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lesistmrairag Sagadl amidl Sfe®ia®

Measuring sand and stone for concrete at the time it

is loaded into wheelbarrows at the storage pile by the use

of 2-cu.ft. measuring-boxes is called for in the specifica-

tions of the Coleman du Pont Road now being built in

Delaware. The specifications are as follows

:

Great stress will be laid on the method of measuring the
.

materials used in the concrete. It will not be allowed to

measure the materials in ordinary u'heelbarrows unless eacii

load is struck perfectly smooth with a straight-edge. This
is to insure perfect proportions in the concrete. Contractors
shall use measuring-boxes or other similar device if so ordered
by the engineer.

The engineer so ordered, says Engineering Xews.
Bottomless boxes, or frames, are placed in a fl^at-bot-

tomed wheelbarrow and filled with sand or stone. The

LOADING WHEELBARROW WITH CRUSHED STONE AND
MEASURING LOAD AT SAME TIME

frame is thea lifted up and the wheelbarrow wheeled to

the mixer. In the accompanying view the boxes are

being used to measure stone.

At first the contractors did not favor the boxes, but

now, according to Charles Upham, chief engineer of the

Coleman du Pont Road, Inc., they swear by them. A
boxful does not overload the wheell^arrow.

Among the many improvements being introduced at

the Washoe smeltery. Anaconda, ilont., is the handling

of furnace slags by an electric railroad. Cars of 20-cu.yd.

capacity will be hauled to slag dump by 40-ton Westing-

house electric locomotive using 500-volt current. The
cars have one new feature—sides dropping outward in a

plane with the floor of the car to form an extension that

will dump material further from the track, thus prevent-

ing clogging of rails. This change became necessary as a

result of the introduction of the flotation process. In the

past, water from the concentrator used to granulate the

slag previous to its being fiumed to the slag dump, con-

tained a great deal of slime that acted as a coating to

the slag, so that water carried it a great distance over the

dump. Now that slime is being re-treated, water sinks as

soon as it strikes the slag pile, which, without its coat of

.slime, has become much more pervious and as a con-

sequence accumulates rapidly at the discharge end of the

flume. The new system of hauling is expected to solve

the problem of spreading the slag over a larger area.

Testts for Sctpeeia S©S©cftaoBa

By Feed Meixke, Jr.*

In running several old dumps through the Gold Bluff

mill, at Downieville, Calif., it was found that the tailings

ran unusually high. A 30-mesh screen was being used.

This screen had been used in the mill before with satisfac-

tory results, and it was also being used in the mills in

the immediate vicinity. To find the cause of the high

tailings, as well as the height of discharge and height of

drop best suited to the ore, the following tests were made.

The screens used were No. 1, 30-raesh perforated tin,

a 24-mesh No. 27 crimped-wire screen and a 27-mesh.

No. 27 wire screen. Of these it was found that the 27-

niesh, 27-wire screen gave the lowest values to the tail-

ings with a decrease in tonnage which was not prohibitive.

The tests were made in a five-stamp battery of the 900-

Ib. tj'pe. A screen area of 6x48 in. was used. The
stamps were dropped at 100 and the height of drop fixed

at 7 in. The ore consisted of coarse hard quartz broken

to 2 in. with very few fines. The values were mostly in

free gold, so that inside as well as outside amalgamation

was practiced.

In making the tests the tailings were run into a 46-gal.

barrel and the time of filling noted. The water was then

decanted, the pulp thoroughly dried and weighed, and

the tonnage determined. Before each test the battery was

run for a certain length of time in order to give the screen

time to build-up and the battery to get down to its normal

output.

TONNAGE AND VALUE OF T.\ILINGS
S-In. 5-In.

Discharge Discharge
Ton- Ton-

Test No. nage Tails nage Tails
1 and 4—30-mesh perforated-tin screen 3.05 $1.30 3. 48 $0.90
2 and 5—24-mesh crimped-wire screen 3.00 1.00 3.34 .40
3 and 6—27-raesh crimped-wire screen 2.90 .SO 2.97 .20

The first three tests—Nos. 1, 2 and 3—were made with

an 8-in. discharge and gave an average value of $1 for

the tailings. In making the next three tests—Nos. 4, 5

and 6—the discharge was lowered 3 in., making it 5 in.

With this set of tests the tailings averaged oOc, a saving

of oOc. over the first tests.

•Mining engineer, Downieville, Calif.
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Comparing the individual tests, it is seen that the ton-

nage varied but little with the different screens and the

high discharge, there being. only 0.1 ton per stamp dif-

ference between the 24- and 27-mesh screens. This is

easily accounted for by the sizing tests, which showed

75% of the pulp passing through 80-mesh. This indi-

cates that the size of opening or character of screen had

but little to do with the size to which the ore was crushed.

The particles, when fine enough, are simply held in sus-

pensioui by the water and are carried out through the

screen openings.

With the 5-in. discharge there was a marked splash

against the screen and, as the tonnage shows, there was a

greater amount put through with the coarser screens.

There was an increase of 0.37 ton per stamp between the

24- and the 27-mesh screens.

SCREEN SIZING TESTS
With 8-In. Discharge With 5-In. Discharge
No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4 No. 5 No. 6

screens % % % % % %
Through 100 49.2 51.0 51.7 42.9 38.4 50.9

On 100 24.0 26.3 26.0 23.4 24.6 26.9

On SO 5.7 5.4 5.5 4.9 10.7 6.29

On 60.' 4.9 6.0 4.5 6.0 6.7 6.9

On 50 7.9 7.5 6.8 14.5 10.9 6.74

On 40 8.3 3.8 5.5 8.3 8.7 2.3

Tests Nos. 1 and 4, 30-mesh perforated-tin screen. Tests
Nos. 2 and 5, 24-mesh crimped-wire screen. Tests Nos. 3 and 6,

27-mesli crimped-wire screen.

The sizing tests were made to find out if the loss in

values was not on account of excessive sliming due to the

high discharge. Although there is no marked difference

between the percentages of pulp tliat passed the 100-

mesh with the high and low discharge, these assays showed

a greater value with the high than they did with the low

discharge, thus proving that the increase of slimes was

causing the loss. The fine particles of gold go off in the

water without coming in contact with the mercury inside

the battery or the amalgam on the plates.

Another test was made to show the increase in tonnage

with an increase in the height of drop of the stamps.

The battery running with an 8-in. discharge and a 6-in.

drop produced 2.66 tons per stamp. AVith the same

screen and discharge, but with a 7-in. drop, an increase of

1 in., the battery produced 3.05 tons per stamp, or an

increase of 0.39 ton per stamp in 24 hours.

Sosa® ©giftes.

In the General Electric L'eview for October, 1915,

Arthur S. Mann gives some notes on the use of powdered

coal. A hot stream of coal and air driven at high speed

against a wall will cut it out—a low-fusing-point brick

is melted down, a refractory brick is cut away mechani-

cally. He has cut away carborundum brick by mis-

directing a- fire that did not approach the melting tem-

perature of the brick, but such action is unnecessary.

The remedy is to avoid high velocity along the brickwork.

If a wall must take the full force of the current, protect

it with loose brick or pass the current of combustion air

along its face, which will deflect and protect. An arch

can always be treated in this way. Some of the combus-

tion air is cut off from the burner and sent along on top

and over it. The total volume of air used is not increased,

and a reducing fire can still be carried ; heat distribution

is noticeably good.

The design and building of the furnaces is an under-

taking that calls for a high class of engineering skill.

Feed, volume and current must all be considered. Sizes

and areas influence the generation and distribution of

the heat. The position of egress ports, if many, may
defeat the purpose of the furnace. It does not do to build

a furnace in the haphazard way of "apply a burner some-

where, and if it does not work, put in enough fuel to

make it work." There is probably no other fuel so sensi-

tive to correct use as is coal dust.

Some fuels can be burned without care on the part of

an operator. Gas is one and oil virtually another. There

is no economy in such ways, but the furnace is undeni-

ably hot. Powdered fuel may run all day with no change

in adjustment, but the fire should be looked at every half-

hour or so. Slag and some fine ash are always forming,

and it is well to know ,where these are going. On the

other hand, a wreng adjustment of either coal or air

makes itself apparent. Powdered coal burns best with

200 cu.ft. of air per pound of fuel. It can burn and burn

clearly with 160 cu.ft. and even less, but the extra air

pays. As the supply exceeds 200 cu.ft., efficiency begins

to fall. There is even a noticeable loss at 208. The eye

cannot discriminate between a 200-ft. and a 208-ft. fire,

but it can recognize the 250-ft. or even a 220-ft. blaze.

There is a marked change in appearance and unless a cut-

ting fire is really wanted, there is no excuse for such

bad mixture. The powdered-coal fire begins to snort and
wheeze when it has too much air.

In a recent patent (U. S. pat. 1,128,313) of N. V.
Hybinette of Ghristiansand, Norway, a.ssignor by mesne
assignments to the National Trust Co., Ltd., of Toronto,

Canada, it is stated that copper can be cemented out of

copper-nickel solutions on an anode of copper-nickel alloy

containing 4 to 8% of sulphur, providing that the anode
has been previously corroded in an electrolytic bath.

Where an anode has not been corroded previously, this

is at present an impossibility. It furnishes a convenient

method of depleting a copper-nickel solution of copper
while simultaneously enriching it with nickel, by the use

of a purely chemical reaction.

The anode itself and its production Ijy blast-furnace

smelting are covered bv Mr. Hybinette's U. S. pat.

1,128,316.

Ralph Baggaley lias been granted a patent (TJ. S.

pat. 1,135,488) for neutralizing smeltery fumes and
preventing the escape of dust resulting from the treat-

ment of sulphide ores by cooling the fumes to below
300° P., bringing them in contact with ore or other

value-bearing material and passing the gases through a

neutralizing bath. One method of carrying out the

process is to deliver the fumes into a body of neutralizing

material such as a bath of milk of lime. It is also

propo.sed to cool the gases by passing them through a

multiplicity of cooling flues. This idea may be applied

to the gases and fumes from converters by passing them
through moving bodies of ore and in contact with fresh

ore material to preheat them, depositing thereon the

metallic particles and heat contained in the fumes, and
then passing the gases to a neutralizing bath.
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The recent editorial' on "Civilian Engineers and Mili-

tary Service" contains valuable observations that deserve

earnest consideration by engineers generally. Indeed,

it is to be regretted that the proposition of enlisting the

civilian engineers into an army reserve corps could not

have been broached a few months earlier, so that a greater

number of engineers could have been induced to attend

the Plattsburg training camps of last summer. Under
the circumstances, the Plattsburg movement was not

sufficiently advertised in engineering circles and the at-

tendance of engineers at the camps was noticeably small

in comparison with that of other professions. In the first

two battalions of the "business men's regiment," with a

combined strength of 1,200 men, during the August-Sep-

tember encampment, probably less than 1% were engi-

neers of any branch, while physicians, lawyers, bankers

and brokers were present in great numbers. Even diplo-

mats were almost as numerous as engineers.

It is to be hoped that other, similar training camps in

the future may attract a greater attendance by engineers,

even by those who may not be prepared to identify them-

selves with a permanent army reserve corps.

While the mining engineer, as you have pointed out,

in a war emergency may prove useful to the army authori-

ties because of his familiarity with matters of organiza-

tion and administration and experience in handling large

bodies of men, still in these very matters the army can

give the engineer, and particularly the younger engineer,

a valuable object lesson that may prove useful to him in

his own peace-time pursuits. Apart from the "rudiments

of military training," there was much to observe and
learn at Plattsburg that was useful, both to engineer

and ordinary citizen, in everyday life. The modern meth-

ods of camp sanitation and the instructions in hygiene

and personal cleanliness of the soldier were highly inter-

esting and alone w«ll worth the time expended and the

hardships endured. The system now used by the army
for construction and care of camp kitchens, eating houses

and latrines, with disposal of waste, etc., may well be

adopted in many mining camps. Similarly also, the pro-

vision for general typhoid inoculation. The clean, airy,

screened eating houses at Plattsburg, seating 125 men
each, would have proved a revelation to some boarding-

house bosses and proprietors of Chinese restaurants or

other fly-infested eating places in our Southwestern min-

ing camps.

During the nine days' maneuvers, when several regi-

ments of the regular army, of all arms, participated with

the "business men" in a combined force of over 4,000

men, 'with some 3,000 horses and mules, highly instructive

demonstrations were furnished daily in the remarkably

rapid and orderly manner of occupying and evacuating

bivouac carhps. The length of the column, with wagon
train, was such that it required one hour's time to pass

'"Engineering and Mining Journal," Sept. 11, 1915.
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a given point, while on the march. But within less than

half an hour of the arrival of the last detachments on the

new camp site, the vast fields were occupied by the streets

and abodes of an orderly community of more numerous
iidiabitants than even the neighboring towns; tents were
raised in their allotted places, arms and equipment put
away, wagons unloaded, horses and mules picketed and,

liest of all, company kitchens ready for business. Even
more impressive was the early morning sight of the tented

city disappearing, within less than one hour's time after

the order to strike had been issued, leaving on the stubble

of the field not a scrap of paper, nor a vestige of human,
animal or kitchen waste.

These maneuvers also furnished an excellent demon-
stration of the value of motor trucks and motor cycles in

warfare and on a larger scale than any previous army
maneuver in this country. The motor trucks were used
for a number of special purposes such as for searchligfats,

radio apparatus, machiije guns, field hospital and ambu-
lance and water wagon, but the 2-ton Autocar trucks that

were used to transport the commissary supplies and com-
jiany baggage of the "business men's regiment" were de-

cidedly popular with the latter organization. These cars

went wherever the mule wagons could go—on sandy hill

roads, over fields and ditches, boulders and hummocks—
and they made two or more trips for each trip of the mule
wagons over the same distance. Sometimes, when a

bridge would break down, a preceding truck would pull

the other out of the hole and the succeeding ones turn into

the creek, leaving the bridge to be repaii-ed in a substan-

tial manner by the following engineer train.

Of great interest, also, were the daily evening lectures

on military subjects by officers of the regular army, each

a specialist in his particular field. On one of these occa-

sions the regiment had the pleasure of listening to an
address by President H. S. Drinker of Lehigh University,

who represents the A. I. M. E., on the "Joint Committee
of the National Engineering Societies on the National
Reserve Corps of Engineers" and also the Associated

Student Societies now working to spread the propaganda
of the Plattsburg idea. Olof Wenstrom.

Boston, Oct. 20, 1915.

Wlhw Hott CsiSIl Tlhaimgs Ib^ Tlheas-

In reading the article on "Calamine ]\Iines of Sardinia,"

by Charges W. "Wriglit, published in the Journal of Oct.

1(), 1915, I was somewhat surprised to run onto the

sentence, "The term calamine is applied to the ore, though
technically it is essentially smithsonite." Inasmuch as

the ore is "essentially smithsonite," would it not have been

much better to have so designated it in the title of the

paper? This would have avoided the chance of a miscon-

ception of the nature of the zinc ore in the mines described

and would have made the title much more satisfactory to

the bibliographer. I am aware that some good writers

use the terms calamine and stiiith.^onite interchangeably.
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probably following the custom of the miner.s, but for the

sake of clearness such usage should be avoided.

Nashville, Tenn., Oct. 21, 1915. A. H. Puudue.

[Professor Purdue raises an old question, namely, as

to the correct definition of the oxidized minerals of zinc.

In spite of the pronouncement of the United States Geo-

logical Survey to the contrary and the testimony of the

government expert witnesses in the calamine tariff liti-

gation, the term calamine has been used commercially

and metallurgically for more than 100 years to include

both the carbonates and both the silicates of zinc, and it

was so used before mineralogists had made any distinction

among these minerals. Mr. Wright, who is a mining and

metallurgical engineer, apparently described the Sardinian

ore from the professional viewpoint. Among zinc miners

and smelters there would not be the least misunderstand-

ing of what he meant. There are times, however, when

the absence of a preei.se name for certain of these min-

erals is troublesome. What the mineralogists ought to

do, we think, is to get together, talk the thing over, dis-

card calamine as the name of a mineral species and for-

mulate definite names for the hydrous silicate and the an-

hydrous carbonate. There is not any misunderstanding

.about willemite (the anhydrous silicate) or hydrozinkite

(the hydrous carbonate). If mineralogists should agree

to call the anhydrous carbonate smithsonite and the hy-

drous silicate hemimorphite—using Dana's second name

—

confusion would disappear.—Editor.]

In an article by P. B. McDonald on "Newfoundland's

Mineral Resources'' in the Journal of Oct. 23, I find

the statement that there are "12 seams of ore (iron) inter-

stratified with shales and sandstones." This refers to

the AVabana beds of iron ore on and adjacent to Bell Is-

land, Conception Bay.

There are three chief beds of iron ore that outcrop on

Bell Island and exist under the adjacent ocean floor. In

addition to these three are a few others, of much less mo-

ment, that may be classed as parts of the three, separated

from them by shale partings of greater or less thicknesses,

or as entirely separate and distinct beds that may reach

the dignity of minable seams in places yet to be discov-

ered. It is difficult to classify these thinner seams, but

all of them appear to be parts of certain definite ferru-

ginous strata, the main development of each of these

strata being one or the other of the three chief beds

before mentioned. It would seem, therefore, that the

minor seams are but portions of the chief beds. Each

ferruginous stratum is separated from the other by con-

siderable thicknesses of shales and sandstones devoid of

iron.

The lowest of the three beds is that which is called

the "Dominion" ; above it lies the "Scotia" bed, and above

that the "Upper" bed. The first outcro]is along Bell Is-

land for a length of about four miles and has a thickness

Tarj'ing from 4 to 14 ft. and an average of 10 ft. of clean

ore. The Scotia bed outcroi)s for alwut two miles and

has an average thickness of about 7 ft. Still hi'iher is

tlie upper bed, and its oiitcrop is about a mile. It is of

vnryinsr thiclmesses and, where now mined, runs from 4

to 8 ft. At the breast of the Nova Scotia company's

submarine slojje, 7,500 ft. out at sea, the Dominion bed

shows in places a thickness of 28 and .30 ft., almost with-

out shale partings, and this immense thickness forms a

most impressive sight.

Mr. McDonald quotes the colonial geologist as estimat-

ing a total of three l)illion tons for the amount of this

iron ore of Conception Bay and Bell Island. I notice

that some estimates, notably that of E. C. Eckel, arc

much higher. The geologic work of Hayes and Vanlngen,

however, seems to indicate the probable tonnage to be

soiuewhat less than either of the mentioned estimates,

and I have considered that there is not far from two bil-

lion tons in the Dominion and Scotia beds. But whether

there are two thousand million or five thousand million

tons in this deposit is of little economic interest to the

present generation. The deposits are of the utmost im-

portance an'd of great moment in the consideration of the

future of the Atlantic-coast iron trade.

DWIGHT E. WOODBRIDGE.

Duluth, Minn., Oct. 29, 1915.

mEMI FATEHT^

United States patent specifications listed below may ba
obtained from "The Ensineering and Mining- Journal" at 25c.
eacli. Britisii patents are supplied at 40c. each.

ALLOYS—Improvements in the Manufacture of Steel Al-
loys. Soc. Anon, des Acieries et Forges de Firming, Firming
(Loire). France. (Brit. No. 3.427 of 1915.)

ALUMINUM—Process of Treating Aluminum Screenings,
Dross, Slags, or Analogous Aluminous Materials. James
Wright Lawrie, Aurora, 111. (U. S. No. 1,156,606; Oct. 12,
1915.)

AMALGAMATOR. Erastus B. Bennett, Denver, Colo. (U,
S. No. 1,157,836; Oct. 26, 1915.)

CHROMIUM OXIDE—Manufacture of Chromium Oxide.
Albert Edward Gessler, Clifton, N. Y. (U. S. No. 1,158,379;
Oct. 26, 1915.)

CHRO.MIUM SALTS—Producing Chromium Salts. Johann
Heinrich Boner, Ludwigshafen-on-the-Rhine, Germany, as-
signor to Badische Anilin & Soda Fabrik, Ludwigshafen-on-
the-Rhine, Germany. (U. S. No. 1,157.668; Oct. 26, 1915.)

CRUSHING—Ore-Grinding Machine. Charles O. Michael-
sen, Omaha. Neb. (U. S. No. 1,158,259; Oct. 26, 1915.)

DRILL—Percussive Drill. Charles C. Hansen. Easton,
Penn., assignor to Ingersoll-Rand Co., Jersey City, N. J. (U.
S. No. 1.154.921; Sept. 28. 1915.)

DRILLS—A Debris-Removing Device for Percussive Rocli
Drills. G. Mairet, London, England. (Brit. No. 24,109 of
1914.)

DRILLS—Improvements in Power-Driven Rock Drills. M.
Kellow, Penrhyndeudraeth, N. Wales. (Brit. No. 13,067 of
1914 and 11,564 of 1915.)

ELECTRIC FURNACE. Ernesto Stassano, Turin, Italy.
(U. S. No. 1,157,819; Oct. 26, 1915.)

ELECTRIC FURNACE. Sigmund Guggenheim, Berlin-
Wilmersdorf, Germany. (U. S. No. 1,157,691; Oct. 26, 1915.)

FILTERING APPARATUS. David J. Kelly, Salt Lake City,
Utah, assignor to Kelly Filter Press Co., Salt Lake City. Utah.
(U. S. No. 1.158,056; Oct. 26, 1915.)

FILTERING PROCESS. David J. Kellv, Salt Lake City,
Utah, assignor to Kellv .Filter Press Co., Salt Lake City,
Utah. (U. S. No. 1,158,055; Oct. 26, 1915.)

FIREPROOF UTENSILS—Process for the Manufacture of
Fireproof Utensils from Refractory Oxides. Hans Arnold,
Charlottenburg, Germanv, assignor to the Fir-m of Dr. O.
Knofler & Co., Plotzensee, near Berlin, Germany. (U. S. No.
1,157.662; Oct. 26, 1915.)

FLOTATION—Appaiatus tor Concentrating Minerals by
Flotation. George C. Stone, New York, N. Y., assignor to The
New Jersey Zinc Co., New York, N. Y. (U. S. No. 1,156,041;
Oct. 5, 1915.)

FLOTATION—Improvements in or Relating to the Separa-
tion of Metallic Sulphide Ores. Minerals Separation and de
Bavays Processes Australia Prop., Ltd., Melbourne, Australia.
(Brit. Nos. 19.373 of 1914 and 19,374 of 1914.)

FLOTATION—Separation of Metallic Sulphides from Ores.
Thomas Mackellar Owen, Svdnev, N. S. W., assignor to Ed-
ward William Culver, Sydney, N. S. W. (U. S. No. 1,157,176;
Oct. 19, 1916.)

HYDRAULIC NOZZLE. William A. Doble, San Francisco,
Calif., assignoi- to Pelton Water Wheel Co., San Francisco,
Calif. (U. S. No. 1,157,853; Oct. 26, 1915.)

INGOT MOLD. Harrv B. Sheldon, Pittsburgh, Penn. (U. S.

No. 1,158,318; Oct. 26, 1915.)

IRON-ORE TREATMENT — Process of Extracting Iron
from Its Ores. Herbert Haas. San Francisco, Calif. (U. S. No.
1.156.775: Oct. 12. 1915.)
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A'ss^uasS Foipcgl^ini TtPSidl© ana Mettsils

Advance reports from the Department of Commerce
give imports and exports of the i^riiicipal metals in the

United States during the month of August, whicli are of

special interest at the present time.

Imports and exports of copper in August wore as fol-

lows, copper in pounds, ore in tons

:

, Imports ,

Tons Contents
Ore and concentrates.... 50,511 10,S90,762
Matte, etc 1,877 954,439
Unrefined in bars, etc... 18,225,578
Refined bars, plates, etc 439,050
Old and scrap 592,569

-Exports——

^

IS Contents
•4 272,218

Total 31,102,398 37,520,502

The wire included in the total exports was 2,!)07,110.

In addition to the exports above manufactures of copper

valued at $794,0(i9—quantities not given—were exported.

Imports of lead into the United States in August
in all forms are reported by the Department of Commerce
as follows, ore in tons, inillion and lead in pounds:

OreLead ore. tons
Canada
Mexico
Peru

Total 6,454
Lead bullion, lb.:

Mexico 8,643,080
Peru 20,385

Lead, Lb.
103,000

1,089,071
289,331

1,481,402

Total 8,663.465 8,459.348
Lead, pigs, bars and old 15,820

Total lead imported 9,956,570

The total imports reported up to the end of July were

59,312,137 lb., making the total for the eight months
ended with August 69,368,707 lb., or 34,634 short tons.

Imports and exports of zinc in all forms are reported by

the Department of Commerce for August, as below ; ore

in tons, zinc in pounds

:

Imports:
Zinc ore, Canada
Zinc ore, Mexico
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HIOHLY DEVELOPED HOISTING METHODS AND APPARATUS AT BUTTE, Mi.XT^

Upper view shows a typical compressed-air hoist. The lower view is of the 5-ton skip and cage at the Tramway mine, Butte
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lEinFectl olF tllk© "W^ir
The profits of the Kvshtim Corporation last year

showed a decline as the result of conditions arising out of

the war. The company, however, now seems in a position

to recoup these losses by reason of the stimulation of the

demand for certain of its products. At the sixth annual

meeting held in London recently, Chairman C. F. H.
Leslie stated that the company's mines and plants in

Eussia were now in a position to produce imder normal
conditions 10,000 tons of copper per year. The war
created certain new situations affecting the company
and its operations. The company is erecting, at the

request of the Russian Government, works for the annual

production of about 8,000 tons of sulphuric acid. The
cost of erecting this plant will be advanced by the Rus-

sian Government, and the first two years' output pur-

chased at a price that is regarded as satisfactory. The
company has also received orders from the Russian Gov-

ernment for pyrites, and has increased its output of this

mineral to about 1,000 tons a week. From one-third to

one-half of the employees have joined the colors, but

notwithstanding this fact, the production of copper this

year up to Oct. 2 was approximately 6,000 tons.

In 1914 the abnormal conditions increased the cost of

producing copper by about £G per ton. The jn-ofits on

copper operations, according to the Financial Times,

showed a decrease for the year of £67,000; from iron

operations a decrease of £32,000 ; from forests a decrease

of £3,500, and from barren pyrites a decrease of £2,500

—

a total decrease of £105,000. The net earnings for the

year were were approximately 3s. per share as compared

with 5s. during the previous year. The dividend recom-

mendation was Is. per share. Remittances to the English

company in the form of gold and silver residues, the prod-

uct of the electrolytic refinery in Russia, have finally

become impossible owing to tlie order of the Russian Gov-

ernment 231'ohibiting the export of gold-bearing residues.

As there is no plant in Russia suitable for separating the

refinery products, the directors of the Russian company

are negotiating with the Ministry of Finance in Petro-

grad in regard to a solution of this j'l'oblem. Neverthe-

less, since the beginning of the war the British company
has distributed in dividends £250,000 without impairing

the financial situation of the Russian operating company.

The company's operations in 1914 were considerably ham-
pered by the mobilization by the government of more than

one-third of the regular employees of the company, the

shortage of railway and other transport, and the com-

mandeering of coal supplies. On account of the last

circumstance, the company exercised an optioii on a coal-

field it had been investigating. This is aboiit 21/2 miles

from the railroad and is estimated to contain several mil-

lion tons of coal above the 200-ft. level. Connections

have been made with the railroad, and it is expected that

in a few weeks this colliery will be able to supply all the

coal required by the company.

During the 12 months ended April, 1915, the company
extracted 352,000 tons of copper ore, but disclosed by

development and drilling 558,000 tons, so that the ore

reserves in April, 1015, were 2,667,000 tons. Since that

date a new borehole at the Smirnoff mine has cut the lode

at a vertical depth of 1,100 ft., or 500 ft. deeper than the

previous depth proved at this mine. The east vein of

mnpsive pvrite was 6 ft. in widtli. and the Avest vein for

41 ft. contained nearly 3% copper and about 10s. per ton

in precious metals. It was considered that this borehole

had indicated an additional two years' life to the mine,

or a total of approximately 10 years of ore reserves at the

present rate of production.

MommosftsilrS.© MnEae^IRescofl© T©giSias
At the third national field meet, held Sept. 22-24,

at the San Francisco exposition, an interesting set of

contests between mine-rescue and first-aid teams was

held. There were 26 first-aid teams and 15 mine-rescue

teams competing. Probably the most interesting of them

HOMESTAKE FIRST-AID AND JIINE-RKSCl'E TEAM.S
ReadiriK from left to right, top row: A. E. Aldalo. J. F.

Peters. J. Letcher, B. Hardwick, M. EUis. V\'m. Yeager. Bottom
row: C. L. Ayer, captain, First-Aid team; R. W. Bonney,
manager, Mine-Rescue team; Dr. F. E. Clougii. manager, First-
Aid team; C. A. Broolts, captain, Mine-Rescue team

all was the team representing the Homestake Mining Co.,

of South Dakota. This team won firtt place in the first-

aid contest and fourth place in the mine-rescue competi-

tion. A iihotosrapli of the team is shown here.

The California jn'oduction of petroleum in September

amounted to 7,370,430 bbl., a decrease from August of

300,000 l)bl. The total shipments for 30 days in Septem-

ber, amounted to 7, < 78,807, as compared with 8,077,586

for 31 days in August. The amount of oil shut in was

18,000 bbi., the same as in August, and 500 bbl. less than

in September, 1914. The amount of stocks Sept. 30 was

59,624,905 libl., a decrease of 537,372 bbl, from August.

This reduction in field stocks was insufficient to nave an

appreciable effect on the general situation, but it con-

firms the opinion of oil-trade experts that stocks of crude

petroleum in pipe lines and field storage were being drawn
upon to the extent of approximately 20,000 bbl, per day

in September, because of the excess of shipments over

production.

Field rejjorts show that 30 new wells, witii an initial

output of about 10,000 bbl. per day, were completed in

September; 17 of these wells are in the Midway-Sunset
district. This is an increase of 18 new wells over August.

The wells in active drilling in September numljered 145,

a decrease of 7 from August. Drilling activity was due

to obligations of leases. There were 6,438 wells produc-

ing in September, a total average daily production of

245,681 barrels.

Schedule of prices paid at the wells for crude petroleum

remained the same as in the last four months.
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Unless all signs are fallacious, the niinin.i;- industry ol'

the United States is experiencing a real revival. This is

not to say that it lias been inactive or sick, for there has

been scarcely a year during the last decade when there

has not been an increase in the production of iron, copper,

lead and zinc ; but ever since 1907 there has been a slug-

gishness in gold and silver mining, an absence of inter-

est in the development of new mines and an alarming

decline in prosjjecting. Moreover, the troubles in Mexico

during the last three or four years brought mining in tliat

country to a standstill, seriously affecting the interests of

American investors and manufacturers, engineers and

operators.

Several things have combined to bring about a new
and favorable turn in the mining industry. In the first

place the huge demand—and consequent high prices—for

copper, lead, zino, antimony and quicksilver, due to the

war, greatly stimulated the mining of those metals and

required the services of a good many more men and the

addition of a good deal of new machinery. Take the case

of zinc smelting, for example. A very large sum has been

invested in new plants since the beginning of 191,5.

Similarly the extraordinary prices commanded by some

of the rare ores, siu'h as tungsten and molybdenum, sent

hundreds of prospectors into the field to look for them.

With tungsten ore selling at $3,000 and upward per ton,

the discovery of a deposit yielding a carload or two is

enough to give the luckv prospector a fortune. The
Journal has heard of a case where samples from Mexico

were exhibited to an adventurer in Arizona. He recog-

nized them as wolframite and organized an expedition

to go into the inferno of bandits and revolutionists to

get some of it. His man came back with a cargo of 30

tons that sold for $75,000. Prizes like that inflame the

prospector of '15 as nuggets of gold did the fortyniners.

Not one out of a hundred, or a thousand, will be so lucky

in tungsten, but some of the 99 or 999. are likely to

stumble upon some previously unknown deposits of the

other metals that may eventually develop into producing

mines.

Other favorable conditions are developing, especially

the reawakening of the spirit of speculation anion;.;- the

American people and the hopefulness as to restoration of

law and order in Mexico.

The Journal has repeatedly expressed the opinion that

there would be no general revival in the development of

prospects and small mines, participation in the business

by the thousands instead of by the few, until there had

been a prolonged and successful bull movement in Wall

Street. The great exploration companies and firms sel-

dom develop mines. They are looking for sure things

—

huge deposits of ore develoi)ed by somebody else, too low

in grade to be worked by any little concern, whiih they

can make profitable by the use of immense cajjital and
the application of professional skill. Such operations-

create but little semblance of activity in mining. What

gi\cs the tone is when huinlreds of little companies ai-e

gambling in all directions upon the finding of ore. Ordi-

narily it is hard to lind persons to go in for such gam-
bling. Clergymen and widows are })rone to it, but those

classes alone are unable to keep the game going. As for

the (TUggenlu>inis and mining capitalists of their ilk, any-

body who tried to get them into a prospecting ventui-e

would probably receive the cold shoulder. They know too

much and don't want to take chances. But let a pro-

moter go around among his Wall Street friends who have
just made a million oi- so in Bethlehem Steel or Cruci-

l)aker, and they will take a hundred-lhousand-doUar
(bailee on developing a mine without even asking what
or where the mine is. In 1915 we liave had for the first

time since 1906-7 a bull market that has inflamed the

popular imagination, that has aroused a speculative fever

that already gives signs of spreading into mining.
As for the bearing of the Mexican situation upon the

American mining industry, no dissertation is necessary.

A mere statement that there seems to be a ])robability that

stable government will soon be existent in Mexico is suffi-

cient. Following that, the return of the mine operators,

the reopening and reequipment of the mines may be seen

with the mind's eye. The resumption of mining in Mex-
ii'o would alone be sufficient to work a revival in the

mining industry of the United States.

Under the conditions that prevail in intenuitional trade

it seems inevitable that from time to time there should be

balances that can be settled only by the actual physical

transfer of gold from one nation to another. These oc-

casions arise in normal times, so that every year consid-

erable amounts of gold have been shipped from New York
to London or Paris, probably to be returned .some months
later. At the present time there is a specially striking il-

lustration of this, the abnormal war conditions having
brought about an extraordinary balance of trade in our
favor. The great loan that has just been made here is

partly an attempt to adjust matters through credit and
to avoid further unusual shipments of gold.

We do not wish to discuss here the higher problems
of finance imolved in the loan transaction, but to call at-

tention to a certain amount of waste and loss which is in-

volved in this physical transfer of gold. The loss of in-

terest during the period of tran,sfer, the co.st of transpor-

tation, the necessity of guarding and insuring the metal
in transit, the danger of loss from theft or accident, the

waste of metal by abrasion—all combine to make up a per-

ceptible sum. which in the case of large shipments amounts
to a considerable tax on the transactions. This cannot be

avoided as long as we must cart our gold back and forth

as the balance of trade fiuctuates one way or the other.

There is also a further cause of loss of which we do
not always take account. These transfers of gold are of-

ten necessarily made in coin that is foreign to the countrj'

in which it is delivered. A .shipment of gold from Eiig-
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land to this cou|Btry, for instance, may be all in American
eagles, but more often it is all or in part in British sover-

eigns. Thus in a recent shipment of about $20,000,000,

two-thirds was in British coin. Under existing American
law foreign coin can be held and counted in current bank
and treasury balances as gold bullion, but tliere are rather

stringent regulations as to weight, allowance for alloy

and other matters, so that bankers usually prefer to un-

dergo the expense and trouble of recoinage. The case is

very much the same when American gold coins are sent

abroad. If it seems probable that they are to be retained

in England or France for any length of time, a consider-

able part 01 them will be recoined into sovereigns or 30-

franc pieces, notwithstanding the accompanying loss.

It has been proposed many times that this loss, or dis-

count, might largely be avoided by the agreement of the

chief commercial nations upon an international gold coin-

age. In advocacy of this suggestion it is argued that the

values of an English sovereign, an American half-eagle, a

French 25-franc piece, a German 20-mark piece, a Rus-

sian 10-ruble piece and a Japanese 10-yen piece are so

nearly alike that a coin which would represent them all

could be made with such slight variations from the original

that the coinages of the various countries would not be

perceptibly affected. It would not be necessary to change

the names of the coins or to make more than very slight

variations.

We are disposed to regard this idea, however, as im-

practicable, believing that careful consideration of it would
l)ring to light as many difficulties as there are in the case

of the proposal to discard the existing system of weights

and measures in the English-speaking countries and sub-

stitute the metric system. What would be more to the

point, we think, would be an international agreement

respecting the fineness of the several coins and acceptance

thereof, so that it would be unnecessary to remelt and re-

coin them so often after an exchange, merely through

simpler regulations as to weighing and valuation.

Si

CoBimpsiif'asoiia of Cr^slhniag T®s(ts

Some system for comparing crushing tests so as to

give real information is badly needed. Many suggestions

have been made, but none of them has met with universal

approval. The difficulty of getting a satisfactory basis

insures a Avelcome for every new plan. The latest is a

suggestion by M. K. Rodgers, in a paper to the Ameri-

can Institute of Mining Engineers. The data Mr.

Rodgers wants to include are these : Descriptions of the

machines employed; the method and material used in

foundations ; the locality from which the rock or the

ore was obtained and its geological, mineralogical and
physical characteristics ; power consumption of the

machine running with no load and with full load, the

units of power being 1 hp. per 2-1 hr. ; the capacity of the

machine in tons of 2,000 lb. per 2-1 hr. ; the duty in tons

per horsepower-day, and a careful statement of the screen

analysis of both the feed and product, in accordance with

the proposed A. I. M. E. standard-screen scale. It is pro-

posed that whenever a rock-crushing test is reported, all

of the factors mentioned shall l)e given in detail.

There is no doubt that Mr. Rodgers' suggestion ought

to be acted upon, though it could be amplified. It does

not go far enough. All operators are well aware that,

aside from the factors mentioned, there are many others

that have more or less influence upon results. They ought

to be considered. Besides, there is not much profit in

finding out what kind of ore you have by working it in a

certain machine. It seems better to find out how good

the machine is by testing it upon the ore to be crushed,

and this process requires some unit for expressing the

character of the ore itself. In otlier words, a unit factor

must be found that will explain the character of the rock

;

then the work done upon it by different machines can

be intelligently compared. Consequently it will be possi-

ble to select the best machine to do the required work.

Unfortunately, the basis for comparison has not yet been

agreed upon.

Those interested in the subject are aware of the dis-

cussion, which has been- occupying a prominent place in

the technical press for the last three or four years, regard-

ing the accuracy of the laws of Rittinger and Kick, one

of which has been advocated by Stadler and the other by

Gates. The discussion is still on. A universal standard,

mathematically true, is the logical beginning, so it must
be first decided which of these laws is the correct one

to apply and which system of units to use. Stadler's

energy-unit is advantageous if it be proved that Kick's

law is true. Gates' unit, using the crushing-surface

diagram, is also easily applicable and readily useful if it

can be proved that the basis of his argument, wliich rests

on Rittinger's law, is correct. In a general review of the

situation, then, it may be said that while we welcome

every step, no matter how small, toward standardizing

test reports, the field of rock-crushing comparisons will

never be complete until a permanent foundation has

been laid.

The many current reports of steel consolidations carry

one back to the days of the formation of the Steel Cor-

poration and other well-known combinations. As nearly

as can be stated with any approach to precision, three

strong financial groups are in the field. The most prom-

inent of these is the Schwab, or Bethlehem Steel, party,

which is believed to have the backing of the Carnegie

interests; the second is the Corey-Midvale group, under-

stood to be supported by Standard Oil interests ; and the

third is the Downer-Frick party, which now controls the

Cambria Steel Co., and is contending with Bethlehem for

the owuei'ship of the Pennsylvania Steel Co. The outcome

is still far from certain.

The discussion of the first report of the Committee of

Standardization of the Mining and Metallurgical Society

of America, by the members of the New York section, as

reported in the September bulletin of the society, brought

out some excellent ideas. The discussions that take place

at the meetings of this society are always frank and illu-

minating and show the benefit to professional men of meet-

ings where such discussions may be developed. The
monthly bulletin of the Mining and Metallurgical Society

is a relatively small publication, but it is one of the most
useful issues of our technical literature.

An increased use of shoveling machines and greater

activity in their invention and perfection may be looked

for as a result of the present involuntary restriction of

immigration. In good times one of the classes of mine
labor hardest to get is muckers. We may look to see an

aggravated scarcity in the near future.
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lY TME WAY
as this rate will now be subject to a further increase, sure-

ly tlie shareholders are already bearing more than their

k'yitinintc si' rv of the burden.

A summer-school mining student was assigned to inves-

tigate the details of breast mining at the colliery visited

by his class. Recalling an engagement with a demure

maiden of Hazleton, he made a short day of it; but, to

his consternation, upon emerging from the shaft he

encountered the instructor in charge. Without waiting

for an accusation, he hastily exclaimed, "Why, Professor

Bell, I learned everything there was to know and I'm on

my way to work up my notes." "Ah, Mr. Morris," was the

reply, "just this morning I met an old fellow who has

been mining for twentj'-five years, and he tells me that

he learns something new every day. But you have mas-

tered it all in a few hours. I congratulate you."

Must we furnish a wire-gauze jacket for the mule-barn

cat or shall we gro.und him? asks the CoIIieri/ Engineer.

In other words, must we furnish "permissible cats as well

as permissible explosives"? An accident reported from
New York City seems to suggest an unsuspected danger

lurking in the cat's fur. According to the newspapers

there was an explosion in a gas chamber used by the

Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Animals to asphyxi-

ate stray eats and dogs, ordinary illuminating gas being

used. The formation of an explosive mixture in the

chamber could easily be accounted for, but what fired it ?

Someone who had seen pussy's fur snap when stroked

suggested that the cause was an electric spark caused by

the rubbing together of the frightened eats. Thus an-

other indictment is laid against our childhood's friend.

The new British budget, which provides for a supertax

of 50% on the profits of all British companies, has al-

ready caused the removal to the United States of the head-

quarters of several companies representing South and
Central American gold mines, says a London dispatch to

the Times, ilining men assert that unless the tax be

reduced, this movement will become so great that New
York, instead of London, will become the mining capital

of the world. Mines whose production is just beginning

are particularly hard hit. Unlike tea and rubber com-

panies, mining companies have not been enabled by the

war to raise their prices. The excess of profits is deter-

mined under the new ruling by subtracting from the in-

come for the current year the average income for any

two of the last preceding three years. Mining companies

just coming into the field have no such opportunity, and
will be compelled to pay 50% of their total profits for

the year. The tendency to remove headquarters to the

United States is becoming so pronounced that mining in-

terests in London are bringing pres.sure to bear on Chan-

cellor of the Exchecquer Reginald McKenna to have the

supertax modified in favor of gold mines. A correspon-

dent to the Financial Times points out that Rand gold-

mining companies are already heavily taxed. In the first

place, a profits tax is payable by the mining companies

to the government of the L^nion of South Africa, and, sec-

ondly, a special war tax has been levied on the mines as a

contribution toward the recent campaign. In addition,

the shareholders resident in the United Kingdom have

to bear the income tax (which is deducted in the ordi-

nary way as unearned income from the dividends)

;

Dividends disbursed in October, 11J15, by 31 United

States mining companies making public reports amount to

$5,911,791, as compared with $3,551,-1()0 in October, 19U.
Industrial and holding companies allied to mining paid

$3,315,458, as compared -v-^h $2,4;9,()29 a year ago. Ca-

nadian and Mexican companies paid $1,359,588, as com-
pared with $1,078,241 in October, 1914.

The totals for the first 10 months of the year are as

follows: Mining companies, $57,311,674, as against $49,-

United States Mining Companies Situation Per Share Total

Anaconda, c Mont. $1.00 $2,331,250
Arizona, pfd. .\, c Ariz. .... 5,769
Bunker HUl Con, g Calif. .02J 5,000
Bunker Hill & Sullivan, l.s Ida. .25 81,750
Bineham-Xew Haven, c Utah .20 45,7.38
Butte-Alex. Scott, c Mont. .15 11,100
Cardiff Utah .25 125,000
Center Creek, z Mo. .15 15.000
Champion, c Mich. 2.00 200,000
Dah-Judge, s.l Utah .25 75,000
Golden Cvcle, g Colo. .02 30.000
Goldfield Con., g Nev. 10 355,915
Homestake, g S. D. 65 163,254
Hecla, l.s Ida. .07 70,000
Interstate-Callahan. z Ida. . 50 230,000
Iron Blossom, s.l.g Utah .05 50,000
New Idria, g Calif. . 50 50,000
New Jersev Zinc, z U.S. 2 00 700.000
North Butte, c Mont. . 50 215.000
Portland, g Colo. .03 90,000
Prince Con, Is Utah .02J 25.000
Silver King Coalition, s T'tah .15 187,500
Silver King Consolidated, s Utah 10 62,758
Success, z Ida. ' 08 90,000
Tonopah, g.s Nev. 15 15,000
Tonopah Ext., g.s Nev. .075 70,7.57
Tennessee, c Tenn. . 75 150,000
Utah Apex, c. Utah .12S 66,000
Vindicator, g Colo. . 03 45,000
Wasp No. 2. g S. D. .10 50.000
Wolverine, c Mich. 5 00' 300.000

Industrial and Holding Companies Situation Per Share Total

Am. Smelters Sec. pfd. A /U.S. \ SI . 50 $255,000
Am. Smelters Sec. pfd. B \ Mex. / 1,25 375,000
Bethlehem, pfd U. S. 1 75 239,625
Brier Hill Steel, pfd....' U.S. 1,75 83,452
Califcrnia Exploration U. S.. Ont. 12 28.139
Cambria Iron U.S. 2.00 169,360
Guggenheim Exploration U. S., Mcx. 1.00 833.732
Lanvon-Starr, pfd., z U.S. *24.00 *120,000
Penna. Salt Penna. 2 00 100,000
Republic Iron & Steel pfd U.S. t2.00 t40S,338
Sloss-Sheffield Ala. U 75 {117,250
St. Marv's Mineral Land Mich. 1.00 160.000
United States Sm., Ref. & Min U. S.. Mex. 875 425,562

Canadian, Mexican and Central American
Companies Situation Per Share Total

Beaver, g Ont. $0,03 $60,000
Butters-Salvador C. A. ,25 36,450
Canadian Mining, s ,-, . Ont. . 12 259,375
Consol. Min. & Sm., 1.S.2 B.C. 2.00 116,098
Hollinger, g Ont. .20 120,000
La Rose, s Ont. .05 37,466
Luckv Tiger, g.s Mex. 09 64,380
McKinlev-Darragh-Savage, s Ont. .03 67,431
New York & Honduras Rosario, s.g C. A. .30 60,000
Nipissing, s Ont. . 25 300,000
Peterson Lake, s Ont. OH 63.000
Porcupine-Crown, s Ont. 03 60.000
Rambler-Cariboo, l.z.s B. C. 01 17,500
Seneca-Superior, s Ont. , 10 47,8SS
Standard, s.l B.C. 02J 50,000

* In payment of deferred cumulative dividends to July 1, 1915.

t Scrip, t 4 % paid on account of back dividends.

242.100 in 1914; metallurgical and holding companies,

$65,441,802, as against $70,127,102 in 1914; Canadian
and Mexican mines, $7,441,708, as against $13,680,365.

The drop in metallurgical and holding companies' dis-

bursements is less, considerably, than the difference made
by the passing of the dividends on United States Steel

common. The returns from ^lexican and Canadian com-

panies for the first time this year show an improvement

over the corresponding month of last year. As to the posi-

tion of this country we are not yet in position to throw up
our hats and shout with disturbing loudness, for in 1913

United States mining companies paid $62,175,610 in the

first ten months of the year.
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FEJRSOMAO

J. Ernest Snelus left London recently fur Xigeria.

R. S. Innes, of London, has gone to the Belgian Congo.
Frank Rowley has left London on his way to Tasmania
R. V. Barton has gone from New South Wales to Chosen.

W. R. Feldtman is in West Africa on professional business.

J. Kobuse has been examining mining property in Chosen.

A. G. Wolf, of Denver, is in Gunnison County, Colo., on pro-
fessional business.

H. C. Hoover, who is doing such wonderful work for the
Belgians, is spending a week in New York.

William Thomas left London recently on his way to the
Champion Reef Mine in the Kolar District, Mysore, India.

Prank Reed, inspecting engineer of mines in New Zealand,
has been appointed also chief inspector of coal mines.

Charles Botsford, of New York, has placed two Kirkwood
e.xploration propositions with Michigan Copper Country
people.

W. H. Wright, of the Malm-Wolf Co., has completed the
examination of placer properties near Alma, Colo., and has
returned to Denver.

L. F. S. Holland has returned to Los Angeles. Calif., after
making examinations in Pioche, and Cherry Creek. Nev., and
in San Bernardino County, Calif.

Lieut. J. Cameron, mining engineer of Toronto, who enlisted
for service abroad in the first Canadian contingent, was
wounded in a recent engagement.

C. W. Whitley, manager of the American Smelting and Refin-
ing Co., in Utah, and W. H. Howard, metallurgist for the
company in the West, are visiting New York.

John Daniell, mining engineer of Laurium, Mich., is home
from the new Kirkwood district in Canada, having secured a
property which will be financed by Laurium people.

James J. Ormsbee, formerly superintendent of the El Paso
smeltery, and more recently of the Tacoma and Hayden
plants, is spending a couple of weeks in New York, with
headquarters at the A. S. & R. Co.'s offices.

H. J. Rahilly has returned from the Matanuska coal field in

Alaska, where he spent six months on professional bu.'^iness

for the General Land Office. He has accepted a position with
the Bureau of Mines and is now stationed at l^ittsburgh.

L. Selmi, chief chemist-metallurgist of the Otis Steel Co.,

Cleveland, has resigned, effective Nov. 1. when he will take
charge of the chemical and physical laboratories of the new
steel plant of Corrigan, McKinney & Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Angus W. Smith, largely interested in the White Pine
Extension in Ontonagon County, Mich., is in the district with
Frank McM. Stanton of New York, superintending the con-
struction of the shafts and continuance of diamond drilling.

R. B. Bostwick, superintendent of the openhearth steel
department No. 3 of the Homestead works of the Carnegie
Steel Co., has resigned to become associated with the Upson
Nut Co., Cleveland. T. J. Jamison has succeeded Mr. Bost-
wick at Homestead.

Charles Smith died recently at Hubbell, Mich. He was
chief clerk of the Calumet & Hecla smelting plant at Hubbell,
and one of the oldest employees of that corporation. He was
employed at the smelter from the day it started. He served
many years in the legislature and on the county board of

supervisors. He was prominent in Masonic circles.

Howard E. Burton, well-known assayer, metallurgist and
operator of Leadville, Colo., died Oct. 16 at Glenwood Springs,
of typhoid-pneumonia after a very brief illness. His death
was a shock to his host of friends, for he "was a man in the

prime of life and in good health. He was born at Lake
Geneva, Wis., in ISTO. He graduated from the University
of Wisconsin in 1893. In 1S95 he located in Leadville as
chemist of the Elgin smeltery and he has lived there con-
tinuously since that date. Upon the closing down of the
smeltery he opened a ciistom assay office that he maintained
to the time of his death. He was known by his liberal adver-
tising that resulted in a large mail-order assay and analytical

business. He was largely interested in many of Leadville's
important discoveries and projects. Recently he has been
extiloiting molybdenum deposits a few miles north of Lead-
ville. He was one of the owners of the new smeltery at
Leadville erected for custom treatment of the non-sulphide
zinc ores of the district. During the early years of cyanida-
ti'-n he erected a leaching plant at the Penn mine north of

the city and attempted to treat the enormous mine dumps
without crushing, but his efforts were only partially suc-
cessful. In a similar way he has ever been foremost in

inaugurating projects for furthering the interests of the
Leadville region. He was a member of the Masons, Elks,
Phi Delta Theta, Woodmen of the World and the Royal
Arcanum. His funeral was held Oct. 19 under the auspices
of the Masonic fraternity, at Leadville.

jOCHETHE^

Xe«' Mexico School of Mines is building new metallurgi-
cal building and other edifices at Socorro, N. M. Power plant
with 50-kw. generator and two oil engines to be installed.

American Society of Mechanical Enwrinerr;-.— .A. meeting of
the New York Section will be held at the Engineering Build-
ing, Nov. 9. Charles Meigs Ripley, will present the paper of
the evening, which covers an investigation of the size, age
and performance of gas-producer power plants in New York
City and neighborhood. The paper reports the results of a
census showing the owners' opinions regarding repairs, labor
and depreciation: satisfaction and dissatisfaction which they
have experienced with their plants; and future policies.

American Institute of Minin^c: BntnneerH—The Columbia
Section will hold its annual meeting at Wallace, Idaho, Nov.
19 and 20. The first day and evening will be devoted to
technical papers and discussion, and the second day will be
given over to sightseeing, probably a visit to the great
Interstate-Callahan zinc mine. The program will include a
paper on "Progress in Ore Dressing" by D. W. Buckby, super-
intendent of the Stewart mill. "Zinc Smelting and Smelting
Rates" is the subject of a paper that will be presented' by W.
L. Henry, of the Empire Zinc Co.. of Denver. J. E. Chapman,
chief accountant of the Federal Mining and Smelting Co., will
read a paper on "Mine .A.ccounting." The Columbia section
includes Idaho, Eastern Washington, Eastern Oregon and part
of British Columbia and has 104 members. Members of the
Montana section have been invited to attend.

The Carbo Steel Post Co. of Chicago has changed its name
to the Carbo Corporation. No change in the personnel of the
organization has been made.

Industrial Works has established a Philadelphia office in

the Widener Building. Complete data and information can
be obtained there regarding the Industrial Works line of
locomotive, wrecking and freight-handling cranes, pile driv-
ers, grab buckets, etc.

On Oct. 1 the property and business of E. I. du Pont de
Nemours Powder Co., of New Jersey, was sold and transferred
to E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., of Delaware, a corpora-
tion organized for the purpose of taking over and carrying on
the business. The new company assumes all liabilities of the
old company (except capital stock and funded debt) and will
carry out all contracts of the old company, there being no
change in the personnel of the management, operations or
methods of handling the business. It will issue capital stock
to the amount of $120,000,000. E. I. du Pont de Nemours &
Co. the new corporation, bears the name of the original Dela-
ware concern established 1802 by E. I. du Pont de Nemours.
The return to the original name is a tribute to the founder
and emphasizes the long establishment of the business. The
incorporation was made in Delaware because Delaware was
where the business originated and the main offices are located
in Wilmington. Although the du Pont facilities for manu-
facturing and selling explosives have materially increased,
explosives are no longer the only products of the organization.
The chemical business has entered many industrial lines and
further extensions are inevitable. Du Pont Fabrikoid Co. a
controlled concern is making exceptional progress, and en-
largement of its productive capacity has been and probably
will be continuous as a result of steadily increasing sales.
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SAN FRA.VCISCO—Oct. 2S

Protection of Inve.stors in mining properties is apparently
one of tlie purposes of tlie State Corporation Commission
wliicli is operated under the blue-slty law. Recently a per-
mit was issued to the Forest Hill Mining Co. to issue 50,000
shares of stock in payment for 2 placer claims and to issue
300 shares for services, upon condition that the shares are
accepted at a valuation not less than 25c. per share, the
price at which the company is peimitted to sell an additional
30,000 shares for development purposes. The commission for
silling is limited to 20rc, and the 50,000 shares payment for
property must be deposited in escrow, pending the financing
of the company. In issuing stock to the original incorpora-
tors they must enter into separate agreements with the com-
pany that they are not receiving their shares as fully paid,

but on the same basis as other purchasers. Meantime a mine
pron^oter of San Fi-ancisco was arrested at Liveoak on com-
plaint of ranchers in the vicinity that he had collected from
them several hundred dollars with "which he was to secure
I'ich mining claims in Siskiyou County. The promoter excused
himself on the ground that before he had an opportunity
to secure the mining property, he was held up and robbed.
He may go to prison for obtaining money under false pre-
tence, but the farmers of Liveoak will not get their money
back, and are just as apt to bite at another sucker proposi-
tion in spite of the blue-sky law, which, of course, has noth-
ing to do with this class of criminal promoters.

DENVER—Oct. 38

Cripple Creek Deep Drainage and Tunnel Company's
Executive Committee met, Oct. 12, at Colorado Springs, and
decided, among other matters, that, upon the conipletion of

the boi'e on its present course to the Elkton shaft, its direc-
tion be thereafter carried on a line nearly due east to the
Golden Cycle shaft a further distance of approximately 8,000

ft. The Elkton shaft should be reached about Jan. 1. Irving
Howbert resigned from this committee and was succeeded
by Frank G. Peck, another officer of the Portland company.
Great credit was given Charles M. Fuller, superintendent of

the tunnel, for his excellent work and he has been sent to

the Michigan iron r.egions to investigate mechanical muckers
there in use and to decide upon their adaptability in his

Roosevelt tunnel work.

M'a.sliiiig and Couceutratlon of Hilliitifle Debris has been
undertaken by a new concern known as the Omaha Concen-
tration and Mining Co. At two localities in the Cripple Creek
district, this company has installed equipment of its own
devising to cull gold from the soil, sand and gravel covering
the slopes of the mountains—in the Kitty Hollis claim near
Windy Point and in the Isabella territory on Bull Hill. At
the former plant, treatment consists of following simple
steps. With ordinary horse plows and scrapers the dirt is

loosened and delivered 'to a bin whence it travels by conveyor
belt to a stationary half-inch screen that rejects coarse
gravel, roots and other worthless material. This half-inch
product passes to a trommel with 5-mesh screen through
which the finer material is washed by water, the undersize be-
ing immediately given its final sizing through a 10-mesh trom-
mel. A spectator judges, from this arrangement, that the
pioprietors do not expect any coarse gold particles in this

"wash." The small quantity of fines finally retained below
the screens goes to a Harrington table, a machine for which
originality is claimed. This table is a modified gold sluice,

with an oscillating, longitudinal motion. Its bed contains
St mi-round grooves 2 in. deep by 2 in. wide running cross"wise,

acting as riffles. In these grooves rods of iron with fingers

are caused to slide back and forth keeping the sand in motion.
Clean-ups are made intermittently by sweeping the concen-
trate from the grooves. At the Isabella plant, not yet in

operation, the first screened product will pass through rolls

to release particles of gold in the quartz fragments as it is

proposed to treat here both wash and dump material.

SALT L.VKE CITY—Oct. 29

A Miners' Strike, involving 370 men was innaugurated at

the Silver King Coalition mine, Park City, Utah, following a
proposal by the company of a compensation plan, which does
not meet with the favor of the men. This is the first strike

in the history of the company which has been operating 30
years. According to the plan, the Silver King Coalition Prov-
ident & Insurance Association is to be formed, each miner
paying $1 a month to the association, and the company a like
amount—the funds of the association to be subject to the di-
rection of six trustees, three to be chosen by the miners, and
three by the management: in cases of disagreement the gen-
eral manager of the company to act as arbiter and cast the
deciding vote. In case of the death of an employee occurring
on the property it is proposed to pay not less than $2,000 to
the heirs, this sum being liable to increase at the discretion of
the board of trustees; for permanent total disability the pay-
ment of not less than $2,000 is proposed, and for partial
permanent disability not less than $1,250; and in cases of
temporary disability not less than $12 a week, unless the
board of trustees shall otherwise direct. The miners also
object to the proposal made by the company that all cases be
taken to the Holy Cross hospital at Salt Lake for treat-
ment. Up to the present time the men have been paying $1
a month to the miners hospital at Park City. The larger
number of the employees went on strike the morning of Oct.
26. leaving engineers and pump men in their places until fi

p.m., Oct. 2S, and demanded that they be given the privilege
of assigning their $1 to any hospital and the abolition of the
company's insurance plant. At 6 o'clock, receiving no reply
from the company the engineers and pump men joined the
strikers after the mules in the underground workings had
been brought out by the miners, and at present the water is

'

coming into the workings at the rate of 600 gal. a minute.
Thomas Kearns, general manager of the company, who was
away at the beginning of the trouble, has arrived in Salt Lake
City, and is awaiting overtures from the miners. If the water
rises to the 1,300 level, the new electrical equipment (described
on page 747 of this issue) may be seriously injured, it is stated,
entailing a considerable loss. About two-thirds of the min-
ers are non-union men, and the greater number are Ameri-
cans. The Western Federation of Miners has espoused the
cause of the Coalition miners, and pledged its support. The
men have been warned to act in an orderly manner, and so far
there has been no disturbance.

SEATTLE—Oct. 2 -i

XaviKation in the Arctic Ocean has closed for the season,
according to a dispatch from Nome.

DealM In Broad Pa.ss Alines are falling tlirough because
of an apparent intention of the owners to make unreasonable
demands of those with capital who are anxious to prospect
the ground thoroughly with a view of purchasing. Repre-
sentatives of capitalists have looked the ground over, but
have been unable to make any arrangements with the present
owners and it seems likely that little real development work
will be done in the district at present.

Larger Output Is Certain in tlie Fairbanks District, ac-
cording to the latest figures. Every month this year to date,

the output has been larger than the corresponding months of

last year and indications are that the same conditions will

continue during the remainder of the fall. Last year the
cpencut operators were hurt considerably by heavy frosts

and the cold nights during -.le early part of September and
October, and it is not likely that conditions will be any
worse this j-ear. All opencut plants have done well this

summer, having had plenty, of rain for the greater part of the
time s.n& having got an early start in the spring. The dredge
on Fairbanks Creek started late but is doing well and will

continue to worK right up to Nov. 1 if possible. Hiltys pla-'t,

on Cloary Creek, is working full time and has increased the
output considerably. The Pedro Creek operators are taking
out more money than last year. Ester Creek is producing
more gold than in 1914. Cleary and Chatanika are fully

as good as last year and some of the operators are taking out
a great deal more dust than in 1914. Several thousand dol-

lars of gold has come down from the Tolovana district

but the district will not show up to its true worth until

1916 and everyone in the Fairbanks district believes that

with the increased production of the Tolovana added to the

increased production of -he Fairbanks district will show
the entire territory in the vicinity of Fairbanks a larger

producer in 1916 than since 1911.
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MORENCI, ARIZ Oct. 39
The Clifton-Morenci Strikers' DeleKate.<i and the mine mana-

gers concluded their deliberations Saturday, Oct. 23, without
reaching agreement on a single point. The managers again
restated the only conditions under which they will resume
work: The federationists must get out and the men must
return to work under the pre-walkout conditions. When
these requirements are met and normal conditions are
restored, the managers will meet the employees, as they
have always heretofore been willing to do, and discuss any
grievances the employees wish to take up. In order that the
public might have a clear conception of the situation, the
ofBcials gave out a brief industrial history of the district
and a resume of the incidents leading up to the strike. Owing
to the orebodies being small and scattered over a wide area,
the district could never have been opened up in the early
'80s but for the abundance of cheap Mexican labor. The con-
stantly lowering of the grade of ore, the very small tonnage
p5r man as compared to that in other places in the state
(about 3 here to 8 elsewhere), make it impossible for the
companies to pay the same wages as are paid at other camps,
which the strikers demand. The sliding scale adopted with
the improvement of market conditions early this year,
although it gave the employees more money at corresponding
copper prices than they had received prior to the 10% cut
when the slump came one year ago last August, did not give
the IC/f back in a lump sum. Thus the field was particularly
attractive to the federation organizers. Governor Hunt and
Attorney-General Jones, told their brethren at the begin-
ning that the strikers' cause was "the cause of Almighty
God" and that if the managers didn't "quidado" they might find

themselves in "the bull pen." The governor has sent another
detachment of troops to the district to guard against the
entrance of a few thousand imaginary strikebreakers being
assembled at Duncan. Or perhaps he wants to pour oil on the
waters on account of petitions being circulated throughout
the state for his recall. Young J. Pentland and Willis E.

. Miller, of Edinburgh, Scotland, members of the Arizona com-
pany, who are now in El Paso, have not accepted the invita-
tion tendered by the federation to come to Clifton and "learn
just how bad and inefficient their executives are."

CLIRTON, ARIZ Oct. 30

Strikers in Clifton-Morenci Di.strict have assumed an atti-

tude of "watchful waiting" with the definite understanding
that a federal investigation of causes leading up to the strike
and of conditions existing at present will be held soon by
Commissioner Myers, under direction of Secretary Wilson of
Department of Labor and Commerce. The union reports
finances plentiful and more in sight. There is no indication
that the strikers* committee is contemplating presenting a
new proposition to mine managers.

HOUGHTOIV, MICH.—Oct. 30

Taxation of 3Iines is likely to become a prominent issue
in the Lake Superior district next month. At the last meeting
of the board of equalization of Houghton County, the assessed
valuation of Adams, which includes the three mines of the
Copper Range Consolidated and is represented on the county
board of supervisors l>y F. W. Denton, the manager of the
mines, was raised more than $2,000,000 above the figures of
Mr. Denton. He immediately protested when the report was
made to the county board of supervisors. Supervisor Seeber.
representing the St. Mary's Mineral Land Co., also protested,
claiming that if the additional figures were spread on the
Adams township taxes they would have to be paid, in large
measure, by St. Mary's company, as they would not be put
back on the mines. The state board of tax commissioners
set asi:le a date for hearing and review of Adarns township
mineral land and mining assessment. Supervisor Denton
claimed that the assessment of $16,000,000 on Adams township
was too high and that the assessments of $29,000,000 on Calu-
met mines and $6,000,000 on Osceola mines were too low. He
also complained that the method of reaching taxation valua-
tions was unreasonable.

ISHPEMIXG, MICH.—Oct. »

The Outlook on tlic Michigan Iriin Ransci is excellent. It

has been a good many years since the operators have started
opening mines on the Michigan iron ranges when the end
of navigation for the season was in sight. However, such
is the condition right now, and it looks as though the coming
winter would witness considerable activity. Shipments are
continuing at a steady rate, and more ore would be going
forward if the railroads could supply the cars. The Chicago
& Northwestei-n Ry. placed an order last week for 500 new
steel cars, and the Lake Superior ,.<t Ishpeming road ordered
400 steel cars last spring that have not been delivered yet.

The operators feel certain that they are going to receive an

advance of 50c. a ton for their product next year, and several
of the companies have already announced that they will not
close any more contracts at the present selling prices. The
Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Co. and Corrigan, McKinney & Co. have
withdrawn from the market, although both concerns have ore
in stock that they might sell and ship this season. The latter

company resumed operations at the Tobin mine, in the Crystal
Falls district, this week, placing a large number of men at

work underground. This is one of the big mines of the
Menominee range and employs between 400 and 500 hands
when working to capacity. It was closed over two years.
This same company has taken a lease on the Cole & McDonald
property, near Crystal Falls, and will start development work
shortly. Cole & McDonald secured possession of the tract

and drilled it thoroughly, proving up a large deposit of ore
of good grade. The Fortune Lake Mining Co., a subsidiary
of Oglebay, Norton & Co., will sink two shafts on the property
recently drilled near Fortune Lake, in the Crystal Falls
district. It was only a few weeks ago that a contract was
awarded to change the course of Briar Hill Creek, which
flows over the orebody, and which would make mining
difficult. The Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Co. has added 60 men to

its force at the Cliffs shaft mine, at Ishpeming. The produc-
tion of this property is to be increased several hundred tons a
day by doing part of the tramming and hoisting at night.
The Volunteer Ore Co. has resumed operations at its mine
at Palmer, which has been idle over a year. The outlook
is certainly encouraging in the Michigan field.

TORONTO—Oct. 26
A Hydro-Electric Plant to supply power to the new gold

district of Boston Creek, a short distance from Swastika,
is to be financed by a local syndicate. If there is any surplus
of power it will probably find a market at Kirkland Lake.

Many Wide Dikes Have Been Uncovered in the ,Kowkash
gold area. A number of prominent Porcupine mining men
have been prospecting in the district. An important find of

Tellurides about 35 mi. west of Kowkash is reported. A
direct Pullman car service from Toronto to Kowkash is in

operation.

The Zinc Deposit!* at Bnrbridee. about 72 mi. from Ottawa,
in the Gatineau region, have been investigated by J. D. Mac-
farlane, who has returned with samples of ore and confirms
reports as to the richness of the deposit. He states that
every 750 tons of ore mined will yield 100 tons of zinc, and
that in one spot 40x25 ft. in area there is 407c zinc. The
outcrop, which is 2 Vs nil. from Burbridge station, is of highly
crystalline limestone at the base of a limestone ridge. The
deposits were found some years ago, but as the locality was
difficult of access, and zinc not so much in demand as now,
the claims were simply staked and no effort made to develop
them.

VICTORIA, B. C.—Oct. 26

Two Finds of Copper have been made recently that promise
to be of more than usual interest. One is on Owl Creek in

the Lillooet, where chalcopyrite and native copper occur in

a silicious schist. The body appears to be of considerable
extent and samplings made by J. A. Beaudette for Foley,
Welch & Stewart show about 5% copper. The other discov-
ery is near Jones Lake in the Hope district. It was covered
by a glacier, but the extremely long warm season melted
the ice and exposed it. The vein has a width of from 28 to 50

ft. and has unusually high mineral content.

C.\LCUTT.\—Sept. .S

Neiv Indian System of Weights—The Indian Government
in October. 1913, appointed a committee to consider the ques-
tion of uniform weights and measures within the Indian
Empire. The recently published report of this committee is

of considerable importance, affecting as it does, the com-
mercial transactions of one-fifth of the world's population.
The adoption of the metric system and alternatively of the
British, %vas considered and rejected. The former, principally
upon the ground that the use of decimals was alien to the
customs of the Indian people. The latter, because it would
have compelled an alteration in the weight of the tola, the
most important standard of weight in use. Moreover, the
weight of the tola and of the rupee being identical, the
weight of the coin would also have had to be altered. The
committee recommended that the Bengal, or Indian railway,
weights should be adopted for universal use throughout the
Indian Empire, with the exception of Burma, where a uniform
system suitable for that province already obtains. The pro-

posed weights are as follows, for India: Eight khaskhas make
1 chawal: S chawals, 1 ratti: S rattis, 1 masha; 12 mashas or

4 tanks, 1 tola; 5 tolas, 1 chatak; 16 chataks, 1 seer: 40 seers,

1 maund. A tola, the weight most used with reference tc

silver, is equal tn ISO grains troy.
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ALASKA
INDEPENDENCE (Seward)—Two hundred ounces of gold

in five days with only 10 men and a miserably small plant is
record of this property on Willow Creek. L. S. Robe is su-
perintendent.
NEVADA CREEK (Douglas Island) — Mike Hudson, of

Douglas is in charge of gang of 20 men that has started work
at Nevada Creek mine which was recently sold after much
financial distress following its operation by English capital.
Development will be pushed rapidly.
ALASKA COPPER CORPORATION (Strelna)—Consulting

Engineer Du Bois has finished his work for the year and has
left for East. Compressors and drills will be installed in
near future. Property is situated off Copper River & North-
western Ry., in Copper River Valley about 25 mi. from famous
Kennecott locations.

CACHE CREEK DISTRICT (Seward)—J. H. Rice, an oper-
ator on Willow Creek, in Cache Creek district, has just ar-
rived in Seward from his placer claims. Owing to shortage of
wate!' he was able to work only about 45 days, but took out,
in this time, $4,000 in dust. He describes property as having
three distinct paystreaks of varying width and richness.
Richer gravel on ' bedrock occasionally I'an as high as $7
to the pan. Dust is high-grade, running nearly $18 per oz.
after melting. Mr. Rice will shortly make the return trip of
about 300 mi. with intention of remaining upon claims
through winter.

C.VLIPORNI.!\.

.\iuador County

ERNEST (Jackson)—Reported good body of ore disclosed
at this mine near Doyle place.

BOITANO (Jackson)—Property reported to have been
bonded; definite information not available. Situation adjoin-
ing Hardenberg makes it attractive, though Hardenberg is
still idle.

FELLOWCRAFT (San Andreas)—Mine has been unwater-
ed and well mineralized ledge exposed on 200 level. Thorough
test of both 200 and 100 levels will be made before develop-
ment is begun.

Butte County
BUTTE COUNTY R.R. reported to have been negotiated for

by Southern Pacific and that latter company vi^ill extend line
from Stirling to Westwood in Lassen County to connect with
Fernley & Lassen branch. Butte County R.R. is operated by
Diamond Match Co, between Chico and Stirling, under lease
which will soon expire. Extended line will place Chico on
transcontinental line and open up new mining regions.

Colusa County
MANZANITA (Williams)—This quicksilver mine at Sul-

phur Creek leased to H. B. Bradford, of San Jose. Reported
that rich pocket of cinnabar has been disclosed. Mine closed
down two or three years ago by men who purchased of George
V. Northey. who introduced concentration into metallurgy of
cinnabar. Northey made successful concentration by use of
Gilpin County bumpers and canvas tables. Though method
was crude, attention of quicksilver miners ^vas attracted to
economic feature of practice. Some improved methods have
been experimented with, but most of larger operators still
continue old process of direct roasting of coarse ores and re-
torting fines.

t^lilorado County
CHEROKEE FLAT (Georgetown)—Davis and Federwitz

of Placerville, are developing this property on middle fork of
American River, situated on Mother Lode. Vein is large and
of good milling value and will be tapped bv crosscut tunnel
at depth of 100 ft. '

STEAM-SHOVEL and locomotive equipment is being in-
stalled on Webber Creek, 6 mi. from Placerville, for opera-
tion of gravel mines. Gravel dug by steam shovel will be
dumped into 4-cu.yd. side-dump cars and hauled by locomo-
tive to sluices. This is first time that combination of steam
shovel and locomotive has been adapted to gravel mining in
California. George W. Kirkley is manager.
NEWTOWN RIDGE gravel mines at the head of Missouri

Cafion will be opened by a 500-ft. crosscut tunnel to be driven
at depth 200 ft. below old river channels believed to contain
cemented gold-bearing gravel in quantity to make undertak-
ing profitable. At intersection of tunnel and channel raises
will be driven. L. A. Bender and Charles Wright have taken
bond on 160 acres of land for this purpose.

Kern County
OLD MILLS ANTIMONY MINES are being operated in a

small way. Carload of ore is reported ready for shipment.
Property is situated in Devils Caiion about 7 mi. from Cal-
iente.

CALIENTB CAN-ON mines owned by J. B. Ferris, of
Bakersfield, reported sold to Western mining men at large fig-
ure. Said to be large amount of low-grade ore disclosed by
small amount of development.

Nevada County

HIGH-GRADING at Empire mine resulted in sentence of
Andrew H. Coggins to 4 years in state prison. Coggins
pleaded guilty in Superior Court. Archibald Boone, an ac-
cessory, escaped punishment, as ore had been recovered. Cog-
gins had stolen about $50,000 worth of high-grade and speci-
men ore; but he had not disposed of any of it to his own

profit. Boone assisted him in removing stolen ore from
Nevada City to San JosS; but neither of them profited by the
theft.

ENGLISH MOUNTAIN (Nevada City)—High-grade ore re-
ported by Henry C. Schroeder who is operating under lease.

NORTH STAR (Grass Valley)—New hoist installed com-
plete and in opei-ation. Ore is being dumped into steel bins
which are part of this new equipment at Central shaft.

Tulare County
TULARE COUNTY POWER CO. (Tulare)—Property sold to

Mount Whitney Power & Electric Co., and corporation dis-
solved by court.

Tuolumne County
FLOODING OF MINING CLAIMS by Goodwin dam will be

taken into court in suit for $10,000 damages by H. A. Preston,
postmaster of Jamestown, against Oakdale and San Joaquin
irrigation districts.

COLOR.4DO
Boulder County

BOULDER TUNGSTEN PRODUCTION CO. (Nederland)—
Has let contract to Colorado Iron Works, Denver, for erection,
within 90 days, of complete concentration mill to have crush-
ing capacity of 60 tons, and concentrating capacity of 35 tons
per day. Flowsheet is as follows: Bins; conveyor belt to
grizzly; Blake crusher; belt conveyor to 27x14 rolls crush-
ing to % in.; 20x51/^ rolls crushing to 12 mesh; elevator to
impact screens; jigs; classifiers; Wilfleys; Deisters; tails and
oversize from screens elevated to 3x4 ball mill; cone thick-
eners; slime tables.

Clear Creek County

PRIMOS CHEMICAL CO. (Empire)—On Oct. 16, closed
down operations in molybdenite mine in Daily district until
cloud on title to property has been cleared by litigation now
being waged between original owners who sold to this com-
pany years ago.

SANTIAGO (Georgetown)—Recent development operations
in this mine in East Argentine district have opened vein of
ore 2 to 4 ft. wide which ranges in value from $20 to $45 a
ton in gold, silver and lead. During the past month about
$4,000 worth of ore has been produced from development. The
product is hauled in wagons to Georgetown whence it is
shipped to smeltery at Salida. Systematic development is being
pushed under direction of Frank Ricci.

Dolores County
EMMA (Rico)—Arrangements are being made to install

flotation apparatus in the mill to handle complex sulphides.
RICO-WELLINGTON (Rico)—This and Rico-Consolidated,

both owned by Knight Investment Co. of Salt Lake City,
shipped 62 carloads during September.

Easle County
TWILIGHT (Fulford)—John Weiskopf and John Storey

have emerged from their mysterious camp in mountains south
of here, bringing wonderful specimens of free-gold ore. They
declare tiiey cannot do further prospecting until spring, since
theii- discoveries are very high. Thei'e promises to be a stir
among prospectors in this region next spring.

Lake County
GRANITE TUNNEL (Granite)—Julius Hoffman, stock-

holder and creditor in this defunct company, has purchased
all its properties at sheriff sale.

GARBUTT (Leadville)—Large double-drum hoist has been
installed. Hereafter hoisting will be done in both compart-
ments of sliaft. Ore reserves are said to be very large.
Building of proposed mill has been postponed until next
spring owing to climatic conditions.

Ouray County
NATIONAL BELL (Ouray)—Davey Leasing Co. shipped 2

carloads to Durango smeltery, part of the material coming
from mine dump.

W.\NAK.\H (Ouray)—Large body of 5'7r copper ore carry-
ing small amounts of gold and silver, making average grade
of material about $15 per ton, found in old workings. Stuff
was not marketable during former operations, but is excellent
for company's smeltery now.

Pitkin County
CHARLES HARRIS AND KEMPER DUNLAP, prospectors,

claim to have made important finds of ores carrying tin, an-
timony, copper, lead and zinc in the country about the heads
of Avalanche, Capitol and Snowmass creeks in the Elk Mts.,
about 12 mi. west of Aspen.

San Juan County

SILVER LEDGE (Chattanooga)—Leaser Bonavida is min-
ing and milling a fine grade of galena-sphalerite carrying
gold and silver. Mill makes two clean products.

ALL O. K. (Silverton)—This property in Minnie Gulch is

being reopened and developed by James O'Kelly. Main cross-
cut tunnel is being advanced toward Kittimac property. Re-
cent metallurgical tests on All O. K. ore indicate that it can
be treated satisfactorily by cyanide process.
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COLUMBUS (Animas Forks)—Manager Arthur Johnson es-
tiiTiates that tunnel will reach Columbus oreshoot during
early part of January. Drifts will be tlriven both ways on
vein. Shipments of ore are being made from upper workings
and will continue as long as railroad Is open.

GOLD KING (Gladston3)—Has been decided to convert
entire plant to flotation process. Production of ore will neces-
sarily cease during changes in mill, but underground develop-
ment will proceed in anticipation of greater mill demands.
I'lans contemplate largest flotation mill in state.

TOMBOY (Telluride)—During September, mill treated
13,000 tons, recovering $15,000 in bullion and $40,500 in con-
centrate. Monthly expenses were $56,700. Despite low aver-
age value of this ore C$6.58 per ton) the cost of $4.36 per ton
is low for the conditions prevailing in this rugged region.

Teller County

CRESSON (Cripple Creek)—Mining and hoisting sus-
pended few days last week while repairs were made in shaft.

GOLD DOLLAR (Cripple Creek)—Dell Brothers, leasing
500 level, shipped 30 tons from new shoot, receiving returns
at rate of 2.21 oz. gold per ton.

GOLD SOVEREIGN (Victor)—Stockholders have voted to
extend life of incorporation for another 20-year period. Mine
is leased to Gold Sovereign Mining and Tunnel Co.

VINDICATOR CONSOLIDATED (Independence) — Net
earnings from operations for third quarter of 1915 were little
over $225,000, out of which five additional notes, of series
issued in purchase of Golden Cycle mine, were paid, making
19 in all, together with six months' interest on balance of
series remaining unpaid. This was accomplished with but
small reduction in cash balances from those of previous quar-
ters. Developments on lS;tli level of Golden Cycle disclose
two different oreshoots in main veins amounting together to
ovel* double length and volume of orebody on 17th level, but
of lower average grade. Further development on 17th and
16th levels has opened additional ore. About four-fifths of
shaft sinking for two additional levels has been accomplished,
including cutting of station for 19th level.

lU.VHO

Shoshone County

GOLDEN WINNIE (Murray)—Erastus Smith, owner of this
tungsten property, has given 30-day option to Bennett Bates
on basis of about $50,000. Has small mill run by water power.
Several small shipments have recently been made.

REINDEER-QUEEN (Mullan)—E. B. Crawford has been
elected president. Car of high-grade copper ore will be
shipped soon. Driving on vein is under way and tunnel has
just entered Queen ground for first time; face of drift shows
4 ft. of shipping ore, according to reports.

MINNESOTA (Wallace)—Under management of O. B. Wal-
lace, who organized Interstate and managed it until its con-
solidation with Callahan, Minnesota Mining Co. is developing
group of claims adjoining California, on Nine Mile, about 2i^

mi. from Wallace.
GERTIE (Wallace)—Long Gertie crosscut adit has been

driven 3,720 ft. in 12 months, average of 311 ft. per month
under system whereby miners receive bonus of $25 to $40 per
month. Adit is 6 by S-ft. section and has cost $67,000, which
includes cost of machinery and other equipment.

M.\RK COONEY (Burke)—M. W. Neary. of Spokane, has
made payment of $25,000 on option on Mark Cooney group,
near Burke. Second payment of $75,000 is due in one year
and final payment of $75,000 six months later. Property con-
.sists of 4 claims, patented in 1901 and idle since.

AMERICAN-COMM.\NDER (Mullan)—Preliminary work
was started on American-Commander this week, preparatory
to extending lower tunnel to vein. Will secure power from
Independence Lead Mines Co. American-Commander is sup-
jiosed to be on Hunter vein and good ore showing is reported
in upper tunnel.

CONSTITUTION (Pine Creek)—Ex-Senator George Turner
and Prank G. Graves, of Spokane, have taken option on large
block of stock of Constitution M. and M. Co. Mine has
sliipped '3 cars of crude zinc ore, which has been penalized
by smelters on account of 10% lead content. Compressor and
hoist will be installed at once and if developments justify
mill of 150 tons capacity will be built.

MONITOR (Adair)—Has recently started 6,000-ft. tunnel
near railroad at Adair which will explore its ground at depth
of 1,400 ft. Tunnel is designed to form outlet for adjoining
properties also. Tunnel is now in 500 ft. New boarding and
bunkhouse just completed to accommodate 16 men, also new
compressor building. Old workings on Idaho-Montana divide
consist of shaft 700 ft, deep, from which copper ore amount-
ing to $70,000 has been shipped to Saltese, Mont. Buildings at
upper works burned in forest fire several years ago. Ore
returned 20% copper and considerable gold.

MICHIG.IN
Copper

MOHAWK (Kearsarge)—Copper content risen remarkably
in six months, now showing 21 lb. per ton.

WHITE PINE (Ontonagon)—Railway connection, by way
of St. Paul and Calumet & Hecla spur will be completed.

T.\M.4RACK (Calumet)—Lake Superior shareholders are
convinced that there will be no consolidation with Calumet &
Hecla.

MAS.S CONS (Mass)—This property has increased actual
recovery to 20 lb. per ton. Closer selection of rock necessary
because of limited mill capacity explains situation. October
output will be half million pounds. One Quincy furnace oper-
ates on Mass mineral full time.

CENTENNIAL (Calumet)—Meeting of shareholders held
this week decided to select committee to make proposal of
outright sale to Osceola Consolidated, regardless of outcome
of Tamarack-Calumet & Hecla deal. Names of committee
withheld until acceptances are certain.

CALUMET & HECLA (Calumet)—Estimated output for
this company and subsidiaries for 1915 is 155.000.000 lb. Costs
will average for all properties about 91/20. per lb. Within
two weeks another of the big furnaces at the Dollar Bay
plant will go into operation. This will mean employment
of 25 more men at this plant where smelter force is already
25% above normal.

LAKE ANGELINE (Ishpeming)—Shaft being repaired.
Some exploratory work is to be carried on underground.
Mine closed for months was recently sold to Cleveland-Cliffs
Iron Co. If mining is started again new hoist will be put
in. Air will be procured from Lake mine. Only rock drifts
are open for passage now.

.MIINESOTA
Cuyuna Range

Mesabi Range
ALEXANDRIA (Chisholm)—Shaft now down to orebody,

drifting begun.
LAMBERT (Hibbing)—Preparations being rushed for open-

ing this new property.
UTICA (Hibbing)—New shaft now being put down, and

old shaft being repaired.

HAROLD (Hibbing)—New engine and dry house being
built by Arthur Iron Minmg Co.

L.\MI!ERT (Hibbing)—Butler Bros, will start stripping
this ijroperty within few days. Contract was let this week.

GRA.NT (Buhl)—Butler Bros, will strip 1,500,000 cu.yd. of
overburden here this winter. Mine was heavy shipper this
year.

GLEN (Chisholm)—Electric-haulage system new being in-
stalled. Upon its completion mine will immediately begin
stockpiling.

LEONARD-BURT (Chisholm)—Large amount of test pit-
ting now being done preparatory to greatly increasing pro-
duction next season.

GRANT (Buhl)—Inter-State Mining Co., has let contract to
Butler Bros, for 1,500,000 yd. additional stripping. Will re-
quire two years to complete job.

MISSOURI
EASY EIGHT (Joplin)—Has fine prospect on lease on

Nelson land south of city. Operation under way for some
time with little success, within the last week or two has
been rewarded.

HUNTER & CO. (Joplin)—Has recently opened unusually
good lead and zinc mine on Tim Malloy land, west of Jop-
lin. Shaft is down about 85 ft. Struck first run at 75 ft.; still
sinking in good ore.

i»IONTAlVA

Hill County

HAVRE NATURAL GAS (Havre)—Ditching for natural-
gas pipe from well east of Havre to city, started Oct. 21.

Main artery will traverse county road; laterals will be cut so
as to supply every point of city.

Jefferson County

PICNIC GULCH DEVELOPMENT (Wickes)—Company,
consisting of Butte mining men recently organized to develop
group of four claims near Wickes. Claims show copper and
are part of holdings of Wickes-Corbin Copper Co. New man-
agement expects to be taking out ore within month.

Silver Bow County

DAVIS-DALY (Butte)—Development work on the 2,500-ft.
level of Colorado mine continues to prove satisfactory and
orcbodies opened up so far show indications of continuing.
Total tonnage for October between 2,500 and 3,000 tons,
average 7 to S'.'r copper. Planned to change shaft between
1,700 and 1,900-ft, levels, where it has but one compartment,
by constructing two additional compartments, making entire
shaft a three-compartment shaft from top to 2,500-ft. level.

ANACONDA (Butte)—Extensive preparations made for
development of 70 acres of unexplored ground recently ac-
quired, lying south of its Belmont mine and of Davis-Daly
property. It is understood crosscut will be run from Belmont
shaft into new territory and under property taken over by
company on 40 vears' lease. It lies in a part of Butte district
that has attracted a great deal of attention following Davis-
Dalv opening of its 2,500-ft. level. Rumors that company
is to take over Butte-Duluth getting more persistent.

BUTTE & GREAT FALLS (Butte) — With arrival of big
transformer Oct. 14 that is to complete power installation, it

is expected unwatering 350-ft. shaft will begin at once and
as soon as that is finished development work will be started.
Mine is most northerly in Butte district, located about 3 mi.
north of Anaconda mine. As soon as shaft is unwatered, it

will be sunk to 500-ft. level and crosscut will be started from
there to Genevieve vein. Crosscut on 300-ft. level which
already cuts Genevieve vein will be continued to determine
extent of orebody.

PLACER LITIGATION IN U. S. SUPREME COURT—On
Oct. 19 U. S. Supreme Court in case of Olivia H. Hopkins.
Washington-Butte Mining Co. and Anaconda Copper Mining
Co. against Frank Walker and 20 others, granted the latter
30 davs in which to file brief in answer to appellant's brief
asking supreme court to review action of U. S. district court
of Montana in this litigation. Suit involves title to portions
of Butte and Boston placer mining claim in the Butte district,
lands in controversy having been held by aforesaid mining
companies for more than 20 years, but are now claimed by
Walker and others under lode filings. Lower court held it
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had no jurisdiction and supreme court is asked to talce juris-
diction and to sustain title of mining companies.

BUTTE &• SUPERIOR (Butte)—In answer to inquiries as
to probable effect of pending litigation between Elm Orlu
and Butte & Superior, Hayden, Stone & Co., closely connected
with management of company, has issued statement to effect
that ground under dispute comprises not more than 25',i of
Butte & Superior's holdings on main Rainbow lode; this
ground has not been touched by either company for mining
purposes since present management came into control, nearly
4 years ago. Should Butte & Superior be defeated in suit,
this would entail no loss as regards present earning capacity.
Should it win its claim to disputed ground, this would add
just so much to workable area of property.

NEVADA
Esiiiernlda County

GOLDFIELD COXSOLIDATED (Goldfleld)—During Sep-
tember total production was 32,500 tons, from which resulted
net realization of $112,847. There were 2.204 ft. of develop-
ment work performed dui ing month at cost of $4.60 per foot.

NEW GOLDFIELD SIMMERONE (Goldfleld)—In a short
raise above 100-ft. level 4 ft. of $300 ore has been opened.
Drifts on the 100-ft. and 250-ft. levels are being extended to
catch extension of shoot.

REORGANIZED KEWANAS (Goldfleld)—On S3S-ft. level
about 300 ft. northerly from main winze an east crosscut
passed through 4.^ ft. of vein matter showing stringers assay-
ing from $10 to $.^0 pel" ton and exposed about 12 in. of $20
ore on hanging wall. Another east crosscut is being started
75 ft. farther north from same drift.

Nye County

TONOPAH ORET PRODUCTION for week ended Oct. 23,
totaled 9,704 tons valued at $200,632. The producers were:
Tonopah Belmont, 2,919 tons; Tonopah Mining, 2,850; Tono-
pah Extension, 1,850; Jim Butler, 1,050; West End, 760; mis-
cellaneous leasers, 275 tons. Bullion shipments amounted to
about $177,000.

MONTANA TONOPAH (Tonopah)—About 45 men are en-
gaged operating various leases. Several hundred tons of ore
shipped first half of October varied from $25 to $50 per ton.

PIONEER CON. MINES CO. (Pioneer)—Scale of operations
to be increased on Nov. 1 and mill to be operated continuously.
Present production is from above depth of 250 ft. and from
stopes varying from 5 ft. to 20 ft. in width.
MANHATTAN DEXTER (Manhattan)—Milling of 37 tons

of ore extracted by Glavinich-Choklat lease on extension of
Shea vein in Union Nine Claim gave amalgam return of
$1,150; average of $31 per ton from plates; milling made in
War Eagle mill under the supervision of J. J. Griffith.

SUNSET MINING AND DEVELOPMENT (Rhyolite)—Mill
now treating 50 tons per day of $4 to $10 ore. Installing addi-
tional equipment to raise capacity of plant to 100 tons per
day. Main tunnel now in 2,200 ft. with SOO ft. farther to go
to cut Denver vein. Present output is from Hobo and Eclipse
veins.

MANHATTAN m] AND O. (Manhattan)—Plan for consoli-
dation of main producing properties on Litigation Hill, with
Manhattan Milling and Ore Co.'s plant to be included in
merger, so that as soon as operation is started new coinpany
will be able to treat its ores in its own mill, and thus do
away with high custom-mill rates, is well under way.

Storey County

ANDES (Virginia)—Explored old stopes above 175 level
and put in chutes; ore will be taken through Central tunnel.

MEXICAN (Virginia)—Face of southwest drift 2,500 level
shows 2 to 3 ft. of quartz of low assay value. East crosscut
No. 2-A started on 2,700 level. Mill crushed 2S6 tons of ore
averaging $13.38 per ton.

CROWN POINT-BELCHER (Gold Hill)—Water now 60 ft.

below 1,600 station; 37 cars mill rock saved from No. 1 raise
on Belcher 1,300 level and 9 cars of All on 1.400 level. Jacket
mill received SSO tons dump rock and 91 tons mine rock and
shipped 1 bar bullion.

SIERR.\ NEVADA. (Virginia)—Jointly with Union opening
southwest drift on 2,500 level to Union shaft station and rais-
ing to 2,450 level. Sierra Nevada west crosscut on 2.500 level
advanced 15 ft.; ore from $11 to $130 per ton; face in ore
averaging $130, with no indication of passing tlirough the
vein.

CON. VIRGINIA AND OPHIR (Virginia)—West crosscut
on 2,700 level to pick up east vein was continued. Ophir
2-compartment winze 2,500 level sunk 5 ft. on vein; saved
10 cars of ore averaging $7. SO per ton. Central tunnel vein
250 ft. level now 2 sets wide.

UNION CON. (Virginia)—Raise in No. 1 stope 2,500 level
extended 5 ft.; north end in ore averaging $79 per ton; Cen-
tral averaging $12; south end in good milling ore. Face of
north drift from 47-ft. point in raise samples $SS9 per ton.
Saved from this stope 108 cars of ore averaging $26.90 per
ton; from No. 3 stope extracted 17 cars averaging $10.26
per ton.

NEW MEXICO
Grant County

WALDO (Lordsburg)—Operation of lead mill has ceased.
Company will do mining on small scale and later resume
milling "operations.

CARLISLE MINE (Steeplerock) — Operations suspended
pending purchase and arrival of larger mining equipment.
Work on Jim Crow will be resumed.

ECLIPSE MINING AND MILLING CO. (Steeplerock)—Com-
pany has been organized by Messrs Kalar. Waite, Walson and
Allen to operate property owned by G. A. Kalar in Steeplerock
district.

AZURE MINING (Tyrone)—Contention mine in Tres Her-
manas Mountains of Luna County, has been taken over by

Azure Mining Co., from Dr. S. D. Swope. Azure interests busy
in Tres Heimanas. M. L. and J. Doiiy are sinking shaft on
contract for company.

JOHNNIE BULL EXTENSION (Steins)—Mine being oper-
ated by Moffltt and Creswell. Shipments being made to
smeltery. Excellent grade of copper ore has been developed.
Consolidation of copper properties in Steins section pending.
May be purchased by Globe, Ariz., capitalists who have been
over ground.

Lincoln County
MEHRMANN (Jlcarilla)—Strike of sulphide ore carrying

gold made by Wm. Mehrmann on Prince Albert claims.

WRIGHTMAN MINES (White Oaks)—Sale is reported to
be completed whereby Richard Wrightman takes over prac-
tically all producing property in White Oaks region including
North and South Homestake, Old Abe, C. A. Stevens and
others. Reports state option alone has been granted.

NEW YORK
Niafirnra County

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS POWDER CO. (Wilmington,
Del.)—Will build $500,000 electro-chemical plant at Niagara
Falls.

TTAH
Juab County

TINTIC ORB PRODUCTION for week ended Oct. 23
amounted to 121 carloads, estimated at 6,050 tons valued at
$150,000, compared with 124 carloads week previous.

Summit County

PARK CITY ORE PRODUCTION for week ended Oct. 23
amounted to 1,921 tons valued at $76,000, compared with 1,614
tons week previous.

SILVER KING COALITION (Park City)—Because of strike,
Oct. 26, mines have been closed. An open shop has been
in vogue at Park City and this is flrst labor trouble here in
many years.

VIRfilNI.V

Norfollc County

NORFOLK SMELTING CO. (West Norfolk)—Is smelting
low-grade copper, silver and gold ores obtained from Cuba,
Venezuela, west coast of South America, Missouri, Central
West and Atlantic seaboard as far north as Canada. In con-
nection with this plant, company is completing and putting
into operation byproduct sulphuric-acid plant.

CAN.\D.\

BritiNh Columbia

RETURNS OF PLACER GOLD for province will be higher
this year than last. Increase is shown in output of Atlin and
Cariboo and considerable gold is being received from points
tributary to Grand Trunk Pacific Ry.

NOOND.\Y (Sandon)—New tunnel is to be commenced and
6-diill compressor installed. New buildings have been con-
structed on property and surveys made for pipe line.

ENGINEER GROUP (Atlin)—Mill operated by Capt. Alex-
ander yielding from $10,000 to $15,000 a month. Ore is free
milling. On Gleaner group, adjoining Engineer, development
is being carried on, and a shipment of gold ore is being
made to smeltery.

GLOSSY GROUP (Highland Valley)—S. P. Dunlevy, in-
terested in bond on this propert.v given b.v J. W. Burr and
others of Ashcroft, states that 22 men are emi)loyed doing
development work. Shaft is down 26 ft. and shows 5 ft. of ore
assaying $2S per ton mainly in copper. Car of ore being
shipped to Tacoma smeltery this month.

Ontario

SCHUM.4.CHER (Porcupine)—October production approxi-
mately $20,000.

SENECA-SUPERIOR (Cobalt)—Reported silver is being
produced for 6.3c. an ounce.

McINTYRE (Porcupine)—Is increasing capacity of mill
to provide for new ore that will shortly come from Jupiter.

BRUCE COPPER MINE (Bruce)—Mond Nickel Co. has
taken over this property and is now shipping to its smeltery
at Coniston. Sudbury District.

TOUGH OAKES (Kirkland Lake)—Made net profit of
$58,000 in September. Ore being developed on 400-ft. level
is richest ever discovered in mine.

PEARL LAKE (Porcupine)—Suit brought against Burr
Cartwright by Louis Streuber for financial irregularities has
been dismissed. This leaves property clear for Mclntyre,
which has bought control.

LA BELLE (Kirkland Lake)—Is name of new company
with capital of $2,000,000 which has been organized to handle
Loring propei-ty. Underground work has been stopped pend-
ing installation of plant. Reported vein is about 10 ft. of $15
ore.

CANADIAN COPPER (Sudbury)—Has placed all smel-
tery and surface men on S-hr. basis, with same pay they for-
merly received for 10 and 12 hr. For small number of men
whom company is unable to put on S-hr. basis, pay will
be increased. Miners who are now receiving $3.50 for S hr.
will receive an increased wage.

DOME LAKE (Porcupine)—Has produced $S6,0S2 since
beginning of year from 9,318 tons of ore; average recovery
$8.20 per ton. Mining and milling costs for period, $6.14 per
ton; extraction about 80%. Subscriptions have been asked
for 500,000 shares of new stock to provide money to build
cyanide plant.

Quebec
TIMMINS-McMARTIN SYNDICATE (Montreal)—Has taken

option on Cheney copper property near Thessalon. Taking
over of this property indicates revival in district long known
for its copper deposits, but abandoned for m.iny years.
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Metal Markets
NEW YORK—Nov. .1

All of the principal markets were distinctly stronger dur-
ing the last week, a good volume of business being trans-
acted in each case, although there was less activitiy in spelter
than in the other metals.

Copper, Tin, Lead and Zinc
Copper—A large business was done during the week both

with European and domestic consumers. With certain pro-
ducers the foreign business predominated, while other pro-
ducers reported the larger proportion of domestic sales. Sev-
eral large contracts were entered into, covering lots of one
million to fcur million pounds. Business in wire bars was
pretty good, domestic wire drawers exhibiting considerable
mterest in the market. Orders for cakes also were placed
freely, indicating that the rollers of copper sheets are doing
a better business. It is the common belief that domestic
manufacturers, generally speaking, have entered into large
contracts for their goods for which they have not yet bought
the raw material, while they have let their stocks run down
pretty low. On the other hand, electrolytic refiners report no
increase in the stock at rehneries.

In the early part of the week sales were made chiefly at
17%(g)18c.. delivered, regular terms. Some of the producers
who had sold all they wanted to at 18c. raised their asking
price to ISi^ or ISy^c, in the latter part o.f the week, but up
to the close of the week the market had not reached such
figures. At the close, a considerable quantity of copper was
still offered at ISc, regular terms. In England electrolytic
copper was sold at £S9@S9i/2, this being the general price of
the producers. What this would net to producers here
depended largely upon the freight rate, the deduction on that
account being pretty large if no room previously engaged
were available. The freight rate has now risen to 60s., per
ton for November-December shipments.

Tin—The price of this metal rose under the influence of
rather heavy buying, which is attributed chiefly to the im-
provement of business in those lines wherein tin is required.

Lead—The continued large business in the early part of
the week led the A. S. & R. Co. to advance its price to 4.90c,New York on Friday afternoon. Since then business has been
lighter and there has been more competition for what was in
sight. The market in St. Louis failed to advance in the same
proportion as in New York and now stands at the usual dif-
ferential. In the New York market certain producers began
to shade the generally named price.

There was a good deal of discussion of the conditions
which caused the price for lead in London to decline while it
advanced in New York. At one time the London price was
£2 below our parity. The weakness in the London market
was explained by heavy arrivals in England of lead intended
for Archangel which could not be delivered at that port either
for lack of freight room or the expected freezing of the har-
bor. This lead had to be resold in the English market. The
subsequent rally in that market indicated that these sup-
plies had been absorbed.

Spelter—The domestic business was practically nil. The
foreign business was very much less in volume than in the
previous week. That which was done was chiefly for delivery
during the ensuing quarter, although some contracts run-
ning well into the second quarter of 1916 were made. Cer-
tain producers appeared to be willing to sell for delivery at
any time in 1916 at prices far below the present market, and
some transactions of that sort were made, but they were
sporadic rather than general. The way that the price for
prime western has maintained itself has caused much sur-
prise. One explanation is that the supply of common spelter
has not yet increased as much as was expected,' owing to the
conversion of so large a proportion of it into superior grades.
The accumulation of unsold spelter up to the present time has
been chiefly in superior grades. Brass special is quoted at
16@16%c.r high-grade intermediate, 20@22; strictly high-
grade is 35c. asked, but it appears to be difficulty salable at
any such price. It is impossible to quote the superior grades
of spelter with any accuracy, for the official classification no
longer rules, these grades of spelter fetching all kinds of
prices according to their analysis in each case.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiininiiiiiiiiii

Zinc Sheets—Business has been active, sales good but with
no material change in quotations. The base price for carload
lots is $16 per 100 lb. f.o.b. Peru, 111., less 8% discount.

Other Metals

Aluminum—Conditions have not changed. Stocks of for-
eign material are small, and the chief domestic producer de-
clines to quote for early delivery. Prices are high, 55 @ 57c.
per lb. being asked for No. 1 ingots. New York, spot. No quo-
tations on futures.

It is reported that negotiations are forward for the sale
of the property of the Southern Aluminum Co. to parties who
are said to represent the Aluminum Co. of America.

Antimony—Business continues rather active and prices are
firm. Chinese and other ordinary brands are 35@36c. per lb.;
while 45@46c. is asked for Cookson's.

DAILY PRICES OF METALS IN NEW YORK
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>'ickel—Quotations for ordinary forms are nominally 45 @
50c. per lb., accordini; to size and terms of order. A premium

of 3c. per lb. is charged for electrolytic nickel.

Qnicksilver—An almost total lack of supplies early in the

week carried the price of small lots of spot up to $105 and

$110 per flask. The arrival of a large lot from California by

rail eased off the market and today the New York quotation

is $100 per flask of 75 lb. for large lots and $100 also for

smaller orders. San Francisco reports by telegraph a firm

market at $92@94 per flask. London price is £16 10s. per

flask, with 2s. 6d. less quoted by jobbers.

Gold, Silver and Platinum

XE«- YORK—Nov. 3

<;old—Exports from Yokohama. Jap.in, in the eight months

«nded Aug. 31 were $15,998,250; of silver. $138,144. The gold

shipments were chiefly to the United States; they compare

with $1,060,640 last year.

Platlnnm—With supplies still very scarce and no present

prospect of an increase the market continues very firm, al-

though little business is doing. Dealers quote $50@55 per oz.

for refined platinum and $55'?? 60 for hard metal. All sales

are a matter of more or less negotiation.

, Silver—During the last few days the demand for silver

has been more active and price has advanced to 24i4d. It has

not developed whether this advance has been occasioned by

the Indian inquiries in conjunction with home mint orders in

England, but is fair to infer there has been some outside

buying.

Zinc and Lead Ore Markets
PL.\TTSVII,I.E, AVIS.—Oct. 30

The base price paid this week for zinc ore was $75 ©SO per

ton for 60 "T^ grades. The base price paid for 80*^^ lead ore

was $o4@55 per ton.

SHIPMENTS, WEEK ENDED OCT. 30

Zinc I^ead Sulphur
Ore, Lb. Ore. Lb. Ore, Lb.

Week . . 6,489.290 201.130 485.960

Year .'.'.'.'.'..'..'. 169,316,050 5,884,340 22,724.730

Shipped during week to separating plants, 5,584,440 lb.

zinc ore.

JOPLIX ,>IO,—Oct. 30

Blende, high price $93; base per ton 60 f"; zinc, premium ore

$90; medium grades $S9@S5; lower grades $S4@80; calamine

base per ton of 40rr zinc, carlots, $5S@62.50; average selling

price, all grades •of zinc, $82.67. Lead, high price $55.60;

base per ton of SO*"! metal content $50@55; average, all

grades of lead, $51.84 per ton.

SHIPMENTS WEEK ENDED OST. 30

Blende Calamine Lead Values

Totals this week. ' 9,750,830 815,740 1.560,710 ,„ 8477,680

Totals 10 mos.. 479;281,020 33.984,170 74.595,970 $21,1,S,d,0

Blende value, the week $412,720; 10 months, $18,388,410

Calamine value, the week 24,520; 10 months, 836,860

Lead value, the week 40.440; 10 months, 1,953,300

Iron Trade Review
N'E« YORK—XoT. 3

The iron and steel markets are extremely active and new
business is coming forward rapidly. The domestic business

is increasing fast, consumers becoming anxious about getting

in their contracts for 1916 business so that their deliveries

will not be delayed by the rush of foreign trade.

The Pennsylvania R.R. order for rails is 175,000 tons and is

divided among the Cambria, Pennsylvania, Bethlehem and

Lackawanna steel companies and the Steel Corporation.

The Attorney General has taken the first steps for an

appeal to the Supreme Court from the decree of the Circuit

Court setting aside the suit of the Government to dissolve

the United States Steel Corporation.

The stockholders of the Thomas Iron Co. at a special

meeting held Oct. 28 voted to accept an offer of $3,500,000

for their property. The offer was originally $3,000,000, but

a higher bid was made the day before the meeting and the

purchasers raised their bid by $500,000. This will net the

stockholders about $56 per share of $50 par value, after all

debts are paid. The purchaser is N. C. Kachelmacher, of

Hocking, Ohio, but it is not known whom he represents.

The latest statement is that W. H. Donner has exercised

the option which he held on both the Pennsylvania Steel and

the Cambria Steel stock owned by the Pennsylvania R.R. Co.,

and will therefore control both those companies.

PITTSBVRGH—Xov. 3

(By Telegraph)

The position of the steel mills has not changed since the

last writing, except that the demand seems to be more inten-

sive and the pressure for finished steel greater than it was.

Buyers are still more eager to purchase finished steel

products, while mills are still more reserved about making
commitments. Current bookings of the mills in specifica-

tions against contracts are running much heavier than was
anticipated, recent sharp advances having caused buyers to

specify to the limit. The majority of large contracts for bars,

plates and shapes, for instance, are at 1.25c.. while the pres-

ent market is firm at 1.50c., and the contracts will yield the

mills' business, up to the expiration of contracts at the end

of the year, that will probably require three or four months
of the ne'w year to work off.

Finished steel prices are now at an average level slightly

above the highest prices reached in the last movement, which
culminated in the winter of 1912-3 and prices seem to be

advancing more sharply than ever. The trade is entirely at

sea as to what to expect, for precedents no longer count and

the demand seems to be almost unlimited.

The sensation of the week is found in the very large orders

for pig iron which have been placed with the merchant fur-

naces, indicating that the steel companies cannot provide

themselves with pig iron equal to the current demand. The
Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. is today closing for 10,000 tons

of basic pig and as this finishes its purchases for the present,

announcement is made of the buying which began several

days ago, the total being 75,000 tons of basic and 25,000 tons

of bessemer for delivery up to April 1, 1916. at $15.50 Valley

furnace for the basic and $16 Valley for the bessemer. The
Jones & Laughlin Steel Co. is understood to have bought
30,000 tons of basic iron, the Allegheny Steel Co. 12.000 tons

of basic, the Republic Iron and Steel Co. 8,000 tons of besse-

mer, making the total purchases of bessemer and basic iron

now reported tor Pittsburgh and Valley steel mills 150,000

tons. There have also been purchases of about 75,000 tons by

Ohio River steel interests, including the Wheeling Steel &
Iron, the Portsmouth Steel, the Newport Steel and the Ameri-

can Rolling Mill Co. The market today is very strong at

515.50 Valley for basic and $16 Valley for bessemer pig. With
the prospect that should any consideiable demand in addition

come forward, it will advance the market to $16 for basic and

$16.50 or $17 for bessemer iron. The buying movement so

often predicted seems to have fully set in.

IRON ORE
Rather active inquiries have been made in the East for

low phosphorus ore. which is just now in demand. It is said

that one lot of 10,000 tons Spanish ore has been sold to a

Pennsylvania furnace at about 10c. per unit, delivered.

COKE

Coke production for the past week in the Connellsville

region is reported by the "Courier" at 428.319 short tons;

shipments, 437,548 tons. Shipments of Greensburg and Upper

Connellsville districts. 43,995 tons.

On appeal from the Court of Common Pleas the Supreme

Court of Pennsylvania has decided that the law of 1913, tax-

ing anthracite coal produced, is unconstitutional. The money
collected under this act must be returned. The legislature

passed a new law in 1915, and it is said that this also will

be contested.

In Philadelphia Oct. 29 the final decree in the anthracite

trust cases was filed in the United States Circuit Court in

Philadelphia. While dismissing most of the original com-

plaint the court maintains that the union of the Philadelphia

& Reading Coal and Iron Co. and the Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre

Coal Co., through the instrumentality of the Reading Co., the

holding corporation, is a combination in restrain! of trade and

violates the anti-trust act of 1890.

Within 90 days the defendants are ordered by the decree

to submit to the court a plan for the disposal by the Central

Railroad Co. of New Jersey of all the stocks, bonds or other

securities of the Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre Coal Co., now owned

or in any manner controlled by it.

Chemicals

NEW YORK

—

Not. 3

The general market is not especially active and is rather

irregular in spots.

Arsenic—Business is quiet and without material change.

Quotations are $3.50 per 100 lb. for large lots and $3.75@4 per

100 lb. for smaller orders.

Copper Sulphate—Business continues on a fair scale and

no considerable change is noted. Quotations are $6.50 per 100

lb. for carload lots and $6.75 for smaller parcels.

Nitrate of Soda—The market is quiet and substantially un-

changed. The current quotations are 2.45c. per lb. for spot

and early deliveries.
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AHsessnieuts N. Y. EXCH. Nov. 1 BOSTON EXCH Nov. 1

Company Delinqe Sale | Amt.

Aetna, Ida
Argenta. Ida
Blue Bull Reorg., Nev. . ,

f'oeur d'Alene Inv., Ida.
Comstock. Ida
Copper Mt. M. & D., Ida
Oanley-Lloyd. Utah
Diam 'field Black Butte, Nev,
Eagle Mt.. Ida
Eastern Star, Ida
E. Hercules Ext., Ida. (post.)

Enterprise, Ida
Four Timbers, Wash
Friend, Wash
Giant M. & D.. Ida
Great Western, Nev
Hancock Cons,. Mich . .

Idaho-Nevada Exp., Ida. . . .

Idora, Ida
Lewis & Clark, Ida
Lucky Swede, Ida
Military M. & M., Ida
Montana Standard
Nabob, Ida
Nalldrlver. Utah
New Arcadian, Mich
New Baltic, Mich
Northern Light, Ida
O. K. Ex. M. & R., Utah. . . .

Old Vetearn, Ida
Ophir, Nev
Oriental, Nev
Original. Nev. .„

Pacific M. & M., Ida
Phoenix. Mich
Ploche Metals, Nev
Rainbow. Ida
Royal, Ida
Stiver Cliff. Ida
Sliver Moon. Ida. . .

Sliver Pick Cons.. Nev
Sunset M. & D., Nev
Sunshine, Ida
Ton. Gipsy Queen, Nev
Umatilla Ton., Nev
Union Cons.. Nev
Wisconsin. Ida
Wolf Mountain, Utah

Stock Quotations
Comstock Tunnel shares have been

dropped from listing- by the New York
Stock E3xchange, as the new commission
rates make no provision for shares hav-
ing a par value of $2 and selling for less
than $1 per share. Alaska Juneau has
been listed by the Exchange.
COLO. SPRINGS Nov. 1
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This index is a convenient reference to the current liter-
ature of mining and metallurgy published in all of the im-
portant periodicals of the world. We will furnish a copy of
any article (if in print) in the original language for the
price quoted. Where no price is quoted, the cost is unknown.
Inasmuch as the papers must be ordered from the publishers,
there will be some delay for the foreign papers. Remittance
must be sent "with order. Coupons are furnished at the fol-
lowing prices: 20c. each, six for $1, 33 for $5. and 100 for $15.
When remittances are made in even dollars, "we will return
the excess over an order in coupons, if so requested.

COPPER
20S2—ALASKA—The Gold and Copper Deposits of the Port

Valdez District. Bertrand L. Johnson, (Bull. 622-E, U. S.
Geol. Surv., 1915: 49 pp., illus.)

20S3—ALLOTS—Fatigue of Copper Alloys. Ernst Jonson.
(Chem. Engr.. Aug., 1915: 2\i, pp.) Paper before Am. Soc.
for Testing Materials. 40c.

20S4—ARIZONA—Advances Made in the Metallurgy of
Copper Globe District. Arizona. L. O. Howard. (Advance
copy, Internat. Ens'. Congress, Sept.. 1915: 3 pp.)

2085—ARIZONA—Mining and Haulage in Clifton-Morenci
Districts. F. B. Hanchett. (Min. and Eng. Wld., Sept. 4,

1915: 4 pp., illus.) 20c.

20S6—ARIZONA COPPER MINERS' STRIKE. (Eng. and
Min. Journ., Oct. 9, 1915: 2% pp., illus.) An account of condi-
tions as they existed in the early part of October. 20c.

2087—BORONIZED CAST COPPER. Dr. E. Weintraub.
(Advance copy, Internat. Eng. Congress, Sept.,- 1915; 4 pp.,
illus.)

20SS—BRITISH COLUMBIA—Granby Consolidated Mining,
Smelting and Power Co. (Min.. Eng. and Elec. Rec, July,
1915; 2H pp., illus.) 20c.

2089—CHILE—American Enterprise in South Amerioa.
J. P. Bushnell. (Pan. Amer. Union, Aug., 1915; 9 pp., illus.)
Notes on Chuquicamala. 40c.

2090 — CONCENTRATION— Notes on Concentration at
Nevada Consolidated Copper Co. (Met. and Chem. Eng., Oct.
15, 1915; rVi pp.. illus.) 40c.

2091—ELECTROMET.^LLURGY—Neuerungen in der Elek-
trometallurgie des Kupfers. Franz Peters. (Gliickauf, Sept.
4 and 11, 1915; 9^3 PP.) Continuation of article previously
indexed.

2092 — FETTLING REVERBERATORIES. Henry L.
Charles. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Oct. 16, 1915; 1 p.)

2093—LEACHING COPPER ORES. W. L. Austin. (Ad-
vance copy, Internat. Eng. Congress, Sept., 1915; 62 pp.)

2094—METALLOGRAPHY of Copper. William Campbell.
(Advance copy, Internat. Eng. Congress, Sept., 1915; 16 pp.,
illus.)

2095—METALLURGICAL PLANTS—Improvements in De-
sign and Construction of Modern Copper Plants. Chas. H.
Repath. (Advance copy, Internat. Eng. Congress, Sept.,
1915; 19 pp.)

2096—METALLURGY—Quelques Progres de la Mftallurgie
en 1913 et 1914. M. L. Durand. (Rev. de Met., May, 1915;
29 pp.. illus.)

2097—MEXICO—Mining District of Asientos, Aguascali-
entes. (Mex. Min. Journ., Aug., 1915; Wi pp.) 20c.

2098—NEW MEXICO AND TEXAS—Gold, Silver, Copper,
Lead and Zinc in New Mexico and Texas in 1914. Chas W. Hen-
derson. (Mineral Resources of the U. S., 1914—Part I., Sept.
23. 1915; 32 pp.)

2099—REDUCTION WORKS—Copper Queen Consolidated
Mining Co., Douglas, Ariz. Forest Rutherford. (Advance
copy, Internat. Eng. Congress, Sept., 1915; 4 pp.)

2100—REFINING—The Development of Electrolytic Cop-
per Refining. Lawrence Addicks. (Advance copy, Internat.
Eng. Congress, Sept., 1915; 7 pp.)

2101—SMELTING—Advances in Copper Smelting. Freder-
ick Laist. (Advance copy, Internat. Eng. Congress, Sept.,
1915; 14 pp.)

2102—SMELTING—Notes on Reverberatory Smelting Prac-
tice of Nevada Consolidated Copper Co. (Met. and Chem.
Eng., Oct. 1, 1915; 1 pp.) 40c.

2103—SOUTH DAKOTA AND "WYOMINC^—Gold, Silver,
Copper and Lead in South Dakota and Wyoming in 1914.
(^has. W. Henderson. (Mineral Resources of the U. S., 1914

—

Part I, Sept. 24, 1915; 16 pp.)

2104—SOUTHWEST—Copper Metallurgy of the Southwest.
James Douglas. (.Advance copy, Internat. Eng. Congress,
Sept., 1915; S pp.. illus.)

2105—SULPHIDES of Copper, The. Eugene Posnjak, E. T.
Allen and H. E. Jlerwin. (Econ. Geol., Sept.-Oct., 1915; 44 pp..
illus.) Thermal, chemical, microscopic and crystallographic
stud'es. 60c.

2106—WAR—The Position of Copper During the War.
John B. C. Kershaw. (Min. and Eng. Rev., July 5, 1915; 2%
pp., illus.) 40c.

GOLD .*XD SILVER—GEOLOGY
2107—ALASKA—The Gold and Copper Deposits of the

Port Valdez District. Bertrand L. Johnson. (Bull. 622-E,
U. S. Geol. Surv.. 1915: 49 pp.. illus.)

2108—ARlilONA—Gold Deposits Near Quartzsite. Arizona.
Edward L. Jones, Jr. (Bull. 620-C, U. S. Geol. Surv., Sept..
23, 1915; 15 pp., illus.)

2109—CANADA—Gold Deposits of Newfoundland and Lab-
rador. J. W. McGrath. (Can. Min. Journ., Sept. 15, 1915; 1V4
pp.) 20c.

2110—Dl TCH GUIANA—Gold-Bearing Quartz Veins in
Dutch Guiana. J. B. Percival. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Sept. 25.
1915; 1 p., illus.) 20c.

2111—NEW SOUTH WALES—Geological Survey of the
Cargo Gold Field. E. C. Andrews and M. Morrison. (Mineral
Resources No. 19. N. S. W. Geol. Surv., 1915; 42 pp., illus.)

2112—NEW ZEALAND—The Cedar Creek-Mount Green-
land Goldfleld, N. Z. Sidney Fry. (Min. and Eng. Rev., July
5, 1915; ly. pp.) 40c.

2113—ONTARIO—Canoe Routes and Geological Features
of Kowkash District, Ontario. (Can. Min. Jour., Sept. 15,
1915; 4-ii pp.. illus.) 20c.

2114—ONTARIO—Kowkash Gold District. (Eng. and Min.
Jour., Oct. 9, 1915; 1 p.) From report of the Asst. Provincial
Geologist of (Ontario. 20c.

2115—ONTARIO—The Kowkash District, Ontario. Charles
Spearman. (Can Min. Journ., Oct. 1, 1915; 3»4 pp., illus.) 20c.

2116—ONTARIO—The Kowkash Gold Area. P. E. Hop-
kins. (Can. Min. Journ.. Oct. 1, 1915; 2 pp., illus.) 20c.

2117—ONTARIO—Structural Features of the Porcupine
Ore Deposits. Alfred R. Whitman. (Can. Min. Journ., Oct. 1,

1915; 8 pp., illus.) 20c.

GOLD DREDGIIVG AND PLACER MIMIVG
211S—ALASKA—Mineral Resources of the Chisana-White

River District, Alaska. Stephen R. Capps. (Bull. 622-F.
U. S. Geol. Surv., 40 pp., illus.)

2119—AL.4SKA—Mining in the Fairbanks and Hot Springs
Districts, Alaska. Henry M. Eakin. (Bull. 622-G, U. S.

Geol. Surv., 1915; 17 pp.)
2120—ALASKA—Placer Mining in Seward Peninsula.

Henry M. Eakin. (Bull. 622-1, U. S. Geol. Surv., 1915; 7 pp.)

2121—ALASKA—Stoping Methods at Fairbanks. Hubert
I. Ellis. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Sept. 20, 1915; 3vi PP-, illus.)
20c.

2122—CALIFORNIA—The Larsson Gold Dredge. J. Nelson
Nevius. (Min. and Oil Bull., Sept., 1915; 3>4 pp., illus.) 20c.

2123—COLOMBIA—Placers of Antioquia. Colombia. Ralph
W. Perry. (Eng. and Min. Journ.. Oct. 9, 1915; 5 pp., illus.) 20c.

2124—VICTORIA—Report of the Sludge -Abatement Board
for .1914. (Dept. of Mines and Forests, 1915: 26 pp., illus.)

2125—W.A.SHINGTON—Gold Bar Hydraulic Mine. Hubert
I. Ellis. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Oct. 23, 1915; 1 p., illus.) 20c.

GOLD AXD SILVER—CYAXIDING
2126—CYANOGEN COMPOUNDS—Recent Advances in the

Chemistry of the Cyanogen Compounds. J. E. Clennell. (Bull.
A. I. M. E., Oct.. 1915; 14 pp.) 40c.

2127—PLANT DESIGN—Simple Cyanide-Plant Design. S.

A. Worcester. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Oct. 16, 1915; 21/4 pp.,
illus.) 20c.

212S—PRECIPIT.'^TES—Refining Cyanide Precipitates. H.
T. Durant. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Sept. 25, 1915; 1V4 pp.) 20c.

2129—PRECIPITATION—-Aluminum Precipitation at the
Mill of the Butters Divisadero Company. B. M. Hamilton
and P. H. Crawford. (Min. and Sci. Press, Sept. 11, 1915; 414
pp., illus.) 20c.

2130—PRECIPIT-\TION—The Electrolytic Precipitation of
Gold. Silver and Copper from Cyanide Solutions. G. H.
Clevenger. (Advance copy. Am. Electrochem. Soc, Sept., 1915;
40. pp., illus.)

2131—SOLUTION—The Precipitating Action of Carbon in
Contact with Auriferous Cyanide Solutions. W. R. Feldt-
mann. (Bull. 132. I. M. M., Sept. 23, 1915; ^^^ pp.) Author's
reply to discussion.

2132—WESTERN -4USTR-ALIA—Surface Equipment of the
Sons of Gwalia Gold Mine, Describing Recent Additions
Thereto. A. Wauchope. (Monthly Journ. Chamber of Mines
of W. Aust., June 30, 1915; 6 pp., illus.) 60c.

GOLD AND SILVER—GENERAL.
2133—AL-\SK.4.—Mining in the Juneau Region. Alaska.

Henry M. Eakin. (Bull. 622-C., U. S. Geol. Surv., 1915; 8 pp.)
2134—-\LASK.A—Mining on Prince William Sound. Ber-

trand L. Johnson. (Bull. 622-E, U. S. Geol. Surv., 1915; 8 1^
pp., illus.)

2135—.\L,ASKA—Perseverance Mine and Alaska Gastineau
Mill. Robert E. Lewis. (Min. and Sci. Press, Sept. 11, 1915;
3-'J4 pp., illus.) 20c.

2136—CALIFORNI.A—Drift Mines of California. John D.
Hubbard. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Oct. 23, 1915; IVi pp., illus.)
20c.

2137—CALIFORNIA—The Round Lake Mine. C. P. Bowie.
(Min. and Sci. Press, Oct. 2, 1915; ?i p., illus.) 20c.

2138—COLORADO—Roosevelt Drainage Tunnel, Cripple
Creek, Colo. T. H. Sheldon. (Eng. and Min. Journ. Oct. 2

1915; 414 pp., illus.) 20c.
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2139—FLOTATION—Concentrating Gold King Ores. War-
ren C. Prosser. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Oct. 16, 1915; IVi pp.,
illus.) 20c.

2140—HONDURAS. C. F. Spaulding. (Mex. Min. Journ.,
June, 1915; 1 p.) 20c.

2141—MILLING—Gold Milling in California—A Compari-
son. Leroy A. Palmer. (Met. and Chem. Eng., Sept. 15, 1915;
6% pp., illus.) Notes on practice of Plymouth Consolidated
and Black Oak Mills. 40c.

2142—MILLING—Ore Dressing on the Mother Lode. E. S.
Pettis. (Min. and Sci. Press, Sept. 18, 1915; 4 pp., illus.) 20c.

2143—NEW MEXICO AND TEXAS—Gold, Silver, Copper,
Lead and Zinc in New Me.xico and Texas in 1914. Chas. W.
Henderson. (Mineral Resources of the U. S., 1914—Part I.,

Sept. 23, 1915; 32 pp.)
2144—SOUTH DAKOTA AND WYOMING—Gold, Silver,

Copper and Lead in South Dakota and Wyoming in 1914.
Chas. W. Henderson. (Mineral Resources of the U. S., 1914

—

Part I., Sept. 24, 1915; 16 pp.)
2145—UTAH—The Rejuvenation of the Old Maxfleld Mine.

Big Cottonwood Canyon. Will C. Higgins. (Salt Lake Min.
Rev., Oct. 15, 1915; 3 pp., illus.) 20c.

2146—UTAH—-Wonderful Showing Being Made by the
Lakeview Mining Company on Promonotory Point. Will C.
Higgins (Salt Lake Min. Rev., Sept. 15, 1915; 4§ pp., illus.)
20c.

IKON ORE DEPOSITS, MINING, ETC.
2147—ALASKA—Iron-Ore Deposits Near Nome. Henry M.

Eakin. (Bull. 622-1, U. S. Geol. Surv., 1915; 5 pp.)
214S—CUBA—The Iron Deposits of Daiquiri, Cuba. Bull.,

Waldemar Lindgren and Clyde P. Ross. (A. I. M. E., Oct., 1915;
20 pp., illus.) 40c.

2149—LAKE SUPERIOR—Mining Activity on the Iron
Ranges. Geo. E. Edwards. (Min. and Eng. Wld., Sept. 4,
1915; 7 pp.. illus.) 20c.

2150—MINNESOTA—A Survey of the Developments and
Operations in the Cuyuna Iron Ore District of Minnesota.
Carl Zapffe. (Advance copy, Lake Superior Min. Inst., Sept.,
1915; 11 pp.)

2151—NEWFOUNDLAND'S IRON MINES. P. B. McDonald.
(Can. Min. Journ., Sept. 15, 1915; 1 1,4 pp.) 20c.

2152—SH.A.FT SINKING—Grouting at the Francis Mine
Shaft of the Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Co. J. R. Reigart. (Ad-
vance copy, Lake Superior Min. Inst., Sept., 1915; 16 pp.,
illus.)

IRON AND STEEIL METALLURGY
2153—BLAST FURNACE—Chemical Principles of the Blast

Furnace. J. E. Johnson, Jr (Met. and Chem. Eng., Sept. 15,
1915; 4% pp.) Conclusion of article previously indexed. 40c.

2154—BLAST FURNACE—Thermal Principles of the Blast
Furnace. J. E. Johnson, Jr. (Met. and Chem. Eng., Oct. 15,
1915; 3 pp., illus.) 40c.

2155—BLAST-FURNACE OPERATION, Efficiency of the.
Birger F. Burman. (Met. and Chem. Eng., Sept. 15, 1915;
5 pp.) 40c.

21.S6—BLAST FURN.\CE PRACTICE—Measurement of the
Tempeiature Drop in Blast-Furnace Hot-Blast Mains. R. J.
Wysor. (Bull. A. I. M. E., Oct., 1915; 10 pp., illus.) 40c.

2157—CARBON STEELS—On the Influence of Heat Treat-
ment on the Specific Resistance and Chemical Constitution
of Carbon Steels. Edward D. Campbell. (Advance copy.
Iron a.nd Steel Inst., 1915; 13 pp., illus.)

215S—CARBURIZATION OP IRON at Low Temperatures
in Blast-Furnace Gases. T. H. Byrom. (Advance copy. Iron
and Steel Inst., 1915; 7 pp., illus.)

2159—CAST IRON—The Control of Chill in Cast Iron. Con-
sidering the Elements Effective in the Manufacture of Malle-
able Castings and Chilled Car Wheels. Grafton M. Thrasher.
(Bull. A. I. M. E., Oct., 1915; 10 pp., illus.)

2160—CEMENTITE—The Magnetic Transformation of
Cementite, with a Note on the Magnetic Aspects of the A3
Transformation in Pure Iron. Kotaro Honda and Hiromu
Takagi. (Advance copy, Iron and Steel Inst., 1915; 15 pp.,
illus.)

2161—CORROSION—The Influence of Different Elements on
the Corrosion of Iron. L. C. Wilson. (Eng. Mag., Oct., 1915;
81/4 pp.) 40c.

2162—DIRECT PRODUCTION—Furnace for Making Steel
from Ore. (Iron Tr. Rev., Oct. 14, 1915; IJ pp., illus.) 20c.

2163—MALLEABLE CAST IRON. Sulphur in. R. H. Smith.
(Advance copy. Iron and Steel Inst., 1915; 12 pp.)

2164—MANAGEMENT—Applying Scientific Management

—

I. H. K. Hathaway. (Iron Tr. Rev., Oct. 14, 1915; 41/2 pp.)
Paper before Am. Poundrymen's Assn.; explains purpose and
accomplishments of scientific management, and its utiliza-
tion in the foundry business. 20c.

2165—NEW SOUTH WALES—The Newcastle Steel Works.
Opening of the Broken Hill Proprietary Company's New
Works. (Iron and Coal Tr. Rev., Sept. 3, 1915; 2% pp.), illus.)

40c.

2166—NITROGEN—The Occurrence and Influence of Nitro-
gen on Iron and Steel. N. Tschischewski. (Advance copy.
Iron and Steel Inst., 1915; 51 pp., illus.)

2167—OPEN HEARTH VERSUS THE ELECTRIC FUR-
NACE in the Manufacture of Commercial Steels. Sidney Cor-
nell.. (Met. and Chem. Eng., Sept. 15. 1915; 1 V4 PP.) 40c.

2168—PHOSPHORUS in Iron and Steel. W. H. HatBeld.
(Advance copy, Iron and Steel Inst., 1915; 13 pp., illus.)

2169—POWER—Purchased Power for the Steel Mill. C. S.

Lankton. (Iron Tr. Rev., Sept. 23, 1915; 2i^ pp.) From a
paper before Assn. of Iron and Steel Elec. Bngrs. 20c.

2170 PURE IRON—The Influence of Oxygen on Some
Properties of Pure Iron. Wesley Austin. (Advance copy,
Iron and Steel Inst., 1915; 5 pp., illus.)

2171—SHERARDIZING, S. Trood. (Advance copy. Am.
Inst, of Metals. Sept., 1915; 11 pp.)

2172—TOOL STEEL—The Effect of Chromium and Tung-
sten Upon the Hardening and Tempering of High-Speed Tool
Steel. Prof. C. A. Edwards and H. Kikkawa. (Advance copy.
Iron and Steel Inst., 1915; 25 pp., illus.)

LEAD AND ZINC

2173—IMPURITIES—The Effect of the Common Impurities
in Spelter Upon Slush Castings. Gilbert Rigg and Henry C.
Morse. (Advance copy. Am. Inst, of Metals, Sept., 1915; 32

pp., illus.)

2174—METALLURGY—Quelques Progr&s de la M^tallurgie
en 1913 et 1914. M. L. Durand. (Rev. de Met., May, 1915; 29
pp., illus.)

2175—MILL—The New Mill of the Daly West Mining Co.,
Park City, Utah. L. O. Howard. (Met. and Chem. Eng., Sept.
15, 1915: 514 pp., illus.) 40c.

2176—MISSOURI—Boom in Missouri Zinc Mining. H. B.
Pulsifer. (Salt Lake Min. Rev., Oct. 15, 1915; 2% pp., lUus.)
20c.

2177—NEW MEXICO AND TEXAS—Gold, Silver, Copper,
Lead and Zinc in New Mexico and Texas in 1914. Chas. W.
Henderson. (Mineral Resources of the U. S., 1914—Part I,

Sept. 23, 1915; 32 pp.)
2178—SARDINIA—Calamine Mines of Sardinia. Charles

W. Wright. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Oct. 16, 1915; ZVz pp.,
illus.) 20c.

2179—SARDINIA—Conditions and Compensation of Labor
in Sardinia. Charles Will Wright. (Min. Mag., Sept., 1915;
3% pp.) 40c.

21S0—SMELTING—Development of Zinc Smelting in the
United States. George C. Stone. (Internat. Eng. Congress,
Sept., 1915; advance copy )

2181—SMELTING—The Newnam Hearth. William E. New-
nam. (Advance copy, A. I. M. E., Feb., 1916; 7 pp., illus.) 40c.

2182—SMELTING AND REFINING of Lead. Dr. H. O.
Hofman. (Advance copy, Internat. Eng. Congress, Sept.,
1915; 5 pp.)

2183—SOUTH DAKOTA AND WYOMING—Gold, Silver,
Copper and Lead in South Dakota and Wyoming in 1914.
Chas. W. Henderson. (Mineral Resources of the U. S., 1914

—

Part I, Sept. 24, 1915; 16 pp.)

21S4—TASMANIAN ZINC-LEAD SULPHIDES. The Rose-
berry Mines. (Min. and Eng. Rev., July 5, 1915; 3 pp.) 40c.

2185—UNITED STATES—The Future of the American Zinc
Industry. Otto Ruhl. (Min. and Eng. Wld., Oct. 16, 1915;
314 pp.) 20c.

2186—ZINC OXIDE—Production of Zinc Oxide from Low-
Grade Carbonate Ore at Leadville. (Met. and Chem. Eng.,
Sept. 15, 1915; 2V4 pp., illus.) 40c.

OTHER METALS.
2187—ALUMINUM—A New Reagent for the Detection and

Colorimetric Estimation of Aluminum. F. W. Atack. (Journ
Soc. Chem. Ind.. Sept. 30, 1915; I14 pp.)

2188—ALUMINUM—Melting Aluminum Chips. H. W. Gil-
lett. (Advance copy. Am. Inst, of Metals, Sept., 1915; 8 pp.)

2189—ALUMINUM—Recent Developments in Aluminum.
Ernest V. Pannell. (Advance copy. Am. Inst, of Metals, Sept.,
1915; 22 pp., illus.)

2190—AUSTRALIA—Facts Bearing Upon the Production
and Marketing of Metals in Australia. (Min. and Eng. Rev.,
Sept. 6, 1915; 214 pp.) 40c.

2192—COBALT—The Determination of Cobalt and Nickel
in Cobalt Metal. C. A. Knittel. (Can. Min. Journ., Oct. 1,

1915; 1 p.) 20c.

2193—MAGNALIUM—Reclamation of Magnalium from
Turnings. John Coulson. (Advance copy. Am. Inst, of Metals,
Sept., 1915; 7 pp.)

2194—QUICKSILVER in 1914, Production and Resources.
H. D. McCaskey. (Mineral Resources of U. S., 1914, Part I;

15 pp.)
2195—(QUICKSILVER—Some Cinnabar Deposits in Western

Nevada. Adolph Knopf. (Bull. 620-D, U. S. Geol. Surv., Sept.
14, 1915; 10 pp.)

2196—TIN—Annan River Tinfield, Cooktown District,
North Queensland. E. Cecil Saint-Smith. (Queensland Govt.
Min. Journ., Aug. and Sept., 1915: 17 pp., illus.)

2197—TIN. Editorial. (Min. Journ., Sept. 11, 1915; 1^
pp.) 40c.

2198—TIN—Prospects for Tin in the United States. H.
Foster Bain. (Min. Mag., Sept., 1915; 41/2 pp.) 40c.

2199—TIN—^Visiting the Hunan Tinfields. Gilmour E.
Brown. (Min. Mag., Sept., 1915; 5 pp., illus.) 40c.

2200—TIN MINING in Alaska. Henry M. Eakin. (Bull.
622-B, U. S. Geol, Surv., 1915; 14 pp., illus.)

2201—TIN-ORB DRESSING at Llallagua, Bolivia. Durward
Copeland and Scoville E. Hollister. (Eng. and Min. Journ.,
Sept. 25 and Oct. 2, 1915; 6% pp., illus.) Conclusion of article
previously indexed. 40c.

2202—TUNGSTEN—Burmese Tungsten. E. Maxwell-
Lefroy. (Engineer, Oct. 1, 1915; | p.) 40c.

2203—VANADIUM—The Manufacture and Use of Alumino-
Vanadium. W. W. Clark. (Advance copy, Am. Inst, of Metals,
Sept.. 1915; 9 pp.)

NONMET.iLLIC MINERALS
2204—ASBESTOS—The Working of Asbestos. (Can. Engr.,

Oct. 7, 1915; Hi pp.) Brief outline of the industry and a list
of Quebec producers. 20c.

2205—ASPHALT—The Production of Asphalt, Related
Bitumens, and Bituminous Rock in 1914. John D. Northrup.
(Mineral Resources of U. S., 1914—Part II; Oct. 18, 1915;
16 pp.)
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2206—BORAX—The Current Status of the Borax Industry.
Samuel H. Dolbear. (Met. and Chem. Eng., Sept. 1, 1915; %
p.) 40c.

2207—BORNITE—The Chemical Composition of Bornite.
Austin F. Rogers. (Science, Sept. 17, 1915; 1^4 PP.. illus.)

220S—CHROME—Resumption of Chrome-Ore Mining at
Black Lake, Que. A. C. AUenson. (Can. Min. Journ., Sept.
15. 1915; 114 pp.) 20c.

2209—FELDSPAR—The Production of Feldspar in 1914.
Frank J. Katz. (Mineral Resources of U. S., 1914—Part II;

Oct. 15, 1915; 6 pp.)
2210—GEMS and Precious Stones in 1914. Douprlas B.

Sterrett. (Mineral Resources of U. S., Year 1914—Part II,

Oct. 13, 1915; 40 pp.)
2211—GEMS—Tables for the Determination of Gems and

Precious Stones or Ornamental Stones Without Injury to the
Specimen. Alfred J. Moses. (Sch. of Mines Quart., Apr.,
1915; 32 pp.) 60c. .

2212—LIME—The Production of Lime in 1914. G. F.
Loughlin. (Mineral Resources of U. S., 1914—Part II, Oct. 14,
1915; 11 pp.)

2213—MINER.\L WATERS—The Production of Mineral
Waters in 1914. R. B. Dole. (Mineral Resources of the U.S.,
1914, Part II: 49 pp., illus.)

2214—PHOSPH.\TE—The Pebble Phosphates of Florida.
E. H. Sellards. (From 7th Ann. Report. Fla. Geol. Surv., 1915;
92 pp.. illus.)

2215—POTASH—The World's Supply of Potash (Pub. by
The Imperial Institute, London, 1915; 47 pp.) An account
of all the more important sources of potash in the world,
including the Stassfurt deposits in Germany.

2216—POTASH SALTS, The. Editorial. (Min. Mag-., Sept.,
1915; 21.4 pp.) 40c.-

2217—POTASSIUM SALTS: An Economic Geological Study.
E. Mackay Heriot. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Oct. 23 and 30,
1915; 6V4 pp.. illus.) 20c.

221s—SALT, BROMINE AND CALCIUM CHLORIDE in
1914, The Production of. W. C. Phalen. (Mineral Resources
of the U. S., 1914—Part II; Sept. 20. 1915; 16 pp., illus.)

2219—SULPHUR—Remarkable Development of Sulphur in
Progress on Texas Coast. (Min. Congress Journ., Oct.. 1915;
3% pp., illus.) 20c.

2220—SULPHUR—The Origin of the Sulphur Deposits of
Sicily. Walter P. Hunt. (Econ. Geol., Sept. -Oct., 1915; 36
pp., illus.) 60c.

PETROLEUM AND NATITRAL, GAS
2222—CALIFORNIA—Important Topping Plants of Cali-

fornia. Arthur F. L. Bell. (Bull. A. L M. E., Sept.. 1915; 31
pp., illus.)

2223—GEOLOGIC CONDITIONS That May Confuse Oil
Drillers. Dorsey Hager. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Oct. 9, 1915;
1 p., illus.) 20c.

2224—MEXICO—The Furbero Oil Field, Mexico. E. Degol-
yer. (Bull. A. I. M.. E., Sept., 1915; 1214 pp., illus.) 40c.

2225—MONTANA—Possibilities of Oil in the Porcupine
Dome, Rosebud Countv, Montana. C. F. Bowen. (Bull. 621-F,
U. S. Geol. Surv.; 10 pp.. illus.)

2226—N.\TURAL GAS—Composition of the Natural Gas
Used in Twenty-Five Cities, with a Discussion of the Proper-
ties of Natural Gas. G. A. Burrell and G. G. Oberfell. (Tech.
Paper 109, U. S. Bureau of Mines, 1915; 22 pp.)

2227—OHIO—Anticlines in the Clinton Sand Near Wooster,
Wavne Countv, Ohio. C. A. Bonine. (Bull. 621-H, U. S. Geol.
Surv., Oct. S, 1915; 12 pp., illus.)

2227a—OKLAHOMA—The Duncan Gas Field, Stephens
Countv, Oklahoma. Carroll H. Wegemann. (Bull. 621-D, U. S.
Geol. Surv., Aug. 30, 1915; 12 pp., illus.)

222s—OKLAHOM.\—The Healdton Oil Field, Carter County,
Oklahoma. C. H. Wegemann and K. C. Heald (Bull. 621-B,
U. S. Geol. Surv.; IS pp., illus.)

2229—OKLAHOMA—The Lawton Oil and Gas Field, Okla-
homa. Carroll H. Wegemann and Ralph W. Howell. (Bull.
621-G, U. S. Geol. Surv., Sept. 27, 1915; 17 pp., illus.)

2230—TENNESSEE-^Recent Oil Developments Near Oneida,
Scott County, Tennessee L. C. Glenn. (Resources of Tenn.,
Oct., 1915; 21 pp., illus.)

2231—TEXAS—A Reconnaissance for Oil Near Quanah,
Hardeman Countv, Texas. Carroll H. Wegemann. (Bull.
621-J, U. S. Geol. Surv., Oct. 9, 1915; 7 pp., illus.)

22 32—WESTERN AUSTRALIA—The Reputed Petroliferous
Area of the Warren River District. (South-West Division).
H. P. Woodward. (Bull. 65, West. Aust. Geol. Surv., 1915; 54
pp., illus.)

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY—GENERAL
2233—IDAHO—The Orofino Coal Field, Clearwater. Lewis

and Idaho Counties, Idaho. Charles T. Lupton. (Bull. 621-1,
U. S. Geol. Surv., Oct. 9, 1915; 10 pp., illus.)

2235—ONTARIO—Certain Mineral Occurrences in the
Worthington Mine, Sudbury, Ontario and Their Significance.
T. L. Walker. (Econ. Geol., Sept.-Oct., 1915; 7 pp., illus.) 60c.

2236—ONTARIO—Pre-Cambrian Ore Deposits in Ontario.
Willet G. Miller and Cyril W. Knight. (Min. and Sci. Press.
Sept. 11. 1915; 3% pp., illus.) Abstract of paper before Royal
Soc. of Canada. 20c.

2237—ORE DEPOSITION—The Fractional Precipitation of
Some Ore-Forming Compounds at Moderate Temperatures.
Roger C. Wells. (Bull. 609, U. S. Geol. Surv., 1915; 46 pp., illus.)

223.S—TROPICS—Geology as an Aid to Tropical Engineer-
ing. Warren D. Smith. (Min. and Sci. Press, Sept. 18, 1915;
614 pp.. illus.) 20c.

2239—UTAH—Geology of the Ore Deposits of the Tintlc
Mining District. Guy W. Crane. (Bull., A. I. M. E., Oct.,
1915; 14 pp.)

MINING—GENERAL
2240—ACCIDENTS—Monthly Statement of Coal-Mine

Fatalities in the United States. July, 1915. Albert H. Fay. (U.S.
Bureau of Mines, 1915; 16 pp.)

2241—AIR MEASUREMENT—Orifice Measurement of Air
in Large Quantities. Elmo G. Harris. (Bull., Mo. School of
Mines and Metallurgy, Nov., 1915; 18 pp., illus.)

2242—BL.\STING—The Galvanometer and Its Advantages
in Electrical Blasting. A. E. Anderson. (Colo. Sch. of Mines
Mag.. Oct.. 1915; 1 1,2 pp.)

2243—BOLIVIA—The Mineral Resources of Bolivia. (Mex.
Min. Journ., June, 1915; 2^^ pp.) 20c.

2244—BURMA—Mining in Burma—Part I. C. W. Chater.
(Trans. N. Eng. Inst. Min. and Mech. Engrs., July, 1915; 14
pp., illus.)

2245—CONVEYING ORE—Moving Ore in Flat Slopes on
the Rand. E. M. Weston. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Oct. 23,
1915; 1^4 pp.. illus.) 20c.

2246—COLORADO—Mining in Colorado. George J. Ban-
croft. (Min. and Sci. Press, Oct. 9, 1915; 2 pp., illus.) 20c.

2247—COST—Basic Principles of Mining Cost. James R.
Finlay. (Sch. of Mines Quart.. Apr., 1915; 5 pp.) 60c.

2248—DRILL BITS—Comparative Tests of Piston-Drill
Bits. C. R. Forbes and L. M. Cummings. (Bull. Mo. Sch. of
Mines and Met., Aug.. 1915; 16 pp. illus)

2249—DLTST—Recent Investigations on Dust in Mine Air
and the Causation of Miners' Phthisis. James Moir. (Journ.
Chem., Met. and Min. Soc. of So. Afr., July-Aug., 1915; 7 ',4 pp.,
illus.) 60c.

2250—EXCAVATION—Excavateur de Faible Encombrement
pour Mines et Terrassements. P. Calfas. (Genie Civil. Sept.
4, 1915; 314 pp., illus.) 40c.

2251—EXPLOSIVES Used in War and Metal Mining. Percy
E. Barbour. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Sept. 25, 1915; 4 pp.)
Notes on the constituents and characteristic* of different
explosives. 20c.

2252—FIN.4NCING of Mines in the United States. Lucius
W. Maver. (Advance copy. Internal. Eng. Congress, Sept..
1915; IS pp.)

2253—FIRST AID at Ray Consolidated. J. T. More. (Eng.
and Min. Journ., Oct. 9, 1915; 1% pp.) 20c.

2254—HOISTING—The Winding Drums of Practice and of
Theorv: with Notes on Factors of Safety and Economy of
Winding-Ropes. H. ^W. G. Halbaum. (Trans.. N. Eng. Inst.
Min. and Mech. Engrs.. July. 1915; 70 M: PP-. illus.)

2255—HOISTING WORKS in the Park City District, Utah

—

I. L. O. Howard. (Min. and Sci. Press, Oct. 9, 1915; 3 pp.,
illus.) 20c.

2256—LABOR—Miners' Unions in Canada. (Can. Min.
Journ., Sept. 15, 1915; 3^4 PP.. illus.) Continuation of article
previously indexed. 20c.

2257—MEXICO—New Mining Taxes in Mexico. Editorial.
(Eng. and Min. Journ., Oct. 23, 1915; 1% pp.) 20c.

2258—MEXICO—Zacatecas. (Mex. Min. Journ., Aug., 1915;
IJ^ pp.) 20c.

2259—NEWFOUNDLAND'S MINERAL RESOURCES. P. B.
McDonald. (Eng. and Min. Journ.. Oct. 23, 1915; 1% pp.,
illus.) 20c.

2260—ORE POCKET—Concrete Underground Ore Pocket
at Copper Queen. Fred M. Heidelberg. (Eng. and Min.
Journ., Oct. 2, 1915; 214 pp., illus.) 20c.

2261—RESCUE WORK—The Instruction, Organization and
Care of Rescue Parties Using Self-Contained Breathing-
Apparatus in Mines After an Explosion, or in Fighting Jline
Fires. CJeorge O'Brien. (Bull. Can. Min. Inst., June, 1915;
7 pp.)

2262—SHAFT-SINKING with Jackhamers Leroy A. Pal-
mer. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Oct. 9, 1915; H4 pp., illus.) 20c.

2263—SKIP with Cable Guides. Jesse Simmons. (Eng. and
Min. Journ.. Sept. 25, 1915; 1 p.. illus.) 20c.

2264—SURVEYING—Use of the Brunton in Mine Surveying.
James O. Greenan. (Mex. Min. Journ., Sept., 1915; \Vi pp.) 20c.

2265—TIMBERING in New York Subwav. John Seward.
(Eng. and Min. Journ., Oct. 23, 1915; 1 p.) Correspondence
discussing P. E. Barbour's article previously published. 20c.

2266—TIMBERING in the New York Subwav. Percv E.
Barbour. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Oct. 2, 1915; 2% pp., illus.)
Discusses the causes of two disasters in New York subway
building, and suggests that better timbering would have
prevented them. 20c.

2267—TUNNELING AND GEOLOGY. E Lauchli. (Can.
Engr., Sept. 16. 1915; 7U pp., illus.) The importance of
geologic surveys in connection with tunnel work. 20c.

226S—UTAH—Mining in Utah. L. O. Howard. (Min. and
Sci. Press. Sept. IS, 1915; 2% pp., illus.) 20c.

2269—VALUATION of Mines. Editorial. (Min. and Sci.
Press, Oct. 9, 1915; 1 p.) 20c.

2270—VENTILATION—Economy in Ventilating Mines with
Purchased Power. Thomas A. Mather. (Coal Age, Sept. 4,

1915; H4 pp.) 20c.

ORE DRESSING—GENERAL
2271—CONCENTRATING TABLE—Wright Concentrating

Table. C. "W. Wright. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Oct. 16, 1915;
2 pp., illus.) 20c.

2272—CRUSHIN(3—Kick vs. Rittinger: An Experimental
Investigation in Rock Crushing, Performed at Purdue Uni-
versity. Arthur O. Gates. (Bull. A. L M. E., Sept., 1915;
29 pp., illus.) 40c.

2273—FLOTATION—Callow Pneumatic Process of Flota-
tion. (Met. and Chem. Eng., Sept. 1, 1915; 2 pp., illus.) 40c.
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2274—FLOTATION—Methods of Handling Waste Products
from MillK in Australia. W. Shellshear. (Min. and Eng. Rev.,
Sept. 6, 1»15; 5 pp., illus.)

2274a—FLOTATION—Recent Progress in Flotation. (Min.
and Eng. Rev., Sept. 6, 1915; 2ii pp., illus.) 40c.

2276—FLOTATION—What Is Flotation? T. A. Rickard.
(Min. and Sci. Press, Sept. 11 and Oct. 2, 1915; 8 pp., illus.) 40c.

2276—FLOTATION—Whv is Flotation? Charles T. Durell.
(Min. and Sci. Press, Sept. IS, 1915; 4 pp.) 20c.

2277—FLOT.'VTION—Use of Coal Tar in Flotation. William
A. Mueller. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Oct. 9, 1915; 3 pp.) 20c.

2278—FLOTATION OILS—Grades and Kinds of Oil for
Flotation Processes. (Min. and Eng. Wld., Sept. 25, 1915;
1% pp., illus.) 20c.

METALLURGY—GENERAL
2279—ALLOT—Standard Test Specimen of Zinc-Bronze:

Cu, SS; Sn, 10: Zn. 2. Henrv S. Rawdon. (Advance copv, Am.
Inst, of Metals, Sept., 1915; 15 pp., illus.)

2280—ALLOY—Stellite. Elwood Haynes. (Advance copy.
Am. Inst, of Metals, Sept., 1915; 4 pp.)

2281—ALLOT—The Advantages of a Standard Railroad
Car-Bearing .A.lloy. Russell R. Clarke. (Advance copy. Am.
Inst, of Metals, Sept., 1915; 19 pp.)

2282—ALLOT—The Development of an Acid-Resisting
Alloy. S. W. Parr. (Advance copy. Am. Inst, of Metals, Sept.,
1915; 7 pp., illus.)

2283—ALLOYS—Aluminum Bronze Alloys. W. M. Corse.
(Advance copy. Am. Inst, of Metals, Sept., 1915; 11 pp., illus.)

2284—ALLOT.S—Effect of Changes in the Composition of
Alloys Used by the American Railways for Car Journal Bear-
ings. C. H. Clamer. (Advance copy. Am Inst, of Metals,
Sept., 1915; 24 pp.. illus.)

22S5—ALLOYS—Notes on the Copper-Rich Kalchoids (Cop-
per-Tin-Zinc Alloys). .Samuel L. Hoyt. (Advance copy. Am.
Inst, of Metals, Sept., 1915: 12 pp., illus.)

2286—ALLOY.S—The Alloys of Chromium, Copper and
Nickel. David F. McFarland and Oscar E. Harder. (Advance
copy, Am. Inst, of Metals, Sept., 1915; 15 pp.)

2287—ALLOYS—The Constitution of Brasses Containing
Small Percentages of Tin. A Contribution to the Study of the
Ternary System Copper-Zinc-Tin. O. F. Hudson and R. M.
Jones. (Advance copy. Inst, of Met., Sept., 1915; 13 pp.,
illus.)

2288—ALLOYS—The Hardness of Copper-Zinc Alloys.
Domenico Meneghini. (Advance copy, Inst, of Met., Sept.,
1915; 6 pp., illus.)

2289—ALLOYS—The Manufacture and Use of Alumino-
Vanadium. W. W. Clark. (Advance copy. Am. Inst, of Metals,
Sept., 1915; S pp.)

2290—ALLOTS—Notes on the Copper-Rich Kalchoids.
Samuel L. Hovt and Paul H. M. P. Brinton. (Advance copy,
Brit. Inst, of Metals. Sept., 1915; 11 pp., illus.)

2291—ALLOTS—Specifications for Alloys for High-Speed
Superheated Steam Turbine Blading. W. B. Parker. (Advance
copy, Inst, of Metals, Sept.. 1915; 47 pp., illus.)

2292—BRASS—Some Experiences With Brass in Civil-
Engineering Works. Alfred D. Flinn. (Advance copy. Am.
Inst, of Metals, Sept., 1915: 27 pp., illus.)

2293—BRASSES—Structural Changes in Industrial Brasses.
Domenico Meneghini. (Advance copy, Inst, of Metals, Sept.,

1915; 8 pp.. illus.)

2294—BRASSES—The Failure of Structural Brasses. P. D.
Merica and R. "W . Woodward. (Advance copy. Am. Inst, of
Metals, Sept., 1915; 19 pp., illus.)

2295—CASTINGS—Detection of Internal Blowholes in

Metal Castings by Means of X-Rays. C. H. Tonamy. (Advance
copy, Inst, of Metals, Sept., 1915; 4 pp., illus.)

2296—COATINGS—Protective Coatings for Metal. H. B. C.

Allison. (Gen. Elec. Rev., Sept., 1915; 2Vi pp.) 40c.

2297—CORROSION—The Micro-Chemistry of Corrosion.
Part IV—Gun Metal. Cecil H. Desch and Henry Hyman.
(Advance copy, Inst, of Met., Sept., 1915; 11 pp., illus.)

2298—DUST—The Fleming Dust-Collecting System. W. C.
Hanna. (Met. and Chem. Eng., Sept. 15, 1915: 4 pp., illus.)

Dust-collecting svstem at plant of California Portland Cement
Co.; paper before Am. Inst, of Chem. Engrs., Aug. IS, 1915. 40c.

2299—FUELS—Symposium on the Utilization of Fuels in

Metallurgy. Edited bv C. H. Fulton. (Advance paper. Inter-
nal. Eng. Congress, Sept., 1915; 7 pp.) Brief articles by D. H.
Browne and E. P. Mathewson (on pulverized coal); Z. C. Kline
(on gas-producer development); and C. E. Lucke (on surface
combustion).

2300—HEATING as a Phase of Ore Treatment. F. L.
Grammer. (Can. Min. Journ., Oct. 15, 1915; 1% pp.) 20c.

2301—MANGANESE BRONZE—The Manufacture and Uses
of Wrought Manganese Bronze. Jesse L. Jones. (Advance
copy, Am. Inst, of Metals., Sept., 1915; 11 pp.)

2302—METALLOGRAPHT—Recent Progress in Metallog-
raphy. Wm. Campbell. (Sch. of Mines Quart., Apr., 1915;
31 pp.) 60c.

2303—MOLDING SANDS—A Preliminary Report on Molding
Sands. C. P. Karr. (Advance copy. Am. Inst, of Metals, Sept.,

1915; 14 pp.)

2304—MOLDING SANDS—Albany Molding Sands. D. H.
Newland. (Advance copy. Am. Inst, of Metals. Sept., 1915;
5 pp.)

2305—PLATINUM WARE—A Study of the Quality of Plati-
num Ware. Geo. K. Burgess and P. D. Sale. (Scientific Paper,
No. 254, Bureau of Standards, Aug. 25, 1915; 28 pp., illus.)

2306—PROGRES.S—Quelques Progr6s de la M^tallurgie en
1913 et 1914. M. L. Durand. (Rev. de Met., May, 1915; 29 pp..

2307—PHTSICAL PROPERTIES of Metals as Functions of
Each Other; Including a Mathematical Investigation Into the
Law of Dulong and Petit. A. H. Stuart. (Advance copy, Inst,
of Metals. Sept., 1915; 10 pp., illus.)

2308 — REFRACTORY ORES — The Geliens Process of
Treating Refractory Ores. G. A. Geliens. (Min. and Eng.
Wld.. Sept. 25, 1915; 1% pp.) 20c.

2309—SURFACE COMBUSTION—Design of Surface Com-
bustion Appliances—II. Charles E. Lucke. (Sch. of Mines
Quart., Apr., 1915; 16 pp., illus.) Continuation of article pre-
viously indexed. 40c.

2310—THERMOSTAT for Moderate and High Tempera-
tures. John L. Haughton and D. Hanson. (Advance copy,
Inst, of Met., Sept., 1915; 7 pp., illus.)

FUELS
2311—COAL CHART—A Serviceable Coal Chart. (Eng.

and Min. Journ., Oct. 16, 1915; H4 pp., illus.) Shows the cost
of steam from a given grade of coal under various conditions.
From "Power." Sept. 28, 1915. 20c.

2312—CO.\L DUST—Firing With Coal Dust. E. B. Wilson.
(Coll. Engr., Oct., 1915; 2 pp., illus.) 20c.

2313—COKE—The Manufacture of Coke in 1914. C. E.
Lesher. (Mineral Resources of U. S., Year 1914—Part II, Oct.
13, 1915; 56 pp.)

2314—GASOLINE—Inflammability of Mixtures of Gasoline
Vapor and .\ir. G. A. Burrell and H. T. Boyd. (Tech. Paper
115, U. S. Bureau of Mines, 1915; IS pp., illus.)

2315—PE.4T—The Production of Peat in 1914. Charles A.
Davis. (Mineral Resources of U. S., Year 1914—Part II; Oct.
9, 1915; 11 pp.)

2316—POWDERED COAL—Some Problems in Burning
Powdered Coal. Arthur S. Mann. (Gen. Elec. Rev., Oct.,
1915; 7 pp.. illus.) Part II of article previously indexed. 40c.

MINING .\ND MET.*^Lt,URGlrAL MACHINERY
2317—CHARGE CAR at Midvale, Utah. 'Eng. and Min.

Journ., Sept. 25, 1915; 1% PP., illus.) 20c.

2318—F.\XS—Uses for Underground Fans. Henry Briggs.
(Coal Age, Sept. 4, 1915; 3 pp., illus.) 20c.

2319—LUBRICATING OIL for Diesel Engines and Air Com-
pressors. (Engineer, Aug. 20, 1915; ^4 P.)

2320—LUBRICATION—The Theory of Lubrication. L.
Ubbelohde. (Gen. Elec. Rev., Oct., 1915; 7 pp., illus.) Trans-
lated from "Petroleum"; to be continued. 40c.

2321—POWER—How to Select Your Prime Mover. Gustav
Fisk. (Iron Tr. Rev.. Sept. 23. 1915; 414 PP., illus.) Practical
hints on methods of figuring cost of power, based on accurate
data and present coal prices; steam turbines, gas and Diesel
engines compared. 20c.

2322—WESTERN .AUSTRALIA—Surface Equipment of the
Sons of Gwalia Gold Mine, Describing Recent Additions
Thereto. A. Wauchope. (Monthly Journ. Chamber of Mines
of West. Australia, July 31, 1915; 5 pp., illus.)

S.*MPI,ING AND ASSAYING
2323—CANADA—Dominion Assay Office at Vancouver.

Eugene Haanel. (Min., Eng. and Elec. Rec, Sept., 1915; ZVs
pp., illus.) 20c.

2324—CRUSHING—Fineness of Crushing for Assaying,
E. J. Hall. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Oct. 16, 1915; % p.) 20c.

2325—GAS—Analysis of Natural Gas and Illuminating Gas
by Fractional Distillation at Low Temperatures and Pres-
sures. G. A. Burrell, F. M. Seibert and I. W. Robertson.
(Tech. Paper 104. U. S. Bureau of Mines, 1915; 41 pp., illus.)

2326—M.4NGANESE DETERMINATION—Ueber das Chlo-
rat- und Persuifatverfahren zur Manganbestimmung. (Stahl
u. Eisen, Sept. 9 and 16, 1915; 12^4 pp.) 80c.

2327—QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS—A Note on the Qualita-
tive Detection and Separation of Platinum, Arsenic, Gold,
Selenium, Tellurium and Molybdenum. Philip B. Browning.
(Am. Journ. of Science, Oct., 1915; 1% pp.) 40c.

2328—S.\MPLING an Erratic Orebody. L. A. Parsons. (Min.
Mag., Sept., 1915; 3% pp.) 40c.

INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY
2329—ACCIDENT PREVENTION in the Chemical Indus-

tries. Frederick Vv'. Keough. (Met. and Chem. Eng.. Oct. 15,
1915; 2% pp.) Address before Nat. Assn. of Chem. Indus-
tries, Ne%v York. Sept. 22, 1915. 40c.

2330—GAS M.\NUPACTURE—A Bibliography of the Chem-
istry of Gas Manufacture. W. F. Rittman and M. C. Whitaker.
(Tech. Paper 120, U. S. Bureau of Mines, 1915; 29 pp.)

2331—SULPH.\TE OF AMMONIA ASSOCIATION. (Coll.
Guard., Aug. 27, 1915; 1§ pp.) Statement of work being done
by this British organization, reasons for its formation, eto.
40c.

2332—SULPHURIC ACID—The Production of Sulphuric
Acid and a Proposed New Method of Manufacture. Wm. H.
Waggaman. (Bull. 283, U. S. Dept. Agriculture, Sept. 28, 1915;
39 pp., illus.)

MATERIALS OP CONSTRUCTION
2333—CEMENT—An Air Analyzer for Determining the

Fineness of Cement. J. C. Pearson and W. H. Sligh. (Tech-
nologic Paper No. 4S, Bureau of Standards, Sept. S, 1915;
74 pp., illus.)

2334—CEMENTS—Value of the High-Pressure Steam Test
of Portland Cements. R. J. Wig and H. A. Davis. (Tech-
nologic Paper No. 47, Bureau of Standards, Aug. 18, 1915; 34
pp., illus.)

2335—CONCRETE—Influence of Temperature on the
Strength of Concrete. A. B. McDaniel. (Bull. 81, Eng. Experi-
ment Sta., Univ. of 111., July 26, 1915; 24 pp., illus.)
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SlWOl'.SIS—Aii n.rouiit uf the snirllhi,/ ,,/irni-

tioiis of the Criitral Chili Copper Cu. at Pdiiiilcillo

in the province of Coquimbo. Besides the ore of

its Fanuhillo mine, the company smelts custom

ores, for which a heddiny system is provided. An
nnusual chnri/r-lracl,- nrrangement is employed.

The Central Chili Copper Co. was tlio outcome of the

reorganization ut the Pamileillo Copper Co., wliich began

operations about "lO years ago at Panuleillo, in the

province of Coquimbo. Chile. The company is owned

l)y Frencli and English eajiital and is under the manage-

ment of Berthold Schitl'. a native ol' 1'"raiuc. wlm has had

The Ceiitial ('bill ('(ippei' Co.'s jilaiit is at an ele\a-

tidu (it l.v'oo tt. alidve the sra. mil nf the zone of heavy

i-aiiis, and licl(i\\ that n( <.\u\\\ t<v I'ree/ing weather. Con-

sei|iieiitly. little housing of the jilaiit is iiceessary. The
]iresent furnace nf the liciiTsbiilV t\|M' has a ca]iaeit\'

of about 2')0 tons a (hi\ ami was installed by H. K,

;^rasters in 1!H);. iv|ilaring tinve (ild-st\ le liirnaees.

Ci s-r(),\i ()i!i:s .Viti-: Bi:i)i)i:i)

The company "|ierates the famous I'aauleiUo mine,

situated about 2 km. from the smelting plant. A little

more than 50% of the ore smelted is from this mine,

'I'he remainder of the charge is made up of purchased

ores, carbonates and oxiiles, I'l-oni \arious parts of the

GICXKK.M^ VTF;\V CfF flOX'I'KAI. ('HI!,T OI'I'KR CO. -VT I'AXUT.ril.L

a wide experience in Mexico and fjatin-Americau coun-

tries. The mining operations are in charge of Charles

Gibbons, and the smelting plant is under the direction

of Thomas F. Higgins. formerlv with the United States

Smelting Co.. at "Mid^•ale. T^tah, assisted by I?. L. Lee.

formerlv with ^lason A'allev .Mines Co., oF Thoniiison,

Nev.

WoKK.s IX CiiXTiii; (II' Co(;ii-Miio Out; Disi'iiicr

The smelting plant of the Central Chili Copper Co. is

situated in the center of the Coquimbo ore district, being

48 Ivin. from the ]iort of Coquimbo and 4-> km. fi-oiu

Ovalle, On account of its central location, the ])Iant is

able to secure ores From all the siii-rouiiding districts with-

out incurring a heavy freight rate. There are two otlier

smelting plants in the district, lint they do little or n<i

custom snieltinc

ilisti'i(.-t, and as they are of a wide \ariety. a bedding sys-

tem is necessary. The Ji/nrntil of May 1-"). 1SI15, pub-

lished an illustration of the beds made at the Central

Chili Copper Co.'s [ilant liy iliunping the ore sacks

brought in by burro troop. As this system was modern-
ized some time ago, a descrijjtion of the liedding system

now in use may be of interest.

The Panuleillo mine is connected with the smelting

jihint by a gravity incUnc. and the ore is brought down
in .•!-t(in bottom-dump cars. While about 2% of the cus-

toui ores still arrives on burros and is dumped to the

])ile direct, the other 1)8% arri\-es in railroad cars, mostly

of 20 tons' capacity, having flat bottoms. In one of the

accompanying illustrations the bedding system is shown
Avith two trestles, 125 ft. long. These are 12 ft. higher

than the feed-floor level and have a track for the charge

ears which run along either side.
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Wlien the custom ores arrive at the plant, they are

shoveled over the side of the car, eommeucing at one

end of the trestle and moving forward as the unloading

proceeds, so as to give an even layer from the contents

of each car. As the ore falls on the apex of the bed and
rolls to either side, a fair mixture is obtained. From
the two trestles four beds of 900 tons each can be made.

This storage capacity, about 3,600 tons, is ample for this

plant.

The sampling of the ores is done in a primitive way,

but it is the method used in most parts of Chile and

seems to give satisfaction both to buyer and to seller.

As the ore is unloaded from the cars, every 20th shovelful

is taken for a sample. This is passed through a Sturte-

vant jaw crusher and then over a divider, after which

it is quartered and bucked in the usual manner. Owing
to the great number of different ores arriving each day,

it is almost impossible to get an analysis of all the ore

placed on a bed before it is smelted. In making up the

furnace charge, the percentage of iron and s\ilphur in

the bed is taken into consideration, since by knowing
these two factors the metallurgist accustomed to the

ores of the district is able to judge of the proportions of

the furnace mixture. Any alteration that may be re-

2 ft. lower than the charge track. On the change track

runs a flat car, the top of which is on a level with the rails

of the charge-car tracks.

Side-dump charge cars of 2^/0 tons' capacity are used

for the ores and smaller cars of the same type for the

coke. The coke and ores are shoveled into the cars from
the floor of their respective beds. After filling, the cars

are pushed out to the change track, run on the flat, or

transfer, car and then to charge tracks on either side

of the furnace. The charge cars pass over scales on the

way to the furnace, are weighed and run to the charge

doors. At first thought, this appears to be an expensive

method of Jiandling charges, but when the cheapness of

labor is taken into consideration, it is not found to be

expensive. The cost of taking ore from the beds to the

furnace is less than 4c. per ton.

Sow Difficulties in the Blast Furxace

The l)last furnace at the Central Chili Copper Co.'s

plant measures 46x144 in. at the tuyeres and has a height

of 9 ft. There are four jackets on each side and one

jacket at the ends. The side jackets have three tuyeres

each. A copper breast jacket is used, and a watei'-

jacketed steel spout, with water-cooled copper nose-piece.

TWO VIEWS OF the SMELTING PLANT AT PANULCILLO. PROVINCE OF COQUIMBO, CHILE

quired can be made as soon as the slag has been examined.

Once the bed or mixture is adjusted to produce the right

slag, there is seldom any need to change the charge

until the next bed is opened.

Coke is bought in England and shipped in sailing ves-

sels, the voyage from England to Coquimbo taking about

one hundred days. Before the war German coke was

used. Arriving in Coquimbo, the coke is unloaded on

stockpiles. Because of the uncertain arrival of the ships

it is necessary to carry a large stock of coke at all times.

Shipment from stockpile at Coquimbo is made in 7-ton

railroad cars as needed for the furnace. The coke is

unloaded at the smelting plant in a manner similar to

that for ore, the space provided for coke having a capac-

ity of 300 to 400 tons, thus compensating for any irregu-

larity in the arrival of the coke trains.

Transfer Car and "Change Track" Permit Use of

Charge-Car Tracks Without Curves

In handling the furnace-charge cars an unusual method

is used. By installing a "change track" and a transfer

ear, all curves in the charge tracks were eliminated. The
ore beds, the sulphide ores and the coke piles are all

made parallel to the axis of the furnace. The so-called

change track, 200 ft. long, runs at right angles and is

traps the blast 5 in. All jackets, as well as the spouts,

are made at the plant. The copper breast jackets and
nose-pieces were formerly purchased in New York.

Lately, however, a small reverberatory furnace, 2 ft. wide

and 4 ft. long, has been constructed, and in this the old

breast jackets and scrap copper are melted and the copper

poured into the molds for the new breast jackets and nose-

pieces.

The bottom of the blast furnace is lined with silica

brick, but on account of difficulties with iron "sows," the

problem is to prevent the bottom from becoming too high

rather than from burning out. In the two years' run on

the present bottom there has not been one break-out in

the bottom of the furnace.

The forehearth is 8 ft. in width and 15 ft. in length

and is made of i/^-in. steel, lined with crushed siliceous

ore, the bottom being of slag brick. When necessary the

settler is cooled by a water spray, but the latter is some-

times not used for several days. Owing to accumulations

of iron sow, the bottom of the settler gradually builds up
and it becomes necessary to raise the tap hole from time

to time. After a run of 30 to 40 days it is usually neces-

sary to change settlers. This is done by breaking the

joints on each side, where the sheets are put together

with bolts instead of rivets. The frame is then taken
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away in pieces and the sow raised with jaclvs in order to

permit it to be taken out on rollers. Changing the settler

necessitates shutting down the furnace for two days,

during which time any necessary repairs are made.

Small forehearths of the type formerly used at Trail,

B. C, were tried, but it was found that sow difficulties

were greater with the small settler than with the large

one. The settler sow, when cooled, is blasted, broken

into pieces small enough to enter the furnace doors and

resmelted at times when the furnace is in good condi-

tion. The smelting of the sow in small quantities does

not seem to make any increase of sow in the settler. The
sow usually contains about 40% Fe and 40% Cu.

The Slag Is High in Alujiina

About 7,000 tons of ore are smelted per month, and
an average slag analysis is as follows: SiO, 40.9%;
Fe 15.6; CaO 12.3; ALO3 22.8; MgO 1.1; Cu 0.4:i%,.

The slag is hauled to the dump in small hand-tilted pots

dra^vTi by mules or horses. It is under consideration,

however, to replace the animals with mechanical traction.

The matte is tapped from the settler into cast-steel molds.

The smelting plant is operated in 12-hr. shifts and,

including the mechanical department, employs about 201)

men. The men are paid from 2i/> to 41/2 pesos per day,

except the mechanics, who receive from 41/^ to 8 pesos.

As the Chilean peso has a value of about 18c., U. S. Cy.,

according to the present rate of exchange, hand labor is

in most cases cheaper than mechanical operations. There-
fore much of the work is done l)y hand.

When labor is cheap one is usually inclined to think

that it is inellicient. On the contrary, some of the men
at this plant are excellent workers, and as a whole one

might compare them to the Greek laborers used in some
of the plants in the western part of the United States.

As an example of the efficiency of these workers, it may
be mentioned that a gang at Panulcillo unloads 20 tons

of ore per man for a day's work, and the charge wheelers

will load and put to the furnace 20 tons per man per day.

Yard men working by task will do as much as the average

workman of this class in the United States. As for

mechanics, one may encounter much worse in the States.

In closing, it may be of interest to mention that the

Central Chili Copper Co. was one of the few mining or

TKANSr(-)KTi.\'G MOl.TKN SLAG AN'D

Slag is hauled frojn the blast furnace by animals at pres-
ent. The substitution of mechanical ti-action has been under
consideration for some time, but up to date no installation
has been made.

"CLKANlll- AT THE PANUL.CII.LO PLANT
Method of elevating "cleanup" to the furnace-feed floor.

The "angarillas" hold about 250 lb. each. Because of the
cheap labor and the small quantity of material to be handled,
an elevator is not installed.

each mold holding about 300 lb. of matte. When cooled

it is passed through a Blake crusher and put into sacks

containing about 230 lb. each and shipped to New York.

The grade of the matte is maintained as near 50% as

possible, as this gracle has been found most economical.

Flue dust was previously wet and fed back to the fur-

nace while running under low blast. Recently an

Empress briquetting machine has been installed, and in

the future the flue dust will be briquetted with some

of the finer ores which contain sufficient talcose material

to act as a binder.

The power-house equipment comprises two Garrett

compound engines of 225 hp. each, running at a speed of

187 r.p.m., direct-connected to three-phase generators.

Only one engine is run at a time, the other being kept in

reserve in case of breakdown, or to give time for cleaning

the boilers. The power is distributed through different

motors about the plant, there being a 60-hp. motor for

the matte crusher, a 15-hp. motor for each of two pumps
and another of the same size for the sampling mill, an

80-hp. motor for the briquetting plant, and a 100-hp.

motor for the furnace blower. The blower is a No. 7

Connersville and delivers air to the furnace at a pressure

of 20 oz.

smelting establishments of- Chile that withstood the gen-

eral crisis in 1914 and worked without interruption after

the outbreak of the European war.

Since lUOi the output of manufactured asphalt from

domestic sources has dominated the asphalt industry

of the United States, says the United States Geological

Survey. The quantity of manufactured asphalt from

domestic petroleum reached 360,383 tons in 1914, with

another 313,787 tons produced from Mexican petroleum,

as against a total production of natural asphalt of 77,588

tons. This latter was subdivided as follows : Bituminous

rock, 48,771 tons; wiirtzilite (elaterite) and gilsonite,

19,148 ; and grahamite, 9,669 tons. This was produced by

the states of California, Kentucky, Oklahoma and Utah.

Although ozokerite occurs in Utah, the United States has

for years imported practically all its supply from Galicia.

Production of Precious Stones in the United Ftates in 1914

amounted to $124,651, according to the Geological Survey. Of

this. $60,932 was in sapphires; $13,370 in turquoise and matrix;

$S,312 in agate, chalcedony, onyx, etc.; $7,980 in tourmaline:

and the remainder of the production scattering.
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On Oct. 23 the preliminary arrangements were com-

pleted for the most comprehensive international confer-

ence that has ever been held in the United States. From
Dee. 27, 1915, to Jan. 8, 1916, there will meet in Wash-

ington, D. C, the Second Pan-American Scientific Con-

gress, in which all of the American republics will par-

ticipate and for which preparations have been going on

for nearly two years.

According to the official reports, each of the 21 Ameri-

can republics will appoint delegations composed of its

leading educators, economists, engineers, international

agriculture, healtli.lawyers, and experts on mining

transportation and finance. From

present indications it is esti-

mated that there will be in at-

tendance over 150 of the most rep-

resentative men of Central and

South America.

The first congress was held in

Santiago, the capital of Chile, in

1908. That was attended by hun-

dreds of the leading scientists of

the Americas, including a large

delegation from the United States.

When it adjourned, it unanimous-

ly agreed to hold the second in

Washington. The United States

Government has therefore appro-

priated $50,000 for the e.xpeuses

of the conference, and the Presi-

dent of the United States was au-

thorized by Congress to invite all

the other American governmenis

to participate. The authority

for the preliminary arrangements

was placed in the hands of the

Secretary of State, who in turn

appointed an executi\e committee

to make all preparations for the

congress. This committee consists

of:

William PhiUips. Third Assistant
Secretary of State and chairman
ex-offlcio.

James Brown Scott, secretary of
the Carnegrie Endowment for Inter-
national I'eace. vice-chairman.

William H. Welch, president of
National .\cademy of Sciences, hon-
orary vice-chairman.

John Barrett, director-general of
the Pan-American Union and secre-
tary-general of the committee.

W. H. Bi.\bv, brigradiei-general.
U. S. \.. retired.

Philander P. Claxton. Commis-
sioner of Education.

William C. Gorgras, surgeon-sen-
eral. U. S. A.

William H. Holmes, head curator
of Smithsonian Institution.

Hennen Jennings, former presi-
dent of London Institution of Mining
and Metallurgy.

CJeor.ge M. Rommel, chief, .\nimal
Husbandry Division, Bureau of Ani-
mal Industry. Department of .\grj-
culture.

L. S. Rowe, president of .\meri-
can Academy of Political and Social
Science.

Robert S. Woodward, president of
Carnegie Institution, of Washington.

Tlie president of the congress

will be Eduardo Suarez-Mujica,

Ambassador of Chile.
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Motor-truck freighting in competition with the rail-

road in southern California is reported as failing to Ite

as successful as was anticipated. The men who en-

gaged in motor-truck freighting in direct competition

with the railroad are said to have created the impression

that the steam and the electric railM'ays would in a short

time be supplanted as freight carriers by motor trucks.

This is one of the wild dreams indulged by automobile

manufacturers and drivers ; but it is one of the most pain-

ful ones from which to awaken.

The motor truck has a place in southern California

and especially on the desert and in the mining districts.

not so much in competition as in

mil iiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiuiiiuiuiiiiiiiiiii connection with railroad freight

transportation. The actual com-

petition of the motor-truck

freighter is with the mule and

the horse. There arc places, of

course, where the automobile has

difficulty in climbing tlie hills, but

these places are few and good

road construction would reduce

them to an inconsiderable mini-

mum. Automobiles are being used

verj' extensively for carrying ex-

press and parcel jjost, not only in

southern but in northern Califor-

nia as well ; but comparatively lit-

tle of this is in competition with

the steam and the electric railway

lines. In the hea\y freighting by

motor trucks there is practically

no competition with railways, but

in the suburbs and between the

smaller towns, the automobile has

made heavy inroads on the pass-

enger traffic of the railroads, more
particularly the steam railroad.

So far as the motor stage is con-

cerned, whose chief competition

is with the horses and mules, the

advancement or failure of this

method of heavy transportation in

the milling districts will depend

upon the improvement of the au-

tomobile to meet the requirements

of the desert and mountain roads.

Large amounts of parcel-post and
express matter, and in some in-

stances articles of weight and
bulk, are hauled in the small cars

built for passenger purposes and
not in any respect adajjfed to the

c-arrying of even light freight.

The automobile manufacturers

seem to liave given more atten-

tion to the carrying of passengers

in the mining districts than to

the hauling of freight. There is

a demand for light freight auto-

mobiles in various districts, in ad-

dition to practical pas.'ienger cars.

By Bertox Brai.ev

Hear the clamor of the drills

As they bark,
As they batter the foundations

Of the everlasting hills

In the dimly lighted dark.

.\nd the loud reverberations

Fill the murky stopes with sound.

Waking echoes underground!

Oh, there's music to the drills,

And it thrills.

For the clamor as they hammer
And the\- batter on the r(x;k

Is a song of brave endeavor
And of hope and progress too.

For the drills are drilling ever,

Making dreams come tnie!

Hear the ringing, swinging measure
Of the drills

.^s they dig for buried treasure

Underneath the mighty hills;

How they shout in joyous mirth
In the caverns of the earth!

How they clatter as they shatter

.\11 the locks that guard the ore.

And their song grows ever louder

."Vs they Ixjre, bore, bore,

Making ready for the powder |der

Which shall wrench the rocks asun-
With a sound of muffled thunder,
With a deep and mighty roar.

In the deepest nooks and niches

Go the driUs,

Reaching for the hidden riches

.And the buried wealth that fills

Nature's treasure houses deep.

So the gold that misers heap,

,\nd the silver and the lead

.\n<\ the copper rich and red

—

They are all the fruit of toiling

Of the drills;

Thev are plunder from the spoiling

Of the hills;

So the heart of man beats faster

.\nd his every fiber thrills

To the song that makes him master
Of the treasure of the hills.

To the yammer and the hammer
And the wild barbaric clamor
And the unrelenting war song

Of the drills.
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'(D)Bt of Mlime ©pemEHj
SYNOPSIS—The coat of oijeniny yrouiul for

inininy developiiieiit has never been standardized,

and there is a iridc difference of oinnion as to the

real value of wark- intended to serve as assessment

on claims. Facts and fiyures are given in this

article, and standardizations made which may serve

as a (juide to similnr work.

A larnf ])art uf the early (le\elopiiit'iit work on most

iiiiiiiuf;' properties eonsists of snrfaet' exi-avations such

as opencuts, treiu-hes, shallow shafts and short tunnels.

Of this work the greater pi)rtiou may lie olassed as the

annual labor performed on unpatented elaims. This

assessment work entails the expenditure of large sums
each year throughout the mining regions of the West.

Its unit cost of course varies greatly under the peculiar

conditions apjjlicahle to particular localities. There is,

however, a much greater difference in the cost of mining

Avork in separated regions as depth is reached.

Costs foi! Exc.vvations by Hand
During the last four years in the Northwest, in in-

spei'ting about $500,000 worth of surface prospect work,

I have taken advantage of many opportunities to collect

authentic cost data along this line. The figures given

here are all for handwork. In the specific cases to whirh

references are made an average efficiency of the Inlior

was obtained. AVith a higher efficiency, undoubtedly nnich

lower costs could be shown in some cases.

The performance of assessment work is not taken

seriously by a great many people, ])articvilarly when the

owner does the work himself, not with a view to the real

development of the ground, but merely to hold it. In

such cases it is only natural to expect that the amount

of work will be stinted. ^len usually apportion to them-

selves higher wages than they could obtain elsewhere, and

in addition work short hours. Where owners hire the

work done, no matter For what purpose the ground is

held, tliey aim to get lull value for the money exi)ended.

There is a sort of tradition among many miners and

claim owners that all assessment work is worth -$10 jjer

foot and that tlie United .States Government will allow

tliat valuation for the work when passing on claims for

patent. This is not the case, however, as the law pertain-

ing to the statutoiT expenditure ou a claim is very

specific as to the value of the work required, and no

mention is made of feet or yardage. When a full -$100

has not been expended as annual labor on an unpatented

claim, it is s\ibjr(t to a(l\crsc location, no matter how

many feet of woi'k have been done. Accordingly, it

behooves every ownei- of unpatented mining ]ii'o]>erty to

acquaint himself with the reasonable value of work per-

formed upon bis claims, so that he may be in a position

to protect himself from a charge of abandonment for

failure to do the requisite amoiint of assessment work.

Quite often among non-mining-claim owners, and even

among some mining men, there is a misconception of the

actual cost of surface mining work. A miner, on com-

pleting work on a mining claim, will generally report so

Read bv E. D. Gardner before the Montana Society of

Engineers, Butte, Mont., Apr. 10, 1913.

many icet of tiiiiiicl run, or of shaft siiid<, for a certain

amount ol' uioiicy expended. To a man who has no way
of knowing the cost of surface work, this reported cost

may sound reasonable, but not to a man of experience

in this line. As an in.stance: A miner, who had been

hired by a claim owner to do the annual labor, reported

a 10-ft. .shaft sunk for the $100. The owner, who re-

membered reading mining companies' reports of shafts

that cost from $40 to $150 ])er foot, considered he was
receiving his money's worth ; while, as a matter of fact,

the miner should in this case have sunk four 10-ft. shafts

for the $100.

Tbroiigliout tlie country great numbers of unpatented

nulling claims which show promise, and in which the

ownei's lia\e faith, are held by business and profes-

sional men who, in having the annual assessment work
])erfornied, want every dollar to count in the way of

developing the ground. Usually, men are employed on

a daily-wage basis to do this work, nearly always un-

supervised. It is difficult to get full returns for the

money thus paid for un.supervised labor, but a great many
claim owners insist on getting fair returns ami take ste])s

to insure good results by making it clear to the miners

that they are not going on a picnic, and by checking up
the work as often as possii)le.

There is no doid)t that, lU'dinarily, greater efficieui-y

(an be obtained from men woi'king under direct super-

\ision. as in a city treiicli. than working without it in

some remote ])lace. This docs not, however, necessarily

mean that the unit of a large operation carried on by

fully supervised labor can be conducted more cheaply

than can the small job jjerformecl hy unsupervised work-

men. This is attributable to the absence of all overhead

and depreciation charges ,sui'h as large contractors have

to carry. Quite often, where only a few men are working,

there is no overhead ex]iense whatever to charge against

the cost of the work.

Another thing to kee[) in mind is the t'orrect number

of men to be jint on a job to get the best results. In

this res])ect there are other things to consider besides the

placing of the men with a \iew of working to the best

achantage. A case has been brought to my attention

where two men were sent out to a camp in the hills to

do the annual labor on two lode claims. After the com-

pletion of the work on the first claim, a third man was

sent out to help finish the job. In checking up the

results, it was found that more work w^as done for the

$100 (ui the first claim than on the second, under

identical working conditions. The mystery was finally

solved when it occurred to the owner that "slough" is a

three-hand game.

IiELATiox Between" Wage Scale and Total Cost

Increased cost of work naturally re.'jults wdiere higher

wages are paid and the working day is shorter, but the

resulting increase is seldom as miu-h as the price per hour

per man would appear to indicate. ^leu working an

8-hr. day will generally do a greater amount of work per

hour than those working a 10-hr. day. It was noticed in

places underground that when an 8-hr., instead of a

10-hr., schedule was put into effect practically the same

amount of work was accomplished in the shorter shift.
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Better work may be expected, other conditions being

equal, from miners in a $4 camp than from those in a

$3 one. The mines paying the higher wages naturally

have a larger number of men from which to choose their

workers. As a rule, high-priced men are more effcient

than those receiving smaller wages. As an example:

On a rush job miners at $3.25 per 8-hr. day were put to

work to help finish an excavation on which a Greek section

crew were working at $1.75 per 10-hr. day. The cost

per cubic yard of the work done by the miners was a

little less than that done by the section crew. This is

of course an exceptional case, and allowance must be

made for cost per hour of labor.

Places where surface excavations are made are gener-

ally in the outskirts of the main districts or in places

remote from centers of population, where it is necessary

for the men either to go some distance to work or live

at a camp. Generally, the more efficient men are not

obtainal)le to do this work at the standard scale of

wages for the locality. Such jobs are usually relatively

short and have other obvious disadvantages, to offset which
it is often customary to pay $0.25 or $0.50 per shift

more than the standard scale.

It sometimes occurs, though seldom, that a shaft or

tunnel is started at the surface where the rock is un-
altered and may be as difficult to excavate as at depth.

Ordinarily the work is in rock affected by weathering and
decomposition. In most mining districts the sedimentary

rocks are shattered and softer at the surface. Tlie igneous

rocks also have the same tendency toward disintegration,

particvilarly in the vicinity of veins. Exposed rock is

seldom as hard as that found at depth.

The Cubic-Yard Basis for Opexwork

The simplest forms of development work are opencuts

and trenches. Later, when the location of the lead is

determined, shafts may be sunk or, if the contour of the

ground is favorable, adits ojiened.

In computing costs, opencuts and trenches are calcu-

lated on a cubic-yard basis and shafts and tunnels by

the linear foot, due allowance being made for the size of

the cross-sections. A good method of arriving at the cost

of shaft is to figure the first 7 ft. as an opencut on a

cubic-yard basis, and from there down as a shaft at so

much per foot in dejjth. Material can be readily thrown

with a shovel from a depth of 7 ft. To do so from a

greater depth increases the cost per cubic yard, and
where a windlass is to be installed in any event, it is not

economy. It is common practice in city trenches, and to

some extent in shafts where no greater depth is desired,

to throw material from a depth of 8 or 9 ft. to the surface.

Shafts are often sunk to a depth of 15 ft. or more without

installing a windlass, the material excavated being thrown

to the surface by means of benches. The broken rock

is thrown from the bottom to a bench and from there to

the surface.

The cost per cubic yard of opencuts varies from $0.50

to several dollars; prospect tunnels, from $2.50 to $30

per ft.; and prospect shafts, from $1 to $10 per ft. de-

pending iipon the conditions. The cross-sections of such

tunnels and shafts are generally 4x6 ft.

At Butte, with miners' wages $3.50 per 8-hr. shift,

the cost of opencut work averages about $1 per cu.yd.

The formation is a quartz monzonite, locally known as

the Butte granite. Tliis rock, with the exception of un-

altered boulders and an occasional ledge of solid granite

which outcrops, decomposes at the surface and to quite

a depth in the proximity of veins. The boulders are

mainly at the surface, but are frequently found below

and in veins at depth. There is almost an entire absence

of any angular slide overburden. At points where the

granite is well disintegrated, the cost of opencut work
will l)e less than $1 per cu.yd. On the other hand, where
boulders are encountered and in ledges of solid granite

the cost will be considerably higher. Excavations in this

district are nearly always started in the decomposed

granite. There is not much object in starting them in

hard rock as no vein outcrops are found in the unaltered

portions. The altered granite near the surface is mostly

picking ground, and little blasting is required in open-

work.

The cost of short tunnels from the surface at Butte

runs from $3 to $8 per ft., except some work on the main
range in hard aplite, which costs over $10 per ft. In

the majority of cases involving decomposed granite, the

cost is between $1 and $5 per ft. This includes cutting

the timber standing on the claim or near-by and placing

it in the tunnel, but not its purchase price or the expense

of bringing it from a distance. Generally, where the rock

is soft enough to require timbering, the greater ease

with which it is broken will compensate for the extra

labor of cutting timber and putting in sets. Where the

tunnels run into spiling ground and into hard boulders,

the cost will of course be increased. These figures do

not refer to tunnels of large cross-section in the solid

granite in the deep mines.

The cost per ft. of sinking prospect shafts in the Butte

granite depends on the amount of decomposition of the

rock and on the depth of the shaft. Prospect shafts

are generally about 4 ft. wide and 6 ft. long, as this

makes a convenient-sized excavation in which one man
may work. The average cost of a 4x6 shaft 15 ft. deep

is about $5 per foot below a depth of 7 ft., the upper

7 ft being figured on a yardage basis. The cost increases

with depth. A 4x6-ft. shaft 10 ft. deep is generally con-

sidered by the United States mineral surveyors and others

at Butte as costing $25. This is generally a fair valuation,

but in some cases it is a little high.

Patent Work Done on Mining Claims

Patent work amounting to $35,000, done under the

supervision of two men on about 50 scattered lode claims

ranging from four to six miles from Butte, showed a cost

of $0.80 to $1.25 per cu.yd. for opencut work and an

average of $5 per ft. for tunnels. The work done on

a single claim of this number for an expenditure of $500
aggregated 113 cu.yd. of opencuts and a partly tiiubered

tunnel 3x6x84 ft. long. The cost of the tunnel, by allow-

ing $1 per cu.yd. for the openwork, was $4.60 per linear

foot. The work on all of the claims consisted of open-

cuts and tunnels with a few shafts. The deepest shaft

was 55 ft., and the others were comparatively shallow.

The cost of the deepest shaft to a depth of 47 ft. was

$370, or nearly $8 per ft., and to the depth of 55 ft.,

$470, making the last 8 ft. cost $12.50 per ft. This

shaft was sunk on a vein on a 45° incline, and was

cribbed with an inside measurement of 3x5 ft. The
broken rock was hoisted by a hand windlass in a bucket

sliding up on guides. In this case the construction of

the windlass and frame and other extra work made up for
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the smaller cost of the first 7 ft. The formation was

more or less decomposed Butte granite, and required

blasting. From the last part of the shaft some water

had to be bailed. It is considered that 55 ft. is just

about the limit for economical sinking with a hand wind-

lass.

Another shaft 4x6x15 ft. cost $48. This amounted
to $1 per cubic yard for the first 7 ft., and a little over

$5 per ft. for the remainder. The cost to the City of

Butte of excavating the material in sewer trenches within

the granite area amounted to $3.16 per cu.yd. The
trenches were 2 ft. wide and averaged 9 ft. deep. All

the work was done by contractors. Wages for ditch dig-

gers are $4 per 8 hr. this being the minimum price for

all laborers on city work, and is $0.50 per day more than

is now paid to miners. This rate of wage has been fixed

by ordinance of tlie cit)' government. City contractors

in Butte have to contend with numerous labor-union

regulations. The higher cost per yard of this work than

for opencut mining is due to the labor sitiiation, the

great depth and small width of the trenches, and the

larger proportion of solid granite, consisting of boulders

and ledges included in the softer material that has to

be moved.

A 300-ft. tunnel nm from the surface in a hard, com-
pact granite cliff at the head of Eattlesnake Creek in

Beaverhead County, cost $28 per ft. Several hundred
feet of prospect tunnels on the porphyry dike in the

Eemini district, Montana, were run by contract for $3

jjer ft. Prospect tunnels in the soft porphyn- in the low-

lands district, ilontaua, cost from $3 to $5 per ft.

Tunnels in the soft schist in the Crevasse mining
district, Montana, cost from $4 to $5 per ft.

Cost of Work ix the Ccecr d'Alexes

In the Coeur d"Alene mining district there are few

outcrops and the surface on the mountainsides is gener-

ally covered with . soil and angular wash to a depth of

2 to 8 or 10 ft. Under the overburden the formation

in place nearly always is broken and shattered to an
appreciable depth, but very seldom over 15 ft. or 20 ft.

The formation is a series of sedimentarv' rocks which

are, on the whole, easily eroded and weathered. There

are a few hard strata, siuh as the copper beds in the

Eevette quartzite, which resist weathering and are as

hard at the surface as at depth, but these comprise only

a very small part of tlie whole series, iliners' wages are

$3.50 for 8 hr. The cost of surface cuts here is found

to be a little higher than at Butte, averaging about $1.20

per cu.yd. for the material removed. Individual cuts

cost from $0.75 per cu.yd. when in wash, to $3 per cu.yd.

when in the harder rock. The average cost of a series

of cuts up to 7 ft. in depth on flat surfaces and with

13-ft. faces on side-hills, was $1.20 per cu.yd. In

classifying the material most of the rock in place in

opencut work would come under the head of loose rock.

The average rock in the Ca?ur d'Alenes is much softer

than the solid granite at Butte, but harder than the

altered granite. The cost of prospect tunnels in the

Co?ur d'Alenes ranges from $3.50 to $10 per ft., accord-

ing to the hardness of the rock, with an average of about

$6. The contract price of a tunnel in the shale above

Pottsville, Ida., from 400 to 500 ft. from the portal,

was $4.50 per ft. The total cost to the contractor, how-

ever, was $3.50 per ft. Surface prospect tunnels run

by one of the mining companies in hard quartzite at

Burke, Ida., cost $10 per ft.

Annual assessment work on five lime placer claims

13 mi. from the railroad on Pend d'Oreille Eiver, in

^\"ashingtou, showed an average cost of $3.33 per cu.yd.

of rock removed. Wages were $3.50 for 9 hr. Tlie

formation was tough, compact limestone and dolomite.

with an entire absence of all surface weathering and
overburden. The cuts were made in the bluffs above the

river.

Development Expense ix Washington

Development work in opencuts on lime placer claims

at iletaline Falls, Wash., in solid limestone, cost from
$2.50 to $4.10 per cu.yd. The cost per cubic yard of

opencuts on a vein in disintegrated andesite on the north

half of the Colville Indian Eeservation, Washington, was

$0.94 per cu^yd. The cuts averaged 34 ft. long, with

15-ft. faces. Wages $3.50 for 9 hr. The contract price

for excavating solid rock in trenches 3x9 ft. deep in the

City of Spokane, Wash., was $4.75 per cu.yd. This rock

is a basalt of extreme toughness and requires an excessive

amount of drilling and blasting. The contract price

for the same work in opencuts in street work was from
$0.90 to $1.25 per cu.yd. The cost to the city for re-

moving gravel in the same-sized trenches was $0.90 to

$1 per cu.yd. Wages are $3 for 8 hr. for city work.

The contractors figure that 20% of the cost consists of

overhead charges, interest and depreciation and 6%
tax for workmen's compensation.

Opencuts made at Bingham, Utah, in weathered lime-

stone and quartzite and slide rock, under my direction,

cost $0.80 per cu.yd. Prospect tunnels in the same
formation cost $4 to $6 per ft. iliners' wages were $3.25

for 8 hr. Hand placer work is cheaper, on the whole,

than the same kind of work on the lode claims, which is

to be expected from the nature of the material handled

in each case. The formation of placers consists of stream

gravel, sand or day, with an occasional boulder, and in

some cases cemented strata. Hand placer excavating is

straight pick-and-shovel work except where boulders are

encountered. In hand sinking on many placer proper-

ties the amount of water that has to be bailed or pumped
out is the greatest factor iu determining the cost, and
often the quantity of water entirely prevents sinking.

In many places cemented strata are entirely absent and

what boulders are found are near bedrock and need not

be moved in prospect work.

By considering how much gravel a man can handle

per shift and his daily wage, it woidd be possible theoret-

ically to arrive at the cost of most placer excavations.

Byrne, on page 202 of his Inspector's Hand Book, gives

the average amount of material a man can loosen per

hour with a pick as, in clay or cemented gravel, 1 yd.

:

loam or loose gravel, 2 to 3 yd. ; sand, 4 to 6 yd. On
the same page he gives the average quantitv' a man can

shovel per hour with a limit to the cast of 6 ft. vertically

and 13 ft. horizontally as in rock, 1 yd. ; clay or heavj-

soils, 1.7 yd. ; loose earth or sand, 2 yd.

By taking Byrne's figures of 2i/o yd. per hr. for loosen-

ing gravel and of 1.7 yd. per hr. for shoveling, a man
in an 8-hr. shift could excavate a trifle over 8 cu.yd.

of material. By allowing for miners $3.50 per 8 hr.,

the cost per yard would be $0.44. This agrees fairly well

with other authorities, such as Gillette and Trautwiue.
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On j^liicers, the cost of oi)t'nwork or trenches up to T It.

deep with little or no water varies from -$0.40 to $1

per cu.yd.. depenfling on tlie nature of the material and
the priee of labor. Timbered prospect tunnels in <;ravel

cost generally from $4 to $() ]jer linear foot. The cost

(if a 10 ft. shaft with little or no water is generally taken

as being $10. Frozen gravel is not taken into consider-

ation.

Trenches in city streets, paiticularly in a mountainous

country, are quite often in material similar to that found

on placers. Costs are generally kept fairly close on this

work and can be used as a basis of comparison for placer

work in similar ground.

At ^lis.'^oula, ilont., it costs the Missoula Light and
Water Co. an average of $0.3(5 ]3er cubic yard to do the

excavating for city water trenches 2.\6 ft. The work is

done by day labor, with wages at $3 for 8 hr. The
material moved is almost entirely wash gravel, with an

occasional hardpan.

The Great Falls Water Co., at Great Falls, :Mont., in

excavating for city water pipes moved 89% earth, o%
solid rock and 6% loose rock at an average cost of $0.34

](er cu.yd. Wages were $2.25 for 10 hr. S. Lefevre, in

his article in the February ''Bulletin" of the American

Institute of Mining Engineers gives the cost of surface

excavations at Mineville, N. Y., in hardpan and Ixnilders.

as $0.80 to $1 per cu.yd. Wages for this kind of work

are about $2 per 10 hr. Well diggers sink 5x5-ft. wells

up to 30 ft. in de])tb on the ]\Iissoula Flat, at ^lissoula,

Mont., on contract, at $1.50 per ft. including placing but

not supplying the timber. Below 30 ft. the cost increases.

The Flat is an old river liottom. and consists mostly of

river gravel.

Hi TTK OoKliESPOXDENCE

The Boulder batholith and its bearing upon the future

of mining in the entire district was the subject of con-

sideration and discussion at a meeting and banquet of the

-Montana section of the Institute of Mining Engineers

in Butte, Oit. 8. The subject was presented by J. A.

Grimes and was a continuation of the discussion on a

paper prepared jointly by ilr. Grimes and Paul Billings-

ley and read at a previous meeting of the ^lontani sec-

tion.

The Boulder Imtholith includes the granite forma-

tions that com]iose the mining district that centers around

Butte. It extends from the Bannack mining district in

southwestern ^Montana north to the .Marysville district

north of Helena and from the mining districts around

Phillipsburg in (Jranite County on the west to and in-

cluding the Eadersburg district on the east.

This district ranks today, he said, as one of the greatest

metal-producing sections, if not the greatest, in the world.

From a sisecial study, which took in 70 distinct mining

districts in which are located over 700 mines that are

either producing at present or have been producers at

some period of their history, it is .shown that the granite

formation of the Boulder batholith bears a regularly de-

fined mineral enrichment. The gold is found in the

strata just above the granite formation in .some districts,

like that of Jlarysville in particular. The silver ores

are found generally just on the upper edge of the granite.

The silver-lead ores are found just below the upper edge,

while the zinc ores are found at a somewhat deeper level.

Below the zinc comes the co])per formation, although this,

outside of certain exi-eptional districts such as Butte, is

of such low grade as not to be commercial ore. Going

lower, they run into the iron-bearing quartz, and the in-

dication is that the mineralized section does not run deeper

than that.

Mr. Grimes noted four exceptions in particular to the

rules that apply in the rest of the district covered by

the Boulder batholith. These exceptions are the Hecla

mine, the Granite-Bimetallic, the Elkhorn and the Butte

districts. In the last, a depth of 3,400 ft. has not yet

taken the exi)lorations to the bottom of the cojjper-bearing

oi'es, and in the Elkhorn district the eml has not been

reached at a de|(th of 2,100 ft.

T&a® <Gr®!mEaav.inffimira Mill!, §s\.r(rilimiisi

Bv C. W. Wiinun*

The jn'oblem of remodeling the Gennaniari mill, to be

described, was a simple oue because of the character of

the ores treated. The object of the change was to increase

the metal recovery and to reduce milling costs and thus

permit the treating of lower-grade ores at a profit.

A series of careful tests at this mill in 1910. extending

over several months, showed a metal recovery of only 60%,
two-thirds of the loss being in the fines under liA mm.
in size, all of which material was treated in a few small

jigs. These tests showed the immediate need of tables

for the treatment of the tine ore, which was being carried

down the river and lost. Tables were designed and built

at the mine, and eight were installed along with neces-

sary classifiers and dewatering boxes. The metal recov-

ery was gradually increased to 75%, which was largely

due to the tables, though the costs were still high. The
next change was to replace the small-sized Harz jigs,

treating i/^ ton per hr., with large jigs similar in type

but of (i tons or more capacity per hr., and to eliminate

the system of close sizing. By these alterations, which

are deseiibed in detail, the lead recovery was further

increased to 80%. and the costs of milling were reduced.

Finally, last year, a jjlant for the retreatment of the

slimes was built, using large s])itzkasten, 3 slime tables

and 2 corrugated rul)ber-belt vanucrs. This last improve-

ment has increased the lead recovery to 8()%.

Desckh'Tiox of Tiiic GioxxAiiAKi Ores

At the Gennamari mine the ore is galena, which occurs

in fissure veins traversing both the granite and schisi

country rock. The veins in the granite contain quartz

and siderite in about equal ]n'o])ortions as gaugue min-

erals, while those in the schist have siderite, blende,

pyrite, some calcite and quartz as gangue minerals. The

veins average aliout (>% lead; the galena is in compact

veinlets and pieces and not minutely disseminated, so

that its separation is fairly simple. The coarse lumps

of lead ore are sorted by hand in the stopes and on the

piaiznlcs. while the rest of the ore which averages from

3 to 49^ in Icail is ti-ansported to the mill. The material

from the sto])c>s. wiiicb yield a low-grade ore. is sent direct

to the mill after a sorting out of the larger waste rock,

which is left as tilling.

•Jlining eiiKineer. Ingurtosu. Sardini
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At the mill are bins of 250 tons' capacity equiijpcil

with grizzlicsi havino; :iO-inni. opeiiiiijis to separate the

coarse ore, which is delivered in cars along the side of the

crushers and fed into them by shovel. The fine ore,

which passes through the grizzly, is delivered into a small

bin equipped with an nntoiiintic feeder. Both the ore

Mve fed to shakine;from the crusher tlie tinr

SECTION OF r.ART OF THE GENNAMARI MILL, SARDINIA

screens with 15-iiini. (i|icuinfis. The

oversize goes to a set of rolls at the end

of the screen, and the undersize goes di-

rect to the screen below the rolls for

further sizing. The opening between

the rolls is set at about 10 mm., and they

are kept in constant' adjustment so that

there is practically no oversize from the

.screens.

The main modifications in the mill

Ijegin at this point. They consist of a

reduction in the sizing of the ores, thus

requiring fewer screens and the u,<e of

larger Jigs. Four of the shaking jigs

have been abolished, and 14 small jigs

''ave been re])lace(l with two large ones.

One section of the mill was first modified,

and after six months ol' comparative

tests the second mil! scdimi was also

changed. A plan and elevation of both

the old and new sections have been added

and these show dearly the changes that

liave been made in the treatment

methods.

The amount of ore treated is from 9

to 10 tons per hr, in each section. After

the ore has been crushed, it is graded into 3 sizes, to 1.

1 to 4, and 4 to 15 mm. The fine size, which amounts

to about 15% of the feed, goes to the spitzkasten and

on to tables for treatment. The size from 1 to 4 mm.
goes to a lower jig, and the size 4 to 15 mm. is sent to

the upper jig. The upper jig has four compartments

!t() by I'.'O cm. ill size. From the first compartment a

galena jirnduct is made on the jig screen, having 5-niiii.

openings, and in the hutch. From the other three com-

partments a middling is drawn off above the jig screens

tlinmgli tlu^ pijie discharges and sent to a set of rolls to

b(^ regrouiid, after which it goes to the lower jig. The

iiutch product from the la.st three com])artments of the

upper jig is discharged into a canal and sent direct to the

lower jig for retreatment. The lower jig has five com-

partments SOxllO 1-111. in size, the jig screens having 3-

mm. openings, i'^roiii the lir.st and sometimes the second

compartments a galena product is obtained both from the

screen and from the liuti-li. The middling product from

the jig screen and the hutch of the other

compartments is delivered to an elevator

and is either sent to a .set of regrinding

rolls and returned to the lower jig for

treatment or sent to a liall mill and

treated .separately.

The upper jig rccei\cs aljout 45 tons

per shift and makes 24 tons of tailings

containing traces of lead, 30 tons of

middlings with 5% lead, and about 1,000

kg. of galena containing 55% lead. The
lower jig receives 20 tons of direct feed

from 1 to 4 mm. in size and 20 tons of

recrushed middlings from tlie upper jig.

This jig makes 35 tons of tailings with

traces of lead, 14 tons of middlings with

5% lead and 1 ton of product containing

65% lead. The mill is only operated one

shift of ten hours a day.

The old .system of using small jigs gave

good results, but it is especially adapted
for treating .small quantities of compara-
tively rich ores. The large number of

screens required, however, and
the use of small jigs with narrow

ANciTHER PART I'F THE GENNAIIARI MILL, .SARDINIA

compartments and screen areas naturally increase the

cost of attendance, repairs and water consumption and

make this method impractical for the treatment of a

large tonnage of low-grade ore.

The following tables are added to show some of the

advantages of the new method over the old one. As the
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difference in the two systems is confined to the modifica-

tions in the screening and jig treatment, only these

changes will l)e considered.

Comparison of Machines in Operation

Old Section New Section

upper floor 3 Shaliing screens 1

e 6 Jig for coarse ore 1

lowtr floor- 2 Jig for fine ore 1

8 Elevator 1

Total number of machines. . - . 19 Total number of machines— . 4

Cost of machinery, lire 20,000 Cost of machinery, lire 10,000

Reduction in Power Consumption (.although Amount not Determined)

per

Shaking
rigs for

Shaking
Jigs for fine ore

Water consumpt
liters

Ai«a of jig screens, sq. m
Labor

Screens
Upper jigs

Lower jigs. .

.

Total

Water consumption pe
1,080 liters

175 Area of jig screens, sq. m
Labor

1 Upper jig

3 Lower jig

4 Screen, etc

8 Total

i and Repairs (Oil, Belting, New Screens, Etc.)

85

96 65
76.30
79 30

Another point decided in the same case is that the failure

of the owner of mining proi^erty to file for record, as re-

ouired by the California statutes, a notice disclaiming

liability for work done on the property, does not give a

lien to a workman who had actual notice of the fact that

the owner was not his employer.

Screening, lire 224.5."^ Screening, lire

Jigging, lire 169 . 68 Jigging, lire

Transmission, lire - 124. 45 Transmission, lire

.

Total, lire 518 66 Total, lire 252.94

Besides the advantages mentioned, the new system per-

mits a more accurate supervision of the jigs, with the

result that more unifonn products are obtained.

AiatlasiffiOEay Mairaliag Jini BoSa'^isi.

Antimony mining in Bolivia has recently been active,

according to a correspondent of the London Mining Jour-

nal, who writes as follows:

As regards antimony, 1.315 tons were e.xported during the

first five months of this year, as compared with 120 tons dur-

ing the same period of last year. The high prices had already

stimulated production, and since then there has been great

pctivity. Antimony is quite widely distributed throughout
the metamorphic slates of the Bolivian plateaus. The veins

are not usually constant, but frequently form quite large

pockets. So far there is practically no development work,

and the ore being mined is superficial; still it is almost

entirely sulphide of good quality, with little or no lead. No
capital has been invested in antimony mining; work is from
hand to mouth, and there are no reserves blocked out which
might give an idea of the permanency of the deposits, but

these are so numerous that with good prices there is no doubt

that the output will be considerable. I have not any sure

data to go on, but I think that at least 1.000 tons of antimony
ore of over 60 Tr is leaving the country monthly at the present

time. Of course local conditions of scarcity of labor and
means of transport soon limit output, and it is to a large

extent at the expense of the tin mines that antimony is being

produced; although, on account of the antimony deposits

being at a lower altitude, part of the workmen employed on

them are of a class that does not go up to the large mines.

The ore is spalled by hand, and naturally a good deal of

lower-grade stuff remains in the dumps, as well as a con-

siderable proportion of zinc, which by concentration would
yield a good marketable product.

The high transport costs practically prohibit antimony
mining in Bolivia except when prices are abnormally inflated,

and therefore a stable industry cannot be counted on, the

natural consequence being that no money is forthcoming for

the development of the antimony industry.
Many commercial houses have been btiying and exporting

antimony, among them Gibbs & Co.. which, I am told, has been
doing so for the English Government.

SI

]EsimpIl<0)5^©e§" E=?aeims asa Cs^laifoiPKaasi

By a. L. H. Street*

An owner of a California mine will not be subjected to

a lien for compensation due an employee employed by one

known by the latter to be operating the mine under an

option to purchase the property, according to the holding

of the California District Court of Appeal in the late

case of Street vs. Hazzard, 149 Pacific Reporter, 770.

•Attorney at law, Minneapolis. Minn.

tees' iL.iniga!ni®©iP oinniceE'S

In view of the program, which has been made public, of

the Administration's plans for preparedness with par-

ticular reference to increases in the army, the following

from General Orders No. 54. 1914, and General Orders

Xo. 50, 1915, War Department, "Washington, D. C, will

be of interest.

For the purpose of securing a list of persons .specially

qualified to hold commissions in any volunteer force

which may be called for and organized under the author-

ity of Congress, other than a force composed of the organ-

ized militia, the Secretary of War is authorized from time

to time to convene boards of officers at suitable and con-

venient army posts in different parts of the United States,

who shall examine, as to their qualifications for the com-

mand of troops or for the performance of staff duties, all

applicants who, being citizens of the United States, come

within the prescribed limitations.

For engineers these requirements are. besides passing

a satisfactory physical and moral e.xamination and the

presenting to the board of evidence of their technical

qualifications together with a full statement of their

professional e.xperience.

3. For the grades of lieutenant— (a) The candidate must
be an engineer in the active practice of his profession or in

some business immediately connected with or concerned in

engineering matters.
(b) He must either hold the grade of junior engineer, civil,

electrical or mechanical, or higher grade in the civil service,
or he must be a graduate from an approved engineering col-

lege, or belong to one of the following national engineering
societies in a grade not lower than that shown opposite to
each: The American Society of Civil Engineers—junior mem-
ber; the American Institute of Mining Engineers—member;
the American Society of Mechanical Engineers—junior; the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers—associate. Or
he must be or have been a noncommissioned ofHcer of the
grade of sergeant or above from one of the regular battalions
of engineers.

4. For the grade of captain— (a) Same as 3 (a).

(b) He must either hold the grade of assistant engineer in

the Engineer Department at Large or a corresponding engi-
neer grade in the civil service in another department of the
Government service, or be an associate member, or member
of one of the national engineering societies enumerated under
3 (b), or have held a commission in the Corps of Engineers
of the regular army.

(c) Sufficient knowledge of Field Service Regulations,
Army Regulations, and Tables of Organization to understand
the type of information of which these regulations are the
source.

5. For the grade of field offcer— (a) Same as 3 (a).

(b) He must either hold the grade of assistant engineer
in the Engineer Department at Large or a corresponding
engineer grade under the civil service in another department
of the Government service, or be a member of one of the
first three national engineering societies enumerated in 3 (b),

or be a fellow of the American Institute of Electrical Engi-
neers, or have held a commission in the Corps of Engineers
of the regular army not more than two grades below that for
which he desires to be listed.

(c) In addition to fulfilling the qualifications given in 5

(a) and (b), the candidate will be required to pass the
examination prescribed herein for a field officer of infantry
and an examination on the duties of engineer officers and
troops in war, what they are and how they are performed.

Applications for examination, accompanied by recom-
mendations and other documents of a commendatory
cliaracter (as prescribed in General Orders 54), should
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be made to the adjutant-general of the state, according to

the legal resideme of the applicant, in the mouth of May
or November, to the end that the governor of the state

may forward the accumulated applications with his

recommendations in each case, to the adjutant-general of

the army about Jan. 1 and July 1 of each year.

Masaaira^ lia IBouaUdleiP CotunratyB CoEoo
Speci.vl Cokhespondence

Boulder County, Colo., measuring 24 mi. north-south

and ajjproximately ;52 mi. east-west, has unusually varied

industries, due to the remarkable diversity in altitude,

climate, geologj' and mineralization. Beginning at the

eastern border there is a beautiful agricultural country

with abundant irrigation and sustaining a thriving

population. This area is underlain by splendid beds of

lignite that have for years been extensively worked.

The principal coal-mining towns are Lafayette, Mitchell,

Superior, Louisville and ilarshall. The surface of this

coal-mining and farming area is a gently rolling prairie

with an average altitude of about 5,000 ft.

Boulder, the county seat, lies immediately west of this

farming and coal-mining area, where the plains and the

foothills of the Rocky ^Mountains meet at an altitude of

about 5,4:00 ft. Adjacent to the city—in fact, within

it—the sedimentaries in the region to the east (where

they lie practically flat) are tilted on edge, flanking great

hills of metamorphic rock. In these steep beds may be

Found sandstones, limestones, shales and all sorts of clays.

These rocks have been quarried for commercial uses, and

the clays have been extensively used in the manufacture

of bricks and refractory goods.

]\1etal Mines Situated ix the Hilly Countey

It is in the hilly country to the west of the city that

we find the metal mines. Gold mining began here in

1859—almost contemporaneously with its beginning in

the contiguous little county of Gilpin—and records show
that the first location document ever filed in this state

(then territory) was for a quartz vein not far from the

city. Westwardly the hills rise back of one another to

the crest of the continent, the county line, along which

the average altitude is about 13,000 ft. Long's Peak,

with an altitude of 14,271 ft., is in the very northwest

corner of the countr, while Arapahoe Peak, 13,176 ft.

high, is about 22 mi. due west of Boulder. The station

of Corona, remembered by all travelers over the Denver

& Salt Lake (]\Ioft'at) Railroad, is in the southwest corner

of this county.

The prevailing rocks of the mountainous country are

granite, gneiss and schist, inclosing many strong dikes

and sheets of siliceous porphyries. This is a region of

typical vein fissuring. The veins vary in thickness up to

30 ft. or more and are inclosed by all the country rocks.

They carry shoots or bodies valuable for their content of

gold, silver, tungsten, load and copper, all of which metals

have been sought and mined commercially. Up to the

present time little attention has been given to zinc,

bismuth, vanadium and molybdenum, although these

metals are known to occur here. They will unquestionably

come in for recognition before long.

The veins that bear gold and silver are usually of

complex character carrying sulphides of lead, iron, and

copper in addition to the precious metals. The ganguo
is usually quartz. The ores of the two precious metals

generally contain both silver and gold, but the variations

in the relative amounts of the.se metals are such that

some mines are classed as gold mines while others

(sometimes contiguous properties) are considered silver

mines. For instance, near the town of Crisman, the

Yellow Pine mine has made a large production of silver

that was accompanied by but a trace of gold; while the

Logan mine, next to it, has a production record of about

$750,000 in gold. The AVhite Raven mine, near Ward,
ships high-grade silver ore containing little or no gold.

In the '70s the Caribou mine was said to be the greatest

silver mine in Colorado, but it lies in proximity to other

mines in which the chief metal is gold. As a general

statement, however, it may be said that the majority

of the metal mines in this county produce ores in whicli

the principal value is the gold content.

Gold occurs free in the upper zones of the veins, and
amalgamation was the common treatment during pioneer

times. Below the zone of oxidation, the gold often exists

in the telluride form, sylvanite, and cannot be saved by

amalgamation. Formerly the stream beds were washed
hy primitive placer methods and unrecorded quantities

of coarse gold recovered. Silver occurs in the native

state and as the sulphide, argentite. Very often its

presence in ore is not discernible because it is so fine and
in such intimate association with lead and copper sul-

phides.

Tungsten Mining Becoming an Important Industry

Tungsten occurs in a narrow l)elt crossing the mountains

in a northeasterly direction. The veins are found where

granite and schist are crossed by pegmatite dikes that

appear to possess a direct relationship to the mineraliza-

tion. These tungsten veins are usually richer when they

have walls of granite. The gangue most closely associated

with these occurrences of tungsten is hornstone or cherty

quartz. The tungsten, itself, occurs as ferberite, the

tungstate of iron, and as hiibnerite, the tungstate of

manganese. The main production has been of the former,

a black, heavy mineral that predominates in the southern

portion of the field, where most of the development has

taken place.

Tungsten mining in this county has been contem-

poraneous with tungsten mining throughout the United

States. It began in 1900, when shipments amounted to

about 40 tons of equivalent 60% WO3 concentrates. The
largest production was in 1910, when it was equivalent

to 1,221 tons of this material. Altogether, up to the

present time, statistics show that the county has furnished

about 60% of the nation's production. With the recent

remarkable strength in the tungsten-metal market there

has been a pronounced increase in mining and prospecting

for the metal, and the 1915 production will reach record

figures for both tonnage and value. The Conger mine is

the greatest tungsten mine in the world, its production

having a gross value of nearly $1,500,000.

Practically all the tungsten production to date has

been in a small territory at the southwesterly end of the

belt, near the town of Nederland. The metal was known
to occur in other parts of the county, but it has been

only within the past few weeks that miners have given

serious effort to developing it outside of the limited

area. Now tungsten has been proved in paying quantities
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several nules northeast of Nederlaiul. at the ramps of

Magnolia, Sunshine, Salina and Wall Street.

The metal-mining part of the county—containing,
along its westerly rim, glaciers and perpetual hanks of

snow—is well supplied with streams that provide water
for milling ]nirposes. These mountains, below timber
line, were formerly heavily wooded, and even yet in places

there are fine stands of pine. The Colorado Power Co.'s

20,000-hp. hydro-electric plant at Magnolia is in this

mining country, and its tran.smission lines traver.se the

various districts. Water for this power generation is

impounded by a great dam in ^liddle Boulder Creek,

is conducted 12 mi. through a 35-in. reinforced-concrete

pipe line under gravity flow to a small reservoir at the

top of a steep mountain, down whose slope a steel 48-in.

pipe line carries the water 9,400 ft. to turbines, where
it enters under a head of 1,830 ft. Moderate rates for

current consumption have been established. The county
is crossed by the Colorado & Southern, Union Pacific,

Burlington, Denver & Interurban, Denver. Boulder &
Western and tlie Motfat railroads. Of these, only the last

two penetrate the metal-mining parts. The Denver, Boul-
der & Western, frequently spoken of as the "Switzerland
Trail," is narrow-gage and reaches most of the metal-

mining camps.

Pioneer miner.s divided the metal-mining part of the

county into eight so-called mining districts, known as

Gold Hill, Central, Ward, Grand Island, Sugar Loaf,

^Magnolia, Boulder and Snowy Range. Necessarily, these

districts are comparatively small, since the entire metal
mining area is not over 15 mi. square. The Gold Hill

district was the first organized in Colorado, and it also

contained the first stamp mill, machinery for which was
hauled by ox teams from St. Joseph, ilo.

Manifest Advaxt.vges Led to Fxsckupulous
Speculatiox

Because of its easy accessibility, its splendid climate and
its actual mineral production, this county years ago fell

a victim to practices of unscrupulous or inexperienced

mine promoters who, securing options to attractivelv

situated claims, incorporated companies and sold stock

broadcast, little or no actual mining resulting from such

financiering. Often, the ca])ital raised by sales of stock

was foolishly expended in the premature erection of showy
milling plants. Perhaps some of these defunct concerns

never had any sound ba.ses for mining operations, but

probably the majority of them might have succeeded had
they been managed by mining men instead of sharpers.

Some Boulder County mining enterprises met their

doom when, after legitimately and .successfully operating

for a long time on their oxidized ores, they encountered

the sulphide and telluride ores that were distinctly re-

fractory to the simple nulling methods of a decade ago.

Such companies were obliged to discontinue operations

or to entirely reconstruct tlieir plants and revise opera-

tions. Such crises occiarred about the time of general

national financial depression and the propagation, by

magazines of large circulation, of the theory of the un-

soundness of mining investments; with the result that

the metal-mining industry of Boulder County has lan-

guished, or at least stood still, for years.

There is now, however, a decided revival of interest.

Old mines are being reopened, new prospects are being

exploited, and milling ])liint'; iiri' being installed to treat

ores by modern metliuds. A few operators are giving
attention to the mining and treatment of low-grade ores,

such as were avoided in the past. Because Boulder County
pro.ieets have failed in numerous instances, the region

is, by some, accused of being '"pockety"' in the sense that-

oreshoots are of trifling extent and that profits derived in

mining some rich bodies are absorbed in developing new
ones. This is not a wholly just charge. It is no more
applicable to veins in this county than to those of any
other typical vein district. Reference to a map will show
that Boulder County is really jsart of the general mining
area lovering also Gilpin and Clear Creek Counties to

the south. The veins of western Boulder County are, in

fact, identical in their characteristics with those of Gilpin

County. Nor is the latter county active, but nobody that

knows this famous little district will say that its veins

are defective or worked out, or that the ore occurs in

small and widely spaced pockets. Analysis of the de-

pression in mining activity in this region will show that

it can be explained by reasons that are quite apart from
natural deficiencies. Among such reasons are the lack of

local plants for treating the sulphide ores, failure to accept

and adopt new methods, erection of mills witli capital

that should have been u.sed in development, unsystematic

and illogical systems followed in mining, almost complete

nonemployment of trained engineers or metallurgists,

management of enterprises by wholly inexperienced •

persons, and tlie failure on the part of Boulder County
residents in the past to oppose illegitimate schemes.

But a new order of things will hereafter prevail, and
mining activities will be guided by men of experience. An
encouragi)ig thing is the exjierimentation or research that

is being carried on by experienced millmen and metal-

lurgists. Cyanidation and flotation are being a(h)])tcd in

some instances. It is hoped that future mining operations

will not be managed by needy relatives of Eastern in-

vestors or by men whose only mining experiences have

been in small districts like this one, in which economics

has never been a serious study.

SocSal llsimps'oveinmeiat ©.ft ILeadl

Special Couhe.spoxdexce

A {^urvey of conditions in a Western metal-mining

camp from the viewpoint of a sociologist is always inter-

esting to many classes of peoi)le. There is no denying

that many employers have rather derided efl'orts toward

social betterment and regarded them as a weakness on the

part of their fellows who indulged in them, and failed to

consider the increased efficiency obtained through better

moral and social conditions. Our great industrial leaders

have now changed their attitude and are giving serious

consideration to the results of the work done in the field

of social welfare.

Among the places under scrutiny is the little city of

Lead, S. D. This municijiality of 9,000 people is the

abode of the Ilomestake property, classed as one of the

world's greatest gold mines. Lead was one of the places

visited by the Congressional Commission on Industrial

Relations which investigated its fir.st and only labor diffi-

culty in 35 years of operation. Professor Commons, who
displayed much interest in Lead, pronounced it the most

remarkable and interesting community he had observefl.

From the fact that only one clash had occurred between

Ihe owners and their em]iloy(>es and the additional fact
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that at least half of the men sided with the oompanv in

that trouble, one would correctly infer that much etfort

had been made to keep the miners satisfied with the

workiiiir conditions and to maintain harmonious relations

and comfortable living conditions.

Both the late superintendent, Thomas J. Grier, and

the present incumbent, Eichard Blackstone, entered the

service of the ITomestake Mining Co. shortly after its

organization and consei|ueiitly were closely identified

with every movement inaugurated to preserve harmoni-

ous relations with the workmen. Both displayed interest

in the social life of the men and may be properly classed

among the men of business who first saw practical benefit

through better social and living conditions.

One of the results of this interest is what is known as

the recreation building. This was erected at a cost of

$3.50.00(1 by the ITomestake Mining Co. for the free use

of its employees and the people of Ijead. It contains the

finest theater in the state, a magnificent swimming pool

and rooms equipped for all forms of indoor recreation.

Here is installed the famous Hearst Free Library,

equipped and maintained by Mrs. Phoebe Hearst. The
building forms an important part of the social life of the

community and is a strong link in the chain of common
interest between employer and workman.

The free medical and hospital service for all employees

and their families; the Aid Association, which provides

insurance at a minimum cost against sickness, accident

and death : the auxiliary, a woman's organization to care

for any cases of temjiorary destitution or need : and the

liberal financial assistance to churches—-these are among
the measures that were inaugurated and fostered under

the direction of the former and present managers. These

things could not, of cour.se, come in any other way than

liy gradual growth. During the reign, so-called, of the

Western Federation of Miners many of the men took a

position in opposition to everything pro])osed by the com-

pany and preferred to provide their own relief measures

through their own organizations. Likewise the amuse-

ments and forms of social recreation were those supplied

by people who collected a profit from them.

During the transition period following the fall of the

Federation, the influence of the employers was predom-

inant and there were suggested and placed in operation

many measures which at other times might have been

difficult to explain, both to directors and to employees.

The pressing needs of the hour in cariug for ]ierliaps fif-

teen hundred new employees and their families permitted

the ea^y introduction of better forms of entertainment

as well as better sanitation and advanced safety methods.

Once inaugurated, the ideas grew and developed with

little notice or adverse comment. Measures to secure a

home for each family desiring to own one were provided.

"Safety-First" methods, which would have been derided

in the old days, were taken u]i with enthusiasm, and the

eager desire for increa.-^ed efficiency enabled a first-aid

team of but a single year's existence to win the first ]irize

at the Panama-Pacific Exposition in competition with

the olde.st and best teams in the country.

Figures showing a comparison between the number of

accidents to employees under the old and the new methods
and those showing the im]5rovement in the number of

hospital cases and serious cases of sickness are .startling

and oflier in themselves a sufficient excuse for everv a<l-

vanced measure inaugurated.

C]h2°OKaol©^5^ o^ Mairaaim^ foir

Oct. 3—Arizona militia ordered to Clifton on account
of strike disorders.—Crushing begun in mill of United
States Gold Co., Boulder, Colo.

Oct. fi—Operations resumed at Butte-Alex Scott.

Oct. 9—Derry Ranch dredge near Leadville. Culo.,

went into commission.

Oct. 10—Shafthou.se and equijunent of Matchless mine.

Leadville, destroyed by fire.

Oct. 1 1—Commencement of suit of Elm Orlu vs. Butte
& Superior.

Oct. 13—Pilares mine of Moctezuma Copper Co. and
the concentrator at Nacozari, Sonora. closed down.

Oct. 14—Production of electrolytic zinc begun at Ana-
conda, Mont.

Oct. 16—New stamp mill of Brunswick Consolidated

started.

Oct. 18—Stockholders of Tennessee Copper Co. ap-

proved the issue of $3,000,000 first-mortgage 10-year

convertible 6% bonds.

Oct. 19—Carranza government in Mexico recognized bv

the United States.—Explosion of dynamite at Granite

Mountain mine, Butte, Mont., 14 men killed.—Viloro

dredge No. 2, Oroville, Calif., burned and sank.—Plant

of ilineral Products Co., Marysvale. Utah, .started opera-

tion.

Oct. 21—Fir.st spelter made at Donora, Penn.

Oct. 23—Stockholders of Southern Aluminium Co.

voted to dissolve the corporation.

Oct. 25—Operations suspended at Cauanea owing to

cutting of railway by Yaquis.

Oct. 26—Beginning of strike at Silver King Coalition

mine, Park City. Utah.

J^pairaes© FlhospIksiS© Tiradie
Owing to the European war, Ja])anese imports of phos-

phate rock have been greatly interfered with. Florida

phosphate is generally used by the fertilizer manufactur-

ers of Japan, and in ordinary times costs about $?.2o ]ier

ton, while at present the freight rate alone is about $13.75,

which, being added to the original cost of the phosphate,

comes to about $20 per ton. Under these circumstances,

efforts are being made to supply the Japanese companies

with domestic products.

The Jai)an Phosphate Co. of Tokyo contemplates work-

ing its mine on a large scale, while the Rassa Island Phos-

phate Co., which has the biggest pho.'^phate mines in

Japan and which produces ordinarily about 50,000 tons

per year, is .<aid to be making preparations for a greatly

enlarged production. The Japanese phosphate is said

to contain a large percentage of iron, alumina, etc.. and

consequently is re])uted to be a poor material for the

manufacture of superphosphate, but under present con-

ditions the Japanese enterprises may prove profitable.

The Produotion of \itroseii Compounds in Germany, par-
ticularly sulphate of ammonia and cyananiide. has been con-
siderably increased during the course of the wai\ and the sale

price of nitrate is said to have been lower than the cheapest
price of the last 10 years, according to the "Journal of the
Society of Chemical Industry." Sept. 30. 191.1. Tn order that
on the conclusion of peace the newly developed German in-

dustry may not be confronted with destructive foreign com-
petition a national monopoly is now beinsr considered.
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Tlh® Woir']ldl''s Lsijrgosti T^iaiaell

The largest tunnel ever undertaken is that which has
been partly driven at Marseilles, France, for the Mar-
seilles-Ehone Canal for use as a barge-canal tunnel. The
work was suspended at the outbreak of the war and
the date of resumption is of course problematical. The
tunnel, lined throughout, is nearly 414 mi. (7.2 km.), is

22 m. (72.2 ft.) wide inside the lining, and the crown
of the arch (nearly semicircular) is 9.90 m. (321/2 ft.)

high. The depth of water is to be 3 m. (10 ft.).

Excavation was begun by driving at the right a heading
with a cross-section of 75 sq.ft., with its base at the eleva-

tion of the towpath. A second heading, of 96-sq.ft. sec-

tion, was driven at the same elevation on the left side,

parallel to the right heading ; and for the purpose of

checking the alignment and for ventilation, this was con-

nected with the first heading by cross-drifts every 328 ft.

A third small heading was then driven at the summit of

the arch, and openings of 13-sq.ft. cross-section were

driven to this heading from the two side headings every

60 ft. This third heading was then widened, and the

excavated material was dropped through the cross-drifts

HEADINGS IN THE MARSEILLES-RHONE CANAL

into cars operating in the side headings. The top head-

ing was then lowered, and finally the connection \vith

headings 1 and 2 was accomplished as shown in the

accompanying sketch.

In the meantime the footings for the masonry arch

were laid and the arch centering was erected, being sup-

ported on the unexcavated core of the tunnel. The
masonry of the arch ring was laid in sections 19 ft. long.

Every third one of these sections was built, and then the

intervening rings were undertaken. After the comple-

tion of the arch masonry, the remaining core was removed.

Before the tunnel proper was Begun, two shafts 11.48

ft. in diameter, distant 8.200 and 17,800 ft. respectively

from the south portal, were constructed, the former hav-

ign a depth of 460 ft., the latter of 230 ft. These will

serve for the ventilation of the tunnel.

—

Engineering

News.

M.ov^ Tlhe M.©psi£5P Msiira Sees US

By Harry E. Scott*

How many mine superintendents would stand for an

engineer taking a double-jack and pounding the piston of

an engine or compressor, should it fail to do its work

properly from overloading, or, in fact, from any cause?

Without a doubt that engineer would next be seen headed

toward the timekeeper's oflBce with a nice large can on

him. This holds good on everything in the mechanical

line with one exception—that is, the misused and

neglected air drill of all kinds and makes.

The management is always kicking about the cost of

repairs ; the foreman, about the footage and tonnage ; the

shift boss, about too much time being lost setting-up,

getting steel, water, etc. The machine man kicks all of

the time—the ground is too hard or too soft, the drift

too high or too low, the air poor, the drill no good, the steel

poor, and many other things too numerous to mention.

They do not stop to consider that on the modern drills

they are making machine runners much faster than they

did years ago, when a man had to know more than the

difference between the chuck and the crank before he

could draw a machineman's check.

At the present time a young fellow who knows noth-

ing about mining, and has never broken any ground

except by the acre or in digging trenches for some of the

warring nations comes into a mining camp. He rustles

the proper official and gets a "job" mucking. In about

a week the shift boss goes down the hole in the morning
and is short a machine runner. The young fellow is not

much force on the muck-stick as yet, possibly the poorest

mucker in that stope, and as the shift boss does not care

to spoil a good mucker, he puts the new man on a drill

of the unmounted type. The latter knows nothing about

it and is told practically nothing except that he must get

"rock in the box" and lots of it.

The young fellow wants to make good, as there is more
money and more glory in being a machine man than in

being a mucker. He is shown where to drill, makes a few

trips to the level for drill, hose, and steel, and at last

everything is ready. He has no oil, but that makes no

difference ; it will run, so needs no oil. He has no trouble

until the hole is two or three feet deep; then the steel

sticks from one of many causes and refuses to rotate. He
makes it turn by twisting on the handles, and about the

second twist the machine stops.

When the shift boss arrives, making his rounds, the

drill is sent to the shop, the rotation on the bum. Of
course the machine man did not break it—it just stopped,

so he says.

In from one to two hours it comes back. He is in a

hurry now to make up for lost time, so he grabs a steel

and rams it into the chuck. The hole is not large enough
for the water tube and when the steel is taken out of the

machine the tube comes with it; then back to the shop.

*Morenci. Ariz.
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This performance continues for about three ckys it'

someone does not take pity on him and put him wise;

then he wonders why they handed him his time. It

would have been much better from the efficiency stand-

point, to have taken time, possibly 30 min., and explained

enough about the drill to get him started right, provided

there was not an experienced man on the job.

The older men on this type of drill are nearly as bad

as the green ones. Their troubles consist chiefly in run-

ning without oil, using the air and water connections for

handles and breaking them off. dropping machines down
ladderways instead of letting them down with a rope,

taking drills apart underground and putting them
together incorrectly or losing some of the small parts,

and many other things that do not increase the efficiency

or life of the machine. In a large percentage of breaks

on air drills it is not the fault of the drill, but of the man
behind it.

In the running of air drills of the mounted type we see

some foolish things, which at times are amusing, such as

throwing wrenches, hammers, steel, pounding the chuck,

piston, drill or anything that happens to get in the way,

because the machine will not run. It would be much
easier to line up to the hole or change the bent steel for

a straight one and let the machine do the work than to

pound it in witli a hammer or chuck wi'ench.

In drills of this type there are many things for the effi-

ciency man to consider, of which the following are a few

:

The setting-up of the machine in the proper place and

distance from the face, having it close enough to get the

cuts at the proper angle to break well in hard rock and

far enough away to make changes in steel without too

much trouble and delay. The machine should be oiled

at least twice a shift with good oil—not too light, as it

will blow through the drill and do very little good. The
heavier oil may gum somewhat, but it is better than the

light oil, which goes on through and leaves the machine

dry after the first hole.

The following tests, made in a repair shop, of three

different classes of air drills show the wisdom of sending

drills to the shop to be overhauled and cleaned at proper

intervals : A piston machine was tested in the shop and

consumed 19-5 ft. of free air per min. It was overhauled

and a new front-head leather used, then tested again,

taking 117 ft. at the same pressure. A stoper consumed
101. .5 ft.; after cleaning and oiling, 75.6 ft. A jack-

luimer took 79 ft. on arrival and 63.4: when overhauled.

In the two latter drills absolutely no new parts were used.

If the air drill was given a small percentage of thfe

care and attention that other machinery receives, the

efficiencv would be greatlv increased.

By Jamks Humes*

At the Silver King Coalition mines in Park City, Utah,

a cable, capable of carrying 800 hp. at 2.300 volts, and
weighing about 6 lb. per ft., w'as taken into the tunnel in

sections 1,200 ft. long. The reels that held these sections

were too large to go in the tunnel. The cable was there-

fore fastened to the electric locomotive and strung out on

niiiie ears spaced about 30 ft. a])art. This scheme worked
all right on the straight track, althougli some trouble was
e.xperienced on the curve to keep the small cars from
tipping over. Despite this slight trouble, the scheme
proved a very satisfactory one.

5 EH Dr sfflmeia

It is often necessary to draw heavy lines in the drawinj;

office. By putting a piece of bent drawing paper between

the blades of a tracing pen as shown in the illustration.

A DRAV\-IXG PEN FOR HEAVY LIXES

thus increasing the capillarity and flowing friction of the

ink, very heavy lines can be drawn and blots at the end
of the lines avoided. The pen can also be filled with more
ink.

^®^uaaiP©c

•Superintendent, Silv<
City, Utah.

r King Coalition Mines Co., Park

In a pamphlet entitled "Engineer's Handbook on
Protective Coating," published by the Goheen Manu-
facturing Co., paint engineers. Canton, Ohio, are given

tables which show that for highway bridges the amount
of paint required varies from 0.014 to 0.028 gal. per

100 lb. of bridge, for lengths of span varying respectively

from 300 to 20 ft. For single-track railway bridges the

paint required is 0.008 gal. per 100 lb. of bridge, regard-

less of the length of span.

For I-beams the amount required varies from 0.46

gal. per ton of 3-in. I-beams to 0.16 gal. per ton for

24-in. beams. For channels the amount varies from 0.48

gal. per ton for 3-in. beams to 0.22 gal. per ton for

15-in. beams. For buildings in general, 12 lb. of iron

will average 1 sq.ft. of surface requiring painting, to

which is to be added 10% for corrugations where corru-

gated iron is used.

The approximate cost for labor per ton for applying

the paint, working on the ground, is equal to the cost

of paint per ton of steel. For elevated work anywhere

.A.. O. Alexay, in "American Machinist," Oct. 28. 1915.
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from 10 to 50% should be added to the cost of labor on
the ground, depending on the amount of scaffolding and
climbing necessary in the work.

For steel-riveted pipe the number of gallons required

per lineal foot of pipe equals the sum of the inside and
outside diameters in inches, multiplied by 0.0002G2 for

first coats and by 0.000174 for second and succeeding

coats, adding 3% for laps. All figures are for one single

coat, except as noted, and are for paint manufactured

by the Goheen company.

At the Los Ocotes copper mine in the State of Oaxaca,

Mexico, an 800-ft. shaft was timbered with steel, the

details of the .shaft-set being shown in the accompanying
sketch. Supporting, or bearer, sets made up of 8-in. steel

channels were cemented into hitches cut in the side of

the wall. These supporting sets were installed just below

SECTION C-D

nET.\lL.S OP STEEL

Irh-rniediate Frames

5ECTI0N A-B

-;HAFT Tl.MHKKI.X S OCOTES .MIXK

the collar and at 210-ft. intervals in the shaft. All the

steel, before being installed, was painted with a mixture

of coal-tar and turi)entine. From the surface to the

(iOO-ft. level, sets Mere jnit in 10 ft. apart. From the

(iOO- to 800-ft. level, because the ground showed a ten-

dency to cave, the sets were imt in every 5 ft. The
lagging of 2-in. planks was laid lengthwi,«e between the

sets.

For timbering this sluil't about 71! tons of steel was

required, costing approximately $100. Ignited States

currency, per ton laid down at the mine. A steel gallows

frame was erected containing 15 tons of steel, which cost

about $140, United States currency, per ton laid down at

the mine. This is at the rate of 5c. and 7c. jier lb. and

does not include the cii>t of erection.

It is cominouly known that points of the compass can

be deternuned by the use of a watch. By pointing the

hour haiul toward the sun, a bearing half way between the

hour hand and 12 o'clock on the watch, is true south.

It is not generally known that time can be told by the

compass with equal facility. Take the true azinmth

or bearing of the sun and subtract from it 180°
; multiply

the remainder by the fraction ^/u, and tlie result will be

the hours Ijefore or after 12 o'clock noon.

How lEEecftrfc BSastlia^ Saves*
In i)bisti]ig of all kinds, the most modern method is

firing by electricity. The apparatus nece.s.sary to use

depends on the kind of blasting, bixt from the following

list one can easily select the proper ones for his work:

Blasting machines, electric blasting caps, waterproof

electric blasting caps, delay electric blasting caps, delay

electric igniters and electric squibs.

Where electric power is used this can be suiistituted lor

blasting machines with better and more satisfactory re-

sults, provided the proper voltage and am]ierage are used.

Ill (Oil mining, ore mining, tunneling, shaft sinking,

le it is necessary that all charges do not detonate
-'- at the same time, it is economical to use

cither the delay electric blasting caps

or the delay electric igniters. These
''

^ can be used in the same circuit with the
'

electric blasting caps. By their u.^e the

various cjiarges can be detonated at dif-

ferent intervals as desired.

Advantages of electric firing are

:

1. Charges of explosives can be deton-

ated at the time and in order desired.

2. There will be no hang-fires, wliich

often happen when using fuse and blast-

ing caps.

8. In shaft sinking, should the hoist

refuse to work after a round of holes

with fuse is lighted, the shot-firers' lives

arc in great danger. This is entirely

eliminated, as the charges of explosives

can be detonated from the surface.

4. The inconvenience and danger from
misfires because the fuse has failed to

burn through or because it has been dam-
iged from storage are eliminated.

5. Because the electrical-blasting method is economi-

•al, safe and sure, and therefoi-e cheapest in the end.

Maimastig a a lo-plaiffi

•Abstract from article Iv

Mines Quarterly."

In a paper prepared for the Gogebic Range meeting
of the Lake Superior ilining Institute in September,
Edwin Tliggins, mining engineer of the Bureau of

]\Iines, Ironwood, Mich., states that in the sheet-ground

mines explosives count one of the chief items of mining
expense, varying from 20% to as high as 30% of the

total cost. A box of powder breaks from liO to 45 tons

of ilirt, accoi-ding to the nature of the ground.

•nu Pont Mncnzine. Sentember, 1915.
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Sewall Truax, of Canon Citv. Colo., lias patented (U.

S. Pat. Xo. 1,15.').(35S, assigned to the Granadena Mining
Co., an Arizona corporation) a method of treating zinc-

bearing material, especially zinc slags, by passing them
in a fluid condition over finely divided reducing material,

such as coke or carbon, the particles of which are pre-

vented from passing into the fluid by being mixed with

a binder such as clay.

The lining or bottom of the furnace is made of such

a mixture of fine coke and clay rammed into place. A
good mixture consists of coke of graduated sizes, from a

maximrun of 1-in. pieces down to fine dust, and 25% or

more of a plastic clay. The furnace is heated by means
of oil, pulverized coal or other suitable means, and as

the slag or other zinc-bearing material comes in contact

with the coke in the furnace bottom, the carbon monoxide

formed by the action of carbon on zinc oxide or zinc

eilicate, rises in small bubbles through the melted mass

and conies into intimate contact with a further portion

of zinc oxide or silicate, liberating metallic zinc and

producing carbon dioxide, which rises and passes off

nitli the vapors of .zinc, and at a lower tempei'ature oxi-

dizes the zinc again to oxide in case no free oxygen is

present. Usually oxygen is present in the atmosphere of

the furnace, and so zinc oxide and carbon dioxide are

ajiven off in the vapors. The zinc oxide may be collected

in a baghouse in the usual manner.

The con.-;umption of coke is stated to be about 20% of

the zinc driven off, or in the case of slag containing 10%
zmc the consumption of coke is about 2% of the weight of

the slag treated. Experiments indicated that zinc above 0.5

DT 0.6% of the weight of the slag is readily removed.

The carbon and clay are replaced by "claying" the sides

jnd bottom of the furnace with the brasque.

Fi^epsiiraEag F^I^eirSgedl Cosv.Il for
IR.®^eipIb®s°a.toiP5^ F'smiPEasices

E. P. Mathewson states that in many places reverbera-

tory copper-matting furnaces using pulverized coal as

fuel can be operated more cheaply than blast furnaces,

3ven where the coke consumption in the blast furnaces is

as low as 8% of the charge. He summarizes^ some of the

main considerations in the successful use of ptUverized

coal in reverberatories, as follows

:

Coals varying' in ash from 5^/c to 23% have been used
successfully in pulverized form. Two points are essential

for success: The coal must be dried below 1% moisture
before pulverization; and the pulverization must be carried

to a very fine point. Preferably, not over b'/i of the pulver-
ized coal should rest on a 100-mesh screen, while 95% should
pass through 100-mesli screen; not over 20^/i should rest on
2n0-mesh screen, while 75% should pass through 200-mesh
screen. The flame is as easy to handle as gas; the ash is

caught to the extent of 50% In the flue connection between
the furnace and the waste-heat boiler, the balance being ab-
sorbed by the charge.

By J. 0. Bakdill*

This machine was designed for sampling wet and sticky

mill concentrates and similar materials. The photo-

graph shows the construction. The principal elements are

a turret and its worm-gear drive, incased in an oil-

tight housing. A cutter arm is pivotally mounted on the

turret and revolves in unison with it, except through about
40° in each revolution, while it is being held stationary

liy a vertical detent bolt.

The relative motion between the turret and the cutter

arm effected during this -1:0° period of inactivity of the

cutter arm produces tension in the coil spring shown,

which is exerted between the turret and pivoted cutter

arm. A cam underneath the rim of the turret releases the

^''Symposium on the Utilization of Fuels in Metallurgy,"
International Kngineering Congress, 1915, San Francisco, Calif.

THE BARDILL AUTOMATIC S.\MPLER

detent bolt at the proper time, causing the cutter to

])ass rapidly through the stream owing to the spring ac-

tion independently of the motion of the turret.

The action of the cutter arm is extremely rapid, and it

is suddenly stopped by its opposite end coming in contact

with a rubber buffer post. This absolutely clears the cut-

ter of any material that might adhere. The material is

deposited in a receiving box properly placed, and the

( utting action and delivery are done so neatly that there

is no [ipilling. The power required is .so slight that the

turret may be operated through its entire revolution, and
against the spring action, by turning the wormshaft by

hand.

Eeference to the diagram shows that the machine may
be placed in close quarters, only about 12 in. being Tb-

quired vertically in the stream between discharge of

liojiper and top of conveyor belt.

The machine may easily be made into a self-contained,

portable affair by mounting a small driving motor on

the base plate.

A sample removed from two carloads containing wet

lead concentrates weighing 126,940 lb. and delivered

•450 Lafayette .\ve.. Palmerton, Penn
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from the sturage hopper to a fonveyor belt by means of a

6-iii. screw feeder weighed ^19.5 lb. The stream was cut

six times per minute aud the dimensions of the cutter

were 4 in. wide and 8 in. long. The length of cutter has

no bearing, of course, so long as it is sufficient to take in

the entire stream. This sample was produced by 840

cuts, 0.59 lb. per cut, percentage of total weight 0.39.

Expressing this in terms of volume, each 0.83 cu.ft. had

removed from it 5.6 cu.in. in one cut.

Since 140 min. were consumed in handling this ma-
terial by the conveyor running at a speed of 375 ft. per

PostT/on ofcutrer af^er
secTion has been ejected
from stream

Tetriparary stafi^ary y^
posjr/on afcutterhe^vy i

C(/ff/nq outsection of •

stream

£/e vatiotJ

THE BARDILL AUTOJI.A.TIC SAMPLER

min., these concentrates were distributed in the form of

a band approximately 38,500 ft. long, from which 840

cuts were removed at intervals of 46 ft. The analysis of

this sample checked absolutely with a "one-in-ten" shovel

sample taken from this lot.

Smelting oiierations at the Granby Consolidated Mining,

Smelting and Power Co.'s plant at Anyox, B. C, are

gradually rounding into shape as the peculiarities of the

ores are becoming better understood and necessary changes

in equipment made to conform to the conditions now
being established as best suited to economical work. The
usual difficulties of starting a new works were augmented
by the large amount of fines on the charge, the increasing

content of silica and the aluminous character of the ores.

The reports for the year ended June 30, 1915, of W. A.

Williams, superintendent of smelters, and of A. J. Bone,

superintendent of the Anyox plant, give an interesting

resume of the progress that has been made in working

out the metallurgy at this plant. The works was started

in March, 1914, and the problem was not merely to

smelt the Anyox ores, but to determine conditions of

maximum tonnage and minimum expense for a new

jn-operty. Commenting on the progress that has been

made. Superintendent Williams says

:

AVe commenced operations as a pyritic plant, using low
coke and very little flux, No. 1 ore being used as a base to

smelt No. 2 ore. The ores have not come to us as free from
inert materials, such as dike and schist, as "we could wish.

They have been more or less erratic as to the silica content
from day to day, and the tendency in both ores is to higher
silica and alumina. This fact, coupled with the shipment of

about 100 tons of foreign ore per day, has made it hard to

operate the furnaces as originally intended, and the coke and
flux percentages have risen to some extent. With the greater
development of our own orebodies and with the better storage
facilities at the mine and smelting plant, this should be mate-
rially helped. We have been trying to make a converter
grade of matte in the first operation, but have found it to be
the better practice to regrade our matte. The making of con-
verter grade of matte in the first smelting, we believe, will

eventually be accomplished.

Several changes and additions to equi]>ment have been

made with the purpose of improving operating conditions

and lowering cost. These include new charge cars, matte

machine, increased crane capacity, a skull grid, silica bins

over converters and additional ore-storage bins, all of

which have been charged to "Operation." A fourth blast

furnace has been constructed and placed in operation,

and an agglomerating plant for handling converter slag,

flue dust and similar materials. Discussing the smelting

operations in more detail, A. J. Bone says

:

The ores smelted covered a wide range in analysis, from
low silica, low alumina, requiring quartz and little coke to

smelt, to the other extreme of high silica, high alumina, tak-
ing a basic flux and higher coke. Of late the tendency has
been toward higher silica content. We are also receiving
about 100 tons daily of siliceous custom ore. The result of

these conditions is to curtail the use of quartz in the blast

furnaces and Increase the consumption of limerock and basic
*'Mamie" ore, and consequently the percentage of coke.

It may be suggested that our slag is comparatively low in

silica. The obvious remedy for increased silica in the ore
would be to make slags higher in silica. In this connection
it should be remembered that the bulk of the iron that enters
the slag is oxidized in the furnace and combines with silica in

conformity with the principle underlying slag formation in

pyritic smelting, namely, that the temperature prevailing in

the focus determines the particular ferrous silicate which
results. AVorking along natural lines, our endeavor would
be to make more slag in the furnace—not to alter its charac-
ter. In other words, by obtaining a greater degree of oxida-
tion, more ferrous oxide will be furnished to slag silica and
at the same time make less matte but of higher grade.

During the last quarter of the year, the first matte, when
too low grade, has been resmelted with siliceous ore and
brougbt up to 209f or 25%. Even this grade can be considered
low as converter mattes go, but with it the converter depart-
ment can produce at the rate of 3.000.000 lb. per month with
ease. One of our chief concerns is to make matte of suitable
converter grade in the first smelting, and though' no perma-
nent success in doing this can yet be recorded, it is not
improbable that efforts in this direction will be successful.

Recently the system of feeding the furnaces was improved
through the adoption of .A.naconda-t.vpe charge cars. These
permit a more favorable placing of the charge, the advantage
of which was immediately reflected in a marked decrease
in crust formation. Incrustation in the upper part of the
furnace shaft has been responsible for terminating fully

909r of the campaigns. These for the year were very brief,

averaging only 13.6 days, but with the new cars, longer cam-
paigns are the rule. A saving of labor on the feed floor was
also made possible by the new cars.

The prolific fall of low-grade, corrosive matte Imposes a
duty on furnace connections and settlers probably without
precedent in the practice of copper smelting. Means to cope
with this condition have been devised, and the furnaces are
no longer subject to the frequent interruptions by purely
mechanical mishaps, which proved so embarrassing in the
past. In the converter department, new steel silica bins were
built and so placed as to permit feeding silica to the con-
verters without resorting to the use of cranes.

Heat LoNsps in an Electric Steel Furnace were recently
determined by W. H. Wills and A. H. Schuyler as being 12.5%
through the door and tap hole and 7.39; through the electrodes
(September meeting, American Electrochemical Society).
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Msiiffi'iilllll IEeIl(t°ID)ipaweini ©2=® Feodler
A new type of ore feeder is presented in the Hamill, the

construction of which is shown in the accompanying

illustration. Its moving parts consist of a short conveyor,

or endless belt, intermittently propelled by a bell crank

engaging a friction wheel on the headshaft. The bell

crank is actuated either by a pulley and eccentric, on the

belt-driven type, or by a fork-lever reaching under the

tap]3et for the stamp-actuated type. As the bin gate

can be left wide open and the ore flowing loosely to the

A VIEW OF THE HAMILL BELT-DRIVEN FEEDER

feeder belt, there is no bridging, blocking or crowding,

irrespective of the size of the material. Coarse rock is

fed as easily as fine material, and there are no idle strokes.

By reason of this steady, regular deliver}', the feeder is

said to increase the capacity of stamps and other mills.

It is adjustable while running, and can be set to longer or

shorter stroke, or to nothing, independently of the speed

of the driving pulley .or rockshaft.

The machine is iiatented and is distributed bv Edward
Maa?, 535 I. \Y. Ilellman Building, Los Anseles, Calif.

The Esterline Co., of Indianapolis, Ind., has been

working to obtain a nonirritating light adapted to com-

mercial ^lses and reflected in an intense but nondazzling

beam, resulting in the Golden Glow mirror reflector.

The ingredients iised in making this glass are such as

to give it a rich golden green, producing light as near

the color of molten gold as it is possible to obtain.

There have been over 6,000 of these Golden Glow head-

lights in use in electric-railway and tunnel service, and

in four years not a single accident has been recorded

because of lack of light (3r inability to see the car ap-

proaching. A similar record should be obtained in mine
properties, for the men ahead are not blinded or con-

fused; miners can work in a seam at close range or at a

considerable distance with equal ease, and in fog or

dampness it ])rovi(les jirotection not possible with any

white liffht.

To insure higher mechanical and volumetric efficiency

and to simplify air-compres.sor cylinder design, the Chi-

cago Pneumatic Tool Co., 1080 Fisher Building, Chicago,

111., has recently placed on the market the "Simplate"

valve, which is of the flat-plate design. The valve has

several distinctive features and the chief advantages

claimed for it are that it is simple ; that its plates are in-

dependent in action, one of another; that each plate has

FIG. 1. "SIMPLATE" DISCHARGE VALVE

its individual springs; that the tensions of the springs

on the inlet and discharge valves difl'er according to the

density of the air handled ; and flnally, that it is applicable

to all positions and conditions.

Fig. 1 shows a section through a discharge valve. The

seat is cast from a special alloy steel, heat-treated, oil-

tempered and ground true on one side. As shown in the

FIG. 2. •SIMPL.\TE'- INLET VALVE

illustration, the seat has circular ports and it is machined

so that the raised portion, or the point on which the plates

rest forming the joints, is narrow, thus reducing the un-

balanced area of the valve. The keeper is of the same

material. It is provided with suitable ports for the free

passage of the air through it and also furnishes guides

for the valve plates and pockets for the valve springs. The

latter are of the volute type and are made of high-grade

crucible steel. The valves are simple concentric steel

plates of uniform section, with a separate and independ-

ent plate over each port. Each plate is independently

governed by its own spring, hence the action or opening
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of each valve is entirely inclependeiit of the other.

Should one of the plates open, the ne.xt one to it does not

need to move unless the speed conditions should demand
it. Ordinarily the outer plate opens when the compressor

is running at slow speed, when running at intermediate

speed two plates operate, and at full speed all valves arc

FTG. 3. PO.SITIOX OF VALVE.S IN .\IR CYLIXDEB

I.pen. The parts making up a complete valve are as-

sembled and held together by a nickel-steel stud and

castle nut, and when this nut is tightened in place it is

held by the cotter j)in.

As shown in Eig. 2, the construction of the inlet valve

is similar to that of the discharge valve. It differs in

that the keeper is thinner and the springs have lighter

tension. On account of this difference in thickness, inlet

and discharge valves cannot be reversed. The spring

tension on the inlet valves is light in order to derive the

full benefit of the various openings of the different plate,

when the piston speed is changed. For example, with

an inlet valve of the size shown herewith, the spring ten-

sion is so calibrated that the outer plate opens with a

pressure of but y^ oz. per sq.iu., while 1 oz. will open

the intermediate plate and 21/2 oz. the inner plate. The

valves are said to be noiseless in operation, and tliciv

FIG. 4. THE "SIMPLATE" VALVE

location in the cylinder is convenient for examination or

repair, as indicated in Fig. 3. Top and bottom views of

the valve are shown in Fig. 1. It is equally suited to

hio-h- and low-pressure work and requires no lubrication.

A feature worth noting is that all valve parts are inter-

changeable.

Gas.soEnirae Slhovells i^^ssnES^s'y

There are localities where smoke ordinances, the cost

of coal and water or the demand for licenses for firemen

and engineers prevent the use of steam shovels and

make advisable the employment of those driven by gaso-

line power if certain handicaps of the latter can be over-

come. The gasoline shovel therefore has been designed

to satisfy a cci'tain limited demand, rather than to pro-

duce a machine in competition with the steam shovel.

Gasoline shovels will probabh- be restricted to medium
and light excavation.

Several designs of gasoline-power shovels have been

brought out recently, among which is that of the Marion

Steam Shovel Co., of Marion, Ohio. The following notes

on the equipment and operation of this type have been

obtained from the company.

The Marion design has been developed only in the

revolving type. All operations are performed by power

('nini one engine and the operation is controlled by friction

FIG. 1. REVOLVING .SHOVIM, WITH i ", .\ Sm | , | x |:- ENGINE
latn'E

clutches of the outside-band type. The engine is a con-

stant-speed, four-cylinder, four-cycle vertical marine tyjie

with a throttling governor, ]ump-spark ignition and high-

tension magneto. It is splash-lubricated and has a cool-

ing-water pump. A flywheel is carried between the engine

and the load to relieve the crankshaft of stresses due to

sudden changes in torque. Any fuel can be used down
to that of 39° Re., provided the proper carburetor is

employed.

On the end of the engine shaft is a bevel pinion which

meshes with two bevel gears loose on a reversing shaft

{A in accompanying view). One or the other of these is

connected to the shaft by friction clutches. Placing the

lever for operating these clutches on center will release

l)oth clutches. Geared to the reversing shaft is the hoist-

ing driun C. This is of differential or step])ed type,

instead of the usual straight barrel seen on steam shovels.

This scheme is employed to give greater pull and slower

siJeed on starting the dipper out of the pit and an

increased speed with lighter pull when the dipper clears

the bank. In this way the difficulty of using a constant-

speed drive is minimized. Forward of the hoisting-dnnii

shaft and connected to it by an intermediate shaft A',

with gears, is a pair of reversing gears with friction

clutches—an arrangement similar to that on the main

reversing shaft just mentioned. These control the crowd-
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iug of the dipper liaiidle, and are both governed by a

single lever arranged so that when in central position

both frictions are released and a brake G is set to hold

the dipper handle in any position. Meshing with the

reversing bevel gears on the intermediate crowding shaft

is a bevel gear on a shaft //, running at right angles and

having telescopic joints connecting to the crowding gear

on the l.)Oom. Tliis allows for \ariation in height of the

boom.

The jiropelling of the sliovel is done from a friction

clutch and gear / mounted on the end of the hoisting-

dnim shaft. The gear meshes with another gear keyed

to a horizontal shaft running directly over the rotating

center. Here the shaft carries a bevel pinion, which

engages with a bevel gear on the vertical propelling shaft,

the lower end of which dri\es the shovel exactlv as on

tlie same manner. The gasoline shovel is a one-man
machine—the elimination of the boiler makes a fireman

ninieccssary. It is not necessary for the operator to leave

the shovel levers to look after the engine.

The gasoline type of shovel can be converted into a

single-motor electric shovel by the substitution of an

electric motor of the pro])er capacity in place of the gaso-

line engine. With the control gearing described a con-

stant-s{)e('d alteiiiatin-'-current motor may be employed.

—

I'Jii </ in I'c rill// Xc irs.

In a recent bulletin on Matheson Joint Pipe, the Na-
tional Tube Co. calls attention to the following: "There

is no economy in laying cheap pipe. Its life is too short.

TWO VIEWS OF rOV\'ER AND GKARI.N'G UXIT OF A jrARU:)N' GASOLINE SHOVEI,

the steam type. Eeversing the drive is done at the

main reversing gears already noted.

The shovel is swung Ijy a spur gear carried on the main
reversing shaft. This gear engages a corresponding spur

gear fixed on a swinging shaft /, each end of which has

a drive-wheel keyed to it and a corresponding friction

housing B, which is keyed to a gear mounted loosely on

the same shaft (with bronze bushings). Both of these

gears on the swinging shaft are controlled by outside

band frictions, duplicates of those on the reversing shaft

;

each gear engages another gear keyed to a short shaft

below and forward. At the outer end of each short shaft

is a bevel pinion meshing into a swinging crown gear on

a vertical swinging shaft. The other end of each of these

last shafts, exactly as on a steam shovel, carries a s])ur

]nnion meshing with a large rotating gear on the lower

frame of the shovel. Since there are two swinging

mechanisms between the bull wheel and the intermediate

swinging shaft, the shovel can be turned in one direction

or the other, according as one gear or the other on the

intermediate shaft is engaged.

The operator's control of the gasoline shovel is kept

identical with that oi a corresponding steam shovel

;

the operating levers have the same position and work in

There is great iiuonvenience and disturbance in taking

up a long flow line and replacing it with new pipe, and the

first cost of the temporary system is practically thrown

away.'"

It is claimed that National Matheson Joint Pipe has

been in use from British Columliia to Mexico for periods

as long as 30 years, in eartli impregnated with alkali,

sulphur and arsenic, and is still almost as smooth inside

and out as when first Uiid.

A.sIbestl®s-FiPotl®cS©dl MettaS
Sfi&S^-ln^lhS CoiffiS^iP'aacttaona

A form of puttyless skylight construction is being in-

troduced by the Asbestos Protected Metal Co., of Pitts-

bui-gh, Penn. The glass is held between asphalt cushions,

protected by asbestos felt above and below, and the entire

joint is shielded above by a proteeted-metal cap and

below by a protected-metal gutter that drains off any

condensation water. In sawtooth construction or continu-

ous monitor sash, the condensation gutter is omitted. The

caps form a convenient support for the -nindow cleaners'

boards, which do not touch the glass.
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ANACONDA COPPKR MINING CO.'S ACID PLANT AT ANACONDA. MONT., SHOWING BRICK PLANT NO.
AT THE RIGHT

THE ARROWROCK DAM, NEAR BOISE, ID.\HO: THE HIGHEST DAM IN THE WORLD
Construction was completed on Oct. 4, 1915. It is on the Boise project of the United States Reclamation Service, is 34S.5 ft.

above bedrock and 250 ft. above river bed. About 530,000 cu.yd. of cyclopean concrete was used
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;..fXPTXOS AXD EQUirJIEXT AT X.\ 1 PLANT OF MOOSE MOUXTAIX. LTD.. SELLWOOD, . jXT.

IXTERIOR VIEW OF THE MOOSE MOUXTAIX. LTD.. MILL. .<^ELLWOOD, OXT SHOWIXG THE
REGPaXDIXG MACHIXERY
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Tlh© Alsisll&a (Gr®Ildl Majmes C©o
Rumors have been current that all is not well with the

Alaska Gold Mines Co., oj)erating in the Juneau Dis-

trict, Alaska, which rumors have been recently reflected

in the stock markets, especially that the ore is not turning

out so high as expected. Eeferring to this, D. C. Jack-

ling informed the Boston Xcirs Bureau that an unexpected

occurrence of low-grade schist was encountered on the fifth

level, from which jjoiut it had been hoped to draw high-

grade ore with which to sweeten the lower-grade ore being

mined near the surface. Strangely, not one of the many
drill holes cut into this low-grade intrusion. It is esti-

mated that three or four months will be required to remove

this material and put the mine in shape to supply average

ore to the full capacity of the mill.

Up to the end of October the new mill had treated

about 900,000 tons of ore, assaying about $1.25 per ton

instead of the expected $1.75 per ton. Ore is now being

mined and milled for 60c. a ton, and the tailings are as-

saying only 20c. per ton. At present the company is

treating about 5,000 tons of ore per day, and it is ex-

pected that by the first of next year the rate will be about

;,000 tons.

The following is from the Stalid of Oct. 23, l!)l.j:

As regards copper, it niay be pointed out for tlie benefit

of the uninitiated, that the metal resulting from the smelting
of ores contains impurities that have to be removed before
the copper is suitable for commercial use. There are two
ways of refining this rough copper, one being by passing
the metal through the furnace again and the other by treat-

ing it by an electrical process that dissolves the rough
copper and redeposits it in a pure form, the impurities sink-
ing to the bottom of the tank. By the first process any gold
or silver contained in .the rough copper is lost, but by the
second process it is recovered, hence refiners have more and
more favored the electrolytic process to the disadvantage
of the furnace treatment. Now British refineries are mostly
of the furnace type, treating rough copper and converting
it into Best Selected. On tlie other hand, the American refin-

eries are mainly of the electrolytic variety and produce the
well-known electrolytic copper. Each of these coppers has
its special spheres of utility, "Best Selected" being mainly
used in the brass trades, while "electrolytic" is used largely
for the manufacture of electric wire, etc.

It has been a grievance with the British copper refiners

that the government did not patronize their product more
extensively. They allege that years ago leading govern-
ment departments buying copper were unduly influenced

to favor American electrolytic at the expense of British Best
Selected, and that they, moreover, were induced to fix so
high a specification for Best Selected that it became most
difficult to conform to it,' the result being that the supply
was much less than need have been the case, while the gov-
ernment bought more American electrolytic copper than it

need have done. Even within the last few months we have
seen large quantities of rough copper shipped from here to

America under special permit for refining by the electrolytic

process, the resulting copper being brought back to this

country, and the British makers of Best Selected have got
restive because they want the rough copper themselves.
There is no doubt that as a commercial transaction the pur-
chase of rough copper here at the very cheap prices that

were paid for it and its conversion into electrolytic in

America were thoroughly justified, but the British refiners

feel that they are being unfairly treated by this cutting off

of the supplies upon which they rely for carrying on their

operations, and they think, too, that the mere process of

transferring copper from here to America in this way tends
still further to increase the power over the market which
American producers wield. They are, therefore, making
protests in oHicial quarters with a view to some alteration

in this respect. It should be remembered that the copper
that has been shipped to America in this way has not been
shipped by producers, but by people who have bought it in

the open market, and who have been able to make a hand-

some profit on the transaction. The British refiners, how-
ever, suggest that a much more satisfactory state of affairs

can be brought about if the government require all Empire-
produced copper to be refined in Empire-owned refineries.

As will be seen from the foregoing, Australia has already
resolved that her copper shall be refined locally, and thus
within the Empire, and an extension of this principle to

cover all Empire-produced copper would have a large influ-

ence upon the world's copper trade. For years past a con-
siderable portion of Australia's production of rough copper,
for instance, has been sent to America to be refined, and
naturally every extra ton that is placed under the control
of American producers tends to strengthen their already
powerful position. During recent years America has been
stretching her tentacles further and further, until she has
practically controlled the copper-refining industry of the
world, and any step which our colonies can take to put an
end to this supremacy is worthy of whole-hearted support.
America, of course, has been able to pay more for rough
copper, too, than British refiners, because by the electrolytic
process the bullion values have all been recovered.

Apparently it has been noljody's business to insure that
British copper was reserved for British use, and it has re-

quired a world-wide war to force home economic and com-
mercial lessons. If we in England are still asleep, it is a
matter for national thankfulness that the colonies are awake,
but the British refiners should bestir theinselves and get their
houses in order for the new state of things that will come
when the war is over.

The convention of mining men of the United States,

who will meet in Washington, Dec. 16, by invitation of

the Mining and Metallurgical Society of America, will

be held in the auditorium of the National Museum, the

use of which has been granted through the courtesy of

Dr. Charles D. Walcott, director of the Smithsonian

•Institution.

All of the mining societies of the United States have

been invited to send delegates to this convention, and

through the United States Bureau of Mines all of the

mine operators of the country have been notified and

invited. Much interest in the meeting is being exhibited.

According to the tentative program, the first session

will be held at 10 a.m. and other sessions at 2 p.m. and

8 : .30 p.m.

Jsipasa's Mflsaetpgill O-aaftp^ft ana JtuiS^^

The production of important minerals during July,

11)15, in Japan, is reported by the Imperial ^lining Bu-
reau as follows : Gold, 557.089 kg. ; silver, 10,847.955 kg.

;

copper, 5,385.453 metric tons; iron, 3,731.433 metric

tons; coal, 7,409,052 metric tons; crude oil, 44,299,440

liters; and sulphur, 6,607.762 metric tons. Gold, silver,

copjier and oil .showed increases and iron, coal and sulphur,

decreases, as compared with the same month of 1914.

Tfeie Altai IRaal"wa,5^ ©jsenaed
Traffic on the Altai Railway, in Central Asia, says a

Petrograd dispatch to the London Times, will open Nov.

4, fourteen months earlier than the date contemplated.

The railroad, a private line 500 mi. long, will open \\]i

an immense and rich region of Siberia that hitherto has

been without means of communication.

C'liineHe Currency-Reform Schemes have been so numerous
that the latest one is perhaps to be accepted with some doubt-
Under this silver coins are to be minted as follows: 200,000.-

000 one-dollar, SO. 000,000 fifty-cent and 235,000,000 ten-cent
coins. Copper, 275,000,000 twenty-cash (two-cent) coins,

858,000,000 ten-cash and 186,000,000 one-cash coins. This coin
age is to be spread over 10 years.
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Me^^y MEiaaini^ Tosses ana Messac®
In Mexico the fjoveninient divitk's the year, not into

quarters, but iuto thirds, or tcirio.^. Tlic fiscal year lic-

gins July 1. The unit of niiniDjT field is the pertenencia,

which measures a hectare (100 meters square) and is equal

to about 2.4 acres. *

The old Spanish mininir code required jn-operties to be

worked, and to promote the industry it charged a light

license or title fee and no yearly tax on the property.

Instead, it taxed the gold and silver produced with a

coinage or mining tax. All gold and silver exported had

to pay this coinage tax. In the late '80s of the last cen-

tury taxes were charged by the federal government of

Mexico, as follows: Glinting or export duty, 4.41% ; in-

terior revenue duty (oc. on each $5), 0.60; state duties,

1..50; federal supertax on the state duties, 0.45; stamps

and assaying charges, 0.2.5; total, 7.21%.

In 1892 the mining law' was revised and again in 1905.

All old titles had to be renewed. The later law required

all titles to carry internal-revenue stamps to the amount
of 5 pesos per unit of mining field and further imposed a

property tax on each individual mining property of G

])esos per unit of. mining field (pertenencia) up to 25,

and 3 pesos per unit on the excess over 25 pertenencias.

In many ways the new mining law was an improve-

ment on the old one, but silver mining, which had been

Mexico's principal mining industry, did not flouri.sh as

well as had been exi)ected. The price of silver was falling,

and many proixn'ties of the old mining districts had to

stop operations. New York quotation for silver in 18T6

was $1.15G; 1882, .$].13(i; 1887, $0,978; 1892, $0,871;

1897, $0,604; 1902, $0,522: 1907, $0.63.

It therefore was found necessary to reduce the produc-

tion tax to 2^2% federal export tax and 1^/^% state tax,

plus 20% federal addition, and it stood at this figure

until it was changed on ^lar. 1, 1915, by decree of Car-

ranza, which raised the title tax, or license, the property

tax and the export tax. Objections were of course made
l)y property owners, and the matter was brought to the

notice of the Department of State in Washington.

On June 30, 1915, the Department sent a vigorous

I'rotest to its s]iecial representative, Mr. Sillinuiu, in Vera

Cruz, calling the attention of General Carranza to the

pitiful condition of the mining industry in general and

the foreign-owned properties in particular, and asking

that protection be given to foreign interests holding and

operating mines, and further that no more taxes be im-

posed "other than those fixed by the laws emanating from

the constitution."

This brought from the Carranza government the follow-

ing statement or argument, which, if it is to be taken seri-

ously, gives an idea of certain Mexican revolutionary

conceptions and ideas

:

MEMORANDUM OF THE SECRETARY OP THE TREASURY
(SECRETARIO DE HACIENDA) ON MINING T.\XES

Translation by W. C. Thurston
In conformity witli the laws of Mar. 25. 1905, mining prop-

erties paid taxes as follows:

Up to 25 pertenencias, 2 pesos Mexican sold per pertenencia
per tercio (period of four months), or 1 dollar per tercio. Vt

dollar per month.
Prom 25 pertenencias up, 1 peso Mexican gold per per-

tenencia every 4 months, or V4 doUar per tercio, or % dollar
per month.

The exchange on New York from 1908 to 1912 reached an
almost invariable point very close to ',4 dollar per peso.

The decree dated Mar. 1, 1915, fixes the following taxes:
Up to 10 pertenencias. per tercio per pertenencia, 4 pesos

Mexican gold, or 1 peso Mexican gold per month, or i/4 dollar
per month.

Up to 20 pertenencias, per tercio per pertenencia, 5 pesos
Mexican gold, or 1.25 pesos Mexican gold per month, or %
dollar per month.

Up to 50 pertenencias, per tercio per pertenencia, 6 pesos
Mexican gold, or 1.25 pesos Mexican gold per month, or %
dollar per nionth.

Over 50 pertenencias, per tercio per pertenencia, 8 pesos
Mexican gold, or 2 pesos Mexican gold per month, or 1 dollar
per month.

The decree dated Aug. 31, 1915, modified the above taxes
temporarily, and only for the two tercios included between
the months of July of this year and Pebruary next, as follows:

From July to October, per pertenencia, whatever be the
number, 2 pesos Mexican gold, or i/4 dollar per month.

Prom November, 1915, to Pebruary, 1916, per pertenencia,
for whatever be the number, 2.66 pesos Mexican gold, or J

dollar per month.
From Mar. 1, 1916, the tax rate above mentioned as fixed

in the decree of Mar. 1, 1915, will resume effect.

The law of 1905 favors monopoly, imposing upon the small
properties (up to 25 pertenencias) double the tax paid by the
large properties (over 25 pertenencias).

The law of Mar. 1, 1915, aims at a different purpose; that
is, to favor the small properties, imposing lower taxes upon
them than upon the large properties. This tendency is per-
fectly justified and is sanctioned by the proceedings of all

civilized governments.
The decree of Mar. 1, 1915, imposes upon the large inter-

ests (over 50 pertenencias) double the tax levied on the small
property (10 pertenencias).

The intermediate properties (between 10 and 50 pertenen-
cias) pay an ascending proportional rate.

In conformity with the income-tax law effective in the
United Sates, the small interests, with annual profits of less

than $20,000, pay ISt; those whose profits are $50,000 pay 2%:
up to $75,000, 3%; and so on successively to 7%, paid by those
whose profits are more than $500,000 per year.

So it is seen that the large enterprises in the United States
pay proportional taxes seven times greater than those paid

by the small enterprises.^ In conformity %vith the mining law
which will commence to operate next March, the large prop-
erties (50 pertenencias) will pay only double the amount of

taxes paid by the small properties (10 pertenencias).
As is seen, the progressive increase in the mining tax is

very moderate when compared with the income tax.

Comparing the tax fixed by the new law for the small
property with the old ta.x, it is seen that it is doubled, but
this by no means indicates that it is a high one, because the
old ta.x was exceedingly low.

A tax of V- dollar per month per pertenencia cannot be
called high, and H dollar per month is the amount that will

have to be paid, beginning in March of next year.
There are some concrete cases which may be cited, of

mining companies having more than 100 pertenencias de-
nounced in one single mining district, and in some places they
have been paying mining taxes during 15 to 20 years without
doing one stroke of work on the ground denounced. The
progressive tax tends toward eliminating these unjust and
unproductive monopolies.

Some mine owners, attempting to show that the taxes are
very high, argue by reducing to paper money the value of
gold and comparing this to the amounts formerly paid by
them when exchange was \i dollar for one peso. This cannot
be taken seriously, nor is it worthy of consideration. The

^Not true. The income supertax is levied on individuals,
not on corporations.—Editor.
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comparisons should be made between what they pay In gold
and what they paid in the same money.

The only weighty argument thus far presented by those
interested in the reduction of the taxes is that the great ma-
jority of mining interests have had to stop their work en-
tirely or partially because of the European war and the state
of intranquillity prevailing in this country. Precisely because
this reasoning was considered just, the decree of Aug. 31,

1915, was issued, reducing considerably the rate of taxation
without making the progressive increase, for the two tercios

between July, 191."), and February, 1916.

The interested mine owners also call unjust the act that
the taxes are collected in gold and not in paper money. They
are not justified. For a long time export taxes, the stamp tax
(that is, the revenue tax) on petroleum, forest exploitation,
etc., have been collected in gold, and gradually it will be de-
creed that other taxes be paid in gold, until all fiscal collec-
tions will be made in this class of money.

This fiscal program of the government, tending to con-
solidate the monetary system, can in no way be called unjust.
The business concerns that produce articles for exportation
can object less than any other to paying their ta.xes in gold.
These concerns sell their product for gold, but. on the other
hand, pay a great part of their running expenses in paper
money. Therefore they would be absurdly favored if they
paid their taxes in paper money.

SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE'S REPORT TO WASHINGTON
Vera Cruz, Sept. 13, 9 a.m.—To Secretary of State, Wash-

ington. Department's Sept. 11, 4 p.m., regarding mining
taxes, Mexican Government's argument is:

First—Mining taxes have always been disproportionately
low; with present depreciated currency they would be so

absurdly low as to be entirely inequitable.

Second—In view of depreciated and fiuctuating paper cur-
rency, the only proper and equitable unit is the Mexican gold
peso, equivalent approximately to 50c. American.

Third—It is not inequitable that a product produced by
labor paid in depreciated currency and sold for gold should
pay its government taxes in gold.

Fourth—It is not unusual for paper currency to be of en-
forced circulation for the payment of public and private debts
and at the same time be declared not legal tender for govern-
ment taxes.

Fifth—The government's intention is to increase its reve-
nue from productive mining properties, but not to the extent
of embarrassing them or of confiscating properties that are
not productive or that are undeveloped.

Observations—Inasmuch as the government has modified
the decree of Mar. 1 and has expressed its willingness to deal
with the owners of mining properties upon representation, it

is respectfully suggested that the owners of mining properties
take up their cases directly with the Secretary of Hacienda
either through a commission from a given locality or by in-

dividual owners in person or through correspondence.

—

Silliman (State Department's Special Representative).

The Me.xican argument refers only to the property tax

and does not mention the tax on the product, which is by

far the heavier burden on operating properties. In the

argument every hirge busiue.s.s is considered a monopoly,

and it holds that it is better and more ju.st that the mining
properties be divided into small units because some large

properties have not done work for a number of years.

It calls the aim of the new decree to bring this about

"perfectly justified and sanctioned by the proceedings

of all civilized governments." It therefore legislates

against the principle of cooperation, association and con-

certed action. How a federal government promoting such

principles can expect to promote modern industry or even

to maintain itself is not indicated.

Evidently, in the hurry to collect taxes from those that

still had property, the principles of taxation were twisted

to suit the circumstances. This is shown by using the

United States income tax, a tax on net profit, as a rule

and guide for a tax on property, which is a totally different

matter. Property may or may never produce income,

and an income tax is not a tax on property, any more than

is an inheritance tax.

Mine operators in Mexico will have to show and will

have to convince the Carranza government that the new

decree cannot possibly bring about a permanent increase

in revenue, but that on the contrary, it would injure the

industry and would in many cases make successful mining

impossible. The yearly federal tax on raining property

in Mexico is only a small part of the taxes the miner has

to pay. The tax on production has always been e-xcessive

;

it now has been made e.xorbitant and prohibitive, but this

production or export tax is ignored in the argument of the

Carranza government. Together with the state tax, it

would be 10% on the assay value of the gold and silver

produced, which most mining companies are unable to

pay. It would stop production.

Mines may now and then be worked by individuals, but

they will never give occupation to a mining population

unless they are worked on a large scale, with sufficient

capital to guarantee a steady production. This is gen-

erally beyond the scope of the individual. Capital

has been invested in mining in ^Mexico judiciously

or injudiciously, but always with faith in the perman-
ency of existing laws after careful study of the same.

To increase suddenly the taxes and change the laws is

grossly unjust, because it disorganizes the carefully laid

plans on which the working results of future years de-

pend. Capital would be scared away from the country

by such proceedings.

Since the yearly federal tax on mining property in

Mexico is only a small part of the federal tax which the

miner has to pay, the tax on production being ever so

much more burdensome, it is useless to compare this spe-

cial tax with the amounts paid in other countries.

In ilexico the miner .pays for his mineral right ac-

cording to the amount of surface by which it is covered,

whether the ground 's valuable or not, whether his work
is profitable or unprofitable, whether he works or not ; and
moreover, he pays on his gross production. In the United
States he pays a tax on his profits. Corporations are

charged 1% on their profits, but there is no Federal tax

in the United States with which the Me.xican federal min-
ing tax can be compared.

In ^lexico the state tax is 11/2% pl"s ~0% additional

federal supertax, or 1.8% on the gross product, and on
the two million dollars produced it would be $36,000,

jji-ofit or no profit.

The state taxes in the United States vary in rates and
in ways of assessment. In the State of New York, in

general, corporations are assessed upon their capital, "ex-

isting in money or property." If the capital were $1,-

000,000 and tlie profit $1,000,000, or 100%., the state

would tax 34 mill on the capital for each percent, of divi-

dends or 21/0%, or $25,000, but if the profits amounted
to 20% on a capital of $1,000,000, the tax would be

$5,000; if G7c, $1,500; and if there were no dividend,

$750.

It is not possible to mention here in detail all other

taxes, such as municipal taxes and the high taxes which
the miner has to pay in Mexico on the supplies brought
from the United States or other foreign countries.

In answer to the statement of the Carranza government
that the federal mining tax has always been disproportion-

ately low and that the new tax of one dollar per pertenen-

cia per month is a moderate one, what else can be said

than that it may be one of the last straws, and that when
they break the camel's back the rider may be on foot?

New York, Nov. 5, 1915. A. J. R.
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itt©rig\Ils

In the Joiinml ul' .May !), 1914, there was an article

outlining a new and vast phm i'or metallurgical improve-

ments that had just been inaugurated at Anaconda. In

summarizing this it was remarked:

When the Anaconda plan is fully carried out the tailings
discharged from its mills will carry only 0.1 to 0.29^ copper,
against the former 0.65 to 2.2%. Instead of recovering only
about la'/c of the copper of the ore. the recovery is expected
to be around 95% and, best of all, the additional copper will

be got at far less cost per pound than the present copper.
Without increasing its ore production the company can
increase its copper production by something over 50.000,000
lb. per annum and reduce its cost on the whole product by
?4c. per lb. or so; or it can reduce its ore production; or it

can mine a lower grade of ore when that be advisable. How-
ever the management determines to work the thing out, it

will benefit enormously by the great step that it is effecting
in the conservation of its resources.

Its other economies are of course of the first order of
importance—the compressed-air hoisting, the electrification
of the railway, the remodeling of the Washoe concentrator,
the reconstruction of the Great Falls smelting works and the
abandonment of concentration at Great Falls, saving the
high cost of freight to there. These ought to do much more
than merely offset the increased cost of living which Ana-
conda experiences alike with other mining companies.

At the time when that article was written, the con-

templation of the Anaconda metallurgists was to go into

copper leaching on a huge scale, but their attention had
just been drawn to tlie possible economic superiority of

the substitution of the flotation process for mechanical

concentration, and it was suggested that they stood ready

to abandon the leaching feature of their program in

part or in whole if that should appear desirable. In

fact, things turned out so and only the leaching unit

then under construction was completed, it fitting in well

for a special purpose, while steps were taken to convert

the main Washoe concentrator into a flotation plant.

Since then about 18 months have elapsed, and the

program of improvement is now about ?5 to 80% done

—

completion being expected by the end of this year—and

the Anaconda management feels that it may safely be-

gin to check up with the original estimates and make
up its mind as to what is going to be accomplished in

a commercial way.

In September, 1!)15, about 8,000 tons of ore daily was

treated by the new process. Applying the data derived

from that month to the production figures in 1913 and

computing on the basis of 14c. per lb. for copper,

it is reckoned that the saving would have been about

714 million dollars. Putting the thing in a different

way, the gain of valuable metals previously lost in tail-

ings and slag would have been 50,000.000 lb. of copper,

nearly 1,000,000 oz. of silver and about 5,000 oz. of gold.

Note the coincidence between these figures and those

that the Anaconda metallurgists were talking abeut early

in 1914.

The enormous saving is being effected at the cost

of about $5,000,000 for new plant. In other words,

the outlay of that vast sum of money will be repaid in

about eight months.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiinniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

Whence has this spectacular gain been derived? Pri-

marily, chiefly and naturally from the concentrator. We
say naturally, for the art of mechanical concentration

haij ever been the most imperfect of our metallurgical

processes and an attempt to make a big saving was logi-

cally directed to that quarter. What has been accom-
plished there sounds almost fabulous. Formerly the tail-

ings wasted from the mill assayed about 0.62% copper.

Now they go only about 0.10%, and there is a reason-

able expectation that even that small figure will be bet-

tered. The Anaconda ore fed into the mill contains 60

lb. copper per ton, whereof only II/3 lb. now goes away
with the tailings. The recovery in milling is therefore

9'''%%. Nothing like that in mechanical concentration

was ever heard of before. The statement that about two-

thirds of the net annual saving will be made in the

concentrator is therefore immediately comprehensible.

The other great items of saving are: (1) The im-

provement of the reverberatory-smelting process by the

introduction of coal-dust firing—the daily furnace duty

being 583 tons against a former 239 tons and the ratio

of ore to coal being 6.95 : 1 against a former 3.96 : 1, be-

sides which there is a reduction of the copper loss in

the slag; (2) the abandonment of briquetting and blast-

furnace smelting in favor of the new reverberatory proc-

ess; (3) the saving in freight resulting from the direc-

tion of all the concentrating ore to Anaconda instead of

sending some of it to Great Falls; and (4) the operation

of the leaching plant.

Not the least remarkable thing in this great tran.s-

formation was the skill with which everything was done

without interfering with production, there having been

no general shutdown of the plant, no diminution of the

regular output. The alteration of the concentrator was

done section by section, and so efficiently was this man-

aged that the time of changing a section from the old

style to the new was only 26 days.

Even before these changes at Anaconda were conceived,

the metallurgical practice there ranked with the best in

America and the improvement of it might have been re-

garded as an attempt to burnish fine gold. Anyway,

most metallurgists would have been satisfied with what

they were doing and would have waited until the prod-

ding of competition forced them to think. Not so with

the Anaconda staff. It will now have the satisfaction

of knowing that it has won the greatest triumph in the

annals of copper metallurgy and has put the Anaconda

company into the ranks of the low-cost producers of

copper.

^luch interest is being manifested in the meeting of

mining men to be held in Washington Dec. 16 under the

auspices of the Mining and Metallurgical Society of

America. Delegates from all parts of the United States

have already signified their intention to be present. It is
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hoped that the attendance will be large and representa-

tive.

The purpose of this meeting is to demonstrate to Con-

gress that the men who are engaged in the mining in-

dustry of the United States want a reform of the archaic

and discordant mining laws under which they have been

operating for the last 50 years. That a reform is wanted

by a great majority is nnd ubted. To be sure, there arc

some who say that the mining industry has thriven imder

the existing system and therefore it should be let alone,

but the answer to this is that it has thriven in spite of

the system and in most of our great mining camps the

extralateral features of the law have been abolished

by common consent, as also has been the requirement of

discovery.

However, the purpose of the forthcoming meeting, as

stated by the Mining and Metallurgical Society, is not

to advocate specific reforms, not to attempt to draft a new

law in convention, but to impress upon Congress the

demand of the industry that something be done. The
drafting of a new law ought to be the work of a com-

mission, which will study the diverse conditions of our

mineral deposits, hear the opinions of a great many people

and coordinate everything for the general good.

This was recognized in Ijills that were introduced in

the Senate and the House respectively last winter, largely

through the instrumentality of the American ]\Iining

Congress. These bills were pushed far enough to have

them reported out of committee, but amid the pressure

of other business they failed of passage. The object of the

forthcoming meeting is to give one of them, or an im-

proved bill, the effective push that will set it rolling

through the next session of Congress right into the Presi-

dent's oHico for signature.

The Anaconda company is already turning out elec-

trolytic zinc at the rate of 10 tons or so per day and is

reported to be contemplating the erection of a great plant

for this purpose at Great Falls, Mont., or some other place

near hydro-electric power supply. Its initial produc-

tion arrived at a happy time, the price for all spelters

being phenomenally high, wliile high-grade spelter rivals

tin in price.

The production of electrolytic spelter on a' large scale

has not been profitable heretofore. It may fall to the

lot of the Anaconda company to tell a different story.

There are several important things in its favor. The

Butte zinc ore is of a character that permits a high ex-

traction of zinc by sulphuric-acid lixiviation, the forma-

tion of zinc ferrite during the roasting being but slight.

The ore is relatively high in silver, a large proportion of

which is recoverable. Great Falls and other places on

the Missouri River afford cheap electric power, which is

produced by an allied company. Finally, the process is

being developed at a time when profits are so big that

they dwarf all infantile discouragements.

it will be interesting to find out what the Anaconda

electrolytic spelter is going to run when the ])rocess is

])erfected. The electrolytic spelter produced by Brunner,

;Mond & Co. at Winnington. England—heretofore the

only supply of this sort—is guaranteed 99.95% Zn.

Using the relatively pure ore of Butte, Anaconda should

lie able to do as well, and jinibably will.

It is worth while to note that electrolytic spelter is now
being produced at the rate of several tons daily by the

Weedon Mining Co. at Welland, Ont., and some is also

being jiroduced by the Consolidated Mining and Smelting

Co. at Trail, B. C. The Bully Hill Copj^er Co. in

California has been working on this subject for a long

time, and it also may become a regular producer ere

lonsr.

Previous to the war there was an official classification

of virgin spelter as high-grade, intermediate, brass special

and prime Western. High-grade spelter had to contain

at least 99.9% zinc and intermediate from 99.5 to 99.9%,
besides conforming to certain specifications respecting

the contents of lead, iron and cadmium. The only high-

grade spelter was the well-known Horsehead and Bertha

brands, and there was but a limited market for them.

By restricting the production to the relatively small

demand a premium of about Sy^c. per lb. was realized for

these brands on the average.

Soon after the war began, an extraordinary demand
for spelter of this kind arose, and in 1915 a price as

high as 10c. per lb. was recei\ed, which was about 15c.

per lb. above the maximum for prime Western. The
classification of intermediate spelter was practically wiped

out, a range of 0.5% in zinc content being too wide.

Spelter assaying 99.8 to 99.9% zinc fetched one price,

that assaying 99.7 to 99.8 another, and so on. In fact,

there developed a market for high-grade spelter, for

high-grade intermediate, for lower grades of intermediate

and thus downward. Until recently the Horsehead and

Bertha l)rands continued to be the only high-grade spelter,

strictly speaking, although the high-grade intermediate

was commonly referred to as such. Lately the Mascot

brand, produced from Tennessee ore, has been put in

the high-grade class by refinement of methods of produc-

tion.

The high-grade intermediate spelter is produced by tbe

smelting of ore selected for its purity—especially its

freedom from lead—or by the redistillation of lommon
spelter. In either case the impurity that is particularly

difficult to control is cadmium. Most of the spelters that

analyze aljout 99.85% in zinc are equal to the high-grade

specifications in the matters of lead and iron, l)nt arc a

little too liigh in cadmium.
Now whether cadmium is a deleterious element in

spelter, or not, is a moot point, even with regard to a

considerable jjroportion of it. For many purposes—even

military purposes—it is inconceivable that 0.05% Cd,

plus (ir minus, can make any great difference. Readers

of the Journal may recollect a discussion of the subject

of cadmium in spelter in these pages about 10 years ago,

when some manufac'turing experiments made by a well-

known brass maker were referred to and the deduction

was drawn that for ordinary brass cadmium is not a

deleterious element. Since then .Mr. Rigg and his col-

leagues in the New Jersey Zinc Co. have indisputably

shown that cadmium—even in small proportion—is highly

objectionable in spelter that is to be used for making slush

castings. It is pretty well established, moreover, that

for making cartridge brass the spelter .should be as pure

as can be obtained, for otherwise the cartridge cases

deteriorate in course of time. The quality of the brass
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is not appiirently so important in the rase of cartri(l,i;'cs

tiiat are to be used soon.

Let the iufluenee of cadmium in spelter be what it

may, there is no doubt tliat military specifications have

called for spelter much more highly refined than is

necessary in many cases. However, discussion of this is

purely academic. Some users of spelter have cadmium
on the brain and are willing to pay 5c. or so per lb. of

spelter for the difference between 0.1% Cd and 0.05%
Cd, and the rational thing for zinc producers to do is to

give them what they want and take their money. There

is no use in arguing with them that they ought not to

want what they think they do.

Whether it be high-grade spelter or high-grade inter-

mediate, the preposterous premium had the natural effect

of stimulating the production of those kinds, and of

course, the additional supply will sooner or later reduce

the premium. Of late these sorts of spelter have not

been so readily salable as they were a little while ago.

Some of the producers, averse to recognizing any change

in the conditions and hopeful that they will once more

be able to sell their product at the price for tin, are

holding it back. Such accumulation of unsold spelter as

is now believed to be taking place is supposed to be chiefly

of these kinds. One of the reasons for the sustained

strength in the market for prime "Western is the diversion

of so large a proportion of it to the manufacture of refined.

The advent of new producers of superior spelter wdll

naturally hasten the correction of the disparity in prices

that has existed for so many months.

=AIlH©ira

The Supreme Court of the United States decided last

week that the Arizona Anti-Alien Labor Law is uncon-

stitutional. This is the law passed recently in Arizonaj

which prohibits employers of labor from having among
their employees more than 20% of persons not citizens

of the United States. The Supreme Coui-t decided that

it is in contravention of the Fourteenth Amendment.
How emphatic is the stand of the court is shown by the fol-

lowing from Justice Hughes' opinion:

It requires no argument to show that the right to worl< for

a living in the common occupations of the community is of

tlie very essence of tlie personal freedom and opportunity
that it was the purpos& of the Fourteenth Amendment to se-

cure. If this could be refused solely upon the ground of race
or nationality the prohibition of the denial to any person of
the equal protection of the laws would be a barren form of
words.

If the Arizona Anti-Alien Law had been upheld, the

effect upon the mining companies of that state would
have been very serious. However, nobody was ever much
^\ orried about it, the intelligent opinion having been from
the beginning that the law was unconstitutional and
would be nullified by the Supreme Court.

The Department of Justice has appealed to the Su-
preme Cotirt in the case of the United States Steel Cor-

poration. It thinks that the Circuit Court was mistaken
m the decision that the Steel Corporation is not a

combination in restraint of trade; also in the decisions

respecting other matters. In the meanwhile the Depart-

ment of Justice is alleged to be looking with suspiciotis

eyes upon the Bethlehem Steel Co., Pennsylvania Steel

Co., Cambria Steel Co., etc., among which one or two
combinations arc supposed to be impending. These com-
panies are believed to have become so big and prosperous
that the pui)lic may have to be protected against them.
This notion does not, however, harmonize with the idea
still entertained regarding the Steel Corporation.

The Wall Street Journal recently commented on the
alleged ability of the ground hog to foretell au early or
late spring on his first emergence from winter retirement
and opines that Wall Street is not without its ground hog.
This sagacious animal, resident in ilassachusetts, comes
out of its burrow from time to time and looks over the
financial sky, eventually making a noise which sounds
like "coppers." When this noise is heard one may know
that a bull market is nearly over. The animal's name
is supposed to be thomaswlawson.

The sixth arrest in the alleged plot to dynamite .ships

leaving New York with munitions for the Allies was made
on Nov. 1. The last prisoner is stated to be "Engelbert
Bronkhurst, mining engineer and explosives expert." Ac-
cording to the reporters he is 52 years old, speaks seven
languages, and is the most striking looking person in

the alleged conspiracy. He was born in Hanover, Ger-
many; won a degree in mining engineering; served in

the army; worked in the South African diamond mines;
came to this country and worked in the mines in the West
and Southwest, and spent several years in South America.

In the good old days of 25 years ago, in order to

attract money into an alleged gold mine it was only

necessary to display a truck load of the quartz in some
City shop window, according to the London Financial
News. Gaping crowds gathered around, feasted their ej^es

upon the unwonted sight and then hurried of? to apply for

.shares. In one ca.se. the News continues, a truck load

of quartz had been utilized in this way and there was an
overwhelming subscription for the shares. The amateur
board of directors wished to justify its existence and im-
mediately after allotment cabled the manager to com-
mence crushing. He replied, also by cable, that he could

not commence crushing until the reef was sent back to

him from London.

:€

General Francisco Villa, according to the New York
Times of Nov. 1, arrived at the international border, and
announced that he inteitded to attack the Mexican town
of Agua Prieta regardless of any action United States

troo]is might take. "If necessary I will fight the United
States army assembled along the border," he said. When
he learned that General Carranza had been permitted to

transport reinforcements over American territory he said

:

"This is the way the United States repays me for the

treatment and protection I have given foreigners in

Mexico. Hereafter I don't give a what happens
to foreigners in Mexico or in my territory. I am through
with the United States. I can fight my battles. Let them
fight theirs. I can whip Carranza and his entire army,
but it is asking a great deal to whip the United States

also, but I suppose I can do that, too." Hully gee

!
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a^d £914 MEW FATEMTS
The first report of the Uuited States Bureau of ]Mines

on accidents at metallurgical works has just been issued

by the bureau and includes the calendar years 1913 and

1914. The figures, compiled by Albert H. Fay, engineer,

show that 119 men were killed during the two years, 2,285

seriously injured and 11,046 slightly injured at smelting

plants and mills, representing fatality and injury rates

of 1.55, 29.67 and 143.44 respectively per 1,000 men em-

ployed per year. The report includes the returns of 79

smelting plants in 1913 and 94 in 1914, including copper,

lead and zinc, and quicksilver smelteries, as well as refin-

eries. The iron blast-furnace figures are not included.

The number of ore-dressing plants in 1913 was 311 and

in 1914, 484. These represent concentrating plants of

copper, lead and zinc ores, stamp mills, cyanide plants

and iron-ore washers.

The total number of men employed in the metallurgical

plants cited, both smelteries and ore-dressing plants, was

35,549 in 1913 and 41,461 in 1914.

In the ore-dressing plants machinery was responsible

for 25.6% of all fatalities, 28.9% of tlie serious injuries

and 16.5% of the slight injuries. Similar figures for

smelting plants are much smaller, for the reason that there

is more machinery in use in ore-dressing plants than in

smelteries, and the men are usually in closer contact with

the machiner}'; as, for example, at jigs, tables, stamps,

rolls, and crushers. There are many revolving shafts, a

large number of which have projecting keys, moving belts,

wheels and cams within the reach of the operator. The

machinery at smelting plants is usually confined to the

power house, where the blowers, engines and dynamos are

placed, and to overhead cranes, most all of which are

entirely out of the reach of the regular employees.

The percentage of accidents caused by "falls of persons"

and "flying and falling objects" is 15.4% apiece in ore-

dressing plants, whereas at the smelteries the fatalities due

to falls of persons represent 20% of the total and those

due to flying or falling objects represent 57c-

Haulage systems claim 25% of the fatalities at smelt-

ing plants and about half this percentage at ore-dressing

plants. The difference is due largely to the type of ma-

terial handled and to the greater number of cars in op-

eration around smeltery yards than at ore-dressing plants.

In many ore-dressing plants the ore is brought to the bins

in railroad cars or aerial trams, and often there is no

other haulage system in connection with the plants, the

tailings usually being disposed of by launders or flumes;

whereas at smelting plants the molten slag is handled in

slag cars and the bullion has to be handled on trucks.

At smelting plants burns from hot metal, slag, etc.,

claim the largest percentage of serious and slight injuries

and 11.3% of the fatalities.

The tables presented will serve to call attention to the

principal causes of accidents at these works and should

serve as guides for the safety engineer to show where it

will be possible for him to do his work most efficiently and

to accomplish the best results. Little has been written

on the subject of metallurgical accidents, other than for

the iron and steel industry, and statistical information is

far from being complete. Certainly the above figures can

be bettered. One man injured in every seven employed

each year is too high.

United States patent specifications listed below may be
obtained from "The Engineering and Mining Journal" at 25c.
each. British patents are supplied at 40c. each.

LABORATORY TABLE. Emil W. Schmeling, Rockford, 111.

(U. S. No. 1,158,305; Oct. 26. 1915.)

LADLES—Improvements in Nozzles and Stoppers for Steel
Ladles and the Like Appliances Connected Therewith. P. W.
Fawcett and F. Batty, Sheffield, Eng. (Brit. No. 22,746 of
1914.)

LEAD—Machine for Casting Lead Pigs. John Forsyth
Miller, Trail. B. C. (U. S. No. 1.157,794; Oct. 26, 1915.)

LEAD AND ZINC—Process for the Industrial Separation of
Lead and Zinc Contained in the State of Sulphides in Ores.
Guy de Bechi, London, England. (U. S. No. 1,157,153; Oct. 19,
1915.)

METAL COATING—Method of Melting and Spraying Fus-
ible Substances. Franz Herkenrath, Zurich, Switzerland, as-
signor, bv mesne assignments, to Metals Coating Co., of Amer-
ica, Boston, Mass. (U. S. No. 1,157,984; Oct. 26, 1915.)

METAL RECOVERY—Improved Process of Recovering
Metals From Ore. New Metals Process Co., Chicago, 111.
(Brit. No. 17,324 of 1914.)

MINE-CAR BRAKE. Henry Dow Scott, Sheridan, Wyo.
(U. S. No. 1,155,964; Oct. 5. 1915.)

MINE TAILINGS—Slime Thickener for Dewatering Mine
Tailings. Wilton E. Darrow, Sutter Creek, Calif. (U. S. No.
1,156,276; Oct. 12, 1915.)

POTASH—Process of Recovering Potash. Arthur C.
Spencer, Washington, D. C. (U. S. No. 1,157,437; Oct. 19,
1915.)

POWDERED FUEL—Engine for Utilizing Powdered Fuel.
William G. Miner, Cincinnati, Ohio. (U. S. No. 1,156,702; Oct.
12. 1915.)

RADIUM—Process of Concentrating Radium Ores and Res-
idues. Otto Paul Curt Bredt, New York, N. Y.. assignor of
three-fifths to Radium Therapy Corporation, New York, N. Y.
(U. S. No. 1.154.231; Sept. 21, 1915.)

SEPARATION—An Improvement in the Magnetic Separa-
tion of Ores. G. B. Schwerin, Frankfurt a. Main, Germany.
(Brit. No. 19.313 of 1914.)

.SEPAR.'^TION—Improvements in Ore-Separating Machines.
H. H. Thompson Aldridge, and A. E. Davies, Hocklev Heath,
Warwick. Eng. (Brit. No. 21,119 of 1914.)

SEPARA'i'OR—Magnetic Ore Separator. August F. Jobke,
Wilkinsburg. Penn.. assignor of one-half to John G. Burns,
Daniel Bingham. Katherine Crumay, Thomas Higgins, and H.
P. Gazzam. Pittsburgh, Penn. (U. S. No. 1,157,543; Oct. 19,
1915.)

STEEL—Improvements in or Relating to the Treatment of
Steel. A. Hethy, London. Eng. (Brit. No. 17,285 of 1914.)

STEEL—Manufacture of Steel. Jegor Israel Bronn. Rom-
bach, Germany, assignor of one-half to the Firm of Rom-
bacher Htittenwerke, Rombach, Germany. (U. S. No. 1,156,051;
Oct. 12. 1915.)

STEEL—Manufacture of Steel. William R. Walker, New
York. N. Y. (U. S. No. 1,155,849; Oct. 5, 1915.)

SULPHURIC ACID—Method of Making Sulphuric Acid. Ed-
win Tavlor. New York, and Frederick P. Bergh, Yonkers, N. Y.
(U. S. No. 1,157.455; Oct. 19, 1915.)

T-\NKS—Lining for Tanks. Thomas E. Murray, New York,
N. Y. (U. S. No. 1,156.425; Oct. 12. 1915.)

TIN—Detinning Tin Scrap. Karl Goldschmidt and Josef
Weber. Essen-on-the-Ruhr, Germany, assignors, by mesne as-
signments, to Goldschmidt Detinning Co.. Jersey City, N. J.

(U. S. No. 1,158,128; Oct. 26, 1915.)

TIN—Electrolytic Refining of Tin. Robert L. Whitehead.
Perth Ambov, N. J., assignor to American Smelting and Re-
fining Co., Maurer, N. J. (U. S. No. 1,157,830; Oct. 26. 1915.)

TITANIUM—Composite Titanic-Oxide Pigment and Method
of Producing Same. Louis E. Barton. Niagara Falls. N. Y.,

assignor to the Titanium Alloy Manufacturing Co., New York,
N. Y. (U. S. No. 1,155.462; Oct. 5. 1915.)

TITANIUM—Process of Producing Titanium-Oxygen Com-
pounds from llmenite or Titaniferous Iron Ores and Other Ma-
terials. Peder Farup, Trondhjem, Norway. (U. S. No. 1,156,-

220; Oct. 12, 1915.)

TUBE MILL. William Fennell. Southam, near Rugby,
England. (U. S. Nos. 1.154,981 and 1,154,982; Sept. 28, 1915.)

TUNNELING—Method of and Apparatus for Tunnel Work.
Edward G. Williams and Elmer H. Brown, Washington, D. C.

(U. S. No. 1,156,830; Oct. 12. 1915.)

TUNNELING MACHINE. William E. Dean, Superior, Wis.
(U. S. No. 1.156,277; Oct. 12. 1915.)

ZINC—Extraction, Purification, and Electrolytic Precipi-
tation of Metallic Zinc from Smelter Fumes, Zinc Ores and
the Like. Otto Best. San Francisco, Calif. (U. S. No. 1.151,601;

Sept. 28, 1915.)

ZINC—Hvdrometallurgv of Zinc. Otto Best, San Francisco,
Calif. (U. S". No. 1,154,602; Sept. 28, 1915.)

ZINC—Improved Process for the Production in a Closed
Cvcle of Pure Carbonate of Zinc. E. Hunebelle, Pans, France.
(Brit. No. 14.226 of 1914.)

ZINC—Process for the Manufacture of Spelter from Fer-
ruginous and Admixed Zinc-Blende Ores. John James Fing-
land, Kaslo, B. C. (U. S. No. 1.157.375; Oct. 19, 1915.)

ZINC—Process of Smelting Zinc. Samuel Peacock, Phila-

delphia, Penn., assignor by mesne assignments toAgricultural
Research Corporation, New York, N. Y. (U.

Sept. 28. 1915.)

No. 1,154,892;
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FEIRSOMAILS

Thomas F. Cole, of Duluth, Minn., is in New York.

Walter G. Perkins, of London, is visiting- New York.

Frank M. Murpliy, of Prescott, Ariz., is visiting New York.

Thomas Robins is secretary of the Naval Consulting
Board.

E. V. Newlands, of Toronto, Ont.. has gone to British
Guiana.

W. L. Saunders is second vice-chairman of the Naval Con-
sulting Board.

Dr. L. D. Ricketts is to be the next president of the Ameri-
can Institute of Mining Engineers.

H, C. Hoover, who has been paying a brief visit to New
York, returned to Ijondon this week.

Edmund Putnam, formerly operating at Parral, Chihua-
hua, Mexico, is at present in New York.

Robert Forbes, of Duluth, Minn., who is operating copper
properties on Texada Island, B. C, is in New York.

P. W. Bosco has returned to Denver from a six-weeks'
engagement at the Victory mine near Boise, Idaho.

Charles J. Curtin, of Brockville, Ont., is superintendent
of the Kingdom lead mine at Galetta. near Arnprior.

E. Jacobs, of Victoria, B. C, is traveling through the
Kootenay and Boundary districts of British Columbia.

E. B. Bronson lias returned to New York from a trip to

the Atlanta, Home and Calaveras properties in Nevada.

James Myers, superintendent of the Wanakah smeltery
at Ouray, Colo., has resumed duties after a short illness at
Golden.

Dr. T. L. Walker, of the University of Toronto, has been
chosen chairman of Toronto Branch of the Canadian Mining
Institute.

Robert L. Willis has been appointed steam and eiliciency

engineer of the Republic Steel and Iron Co., with office at
Youngstown, Ohio. •

Alvin R. Kenner, general superintendent of the Rio Plata
Mining Co., has returned to El Paso, Texas, after spending
two weeks in New York.

Mototaro Ogino, manager of the Osaka office of Furukawa
& Co., of Tokyo, Japan, visited New York last week on his
way from London to Japan.

Robert Marsh, Jr., of New York, has been appointed gen-
eral superintendent of mines for the Nevada Consolidated
Copper Co., at Ruth, Nevada.

E. J. Rogers, superintendent of the Omaha & Grant smel-
tery, Denver, until it was closed down, celebrated his golden
wedding in Denver, Nov. 1. Shippers of ore to this once
famous plant knew him well.

William D. Stevens, mining engineer and son of the late

Horace J. Stevens, is reported lost in the swamp 10 miles
south of Houghton, Mich. He was one of a party of seven,
six of whom have found their way out.

William C. Russell, mining engineer, formerly of Denver,
Colo., is now in Cardinal, Colo. He has taken the manage-
ment of the Carriman Mining Co., operating the famous old
Caribou property in Boulder County, Colorado.

W. R. Thurston has been appointed manager of the Mine
and Smelter Supply Co.'s Salt Lake City branch. P. E. Marcy,
former manager, will still be associated with the company
and devote his efforts to selling and developing the Marcy
ball mill.

Peter Creek Fernie died recently in Victoria, B. C, aged
84 years. About 1S80 he discovered outcrops of coal in the
Crow's Nest Pass country, and some years later did further
prospecting there, succeeding in forming a company to

operate the mines. It was later absorbed by the Crow's
Nest Pass Coal Co., of Toronto.

Donald E. K. Rickard, student in the College of Mining,
University of California, was fatally injured in an auto-
mobile accident, dying on Oct. 23 at Berkeley, Calif. He
was 21 years old, native of California, son of the late Thomas
Rickard, former mayor of Berkeley, and cousin of T. A.

Rickard, editor of the "Mining and Scientific Press."

Col. T. E. Vickers died recently in London, aged S2 years.
He came from a family which had been in the steel trade
for several generations; he was born in Sheffield and brought
up to the trade. Succeeding his father in business, he grad-
ually developed the great firm now known as Vickers, Sons &
Maxim, the largest makers of war munitions in England.
He was head of the company for a number of years.

Dr. James Caples died at Elk Grove, Sacramento County,
Calif., Oct. 24, at the age of 92 years. He was born in Ohio
and went to California across the plains in 1S49. In 1S79
he served as a member of the State Constitutional Conven-
tion. His first residence in California was at Hangtown
(now Placerville) where he practiced medicine, ran a store
and engaged in mining. His wife, to whom he was married
67 years ago, survives.

Pan-American Scientific ConicrTesM—The Second Congress
will be held in Washington, Dec. 27-Jan. 8. The sessions will
be held in the building of the Pan-American Union.

American Society of Meclinnioal ISn^nee
meeting will be held in New York, Dec. 7-10,
will be at the Engineering Societies Building.

American A.s.sociation of KnKineerH—The first national
convention will be held at the Hotel La Salle, Chicago, Dec.
10-11. Arthur Kneisel is secretary, his address being No.
29 South La Salle St., Chicago.

—The annual
Headquartei-s

A series of three industrial motion-picture films, illus-
trating the manufacture of "National" pipe, from ore to
finished product, will be shown before the National Associa-
tion of Stationary Engineers, No. 21, Lima, Ohio, Monday
night, Nov. 15, 1915.

The exclusive manufacturing and selling rights of the Al-
brecht excavator and loader have been taken over by the T.
L. Smith Co., 1119A 32nd St., Milwaukee, Wis. This machine is

described as being halfway between the hand and steam
shovel and capable of doing the work of either. Two men
are required to operate it, one man in the pit to handle the
scraper, and one to run the machine. A 12-hp. gas engine
provides power to dig and load 20 cu.yd. per hour.

The Royal Manufacturing Co., of Rahway, N. J., extensive
dealer in cotton and woolen waste, is making an attempt to
standardize the trade. It has divided its wares into twelve
branded grades, of "which samples are furnished in a folder.
The waste is bought by its branded name, and the packages
are guaranteed to contain not over a certain amount of tare
and to be of accurate weight, so that the payment for a lot

of hoops and bagging at waste prices, or the padding of an
order 30 to 50 per cent., is avoided.

Hamilton & Hansell, Whitehall Bldg., New York, report
the recent sale of a 4-ton Rennerfelt electric-arc furnace
to the Old Dominion Iron and Nail Works Co., Richmond, Va.
This furnace will be used to make steel for rolling 2-in.

billets. Of other Rennerfelt electric-arc furnaces—34 have
been sold—15 are used for making steel for castings, 5 for
tool steel, 4 for brass melting, 2 each for chemical purposes
and iron castings, and 1 each for nickel, copper and ferro-
manganese melting. Some of these furnaces, however, are
used for more than the one purpose listed.

More than 20 nations are represented by visitors to the
United States who are now making their headquarters at the
branch offices of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Com-
merce, Department of Commerce, and who are seeking new
trade relations. Many of these men are members of foreign
firms which are preparing to make purchases here. Others
are representatives of big commercial houses and offer unu-
sual facilities for our manufacturers to establish agencies
abroad. Their earnest efforts to meet us half-way in pro-
ducing a greater volume of trade with their respective coun-
tries are making easier the progress of American commerce in

this year of opportunity. Because of the foreign visitors

flocking here, the Bureau is dealing directly with buyers as
well as sellers, and bringing both classes of business men
together so effectively that there are results—purchases of

American goods and the making of contracts for agencies in

other countries.
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SAX FRAXCISCO—Nov. 3

California Metal Producers AHNOciatioii held its first an-
nual meeting at San Francisco. Oct. 27. Reports from Presi-
dent Albert Burch and Secretary-Treasurer Robert I. Kerr
showed that the membership has increased from 22 to 41 and
now represents approximately 90 9t of the aggregate capital

invested and 90',r of the employment of labor in the metal
mines of California. The association has taken an active in-

terest in mining affairs for the betterment of the interests of

investors and producers and incidentally to the advantage of

employees. The accomplishments of the past year include the
reduction of workmen's compensation insurance, which re-

sulted in a saving of many thousands of dollars to all mine
operators, and the prevention of legislation detrimental to

mine operations. The association also took up the question of
mine safety in joint meetings with the State Industrial Acci-
dent Commission, with the result that the rules finally

adopted by the commission and which become operative under
the compensation and insurance act are far more favorable to

the satisfactory operation of the mines than "would have re-

sulted in the absence of concerted action on the part of own-
ers and operators of metal mines. The association financed
the field meets. at the Panama-Pacific Exposition in Septem-
ber, and will work for the proposed revision of the national
mining laws. The executive board consists of Albert Burch.
president: George W. Metcalfe, first vice-president; E. C. Hutch-
inson, second vice-president and C. E. Knox, George W. Starr,

Xewton Cleaveland, S. W. Mudd. Finance committee: Louis
Rosenfeld, Henry Malloch, William Hauge. Secretary-treas-
urer Robert I. Kerr, who in the last half of the year succeeded
John Mocine, resigned. The association has permanent quart-
eis at 631 Market St.. San Francisco.

Ore Transportation from the l'I»ehebe District, in the
northeastern part of Inyo County, will be undertaken with
Yuba ball-tread tractors manufactured by Yuba Construction
Co., at Marysville. The district lies on the edge of the
county, 60 mi. east of Laws, a shipping station on the South-
ern Pacific and 51 mi. northwest of Bonnie Clare, Nev., a ship-
ping station on the Tonopah & Tidewater R.R. The trial

trips of the tractors hauling the ore wagons will be made to

the Tonopah & Tidewater. Yuba Construction Co. has placed
one of its tractors at the disposal of the mine operators and
four ore wagons have been provided for the experiment. F.

A. Campbell has undertaken the contract to haul the ore to be
furnished by W. W. Waterson, Archie Farrington and others,
who agree to furnish 500 tons for a beginning. The road has
been examined and is rated fair, with no apparent obstruction
to economic operation of the tractor. The Ubehebe district

contains many and large veins of copper, lead and silver

ores which may be developed and operated only with the aid

of economic transportation to shipping points. The district

is in the same commercial situation that many other mining
districts and camps in California and Nevada occupy, and
which must remain undeveloped if they depend upon animal
transportation of ores. Motor trucks have been used econom-
ically in many districts or camps where the transportation
requirements are not large. But in cases of large amounts of

ore to be shipped daily, the motor truck is not an economic
transport, as a separate truck is required for each load and
the labor cost is increased by the necessity of employing a
driver for each truck. Another disadvantage of the motor
truck is, that unusual grades or pieces of bad road require
unloading of part of the ore and making two trips with a load
that can be carried on ordinary grades and good roads. The
same condition of heavy grades and bad roads must inevitably
be met by the tractors: but the necessity of unloading and
reloading is avoided by the fact that the tractor hauls the
loaded wagons, which may be taken over one at a time, but
carries no load on its O'wn wheels except its engine and es-

sential machinery and driver. The Yuba tractors are of the
caterpillar type, but are light and capable of being turned
in narrow roads at sharper angles than the usual type of

motor truck, which must of necessity carry its load above
its driving machinery and running gear, making it top heavy
and unsafe on narrow roads and difficult grades. However,
there are conditions in the mining districts of California and
Nevada which are ideal for the motor truck method of trans-

Dortation, which render the caterpillar type of transport un-

satisfactory for economic ore hauling. Both methods are
available under conditions suited to their respective advant-
ages and both are gradually displacing the animal hauling
and making possible the economic transportation of ores from
any district where horses or mules can travel with wagons.

DEXA'ER—Xov, 4

Colorado Fnel anil Iron Co. is investigating two deposits
of iron ore in W'yoniing—the Popo Agie tract, 12 miles from
Lander, and the "Welsh tract, 19 miles from the same railroad
point. Should these deposits prove of proper grade and size,

company may erect a blast furnace at some central point for
treating the ore from these properties as well as from the
mines at Sunrise. Guernsey and Hartville.

Radium-Ben rinf? Lands in Colorado are again in the lime-
light. Thomas R. Henahan. formerly Colorado's commis-
sioner of mines and now retained by the Standard Chemical
Co.. after a thorough personal investigation of the radium-
bearing lands in wt- stern Colorado and eastern Utah, has
written an open letter to Secretary of the Interior Franklin
K. Lane, strenuously opposing the proposed withdrawal of
such mineral lands from public entry and making caustic
criticism of statements made by Bureau of Mines experts. He
contradicts the statement that these fields will supply radium
for a few years only and expresses the belief that none of
the experts has been 10 miles away from an automobile road
while making his investigations.

BtTTE—Nov. 4

Suits Resulting from Butte*s Street Riots of last year are
now being heard. On Nov. 1, Judge Lynch sustained the de-
murrer entered by the City of Butte to the complaint of the
Butte Miners* Union, which has filed a suit against the city for

$140,000 damages to Union property during last year's rioting.

The demurrer set up that the complaint was not sufficiently

definite to constitute cause of action. Attorney for old union
was allowed 20 days in which to file amended complaint.
Arguing in support of sufficiency of the complaint Attorney
Breen for the union alleged that mob which blew up tlie union
hall was not restrained by policemen who had been held in

reserve and that therefore liability for destruction of prop-
erty fell on city which did not use its police powers. The
suit brought by Charles H. Mover and trustees of Western
Federation of Miners against the Butte Miners' Union will be
lieard in the Federal court, according to decision handed down
Oct. 2S by Judge Bourquin. Court denied motion to dismiss
action. Suit was brought to get possession of property of

Butte Miners" Union.

SALT LAKE CITY—Nov. 5

In the Tintic District, several new roads have been built,

or are to be built. Tlie Chief Consolidated has completed its

road from the Scotia mine in West Tintic to Jericho on the
Salt Lake route, and ore hauling by traction engine and
trailers will begin shortly. A new wagon road is to be built

between Tintic Junction and Eureka; also one south from
Silver City to connect with the Millard County road near Lynn
Junction.

The Strike at the Silver Kinjff Coalition in Park City is still

undecided. The miners have been addressed by Thomas
Kearns. general manager, who stated the company's position.
About 200 men met in Park City and voted to stay out indefi-

nitely, or until some change is shown by the management in

regard to the hospital question. A few men returned to work
Nov. 4. and are employed about the mill in the installation

of the flotation plant. Others who have been in favor of re-

turning to work, were kept from doing so by fear. There
are 34 deputy sheriffs at the mine under Shei-iff Ryan, al-

though no violence is expected. It is tliought that both sides
will refuse to yield and that ultimately the company will

bring in outside men.

SEATTLE—Nov. 3

A Deposit of Chromic Iron has been found in Alaska at

the head of a small bay on the peninsula between Seldovia
and Dick's Bay. It is about eight miles from tidewater and a
valley provides easy means of transportation for ores to the
beach. The deposit has been known to miners for the last

year but the extent of the orebodies was not determined until

recently. It is now reported to be over one mile wide and
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several miles loriir. The contact is very marked. Vegetation
grows luxuriantly up to the change in formation where the

surface then assumes a dull yellow. The peculiar color of the

mountain is due to the leaching. Below the surface the ore

is black. A little development work has been done on some
of the Elizabeth group of islands lying off the main body in

the bay. The discovery is hailed by mining operators in the

north as one of the most important made in recent years as
cliromite is in great demand.

AVooil in tlie Fairbanks MininK District is getting to be
classed as jewelry. Twenty dollars a cord is the highest price

so far. but it is still going up. In the Nenana coal field,

about 100 mi. from Fairbanlcs, are vast beds of lignite coal,

which will be available as soon as some method of trans-

portation is provided. It is expected that a railroad to these

coal fields from Fairbanks, even before the trunk line is com-
pleted, will greatly increase quartz mining activity in that

district. Witli coal available for fuel, large areas of low-
grade auriferous gravel, which cannot be worked with fuel

ranging from $10 to $20 a cord, will become productive, and
the placer gold output will be largely increased, if not
doubled. Quartz mining and milling is an established in-

dustry in which only high-grade oi-es can be worked with a
profit, owing to the higli fuel charges. Congress, which is

about to meet, will be asked to apjiropriate money to enable
the Alaska Engineering Commission to carry on its work of

constructing a railroad .from Seward to Fairbanks. The Fair-
banks people are beliind a get-together movement to push
this thing, in order to get coal into the Fairbanks district.

WALLACE, IDA Nor. 4

Tlie Bunlcer Hill & Sullivan company has made no definite

announcement regarding the situation the smelter it is pre-
paring to build, but Indications clearly point to Kellogg as
the place. Easements which will secure the company against
possible damages from smoke have been secured in most of
the land that w-ould possibly be affected, and Mr. LaBarthe,
of the engineering firm wliich will design the plant, has been
on the ground for several weeks woi-king out the preliminary
details. The talk of trouble with the American Smelting and
Refining Co., which has a contract with the Bunker Hill &
Sullivan company covering a period of 15 years, was silenced
a few days ago when Stanly A. Easton, manager of the
Bunker Hill & Sullivan company, stated that the A. S. & R.
company could no more stop the Bunker Hill from smelting
its own ore than it could prevent it from concentrating it.

Mr. Easton also stated that the proposed plant would be in

position to handle the ores of other lead mines, an announce-
ment that has been received with much satisfaction here, as
a local plant will certainly be highly beneficial to the mining
industry. It was rumored during the week that representa-
tives of other large smelter interests which are supposed to
have an unwritten agreement with the A. S. & R., have been
in the district recently prepared to offer concessions to the
Bunker Hill in the hope of getting the company to abandon
the smelter plan, but there is no evidence that these efforts
if made have met with encouragement.

In Securing: Control of the Ray-Jeifersun the Day family
is about to embark in zinc mining in addition to its extensive
operations in lead. The Ray-Jefferson owns 32 claims, with
mill site and water riglits, on Beaver Creek, and extensive de-
velopment has disclosed large bodies of zinc and considerable
lead. The property joins the Interstate-Callahan on the west
and is supposed to have the extension of zinc oreshoot from
which property has paid nearly $2,000,000 in dividends during
tlie past year. A few weeks ago when the announcement was
made that the Ray-Jefferson had been financed to the extent
of $200,000 which would insure its further development and
the erection of a 250-ton mill in the spring, it was known that
the financial support had come from the Days, who were al-

ready quite heavy stockholders in the company. A meeting of
the directors of the Ray-Jefferson recently submitted a propo-
sition to the stockholders to increase the capital stoclt of tlie

company from 1,500,000 shares to 2,000,000, and the stockhold-
ers will meet on Nov. 6 in this city to take action. Thei'e is

no doubt that the proposition will carry, and it is understood
that the additional stock will go to the Days in return for

the cash they have agreed to advance. This with their pres-
ent holdings and other stoclv that is friendly to them will
make them the controlling factor. In this connection the atti-

tude of the Interstate-Callahan company ic of more than
passing interest. Several months ago this company made
overtures for the purchase of the Ray-Jefferson, but without
success. These were renewed recently and are now being
pressed, the figure being offered individual stockholders being
on a basis of near $1,000,000 for the property. The anxiety of
the Interstate-Callalian people to secure the Ray-Jefferson is

not due wholly to the probability that its orebodies extend
into the Ray-Jefferson ground. Another reason of even

greater importance is believed to have been disclosed in thir

action of the Callahan-Boutin faction of the Interstate-Calla-
han about a month ago in applying to the district court here
for the appointment of a receiver to take charge of the com-
pany's property, and the appointment of Eugene R. Day, man-
ager of the Hercules mine, receiver. This action was blocked
by the Percival-Robbers faction, which is in control of the
property, which succeeded in having the application for a re-

ceiver transferred to tile federal court, where it is now penil-

ing. It now appears that the Interstate-Callahan company, as
represented by the Percival-Robbers element, has discovered
in this action to throw the property into the hands of a re-

ceiver, and particiularly in the appointment of Mr. Day, the
first step in a scheme to dissolve or unconsolidate the Con-
solidated Interstate-Callahan Mining Co. with the ultimate
purpose in view of consolidating the Callahan with the Ray-
Jefferson and leaving the Interstate to hold the bag, so to

speak, as it is known that the big end of tlie orebodies of

tlie consolidated property is in the Callahan ground. With
the Days in control of the Ray-Jefferson and the possibility
of the Interstate-Callahan company being thrown into the
hands of a receiver, the men who exercise control of the big
zinc producer are evidently acting upon the belief that the
acquisition of the Ray-Jefferson is as necessary for the se-

curity of their present holdings as it is for its additional ore
reserves.

MORENCI, .VRIZ Nov. 5

The Western Federation has tightened the censorship in

the Clifton-Morenci-Metcalf strike district. One's comings
and goings are investigated closely, and woe unto him whose
passpoi't is found wanting. It is said nobody can leave camp
with a ticket that reads to Duncan, where the companies have
established a tent colony to accommodate such apostates as
have seen the error of their way and wish to return to the
good gr.aces of the company that has given them an oppor-
tunity to earn a goodly livelihood these 20 years. All per-
sons arriving in tlie district are closely interrogated as to

their business. length of sojourn, etc. About 2,000 men met
the train at Clifton Nov. 1, and made a public bonfire of

copies of the El Paso "Morning Times," which paper is barred
from the district. Governor Hunt has headed a public sub-
scription with $500 and asks all citizens to follow suit with a
donation for strikers, and the federation has assessed every
memlier in the state from $1 to $2 a month, according to his

wage. Cyclone Davis, Congressman from Texas, offers his

oratorical assistance to Hunt in fighting the recall petition.

TORONTO—N( A

An Engineer of the Provincial Hydro-Electric Commission,
at the request of a number of the mine managers in Cobalt
and Porcupine, is making a survey of the power conditions
in these two camps and in Sudbury. It is the belief of a
number of those interested in mining in northern Ontario that
the cost of electric pow'er is mucli higher than is warranted
by conditions. The conditions at Sudbury will not enter very
largely into tlie matter as the pl.ants there are owned largely
by the operating companies, but it will give them a basis for

comparison of costs witli Cobalt and Porcupine. While it is

very unlikely that the Hydro-Commission will build in

nortliern Ontario, it may he alile to help the mines to obtain
lower rates.

VICTORIA, B. C.—Nov. 1

A Rich Strike of Placer Gold has been made on Rude
Creek, a tributary of the Klotosson River, and a stampede
is now on for that district, according to Commissioner George
Black, head of the government in the Yukon Territory who,
on his way out, met as many as 150 men on their way in to
the new field. The discovej'y of placer gold was made in

September by Jens Rude and his partner, two prospectors.
The creek has been named Rude Creek. The sand and gravel
of the creek has yielded $1.50 per sq.ft. to a depth of 6 ft.

The prospectors brouglit out 50 oz. in gold at the time they
staked their claims. It has been the policy of the Yukon
Govei-nment to assist tlie prospectors by furnishing them with
free transportation when they have a grubstake sufficient to

last them a year. Jens Rude and his partner were two of
these prospectors who were thus assisted. They went over
the waters of the Yukon, up the White River to the Klotos-
son River. The government is gratified to see that their
efforts in assisting tlie prospector have met witli such suc-
cess. The point where the gold was discovered is 30 mi. from
navigation on the Yul<on. The government is cutting a trail

in for the accommodation of the miners. Little work can be
done this year owing to the lateness of the season when the
discovery was made. The men are going in. however, to stake
their claims and get ready for operations in the spring. The
discoverers are allowed to stake 1,500 ft. along the stream and
1.000 ft. on each side. Those who come after are allowed
to stake 500 ft. along the stream, by 2,000 ft. in width.
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ALASKA
OUTPUT FOR THE CHISANA DISTRICT is estimated for

tlie year at about $150,000. The mining season has closed
there. Some good prospects were found just before the
ground froze on Beaver Creek.

GRANITE (Port Wells)—Ore struck at 350-ft. level,

througli raise from lower adit.

ALASKA MEXICAN (Treadwell)—In September, mill
crushed IS, 690 tons, yielding $1.42 per ton; net profit, $2,342.

ALASKA TREADWELL (Treadwell)—-In September, mills
crushed 80.472 tons, yielding $14S,S42, or $1.87 per ton; oper-
ating profit. $60,590; net profit, $52,660.

ALASKA UNITED (Treadwell)—In September, Ready Bul-
lion and 700-Ft. Claim mills crushed 20,104 and 22,890 tons
respectively, yielding $1.91 and $1.35 per ton; net profits,

$3,022 and $933.

FILDAGO-ALASKA COPPER (Valdez)—Supt. E. D. Reiter
states that development will continue throughout the winter
and more equipment will be installed next spring. Ore en-
countered in main raise.

WELSH (Knights Island)—H. C. Vance, who is developing
a copper mine at Bay of Isles on Knights Island tor Martin
Welsh, of Spokane, reports that shaft has encountered ore
carrying 10% copper. Plans for wharf for deep-water ships
are ready and an adit will be started this winter.

ALASKA MINES EXPLORATION (Seward)—J. H. Sears,
Jas. McCoy and Roy D. Fonda have filed articles of incorpora-
tion for above company at Juneau. Sears is president of
Seward branch of Harriman Bank, and connected with that
banking concern at its New York address. Purpose of new
company to examine, develop and operate mines in Alaska.

GUGGENHEIM DREDGE (Ruby)—About 400 tons of ma-
chinery are being shipped by Guggenheim interests from
Dawson to Ruby, where the new dredge will be assembled
on ground recently acquired. Active operations on one of the
largest dredging propositions ever started in the North will

be undertaken next spring.

CLIFF LITIGATION (Valdez)—In the suit brought by
Edmund Smith, George Treat and L. Archibald against H. E.
Ellis for their claimed interest in the famous Cliff property,
the decision in the district court gave Treat a one-tenth in-

terest and the remaining claimants divide a tenth interest.

Ellis is working the property and it promises to become a
producer again.

ARIZONA
Greenlee County

'ARIZONA COPPER (Clifton)—The concentrator at Clifton
was burned on the night of Nov. 5. This is the No. 4 mill
which was recently remodeled and enlarged to treat 500 tons
daily.

Mohave County
UNITED EASTERN (Oatman)—Managing director George

Long quoted as stating machinery ordered for 200-ton mill.

Also Installing extensive mining equipment.

CAL,IFOR-\I.\
Amador County

LUDEKENS (Pine Grove)—Application made to California
Debris Commission to operate by hydraulic process and
impound tailings in Grass Valley Creek, draining into Moke-
lumne River, to be heard at San Francisco, Nov. 15.

ORIGINAL AMADOR (Amador City)—Shaft will be deep-
ened and new levels run for development of orebody below
present workings. Extraction of ore will be reduced, but 10

stamps will be kept dropping while sinking is in progress.

T. S. O'Brien is manager.
Calaveras County

ASBESTOS DEPOSITS near Copperopolis reported to be
In preparation for development and operation. Product will

be used for manufacture of fireproof plaster. Fiber is not
equal to demand tor usual commercial asbestos. Ten men
are now employed and number will be increased as work
requires.

Eldorado County
DREDGING GROUND on south fork American River near

Coloma is being prospected with No. 3 Keystone drill by J. H.
Mulloch ot San Francisco, who has bonded ground. This is

neighborhood in which gold was discovered by Marshall
causing first gold rush to California. Reported that ,W. K.

Bell is also interested in bonding other ground in this vicinity,

and that installation of California type dredges is probable.

GRIZZLY FLATS (Grizzly Flats)—Property embracing
about 140 acres taken over by Los Angeles men. Tunnel is

being repaired and timbers cut in preparation for extensive
development. Installation of 10-stamp mill contemplated.
Deposit contains cemented gravel.

Inyo County
BUNKER HILL, (White Mountain District)—S. T. Paul

and Tex Hall are investigating property with probable view
of taking purchase option.

LUCKY JIM (Darwin)—Darwin Development Co. has
option of purchase and is making examination under super-
in tendency of S. T. Paul. Reported that 25-ton flotation Plant
and other' essential concentration machinery will be Installed

if development warrants taking over property.

Madera County

ELECTRIC POWER for mines in Grub Gulch district will
be provided by extensions made by San Joaquin Power Co.
Enterprise and Gambetta mines are preparing for electrical
installations. Lack of economic power has been largely
responsible for slow development and operation of mines in
Madera County since necessity for economic methods of
treating low-grade ores is imperative.

Nevada County
GOLDEN CENTER (Grass Valley)—High-grade Ore has

been disclosed; 10 stamps are dropping on good ore and ao
increase of capacity of mill is contemplated.

COLUMBI.\ CONSOLIDATED (\\'ashington)—Mine being
placed in shape for production. Mill formerly operated at
German mine has been purchased and will be put in commis-
sion immediately. Aerial tram from mine to mill is completed
and underground work is progressing. Orebodies are large;
ore is chiefly free-milling.

DINERO IMINING CO. (Washington)—Incorporated with
capitalization of $2,000,000 by A. T. Hathaway. W. J. Connersi.
S. Montague and others. Company w^iil purchase Yuba group of
16 quartz claims at Maybert. Unwatering 960-ft. shaft will
begin as soon as repairs are made; shaft will then be deep-
ened to 1.000 ft. and drifting will follow. Mine is equipped
with good pumping and hoisting plants and two mills of
combined capacity of 30 stamps. Present plans contemplate
year of development before milling of ore is undertaken.

Plumas County
GRANITE BASIN district development has brought about

reestablishment of old stage line from Oroville. which had
been abandoned for several years. Distance is 50 mi., though
Western Pacific Ry. passes within about 10 mi. to west of
district. Quincy is nearest important town in Plumas County,
situated about 40 mi. northeast.

Sierra County
RATTLESi<fAKE (Downieville)—Gravel yielding $4 per

carload in gold is being worked by Deal & Dills, and breasting
will continue during winter.

SPHOON ,\ND LOUISE (Alleghany)—Durston Gold Mining
Co. has 20 men grading for buildings, and developing quartz
veins on both claims. C. O. Jackson, manager.

MINER'S HOME (Howland Flat)—Under bond to J. Nash.
Much gra\-el worked during summer, with good results.
Snowshed built, an 1 work will be continued throughout
winter.

ORIENTAL (Alleghany)—Rich ore being extracted at
600-ft. level. Grading for quartz mill under way. Under
management of W. B. Pearson, for Croesus Gold Mining Co.
of New York.

MOUNT ALTA (Sleighville House)—Gravel paying well.
Main tunnel 300 ft. ahead of breasts, and with plentiful sup-
ply of water for washing; present crew of 10 will be doubled.
Sutro and Chatfield of San Francisco are operating.

WILLOUGHBY (Sierra City)—New payshoot struck, yield-
ing $50 per ton free gold in stamp mill, with rich sulphide
tailings yet to be treated. An electric plant, air compressor
and power drills will be installed later. Owners are Dr. R. L..

Jump, of Fruitvale, and E. M. Farrell, of Downieville.

COLORADO
Lake County

DOWN TOWN MINES CO. (Leadville)—Contract let to the
Providence Engineering Works for a station pump to be in-
stalled on the bottom level when unwatering is complete.
This centrifugal pump will have a capacity of 2,000 gal. per
min. against a head of 900 ft. and will be direct connected to
a 650-hp. General Electric motor running at 1.800 r.p.m.
Pumping proceeds with the sinking equipment. No attempt
has been or will be made to reopen any of the old workings
thus far drained until the unwatering project is finished.
W^eirs have been provided in the run-off ditch from the Pen-
rose shaft and accurate flow measurements are made regu-
larly.

Summit County
TONOPAH PLACER CO. (Breckenridge)—For quarter end-

ed Aug. 31, net earnings were $114,000.

Teller County
CRIPPLE CREEK PRODUCTION FOR OCTOBER is esti-

mated at 92,000 tons of ore averaging $13.80 per ton. Of this.

fuUv 31.000 tons was waste and dump material averaging
$2.69 per ton. The big Golden Cycle mill at Colorado City
roasted and cyanided 1,400 tons per day—nearly one ton
per minute—a record.

IDAHO
Shoshone County

GOLDEN WINNIE (Murray)—Bennett Bates, who has
option on this old gold-tungsten property, is getting out
tungsten ore for test run.

HAMBURG-AMERICAN (Little North Fork)—Crosscut at
this proptitv has been driven in lode 26 ft. without reaching
wall, .\ssays of 4 to (,',',_. copper are reported.

TERRIBLE EDITH (Little North Fork)—Charles Conn,
lessee, received $5,200 from two cars of zinc ore shipped dur-
ing September. Payment of $80,000 on option falls due Dec. 1.
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HYPOTHEEK (Kellogg)—J. O. Tucker, who owns ranch
below this mine, has filed suit against company involving
water right. Aslcs damages of $5,000 for diverting water
belonging to him and $5,000 for destroying agricultural value
of land.

H. E. M. (Wallace)—New 100-ton capacity mill, situated
about mile west of Wallace, made its trial run this week
with satisfactory results. It is plan of company to connect
mine and mill by ^-mi. electric tram, but for present ore will
be delivered at mill by wagon.

SUCCESS (Wallace)—At meeting of directors at Wallace
Oct. 30, it was stated that orebodics already developed were
sufficient to run mill at capacity for about a year. New pump
on 1,200 level will be in operation soon, and sinking to 1,400
will commence.

SILVER CABLE (Mullan)—Carload of 30';', zinc ore
shipped from this property few weeks ago did not yield satis-
factory returns. Large body of zinc and some lead has been
proven in intermediate tunnel which has recently been con-
nected with lower tunnel by raise of 200 ft. Will continue
development during winter with expectation of erecting mill
in spring.

SNCWSTORM (Mullan)—No official announcement made
but it is understood that Snowstorm has taken over Banner
& Bangle mine near Troy, Mont. When Snowstorm was aban-
doned about year ago, company had $170,000 in treasury and
management announced that this would be used to acquire
other mining property; understood Troy property has been
secured in pursuance of this purpose. Banner & Bangle has
been under development for some years by Leo Greenough,
manager of Snowstorm. It is silver-lead property.
ROANOKE (Kellogg)—Roanoke company this week gave

lease on its property to John Grenfell, of Kellogg, for term
of three years; company to receive royalty of 159J on net
returns from all ore shipped; lessee agrees to keep at least
two men working not less than 30 shifts per man per month.
Property is on Elk Creek and is developed by tunnel 400 ft. on
vein and shaft 300 ft. deep, from bottom of which vein is
explored 100 ft. In both tunnel and shaft there is from 10 to
IS in. of lead ore, high in silver. Hoist is operated by electric
power. Mine is l^^ mi. from railroad and is reached by good
wagon road.

GEORGIA
PINDLEY RIDGE CO. (Dahlonega)—The Crown Mountain

50-stamp mill has been destroyed by fire. Owners had just
completed a %-mile mule tramway from the openpit mine
to this mil! and expected to add cyaniding equipment to treat
tailings from the amalgamation department. A. H. Head,
superintendent.

MICHIGAN
Copper

MICHIGAN (Houghton)—Operations continue at this prop-
erty with 30 men employed. They are working in a field that
has not been operated since the Civil War. Exploration work
done to date has given fair indications.

MASS CONSOLIDATED (Rockland)—This property now
R'orking to mill capacity and handling highest grade tonnage
that ever has been taken from the property, including an un-
usual amount of "mass and barrel stuff" that goes straight to
smelting works.
LAKE (Houghton)—The one thing that is holding back

work is the inability to secure drilling machines, the market
for which is overtaxed. Calumet & Hecla is just getting the
last consignment of one order for 500 machines. Mass expects
to have more drills within two weeks, when more rock can
be shipped to the mill. .

Iron
FLORENCE (Florence)—Orders were given this week by

Felix A. Vogel, of New York, to reopen the mine. It has been
idle a long time.

BALTIC firon River)—About 50 men are employed, open-
ing mine. By middle of November about 150 will be at work.
Mining will be pushed all winter.
LAKE ANGELINE (Ishpeming)—Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Co.,

the new owners, started two diamond drills Nov, 6. Some test-
pitting also being carried on.

FOGARTT (Iron River)—Shovel was started here this
"week. It is expected that m.ine will be opened again before
long. All of other Pickands-Mather properties on range are
operating actively.

CORRIGAN, McKINNEY & CO. (Crystal Falls)—All of ore
in stock has been shipped from Kimball, Tobin & Dunn. Only
Great Western pile remains. Company has refused to dispose
of any more ore at current prices.

MORRIS (Ishpeming)—A motor-size drift was extended
422 ft. during October, breaking the Cleveland-Cliff Iron (io.'s
record for rock drifting. Two inachines were used and there
were four muckers. The rock is hard to drill and break.

HANOUSEK (Wakefield)—Coates & Tweed are preparing
to open this property situated short distance from new Wake-
field mine of M. A. Hanna Co. Large orebody has been
developed. Ore will be taken out with steam shovels. North-
western road will run spur track from Mikado mine.

PENN IRON CO. (Vulcan)—-The Bucyrus company is
endeavoring to purchase the patents of the hydro-electric
shovel invented by P. Armstrong of Penn company. It is
likely that deal will be closed. One of shovels has been
doing satisfactory work at Vulcan.

MINNESOTA
Cuyuna Rang^e

HOPKINS (Ironton)—Cuyuna-Sultana Iron Company's
shaft is now known as the Hopkins. Production continues at
150 tons daily. Concentrator will operate all winter.

Duluth

MINNESOTA STEEL (Duluth)—Cargo of 1,500 tons of
ferromanganese was received this week from Conneaut, Ohio.
It was mined in Cuba. Value of cargo was placed at $165,000.
More shipments are expected to arrive in near future. Steel
making to be started Nov. 10.

MINNESOTA IRON DEVELOPMENT CO. (Duluth)—Com-
pany recently organized to take over nearly 9,000 acres of
undeveloped fee lands on Cu.vuna, Mesabi and Vermilion
ranges. E. J. W. Donahue and John Wahl, of Duluth, promi-
nent Cuyuna Range promoters, are directors.

McNabI Rau|?e
RUDDY (Biwabik)—Mine closed down temporarily to per-

mit repairs to shaft.

ORDEAN (Virginia)—Stripping operations begun on this
property Oct. 2G. Controlled by Oliver Iron Mining Co.

HULL-RUST (Hibliing)—Is the leading 1915 shipper, with
daily shipments of 7ii» carloads.

GREAT NORTHERN ORE—While not authoritatively an-
nounced, it is said that the newly organized Midvale Steel
and Ordnance Co. has agreement or understanding whereby
it controls 300,000,000 tons of iron ore owned by the Great
Northern. This gives Midvale about one-third the ore reserve
that the Steel Corporation has.

MACE (Nashwauk)—Big steam shovel being used by
Butler Bros, in stripping here is attracting considerable
attention from mining men. Results are entirely satisfactory.
Boom is 90 ft. in length. First dippers used had capacity of
6 cu.yd. They wore out rapidly. Dippers holding 4 cu.yd.
are giving better results.

Vermilion Range
SIBLEY (Ely)—Shaft sinking completed and erection of

shaft house started. Old Sibley shaft, in which six men were
buried about year ago, will be abandoned as soon as new
shaft is ready.

MISSOURI—K.\NSAS—OKI,.\HOMA
DAY-COOTER MINING CO. (Commerce, Okla.)—Mill will

be ready for operation soon. It is east of the Cornfield prop-
erty.

BEAVER (Commerce, Okla.)—Plant completed on lease
north of Commerce; ground thoroughly prospected and re-
ported to be rich.

GARTUNG & CO. (Commerce, Okla.)—Has replaced Ripley
tables by Wilfleys. Mill is only tailing mill in district where
there are no cleaner jigs, ore being sent from roughers to
series of tables.

BLUE GOOSE (Cardin, Okla.)—This new mill of Com-
merce Mining and Royalty has started producing ore. Beaver
mill belonging to same company is rapidly nearing completion
and will be running in next couple of weeks.
MURPHY LAND (Galena, Kan.)—Mines leased and oper-

ated by James Clifford and George Roland lost machinery
and ore by cave-in and flood resulting from broken flume. A
new shaft will be sunk in solid ground. The two new pumps
installed by James Murphy, owner of the Murphy Land, have
about drained the ground and miners are returning to work.

EMPIRE MINE (Galena, Kan.)—Large compressor being
installed to furnish power for drills, and large derrick is
being erected at new shaft sunk recently into ore. A 900-ft.
tramway will be built from shaft to mill. Empire is one of
largest producers in district, 5y2 tons of ore being made per
shift; expect to make 10 or 12 per shift as soon as repairs
are made and both shafts are in operation.

CHARLES TURNER (Joplin. Mo.)—Expects within next
few weeks to commence building of new mill on his lease
on Riseling land southwest of Joplin; already has 3,000 tons
of dirt ready to hoist and mill. Has three shafts in ore ready
to work down to 150-ft. level. Ore was struck at 60-ft. level
in paying quantity, but best ore is from 110 ft. to 150 ft.
Land was formerly operated by Live Oak Mining Co. of Jop-
lin, Mo., but its mill burned about 7 years ago, and prices of
ore did not justify rebuilding at that time, hence ground has
been idle since then.

MONT.VNA
Lewis and Clark County

HELENA MINING BUREAU (Helena)—Members of bureau,
incorporated some time ago to try out possibilities of promis-
ing mines and prospects in districts tributary to Helena,
recently made inspection trip over new property taken over
at head of Nelson Creek. Development on four gold claims
consists of shaft, drifts and open cuts on surface along out-
crop of vein which is 20 ft. wide. Work will be started at
once. Mining activity stimulated by work on old Witlatch
mine, where leasers have been steadily mining and milling at
a profit.

Silver BofT County

BUTTE & BACORN (Butte)—In decree signed Oct. 28 by
Judge Lynch, sale of property is ordered to satisfy claims of
note holders.

BUTTE & LONDON (Butte)—Work of unwatering shaft
completed Oct. 30; sinking begun Nov. 2 and will be kept up
at the rate of about 100 ft. per month, (jompany expects to
begin crosscutting early next spring. It is planned to keep
three shifts of five men each at work.

BUTTE-ALEX SCOTT (Butte)—Since resuming operations,
Oct. 9, 200 tons of ore per day has been shipped, 25% of which
was first-class ore. All ore now taken from 2.000-ft. level. As
soon as development work on 2,200-ft. level will permit hoist-
ing ore, output will be increased to 400 tons of ore per day.
Ore being suT^lted by East Butte company.

BUTTE & SUPERIOR (Butte)—Company broke all prev-
ious records during October, when more than 47,000 tons of
ore were mined at Black Rock mine and over 14,000 tons of
concentrates produced in mill. From this ore were recovered
15,500,000 lb. of zinc, equivalent to an extraction of 95%.
Company's payrolls for month will exceed $180,000, based on
$4-per day scale, price of copper having been above 17c. dur-
ing October. Preparations are going forward for development
work at Butte-New York property, which is controlled by
Butte & Superior. Crosscut to Colonel Sellers vein has been
run on 1,200-ft. level of Black Rock. Vein is from V to 8 ft.

wide with 1 ft. of 17% zinc in center. Another crosscut will
soon be run to Pollock vein.
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NEVAD.I.
E^Niueraldn County

GOLDFIELD CONSOLIDATED (Goldfleld)—Production for
October was 36,500 tons of ore. Gross yield, $256,000. Net
realization, $101,000. September costs were $4.44 per ton and
2,204 ft. of development was done at $4.60 per ft.

Humboldt County
ST. ANTHONY (Toy)—Situated 21 mi., southwest of Love-

lock but close to Southern Pacific traclis has practically com-
pleted 50-ton tungsten concentrating plant.

Mineral County
PAMLICO PLACER (Hawthorne)—This company has

closed down, operations not having been so profitable as
samples indicated.

Xye County

TONOPAH ORE PRODUCTION for week ended Oct. 30
amounted to 9,891 tons valued at $203,998 compared with 9,704
tons week previous. Producers were Tonopah Belmont, 2,899
tons; Tonopah Mining, 3,050; Tonopah Extension, 1,850; West
End, 881; Jim Butler, 1,100; Halifax, 54; and miscellaneous
leasers, 57 tons.

TONOPAH MINING (Tonopah)—For quarter ended Aug.
31, gross value of ore milled was $511,724; net realization of
$166,388. Metal losses in milling and refining were $39,699.

CASH BOT (Tonopah)—Bins being erected to facilitate
shipping. North drift on 1,450-ft. level shows 3 ft. of ore
accompanied by 3 ft. of low-grade material. Air connections
will be made witli the Victor. Expect to conclude side-line
agreement witli Tonopah Extension.

HALIFAX-TONOPAH MINING CO. (Tonopah)—Encoun-
tered ore at a depth of 1,200 ft. and about midway between
the end and side lines of their group of four claims. Drifts
on vein being started, "winze now down 25 ft. in ore and 54
tons shipped to West End mill are expected to yield between
$35 and $50 per ton.

Storey County

ANDES (Virginia)—Cleaning out 175 level and working
in old stope above level. Saved 39 cars of ore and All.

SIERR.\ NEV.\DA (Virginia)—At 45 ft. point in west
crosscut 2,500 level face in ore averaging $85 per ton. Saved
49 cars of ore averaging $32.34 per ton.

OPHIR (Virginia)—Sinking winze on vein below 2,500 level
continued in low grade ore. Central tunnel extracted 355
cars of ore and milled 240 tons. North drift 250 level ad-
vanced two sets in milling ore. Jointly with Con. Virginia
extended west crosscut on 2,700 level to open vein.

UNION CON. (Virginia)—Six feet of $50-ore exposed at
south end of No. 3 stope 2,500 level. In No. 1 raise, best ore
shifted to foot wall; ore assaying $21 pel- ton. Union No. 1

raise north drift face in ore averaging $19 per ton. Saved
142 cars of ore assaying $9.47 per ton and 91 cars averaging
$19.73 per ton.

CROWN POINT-BELCHER (Gold Hill)—Water lowered to
70 ft. point below 1,600 level. Recovered No. 1 pump to be
overhauled and put in commission 1,400 station. Milling ore
saved from 1,300 and 1,400 levels and 779 tons of dump rock
and 198 tons of mine rock received at Jacket mill. Bullion
shipped.

SOUTH D.-VKOTA
Lawrence County

HOMESTAKE (Lead)—.\ crew of men has been put to
work taking out tungsten ore from the Harrison claim and
a shipment of wolframite is about ready for the market. The
material occurs in the flat formation, lying above the quartzlte

WASP NO. 2 (Flatiron)—Directors decided to erect a con-
centrator to handle low-grade tungsten ore. Capacity of
plant will be about 25 tons daily. Regular shipments of High-
grade tungsten ore are being made. Gold mill is operating on
reduced capacity.

UTAH
Beaver County

MOSCOW (Milford)—First car of ore from new zinc strike
on 200 level has been shipped.

HORN SILVER (Frisco)—Annual meeting was held Oct. 20,
and report will be issued soon after first of coming year.
Present directors were reelected.

UTAH LEASING (Newhouse)—Company's new mill, which
is to work Cactus dump, is practically completed. Tailings
carry about 14 llj. copper per ton.

MAJESTIC (Milford)—Shipments during October amounted
to 20 cars of ore from large open cut at Hickory mine. Sliaft
at Hoosier Boy is being sunk to 600 level, where station will
be cut and drifting for vein started. It is planned ultimately
to sink shaft to 1,000 level.

Juab County
TINTIC ORE PRODUCTION for week ended Oct. 30

amounted to 132 carloads, estimated at 6,600 tons, valued at
$165,000, compared with 121 carloads week previous.

Piute County
MINERAL PRODUCTS (Marysvale)—Initial carload of

potash was shipped Oct. 22 by this company, and marks first
shipment of potash from Utali fields.

Salt Lake County
UNITED STATES SMELTING (Midvale)—Recent additions

having been completed, work was resumed Oct. 20 at concen-
trator.

UTAH METAL AND TUNNEL (Bingham)—Arrangements
are being made to buy the Bingham-New Haven company's
property, which adjoins the Utah Metal on the south and
west.

ALBION (Alta)—Work was resumed Oct. 23 in neighbor-
hood of caved ground. As soon as timbering is completed,
raise can be started on ore. To date three cars of ore
have been shipped by leasers.

ALT.\ R.\ILWAY TRANSPORTATION CO. (Salt Lake)—
Men are at work clearing out right of way between Wasatch
and Tanner s Flat, 3 mi. above. It is intended to put in
track. 24-in. gage, and to deliver ore from Tanner's Flat to
Salt Lake & .\lta R.R. terminus at Wasatch for $1 a ton.

UTAH COPPER (Bingham)—The production for September
amounted to 14,159,289 lb., as compared with 15,966,543 lb. in
August. Company has purchased for $5,000 Ohio Copper
ground, including right-of-way. Purchase was made some
time ago. but only recorded Nov. 4.

SOUTH HECLA (Alta)—The lease on the Kate Hayes fis-
sure is shipping 40 tons every other day, and 40 tons daily is
being sent out by the company from the Wedge workings.
The latter ore brings $30 to $40 net smelter returns. On the
250 level the large vein has been followed over 200 ft. and
has been cro.sscut at several points. It varies from 20 ft. in
width to 6ii ft. at one point.

UTAH IRON AND STEEL (Midvale)—This company filed
articles of incorporation Oct. 22; capitalization is $300,000, in
shares of $100 each. Purpose of company as stated is to
manufacture iron, steel, manganese, coke, copper, etc.; also
to build bridges, machinery, and generally to engage in the
manufacture of iron and steel structures. C. W. Whitley is
president; N. Rosenblat. S. A. Whitney, S. Rosenblat, W. S.
McCornick, L. Green, and M. Rosenblat are directors.

Summit County
DALT-JUDGE (Park City)—Development work on 1,100

level has opened full face of silver-lead ore of shipping grade.
Most of ore from deeper levels has heretofore been of milling
grade.

D.ALT WEST (Park City)—On account of the water-sup-
ply running a little low this fall, the mill has not been oper-
ating full time. Development and mining continue, however,
and a considerable output of direct shipping ore is being made.
Water shortage will be relieved by the first snows.

AVeber County
PROMONTORY BAY MI.NING (Ogden)—Articles of incor-

poration have been filed by this company to develop zinc and
lead property on Promontory Point, 30 mi. west of Ogden.
Capitalization is $50,000. par value of stock being 10c. a share.
D. J. Sheehan is president. Other companies recently incor-
porated in the district are: Lake View Mining, Little Valley
Mining, Grand View, Indianola. Midlake, and Promontory
Zinc.

WISCONSIN
Zinc-Lead District

OPTIMO (Linden)—Company has started construction of a
new concentrating mill.

MINER.A.L POINT ZINC CO. (Mineral Point)—A big de-
posit of caT'bonate ore has been proved by churn drilling on
the Kennedy land at Highland.

QUINCT iPlatteville)—A. L. Utt and others have leased
this tract, three miles southwest of Platteville; property is
partly prospected by drill and shaft.

BELOIT-ELMO (Platteville)—J. M. Edwards, representing
Michigan copper interests, has taken over this property, four
miles south of Platteville, and has begun prospecting work.

C-4N.\DA
Ontario

TOUGH OAKES (Kirkland Lake)—An initial dividend of
"\k'/c has been declared.

BEAVER CONSOLIDATED (Cobalt)—This company has
purchased group of 10 claims, comprising 360 acres, belong-
ing to Kirkland Lake Gold Mines, Ltd.

SMITH-L.\BINE (Sesekinika) — Representative of the
United States Smelting, Refining and Mining Co. is sampling
this property on which company has secured an option.

ORILLIA MOLTBDE.NITE CO. (Orillia)—An initial ship-
ment of two tons of molybdenite concentrate has been made
to the British War Office. Weekly shipments will be made.

CANADL\N COPPER CO. (Sudbury)—This company has
taken over from Smitli & Durkee, of Sudbury, the option on
a copper location in Connaught Township, east of the West
Shining Tree district.

HOLLINGER (Timmins)—For four weeks ended Oct. 7.

gross profits were $158,342 from 27,029 tons of ore, average
value of $9.66 per ton, the working costs being $3.19 per
ton milled. The mill also treated 10,990 tons of ore from
the Acme mine.

FOSTER & COFFIN (Sarnia Township)—This American
firm has secured extensive leases of oil properties relinquished
eight years ago by the Imperial Oil Co. It has cleaned out
and shot two wells, now yielding total of 15 bbl. daily, and
drilled one new well which started with a flow of 25 bbl.
Contracts let for 10 more wells.

SOUTH AMERICA
Chile

BRADEN (Rancagua)—October production amounted to
1,863 tons of copper—a record output except for the extra-
ordinary production of August, 1915.

-VSI.l

Chosen
ORIENT.\L CONS. (Unsan District)—Tonnage milled dur-

ing September aggregated 25.472 tons. Extraction obtained
in Taracol cyanide plant was unusually high. 95.7%. Extrac-
tion obtained in the Maibong tube-mill plant was also high.
98.1%. but as extraction for August was low, average extrac-
tion for August and September in this plant is approximately
88%. Candlestick mill and cyanide plant ran 13 days 15 hr.
during September and were then closed down. Cannot oper-
ate Candlestick mine at a profit owing to decrease in con-
tents and width of orebodv. Intends to lease mine to Korean
tributors. Total bullion output for September as follows:
Tabowie mill. $26,935; Taracol mill. $18,914; Maibong mill,
$25,783; Candlestick mill. $3,341; Taracol cyanide plant,
$50,627; Maibong tube mill, $5,317; Candlestick cyanide plant.
$772; total, $131,693.
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Metal Markets

^'K^V YORK—Xov. 10

All of the principal markets were strong and
ing the last week, and in each case there was

ve dur-
advance

Copper, Tin, Lead and Zinc

Copper—A rather lai'gre business was done during the week,
about equally divided between domestic and foreign buyers.
It is a noteworthy feature that domestic buyers now appear
to be in the market right along instead of buying large
quantities all together and then staying away for a long
time, which seemed to be their policy a little while ago. On
Nov. 6 there was a strike at the Nichols refinery and up
to the time of our going to press the plant was still shut down
entirely. The deprivation of the large output from this

source combined with the well sold position of producers
anyhow tended to create some apprehension respecting the
supply of near-by copper, and metal for that delivery was
readily sold at IS^c, regular terms. Copper for December
and January shipment was sold down to ISc, there being
considerable competition among some sellers who were able
to contract at relatively low prices for Chile bars and other
raw material and sell electrolytic against it at a profit.

In the London market electrolytic copper was offered by
American producers from £S9 at the opening to £90^2 toward
the end of the -week, but they had to meet the competition
of Australian and other producers ^vho took some desirable
business at lower prices expressed in sterling, not being
troubled either by the high exchange rate or the high freight

rate that confront American producers. The freight, insur-

ance and other costs in delivering copper from America to

London at the present time amount to 0.75@lc. per pound.

Copper Sheets base price is now 23%c. per lb. for hot
rolled and 24i,i.c. for cold rolled.

Copper Exports week ended Oct. 23, as reported by Depart-
ment of Commerce, were 15.229,219 lb.: the chief items being
5,341,186 lb. to France, 4,356,064 lb. to Italy, 3,198,949 lb. to

England and 1,6S0,S57 lb. to Russia. Copper imports were
1,652,307 lb. metal and 762,018 lb. in ore and matte; 2,414,325

lb. in all. The larger imports were from Canada, Cuba, New-
foundland and Japan.

Visible Stocks of Copper in Europe on Oct. 31 were: Great
Britain, 18,410; France, 1.925; afloat from Chile, 1,050; afloat

from Australia, 3,500; total, 24,885 long tons, being 1,068

tons more than Oct. 15, but 4,098 tons less than the Sept. 30

report.

Tin

—

A good business was done right through the week
and the price rose furthe;^' under the influence of the buying.

Visible Stocks of Tin Oct. 31, including tin afloat, were:
London, 5.152; Holland, 315; United States, excluding Pacific

ports, 7,687; total, 13,154 long tons, being 2,037 tons less

than on Sept. 30, but 2,260 tons mor; than on Oct. 31 last year.

Bolivian Exports of Tin concentrates and bars from West
Coast ports, seven months ended July 31, were 20.001 tons,

equal to 12,355 long tons fine tin. Adding cable reports for

August and September mak:s the total for the nine months
ended Sept. 30 equal to 16,240 tons fine tin. The shipments
to New York for the seven months were 499 tons, equal to 318

tons fine tin.

Lead—On Nov. 4 the American Smelting and Refining Co.

raised its price to 5c., this following some large and satisfac-

tory selling from that quarter which made it appear likely

that the higher price could be obtained. This proved to be
the case, a pretty good business on the 5c. basis being done
by all of the principal producers. During the morning of

Nov. 10 the American Smelting and Refining Co. made a fur-

ther advance, this time to 5.15c. The St. Louis market held
during the week at about IVz to 10 points under the New
York price. Sales of special brands of IMissouri lead were
made at as much as 10 points premium. The kind of lead
that used to be known as "Chemical hard" is especially in

demand, owing, no doubt, to the large requirement of it for

building sulphuric-acid chambers.

Spelter—A further large business was done, and this week,
for the first time in many, domestic consumers figured in the
market, certain prominent galvanizers being large buyers,
both tor delivery in this quarter and next. Some export
business also was done. The natural consequence of the
large buying was to advance the price further. The trans-
actions covered a wide range of prices and deliveries. There
was a good deal of business done for November-December
shipment, and a good deal for shipment in the first quarter
of 1916, while some sales running ahead to next June were
made.

Zinc Slieets were advanced on Nov. 4, making the base
price $16.50 per 100 lb. f.o.b. La Salle, III., less 87^ discount.
Nov. 9 the price ^\'as advanced to $17 per 100 lb., with usual
discount.

DAILY PRICES OF METALS IN NEW YORK
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Other Metals

Aluniinnm—Market conditions are unchanged. Spot metal
is firmly held, 55@5Sc. being quoted tor No. 1 ingots, New
York. No quotations on futures.

The reported sale of the propertj- of the Southern Alumi-
nium Co. to the Aluminum Co. of America is confirmed. It is

announced that the purchaser will go on and complete the
plant, carrying out the original plans with only slight
changes.

Antimony—The market is quieter and business has been
on a moderate scale, with no material change in prices.

Ordinary brands, chiefly Chinese, sold at 36 '^c. per lb.; while
45c. per lb. is asked for Cookson's.
A United States consular report from Japan says that

the large advance in the price of antimony has acted as a
great impetus to antimony mining in that country, and the
mines at Ichinogawa, Fujinogawa, and Tatsugawa have
all been considerably extended; yet their present output
aggregates only about 50 tons a month. This quantity is

only a fraction of the monthly consumption in Japan.

Nickel.—Quotations for ordinary forms are nominally 45@
50c. per lb., according to size and terms of order. A premium
of 3c. per lb. is charged for electrolytic nickel.

The International Nickel Co., under date of Nov. 1 an-
nounces a base pi-ice of 31c. per lb. for Monel metal hot
rolled rods. Extras are charged for hexagons and other
shapes, for small quantities, etc. Price is f.o.b. works,
Bayonne, N. J. Scrap allowance ISc. per lb. delivered to

works.

Qiiiclisilver—The market is strong and prices have ad-
vanced, the stocks being very light. New York quotation is

$100 per flask of 75 lb. for large lots; while $105 up to $110
has been paid for smaller orders. San Francisco reports by
telegraph a market strong at $9S per flask, with light stocks.

London price is £16 per flask, with same quotation from sec-

ond hands.

Minor Metals—Current quotations for Bismuth are $3 per
lb., New York.—Cadmium is quoted at 7s. per lb. in London;
$1.75(51.90 per lb.. New York.—Chromium metal, 75c. per lb..

New York.—Cobalt metal, 97 9^ pure, is sold at $1 per lb.

—

Magnesium, pure, has gone to a high price, $6 per lb. being
aslied.—Selenium varies from $2.5015)3 per lb.. New York, for

large lots; $4.50@5 for retail quantities.—Tellurium is quoted
at SOs. per lb. in London.

Gold, Silver and Platinum
NEW YORK—Nov. 10

Gold in the United States Nov. 1 as estimated by the Treas-
ury Department: In Treasury against gold certificates out-
standing, $1,375,392,789; in Treasury current balances, $216,-

809,613; in banks and circulation, $605,911,360; total, $2,198,-

113,762, This is an increase of $56,331,503 during October.

Gold Sales from L'nited States Assay Oflice in New York
in October were $3,452,764, being $432,045 more than in Sep-
tember. For the 10 months ended Oct. 31 the total sales were
$55,751,523 in 1914, and $27,892,701 in 1915; a decrease of

$27,858,822 this year.
One shipment of gold to Europe is on record this week,

$500,000 having been sent to Amsterdam by a New York
branch of a Dutch house.

Platinum—The market is quiet, sales being limited by the
absence of supplies and the uncertainty of obtaining more.
Prices are uncertain and subject generally to negotiation.
Quotations are rather nominal at $52(5)56 per oz. for refined

platinum; $5 6@60 per oz. for hard metal.
Our Russian correspondent writes under date of Oct. 11

that a new sharp advance of the prices is to be noted, due to

the great demand for platinum for the internal market. The
consumption of platinum has greatly increased, owing to the
erection of new sulphuric acid works for war purposes.
Many poods have been sold in Petrograd at higli prices.

The metal is quoted in Petrograd at 46,000@ 47,000 rubles per

pood; at Ekoterinburg, 11(5)11.25 rubles per zolotnik, for

crude metal, 83% platinum. These prices are equivalent to

$45.57 and $41.83 per oz. average.

Silver—Our latest advices are to the efi'ect that there has
been some substantial buying for the East, and that the

low rates of exchange on London have had a hardening effect

on the silver market, so that the undertone seems good, with
a reasonable probability that the present level may be

maintained, subject of course to some fluctuations.

Coined silver in the United States Nov. 1 is estimated by the

Treasury Department as follows: Standard dollars. $578,271,-

655; subsidiary coins, $186,730,386; total, $765,002,041. Of the

silver dollars $486,851,787 are held in the Treasury against

silver certificates outstanding.

Zinc and Lead Ore Markets

PL.\TTSVILLE, WIS N
The base price paid this week for 2

per ton for 60';

ore was $56 pei

grades,
ton.

ore was $8

The base price paid for 80%

Values
$673,020

21,851,590

SHIPMENTS, WEEK ENDED NOV. 6

Zinc Lead Sulphur
Ore. Lb. Ore, Lb. Ore, Lb.

Week 4,717.300 144,200 347„860
Year 174,033,350 6,028,540 23,072,590

Shipped during week to separating plants, 5,354,000 lb.
zinc ore.

JOPLIN, MO.^—Nov. «

Blende, high price $102.50; base per ton 60',, zinc, premium
ore, $100; medium, $98(5-90; lower grades down to $S5; cala-

mine, base per ton of 40% zinc. $60@70; average selling price,

all grades of zinc, $90.28 per ton. Lead, high price $61.10;

base per ton SO'f metal contents, $54@60; average selling

price all grades of lead, $54.82 per ton.

SHIPMENTS WEEK ENDED NOV. 6

Blende Calamine Lead
Totals this week.. 12,893.330 724.820 2,127,050
Totals this year. . 492,174.350 36.708,990 76,723,020

Blende value, the week, $591,840; 45 weeks, $18,980,250.

Calamine value, the. week, $22,880; 45 weeks. $859,740.

Lead value, the week, $58,300; 45 weeks, $2,011,600.

No end of excitement was thrust into the market for both
zinc and lead. Advances of $10 per ton were the order all

along the line in zinc, and lead also was advanced $10 per
ton by the Picher Lead Co. which has declined to compete
with other buyers at a price over $50 base until this ^\'eek.

The heavy shipment of this week shows the strong buying
tendency at the close of last week, and just how heavy this

v.'eek-end buying "will prove cannot be estimated from the
various reports current.

Iron Trade Review
NE^V YORK—Nov. 10

The year which opened lamely and uncertainly is drawing
to its end With a rush. October production and November
active furnace capacity are about double the production in

January. Export and domestic business are crowding the
mills and making postponement of deliveries the rule. Some
premiums for early deliveries are reported.

Pig iron is active, with large buying of basic metal, and
a rapidly improving demand for foundry iron. The long
expected buying movement has set in.

Pig Iron Production again increased in October. The
reports of the blast furnaces, as collected and published by
the "Iron Age" show that on Nov. 1 there were 276 coke
and anthracite furnaces in blast, with a total daily capacity
of 101,800 tons, an increase of 4,865 tons over Oct. 1. Mak-
ing allowances for the charcoal furnaces the tot.al produc-
tion of pig iron in the United States in October was 3,159,500

long tons; for the 10 months ended Oct. 31 it was 23,668,000

tons. Of this total 17,354,031 tons, or 73.3<:f. were made
by the furnaces owned or operated by steel companies.

Exports and Imports of Iron and Steel—including machin-
ery— in the United States eight months ended Aug. 31 are
valued as below by the Department of Commerce:

1914. 1915. Changes.
Exports $140,245,736 $212,697,467 I$72,451,731

Imports 20,745,326 13,451,040 D 7,294,286

Excess, exports. . .$119,500,410 $199,246,427 I$79,746,017

The increase in exports has been all in the later months
of the year. The August exports were $37,726,822 in 1915,

against $10,428,817 last year.

PITTSBIRGH—Nov. 9

Movements in the iron and steel market have passed be-

yond all the bounds indicated by precedent. There are no
longer any guesses for the future. The demand for steel is

simply overwhelming. There is very little contracting being
done for finished steel products, the mills being oft'ered more
business, in the form of specific orders, than they can well
handle. Conditions may, of course, be easier after the first

of the year when many quarterly or half-yearly contracts

will have expired, but as no steel seems to be going into

stocks it is doubtful whether there will be any noticeable re-

lief. The whole course of the steel market is changing in

that specific orders are the rule rather than contracts.

The war demand has broadened. Several very large in-

quiries have appeared for sheets for war purposes, while the

demand for shell steel is heavier than ever, and long term de-

liveries are asked. The domestic demand has increased sharp-
ly, and particularly in railroad quarters. Estimates are made
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that as many as 100,000 freight cars may be ordered within
the next few weeks.

Last Thursday bars, plates and shapes advanced from 1.50

to 1.60c., through the announcement made by the Carnegie
Steel Co. on that day, and it is thought possible the next ad-
vance, in the near future, will be to 1.75c., although the mar-
ket was steady 30 days ago at 1.40c. Sheets are advancing
sharply, with many mills practically out of the market. The
few first-quarter contracts accepted are at 2.25^ 2.35c. for

black.

Pig Iron—Following the heavy sales of bessemer and basic
iron reported a week ago the market has been widely excited.

Furnaces advance their asking price sharply and do not care
whether or not orders come. Yesterday a sale of 2,000 tons of

bessemer pig iron was made for November-December de-
livery to a domestic consumer at $17.50, Valley, or $1 a ton
above the market quotable a few days ago and $1.50 above
the market a week ago. Basic iron, which advanced from $15
to $15.50 on the last day of last month, might not be had
today at $16. Foundry iron has been rather quiet but will un-
doubtedly advance sharply on the appearance of any buying
movement. The producers are quite indifferent. We quote
the market at not under the following: Bessemer, $17.50;
basic, $16@16.50; foundry and malleable, $15.50@16; forge,

$15 ©15.50, fo.b. Valley furnaces. 95c. higher delivered Pitts-
burgh.

Steel—The market is- altogether dislocated by the heavy
demand for war billets and for ordinary forging billets, a de-
mand that has caused some sheet mills with attendant open-
hearth steel furnaces to close their sheet mills or use pur-
chased bessemer sheet bars in order to make forging billets.

A mill that recently sold openhearth sheet bars for first-

half delivery is now trying to buy to fill the order, and make
high carbon billets. Prices are higher but are not closely
quotable, being approximately as follows: Bessemer billets,

$25.50@26.50: bessemer sheet bars, $26027: openhearth billets,

$26,50@27.50: openhearth sheet bars, $27(iT2S: forging billets,

$42@45, f.o.b. maker's mill, Pittsburgh or Toungstown.
Ferromanganese—Demand has increased for both foreign

and domestic on contract, the former being $100 and the latter

$110@115, at shipping point. Prompt lots command inter-
mediate prices.

FERRO-.\L,LOYS
Ferroninnganese is still quoted at $100 Baltimore for

imported: $110 ©115 for domestic, early delivery.—Ferro-
sUicon is higher; bessemer lO^f is quoted $21.50 at furnace
for spot, $21.50 for first quarter and $22 for second quarter.
For 15@16%, higher prices, up to $31 at furnace are charged.
High grade ferrosilicon, 50*^, is quoted $S5@S7.50 per ton at
Pittsburgh.—Splegeleisen is active, with sales at $2S@30 per
ton at furnace.—Ferrotitaniuni is S@12.5c. p:r lb., accord-
ing to size of order and delivery.—Ferrovanadinm $2'g'2.25 per
lb. of contained vanadium.

FOREIGX IRON
German steel production in August was 1,157,651 metric

tons, being 19,041 tons more than in July. Fcr the eight
months ended Aug. 21 the total make was, in metric tons:

Basic Acid Total

Converter 4,248,243 104,202 4,352.445
Openhearth 3,407,790 158,027 3,565.826
Direct castings '.

. . . 283,817 99,104 382.921
Crucible 66,983 66.983
Electric 74.607 74.607

Total 7.939.S39 302,925 8,442.784
Total, 1914 11,094.639 469,623 11,364,262

At the close of August there were 221 steel furnaces in

operation and reporting production.

The British Blast Furnace report shows that 287 stacks
were active in the quarter ended Sept. 30, against 294 in

the June quarter and 2S1 in the September quarter last
year.

IRON ORE
Lake Superior iron ore shipments in October ^\'ere 7,146,-

S75 tons. For the season to Nov. 1 shipments by ports were,
in long tons:

Port. 1914 1915 Changes
Escanaba 3,440,992 4.940,081 I. 1,499.089
Marquette 1.651.579 2.S36.203 I. 1,184,624
Ashland 3,229,746 4,695,752 I. 1,466,006
Superior 10.920,469 7.348,916 D. 3,371.353
Duluth 6,197,043 14.108.371 I. 7.911,528
Two Harbors 5,511.976 7.886.916 I. 2.374.940

Total 30,931.805 41.816.439 1.10.864.634

The total sales of iron ore reported for the season, with
only a few mines estimated, were 46,667,796 tons. This
would leave about 4,850,000 tons to be moved.

Imports and exports of iron ore in the United States eight
months ended Aug. 31, long tons:

1914 1915 ChaDKe.i
Imports 985,796 797,845 D. 187.951
Exports 318,597 370,965 D. 147,632

The principal imports were 501,588 tons from Cuba, 147,-
694 tons from Sweden and 32,946 tons from Spain.

Imports of manganese ore for the eight months were 1S3,-
029 tons in 1914, and 145,003 in 1915; decrease, 3S,026 tons.

OTHER ORES
Molybdenite, SOTc SloSj is quoted in London at 120s.

—

$28.80—per unit. The Australian government takes all the
ore produced in that country at 105s. per unit.—Tungiten Ore
remains high, London quotations for wolframite, 65% WOs,
being 55s.—$13.20—per unit. Tungsten ore at New York
is quoted at about $38 per unit for ore 60% or over in tungstic
acid.

COKE
Coke production in the Connellsville region for the week

is reported by the "Courier" at 432,519 short tons; shipments,
441,911 tons. Shipments of Greensburg and upper Connells-
ville districts, 41,700 tons.

Anthracite shipments in October were 6,505,892 long tons.
For the 10 months ended Oct. 31 the shipments were 56,712,-
087 tons in 1914, and 53,885,003 in 19i5; a decrease of 2,827,-
084 tons, or 5%, this year.

Foreign Fuel Trade of the United States eight months
ended Aug 31, as reported by the Department of Commerce,
in long tons:

• Exports Imports
1914 1915 1914 1915

Anthracite 2.666.969 2.304.964 15.902 2,390
Bituminous 9,045,200 10,588,583 861,513 951,317
Coke 456,661 513,679 67,003 33,620
Bunker coal 5,038,576 5,027,027

Total 17,207,466 18,434,253 944,418 987,527

The bunker coal, or coal furnished to steamships in for-
eign trade, is practically all bituminous. The increase this
year in bituminous exports was to Italy and to South Ameri-
can countries.

Chemicals

NEW YORK—Nov, 6

The general market has shown some activity and generally
a stronger tendency.

Arsenic—Business has been fair, and the market is gen-
erally steady. Quotations are $3.75@4 per 100 lb., according
to size of order.

Copper Sulphate—Business has been steady, with no mate-
rial change. Current prices are $6.50 per 100 lb. for carload
lots and $6.75 for smaller parcels.

Nitrate of Soda—Demand is improving, though imports
have been large. Prices are firmer, quotations being $2.90

per 100 lb. for spot and $2.85 per 100 lb. for futures.

Pyrites—Imports at Baltimore for the week included 5,022

tons pyrites from Huelva, Spain.

Imports and Exports of Chemicals in the United States
eight months ended Aug. 31, in pounds:

Imports . '— Exports »

1914 1915 1914 1915

.•Vrsemc 2,861,891 2,422.314 700 8.825
Bleach 27,004,166 6,447,027 12.634 120,126
.\cetate of lime 39.946.1S7 15,«I0.610
Calcium carbide 23,174,H99 26,875,126
Potash salt.s 21.732.745 13.927.473 439.302 975.840
Sodium cyanide 218,392 3.640,488 1,760,387
Soda salts, value ^36,705 S320,952 SS,116 $22,375

Exports include reexports of foreign material. This state-
ment does not include nitrate of soda nor crude potash salts

used chiefly as fertilizers.

PETROLEUM
The monthly statement of "Oil City Derrick" gives the

number of new wells completed in October as follows: Penn-
sylvania grade, 417; Lima-Indiana, 36; Central Ohio, 75; Ken-
tucky, 11; Illinois, 79; Mid-Continent, 576; Texas-Louisiana,
114. The total number of wells completed was 1,308, the
total production being 146,291 bbl. There were 249 dry holes
and 165 gas wells reported. At the close of the month 2,327

wells were under the drill.

Exports of mineral oils from the United States in Septem-
ber are reported by the Department of Commerce at 214,743,-

373 gal. For the nine months ended Sept. 30 the total exports
were 1,695,583,269 gal. in 1914, and 1.733,628,143 gal. in 1915;

an increase of 38,044,874 gal., or 2.2';c, this year.
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Assessntenta

Company

BOSTON EXCH No

Aetna, Ida
Argent;
Blue BiUl Reorg., Nev
Coeur d'Alene Inv., Ida
Copper Mt. M. & D.. Ida
Danley-Lloyd. Utah
Eagle Mt., Ida
Eastern Star, Ida,

Enterprise. Ida,

Great Western. Nev
Hancock Cona., Mich
Hector, Ida
Idaho & Lo9 Angeles, Ida.

Idaho-Nevada Exp., Ida.

Ivanhoe, Ida
Jack Waite. Ida
Lewis & Clark, Ida.

Lucky Swede, Ida
Military M. & M., Ida.

Missoula Copper, Ida
Montana Standard
Nabob, Ida
National Copper. Ida
National Lead. Ida
New An-adian. Mich.
New Baltic, Mich
Northern Light, Ida.

O. K. Ex. M. & R.. Utah
Old Vetearn. Ida
Oom Paul Con.. Ida.

Oriental. Nev
Original, Nev
Pacific M. & M.. Ida
Phedora. Ida, (post.)..

Phoenix, Mich
Ploche Metals. Nev. .

.

Rainbow, Ida
Silver Cliff. Ida
Silver Moon. Ida
Silver Pick Cons., Nev
Sonora M. & M.. Ida...

Sunset M. & D., Nev.

.

Sunshine, Ida
Tod. Gipsy Queen. Nev
Umatilla Ton.. Nev.. .

.

Union Cons.. Nev
Wisconsin, Ida
Wolf Mountain, Utah.

.

Stock ^notations

The week has been marked by per-
sistent and apparently causeless selling

of the "war stocks," accompanied by
severe declines. So far it appears simply
to be a sharp manipulative attack.

COLO. SPRINGS Nov. 9

Name of Comp.

Acacia
Cripple Cr'k Con..
C.K.&N
Doctor Jack Pot.

.

Elkton Con
El Paso
Flndlay
Gold Dollar
Gold Sovereign..

.

Golden Cycle
Isabella

Jack Pot
Jerry Johnson.. ...

Lexington
Mary McKtnney.
Pharmacist
Portland
Raven B. H

Name of Comp.

^ALT LAKE

Beck Tunnel
Black Jack
Colorado Mining..
Crown Point
Daly-Judge
Emma Cop
Go!d chain
Grand Central. . . .

Iron Blossom
Lower Mammoth.
May Day
Opohongo
Prln '

Seven Troughs.

.

sr King Coal'i

___ er King Con..
Sioux Con
Uncle Sam
Yankee

Bailey
Chambers Ferland.
Coniagas
Peterson Lake
Right of Way
Seneca Superior..

.

Silver Queen
T. & Hudson Bay..
Tlmlskaming
Trethewey
Wettlaufer-Lor....

*-04i
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^ttaIIuiir<mV Sm 4Sie Coeujiir d'AfleiriK
By Heubekt A. Megkaw

^'3'.YOP^7^•

—

The oir.s of the Coeur d'Alene dis-

trict are varied and complex and have been dif-

ficult to treat economically. Their fine structure

and the presence of blende and siderite induce

serious metallurgical problems. Flotation has been

of great assistan'ce in aiding metal recovery from

finely ground pulp.

The metallurgical problems of the Cceur d'Alene dis-

trict of Idaho are varied. The variation is in extent

rather than character. Many of the mines produce ores

that present only the simple problem of extracting the

greatest quantity of commercial metals at the lowest cost.

over a period of a number of years. Metallurgical skill

of a high grade has been employed, and all the suc-

cesses obtained have been truly earned. With these facts

in mind it is clear that any suggestion of improvement
ought to be based on careful study of the facts at hand.

It would be rash to make superficial observations regard-

ing possible improvements.

The principal part of the Coeur d'Alene district is in

Shoshone County, Idaho, in the narrow part of that

state, between Washington and j\Iontana. It is near the

Montana border and in fact extends close to the state

line. There are even one or two properties over the line

in Montana. The productive part, however, is princi-

pally on the west slope of the Cceur d'Alene Mountains,

THE MORNING MILL, AT MULLAN, WHICH CONTAINS A WIDE VARIETY OF CONCEXTRATING MACHINERY

while others, producing ores of highly complex mineralog-

ical character, involve not only the extraction problem,

but that of separating the various minerals contained.

Upon these problems all the metallurgical plants of the

district are working intently and with a degree of suc-

cess depending largely upon the character of ore to be

handled.

The METALLUKcacAL Problem Not a New One

In considering the metallurgy of the Coeur d'Alenes

it may be well to rememlier that the district is not a new
one, but one in which the problems have been attacked

a rather complex part of the North American Cordillera.

The geology, topography and general features of the dis-

trict are so well known that any review of them here

would be entirely superfluous. It is sufficient to say

that the structure of the region is complex and that the

ores present a great many obstacles to successful metal-

lurgy. This statement ought to be modified to the ex-

tent of saying that some of the mines produce ores that

are fairly simple and in which one metal will so pre-

dominate that all energies are bent toward its recovery.

But in other cases the ores are complex and great pains

have to be taken, not only to recover the commercially
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valuable metals, but to separate tbem after or iluriu<;- tbe
recovery process.

According to the more careful studies already made,
both by the United States Geological Survey and by the
companies operating in the district, it has been shown
that a large number of metals and minerals exist. Gold
and silver have both been found in the native form, but
the former is rare in that or any other state, and its

recovery has not been found commercially profitable on a
large scale. ^ATiere found, it is in quartz veins in which
some free gold occurs together -nith auriferous pyrite,

chalcopyrite, galena and sphalerite. Native silver was
found in the upper levels of some of the mines, particu-
larly in the oxidized ore of the Last Chance mine and
in the Hercules. In the lower levels, however, silver

is found in combination with lead and with zinc, but its

quantity is such that the recovery of the other metals is

an essential to the profitable operation of the properties.

It is in view of this latter fact that highly developed
metallurgy has become an important factor in the life

of the district, since it is well known that lead and zinc
must be separated if either is to be counted as an asset.

Among the minerals occurring in the Coeur d'Alene
ores, galena should be mentioned first, since it is the most
important mineral in the district, being a source of the
large production of lead and the medium that carries a
great part of the silver. It is probable that galena is

the most widely distributed mineral in the district, with
the possible exception of pyrite. The sulphide of anti-
mony (stibnite) is not rare. It is common in the
Wardner district. It forms in small needles or clusters

in quartz or, more rarely, in siderite. Chalcocite is

found occasionally, but like the antimony, is compara-
tively rare. Sphalerite, the well-known zinc mineral,
is found rather widely distributed, but in quantity
not so great as might be expected in view of the great
quantity of galena. Sphalerite seems to be more abun-
dant in the mines in Ninemile Caiion and in the neighbor-
hood of Mullan, where it occurs in the Morning mine and
considerably complicates the treatment at the mill. Pyr-
rhotite has been found in Caiion Creek and Ninemile
Creek. There is a little of it also in some of the ores

from the Morning mine. Both bornite and chalcopyrite

occur, although neither of them in large quantities. Py-
rite, as has lieen mentioned, is abundant and widely dis-

tributed. All the lead-silver deposits have it. and in

the poorer ores it occurs without any valuable metal in

combination with it. Proustite occurs seldom. Tetra-
hedrite occurs sometimes and has been noted at the Gold
Hunter and in small quantities at the Morning mine,
near Mullan. It is said to contain antimony but little

arsenic, and usually to be in combination with consider-

able silver.

Influence of Sidekite on the ilET.vLLURGY

Among the oxides may be mentioned quartz, the most
abundant in many of the mines and occurring in all

the ore deposits. Magnetite occurs occasionally, as do

also limonite and plattnerite, the latter a rare form of

lead dioxide. Among the carbonates, calcite is not com-
mon, but occurs, as does also dolomite. Siderite, the

carbonate of iron, is the most abundant characteristic

gangue mineral of the Coeur d'Alene silver-lead deposits.

Its presence as a replacement of quartzite constitutes a

striking mineralogical feature of the ores. This siderite

is one of the most important features of all the Cceur
d'Alene ore constituents, and any system of metallurgy
must be based upon a thorough cognizance of that fact.

It is by no means equally abundant in all the mines,

but is prominent in the ores of the Wardner and Chilian

group. There are a large number of other minerals that

occur in the various ores, all of which tend to complicate

the metallurgy of the material. The principal ones have
already been mentioned, but the other rarer minerals,

which undoubtedly have an influence upon the methods
of ore handling, are explained at length in Professional

Paper No. (i2 of the Geological Survey, to which those

who desire further detailed information upon the sub-

ject are referred.

Siderite has an important influence upon the handling
of the metallurgical problems presented and has been

given careful attention and study by the operators of

the district. In the paper already referred to, the typ-

ical Coeur d'Alene siderite is described as massive, a pale-

brown fine-grained aggregate, being not always distin-

guishable at a casual glance from the quartzite that it

has in part replaced. Near the orebodies all gradations

exist between nearly pure siderite and a somewhat serici-

tic quartzite.

The character of the siderite of the Coeur d'Alene dis-

trict is considered so important in connection with its

metallurgical problems that it seems worth while to in-

clude the following paragraph by F. C. Calkins in the

Geological Survey paper mentioned.

Siderite occurs in individuals of varying size, but probably
the majority of them are larger than the clastic grains of the
rock, the mineral being in places crystallographically con-
tinuous for a diameter of several millimeters. The form of
the individual varies much in regularity. The outlines of
many of them, especially of the larger grainj, appear ragged,
but in such cases the boundaries are seen on close examina-
tion to be determined in large part by rhombohedral planes.
In other individuals the rhombohedral form of the crystal is

more marked, in some being perfect. It is an important fact
that in any specimen the crystallographic boundaries can be
seen cutting sharply across quartz grains, which proves that
the siderite has been developed by molecular .replacement of
the quartz and not by filling in of cavities. The larger grains
in the sandstone and quartzite frequently inclose grains of
quartz and. much less commonly, scales of sericite. It is thus
evident that the siderite replaces the sericitic flne-grained
cementing material more readily than the larger grains of
quartz.

A knowledge of the characteristics and formation
methods of this mineral will be of great importance in

considering the question of ore treatment.

Silver and Lead the Principal Products

In many of the mines there have been large productions
of silver and lead from the oxidized galena, which has
changed to cerussite. This has practically disappeared,
however, at the present time, and the essential lead and
silver production is from galena. This mineral occurs
in many forms, varying from fine-grained to massive,

but is always argentiferous, although the ratio between
the lead and silver varies in the different parts of the

district. In many of the mines some of the galena occurs

so nearly pure that it can be shipped directly without
milling, but of course the quantity thus obtained is of

no consequence in comparison with the milling produc-

tion of the district.

The ores are treated in a number of milling plants

situated in different parts of the district. The mills

now in oi)eration do not include all of those that have
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existed in the history of the camp, since some of them
have disappeared. The National and the H.E.il. are

new. The former is a modern all-slime table and flo-

tation mill, designed and constructed to work the ores of

the National mine, but is not yet in operation. The
H.E.M. mill has just been completed.

It is a characteristic feature of the Cffur d'Alene dis-

trict that the mines in different parts produce ores of

widely different character. The Bunker Hill & Sullivan

mill, at Kellogg, treats a lead-silver ore that is charac-

teristically simple. It consists principally of galena and
siderite, there being only minute portions of sphalerite

and pyrite. The ore is treated in a series of rock crush-

ers in a separate crushing house and is then delivered

over an incline belt conveyor to the mill bins. It is

separated by trommels and then concentrated in Harz
jigs. Both rolls and Hardinge mills are used for re-

grinding and Bunker Ilill screens for reclassifying.

Card tables are used for concentration, and vanners

handle the slimes. The slimes tailings are thickened in

Dorr thickeners and then sent to the flotation depart-

ment for further treatment. The whole object of mill-

ing treatment at the Bunker Hill is to produce only high-

course, is patterned after the standard of the district in

which rolls, jigs and concentrating tables are used. But
there are interesting additional features. There is here

one of the few installations of Macquisten tubes. These
are designed to make a flotation separation, taking ad-
vantage of the tendency of the sul])hides to float u])on

the surface of water when they are gently deposited u]3on

it. The principle is well known, but the plants making
use of it are few, there being only two, so far as is known,
in the United States. At the Morning mill the process

is considered an important step in mill treatment and
operates satisfactorily. In addition, a system of froth

flotation is also used.

At the Gold Hunter mill, above Mullan, conditions arc

somewhat similar in that the ore is quite complicated.

Besides galena, it contains sphalerite, pyrite, tetrahedrite,

stibnite and the gangue materials, siderite, calcite and
quartz. The treatment is after the standard system, us-

ing rolls, trommels, jigs, tube mills and concentration

on Wilfley tables. Flotation is used on the slime tail-

ings, and the flotation concentrates are Altered in an
Oliver filter. At the Hunter mill, flotation has been a

very considerable aid in the metallurgy of the ore. The

• ^
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The Green Hill-Cleveland and the Stewart mills, in

rt'allace, are both operating after the characteristic sys-

tem of the district. At the Green Hill mill a large

number of experiments in ore treatment have been tried

and a large number of flotation tests have been put
through. Flotation forms a part of the treatment system

here, as in the other mills of the district. Both mills

are the property of the Federal llining and Smelting

Co., but the Stewart is under lease to the Stewart Min-
ing Co.

The Frisco mill treats ore that is complicated, since it

contains galena, splialerite, pyrite, chalcopyrite, pyrrho-

tite and some quartz. It is to be noted that the ores

treated at the Frisco mill, as well as those at the Hecla,

are noticeably deficient in siderite, a fact that contrasts

the treatment with most of the other mills in the dis-

trict. At the Hecla mill the treatment is simple and
easy, but at the Frisco the ore itself is complicated and
preparation is not so easy. The general treatment seen

at the Frisco mill is that of the standard practice of the

districts, which has already been described.

An extremely interesting mill now at work is the In-

terstate, in Ninemile Caiion, which is treating ores of

the Interstate-Callahan Jlining Co. This mill is a new
one and was prepared for operations just about the time

the rise in the jjriee of zinc Ijegan. This company took

advantage of the situation and, since its product is large-

ly zinc, has made a great deal of money through the

operation. The treatment system is the standard crush-

ing, jigging and table concentration system followed in

the district, with the addition of a flotation plant for

the treatment of the slimes. Other mills working in

the same caiion are the Success and the Tamarack.

The National mill, at National, has just been com-

pleted and is a modern all-slime table and flotation plant,

designed to treat the copper ores of that section of the

Ca?ur d'Alene district. The mill was started and operated

successfully, but for some unknown reason has been shut

down for some time. Another mill now operating, which

has not been described, is the Sweeney mill, at Sweeney,

the property of the Federal iMining and Smelting Co.

The practice in use there is the same as at the principal

mills of the district. The Success, Marsh and Tamarack

& Custer are other mills now in operation.

Metallukgical I'eoblejis of the District

The principal problem in Cceur d'Alene metallurgy, in

common with any metallurgy anywhere, is the separation

of the minerals from the gangue. With the simpler

ores of the district there has been no great difficulty with

this problem, since all that is necessary is a moderate

degree of crushing to enable the minerals to be isolated.

The separation is accomplished by means of jigs and con-

centrating tables, usually giving good results. The prob-

lem occurring in former times was one principally of

handling the slimes produced in the normal course of

crushing. The character of the minerals (galena, sider-

ite, etc.) tends perceptibly toward brittleness, and there-

fore much slimed material was produced in the crushing

process. It was formerly handled by slimes tables or

vanners when it was handled at all, but the recovery was

not all that could be desired. The introduction of flo-

tation has been of great assistance to this step in the

metallurgy, making it possible to recover much more of

the minerals contained in the slimes.

In the cases where the gangue is principally siderite,

the separation of this material from the minerals desired

is not so easy. Siderite is an iron mineral itself, and

in the rough concentrating processes it is likely to re-

main largely with the lead and zinc minerals, since its

specific gravity is nearly the same as that of blende. In

such cases recrushing and stage concentration were nec-

essary. The usual process is to concentrate first, giving

a clean mineral, a clean tailing and a mixed middling.

The last is then recrushed and reconcentrated, tlie proc-

ess being repeated several times until the amount of mid-

dling is so small as to be negligible.

After the separation of minerals from gangue, the

great problem is in the separation of the lead and zinc.

The only way in which this can be accomplished is by

repeated step concentrations and regrinding of mid-

dlings. Here the flotation process has been of immense
assistance, since it enables the successful concentration

of minerals ground to an extreme state of fineness—

a

material that would have been unmanageable under the

conditions obtaining a few years ago.

Influexce op Microsteucture on ^Ietalluegy

Among the complex minerals of the Cceur d'Alene

district, there are some in which the ore structure is

so complex that successful concentration results are not

possible. In many cases the character of the ore is iden-

tical with that of ores of extremely high grade, and in

many cases the assays show so much value that it might
be supposed that a slight degree of concentration would
produce concentrates of salable grades. A study of the

structure of the ores, however, shows that they are no

better than waste. The galena, pyrite, siderite and some-

times chalcopyrite are variable and sometimes extremely

complex. The problem hinges entirely on the micro-

structure of the ores, since there are fine inclusions of

ore minerals in gangue. Under the microscope the es-

sential and characteristic feature is the distribution of

multitudes of microscopic specks and threads of galena

and siderite as inclusions in a mass of nonmetallie gangue.

The galena is held in microscopic threads and specks as

inclusions in the siderite gangue. This fine dissemina-

tion compels extremely fine crushing and complicates the

metallurgy. In many cases the intermingling of the min-

erals is so finely grained as to be microscopic, making
it altogether impossible to crush fine enough to allow

a separation of the two minerals. It is possible, how-
ever, to improve the extraction with the finest of grind-

ing, and it is upon this point that fiotation has come to

the aid of metallurgists and allowed successful hand-

ling of these materials ground to an extreme state of

subdivision.

'*;

Jsipsiia©s© StisSpIh^s' lEa(^^sts»y

The export of sulphur from Japan has for years been

on the decline, some of the small mines having been com-
pelled to stop working. But since the war broke out,

the demand in the foreign market has improved aud quo-

tations have gradually risen. The export this year up to

the end of August, according to the Japan Advertiser,

was 27,918,607 lb., valued at $203,048, showing an in-

crease of 4,638,151 lb., compared with the figures for the

corresponding period of last year. The destinations have

in the past been the United States and Australia in the
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main, with Canada and India coniing next, only an in-

significant amount being shipped to Europe. Since the

war, however, the pAiropcan su]iply to Oriental eouiitries

has been stopped and the demaml in Europe itself has in-

creased.

The mineral production of New York in 1914 is given

as follows in a report on the mining and quarry industry

of the state, by David H. Newland, assistant state geolo-

gist : Cement, portland and natural, 5,899,804 bbl. ; salt,

10,389,0';2 bbl.; natural gas, 8,ri4,()81.000 cu.ft. ; iron

ore, T51,71G long tons; gypsum, 513,094 short tons; pe-

troleum, 933,511 bbl.; mineral waters, 8,480,(369 gal.;

talc, 74,075 short tons; pyrite, 61,513 long tons ; graphite,

2,483,339 lb.; garnet, 4,026 short tons; feldspar and
quartz, 2,375; metallic paint, 7,321; crude clay, 7,109;

eiuery, 763 short tons. Other mineral substances, includ-

ing limestone, sand and gravel, sandstone, granite, marble,

apatite, diatomaceous earth, etc., to the value of $8,164,-

810 were also produced.

The production of iron ore showed a marked de-

cline from that of the preceding year, which was 1,217,-

899 long tons. Other changes were not large, except in

the case of salt, which declined about 430,000 tons, and
talc, which increased about 11,000 tons.

D^e ft® ftlhi© Wmif
The Boston Transcript has compiled a table showing

the advance in chemical and drug prices caused by the

war. From this table some of the chief inorganic items

are reprinted here.

CHEMICAL PRICES
Material June 1. 1915 Nov. 5, 1915

Acetate of lime, cwt . . . . $2.50 $14.50 @?14.55
Acetic acid, U. S. P.. lb. .

?0.04i,i@ .05 .071^® .OS
Alum, potasli, cwt 3.50 fa) 4.00 6.25 @ 7.00
Arsenic, red, lb .07% .19 @ .20
Biciiromate of potash.- lb. .16 .24 @ .25
Bichromate of soda, lb.. .06 .17 @ .IS
Bromine, lb .S2 5.00 @ 5.50
Chrome alum, lb .OS .21 (ai .23
Lead acetate, lb .10% .13 @ .131*.
Magnesium chloride, ton. $32. 00 (tj)36.00 75.00 @ SO. 00
Muriate of potash, ton.. 155.00 300.00
Permanganate of put-

ash, lb .65 1.25 @ 1.50
Prussiate of potash,

red, lb .70 4.25 @ 4.75
Prussiate of potash, yel-

low, lb .53 .SO @ .85
Zinc dust, lb 16 @ .16V4 .35 @ .40

The Chief Inspector of Mines in India has just issued

his annual report for 1914. In addition to information

regarding persons employed, accidents, health and sanita-

tion, the following figures of output are given : Mica,

38,189 cwt.; manganese, 555,672 long tons; gems, 304,-

042 carats; gold, 19,873 oz. ; copper, 4,400 long tons;

wolfram, 31,526 cwt. ; bauxite, 9,280 cwt. Iron, slate,

fuller's earth, salt, cliromite, magnesite and other min-
erals were produced, but the quantity is not stated.

It should ^08 noted that this report does not give a com-
plete review of mining in India, but conilnes itself to

those mines and quarries coming under the scope of the

Indian Mines Act of 1901, which excludes quarries under
20 ft. deej). The complete figures are given in the records

of the Indian Geological Survey.

MaEaflEag Meftlhodls sift BrsicdleEi'

"El ;\lineral Tenientc"' property of the Bradcn Cop-
per Co. at Rancagua, Chile, is situated on the rugged
slopes of a part of the main Andean Range in latitude
34° south and longitude 71° 20' we.st, at an altitude of
about 8,000 ft. The mine is a very old one, dating its

history, as stated by William Braden\ back to the Eigh-
teenth century. The mine operations up to 1906 were
on a very .small scale and consisted of a gopher .system

of mining rich veins, concentrating by hand sorting, and
transporting about 15 mi. by mule-liack for direct

smelting. At that period the operations of the Amer-
ican company commenced in earnest, and from that time
on the mine has gradually been enlarged, until it has

attained its present 3,000- to 3,500-ton daily output.

The deposit consists of a series of irregular Ien.ses

formed about the periphery of an old volcanic plug slight-

ly tilted to one side. On one edge the surface has been
eroded and has lost its mineral completely; for active

mining operations about four-fifths of the circumference

of the crater is left. The volcano itself would rank as

a fairly large one, having a diameter of about % mi.

and a roughly circular outline about 21/2 mi- long. The
country about the mine consists of andesite flows through
which the tuff plug now occupying the crater was forced.

Brecciation Favorable to Ore Deposition

The materials close to the volcanic center were so

thoroughly shattered that they formed a brecciated de-

posit, making a most favorable point of deposition ; and
it is in the brecciated portions of the lenticular ore-

bodies that the richest ore is found. The mineral sul-

phides, however, formed ore in the andesite at some dis-

tance from the crater. Generally speaking, the materials

with which the mine is interested are the tuff composing
the volcanic plug, the breccia, and the andesite compos-
ing the country rock. As a rule, the tuff is not min-
eralized except close to the breccia contact or at such

points as fumarolic vents have been formed. The actual

contact between the tuff and breccia is not always dis-

tinct, but the former includes rounded fragments of

porphyry and the latter, angular fragments of andesite,

which makes the difference easy to detect.

The contact between breccia and andesite is easy to

note as a rule, but on the Teniente side the gradation

from shattered andesite to andesite breccia is a most
l^erplexing one. The breccia does not always appear as

an intermediate material between the tuff and the an-

desite, but on the tuff-andesite contact the ore is not

so rich nor the width so great. At various places in the

mine old fumaroles are encountered in which oxidation

has taken f)lace at depth, and at times small chambers
containing heads of wire copper coated with oxide are

found in company with the usual black sulphides and
oxides and yellowish iron stains of limonite.

The limit of ore on the crater side is generally the

tuff, although sometimes false contacts—thin tongues in-

serted into the breccia—occur, on the inside of which

there is good ore-bearing breccia. On the country-rock

side the limit of ore has to be determined by assay, but

is also detectable by the lessening of the fractures and
the blockier appearance of the andesite.

•Excerpts from article by H. R. Graham
Topics," Sewell, Rancagua, Chile.

'"Eng. and I.Iin. Journ.," Sept. 4, 1915.

in "Teniente
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The copper ore occurs in both breccia and andesite,

essentially as primary sulphides in the form principally

of chalcopyrite, as bornite, as secondary chalcocite, a

black sulphide between tetrahedrite and enargite and

some of the carbonates, silicates, sulphates and oxides

of copper. Zinc blende, iron pyrites, magnetite, galena

and occasionally native copper are also found.

The topography of the region is steep and rugged,

devoid of vegetation, frequently visited by strong winds,

heavy snows and snow-slides. This topography aids min-

ing, drainage and ventilation by allowing the mine to

be opened by adits, but makes difficult its operation

by the lack of safe room for buildings and storage of

supplies and by the difficulty of access.

On tlie upper levels of the mine live between 500 and

800 people, who are housed either in large rooms cut in

the rock or else in wood and calainina houses perclied

on the hill.^des.

The ilixE Development

The mine consists of three principal orebodies—the

Fortuna, the Eegimiento and the Teniente—with a total

reserve of about 90,000,000 tons, developed and probable,

with good prospects for largely increasing this tonnage

by future development. The two smaller orebodies, of

secondary importance but included in this tonnage, are

the Centinela and the Bornite. The Teniente orebody

is now being developed to an operating stage. The full

extent of ore in this section has not as yet been deter-

mined.

The Fortuna orebody, from which all the ore at pres-

ent is being won, is operated by the principal levels,

where, with the exception of three, shrinkage stoping

operations have been nearly completed and caving is now

in progress.

Development consists of driving adits along the con-

tact of the tuff and breccia or andesite. Once the ore

is reached, crosscuts are put in about every 34 m., and

in this way, blocking out every 100 ft., the plan area

of the ore at that level is determijied. The extent of

ore was first determined in the Fortuna on the Xo. 2

level, then blocked out on the Ko. 3 level in the same

manner, and the ore between them proved up by inclined

raises running from the tuff to the limit of commer-

cial ore and Ijack, to ultimately connect to the level above.

The tuff is on the hanging wall.

After a block of ore is outlined the crosscuts used

in developing the body are iitilized as starting points

for the actiial mining operations. In these crosscuts

small raises, at from 7- to 8-m. centers, are driven up

into the ore at 45 deg. until the face of the raise reaches

the far side of the stope. In some cases this is 10 m.

on the incline in the old system; in the present Teniente

system it will be about 5 m. When this drive is com-

pleted, a timber chute with an arc gate is erected. A
machine of the standard stoper type is put to work,

and these varioiis raises are connected, one to the other,

by a belling-out process, which ultimately leaves a series

of circular holes. These at last extend across the ore-

body.

In the meantime, in the pillar left between each two

of these sets of openings an inclined raise has been

driven, and at a point about 13 m. vertically above the

level a horizontal workini; kncmi as cruzado is driven

from the raise to a stope formed by the joining of all

the chute holes. The width of this stope, depending

on the kind of rock, is generally 23 ft., and the length,

dependent on the width of the orebody, varies from 60

to 350 ft.

Once the cruzado is connected, the chutes are allowed

to fill up with broken ore, after which all communica-

tion between stope and level is by these cruzados. The

stope is filled with broken ore to within 6 to 8 ft. of

the back and then trimmed into shape by means of care-

fully placed holes put in by the hammer drills. Pipe

lines are run up the inclined manway raises to supply

air for the operation of the drills and to the rooms for

ventilation. Once the stope is "lined up," machine

drillers start work in the ratio of about one drill to

every 40 ft. of stope length. An average drill shift

consists of fifteen 5-ft. holes per machine, which should

break, with ly^ sticks of ordinary 34% gelignite per

hole, about 60 tons of average stope rock. On the prin-

ciple that each cubic meter of rock in place occiipies

1% cubic meters when broken, it is possible then to

draw out 24 tons for each 60 tons broken and leave the

same distance of 6 to 8 ft. between the unbroken back

and the broken ore ]iile.

Stopixg axd Caving

Xo holes are drilled in the center of the stope, but

each drill from the extreme wall drills one vertical hole

and one slightly inclined hole toward the center of the

stope. Tlien at a o-ft. distance, the miner drills tivo

more similar holes and continues thus imtil bis shift is

over. By alternating this process from one side day shift

and the other side night shift, a great deal of rock in

the center of the stope is robbed of its side supports

and has to fall h\ itself, which tends to cheapness. All

stope work is done on contract price per foot of hole.

Additional men are employed to deliver steel to the

stopes ; mechanics repair machines and keep air lines

in shape; and on the level below, trammers continually

draw off the excess break to leave the working space

necessary between the back and the ore pile.

This stoping operation goes on until the back reaches

a point 30 ft. below the level above, at which point a

final blast to fill the stope is fired and the work dis-

continued. The raises in the pillars are continued to

connect to the level above for ventilation, and as one

pillar raise is run in the hanging-wall end and in the

next pillar in the foot-wall end, each stope always has

at least two entrances and a continuous nattiral ventilat-

ing draft. The drillers load and shoot their own rounds

;

each shift at 15 min. before quitting time has all its

holes ready to spit. When the raising is finished, the

stopes are left filled until caving operations above have

been completed.

The best arrangement of stopes as developed here, to

suit the ground, is to have a 7-m. stope and a 5-m. pil-

lar, which, in the case of bad ground, can be changed

by narrowing up the stope and increasing the pillar

without having to change in any way the level workings.

Chutes are best spaced about T-m. centers, and it has

been fovtnd by experience that 50-iu. differences in ele-

vation between levels make stopes most easily worked.

Each stope has its crosscuts immediately under it and

running parallel to it, that is, across the width of the

orebodv.
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Ill the beginning ol' operations no timber except chute

sets and a slight amount of material for crossings and
station sets is needed, but when stoping operations cease

and caving begins, more timber is necessary to hold open
tlie haulage drifts. As tlie whole success of caving de-

pends on the superincumbent pressure that can be brought
to bear on the unbroken pillars, it is necessary to secure

weight as quickly and as evenly as possible, and that

means heavy ground on the haulage ways. These ways
then have to be timbered, relieved, caught up, angle-

braced and kept in repair.

The process of caving consists of cutting off the pillar

at the foot wall and hanging wall by means of small

stopes, or by running raises in which large blasts are

fired, either electrically or with fuse, and then by run-

ning a pillar drift along the bottom of the pillar im-

mediately above the level and blasting a series of pits

here, the pillar is completely cut off and has to fall.

If by any chance it tends to arch, tliis arch is broken

by a heavy blast. The material resulting from the chute

blasting is pulled out and the pillar caves down.

The most important consideration is the securing of

even weight and then an even pulling so that the extrac-

tion is not spoiled by waste admixture. Definite data

are kejst on each chute ; its expectancy above the level

is figured and its extraction calcvilated when waste defi-

nitely appears. Careful chute sampling is done on the

caving level, and chutes running below commercial grade

are abandoned unless it is known that the chute has ore

above it. In case there is known ore above and the waste

is merely a little fine material that has sifted through,

the chute is run, the material sent to waste and samples

taken until it runs ore again.

Mevsidl^ Coirasollndlaitted ^epoirS
Nevada Consolidated Copper Co. reports for the third

quarter of 1915 a production of 18,516,121 lb. of copper,

divided as follows: July, 6,292,413 lb.; August, 6,201,-

858 lb.; September, 6,021,850 lb. During the quarter

837,374 dry tons of Nevada Consolidated ore, averaging

1.66% copper, was milled, a decrease of 11,781 tons from

the previous quarter. Of the tonnage milled, 98% was

supplied from the pits and 2% from the underground

workings of the Euth mine. In addition, 29,681 dry

tons of Giroux Consolidated ore was milled. The cost of

copper produced, including Steptoe depreciation and all

charges except ore extiiiguishment and after crediting all

miscellaneous earnings, was 8.01c. per lb., as compared

with 8.93c. for the previous quarter. The earnings for

the quarter are computed on the basis of 15.876c. per lb.,

and all unsold copper on hand and in transit is carried in

inventory at 13%c. per lb. Gross earnings for the quar-

ter were $1,590,621. Depreciation of plant and equip-

ment was $143,879; ore extinguishment, $84,593; and

$749,796 in dividends were paid, leaving a net credit to

earned surplus of $612,352. At the pits 866,713 cu.yd.

of overburden was stripped during the quarter. Work
was also actively continued in preparing the Ruth mine

for underground operations, with the result that at the end

of the quarter the hoist and underground trolley were run-

ning smoothly, the living quarters M^cre about finished,

and it was expected that all of the surface work with the

exception of the installation of a larger air compressor,

already ordered, would be complete by the end of October.

By a. Coopkh Kioy*

Johannesburg has been experiencing earth tn^mors
lately. No serious damage has been done to buildings, but

in some cases cracks have developed and the (|ueslioii of

insurance against damage is being discussed. The subjed
of causation and prevention of tremors is lieing investi-

gated liy a committee consisting of R. N. Kotze, govern-
ment mining engineer; R. A. T. Innes, Union astron-

omer; and David Wilkinson, consulting engineer of S.

Neumann & Co., mining financiers.

In the year ended June, 1911, there were 19 tremors:
to June, 1912, 36; to June, 1913, 113; to June, 1911,

186 ; and to May, 1915, 466. The shock zone has a radius
of about 3 mi. from the center of tlie town of Johannes-
burg.

H. E. AVood, chief assistant at the Union Observatory,

Johannesburg, believes the shocks were due to mining
operations, but does not think there is any danger to life

and property on the surface liy the tremors. Earthquakes,
said Mr. Wood, always went over fairly large areas and
involved the shifting of hundreds of millions of tons.

In the case of the Eand, the amount of energy distributed

could not be very large and local tremors were probably
occasioned by relief of local strains only. A self-recording

seismograph in use at the observatory enabled the sepa-

rating, with no difficulty, of records of local tremors
from those of more distant origin.

The record tended to show a rapid increase in the

annual frequency of the tremors, but the numbers were
affected by increased sensitiveness of the machine. The
frequency and intensity of the tremors should increase

from year to year, but there was no definite sign of any
annual, weekly or diurnal period. The source of the

disturbances was in the near vicinity of the Witwaters-

rand and confined to a small region at a comparatively

shallow depth. If the source of disturbance were very

deep, say several miles, the tremors would be felt simul-

taneously over a much larger area. But records of simul-

taneous shocks along reef towns are rare.

This led to the inevitable conclusion that the local

tremors must be considered the result of mining opera-

tions. He did not think water pumping was a serious

contributory cause, nor that air blasts or pressure bursts

were directly connected with a local tremor. He consid-

ered the local tremors were the result of the natural

tendencies of large subterranean cavities to close up under

the influence of gravitation. This tendency is more
marked as the horizontal dimensions of the cavities are

greater than their vertical dimensions, which is the case

on the Eand. The greater part of Johannesburg is built

on strata below the reef, and the region will be subject

to vibration effect, but not to any actual bodily displace-

ment or subsidence. The possible danger has been recog-

nized and methods of mining have been adopted to com-

bat it.

Mr. Kotze, government mining engineer and chairman

of the commission, said that in some instances where there

had been underground subsidence, the surface of the

mine had dropped 14 in., yet no shock had been recorded.

On the other hand, it seemed that shocks had been simul-

taneously recorded with mine-working subsidences.

•p. O. Box 3621, Johannesburg-, South Africa.
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E. J. iluyiiihan, an official of the Union Klines De-

partment, declared that the primary cause was that the

mining companies had made a tunnel in the earth some
30 mi. long and a few feet high. They had been widening

this for 20 years until, on the average, it was something

like a mile wide. The tunnel was also inclined in the

direction of its width. Well, the roof was falling in.

That was all. Then there were secondary causes. There

was the contraction of the wedge overlying the tunnel

due to its falling temperature, as the air circulating

through the tunnel had cut off the upper wedge from
direct conduction of heat from the mass of the earth

below. Temperature in the upper wedge had conse-

quently been greatly changed and much lowered in course

of time. The wedge as a whole contracted and its center

of gravity moved downward, which accounted for the

shearing of formation above the drive pillars on the

southernmost of the reefs worked. It also tended to make
the strata part on the lines of strike faults, thus allowing

fault blocks to slip vertically. Pumping operations

tended to produce effects similar to those caused by con-

traction. A possibility to be borne in mind was that the

thrust against the granite boss, which had tilted and

faulted the Rand beds, was not a "dead" thrust, but still

"living" and in operation.

Sand filling or something better would have to be

adopted systematically and generally. Even so, the in-

crease in the severity of the tremors was likely to continue

for many years. He suggested filling stopes with coarse

rock, then filling with stuff the size of macadam and
finally flushing in as much sand as possible into the

remaining interstices. The total compression in such a

mass would be very much less than in tlie mere mass of

sand flushed down with water. He believed that, with a

proper amount of compression, sand filling would stop

the tremors in five or ten years.

J. H. Twiddy, deputy inspector of mines, attributed the

tremors to mining operations. He thought the tremors

were caused by slips along faults.

A. C. Sutherland, mining surveyor in the Mines De-

partment, thought a connection had been clearly estab-

lished in some instances between the shocks and under-

ground happenings. He believed they could be lessened

by the removal of the small pillars. The pillars to be

left should be very big. Sand filling would lessen the

tremors, as it would pick up a certain amount of weight,

but it would not do away with the shocks altogether.

Btia@aim©sg of In!

An inquiry to the president of the Board of Trade

in London, regarding the supervision that was being exer-

cised over Henry R. Merton & Co. and other companies

in which alien enemies were interested, elicited the re-

sponse, according to the Financial Times of Oct. 29,

1915, that an inspector of Henry R. Merton & Co. had

been appointed on Oct. 3, 1914, and that subsequently

a supervision of the business had been appointed under the

provisions of Section 12 of the Trading With the Enemy
Amendment Act of 1914.

Speaking generally, the president of the Board of Trade

is quoted as saying that "it was not proposed that all com-

panies controlled by alien enemies be stopped from con-

tinuing to do business, as some of these companies serve

dl h>y Bs^Itlslh

a useful purpose. The businesses are conducted under

restrictions imposed by the Trading with the Enemy acts

and I doubt whether it would be expedient in the public

interests to prevent their being carried on."

According to figures compiled by Albert H. Fay, mining
engineer. Bureau of ]Mines, the number of fatalities in

the metal mines of the United States during 1914 was
559, as compared with 683 in 1913. The number of men
employed, however, for 1914 was 158,115 as compared
with 191,276 in 1913. There is a slight reduction in the

fatality rate over the previous year, the rate being 3.54

per 1,000 employed in 1914, as against 3.57 in 1913.

There were 5,073 serious injuries, which resulted in a

loss of time of 20 days or more, as compared with 5,890

for the preceding year. The serious-injury rate for 1914
is 32.08 per 1,000, as compared with 30.79 for 1913.

There were reported 25,143 slight injuries, which re-

sulted in a loss of time of less than 20 days, as compared
with 27,081 for the previous year, or 159.02 per 1,000,

as compared with 141.58 for the preceding year.

The higher injury ratios, however, for 1914 are not

necessarily due to the increased hazard of mining. The
enactment of workman's compensation laws and the edu-

cational campaign that has been carried on for the last

three or four years by the state inspectors, mine operators

and the Bureau of Mines have resulted in the mining
companies keeping better records than formerly. The
jSgures reported for 1914 are therefore more nearly in

accordance with the hazard of the industry than were

tliose for previous years. The nuniljer of companies

reporting accidents in 1914 was 4,805, of which number
585 represented copper mines; 3,536, gold and miscel-

laneous metal mines; 196, iron mines; 248, lead and zinc

mines in the Mississippi Valley; and 240, miscellaneous

mineral mines.

The metal-mine-accident report for 1914 contains also

a study of mine accidents by mining methods, which is

a departure from the previous reports and brings out

some valuable information concerning stoping, caving

and room-and-pillar systems of mining as related to mine
accidents. This part of the report deals with 258 mining

companies representing 75,453 employees actually engaged

m imderground or openpit mining, exclusive of those

employed at surface shops and yards. The fatality rate

for the various mining methods, classified, is as follows:

Overhand sloping in narrow orebodies 4.90 per 1,000
Overhand stoping in wide orebodies 5.23 per 1,000
Room and pillar 5.76 per 1,000
Caving systems 5.10 per 1,000
Openpit with steam shovel 2.50 per 1,000
Openpir without steam shovel 2.28 per 1,000

The average fatality rate for this group of mines,

based on underground and openpit employees, is 4.78

per 1,000 men employed. The serious-injury rate for

the same group of mines is 51.67 per 1,000, while the

slight injuries show 270.46 per 1,000.

The states of Kansas, Minnesota, Now Jersey, New-

Mexico, Oregon, South Dakota and Virginia, and the

territory of Alaska show a reduction of more than 20%
in the fatality rate as compared with the preceding year.

Nevada and Montana are the only states that show a

continuous reduction of fatal accidents during the four

years covered by the bureau's reports.
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©tor Travel iim jer4 Co^imUry
By Lewis H. Eddy*

."^VXOPSIS—Record of 500 miles of automobile

travel over mining districts in southern California

desert country. An average of $25 per day, or

40c. per mi., for use of automobile and service of

driver, carrying two or three passengers, is the

usual rate. Even this high cost is more economical

than horse stage or team transportation if saving

of time and the opportunity to travel at will are

important. Motor, vehicles are coming to he the

logical successors to horse stages and freight teams

in desert transportation and in the development of

opportunities for railroad advancement.

The automobile is crowding the burro off the desert and
rapidly reducing the number of horse-stage stations. The
motor truck is gradually displacing the freight wagon and
lowering the cost of haulage. The railroad is advancing

into the regions explored by the automobile and broaden-

ing the trail of the prospector. During three weeks of

travel by rail and automobile we saw only six burros in

action—five at Rand.'^burg ready for the trail, and one

in natural depressions. However, it is necessary to cros?

desert country to reach most of the mines in the Mojavc,

Death Valley and Yuma regions, and the most economical

mode of travel is by automobile to points where the rail-

roads have not been extended. If you ovra your automobile

you may, with assured economy, start from any point

south of Tehachapi and cover the entire desert regions

of southern California and southwestern Arizona without

going a mile by rail. If you are dependent on hired

automobiles and unacc^uainted with the country and the

roads, you had better make some use of the railroads.

In either case it is not wise to travel alone. My visit to

mining districts in these regions was in company with

H. M. Wolflin, mining engineer, of San Francisco, whose
duty was the inspection of mines under the workmen's
compensation law.

We started from Los Angeles, traveling by rail via

San Bernardino to Kramer, a station on the main line

of the Santa Fe, where we transferred to the Randsburg
branch. This runs north through the main body of

Mojave Desert and has its terminus at Johannesburg, 35

mi, north of Kramer. Johanncsljurg i;^ situated, at the

THREE METHODS OK T UA.Xyrc jUTATIoN IN THE \\i;.STEKX DESERT COUNTRY
First the "desert rat" with his burro; tlien the classic stage coacli, and now the automobile

under the saddle in Panamint Valley. AVe saw only two

liorse stages—one between Ballarat and Skidoo, the other

between Ogilby and the American Girl and Ttimco mines.

But we saw probably 50 automobiles carrying passengers

or loaded with parcel post, express and mail, and motor

trticks hauling ore and supplies. Deserted stage stations

were numeroixs—concrete railway stations increasing.

The automobile and motor tritck are on the desert to stay,

and the manufacturer that studies desert transportation

will find a large field for exploitation and opportunity for

improvement in design and construction.

Crossing the Desert to Reach the Hills

Desert travel and the geological and topographical situ-

ation of the mines and their relation to the desert regions

in southern California are not generally understood.

Metal mining on the flat floor of the desert is not common
practice. Some of the mines are situated in low isolated

hills immediately surrounded by broad plains more or

less arid, btit usually they are in the foothills that form
the rim of the desert, or in the higher ranges that separate

the regions. The gold placers are in the gulches and low

hills. Saline deposits are in the lower flat regions or

•Associate editor, San Francisco, Calif.

eastern edge of Kern County in a small basin between

Rand Mountains on the west and Red Mountain on the

east. Randsburg is a mile and a half west, situated in

a similar basin in the Rand Mountains. Both towns are

geographically and topographically of the desert. Btit

the midsummer visitor imagines he is on the desert, and

imagination goes a long way toward establishing belief.

Mixing Camp on the Edge of the Desert

Atolia, the tungsten camp, 5 mi. southeast of Johannes-

burg, on the western edge of San Bernardino County, is

geographically within the ilojave Desert, though the

elevation is only 300 ft. lower than at Johannesburg

and Randsburg. The contour line of the United States

Geological Survey places Atolia at 3,250 ft., and the

bench marks give the elevation of Johannesburg at 3,536

and Randsburg at 3,523 ft. above sea level. Considering

the altitude, you would say this is not much of a desert.

It is a desert only by distant relation and by lack of

greater development of water resources. Wait till you

get to Panamint Valley and on the edge of Death Valley

or down Yuma way. You will then recall Atolia as

merely a warm spot on the railroad and Johannesburg

and Randsburg as oases. We suffered as much discom-
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fort from the heat of the sun in the garden regions of

Sacramento and San Joaquin valleys as in the Eandsburg
region.

Some people imagine that Skidoo is a desert mining
camp and a pretty close relation to Death Valley. It

is 15 miles west of the center line of the valley and
about 6,000 ft. higher. You must cross either Panamint
Valley or Death Valley to reach Skidoo, but after you
are there you forget all about deserts.

These statements should not be construed to mean that

desert travel in the regions we traversed is an enjoyable

outing. On the contrary, it is a man's jol) to cross Mojave
Desert and Panamint Valley in any month between April

and October, and the wise man keeps away from Death
Valley during that period unless his wisdom is of the

desert. During the two weeks spent in these regions we
made headquarters at Johannesburg, visiting the mines in

(he Eandsburg, Stringer and Atolia districts afoot and by
automobile, and made two visits to Searles Lake and one

to the Skidoo district. After completing work here, we
traveled by automobile from Eandsburg to Mojave, stop-

ping on the way at Kaehn Springs and Cisco; thence by
rail to Yuma and from that point by automobile to the

American Girl and Tumco mines in Imperial Valley. In

Eandsburg region and the Searles Lake and Skidoo dis-

tricts and to Mojave, we traveled in an Overland machine
driven by Ed Neihaus, of Eandsburg.

Ceoss-Country Motor Travel not Cheap

The usual charge for automobile service in the mining
districts of southern California and southwestern Arizona
is $25 a day for two or three passengers. This charge

laries according to roads, distances, and other conditions

that may not always be foreseen. A short day and an
easy road may reduce the cost, and a long hard day over

bad roads may increase it. For the first trip to Trona and
return to Johannesburg we paid $25. The direct distance

to Trona and return is 80 mi. The trip included an
early morning visit to Atolia and a 10-mile drive over

Searles Lake. Including the time spent at supper at

Garden station the trip occupied 14 hr. For the journey

to Skidoo and return to Johannesburg, including two
nights and one day at the mines, we paid $100. We
occupied one day each way on the road, including a short

run off the road to the Cashier mine at Harrisburg and
two stops at Trona and time consumed with motor and
tire troubles. The total distance traveled was 220 mi.

One hundred dollars for two days' actual use of an
automobile and three days' employment of the driver

seemed quite liberal and 45c. per mile a rather high

transportation rate. But there were comi^ensations. We
saved two days' time and traveled when we pleased and
stopped where we liked. We could have stopped two or

three days longer at the mines or anywhere on the road

at an additional cost of $5 per day. AVe could have made
the trip to Skidoo by stage and return for $34 each, a

saving of $16 each in money, but we would have been

obliged to travel to Ballarat both going and returning

and to remain there two nights. The travel would have

occupied two days by automobile and two days by horse

stage, without opportunity to make the desired stops.

Prior to the completion of the Trona E.E. a motor stage

between Johannesburg and Ballarat and a horse stage

between Ballarat and Skidoo were operated by Einaldo

& Clark, of Johannesburg, and since the completion of

the railroad the auto stage runs between Johannesburg
and Trona, connecting with trains, and thence between
Trona and Ballarat. The horse stage still operates from
Ballarat to Skidoo, but arrangements can now be made
for direct service between Skidoo and Trona. Ballarat is

'

20 mi. northeast of Trona and several miles off the direct

road through Panamint Valley to the Skidoo district.

The Trona E.E. connects with the Southern Pacific

(Olanche branch) at Searles station, 12 mi. north of

Eandsburg. There is no stage connection between
Eandslnirg and Searles, but special auto service can be

provided.

Some Visits Made Coxveniently Afoot

^luch of the visiting at Eandsburg and vicinity, in

eluding the Yellow Aster, the Consolidated, the King .

Solomon, the Butte and the Phoenix mines and the I
Phojnix and Bed Dog mills, was done afoot, where an
automobile would have been practically useless. It can
be done with less effort and about the same speed by
saddle horse, but if your legs are good you had better use

them and not bother with a horse. The cost of automobile
travel in Eandsburg and Stringer districts was not enough
to warrant the time and worry of finding and trying out
a cheaper mode of transportation. One day we covered

a large amount of ground by automobile and afoot at a

cost of $7.50 each. On two half-days we accomplished a

surprising amount of work by automobile at a total cost

of $8.50. The journey from Eandsburg to Mojave, a

distance of 60 mi. over the worst sand road in these

entire regions, cost us a total of $25. We started at

7 a.m., stopped five or six hours at the Consolidated Salt

Co.'s works and at the California Gypsum and Hollow
Tile Co.'s plant, and arrived at Mojave at 3 : 30 p.m. W»5

used the Overland in actual service six days, traveling

430 mi., for which we paid $172—an average of 71.5

miles a day at an average rate of 40c. per mile. Including

one day's layover at Skidoo and one day spent overhauling

the machine, Neihaus was employed a total of eight days,

making his average earnings $21.50 per day. The higher

cost in the ^lojave district and the Yuma region brought

the average cost for the entire trip to 42.5c. per mi. This

rate should be lowered on a second trip, but there is no

certainty that it would be.

Immediately upon arriving at Mojave, we engaged a

Buick and driver at the outrageous rate of $4 per hr.

for a short visit to the ]\Iojave Consolidated mine, four

miles distant by fair road. The travel occupied about

30 min. and we were at the mine about an hour and a half.

Wolflin made another visit to the Mojave on the following

day and the next day visited the Tropico mine at

Eosamond, 15 mi. south of Mojave, with the same auto-

mobile at a more reasonalile rate. I was due at San
Bernardino on the day following our arrival at Mojave
and left on the Santa Fe at 2 : 45 a.m., arriving in time

for breakfast ; Wolflin joined me three days later.

We left San Bernardino by evening train on the South-

ern Pacific, arriving at Yuma about midnight. We imme-
diately engaged a Eeo machine and driver at a cost of $25

to carry us the next day to the American Girl and Tumco
mines in Imperial County, Calif., 20 mi. northwest of

Yuma. We could have made this trip by horse stage

from Ogilby, a station about seven miles southwest of

the mines on the Southern Pacific, but owing to lack of

hotel accommodation it would have been necessary to go
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If) ^'uiiia and then return luwt day by rail to meot the

stage at Ogilby. This meant over night at the mines,

where there is no hotel. While negotiatino; for automobile

service we were informed that the mines were 3!) mi.

distant from Yuma. AVe knew from the (Jeological Survey

iuma quadrangle that the American (iirl mine is 9

sectional miles north and 11 sectional miles west from

Vuma and that the Tumco mine is just 2 sectional miles

farther north and the same distance farther west. Any-

way, the automohile hii'e would he $25.

When ready to start in the early morning, there was

delay due to the assembling of a committee of citizens

in two other automobiles, who were going along to view

out a new and shorter road to the mines, and we were

supposed to follow them and make the travel easier for

ourselves. Of course Ave did not follow them. They
followed us. That is why we waited for them. Our
driver knew the way because he and his business partner

had been traveling this new road and some parts they had

pioneered. The fact is, that after crossing Colorado River

we followed appro.ximately the road delineated by the

(ieologieal Survey 10 years ago, though some shorter cuts

luid recently Iwen made and others were being tried out.

The road mentioned as being 39 mi. long is the road to

Picacho mine, 20 mi. almost due north of Yuma, from

which a branch road runs west and through the canon

to the American Girl. The distance to the Tumco by

this road is about 30 mi., but by the road we traveled

not more than 20 mi.

I returned to Yuma in the automobile that afternoon,

making the run from the American Girl in about an

hour and a half, and that was lively going considering the

character of the road. I ventured to e.xpress surprise at

the speed we were making after I had stood about as

much Jolting as I thought was due, and was informed

that the buoy ferry quit running at 5 o'clock, and if we
did not beat it we would have to walk across the railroad

bridge. Loss of one minute caused us to walk the bridge.

Y;nna goes by the clock. Wolflin stayed over to coni-

])lete his work and went out (at a cost of $2), by horse

htage, which takes 21/2 hr. from Tumco, and connects

with the westbound Southern Pacific passenger train

about noon at Ogilbj'.

The mines are situated each in a broad canon at an

elevation of 700 ft., surrounded by hills that rise to a

maximum elevation of 2,225 ft. above sea level. There is

a gradual slope from the mines to the north bank of

Colorado Eiver, where the Survey bench mark at Rio

indicates an elevation of 156 ft. Yuma elevation is

137 ft. at the station and 297 ft. one mile south. This is

sure enough desert country. Nobody denies it, but no-

body responsible for Y''uma complains about it. In the old

burro and horse-stage days the people moved slower, but

they lasted longer. Looking back over a period of 20

years, I recall that the Yuma people I knew in that day

were as progressive, considering the means at hand, as

they are today. But the automolnle is broadening the

trail in this, as in other desert regions. There are many
roads in this region that only an experienced automobile

driver can get over in any type of machine.

The Morketeil Production of Silica in the United States in

1914. as reported by tlie United States Geological Survey,
amo-unts to 181,731 tons. This includes the production of

silica from vein quartz, pegmatite and quartzite. and the
output of tripoli and diatomaceous earth.

Tlh© Jtuiiaesiufl Gold Belt*
The Juneau gold belt comprises a mainland striji run-

ning from Windham Bay nortiiwestward to Lynn Canal

and Berners Bay. It contains some mines and prospects

south of Juneau, those in the vicinity of Juneau, includ-

ing Douglas Island, those in the Eagle River and Yankee
Basin regions and those in the vicinity of Berners Bay.

The geology and mineral resources of this region have

been described in full by Spencer' and Knopf.

^

The developments near Juneau, becau.se of their magni-

tude, overshadow the o])erations in other parts of the gold

belt, yet some of these are of importance. The active

small-scale mining and milling operations that were con-

ducted a few years ago in the Eagle River and Berners

Bay districts have recently experienced a decided falling

off, due in part to the failure of some of the properties

to meet expectations and in part to consolidations pre-

liminary to operations on a larger scale.

Gold lode mining in this field, already developed on a

scale that ranks the Juneau district with the foremost in

the industry, is rapidly assuming .still greater proportions.

The growth is a natural response to a fuller knowledge

of the size and character of the orebodies and the eco-

nomic possibilities of large-scale operations.

Climatic conditions are favorable to continuous opera-

tion. The large size of some of the orebodies, the physi-

cal character of the ores and a strong topographic relief

favor the production of large quantities of ore with a

minimum of labor and power. Water power, marine trans-

portation and a local supply of timber and lumber reduce

general expenses to a low point. The extraordinarily

low costs of operation make available low-grade ores tha't

under conditions only slightly different would be value-

less. The milling operations in the vicinity of Juneau, in

1914, were equivalent to the constant operation of about

1,000 stamps. Mining and milling operations combined
gave employment to an aggregate of about 2,250 men.

The Cliino Copper Co., working at Santa Rita, N. .\1..

reports for the third quarter of 1915 a gross production of

copper in the concentrates of 18,545,638 lb., divided as

follows: July, 6,650,429; August, 6,640,923; September,

5,254,286. The total tonnage of ore treated for the three

months was 690,400 tons, an average of 7,504 tons per day.

This is the highest average tonnage treated by the niul

since the i)eginning of operations. The average coppei

content of the ore treated in this quarter was 1.98%,
against 2.38% for the previous quarter. The average ex-

traction for the third quarter was 67.82%, as againsv

65.34% in the previous quarter.

The cost per pound of net copper produced for the

quarter, after allowing for smelting deductions and credit-

ing all miscellaneous income, was 7.18c., as against 6.10c.

for the second quarter and 6.38c. for the first quarter.

The increase in cost jjer pound is due to the fact that the

average grade of the ore was lower during the third quar-

ter, with a resulting lower reco^'ery in pounds per

•Excerpt from Bull. 622-C, U. S. Geological Survey, entitled
"Mining in the Juneau Region, Alaska," by Henry M. Ealtin.
1915.

-'"Geology of the Berners Region, Alaska," U. S. Geolog-
ical Survey, Bull. 446, 1911: "The Eagle River Region, South-
t'astern Alaska," U. S. CJeological Survey Bull. 502, 1912.
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ton of ore. These costs include all operation, adminis-

tration and general charges, and the regular charge of

30e. per ton of ore treated, for the extinguishment of

mine development and stripping expense.

The net profit from milling operations for the quarter

was $1,503,846; miscellaneous income, $51,568; a total

of $1,555,41-1, on which dividends were paid of $652,455,

leaving a net surplus over dividend requirements of

$902,959.

The earnings for the quarter were based on 16.003c.

per lb. of copper, as against 17.54c. in the second quarter,

and 14.37c. in the first quarter. All unsold copper on
hand and in transit is inventoried at 14c. per lb. During
this quarter there was moved a total of 1,222,097 cu.yd.

of material in place, as against a total of 1,208,360 cu.yd.

for the i^revious quarter. Of the total amount of material

removed for this quarter, 841,055 cu.yd. was stripping,

the remainder being equivalent to 724,723 tons of ore.

The Utah Copper Co. reports for the third quarter of

1915 a jDroductiou of 44,766,841 lb. of copper, divided as

follows: July, 14,641,009; August, 15,966,543; Septem-

ber, 14,159,289. The production in the second quarter

was 40,799,825 lb. During the period in question a

total of 2,498,400 tons of ore was treated, which was 283,-

241 tons more than the previous high record of the pre-

ceding qiiarter. The average grade of the ore was

1.4089% copper, as compared with 1.42% for the second

quarter of the year, while the average extraction was

63.59%. The low extraction was said to be due partly

to the presence in the ore of considerable copper in the

/orm of carbonate, but principally to the unusually large

tonnage treated.

The average cost i^er pound of net copper produced dur-

ing the quarter, after allowing for smelting deductions

and without crediting miscellaneous income, was 7.64c.,

as compared with 7.19c. for the second quarter of 1915.

If the net miscellaneous earnings in Utah, including

those from the Bingham & Garfield Ry. were credited

to the cost of operations, the net cost would be 6.76c.

Earnings for the quarter were as follows : Net profits

from milling operations, $3,663,708 ; other incomes, rent,

etc., in Utah, $25,668; income from Nevada Consolidated

Copper Co.'s dividends, $375,188; Bingham & Garfield

Ry. Co.'s dividend, $350,000 ; total net profits, $4,414,564,

from which dividends of $1,624,490 were paid, leaving

$2,790,074 surplus. Earnings for the quarter are com-

puted on the basis of 16.252c. per lb. for copper, as com-

pared with an average price of 16.984c. for the preceding

quarter. All unsold copper on hand and in transit is car-

ried in inventory at ISi^c. per lb.

The daily average of ore treated for the quarter was

27,157 tons. Of the total tonnage for the quarter the

^lagna plant milled about 60%, and the Arthur plant

about 40%. During the period under review there was

removed a total of 1,617,779 cu.yd. of capping, as com-

pared with 1,548,132 cu.yd. removed during the second

quarter of 1915. The Bingham & Garfield Ry. handled

an average of 17,856 tons of ore per day from mine to

mill, as compared with an average of 16,798 tons for

the preceding quarter. An average of 4,269 tons of other

freight was transported, as compared with 2,921 tons per

day for the second quarter of 1915.

il ana M.airaa!nig asa /§^Jlsi.sla.a*

The first discovery of stream tin in Alaska was made
by the Geological Survey in 1900, on Buhner Creek in

the York district, which occupies the western extremity of

Seward Peninsula. In 1901-02 considerable prospecting

for stream tin was carried on, the first commercial pro-

duction of tin ore being made in 1902. From that time
until 1911, when the first tin dredge was installed, the

placers were worked on only a relatively small scale.

Since 1911 the dredge on Buck Creek has operated suc-

cessfully each season, and in 1914 two dredges were in-

stalled on Anikovik River, for the recovery of gold and
tin together.

Lode tin was first discovered at Cape Mountain in

July, 1902, and lode mining has been carried on to a

greater or less extent ever since. Stream tin has also

been found in difl'erent parts of Yukon Basin—on Cleary

and other creeks of the Fairbanks district in 1904, in

the Circle and Hot Springs districts probably in 1908,

and in the Ruby district in 1012. There has been no com-

"^mi

"li Localify yihere fin has been minec/ MLocalify where,some tin has been found

MAP SHOWING ALASKA TIN DEPOSITS

mercial development in any of these fields except in the

Hot Springs district.

Since the discovery of tin in Alaska, a total of 526 tons

of metallic tin had been produced to Jan. 1, 1915, hav-

ing a value of $380,006. Practically all the tin mined
in Alaska has been shipped abroad for reduction. The
earlier shipments went mainly to Swansea, Wales, but

lately a large part of the production has been sent to

Singapore, in the Far East.

Tin Mining in the York Region

Tin ore in both lode and placer form is broadly dis-

tributed in the western part of Seward Peninsula, but

commercial development has taken place at only a few
localities. Lode properties have been prospected at Ear
Mountain, Buck Creek, Cape Mountain, Brooks Moun-
tain, Lost River and a few other localities of minor import-
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ance, but the only productive lode mine at present is

that of Lost River. Considerable underground work

lias been done on the Cape Mountain property, but the

mine has been closed for several years. Placer tin has

been produced in commercial quantities from Buck Creek

and from Anikovik and Lost Rivers. Placer operations

in 1914 were confined exclusively to Buck Creek and

Anikovik River.

The mining activity of the region in 1914 included the

operation of three dredges for all or a part of the season,

the preparation of a tract of tin-placer ground for the

installation of an additional dredge, and the operation

of the Lost River lode mine and mill. About 40 men
were engaged directly in mining operations—20 men on

Buck Creek, 5 on Lost River and 15 on Anikovik River,

where two dredges operated for both tin and gold. About

25 men were also employed temporarily in the construc-

tion of the new dredge on Anikovik River. The only

winter mining done in the district was at the Lost River

mine, where three men were employed.

Lost River is a small stream that heads in the York
Mountains and flows southward into Bering Sea, about

] mi. east of Cape York. Freight charges from Seattle,

including lighterage at Lost River, on ordinary merchan-

dise are $12.50 per ton. The return freight rate on ore

shipments is $15 per ton.

The general country rock is limestone, and there are

a considerable number of vertical quartz porphyry dikes

piercing the limestone. A few of the quartz porphyry

dikes are highly altered and contain more or less of tin

and tungsten minerals. Two dikes of this character,

known as the Cassiterite and Ida Bell lodes, are being

explored and developed by the Jamme Syndicate as the

Lost River mine.

Tin Placers ox Buck Creek axd Tributaries

Placer tin occurs on Buck Creek for its entire length,

about 4 mi., and on Sutter Creek and Left Fork, its

principal tributaries. Gravels of Grouse Creek are tin

l)earing for over i/4 mi. below the mouth of Buck Creek.

Cassiterite occurs in bedrock in three ways in the Buck
Creek area : As an impregnation in quartz porphyry

dikes ; in quartz stringers cutting the slates ; and inter-

grown with arsenopyrite in a gangue of radial actinolite.

The chief source of the stream tin is the abundant quartz

stringers of the Buck Creek areas, being supplemented

somewhat by the otlier forms of bedrock deposit.

Conunercial tin placers have been developed for about

3% mi. along Buck Creek, and for over 14 mi. on

Grouse Creek below the mouth of Buck Creek. The
development work includes drill prospecting, opencut

mining and dredging. About I14 mi. of the placer had

been mined out at the close of the 1914 season. The aver-

age depth to bedrock on upper Buck Creek is only 4 ft.

Downstream the depth increases slightly, and at the mouth
of Sutter Creek and below it is 5 to 6 ft. The width of

the placer is (iO to 200 ft.

The concentrate derived from placer operations contains

cassiterite, sundry heavy iron minerals and a little gold.

The average metallic-tin content of the concentrate is

reported to be about 60%. The gold content is worth

only a few dollars a ton, and so far it has not affected

the selling price of the product.

In 1914 the American Gold Dredging Co. put two

dredges into operation on the lower Anikovik. One of the

dredges, formerly on Pcluk Creek near Nome, was moved
along the coast of Bering Sea intact, and was made to dig

its own way across the bar into the mouth of the river.

The other dredge was new and was installed on an arti-

ficial pond 14 iiii- from the beach. These Anikovik
River placers are shallow, ranging generally between 6

and 8 ft. in depth. The chief value is in their gold con-

tent, but sufficient tin is present in them to make a

valuable byproduct.

Placer Ti\ ix Hot Springs District

Placer tin, accompanying placer gold, was discovered

on Sullivan Creek in the Hot Springs district, probably

in 1908. Gold mining in the district developed rapidly,

but in the earlier mine development no attempt was made
to save the tin ore. During clean-ups more or less of

tin concentrates were thrown aside and disregarded until

1911, when 1,200 lb. was collected and shipped. The ore

was found to be of high quality, and the returns from the

small shipment directed attention for the first time to

the possible value of tin as a byproduct.

The freight rate on tin ore from Hot Springs to Seattle

is not definitely known, but it probably does not exceed

$55 per ton, which is the tariff on ordinary merchandise.

The shipments from Seattle to Singapore in 1914 were

charged approximately $15 per ton.

The known area of occurrence of cassiterite in the Hot
Springs district coincides in general with that of the pro-

ductive gold placers of the Sullivan Creek Basin. The
general placer zone is about half a mile in maximum
width and extends for about 6 mi. from LTpper Cache

Creek to Woodchopper Creek.

Prospectixg for Lode Tin Deposits

The local derivation of the tin ore should be empha-
sized, on account of the belief current in some quarters

that the material of the placers has come from the vicin-

ity of Roughtop Mountain, a belief that has led to much
apparently useless prospecting for lode deposits at that

locality. The so-called prospects near Roughtop Moun-
tain were examined and samples taken, which, being

tested chemically for tin, gave no trace of the metal.

The prospect pits were sunk on what appears to be the

ordinary country rock in a more highly altered phase near

its contact with the intrusive granite. Nothing resem-

bling the tin ore of the placers was found, nor anything

that suggested the presence of cassiterite in any other

fonn. Prospecting for tin lodes should be done in the

bedrock in the vicinity of the placers, especially of the

placers that contain many angular, slightly worn ore

fragments. It seems certain that the bedrock source of

much of the tin is to be found between Sullivan Creek

and the north margin of its drainage basin, west of

Quartz Creek. "Uliether lodes of commercial value occur

in this area can be determined only by an examination

of the bedrock, a difficult and expensive matter except

in the mine workings or along the ridge tops, because of

the thick accumulation of alluvium and rock waste.

Irun-Zinc AHoys—F. Taboury (Comptes rend.. 1914, 159,

241-243: abstr. "Jouin. Soe. Chem. Ind.") states that crystal-

line deposits from galvanizing baths, separating somewhat
above 422° C. were in all cases constituted of solid solutions

containing 1.3% Fe. There was no evidence that these re-

acted with zinc at a low^er temperature, even when slowly
cooled, to form mixed crystals containing 0.7% Fe.
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SimmpI© Molldles' for ©ff-e Saclfes

The time required for filling ore sacks is to a

degree dependent upon the rapidity with which a filled

bag can be removed and an empty one put in place for the

shoveler and by the effectiveness of the device used to

hold the sack open and upright while it is. being filled.

The accompanying sketch shows a simple device (used at

the United Verde mines at Jerome, Ariz.) that fully meets
all the requirements of a good holder and can be easily and
quickly made by any blacksmith from materials to be

found at any mine, whether operations be on a large or a

small scale.

The base for the bag holder is a 2- or 3-in. plank 13

in. wide and 5 or 6 ft. long, to which, as shown in the

illustration, are attached two uprights of iron, each of

which has a horizontal top piece curved to resemble a horn

DEVICE FOR HOLDING ORE SACKS OPEN
DURING FILLING

and sharpened at the end to grip the material of the sack.

One upright is secured rigidly to the base board, while

the other is attached to the base by a spring, at such dis-

tance from the fixed upright that when both are in a verti-

cal position a bag or ore sack will hang between them
when the open end is supported by the horn-shaped pieces.

A coil spring, one end of which is attached to the board

and the other to the movable upright, stretches the

opening' in the sack and holds it for easy filling.

In the Piiion Eange, Eureka County, Nev., during the

sinking of a 900-ft. shaft a 60-hp. Fairbanks-Morse, hori-

zontal, one-cylinder, 4-cycle, oil engine and hoist com-

!)ined was used. This was belt-connected to an Ingersoll-

Haud Imperial 2-stage air compressor, 12x7i/2xl2-in.,

capacity 310 cu.ft. per min.

This "oil engine" in that district was an innovation.

The fuel used (variously known as "slop distillate," "No.

3 Tops" and "stove oil") was purchased of the Union

Oil Co. as '"stove oil," irravitv of 32° Be. guaranteed.

This oil was invoiced at 3c. per gal. and the total cost

laid down at the shaft was 8c. per gal.

The use of this low-grade fuel for internal-combustion

engines is desirable chiefly because of the saving in cost

over distillate. It is very satisfactory for use in pulling

a steady load such as the compressor. 'WHien handling

variable loads, as in hoisting, it does not give the satis-

faction hoped for. When picking up the loaded bucket

from the Ijottom after running "light," the engine is apt

to be "killed"' or miss explosions. The engineer must
then leave his hoisting levers, run around to the throttles

and, after adjustment, run back again. Unless he be

of a specially conscientious disposition he does not run,

but walks leisurely, thus losing time and boosting costs.

By R. T. Haxcock*

The use of a plane table provided with a telescopic

alidade fitted with stadia points and vertical arc enables

detail mapping to be done with a speed, accuracy and

economy scarcely obtainable by any other means, but the

weight of the alidade, concentrated as it is near one end,

makes it awkward to handle, and there is difficulty in

keeping the alidade edge accurately aligned on the station

dot. Moving the heavy end is liable to throw the table

out of orientation, and repeated trials are often necessary

before the dot and the edge are near enough together to

enable a ray to be drawn by inclining the pencil more or

less.

The following described device overcomes all this

trouble and greatly increases the speed and accuracy of

the work. The alidade is placed on the board, pointing in

the required direction, with its edge an inch or so from

the station dot. By a single sweep of the light end—the

alidade naturally revolving about its center of gravity

—

the distant rod is sighted and read, and a celluloid set-

square, about 12 in. long and cut to an angle of about 10°

or so, is laid against the alidade edge with its butt away
from the observer and slid along till its outer edge is in

alignment with the station dot. This is easily seen, as

refraction causes the dot to jump, directly the transparent

celluloid covers it. The scale is then brought up against

the celluloid with its zero corresponding to the station dot,

the celluloid slipped out of the way, and the distance as

read by the stadia pricked off, giving the location of the

rod on the map.

Assuming that, with a telescopic alidade used without

this modification, the collimation line of the telescope lies

exactly above the alidade edge and parallel to it—a com-
liination rarely to be found—all the lines on the map are

accurately parallel to the corresponding lines on the

ground when the table is correctly oriented. If the col-

limation line is not thus parallel to the alidade edge, but

makes an angle with it, all the lines on the map will be

*Jemoa. Northern Nigreria.
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inclined at this same angle to their originals oii the

jiiouud when the table is correctly oriented, but no error

(ir distortion is introduced into the work, as the orienta-

tion was done under tlie same conditions of eccentricity.

The use of the sup])li'mentary celluloid demands, there-

fore, that the table should be oriented by it^ means.

Rkskctinx. axd Locating

hi resecting from three fixed points already marked
on the map, the celluloid is laid against the magnetic

meridian as drawn, in the same manner as it is laid

against the alidade edge, the trough compass laid against

its outer edge and the table swung till the needle points

to zero. The alidade is then laid pointing to each station

in turn, but with its edge an iujh or so from the corre-

sponding dot, the distant station sighted by a sweep of the

alidade, the celluloid brought up into alignment with the

dot as described, and the back ray drawn. Some little

extra care may be taken here to keep the distance between

alidade edge and station dot I'easonably uniform in the

three cases. The triangle of error, if any, is eliminated

in the usual way. If preferred—but the surveyor who has

once used the "celludade" will uot prefer it—the table

can be oriented in the usual way by the alidade alone,

and when the resection point is accurately found, the cel-

luloid and alidade are brought up together so that the

outer edge of the former touches both resection point and
the most distant station dot, and the table is swung until

the distant station is sighted, leaving the table in correct

orientation for subsequent work with the celluloid.

In locating the position of a set-up to which a forward

ray has already been drawn, the celluloid and alidade

together are brought up till the outer edge of the former

aligns with the ray, and the table is swung till the back

station is sighted. The alidade is then laid with its edge

an inch or so from another station dot, the original of

which is visible from the set-up ; the telescope sighted on

that station by a swing of the light end of the alidade;

the celluloid slid up into alignment with the station dot;

and the back ray drawn, fixing the position of the set-up

on the map by its intersection with the first ray and leav-

ing the table with the required orientation.

It will be noticed that in working with the celluloid it is

never necessary to move the alidade bodily while observing

or to trouble to keep its edge against a particular dot—

a

]ioint which surveyors who have worked with a heavy ali-

dade will appreciate.

The error introduced by the employment of the cellu-

loid is extremely small and amounts to an actual error in

the location of a fixed point on the ground equal to the

difference between the distance of the dot from the real

alidade edge used for that particular fix and the distance

which may be regarded as the normal distance of the

dot from the edge, which latter has been referred to

throughout this article as an inch or so. It is similar to,

hut much less in amount than, the error introduced by

not centering the station dot accurately over the station,

a detail which is usually regarded as a needless refine-

ment in plane-tabling.

A specially cut set-square is not really necessary, but

its cost is so trifling that it is well worth getting. An
ordinary large 60° set-square can be used, but the con-

sequent skew of the map as compared with the ground as

it lies before the eyes of the surveyor is a little disconcert-

ing at first.

The usual method of obtaining azimuth from J'ularis

is by making observations at elongation. The following

method, not new but little known, will be found much
simpler in ap])lication and fairly accurate. No instru-

ment and no nautical ahinianac or mathematical tables are

needed.

This method is Itascd on the fact tluit Polaris and two
adjacent bright stars are in the same vertical plane only
a few minutes before Polaris crosses the meridian. It

can be used at only one moment in each 24 hr., and a

fairly clear sky is required to enable the stars to be

sighted behind a plumb-line. The two stars that can be

used in this observation are Mizar, the middle star in the

tail, or handle, of the Great Bear, or Dipper; and Delta,

in the constellation Cassiopeia. The former can be used
only when it is below the pole during the night; when it

OBS. ox MIZAR OBS. ON DELTA CASSIOPEIA
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.

. .');22 a.m. July

. 3:20 a.m. Aug.

. 1:30 a.m. Sept.

.11:24 p.m. Oct.
26 p.m. No\

5:30 a.m.
3:28 a.m.

!0 1:26 a.m.
) 11:24 p.m.

9:22 p.]
June 20 7:24 p.m. Dec. 20 7:24 p.m

passes the meridian above the pole it is too near the zenith

to be of service, in which case the latter star is observed.

The accompanying diagram shows the principal stars of

the constellation of Cassiopeia and the Great Bear, with
Delta Cassiopeia, Mizar and Polaris on the meridian.
The table shows the exact time at which these stars are in

^ the same vertical plane on given dates.

The time for other days can be se-

cured by direct interpolation, the

daily variation being -4 min. of time.

AVhen it has been determined by

observation that Polaris is in the

same vertical plane with one of these

stars, it can be sho\ra that it will

pass the meridian 7.8 min. later dur-

ing 191.5. This interval is increas-

ing from year to year at the rate of

0.33 min.," so that" in 1916 the inter-

val will be about 8.14 min. The
observation can be made either in-

doors or out by suspending an ordi-

nary plumb-line and marking the

direction of the meridian by setting a second point at the

stated interval after the two stars are in the same vertical

]ilane.

\fblaris
I

MERIDIAN PAS
SAGE OP PO-

LARIS

During the construction of industrial jilants, one of

the most productive sources of accidents is improperly

built scaffolding. Scaffolds are frequently built of any
sort of lumber that is quickly available for the purpose,

whereas only first-class material, free from knots, should

1)6 used. Generally, anything from a single board up
that will meet the need of the immediate moment is con-

sidered sufficient. Serious accidents are often caused by

men, particularly iron workers, taking with them heavy

tools and equipment, working on a single-jjlank staging

that had been built for the use of one man with no heavy

tools. Allien scaffolds are raised 10 ft. or more above
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the ground, they should be provided with toe-boards to

prevent tlie falling of tools and material. When light

swinging scaffolds, such as employed by painters, are used,
all tools and materials not immediately necessary to the
work in hand should be removed from the scaffold.

Working floors should be kept as clean as possible,

and all permanent openings should be closed in with plank-
ing that is kept in place. These floors should always be
made as tight as possible, in order to prevent tools and
material from falling through onto men below. All
planks on stagings or working floors should be fastened
so that a man stepping on one end will not tip the plank
up. Accidents from this kind of trap are almost innu-
merable.

I2ap>r@'^ns©dl M©t©ir §ftsi2»t^©2='*

Some years ago, while in charge of a small repair shop,

I was called upon to repair a breakdown. The starting

switch of a 100-hp. continuous-current motor drivino- the
coal washers at a colliery had burned out. The coils had

SUBSTITUTE FOR A MOTOR SWITCH

become covered with coal dust and had short-circuited,

rendering the switch useless.

The voltage was only 110, so the amperes amounted to

680 on full load. There was no spare switch sufficiently

large, and another could not be obtained from the makers
for some days. It was necessary to get the plant in opera-

tion as quickly as possible, and all sorts of plans were
discussed, but it was thought unlikely that it could be

restarted within 48 hr.

Some method of doing this work quicker had to be de-

vised and the illustration shows what it was.

A wooden cask A was obtained and filled with water

acidulated by the addition of a little sulphuric acid.

'I'here was no time for calculations, so we erred well on
tlie safe side by adding more than was absolutely neces-

sai-v.

Two sheet-iron plates B about 1 ft. 6 in. by 2 ft. ^ in.

thick were cleaned, and holes drilled in the top. By
means of pieces of cable C and terminals, these were at-

tached to the cables leading to and from the burned-out

switch, which was removed. An ordinary knife switch D,
large enough to take the full current, was also connected

with tlie terminals.

When all was ready the main knife switch was put in,

the switch D being left open, as shown. One of the plates

was placed at once in the water and the other dipped in

slowly, bringing it also nearer the first plate until the

motor started and got up speed, when finally the plates

were brought up so as to touch each other and the knife

switch D put in. The plates were then taken out of the

cask until required again.

How far powder houses should be kept away from
railways, roads and buildings is set forth in a table

drawn up by Col. B. W. Dunn, of the Bureau for the

Safe Transportation of Explosives and Other Dangerous

SAFETY DI.STANCES FOR EXPLOSIVES STOR.A.GE
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Cap Wlheels as Slheaves
By yi. L. O'Xeale*

Supplementary to Jesse Simmons' article in the Journal

of Oct. 16, regarding the use of old car wheels for sheaves

and carriers. I would like to give our experiences along

this line.

We used these old wheels, that were worn out in the

hubs, for sheaves and carriers and in some places for

knuckle sheaves, where considerable weight was carried.

In this latter case wear was rapid and threatened to use

up our stock of discarded wheels. I therefore had our

blacksmith make hoops of round iron (%-in. in our ease)

with inside diameter equal to the diameter of the worn

SHEAVES FROM OLD CAR WHEELS

wheels at the bottom of the grooves, and as soon as a

sheave was cut nearly through, the two wheels were

unbolted and this hoop inserted. This gave three wearing

points instead of one, as shown in the accompanying

sketch.

, To accomplish the same result in another case, a cir-

cular plate of a diameter a little greater than the wheel

was inserted between the wheels, the plate being punched

to take the same bolts that held the wheels together.

T^5r]b®=]BB,0"^'F®5PS SiS Coaiaps'essoirs
of FuaiTEaac® Air

The turbo-blower is gaining in favor for blast-furnace

and converter work, according to Frederick Laist, who
discussed advances in copper smelting before the recent

International Engineering Congress at San Francisco.

The new plant at ilt. Morgan, Australia, consists of

four turbo-blowers for blast-furnace air and three for

converter air, all electrically driven. Each furnace blower

is capable of compressing 18,000 to 20.000 cu.ft. of free

air per minute to 61 oz. per sq.in. They are each driven

by a 500-volt direct-current variable-speed motor. The
three converter blowers have a capacity of 5,000 cu.ft.

of free air per minute and compress to 12 lb. per sq.in.

They are of the latest Parsons multiple-stage centrifugal

type.

A new turbo-blower for converter air, having a capacitv'

of 35,000 cu.ft. per min., compressing to 16 lb. per

•Superintendent, City Mining Corporation, Coal City, Ala.

sq.in., has Just been in.-italled in the smeltery power house

of the Washoe Reduction Works at Anaconda, Mont.
It was built by the Ingersoll-Rand Co., and is driven by
a Parsons turbine rated at 2,000 hp. when running at a

maximum speed of 3,500 r.p.m.

Piroftectasa^ IR©"^eff']beiratl©B'5^ Walls

Forest Rutherford, superintendent of the Copper
Queen smelting works, in reviewing"^ the metallurgy of

this plant and the changes in equipment, comments on

the installation of the reverberatory furnaces because of

an increase in the amount of fine sulphides. The slags

made are usually high in alumina—11 to 13%—and are

rather viscous.

The method of protecting the side walls of the rever-

beratory furnaces diifers from that found at most plants.

Practically no barren siliceous material is used. At
first, this was the case, but it was soon found that with

the very basic slags made, it was too expensive to keep

the furnace properly fettled with this material, and also

that in dropping it through holes in the roof, along the

side walls, there was a great tendency to blanket the bath

and thereby reduce the smelting capacity of the furnace.

''A series of experiments was started," writes Super-

intendent Rutherford, "which ended in our using, for

this purpose, ores running as high as 35% Fe, as low as

25% SiO,, with siilphur from 15 to 18% and copper

about 5%. It was, of course, impossible to use this class

of material throughout the full length of the furnace,

because if used too close to the skimming door, some of it

was carried out in an unfused state, making the slags

too high in copper. We therefore lined the front half

of the furnace with magnesite brick and did not attempt

to clay it at all. This method, under our condition, seems

to work very satisfactorily. In any case, as far as the

method is concerned it is essential that the ore used must
contain enough sulphur to matte all the copper, or other-

wise it will stay in the slag in the form of prill and be

carried out : whereas, if in the form of matte it will go

through the slag into the bath below and the slag will be

clean."'

Electrostatic AsatisiaoEiis^ RelSialEa^

In discussing the conditions for electrolytic antimony

refining, Anson G. Betts recently stated to the American

Electrochemical Societ\- (San Francisco meeting) that

the fluoride electrolyte is preferable to the chloride, as no

salt is carried down with the metal in fluoride electrolytes.

For easy anode action the solution should contain no

sulphates or other oxj-acids. For instance, with sul-

phuric acid there is a formation of antimony sulphate,

which quickly forms an insulating coating of insoluble

^''Symposium on the Metallurgy of Copper," International
Engineering Congress. 1915. San Francisco, Calif.
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basic sulphate. In adclitiou, the fluorine anion has a com-
paratively low velocity, and other anions should be ex-

cluded as completely as possible, in order to promote
the formation of antimony fluoride. A high hvdrofluoric

acid content is beneficial. While copper, lead, bismuth
and silver are eliminated by electrolysis of impure anti-

mony in a fluoride electrolyte, arsenic is not, nor is gold,

so that further experiment is demanded. Mr. Betts sug-

gests that in his experiments traces of HjSO^ and H„SiF,;

may have vitiated the results and also suggests that the

effect of alkaline fluorides (including ammonium) should

be studied.

IHI^s'iPBSOEa WeH5f'=FIl®'«y IR^ecordles'

A flow recorder to be used in connection with small

V-notch weirs has been designed by the engineers of the

Harrison Safety Boiler Works. This device seems to

have many possibilities of use in cyanide and other wet

metallurgical plants, in hydraulic operations, etc.

There is a float which moves with each change of head

on the weir and in turn rotates a spiral cam (laid out

according to the law of the weir, CH^ = Q) through a

multiplying gear. The cam moves a pen carriage which

records on a paper drum
the quantities correspond-

ing to each position of the

float. Backlash has been

eliminated by the use of

a cable drum instead of a

gear and pinion, while

friction has been reduced

as much as jjossible by

mounting the spindle of

the cam upon antifriction

rollers. The pen carriage

is provided with large rol-

lers or wheels, which rest

upon horizontal ways, so

that the cam follower

which is attached to the

pen carriage moves dia-

metrically to the cam disk.

The pen is susi^ended from

the pen carriage so that it rests lightly against the chart

drum and can readily lie removed for cleaning or renew-

ing the chart.

An integrating attachment consists of a counting train,

likewise suspended from the pen carriage and driven by

a small roller wliich rests upon an aluminum clock-driven

disk. When the float and cam are at the position corre-

sponding to the zero head, this roller is at the center of

the disk, and hence receives no motion from the rotation

of the latter. As the pen carriage is moved away from

the zero position, the small roller is carried away the

same distance from the center of the aluminum disk, and

hence is propelled at a rate corresponding to the rate of

flow over the weir. The total movement of the counting

train will therefore correspond to the total flow. Further,

a visible pointer moving along a large scale with open

divisions has been added, making it possible to read the

rate of flow from a distance.

All parts of the mechanism of this recorder are made
to accurate dimensions by means of templates and limit

gages. To l>e sure of the accuracy of the instrument it is

,
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C®sa of SiiaMirag 900=Ftto Slhafft

By H. a. Lixke*

During the year 1!)13 an explorator}- shaft was sunk
i)00 ft. in the Pinon Range, Eurelva County, Nevada.

Tile general arrangement of the surface equipment is

.shown in Fig. 1. It consisted of a 60-hp. Fairbanks-

Morse liorizontal one-cylinder 4-cycle oil engine and hoist

combined, belted to an Ingersoll-Rand Imperial-type

2-stage air compressor, 12x714 in.; capacity 310 eu.ft.

per min. The receiver was -12 in. by 8 ft.

The substantial timber headframe had backstays 10x10

and front posts 8x8. The height from collar of shaft

to center of head shgave was 50 ft. The hoisting rope

was %-in. Hercides, "Red Strand." A sinking bucket

of i/o-ton capacity was used and drilling was done with

two Ingersoll-Rand jackhamers.

Two 8-lir. shifts were run. the day shift consisting of

2 miners at $4, 1 topnian at -$3, 1 engineer at $4.50.

1 timberman at $4 and 1 teamster at $3 ; and, in the night

NNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiininniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiim

It will be noted thai the work is divided into two
separate sections; that is, from surface to 575 ft. and
from 575 ft. to 900 ft. "When the shaft had reached a

depth of 575 ft. the engine house was lost by fire. When
sinking was resumed after reconstruction, the footage cost

was considerably higher than that immediately preceding

the fire, owing to breaking in a new crew of men and

the delays incidental to readjustments and repairs to

machinery.

The costs given cover only labor, material and supplies

used ; no overhead charges are included.

The engine cost, laid down at the site, including 5

cooling-water tanks, 1 water-circulating pump, 50 ft.

8-ply rubber belt, tank pump, tools and incidentals was

$4,371.05; material in foundation, laid down, $318.52;

labor—foundation and installation of engine—$567.18;

making the total cost of the hoisting engine complete

in placMj, $5,256.

The engine house was originally a box-type battened

building with matched floor and roof covered with roofing

'^
^//////y

HEADFRAME AND SURFACE PLANT FOR
SMALL EXPLORATORY SHAFT

LAYOUT OP HOLES FOR
SHAFT ROUND

shift were 2 miners, 1 toi)nian and 1 engineer; making a

daily complement of 10 men.

The size of the shaft inside timbers was 3 ft. (i in.

by 7 ft. 8 in., divided into 3 ft. 6 in. by 3 ft. G in.

hoisting compartment and 3 ft. 6 in. by 3 ft. 8 in.

manway and pipe compartment. The shaft was timbered

with 6x6 ring sets, 6x6 divider and 6x6 posts; the sets

were 6-ft. centers in upper portion of shaft, but length-

ened out as ground became firmer with depth ; the guides

were 4x4. Lumber procured from northern Washington

was excellent red tir costing $32 per M laid down.

The cost of sinking this shaft, the excavation for which

measured approximately 5x9 ft., is given on page S47.

•Newhouse Hotel, Salt Lake City, Utah.

paper. This building was easily heated in winter. After

the destruction of this building the new shelter was of

much cheaper construction—boxed and roofed with red

corrugated iron and the floor filled in with fine stuff

from the dump. Although the metal-covered house was

nearly fireproof, it was very difficult to keep warm in

winter and the general unsightliness of a dirt floor did

not tend to promote tidiness on the part of the engineers.

The jackhamers nsed in sinking the shaft were also

an innovation in the district. They gave excellent service

at a minimum cost for upkeep and repairs. Drilling

was performed with two machines, but three were in

commission, one being kejjf clean and in readiness for

use as a spare.
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The shaft round consisted of from 18 to 22 holes.

An average round was drilled approximately as per sketch

(Fig. 2).

Electric exploders were tried at first, but those pur-

chased were so unsatisfactory that their use was discon-

tinued and the old-time reliable fire fuse was then used

with satisfactory results. The ground was dry and broke

very poorly. Being much shattered and faulted, it broke

"short" and often to horizontal slips part way the depth

COSTS OF SECTION ONE OF SHAFT
Sinking Costs

Dec. 1912 _ (16 Days)

M
to Apr. 1913, May, 1913, June, 1913, July, 1913,

Labor
Drilling. . . .

Mucking . .

.

Steel sharp-
ening 43.05

Gen. repairs 318.73

1913,
0-193 Ft.

$691,08
814.99

193-296 296-406 406-490 490-575

Material

Drilling . .

.

Mucking.

.

Steel sharp-
ening

General ex-

pense

81,867.85 $705,00 $716.53 $581.92 $417 22 $4,288.52

3.94

100.36

2.98

53.56

2.12

57.20

1.21

43 70

$628.34 $437.24 $457 71

Totals,-, $2,496,19 $1,142.24 $1,174 24

From the foregoing are computed the followin,

100-Ft, Cost per

$316 76

$898.68

$253.59 $2,093.64

$670.81 $6,382.16
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of the rouud. The endeavor was to pull a 5-ft. round;

the cut holes drilled 6 ft. and the balance of round 5 ft.

Powder of various strengths was used—60%, 40% and

35%. The best all-round results were obtained by load-

ing with 35% throughout. There was 8.4 lb. of powder

used per foot of shaft, which is equivalent to 1.45 lb.

of powder per ton of rock removed ; there being approx-

imately 5.8 tons rock per foot of shaft.

Sinking progressed from Dec. 1, 1912, to July 17,

1913, and from Oct. IS, 1913, to Feb. 21, 1914, or 354

days, at the rate of 7()i4 ft. per 30-day month. This in-

cludes all delays due to repairs and temporary shutdowns

due to labor shortage. The first 60 ft. was handwork,

using the windlass for hoisting.

The use of candles for illumination when drilling the

shaft round was out of the question. The dust raised

in drilling and cleaning holes was very thick, and the

exhaust from two machines extinguished candles as soon

as relighted.

Two Wolf No. 1 carbide lamps were used and gave

general satisfaction. As they furnished a very brilliant

light, they could be hung high up in links of the chain

ladder, beyond reach of the drill exhaust.

lEa^ Costs Sift

MiiraevlEIl©!, Mo Yo

At one of the large iron mines, Mineville, N. Y.,

charges to stoping cover the expense of breaking the ore

after it has been developed by drifts and raises. The prin-

cipal labor. items so charged are for machine runners

and helpers, blasters, roofmen, drill sharpeners and drill-

STOPING COSTS AT MIXEVILLE

machine repairs. The principal supply charges are for

explosives and compressed air. Therefore the cost per

ton for stoping, more particularly the labor cost, is a

direct measure of the efficiency of the drilling. There

are, however, some fluctuations in the cost curve due to

varj'ing tonnage hoisted each month, it being impossible

to get the number of tons broken each month from which

to derive stoping costs per ton.

The accompanving curves cover a number of months

during the period from when we started to use Jackhamer-

type machines for stoping up to the present. They give

for each month the labor cost per ton for stoping, the

total cost per ton for stoping and the percentage of

total machine drifts charged to stoping which were

Jackhamer-type machines. They show that while the

percentage of the Jackhamer type rose from zero to 100%
the total stoping cost per ton fell from 51c. to 20c. and

the labor cost per ton stoping fell from 34c. to 8c.

The following figures on milling costs were taken from

the annual reports of the Alaska Treadwell Gold Mining

Co., Alaska United Gold Mining Co. and the Alaska

Mexican Gold Mining Co., Douglas Island, Alaska, for

year 1914:
COST PER TON MILLED
Alaska TreadweU Alaska United
240- 300- Ready 700-Ft. Alaska

Stamp Stamp Bullion Claim Mexican
Mill Mill Mill Mill Mill

Crushing $0.03S $0,037 $0,016 $0,031 $0,022
Tramming 016 .016 .016 .015 .016
Stamping 172 .138 .165 .166 .159
Concentrating ... .054 .050 .067 .052 .048

Total $0.2SO $0,241 $0,264 $0,264 $0,245

These costs consisted of

:

Labor $0,110 $0,079 $0,112 $0,099 $0,098
Supplies 053 .063 .046 .062 .043
Subsidiary accts. . .117 .099 .106 .103 .104
Tons ore crushed. 382,652 527,633 233,100 225,214 233.457

There were 33,774 tons of concentrates produced from

the ore treated by these mills. This product was treated

by cyaniding at a cost of $2,756 for operating, not includ--

ing general expenses, train service, etc. This cost per ton

consists of the following charges only: Grinding, 49.6c.;

dissolving, 97.7c.; filtering, 32.6c.; precipitation, 42.6c.;

and refining, 53.1c. These charges were made up of

$1,271 for labor, 93.1c. for direct supplies and 55.4c. for

subsidiarv accounts.

C©®4 of Sina jEHoc^iphc Es'Oini"

SffiaeEtlaEa^ Flgiimt

The electric iron-smelting furnaces at Hagfors,

Sweden, are 4.7 m. across the widest portion of the

crucible, 14.7 m. from ground to feed floor and 11.4 m.

from the bottom of the crucible to the feed floor. Each

furnace is fed by three 1,000-kw. iransforiners. The

cost of this installation of three furnaces is given by

Le Genie Civil, Aug. 28, 1915, as follows:

Foundations $59,000
Furnaces 61,500
Transformers and accessories 71.000
Crushing apparatus 9,500
Ore and fuel bins 28,000
Pumps and piping 3.350
Grading and industrial railways 9.650
Accessories 1.360
Cost of research and experiment 9,200

Total $252,560

Cost of ^08i(^ Btmaldiia^

While carrying on an extensive campaign of churn

drilling at Sacramento Hill, Bisbee, Ariz., by the Copper

Queen, it was found necessary to do much road building

to facilitate moving the drills from hole to hole. Drilling

was continued for a period of 22 months.

The cost^ of the road building for the period was as

follows: Labor and supplies, $22,065.77 ; footage of road,

$15,092; cost per foot, $1.02.

m
The Cost of Vnloadfng Brick at a Salt Lake Valley smeltery

was as follows: With labor at $1.75 per 9-hr. day the avera,ge

cost of unloading brick from gondola and box ears, inclusive

of wheeling an average distance of 100 ft. and stacking, was
$0.50 per 1000 brick, labor cost only.

•From "Churn-Drilling Costs, Sacramento Hill." presented
at San Francisco meeting. A. I. M. E.. September, 1915.
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THE SWEENEY MILL. AT SWEENEY. FORMERLY THE LAST CHANCE, AND THE TAMARACK & CUSTER MILL
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THE SUCCESS MINE AND MILL AND THE MARSH MILL. BOTH IN NINEMILB CANON. BOTH ARE OPERATING

PROFITABLY UNDER PRESENT MARKET CONDITIONS
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The editorial on '"Anaconda's Campaign for Safety

First" in the Journal of Oct. 30, 191.5, contains .some

criticisms of matters of "pure statistical practice," which

charge us, at least by inference, with certain errors of

which we are not guilty.

In taking these matters up in detail, I wish first to

call attention to the Journal's objection to our practice

of determining the accident rate by dividing the number
of accidents by 10,000 shifts. The objection is supported

by the statement that both the divisor and classification

are odd, and that the results obtained cannot, there-

fore, be compared with figures given by other companies.

You also contend that the correct basis is, of cour.se, the

number of accidents per 300,000 man-days, basing your

contention upon the fact that the United States Bureau

of ilines is trying to introduce this system. Subsequently,

you discuss '"What is a serious accident?" and say that

in the statistics we have given we have left you quite in

the dark by lumping fatal and serious accidents.

In reply I may say that the data published in the Anode

are published primarily for the information of the Ana-

conda Copper Mining Co.'s employees for the purpose of

enlisting their interest in our safety-first campaign. It

is therefore necessary to present the data that we publish

in such form as will be most readily understood by them.

Everybody in Butte knows what a "shift" means, and has

therefore some comprehension of what is implied by the

number of accidents per 10,000 shifts. Should we pul)-

lish information concerning the number of accidents

per 300,000 man-days, I believe there would be many
who would not so readily understand what was meant.

In view of the fact that there is no universally accepted

.standard method of reporting accident data, I do not .see

how we can report ours so that they will be universally

comparable.

In regard to the discussion "^^^^at is a serious acci-

dent?" there will be found at the head of each monthly

tabulation published in the Anode, a statement that the

accidents considered are those that caused at least a certain

number of days' lost time. During the months of Janu-

ary, February and March we classified as serious all acci-

dents that caused the loss of more than 12 days' time,

and on ilar. 1 we raised this limit to 14 days' lost time.

No correction was necessary to make the accident rates for

the months of January, February and March comparable

with those of the succeeding months. There is also at the

ijottom of each tabulation a note giving the number of

fatal accidents included in the tabulation and the names

of the mines at which they occurred.

In the September number of the Anode we published

a tabulation showing the accident rates for the first six

months of the present year and the decrease in these rates.

In this tabulation no separation was made between fatal

and serious accidents. Possibly this should have been

done, but as I have mentioned, this infornuition was pub-

lished solely as a news item of interest to employees.

In another paragraph the Journal takes our figures giv-

ing the number of accidents per 10,000 shifts and by a

mathematical process deduces the number of accidents

per thousand men employed per year, assuming that each

man works 25 days per month and 12 months per year.

Then you say, "However, this figure is not comparable

with anything else that we know of." ilay I call attention

to the fact that the figure complained of is the result of

your own deductions and that we have not used it? As
a matter of fact, it is identical with the accident rate

per 300,000 man-days, the use of which the Bureau of

Mines is advocating, and which the Journal previously as-

sured us was the correct basis that all should use.

In conclusion, I may say that the Bureau of Safety of

the Anaconda Copper Mining Co. is most anxious to co-

operate with all those engaged in this work of preventing

industrial accidents. Any information it may have will

be freely given to those desiring it, and if the publication

of statistical data in any particular or standard forms

will assist the work, it will be only too glad to use those

forms. A. S. Richaedsox.

Butte, Mont., Nov. 5, 1915.

Teclhiraacgill JJoufls'imallasinm anacd

Maimlinig Bif©l}^®2=s

I have read Arthur Prill's article in the Journal of

Oct. 16, anent the desirability of mining engineers, as a

profession, making serious efforts to better the standard

of the mining industry, particularly in relation to pro-

motions. As to tlie merits of the r£uiedy suggested

—

a sort of Dun and Bradstreet applied to mining reports,

etc.—although most laudable, I am afraid it is lacking

the most direct principles for coping with the situation.

In this, as with any other phase of commercial or pro-

fessional morality, we are confronted with a condition

that Tolstoy recognized when he postulated that the evolu-

tion of society is based on the evolution of the individual

units constituting society. And although it may seem a

hard assertion to make, yet the fact remains that the

standard of morality existing in regard to mining pro-

motions is a direct reflex product of the standard of mor-

ality existing among mining engineers themselves. The

one is a corollary of the other. For that matter, in

this particular we are confronted with a fundamental

of the psychology of morals; for example, that the prin-

ciples of an aggregate are but the sum of the individual

contributions.

Some months ago I received a circular letter inviting

me to attend a meeting for the purpose of forming a local

chapter of the American Mining Congress. At that par-

ticular time there was an effort being made by sundry

people, who probably designate themselves as "mining

men," to "boom" a particular mining district not a

thousand miles from Salt Lake City, the "messiah" of the
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movement being a gentleman who has known what it is

to be a guest of the authorities at a certain institution

of detention. In reply to this invitation I wrote, asking

for particulars as to specific directions in which it would

be aimed to advance the mining industry and, inter alia,

what would be the attitude of the organization in the

case of some plan being incubated for fleecing the public;

whether it would be the taking of a "club" and beating

the gentry involved into insensibility, or the attitude of

unctuously prostituting tlie "am I my brother's keeper"

query, and sitting back waiting to join in that old, old

refrain, "Dilly, dilly, come and be killed," as the old

lady plaintively sang to the duck that was marked for

the next day's dinner, ^ly letter remained unanswered.

It doesn't take much moral "guts" to speak tbe trutli

when the truth fits the situation better than lying, and

there is scant credit in being honest and in meeting one's

just obligations when the bank account is in a healthy

condition. But to tell the truth when it hurts, and to

"play the game" when it means practically almost finan-

cial suicide, is quite another matter. It is comparatively

an easy matter to grow orchids in a hothouse, and there

is no great tax on moral effort to restrain from evil under

the hypnotic influence of music in a revival meeting.

As a matter of fact, however, there is no greater asset that

a professional man can have than the justly earned repu-

tation of being straight. True ability is not such a very

scarce commodity in these days of intensive technical ap-

plication, but we have only to follow some lawsuit to be

driven to forceful conclusions as to the other phase of the

question, for expert services are by no means always "re-

tained"—"bought" would be a more fitting expression.

Some years ago a certain doctor found the plodding life

of practicing in a small country town rather hard hoe-

ing. His first choice was for the honorable life, but the

financial results were hurting. And so he conceived of a

plan to make some easy money, which consisted in float-

ing a company to advertise the curative properties of ap-

plying various so-called secretions of certain animal

functions to corresponding physical ailments. In about a

couple of years this man became wealthy and then with-

drew from his publicity campaign and once more entered

the professional fold, specializing as a high-class prac-

titioner in a fashionable part of New York. He pla-

cated his conscience by the "auto-suggestion" that he

diverted from professional morality only once. The burg-

lar or murderer could, utilize the same mental palliative

with equal justice.

As to the profession of mining engineering, there is a

remedy, and although I dislike the role of being dog-

matic, I believe such remedy leaves no alternative:

The formation of a society wherein every member shall

place his professional record and moral entrails before a

council before admission thereto, and then subscribe to a

severe standard of ethics, any deviation from which

—

which action would be open to the formation of definite

charges by brother members—to be erasure from the rolls.

And in addition to general ethics, for the members of this

society to be governed by a standardization of technique

as to reports or the utilization of the name in relation

thereto, etc. A society which, by the rigidity of the moral

qualifications and deportment imf)osed would mean some-

thing—both to the member utilizing its insignia and to the

pul)lic. Not necessarily that the fact that a man is such

a member would by any means imply guarantee of any

technical opinion expressed, for there is too much to learn

to hope for any such degree of definiteness ; but at any
rate we could insure absolute professional honesty.

When, as a profession, we have purified ourselves,

we can with good grace take the proper steps to prevent
the shyster promoter from prostituting our profession.

Any society, to be worthy of its object, should make its

standard of requirements one which a member could util-

ize with assurance in profl'ering them to a surety company
if applying to such company for indemnity bonds. Sucli

societies would require applicants to place their whole
life's record upon the table.

The remedy is simple enough. There is only one ques-

tion involved : Do we want to "take the medicine ?"

Salt Lake City, Oct. 21, 1915. Joseph Ralph.

It is possible the Western Society of Engineers, 1745
]\ronadnock Block, Chicago, 111., may attempt seriously

the establishment of an employment l)ureau for the benefit

of technical men and employers of technical men.
Active cooperation is desired. AVe wish to receive from

officers and past officers of societies that have made simi-

lar attempts the reasons for failure, if failure was met,

and what degree of success was encountered. We should

like to hear from every man that has any ideas on the sub-

ject and we shall not be appalled if the mails are filled

with letters of advice or information. AVe know the task,

if properly attempted, is a big one, hence the desire to re-

ceive the benefit of experience and information that is

certainly available.

The bureau will be run—if it is started—-as an adjunct

to the society, and there will be no fees to pay. It will be

free in every way and designed to take the men out of

the hands of employment agencies, which bleed unfortu-

nate technical men that have no other means for securing

positions. Eknest JIcCullough,
First Vice-President, Western Society of Engineers.

Chicago, HI., Oct. 27, 1915.

Fe^Mia^ IR©^es'IbeB°s\.tlos'I©s

Referring to the correspondence printed in the Journal

of Jan. 23 and Oct. 10, 1915, with regard to the first

roof-fettling of large reverberatory furnaces, I find that

the Charles who was at Cananea is not the Charles who
took out the patent, but is a cousin of his and is a brick

mason. The name, Harry Charles, was given me under

a misapprehension, my informant thinking that I wished

to know the name of the patentee, and not of his cousin,

who worked for us at Cananea. L. D. Ricketts.

Warren, Ariz., Oct. 29, 191.5.

Fiiraeimess ©f Oip® Cir^slhaia^

Remembering that "it is a condition and not a theory

that confronts us," I would be very glad to have E. J.

Hall give the practical data to show that the decomposi-

tion 2NaHC03=NaX03-fH,C03 "is to all intents and

purposes complete before any fusion takes place"^ in an

ore-assav fusion. Fuedekic P. Dewey.
Washington, D. C, Oct. 25, 1915.

"Eng. and Min. Journ.," Oct. 16, p. 649.
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Fermor. Pp. 296, illus. Vol. XLVI, Records, Geological
Survey of India. Calcutta.

MINING AND MINE VENTILATION. A Practical Handbook
on the Physics and Chemistry of Mining and Mine Vent-
ilation. By Joseph J. Walsh. 5x7 1^, pp. ISO, illus.; $2.

D. Van Nostrand Co., New York.

GEOLOGY OF THE VICTORIA AND SAANICH MAP-AREAS,
VANCOL'VER ISLAND, B. C. By Chas. H. Clapp. Pp.
143. illus. Memoir 36. Canadian Department of Mines,
Geological Survey Branch, Ottawa.

THE YUKON-.4L.A.SKA INTERNATIONAL BOUNDARY, BE-
TWEEN PORCUPINE AND YUKON RIVERS. By D. D.
Cairnes. Pp. 161. illus. Memoir 67, Canada Department
of Mines. Geological Survey Branch, Ottawa.

THE MINING .\ND QUARRY INDUSTRY OF NEW YORK
STATE. Report of Operations and Production During
1914. By D. H. Newland. Pp. 8S, paper. Museum Bull. 17S.
University of the State of New Y'ork, Albany.

GEOLOGY AND OIL RESOURCES OF THE WEST BORDER
OF THE S.\N JO.A.QUIN VALLEY NORTH OF COALINGA,
C.\LIFORNI.\. Bv Robert Anderson and Robert W. Pack.
Pp. 220, illus. Bull. 603, U. S. Geological Survey, Wash-
ington.

THE CANBELEGO. BUDGERY AND BUDGERYGAR MINES.
Part II of the Cobar Copper and Gold-FieUl. By E. C.
Andrews. 6x914, pp. 121. illus.; 7s. 6d. Mineral Resources
No. 18, Geological Survey, Department of Mines, Sydney,
N. S. W.

A GEOLOGICAL RECONNAISSANCE BETWEEN GOLDEN
AND KAMLOOPS, B. C ALONG THE CANADIAN PA-
CIFIC R.^ILWAY. By Reginald Aldworth Daly. Pp. 260,
illus. Memoir 6S. Canadian Department of Mines, Geolog-
ical Survey Branch, Ottawa.

THE WORLD'S SUPPLY OF POTASH. 6>4x934, pp. 47. paper:
Is. The Imperial Institute, London, S. W. An account of
all the more important sources of potash in the world,
including the Stassfurt deposits in Germany, which before
the war had an almost complete monopoly of the world's
supply.

ESTUDIO DE L.\ FUERZ.A. HIDRAULICA DE LOS RIOS
COLORADO. BL.\NCO Y' RIO DE CHIUTA CON ANTE-
PROYECTOS P.\RA LA INSTALACION DE CENTRALES
HIDRO-ELECTRICAS. By Victor Sintich. 81^x11%,
pp. 34, illus., 16 plates. Soeiedad Imprenta y Litografla
Universo. Valparaiso, Chile.

THE S.\MPLING AND CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF IRON AND
STEEL. Bv O. Bauer and E. Deiss, translation from the
German bv William T. Hall and Robert S. Williams.
SVixS, pp.373, illus.; $3. McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York.

This book w^as originally a compilation of the methods
which have been found reliable after several years' use at the
Roval Testing Bureau, Gross-Lichterfelde, Germany, but has
been amplified by methods tested by the U. S. Bureau of
Standards and in the laboratories of the Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology.
HENDRICKS' COMMERCIAL REGISTER OF THE UNITED

STATES FOR BUYERS AND SELLERS. 7*4x10 14 in., pp.
1503, leather; $10. S. E. Hendricks Co.. Inc.. New York.

The present volume is the twenty-fourth edition of this

work, which is published annually. It has been thoroughly

revised, entirely reset and much new matter added, which

will increase its usefulness. The binding has been changed
from cloth to Du Pont "Fabrikoid." making a more hand-
some book, and we also note an improvement in the quality of

paper used.

THE RARE EARTH INDUSTRY. Including the Manufacture
of Incandescent Mantles, Pyrophoric Alloys and Electrical
Glow Lamps. By Sydney J. Johnstone. Also a chapter
on The Industry of Radioactive Substances. Bv Alex-
ander S. Russell. 6x9%, pp. 136, illus. D. Appleton & Co.,
New York.

This is the second of a series of manuals of chemical tech-
nology, and is essentially of a practical nature, treating espe-
cially" of the industrial applications of the rare earths. "The
pure chemistry of these substances is dealt with only in so far
as is necessary for properly understanding the nature and
properties of the materials dealt with. The chapters are:
Thorium and cerium, titanium, zirconium, tantalum and nio-
bium, tungsten, the incandescent electric glo^v-lamp industry,
uranium, vanadium and the industry of radioactive substances.

DETERMIN.A.TIVE MINERALOGY. With tables for the de-
termination of minerals by means of their chemical and
physical characters. By J. Volney Lewis. Second edi-
tion revised. 5%xS. pp. 155, illus.; $1.50. John Wilev &:

Sons. New York, N. Y.

This book has been designed for the use of students in de
terminative mineralogy and also to meet the needs of the
geologist and the mining engineer. The tables give the
physical and chemical properties of 380 minei-als (which the
author says is 100 to 150 more than the current textbooks),
while the arrangement is such that unknown minerals may
be determined quickly and easily. In the system of determ-
ination, the general plan of the Brush-Penfield tables has
been followed in the main, but there is much condensatior
and simplification of procedure.

THE MINERAL INDUSTRY DURING 1914. Volume XXIII.
Edited bv G. A. Roush. 6x9. pp. 998, illus; $10. McGraw-
Hill Book Co., New York.
The twenty-third volume of "The Mineral Industry" is the

same in api)earance and general plan as its predecessors have
been. Indeed, it is remarkable, and a tribute to the fore-

sight of the originators of this publication, that during 23

years there has been so little change of plan. The tw-enty-
third volume brings forward some new contributors, which
add freshness to the volume, but in general they stick to the
same lines that the writers on the same subject in the past
have followed.

The new volume is rather marred by some carelessness in

editing. Some of the bibliographies are sadly incomplete,
which excites the suspicion that this failing may be general
throughout the book. Also, the references to original sources
of information in the footnotes are not well done. Many im-
portant references are omitted, while minor ones are included,
and citations are made to some sources which are not good
authorities. The index to the volume is poor, being only •<.\

scant ly-i pages.
These criticisms are not offered in any captious way. The

defects that we have remarked are trifling in comparison with
the great value of "The Mineral Industry" as a book of refer-
ence. For a concise summary of progress in the metallurgic
arts, for statistics of production and commerce throughout
the world, everybody has acquired the habit of turning to this

book and usually is able to find what he wants.

THE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF ORE DRESSING. Ed-
ward S. Wiard. 6x9, pp. 426, illus.; $4. McGraw-Hill
Book Co., New York.
There have been published a good many books on ore

dressing, but nothing previously that is just like this one.

The treatises in English, heretofore, have been of the descrip-
tive character. The classic of Prof. Richards was much more
than that, being encyclopcedic. Wiard's new book differs from
its predecessors in not being descriptive to any great extent,

but rather advisory. That is to say, it tells mill men how
they ought to do things, and gives adequate descriptions of

the means how and the reasons why, without wasting any
time or space upon machines and methods that have been
discarded. In other words, this is a treatise by an ex-
perienced mill man, who has written a book just as if he
were instructing his own assistants or advising a client. It is

about the same thing in the art of ore dressing that Peters'

first book was in the art of copper smelting.
Now, this book is by no means perfect. There are many

things in it with which other mill men will disagree. There
are many things that ought to have been treated, which are
omitted or else are mentioned but scantily. When we first

turned over the pages we were rather shocked to discover
how slight was the attention given to the flotation process,

but upon referring to the preface we learned that this omis-
sion was intentional. The author said, "It was hoped, also, to

present some plans and flow sheets of flotation mills, and a
large amount of material was collected; but owing to the

litigation on flotation processes this information has been
furnished confldentially. For this reason the flotation process
has not received the mention that its importance warrants."
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Here we have once more the bane of that long-drawn vexa-
tious litigation that casts a shade over technical literature

like that of the deadly upas tree.

With our eyes open to these s'lorteomings, however, we
think that most mill men will recognize that Mr. Wiard's
book is an important contribution to the literature of ore
dressing, and is not only refreshing on account of its novelty,

but also is of promise with respect to its practical usefulness
both to students and the men who are engaged in the actual
practice of the art.

RULES AND REGULATIONS FOR METAL MINES. By W. K.
Ingalls. James Douglas. J. R. Finlay, J. Parke Channing
and John Hays Hammond. Pp. 296. Bull. 75, United
States Burrau of Mines, Washington.

It would be difficult to find in this country five men more
thoroughly qualified by knowledge, experience and judgment
than the members of this .committee for the work of which
this bulletin is the result. Originally appointed in 1906 as a
committee of the American Mining Congress, they spent in

preliminary studies, inquiries, tentative reports and publica-
tions the following five years, during which they received
valuable suggestions from their professional brethren and
were appointed a committee of the American Institute of

Mining Engineers and of the Mining and Metallurgical Society

of America—of each of which organizations they were already
members. A fourth instrument of publicity was the "Engi-
neering and Mining Journal," which threw open its columns
to the various reports and discussions furnished or called for

by the committee. This noteworthy wide and enthusiastic
cooperation in such an inquiry is of course highly creditable

to the organiztitions concerned. But it is also a striking testi-

mony to the committee that inspired it. These were com-
petent judges, free from self-interest or professional preju-
dice, able to comprehend and weigh both criticism and
controversy and not ashamed to yield to reasonable opposi-
tion. It was worth while to give facts and views to a
committee that treated its witnesses as friendly advisers,
neither imposing oaths upon them nor flinging curses after
them; and the result of its labors, as compared with those of

other so-called investigating commissions planned, manned
and steered by politicians, is an object lesson in sociology.
The first chapter of the volume before me, in which Mr.
Ingalls recounts simply and without comment the history of

the committee and its investigations, is full of significance to

one who can read between the lines.

It was to a work thus auspiciously inaugurated and super-
Intended that the United States Bureau of Mines lent its

grateful approval and powerful assistance in 1911 by ap-
pointing the individual members of this committee its con-
sulting engineers, facilitating their further labors and finally

publishing and circulating their report as Bulletin 75 of the
bureau. Its late distinguished director. Dr. Joseph A. Holmes,
wrote me, not long before his death, repeating an assurance
often given before, that it was his earnest purpose to conduct
the Bureau of Mines so as not to oppress individual enterprise
by governmental inquisition, interference or control, and
especially to keep the bureau out of politics. This report
conspicuously illustrates that declaration.

Chapter II constitutes the general report of the committee
and Chapter III is the committee's draft of a proposed law.
The latter would naturally be regarded as the more Important,
but I am inclined to give that rank to the former, which con-
tains the committee's opinion of its own work. The following
passages indicate this opinion:

We consider our work to be especially of educational char-
acter rather than anything else. It will be useful in three
main ways, we think. ,as follows: (1) As a basis for state
legislation. (2) As a basis for private systems of inspection.
(3) As a collection of simple rules for the guidance of every-
body engaged in mining.
We consider, however, that the chief usefulness of the

code of rules that we have formulated will be to small oper-
ators, "who frequently engage in unsafe practices without
knowing that they are unsafe or without thinking about the
matter at all. There is a reasonable hope that our report will
be of educational value to all mining operators.

Concerning the first two uses of this code mentioned, the
committee can already adduce gratifying instances in the
codes of states and the systems adopted by large mining
companies. In view of the comprehensiveness, technical thor-
oughness and wide circulation of the committee's code, it is

highly probable, not that any legislature or board of directors
will adopt it in full, but that no system will be hereafter
adopted without a consideration of this one, and that good
reason will have to be shown for any omission, addition or
departure exhibited by a new system proposed. Legislators
and directors cannot hereafter blunder through lack of warn-
ing.

The third, the educational, value of this report is greatly
enhanced by the comments interspersed through Chapter III
and contained in Chapter V— "Discussions of Certain Matters
of Practice." Here the conditions to be met are clearly stated
and the reasons are given that influenced the committee's

adoption or omission of certain rules. This explanation of
omissions is specially useful; for an omission might be sim-
ply an oversight; and when a drastic or unwise rule is iiro-

posed, it is well to know that such a tribunal has considered
and condemned it. Moreover, many things are recommended
in these chapters as good, though not codified as obligatory.

In short, the code and comments, taken together, consti-
tute an elementary, practical guidebook that ought to be in

the hands of every mine operator. If put into his hands, it

will certainly open his eyes and thus get into his head, to
the great advantage of his brain! It will teach him to value
as well as to frame suitable rules: to welcome gladly suitable
laws, to oppose bad ones intelligently. For the book is not
dry, but fascinating; not abtruse, but practical; not dog-
matic, but suggestive and stimulating.

Indeed, the admirable code of this committee is, to my
thinking, far more instructive educationally than efficient

administratively. Its weakest part is Section 52, "Penalties,"
which provides that every violation of this law shall be a
misdemeanor, punishable, after conviction in a circuit court,
by fine not exceeding $500, or imprisonment in the county
jail for not more than six months, or both. The same section
makes the owner or operator liable for the damage caused by
his own act or neglect, or the act or neglect of any superin-
tendent, foreman or hoisting engineer of any mine. Nothing
is said about the legal responsibility of employees for any-
thing whatever, and no penalty is provided for any violation
of rules by an employee, except that of an indictment and
trial by jury in the county court.

The committee frankly confesses this deficiency in the
following paragraph (p. 81):

The committee has endeavored to place the responsibility
for certain conditions and tlie observance of certain require-
ments upon those who should clearly be responsible—the
operator in some instances, and in others the superintendent
or the mine foreman. It is recognized that many accidents are
due to the miners themselves, owing to carelessness or reck-
lessness, or w^illful disregard of safety rules; but it is not
practicable to penalize the miners for all of such acts. Of
course the miner, as well as the operator or superintendent,
is personally liable for the doing of an act expressly made
unlawful and the doing of which constitutes a misdemeanor.
If a miner persistently violates safety requirements, the oper-
ator can terminate his employment, if nothing more; or he
niay, if desired, report the violation of law to the local prose-
cuting officer or to the mine inspector. Although the men may
not be reached in some instances, it is certainly true that a
miner injured by the doing of some prohibited thing—that
is, in violating the law—would have no recourse against the
operator, which is in itself a penalty of a more or less drastic
character.

Bearing in mind that the best code is of no use unless
strictly enforced and that such an enforcement means the
proper punishment of those violations which do not, as well
as those which do, result in injury, we must say that the
committee's explanation as to penalties shows the weakness
of its code in this particular, beyond the need of argument.

For instance, a miner violates Section 51 by giving an
electric shock to a comrade "for fun" or by making connec-
tion with an electric current so as to get a spark to light his
pipe. No harm actually follows, but just such careless acts
should be punished without reference to their results. Yet
all that the superintendent can do under this code is to tell

the district attorney and the grand jury, and get the miner
indicted and tried by jury. True, if he "persistently" does the
unlawful thing, the operator may discharge him. And finally,

if he gets hurt through his own violation of the law, he
certainly cannot get damages from his employer.

I am not so sure of the last two propositions as the com-
mittee seems to be. I have known superintendents that did
not dare to discharge men under such circumstances for fear
of a general strike: I have known many a strike that orig-
inated in such a discharge; and I have known boards of direc-
tors that rebuked their superintendents for "getting into
trouble" by trying to enforce discipline. Finally, as to the
"certainty" that a violator of the law cannot recover damages
for the direct consequence of his own act, a good many people
still remember, as I do, the case of an employee that under-
took to destroy a mine building with a dynamite bomb, lost

an arm through the premature explosion of the bomb, and got
from a terrorized jury a verdict for some 517,000 against the
company, for "injuries suffered while in its employ." This
verdict was, indeed, afterward set aside as contrary to the
evidence, but it served to show the value of a jury trial in

such a case, place and time.

Admitting, however, all that the committee says under this

head, I must still regard its code as highly deficient in penal-
ties. Yet I can hardly characterize this feature as a fault.

The most important work of the committee was to point out
dangers and remedies: and the highest function of its report
will be to convince even employees that the dangers are real
and the remedies wise. After that has been accomplished, both
the creation and the enforcement of codes will be easy.

R. W RAYMOND.
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Among the passengers sailing for Rotterdam on the

Holland-American liner "Nieuw Amsterdam,'' Nov. 10,

Bays the New York Times, was Herbert C. Hoover, chair-

man of the Commission for Relief in Belgium, who has

been in New York for two weeks consulting with his

American colleagues on the work to he done during the

coming winter. He was accompanied by his wife and
his two sons. In an interview just before the steamer

sailed, Mr. Hoover said

:

We have had to prepare for a year ahead. Belgium has
been under occupation and blockade for fifteen months, and
there have been no imports and almost complete industrial
paralysis and unemployment among the working classes.

The industrial trades in Belgium were hit the hardest.
The agriculturists did not suffer so badly. In Brussels from
30 to 407f of the population is on the bread line. In Liege
fully half the population is being supported by the relief
commission.
We are faced with the task of obtaining for these people

a supply of clothing to tide them over the winter. We want
about $5,000,000 worth of clothing or clothing material.

The gratitude of the Belgian people to the United States
is pathetic. That is the one country in Europe today where
America is popular. The people left in Louvain have renamed
a puljlic square the I'lace des Etats Unis, and several streets

in Belgium have been named after President Wilson.

The convention of mining men that i.< to bo held in

Washington on Dec. 16, 1915, at the invitation of, and
under the auspices of, the Mining and Metallurgical So-

ciety of America, is exciting a good deal of interest,

especially in the West, whence numerous delegations have

signified their intention to attend.

The headquarters of the society for this meeting will

be in the building of the United States Bureau of Mines,

where F. F. Sharpless, secretary of the society, will be

present on Dec. 15. A book for the registry of persons

attending the convention will be open at that time. The
society requests that all visitors will register on that day

or the following day.

;*;

The report of the Ray C'onsoli<lated Copper Co., operat-

ing at Ray, Ariz., for the third quarter of the year shows

a. copper production in concentrates of 14,931,388 lb., di-

vided as follows: July, 4,352,571 lb.; August, 5,581,-

734 lb. ; September, 4,997,083 Jb. In addition to the cop-

per derived from concentrating ores there was a total

of 450,966 lb. of copper contained in ores shipped direct

to the smelter. The total amount of ore milled for the

quarter was 716,211 dry tons averaging 1.659% of cop-

per, as compared with 679,004 dry tons averaging 1.677%
for the previous quarter. The milling costs for the quarter

were 56.54c. per ton, as compared with 44.53c. for the

previous quarter. The average mining and coarse cru.sh-

ing cost of ores milled for the quarter was 70.835c.

per ton, of which 4.279c. was the cost of coarse crushing,

leaving the net mining cost 66.556c. per ton. The un-

derground development for the quarter was 12,205 ft.

The average cost per pound of copper produced from

milling ores for the quarter, after allowing for smelting

losses and applying dividends of the Ray & Gila Valley

E.R. an-d revenues from gold and silver produced, but

no other miscellaneous income, was 10.264c. The corn-

Lined cost per pound of net copper jiroduced from milling

and direct shipping ore for the quarter was 10.294c.

These costs include all operating and general charges, as

well as 121/^c. per ton of ore milled, which is applied to

the retirement of mine-development costs. This latter

charge is equal to 0.621c. per lb. of copper produced from
concentrating ores for the period.

The financial results for the quarter were as follows:

Net operating income, $802,775; miscellaneous income,

$14,171; less bond interest, $35,675, and dividend,?, $547,-

802, leaving a net surplus over bond interest and divi-

dend requirements of $233,470.

Costs and earnings were adversely affected during the

quarter by labor disturbances. These difficulties were

fully and satisfactorily overcome by the middle of Jul}',

but the organization did not regain its former efBciency

for .some time thereafter.

ILocoSim (D tl a 'Jsre

Butte Coi!KESpoxuex(E

The first of the electric locomotives for use on the

division of tlie Chicago, ^lilwaukee & St. Paul lines be-

tween Deer Lodge and Three Forks, Mont., arrived in

Butte Oct. 25 and was viewed by hundreds of interested

spectators. The locomotive is the largest electric railroad

engine in the world. It was built by the General Electric

Co. and is to be taken to the Coast and exhibited at the

jirincipal stations along the route.

The locomotives are 112 ft. long, weigh 284 tons each

and are designed to use as high as 3,000-volt direct cur-

rent. Passenger locomotives are geared to haul 800 tons

at 60 mi. per hr., and freight locomotives will haul 2,500

tons trailing, on a 1% grade at a speed of 16 mi. per hr.

Each locomotive is driven by 8 motors rated at 375 con-

tinuous horsepower each. On down grades the train is

controlled by reversing the controller, which changes the

motors into generators and sends back to the line about

30% of the energy used in pulling a train up grade.

This makes the use of air brakes necessary only in case

of emergency. The electrification of the 440 mi. from
Ilarlowtown, Mont., to Avery, Ida., has cost $13,000,-

000. The first unit completed and to be put in operation

will be from Three Forks to Deer Lodge, running through

Butte. On Oct. 25, a dozen officials of the ^lilwaukee

and of the Butte, Anaconda & Pacific, with a few guests,

made a very successful trial run from Butte to Anaconda
and back over the B. A. & P. line. Tests will soon be

made with the new locomotives over the line between Deer
Lodge and Three Forks, and trains will be running over

that division under electrical power by Jan. 1, 1916.

Jm-p^mes® Mnimeipafl Fs'odltiacftaoini

aim A^m.^'msto I19'I15

Japanese mineral production during August, 1915,

according to the Department of Agriculture and Com-
merce in Tokyo W"as as follows : Gold, 742,858 kg.

;

silver, 11,974,036 kg.; copper, 5,667,780 metric tons;

iron, 4,986,645 metric tons; coal, 1,290,722 metric tons;

crude oil, 43,226,040 liters; sulphur, 6,648,963 metric

tons.

Coal and sulphur show a decrease compared with 1914;

all others show increases.
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The middle of November sees all of the metal markets

in a blaze of glory. In each case there is a large pro-

duction, probably a phenomenal production, but the de-

mand is so large that the output is readily absorbed on

a scale upward. Verily, this is a bull market in the metals.

In copper the strike at the Nichols refinery, reducing

the American production of electrolytic copper by about

a million pounds a day, gave the market the fillip it

needed. Buyers began to think that no matter how plenti-

ful copper might be next year, when Chuquicamata and

Inspiration are expected to be going real good, for a while

copper might be scarce, especially in view of the facts

that producers were well sold ahead and had no great ac-

cumulation of stocks. Their thoughts of this nature

prompted them to action, and they bought freely.

Some characteristics of the existing copper market are

deserving of comment. Buyers appear to have abandonetl

the policy of coming into the market together, contracting

for huge blocks, and then remaining away for a long time.

During the last month there has been good business from
(lay to day, each buyer playing his own hand and contract-

ing for copper as he thought it wise to do. On the other

hand, producers have displayed no tendency to dangle

lopper over the buyers' heads, but have supplied it liber-

ally on a scale upward. Not yet has copper been put to

an extravagant price.

Within a month the price for lead has risen from 4l/^c.

to 514c., the successive advances following large and sat-

isfactory selling at each previous price. The demand for

lead, both for domes.tic consumption and for export, con-

tinues large, but in this metal, as in copper, the producers

have followed the policy of making hay while the sun is

shining and have deemed it wise to convert lead into

money as fast as they could.

The demand for spelter appiears to be insatiable, for in

spite of the rapidly increasing production prices have

risen again. The great mystery is how so much of it is

l-.eing used, for the .domestic galvanizing business for

peaceful purposes continues all Init paralyzed.

ana MetlsiIlE\ui2'^5^

Tlie handicap iimlcr which ({rent Britain and her

colonies lalior, owing to their small participation in the

metallurgical industries of the world—iron and steel ex-

cepted—continues to exercise the British press. In the

Journal of Nov. 13 were reproduced excerpts from a recent

article in the Statist, which is more rational and better

informed than most of its contemporaries. The com-

plaint particularly expressed in this article is against the

sending of raw copiier from Great Britain to the United

States for refining.

This movement, which is no new thing, has not deprived

Great Britain of any needed supplies in her time of war,

nor has it advanced the ])rice to her. The copper refin-

ing business is iiighly competitive—American, Japanese,

Australian, and other refiners meeting in a free field.

All that Great Britain loses is the profits that would ac-

crue to her from doing more of this work at home. The
reason that she does not do it at home is that her metal-

lurgists are backward, while the blight of labor inefficiency

is over everything. In a previous article on this subject,

the Journal suggested as a fruitful subject for inquiry the

reason why Great Britain has been able to maintain her

prestige in iron and steel while falling so far behind in

copper, lead and zinc.

OppoipftuflKiiDilS©® f<D2= Uini©tmapl©5^©<dl

MlnaaEag ISmi^linie©iP§

Owing to numerous untoward conditions that have
obtained in the mining industry for the last few years,

there has been a growing number of competent mining
engineers who have been finding great difficulty in obtain-
ing employment. This has been adverted to several times
in these columns and has aroused considerable discussion.

Although the conditions of unemployment have been ame-
liorated to a certain extent by the present boom in

mining, no permanent solution of the problem has been
found, and recurrence of these periods of unemployment
for mining engineers is a probability.

The field for the independent consulting mining engi-

neer, which was such an attractive one a few years ago,

has narrowed almost to the vanishing point. All of

the larger mining concerns, which can afford to pay
consulting engineers' fees commensurate with the talent

required, maintain their own staffs who are constantly

employed with the almost innumerable propositions being

piit to them every year. There is also in these large

companies a growing tendency toward promotion and
elevation of their own engineers, so that it is increasingly

difficult for an outsider to break into these attractive

organizations.

Therefore many competent mining engineers are con-

fronted with the question of where to look or what to do.

A striking and interesting illustration of the solution of

this problem, in one instance, is at hand and should

furnish food for thought for others.

About one year ago ten Colorado mining engineers,

who had plenty of idle time, organized themselves into

a leasing and mining company, believing that if the

advice of a competent experienced engineer is sufficient

basis for the expenditure of large sums by experienced

eastern mining investors, it ought to be sufficient basis

for the investment of the engineer's own money. After

much consideration of many offerings, a good lease, which

each agreed was one he would recommend to a client,

was selected near Denver and work was commenced on a

comparatively small scale, financed by the engineers

themselves, who of course provided the engineering talent

for the proposition. AVithin a very short time they had
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found Avhat they went after, and further developments
made a paying proposition of the venture. The work is

still going on with good results.

If such a scheme were to be as widely adopted as it

should be, there would be a dearth instead of a surjilus

of unemployed mining engineers. There are plenty of

promising opportunities, both in new prospects and in

old mines whose ores, formerly too low-grade or too

complex to be successfully treated, are now profitable.

These opportunities cannot be safely judged except by

the trained engineer, and this very fact riore often brings

them to the notice of the engineer earlier than to the

jDromoter or investor. That the engineers have not taken

up this independent work and made themselves producers

is partly owing to the fact that, when confronted with un-

employment, which from previous experience the engineer

may know is likely to be quite long, he hesitates about
making the venture. However, in one small district, for

example, there are more than forty leasers who are

making more than $300 a month each, on average veins

of ore, with no capital investment. And there are plenty

of localities and prospects where a few thousand dollars

judiciously expended would at least give a fair run for

the money.

The engineers' lease on the Florence, in Goldfield

seven or eight years ago, is another instance where engi-

neers took hold of an abandoned lease with the greatest

success, although of course in this case it was enlarged

by the fact that they were after and found the rather

exceptional picture rock which was common to that sec-

tion of Goldfield in the early days.

Let the engineers grub-stake themselves by association

or secure a grub-stake from an outsider and become
producers instead of stragglers or farmers.

There is another field for the mining engineer that

has sufficient capital to keep himself going for a little

while, say 12 to 18 months. If he is not already ac-

quainted with several mining propositions that are being

run very unprofitably, a short trip, which would be within

his means, would doubtless reveal to him one or more
small mining propositions that were producing, say, in the

neighborhood of $100,000 a year, whose operations were

being sadly bungled. There are hundreds of mining opera-

tions being carried on under the direct supervision of men
that are not engineers and that have little executive

ability and that are not only not producing results but

have very little likelihood of ever being able to do so,

although the opportunity is there if the right talent be

applied. The unemployed engineer could well afford

to make a proposition to undertake the handling of such

an operation on a contingent basis—not to receive any

salary during the period, but to receive a compensation

commensurate with the savings or increased profit's which

he feels his ability will enable him to make over the

present poor methods employed. As a consulting engi-

neer he would be staking his reputation, at least so far

as his then clients were concerned, on the advice that

he would give them as to the methods for changing or

improving their mining and milling methods. He would

not be doing more or less than this if he assumed this

responsibility himself on a contingent basis.

A working arrangement of this kind would be not

only mutually advantageous, but also would be as welcome

to one party as to the other. A mine that is producing

$100,000 a year and that at a loss, will almost never have

an engineering staff, nor will it have a head who will

feel justified in incurring the expense of employing a

consulting engineer to point out where the flaws are that

result in unprofitable operations. A mining proposition

cannot go on losing money forever, and the limit is

much more quickly reached in a mining operation of the

size that we have assumed. Therefore the consulting

engineer who would attach himself to the company on a

contingent-fee basis would be not only a very welcome

acquisition f:-om the standpoint of the controlling in-

terests, but under the conditions would be stimulated to

put forth his best and most energetic efforts; and

there is no doubt that hundreds of mining operations

throughout the country which under present conditions

are foredoomed to disaster could thue he turned into profit-

able money-making properties, to the gratification of both

parties to the contract.

If these two methods of turning unemployment into

employment were to be adopted by any considerable

percentage of the mining engineers looking for openings,

there would be another great advantage along broad

general lines, but in a distinctly different direction. One
or two small mines in a district employing, or having in

this manner associated with it, a mining engineer would

stimulate the other properties that were on a similar basis,

both as to size and quality of operations, to make some

such arrangement. The eventual result would be that

those mining operations, in general, that are conducted on

a moderately small scale would be toned up and we should

see far fewer monuments to poor engineering and blasted

hopes than are now so common in almost every mining

district.

The danger from the inhalation of rock dust by miners

is becoming more and more recognized. The drawing of

fine particles of dust into the lungs is not good for the

lungs, no matter what be the kind of dust, although cer-

tain kinds are less injurious than others. The worst

kind is, without any doubt, that which arises when flint

or chert is pulverized, as in drilling upwardly pointed

holes. The sharp angular fragments, infinitesimal though

they be, produce an aTection known as silicosis, the suf-

ferer from which is especially subject to tuberculosis. The
men working in the zinc mines of the Joplin district of

Missouri and in the gold-qiiartz mines of California seem

to be especially subject to this danger.

There are two principal means for the amelioration of

bad conditions resulting from the operation of such

mines : One is for the miners to wear respirators, in

order to filter the dust from the air they breathe. The
other is to lay the dust by directing a water spray upon

the mouth of the hole being drilled or to use the hollow

steel water-drill.

The compulsory use of respirators has been tried by

some enlightened operators in the Joplin district, but

without success, for the reason that the miners would not

wear them except when the shift boss was looking on. At
all other times the free and independent miner preferred

to be at liberty to converse with his partner, whistle,

chew tobacco and expectorate, or do whatever he pleased,

rather than protect himself against a danger whereof the

consequences were not, anyhow, immediate, so far as he

could see. The same aversion used to be observed in
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dn'-crusliing mills, wherein the dust-laden atmosphere

was much worse than it is in any mine. No matter how
many respirators might be provided, the men would not

use them. Sometimes they would tie a wet sponge over

the mouth, but generally they dispensed with all protec-

tion and tried to lead a merry life, if a short one.

The California mine operators, on the other hand, ap-

pear to be having better success in inducing the men to

wear respirators than in persuading them to use water

in connection with the drilling. The men clnim that the

use of water in steeply inclined or vertical raises makes

some of them very dangerous by rendering the timber

slippery and the ground unsafe. Also, they allege that

the men who use water in such raises become wet to the

skin in a short time and are troubled by rheumatism.

The average California miner dreads rheumatism even

more than tuberculosis, and as to the latter he does not

realize that breathing rock dust may cause it.

This is one of the evils of the mining occupation that

cannot be cured effectually by rules and regulations, no

matter how many policemen may be appointed to enforce

them. The real remedy is education, making the miners

themselves see the dangers so clearly that they will want

to protect themselves.

Recent news dispatches affirm that after a lapse of

about two years the service of Pullman cars from Laredo

to Mexico City has been resumed. Well and good. But

peace and prosperity will seem more assured when the

service of man-pushed ore cars is resumed throughout

the Sierra Madre.

m
The Ford process for producing castings direct "at

one heat," concerning which some extraordinary state-

ments appeared in the daily papers, consists chiefly in the

delivery of molten pig iron from the blast furnace to the

electric furnace through a mixer in the same way as

molten iron is delivered to the openhearth steel furnace.

^:

'"The hottest summer known in Alaska, melting the

snow on mountain tops for first time since purchase of

the territory from Russia, together with the action of a

receding glacier, uncovered and exposed near Valdez with-

in 11 mi. of tidewater what is said to be greatest low-

grade copper-ore deposit in Alaska," says the Boston

News Bureau. "Ore zone is 1,000 ft. wide and 3 mi.

long. Traversing it are eight strata of schist and quartz-

ite from 24 to 200 ft. in width, freely impregnated with

chalcopyrite, carrying values of from 2% to 9% copper.

Also in same belt is found great quantity of malachite

ore carrying copper value of $70 a ton." There is a

long, cold, hard winter coming, however.

That all the smelter chemists are not rich is merely be-

cause they do not know anything to speak of, whi'h is

shown by the following quotation from the Salt ijake

Herald-Republican: "In the smelter fumes are scores

of rare materials which as yet the smelter chemists know
nothing about. It is probable that in the smelter fumes
there are greater profits than in the metals that are

being smelted. Take as an example the Tennessee Copper

ores—and there are thousands of tons of ore almost iden-

tical in Utah—or at least are treated in the Utah smelters.

In making its copper the Tennessee Copper saves sul-

phuric acid, nitric acid, picric acid, tri-nitro-toluol, and
other products which will sell under contract during the

year for $11,000,000, on which it is declared there is a

profit of at least 50%. Using this as a basis for figuring,

Utah could produce at its present rate of making copper,

$165,000,000 gross. Then there are all the byproducts

from the lead-silver stacks which have not yet been taken

into consideration. Figuring profits at 50%, the return

would be $82,500,000." Let's all start for Utah and
get rich.

The camp of Eureka, Nev., at the height of its activity

had a population close to five figures. Austin at this time
was compelled to take a back seat; and Pioche crawled

into her shell; for twenty years Eureka was the whole
show and rejoiced in her prominence. Everything was
as rosy as a Flemish sunset; and though Eureka could

not hope to rival Pioche in the matter of "men for break-

fast," she had enough to maintain a respectable average.

Prosperity filled the cup between 18T0 and 1890; but

after that adversity took to mixing the drinks for the

camp—each one a little bit worse than the one which
preceded it, writes Charles E. Van Loan in the Saturday

Evening Post. For the benefit of those who take their

narrative sprinkled with names and dates and vital sta-

tistics, Mr. Van Loan gives the following thumbnail his-

tory of Xevada's lead camp : In 1864 five prospectors set

out from Austin, following the Pony Express route east-

ward to the mountains. On the western slope of the

range they found ore that puzzled them ; and as they

could learn nothing of it b}' examination they put frag-

ments of it into their camp fire. The result was an im-

mediate flow of whitish metal. The prospectors argued

long over it; those who claimed it was silver were told

that it was too soft, and those who thought it was lead

were told that it was too hard. Both sides were correct

—

it was a combination of both metals. The news of the

strike created little or no excitement. Xevada, with one

eye on the tremendous output of the Comstock Lode, could

not be bothered with anything so commonplace as a lead

mine with silver trimmings. For several years after dis-

covery the district languished while unsuccessful attempts

were made to smelt the silver-lead ore; but in 1869 draft

and blast furnaces solved the problem, and the camp of

Eureka bounced out on the map of the state as the me-
tropolis of eastern Xevada, greatly to the disgust of Pi-

oche, which was just beginning to sit up and howl, a day's

journey to the southeast. Foreign capital became inter-

ested in the new district. Two mines on Ruby Hill were

sold to the Eureka Consolidated Mining Co., of San Fran-

cisco, and an English concern, the Richmond ilining Co.,

bought adjoining property and, with characteristic Brit-

ish thoroughness, set about developing it. The Eureka
Consolidated erected its furnaces at the lower end of ilain

St., and the Richmond works went up at the other. In

1875 the "Slim Princess" came puffing into town from
Palisade, linking Eureka to the outside world, and pros-

perity came in with a whoop and a yell, bringing the nine

graveyards with it. . . . As in Virginia City and
elsewhere, nobody doubted the future—good times, they

thought, would last forever; but it seems to be true that

the more you take out of the ground the less you leave in.
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S. A. Worcester is at Ouray, Colorado.

J. Power Hutchins has been in the Altai region in Siberia.

George A. Denny, recently in Mexico, has gone to the
Transvaal.

H. C. Enos has just returned from Central America and
will spend several weeks in Utah.

Frank H. Probert left San Francisco Nov. 13 to visit the

new gold camp at Oatman, Arizona.

Harold B. Gleeson is manager of the Mawchi mines in

Burma, succeeding George Macfarlane.

W. M. Archibald has succeeded J. M- TurnbuU as manager
of the Consolidated Mining and Smelting Co. at Trail, in

British Columbia.

J. D. Galloway, assistant provincial mineralogist, has been
examining mining properties in the Big Bend and Slocan
districts of British Columbia.

W. Hunnewell, of Wellesley, Mass., and C. W. Hantord, of

New York, both connected with the Calumet & Hecla inter-

ests, visited the Michigan copper mines this week.

Taylor Allderdice, vice-president of the National Tube Co.,

Pittsburgh, has been appointed a member of the state board
of education ot Pennsylvania by Gov. Martin G. Brumbaugh.

Dr. Henry M. Payne was in Petrograd on Oct. 16, and
expected to leave there early in November for London, by
way of Sweden and Norway. He will sail for America in

December.

H. F. Fay, president ot the Mayflower and Old Colony
properties near Houghton, Mich., accompanied by W. L. Frost,

of Brookline, Mass., is in Michigan from Boston, visiting

the properties.

R. T. McKeever, former manager of the Copper Range
railway, but later connected with the firm of Logan & Bryan
in Chicago, is now associated with Hornblower & Weeks in

their Chicago office.

George B. Holderer, who recently returned from South
America, has been made general manager of the Furlough
Development Co., which is developing a copper property near
Wickenburg, Arizona.

D. G. Kerr and McGilvary Shiras. of Pittsburgh, Penn.,

"have been in the Lake Superior district for 10 days, looking
over the mines of the Oliver Iron Mining Co.. in company
with the officials of that company.

R. L. Agassiz, president ot the Calumet & Hecla and vari-

ous subsidiaries, has returned to Boston, after an extended
visit at the mines in Michigan. He was accompanied by
Shaw McKane, of the eastern management.

Albert Sauveur, professor of metallurgy and metallog-
raphy of Harvard University, presented an illustrated lecture

on "The Industrial Importance of Metallography" at the Ex-
change Club, Boston, Nov. 10, before the NewEngland Foundry-
men's Association.

John Saam, who, for the past 12 years has been assistant

clerk at the Mohawk mine, resigned last week to become
clerk and purchasing agent for the White Pine Extension,
one of the Stanton properties recently operating in Ontona-
gon county, Michigan.

E. W. Maynard, who has been in charge of the Atlas
Powder Co.'s plant at Senter. near Houghton, Mich., ever
since its erection in 1910, has been promoted to the super-
intendency of the company's plant near San Francisco. He
is succeeded by E. C. Eddy of New .Tersey.

Frank M. Leland, manager of the Balaklala, after attend-
ing the mining congress and other engineering conventions
at San Francisco and visiting the Panama-Pacific Exposition,
is devoting some time to the affairs of the Balaklala at

Coram, Calif. The mine is shipping ore to the Mammoth
smeltery, and keeping up the demand for 250 to 300 tons
.a day.

John MacGinniss of Butte, George S. Deeks of New York,
and Al Frank of the Ohio Copper Co., Bingham. Utah, have
just visited their Delaware property at Vernon, Nev., in

company with General Manager H. H. Hunter of Lovelock.
The result of the trip of inspection will be the institution of

immediate development work to explore the Delaware veins
at depth.

W. C. Ralston is preparing for a return trip to New York,
•where he has established an office at 25 Broad St. The
purpose of the New York office is to attract Eastern men to

the advantages of mining investments in California, Nevada
and Alaska. Mr. Ralston has learned the futility of attract-

ing California men to the possibilities of their home state in

the industry of mining, and realizes that the development of

the large mining properties has been the work of Eastern
and European men.

Thomas E. Frakes died at Sutter Creek, Calif., in October,

at the age ot S2 years. He crossed the plains shortly after

the Marshall gold discovery at Coloma, and settled in Amador
County, where he engaged in mining. In later years he gave
up the mining business and carried on an extensive dairy
ranch.

William H. r>avis died at Alameda, Calif., on Nov. 7. He
was born in Boston in 1S31 and crossed the plains to Cali-

fornia, settling in Eldorado County in 1S52, where he en-

gaged in mining. In 1859 he established the Union Lumber
Co. in San Francisco. He was the last surviving charter
member of Excelsior Lodge of Masons in San Francisco.

Professor Vivian B. Lewes died Oct. 16, at Mold, England,
aed 64 years. He was for many years professor of chemistry
at the Royal Naval College and was engaged in many import-
ant investigations, such as the chemistry of coal and its com-
bustion, spontaneous combustion, oils, boiler corrosion, etc.

He was also for a number of years chief gas examiner for

the city of London. He was the author of several books on
chemistry and combustion.

Henry Benjamin Smith died at Joliet, III., Nov. 7, aged
53 years. He had been in the Joliet Steel Works since he was
a boy, entering the service of the old Joliet Steel Co.—later

merged in the Illinois Steel Co.—in 1S7S and gradually attain-

ing a responsible position. He was one of the first to take
up questions of safety work in the plants of the company
and in 1S93 was appointed supervisor of safety and labor,

which position he had held ever since doing notable work in

the cause of accident prevention.

Nicholas Treweek. of Salt Lake City, Utah, died in New
York Nov. S, as the result of an operation for throat trouble.

He was born in Cornwall, England, and came to the United
States when 20 years old. After a few years spent in Penn-
sylvania he settled in Utah and engaged in mining operations.

He was identified with the opening and operation of many
mines, notable among them being the Wabash at Park City,

several properties in the Big Cottonwood district in Utah,
the Lucky Boy in Idaho and several British Columbia mines.
He was well known throughout Utah and was prominent as
a Mason and a member of other orders. He leaves a widow,
two sons and two daughters, aFl residents of Salt Lake.

Sir Andrew Noble died at Ardkinglas. Scotland, Oct. 22,

aged 84 years. He was born in Greenock, was educated at

Edinburgh and at Woolwich. He served for 15 years in the
Royal Artillery and became an expert in ordnance and am-
munition. After leaving the army, he became connected with
the Elswick works at Newcastle, with which he continued
for over 40 years, being for some time head of the great firm

of Armstrong, Whitworth & Co. He was concerned in a num-
ber of important investigations, especially one on the prod-
ucts of combustion of powder, which he conducted with the
late Sir Frederick Abel. He was a member of niany learned
societies and had received medals and other honors from a
number of them.

The Anaconda Copper Mining Co. has ordered three ad-
ditional 10-ft. by 48-in. Hardinge mills.

Nineteen parcels of land (an entire city block) have just

been acquired by The Cleveland Galvanizing Works Co.,

Cleveland. Ohio, adjacent to its present location which is In

the heart of the city.

The American Cyanamid Co. now has its general offices at

No. 200 Fifth Avenue, New York. The Nashville and Buffalo
offices were discontinued on Oct. 1. A southern office is main-
tained at 604 Walton Building, Atlanta, Ga.

The Salt Lake office of the Mine and Smelter Supply Co.

has received orders for No. 64 '/4 Marcy mills for the fol-

lowing companies: Silver King Coalition Mines Co., Park
City, Utah, 2; Duquesne Mining Co., Duquesne, Ariz., 1; Red
Banks Mining Co., H. C. Callahan. Bagby, Calif., 1.
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TRADJS CATAK^OOS

Newport Rolling Mill Co., Newport, Ky. Circular. Genuine
Open Hearth Iron. lUus., 9x15 inches.

Mesta Machine Co., Pittsburgh, Penn. Bulletin R. Mesta
Barometric Condensers. S pp., illus., 9x614 inches.

B. F. Sturtevant Co.. Hyde Park, Boston. Mass. Bulletin
No. 221. Electric Fans. 24 pp., illus.. 6hix9 inches.

The Denver Fire Clay Co., Denver, Colo. Folder. The
Case Oil-Fired Tilting Crucible Furnace. Illustrated.

The Colorado Iron Works Co., Denver, Colo. Pamphlet
Xo. 24-B. The Akins Classifier. 16 pp., illus., 9x6 inches.

Stephens-Adamson JIfer. Co., Aurora, 111. Catalog No. 22.

"S-A" Pivoted Bucket Carrier. 84 pp.. illus., 6x9 inches.

The Denver Fire Clay Co., Denver, Colo. Bulletin No. 100.

Crucibles, Muffles, Seorifiers, etc. IS pp., illus.. 7x10 inches.

The Scranton Pump Co., Scranton, Penn. Bulletin No. 103.

Jet Condensers and Vacuum Pumps. 12 pp., illus., 6x9 inches.

Morse Chain Co., Ithaca, N. Y. "Chain of Evidence." Pub-
lication No. 14. Large Power Drives. 20 pp.. illus., 6x9 inches.

Kingsford Foundry and Machine Works, Oswego, N. T
Catalog No. IS. Turbine Pumps. Type L. 22 pp., 6x9 inches
illus.

Asbestos Protected Metal Co., Pittsburgh, Penn. Bulletin
No. 56. "Waugh" Glazing Construction. 20 pp., illus., 8xl0>4
inches.

A. S. Cameron Steam Pump Works. 11 Broadway, New
York. Bulletin No. 154. Centrifugal Pumps. 16 pp.. illus.,

6x9 inches.

The Texas Co., Lubricating Division, IT Battery Place, New
York, N. Y. Booklet. Lubrication Vol. III. No. I. 16 pp., illus..

5%xS^4 inches.

Wilson-Maeulen Co., "Wales Ave. & E. 142d St.. New York.
Catalog T-13. The "Tapalog"—Recording Pyrometer. S pp..

illus., SxlOii inches.

Pitman, CSsar & Co., 25 Victoria St.. London, S. W. Eng-
land. Catalog. Water Turbines and Pelton ^"heels. 16 pp.,

illus., llxSi^ inches.

Edison Storage Battery Co., Orange, N. J. Bulletin No.
1125. Edison Storage Batteries and Some of Their -Applica-

tions. 24 pp., illus., 6x9 inches.

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y. Bulletin No. 44.-

005. Line Material and Rail Bonds for Mine and Industrial
Haulage. 76 pp., illus., SxlO^A inches.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., E. Pittsburgh, Penn.
Circular No. 1536. Alternating-Current Water-W^heel Gener-
ators. 32 pp., illus., Sxlbi-j inches.

Alis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.. Milwaukee. Wis. Bulletin No.
1432-A. Stamp Mills and Accessory Machinery for Free-mill-
ing Gold Ores. 52 pp., illus., SxlO>^ inches.

Hauck Mfg. Co., 140 Livingston St., Brooklyn, N. Y. Bul-
letin No. 60. Application of Hauck Oil Burners and Torches
in Different Shops. 16 pp., illus., 6x9 inches.

Ingersoll-Rand Co., 11 Broadway, New York. Catalog No.
76. "Water Lifted by Compressed Air." SO pp.. illus., 6x9 In.

Form No. 9201. Calyx Core Drills. 128 pp., illus.. 6x9 inches.

Alberger Pump & Condenser Co., 140 Cedar St., New York.
Bulletin No. 21. Alberger Centrifugal Boiler-Peed Pumps,
Alberger-Curtis Steam Turbines. 2S pp., illus., 6x9 inches.

Oliver Continuous Fillter Co., San Francisco, Calif.

Pamphlet. "Oil Flotation—Oliver Filtration." Description
and list of Installations of Oliver continuous filters. 6 pp..

illus., 6x9 inches.

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.. Fisher Building, Chicago. 111.

Booklet No. 213. Simplate Flat Disc Valves. 10 pp.. illus..

3I2X6 inches. Bulletin No. 126. "Hummer" Self-Rotating
Hammer Drills. 2S pp.. illus.. 6x9 inches.

The ^Villiams Patent Crusher and Pulverizer Co., St. Louis,

JIo. Bulletin No. 107. Durability of Williams Crushers and
Pulverizers. 8 pp., illus., 12x9 14 in. Bulletin No. 112. Con-
glomerate Ore. 8 pp.. illus., 12x914 inches.

A. M. Byers Co., Pittsburgh. Penn. Bulletin 26. Byers
Genuine ^'rought Iron Pipe. 24 pp.. illus., llxSU inches.

This bulletin contains useful information about Byers pipe,

such as its resistance to corrosion, fabricating and welding
qualities, etc. Complete tables showing dimensions, areas,

and hydrostatic tests are given.

United States patent specifications listed below may be
obtained from "The Engineering and Mining Journal" at 25c.
each. British patents are supplied at 40c. each.

ANNEALING FURNACE. John E. White, Tarentum, Pf-nn..
assignor to West Penn Steel Co., Brackenridge, Penn. (U. S.
No. 1. 158.760; Nov. 2, 1915.)

CARS—Safety Device for Mining Cars. William Kowalski.
Chicago, 111. (U. S. No. 1.159,050; Nov. 2, 1915.)

CHARGING CAR. Frank D. Carney and Richard V. Mc-
Kay, Steelton, Penn. (U. S. No. 1.15S,9S2; Nov. 2, 1915.)

CONCENTRATOR HEAD MOTION. William H. Reagan,
Jr., and John R. McMurrav, Miami, Ariz. (U. S. No. 1.159,272;
Nov. 2. 1915.)

CONVEYING, SORTING AND SCREENING SYSTEM. Gil-
bert Tollefson. Baglev. Minn. (U. S. No. 1,159,134; Nov. 2.
1915.)

CYANIDING—Treatment of Ores bv the Cvanide Process.
Hugh M. Leslie, Glasgow, Scotland. (U. S. No. 1,158,513; Nov.
2, 1915.)

DRILL—Rock-Drill Attachment. Harrv H. Hughes, Poult-
ney, Vt. (U. S. No. 1.159,034; Nov. 2, 1915.)

DRILL-SHARPENING APPARATUS. Arthur H. Skaer,
Denver. Colo., assignor to The Denver Rock Drill Manufactur-
ing Co., Denver. Colo. (U. S. No. 1.159.722; Nov. 9, 1915.)

DRILLS—Improvements in Power-Driven Rock Drills. M.
Kellow, Penrhyndeudraeth, N. Wales. (Brit. No. 13.067 of
1914.)

ELECTRIC FURNACE. Percy A. Boeck. Worcester, Mass..
assignor to Norton Co.. Worcester, Mass. (U. S. No. 1,158.971;
and 1,158,972; Nov. 2, 1915.)

FLOTATION—Separation of Minerals by Flotation. Lewis
G. Rowand, Brooklvn, N. Y., assignor to New Jersey Zinc Co.,
New York. N. Y. (U. S. No. 1,159,713; Nov. 9. 1915.)'

PTL'LLERS EARTH—Earth-Treating Process and Product.
Michael J. TVelsh. Philadelphia, Penn., assignor to The Atlan-
tic Refining Co., Philadelphia, Penn. (U. S. No. 1,159,450; Nov.
9, 1915.)

FURNACE and Allied Structure. T"tlev Wedge, Ardmore,
Penn. (U. S. No. 1,159,141; Nov, 2, 1915.)

FURNACE-DOOR LINING—Edward S. Cline and Edward C.
Meier, Phrenixville, Penn. (U. S. No. 1,159,S9S; Nov. 9, 1915.)

FURNACE LINING. Albert P. Meyer. Aspinwall, Penn.,
assignor to Allen S. Davison Companv, Pittsburgh, Penn. (U.
S. No. 1,160,085; Nov. 9, 1913.)

JIG. Walter S. Tower and Peter D. Camphuis. Wallace.
Idaho. (U. S. No. 1.159,295; Nov. 2, 1915.)

LEAD ALLOYS Containing a Plurality of the Metals of the
Alkaline Earths. Francis C. Frary, Minneapolis, and Sterling
N. Temple. St. Paul, Minn.; said Temple assignor of one-sixth
of the whole right to said Frarv. (U. S. No. 1,158,672; Nov. 2.

1915.)

METAL-MELTING FURNACE. Oro J. Warman, Cincinnati.
Ohio, assignor, bv mesne assignments, to Buckeve Products
Co., Cincinnati. Ohio. (U. S. No. 1,458.875; Nov. 2. 1915.)

MINE-CAR LUBRICATOR. Charles Goyn, Gorham, Colo.
(V. S. No. 1.160.067; Nov. 9. 1915.)

NITROGEN COMPOUNDS—Process of Producing Nitrogen
Compounds of Aluminum and Alkali or Alkaline-Earth iletals.
Dmitrv Alexandrowitch Peniakoff, Brussels. Belgium. (U. S.
No. l.i59.9S9: Nov. 9, 1915.)

POTASH—Process of Recovering Potash from Potassium-
Iron Silicates. Harrv P. Bassett, Catonsville. Md.. assignor to
The Spar Chemical Co., Baltimore, Md. (U. S. No. 1,159.464;
Nov. 9. 1915.)

REFRACTORY MATERIAL— Highly Refractory Material
and Process for Making It. Au.gust Pfaff, Freiberg, Germanv.
lU. S. No. 1,159.264; Nov. 2, 1915.)

SCREEN—Shaking Sceen. Paul M. Kuehn. Baltimore,
Md., assignor to Bartlett Hayward Co.. Baltimore, Md. (U. S.
No. 1,159,317; Nov. 2, 1915.)

SCREENING APPARATUS. Paul M. Kiiehn, Baltimore.
Md., assignor to Ba-tlett Hayward Co., Baltimore, Md. (U. S.
No. 1.159.318; Nov. 2, 1915.)

SEPARATION—An Improvement in the Magnetic Separa-
tion of Ores. Graf Botho Schwerin, Frankfort-on-the-Main,
Germany. (Brit. No. 19,313 of 1914.)

SULPHATING—Method of Sulohating Materials. Henry B.
Hovland, Duluth. and George B. Frankforter. Minneapolis.
Minn.: said Frankforter assignor to said Hovland. (U. S. No.
1,159,032 and 33; Nov. 2, 1915.)

SULPHIDE ORES—Imported Method for the Recovery of
Cuprous Sulphide from O-es and the Like. Metals Research
Co.. New York City. (Brit. No. 143 of 1915.)

SI'LPHIDIZTNG—Method of Sulohidizing Metals. Henry
B. Hovland. Duluth, Minn. (U. S. No. 1,159,942; Nov. 9, 1915.)

TRANSIT. Adolch Lietz, San Rafael, Calif. (U. S. No.
1,159,510; Nov. 9, 1915.)

ZINC—Device for Removing Residue from Retorts. Nicho-
las L. Heinz, La Salle, 111. (U. S. No. 1,160,077; Nov. 9, 1913.)

ZINC—Method for the Treatment of Zinc Ore or Zinc-Bear-
ing Material. Sewall Truax, Canon Citv. Colo., assignor to
Granadena Mining Co. (U. S. No. 1.155,628; Oct. 5, 1915.)

ZIRCONIUM OXIDE—Method of Producing White Zircon-
ium Oxide Free of Iron. Paul Askenasy, Karlsruhe, Germany,
assignor to Chemisch Metallurgische Industriegesellschaft mit
beschrankter Haftung, Berlin, Germany. ( U. S. No. 1,158,769;
Nov. 2, 1915.)
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SAN FRANCISCO

—

Not. 10
California Metal Producers* Association—At the recent

annual meeting" at San Francisco the following officers "were

elected: President, Albert Burch; vice-presidents, G. "W. Met-
calfe, E. C. Hutchinson; secretary-treasurer, R. I. Kerr; ex-
ecutive committee, G. W. Starr, C. E. Knox, N. Cleaveland,
S. W. Mudd.

The Comstock 3Iine8 are shaking off the ghostly raiment
with which a recent magazine story invested the town of

Virginia City. In the last half of October and the first

quarter of November, Union Consolidated and Sierra Nevada
explored high-grade orebodies on the 2,500 level. The ore in

the Comstock north-side mines has been running at from
$8 to $12 per ton, with an occasional shoot of higher grade.
Recent disclosures have increased the value to a probable
average of $40 per ton. As early as the week ended Oct. 16,

Union Consolidated saved 83 cars average $49 per ton and
35 cars which averaged $63 per ton. In the same week Sierra
Nevada ran into ore worth $11 per ton and in the week
ended Oct. 23 the face of the north drift of the 2,500-ft. level

showed ore running as high as $130 per ton; with an en-
couraging outlook for a large high-grade orebody in this

neighborhood. In the same week the north end of No. 1

stope of the Union 2,500 level was in ore averaging $79 per
ton. At another point samples showed $89 per ton. The ore

saved from this stope averaged $26.90 per ton. Six feet of

$50 ore was found in No. 3 stope of the Union in the week
ended Oct. 30. and in the same week Sierra Nevada extended
the north drift 10 ft. into ore averaging $32.34 per ton, while
the face was in $85 rock. In the first week in November.
Sierra Nevada saved ore averaging $33 per ton and Union
Consolidated found various grades running $13.72, $24.60 and
$45.16. Herman Zadig, of San Francisco, one of the directors,

returning from Virginia City after a visit to the north-end
mines, stated that the recent development in the Sierra Ne-
vada proved the contention of himself and other directors that

the Comstock was not dead. He considered this disclosure of

high-grade ore of great importance, because it was in the

Sierra Nevada in 187S that the bonanza people thought they

had found another orebody similar to the one that was then
being worked in Consolidated Virginia. Mr. Zadig and Mr.

Slosson and Mr. Ralston have been sanguine that large ore-

bodies would be found in the 2.500 and 2,700 levels. In their

opinion the work now being done on 2,500 level proves to a
certainty that there is a chance of extensive orebodies at this

point. It seems reasonable that if the early-day manage-
ment had believed in 1878 that ore persisted in large bodies

to the 2.700 level, they would have mined it because silver was
then worth $1.29. However; without assuming to disagree

with these opinions it may be taken as indisputable that Fair

and Flood and Mackay did, and left undone, many things
which were incomprehensible to mining men of that day.

The past performances of the past-masters of Comstock min-
ing are not of such great interest to the present-day manage-
ment as the fact that the Comstock ghost has begun to walk
again.

DENVER—Nov. 11

The Phenomenal Deniaml lor Tunsxten has created con-
ditions in Boulder County that, for a brief time, threatened
the organization of a miners' union. The idea, it is believed,

was thwarted at its inception by prompt action of the leading

mine operators in establishing a new and uniform wage scale

for miners at 45c. per hour. The regular wage has been $3

for eight hours. The "boom" continues unabated at Neder-
land.

The American Metals Prodacing Co., controlled by E. S.

Moulton and G. Whitney Adams, is attracting attention by its

activities at Black Hawk. Mr. Moulton has, for years, owned
the Rocky Mountain concentrator, a fair-sized crushing and
jigging plant formerly operating on custom ores. This mill

occupies the exact site of the first smeltery in the state—the

Hill furnace, materials for the construction of which were
hauled by ox-teams from St. Joseph, Mo. While this mill has

lain idle for several years, these men have been experiment-

ing along hydro-metallurgical lines and they believe they

possess a wet process for recovering the precious and the

several base metals in Gilpin county ores. The secret process

is known to include roasting and lixiviation follov.-ed by se-

DiiiiiiiiiniinniiiiniiiiniiiiiiiniiiininniiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiminiiniiiiiimimiiiiiM

lective precipitation. Two carloads of machinery have been
delivered to be erected on foundations now being laid in the
remodeled building.

BUTTE—Nov. 10

In the Districts Tributary to Helena, former Senator W. A.

Clark has bought Monte Cristo mine, situated 2 mi. north of

Rimini, and work will be begun immediately. Purchase price

said to be $100,000. Syndicate which recently acquired "Head"
mine on Scratch Gravel has been formally incorporated as
Scratch Gravel Gold Mining Co. for $1,000,000. W. E. Cullen,

of Spokane. Wash., is president of company. Last month was
first month ore was hoisted and profits aggregated $24,000.

The Monarch mine near Elliston, has been leased and bonded
to a group of Helena mining men. Development work will be
started at once. Property lies on north slope of Bison Moun-
tain, 9 mi. south of Elliston. and 6 mi. south of Rimini. Prop-
erty is developed by shaft and tunnel, where body of com-
mercial galena ore has been opened up. Several carloads of
high-grade ore have been shipped and thousands of tons of

low-grade ore are on dump awaiting treatment. Property is

one of most promising in district. Helena Mining Bureau has
leased and bonded Little Wonder mine and stamp mill, at head
of Nelson gulch, and work will be commenced as soon as nec-

essary improvements are made.

SALT LAKE CITY—Nov. 11

The Ore Production of Blnf;ham at present is in the neigh-
borhood of 945.000 tons of ore per month. The Utah Copper
is producing 27.500 tons of ore daily, and the Utah Con-
solidated, United States Smelting. Bingham-New Haven, Utah
Apex, Bingham Mines, Utah Metal and Tunnel, 2,000 tons
more, which with 2,000 tons being mined and milled at the
Ohio Copper makes a total daily output of approximately 31,-

500 tons, or 945,000 a month.

The Strike at the Silver Kins Coalition mine in Park City

ended Nov. 9, when a miners' meeting was held, and it was
voted to return to work. Notices had been posted by the

company to the effect that the miners would be taken back
in their old standing, if they signed the compensation agree-
ment and returned to work before 6 o'clock, Nov. 10. Excep-
tion was made of some of the shift bosses who had struck,

and a certain number of men deemed agitators. Of the 210

former employees, who applied for work on Nov. 9, 149 were
signed up. Some work was done on the night shift Nov. 9, and
a full shift was worked Nov. 10. Things at the mine will soon
be in normal running order. Up to 6 o'clock on Nov. 10,

230 men, out of the 370 who walked out, had signed the com-
pensation and insurance contracts over which they struck
two weeks ago. The strike has been characterized by free-

dom from violence or other demonstration, and the men have
conducted themselves in an orderly manner throughout the

time they were on strike.

In the New Zinc Camp. Lakeview mining district on Pro-
montory Point, Box Elder County, there are now eighteen

incorporated companies, and about 150 men are employed.
The Lakeview Mining Co. declared another dividend of 2%c.
a share Nov. 6. This calls for the distribution of $11,250. In

October a similar amount was paid, making $22,500 in two
months. In June, July and August seven mills a share was
distributed each month. Altogether approximately 7c.

a share has been paid on the 500.000 shares, making
total dividends of about $35,000. To date shipments have
amounted to 67 cars of zinc ore containing 3,149 tons, which
averaged 32.75"^ zinc. The prices received varied from $27

to $55 a ton. This ore at an average price of $40 per ton

brought approximately $124,960. In addition to the above,
five cars have been shipped by lessees. Three thousand feet

of tunnel work has been done; a new compressor was in-

stalled and placed in operation Nov. 6, and a new lower tun-

nel is being started to prove the ore at greater depth. It is

reported that an option has been taken on this company's
property by the A. S. & R., which is doing development.

F.4.RGO, N. D Nov. 13

Dakota Lignite for heating will hereafter be used by all

state institutions of North Dakota. In most cases however
it is necessary to mix with some bituminous coal, owing to

the high moisture content of lignite.
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OIRAY, COIjO.—Nov. 10

The Wanakah Mining Co., operating claims adjoining the
American Nettie ground, north of Ouray, and in control of the
Ouray smelting works, is planning to conduct extensive ex-
plorations and to expand the smelting operations so as to

treat custom ore. The control of the company has recently
been changed and G. W. Barnhart, of Ouray, formerly man-
ager of the Mountain Top mine, at Telluride, has succeeded
John T. Roberts, Jr., in the management of the property.
George H. Beebe, of Syracuse, is the new president. The mine
is connected with the mill by an aerial cable and the ore is

hauled from the mill to the smeltery 2 mi. by railroad. The
ore is mostly heavy iron sulphide with from 2 to 8% copper
and some precious metals. Some of the oi-e is amenable
to milling but owing to the large loss of copper in the mill,

practically all of the output now goes to the smeltery. The
smeltery, which was improved and enlarged last summer has
a capacity of 250 tons a da>, but this has been reduced to 150

tons by a fire-brick partition In the furnace chamber. Semi-
pyritic smelting is practiced with a consumption of about 10%
coke. A two-unit Greenwalt sintering equipment is installed.

The matte is shipped to Garfield, Utah. The company has
heretofore largely depended upon its own mine for smelting
ore but is now planning to treat custom ore, particularly

siliceous ores, a policy which has already had its effect of

stimulating operations in the district. The Wanakah mine in

the last four years has produced nearly a million dollars

gross.

The American Nettle' Property now belongs to the Ameri-
can Gold Mining Co., of St. Louis, Mo., W. C. Wisberg presi-

dent. The company drove a tunnel to the Wanakah ore hor-
izon and several other operations are under way to explore
for deposits of the Wanakah type in the sedimentary cliffs

north and east of Ouray. The Two Kids property has opened
up an orebody and is building a small mill. This operation is

financed at Delta, Colorado. On Black Silver Mountain to the
north of the American Nettie, limited operations are under
way on the Black Girl, the Scotsman and the Cutler Creek
properties.

The Results of the l>evelopinent at AVannkah have aroused
interest in the possibil'ties of the sedimentary areas in the
vicinity of Ouray, which occur extensively north and west of

the town and which are cut by numerous dikes. The import-
ant mineralization so far has been found on the east side of
the canon only and Us extent is still to be determined.

In Pous:hkeepsie Gnlch, llneonipagre Cafion, the Old Lout
mine, now owned by the Onetal company, 10 Wall St., New
York, is being equipped with an electric compressor and drills

for extensive development. This vein has been opened on
the surface for about 600 ft. in depth and has a record of
about $800,000 production of rich bismuth-silver ore. The
tunnel cuts the vein at about 1.000 ft. in depth and a
drift on the vein has opened three oreshoots, showing sul-
phide ore, with copper, lead, zinc and silver. The company
has a lease on the Mickey Breene mill and is to introduce
flotation. It is expected that some shipping ore will be ex-
tracted this winter. Frank M. Jackson is in charge. This
property was last worked by an English company in the early
nineties.

The Maid of the Mist adjoins the Old Lout on the north
and will probably be developed from the Lout tunnel. The
Pouglikeepsie mine, at the head of the Gulch, has suspended
developments but will resume in the spi'ing. The Eenock, on
the north extension of th'e Lout is being operated on a lease
by John T. Roberts, Jr.

No \Vork Has Been Done during the past season on the
San Juan Chief, the Huff or the North Star properties, all of
which lie east of the Lout. The Ben Butler is under option to

AV. M. Waybright aiid some work has been done on it. The
ore in the Ben Butler is zinc with gold. W. J. Rattles, of
Cleveland, Ohio, is in charge of work on the Vermilion mine,
about half a mile south of the Ben Butler. The Columbus
tunnel, in this vicinity, is being extended to cut the Columbus
vein. On Red Mountain the National Belle is under lease
to Messrs Roberts, Wood and Forest, of Ouray, and is ship-
ping, regularly, high-grade copper ore. When the mine was
opened recently it was found that the rails, tools and nails of
the old equipment were entirely replaced by copper.

AA'ALIiACE, IDAHO—Nov. 10

Anieriean Institute of Minings EniErineers—The fifth annual
meeting of the Columbia Section will be held at Wallace,
Idaho, Nov. 19-20. A special train leaving Spokane at
8: 30 a.m. will arrive in Wallace at 12: 50 p.m. At 3: 00 a
technical session will be held in the public library, at which
D. "W. Buckby will present a paper on "Progress in Ore
Dressing" and J. E. Chapman one on "Mine Accounting." At
the evening session W. B. Henry will discuss "Zinc Smelting

and Smelter Rates." The following day will be given over to
a trip to the Inierstate-Callahan, Tamarack and Success
mines on Ninemile; a business session and banquet will be
held in the evening. A special invitation has been extended
to members of tlie Montana section of the Institute.

PHILADKLPHI.*.—Nov. l.">

Peun.'iiylvania State Cullei;;e—The new mining building of
the School of Mines was dedicated on Nov. 5. Dr. H. M.
Chance, of Philadelphia, the speaker of the day, took as his
subject "The Conservation of Mineral Resources." There was
a large gathering of people, among whom were many promi-
nent mining men from both the bituminous and anthracite
fields The museum of the school, one of the best in the
United States, is being installed in the new quarters, which
together with the added facilities for classroom and labora-
tory work, will contribute materially to the increased useful-
ness of the school. The School of Mines was established in
1SS4 and has graduated a large number of men now promi-
nent in mining in Pennsylvania as well as in many other
states.

IRONWOOD, MICH Nov. 13

Shipments from the Gofcebic Ranj^e for 1915 will exceed
5,000,000 tons. To Oct. 25, the Chicago & Northwestern Ry.
Co. had hauled 3,600,000 tons of Gogebic ore to the Ashland
docks. The most the company has ever handled in a single
year was 3,760,000. The Soo line will take out about 1,000,000
tons this year.

HOUGHTON. MICH.—Nov. 13

A Million a Month in AVases Was the Slogan when the
copper country of Michigan hoped, some day, to reach total
monthly pay roll of a million. At the present time that slogan
is out of date. A million and a half a month is more nearly
correct. Each Saturday pay day the mining corporations dis-
tribute to employees at least $700,000. This is for half a
montli's work. One mining corporation alone pays out over
$230,000 in cash.

BR.4INE:RD, MINN Nov. 11

Indian Commissioner Sells ordered closed on Nov. 1 all sa-
loons in Chisholm, Hibbing, Taconite and several smaller
Mesabi Range towns. Entire Cuyuna Range has been "dry"
for some time, and the commissioner's action now makes large
part of Mesabi Range dry as a desert. Mine operators in gen-
eral favor the drys.

TWO H.\RB0RS, MINN Nov. 10

Duluth & Iron Range Ry., announces according to W. A.
Clark, chief engineer, that it will expend $1,635,000 for dock-
age facilities at Two Harbors. A steel and concrete dock,
costing $1,500,000, will be built, and Dock No. 6 will be
remodeled. The new, or No. 2 Dock, will be SO ft. high,
with 228 pockets.

At Two Harbors Dock, 10.098 carloads came from the Bi-
wabik District in October, being a nominal decrease from
September. The Biwabik and Bangor mines are the leading
shippers, with 1.286 and 1,416 cars respectively to their credit.
The total ore tonnage for October via Duluth-Superior and
Two Harbors docks was 1,800.000 tons in excess of October,
1914, all roads participating in the increase except the Great
Northern which had a decrease of 150.000 tons. At Ashland,
Wis., all iron ore shipping records have been broken, and in-
dications point to still greater figures for next season. To
Nov. 1 the C. & N. W., and Soo Line docks had a combined
tonnage of 4,754.397 with several weeks yet to operate, while
the best previous season (1912) totaled but 4,797,101 tons.

VICTORIA, B. C Nov. S

The Leona, carrying a heavy cargo of ore from the Britan-
nia mines on Howe Sound to the Tacoma smeltery, turned
turtle and foundered due to the shitting of her cargo during
a heavy gale when nearing Active Pass on the night of Oct.
31. Seven out of the crew of 14 were drowned.

TORONTO—Nov. 13

The First Run of 3Ian^ane.se Steel ever manufactured in
Canada was turned out on Nov. 6 by the Wabi Iron Works, of
New Liskeard in Northern Ontario. It is produced by elec-
tric process in a furnace of the Heroult type having a capac-
ity of 5 tons per day.

Part of the famous **silver sideivalk*' that contributed to
so much of the excitement in the early days of Cobalt has
been purchased by the Department of Mines and is being
removed. The Department does not wish to allow such a
remarkable specimen to be lost, and as there is little proba-
bility of sucli a showing ever again being discovered, it will

be kept for the museum.
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ALASKA
ALASKA GOLD (Juneau)—In October treated 154.500 tons

of ore, comparid with 132,000 tons in September. Total cost
per ton is now under 60c., and tailings are running under 19c.
Plant is regularly treating 6,000 tons per day, which is ap-
proximate limit of present power capacity at Salmon Creek.
New power plant at Annex Creels should be in commission in
December, when operations will be brought up to 10,000 tons
capacity.

ARIZONA
Gila County

KEYSTONE COPPER (Miami)—At special meeting of
stocl^holdders it was voted to dissolve company and distribute
assets to stocltholders. Meeeting of directors to be held im-
mediately to arrange distributon.

ARIZONA ASBESTOS ASSOCIATION (Globe)—Has opened
up a large deposit of chrysotile asbestos of the finest qual-
ity at Ash Creek Canon. Output is sold some time in ad-
vance and is being used by most exacting manufacturers of
asbestos textiles.

INSPIRATION CONSOLIDATED (Miami)—Is operating 9

out of 18 sections of mill and is handling 7,000 tons of ore
daily; extraction of 82'/^ being secured on average of all ore
handled; recovery on sulphide ore alone is about 93%. Dur-
ing October produced about 4.000,000 lb. of copper. November
output expected to be greater.

Greenlee County
ARIZONA COPPER (Clifton)—Company's Clifton concen-

trators Nos. 2 and 3, instead of No. 4 as reported, together
with 300 ft. of big ore bins and conveyor belt leading from
the mill to the leaching plant, burned Nov. 5. Fire started
about 8 o'clock and lasted greater part of night, and but for
work of fire fighters, company's store, leaching plant and
other property would have been destroyed. Deputies and
pickets state that conflagration started near top of old mill,
and Sheriff Cash, in whose care property has been since mana-
gers left district, claims it was due to defective wiring. Men
who are familiar with plant, however, are positive that fire

could not have been caused by loose wires in the locality
where it originated. Property that burned was not being
used when strike was called, Sept. 11, but was being exten-
sively remodeled, and new and modern machinery was being
insta'llcd. The loss is estimated at $100,000 to $150,000. De-
struction of property would not preclude an early resumption
of work should managers and strikers come to an agreement.

Mohave County
LEVIATHAN MINES (Oatman)—Recently encountered

ledge of ore in its mines averaging more than SO"}/ copper.

UNITED ST.\TES SMELTING (Kingman)—Has taken
option on Antelope and Democrat claims, situated in Wal-
lapai Mountains, from their owners, W. H. Murphy and W. F.
Dunlap.

ARIZONA TELLURIUM CO. (Kingman)—Is preparing to
install hoist, compressor and other machinery at its mines in
Wallapai Mountains. 16 miles east of Kingman. The or« runs
high in gold and silver.

COLORADO RIVER PLACERS (Oatman)—D. P. Mitchell
and associates are negotiating with syndicate of Eastern men
for sale of about 2.000 acres of placer ground, situated along
lower course of the Colorado River. Mineral bearing bars
are 35 to 45 ft. deep.

Pinal County
MAGMA COPPER (Superior)—For quarter ended Sept. 30

company produced 1,973,960 lb. copper, at an average cost of
5.72c. per lb., compared with 1.302,199 lb. at 6.19c. per lb. for
preceding quarter. Operating profit for third quarter was
$238,490, compared with $186,057 for preceding quarter.

Yavapai County
TELSORI MINING (Cherry Creek)—Company is erecting

new stamp mill at its Nelson mine. Has large amount of ore
blocked out.

DEVELOPMENT CO. OF AMERICA (Congress)-—Is re-
ported to be negotiating for sale of its Congress gold mine,
including old tailings dump, which contains about 1,200,000
tons of ore. valued at $2 per ton.

PORTLAND-ARIZON.4 (Copper Basin)—O. W. Bickenstaff
and associates have sold their group of 28 Portland-Arizona
copper claims to D. M. Looey, of St. Louis. Mo., and asso-
ciates. The new owners will conduct extensive development
operations.

CVLIPORNI V
Amador County

EAST EUREKA (Sutter Creek)—Cleaning out and repair-
ing north shaft, which was caved about 20 years ago. Recent
development has been through south shaft, which proved
that greater possibilities of developing pay orebodies lie to
north.

Calaveras County
UTICA (Angels Camp)—Repairs in progress at Stickle

mill and Cross shaft, preparatory to resuming operation when
water supply is sufficient.

CALAVERAS COPPER (Copperopolis)—Forty men re-
ported to have been laid off because of lack of bin capacity
for ore extracted, which is in excess of mill capacity.
Reported that additional concentrating installation is con-
templated.

Eldorado County
WAGNER (Lotus)—High-grade ore reported disclosed in

37-ft. drift from 54-ft. shaft. New machinery will be installed
before proceeding with further development. Ore contains
large percentage of copper and some gold.

COX & MASSA (Placerville)—Work started in 600-ft. tun-
nel. Reported that rich gravel has been disclosed. Large
body of deep gravel opened on Coffin & Reed property ad-
joining.

STILLWAGON (Placerville)—Los Angeles men have leased
this property .at forks of Cosumnes River, 2 mi. south of Caldo
R.R. Present operators are extending 800-ft. tunnel about
100 ft. in belief that oreshoot will be tapped at vertical depth
of 500 ft. Mine is equipped with stamp mill and electric
generating plant, both operated by water power.

Inyo County
WILSHIRE-BISHOP CREEK (Bishop)—Arthur Joslin was

killed Oct. 22 by falling of an ore car into shaft, car striking
cage in which Joslin and three other men had descended.

CERRO GURDO (Keeler)—Contract repoited signed by F.
.1. Hambley and A. L. Dornberger on behalf of company and
Southern Sierras- Power Co., for electric current for mine for
lighting, drilling, hoisting and all other operations.

Kern County
HOPE (Randsburg)—Philadelphia men reported to be

negotiating for control. Deepening of 250-ft. shaft to 500 ft.
contemplated. Large shoot of ore disclosed at 250 ft. Recent
shipment of ore averaging $80 per ton.

Mereed Ciiunty
SAN JOAQUIN LIGHT AND POWER (Merced Falls)—

Work begun on construction of new $65,000 plant for generat-
ing electric power.

Modoc County
SEITZ (Cedarville)—Copper claims on Neasham Mountain

have been bonded to T. G. Elgie. Development work has
disclosed good copper-bearing ore in 5-ft. ledge.

Nevada County
SPENCEVILLE MINERAL (Spenceville)—All buildings

and surface plant destroyed by fire night of Oct. 30. Sus-
pected incendiary origin. Copper revival had induced prep-
arations for operating on much more extensive scale.

BLACK BEAR (Rough and Ready)—Directors have re-
tained "William Buchholz as managing director; William Gans
is superintendent. Company "was recently reorganized and
sufHciently financed to deepen shaft and install machinery
for development work.

MtiHAWK (Graniteville)—Antimony ore reported to be
found in sufficient quantity and quality to justify reopening
of this mine on Moores Flat, owned by William McLean of
Graniteville and Charles Scheunert of Sacramento. Old
tunnel is being cleaned out and placed in condition, and
driving on the vein will be resumed.

WILLOW VALLEY (Nevada City)—New electric pump
with capacity of 500 gal. per min. is being installed. This
will permit development to depth of 1.200 ft. Montana shaft
now down to 830 ft. Both properties have records as
producers and it is believed that they will again be put in
producing class.

Placer County
GREEN EMIGRANT (Forest Hill)—R. A. Nicol has bonded

this mine on Bald Hill to E. W. Drumond and Joe Delmue.
Reopening and development will begin immediately.

Sierra County
ANDY FITZ (Alleghany)—Permit issued by Commissioner

of Corporations to sell 75,000 shares slock at 25c. to finance
exploration and development of quartz ledge.

KLONDIKE (Sierra City)—Machinery and winter supplies
being taken in for continuing tunnel to tap gravel channel,
expected within 100 ft. more. W. W. Tiner in charge.

Siskiyou County
MANGANESE claims have been located near Black Bear

mine in Salmon River district. Ore said to contain high per-
centage of manganese. Surface crosscut has been run 144 ft.

Ledge is almost vertical; walls are porphyry and diorite.
Reported that New York men have taken a bond and will
develop property.

SISKIYOU MINING (Etna)—The 15-mi. flume is being
lengthened 1 V2 mi. to cover Muck-a-Muck flats which embrace
about 400 acres of gravel. Property is owned by Dr. Harback
and Mr. Gardner of New Yorl^. Mr. Payne is superintendent.

Trinity County
TRINITY ASBESTOS (Cinnabar)—Closed down for winter.

Work will be resumed as soon as weather will permit in the
spring.

BONANZA KING (Trinity Center)—Has abandoned old
3-mi. tramway, and has erected bunk houses, cook house and
mill at mine, and will operate now during winter as well as
RUi-nmer.

CRAIG (Dedrick)—R. W^. Hamilton, of Weaverville, and
H. C. Stofer. of Dedrick. have taken a five-year lease on this
property owned by Globe Consolidated Mining Co. Develop-
ment work will be carried on throughout winter.
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GLOBE CONSOLIDATED LEASE (Dedrick)—Began opt-r-
ating the Globe Consolidated Co.'s mill and properties at
Dedrick, Oct. 1. About 4(i men are at work developing ore-
bodies on Bailey and also on two levels of Globe. Archie
Burnett Is new manager.

BELLI (Coffee Creek)—Property shut flown for the winter
after successful and steady run since July 4. Ore put through
mill averaged $30 per ton. New wagon bridge is being con-
structed across Trinity River while water is low.

BONANZA KING (Weaverville)—Large orebody reported
in lower tunnel driven 1,500 ft. into hill. Milling plant being
moved to mouth of tunnel which will save transportation of
ore over a mile of tramway. Tramway is in heavy snow belt
and is difficult to keep in order.

Tuolumne County
REPUBLICAN (Sonora)—Purchase bond covering five

mining claims and 20-stamp mill delivered to F. W. Page,
manager Royal Consolidated mine at Hodson, Calaveras
County. Mr. Page represented Eastern men in this deal.
Shaft is 700 ft. deep. Price said to be $65,000.

COLORADO
Gilpin County

EAST NOTAWAY (Russell Gulch)—In the "Journal" of
Oct. 23 was published an item in this column stating that the
mine after being closed for a year by litigation, had been
finally secured by opposing litigant, Colomo Mining Co., and
vas to be i

parties to the two sides of the litigation relative to the item
and to each other. AVe hold our honorable correspondents in
Ariiml Actefm nnrl r>r\rt«i rl Ari n p- niiT' Hictnrm,^ frnm thA flnild'^d

%\ e iiiive various communications from
des of the litigation relative to the item

ana lo eacn otner. \\ e noia our nonoraoie corresponueriLs in
equal esteem, and considering our distance from the clouded
issue, we are disinclined to judge the evidence.

San 31ig'uel County

TOMBOT (Telluride5— -A-t recent meeting in London it was
announced that Sidney White Cloud group of claims, situ-
ated to north of Bushwhacker claim, and carrying extension
of Montana vein, has been acquired for consideration of
$75,000. to be paid in cash instalments before June 15. 1916.
During October mill ran 29 days; crushed 13.000 tons of ore.
Bullion and concentrates shipped totaled $88,400; expenses.
$60,600: operating profit, $27,800.

ID.VHO

Shoshone County
INTERSTATE-CALLAHAN (Wallace)—Shipments during

AMERICAN-COMM.\NDER (Wallace)—This company is

building blacksmith shop at tunnel portal and otherwise pre-
paring for winter "work. Has 400 ft. of crosscut yet to drive
to reach vein.

ALAMEDA (Wallace)—Is suing Success, alleging illegal
extraction of ore to value of $30,000 from its ground; Suc-
cess admits extraction of ore but claims title to ore under
apex law. Rumored that properties will be consolidated and
action dismissed.

CASTLE ROCK (Wallace)—Idaho-Nevada Exploration Co.,
has resumed work on Castle Rock situated on Placer Creek.
Operations delayed bv lack of "water for power. Crosscut
from 200-ft. level of shaft has penetrated vein 20 ft.; 12 ft.

of ore assaj'ing 4 to S'^'r copper reported; small stringer assay-
ing 3% zinc and 3% lead on footwall.

BERNICE (Kellogg)—Capital stock of this company in-
creased from 200,000 to 1,500,000; 250,000 shares of new stock
to be transferred to Wardner Mining and Milling Co., in ex-
change for its holdings. Bei'nice company otvtis 8 claims
east of Caledonia, on which two veins have been located:
will drive crosscut to cut veins at intersection.
MARSH (Burke)—Reported strike of IS in. of shipping ore

in crosscut from 900 level. As soon as oreshoot is explored
sufficiently to prove persistence, sinking will be continued to
1,200 level. Large pump ordered last summer will be installed
temporarily at 900 level but will be removed later to 1,200.
Remodeling of mill on Ninemile completed, increasing capac-
ity from 150 to 225 tons daily.

GALENA GROUP (Wallace)—Coeur d'AIene M. & S. Co..
plans to develop Galena group, lying "west of Success on
Ninemile. Two tunnels "previously run and winze sunk 60 ft.
from upper; good showing of carbonate ore, but work was
suspended on account of water. Crosscut tunnel driven 900
ft. tapped vein at depth of 500 ft.; 400 ft. Df driving on vein
necessary to get under ore in shaft.

PORTLAND (Sunset)—D. L. McGrath, manager for the
Ray-Jefferson company', has taken option on Portland claims
on Sunset Peak, situated between Sunset Group, owned by W.
A. Clark, of Montana, and Tuscumbia group. Claims have
been idle since death of Oeorgo B. Markle, organizer of Port-
land company. Two tunnels each about 500 ft. long have
good showing but maximum depth obtained was only 100 ft.

Owing to elevation of mine and hoavy snowfall development
will riot be started till spring.

MICHIGAN
Copper

NEW ARCADIAN (Houghton)—Third test of copper rock
satisfactory, 1,500 tons being handled.
WOLVERINE (Kearsarge)—Rock running close to IS lbs.

to ton. Rock keeps two stamp heads running to capacity.
BALTIC (Painesdale)—Richest copper-bearing ground yet

located in this mine is now proven to extend from 14th" to
22nd level. Increase in rock tonnage expected soon.

COPPER RANGE CONS. (Painesville)—Announcement
made of 10% bonus for November and December for 3,000
or more men working at mines and mills of Copper Range
company.

.SOUTH LAKE (Houghton)—New steel shaft-rockhouse
will be built within four months. Foundations now being
laid. Both 3 and 1 lodes in commercial ore. Expected that
10,000 shares new stock will be subscribed by present share
owners.

BALTIC (Painesdale)—Transmission line, from Redridge
mill plant is under construction to mine over right of way
of Atlantic railway, to utilize excess turbine power .at Baltic
mine, a subsidiary of Copper Range. W. A. Rankin, chief elec-
trical engineer of C'opper Range is in charge.
CHEROKEE (Houghton)—Operations suspended for win-

ter. Work economically conducted under direction of W. A.
Hodgson and results in three exploration pits showed good
prospects. Small exploration shafts will be put down in
most promising pits next summer.

VICTORIA (Victoria)—Conditions continue to improve.
It will be several months before new hoist is in running order
and new shaft ready for work. That will mean larger ton-
nage and closer selection, so that 13 lbs. per ton can be
maintained. This can be operated profitably by Victoria even
if output is sold on 13c. basis, because of low power costs.
WHITE PINE (Ontonagan)—Railway connection now is

established and witiiin week regular train service will be in
operation. St. Paul end of line was finished week ago
and connection made with portion built by Smith, Byers .&
Sparks on contract for Calumet & Hecla. This will mean
enormous savings for White Pine. At present 90 men are
employed cutting wood for fuel for the boilers. There is
large accumulation of mineral on hand waiting to go to
smelter at Hubbell.

Iron
DOBER (Iron River)—Oliver Iron Mining Co. is to sink

another shaft here. Work will be started soon after Jan. 1.

CLEVELAND-CLIFFS IRON (Ishpeming)—Has only about
45,000 tons more to ship this season. L. S. & I. road expects
to be through handling iron ore by Nov. 20.

BUCKEYE (Commonwealth)—This property has been
abandoned by Oglebay-Norton & Co. Sulphur content of ore
is too high. Is one of oldest mines on Menominee Range.

OLIVER IRON MINING (Ironwood)—Night shifts have
been added at mines that have not been working with two
forces. Pabst has had two crews for some time. About 400
more men will be given employment.

M.\SS (Negaunee)—A Halby loading machine is being tried
out underground. It is working successfully but has not been
in operation long enough to give data. The Lake Shore Engine
Works is building 10 of the machines. Most of them will be
shipped West. The Copper Queen Mining Co. has ordered one
shipped to Bisbee, Ariz.

MINNESOTA
Dnluth

MINNESOTA IRON DEVELOPMENT (Duluth)—Has ob-
tained fee to 8,697 acres of mineral lands in St. Louis, Crow
Wing and Aitkin Counties. Options are held on 591 acres
additional. Properties are located on Mesabi, Vermilion and
Cuyuna Ranges. Exploring is to be started immediately. E.
J. W. Donahue, formerly of Cuyuna-Mille Lacs and Cuyuna-
Duluth companies, is one of directors.

Cuyuna Range
CUYUNA-MILLE LACS (Ironton)—Shipping 10 cars daily

of its manganiferous product.

Mesabi Ran^re
TIOGA (Chisholm)—Shaft now down 103 ft., and working

in wet ground.
DEAN (Buhl)—All shipping has ceased and mine was

shut down Nov. 6.

MYERS (Chisholm)

—

X\\ ore in stock is to be shipped this
fall. This will be last of Oliver piles to be moved.

TIOGA (Chisholm)—Excavating is completed in engine
house for engine bed. Work on new change house is progress-
ing satisfactorily.
HAWKINS (Nashwauk)—Mine was closed down Nov. 4.

No more ore will be shipped this season. Averaged about
70 cars a day during last two months.

EUCLID (Chisholm)—M. A. Hanna Co. is to ship ore in
stock here. Mine is near lake and could not be kept open.
Water kept coming in until workings flooded.

ALEXANDRIA (Chisholm)—.\11 of dwelling houses for
men have been completed. Drifting is going on from bottom
of main shaft. Timber shaft is going down steadily.

OLIVER IRON MINING (Eveleth)—Stated that Fayal
and Genoa mines will be operated all "winter. About 650
men will be kept employed at two properties. Company has
shipped 1,100,000 tons from Eveleth district this season.

Vermilion Range
CHANDLER (Ely)—Both the North and South Chandler

mines have raised miners' pay 30c. a day. They have hereto-
fore paid $2.10 to $2.40, and raise is to meet wages of $2.40 to
$2.S0 paid by the Steel Corporation mines in district. It has
been many years since an increase in "wages has been made
in fall of year.

MONTANA
MONTANA-CANADIAN OIL (Sweet Grass)—Fine flow of

gas obtained Nov. 10 in company's well. Is taken as sure
indication of presence of oil. Gas will be used from now
on for firing boilers that supply power for drilling, thus
saving $1,000 a month in operating expenses. Company's
well IS now down 1,500 ft. Nearest adjoining well struck
oil at 1.735 ft.

Fergus County
BARNES KING DEVELOPMENT (Kendall)—During Octo-

ber 4.128 tons of ore, averaging $8.84 a ton, were mined and
milled at North Moccasin mine. Total includes Sf3 tons of
ore requiring roasting which averaged $1.42 a ton. Bullion
estimated at $33,000. At Plegan-GIoster property near
Marvsville, 2,437 tons of ore were mined and milled averaging
$7.51 a ton. Bullion estimated at $11,000.
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Sliver Bow County

ALICE (Butte)—No offers having been made at public
sale held Nov. 10 in front of federal building at Butte, under
terms of court's decree property reverts to Anaconda.

EAST BUTTE (Butte)—Net earnings of companv for quar-
ter ended Sept. 30 were $423,000. September net was $170,000,
largest for any month on record, but exceeding July figure by
only $6,000.

NORTH BUTTE (Butte)—According to report for quarter
ended Sept. 30, company shipped 115,796 wet tons of ore and
27'/-. wet tons of precipitates. It treated 113,002 dry tons of
ore'and 19.6 dry tons of precipitates. Of ore, 12% was first-

class and SS'?f second-class. Ore and precipitates produced
5,672,890 lb. of copper, 265,855 oz. of silver and 305 oz. of gold.

.\EV.4DA

Esmeralda County

ATLANTA MINES (Goldfield)—Stoping has been started
on 1,580 and 1,620 levels and shipments are to be resumed
at once. Expect to maintain grade of $35 per ton.

GOLDFIELD CONSOLIDATED (Goldfield)—Preliminary
estimate for October shows production of 36,500 tons of gross
value of $256,000; with profit of $101,000. Red Top claim and
adjoining north-end ground has again become large producer
on company account from territory largely given over to
leasers for "last two years.

Humboldt County

SEVEN TROUGHS COALITION (Seven Troughs) — Pro-
duced $60,000 in October; banner month in history of mine.
The next nearest approach was December, 1914. Between 1.200
and 1,300 levels, shoot 1 to 3 ft. wide and bringing returns of
$300 to $1,000 a ton discovered.

ROCHESTER MINES (Rochester)—By reason of delays in
transportation of ores necessitating closing down of mill for
several davs. output for October was only $40,000. With dis-
covery of rich orebodies of unusual extent in deep levels and
improvement of hauling facilities on Nevada Short Line rail-

road, there is every reason to anticipate production of $2,000
per day for November.

Nye County

TONOPAH ORE PRODUCTION for week ended Nov. 6

amounted to 10.343 tons valued at $212,134 compared with
9 891 tons week previous. Producers were: Tonopah Belmont,
2'990 tons; Tonopah Mining, 3,230; Tonopah Extension, 1,850;

West End, 904; Jim Butler, 1,100; Halifax, 50; and miscel-
laneous leasers, 219 tons.

TONOP-^VH EXTENSION (Tonopah)—Installation of 20-

drill compressor at No. 2 shaft about completed. Additional
equipment being installed at mill expected to increase capac-
ity materially. September profits amounted to $52,000. De-
velopments during October showed steady improvement in

general mine conditions, with mill products for latter half
of month valued at about $80,000.

Storey County

ANDES (Virginia)—Saved 14 cars of ore from slope above
170 level.

OPHIR (Virginia)—Saved 343 cars of ore from north drift

on 250 level. Central tunnel; milled 280 tons.

MEXICAN (Virginia)—Exploration work continued on
2,500 and 2,700 level. Mill crushed 252 tons of custom ore,

average assay value $18.56 per ton.

CROWN POINT-BELCHER (Gold Hill)—Reopening north
drift 1.600 level, leading to stopes. Water held 65 ft. below
1,600 level. Mill rock taken from 1,300 and 1,400 levels. Mill
received 976 tons dump rock and shipped one bar bullion.

UNION CON. (Virginia)—Extracted 59 tons of ore averag-
ing $24.60 per ton from No. 1 stope, 2,500 level; 181 cars
sampling $13.72 per ton from No. 3 stope. West crosscut in

No 1 raise in low-grade ore, selected samples north side

assayed $24.05 per ton, and from top $45.16 per ton.

SIERRA NEVADA (Virginia)—Northwest drift on 2,500

level advanced to 20-ft. point; face in ore averaging $31 per
ton; saved 40 cars of ore averaging $33 per ton. Jointly
with Union, raise to 2,450-ft. level continued and into quartz
of low assay value.

NEW MEXICO
Grant County

DARK THUNDER MOUNTAIN (Twin Peaks)—Paul Crow-
ley of Duncan, Ariz., claims to have discovered enormous
deposit of low-grade zinc ore on Dark Thunder Mountain.

CARLISLE GROUP (Silver City)—Announced by George
Utter that he has sold Carlisle group to an Eastern syndicate
for $300,000. Purchasers are represented here by W. B.
Duvall. who will soon place order for mill, machinery and
other equipment. Construction of branch railroad to mines is

contemplated.
Ijineoln County

RITA MINING (White Oaks)—Rita Mining Co. is negotiat-
ing tor sale of its rich mineral holdings to W. M. McDonald,
of El Paso, and associates. Its group of claims embraces 60
acres.

MINING TUNGSTEN ORES (White Oaks)—Richard Wight-
mrn and syndicate of X^ew York men have just closed deal
for purchase of Old Abe. North and South Homestake and
Wilson mines from John Y. Hewitt and associates. New own-
ers have began mining operations on large scale and it is

their object to develop tungsten ores which are known to

exist in North and South Homestake mines. Plans being
made for modern mill and cyanide plant for treating gold
ores. _SOUTH DAKOTA

Custer County
OLD MIKE (Custer)—J. W. McBride has taken over this

mica property and has commenced development. A shaft is

being sunk and hoisting apparatus and compressor being
added

VTxa
Box Elder County

WEST CENTURY (Park Valley )—Lease has been taken on
this property by A. Allred. Development consists of tunnel
500 ft. long. Low-grade gold ore has been cut. It is ex-
pected to mill some of this at small mill on adjoining prop-
erty.

Juab County

TINTIC ORE PRODUCTION for October amounted to 643
carloads, estimated at 32,150 tons valued at $800,000, com-
pared with 506 cars in September, 648 in August, 817 in July
and 2,790 for the first half of 1915. There were 25 shippers
as follows: Chief Consolidated. 126 cars; Iron Blossom. 115;
Centennial-Eureka, 88; Mammoth, 81; Eagle & Blue Bell, 72:
Gemini. 35; Grand Central, 27; Yankee, IS; Gold Chain, 14:
May Day, 13: Dragon Consolidated, 12; Beck Tunnel, 8; Lower
Mammoth, 7: Victoria. 5; Colorado. 4: Uncle Sam, 3: Utah
Miner Co., 3: Bullion Beck, 3; Cari.sa Lease, 2; Eureka Hill.
1; Godiva, 1; Ridge & Valley, 1; Sioux mill dump, 1; Minnie
Moore lease, 1; Clift lease, 1 car.

BECK TUNNEL (Eureka)—This company is developing
ground on the 1,100. Leasers are working in various parts of
the mine as usual.

IRON BLOSSOM (Silver City)—Preparations are being
made for stoping ore opened on the 900 level, from the winze
below the 600. The ore carries up to 8 and 12% copper.

IRON BLOSSOM (Silver City)—Copper ore has been opened
on 900 level of No. 3 workings. This is reached by winze
from 600, reported to have passed through 14 ft. of ore.

CHIEF CONSOLIDATED (Eureka)—Shipments for the first
10 months of 1915 amounted to 831 cars or about 41,500 tons.
Arrangements for electrifying the compressor will soon be
completed.

RIDGE & VALLEY (Eureka)—Value of ore mined on
1650 is increasing, returns now being over $1,200 per car,
instead of $1,000 as heretofore. Principal contents are lead
and silver.

EAGLE & BLUE BELL (Eureka)—Work has been started
on power line between substation, owned jointly with Chief
Consolidated, and new Eagle & Blue Bell 300-hp. hoist. Work
is being done by Utah Power and Light Co.

YANKEE CONSOLIDATED (Eureka)—Connections have
been completed between raise and winze, wliich allows ore
to be sent out from new strike. Prospecting is being done on
east side of property in search of Beck Tunnel ore channel.

Salt Lake County

A FOOT OF SNOW FELL at Alta Nov. 10; 8 in. fell in south
fork of Big Cottonwood, and 2 ft. at Brighton. This will not
interfere materially with ore hauling.

MICHIGAN-UTAH (Alta)—Nine bids have been received
for proposed extension work in this company's lower tunnel.
These varied from $9 to $13 a foot.

EMMA (Alta)—Men were started to clean out tunnels Nov.
6, preparatory to beginning work at this property. A. O.
Jacobson and associates have made arrangements to oper-
ate.

SOUTH HECLA (Alta)—Shipments of 40 tons of ore daily
are being maintained from the Wedge workings. Develop-
ment is lieing done on 200 level, where vein reaches 25 ft. in
width. This ore has been opened up for 185 ft. Lessees on
Kate Hayes fissure have recently shipped 15 tons.

EMMA COPPER (Alta)—Development is in progress at
this property, adjoining the old Emma. Several contracts for
work h.ave been let recently, and operations will be con-
tinued during winter. Drift from north crosscut is in min-
eralized ground, on contact of white and gray limestone.

OHIO COPPER (Bingham) — An experimental fiotation
plant using Field process is to be tried at this company's mill
at Lark. Capacity will be 25 tons per day. Experimental
work will probably be done on Ohio Copper tailings, as well
as on low-grade ore at present being treated.

Summit County

PARK CITY ORE PRODUCTION for October amounted to
9,762 tons, valued at $390,000 compared to 8,000 tons in Sep-
tember. The producers were: Silver King Coalition, 2.742 tons;
Daly-Judge. 2,724; Silver King Consolidated, 1,687; Dalv West,
1,074; D. W. Quincy, 35; Daly, 120; Big Four Exploration.
1,000; miscellaneous, 380 tons.

CANADA
Ontario

CANADIAN COPPER (Sudbury)—In October sank new
main shaft 165 ft.; shaft is 30x10 ft. in clear.

BRUCE MINES (Sault Ste. Marie)—Have been purchased by
Mond Nickel Co. Ore, high in silica, carries from 3 to 4% of
copper.

PLENAURUM (Porcupine)—This mine shaft, 200 ft. deep,
is being pumped out for sampling on behalf of La Rose which
may purchase property.

DOME (Porcupine)—Bullion production during October
was highest on record, being $150,500, from 28,750 tons of ore;
average $5.24 per ton.

CHENEY COPPER (Sault Ste. Marie)—Is under option to
the Timmins-McMartin syndicate. Tenders have been asked
for diamond drilling but no contract has as yet been let.

TECK HUGHES (Kirkland Lake)—Foundation for cyanide
mill completed. Work on power plant delayed pending de-
cision as to whether it will be possible to obtain electric
power.

MINING CORPORATION OF CANADA (Cobalt)—This com-
panv which controls Cobalt Townsite, City of Cobalt and
Cobalt Lake mines, has discharged all Austrians and Germans
in its employ. Order, which came from head office in England,
affects about 50 men.
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Metal Markets

NEW YORK—No

All of the principal metal markets experienced sharp ad-
vances during the last week which were scored in the trans-
action of large volumes of business. In copper especially the
week \\as rather spectacular.

Copper, Tin, Lead and Zinc

Copper—On Nov. 11 the market had become well estab-
lished at 1SV4C., regular terms, for domestic deliveries, es-
pecially prompt deliveries, but forward business was taken at
small concessions, as was also some foreign busines when
figured out to the cash equivalent, f.o.b., New York. The vol-
ume of business continued to swell, and increased day by day,
the price rising with it. On Nov. 15 the advance began
to be rather violent. At the opening of that day copper was
sold at about 18.45c., regular terms. By the end of the day,
lj)%c. was realized in some cases, although the market did
not become firmly established at that figure. On Nov. 16,

business was done at lS%c., regular terms, and even a shade
lower, early in the day, but later sales of million-pound lots
A\'ere inade at 19c. It was expected that ther-e would be a rush
of buying on Wednesday, but instead thereof the market
became rather quiet, with the price firm at 19c. regular terms,
equivalent to 18.75@lS.S0c. cash. New York.

The aggregate of business transacted during the week
was very large, the estimates in several quarters agreeing
upon something like 50 to 70 million pounds. Sales to domes-
tic consumers predominated and it was especially note-
worthy that some very large business "was done with the wire
drawers.

Certain sellers of copper are now adopting the policy of
doing their business with France only in terms of dollars
per ton.

The strike at the Nichols refinery was settled on Nov. 16.

Shipments from Baltimore for the week included 7,847.765
lb. copper to France.

Copper Sheets, base price is 23 Vic. per lb. for hot rolled and
24 1/2 c. for cold rolled, w^ith usual extras. Copper wire is

19@19i4c. per lb., carload lots at mill.

Copper Exports from the United States week ended Oct. 30
are reported by the Department of Commerce at 13,657,586 lb.

The larger items were 5,551,235 lb. to France, 2,930.833 lb. to
Russia; 1,996,644 lb. to Sweden, 1,301,411 lb. to England; 1,-

121,329 lb. to Italy. Imports for the week were 8,498,268 lb.

metal and 824,444 lb. in ore and matte; 9,322,712 lb. in all.

The chief imports were from Peru, Canada and Chile.

Tin—In this market there was a sharp advance, caused
by an urgent demand and the shortage of supply for near-by
deliveries. Rumors respecting the Suez Canal also played
a part. When it was learned that the canal was open and
had not been closed at all, the market receded from its high-
est point.

Tin production of Federated Malay States nine months
ended Sept. 30 is reported at 36,692 long tons in 1914, and
34,840 tons in 1915; decrease, 1,852 tons.

Corrected statement of tin exports from the Straits eight
months ended Aug. 31: United States, 19,313; Great Britain,
18,234; other Europe, 6,651; China, 58; India, 862; total, 45,118
long tons, an increase of 1,457 tons over last year.

Lead—Following the advance to 5.15c., New York, inde-
pendent producers tried to see if they could get a little more
and found that they could. The demand for lead was .indeed,
so good, and the transactions so large, that the A. S. & R. Co.
felt itself warranted in advancing the price to 5.25c. on Nov-
15. The aggregate of business transacted during the week
was very large.

The Chinese Lead Markets are reported badly demoralized
by lack of supplies. This has resulted from the order of the
Australian Government prohibiting lead exports.

Spelter—A pretty good volume of business was transacted
up to and inclusive of Nov. 15. Some sales for export were
made and also some considerable sales to important domes-

tic consumers, including certain galvanizers. The bulk of
the business was for January-March delivery, and the nature
of the demand was sufflciunt to produce a considerable ad-
vance in price. Since Monday the market has been dull and
quiet, and a shade weaker in tone.

The Donora plant of the United States Steel Corporation
is now producing spelter regularly, and its output will in-
crease month by month, but it will probably not be running
at full capacity before next April.

Zine Sheets were advanced Ic. per lb. on Nov. 13, to $18
per 100 lb. On Nov. 17 the price was again advanced Ic,
making it $19 per 100 lb. f.o.b. Peru, 111., less 89; discount.

DAILY PRICES OF METAL.S IN NEW YORK
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Other Metals

XEW YORK—>ov. 17

Alnminnni—Supplies for early delivery continue scarce.

Prices are fully maintained and even stiffened, 57 @ 59c. hav-
ing been paid for No. 1 ingots for spot delivery.

.Antimony—The market is very firm. Stocks here are low
and metal for immediate shipment is hard to get. Quotations
for Chinese and other ordinary brands are 37%@38%c. per
lb. Cookson's is held at 45c. per lb. nominally.

Antimony ore is only offered in very small quantities, at

52.25@2.35 per unit.

Quicksilver—The market is strong and stocks are small.

New York price is $105 per flask of 75 lb. for large lots; ?105

@110 for smaller orders. San Francisco reports by tele-

graph $100 per flask, with the market very firm. London
price is £16 10s. per flask, with no discount from second
hands.

Nickel—There is no change reported. Ordinary forms are
nominally 45<S50c. per lb. according to size and terms of order.

A premium of 3c. per lb. is changed for electrolytic nickel.

Minor Metals—Current quotations for Bismuth are $3 per

lb.. New York.—Cadminni is quoted at 7s. per lb. in London;
$1.75@1.90 per lb.. New York.—Chromium metal, 75c. per lb..

New York.—Cobalt metal. 97';f pure, is sold at $2 per lb.

—

Masnesium, pure, has gone to a high price, ?6 per lb. being
asked.

EXPORTS .\.\D IMPORTS
Exports and Imports of Copper in September are reported

by the Department of Commerce as below, in pounds:

Imports Exports
Ore, copper content 10,503,225 315,651
Matte, copper content 1,706,689
Unrefined, blister copper, etc 25,529,234 2,168
Refined 786,560 49,441,194
Old scrap, etc 663.658 10,625

Total 39,189,366 49,769,638

In addition to the quantities given, manufactures of copper
valued at $631,258 were exported; quantities not being given.

This makes the exports of copper for the nine months ended
Sept. 30 a total of 216,260 long tons; imports, 106,371 tons.

Imports of I,ead in September are reported by the Depart-
ment of Commerce as below, in pounds:

Lead in ore 1,095.649
Lead in base bullion 10,728,927
Lead, metallic 27,944

Total 11,852,520

The total imports for the nine months ended Sept. 30 were
37,572 short tons. The base bullion was nearly all from
Mexico.

Imports and Exports of Zinc in September are reported by
the Department of Commerce as below, in pounds:

Imports Exports
Zinc contents of ore 8,826,329 1,218,500
Zinc, metallic 225.689 20.332.761

Total 9,052,018 21,551,261
Zinc dust 26»,774 78,320
Zinc dross 886,778

Total weight of ore imported was 15,753 tons; 5,112 tons
being from Mexico, 5,023 from Australia, 4,743 from Spain,

874 from Canada, and 1 ton from Japan. For the nine months
ended Sept. 30 the total exports were 90,696 short tons; im-
ports, 32,416 tons, nearly all in ore.

Exports and Imports of the Principal Metals, other than
iron and steel, eight months ended Aug. 31, copper and tin in

long tons, lead and zinc in short tons:

1914 1915 1914 1915

Copper 284,910 194,041 104,789 87,626
Tin 486 502 28,939 33,576
Le.id 40,495 86,059 15,635 34,646
Zinc 4.435 79,920 760 607

Ores:
Zinc 8,499 605 12,483 77,468
Zinc ore, contents . 4,503 31,809

Exports include reexports of foreign material. Copper
includes contents of ore and matte; lead, contents of ore and
base bullion.

Shipments of tin from the Straits 10 months ended Oct. 31

—

estimating October—were 51,127 long tons, in 1914, and
54,060 in 1915; increase, 2,933 tons.

Gold, Silver and Platinum
XEV YORK—Nov. 17

Gold is still coming here from London. A further ship-

ment of $3,800,000 was made on Nov. 12, and more is reported
this week.

Platinum continues high, with supplies scarce and the

future uncertain. Sales are small, and prices continue rather

nominal at $55@60 per oz. for refined platinum; $60@63 per

oz. for hard metal.

Our Russian correspondent writes under date of Oct. 22

that the market is very firm and advancing. The demand
both for the domestic market and for export has increased
enormously, and the offers of metal are not up to the needs
of the market. On Oct. 16 a total of five poods was sold at

52,000 rubles per pood. The quotations at Ekaterinburg are

13@13.25 rubles per zolotnik; at Petrograd. 52,000(5 53,000

rubles per pood, for crude metal, 83% platinum. These prices

are equal to $49.35 and $51.45 per oz., average.

Silver has shown a rising tendency the past week, owing
to a more active London demand and reduction in the stocks
held in that city. The advance in English exchange has also
contributed to an improvement in the New York equivalent
price of the London official.

Zinc and Lead Ore Markets
JOPLIN, MO Nov. !.{

Blende, high price $112.50; base per ton 60% zinc, premium
ore, $110; medium, $109(5100; lower grades down to $90; cala-
mine, base per ton 40% zinc, $60®70; average selling price,

all grades of zinc, $97.49 per ton. Lead, high selling price,

$62.50, bids today as high as $64 base per ton -of 80% metal
content; average selling price, all grades of lead, $60.55 per
ton.

SHIPMENTS WEEK ENDED NOV. 13

Blende Calamine Lead
Totals this week. 14,307,340 714,090 2,066,750
Totals this year. 506.481,690 36,423,080 78,789,770

Blende value, the week, $711,750; 46 weeks, $19,692,000.
Calamine value, the week, $20,490; 46 weeks, $880,230.
Lead value, the week, $62,550; 46 weeks, $2,074,150.
Sellers are very well satisfied with the market for both

zinc and lead. Zinc was advanced another $10 this week and
lead was advanced $4 per ton today for next week's delivery.
The enormous shipment is largely attributable to the United
States Smelting, Refining and Mining Co.'s heavy purchases
the past thr.ie weeks. This week this company was prac-
tically out of the market, but this was not known until late
in the week by the agents of other smelting companies. To-
day blende of 62% zinc and no lead was being offered at $105
base, a grade of ore purchased yesterday at $110 base.

Pl,.VTTEVIl,l,E, >VIS,—Nov. IS
The base price paid this week for 60% grades of zinc ore

advanced from $88 to $100 per ton at week end. The base
price paid for 80% lead ore was $58 per ton.

Values
$794,790

22,647,380

SHIPMENT.S, WEEK ENDED, NOV. 13
Zinc Lead Sulphur

Ore, Lb. Ore, Lb. Ore, Lb.
Week 4,738,400 1,790,100
Year 178,771,750 6,028.540 24,862.690

Shipped during week to separating plants, 4,872,000 lb. zinc
ore.

Iron Trade Review
.VEAV YORK—Nov. 17

The iron and steel trades continue extremely active, with
both foreign and domestic demand strong and prices inclined

to advance still further.

The following statement has been issued: "The United
States Steel Products Co. has recalled, temporarily, quota-
tions in French markets, except as to pipe, tinplate, and some
specialties that involve a small tonnage, for the reason that
steel products for deliver_v in the near future are sold well
up to maximum capacity. Until the general questions of

supply and demand are carefully considered it is impossible
to tell how much surplus we shall have for sale in France
for the present."

The new works of the Steel Corporation at Duluth, Minn.,

are almost ready to start and will probably be making steel

ingots and billets next week.
The United States Steel Corporation announces that two

blast furnaces and several openhearth furnaces are to be

added to the equipment of the Gary works, aiid some other
improvements.

It appears that the control of the Cambria Steel Co. is

not yet decided. We noted last week the sale of 112,000

shares by the Pennsylvania R.R. Co. to W. H. Downer, now
president of the Cambria. This week a further sale of 250,000

shares was made to a syndicate represented by J. L. Replogle,
formerly vice-president of the Cambria and now president of
the Vanadium Steel Co. With him are associated some prom-
inent Philadelphia and Pittsburgh steel men. Neither party
now holds a majority of the stock. Reports as to the sale of
the Pennsylvania Steel Co. have been current, but have not
been confirmed.
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Alabama pig-iron production for the 10 months ended Oct.

31 was 1,600,712 tons. The make of iron is now at the rate
of about 200,000 tons a month.

The I nlted States Steel Coriioration reports unfilled orders
on its books Oct. 31 at 6.165.452 tons of material; an increase
of S47,S31 tons over Sept. 30, and the higrhest monthly report
made since May, 1913. over two years ago.

Exports and Imports of those articles of iron and steel
for which tonnages are given in the Commerce reports were
as follows for September and the nine months ended Sept. 30,

in long tons; values of exports of machinery are added:

September . . Nine Months .

1914 1915 1914 1913

Imports, iron and steel . 38,420 31.814 234.282 183,997
Exports, iron and steel 96,482 381,317 1,142,979 2,461,198
Exports, machinery, values $5,295,167 812,377,389 872.617,657 $91,673,678

Exports of mining machinery, including oil-well machinery
for the nine months were valued at $5,934,748 in 1914, and
$4,950,076 this year.

FOREIGN IRON
Pie Iron Production in Germany in September was 1,033,-

078 metric tons, being 17.532 tons less than in August, and
452,991 tons more than in September, 1914. For the nine
months ended Sept. 31 the total production this year was:
Foundry, 1.776.034; forge. 218,964; steel pig, 1,244,275; bessemer
pig, 135,162; Thomas (basic) pig, 5,291,093; total, 8,665,528 tons.

The total in 1915 was 12.016.8S8 tons, showing a decrease of
3.351,360 tons, or 27.7%, this year.

Exports of Iron Ore from Sweden in the sis months ended
June 30 were 2,027,000 tons, a decrease of 501,00'J tons from
last year. Imports of coal were 2,243,000 tons, an increase of
108,000 tons from last year.

Imports of Iron and Steel into Italy for the six months
ended June 30 were 336.164 tons. Imports of coal were 4,119,-

110 tons, being 1,285,360 tons less than last year.

British Foreign Trade in Iron and Steel and in manufac-
tures thereof for the nine months ended Sept. 30 are valued
by the BOard of Trade returns as follows:

Exports Imports Excess

Ironandsteel £28.794.063 £7,844.353 Exp. £20.949.710
.Machinery, hardware, etc 21.842.751 11.377 041 Exp. 10,463.710

Totals : . . £50.636.814 £19.221.394 Exp. £31.413.420
Totals, 1914 73.201,394 20.526,.>43 Exp. 52,677.831

Quantities of iron and steel exported were 3,179,726 long
tons in 1914. and 2,333,529 tons in 1915. Quantities imported
were 1,467,412 tons in 1914, and 901,032 tons this year.

PITTSBIRGH

—

Not. 16

The October increase of 847.834 tons in the unfilled obliga-
tions of the Steel Corporation show the pace at which steel

buying has proceeded, for the bookings, although so large,

were chiefly of specific orders, there being an unusually small
amount of contract tonnage. Only in two months in the past,

December. 1911. and October. 1912, was there a larger increase,

and in those months the business accepted was chiefly in

the form of open contracts, subject to specification later.

This week witnesses a reduction in the pressure to buy
steel products, the rush to get under cover having spent part

of its force, while it meets increased reserve on the part
of the steel mills as to selling. Some are practically out of

the market. Very few will accept contract obligations and
the trend is strongly toward a condition in which nothing
marketwise will be done except by way of specific orders.
Specifying against existing contracts shows no abatement.
With these specifications and the specific orders placed the
mills will enter the new year with from two to four months
of actupl work on books, according to the description of

material, and even very light buying in the first six months
of next year "will not enable the mills to catch up by July 1.

Steel prices continue to sho'w an advancing tendency. The
average price of finished steel products is now within ?3 a
ton of the highest level reached in 1907, and higher than at
any high point since then.

The most important new business in sight is in freight
cars. The Pennsylvania system is now opening bids on 9,000

cars but is expected to buy a larger number, as many as
25.000 being predicted in some quarters. There are many
inquiries for relatively small lots. The railroads are disagree-
ably surprised at the strength of the steel market, finding
that full market prices have to be paid for ear material, while
the mills will give options for only a few days at a time.

Pig Iron—The sharply advancing tendency in pig iron has
been arrested and in bessemer there has been what amounts
to a reaction from the higher prices reported a week ago.
U'e quote: Bessemer. $16.50; basic. $16; foundry and malleable,
llsSOeiO; gray forge. $15(5)15.50. f.o.b. Valley furnaces, 95c.
higher delivered Pittsburgh.

Steel -The;-e continues to be buying of billets and sheet
bars by mills that ordinarily make steel for their own con-
sumption, the object being to release openhearth capacity to
make forging and war billets. The latest buying of this
sort has been by the Pittsburgh Steel Co.. which has taken
about 40,000 tons of bessemer billets from Youngstown and
Wheeling mills, to use in its wire department, releasing so
much openhearth steel-making capacity for other purposes.
Current prices are approximately as follows: Bessemer billets,

$25.50@26.50; sheet bars. $26@26.50; openhearth billets, ?^6.50
@27.50; sheet bars. $27(iiJ27.50, at maker's mill. Pittsburgh or
Youngstown; forging billets, $42 a 45; rods, $35 at mill.

IRO.V ORE
Shipments to furnaces from Lake Erie docks have been

large, and the stock on docks is being drawn down rather low.
Some furnaces which have been looking for additional ton-
nage this year have not been able to get it.

Of the October shipments of Lake Superior ore a total of
5.741,176 tons, or 80.3"^. were delivered to Lake Erie docks.

Imports at Baltimore for the past week included 23,958
tons manganese ore from Brazil.

Imports at Baltimore included 35.775 tons iron ore, of
which 5,785 tons were from Algeria and 29,990 tons from Cuba.

OTHER ORBS
31olybdenium an«l Tungsten ores mined in Australia are

now all taken by the Commonwealth government under an
agreement with the British government. No exports of these
ores will be allowed except through the government agents,
Dalgety & Co., Ltd. The arrangement is for one year from
Sept. 9. 1916. The prices fixed by the government are: Moly-
denite. 90% MoS;. 105s.—$25.20—per unit; Wolframite, 65%
WO3, or scheelite, same grade, 55s.-—$13.20—per unit.

Prices here are a decided contrast to these. We noted last
week a sale of Tungsten ore at $38 per unit, and have since
heard of sale of ore, 60";;^ WO3 at $45 per unit.

NEW CALEDONIA ORES
Shipments of chrome ore from New Caledonia in August

were 11,195 metric tons, all to the United States . For the
eight months ended Aug. 31 shipments were 40,024 tons
chrome ore and 39,216 tons nickel ore. Shipments of nickel
matte were 2,710 tons.

COKE
Coke production in the Connellsville region for the week

is reported by the "Courier" at 424,162 short tons; ship-
ments, 426,093 tons. Shipments of Greensburg and Upper Con-
nellsville districts, 45.022 tons.

Connellsville—The market for prompt furnace coke is

decidedly softer, with fair offerings at $2.25 and little demand.
Corrigan. McKinney & Co. are understood to have closed for

at least half their requirements for 1916 with the Rainey
interest. The Youngstown Sheet and Tube Co. is reported to

have renewed its contracts, involving a total of about 75.000

tons a month, w'ith Hillman and Producers, for the first three
months of 1916 at about $2.50, this carrying the company to

the time when its new byproduct plant is expected to be
operating. Foundry coke is quotable at $3@3.25 for both
prompt and first-half contracts.

Chemicals
NEW YORK—Nov. 17

The general markets show little change from our last

report. The chief business now is in contracts for next
year's delivery of heavy chemicals.

Arsenic—Only a moderate business is forward. Prices are
steady and unchanged at $3.75® 4 per 100 lb. for both spot
and futures.

Copper Sulphate—Business is good for the season and the

market is steady. Current quotations are $7 per 100 lb. for

carload lots and $7.25 per 100 lb. for smaller parcels.

Nitrate of Soda—The market is rather active and sales

are steady. Quotations are firm at $2.90 per 100 lb. for spot
and December; and $2.85 per 100 lb. for January and later

deliveries.

Imports and Exports of Raw Materials for chemica.l manu-
facture in the United States eight months ended Aug. 31, in

long tons:

. Imports . Exports *

1914 1915 1914 iniS

Sulphur 14.383 17,736 95.176 9.414
Pyrites 667.036 600.5.58 150
Ch;omeore 48.081 30.089
Magnesite 90.522 19,287 l.W. 412

Exports include reexports of foreign material. Estimating
sulphur contents of pyrites, the total imports of sulphur in

1915 were 257,958 tons.
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By JoIIX a. i>AKEK*

l:}yyUFSItS—In building the Tuugii-Oakes mill,

a 100-ton cyanide plant, arrangements were made

for keeping a detailed chronological record and a

segregated cost account. Cost of ground clearing,

concreting for foundations, building construction,

and general costs are given with extreme clarity,

the time factor also being definitely determined.

The property of the Tough-Oakes Gold Mines is in tlie

Kirkland Lake gold area, in the district of Timiskaming,

Ont., Can. This district is about 50 mi. north of Cobalt,

and the Tough-Oakes mine, at jDresent the sole producer,

is in the eastern portion of the area, between Kirkland and
Gull lakes. A good wagon road, built by the Ontario gov-

ernment, connects the mine with the village of Swastika,

the present mill was decided upon and construction begun
in a much shorter period than is usual with mines of the

kind. The customary cyanide experiments and grinding

tests were made. These, together with the quick-setting

properties of the ore, indicated that the continuous coun-

ter current decantation process was applicable. Ball-mill

crushing was looked upon with favor on account of the

low first cost and the success of some similar mills at

Porcupine. In view of guarantees given by manufactur-

ers it was decided to install Hardinge ball mill instead

of stamps.

The Butters-Johuston Engineering Syndicate was en-

gaged as consulting engineers and metallurgists.

The necessity for having the mill in operation at the

earliest possible moment led Mr. James Johnston to accept

the opinion already arrived at as regards process and

SURFACE PLANT OF THE TOUGH-OAKES MINE. KIRKLAND LAKE. ONT.. SHOWING THE SHAFT HOUSE, MILL
BUILDINGS, TRESTLES AND BOILER PLANT

about seven miles away, on the main line of the Temis-

kaming & Northern Ontario Ry. The area is just south

of the Height of Land, separating the waters of the St.

Lawrence from those of Hudson Bay. Crushing at the

newly constructed 100-ton cyanide plant of this com-
pany was begun on Mar. 15, 1915, slightly over three

years from the date of discovery of gold on the property

and 29 months from the inception of mining operations

there.

Development of the Tough-Oakes property progressed

through the ordinary steps usual in such cases, including

the construction of a small amalgamating mill ; but the

prospective value of the mine increased so rapidly that

Construction Engineer, Tough-Oakes Gold

machinery, this opinion being later corroborated by the

experimental tests made by his company.

While the utmost economy was aimed at in all that per-

tained to the designs and their execution, quality in ma-
chinery and material was never sacrificed to cheapness

where any advantage or efficiency in operation was to be

gained by the former.

Since the doubling of the mill was considered a not

remote possibilit}^ provision was made in the organic

design and in power line, transformer station and pipe

lines for this contingency. Particular care was taken with

the estimate, and a detailed cost-keeping system was in-

stalled. A construction schedule was drawn up, and
shipments of machinery were planned in accordance with

it. By this means it was possible to estimate the monthly
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expenditures considerably in advance, thus aiding finan-

cial arrangements. A careful daily diary, or log, of all

events taking place at the mill site was written up each

day. This record enabled the construction engineer to

look back and visualize the state of progress at any time,

and from that intelligently to predict future progress. It

contains the starting and finishing date for every portion

of the work, record of arrival and supplies of machinery,

had many valuable data, particularly regarding the time

factor, which in the rush of construction work is usually

lost unless its systematic recording is insisted upon.

GeiVEral Desceiptiox of Site and Mill

The mill is on a rocky gently sloping hillside about

1,000 ft. north of the main shaft. From this shaft the

ore is delivered along an inclined trestle by a self-dump-

ing skip. An intermediate pocket permits handling ore

from No. 3 shaft over the same trestle. The crusher

station occupies a separate building connected with the

cyanide plant by an overhead conveyor. The cyanide plant

is built in the shape of a letter L, the eastern wing com-

prising the fine-ore bin, ball mill, tube mills and plates and

is referred to as the fine-grinding department. The

runs by gravity, while the thickened-pulp transfers are ef-

fected by diaphragm pumps. From the final tank the

thickened pulp is discharged by spigot into a launder,

whence it runs through a mechanical sampling device

and then to waste.

Below and to the west of the cyanide plant are the heat-

ing boiler, transformer house and the carpenter and ma-
chine shops. Next to the crusher station are the office

and storehouses, water tank and lime bin. All these

auxiliary buildings, together with the water-service pipe,

2,200-volt mill-feeder line and trestle are included under
the general heading of mill construction in the original

estimate. The refinery and oilhouse were added later

when the financial situation had improved.

Cleaeixg axd Excavating foe Foundations

Clearing of stumps and removing of soil was com-
menced on July 27, 1914, with a gang of 12 laborers

and one team. Under about 6 in. of top soil a tough

boulder clay was encountered. Work was found to prog-

ress most satisfactorily when using two teams and about

a dozen men. The soil was deposited about 100 ft.

outside the lines of the buihlinu;, where it could be re-

POURING THE CONCRETE MILL FOUNDATIONS
THROUGH A CHUTE FROM THE MIXER

main building houses the tanks, pumps and accessory

apparatus.

In the crusher station run-of-miue ore is reduced to

li/4-in. ring by two Jaw crushers, with intermediate ele-

vating and screening. The crushed ore is delivered by

belt conveyor to the fines-storage bin at the end of the

fine-grinding department. From it push feeders deliver

to a short conveyor feeding the ball mill. The ball-

mill product is split between two duplex Dorr classifiers,

each operating in closed circuit with a 5x20-ft. tube

mill. An elevator and copper plates are provided, so

arranged that the plates may be interposed between

either tube-mill discharge and its classifier. The classi-

fier overflow runs by gravity into a 30xl0'-ft. Dorr
thickener. The overflow of this machine, constituting the

pregnant solution, gravitates to a box containing canvas

leaves for clarifying. From this a vacuum pump deliv-

ers the clear solution to a sump, from which it is drawn

for precipitation. The zinc-dust system is used.

Thickened pulp from the bottom of the 30xl0-ft. col-

lector thickener is transferred by diaphragm pumps to

three 16xl2-ft. agitators operating continuously in series.

The pulp from the third agitator gravitates to the first of

four 28xl0-ft. Dorr thickeners, operating on the continu-

ous counter-current decantation principle. Each tank

is 21 in. higher than the preceding one. The overflow

CONSTRUCTION OF TANK ROOM, CRUSHER STATION
IN THE BACKGROUND

covered handily for filling purposes. On portions of the

work wheelbarrow runways were employed instead of

teams, to dispose of material. Frequent boulders and
the uneven nature of the ground prevented the use of

scrapers or similar devices. The average depth of the

overburden over the whole area cleared was 2 ft., giving

a total of 1,278 cu.yd. The cost of the work was : Labor,

•$820.19; material, $99.60; total, $919.79; or 72c. per
cu.yd. Laborers were paid at the rate of $2.25 per day.

Work on rock excavation was begun immediately, us-

ing hopper drills of the hand-rotated type. After Sept. 1,

air was supplied from the original small steam plant, so

that its cost per machine per shift was higher than when
the large electric compressor was running, the exact fig-

ure being $3.50. There was no cut more than 6 ft. deep,

but it was necessary to cut down from 1 to 2 ft. over nearly

60% of the area of the cyanide plant. A total of 125
machine shifts was necessary, and the complete work of

rock excavating was not finished until Oct. 1, making
an average of three machine shifts per day. Owing to the

great irregularity of the rock surface, no close estimate

of rock removed, based on cross-sections, can be given.

The figures given herewith are believed to approach ac-

curacy to within 15% : Total yardage, 547 ; labor and
material, $3,001 ; cost per yard, $5.52. The rock was
nearly all conglomerate.
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Ou Sept. 20, while the drills were still workiiif; on the

lower floor of the cyanide plant, carpenters eonimeneed

work on the crusher-station forms. Since the topography

of the mill site is something over which the construction

engineer had no control, the actual work of the mill con-

struction may be said to start from this date.

One-inch rough lumber costing $24: per M laid down
at the mill site was used in the forms. On walls up to

4 ft. high, 2x4-in. scantling on 18-in. centers was used.

On walls 4 ft. to 10 ft. high, 2x6-in., 16-in. centers,

securely tied together with concrete wire, was emplo^'ed.

On the main retaining wall between the tine-grinding de-

partment and the cyanide plant S'xS-in. timbers on 16-in.

centers were found necessary to make the forms secure.

This wall is 12 to 14 ft. in height. The uprights were

tied from back to front in three places with soft-iron

concrete wire. A rough reinforcement consisting of

strands of old cable was fastened to these tie wires. This

direct from the machine through wooden launders li.ied

with galvanized iron. Some of the smaller walls were
filled by wheelbarrow. A modern spouting ecjuipnicnt

with steel chutes, hoist and tower, would have saved $200
in the placing of the concrete—not more. This, however,

Mduld have involved either a large outlay for equipment
or the letting of the work by contract, which was for many
leasons undesirable.

The mixture desired was 1 part cement, 3 of sand and
.5 of rock. Large piers and walls were given as much addi-

tional coarse clean rock as they would stand. The rock

used was from the main waste dump about 400 yd.

away. It was hauled by team to the mill site and used

without crushing or screening. The problem of securing

suitable sand was not so simple. Two sources of supply

were available and screen tests showed the results given

in the accompanying table.

COMPARISON OF SAND,S AVAILABLE FOR CONCRETE

THE CRUSHER .STATION IN CONSTRUCTION STAGE

wall was given a batter of 1 in. per ft. The other walls,

which varied in thickness from 6 to 12 in., were built

with vertical sides.

All tanks are supported on packed rock and earth fill

held in place by small retaining walls. Since all the

tanks are on different elevations and since it is necessary

to have a channel to the center of each thickener, the

foundation plan presents a rather complicated appearance.

This method, however, is much more economical than that

using individual piers with timber beams and joists. The
center channels are run obliquely, so that there will be

only one elbow in the diaphragm-pump suction line.

All concrete was mixed in a Smith mixer of i/3-cu.yd.

capacity. The mixer was driven by steam from a 20-hp.

locomotive boiler temporarily erected for construction pur-

poses. The total for all walls, floors and piers was 445

cu.yd., divided among the several buildings as follows:

Crushing station, 70; fine-grinding department, 135; cy-

anide plant, 215; water tank, 5; heating plant, 20; total,

445 cu.yd. Four different set-ups of the mixer were

necessary. All the main walls and piers were spouted

21 1
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permitted assembling the variou.'^ members of the struc-

ture into frames or bents. The latter were then hoisted

into their proper position with a gin pole and small hoist.

On Oct. 20 the frame was up and sheeting had com-

menced.

The posts under the ore hm and the members of the

ore-bin frame are 10x1 0-in. timbers. All other posts are

8x8-iu. Mortise-and-tenou construction is emploj'ed

throughout except on knee braces and roof trusses. In

these the members are halved and bolted. All horizon-

tal splices are ship splices, bolted with four %-in. bolts and

tightened with tapered hardwood wedges. All vertical

splices are plain halved joints 24 in. long. The maiu

plant consists of three buildings—the tankroom, fine-

grinding department and the fine-ore storage bin. The
main building, or tankroom, consists of a main span of

62 ft. with a shed addition 18 ft. wide along the western

side, making a total width of 80 ft. It is 114 ft. in length.

The fine-grinding department is 52 ft. long, with a sjian

of 50 ft. The building has a general "L" shape, with

limbs of 114x155 ft.

AVorking from both ends of the "L" with separate gangs

of carpenters, the process of erection went forward rapidly.

The completion of the crusher station was held in abej^-

ance and every effort made to finish the cyanide-plant

building so that the work of tank erection might be

TABLE 1. CYANIDE-PLANT AND CRLSHER-,ST.\TION COSTS

Building Nature of Work

excavations and founda-Clearing, exca^
dations

Building and erection- . . .

Crusher station. ^lachinery and equipment
Electrical equipment
Heating system

S1,09S.56
1,773.16
1,792.24

63.60
109.77

^,839.33

S6.S32.11
4,624.97
2,866.56
7,316.44
731.43
559.09

81,065.29
1,732.96
5,786.73
856.68
248.48

Crusher station, total

Clearing, excavations and founda-
tions

Building and erection
Cyanide Tanks

plant Machinery and equipment
Heating system
Electrical equipment .

.

Cyanide plant, total $22,930.62 $36,090.68 $79,02130 $3,865.98 $145.07 $1,037.74 $84,070.09
Combined total 27.769 95 65,780.82 93,550.77 5,025.63 188.39 1.349.05 100,114.04

Labor cost was 339^ and material cost 67% of the total. Dividing into classes, the cost of supervision and insurance was 5.1 %; clearing excavations and foun-
dations, 11.3%; building and erection, 12.9%; tanks 8%; electrical equipment, 7.3%; heating during construction, 1.3%; heating system 3.9%; machinery and
equipment, 50.2%.

TABLE 2. CONSTRICTION COSTS

$9,690.14

$2,297.28
4,815.65
5,100.00

35,287.77
2,800.93
5.789.03

$2,163.85
3,506.12
7,578.97
922.28
358.25

$14,529.47

$9,129.39
9.440.62
7,966.56

42,604.21
3,532.40
6,.348.12

Building Nature of Work

Office Building, furniture and fixtures
,

. .

Heating system
Total

Storehouse Building and fixtures
Heating system

Total
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ings is shown on the table of summarized cost of the mill

construction, but is repeated here with additional data.

TABLE 4. COST OF BUILDING ERECTION
Board Mate- Per Cent. Vol- per

Measure, Labor, rial. Total, Labor ume, 1,000
I' ••• * S $ in Cost Cu.Ft. Cu.Ft.

Crusher station. 45,000 1,773.16 1,732.96 3,506.12 50 5 43,500 $80 00
Cyanide plant... 192,000 4,624.97 4,815.65 9.440.62 49.0 257,000 36 00

The great difference in cost is due to the fact that the
crusher station has two wooden floors above the basement,
the upper one of which has to carry a heavy load. On this
account center posts, beams and heavy joists are provided.
Also the trussed conveyor bridge and the scalehouse
addition (also trussed) are included in the crusher-sta-
tion cost. As they involve a larger amount of material
and labov in proportion to their volume than straight
building construction, they have operated to raise the cost
per unit of volume. Again, the ore bin comprises a larger
proportion of the crusher station than does the ore bin
in the cyanide plant.

While the work on the crusher station was just as
efficiently done as in the larger buildings, as indicated by
labor-material ratio, the figure $80 per 1,000 cu.ft. of vol-
ume will hardly have a wide application to other construc-

TANK-FOUNDATION PLAN AT TOUGH-OAKES MILL

tion operations, owing to the peculiar conditions at Tough-
Oakes. On the other hand, the figure $36 per 1,000 cuJt.
is one which probably can be used as a basis for estimat-
ing on similar construction. The basic prices are : Lum-
ber, $24 per JI; galvanized iron, $3.50 per square; carpen-
ters, $3.25 per !)-hr. day. Since labor and material are
roughly half and half, any marked variation in either com-
modity can be easily allowed for in estimating. It is as-
sumed, of course, that the lightest design consistent with
strength and rigidity will be employed.

Small buildings cannot be estimated on the same basis
as the more pretentious ones, as is shown by Table 5.
These buildings are all of the balloon-frame type except
the machine shop, which has a light truss of 6s6-in. lum-
ber. Floors are double thickness, and all studs and raft-
ers are 2x6 in. Buildings made of 2x4-in. material
are found to depreciate rapidly after the first year.

TABLE 5. COST OF SMALL BUILDINGS

T u
'^'^5'^

.„ Percent. Vol- per*
_ ., ,.

Labor, rial. Total, Labor ume, 1 000Budding $ S J i^Cost Cu.fI. CuFt
Transformer station 192.08 367.03 559.11 32 7.800 S72Maehineshop 259.02 404.91 723.93 36 12 MO siCarpenter shop 198.83 355.82 554.65 35 8,000 69Heating plant 265.45 358.30 623.75 42 9 800 64

The ircrcentage for labor is in all eases smaller than
for the main buildings.

The erection of .the steel tanks was begun on Nov.
12. The buildings were clo,sed but not heated, and the
weather continued mild. The complete list of tanks is
shown in the acc6mpanying table.

LIST OF TANKS IN CYANIDE PLANT
1—30KlO-ft. steel tank with overflow ring.
4—28xl0-ft. steel tanks with overflow ring.3—16xl2-ft. plain steel tanks.3— 16xl0-ft. plain steel tanks.
1—20xl0-ft. plain steel tank.

The total number of rivets came to 35,000, and the es-
timated weights varied from 140,010 lb. to 120,935, with
different manufacturers. The price at which the contract
was let called for the laying down of the material at
Swastika station, 400 mi. north of Toronto at 3.13e.
per lb., and erection an additional 1.5c. per lb. In this
contract the purchaser was called upon to supply and erect
such scaffolding as was necessary, as well as "to provide
compressed air for pneumatic tools. All tools, forges,

Total. 915.38 1.546.06 2,461.44 37 38,100

k'Diaphragm Pumps Z'Pumps Z'Triplex Pump D'Yacuum Pump t.- Filter Box
f-r//fer Presses <S>-Tailing Sampler W-Measuring Device VConshnf-head Tank

TANK ARRANGEMENT AT THE TOUGH-OAKES MILL

chain-blocks and labor of erection were pio\-ided by the
contractor.

The complete cost of the tanks erected on the founda-
tions amounted to 5.3c. per lb., made up as follows

:

COST OF TANKS ERECTED
Tank material f.o.b. station. .

.

a* qon
Cartage to mill site 940
Riveting and erection contract 2 100Power, labor and material, supplied by the company on erection contract '766

'^°"''
$7,496

The erecting gang at first consisted of the boss erector
and three men, using one riveter. It was soon found
that progress was too slow and another four men, using
another riveter and a calking machine, were added. These
men subcontracted a portion of the work at the rate of
iy2C. per rivet for % rivets, and 114c. per rivet for i^-
in. rivets. On this character of work 600 rivets per day
for a gang consisting of heater, riveter and bucker-up
was found to be good work.

Tlie bottoms of all tanks were calked on the inside
and tested with about 4 in. of cold water. All joints are
metal to metal, no tar paper or other filler being used.
Any leak which showed over 1 drop in 20 sec. had to be
remedied before the tank was accepted and lowered into
position. The rivets in the side plates and the calking
were passed on Ijy inspection, as sufficient water for filling
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a tank was not available. The bottom plates of the tank
rest on 2x8-in. planks spaced 6 in. apart on packed-
earth fill. The work was completed on Jan. 7, a total of

54 working days. A rectangular steel box with hopper
bottom for holding clarifying-filter leaves was also erected

during this period.

The tabulated construction costs are shown in Tables

1 and 2. Both direct labor and cost by months is shown
in Table 3. Actual labor is slightly higher, owing to

some distributed charges. Material was charged to mil!

construction on arrival at mill site. The total cost of the

entire mill construction was $121,820.22, against an esti-

mated cost of $124,840. Eegular operations began Mar.

15, about two weeks ahead of the construction schedule

at first adopted. No mechanical difficulties or otlier

troubles were encountered, and the mill went smoothly
into operation.

(To be concluded)

:*)

Gs'Siialbs'' <C(D!niS®Ildl®.ttedl

For the year ending June 30, 1915, according to the

company's annual report only recently published, the

shipments from Phoenix arid Grand Forks, B.C., amounted
to 611,000 tons. The output from the Phoenix mines was
curtailed considerably owing to the war. The mining
cost was 85c. per ton of ore shipped, which was about 5c.

higher per ton than the average for the previous five

years. This was due partly to the shutdown last fall

and the subsequent starting of operations in the winter,

but it also reflects the increasing expense of extraction

attending decreasing ore reserves. The reserve tonnage
m these mines at the end of the fiscal year amounted to

4,232,405 tons.

From the Hidden Creek mine at Anyox, B. C, the

shipments for the year amounted to 477,435 tons. The
cost of mining per ton of ore shipped was $1.03. The
ore reserve, which assayed 2.2% copper, was, at the end
of the year, 9,205,837 tons. There was a further reserve

of low-grade copper ore, averaging 0.63% copper,

amounting to 8,628,000 tons.

At the Bonanza mine, about two miles up Bonanza
Creek, south of the smeltery, nothing was done during
the year either in the way of development or in prepara-

tion for shipping ore. The ore roughly blocked out by

the work previously done on the property, averaging

2.6% copper, amounts to 414,775 tons. There is in

addition 489,580 tons of low-grade ore that averages

0.7% copper. The company owns the Mamie and Dean
mines on the Kasaan Peninsula of Prince of Wales
Island, southeastern Alaska, and has an option to pur-

chase the It mine adjoining the Dean. Work was resumed
on these properties in April, 1915, after having been

discontinued since the beginning of the European War.
Following the characteristics of the known copper

mines in this vicinity, these mines are comparatively

small. However, the results of the work on them has

given sufficient encouragement to warrant the continua-

tion of prospecting for, and seeking the extension and

enlargement of, the known orebodies. From these mines

there was shipped during the fiscal year 15,000 tons of

ore averaging 1.5% copper. The reserve showings are

130,000 tons, with a fair prospect of developing treble

this tonnage by future work.

At the ilidas mine, Valdez, southwestern Alaska, work
was started in April, 1915, to complete the aerial tram-

way, the mine terminal of this tramway, a few buildings

at the mine, and to fill in about the pile foundation of

the wharf shipping bins—to prevent destruction by

teredos. This work is about completed, and with the

little development work that has been done in the mine
during the year, this property will be ready to make
shipments as soon as arrangements are made for securing

power to operate the air compressor.

In a paper entitled "The Disseminated Copper Ores

of Bingham Canon, Utah," to be presented at the New
York meeting of the A. I. M. E., February, 1916, by

J. J. Beeson, the conclusions drawn as to the formation

of the important sulphides in the disseminated ores are

:

Pyrite, chalcopyrite, and probably a minor amount of

bornite are the primary copper minerals. The primary

sulphides do not occur in these ores as magmatic sul-

lihides, but owe their present distribution to the mag-
netite which was a magmatic mineral.

Covellite is the most abundant secondary copper min-

eral, forming by a replacement of chalcopyrite in slightly

acid to neutral solutions. Chalcocite is the most im-

portant secondary copper mineral, formed under slightly

acid to alkaline conditions.

Secondary chalcopyrite may be an indeterminate min-

eral between pyrite and chalcocite, and bornite may be

formed as an indeterminate product between chalcopyrite

and chalcocite.

Secondary chalcopyrite and bornite may also be formed

by the replacement of the copper in chalcocite, or covel-

lite by the iron of the ferrous sulphate. The concentra-

tion of the ferrous sulphate in the descending solution

is probably an important factor in secondary enrichment.

Ea?® Fas Das(t2°i£tl aim MsiEaaftolbsi

TOKONTO CORRESPONDEXCE

The Le Pas mineral area in northern ilanitoba which

has lately attracted some attention is about 74 mi. north

of Le Pas, commencing near the ilanitoba-Saskatchewan

boundary and extending eastward for about 125 mi.

toward James Bay, and is about 50 mi. in width. The
formation is Huronian, largely conglomerate and Kee-

v.'atin schist and lies between limestone strata on the south

and granite to the north. The deposits contain iron,

zinc, copper, lead, gold and silver.

The most noteworthy discoveries have been made in a

sulphide area about 25 mi. from Beaver Lake, the western

extremity of the belt, where a surface outcrop of 1,000

by 200 ft. has so far been traced, the ores containing

in addition to good gold and silver showings, zinc, lead,

copper and iron. A large portion of this area has been

staked by J. E. Hammill, W. J. Currie, Alexander Fas-

ken and other prospectors. The Beaver Lake Mining Co.'s

location is at the extreme west end of the belt, and 50 mi.

east of the sulphide area. The Island Lake group of pros-

pects have been located by Sam Otisse and M. J. Haekett.

The new Hudson Bay Ry. will run close to the Le Pas

mineral belt.
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—Deiails of mcihods for mining large

deposits whose waUs need support other than floor

pillars and those whose walls need only floor pillars

for support. At these mines under ohservation

where rock was hard, speed of drilling tvith ham-
mer drills was not equal to piston machines.

In shrinkage stoping the miner stands on the Ijroken

ore, enough of which is left in the stope to keep the

back within easy reach of his machine. This means that

after work is fairly started, only the excess in vohmie

of broken ore over ore in place is drawn. The unavoid-

able accumulation of broken ore in the stope is one of

the disadvantages of the system. Where the dip is suf-

ficient, however, to permit a ready flow of the broken

ore on the foot wall, vrhere the wall rock does not slough

off unduly and where the distribution of mineral is

such that only negligible quantities of waste are likely

Caps

The dominating feature governing the details of thr;

methods observed is the strength of the wall rock. A
fair amount of strength of back is always essential. Tlie

haulageways may be run either across or along the ore-

body,, but in each instance they must be close enough
together to permit even drawing of the ore.

This discussion is divided into two parts: (A) ]\Iin-

ing large deposits whose walls need support other than
floor pillars. (B) Mining large deposits whose walls

need only floor pillars for support. Only brief mention
will Ije made of other types.

Development of Class A
Such a type may be represented by a deposit 100 ft.

wide dipping at 50° and suited, both in grade and dis-

tribution of mineral, to be attacked by this method.
Figs. 1 and 2 show a suitable arrangement of drifts, ore

chutes and crosscuts in which the main haulageways
are run parallel to the strike. The ore is drauTi from
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depth ^^•itll the mine workings. These pillars are the

distinctive feature of this method of handling shrinkage

stoping. They furnish tlie support needed by the walls

and incidentally help support the back. They may be

about 25 ft. thick. The manway in the pillar has drifts

about 10 ft. long in either direction along the strike at

inter\-als of about 30 ft. vertically. These give the

men access to the stope as it ascends. A floor pillar of

about 20 ft. is also left at each level. A longitudinal

section through the center drift in the plane of the vein

is shown in Fig. 3.

Another method of development for a deposit of this

type is to carry the manways out through the back of

the stope and have no raises in the pillars. This method
gives better ventilation, but weakens the back and is

usually less safe and convenient.

The distance apart of the levels depends upon many
considerations. In one instance 150 ft. was the greatest

distance that the vertical pillars would stand without

crushing before the stope could be conveniently worked
out. Sometimes leaving ore too long in the stope causes

oxidation that may interfere with milling. Besides these,

there are the more common influences that are discussed

in any textbook on the subject. This completes the de-

velopment of the class A type of deposit.

Developmext of Class B
This type will be represented by a deposit 500 ft. wide,

dipping at 75° and similar to the previous deposit in

all else except that its wall rock will stand only when sup-

ported by floor pillars. Figs. 4 and 5 show one arrange-

ment of drifts, ore chutes and crosscuts. In this in-

stance the haulageways are mainly across the strike. A
hanging-wall drift may connect the crosscuts to facili-

tate haulage. The ore is drawn from the stopes into

the crosscuts, thence to the main drift and ore pocket

at the shaft station. The chutes are put up as before,

20 ft. above the floor. Pillars are left 85 ft. apart.

They are vertical and cylindrical and center one under

the other as the mine deepens, until they find the foot

wall. In most of these, manways are put up from level

to level with short drifts at intervals, to give access to

the stope, but sometimes manways are formed by crib-

bing one of the ore passes. The latter is a cheaper meth-

od, but some manways must be maintained from level

to level for ventilation. A floor pillar about 25 ft. thick

is left as before. In this case special pillars are left for

the support of the back, but only floor pillars support

the walls. When such a stope is worked out and drawn,

it has the appearance of an enormous colonnade 500 ft.

wide and of indefinite length, the stope not having the

dividing pillars of the first class.

The distance apart of the levels in this case will depend

more upon the decision of the mining economist than iipon

any physical reason, since the determining factor is

the interest on the money value of the idle ore versus

the cost of extra levels.

The two cases given may be considered briefly as to

both wider and narrower deposits. No change occurs in

either method as width increases. As width decreases,

case A must maintain all its pillars, while as soon as the

width is about 75 ft., there is no need of vertical pillars

in case B. In narrower veins the floor pillars may dis-

appear in either ease, stulls or other timbering furnishing

support for the broken ore.

Stoping is started from a short drift either from the

top of one of the ore chutes or from the end of the lowest

drifts in the manways. This is wall-stoping and is car-

ried on with piston machines. In the first example wall-

stoping would be limited to the space outlined by the

pillars and walls. In the second example any length

could be opened up.

Having enlarged the stope to a suitable size, back-

stoping is commenced. The quality of the back will

again regulate the details of procedure. Assuming, in

case A, a rather treacherous back with horizontal slips,

it will be seen that working under overhanging ground
would be dangerous. Fig. 6 represents a safe method
of procedure. A cut is taken from foot to hanging across

the deposit, and piston machines work away from this

cut. A more rapid, but not quite so safe, method may be

used, as in Fig. 7. The cut in this case is taken across

the middle of the stoi^e, and the machines work away
in opposite directions. A third method to attack this

particular kind of ground is to make a cut across the

stope at each end and leave the stope until the inter-

vening slab caves, plugger drills being then used to break

it into smaller pieces.

It will be observed that the use of hammer drills is not

advisable in a deposit of the peculiarities mentioned,

Center Cu+.
Fi a. 7.

FIGS. 6 AND 7. METHODS OF BACK-STOPING

for with horizontal slips, vertical or even steeply inclined

holes shatter the back and render it unfit to work under.

In class B, let us assume that there are no horizontal

slips and that the ore stands well. Back-stoping may
go on much less carefully. Any number of circular

cuts can be made in the stope and machines work away
from these points in circles; or the first two schemes

given may be used. The stoper drill may be advan-

tageously used drilling up into the overhanging ground.

The drill runner, however, need not always stand di-

rectly under the overhang, though his machine may be

working there.

The barring or "scaling" down in mines worked by

this method is another point of great importance. In

cases where the back is bad, it is wise to have the stope

boss carefully inspect the stope before permitting the

men to enter. In some cases a man is kept barring down
all the time, and if the mine is not worked on Sundays,

an especially careful inspection is made on that day,

extension ladders being used at inaccessible points.
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One of the most baffling problems to solve satisfac-

torily is that of chute gates. In mines of this class

large boulders or slabs render the simple arc gate or the

common double-sliding boards unsatisfactory.

Finger gates are successfully used in some mines. A
bulldozing chute was described in the Oct. 18, 1913, issue

of the Journal, and a chute using pole lagging for a

gate was also recently described therein. All these are

to cope with the large boulder problem. Of the three,

the finger chute seems the most complicated mechanically.

The bulldozing chute described by G. J. Jackson is

very ingenious and, though requiring a lot of headroom,

time and work to construct, it has but little to get

out of order. It would seem, however, that if ore passes

were numerous the expense of such a gate would be

rather high. The chute of pole lagging is simple and

cheap, but when this is used, it is difficult to prevent

rushes of ore into the drift after a boulder has passed

through. There are other schemes for handling large

boulders in chutes, but those mentioned appear to be the

most successful.

The foregoing discussion leaves little place for the

stoper drill. Piston machines have been used to put up
raises, and in one mine at least they are iTsed to put up
the ore passes. Piston machines use larger steel, making
fewer holes necessary, and they can put in deeper holes.

This is not intended to discount the ability of the ham-
mer drill, but in very hard ground—in which most of

the foregoing observations were made—the much-lauded

speed of the hammer drill does not obtain.

F<DSSaJbil©-

Following Secretary Lane's instructions to put special

effort into its potash investigations, the Geological Sur-

vey is publishing the suggestion that a possible source

of potash may exist in the tailings piled up at the concen-

trating mills of the big copper mines in the West. The
"porphyry" ores which are being mined by the millions

of tons annually contain several times as much potash as

copper, and this remains in the tailings at the mills,

material already finely ground and in condition for

treatment, as well as easily accessible for shipment. This

potash, however, is locked up in the form of silicate min-

erals, and the commercial extraction of potash from sili-

cates has been for several years the subject of earnest

study by industrial chemists. If this problem can be

solved, it would appear that a large tonnage of potash-

bearing material is available in the Western states.

A brief report by the Geological Survey (Bulletin

620-J) contains typical analyses of these "porphyry" ores

from the largest copper camps in a half-dozen states, as

well as tonnage estimates of the ore reserves and ore

already mined and treated. A few check analyses of tail-

ings are also pul^lished.

Suggestion of a possible potash reserve in these tailings

originated with B. S. Butler, the geologist in charge of

the Survey's statistical study of copper, who has based

this short paper upon the published analyses of speci-

mens collected by the government geologists in their in-

vestigations of the mining districts.

The significant fact regarding this possible source of

potash is that in quantity it is more than adequate to

meet all the needs of the country as measured by presen

consumption.

Folate5^

To the average onhiokt'r, who associates the terms
"taxation and representation" somewhat vaguely with the

Boston tea party and lets it go at that, there was notliing

about the Harrison bill, recently defeated by a determined
filibuster in the Minnesota Legislature, to catch his

attention or warrant the fight it raised, says The Sun-ey,

Oct. 16, 1915. It is proposed to restrict tax levies for

municipal purposes (exclusive of the support of schools)

in towns of the third and fourth class, to $25 per capita.

The average per capita rate throughout the state is about
one-fifth of that amount.

In the background is a story of absentee ownership
with a new problem on its hands, of charges and counter-

charges of looting and oppression, in which the United
States Steel Corporation and other mine owners appear
as plaintiffs, and five towns on tiie Mesabi Iron Range in

Minnesota play the role of hold-up men, of specialists in

town improvement or of thrifty taxpayers holding rich

corporations to proper account—all according to the point

of view.

How Do Your Taxes Grow ?

In 1914 the average per capita tax for local ])arposes in

110 Minnesota cities and villages was $5.35. In Duluth,
St. Paul and Minneapolis, cities of the first class, the per

capita taxes -were $11.01, $11.20 and $13.52 respectively.

The per capita tax in Hibbing was $85.35. Nor is Hib-
bing a millionaire colony. It is a mining village of some
10,000 population, the principal industry of which at

pre.sent seems to be ta.vgathering.

During the past decade, the taxes have increased 27
times as fast as the population. And the story of Hib-

bing is in essentials the story also of Chisholm, Buhl,

Keewatin and Mountain Iron.

The explanation is simple. The voters levy the ta.xes.

The nonvoting mining corporations own about 98% of

the taxable property. Somebody who wanted a new side-

walk or an extra town jjump woke up to the possibilities

of the situation. Soon the town pockets were bulging

with gold, which seemed to burn the traditional holes in

them. As the Mesaha Ore, of Hibbing, remarked edi-

torially (Mar. 27) :

We should not overlook the opportunity presented to us,

and you'll notice we are not overlooking it.

While Hibbing took a leading part, it did not play the

game alone. For some years the five towns carried on

rival village-improvement bees enlivened by an exhibit

of how much open-handed communities can spend when
money comes easily.

Hibbing Installs a Great White Way

Before long, Hibbing had more street lights on its

"Great White Way" than Cincinnati, a city of 400,000.

Eight ornamental lamp-posts, each carrying five incan-

descent lights, now illumine the principal street intersec-

tions. It spent $371,000 for paving in 1911. Its payroll

for that year was roughly, $416,000, which provided for

a monthly average of 894 men, although there were but

1,318 voters at the last state election. The only state

officers that received a larger yearly income last year than

Hibbing's treasurer were the governor and the justices of

the supreme court.
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The expenditure, in a single j'ear (1914) was $1,204,-

742. Only $620,434 of the warrants issued for this were

met with cash, and the outstanding current indebtedness

at the end of the year amounted to $1,252,597.

Chisholm, which had 733 voters at the last election, had
a monthly average of 538 men on her payroll. An
attempt at economy on the jiart of some of the more
timorous members of the council was scathingly dealt

with in the Tribune-Herald of Mar. 26 last

:

By its action Wednesday the Chisholm council put a crimp
in the local baseball team, many of the men that had been
given jobs all winter in an effort to keep them here for the
coming season being laid off. This is in striking contrast
to the action of the Hibbing council, which this year has
imported men from the best leagues possible in order that
the village of Hibbing might have a first-class ball team.

After a defeat by one of the other towns, the council

sought to remedy the error referred to by voting $1,000

to the team.

When a municipal well was sunk in Keewatin, it was

a ceremonious occasion. It took five inspectors and a

superintendent to supervise the work, in addition to a city

engineer. The tax levies had been high for years, but

took spectacular jumps in 1913 and 1914. Hibbing's

rose gradually from $60,985 in 1904 to $276,490 in 1912,

to $753,800 in 1914, and $1,693,933 in 1915. The levy

in Mountain Iron for 1913 was 435% greater than the

year before.

There was apparently no malice behind these increases

—only an awakening to good business opportunities long

neglected. And when the mining companies found their

protests unavailing and sought legislative protection by

the introduction of the Harrison bill previously referred

to, indignation rose high in the five towns. >

A Sacred Duty to Put On All Possible Taxes

Their main contentions were that they had a perfect

right to levy extraordinarily large taxes on the mines,

because the mines were exhausting the ore beds and would

soon leave the towns with practically no taxable property

;

second, that the bill was a special-privilege bill fostered

by big corporations in the interest of Eastern capitalists

to the detriment of local communities; and third, that

the expenses of government in mining towns are neces-

sarily higher than in ordinary towns. As the Mesaba Ore

put it

:

The "Ore" believes that every cent possible should be col-

lected from the mining companies while they are with us,

to the end that we may retain unto ourselves a share of the

wealth that, once removed, will never return. . . . We
do not believe in waste or extravagance in municipal man-
agement or anywhere else, but we shall hold that the village

of Hibbing should collect every year the one and one-half
million dollars due it from the mining companies.

And on Mar. 27 the same paper charged the city coun-

cils of the iron range with being

remiss in their duty to the people of these communities
because they do not levy the full amount allowed by law
and spend it every year, whether it be extravagance or not.

We owe it to ourselves to collect every cent available from
the ta.xation of these mines and use it to beautify our tJwns
because it belongs to us. Hibbing surely receives no thanks
for handing over a million dollars a year of its own money
to Eastern mine owners, and we will be just as well treated

if we collect and spend all that is due us.

The mining companies in reply maintained that the

ore deposits will not be exhausted for a long time to come,

and such feverish taxation is therefore unnecessary; that

i^ it were true that the ore would soon be exhausted,

that fact in itself would be the best kind of a reason why

the towns should not expend such vast sums in public

improvements, because as soon as the mines were closed

most of the population would leave the villages and there

would be no one to enjoy the extensive public improve-

ments provided.

The Harrison bill passed the Senate by a vote of 41 to

7, but was defeated in the House by a filibuster which

lasted four weeks, although the bill had the support of

most of the towns on the eastern end of the range. As
the A'irginia Daily Enierprise of Apr. 12 said, severely:

If the "Mesaba Ore" (Hibbing) is of the opinion that it&

town has any considerable portion of the range behind it in

the fight on the Harrison per capita tax bill it is mistaken.
It has not. Hibbing is now in the position of the small boy
who ate all the pie at the party. It has the bellyache and
scant sympathy from the erstwhile guests.

Late dispatches state that almost all the raining com-
panies Iiave refused to pay their assessed taxes in Hibbing
and will fight collection in the courts.

JSiSaC lacBipllos

I shall l)e able to call your attention to only a few
simple matters, the influence of which on the cost of

mining is, however, frequently overlooked even by ex-

jierienced engineers.

The total cost of operating a mine can be divided into

at least three independent items—labor, power and sup-

plies. It is important to make this classification for two
reasons : First, because the three items do not enter in

the same proportions into the cost of operation at all

mines; and second, because the variation in the cost for

one item, from place to place, may not be in the same
ratio as for another of the three items.

Geographical Situation Greatly Influences Costs

In general, the cost of mining in a given locality will

vary with the expense and facilities for obtaining labor,

power and supplies. Of all the mining regions in North

America, I believe that the most favorably situated is

found in western Pennsylvania. Between Pittsburgh

and Lake Erie is a vast fertile country capable of support-

ing a large population ; food is abundant, climate is ex-

cellent, and sociologie conditions are favorable. Hence
labor is cheap and, what is of even greater advantage,

can be carefully selected with a view to fitness. For power,

the immense bituminous-coal fields and the areas yielding

both oil and gas are close at hand. Finally, the district is

surrounded and dotted with great manufacturing centers,

whence mining supplies are available in great variety

and at small expense of transportation.

AVhen we seek to compare mining costs in so favorably

situated a district with those prevailing in another part of

the country—for example, Alaska or the desert parts of

Nevada—strict allowance must be made for the changed

environment. In both the localities just mentioned, and

m many others as well, labor must be imported and it is

not so ea.sy to exercise discrimination in its selection.

Furthermore, in a remote locality food is often poor and
usually expensive and many of the ordinary comforts of

civilized life, sometimes even the decencies, are wanting.

These hardships must naturally be compensated in the

form of higher wages. The cost of power is likewise gener-

*A lecture by J. R. Finlay before a class of mining-
engineering students in the Columbia School of Mines, May
4, 1915, and published in the Columbia "School of Mines Quar-
terly" for April, 1915.
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ally higher because of the expense for transportation of

fuel. In some favored localities the supply of wood may
suffice for a while, and in others hydro-electric power may
be available, but the great majority of mines rely upon coal,

and in many cases it will be found that the cost of trans-

port exceeds that of mining. Thus coal which sells at

Pittsburgh for, say, $1 per ton will cost $2.50 iu the Lake

Superior district, $4.50 in the Rocky Mountains and $7

or above in more remote districts. The same holds true

of supplies, to the original price of which must be added

cost of transportation by boat, rail, wagon or mule-back.

Since steel and dynamite, the two most used materials,

are relatively high-priced, the added cost of transportation

is proportionately less than in the case of coal.

SiTU.VTioN" Often Settles Payability

As a concrete example of the preceding remarks, let

us compare a mine in southeast Missouri with one iu

Nevada, in both of which districts I have recently been

so fortunate as to gain first-hand experience. In both

cases we shall estimate that the output is at the rate of 4

tons per man per day. In southeast Missouri labor (at

$2.GO per day) costs 65c. per ton of ore mined and milled

;

power (coal selling at $2.25 per ton) costs 25c. per ton of

ore; and supplies cosf' 15c. per ton of ore; total, $1.05

per ton. Profit on this ore would then be about $1 per

ton, out of which to deduct various general and interest

charges. At a mine of the same character in Nevada,

labor (at $4 per day) would cost $1 ; power (coal at $6.75

per ton), 75c.; supplies (estimated at 20% higher than in

Missouri), 18c.; total, $1.93 per ton of ore, or $0.88 more

than in Missouri. If the ore had the same market value,

the profit would be only $0.12 as against $1, and this

difference would very probably be the deciding factor in

determining whether or not to begin operations in the

more remote district. In short, the extreme variability

of operating conditions at different mines and in different

districts must never be overlooked.

It has been said- that mining engineers do not know
how to figure costs as a contractor would figure them.

This is not exactly true, because all successful engineers

really do know how to do it, and the wider their knowl-

edge of operating factors the less liable they are to make
mistakes. As a rule careless or ignorant computations

result in underestimates. An excellent practice is for

an engineer to put himself in the position of a contractor,

personally responsible. for a loss; cost estimates then cease

to be academic questions.

Overhead ilusT Not Be Diskegakded

The most fertile source of mistake iu cost estimates

is to assume that the data relating to a short period,

possibly during a stage of most advantageous operation,

are a true average over the whole life of an undertaking.

It should be remembered that the cost of an enterprise

includes everything that has to be done, from start to fin-

ish. To illustrate, suppose a shaft has to be sunk in New
York City. If a practical miner were asked how much
it would cost, he would first inquire how hard the rock

is, and would then figure the cost merely as a job of rock

breaking, at so many feet per shift. A contractor, on the

other hand, would include in his estimate the necessity

for installing hoists, compressors, shops and headgear,
entailing maintenance, depreciation and interest on the

cost of equipment during the whole period of operation.

In comparing one mine with another, the physical char-

acters of the ore deposits are no less important than their

geographical situations, a feature of the problem that

is sometimes carelessly overlooked by those who ought to

know better, and often purposely disguised by those

Mho have some nefarious purpose in view. How often

have we heard promoters calmly assert that a gold-bearing

vein in Georgia, for example, could be mined at the same

cost per ton as at the Homestake or the Alaska Treadwell ?

The importance of careful comparison of geologic con-

ditions was forcibly impressed upon me about three years

ago when I had occasion to examine a silver mine in New
^Mexico, at which the cost of mining and milling was $8

per ton. The mine was controlled by residents of the

Lake Superior district, who, reasoning from their imme-
diate experience, thought that the cost ought to be reduced

to $3 per ton and wished to be informed why not. The
reason is that a silver lode in New Mexico is not like a

bed of copper rock or a basin of hematite in the Lake
Superior region, and cannot be mined in the same way.

Actually, the Camp Bird mine, of Colorado, ofi'ers a

much clearer analogy, in width of vein, character of min-

eralization and occurrence of oreshoots, the latter con-

stituting only 25 to 30% of the whole vein and compell-

ing a relatively great amount of exploration and develop-

ment. The cost of Camp Bird is from $7 to $8 per ton>

My Lake Superior friends failed to be impressed by my
reasoning and proceeded to capitalize and equip their

mine on the assumption of $3 costs; they are now sorry

they did so.

While a careless reasoning from analogy may lead to

disastrous failure, as in the case just noted, on the other

hand, if geologic conditions and working environment at a

new locality be reasonably similar to those at an older and
established mine, this fact offers a quick and serviceable

means of estimating the probable working cost at the mine
about to be developed. In fact, a simple comparison,

provided that all conditions are closely parallel or provided

that allowance is made for divergent conditions, is much
more useful and aicurate than any amount of independent

figuring.

Hamilton Smith's Rule a Wlse One

In this connection, it is often possible to make use of

certain formulas and standards of comparison that are

not so well known as they deserve to be. Hamilton Smith,
a distinguished engineer aiwut 30 years ago, suggested

the advantage of comparing mines on the basis of yield

l^er unit of sloping area, and gave as his opinion that,

with gold ore of good quality, no mine would be profitable

which yielded less than $3 per sq.ft. of sloping area,

equivalent to $130,000 per acre. Applying this formula
recently to a fairly profitable gold mine iu Nevada,
having a vein 1 ft. thick, of ore averaging $40 per ton.

] was interested to observe, allowing 13 cu.ft. jjer ton,

that the yield of that mine was almost exactly $3 per

square foot of sloping area. Actual sloping width was
about 4 ft., and profits were about 20% of the gross yield.

Smith's factor is important to bear in mind, regard-

less of other estimates of cost obtained by calculation, com-
parison or otherwise, especially for checking overesti-

mtitcs of net profits. A mine alleged to yield net profits

of 75% of the gross output should be approached cau-

tiously, because such mines are very rare. The Gold-

field Consolidated, for example, for considerable periods
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yields at the rate of $80 per sq.ft. of the whole area

of vein explored—not merely .shoot or stoped area; yet

the net profits of this mine for the past five years have

averaged only 58% of the gross yield, under particularly

competent management. On the whole. Smith's rule is

a wise one to follow.

Cost Per Ton Often No Criterion

Some people are inclined to attach too much importance

to cost per ton, as though this unit possessed some sacred

functions. It may often happen that some other unit, as

Smith's yield per unit of stoping area, is more serviceable

and relevant. Cost per ton is merely the value of the

work that has been done on that ton and may bear a very

indefinite relation to the profitableness of the operation.

As an extreme case, 1 ton of gold worth $600,000 might

be mined for $450,000, or 75% of its value, yielding a

profit of $150,000. A ton of silver worth $15,000 is

mined at Cobalt for $6,000, or at $600 per ton of ore,

assuming it to contain 10% silver; yet, rightly considered,

this should not be called expensive mining. At Grass

Vallev, Calif., it costs about $5 to mine and mill 1 ton

AEaac©iadlsi*s GosmBBatuiiraits''

One year has elapsed since the Anaconda Copper Mining
Co. completed its plan for providing farm homes for its

employees. In that time 40 families have established

themselves at "Opportunity," the new community six

miles east of Anaconda. Eighty children are attending

the new Beaver Dam school in Opportunity. Street-ear

service meeting all shifts has been established, and for

a 5c. fare the employees are carried to and from the

Washoe Reduction Works at Anaconda.

By way of review it might be mentioned that this

enterprise is an outgrowth of the smoke litigation of

some years ago. At that time the territory embraced in

the new community was practically a swamp. Profitable

agriculture was impossible owing to increased wetness of

these bottom lands from irrigation of higher lands.

Originally the bottom of an old glacial lake, later a

beaver-dam bottom where wild duck, muskrats and beaver

made their homes, this land in its drier portions was
supporting an indifferent agriculture where wire grass

WHEAT—FIRST CROP AFTER RECLAMATION—1915

of ore: at the Michigan copper mines it costs only $1.25;

yet applying Smith's unit, we find that the cost per acre

of stoping area is nearly alike in these two places—$100,-

000 at Grass Valley and $70,000 to $120,000 in the

copper country. In southeast Missouri the cost is almost

exactly $100,000 per acre for mining and milling. We
thus see that the really important factor is not how

many tons are mined, but how much area must be exca-

vated.

Type of Orebody Influences Cost

Finally, before making comparisons of cost it is im-

portant to note the relative difficulties arising from differ-

ent positions of an orebody; it makes a great difference

whether a deposit is horizontal, vertical or inclined. A
horizontal deposit is always the cheapest to mine, because

when the shaft is sunk there is only one level, one shaft,

one pump station. A vertical deposit requires many levels,

each exploited separately, each requiring a shaft station

and sometimes an independent pump station. Inclined

deposits, if not steep enough for broken ore to slide, in-

volve all the disadvantages of a vertical vein, with the

added expense of handling ore in slopes.

Your professors have of course discussed the engineer-

ing aspects of this matter ; I intended only, in conclusion,

to emphasize the importance of careful scrutiny before at-

tempting a comparison of working costs.

BARLEY—first CROP AFTER RECLAMATION-1915

and slough grass were the principal crops and the prosecu-

tion of smoke claims the main occupation of the land-

holders.

No place in America in the same length of time has

had a more revolutionary change take place than that

which has been effected in this community—swamp and

slough have been replaced by garden and grain field.

Land that was so boggy that portions were fenced to

prevent loss of livestock from miring is traversed daily

by street cars and automobiles, while all over the area

comfortable little homes are springing up, the nucleus

of a better set of living conditions and a better citizenship.

About 4,000 acres of land has been reclaimed, of which

1,000 has been opened for settlement. This reclamation

has been effected by tile drainage in which parallel lines

of 12-in. tile have been placed 1,000 ft. apart along the

line of greatest slope at a depth of 6 ft. The tough

sod was then torn up with specially designed machinery,

the peat burned off, and later plowed and disked with

traction machinery. The land was laid off in tracts of

from 5 to 10 acres, the majority being 10 acres. Every

tract has a graded street in the front and an alley in

the rear. The land is sold by direct purchase or on a

bank-installment plan over a 30-month period and is

turned over to the purchaser plowed and ready for crop.

An irrigation system has been provided by which water

is delivered at the owner's tract. The source of the
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irrigation water is the creek flowing through the hind,

supplemented by the novel arrangement of pumping
drainage water from sumps in the drain lines, the power

line for pumping plants also supplies power for domestic

lighting, pumping and cooking.

Reclaimed swamp land must of necessity be cropped

for several years before becoming suitable to seed to per-

manent hay or meadow crops. The Farms Co., after the

first tillage, plows, seeds and harvests the grain crops for

the tract owners, charging them the actual cost of these

operations. This obviates the necessity of landholders'

owning tillage machinery and horses sufficient for the

work, which would be impractical on such small areas.

As an aid to their building operations, the lumber de-

partment of the company provides lumber at cost plus

a small handling charge, and several carloads of lumber

are kept in stock on the ground.

JIany owners whose means are limited have built

temporary houses which will be converted into barns or

chicken houses when more costly homes can be afforded.

In this connection the company has made arrangements

The historically important discovery of gold in Cali-

fornia was made in January, 1848, at John Sutter's mill

on the South Fork of the American River near Coloma,
a point only 10 or 15 mi. southeast of the town of

Auburn. From 1850 to 1853 the greatest yield was
derived from the gravels, and the largest annual output
for this period was more than $65,000,000, in 1852.

There was some reaction in 185-t, due to previous wild

speculation, but a production of about $50,000,000 a

year, chiefly from placer mines, was maintained up to

1861, according to the United States Geological Survey.

At first the gold was won chiefly from the gravels along

the present streams. Those who first got possession of

the rich bars on American, Yuba, Feather, and Stanislaus

Rivers and some of the smaller streams in the heart of

the gold region made at times from $1,000 to $5,000 a

day. In 1848 $500 to $700 a day was not unusual

luck; but on the other hand, the income of the great

majority of miners was far less than that of men who

RESIDENCE AT OPPORTUNITY

whereby land purchasers having their tracts paid for

can secure a liberal loan on easy terms to help with their

building operations.

Plans looking toward the development of the interest

both of the parents and children in their homes and the

enterprise are being worked out. A most successful

agricultural exliibit and fair was held by Opportunity

residents in the school building Oct. 9 and 10. The
interest shown by the children was an inspiration and
the exhibits a revelation even to the company officers

who had shared in this development. Despite a heavy

snow and rain, between 500 and 600 persons came to the

little fair on Oct. 10. Next year greater things are

promised—a school-garden competition for the children,

a pig club and a sheep club and a bigger "Opportunity"

fair. This year one tract owner showed 23 kinds of

vegetables. Cows, pigs, chickens, turkeys, duck, geese

and rabbits were shown. The best part of the fair, how-

ever, was the interest shown by the children.

Centrally located in the enterprise is a 65-acre park

through which a clear, wooded mountain stream flows.

The schoolhouse is in the park and the Anaconda

Country Club is now building a clubhouse on a tract

adjacent to the park, and a golf course has already been

laid out.

EXHIBIT AT THE OPPORTUNITY FAIR

seriously devoted themselves to trade or even to common
labor.

The gold pan, the "rocker," the "tom," the sluice, and

the hydraulic "giant"' or "monitor," named in the order

of increasing efficiency, were the tools successively u.sed

by the miners. Into the "rocker"' and the "tom" the

miner shoveled gravel or "dirt," rocking the machine as

he poured in water and catching the gold, often with the

aid of quicksilver, on riffles set across the bottom of his

box. Sometimes a stream was diverted into a flume

to lay bare the gravel in its bed so that the miner could

get at it. In sluicing, the gravel was shoveled into a

similar but much longer box, through which a stream of

water was allowed to run. The hydraulic giant was em-
ployed to wash into long riffle-set sluices immense quan-

tities of gravel, especially from the higher (Tertiary)

deposits, much of which was too lean to work out by

hand. Water was brought for many miles in ditches

and flumes from the high Sierra and conducted under

great head to a nozzle, from which it was projected with

tremendous force against the gravel. It was the vast

quantity of refuse washed into the streams by these hy-

draulic operations that brought about the conflict between

mining and agricultural interests finally decided in favor

of the fanners.
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idle block to the nearest approximation of desired value and

going horizontally to the left, it i.s seen that 2.2% is the

minimum ore minable.

By Frederick W. Foote

The accompanying table has been found useful in de

termining the lowest-grade copper ore that can be mined

at a profit at any property. If the property is a copper

producer only, the total cost of mining, milling, smelt-

ing, etc., is plotted on the table as a "deadline" above

which no profit can be made. Of course lower grades can

be mined with higher prices of copper. This causes the

line to be jagged. Below the deadline, successive lines are

drawn showing the range of percentages and prices in

which the indicated profits are made. If any gold or silver

is present, its value is taken from the cost of mining, so

TABLE GIVING PERCENTAGE OF COPPER AND VALUE PER TON OF
ORE AT DIFFERENT PRICES *

Cii,

%
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When making up primers, do not hesitate to cut an

inch of fuse from the end of the coil. In doing this

the damp ends will be prevented from getting into the

detonating cap. Fuse that has been hammered or in-

jured by falling ground, or damaged from any other

source, should never be used. Any change in the covering

of the fuse will either increase the burning rate or have

the opposite effect and cause a misfire.

A T-square with three working edges on the bar has

recently been patented by E. R. Ruehle & Co., 119 Fulton

St., New York City. The third edge is furnished by a

stop along the bar. By means of this addition the drafts-

T-SQUARE FOR INKING OVER FRESH LINES

man's triangle can be slid along the board, but held clear

of the tracing, so that additional ink lines can be placed

on a drawing without waiting for any fresh lines beneath

to dry.

S§

IDisifflffi©t®5P of Slh©^ves fotp

HIoasllaEag IRop®*
The figures take care of the variables of depth of shaft,

hoisting speed and acceleration stresses. The question of

bending stresses is not considered. The bending stress of

course increases as the diameter of the sheave or drum
decreases. It could be kept from becoming too great by

specifying minimum permissible ratios between sheave

and rope diameters. The increase in stress caused by run-

ning a rope over too small a sheave is unimportant com-

pared with the resulting increase in rope wear, and con-

siderations of economy can be trusted to prevent the use

of sheaves and drums too small for the ropes.

The economical ratio between rope and sheave diam-
eters varies with the character of the wire in the rope and
the type of construction. A pliable rope can run eco-

nomically and safely over a smaller sheave than can a

stiffer rope. The committee has reports of excellent

results from the use of a li^-in. rope over an 84-in.

sheave, which gives a ratio of 66, whereas in many cases,

especially in the case of deep shafts and long ropes which
usually are of necessity stiffer, a ratio of 100 has been

recognized as not too high.

In connection with the question of sheave diameters,

one point should be noted, namelv, that it is possible to

make the ratio too high under certain conditions, or more

•Abstract from "Rules and Reg^ulations for Metal Mines."
by Ingalls, Douglas, Finlay, Channing and Hammond; Bul-
letin 75, United States Geological Survey,

correctly stated, it is possible (o make the sheave too

heavy. This is the case fre(|ueiitly with turn-sheaves,

guide jnilleys, rollers, etc., on which the arc of contact and
the compression between sheave and rope may be so little

as to allow excessive slip, the rope failing to rotate the

sheave easily. Of course such a condition would cause

wear and tend to deteriorate the rope faster than would
the u.se of a smaller, lighter sheave. To decide on a suit-

able size of sheave under such conditions the following

rule is serviceable :' Suppose that a ratio between sheave

and rope diameters of 72 is considered permissible. Then
when the deflection angle of the rope is less than 90°, that

is, when it has less than 90° of contact arc on the sheave,

the diameter of the sheave shall be eight-tenths of the

deflection angle times the diameter of the rope. Thus
as the deflection angle or arc of contact becomes less, the

size of the sheave decreases. For a 45 "-deflection angle

a 3-ft. sheave is required for a 1-in. rope, and for zero

degree no sheave is required, a rubbing board alone being
sufficient.

A way in which to make an ordinary engineer's hammer
serve in place of a mallet or wooden hammer for use on
wood or other soft materials consists in using a piece of

leather or belting in the manner shown in the drawing.
A hole is cut in the leather large enough to be slipped

over the handle of the hammer and then brought to the

head of the hammer. The flap is then brought over the

head of the hammer and nailed on to the handle, or the

two ends are wrapped to the handle with several turns

Ab/e forhanM
fos///7 fhrough

ENGINEER'S HAMMER WITH LEATHER CUSHIONING

of tine wire. The hammer is used sidewise on wood,
v.'hich brings the leather belting into play and softens

tlie blow. In this way the user has a hammer ready for

various u.'^es in a very compact and convenient form. The
leather will wear for a remarkablv lona; time.

Many expedients are resorted to in order to insure the

ignition of the powder train in fuse. Splitting the end of

the fuse and inserting a pinch of dynamite or powder
or a piece of candle wicking, and securing a stub of a

candle to the end are schemes familiar to most miners, but

*A. P, Connor, Washington, D. C, in "American Machinist."
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perhaps oue of the best methods is that in use at the

United Verde mines at Jerome, Ariz.

There the fuses, after being cut to the desired length,

are dipped into P. & B. paint; one end only. The
bunches of fuses are then laid up to allow the paint to

harden. On application of a flame the ignition of the

paint is instantaneous and is aure to fire the powder
train. The paint will not drop off, as so frequently hap-

pens when using other attached means to fire the fuse,

and the method has still another advantage in that the

paint is waterproof and effectually guards the powder
train from moisture, from the time the fuse is cut iintil

it is set afire.

name "peat powder" has been applied to this product. It

may be used in very much the same way that sawdust and

powdered coal have been used.

When this powder is burned in specially constructed

burners using a blast of air, it acts very much like a gas,

on account of the intimate mixture that may be obtained,

of powdered peat and air. The air supply can be regu-

lated so as to approach that theoretically required for

perfect combustion, and complete smokeless combustion

results. The temperature of the flame is easily regulated,

and temperatures sufficiently great for melting brass,

iron and steel, and for other metallurgical operations,

can be obtained.

One is sometimes confronted with the a])pareutly hope-

less task of straightening an old, crooked, kinked wire.

To many this is no easy job, but to those that become

WIRE STRAIGHTENER IN OPERATION

familiar with the straightener here described the problem

will be a comparatively simple oue.

To make this straightener first procure two blocks of

hardwood, each about 3i/^x-lx9 in. Cut the two ends of

one piece down from 314 in. to 2 in. in thickness for a

distance of 'Zy^ in. from each end. This will leave a

rectangular projection in the center of the piece. Round
the two ends of this projection off as shown in the accom-

panying illustration. Now from the other block and

ou a 4x9-in. face cut out a concave depression to fit over

the curved surface of the other block. Now, placing the

two blocks together, bore two holes, one in each end and

in opposite corners, as shown in the diagram.

By means of two bolts clamp the two blocks onto the

^vire to be straightened, near one end. Fastening a

brace or something similar to the short end, turn the wire,

drawing it through the block at the same time. The re-

sult will be a straight wire. This device will straighten

a wire of anv diameter.

If peat that has been taken from the bog and allowed

to disintegrate by lying on the surface of the bog during

the winter be gathered, dried artificially and pulverized,

a dark-colored nonabsorbent powder will result. The

•W. C. Evl, University of Kentucky, Lexington, Ky., in
"Coal Age," Nov. 6, 1915.

tExcerpts from BuHetin 45, "Peat Resources of Wisconsin,"
Wisconsin Geological and Natural History Survey, Madison,
Wis., 1915.

The one thing aliuut a mine of which tlie superintend-

ent knows less than any other is the proper care of live-

stock. Sometimes the entire mining proposition is de-

pendent upon this livestock, and in many cases where no

such vital importance attaches, great inconveniences and

unusual expenses are caused by failure of the stock at

some critical time. Furthermore, stock is expensive and

forage is almost always unusually so in mining camps.

Wasteful feeding is almost universal because it is gen-

erally left to some mule-skinner, who, if he has any idea

of stock at all, has a very exaggerated idea of his own
knowledge of the same.

The proper daily allowance of forage for a horse is 12

lb. of grain and 14 lb. of hay. If a horse weighs over

1,300 lb., however, he should be fed 14 lb. of grain and

17 lb. of hay per day. For a mule 9 lb. of grain and 14 lb.

of hay should be allowed.

These allowances are prescribed for United States

Army animals, but it is not deemed necessary to feed all

animals the full allowance of grain. Each animal should

1)6 watched while eating and should be fed accordingly,

except that the full allowance of hay should always be

fed ; if it is of good quality and the animal is in good

condition, it will always be eaten. Grain should never

be fed to animals when they are tired, hot or excited. If

an animal continually fails to eat all of his allowance of

grain, it should be cut down unless- he shows signs of

losing flesh; in that case he should be carefully watched

and his mouth examined for lampas, and if he is found to

be suffering from that cause, his grain should be soaked

ill warm water until soft. When changing grain, as from

oats to barley or corn, cut down the portion of forage

allowance, returning gradually to full feed in about five

days. During this period more hay should be fed.

All animals need salt. The Army allowance provides

for 2 oz. per week per animal, which is sufficient to allow

a handful to each animal every 10 days. It is better,

however, to feed salt a certain day each week.

Grain should always be fed before feeding hay. A mule

will eat musty grain and hay, but a horse will not, and

care should be exercised not to feed musty forage to

either.

Mules give an indication that they are very tired when

they fail to flap their ears while pulling a load. It may
be relied upon that mules pulling a load and constantly

flopping their ears, are in good condition.

Proper grooming of the animals every day will do

much to keep them in condition and increase their pulling

capacity.
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and once mixed does not, contrai-y to popular belief,

again separate. In its concentrated form it producer

marked physiological disturbances in all animal and vege-

table organisms with which it comes in contact. It dis-

solves to a limited extent in water and has the property

of combining with oxygen under proper conditions to form
sulphur trioxide (SO3). Sulphur trioxide combines very

readily with water to form sulphuric acid.

Of those subjects who were acquainted with the gas

and were trained to observe and report their observations

correctly, none could detect the presence of the gas when
it was breathed in concentrations of one part SO^ per

million parts of air. When the concentration reached two

parts SO, per million, 13 of these subjects suspected the

presence of something foreign in the air being breathed,

but could not identify the substance, while two of the 33

thought they could identify the presence of the gas by

their sense of taste, although they could not smell it. With
three parts SO, per million in the atmosphere they were

breathing, 26 of the subjects identified an acid gas as

being present and six could detect nothing other than a

foreign substance in the atmosphere. Of the 26 who could

detect an acid gas, 21 identified it with more or less posi-

tiveness as sul])hur dioxide, while five were doubtful of

its identity. At four parts SO2 per million parts of air,

all but two of the 32 subjects were able to detect and posi-

tively identify the gas as sulphur dioxide. The two ex-

ceptions were men who had become more or less immune
to the action of the gas from working in smelteries

where the concentration is at times very high. At five

parts SO.^ per million parts of air, all subjects but one,

who was especially insensitive, were able to detect the gas.

At eight parts SO^ per million, all subjects except the

same one could identify the gas as sulphur dioxide.

This would seem to indic-ate that persons who are thor-

oughly acquainted with the projierties of sulphur dioxide,

through study of, or experience with, the gas itself, can

usually detect its presence in the atmosphere and identify

the gas either by the sense of taste or smell when its con-

centration is about four parts per million or more. Ap-

proximately three-fourths of such persons are able to de-

tect and identify the gas when its concentration is three

parts per million, while about -40 jjer cent, are conscious

that a foreign substance is in the atmosphere when the

concentration is two parts SO, j)er million or more. In

concentrations of less than two parts SO, per million,

even persons thoroughly familiar with the properties of

sulphur dioxide are unable to detect the i^resence of any

foreign substance either by the sense of smell or the

sense of taste.

Of those subjects who were unacquainted with the prop-

erties of sulphur dioxide, none could detect anything in

an atmosphere containing one part SO, per million parts

of air. This agrees with the observations of the "trained"

.•nibjects. At a concentration of two parts SO, per million,

two of these persons detected a foreign smell in the at-

mosphere they were breathing but could not describe it.

With three parts SO2 per million, four subjects "smelled

something" and six smelled 'burning sulijhur," while 18

"didn't smell anything." When the atmosphere contained

four parts SO, per million, 10 of the "untrained" sub-

jects smelled ''burning sulphur," four "smelled some-

thing," and 14 did not note any sensation different from

that experienced in breathing the ordinary air. With a

concentration of five parts SO, per million, all of the "un-

trained" subjects except six "smelled something" or

"smelled burning .sulphur." At 12 parts SO, per million,

all of the subjects could identify the gas as that of burn-

ing .sulphur.

This would seem to indicate that the average citizen,

not technically trained, can usually detect the presence

of sulphur dioxide in the atmosphere and can identify

it either by sense of taste or smell when its concentration

is five parts SO, per million parts of air or more. One-

half of such persons are able to detect the presence of the

gas and some of them can identify it, when the atmosphere

contains four parts SO, per million. When the

atmosphere contains three parts SO, per million, 65 per

cent, of the average citizens fail to record any unusual

sensations when breathing it, whereas only 217 persons

in every thousand would experience the feeling of breath-

ing an atmosphere contaminated with "smell of burning

sulphur." When the concentration is two parts SO, per

million, only the most sensitive, 71 in every thousand, can

detect a foreign odor; and below that concentration none

can detect any foreign odor whatever.

Consideration of the data from all points of view

indicates that a proper conclusion will be drawn from this

investigation if it is stated that the average citizen is

conscious of pollution of the atmosphere by sulphur di-

oxide when its concentration is approximately 3.5 parts

per million parts of air; and the "trained" person is

conscious of such pollution when the concentration is ap-

proximately 2.5 parts SO., per million parts of air.

In order to positively establish the mminmm concen-

tration of .sulphur dioxide that would be considered a nuis-

ance to all persons, it would be necessary to experiment

with a much larger number of subjects. The time at the

disposal of the commission did not permit of this. It was

found as a result of the work done in this direction that

the elements of psychology and personal idiosyncrasy

entered into the matter to a great extent. The symptoms
recorded by the various subjects, both "trained" and "un-

trained," were very dissimilar. No agreement was found

between the ideas expressed as to what concentration was

a nuisance. Without exception, however, all subjects con-

sidered that the point of concentration at which they

could just detect a foreign substance or at which they

were just conscious that there was something foreign

in the atmosphere, was not a nuisance.

The commission is of the opinion, therefore, that in

order that the smoke from the Selby smeltery shall pro-

duce a nuisance in the smoke zone, sulphur dioxide must

be discharged from the smeltery in such an amount that

as the smoke blows over the smoke zone, the concentra-

tion of sulijhur dioxide in the atmosphere of the smoke

zone must be three parts per million or more. This fig-

ure is the mean of those recorded from the "trained" and

"untrained" subjects and refers solely to a nuisance

brought about by the presence of a disagreeable or offen-

sive odor. The difference between trained and untrained

observers in susceptiliility to the gas is extremely in-

teresting.

At the Mill of the Bunker HiU * SnlHvan Mining and
Concentrating Co, at KeUogg, Idaho, an Ottumwa box-car
loader is used in an original way. The coarse jig concentrates
are shipped in box cars, and it is found convenient to deliver

them tlirough a chute to the box-car loader, which e.x-

peditiously and satisfactorily loads them into the cars. The
method is said to be very much quicker and cheaper than
hand labor, and no fault is found with it.
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The Sullivan Machinery Co. is putting on the mar-

ket an air-feed drifter that combines the advantages

of the elimination of one man from the drilling crew,

tiie introduction of hammer drills, the employment of

a water jet. and the air feed, which eliminates the feed

screw and shell of the old piston type.

The pneumatic feed mounting consists of a saddle on

the outside end of a chort arm attached at right angles

to a piston rod 2-1 in. long. The rear end of this rod

terminates in a piston that runs in a feed cylinder; the

Should the drill steel show a tendency to stick while

running, the operator, by setting a hand-brake on the

throttle that throws on the reverse feed, can back the

drill out of the difficulty with the hammer still running
and the steel rotating. By simply turning the throttle

valve, the drill may be made to alternately cut forward
and retract itself, thus keeping the steel free and the

hole round until the difficulty is passed.

With this drilling outfit, steels of a uniform length

are not necessary.

The standard column for the air-feed drifter is 21/2

in. in diameter, and arms can be used on this column uj)

to 36 in. in length, so that it is entirely

possible and practicable to drill a face

8 ft. high by 7 ft. wide, from one set-

ting of the columm

JCiPeeiraHinig

SULLIVAN AIR-FEED DRIFTER AT WORK

combination being similar to that employed in reverse-

feed stoping drills. The feed cylinder is clamped at any

point desired in a hinged trunnion cradle that can be

quickly loosened or tightened by means of one nut. The
arm that supports the drill contains an air inlet with

swivel elbow and a throttle valve by means of which air

is admitted to both the drill and the pneumatic feed. This

throttle has several definite positions, in each of which

a different effect is secured. In one position of the

throttle the drill and steel are carried forward against

the rock bj' air admitted only through the rear end of the

piston ; in a second position the drill is started running

;

two other successive positions of the throttle bring the

drill up to full speed : and in still another position air is

exhausted from the rear of the feed cylinder and ad-

mitted to the front side of the piston head, thus carrying

the drill and steel back out of the hole and away from

their work. By simply turning the throttle the operator

may thus throw the drill forward or back with perfect

ease and in a remarkably short time. The advantages

of such a device over the crank and feed-screw type are

obvious. With this air feed, drill steel can be changed

in as little as 30 sec, there being no chuck bolts to loosen

and retighten, and steels of uniform length in sets are

not necessary.

Machines for screen-sizing mill pulps

have been in use for years, but the

number of new ones that continue to

appear indicates some difficulty in find-

ing a perfect one. The device illus-

trated here is one designed to avoid, as

far as possible, the inconveniences of

the ordinary screening machines. It

was designed by J. C. Wood, superin-

tendent of the Hecla mill, near Wal-

lace, Idaho, and is in use in that

V\ OOD SCREENS, WITH FRAMES AND VS'ITHOUT

plant. Jlr. Wood has protected his machine by United

States patent.

The Wood screen is in .shape an octagonal cone, the

eight sides of which are formed by steel frames carrying

screen cloth of the desired mesh. Pulp for screening is

delivered to the outside of the screens through an annular

feeding box at the top of the machine, the undersize

passing through the screen into a receptacle tindemeath.

and the oversize sliding down over the screen surface into

a launder at the base of the machine.
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Eevolviiig with the feeding box are two perforated
pipes inside the screen, their function being to prevent
blocking the screen apertures by delivering water under
pressure against it. Outside the screen, directly oppo-
site the perforated pipes and revolving with them, are

two flat baffles, designed to avoid scattering or splashing

the pulp.

The standard machine is made 4 ft. wide at the base

and contains 24 sq.ft. of available screening surface. With

THE V\'OOD SCREENING MACHINE

16-mesh screen fitted to it, the machine is said to sej)-

arate 80 tons of pulp per day of 24 hr., most of which
is iindersize. The accompanying drawing and photo-

graph will give a clear idea of the construction of the

device.

TIhe IReptialbMc FIo'w MeSei?
The Republic flow meter has been developed recently

to such an extent that in measuring steam, water, air or

gas, it compares in accuracy and convenience with the

standard wattmeter or ammeter. The principle is that

of a U-tube containing mercury.

Contact wires of graded lengths are suspended over

the mercury in the central chamber, each wire being con-

nected to a resistance immediately above. A circuit is

formed of the resistances, contact wires, mercury and
ground, a current of given voltage usually 38 volts, being

applied. All the resistances are in series with one another,

and as the mercury rises as a result of the application of

pressure on the surface of the mercury in the large cham-
ber, a number of resistances are short-circuited. A definite

quantity of current now flows through the circuit, actuat-

ing the indicating, recording or integrating instruments.

The resistances are of such magnitude that the quantity

of current flowing at any time is a direct function of the

velocity of the fluid flowing in the pipe, and therefore

also of the quantity of fluid. The pointer of the indicat-

ing instrument moves equal distances for equal incre-

ments of velocity of flow.

The form of pitot tube used is a departure. It con-

sists of two tubes extending completely across the pipe,

impact holes being provided in one tube at the proper
intervals. Each hole is located in the center of an
annular ring, the cross-section of the pipe being divided
into half as many equal-area annular rings as there are
holes. The other tube is the aspiration tube and is

identical with the impact tube. These tubes are placed

back to back and are inserted in the pipe so that the

impact holes will point upstream and the aspiration holes

downstream. It has been found by actual experiment that

METEIfBOAIfD

SECTION THROUGH REPUBLIC FLOW METER

this an-angement of impact holes results in the true mean
of the velocities existing in the pipe.

The upstream side of the pitot tube is connected to the

dynamic side of the mercury well, and the aspiration tube

is connected to the other side of the mercury well. This
results in the mercury being elevated in the central cham-
ber to a height proportional to the square of the velocity

of fluid in the pipe. The illustration shows that water

is not permitted to touch the resistances or the contact

wires, because of the oil seal.

A new feature is the micrometer adjustment for raising

or lowering the resistance spool from the outside. In
establishing the zero point the bypass valve is opened and
tlie height of the contact wires is adjusted until the read-

ing instruments show that no current is flowing.

Any combination of indicating, recording or integrat-

ing instruments may be connected to this meter. The
Republic Flow Meters Co., of Chicago, is the maker.

—

Fower,
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I have read J. E. Clennell's short article under the

heading, "Concentration Formulas," in the Journal of

Get. 30. In spite of the growing use of formulas I

prefer simple arithmetic where it can be applied, as a

formula, concealing its reactions, obscures the whole op-

eration, however correct its results may be. This applies

to mine-valuation formulas as well as those for metal-

lurgical operations. The plain arithmetical solution,

something on the line of blast-furnace balance sheets,

which follows is preferable to the use of Clennell's for-

nuda. I I'espect his data and adopt his assumption that

the assay value of the tailings and the concentrates will

not be affected by clearing the middlings.

DAT.\ OF CONCENTRATION TESTS
Assay of Prod-

Weight, ucts per Ton, Per Cent, of
Product per Cent. Gold. Oz. Total Gold

Concentrates 12.45 6.53 90.

S

Middlings 11.45 0.35 4.5
Tailings 70.10 0.055 4.7

The head assay showed gold, 0.895 oz. per ton.

It is desired to find the effects of eliminating the mid-

dlings in this statement without actually performing the

operation.

Let us assume that we have 100 tons of ore assaying

0.895 oz., which gives us 89.5 oz. of gold in the ore.

In the concentrates we have 13.45 X 6.53 = 81.29 oz.

The middlings will add to this 11.45 X (0.35 — 0.055) =
3.37, making a total extraction in concentrates of 84.66

oz. The percentage of e.xtraction is 84.66 -^ 89.5 =
91.6. The former extraction in concentrates was 90.8%,
making an increase of 3.8%, which will increase the

weight of concentrates proportionately.

DATA ON CONCENTRATION AFTER ELIMINATING
MIDDLINGS

Weight, Per Cent, of
per Cent. Total Gold

Concentrates, 12.45 X 1.03S = 12.92 94.6
The tailings by difference = S7.0S 5.4

Clennell's formulas require one addition, six subtrac-

tions, eight multiplications and five divisions. The plain

arithmetical method requires only two additions, three

subtractions, two multiplications and one division. Effi-

ciency experts would therefore indorse the latter method,

which has the added advantage of being clear and easily

understood.
.

Louis Janix, Je.

San Francisco, Calif., Nov. 3, 1915.

The article in the Journal of Nov. 6, taken from the

"Safety First Magazine" of the Nevada Consolidated Co.,

is somewhat misleading, in that it gives only one view-

point. The company's orders of compulsory physical

examination caused much dissatisfaction among its em-
ployees.

The age limit was placed at 44 3'ears and the examina-
tion was so severe that one-half to two-thirds could not

pass it satisfactorily. The employees felt that it was only

a question of time when the older men and physical in-

competents would he gradually weeded out. The com-

pany's physicians were unfeeling and arrogant, the men
were made to strip, and the examination created much
opposition and ill-feeling, the general public, without

exception, being in sympathy with the men. The result

was that finally the employees gave notice that unless

these orders of compulsory physical examination were

withdrawn, they would all walk out on Oct. 31, 1915.

The company then witiidrew the orders, evidently not

desiring a strike with copper around 18c.

If this was generally adopted by all the large com-

panies, the men and general public cannot see what would

become of one-half or more of the laborers. Would the

state take care of them? Is not a skilled workman a

better man, past 40, than when 20 to 30 years old? Has
he not better Judgment, from experience? Miner.

Ely, Nov., " Nov. 11, 1915.

Cosft ©f Wairates' CosasSruseSnoia

In the Journal of Oct. 2, H. Colin Campbell has taken

exception to some of my recommendations under the head-

ing, "Difficulties of Winter Construction."

Mr. Campbell's recommendations should be seriously

considered where large masses of concrete are used, but

they are hardly applicable to the class of work under con-

sideration. On large concrete Jobs of any kind conditions

are more favorable than on the small one ; they can be

made so by virtue of size. The ultimate strength must be

more nearly known in order to cut down the mass to a

minimum. A smooth clean-cut surface might count for

considerable, but in a small mill a little efflorescence is a

matter of small moment. Heating the aggregate and mix-
ing water would probably be the cheaper method with

a large yardage of concrete, even at the expense of a spe-

cial heating installation. The increased cost of concrete

under these conditions would not reach 50%.
Unfavorable conditions, however, are the rule and not

the exception for the average small mill constructed dur-

ing the cold months in the north. Heavy snows and ex-

treme cold weeather, being conceded, make the obtaining

of material a difficult task. The average small mill that,

as a rule, the operating engineer will be called upon
to construct does not require a large yardage of con-

crete, and very often it is not an easy matter to arrange

for heating. Midwinter construction is safe and feasible

as long as the company will stand for the extra expense,

which will often reach 50% in concrete work.

Trautwine and other authorities claim that freezing

will not damage concrete after it obtains. the preliminary

set. I have never attempted to protect concrete after

12 hr. when the heating method is used and have never

seen the least sign of failing, even in a mortar block,

which is about as severe a test as can be found in a mill.

Twelve hours is ample time to allow for the initial set

with any good grade of portland cement. However,
freezing may give an apparent hardness, and care should
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be used not to remove the forms too quickly, or impose
undue load;^, which could easily produce failure when the

concrete thaws out. The ultimate strength could hardly
be materially reduced if proper care be taken. Freezing
will retard the final set, but it is difficult to find a good
reason for material damage after the hydration has
taken place.

There appears to be a variance of opinion about the

use of integral salts, but the consensus of opinion seems
to be that the salts in themselves can cause no damage if

not used to excess. This being so, why should their use

damage the concrete if they keep it from freezing? The
slow crystallization due to a low temperature might pos-

sibly lower the ultimate strength, l)ut the reverse is true

if poured in warm weather. Trautwine gives the follow-

ing experiment, which goes to prove that concrete made of

Portland cement in cold weather and kept from freezing

by the use of salt will not have a lesser ultimate strength,

although concrete made of natural cement under the same
conditions will have.

EFFECT OF COLD AND MIXING SALT WATER
Specimens; compressive strength of 12-in. cubes of port-

land- and natural-cement concrete : S cubes Atlas Portland.
1 cement: 3 gravel (2 sand, 1 pebbles) : 4 cruslier-run hard
limestone: 8 cubes Louisville natural, 1 cement : 2 gravel : 3
stone. Same as used in track-elevation masonry by C. JI. &
St. P. Ry. Treatment: All cubes made by same person in
molds of 1-in. lumber, and left in molds until broken. Results:

Portland Natural
Lb. per Lb. per

Temp.. "F. Sq.In. Temp., °F. Sq.In.

Cube in warm office, 28 days 80 to 18 l,290t 85 to 40 300
Cube in warm office, 28 davs. . 80 to 18 l,290t 85 to 40 Defective
Cube outdoors*, 28 davs 57 to —24 902^ 57 to —10 200
Cube outdoors*, 28 days 57 to —24 690i 57 to —10 256
Cube in office, 28 days 8S to 32 l,290t 85 to 40 352
Cube outdoors*!, 28 days. .. . 57 to —24 l,290t 57 to —10 237
Cube outdoors*!. 28 days ... , 57 to —24 l,290t 57 to — 10 247

* During first part of 28 days temperature fell to— 10 and—20° F., afterward
thawing during day and freezing at mght.

t Flaked slightly.

t Cold believed to have retarded setting.

§ Mixed with salt water, 1 pt. salt to 10 qt. water.

Small quantities of concrete are often needed dur-

ing the cold months around a mining property where heat-

ing is out of the question. I have had several occa-

sions to use salts for such purpose ; from all appearance

the concrete was as firm as that put in during warm
weather. It may have a lesser ultimate strength, but it

is practical. The engineer with difficult winter work on

hand is after practical results, namely, a sufficient factor

of safety; he bothers his head very little about the sur-

face appearance of a wall or foundation soon to be spotted

over with slime, or about a few hundred pounds, difference

in ultimate strength. Hakry T. CuraiAX.

Denver, Colo., Oct. 30, 1915.

M©^yFir(0)tuiiradlIleiimdl''s Maiaes'al

• In the article on "Newfoundland's Mineral Resources"

in the Journal of Oct. 23, Mr. McDonald failed to

mention roofing slate. During the years 1901-0-1 the

Newfoundland Slate Co. operated a quarry on Trinity

Bay and produced a con.siderable quantity of high-grade

purple and green roofing slate, which was sent to England
and brought as high a price as the best Welsh slate. I

understand that the reason for closing down the quarry

was the death of the manager and moving spirit of the

company and not the exhaustion of the deposit.

HOKACE F. LUNT.

Colorado Springs, Colo., Nov. 1.5, 191.").

In the Journal of Oct. 23 was published a letter of

mine discussing Mr. Barbour's article on "Timbering
in the New York Subway," which appeared in the Jour-

nal of Oct. 2. Following my letter was appended a I

criticism of it by Mr. Barbour, which shows a misconcep- 1
tion of my statements. The object of my letter was to

show that the principle of square-setting is not applicable

to subway needs, because it depends on being wedged
into place; wliile traffic vibration on the street structure

and lack of abutment.s, including a light street structure,

do not meet this requirement.

He says : ''The statement that square-set timbering is

not a self-contained structure applies only if one considers

it in the nature of a house, which it is not. Square-set

timbering underground is certainly self-contained when
it is properly wedged in place, and it is not intended to

be used any other way." I do not agree with this defini-

tion of square-setting. Underground it is not self-con-

tained, but is wall-contained. In subway use it would
be a house of cards, because of the impossibility of proper-

ly wedging it.

The next comment in the criticism is : ''He also states

that it is obvious that the use of continuous transverse

members from side to side would be more secure than

transverse members built up of short-length members
tied together," and ilr. Barbour goes on to say: "Theo-

retically true, but 60-ft. cross-members, as would be re-

quired in the subway, are a scarce article, etc. . . .

The only long cross-member used was one composed
of two 21-in. I-beams at the ends, connected by two

channels in the middle, and this construction as well as

the entire framing of the bents, etc., . . . not only in-

vited jack-knifing but got it."

The criticism has here confused the meaning of my
statement by not fully quoting the paragraph. The full

quotation states that square-setting could not be properly

v.-edged in a subway cut, with the consequent necessity

of tying and bracing and the disadvantage of short trans-

verse, members instead of long ones to better tie the struc-

ture together. I do not understand how this can be con-

strued to mean that because the Broadway timbering

had one long member in each bent I recommended the

timbering. The structure jack-knifed because of no di-

agonal bracing between the bents, not because of the long

member. It would have been the same or worse in this

respect with cross-members built up of short lengths.

As to the comment about continuous cross-members

being a scarce article, I did not refer to a single rolled I-

beam or a single stick of timber, but to built-up continu-

ous beams.

The last paragraph of my letter reads : "The best prac-

tice in subway timbering therefore includes continuous

cross or transverse members to distribute loads, to brace

the sides of the excavation and to tie the structure together

more securely; the requisite rangers and lagging to hold

the sides of the excavation; sufficient posting in all tiers

and secure vertical diagonal bracing, both transversely

and longitudinally, of all tiers of posts; sufficient struts

or spacers and adequate street structure."

In the criticism only the first part of the foregoing para-

graph is quoted, and the criticism states: "Inasmuch as

the timbering in question did not brace the sides of the

excavation which caved in and caused the fatal disaster.
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I submit that the practice was not proper, even though
it is considered the best practice in subway timbering."

On my part I submit that I made no statement what-

ever to the effect that the timbering oi' the accidents

constituted the best practice; for if my whole definition

on this point had been quoted, it can be readily seen

that the timbering at the scenes of the accidents could

not be construed as coming within the definition. It was
lack of shoring that caused the rock slide, and lack of

diagonal bracing caused the collapse of the street struc-

tures. John Seward.
West Nutley, N. J.,, Oct. 30, 1915.

-*;

My attention has been called to the fact that the

pictures of the Roosevelt tunnel portal, published in the

Journal of Oct. 2 and 23, do not seem consistent.

The one on page 683 of the issue of Oct. 33 was taken

a few months after work was started. At that time I

walked to the breast of the tunnel, about 200 ft. in,

without getting my shoes muddy. The tunnel was dry

until the main water course was cut, about 14,000 ft. from

tlie portal. At the time the second picture was taken, re-

cently, the water was about 2 ft. deep on the floor of the

tunnel at the portal, but no work had been done there

for years. As soon as the connection between the inter-

mediate shaft and the tunnel was made, work was car-

ried on through the shaft, and as soon as the El Paso

shaft was sunk to the tunnel level the work was carried

on through that shaft, which is the present practice.

Denver, Colo., Ntxv. 11, 1915. T. H. Sheldon.

VaSma^HO.ia of Ore Oep®sn6s

Misther Editor
—

"Tis interestin', the way some fellies

figgers out the values av ore dayposits.

The other day Tini an' me was studyin' out the dope

on wan av thim idle-rich mines in Arizony. Did ye iver

notice how some av the idlest mines is bragged about as

bein' the richest, jist like people?

Well, annyhow, there was a big buni'h av maps, rayports,

misfires an' John Hodgeses, certiffycuts, et cetery—enough

paper to feed a dozen goats an' to indigest the wan they

was intinded for—dished up by an imminent consultin'

injineer with the assi_stance av siveral minin' injineers,

assayers an' other boosters. Whin we got the stuff all

b'iled down an' poured on the colander av pessimism, jist

like Kathleen does with a bale av greens for dinner, we
diskivered the follyin' : ( 1 ) The old stopes was all caved

in. (2) The shaft an' the drifts was timbered so tight

that no wan cud luk at any walls or roof without puUin'

things down like old Samson. (3) Ivery wan av thim

injineers said he'd accept the figgers av the former sup-

erintendent (which was dead 12 year) on the assays av

the samples taken whin the mine was bein' diviloped.

(4) The only ividence av values was wan big chart av 479

assays taken on wan level, tellin' the number av inches

iiv ore an' all that kind av thing.

It tuk Tim four days, not countin' three hours over-

time, av multiplyin' inches, dollars, feet, assayers, et

iJ'Btery; workin' like a full-gro^vn rabit on all thim things

lie called facthors av numeraytor an' facthors av denom-

i:aavtor. Whin he got through, the best raysult he cud

get for the average value av all the ore was $11.47; while
the l)ig answer, han'somely engrossed at the bottom av
the chart called for $27.63. So I sez to him, sez I, "Tim,
now ye see what comes av playin' at bein' a dcfishency in-

jineer whin the minin' business was dull. Have ye thried
addin' up all the assay raysults an' dividin' by 479?"
"Why, Bill," sez Tim, "wud ye ignore complately all

thim facthors av width av ore an' irregular intervals av
samplin'? Ye're no injineer at all, at all."

"Sure, not," sez I, lightin' up me pipe again, "bein'

only a prospector, like. But ye nmst raymimber that 1

sold a mine wance, mesilf."

Well, we figgered out the av'rage in the schoolboy way
an' got the same as on the big chart; which was the
wrong answer for a buyer.

Now, misther editor, do ye suppose the imminent con-
sultin' injineer was to get fifty-fifty if the mine was sold ?

Brooklyn, Oct. 26, 1915. Bill McGinty.

United States patent specifications listed below may be
obtained from "The Engineering and Mining Journal" at 25c.
each. British patents are supplied at 40c. each.

AGITATOR. Harry R. Conklin, Joplin, Mo. (U. S. No.
1.160.S4S; Nov. 16, 1915.)

ALLOYS—Apparatus for the Electrolytic Manufacture of
Alloys of Light Metals with Heavier Metals and the Continuous
Treatment of Such Alloys for Obtaining Final Products. Edgar
Arthur Ashcroft, London, England. (U. S. No. 1,159,154: Nov.
2, 1915.)

AMALGAMATOR—Apparatus for Extracting Precious
Metals. Victor I. Zachert. San Francisco, and Pierre A. Bran-
gier, Agnew, Calif., assignors of one-third to Victor G. Bonaly,
San Francisco, Cal. (U. S. No. 1,160.4S5; Nov. 16, 1915.)

CAR COUPLING—Automatic-Clench Car Coupling. William
T. Lilly and Andrew J. Lilly, Glen Morgan, W. Va., assignors
of one-half to Grover C. Hedrick. Beckley, W. Va. (U. S. No.
1,158,515; Nov. 2, 1915.)

CHARGING and Push-out Apparatus for Furnaces. Wil-
liam M. Neckerman, Toungstown, Ohio. assignor to
The Youngstown Sheet and Tube Co., Youngstown, Ohio.
(U.S. No. 1.159,702; Nov. 9, 1915.)

CORROSION—Method of Preventing the Rusting of Iron
and Steel. Daniel F. Comstock, Brookline, Mass., assignor to
Comstock & Wescott, Inc., Boston, Mass. (U. S. No. 1,159,748;
Nov. 9. 1915.)

DRILLS—Drill-Steel-Turning Device for Percussive Fluid-
Operated Drills. Caid H. Peck. Waverly, N. Y.. assignor to
Ingersoll-Rand Co., Jersey City, N. J. (U. S. No. 1,160,64s

;

Nov. 16, 1915.)

CYANIDING—Extraction of Metals from Their Ores. Hugh
M. Leslie, Glasgow. Scotland. (U. S. No. 1,158,514; Nov. 2,
1915.)

ELECTRIC FURNACE, Intended Chiefly for the Manufac-
ture of Nitrides. Georges Coutagne, Lyon, Prance. (U. S.
No. 1,158,899; Nov. 2, 1915.)

FLOTATION—Improvements in or Relating to the Separa-
tion of Metallic Sulphide Ores. Minerals Separation and De
Bavays Processes, Ltd., Melbourne, Australia. (Brit. Nos.
19,273 of 1914 and 19,374 of 1914.)

GOLD-SAVING MACHINES. John T. Voigt, Richmond
Beach, Wash. (U. S. No. 1,160,550; Nov. 16, 1915.)

JIG—Ore-Jig. Frank Franz and Eugene R. Day, Wallace,
Idaho. (U. S. No. 1,160,502; Nov. 16, 1915.)

LEACHING—Apparatus for Leaching Ores and the Like.
Percy A. Robbins, Timmins, Ont. (U. S. No. 1,160,200; Nov. 16,
1915.)

LEAD ALLOYS—Hard Lead Alloys. Francis C. Frary, Min-
neapolis, and Sterling N. Temple, St. Paul, Minn.; said Tem-
ple assignor of one-sixth of the whole right to said Frary.
(U. S. Nos. 1,158,671, 1,158,673, 1,158,674, and 1,158,675; Nov. 2,

1915.)

METAL COVERINGS—Method of Removing Metallic Cover-
ings from Other Metals. Hans Foersterling and Herbert
Philipp, Perth Amboy, N. J., assignors to The Roessler &
Hasslacher Chemical Co., New York, N. Y. (U. S. No. 1,160,590;
Nov. 16, 1915.)

PEAT—Apparatus and Process for the Heat Treatment of
Peat. Nils Testrup, London, England, and Thomas Rigby,
Dumfries, Scotland, assignors to Wet-carbonizing Ltd.. Lon-
don, England. (U. S. Nos. 1,160,463 and 1,160,464; Nov. 16,

1915.)

PRECIPITATING APPARATUS AND METHOD. Harry R.
Conklin, Joplin, Mo. (U. S. Nos. 1,160,845 and 1,160.850; Nov.
16, 1915.)

SCREEN—Vibrating Screen. Rapdall P. Atkins, Denver,
Colo., assignor to Colorado Iron Works Co., Denver, Colo.
(U. S. No. 1,160,812; Nov. 16, 1915.)
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SOME OF THE HOMESTAKE MINING CO.'S MANY IMPORTANT UNITS
1—The stamp mills at Terravilla. 2—The Father de Smet 100-stamp mill. 3—The pumping station at Hanna, where

three 2,000-gal. steam pumping engines are being replaced by Jeanesville electric-driven centrifugal pumps. Water is
elevated 3S7 ft., and then flows by gravity to Lead. 4—Electric generating station at Englewood. Water pumped over the
divide is here utilized to generate power, using a Pelton wheel. 5 and 6—Interiors of Englewood power plant. 7 and 8—In
the regrinding plant at Lead, showing tube and Hardinge mills
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The mill uses amalsjamation, concentration and cyanidation, handling the usual type of Mother Lode ores. It is equipped

with 40 stamps and Hakinge mills for regrinding. The concentrates are cyanided in a Trent agitator and replacer, and

solutions precipitated with zinc dust. The mill has a capacity of 300 tons daily

AN INTERIOR VIEW OF THE AMADOR CONSOLIDATED MILL

The stamps, regrinding mills and amalgamation^tahles^.are shown.^^ The_. operation of this mill was described in the
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^re\(deiii Copper Coo'© Coimceiniftirator

SYA'OPSLS—A condensed description of the

Braden Copper Co.'s ore-dressing equipment. The
main features of the operation are briefly ex-

plained hy the Braden mill staff.

The crushing plant and concentrator of the Braden
Copper Co. at Sewell, Chile, are about two kilometers

west of the mines on the northern side of the Teniente

Eiver. The topography of the mill site is such that full

advantage is taken of a gravity flow of the ore, whether

it is in its dry state as it comes from the mine, or after

the addition of water as it is handled in the mill. The
difference in elevation between the top of the coarse-ore

bin.s, where the ore i.s received from the mine, and the

bottom of the filter-press plant is 403 ft. The area

covered by the entire concentrating plant itself is 130,-

000 sq.ft.

The Coarse-Crushing Plant

The ore is transported from the mine to the coarse-

ore bins by mean.s of an electric railroad. The bins

have a storage capacity of 2,300 tons. Mechanical feed-

ers deliver the ore to a belt-conveyor system that carries

it to the crushing plant. The crushing plant is di-

vided into two sections having the same number of ma-
chines and the same rated capacities; only one section

will be described. The ore passes over a 1%-in. grizzly,

the oversize falling directly into a gyratory crusher; the

fines join the crusher discharge, which has been reduced

to an average diameter of less than 2 in. These two

products are then crushed to % iu- in a pair of rolls 6

ft. in diameter and 20 in. wide.

The discharge of the 72x20-in. rolls is divided into

two parts, each passing into a trommel having diagonal

openings, 6x30 mm. The undersize is carried direct to

the fine-ore bins by means of conveyor belts. The over-

size is fed into a 48-in. Symons disk crusher that crushes

the ore to % in. between two manganese-steel disks

rotating in the same direction and at the same speed,

but supported at an angle to each other. The discharge

of the Symons crushers passes over Colorado Iron Works
ImiDaet screens with openings 6x30 mm. The undersize

goes to the fine-ore bins by means of the conveyors al-

ready mentioned. The oversize is crushed in two sets

of 36xl5-in. rolls. The discharge of these rolls is' raised

by a bucket elevator to another set of Impact screens,

the oversize being divided, approximately one-third to

the two 36xlo-in. rolls mentioned above, and the re-

mainder to two more 36x1 5-in. crushing rolls, for fur-

ther grinding until all the ore will pass the 6x30-mm.
openings of the screens. The fine-ore bins have a stor-

age capacity of 3,000 tons.

CONCENTBATING MiLL IN ThKEE SECTIONS

The crushed ore is delivered to the concentrator build-

ing by means of belt conveyors. The mill is divided

into three sections, each with a nominal capacity of

l."300 tons per 24 hr., only one of which will be de-

scribed as the other two are similar.

From the final belt conveyor the ore passes over four

Impact screens with 25 openings to the square inch,

making a separation between the smaller particles, which

can now receive their first concentration, and the larger

ones, which require further grinding in order to liberate

the sulphides. The oversize from the screens is fed

to two sets of rolls, then to an elevator, the discharge

of which joins the fines that have passed the screens.

At this point water is added and the ore flows to four

trommels with screens having the same-sized opening as

the Impacts. The material passing through these trom-

mels is fed to six Wilfley tables. The concentrates flow

to the collecting tanks at the foot of the mill, while

the table sands, which need further grinding, are con-

ducted to eight Hardinge mills ; the oversize from the

trommels is also fed to these mills.

The Hardinge conical mills make 28 r.p.m. and are

half-filled with pebbles having a maximum diameter of

5 in. All the discharge is now run to two drag classi-

fiers, the sands from which are concentrated on six Wil-

Supp/ies •.

Oufside Charges, inc/uding fbwer, Tai/ings

Disposal, Transportation of Concenfrafes.

Royalty, Laboralort^ anc^ General Expense

DISTRIBUTION OF CONSTRUCTION EXPENSE

fley tables, the concentrates going to the collecting tanks,

and the reject sands to the next floor of Hardinge mills

for further grinding. On this floor there are six mills,

wliich reduce the reject or table tailings to the size

required for the final concentration. Each of these mills

is operated in closed circuit with a drag classifier, the

overflow of which runs direct to the flotation plants.

Oke Ground to 60-Mesh for Flotation

The ore has now been ground so that all but 10%
will go through a 60-mesh screen. The final concen-

tration is effected by means of the Minerals Separation

process. This is carried out in eight standard M. S.

units that treat the tonnage handled by the three mill

sections. The float from the last two boxes of each

unit is low in copper and is collected separately and

retreated, being pumped back to join the original feed.

The tailings, from which most of the copper has now
been extracted, are all collected into one launder, passed

through a sampler, and then conducted down the valley

to the tailings dam, where they are stored.

The concentrates are collected in concrete tanks at the

foot of the mill and loaded by means of a crane into

railroad cars for removal to the smelting works. The
overflow of these tanks, consisting of sulphide slimes too

wet to be smelted, is run to Dorr thickeners. The thick-

ened concentrates are further dewatered in two types of

machines: tlie Kelly press and the '^liver filter. The
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product of both luachine.s is loaded directly into railroad

cars for transport to the smelting plant.

OPERATING DATA, BRADKN MILL
Tons per man per day sno
Kilowatt-hours per ton milled 29.60
.'Void per ton milled, lb 7.00
Tar oil per ton milled, lb .. 2.00
Fuel oil per ton milled, lb 0.30
Local pebbles per ton milled, lb S.7r>

On account of the situation of the plant m a foreign

country, the long distance from the main base of sup-

plies, the duties and ocean freight on all sorts of mate-

rial bring the item of supplies up to 60.4% of the total

direct milling costs. The percentage of total costs as-

.ses.sable to the various departments, for labor and sup-

DISTRIBUTION OP DIRECT MILLING COSTS AT BRADEN
Labor Supplies
% %

Coarse-ore bins and conveyors 4.07 2.51
Crushing plant 21.29 16.02
Fine-ore bins, conveyors, mill rolls and
screens 9,02 7.17

Table concentration 7.04 2.97
Hardinge mills 21.98 25.00
Oil flotation, main plant and retreatment . . 22. SI 42.58
Concentrate handling 8.33 1.14
Filtering M. S, concentrates 5.46 2.61

100.00 100.00

[dies respectively, is shown in an accompanying table.

The relative proportion of the total milling charges is

indicated in the diaaram.

Iiat©E'StS5,ft®°CsiIlISilhiSiEti ]R.©p02°t

The third annual report of the Interstate-Callahan

.\lining Co., Wallace, Idaho, for the fiscal year ended

.lune 30, 1915, has been issued. For the fiscal year

ending June 30, 1914, there was an operating loss of

$99,315. During the year Just closed, this deficit was
wiped out, dividends aggregating $697,597 were paid and

a surplus of $1,094,863 was accumulated. Ore was e.x-

tracted during the year from four levels, only develop-

ment work being done below No. 4. There is enough
ore above No. 6 to last the mill for four years. An
inerage of 180 riien was employed in the mine and mill,

and 309.0 tons of ore per day was sent to the mill.

Shipments of concentrates and crude ore totaled 41,963

tons. Income totaled $2,161,177.53, distributed as follows

:

Crude lead ore, 246 tons, $6,451; crude zinc, 8,473 tons,

$421,238; lead concentrate, 2,563 tons, $90,096; zinc con-

centrate, 30,681 tons, $1,628,499 ; miscellaneous income,

$14,895. Expenditures totaled $569,404.38, divided as

follows: Mining and milling, $470,967; interest, $18,-

088 ; improvements, $80,350. The surplus after paying

$697,597,50 in dividends was $894,175.65, to which is

added $300,000 derived from the sale of bonds, less

.i;99,313.64 loss in 1914, leaving $1,094,862,01 in the

treasury.

The report of C. W, Newton, mine superintendent,

covers only the first six months of 1915. Development

work during this period totaled 1,510 ft,: Shaft, 25 ft.;

crosscuts, 639 ft. ; drifts, 814 ft. ; raises, 32 ft. Ore mined

totaled 56,025 tons: No. 2 stope, 3,921 tons; No. 3

slope, 19,924 tons; No. 31/0 stope, 11,433 tons; No. 4

stope, 18,478 tons; development 2,269 tons.

Feldspar Production Marketed in the United States in 1914

was 135,419 tons, the largest annual recorded output. The
sales of crude spar were 85,905 tons, and of ground spar 49,514

tons. The quarries are. with a single e.xception, restricted to

the Eastern seaboard states, the exception being in California.

It is chiefly used in the manufacture ot pottery, enamel ware
ind electrical ware, according to the Geological Survey.

Bv lli!ni:iri' I. Eli, is*

There is greater activity now in mining and prospect-

ing in ;\liiieral County, Mont., than for many years past.

The principal centers of activity are Saltese, in what is

sometimes known as the "East Coeur d'Alenes," and Su-
perior, the county seat. The Superior mineral belt is

probably better known as the Iron Mountain district,

from the old Iron Mountain mine and the station of the

same name on the Northern Pacific Ry. about a mile

from Superior, which is on the C, M. & St. P. Ry.

The earliest mining in the area tributary to Superior

was on Cedar Creek, which empties into Mis.soula River

from the south about a mile above the town. Placer gold

was discovered on Cedar Creek in 1869 and soon after-

ward on certain of its head-water tributaries, notably Ore-

gon, California and Snowshoe Gulches, and on Freezeout

and Deep Creeks. Walla Walla, Wash., was the supply

center, provisions and such equipment as was essential

being freighted to the mines by pack-train. Flour sold

for $]8a hundred, according to an old account book found

in a deserted cabin, and wages were $5 a day.

Eahly Mining Activities in the District

Some of the placers were rich, and it was not unusual

for a small crew to average $80 or more each per day.

Cedar Creek alone is credited with a production of nearly

$3,000,000, which came chiefly from the upper portion

of the creek and from Oregon and California Gulches.

Drifting in the early days and hydraulicking at a slightly

later date were the usual methods of working, although

some deposits were worked by opencuts. The mining

of placer gold is no longer an important industry, al-

though the Cedar Creek Gold ^lining Co. is operating a

dredge 14 mi. from the mouth of the creek and 4 mi.

above the Amador copper mine. The dredge was installed

in 1907 and has worked every summer since. It was orig-

inally planned to operate throughout the year, and a

steam-power plant for generating electricity was built 2

mi. below the dredge. It was soon found that the freez-

ing of the surface precluded the possibility of winter

dredging, and water power, being plentiful in summer,

was substituted for steam for driving the generators.

Water is taken from Cedar Creek, % mi. below the

dredge, and led through wood pipe of about 24 in. diame-

ter to the power plant. The dredge, which seems to have

been a money-making enterprise during the last three or

four years, has a large area of practically virgin ground

ahead, some of which has been prospected by Keystone

drill.

The only producing lode mine on Cedar Creek is the

Amador, 10 mi. from the mouth of the creek. A deposit

of high-grade copper ore was found by the placer miners

in cleaning bedrock, but no attention was paid to it at the

time. Lode claims were eventually located, and a large

amount of work was done by the old Amador company,

which obtained the claims from the original locators. An
adit on the vein was started on the left limit of the creek,

but the showing in this seems to have been less encourag-

ing than that in the creek bed and a winze was sunk a

short distance from the portal. Ore was stoped to a

•Mining engineer, Kellogg, Idaho.
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depth of -too ft. A standard-gage railway was built to

the mine from the Northern Pacific tracks at the mouth of

the creek, and a smeltery was built at the Junction where
the town of Amador, now deserted, was founded. Partly

owing to dissension among the stockholders, the mine was
closed down in 1907, after a career said to have been

featured by extravagance and general mismanagement.
During the current year it has been taken over by the In-

termountain Copper Mining Co. and reopened to a depth

of 400 ft., on which level there is a 300-ft. shoot of mill-

ing ore ready for stoping. The flume, which diverts water

from Cedar Creek and delivers it to the compressor plant

at the tunnel portal, has been repaired. A new 100-ton con-

centrator is being built to treat the ore by jigging, table

concentration and flotation, and it is expected to start

early in November.

Prospects Attracting Attention

There are, near the Amador, other promising prospects

that are receiving considerable attention. On Mary Ann
gulch, 5 mi. below the Amador, is the Golden Sunset

gold prospect, owned by Kittinger, Shattuck and asso-

ciates. The ore is rich, but its occurrence is irregular.

On the Gold Crag, at the head of Cedar Creek, Fuller

brothers have driven 450 ft. of a 7o0-ft. crosscut tunnel

to tap the vein at 500 ft. under a promising surface show-

ing. On the divide between Freezeout and Snowshoe

Creeks the Gildersleeve brothers have traced a copper-lead

vein several hundred feet. At the head of Oregon Gulch

and Deep Creek there are several gold prospects on which

considerable work has been done, but nothing of value has

been found.

One of the most promising properties in this area is

that of the Clearwater Gold and Copper Co., whjch lies

across the range on the Little North Fork of Clearwater

River, in the State of Idaho. Two adits have been driven

on the vein, the upper 1,300 and the lower 1,400 ft., and a

winze has been sunk 100 ft. from the lower adit on an ore-

shoot 20 ft. in width. A small sawmill has been built,

and the property is equipped with compressor and air

drills. Only the lack of transportation facilities prevents

this mine entering the list of producers. The most feasi-

ble outlet, in the absence of a railway, is probably by

aerial tram to the Amador mine, a distance of 15 mi. over

comparatively easy country.

The Iron Mountain, on Flat Creek, is the most import-

ant of the mines lying northwest of Superior. It is an old

IDroducer, the first mining having been done about 1887,

and thousands of tons of silver-lead ore has been treated

in the mill. The mine was closed in 1898, when the ilon-

tana law requiring two openings went into effect, and was

practically idle until 1906, when work was started on a

5,680-ft. adit cutting the vein at a depth of 1,600 ft. A
winze was later sunk, and the deepest workings are 2,200

ft. from the surface. Shipments of crude ore and concen-

trate were made regularly during the last two years until

this summer, when the Federal Mining and Smelting Co.

bid in the property at sheriff's sale for $110,000. The mill

is receiving a thorough overhauling and will be operated.

Near the mouth of Flat Creek the Gildersleeve brothers

b.ave installed two Brookwater jigs to rework the old Iron

^lountain tailings for zinc and lead, and have recovered as

high as 3,000 lb. of 30% zinc concentrates in 24 hr. The
operators plan to build a larger mill and will experiment

with regrinding and flotation.

There are several copper prospects in the vicinity of Su-

perior on veins associated with persistent dikes of a dark-

colored basic rock, probably diabase. Oxidized copper

minerals and some sulphides appear on the surface at in-

tervals for several miles, and several bodies of commercial
ore are reported, but insufficient work has been done to

determine their true value. At the Superior-jMontana

group, on Kelly Gulch, a 470-ft. adit has been driven

on one of these deposits ; the copper ore carries $6 to $60
per ton in gold, but its occurrence is irregular. McKin-
non has recently found a shoot of shipping ore on the

same vein on Spring Gulch, and Whitmarsh, on a similar

vein at the head of Thompson Creek, reports several feet

of ore, much of which can be shipped crude in the face

of a crosscut tunnel.

The Little Anaconda, at the head of Deep Creek and
on the continuation of the Iron Mountain lode, is idle at

present, the last shipments having been made two years

ago. The adjoining Glen ^Metals mine is under lease to

C. B. Etnier. The property has 3,000 ft. of development
work on two veins, one of which is opened to a depth of

] ,400 ft. and the other to 800 ft. A shipment of 65 tons

taken from a shoot 1 to 4 ft. wide and 400 ft. long aver-

aged 15% Zn, 20% Pb, and 10 oz. Ag per ton. At the

eastern end the shoot carries 25% Pb and 10 oz. Ag.

Shipments will be made from this portion to Northport
as soon as the new plant is completed. Driving on No. 2

vein has been under way since Sept. 1 ; the face shows

7 ft. of milling ore. The King & Queen has been shipping

for several years, and preparations are making for reopen-

ing the Little Pittsburg. The Red Elephant gold mine
is working on a small scale, and the 0. R. & N. is driving

tunnel by contract.

Near Saltese, on Packer Creek, the Last Chance, which
has shipped considerable high-grade silver ore, is being

reopened. The Tarljox, Bryan and Hemlock, also on

Packer Creek, are being developed. On the Hemlock drifts

from the 150-ft. shaft show a shoot of lead-silver ore sev-

eral hundred feet long. The Wilson ilining and Smelt-

ing Co. owns two groups of claims, one lead and the other

copper. A crosscut is driving to cut the copper vein at a

depth of 125 ft., and it is planned to resume work on

the lead group during the winter. From the head of

Silver Creek the Richmond is shipping copper-gold ore

at the rate of four cars per month. A contract has been

let for an aerial tram a mile long to deliver ore to the

railway at Adair.

Natural Advantages Warrant Greater Development

Considering the varied mineral resources of Mineral

County, it is surprising how little prospecting, except

of the most desultory sort, has been done in recent years.

The district is served by two railways, the branch of the

Northern Pacific to the Coeur d'Alenes and the main
line of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, and since most
of Mineral County drains into the Missoula River, trans-

portation is a simple problem. Power at reasonable rates

is available from Thompson Falls, and there is sufficient

water in the creeks for many of the mines to have their

own jjlants. Timber of satisfactory grade is abundant.

Years of work on the Amador and Iron ilountain mines

have demonstrated the continuity of the orebodies, and it

is highly probable that new mines will be opened as a re-

sult of the present increased activity.
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Great intercf^t is beiiiij exhibited in the convention to be

held in Washington on Dec. 16, 1915, which was called bv

the Mining and iletalhirgical Society of America and is

to be conducted under its auspices. The purpose of this

gathering of mining men is to urge upon Congress

the desire of the citizens engaged in the mining industry

that the mining laws of the United States be revised as

speedily as possible. Upon this there appears to be re-

markable unanimity of opinion. It is agreed, moreover,

that there should be no piecemeal revision, but a thor-

ough coordination of the whole system ; and that a new
law providing for this should be drafted upon the basis of

the findings and recommendations of a commission to be

appointed by Congress to study the subject. Upon these

principles the Mining and Metallurgical Society of

America, the American Mining Congress and the Amer-
ican Institute of Mining Engineers have taken formal

action in perfect agreement, while many of the local

mining societies of the country have done the same
thing.

The need for a revision of the mining laws has been

agitated for a good many years. Society after society

has voted in favor of it, commission after commission

has recommended it, but the final step to bring it about has

not yet been taken. There are certain reasons for this,

such as the inertia .of Congress, the opposition of certain

persons who conceive that their private interests will be

adversely affected and the hugeness of the task of writing

a new law. In discussions of this question some con-

gressmen have offered to introduce and push any bill that

the mining societies would put in their hands, but this

was beyond the means of the societies. The preparation

of such a bill—assuming the work to be thoughtfully

done—is a task involving a great deal of time and expense.

This is why the study of the question, the hearing of

opinions and wishes in all parts of the country and the

drafting of a bill should be delegated to a commission

of congressional autho.i'ization. Such points as these ought

to be brought out in the forthcoming convention.

The ilining and Metallurgical Society of America has

had mining-law revision under consideration for a good
many years. The report of its committee on mining laws

is probably the most instructive literature upon the sub-

ject that has been offered. Following tliis report and the

discussion of it in meetings of the society, a series of reso-

lutions was submitted to the membership. Some of these

resolutions were carried by an all but unanimous vote,

others by only a bare majority, illustrating the nature of

the differences in opinion that develop when details come
into question. In issuing its invitations to the convention

in Washington, the council of the iliuing and Metallurgi-

cal Society said that it would offer only those resolutions

upon which its membership was substantially unanimous.

At a meeting of this council last week that action was

rescinded, and it was decided to offer only those resolu-

tions embodying the broad principles that there should be

a complete and coordinating revision of the mining laws

and that a commission to study the matter should be au-

thorized by Congress. All other points, such as the ques-

tion of extralateral rights and the question of discovery

as a prerequisite to location, will come naturally within

the purview of such a commission and need not be dis-

cussed at this time, when the main thing is to get a com-
mission.

A matter which will, however, be usefully discussed

in Washington pertains to the nature of such a commis-
sion—whether it should consist of three members, or five,

or seven ; whether lawv^ers or mining men should predomi-

nate in it; whether it should be paid or unpaid. These and
many other questions are of vital importance. The great

idea in the forthcoming meeting, however, is for mining
men from all parts of the country to assemble in Washing-
ton and let Congress know that they want to have some-

thing done; and that, moreover, they will be able to

propose a specific, practicable and conservative program,

respecting which everybody will be substantially in agree-

ment.

^:

Tlh® 2ieBana©C(n)M=BB'Sidl©ia PeaS
One of the most curious transactions in copper-cor-

poration affairs is that which was announced last week,

whereby the Keunecott Copper Co., operating mines in

the Copper River region of Alaska, is to take over the

Braden company, operating mines in Chile ; and further-

more, is to acquire the interest (about 400.000 shares)

of the Guggenheim Exploration Co. in the Utah Copper

Co. No reason based on economy in operation of these

far-apart mines has been advanced, nor has the public

been apprised of any explanation of what it is hoped to

accomplish.

The Kennecott, Braden, and Guggenheim Exploration

are concerns in which the Guggenheims are largely in-

terested. The Guggenheim Exploration Co., which is

essentially a holding company, has been advertised in the

squibs in the Wall Street journals as about to be dis-

solved. The Braden company has been borrowing sev-

eral millions of the cash assets of the Guggenlieim Ex-

ploration. The Kennecott company, which represents a

huge investment in Alaska by the houses of Morgan and
Guggenheim, was offered to the public for investment

several months ago, in connection wherewith there has

been a shrewd stock-market propaganda. The Utah Cop-

per Co. plays no part in the deal, but the Guggenheim
Exploration Co. owns a large block of its shares.

The Braden company owns a great mine, but it has ex-

jjcrienced disappointments and probably was .still far

short of the time when it, going alone, could safely begin

the payment of dividends. On the other hand, the Ken-

necott company, wliich made its debut in Wall Street

about the time when copper rose to 20c. per lb. last

spring and soon afterward discovered what was heralded

as the richest copper bonanza ever known, will soon be
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in a position to begin the payment of dividends. The
Braden and Kennecott mines are, in short, the antitheses

of each other. Both are situated in remote regions and

are subject to violent vicissitudes of climate, labor con-

ditions, etc. The Kennecott mines are far up in tlie

Northern Hemisphere and the Braden mines far down
in the Southern. The latter have low-grade ore, a lot

of it, and the probability of long life. The Kennecott

mines have phenomenally high-grade ore, but there is

doubt as to how long it will hold out. The idea of the

Braden-Kennecott combination appears to be to average

things. The Braden stockholders will probably not ob-

ject to this. The Kennecott company is too new a thing

to have a large list of stockholders of the investment

class.

The strangest thing in the deal is the taking-over of

the Utah shares from the Guggenheim Exploration Co.,

the latter receiving Kennecott shares in exchange. If the

Guggenheim Exploration Co. is going into liquidation

and is going to distribute its assets among its stock-

holders, the latter will get Kennecott shares instead of

Utah shares. The principal Guggenheim stockholders are

quoted in the Wall Street prints as talking as if they

liked this. Of course there's no accounting for tastes.

The Kennecott company will naturally increase its list

of stockholders.

§®sime Fs=odllgB®uas Was= Wastes
aim Mflmi®2° Utiefflms

High-explosive shells, which according to the news-

papers are being fired at the rate of 1,000,000 a day on

some of the 100-mile battle fronts in Europe, are of

forged steel, made hollow to contain the bursting charge

of explosive, and the nose of the shell threaded, into which

is later screwed the nose detonating fuse. Between the

time the shell is completed ready for shipment and its fus-

ing prior to the action in which it is required, this open-

ing in the nose of the fuse is closed by a plug screwed

in temporarily.

The British have been using a brass plug for this

purpose. Tlie 4i/2-in. high-explosive shell manufactured

in Canada has a brass plug which weighs 101,^ oz., is

very carefully machined and threaded, and screws into the

nose of the projectile easily by hand, but has a square

recess in the top for the insertion of a square-end wrench

in case it cannot be unscrewed by hand. In the absence

of specifications or an analysis of this particular plug,

it is not possible to say just how high-grade this par-

ticular brass is, but if it confonns to specifications for

other war material it can be assumed to be of the very

highest grade and therefore the most costly. When the

shells are fused in the battle area, these plugs are taken

out and thrown away and are a total loss. If 1,000,000

of them were thrown away in one engagement in one

day, some idea can be formed of the prodigous waste of

war, so far as this item of copper and zinc is concerned.

This of course is by no means the only use of copper

and zinc in ammunition or for that matter on the explo-

sive shell itself. The same shell that has this nose plug

wasted has a copper rotating band near its base and has

a time detonating fuse in its nose, both of which are con-

verted into fragments on the explosion of the shell.

These same plugs when used for Russian shells are made
of zinc. Information is not at hand about the grade re-

quired or specified for this purpose, but in any event

the cost is excessive and the waste and loss complete.

There is no valid reason for making these temporary

plugs of the most expensive material available, and evi-

dently this has dawned iipon those at the head of the

munitions manufacturing department in England, because

wood plugs are now being used for this purpose in place

of the more expensive metals. Recently a manufact'arer

of war material was approached for a bid on a large

number of these nose plugs. His figure, scaled down to

the minimum, was more than a million dollars. This price

being unsatisfactory to the representative of the foreign

purchaser, the bidder made an alternative figure, which

was less than '^/ior, of the first, if he were allowed to make
the plugs out of wood. The turning of these plugs

from wood and the cutting of a satisfactory thread on

them is said to be one of the most difficult manufacturing

details, but they are now being turned out and used and,

so far as is known, with perfectly satisfactory results.

We liave it from an authoritative source, that one rea-

son why the Russian supply of ammunition was so slow

in coming forward was because, prior to the exigencies of

the recent campaigns, the Russian specifications required

that all of their projectiles be nickel-plated, and neither

the time nor the nickel was available for fulfilling these

requirements on the vast number of shells that were be-

ing expended on the battle front. Nickel-plating the pro-

jectile of course reduces the wind resistance during its

flight and therefore increases both its range and pene-

tration, but with the modern grinding machine it is prob-

able that nickel-plating the projectile does not gain any

advantage over proper grinding and polishing, which

are now done so cheaply and efficiently by United States

manufacturers.

\Micn these time fuses, which are very delicate pieces

of mechanism, are manufactured and shipped, it is neces-

sary to have them protected from moisture and dirt and
dust. This is accomplished by covering them with a veil

of tin-foil, which is wiped over the conical fuse. These

veils are peeled oft' and thrown away when the fuse is

put in the shell.

There was in the market recently an order for 25,000,-

000 fuses for the Russian government. The bidders were

unable to find sufficient supplies of tin-foil, or the sources

of such supply, to fill this order, and after a great deal of

haggling, they succeeded in getting the specifications

changed, substituting for tin-foil a lead-foil tinned on

both sides, and by this means succeeded in providing

sources for war material for the coverings required. This

order of 25,000,000 was only a small part of the total or-

der in hand, to be placed at that time.

This gives another idea of the prodigious waste of

the less common and semi-rare metals in this war, and

in both cases these wastes are minor items.

It:

Mr. Manning is already showing in his conducting of

the Bureau of Mines his earnest desire to live up to the

traditions of Doctor Holmes. The guiding spirit is to

make tlie bureau a useful thing to the mining industry

and to keep in close touch with the men engaged in that

industry in order to help in solving their problems. There

is no policy of aloofness in this bureau, but rather the

idea that mining men who visit Washington are welcome

and that it is a good thing to talk matters over. This is

of course just as it ought to be.
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The Guggenheim Exploration Co. sent out a cireuhir

letter to its stockliolrlers on Xov. 23, giving its liquidation

plan. The letter, which is signed C. K. Lipman, the

secretary, reads in part as follows

:

For some time the directors have had under consideration the
advisability of liquidating the business of the company and of
distributing its assets among the stockholders. It is believed
that the present is an opportune time for accomplishing that
puriiose. The most valuable single investment of the company
consists of 404,504 shares of the capital stock of the Utah
Copper Co. The directors deem it impracticable to dispose
of this large block of stock in the open market at its fair

value, and they consider it unwise to distribute it among the
stockholders under conditions likely to result in a substan-
tial shrinkage in values, to the injury of all concerned.

An opportunity has now presented itself which will en-
able the company to sell these shares to the Kennecott Cop-
per Corporation on terms that will obviate these difficulties.

It is proposed that the latter corpoi-ation shall purchase this

entire block of Utah Copper Co. stock by giving in exchange
therefor 1% shares of its own stock for each share. The
Xenneeott Copper Corporation is perfecting arrangements
with a syndicate which will purchase the requisite number
of shares of the Kennecott Copper Corporation received by
the Guggenheim company, whereby the stockholders will be
enabled to elect whether the.v desire their proportions of the
•Proceeds of the sale of this block of stock to be distributed

to them in the shares of the Kennecott Copper Corporation or
in cash at the rate of $75 per share for the stock of the Utah
Copper Co. so sold.

The Kennecott Copper Corporation was organized on Apr.
29, 1915, under the laws of the State of Xew York. It has
issued 720.000 shares of stock, without nominal or par value.

Its present capital is fixed at $6,000,000. On May 27, 1915, it

acquired the mining claims and property in Alaska known as
the Kennecott mines, and shortly thereafter there was con-
veyed to it the mining property in Alaska formerly belong-
ing to the Beatson Copper Co. These constitute copper pro-
ducing properties upon Tvhich extensive valuable mineral de-
posits ha%e been developed. The extraction of ore has been
in progress on these properties in constantly increasing vol-

ume for several years past. The Kennecott Copper Corpora-
tion has now outstanding an issue of $10,000,000 first-mort-

gage 6'~<r 10-year gold bonds, convertible into stock in the
ratio of 40 shares of stock for each $1,000 bond. It has no
floating debt except for current liabilities and for advances
made against copper already sold.

The Kennecott Copper Corporation proposes, if it can do
so on fair terms, to acquire additional properties and prop-
erty rights, and to that end contemplates an increase of the
number of its shares, which are to be issued without nominal
or par value, from 720.000 to 3.000.000 shares, and of its cap-
ital from $6,000,000 to $15,000,000. The 2.2S0.000 of new shares
are intended to be devoted to the following purposes, to the
extent stated:

1. For the purchase of the 404.504 shares of Utah Copper
stock owned by the Exploration company, 606,756 shares.

2. For the purchase from the respective owners thereof
the shares of stock, convertible bonds and convertible deben-
tures .of the Braden Copper Mines Co., SOO.OOO shares.

3. For the purchase from the Alaska Syndicate of 4S.174
shares of the capital stock of the Copper River & Northwest-
ern Ry. Co., of the par value of $100 each, being its en-
tire outstanding capital stock, of $23,020,000 par value of the
STf oO-year gold bonds of said railway company, being all of
its outstanding bonds, and of 13.000 shares of the capital stock
o£ the Alaska Steamship Co.. of the par value of $100 each,
out of a total authorized outstanding capital stock of 30.000
shares. 200.000 shares.

4. For the retirement of the $10,000,000 of convertible
bonds of the Kennecott Copper Corporation. 400.000 shares.

5. For the compensation to be paid to an underwriting
syndicate in consideration of the services rendered by it to the
Kennecott Copper Corporation to meet the cash requirements
of the proposed plan, which involves alternative offers of cash
to the holders of the securities mentioned in the above sub-
divisions (1). (2) and (4). 65.000 shares. Total. 2.071,756
shares.

The remaining 208,244 shares of new stock and such of
the shares above specified as may not be used for the pur-
poses indicated will be available for the general corporate
purposes of the Kennecott Copper Corporation.

The Messrs. Guggenheim, who are officers and directors of
.vour company, are the owners of large holdings of the stock,
bonds and debentures of the Braden Copper Mines Co. and of
the stock and bonds of the Kennecott Copper Corporation.
They are also members of the Alaska Syndicate, and as such
are largelj- interested in the securities which the Kennecott
Copper Corporation proposes to purchase from that syndicate

and in the sh.ares of stock of Kennecott Copper Corpor.-ition

owned by such syndicate. Messrs. J. I' Morgan & Co. ,u >•

likewise the holders of large amounts of the bonds of thi-

Kennecott Copper Corporation, and are members of the AbL.fka
Syndicate. That firm, as well as the Messrs. Guggenheim, ami
the directors of some or all of the corpoiations herein named.
may become subscribers to the underwriting syndicate, when
organized, and participate in its compensation.

Upon the consummation of this proposed sale of the shares
of the Utah Copper Co.. it is the present purpose of your di-

rectors, while retaining in the corporate treasury property ex-
ceeding in value the capital stock of your company, to make
a distribution of a portion of its assets among its stockhold-
ers, as follows:

a. The proceeds of the Utah Copper Co. stock, by paying
to such stockholders as shall elect to take their proportionate
share of such proceeds in cash, $36.3Sr'ij in cash for each share
of the Guggenheim Exploration Co. and to such stockholders
as shall elect to accept shares of stock in the Kennecott Cop-
per Corporation 72.77% of a share of the stock of the latter

company for each share of the stock of the Guggenheim Ex-
ploration Co. held.

b. 97,750 shares of the capital stock of the Chino Copper
Co., by transferring to each stockholder of the Guggenheim
Exploration Co., 11.72% of a share of Chino stock for each
share of the stock of the Guggenheim Exploration Co.

c. 69,500 shares of the common stock of the American
Smelting and Refining Co., by transferring to each stock-
holder of the Guggenheim Exploration Co. of S.33% of a
share of common stock of the Smelting Company for each
share of stock of the Guggenheim Exploration Co.

d. 154.300 shares of the capital stock of the Ray Consoli-
dated Copper Co.. by transferring to each stockholder of the
Guggenheim Exploration Co. 18.SO^ of a share of the stock
of the Ray company for each share of the stock of the Gug-
genheim Exploration Co.

We are requested by tlie authorities in charge of this

congress to announce that in addition to the general topics

described in the preliminary program, issue of Apr. 15,

the executive committee of the Second Pan-American

Scientific Congress, which is to meet in Washington Dec.

27, 1915, to Jan. 8, 1916, has authorized the following

important special topics, which will be discussed in a

series of Pan-American conferences, a conference on each

topic

:

Mining—The mining law of each country and the changes
that may be made to aid the development of mineral resources.
History of the mining industry in each country with reference

to the beginnings of that industry. The development of the
Patio process. Bibliography of mining.

Metallurgy—Present methods of concentrating ores and
the development of concentration methods.

International relations in the exchange of ores and metals.
Bibliography of metallurgy:
A and B. Mining and Metallurgy—Development of hydro-

electric power for mining and metallurgy, the amount prob-
ably a\'ailable, and specific benefits from its utilization.

C. Economic Geology—The relation of geological work to
the development of the country. A bibliography of economic
geology.

D. Applied Chemistry—Natural and artificial nitrates; the
present status and the outlook for these industries.

Pumping a man lull of comprcs.-ed air is still consid-

ered a joke by some people. Besides the case recently

reported by the Journal, a worker at the Midvale Steel

Works in Pennsylvania was subjected by two facetious

fellow workmen, to an air hose containing air at a pres-

sure of SO lb. per sq.in. Immediate injury was not dis-

covered, but soon after the man was suddenly taken ill

while at work. At the hospital it was discovered that

almost every internal organ had been ruptured by the

air pressure, and it is not expected that the man can

live. The fool-killer is a long way behind in his work.
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The Council of the Mining and ^Metallurgical Society

of America—at the invitation, and under the auspices, of

which a convention of mining men is to be held in Wash-

ington, D. C, on Dee. 16, to urge upon Congress the de-

sire of the mining industry that the mining laws of the

United States be revised—requests us to publish the fol-

lowing rules for the conduct of this convention, adopted

at its meeting on Nov. 18:

The meeting- to comprise three sessions, the first begin-

ning at 10 a.m., the second at 2 p.m. and the third at 8:30 p.m.

The meeting to be organized with the president of the Min-
ing and Metallurgical Society in the chair. The presiding

ofBcers in the several sessions to be the presidents of the

M. M. S. A., the American Institute of Mining Engineers and
the American Mining Congress, or representatives of those
organizations.

A committee on credentials, three members, to be named
by the Mining and Metallurgical Society of America.

The several sessions to be open to all persons interested

in the mining industry, but the right of voting to be limited

to accredited delegates and other persons especially invited.

Credentials to be: (1) Membership in the societies invited;

(2) Representatives, one each, of chambers of commerce es-

pecially invited. Representatives, one each, of operating

mines in the United States, provided that any such mines have
no representation through membership in a society, or other-

wise. Representation in all cases to be limited to citizens of

the United States. Credentials to be passed upon by the

committee on credentials, whose decision will be final.

A committee on rules, three members, to be appointed by
the chairman.

A committee on resolutions, five members, to be appointed

by the chairman.
All resolutions to be submitted to the committee on reso-

lutions.

The committee on rules to have the right to make pro-

visions limiting and concluding debates, if necessary.

We are further informed that the outlook is for a

large and representative attendance. Persons attending

the meeting are requested to register in the record book

that will be provided for tlie purpose. Official headquar-

ters will be in the Ealeigh Hotel; registration in the

United States Bureau of Mines; meetings in the Audi-

torium of the United States National Museum.

All persons expecting to attend the meeting are re-

quested to notify P. F. Sharpless, secretary. Mining and

Metallurgical Society of America, 52 Broadway, New
York, as soon as possible. This is particularly import-

ant in the case of persons going from New York, in

order that adequate sleeping-car accommodations may be

provided.

(CyaiEaadlnimg nira CJiosedl vessels
Eecent discussion among cyanide metallurgists on the

gold fields of South Africa has tended toward the saving

of cyanide by carrying out the process in closed vessels.

According to the Houth African Mining Journal, Sept.

25, 1915, in a paper presented to the Chemical, Jletallur-

gical and Mining Society of South Africa by H. A.

White, it was indicated that the average consumption of

cyanide was 0.4 lb. per ton of ore treated, while zinc

consumption was 0.32 lb. According to this, the annual

requirement of sodiuin cyanide on the Rand is therefore

about 5,000 tons, and it was said that, owing to its high

price at the present time, any method of saving cyanide

would be a distinct economy.

While efforts have been made recently to reduce the

cyanide consumed, any actual reduction of consumption

has been more than counterbalanced by a consequent loss

of gold. H. M. Leslie believes that more definite bene-

ficial results may be obtained through what he calls a

"closed system" of cyanide treatment, which is in effect

the carrying out of the process in closed vessels, so that

there shall be no loss by evaporation.

Laboratory experiments have been carried out, and

a considerable variety of information has been acquired,

all of which tends to show that the loss by evaporation is

great and that some steps should be taken to avoid it.

Some authorities go even so far as to believe that the

possible saving by using closed vessels may reach as much
as 30% of the total now consumed. The matter will be

further discussed, and a trial will be made to see just

what can be done with the suggestion.

A Me^yy FEotLataoira EsEperasiaeBat
Salt L.vke Coerespondexce

A 25-tou experimental flotation plant employing the

Fields process is being installed at the Ohio Copper Co.'s

mill at Lark, under the direction of L. M. Walton, engi-

neer for the Fields Electrical Flotation Co. This plant

is being installed by John D. Fields and Irwin McNiece,

who believe it will be of benefit to tlie General Explor-

ation Co., now operating the Ohio Copper property under

lease, and if it is successful a larger plant will be in- J

stalled. \
The recovery at the Ohio Copper mill has been only

64 or 65%, and if the Fields process is successful it

will be used to treat the accumulated tailings, which

include a 3,000,000-ton slime pile which carries about

0.8% copper. The 25-ton experimental plant is being

m.stalled in the western part of the mill, where it can

cut in on any part of the feed. Experiments will be

started first on tlie slime pile.

In a general way the process combines flotation and

leaching and appears to be adapted to the handling of

partly oxidized copper ores. Concentrates and electrolytic

copper are produced. The crushed ore or tailings are

placed in a cell with water to which a little sulphuric

has been added, and agitated by air under 50 to 75 lb.

pressure. Electric current, at from 10 to 25 volts and

amperes depending on the size of the cell, is passed

through the solution between copper electrodes. The cur-

rent breaks down the water into hydrogen and oxygen,

and these gases assist in the flotation of the sulphide

particles, which are skimmed off. The oxidized portion

of the ore is dissolved and deposited as electrolytic cop-

per. The cost of treatment by this process, as indicated

by experiments carried on at Maxville, Mont., on 1.57%
copper ore, was approximately $1.25 per ton of material

treated. A recovery of 92% was made. It is expected

to have the experimental plant ready by the first or second

week in December.

'0.

C^EavsiSS ®f IBe II^atummies Metals
Tlie Ilavas correspondent at Geneva, according to the

New York Times, says that the German authorities at

Ghent, Bruges, Mont. St. Amand, and Ledeberg have

ordered by poster that all industrial establishments must

declare how much copper, brass, and bronze they have,

and in what forms. The directors of the industries are

obliged to declare all old copper and extra pieces. The

penalty for inexact or incomplete declarations is a fine

of 20,000 marks, or imprisonment.
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Alfred Quimby, who is operating a Rold mine in Guate-
mala, is visiting New York.

E. .1. Collins, of Dulutli, is in the Cobalt and Porcupine
districts of Ontario on a trip of investigation.

Kirby Thomas has moved his oflBce from 43 Exchange
Place to Room 2744, No. 120 Broadway, New Yorli.

Charles A. Banks, of the Jewel-Denero Mines, Ltd., and
the Idaho-Alamo mines, both of British Columbia, is on his

way to London.

Benjamin F. Tibby has opened a laboratory for micro-
scopic analyses of rocks and ores at 419 Judge Building,
Salt Lake City, Utah.

W. G. Norrie, mining engineer, lately of Vancouver, has
been appointed manager of the Silver Standard mine at New
Hazelton, British Columbia.

The Lehigh Portland Cement Co. announces the naming of
Harold M. Scott as assistant secretary and the appointment
of B. H. Rader as western sales manager.

E. Downie, president of the American Security and Invest-
ment Co. of Duluth, is in the Cobalt district in Ontario in

reference to some projected operations there.

Charles W. Newton,, general superintendent of the Con-
solidated Interstate Callahan Mining Co., Wallace, Idaho, was
in Butte last week on business for the company.

J. G. McNulty returned to New York after several weeks
spent examining pyrite deposits in Vermont, and has now
gone to examine a copper property west of Sudbury.

Garnett Alfred Joslin, recently appointed mining engineer
for the Ray Consolidated Copper Co., at Ray, Ariz., was
married Nov. 9 to Miss Jessie E. Heber, of Los Angeles.

E. E. Kirkland, of Rome, Georgia, is opening a deposit of
kaolin on his property near Lindale station. Several cars
have been shipped recently and equipment will be installed.

Walter O. Snelling, formerly of Pittsburgh, Penn., has
brought property in Long Island City, N. Y., on which he
proposes building a large laboratory for chemical research.

W. W. Leek, superintendent of the merchant mill depart-
ment of the Pennsylvania Steel Co.'s plant at Steelton, Penn.,
has been made superintendent of all the Steelton rolling mills.

R. J. Johnston, former assistant to the superintendent of

the Donora plant of the American Steel and Wire Co. has been
appointed superintendent of the zinc works of the company at
Donora.

Frank L. Dalas, formerly chief electrician of the Inter-
national Smelter Co., Miami, Ariz., has joined the electrical
and mechanical department of the Youngstown Sheet and Tube
Co., Youngstown, Ohio.

C. A. Buck, vice-president Bethlehem Steel Co., returned
recently from Chile, where he has spent some months in

the supervision of the new construction in connection with
the company's Tofo iron mines.

Dr, S. J. Schofleld, of Kingston, Ont., a graduate of Queens
University and lately with the Canadian Geological Survey,
has been appointed professor of geology and mineralogy in

the University of British Columbia.

Gerald G. Dobbs, forrnerly chief engineer, ore mines and
quarries. Southern District, Republic Iron and Steel Co., has
been appointed superintendent of the Raimund Mining Divis-
ion for the same company at Bessemer, Alabama.

E. V. Bray, vice-president A. L. Y'oung Machinery Co.,

sailed from San Francisco on Nov. 20 for Celebes, Dutch East
Indies, where he will design and construct a milling plant for
the Minto concession of the Bolong Mongondou Company.

Alexander W. Behr, vice-president of the Russian-
American Chamber of Commerce, Moscow, is now in this
country in the interest of closer trade relations between
Russia and the United States. His address is the Plaza, New
York.

E. M. Hamilton, F. A. Beauchamp and S. E. Woodworth
announce that they have become associated as metallurgical
engineers under the firm name of Hamilton, Beauchamp,
Woodworth, Inc., with offices and testing laboratory at 419
the Embarcadero, San Francisco, Calif

J. D. Mooney, for several years in charge of the sales of
the mechanical rubber goods division of the B. F. Goodrich
Co., Akron, Ohio, has become associated "with the Hyatt Roller
Bearing Co., Harrison, N. J. Prior to Mr. Mooney's engineer-
ing-sales experience he was an associate editor of the
"American Machinist."

C. H. Williams, former assistant superintendent of Uie
Schoenberger steel works of the American Steel and Wire Co.
at Pittsburgh, has been .appointed assistant to the super-
intendent of the plant at Donora. He has been succeeded by
William Pickford, formerly superintendent of the bessemer
department of the Schoenberger works.

Joseph G. Hendrickson died at his home in Philadelphia,
Nov. 4, after a short illness, aged 69 years. He was the
founder of the Ajax Metal Co., which was established in
1S80. He retired as president of the company a little over a
year ago, and since then has been chairman of the board, also
chairman of the board of the Ajax Metal Co. of the South.
Birmingham, Ala., and president of the Ajax Lead Coating Co.
He was a member of the Union League of Philadelphia.

William Carmichael died at Biwabik, Minn., Nov. 12. aged
69 years. He was born in Scotland and came to this country
when a boy with his parents, who settled at Bruce Mines in

Canada. In 1869 he went to Minnesota, settling at Tower on
the Vermilion range. When the Mesabi range was opened
he went to Hibbing, having risen to be mine captain. He
was superintendent of the Rust Mine near Hibbing for a
time, but in 1S97 went to Biwabik where he was superintend-
ent of the Duluth and McKinley mines. Later the Oliver
Iron Mining Co. added the Graham and Weed mines at Mesaba
to his charge. He was considered one of the foremost min-
ing men on the Mesabi.

jOCSETHE^

Society of Chemical Industry—The regular meeting of the
New York section was held at Rumford Hall, New York, Nov.
19. The subject for the evening was "Industrial Cliemical Re-
search" and the program included addresses by G. R. Fonda,
C. F. Burgess, R. F. Bacon and W. H. Walker.

Mncliay School of Mines—The second session of the Pros-
pectors' Short Course at the Mackay School of Mines of the
University of Nevada will be held from Jan. 30 to Feb. 26,

1916. The work of the course will include both lectures and
laboratory exercises, and the subjects' taken up will be pros-
pecting, assaying, mineralogy, geology, prime movers, chem-
istry, hygiene, sanitation, first aid to the injured, and mining
law. In addition to these regular courses there will be a
number of special lectures upon subjects of interest to the
prospector. In the short time available it will be impossible
to cover in detail any of the subjects taught, but an attempt
will be made to acquaint the members of the class with as
many practical points connected with these subjects as
possible. This course is desit ned primarily to aid the pros-
pectors of Nevada, but is open to residents of other states.

Those who desire to attend should present tliemselves at
the office of the Registrar in Morrill Hall, Reno, Jan. 30, and
register. No charges will be made for instruction, but a
fee of ?5 will be collected to cover in part the cost of sup-
plies used during the course.

The American Car and Ship Hardware Manufacturing Co.,

general offices and works. New Castle, Penn., is making large
additions to its present plant.

The Bayard Chemical Co. is equipping a plant at Edgar
Station, Woodbridge, N. J., for the manufacture of phenol,
salicylic acid and a general line of pharmaceutical chemicals.
Post office address is Woodbridge, N. J.

E. E. White, agent of the Mass patent drill hole compass,
announces that 12 of these compasses have been rented to

prominent exploring companies and drill contractors in the
United States, Canada and Russia and are proving very
successful.

The Homestead Valve Manufacturing Co., Homestead,
Penn., is manufacturing an angle-type blow-off valve, to be
used in connection with its plug cock, where a double blow-
off arrangement is desired on steam boiler blow-off lines.

The body of the "Hovalco" valve is of semi-steel, and the seat
and disk are made of Monel metal. The valve is designed
for 250-lb. pressure in Hi to 3-in. sizes and with screwed
and flanged body.
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SAN FRANCISCO—Nov. 17

TJie State Higlinay is Completed from Yreka to Horn-
brook, The next advance will be to extend the road to the

Oregon state linu. Yreka is connected by a branch railroad

to Montague, connecting with the Southern Pacific. The
situation of Yreka in relation to the mining interests of the

county is such that the mining men would be greatly bene-
fited by good roads, in the building of which they should be
aided by the State Highway Commission. The U. S. Steel

Corporation is reported to be interested in manganese deposits

near Sawyers Bar, but unless the wagon road from Etna to

Porks of Salmon is widened and otherwise improved, or a
new road is built following the trail to Orleans, there will be
small prospect of developing the manganese. These improve-
ments would permit transportation of ore by way of Etna
and Yreka, or by Orleans to tidewater. But Siskiyou County
and the wideawake towns should not wait for the Highway
Commission to act in their behalf. The development of mines
in Siskiyou County depends very largely upon good roads,

and good roads depends very largely upon good citizens.

Siskiyou County has the good citizens and should have the

good roads.

The Dutcli-Sweeney-App Mines in Tuolumne County, re-

cently taken over by W. J. Loring, will be financed by Ameri-
can money, the Bewick, Moreing & Co. interests taking no
part in the enterprise as a corporation or firm. Mr. Lcring
staies that it is not at present possible to take British money
out of tlie Empire and invest it in American mines or other
enterprises without the consent of government. So he has

interested Eastein investors in the exploratioi'. and develop-
ment of this property. The three mines adjoin and for the

sake of economical operation should have been worked under
one management from the beginning of their productive
period. The Dutch was developed into a good producer three

or four years ago by C. H. Segerstrom, who installed modern
machinery and extended development into the Sweeney
ground. He got the property on a paying basis and would
have undertaken to place the App on the same basis if he

could have obtained the mine or secured control. Captain
Nevills had numerous chances to sell the App, but about the

time the proposed purchasers were ready to act the captain

jumped the traces. He was a money-making miner and
grew rich and was often broke. Always a hard man to deal

with, the mine investors with the money and the aliility to

mine hy modei-n methods concluded they would have to wait
for Captain Nevills to die before undertaking to relieve him
of the operation of paying mines which he was handling l)y

early-day methods. Captain Nevills obliged them. He died,

and the properties in Tuolumne and Amador Counties went
into the hands of creditors. Then the chief creditor died. In

the past year the Melones mine interests took over the Dutch-
Sweeney, and it is probable the same interests would have
considered the App in good time. Now that the three prop-

erties are in the hands of Mr. Loring, with Albert Burch in

the position of manager for Bewick, Moreing & Co. interests

in Amador and Eldorado Counties, the effect of British activity

in the development of California gold mines will in a short

time become quite evident, even if the company must now
depend largely upon American investors. The sliowing made
by the Plymouth Consolidated in Amador County under the

management of Mr. Burch and the superintendency of Mr.

Parks, and the active preparation at the Montezuma in Eldo-

rado County and now the undertaking of the operation of

these properties in Tuolumne County is proof enough that

there is some inducemi-nt held out by the quality of the

properties taken hold of. California has other mines that

stand in the same need of money and men, and only await

the application of modern methods to put them again in the

producing class.

BVTTE—Nov. IS

The Montana Power Co. completed another of its many
hydro installations. This time it is the Volta plant,

situated 11 mi. northeast of Great Palls at the Big Falls of

the Missouri River. This plant ha.T a capacity of 90,000 hp.,

of which 61,600 hp. is now available. The plant will furnish

the additional power required for the operation of the first

division of the Milwaukee road and other large demands for

power. The electrolytic refinery and other departments of the
plant being installed by the Anaconda company at Great
Falls will be ready for operation by Feb. 1. and a large
amount of electric power will be needed there. The new
equipment at the Washoe works at Anaconda is practically
finished and the requirements there for additional power
will likewise be large. Combined with the growth of the
cities furnished with light and power by the Montana Power
Co., this has made such an increase in the call for electric

energy that all additions to the company power resources
are practically taken in advance. The Volta plant is the
largest of the company's hydro-electric plants. Its con-
struction took three years. The equipment consists of four
units of 15,000 hp. each and two smaller units of 800 hp. each,
while provisions are made to bring the capacity of the plant
up to 90,000 hp.

SALT LAKE CITY—Nov. IS

The I'tali Iron and Steel Co., i-ecently incorporated,
has started operation at its plant at Midvale, and will supply
iron and steel for building and manufacturing purposes. At
present the plant is making round and square iron from
% in. to 4 in. in section, and flat material from lx% to 8x2 in.

After the first of the year mine rails of S, 12, 16, IS, 20, 25
and 30 lb. per yard will be manufactured. Other equipment
will soon be installed, including an openhearth furnace. It is

expected to manufacture structural angles for heavy con-
struction. At present concrete-reinforcing bars are being
made. C. W. Whitley is president. The properties and busi-
ness formerly conducted by the Silver Bros. Iron Works Co.
has been taken over by the Salt Lake Iron and Steel Co.,

which has assumed the obligations of the old company. The
company announces that it is equipped to make nearly all

k.nds of iron, steel, brass and copper work, and asks to be
allowed to bid on local iron and steel work, before orders
are placed with eastern firms. A specialty is made of min-
ing and especially designed machinery. O. C. Beebe is presi-
dent.

Directors of the Utah Chapter of the American Mining
Congress have passed a resolution, endorsing the resolutions
of the Mining and Metallurgical Society of America, which
has called a convention of mining men to be held in Wash-
ington, D. C, Dec. 16, for the purpose of urging upon Con-
gress the necessity of revising the mineral-land laws affecting
mining locations. Certain resolutions of the Mining and
]\Ietallurgical Society oi America have been adopted by
nearly unanimous vote and these the society will introduce at
the meeting of Dec. 16. The subject is covered in the pro-
ceedings of the Society supplemental to Bulletin No. 87,

Aug. 31, 1915, Volume S, No. S. Delegates of the Utah Chapter
will be appointed for the purpose of presenting this resolu-
tion at the meeting on Dec. 16. The matter will also be taken
up with Utah's Senators and Congressmen here with a view
to getting them to take an active interest in the subject.

The Secretary of the Mining and Metallurgical Society has
been writing to the officials of mining companies here in

Utah urging them to attend this convention or send repre-
sentatives. R. C. Gemmell, governor of the Utah Chapter
of the American Mining Congress, in a letter Nov. 16, to
officials of Utah mining companies, outlining the above, says,

he "realizes it is difficult for many of us here to get away
for a trip of that kind, and therefore would respectfully sug-
gest that it you cannot go yourself, you take the matter up
with the officers of your company in the east, recommend-
ing that they send a representative of your company to the
meeting." Mr. Gemmell states he has made such a sugges-
tion to the New York officers of the Utah Copper Co. and
adds that the meeting is a very important one and as many
mining companies as possible should be represented.

WALLACE, ID.-VHO—Nov. 13
The Pas.sing of the Ray-Jefferson into the control of the

Days, reference to which is made in The Mining News of

this issue, is a matter of deeper significance than appears
on the surface. Prior to the meeting of the stockholders of

the Ray-Jefferson in this city on Nov. 6, J. B. Beaty, secretary
of and acting for the Consolidated Interstate-Callahan Co.,

who is also attorney for the American Metals Co., had offered

55c. per share for all or for a majority of the stock of the

company, 1,500,000 shares, being on a basis of $825,000 for
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the property, and it is learned Irom reliable sources that

this offer was raised to practically a million when the
stockholders met for the purpose of adding 500,000 shares to

the capital stock of the company. This offer was met by
Harry L. and Eugene R. Day, managers of the Federal and Her-
cules companies, respectively, both of whom were at the
meeting, with the announcement that they stood ready to

duplicate any offer that was made for any amount of the
stock, and that as they had undertaken to finance the com-
pany, they felt that they should be given the preference by
any stockholders who desired to sell. This talk won; the
Interstate-Callahan offer was turned down, and the meeting
proceeded to increase its capitalization by 500,000 shares
which were turned over to the Days for their financial sup-
port and which gave them the control of the company. The
Ray-Jefferson joins the Interstate-Callahan on the west and
the development of both properties leads to no other conclu-
sion than that the great orebodies of the latter extend into

the former. The original Callahan ground lies next to the
Ray-Jefferson. Reverting to the controversy within the In-
terstate-Callahan company over the appointment of a receiver
and for the control of the company, which will engage the
attention of the federal court at Coeur d'Alene the coming
week, it will not be difficult to discover a motive for the con-
trol of the Ray-Jefferson outside of the actual value of the
property. Since the appointment as receiver of the Interstate-
Callahan by the state court, of Eugene R. Uay, who is await-
ing action by the federal court before taking charge of the
property, the impression has grown that the ultimate purpose
of the Callahan faction, which is trying to wrest control, is

to dissolve the Consolidated company and combine the original
Callahan property with the Ray-Jef£erson. The receiver was
already a large stockholder in Ray-Jefferson, had already
guaranteed large financial support and the actual control of
the property by him and his associates was clearly foreseen.
That the Interstate-Callahan company believed this to be
the purpose is plainly indicated by its eagerness to secure
the Ray-Jefferson at almost any price, and it is equally
evident that the Days, in meeting any offer, regarded it as
essential to consummating their plans. In contending for
the removal of the receiver in the federal court, it is expected
that this phase of the case will be given much attention, in

connection with the splendid financial condition of the Inter-
state-Callahan company, as showing that there was no valid
ground for the application for a receiver and that it was
not made in the interest of the stockholders of the company.

DE.VDWOOD. S, D.—Xov. 11

Lithium Ore is beins Produced at three mines in the Key-
stone district, and several others are yielding these ores
intermittently. The principal producing mines at present are
the Hugo and Peerless, operated by H. Reinbold and the Bob
Ingersoll, owned by O. H. Kamman. Amblygonite is the prin-
cipal ore mined; it averages about T^c lithium and is worth
$3S per ton, f.o.b. the Atlantic Seaboard, which is equivalent
to about S2S a ton f.o.b. Keystone.

Wolfrauiite is Bein^ Produced on a large scale at the
Wasp No. 2. Since the first of the year the production of
ore, hand-sorted, averaging nearly. 50% tungstic acid, has
brought on the market over $100,000. Several hundred tons
of medium-grade ore has been piled on the dump awaiting
the construction of the contemplated concentrating unit of
about 25 tons daily capacity. T. J. McGowan is taking out
ore which will be shipfied to JlcXish and Mills for concen-
tration. The Black Hill Tungsten Co. is preparing to resume
work in both mine and mill. Tungsten ores are also attracting
attention around Hill City, where within the last few weeks,
more than 50 locations have been filed on tungsten outcrops.

JIORE.XCI. ARIZ Nov. 19

The I'nionists Are Jealous of the Duncan tent colony,
which is being added to by about 30 strike deserters daily.
Although Guiterrez de Lara, organizer, denies the report
that he advised the strikers, in public address, to consider
means of breaking up the colony, he says that Duncan is the
place for those who cannot distinguish between right and
wrong; and that if supplication will not avail to bring them
to a proper state of mind, a little physical force might turn
the trick. The strike will be fought to a finish. Now is the
time to "teach the mining companies their lesson" and to
"stop, once and for all, assaults on organized labor." Every-
body coming in is halted by strikers at the depot and his
identity and business ascertained. The deputy sheriffs look
on, or perhaps vouch for the "neutrality" of the visitor.

Only 65 troops are still enjoying their outing here. Sunday
train service between Morenci and Guthrie, Morenci So. Ry.,
and Sunday passenger service between Clifton and Hachita,
N. M., A. & N. M. Ry., have been discontinued.

O.V'I'IIA.V, .\RIZ, Xov. m
The Oiitmiin District, which is enjoying such a substantial

boom just now. is reached by wagon or automobile from
Kingman, Ariz., about 25 mi. northeast, or about 12 mi. north-
east from Needles. Calif. Both points are on the Santa Ff.
The old camp of Oatman is situated on rolling foot hills 10

mi. east of the Colorado River and is surrounded by moun-
tains on the north, east and south sides. The population has
increased from about 500, six months ago, to about 2,000

at present, and the dwellings now being erected have a look
of permanency. The town enjoys a newspaper, ice plant,

running water and other lu.\uries. Several properties in the
district have changed hands recently, and much development
work is being done. According to reports, there are any
number of orebodies of all sizes and descriptions, assaying
from $20 to $1,200 per ton. The Gold Roads mine. U. S. Smelt-
ing Co., ships about $65,000 gold bullion monthly, and the
United Eastern has ore blocked out to the value of S or 10

million dollars. A few days ago the James mill at Secret
Pass sent to Kingman a gold bar valued by the bank at about
$850. the cleanup of only 105 hrs. run. The new slogan through-
out the county is that "The greatest knocker in Mohave
County is opportunity."

COB-\LT, OXT.—Xov. 20

Local Agritatlon for CoinaKC of n Small Cobalt Coin of 5c.

denomination for Canadian circulation is being pushed,
and some hope that England may also be induced to come
into line on this financial innovation. It is argued that
cobalt is as available for coins as nickel and it is hoped
to have in circulation a distinctively Canadian coin which will
be designated in the vernacular a "cobalt" in emulation of the
ubiquitous and nimble American "nickel." Also there is the
local motive of enlai ging the market and uses for cobalt
which is distinctively a Canadian product and which is found
there in such superabundance.

The Future of the Silver Market is an ever present sub-
ject of discussion in this camp. When the war began all the
"wise ones" predicted a rise in silver. Various reasons were
advanced and high authorities were quoted to back the argu-
ments. In fact, managements of the companies in the finan-
cial centers seemed to be of the same opinion as the local
"wise ones." for several of the companies made arrangements
to hold all silver for the expected great and immediate rise.

After more than a year of very low market the "bull" argu-
ment is again to the front with the same reasons and some
others based on the real or imagined financial status of the
world as affected by the present prodigious expenditures of
Europe. It is argued that Europe must go on a silver basis in
order to meet the extraordinary conditions which have arisen
or are likely to result from the war. The optimists have the
floor for the time and the good behavior of the silver market
for several weeks aids them. To the outsider the great con-
cern about silver can be understooJ better than sympathized
with. This camp produces silver for from 10c. to 25c. an ounce
and while the extra cent or two on the selling price is inter-
esting, it is not vital to the present or immediate future of
the mining industry of Cobalt. Several of the strong com-
panies have for some time been storing silver in the banks
against the expected rise, which has resulted in a growing
dissatisfaction among the stockholders who claim that the
small gain so far evidenced is hardly an offset for the loss
in interest, and anyway they would like their money for
present opportunities. Already letters of protest are being
sent to the managements by large stockholders. It remains
to be seen whether the "wise ones" are as right now market-
wise as they were a year ago. No doubt a strong rise in

silver would result in a greatly enlarged production from
the camp, for it is known that several of the large compa-
nies are not now pushing output to the limit and in fact
recently several of them have curtailed mining operations
presumably in hopes of a better market at some future time.

B.ALF.4.TE (VIA TRIJILLO), HOXDVRAS—Xov. 8

The Discovery of Asphalt in Honduras, near Jutigalpa,
ivas mentioned in a recent number of the "Journal," giving
it as tributary to Amapalla as an outlet for the product, etc.

As a matter of fact, it is tributary to Trujillo, on account of
the shorter distance—approximately ISO mi. with a standard
gauge railroad being built and well under way by the Truxillo
R.R. Co., (Truxillo and Trujillo are one thing), which is

heavily financed; Jutigalpa being the objective point, with
Trujillo as the ocean terminal. This will open a rich mineral
country, chiefly gold and copper; the latter exists in veins
with vertical exposures in creek cafions of from 10 to 45 ft.,

and is rich ore, some assaying 42% copper with a gold con-
tent of $S0O per ton. Some have been worked in a crude
way. Most of the church bells in Olancho were cast with
metal from this ore.
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ARIZONA
Gila County

OLD DOMINION (Globe)—Production of Old Dominion
smelterv for October was 2.700,000 lb. of copper, an increase
of 400.000 lb. over September. Concentrator is handling daily
about 100 tons of ore from Arizona Commercial and about 600
tons from other sources. Old Dominion mine is producing 900
to 1,000 tons of ore per day. and pumps are handling 5,000,000
gal. of water daily. The unwatering of Big Johnnie shaft is
progressing satisfactorily.

3Ioliave County
LEXINGTON (Kingman)—Sinking of three-compartment

shaft at Lexington mines to depth of 600 ft. will be started
soon. Cross-cutting will begin at 600-ft. level.

Pima County
NEW CORNELIA COPPER (Ajo)—New railroad from mine

at Ajo to Southern Pacific R.R. at Gila Bend will be com-
pleted Jan. 15.

Yavapai County
BAUMANN (Prescott)—Stockholders of Baumann Mines Co.,

St. Paul, Minn., men, contemplate extensive campaign of de-
velopment work at mines. One-mile wagon road now being
built to property.

PITTSBURGH (Briggs)—Work of developing Pittsburgh
mine, situated on Castle Creek near Briggs, has been resumed
by C. E. Charapie. Has large quantity of rich ore blocked out
and will soon begin making regular shipments.

ARKANSAS
Sebastian County

A NATURAL GAS WELL, sunk at Fort Smith, Ark., by
Harry Kelly, at 2,300 ft., is yielding 15,000,000 cu.ft. of gas
per day.

C.VI.IFORNIA
Anindor County

ZEILA (Jackson)—Reported that Kennedy Mining Co..

which recently purchased this mine, will sink a new shaft
for development and operaticn of orebody disclosed about
year ago.

PLYMOUTH CONSOLIDATED (Plymouth)—Report of W.
J. Loring, representing Bewick Jloreing & Co.. states that
company expended $830,000 in development and installation
up to time milling of ore began. Form Aug. 1, 1914, to Oct.
1. 1915. gross production has been $686,074; surplus over all

expenses being $218,030. Mine is equipped with 30 stamps
but only 2'5 have operated. In period named 141,623 tons of
ore were treated: average duty per stamp at present time is

about 11 tons, and recovery, fraction under 90%. Total cost
including development has run from $6,000 to $9,000 per
month, making per ton cost under $2.90.

Butte County

ZENITH IRON (Forbestown)—Reported that men repre-
senting U. S. Steel Corporation have undertaken development
of this iron and chrome deposit. Ore is being hauled to Oro-
ville bv motor truck and shipped to Pennsylvania by Western
Pacific!

WHITLOCK (Chico)—Shipment of 22 tons of sacked ore
to Selbv first ore shipment from Chico for several years.
Mine is situated on Butte Creek; owned by Frank Whitlock,
K. D. Crowder and others. Ore hauled distance of about 15
mi. to Chico in motor trucks.

Calaveras County
CALAVERAS COPPER (Copperopolis)—On No. 4 level 15-

ft. bodv of ore in hanging wall reported to assay more than
S% copper. Besides ore going to concentrator, some shipments
are being made.

GREEN MOUNTAIN (Angels Camp)—J. B. McGuire and J.

Ivers operating under lease on this gravel mine in Chili Gulch
are taking out pillars left in old workings and receiving good
returns. Some of gravel yielded at rate of $50 per car. Gold
is coarse.

Eldorado County

EUREKA SLATE (Placerville)—W. J. Dingee reported to
have installation of new machinery near completion. Old
machinery is being overhauled and tested aerial tramwa.v
has been repaired and will be extended to railroad. Produc-
tion of slate is expected to be resumed soon.

Inyo County

CUSTER (Darwin)—J. H. Thorndike has resumed work.
The shaft is being straightened and preparations are being
made for active development.

D.^RWIN DEVELOPJIENT CO. (Darwin)—Knox 10-ton
tractor has been received and will be used in hauling the
ore 24 mi. to Keeler. nearest railroad shipping point. Com-
pany is operating under lease and purchase option.

Kern County
GENERAL PETROLEUM (Taft)—New pipe line in north

Midwav in course of construction, with 100 men employed
and 100 to be added as soon as work is in shape to handle
them. Pipe line will be 26 mi. long.

YELLOW ASTER (Randsburg)—Both mills, with total of
130 stamps, crushing about 300 tons of ore per day. Earnings

for first eight months of 1915 totaled $305,584. Total costs of
operation, $199,068; surplus, $106,516; dividends for period,
$11,000.

3lonterey County
PATRIQUEN (Parkfield)—Small retort being operated,

producing 20 flasks of quicksilver per month. Shipments go
out by way of San Miguela.

San Bernardino County
TRONA POTASH (Trona)—Large amount of machinery

received and new surface buildings erected preparatory to
increasing operations at Searles Lake. Refining plant at
San Pedro near IjOs Angeles will be installed.

Shasta County
MENZEL (Redding)—A. Meagher and Frank D. Barbet are

reopening this mine on Flat Creek and have 200 tons of ore
ready for shipment to Mammoth smeltery ac Kennett.
MAMMOTH (Kennett)—A 2-unit zinc-oxide plant is being

installed to be operated in conjunction with baghouse, in
further reducing fumes. Drill sharpeners are being installed
at Sutro and Friday-Lowden. An air-pipe line is being laid
from Mammoth compressors to Fridav-Lowden. distance of
4.000 ft. Tunnel to be driven from this point will tap Mam-
moth 500 ft. below present No. 5 tunnel, which is main work-
ing level.

Tuolumne County
DUTCH-SWEENEY and APP (Jamestown)—W. J. Loring,

principal partner of Bewick Moreing & Co., has interested
American investors and taken ov'er these 3 mines. Dutch-
Sweeney "vs-as recently acquired by Melones interests, and App
has been idle for about 2 years, being closed down prior to
death of Capt. Nevills, original owner.

COLORADO
Clear Creek County

PRODUCTION DURING THE MONTH OF OCTOBER from
the mines adjacent to Idaho Springs amounted to $48,200. Of
this amount, $30,200 is represented by 87 carloads, or 2.175
tons averaging $14 a ton. shipped through the Chamberlain
Ore Co. The balance of $18,000, is represented by bullion from
the Argo mill to the Mint at Denver. The production is about
$2,560 or SVsT more than for the same month last year.

CAPITAL MINING AND TUNNEL (Georgetown) — Adit
which is being advanced on Aetna vein has opened 12-in. vein
of high-grade ore, assaying 1 oz. gold. 40 oz. silver and 25%
lead.

GEORGETOWN TUNNEL AND MINING (Georgetown)—
This development tunnel is to be advanced an additional 100
ft. under contract awarded to Chas. Jones and Edward Wing.
John Keating, of Georgetown is manager.

ALMADEX MIXES CO. (Idaho Springs)—Entire property
of this company, situated in Lower Fall River Mining Dis-
trict, has been sold to satisfy judgment amounting to $27,620.
Property was purchased by (jeorge Neill, of Topeka, Kan., and
J. A. Greenfield, of Bellaire, Ohio, Active development of
mines will be resumed in near future.

Denver County
AVESTERN CHEMICAL (Denver)—Continues to make large

expenditures for increasing its manufacturing capacity. Bus-
iness has increased markedly since withdrawal of competi-
tion by eastern manufacturers who are filling war orders.
This company now sells more than 1.500 tons of sulphuric acid
per month; product being derived from complex Colorado sul-
phide ores that are purchased at an average price of $12
per ton.

Teller County
REQU.\ SAVAGE GOLD MINING CO. (Cripple Creek)—

This is new incorporation organized to take over holdings of
old company of same name. Directors for fii'.st year are J. S.
Guyer, Jas. ' Yeomans, Albert Schumacher, J. T. Hawkins and
Sarah Finegan. Property is located on eastern slope of Bea-
con Hill adjoining Gold Dollar, St. Thomas, Commonwealth
and Little Nell properties. Campaign of development is under
advisement.

SHOO FLY (Cripple Creek)—This property on southwest-
ern slope of Womack Hill is being developed under lease by
Hickman & Co. Old discovery shaft has been cleaned out and
will be sunk to depth of 100 ft. Rich surface discovery, which
was made about 50 ft. north of the shaft, will be developed
through new shaft. Recent sampling of vein indicates high-
grade ore. A 2V4-ft. streak assays over 9 oz. gold for dis-
tance of 15 ft. along vein. Screenings from ore produced
from surface openings assay 15 oz. gold. Western extension
of Shoo Plv vein has been opened in lowana property.
Ground is included in Block 160 of Stratton Estate.

JERRY JOHNSON (Cripple Creek) — Property is being
operated from 65fl-ft. level to surface by Caley Leasing Co.
which is performing active development. Caley mill has been
started and it is estimated that available low-grade ore in
mine will keep plant busy for four or five years. Rich strikes
have recently been made on 160-ft. and 550-ft. levels. Con-
centrates from mill are averaging about $28 a ton. Mine is
being actively developed on S50-ft. level by Cripple Creek
Deep Leasing Co. which controls ground below the 650-ft.
level. Payable ore has been opened in new development.
Since commencing operations this company has completed 275
ft. of crosscutting and drifting. Another crosscut will be
started on 950-ft. level.
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IDAHO
Shnshone County

NATIONAL COPPER (Mullan)—Mill started Nov. 11. after
much delay in getting equipment. It is reported that bins
hold 12,000 tons of ore and mine is in condition to keep mill
going at capacity, 500 tans, per day. Recent development has
disclosed better grade of ore in drift from bottom 200-ft.
shaft and also, in upper workings, improvement being in both
copper and silver.

COEUR D'ALENE ANTIMONY (Kellogg)—This company
which took over old antimony property at mouth of Pine
Creek is building mill, frame work of which is almost com-
pleted and much machinery on ground. Shipped one car that
averaged 3G% antimony and second car is in transit. Much
ore in sight in mine, one shoot being SO ft. long and 4 ft.

wide. All ore will be milled and it is expected that shipping
product of not less than 50% will be turned out.

COLONIAL JIINING CO. (Kellogg)—Company, of which
Watson and J. D. Beebe are controlling factors, was recently
organized to take over Little Pittsburg property on Pine
Creek. Contract let to Union Iron Works of Spokane for tram
H4 mi. long to deliver ore at base of hill; tram is to be com-
pleted in 5 weeks. Ore will be hauled by team from end of
tram to railway statioji, 7 mi. Coinpany has ordered machin-
ery for sorting plant and expects to ship 30 cars monthly of
crude zinc ore.

RAY-JEFFERSON (Wallace)—Meeting of stockholders
Nov. 6 increased capital stock from 1,500,000 shares, par value
of 25c., to 2,000,000 same par. Additional stock taken by
Harry L. and Eugene R. Day, m.anager of the Federal and
Hercules companies, respectively, and gives them, with their
former holdings, 950,000 shares, or practical control. Mill
will be built on Beaver creek early in spring, and it is re-
garded as certain that railroad will be built from North Fork
branch of the O.-W. R. & N. to Ray-Jefferson, distance of
about 10 mi. Company owns 32 claims and large ore shoots
have been developed on two veins, both lead and zinc.

INTERSTATE-CALLAHAN (Wallace)—Report of John A.
Percival, president of the Interstate-Callahan company, for
quarter ended Sept. 30. 1915, has been made public. Total
receipts were $1,049,178; operating costs totaled $162,351 and
improvements $23,935. leaving operating profit of $863,192.
Tonnage mined was 29.021; shipments of crude ore and con-
centrate .iggregated 15,443 tons—ratio of run-of-mine ore to
shipping product of 1.879 to 1. Of crude lead ore 203 tons
was shipped, assaying 19.54 oz. silver and 40.68% lead; of
crude zinc ore, 2,506 tons. 49.01% zinc. Ore milled totaled
24,595 tons. 28.5% zinc. Concentrates produced were; Lead,
792 tons, 23.86 oz. silver, 53.33% lead; zinc. 11.942 tons. 48.06%
zinc. Ratio of milling ore to total concentrates was 1.93 to 1.

Total cost per ton of ore mined was $5,495. of which $3,389
represents cost of mining and $2,106 the cost of treating and
shipping.

MICHIGAN
Copper

CALUMET & HECLA (Calumet)—Shipments of silver to
United States IMint increasing steadily. The amount this
month was $27,000.

NEW ARCADI.A.N (Houghton)—Third mill test showed 34
lb. of mineral per ton in 1,132 tons of rock. Showing is quite
as good as two previous tests.

NEW B.^LTTC (Houghton)—Has operations well under
way to reach Arcadian lode. Treasury is amply supplied
with funds. $60,000 in all when last assessment is fully paid.

WHITE PINE (Ontonagon)—In addition to copper is find-
ing considerable silver and some gold in its recoveries. An-
other important development is the realization that the shale
carries commercial copper. When this property first opened
and for the first few years of its underground opening work
greatest difficulty was narrowness of rich standstone vein,
bounded by shale. Shale does not run as high as sandstone
in copper, but it does give a width of 30 ft. of profitable vein
matter.

MINNESOT-V
Cuyuna Rnnse

ROWLEY (Barrows)—Electric pump installed and sinking
will shoi'tly be resumed.

CUYUNA-DULUTH (Ironton)—After idleness of over a
year this company's Ironton shaft will shortly resume oper-
ations.

CRAFT (Crosby)—Drifting is progressing but no produc-
tion will be shipped this season. The 40-acre tract immedi-
ately east of Craft has been optioned for lease on a 25c. roy-
alty and 20,000-ton minimum. Grantees in transaction are
not named.

CUYUNA-SULTANA (Ironton)—Soo Line now laying steel
on spur to mine. If same is completed before navigation
closes, the 6000-ton stockpile of manganiferous ore will be
shipped. Daily prortuctinn 200 tons. Mine and concentrator
Will be operated all winter.

niesabi Range
LA RUE (Nashwauk)—Washing plant being thoroughly

overhauled. It is planned to increase production to 300,000
tons next season.

Vermilion Range
SOUDAN (Tower)—Concrete foundations being laid for

new steel shaft house, superseding present wooden one.

MISSOURI-KANSAS
NEW CENTURY (Galena, Kan.)—Has started up again

after being shut down for few weeks making some improve-
ments in plant. Installed new set of sludge tables to help
handle slime that comes from fine sand in overflow from
steam jigs, which formerly was carried off by water to sup-
ply pond. Is one of best equipped plants in district.

J. M. SHORT (Joplin. Mo.)—Has made an exceptionally
good strike on his 10-acre lease on Banker land southeast of
Joplin. At 145 ft. struck ore which assayed 29% zinc. Ore
continues down to 165 level where it assays 19%, with same

grade of ore in bottom of shaft. Will drill another hole or
two and if they prove as good as first one. will build new
plant to handle ore.

GRAND TOWER (Joplin. Mo.)—To build new concentrat-
ing plant on lease of 10 acres southwest of town. Plant will
be 150 tons' capacity; run by electric power. Ground was
worked several years ago. but shaft and ground caved in and
ground was abandoned. New company has sunk new shaft;
struck first ore at 65 ft. which continued down to 9n-ft. level,
giving 25-ft. face of good ore which assays from 10 to 20%.

MONTANA
Dair.Hon County

NATURAL GAS NEAR GLENDIVE—It is reported that nat-
ural gas in commercial quantities was struck Nov. 17 in
well, 11 mi. southwest of Glendive. Drill was sent to depth
of 751 ft. and flow of gas showed pressure of 400 lbs. per
sq.in. Two other wells will be drilled at once and gas piped
to city where a franchise for its use has already been awarded.

JefferNon County
BOULDER MINING DISTRICT—Doctor Ironside, of Butte,

who owns Shield property, 12 miles south of Boulder on Little
Boulder River, is building concentrator. He has put up saw-
mill near mine to cut timber for mine and mill; expects to
complete mill next spring. There is said to be fine showing
of ore containing copper, silver and gold. Forty men are
employed at property at present.

Lewis and Clark County
UNIONVILLE MINING DISTRICT—Reported that rich

strike of gold quartz has just been made in an old tunnel at
mouth of Arrastra gulch. Vein is declared to be 7 or S ft.
wide and the ore to be free milling carrying from $50 to $75 of
gold per ton. Mine is located 3 mi. above road to Unionville
in neighborhood of East Spring Hill properties. Strike was
made while doing assessment work.

Miii.soula County
RICHMOND (Saltese)—Shipments average one car of ore

a week to British Columbia smelters. Ore carries 8 to 29%
copper and $4 to $8 in gold. Construction of aerial tram
postponed and wagon road is being built from Adair, 3 mi.
from mine. Ore is now shipped by way of Saltese. 6 mi. from
mine.

Silver Bow County
NORTH BUTTE (Butte)—Widows of eight of the 16 vic-

tims Oi the explosion at Granite Mountain shaft which oc-
curred Oct. 19. applied for lump sum settlements of $4,000
each when they appeared before E. A. Spriggs. chairman of
state accident board, at meeting held in Butte Nov. 11 to de-
termine compensation. Board hesitates about giving lump
sums because few of these women have had business experi-
ence, and it would defeat purposes of act for them to lose
their compensation in short time Compensation in all will
amount close to ,$75,000. Injured men will not receive full
compensation until their injuries are determined. In mean-
lime they will receive $10 a week.

NEVADA
Mineral County

LUCKY BOY (Hawthorne)—A 600-ft. tunnel completed re-
cently for haulageway and drainage. Upper workings 300
ft. above face of tunnel which is 1,200 ft. below original
Lucky Boy shaft collar. Several leasers are working around
SOO-ft. level.

Nye County
TONOPAH ORE PRODUCTION for week ended Nov. 13

amounted to 9,189 tons, estimated value $191,362, compared
with 10.343 tons week previous. The producers were: Tono-
pah Belmont, 2,887 tons; Tonopah Mining, 2.350; Tonopah
Extension. 1,850; West End, 609; Jim Butler, 1.100; Halifax,
70; North Star, 53; and miscellaneous leasers, 370 tons.

Storey County
SIERRA NEVADA (Virginia)—Development on vein 2,500

level disclosed low-grade ore; 68 tons of ore saved averaging
$11.42 per ton.

ANDES (Virginia)—Saved 15 cars of ore from stope above
175 level. Repairs to 350 level connecting with 250 level of
Central has been started.

OPHIR (Virginia)—In Central tunnel 250 level disclosed 7

ft. good milling ore. Saved 359 cars of ore from stopes above
north and south drifts; milled 312 tons.

MEXICAN (Virginia)—Sampling in west crosscut on 2,500
level and prospecting on 2.700 level. Winze on 2.700 level
shows 3 ft. of vein matter in bottom; selected samples assay
$50 per ton.

CROWN POINT-BELCHER (Gold Hill)—Saved 153 tons of
mill rock from sill floor; north drift reopened to 130-ft. point:
86 cars mill rock saved: Jacket mill received 878 tons of
dump I'ock and shipped bar of bullion.

UNION CONSOLIDATED (Virginia)—Extracted 105 tons of
ore averaging $26.32 from south end of No. 3 stope on 2.500
level, and 56 cars of low grade in making room for timbers.
Saved 50 tons of ore averaging $18.40 from raise in No. 1

stope. 'Top of raise in ore sampling $20 per ton.

NEW MEXICO
Grant County

J. T. OGLESBY (Pinos Altos)—Has arranged to finance
custom mill for district. Plant will be erected on old Bell &
Stephens mill site.

Lincoln County
WILD CAT LEASING (White Oaks)—North and South

Homestake mines of the Wild Cat Leasing Co.. and Old Abe
mine, mills and water rights, also Miner's Cabin and Silver
(iliff mines, were sold last week to Richard Wirhtman and
associates, of New York, for $250,000. Edward Queen, for-
merly of the Wild Cat Leasing Co., will have charge of the
properties. The new company will rush mining of tungsten
ore, of which a carload was recently shipped that netted over
$19,000.
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PENNSYLVANIA
Allegheny County

PENNSYLVANIA SMELTING ( Carnegie)—Day interests,
identified witla purchase of old smeltery at Northport, Wash.,
have announced purchase of refinery at Carnegie from Penn-
sylvania Smelting Co.. and state that its capacity will be
increased to take care of output of Northport plant.

SOUTH DAKOTA
Lawrence County

RATTLESNAKE JACK (Galena)—A chute of high-grade
ore was encountered in the main workings Two Wilfley
tables are being installed in the mill and as soon as the Oliver
filter is added the plant will resume operations.

Penningtou County

BIG HIT (Keystone)—Shaft being unwatered and property
undergoing repair for active development work.

INGERSOLL (Keystone)—Regular weekly shipments of a
carload of spodumerte are being made to the East.

COLUMBIA (Keystone)—At this property, financed by
Supt. R. Blackstone, of Homestake Mining Co., shaft is to be
sunk to the 200-ft mark, where further lateral work will be
done New shaft is 325 ft. from old shaft, which produced
$100 ore. New shaft has disclosed ore; also found in crosscut
on 100-ft. level.

TEXAS
Culberson County

HAZEL (Van Horn)—Is now being worked by Steele-
Sutton-Steele Co., of Dallas. Last car shipped netted $125 per
ton in silver and copper.

PECOS (Van Horn)—Which has been shipping copper ore
for last six months, has been leased by P. B. Walker and
associates, of El Paso and Mexico. They will start regular
development at once and will sink 120-ft. shaft to depth of
200 ft., where they expect to find silver ore.

UTAH
Beaver County

CROFF (Milford)—Fifteen inches of silver-lead ore has
been opened in bottom of Lucky Boy shaft, at this property
in Lincoln mining district.

MOSCOW (Milford)—New electric hoist has been shipped
and should be installed shortly. Cullen shaft is to be sunk
300 ft. deeper from 800 to the 1.100 level.

DAVIS LE.\SE (Beaver City)—A 30-ton mill test is being
made on second-class ore from this lease at Fortuna. Ore is
being hauled 10 mi. to Sheep Rock mill to be treated.

FORTUNA GOLD QUEEN (Beaver City)—Work at this
property has been started under direction of R. N. Strickland.
Material has been delivered for erection of mine buildings, etc.

LUMLEY & MOORE (Beaver City)—Joe Davis lease has
opened ore running well in gold. Five and a half feet are
exposed. Harris & McGillis lease on parallel vein has opened
12 ft. of ore.

MAJESTIC (Milford)—Last car shipped by this company
from its Old Hickory mine in Rocky district, carried 3.85%
copper and 2.2 oz. silver per ton. Work is being done from
bottom of large open cut. Vein is 20 ft. wide.

Juab County
UTAH POWER AND LIGHT CO.'S CONSTRUCTION WORK

on new substation, owned jointly by Eagle & Blue Bell and
C;hief Consolidated, is well under way. The transformers
have arrived. An automatic voltage regulator is being in-
stalled.

EAGLE & BLUE BELL (Eureka)—Foundations for new
250-hp. hoist have been laid, and gallows frame is nearly
finished. Much of electrical equipment has been delivered,
and is being installed.

YANKEE CONSOLIDATED (Eureka)—Shipments from
new strike have been started; these are high in silvei'.

New tunnel is being driven to tap ore at greater depth, which
will facilitate handling and allow for disposal of waste.
About 125 ft. of work will be necessary to make connections
with winze. New work has been started in southeastern part
of ground where tunnel is being driven in search of Beck
Tunnel vein. Shipnients of high-grade zinc ore from old
stopes being made by leasers.

Salt Lake County
WORK IN BIG COTTONWOOD is being done at the fol-

lowing properties: Reed's Peak, five men; Branborg, three
men; East Carbonate, three men; Big Cottonwood Consoli-
dated, five men; Tar Baby, four men: Price Mining, six men;
Monte Cristo, six men; "American Consolidated Copper, six
men; Kennebec, three men; Cardiff. 115 men; Last Chance,
two men; Thor & Venus, two men; total, 160 miners.

ALTA CONSOLIDATED (Alta)—Drifting has been started
at 100-ft. point in winze sunk on Braine fissure.

PRICE MINING (Salt Lake)—Tunnel is in 120 ft., and still

in heavy ground. .Spiling and timbering is necessary. Prop-
erty adjoins Cardiff in south fork of Big Cottonwood.

UTAH COPPER (Bingham)—Up to 30,000 and 31,000 tons
of ore are being mined and milled daily. Of this Magna mill
is handling about 20,000 tons and Arthur between 10,000 and
11,000 tons.

SELLS (Alta)—Ore has been opened from raise 70 ft.

above tunnel level. This is thought to be downward exten-
sion of Skipper fissure, which produced ore from surface
workings. Sells is being operated by A. O. Jacobson and asso-
ciates, through main tunnel of South Hecla.

ALBION (Alta)—Eight carloads of silver-lead-copper ore,
carrying gold, have been shipped by leasers since the middle
of October. This comes from old Wellington workings. Ore
occurs in strong vein 4 to 5 ft. between walls. Royalties from
leasers are sufficient to pay operating and development ex-
penses of company.

NEW ENGLAND GOLD AND COPPER (Bingham)—Suit
has been filed in third district court by International Trust
Co.. of Boston, asking for receiver and foreclosure on this
company's property. Action is based on default in interest on
$390,000 bonds. Trust company, as trustee of mortgage and
trust deed, has been requested by bondholders representing
$373,300 to file action and bring about foreclosure. Interest
due Feb. 1, 1914, was not paid; interest to date amounts to
$46,800. Property consists of seven claims in south branch
of Carr Fork, and adjoins Utah Copper and Last (jhance
claims. Recently operations have been carried on by leasers
only.

Summit County
PARK CITY ORE SHIPMENTS for week ended Nov. 11

amounted to 2,156.224 lb. by four shippers. Heavy storms
have interfered with ore hauling.

SILVER KING COALITION (Park City)—Working forces
now amount to 300 men at mine and mill, as compared to
370 men before strike. Reorganization of force is in pro-
gress.

BIG FOUR EXPLORATION (Park City)—New mill at At-
kinson is treating 250 tons of old tailing dumps daily. Plant
is now in good running order, and efficiency has been greatly
increased. Concentrates carrying up to 40% zinc being made.

VIRGINIA
Augusta County

CRIMORA MANGANESE CORPORATION (Crimora)—Has
contracted with Ruggles-Coles Engineering Co.. New York,
for first unit of its new washing plant, wiiich is to have
capacity of 100 tons of washed ore in 10 hr. Mill will com-
prise Kennedy slugger-roll crusher, McLanahan-Stone log-
"washers and jigs and Stephens-Adamson conveyors and trans-
mission machinery. Foundations are in and it is expected
that mill will be ready in January. It is proposed to mine
with Schofield-Burkett dragline excavators. W. L. Hogg,
manager.

WASHINGTON
Stevens County

UNITED COPPER (Chewelah)—United Copper mine, 60 mi.
north of Spokane, earned $4,423 net in September, according to
official report of directors. Report states that profits for
October will be considerably larger, as mine and mill were
working at greatly reduced capacity in September: it is es-
timated that November earnings will be between $25,000 and
$35,000. Mill has been increased by addition of 50 stamps,
making 74 in all; plant now is operating at capacity, 235 tons
of ore daily. "During the early months of the year "we were
endeavoring to adapt the new oil flotation process to saving
the values from our concentrates," states President Conrad
Wolfle. of Spokane. "This entailed considerable experimental
work and necessitated tearing out our slime tables and in-
stalling the tanks and cells of the new sj'stem, as well as
making exhaustive tests to ascertain the proper kind of oil
required for our sulphide ores. It took some time to get
the process down to a profitable working basis, but for
several months our saving has ranged from 77 to 8()%, which
is as good as is being secured by any other plant in the north-
west from a similar class of ore. The percentage of saving is
being increased continually by further tests and improve-
ments to the process."

CANADA
Ontario

ORE SHIPMENTS OVER THE T. & N. O. Ry., for October,
were from: Cobalt proper. Beaver, 30 tons; Buffalo, 92; Co-
balt Comet, 63; Coniagas, 32; Crown Reserve, 99; Kerr Lake,
57; La Rose. 37; McKinlev-Darragh. 81; Mining Corporation of
Canada. Cobalt Lake Mine. 216; Townsite Citv. 202; Nipissing,
103; Penn Canadian. 31; Peterson Lake. 141; Right of Wav,
38; Temiskaming, 31; total, 1,311 tons; from New Liskeard,
Casey Cobalt. 29; from Elk Lake, Miller Lake O'Brien, 23;
from South Porcupine. Dome Lake, (gold) 31; Porphyry Hill,
(gold) 20; from Porquis Junction, Alexo Mine (nickel), 799
tons.

CANADIAN COPPER (Sudbury)—Has given up option on
copper property in West Shining Tree on which it was work-
ing.

TEMISKAMING (Cobalt)—Has declared 3% dividend; time
of payment not being specified. It is 2^4 years since company
has paid dividend. There is large amount of cash on hand and
ore reserves are estimated at about $250,000.

VIPOND (Porcupine)—With reference to rumors of divi-
dend. President \\'ard states that while results of operations
have been satisfactory, it would be premature to consider
definite plans for dividend in immediate future. Report
covering operations from Apr. 1 to Sept. 30 will be issued
soon.

MOOSE MOUNTAIN IRON MINES (Sudbury)—Has been
closed. This was largest attempt to work concentrating mag-
netic iron ores of Northern Ontario. Difliculty was experi-
enced in getting satisfactory briquettes from fines. (3ver mil-
lion dollars has been spent by MacKenzie & Mann, and Gates
interests.

MANIGOTAGAN GOLD MINING .\ND DEVELOPMENT CO.
(Toronto)—New company formed by Toronto men to operate
claims in Gold Lake district of northeastern Manitoba. Sec-
tion has been known for several years, but recent discoveries
are several miles from Rice Lake where first properties "were
opened up. Development "work in that section was unsatis-
factory, but new property has all indications of making good.
It is in the hands of responsible people and will get a fair
chance.

CENTRAL AMERICA
Honduras

NEW YORK & HONDURAS ROSARIO (San Juancito)—
The directors and officers of the New York & Honduras Ros-
ario Mining Co. have sent out splendidly engraved announce-
ments, to stockholders and friends, of the Thirty-fifth Anni-
versary of the company's corporate existence and uninter-
rupted operation, dating from Nov. 17, 1880.
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Metal Markets

NEW YORK—SfOV. 34

The outstanding feature of the metal markets last week
was the extraordinary strength of copper, which advanced
further on large business. Spelter also was stronger. Lead
was stationary, but firmer in tone. Tin advanced.

Copper, Tin, Lead and Zinc

Copper—On Thursday, Nov. IS, the market opened at 19c.,

r.t., on which basis it had become firmly established on the
previous day. A large business was done, and before the
end of the day 1914c., r.t., was realized on million-pound
lots. The story of the following days is about the same up
to Nov. 23, when the market rested at 19%c.. r.t. Some
sellers were asking 20c., but, reports to the contrary not-
withstanding, this price had not been realized on any im-
portant business up to- the close of our week of record, and
at the close copper was still available in large quantity at
19?ic., r.t.

The advance was orderly throughout the week. When-
ever any producer sold all he wanted to at a certain price he
raised his asking price ^4c. per lb., while others kept on
selling at the previous price until they too had disposed of

all they wanted to at that price.

The volume of business done during the week was large,
possibly as large as in the previous week. The major por-
tion of it appears to have been done, however, in the early
part of the week at prices from 19@19'ic., r.t. Business with
domestic manufacturers predominated. There was a good
demand from wire draw^ers and an improved demand from the
rolling mills. The bulk of the sales was for copper to be
delivered the first quarter of 1916. There were some con-
tracts running ahead to May and June. The larger producers
report themselves excellently sold up. In some cases the en-
tire expected output for the next four months has been con-
tracted.

Copper Sheets, base price is 24 %c. per lb. for hot rolled and
25 ^c. for cold rolled, with usual extras. Copper wire is

20 @ 20 14c. per lb., carload lots at milL

Copper Exports for the week ended Nov. 6 are reported by
the Department of Commerce at 5,S20,47S lb., of which 2,241,-

175 lb. went to Sweden, 1.652.869 to France. 706,337 to Italy,

and 508.744 to England. Imports for the week were 953,521 lb.

metal and 969,248 lb. in ore and matte; 1.922,769 lb. in all. The
chief imports were from Peru. Japan and Canada.

Visible Stocks of Copper in Europe on Nov. 15 were: Great
Britain. 15.473; France. 1,645; afloat from Chile. 1.050; afloat
from Australia. 3,400; total, 21,568 long tons, a decrease of
3,317 tons from the Oct. 31 report.

Tin—This market experienced a natural reaction from the
sharp advance in the previous week. It might have gone
further, keeping step wifh the decline in London, were it not
that the supplies of spot tin here are so tightly held. The
volume of iDusiness during the week was rather light.

Lead—A good business was done, but conditions were
quieter than in the previous week. The St. Louis market was
a little stronger, especially owing to the sharp demand for
chemically hard lead.

Spelter—The conditions in this market are chronically
mixed. The change from week to week in the confusion is

purely relative, more or less. Last week was one of those in
which the confusion was more. Spelter for prompt and early
delivery sold up to 18 %c. Contracts for December-January-
Pebruary shipments were taken at 16i^@16?4c. Some con-
siderable business for the second quarter of 1916 was done at
14 ^4c. The total volume of business was not very large.
The major portion of "what was done in some important quart-
ers was for export. Sales to Great Britain were but trifling,

the producers reporting that they could not realize the pub-
lished prices. On the other hand, France was a free buyer.
In this country the galvanizers did some buying, out the
larger part of the business was with the brass makers. Brass
special spelter for delivery during the first quarter of 1916
sold at 18(§)20c. per lb.

The continued strength of the spelter market causes a good
deal of surprise. The explanation offered in a well-informed
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quarter is the following; The present American consumption
for brass is about 240,000 tons, for galvanizing, 100,000 tons,
for sheet zinc and miscellaneous purposes. 60.000 tons; the ex-
portation is about 120,000 tons. This gives the total require-
ment at the rate of 520,000 tons. The present rate of pro-
duction is probably about that, or only a little in excess of it.

The accumulation of unsold stocks so far has been confined
to the superior grades of spelter, of which there is undoubt-
edly an accumulation. The output of the new smelting works
has not yet attained large proportions, and probably will not
until after the end of this year.

Zinc Sheets base price was advanced %c. on Nov. 18, mak-
ing it $19.50 per 100 lb. Nov. 22 there was a further advance
and the base price today is $22 per 100 lb., f.o.b. Peru, III., less
8% discount. Demand is good.

DAILY PRICES OF METALS IN NEW YORK
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Other Metals

NEW YORK—Nov. 24

Aluminum—Conditions in tlie market are not changed,
and metal for early delivery commands a high price. Futures
are lower. Current quotations are 57 @ 59c. per lb. for No. 1

ingots, New York. As high as 60c. is reported paid for one

lot.

Antimony—Supplies are scarce and futures uncertain, ow-
ing to the difficulty about arranging for shipments of Chinese,

and delays in transit. Business has been on a small scale

this week, and prices have advanced again, ordinary brands
bringing 39 (5) 41c. per lb. Cookson's is quoted at 47c. per lb.,

but is almost wholly nominal, as very little is to be had.

Antimony ore is also scarce. Only a small quantity is of-

fered at about J2.40 per unit.

Quicksilver—Prices continue high in view of a good de-

mand, with only moderate stocks. New York quotations are

$105 per flask of 75 lb. for large quantities and up to $110 for

smaller orders. San Francisco reports by telegraph an active

market, with sales up to $105 per flask. London price remains
£16 IDs. per flask, with no discount from second hands.

A'iekel—There is no change to be noted. Ordinary forms
are still nominally 45@50c. per lb., according to size and
terms of order. Electrolytic nickel is 3c. higher. The exports

have been about the same as last year, a decrease in ship-

ments to Germany being made up by an increase in those to

Great Britain.

Minor Metals—Current quotations for Bismuth are $3 per

lb.. New York.—Cadmium is quoted at 7s. per lb. in London;
$1.75(511.90 per lb.. New York.—Chromium metal, 75c. per lb.,

New York.—Cobalt metal, 97% pure, is sold at $2 per lb.

—

Masneslum, pure, has gone to a high price, $6 per lb. being

asked.—Selenium varies from $2.50'a3 per lb.. New York, for

large lots; $4.50 @ 5 for retail quantities.

Gold, Silver and Platinum

TSEW YORK—Nov. 24

Gold production in the Transvaal in October was 797.631

oz., being 20,881 oz. more than in September, and 63,885 oz.

more than October, 1914. For the 10 months ended Oct. 31

the production was 6.967,166 oz. in 1914, and 7,531,547 oz.

—

or $155,667,076—in 1915; an increase of 564,381 oz. this year.

Actual arrivals of gold from Europe at New York were
$15,750,000 for the week.

Exports of gold from Australia in the months of July and
August were £3,468,676, which compares with £444.271 in the

corresponding months of 1914. The large increase this year

was mainly in shipments to San Francisco from Sydney.

Platinum—Prices are still rising, and are fast becoming
altogether nominal, each transaction being a separate nego-

tiation. Sales have been made from $64 up to $70 per oz. for

reflned platinum. Some dealers decline to quote.

Silver—The silver market has suddenly advanced, owing to

combined buying on Mint orders and on India and continental

account. It closed at 2Si4d, in London and 541/20. in New York.

Shipments of silver from London to the East Jan. 1 to Oct.

27, as reported by Messrs. Pixley & Abell:

1914 1915 Changes

India £4,679,500 £3,394,000 D. £1,285,500
China 42,000 6,250 D. 35,750

Total £4,721,500 £3.400,250 D. £1.321,250

China has been taking very little silver this year, having
sold as much or more as has been received in the country.

EXPORTS AND IMPORTS
Imports and Exports of the Minor Metals in the United

States eight months ended Aug. 31, in pounds except platinum
which is in ounces:

Imports Exports
1914 1915 1914 1915

Nickel 27,080,939 34,159,151 19,203,732 20.001,725

Antimony. 10,031,198 12,942,755 3,673 950,867
Aluminum.. 10,559,359 6,332,873 18,939 40,102
Quicksilver. 24,441 150,042
Platinum, oz . . 51,821 27,002 143 9

Exports include reexports of foreign material. Exports of

aluminum manufacturers—not included above—were valued at

$642,133 in 1914, and $2,678,770 in 1915. Nickel and antimony
include contents of ore, matte and regulus.

The tin smelting plant of the American Smelting and Re-
fining Co. at Perth Amboy, N. J., will start up about Jan. 1,

it is expected. The initial capacity will be 750 tons monthly.

Exports and Imports of Secondary Metallic Products in the

United States, eight months ended Aug. 31, in pounds:

1914
"

1915

Copper sulpli.itp, 6,925,087 10,038,396
White lead - 12,201,138 15,926,023
Zinr ..xifl.- 20,069,717 28,473,070
Zino dust 47,557 293,358
Zinc dross, 648,631 7,387,208

The exjioi cs o

foreign material.

3,025,911 903,738

eported were all reexports of

Zinc and Lead Ore Markets
PLATTEVILLE, WIS Nov. 20

The base price paid this week for zinc ore was $100(3)108

for eO":; grades. The base price paid for 80% lead ore was
$64 per ton.

SHIPMENTS, WEEK ENDED, NOV. 20

Zinc Lead Sulphur
Ore, Lb. Ore, Lb. Ore, Lb.

Week 4,796,000 310,000 831,300
Year 183,567,750 6,338,640 25,693,990

Shipped during week to separating plants, 5,044,000 lb.

zinc ore.

JOPLIN, MO Nov. 20

Blende, high price $118; base per ton 60% zinc, premium
ore, $115; medium, $114®1105; lower grades down to $100;

calamine, base per ton 40% zinc, $80@70; average selling price,

all grades of zinc, $101.67 per ton. Lead, high settling price,

$65.75. base per ton 80% metal content, $64®70; average sell-

ing price, all grades of lead, $62.50 per ton.

SHIPMENTS WEEK ENDED NOV. 20

Blende Calamine Lead Values
Totals this week.. 13.307.750 2,238,480 2,360,100 $864,100
Totals this year... 519,789,440 38,661,560 81,149,870 $23,510,480

Blende value, the week, $715,500; 47 weeks, $20,407,500.

Calamine value, the week, $74,850; 47 weeks, $955,080.

Lead value, the week, $73,750; 47 weeks, $2,147,900.

Sellers held out until noon Friday for $125 for premium
ore, but buyers would not offer in excess of $115 and transac-

tions were made at this figure. The advance for blende was
$5; calamine advanced $10 and lead $6 per ton. The bulk of

reserve ore has been held at Granby, 1,200 tons of the 4,000

tons being shipped this week, with the sale of another 1,000

tons for next week's shipment. Practically all smelting com-
panies closed the week with large purchases for next week's
delivery.

Iron Trade Review
NEW YORK—Nov. 24

The iron and steel markets are now fairly on the boom.
The mills are everywhere full of orders and in some cases

premiums are being asked for early deliveries.

The rush is not all for export trade, as domestic orders are

piling up steadily and price advances have not checked the

demand. The latest branch of the trade to show rising

activity is structural steel. Orders for new construction are

being placed rapidly. The demand for plates and shapes for

shipbuilding have added to the rush, while new cars are being

rather freely contracted for.

Exports from Baltimore tor the week included 1,824,700 lb.

tinplates to Glasgow.
The pig-iron market is strong and advances of 50c. per

ton are recorded. Foundry-iron demand has shown a notable

increase, and in some cases early deliveries are sought. Fur-

naces are going into blast where it is possible, and it looks

as if November and December would improve upon the record

production of October.

PITTSBURGH—Nov. 23

Buyers of steel seem to be exerting as much pressure as

ever to secure the acceptance of orders by steel mills. Recent
advances in steel prices were made with the full expectation

that demand would be curtailed thereby, the mills feeling

amply strong to stand such a decrease, and in the circum-

stance of demand being as heavy as ever further price ad-

vances are now predicted. Last Thursday noon the Carnegie
Steel Co. advanced its price on bars, plates and shapes from
1.60c. to 1.70c., and the advanced price was at once adopted

by other mills, making a total advance in these products from
1.40c. to 1.70c., or $6 a ton, in five weeks. Galvanized sheets

are up $5 a ton, to a range of 4.50 to 4.75c., black sheets

being stronger at 2.40 to 2.50 cents.

Steel interests are canvassing all possibilities of increas-

ing production, but erection work promises to be slow and
new construction is undertaken only where the conditions are

particularly favorable. Pig iron and steel making capacity

will not increase by more than a very few per cent, in the

next twelve months, by additions at various points and the
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completion of a few complete plants that have been under way
tor a long: time.

The Pennsylvania R.R. system on Saturday decided not to

buy any freight cars, finding prices and deliveries proposed
under its inquiries for 9,000 cars unsatisfactory. The plate
mills involved profess relief that the business is postponed.
Other roads are slower than was expected in placing car
orders, but nevertheless at least 15,000 freight cars have been
bought thus far this month.

Inquiry for structural material has increased, indicating at
least fairly heavy building operations next season. The de-
mand for structural steel to date has been conspicuously light
as compared with demand for other steel products.

Prices on Lake Superior ore for the season of 1916 are
likely to be announced before the week is out, at an advance
of 75c. or $1 a ton over the schedule obtaining in the past
season, these prices having been the same as for 1912 and
1914 and the lowest since 1904. In ore circles it is stated that
all the ore available can be sold in a few weeks, large reser-
vations having already been made, and that the limit will be
fixed by lake transportation facilities, rather than by mining
capacity, and at 55,000,000 to 60,000.000 tons for the season,
against the previous record of approximately 50,000,000 tons
in 1913.

Pig Iron—The Republic Iron & Steel Co. has bought 25,000
tons of bessemer pig iron from a Shenango Valley furnace
interest at $17 at furnace for shipment over the first three
months of next year, the market thus being established at an
advance of 50c. A fewsniall lots had already been sold at the
figure. Offerings of basic iron are limited and an early ad-
vance is predicted, with possibilities of continued and sharp
advances as there are only two idle merchant furnaces now in

the general district. Foundry iron is stiffening sharply, even
in the face of a rather light demand, and quotations are 50c.

higher than a week ago. with some furnaces quoting above
the general range. We quote: Bessemer, $17; basic, $16fai

16.25; foundry and malleable. $16@16.50; forge. $15.50@16,
f.o.b. Valley furnaces, 95c. higher delivered Pittsburgh.

Ferroniani^anese—Supplies from England are coming in

more freely. The English price on contract is steady at $100,
Baltimore, while domestic producers may possibly occasion-
ally shade their former quotation of $110 on contract.

Steel—Quotations are difficult to obtain on bessemer steel,

while openhearth is scarcely quoted at all, mills being com-
pletely sold up for near-by positions and being unwilling to
quote for late deliveries. The market is regarded as quotable
approximately at the following advanced figures, though the
prices are largely nominal: Bessemer billets, $27; bessemer
sheet bars, $2S: openhearth billets. $2S'S'29; openhearth sheet
bars, $28.50(3)29, f.o.b. maker's mill. Pittsburgh or Toungs-
town. Rods are about $35 and forging billets about ?4S at
mill.

' PERROAL,l,OYS
Ferrosilicon, 50';r. is quoted $83(5)85. Pittsburgh, according

to quantity. Bessemer ferrosilicon is quoted from $33 for 16%
down to $23 for 10%, all at furnace.—Ferrotitaninni is 8@
12 ^2 c. per lb., according to size of order.—Ferrotungsten con-
tinues to command high and irregular prices. A sale of
Tungsten metal. 98^^ pure was made this week at $7 per lb.

for a lot of 500 lb.; and higher prices are expected.

IROX ORE
The leading ore shippers on the Lakes came into the mar-

ket last week and chart^i'ed all the available tonnage to carry
ore next season. These charters were made at an advance of
10c. over those for the season just ending, making the rate
net to the ship for 1916 delivery 50c. from the head of the
lakes. 45c. from Marquette and 35c. from Escanaba.

The anticipated need of a larger quantity of iron ore than
had been expected, combined with delays in November ore
shipments caused by bad weather, have made heavy shipments
of ore imperative in the short time remaining of the season.
About all the wild boats available have been chartered, and
it is understood that $1 a ton has been paid for ore from Du-
luth to a Lake Erie port.

Shipments of iron ore from deposits near Waukon. Iowa.
are being made to South Chicago, where the ore will be used
in the Iroquois Iron Co.'s stacks as an experiment. Possible
shortage of Lake Superior ore has led the company to seek a
reserve supply from Iowa and tests will be made at once to

determine the practicability of its use in ordinary practice.

Several thousand tons have been contracted for.

Imports and Exports of Iron Ore in the United States nine
months ended Sept. 30, in long tons:

1914 1915 Changes
Imports 1,094,972 971.098 D. 123,874
Exports 536.115 oO>.S57 D. 27.538

Leading imports this year were 610,698 tons from Cuba and
151,619 tons ^rom Sweden.

BrItiHh Iron Ore Imports 10 months ended Oct. 31 were 4,-

986,518 tons in 1914, and 5,108,770 in 1915; Increase, 122,252
tons.

OTHER ORES
Maneanese Ore^—In Great Britain, according to the London

"Mining Journal," October imports were above the average,
amounting to 60,931 tons, but owing to the fact that freights
entirely govern business shipments are necessarily irregular.
Prices remain nominal, but business has been done this week
at from Is. Sd. to Is. 9d. The situation in India is one of
sharp competition between sellers, the f.o.b. rates ruling there
being from 6 to 6iAd., with occasional shading. The condi-
tions of war are tending to reduce output, and stocks are di-
minishing. The Bombay figures on Oct. 22 last were 85,649
tons.

Imports of manganese ore in the United States nine months
ended Sept. 30 were 215,274 tons in 1914, and 173,992 tons
in 1915; a decrease of 41,282 tons this year.

Imports of manganese ore in Great Britain 10 months
ended Oct. 31 were 444,975 tons in 1914, and 270,745 tons in
1915; decrease, 174.230 tons.

COKE
Production in the Connellsville region for the week is

reported by the "Courier" at 427.381 short tons coke; ship-
ments 430.503 tons. Shipments of Greensburg and Upper
Connellsville districts were 42.815 tons.

Connell-sville—The market for prompt furnace coke is
easier, there being offerings down to $2.15. while $2.10 has
been done on one or two odd lots. Corrigan. McKinney & Co.
are understood to have closed for their remaining require-
ments for next year, leaving very little uncovered contract
business. We quote: Prompt furnace, $2.15®2.25: contract,
first half. $2.35®2.50; year 1916, $2.25@2.35; prompt and con-
tract foundry, $2.90 (@ 3.25, per net ton at ovens.

Exports and Imports of Fuel in the United States nine
months ended Sept. 30, in long tons:

Exports Imports
1914 1915 1914 1915

Anthracite 3.062,0.57 2,594,734 18,257 2 524
Bituminous 10.902,780 12,421,960 980,284 1,077,799
Coke 485,171 573.084 83,980 36,602
Bunker coal 5,711,948 5,678,815

Total 20,161,956 21,268,613 1,082,521 1,116,925

The bunker coal or coal furnished to steamships in for-
eign trade is practically all bituminous. The principal trade,
both exports and imports, is with Canada.

Chemicals

NEW YORK—XoT. S4

The General Chemical Co. has declared an extra dividend
of 15 9f on its common stock, payable in new stock. At the
same time it is paying its employees a bonus of 10% on their
yearly salaries.

Arsenic—Business Is quiet, without change. Current quo-
tations are $3.75(8! 4 per 100 lb. for both spot and future
deliveries.

Copper Sulphate—Business is steady and sales about as
usual. Prices have been advanced and the current quotation
is $8 per 100 lb. for carload lots and $8.25 per 100 lb. for
smaller parcels.

Nitrate of Soda—Business is fair and prices are a little

stronger. High ocean freights are keeping up the quotation.
The current figure is $2.90(^2.95 per 100 lb. for spot and De-
cember: S2.S5 for later deliveries.

Pyrlte.>*—Imports at Baltimore for the week included 5,983

tons pyrites from Huelva, Spain.

Sulphuric Acid—60" Be. acid is selling at S60 per ton, f.o.b,

n-orks.

Imports and Exports of Fertilizing Chemicals in the United
States eight months ended Aug. 31, in long tons:

. Impoits . Exports >

1914 1913 1914 1915

Kainit 317,265 6,646
Manure salt!! 1.50,973 13,647 ,. ..

Other potash salts 182.091 67.427 2.746 900
Nitrate of soda 371.952 555.846 <.,114 14.779
.Sulphate of ammonia 51,483 25.745 1,204
Phosphates ,'<99,100 157,806

Exports include reexports of foreign material. Some phos-
phates are imported, but are not given separately in the
returns.

PETROLEUM
Shipments of Mexican oil to the United States in October

from Tampico were 986.616 bbl. : from Tuxpam. 6S1.96S; total.

1,668,584 bbl. This does not include shipments to Europe.
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Assessments N. Y. EXCH. Nov. 22 BOSTON EXCH Nov. 22

Company

Blue Bull Rcorg., Nev, .

,

Clear Grit. Ida
Coeur d'Alene Inv., Ida-
Columbus Ext., Utah. . .

.

Cons. Imperial, Nev
Copper Ml. M. & D., Ida
Danley-LIoyd, Utah
Darby M. & M., Ida
Dry Canon Cons.. Utah.
Eastern Star, Ida
Emerald OU. Utah
Eureka M. & M.. Ida
Gn , We

. MichHancock Co
Hector. Ida
Idaho & Los Angeles, Ida.

Idaho-Nevada Exp., Ida.
Ivanhoe, Ida
Jack Walte, Ida
Laclede, Ida
Leonora M. & M., Utah
Lucky Swede. Ida
Military M. & M., Ida..

Missoula Copper, Ida
Montana Standard, -

National Copper, Ida,

National Lead. Ida. .

.

Nevada-Douglaa. Nev
New Arcadian. Mich
New Baltic, Mich
Northern Light, Ida
O. K. Ex. M. & R.. Utah
Old Vetearn. Ic

Com Paul Con.
Oriental. Nev
Original, Nev.
PaciBc M. & M., Ida
Phoenix, Mich
Rescue Eula, Nev
Seg. Belcher & Midas, Nev
Sliver Cliff, Ida. .

Sonora M. & M..
Sunset Dev., Ida. . . .

Sunshine. Ida. (post.)

Ton. Gipsy Queen, Nev
Tonopah Midway, Nev
Umatilla Ton., Nev. . .

Woir Mountain. Utah

Stock Quotations

The General Development Co. has an-
nounced that it will make the par value
of its shares $25. issuing four for each
one now outstanding.

COLO. SPRINGS Nov. 22
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By C'lIAIiLKS W. WUKillT*

SY2^'01'SIS—In order to improve the recovery

at the Gennamari-Ingurtosu mine, Ullrich electro-

magnetic separators were installed. Results were

immediately improved and have continued satis-

factory. Description of the process and its cost are

i/ircii.

The production of a liigh-grade blende concentrate

from ores containing much siderite or pyrite cannot be

accomplished satisfactorily by ordinary methods of mill-

ing. At most ore-dressing plants where such material is

treated, a low-grade ^jroduet or rich middling containing

To improve these results a series of tests was carried

out l)y the Elmore and Minerals Separation flotation

processes, but only fair results were obtained, while the

treatment costs were high. Tests were then made with

the wet magnetic sejjarators of the Electro-Magnetische

Gesellschaft and with the Ullrich separators built by

the Fried. Krupp Grusonwerk. The latter machines gave

the best results and were therefore installed at our mill.

They have now been in operation for over a year, and

fairly accurate results as to their efficiency and costs

have been obtained.

The occurrence of the blende-siderite ore at the Genna-

mari-Ingurtosu mine is in a lode that traverses a schistose

A ROW OF MAGNETIC SEPARATORS IN A SAKDINIAN CONCENTRATOR

the blende ami lieavy gangue minerals is made in the

jigs and on the tables. This product is first roasted or

calcined so as to make the iron-bearing minerals more

magnetic, and it is then separated by a magnetic separa-

tor. Such was the process employed until recently in

the treatment of the blende-siderite ores at the Genna-

mari-Ingurtosu mine. The treatment costs, however,

were hisjh as well as the metal loss'.'S.

Mining engineer. Ingurtusu, Sardinia, Italy.

country rock. Tliis lode has been developed for 3 km. in

length and averages from 3 to 15 m. in width. The blende

ore is free from other sulphide minerals, and besides the

siderite the gangue contains quartz, calcite and some

barite, as well as a large amount of the altered schist.

Portions of the lode contain well-defined veins, while

other parts consist of a schist breccia, the ore forming

the matrix. It is also noteworthy that the siderite occurs

in greater quantities in certain parts of the lode and that
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when possiiile the ore from these parts is mined and
treated separately.

The ore from the mine averages from 10 to 15% zinc

The richer ore is first treated on the piazzale liy hana
sorting and hand jigging to recover the coarse blende,

and it is then sent to the mill for further treatment. The
lower-grade ore goes direct to the mill. Here it is first

reduced to 7 mm. and under, and then screened and 7

sizes made, 6 of which are treated in small four-compart-

ment jigs, and that under 1 mm. size is treated on tables.

The jigs produce a blende product, a rich middling of

blende and siderite, which is sent to the magnetic sepa-

rators, and a poor middling which is recrushed and
retreated. Similar products are obtained from the tables.

All of the rich middlings and in some instances the prod-

ucts containing an excess of siderite are sent to the mag-
netic-separator ])lant. The average tenor of the ore sub-

jected to magnetic treatment is from 35 to 35% Zn and
from 30 to 40% iron.

The former plant. us?d until last year for the separa-

tion of siderite from blende, consisted of an O.xland

THE MAGNETIC SEP.^VRATIXG PL.A.NT

revolving calcining furnace and two dry magnetic sepa-

rators of the Primosigh type. The capacity of this plant

•was about I14 tons per hr. The ore was first calcined in

the furnace so as to reduce the siderite superficially to

FegO^, thus making it more magnetic. The furnace was
10 m. long and had a diameter of 0.G5 m. inside the fire-

brick lining. It revolved at the rate of one revolution in

21/2 min. and had a capacity of 114 tons per hr. The
ore before roasting was mixed with 100 kg. of fine coal

per ton. The total cost of calcining was 5 lire per ton.

The Primosigh separators were in drum form, with elec-

tromagnets inside. Passing around this drum and over

pulleys at the side were four wide belts. As the ore

traveled along a shaking trough under, and at right angles

to these bolts, the siderite was drawn up on them and car-

ried over the side of the shaking trough, while the blende

continued to the end and discharged into a car. To

ojjerate the Primosigh separators, 5 hp. was required, and
the cost of this separation was 2 lire per ton. The con-

centrates from the separators contained 50% zinc and
10% iron, and the tailings carried 6% in zinc and
45%! iron, the zinc recovery being 93%.

Thk liEFoiniED ELECTROM.A.GXETIC Plaxt

The new magnetic separation plant consists of a series

of three Ullrich magnetic separators arranged in tandem,
shown in the illustration. The siderite-blende ore is fed
by a bucket elevator to a Ferraris shaking screen, which
separates the ore into 3 sizes—0-2, 2-4 and 4-7 mm. Each
size is fed to one of the separators along with about 4,000
liters of water per ton of ore.

The rilrich separators consist of a series of six electro-

magnets arranged in sextants of a circle. A half-section

of the machine is shown in the drawing. Above these
magnets are four iron rings which revolve, passing from
the positive magnetic field of the first pole to the negative

field of the second pole and then to the third pole, which

SYSTEM OF M.A.GNETIC CONCEXTr.ATION

is positive, and so on, completing the circle in about 5

sec. Between the six electro-magnets and these rings, and
traveling at right angles to the rings, are six brass shak-

ing pans, on to which the ore is fed from a central dis-

tributor. As the ore passes into the magnetic field, the

siderite is drawn u]) from the pan by the iron rings and
is carried off the side of the shaking pan into a trough

divided into two compartments. Some of the blende is

dragged off of the pan and drops into the first compart-

ment along with some siderite, and this constitutes the

middling product, which is retreated. The siderite free

from blende is carried forward on the ring to the second

compartment, where it is washed from the rings by small

jets of water. The blende free from siderite is discharged

off the end of the shaking pans into a central launder.

To operate an Ullrich separator, about 11/^ hp. is re-

quired for the mechanism and a current of 10 amp. at 125
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volts is required for the magnets. The entire plant is

operated by a 20-hp. motor. The plant runs 10 hr. per

(lav and treats from 2Vn to 3 tons per hr.

The ore fed to these separators averages about 34%
•/ine and 38% iron, the concentrates contain .53% zint

COST OF PLANT OPERATION
Lire

per Day
Power. 20 hp. X 10 hr. X 0.07 lire 14
Labor. 4 men at 3 lire 12
Repairs, per shift 6
Supervision, per shift 3

Amortization. 70,000 lire in 10 years 27

Total cost per day 62
Cost per ton treated (25 tons per day) 2.48

and 5% iron, and the tailings carry 2i^% zinc and 48%
iron. The zinc recovery by this treatment is 96%, while

90% of the siderite is eliminated from the concentrates.

The total cost of the plant was 70,000 lire. The cost

of operating is given in the accompanying table.

'*'

Iisj^2'5^ ft® MSira® Tainmlbes'siffiemi

By a. L. H. Street*

The Michigan Supreme Court was lately called upon to

determine the liability of a mining company for injury

to a timberman, caused by fall of rock, where he entered

the place without looking and in advance of the usual

announcement of the timber boss that it was safe to enter.

(Yrelenich vs. Calumet & Hecla ^lining Co., 154 North-

western Reporter, 39.) The court holds that there can be

no recovery under such circumstances; that the rule of

law that requires an employer to use reasonable care to

provide a safe place of work for his employees does not

extend to the occupation of timbermen, for the very nature

of their work is to make places safe for the miners to fol-

low them. The employer's full duty to timbermen is

discharged, the court declares, when reasonable rules are

promulgated, the workmen are properly instructed, and
when suitable tools and materials are furnished for the

work, with competent men to perform it.

The fellow-servant: rule was applied in a similar case

by the same court (Kangas vs. Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Co.,

154 Northwestern Reporter, 41). Plaintiff was a tim-

berman working on a night shift and was injured through

fall of a rock through a hole leading up into an old stope,

and suit was brought on the theory of negligence of the

day crew in not blocking up the hole. Tint recovery

was denied on the ground that the members of the two

crews were fellow-servants. The court expressly decides

that it is not necessary, in order to constitute men '"fel-

low-servants" within the rule in force in Michigan, exon-

erating an employer from liability for their negligence

toward one another', that they be engaged in the common
work at the same time. It is sufficient that they be en-

gaged in the same work designed to effect the same general

jiurpose. .

Recent Scarcity of Monazite from Brazil, according to a
consular report from iladras, has directed attention to the
possibilities for commercial development of the large deposits
of monazite sand in Travancore, South India. The production
of monazite in British India in 1913 was valued at over $200,-

000. Most of the output was exported in a raw state. A Euro-
pean firm recently purchased land in South Travancore for
the express object, it is said, of carrying on an export trade
in monazite. It is now announced that under a recent order
of the British Government the export of monazite sand from
British India except to the United Kingdom is prohibited.

Attorney, Security Bldg.. Minneapolis, Minn.

[BE&eral

]R<ssoua2'ces'*

For i)urposes of illustration and comparison the los.-^es

caused by the waste that conservationists hope to lessen

or to eliminate are usually expressed in tons or in terms

of monetary value, but as our individual ideas of the value

of money vary widely, I should prefer to discuss these

losses in terms of a labor-unit value. The statement

that in certain industries a loss of $1,000,000 per day

is caused by waste conveys vaguely the idea of great loss,

but if we express this by stating that a loss of 500,000

days of labor is datly caused by waste, this statement con-

veys the same idea to all, namely, that the labor of 500,-

000 employees is wasted every day—a concrete statement

of fact that gives a more definite conception of what

waste really means, for going one step farther, we see

that if this waste could be avoided we would immediately

have available the labor of an army of 500,000 men, which

could profitably be employed in other productive indus-

tries.

I have introduced this homely example because it di-

rects attention to the value of labor as a national asset

and as the real basis of our prosperity and the foundation

of all wealth. The engineer should remember that the

conservation of labor is more important than the conser-

vation of coal or other resources which the Creator has

furnished us in most abundant supply, for labor that is

unnecessarily expended is an absolute loss and never can

be regained.

COXSERTATIOX OF LaBOR THE GrEAT AiM

Conservation of labor is more important than any other

economic issue and should be adopted as a governing

principle of national policy. The object of the engineer-

ing sciences is to produce a given product or to accom-

plish the greatest quantity of work of any kind, with the

least possible expenditure of labor. This is .sometimes

called engineering efficiency, but is more broadly described

by the term conservation of labor.

I may perhaps make this meaning clear by a concrete

example illustrating the aplication of the principle of con-

servation of labor to mining. If we assume that one ton

of iron ore can be mined and prepared for shipment to

the blast furnace from average mines at an average cost

of one day's labor, it would be an economic waste to at-

tempt to mine iron ore from deposits that require two or

three days" labor per ton of ore produced, because Ijy em-
ploying one day's labor at a mine of the first-mentioned

class the same quantity of ore could be produced and two

days' labor would be released for employment in other

useful work; and it would be a similar economic waste

to attempt to recover ore from the tailings or waste dumps
of a mine of the first class, if the recover)- of each ton

of ore from this material required the expenditure of

two or three days' labor.

The same principle of the conservation of labor ma}-

be applied to aU mining and metallurgical industries, the

rule being that labor is unwisely expended when the

labor cost of producing any product exceeds the average

labor cost at which the product can normally be pro-

duced.

•Excerpts from an address delivered by H. M. Chance at
the dedication of the Mines Building at Pennsylvania State
College, State College, Penn., Nov. 5, 1915.
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I would novi- like to say a few word.s iu defense of

the eoal-miiie managers and engineers whom conservation-

ists of the extreme type charge with wholesale waste in the

mining of coal. The fact that many graduates of this

School of Mines are now employed in coal mines justifies

discussion of this subject in some detail.

Most of our bituminous coal is mined from coal beds

that are nearly or quite horizontal, and it will easily be

understood, even by those wlio never have visited a coal

mine, that as the coal is removed some method must
be provided for supporting the roof of the workings ; that

is, for sustaining the great weight of rocks that lie upon
the coal and extend from the coal bed up to the surface

of the ground. By what is known as the longwall system

of mining some coal can be worked without supporting the

roof, which is allowed to settle down and fill the space

made by the removal of the coal, but in most mining dis-

tricts the use of this system is not feasible and the roof

must be supported to a greater or lesser extent as the coal

is removed. Timber, structural steel and concrete or

rubble masonrj' have been used for this purpose, but these

materials are costly and therefore are used sparingly. At
present prices the cost of timber, rubble masonry and con-

crete per cubic yard is respectively about $12, $1 and $6,

while loose material such as sand or gravel, or broken stone

(brought into the mine and used for the purpose of sup-

porting the roof) will vary in cost in different localities,

but will range usually from 75c. to $1.50 per cu.yd.,

phis the cost of timber or masonry necessary to confine

and hold these loose materials in jilace.

To Waste Coal Is Sometimes To Save Labor

As the value of coal in the ground as measured by

royalty rates is rarely greater than 10 or 15e. per ton,

in using concrete or rubble masonry, or even loo.se mate-

rials to support the roof, the engineer nmst so design these

supports that each cubic yard of material .so used will

permit of the mining of from 15 to 40 tons of coal, but

this is rarely possible, as in most cases a cubic yard of

masonry or concrete would l)e necessary for each 10 or 15

tons .so mined. If this method were adopted the cost of

the coal would be increased about 30c. per ton.

As it is obviously foolish and wasteful to u.se high-priced

materials when other cheaper materials are available, the

mining engineer has preferred to substitute in place of

masonry for supporting the roof, certain portions of the

coal bed itself, which by the plans for working the coal,

are not to be mined but are to be left as pillars to support

the roof, thus substituting in place of concrete or rubble

masonry costing $4 or $5 per cu.yd., coal that has a nomi-

nal value (but no labor value because no labor has been

expended upon it) of but 10 or 15c. per cu.yd. The coal

left as pillars to support the roof is thus utilized and per-

forms a necessary and useful function, yet the principal

part (perhaps tsvo-thirds) of the .200,000,000 tons our

friends the conservationists claim is willfully and avoid-

ably wasted every year is this coal that is left in pillars

to support the roof. I think we can safely claim that this

is not waste, but on the contrary is engineering efficiency

of the highest type, in that it utilizes the cheapest and least

valuable material available to .support the roof and saves

the whole labor cost of building supports of other ma-

terials.

Investigation as to what becomes of that part of the

200,000,000 tons claimed as wasted, that is not utilized

as pillars to support the roof, will disclose the fact that

a large portion is coal that is left in mine workings

that are abandoned because the roof is unsafe and because

p. continuance of operation would result in injuries or loss

of life. Coal left in the mines in order to conserve human
lives cannot be classed as avoidable waste. A small part

of the 200,000,000 tons is lost because it is intimately

mixed with refuse and because the labor cost of recovering

ii and separating it from the refuse would be greater

than its value.

Relative Values of Our National Assets

If we are to realize the full benefits of conservation, it

becomes necessary to distinguish clearly between the rela-

tive values of the assets sought to be conserved, otherwise

waste of the more valuable assets may result from the

efforts to conserve those of less value. From an industrial

and economic point of view our national assets may be

grouped as to relative values in the following order:

1. The life of the workman.
2. Labor.
3. Capital (the accumulated products of labor).
4. Supplies needed for current consumption.
5. National resources—timber, minerals, water power, fish,

animals, fertility of the soil, etc.

The acceptance of the principle of conservation as ap-

plied to human lives is shown by the extension of "safety-

first" methods to nearly all industries. "Safety first" has

always been the motto of the mining engineer. Most mine
accidents are cau.sed by unusual or unforeseen conditions,

or by ignorant or careless workmen, or by lack of knowl-

edge of what constitutes a dangerous condition. Mine
accidents have rarely, if ever, been traced to a disregard

of the safety-first principle by engineers.

Next in importance to the conservation of life, engi-

neers have always placed the conservation of labor. In

conserving labor by so directing its application as to

secure the best results at the lowest labor co.st, the engi-

neer protects the capital invested in industrial enterprises

and secures satisfactory profits as compensation for its

use.

Capital is increased by con.servation of the supplies car-

ried in stock to meet the requirements for current con-

sumption, and accumulated wealth grows principally from
the surplus thus saved.

A jjroper regard for the conservation of our national

resources is imposed upon the engineer by the ethics

of his profession, and we can feel sure that this duty

will be performed efficiently and conscientiously by the

graduates of the Pennsylvania State School of Mines

and of other similar institutions.

In preparing this brief discussion of the conservation

of mineral resources in its relation to the work of the

School of Mines, my object has been to present the subject

in a form capable of being understood by the student at

the very threshold of his entrance upon the .study of en-

gineering. A further object has been to furnish a reply

to the exaggerated and misleading statements promulgated

by conservationists—a reply which could be understood

by those who are not familiar with mining and metallur-

gical work, and which would show by simple and logical

arguments that the engineer should not risk human life,

waste the labor of employees, risk the loss of the capital

of his employer or waste materials or .supplies by attempt-

ing to carry out in practice doctrines or theories based

upon the teachings of conservationists of the extreme

type.
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.^BMms' ttlhie To^s'lh^Oak©© MI11==M
1!y .IdiiN' A. Baker*

S)'XOPSIS—ConliniiiiKj tlir drmriptiun and

cost of the erection of the Tough-Oakes mill. The

heating system, electrical inotire-power machinery

and equipment, piping and transmission machinery

are discussed in detail. Finally, the metallurgical

operation of the mill is described.

Since it is necessary to maintain a temperature of

about 65°, the problem of economical heating during

eight months of the year merits careful consideration.

Low-pressure steam, using the gravity-return system, is

employed. The boiler is of the inclosed-firebox type, de-

signed for carrying 15 lb. of steam as a maximum. It is

rated to supply 8,500 sq.ft. of steam radiation. The

water level of the boiler is 5 ft. below the bottom of the

lowest radiator in the "mill. This factor is important if

the radiators are to be kept free from water.

The boiler building has concrete retaining walls and

floor. It is 15 ft. wide and 50 ft. long, with 12-ft. wall.

LAYOUT OF THE TOUGH-OAKES MILL

Included in this is a coal bin, 15x10x12 ft., at the east-

ein end of the building. The boiler setting is a combina-

tion of a brick arch and stone side walls lined with

one course of brick. The stack is of steel and is 3G in.

in diameter and 60 ft. high.

The total area of all radiators installed is 6,000 sq.ft.

The total cubic contents of all buildings heated is 338,000

cu.ft. This gives a ratio of 1 sq.ft. of radiator surface

to 56 cu.ft. of volume. This is over 10^ less than

the amount recommended by radiator manufacturers,

but has been found ample, even in the severest

weather.

The average coal consumption per day is about 2.5

tons, costing $10 per ton. With attendance, this

amounts to $30 per day, or a total of $7,200 for eight

months. In round figures, then, the heating of every

1,000 cu.ft. of liuilding volume costs $50 per annum.

The total cost of installation, excluding boiler plant, is

$13 per 1,000 cu.ft. Including boiler plant, the cost is

$21 per 1,000 cu.ft. The detailed cost of the boiler house

is .shown in the accompanying table.

TABLE 6. COST OF BOILER HOUSE
Labor

Mate- in Super-
Labor rial Total Cost vi.sion Total

Clearing, exca-
vation and
foundations.. $222.60 $93.81 $316.41 70%

Building and
erection 265.45 358.30 623.75 42%

Boiler setting
and equip-
ment 759.09 1313.70 2072.79 36%

Totals $1247.14 $1765.81 $3012.95 41% $198.95 $3211.90

The weight of the boiler, stack and trimmings com-
plete was 14,000 lb. and the laid-down cost at the mill

site was $1,140. Six thousand red brick at $22 per M
and 400 firebrick were used in the setting. The main
steam line is 7 in. and the w'ater-return main 5 in. in

diameter. The summarized cost of the heating system

distributed among the various buildings is shown in

Table 7.

TABLE COST OF HEATING SYSTEM
Labor

Mate- in Super- Total
Building Labor rial Total Cost vision Cost

Crusher station. $109. 77 $248.48 $358.25 31%
Cyanide plant.. 731.45 2800.95 3532.40 20%
Office 14.58 43.44 58.02 25%
Storehouse 6.03 20.00 26.03 23"%
Carpenter shop. 25.59 46.03 71.62 35%
Machine shop.. 53.98 107.37 161.35 33%

Totals $941.40 $326 $4207.67 22% $499.40 $4707.07

•Formerly Construction Engineer tor Tough-Oakes Gold
Mines, Ltd

Floor radiators costing 19.5c. per sq.ft. are used in

the crusher station, office and shops. In the cyanide

plant, wall-type radiators costing 22.4c. per sq.ft. are

employed on account of the limited floor space. Cost of

maintenance is higher for this type than for the floor

radiators. This statement may appear to be contradicted

by the higher cost of labor in the crusher station. This

is not the case, however, since the higher labor charge in

this case is due to the extra work on the trench and box

carrying the pipes between the two buildings.

ELEcTracAL Power Equipment

All power used on the property is supplied by the

Charlton & Euglehart Power Co. The transmission line

is 28 miles long and carries 33,000 volts. The frequency

is 60 cycles, and the voltage is stepped down to 2,200 at

a central transformer station. From here, the mill feeder

line of 000 copper 1,630 ft. long connects with the mill

transformer station. All mill motors use 550 volts. There

are two sets of outside lightning arresters, pole-mounted.

Cedar poles 30 to 35 ft. long and not less than 7 ft. at

the top were used, the maximum distance between poles

being 120 ft. All pole fittings are galvanized, and poles

are securely guyed and dead-ended. As the line crosses

a low-lying area covered with muskeg, some difficulty

was at first experienced in digging post-holes, owing tc'

the surface water. The muskeg is about 2 ft. deep over

a bed of impervious clay. A box, open at both ends, 36

in. square and 30 in. deep, was forced dow"n through the

muskeg to the clay. This sealed off the muskeg water

and permitted the remainder of the hole to be dug with

ease. The cost of the pole line is given in Table 2, and
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also in Table 9 of detailed electrical costs. It is at the

rate of $3,930 per mile.

At the mill transformer station the voltage is stepped

down from 2,200 to 550 volts in a bank of three 150-kv.-a.

single-phase Westinghonse transfoi-mers. Space is left

for a second bank in the same building. A main oil-

switch of 450-kv.-a. capacity with indicating wattmeter

is placed on the secondary side of the transformers. From
the switch the main circuit rnns to the busses of the mill

switchboard upon which are six plain disconnecting

switches controlling the motor circuits. All 550-volt con-

ductor used in the mill is caljle and is nlaced in conduit.

The data on the various circuits are shown in Table 8.

A lO-kv.-a. lighting transformer, 2,200 primary to

110 secondary, is connected directly to the high-tension

bus bars. A separate meter and switch control the 110-

volt side. The lighting mains run along the outside

walls of the mill to two Crouse-Hinds distribution panels,

one in the central portion of the cyanide plant and the

other in the crusher station. From these centers. 13

separate lighting circuits control the group lighting.

Tungsten lamps are used throughout. For general illum-

ination in the cyanide plant, GOO-watt nitrogen-filled

tungsten lamps with ground-glass bulbs are employed.

If properly erected, these lamps last 5 or 6 months. No
arc lamps are used.

TABLE 8. MOTOR-CIRCUIT DATA
Con-

Circuit Length Wire duit Motors
No. Ft. Size Size Hp. R.p.m. Driven Machinery
1 120 2 114 40 .580 2 centrifugals, vacuum

and triplex pumps.
20 690 Low-pressure air com-

pressor.
ID 1120 5 thickeners. 3 agita-

tors, 4 diaphragm
pumps.

2 125 2 11,4 10 890 Conveyor belt and lime
elevators.

10 890 2 Dorr classifiers and
elevators.

3 280 2 1V4 50 580 2 crushers, elevator.
trommel and skip
hoist.

4 50 4 1^ 40 580 16x60 Hardinge ball mill.
5 20 00 2 100 580 5x20 tube mill.
6 20 00 2 100 580 5x20 tube mill.
Main 2 Circuits

Feeder 75 2.50,000
CM. 2ii All motors Total mill load.

Total shipping weight of all motors, transformers, starters,
etc., 46,000 lb. Laid-down cost, ISc. per lb.

All motors are of the Westinghouse G.M. mill type.

With the exception of the circuits Nos. 3 and 4, all ma-

chines are much underloaded. Conductor size permits

of 25% overload on each machine on the circuit. All

motors 40 hp. and over have panel-type starter and am-

meter. Smaller machines have the standard starter.

With this starter an asbestos-lined box with knife switch,

.starting and running fuses is used. The summary of

the detailed electrical costs is given in Table 9.

TABLE 9. COST OF ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
Percent-

Mate- age of Super-
Building Labor rials Total Labor vision Total

Cruslier sta-
tion $65.60 $856. 6S $922.28 7.1

Cyanide
plant .... 559.09 5.789.03 6,348.12 8.7

Transformer
station ... 171.17 3,508.15 3,679.32 4.7

Machine
shop 70.02 194.00 264.02 26.9

Power line. 420.16 712.00 1.132.16 3S.0

Total $1286.04 $11,059.86 $12,345.90 10.4 $760.45 $13,106.35

The total cost does not include the transformer building.

The number, size and cost of motors and transformers

can usually be estimated at an early stage of mill de-

sign. In the case of the Tough-Oakes, the total laid-

ilown cost was $8,282 The ratio between this sum and

the total of Table 9 gives iis 1.(5, a useful factor for esti-

mating purposes.

Estimating the amount of pipe that will be used in a

mill is not so easy as might appear. While in no sense

a standard, the exact bill of piping used in the Tough-

Oakes should be of interest and is given here.

DETAILS OF PIPING ON THE PLANT
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I'xaivation. Total cost tor liilim- mikI iiiatcrial, rrom

Table 2, is $2,291.58, or $1.91 per I't. This cost is rather

high, as freezing weather was (iicoiiiitcrci! bd'oT'c tlie

work was completed. Under favoralilc weather condi-

tions $1.70 per ft. could be achieved.

The mill water tank is 22 ft. in iliaincter by 20 ft.

high, with sides and bottom of 3-in. British t'olumbia fir,

and holds 50,000 Imperial gallons. It cost $4()4 f.o.b.

Swastika. The bottom of the tank is 27 ft. above the

ground. The' substructure is of lO.xlO-in. tindicr on

concrete piers. Costs are shown in Table 2.

TllANSMISSIOX EQUII'JtKXT AND MACHINERY INSTALLA-

TION

All bearings are of the ring-oiling type; split cast-iron

pulleys are used throughout. A liberal factor of safety

was allowed in all shafting, and the number of sizes used

reduced to three— lif-in., 2i''B-in., 2{|-in. The laid-down

cost of all transmission equipment, excluding belting, was

$1,534. Cost of belting was $2,050, making a total first

cost for all transmission equipment of $3,584. Endless

stitched rubber belts' are used on all motor drives. All

transmission and conveyor belting is of the best-quality

rubber. Balata is used on the two elevators.

The data on piping and transmission already given are

included under the heading of "Machinery and Equip-

ment" in the main tainilation of cost given in Table 1.

in righting lo carry il back over tiic 22 ft. of weigiiing

platform and onlo the ddwii-gradc, where gravity returns

it to the shafthouse. A i/^-iii. cable is used. The trestle

is 950 ft. long, with a 10% grade U,v two-thirds of the

way and 4% for the remaindei-. The track is 2(i-in. gage,

using 20-11). rails. The average height of trestle is 12 ft.

and the hoisting speed is 4 50 ft. per niin.

from the ore bin, iiolding 75 tons, the ore is drawn out

through an arc gate into a 12x20-in. all-steel Buchanan

jaw crusher set to 2 in. The product falls to a 14-iu.

(i-ply Balata-belt elevatoi' with 12x;\l-in. manganese-

Bte(4 buckets running 3"5 ft. ]ier iiiin. on 36-ft. centers.

The ('levator delivers to a ;i(i\0(i-in. Gates-type revolv-

ing screen running 20 r.p.ni. and having li/o-in. round

perforations in y^-'m. plate. The oversize of this screen

returns to a lOxKi-in. all-steel crusher set to IVs-in. with

special smooth jaw-plates for fine grinding. The product

from this machine dro]is to the same elevator and is

retui'ned to the screen. The undersize of the screen falls

to a hopper, whence it is fed to the incline conveyor belt

delivering to the cyanide-plant ore bin. This belt is 14-in.

5-ply rul)ber conveyor belting running at 125 ft. per min.

on a 14° slope. It is driven by a separate motor.

The large crushei- runs 250 and the small crusher 275

r.p.m. Each crusher is driven through a split friction

clutch on a main lineslian. Another clutch cuts out the

countershaft dri\ ing the eh'vator, trommel and skip hoist.

I'VMI'INi; Fixxil:, SHOWING ZINC FEEDER INTi:i;l(>R OP THE TANK AND .MUTATOR ROOJI

In fact, this account is a Idanket one covering I'verytbing

that could not be properly charged to any of the other

work orders. Besides all machinery proper, it includes

the initial charges of pebbles and balls, amalgamating

tables, all launders, elevator housings, platforms and

walk-ways, guard rails and labor incident to trying out

and adjusting machinery Ijefore it went into regular

operation.

In the crusher station, labor forms 24% of the total;

in the cyanide plant 17% and in the combined machinery

installation, 18% of the total.

At the crushing station, floors and stairways were com-

]ileted on Dec. 20 and machinery installation commenced
on that date. The motor and shafting were turned over

on Feb. 20 and the first I'ock was crushed on Mar. 8.

The skip coming up the incline runs over a platform

scale of 3 tons' capacity. The average weight of ore is

1.45 tons. The skip is then pulled up over a tipping

device, and the empty skip acquires sufficient momentum

The crusher station has a normal capacity of 15 tons per

hr. and often makes 20 tons when all conditions are

favorable. The ammeter of the 50-hp. motor driving this

department springs between 35 and 45 amp.

Description of the Cyanide-Plant Arrangement

The crushed-ore bin is flat-bottomed and holds 165 tons

when filled u]) to the conveyor discharge. Of this, 85

tons will run out by gravity. From three chutes along

one side of the bin, the ore is d'elivered by eccentric

plunger feeders to a 12-in. conveyor belt traveling 75 ft.

per min. This belt spills into the scoop box of a 16x72-in.

Hardinge ball mill running 30 r.p.m. and set with 2i/o-in.

fall toward the discharge end. Sodium-cyanide solution

titi'ating 2.5 lb. KCN per ton is added to the scoop box.

The ball load is between 4 and 41/2 tons.

Under these conditions the capacity of the mill has

been found to be between 85 and 90 tons per 24 hr.,

using 40 to 45% moisture. A lower moisture gives a
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finer product but less tonnage. With 55 to G0% moisture

a large quautity of coarse oversize is thrown out. It is

hoped that by leveling up the mill, decreasing tlie speed

to 29 r.p.m. and using a choke plate to raise the ball

load, a considerable increase in capacity will be obtained.

On medium-grade ore, $'^0 to $25 per ton, tube mills

and cyanide plant will handle 110 tons. A screen test

of the ball-mill feed and discharge is shown.

SCREEN TEST SHOWING BALL-MILL WORK
Disohargre

On %xl% 7.4
On 2-mesh 64.1
Through 2-mesh 28.

5

On 2-mesh 7.3
On 4-mesh 3.6
On 10-mesh 7.1
On 20-mesh 20.2
On 60-mesh 18.7
On 150-mesh 15.2
Through 150 mesh, sand. 11.0
Through 150 mesh, slime 18.2

The ball-mill discharge is split between two duplex

Dorr classifiers, each 20 ft. long, but except for the extra

4 ft. of length, standard machines. The rakes are length-

ened 6 in. to prevent fine sand banking near the overflow.

They are set on a slope of 2i/4 in- per ft. The sand

coming over the head end gravitates to the feed box of a

5x20-ft. tube mill equipped with a scoop of 26-in. radius.

Pebbles are fed through the scoop and the load is kept 4

in. above center.

Moisture is kept at 40% of the total. The mills are

provided with cast-steel heads, manganese-steel head

liners and cast-iron gears. The shell liners are chilled

cast iron with concentric ribs known as the Globe type.

A set of shell liners weighs 10,500 lb. Exact power-

consumption measurements are not at present available,

but the ammeter registers between 70 and 80 amp. under

normal conditions. A 100-hp. motor drives each mill

through a 72xl8-in. clutch pulley, thus leaving a margin

for the use of manganoid balls if found desirable. Pulley

centers are 22 feet.

The discharge from either tube mill may return to its

classifier or to a 12-in. bucket elevator which raises it

to two amalgamated copper plates from which the pulp

returns to the classifiers. Each plate is 5 ft. wide and

30 in. long. Longer plates were tried out, but as the

bottom one caught no gold and became corroded from

the action of the cyanide, it was discarded.

ClAS.SIFYIXG AXD FiLTEKlXG THE PuLP

The dilution in the classifiers is kept between 5 and 6

to 1, the specific gravity of the ore being 2.7. The pri-

mary, or No. 1, thickener is a standard Dorr machine of

heavy pattern. It makes one revolution in SI/2 min. The

pregnant solution overflowing it carries $4 to $5 per ton

on medium ore and runs by gravity to a clarifying filter

Ijox containing twelve canvas vacuum leaves. Each leaf

is 9 ft. 6 in. by 4 ft. 6 in. When precipitating at 375

tons per 24 hr., an average rate, this gives 70 sq.ft. per

ton per hr. Experience shows that an allowance of 100

sq.ft. per ton per hr. would be better on Tough-Oakes ore.

An 8xl0-in. vacuum pump delivers the clarified solu-

tion to the 16xl0-ft. pregnant sump. A tipping-box with

a counter measures the tonnage going into the tank. A
5i/.x7-in. triplex pump, with connection to Merrill zinc

feeder on the suction side, forces the solution through

two 36-in. 16-frame Merrill presses. The barren efiluent

carrying 2 to 6c. per ton can gravitate to No. 1 agitator.

No. 4 thickener, or the 16xl0-ft. barren-solution sump.

The vacuum and triplex pumps are belt-driven from

the pump-floor lineshaft, which also drivi's two 3-in.

Gwynnes centrifugal slime pumps. These pumps run

1,600 r.p.m. and handle the crushing and barren solu-

tions. The crushing solution, being the overflow of No. 2

thickener, runs to a 16xl0-ft. sump and is elevated con-

tinually by the centrifugal to the upper 20xl0-ft. stor-

age sump. The barren-solution pump is used only inter-

mittently and is cross-connected so that it is available for

handling crushing solution. A small motor-driven low-

pressure air compressor is located on the pump floor. It

has a capacity of 217 cu.ft. of free air per min. to 25 lb.

Returning to the primary, or No. 1, thickener, the

underflow is elevated by diaphragm pump through 4-in.

suction pipe to the first agitator at 40% moisture. The
pump is of the constant-stroke variable-speed type, with

a normal speed of 25 pulsations per minute. It is driven

from the main lineshaft running the full length of the

building. This shaft is supported on boxing mounted on

the sides of the central row of posts. From it are driven

all thickeners, agitators, diaphragm pumps and the sump
elevator.

Agitation and Continuous Decantation Systems

The Dorr agitators are 16 ft. in diameter by 12 ft.

high, with 6 in. fall between each tank. The arms make
two revolutions per minute. Air is introduced at the

top. The piping permits either crushing or barren solu-

tion to be added to secure the desired dilution—in this

case 2.75 to 1. Present practice is to add cyanide suffi-

cient to bring the solution in the first agitator up to 3 lb.

jjer ton, or 0.15% KCN. Adding a portion of the cyanide

to the tube-mill circuit is contemplated. As the experi-

mental work indicated high acidity, dry lime was first

added to the fine-ore bin. Practice showed the acidity

to be not nearly so great, and it was found better to add

the milk of lime to the thickeners. A protective alkalinity

of about 1 lb. per ton, expressed as NaOH, is employed.

The agitators dissolve about $2 per ton on medium-grade

ore. The washed pulp from the last agitator will assay

.$l.(iO to $1.80 and the same product in the final thick-

ener discharge, $1 to $0.80c. There is no material differ-

ence between the plus and minus 200-mesh material. The

solution going to waste assays 15 to 20c. per ton, which

at 37% moisture means 7 to 12c. per ton soluble loss.

This will undoubtedly be cut down when time has given

an opportunity to perfect all details of the metallurgy.

Thorough mixing of the solution and pulp entering the

decantation thickeners is absolutely essential. The under-

flow solution value is at times double that of the over-

flow. The mill has not been running long enough to give

representative figures for pebble and ball consumption,

cyanide loss and cost per ton. Approximate estimates

for the latter two items are li/4 1'^- and 2 lb. per ton.

The raw precipitate is worth $35 per lb. It is acid-

treated in a wooden tank and then melted in a tilting

furnace, using a No. 400 crucible. The resulting bullion

is 600 fine in gold and 250 fine in silver.

The Houshton Copper Co., Winona. Mich., reports that

during 1914 the sinking of the winze below the S20-ft. level

was continued and bottomed at the 1.020-ft. level. The
620-tt. level was run north 3S3 ft. The 1,020-tt. level was
e.xtended 397 ft. to the south of the winze and 334 ft. to the

north of the winze, and some good copper ground was
encountered on both sides. Expenditures amounted to $23,440

and liabilities exceeded current assets by $7,650 at the end of

the year. A mill test is to be made of about 7.500 tons of

accumulated rock from development work.
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The Callow pneumatic process is the

result of development and modification of former

systems. Ifs operation is described. Different oils

affect different ores in various ways, but there is

nothing but actual e.rperiment to determine whai

will happen. The theory is that the process is an

electrostatic one.

Early in 1909 I did a great deal of work with the ilae-

quisten flotation process and was instrumental in the tube-

plant installation at the Morning mill, at MuUan, Idaho.

Tliis work was followed by a large amount of experi-

menting on the different kinds of existing flotation proc-

esses, the outcome of which was the development of the

pneumatic process.

The first application of pneumatic flotation for the

treatment of ore was .made at the mill of the National

Copper Co., at ^lullan, Idaho. The plant went into

operation about Apr. 10, 1914. The flow sheet is shown

in Fig. 1. Since that date, the process has been adopted

by nearly all the other mills in the Coeur d'Alenes treat-

ing lead and lead-zinc ores, notably the Gold Hunter,

^lorning, Hercules, Bunker Hill & Sullivan, Caledonia,

Last Chance, Hecla and Standard. The same process,

too, has since been adopted by the Inspiration Copper Co.,

the Arizona Copper Co., the Anaconda Copper Mining

Co., the ilagma and other copper companies, and by the

Silver King, Daly-Ju,dge, Dusquesne, and El Eayo min-

ing companies, on lead, zinc and other ores.

The Callow Floatixg Apparatus

The various elements composing the Callow process are

shown in Fig. 2. In the mixer .4, operated by compressed

air, the oil, air and water are mixed and emulsified. In

cases where the oil, or frothing agent, can be fed into the

crushing or grinding machine, this mixer, or Pachuca

tank, can be dispen.sed with, the tube mill discharging

direct to the separatory cell.

The initial or roughing separatory cell B consists of

a tank about 9 ft. long and 24 in. wide, with a bottom in-

clined at- from 3 to 4 in. to the foot. It is 20 in. deep at

the shallow end and 4.5 in. deep at the other end. It may
be built of either steel j^r wood, but wood is preferable.

Fig. 3 shows the cell in detail. The bottom of the tank

consists of a porous medium made of four thicknesses

of loosely woven canvas twill, properly supported by a

backing of perforated metal to prevent its bulging when
under air pressure. Through this porous medium com-

pressed air is forced liy a blower. Porous brick or any

other ceramic material that will give the necessary' fine

subdivision to the air may also be used. Some of these

have been tried out, l)ut for practical and mechanical

reasons the loosely woven canvas twill seems to serve all

purposes better than anything else.

The space underneath this porous bottom is divided

into eight compartments, each connected by an individu-

al pipe and valve with the main air pipe. By this means

the air pressure to each compartment can be regulated

(liy throttling the valve) to correspond to the varying

hydraulic head within the tank, and so as to discharge a

uniform amount of air throughout the length of the

bottom. A pressure of from 4 to 5 lb. is commonly used,

each square foot of porous medium requiring from 8

to 10 cu.ft. of free air per minute.

Each longitudinal edge of the tank is provided with a

lip and an overflow gutter for the reception of the froth

discharged. The lower end of the tank is furnished with

a spigot discharge fitted with a plug valve operated by a

float, to maintain a uniform water level within the tank

Symbo/s indlcakd thus^^
rtprwscnr ^^ gaU^^^ p^r Mmitt

NATIONAL COPPER MIXING CO.'S MILL,

'srCAM CONCCHTJtAT£ efrcs

•Excerpts from a paper by J. M. Callow, Salt Lake City,
I'tah, to be presented at the February, 1916, meeting of the
American Institute of Mining Engineers at New York.

and thus, in turn, maintain a uniform and constant dis-

charge of froth under all the varying conditions of feed

supply incident to practical milling operations. The
water level may of course be varied, but is usually main-

tained at about 10 to 12 in. below the level of the overflow

lips.

The tailings are discharged through the spigot, and

the frothy concentrate is conveyed to the cleaner separa-

tory cell C. This cleaner cell is a machine of the same

construction as the rougher. In operation, however, it
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usually has a lower air pressure. The tailing from the

cleaner is returned to the original feed, a closed circuit

thus being maintained. The concentrate from the cleaner

is the finished product.

The machines may be run either in parallel or in series

without any sacrifice in the capacity for a given number
of cells. Recent experience goes to show that on some
ores the series treatment gives slightly cleaner tailings;

on others it does not. It is not necessary to extend this

arrangement of cells beyond two cells in series. In a heav-

ily mineralized ore this arrangement is decidedly advan-

tageous, and in such a case the rougher concentrate might
be of high enough grade to dispense with the cleaning

operation. The froth from the second cell in the series

might be returned to the original feed, in the same way
that the tailings are returned from the cleaner when prac-

ticing a roughing and cleaning operation. A number of

such combinations are possible.

At the mill of the Inspiration Copper Co., Fig. 4, the

feed goes to 12 primary roughers, the tailings from which
are classified into sand and slime, the sand going to

tables and the slime to 12 secondary roughers. The con-

centrate from both the primary and secondary roughers

goes to four cleaner cells, and the tailings from the

cleaner cells are pumped back into the circuit.

Froth Formation and Pulp Density

The froth is generated as the result of injecting the

finely divided air into the bottom of the already emulsified

pulp ; it continues to form and to overflow as long as it is

furnished with pulp of the proper consistency, adequately

mixed with the right quantity and kind of oil or frothing

agent. Measured from the water level within the tank,

the froth produced may be from 14 to 16 in. thick and
will be more or less voluminous, coarse or fine-grained, dry

or watery, according to the character of the ore and
the kind and quantity of oil introduced. The condition

of the froth may be varied, therefore, by changes in the

kind and quantity of oil used and the quantity of air in-

jected. In some ores rich in sulphides, and where a com-
paratively low-grade concentrate will suffice, the cleaning

cells may not be necessary, but on low-grade ores having a

high ratio of foncentration and when a concentrate of

extreme cleanness and of maximum grade is required, a

cleaner is desirable.

The pulp to be treated may be of varying density, from
21/^ of water to 1 of ore, up to 5 or G to 1. For a mix-

ture of sand and slime, the former ratio is preferable, but

for pure slime, minus 200-niesh, the larger proportion of

water is allowable. The particular density is not a mat-

ter of so much importance as the supplying of pulp of

uniform density, since each variation in the density of the

pulp requires a readjustment of the oil supply, the quan-

tity of oil increasing in proportion to the inci'eased volume

of the pulp, independent of its solid contents.

The Oils Used and Froth Character

The oils used may be broadly divided into "frothers"

and "collectors." The pine oils are good frothers, and coal

tar and its various subdivisions are good collectors. On
some ores crude pine tar will in itself combine the prop-

erties both of frothing and collecting; on others, this may
have to be enriched by the addition of some one of its

more volatile constituents, such as refined pine oil, tur-

IKMitines, or wood creosote.

Generally speaking, the c-oal-tar products are poor

frothers, and to get a sufficient volume of froth to insure

a high recovery, it is often necessary to add refined or

crude pine oil, creosote, etc. At the Inspiration mill,

for instance, the mixture is 80% crude coal tar, 20%
coal-tar creosote; at another plant on similar ore, 45%
El Paso coal tar, 40% coal-tar creosote, 10% creosol and

5% pine oil. At Daly-Judge a mixture of 40% crude

coal tar, 40% creosote and 20% pine oil was used. In the

Cceur d'Alenes on zinc ore .straight wood creosote was
used ; on the ore of the National Copper Mining Co., plain

turpentine will work, but pine oil is better.

At Inspiration, from ll/o to 2 lb. of the mixture per

ton of ore was used; at Daly-Judge, 1 to U/o lb.; and
at the National, xo 1^". of oil is sufficient. In the ex-

perimental work at another plant the oil consumption was
approximately 1 lb. of mixture per ton ; but since the

entire plant has been in operation, and the circuit water

reclaimed and used over again, the oil consumption has

dropped to 0.35 lb. At present the proper kind or kinds

of oil and the quantity requisite can be determined only

by experiment; no scientific way has thus far been

found.

The stability of the bubbles depends to some extent upon
tlic oil used and the nature of the gangue in the pulp
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FIG. 2. CALLOW PNEUMATIC PROCESS

treated. Pine oil makes a brittle froth, which dies im-

mediately on arriving at the surface. Creosote and light

oil make a more elastic envelope, which at times will ex-

pand into bubbles 3 or 4 in. in diameter before bursting.

Pine-oil bul)l)les are rarely over y^ or I/2 i^i- i'l diameter.

Castor oil, olive oil, candle-maker.s' oil (oleic acid), palm
oil, sperm oil and other oils of a lubricating nature

have in general been replaced by oils more or loss solu-

ble or miscible in water—such as turpentine pine oil,

and all the coal- and wood-tar distillations. The ex-

tremely volatile hydrocarbons, as naphtha, gasoline, ether

and alcohol, seem to be of little use except as means for

making the pitchy ingredients of coal and wood tars more
soluble or miscible. A large, coarse and elastic bubble

seems necessary to the recovery of coarse-grained mineral,

but for the very fine and colloidal mineral, a small and

comparatively brittle bubble is necessary.

The National Copper Mining Co., using approximately

950 cu.ft. of air at 4 lb. pressure, and treating 500

tons per day on eight roughers and two cleaners, required

35 hp. ; this shows a requirement of 3.5 hp. per cell, equiva-

lent to 12.53 tons per hp., or 1.25 kw.-hr. per ton.
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Another company usiug approximately !),G00 cu.ft. of

air at 5 lb. pressure and treating 2,100 tons per day on

18 roughers and 12 cleaners, requires 310 hp., equivalent

to 3..-) hp. per cell, 11.45 tons per hp., or 1.5G kw.-hr. per

ton. The experimental plant of the Inspiration Copper

Co., using approximately 950 cu.ft. of air at 5 lb. pressure

and treating 200 tons per day with four roughers and one

iialf-size cleaner, required 24 h]). ; deducting 4 hp. for two

2-in. centrifugal pumps, the figures become 4 hp. per cell,

10 tons per h])., or 1.79 kw.-hr. per ton. A maximum
figure would be 21/^ kw.-hr. per ton of feed, using 5 to

&y2 lb. air pressure, generated iiy Roots or Connersvillo

positive blowers.

The oil mixtures in use cost from 1.25c. per 11). u])

to ;!c. ])er lb., depending on the percentage of creosol and

other high-priced oils used; on most ores, IV^c. per lb.

is a safe average figure, and a consumption of 1 to 11/2 lb..

On a jilant of 250 tons the extra labor costs per ton

wonld bring it uj) to approximately 10c. per ton of no-

tation feed. Actual figures from a large plant treating

over 2,000 tons by flotation gave 6.1c. per ton. The flo-

tatioji feed in this case represents 60% of the crude-ore

tonnage, making the cost 3.5c. per ton of crude ore

treated.

The Kkasoxs foi! Flotatiox Piiexomena

So far no satisfactory explanation of flotation phe-

nomena has been advanced. At my instigation and under
my direction, a large amount of research work has been

done in an endeavor to fornmlate some logical explanation

of the phenomena, and perhaps to find some scientific way
of conducting flotation experiments in place of the em-
pirical methods now in vogue. Although the latter ob-

ject has not yet been attained, still these experiments

SECTION THROUGH C.L.OF
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FIG. 3. DETAILS OF THE CALLOW FLOT.\TION CELL

or from ].25c. to 4.5c. per ton of feed, averaging 2i?^e.

would be a safe estimate.'

Labor will vary, of course, with the size of the plant.

At one plant consisting of 60 cells, two men per shift

operate the entire plant, equivalent to a cost of ly^v.

per ton. One man per shift on a 250-ton jjlant means a

cost of 5.4c. per ton. Assuming a life of three mouths
per blanket, a capacity of 50 tons per cell, and an allow-

ance for repairs to blowers, motors, pumps, etc., we
have i,'2C. per ton as a liberal allowance.

With power at Ic. per kw.-hr., and a consumption of

21/2 kw.-hr. i^er ton, the cost would figure 2.5c. jaer ton

of feed. The estimated cost on a 2,000-ton flotation plant,

or larger, would be approximately as shown in the table.

FLOTATION COST ON A 2.000-TON PLANT
Per Ton, Cents

Labor 1.25
Oil 2.50
Maintenance 0.50
Power 2.50

Total 6.75

have resulted in the formulation of a theory that appears

to be well grounded and that may prove of interest and
value to others engaged in this art. This theory refers

flotation ultimately to electrostatic action.

Much work has been done at the Mellon Institute, at

Pittsburgh, under the direction of Dr. Eaymond C. Bacon,

and lately by James A. Block at the station of the LTnited

States Bureau of Mines in Salt Lake City. The re.sult

of all of this work is summed up in the following state-

ment :

In considering the connection between flotation phe-

nomena and the physical properties of the minerals con-

cerned, there are two parallelisms

:

First—It has been noticed for some time that the min-

erals that floated were not easily wetted by water, while

those that were easily wetted did not tend to come up with

the froth.

Second—There is a parallelism beween certain electro-

static characteristics and the flotation properties of ores.
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In the firet-mentioned theory, surface tensions and
contact aiiirle.s should be considered. Certain minerals,

such as galena, will float on the surface of still water,

while gangue particles, since they possess a greater ad-

hesive attraction for the water than the water's cohesive

attraction for itself, will lie drawn through the surface

film into the interior, and sink because of their greater spe-

cific gravity. These properties of floatable minerals and
gangues are increased by the pre.sence of oil and acid.

Oil sticks to galena with greater tenacity than it does to

silica, and an oil surface is still less easily wetted than a

galena surface. The acid in the water causes a still greater

/2 SECONDARY
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again

FIG. 4. IN'SPIR.ATTON COPPER CO.'S MILL

difference in the various surface tensions. This, it seems,

IS without question tlie explanation of the action in the

Macquisten process, in which the ore particles are lifted

to the surface where they can be removed by skimming

off the surface layer of the liquid.

With reference to the second parallelism, it has been

noticed that extremely small amounts of certain colloidal

impurities, such as saponin or tannin, were detrimental

to flotation ; while others, such as Congo red and methy-

lene blue, did not interfere and were, if anything, bene-

ficial. In classifying these, the injurious ones generally

came under the head of what physical chemists call elec-

tronegative colloids, while electropositive colloids were

iHit harmful. Suspended particles will generally migrate

uhen placed in an electric field, and this classification

comes naturally from the direction of their migration.

This migration is called electrophoresis, or electrical en-

dosmose, and is the result of the formation of contact

layers around the particles by the liquid containing them,

very similar to the formation of surface films when liquids

come in contact with air. These contact films almost

invariably have a difference of potential between their

inner and outer surfaces. An air-water contact film has,

for instance, a difference of 0.05.5 volt, and other contact

films have similar charges. This causes the particles

to act like charged solids and to be attracted by electric

charges of opposite sign.

The charges on solids and nonmiscible liquids can be

conveniently studied on the stage of a microscope.

This work naturally led to the study of the charges ex-

hibited by various ores and minerals, and in that work
an interesting parallelism was observed—namely, that

floatable minerals seemed to have positive charges and uon-

;
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PIG. 5. ARIZONA COPPER CO.'.S MII.L

floatable gangues, negative charges. Some gangues were

found with positive charges, but they were characteristical-

ly hard to handle, having a tendency to come up with the

froth. These charges sometimes vary with the acidity or

alkalinity of the liquid, and this variation is not in-

consistent with the effects of acidity or alkalinity on the

flotation of ores.

It has been noticed that these electrostatic properties

depend on the condition of the surface of the particle

and not upon the composition of the mass. For instance,

lead oxide, which is ordinarily negative or neutral, when
covered with a sulphide coating takes upon itself a positive

charge.

Effect of CoNTACT-FiLii Charges

Eecent investigations on the coagulation and defloccula-

tion of slimes, on the coagulation and dispersion of col-

loids and along similar lines show that these contact-film

charges, although small, have an important bearing on the

dispersion or coherence of particles suspended in liquid

mediums. In fine suspensions and in colloidal solutions,

these charges may often be neutralized by the introduc-
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tioii of oppositely charged ionsi, precipitation generally

taking place whenever these charges fall below certain

limits. Oppositely charged contact films have a general

tendency to coalesce, while similarly charged films, if

their charges are great enongh to overcome natural eo-

hesiveness, do not seem to coalesce, but to repel each other,

and if the weight of the particles is small enough in re-

lation to their size and surface, permanent dispersion

will take place, the particles distributing themselves

through a liquid in much the same manner that gas will

fill a container.

In view of the above observations, it seems possible

that flotation is the result of difference in polarity in the

f^

FIG. 6. FLOT.\TION AT THE D.\LY-JUDGE MILL.
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48.02% total silver

0.1 Pb = 1.37% total lead
1.4 Zn — 9.32% total zinc
0.7 Ag- = 4.71% total silver

charges on the various ore particles and on the bubbles.

Since oil contact films and air contact films have both

been proved to have negative charges, the positively

charged minerals will adhere to either. The bubble

mantles in a flotation machine are undoubtedly com-

posed of oil or of oil in emulsion, since pure water

alone will not froth. The same forces, then, that cause

oppositely charged colloids to agglomerate and precipi-

tate, cause the minerals to adhere to the oil-covered bub-

bles ; and the same forces that keep the particles of an oil

emulsion dispersed, keep the gangue particles repelled

from the bubbles

Expressed briefly, the theory is as follows

:

That oil flotation is an electrostatic process. It is a

scientific fact that when a solid particle is suspended in

water, the water will form around the particle a contact

film which generally possesses an electric charge, the

amount and polarity depending upon the nature of the

surface of the particle and the electrolyte in which it is

suspended. The pi-e.scnce of these charges can be demon-

strated !)y the fact that the particles possessing them will

migrate when placed in an electric field. It has been dem-
onstrated that floatable particles have charges of one polar-

ity (positive), and that nonfloatable particles have charges

of the opposite polarity (negative) ; that the froth is

charged negatively and so attracts the positively charged

or floatable minerals and repels the negatively charged

or nonfloatable ones. It is this, it is believed, that cau.ses

the floatable minerals, galena, sphalerite, etc., to adhere

to the froth, and the gangue minerals, silica, etc., to re-

main in the liquid where they can be discharged as tailings.

ssaa

I finally left London on Apr. .5. I had Ijceii preijared

to start on ]Mar. 19, but a few days before that, the

wound in my leg, which I had received in the Caucasus,

began to trouble me. It grew a little more painful every

day, until on the 18th I consulted a surgeon, who said that

an abscess was forming where the bullet was still lodged

Consequently, I had to go into a hospital for an operation

to have the bullet removed. This delayed me practically

two weeks.

After I had reached Petrograd, I staged there 10

days on business and then went to JIoscow for a two-

day visit. From there I went to Batoum and thence to

our establishment at Danzoul, 40 mi. farther south. The

Turks had voluntarily retired from the vicinity of our

property early in March, on account of their rear be-

ing threatened. Much to my surprise, they had done

no great material damage to the works. It is nothing

short of marvelous that they had not done so. The

local natives, however, had looted all of the private houses

and had stripped them absolutely bare. The upholstered

furniture and mattresses, which they did not wish to

carry away with them, had had their coverings torn off.

The only personal belonging that I recovered was the

Brunton compass presented to me by the boys at the

Braden mine. This had been found by a Russian soldier

on a mountain side several miles distant from my house,

where it had evidently been dropped unintentionally.

Besides looting the houses, the natives had done much
willful damage to them—some not having even a door or

window left. At the mine, as well as the reduction works,

the warehouses had been looted. They had taken about

10 tons of explosives, all hand tools and instruments

of every description, in addition to such material as leather

and vanner belts. But this is all as nothing compared

to what they might have done with a few matches or

with a few boxes of dynamite. It is true that before

going away they placed several mines, including two un-

der my house ; but these were probably for future use.

The collecting again of a staff and the making of the

necessary repairs will be a big undertaking. However,

nothing can be done until the Dardanelles is opened and

the war with Turkey as good as settled. Fortunately, all

of the old staff members whom I would want to re-

•E.xcerpts from a letter from R. T. White, of tlie Caucasus
Copper Co., reprinted from "Teniente Topics." Tile letter is

dated May 16, 1915, and sent from Tiflis.
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engage, are anxious to return; but now there is very little

labor available, and besides, general conditions are not

such that we could do anything at the present moment.
Two weeks ago the commandant of the province of

Batoum issued orders that all foreigners should be ex-

cluded from the district ; so for the present T am obliged

to stay in Tiflis, where I am simply waiting to see what is

going to turn up next. I am in hopes that the order

will be sufliciently modified within a few days so that I

can return to Dauzoul.

C. A. Goodnow, assistant to President A. J. Earling, of

the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry., in charge of the

electrification work, states concisely the following advan-

tages to be expected from electrification

:

Our new electric locomotives have a capacity for haul-

ing 3,200 tons on a 1% grade, while the maximum ca-

pacity for one of our steam locomotives on a 1% grade is

1,900 tons. In other words, our trainloads can be in-

creased about 68% by electrical operation.

A Mallet steam engine costs 15c. to 25c. per mi. for re-

pairs, while repairs to our electrical engines, so far as

we can judge, will approximate 4c. per mi.

The first stretch of track on which electric engines

will be put in service Dec. 15 comprises only one divi-

sion—from Deer Lodge, Mont., to Three Forks. When
the second division—from Three Forks to Harlowton,

Mont.—is completely electrified we shall be able to judge

how much the company will save from the reduction of

interdivision expense. This will be a very considerable

item. A steam locomotive, in common railroad practice,

is not run through from one division to another. At the

end of the division a steam engine must be cleaned and
overhauled. The flues may be leaking, a cylinder may be

hot or the firebox may be out of order—all reasons why
it is impractical to run a steam engine from one division

to another. An electric engine, on the contrary, may
safely be run indefinitely without being laid up at division

points.

Through what is called regenerative braking, moreover,

a train on the down-grade is made to return for subse-

quent use 21% of the electric power required to move a

train of similar tonnage up the same grade. This was

proved in tests which I witnessed on the Butte, Anaconda
& Pacific electrified railroad.

By electrification we eliminate fuel trains carrying

company coal, and we do away with the necessity of

maintaining wayside coal and water stations and cinder-

pit expense.

SitSoira aiU jpirairagi

The Oneida-Stagg Mining and Milling Co., of Idaho

Springs, Colo., is planning additional development cal-

culated to open up more ore and facilitate the handling

of orebodies now available. The mill, which was original-

ly designed to treat ore by the continuous-decantation

system of cyanidation, has been remodeled and is now
equipped to treat 50 tons a day by oil flotation. It is

estimated that the milling cost is about 85c. per ton. The
cost of the oil is reported to be about .3c. per ton of ore

treated.

The ore is delivered to a grizzly, the fines passing to the

mill bins and the coarse to a Beales crusher and thence

to the bins. The ore is delivered automatically to the

stamps, and the pulp from the stamps passes to the con-

centrating tables. The concentrates are delivered to stor-

age bins by a screw conveyor. The middlings pass to a

Dorr thickener. Slimes and sands are delivered to a Dorr

classifier, from which the sands go to waste and the slimes

to a Dorr thickener.

The feed for the flotation machine is taken from tlie

thickener, and the oil is added before the feed reaches the

machine. The concentrates from flotation join the table

concentrates on the screw conveyor. The surplus water

from the conveyor and the tailings from the flotation ma-
chine are returned to the Dorr thickener. The concentrate

bin is provided with a steel floor covering steam pipes, so

that the concentrates may be relieved of moisture before

shipping.

m

The LTtah chapter of the American Mining Congress

has recently proposed that mining men of the West
who are unable to visit Washington on Dec. 16 should

ask the heads of their companies in New York to send

somebody to represent them.

E. B. Kirby has made the excellent suggestion that

mining men who are unable to attend should send brief

telegrams expressing their opinion, to be read in the con-

vention. Such telegrams, if sent on Dec. li or 15, should

be addressed to F. F. Sharpless, secretar_y, in care of the

U. S. Bxireau of ]\Iines, AVashington, D. C.

Both the secretary of the Mining and Metallurgical

Society and the Director of the United States Bureau of

Mines have received many inquiries from oil men and

coal men with regard to consideration of revision of the

laws pertaining to oil and coal lands. The purpose of

the forthcoming convention is especially to urge revi-

sion of the laws applying to metalliferous deposits. How-
ever, the position of the mining societies is that the min-

ing laws should be revised in whole, not merely in part,

and if it be shown that the laws governing coal lands,

oil lands, etc., should be correlated with those govern-

ing metalliferous deposits, the contention will probably

receive a hearing.

The headquarters of the convention will be in the

Raleigh Hotel. The management of that hotel has granted

special rates to members of the convention. Represen-

tatives attending should establish their membership by

registering promptly.

It has been impractxable to secure any special rail-

way rates on account of the small number attending

from any one city, but a special Pullman will be run from
New York over the Pennsylvania R.R. for the accommo-
dation of members and delegates. This will leave the

Pennsylvania Station, Now York, at 12 : 30 night, Dec.

15, arriving in Washington at 7:10 a.m. The car will

be open after 10 p.m. The corresponding Pullman will

leave AVashington at 12 : 30 night, Dec. 16, arriving in

New York 7 : 13 a.m., Dec. 17. Anyone desiring reser-

vations on either of these trains is to notify the secretary,

P. P. Sharpless, 52 Broadway, as soon as possible.

sS

Coal Deposits on the Danish Islanil of Bornliolni are be-
ing investigated by Danish and Swedish engineers with a
view to their commercial exploitation.
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D5PS^©5p f©ir Coffiapressedl All?

By C'haelks Labbk*

Trouble is sometimes experienced with the moisture

contained in compressed air. It rusts pipes, joints and

valves and results in the latter frequently sticking and

freezing. This trouble can be eliminated if the air be

passed through a drver containing calcium chloride or

some other deliquescent material. A simple installation

is the following, which may be made entirely of pipe

fittings, available at nearly every mine : Use a piece of

6- or 8-in. pipe 3 or -t ft. long (I used a 6-in. pipe, 4 ft.

long, for a lOxl'^-in. compressor) and on each end screw

/l/r Line

Flanges..;,^^

/ieairy Wire Screen

Waste-

Co/cium Chloride-

Close /l//p/i

Pel Coch

DRYER FOR COIIPRESSED-AIR LINES

a flange to which is bolted a 2-in. flange or other size to

fit the air main. At the bottom of the main chamber
(the 6- or S-in. pipe) place a concave wire screen (I used

a 24-mesh screen over which was ])laced about 1 in. of

cotton waste to keep the calcium chloride from running
through). Next till the chamber with calcium chloride

to within about 3 in. of the top, then 1 in. or less of cotton

waste, so that none of the salt will be carried into the

piping, and place a heavy wire screen (about y^-va. mesh)
over the waste to keep it in place. At the lower part of

the dryer a tee is connected by means of short nipples to

the dryer flange and to a pet-cock which may be used as

often as desired for draining. The dryer should be con-

nected on the outgoing pipe of the air receiver. The
calcium chloride has to be replaced from time to time,

but this niav be readilv done bv removing the flansjes.

T©2Tap)®iraia^ P2st©ini°D2="aEl Bntls

In a series of comparative tests of piston-drill bits made
at the School of Mines, University of Missouri,^ the fol-

lowing method was tried for tempering drill bits, anil

better results were secured than with any other method.
The graphite crucible containing a small quantity of

salt (Nat'l) was placed on the forge and the salt melted.

The melting point of salt is about 800 deg. C, which is

slightly aljove the critical temperature of the drill steel

used. The steel to be tempered was placed on end in the

crucible, the molten salt covering the bit to a depth of

about 11/^ in. The steel was left in the salt until, on
removing, the salt no longer clung to it ; in other words,
until the steel had reached the temperature at which salt

melts. The salt itself got considerably hotter than its

melting point, but by watching the steel carefully, it was
possible to remove it almost immediately after it had
attained the proper temjierature.

The steel was plunged directly into a bucket of freshly

drawn water. The temper obtained in this manner was
believed to be as nearly uniform as it would be possible

to get with any method without the use of much more
elaborate apparatus. The bits were hard and tough and
stood up remarkably well. It was not uncommon to drill

from 12 to 15 ft. in hard granite with one piece of steel

which certainly indicated a good temper for the bit.

GretSnim^ Fo'^^ydleif' d© tllh® Mamies'

Diiferent schemes have been observed for furnishing the

miner with powder. In some mines a special blasting

shift is put on. Undoubtedly powder can be saved in

this way, as the greater experience these men get in

treating the ground in question fits them to judge more
accurately the minimum amount, of powder necessary.

It is less complicated, though more wasteful of powder,

to have a man find out from the miners at the laeginning

of the shift the amount of powder and primers they will

need. This information he sends to the surface where
the various orders are made up in the powder house.

Toward blasting time the orders are sent below in gunny
sacks to an underground magazine where each miner or

his helper can get his own as shown by his employee's

number on the sack.

Sometimes enough powder is kept underground and
each miner sends his helper to the magazine for what he

needs.

Tfia© Sl"^o=i%.o Coim^eiaftaoira

In alternating-current work there is generally a lag

between the ciirrent and the voltage, so that multiplying

the amjierage by the voltage does not give the correct

power in watts. For a three-phase current, amperage

X volts X V 3 = kv.-a, called kilovolt-amperes. If this

•Nelson, Nev.
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kv.-a. is multiplied by the power factor the result is

the power in kilowatts (kw.). This can be represented

by a triangle of which the kv.-a. is the hypotenuse

and the kw. the long horizontal length, in which case

kw. X cos Z_ = kv.-a. Whenever the kv.-a. or the kw.

are specified, the power factor should always be given to

obviate any chance of misapprehension.

IEffiaesf'^©Ea©5^ Fap© Wc'esaclh*

While doing erection work a considerable distance from

where tools could be obtained it was discovered that no

pipe wrench large enough to handle a 2-in. pipe could be

found on the job. The difficulty was overcome, however,

as shown in the illustration. A solid wrench A. slightly

larger in the jaw than the diameter of the pipe, was

secured. The space between the pipe and the jaw was

A PIECE OF FILE FORMS THE GRIP

then filled by inserting a short piece of file B. The
wrench was then operated in the direction of the arm,

the file teeth taking hold as well as a pipe wrench, and

the work was quickly completed.

A rather clever and efficient .little scratcher for the

draftsman's use can be made from an old safety-razor

blade and a 5- or 6-in. piece of Vs-in. copper wire. The
wire should be split longitudinally for about % in. by a

jeweler's hacksaw, and a portion of the blade soldered

into position in this slit, using a small blowpipe with a

candle as source of heat, or a blue gas flame.

Any soft solder and its appropriate flux, as tin and
muriatic acid, will work, but the most convenient solder

and flux is "Solderall," which is a pure tin, finely

ground, mixed with flux and put up in tubes ready for

use. After soldering, the steel may be ground to any

desired shape, giving a very thin, sharp edge, which will

remove an inked line without cutting the paper or tracing

cloth.

Incidentally it may be mentioned that "Solderall'' is

part of every chainman's equipment in the surveying dis-

trict of Arizona, it being supplied by the surveyor-gen-

eral, together with a number of sleeves just fitting the

tape used. If a break occurs in the field, the men fit the

broken ends into a sleeve, put "Solderall" at both ends

of the sleeve and hold a match under it.

•G. H. Plaine in "American Machinist," Nov. 4. 1915.

•fH N Bradstreet, Plioenix, Ariz., "Engineering News."
Oct. 21, 1915.

The matter of governing the use of hoisting ropes is

one of great importance, inasmuch as in most mines the

lives of many men for several hours in each day depend

on the reliability of the ropes used to hoi.st the cages.

This is well recognized, and in general the greatest care

is exercised in inspecting the ropes and maintaining them

in good condition. It is furthermore true that inspection

of a rope is relatively simple, that the jirecautions against

accident are easy to take and, particularly, that a good

wire rope gives ample warning of being unsafe.

Nevertheless, distressing accidents do occur from fail-

ure of ropes, and practice in the methods of caring for,

inspecting and retiring hoisting ropes varies greatly.

Standardization is highly desirable in regard to the meth-

ods of rope fastening, to the ratio between rope and sheave

diameters, to safety factors and the method of determin-

ing them and to the basis on which a rope should be

retired from service. However, there were not obtainable,

in this country at least, sufficient accurate data on which

regulations as specific as desirable might be based.

In order to obtain technical information as complete

as possible oh this question of hoisting ropes, the lead-

ing rope manufacturers of the country were consulted

and finally a conference was had at which representatives

of the several manufacturers met with the chairman of the

committee and discussed the matter in detail. Some of

the most perplexing points were then referred to a com-

mittee of the manufacturers for further consideration.

The general discussion and the report of this committee

have iirouj^ht out facis that are of great interest and tech-

nical value aside from their bearing directly on the ques-

tion of .safety.

Safety Factor

In considering first the matter of safety factors, (pies-

tions arise as to what safety factor to require, what

stresses to include in the divisor in determining such fac-

tor, and how to ascertain the dividend, or ultimate

strength of the rope. As regards ascertaining the ultimate

strength of the rope, the committee is convinced that it is

both safe and economical to rely on the tallies furnished

by manufacturers in their catalogs or elsewhere. Since

the strength of the material in the wire and the method

of assembling the wires into the rope both have a bearing

on the rope's strength, it is plain that there is much
opportunity for variation. Nevertheless the product

turned out is remarkably uniform and reliable. Each
individual rope is not tested, but tests are made on ropes

of the several constructions and classes of material, and

these are constantly checked. The tables in the catalogs

perhaps rather understate than overstate the strength of

a rope, but the error is slight, is on the right side so far

as safety is concerned and is not of enough consequence

to affect seriously the matter of costs.

The total stress in a hoisting rope is made up of several

factor,:. The most important of these is the dead load of

the vehicle, its contents and the rope itself. Added to this

is the stress caused by starting and acceleration ; this may
be extremely high if the hoisting engineer is reckless,

careless or ignorant; the practice of starting with a slack

rope, sometimes followed where the hoist is under-powered

for its work, may put extraordinary tension on the rope.

•Abstract from "Rules and Regulations for Metal Mines,"
by Tngalls, Douglas, Finlay, Channing and Hammond; Bulle-
tin 7.=i, United States Bureau of Mines.
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Tlieii there is the bending stress when tiio rope takes the

curve of the sheaves, drum or reel or straightens out when

leaving it. These three stresses are more or less calcula-

l)lc. B'inally there are extraordinary stresses, such as

those that occur when a shaft vcliiclo is ]iulk'd at full

speed into a coustrictiou of the shaft or when it is over-

wound. These of course may be of such magnitude that

no rope could be expected to withstand them. It is also

true that high-speed hoisting is harder on a rope than

low-speed and causes more rapid deterioration—a con-

sideration of importance in determining safety factors.

Permissible Hoisting-Rope Safety Factoi;

Difficult to Figuke

AYhat stresses shall' be considered in calculating the

rope safety factor? While those due to acceleration and

bending are determinable, they are not easily so, and it

seemed to the committee that it was desirable to make the

provisions of this code easy of analysis and enforcement.

It was therefore decided to calculate the safety factor on

the basis of dead load only and make it i)roportionately

greater.

It is evident that with so many different elements

affecting the service of a rope, no single safety factor

could be selected that would be effective and fair for all

cases. It was the sense of the majority of the manufac-

turers' representatives that the service of ropes should be

classified, taking account of the depth of the shaft,

whether it be vertical or inclined, wet or dry, whether the

hoisting be fast or slow, whether the water be "acid" or

not, etc., and that the safety factor and other require-

ments should be varied to siait these several classificatious.

Such a course would 'be theoretically correct, but would

result in provisions too complicated for a code such as

this. The code therefore imposes a minimum safety fac-

tor for all installation's and another below which no rope

shall fall and remain in service ; very deep shafts it

exempts altogether.

However, the manufacturers' committee, of which men-

tion has been made, went carefully into some phases of

this matter and compiled some tables that represent good

practice and constitute excellent rules for mining opera-

tors to follow. In the first place, the safety factor is

varied according to the depth of the shaft, one is specified

for new ropes and another below which no ro]ie shall lie

allowed to fall. The factor is to l)e determined by divid-

ing the manufacturers' figures for breaking strength by

the dead load.^

TABLE 1. HOISTING-ROPE SAFETY FACTORS FOR VARIOUS
DEPTHS OF SHAFTS

Length of Rope, Feet

500 or less

500 to 1,000. .

1,000 to 2,000
2,000 to 3,000
3,000 and over...

Minimum
Safety

Factor for

New Rope

Minimum
Safety
Factor

When Rope
Must Be
Discarded

6 4
5.8
5
4 3

normally greater. In deep shafts it is well recognized

that the spring of the rope acts to eliminate the shock of

starting and to decrease the stresses of acceleration.

Then for the several depths of shaft, or lengths of rope

in the shaft, maximum j)erinissiblei hoisting speeds are

specilied. These are given in Table 2.

TABLE 2. PERMISSIBLE HOISTING SPEEDS WHEN SPECIFIED

The several factors given in Table 1 are based on an

actual safety factor of four and are made greater for the

shallower shafts because in them the acceleration stresses

and a good many of the possible extraordinary stres.ses are

'The factor of safety of all such ropes or cables when
newly installed in shafts less than 3,000 ft. deep shall In no
case be less than six. and shall be calculated by dividing the
breaking strength of the rope, as given in the manufacturers'
published tables, by the sum of the maximum load to be
hoisted, plus the total weight of the rope in the shaft when
fully let out.

.500 or le

.500 to 1,

1,000 to
1,500 to
2,000 to

000. .

1,.500.

2,000.
2,500.

SAFETY FACTORS AR'^ USED
M

2,500 to 3,000.
3,000 to 3,500.
3,500 to 4,000.
4,000 to 4,.500.

4,500 to 5,000.

Hoisting
in Sli:ift. Speed,

Ft. per Min.

1,200
1,600
2,000
2,000

2.50

M;
HoistinK
Speed,

Ft. per Min.

2,500
2,750
3,000
3,250
3,500

PeUMISSIBLE A( CKLEIfATIOX OF IToiSTING SPEED

Finally, a table of ])ermissible accelerations is given for

various hoisting speeds which are not to be exceeded with

the safety factors specified. These are shown in Table 3.

TABLE 3. PERMISSIBLERATESOF ACCELERATION FOR CERTAIN
HOISTING SPEEDS AND SAFETY FACTORS
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By Alma Ek* and J. H. Thill*

An acetv^lene generator of the portable tj'pe arrived

at the Braden mechanical shops in December, 1913. The
machine came to Chile without any instrviction.s as to its

operation. No one then at the plant understood much
about acetylene generators, and the lack of necessary

instructions caused a great deal of work, worry and a

few narrow escapes from serious injury. However, it

was soon operated in such a way as to be a great help in

the cutting of plates and structural steel. This was con-

sidered good progress, taking into account the manner in

which it had been attained.

Welding was attempted under great diiBculties, but

was nevertheless tried because there was an enormous

field for this class of work at the Braden plant.- The first

attempts at welding were made on blast-furnace water

jackets. A niiniber of these jackets were lying around,

being perfecth' good except for the last few inches near the

top on the inside. Here the action of the acid in the

wet concentrates charges ate away the metal until it

finally gave out. To patch such a jacket in the shops

with the previous equipment was costly, and at the same

lime a j)erfect job was almost impossible.

Having no one who understood the art of making a good

weld, or even the proper flame to be used, it was necessarj-

to do a lot of experimenting. The first attempts con-

sisted of welding together two small pieces of steel plate

and then breaking the weld bj' bending, and this naturally

gave poor results. It was by this method, however, that

the proper flame was discovered. After many trials a

weld was made that was stronger than the original metal,

Ijeing slightly heavier. An attem])t was tlicn made at

welding a patch on the most worthless jacket at hand.

Here the problem of expansion and contraction of metals

was encountered.

The bad part of the jacket was first cut out, after which

a plate was laid on top. The first three edges made a fair-

ly successful weld, but the last seam continually cracked

while cooling. After several experiments a jacket was

welded successfully by first cutting away the worn por-

tion and also including several inches of the flange and
then taking a %-in. boiler plate and welding first the seam
across the face of the jacket. This was then heated with

the torch and fianged into place, after which it was
trimmed with the cutting torch and the other three

seams welded. Since then all our jackets have been

patched by cutting out the worn portion and flanging

a plate, as shown in Fig. 1, and then welding by first

doing the seam across the face of the jacket. Fig. 2 shows

a number of blast-furnace jackets all welded, tested and
ready for use. These have since been in service for almost

one year and have stood up under such severe conditions

that they may be pronounced an entire success.

Master mechanic and assistant master meclianic, Braden
Copper Co., Rancagua, Chile.

The first welding of cast iron was clone under the

most trying conditions. A nut fell from the safety air-

discharge valve into the impellers of a No. 7 Roots rotary

blower, cracking one impeller for a distance of 15 in.

and the other for a distance of 9 in. This threw the faces

out of line so badly that the machine was unable to run.

This job was a difficult one. The impellers were first

wedged so that they would come in line. They were then

heated with a crude-oil torch to a dull red and welded,

after which they were again thoroughly heated and al-

lowed to cool slowly. The rough weld was then chipped

and filed to a neat fit, and in 27 hr. from the time the

blower was disabled it was again in first-class condition

and has been running continuously ever since. Had this

weld failed or been unsuccessful, the blower would have

gone to the scrap heap. Since then many cast-iron welds

Ari'AKATUS MADE FOR BRADEN HOSPITAL
This is used in connection with the X-ray machine in set-

ting bones and dislocations of the lower extremities. It would
have been very difficult to have made the apparatus in the
Braden shops without the oxyacetylene flame.

have been made on hoisting-engine frames, large and small

pulleys, cylinders, etc.

Figs. 3 and 4 .?how a Ijrokeu motor frame. This motor

is used on the blast-furnace charge cars. The bearing A
was broken off completely, and B had two sections broken

out. The most difficult part of this job was to keep the

two bearings in line, owing to the jwsition of the break,

but by clamping a mandrel in the bearing B to hold

the broken part A in joosition, little trouble was expe-

rienced.

After being successful with steel and east-iron welding,

we turned to copper, which ofl:ered many obstacles not

previously encountered. The thermal conductivity of

copper is high, therefore heat is much more rapidly dissi-

pated than in either iron or steel. Copper also oxidizes

rapidly. The oxide will dissolve in the molten metal,

and unless the greatest care is exercised the mechanical

properties will be changed materially. The molten metal

will also dissolve gases from the welding flame, princi-

pally carbon monoxide and hydrogen. These gases will
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Figr. 1—Water jacket and patch ready to be applied Fig. 2—Furnace Jackets repaired by oxyacetylene welding

Fig:. 3—Motor franie broken throug:h bearings Fig. 4—Motor frame restored by oxyacetylene welding

-First portable generating Fig. 6—Present standard portable Fig. 7—Small portable
apparatus generator outfit

OXYACETYLENE WELDING AT THE BRADEN COPPER CO.'S WORKS IN CHILE
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produce blow-holes in the metal while cooling. Several

attempts were made that were unsuccessful, owing mainly

to blow-holes in the weld, but since obtaining a suitable

flux to ofl.set this difficulty, a number of copper cylinders

used for electric heaters have been successfully welded

rnd it is expected that all the blast-furnace water-cooled

copper spouts will be repaired as they become worn.

The design and building of acetylene generators that

could be more easily taken to remote parts of the Braden

works were then undertaken. The result was the machine

shown in Fig. 5, later the one in Fig. 6, and finally the

small portable machine in Fig. 7. As they are all success-

ful, a brief description may be interesting. The machine

shown in Fig. 5 is built on the principle that the fine car-

bide drops from the hopper above into the water. The gas

thus generated passes through a felt strainer, then through

the water safety chamber, then through the reducing valve

and into the service hose. The machine is not fitted

with all the so-called automatic safety devices that are

to be found on the high-priced portable or stationary gen-

erators. A good operator is mainly depended upon for

safety, and without a good operator no machine is safe.

The machine is also equipped with a good safety valve,

which has never been necessary be-

cause of a feeding device developed at

this works. The feeding arrangement

deserves special mention. It consists

of a hinged gate with the operating rod

passing through the carbide to the top

of the hojjpers, where it is connected

to the arm of the operating lever, which

irs so counterbalanced that the gate

is closed automatically. This gives a

positive feed, as the operating rod pass-

ing through the carbide acts as an

agitator and prevents the carbide from

arching over the opening. Trouble is

experienced frequently with the more

expensive slide-valve arrangement,

which operates so slowly that the car-

bide often bridges and refuses to drop

;

on being loosened by shaking or Jarring

the machine, the carbide drops so quick-

ly that the valve cannot be closed in

time to prevent a dangerous pressure

developing. The locally developed de-

vice has proved so successful that the hoppers of two fac-

tory-made machines have been changed to this arrange-

ment.

The machine shown in Fig. G is the same as that in

Fig. 5, with the exception of being a little larger and

with all joints oxyacetylene-welded. Fig. 7 shows an

acetylene generator designed especially to produce gas

enough to do small jobs of cutting or welding in some

place where too much time or expense would be involved

in transporting a larger machine. It can be disconnected

at A and each half carried by a man iip a ladder if

necessary. It can then be set on a flat place, connected

and filled with the necessary water and carbide. It is not

claimed that this machine is foolproof, but it is safe when

used by an intelligent operator.

With the number of generators at hand the Braden com-

pany can now handle any piece of work that it pays

to do by this method. It is found that not only can

repair work be done more cheaply by this method, but

also much new work, such as pipes, oil heaters, tanks

and boilers. Joints can be made to stand a pressure of

100 lb. per sq.iu. when required. This work is being done

with a saving in both time and money.

The small engraving shows an apparatus that was
made in the company shops for use in the Braden hospital,

in connection with the X-ray machine, in setting bones

or dislocated joints of the lower extremit}' of the body.

It would have been a difficult piece of work for the Braden
shops without the use of this process.

The Braden Copper Co. at present has three generat-

ing plants in operation—one in the machine shops, one

at the smelting plant and one in the mill. There are also

ready for immediate u.se two of the small portable gen-

erators.

A chart from which the cost of a cubic yard of concrete

may be readily traced for different variations in mix and

cost of material has been prepared by A. Pearson Hoover,

contracting engineer with the John W. Ferguson Co.,

building contractors, Paterson, N. J., and New York City.

Mixture V-Z^-b-

MATERIAL COST PER CUBIC YARD CONCRETE

Begin with the cost of the stone on the left-hand scale

;

I'cad along the horizontal line to the intersection with

the long oblique lines representing the cost of sand; fol-

low this proper cost line to its intersection with the in-

clined lines representing the cost of cement; from whence

read horizontally to the right and obtain the total mate-

rial cost of the concrete ]ier cubic yard.

The application of flotation concentration brings up

again the question of the cyanidation of concentrates. It

is well to remember that former practice applies with the

one difference of oil elimination. Roasting the concen-

trates is one procedure, but it has the disadvantage of

leaving an objectionable carbon deposit. An alternative

is in washing the concentrates with a hot alkaline solu-

tion—in other words, saponifying the oil and washing it

out. The method may be of value in some cases.
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The Oriental Consolidated Mining Co., Usan District,

Chosen, reports a profit of •$(560,095 for the year ended

June 30, 1915. The mines produced 297,889 tons of ore

having a gross value of $1,951,588, or $G.54 per ton.

The following table gives a snnunary of the ojjerating

record for the year:

Receipts: Per Ton Oie

From bullion ^? ?*!

From concentrates 2.1b
From store profit O^

From interest and other receipts 12

Total J5.61
Expenditures:

Mining costs $1.01
Milling- costs 4'^

Concentrate expense '21

Transportation of ore 01

General expenses 'IS

Total operating: and sreneral expenses $3.09
Development of outside mines .07

Construction expenses -24

Total expenses . . . . : $3.40
Surplus for year 2.21

Total to balance with receipts $5.61

Mining costs consisted of 83.273c. per ton for sup-

plies, O.GOSc. for assays, 1.347c. for shops, stal)les, etc.,

13.GS9e. for salaries and board, 78.720c. for payrolls

and 14.661e. for electric light and power. The principal

items of mining supplies were: Cordwood, 10.471c. per

ton; mining timber, 2(;.498e. ; lumber, 8.968c.; charcoal,

1.401c.; dynamite, 0-.884c. ; detonators, 1.512c.; candles,

7.573c.; fuse, 3.132c.; oils and lubricants, 0.855c. ; drill

steel, 1.682c.; iron, steel and rails, 2.291c. ; tools and

hardware, 0.909c. ; miscellaneous supplies, including pipe

and fittings, pump parts, etc., 7.867c. ; and electrical sup-

plies, 0.830c. per ton of ore.

The report gives the following quantities of supplies

used: Cordwood, 8,042 cords; mining timber, 125,664

pes.; dynamite, 168,040 lb.; detonatoi's, 921,719 pes.;

candles,' 172,560 lb.; fuse, 180,625 ft.; kerosene, 4(S0

gal. ; cylinder oil, 1,105 gal. ; engine oil, 2,915 gal. ; lubri-

cants, 3,101 lb.; drill steel, 59,302 lb.; iron bar, 21,194

lb. ; iron sheet, 14,568 lb. ; steel, 7S4 lb. : and nails,

29,725 lb.

The principal items making up tlie milling cost of

48.207c. per ton treated were: Supplies, 14.907c.;

assays, 0.615c.: shops, etc.. 2.567e. ; electric power,

16.340c.; salaries and board, 7.27e. ; and payroll, 6.508c.

per ton.

The following supplies were used in milling operations

in the quantities stated. Cordwood, 3,239 cords; bat-

tery shoes, 586 pes. ; battery dies, 438 pes. ; bosses, 26 pes.

;

tappets, 18 pes.; cams, 12 pes.; stems, 24 pes.; cam

shafts, 19 pes. ; crusher shoes and dies, 2 each ; iron bar,

9.984 lb.; iron sheet, 12,889 lb.; steel. 3,209 lb.; candles,

1,200 lb.: kerosene, 655 gal.; cylinder oil, 140 gal.;

engine oil, 770 gal.; lubricants, 1,292 lb.; quicksilver,

30,554 oz. ; and nails, 3,589 lb.

The assay office ran 36,898 assays at a cost of 12.75c.

per assay.

The ore reserves of the various mines operated by this

company are estimated to contain 844,000 tons having

a gross value of $4,841,085. The Kuk San Dong reserves

were exhausted, and the property has been closed down.

The conii)any ended the year with $463,410 in cash after

paying dividends aggregating $858,780. Current debts

amount to $52,189. The company's store carries about

$266,688 of supplies on hand.

The American Smelting and Kefining Co. reports a

profit of $5,019,982 for the si.K months ended June 30,

1915, an increase of $53,290 over the same period in 1914.

Dividends aggregating $3,001,900 were paid. The ac-

companying summary of income and profit and loss for

the American Smelting and Refining Co. and the Amer-

ican Smelters Securities Co. gives a comparison for the

first half of 1914 and 1915.
Six Months Six Months

Ended Ended
June 30. 1915 June 30, 1914

Net earnings of smelting and refin-
ing plants and industries depend-
ent thereon $5,234,925.47 $5,462,094.17

Net earnings from mining proper- „,,„„„,„
ties 767,469.09 614,727.19

Total net earnings of operating
properties $6,002,394.56 $6,076,821.36

Other Income—Net:
Interest, rents, dividends, commis-

sions 754,958.68 705.432.78

Gross income $6,757,353.24 $6,782,254.14

Charges Against Gross Income: „,.,„
Administration expenses $449,105.75 $470,924.96
Research and examination expenses 23,492.23 30,390.31

Corpoiate taxes, including accrued
income tax 71,480.03 '74.3'?S.83

Interest on debenture bonds 388,680.61 450,000.00
Amortization of discount on bonds. 25.000.00 25,000.00

Depreciation 779,612.60 764,918.13

Total charges $1,737,371.22 $1,815,562.23

Net income for six months $5,019,982.02 $4,966,691.91

The company purchased and improved a zinc plant

situated at Sand Springs, Okla. The total expenditures

f(n- property, additions, new construction and improve-

ments was $860,272, of wliidi $779,612 was charged off

as depreciation. Cash on hand and in transit increased

$11,114,600 during the period. Better conditions in

Mexico are expected to help the company's showing in

the near future.

The Anieriean Asricultural Chemical Co., New York,

reports a net profit of $3,675,145 tor the year ended June

30, 1915. Dividends amounting to $1,654,176 were paid on

the preferred stock and $737,236 on the common stock. The

profit stated was after charging off $890,393 for depreciation

of plants and mines and $821,488 for freight, losses and con-

tingencies. The report shows a total profit of $34,576,102

since the organization of the company, of which $24,799,401

has been paid out in dividends. Current assets total $35,359,-

732, of which $15,444,628 represents accounts and $8,795,492

bills receivable. Cash on hand aggregates $2,109,559. Cur-

rent liabilities total $6,541,837. which includes "4,835,080 of

notes payable. There are $9,428,000 of first morti^age 5%
bonds and $7,500,000 of debenture 5% bonds outstanding.

The sum of $157,408 was deducted from the year's profit to

cover bad debts.
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SOME VIEWS OF MINING IN THE BLACK HILLS GOLD DISTRICT, S. D.

1 The Golden Reward Con. Gold Mining and Milling Co.'s cyanide mill, 200 tons' capacity, at Deadwood. 2—The Colum-
bia mine, at Keystone, where Superintendent Blacl<stone, of the Homestake, is sinlving a 300-ft. shaft on a promising
prospect. 3—Mizpah No. 1 stamp mill at Keystone. 4—Immense spodumene crystal at the Etta mine, near Keystone.
5 The Golden Reward Co.'s roaster at Astoria mine in Ruby basin. Here 75 tons daily of blue ore are roasted in a Wedge
furnace, preparatory to cyanidation at the Deadwood mill. 6—The Keystone-Holy Terror mill, at Keystone
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VIEW NORTH BETWEEN CONTRACTORS HILL (LEFT) AND GOLD HILL (RIGHT). SHOWING CULEBRA
REGION OP THE PANAMA CANAL

Small slides on lioth banks cansed by admission of water to canal. The great slides came later

THE CULEBRA SLIDE IN AN EARLY STAGE; SLIDE FROM EAST SIDE ONLY, OCTOBER, 1914

FULLY DEVELOPED CULEBRA SLIDE, AFTER AUGUST, 1915, WHEN BOTH BANKS SLID
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I wonder if any of the "Wi.^e Men of the East" ran

explain the following uncanny magnetic freak. It has

annoyed me much in not being able to solve it myself.

Last winter I had occasion to examine the old Caribou
mine in Boulder County, Colorado, once a famous rich

silver mine and now being opened up again by Henry
P. Lowe. My attention was called by Norton H. Brown,
superintendent of the mine, to certain magnetic disturb-

ances. I hardly knew whether to take him seriously

until I had verified every statement he made. The facts

are as follows and were determined by me with a Brun-
ton compass.

First: The Caribou crosscut tunnel is 900 ft. long,

true course S20W. It cuts six veins all within a space

of 200 ft., on which drifts are driven. Allowing the

proper Colorado variation of 11° E and taking hearings

H(P/ST // ^SHAFT
II TD SURFACE B60

MACiNETIC COURSE IN CARIBOU TUNNEL

every 50 ft. in the tunnel gives the remarkably crooked

course shown on the map by dotted lines, the two ends

of the tunnel registering the right course, but all out

of joint in between.

Second : At any of the drift and tunnel intersections,

the needle reading of the tunnel is about S50°E, as per

sketch, but if one goes 10 ft. or so into any of the 10

drifts, the needle reads all right, and one would think

the "Tommyknockers" had possession of the mine when,

holding a compass in one's hand in the tunnel, with the

needle pulled around 70° from its proper course, one

can back off into any of the drifts and watch the needle

gradually swing around 70° to its proper North-Pole

habits.

Third: Walking over the tunnel line on the surface,

which rises 20°, and taking needle readings every 50

ft., as in tunnel, shows no such freakiness, but a uni-

form needle disturbance of 10° or S10°W in place of

S20°\V. The only observable geological condition that

might affect the needle is the existence of a strong mag-
netite dike 10 ft. wide, standing vertical and running
S50°E, which, strange to say, is identical with the tun-

nel readings for 600 ft. of its length and may give a

clue to the mystery. At A, where tunnel readings change
90° from NE to SE, there is nothing but a small iron-

pyrite vein crossing at right angles. It has no mag-
netic qualities, but I have thought possibly to one side of

the tunnel it might change io magnetite and account

for the unusual disturbance at that point.

One would naturally attribute the whole matter to

the magnetite dike, but why does the needle read true

at the mouth and face of the tunnel, which are two points

the nearest and most remote from the dike? Also what
influence can account for the needle reading O.K. only

10 ft. away from tunnel in any of the drifts? Why
docs a set of readings over the tunnel line at surface not

agree with those taken in tunnel? Can the bore of

the tunnel itself be magnetic ? If so, why does it not

act uniformly and who ever before heard of a tunnel

hole acting as a magnet? Insulated wires of 250 volt-

age extend from B to the hoist, and I was working up
a theory along that line until Mr. Brown told me the

same conditions prevailed before the power line was in-

stalled. The rock formation is granite and schist.

If I had not observed this myself, I should be inclined

to question if the author had not been out to a banquet

the night before. The tunnel, however, is still there

to back me up, and the Brunton compass will ordinarily

do fine work, but it is sure locoed in Caribou tunnel.

Denver, Colo., Dec. 2, 1915. Edwin E. Chase.

HE'W FATEHT^

United States ijatent specifications listed below may be
obtained from "The Engineering" and Mining Journal" at 25c.
each. British patents are supplied at 40c .each.

ALK.'i.LI HYDROXIDES—Process for the Simultaneous
Prorluction of Soluble Alkali Hydroxides and Cement-Making
Maierial. Arthur William Heyman, Northampton Borough,
Tenn. (U. S. Nos. 1,160,171 and 1,160,172; Nov. Ifi. 1915.)

ALUMINA— Crystalline Fused Alumina and Method of
Making the Same. Leonard B. Coulter, Niagara Falls, N. T.,
assignor to The Carborundum Co., Niagara Falls, N. Y. (U. S.
No. 1,161,620; Nov. 23, 1915.)

ALUMINUM—Process for Producing Aluminum from Clay,
Kaolin, and Other Aluminum Silicates. Grenville Mellen, East
Orange. N. J., assignor of one-half to United Aluminum Ingot
Co. (U. S. No. 1.160,431; Nov. 16, 1915.)

ALUMINUM—Process of Melting Aluminum or Aluminum
Alloys. Grenville Mellen, Mount Vernon, N. Y. (U. S. No. 1,-

160,430; Nov. 16, 1915.)

ALUMINLTM—Solder. Joseph Cayocca, Sacramento, Calif.
(U. S. No. 1,161,612; Nov. 23, 1915.)

AMALGAMATING MILL— Abrasive Amalgamating Mill.
James B. Shackey, San Francisco, Calif. (U. S. No. 1,161,418;
Nov. 23, 1915.)
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F. W. Bradley, president of the Alaska-Juneau (iold

Mining Co., in the application for the listing of the

shares of that company on the New York Stock Ex-

chansre, gave the following succinct description of the

Juneau gold lode

:

The vein consists of slate carrying gold-bearing quartz

irregularly distributed through it in the form of vein-

lets, stringers and masses. Dikes of metagabbro have

intruded themselves into the vein, and these dikes in

turn carry quartz similarly distributed. In some places

the quartz is sparingly distributed, while in others it

is more or less concentrated. It seems higlily probable

that this quartz can, to a considerable degree, be sorted

from the inclosing vein matter, thus yielding a materially

higher mill feed than the average of the mass.

From 1896 to 1914 a 30-stamp mill was operated upon
the Alaska-Juneau property with the result that 295,807

tons of ore were milled, yielding $669,589.31, or at the

rate of $2.26 free gold per ton. This yield was ob-

tained by milling about 63% and rejecting about 37%
of the ore mined. If the whole 472,783 tons had been

milled, the free-gold recovery would have been about

$1.50 per ton, as the rejected vein matter is also gold-

bearing. Xo attempt was made to save the values in the

sulphides which, if saved, would have added about 20c.

per ton. A tailing loss of an equal amount is definitely

known, so that the total value per ton would approx-

imate $2. All of the ore was from selected surface

workings scattered over the best known portions of the

vein.

The main working tunnel, kno'mi as the Gold Creek

ttxnnel, at an elevation of 425 ft. above sea level, has

been driven since the aforementioned surface mining and
milling work, and at a point 6,450 ft. from the portal

an incline raise has been put through to the surface. In

driving the Gold Creek tunnel, a portion of the vein

on the west side of what is known as the Silver Bow
fault was crosscut diagonally for a distance of 650 ft.,

disclosing bodies of ore the assay values of which aver-

age slightly less than $2 per ton. The ore extracted

from both the Gold Creek tunnel and the intermediate

level opened from the incline raise at an elevation of

495 ft. above the Gold Creek tunnel has been milled in

the new mill erected on Gastineau Channel. Because

of the mixture of waste with the ore, due to opening

up these two levels -preparatory to sloping, the mill-

feed assay value of 50,000 tons milled up to Dec. 1, 1914,

averaged $1.36 per ton.

The cubic contents of the vein above the Gold Creek

tunnel level and between the eastern and western ends

of the Alaska-Juneau property, totals approximately

500,000,000 tons of slate, metagabbro and quartz. From
this there should be mined, from selected places, 80,000,-

000 to 100,000,000 tons of vein matter and quartz suit-

able for milling that should yield a net profit of from

70c. to $1 per ton, depending upon conditions of mining
that cannot at this time be estimated within closer lim-

its of ultimate profit. Areas will probably be found in

Avhich mining may profitably be conducted by sorting,

leaving two tons in the slopes for every ton milled. Other

areas will probably be found, all of which may be mined
vdthout the necessity of mine sorting, but on this there is

Eothincr definite known

The mining chances below the Gold Creek tunnel level

promise an addition of twice as nnich tonnage of the same
value as it is believed the vein will yield above the tun-

nel. These mining chances are based upon the fact that

in a parallel vein two miles away, on Douglas Island,

the orebodies are now being mined at a depth of 2,000 ft.

below sea level. At that depth the Douglas Island ore-

bodies still hold their size and average values.

Fas=stt Stleel Balletls M^id® \m ILsiS^e

DULUTH CORBESPOXDEXCE

On Wednesday, Xov. 24, the fires were lighted under
one of the 500-tou blast furnaces of the Minnesota Steel

Co., at Duluth, and the following day. Thanksgiving, the

first steel billets ever manufactured in the Lake Superior

district, where iron ore has been mined for about 65 years,

were turned out. The other blast furnace will be ready

to go into blast within a few days. Seven of the 10 open-

hearth furnaces have been finished, and several of them
are now in use. It will not be many weeks before all of

the 10 will be ready.

There was quite a gathering of officials of the com-
pany and prominent men of the district in attendance

when the first steel was turned out. The starting of this

big plant marks an important epoch for the region where
iron ore has been king for so many years and where steel

has never been manufactured before. There are a number
of blast furnaces manufacturing charcoal pig iron, but

this is the first time that high furnaces, utilizing- coke for

fuel, have been tried. The steel billets will be shipped East

to the United States Steel Corporation, the parent com-
pany. The rail mill and other mills will not be ready for

some time, probably next spring, when another great step

will have been taken in the steel business in the Xorth-

west.

ilost of the iron ore that has been delivered at the

plant has come from the underground mines of the

Oliver Iron Mining Co. in the Chisholm district, and
steady shipments are now being made. The storage yards

for fuel, limestone and ore are extensive, but it will not

be necessarv' to load up in the fall with ore, as must be

done in the East, as there is plenty of the raw material

close by that can be hauled to the works at any time.

When fully completed, the Duluth jDlant will represent

an expenditure of about $25,000,000. Employment will

be given to a large force of men, and Duluth will be

greath' benefited by having such a plant at its door.

A^stiPSiEaaiini (Goldl FiPodluacSaoja

The gold production of the several states of the Aus-

tralian Commonwealth for the eight months ended Aug.

31 is reported as follows, in fine ounces, South Australia

being estimated

:

1914 1915 Changes
Western Australia 813.221 804,256 D. 8.965
Victoria 285.069 215,763 D. 69,306
Queensland 157,280 171,467 I. 14.187
New South Wales 82.852 90.S33 I. 7.981
Tasmania 17.500 11.360 D. 6.140
South Australia 4,000 4,000

Total 1,359.922 1.297.679 D. 62,243
Total value $28,109,588 $26,823,025 D. $1,286,563

The small increases in Queensland and Xew South

Wales were not sufficient to counterbalance the losses in

the other states. Victoria .showed the largest decrease.
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while that in Western Australia was comparatively small.

The general result shows a decrease of 4.6% in produc-

tion and points to an approximate total of $40,000,000

as the contribiition of Australia to the gold su2i])l3' of

the world in 1915. New Zealand has not made public

the usual monthly statements of production this year.

iSo far as can be estimated, it will show a decrease at

a rate equal to, if not a little greater than, that of the

Australian Commonwealth.

^IP©©! ^as

The Willow Creek gold district lies in south central

Alaska, 10 mi. north of the head of Knik Arm, the far-

thest inland projection of Cook Inlet and the northern-

most extension of Pacific Ocean waters in Alaska. This

district is an area of rather indefinite boundary, lying

in the southwestern part of the Talkeetna Mountains, and

has gradually come to include not only the basin of Wil-

low Creek, but all the mountainous portion of the little

Susitna River basin.

The district lies along the contact zone of a great

series of granodiorite intrusives that form much of the

Talkeetna Mountains. As has been repeatedly pointed

out, a large part of the gold deposits of Alaska occur in

such contact zones. This is the condition in southeastern

Alaska and in the Fairbanks, Chandlar, Iditarod and

other inland districts. The geology of the Willow Creek

district is therefore favorable to the occurrence of gold

deposits. Were it not for the intense glaciation of this

field, it would probably yield rich placers. As it is, the

preglacial gravels that are most likely to contain the gold

of placers have been swept away by glacial ice. The
placers now found are chiefly post-glacial concentration,

which are not likely to be so rich as the older gravels. In

the absence of such rich placers and under the primitive

conditions of transportation that existed until recently,

there has been little to attract the prospector, and hence

the region has not been so carefully examined for mineral

deposits a.s its geological features would justify.

Though the AYillow Creek district is the only part of

the Talkeetna region in which commercial gold deposits

have been found, other positive evidence of mineraliza-

tion has not been lacking. Thus many of the northern

tributaries of Matanuska River that cross the granodio-

rite contact carry some gold in their gravels, and the

same is true of some of the eastern tributaries of the

Susitna. All this evidence, together with what is known
of the bedrock geology, makes it probable that other gold-

bearing districts will be found in this province. In any

event, the region in which the granodiorite intrusives

occur is well worth prospecting.

The veins of the Willow Creek district occur in well-

defined fissures, and there is no reason why they should

not extend to considerable depth. Surface alteration is

limited to a few feet, so that the present shallow work-

ings can be regarded as evidence of the character of ore

that deeper mining may reveal. The outlook for a per-

manent district is therefore hopeful.

Mining costs are now high, owing to the isolation of

the district and the high price of fuel. The district, how-

ever, lies close to the line of the government railroad from

Seward to Fairbanks, on which construction has now

•From Bulletin 607, "The Willow Creek District, Alaska."
by the United States Geological Survey, 1915.

begun. Moreover, this railroad is also projected into the

Matanuska coal field. W^hen this project is completed,

the district will be assured of an adequate transportation

service and fuel at reasonable cost. Under these condi-

tions, larger mining operations will undoubtedly be un-

dertaken.

At the recent annual meeting of the Consolidated Gold

Fields of South Africa in London, Lord Harris in review-

ing the company's American investments said

:

Of course the interesting: question there is, What is the

American Trona Corporation going to do? We experimented
first of all with a process which proved after a fair trial to be
unsuccessful, or, rather, too expensive and wasteful for adop-
tion, and "we have now reason to believe that the process
which has been substituted will be entirely successful, besides
being more economical. It is not a difficult process and has
only to be adapted to the special climatic conditions of the

country. A very elaborate trial of tlie brine was carried out
during the summer by an independent firm of chemists, and
the results have been reported on by capable referees so
encouragingly that the company felt justified in ordering the
plant, which, I am happy to say, is of a standard type, and
at present it is anticipated that potash will be produced next
year—the most optimistic hope in the earlier months—when
we shall most probably still have the advantage of the high
pi'ice obtainable for potash at the present moment. All the
work necessary to secure the company's title to the area lo-

cated in accordance with the mining laws of California is

being carried out, with a view to obtaining an indefeasible
title from the United States authorities. These proceedings
necessarily take time, but our legal advisers inform us that
they have no doubt that such title will be granted us in due
course.

The process developed by Charles P. Grimwood has

been adopted for the recovery of the salts from the Searles

Lake brine. For reasons of economy of operation and

better shipping facilities for the refined products, it has

been decided to produce at Ti'ona (Searles Lake) only

mixed salts from the first part of the process and to re-

fine these mixed salts at the port of San Pedro, Calif.,

v/here a site has been leased from the Southern Pacific

Co. Construction is now under way both at Trona and
at San Pedro. The initial units are expected to produce

daily 100 tons of potash and 30 tons of borax. No other

salts will be produced at first. Pending the completion

of the refinery at San Pedro, a crude potash-borax salt

may be marketed.

Humphreys & Miller, employed in connection with

the adoption of the Grimwood process, state that

there should be a recovery of at least 85% of the potash

and 60% of the borax. Production costs at tidewater

are estimated at $19 per ton for the first few months,

at $12.87 per ton when the triple-eft'ect evaporators are

working and at $8 per ton with an enlarged plant. With
a freight charge to the Atlantic seaboard (via the Panama
Canal) of $7((;v8 per ton, this would make a cost of ap-

proximately $20 per ton with the first plant and $16 per

ton for an enlarged plant having a daily capacity of 400

tons of potash and 120 tons of borax.

The Trona Ry. has been in operation since October,

1914, and early in 1915 the construction of a pumping
plant and 10-in. brine pipe line from the center of

Searles Lake to the site of the Trona plant was be-

gun. Additional .supplies of fresh water, for the village

of Trona and the operation of the plant, have been ob-

tained from the mountains north of Trona and right-of-

way secured from the Government for pipe lines ovei

lands withdrawn from entry.
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Blast=Ftuiriaace Capacits^

The estimated production of pig iron in the United

States in the month of October was 3,159,500 long tons,

the largest quantity ever reported in a single month.

The number of furnaces in blast indicates that the No-
vember make of iron will be quite as large as the October.

The production at present is at the rate of nearly 38,000,-

000 tons a j'ear, or 7,000,000 tons more than was made
in 1913, the year of greatest output. That is, the

blast furnaces of the country are running rather close

to what is practically their maximum eapacitj'. The sta-

tistics of the American Iron and Steel Association show
that at the opening of the present year there were 451

blast furnaces, with a total yearly capacity of 44,405,000

tons. To this must be added five furnaces, then under

construction but now completed, which raise the total

number to 456, with a cai^acit)- to make 45,265,000 tons

a year. At the present time, therefore, there is about

85% of the blast-furnace capacity' active, and it is hardly

to be expected that this proportion can be exceeded.

It must be remembered that a blast furnace cannot

run forever without repairs; and at least 10% of the exist-

ing stacks must be out of blast at a time for relining and
rebuilding, no matter how great the demand for iron may
be. The list of existing furnaces has been rather strictly

revised in the last two or three years, and a number of old

stacks have been abandoned and dismantled. There still

remain some that, on account of antiquated construction

and equipment or unsuitable location, cannot work at a

profit unless the demand is great and prices high. If

we take these into .account, 85% of the rated capacity

comes very near to full employment. Moreover, a fur-

nace will not run up to its full rating every day in the

3"ear, and its production will not be 365 times the daily

rated capacity^ even if under favorable conditions it may
he speeded up to an excess for a few days. With a nomi-

nal yearly capacity of 45,000.000 tons, a yearly produc-

tion of something under 40,000,000 is the greatest that

can be attained.

The year 1915, however, will not approach that total.

Early in the year demand was at a low ebb, and the offi-

cially reported make for the first half of the year was
only 12,233,791 tons. Since June the production has

been gradually climbing imtil it has reached its present

high point. The first rush came in the make of the

steel companies' stacks, and almost up to the present

time we have heard complaints from the merchant fur-

naces. These have gradually disappeared, however, as

more and more have gone into blast and steel interests

have been obliged to go into the market for pig iron to

supplement the make of their own furnaces. The first

demand in the market, and the strongest at the present

time, is for steel in various finished forms, though foun-

drj- work is gradually catching up with the rush.

We hear from all quarters just now, as in most boom
periods, of additions and improvements at various steel

works to enable them to keep up with the demand.

Much work of this kind is under way or projected. Not
much is heard, however, of new furnaces or of increasing

pig-iron capacity. Iron men apparently believe that the

present blast furnaces will be able to furnish all the iron

that may be needed in the next year or two and are

not yet ready to undertake additional construction of

blast furnaces. It must be remembered also that the

building of a new blast furnace on modern lines is a slow

and expensive work, much more so than an addition to a

steel plant, necessarv- as the blast furnace may be.

Tlh© Alsisli?.a G(®ld Miiaes
The slump in the shares of the Alaska Gold Mines Co.,

which, through the Alaska-Gastineau Mining Co., oper-

ates the Perseverance mine, near Juneau, Alaska, has

excited a good deal of apprehension among the stock-

holders, who are widely scattered throughout New Eng-
land and the eastern part of this country, the Alaska

Gold Mines Co. being the latest promotion of Hayden,
Stone & Co. The previous promotions of that house

—

Nevada Consolidated, Utah Copper Co., Eay. Chino and
Butte & Superior—have been phenomenally successful,

without exception. The Alaska Gold Mines Co. is just

entering upon the first stage of its fruition.

This company owns a portion of a great lode of gold-

bearing ore known to be of low grade, but believed to be

capable of yielding an enormous profit in the aggregate

when exploited by modern methods on a huge scale. The
company reckoned on obtaining a net yield of $1.50 per

ton at a cost of 75c. per ton. In the last annual re-

port of the company, D. C. Jackling, the managing di-

rector, estimated a minimum of fully developed, partially

developed and probable ore at not less than "75,000,000

to 100,000,000 tons having a recoverable value of $1.50

per ton, and the ultimate production of this grade of

ore from the entire property will unquestionabh' be far

in excess of these figures." Four mill units designed to

treat 6,000 tons per day were planned for the initial

equipment, the tiltimate that was in view being 20,000

tons per day, but the first four units, which are now
nearly completed (and have been partly in operation for

several months) have been found to be capable of treat-

ing 10,000 tons per day instead of 6,000, and it is thought

that their capacity may be raised to 12,000.

Previous to the putting of tliis mill into operation,

the greatest skepticism among engineers pertained to the

claims of Mr. Jackling and his associates that they were

going to be able to mine and mill gold ore in any way
for so small a sum as 75e. per ton. Nothing like that

had ever been attained in the Treadwell group of mines

opened on a parallel lode on the other side of the Gas-

tineau Channel. Mr. Bradley and his associates operat-

ing the Treadwell group were among the skeptics, but

they became converted and tmdertook the development of

the Alaska-Juneau property, which adjoined tiie Perse-

verance. Mr. Jackling has already showed that he can

mine and mill for about 60e. per ton, beating his orig-
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inal estimate by a handsome margin and thereby earn-

ing a new triumph for himself.

The recent slump in the shares of the Alaska Gold

Mines Co. began with rumors that the ore was not turn-

ing out so high in grade as was expected. Mr. Jackling

in an interview stated that an une.xpected occurrence of

low-grade "schist" (slate) had been encountered in a

part of the mine from which it was hoped to draw a

higher grade of ore, and this material having to be put

through the mill had reduced the general average. Up
to the end of October the new mill had treated about

900,000 tons of ore, assaying about $1.2.5 per ton in-

stead of the $1.75 expected. The cost of mining and
milling, however, had been loc. a ton lower and the

loss in tailings about 5c. a ton lower than estimated,

wherefore the net return was only 30c. per ton below

the estimate for the average ore.

The Juneau gold lode consists of slate carrying gold-

bearing quartz irregularly distributed through it in the

form of veinlets, stringers and masses. Dikes of meta-

gabbro have intruded themselves into the lode, which

dikes in turn carry quartz similarly distributed. In

some places the quartz is sparingly distributed, while in

others it is more or less concentrated. The nature of

the occurrence of the gold-bearing quartz in this lode

implies irregularities in returns, portion by portion or

month by month. These irregularities have always been

recognized by the managements of both the companies

developing the great lode. When the lode is so opened that

ore can be drawn from a great many places, which is not

yet the case, such irregularities will tend to be equalized

in a true general average. It is premature to jump at

the conclusion that the Juneau ore is not going to yield

so much per ton as was expected.

As to the value of the shares of the Alaska Gold Mines

Co., opinions will continue to differ until it has been

demonstrated by the milling of millions of tons of ore

just about what the average yield and average cost are

going to DC, after which these shares, being based upon

gold, which is not so much subject to market vicissi-

tudes as copper, zinc, etc., will probably become as steady

as such well-seasoned gold-mining shares as Alaska-Tread-

well, Homestake and others of that class. In figuring an

amortized value it is necessary to take into considera-

tion the life of the mine. A mine with a delimited ore-

body figured upon as lasting 20 years ought to pay

about 9%% gross in order to afford 6% net. As the

expected life rises above 20 years the necessary annual

amortization diminishes rapidly. When it is a matter of

50 years' life, a gross of less than 6,1/^% is needed to

yield 6% net, which is about the basis on which our

great mines sell, whether they ought to or not.

The elements for a close valuation of Alaska Gold

Mines shares are not yet available. If the company pos-

sesses 100,000,000 tons of ore yielding 75c. per ton, there

is $75,000,000 net to be had ; if only 40c. per ton, $40,-

000,000. If the extraction be at the rate of 3,000,000

tons per annum, there would be 33i/^ years' life; if at

the rate of 6,000,000 tons per annum, only half as much.

In general, the more rai)idly the ore is extracted from a

mine the more profit there is, and this is especially true

of a gold mine. In the case of the Perseverance mine

its owners expect to get a good deal more than 100.000,-

000 tons of ore.

Tlk® <^dlvgv.!rac<e Sim Sal'^etp

The price of silver has been remarkably even since the

drop of about 3d. per ounce in the London market, which

followed the outbreak of war last year. From October,

1914, up to October of the present year the variation

in the monthly averages has not exceeded Id. per ounce.

The demand for silver from the East has been lighter

ihau usual throughout this year, the shipments to India

—

usually a ruling factor in the market—having been less

than in 1914 by 25%, while China has not only taken

practically nothing from Europe, but for part of the time

has sold rather freely from its own .stock. On the other

hand, there has not been an excessive supply, and sellers

have not pressed the metal for sale, accommodating them-

selves to the conditions of the market. Silver production

in the United States has been about the same as last

year and in Canada, rather less; while in ilexico there has

been a considerable decrease. The market has also been

from time to time supported by buying for the United

States Mint.

Since the close of October, however, there has been a

steady advance, and the price, which stood at about 24d.

in London on Nov. 1, has advanced to 26y_^d., .showing

the greatest variation since the drop at the beginning

of the war. This advance seems to be firmly held, and
there are indications that it may go still farther.

As usual, several causes seem to be contributing to

the rise. The demand from India has been better, and
there is reason to believe that Chinese stocks are low

and that there will be little selling from that country

for a time, and perhaps some buying. The most direct

cause is found in large purchases for the British, French

and Russian mints. War conditions have brought about

an unusual demand for silver coins, and the mints of the

several countries are busy supplying them. It seems

probable that the coinage demand will continue for some
time. An increase in the Indian shipments is also con-

fidently looked for.

Direct shipments to the East from tliis country have

shown a considerable increase this year, the total ex-

ports from San Francisco to the end of October having

been 11,250,000 oz., or about 1,200,000 oz. more than

last year. The total this year was about one-sixth of

the exports from London, but this is a larger proportion

than usual and may indicate a growing disposition to take

from San Francisco rather than London. The supre-

macy of Loudon in the silver market, however, is so firm-

ly rooted in the conservative East that it will be difficult

to bring about a change.

The demand for silver coinage produced by the war

is something that has heretofore been overlooked, atten-

tion having been concentrated on the huge demands

for steel, copper, zinc, lead, etc., but nevertheless it has

been real. The millions of men in the field are probably

not rich in spending money, but they have some, which

in the aggregate is considerable, and they live under

conditions that result in the utter foss of a good deal of

it. The recent requirements for silver appear to be,

partly at least, to replace such loss. Wliatever be the

causes for it, the rise in the price for silver is a very satis-

factory event for the producers at Cobalt, who have

been carrj'ing large stocks in their vaults for a long time,

while more activity in prospecting is reported from there

than for years past.
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Ai'cording to the I'l'l.-iiii/ Puili/ .Vc/r.s. Ilmiaii Province

is I'ull of minerals, aiiunig wliich ure antimony deposits

in tlie central portion, [)e\vter deposits in the southern,

and copper, lead and coal in tiie southwestern. Since

the Kiang Wha ]icwter mine is hiter mentioned specifi-

cally, we judge that the makers of fake antiques had liet-

ter get hold of this mine and turn out pewter plates while

you wait.

The following excerjit from a letter hy a late resident

of Jlorenci, now of Duncan, Ariz., needs no comment:
"I have been driven from my home by the strikers. The
sheriff and governor are hand in hand with them, and
not only refuse to protect anyone in sympathy with the

company, but go s'o far as to tell such people to get out

of town. It is the worst state of affairs in this country

when American citizens paying taxes for protection to

their lives and property are not even allowed to live jieace-

fuUy in their own homes."

A correspondent in Clifton, Ariz., sends us the fol-

lowing under date of Nov. 26 : "The strikers are pre-

pared to hold out indefinitely. The American Federa-

tion of Labor has passed resolutions indorsing the strike,

and the Miami miners' imion will continue to solicit

its pay-daily subscription. Several women's organiza-

tions have the subject on the anvil, and the Globe and
Miami teams will play a game of football for the strikers'

benefit. Since the failure of the Greenlee supervisors

to authorize 300 additional deputies and in the absence

of any other payroll, the business of seeing that the

company doesn't blow up its own property, etc., is so

rotated among the union boys as to do the greatest good

to the greatest number. One serves as deputy a while

and then another. W. J. Donahue, of the Duncan tent

colony, head supply num for the Detroit company, spent

Saturday night, Nov. 20, in Morenci and was fired on

through window of his own home. The bullet sunk harm-
lessly in the wall, however, and Donahue fired back.

It is the consensus of opinion that Donahue and an ac-

complice was merely taking a friendly shot at each

other. Summing up the strike situation, the score is

and 0, union at th^ bat, Davies and Myers umpiring.

It is thought that directly after the federal investiga-

tion is concluded, most of the shift bosses, sriperintend-

ents and managers will be spent to the penitentiary."

The scenes of the McCune-Maraiion Eiver Placers con-

troversy have been shifted to Peru. Mr. McCune, who
formerly controlled the property and later was made gen-

eral manager, arrived in Peru about a month ago and in

an interview in the West Coa.'<t Leader gives a different

version of the fraud proceedings instituted in Wilmington,

Del., last summer. Mr. McCune claims to have notified

the directors on Feb. 8, 1915, of the failure to find

bedrock and advised the abandonment of the enterprise;

the directors, desiring to shift the responsibility for the

fiasco upon someone else, decided to make him the "goat."

Instead of an average of 80.9c. per cu.yd. and the belief

that the bedrock s;ravel would run from $4 to $5 in gold

per yd., as stated in the prospectus, subsequent drilling

showed a layer of low-grade or worthless "gravel for about
20 ft. and ,-iii uiulcrstratuin of niiul which at 100 ft. in

dej)tli shoued no indi<-atioii of bedrock, where it was
originally believed the bonanza deposits would be found."

Preceding Mr. McCune's arrival in Peru, George P. P.

Bonnell, former treasurer and secretary of the company,
landed at Collao in coiupany "with an engineer by the

name of Lohman and a United States })ostal inspector by

the name of Barber." They left for the Maranon and, it

is supposed, are searching for evidence. The Leader adds

that "Mr. McCune, who has come to Peru to look after his

interests in the case, is also accompanied by an engineer,

and leaves for the sierra on Friday."

Dividends disbursed in November, 1915, by 27 United

States mining companies making public reports amount
to $6,032,20-1, as compared with $1,437,123 in November,

1914. Industrial and holding companies allied to mining
paid $11,196,293, as compared with $8,692,022 a year ago.

Canadian and Mexican companies paid $1,057,607, as

coiupared with $634,894 in Novendier, 1914. The report

of the Anaconda dividend in the Journal of Nov. 6, as be-

ing in October, was an error. The stock merely went ex-

dividend at that time, while payment was made in No-
vember.

The totals for the first 11 months of the year are as

follows : ilining companies, $61,012,688, as against $50,-

United States Mining Companies Situation Per Share Total

Ahmcfk, c Mich. $2 50 $125,000
Alaska Mexican, g Alas. . 10 18,000
Alaska Treadwell, g Alas. SO 100,000
Alaska United, g Alas. .30 54,060
Anaconda, c Mont. 1.00 2,331,250
Bunker Hill Con., g Calif. .02i 5,000
Bunker Hill & Sullivan, l.s Idaho .25 81,750
Camp Bird, g Colo. .24 267,312
Chief Con., s.g.l Utah .05 43,838
Champion, c Mich. 2.00 200,000
Golden Cycle, g Colo. 02 30.000
Gold King, B Colo. .01 10,000
Hecla, Is Idaho .07 70,000
Homcstake, g S. D. .65 163,254
Lake View, z Utah .02} 11,250
May Day, g.s.l Utah . 03 24,000
Miami, c Ariz. 1.00 746,759
National Lead & Zinc, l.z Mo. .02 10,000
Nevada Wonder, s.g. . . Nev. , 05 70,416
New Jersey Zinc, z . . U.S. 2 . 50 875,000
Osceola, c Mich. 2.50 240,375
Success, z Idaho .03 45.000
United Verde, c Ariz. ,75 225,000
Wasp No. 2, g S. D. .01 5,000
Wellington, g Colo. .02 200,000
Wilbcrt, l.s Utah .01 10,000
Yellow Pine, c.z.s.g Nev. .07 70,000

Industrial and Holding Companies Situation Per SI Total

Cambria Steel Penn. SO 625 $562,.500
Interiiatirnnl \-irlrrI. com U. S.-Can. 10 00* 3,803,1.50*

Interii.n • ' \ I l.pfd U. S.-Can. 150 133,6.89

St. M,,t I laud Mich. 2 00 320,000
Uniti.l ~i 1^ ~ I, |.ld U.S. 1.75 6,304,919
Warwiik liui, i^ Si, -.I, pfd Perm. .35 52,035
White Kiiub Cupper and Dev., pfd Calif. . 10 20,000

Canadian, Mexican and Central American
Companies Situation Per Share Total

Amparo, g Mex. SO. 03 $60,000
Dominion Steel Can.
Granby Con., c B. C.
Hollinger. g Ont.
Lucky Tiger, g.s Mex.
Santa Gertrudis, s Mex.
Standard, s.I B. C.
Steel Co. of Canada N. S.

Toueh-Oakes, s .. Ont.

* Stock dividend.

715,223 in 1914; metallurgical aiid holding companies,

$76,638,095, as against $78,819,124 in 1914; Canadian

and Mexican mines, $8,499,315, as against $14,315,259

last year.

Hecla, which appears in the accompanying detailed

table of disbursements, paid its one hundred and fiftieth

dividend:

1.50
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C. W. Purington has returned to London from Irkutsk,

Siberia.

Walter McGrath lias returned to I'etrograd from Central

Siberia.

Thomas A. Varden is at Sault Ste. Marie, Mich., on ex-

amination work.

Sydney H. Ball has returned from a several weeks' trip to

British Columbia.

H. M. Payne has returned to London from Bodaibo in the

Lena Region, Siberia.

Ross Browne Hoffmann has returned to Petrograd from
Tomsk; he will soon return to Siberia.

R. Oilman Brown, Deane P. Mitchell and J. P. B. Webster
have just returned to London from Russia.

A. F. Gernet has returned from a visit to the Kedabeg cop-

per mines in the Caucasus, of which he is managing director.

Diamondfield Jack Davis, and Henry Webber, both form-
erly prominent in Goldtield, are now operating in Oatman,
Arizona.

Edmund Putnam of Parral, Mexico, and Boston, is in New
York in connection with a kaolin mine near Rome, Ga., in

which he is interested.

A. H. Buck is making a study of the geology of the John-
son district for the Black Prince Copper Co., and will be in

Denver about Dec. 20 next.

R. H. Shields, of Houghton, Mich., president of the New
Baltic and New .Orcadian Copper companies has gone to

Boston and New York on business.

J. P. Hutchins has returned to Petrograd after visiting the

Altai region in Siberia and examining the manganese de-

posits of Chiaturi in the Caucasus.

Walter Strache returned to New York on Nov. 28 from
Greenland where for the last six months he has been examin-
ing mineral properties on the west coast.

Manager Bart L. Thane, of the Alaska Gold Mines Co., left

Juneau for San Francisco late in November to work on a min-

ing deal that arouses much curiosity in Juneau.

J. A. Replogle, Arthur E. Newbold and Herbert F. Black

have been chosen directors of the Cambria Steel Co. in place

of Theodore N. Ely, Samuel T. Modine and Childs Frick, re-

signed.

Benjamin Magnus, formerly general manager of the Mt.

Morgan Gold Mining Co. in Australia is now practising as con-

sulting engineer. His address is care General Development
Co., 61 Broadway, New York.

Professor J. H. Bragg, of University College, London, has

been awarded the Nobel Prize for Physics for 1915 by the

Swedish Royal Academy of Science for an examination by

X-rays of the formation of crystals.

Pierre Bouery, for 15 years manager of La Grange hy-

draulic mine at Weaverville. Calif., has been appointed man-
ager of the Valdez Creek Placer Mines in Alaska. Under Mr.

Bouery's charge La Grange has been considered one of the

most successful hydraulic operations in the world.

Word has been received from Eugene Schwaderer, one of

the Michigan College of Mines students who left Houghton
for South Africa in July, that the party has arrived at Mes-
sina in the Transvaal and found 20 Americans working there

for the company, mostly men from Butte or Michigan.

Dr. John A. Mathews, who has been for a number of years

general manager of the Halcomb Steel Co., Syracuse, N. Y.,

has been elected president of the company, succeeding H. S.

Wilkinson, resigned. He also succeeds Mr. Wilkinson as pres-

ident of the Syracuse Crucible Steel Co., a connected company.

Frank S. Badger, of J. G. White & Co., Ltd., sailed on

Dec. 1 for Colombia where he will make a power reconnais-

sance for the Anglo-Colombian Development Co. which has

under contemplation the construction of additional dredges

in the Condoto gold-platinum region back from Buenaventura

on the west coast.

Dr. L. D. Ricketts, of Bisbee, on account of his work in

promoting the mining industry of Arizona was selected by

Governor Hunt to visit the San Francisco exposition and re-

ceive an official greeting as the state's most distinguished

citizen. On Nov. 17 he was the guest of the exposition di-

rectors at a luncheon in the California Building, where

speeches were made by a number of mining engineers and a

commemorative bronze medal was presented to Dr. Ricketts.

Zachary Merton, head of Henry R. Merton & Co., London,
died Nov. 30, according to a cable despatch just received.

Philip N. .Shannon died suddenly in Pittsburgh, Penn., Nov.
22, aged 72 years. He was for many years a prominent oil

operator being a pioneer in Pennsylvania and also hold-

ing large interests in Texas, Wyoming and Alabama.

W. J. Guthrie, formerly of Butte. Mont., died at his home
near Los Angeles, Calif., Nov. 20. An autopsy is reported to

have disclosed the presence of cyanide. It was stated that no
physician was in attendance at the time of his death and
there was some delay in notifying authorities of the death.

Orville A. Derby committed suicide in Rio de Janeiro,

Brazil. Nov. 27, according to a cablegram from that city.

The reason for his act is not known. Mr. Derby had served
the Brazilian Government for many years as a geologist, and
had been chief of the survey since 1907. He first went to

South America in 1875 from Cornell University, where he had
been an instructor in geology for two years following his

graduation there. He was a frequent contributor on geolog-
ical subjects to scientific journals. Mr. Derby was born at

Kelloggsville. N. Y., in 1851. He was unmarried.

Byron Noel White died at Spokane, Wash., Sept. 11, aged
65 years. Born in St. Thomas, Ont., he worked as a young
man in the Michigan copper country as a miner and pros-

pector for a number of years, going thence to Spokane about
30 years ago. There he engaged in mining, with which he

continued to be connected. He was one of the original owners
of the Slocan Star mine, in British Columbia, and at the

time of his death he was still largely interested in that prop-

erty. He was also interested in the Pueblo mine, in White-
horse copper camp, southern Yukon Territory, and, as well, in

mining properties in Oregon. Besdes, he operated in Mexico
for a time. Mr. White's chief mining activities for a number
of years were in connection with the development and pro-

ductive operation of the Slocan Star mine, situated near
Sandon, British Columbia. To acquire the Slocan Star group,

which eventually comprised about a dozen mineral claims, in

1S92 the Byron N. White Co. was incorporated with Byron N.

White, president and general manager. Protracted and costly

litigation between the Star Mining and Milling Co. as plaintiffs,

and the Byron N. White Co. as defendants, during a period

of about 10 years, was finally determined by a judgment of

the Supreme Court of Canada, leave to appeal from which was
refused by the Privy Council in England in the year 1909.

The decision was against the White Co., but later, in 1911, a

merger was arranged and the Slocan Star Mines. Ltd., organ-
ized to acquire and operate both properties concerned, with
Byron White as one of the directors and Oscar White
as mine superintendent, since which time the property has

been extensively further developed. Mr. White was well

known and highly esteemed throughout the Northwest and
especially in British Columbia, in the future of which he was
a firm believer. He leaves a widow and one son.

pOCHETEE^

International Trade Conference—A conference on interna-

tional trade will be held at the Hotel Astor. New York, Dec.

6-8, under the auspices of the National Association of Man-
ufacturers.

.American Institute of Mining: Engineers—The next meet-
ing of the New York Section will be held Dec. 8, at the Ma-
chinery Club, 50 Church Street. The meeting will be pre-

ceded by a dinner served at 6:30 p m. Following the dinner

the subject of "The Engineer in Modern Warfare with Par-

ticular Reference to the Present Conflict," will be discussed by

several U. S. army engineers.

The Morse Bros. Machinery and Supply Co. has purchased

the entire plant of the Kuenzel process smeltery situated at

Buena Vista, Colo., and will dismantle it and ship it to Denver.

This plant was never completed and only parts of it were

placed in operation. There is a complete power plant of high-

pressure boilers, engines, blowers, compressors, besides crush-

ing plant, machine shop. Are and boiler feed pumps, shafting,

elevators, etc.
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SAN FRANCISCO—Nov. 24

Employment of Negroes as Mine Laborers is reported to

have been undertaken in the Coso district, Inyo County.
More than 25 negroes passed through Visalia Nov. 7 en route
to the mines. They came from Virginia and are said to he
employed by eastern men wlio have recently taken hold of

mining- property in that district. It is reported that their

compensation is to be $10 per month and board. The labor
in the mines in California has for a long time been done by
foreigners; and foreign labor is at present not plentiful.

What effect the employment of negroes will have upon the
labor element is problematical. This is the first time that a
full crew of negro labor has been employed at mining work
in California, although the employment of negroes in va-
rious other industries is common enough.

The Filine of an Injunction in San Bernardino County to

restrain the sale of 3,500 acres of potash lands at Searles
Lake as part of the estate of Pliney H. Perkins, while adding
another chapter to the litigation, at the same time attracts
further attention to the operations of the American Trona Co.

The sale of the property involved in the estate has been
postponed and the matter will be heard in the Superior Court.
But the American Troria Co. is going along with the de-
velopment of the process for recovering the potash from the
brine of the lake, regardless of added litigation. The de-
velopment of the Searles Lake deposits began before the
European war was thought of in America. So the location
and development of China Lake basin, a few miles west of
Searles Lake, was begun before the war attracted renewed
attention to the potash deposit in California. Charles H.
Churchill, a prospector and miner who had been on the desert
half a lifetime, and who was the discoverer of tungsten in San
Bernardino County, has been engaged for several years lo-

cating and developing a large acreage of ground that he
believes will produce potash and borax on a large scale.

Whether or not the European war continues for a long pe-
riod, the development of these potash lands both at Searles
Lake and China Lake -will no doubt be continued in the
same spirit and with the same energy.

Standard Oil Co., has taken over the Kern County property
of Monte Cristo Co., also the Monte Cristo lease at Fullerton.
The price is said to be $375,000, which is considered very
low. There is a quarter- section of the Maricopa and 40 acres
at Fullerton. Total number of wells 115. Monte Cristo has
produced a large amount of low-gravity oil. The Fullerton
wells are deeper and produce a lighter-gravity oil. The Stand-
ard has also taken over a full section in the Antelope Hills
district, Kern County, from the Oil Exploration Co., Ltd. The
price is said to be $40,000. Testing operation has been in

progress in the district for some time past. The Associated is

very active in the Lost Hills district, having more than 100

men employed in section 13, plowing and leveling off loca-
tions for wells to be drilled. Teams and large motor trucks
are working night and dax in order to get material and sup-
plies upon the ground before the winter rains start. About
20 wells will be drilled. Oil sands in this section lie 500 to

700 ft. deep. Oil is light gravity. The independent pro-
ducers, while of a necessity having reduced their output in

the past year, are aware tliat the purchases of more terri-

tory by the Standard and increased operation by the Asso-
ciated is evidence of a future that cannot be destroyed even
by the litigation instituted by the government. While the
big con-ipanies are taking on moi-e land and pi-eparing for in-

creased production, the marketing concerns are keeping their
plants going largely with oil purchased from small producers.
The only oil men -who seen-i to be really discouraged are
those on land that may be involved in the government liti-

gation.

Bl'TTE Nov. 25

More Development AVork isi Butte Mines is being carried on
at present than at any time in the history of the district.

On Nov. 1 the Rainbow Devtlopment Co. began work on its

contract at the Butte & London. On that date the unwatering
of the shaft was completed and the sinking of the shaft from
the 1.100-ft. level to the 1,600-ft. level was begun. The shaft
is now down close to the 1,200 level. By Apr. 1 the station
on the 1,600 should be in and the entire property will then
be crosscut from north to south. Sinking at the Rainbow

shaft is going steadily forward and the two properties will
be developed jointly. At the East Butte properties, which are
to the south of the Rainbow and Butte & London, the sinking
of the shaft of the Pittsmont mine came to a stop after going
down a distance of 250 ft. from the 1,600 level. At that point
a heavy wet fault was encountered that caused delay. The
plans call for a further sinking there to the 2,100-ft level.

At the Tropic, adjoining these properties on the east, the
Anaconda company will carry on sinking during the coming
year and carry the shaft down to the 2,000-ft. level. The
Blackrock shaft of the Butte & Superior has been carried
down from the 1,600-ft. level to a depth of 1,920 ft. and
crosscutting will be carried on from the 1.700-, 1,800- and
1,900-ft. levels. Sinking is now being carried on at the Butte
& Great Falls property in the northeast part of the district.
All of these mines are in what is known as the East and North
Butte districts and in territory that has not heretofore been
explored at depth. The unwatering of the Lexington, Alice,
Nettie and Emma mines which is going on steadily will be
followed by sinking in nearly all those shafts. Sinking at the
Elm Orlu is now going forward steadily and the purpose is

to carry the shaft from the 1,700 level down to the 3,000-ft.
level with stations at 1,900. 2,000 and every 200 ft. below
that to the lowest level. It is estimated that sinking in all
the mines of Butte being carried to lower levels, is now aver-
aging 2,500 ft. per month or a total of nearly half a mile
each month in added depth to the Butte mine shafts.

The New Kxperimental Zinc Plant of the Anaconda com-
pany at the Washoe smeltery is claimed to be a complete
success from a commercial as well as from a metallurgical
standpoint. The costs, it is said, have been reduced to a
point where zinc can be made at a profit even it it were to
fall in price to the point where it started previous to the war
in Europe. The Anaconda company is expected to proceed im-
mediately with either the enlargement of the experimental
plant at Anaconda or with the construction of a new plant in
Great Falls, Anaconda or Butte. In the 10-ton experimental
plant at Anaconda which was put into operation in October,
three large melting pots are used. These were of old con-
struction and limited in capacity. The company has now
nearing completion a new brick furnace that will increase
the capacity of the plant to 25 tons of zinc per day. This
will make a monthly capacity of 1,500.000 pounds of elec-
trolytic zinc when the new plant is operating at the full
limit. Cakes of the new electrolytic zinc have been on ex-
hibition in Butte and have attracted great interest in m.in-
ing circles. This zinc is said to be of such a high grade,
99.9% pure, that it has found a ready market at a good
premium by manufacturers requiring it for brass specials
and munition purposes. An improvement that has been
made is the use of aluminum starting sheets in the elec-
trolytic process. Under the plan of operation adopted at first,

aluminum starting plates were used to make zinc starting
sheets. On each aluniinum plate two zinc stai-ting sheets were
made and tliese in turn were taken off and used for starting
the i-egular zinc plates in the electrolytic tanks. By using
the aluminum starting sheets direct, this double handling is

avoided. Two plates of zinc are formed on each aluminum
starting sheet and are taken direct to the furnace after be-
ing removed from the tanks. The Anaconda company ex-
pects to have several mines with large zinc orebodies ready
for operation early next year. Included in this list are the
Emma which it has under lease, the Alice and the Lexington,
all of which are being unwatered at present. It is now tak-
ing zinc ores for its experimental plant from the Poulin and
East Gray Rock mines.

MIAMI, ARIZ.—Nov. 32

Construction at the Inspiration Mill is going on at a rapid
rate. The building for the housing of all the pumps and com-
pressors is nearly completed. The seven additional thickening-
tanks for the tailings-dewatering plant have yet to be in-

stalled. In the mill proper, the Marcy ball mills of nine of
the 18 sections of the mill are in operation, IS mills in all,

there being two in each section. The flotation machines
for the Sth and 9th sections have not been installed, the
machines in the first seven sections having to treat the ore
ground in the nine crushing sections in operation. The floor-

ing for the flotation machines for the 11 uncompleted sec-
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tions is now being laid and several of tlie cleaning flotation

machines, namely in sections 8, 9, 10 and 11 are being erected,

the corresponding roughing cells cannot of course be put in

until the laying of the floor is completed. The machinery
for the concentrating department for all sections has been
installed and is ready for operation except for placing

the steel drags on the belts of some of the drag classifiers.

In sections 8, 10 and 11 flotation machines of the Inspiration

type are being installed which are similar to the machines
of sections 5, 6 and 7 except whereas those in the last men-
tioned sections are built of timber, the newer machines in

sections S, 10 and 11 are constructed of light sheet steel. In

section 9, another type of flotation machine is being installed,

built partly of wood and partly of steel. This machine will

operate with agitating paddles somewhat like those used in

the Minerals Separation machine, but from the appearance
of the machine at present, as it is being installed, the agi-

tation and flotation will take place in the same cell, the tank
or trough of the machine being a simple rectangular box in

the middle of each cell of which an agitator will hang. This
type machine will make in all three types of flotation ma-
chines in the Inspiration mill, namely the Callow, the In-

spiration and the agitator machines. In the flotation plant

the odor of coal tar has replaced that of the eye-burning
creosol and creosote.

Construction ^Vork at the Inspiration Mine is nearly com-
pleted and for the last few weeks a general cleaning up has
been under way both on the surface and underground. This

work had consisted of clearing away temporary structures,

litter, etc., that had accumulated during the construction pe-

riod, which at the mine is now about closed. The road

from Miami to the mine has been closed, making it necessary

to go up to the mine by team or auto over the road that

passes by the smeltery and mill. The ground to the west of

the Captain shaft of the Miami Copper Co. is caving and
cracks that crossed the road have been widening at a rapid

rate because of the Miami company's caving operations go-

ing on underneath. The miner's change house at Inspiration

is Hearing completion, and will be ready for occupancy Just as

soon as the interior fittings have been completed. The double-

deck Otis elevator, that will carry a total of 40 men, in the

main west shaft is about ready for regular use, and will be

used for lowering men by the time the change house is com-
pleted. This elevator is electrically lighted and is equipped

with a telephone. It is operated from the deck by the eager

exactly as is an office-building elevator. There are two push
buttons at each station in the mine for calling the elevator

for going up or down. It is said that this elevator is the

fastest moving one of its kind, having been designed for a
maximum hoisting speed of 850 ft. per minute. The electric

controlling device installed by the General Electric Co. on the

Nordberg twin-skip hoists is now in constant use. With this

controlling mechanism the hoisting of the two skips in bal-

ance in each shaft is entirely automatic from the time the

current is turned on at the beginning until turned off at the

end of the shift; the hoisting engineer's most onerous duty

is the oiling of the machinery. The hoists may be operated

by hand whenever desired, the hoisting speed then being con-

siderably greater than when operating under the automatic
control. The last of the four crushing units in the coarse-

crushing plant at the main hoisting shaft is now in com-
mission; the conveying machinery on which delivery had been
delayed has been installed so that the plant is now ready
for operations at full capacity.

CLIFTON, ARIZ Nov. 20

A Petition for the Recall of Governor Hunt of Arizona, who
is said to have headed a public subscription list with $500,

asking at the same time that all citizens donate to the strik-

ers' cause; who threatened to put the mine managers in the

bull-pen in order to accomplish his desires regarding treat-

ing with the strikers; who issued a Thanksgiving proclama-
tion of which this is a sample; "Today, in Arizona, whither,

with phenomenal encompassment of distance, that lofty civil-

ization inaugurated by our Pui'itan forefathers has advanced
with irresistible tread in obedience to Destiny's decree, an
intelligent, liberty-loving populace, mindful of the perpetual,

omniscent guardianship of Divine Providence, adhere to a
time-honored custom by gratefully acknowledging the bene-

ficence of an omnipotent Creator with appropriate manifesta-
tions of gratitude for blessings bountifully bestov^red," is

being circulated in which one of the indictments is: "That the

said George W. P. Hunt has deliberately attempted to foment
and encourage class hatreds and divisions. That he has been
partisan and prejudiced in his dealings with the most vital

interests of the state and that, by a program of unconcealed
and deliberate catering to the most radical elements, he has
created a condition approaching anarchy in certain sections

of the state."

TORONTO—Nov. 27

The Consolidated Mining^ and Smelting Co., of Canada, has
issued a circular announcing the issue of a new block of

stock, and giving a statement of the affairs of the company,
which shows a remarkable expansion. The zinc output for

1916 has been ordered by the Canadian Shell Committee at

profitable prices. At the request of the Shell Committee, the

company has undertaken the refining of copper which will

be done on a limited scale at first, but later it is expected to

develop and involve the treatment of much of the matte and
blister copper taken from British Columbia mines. The
Shell Committee will take the output of refined copper during
1916. The capacity of the lead furnace has been taxed to its

full extent during the past year, and the output is sold for

six months ahead.

OTTAW.V—Nov. 27

Antimony Deposits in the Wheaton district in Southern
Yukon are declared by Dr. D. D. Cairnes. of the Geological

.Survey, who has made a thorough examination of them this

year, to be among the largest antimony deposits in the world.

In the White Horse copper belt the Pueblo mine, from which
100.000 tons of copper ore averaging 49'r copper was shipped
prior to the opening of the war, is about to begin operations
again. About 100,000 tons of silver ore have been shipped
this year from the Atkins mine, at Galena Creek, on the

Upper Stewart River. Other promising silver properties are

now being developed In the vicinity of the Atkins mine.

VICTORIA, B. C.—Nov. 22

Pacific Coast Collieries, which deferred its bond interest

last May, has taken similar action again this month. The
property was compelled to close down for a long period, but
is now operating and the outlook for the future is better.

Silver Ingots Valued at $63,000 formed part of the cargo of

the Nippon Yusen Kaisha liner Yokohama Maru on her last

voyage to Hongkong. The silver was shipped via Victoria

from the Consolidated Mining and Smelting Co.'s plant at
Trail, B. C, and was the largest and most valualile that has
yi't been sent across the Pacific from British Columbia mines.

COn.VLT—N< 27

The Incrca.se in the Price of Silver has resulted in a re-

newal of productive activity in the Cobalt camp, and com-
panies which for some time have been curtailing their output
and holding back shipments are now arranging to take
advantage of improved market conditions by increasing pro-
duction. In many cases development operations carried on
steadily during the depression have put the companies in

better condition for mining, so that if the present price is

maintained a largely increased output may be anticipated.
Mining staffs are being largely reinforced.

There Is More New Bxploration ^Vork started or planned
for this camp at present than there has tteen for several years.
Much of this is by new interests not directly connected with
the old successful companies and is on properties which have
been partly explored in the early boom days or which have
been idle after brief production under the stimulus of the
boom. Most of the operations are financed from the States
and they are largely in the charge of men new to the district

who have been able to get control of well located properties
on very good terms and who have their own private "hunch"
as to where the ore is to be fo\ind. In most cases the work
planned does not require a heavy capital outlay and this is

presumably a feature that had caused these opportunities to
become of interest again at this time. In fact, the camp has
and does offer special opportunities for companies with lim-
ited capital. The hazard is very great, but the financial re-

quirements of the work are relatively small considering the
great prizes in prospect if ore is struck. Among the new
projects already formed may be mentioned the Genesee, con-
ti-olling a lot north of the Chambers-Perland in the con-
glomerate, backed by Buffalo and Rochester people; the
Twentieth Century, north of Cross Lake, near the Green-
Mehan, financed in Buffalo; the Mercy, a survival of the Gould
operation in the Cart Lake area, controlled by some of the
Seneca-Superior crowd; the Cyril L.ake or old Airgoid near
the Dominion, backed by St. Paul and Duluth operators; the
Adanac, south of the Temiskaming and supposed to have a
continuation of the Temiskaming veins, sustained by Burr
Cartwright, of Buffalo; the Aguinico, on Lake Temiskaming,
north of Cross Lake, being opened chiefly for its cobalt ores

by C. E. Smith, of Toronto; the Green-Mehan, once well

known on the stock markets, now being unwatered and exam-
ined; the Casey-Seneca, in the Casey-Cobalt area, north of the

main productive area and isolated from it.
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ALASKA
CLIFF MINE (Vaklez)—Wharf being rebuilt by Manager

Ellis preparatory to shipping in spring.
BARNES PROPERTY (Crowe Creek, Seward) — Richard

Dawson, driving tunnel ledge, reports ore averaging $14
per ton.

TEIKHELL (Teikhell District)—Pres. Joseph McCoy re-
ports good progress in development of mine. Tunnels are be-
ing driven to tap lead of ore.

-ALASKA EXDICOTT M. AND M. CO. (Juneau)—Incorpor-
ated with capital of $1.20(1,000, to own, operate, deal in mines,
etc. E. M. Aldrich is Alaska agent.

KOTUKUK CLEAN UP—Will be in the neighborhood of
$2.50,000 this year according to F. EH Howard, former commis-
sioner for that district, most of the gold coming from Ham-
mond River.

NEV.\DA CREEK (Douglas Island) — M. S. Hudson in
charge of mine has added 20 men to crew and will push main
tunnel during winter; SOO ft. additional tunneling will be
started at once.

BLACK DIAMOND GOLD (Valdez)—C. C. Revnolds, George
Hobart, H. Whitney, J. Crawford, G. J. Love and L. Graham
are developing this pi'operty and report striking a 21-in. lead
of free-milling ore.

SPEEL RIVER PROJECT (Juneau)—P. B. Dawson, con-
nected with construction plans of Project has recently been at
Speel River looking over proposed work. Reported that work
will start in spring.

ALASKA GASTINE.\U (Juneau)—During September 500.-
000 tons of ore were broken in Perseverance slopes. Mill at
Thane milled 160,000 tons. Total cost of mining and milling
under 60c. per ton. Original estimate was 75c. per ton. At
Annex Creek Water-Power Project, water should be turned
through power house by end of year. Tunnel finished and
concreting well under way. A. G. M. Co. settled with H. T.
Tripp of Juneau for water rights on Annex Creek and Carlson
Creek for consideration of $10,000.

.\RIZOX.\
Cochise County

CALUMET & ARIZON.A (Bisbee)—Has leased a large tract
of mineral land about 16 mi. east of Fort Stockton. Texas.
Ostensibly, acquisition was made for purpose of drilling for
oil, but there is opinion prevalent that it is sulphur the com-
pany is after. New Cornelia, a C. & A. subsidiary, has de-
veloped at Ajo, Ariz., large body of low-grade oxidized copper
ore and is building big leaching plant. It is to supply this
plant w'ith sulphuric acid that sulphur is wanted. Local well-
driller will immediately start to put down two 500-ft. holes.

CJila County
IRON CAP COPPER (Copper Hill)—Produced in October

179,847 lb. of copper at a cost of 9. 3c. per pound. Net earn-
ings were $15,065. For six months ended Oct. 31, made net
profits of $85,274. Shaft is down to 900-ft. level, where station
is being cut.

Greenlee County
FEDERAL INVESTIGATION of causes leading up to the

Clifton strike began at Clifton. Nov. 22, following arrival of
two commissioners of the Department of Labor.

THE WOMEN OF GLOBE AND MI.AMI will aid the strik-
ers' families at Morenci, Clifton and Metcalf by raising money
through an entertainment and county fair to be given at
Central Hall in Globe.

3Ioha%-e County

UNITED EASTERN .(Oatman)—Final steps taken at an-
nual meeting of stockholde!s looking toward immediate start
of construction of 200-ton cyanide plant, to be increased later
to 400 tons per day. Frank A. Keith is president, and D. C.
Jackling and Seeley W. Mudd are on the board of directors.

CAL,IPORM.V
-Vmador County

RHETTA (Plymouth)—Grading for installation of ma-
chinery has begun and mine will be reopened. It was former
producer.

MATON (Amador City)—Sinking is progressing with view
of thoroughly prospecting ground by drifting. Thomas C.
Mayon is owner.

FREMONT (Dry Creek)—Reported that unusually rich ore
has been disclosed in lower levels. Mine is and has been
for number of years producer and dividend payer. Wales
Palmer is superintendent.

PLYMOUTH CONSOLIDATED (Plymouth)—Preliminary
statement for October shows 11,000 tons of ore milled, total
value, $54,499: working costs, $29,301; development expendi-
ture, $3,32S; surplus, $21,870.

Butte County
PORBx:,STOWN CHROME shipned by -U'estern Pacific, hav-

ing been wagon-hauled to Oroville. Shipment amounted to
45 tons; mined on property of California Hardwood Lumber
Co.

Calaveras County

CALAVERAS COPPER (Copperopolis)—Instillation of new
mill progressing; expected to be ready for operation in De-
cember; 90 men employed in mine and mill.

I^.'dorado County
JUDSON (Diamond Springs)—Pumping plant installed for

unwatering shaft. I'roperty has yielded large amounts in
pocket gold.

MONTEZUMA (Nashville)—Plymouth Exploration Co., of
Amador County, is i)utting mine in shape foi- active operation,
sinking double-compartment shaft at rate of SO ft. a month;
now down 500 ft.; will be deepened to 1,200 ft. before drifting;
3 shifts and 20 men employed.

Modoe County
SUNSHINE (Highgrado)—Schauer lease is sacking high-

grade ore and hauling to New I'inecreek. Expect to have car-
load by Christmas.

>evada County

MEADOW LAKE (Colefax)—George Cooper and Tom
Harris have bonded property to Theodore D. Robinson, of
Lakeport, N. Y".

GOLDEN CENTER (Grass Valley)—Reported that pay-
ment of $18,000 lias been made by company to Nicholas Ber-
rlman for Dromedary claim which was located in 1850 and
worked in early days.

MEDICAL EX.A.M1NATIONS of miners ordered by North
Star and Empire and Pennsylvania mints. Under recent
amendments to law, employers are now responsible for care
of men affected by occupational diseases.

Plumas County
W.ALKER COPPER (Portola)—Flotation plant, 100 tons

capacity, being installed at mines near Portola. E.xpected to
be in operation early in January. Construction of 4,600-ft.
aerial tramway in progress; surface buildings being erected.

SOUTHERN EUREKA (Greenville)—Reported that George
D. Needy, of Spokane, and other Washington men have pur-
chased this property, including Hibernia and McClellan mines;
also the Wardlow group adjoining Southern Eureka. Prop-
erty embraces about 450 acres in center of Greenville district
and is surrounded by producing mines. Installation of modern
mill contemplated.

Sierra County
WISCONSIN (Forest City)—Gold nugget weighing nearly

9 oz. found, also quartz boulders thickly studded with gold.
Many rich nuggets found here in past. Property operated by
Wisconsin-North Fork Mining Co. through same shaft as old
North Fork gravel mine. G. F. Stone, manager.

Shasta County
M.VMMOTH (Kennett)—New copper orebody reported in

gossan croppings north of th.' Mammoth proper. Development
at this point was undertaken for purpose of securing quartz
ores.

Tuolumne County
HOPE (Sonora)—Air-driven pumps and air drills are to be

installed; 12 men pre employed in development work. Prop-
erty is owned by Salt Lake City men. George W. Weston is
general m;inager.

R.\WHIDE (Jamestown) — Large amounts of machinerv
and supplies being leceived from Blair. Ncv., bv Silver Peak
Mining Co.. which recently purchased pronert--. Said to be
puipose of company to move entire plant from Blair to James-
town.

COLOR.VDO
Clear Creek County

M.^RY MINES AND LE.ASING (Idaho Snrings)—This com-
pany, composed of local operators, has statted development on
Mary vein. Work will be carried on through Big Five tunnel.

IMPERIAL MINES (Georgetown)—Lessees operating on
Centennial vein have opened 14-in. v"in of $50 o'-e for distance
of 70 ft. Operations are being carried on through Wilcox tun-
nel.

C'PITAL CENTR.4.L (Geo'-getown) — Develonment which
has been in progress rlnving nast few months has disclosed
body of milling ore which will probably be shipped to Linn
mill for concentration.

SPECIE PAYMENT GOLD (Idaho Snrings)—Svstematic
development is to be resumed in this conioanv's propertv on
Bellevue Mt. and preliminarv operations a'e under wav. New
v.orl-i is under di-ection of E. J. F. Coleman who is president
and manager of the company.

Te!! County
C. O. D. (Cripple Creek 1—Lessees Parsons and Vetters,

operating on loth level, have made rich strike. Discoverv
was made in raise extended from 10th level at point about
750 ft. north of the shaft. Pav streak is 30 in. wide and is
composed of quartz and fluorite. Assays indicate value of
about $150 a ton. Discove'v is on what is considered split
from main C.O.D. vein and is about 800 ft. below surface.

ID.IHO
Sho.^hone County

IMPERI-\L (Wall.Tce)—Operations have been resumed in
lower workings, 720 ft. below upper workings and 1,300 ft.
below surface. .John H. Nordquist is manager.

GUELPH (Wallace)—New shaft down 25 ft. Sinking is
by hand, but company plans to install compressor and drills,
taking current from lines of Washington Water Power Co.
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LITTLE PITTSBURGH (Kellogg)—Compressor delivered
^t property, which is under bond to Colonial Mining Co. Elec-
tric power line has been extended to run compressor. Prop-
erty opened by crosscut 650 (t. and drift on vein 40 ft. shows
20 ft. of zinc ore, 2 ft. of which assays 47% and balance 26%.
Company will ship high-grade ore, delivering it to wagon
road by tramway and hauling to railroad about S mi.

EMPIRE (Little North Fork)—Compressor has been de-
livered to this property, formerly known as Horst-Powell. and
power lines are being extended to mine by "W. W. Power Co.
Company has considerable ore blocked out and plans mill in
spring. Several shipments made during summer.

BOSS ZINC (Osburn)—Has about 2 ft. zinc-lead ore in
short crosscut from bottom of shaft. Much development work
in that section for many years has failed to disclose com-
mercial ore, although surface indications and formation are
highly favorable. Strike on Boss is therefore of more than
usual interest.

SNOWSTORM (MuUan)—Rumor that Snowstorm company
had taken over Banner & Bangle property at Troy, Mont.,
denied bv Leo Greenough, manager, who states that Snow-
storm has two other properties under consideration. Green-
ough interests have been developing Banner & Bangle for
several years and plan construction of 300-ton mill next
spring. Ore is lead-zinc.

SUNSET (Wallace)—This property, acquired many years
ago bv ex-Senator W. A. Clark, of Montana, which has been
under' active development by him during recent year.s, is to
have new electrically driven compressor and hoist. Present
power is gasoline, with which shaft has been sunk 400 ft.,

with drifts east and west at 200 and 400. Shaft will be sent
deeper with new plant. Has -large body of low-grade lead
and zinc ore.

GALENA GROUP (Wallace)—Situated on Ninemile west of
Success, will be developed by Cceur d'Alene M. and S. Co. Winze
sunk to depth of 60 ft. from short upper tunnel, disclosed
promising body of galena and carbonate ore; work in winze
was stopped because of difficulty of handling water. Second
tunnel was driven at 500 ft. lower elevation, cutting vein 900
ft. from portal. Company will drive on vein 400 ft. to get
under winze.

RED MONARCH (Wallace)—Red Monarch Consolidated
Mining Co. has been organized, combining Red Monarch, Raw-
hide and Emerald groups of claims in Beaver district. Spo-
kane men are controlling factor in organization and are now
preparing for extensive development. Two well-defined veins
will be explored, one of them running in an easterly and
westerly direction and the other north and south. Contract
has also been made with diamond-drill company to do 8,000
ft. of exploration.

MICHIGAN
(Iron)

YOUNG (Iron River)—New lease has been granted. Mine
will be unwatered and worked this winter. This is one of last
mines in Iron River field to be reopened.

METEOR (Ironwood)—Shaft-sinking will be resumed here.
Depth of about 200 ft. was reached when work was stopped
two years ago. Considerable work must be done before ore
is reached.

CLEVELAND-CLIFFS IRON CO. (Ishpeming)—Last boat
was loaded Nov. 23. Cargo was from Republic mine. Snow
hindered loading operations at mines. Company shipped more
than 2,225,000 tons. Most of other Marquette range compa-
nies are also through for year.

CLEVELAND-CLIPPS IRON CO. (Ishpeming)—A shaft is

to be sunk on Junction Forty and ore removed. This land
adjoins Section 16 mine of Oliver Iron Mining Co. Latter
company worked to Junction line. Intention was to have
Oliver remove ore. This could not be done, as Section 16
shaft is handling all ore it can. Diamond drills are at work
on surface and underground in Sixteen to locate best place
for new shaft. Deposit is large and of good grade.

FOV^.TITNE LAKE MINING CO. (Crystal Falls)—This com-
pany will not go aliead with its development work at present.
Contractors have stopped their work of changing course of
Briar Hill Creek. No houses will be erected. Two big shafts
will not go down. Lands were drilled first with churn drills.

Later, tew diamond-drill holes were put down. It is reported
that the ore showed from 1 to 3% sulphur. This would make
it of little value at this time. All of lands have not been
explored. More drill work will be carried on shortly.

MINNESOTA
Dsiluth

ZENITH FURN.\CE CO. (Duluth)—Now manufacturing
benzol and tuluol as byproducts of coke manufacture.

R.'kLSTON STEEL CAR CO.—Company negotiating for site
for $2,000,000 plant near the Minne.sota Steel Co. plant at
Duluth. Present plant and office are at Columbus, Ohio.

Cuyiina Rniijare

CUYUNA-MILLE LACS (Ironton)—Season's shipments will
total 40,000 tons. Product, high-manganese iron ore, with
10 to 35% manganese content.

BRBITUNG (Crosby)—After loading all equipment on
cars and abandoning operations, orders were received to
resume work at this development shaft.

Mesabi Range
BELGRADE (Elba)—New shaft being sunk and new sta-

tion will be cut.

BANGOR (Aurora)—Shaft now down 300 ft. will be sunk
to greater depth during winter.

SECTION 27 (Chisholm)—Engine and dynamo being
erected preparatory to installing electric-haulage system.

CLARK (Chisholm)—Steam-heated pockets being in-
stalled at shafthouse to prevent ore from freezing before
loading. Shipments to be made tliroughout the winter to the
Minnesota Steel Co. at Duluth.

MISSOURI—K.-VNSAS—OKL,.\HOM-\
TEMPLE CHATMAN (Miami, Okla.)—Has let contract for

drilling of several hundred acres southwest of Miami.
GREENFIELD & LOCKWOOD (Lawton, Kan.)—Has new

150-ton mill about ready to start. Expects to have ground
drained by time mill is ready to run. Had to increase pump-
ing capacity.

LOCKPORT MILL (Galena, Kan.)—Important improve-
ments being made at mill, situated on James Murphy land.
Three of latest model sludge tables being installed. Mill

,

I'uns exclusively on custom work. Will be ready for operation
in about four weeks. William Crockett is superintendent.

LUCKY GEORGE (Joplin, Mo.)—R. C. Watson, superin-
tendent. Building new 200-ton mill. The company has 15-
acre lease on Lindeman tract of land at Bell Center, northwest
of Joplin. Two shafts already in ore: expect to have both of
them opened up ready for operation by time mill is completed.
Trial runs at custom mill showed that dirt would run 10%
zinc ore.

AYLOR (Joplin, Mo.)—A 300-ton mill is going up on Aylor
land. E. A. C. Elliott is superintendent. Two pumps have
been running for some time to drain ground. Present work
will be conducted at ISO-ft. level, where good run of ore
has been encountered, but good pav dirt is claimed to extend
to 230-ft. level. Company has drilled eight holes, all of which
are said to .show same ore that is now being opened up in mill
shaft at ISO-ft. level.

MONT.VNA
Lincoln County

MINING ACTIVITY NEAR TROY—Leo Greenough, well
known mining man, is preparing for considerable activity on
Grouse Mountain, few miles south of Troy, where he is oper-
ating B. Sr B. mine. Projected electric railroad from Troy
to mine will he constructed immediately and mill of sufficient
size to handle big output will be put up. Mr. Greenough has
secured options on other mining claims on Grouse Moun-
tain.

Silver Bow County
BUTTE-ALEX SCOTT (Butte)—Earnings for October were

slightly over .$30,000 or an average of over $1,500 per day for
20 days which mine was operated. November will show still
better results according to advices from mine.

BUTTE-BALLAKLAVA (Butte)—October earnings were
over $1,000 a day, best showing made since company took over
management at time leasers were working property. Ore
hoisted averaged more than 414% copper and was mined from
levels between the 1,300 and 1,600. Crosscutting is being done
on 2,200 level.

LILLIE MINE (Butte) — On Nov. 24 Judge McClernan
entered decree for partition of Lillie claim between North
Butte and Eutte-Main Range companies. Latter owns five-
sixths, former one-sixth of Lillie claim. By agreement Butte-
Main Range gets "what is known as north portion of claim,
containing 7. SI 7 acres. North Butte gets southern portion,
containing S.811 acres. Being worth more than north por-
tion, North Butte is to pay $30,000 to Butte-Main Range
company.

BUTTE & SUPERIOR (Butte)—According to quarterly re-
port for three months ended Sept. 30, net earnings were $2,-
761,839. Ore mined and milled, 130.210 dry tons, averaging
17.147% zinc and resulting in production of 37,396 tons of
concentrates averaging 55.123% zinc, corresponding to re-
covery of 92.33%. Mining costs were $3.46 per ton, milling
costs $1.77 per ton. According to report filed in federal court
43.000 tons of ore were treated in Minerals Separation plant
during October at cost of $2.75 a ton, to recover 10,473 tons
of concentrates valued at $79.77 a ton.

ANACONDA (Butte)—Butte mines of Anaconda were com-
pelled to close down two days during last week on account
of surplus of ore that it was Impossible to handle at Washoe
and Great Falls reduction plants of company. Average daily
production of 19 operating shafts of company is 13.600 tons of
ore. Two-day shut down enabled smelters to catch up and
it is not anticipated that any further curtailment of mining
output will be necessary as improvements at both Anaconda
and Great Falls will be completed soon after .Ian. 1 and ca-
pacity of smelting plants increased by 20%. While most of
ores from Butte are going to Anaconda, Great Falls plant is
helping out materially. Three sections of old concentrator
which was shut down year ago with expectation that it would
never be started again, are caring for 1,500 tons of ore
daily and making about 500 tons of concentrates. Six of the
eight sections in old concentrator plant at Anaconda have
been reconstructed and work on two remaining sections is
being rushed. By Jan. 1 it is estimated that Great Falls
and Washoe plants will be able to handle daily output from
Butte mines of Anaconda company of 15.000 tons and copper
production will be raised to above 25.000,000 lb. per month.
Oflicers of company expect that copper production for next
year will reach 300.000,000 lb, Neversweat mine, last of large
operating shafts of company that is shut down, is now in
readiness to start up at any time that conditions require it.

New hoist is in position and shaft has been retimbered its en-
tire length, making it one of best-equipped mines of district.

NEV.VDA
Esmeralda County

JUMBO EXTENSION (Goldfleld)—October production was
3,476 tons; grcss value. $112,000. Total mining costs were
$16,000. Sampling, freight and treatment amounted to $32,000
and smelting losses $14,000. Net realization for month. $50,-
000. Velvet sliaft is no-w down 700 ft. and connections will
be made with present workings oii 780, 860 and 1,017 levels.

Humboldt County

NEVADA PACKARD (Rochester)—New mill being tuned
up; crushing ore. M'ne has produced 2,300 tons of ore, aver-
age value $48.21 per ton, and there are 36,000 tons, average
value of $15, blocked out. There are 7.000 tons already broken
ready for the mill.

ROCHESTER MINES CO. (Rochester)—Friedman tunnel
has cut vein at depth of about 1,300 ft. exposing 44 ft. of vein
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matter, several feet of which is of good milling grade. Level
of tunnel is about 700 ft. below bottom of workings from
which present production is being made. It is estimated that
November production will be $55,000.

IMye County
TONOPAH ORE PRODUCTION for weel< ended Nov. 20

amounted to 10,093 tons valued at $207,634 compared with
0.1S9 tons week previous. Producers were; Tonopah Belmont,
2,99>S tons: Tonopah Mining. 3.150; Tonopah Extension, 1,S50;
West Knd, 612; Jim Butler. 1,050; North Star, 53; and miscel-
laneous leasei's 380 tons.

TONOPAH BELMONT (Tonopah)—During October 12,342
dry tons of total net value of $142,206 were milled, resulting
in profit of $65,009.

TONOPAH MINING (Tonopah)—During October mill
treated 12,435 tons; average value of $12.80 per ton, resulting
in profit of $60,700.

JIM BUTLER (Tonopah)—October production was 4,604
tons resulting in profit of $27,067, compared with $22,232
profit for September.

TONOPAH EXTENSION (Tonopah)—Profits for October
amounted to $66,000, compared With $52,000 for September.
Increased profit due largely to excellent conditions at No. 2
shaft where stoping continues from 750 to 1.350 levels. Cross-
cut from 1.540 level of Victor shaft should cut Murry vein
within next 140 ft.

Storey County
CROWN POTNT-BELCHER (Gold Hill)—Saved 235 cars

milling ore from 1,600 level. Jacket mill treated usual ton-
nage and shipped bullion.

MEXICAN (Virginia)—East crosscut 2,700 level in por-
phyry and quartz of low assay at 33-ft. point. Winze in east
crosscut No. 2 sunk to 11-ft. point; 2- to 4-ft. vein matter,
from low assay to $30 per ton. Reopening west crosscut on
2,500 level. Mill crushed 162 tons custom ore, average assay
$29.74 per ton.

UNION (Virginia)—Top of raise in No. 1 slope 2,500 level
in ore assaying $21 per ton. Saved 55 tons, average assay
$26.70 per ton. Northwest drift from sill floor in low-grade
ore. From south end No. 3 stope 2,500 level saved 6S tons,
average assay $43.71 per ton. Wedge rock saved from north
end of stope in cutting out for timbers.

OPHIR (Virginia)—Low-grade quartz in south drift 2.500
level. At 145-ft. point south of winze 4 ft. of low-grade
quartz. (Central tunnel 250 level north drift shows S ft. of ore
in face. Saved 365 cars of ore from stopes above noi-th and
south drifts. Milled 328 tons. Advanced Con. Virginia and
Ophir west crosscut on 2,700 level to 70-ft. point.

NEW MEXICO
Do Ana County

VICTORIA MINING AND SMELTING CO.'S silver-lead hold-
ings were bought by C. T. Boyii, of Los Angeles, at sale
ordered by U. S. District Court to satisfy bankruptcy pro-
ceedings. Properties comprise about 1,000 acres of mineral
lands in two groups about 20 mi. apart. Southern group is
between Organ and San Andras mountains and the northern
group is situated in the Plomo district in San Andras about
35 mi, nortlieast of Las Cruces. New company will start
extensive developments immediately.

ITAH
Beaver County

CEDAR TALISM.\N (Milford)—Since beginning shipments
of zinc ore from 600 le-vel. company has produced 10 cars ore
carrying about 30"* zinc.

NORTH AMERICA (Milford)—Work is to be resumed at
this property adjoining Croff mine on • south. Ore carrying
lead and silver is exposed on ISO-ft. level.

GALEN.'V (Frisco)—Work has been resumed at this prop-
erty near Horn Silver. Tunnel is being driven to cut fissure
productive of lead-silver ore in past years. Tunnel is in
185 ft., with about 200 ft. to go.

Juab County

MAY DAY (Eureka)—Small cyanide plant operated by
Griggs, Carter & Castl^ton on ore from May Day dump has
been closed down for winter.

TINTIC STANDARD (Eureka)—Preparations for sinking
new working shaft being made. This is to do away with lack
of air in the lower workings, property having only one open-
ing to surface.

YANKEE (Eureka)—Second car of ore has been shipped
from i-ecent strike* near surface. This is reported to have
carried ISO oz. silver and $6 to $8 in gold, making value for
50-ton car about $4,500.

LOWER MAMMOTH (Mammoth)—Zinc ore is being mined
en 1.500. 1.700 and l.SOO levels. During September 3 cars
were shipped and 2 in October. Company has good surplus
in treasury. Copper and lead-silver ore being mined on 1,000
level.

IRON BLOSSOM (Silver City).—New deposit of copper ore
opened in winze from 600 has been drifted on 70 ft. Several
shipments have been made from here, but no stoping has yet
been started. New stope has been opened in north end of
mine on 500 level.

E.VGLE & BLUE BELL (Eureka)—Practically all of stock
of Victoria company has been turned in in exchange for Eagle
& Blue Bell stock. It is probable that as soon as new equip-
ment at latter property has been installed, work through
Victoria shaft will cease, and development in that ground
will be carried on through Eagle & Blue Bell workings.

COLORADO (Silver City)—$60,000 in stocks, securities and
personal checks has been turned over to the clerk of the
United States district court to satisfy judgment in the suit of
J. L. Wilson against company for alleged deferred dividends.
Sum is to satisfy all claims and liens against company, various
attorneys' liens having been filed for division of judgment.

Division will be n.ade without participation of defendant
company. Decision in favor of company by local Federal
court was reversed by circuit court of appeals.

Salt Lake County
UTAH CONSOLIDATED (liingham)—This company is ship-

ping 250 tons of lead ore daily, in addition to shipments of
copper ore.

CARDIFF (Salt Lake)—Work is being done with machine
drills, since electrical equipment and new S-drill compressor
have been installed. Tunnel is being straightened and laid
with 25-lb. rail. Electric haulage is to he used. Shipments
arc being maintained at rate of 125 tons daily, and it is
thought that roads can be kept open during winter.

Summit County
PARK CITY SHIPMENTS for the week ended Nov. 20

amounted to 1.300 tons, valued at $52,000, as compared with
1,078 tons weelt previous.
NEW YORK BONANZA (Park City)—Work will soon be

resumed here.
SNAKE CREEK TUNNEL (Park Citv)—Progress during

October amounted to 312 ft., making total length 13,025 ft.

SILVER KING CONSOLIDATED fPark City)—From 30 to
40 tons of high-grade ore are being shipped daily. A two-mile
tunnel is being considered to develop western end of ground.
THREE KINGS (Park City)—Company has sunk double

compartment shaft 600 ft., and has drifted 400 ft. to south.
The work is at present in limestone, and drift is being driven
to reach contact with underlying Ontario quartzite. Electric
hoist, electrically driven compressor, etc., is being used.
The company owns 160 acres, jidjoining Silver King Coalition
and Silver King Consolidated. Operating shaft is in Nigger
Hollow. E. S. Fisher is general manager.

Vtah County
AT AMERICAN FORK, throughout the winter season, it is

expected that a larger number of properties than usual will
continue work. Lessees at the Pacific have recently shipped
car of lead-silver ore of good grade, and fissure carrying
lead-silver ore also is reported to have been cut at Bel-
lerophon.

W'ashinjfton County
AT THE NEW GOLD CAMP OF GOLDSTRIKE in the

former Bull Valley district near Modena work continues. At
Hamburg, whose strike of rich gold ore near surface was
cause of recent activity in district, middle tunnel is being
driven to cut ore in winze from upper workings. New ore
is reported in Goldstrike Virginia, Primers Fraction and Gold-
strilve Bonanza.

CAXADA
British Columbia

SALMON-BEAR RIVER GROUP (Portland Canal)—Main
adit tunnel is now in 350 ft. and is expected to reach orebody
in another 150 ft. Group is under bond to H. R. Plate, of New
York.

CANADA COPPER CORPORATION (Greenwood) — Has
taken up subject of new financing for construction of new
plant to cost $2,000,000. Engineers report that there have
been developed to date at Copper Mountain S. 900.000 tons of
"proven" ore averaging 1.75'7r copper and 2,000,000 tons of
"partially" proven ore averaging 1.75%. or a total of 10.900.-
000 tons, and an estimated 20c. recoverable per ton in gol(j and
silver. Erection of 2.000-ton plant is recommended. Canadian
Pacific engineers are assured of advisability of running a spur
to mines from Princeton, 12 mi. Greenwood ores are smelted
direct, whereas Copper Mountain ores are of disseminated
porphyry type and will require concentration by flotation
process.

Ontario

L.\KE SHORE (Kirkland Lake)—Is again in operation.
Sinking to 300 is being carried on.

TEMISKAMING (Cobalt)—Mill has 40 stamps but only 20
have been running; remaining 20 are to be put in commission.

SCHUMACHER (Porcupine)—Has sunk main shaft to 600
level. Two hundred thousand shares, par value $1, are to
be put on market at 50c. a share.

SENECA-SUPERIOR (Cobalt)—Operating costs are only
about 5c. per oz. Statement as of Nov. 20 showed cash in bank
of $180,000 in addition to $59,500 received for sale of ore.

McINTYRE EXTENSION (Porcupine)—Has reached the
850 level. Some ore has been developed and will be treated in
the Mclntyre mill when the additions are completed, which
will be about the first of year. Mill capacity will be in-
creased 50%.

HOLLINGER (Porcupine)—Contract for headframe over
central shaft has been let to Dominion Bridge Co. Winding
engine to be installed here wnll be of 5,000 tons' capacity
raising 5-ton skips and capable of raising ore from depth
of 3.000 ft.

HURONIA (Larder Lake)—Option on this property held by
Canadian Mines and Finance Co. has been allowed to lapse.
Considerable work was done on property and fair quantity of
ore developed. Oreshoots were short, however, and amount of
money involved was laige in comparison with value of ore.

PLENAURUM (Porcupine)—Has been unwatered and is

now being sampled by engineers from La Rose mine. If ex-
amination is satisfactory. La Rose will purchase 59.300 shares
of treasury stock at $1 share; money to go into development.
After expenditure of this money sufficient vendors' stock can
be purchased to give control.

MEXICO
Sonora

GREENE-C.\N.\NEA (Cananea)—One section of concen-
trator was equipped with apparatus of the Minerals Separation,
Ltd., process several months ago, but the mill-run from July
to mid-September, between enforced shutdowns, was not long
enough to demonstrate what the process would do on ores
from the Cananea-Duluth mine, which will constitute the
principal tonnage on which flotation will be tried out.
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Metal Markets

NEW YORK—Dec. I, 1»1.-;

In all of the principal markets there was diminished activ-
ity and a tendency toward softening of prices, with the excep-
tion of lead.

Copper, Tin, Lead and Zinc

Copiier—The demand for copper began to wane early in

the week and in the latter portion the market became rather
dull, although some round lots were sold on Tuesday. The
aggregate volume of business transacted during the week
was materially less than in the previous week. However, the
total of November business was verj' large, perhaps as large
as that which was done in June, which was a remarkable
month. Early in the week some copper w^as sold at 20c., r. t.,

but the market never became fully established at that figure,

sales being made at the same time at 19%c., r. t. Within the
range of 19%@20c., r. t., producers were disposed to accept
any bids that were made to them, and also any reasonable
opportunities to dispose of copper abroad regardless of just
what foreign sales might net. Business in England was taken
at about £98 throughout the week. There was a tendency to
accept bids for copper to be delivered later than February at
slightly lower terms than for delivery during the immediate
quarter. In the latter portion of the week copper was to be
had so freely at 19%c.. r. t.. that the terms of 20>4 and 20c.

which were asked by some producers no longer cut any figure
in the market.

Copper Exports for the week ended Nov. 13 are reported
by the Department of Commerce at 18,874,973 lb. The larger
items were 9,650,928 lb. to Prance, 4,831,591 lb. to Italy,

1,805,897 lb. to England and 1,459.788 lb. to Sweden. Imports
were 2,739,439 lb. metal and 2,883,574 lb. in ore and matte:
5,623,013 lb. in all. The chief imports were from Chile, Cuba,
England and Japan.

Copper Sheets, base price is 25c. per lb. for hot-rolled and
26c. for cold-rolled, with usual extras. Copper wire is 21 @
21VdC. per lb., carload lots at mill.

Tin—Business was light and the market was very narrow.
Orders to buy or sell even in moderate quantities would
influence it sharply one way or the other. The deliveries in

November were relatively small, being only 2 975 tons—2.575
on the Atlantic Coast and 400 on the Pacific Coast.

Tin output of the Federated Malay States is reported at
40,487 long tons in 1914. and 38.636 in 1915; decrease 1.851 tons.

Imports of tin ore and concentrates in Great Britain in

October were 3.210 long tons: of which 2,494 tons were from
Bolivia and 494 tons from Nigeria.

Tin arrivals at Pacific ports of the United States 11 months
ended Nov. 30, were 1,412 long tons, being 117 tons less
than last year.

Lead—The firmness of the market in St. Louis and the
narrowness of difference between the prices at St. Louis and
at New York would normally foreshadow an advance in New^
York. The A. S. & R. Co. maintained its price of 5.25c.. but
independents made sales at 5 to 10 points higher. The freight
congestion on the railways entering New York is playing
a part in the New York lead market, shipments of lead from
St. Louis to New York being considerably ionger on the way
than normally.

The prices of the American Smelting and Refining Co. for de-
silverized lead delivered in several markets are a.s fol-

lows: St. Louis. 7% points under the New York price: Chi-
cago, 5 points unde-: Detroit and Cleveland, 2% points over:
Pittsburgh and Philadelphia. 5 points over.

Spelter—Producers reported relatively small business in

the early part of the week, after which there was utter ab-
sence of demand, and the market passed largely in the hands
of dealers. There was a w-eakening tendency right through
the week and on Dec. 1 a distinct softening. The large differ-

ence between the prices for prompt and later deliveries con-
tinues, producers being willing to accept relatively low prices
for deliveries a little way forward.

The Russo-Asiatic Corporation expects to have one unit

of the zinc-smelting plant that is to treat the ore of the
Riddersk mine ready for operation next March.

^heets are i

Id the bas(
8'; discoui

1 good demand, but have not advanced this
price today is $22 per 100 lb., f.o.b. Peru.

Other Metals

TiKW YORK—Dec. 1

.^luniinnm—The market shows no change, metal for early
delivery being scarce and in good demand. The current
price is 58 @ 62c. per lb. for No. 1 ingots. New York. Futures
are not quoted.

AiHiniony—The market remains strong, and there have
been some fair-sized dealings. Ordinary brands, chiefly

DAILY PRICES OF METALS IN NEW YORK
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Chinese, are selliiiK around 40c. per lb, for large lots, while up
to 42Uc. has been named on some smaller business. Cook-
son's is nominally held at 52c., with very little to be had.

Antimony ore is available only in small lots and $2.40@2.50
per unit is named.

Quicksilver—Stocks are not large and prices are at a high
level still and are advancing. New York price is $110 per
flask of 75 lb. for large lots and $110(a>115 for smaller orders.

San Francisco reports by telegraph $105 per flask, with very
small stocks. London price continues £16 IDs. per flask, with
no discount from second hands.

Minor Metals—Current (luotations for Binninth are $3 per
lb.. New York.—Cndniium is quoted at 7s. per lb. in London;
?1.75@1.90 per lb.. New York.—(hroiniuni metal, 75c. per lb..

New York.—Cobalt metal, 97 ';f pure, is sold at ?2 per lb.

—

Mnj^nesiiiiti, pure, has gone to a high price, $6 per 1!>. being
asked.—Selenium varies from $2.50 @ 3 per lb.. New York, for

large lots: $4.50@5 for retail quantities.

Gold, Silver and Platinum
XEW YORK—Dec. I

Oold and silver movement in tl>e United States 10 months
ended Oct. 31 is repoited by the Department of Commerce
as follows:

Gnid . Silver
1014 191.5 1914 191,5

Exports S207.958.7.50 Slo..S74.9.'iO f42.4.53.190 S40.795,086
Imports 43,886.949 345,560,373 20.515,394 28,504,357

Excess E.S162.071.S01 1. S329.685.393 E, $21,937,796 E. $12,290,729

Exports of merchandise for the 10 months are valued at

$2,867,123,745; imports, $1,450,624,406; excess of exports,

$1,416,499,339. Adding the gold and silver gives $1,052,585,-

421 as the total export balance.

For the 10 months ended Oct. 31 imports of gold at San
Francisco increased from $4,091,964 in 1914 to $54,033,016 in

1915; the gain being due chiefly to receipts from Japan. Ex-
ports were $461,995 for the 10 months.

Platinum—The market is still uncertain and prices high.

Dealers are unwilling to make regular quotations, and there
are negotiations over almost every transaction. Sales have
been made as high as $70 and even $74 per oz. for refined

platinum and up to $77@78 per oz. for hard metal.

Our Russian correspondent "w-rites under date of Nov. 5

that a persistent demand both from abroad and for the in-

ternal market continues. The prices have again increased.

The offer of metal is less than the demand and therefore

higher prices are expected. From Ekaterinburg it is reported
that, owing to the high prices, abandoned mines with low
content are being put at work, and it is hoped that this will

increase the offer of platinum; but the large dealers are per-

suaded that prices w^ill not be reduced, as the demand is

too high.

Palladium—Some gales of palladium are reported at $45®
50 per oz., according to size and terms of order

Silver has advanced by sudden bounds about Id. per oz.,

fJnglish standard, owing to the discovery that the stock in

London was much less than expected. It is reported at
about 7,000,000 oz. The higher price has brought out sellers

and some reaction is probable should there be free selling at

the advance.

Zinc and Lead Ore Markets
•lOPLIX, MO Xov. l:!

Blende, high price $118; base per ton 60*;^ zinc, premium
ore, $115; medium. $114@105; lower grades down to $100;
Calamine base per ton 40';; zinc, $S0@70; average selling

price, all grades of zinc, $101.24 per ton. Lead, high settling

price $71.50, base -per ton SOCr metal content, $70@71; aver-
age selling price, all grades of lead, $67.84 per ton.

SHIPMENTS WEEK ENDED NOV. 27

Blende Calamine Lead Values
Totals this week. 15.262,560 3.04S.140 1,760,310 $9X6,600
Total 11 months.. 535,052,00 41,709,700 82,910.180 24,497,080

Blende value, the week, $820,110; 11 months. $21,227,610.

Calamine value, the week, $106,790; 11 months, $1,061,870.

Lead value, the week, $59,700; 11 months. $2,207,600.

The total sh'iment of 9,155 tons of zinc eclipses all previ-

ous records of aales. and is the strongest point marking the
demand for zino ore. The 4.000 tons stock at Granby is more
than half gone and much of that remaining is sold for future
delivery. Also a large portion of the Miami reserve has been
sold and is being shipped. Elsewhere no large stocks have
accumulated. Tonight the miners are threatening a strike if

producers do not raise wages, but this is premature with manv
of the stronger companies which have a wage agreement
based on the average base price of ore the preceding month.

1M-.\TTKV1L,1,E, WIS ><>v. 27

The base price paid this week for zinc ore was $10Sfiiio
per ton for 60% grades. No sales of lead ore were re-

ported.

SHIPMENTS, WEEK ENDED, NOV. 27

Zinc Lead .Sulphur
Ore, Lb. Ore, Lb. Ore, Lb.

Week 6,076,000 840,320
Year 189,643,750 6.338.640 26.534.310

Shipped during week to separating plants, 5,518.000 lb. zinc
ore.

Iron Trade Review
NEAV YORK—Dec. 1

The ii'on and steel markets continue to be extremely
active, with heavy demand for both home consumption and
export, while higher pi-ices seein hardly to check the demand.

One exception to this is the withdrawal by the Pennsyl-
vania R.R. of its order for 11,000 cars, on account of the high
prices asked. In other cases, however, advances seem to

make little difference, the rush being to secure material for
delivery when needed. The export business is still a very
large factor in the market.

Pig iron is quite as active as steel and prices are being
firmly held at the advances made. Steel-making irons are in

special demand with low-phosphorus also.

The statement comes from Philadelphia that the Replogle-
Drexel syndicate has secured enough Camb:-ia Steel stock in

the market, in addition to that bought from the Pennsyl-
vania R.R., to give them control of the company, and that
plans for its reorganization will soon be brought forward.
It is certain that there has been heavy buying of the outside
stock.

PITTSBl RCiH—Nov. 30

Effective Dec. 1 the American .Steel and Wire Co. is advanc-
ing wire products $2 a ton, making plain wire 1.85c. and wire
nails $2 per keg, base. The general advancing tendency in

steel prices is somewhat less pronounced. There is less pres-
sure to place strictly new business, perhaps simply because
early deliveries could not be secured, while there is heavier
specifying on contracts.

A further quieting down in new buying is to be expected
for December, while specifying on contract will doubtless be
less active in the first quarter, on account of the higher range
of contract prices, but the mills will enter the new year with
nearly six months of solid work on their books, and there is

no expectation in any quarter of any weakening whatever in

the steel market for many months.
Lake Superior iron-ore prices for next year have not been

closed and while an early announcement is expected in some
quarters there is a contingent in favor of waiting until aftei"

Jan. 1 for the naming of prices.

Pig Iron—Pig-iron prices have been advancing very
sharply, and all grades are quotable at $1 higher than a week
ago. Apparently there is scarcely any unsold capacity for the
next four or five months. 'U'e quote: Bessemer, $1S@1S.50:
basic. $17: malleable and foundry. $17(S17.50; forge. $16.50®
17. f.o.b. Valley furnaces, 95c. higher delivered Pittsburgh.

Ferromangraiiese—The market has stiffened. Imported is

firm at $100. seaboard, on contract, and domestic producers are
firm at $110. shipping point, as minimum. Prompt lots go at
$100(S105 per ton.

Steel—The market is quiet as regular consumers have
made private arrangements with their regular sources of

supply and chance comers have no standing at all with pro-
ducers who are indisposed to sell except when there is a direct
obligation to take care of a regular customer. The market,
such as there is. can be quoted at about $1 higher than a week
ago: Bessemer billets. $28; bessemer sheet bars. $2S(§'28.50:

openhearth billets. $29-530; openhearth sheet bars. $29.50(§)30,

f.o.b. maker's mill. Pittsburgh or Youngstown.

Chemicals
XF.W YORK—Dec. 1

The general market is fairly steady, with few changes
reported, and business inclined to be more active.

Arsenic—A moderate business is forward and little or no
change is noted. Quotations are $3.75@4 per 100 lb. for both
spot and futures.

Topper Sulphate—Business is quiet and on about the usual
scale. Quotations are unchanged, at $8 per 100 lb. for carload
lots and $8.25 per 100 lb. for smaller parcels.

Xitrate of Soda—Prices keep up well, though ari-ivals have
been large. Quotations continue $2.90 per 100 lb. for De-
cember and $2.85 for later deliveries.

Pyrites—Imports at Baltimore for the week included 9.SV6

tons pyrites from Huelva, Spain.
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Mining Companies—United States

Acacia, g.
Ada 3.I.C.

Ahmeek,
Alaska Mexican, g
Alaska Treadwell, g. . . ,

Alaska United, g
Am. Zinc, Lead & Sm..
Anaconda, c

Argonaut, g
Arizona Copper, pf

Arizona Copper, com. .

.

Bagdad-Chase, g., pf..

.

Baltic, c

Bingham N. H., c
Bonanza Dev., g
Brunswick, g
Bunker Hill Con., g. .. .

Bunker Hill & Sul., l.s.

Butte-.Mex Scott, c
Butte-Ballaklaya, c . . .

Butte & Superior, z. . . .

Caledonia, 1.9.C

Calumet & Arizona, c.

.

Calumet & Hccia, c

Camp Bird, g.s

Centen'1-Eur., l.s.g.c. . .

Center Creek, l.z

Cliampion, c

Chief Consolidated, e.g.

Chine, c
Cliff, g
Cliff, g
Colo. Gold Dredging. .

.

Colorado, l.s.g

Columbus Con., g.s. . . .

Commercial Gold
Con. Mercur, g
Continental, z.l

Copper Range Con., c.

.

Daly Judge, s.l

Daly West, s.l

Doctor J.ackpot, g
Doe Run, 1

Eagle & Blue Bell, g.s.l,

Elkton Con., g
El Paso, g
Ernestine, g.s

Fed. M. & S., com
Fed. M. & S., pf
Florence, g
Frances-Mohawk, g
Free Coinage, g
Fremont Con., g
Frontier, z

Gemini-Key'ne, l.g.s... .

Gold Chain, g
Gold Coin of Victor
Gold Dollar Con
Gold King Con., g
Golden Pvcle, g
Golden Star, g
Goldfield Con., g
Grand Central, g
Granite, g
Hazel, g
Hecla, l.s

Hercules, l.s

Homestake, g
Horn Silver, 1.8.2

Iowa, g.s.l

Iowa-Tiger, g.s

iBlo
Iron Silver, s.l.g

Jamison, g
Jerry Johnson, g
Kendall, g
Kennedy, g
King of Arizona, g
Klar Pinuette, z.l

Knob Hill, g
Liberxy Bell, g
Little Bell, l.s

Little Florence, g
ISIammoth, g.s.c

Mary McKinney, g. . . .

May Day, g.s.l

Mexican, g.s

Miami, c

Modoc, g.s

Mohawk, c
Monarch-Mad'a, g.s.l...

Montana-Tonop., s.g. . .

Mountain, c

National, g
Nevada Con., c
New Century, z.l

New Idria, q
North Butte, c
North Star, g
Old Domin'n, M. & Sm.
Ophir, s.g

Opohongo, g.s.l

Oroville Dredging
Osceola, c

Parrot, c
PeariCon., g
Pharmacist, g
Pioneer, g
Pittsburgh-Idaho, !

Pittsburgh Silver Peak,
Portland, g
Quilp

U. S...

Mont..
Calif.

.

Calif..
Mich..
Utah..
Colo .

Calif..
Calif..
Ida....

Mont.

.

Mont.
Mont.

.

Ida...,

Utah

.

Alas.

.

Colo

,

Utah.
Utah.
Ore. , ,

Utah.
Mo. .

.

Mich.
Utah.

.

Utah.

.

Colo. .

Mo....

N.M..
Id.aho.
Idaho.
Nev.,

.

Wis...
Utah.

.

Utah.

.

Colo. ,

Colo .

Colo . .

Colo .

.^riz. .

.

Nev...
Utah.
Colo..
Cal , .

Idaho.
Idaho.
S. D .

Colo..
Utah..
Colo. .

Cal...
Colo .

Mont .

Cal . .

Wis...
W,ash..
Colo . .

Utah..
Nev.,

.

Utah..
Colo..
THah..
Nev.
-4riz..

.

Colo.

.

Mich..
Colo..
Nev...
Cal...
Nev. .

.

Nev. .

.

Mo...

Utah.
C.il ..

Mich..

Nev...
Colo.

.

Wash.

.

Isi

M38,989
80,000
50,000
180.000
200,000
iso.aiin

171.200
2.490,2.50

20li,lll)l

1,420,121
I,.519.s9i:

184.819
1011,11(11

.30o!l»ll

395,28?
200,001
327,001
74.001

272!ol9
2,60.5,000
617, .38,

lOO.tiOO

1,100,051

100,000
100.000
100,000
S71,3S-t

869,940
3111).

100.

22.000
393,739
300.000
180,000

3,000,000
6.5,783

893,146
2,.5O0.000

490,000
300,000
60.000
120,000

1,0.50,000
912.000
10.0110

200,000
1,2.50

5,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
2,.50O,0O0

,7.50,370

1,.500,000

I,i;.50,ooo

900,000
1 ,000,000
1 .onn.ooo

251,160
400,n(in

l,orii'.,i;67

3.000
1,000,
.500,000
390,000
.500,000
.500,000
100,000
200,000
20,000

1 ,000.000

133,
300,000

1,000,000
400,000

1,309,2.52
800,000
201,000
747,112
500.nnn
IOO,onn

1.000,000
921,.S'-,.-,

2.50,00(1

7.5n.n'i'i

1,999.4.571

430,000

162[onn
201,000
898,978 '

700,000
96,1.50

229,8.511

1,909,711 (

1..500,000
5,000,000
803,000

2.790,000
3,000,000
1..500,000

Total

S 122,004
778,000

3,175,000
3,507,381
15,535,000
1,991,210
983,320

100,073,125
1,680,000
2,127,043

18,461,.33S
202.394

7,9.50,000

454,302
1,425,000
203,314
865.000

16,609,500
159,100
12.5,000

3,264,98'
6.50.,300

22,176,82;
127,7.50,000
10,695,1
4,0,50,000

550,000
10,900.000

306.821
5,82S.015

2H
650,000

2,570,000
226,832
43,750

3,445,313
341,000

13.986,746
1,095,000
6,600,000

45,000
3,550,969
401,916

3,579,460
1.707. .545

150,000 July
2,708,7.50 Jan.
9,976,361 Sept.
840.000 ,\|,r.

546,000 .1,,:..

1,80,000 Dec.
258.000 Oct.
146,202 Nov.

2,305,000 1

1.30,000 ;

1,350,000 1

100,000 1

1,407,319 '

4,200,000 ]

140,000 :

28,643,916 (

1,620,7,50!
270,000 1

971,000 1

3,655,000iNo
S.725,000:June

38,457,494 Nov.
Sept.

Nov.
Nov.
Oct.
Aug.
Sept.
.\ug.
Sept,

Nov.

Deo.
Oct.
Dec.
July
July
Oct.
Oct.

Aug.
May
Feb.

Deo.
May
Feb.
Dec.

Dec.
Mar.
Oct.
Sept.
Nov.
Dec.

233,499 ;

9,2.50 1

2,470,000 (

4,9.50,000 1

378,300 .1

187,.500 I

1,505,000 J

1,831,001
396,000 J

2.59,000 I

70,000 <

1,559,179 f

75,000 ;

430,000 .

2,300,000 .:

1,169,308,1
244,000 I

161,910 .1

6,392,457 1

275,000 1

3,575,000 ]

40,000 :

4.SS,.5SS 1

4,21l'.,2.50 :

57(1.000 :

18,970,141 !

237,600 (

1,730,000 (

12,277,000 :

4,687,040 I

7,553,000 Serit.

2,003,300 .'

80,907 ;

l,771„S38f
12,900,800 ]

7,871,839 i

181,422 1

7,500 1

2,041,526 (

216,810 (

771,200 ;

10,083,080 (

67,.500 1

Aug.
Dec.
Oct.
Dec.

July
,\pr.

Aug,
Apr.
Oct.
Sept.
Mar.

'hSy
July
Nov.
Jime
Nov.
Dec.
Feb.
May
i^ec.

May
May
Sept.
(let.

Oct.
July
Sept.

) July
; Dec.
I Feb.
iOct.
) Oct.
)July
)Oct.
I Feb.

SO, 01
0,04
2.50
0.10
0.50
0,30

.50

1,00
06

0.24
10

2 00
20
20

0.06
0.02:
0,25

15
50

5.75
0.03
1.00

15 00
24

1 50
0,15
2 00

05
75
10

0,01
1 00
03

0,20
0.00 J

03
50
75

0.25
15

0,00!
76

0.10
0,02

10
0.10
1.50
1 , 00
0.10

05
1.00
02

2.00
10.00
0.03
0.02
0.005

03
0,02
0.05
0.10
0.05
0.01

01
0.07

0.65
0.05
O.OOJ
1,00
0.05
0,10
0.02
0.01
0.06
0.03
0.12
0.50
O.OOi

0.05
0.03
0.05
0.02
0.03
0,75
1.00
0,01
2.00
0.01
0.10
0.44
0.10
0.37:

01
0,50
0.40
0,20
1.50
0.10
0.02
0,12
2.50
1.63
0.02
0.00'
0.03
0.04
0.02
0.02

01

Mining Companies—United States—(Continued)

Ray, c
Republic, g
Rochester, l.z.

Round Mountain, g. , . .

Seven Troughs Coal., g.

St. Joseph, 1

Shannon, c

Shattuck Arizona, c. . ,

Silver King Coal,, l.s. .

.

Silver King Con., l.s. .

.

Sioux Con., s.l.g

.Skidoo, g
Snowstorm, eg
South Eureka, g
Standard Con., g.s

Stewart, 8.1

Stratton'a Ind., g, ,

Success, z , ,

.

Superior & Pitts., c. . . .

Tamarack, c
Tennessee, c
Tomboy, g.s..

Tom Reed, g
Tonopah Belm't, s.g. , .

.

Tonopah Ext., g.s
,opah of Nev., s.g. .

.

Tri-Mountain, c
Tuolumne, c
Uncle Sam, g.s.l

United Cnp. Min., c
United (Crip. Ck.) g, . ,

United Globe, c
United Verde, c. ...... .

Utah, 3.1

Utah, c

Utah Con., c
Valley View, g
Victoria, g.s.l

Vindicator Con., g
Wasp No. 2, g
Wellington Mines, g
Wolverine, c
Yak, S.I

kee Con., g.s
Yellow Aster, g
Yellow Pine, l.z.8

on Gold, g

Mich.

.

Ariz..
Wash.

.

Mo.. .

Nev...
Nev...
Mo...
Ariz. .

.

Ariz. .

.

Utah.

.

Utah..
Utah.

.

Cal ..

Ida...
Calif..
Cal ..

Ida. .

.

Colo.

.

Ida .

.\riz...

Mich..
Tenn.

.

Colo..
.\riz. .

.

Nev...
Nev..

.

Nev. .

.

Mich.

.

Mont.
Utah.

,

Wash.

.

Colo. .

.\riz. .

.

Ariz. .

.

Utah.

.

Utah.

,

Utah.

.

Colo..
Utah..
Colo
.S. D..
Colo
Mich .

Colo. .

Utah..
Cal. .

.

Nev. .

.

Alas. .

.

Par

110,000 S 25
1,485,333
1.000,000

4,900
1,188,019
1,500,0(J0

1,472,252
300,000
350,000

1,250,000
627 582
745,389

1,000,000
1,500,000
299,981
178,394

1,238,362
1,000,000
1,500,000
1,499,792

60,000
200,000
310,000
909,555

1,500,000
943,433

1,000,000
100,000
800,000
.500,000

1,000,000
4,000,100

23,000
300,000
100,000

1,624,490
300,000

1,000,000
250,000

1,500,000
500,000

10,000,000

60,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
100,000

1,000,000
3,.5OO,O00

0.60

4 85

100

S21,447,5O0'Sept. '15

4,362,796 Sept. '15

Nov. "12

July '12

\ug. '13

Sept. '15

Sept. '15
'13

Aug
Oct. __
Oct. '15

July
Oct. __
Oct. '13

'15

Sept. '15

July '07

Oct. '15
'15

Apr. '15

Oct. '15

Oct. '15

Oct. '15

Dec. '13

May '13

Sept. '11

Nov. '12

Jan. '10

Jime '16
'15No

Dec
Sept. '15

Sept. '15

Dec. '10

Nov. '15

8,520,000iOct. '15

l,937,685;Sept, '15

167,500|jan. '13

l,163,789|May '15

813,008!Nov. '15

7,350,000 Sept. '15

I

Amt,

0.37i
Oli

0.50
0.04

02 J

0.25
0.50
O.SO
0.15
0.10
0.04
0.01

02
0.03
0.25
0.10
0.03
0.06

38
4.00
0.75
0.24
0.06
0.12i
0.07i
0.15
2.00
0.10
0.05
0.01
0.04
6.00
0.75

02
1.00
0.50
0,04
0,04
0.03
0,01
0.02
4,00
0.03
0.01
0.02
0.07
0,07i

Iron, Industrial emd Holding Companies

ated.
Sm. & Ref., com ..

Am. Sm. & Ref., pf
Smelters, pf. A.. . .

Smelters, pf. B. . . .

Greene Cananea
Guggenheim Expl
Inter'l Nickel, com
Inter'l Nickel, pfd
National Lea(i, com. . .

.

National Lead, pf
Old Dominion, c
Phelps, Dodge & Co. .

.

U. S. Steel Corp., com..
U. S. Steel Corp., pf.. ..

U. S. S., R. & M., com.
U. S. S., R. AM., pf., .

Mont
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Company

Blue Bull Reorg., Nev
Clear Grit, Ida
Coeur d'Alene Inv., Ida. . .

.

Columbus Ext.. Utah
ConHdence, Nov
Cons. Imperial. Nev
Copper Mt. M. & D., Ida. . .

Darby M. & M., Ida
Dry Canon Cons., Utah, ...

Emerald Oil. Utah
Eureka M. & M., Ida
Great Western, Nev. ......
Hancock Cons., Mich
Hector, Ida
Idaho & Los Angeles, Ida..

.

Idaho-Nevada Exp., Ida. . .

Idora, Ida., (post.)

Ivanhoe. Ida
Jack Walte, Ida
Laclede. Ida
Leonora M. & M.. Utah. ...

Lucky Swede, Ida
Missoula Copper, Ida
Montana Standard
National Copper, Ida
National Lead, Ida
Nevada-Douglas, Nev
New Arcadian, Mich
New Baltic, Mich
Northern Light. Ida
O. K. Ex. M. & R., Utah...
Com Paul Con., Ida
Oreano, Ida
Oriental, Nev ,

Original. Nev
Phedora, Ida., (post.)

Phoenix, Mich
Rescue Eula, Nev
Seg. Belcher & Midas, Nev.
Silver Clin, Ida
Sonora M. & M., Ida
Sunset Dev., Ida
Sunshine, Ida. (post.)

Ton. Gipsy Queen, Nev. . .

.

Tonopah Midway, Nev. . .

.

Umatilla Ton., Nev
West Toleda, Utah
Wolf Mountain, Utah

Nov.
Dec.
Oct.
Dec.
Dec.
Nov.
Oct.

Nov.
Jan.
Nov.

Sale

Dec, 6
Jan. 5
Dec. 6
Jan, 3
Jan. 14
Dec. 21
Dec. 1

Dec. 16
Jan. 17
Dec. 16
Dec. 27
Dec. 7

"Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Nov.
Nov.

Dec. 10
Dee. 27
Dec. 1

Dec. 2
Dec. 9
Dec. 20
Dec. 27
Dec. 17
Dee. II

Dec. 1.5

Dec. 15
Dec. IS
Dec. 1.1

Dec. 31

Jan.
Dec.
Dec.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.

Dec. 2
Dec. 15
Dec. 6
Jan. I.s

Dec. 7

Dec. 7
Dec. 11

Jan.
Jan.
Dec
Dec. 17
Jan
Dec. 15
Dec. 6
Jan. 1

1

Dec. 13
Jan,

Dec. 14

Amt.

O.OI
0.0013
0.002
0.02
0.10
0.01
0.002
0.00125
0,001
0.06
O.OOI
0.001
1. 00
0.005
0.005

002
O.OOS
0.0025
O.OI
0.003
0.005
0,002

002
005

0.01
O.OOI
0.10
0.50
0.50
004
005

0.01
0.001
0.003

003
0.0005
1.00
O.OI
0.02
0.0025
0.003
0.002
0.0006

01
0.01
0.005
0,01
0.0025

Stock Qnotntions

Among sales at auction in Philadelphia
on Nov. 24, we note 1 Shannon-.4rizona
R.R. e^f. bond at $950. The stock of the
Chile Copper Co. has been listed on the
New York Stock Exchange.

COI.IJ Sl'Ul.N'GS No . 30

Name of Comp.

Acacia
Cripple Cr'k Con.

,

O.K. &N
Doctor Jack Pot.

.

Elkton Con
El Paso
Flndlay
Gold Dollar
Gold Sovereign. .

.

Golden Cycle
Isabella
Jack Pot
Jerry Johason
Lexington
Mary McKinney.
Pharmacist
Portland
Raven B. H
ViTi-i'.eator .

Bid.
I

Name of Comp.

Beck Tunnel
Black Jack
Colorado Mining..
Crown Point
Daly-Judge
Emma Cop
Gold Chain
Grand Central. . . .

Iron Blossom
Lower Mammoth.
May Day
Opohongo
Prince Con
Seven Troughs. .

.

Silver King Coarn.
silver King Con..

.

Sioux Con
Uncle Sam
Yankee

3 45
2 25

Oli

Bailey
Chambers Ferland.
Conlagas
Peterson Lake
Right of Way
Seneca Superior. . . ,

Silver Queen
T. & Hudson Bay., ,

TimlsUamIng
Trethewey
Wettlaufer-I.or.. . ,

DomeExten.. .

I^oley O'Brien..
Hollinger
Imperial
Jupiter
Mclntyre
Pearl Lake. . .

.

Porcu. Crown.
Preston E. D..
Vipond
West Dome

SAN FRANCISCO Nov. 30
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This index is a convenient refei'ence to the current liter-
ature of mining and metallurgy published in all of the im-
portant periodicals of the world. We will furnish a copy of
any article (if in print) in the original language for the
price quoted. Where no price is quoted, the cost is unknown.
Inasmuch as the papers must be ordered from the publishers,
there will be some delay for tlie foreign papers. Remittance
must be sent with order. Coupons are furnished at the fol-
lowing prices: 20c. each, si.\ for $1, 33 for $5, and 100 for $15.
When remittances are made in even dollar.s, we will return
tlie excess over an order in coupons, if so requested.

COPPER
2336—ALASKA—Mining on Prince William Sound. Ber-

trand L. .Johnson. (Bull 622-E, U. S. Geol. Surv., 1915; 8% pp.,
illus.)

2337—ARIZONA—Copper Queen Reduction Works, Arizona.
C. A. Tupper. (Min. and Eng. Wld., Nov. 6. 1!)15; 3^ pp.,
illus.) 20c.

2338—ARIZONA—The Bisbee-Warren District—Copper
Queen Mine. C. A. Tupper. (Min. and Eng. Wld., Oct. 2, 1915;
8 pp., illus.) 20c.

2339—ARIZONA—The Strike Situation in Arizona. (Eng.
and Min. Journ., Oct. 30. 1915: 1 aj pp., illus.) 20c.

2340—BRITISH COLUMBIA—The Britannia Mine, Howe
Sound. B. C. E. A. Hag-gen. (Min., Eng. and Elec. Rec,
Aug., 1915: 2H4 PP-, illus.) 20c.

2341—CALIFORNIA—The Geolosry of Iron Mountain.
Oscar H. Hershey. (Min. and Sci. Press, Oct. 23, 1915; 6 pp.,
illus.) 20c.

2342—CHILE—Mining Methods at Braden. (Eng. and Min.
Journ.. Nov. 20, 1915; 1% pp.) From article by H. R. Graham
in "Tcniente Topics." 20c.

2343—COLORADO—Gold, Siiver, Copper. Lead and Zinc in
Colorado in 1914. Mines Riiiort. Charles W. Henderson.
(Mineral Resources of U. S., 1914—Part I. Oct. 16, 1915; 59 pp.)

2344—CONCENTRATOR—The Concentrator of the Braden
Copper Co. ("Teniente Topics." Oct., 191.";; 5'/2 PP-. illus.) 40c.

!>3.IS—ELECTRICAL INDITSTRY—Copper and Electrical
Industry. (Elec. Wld., Nov. 6, 1915; 3 pp., illus.) 20c.

2346 — LEACHING — Nevada-Douglas Con. Copper Cn.'s

Process of Ore Leaching. A. J. Orem. (Jlin. and Eng. T\nd.,

Oct. 16, 1915: 2Vi pp., illus.) 20c.

2347—PHILIPPINES—Copper Deposits in Zambales Prov-
ince. V. E. Ledniekv. (Mineral Resources of the Philippine
Islands for 1914: ?, pp.)

2348—PULVERIZED COAL for Copper Smelting. Anaconda
Copper Mining Co. N. L. Warford. (Min. and Eng. Wld.,
Nov. 6, 1915: 2*1 pp., illus.) 20c.

2349—REFINING—Electrolytic Refined Copper. A. C.

Clark. (Advance copy. Internat. Eng, Congress, Sept., 1915;
9 pp.. illus.)

2350—SMELTING at Panulcillo. Chile. (Eng. and Min.
Journ., Nov. 13. 1915; 2% pp., illus.) Account of operations
of Central Chili Copper Co. 20c.

2351—TAILINGS—Potash in Certain Copper and Gold Ores.
B. S. Butler, with a note on M\iscovite, by G. Steiger. (Bull.

620-J. U. S. Geol. Surv.. Nov. 15. 1915; 12 pp.) On the possi-
bility of recovering potash from tailings obtained in the
concentration of gold and copper ores.

2352—UTAH—The Disseminated Copper Ores of Bingham
Canyon. Utah. J. J. Bceson. (Bull., A. I. M. E., Nov., 1915;
45 pp., illus.)

GOI.D AND SILVER—GEOL,OGY
<)S53—AL.ASKA—The Willow Creek District, Alaska.

Stephen R. Capps. (Bull. 607, U. S. Geol. Surv., 1915; 86 pp.,
illus.)

!>,qK4—.ARIZONA—Gold Deposits Near Q\iartzite, Arizona.
Edward L. Jones. Jr. (Bull. 620-C, U. S. Geol. Surv., Sept.
23, 1915: 13 pp.. illus.)

235.5—BRAZIL—The Geology of Central Minas Geraes,
Brazil. E. C. Harder and R. T. Chamberlin. (Journ. of Geol-
ogy. July- Aug., 1915: 40 pp., illus.) 60c.

2356—PHTLTPPINES—Notes on the Mineral Resources of
Surigao Prnvinr-e. Wallace E. P<-att. (Mineral Resources of
the Philippine Islands for 1914; 7\i pp.)

2357—TA.SMANTA—The Geology of the Waihi Grand Junc-
tion Mine. Arthur Jarman. (Bull. 133, I. M. M., Oct. 14, 1915;
45 pp., illus.)

GOIiD DREDGING .\!VD PL.VCER MINING
2S.5R—ALASKA—The WUlow Creek District. Alaska.

Stephen R. Capps. (Bull. 607, U. S. Geol. Surv., 1915; 86 pp.,
illus.)

2359—.ALASKA—Winter Mining at Fairbanks. Hubert I.

Ellis. (Eng. and Min. Journ.. Oct. 30. 1915; 41,4 pp.. illus.) 20c.

2360—ARIZONA—Gold Deposits near Quartzite. Ariz. E.
L. Jones. Jr. (Bull. 020-C. U. S. Geol. Surv.. 1915: 13 pp., illus.)

2361 — BRITISH COLUMBIA — .^cquiring Placer-Mining
Claims in British Columbia. J. .\. Macdonald. (Eng. and Min.
Journ.. Nov. 6, 1915: 1?! pp., illus.) 20c.

2362—PHTLTPPTNES—Gold Mining in Various Districts in
1914. Wallace E. Pratt. (Mineral Resources of the Philippine
Islands for 1914: 71/. pp.)

2363—SAVING FINE GOLD. T. W. Gruetter. (Min. and
Sci. Press, Nov. 6, 1915; % p.) 20c.

2364—VICTORIA—Dredge Mining and Hydraulic Sluicing
in Victoria. (Annual Report of the Chief Mining Inspector
for 1914. 16 pp.)

2365—YUKON—Mining in the Yukon. (Can. Min. Journ..
Nov. 1, 1915; IVi pp., illus.) From "The Yukon Territory." by
J. B. Tyrrell, in "Canada and Its Provinces," Vol, 22. 20c.

GOLD A.\D SILVER—CY.INIDING
2366—CYANIDE CON.SUMPTION on the Witwatersrand.

H. A. White. (Journ. Chem., Met. and Min. Soc. of So. Afr.,
Sept., 1915; 11% pp.) 60c.

2367—MERCURY DETERMINATION—The Determination
of Mercury in Cyanide Solution and Precipitate. W. J. Shar-
wood. (Min. and Sci. Press, Oct. 30, 1915; 2 pp.) 20c.

2368—SOLUTIONS—The Prevention of Hydrolysis in
Cvanide Solutions. H. M. Leslie. (Journ. Chem., Met. and
Min. Soc. of So. Afr., Sept., 1915; 13% pp., illus.) 60c.

2369—SOUTH DAKOT.A^—Trojan Ore and Milling Practice.
Jesse Simmons. (Min. and Sci. Press, Nov. 6, 1915; 3i pp.,
illus.) 20c.

2370—TUBE MILLS—The Use of Scoop Discharges in Tube
Mills. W. R. Dowling. (Journ. Chem., Met. and Min. Soc. of
So. Afr., Sept., 1915; 2V4 pp.) Discussion of paper previously
indexed. 60c.

GOLD AND SILVER—GE!VER.\L
2371—ARIZONA—The Oatman. Ariz., Mining District.

(Min. and Eng. Wld., Nov. 13, 1915; 3 pp., illus.) 20c.

2372—COLORADO—Gold, Silver, Copper. Lead and Zinc in
Colorado in 1914. Mines report. Charles W. Henderson.
(Mineral Resources of U. S.., 1914—Part I. Oct. 16, 1915: 59

pp.)
2373—IDAHO—Metallurgy in the Coeur d'Alenes. Herbert

A. Megraw. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Nov. 20, 1915; 4 pp., illus.)

20c.

2374—PHILIPPINE!?—Gold Mining in Various Districts in
1914. Wallace E. Pratt. (Mineral Resources of the Philippine
Islands for 1914; 71.2 pp.)

2375—PHILIPPINES—Gold Production of the Philippine
Islands in 1914. Wallace E. Pratt. (Mineral Resources of
the Philippine Islands for 1914; l',b pp.)

2376—SOUTH DAKOT.\—Trojan Ore and Milling Practice.
Jesse Simmons. (Min and Sci. Press, Nov. 6, 1915; 3g pp.,
illus.) 20c.

2377—SUMATRA—Erz und Kohle auf Sumatra. P. Muller-
Herrings. (Gluckauf, Sept. 25 and Oct. 2, 1915; 12 pp., illus.)

40c.

237S—TAILINGS—Potash in Certain Copper and Gold Ores.
B. S. Butler, with a note on Muscovite by G. Steiger. (Bull.
620-.T, U. S. Geol. -Surv.. Nov. 15. 1915: 12 pp.) On the possibil-
ity of recovering potash from tailings obtained in the con-
centration of gold and copper ores.

2379—TAILINGS Reclaimed by Cableway at Goldfleld, Nev.
John Sinclair. (Min. and Eng. Wld., Oct. 23, 1915; 2 pp., illus.)

2Dc.

2380—UT\H—The Daly-Judge Mine and the Snake Creek
Tunnel. Will C. Higgins. (Salt Lake Min. Rev., Oct. 30, 1915:
5% pp., illus.) 20c.

IRON ORE DEPOSITS, MINING, ETC.
23S1—BR.\ZIL—The Geology of Central Minas Geraes,

Brazil. E. C. Harder and R. T. Chamberlin. (Journ. of Geol-
ogy, July-Aug., 1915; 40 pp., illus.) 60c.

2382 — LnUTSIAN.A— Iron-Bearing Deposits in Bossier.
Caddo and Webster Parishes, Louisiana. Ernest F. Burchard.
(Bull. 620-G. U. S. Geol. Surv., Oct. 22, 1915: 22 pp., illus.)

2383—PHILIPPINES—Iron Ore in Suris-ao Province. Wal-
lace E. Pratt and Victor E. Lednicky. (Philippine Journ. of
Sci., Sept., 1915: 13 pp.. illus.)

2384—PHILIPPINES—Iron Ore on Calambavanga Island,
Mambulao. Camarines. Wallace B. Pratt. (Philippine Journ.
of Sci., Sept.. 1915: 9 pp., illus.)

23,55—PHILIPPINES—Notes on the Mineral Resources of
Surigao Province. Wallace E. Pratt. (Mineral Resources of
the Philippine Islands for 1914; 7% pp.)

2386—TEXAS—Iron Ore in Cass, Marion, Morris and Cher-
okee Counties, Texas. Ernest F. Burchard. (Bull. 620-E,
U. S. Geol. Surv., Oct. 23, 1915; 41 pp., illus.)

IRON AND STEEL METALI'RGY
23S7—ALLOY STEELS. George L. Norris. (Advance copy.

Internat. Eng. Congress, Sept., 1915; 10 pp.)
2388—ALLOY STEELS in Modern Industries. Edgar D.

Rogers. (Iron Tr. Rev., Oct. 28, 1915; 25 pp.) Paper before
Am. Iron and Steel Inst. 20c.

2389—BL.AST FURNACE—Bosh Fuel Domes. Frederick
Louis Grammer. (Proc. Engrs. Soc. W. Penn., Oct., 1915; 12
pp.) 60c.

2390—BLAST FURNACE—Thermal Principles of the Blast
Furnace. J. E. Johnson, Jr. (Met. and Chem. Eng., Nov. 1 and
15, 1915; 12% pp.) Continuation of article previously in-
dexed. SOc.

2391—BLAST-ETTRNACE GAS—Brflleurs a Gaz de Haut
Pourneau, SystSme Birkholz. (G6nie Civil, Sept. 25, 1915;
1/2 P-, illus.)
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2392—BLAST-FURNACE GAS, Utilization of. A. N. Diehl.
(Iron Tr. Kiv., Oct. 2i, 191,t; 3 ',<. pp.) Abstract of paper be-
fore Am. Iron and Steel Inst. 20c.

2393—CARBON STEEL—The Effect of Carbon on the Phy-
sical Properties of Heat-Treated Carbon Steel. J. H. Nead.
(Advance copy. A. I. M. E., Feb., 1916; 17 pp., illus.)

2394—CHEMISTRY—Contributions of the Chemist to the
Iron and Steel Industry. Allerton S. Cushman. (Journ. Ind.
and Eng. Chem., Nov., H15; 1 p.) 60c.

2395—CHEMISTRY—Contributions of the Chemist to the
Steel Industry. Geo. W. Sargent. (Journ. Ind. and Eng.
Chem.. Nov., 191.=1; 1% pp.) 60c.

2396—ELECTRIC FURNACES—New Electric Steel Fur-
naces. (Elec. Rev., London, Oct. 8, 1915; 3 pp., illus.) 40c.

2397—HEAT-TREATING STEEL Automatically. Thaddeus
F. Baily. (Iron Tr. Rev., Oct. 2,S, 1915; 1 p.) Paper before
Am. Iron and Steel Inst. 20c.

239S—MANGANESE-STEEL CASTINGS in the Mining In-
dustry. Walter S. McKee. (Advance copy, A. I. M. E., Feb.,
1916; 13 pp., illus.)

2399—MOTOR—A Large Steel-Mill Motor Drive. (Elec.
Wld., Nov. 13, 1915; 1 p., illus.) Features that governed
selection of a 1,600-hp. geared motor at plant of Atlanta (Ga.)
Steel Co. 20c.

2400—PIPE.'!—Wrought Iron or Steel Pipes L. C. Wil-
son. (Eng. Mag., Nov., 1915; 7V& pp.) Supplements a previous
article on the influence of different elements on the corrosion
of iron. 40c.

2401—SINTERING—Mechanical Progress of Sintering.
Bethune G. Klugh. (Iron Tr. Rev., Oct. 2S, 1915; 4>4 pp., illus.)
Paper before Am. Iron and Steel Inst. 20c.

2402—SINTERING—Mechanical Developments of Sintering.
H. A. Brassert. (Iron Tr. Rev., Oct. 28, 1915; 1 p.) Discussion
of paper by B. G. Klugh, jnde.xed above. 20c.

I,E.\n AND ZIXC
2403—CHEMISTRY—Contributions of the Chemist to the

Lead Industry. G. W. Thompson. (Journ. Ind. and Eng.
Chem., Nov.. 1915; 1 p.) 60c.

2404—COLORADO—Gold, Silver, Copper, Lead and Zinc in
Colorado in 1914. Mines Report. Charles W. Henderson.
(Mineral Resources of U. S., 1914—Part I. Oct. 16, 1915;
59 pp.)

2405—FLOTATION- of Joplin-Galena Slime. Geo. Belchic
and Glenn L. Allen. (Met. and Chem. Eng., Nov. 15, 1915; 1 p.)
40 c.

2406—HORWOOD PROCESS at the Zinc Corporation, Ltd.
Allan D. Rain. ("Teniente Topics," July and Oct., 1915; 8%
pp., illus.)

2407—IDAHO—Metallurgy in the Coeur d'Alenes. Herbert
A. Megraw. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Nov. 20, 1915; 4 pp.,
illus.) 20c.

240S—JOPLIN DISTRICT—Pulmonary Disease Among
Miners in the Joplin District, Missouri, and Its Relation to
Rock Dust in the Mines. A. J. Lanza and Edwin Higgins.
^Tech. Paper 105, U. S. Bureau of Mines, 1915; 48 pp., illus.)

. 2409—MILLIN(3—The Gennamari Mill. Sardinia. C. W.
Wright. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Nov. 13, 1915; Ihi pp.. illus.)
lOc.

2410—ZINC OXIDE from Lead Blast-Furnace Slag, as in
Operation at South Chicago. H. B. Pulsifer. (Met. and Chem.
Eng., Nov. 1, 1915; 2^4 pp., illus.) 40c.

OTHER METALS
2411—COBALT—Electro-Plating With Cobalt. Herbert T.

Kalmus, assisted bv C. H. Harper and W. L. Savell. (Can.
Dept. of Mines. 1915; 69 pp., illus.) Part III of Researches
on Cobalt and Cobalt Alloys Conducted at Queens University,
Kingston, C)nt,

2412 — MANGANESE— Indian Manganese Ore Industry.
(Iron and Coal Tr. Rev.. Oct. 15. 1915; ly, pp., illus.) From
Records, Geol. Surv. of India, Vol. XLVI. 40c.

2413—MANGANESE—The Geology of Central Minas Gerfes,
Brazil. E. C. Harder and R. T. Chamberlin. (Journ. of Geol-
ogy, July-Aug., 1915; 40 pp., illus.) 60c.

2414—MOLYBDENITE in the Mount Perry District. Lionel
C. Ball. (Queensland Govt. Min. Journ., Oct. 15, 1915; 2% pp.,
illus.) 60c.

2415—PLATINUM—The Production of Platinum and Allied
Metals in 1914. James M. Hill. (Mineral Resources of U. S.,
1914—Part I. Oct. IS, 1915; 20 pp.)

2416—QUICKSILVER—The Cinnabar Deposit in the Prov-
ince of Yamato. Tadasu Hiki. (Memoirs, College of Eng.,
Kyoto Imperial Univ., Vol. I, No. 3, July. 1915; 11 pp., illus.)

2417—QUICKSILVER DEPOSITS of the Maeatzal Range^
Arizona. P. L. Ran.some. (Bull. 620-F. U. S. Geol. Surv., Oct.
21, 1915; 18 pp., illus.)

2418—TIN—Annan River Tinfleld, Cooktown District, North
Queensland. E. Cecil .Saint-Smith. (Queensland Govt. Min.
Journ.. Oct. 15, 1915; 15 pp., illus.) Continuation of article
previously indexed. 60c.

2420—TIN—Mineralization in Malava— I. Wm. R. Jones.
(Min. Mag., Oct., 1915; 7% PP.. illus.) 40c.

2421—TIN AND TUNGSTEN in the West of England. J. H.
Collins. (Min. Mag., Oct., 1915; 3% pp.) 40c.

2422—TUNGSTEN—Mining in Boulder County, Colo. (Eng.
and Min. Journ., Nov. 13, 1915; 1% pp.) 20c.

2423—VANADIUM—The Romantic Storv of Vanadium. C.
J. Stark. (Iron Tr. Rev., Oct. 21, 1915; i% pp.. illus.) His-
torical notes and details of mining and reduction methods.
20c.

IVONMETALLIC MINERALS
2424—ABRASIVES—The Production of Abrasive Materials

in 1914. Frank J, Katz. (Mineral Resources of U. S., 1914

—

Part II, Oct. 26, 1915; 20 pp.)
2425—BARIUM INDUSTRY in the United States Since the

European War. Maximilian Toch. (Journ. Ind. and Eng.
.•Chem., Nov., 1915; 1% pp.) 60c.

2426—CALIFORNIA—Non-Metallic Products. Compiled by
5. H. nolbear. (Min. and Sci. Press, Oct. 16, 1915; 2 pp.)
Dolomite, pumice, quartz, magnesite, etc. 20c.

2427—DIAMOND.S—The Geology of Central Minas Gertes.
Brazil. E. C. Harder and R. T. Chamberlin. (Journ. of Geol-
ogy, July-Aug., 1915; 40 pp., illus.) 60c.

242S—PHOSPHATE ROCK and Methods Proposed for Its
Utilization as a Fertilizer. Wm. H. Waggaman and Wm. H.
Pry. (Bull. 312, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, Nov. 5, 1915; 37
pp.)

2429—POTASH in Certain Copper and Gold Ores. B. S.
Butler, with a note on Muscovite, by G. Steiger. (Bull. 620-J.
U. S. Geol. Surv., Nov. 15, 1915; 12 pp.) On the possibility oC
recovering potash from tailings obtained in the concentration
of gold and copper ores.

2430—SILICA—The Production of Silica (Quartz) in 1914.
Frank J. Katz. (Mineral Resources of U. S., 1914—Part II.
Oct. 14, 1915; 6 pp.)

PETROLEl'M
2431—DRILLING—The Evolution of Drilling Rigs. R. B.

Woodworth. (Bull., A. I. M. E., Nov., 1915; 66 po., illus.)
40c.

2432—MEXICO— The Petroleum Industry of Mexico. P.
Charteris A. Stewart. (Petrol. Rev., Oct. 23, 1915; 3% pp.)
Paper before Instn. of Petrol. Technologists. 40c.

2433—PHILIPPINES—On the Occurrence of Petroleum in
the Province of Cebu. Wallace E. Pratt. (Pliilippine Journ. of
Sci., July, 1915; 7 pp., illus.)

2434—PHILIPPINES—Petroleum and Residual Bitumens
in Leyte. Wallace E. Pratt. (Philippine Journ. of Sci., July.
1915; 40 pp., illus.)

2435—PIPE LINE—The Shell Oil Pipe Line. H. W. Crozier.
(Journ. of Elec, Power and Gas, Sept. 4, 1915; 16 pp., illus.)
Details of constructing 170-mi. pipe line, including 11 pump-
ing stations. 40c.

2436—WAR—Le Pgtrole et la Guerre. (GSnie Civil, Oct. 23,
1915; 1% pp.) 40c.

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY—GENERAL
2437—ARKANSAS—Fauna of the So-Called Boone Chert

Near Eatesville, Ark. George H. Girty. (Bull. 595, U. S. Geol.
Surv., 1915; 45 pp., illus.)

2438—ARKANSAS—Faunas of the Boone Limestone at St.
Joe, Ark. George H. Girty. (Bull. 598, U. S. Geol. Surv., 1915;
50 pp., illus.)

2439—BRAZIL—The Geology of Central Minas Gerjes.
Brazil. E. C. Harder and R. T. Chamberlin. (Journ. of Geol.,
July-Aug., 1915; 40 pp., illus.) 60c.

2440—ONTARIO—List of Publications Including Reports,
Maps and Bulletins of the Ontario Bureau of Mines. W. R.
Rogers. (Bull. 25, Ont. Bureau of Mines. 1915; 24 pp., illus.)

2441—PHILIPPINES—Geologic Reconnoissance in Caramoan
Peninsula, Camarines Province. Wallace E. Pratt. (Philip-
pine Journ. of Sci., Sept., 1915; IS pp.. illus.)

2442—PHILIPPINES—Notes on a Geologic Reconnaissance
of Mountain Province. Luzon, P. I. Warren D. Smith. (Philip-
pine Journ. of Sci., May. 1915; 37 pp., illus.)

24 43—PHILIPPINES—Notes on the Geology of Panay.
Warren D. Smith. (Philippine Journ. of Sci., May, 1915; 20 pp.,
illus.)

MINING—GENERAL
2444—ACCIDENT PREVENTION at Ontario Mines. T. F.

Sutherland. (Bull. Can. Min. Inst., Oct., 1915; 9% pp.)
2445—BRAZIL—The Mineral Wealth of Brazil. Editorial.

(Engineering, Oct. 29, 1915; 1 p.) 40c.

2446—CALIFORNIA—Mining Opportunities in Kern Countv.
R. E. Galloway. (Min. and Oil Bull., Oct., 1915; 3% pp.,
illus.) 20c.

244 7—COLORADO—Mining in Boulder County, Colo. (Eng.
and Min. Journ., Nov. 13, 1915; 1% pp.) 20c.

244S—COST of Mine Openings. E. D. Gardner. (Eng. and
Min. Journ., Nov. 13, 1915; SH pp.) Paper before Montana Soc.
of Engrs., Apr. 10, 1915. 20c.

2449—COST—What Constitutes the Cheapest Mining. Wm.
H. Storms. (Min. and Eng. Wld., Nov. 13, 1915; 21,4 pp.) 20c.

2450—DRTLLIN(3—Hammer-Drilling in Colorado. E. G.
Snedaker. (Min. and Sci. Press, Oct. 30, 1915; 43 pp., illus.)
20c.

2451—EXPLOSIVES—Safety Measures in the Use of Explo-
sives. Wm. Cullen. (Journ. Chem., Met. and Min. Soc. of So.
Afr., Sept.. 1915; 5% pp., illus.) Discussion of paper pre-
viously indexed. 60c.

2452—EXPLOSIVES BUILDINGS—"Adobe" as a Mineral
for the Construction of Buildings for Manufacturing and Stor-
ing Explosives. Abraham Ferriz Y. Savinon. (Journ. Chem.,
Met. and Min. Soc. of So. Afr., Oct. 30, 1915; 1% pp.)

2453—HAULAGE—Centrally Controlled Electric Haulage
Systems. F. E. Woodford. (Proc. Engrs. Soc. W. Penn., Oct..
1915; 25 pp.. illus.) 60c.

2454—HEALTH OF MINERS—Pulmonary Disease Among
Miners in the Joplin District, Missouri, and Its Relation to
Rock Dust in the Mines. A. J. Lanza and Edwin Higgins.
(Tech. Paper 105, U. S. Bureau of Mines, 1915; 48 pp., illus.)

2455—HOISTING—Facing-Off a Brake Wheel. A. E. Hall.
(Eng. and Min. Journ., Nov. 6, 1915; % p., illus.) 20c.

2456—HOISTING—On Leonard Control Applied to Mine-
Hoist. Risaburo Torikai. (Memoirs. College of Eng., Kyoto
Imperial Univ., Vol. I, No. 4. Aug., 1915; 34 pp., illus.)

2457—HOISTING-BUCKET LOADING DEVICES—Forder-
korbbeschickungsvorrichtungen mit elektris. chem Antrieb.
Wintermeyer. (Montan. Rundschau, Oct. 16, 1915; 6 pp., illus.)

40c.

2458—HOISTING STATION—The Silver Hill Underground
Hoisting Station. James Humes. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Nov.
6. 1915; 4>'2 pp., illus.) 20c.
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2459—HOISTING WORKS in the Park City District, Utah.
L. O. Howard. (Min. and Sci. Press, Oct. 23. 1915; 4 pp., illus.)
Continuation of article previously indexed. 20c.

2460—ILLUMINATION of Mines. Robert P. Burrows.
(Bull. A. I. M. E., Nov., 1915; 9 pp., illus.) 40c.

2461—LEASING—The Split-Check Leasing- System in Colo-
rado. (Min. and Eng. Wld., Oct. 30, 1915; 1 p., illus.) 20c.

2462—MEXICO—New Mining Taxes in Mexico. (Eng. and
Min. Journ., Nov. 13, 1915; 2 pp.) 20c.

2463—MINING METHOD—Notes on a Crosscut Adit Driven
by the Portland Canal Tunnels, Ltd. W. J. Elmendorf. (Bull.
Can. Min. Inst., Oct., 1915; ZVz PP-)

2464—MODELS—Glass Mine Models in Mine Work. Harold
Lakes. (Min. and Eng. Wld., Oct. 30. 1915; 2J4 pp., illus.) 20c.

2465—ONTARIO—List of Publications Including Reports,
Maps and Bulletins of the Ontario Bureau of Mines. W. R.
Rogrers. (Bull. 25. Ont. Bureau of Mines, 1915; 24 pp., illus.)

2466—ORE HANDLING;—A Description of an Improved
Method of Removing the Broken Ore from Stopes. (Journ.
Chem., Met. and Min. Soc. of So. Afr., Sept., 1915; 4 pp., illus.)

60c.

2467—PHILIPPINES—Production of Iron and Nonmetals in
1914. Wallace E. Pratt. (Mineral Resources of the Philip-
pine Islands for 1914; IV2 pp.)

2468—PHILIPPINES—Review of Philippine Mining and
Statistics of Production in 1914. Wallace E. Pratt and V. B.
Lednicky. (Mineral Resources of the Philippine Islands for
1914; 6 pp., illus.)

2469—QUARRTIN(3—Electrical Equipment of the Vermont
Marble Co. John Liston. (Gen. Elec. Rev., Nov., 1915; 11 pp.,
illus.) 40c.

2470—QUARRYING—Safetv in Stone Quarrying. Oliver
Bowles. (Tech. Paper 111, U. S. Bureau of Mines, 1915; 48 pp.,
illus.)

2471—QUEENSLAND—The Tally-Ho Mine. Mackay Dis-
trict. W. E. Cameron.' (Queensland Govt. Min. Journ., Oct.
15, 1915; 11/2 pp.) 60c.

2472—RESCUE—Mine Rescue and First Aid Work in Al-
berta. Duncan McDonald. (Bull. Can. Min. Inst., Oct., 1915;
10% pp., illus.)

2473—SHAFT SINKING—Cost of Sinking 900-Ft. Shaft. H.
A. Linke. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Nov. 20, 1915; 2 pp., illus.)

20c.

2474—STORING—Notes on Shrinkage Stoping. E. H. Dick-
enson and H. J. Volker. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Nov. 27, 1915;
2% pp., illus.)

2475—SURVEYING—Speeding Up the Plane Table. R. T.
Hancock. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Nov. 20, 1915; % p.) 20c.

24 76—TURKEY—Minerals of Asiatic Turkey. (Eng. and
Min. Journ., Oct. 30, 1915; 2% pp., illus. by map.)

2477—UTAH—Mining in Utah. L. O. Howard. (Min. and
Sci. Press, Oct. 30, 1915; 2 pp., illus.) 20c.

2478—VALIDATION of Metal Mines. Discussion by Frank
H. Probert. (Min. and Sci. Press, Oct. 30, 1915; 21/, pp.) 20c.

2479—WOOD-GAS PLANTS for Mines. W. R. Degenhardt.
(Min. Mag., Oct., 1915; 3Vz pp., illus.) 40c.

ORE DRESSIXG—GENER.VI,

24S0—CONCENTRATION FORMULAS. J. E. Clennell.
(Eng. and Min. Journ., Oct. 30, 1915; % p.) 20c.

2481—CRUSHIN(3—Coarse-Crushing Plant of 1000 Tons'
Capacity. G. O. Bradley. (Min. and Sci. Press. Oct. 16. 1915;

6V2 pp., 'illus.) Paper before Internat. Eng. Congress. 20c.

2482—FLOTATION—Air-Froth Flotation. (Min. and Sci.

Press, Oct. 16 and Nov. 6, 1915; 12i,2 PP-. illus.) A legal
version of the technology of the process: address by ^\ alter

A. Scott, counsel for defendants in case of Minerals Separation
vs. Miami. 40c.

2483—FLOTATION—How Mv Fiist Introduction to Flota-
tion Bubbles Cost Me Hard Labor and More Bubbles. Ben.
S. Revett. (Min. and Sci. Press, Oct. 16, 1915; 2 pp.) 20c.

2484—FLOTATION—Metallurgy in the Coeur d'Alenes. H.
A. Megraw. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Nov. 20, 1915; 4 pp.,

illus.) 20c.

2485—FLOTATION—Whv Do Minerals Float? Oliver C.

Ralston. (Min. and Sci. Press, Oct. 23, 1915; 5 pp., illus.) 20c.

24S6—FLOTATION

—

Whv Is Flotation? James A. Block.
(Min. and Sci. Press, Oct. 30, 1915; % p.) Discussion of pre-
vious article by C. T. Durell. 20c.

2487—SCREEN—Tests for Screen Selection. Fred Meincke,
Jr. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Nov. 6, 1915; % P.)

MET.\L,l,rRGY—GEJIER-VL,

2488—ALLOYS—Recherches sur les AUiages de Fer Sicicium
et Carbone. Georges Charny and A. Cornu-Thenard. (Rev. de
M#t., June, 1915; 25% pp., illus.)

2489—ELECTROCHEMISTRY—Contributions of the Chem-
ist to the Electrochemical Industry. W. S. Landis. (Journ.
Ind. and Eng. Chem., Nov., 1915; % p.) 60c.

2490—ELECTROMETALLURGY. E. F. Roeber. (Advance
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Flottatioim of §ilver-=ILes\dl Miimers^I atl

^'w SoujitSi Wales Miime
By H. Habdy SiiiTH*

SYNOPSIS—A plant designed to treat a complex

silver-lead ore where table concentration would

not work. Many difficulties were met and sur-

mounted, among whi<;h were a contaminated

water-supply and much scale formed in the flota-

tion machine. An- original method of froth re-

moval was devised. Details of practice fully dis-

cussed.

The small mill described in this article was erected

at the Silver Peak mine for the purpose of treating the

second-grade ores of the Yerranderie silver-lead mining

pyrite, marcasite, arsenical pyrite, blende, chalcopyi'ite

and small quantities of secondary minerals from all the

foregoing.

All these minerals carried silver to a greater or lesser

extent, but the chief silver-bearing constitutents were the

galena, and the iron sulphides, especially the marcasite.

The galena occurred in two crystalline forms, one coarse

and the other fine, the latter having a fracture similar

to hard cast iron. This was rich in silver. Being ex-

tremely soft and friable, it slimed badly on crushing.

Some of the ore contained it in such a fine state of dis-

semination that it appeared as a dark streak through the

quartz, necessitating very fine grinding to free the values.

GENERAL VIEW OF THE SILVER PEAK FLOTATION illi^L. \ iCi\

field, Xew South Wales, Australia. Owing to the dis-

tance of the field from smelting works and the high cost

of transport, over bad roads by horse teams, only the

richest ores could be shipped at a profit. The question of

smelting locally was studied, but owing to the highly

siliceous nature of the "seconds" (about 70% SiOj) and

the difficulty of procuring suitable fluxes, the idea was

abandoned.

The question of concentration was then considered, the

problem proving to be a ditficult one. The metallic min-

erals in the ore were, in order of importance: Galena,

•Suan mine, Holkol, Chosen.

The gangue was chiefly a hard glassy qiuirtz with small

quantities of felsitic country rock. From this description

of the ore it will be readily understood that concentrating

it was not simple.

Experiments were first made with gravity concentra-

tion, but the recoveries, especially of the silver, were low.

The coarsely crystalline galena presented no difficulties,

being amenable to jigging and table concentration; but

this type was relatively low in silver, and the fijie-gi'ained

variety, carrying the greater part of the silver, slimed so

badly that no system of gravity concentration could give

satisfactory recoveries. Flotation concentration was

therefore tried, and as good results were reported from
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small-scale tests made by Minerals Separation, a plant

incorporating that process was decided upon.

The average assay of the ore to be treated was about

30 oz. silver, 10% lead and 1 to 3 dwt. gold per ton.

Because of the excessive transportation charges, the aim

was to recover as much as possible of these metals in the

form of high-grade concentrates. As the orebodies on the

field were narrow and limited in extent, the company

desired a mill of small capacity (about 50 tons per day)

and small capital cost, which proviso

precluded anything of an elaborate

nature in the design. Several thousand

tons of "seconds" had been mined dur-

ing the opening up of the high-grade

shoots of ore and lay awaiting treat-

ment. The plan was to get the mill

started and "tuned up" on this ore,

supplementing it with ore from current

development and, on results proving

satisfactory, to mine the second-grade

ore on an extensive scale. The flow-

sheet of the mill as erected is shown in

the accompanying drawing.

The thickener before the flotation

machine was of the inclined-baffleboard

type already described. '^ They are

cheap to build and simple and efficient

in. operation. The clear overflow from

the thickener ran to the pump sump.

T'he thickened underflow ran to a

6-compartment, 12-in. standard Min-

erals Separation machine. The tailings

from the Minerals Separation machine

ran to another thickener, the clear

overflow from which ran to the pump
sump, and the thick overflow into

trucks and thence to the dump.

The flotation concentrates ran to a

pair of bins, one being filled while the

other was settling and being emp-

tied. The turbid overflow from these

bins ran to a concrete-lined pit where

it was allowed to settle completely,

the clear overflow from the pit run-

ning to the pump sump. This pit

was cleaned out at intervals. After

siphoning off the excess water from a

concentrates bin, the sloppy concen-

trates were shoveled onto cast-iron dry-

ing floors and when dried sufficiently,

into bins which fed chutes leading to

the bagging floor.

The jig concentrates were handled

similarly. On starting up the plant

the first serious difficulty encountered

was in the regrinding section, which

could not handle the tonnage, when grinding to the degree

of fineness required for good work at tiio flotation section.

With the idea of lightening the load on the pans, the rolls

were set hard up with considerable pressure between them

so as to act by choke crushing. The increase in the quan-

tity of slimes produced was immaterial owing to the abil-

ity of the flotation plant to handle this product efficiently.

This readjustment made some improvement, but not

sufficient to make up the leeway, and finally coarse

screens had to be put on the King screening machines,

increasing the aperture from 0.015 in. to 0.024 in. This

resulted in a product altogether too coarse for good work

at the flotation section, a point which must be kept in

mind when considering the results.

The pulp as it left the regrinding section had a dilu-

tion of about 15 to 1 and before being treated at the
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"Eng-. and Min.

COMPLETE PLOW SHEET OP THE SILVER PEAK MILL

flotation plant this was reduced to 4 to 1 in a Kyloe pulp

thickener, the surplus water being returned by pump to

the mill-water supply tank.

Oils Used in the Flotation rL.\XT

The treatment at the Minerals Separation flotation

plant involved the use of heat, acid and two oils. Euca-

hjptus ainygdalina was used as an emulsifying agent and

a dark lubricating-oil mixture to maintain the froth. The
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]nilp was heated to 120° F. by live steam introduced into

Xo. 1 agitating box. The consumption of steam was

heavy, being equivalent to about 10 hp. (noncondensing)

even when the initial temperature of the pulp was kept

at about '.10° F. by passing some of the mill water through

the engine condenser.

The consumption of the ditferent kinds of reagents

varied considerably with the different kinds of ore, but

the average was about as follows : Acid, 20 to 30 lb. per

ton; eucaljiptus amijgdaUna, % to 1^/^ lb. per ton; min-

eral-oil mixture, 2 to 21/2 lb. per ton. The sequence and
method of using the reagents had to be altered from time

to time to overcome ditticulties that cropped up in the

treatment.

Xecessity for a Clean- Watek-Supply

One of the early difficulties encountered was of a

peculiar kind and is well worth recounting. The water-

supply for the mill was drawn from a dam, fed partly by
surface drainage and partly by water from the mine.

For four years previous t-o the commencement of milling

ojierations this water supply had not been drawn on and
had simply evaporated and soaked awnv. A few days

INTERIOR OP THE FLOTATION MILL

after starting the plant the water became discolored, first

to a greenish yellow, then through yellow to a brick red.

As soon as this reddish water arrived at the flotation plant

the process went out of commission. The trouble seemed

to be a total absence of ai'ration, which no amount of

eucalyptus oil or other reagent could remedy. As much
as 50 e.c. of eucalyptus oil was added to Xo. 1 agitating

box at one time without producing any real froth or any

signs at the back of the flotation spitz of the violent

ebullition that is .characteristic when the machine is in

good working order. Occasional "blobs" of air came to

the surface, but nothing in the shape of a froth.

The red discoloration was due to a fine precipitate

which on analysis seemed to be a basic sulphate of iron.

The precipitate was soluble in excess of acid, but the con-

sumption made this remedy im]iraeticable. The trouble

was finally overcome, partly by keeping the mill solution

in closed circuit and partly by manipulation of the re-

agents. Even with the closed circuit the loss by evapora-

tion and leakage amounted to about -5,000 gal. per shift

and this had to be made up with mine water.

This method of working led to another difficulty in the

.shape of scale and incrustations which formed chiefly in

the Minerals Separation machine, but also in the screens

and settler. In the flotation spitz the deposit took the

form of sponge-like masses of cr3'stals, while in the agi-

tating boxes, in spite of the strong scouring action of the

impellers, it was like a bad boiler scale. Both tyjies

dropped off at intervals and blocked the valves and pipes

in the machine. At one period the trouble became so

acute that it looked as if the plant would be a complete

failure. The deposits were first noticeable when the solu-

tion contained only 450 grains of salts per gal. of solution,

and up to a certain point they increased with the density

of the solution. The incrustation appeared to be fine sand
and slime bound together with sulphate of lime and
magnesia.

At the King screens the meshes of the wire cloth

became badly blinded. After a week or ten days the

screening area Ijccame so reduced that the screens could

not handle the tonnage, so the wire cloth had to be re-

moved and cleaned by pickling in weak acid solution and
then scrubbing with stift' wire brushes. The changing of

the cloth on this type of screen is quite a tedious opera-

tion, and much time was lost thereby.

Samples of scale were assayed and showed in the

deposit from the flotation spitz 61 oz. Ag and 14.5% Pb
and in the deposit from the agitating boxes 16 oz. Ag and
3.5% Pb. The residue after evaporating filtered solution

assayed 4 oz. Ag and 1.2% Pb, showing that small quan-

tities of both silver and lead were being dissolved.

Device foe Removing Floating Froth

The removal of the float from the surface of the flota-

tion spitz presented another difficulty. When the machine
was doing its best work the float was dense and heavy,

being more of the nature of a thick scum than the usual

frothy float composed of a fairly light mixture of bubbles

and coagulated sulphides. The usual method in a case

like this is to use paddles, but here they were ineffective

as the float would not feed forward under the paddles.

If the paddles were run fast and dipped deep, so as to

cause a forward suction, the slime was stirred up and over-

flowed the lips with the concentrate, making it low-grade.

To overcome the difficulty the device shown in the

sketch was put in. It consists simply of a pair of ropes

traveling forward along both sides of the spitz. A %-in.

pipe was run along the front of the spitz boxes, mounted
on three simple bearings. To this pipe, 4-in. rope sheaves

were keyed, two to each spitz. Along the back of the

boxes a %-in. iron rod was run and another set of 4-in.

sheaves threaded on and held in place by pins through the

rod so that they could revolve freely without moving
sideways. One-half-inch manila rope was spliced on over

the sheaves. The 34-in. pipe was driven at a very slow

speed by a long rope from a slow-moving countershaft in

the mill. Different-sized driving sheaves were kept handy
so that the speed of the rope rabbles could be altered

when necessary. It varied from 4 to S ft. per min. for

the different classes of ore.

A coil of rope was kept handy, and a template was

marked on a bench so that as the ropes wore they could be

replaced rapidly by new ones. The ropes were put on with

a rough long splice, and the men soon became expert

enough to replace a rope in a few minutes. Wliile one

rope was out of business, the other did the work fairly

well. Once the amount of shrinkage had been determined

and allowed for, this characteristic of manila rope caused

no trouble, its hairy nature made it effective, and this.
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combined with its low cost, made it preferable to rubber

or comjDosition bands. After about 12 months, the back

sheaves had to be renewed.

If the surface of the water was kept within i/4 in- of the

lips these rope rabbles would feed the float into the laun-

der, but as this close regidation of the water level was

difficult, very small paddles were mounted between the

sheaves on the front pipe so as to dip jiist behind the lips

and touch the froth over.

The assays of the floats from the various spitz boxes

are shown in Table 2. The overflow from No. 6 spitz

was always, and that from -4 and 5 sometimes, returned

to No. 1 agitating box for retreatment. A retreatment

scheme for the whole of the concentrates in a separate

machine, though highly desirable under the conditions,

was not feasible—first, on account of the extra cost of

Dr/\'e.5/7eai^e

FOAM-REMOVING DEVICE

plant and treatment, and second, because the amount of

concentrates produced (from 3 to 5 tons per 24 hr.) was

not sufficient to keep a machine adequately supplied.

Washing Coxcextrates to Improve Grade

In spite of all precautions the bulk concentrate from

the machine ran about 15% insoluble. To improve this

a scheme for washing the concentrates in the settling bins

was introduced. The bin was fitted with a number of

inclined removable baffles, and behind the first one a

heavy spray of cold water was played on the float. This

had the effect of disintegrating it so that the sulphides,

still in the form of eoagules, settled to the bottom at the

same time a portion of the floated gangue was carried

over a lip by the slow-moving current of water. The

solids in the overflow assayed 50 oz. Ag, 10% Pb and

70% insoluble.

The average value of the mill concentrates is shown

in the table

:

Ag., Oz.

69.4
115.7

The mill tailings ran from 8 to 12 oz. Ag per ton, under

10 grains Au, and 2 to 2.5% Pb. The proportion of jig

TABLE 1. GRADING ANALYSIS OF REGRINDING SECTION
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responsilile for the losses

due to the coarse iTusliing.

Much of the free mineral it-

self was in pieces too lai'oe

to be successfully floated.

This was especially the case

with the iron minerals ami

the finely crystalline galena.

The large particles of coarsely

crystalline galena appeared

to float more readily. A good

tailing of fairly coarse free

mineral could be obtained by

]ianning a sample of tailings

which had been allowed to

weather for some time so as

to overcome the tendency of

the sulphides to float off. So

that better recoveries could

have been expected if the

sands had been passed over

concentrating tables " before

being treated at the flotation

plant. It would probably

prove more economical to

crush fairly fine, say not more

than 15% on 80-mesli, and

to table the sands, tlian to

crush the whole prodirct

through 80-mesh and rely ex-

clusively on flotation for the

recovery of the sulphides. But
here again, at this mill, the

limited capital available was

the governing factor.

In the Court of Appeal,

Nov. 18, 1915, Lords Justices

Swinfen Eady, Phillimore

and Pickford heard an ap-

peal by Aron Hirsch & Sohn,

metal merchants and smelters,

of Halberstadt, in Prussia,

from a decision of Justice

Bray in an action brought

against them by the Zinc

Corporation, Ltd., of Copthall

Avenue, E. C, says, the Lon-

don Financial Times. The

action was for a declara-

tion that a contract for the

supply of zinc concentrates

from certain mines in Aus-

tralia to Hirsch & Sohn was

void by reason of the war.

J. A. Compston, K. C, for

Hirsch & Sohn, said that his

clients had for a long time

lieen taking the total produc-

tion of zinc concentrates fron>

certain mines in Australia.

•On the outbreak of war this
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action was brought. In it two questions were raised : (1)
Was the contract one of a class which would be dissolved

by the war? (2) If it were, was there not a clause in it

which would suspend the operation of the contract during

the war, and therefore prevent it being dissolved? Justice

Bray held that this was a contract that would be de-

termined by war. The second point gave him considerable

trouble. lie did not decide it and could say no more
than that he inclined to the opinion that war was one

of the things that would bring the suspensory clause

into operation ; but he said all that was suspended were

future deliveries. That left in the contract clauses that

would operate, and as they would necessitate communica-
tion with the enemy, the contract was void. On these

grounds a declaration was granted, but without prejudice

to all contracts and deliveries made before the war.

The hearing was adjourned.

M®tllhi®dl 'Usedl aim Oi^n^aEti^ tike

IPL©g®5p§ P®,ss T'aaKaimell*

The 5-mi. tunnel of the Canadian Pacific Ey. at the

Rogers Pass summit of the Rocky Mountains (having its

east portal 80.5 mi. west of Field, B. C.) will be the

longest tunnel on this continent, and will be large enough

for a double track.

The tunnel will be 26,400 ft. long between portals,

on tangent, and will have a grade of 0.95% through-

out. In section it will be 29 ft. wide at rail level, with

vertical sides and semicircular roof. The height will be

211/2 ft. from base of rail to crown, or 23 ft. above sub-

grade. Construction was commenced in September, 1913,

and the contract calls for completion within 3^2 yr. (by

Dec. 3, 1916). This necessitates rapid and steady prog-

ress, and for this purpose a novel method of driving

the tunnel was devised by the contractors and approved

by the railway company's engineers.

Two Pioneer Side Tunnels Employed

To drive this long tunnel from the two ends only would

have involved a protracted period of construction, and

in order to expedite the work it was highly desirable to

attack it at various points by means of intermediate

headings. Shafts as used for tunnels at moderate depths

were out of the question for this great Rocky Mountain

tunnel. Nor were there opportunities for the use of adits

such as have been employed in exceptional cases of side-

hill tunnels.

The method devised was to drive from each end a pio-

neer tunnel or drift, parallel with the main tunnel, but

about 50 ft. distant from it. From these two drifts lateral

drifts or crosscuts are driven to the center line of the tun-

nel at intervals of 1,400 to 3,000 ft. From each of these

points the main tunnel heading is driven, working usual-

ly in the upgrade direction. This method gives numerous

points of attack on the main tunnel. The drifts serve for

the removal of material by cars, the ventilation of the

headings and the placing of pipes and cables clear of the

tunnel construction work. The two pioneer drifts, how-

ever, are on opposite sides of the line of the tunnel, the

drift at the east end being on the north side and that

at the west end on the south side of the tunnel. Thus

thev cannot be extended to form a continuous pass-

I I II I I I •Excerpt £rom "Engineering News," Nov. 11, 1915.
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age, and each drift will be somewhat shorter than the

half length of the tunnel.

These drifts and crosscuts were intended simply to fa-

cilitate the work on the tunnel, and their construction is

entirely at the contractors' expense. It was not intended

to use them permanently.

The nearest approach to a previous use of this system

in driving long tunnels was in the construction of the

first Simplon Tunnel in Switzerland.

The pioneer drifts and crosscuts are of rectangular

section, 8 ft. wide and 6 ft. 6 in. high. The main or

central heading, also rectangular, is 11 ft. wide and 9 ft.

high. 'Working from each portal, this main drift is being

enlarged to the full tunnel section.

Deitixg the Drifts axd Headings

To save time and excavation the pioneer drifts were

started considerably above the grade of the tunnel heading.

The drift at the east end starts about 50 ft. above grade

and is practically level, so that the first two crosscuts slope

down to reach the main heading.

In driving the pioneer drifts at the east end four Ley-

ner drills are mounted on a bar. These put in about 24

holes 6 ft. deep, 114-in. top and 1%-in. bottom diameter.

Each hole is loaded with from 4 to 8 lb. of 50% dynamite.

Similar drills are used in the center bench, drilling rounds

of 26 holes 6 ft. apart, or 225 lin.ft. per round. These

sections or "rings" are shot off for muck as required.

For ventilating the face? of the pioneer drift and ad-

vance heading two exhaust fans of the Connersville type

(with 12-in. wood-stave pipe) are used, placed usually

near a crosscut. From this point the exhaust pipe is car-

ried to within 25 ft. of each face. A gate is provided so

that the fan can exhaust from either face as required.

Only one of these fans is worked at a time, so that one

can be moved while the other is in service. The fan is

started at each blast, and the men can return to work in

from 15 to 25 min. By opening the li/^-in. air line for

the drills the smoke and fumes can be cleared away from

the face so that they will be removed by the exhaust.

At the portal of each pioneer drift there has been in-

stalled a multivane fan 5 ft. in diameter, which forces air

into the drift. This air is diverted into the main tun-

nel whenever required. For instance, after shooting in

the enlargement to full tunnel section the air is turned

in at a cross-drift beyond the point of shooting. In this

way the smoke and gases are cleared out of the tunnel

very -rapidly.

AVoKKIXli FoIiCE AND StAI'F

The force jjer 8-iir. shift in the pioneer drift is as

follows: Four drillers (4 drills at each end), 2 helpers,

8 to 10 muckers, 1 nipper, 1 driver, 1 shift boss, 1 to 4

mules and about 40 cars.

The force per 8-lir. shift in the advance heading of

the main tunnel is as follows: Three drillers (3 drills

at each end), 2 helpers, 8 to 10 muckers, 1 nipper, 1

driver, 1 shift boss, 1 mule, and 60 to 80 cars (according

to the length of haul). In addition, there is the follow-

ing force on each 10-hr. shift to cover the two small

drifts in each end : One assistant superintendent, 1

walking boss, 2 blacksmiths, 2 blacksmith helpers, 12

laborers, 10 dump men, 6 teamsters, 14 mules, 1 hoist-

man and 7 pipe-fitters, carpenters, mechanics, etc.

The center bench of the main tunnel is worked in 8-hr.

shifts vritli ? to 10 drills, 7 to 10 helpers, 5 to 10 muck-

ers, 1 shifter, 1 driver and 1 mule.

Tlie completion of the main tunnel to full section is

worked in 10-hr. shifts, with the following force per

shift : One driller, 1 helper, 1 to 2 powdermen, 1 engine-

man and 1 iTaneman on the mucking shovel, 10 to 12

pit men at the shovel, 1 general foreman, 1 foreman and

12 to 15 laborers for the dump and track work, 2 com-

pressed-air diukey locomotives with 2 enginemen and 2

Ijrakemen, 1 steam locomotive and 1 engiueman, 1 fire-

man, 1 conductor and 2 car-repair men.

The contractors for the tunnel are Foley Bros.. Welch

& ^^tuart, of AVinnipeg, and A. C. Dennis is the super-

intendent. The work is inuler the direction of John G.

Sullivan, chief engineer, Canadian Pacific Ry., and AV. A.

James, engineer of construction.

The explosion of (ioO lb. of dynamite, which was

loaded on a car and was about to be lowered down the

Granite ilountaiu shaft of the North Butte Mining Co.,

caused the greatest loss of life that has resulted from

any accident that has occurred in the historj' of Butte

mining operations. This was due, mainly, to the fact

that the explosion occurred shortly after 1 o'clock in the

afternoon, wlien the shift bosses and nippers were waiting

near the shaft to be lowered for the afternoon's work.

Sixteen men were killed and four were injured.

Owing to the fact that all those who were near enough

to the powder to have had any knowledge of the cause

of the explosion were killed, any attempt to fix this cause

is limited to pure conjecture. Among the many theories

that have been advanced is the one that the powder nuiy

have been exploded Ijy a rock falling from the head-

frame and striking it. However, the facts that the car

was standing 25 ft. away from the collar of the shaft and

that no skips containing ore or waste were at the top do

not seem to support this theory. Experiments made

after the accident also failed to indicate any such possi-

bility. A stone approximately 2x4-in. in size, dropped

from a height of 75 ft. onto a powder box filled with saw-

dust, caused only a slight indentation of the wood.

The explanation that now seems most plausible is that

the car was struck by a stray rifle bullet fired by a

person at consideralile distance from the scene of the

accident. The collar of the shaft is situated on an eleva-

tion at some height above the rest of the ground in the

immediate vicinity, and it would therefore have been pos-

sible for a Ijullet coming from nearly any direction to

strike the car. Boys are notoriously careless in handling

guns, and unfortunately they and their guns are too com-

on in tlie district.—The Anode. Xovember. 1915.

The Largest Plate Mill in the World has been ordered for

the Lukens Iron and Steel Co. at Coatesville, Penn. The exact

length has not yet been determined, but it will be either

200 or 204 in. This compares with a 17S-in. mill at Witko-
witz, in Austria-Hungary, a 17S-in. mill just ordered for the

Imperial Steel Works of Japan, and a 16S-in., two-high, re-

versing mill at the Dalzell works near Glasgow, Scotland.

The Lukens mill will be four-high and provided with chilled

working; rolls 34 in. in diameter, supported both at the top

and bottom hy steel rolls 50 in. in diameter.

See "Eng. and Min. Journ.." Oct. 30, 1915.
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SyAUrsJi>—.1 rcftiiiu' uf llie (/rulo(/ic and coiii-

mcrcial factors in the development of nntural-gas

deposits. Further development of the Ainericnn

fields is urged.

Natural gas is of course any gas formed in nature, such

as marsh gas, sulphur dioxide, carbon dioxide (the

"choke-damp" of the mines), sulphureted hydrogen and

])etroleum gas. However, as generally understood, nat-

ural gas is that obtained from oil or gas fields, and

l)urned in our liomes and factories instead of gases

inanufactured from coal or from petroleum.

The geology of natural-gas fonnations is now well

understood. The chances for the occurrence of commer-

cial natural gas in many untouched areas are so favorable,

the efficiency and cheapness of natural gas are so much
greater than other fuels, that I have wondered at the

relative lack of interest of manufacturers in the possi-

bilities of employing such a cheap fuel ; and also at the

lack of comprehension by gas men of the value of geology

as applied to prospecting for natural gas.

Geogr.vphic Distribution in the United States

At present the chief productive natural-gas areas of

the United States are in Kansas, Oklahoma, Louisiana,

I'ennsylvania, West Virginia and California. The Okla-

homa and Kansas natural-gas deposits luxve been touched,
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dous quantities of decaying vegetation occur in the

coastal plains, and the utilization of the marsh gas given
off by that vegetation is only a question of time.

Natural gas occurs in formations of the most recent

to those of the early Paleozoic, Ordovician and Silurian

ages. In fact, gas seems to be found wherever decaying
vegetation or animal matter has occurred. The presence

of natural gas in the older beds presupposes earlier veget-

able or animal life, unless the gas has migrated from
younger beds. Commercial accumulations are, however,

dependent upon the trapping of the gas.

Factors Affecting Commercial Deposits

Commercial deposits of natural gas are dependent upon
two essentials—a source of supply for the gas, and proper

reservoirs. The source of supply has been treated under

origin, and the reservoirs will now be considered.

It has been ascertained by careful observation and
study that most productive natural-gas fields occur in

beds that have been folded into arch-like structures called

domes, anticlines (see Fig. 1), or some modification of

those structures, as terraces, noses or monoclines. Lensed

conditions also tend to accumulations. (See Fig. 2.)

An arch-like structure, such as that in Fig. 1, is called

an anticline. Under ideal conditions the gas accumulates

closes the pore space. Where the structures were faulted

or broken so that vents to the surface were opened, gas

escaped from the beds.

In some cases the gas has, in all probability, migrated

from lower beds to higher, owing to unconformities (see

Fig. 4) or to faulting. Gas naturally travels wherever an

opening is afforded and only comes to rest where there

is a relatively impervious covering to prevent its escape.

The covering may be a compact limestone, dense shale

or closely cemented sandstone.

Gas generally occurs with oil, but there are many pro-

ductive gas sands that do not carry oil. These are called

"dry"' gas sands, to distinguish them from the gases

carrying petroleum vapors. Gas sands occur above or

below oil sands (see Fig. 1) ; also in districts where no

commercial oil sands are obtained.

Variations in Pressure

The pressures of gas vary in different fields and for

different depths of gas sands. There is, however, a

remarkably close relation between the gas pressures and

the depths of the gas sands. Especially is this true in

the Mid-Continental oil and gas fields and in West Vir-

ginia. A well (see Fig. 5) 1,000 ft. deep will have a

gas pressure of 400 lb. ; one 1,500 ft., 600 lb. ; one 2,000

Fig. I

Fig. 4. Fig, 5.

FIGS. 1 TO DIFFERENT CONDITIONS OF NATURAL-
GAS OCCURRENCE

at the top of the fold ; oil, if present in the same sand,

lies below the gas, and water below the oil, in the order

of the specific gravities.

The foregoing is the ideal case. In many instances gas

is found above or below the oil sands. Where it is found

in an oil sand, the oil and gas are quite often so closely

associated that the gas may be said to be held in compres-

sion in the oil. Fig. 3 shows an anticlinal or domed con-

dition, with a terrace upon its flank. Gas occurs at the

top of the fold and also, as will be noticed, where the dip

changes so markedly, both above and below the terrace.

Any sudden break or change in the dip tends to cause

an accumulation of gas. Porous rocks, sands, sandstones,

limestones or fractured shales form good reservoirs for

gas if they are overlain and underlain by relatively im-

pervious beds of sandstone, limestone or shale. The
covering and underlying beds must be such that gas can-

not escape through them and be dissipated into the air.

"Wliere the beds carrying the gas are "tight," or closely

cemented, accumulations at the tops of folds will not be

very productive. The more porous the reservoir, the

greater the volume of gas it can hold, and cementation

Fig. 5.

ft., 800 lb. ; or approximately 40 lb, per 100 ft. A study

of a large number of wells shows that the pressure is

approximately equivalent to the pressure exerted by a

water column the height of the well.

Allowance should be made for the differences in spe-

cific gravities of the water and for the differences in

elevations between the surface water table and the eleva-

tions at the collars of the wells. A column of fresh water

1 ft. high and 1 in. square exerts a pressure of 0.434 lb.

per sq.in. Underground waters in the oil and gas fields

liave specific gravities of 1 to 1.3, which would make
the water much heavier. In calculating, however, one

can disregard specific gravities and simply use 0.4 lb.

;

this lower figure allows sufficiently for the loss in theoreti-

cal head resulting from friction, differences in elevation

of the water table, etc. A difference of elevation of 100

ft. between wells means 40 lb. difference in pressure.

Allowing for such irregularities the pressures are re-

markably consistent; so much so that in regions like Okla-

homa and Kansas the gas companies base their estimates

of pressures and also figure the weight of fittings neces-

sary to control the well upon this important relation.

For example, fittings for a well 1,000 deep need to

withstand only 400-lb. pressure. A factor of safety of 2

gives 800 11). Such fittings will, however, be unsafe

with wells 3,000 ft. deep, where there is a pressure of

300 X 40 = 1,200 lb. per sq.in.

The point is raised that if water is holding in the gas,

the water should replace the gas when the gas pressure

is weakened. Such, in fact, is generally the case. The
gas is withdrawn very rapidly. The water moves more
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slowly through the pore spaces of the sand, owing to fric-

tion and adhesion, with the result that the gas pressures

are reduced for a short time. By shutting in a well,

liowever, the gas pressure rises again, showing that

hydraulic pressure is back of it.

Tlierc is considerable question as to the cause of the

pressure, but there is no doubt that the hydraulic theory

holds with but few exceptions. There is such a close

relation between the head of water and the gas pressure

that I do not feel inclined to disregard the artesian the-

ory, especially for sands which are exposed to meteoric

waters. I fully realize that artesian conditions do not

apply in all places. At Fort Smith, Ark., little or no

water is found in the gas sand. Pressures of but 145

to 280 lb. per sq.in. instead of 400 to 800 lb., are obtained

at depths of 1,000 to 2,000 ft. The sands, however, are

nearly free of water.'^ The svnclines carry gas in that

field."

JIaxinium gas pressures of 1,260 lb. are reported- at

j\Iidway, Calif.; 1,-500 to 1,700 lb. are reported'^ in Green

County, Penn.

Calculatixg Gas Vou'Mes

A few calculations will give some estimate of the capac-

ity of rocks to hold gas : also the large acreage that must
necessarily be drained by gas wells. We will assume as a

unit, a sand 1 ft. thick, containing 10% of voids or pore

space per cubic foot, and covering one acre. An acre-

foot, or 43,560 ft. of sand, under the conditions cited

contains 43,560 X O-IO = 4,356 cu.ft. of pore space. If

this space be filled with gas at atmospheric pressure it

will contain 4,356 cu.ft. The specific gravity of gas

compared to air varies from 0.5529 for methane, to

nearly 1, the specific gravity of air. The higher the

quantity of ethane and the more complex hydrocarbons,

the higher the specific gravity. An average specific grav-

ity of 0.6 is generally assumed.

Gas volumes are measured at an average mean atmos-

pheric pressure of 14.4 lb. per sq.in. and at a pressure of

4 oz. (0.25 lb.) above the mean atmospheric pressure.

The pressure approximately corresponds to 14.7 lb. at

60 deg. F., the pressure at mean sea level. Theoretically,

the temperature at depth should be taken into account,

but in an approximate calculation such refinements are

of little value. The number of expansions for 100-lb.

-IV ,, ,
100 + 14.7 ^- ^,

rock pressure would be , , ,. = v. 8. ihe
'

• 14.7
total volume per acre-foot will be volume of gas times

expansions, or 4,356 X '''•8 = 33,976 cu.ft. per rock

pressure of 100 lb. At 500-lb. rock pressure the expan-

sions are 35 and the volume per acre-foot equals 4,356 X
35 = 152,460 cu.ft. At 1,000-lb. pressure the expansions

1,000 -j- 14.7
69- instead of 78.0 as one would at

14.7
first imagine, the added 14.7 lb. becoming of less conse-

quence the higher the rock pressure becomes. The volume
will be 4,356 X 69 = 300,582 cu.ft. per acre-foot.

Gas has such mobility that one gas well situated at the

top of a dome should in time drain all the gas from the

sand. Good practice, however, allows 100 acres of land

per gas well. One well per 40 acres is the minimum of

Carl D. Smith. BuU. 541. U. S. Geol. Surv.
-R. P. McLaughlin. "Pressures." Bull. 69, California State

Mining Bureau, 1915.

=1. C. White. Vol. la, W. Va. Geol. Sur.

good practice. Allowing one well to drain 100 acres, a

well, under the conditions given, would take care of

152,460,000 cu.fl., for a pressure of 500 lb. and a sand

10 ft. thick.

A single well often produces many times the theoreti-

cal amount. It is more than likely that petroleum acts

as a solvent for the gas and holds tremendous volumes in

solution, as the hydraulic pressures set up are not suffi-

cient to liquefy the gas. As several wild gas wells have

produced from 30,000,000 to 70,000,000 cu.ft. per day
and kept it up for months, it is a matter of wonder as to

where the gas came from.

The graphic chart* (Fig. (!) gives some idea of gas
volumes in producing fields. This was taken at the

famous Caney, Kan., gas field and shows the life of that

remarkable field. The high average volume of 10,694,000
cu.ft. per well, with the rock pressure of 490 lb. per sq.in.

shows that such wells must have drained a large area.

The total volume of gas over a period of five years would
be 10,694,000 X 1<825 = 19,516,550,000 cu.ft. If the

value of such gas at the well is $0.05 per 1,000 ft., the

total value is 19,516,550 X 0.05 == $975,827.50 per well.

As such a well should not cost over $5,000 to drill, one
should obtain extraordinary returns on the money in-

vested. Pipe lines are expensive, however, the leakage is

large, royalties and overhead expenses are to be consid-

ered, and depreciation is rapid. While there are large

profits in the natural-gas industry, the profits are none

too large for the risks taken.

Heating A^alue of Natural Gas and Other Fuels

The value of natural gas in heating is approximately

1,000 B.t.u. per cu.ft. The higher the percentage of

hydrocarbon gases, such as ethane, the higher the nmii-

ber of heat units. This is clearly shown in the analyses

already given. Comparison with coal, petroleum, wood
and producer gas is presented in another table.

COMPARISON OF N.\TURAL GAS AND OTHER FUELS
Equivalent in B.t.u. of
1,000,000 Cu.Ft. of

Fuel B.t.u. Natural Gas Value

Natural gas, per cu.ft. . 1,000 1,000,000 cu.ft. At lOc. per 1,000 cu.ft.

SIOO.
Oil gas, per cu.ft 850 1,17G,470 cu.ft. At 25c. per 1,000 cu.ft.,

$294.
Producer gas, per cu.ft. 200 5,000,000 cu.'ft. At .5c. per 1,000 .cu.ft.,

S250.
Petroleum, 14° B^ 18,500 160 bbls. At SI per bbl., S160.
Coal (bituminous), per

lb 12,.50O 40 tons At $2.50 per ton, $100.
Wood, per lb 5,000 66.6 cords (I cd.

3,000 lb.) At S3.50 per cord, S198

However, B.t.u. do not measure the true efficiency of gas.

The efficiency of combustion of gas is greater than that of

other fuels, so the actual efficiency will be 10 to 20%
greater.

The development of the casing-head gasoline industry

has sprung into prominence within the last five years. It

has been found that gas coming directly off petroleum

carries hydrocarbon vapors that can be condensed by
pressure. These vapors consist of the lighter hydro-

carbons that go to xnake up naphthas, benzine, gasoline,

etc., having specific gravities of 70 to 100°. A rich gas

may carry 5 gal. of gasoline per 1,000 cu.ft., but 1 gal.

per 1,000 cu.ft. can be made to pay if a sufficiently large

quantity of gas is obtained. The gasoline is first ex-

tracted, and the "dry" gas is introduced in the gas line

for fuel.
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Maglh Wages astdl Sttesidls^ Worfe si
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Special Coreespoxdence

The great improvement in conditions in tlie Butte

mining district in the past year called forth from the

mayor of the city, Cliarles H. Lane, a special Thanksgiving

proclamation in which he calls attention to the facts

that at present Butte has the largest number of men
working in its mines ever known and that the payrolls

are the largest, the community the most contented and

happv and the reasons for thankfulness greater than ever

lid'ore.

The improvement in labor conditions in the past year

has been marked. It is just a year since the Anaconda

and other large mining companies announced their in-

tention of employing men without regard to their labor-

union affiliations. The companies took the position that

tlie men might belong to any union they chose or no union

at all, but the question would not be raised or recognized.

At the same time the companies made the pledge that

labor conditions would not be allowed to become worse

under the open-shop system than under the old one and

pledged themselves to adhere to the union scale in

effect.

They have carried out this promise with the result that

the high price of copper makes the Butte wage scale

today $4 per day of 8 hr. for every man in the mines,

as against $3.50 that was being paid under the old

regime. The men are well satisfiecl, and the eiforts of

foreign agitators to gain a foothold here have met with

no success.

Socialism, which was so powerful that it held the reins

of city government for four years and came near to get-

ting control of the county government, is dying out, and

while the socialists still maintain their organization, they

'lave few members compared with former times. High

wages and steady work for all have proved a good remedy

for socialism.

Butte miners and mining companies are watching with

interest for the completion of the improvements at the

Washoe and Great Falls smelteries, as they anticipate

that there will be a large increase then in the amount

of ore handled from the mines of Butte. This will mean

C|uite an addition to the force of men employed here,

end the jorediction is freely made that Butte's mine pay-

lulis will comjirise 20.00n names lii-fon' the end of the

\rinter.

Announcement was made some time ago of the new rich

ore encountered in the properties of the ]\Iount Lyell

Mining and Railway Co., Ltd. The recent report for the

half-year ended Sept. 30, 1915, states that prospecting

work has disclosed considerable additions to the South

orebody and large accessions to reserves in No. 40 and

No. 41 stopes in the North ]\lount Lyell mine, which con-

tinued to yield high-grade ore. The crosscut at the 1,200-

ft. level of the North Mount Lyell mine was driven 54 ft.

through rich ore, which is still in the face.

The ore reserves of the Jlount Lyell mine were given as

1,791,479 tons; North Mount Lyell mine, 973,210 tons,

not including important additions disclosed Ijy develop-

ment work. The cost of producing blister copper for the

half-year was 18s. 7d. ($4.52) per ton of ore. During this

period 4,053 tons of blister copper was produced. The

net profits were £139,071, after writing off £20,123 for

depreciation. £14,656 for prospecting and development

work, and £18,400 for Federal and state income taxes.

The saving from the full use of the Lake Margaret power

installation was partly offset by the greater consumption

of coke and the increased cost of supplies.

The flotation plant is being erected and is expected to

start work dui-ing the current half-year. Options have

l)een acquired on some West Coast mines owned by the

Hercules Gold and. Silver Mining Co., the Primrose Min-

ing Co. and the Tasmanian Copper Co. Flotation tests

of these ores on a commercial scale have been arranged

for at Broken Hill.

Inls^dla'gi^lac Maiaanag m^t Caff-cle

By Hubert I. Ellis*

In the Journal of Dec. 19, 1914, there appeared a short

article, "Hydraulic Mining at Circle," describing the

operations of Theron E. Fell on Mastodon Creek, Circle

.SKETCH OF HYDRAULIC ELEVATOR

district, Alaska. Through the courtesy of Mr. Fell I have

recently obtained additional data, which are given here.

The Mastodon Creek ground is tight, contains much
(lay and many comparatively large rocks, and is difficult

to work liy pick-and-shovel methods. The cost of hydrau-

licking witii water under a head of 100 ft. averages about

25c. per cu.yd. When using a 175-ft. head the plant

washes 500 cu.yd. of material per day at a cost of 17c.

per cu.yd. All giants except the one used in the tailings

are of the No. 1 size, having a nozzle orifice of 2 in. The

tailings giant is a No. 2, with a 3-in. orifice.

Tlie general layout of the plant is illustrated in Fig. 1.

The giants and boxes are first set as shown by the full

lines. A sort of wing-dam is built, baffle boarcls are put

on the boxes, and the gravel is driven into the boxes from

one side. When this side of the cut is clear the large rocks

are wheeled forward to provide drainage for the cut. The

•Kellogg, Idaho.
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hoards are then changed, and the other side is cleaned.

This leaves only a ridge of gravel under the boxes when

tile cut has been finished, and this is blown upstream to

1 lie ground in the next cut. Bedrock is waslied clean up-

stream with the tailings giant after the boxes have been

removed. When all the material possible has been blown

into the boxes from the first setting and bedrock has been

PO'Pipe

The proportions of a tailing pile are shown in Fi-. :).

This is made by simply blowing the gravel up with the

giant working under a lOO-ft. head, no chute of any kind

being employed. Experience has shown that the lad-

ings can be stacked in this manner to a height equal to

il"- M^

'^9 Pile

FIG. 1. PLAN OF FALL. HYDRAULIC MINE

cleaned, new boxes are added to the upper end of the

string and the giants are reset in the positions shown by

the dotted lines.

Some difficulty ha<? been experienced in disposing of

the tailings. At first an inclined chute and a Xo. 2 giant

were used at the dump, but where the gravel contains but

little sand the tailings are now simply blown up into a

pile with the giant.

The chute method, A and B, Fig. 2, is illustrated. The

chute is 4 ft. wide and has 3-ft. sides. The bottom is

Sluice 3'mde

. Rf-med alufe. 4'iKde

Oionf Ci ^
f,4~ oree/ f/are -^

^ ^'^ef (c)
Rfffles Used m Inclined Tailinq Chute

.£" z'sfesl P/afe- j^

^13-'E^ Wl ^" ESj

,^ RifFles Used m Warn Sluice
ffr-<.^..^ffec/mc/r

cg-j (p)
Eleva+ii

INCLINED CHUTE FOR TAILINGS DISPOSAL

fitted with beveled steel-shod riffles, shown at C, set at

an angle that will keep the gravel from rolling back into

the sump. This method is better than the other when

the gi-avel contains a considerable proportion of fine sand

and pebbles that the water will carry away. It also serves

to keep the water from washing back small rocks that

have been blown up out of the sump.

Bedrock

FIG. 3. SECTION OF "BLOVS'N-UP" T.VILIN'GS PILE

one-third of the head on the giant at a distance from the

sump equal to one-half the head. There is no difficulty

in handling rocks half the size of a kerosene can by this

method, and it is much more economical of water than

the hydraulic elevator and more efficient for some classes

of material than the inclined chute.

The Butte & Snpcrior Copper Co., Ltd., reports re-

sults for the third quarter of 1915 as follows: Dry

tons of ore milled, 130,210; average zinc contents.

17.14?%; average silver contents, 7.602? oz. per ton;

zinc concentrates produced, 37,396 tons; average zinc in

concentrates, 55.1270%; total zinc in concentrates, 41.-

230,885 lb.: average silver in zinc concentrates, 21.9646

oz. per ton ; mill recovery (zinc recovered in concen-

trates), 92.3322%; mining costs per ton, $3.4584; mill-

ing costs per ton, $1.7653; total cost per ton, mining

and milling, $5.2236.

The tonnage of ore treated was the largest of any

quarter in the company's operations. In addition there

was an increase of 2.8% in the recover}' and an improve-

ment of 2.4% in the grade of concentrates produced.

The Black Rock shaft was continued to a depth of 1.750

ft.,' a .station cut on the 1,700-ft. level and a skip pocket

installed on the 1,600-ft. level. Preparations are being

made to sink a new working shaft of greater capacity

than the present one, designed to fulfill mining require-

ments to much greater depths than could Ije economically

served with the present shaft. The new shaft will be

entirely out of the orebody and, when completed, will

release large bodies of ore adjacent to the present shaft,

which cannot safely be mined during its use as a main

oreway. Underground developments for the quarter were

satisfactory in every way. Extensions of the orebody

were disclosed in an easterly direction on all of the prin-

cipal lower levels where work is now being conducted.

No recalculation of ore reserves was made as applying

to the third quarter, l)ut it may be said that the new ore

reserves developed were practically equivalent in quan-

tity to the ore mined.

Financial results for the third quarter were as follows

:

Net value of zinc concentrates (at mill), $2,997,128; net

value of lead concentrates (at mill) and of residues.

$228,111 ; miscellaneous income, $14,716 ; total gross op-

erating returns, $3,239,955; operating costs, $679,625;

profits, $2,560,330, together with a further profit of

$201,510 due to the excess received from the sale of con-
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centrates and smeltery residues over the values at which
these products were estimated in the monthly statements.

At the end of the quarter and after payment of the

dividend at that time, the company states that it had
on hand approximately $5,000,000 in quick assets, con-

sisting of cash and products conservatively valued in

process of treatment and in transit.

IRsxdln'iisffiffl lEssttiTSictlloia ifiroinffi

Bulletin 104, '"Extraction and Recovery of Radium,

Uranium and Vanadium from Carnotite," by Charles

Parsons, R. B. Jloore, S. C. Lind and C. C. Schaefer,

has Just been issued by the Bureau of Mines. Tliis Bul-

letin gives the results of the cooperative work with the

National Radivxm Institute and describes the methods of

extracting radium from carnotite ore as carried out in

the pla2it at Denver.

The methods devised have proved highly successful.

They depend essentiall}' upon the fact that strong hot

nitric acid has a high solubility coefficient for radium

and barium sulphates. This enables the carnotite ores

to be treated directly with hot nitric acid, removing the

radium therefrom at a single operation. The method fol-

lows in brief:

The carnotite ore pulverized to 20-mesh is treated in

an earthenware leaching pot with 38% nitric acid, 500

lb. of ore being used to 121 lb. of 100% HNO3. The
acid is brought near to boiling by means of steam passed

through a glass tube and the ore gradually stirred in.

Heating is continued for 15 min., when the acid is fil-

tered from the ore in a stoneware filter. This is fol-

lowed by a .second treatment in the same leaching pot

with somewhat weaker hot nitric acid, after which the

whole is washed with hot water. Nearly all of the uran-

ium, about 50% of the vanadium and over 90% of the

radium are carried into solution by this method and sep-

arated from the bulky residues, which are then discarded.

The acid solution is nearly neutralized with sodium hy-

droxide and barium chloride and sulphuric acid added

in proper quantities and held in settling tanks with con-

ical bottoms for three days to settle out the radium-

barium sulphate. The supernatant liquid is then siphoned

into an excess of boiling sodium-carbonate solution to

separate the uranium and vanadium from iron, aluminum
and calcium. The radium-barium sulphate left in the

tank is run onto a stoneware filter, filtered, washed and

dried, the washings being also added to the sodium-

carbonate solution already mentioned.

The soluble sodium-uranyl carljonate and the sodium

vanadate are filtered from the iron-calcium precipitate

in filter presses and run into \iranium-precipitation tanks.

The sodium carbonate is then nearly neutralized with

nitric acid and sodium hydroxide added to complete pre-

cipitation of the uraniiam as sodium uranate. The fil-

trate containing the vanadium is carefully neutralized

with nitric acid and iron sulphate added to precipitate

vanadium as iron vanadate. Both the sodium uranate

and the iron vanadate are separated from their solutions

by means of filter presses. The f.ltrate from the iron

vanadate consists almost wholly of a solution of sodium

nitrate containing, of course, a small amount of impur-

ity. This filtrate is evaporated, sodium nitrate recovered

and used again for the manufacture of nitric acid. The

radium-barium sulphate, without further treatment, is re-

duced in large graphite crucibles by charcoal, a very

efficient conversion (90 to 95%) into barium-radium

.sulphide being obtained. The sulphides are dissolved

in hydrochloric acid and the residue of unchanged sul-

phates re-treated.

The chloride solutions are crystallized in the plant

in silica-lined kettles, care being taken to keep the solu-

tions acid with hydrochloric acid, as the separation of

radium from barium is much more rapid under these con-

ditions. The concentrated chlorides carrying from 4 to

10 mg. of radium per kg. are taken to the laboratorj-,

filtered from any insoluble impurities and crystallized

again in strong acid sohition until the bulk has been

1 educed to a small volume, when they are converted

into bromides. This is done after first neutralizing with

ammonia and precipitating with hydrogen sulphide to

remove lead, which always accumulates and which is not

precipitated by hydrochloric acid from strong barium-

chloride solutions. After removal of the lead, the barium
and radium are converted into carbonates by the addi-

tion of amiuonium carbonate, washed, and dissolved in

hydrobromic acid. From this point on crystallization

takes place in piire quartz dishes in solution strongly

acid with hydrobromic acid. J

The fractional crystallization of radium from the orig- |
inal chlorides to the finished product is neither tedious

nor difficult, but takes place rapidly when acid solutions

are used and proper apparatus is available which will

witlistand their action. The efficiency of the process "s

high.

In connection with the radium plant a nitric-acid plant

has been erected which produces over 5,000 lb. of nitric

acid per day. Owing to the recovery of sodium nitrate,

the cost of the nitric acid used has begn very low, aver-

aging under the present cost for nitrate slightly less

than 21/^c. per lb. To Sept. 1, 4,774 mg. of radium
was produced in the form of sulphates and 1,947.5 mg.
'of element had been delivered in the form of bromide.

Deliveries are continuing at the rate of 300 to 400 mg.
per month.

Flotation will replace the cyanide process in the Inde-

pendence plant, at Victor, Colo., according to a report

published by the Daily Mining and Financial Record,

Denver, Nov. 37, 1915. The plant is now being remod-
eled, and nest week the company will commence the

construction of a sampler of large capacity. This sampler

will he for the low-grade ores exclusively and will not

compete with the samplers now in operation in the

district. The sampler will be run in conjunction with

the mill, and all the rock will be passed through the

sampler crushers direct to the Chilean mills, where the

final grinding for flotation treatment is accomplished.

The Chilean mills will be supplemented by ball mills

which will reduce the ores to a degree of fineness not

hitherto attained.

By the flotation process the company feels assured tiiat

it can successfully treat ores of a lower grade than has

heretofore been possible. There are millions of tons of

dump ore that can be sviccessfully handled and in addi-

tion, the boon to the leasers and prospectors of the camp
will be inestimable in that these men will be enabled
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to sell their low-grade ores at a sullicient profit to pay

at least a part of their expenses and thus be able to

continue development work which may result in the

opening up of better ores.

Arrangements have been made with the railroads for

the hauling of the ores from all parts of the district, and

surveys for tracks to the sampler have already been

made. The Portland company has under consideration

the provision of an adequate sujiply of 50-ton steel dump
cars that will be unloaded automatically. Under this

plan, from the time the rock is dumped from the cars

until the tailings are run on the dump the progress of

tlie ores through the mill will be automatic.

The mill will have an initial capacity of 1,000 tons a

day, with the probability that a much larger tonnage vnll

be reached eventually, provided the Portland company

secures the cooperation that it has every reason to ex-

pect.

The problem of successfully handling the low-grade

ores of the gold camp has always been recognized as one

of prime importance, and it is now believed that the

solution of the problem will be achieved by the flotation

process, which represents the latest word in scientific

treatment.

Qoldl Dipedlgaimg ami Flhalappaia©©

The rapid increase in the gold production of the Philip-

pines during the last few years has been noteworthy.

In 1910 the gold output was valued at 308,860 pesos;

in 1914 it was 2,349,267 pesos. Gold dredging has

played a prominent part in this advance and is likely

to be still more important, as additions are being made
to the dredging fleet. According to the statistics just

announced by Wallace E. Pratt, chief of the Division of

]\lines, the dredges were responsible last year for nearly

44% of the total gold output. Eight dredges were in

operation, seven of which were in the Paracale-Mambulao

district of Anibos Camarines and one was on the Umari
River in Taj'abas Province on the east coast of Luzon.

The Gumaos Placer Co. operated continuously through-

out the year. Its dredge, built by the New York En-

gineering Co. and described in previous numbers of the

Bureau of Science bulletin,' has achieved an enviable

record during the period over which its operation extends.

On an original investment of 500,000 pesos ($350,000),

the company has paid in dividends during 27 months of

operation the sum of 535,000 pesos, or 107%. The
generally nonuniform character of the dredging ground

in this district is exemplified in the record of the Gumaos
dredge; the average value fier cubic meter for different

monthly runs varies from 6 centavos to 1.66 pesos. The
average value for the whole period of operation has been

64 centavos per ci;bic meter. The cost of operation,

according to the company's figures, is about 24 centavos

per cubic meter dredgecl. The average fineness of the

bullion smelted is 873. The depth of bedrock varies up

to 17 m., but has averaged about 11 m. The gold re-

covered is fine and is very sharp and angular. It is

confined to a layer of wash usually less than 2 ra. thick

immediately overlaying bedrock ; the overburden is large-

ly clay. . . . [The total gold recovered, to the end

of 1914, by this dredge is valued at 912.205 pesos.]

'"The Mineral Resources of the Philippine Islands for the
Year 1914," Division of Mines, Bureau of Science, Manila, P. I.

The Paracale Bucket Dredging Proprietary, Ltd., and
the Phili])pine Dredges, Ltd., closely associated Australian

corporations, had four dredges at work during 1914.

One of these started in November, and another lost a

great deal of time as a result of litigation over title to the

ground upon which it was situated. In spite of obstacles,

however, the year's record was good, and much credit is

due William Telford, the general superintendent for the

two companies.

The ilalaguit Dredging Co. placed a new dredge on
Malaguit River early in 1914. Some time was lost in

getting into proper running order, l)ut the dredge re-

covered a gratifying amount of gold and will undoubtedly

do better as the operation becomes established.

The Philippine Dredging Syndicate and the Maximelo
Dredging Co. each operated one dredge in 1914. Aiwut
the middle of the year the former company finally dis-

mantled its old Risdon dredge, which was built in Masbate

in 1905, moved over to the Paracale district in 1908 and

has been digging on Malaguit River since that time.

The Manibulao Placer Co. is reported to have obtained

exceptionally high results from the tests of its dredging

property at the head of !Mambulao Bay, and a New York
Engineering Co. dredge will be erected at Mambulao
during the coming year.

Several dividends were declared by the dredging com-

panies during the last year, and the industry appears to

be in a healthy condition. The year 1915 should show

a materially increased gold production. New dredges

are under construction for some of the operating com-

panies at Paracale, and the ilambulao Placer Co. will

enter the dredging field, although it may not begin to

produce until early in 1916.

RestmEfts ^t lUa Grairag© Hmmips'ovaimg

The operations of La Grange hydraulic mine in Trinity

County, California, which has been in horrasca for sev-

eral years, showed an improvement this 3'ear over the

1914 results despite the fact that the season was unfav-

orable climatically. In July the southern, or richest, part

of the mountain became accessible, and by confining op-

erations to this section, the company's engineers expect

that henceforth profitable results will be obtained.

This year the water supply, which at the beginning

of the season promised to be as large as that of any

previous year, turned out to Ije less than for any season

in the history of the company. This was due to breaks

in the aqueduct, resulting from exceptionally heavy falls

of snow and unusually cold weather in August. How-
ever, the mine paid its expenses though up to July 1

the richest part of the deposit had been inaccessible.

Clhiapj-pe'^yyss. Fas-Els Fo^'^eff'

©©^ellopBimeETitl

Braixerd Coekespoxdexce

The Wisconsin-Minnesota Light and Power Co. has

applied to the Railroad Commission of Wisconsin for

permission to construct a dam across the Chippewa River

above Chippewa Falls. The dam will develop a head of

60 ft. and provide 43,000 hp., and it will be the largest

power-development plant in Wisconsin. The proposed

construction involves an expenditure of upward of $2,000,-

000. The company is capitalized at $10,000,000.
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Le§»'iffies= ^©rsuas Fast^®Bti ©s^SIlE

By L. p. Goi;dox

The accompanying table shows a comparison between

Leyner and piston drills. These data were taken from
accurate records of the opening of new sublevels in a

mine of one of the large operators in the Iron River

district. The drills operated nnder the same condi-

tions, namely

:

1. Ore extremely coarse, "fitchery" and hard, requir-

ing one set of steels, and more at times, per hole.

2. Mounting—Upright double-jack post with arm and
clamp.

3. Drifts, 6.xr ft.

4. Uniform air pressure and hoses according to size

of air inlets in drills.

5. Broken ore handled by trammers on opposite shifts.

5 a^.

Ph fa q. <3 a <! a
16,160 70 1.43 2.89
5,695 38 3.10 2.71

H ^ i QQOfi,tfl -sj o
Leyner 448 $1299.20 906 224 4.05 3226 5
Piston 298 809.39 261 149 1.75 1139 5

Includes rigging and blasting.

The Leyners were used to great advantage in stoping,

particularly in drilling slice and upper holes, and they

handled 12-ft. steel with ease in down or stope holes. A
tripod with an adapter plate fitted in the saddle was used

as a mounting in drilling on the benches.

There may be said to be fi\e ways in which deteriora-

tion of a rope proceeds: First, there is frictional wear;

second, there is breakage of wires due to inequalities in

even the best material ; third, there is the breakage caused

by the stress of bending over sheave and drum ; fourth,

there is corrosion inside and out; fifth, there is fatigue of

the steel caused by its passing its elastic limit and ac-

celerated by bending and by rapid hoisting. All of these

efl'ects finally take the form of broken wires. For this

reason the appearance of Ijroken wires is considered the

best single sign to follow in deciding when to discard a

rope.

The manner in which breaks occur is of significance.

Thus when a new rope is installed there is likely to be a

short period, while the rope is taking its set and equaliz-

ing tension, during which breaks are relatively frequent.

These breaks are of no importance and do not indicate

that the rope is wearing out. After the period of their

occurrence, the rope will run for some time \vithout more
wires breaking. Toward the end of the life of the rope,

however, it may happen that the number of l^rcaks be-

*Abstract from Bulletin 75, U. S. Bureau of Mines.

gins to increase rapidly. Thus inspection on one day
may show one wire broken at a certain point. The next

day two may appear there and the third day, three or

four. This condition arising is a sign that the rope is

going to pieces and should be taken off forthwith. It

may also happen that breaks occur before any great wear
is visible—this, of course, after the period of initial

breaking. Breakage without wear indicates faulty in-

stallation of some kind ; either the rope is made of brittle

wires or it is being bent over too small a drum or sheave.

A WocDdlena ©2°® Bljia '^y^rMSa

By C. M. Eye*

In order to avoid difficulties, encountered in the

tropics, from rapid decay of wooden bottoms in ore

bins, as well as to secure the maximum storage capacity,

the bin sliown in the cut was designed for the new 10-

stamp mill of the Benguet Consolidated, at Antimok,
Benguet, P. I. The base consists of a frame of 12x12

WOODEN ORE BIN WITH CONCRETE BOTTOM

timbers, rodded together, on which the 12x12 posts rest

in daps, secured by steel pins %xl2-in. (Mortise-and-

tenon joints were avoided on account of certainty of

decay, due to water collecting in the mortises). All

joints were well painted with asphalt paint, and base tim-

bers were well tarred with hot coal tar.

Cross-timbers at the top are all 12x12, with two 12x16

timbers for the crusher. The bin is lined with 3x12

plank, all placed horizontally and cribbed at the corners.

The bottom consists of 9 in. of rock, laid dry, with dry

aand poured in and tamped, on which is laid 3 in. of

concrete, bringing the floor level with the top of the

base frame. The front of the bin rests on the retaining

wall back of the stamps, with a 45° slope to the chutes

to the feeders. The conformation of the site allowed

placing the bin at a relatively greater height above, and
distance from, the batteries, thus avoiding overhang and
thrust. There are no connecting timbers between the

bin and battery posts, the latter being braced by 12x16

timbers set in tlie retaining wall.

*Bagnio, P. I.
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The inside dimensions of the bin as finislicd are : Width,

11 ft.; length, 14 ft.; height, 13 ft. ; content, 2,000 cu.ft.;

capacity, 100 tons, with broken ore at 20 cu.ft. per ton.

The cut shows the structure as completed and the com-

pleted foundation platform for 25-ft. solution storage

tank.

This bin is an exceedingly easy one to construct and

secures the maxiniiim of capacity with minimum of ma-

terial.

The Brunton slope chart is a device for the determina-

tion of the apparent angle of sections when cut at planes

of varying degrees of divergence from the dip. The chart

enables the user instantly to obtain the apparent dip from

the true dip, or vice rersa; mechanically solving the equa-

BRUNTOX SLOPE CHART FOR SOLVING EQUATION
TAN C = COS A TAN B

tion, tan C = cos A tan B, in which C is the apparent

dip, A the angle of diversion, and B the true dip.

In addition to its utility in the preparation of maps
and geological sections, the chart is also useful for giving

the valley angles in hoppers, ore bins, etc. It is pub-

Ushed by the Keuffel & Esser Co., Hoboken, N. J.

Uuadles'^s'oiiaETidl Toilet Ss^steEsas

Passed Assistant Surgeon A. J. Lanza of the Bureau of

Mines in Technical Paper 10-5, on "Pulmonary Diseases

Among Miners in the Joplin District, Missouri," gives

the following regarding underground toilet systems (or

lack of them) at small mines. It offers good suggestions

on a troublesome subject.

There is no established toilet system undergrotmd in

the Joplin district. Many of the mines are small, em-
ploying 25 or 30 men and less, and the necessity' for the

toilet systems seen in large mines does not exist. As
in other mining districts, there is a strict rule against

ground pollution in the mines, a rule that, as else-

where, is not infrequently broken. In some of the mines

visited there was much evidence of this abuse, and in

spite of the efforts of operators and ground bosses, tin iv

are always, from time to time, infringements of the rule.

It does not seem at present that there is any pressing

need of establishing toilet systems underground, though

they might prove useful in some of the large mines in

the district. In these latter, one sanitary privy under-

ground would be a convenience and tend to check ground

pollution. .Such a privy could be cheaply constructci.

having removable containers (empty powder boxes with a

layer of sawdust within) that could be hauled to the sur-

face daily and burned. This is a cleanly, cheap and effi-

cient toilet system where only a small number of men are

employed.

In this connection, comment on mine privies is not out

of place. At most of the mines there are privies on the

surface, within easy access of the shaft or the change

house. Some of these are clean and well kept; others

are not clean, are not well kept, are in disrepair and are

a nuisance in every respect. Wretchedly insanitarj' priv-

ies are only too common everywhere in this district, and

those seen at the mines were often no exception to this

rule.

s>®fiime

The most important part of safety fuse is the powder

train, and unless it is in good condition, results are likely

to be bad. The worst fault that fuse can have is to be

without powder. High-grade automatic machinery is used

for detecting lack of powder or serious reduction in quau-

tit\", and it is a rare occurrence to find fuse lacking the

standard charge.

There are two kinds of powder core. One is called

"free" and the other '"solid." "Free core" is where the

grains are free in the yarns that inclose them and should

appear clean and distinct. The "solid core" is where the

powder core is made into a semisolid mass, clinging to the

center thread and adjacent yarns, so that when the fuse

is opened the powder will not drop out freely as it does in

"free-core" fuse.

In examining fuse to see whether the powder core is in-

jured, it is necessary to give consideration to the next

most important feature of a good fuse, namely, the water-

proof covering. These coverings are made of compounds
of asphaltum, tar, etc., as well as gutta-percha. If im-

proper materials are used, the compounds may pene-

trate through the yarns to the powder, and this will give

it a dingy and somewhat sticky appearance, and maj^ be

so bad as to ruin it. Powder that is wet will be soft and
dingy black in color, but usually it will harden into

grayish lump particles after it has beeu dried. When
the moisture has entered from the outside, the white ex-

terior color is usually left in a lusterless, chalky con-

dition.

Fuse may become injured in transit, storage or hand-

ling, and it is important that it be stored in a cool, dry

place. Fuse stored in too warm a place is liable to be

affected by the melting of the waterproofing materials

and their penetration to the powder. Fuse should be

warmed to a temperature from 60° F. to 70° F. be-

fore uncoiling, because in cold weather the waterproof ma-

terial becomes brittle and will crack unless the fuse is

carefully handled, iloisture kills the powder, and even

'From the "Du Pont Magazine."
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when insufficient actually to kill it, its presence retards

the burning speed. While the waterproofing covering

may protect the interior of the coils, the ends absorb suf-

ficient dampness to kill the powder, or at least make it

difficult to light.

When fuse is so stiff and brittle as to break open in be-

ing handled, its water-resisting qualities are impaired.

If fuse is allowed to become too old before it is used, there

is danger that the varnishes will be dry and hard or that

the powder may have become impaired by age, although

such results are not likely to occur for several months if the

fuse is properly stored. Gutta-percha fuses are the most

subject to deterioration for the reason that gutta-percha,

rubber and other vegetable matter of this nature are sub-

ject to oxidation from contact with air.

The uniformity of burning speed is a desirable quality,

but fuse that burns in the open air with a maximum varia-

tion of 10% up or down from standard is within reason-

able limits. The generally accepted standard is 90 sec.

per yd., or 25 min. per 50 ft. This is fast enough to

preserve a fair degree of regularity and slow enough to

produce quiet burning.

The exterior appearance of the fuse has become of

considerable importance. If the fuse is of extremely dingy

appearance, it may be most excellent in quality, while on

the other hand the reverse has been proved. Some kinds

of waterproofing will absorb the white material put on the

outside when subjected to the heat of summer, causing it

to appear black or of a dingy yellow color. Either bad

storage or transportation conditions, particularly too much
heat, turn the outside of the fuse dark. This gives it an

unfavorable appearance, but a test should be made and

this will easily determine its condition.

An absent center thread will not alter the burning speed

of fuse. Its purpose is merely to make certain the powder

flow in the fuse machine, and if the powder is present in

proper quantities the center thread is unnecessary. The
size of the powder core does not in itself alter the burn-

ing speed. The properties of the powder and the me-

chanical and constructional efl^ects employed govern this.

In tape fuse, places may be found where the diameter

is slightly enlarged for about an inch in length. These

are caused by the overlapping of the ends of the tape

where two pieces are sewed together to make a continuous

length. They are perfectly harmless.

Cut off about 2 in. from each end of the coil before

using to be sure that the ends are dry, as the powder

may have absorbed moisture from the air. For this same

reason it is unwise to cut up the fuse lengths much ahead

of actual need unless they are stored in a dry place. Cut

off the ends of the fuse squarely, especially where they are

to be inserted in a blasting cap. One cut diagonally is

apt to fold over and interfere with the spit. For wet

holes, the joint of the cap should be made waterproof by

an application of P. &. B. paint, heavy axle grease^ or

Kapseal.

In tamjjing use a wooden tamping bar and a stemming

material that is free from sharp bits of rock or anything

that will cut the fuse. Be careful not to kink or double

it over in the holes.

The kind of stemming material used is important be-

cause considerable gas is generated by burning fuse, and

if it is too closely confined by a material that is not porous,

the pressure of the gases rises to such an extent that the

speed of burning is much affected. Usually the speed is

increased as the pressure rises. In experiments made of

moi.st fireclay as a stemming material, the rate of burning

of the fuse was increased over 50% ; but with dry sand,

moist sand, and dry fireclay, the increase in the burning

rate was comparatively small.

Sigirasil for WaiSes'^S^ppls^ TaiaM*
Now that cold weather is once more with us every

power-house engineer who has to look after a water

tank placed on a hill to supply water to the town knows

how unpleasant it is to go out of a warm engine room to

find out how much water he has in the tank. Many such

engineers let the pump run most of the time at full speed,

in which ease it generally happens that the tank overflows.

This is a waste of power, for at a small cost a signal

system may be installed that would take care of the

water-supply. Such a system is shown in the accompany-

ing sketch. It is designed to work on either a 110- or

220-volt circuit; however, should only 550 volts be avail-

able, two 250-volt lamps in series at C and two at D
would be all the changes necessary. // is a hollow ball,

which may be made of copper or of cork.

This ball is fastened at the end of level L, which is

pivoted at P, its rise or fall completing the circuit of C

iThe Coast Manufacturing and Supply Co., manufacturer of
much of the fuse that is used in the Butte mines, has pub-
lished a pamphlet which contains the following-: "Grease and
oil, being solvents of the fuse varnishes, destroy the powder
train in the fuse with as great, if not greater, rapidity than
would the water which the miner is trying to exclude."

—

Editor.

SIGNAL FOR WATER-SUPPLY TANK

and D. If rising, L makes contact with the adjustable

screw A and will light lamp C; if falling, it makes contact

with /)' and lights the lamp B. The latter lamp should

be red. A means must be provided so that any undue

rise will not bend the lever. This may be accomplished

by using contact springs inistead of contact screws. It

might be well to solder a small piece of silver at the

contact points A and B. Lights C and D should be so

placed in the engine room that the engineer's attention

will be readily drawn to them.

Should no current be available, the signal could be

arranged to work with bells, by placing 4 or 5 dry-cells

across the lines, with a small bell at C and another at D.

Of course the ring of these bells .should have different

sounds so that the engineer will know whether the water

is high or low, thus indicating to him whether he should

slow down or speed up the pump.

'^.

Cages for Hoistine- Men—No operator of any mine should

permit the hoisting or lowering of men through a vertical

shaft deeper than 300 ft. unless an iron-bonneted safety cage

be used, except during the process of sinking.

•C. F. Fuetter in "Coal Age," Nov. 13, 1915.
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By J. 0. Baudill*

The sketches accompanying this description illustrate

a device for agitating the molten lead in the dressing

kettles in the refinery of the St. Joseph Lead Co.'s smelt-

ing plant at Herculaneum, Mo. It has been in use

there for the past four or five years.

When the archaic method of using "a green pole of

ze fir (or willow) tree zat shall be perfectly dry," etc.,

was discarded, live steam from the boiler plant was sub-

stituted. It was conducted through a pipe line about

THE BARDILL DROSSING DEVICE

600 ft. long, weirdly devious in its course, besides pos-

sessing other featiires that make for general inefficiency

and grief in operation.

This new device operates on the flash-boiler principle.

The flow of water entering the generating chamber is

fixed by an aperture about 0.020 in. in diameter in a

diaphragm which separates it from a filtering compart-

ment. The heat of course is derived from the molten

lead. The filtering compartment is filled with a very-

cheap grade of sponges, with several thicknesses of cop-

per-wire gauze placed above the diaphragm.

The iron lathe turnings in the generating chamber,

for increasing the heating surface, were found to be im-

necessary. The circvilar shield that is usually attached

to the generator barrel at a point above the top of the ket-

tle is also unnecessary. As the cost of these devices is low,

•450 Lafayette Ave., Palmerton. Penn.

an extra one is always ke])t in readiness for use in case

the diaphragm's opening should become clogged.

Facilities for handling these agitators consist of a

small chain block and trolley operating on the same I-

beam track used in making kettle replacements. After

submerging the generator, the filter compartment is con-

nected to the water main by means of hose and coupling.

This device is proof against accidents from blow-ups such

as frequently occur through entering water when steam is

obtained from some outside source. It is not so mussy,

since there is no condensation to take care of as when
the old system of steam is used.

Compared with compressed air, as used in some plants,

it is cheaper, particularly if a compressor must be in-

stalled and operated solely for this operation in refining.

The rapid drying of the considerable number of tail-

ing samples taken daily at the mill of the Miami Copper

Co. at Miami, Ariz., is effected by the simple steam-

jacket table shown in the illustration.

The jacket has an internal steam space of about 3 in.

and is 24 to 30 in. square. It is supplied with steam

at 45 to 60-lb. pressure. The jacket is supported on

STEAM-JACKETED DRYING TABLE

a stand of light 1-in. angle irons at a convenient height

and slopes at a low angle to the back. Around two sides

and across the back, there is riveted a steel edge that

stands about 4 to 5 in. high at the back of the table,

sloping to about 21/2 in- at the front of the sides.

The tub of tailing sample is held on the edge of the

table and all the sample is washed on the jacket by a

stream from a hose with a small-diameter nozzle but with

water at high pressure. The greater part of the water

evaporates immediately upon striking the table, the tem-

perature of the plate being considerably above the boiling

point. In a few minutes all water is evaporated, and

by the time the operator has loaded the sixth table the

sample on the first is dry and ready to be removed. The

rapid drying is extremely convenient for handling tail-

ings, but probably the temperature would be too high to

dry concentrated fine sulphides safely.
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To nifit the (luuiand for a simple and efficient machine

for making flotation tests, the device illustrated here has

been j)roduced by the Denver Fire Clay Co., of Denver,

Colo. The machine may be installed on any wall or post

and is ready for immediate use.

The main, or cell, portion of the machine is made of

cast aluminum, as is also the impeller. A feature intro-

PLOTATION MACHINE FOR THE L.A.BORATORY

duced is the closed-circuit arrangement by means of a

short length of high-pressure rubber hose, it being thereby

possible to attain the same rei^etition in treatment as

is otherwise accomplished in a multiple-cell machine.

AVhen this circuiting is not desired, a simple pinch-cock

is applied to the hose.

The motor is rated at Y^ hp., has variable speed up to

1,800 r.p.m., is reversible and may be supplied for any

electrical specification. The impeller shaft runs in bronze

bearings and is provided with collars permitting the ad-

justment of the impeller to run at any desired depth in

the agitation compartment.

The tube mill illustrated is one of the regrinders used

by the Homestake Mining Co., at Lead, S. D., and is

one of the exceptional installations having individual

motor and control.

At the top of the panel is the regular switch and

just below it, an induction-type ammeter. At the bottom

is an electromagnetic blowout switch. At the right is a

TUEE-MILL CONTROL AT HOMEST.\KE MILL,

controller of the street-car type, somewhat unusual in

milling plants. The entire installation is of Westing-

house manriacture.

Hew?" ^E2'C(D!niESi°CaB°]b®B"iiIlE!idcilEm

A new material said to be highly refractory has been

patented by August Pfaff, of Freiberg, Germany (U.

S. Pat. 1,159,264), consisting of a mixture of zirconia

and silicon carbide, or carborundum.

This mixture has the advantage over zirconia in that it

is not subject to cracking during alterations of tem-

perature, nor does it become brittle and lose its me-

chanical coherence, while it withstands oxidation by air

where the silicon carbide does not. If it is desired to

obtain the maximum of refractoriness, the silicon cdr-

bide should be employed in the form of a powder coarser

in grain than the zirconia.

The highly refractory qualities of the new material

make it adapted for the manufacture of electric resist-

ances for use in cases where it is imperative that the

resistances shall be efficacious at high temperature. The
material is molded into the form desired arid then burned

before using. A considerable shrinkage must be counted

on in the burning operation.

H. W. Gillett, at the American Institute of Metals

meeting, emphasized the great improvement in alum-

inum recovery in melting aluminum chips, if the chips

were mechanically clean. As fluxes, zinc chloride, am-

monium chloride or a mixture of salt and fluorspar is

recommended. A reducing atmosphere helps, but the

great difficulty is not oxidation but prevention of coales-

cence by the dirt mixed with the metal.
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A new type of hoi^it has been placed on the market

bv the Ingersoll-Raud Co., New York Cit}-. It is in-

tended for light lifting and has a capacity up to half

a ton. Owing to its light weight, which is under 300

lb. complete, it is particularly suitable for use as a port-

able hoist for mines, contract work and power houses.

The main base of the hoist is arranged so that it can

Ix' Ijolted to a timlier. and by means of a cap that comes

^^^^^^^K^
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with the quadrant scale to give five-place logarithms and
antilogarithms for solving powers, roots and exponential

problems. The operations of multiplication and division

are as simply performed as with any logarithmic scale.

The auxiliary 4-in. slide-rule on the face gives logarithmic

numbers on the left-hand fixed scale and corresponding

square and cube roots on the right-hand fixed scale. On
the slide between are two logarithmic scales, both corre-

sponding to the left-hand fixed scale but graduated in

reverse directions. The computer is made of aluminum
and germau silver.

An electric rock drill has been placed on the market
by the Denver Rock Drill Manufacturing Co., Denver,

Colo., in which it is claimed there are embodied some en-

tirely new principles, which it is hoped will obviate the

structural deficiencies and difficulties that have made
mining men skeptical heretofore as to the benefits of the

DENVER ELECTRIC ROCK-DRILL OUTFIT

electric drill. This new device has been tried out by

more than two years of practical service in mining.

The machine is a self-contained, direct-connected mo-
tor and cylinder unit and includes a small auxiliary elec-

tric-driven air compressor and an ordinary water tank,

the function of the compressor being merely to supply

air for cleaning the drill hole and to maintain pressure

on the water in the tank used for drilling.

These drills require three-phase 60-cycle current, which
may be used at 110, 220 or 440 volts, and transformers

must be provided accordingly. The rotor shaft runs in

ball bearings. Power is transmitted to the drilling mech-
anism by an internal reduction gear.

There are two cylinders in the main part of the drill.

One contains a piston called the ]3ulsator, mechanically

reciprocated by the gears and a connecting-rod. Air is

compressed in both ends of this cylinder and intermittent-

ly passed through end ports to the hammer cylinder

(alongside) where it causes the hammer (not mechanical-

ly connected to any other part) to oscillate in step with

the pulsator, striking about 1,200 blows per min.

On the outer side of the pulsator cylinder is a bypass

device, by which the air in the pulsator cylinder is shunted

from the hammer cylinder and caused to pass liack and
forth to opposite sides of the same cylinder. By this

means the hammer may be stopped instantly or its blow

may be adjusted to any degree without shutting off the

electric current or interrupting any other function of

the machine.

Rotation of the drill steel is effected positively by a

ratchet and slip friction gearing. The steel will con-

tinue turning if the hammer be stopped by the bypass,

and the machine as a whole may then be used as a boring

tool. The loss of a hole by "fitchering" is rendered

practically impossible. The drill steel is round and hol-

low, and a portion of the shank about 1 in. long is forged

square.

The feed is by means of the usual screw and shell. The
switch is so made as to render the drill runner safe

against electric shocks.

Among the advantages claimed by the manufacturers

for this machine are : Small power consumption, drilling

speed, freedom from fitchering, lack of freezing trouble

and low original cost.

:?.

"Wae^Sinadl CSaaaia Screesa Door
A decided metallurgical noveltj^ seems to be contained

in the Wiegand drain screen door manufactured by the

E. J. Codd Co., of 700-708 South Caroline St., Balti-

... -^-^^^W'^MMir
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furnaces and glass pots, and boiler furnaces, but there

seems to be no reason why there is not a wide adaptability

to refining and reverberator^ smelting furnaces.

Usadles'^s'O^sadl Fape Fafttiaim^s

Sv. h fittings as are shown in the accompanying illustra-

tion liave proven economical and useful in the Rand

mines. They facilitate repairs with speed and safety

PARTS OF THE C L- A M P
7?7e p^/>e c/i7mp /jcrs two cunvd^

" side pieces am/ a/so keys
The Aeys are c/riverj over
ffje ^<a/7^es.

SADDLE CLAMP '^ SAFETY CLAMP N-«t

SIMPLE CLAMPS FOR UXDERGROUXD USE

on water and air pipes and air hose. They are known in

South Africa as the Ussher fittings and are patented

there.

An easy-loading style of one-piece tooth for steam-sliovol

and dredge buckets has been designed and is being manu-
factured by George P. Chambers, 110 North Madison

Ave., La Grange. 111. The device is shown in the accom-

panying sketch. The tooth is made of carbon steel for

resharjiening or manganese steel for especially severe ser-

vice. The teeth are reversible, so that when worn on one

side they may be turned over and re-used. It is claimed

that a bucket equipped with these teeth loads moic ma-
terial than with any standard tooth, and that partirular

benefit has been shown in picking up large stones on
level ground. These teeth are used at several quarries

in Illinois.

Si

He-w M.®ell foip Flatt Wis'® Tape
A new four-arm folding reel has l)een ]nit on the market

by the Keuflel & Esser Co., of New York. Wheu using

tapes over 100 ft. long, it is customary to u.'^e the tape

without a reel, the latter being carried separately. This

is generally inconvenient, especially if the reel is Indky.

CHAMBERS REVERSIBLE DIPPER TOOTH

FOLDING REEL FOR 100-FT. TAPE

The present device has therefore been designd to obviate

this advantage.

"VThen the tape is off, the crosspiece can be folded into

the frame and the reel, now a single flat piece, can be

conveniently carried in the pocket, so that it is imme-
diately available when the tape is ready to be wound up
again. The frame is made of nickel-plated steel, in three

sizes, holding '^/\-va.. steel tape from 100 to 500 ft. long.

A new kind of lock roofing is being offered by the Globe

Iron Roofing and Corrugating Co., of Cincinnati. The
novelty is in the lap lock, which is so designed that the

joint can be promptly and easily made, and will stay

waterproof. The roofing may be had in plain or corru-

gated sheets or in the shingle-cluster form.

The Denver Engrineering Works Co., of Denver, Colo., has
pubHshed a bulletin (No. 1076) on ball mills, in which some
interesting data are given. The special feature of these mills

is the tire-and-roller t.vpe of bearing at the discharge end,

permitting the use of a large discharge opening. This re-

moves the necessity for screens, diaphragms, etc., and makes
a simpler machine. The discharge opening is fitted with the

Neal reverse spiral to permit escape of the balls.
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TWO VIEWS OF DIAMOND-MINING OPBRATION.S ON THE SOUTH AFRICAN FIELDS
The upper illustration giTes a general view of haulage operations. Cars of diamond-bearing ground are taken from

the opencuts by a rope-haulage system, a continuous stream being carried to the dumping point and returned to the cut
on a lower level. The lower illustration is a general viewof the washing plant.
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EXTERIOR AND INTERIOR OF THE TOMBOY MILL, NEAR TELLURIDE, COLO.
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P^Ilsia®2&as'5^ Disease AffiaoEag

MaiaeiPS

That the inhalation of sharp particles of dust injures

the mucous membrane of the lungs and in this way
lessens the resistance of the lungs to pathogenic germs,

especially the bacilli of pulmonary tuberculosis, has been

proved by investigations of morbidity among workmen in

dusty trades and by study of the prevalence of lung

diseases in South Africa and other foreign countries. The

matter is one of deep public concern, and attention has

been called to it from time to time.

Eecently, with a- \aew to affording some measure of

relief through suggested educational work and through

state legislation, the Bureau of Mines has iindertaken, in

cooperation with the Bureau of the Public Health Service,

preliminarj' investigations of the production of dust in

metal mines in various parts of the United States and the

relation of the prevalence of dust to silicosis, or miners

consumption, and pulmonarj' tuberculosis among miners.

Passed Assistant Surgeon A. J. Lanza, detailed to the

Bureau of Mines, and Edwin Higgins, a mining engineer

of the bureau, cooperated in making a survey of conditions

in various metal-mining districts of the United States

and made a report^ dealing with the prevalence of tuber-

culosis among the miners of the Joplin district, Missouri.

The following summary of conclusions and recommenda-

tions was made:

SUMMAET OF CONCLUSIONS AkEIVED AT

1. The death rate from pulmonary diseases is unusu-

ally high among the miners of the Joplin district.

3. Poor housing, exposure, alcoholism, the use of com-

mon drinking receptacles and overwork, all tend to spread

infection and lessen the power of the miner to resist

disease, but the prime factor in causing pulmonary trouble

is the rock dust in the mines.

3 Eock dust in the sheet-ground mines, although not

made in great quantity as compared to mines with more

restricted working places, is harmful to the miner for

two reasons—because he is exposed to it practically during

his entire shift, and because the dust is made up chiefly

of particles of insoluble flinty chert with splintered and

knifelike edges.

4. This rock dust is produced by the blowing of drj-

holes, squibbing, boulder popping, drilling without water,

' shoveling, tramming, roof and pillar trimming, and the

dumping of the bucket at the surface.

5. By observing certain precautions rock dust in the

mines can be almost completely abated.

6. There are certain abuses connected with the piece

system of work that demand attention and correction

as far as practicable.

Eecommendations for Allaying Eock Dust

1. The following means should be employed for the

pbatement of rock dust in the mines:

a. Provide a water-supply for everj- working face by the

laying of a separate water line.

b. Where drills are operated without wat^r, attach to

the hose leading to the face a 5- or 6-ft. length of pipe

with a nozzle from i/g to i^ "i- ^^ diameter. ^Make and

enforce such regulations as will insure the use of this

wiiter spray for the purpose of wetting drill holes, the

iTechnical Paper 105, Bureau of Mines.

face, and the broken rock about the face. For the purpose

of washing drill cuttings from drill holes, this hose may
be attached to the long pipes now in use for blowing-out

drill holes.

c. Where there is in use some type of drilling machine

that provides for water passing through the core of the

drill steel into the drill holes, make and enforce regu-

lations that will insure the spraying of the face and

broken rock for short periods at such times as the drill

may not he in operation. For this purpose the water

hose must be uncoupled from the drilling machine unless

separate water connection is provided.

d. Make and strictly enforce rules against squibbing

and Ijoulder popping while the shift is underground and

against the blowing of dr)- holes at all times.

e. Improve ventilation by the opening of new shafts

whenever practicable.

2. Do away with common drinking cups and kegs, and

water pipes that allow the miner to bring his lips in con-

tact with the orifice. Substitute the well-known sanitary

drinking fountain when practicable, or have miners bring

their own drinking water in individual containers.

3. Do not employ as shovelers men under 20 years of

age.

i. Through cooperation among the operators, stipulate

a maximum daily tonnage for shovelers, so that they

cannot injure their health through overwork.

5. Provide a warm, drv' and clean place in which the

miners may change their clothes.

6. Through intensive educational campaigns in the

public schools and among the miners themselves, dissem-

inate information as to the harmful effects of insanitary

practices and conditions, such as crowded living quarters,

overwork, exposure, dissipation, the breathing of air

polluted by powder fumes and rock dust, and the use

of common drinking devices.

S-}

A ©Eae^ILeg Ojp© Ti?®sftle

BliAINERD COKRESPONDENCE

A new ore trestle just completed at the Wilcox mine,

Woodrow, ;\linn., presents some features novel, at least,

to Cuyuna Eange operators. It is of the one-leg type,

the legs being 6-in. wrought-iron pipe 36 ft. long set in

concrete foundations and themselves filled with cement.

A flange coupling at top and bottom permits connection

with foundation and crosscaps. The legs are then guyed

with %-in. cable.

This constitutes the permanent trestle, beyond which

are two bents of wooden-post trestle, where the ore is

dumped. End-dump cars are nsed imtil the ore pile

is of sufficient length, when side-dump cars will be nsed

to make additions alongside.

Such arrangement leaves a stockpile free from timbers

to interfere with steam-shovel loading.

Moire ©i?edl^®s nm Colostmlbaa

The Anglo-Colombian Development Co., which is op-

erating in the gold-platinum region in the western part

of Colombia, contemplates the installation of more

dredges on the Condoto Eiver. At the recent annual

meeting in London of the Consolidated Gold Fields of

South Africa, Lord Harris stated that the dredge which

has been in operation since July had obtained results
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that fully justified considering ways and means of pro-

ducing gold and platinum on a larger scale by the pro-

vision of more dredges. An engineer has been sent to

Colombia to investigate the conditions alTeeting the de-

velopment of power for additional dredges and an en-

larged scale of operation.

Besides this prospective increase, mention has previ-

ously been made of the program of construction con-

templated by the Oroville Dredging Co.'s subsidiaries in

the Nechi Valley in central Colombia.

MoiPir® Velllho
iiiim®i,

The deepest gold mine in the world—the deepest mine
of any kind, it is believed—is the !Morro Vellio in Brazil,

owned by the St. John del Rey Mining Co. Some par-

ticulars about it are given in the annual report lately

published in London.

For the past three years the lowest developed horizon

has been the 18th, at a 4,900-ft. depth from adit level,

equal to 5,336 ft. from surface. For the purpose of at-

tacking ore at greater depth shaft G has been sunk from
the end of a tunnel at the 16th horizon, and from this

shaft horizons 19 and 20, respectively 5,202 and 5,502 ft.

below adit level, have been commenced. The 19th hori-

zon is expected to be developed and ready for raising ore

by June next, and the 20th horizon by April, 1917. The
opening up of these two new levels is expected to add
something like 600,000 tons to the ore sujjply, and it is

believed that values will be maintained.

If the mine could be worked down to the 20th hori-

zon only, it might be' assumed that its life would not be

longer than about six years. However, there is no in-

tention to stop work at the depth attained by the 20th

horizon. The superintendent's last annual report deals

very exhaustively with this subject. He says, in effect,

that except for the rapidly increasing temperature of the

mine, supposing the lode continued the same size and

\alue to horizon 26 (vertical depth 7,626 ft.), it could

be worked profitably to that point and even to a greater

depth, but from the temperature chart the rock at hori-

zon 26 would be no less than 126.5° F. at the moment
of ojDening. It is not believed that much more can be

done in present circumstances in the matter of increasing

the volume of ventilating air, but the opinion is ad-

vanced that by artificially cooling the air passed down
the mine the difficulty can be overcome and the mine
worked to considerably greater depths than yet reached.

An air-cooling and drying plant has been designed which,

it is stated, "represents a thoroughly practicable scheme
that will effectually remove the one serious obstacle

against the company being able to work the mine to a

great depth."

A report from United States Consul J. W. Voetter at

Antofagasta, Chile, mentions recent reports that at the

mining community of Campanany, in the Province of

Tacna, Chile, there exist considerable deposits of molyb-
denum and wolfram, in addition to copper sulphides.

While the mines have not been developed, samples of the

ores have been sent to Europe for the purpose of finding

a market for the minerals. The address of the president
of the mining community is Sr. Jorge Romussi, Iquique,
Chile.

Newspaper reports also state that a good vein of

wolfram has been discovered in the property of the Cia.

Estanifera del Llallagua, at Llallagua, Bolivia. The
principal office of this company is at Santiago, Chile.

ISIIPEMING CoEnESPONDEXClC

Navigation will be about at an end within a few days,
and the mining companies and boat companies are already
making their plans for 1916. Never in the history of
the iron-ore business has there been such optimism as

one hears in the Lake Superior district today. The
question is not how much ore can be mined, but how
nmch the lake fleet will be able to transport to lower
lake ports. It has been estimated that 55,000,000 tons
v/ill go down next year, but other opinion doubts that
the boats will be able to handle any such tonnage. How-
ever, it is probable that the record of 50,000,000 tons,

made in 1913, will be surpassed. There has been an
advance of 10c. a ton for carrying ore next year, and a

large number of the boats have already been chartered.

The Steel Corporation entered the field first and chartered

a great deal of tonnage, in addition to its own fleet

operated by the Pittsburgh Steamship Co.

Just what prices will be received for iron ore in 1916
it is impossible to forecast now. A dollar advance is

predicted, while 50c. advance seems certain.^ The opera-

tors are making preparations to get out a maximum
tonnage, and nearly all of the underground mines in the

Lake Superior district will be worked this winter. New
mines are being developed and opened. The Arthur
Mining Co., which took over the Hill properties on the

Ifesabi, is ordering equipment and doing a lot of strip-

ping. The same is true of other Mesabi concerns.

Oglebay, Norton & Co. are to put the Meteor shaft, on

the Gogebic range, down so that the ore can be tapped.

The Hanousack, on the same range, is to be stripped;

Butler Bros, have the contract. The Cleveland Cliffs

Iron Co. is to sink a shaft and mine ore on what is

known as the Junction Forty, ou the Marquette Range.

Corrigan, McKinney & Co. are to sink on the Adgers

lands on the Menominee range.

The concerns that furnish machinery for the mines of

the district are flooded with orders. Rock drills, com-

pressors, hoists, steel, etc., are badly needed. The com-

panies have kept their purchases at a minimum during

the dull times, but now that they know that they are

going to be able to sell all they mine, and at better prices,

they want the necessary tools.

It is feared that there may be shortage of labor next

season. Many foreigners have gone from the Minnesota

ranges to Europe during the j^ast year, and many miners

have left the district for other camps when things were

dull on the iron ranges,- being attracted by the high

wages being paid to copper miners in Butte, Bisbee and

other Western copper camps. There will probably be

plenty of common labor for surface work and work in

the pits, but a scarcity of first-rate underground men
would not be surprising.
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Lake Superior optimistic operators expect 1916 to be

a big year iu the iron ore business, but 1917' and 1918

to be still bigger.

ordinarily for even the prospecting of the many promis-
ing deposits in the Piedmont, James-Staunton River,

and the southwest Virginia districts.

Nov. 1—Canadian Copper Co. adopted eight-hour day
for all men at smeltery and shop, and granted increase

to men in mines working on an hourly rate.—Gaylord

mill. Cripple Creek, burned to the ground.

Nov. 2—Strike at Thetford mines, Quebec, settled.

Nov. 5—Concentrator of Arizona Copper Co., Clifton,

Ariz., destroyed by fire.

Nov. 6—Strike at Nichols copper refinery.—Eay-Jef-

ferson stockholders voted to increase capital stock from
l..")00,000 shares to 2,000,000, par value, 2oc.

Nov. 9—Strike at Silver King Coalition mine settled.

Nov. 1 —Alice mine, Butte, reverted to Anaconda com-

]>any, no offers having been made when offered at iJublic

sale.

Nov. 11—Mill of National Copper Co., Idaho, started

operation.

Nov. 11:—Law enacted in Peru levying export duty on

gold, silver, lead, copper and other metals, and on borax

and petroleum.

Nov. 16—Commencement of suit between Alameda
Jlining Co. and Success Mining Co.—Strike at Nichols

refinery settled.—Explosion in mine of Northwestern

Improvement Co., at Ravensdale, Wash.; M men en-

tombed, of whom three were rescued.

Nov. 17—Announcement of Kennecott-Braden consoli-

dation.

Nov. 22—Federal investigation of Clifton strike

begun.—Villa reported driven out of Cananea.

UJimaftedl SttaitLes MoUoir Tip^cE^s f©ip

iiia®s©

aim limaa

EOAXOKE CORRESPOXDENCE

The actual results, so far, accruing from the renewed

interest in the managanese deposits of Virginia, due to

the war market for the ore, have not been so satisfactory

as was hoped for a year ago. There have been a great

deal of negotiating and several attemiJts at financing,

and engineers, ore buyers and investors have worn quite

bare the trails in the best known manganese-bearing

areas.

The Crimora mines properties at Elkton, one in Rye

valley and .several others have, however, received serious

attention, and with good results as far as development

lias progressed. The Piedmont ^Manganese Co.'s mine,

near Lynchburg, has been reopened and promises soon to

resume shipments. At Crimora the consummation of the

very extensive equipment and financial program has de-

layed actual output. At Elkton litigation as to title

has kept back recent negotiations. In Rye valley, finan-

cial mishaps in Philadelphia postponed the completion

of what promised to be a successful operation to mine

manganese and manganiferous iron ore. Numerous smaller

operations have realized small shipments. On the whole,

outside capital has not yet come to take the Virginia

deposits very seriously, and local capital is not available

la^asiira iiaia Jsyiiaimcgs

Special Coere.spondence

Alexander Grosberg, of the Patiiio tin mines, recently

left St. Louis for Uncia, Bolivia, where the mills and
mines of the company are situated. While in the United
States Mr. Grosberg arranged for the construction and
purchase of a large number of motor trucks to be used
in transporting tin and concentrates from the mills to

tlie railroad. The transportation problems there are un-
usual, and the introduction of motor trucks of American
make is of great importance to manufacturers in the

United States.

The contract for transporting the concentrates of the

great tin mines of the Llallagua and Patiiio companies
is now held by a single transporting company. The
di.stauce from the mills to the railroad is about 60 mi.,

the average grade 4i/2% and the maximum grade 15%.
During eight or nine months the roads are good, but
during three or four months of the rainy season the

constant and heavy traffic makes the roads almost im-
passable. During the dr\' portion of the year six mules
are u.sed on each cart carrying 8,000 lb. of ore, with an
addition of six more mules at the worst grades. During
the wet season six mules are u.sed for each cart carrying

4,000 lb. of ore, with an addition of 12 mules at the

points of worst grade. The contract specifies that all

concentrates produced during a given week must be de-

livered at the railroad by the end of the following week,

heavy penalties being imposed when this part of the

contract is not fulfilled.

It is now proposed to substitute motor trucks for this

work. Trucks for this itse must have special features,

especially in connection with the cooling system and

traction. For the latter a four-wheel tractor is pro-

posed. The first order of trucks will be for about 30.

If these are successful, it means that motors will supplant

all other methods of transportation on the Oruro plateau,

and that thousands of American-made cars will be re-

quired for this work.

It is evident that one of the best metliods of securing

South American trade is the education of American

engineers for this field. Mr. Grosberg was graduated

from the ^lissouri School of Mines in 1911.

M

p IDavadl©im(ds

At the meetings of the porphyry copper companies

held on Dec. 8 the following dividends, payable Dec. 31.

were declared: Chino, $1 quarterly; Nevada Con.soli-

dated, 3Ti/^c. quarterly and 121^0. extra ; Ray, 50c.

quarterly; Utah, $1..50 quarterly. Butte & Superior de-

clared a regular quarterly dividend of 7.5c. and $7.50

extra.

Phosphorite Deposits In Russia are being investigated

under the direction of tlie Ministry of Agriculture. So far the

only deposits found to be of any commercial value are those

on the ITpper Kama River. These, containing 27 to 28% of

phosphoric acid, are worthy of consideration for both quality

and quantity, as well as the fact that they are situated near

the deposits of iron pyrites in the Ural Mountains.
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Carrie ^veirs®Ba

Ever since the flotation process establislied itself the

name of Carrie Everson, the first patentee of a flotation

lirocess tliat bore the earmarks of experimentation, lias

liecn on the lips of all metallurgists. Many efforts to

learn something about her have been made, all of them
unsuccessful until recently, when some members of the

Colorado Scientific Society traced her. Most of the

searchers had previously come to the conclusion that

l)robably she had died long before. Strange to say, she

was living at that very time and had failed to make her-

self known during the excitement of patent litigation

and the common talk about her. Unfortunately she died

only about a year ago, but before anybody had been able

to interrogate her about her invention.

According to the Denver Times, Carrie Everson was

the wife of a Doctor Everson, a physician who had been

practicing in Chicago. She was born in Sharon, Jlass.,

in 1842, her maiden name being Carrie Jane Billings.

Early in the '80s the Eversons moved to Denver on ac-

count of the doctor's health. He died a short time after-

ward. Everett A. Fay, a bookkeeper in the Denver Na-
tional Bank, who knew the Eversons, is reported as saying

that the discoverer of the flotation principle was Doctor

Everson. After his death his widow pursued the idea,

took out the patents, and for his aid in promoting the

process let Criley, a Denver blacksmith, become associated

with her. She continued her experimental work for sev-

eral years. She lived in Denver until 1909, when she

joined her son, John L. Everson, in San Anselmo, near

San Francisco, where. she died Nov. 3, 191-4.

ileml)ers of the Colorado Scientific Society are now
trying to get at the facts of the Eversons' discovery

and will propose some fitting testimonial to them. The
legend of the Denver spinster-schoolteacher washing the

ore-sacks of her assayer-hrother seems to have been de-

stroyed. In this interesting history there stand out two
things, namely, the quiet life of Mrs. Everson in the

time when she had become an international figure, and
the unanimity with Avhich she is hailed by Americans

as the real discover of the flotation process, although

the owners of certain patents deny it.

The little recession that has occurred in the price for

copper during the last fortnight is devoid of any broad

commercial significance. The users of copper have

bought very liberally, and most of the producers have

sold—at fine prices—their expected output for a length

of time ahead that is far beyond their ordinary hopes.

The users naturally cannot keep on buying indefinitely;

on the other hand, producers when sold ahead so well

as they are now are indifferent whether they do new busi-

ness every day or not. Indeed, they do not expect to.

However, there are many small producers of crude

copper, not in a position to enter into contracts for the

delivery of refined, who need to sell their output right

along in order to keep going. This copper is often to

be had by traders and refiners on favorable terms, and

against such purchases refined copper may be sold at only

a slight advance. Persons trading thus in copper will

sell it for what they can get, so long as there be any
profit in the transaction. Consequently prices are apt

to sag off in a narrow trading market, but when a large

demand for copper develops again, the market is likely

to rise to the terms of the big producers, if the statis-

tical position be sound. If the statistical position be

hollow, a sagging in i)riees after the culmination of a

big advance is apt to foreshadow a pronounced down-
ward trend, the big producers usually coming into the

market again at a much lower level, after the old orders

on their books have been exhausted. At the present

time it is believed that the statistical position of copper

and all of the fundamental conditions are of very strong

character.

Mow tfiae Medals Air® Soldi
The quantity of the principal metals—iron, copper,

lead and zinc—that is sold to consumers out of ware-

house, or "on the spot," is relatively insignificant. The
bulk is sold on contracts for delivery during the ensuing

two or three months, the buyer covering v/hat he ex-

pects to use during that period and taking delivery more
or less at the mutual convenience of himself and the

seller. Thus he may reqitest the seller to advance or de-

lay the stipulated delivery, and in general the latter is

glad to oblige his customer and does so if it be possible.

In lead only does an essentially different method prevail.

The principal producer of this metal has long main-

tained the custom of selling only for shipment within

30 days, although its competitors sell their lead just as

other producers sell their copper and spelter. However,

a very large part of all the' lead used by consumers in

the United States is sold to them on long-running con-

tracts, settlements being made on the monthly quotational

averages.

In making the usual contracts for copper and spelter

there is ordinarily no discrimination as to prompt and

futures—that is, within the ordinary deliveries in the

trade—or if there be any, they are but trifling. At cer-

tain times when stocks have been reduced to a small

figure—for example, in the case of copper in 190G-'i—
the belated buyer who had to have immediate delivery

was obliged to pay a premium, but such of course was
no more representative of the broad commodity market

than the expenses of a belated traveler who has to hire

a tugboat to put him aboard the steamship are a measure

of the current fare to Europe. Lumped with the whole

volume such premium business figured disappearingly

small.

There is of course at all times some freakish business

that partakes of the nature of a betting transaction. Thus,

copper being at 1.5c., somebody may offer to buy at 13c.
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a large quantity to be delivered during the next 12 months
and maj^ find somebody to take him up. In such a ease

the buyer may be covering his requirements for manu-
factured wares previously sold, while the seller may fig-

ure that the trend of copper is do^\^lward and that liis

sale would look good if the metal should happen to sink

to 12c. or lie. But transactions of this sort are imusual.

The uncertainties and extraordinary conditions pro-

duced by the war, however, have led to a great many
transactions that are unusual. The most remarkable

exhibitions of these have been in spelter. In this metal

we witnessed first a practical disappearance of stocks, a

loss that always deprives a market of its balance wheel.

This was followed by the payment of large premiums for

prompt delivery, while the ordinary two months' and
three months' contracts could hardly be made at all.

Then there was a wild rush for the metal and contracts

covering six months or more were made, there being prac-

tically no limit to what buyers would do. At some times

there would be a backwardation in price for future

months, and at some times there would not be any to

speak of. It was all a grand mix-up.

Kecently there was a new feature, in that for a while

there was scareel}' any business for the quarter imme-
diately ensuing, while rather a large business was trans-

acted for delivery in the quarter next following. This

produced a condition of spelter being sold at 13@14c.
for one quarter and lOCyllc. for the next. A pronounce-

ment of what is the spelter market under such condi-

tions was necessarily arbitrary. For the first quarter

spelter was difficultly salable, but producers maintained a

relatively high price. For the second quarter they were

glad to take 3c. less, believing that when the time came
the contract prices would look very high. On the other

,

hand, there were buyers, chiefly foreign, who were willing

to engage large tonnages at the figures named.
The copper business has at times exhibited irregular-

ities, but none so erratic as in the case of spelter, for

the copper market never lost its balance wheel of an

available stock of the metal. At one time—in the height

of the great selling movement of ilay-June—contracts

for copper a very long way ahead were entered into,

but these were at the prevailing price. Not long ago there

was some maneuvering by producers to get some good

contracts for distant deliveries on their books at the ex-

pense of apparently less advantageous sales of early sup-

plies. However, abnormal transactions of all sorts are

to be expected while the entire commercial machinery of

the world is disarranged in the way it is and while spec-

iilation of all kinds is so rampant.

Tlh© SMtisaiftaoim iia ?3£lCO

The warfare in ilexico appears to be all but over. Car-

ranza and his followers have won. The victors are now
trying to restore order in the land. This will be a mat-

ter of some time. There will no doubt be maraudings and

guerrilla operations for many mouths, but gradually those

should cease.

The big mining and metallurgical companies are tak-

ing active steps to resume operations. They report sur-

prisingly little destruction of their properties. How-
ever, they are ham]jered, and will be for a while, by the

destruction of railways and railway equipment. Prob-

ably they will be obliged to help the Government supply

the latter, the Government having but little money of its

own to spare. In other words, the larger companies, which
must move freight, will no doubt buy locomotives and
cars for the railways and accept reimbursement in the

form of deductions from their freight bills.

Some private traders of more adventurous instinct than
others are already going into ^lexico. These early birds

may reap large profits, but of course they will be exposed

to great risks. We have been asked by numerous machin-
ery manufacturers whether the time is yet ripe for them
to send their travelers into ]\Iexico to go after business.

Great business is going to come to them from Mexico,
but we think it is still premature to inaugurate regulai

measures for getting it. However, the time for them will

come ere lonjc.

The enormous profits realized by some of the com-
panies supplying military material were bound to attract

tlie attention of the tax gatherers. Thus some persons

in New Jersey are getting excited over the New Jersey

Zinc Co., whose Franklin mine is assessed for taxation

at a valuation of about $2,500,000, it is alleged, while

the company pays annually many millions in excess of

that sum as dividends. The system of taxation that pre-

vails in. New Jersey requires mines to be assessed at an
absolute value, just like real estate, the New Jersey tax

laws being similar to those of Michigan and a few other

states.

An absolute valuation of the Franklin mine would be

something of a job. Experts would be rather reluctant

to undertake it. However, the inexpert are wont to rush

in where the experts fear to tread. The ore of the Frank-
lin mine is taken over into Pennsylvania for smelting,

wherefore it is a puzzle to discriminate between mining
profits and smelting profits, besides which there are some
knotty problems in between. j\Ioreover, the New Jersey

Zinc Co. has extensive mining and smelting interests in

many other states.

Note has previously been made in the Journal of how
seriously the mining companies of Great Britain are be-

ing affected by the new taxes, which in certain cases are

figured as taking two-thirds of the profits, when they

are added to the older and local taxes. Obviously there

exist but few mining companies that can stand such a

btirden, and it is only natural that some of them are

considering the transferal of their headquarters to New
York. Especially would such a transfer seem to be log-

ical when the properties are situated in this country or

in its neighbors to the north and south.

We may look also for a migration hither of Anglo-

American and British engineers. If the mining com-

panies come they will naturally have to come too. Another

incentive will be the probability that American capitalists

will soon begin to participate in foreign enterprises, es-

pecially in Russian, in which the.se men are experienced.

There may be, indeed, a revival of the practice of con-

sulting engineering, which for many years lias been a

dead profession in New York.
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A geological map of Tennessee has just been issued by

A. H. Purdue, state geologist of Tennessee. A copy may

be had by sending 10c. in stamps to him at the State

Capitol Annex, Nashville, Tenn.

Capt. Laurance Angel, U. S. A., according to the "Bos-

ton News Bureau," estimates taxable property in New
York City at $10,000,000,000, of which amount at least

$5,000,000,000 is subject to destruction by an enemy. He
believes it is cheaper to insure this property by increasing

the army and navy than to pay the ransom which a con-

queror of the city would demand.

War and war conditions have had a disastrous eilect

on the diamond business. An evidence of this is found

in the statement that during the first four months of

1915 only 6-1,977 carats of diamonds were exported from

British South Africa, against 1,524,640 carats in the cor-

responding months of 1914 and 1,862,126 carats in 1913.

Diamond mining in German Southeast Africa has ceased

entirely for the present.

The first tube mill was introduced into the United

States by J. E. Alsing in the late '70s. These machines

were known at that time as "pulverizing cylinders," and

those who imagine that the short tube mill is a modern

development will be surprised to learn that the size of

the early mills was 6x6 ft., according to our inform-

ant. The first pulverizing cylinder was made by the firm

of Ball & Jewett and was installed in the Union Porcelain

Works at Greenpoint, Brooklyn, where it was used for

grinding pottery material such as feldspar and similar

minerals. About 1880 some mills were built that were 6x8

ft. These were called ".Jumbos" at this period. The

pulverizing cylinders were soon introduced into the talc

industry at Gouverneur, N. Y., but have not received

such wide adoption in this industry as they have in metal

raining, where the practice in some branches seems to be

veering back to mills of practically the original propor-

tions.

Miss Anna List, the famous syndicated lady psycholo-

gist, has at last comiileted her great life work—a deli-

cately wrought analysis of Success, says Judge. For

years the unsuccessful portion of humanity, comprising

in all somewhat over 99% of the population of the globe,

has waited impatiently for some authoritative informa-

tion in regard to the chimerical composition of this irre-

sistible force in business, political and religious circles.

SUCCESS
Honest work 1.027
Other work 25.S7S
Honest advertising- 00.023
Ordinary advertising 17.101
Finesse 6.008
Surreptitious credit-taking 19.020
Ruthlessness 9

.
009

Luck 13.013
Hypocrisy 8.921

With this heretofore carefully concealed information

now in the hands of Tom, Dick and Harry, a great injus-

tice will soon be dissipated. Instead of a favored few

being blessed with a lion's share of Success, Success will

be equally divided among all, and nobody will have any

to speak of.

Eureka, Nev., has been dying by inches ever since the

furnaces and refineries closed down 25 years ago, writes

Charles E. Van Loan in the Saturday Evening Post of

Sept. 4, 1915. She may linger on for years to come,

but so long as breath remains in the last inhabitiint it

will not be safe for the stranger to say Eureka is dead.

Ore? They have trainloads of it—not so rich as it used

to be, of cour.^e, for the old companies got the cream of it;

but they only skimmed the top. Nobody knows what lies

under the water in the Locan shaft on Euby Hill. So Eu-

reka waits. A traveling man passed through the town

during Mr. Van Loan's visit. It was his first trip, the

weather was very warm, the altitude bothered him, there

was no ice to be had, his sales did not amount to much,

and he had time to listen to the old men on the street

corners. He paid them an entirely mistaken compliment

before he cranked his roadster and sprinkled them with

the dust of his departure. "The place is dead, but they

don't know it," said he. "They can kid themselves along

if they like, but they can't kid me. At that I've got to

land it to 'em—they're the greatest boosters in the world !"

Thus he proved he knew neither the country nor the

people.

An advertising circular of a recent book on Peru has

been received, from which we purpose to quote at length.

"All of the data in it is compiled from ofiicial sources

of the Peruvian Government, and large quantities of

gold dust have been panned out and obtained by the au-

thor's associates in Peru, and thousands of dollars of pure

flake gold dust have been sold by the author at the United

States Mint in Philadelphia, all of which has been panned

out by hand from the golden streams of Peru." An il-

lustration showing a large number of moving-picture

actors, all looking proud, pleased and happy, is said to

show "the art of panning gold from the sand and gravel

of streams. Special instructions are given in the Guide

enabling a greenhorn to successfully pan gold from the

river-bed. The instructions are plain and simple, and

easily learned by anyone. Working examples are given,

so that the student may practice gold panning in his

backyard by means of a wash-tub, from sand and gravel

and a few grains of lead. This will make him ex-

pert enough so that when he reaches the field he will

be able to pan and find color on any of the streams with

ease." Except, of course, the gold be of the Santo Dom-
ingo variety, which can only be panned out by one who

is used to that particular locality. We also learn that

"the chinchilla is a native of the mountains of Peru and

is worth -$75 a dozen in New Y''ork City. Hundreds of

these may be shot by any man handy with a shotgun,"

and shipped by wireless, we imagine. "The land cleared

of its trees, with the exception of rubber trees, and other

rubber trees planted in the same ground will produce on

a 40-acre farm an income of $10,000 a year with little

labor, and will support a family while waiting for the

new trees to produce,* which takes from five to eight

vears' time. Land may be purchased at $1 an acre." Now
again we call your attention to the fact that all of this

is not put forth with the idea of getting tourists, pros-

pectors or rubber planters in South America, but merely

for the sake of selling a book, at the small sum of $1.50

per volume. Do your Christmas shopping early while

the first edition lasts.
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FEIRSOMAIUS

.S. F. Shaw is visiting mines at Grass Valley. California.

Charles M, Schwab has been chosen a trustee of Cornell
University at Ithica.

Charles A. Chase has changed his address to Suite 812-824,

Cooper Building, Denver, Colorado.

E. Norris Hobart has been examining tungsten prospects
in the Oscura Mountains in New Mexico.

Stanley G. Bullock, of the Poderosa Mining Co., Chile, has
sailed for England to offer his services in the war.

H. Numato, engineer in charge of construction in the
Imperial Steel Works, Japan, is a visitor in Baltimore.

Harlan H. Bradt is doing special work on iron ores for
the Wisconsin Geological Survey. His present address is Lake
Mills, Wisconsin.

Henry P. Day, superintendent of blast furnaces for the
Tata Iron and Steel Co., Satchki, India, is making a vacation
visit in this country.

George Kingdon, who had been spending a few days in

Globe, Ariz., left Nov. 28 for the border to prepare for resump-
tion of work at Cananea.

B. Magnus is on a trip which will take in Montana, Utah,
Arizona and Tennessee to study modern practice at American
copper minec and smelting works.

N. O. Lawton was in New York last week on professional
business. He left Dec. 4 to examine and report on some min-
ing properties, and will return to New York next -week.

Dr. L. D. Ricketts and W. D. Thornton, vice-president of the
Inspiration Consolidated Copper Co.. have just completed an
inspection tour of the property and of the International
smeltery at Miami.

Dr. Charles R. Van Hise, the eminent geologist and presi-

dent of the University of Wisconsin, is chairman of the
commission appointed to investigate the slides in the
Panama Canal and the probable causes.

Durward Copeland, professor of metallurgy at the School

of Mines and Metallurgy of Missouri, sailed from New York
Nov. 27 on the "St. Paul" for London, England, where he
goes to make a study of the tin industry in Wales.

Edwin Higgins, engineer for the Bureau of Mines in the

Lake Superior district, has been transferred to California,

where he will take charge of the work for the bureau, which
cooperates with the state in mine inspection work.

P. H. Mynahan. of Pittsburgh, formerly manager of the

Louckes Iron and Steel Co.. Roanoke, Va., is in Vancouver,
B. C, engaged in the erection of a rolling mill for the Port
Moody Steel Works Co., of which he has been appointed
manager.

Benjamin B. Lawrence, a meml^er of the class of *78, has
purchased the Pelton-Doble water wheel and the Pelton-

Prancis turbine which were e-xhibited by the Pelton Water
Wheel Co. at the Panama-Pacific Exposition, and has pre-

sented them to the Columbia School of Mines.

Herbert F. Black, "w^ho last week was elected a director of

the Cambria Steel Co., has been with the Cambria company
since 1912, in the capacity of ore agent, with offices at Pitts-

burgh. He is in charge of the production and shipment of

materials entering into the manufacture of the company's
products, including ore. coke, limestone, coal, ferromanganese,
Spiegel, etc.

John Shaw Scott died at Salt Lake City, Utah, Nov. 30, aged
87 years. Born in Massachusetts, he went to California when
a young man and lived in San Francisco for 10 years. In

1871 he went to Utah, where he formed the firm of Scott &
Anderson, samplers and ore buyers, which for a number of

years owned the Johnson Sampling Works at Sandy, Utah.
He also owned interests in many Utah mines, especially those
at Alta.

Adolphe Greiner, managing director of the John Cockerlll

Works, the impoi-tant steel and ordnance works of Belgium,
at Seraing, near Liege, and pi'esident of the British Iron and
Steel Institute, died Nov. 20. It is generally understood that
he refused to comply with German demands "with regard to
the operation of the w'orks "when the Germans gained control
of that part of Belgium in the fall of 1914 and for a time
at least was practically a prisoner in his own house. Ac-
cording to the report of the council of the Institute, printed
in its 1915 volume, he "remained at his post, continually en-
couraging with his unfailing spirit the members of the staff

of the Cockerill companj' and his \vorkmen, and organizing
means for the alleviation of the distress of the large indus-
trial population dependent on the company for employment."
Doctor Oreiner's elevation to the presidency of the Institute

was announced at its meeting in September, 1913. in Brussels,

and he assumed office at the meeting in London, in May,
1914. His notable presidential address had to do with coke
ovens, coke-oven gas and coke-oven byproducts, and
with blast furnaces, blast-furnace gas and slags, cements,
bricks, etc. He was 71 years of age. Since 1887 he
had been managing director of the Cockerill Works,
but his whole business life was devoted to this com-
pany, which he entered in his youth as a chemist after train-

ing at Li&ge School of Mines. The company adopted the
basic bessemer process under his directorship. He was a pio-
neer in the utilization of blast-furnace and coke-oven gases
for the generation of power in iron and steel works. He was
president of the Central Committee of Industrial Labor of
Belgium, president of the Geological and Mining Society of
Belgian Engineers and an officer of the Legion of Honor. He
was also past president of the Society of Engineers and of the
Socifti^ d'Ingenieurs Sortis de I'Ecole Polytechnique. He held
the Bessemer medal of the Institute and was the second for-

eigner on whom the Institute's presidency has been conferred,
the other being Andrew Carnegie.

William Simpson Lyle died in San Francisco, Nov. 26, aged
78 years. He was born in Maine and went to California

in 1852. He early began to invest in mines and owned many
valuable properties. At one time has was associated with
Clarence Mackay and James Pair. He was one of the earliest

investors in Arizona mines.

Charles Edward Stafford died Nov. 27 at Haverford, Penn.,

aged 61 years. For many years Mr. Stafford was chemist at

the plant of the Pennsylvania Steel Co. He was widely known
for his improvements in openhearth furnace design. Prom
1885 until 1896 he was manager of the steel department of the

Shoenberger Steel Co.. Pittsburgh. He was also connected
with the South Chicago plant of the Illinois Steel Co., and at

one time was president of the Tidewater Steel Co., at Thur-

SOCIETIES

National Rivers and Harbors Conj^ress—At the 12th an-
nual convention in Washington, D. C, Dec. 8-10, a moving
picture will be shown depicting the iron ore industry on the
Mesabi Range, dockage facilities and methods at Duluth, and
the iTianufacture of the metal in Eastern furnaces and mills.

Uuiversity of Illinois—The members of the senior class of

the department of mining engineering, have returned from
their annual inspection tour of mines, which was in charge
of Prof. E. A. Holbrook. This year, through the courtesy
of the various companies, studies were made at the mines
and plants of the Paradise Coal Co., Duquoin; Old Ben Min-
ing Co., West Frankfort: Chicago & Carterville Mining Co..

Herrin: and Peabody Coal Co., Mine No. 3, Marion. Afterward
the party visited the offices of the Western Coal and Min-
ing Co., St. Louis, where the office end of coal mining was ex-
plained. Following this several days were spent studying
the lead mines and concentrators of the St. Louis Smelting
and Refining Co., St. Francois, Mo.; St. Joseph Lead Co., River-
mines; and the Federal Lead Co.. Flat River. Mo. The lead
smeltery of the St. Louis Smelting and Refining Co.. at Collins-

ville. 111., was also visited. A simiilar trip is a yearly re-

quirement for all students at the University expecting to

receive the degree in mining engineering.

HHB^STIRIAL MEWS

lov

A series of three industrial motion-picture films, illustrat-

ing the manufacture of "National" pipe, from ore to finished

product, will be shown before the Princeton Engineering
Association at the Princeton Club, 121 Bast 21st St., New York
City, Wednesday evening, Dec. 15, at 8:30 o'clock. No admis-
sion will be charged.

The Western Electric Co. has changed its Detroit head-
quarters from 263 Franklin St. to Kirby and Dequlndre St.

The new building is two stories high and has a frontage of

150 ft. and a depth of 130 ft. adjoining the Grand Trunk Ry.
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in the section that forms a part of the inner belt railway of

Detroit. The total floor space is 50.000 sq.ft., and the yard

area 54,000 sq.ft.

The American Refractories Co., of Chicago, has leased the

plant of the Buckeye Portland Cement Co. at Harper, Ohio,

which is now being equipped and machinery installed for the

calcination and production of dead burned masnesite on a

large scale. Large tonnages of California magnesite have

been purchased, and it is expected the plant will be in opera-

iion early in December. It will be run continuously until

conditions in Europe permit a resumption of shipments from

Austria.

The Russian Society for Electrical Enterprises, Ltd., 5

Marsowa Polje. Petrograd. which is the concessionare for

electric-lighting stations in Pawlowsk, Uman and Kamenetz-

rodolsk and of tramways in Elizabethgrad and Uman, has

opened a branch for resale of electrical machines and appa-

ratus, and insulating materials, and also of steam and naph-

tha engines as well as of water-turbines, and desires to onter

into relations with first-class factories in the United States

producing these goods with the view of becoming their agents

in Russia. The company belongs to the Russian and French

Bank, and offers the complete guarantee of this bank.

On Dec. 1 the Buffalo Foundry and Machine Co. opened an

office in New York City in the Whitehall Building, li Bat-

tery Place. The company manufactures vacuum dryers of

all types, dry vacuum pumps, condensers, vacaum diyme and

impregnating apparatus. Buflokast chemical apparatus, in-

cluding complete plants- and apparatus for the manufacture

of aniline, phenol. b( ta naphthol. picric acid, caustic soda,

acids, chemicals and kindred organic materials and "Bell"

steam hammers. It also does a general jobbing, foundry and

machine business, and can quote on castings up to 200 tons

in weight each, including all necessary pattern and machine

work.

At the Chemists' Club, Xew York City, on Xov. 10, a dinner

was held to discuss plans tor the next National Exposition

of Chemical Industries, at which the following were present;

Raymond F. Bacon. Chas. H. Herty, Henry B. Faber, A. D.

Little, E. F. Roeber, George D. Rosengarten, T. B. "Wagner,

L. H. Baekeland. M. C. Whitaker, B. C. Hesse, Adrian Nagel-

voort and Chas. F. Roth. R. G. HoUaman and F. W. Payne, all

of whom will serve on the Advisory Committee for the 1916

National Exposition of Chemical Industries to be held at

the Grand Central Palace, New York City, week of Sept. 25,

1916. At this meeting Dr. Charles H. Herty was elected to

serve as chairman of this committee for the coming year.

Plans for enlarging and increasing the scope of this coming

exposition were laid. The plans include using several floors

of the Grand Central Palace, with speakers in the evening and

motion pictures during the day from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m.

The Wheeler Conoenser and Engineering Co., of Carteret,

N. X. has just issued two booklets, "Psychrometric Tables for

Cooling Tower Work" and "Steam Tables for Condenser Work."

The former includes in its contents an introductory discus-

sion on psychrometry and tables giving the dry- and wet-bulb

thermometer readings with the corresponding dew point, per-

centage of humidity, and pounds of water per thousand cubic

feet of air over a wide range of temperature, together with an

appendix on the sling psychrometer, with directions for its use

in obtaining dry- ind wet-bulb thermometer readings. The

second contains "a table of properties of saturated steam from

29.S-in. vacuum to atmospheric pressure, and the properties of

saturated steam from 32° F. to 212° F. : in a third table the

properties of saturated steam from 0-lb. gage pressure to 200-

Ib. gage pressure; with an appendix on the use of the mer-

cury column lor measuring pressures. These are both well

gotten up. and are for free distribution to interested engi-

neers.

TIR.AOIE CATAILOGS

M. Smolensky Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio. Catalog. Suction

and Check Valves. 16 pp., illus., 6x9 inches.

The Denver Engineering Works Co., Denver, Colo. Bulle-

tin No. 1,076, Ball Mills. S pp., illus., SHxlOM; inches.

The James Leffel & Co.. Springfield, Ohio. Catalog No. 65.

Steam Engines and Boilers. 32 pp.. illus.. S^ixll inches.

The Gardner Governor Co.. Quincy. 111. Pamphlet, "Help-

ful Hints on Air Compressor Installations. S pp., illus., 4x9

inches. ,, _„
Richardson-Phenix Co.. Milwaukee, Wis. Bulletin No. 50.

Phenix Force Feed Lubricators. 12 pp., Illus., 8%xll in. Bul-

letin No. 60, Richardson Model M Sight Feed Oil Pump. 20

pp.. illus., 8^4x11 inches.

Arthur H. Thomas Co., West Washington Square, Phil:,.!. 1-

phia, Penn. Bulletins of Chemical Apparatus. Illus., ixll';

inches.

The Dobbins Core Drill Co., Inc., Singer Bldg., 149 Broad-

way. New York, N. Y. Catalog No. 16, the Dobbins Core Drill.

46 pp., illus., S^xSH inches.

Harrison Safety Boiler Works, Philadelphia, Penn. Pamph-
let. "Finding and Stopping Waste in Modern Boiler Rooms by
Use of Cochrane Meters." 6S pp.. illus., 6x9 inches.

AUis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis. Bulletin Ni.

1.097. Power Transformers. 24 pp.. illus.. 8x10^ in. Bulletin

No. 1,636, Hydraulic Turbines and Accessories. 56 pp., illus.,

SxlOVi in.. Bulletin No. 1,S01-A. Isbell Vanner. 22 pp.. illus..

8x10% inches.

United States patent specifications listed below may be
obtained from "The Engineering and Mining Journal" at 25c.

each. British patents are supplied at 40c. each.

BLAST-FURNACE FLUE DUST—Pigment. Frank Orth.
Indiana Harbor. Ind. (U. S. No. 1.161.790; Nov. 23. 1915.)

COATING IRON AND STEEL SHEETS with Lead and Lead
Allovs. Reginald Hazeltine. Wheeling. W. Va., assignor to
Wheeling Corrugating Co.. Wheeling. W. Va. (U. S. No. 1.161.-

475: Nov. 23. 1915.)

DRILLING MACHINE. Mather W. Sherwood. Franklin.
Penn., assignor to Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago, 111.

(U. S. No. 1.161.259; Nov. 23. 1915.)

DRILLS—Means for Mounting Rock Drills. Otto Stuhaug
Tonnesen. Johannesburg. Transvaal. (U. S. No. 1.160.672; Nov.
16. 1915.)

ELECTRIC FURNACE. Alex Dow. Detroit. Mich. {U. S.

No. 1.161,634; Nov. 23. 1915.)

ELECTRIC FURNACES—Treating Materials in Electric
Furnaces. Edward Salomon Berglund. Trollhilttan. Sweden.
{U. S. No. 1,160.244: Nov. 16. 1915.)

EXPLOSIVES—Apparatus for Testing Mining Powder.
Francis I. du Pont. Wilmington. Del., assignor, by direct and
mesne assignments, to Ball Grain Explosives Co., Wilmington,
Del. (U. S. No. 1,161,462: Nov. 23, 1915.)

FUEL—Comminuted-Fuel Feeder. John F. Hay, Erie. Penn.
(U. S. No. 1.160.2S3; Nov. 16, 1915.)

HOT-BLAST STOVE. Thomas Coultas and Thomas I. Coul-
tas. Pittsburgh. Penn. (U. S. No. 1,161.031; Nov. 23. 1915.)

L^JIP—Portable Acetvlene Lamp. Augie L. Hansen.
Evanston. 111., assignor to Justrite Manufacturing Co., Chi-
cago, 111. (U. S. No. 1,161,209; Nov. 23, 1915.)

LIQUID-FLOW MEASUREMENT—Balancing and Measur-
ing Apparatus. George H. Gibson, Montclair. N. J., assignor
to Joseph S. Lovering Wharton. William S. Hallowell. and
John C. Jones, Philadelphia. Penn., a firm doing business as
Harrison Safety Boiler Works. (U. S. No. 1.160.275; Nov. 16.

1915.)
MAGNETIC ORE SEPARATOR. Samuel N. Smith. New

York' N Y assignor of one-half to Herman W. Hoops, New
York! N. Y. (U. S. No. 1.161,351; Nov. 23, 1915.)

NITROGEN COMPOUNDS—Method for Producing Nitrogen
Compounds. Charles E. Acker, Ossining. N. Y.. assignor to The
Nitrogen Co. (U. S. No. 1,160.811; Nov. 16. 1915.)

PHOSPH\TE—Method of Drying and Enriching Phosphate
Material and the Like. Maximilian Mattheus Haff and Thomas
Leopold Willson, Ottawa, Ont.. Canada, assignors, by direct

and mesne assignments, to Southern Investment Co of Canada
Ltd.. Montreal, Canada. (U. S. No. 1.161.4i3: Nov. 23, 191:).)

PNEUM XTIC TOOLS—Handle and Inlet-Controlling-Valve
Construction for Pneumatic Tools. Francis A. Jimerson,

Athens Penn.. assignor to Ingersoll-Rand Co., Jersey City,

N. J. '(U. S. No. 1.160,617; Nov. 16, 1915.)

POT4SSTUM SULPHATE—Process of Producing Potassium
Sulphate George S. Morgan, Toledo, Ohio. (U.S. No. 1,161.-

239: Nov. 23. 1915.)

REDUCTION—Method of Reducing Metals. John Woods
Beckman. Berkeley. Calif. (U. S. No. 1.160.822; Nov. 16, 191o.)

SAFETY GLASSES—Eve-Shield Protecting Spectacles.

Frederick Willson and Numa Bourquin. Reading. Penn., as-

signors to T. A. Willson & Co., Inc., Reading. Penn. (U. S.

No. 1.161.100; Nov. 23. 1915.)

SL\G—Means for Utilizing the Heat of Molten Slag. Ralph
Baggaley, Pittsburgh. Penn. (U. S. No. 1,160,817: Nov. 16,

1915.)
SMELTING—Method of Smelting and Incinerating. Wil-

liam R. Heslewood, Oakland, Cal.. assignor, by mesne assign-

ments to Hvdro Vacuum Smelting Co.. Oakland. Calif. (U. S.

1 160.509: NoV. 16, 1915.)

SMELTING—Process of Smelting Ores. John H Klepinger.

Milo W Krej^ and Charles R. Kusell. Great Falls, Mont.

<U S. No. 1,160.621: Nov. 16, 1915.)

SODIUM ALLOYS—Electrolytic Production of Sodium Al-

loys Edgar Arthur Ashcroft, London, England. (U. S. No.

1.161,585; Nov. 23, 1915.) „ . ,-

STACK—Transversely-Bracing and Interlocking Hot-Aii

Stack of Rectangular Cross-Section. Albert G. Scherer. Ch -

cato 111., assignor to The Excelsior Steel Furnace Co.. Chi-

calo: 111. (U. S. No. 1.160.202: Nov. 16. 1913.)

TIN—Electrolytic Process of Detinning. Hans Gold-

schmidt, Essen-bn-the-Ruhr Oermany. ;\?s'|""r,
*°i iFq ]oo

=chmidt Detinning Co.. New 1 ork. N. Y. (1 . S. Nos. I,lb0,4uu

and 1,160,401; Nov. 16, 1915.)
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SAN FRAIVCISCO—Deo. 1

Silver-Proilueine Camps in California and Nevada are en-
couraged to a point of enthusiasm by the rise in the price

of silver. The recent strikes of high-grade ore in the Corn-
stock mines and the continued development of ore of high
value together with the price of silver, puts the Comstock in

the best position that it has been for a number of years.

Mining men from Tonopah and Virginia City declare that the
production of those camps will be doubled in case the price of
silver is maintained at the high figure now quoted. The
principal silver-producing mines in California are in Shasta,

Inyo, Calaveras, San Bernardino, Nevada. Amador and Tuo-
lumne counties. Other counties producing silver and capable

of increased production to an appreciable amount are Im-
perial, Kern, Mono and Yuba.

The Oil Industry Association, recently organized, is mak-
ing strong efforts to induce the Government to withhold the

filing of further withdrawal or other legal actions against

operators of oil land in California, pending remedial action by
Congress. There are 25 suits now pending in the U. S. Courts.

In most cases receivers have been appointed. The filing and
hearing of such suits has become so common as to attract but

little attention outside the oil industries. The proposition of

withdrawal of oil lands is obviously to conserve the oil in

place for the benefit of the U. S. Navy. Two such Naval
reservations have been made in the California oil fields, one
of which embraces 30,000 acres of undeveloped land. In

these cases the oil measures may be conserved without detri-

ment to adjoining land; but to shut in fields developed by
private enterprise and conserve such ground for the benefit

of the Government would mean the loss of the oil instead of

conservation of it, because such developed lands would be
drained by adjoining operations, in most of the cases where
the Government has brought suit. The enterprise and ex-

penditures of oil men has made it possible in many instances

for the Government to select undeveloped land. From such

fields the Government can secure sufficient conservation for

Naval supply. In one of these suits it was shown in the evi-

dence that the operators had expended approximately $20,000

in sinking wells from March till January, 1909; and because
they suspended work in August and did not resume until

January, 1910, it would appear that the Government must take

the land away from them and conserve it to the uses of the

Navy. The interested oil men are slightly encouraged by the

recent expression of Secretary Lane, that if the full measure
of the Government rights is acted upon it will bankrupt many
oil companies and do unnecessary injustice to men who have
invested millions of dollars under a mistake as to the law.

He believes that Congress should so act as to recognize the

equitable rights of such operators. Secretary Lane offers no
remedy, but merely says what might be done, then de-
claring that such plan is too liberal. What he suggests as

might be done is that those who would today be entitled to

patent, were the land not withdrawn, might have leases under
which they will pay a liberal royalty to the Government.

BUTTE—Nov. aO

The City of Butte ^ViIl Be Conipelled to Pay the damages
sustained by property owners and business men who suffered

loss when Miners' LTnion hall was dynamited on the night of

June 23, 1914. In the District Court Judge Lynch instructed

the jury to that effect in the case of Thomas Duffy, who had a
saloon in the Miners' Union hall building at the time of the
dynamiting. He had brought suit against the city of Butte for

$7,100 to reimburse him for losses sustained when the enemies
of the old Butte Miners' Union No. 1, attacked tlie hall and
wrecked the building.

The Advance in the Price of Silver from 4Sc, per oz. to 56c.

per oz. within a week's time has resulted in a boom in all of
the north and west Butte districts. Fully 200 leasers have
secured options on claims in the so-called silver district and
are already beginning operations. Many of the abandoned
mines are showing renewed life. If silver continues to rise in

price and should go above 60c. per oz., silver production will
easily be increased to 2,000.000 oz. per month. The Nettie mine
In the western district which is now being unwatered has
vast quantities of ore that runs high in silver. By the first

of the year the Anaconda company will have this mine al-
most in readiness for operation. The Hibernia and other

silver-mining properties close to it will probably be started
soon after the Nettie resumes. W. A. Clark's new shaft at the
Eveline is being sunk rapidly and this will open up some
valuable silver-zinc orebodies, according to the expectations of
the engineers who passed upon the property. Not since the
early '90s has the activity in the silver properties been so
great as at present.

D13IVVER—Dec. 3

Tungsten Has Been Knonn as one of the Silverton dis-

trict's minerals for years, but no important effort to mar-
ket the material was ever attempted until the recent ad-
vance in the market made the idea attractive. The new Colo-
rado Metal Co. has rented the Yukon mill, on Cement Creek,
and will use it to concentrate its ore from the Dawn of Day
mine near Gladstone.

Cripple Creels's Total Production during November is

placed at S2.830 tons of an average gross value of $15.66 per
ton; the gross bullion value being $1,297,441. As usual, the
great Golden Cycle plant at Colorado City handled far more
than any other mill or smeltery, its tonnage for November be-
ing 37.500 or at the rate of 1,250 tons daily. The Portland
mill at the same place treated 11.000 tons. The two Portland
mills in the district are credited with the treatment of 27,-

500 tons of ore running $2.50 to $3 per ton.

S.\I,T LAKE CITY—Dec. 3

The Utah Metal and Tunnel Co. of Bingham has taken
formal possession of the Bingham-New Haven Copper and
Gold Mining Co.'s property adjoining. The capitalization of
the Utah Metal has been increased by 225,000 shares, the
present authorized capitalization being 725,000 shares; the in-

crease is to be used to take up the Bingham-New Haven
shares. Before the increase there were 463,128 shares out-
standing and 36,872 shares in the treasury. The company has
a bonded indebtedness of $359,500, which it assumed when it

took over the Bingham Central Standard ground. A final

dividend of 20c. a share is being distributed by the Bingham-
New Haven, amounting to $43,738. There will still remain
$250,000 cash in the treasury, which will go with the property.
The Bingham-New Haven stockholders will receive share for
share of the Utah Metal stock. For the present the two com-
panies will be operated separately, with E. P. Jennings and
W. A. Barnes in charge of the Utah Metal end. and C. H. Doo-
little, general manager of the Bingham-New Haven in charge
of that end of the property. The work of the two companies
will be gradually merged. W. E. L. Dillaway, secretary and
treasurer of the company has been here looking over the
affairs of both companies, and working out the details of
consolidation. Shipments from the Bingham-New Haven at
present amount to 230 tons of ore and concentrates a day.
The company is milling 130 tons. The Utah Metal is shipping
110 tons a day, and it is hoped to have the combined output of
the two companies up to 400 tons a day soon. The Bingham-
New Haven ores are being shipped over the Utah Consolidated
tramway to the International smeltery under a favorable con-
tract, with several years still to run, and shipments from this
end will be continued as heretofore. The Utah Metal end
has been making arrangements for the extension of a railroad
spur to its ore bins, which will cut out the half-mile wagon-
haul down to the Utah Apex siding. This would mean a sav-
ing of upward of $10,000 a year. The orebodies in the two
properties are closely associated, a recent strike of copper ore
in the Bingham-New Haven making over into X^tah Metal
ground, and the large orebody in the Utah Metal being close to

the line. The consolidation will be of benefit to all concerned,
and will prevent possible litigation.

WAIiLACE, IDAHO—Nov. SO

Tlie Bunlcer Hill & Sullivan company is still "up in the
air" with respect to the location of the smeltery. With sat-

isfactory freight rates thei-e appears to be no doubt that it

will be located adjacent to the mine at Kellogg. It is under-
stood that the management prefers Kellogg, and will place
the plant there unless there is too great a disparity In the
bullion freight rate between Kellogg and the coast. Strong
pressure is being brought to bear to secure a favorable
rate for Kellogg, and in this the business men of Spokane are
heartily cooperating. It may be several weeks before the
question is settled, but it looks like Kellogg.
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DlLliTH—Dec. 4

Navigation Will Close at the Heart of the Lakes on Dec. 6.

Every dock but the Great Northern showed a substantial in-

crease over 1914. The following tonnage figures are subject
to slight corrections, but are substantially correct.

Dock 191.5 1914

D., M. & N l.i.437,419 6,318.295
D. & I. R 8.642.942 5.579.929
N. P 173,047 137.664
Northwestern (Ashland) 4.134.000 2, 60.'.. 275
Soo (Superior, Wis.) 960,595 721,662
Soo (Ashland, Wis.) 1,012,773 75!s,144

30,360,776 16,120,969

The docks at Marquette and Escanaba, Mich., will continue
shipping for another week, which prevents securing grand
total of tonnage at this time.

Litif^ation Is Kxpected as a result of a recent decision by
the V. S. Supreme Court that the natural channel of the St.

Louis River was the boundary between Minnesota and Wis-
consin. The large modern coal docks of the Carnegie Coal
Co. and the Zenith Coal Co., on the Minnesota side, extend be-
yond this line as originally surveyed. Litigation is now ex-
pected wherein the property owners on the Wisconsin side

opposite will claim ownership of the ends of these docks, be-

cause of riparian rights from the water line to the center of

the channel.

The Railroads that Hani Iron Ore from the Minnesota
ranges to the docks at the head of Lake Superior are figuring
on a greatly increased tonnage next season. Heavy orders
are being placed for rolling stock. Cars were greatly in

demand this year, but it is predicted that 1916 will be the
banner year in the iron-ore trade, and every ton of ore that
the boats can handle w'ill be taken down to lower lake ports.

The Duluth, Missabe & Northern road placed orders this

week for two grade-climbing Mallet compound locomotives,
six locomotives of the Santa F6 type, similar to those used on
that road's mountain division, 1,000 steel hopper ore cars and
200 steel hopper coal cars. The ore cars will be furnished by
the Western Steel Car and Foundry Co., of Hegewison, Wis.,

and the Pullman Car Co. will make the coal cars. The Dirtuth
& Iron Range road has ordered 750 steel hopper ore cars from
the American Car and Foundry Co. and the Standard Steel Car
Co., and three Mikado locomotives for heavy freight service.

One new dock is to be erected at Two Harbors by the Duluth
& Iron Range road, as there is not storage space enough at

the present time to take care of any great tonnage. One of

the old wooden docks will be torn down and replaced by a
larger one of" steel and concrete. Considerable money will

be spent by the Missabe road in improving and increasing the
road's terminals at Proctor, and putting in additional track
scales, which will be needed to meet the demand. The year
1916 is going to be an interesting one for the iron ore oper-
ators, the railroads and the boat lines, as there will be in-

creased rates for hauling for the lake carriers, and the min-
ing companies expect to receive at least 75c. more for their
product than they have been getting the last two years.

GLOBE, ARIZ Nov. 30

Asbestos ^Ilninfr on Ash Creek, 40 mi. northeast of Globe, is

on the increase. The best-developed property is that of Fisk
and Snell who have just completed a mill and are preparing to
extract asbestos on a large scale. Altogether 3,400 ft. of
development work has been done. Shipments averaging one
ton per day have been going out on burros to Globe and
to Rice on the Arizona Eastern R.R. Another property, part
of which adjoins the Fisk and Snell claims and in which H.
Kenyon Burch is said to be interested is to be opened up;
work is scheduled to start next week.

A Shipment ol Tuns.sten Ore w-as recently sent to the
Primos Chemicil Co. by Victor Jackson, who is leasing on the
claims of the Powers Gulch Development Co. Jackson was
employed to do assessment w-ork on the company's property
of 22 claims on the Gila and Pinal County line. He recog-
nized as tungsten ore what had formerly been mistaken for
rich copper ore and sent a sample to the Primos company
which sent a representative to the property with the result
that 831 lb. recently shipped brought $559 less freight. In
all 2,000 ft. of development "work has been done on the prop-
erty; one shaft having been sunk to a depth of 104 ft. and
another to 176 ft.

AVork on Prospects in the Globe District on the eastern
slope and foot-hills of the Pinal Mountains southeast of Globe
has aroused no little interest locally, as important discoveries
of gold-copper ore have been made. On one of these a shaft
has been sunk to a depth of 26 ft. in ore averaging $17 per
ton in gold, in another some $100 gold ore has been found,
but the vein, which is between diorite and schist, carries
copper as the chief metal. In one of these properties, the
Logan, 2,000 ft. of development work has been done and some

high-grade copper ore carrying about $S gold is to be tal<en
out for shipment to the smelter. The low-grade is commer-
cial concentrating ore. Gold ore is being mined by leasers on
the southwestern slope of the Dripping Springs range north
of Hayden. The low-grade ore assays $16 per ton but some
of the leasers have run across a little high-grade specimen
ore that runs up to $8,000 or $10,000. The vein is exposed
in the hill and highgrade is found at depth.

The Christmas Mine a few miles above Winkelman will be-
come an important producer by the first of the year. Christ-
mas is now the terminal of the Phoenix & Arizona Eastern
R.R., connections with Globe being made by auto-stage three
times weekly. A small tonnage of ore is now being shipped
regularly to the smeltery at Hayden: most of it being pro-
duced by leasers who are gophering into the hill along the
outcrop of the load and transporting the ore down to the
railroad terminus by burro. The Christmas mine was acquired
by the A. S. & R. Co. this summer and is being put in con-
dition for regular production, when 250 to 300 men will be
employed. The work for the last few months has comprised
building an ore pocket at the railroad terminus and another
with crushing machinery just east of the main shaft; a wire-
rope aerial tram, 7,000 ft. long, connecting the mine pocket
with that at the railroad. The track cables have just been
strung and when in operation it is calculated that about 25
hp. will be developed in excess. Electric power will be
brought in from Hayden. The ore is bornite, chalcccite, chal-
copyrite and pyrite in a garnetiferous gangue; the deposit be-
ing in a contact of limestone with granitic-porphyry. The
orebody is wide and persistent with prominent outcrops and
is said to be well developed down to a depth of 800 ft. The
work is being done under the supervision of S. H. Sherman,
who has been connected with the property for several years.
The property was one time owned by the Saddle Mountain
Mining Co. in which New Haven people were interested and
by the Gila Copper Sulphide Corporation.

HIBBIXG. MIXV.—>ov. 27

Tax Dispnte between the mining companies and village of-
ficials was amicably adjusted on Nov. 23 at a conference in
the city hall. The mining companies are to pay their taxes
in cash within three weeks, except that they may pay in one-
half of the village "water-works warrants which they now
hold. In return, the village is to limit its expenditures to
$24,500 per month, except as to payments on certain out-
standing contracts, or emergency expenditures. All litiga-
tion betw^een the village and mining companies is to be
abandoned. The proposed $1,900,000 tax levy for 1916 is

likewise to be abandoned.

METALIXE, WASH,—>ov. SO

.\ctlvity in the District is slowing up on account of the
season, but prospects are that there will be a considerable
amount of work undertaken in the spring. At present the
Metaline Oriole Co. has started work in the lower tunnel to
drive to the ore which was cut off by a fault. The Milwau-
kee Ltd., is asking for bids for 100 ft. of tunnel work, which
it expects will cut the main vein. The Lead and Zinc Co. is

working 25 men. The mill has been enlarged and is now
awaiting the arrival of new machinery. It expects to be run-
ning at full capacity by the end of the year. The Riverside
property is surveying its ground for a patent.

.\TLAXTA. IDAHO—Xov. 23

Considerable Activity, considering the handicap, is noted in

the Atlanta district. The Boise-Rochester, which took over
all the old Bagdad-Chase property, including 40-stamp mill,

power plant, tram line, etc., has acquired additional ground—

-

Old Chunk and Webfoot claims. The mill is dropping 20

stamps: the remaining 20 will be operated as soon as sufficient
ore is blocked out. T. C. Brown, inventor of the Pachuca tank,
has charge of the mill and is erecting an experimental cy-
anide plant to handle the concentrates. If this proves suc-
cessful, the plant will be altered next summer to an all-slime
cyanide mill. The ores of this district have been difficult to
treat, and many failures have been made. The ore averages
about $10, of which about eCT^ is saved by amalgamation, 20';o

on the concentrators, and 20% goes into the tails. The camp is

handicapped by being SO mi. from the railroad, and wagon
roads over the mountains are closed six to seven months a
year; the freight rate is $40 per ton when the roads are good.
The district is in a forest reserve, and the Government exacts
payment of Ic. per ft. for timber, Ic. apiece for lagging, $2.50

per M for lumber, and 65c. per cord for wood, for all such
material used. The veins of the district are all soft, and
close timbering is required, so that these fees to the Gov-
ernment seem to be a hardship to the miner. The Overlook
Mining Co., 16 mi. from Atlanta, is installing a 10-stamp mill,

Eleichert tramway, etc. S. A. Work is superintendent.
Twenty-five men are working there.
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ALASK.\
ALASKA MEXICAN (Treadwell)—During October crushed

19,075 tons. Total yield per ton of ore milled, $1.43.

ALASKA TREADWELL (Treadwell)—During October
crushed S2,.593 tons of ore. Estimated gross realizable value
?153,415.

ALASKA GOLD BELT (Juneau)—Face of tunnel was in
2.300 ft. on Nov. 26. Main orebody is expected to be cut at
2,500 ft.

ALASKA UNITED (Treadwell)—Started up 30-stamp addi-
tion to R. B. mill, Oct. 24. During October R. B. mill crushed
22,S4S tons of ore and 700-Pt. mill 23,170 tons. Yield pt-r ton
of ore milled, $1.&4 and $1.30 respectively.

ABIZOXA
Cochise County

MASCOT COPPER (Mascot)—Shipped 1,256 tons of ore
to smelters in October. Company has ordered new consolida-
tion Baldwin locomotive.

CARTWRIGHT MINES (Johnson)—Virsrinia-Arizona Cop-
per and Smelting Co. organization of Douglas men, has ac-
quired CartWright group in Winchester district southwest of
Johnson.

MILLER CANON (Hereford)—News of a gold strike Sat-
urday, Nov. 27, precipitated somewhat of a rush for this dis-
trict. Miller (Tanon is situated in the Huachuca mountains,
few miles south of Hereford, and was located as placer ground.

Gila County

ARIZONA COMMERCIAL (Globe)—Reported to have de-
cided to erect $50,000 power plant and discontinue using Old
Dominion power.
NEW KEYSTONE COPPER CO. (Miami)—Company has

now been dissolved. Distribution of 93c. per share upon out-
standing stock of the company of the par value of $1 per share
has been declared in full and final distribution of assets of
company.

Greenlee County

THE FEDERAL INVESTIGATORS in the Clifton-Morenci-
Metcalf strike district, Messrs. Davies and Myers, have com-
pleted their work after taking many affidavits at the three
camps.

Mnrieoiia County

MAX DELTA (Phoenix)—Plans to build mill at mine, 9 mi.
south of Phcenix. Former United States Senator Lee Mantle,
of Butte, Mont., is president.

Mohave County

TOM REED MINE (Kingman)^Cleaned up $100,000 in
October.

GOLCONDA (Kingman)—Is now working 265 men and pro-
ducing $250,000 monthly.

GOLD ROAD BONANZA (Gold Road)—Work has been
started on 2-compartment shaft, to be sunk 200 ft.

COPPERFIELD (Mineral Park)—Copperfield Porphyry
Copper Co. incorporated to develop 120 acres around Ithaca
Peak.

NELLIE MINING CO (Kingman)—Contract has been let

for 4V'XSx50D-ft. shaft. Automobile road to property is being
built.

"

SILVER & BIG BETHEL (Kingman)—Situated on Gol-
conda vein. Has been sold to C. B. Bell and associates of
Douglas.

MAZONA MINING CO. (Oatman)—Will start sinking 500-
ft. vertical shaft upon its group of nine claims, adjoining Tom
Reed and Gold Cliff mines on west.

SHOOTING STAR (Chloride)—Kingman Zinc Mining Co.
has taken over Fountaine, Cupel, Robinhood and Shooting Star
mines in the Stockton Hill district of Cerbat.

OATMAN BIG LODE MINES CO. (Oatman)—Preparing to
start development work upon a group of six claims which it

has acquired from D. P. Jlitchell and associates.

CARTER M. & M. (Kingman)^Proposed 500-ft. shaft now
down 250 ft. A 4-ft. vein assaying $14 was discovered in

winze 20 ft. from southeast drift on 150-ft. level.

GOLD ORE (Gold Road)—Drifting on 500 level is being
pushed. Thirteen feet of $40 ore has been encountered in

east drift and 9-ft. vein assaying $100 has been found in

tunnel going west.

OATMAN SECRET GOLD MINING CO. (Oatman)—Com-
posed of prominent Arizona men, has just been organized to
take over (Sold Coin group. Wagon road to property is being
constructed and bunk and cook houses are being built. A
50-ft. shaft will be sunk immediately.

OATMAN SYNDICATE MINING CO. (Oatman)—J. Parke
Channing, consulting engineer of the Adolph Lewisohn inter-
ests, of New York, and associates have organized the Oatman
Syndicate Mining Co.. which has taken over the Putney group
of 12 claims belonging to H. G. Putney, in Oatman district.

A 500-ft. vertical shaft will be sunk and other development
work done.

UNION BASIN (Golconda)—Expects to finish construction
of 200-ton flotation plant about middle of next month. Its

new higli-tension electric-transmission line being built from
Kingman to the Golconda mine, 20 mi., will be finished about
same time. (Controlling interest in the company is owned by
N. L. Amster. of Boston, Mass., and associates. Mine is now
producing between $200,000 and $250,000 gross, monthly. Main
shaft has reached 900-ft. depth and station is now being cut.

Pima County

STRATTON COPPER CO. (Tucson)—Plans to build new
concentrator at its mines in Catalina Mountains. Will have
daily capacity of 500 tons.

PIONEER SMELTING (Corwin)—By a ruling of the state
supreme court upholding Pima County Superior Court, Messrs.
Walker, Zipf and Dickson, trustees in bankruptcy of the
Pioneer Smelting Co., recovered on note for $31,000 and fore-
closure on some mining claims.

Yavapai County

PORTLAND ARIZONA (Copper Basin)—Preparations be-
ing made to install large compressor.

COPPER CHIEF (Jerome)—Hayden Development Co. is

erecting 200-ton mill. Reported 500.000 tons ore blocked out.

Hi-BNERITE has been found in Eureka district. Claims
adjoin holdings of Lawler, Wood and Connor, who have
already made shipments of this ore.

PFAU COPPER (Prescott)—A. L. Garford, automobile man-
ufacturer, has bought controlling interest in this mine in the
Cherry Creek district and has let contract for much explora-
tion.

RANDOLPH-GEMMILL DEVELOPMENT (Crown King)—
Reported to he successfully treating refractory ores of that
district. Milling 100 tons daily of old Crown King dump on
lease. Will enlarge plant to treat custom ore.

MERRILL MET.A^LLURGICAL CO. (Prescott)—Negotia-
tions for sale of Congress gold mine by Development Co. of
America to Jlerrill Metallurgical Co. of San Francisco practi-
cally closed. E.xtensive dump is to be treated.

UNITED VERDE EXTENSION (Jerome)—Producing 40
tons daily, of which 10 tons average about 45 "Tf copper. Eighty
men emplcyed. Hoist being installed to handle ore from
1,400-ft. level and "work is progressing on ne\v traniway to
supplant burro transportation from mines to railroad.

BROOKSHIRE (Jerome)—Green Monster Mining Co. has
been organized to take over Brookshire. Treadwell, Layman
and Clark-Hopkins groups in Jerome district. Consolidation
embraces 30 patented and 26 unpatented claims, lying between
United Verde and United Verde Extension. Identified with
new company are N. E. Bailey, superintendent of United Verde
& Pacific; Leroy Anderson, attorney for United Verde, and
Thomas Taylor.

CALIFORNIA
Contra Costa County

VALLEY PIPE LINE (Martinez)—New line completed,
extending from oil fields at Coliola. Shell tank farm, a dis-
tance of 157 mi. to Martinez. Capacity of line. 25.000 bbl. per
24 hr. Expected that this line will supply demand of refinery.
Shell company has installed 35 additional 55,000-bbl. tanks,
to increase storage capacity at refinery.

Butte County

JOSEPHINE-BUMBLEBEE (Oroville)—Preparations being
made for development and extraction of ore. Installation of
new mill of 25 tons' capacity contemplated; machine drills
will be installed.

Calaveras County

SUMMERVILLE (Angels Camp)—New shaft will be deep-
ened to SOO ft. Overhauling 40-stamp mill.

SOMMERVILLE (Angels Camp)—New shaft near Forth
crossing is down 130 ft. Property former producer. The 40-
stamp mill is being overhauled. Old 800-ft. shaft has been
abandoned.

Imperial County

NEW LIVERPOOL SALT CO.—Claim against California
Development Co. is under option to Imperial irrigation dis-
trict. El Centre. Terms are $600,000 in bonds.

MODOC MINES (Highgrade)—N. E. Guyot. manager, is

getting in winter supplies. Drift at 200 level has encountered
vein which was disclosed on 100 level. Shaft will be deepened
to 300 ft.

Inyo County

KEANE WONDER (via Rhyolite, Nev.)—Property has just
come into possession of its new owners: Francis-Mohawk
Mining and Leasing Co. of Goldfleld, Nev.; F. L. Wildes, re-
ceiver of State Bank and Trust Co.; and B. F. Tatem. of
Montana. Property was sold in November, 1914. to satisfy
judgment. Equipment consists of 20-stamp mill, cyanide
plant, and aerial tram mine to mill. Operations are to be re-
sumed.

Mono County

PITTSBURG-LIBERTY (Masonic)—Mill operating full
capacity on ore. chieflv from Golden Serita where good ore
has been disclosed on 100 level. Some high-grade with milling
ore. Development in Pittsburg-Liberty mine progressing
satisfactorily. New York claim has been acquired by J. P.
Martin and development started.
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.\evnda County

BLACK BEAR (Grass Valley)—New compressor and air
pump of 300-gal. capacity being installed.

CONLIN (Grass Valley)—Alfred B. Swinerton. R. M. Hotal-
in^ and others, of San Francisco, have examined and are
reported to have bes^un negotiations for purchase of property.
Mine v/as formerly producer of high-grade ore.

COLUMBIA (Washington)—Ten-stamp mill crushing 50
tons of ore per day. Large amount of ore blocked out and
reserve broken down. Compressedrair drills are used in

drifts. Mine will operate all winter regardless of weather.
POLAR STAR (Grass Valley)—Ten men are employed and

number will be increased as t^oon as living quarters are pro-
vided. Electric hoist and pump about ready for installation.
Property adjoins North Star. Salt Lake men are operating.
Oscar Cofline is superintendent.

EXCELSIOR (Forest Hill)—Second unit of three stamps
has been added to mill and third is in course of construction
in San Francisco. Reported that mill is crushing 100 tons
of ore per day. New office building and live new residences
have been built, giving camp a prosperous appearance.

OCEAN STAR (Washington)—Property which is owned by
Englishmen will be reopened, with N. JI. Melrose superin-
tendent. ^\'inter supplies have been ordered and development
started. Recent financial difficulties said to have been ad-
justed to permit resumption of work. Shaft will be deepened
and mill capacity increased.

Plumas County
ENGELS (Taylorsville)—Preliminary railroad survey on

mine to Western Pacific R.R. about completed.
NEW YORK (Gr4»enville>—Work in No. 3 crosscut will be

renewed and extended until the vein is encountered.
STAUFER (Greenville)—Superintendent Elliott reports

everything in readiness for winter work and probability of
extensive development.

Sierra County
SOUTH FORK (Downieville)—Mason gravel claims bonded

to Thomas Wilson of Manhattan, representing a Nevada com-
pany, who will soon begin active work.
MONARCH (Sierra City)—Richest and most important

strike in 20 years in Sierra City district recently made here.
Ore averages thousands of dollars per ton gold. This mine is

on serpentine belt on which old and rich Sierra Buttes mine
is located, and is being developed by R. G. Gillespie, of Pitts-
burgh, Penn. Extensive surface and power plant built during
past year. Lai'ge restraining dam being built to hold tailings.
and all preparations for continuous work on large scale at
both mines during winter. D. McGonigal, superintendent.

Shssta County
REID (Redding)—New vein reported on 700 level. If ore

proves to be medium grade, preparations will be made for
extensive development, as orebody is said to be large.

ELDORADO (French Gulch)—James Connor, owner of this
mine on Clear Creek near Tower house, is mining high-grade
nre and treating it in two-stamp mill. Last cleanup returned
$400 from 10 days' run.

HAT FORK VALLEY DREDGING GROUND reported at
Weaverville to have been bonded to G. E. Hunter. There is

lii'ge acreage in valley and it is believed that good propor-
tion of it will prove valuable for dredging.

GLADSTONE (French Gulch)—Reported that ledge w^hich
was lost on 1.200 level has just been disclosed on 1.300 level.
Number of men reduced in September, 75 being laid off and
32 retained to carry on drifting on 1.300 level. Gladstone is
one of large producers- of sfate and within past year or so has
made important improvements including a steel headframe.
J. O. .Tilson. manager, and Edward L. Young, superintendent,
were both confident that orebody would persist to and below
1,300 level.

GOLDEN JUBILEE (Carrville)—Mine taken over by Cali-
fornia Extracting Co. of San Francisco. Purchase price said
to be $50,000. Mine was located in 1S96 and developed into
good producer. Ores near surface w'ere free-milling, but at
depth refractory sulphides were encountered. Recently 40-ton
cyanide plant was installed. Property was owned chiefly by
McCormick-Saeltder Co.. of Redding. Present operators con-
template installation of a tube mill and adoption of Vander-
cook process.

COLORADO
Clear Creek County

ONEIDA (Freeland)—Body of rich gray-copper ore has
been opened in raise extended to height of 150 ft. at point
about 1.000 ft. from portal of the Stag tunnel. Last 25 ft.

of raise is in ore. Vein is 5 ft. wide and assays 0.52 oz. gold, 10
oz. silver and 4'~'r lead.

L'NITED FREELAND DEVELOPMENT AND TUNNEL CO.
(Idaho Springs)—Property of this company, embracing over
100 patented lode mining claims and several millsites and
tunnel sites, has been purchased by syndicate of Chicago and
St. Louis capitalists, who have planned campaign of exten-
jive development through McClelland tunnel. Portal of tunnel
is located about 5 mi. west of Idaho Springs and one mile
east of Dumont. Tunnel is now 7,150 ft. long. New company
plans advance of 3,000 ft. to develop Freeland and Lamartine
districts. Connection will be made with old Freeland shaft
and workings will be drained. This connection will require
1.100 ft. of tunnel and 1,000 ft. of raising. It is probable
that LaiTiartine, Gum Tree, Oneida. Lone Tree and Freeland
Extension properties will all be benefited by new development.
Company contemplates construction of a modern milling plant
at portal of tunnel, for treating its own ores and product of
properties tributary to tunnel. L. 'W. Shaffer, of Idaho
Springs, has been appointed general manager.

Lake County
DOWNTOWN PUMPING CO. (Leadville)—Has experienced

provoking delays due to motor troubles, centrifugal pumping
units having been idle at intervals that permitted heavy flow

of water into old workings of Penrose and neighboring mines
to gain appreciably on unwatering operations.

Ouray County
CAMP BIRD, LTD. (Ouray)—In October crushed 2.730 tons

ore; estimated profit, £11,500.

ShoNhouf »fy

HECTOR (Wallace)—Long crosscut expected to cut vein
3 miles from portal has reached position vertically below
outcrop, depth of l.SOO ft.

IXTERSTATE-CALLAHAN (Wallace)—Judge Deitrich of
Federal court has issued order discharging receiver appointed
by Judge Woods of state court for this company.
BROWN & FINNELL (Pine Creek)—Operators have bonded

Pine Creek antimony propel ty to Burke Mcintosh and asso-
ciates, of Kellogg. New owners plan mill to treat entire mine
output.

CLIMAX (Wallace)—Building has been erected tor 10x10
compressor and 35-hp. motor, which will be installed at once,
contract having been made with Washington Water Power Co,
for current.

NATIONAL (Mullan)—National mill started Nov. 11.
Only one shift is being worked now. National ore is low-
grade copper, average probably not exceeding 2',i , but car-
ries considerable silver. Large amount of ore blocked out.
TAMARACK-CUSTER (Wallace)—Reports emanating from

reliable sources, state that Tamarack-Custer is negotiating
with Ray-Jefferson company to join in construction of mill
to treat output of both properties, which lie near each otliir
in Nine-Mile district of Cceur d'Alenes.

GETTYSBURG (Mullan)—Official statement from W. E.
CuUen, secretary Independence Lead Mines Co., who is also
secretary of the Stewart Mining Co., reports work concen-
trated in No. 4 tunnel of Gettysburg, from which raise will
be made to No. 3, in which there is large body of lead ore.
This is known as Gettysburg vein, extension of You Like.
No. 4 tunnel also being extended to cut Morning vein.

MICHIG.W
Copper

COPPER PRODUCTION from the mines of the Michigan
district ran close to 25,000,000 lb. for the month of November
and for December the product will be over 23,000,000 lb. re-
fined, if the present basis of operation is maintained. Produc-
tion for the Lake Superior district for the present year is
estimated at more than 250,000.000 lb. The average price for
the year will be above 16c.

AHMEEK (Kearsage)—Is producing larger tonnage of
copper rock than ever before in its history and percentage of
copper content is above average for Kearsarge formation,
although not quite up to last year or year before for Ahmeek.
Mill now is operating six heads and handling an average ot
100,000 tons of copper rock each month, so that production is
at rate of about 25,000,000 lb. per year.

CALUJIET & HECLA (Hubbell)—Third of large furnaces
for smelting plant at Hubbell now under construction. Work
will be continued during winter. New furnace will have
capacity of 150.000 lb. and w-ill have electric equipment for
loading and dumping. It is modeled after No. 20 and No. 21.
each of which has capacity of 150.000 lb. The C. & H smelt-
ing and refining plants now have pavroll of 500 men, twice
what it was year ago.

Iron
ODGERS (Crystal Falls)—Shaft sinking was started this

week.
L. S. cS: I. RT. (Marquette)—Four new locomotives are to

be ordered for ore hauling.
PIONEER IRON (Marquette)—Ten more retorts are to be

added to the furnace plant. Ten are now being constructed.
CLEVELAND-CLIFFS IRON (Ishpeming)—At special meet-

ing of shareholders, held Dec. 1. it was decided to increase
capitalization of company from $5,000,000 to $10,000,000.

AMERICAN (Diorite)—Two electric pumps now taking
water from big swamp that overlies part of orebody. Water
level was lowered 30 ft. by sinking 6 large sandpipes and
forcing water to surface by air.

MINNESOTA
>lesabi Range

BARNETT & RECORD (Two Harbors)—Has been awarded
contract for dismantling No. 2 Dock of Iron Range R.R., which
is to be superceded by $1,500,000 steel and concrete dock.
Old No. 3 Dock will not be torn down until completion of
the new dock.

ARTHUR MINING CO. (Hibbing)—Three large steam
shovels have been ordered from the Bucyrus Co.: will weigh
315 tons each. Booms will be 75 ft. long; dipper capacity will
be 7 yd. Will be possible to make cut 50 ft. deep with them.
Three Osgood shovels have also been ordered. Eight new
locomotives will be delivered before spring.

LEONARD NO. 2 (Chisholm)—Electric locomotives oper-
ating on stockpile are handling three cars each, all side-
dump. (Ordinarily but one car is used, but change is necessi-
tated because of unusual length of the stockpile. Distance to
be trammed is so great that hoisting would be delayed if
but one car were used.

MOXTAXA
Beaverhead County

BAXNACK GOLD (Bannack)—Reported that ore assaying
36. S oz. in gold and 43.7 oz. in silver was encountered in No.
2 Thompson stope of Golden Leaf mine. It has been opened
up at a point about 2S0 ft. from surface. Company has
blocked out in neighborhood of 160,000 tons of milling ore.
It has been decided to block out at least 200,000 tons before
beginning construction of amalgamation and cyanide mill,
which will probably be started Mar. 1.
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Blaine County
LITTLE ROCKIES DISTRICT—Considerable mining ex-

citement around Landusky, Wliitcomb and Ruby Gulch;
gold-bearing claims being worked on increasing scale. Min-
ing at Zortman has been in progress for years. Eastern cap-
italists have taken options on claims, aggregating in value
$150,000, and installation of big mining plant near Landusky
may follow.

Deer Lodge County
WASHOE REDUCTION WORKS (Anaconda)—Construction

work is making rapid strides. New roaster building is near-
ing completion and bricklayers are now busy on building and
lining roasters. Large flue for roasters was started last
week, also erection of l.OOO-ton coal bin for pulverizing
plant. Slime-flotation building is also nearing completion and
concentrate tank-house is being retimbered.

Lewis & CInrk County
SCRATCH GRAVEL MINING DISTRICT—Resumption of

operations at Head properties in this district by John Mac-
Ginnis. H. I. Wilson and associates of Butte, and fact that
they are taking good pay ore out of property, has started
great amount of prospecting in adjoining claims and has
created mild boom in district.

Silver Bow County

ANACONDA (Butte)—Work on old Alice mine at Walker-
ville. stopped for some time because of litigation, resumed.

EAST BUTTE (Butte)—Now producing at rate of 20,000,000
lb. of copper per annum at a cost of 10c. per lb. New flotation
plant is practically ready for operation.

BUTTE-DULUTH (Butte)—Capt. A. B. Wolvin. who owns
three-flfths of stock and some bonds of company, will soon
announce arrangements made for taking care of most pressing
claims and property, only one now idle in Butte, will be oper-
ated again.

DAVIS-DALY (Butte)—About 7.'j tons of ore per day being
mined and shipped from Colorado mine, running about 7% in
copper. It is probable th.at November profits will amount to
$10,000. Planning to install new hoisting engine: also to cut
out shoulder between 1,700 and 1,900 levels to make three-
compartment shaft down to 2,r>00 level, which would enable
company to increase output to 400 tons of ore per day.

NEVADA
Ksmernlcla County

JUMBO EXTENSION (Goldfleld)—During quarter ended
Sept. 30 shipped 8,354 dry tons, gi oss value $325,040, on which
the smelting loss was $37,721, freight and treatment $73,274,
sampling $5,406, and mine costs $47,348, leaving net realization
of $161,289.

REORGANIZED KEWANAS (Goldfield)—On 840 level from
main winze and about 300 ft. northerly from it. new winze
has been started on vein near hanging wall to go to latite-
shale contact and explore vein at that horizon.

GOLDFIELD CONSOLIDATED (Goldfleld)—Production for
October was 36,500 tons and net realization $98,375. Net op-
erating costs "^vere $4.40 per ton. T^easers produced 119 tons
valued at $3,995. Ore transportation to mill over Consoli-
dated line now being handled under contract by T. & G.
railroad.

Nye County
TONOPAH ORE PRODUCTION for week ended Nov. 27

was 9,951 tons, estimated value $205,078, compared w^ith 10,093
tons for week previous. Producers were: Tonopah Belmont
3,006 tons; Tonopah Mining, 2,900: Tonopah Extension, 1,850
Jim Butler, 1,100; West End, 647; North, Star, 52; Halifax, 49
miscellaneous leases, 347 tons.

H.\LIF.4X-TONOPAH (Tonopah)—On 1.200-ft. level at
point of recent ore discovery, work of cutting station and
installing hoist at collar at 40-ft. ^vinze completed and sinking
resumed. Progress at Halifax is being watched with in-
terest as it holds large possibilities in eastern extension
of Tonopah's proven ore zone.

TONOPAH BONANZA (Tonopah)—Greenwater Copper
Mines and Smelting Co. through purchase of 290,000 shares
of treasury stock and other large interests has acquired con-
trol of this property from Herman Zadig, of San Francisco.
John Magee has been appointed superintendent. Although
no details have been given out, it is stated that shaft, which
has present depth of aliout 1,040 ft., will be equipped to sink
to 2,000-ft. mark. This marks entrance of another strong
company into development of Tonopah's western section.

Storey County
ANDES (Virginia)—Saved 10 cars ore from stope above

175-ft. level.

SIERR.\ NEVADA (Virginia)—From stope in 2,500 level
shipped 91 tons to the mill; average assay $14.22 per ton;
southeast drift from west crosscut in lo"w-grade ore.

CROWN POINT-BELCHER (Gold Hill)—Extracted 251 cars
of ore from No. 1 stope on 1,600 level and shipped 575 tons
of dump rock and 225 tons of mine rock to the mill; bar
of bullion shipped.

UNION & SIERRA NEVADA (Virginia)—Joint east cross-
cut from 100-ft. point in raise above 2.500 level shows face
of $50 ore. Saved from this work 28 cars of ore averaging
$65.48 per ton.

MEXICAN (Virginia)—East crosscut 2,700 level in porphyry
and quartz of low assay. Mexican mill crushed 168 tons of
custom ore, average assay $25.63 per ton. Mill idle 4 days
on account of delayed shipment of zinc dust.

OPHIR (Virginia)—In southwest drift 2,500 level, at 271-ft.
point 4 ft. of low-grade quartz exposed in upper blast;
porphyry and quartz also at 126-ft. point. Central tunnel
north drift in milling quartz over 2 sets wide. Saved from
stopes 362 cars of ore and milled 331 tons.

UNION (Virginia)—Prom north end No, 3 stope 2,500 level
saved 14 cars averaging $10 per ton; from south end saved
21 tons averaging $33.42 per ton. Saved from raise No. 1
14 tons, averaging $21. Top of raise in $19 ore. Sill floor
northeast drift shows $10 ore in face.

ITAH
Beaver County

FORTUNA GOLD QUEEN (Beaver City)—Being prepared
for more extensive development: lumber for four buildings
has been received: expected to have these ready before cold
weather sets in. Considerable opencut work is being done.
Ore from Davis lease has been tried out at Sheep Rock mill,
and good saving: made. Ore has been opened on another lease,
and work is being done to cut extension of vein productive
in Davis lease,

.luab County

UNCLE SAM (Eureka)—Tunnel being driven to prospect
for continuation of recent Yankee strike. Leasers are mining
some ore in old workings.

RIDGE & VALLEY (Eureka)—Lead-silver ore of good
grade has been opened from 1,600 to 1,670-ft. level, and is
being mined. Workings are being put in shape for increased
production.

. Salt Lake County
SOUTH HECLA (Alta)—Face of 500 level, which is being

driven on Wedge fissure, is heavily mineralized, and carries
bunches of ore in places. About 6 ft. a day progress is being
made.

MONTANA BINGHAM (Bingham)—Conger vein has been
cut in this company's tunnel. Bingham Conger Copper Co.
claims that vein apexes on its ground and is working 20 men
with view to proving this.

OHIO COPPER (Bingham)—General Exploration Co. is
mining and milling 2,000 tons of ore a day. Minimum royal-
ties amount to $6,250 a month, according to the terms of the
lease, and have averaged around $15,000. Royiilties are 10^/,
on 16c. copper, 14% on ISc. copper, 167r on 19c. copper, etc.
Lessees are reported to be making upwards of $20,000 a month.

SELLS (Alta)—Ore shipments are to be started soon from
this property adjoining South Hecla, as soon as hauling con-
ditions permit, roads at present being congested with ship-
ments from latter property. Orebins and ore chute from top
of dump to bins are completed. Hauling is now done by sleds
to Tanner's Flat and from there by wagon to Wasatch over
a poor road.

Summit County

PARK CITY ORE PRODUCTION for November amounted
to 5,S55 tons, estimated at $234,200. This is compared with
8,262 tons shipped in October fi^om four principal producers:
five shipping weelcs entered into October, while only four
were counted in November. The strike, with a 10-day tie-up,
at the Coalition, heaviest producer in camp, cut down aggre-
gate one-third from normal output. Producers were: Daly-
Judge. 2.010 tons: Silver King Coalition, 1,220; Silver King
Consolidated, 1,100; Daly West, 890; Ontario, 75; Daly, 60:
others, 500.

DALY-WEST (Park City)—Work is to be resumed at No. 3
shaft and this section of mine is to be unwatered to 1,700-ft.
level.

SILVER KING CONSOLIDATED (Park City)—Galena ore
has been opened near east end of 1,700 level. Water-tank
holding 23.000 gal. has been built on hill slope 186 ft. above
collar of shaft for fire protection.

Tooele County

LION HILL CONSOLIDATED (Ophir)—Shipments begun
in spring from St. Clair lease are stated to have amounted to
$50,000. Siliceous silver ore carrying some lead and gold has
been followed for 300 ft.

WISCONSIN
Zinc-Lend District

STONER (Linden)—Stoner Bros, has completed a 50-ton
mill at Linden.

VINEG.\R HILL ZINC (Platteville)—Company is building
200-ton mill on Blackstone tract at New Diggings.

K. M. & C. (Platteville)—Ray Keating and others are build-
ing 75-ton mill on Wilkinson property at Benton, surface
equipment of which was destroyed by Are early in summer.

WISCONSIN ZINC (Platteville)—Contemplates building
four mills, 200 tons each, on Longhorn, Birkbeck, C. A. Thomp-
son and East End Champion. New Skinner roaster at Cham-
pion mine has been put in operation: plant is equipped with
six Cleveland-Knowles separators and will handle 800 tons of
green ore per week.

C.AN.VD.V
Yukon Territory

NORTH WEST CORPORATION (Dawson)—Considerable
additional stripping work done during current season. Exca-
vating and' washing plant installed to treat the gravel of
Dominion Creek. A. N. C. Treadgold. managing director. This
company is subsidiary of Granville Mining Co. of London and
New York.

MEXICO
Paoliuca

SANTA GERTRUDIS (Pachuca)—Ore crushed during Octo-
ber, 20,503 tons; estimated profit, £6,740.

SOUTH .AMERICA
Chile

BRADEN COPPER (Rancagua)—During September mill
treated 89,361 tons of 2,02% ore; produced 7,908 tons of 13.12%
concentrates. Minerals Separation treated S7.110 tons; con-
centrates, 20.77%; copper produced, 1,611 tons.

ASIA
Ch«,sen

ORIENTAL CONSOLIDATED (Unsan District)—Tonnage
milled during October was 25,432 and bullion shipments
amounted to $135,537. Cable advices are that November
cleanup amounted to $144,800. 'Value of the ore milled was
above average.
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Metal Markets

JVEAV YORK—Dec. 8, 1915

All of the principal markets were softer last week, but

the recession in prices was trifling- In all cases with the excep-

tion of spelter, which became rather demoralized.

Copper, Tin, Lead and Zinc

Copper—Business was light, but there were moderate
transactions from day to day both with domestic and foreign

buyers. The producers generally asked 19?4C., r. t., and some
of them reported business at that figure, while others re-

ported that they had been unable to get it. From certain first

hands copper was available at 19%c., r. t., and a round lot

was reported sold at that price on Dec. 3. Sales for delivery

in Europe were made at £97 on Dec. 2, and at £9Si§)9S% on
the following days. -Computations of the New York cash

equivalent of these prices were variable owing to the un-
certainties of freight rates and exchange. During the last

week contracts for carrying copper to Europe were made
on tlie basis of $1 per 100 lb., which a few months ago would
have been an incredible figure. Some sales of copper for ex-

port were made during the last week on the basis of f.o.b..

New York, some of this business being done at 19^@19i/^c.

Copper prices during the week exhibited a considerable range,

there being variations among sellers and also according to

deliveries, prices being a little stiffer for near-by deliveries

than for the later ones.

Copper Sheels, base price is 25c. per lb. for hot rolled and
26c. for cold rolled, with usual extras. Copper wire is 21 @
21 1/2 c. per lb., carload lots at mill.

Copper Exports from the United States for the week ended
Nov. 20 are reported by the Department of Commerce at 19,-

551,362 lb. The principal items were 7,318,441 lb. to France,
5,977,122 lb. .to Italy . and 4,009,809 lb. of England. Copper
imports for the week were; Metal, 6,348,058 lb.; in ore and
matte, 518,133 lb.; total, 6,866,191 lb. The larger imports
^vere from England. Peru, Canada and Chile.

Visible Stocks of Copper in Europe on Nov. 30 were: Great
Britain. 13,572; France, 1,473; afloat from Chile, 2,400; afloat

from Australia, 3,500; total, 20,945 long tons or 4,691,680

lb. This is a decrease of 623 tons from Nov. 15; and of 3,980

tons from the Oct. 31 report.

Tin—But very little business was done. Owing to the small
demand and the larger arrivals the market declined.

Visible Stocks of Tin on Nov. 30 were: United States ex-
cluding Pacific ports, 10,062; London, 5,514; Holland, S75;
total. 16,451 long tons, or 3,685,024 lb. This is an increase of
3,297 tons during November.

Lead—Early in the week preniiums continued to be real-
ized for special brands of lead, but later the market Ijecame
easier and" the metal was available in nearly all quarters at

5.25c., Ne^v York, at which price there were more sellers
than buyers.

Spelter—On relatively small business the market exper-
ienced a severe decline, for which there was apparently no
special reason other than the perception of the hollowness
of the recent advance. The foreign demand which previous-
ly had been the backbone of the market having ceased, tem-
porarily at least, the producers beat a retreat. In the latter
part of the week prompt spelter was available from many
quarters at 15c., January, at 14c., January-February-March,
at 13c. The bulk of the business that was done by producers
was for January-March delivery. Spelter tor delivery in the
second quarter of 1916 was offered at much lower figures,
there being appaently a willingness of some sellers to con-
tract at less than lie. for such business.

Arrivals at Baltimore for the week included 7,471 tons zinc
concentrates from Port Pirie, Australia.

Zinc Sheets are in good demand but have not advanced this
week, and the base price today is $22 per 100 lb., f.o.b. Peru,
111., less 8'; discount

Exports and Imports of tile principal metals, other than
Iron and steel, in the United States nine months ended Sept. 30,

copper and tin in long tons, lead and zinc in short tons:

Exports Imports
1914 1913 1914 1915

Copper 298,305 221,305 116.941 105,121
Tin .543 515 34,055 39.540
Lead 50.211 92,240 17,556 40.581
Zinc 24,946 95.922 819 715

Ores:
Zinc- 8.499 713 14,931 93,291
Zinc ore, contents 140 609 5.664 36,222

Exports iclude reexports of foreign material. Copper
includes contents of ore and matte; lead, contents of ore and
base bullion.

DAILY PRICES OF METALS IN NEW YORK
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Exports of 3Ietals and Minerals from Spain eight months
ended Aug-. 31, as reported by "Revlsta Minera" in metric
tons:

1914 ' ' 191,5 1914 ' ' 1915

IroD 12,441 9.i.l76 4,881,927 2,991,030
Copper 15,729 11.706 74,975 26,304
CoppiT precipitate 7,282 8,010
Lead 110 665 95.899 1,560 &41
Zinc. 1,454 2,843 05,306 21,579
Quiclisilver 1,273 703
Manganese 7.23S 5,439
Pyrites 2.079,658 1,299,281

Salt 417,075 352,864

Imports of coal for the eight months were 1,446,319 tons,

a decrease of 309,734 tons from 1914; imports of coke, 138,027

tons, a decrease of 140, ISS tons.

Other Metals

.\laniinnm—The market remains about the .same. Im-
ported metal is scarcer, and the American producer has none
to spare for early delivery except on contract. Quotations

are 57 @ 60c. per lb. for No. 1 ingots, New York, for a spot

delivery.

Antimony—The market continues strong, although business

has been on a moderate scale. Supplies are low and prices

are very firm. Chinese and other ordinary brands are quoted

at 39@40c. per lb. Cookson's is held as high as 55c., with
very little to be had. Under present conditions it costs close

to 40c., duty paid, to import Chinese. Antimony ore is also

in small supply and has been sold at $2.55 per unit.

]Vickel—There is no change to be reported. Ordinary forms
are 45@50c. per lb., according to size and terms of order.

Electrolytic is 3c. per lb. higher.

Quicksilver—This metal has advanced sharply and is very

firmly held. Stocks are very low. The New York quotations

are $120 @ 125 per flask of 75 lb. Some dealers will not quote,

having no stocks or only enough to suppl.v regular customers.

San Francisco reports by telegraph a firm market, very light

stocks and sales as high as $115 per flask, with little or no
prospect of a decline. On the other hand, London price is

unchanged at £16 10s. per flask, with the same quotation from
second hands.

Minor MetalS'—Current quotations for Bismuth are $3 per

lb.. New York.—Cadmium is quoted as 7s. per lb. in London:
$1.75(5)1.90 per lb., New York.—Cliruminm metal, 75c. per lb..

New York.—Cobalt metal, 97",; pure, is sold at $1.75 @ 2 per

lb.—Magnesium, pure, has gone to a high price, $6 per lb. be-

ing asked.—Selenium varies from $2.50 @ 3 per lb., New York,
for large lots: $4.50@5 for retail quantities.

Gold, Silver and Platinum

XEW YORK—Dec. S

Gold in the United States Dec. 1 is estimated by the Treas-

ury Department as follows: Held in Treasury against gold

certificates outstanding, $1,427,167,399: in Treasury current

balances, $221,663,793: in banks and circulation, $611,856,355;

total, $2,260,687,547. This is an increase of $62,573,785 in No-
vember.

Gold sales from the United States Assay Office in New
York in November were $3,679,450, being $226,686 more than

in October, and $570,607 more than in November, 1914. For
the 11 months ended Nov. 30, the total sales were $58,860,-

366 in 1914, and $31,572,157 in 1915; a decrease of $27,288,209

this year.

Platinum—There is no change in the market. Supplies are

very scarce and dealers hesitate to make quotations, trans-

actions being rather a question of negotiations. Quotations

are approximately $70@74 per oz. for i eflned platinum and
$74@78 per oz. for hard metal.

Iridium—This metal is also very scarce. No definite quo-,

tations can be given, sales being a matter of negotiation in

each case.

Palladium—Some sales are reported at $45@50 per oz.,

according to size and terms of order.

Coined Silver in the United States Dec. 1 is estimated by
the Treasury. Department as follows: Standard dollars, $568,-

271, 6oo; subsidiary coins, $188,695,357: total, $756,967,012. Of

the standard dollars $489,093,355 are held in the Treasury

against silver certificates outstanding.

SilTcr has had some reaction owing to the filling of the

India orders in connection with Mint buying. The disposi-

tion of the English Mint is not to force the price up but to

absorb the floating amounts of bullion at current rates.

Exports of silver from London to the East Jan. 1 to Nov.
24, as reported by Messrs. Pixley & Abell:

1914 1915 Changes

India £4,679,500 £3,495,000 D. £l,184..50O

China ... 42,000 7,000 D. 35,000

Total £4,721,500 £3,502,000 D. £1,219,500

Stocks in Bombay are reported on Nov. 24 as reduced to

5.700 bars.

Zinc and Lead Ore Markets

PL..\TTISVIl.L.E, WIS Dec. 4

The base price paid this week for 60% zinc ore was $100

down to $94 at week end. The base price paid for 80% lead

ore was $70 per ton.

SHIPMENTS WEEK ENDED DEC. 4

Zinc Lead Sulphur
Ore. Lb. Ore, Lb. Ore. Lb.

Week 5,104.000 125,500 791.400
Year 195,231.750 5.643,500 27,325,710

Shipped during week to separating plants, 5.588,000 lb.

zinc ore.

JOPLIN, MO.—Dec. 4

Blende, high price, $107.35; base per ton 60% zinc, premium
ore. $105: medium, $100@90: lower grades down to $85: cala-

mine base per ton 40% zinc, $70<?i60: average selling price, all

grades of zinc. $97.93 per ton. Lead, high price $72.90. base
per ton 80% metal content, $70® 71: average selling price, all

grades of lead, $66.64 per ton.

SHIPMENTS WEEK ENDED DEC. 4

Blende Calamine Lead Values
Totals this week.. 11,825.620 1,063.950 2,236,520 $705,690
Totals this year. . 546,877.620 42,773,650 85,146,700 25,202,770

Blende value, the week. $594,890; 49 weeks, $21,822,500.

Calamine value, the week, $36,280; 49 weeks, $1,098,150.

Lead value, the week, $74,520; 49 weeks. $2,282,120.

While this week's shipment is above an average one it is

a drop of 2,700 tons from last week and shows the effect of

the lower spelter market. During November the demand was
exceptionally strong and practically all the reserve stock was
shipped away, leaving only 1,700 tons at Granby where there

was 4.000 top.s a month ago. Miami is about cleaned up and
none of the other camps have had more reserve than a two
days" production at the end of the week for many months.
Miners working on a sliding scale wage base will be paid dur-

ing December on an average base price of zinc for November of

$101.25. against $82 base of November wage scale. They were
notified of this last Monday and nothing more was heard of

the threatened strike.

Iron Trade Review

NEW YORK—Dec. 8

The iron and steel trades continue strong and active. The
most notable change apparent is an increase in domestic
orders and some falling off in steel for shells and other

war munitions for export. The gain in domestic orders is

largely in structural steel.

The control of the Cambria and the Pennsylvania steel

companies seems to be still in doubt. Numerous rumors as to

the condition of affairs and the projected combinations are

current, but there is no certain information to be had.

The syndicate which is planning a combination of Eastern
blast furnaces now has options on the Thomas, the Wharton,
the Empire and the Crane iron companies. These companies
together own 15 blast furnaces in Pennsylvania and New
Jersey with iron-ore mines, coal mines and coke ovens. .\I1

are producing properties and would constitute an important

block of merchant furnaces.
Exports from Baltimore lor the week included 2,751,992 lb.

steel bars, wire rods and skelp to Liverpool.

The Bethlehem Steel Co. is having plans prepared for the

erection of three new blast furnaces at South Bethlehem.

The Midvale Steel and Ordnance Co. is arranging to build an

additional blast furnace at Coatesville. Penn., at the Worth
Brothers plant.

PITTSBl'RGH—Dec. 7

The runaway market in steel products that was so ap-

parent last month is be =ng checked to an extent by the fact

that there is little to run away. The steel mills are filled

up solidly with business for months to come, while buyers

with scarcely an exception have gotten their tonnages onto

the mill books, the real question in the trade being one of ar-

ranging deliveries so as to discommode the smallest num-
ber of buyers, of course paying attention to the sequence

in which specifications have been received. This sequence is

not the governing element in all instances by any means
as cases are cited of buyers desiring some of their later spe-

cifications to be filled before earlier specifications.
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Finished-steel prices have become practically nominal in

the majority of lines. While precise quotations are available
us representing the market in greneral it is frequently im-
possible to buy at them. Thus bars, plates and shapes are
1.70c., with premiums for early delivery, and open contracts
usually refused at any price. Sheets are strong at 2.50c.

for black, while 2.25c. on blue annealed has become practical-
ly nominal. The leading interest quotes nominally 4.75c.

on galvanized, but is practically filled up for three months.
Wire mills are congested with business.

A situation has been reached in which the purely domestic
demand for steel is beyond any previous record and the war
demand, while important, is no longer the principal element
in the market. Recent rumors that the Allies will buy less

when present contracts for war steel expire do not seem to

cause the least concern in the steel industry.

Pig Iron—The boom in steel has reached pig iron, as prices
are advancing sharply with a comparatively small turnover,
all indications being that the trade is facing an actual scar-

city. The supply of idle furnaces to come in and retard the
advance seems now to be exhausted. Sales of bessemer pig
iron reported in the local market include 3,500 tons at $1S,

an advance from $17.50, 1,100 tons at $18.50 and 1,000 tons, in

two lots of 500 tons eacli, made this week at $19, apparently
the minimum of the market today and representing an advance
of $1.50 on a turnover of scarcely more than 5,000 tons,

altogether an unprecedented performance for bessemer iron.

It is stated that a firm bid of $30 for January delivery has
been turned down. Foundry iron is in fairly large request
and prices have been advancing sharply, by 50c. to $1 in the
week. Basic shows no activity and the last important
domestic sales, at $16. Valley, have no bearing on the present
situation. There have been sales for export at around $18,

Valley, but under peculiar conditions. We quote: Bessemer,
$19@20; basic, $17@1S; foundry and malleable, $17.50@18;
gray forge, $17 (S) 17.50. f.o.b. Valley furnaces, 95c. higher de-
livered Pittsburgh. 'W. P. Snyder & Co. report average prices
in Noveniber, computed from actual sales in 1,000-ton lots

and over, at $16,615 for bessemer, an increase of 61.5c., and
$15,518 for basic, an increase, of 50.33 cents.

F^rromangauese—Better deliveries of English ferroman-
ganese are in sight and the $100 contract price is a definite

factor, domestic producers being therefore disposed to re-
cede from their former" (luotation of $110. Prompt lots bring
about $100 per ton.

Steel—Hardly anything is being done in the open mar-
ket, steel being so scarce. A producer of openhearth steel
has bouf;;ht a round lot of bessemer billets at $29 for use in

its finishing mills, giving it more. openhearth steel to sell in
unfinished form. Several similar transactions, by other mills,
wo;e reported last month. The market is quotable at $29
for bessemer billets and sheet bars and $30 for openhearth,
at maker's mill, Pittsburgh or Youngstown, but the quota-
tions are practically nominal. Forging billets are $4S@50
and rods $3S@40, Pitsburgh.

Foreign Trade in Iron and Steel in the United States 10
months ended Oct. 31 is valued by the Department of Com
merce as below, the figures including machinery:

1914 1915 Changes
Exports $152,776,839 $251,112,482 I. $9S,.33o,643
Imports 22,905,321 14,818,206 D. 8.087,115

Excess, exports $129,871,318 $236,234,276 I. S10(;,422,75S

The chief changes were in the later months. September
exports were more than three times those of last year.

FERROALLOYS
Ferrosiilicon, high grade, 509;, is $S3@S5 per ton at furnace,

according to size of order; bessemer ferrosilicon, from $34 at
furnace for 16',;, down to $24 for IO9;, for 1916 delivery. Spot
is $1 higher.—Ferrotitnuium is 8 @ 12.5c. per lb., according to
size of order.—Ferrovnnadlnni $2.25@2.50 per lb. of contained
vanadium.—Spiegelelsen, $2S@30 per ton at furnace.—Ferro-
tiingsten is very high and irregular. Sales have been reported
as high as $6 per lb. of contained tungsten; while Tungsten
metal has sold at $7 per lb. for 9S'/r pure metal.

IRON ORE (By Telegraph)

Pittsburgli, Dee, S—Lake Superior iron-ore prices for next
season are announced today as follows: Old Range bessemer,
$4.45; Mesabi bessemer, $4.20; Old Range nonbessemer, $3.70;
Mesabi nonbessemer, $3.55; all f.o.b. Lake Erie ports. The
advance over- last season's schedule is approximately 75c.,

except that Old Range bessemer advances only 70c. Some
of the producers favored an increase of $1. The new prices
are 50c. below the schedules obtaining in 1907 and 1910,
which were the highest since the 1900 season.

OTHER ORES
TiingMten Ore-^The Primos Mining and Milling Co., one of

the large purchasers of tungsten ores, has recently published
a revised schedule of purchase prices for Colorado ores.
Under prevailing market conditions, miners are doing re-
markably well mining ore of as low grade as 2% which sells
for $29 per ton or at the rate of $14.50 per unit, a figure
double that paid IS months ago for 60% material which is
now worth $35 per unit or $2,100 per ton. Intermediate fig-
ures in value per ton are as follows: 3%, $46; 4%, $92; 5%,
$115. 109;, $230; 15f;, $345; 20%, $460 per ton.

COKE
Connellsville—The market for furnace coke is quiet, but

there is an undertone of strength, there being few sellers
at quoted prices of $2.15(g'2.25 for prompt furnace, and a defi-
nite scarcity may develop over the holidays, as is usually the
case. There is no demand for contract furnace coke, quot-
able nominally at $2.35@2.50 for first half and $2.25@2.35 for
the whole year. Foundry coke is firm and moderately active
at io(Si3.25 for prompt or contract, per net ton at ovens.
The sharp advances occurring in pig iron are not necessarily
favorable to the coke market, as they indicate a scarcity of
pig iron due to there being few if any idle furnaces to be
blown in, so that no increased consumption of coke is sug-
gested by the pig-iron advance.

Coal and Coke SliipnientN, Pennsylvania R.R. lines east of
Pittsburgh and Erie, 10 months ended Oct. 31, in short tons:

1914 1915 Chances
Anthracite 9 067,445 8.687,790 D. 379,655
Bituminous 37.840,834 35,983,366 D. 1,857.468
Coke 8,277,868 3,604,424 1.1,326,556

Totals 55,186,147 54,275,580 D. 910.567

October total tonnage was 6,615,053 tons, an increase of
S75.511 tons over last vear.

British Fuel Exports, 10 months ended Oct. 31, in long
tons:

1914 1915 Changes
Coal 52,060,846 36.944,758 D. 15,116,088
Coke 975,2.54 798,188 D. 177,066
Briquettes 1,487.943 1 ,087,660 D. 400,283
Steamer coal 16.0:37,409 11.745,472 D. 4,291.937

Total 70,561.452 50,576,078 D. 19,985,374

The steamer coal is fuel furnished to steamships in for-
eign trade. Imports are very small.

Chemicals
NEW YORK—Dee. 8

The general market seems to have a stronger undertone
and business looks better for next year.

Arsenie—The market is still rather quiet with small sales.
Quotations are $3.75 @ 4 per 100 lb.: but it is claimed that they
can be shaded for a good oi-der.

Copper Sulphate—Business has been chiefly in small lots.

Prices have advanced sharply, the current quotations being
$10 per 100 lb. for carload lots and $10.25 per 100 lb. for
smaller orders.

Nitrate of Soda—The position is very strong, notwith-
standing the increased production in Chile. This has been
offset by the difficulty in getting ships, and the high ocean
freights. The quotations are firmer, spot being especially
strong. As high as $3.25 per 100 lb. is asked for spot, while
$3 per 100 lb. is named for futures.

Shipments from Chile for the 10 months ended Oct. 31 are
reported as below, in tons:

1914 1915 Changes
United States 454,950 713,700 I. 25S 750
Europe 1,072,400 775.300 D. 297,100

Totals 1,527,350 1,489,000 D. 38,350
Pyrites—Arrivals at Baltimore tor the week included 2,514

tons of pyrites from Spain.

Imports and Exports of Chemicals in the United States nine
months ended ,Sept. 30. in pounds:

1914 1915 1914 1915
.\rsemc 3,171.867 2.655.334 700 8,823
Bleach 29,185,862 6,779,926 12,654 120,126
.Acetate of lime 41,514,968 17,586,573
Calcium carbide 26,401,723 28,809 380
Potash .ialt.s 23.065.731 13,960,537 481,655 983.178
Sodium cyanide 1,240,904 3,662,888 1,796,927
Soda salts, value $468,664 $361,313 $10,061 $22,635

Exports include reexports of foreign material. This state-
ment does not include nitrate of soda nor crude potash salts
used chiefly as fertilizers.
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vVssessmenta N. Y. EXCH. Dec. 7 BOSTON EXCH Dec. 7

Company

Blue Bull Reorg.. N
Clear Grit. Ida
Coeur d'Aiene Inv., Ida
Columbus Ext.. Utah,
Confidence, Nev
Cons. Imperial. Nev
Darby M. & M.. Ida....

Dry Canon Cons.. Utah
Emerald Oil. Utah
Eureka M. & M- Ida.

Great Western. Xev.
Hancock Cons,, Mich
Hector. Ida
Idaho & Los Angeles. Ida.

Ivanhoe, Ida
Jack Waite. Ida
Laclede, Ida
Leonora M. <t M., Utah. .

Lucky Swede. Ida
MUilarj- M. A M.. Ida. (post.)

Missoula Copper, Ida,

Montana Standard
National Copper. Ida
National Lead. Ida
Nevada-Douglas. Nev
New Arcadian, Mich,
New Baltic. Mich
O. K. Ex. M. &, R., Utah.
Oreano, Ida
Oriental, Ni

Original. N
Phedora. Ida., (post.)

Phoenix. Mich
Rescue Eula, Nev
Seg. Belcher & Midas, Nev
Silver Cliff, Ida
Sonora M. & M.. Ida
Sunset Dev.. Ida
Sunshine. Ida. (post.

Ton. Gipsy Queen, Nev
Tonopah Midway. Nev
Umatilla Ton.. Nev
West Toledo. Utah
Woir Mountain. Utah.

.

Stock Uiiotiitious

Among sales at auction we note: 3,061
Great Sierra Consol. Silver Co., $3 lot; 112
Magistral Exploration Co., $8 lot; 600
Parrott City Gold Placer Mining and
Water Power Co.. $6 lot: 1.300 Navaho
Gold Mining Co., $10 lot; 7.200 Goldfield
Tombov Mining Co., $11 lot; 250 British
Guiana' Consol. Co., Ltd.. $15 lot; 170 Ohio
Zinc Co., $11 lot; $11,300 Woodstock Iron
and Steel bond certifs. of deposit, $100 lot.

COLO. SPRI.XGS Dec. 71
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SYXOPSIS—Grarcl is sluiced as fast as mined

in summer. Construction of .sluice and dump bo.re.1

varies with conditions, although the principles

hold throughout. Pole riffles are usualhj mi ployed,

although occasionally the iron-bound II uni/arian

type w in service. Methods of cleaning-up are

described.

Except for small-scale operations at the heads ol' the

creeks and at other places where water is scarce during

dry weather, gravel mined during summer at Fairbanks,

x\laska, is sluiced as fast as hoisted. The bucket is

Vi'^. 1 shows the relation of the apron to Ihe dump box

and also the construction of a typical dump box. The
box is usually equipped with block riffles and is given a

grade of 7 to 13 in. in 12 ft., IOI/2 in- being a common
figure. This grade is about the same as that of the siui-.-e

boxes and is often in.sufficient for the dump box in which

the current, owing to the greater width of the sheet of

water and the constant interference from dumping and
forking, is considerably less. To obviate this difficulty the

intake from the flume is commonly placed at a relatively

higher position in the box than the outlet.

The apron, which may or may not be covered witli

sheet iron, is made of light jioles or ])laiik. Wlicii poles

MAKING A CLEANUP AFTER SLUICING PART OP THE WINTER DUMP

dumped on an inclined platform, or apron, which dis-

charges into the mud box, or dump box. Here the lumps
of sticky clay are broken up and the large rocks removed.

Following the dump box, which is larger and of more
substantial construction than the sluice boxes, comes the

main sluice, consisting of five or more 12-ft. riffled boxes

and additional fakse-bottom boxes to distribute the tail-

ings. Dump box and sluice are placed on light timber

trestles at sufficient elevation to give plenty of grade to

the boxes and to provide room for the disposal of tailings.

are used without an iron cover, considerable fine dirt sifts

through and gold is thus lost.

Sluice boxes are made in sizes ranging from 10 in. wide

at the small end to 14 in., the 12-in. size probably being

most used. Details of construction of such a box are

shown in Fig. 2. The ordinary telescope box. owing to

ease of setting and changing, is most widely used, but some

operators prefer the box illustrated in Fig. 3, which is built

after the order of the ordinary flume box, on the ground

that it does not clog so easih'. This seems largely a matter

only of individual taste.
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The flimsy construction of these boxes is a marvel

to one accustomed to the heavy material used for the

sluices in large hydraulic mines. One-inch lumber, planed

on one side so that its effective thickness is not more than

% in., with 2x4-in. braces, makes a box that can be

handled vi^ith ease and that will take care of all the gravel

that can be passed through it in one season—usually less

than 15,000 cu.yd. Next year is another matter in the

view of the average operator, for he may have made
his stake, he may have failed so heavily as to lose his

plant, he may have sold out or he may have moved to

another creek or even to another district. In any event

the boxes are sure to require resetting, and the expense of

constructing four or five new ones to sa\e the bulk of the

gold is comparatively slight. (The materials for a box

cost about $3.50.) The native timber of the Tanana
makes a poor grade of lumber, and sluice boxes, while idle,

will warp and crack in such manner as greatly to decrease

their effectiveness. Consequently it is considered good

practice to equip only the best of these old boxes with

riffles, using the others as false-bottom boxes for dis-

tributing the tailings. These false bottoms are also oC

one-inch material and serve to jjvoti'ct the Ijottoms from

Ml \\ ^P^on exfends over

edge of dump-box

Eleva+ion End View

FIG. 1. DETAIL OF DUMP- OR MUD-BOX

excessive wear, especially at the dro]) where a box receives

the discharge from the one above.

Sluice boxes, when used for any length of time, accumu-

late important quantities of gold in cracks, joints, splin-

ters and abraded portions and knot-holes. To recover

this they are burned after being discarded. Some have

yielded more than an ounce of gold dust. Before laying

aside for the winter, if it is thought that they carry

considerable gold, they are frequently dried thoroughly

over the boiler and pounded on canvas to recover as much
as possible without destroying their utility.

Grades and Riffles Depend on Various Factors

The grade at which the boxes must be set depends on

the amount of water available, the coarseness and quan-

tity of the gravel, the type of box and riffle, and on the

fall that can be used and still leave room for disposal

of tailings. With pole riffles and telescope boxes the av-

erage is about 10 or lOiA in. per box-length of 12 ft.

—

although in reality it is more than this, since the effective

length of box, owing to overlapping, is less than 12 ft.

Theoretically, the thinnest layer of water that will carry

away the material is best for saving gold, and a wide

sluice with comparatively low velocity is advisable. In

practice it is found that a comparatively high grade is

necessary to save fine gold and that less water is then

required, which is an important point in many parts

of the Fairbanks district. For these reasons narrow boxes

with steep grades are employed.

Many kinds of riffles have been tried at Dawson and

Nome, but the Fairbanks operators have been too well sat-

isfied with the ordinary pole riffle to seek earnestly for a

substitute. These (see Fig. 4) are made of peeled spruce

poles 3 or 3 in. in diameter, in (j-ft. lengths or slightly less,

with head pieces of proper length to fit tightly into the

iioxes. They are held in place by nails driven into the

head blocks through the sides of the boxes; the nails

are allowed to protrude enough so that they can easily be

withdrawn with a clawhammer when it is wished to re-

move the riffles. The poles wear out quickly, which might

l)e prexented by protecting them with iron strips, but they

are so inexpensive and quickly made that this is not con-

sidered necessary.

An iron-shod cross-riffle, known locally as the Hun-
garian, is very efficient as a gold saver, and it is not

unusual to equip one or two boxes with it, the others

Length of Box le. Widih af Narrow
End IB'Depth ll,"Grade /O'per Box

^ 3^
Folc/ect canvas fo

prevent /eakage of^

wafer

Sides and boffofTJS of boxes are of I'nafive spruce,p/anedc
side. Collars are ofrough 2x4"fno per box

Sec+ion showIng'De+ails of Collar

Fir;. 2. TELESCOPE TYPE OF SLUICE BOX

having pole riffles. Some operators prefer the Hun-
garian for all boxes, but it is more expensive and has

the disadvantage of clogging more easily than the pole

riffle.

Refinements in the matter of gold-saving devices have

attracted little attention at Fairbanks. Transverse under-

currents of the u.sual type, in connection with punched-

iron screens, coco matting and amalgamated plates, have

Ijeen tried with moderate success, but they have not in

many ca.ses returned the cost of installing, which may
be partly owing to lack of intelligent attention. One
serious objection to their use is that they remove large

quantities of water from the sluice, causing the coarse

tailings to pile up at the end of the boxes.

A new type of undercurrent designed to overcome this

ditliculty is shown in Fig. 5. It was tried out with excel-

lent results during the s\immer of 1914 by E. M. Keys,

of Chatanika. In four months gold to the value of $3,600

was saved, as against a few hundred for all season using

the old-style undercurrent. It is essential, however, that
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boxes equipped with it be cleaned up every two days,

since its efficiency decreases greatly thereafter. Two boxes

of the flush-joint type shown in Fig. ;i are fitted with this

riffle, and one is cleaned iip each day. In doing this it is

a simple matter to remove the plate and riffles and rinse

off the blanket and coco matting in a tub of water. This

is done, of course, at a time which will not interfere with

sluicing operations. The same riffle, installed on claim

No. 7 Below Discovery, Cleary Creek, where, owing partly

to the fine character of the gold previous attempts at

mining had resulted in failure, recovered 20% of the

entire cleanup. This gold, which had been lost before,

made it possible to operate at a profit.

It has generally been held by Fairbanks operators, in

view of the failure of the ordinary type of undercurrent

and amalgamated plates materially to increase the saving,

that very little fine gold occurs in the deposits of the

district. The experience of ilr. Keys proves the falsitj-

of this contention and indicates that there is much room

for improvement in methods of gold recovery.

A string of boxes is rarely called on to handle more than

lofl cu.vd. of material in 10 hr. and it handles this casilv

t..^

t<--
I

-/i>'- -—>i F/t/sh

„ „ Join/

^=Heavy Blanket or
Cocoa Matting

FI&.3 PLAN OF FLUME-TYPE OF SLUICE BOX

Sides, of sluice box sfionn by broken lines

2x2 Head-piece .-Peeled Spruce,3 -^o3 D/am.

Curre.nl- j'xs'Side .Pieces

.a ^ J ,^3 ,'j -a j

Longi+udinal Sec+ion Through Riffles

Side Piece ^

\ I--^^-J
Plan of Hungarian Riffle

FIG.4 RIFFLES MOST COMMONLY USED
IN SLUICE BOXES

- 6 Long-

Plan of Riffles

FIG.5 EFFICIENT UNDERCURRENT
COMING INTO USE

FIGS. 3 TO 5. RIFFLE TYPES AND UXDERCURRENT ARRANGEMENT

if a reasonable amount of water is available. The gravel

dumped on the apron rolls or slides into the dump box,

where the dump-box man stands in hip boots, armed with

a broad sluice fork of eight or more strong tines. The
fresh gravel is worked over by means of the fork until

it gradually washes away, the large rocks being thrown

over the side of the box. It was formerly considered the

best practice to have the shovelers throw all large rocks

behind them underground, but it is becoming customary

to send all these that are not too large to the dump box,

since this allows them to be washed clean and avoids de-

lay on the iJart of the shovelers. At some mines the

rock piles become so large that it is necessary to place

a car and track at the elevation of the dump box to wheel

the rocks away. Considerable skill and conscientiousness

are required on the part of the dump-box man (who nmst
work during summer with his feet in ice-cold water and
his head in the blazing sun) especially when water gets low

and gravel comes faster than usual, for there is then a

tendency to use the fork as a shovel and remove much fine

material with the coarse rocks, thus losing consideral)le

gold. The dump-box man also, if he has time, takes care

of the sluice boxes and the tailings discharge, swinging

the tail boxes from side to side and adding new ones as

they are needed.

The Problem of Water a.vd ilEAX.s of Handling It

The semi-aridity of the climate of the Yukon basin and

the low gradient of the streams co;nbine to make tl>e water

question a serious one. Gravity water for sluicing is oij-

tained at Fairbanks wherever it is possible to do so with-

out prohibitive expense, but the comparatively small scale

of the operatians, coupled with the large number of indi-

vidual operators and their proneness to move from daini

to claim and from creek to creek, has jDrevented the de-

velopment of an efficient ditch system. The only diteli

of any importance is the Cleveland, which takes water

from the Chatanika River and delivers it to the mines at

the mouth of Cleary Creek at such elevation that pump-
ing is not required. The price charged is about $1 per

sluice-head per hour. There are many
smaller ditches that lead the water from

each creek up on the benches, where it

may or may not require pumping, but

these do not go beyond the watershed of

the individual creeks to obtain their sup-

ply. The amount of water required

varies with size of boxes, grade, charac-

ter and quantity of gravel, etc. The
amount that will keep a given set of

boxes nmning freely under whatever

conditions they happen to be working is

termed a "sluice-head," irrespective of

the actual second-feet flowing.

Where water cannot be obtained by

gravity, resort must be had to pumping,
and where it is very scarce it must be

impounded and used over and over, the

portion that escapes by seepage and
otherwise serving to replenish the sup-

ply of the next lower operator. In re-

turning the water the boxes are usually

so arranged as to discharge upstream

and ponds are made by fencing with

low dams made of brush or moss

weighted with gravel, mud or sand; they are character-

ized by a considerable horizontal area and small depth.

On account of the dirt and grit in the water centrifu-

gal pumps are used exclusively for raising it to the

boxes. These are usually of the Worthington or Snow
makes, 6- to 8-in. discharge pipe, driven by belt from
20- or 25-lip. horizontal engines. The lift varies from 20

to .35 ft. With wood costing $12 or more a cord the cost

of pumping as.sumes formidable proportions, and this is

one place where cheaper power will be of inestimable bene-

fit. An effort will be made to introduce oil engines for

pumping, and it is probable that this will result in an

important saving to the district.

Method of Cleaning Up the Boxes

The cleanup, which is usually made weekly or at 10-day

intervals, is simple, although details vary more or less at

different mines. The riffles are first removed bv withdraw-

-v.'-g 'Jndercurreni

in Place in Box

Sj
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ing the nails holding them to the boxes and are wa.shed

free from all adhering gold and gravel. As a general

thing, except perhaps once a month or at the end of the

season's work, only the upper boxes are cleaned up, since

these and the dump box catch by far the greater propor-

tion of the gold. If it is not desired to take the time and
labor necessary for a careful cleanup, the gold may be

concentrated without moving, but it is more often shov-

eled into pails or pans and carried to the upper boxes.

A box that is smooth and comparatively free from knot-

holes, cracks and seams, .near the lower end of those to be

cleaned, is then chosen, and a block of wood 2 or 3 in.

high is fitted tightly into this to serve as a dam to catch

the black sand and other concentrates.

Water is next turned on in just sufficient quantity to

move the material slowly down the boxes and is carefully

regulated to prevent too ra])id movement, since the gravel

and gold, on passing from a rough box into one with a

smooth bottom, are likely to be flushed down too quickly,

in which case they may over-ride the dam and make it

necessary to carry everything back to the upper boxes.

Two or three men, with wooden paddles about 3 ft. long

and 3 in. wide, work over the concentrates as they wash
down, placing the paddles on the bottom and pushing up
against the current through the concentrates. Care is

taken to keep far enough down, moving from place to

place, to avoid disturbing the gold, which collects at the

upper end and becomes cleaner and cleaner as the whole

gradually works down the boxes. All rocks of any size

are thrown out by hand. The water is turned off while

the gold, containing considerable black sand and other

impurities, is several feet above the wooden block inserted

as a dam. A large flat rock is placed against one side

of the box, and the enriched concentrate is brushed over

against this side. A little water is then turned on,

and the gold is cleaned by bru.shing the water against the

cencentrate with a stiff whisk-broom, something after the

order of the planilla. The black sand is gradually washed

away, the gold remaining behind in a comparatively clean

condition. (See Fig. 6.) The cleanup may be expedited

by dividing the concentrates into two or more parts to be

worked over by two or more men. In any event one man
usually goes over the upper boxes with a whisk broom and

carefully brushes down all gold that has remained behind.

This is not done if only a rough cleanup is desired, and

if little time is available the concentrates as stopped by

the dam, gold and all, may be removed at once from the

box and cleaned by panning or otherwise.

In cleaning the gold in the boxes, some of it escapes

and washes down with the back sand to the dam. Some
of this is fairly coarse, but much- of it is fine and flaky

and can be removed from the black sand only with con-

siderable difficulty. The blank sand is shoveled out and

stored in barrels or boxes, or it may be put back into the

.sluice. It is sold to professional black-.sand cleaners

or is cleaned by the operator himself at the end of the

season. It is sometimes treated with a dilute solution of

potassium cyanide to clean any rusty gold that may be

present and then ground in a home-made cleanup barrel

with mercury. The amalgam is recovered i)y means of a

funnel and bowl, as shown in Fig. 7.

The impure gold dust removed from the boxes is freed

jf iron and magnetite by means of a small horseshoe mag-
net. It is then usually screened into two or more sizes.

The coarse pieces are picked over by hand and all for-

eign material is discarded, while the fine part is cleaned

by blowing in the well-known rectangular trays. This

operation, though apparently simple, is one requiring skill

and experience. The dust is flipped into the air by a pe-

culiar underhand rotary-jerking motion, the heavy gold

being thrown back toward the operator while the lighter

impurities and some gold work out toward the front of the

Bcoop. The operator blows lightly with his breath to as-

sist in the separation, and in this manner all light impuri-

ties are gradually removed. It is a tedious operation and
one requiring great pains, so it is not surprising that

many miners send their dust to the bank in a very impure
condition. One operator, when chided for this by the

as.sayer, pointed to a huge tailing pile, saying that in re-

TigM-fifUng Block.BorS'nigh

^^
Fine Gravel,8lackSand
,y and some Gold —

Mixed 8/ac/c SandandGold

<—--
FI&.6 REMOVING BLACK SAND FI?OM CLEANUP

Home-made Cleanup Barrel for Cleaning

Black Sand a+ End of Season

Apparatus for Recovering

Amalgam

FIST APPARATUS FOR CLEANING BLACK SAND

FIGS. 6 AND 7. METHOD AND APP.4RATUS FOR
CLEANING UP

moving all that from the gold he thought he had done his

share. Impure gold may be cleaned by the bank assayer

in the presence of the depositor, in which case the

"blowings" are returned, or the impurities may be fluxed

off in melting into bars for shipment.

Briefly, the operator sells his gold dust to one of the

two banks at Fairbanks, receiving a cash advance within

safe limits if it is desired, and final payment on comple-

tion of the assay. The bank charges for handling are

2%% of ^hs value of the gold; that is, the depositor

receives 9Ti/^% of the value his gold will have when
made up into coin by the Government, all charges being

paid by the bank out of its 31/2%.

Dasc®-^©!?^ of PI^taEiiuaEmi isa SpaiEa
According to a detailed account published in Eev'x^ia

Minera Meialurgica y de Ingcnicr'ia. Madrid, Nov. 1,

1915, the presence of platinum has been definitely deter-

mined in some parts of the Ronda Mountains, in the

province of Malaga, Spain.

In the course of a petrographic study of the rocks of

the district by Domingo de Orueta, it was noticed that

some of the rock bears a close resemblance to the plat-

inum-bearing strata of the Urals, in Russia. The matter

was followed up by careful sampling, during which plat-

inum was actually found. The ground was then explored

by boring, and the borings were washed. By this means

pellets of platinum were found, together with the charac-

teristic black sands, magnetite, chromite, etc.
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InKanira^ dirndl MaIlatlaiB=5^ KHagaEaeeirs

The eniergeiioies of the present Ktiroiieaii \v;ir liave

been of such constant occurrence and have been met

with such brilliant fortitude, especially by the Royal

Engineers, that they have been given a glowing tril)ute

by Sir John French in a dispatch dated Oct. 1"), in

which he I'alls s])ecial attention to the splendid work

carried out by those "companies officered largely by

iiiiiiiiKj eiigineerg^ and manned by professional miners."

I have on previous occasions called your Lordship's at-

tention to the admirable work of the corps of the Royal
Engineers This work covers a very wide field, demanding
a high standard of technical knowledge and skill, as well

as unflagging energy.
The necessity for skilled labor at the front I'as been so con-

tinuous that Royal Engineer units have frequently been
forced to forego those periods of rest which at times it has
been possible to grant to other troops; but, in spite of this,

they have responded loyally to every call on their services.

Notwithstanding the heavy casualties sustained by all ranks,

the esprit de corps of the Royal Engineers is such that the

new material is at once animated by the same ideals, and the

same devotion to duty ts maintained.
I desire to call your Lordship's attention to the splendid

work carried out by the Tunneling Companies. These com-
panies, othcered largely by mining engineers and manned by
professional miners, have devoted themselves whole-heartedly
to the dangerous work of- offensive and defensive mining,

a task ever accompanied by great and unseen dangers. It

is impossible within the limits of a dispatch to give any
just idea of the work of these units, but it will be found,

when their history comes to be written, that it will present a

story of danger, of heroism and of difficulties surmounted
worthy of the best traditions of the Royal Engineers, under
whose general direction their work is carried out.

It did not take the pre.seut war to bring the necessity

of engineering knowk'dge in warfare to the attention of

the commanding generals. Our own Engineer Corps,

aliout which so much is now being heard in connection

with its augmentation in time of trouble by a reserve of

civilian engineers, came into being as an arm of the

service in 1846.

The conspicuous services performed in the ile.xican

War by engineers, which ^laj. W'ildurr Willing, in "Pro-

fessional ilemoirs," says "must ever be a source of in-

spiration and profitable study to their successors in that

branch,'" are interestingly summarized in the "Interna-

tional Jlilitary Digest."

The need for engineer troops was first emphasized
when Taylor's purs'uit of the Mexicans on Texas soil was
halted by the lack of pontoon equipage with which to cross

the Rio Grande. Authorized on May 15, 1S46, the first engineer
company was organized under Capt. A. J. Swift and reached
the Rio Grande on its way to the front with Wool's army
in October. • The river, 800 ft. wide at this point, was crossed
liy means of a flying bridge. Means for other difficult cross-

ings had to be improvised during this march. In the advance
on Victoria the next month, the "pick and shovel brigade"
rendered the road practicable for thfe train.

During Scott's operation at Vera Cruz, the engineer com-
pany was employed in opening up new roads, destroying the

underground aqueduct that supplied the city, locating and con-

structing (assisted by details from the line) the batteries

and siege works, and later in mapping this captured city.

Colonel Totten was Scott's chief engineer during this time.

When the column started for Mexico City, the company
marched at the rear; after Cerro Gordo and the resumption
of the advance from Puebla. it had moved up to the forefront,

and with the best of transportation. Among its important
duties were the improvement of the roads, bj' which Scott

turned the city to the south: participation in the attack at

Padierna and the surprise of Valencia's army; the construc-

tion of batteries that bombarded Chapultepec; and an active

role in following up that victory and entering the city. The
company officers at this time were Lieuts. G. W. Smith and
G. B. McClellan.

Ail told, there were 44 engineer officers in the war, 2."> ot
whom were in the Topographical Engineers. Especially con-
spicuous were the services of the individual officers on staff

duty. Both Taylor and Scott used these officers constantly in

reconnoitering the enemy's position; nearly every plan of
campaign was b.ased upon their reports, and the attacking
columns were often guided by these same officers. Thus
Mansfield at Monterey, Lee and Johnston at Cerro Gordo,
Beauregard and Tower before Mexico City, and a dozen others
made notable performances. It was a striking tribute to the
engineers that from their number were chosen five of the
council of 12 that decided which point of the city fortifica-

tions was to be attacked.

In a recent lecture Prof. R. M. Johnston, Harvard's

great military scientist, discussing old and new theories

of battle, stated that geometry was first called in to the

general's aid in the eighteenth century and it soon be-

came his sovereign master. The eighteenth century thus

first l^rought the engineer into prominence, and he was

constantly consulted, at that time, on all que.stions of

time, distance and formation. He was not, however, giv-

en any prestige, but was kept as the cook in the kitchen,

to make the broth which the pompously arrayed butler

would .serve. The wars of the Revolution gave the en-

gineers a somewhat better chance, and in 1T94 came the

founding of the Ecole Polyteclmique. The development

of artillery wa.s the chief factor that made for the change

of old theories at this time, and it was the artillery that

produced Napoleon.

'The italics ar rs.—Editor.

Acadl SuappMes ana

Framice aimdl E-jra^lsiiiadl

The requirements of the French munition factories for

sulphuric acid have become so important that it has been

questioned, says Le Phosphate, whether the whole of the

French ontput should not be reserved for the state instead

of the 30% as at present. Happily it has been remem-

bered in time that the needs of agriculture are as import-

ant as others from the point of view of the war, and it has

been finally decided to reserve the quantities necessary

for the manufacture of superphosphate.

Our contemporary estimates that this will give from

;300,000 to 400,000 tons of superphosphate—little enough

in comparison with the amount used before the war, but

now perhaps sufficient in view of the shortage of labor

in the country districts.

In addition to the foregoing translation, the Chemical

Trade Journal prints the following: Everywhere it is com-

plained that the color difficulty grows greater, says the

Dyer and Calico Printer, and the government consumption

of sulphuric acid is freely given as the cause of the short-

ness of the supply of British-made colors. Dyers feel the

shortage more acutely than anybody else, but the conse-

quences are felt, of course, by everybody needing colored

yarn or goods, .so that there is a continual buzz of dissatis-

faction. It may be hoped impartially that the arrange-

ments for promoting the production of sulphuric acid are

upon a scale commensurate with the new arrangements

that are being made for its consumption. Very soon sul-

phuric acid will be wanted in quantities largely exceeding

a consumption that is already tremendous, and a surplus

bevond the needs of the explosives trade is indispensable if

there are to be dves in any abundance.

New Coal Fields Are Keportea near Manchuli on the Chi-

nese Eastern R.R. in Manchuria. Their extent is now being

investigated.
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)Ihii©^s ©ri^s s

SiWOPSIS—The products of the Ashio Copper

Mines are smelted at Honzan, about 100 mi. north

of Tokyo. The coarse first-grade ores are charged

directly to the blast furnaces; the concentrates and

fines are first briquetted or sintered in pots. Acid-

lined barrel-type converters are used. A new dust-

settling system was completed in September.

The Ashio Copper Mme.s, of Japan, formally opened

on Sept. 27, 191.5, its new dust-settling system at the

Honzan smelting works, near Ashio, in Tochigi Ken, on

the island of Hondo. The Ashio company has in this

district a concession of about 4,000 acres. The three

principal mines are Honzan, Kotaki and Tsudo, which are

Lhibei Furukawa and controls seven groups of copper

mines, two silver mines, one gold mine, one lead mine
and several collieries, the company's concessions embrac-

ing 54,000 acres. To summarize briefly, it has 9 of-

fices, 2 copper works (Nikko and Amagasaki), 20 mines,

an annual production of 15,000 tons of copper, 200,000

tons of copper ore and 550,000 tons of coal, besides

lead bullion, silver ore, zinc ore, etc. It employs about

22,000 men, who are supervised by 1,600 officials.

Chief Copper ^Iineral Is Chalcopyrite

The ore deposits of the Ashio group of mines consist

for the most part of veins transversing Tertiary lipar-

ite (rhyolite) and, to some extent, the Paleozoic sedi-

ments of the district. The principal Paleozoic rocks are

Zim///////^yJ'̂j,^)y,}y^^^^^,;,,,^̂ .'^^

SIDE ELEVATION

PLAN AND ELEVATION OF HONZAN SMELTING WORKS OF THE ASHIO COPPER MINES

situated aljout three miles apart. Each has its own
ore-dressing plant, but the smelting for all the Ashio

mines is done at Honzan. The blister copper is re-

fined at the Nikko Copper Works, about 20 mi. north-

east of Ashio.

Furukawa & Co., which owns the aforementioned

properties, is the most important mining company in

Japan. It was established over 40 years ago by the late

slate, quartzite and limestone. The liparite is a vol-

canic neck erupted through the Paleozoic and is more
than two miles in diameter. The chief constituents of

the veins are chalcopyrite and pyrite, with frequently

arsenopyrite, blende, galena and pyrrhotite. Occasion-

ally, bornite, chalcocite, cuprite, malachite, pisanite,

azurite and native copper are all found in the oxidized

zone. Karely, native liisnuitli, bisnuithinite, wolframite.
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Huorite, vivianite, hidlamite and apatite are found. As
gangue, chlorite, quartz and clay are common, with cal-

cite occurring occasionally.

Overhand stoping is generally adopted at the Ashio

mines; underhand stoping and Nukihori (special work-
ing for richer part of vein) are rarely used. Both hand
and machine drilling are done. Among the machine
drills are: Water Leyner, Ingersoll-Sergeant, Sullivan,

Flottmann, Little Wonder and others. The ores in the

mines are usually classified into two kinds—first-grade

and second-grade. The former is rich ore sorted un-

derground and usually averages 12% copper. About 214
tons of first-grade and 1,263 tons of second-grade ore

comprise the daily output from the three mines, accord-

ing to a booklet published this year by the Furukawa
company, from which many of the data in this article

were obtained.

Blast Puknaces and Acid-Lined Coxvekteiis

Smelting is done in four blast furnaces, the matte

being converted in three stands of acid-lined barrel-type

converters. The ores received at the smelting works are

n A.Mi; loi;

classified into five kinds. These include lump ore, lines,

concentrates, slimes and cement copper. The output

from the concentrating plants amounts to about 300 tons

daily, with an average copper content of about 11%. Ce-

ment copper is obtained from two sources, the mine

water and the waters draining from the old dumps. The

copper is precipitated on scrap iron, the daily production

amounting to aboiit 2.3 tons averaging 66% Cu. The

smelting plant treats annually about 100,000 tons, with

an output of over 11,000 tons of copper.

The lump ore is charged to the blast furnaces in the

raw state, and the fine", are either sintered or briquetted.

Most of the fines are sintered in pots, of which there

are 8, placed in two rows and used alternately. The
pots are conical, hold about 11 tons of ore and liave

false bottoms through wliich the blast enters. After

sintering, the mass is cooled and crushed into suitable

sizes for charging to the blast furnace. Three Ijriquet-

ting machines are at work, with an oiitput of 40 tons of

briquettes in 24 hr.

The blast furnaces are of the rectangular water-jack-

eted type, each 42x160 in. at tuyeres. The height from

the center of the tuyeres to the feed floor is 8 ft. 6

in. Each furnace has twenty-four 4i/2-iii- tuyeres. The
forehearths are 12 ft. in diameter inside and 4 ft. in

height, and are lined with magnesite brick. The blast

for the furnaces is supplied at 2-lb. pressure by a Eoots

No. 8 blower and turbo-blowers. Each furnace smelts

about 90 tons per 24 hr., and the grade of the matte

averages 40%. The composition of the slag is: Silica,

39%; iron, 25%; lime, 19%; alumina, 9%; copper,

0.2%.

The matte is converted in hydraulic-tilting shells,

of which six are provided for the three blowing stands.

The shells are 72 in. in diameter and 100 in. in length.

Blast is supplied at 10-lb. pressure by two horizontal

Idowing engines driven by electricity, and also a ver-

tical engine driven by water power. The lining material

is decomposed liparite found in the vicinity. The con-

\erters produce about 6.5,000 lb. of blister copper per

day, which is cast into 70-lb. bars or anode plates. The

analysis of the blister copper is: Cu, 99.077%; Au,

0.0003 oz.; Ag, 0.1065 oz. ; As, 0.029% ; Bi, 0.006%; Pe,

0.052%; S, 0.028%; Se and Te, 0.038%.

New Flue System Finished This Yeah

The smoke from the smelting plant is passed into a

Cyclone dust catcher by means of fans. Having pre-

cipitated most of the suspended dust therein, the fume

enters the common flue and proceeds to the fume-pre-

cipitating chamber, where it is condensed and precipi-

tated by the Rosing wire system. The gases escape

through the chimneys after being diluted with fresh air

forced in by the fans. The provision of four stacks is

noteworthy, and the general arrangement of the flue sys-

tem may be noted from the accompanying engravings,

sliowing the flue system in plan and elevation, as well

as presenting several interesting exterior views. It

will be observed that the new flue system involved a

large amount of concrete construction, which, judging by

the general view, has been well executed. Another in-

teresting illustration is that of the ceremony celebrating

the opening of the flue on Sept. 27. Another view shows

the fans that supply extraneous air at the l)ase of the

stacks for diluting the flue gases. The gases as dis-

charged into the air contain about 3% by volume of

SO,. Care is also taken to prevent damage by the waste

products of the precipitating and dressing plants. The

tail water from the precipitating tanks and the slimy

water from the ore-dressing plants are treated with milk

of lime after they have passed through the settling pond.

Rower for the Ashio copper operations is supplied

from the Hosoo hydro-electric power plant, built in 1905,

about 12 mi. from Ashio. This plant develops 2,500

hp., but it is being enlarged to 10,000 hp. for the pur-

pose of supplying both the Ashio Copper Mines and the

Nikko Refining Works. Besides the main power plant
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thexe are several auxiliary electrie- and two water-power

jjlants, uear Ashio. The consumption of power in the

various departments of the Ashio Copper Mines is as

follows : Mining, 2,550 hp. ; ore dressing, 800 hp. ; smelt-

ing, 3,200 hp. ; miscellaneous, GOO hp. ; total, 5,150 hp.

The Ashio district has rail communication with Tokyo,

about 100 mi. to the south, by means of the Ashio Ry.

and the Imj)erial Government Ry.

Fl®taSa®!a Sifi (GSolb©<=MaSiBmaj, AraSo
Special Correspondence

The Globe-Miami district of Arizona is now, and has

been for some time, the scene of many important and

interesting developments in flotation. The principal

mills are operating either on a commercial scale or ex-

perimentally, and some profitable commercial results are

being obtained. At the Inspiration mill the ore is

dumped into a large steel bin. For each of the IS sec-

tions of the mill there is a gate and chute at the bottom

of the bin, and underneath the chute a Stephens-Adam-

son conveyor-type feeder that drops the ore upon an in-

clined conveyor belt, carrying it up to the feed box. Here

half goes to the first and half to the second 8x6-ft.

Marcy ball mill of each section. Two 225-hp. motors

operate the ball mills in each section. These mills are

set end to end, with two Dorr duplex classifiers between

them, one pointed toward the first ball mill and the other

toward the second.

From the feeding box the ore enters the first Marcy
mill, the flotation oil and mill water being added at the

mill feed box. The ground pulp enxerging flows around

the mill and through one of the Dorr classifiers, where

the oversize is pushed up to the feed box of the second

Marcy mill, thus completing half the closed circuit.

Each Marcy mill in each section receives the coarse from

the classifier of the other Marcy null, together with a

fresh supply of ore from the feed box, and the flotation

oil and mill water.

The flotation oil is contained in a headless steel drum
and is drawTi out by a niiiniature bucket elevator, the

l)ucket being carried upon two continuous chains and

running over a toothed head wheel driven by a pawl.

The mechanism is similar to some of the usual types of

zinc-dust feeders!

The thickness of the undersize from the Dorr classi-

fiers is controlled by a float oiDerating the valves, con-

trolling, through electrically operated mechanism, the

flow of water into the slimes compartment. Seven sec-

tions of the mill are now complete, and the ball luills

of nine sections are ready to work. In the seven sections

in operation there are three different sj'stems of treat-

ment below the Dorr classifiers.

Difference in Sections at Inspiration

In sections 1 and 2 the undersize from the Dorr

classifiers runs to a set of 13 Callow flotation machines,

the concentrates then going to a set of four Callow cells

for cleaning. The clean concentrates run by launder

through the concentrate-collecting system, while the tail-

ings are returned by a centrifugal pump to the first Cal-

low cells for retreatment.

The tailings in the first group of Callow cells run to a

drag classifier of the Esperanza type. The slimes over-

flow and are combined with flotation oil in a collecting

Ijox beneatli the classifiers. Tlie sands run into two

hydraulic sizers, each of which has six pockets, and in

eacJi ])ocket there is a paii- of Deister baffle-cone classi-

fiers. Fine slimes run intu a compartment at the end of

llic sizers and tlieji to lliu collecting box under the drag

chissiliers. Material in this collecting box is elevated

by two centrifugal pumps, each carrying half the stream,

to a separate group of 12 Callow cells that make clean

tailings and c'oncentrates, which go to the same four

cleaning cells that clean the concentrates from the first

group.

The products from the two pairs of Deister cones mak-
ing the coarser classification products go together to one

Deister double-deck simplex sand table. Each of tlic

other pairs of cones feeds one double-deck table, so that

six sizes are made for table treatment; requiring eleven

tables per section. The tables make clean concentrates,

middlings and tailings, but the middlings now flow ott'

into the tailings launder. A middlings treatment will

be undertaken later when the work of completing the mill

will permit.

In sections 3 and -i the flow differs in that the pulp

from the Dorr classifiers goes to two sets of flotation

machines of eight cells each, while the pumps and collect-

ing boxes return to only one 8-cell machine ; other-

wise the flow is the same as in sections 1 and 2.

Sections Without Callow Machines

In sections 5, 6 and 7 no Callow machines are used.

but Inspiration cells, devised at the proj^erty, are at work.

The pulp from the Dorr classifiers goes to two machines

of 16 cells each, the concentrates from which go to a

similar set of two 6-cell machines and make a clean and

finished concentrate, the tailings being returned by centri-

fugal pumps to the feed box of the first group of 16-cell

machines. More flotation oil is added at the tailings com-

partment of the cleaner cells. The tailings from the

16-cell machines flow to a drag classifler, which delivers

the coarse material to the Deister sizers, and treatment

of the products from there on is the same as has already

lieen outlined. The slimes overflow from the drag classi-

fier, together with the slimes from the slimes compart-

ment of the hydraulic sizers, runs to waste from the

collecting box, instead of being pumped back for further

treatment, as is the case in sections 1, 2, 3 and 4.

The main tailings launder leads to three 60xl0-ft.

Dorr thickeners, the overflow going to a large sump from

which it is pumped back to the new water-storage tanks.

The thickened underflow goes to the tailings. The pres-

ent set of three thickeners is not of sufficient capacity to

handle all the tailings, and seven more are to be added—
three 100x10 ft., three 80x10 ft., and one 60x10 ft.

Handling the Flotation Concentrates

All concentrates launders converge to a group of 60x

10-ft. Dorr thickeners, the overflow from which goes to

the same sump as the overflow from the tailings thick-

eners. The thickened imderflow is raised by four bucket

elevators to 12xl2-ft. Oliver filters, the cake being

scraped over a steam-heated plate and the dewatered con-

centrates dropping to a conveyor belt. They are then

elevated to a steel concentrate-storage tank under which

the concentrate cars can be started and the concentrates

drawn into them for haidage to the smeltery.

The Inspiration fiotation machine is built up of 16

compartments, each about 30 in. long by 42 in. wide, the
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partitions between cells being so arranged that the under-

flow of the first cell flows successively through all the

others, in this respect somewhat resembling the flow

through the Minerals Separation machines, but the flow

is by gravity, or displacement, there being no agitators

to lift the pulp. The cells of the 6-cell cleaner machine

are smaller than in the 1 6-cell rougher. The air

pipes are above the machines, and a branch from the

air main runs vertically downward into each cell, instead

of entering from below, as in the Callow cell.

The Globe-Miami district affords some interesting

comparisons now in milling practice, in the procedure

followed at the Miami, Inspiration and Old Dominion
mills. In the Old Dominion the ore differs from that

treated in the Miami and Inspiration mills. A rougher,

or bull jig, makes clean concentrates on a mixed feed, the

concentrates being about i/4-iii. size. The other jigs, to-

gether with a rougher or bull jig, recover the larger part

of the concentrates produced. A Minerals Separation

machine of 16 compartments treats slimes, and .some Cal-

low cells have been installed for experiment. Flotation

here produces a sort of end product—that is, only a small

portion of the entire mill concentrate. Hardinge mills

for regrinding and Symons disk crushers in the coarse-

crushing department are used, the only rolls being those

recrushing the bull-jig tailings.

At the Miami mill, rolls are used both in the coarse-

crushing department and in the mill proper, working

on the feed from the mill ore bins and the coarse product

from them going to the Hardinge mills. Callow flotation

cells are used for the final treatment of slime, elevators

raising the material, while the flotation oil is added at

the launder running to the elevators. A Pachuca agita-

tor was used for emulsifying the oil, but has been found

unnecessary. The slimes from one section are treated

in a group of Callow cells, the concentrates from two

sections being cleaned in a gnni]) of four similar cells.

At the Old Dominion mill the 12 head cells of the

Minerals Separation machine make a finished concen-

trate, the last four cells' overflow product being returned

by the elevators to the head end of the machine.

At the Inspiration mill the flotation cells treat all the

pulp and float some copper-sulphide grains even up to

40-mesh size, and the larger part of the concentrates are

made by flotation. The tables recover a lower grade and

work on material that has passed through the first, at

least, of the flotation cells. The flow of pulp is direct,

there being no regrinding once the material leaves the

Dorr classifiers. There are no elevators in the mill ex-

cept those lifting concentrates, and rolls are eliminated

entirely. The arrangement of a mill treating 14,000 tons

daily is remarkably compact. The plant probably covers

less floor space per ton of capacity than any other mill.

m
The Principal Ore of Antimony is the sulphide, stibnite,

which contains, when pure, 71.4 f; antimony, according to the

Mackay School of Mines "Bulletin." Stibnite is a lead-gray

metallic mineral with a high luster, commonly occurring in

aggregates of columnar or bladed crystals and radiating

groups, and more rarely in massive granular form. It may
be distinguished from galena, which it resembles in color

and hardness, by the fact that galena always has a cubical

cleavage. Moreover, when stibnite is melted before the blow-
pipe, it fuses easily, gives off copious white fumes and pro-

duces a brittle button, whereas galena gives off scanty fumes
and a malleable button. In this respect it resembles arseno-

pyrite, but the latter mineral not only gives off heavy white
fumes, but also a strong garlic odor.

Globe Coi!I!e,spoxdexce

At the Old Dominion smeltery at Globe, Ariz., a third

blast furnace has been blown in to smelt the increased

tonnage of ore now coming to the plant. The greater part

of the tonnage now comes from the Old Dominion and

Ignited Globe mines and as concentrates from the mill.

The Arizona Commercial is supplying ore regularly, and

there is a growing tonnage coming in from custom and

leasing operations. The flue dust and flotation concen-

trates are being briquetted prior to smelting, while table

and vanner concentrates are mixed with plaster and

molded into briquettes. The Old Dominion blast fur-

naces are running on a charge containing a high propor-

tion of fines.

At the Old Dominion mill ?00 tons of ore is being

treated daily, the main recovery being efl'ected by jigs.

The jig tailings are reground in Hardinge mills, classified

and treated on tables or vanners. Slimes are treated in a

1 6-cell Minerals Separation machine and in some recently

installed Callow flotation cells. Coal tar is to be used in

the flotation machines in the place of the higher-priced

pine oil and creosol. A coal-tar storage tank is now being

erected at the side of the mill.

A total of about 1,000 tons per day is now being hoisted

from the mine, most of it coming from the east and west

sides of the 12th, 14th and 16th levels. The ore is

dumped into storage pockets in the station floors and is

drawn automatically into the skips and hoisted to surface.

What waste is not used for filling underground is also

raised in skips; very little is now raised in cars.. The 18th

level has been unwatered, and the Aldrich pumps on that

level are running again. This level has just been recov-

ered after the flooding of the lower levels last March.

The pumps on the 18th level are motor-driven, and the

armatures had to be rewound after having been under

water for six months. These pumps raise 1,200 gal. per

min. from the 18th to the 16th level, where the main

steam-driven mine pumps are situated. A total of 6,000,.

000 gal. daily is now being raised, but niter the flooding

last March more than 12,000,000 gal. was pumped daily.

Sinking from the 12th to the 16th level of the Kingdon

shaft is to be started soon, and development work is under

way to explore undeveloped parts of the lower levels.

Special CoiuiESPOXDEXCE

Petroleum production in California in October was

7,675,146 bbl.; shipments amounted to 8,599,681 bbl.

Total stock on hand Nov. 1 was 57,879,376 bbl., showing

a decrea.se in October of 924,535 bbl. The intentional

curtailment of production in the present year, owing to

the European war's retarding the marketing industry,

has reduced the stocks on hand from 58,259,119 bbl. on

Jan. 1, 1915. The average daily production in October

was 3,251 bbl. more than the average daily production in

September. For the same two months in 1914, the in-

crease in October over September was 34,256 bbl. The

shut-in production remains about the same as in Septem-

ber—18,000 bbl., of which 12,000 bbl. are in Coalinga

field. New wells completed in October netted 4,220 bbl.

of new production daily.
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SyyOPSIS—Of the steels tested those gave

poorer results that were lower in carbon and higher

in sulphur and manganese. Alloy steels did not

give as good results as ordinary steels. The larger

the steel the lower should be the carbon contents.

Steels were found to improve after being sharpened

several times, probahhi owing to the effect of

hamviering.

During 1910-11 the Mines Trial Committee carried

out a number of interesting investigations. Though some

short references have appeared, no summary of these in-

vestigations and the conclusions reached has ever been

published. They are of interest to mining engineers in

all parts of the world. The first investigation was

directed to discover by analysis and practical trials what

was the best steel for bars of various sizes and the best

method of heat-treatment to give them. Following is a

list of the terms used in the report and their meaning:

Alloy Steels—By these is meant steel containing chro-

mium, Tanadium or tungsten and perhaps aluminum.

Carbon Steels—These are ordinary stee's with mangan-

ese and a little aluminum.

Cutting Off—This refers to remaking bits flaked or

burnt. It generally takes 10% longer time to shar])en

such a bit.

Scaling—This occurs in the forge and is due to excess

of air, which caused oxidation of the steel while heating.

Chipping—This term refers to the breaking off of flat

scales not more than j% in. thick when the bit is drilling.

Not more than 10^;^ of properly sharpened bits should

hip, showing that the right hardness has been obtained.

( hipping does not greatly influence the drilling speed.

Flaking or Splintering—This is the breaking off of

large irregular pieces and is due to very hard ground or

to an excess of silicon, sulphur, carbon, manganese or

some alloy. It may also be caused by faulty heat treat-

ment.

Fire Cracking—^This is due to bad steel, especially that

containing excess of sulphur, or, in the case of high-

carbon steel, to rapid or irregular heating.

Water Cracking—This is the cracking of heated steel

when plunged in water and is due to very high carbon

contents or notably to excess of phosphorus or to irregular

heating.

Soundness of Steel—This refers to its freedom from

occhtded gases, slag and fissures.

Tempering—When heated steel is hardened by plunging

it into cold water, it is often too hard and brittle. This

defect is diminished and the steel made tougher at the

expense of hardness by reheating it to some temperature

about 200° to 300° C. for a short time. This operation is

generally necessary in the case of high-carbon steels, but

with ordinary steel of lower carbon contents it can be

dispensed with by raising the temperature of the water in

which the steel is quenched.

Recalescent, or Critical, Points of Steel—On heating

a piece of rock-drill steel slowly and observing its rate

•Union Club of South .Africa, Johannesburg, South Africa.

of rise of temperature with a pyrometer, a halt will be

observed to occur between TOO" and ?o0° C, denoted by

the sign Ac- On slowly cooling, a similar halt is observed,

usually 30° C, below Acj this is denoted by Ar- The
halt at Ac is due to the heat being expended in producing

microscopic structural changes, the steel being converted

into niartensite. This structure is retained if the steel is

suddenly cooled and the steel is hardened. In ordinary

mine work this process is known as tempering.

If the steel be slowly cooled it becomes soft, or annealed,

owing to the change of the niartensite into pearlite and
ferrite when the steel contains less than 0.9% C. or into

pearlite and cementite when carbon is over 0.9%. Fer-

rite is very soft, pure iron. Cementite is hard, brittle

carbide of iron. Pearlite is a mixture of the two. The
points Ac and Ar are called the recalescent or critical

points of steel.

Methods of Coxductixg the Tests

The steels tested were li/o-in. cruciform, 1-in. and

%-in. octagon, and were used in "J-^-in. sloping drills.

They were given the necessary heat treatment, and the

bits were carefully measured, inspected and weighed be-

fore and after being used. The distance drilled was noted

and sometimes the drilling rate of speed. Various marks

were allotted for merit, and the question of price was

considered. Chemical analyses were made of the various

steels, and a fair idea of the class of steel most suitable

for work in the hard quartzites of the Rand, and inferen-

tially in hard ground elsewhere, was obtained.

First, with regard to loss of reaming efficiency with

~j^-in. octagon drill steel, a comparison of the steel giving

the best and worst results showed

:

For the Best For the Worst
Carbon CTTCI- Carbon 0.650%
Silicon O.llOT Silicon 0.100%
Sulphur O.OlO'-'r Sulphur 0.020%
Phosphorus 0.029<-i Phosphorus 0.026'7f
Manganese 0.290% Manganese 0.3S0%

This showed lower carbon contents and greater sulphur

and manganese in the poorer steels.

With regard to loss of weight through wear, the results

showed

:

For the Best For the Worst
Carbon 0.800% Carbon 0.640%
Silicon 0.070% Silicon 0.180%
Sulphur 0.012% Sulphur 0.020%
Phosphorus 0.029% Phosphorus 0.032%
Manganese 0.270% Manganese 0.430%

This shows a similar result and the bad effect of phos-

phorus.

The general results of the tests were as follows

:

A. Although some of the alloy steels have shown excel-

lent drilling results and are not costly in steel consump-

tion, not one of them is equal to the rest of the ordinary

carbon steels. With alloy steels, a uniform composition is

harder to obtain than with carbon steels. The former

have more tendency to overheat and are more difficult to

weld.

B. Best li/^-in. cruciform steel : Steel having carbon

contents above 0.75% was rejected, owing to the difficulty

of welding it. It was also found that as a general nile the

larger the size of steel the lower should the carbon con-

tents be, as the difficulty of equal or regular heating and

quenching increases with the size of the steel. The be.st
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steels of this size had a composition: Carbon, 0.66%;
silicon, 0.09%; sulphur and phosphorus, 0.036%; man-

ganese, 0.28%.

C. Of the 1-in. octagon steel the best had a composition

of: Carbon, 0.69%; silicon, 0.09%; sulphur and phos-

phorus, 0.036%; manganese, 0.30%. Of the %-in- octa-

gon steel the best had a composition of: Carbon, 0.72% ;

silicon, 0.09%; sulphur and phosphorus, 0.035%; man-

ganese, 0.27%.

Bits made from sections larger than l^^-in. cruciform

are much larger, and in rapid working they tend to over-

heat if the interior is properly treated, thereby decar-

bonizing; quenching is also difficult. These steels should

contain from 0.60%) to 0.65% C. In all these steels the

maker should be allowed to use aluminum as a purifier

if not more than 0.10% is left in the finished steel. The

best steels were Swedish bessemer, crucible, openhearth

(mostly) and electric crucible. Steels were found to

improve after being sharpened several times, probably

owing to the effect of hammering on the grain of the

steel.

Paeticulaks of the Heat-Theatment

Usually, on the Rand, all drills except those of hollow

steel are heated but once for a long distance from the bit.

They are rapidly sharpened, they are not gaged and are

quenched without reheating. This method tends to over-

heating, to the decarbonization of the steel and to irregu-

larities in the gage. The steels of the compositions

already quoted can be quenched off the anvil without tem-

pering. The temperature of the quenching bath should

be between 18° and 26° C. Drills should be properly

cleaned and should be slowly heated. Hand steel requires

5 min., medium steel 8 min. and large steel 12 min. This

heating should preferably be done in an oil furnace, as

overheating is very liable to occur with coal fires, espe-

cially when watched by natives. The drills should be

heated to a bright orange-red heat (about 1,050° C.) for

114 in. for hand steel, 2 in. for medium sizes, 3 in. for

large steel, and be thoroughly and regularly heated

through the mass of the steel. The heated drill should be

forged until it cools to a dull-red color, about 600° C.

With hand sharpening, this should take from 45 to 60 sec.

The bit should be at once reheated to a bright-red color,

about 950° C. It should then be finally sharpened

and carefully gaged until a cherry-red color, about

75(1° C. This should take another 45 see. Bits of

1^2 ill- cruciform steel, or larger, are quenched by stand-

ing them on a knife-edge V2 in- to % in. below the sur-

face of the water. Smaller bits are plunged vertically,

moved about for a few seconds and left standing on a

false bottom. With more rapid machine sharpening, ex-

cept with hollow steel, one lieat should be sufficient, as

gaging is automatically done.

Quenching tanks should be supplied with cold water at

the bottom at three places and should have a false bottom,

as well as frame and knife-edge below water level. They

should be fitted with an indicating thermo-telegraph

thermometer, so that the necessary temperatures can be

maintained. Usually the bath is allowed to be too cold

in the morning and to get far too hot later in the day.

If steel is quenched at above 800° C, the grain gets

coarser, the tensile stress and the elongation both become

less. The higher the carbon contents of the steel, the

higher should be the temperature of the water for quench-

ing. If, however, it requires a higher water temperature

than 35° C, the carbon content is too high for rock drills

unless tempering is employed. Shanks of drills may be

tempered by leaving them for a minute in a molten-lead

tank 1 in. deep, covered with ashes; if somewhat harder

shanks are required, a little tin may be added to the lead.

The loss of weight per inch drilled with the very best

steel was 0.4 gram, and good steel averaged about 0.6

gram, costing about 0.015 penny. The total cost of solid

steel and its sharpening is 6% of stoping costs of 4s. to

6s. per ton. With hollow steel it is about twice as much.

The best steel could be bought in Johannesburg at from

4d. to 4i/2d. per lb. The loss of steel per inch drilled

was found to be the same with all three sizes of steel

experimented with.

Design of Drill Bits Adopted

The style of drill bits adopted has been already illus-

trated in the Journal, but it deserves further notice.

It was stated that chisel bits were found by experiment

to be the fastest drillers and this was claimed to be due

to the facts that they occupy only 50 to 63% of the hole

THIRD FOURTH

bits used in -steel tests by MINE'S
trial committee

and that they allow the escape of mud lietter. This reason

is open to question. The four square reaming edges, of

the depth shown in the sketch, were adopted. I have seen

such a design of bit recommended for hammer drills, but

it is opposed to all accepted theories of the correct forma-

tion of the wings of piston-drill bits. One might suppose

that it would prejudice the rotation of the drill in the

hole, but the fact remains that the experimenter got most

excellent results in hard ground from this design, and I

commend it to the attention of mining engineers else-

where. The next point of interest was that the experi-

menter showed that by using gaged steel, more carefully

sharpened, and drilling larger holes, it was possible to

reduce the drills used per fathom broken from 35.8 to

26.6. Gaging may take 25 to 30% more time and add

to the cost of sharpening, but it pays for itself. The
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reaming diameter of the holes drilled was greater than the

nominal gage. The experimenter says of these square

reaming edges: They should be hardened for % of their

length. (1) They help by reaming out the hole to keep

it from decreasing in diameter too rapidly. (3) They

prevent "wobbling" of the drill in the hole and thus

preserve its cutting edge and reduce wear and tear on

machine. (3) The drill passes slips or heads better.

The thickness of the bit should be kept about % in.,

otherwise the reaming diameter is increased too much.

There was a great difference in gage used; /„ i'l-- V-i i^v

and 14 ill- ^s shown by the following table:

starter Second Third Fourth
Inches drilled 13.4 22.1 23.4 21.5
Drill rates, in. per min.... 1.58 1.77 1.97 2.14
Gaged bit I'Via in. IH in- lA in- 1A in-

Reaming diameter 1.95 in. 1.79 in. 1.54 in. 1.34 in.

Loss of reaming diameter. 0.09 0.18 0.17 0.15

The experimenter remarks that it would be possible to

reduce the gage. This is evident. Owing to vibration of

the drill in the hole, the hole bored is always 0.05 larger

than the bit, so that all the difference necessary between

different steels would have been about Vq in., or 0.17 in.

This would have meant an increase of drilling speed

equivalent to starting the hole at about 1% in. instead of

1%, probably 10 to 15^^. This is a matter that received

far too little attention, owing to the mistake of using the

same steel to drill dry holes as to drill wet holes.

Another series of experiments showed the benefit of

gaging steel. The ordinary run of mine steel was found

when new to differ from 0.09 in. to as much as 0.17 in.

from the proper gage, while the gaged steel hand-sharp-

ened was found to differ only between 0.01 and 0.03 in.

from standard.

These experiments undoubtedly were most valuable and

pointed out the way to a great increase in efficiency in

stoping on the Rand. Yet, except in the ease of perhaps

one or two mines, the results have received no attention

whatever. Machine drills are, when sharpened by hand,

as badly sharpened as ever, though the quality of the

supply of drill steel ifself has been standardized very well.

The Canadian :\Iining and Exploration Co.. a $5,000.-

000 concern orgapized in 1912 by a number of wealthy

men in New York and Canada to investigate and exploit

mining properties, is to be dissolved and the capital re-

turned to the subscribers. Half of the $5,000,000 was

paid in.

The directors investigated about 1.500 mining propo-

sitions without finding one that was considered worthy

of development. In the meantime the capital paid in

has been carried in interest and dividend-paying securi-

ties. These investments, which cost $2,231,000, are now
valued at about $2,185,000, but the income received will

enable the company to repay subscribers in full, with per-

haps 5% interest on the money. All of the assets have

been liquidated.

In issuing its statistics on the mineral output of the

Province of Ontario for the first nine months of 1915. the

Ontario Bureau of Mines makes the following comment:
The Sudbury mines are being worked to their maxi-

mum capacity, and the production of nickel for the nine

months nearly equals the largest i)i'evious output for a

full year. Over 73% of the output is made by the Can-

adian Copper Co., but the operations of the Moiul Xickel

Co. are now moi'e extensive than formerly and its output

has correspondingly increased. The yield of cop])er is

also much greater than in the corresponding period of

1914 and nearly equals the total output of that year. It

was all contained in the Sudbury mattes. Metallic nickel

and cobalt are now produced from the silver ores of cobalt

by the smelters at Deloro and Thorold. The metallic-

nickel output equaled 98.216 lb. and the cobalt output

24.962 lb., for the nine months. The trade in cobalt and
nickel oxides has been heavily affected by the war, and the

quantities shipped were much below those of the corre-

sponding period of 1914. Efforts are being made to put

the molybdenite industry on a commercial basis.

The most important hydraulic-mining operation in the

Philippines was started in 1914 by the Cansuran Placer

Co. in the Province of Surigao on the eastern coast of

the Island of Mindanao. The company began hydraulick-

ing toward the end of 1914 at a point from 10 to 12 km.
south of the town of Surigao on property leased from the

Cansuran Mining Co. According to the report' ot Wal-
lace E. Pratt, chief of the Division of Mines. American
prospectors were quickly attracted to this region following

American occupation, and C. A. Briggs, E. 0. Parker and
R. W. ^McCullough obtained possession, through location

and through the purchase of a Spanish grant, of the

placer properties on Cansuran Creek and of lode deposits,

which through the organization of the Cansuran Mining
Co. they have retained.

E. Y. Hanlon, upon who.^e report the placers were

leased by the Cansuran Placer Co., made a series of

181 tests by sinking shafts through tiie gravel to bed-

rock and panning regular vertical sections from surface

to bedrock. He delimited in this manner several blocks,

near each other although not continguous, with an ag-

gregate area of 131 hectares. Over this area he obtained

an average value of 57 centavos per cubic meter, the

average depth to bedrock being 3.5 m. All this ground
is at such an elevation that water for hydraulic-king pur-

poses can be brought to it under a head ranging from
40 to 100 m.

Hydraulic-king is now in progress on the ground tested

by Mr. Hanlon. Water is obtained from Tugauaau
River and is conveyed a distance of about 1.8 km. by

ditch, flume and pipe line. According to the engineer's

estimates, 1.000 miner's inches (0.70 cu.m. per sec.) of

water is available. The flume is 1.2 m. wide, has a fall

of 1.7%, and is built of native wood. At present the

water is stored in a reservoir which is about 46 m.

above the monitors. Another large reservoir is under
construction which will afford a head of about 100 m.

;

water can also be drawn from the flume directly into

the pipe line under a head of about 100 m. The main
pipe line is 0.61 m. (24 in.) in diameter, the branches

to the monitor being reduced appropriately. Two 6-

in. monitors and one 7-in. monitor are in place, al-

though there is insufficient water now to opera+e all of

them continuously. The sluices are 73 m. long, 1.5 m.

i"The Mineral Resources of the Philippine Islands for the
Tear 1914," Division of Mines. Bureau of Science, Manila, P. I.
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wide and are riffled with hardwood blocks 0.3 m. (12
in.) square, set with a space of 2.5 cm. (1 in.) between

cross tiers. There is at present a length of about 100

m. of bedrock sluice ahead of the sluice boxes.

The company has installed a small air compressor and

uses three hammer drills for breaking up the larger

boulders. A logging engine and movable cableway serve

to remove rocks too large to go through the sluices. A
small Pelton-Doble wheel on a separate pressure line

furnishes power for lights, refrigerating plant and a small

sawmill with which the timber cleared ahead of the giants

is sawed into marketable lumber.

The last year was exceptionally dry in Surigao, and

the streams unusually low. Consequently water for hy-

draulicking was insufficient in quantity. An area of

about two hectares was washed, but the cleanup had not

been made at the time of this report.

H®'^>y To Splice
It is often the case where the wire rope is used that in

case of a breakdown no man can be found on the job

who can splice the severed ends, and naturally there is

3a
Za

6
35

204

Second, unlay the strands of both ends of the rope for

a distance of 10 ft., as shown in Fig. 2. Cut off the

hemp cores close up on both sides and bring the strands

together so that the opposite strands will interlock reg-

ularly with each other.

Third, unlay strand la and follow up with strand 1 of

the other end, laying it tightly in the open groove made
by unwinding la; make the twist of the strand agree

exactly with the twist of the open groove. Proceed with

this until all but 6 in. of strand 1 is laid in or until la

has become 20 ft. long, then cut off la, leaving an end

about 6 in. long.

Fourth, unlay strand -i of the opposite end and follow

with strand 4a, laying it in the open groove as before,

treating this as in the first case (see Fig. 3). Pursue

the same course with 2a and 2, stopping 4 ft. short of

the first set. Next do this with 5 and 5a, stopping as

before, then with 3a and 3, and last with 6 and 6a. The

strands are now all laid in with the ends 4 ft. apart, as

shown in Fig. 4.

Fifth and last, the ends must be secured without en-

larging the diameter of the rope. Take the two rope

iir- .ii^ffimi'B!Wi"ii*^-,.,K-1

FI&3 Fl&fe

FIGS. 1 TO 6. THE SUCCESSIVE STEPS IN ROPE SPLICING AND THE CLAMPS EMPLOYED

nuuh time lost in securing some outside man to do the

work. Splicing a rope is generally regarded as a mys-

terious process, whereas almost anyone can learn in a

few hours how to do it. The accompanying illustrations

show how a substantial wire-rope splice may be effected.

A hammer and a cold chisel for cutting off ends of

strands, a steel fid or marlinspike for separating strands,

two clamps for untwisting the rope, a sharp pocket knife

for cutting the hemp core and a wooden mallet are all

the tools needed. When starting to splice, proceed in

this order

:

First, lay the rope on the ground, with ends overlap-

ping 20 ft., 10 ft. each way from the center, as shown

in Fig. 1.

•By C. J. Fuetter. Logan, W. Va., in "Coal Age," Nov. 20,

clamps, as shown in Fig. 6, and fasten them to the rope,

as shown in Fig. 5. Twist them in opposite directions,

thus opening the lay of the rope, as in Fig. 5. Next with

a knife cut out the hemp core about 6 in. on each side.

Straighten the ends and slip them into the place occu-

pied by the core; then twist the clamps back, closing

up the rope, and take out the slight inequality with the

vrooden mallet and a block of wood. Next shift the

clamps and repeat the operation at the other five places,

and the splice is made.

Salt Produrtion of the United States in 1914 amounted to

34,804,683 bbl. of 280 lb. each, according to the Geological Sur-
vey. As a byproduct of the salt industry, there was 576.991 lb.

of bromine made, and 19,403 tons of calcium chloride marketed
in 1914. Michigan is the largest producer among the states,

with 11,670,976 bbl. New Tork is second.
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wi^lhi (C®aiffipir'ess®s^ ^aip
By Charles Labbe*

In the installation of a compressor in Nevada there

was no running water available for cooling purposes. I

therefore erected a thermo-siphon from a tank and used

the same water at all times. However, as the water had to

be hot to circulate well, it did not work efficiently. To
remedy this I drilled a Y^-hi. hole in the outlet pipe on top

of the compressor and inserted a 1/4- to Vs-in- reducing

bushing. A %-in. pipe was swaged down so as to go

freely through the opening, and a %-iu. thread was cut

on the shoulder of this pipe, which was screwed into the

bushing. The pipe was bent upward so as to permit the

ARRANGEMENT FOR CIRCULATING COOLING WATER

nozzle to deliver compressed air into the center of the

water pipe. Connection was then made with the com-

pressed-air line, the amount of air being regulated by a

globe valve. A i/g-in. ciieck valve was also placed between

the globe valve and the water pipe, so that no water would

get in the air line if the compressor were shut down
and the operator failed to close the globe valve.

Instead of pumping the water for cooling the com-
pressor, just enough air is allowed to enter the water pipe

to make the water circulate well, and I think it is cheaper

than circulating the water mechanically and just as

reliable. The hole in the nozzle being about ^V ^^- ^iifl

the air coming out with less than 5-lb. pressure, I regard

this as an economical way of circulating the compressor-

cooling water for a small installation. It also has the

great advantage of simplicity.

Ho'w t® Oesa^iaate dkaaiias
Chains are designated liy the diameter of the rod from

which the links are made, as V2-in., 1-in., etc. ; also by

the form of the link, as close-link, in which one link is

just large enough to inclose the two adjacent ones ; open-

*Nelson, Nev.

link, in wliiih the link is larger than in close-link; bar-

chain, which consists of open links with a bar across the

middle of each ; twisted-link, in which each link is twisted

through a certain angle, usually 90° ; and straight- or

flat-link, which is not so twisted.

CS© asa

By L. B. Reifsneider*

The iron ore in the opencut workings of the Spanish-

American Iron Co. at Daiquiri, Cuba, is cut into irregular

blocks of varying dimensions by barren dikes. As it is

desirable to work out the ore with as little sorting as

possible, the spacing and depth of drill holes are largely

governed by these dikes. The cut faces are from 25 to 50

ft. in height, but on account of the rock dikes, holes

can rarely be drilled over 35 ft. in depth, about 38 ft.

being the average.

The first trial of the Cordeau^ was made in a series of

eight flat lifting holes, varying in depth from 8 to 14

ft. in hard tough rock at the foot of a bench. The
material is being handled by a steam shovel. The holes

were charged as for ordinary battery firing and were con-

nected in series. A 50-ft. lead of Cordeau was used

and fired with a time fuse and a No. 8 blasting cap. The
holes were charged with 10 and 60% Du Pont semi-gela-

tin. The results of the blast were excellent, but the finely

broken condition of the rock indicated that, although

the holes were not overcharged, at least 25% less explosive

could have been u.sed with satisfactory results had ordi-

nary electric fuses been used as a detonating agent instead

of the Cordeau.

A 30-ft. hole with very heavy burden was loaded in

the same material a few days later. The toe had been

well undercut by a previous blast, but would ordinarily

ha\e been charged with 250 lb. of R.R. powder. Remem-
bering the experience with the former blast, in using

Cordeau, it was decided to cut the charge 20%, or to 200

Superintendent, Spanish-American Iron Co., Daiquiri.
Oriente, Cuba.

iCordeau-Bicltford is a comparatively new detonating
safety fuse. It consists of a flexible lead tube filled with
tri-nitrotoluene as the detonating agent and is about the
diameter o£ ordinary single-tape fuse. It is manufactured by
the Ensign-Bickford Co., which has secured the patent rights
from foreign manufacturers. Besides the economic advan-
tages, the factor of safety in its use will recommend it to
anyone using high explosives. The tri-nitrotoluene (usually
abbreviated to t.n.t.), while in itself a powerful explosive, is

insensitive to any ordinary shock: we have had a 10-ton loco-
motive run over a small test piece without exploding the
Cordeau. It does not explode by friction and one can hardly
ignite it with a match. Upon being exploded with a blasting
cap its action is very rapid and powerful, the speed being
estimated at about 17,000 ft. per sec. Wrapped and unwrapped
Cordeau are manufactured. The unwrapped fuse is suitable
for holes 50 ft. or less in depth, but for deeper holes the
wrapped kind is recommended as the cotton sizing gives
additional tensile strength. The weight of the lead tubing
makes the unwrapped kind likely to tear when used m
greater than 50-ft. lengths. The Cordeau is packed in con-
venient form, being wrapped on hardwood spools in such
lengths as are most economical and convenient for the pur-
chaser. In using the unwrapped Cordeau. care in handling
is needed to prevent kinking and splitting the lead tube, but
no more precautions are required than would be used in

handling or loading with electric fuses. The Ensign-Bickford
Co.. Sirasbury, Conn., publishes an interesting pamphlet on the
use and properties of Cordeau.
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lb. After blasting it was found that the holes were

again overcharged, as the material had nearly all broken

to hand-loading size and had been displaced so that a

large portion of it fell on and obstructed the shovel

loading track.

A combination of four lifters with a deep drill hole

above was next tried. As the lifters were in very tough

rock, they were loaded with ()0% semi-gelatin, it being

desired to get a shattering effect. The 30-ft. hole was

in bloeky material, and R.R. powder was used. The
charge ordinarily used would have been 250 lb. of dyna-

mite and 300 lb. of powder; this was reduced to 200

lb. of dynamite and 200 lb. of powder, and the results of

the blast were excellent.

A number of holes had been drilled in ore in the toe of

a cut face. As the holes were closely spaced it was desir-

able to fire them simultaneously. Cordeau was used and

the charge cut from 200 lb. of 40% semi-gelatin to 12-')

b. The blast was very effective, and the material was shat-

tered so as to require very little blockholing afterward.

Had 60% dynamite been available the economy would

have been still more marked.

Cordeau was used in a five-hole deep blast in a cut floor.

A charge of 250 lb. of black powder was calculated for

each hole, as the burden was very heavy but badly broken-

up ore, and the holes averaged 35 ft. in depth. Owing to

caving, one of the middle holes in the heaviest burden

admitted only 150 lb. of powder and another, 200. On fir-

ing, the holes which had admitted the whole charge broke

well to bottom, but the other two were not strong enough

to turn over their burden and the ore settled back in

place very much cracked and shattered and but little

more blasting was required to bring it down. Had blast-

ing been with a battery and electric fuses, 300 lb. of pow-

der per hole would have been the allowance, and under the

conditions as they developed, the results would have been

very imsatisfactory.

From these ex]5eriments the conclusion was reached

that from 15 to 25% less explosive may be used in holes

where Cordeau is used as a detonator.

The instantaneous explosion of the entire charge is ob-

tained by using Cordeau, as it is the first thing put into

the hole in starting to load and reaches to the bottom of

the charge. As no blasting cap is necessary the danger

of the tamping bar striking a cap in placing the explosive

is obviated. The effect of the Cordeau is especially ad-

vantageous in using powder and gives the latter an effect

similar to low-grade (15% to 25%) dynamite or Judson

powder.

There is practically no danger of a missed hole going

undetected in using Cordeau, as when the holes are ex-

ploded the Cordeau is entirely destroyed and a project

ing piece of the Cordeaii is very noticeable and means that

the hole has not exploded. It can be connected up and

fired with the ordinary cap and fuse at any time.

Its use is recommended for all deep holes and series

blasting where electric firing methods can be used. The

economy in its use in shallow holes is less marked, as its

higher cost when used in blockholes, etc., more than off-

sets the saving that can be made in light charges.

As local prices for explosives are not applicable in the

United States, no figures are given, but our records show

actual average .saving in explosives used, exclusive of the

labor of charging, of 17.5% and in one case of 24%, as

applied to deep blasts.

Somme CoEapgiirsittS^® Tests ©f
FisftoEi°DraM Baits*

An investigation was made to compare the relative cut-

ting speed and efficiency of some of the different types of

rock-drill bits iised in piston machines, including the

regular cross bit, the low-center cross bit, a so-called flat

cross bit, the Z-bit of the southeast Missouri type and
the Joplin bull bit.

The drill steel used was li^-in. cruciform and 1-in.

octagon Jessop drill steel, costing 14i/^c. per lb.—a better

grade of steel than is commonly used in mining opera-

tions. These bits, except for one test, where they were

forged by hand, were made and sharpened on a drill

sharpener. Flat cross bits were made by filing the reg-

ular bit to the required shape. Dollies were made for

forging these flat bits, but it was foiind difficult to

form them on the sharpener, as it required the jDound-

ing dovm of too much metal in the center to bring out

the flat edges.

A set of steel cousisted of two "starters" about 27 in.

long, a "second" 44 in. long and a "third" 60 in. long.

"Starters" were made with a 2y^-in. gage, "seconds"

with a 2-in. and "thirds" with a 1%-in. gage.

The original purpose of the test was to compare the

regular cross bit with a so-called flat bit made by flat-

FLAT BIT BULL BIT Z BIT

TYPES OP BITS USED IN TEST

telling (lilt tlie edges of the regular bit into the shape

shown ill the sketch. Earlier results seem to indicate that

the flat bit possessed several advantages over the irreg-

ular, in that it appeared to cut faster, had greater en-

durance, lost gage less rapidly and, when used in rock

of varying hardness, showed less tendency to run out of

line.

Consideration of the results from starters was disre-

garded, as so many conditions enter in to make these re-

sults unreliable. A summary of restilts of these tests

permits the following deductions to be drawn : Compar-
ing the two "seconds," the regular bit seems to cut

slightly faster, 3 in. per min. as compared to 2.93 in.

for the flat. The flat "thirds" average 3.6 in. per min.

as compared to 3.23 for the regular. From these results

and from previous ones it is evident that a flattened

bit will- cut at least as fast as the icgular sharp-edged

bit. Comparing the average cutting speeds of the first

two holes with the average of the entire run, it is seen

that this holds true from the very start and does not

take jDlace as the bit wears down.

The reason for making a bit of the flat shape in the

beginning was because of the observation that the ir-

regular bit became flattened on the edges, with corners

rounded and centers high, after being used in one or

two holes. It was thought, therefore, that by putting

more metal at the outside, the corners would hold up

Abstract of paper by Prof. C. L. Forbes and L. M. Cum-
mings, in "Bulletin of Bureau of Mines and Metallurgy."
University of Missouri. August, 1915,
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better, and sudi was found to be the case. It was es-

pecially noticeable that the center did not wear high

in the better flat bit and the rounded corners were much
sharper than with the regular bit.

From these tests the theorj' of chipping or penetra-

tion as applied to rock drilling appears not_ to hold,

at least under the conditions in this work. Screen anal-

ysis of cuttings were made, in order to find the dif-

ference in coarseness with different bits. The results,

however, were not satisfactory, as so many conditions

entered to influence the fineness of cutting.

These tests were discontinued without running the

drill steels to their limit, and in most cases it would

have been possible to drill at least 10 ft. with every

steel, except with the "starters." Under usual mining

conditions in rock as hard as the granite used in these

tests, steels would not be used more than twice, and in

most cases not more than once. It would seem that econ-

omy could be attained by using the . steel longer, as a

difference in cutting speeds between the sliarp and dull

bits is almost negligible, while the slight advantage

gained by using sharp steel is more than oft'set by the in-

creased expense of sharpening the steel and transporting

it to and from the working face. It is not meant that

miners should be made to use duU steel or poor steel,

but it is believed that one set of properly tempered

steel could be iised efliciently in at least five holes in

rock similar to the granite used, and that no greater

drilling speed would be obtained by using a new set of

steel in each hole.

The loss of gage in drilling the first hole in these

tests was usually I/4
''i^-; '^^^ ^'<^^ 3s much as the total loss

in drilling the four succeeding holes. A 2-in. bit, for

example, would be reduced to 1% in. after drilling one

hole, but it would lose only 1.4 ^^- ^^ drilling four more
holes.

Summing up the comparison of flat and regular cross

bits with piston drills in granite, the following deduc-

tions may be made: (1) A flat bit with cutting edges

about g\ in. wide will cut as fast from the beginning as

the regular sharp-edged cross bit, proving conclusively

that the so-called chipping action that is supposed to

take place in rock drilling is practically negligible. It

is difficult to conceive of a flat surface breaking away
rock in any manner except by impact or crushing, and
the fact that a new sharp flat bit cuts as fast as the

new regular sharp-edged bit is conclusive proof that lit-

tle or no chipping takes place under the condition of

these experiments. (2) The flat bit is more difticult to

forge in the sharpener than the regular bit, but by hand,

if proper dollies are provided, it may be forged just as

easily. The low-center cross bit, some tests of which were

made, seems to be quite similar to the flat bit, and it is

thought that the advantage of the low-center bit is due

I
to its wearing down to practically the shape of the flat

t bit, and that instead of forging a flat bit, it might be

just as weU as to forge a low-center bit, which is more
easily made. (3) The relative speed of flat bits, as com-

pared to regulars, is greater with the smaller gages, often

as much as 25%.
Relative to the comparison of regidar, Z- and bull-bits,

the following deductions were made: (1) The low-cen-

ter cross bit is superior in cutting speed and endurance

to the regiilar cross bit. (2) The Z-bit ciits faster than

anv of the other bits under the conditions in these tests.

(3) The bull-bit has the one advantage of losing gage
less rapidlv than the others, but its cutting speed is much
less.

These conclusions ajjjjly only to the use of bits for

piston drills in granite. The cutting action of ham-
mer-drill bits may be considerably different.

TipmEa^l©
A triangle with whicli lines can he dvawn inclined at

any angle is now being made by L. P. HeUman, of In-

dianapolis, Ind., (Box 2()9, R.R. 26). The design is

shown in the accompanying sketch. The device is made
of cast aluminum, f'jf in. thick and is smooth on both

HELLMAXS UNIVERSAL TRIANGLE

sides. The base and one side are rigid, but a part of the

hypotenuse swings about a friction point. The arc is

graduated to half-degrees, but quarter-degrees can be

estimated. Triangles graduated for slope and pitch are

also supplied. Only the 6-in. size is made, and this

sells for .$2.

lys'^aEaaEag '

S]hsi.lf'& SaiHil&aim^

In ordinary shaft sinking the water encountered is

pumped out as the deepening of the shaft progresses. On
a lease of the Mary Calf land in northeastern Oklahoma
two large shafts that were being sunk were made dry dur-

ing sinking operations by the use of extraneous air lifts.

Drill holes lined with 5-in. casing and reaching to a

depth of 170 ft., to which depth the shafts will go to

reach the bottom of the ore formation, are put down by

the use of chiirn drills. After the holes are drilled and

cased, a %-in. air line is placed in each casing, forming

an air lift, and when the pressure of air is turned on a

heav\- volume of water is lifted. From three holes at one

shaft the combined water forced out by the air pressure

was 800 gal. per min., which was sufficient to keep the

shaft well drained and dry.

^uieasaanag oa m
Timbers in all mauways in daily use should be cleaned

of all loose rock lodged upon them at least once in every

24 hours. Mauways in daily use should be kept clear of

obstructions.
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^s© of C©ffla©i

The use of portland cement for making the joints of

cast-iron water mains has become common in southern

California cities. The practice appears to have originated

in the water department of Longbeach, Calif., about ten

years' ago, and the success there obtained has caused a

number of other cities to adopt the same plan, says Engi-

neering yews, Nov. 2.5, 1913. The superintendent of

the Longbeach water-works, Clark Shaw, declares that the

cement joint is not merely cheaper than the ordinary

lead joint, but is tighter and more permanent.

The method of making the joint is as follows : After

the pipes are connected, a ring of dry jute is inserted in

the bottom of the bell and the bell filled with neat-

cement paste. It is essential that this paste be mixed
with only enough water to moisten it, but not enough to

make it soft. After the bell is tilled with the paste it

is packed with a long calking tool, like that used for calk-

ing a lead joint. If the paste is of the right consistency it

should pack under the tool until it is almost as hard

as lead.

After the first calking, the joint is refilled with paste,

which is again packed solid with the calking iron; this

is repeated a third time. The joint is then neatly rounded
off with a collar of 1 : 1 cement and sand. The cement is

allowed to set for 48 hr. before water pressure is turned
on the pipe. In case of necessity, however, water may be

turned into the pipe within 24 hr. The only lead joints

now used in Longbeach are in pipe that has to be put

in service as soon as it is laid. The pipe used has the

standard hub and spigot. A line of pipe 6,400 ft. long

was recently laid with cement joints, and not a single leak

was found when it was tested.

When it is necessary to take up pipe laid with the

cement joint, a section of the cement on top, about 60°

wide, is chipped out to the bottom of the bell, and the

joint is then readily broken. This work is much more
easily done than unjointing pipe having lead joints.

An important advantage of the cement-jointed pipe

is that the conductivity of the line for electric currents

is much reduced, as there is cement insulation at every

joint. Liability of damage to the line by electrolysis

is greatly reduced, although if one joint or only a few

were made with cement there might be corrosion at these

points.

A comparison of costs of the material required for a

4-in. pipe joint shows that with lead at 5l^c. per lb.

the material for a lead joint cost 29c. and the material

for a cement joint, Si/oc. At the present high prices of

lead the difference is much greater, and on larger sizes

of pipe the large saving possible makes the change one

which is well worth the attention of water-works engi-

neers. There is also much less expense for labor in the

cement joint than for the lead joint, and the work is

simpler. This should be a valuable idea in isolated dis-

tricts such as mining camps.

Commenting editorially on the foregoing the News fur-

ther says

:

Why should the cement Joint be absolutely water-tight
against an internal pressure of 100 lb. per sq.in. or more, wnile
the cement joint for sewer pipes in practically universal use
be exceedingly apt to leak under the ordinary pressure, of
ground water?

The answer to this question is probably to be sought in
the manner in which the cement joint for water mains is made
up—witli a cement paste containing barely enough water '.o

moisten it, packed into the pipe bell with a calking tool
and hammered home as if it were lead.

It is common knowledge that the strength of a cement
briquette is greatly affected by the packing of the cement
in the briquette mold; but we recall no tests made to de-
termine how strong a briquette could be produced by com-
pressing a very dry paste under repeated hammer blows. The
long experience with the cement water-pipe joint now avail-
able indicates that such cement is not only very strong, but
about as impermeable as metal.

By D. W. MixiKit*

The device here described for preventing foam accumu-
lation on the surface of Dorr thickeners seems to be well

known to some and not to others. It is said to have
originated in Tonopah practice and is here described as

used in an Arizona mill. It works well with continuous

FUA.M SWEEP ON A THICKENER

counter-current decantation where an air lift is used for

the transfer of the overflow solution of one thickener to

the next in series.

The idea is simply that of a fixed curved baffle extend-

ing from the periphery to the mixing cylinder at the cen-

ter of the thickener, and a rotating float that pushes the

foam ahead of it and, in passing under the curved baffle,

forms a gradually closing Y that forces the foam to an

outlet launder bridging through the annular launder.

The curved baffle is of lx3-in. stuff, and its flexion is

held by a wire chord. It is suspended from the bottom

member of the overhead truss by 2x4-in. pieces and

fastened by lagscrews through slots in the 2x4-in. pieces,

so that its elevation can be adjusted. There is a strip of

belting fastened along its lower edge to form a flexible

contact with the rotating: float.

•Mining engineer, Pearce. Ariz.
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The rotating float is of 4x4-in. seasoned redwood,

painted with P. & B. paint. At tlie center of the tank it

is fastened loosely to the mixing cylinder or shaft by an

iron hoop, and rotation is efl'ected by a rod fastened

througji the float and hooked over the tension rod of one

of the raljlile arms.

Tlie overflow foam launder is 3 ft. wide and 4 in. deep

and bridges over and through the overflow launder, its floor

being 3 in. higher than the solution outflow holes in the

annular launder. The level of solution in the thickeners

should be maintained just slightly above the floor line of

the foam-outflow launder, so that a thin sheet of solution

SHOWING THE FOAM SWEEP

is flowing out. A spray pipe above this launder helps to

break up the foam and assist its flow. The solution level

in the thickener can be regulated by plugging some of the

holes in the annular launder, but is better done by means

of sheet-iron gates across the launder, sliding in grooves

on each side of solution-discharge outlet.

The sweep can of course be used only where there is a

suitable place to send the foam and a small amount of

the solution. In the plant mentioned, the thickener pre-

ceding the agitators is so equipped and the foam is sent to

the first agitator of the series.

As the thickeners following the agitators are run on the

counter-current system with air-lifts for transfer of solu-

tion, the foam from the first thickener is sent to the aii'-

lift well for overflow solution of the second thickener and

is thus returned with the diluent to the thickener of its

origin. The air lift is effective in breaking up the foam.

W.

In Technical Paper 110 of the Bureau of ilines, l)y

Karl L. Kithil, are given the following suggestions on

the electromagnetic separation of monazite sand

:

In concentrating monazite sand by the electromagnetic

process, it is essential that great care be taken through-

out the entire operation that the strength of the cur-

rent is the same at all times, as the slightest variation

will cause imperfect separation. An impure product

and much loss of monazite will result unless this pre-

caution is observed, as the monazite will be taken up

by the wrong pole. If the strength of current l)o too

great some of the monazite will be mi.xed with the value-

less ilmenite or garnet, or if the amperage be too low, il-

menite or garnet will be carried over to the next follow-

ing poles and will then become mixed with the monazite,

and at the same time too many of the flner sizes of

monazite will escape in the tailings. The distance be-

tween pole magnets must be carefully adjusted and the

amperage of each magnet regulated by rheostats.

George C. Stone, of New York, has patented (U. S.

Pat. 1,1.56,041, assigned to the New Jersey Zinc Co.)

a flotation apjjaratus providing for the introduction of

ore into the flotation liquid intermittently, preferably

in relatively small individual charges and with a neg-

ligible amount of agitation of the liquid. For this pur-

pose a carrier is provided for immersing the ore in the

flotation liquid, as shown in the accompanying illustra-

tion. A is the flotation liquid, B the supply pipe there-

FLOTATION APPAR.i^TUS WITH IMMERSING FEEDER

for, C the barrier over which the mineral particles are

floated, and D is the carrier for immersing the charge

in the flotation liquid.

The carrier consists of a series of individual trougn-

like pans, movable in unison, entering and leaving the

flotation liquid in a substantially rectilinear path and

at an acute angle to the surface. When the ore carrier

moves upward and out of the flotation liquid, it may
be brought into coaction with a suitable source of ore

supply and receive a new charge preparatory to the do\ra-

ward movement into the flotation liquid.
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S©Il®in\a^inffi

By II. D. GiiEEXwooD*

Within the last two }'ears a demand has been created

for selenium and its soda salt, the glass industry using

it to make ruby glass and the dyestufE industry to replace

the sulphur derivatives. The following method for the

analysis of commercial selenium has been in use in this

laboratory for the last five years, and its accuracy has

been demonstrated by checked assays with chemists here

and abroad. It is so simple, quick and accurate that it

has been placed among the routine methods. No orig-

inality is claimed.

Selenium Determination

Weigh out 1/2-gram (0.5000-gram) portions of the

finely ground sample (100-mesh) into a 150-c.c. beaker.

Add 10 c.c. HjO, then add slowly 15 e.e. cone. HNO3 ^^^

cover with a watch glass. Evaporate to dryness on the

water bath, take up with 10 c.c. HCl (1:1) and 20 c.c.

11,0. Filter off the insoluble into a 400-c.c. beaker, and

to the filtrate add sufficient cone. HCl to make a solution

of 70% cone. HCl.

The selenium is precipitated at room temperature by a

slow current of SO2 at the rate of two small bubbles a

second. Care must be taken to keep the solution at room

temperature (60-70° F.) by placing the beaker in a vessel

of running tap water.

When all the selenium has been precipitated and the

solution smells strongly of SO,, remove and allow to settle

for one-half hour. Decant the supernatant liquor onto

a tared gooch and wash the precipitated selenium in the

beaker three times with cone. HCl and once with cold

water, decanting each time.

To the precipitate still in the beaker add 25 e.e. cold

water, and from a wash bottle with ordinary stream, hot

water with vigorous stirring until the selenium turns

black and granular. This is readily filtered off, washed

with hot water and dried at 110-115° C. to constant

weight. Weigh as metallic selenium.

Tellurium Precipitation

The filtrate from the selenium is diluted to four times

the bulk with hot H^O; 25 e.e. NH.OH and 3 grams of

powdered tartaric acid added, saturate the liquid with

SO, (takes about two minutes) and bring to a boil.

Allow to stand for two hours or longer on a hot plate.

The granular precipitate is filtered on a tared gooch,

washed with hot water, dried at 115° C., to constant

weight and weighed as metallic tellurium.

The foregoing method, when strictly followed out, gives

accurate results, but the beginner is apt to deviate from

the method and lead to the following inaccuracies : If the

temperature of the solution when precipitating Se is

above 70° F., the Se balls up occluding impurities which

can never be washed out; if below 60° P., incomplete

precipitation occurs. If the precipitated Se is not made
granular as stated, it cakes in drying and holds moisture

even at 110° C. He also errs in not testing wash waters

and filtrates, and finally in not having beakers and pre-

cipitating tubes entirely free from grease; the latter in

this laboratory are always flame-burned before using.

^SiStl®

Chief chemist, U. S. Metals Refining Co.. Chrome, N. J.

In a recent paper in the Analyst, J. A. Prescott sug-

gests a method for the recovery of ammonium molybdate

used in phosphate determinations. The method is based

upon the fact that if ammonium molybdate is boiled

with an excess of acid, molybdic acid is precipitated.

All residues, including acid liquors from which the yel-

low phosphomolybdate precipitate has been removed or

alkaline or neutral liquors obtained by dissolving the

yellow precipitate in alkali or ammonia and ignited res-

idues, are thrown into a large evaporating dish, which

is kept heated in order to concentrate the liquors.

As the liquors are concentrated, molybdic acid is pre-

cipitated, and eventually, as there is a preponderance of

acid residues, a strong, acid, sirupy liquid is obtained,

from which crystals of ammonium sulphate or ammo-
nium nitrate separate on cooling. A certain proportion

of phosphomolybdate separates out with the molybdic acid.

The whole is filtered, and the yellow molybdic acid is

washed with cold water and dissolved in excess of am-
monia. To the ammonia solution, magnesia mixture

in carefully added until no more phosphate precipitates.

The solution is filtered, concentrated to a small bulk

(keeping ammonia present in excess) and allowed to

crystallize.

The mother liquors are worked up for further quan-

tities of molybdate, and if necessary, the crystals ob-

tained are recrystallized. Wlien a blue color, due to

the presence of lower oxides of molybdenum, is produced

through allowing the waste liquors to evaporate to dry-

ness and overheating, it may be removed by the addition

of hydrogen peroxide.

A description of certain details of manipulation are

given by H. W. Daudt, in the Journal of Industrial and

Engineering Chemistry, October, 1915, by which he says

it is possible to filter and wash aluminum-hydroxide pre-

cipitates readily.

The solution of the aluminum salts containing only a

small excess of acid is heated until steam is given off

copiously, while stirred constantly. Freshly distilled am-

monia is carefully added until its odor can be detected

in the steam. The solution with suspended precipitates is

then boiled for approximately three-quarters of a min-

ute—not more than, a minute. The solution is imme-
diately transferred to a prepared filter paper, no attempt
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Ijeiiig made to decant from the supernatant liquid. The

precipitate remaining on the sides of the beaker is trans-

ferred as rapidly as possible by means of boiling hot

water and tiieu washed with hot water or with an am-

monium-chloride solution of definite concentration.

He has carefully checked the statement of Hillebrand,

that complete removal of ammonium chloride from alum-

inum hydroxide before ignition is unnecessary. Conse-

quently it is possible to use ammonium-chloride solution

for wash water without sacrifice of accuracy by volatiliza-

tion of aluminum or ferric chloride ; while it is of advan-

tage to have small quantities of ammonium chloride pres-

ent, because the hydroxide precijiitates tend to become

colloidal when electrolytes are altogether absent in the

wash solution.

What is a normal solution? The definition is not reas-

suring: "A normal solution is one in wdiich a liter of

solution contains a quantity of the substance, expressed in

grams, equal to its molecular weight, divided by its

hydrogen equivalent." Fortunately, this definition is not

go bad as it looks, says Power, Sept. 28, 1915.

For instance, a normal solution of hydrochloric acid

( H + CI = 1 + 35.4 = 36.4 molecular weight) would

contain 3(j.4 grams of hydrochloric acid per liter. But

normal sulphuric-acid solution (H, -f S -|- O4 = 2 -f-

32 + 64 = 98 molecular weight ) would contain 49 grams

per liter, since its hydrogen equivalent is two. Normal

sodium chloride (Na -f CI = 23 -f 35.4 = 58.4) would

contain 58.4 grams of salt per liter, but normal sodium-

carbonate solution (NaXOj-lO H.O =- 23 X 3 + 12 +
16 X 3 + 10 X 1 X 2 + 10 X 16 = 286) would con-

tain 143 grams per liter, since the two sodium atoms have

a hydrogen equivalent of two.

This last compound shows that in making up normal

solutions the water of crystallization must be considered.

Although we usually write sodium carbonate as Na,C03

in chemical equations, it is done only for convenience,

and when normal solutions are prepared it is necessary to

recognize that the salt as ordinarily prepared is not

Na.,C03 of 106 molecular weight, hvA, NaXOj • 10 H,0
of 286 molecular weight.

The normal solutions are sometimes inconvenient to

prepare. For instance, a normal solution of hydrochloric

acid or of ammonia would be so strong as to lose HCl or

NH3 by evaporation, while normal solutions of some salts

would often' be impossible because saturation is reached

below the normal point. For this reason tenth-normal

solutions are often used i usually written
^j j which are

one-tenth the concentration of the normal solution.

AMOUNT OF SUBSTANCE IN NORMAL SOLUTIONS
Amount in

Chemical Molecular Hydrogen Grams
Substance Formula Weight Equivalent Per Liter

Sodium carbonate .... Na.CO, 10 H,0 2S6. 16 2 143.03
Sodium carbonate ... . NalCO^ (fused) 106.00 2 5300
Sodium bicarbonate ..

.

HNaCo, 84.01 1 84 01
Potassium carbonate.. K.CO3 138.20 2 69.10
Sodium chloride (salt) NaCl 58.46 1 58.46
.Ammonia NH, 17.03 1 17.03
Sulphuric acid H^SOt 98. 09 2 49.05
Hydrochloric acid HCI 36.47 1 36.47
Caustic soda NaOH 40.01 1 40.01
Caustic potash KOH 56.11 1 56.11
Calcium chloride CaCl. 110.99 2 55.49
Calcium hydroxide .. Ca(OH), 74.02 2 37.01

With the foregoing explanation in mind, the calcula-

tion of normal solutions becomes an easy matter. From

the formula of the substance (including water of crystal-

lization) and the table of atomic weights in any chem-

istry, calculate the molecular weight of the substance,

divide by its hydrogen equivalent and the result is

the number of grams of the substance which (assum-

ing it is chemically pure) would give a normal solution

when dissolved in a liter of water.

The accompanying table gives the amount required in

a normal solution of a number of substances in common
industrial use. The molecular weights are calculated by

the accurate values given in the International atomic-

weight table, 1914.

T©tui^1hi©Baainig FOfteiP Pipes'

A paper in the Chemical Xews, by Dr. Clayton Beadle,

on the toughening of filter papers, describes a useful and

simple method of strengthening a filter paper to such

an extent that it will withstand the pressure produced by

a powerful filter pump.
The paper is folded and fitted into a dry funnel in the

ordinary way, and then a few drops of nitric acid of sp.gr.

1.42 are allowed to fall in the apex of the paper cone.

The funnel is canted and quickly rotated so as to saturate

the free unsupported apex of the cone with the acid, and

is then immediately rinsed out under a tap, being filled

and emptied from the top repeatedly, and finally rinsed

out with distilled water if the presence of tap water is.

undesirable.

This treatment does not slow the filtering action of the

paper; on the contrary, it tends to accelerate it, though

treating the paper similarly all over slows the filtering

very considerably—^four or five times. The method is

credited to E. J. Bevan, about 30 years ago, but few

people seem to know of it.

DetteiPBimaEa^'SEOia of L^esidl Hia

By James 0. Johnstone*

Weigh 2 grams of the finely pulverized chilled slag

into a 400-c.c. beaker. Add 150 c.c. boiling water and

25 c.c. dilute sulphuric acid (1:1) and stir until all

the slag is decomposed; _some sulphides and carbon will

remain undissolved. Then add an excess of potassium

permanganate (about 2 grams) and boil for 3 miu.

Remove from the hot plate and add 5 grams tartaric

acid and continue boiling till all the managanese dioxide

is in solution. Filter off the lead sulphate, wash well,

transfer paper and precipitate back into the breaker, di-

gest with ammonium acetate, and titrate with ammonium
molvbdate. Time required : 20 min.

To Bos'® Moles isa Riyilblbeir Cos'lfes

By Arthur S. LErsrf

I have just come across the note on boring holes in

rubber corks on page 440 of the Journal of Sept. 11. The

way described is good, bxit a much kinkier kink is to use

methylated spirits (any form of alcohol will do) to wet

the cork-borer, only a few drops being required. Tl e

borer bites much better.

'Chemist, International Lead Refining Co., East Chicago.

tSchool of Mines, Columbia University, New York.
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If ]\Ir. Dewey's request for practical data relating to

the decomposition of NaHCOg (£ng. and Min. Journ.,

Nov. 20, 1915, p. 851) means an analysis of evolved gases

at various temperatures up to the melting point of an assay

charge, I must confess that such information is not avail-

able. But the following—call it fact or theory, as you
please—should serve to substantiate the correctness of

my contentions.

Sodium bicarbonate (NaHCOj) decomposes slightly

at ordinary temperatures. It will decompose completelj'

below 200° C. The constituents of a charge do not re-

act till the slag-formation temperature is reached; in

other words, below fusion—usually above 500° C.

So'^/'um bicarbonate cannot be melted; it dissociates.

The aissociation of sodium bicarbonate takes up heat,

and we can no more expect fusion before the NaHCOg is

converted to NaoCO., than we can hope for the roasting of

wet concentrates before the water is expelled.

The observable differences in fusing charges containing

equivalent amounts of Na.O as NaHCOg and Na.COs are

:

The bicarbonate charge dusts more—the CO. of Na^COg is

not appreciably given off till displaced or fusion begins and
the charge is no longer dry—fusion takes 5 to 20% longer,

depending on charge and temperature, and the point of

maximum reactions is reached earlier with the normal
carbonate charge. This is simply in accord with the

known properties of the two salts. To argue that fusion

takes place around the sides of the crucible before the cen-

ter of charge has reached a temperature sufficient to de-

compose NaHCOg, while possibly true in certain cases,

is begging the issue. Progressive assayers are substituting

Xa^COg for NaHCOg without any detriment to their

results. E. J. Hall.
New York, Dec. T, 1915.

The editorial note as to "Zinc Poisoning" in the

Journal of Aug. 11, was read by me with much interest.

The malaise known as "spelter shakes" is familiar to

anyone connected with the melting of brass, but quite

unknown in zinc-retort plants. When I was in lola I

never had any, although I was active around the spelter

furnaces and inhaled considerable oxide of zinc from fur-

naces working on ores high in iron. In my work at

Hartford on electric zinc smelting, I had "the chills"

many times, but only so far as I remember when working
on changing an electrode or under other conditions where
the vapor burnt was rich metallic vapor as distinguished

from a vapor with a quantity of indifferent gas mixed
with it.

"The chills," or "the shakes," have peculiar character-

istics. Usually they come on quite suddenly from 10 to

16 hr. after exposure. Soreness in the limbs, then a

feeling of chilliness, pronounced restlessness and finally

iMiiuininiiinniiinniiiiiiMiiiiiiiniiiiiinnnniniiiiiMiniinniiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiMMM^

copious perspiration with deep breathing are manifest

I finally made it a practice to get up out of bed when I

felt first a chill, heat some water and drink it after going
through some calisthenics. This seemed to increase the

sweating. Next morning I felt particularly fine.

3Iilk, if taken before or after exposure to the fumes,
seemed to help. At least all my force got into the habit of

taking milk when running the furnace.

There is no doubt that some form of flocculent albu-

men is an antidote for any mineral poison, and zinc un-
der some conditions should be regarded as one in a mild
form. However, possibly the hypothesis offered by the

engineers of the New .Jersey Zinc Co. that traces of

copper in the zinc would give "spelter shakes" may be

the true explanation. At all events, it is a fact that under
certain circumstances zinc will poison people slightly,

although in any event the period of intense physiological

activity induced is enough to clear the system of poison

completely. The general health of brass melters is known
to be good, and Percy, in his "General Metallurgy" testi-

fies to the fact that an old workman, who had lived and
breathed zinc oxide for fifty-odd years, remained happy,

cheerful and well. Woolsey McA. Johnsox.
Hartford, Conn., Nov. IT, 1915.

Referring to the last paragra]jli of the letter of Ernest

ilcCullough in the Journal of Nov. 20, page 851, the

following is quoted

:

. . . out of the hands of employ.isnt agencies, which bleed
unfortunate technical men that have no other means of se-
curing positions.

The few employment agencies that handle technical

mining men are run along lines that make any such slur

as the foregoing entirely uncalled for. The business of

bringing the employer and the technical man together is as

clean and legitimate and serves as much of a need, perhaps,

as the trade journal, which depends for its business life

on tlie bringing together of the machinery manufacturer
and the mine manager through the medium of advertising.

Mixes Techxical Agexcy,
N. H. Beaton, Manager.

Los Angeles, Nov. 26, 1915.

Peculiar Ma.gia®t2c F&ieira©ffiffieBa©ira

The "Peculiar Magnetic Phenomenon" described by Mr.

Chase in the Journal of Dec. 4 may possibly be due to the

track rails having once been handled with an electromagnet

and becoming permanently magnetized.

In steel mills, nowadays, a great deal of the materia'

is lifted and loaded by means of powerful electromagnets

suspended from overhead cranes. I have heard of carloads

of material that could be unloaded at destination only with

great difficulty, because so many of the pieces were magne-
tized that all tended to cling together.

George W. Riter.

Salt Lake City, Utah, Dec. 7, 1915.
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HEW FUBILECATHOHS

ROAD CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE. 6x9, pp. 127.
illus. ; paper. E. I. du Pont de Nemours Powder Co., Wil-
mington, Del.

DIB ACHATE. By Rapliael Ed. Liesegang. 6x9i,4, pp. 118.
lllus., paper; 5 80 marks. Tlieodor Steinlcopft. Dresden and
Leipzig. Germany.

THE DEVONIAN OF SOUTHWESTERN ONTARIO. By Clin-
ton R. Stauffer. Pp. 341, illus. Memoir 34. Canada De-
partment of ilines. Geological Survey. Ottawa.

COMMISSION OF CONSERVATION, PROCEEDINGS OF THE
SIXTH ANNUAL MEETING HELD AT OTTAWA. JAN.
19 AND 20. 1915. 6l,ix9l^, pp. 333, illus. Commission of
Conservation. Ottawa, Canada.

THE GEOLOGY AND MINERAL RESOURCES OF THE
BULLER-MOKIHINUI SUBDIVISION, WESTPORT DI-
VISION. By Percy Gates Morgan and John Arthur Bar-
trum. 8%xll, pp. 220, illus. Bull. 17 (New Series). New-
Zealand Department of Mines, Geological Survey Branch,
Wellington.

NEW ZEALAND: MINES STATEMENT. By Hon. W. D. S.
MacDonald. Minister of Mines. Statistics, Reports Re-
lating to Metalliferous Mines and Stone Quarries, State
Aid to Mining, Roads on Goldfields, Prospecting Drills,
Water-Races. Schools of Mines, Inspection of Mines, Ex-
aminations for Certificates, Geological Survey, State Coal
Mines, etc., for the Tear 1914. 8x1210, pp. 118, illus. New
Zealand Department of Mines, Wellington.

MINERAL PRODUCTION OF CALIFORNIA FOR 1914, With
Mining Law Appendix. Pp. 184, illus. Bull. 10, California
State Mining Bureau, San Francisco.

This bulletin, which is published for free distribution,

gives the usual statistics of mineral production and notes of

mining developments. The total value of the minerals pro-
duced was $93,314,760. This is somewhat less than the figure

originally given by the bureau, which is accounted for by the
fact that it estimated the gold, silver and platinum produc-
tion, in order not to delay the issuance of the bulletin. The
revised figures of the United States Geological Survey were
received before the bulletin was printed, and the corrections
are given in a supplement to the chapter on metals.

There were 42 mineral substances produced, and of the
58 counties in the state. 56 of them produced mineral of some
kind. Petroleum, of which 102,881.907 bbl. were produced,
was highest in value. in 1914, as it has been for several years.
Gold was next in value, with 999.113 oz., valued at $20,653,496.

The copper output was 30,491,135 lb., valued at $4,055,375.

There was a decrease of more than $5,000,000 in the total

value of all minerals produced in 1914, as compared with 1913.

Petroleum, however, increased 387,375 bbl., but decreased in

total value $1.090905, owing to a I'eduction in price in five of

the seven fields. In the production of metals there was a total

decrease in 1914 from the previous year, of $1,087,986, cover-
ing nine different metals. Of these metals only three—gold,

iron and lead—showed. an increase. In the past fifteen months
there has been an increase in copper production and also in

quicksilver, due of course to the war in Europe. There has
also been some increase in zinc production in the past year.

No production of antimony has been recorded since 1901,

when there was an output of 50 tons. There has been a large
amount of prospecting and development in the past twelve
months, and it is expected that 1915 will show a record of
renewed production. There has been an increased demand for

magnesite, and production in 1914 exceeded that of 1913 by
1,806 tons; it was valued at $10 per ton, as compared with $7

per ton last year. The production of chrome showed a small
increase, but for some unaccountable reason the total value
decreased from $12,700 in 1913 to $9,434 in 1914.

PRACTICAL MINING ON THE RAND. By E. M. Weston.
5x7%; pp. 55; illus. Published by the author at Johan-
nesburg, South Africa.

There have been many books published for the mining
engineer or mining operator, but few, if any, published
specifically for the shift bosses and the miners themselves

—

certainly none more interesting than the little booklet by
E. M. Weston, entitled "Practical Mining on the Rand." In

the preface Mr. Weston says: "Some little time ago I set out
to lecture to miners on their work. I soon found that if I

wished to retain their interest and to really help them, I

would have to leave out very much that is usually included
in a course of mining lectures and would have to bring in

many things that are to be found in no book today." The
booklet contains his lectures to his miners very much as he
gave them. They are practical talks on practical matters to

practical men.
The first lecture deals with "Handling Rock Drills Under-

ground" and takes up in detail the method of rigging up the
drill, the points to be avoided and the points to be taken
advantage of in order to get the greatest results with the
r"eatest ease to the miner. It deals with the causes of

drills sticking in the holes; it takes up in detail tin- opera-
tions of running a drill, from the standpoint of the drill it.self,

as well as the round which is being drilled; it goes into con-
siderable detail about the operations involved in changing
steels, etc.

Another chapter, entitled "Explosives and Their U.se," de-
fines for the miner the various brands and kinds of dyn.amite
and explains their differences and their uses. The question
of fuse and tamping is also discussed at length. The layout
of holes to break the ground to best advantage is discussed,
and diagrams are shown of the different schemes of drilling.

Under the heading, "Developments," he goes into this
question of layout of holes and drilling of rounds in very
much greater detail and summarizes in the most understand-
able way the principles that must be considered in order to
get the best results in drilling and breaking the breast of a
drift.

Under the title, "Stoping," is a very interesting chapter
on the setting up of the drill, drilling and the breaking of a
round in stopes, and under the heading, "Hand Hammer
Work," the subject of hand drilling is gone into at some
length.

The pamphlet comprises 55 pages and can be read with
profit not only by the shift bosses and miners for whom it

was intended, but by the mine superintendent and the
engineer.

United States patent specifications listed below may be
obtained from "The Engineering and Mining Journal" at 25c.

each. British patents are supplied at 40c. each.

ALUMINA—Method for Producing Pure Alumina from
Clay and Other Alumina-Bearing Materials. Max Buchner,
Heidelberg, Germany. (U. S. No. 1,162,130; Nov. 30, 1915.)

BAG-SHAKING APPARATUS. Albert D. Bryant, Palmer-
ton. Penn., assignor to New Jersey Zinc Co., New York, N. Y.
(U. S. No. 1.163.318; Dec. 7, 1915.)

CONCENTRATION—Chat Separator for Concentrating Jigs.
Alvin P. Standefer, Miami, Okla. (U. S. No. 1,162,112; Nov.
30, 1915.)

CONCENTRATOR. Albert J. Matter, Portland, Ore. (U. S.
No. 1.161,945; Nov. 30. 1915.)

CONCENTRATOR. John F. Isbell, Los Angeles, Calif., as-
signor to Orren Allen, Denver, Colo. (U. S. No. 1,163,344;
Dec. 7, 1915.)

CRUSHER ROLL. Bruce W. Traylor. Allentown, Penn., as-
signor to Traylor Engineering and Manufacturing Co., Allen-
town. Penn. (U. S. No. 1.162.892; Dec. 7. 1915.)

CRUSHING—Apparatus for Disintegrating Ore and Other
Material. Harry W. Hardinge, New York, N. Y., assignor to
Hardinge Conical Mill Co., New York, N. Y. (U. S. No. 1.161.-
859; Nov. 30. 1915.)

DRILL—Rock Drill. Warren Wood. Paterson, N. J. (U. S.

No. 1,162.964; Dec. 7, 1915.)

DRILL—Rock Drill. Vincent John O'Brien, Denver, Colo.
(U. S. No. 1.162,249; Nov. 30, 1915.)

FLUE DUST—Process of Agglomerating Flue Dust or
Other Finely Divided Material. Carl Giesecke, Brunswick,
Germany. (U. S. No. 1,162.600; Nov. 30, 1915.)

FURNACE—Metallurgical Furnace. Franz Meyer, Uer-
dingen, Germany, assignor to Dwight & Llovd Metallurgical
Co., New York, N. Y. (U. S. No. 1.162.634; Nov. 30, 1915.)

FURNACE—Metallurgical Furnace. Utlev Wedge, Ard-
more. Penn. (U. S. Nos. 1,162.532 and 1,162,533; Nov. 30, 1915.)

HOISTING—Safety Stop Mechanism. Alexander J. Nicht,
Chicago. 111., assignor, bv mesne assignments, to Allis-Chal-
mers Manufacturing Co. (U. S. No. 1,163.029; Dec. 7, 1915.)

LAMP—Miner's Lamp. Augie L. Hansen. Chicago, 111., as-
signor to Justrite Manufacturing Co., Chicago, 111. (U. S. No.
1,162,915; Dec. 7, 1915.)

LEACHING—Process for Extracting Valuable Copper Con-
stituents from Cupriferous Ores and Their Gangues. Eugene
Erdos, Kolozsv&r, Austria-Hungary, assignor to Azurit Co..
Ltd., for Chemical Industry Kolozsvir, Kolozsv^r, Austria-
Hungary. (U. S. No. 1,162,044; Nov. 30, 1915.)

ORE-PULP—Apparatus for Treating Ore Pulp. Berna-d
MacDonald, South Pasadena, Calif. (U. S. No. 1,163,097; Dtc.
7, 1915.)

POTASSIUM AND SODIUM SALTS FROM KELP-ASHES.
Process for the Manufacture of. Carl Klingbiel, Biebrich,
Germany. (U. S. No. 1.162.617; Nov. 30, 1915.)

SLAG—Art of Converting Molten Slag into a Highlv-Por-
ous Mass. Carl H. Schol, AUendorf, Germany. (U. S. No. 1.-

163.605; Dec. 7, 1915.)

SMELTING—Apparatus for Continuous Smelting of Sul-
phide Ores. Gustaf Haglund and Anton Gronningsaeter, Christ-
ianosand, Norway. (U. S. No. 1,163,234; Dec. 7, 1915.)

TUNNELING MACHINE. Samuel Hoar, Virginia, Minn. (U.
S. No. 1,162,607; Nov. 30, 1915.)

WFLDING—Method of Welding. Edwin E. Slick, Johns-
town. Penn.. assignor of one-half to Luther L. Knox, Avalon,
Penn. (U. S. No. 1.161,419; Nov. 23. 1915.)

ZINC—Removing Cadmium from Zinc Ore. Gilbert Rigg,
Palmerton. Penn.. assignor to The New Jersey Zinc Co., New
Y'ork, N. Y. (U. S. Nos. 1,161,885 and 1,161,886; Noc. 30, 1915.)
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The iniiicral export tax, jjassed by the la.st Peruvian

congress, became effective on Nov. 14, 1915. The ex-

port tax as finally fixed is a compromise between the

first proposals of the government and those of the Socie-

dad Nacional de Jlineria. The exemption from taxation

of zinc ores and zinc products, and apparently of lead

in bars, is noteworthy. Through the courtesy of the

West Coast Leader, a translation of the principal fea-

tures of the new export-tax law (No. 8,187) is presented

herewith

:

Article 1—Mineral products and those derived from their

treatment shall be subject to the payment of duties in the
form and proportion determined by this law.

GOLD
Art. 2—A. Metallic gold in any form, shall pay a coinage

fee of Lp. 3 per kg. of fine gold, and if exported, Lp. 10 per

kg. [Lp., libra peruana, equivalent to the British pound ster-

ling when exchange is at a parity.]

B. Gold contained in bars of other metals, in matte and
other metallurgical products, shall pay an export tax of Lp.
2 per kg. of fine gold.

SILVER
Art. 3—Metallic silver, in whatever form, shall pay for

each kilogram of fine silver exported, a tax of 1 shillins^,

starting with the quotation of 23V4d. per standard ounce troy,

925 fine, increasing 2%d. per kg. for each Id. rise in the price

of silver.

Sulphates of silver from lixiviation processes shall pay
an export tax of 3d. per kg. of gross weight, starting from
23V4d. per standard ounce troy increasing Id. per kg. for each
penny increase in the price of silver.

COPPER
Art. 4—Metallic copper, pure or impure, in any form, shall

pay an export duty from the moment that the quotation of

standard copper in London is Lp. 60 per ton, as follows: on
quotation of Lp. 60 to Lp. 65 a tax of 15 shillings per ton of

1,016 kg., gross weight exported; and the duty shall increase

by 2 shillings per ton for each pound-sterling increase in the

quotation.
If the bars contain gold and silver, on the former there

shall be paid the duty indicated in Clause B of Art. 2, pro-

vided that the assay is 10 grams or more per ton; and on the

silver, when in excess of 2 kg. per ton, the following scale

per kilogram of fine silver contained: 6d. when the quota-
tion for silver is between 23y2d. and 24%d.; 1 shilling when
between 24i^d. and 25i/4d.; 2 shillings when silver is quoted

over 25y2d.
Smelting products the copper contents of which may be

in excess of SO^^r and less than SOr'c shall pay as export tax. on
the fine-copper contents, the duty established for copper bars.

Cement copper and smelting products the contents of

which in copper may be in excess of 60% and less than 80%
shall pay. as export tax, 50% of the duty established in this

article for copper bars, on each metric ton of gross weight.

Smelting products containing less than 90% copper, but
over 80 7,1 copper, shall not be considered bars, but shall pay
on the fine-copper contents the duty established for copper

bars.

Mattes the contents of which in copper do not exceed 60%
shall pay as duty, per metric ton gross weight, 40% of the

duty established in this article for copper bars.

The gold and silver contained in smelting products the

contents in copper of which may be in excess of S0% and less

than 90% in cement and mattes shall pay an export duty as

follows; Gold, the duty fixed in Clause B of Art. 2 of this

law, provided that the assay is 10 grams or more per ton;

and silver. 1 shilling for each kilogram of fine silver, pro-

vided the material contains 2 kg. per ton.

LEAD
Art. 5—Argentiferous-lead bars shall pay only on the silver

contents at the rate of 1 shilling per kilogram of fine sil-

ver, and provided the bars contain 2 kg. per ton.

ORES
Art. 6—All other minerals, metalliferous or otherwise, shall

pay an export duty of 2i,4d. per 100 kg., gross weight, and me-
chanical or chemical concentrates of any class, metalliferous

or not. shall pay 5d. per 100 kg.

Coal, sulphur, ores of iron, manganese, and zinc are here-

by exempted from the effects of this article, as well as their

concentrates. The latter, if containing other metals subject to

tax, shall pay the duty.

Ores of rare metals, such as tungsten, molybdenum and
vanadium and their concentrates, shall pay Lp. 1 per ton,

whatever may be their price in the market.
Borates exported from "salinas," Arequipa, shall pay an

export tax of 2 shillings per ton.

PETROLEUM
Art. 7—Crude petroleum and the residues and products of

its distillation shall pay an export tax of 1 shilling per metric
ton. gross weight.

Exporters must declare the tenor of their products.

Penalties for false declarations of the nature and grade

of the mineral products are punishable by a fine of four

times the correct tax, and the government may purchase

the lot to be exported according to the assays declared

by the exporter. The exportation of amalgams of all

classes is expressly prohibited. Export duties up to £40

may be paid in gold coin, but above this amount must

be paid "in drafts on New York at 90 days sight, or

at the option of the shipper, in the equivalent drafts on

London." The Chamber of Commerce of Lima fixes week-

ly the value of the ton of standard copper and of the ounce

troy of silver, based on the quotations of the London
^letal Exchange ; this quotation rules for the following

week.

The secretary-general has issued the following list of

receptions arranged for the meeting in Washington

:

Reception by the president of the congress. His Ex-

cellency the Ambassador of Chile, Senor Don Eduardo

Suarez Mujica, at the Chilean Embassy, 1013 Sixteenth

St., Thursday, Dec. 30, 4 : 30 to : p.m.

Reception tendered by the secretary and the Board of

Regents of the Smithsonian Institution to the members
of the congress Thursday evening, Dec. 30, at 9 o'clock.

Theater party by the Secretary of State and United

States delegation to the Latin-American delegations at

the New National Theater, Friday, Dec. 3, at 8:30

o'clock. Other members of the congress are requested to

make their reservations at once with the management
of tlie theater.

Reception tendered to the members of the congress by

the president and officers of the Cosmos Club Monday
afternoon, Jan. 3, at fi o'clock.

Reception by the Governing Board of the Pan Amer-

ican Union to the members of the congress at the Pan
American Union, Saturday night, Jan. 1, at 9 o'clock.

The members of the Second Pan American Scientific

Congress will be the guests of the American Association

for the Advancement of Science on the occasion of a spe-

cial meeting to be held in Memorial Continental Hall,

Monday night, Jan. 3, at 8 o'clock.

The trustees of the Carnegie Institution of Washing-

ton will tender a reception to the memljers of the con-

gress Tuesday night, Jan. 4, 9 p.m., at Sixteenth and

P St.

Friday night, Jan. 7, the president will give a recep-

tion to the members of the congress at the White House.

Saturday night, Jan. 8, the Secretary of State and the

United States delegation will give a banquet to the mem-
bers of the congress at the Pan American Union ; hour

to be announced later.
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It was but natural tluit the two groups of engineers

should have dillerent ideas. They agree respecting the

nature of the ore dejjosit and more or less as to the proii-

able grade of the ore. They differ as to how the exploita-

tion should be conducted in order to obtain the best

results. The main differences may be summarized as

follows: The Gastineau engineers are planning to do

what may be called bulk mining—that is, extracting

everything from the lode and putting it through the

mill. In the mill they have introduced the novelty of

crushing with rolls. The Alaska Juneau engineers, on

the other hand, are contemplating what may be called

selective mining—that is, extracting only the richer por-

tion of the lode—but this will be nothing like the selec-

tive mining of the small concerns of 80 or 25 years ago.

The extraction of ore will be prosecuted on such a huge

scale that block by block it will be bulk mining, but the

poorer portions of the lode will be passed by. The gov-

erning principle is excellently illustrated in the following

statement of Mr. Bradley: "The cubic contents of the

vein above the Gold Creek tunnel level and between the

eastern and western ends of the property totals approxi-

mately 500,000,000 tons of slate, metagabbro and quartz.

From this there should be mined, from selected places.

80,000,000 to 100,000,000 tons of vein matter and quartz

suitable for milling that should yield a net profit of from

70c. to $1 per ton, depending upon conditions of mining

that cannot at this time be estimated within closer limits

of ultimate profits. Areas will probably be found in

which mining may profitably be conducted by sorting,

leaving two tons in the slopes for every ton milled. Other

areas will probably be found, all of which may be mined

without the necessity of mine sorting.''

In milling, the Alaska Juneau engineers are going to

adhere to the conventional stamps. We shall have, there-

fore, an interesting comparison not only of bulk mining

vs. selective mining, but also of rolls vs. stamps.

In introducing rolls in the Gastineau mill, Mr. Jack-

ling has done nothing revolutionary except in so far as the

metallurgy of gold is concerned. There was a time when

stamps were the common means for the fine crushing of

all sorts of ore. For the milling of most ore except gold

ore—and except also the Lake Superior copper ore, for

which steam stamps still prevail—the stamp battery has

been displaced by rolls, which mechanically are superior.

Even in gold milling when ore is to be treated by the

cyanide process, stamps were displaced by rolls, and the

rolls in turn have been, in some cases, displaced partially

by ball mills. Mr. Jackling- has simply gone a stej)

farther in introducing for a process of amalgamation and

concentration the crushing machinery that has proved

itself the better in other branches of the art. Mr. Brad-

ley and his associates, on the other hand, adhere to the

use of the stamp batteries, such as they are already

employing on the other side of the Gastineau Channel.

Mr. Jackling has already demonstrated by the milling

of something like 1,000,000 tons of ore that by his method

the Juneau ore mav not onlv be mined and milled at a

The exploitation of the great gold lode at Juneau,

Alaska, by several companies, but especially by the

Alaska-Gastineau and Alaska Juneau, is a subject of

interest not only to thousands of investors in the shares

of these companies, but also to the engineering profession

in view of the unique problem that is to be solved and

the different ways of going about it. The problem itself

involves the mining and milling at a profit of ore that is

expected to average only about $1.50 per ton. Nothing

like this was ever accomplished. If it be admitted that it

can be done, the available tonnage of the Juneau lode is so

great that its extraction will hardly be completed within

the lifetime of this generation.

The Juneau lode (we use the term rather for con-

venience than out of any belief in its accuracy) is a

great zone of slate permeated by veinlets, stringers and

masses of gold-bearing quartz. Dikes of metagabbro

have intruded themselves into the lode, which dikes in

turn carry auriferous quartz. The distribution of the

veinlets, stringers and masses of quartz is irregular. The

mineralization is not, therefore, in any way comparable

with that of the great deposits of disseminated copper ore,

which are generally .masses of rock more or less evenly

peppered with valuable minerals. The only similarity

of these two classes of ore deposits is that both are very

large and are capable of extraction by the most economi-

cal methods known in the modern art of mining.

As in the case of the porphyry-copper deposits, the

Juneau gold lode was no new thing. Attempts to get

gold from it have been made at frequent intervals during

the last 25 years. All such attempts, however, were

directed on the idea of mining the quartz veins or enrich-

ment zones alone, and upon a very small scale—none of

the early mills being so large as those that are erected and

run as pilot mills nowadays. The mining and milling

of a very large tonnage is of course one of the essential

factors in reducing costs and enabling ore so poor as

$1.50 per ton to be treated profitably.

The Ali\ska-Gastineau (Alaska Gold Mines Co.) is con-

templating mining and milling ultimately at the rate of

6 to 7 million tons per annimi. The immediate plans of

the Alaska Juneau company are laid out for the mining

and milling of about 2,500,000 tons per annum.

Both tliese companies are directed l)y the most suc-

cessful mining engineers of the time. At the head of

Alaska-Gastineau is Mr. Jackling (aided by his great

staff), who is known as the brilliant developer of the

Utah Copper Co., Chino, Ray, and Butte & Superior.

At the head of Alaska Juneau are Messrs. Bradley,

Requa and Mackenzie, who are known as the developers

of Nevada Consolidated, while Mr. Bradley has been for

many years the manager of the Bunker Hill iS: Sullivan

mine in the Coeur d'Alenes, and the Treadwell group

of mines on Douglas Island, Alaska, Just across the

Gastineau Channel from the Juneau mines.
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cost of TSc. per ton, as to which many engineers previ-

ously were skeptical, but also that it may be done for a

consideraljly lower figure. In so far as the milling is

concerned, however, it will be necessary to segregate its

cost from the mining cost before the comparison between
rolls and stamps may be made. The net result of both
the mining and milling methods, however, will be ex-

pressed in the net ]n-ofit per ton of ore, and that is the

figure which is awaited with the most interest.

IRIs© aim OcesxEa Fipoaglhi^ IRmttes

The rise in transatlantic freight rates, and in ocean
freight rates generally, equals the most spectacular rises

in prices for the commodities. This is a matter of great

concern in the mining and metallurgical industry. A
seller of copper, for exam])le, who agreed three mouths
ago to deliver coi5i)er to Europe at this time, finds his

proceeds much shrunken if he failed to contract for

freight room in advance and is obliged to pay current

rates. Freight rates have been rising since the beginning
of 1915, but during the last two or three months the

advance has been very sharp. Previous to the beginning
of the war a common rate for carrying copper from New
York to British ports was about 16c. per 100 lb. A
couple of months ago it was about 60c. Within the last

two or three weeks $1 and upward has been paid.

A pamphlet on '"Ocean Shipping," just published by

the National Foreign ' Trade Council, throws light upon
the conditions. Quoting from that pamphlet, but not

literally

:

''The shipping capacity of the world previous to the

war was estimated at 44,000,000 tons, fully two-thirds

consisting of tramp steamships, of which Great Britain

alone owned 70% of the whole. The war has removed
i'roni private commercial employment between 20 and 25%
of the world's steam shipping, or upward of 9,000,000

out of 44,000,000 tons, owing to destructive immobiliza-

tion and impressments for governmental service. On
the other hand, the aggregate of freight to be carried has

probably increased. It is known that the world's trade

showed a huge falling off during the first year of war,

taking value as the basis; but considering bulk alone, it

teems that the volume of traffic handled by the world's

merchant marine has increased considerably since the

war began.

"The primary needs of armies in the field are food

and clothing. Industrial resources are mobilized for the

purpose of turning out equipment and ammunition. This

operates to the detriment of agriculture, already depleted

of men sent to the front, and hence there is increased

importation of food and raw materials, which taxes the

resources of an already busy merchant marine. Moreover,

the available labor becoming scarce and poor in quality,

the discharge of ships is not carried out with the ac-

customed dispatch. The closing of the Panama Canal

by the earth slides in October, 1915, dislocated the world's

shipping, for it delayed many vessels sailing on trade

routes via Panama and compelled their diversion to des-

tination by longer routes via ^Magellan and other points.

Shipo^^•ners and shippers suffered heavy losses. These

delays naturally exercised a bullish effect on freight rates

in general."

The secretarj' of the National Foreign Trade Council

refers to the advance in freight rates in this wav : "Rates

first sharply increased, then doubled, trebled, and in some
instances have become from five to seven times as large

as before the war. To other parts of the world American
exports have not increased in volume. The transportation

has decreased, due to shifting of vessels to the European
trade, and rates have greatly advanced. Shipowners
decline to make the long-tenn contracts characteristic

of peaceful times, and shippers of manufactures are more
embarrassed by their inability to make definite calculations

of the future selling price of their products, which is

affected by freight, than by the abnormal size of the rates

themselves."

Precisely these conditions have been experienced in the

export trade in the metals, besides which there are many
incidental difficulties. For example, the congestion in

the railway yards at the Atlantic seaports has introduced

unusual difficulties in getting freight on board ships, even
when the prospective shipper has engaged the room. He
may be unable to cause the freight to be moved from the

railway yards to the docks during the lay-days of the

sliip. The only known means of circumventing this

obstacle is to cause the freight to be delivered at the dock
many days, or even weeks, before the sailing date of the

ship. Consequently the shipper is obliged to carry his

commodities, with increased interest charges, for a longer

time than he contemplates normally. It is expected that

freight rates will go down after the war, but as to whether
the drop will be sharp or gradual there is difference of

opinion.

Two fatal accidents have occurred within the last few
weeks at the ilorning mine, in Idaho, under somewhat
similar circumstances, emphasizing the necessity of safe-

guards in the operation of electric-motor haulage under-

ground.

In the first instance a machinist had been called into

the mine to make some repairs. When his work was
completed, he telephoned the man in charge outside, a

distance of over a mile, to know if the track was clear.

Being informed that it was, he started out on the motor.

The man outside had hardly hung itp the receiver when
it flashed upon him that the fcre train had just started

in. He hurriedly called up to correct his error, but too

late. The machinist had started out, and there was no

v.-ay to stop him and no way to i)revent a collision. The
collision occurred; the machinist was horribly mangled

and died a few days later. While this man was waiting

for death to relieve him of his suffering, a motorman was

killed in the same tunnel by another collision. In this

case ore cars were left on the track and another train

crashed into them.

Both these accidents were due to the failure of the

human agency and are likely to be repeated from time to

time so long as human frailty is the sole dependence.

The men who committed the errors that caused the ac-

cidents were discharged, but that gives no assurance that

their successors will not make similar fatal mistakes.

No company having long hauls by electric motors under

ground has adopted all possible safeguards to prevent

such accidents unless it has a block-signal system in-

stalled.
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The installation of such a system for mine tunnels

cannot be withheld on a plea of cost of installation,

because that is conii)aratively moderate. At any of our

metropolitan amusement parks the scenic railways are

all equipped with efficient, simple little block systems,

and their trackage does not begin to compare with that

of any mine tunnel where motor haulage is used. The
amusement railway is safeguarding a greater number of

lives per day, it is true, but when the size of investment

or the amount of gross income is considered, there seems

to be little argument for the tunnel ore-haulage system

not being equipped witli automatic block signals.

I
BY THE WAY

|

Ty Cobb says : "No, I don't drink ! It dims my batting

eye." Efficiency and alcohol won't mix. The man who
drinks is never a safe man, says the "Inland Steel Safety

Bulletin." gs

The accompanying picture

of Mrs. Carrie Eversou was

drawn by Arthur L. Ormay
from a reproduction in the

Denver Times of an original

photograph. Carrie Jane

Billing, later ilrs. Eversou,

was born in Sharon, !Mass., in

1843, moving to Denver in

the early '80s, and died in

San Anselmo, Calif, on Nov.

3, 1914. It is reported
that the Colorado Scientific

Society purposes educating

her grand-daughter.

That optimism and pessimism in mining ventures were

"not born yesterdaj'," is evidenced by the following ex-

tract from the diary of Samuel Pepvs, under date of Oct.

3, 1660: "This day I heard the Duke [of York] speak

of a great design that he and my Lord of Pembroke have,

and a great many others, of sending a venture to some
parts of Africa to dig for gold ore there. They intend

to admit as many as will venture their money, and so make
themselves a company. £2'>0 is the lowest share to everv

man. But I do not iiiid that my Lord do much like it."

According to Coal Age, among a number of applications

received recently by a large coal-mining company was the

following orthographic gem : Sir : I have bin informed by

the Engr. Agency that you are in need of a Transetman.

I would like to accept a passisian of that kind if you

tliink me caperaljle of holding the passion. I have had
Six Years experence in R.E. Const, and Loc. and am
a fairly good drausman and have bin in mines with Mine-

ing Engr. good many times. Can furnish you with rep.

if need to. Yours Verry Truly,

P. S. Can report in verry Short notice 5 days.

In a recent market letter is the following straight tip

:

These stocks should be bought, and bought at once, in

order to take full advantage of opportunities now at hand.
We believe that all of the simon-pure investment coppers are
endowed with remarkable speculative possibilities for the
trader who is content with market turns, while to the con-
servative investor with the income point of view in mind the

prisent opportunity is one not to be overlooked. Wo ijelieve
that Calumet & Hecia is a buy up to $1,000 per .sliare, Utah
Copper to $150, Anaconda to $100, American Zinc to $100, Cal-
umet & Arizona to $100, Chino to $100, Granby, Inspiration,
Osceola and Quincy to $100, Miami to $75, Ray and Chili to
$50.

East Butte should double in price very soon, also Corbin,
Kennecott, Ray Hercules, New Cornelia, First National, Davis
Daly and Goldfield Consolidated.

Among the many lower-priced mines and prcperties, we
think well of Success, Caledonia, Marsh Mining, Utah Metals,
Hecla, Iron Blossom, Kewanas, Mclntyre, Vipond, Rex Con-
solidated, Chief, Majestic, Fortuna and Nevada Douglas.

Hope certainly does spring infernal, but why omit Con
Mercur, Jlontgomcry Shoshone and Ely Central ?

The Serbs in retreating from northeastern Serbia are

reported to have destroyed the surface plant of the copper
mines near Bor, in the Department of Timok, and to

have permitted the workings to be Hooded to prevent the

Teuton forces from availing themselves immediately of

this source of copper. The principal mine is the Tehoka
Dhulkan and belongs to a group controlled by the Cie.

Frangaise des Mines de Bor. There are numerous small

deposits of copper in the Balkan states, but this company
was the principal producer. Its output in 1912, accorcl-

ing to the "Copper Handbook," was 16,699,8-45 lb.

The smelting plant comprised four small water-jacketed

furnaces, two of 110 tons' daily capacity and two 210-ton

furnaces, and a converter department with one stand and
four shells. In the latter part of 1912 most of the

employees were ordered into the Serbian army for the

Balkan war, and for a long time only one furnace was

operated. Near ilaidanpek, in the same general district,

a 200-ton smelting plant was built in 1907 by a Belgian

company, which used the Knudsen process and made a

96% copper product. This plant has presumaljly met
with the same fate as the Bor property.

The resignation of Dr. John Casper Branuer, Leland

Stanford University, takes place on Dec. 31. He has

already taken leave of the campus and will be gone

for an indefinite period. He was invited to make his

home at Stanford after his retirement, but it is under-

stood that he has declined, as he desires to have a complete

rest, and to remain entirely away from the scene of his

former labor. Within the past two years the presidency

was added to his duties as professor of geology, and while

the presidency of the university may be accounted an

honor, it also added very largely to the labor.

Doctor and Mrs. Branner will visit New Orleans and

Washington and they may go to Panama. Doctor Bran-

ner will attend the Pan-American Scientific Congress,

which will open in Washington Dec. 27, under the aus-

pices of the Government, and will contribute to the con-

gress a paper on "Eecent Contributions to the Geology of

Brazil and Their Eelation to the Development of That

Country."

Doctor Branner is a member of the committee in charge

of the congress and also the committee on Economic Ge-

ology. Prof. Bailey Willis, who will succeed Doctor Bran-

ner as head of the department of geology at Stanford.

is also a member of the latter committee. Prof. G. H.

Clevenger, of Stanford, is a member of the committee on

Metallurgy and Dr. Margaret Schallenl)urger, California

commissioner of education, is on the committee on Edu-

cation of Women.
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Tlhie Prodl^cer^
Written Expressly for

Thie Engineering and Mining Journal
By BERTON BRALEY

DOWN there in Wall Street the brokers is brokin'

Tradin' in copper stocks day after day

;

Sidewalks is crowded an' offices chokin',

Chokin' with people that's gamblin' away;
Some of 'em's slidin' to wreck an' to ruin,

vSome of 'em's makin' a million or more;

Meanwhile us miners goes right on a-doin'

What we are paid for—just diggin' the ore.

Over in Yurrup the nations is clashin',

Turnin' their world into several hells,

Killin' an' woundin' an' crushin' an' smashin',

Filhn' the air with the shriek of the shells,

Usin' up copper fer ruin an' slaughter,

Drenchin' the earth in a torrent of gore;

We got our job on this side of the water,

Doin' our duty of diggin' the ore.

Down in the stopes we are drillin' an' shootin',

Minin' an' muckin'—a hard-handed crew;

Up in the cages the ore goes sky-hootin',

Leavin' us plenty more minin' to do;

Danger an' death all around us is lurkin'.

We gits our wages—an' nothin' much more;

Still it's our job, an' we keeps on a-workin',

Doin' our duty an' diggin' the ore.

Copper wires stretches all over the nation

—

Over the world, if you want the thing clear;

Copper's the magic of civilization

Spread by the work of the wise engineer;

He is the guy that you have to give credit.

Heat, light an' power are part of his chore.

Wizard an' prophet an' dreamer—you've said it;

But—don't forget that we're diggin' the ore.
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FEIRSOHAILS

J. R. Finlay, of NVw Voik, is at Bonne Teiif, .Mo., on
professional business.

Arthur Thacher, of St. Louis, has returned from Denver
and is now in New York.

H. A. Wheeler, of St. Louis, has been examining zinc
properties in Central Missouri.

C. D. Bell, of Bonne Terre, Mo., has moved to Joplin, Mo., to
take charge of a new zinc property.

Walter Strache has sailed from New York for an extended
trip through Central and South America.

T. Skewes-Saunders succeeds Andr6 P. Griffiths as general
manager of Las Dos Estrellas, El Oro, Mexico.

W. H. Seagrave, manager for the Kennecott Copper Co. at
Kennecott. Alaska, has gone East on a vacation.

O. M. Bllharz. formerly superintendent of the St. Joe
Lead Co., is now operating in the Missouri zinc district.

Frank A. Glass, has been appointed superintendent of the
Wilcox mine of the Canadian-Cuyuna Ore Co. at Woodrow,
Minnesota.

H. A. Buehler, state geologist of Missouri, is giving special

attention to the Joplin zinc district, in cooperation with the
Bureau of Mines.

A. P. Rogers has returned to New York from South Amer-
ica where he has been for about a year on the West Coast,
chiefly in Peru and Bolivia.

Dr. C. Offerhaus has finished the erection of the Kwarz-
chana copper plant of the Siemens Successors at Kwarzchana,
Caucasus. Russia, which was designed by him, and has re-

turned to Germany.
H. W. Hardinge has been honored by the Franklin In-

stitute and the City of Philadelphia, being awarded the John
Scott medal and maximum cash premium for the invention
of his conical mill.

Charles A. Gibbons, Jr., has resigned his connection with
the Central Chili Copper Co., Panulcillo, Coquimbo, Chile,

where he has been in charge of the mining department for

three years past. Mr. Gibbons will be at his home at Taun-
ton, Mass., for the present.

W. R. Rust is reported to have resigned from the Ta-
coma Smeltery and the Guggenheim interests entirely. The
Chichagoff Mining Co., is one property that Rust is person-
ally interested in and indications are that he will enter other
parts of Alaska in mining propositions, and possibly start an
Alaskan smeltery.

Frederick G. Clapp, ma-naging geologist of the Associated
Geological Engineers, has recently completed some explora-
tions in Texas and has gone to Elgin, Kan., where the Asso-
ciated Geological Engineers are doing extensive geological
work. Clyde T. Griswold of the Mining Department in the
Carnegie Institute of Technology and Ralph W. Richards of

Washington, D. C, are included in the party.

On Jan. 1 Russell Wayland takes P. R. Bradley's position
as general superintendent at the Alaska Treadwell and the
latter becomes consulting engineer for the two companies,
succeeding J. H. Mackenzie in that office. Mackenzie becomes
president of the Alaska Treadwell. L. H. Metzgar succeeds
Wayland as assistant superintendent at Treadwell. David
Landsburg remains as mine superintendent at Treadwell.

M. F; Chase, general manager, and Walter D. Main, assist-

ant general manager and sales manager, of the Mineral Point
Zinc Co. have resigned. Mr. Chase has been with the com-
pany for 17 years and has been in charge, for some time
past, of all of the manufacturing operations of this and its

allied companies in Illinois, "Wisconsin, Kansas, Oklahoma
and Ohio, while Mr. Main has similarly supervised the sales
and commercial end of these subsidiaries of the New Jersey
Zinc Co. No announcement has been made as to their future
business but it is reasonable to suppose that it will be along
the same ground lines in which they have become proficient.

David Schenck Jacobus, last week elected president of the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, was graduated
from the Stevens Institute of Technology in 1SS4 and served
that institution for 22 years as instructor and professor, re-
tiring in 1906. For six years also he had charge of the
Carnegie Engineering laboratory. Since his retirement from
Stevens Institute as professor emeritus in 1906, Dr. Jacobus
has acted as advisory engineer for the Eabcock & Wilcox
Co.. with office at 85 Liberty St., New York. He also con-
tinues as a special lecturer in experimental engineering at
Stevens Institute. He is a member of many other technical
societies and the author of numerous papers.

Gottfried Voland, head of the firm of Voland & Sons, man-
ufacturer of balances, died Nov. 26, at New Rochelle, N. T.,
aged 62 years.

Edward Smith died at Buffalo, N. Y.. Dec. 5, aged 70 years.
He was for many years connected with transportation on the
Lakes and had been president of the American Ship Build-
ing Co. for two years past.

J. L. McCleary died at Virginia City, Nev., Dec. 6, aged
79 years. He was born at Lancaster, Ohio, went to Ne-
vada over 50 years ago, and has lived at Virginia City and
Candelaria ever since. For many years he had charge of the
Virginia City water-works.

Edward Biddle died at Dallas, Oregon, Nov. 15, aged 71
years. He was born at Greece, N. Y., and when 24 years old
went to California. Later he went to Virginia City, Nev., and
was employed for several years as engineer for the Sutro
Tunnel Co. From there he went to Oregon and established
the Dallas Iron Works which he ' conducted for over 25
years.

George J. Maas, of Negaunee, Mich., aied Dec. 2, aged 54
years. He was well known in the Lake iron country, where
he did much e-xploring and developing. He produced a num-
ber of inventions which he patented, one being an instru-
ment to determine the direction taken by a diamond drill bit,

which is used the world over. He was born at Marquette,
Mich., and had lived in Negaunee since he was three years
old.

William A. Conner died at Plainfield, N. J., Dec. 8, aged
56 years. He was born in Baltimore and began his busi-
ness career in Pittsburgh in 1S76, when he entered the oil re-
fining business, in which he reached the position of assist-
ant manager for the Standard Oil Co. He took charge of the
first plant built by the Standard Underground Cable Co. in

Pittsburgh, and up to the time of his death was head of the
manufacturing business of that company, including the oper-
ation of large plants planned and built by him in Pitts-
burgh, Perth Amboy, N. J.; Oakland, Calif., and Hamilton,
Canada.

James Mapes Dodge, chairman of the board of the Link-
Belt Co., died at his home in Philadelphia, Dec. 4. He was
born in 1852. at Waverly, N. J. His grandfather was Prof.
James J. Mapes. a noted chemist and scientist, and his mother.
Mary- Mapes Dodge, a well known author, for many years edi-

tor of the "St. Nicholas Magazine." Mr. Dodge spent
three years at Cornell University and a year at Rutgers.
.-Vt the latter institution he took a special course in

chemistry under the late Professor George H. Cook, state
geologist of New Jersey. After spending a short time at

the Morgan Iron Works in New York, he entered the shops
of John Roach, the shipbuilder, at Chester, where his marked
mechanical ability and ingenuity brought him rapid advance-
ment. Shortly after the Centennial at Philadelphia he went
to Chicago. It ^\'as here that he formed the acquaintance of
William D. Ewart, the inventor of the Ewart link-belting, and
soon after he joined hands with ilr. Ewart and his associates
in the development of the chain business. Mr. Dodge's early
work was confined principally to development and manufac-
ture, and here his genius had full play. New chains, new
methods of manufacture, and ne^' conveying and elevating
appliances were brought out in rapid succession. After this

period of development Mr. Dodge went East and entered into
partnership with Edward H. Burr under the firm name of
Burr & Dodge, representing in Philadelphia the Ewart Manu-
facturing Co., of Indianapolis. Out of this partnership grew
the Link-Belt Engineering Co., organized in ISSS. It was
in 1889. after having become thoroughly acquainted with the
needs of the anthracite coal industry, that Mr. Dodge de-
veloped his system of storing anthracite coal in large conical
piles, and reloading it by machinery, accomplishing this re-
sult with little labor and practically no breakage. The in-

vention was so complete, and yet withal so simple, that it is

still without a rival in the field of anthracite coal storage.
For this meritorious invention he was presented with the
Elliott Cresson Gold Medal, in 1907, by the Franklin Institute.
Though for many years a large employer of men, Mr.
Dodge never met with any strikes or other labor diffi-

culties. He was deeply interested in the personal welfare
and advancement of his associates, and a conspicuous leader
in the general introduction of the best elements in scientific

management, having the double purpose of produ.:ing greater
efficiency In the mechanical and human equipment, and
greater pay with shorter hours and improved conditions for
the men.
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SAN FRANCISCO—Dec. S

Increase in Miners* AVages has been voluntarily announced
by several of the large mines in the Grass Valley district,

Nevada County. Notices were posted at various mines on
Dec. 3, announcing that all the large companies of the dis-
trict will follow the lead of the North Star. The minimum
wage for underground men will be $2.50 per day; men work-
ing in drifts $2.75. It is believed that the scale will reach
$3 soon. There are 1,067 miners employed in the district and
it is probably safe to say that not a half dozen of them are
dissatisfied.

Salmon River Quartz Mines not prepared for winter work
are closing down for the season, including the Homestake,
Cub Bear, Trail Creek and Black Bear. A few men are left

in each mine to do general work and look after the property.
The closing down, which might otherwise have been avoided
was caused by heavy snow storm in the first half of November
on the north of the summit of the divide between Etna and
Sawyer's Bar. The snow was followed by rain and sun and
settled to a depth of about 4 ft., which makes it impracticable
for travel without the use of a shovel. Motor stages have
been discontinued. The mine owners in this district will take
up the matter of opening a wagon road from Salmon River to
connect with the Humboldt road which is now within a few
miles of the boundary between Siskiyou and Humboldt
County. The county supervisors will be asked to aid in this

road improvement which is necessary to the proper develop-
ment of the district. Siskiyou County is a large and rich
county in minerals that can never be fully developed without
good roads, and these must be built with the assistance of the
county or state unless the mines are taken over by large
investors.

Prices of Oil and Oil Products made a sharp advance at the
beginning of December, said to be due to shortage of produc-
tion in November, the total being more than 1,000,000 bbl.

less than the actual sales in the month. The Oil Industry
Association is inclined to predict further advance in prices,

unless Congress gives relief to operators and prospectors
against whom suits have been brought on lands within the
withdrawal order of President Taft. In support of the con-
tention that the shortage is the direct result of the refusal
of the Government to permit development and the attempt to

seize the wells developed, the association cites the fact that
for the first time in years the California monthly production
of oil is less than the actual sales. The fact is that the ac-
tivity of the Government in the withdrawal of oil lands and
the suits against holders of such lands have had very little

to do with the shortage of production in either October
or November. The production has been curtailed by order of
the Independent Oil Producers Association and the advice of
the large marketing concerns. The curtailment began im-
mediately after the declaration of war in Europe. The ad-
vance in prices of oil and oil products is due to the fact that
the Standard and the Union and the Associated and the Shell,
who are all manufacturers and marketers, have decided to
raise the price. The shortage of production has given them
the opportunity.

Manganese, MaKiiesite. Chrome, Potash, Antimony and
other industrial mineral substances produced in California are
attracting a good deal of attention and comment, and the
impression obtains among persons unacquainted or ill-ad-
vised that California is going to supply the world with these
various substances just as soon'ac the investors come forward
with the necessary means, money and machinery, for opening
and developing these various deposits. The attention of large
corporations has been called to both manganese and magne-
site and also to antimony deposits in the past year and no
doubt there will follow a thorough and careful e.xamination of
the possibilities of large production. In several instances
small mines, long idle, have been reopened and some new
properties opened, and the extracted ores shippd to the East-
ern market. In fact several deposits not generally hereto-
fore known, have been recently producing sufficient ores to
pay a profit above the cost of extraction and shipment by
motor, rail and water. The demand for manganese and mag-
nesite ores has naturally increased in the past year and this
has attracted attention particularly to California because
there has been in the past only a comparatively small com-

mercial production of these substances. The newspaper talk
of California supplying the world with these and other min-
erals will not be looked upon seriously by large investors, al-
though it is possible of course to very largely increase the
production of all industrial minerals and metals which are or
may be produced here.

New Railroad Construction is contemplated in the filing of
articles of incorporation at Modesto, in Stanislaus County, by
the Patterson & Western R.R. Co., a subsidiary of the Min-
eral Products Corporation. This company is developing de-
posits of manganese and quicksilver at Red Mountain, which is

situated in Santa Clara County. The mineral deposits in this
district are in Santa Clara, Alameda and Stanislaus Counties.
Quicksilver was mined in this district 15 or 20 years ago by
Alvinza Hayward and others. Manganese has been produced
in this or adjoining districts for several years and within
the past two or three years development of magnesite has
been undertaken and is still in progress. Motor-trucks are
being employed to handle the ores over roads tliat are not in

good order, and which probably never will be put in order un-
less the operators of the properties bear the expense. The
counties of Stanislaus, Santa Clara and Alameda could well
afford to build first-class wagon and automobile roads, not
only for the benefit of the mines that could be developed, but
for the benefit of the automobile tourists who could and
would take advantage of some of the finest scenery in the
Coast Range of mountains. It is evident, however, that the
counties will do very little toward such road building be-
fore it is too late to be of direct benefit to the development
of the mineral deposits. So the operators are preparing for
the construction of a railroad about 25 mi. long to run be-
tween the town of Patterson and Red Mountain. Rights of
way have be^n secuied, with the exception of one strip of
land and condemnation suit has been brought in order to
secure this right of way. The mineral deposits in this dis-
trict have been known long enough and have been sufl^ciently
developed to attract investors, but like many other districts in
the state, the lack of transportation facilities has been a
handicap which requires a large investment to overcome. In
most cases the extensions of railroads into mining camps have
been necessarily done by the operators of the mines or
quarries and have not always been operated successfully. The
development of mining property and the conduct of the rail-

road have not usually been advantageously combined; and it

has been difficult to induce the large railroad corporations to
undertake transportation by rail from such districts until
the project has been proved a successful venture.

BUTTE—Dec. 9

Near Big Arm, South of Flathead Lake, extensive pros-
pecting in early part of year resulted in location of more than
100 claims, some of them showing good mineral at surface.
Veins carry gold silver and copper, gold being principal con-
tent at the surface. Veins range in thickness from 6 in. to 3

ft. and assay from $10 per ton to over $400. An area of over
six squai'e miles is known to be minei-alized.

In the Scratch Gravel District. Lewis and Clark County,
nearly 200 men are prospecting or developing claims. At
Head property of Scratch Gravel Gold Mining Co., all ma-
chinery has been installed, with exception of pump, and
hoisting will be resumed soon. Company expects to ship
between 450 and 500 tons of ore per month. The Rock Rose
Mining and Milling Co., of Helena, which owns a group of
six claims adjoining Fort Harrison, expects to resume de-
velopment v.'ork at its property. J. H. Rowland has started
operations on Conrad property owned by Conrad estate which
adjoins Franklin of the Cruse estate. Ore assays as high
as 104 oz. silver. At Sunshine mine T. B. Miller and asso-
ciates are sinking new shaft and have already encountered a
14-in. vein, carrying well in gold and silver. Men are at
work on group of claims operated by Frank Donaldson, north
of Cruse property. Brown Bros, of London, England, and a
number of New Yorkers, owners of the Oriole mine, have start-
ed operations. The reopening of that mine, which has lain idle
for 35 years indicates the prediction that by a concerted effort
of the Helena people outside capital for the development of
meritorious mines would be attracted, has come true. The
Oriole claim is located within a short distance of the Lexing-
ton which has produced in past years more than $600,000 in
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lead and silver. While the Scratch Gravel district is at pres-
ent the center of attraction, other districts around Helena are
by no means neglected. In the Marysville district the Piegran-
Gloster mill of the Barnes King Development Co. is oper-
ating regularly.

S.4LT LAKB CITY—Dec. 10

A Xew Operatins System is to be tried at the Chief Con-
solidated at Tintic, according to which the handling of all

development work will be done under contract, leaving the
regular forces free to devote their entire attention to the
mining of ore already developed. It is thought that a con-
siderable saving and better progress "will be made in doing
development under this arrangement.

The Enlargement of the Potash Plant 100% is called for

by plans being drawn for the Mineral Products Corporation
at Marysvale. As soon as the oifcers and the engineers work
out the details, the contract for the building of the second
unit to the only commercial potash plant in the United States
will be let to Westinghouse, Church. Kerr & Co., according
to the Salt Lake "Tribune." Howard F. Chappell. president
of the company, has been in Salt Lake City, where a confer-
ence was held by Mr. Chappell, C. H. Macdowell, vice-president
of the company representing the Armours; S. J. Jennings,
vice-president, representing the United States Smelting Co.,

and R. B. Forsythe. general manager of the mine and plant.

It was decided to go ahead at once with the construction of

the additions, which will increase the output to 60 tons a day,
but before the plans shall be drawn the engineers will con-
trive a new system of devices for conveying the alunite ores
into the roaster. **We are more than pleased «'ith the plant
and our decision to double the capacity as soon as the details

are worked out shows that we are successful," said Mr. Chap-
pell. "^'e are shipping an average of three carloads a week
from Marysvale to Jacksonville. Fla., and as the potash mar-
ket is higher than ever before we are enjoying the benefit of

the high price. I have been over the new discovery of alunite

at Marysvale, and while it is a good ore, yet we took samples
from it a long time ago and decided that the claims which
we are working are higher in potash. We will add to the
factory as we think the trade demands." Mr. Chappell would
not comment upon the plant which the Southern Cotton Oil

Co. is erecting on Great Salt Lake to extract potash from the
waters of the lake

HOVGHTOX, MICH.—Dec. S

There Is a Renewal of Interest in the AVork at the Lake
Copper mine. Its remarkable showing of copper brought
about exploration work in numerous other neighboring prop-
erties. Four months ago Lake was reopened under the
management of Elton W. Walker, who made such a record
in his handling of the Mass Consolidated. At the present
tinie Lake is shipping copper rock at the rate of 8,000 tons
a month. The rock averaged during November more than
40 lb. of mineral to the ton, ivhich insures more than 25 lb.

refined copper. The underground work has been pushed
along as rapidly as possible. While comparatively limited ad-
vance openings have been made, practically every drill now
breaking rock underground is operating in very high-grade
amygdaloid. Of course the lode is different, in many char-
acteristics, from any other lode in the Lake Superior district

and there is much bunching of the rich spots. Over half

of the drills are working today in the places that it was
found necessary to abandon when the slump in the price of
metal made necessary the suspension of all operations at

Lake. In addition to the regular rock tonnage, the Lake has
been taking out a substantial amount of mass copper, four
large shipments already having been made to the mill, so
that while the net refined sho^'ing in the smeltery is better
than 25 lb. this total ought to be augmented to some extent.

The plan for the present is to continue the openings gradu-
ally, as good showings develop and to increase rock ship-

ments accordingly.

That the Wolverine Company plans to absorb the White
Pine Extension, as an evidence of the expansion policy of
the Stanton management, is positively denied. In the first

place the Stanton management is willing to go on record to

the effect that the TVolverine has a productive life of from 17

to 20 years. There is no doubt at all that the policy of seek-
ing copper rock in the footwall, and back of the foocwall, is

working out very satisfactorily and has added materially to

the length of life of the mine. It will take at least five years
to open to the bottom of the property and 12 to 15 years
to mine back to surface and plans are being made accord-
ingly. The Michigan management of the White Pine Exten-
sion property, will at the same time, be in charge of Theodore
Denglar, who has been in charge of the Wolverine and Mo-
hawk properties of the Stanton interests for the past few
years with such excellent results. Fred B. Close, who has
been active in the diamond drilling and original development

work at the Extension property will be superintendent in
charge and will make his permanent residence in Ontonagon
county within the week. William R. Bolle.v, formerly super-
intendent of the Baltic mine of the Copper Range Consoli-
dated will be assistant superintendent, thus assuring the
White Pine Extension as efficient active management as is

possible to secure, in addition to the strength of the Stanton
control in the east.

The Inclination anil Desire of Lake Superior Shareholders
of the Adventure property to have some actual operations
started likely will find expression in a public letter addre.ssod
to the shareholders in the near future. The Eastern manage-
ment evidently does not feel the necssity for taking any ag-
gressive action at this time. Renewal of interest in explora-
tive prospects at the Adventure has come about through the
latest developments at the South Lake property, which last
week cut the Butler lode and found it containing fair copper
rock. While on lateral development of this lode on the South
Lake, has as yet been done, the showing where the cut was
made was better than anticipated and fosters the belief that
this formation will have commercial merit for South Lake.
This adds another to the list of formations which are well
developed and commercially profitable at South Lake on the
one side and at Mass on the other side of the Adventure.
Each of these lodes may be cut from the Adventure's present
underground openings. A 500-ft. crosscut from any of the
lower levels could be accomplished at comparatively small
cost and would illustrate the worth of these formations. At
present, with so much talk of the South Lake's various show-
ings and the proof in mine production at the Mass Consoli-
dated, the desire that some activity should take place at Ad-
venture is well founded. The Lake Superior shareholders
believe that if the Eastern management persists in a do-
nothing policy now, there never will be a chance for activ-
ity at the mine. Engineers here acquainted with the condi-
tions believe that Adventure, with the present metal mar-
ket, could be operated on production from abandoned open-
ings with success. The proposal freely suggested in the
Michigan district is that management be passed to the share-
holders here who desire renewed operations and are willing to
pay an assessment for that purpose.

PIOCHE, .XEV Dec. 6

The Old Day-Bristol Properties during the year passed
from Receiver H. E. Freudenthal to the Consolidated Cali-
fornia-Nevada Co.. Geo. E. Bent, superintendent. The 2-mi.
tram, eliminating a 15-mi. haul, is being operated success-
fully, and several new orebodies have been recently developed
on the properties. The production is about 1.000 tons of good-
grade copper ore per month and conditions indicate a larger
production in the future. A mill has recently been installed
on the old Comet property which is successfully separating
and concentrating lead-silver-tungsten ores. E. D. Smiley is

manager. During the year there has been considerable activ-
ity in the Groom district, owing largely to a lease by Tom
McCormac on the old Poncin property. The lease has shipped
several cars of high-grade lead ore since a road to Indian
Springs on the Las Vegas & Tonopah R.R. has been put in

condition, and the opening of the road has encouraged pros-
pectors to start work on adjoining claims. During the latter

part of the year two motor trucks "were put on the SO-mi.
haul from the old Briscoe property to Pioche, and an aver-
age of about 100 tons of high-grade silver-lead ore will be
shipped monthly. In October about 15 men \s'ere put to work
sinking the main shaft on the Atlanta ground, and Supt. J. J.

Stubbenbord advises that the force will probably be increased
in the near future. There is ali'eady developed on the prop-
erty a considerable body of low-grade gold ore, but cheap
power must be secured to make it pay. A new compressor
has recently been installed. Considerable development work,
wit'n satisfying results, has been done on the old Easter prop-
erty since the installation of machinery. J. W. Taylor is in

charge.

TORONTO—Dec. 11

With the Freezing: of the Yukon River, the winter highway
to the railroad terminus at White Horse was opened Dec. 6,

three horse-drawn stages moving each N\^ay.

Coincident with the Reorganization of the Canadian Shell

Committee, which has been superseded by a new body to be
known as the Imperial Munitions Board, a commission has
been created to inquire into the supply and sufficiency of raw
material in Canada required for the production of munitions
of war and the best methods of conserving the same. The
commission includes Col. Thomas Cantley, president of the

Nova Scotia Steel and Coal Co. as chairman: E. Carnegie, of

^Velland, Ont.. George W. Watts, of Toronto. Robert Hobson,
of Hamilton, Ont., Senator Wm. C. Edwards, of Ottawa, and
George C. Mackenzie, of the Canadian Mines Department.
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,vi.\SK\ ONEIDA (Sutter Creek)—This old mine reopened two or
three years ago by South Eureka Co., but idle for past year,
will be unwatered and further development undertaken by
deepening shaft and exploring below lowest levels.

THOMAS CULROSS (Port Wells)—Will install machin-
ery. J. B. Howard will be in charge of installation.

E. E. FLEMING (Chichagof Island)—Sinking shaft on
gold-copper property about 14 mi. from Chichagof mine.
Will work all winter.

J. A. HERBERT CO.^^L MINE (Seldovia)—Shipping coal
to Seward regularly, where it is marketed by A. G. de Sher-
binin. Quality of coal improving, as expected, on getting
further in from outcrop.

ALASKA PETROLEUM AND COAL CO. (Katella)—This
company has just been given patent to its coal, claims in
Behring coal field. Property is about 20 mi. from salt water
and on proposed extension of the Copper River & N. W. Ry.
T. S. Lippy, of Seattle, is president, and C. B. Davis, secretary.

C. O. HOLDING AND DEVELOPMENT (Juneau)—Incor-
porated with capital stock $1.0no,000. Principal office, Dover,
Del. John McLaren, Lewis Schulder-Frei, and E. M. Beyhl,
of 154 Nassau St.. New York City, are principal stockholders.
B. H. Austin, president; A. N. Ward, secretary, and J. K. Nevill,
Alaska, agent. Has bought and will develop Lemon Creek
properties.

ARIZONA

Cochise County

SOUTH VIRGINIA (San Simon)—Moffltt and Creswell are
shipping about four cars per month copper ore to El Paso
smeltery. Mine is situated just north of Johnny Bull property,
about 6 mi. southwest of Steins, N. M.

Gilo County

IRON CAP (Globe)—New. double drum hoist. 1.500-ft.

capacity, together with other new equipment ordered.

OLD DOMINION (Globe)—Copper production for month of

November amounted to 2,443,000 lb.; smallest this year since
May.

ARIZONA COMMERCIAL (Globe)—The company is con-
sidering plans for the construction of a power plant. Power
is now purchased from the Old Dominion.

INTERNATIONAL SMELTING (Miami)—One of three
reverberatorv furnaces is in operation. Cottrell condensing
process is used in flues leading from roasting furnaces and
converters, but not in flues leading to reverberatory stack.

Greenlee County

CLIFTON-MORENCI-METCALPE strike situation remains
about the same. Strikers indulging in manhandling non-
sympathizers and defying law and order generally, though
no spectacular breaches.

Maricopa County

MAX DELTA (Phoenix)—Mine 6 mi. south of Phoenix has
resumed sinking and drifting.

Pima County

CAVILLO (Tucson)—Cavillo mine. 40 mi. west of Tucson,
which has been shipping 40 tons a week, has been sold.

RAY-ARIZONA (Kelvin)—Small force of men recently put
on at development. Claims adjoin Kelvin Sultana on the west.

RAY-HERCULES (Rav)—Two new churn drills to be put
into service soon. Shipments of carbonate ores by leeasers
continue.

Yavapai County

WHITE SPAR (Prescott)—Being reopened for its anti-
mony ores.

CHAMPION (Prescott)—Active operations begun. Prop-
erty recently changed hands.

MOUNT UNION (Prescott)—To be reopened by English
syndicate after several years' idleness.

PFAU (Cherry Creek)—Contracts let for considerable de-
velopment work, including 500-ft. of sinking.

LADY ALLDY (McCabe)—Carload ore averaging $16 gold,
$6 silver and 3% copper was shipped to Copper Queen smeltery
last week. Will continue to ship carload per week.

CALIFORIVIA
Amador County

CHROME DEPOSITS in Mountain Springs district are being
developed by J. E. Medford of lone.

ALLEN (lone)—New shaft is down to 500-ft. point. Pros-
pect of developing good copper-bearing ore.

ORO (Plymouth)—Reported that this property will be
reopened by Kennedy Mining and Milling Co.. of Jackson.

RHETTA (Plymouth)—Formerly Bay State, is being re-
opened and equipped with modern machinery. Bayliss C. Clark
is superintendent.

Butte County
FORBESTOWN CONSOLIDATED (Porbestown)—Reported

sale of property including Gold Bank-Golden Queen and the
Shakespear group and some placer ground made to C. W.
Reece. of Salt Lake City for $270,000. Reopening and devel-
opment of these mines has been In progress by M. J. Cooney,
of Forbestown and Fred J. Stoer. of Oakland. Gold Bank-
Golden Queen was chief producer in early days of quartz min-
ing in Forbestown district.

Eldorado County
GOLDEN HATCHET (Placerville)—Will unwater shaft

with a gasoline driven pump.
EUREKA SLATE (Placerville)—Large order of slate for

Government "w.arrants reopening quarries at Slatington. Im-
provements of tramway will cost $5,000. Motor trucks will
haul product from end of tramway to Placerville for ship-
ment by rail.

Inyo County
WILSHIRE (Bishop)—Operation suspended for winter;

only watchman now at mine. During past season average
battery assay $11.40 per ton; 5,000 tons mined and milled.
producing a total of $55,000.

Kern County
BLACK HAWK (Randsburg)—Cleanup of S tons of ore at

Red Dog mill last week returned $2,000.

Nevada County
• PERRIN (Grass Valley)—Will reopen this mine formerly
known as Prudential.

Placer County
CRANDAL (Ophir)—Property sold at public auction was

bought in by William Jull, administrator of estate of E. Jull
for amount of mortgage and cost, $4,200.

Sliasta County
BALAKLALA (Coram)—About 9,000 tons a month being

shipped to Mammoth smeltery at Kennett. Employs 125 men.
George S. Ferguson is in charge.

Sierra County
ALHAMBRA (Poker Flat)—Work in tunnel begun; will
continue during winter. Mill to be erected next spring. Caul-
field and McFarlane in charge for Senator L. V. Ulrey, of
Pennsylvania.

Tulare County
PORTERVILLE MAGNESITE (Porterville)—Nine cars of

magnesite amounting to 600,000 lb. shipped during last week
in November.

Tuolumne County
HOPE (Sonora)—Arrangements reported for installation

of new machinery, including compressors and pumps. George
W. Weston is general nianager.

YANKEE HILL (Sonora)—Gravel property reported been
taken over by El Oro Dredging Co., of Oroville, Charles Hel-
man, nianager. Installation of California type dredge is con-
templated.

Yuba County
A. B. C. MINE (Brownsville)—Mine formerly known as

Solano Wonder, now owned by Shaw & Batcher and J. C.
Campbell is being put in shape for operation.

COLOR.\DO
Ouray County

CAMP BIRD (Ouray)—For quarter ended Sept. 30 crushed
8,110 dry tons ore. Receipts from sale of bullion and con-
centrates $291,786; working expenses, $86,121.

San Mi(?nel County
TOMBOY (Telluride)—Return for month of November:

Mill ran 28 days; crushed 12,000 tons of ore, yielding bullion,
$42,000; concentrates shipped, $44,500; expenses for period,
$59,300; profit, $27,200.

ID.^HO
Shoshone County

SUNSET-B.'^NNER (Wallace)—This group, adjoining Beebe
group on Beaver Creek, has been bonded to John D. Beebe
for $75,000.

AMAZON-MANHATTAN (Wallace)—Work resumed on this
Carbon Creek property, recently purchased by Interstate-Cal-
lahan, which has also secured Blue Grouse group, lying be-
tween Amazon-Manhattan and Interstate.

C.-VSTLE ROCK (Wallace)—Crosscut to vein from 200 level
showed 6 ft. of 4'; copper ore; now driving west to cut down-
ward extension of chimney of high-grade ore found in upper
level.

EMPIRE (Wallace)—Controlling Horst-Powell copper mine
cm Little North Fork, contracted for 600-ton crusher, 30-drill
compressor and hoist. Construction of mill building under
way, mill to be completed in May.

AMAZON-DIXIE (Wallace)—Plans to sink 500-ft. vertical
shaft at point short distance west of raise, crosscutting to
vein at 250 and 5t)0 ft. If developments in lower level.s

are satisfactory, mill will be constructed. Wesley Everett is

manager
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IDORA (Wallace)—Cunipany iilans In pool 300,000 shares o£
issued stock, which will be solti for $22,500 to raise money
to meet payment on mortRage and provide funds for further
development. Sec.-Treas. Charles E. Mallette states that m^ne
is in position to pay own way henceforth.

CEDAR CREEK (Wallace)—^Stated in circular lettei' i.s.sued

to stockholders that lower crosscut tunnel has been extended
1,125 ft. Will cut vein at depth of 1,100 ft. In upper tunnel,
milling ore is exposed for 300 ft., and in intermediate tun-
nel for 1,000 ft. Winze 125 ft. deep for intermediate level, with
260 ft. of driving, also shows milling ore.

IXDIAX.V

CALDWELL CHEMICAL CO. (Evansville)—Is receiving
bids on picric-acid equipment for new plant at Spottsville, Ky.,
which will have capacity of 100 tons per month. Equipment
will include coke ovens, coal-tar stills, jireheaters, condensers,
phenol recovery plants, etc. C. O. Koegel. 202 Woods Building,
Evansville. Ind., is managei-.

.M VRYIiAND
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT has let contract for con-

struction of 16 steel retorts to be used in manufacture of nitric
acid at Indian Head smokeless powder factory.

MICHIGAN
Iron

OLIVER IRON (Ishpeming)—New hoisting plant to be in-
stalled at Section 16 mine.!

IRON MOUNTAIN LAKE (Ishpeming)—Shaft work will
be resumed first of year; now down 350 ft.; will go to 600.

CLEVELAND-CLIFFS (Ishpeming)—Is in market for
$200,000 worth cf machinery; rock drills, sharpeners, hoists,
compressoi's, etc.

VIRGIL (Iron River)—Operations will be resumed about
Jan. 1 by Wickwire Mining Co. New property, shut down when
slump came year ago. is being unwatered.

ATHENS (Negaunee)—Shaft is now down about 1,100 ft.

About 90 ft. per month is being made. New skip hoist is. to
be installed. Thus far cage hoist has been doing all of the
work. Shaft is being concreted. Will go down to 2,400 ft.

MIXNESOT.\
Guyana Range

FERRO (fronton)—Now being unwatered. New machinery
and boilers will be installed.

MANGAN IRON AND STEEL (Ironton)—Work started on
lath shaft to be sunk on company's property, which adjoins
Cuyuna-Mille Lacs.

MINNESOTA DEVELOPMENT (Manganese)—Has started
drilling on lands west of Iron Mountain mine, where it has
considerable acreage under option.

ME.\CHAM (Crosby)—After idlness of several years un-
derground operation is being gotten ready for production.
Has modern concrete shaft but has never shipped any ore.
Operated by Rogers-Brown Ore Co.

3Iesabi Range
TIOGA (Chisholm)—Last building has now been moved

from property, and operations will start soon.

VICTORIA (Virginia)—After idleness of four years, this
property of Republic Iron and Steel Co. now has 150 men
working underground. Product being stockpiled.
ORDEAX (Virginia)—Two shifts, aggregating over 100

men, started on stripping operations at this property, imme-
diately east of Sliver; 600,000 yards of overburden will be
removed, and property will ship next season.

MISSOVRI-K.\IVSAS-OKL.\HOMA
JAMES MURPHY MILL (Galena. ' Kan.)—Shut down tor

improvement; $5,000 to be spent. Three sludge tables to be
installed.

SAMBO MINING (Joplin, Mo.)—Situated near Lincoln ville,
Okla. Has 30-acre lease on Buck land. Will install 300-ton
mill; framework 'already up. Charles Hart is manager.

SILVER COIN JUNE (Galena, Kan.)—Has struck large
body of ore at 159-ft. level, sheet formation. Has been handl-
ing dirt over custom mills, believes mine now justifies erect-
ing concentrating plant, expects to let contract soon for 150-
ton plant.

W. B. BASH AND ASSOCIATES (Joplin AIo.)—Have ob-
tained lease of Ewers forty near Lincolnville. Okla. Will ex-
pend $4,000 or $5,000 in improving mill already on ground.
Shaft is down to 150-ft. level; expect to go to 250 where drill
holes show 20 ft. high-grade ore.

NORTH EMPIRE (Galena. Kan.)—Land has been drained.
Mill has been oper.ating on tailings, but will now w'ork on
dirt from ground as well as tailings. Produced car and half
of ore last week. Ground has been idle for several years; will
be consistent producer from now on. E. H. Stearns is super-
intendent.

G. C. MOORE AND ASSOCIATES (Galena. Kan.)—Have
taken 5-acre lease from the Southside Mining Co. Land situ-
ated on west forty. Will install pumps and drain ground;
many shafts are already down to the 65-ft. ore level; expect
to drain ground to l.TO-ft. level where good run of ore has
been developed through drilling; will lea.se part of land to
miners: expect to ei-ect custom mill to handle ore after ground
is drained and opened up.

MO\T-\\-\
Silver Bon- Connty

ANACONDA COPPER (Butte)—Production of copper at
Washoe and Great Falls in November was 24,400,000 lb., against
24,900,000 lb. in October. Total production for 11 months of
1915 totaled 229,200,000 lb.

EAST BUTTE (Butte)—On Dec. 1, company paid off last of
its indebtedness of $500,000. Original debt created l)y pur-
chase of Pittsmont property was $2,500,000, all of which lias

been paid olT from earnings in past six years. Will init 400-
ton flotation pLant in operation this week.

BUTTE & SUPERIOR (Butte)—In f.'ovember broke all for-
mer records for production. Total tonnage at Black Rock
52,430, which is 7.000 tons more than any previous month.
From this, 15.050 tuns of concentrates, containing 16,000.000 lb.

of zinc were produced. Payrolls are estimated at between
$190,000 and $200,000.

.MCVAWA
Chnrehill County

NEVADA WONDER (Wonder)—During fiscal year ended
Sept. 30, mine produced 5S,124 tons, gross value, $.S12,119;
average $13.97 per ton. Expenses were $503,335; profit $:iOs,-

783. Miscellaneous income was $278 and milling company's
profit $18,496, making total profit of $327,557 for year.

ENmeraldu County
GOLDFIELD CON. (Goldfleld)—Preliminary estimate for

November; 32,160 tons milled; gross value, $199,800: operating
expense, $147,000: net realization, $52,763.

Humboldt County
FIRST DEEP WORK IN WILLARD to prove depth is about

to be undertaken at Kaiser lease on Sheepherder's Dream. B.
T. Godfrey, of San Francisco, has bought in on lease and is

now bringing in hoist for new- work. Last finds in ground
indicate that old high-grade streak has been recovered and it

is asserted that there are several thousand dollars in sight
at present.

ROCHESTER MINES (Rochester)—Made third bullion
shipment for month, three bars, valued at $3,600. Two pre-
vious consignments bring November shipments up to $33,600.

Lincoln County
DEMIJOHN CON. (Pioche)—Has had 10 men on develop-

ment work for last six months, in course of which some ore
has been extracted.

AM.A.LGAMATED-PIOCHE (Pioche)—Has worked continu-
ously entire year with force of 100 men; product argentiferous
lead-zinc sulphides. High-grade sorted and shipped crude,
but a considerable tonnage of low-grade accumulated. Some
form of flotation process expected to solve treatment diflicul-
ties. H. R. van Wagenen is in charge.

YUB.\ LE.XSING (Pioche)—During year installed 100-hp.
gasoline engine and compressor at old No. 3 shaft, and built
and put into operation 50-ton mill to treat gold-silver-lead
ores from its lease of old properties along Tuba dike now
controlled by the Amalgamated-Pioche. Mill is working satis-
factorily, and another unit may soon be added to treat cus-
tom ores. A. Y. Smith is manager.

PRINCE CON. (Pioche)—Working force of about 100 men
during entire year, succeeded in putting Pioche back among
dividend-paying -camps after lapse of about 4 years. Large
production, coupled with favorable market, has enabled this
company to pay $125,000 in dividends during year out of its
lead-silver-manganese production of approximately 125,000
tons. In meantime development work exposed additional
bodies of low-grade similar to those now being shipped, and
considerable high-grade has been located below water level.
A 100-hp. gasoline engine added to equipment during year.
Under management of M. C. Godbe.

Xye County
TONOPAH ORE PRODUCTION for -week ended Dec. 4 was

9,497 tons, valued at $201,406, compared with 9,951 tons week
previous. Producers were; Tonopah Belmont. 3,111 tons;
Tonopah Mining, 2,675; Tonopah Extension, 1,850; Jim But-
ler, 1,100; West End, 705; North Star, 112; miscellaneous
leases, 194 tons.

Storey County
MEXICAN (Virginia)—On 2.500 level west crosscut No. 2A

started and advanced 10 ft. through porphyry and quartz of
low assay; on 2,700 level similar work and results. Mexican
mill crushed 368 tons of custom ore, average $22.83.

SIERR.\ NEVADA (Virginia)—On 2,500 level advanced
west crosscut 8 ft. through low-grade ore, disclosed in bottom
of face, averaging $94. Stoping continued in No. 1. Shipped
125 tons to Mexican mill, average $13.63.

OPHIR (Virginia)—On 2.500 level west crosscut from
southwest drift driven 9 ft. with face in porphyry and quartz
of low assay. North drift from winze station advanced 8
ft. in loose ground. Saved 372 cars of ore; shipped 320 tons
to mill.

CROWN POINT-BELCHER (Gold Hill)—Saved 260 cars of
mill rock from No. 1 stope, 1,600 level. In joint incline water
was held 65 ft. below 1,600 level and repairs made between
1,400 and 1,500 levels. Jacket mill received 690 tons dump
rock and 192 tons mine rock; 90 tons shipped to gloryhole
from shaft bins. Bar of bullion shipped.

UNION (Virginia)—East crosscut from top of raise to 2,400
level extended 4 ft., face in ore, average $20. At 9-ft. point
north drift driven 4 ft. in ore, average $35. South Drift driven
4 ft. in ore, average $65. Saved from this work 61 tons, aver-
age $41.50. Raise in No. 1 stope in $18 ore; 59 tons of ore
saved, average $16.52. Saved from No. 2 and No. 3 stopes
43 tons, averaging $8 and SO tons averaging $35.60.

^•E^V JERSEY
Hudson County

NATURAL PRODUCTS REFINING CO. (Jersev City)—Man-
ufacturer of bichromate of potash and bichromate of soda, is
building an extension to its plant; estimated cost of which is
$50,000.

XE^V MEXICO
Grant County

OCTO (Lordsburg)—Has begun shipping silver-lead ore.
S.\N FERNANDO (Tyrone)—Has taken over from O. D.

Warnock group of gold-silver-copper claims 5 mi. south of
Tyrone and will deepen 92-ft. shaft. Vein in bottom of
shaft runs $18 gold, 14 oz. silver and 18'; copper.

PHELPS-DODGE (Tyrone)—Company is awaiting plans
of townsite and houses from Grosvenor Goodhue, New York,
before proceeding with extensive construction. Contract for
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15 "American" houses to cost about $3,000 each has been let;
about 25 stucco houses costing $2,000 have been completed.
Parker hospital will soon be finished at cost of $5.S,000.

SAVANNA COPPER (Silver City)—Deal just consummated
whereby company disposes of holdings in Burro Mountain
District, aggregating nearly 2,600 acres. Property adjoins
Phelps-Dodge holdings and has considerable deposit of dis-
seminated copper ore developed by drilling. Burro Mountain
acreage alone is being disposed of, leaving the Savanna com-
pany some valuable gold claims in Pinos Altos Mountains.

Lincoln County

WHITE OAKS CON. (White Oaks)—Incorporated in state

IRON DUKE (Jarilla)—J. H. Parker is opening up iron
deposits and will begin shipping to Pueblo soon as 1-mi.
extension of 3-rai. Rock Island spur from Orogrande is com-
pleted. Road is now being graded.

TEN.VESSEE
Polk County

TENNESSEE COPPER (Copper Hill)—It is reported that
large powder mill will be established at Copper Hill, Tenn.,
to utilize sulphur and sulphuric acid produced from smeltery
fumes.

Juab County

TINTIC ORE PRODUCTION for November was 482 car-
loads, estimated 24,100 tons, valued at $600,000, compared with
643 carloads in October and 506 cars in September. Ship-
pers were; Chief Consolidated, 113 cars; Iron Blosson, 88;
Centennial-Eureka, 6S; Mammoth, 54; Eagle & Blue Bell, 52;
Gemini, 26; Grand Central, 16; Gold Chain, S; May Day,
8; Dragon Consolidated, S; Beck Tunnel, 7; Bullion Beck, 5;
Colorado, 4; Lower Mammoth, 4; Yankee Consolidated, 3;
Carisa lease, 3; Victoria, 3; Eureka Hill, 2; Mineral Utah
2; Uncle Sam, 2; Black Jack, 1; Godiva, 1; Ridge & Valley, 1;
Plutus, 1; Victor Consolidated, 1; Minnie Moore lease, 1; Utah
Ore Sampler, 1 car.

CHIEF CONSOLIDATED (Eureka)—Preparations being
made for development of large acreage recently acquired in
east and north Tintic, greater part being near Lehi-Tintic,
Selma and Delamar.

EMERALD (Mammoth)—Mineralized ground has been cut
by drift on 1,000 level. Country rock is brecciated limestone,
with quartz, iron and manganese. Development is in progress
in winze from 700.

GEMINI (Eureka)—Pumps have lowered water in this
property, and in Ridge & Valley to 1,700 level, and are able
to take care of flow by operating ZM hours a day. Ship-
ments amount to about 1,500 tons a month.
MAMMOTH (Mammoth)—November shipments were 54

cars; 43S cars shipped during 11 months, last five months
showing output more than double that of first six. Recent
find of lead-silver ore on 1.500 level being developed, and on
400 level there is large body of low-grade copper ore from
which shipments are to be increased. Copper ore in other
parts of the mine carries from 8 to 10% copper.

LOWER MAMMOTH (Mammoth)—.\fter payment of re-
cently declared dividend of $10,000 there will be $5,000 left in
treasury. Both company and leasers are producing zinc ore
from between 1,500 and 1.700 levels. Lead-silver ore also
being shipped. Development both on 1,000 and 700 levels
encouraging. Raise from latter level will later be connected
with 700, to afford better ventilation as well as opportunity
of prospecting new ground in southern part of property.

Salt Lake County

SELLS MINING (Alta)—Development in ore continues in
recent strike at this property, and drifting is being done in
ore northeast and southwest. Width has not been determined,
except at one point, where there was about 10 ft. of shipping
grade. Ezra Thompson, president of Cardiff has bought 5(1,000
shares of stock.

CONGOR MINING (Bingham)—Is developing vein from
4,000-ft. tunnel of Montana-Bingham. Car of sulphide ore
has been shipped, running well in copper, and carrying some
silver and gold. Vein is from two to three feet thick, and
there is more than 1.000 ft. on dip to surface. Drifting on
vein north and south. Work is about 100 ft. from face of
Montana-Bingham tunnel in Bingham Amalgamated ground,
but dip or rise of vein toward surface it is thought will carry
apex on Congor claims. Two sets of leasers are also working
in Montana-Bingham tunnel at around 300 and 500-ft. points.

Snr «it Co

PARK CITY shipments for the week ended Dec. 3
amounted to 3,284,056 lb. November s'hipments were 147 cars
or 6,518 tons, 86 cars having been shipped over the Union
Pacific, and 61 cars over the Denver & Rio Grande.

ONTARIO (Park City)—Centrifugal pump of 1,000-gal.
capacity per min. has been ordered, and will be installed on
1,700-ft. level.

COLUMBUS EXTENSION (Alta)—Work is being done with
view to cutting downward extension of orebody in old Toledo
workings, reported to have produced $1,000,000 in early days
of camp.

Tooele County

IN DRY CANYON DISTRICT near Stockton, regular ship-
ments are being made from Ferguson lease on Mono Develop-
ment, from Hidden Treasure, and Queen of the Hills; latter
property producing zinc ore, running 40% or over. Wander-
ing Jew has car of ore ready for market.

C.\NAD-V

British Columbia
BRITISH COLUMBIA COPPER (Greenwood)—Is output-

ting at rate of 350,000 lb. blister copper with smeltery working
at one-third capacity. Company is planning betterments, to
cost $1,000,000, including 200-ton concentrator at or near Cop-
per Mountain and power plant at Princeton. Delay in start-
ing construction caused by lack of transportation: has been
officially announced that if Kettle Valley Ry. is not extended
from Princeton to Copper Mountain, mining company will
build aerial tram 9 mi. long to transport output of proposed
mill.

Ontario

TEMISKAMING & HUDSON BAT (Cobalt)—Mine, which
has been closed down for some months, is about to resume.

NIPISSING (Cobalt)^In November mined ore estimated
net value $164,846 and shipped bullion from Nipissing and
customs ore $275,767.

KERR LAKE— (Cobalt)—Pumping on Kerr Lake has
ceased and further drainage will be limited to pumping out
of surface water and mud from basin.

MOOSE MOUNTAIN (Sellwood)—Car of concentrates
shipped to New York in hope of perfecting briquetting process,
which has been principal difficulty. Experiments being made
by John L. Baker.

HOLLINGER (Porcupine)—Usual four-weekly statement
for period ended Nov. 4 shows gross profits $184,769, from
treatment of 28.401 tons of ore; average value of $10.34.
Working costs $3.29 per ton milled. Mill also treated 10,495
tons of ore for Acme.

BEAVER (Cobalt)—Quarterly report for period ended Nov.
30 shows cash on hand. $122,674; silver in ore on hand, at
smelters and in transit 220,015 oz. Additions to mill have
fceen completed and it is now treating 125 to 150 tons a day.
Main shaft has reached depth of 1,235 ft.

DOME (Porcupine)—Statement for six months ended Sept.
30 shows 162.363 tons of ore milled from which was recovered
$731,802; average, $4.42 a ton. Total income for period was
$800,360 and net earnings $433,902. Production for November
will show recovery of $160,000 from 28.900 tons; average about
$5.50 per ton.

MEXICO
Chihuahua

ROSARIO (Guadalupe y Calvo)—Being redeveloped by
English company, is doggedly plodding along, packing in
machinery on burros from Parral a 14-day trip. Have been
no military operations in that section recentl>'. Foundation
for 200-ton mill has been laid, and all machinery has been
shipped; some already on the ground. This mine was opened
up and worked about 75 years ago by two Scotch brothers
named Macintosh, but was abandoned before it was really
developed. Deepest shaft is only 450 ft. while main working
shaft is onl / 150 ft., or 75 ft. below river bed. Estimated
old dump contains 365,000 tons of $10 stuff.

Sonora

PORT .\GUA PRIETA during October passed 134 cars
(4.689 tons) ore, valued at $1,201,000; consisted of copper, $722,-
000; silver, $293,000; gold, $186,000. Moctezuma Copper.
Nacozari, lead with 104 cars. El Tigre shipped 55 bars gold
and silver bullion.

C^NANEA CONSOLIDATED (Cananea)—Train service be-
tween Naco and Cananea has been resumed but definite date
of resumption of work at Cananea has not been decided upon,
but expectations are to start up within a few days. Plant is
in good shape after the Villa evacuation and can be started
up without delay. Men have been notified to return ready
to resume positions. Some supplies have already gone in
to relieve the distress experienced after the confiscation of
all available food stuffs by Villistas.

CENTRAL AMERIC.4.
Nicaragua

LINDA VENTURA (Wawa)—Mr. W. B. Milliken is erecting
cyanide mill at the Linda Ventura mines. Wawa River. Blue-
fields, which he expects to have in successful operation in
February. He will then return to his Denver office.

SOUTH .VMERIC V

Chile

BRADEN (Rancagua)—In November produced 3,684,000 lb.

of blister copper, compared with 3,726,000 in October.

perl:
CERRO DE PASCO (Lima)—Production in November was

6,000,000 lb. of copper. This is approximately 1,000,000 lb.
larger than average monthly production heretofore.

.\FRIC.\
Bel]?iiiii Cone:o

TANGANYIKA CONCESSION (Katanga)—During 10 months
ended Oct. 31. Union Miniere, subsidiary of Tanganyika Con-
cession, produced 24,530,000 lb. of copper. Production for
entire vear 1914 was but 21,444.000 lb.; in the 15 months up
to Dec. 31. 1915, output amounted to only 30,000.000 lb. Octo-
ber production was 2,606,000 lb. Plans in hand for enlarge-
ment of plant to enable production of 50,000.000 lb. during
1916.

Rhodesia
GOLD PRODUCTION IN OCTOBER is reported at 81,161

oz.; for the 10 months ended Oct. 31 it was 760.044 oz., or
$15,710,110. Other mineral production for the 10 months was
153.048 oz. silver, 2,906 tons copper, 26 tons lead, 1,486 tons
asbestos, 48,261 tons chrome ore and 331,029 tons coal.

ASIA
Chosen

CHIKSAN MINING CO. (Chiksan)—Has contracted with
New York Engineering Co. for a 10-cu.ft. steel gold dredge,
having clay bypass and resoiling equipment.
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Metal Markets

NE^V YOIIK—Dee. 15

All the markets were dull and uninteresting during tlie

last week. In the cases of both lead and spelter, however,

there were advances that are rather inexplicable.

Copper, Tin, Lead and Zinc

Copper—Business of moderate proportions was transacted

from day to day both for domestic and foreign account. The
aggregate was probably a little larger than in the previous

week. Some considerable orders were placed by Connecticut

brass makers, presumably for ammunition purposes. The
price of the large producers is generally loyic, r. t., and con-

siderable business was reported done at that figure, but in

some quarters small concessions were made. There was a

disposition in certain office to accept orders for February,
March and April deliveries at further concessions, sales for

February being reported at 19.55c., r. t., and for April at

19.50c., r. t. Sales in England were reported at £97@97%.

Copper BxportH from the United States week ended Nov. 27

are reported by the Department of Commerce at 6,370,971 lb.

The larger items were 3,547,331 lb. to Prance, 1,120,459 lb, to

Russia and 608,226 lb. to England. Imports were 1.649,210 lb.

metal and 3,280,789 lb. in ore and matte; 4,929,999 lb. in all,

the largest receipts being from Peru.
Exports from Baltimore for the past week included 1,120,-

201 lb. copper to London; 9.538,535 lb. copper to Havre, France.

Copper Sheets, base price is 25c, per lb. for hot rolled and
26c. for cold rolled, with usual extras. Copper wire is 21 @
21%c. per lb., carload lots at mill.

Tin—A fair volume of business was done at prices which
changed but little during the week.

Lead—On Dec. 14 the A. S. & R. Co. unexpectedly raised

its price to 4.50c., New York, and all of the independent pro-
ducers immediately followed. The reasons that induced this

advance have been the subject of a good deal of conjecture.
About the beginning of the month the demand for lead was
very good and independent producers were getting premiums
over the price of the A. S. & R. Co., and at that time an
advance by the A. S. & R. Co. was looked for. During the

following week, however, the market was softer and not only
did premiums disappear,, but also independent producers who
quoted the trust price failed to get business. Tlie advance
of this week occurred in what was supposed to be a wobbly
market; certainly it was a dull one from the viewpoint
of the independent producers. However, the advance had the

effect of bringing out a considerable volume of new Inquiries.

The best explanation of the advance is that the A. S. & R. Co.

has sold so largely. for export that it had reduced its avail-

able supplies in this country to relatively small proportions.
There is reason to believe that the stocks of lead at the
several refineries in the United States are now pretty low.

Spelter—Although the business done in this metal was rela-

tively small, a rather sharp advance in price occurred without
there being any good reason for it so far as anybody knows.
The volume of business transacted was only moderate. It

was partly for domestic account and partly for export. The
bulk of the business was for deliveries in the first quarter
of 1916. In the first part of the week round lots for Janu-
ary-March delivery sold at 14c. In the latter part there was
a further advance. The price for prompt spelter rose from
15 to 16y2C. Transactions for early delivery were relatively

small. The spelter market is confused by operations of specu-
lators and traders, and the resale offers by consumers tlirough

brokers and otherwise. Some of the producers quote only
to consumers.

Zinc Sheets, base price remains at $22 per 100 lb., f.o.b.

Peru, 111., less 8% discount. Business has been steady, with
good sales forward.

Minor Metals—Current quotations for Bismuth are $4 per
lb.. New York.—Cadmium is quoted as 7s. per lb. in London;
$1.75@1.90 per lb.. New York.—Chromium metal, 75c. per lb.,

New York.—Cobalt metal, 97% pure, is sold at $1.75 @ 2 per
lb.—Macnesium, pure, holds to a high price, $6 per lb. being
asked.—Selenium varies from $2.50 @ 3 per lb., New York, for

large lots; $4.50@5 for retail quantities.

iMi'ttllTS .VIND EXrORTS
Imports and K.iports of the Minor Metals in the United

States nine months ended Sept. 30, in pounds except platinum,

which is in ounces:

1914 1915 1914 1915

Nicliel 28,197,471 38,966,138 21,474,688 21,259,631
Antimony 11,665,698 15,372,182 27,109 1,249,325
Aluminum 11,831,103 7,374,549 18,939 40,102
Quiclcsilver 27,000 180,491
Platinum, oz 60,683 . 29,905 143 9

Exports include reexports of imported material. Nickel
and antimony include contents of ore, matte and regulus.

Exports of aluminum manufactures—not included above

—

were valued at $724,219 in 1914, and $2,441,200 this year.

DAILY PRICES OF METALS IN NEW YORK
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Other Metals

NEW lOKK—De<'. IT,

.Vliiminum—Business has been rather quieter, though de-
mand is still good, and prices have not materially changed.
Quotations are 5S(gi59c. per lb. for No. 1 ingots. New York.

The piesident of the Aluminum Co. of America announces
that the company has already largely increased production,
and is preparing to increase it still further, not including the
Southern Aluminium Co. plant which will be completed later.

.Vntimony—Business has been steady but not especially
active. Stocks are rather low. but seem to be sufficient for

present needs: while some large lots are reported on the
way from the East. Chinese and other ordinary brands are
quoted at 38 @ 40c. per lb.. New York. Futures are lower,
about 34@35c. for February being named. Cookson's is

scarce, and the small quantities available are held at 55e.

per lb.. New York.

QnipksilTer—The market is strong and rather excited,
while stocks are low and supplies slow in coming forward.
San Francisco, the primary market, reports by telegraph sales
at $120 @ 130 per flask of 75 lb., with the market firm. New
York quotation is $125 per flask for large lots: $130@135 per
flask being paid for smaller orders. London price is £16 12s.

6d. per flask, with no discount from second hands.

Nickel—Business is good and prices steady. Ordinary
forms are 45@50c. per lb., according to size and terms of
order. Electrolytic nickel is 5c, per lb. higher.

Gold, Silver and Platinum

NEW -iORK—Dec. I.-J

Gold—The large importations have resulted in some ac-

cumulations of gold at the New York Assay Office. The stock
of gold bars there is the largest ever held at one time. Most
of these bars have been made from English coin. There has
been no large arrival of gold this week.

SilTer has reacted owing to the satisfaction of the com-
bined Mint and India orders: and though the London stock
was somewhat depleted still buyers were satisfied and the
market today is quoted dull.

Iridium—This metal is very scarce and in demand. It is

difficult to quote, as most sales are a matter of negotiation,
price depending upon necessities of buyers. A sale as high
as .$110 per oz. is reported.

Platinum—Supplies are still scarce and the market is ex-
cited and uncertain. Dealers are not willing to make any
regular quotations except to customers. Sales are reported
at $S0f5i90 per oz. for refined platinum, and there is a prospect
of higher prices. Hard metal m.Tv be quoted at $90@95 per
oz. according to grade.

X.'h;. Zinc and Lead Ore Markets

PliATTEVILLE, ^VIS,—Dee. It

The base price paid this week for 60'", zinc ore was
JSS'SiST. Ore was in little demand, several buyers being
entirely out of the open market. The base price paid for

80% lead ore was $70 per ton.

SHIPMENTS WEEK ENDED DEC. 11

Zinc Lead Sulphur
Ore. LI. Ore, Lb. Ore, Lb.

Week 4,484.000 165,000 1299,500
Tear 199,211,750 6,629,140 28,625,210

Shipped during week to separating plants, 7,144,000 lb.

zinc ore.

JOPL.IN, MO.—Deo. 11

Blende, high price. $93: base per ton 60% zinc, premium
ore. $90; medium, $88®!S0; lower grades down to $70; calamine
base per ton 40% zinc, $65(5155; average selling price, all

grades of zinc, $84.14 per ton. Lead, high price, $74.75; base
per ton 80% metal content. $70@74; average selling price, all

grades of lead, $62.92 per ton.

SHIPMENTS WEEK ENDED DEC. 11

Blende Calamine Lead Values
Totals this week.. 10,622,760 937.080 2.141,400 $555,780
Totals this year . .557,500,380 43.710.730 87,288,100 25,758,550

Blende value, the week, $459,610: 50 weeks, $22,282,110.

Calamine value, the week, $28,770: 50 weeks, $1,126,920.

Lead, value, the week, $67,400; 50 weeks, $2,349,520.

Producers are trying to get together for several weeks'
closing down during the holidays. It is not believed any will

stop before Dec. 24, but a number will close down on Christ-

mas eve, some for nine days and some for two or three weeks.
The time occupied in general repair work, and giving the

employees a rest is believed will bring better results later.

The $25 drop of the zinc ore market in two weeks does
not look good to producers, and they believe if necessary to

restrict the output to steady the market they could find no
more opportune time.

The shipment of the week is again short, a drop of 3,370
tons in a fortnight. However, the week-end demand was
considerably increased for next week's delivery.

Iron Trade Review
NEW YORK—Dec. 15

December is usually considered a dull month in the iron

and steel trades, but this year there seems to be no decrease
in activity and no slowing do"wn as the year draws to an end.

Domestic business is increasing in all lines, structural

steel being the last to come up. The mills are all full

for some time ahead and in certain' lines premiums for

early delivery are heard of. New business cannot be taken
care of promptly, but must wait its turn. This has been
rather troublesome in the case of some building contracts.

Export business is again increasing. It is to some extent
handicapped by the difficult}- of securing freight room, and by
the congestion of freight on the railroads running to the
Eastern seaboard. In fact freight promises to be rather a

troublesome question, as there is already complaint of car
shortage, A severe snowstorm in the East this week has
served to add to the freight congestion. It is over today,
but the stoi-m has been heavy and some days, which can ill

be spared, will be needed to put the railroads in good running
order again.

The pig-iron market continues strong and advancing.
Basic is in a little less demand, but bessemer and foundry
are called for in many quarters.

All sorts of reports are current as to new steel consolida-
tions. The latest is that a new concern, to be organized with
$250,000,000 capital, has asked for options on the Lackawanna
Steel Co.. the Youngstown Sheet and Tube Co. and several
smaller concerns. The statements made are not fully con-
firmed. The Republic Iron and Steel Co. is also mentioned in

this combination.
Nothing further of a definite nature has been made public

as to plans for the future relating to the Cambria and the
Pennsylvania Steel companies.

A Washington dispatch says the awards for structural
steel required for battleships 43 and 44, to be built at the
New York and Mare Island navy yards, have been announced
by Secretary Daniels. The awards were as follows: To the
Carnegie Steel Co.. 51,883,400 lb.. $1,680,777: to the Carbon
Steel Co.. 9.611.720 lb., $537,295: to the Pittsburgh Screw and
Bolt Co.. 3.593,800 lb., $105,708: to the H. A. Wagner Co., 228,000
lb., $25,365: to the American Steel Foundries 1,836,800 lb.,

$110,208: total, 67,152,620 lb. at $2,459,354. This material
represents the amount needed for both ships.

The I'nited States Stoel forporation reports unfilled orders
on its books Nov. 30 at 7.189.489 tons of material. This is an
increase of 1,024,037 tons over Oct. 31 and is the heaviest
figure reported for many months.

Pigr-Irou Produetion has been almost stationary. The re-

ports of the furnaces, as collected and published by the "Iron
Age" show that on Dec. 1 there were 284 coke and anthracite
stacks in blast, having a total daily capacity of 103,000 tons;

an increase of 1.200 tons over Nov. 1. Making allowance
for the charcoal furnaces the total production of pig iron in

the United States in November is estimated at 3,368.200 tons:
for the 11 months ended Nov. 30 it was 27.036.300 tons. Of
this total 19,552,490 tons, or 72.3%, were made by the furnaces
owned or operated by the steel companies. The gain in

November came from the merchant furnaces.

PITTSBrRGH—Dec. 14

Belated buyers, or would-be buyers, of steel products,
together with those who have newly arisen "wants, have
served to keep up the buying pressure in the steel industry at

a time when quieter conditions had been expected. The. ton-
nage placed is still fairly large, this being a reflection of the
buying pressure rather than of the offerings, for the mills are
offering practically nothing and are usually merely yielding
to entreaty when they place additional business on books. In
the old order of things there would now be active booking of
third-quarter contracts, the mills in many branches of the
trade being sold up to that time, but the mills will not book
open contracts for that period and frequently demur about
accepting specific orders for delivery so far ahead.

Inasmuch as so much steel is being consumed in inside

work, with comparatively little outside construction going
on, the advent of winter is not decreasing the pressure upon
mills as it usually does. The weather, however, is beginning
to affect production at both furnaces and mills, and the output
of the past three months may not be duplicated in the next
three.
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The Steel Corporation increased its unfilled obligations by

1,024.037 tons during- November, recording the second largest

increase in its history, as October, 1912, had shown an increase

of 1,042,000 tons. That business, however, was largely >n

open contracts, while tlie business booked last month, equiva-
lent to almost double the capacity, as the shipments were
about 1,200,000 tons, was chiefly in the form of actual ship-

ping orders.

Steel prices continue to rise. The minimum price of 1.70c.

on bars, plates and shapes has been entirely withdrawn by
some large interests, who quote l.SOc. as minimum, and then

only occasionally. Premiums for early shipment are increas-

ing, and plates have sold at 2.50c. for prompt carloads and at

2.35c. for somewhat larger lots for January shipment. Hoops,
bars and blue annealed sheets also command premiums for

early shipment.

PIb Iron—Pig-iron prices have continued to advance
sharply, even though the bu.ving has not been heavy, and
there is evidently danger of supplies being insufficient, caus-

ing a runaway market. The demand for bessemer lately has
been unusually heavy owing to the fact that some of the

war steel specifications require acid opcnhearth steel, and
this condition has caused a heavy demand for low-phosphorus
scrap. Foundry iron has sold at $18.50, Valley, and even
sales at $19 are rumored, presumably under special conditions.

Several sales of basic have been made at $18. Alice furnace
at Sharpsville had an accident Sunday and a new stack will

have to be built, involving at least two months' loss of pro-

duction. Basic is quotable $1 a ton higher than a week ago
and foundry and forge 50c. higher. We quote: Bessemer,
$19@20: basic, $18: foundry, $1S@18.50: forge. $17.50@1S, f.o.b.

Valley furnaces, 95c. higher delivered Pittsburgh.

Ferroiuangranese—There is a good volume of contracting
at $100, while odd lots for prompt shipments are bringing
that or a trifle more.

.Steel—Mills state that billets and sheet bars are fairly

quotable at not under $30 for bessemer and $31 for open-
hearth, f.o.b. maker's mill. Pittsburgh or Youngstown, but
these figures represent chiefly the settlement price when
consumers adjust extra tonnages with the mills with which
they have regular contracts. Possibly a little bessemer could
be picked up in the open market but there does not seem to

be openhearth at any price. It is expected $34 will be done
on bessemer sheet bars for second quarter. Forging billets

are about $50 and rods $3S to $40 at mill.

SALLT STE. M.VRIE CAN.VL,

Freight passing through the Sault Ste. Marie Canal in

November was 9,168.431 net tons, an increase of 5,124,063 tons
over November, 1914. For the season to Dec. 1 the total ton-

nage was: Kast bound,' 54,557,241 : west bound. 14,552,644; total,

69,109,885 net tons, an increase of 14,291,837 tons over 1914.

The number of vessel passages this year was 20,594, showing
an average cargo of 3.356 tons. The mineral freiglils included

in the total were, in short tons except salt, which is in barrels:

1914 1915 Changes
Anthracite 2.166.555 1.942.630 D. 223,925
Bituminous iron coal. 12.191.716 11,092.594 D. 1,099.122
Iron ore 31,413,765 45,138.789 I. 13,725.024
Pig and mfd. iron.... 237.096 193.352 D. 43.744
Copper 85.038 151.634 I. 66.596
Salt, bbl '.

. . 751,618 671,596 D. 80,022

Iron ore this year was 65.3%, and coal 18.9% of the total

traffic passing. Of the total freight this year 61,716,005 tons

passed through the United States and 7,392,980 tons through
the Canadian canal.

FERROALLOYS
Ferrosillcnn is in unusual demand and high grade. 50% up

to 75%, is hard to get except on contract. Makers have had
to refuse several orders for export. The price is now $S3@85
per ton at Pittsburgh. Bessemer ferrosilicon has advanced
$1 per ton, $30 being asked for 12 to 15%, at furnace. It is

understood that plans are taking form foi" increasing the
domestic production of this metal. A new operation at Balti-

more is expected to be ready to become a market factor in

January and it is understood another furnace is being added
at Niagara Falls. The unprecedented demand for 50% and
higher ferrosilicon is caused by the heavy orders for am-
munition steel which specify a high silicon content.

OTHER ORES
Tuiis:stei] ore continues in strong demand and very high

prices are reported. It is said that over $50 per unit has been
paid for concentrates carrying 65% WO.t from the Silver

Comet mine in Nevada. The Vasco Mining Co. has been
organized by William H. McKenna, of Pittsburgh, to operate
a property in Colorado. The concentrate will be made into

ferrotungsten at the works of the Vanadium Steel Co. at

Latrobe.

IRON ORE
Shipments of Lake Superior iron ore in November were

4,445.129 long tons. For the season to Dec. 1 the shipments
by ports were:

1914 1915 ChaiiRe.^

Escanalia 3,663,040 5,6.30,427 I. I,973,:t87

Mnrquettc... . 1.755,726 3.099,589 I. I,:i4:i,8r):)

Ashland, . 3.303,419 5,146.772 I. l,7S:),:i.53

Suii.ric.i . 11,309,748 8,307.381 D. 3,002..i07
nulntli 0,318,291 15,437.419 I. 9,119,128
Two llarlinis 5,010.262 8,6.33,980 I. 3.023,718

Total 32,020,486 46,261,568 I. 14,241,082

November shipments did not quite close the season, a few
cargoes having been shipped after Dec. 1. The total of these

was 57.236 tons, bringing up the shipments to 46.318,804 tons.

Rail shipments will make the season total somewhat over
47,000,000 tons.

According to the figures of the Lake Superior Iron Ore
Association, Dec. 1, Lake Erie docks held 8,812,499 tons of ore
as compared with 8,375,014 tons Dec. 1, 1914, and 9,250,500

Dec. 1, 1913. During the season shipments of ore from Lake
Erie docks amounted to 27.027.058 tons as compared with 17,-

650,073 tons in the season of 1914 and 26,125,758 tons in 1913.

The advance in Lake ore prices has helped to increase
Eastern quotations. Some large sales have been made at

8V4@8%c. per unit of iron, delivered, and there is talk of

9c. per unit.

Lake Superior prices, as announced last week are: Old
Range bessemer, $4.45; Mesabi bessemer, $4.20; Old Range
nonbessemer, $3.70; Mesabi nonbessemer, $3.55; all f.o.b. Lake
Erie ports. The base remains unchanged at 55% iron and
under 0.40 phosphorus for bessemers; 51.5% iron for nonbcs-
semers.

COKE
Coke production in the Connellsville region for the week

is reported by the "Cou!*ier" at 437,251 short tons; shipments,
439,165 tons. Shipments of Greensburg and upper Connells-
ville districts, 44,859 tons. Tliere is much complaint of labor
shortage.

Anthracite Shipments in November were 6,297,215 long
tons, an increase of 368,929 tons over November, 1914. For
the 11 months ended Nov. 30 the total shipments were 62.640.-

373 tons in 1914, and 60,182,218 in 1915; a decrease of 2,488,155

tons, or 3.9% this year.

Chemicals
NEW 10RK—Deo. 15

The market is showing a steady tendency and the general
undertone seems to be good.

Arsenic—Business is moderate, but generally steady.
Prices are about the same, $3.75®4 per 100 lb. being quoted.

Cupper Sulphate—Stocks are rather low. Business has
been good. Quotations are $10 per 100 lb. for carload lots

and $10.25 per 100 111. tor smaller parcels.

Nitrate of Soda—This article continues strong, slow deliv-

eries and high ocean freights helping to keep up prices. Spot
is held at $3.15@3.25 per 100 lb., while $3.15 is named for
December and January, and $3^^3.10 for later deliveries.

Imports and Exports of Ran- llaterial.s for chemical manu-
facture in the United States nine months ended Sept. 30, in

long tons;

. Imports . Exports •

1914 1915 1914 1915

Sulphur 15,036 17,869 96,624 16,248
Pyrites 776,871 67.'i.l06 159
Chiomeore 56.081 .38 649 ,,.

Magnesite 92,925 20,144 1,196 414

Exports include reexports of foreign material. Estimating
sulphur contents of pyrites the total imports of sulphur this

year were 287,900 tons.

PETROLEUM
The monthly statement of the "Oil City Derrick" shows new

wells completed in November as follows: Pennsylvania grade,
466; Lima-Indiana, 62; Central Ohio, 106; Kentucky, 12; Illi-

nois. 84; Kansas, 206; Oklahoma-Arkansas, 709; Texas Pan-
handle, 38: North Louisiana, 41; Gulf Coast, 89. This is a total
of 1.S13 wells, having an aggregate daily production of 174,-

097 bbl. There were 246 gas wells and 393 dry holes. There
were 2,594 new wells being drilled at the close of the month.

Another advance in crude oil has brought Pennsylvania
grade up to $2.10 per bbl., an advance of 75c. since last

January.
Exports of mineral oils from the United States in October

are reported by the Department of Commerce at 204,607,069

gal. For the 10 inonths ended Oct. 31 the exports were
1,889.556.766 gal. in 1914, and 1,938.230,760 in 1915; an increase
of 48.673,994 gal., or 2.6%. this year.
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Assessments N. Y. EXCH. Dec. 141 BOSTON EXCH Dec. 13

t. Xe
Beaver Butte. Utah
Buffalo. Con., rtah
Cedar Creek, Ida

Clear Grit, Ida
Columbus Ext., Utah
Confidence, Nev
Cons. Imperial, Nev
Dry Canon Cons., Utah
E, Hercules Ext.. Ida. (post.)

Eurelia M & M.. Ida

Federal Ely. Nev
Four Timbers. Wash
Golden State M 4 M., Calif..

Hancock Cons., TMlch

Hypotheek, Ida
Idaho & Los Angeles, Ida

Jack Waite, Ida
Laclede, Ida
Lucky Calumet Cop., Ida.. .

.

Lynn Big Six. Nev
MAP Gold. Utah
Murray Copper. Utah
National Copper. Ida
Nevada-Anaconda, Utah. . .

.

Nevada-Douglas, Nev
New Baltic. Mich
Nyala Mctato, Nev
Oreano, Ida
Phoenix. Mich
Rescue Eula. Nev
Rio Grande Grub Stake, Utah
Seg. Belcher & Midas. Nev
Sheba Gold, Utah
Sonora M & M., Ida

Sunset Dev , Ida
Tintic Standard, Utah. . . .

Tonopah Midway, Nev.. .

.

Uvada, Utah
Utah-Arizona, Ariz

Victoria, Utah
West Toledo, Utah

Ami. Name of Comp.

0025
0.001

0025
. 0025
002

0.01
0.0015
0,02
0-10

01
001

0.0015
001

005
0.001
0.005
1.00
0.005
0.005
0.01
0.003
0.005

005
0025

0,001
0.01
0.002
0.10
0.50
0.01
0.001
1.00

01
0.006

02
05
003

0.002
005
01
02

0.004
0.01
0.01

Stock Quotations

Stocks generally declined during the
last week with recoveries Monday and
Tuesday. Alaska Gold went to a low of

21%. Thomas W. Lawson is eftervescmg
today (Dec. 15) with predictions of a
"teri-ific copper boom in January." and
the prudent ones will probably shortly
take to tall timber.

Dec. 14COLO- SPRINGS Dec. 14j SALT LAKE

Name of Comp.

Acacia.
Cripple Crk Con.
C. K AN
Doctor Jack Pot.

lilkton Con
El Paso
FIndlay
Gold Dollar
Gold Sovereign.,

Golden Cycle
Isabella

Jack Pot
Jerry Johnson. .

Lexineton
Mary McKlnney.
Pharmacist
Portland
Raven B.

H

V nilcator

t 02!
; 0095
t 02

; of Comp.

Beck Tunnel
Black Jack
Colorado Mining..
Crown Point
Daly-Judge

oa Cop
Gold Chain
Grand Central. . . .

Iron Blossom
Lower Mammoth.
May Day
Opohongo
Prince Con
Seven Troughs. . .

Silver King Coal'n.

Silver King Con...
Sioux Con
Uncle Sam
Yankee

Name of Comp.

TORONTO
Bailey I

04?

Chambers Ferland , ,24

Conlasas, [4,50
La Rose I

05
Peterson Lake i

35!

Right of Way 04
Seneca Superior., ,

|
.65

T. & Hudson Bay. . 2 1 00
Tlmiskaming I

61

Trethewey .16

Wettlaufer-Lor
I

OS

Dome Exten,
Dome Lake
Foley O'Brien,
Holllnger
imperial
Jupiter
Mclntyre
Porcu. Crown.
Preston E. D.

,

Vipond
West Dome. . .

.

SAN FRANCISCO
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^YXOF,^IS—At .^uliljrhiia, yonrai/. the vun-

centrates from the Elmore vacuum oil-potation

process are roasted in an 8-liearth Wedge fur-

nace and smelted hi a gas-fired reverberatorij

furnace having a regenerator for preheating the

combustion air. A strongly basic slag is made;
magnesite brick and water-cooling pipes are used

in the bad- part of flic furnarc.

The tailings of tlu' wet coiieeiitrator at Sulitjelnia.

Norway, containing 1% to !.()% Cu, have been successful-

l}' treated for a imniluT of years liy tlie Klniore vaemnu
o i 1 - H t a t i n

process. v c r

80% of tlie copper

content of the mill

tailings is saved

in the Elmore con-

centrates, . which

contain 5.8% to

6.8% Cu, the El-

more tailings
carrying fro nr

0.13% to 0.35%,

Cu. The oil con-

sum ]:)tion is about

3 liters per 1.3

tons of mill tail-

ings. Addition o'f

acid is not made
here, as it provetl

unnecessary. The
following ' are averag

SULITJELMA SJIELTING TLANT l.\ XORTHKU.N NuJvW AV

figures covering six months" op-

eration of the Elmore jjlant : Wet-concentrator tail-

ings, 1.11% Cu; Elmore tailings, 0.23% Cu ; Elmore
concentrates, 6.78% Cu. An average analysis of the

Elmore concentrates is as follows: Cu, 6.5%; S,

35.3; Fe, 36.8; SiO,, 12.7; AUOj, 4.83; CaO, trace;

^IgO, 0.72%. The oil sticks to the concentrates, and
this has a marked hindering influence on the further

treatment of this material.

Formerly these concentrates were made into Ijriquettes,

first with an addition of about 4% of lime, and later

with 0.2% of NaCl, added in solution. They were then

dried and together with coarse ore were smelted in Knud-
sen converters. However, the concentrates accumulated

and 111 the autiiiiui nf I'.Ml the Siiliijehiia Aktiebolaget

deeideil t<i build a plant consisting id' a \\'edge roasting

furnace and a reverberatory matting fiirnaee to treat

70 to DO tons of concentrates daily. As is well known,

the coarse ore is smelted at Sulitjelma by the Knudsen
process.' The melted contents of a converter after a

blow are poured into a small gas-fired reverberatory

furnace—regenerative system—that serves only as a

settler to separate the slag aitd matte; the slag contain-

ing 3.5% Cu is lowered to 0.5% to 0.6% Cu by this

treatment, ilost of the time, from lack of coarse ore,

(inly (ine of the 15-ton converters is in operation, and
in this ease it does not ]iay to run the gas-fired settler.

The contents of

the converter are

jioured on the

floor, broken up as

soon as cold and

smelted once mors
in a small water-

jacketed furnace

having a diameter

of 1 m. at the

tuyeres. The re-

\erberatory f u r-

nace of the new
)jlant should serve

also as a settler

for the molten

contents of the

converter, thereby

eliminating the re-

smelting. T li e

new plant was finished during the summer of 1912 and

has been in operation since that time.

OlI,Y CoXCENTliATES DIFFICULT TO EOAST

The roasting plant consists of one large modern Wedge
roaster with 8 hearths (the drying toji hearth included)

—a total hearth area of 175 sq.m.—water-cooled shaft

and rabble arms. This furnace is so well known that a

detailed description is not necessary. It was guaranteed

to roast 80 tons of Elmore concentrates containing about

35% 8 down to 8% S in 34: hr. However, this ca-

pacity was never reached. The higliest reached, after

doubling the number of revolutions, was 60 tons of

Elmore concentrates, including 10% of ground quartz.

•Metallurgical eng^ineer, Siemens Copper Co.. Artvin. Cau-
casus, Russia, or care of J. van't Hof. Sloterdyli, via Amster-
dam. Holland.

Ztg., 1'.I09, No. 3S: Mineral Industry," Vol.
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and the average daily treatment during nine months was

47 tons, including 10% of quartz, which was roasted

down from 30.72% to 8.12% S. These figures tend to

show that Elmore concentrates do not roast easily, and

the explanation therefor is tlie oil film which covers

each grain of ore, making it difficult to ignite. It might

be mentioned in passing that it is also difficult to sin-

ter this material, probably for the same reason, and pot

roasting does not give satisfactory results at all. The
Dwight-Lloyd machine showed a smaller capacity than

was expected and gave about 15% fines, which had to

be recharged.

The wet Elmore concentrates are weighed, then fed

into a rotary drier, through which the hot gases of the

roasting furnace pass in the opposite direction. The
concentrates are discharged into the buckets of an ele-

vator, which delivers them to the upper drying hearth

of the Wedge roaster. The calcines drop into two stone

bunkers situated under the furnace floor and are dis-

charged tlirough gates into steel cars having a capacity

of about 1/4 ton of roasted material. The cars are taken

up by a lift to the level of the reverberatory-furnace

The gases of the three producers come together in a

main flue D and are divided by both gas valves E over

the roof and back-wall tuyeres. The combustion air

comes from a low-pressure ventilator F and is divided

over the regenerator and the double roof, as shown in

the drawing. Part of the air is preheated in the re-

generator, passing through vertical tubes of refractory

material built in groups of seven and going back through

the channel G to the back part of the furnace. Another

jjart of the combustion air is preheated in the double

walls of the channel connecting the furnace with the

regenerator, and also in the double roof of the furnace.

By means of two sliding valves II it is possible to make
a connection between the preheated air in the regen-

erator and that of the double roof. The combustion gases

pass to the front of the furnace, ascend, and then go

down through the downtake and the submerged channel

/ to the regenerator. At J there are dampers which

divide the combustion gases over the proper regeneratoi'

and the direct channel K. In the regenerator the gases

pass on the outside of the tubes. At L the combustion

gases come together and go to the chimney M (artificial-

TWO VIEV\'S OF SULIT.IELMA COMPANY'S PROPERTIES IN NORTHERN NORWAY
The view at the

charging floor and thence trrtuunod to the charging

hoppers.

The reverberatory furnace was in principle built after

the type of the Anaconda furnaces, but recovery of the

waste heat of the furnace gases in generating steam

was not desired, as the company has very cheap water

power (1 hp.-yr. costs at Sulitjelma, interest on the

initial cost of the power plant included, 15 kr., about

$4.20) and does not have any use for steam. The heat

of waste gases is utilized in preheating the combustion

air. The new reverberatory furnace is gas-fired, of the

regenerative type, with Weardale burners ; overall, it is

24 m. long and 6 m. wide. An accompanying drawing

shows the reverberatory plant, with gas producers, fur-

nace and regenerator in longitudinal and cross sections

and presents the main dimensions of the furnace. The
gas producers A are of the Schmidt & Desgraz type, with

circular nonmovable grate, water-sealed ; the diameter of

the shaft is 21/^ m. They are worked with pressure air

from the fan B and steam from a small boiler ('. These

producers can gasify 8 to 10 tons of English coal (Ham-
ilton double nut) and give, if not forced, a good hot

gas, low in carbonic acid.

suction arrangement). The producer-gas channels and

I'l'generator are built of "chamotte" brick; those parts

of the furnace exposed to high temperatures, for exam-

ple, side walls and roof, are of silica brick. Silica bricks

from Hoganiis, Sweden, have given full satisfaction. They
are very refractory, do not expand much, are straight

and can be cut well. The upper roof is built of third-

quality chamotte brick, which do not cost any more than

red brick in Sulitjelma. The upper roof is, as will be

seen liy the drawing, independent of the lower roof,

which construction proved satisfactory. The crossbeams

in the upper roof bent somewhat from the heat, and in

cases of wide furnaces the I-beams should be connected

with second ones laid over the top, which will not suf-

fer from the heat, as they would be air-cooled. A larger

I-beam would answer the same purpose.

Basic Lining and AVater Cooling Employed to Eesist

Basic Slag in Hottest Part of Furnace

As stated before, the Elmore concentrates contain an

average of 12.7% SiOj. The company does not pos-

sess a siliceous material that contains copper, and quartz

flux must be brought from a long distance. Therefore
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it is necessary to make a slag that is low in silica and
high in iron, some slags being as low as 28% and 30%
SiOo. The back and side walls of the furnace up to

the fourtli door were built of magnesite brick to the level

of the bath ; as this material does not resist a strongly

liasic slag at high temperature, the magnesite lining Tip

to the fourth door is water-cooled by a series of pipes,

laid in the brickwork.

A detailed drawing shows the cooling pipes assembled,

and the general plan of their position in the furnace.

The pipes are seamless tubes with an inside diameter of 56

mm., the thickness of the walls being 10 mm. The cast-

iron covers consist of two pieces with a planed channel

in which the tube fits tightly. They serve to increase

the cooling surface, to facilitate the laying of the brick

and to protect the tubes. This construction is better

and more convenient than iron cast around the pipes,

as is generally done.

A layer about 300 mm. in thickness, consisting of six

parts of ground magnesite brick (5 mm.) and one part

of granulated slag, both by volume, is iised in the back

The charging hoppers through the roof of the fur-

nace are iron castings and are lined with magnesite
Inick. The silica brick near the charging holes arc eaten

away by the slag formed by dust that strikes the walls

when dropping a ciiarge. For this reason it is con-

sidered ad\isal)Ie to transfer the charging hoppers to

tlie crown of the arch. The tapholes are under the second

and thiril doors from the back.

The regenerator is of the tube type, with vertical tubes

of ehamotte; it is so built that it cannot become stopped

up, and this was only possible at the expen.'ie of its effi-

ciency and dense construction. The regenerator also

serves as a dust chamber and is provided with doors

on both sides for removal of the flue dust. A dense re-

generator with large surface to interchange the heat could

not be built in this case, as the narrow passages would
soon become clogged with flue dust.

The three gas producers gasify 5 tons of coal each
in 21 hr. As previously stated, one producer is able

to gasify 8 to 10 tons of English coal. Therefore it

is possible to run the furnace with two producers, hav-

REVERBERATORY SMELTING PLANT OF SULITJELMA AKTIEBOLAGET IN NORTHERN NORWAY
The reverberatory furnace is fired with gas from Sclimidt & Desgraz producers and the waste heat of the furnace gases

Is utilized to preheat the combustion air. The baclt and side walls of the furnace are lined with magnesite brick up to the
level of the bath and are further protected by water cooling

part of the hearth. This mixture is put in slightly moist

and tamped with hot iron tamping bars. This bottom
has given satisfaction. The hearth is not attacked by
the bath of matte. However, a charge that is being

dropped may not spread over the surface of the bath,

but sink to the Ijottom.

The writer therefore recommends that at least the

back of the hearth be lined with magnesite. when working
with a strongly basic slag. The front of the furnace,

the hearth and the side walls, up to the fourth door, may
be built of any kind of refractory material, as the slag of

a temperature that exists here will hardly attack the brick-

work under any normal conditions of operation.

ing one in reserve. However, it is preferred to run

them all, as if is easier to make a gas of good quality

if not forced too much. Under these conditions the

producer gas contains 2% to -1% COo, and an average

temperature of 500° C. at the furnace valves E. The
temperature of the preheated air from the regenerator

taken at G is 500° to 550° C, and that of the air pre-

heated in the double roof at X is 420° C. The furnace

temperature taken at the first door from the back is about
1.500° C, at the fifth door 1,275° to 1,300° C. and
at the skimming door 1,200° C. The combtistion gases

enter the regenerator with a temperature of 1,000° to

1,100° taken at damper J and leave at about 390° C.
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The loss of lieat raiised by the water cooling of the fire

bridge and side walls is about 2,500 Cal. per niin., cor-

responding with about 3% of the coal consumption.

The charging of the furnace is done below with lever

arrangement. The chamotte plate which covers the charg-

ing hole is pushed back, the sliding valve of the hopper

is opened and the hot charge drops into the furnace.

Two charges of % ton each are alternatel}' charged

from two hoppers, and as soon as the 1-ton charge is

smelted, the next one follows. Attention may be called

to the fact that the roasting furnace does not keep pace

with the smelting furnace, and the latter is alwaj's wait-

ing for its charge.

CoilPOSITIOX OF TJIE SuLITJELMA SlAG

As mentioned before, conditions at Sulitjelma make
it necessary to make a slag as basic as possible. The
average composition of a normal reverberatory-furnace

slag is as follows: SiO„, 32.5%; FcO, 51.5; ALO,„

10.8; CaO, 1.1; MgO, 2.1; S, 2; Cu, 0.5%. The aver-

age SiO^> and Cu covering a period of nine months was

32.6% SiO, and 0.55% Cu, the matte averaging 36.3%
Cu. The copper content of the slag goes down occa-

sionally to 0.45% Cu and lower. The high average

copper content of the slag, considering the grade of matte.

\<63^63 J

ARR.AXGEMENT OF WATER PIPES FOR COOLIXG
REVERBER.\TORY-FURNACE WALLS

is due to its high specific gravity and also to the fact

that sometimes a thick slag with a higli formation tem-

perature is made, which tends to keep the matte sus-

pended. The formation of this thick slag is caused by

the fliictuating sulphur contents of the charge, which

can hardly be avoided if running onlj' one roasting fur-

nace. If the roasted ore contains a small amount of

sulphur, the constant amount of silica flux is not suffi-

cient to make a slag of the desired composition. A
matte rich in copper and a slag low in silica and high

in iron are formed—the so-called thick slag, which

forms a third layer between normal slag and matte. The
following is an analvsis of such a slag: SiO., 16.1%;

FeO, 50.6; Fe,0„ 16.2; Al.O^, 10.4; CaO, 'o.TO; S,

1.5; Cu, 4%.
The reverberatory furnace is skimmed once every eight

hours. The clay wall built in the slag door is partly

cut away, and the slag flows t(j a cast-iron settling pot

through a cast-iron launder bent at an angle of 90° and

leading to an opening in the floor. The first straight

piece of this launder is j^rovided with a rectangular hole,

through which the slag drops into a stream of granu-

lating water from a 6-in. pipe slightly flattened at the

end. The granulated slag is then carried to the sea

through a launder built of masonry and lined on the

bottom with old crusher jaw plates. The hole in the

launder lets just as much slag through as can be taken

care of by the water, and if for any reason there is an

excess of slag that cannot be stopped, it flows through

the bent launder to the opening in the floor at the side

of the granulating launder. As a safeguard in case of

explosions or stopping up of the granulating launder,

wliich runs partly underground, a brick is cut to fit the

opening in the slag launder. This can be readily placed

or removed as desired.

FiiozEx Tai'Iioles Opexed by Oxygex Method

Platte is tapped as wanted by the converter plant, or

if too much accumulates in the furnace it is tapped,

through sheet-iron launders lined with brick, into a 2-

ton ladle suspended by means of a carriage on a slop-

ing rail; the ladle is pulled to the old converter building

and poured at once into a small converter. If by care-

lessness of the furnacemen the taphole freezes so that

a bar cannot be driven, it is not drilled as usual, but

opened in the following manner:
An iron tube 3 or 4 m. in length, with an inside diam-

eter of about 10 mm. and walls of 3 mm. thickness, is

connected at one end, by means of a rubber pressure tube,

to an oxygen flask. The other end is heated to redness

by inserting it in tlie furnace door. The red-hot end

is then inserted in the tapping hole, the reduction valve

of the oxygen flask opened and oxygen introduced at a

pressure of about 6 atmospheres. By the rapid burn-

ing of the iron tube in oxygen, there is generated so

much heat that the taphole is burned through in a short

time. This method is of especial value if a tapping bar

has been broken off in the hole, and it is much quicker

than drilling—even with a machine drill.

It is an advantage under the present conditions at

Sulitjelma to make a matte in the reverberatory of not

too high a concentration; for example, about 35% Cu.

In doing so less strain is put on the roasting furnace,

which is able to handle more concentrates. The grade

of the matte is increased from time to time to 40% or

45% by the molten contents of the Knudsen converters

(about 50 tons of matte and .«lag daily), which are

dumped into the reverberatory furnace. The matte made
in the Knudsen converters contains 50% to 55% Cu and

sometimes more—if crusts are formed in the converter

and it becomes necessary to run the charge longer than

iTsualiu order to melt the crusts dovra. The converters

have a basic or neutral lining, so converting a 35%
matte has no disadvantage. The Knudsen converters

at Sulitjelma have been basic-lined for over seven years,

and the ordinary small converters of 1 and 1% ton ca-

pacity, for several years. However, only the bottoms of

the small converters are lined with magnesite brick, the

walls being lined with ordinary neutral refractory brick.

The average charge of the roasting furnace during a

long period was 4T tons of concentrates, corresponding

to 40 tons of calcines. As it is not possible to give the

reverberatory furnace all the charge it can handle, it

has, of course, a bad effect on the anioimt of coal used.

With the same amount of coal and a hot charge, it is

possible to smelt 70 tons of ore, and in this case the

coal consiimption would be 23%.
The back and side walls of the hottest part of the fur-

nace need repairing every four weeks. Matte is accum-

ulated in the furnace, and as much of the slag as pos-

sible is tapped out. Then almost all of the matte is
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also tapped out. Tlio gas is shut oil", and the magnosite

mixture already mentioned is tlirown against the walls

of the almost dry rnrnace. Advantage is taken of this

opportunity to hurn thi' soot out of the gas flues. The
gas tlues must be cleaned every fortnight, and this means
loss of smelting time, as the gas must be cut off for

al)out five hours and the furnace loses a great deal of its

heat. The gasways in the furnace itself must be cleaned

once a week. They can be cleaned one at a time with-

out shutting off the gas.

The flue dust forms a loose deposit on and between

the tubes of the regenerator—most of it in the front

part near the damper—and must be cleaned- ont every

two or three weeks. No trouble is experienced in taking

out the dust from the doors at each side of the regen-

erator, this being done without interfering with the run-

ning of the furnace.

Before closing I should like to make a few general

remarks concerning the heating of reverberatory furnaces

for smelting concentrates. The chief duty of the reverlier-

atory furnace is to melt down a charge prepared before-

filling material liavc been used and are reported to liave

given satisfaction. However, tlie first cost is consider-

aliic, and they occupy a gri'nt ileal of space.

Sonic of the larger mining operators in Mexico re-

cently transmitted to (icneral (Jarran/.a a ])etition with

regard to the excessive taxation that is imposed upon
the Mexican mining industry by his recent decrees cov-

ering the yearly pertenencia tax and the tax on metal

exports. The original English version of this petition,

which was translated into Sjianish for delivery to (icn-

eral Carranza is as follows

:

To His Excellency, Venustiano Carranza
Chie£ Executive of tlie Republic of Mexico:

Your petitioners have the honor most respectfully to lay
before you the following considerations:

1. Tour petitioners represent many of the more import-
ant American and foreign-owned mining undertakings in
Mexico, both the larger and the smaller. Their interests,

however, are identical with the interests of those mining un-
dertakings which are Mexican-owned, and their present plea

TAPPING MATTE FROM i;A:- 'IKi:iJ I'TKNACIO GAS VALVES AT BACK OF SULITJELMA FLKNACi;

hand. It is confirmed by experience that the number of

charges that can be made in a certain period of time will

rapidly increase 'with the temperature of the furnace. It

follows that sitch a furnace in which it will be possible to

attain the highest temperature will work the most eco-

nomically. The combustion gases must leave the furnace

with temperatures no less than 1,100° to 1,200° C. Up
to the present the most efficient way to recover the heat

of these gases is in generating steam, and where it is

profitable to nse steam it is advisable to heat the fur-

nace with semi-gas, oil or coal dust. Semi-gas and oil

have been nsed a long time and are known to work sat-

isfactorily. Coal dust np to the present time is only

used in a few places and has been reported a success.

It is certainly suitable for reverberatory furnaces, and

probably even better than semi-gas. Gas firing can be

economical only when there is no use for steam.

• In case of gas firing, the ordinary regenerators to pre-

heat the air, built with large surfaces to interchange the

heat and of dense construction, cannot be used, as they

would soon become stopped up with flue dust. The

regenerators must serve also as dust chambers. Eegen-

erative furnaces with large and long chambers without

is in behalf or the mininj^r industry in Mexico as a whole,
whether the ownership is native or foreign. They seek no
l^rivileges. no exemptions, no pi'eferences. The treatment
they hope for, and here petition for, is such treatment only as
shall be applicable to all persons or companies alike, who
are similarly situated, large and small, Mexican and non-
Mexican.

2. The mineral industry in Mexico at the present time is

virtually dead. Not more than 'S'^'t of the mines are oper-
ating. Mines are flooded and caved in. Plants are damaged
and destroyed. Machinery and equipment are injured or
wrecked. Matei'ials and supplies are exhausted. Operating
forces are scattered and demoralized. Necessary means of
transportation are either wholly lacking or obtainable with
the greatest difficulty and in insufBcient amount. This vital

need will not adequately be supplied until after the lapse of
years. To resurrect the industry will be nearly equivalent to

establishing it anew.
3. The investments already made in the mineral industry

of Mexico run into many millions of dollars. Again to place

the industry on a successful operating and producing ijasis,

these investments must be greatly increased, and very large
amounts of additional capital must be expended. Further, all

expenses of operation will be enormously increased, particu-

larly in respect to the matter of securing facilities of trans-

portation and of procuring necessary materials and sup-

plies.

4. To the extraordinary costs and disbursements thus

involved in a restoration of the industry must be added the

very heavy losses, both direct and indirect, which those con-

cerned in the industry have had to bear throughout the
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revolutionary period, now in its fifth year. Aside from the
wiping out of profits, these losses have resulted from dam-
ages to mills, smelteries and surface equipment, caused by
revolutionary forces as well as by lawless bands, from the
flooding of mines with water through the enforced stop-
page of pumping operations because of the lack of fuel

and otherwise, from the seizure of animals, supplies, provi-
sions and many other goods, and from the maintenance of un-
profitable operations, and the direct importations of food and
provisions in order to supply the necessities of life to em-
ploj'es or their families.

5. These Ijurdens are necessary and unavoidable, the hard
facts of the situation Ijeing as they are; and your petitioners

realize that nothing can lighten the load of expense which
must inevitably be borne, if they are to save the investments
they have already made and if the future, however remote, is

to yield them a return. But there is an added burden
threatened, which is neither necessary nor unavoidable, nor
the inevitable consequence of existing conditions, and which
may easily prevent a revival of the industry. This is a
burden which it is within your power either to lift or to im-
pose. It is the burden of greatly increased taxes upon an
industry already taxed in heavy measure; the burden, in other
words, imposed by your Decree of Mar. 1, 1915, as modified by
your Decree of Aug. 31, 1915.

6. In asking you to remove this added Ijurden, your peti-

tioners would have you consider not only the relief thereby
afforded to private interests, but the puljlic benefits which
must accrue to the Mexican people living in tlie numerous
communities which are dependent upon the mining Industry

for a livelihood or engaged in the many commercial pursuits

to which the mining industry gives rise, through the re-

building of a great industry no'w prostrate and helpless. In-

terests of necessity obliged, if they proceed, to expend vast

sums of money in a country ravaged by years of civil war,
furnishing employment and means of subsistence to thou-

sands of persons to whom no other occupation is open, creat-

ing wealth and prosperity to the certain benefit of the state

and the body politic, in localities where there is now only

poverty and distress, requiring the rehabilitation of the rail-

roads and thus furthering the welfare of the whole people,

increasing the imports and exports of the country, and gen-

erally promoting the commerce of the land, both domestic and
foreign—and doing all this at their own risk and cost and
in the face of enormous difficulties—should not. it is respect-

fully submitted, be discouraged, and not only discouraged, but

in many cases dissuaded from remaining in tlie field, by the

imposition of exorbitant taxes.

7. Your petitioners submit and earnestly maintain that

the taxes laid upon the mineral industry of Mexico under the

Constitutional laws of the Republic, prior to the issuance of

your decree above mentioned, are already so high that to

raise tliem would be unjust and harmful to the industry.

Such taxes, however, have been fixed by law, and your pe-

titioners accept them as among the necessary charges in-

evitably to be met. They do not seek to escape them. They
are prepared to pay them, as they have paid them heretofore.

And they make no protest against paying them in gold. They
readily concede that the Mexican government is entitled to

receive its lawful due in full, and "without deduction by
reason of depreciated currency or otherwise. Their pro-

test is directed solely against the multiplication of such taxes,

especially at a time when the industry is struggling for its

life and before it can be known whether it is to survive or

perish.

8. The established pertenencia tax of 6 pesos per pei-tenen-

cia up to 25, and 3 pesos per pertenencia on all over 25. is an
equitable tax, considered in relation to the subject matter;
and as one item in a series or group of taxes to which mine-
owners are subjected, and since it is to be paid in e.oId, it

should be highly satisfactory to the state as a source of
revenue. At the same time it is not unduly burdensome on
the taxpayer. At least the taxpayer has adjusted himself to

it and is prepared to meet it. Moreover, it is graded in ac-
cordance with sound economic policy, inasniuch as the rate is

reduced one-half on all pertenencias over the minimum of
25. Under your decree this policy is reve^'sed, and the rate is

progressively and rapidly raised as the number of pertenen-
cias increases above tlie lower minimum of 10. In addition,
the tax per pertenencia for those included in the reduced
minimum is doubled. To enforce the new taxes decreed would
be oppressive and, it is feared, in many cases confiscatory. In
the development of mining enterprises along the best lines,

the control of large areas is imperative. But the development
must proceed gradually. Both the initial and tlie ensuing
costs are great. The larger part of the territory must remain
unworked for years, awaiting the growth of the enterprise.
But with the first establishment of the enterprise, new indus-
tries, new communities and new source of wealth are created.

In the meantime the mine owner must carry the pertenencia
tax, >'early, on all his claims, developed or undeveloped, pro-
ductive or nonproductive, operated or not operated. Further-
more, to increase these taxes would be to tax mineral hold-
ings out of all proportion to the taxation on other lands and
real estate in Mexico. It would probably discourage small
companies and individuals from holding property which might
be worked some day when afflairs have been reestablished
on a normal basis in Mexico. Property so released would fail

to bring revenue to the Mexican government unless large
and wealthy corporations could afford to redenounce them and
hold them until normal conditions were again established.
The result would be to discourage the companies or individ-
uals with limited resources. It should be remembered, more-
over, that the areas held in reserve, on which the tax is

nevertheless regularly to be paid, in practically all cases are
of low-grade character, unsuited for ordinary development
and unworkable except in connection with operations on a
large scale, conducted on a systematic plan involving much
time and steady outla.v.

9. The established export taxes on gold and silver in bul-
lion of 2^<^ and on gold and silver ores of SHTc are neither
light nor easy to bear, but neither are they unreasonable.
They are, however, it is confidently believed, as much as
the metal industry can stand, in connection with other taxes.
with a view to the yield of the maximum revenue to the
state from this source. The gross value of metals out of
which such taxes must be taken for a long time to come
must also be charged with greatly increased cost of pro-
duction, to say nothing of the added interest on new capital
invested. Under your decree the export tax on silver and
gold would amount to approximately 6'2<"r when contained in

bullion and approximately S%'r when contained in ores. It

is firmly believed that these increased taxes would prove so
excessive and so burdensome, particularly on low-grade
mines, as to make it inadvisable to attempt operation under
them with any hope of profit. It is believed that the new
taxes on copper and lead would result in a large curtailment
of production, because nearly all of the old high-grade lead-
producing mines in Mexico have been exhausted and the •

present source of lead in Mexico is the low-grade lead mine
developed and equipped at a large expense and operated
upon a particularly low margin of profit. The character of
the copper production in Mexico is much the same as that of
the lead. Mexico has but a few copper mines. These are
very low-grade and in the aggregate have yielded but a small
return of profit to their owners. Clearly, it is to the best
interests of the Republic of Mexico, as well as to the mineral
industry at large, for the government to encourage and assist
the lead and copper producers as much as possible in order
to stimulate prospecting and developing of mines of this

character. The basis of the entire smelting industry rests
jpon the lead and copper production of the country. An
adequate supply of these two metals insures the development
of all classes of mines and thereby brings correspondingly in-

creased revenue to the government. The imposition of such
heavy taxes as have been proposed on these two metals
will result in the strangulation of a large portion of the
mineral industry of Mexico.

10. Finally it is submitted, that if the new and increased
taxes here complained of are removed and if some as-
surance is given that federal, state and municipal taxes on
mineral property and mineral production and operation will

be allowed to rest on the basis of the laws existing from
1905 to 1910 and if the cooperation of the government can be
had in facilitating the importation and reasonable dispatch in

transportation and delivery of coal, coke and fuel oil to the
various mines and plants, and of dynamite, cyanide and other
materials most urgently required by the industry, without
additional import taxation, your petitioners and all those in

a like situation with reference to Mexican mining operations
will be given that encouragement which they sorely need in

assuming the heavy undertaking before them of reviving the
mineral industry in Mexico; and they confidently predict that
such encouragement will result in the earliest possible resto-
ration of the industry in all its branches, with steadily in-

creasing revenue and prestige to the Mexican government:
otherwise, they must be greatly discouraged and seriously
hindered, if not altogether checked, in going forward with
their undertakings.

For the foregoing reasons your petitioners most earnestly
appeal to you to abrogate the Decrees of Mar. 1, 1915, and
Aug. 31, 1915.

This is one of several strong memoranda which have

been drawn by organizations of the Mexican mining peo-

ple in the United States and in Mexico in an endeavor

to obtain modification of the excessive taxation that has

been heaped on the mining industry.
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SYNOPSIS—Drcdying in the Yukon began on

Lewes River in 1S99 with sy^-cu.ft. bucl-ets ; to-

day dredges with 16-cu.ft. buckets are operating

in the Klondike River valley. Steam thairing

of frozen ground vas one of the important devel-

opments in the Northern dredging field, having

greatly extended the dredgeable area and reduced

the wear on the dredges. Conditions are ex-

tremely variable and heavy equipment is the rule.

Operating costs of the Yukon Gold Co. for the

last six years are given.

The lirst dredge in the Yukon was a small, 3i/4-eu.ft.

bucket, New Zealand-type dredge built on Lewes Eiver

in 1899. In 1901 it was moved and rebuilt on No. 12 Be-

low on Bonanza Creek, and in 1903 moved to the Discov-

ery group. This dredge, which was practically obsolete

by 190.5 and entirely unsuitcd for the work, pro\ed the

practii-ability of dredging on the Klondike creeks. The

next dredge to be built was the Canadian-Klondyko No.

dike field. In 1907 two Risdon dredges were built on

Walker's Fork, one of which was later moved to Miller

Creek, where it is now operating, and a dredge was in-

stalled on the Pioiiiuiza Basin which has since been alian-

doned.

ELKCTrac Power Essential to BcOiNOmical Operation

In order to operate successfully, and within the limit of

e.xpense, electric power was a necessary adjunct to the

dredging. In 190(5 the Yukon Gold Co. "installed a 2,000-

kw. hydro-electric plant at the Junction of the Twelve

.Mile and Little Twelve Mile Rivers, 32 mi. from Daw-
son. The Granville Power Co. followed four years later

with a plant on the north fork of the Klondike River. The
Canadian-Klondyke company takes its power from this

plant.

In terms of investment, the Yukon Gold Co.'s first

seven dredges cost $1,000,000. The power plant cost $550,-

000 and the two all-steel dredges $.500,000 more, making

a total investment in dredging equipment alone of over

.$•?.000,000. Tlie three large dredges ol' the Canadian-

HAULING THE DIGGING LADDER OF DREDGE NO. 5 OVER A WINTER ROAD IN THE YUKON

1, a T-cu.ft. dredge which began operation in August,

1905, in the valley of the Klondike River, opposite the

mouth of Bear Creek. These two dredges may be said

to have shown the way to the large development which

followed.^

The first three dredges of the Yukon Gold Co. were

built on Bonanza Creek in 1906 and began operation early

in 1907. These were followed in 190~" and 1908 by four

7-cu.ft. bucket dredges, two on Bonanza and two on

Hunker Creek. In 1910 the Canadian-Klondyke Alining

Co. built the first of its IG-cu.ft. dredges, which began

operation in November of that year. In 1911 the Yukon
Gold Co. built two all-steel dredges, each having 7-

cu.ft. buckets. The Canadian-Klondyke company in

1913 built Nos. 3 and -i, both 16-cu.ft. machines. This

comprises the dredging equipment now in use in the Klon-

•A paper presented by O. B. Perry at the seventeenth
annual meeting of the Canadian Mining Institute. Toronto,
Ont. This will be printed in the annual volume, prior publi-
cation being granted the "Journal" by courtesy of the Insti-
tute Council.

'T. A. Rickard, "Min. and Sci. Press," Aug. 12, 190S.

Klondyke company are estimated to have cost $475,000

each. The power plant of the Granville Power Co. cost

over $1,000,000. These figures do not take into account

investment in shops, building.s, and accessory plant.

In order to make a success of a dredging enterprise so

far from the source of supply, the equipment must be com-

plete and of the best possible kind. A single breakdown

or loss of a part which could not be replaced might mean

the loss of a season's work, so that the supply of e.xtra

parts and the shop equipment for repairs is much greater

than ordinarily required.

Generally speaking, the dredging equipment does not

differ greatly from the equipment in use in California.

The machines follow the lines of the dredges developed in

California, but, in the building, were increased in strength

of parts over anything of the size previously built. The
service is extremely severe and the season short, so thet

all digging and working parts subjected to strain are re-

inforced and made heavier than is usual in dredging prac-

tice. The best of material is used; all important shaft-

ing is of nickel steel, the buckets are of chrome-nickel
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steel or of manganese steel; the pins are of high-carbon

steel, nickel steel or chrome-nickel. The tendency has

been to increase continually the strength, and, therefore,

the weight of the principal parts. The last two dredges

built by the Yukon Gold Co. of all-steel construction

are 20% heavier than anything of the size in use at

present.

Two Clas.ses of Gravels Dkedged

Dredging in the Yukon is now being conducted on two

classes of deposits, river valley and creek beds. The de-

posit in the valley of the Klondike River is, where thawed,

well adapted for dredging. The material is free wash

gravel, rounded and clean, averaging from 30 to 40 ft. in

depth. The bedrock is sufficiently decomposed to be dug

with ease. The top burden, in the thawed portion of the

deposit, has been largely removed by stream action and

presents little or no difficulty to dredging.

The creek deposits present altogether different charac-

teristics. The deposits are shallow, for the most part

ranging about 18 to 20 ft. to bedrock. The gravel is

angular and contains little sand. The gold is confined

almost entirely to bedrock. The creek gra\els are over-

lain by a deposit known locally as "muck," which is made

tip of organic matter, fine sand and water, almost invar-

iably frozen, and, where undisturbed, covered with a

The dredging operation is terminated when the creeks

freeze to such an extent that water for flotation is no

longer available.

The creek deposits present many obstacles to dredg-

ing. In the first place, the deposits are shallow, which

causes many moves of the dredge, both "stepping ahead,"

as the operation is called, and side moves across the pond.

The shallow ground also increases the labor for outside

work, such as setting "deadmen," removing stumps, etc.

The muck itself is not difficult to handle, if thawed, par-

ticularly if sandy in character, but it often carries, buried

in it, stumps, roots and other material, which tend to

choke the feed hoppers and cause delays. Digging the

bedrock in order to recover .the gold is the most difficult

part of the process. It is slow, hard work that entails

heavy wear on the entire machine and causes continual

replacement of all digging parts. The greatest obstacle

to dredging is the frozen condition of a large percentage

of the creek gravels, which condition must be removed

before dredging operations can be successfully conducted.

The short season during which it is possible to oper-

ate has led to many departures from usual methods. The
determined eflTort is to get all that is possible out of the

dredges in the short time allowed, and the result is a re-

markably high efficiency for the time the machines are

ojierated. For example, last season the dredges of the

NO. 7 DREDGE ON UPPER HUNKER CREEK
The No. 7 dredge completed its work on Upper Hunke

district, Alaska, where it has since had

NO. 3 DREDGE ON BONANZA CREEK
Creek in 1911, and was then dismantled and removed to the Iditarod

a. remarkable yield from the rich ground on Flat Creek

blanket of moss. The depth of the covering of muck is

from 4 to 8 ft., with an average of about 6 ft. In the

dredging operation on the creeks it is necessary to take

up from 4 to 6 ft. of the bedrock itself, which is a

sericite schist and usually massive and blocky in character.

Operations in the Yukon district are subject to diffi-

culties which are not met elsewhere, except in Alaska.

These may be described under two heads : ( 1 ) Climatic

;

(2) character of deposits.

The extreme cold of the Northern winter limits the op-

eration to an open season of about six months. Dredging

cannot be begun until there is sufficient thaw to produce

water for flotation and to clear the ponds of the winter

ice, which forms to a depth of from 5 to 7 ft. Both the

start and finish of the seasonal operation are hindered by

cold. All moving parts, such as the tailings conveyor,

must be housed in and warmed by steam coils. Also,

steam is used freely to keep the ladder and bucket line

clear and to keep the gold tables in good condition.

Yukon Gold Co. averaged 87.2% of the possible running

time, as compared to a fair California average of 78%.
Each .season has shown a gain in yardage per dredge-hour

over the season previous, until the present rate is higher

in most cases than that of dredges of the same size in

California, where conditions are much more favorable.

How Kepaik Work Is Conducted

The California practice is to run the dredges continu-

ously until they get to the point of requiring a complete

overhauling, when they are shut down for 10 days or two

weeks and the necessary repairs made. In the Northern

practice this is changed. All the heavy repair work is

done in the closed season. In the autumn, when work is

suspended, the dredges are stripped of their bucket lines

and conveyors. The buckets, screens, pumps and all

parts .subjected to heavy wear are taken to the shops and

thoroughly overhauled. The dredges are put in a state of

as nearly perfect repair as possible before the season opens
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MACHINE SHOP AND WAREHOUSIOS OF THE YUKON GOLD CO. ON BONANZA CKKKK
Dredge tailings and two dredges in background

POWER HOUSE OP YUKON GOLD CO. IN WINTER AND IN SUMMER

This power plant is situated on the Little Twelve Mile River. It contains three Pelton impulse wheels direct con-
nected to three 650-kw. Westinghouse generators and supplies power to eight dredges, the machine shop and for other
miscellaneous requirements

Machinery warehouse during flood of 1910 View below the power house in the spring of 1910

SPRING CONDITIONS THAT HAD TO BE MET IN THE YUKON IN 1910
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and then operated with a view to keeping them going
throughout the season.

During the operating season all repairing upon the

dredge is minimized. Instead of replacing worn bucket

lips on the dredge a few at a time, as is often done, the

entire bucket line is taken off and replaced by another line

which has been re-lipped and entirely overhauled. This

operation requires only a few hours. Tlie worn buckets

are then hauled to the shop, repaired and kept on hand for

the next replacement. If the distance to the shop is too

great, the buckets are repaired on the ground by a shop

crew. Portable compressors and special tools are provided

for this work. The same method is used with lower tum-
blers and other parts exposed to heavy wear. When the

lower tumbler plates become worn, instead of replacing the

plates, the tumbler itself is removed and a newly repaired

tumbler substituted. The old tumbler is then sent to the

shop or repaired and replated on the ground, as the case

may require. Each autumn all belting is taken off and
sent to warm storage.

Strengthening Dbedge Parts

Many detail changes have been made in the dredge

machinery. The buckets have been re-designed several

times since operations began. Some parts have been found

to be inadequate for the heavy work. The digging ladders

age and in different condition made it difficult to arrive

at a satisfactory standard of measurement. The bonus
did not act as a stimulus, but rather aroused antagonism.

The operators are all picked men, who get higher pay
than they receive on other dredge operations, and a trip

north, which they like. No further incentive seems nec-

essary for the men to give the best that is in them.

As illustrating the improvement in dredging in the

Klondike since its inception. No. 5 of the Yukon Gold Co.

dredged last season througli the tailings of the old Lewes
River dredge and made a good profit. This dredge took

up 2 to 4 ft. of bedrock which the old dredge was un-

able to handle and obtained a good yield in ground that

had been worked by hand by openiut methods before being

dredged by the small dredge.

Frozen Ground the New Problem in the North

While the short season and severe service have led to

numerous improvements in detail and to increases in

strengtii and size of the dredges, and continue to offer

problems which the di'edge operator must meet, the

greatest development in the Yukon as compared to the or-

dinary dredging operation has come in the handling of

frozen ground. The heavy bedrock encountered on the

creeks and tlie necessity of digging it to considerable

depth to recover the gold were in themselves serious mat-

TWO DREDGES ON UPPER BONANZA CREEK; THAWING
PI..\NT IN FOREGROUND

OVER 7,000 CORDS OF V^^OOD STORED ON THE ANDERSON
LEASE FUR THAWING

have all been reinforced and heavily shod on the bottom,

screens rebuilt, pump capacity increased and sluices and
gold-saving apparatus changed and improved.

The closest ijossible supervision is kept over the run-

ning time and performance of the dredges. Each dredge

is connected by telephone with the dredge office and re-

ports its running time and stoppages daily. The super-

intendence is .so arranged that the superintendent or his

assistant visits each dredge at least once per day, and
is on hand for any unusual repair jobs. In case of a shut-

down for repairs, if only for a few hours, the crews are

doubled up and shopmen sent out for any special work.

Electrical repairmen are on hand day and night for any

failure or trouble in the electrical apparatus.

As a further stimulus to increasing the dredging rate,

a bonus system was tried during the season of 1912, but

abandoned. The conditions varied so widely from one

dredge to another, and the dredges l)eing of a different

ters. No experienced dredge operator would have thought,

in the beginning, that any dredge could handle the bed-

rock which the machines are digging today with compara-

tive ease. When the business was further complicated by

having large areas solidly frozen, the problem of dredging

such areas at a profit became one of extreme difficulty.

The results of attempts to dredge partly thawed areas

and frozen bedrock were enough to show that the frozen

condition must be completelj^ changed before dredging

could be successful. Necessity compelled the adoption of

the present method of thawing, which is the development,

on a wholesale plan, of the method which was in use in the

drift mines in the Klondike before dredges were thought

of. Preparing the ground for dredging by thawing with

steam was an entirely new feature of dredge mining, and

the success of the method has made millions of yards

of gravel available for dredging which could not otherwise

be worked at a profit.
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The steam point as originally used was a short pieee

of %-in. pipe drawn down at one end to a point with an

orifice left for the steam to escape; the other, or head

end, had a nipple welded to it for steam-hose connection.

The point, with steam turned on, was gradually driven

into the face of the drift, then allowed to steam until

the bedrock and gravel were thawed to the height of the

drift. From two to six points were used in each breast,

spaced from 1 to 3 ft. apart. This simple operation con-

tained the essential features of the method whereby over

three million yards of gravel are now being thawed in a

season.

TiiAAvixG TO A Depth of 40 Feet

In the thawing ofieration for dredging, the points

are driven from the surface down through muck and

gravel and into the bedrock from 4 to 6 ft. The points

were gradually lengthened in practice, first, to 24 ft., then

to 30, and last season were being successfully driven 40 ft.

to bedrock. The points are made up of triple-extra-heavy

hydraulic pipe with drop-forged head and tool-steel tip.

The small boilers first used have been replaced by larger

sizes until the boiler efjuipment now comprises eight

plants with a total boiler horsepower of over 2000. The
150-hp. locomotive type has been adopted as the unit,

and the plants usually consist of a pair or, sometimes,

three such boilers.

The preliminary work for each season takes the fol-

lowing form: (1) The dredgeable area ahead of each boat

is barred for frost. From the bar-hole results the natur-

ally thawed and frozen areas are blocked out. The bar

tests are checked bj' drilling where thought necessary.

(2) Surveyors "pick up" the thawed areas which are

mapped, and plani meter measurements are made of the

frozen areas. (3) The estimated course of the boat is

laid out for the year and its probable position calculated

for each month of the season. (4) The total square

yards of frozen ground which the dredge will dig in a

season is measured from the map on which the season's

work is laid out and the necessary wood for thawing

is determined and its location decided.

The "sweating" of the naturally thawed ground nmst
also be taken into account. The dutj^ per cord, both in

thawing and in sweating, to dispose of the surface frost,

has been determined b}' experience. Knowing the square

yards of frozen ground to be thawed and the area of natur-

ally thawed ground to be "sweated" and the duty per cord

of fuel, the total fuel requirement for the season is a sim-

ple corqputation.

The thawing operation has been described elsewhere-,

so that I need only give the sequence of events in a normal

operation : ( 1 ) Steam-line boxes are strung out by horses,

if they are available, otherwise men are used; (2) goose-

neck boxes and headers coupled on; (3) bar-holes for

starters put down; (4) starters used to thaw holes about

8 ft. deep; (5) starters pulled and long points placed in

starter holes; (6) jwints driven down through gravel

and into bedrock; (7) points allowed to steam in bed-

rock from 12 to 48 hr., depending on the formation;

(8) points pulled, cleaned and straightened; (9) header

moved and starters put down and cycle begun again.

The improvements that have been made in steam thaw-

ing since it was adopted for large-scale dredging opera-

tions are too many to attempt to detail in a short paper.

'T. A. Rickard. "Min. and Scl. Press," Sept. 12, 190S.

Tiiey have taken the following general lines: (1) Reduc-
tion in fuel; (2) incrca.se in efficiency of ho.se and points;

(3) reduction in cost of driving.

The fuel has been reduced by improving the quality,

reducing the radiation losses, purifying the feed water

and improving the combustion. Experiments were made
both with coal and fuel oil as a substitute for wood. The
points have been greatly improved in material and numu-
faeture, and the hose has been improved in quality and
its life increased. Metal hose has been used for this

work with success. The cost of driving has been reduced

by improvement in the method of driving, correct spacing

of points and correct pressure and amount of steam.

Costs Vary Widely Owing to Diffekent Coxditions

The question most often asked in connection with

dredging in the North is : What does it cost to thaw and
diedge frozen ground? This is a difficult question to

answer on account of the wide variation in conditions.

All of the creek deposits contain some areas of naturally

TABLE 1. thawing COST, YUKON GOLD CO., 1909-1914

Naturally Naturally Thawing Cost of
Total. Frozen, Thawed, Thawed, Cost in Thawing

Year Sq.Yd. Sq.Yd. Sq.Yd. % Dollars per Sq.Yd.
1909 298,061 212.903 85,158 28.6 S27S,112 S1.SS71
1910 396,837 256,033 140,804 35.5 oOI),6S9 1.7727
1911 555,393 432,693 122,700 22.1 696.034 1.6166
1912 692,522 509,574 182,948 26.4 804 S.54 1.455
1913 651,505 445,624 205,881 31.6 685,570 1.546
1914 586,737 402,660 184,077 31.4 602,174 1 428

T.\BLE 2. DREDGING AND THAWING COSTS, YUKON GOLD CO.

Thawing Cost Percentage of Total Cost
Cu.Yd. per Cu.Yd., Th.imng Cost per Cu Yd.,

Year Dredged Cents of Total Cents

1909 2,381,880 15.45 48.37 31.94
1910 3,249,788 14.14 45.57 31.09
1911 4,151,249 17.62 49 72 35.43
1912 5,157,280 15.02 49.03 30.64
1913 5.133,575 13 57 45.94 29.53
1914 4,800,781 12.18 44.09 27.62

TABLE 3. DETAIL OF 1913 THAWING COSTS
Cost per

Total ,Sq.Yd., Percentage
Expenditures Cents of Total

Fixed salaries S 1.614.00 0.4 0,23
Labor 2v.i.l'.).-|.3.S 65.2 42.18
Fuel ."i-.,'.iL's(i:i 66.7 43 17
Shop expense I.T-'LMCi 0.4 0.25
Preliminar>' expense- :-:ii.n2i,74 8.1 5.25
Material and supplies 23.180.50 5.2 3.38
Stables 6,589.27 1.5 0.96
Transportation 198.00 0.1 0.03
Miscellaneous 380.33 0.1 0.06
Depreciation .. 30,731.37 6.9 4.48
Power . 9.45 0.01

$685,570.23 154.6 100.00
Square vards thawed, 443,567.
Number of points driven, 63,004.
Cost per point driven, SlO.SSl.

T.ABLE 4. TH.\WING AND DREDGING COSTS OF INDIVIDUAL
DREDGES OF YUKON GOLD CO.

Percentage Thawing
of -\rea Cost per Total Cost

Naturally Cu.Yd., per Cu.Yd.,
Dredge Situation Thawed Cents Cents

No. 1 Bonanza 22.1 12.55 31.93
No. 2 Bonanza 34.6 12.28 32.55
No. 3 Bonanza 14.0 18.36 33.79
No. 4 Hunker 7.2 17.95 32.11
No. 5 Bonanza 44.8 12.34 27.01
No. 6 Bonanza 18.6 16.38 33.36
No. 8 UpperBonanza 33.7 12 97 27.92
No. 9 Eldorado 58.6 7.49 21.16

thawed ground. The percentage of frozen and thawed

areas varies on the same stream, and still wider variations

occur from one stream to another. This variation reflects

itself in the cost per cubic yard, the cost going up or down
as the percentage of frozen ground increases or diminishes.

Another variable factor is the cost of thawing or pre-

paring the frozen ground for dredging. Thawing on

Hunker Creek, for example, is a much more difficult and

expensive operation than thawing on Bonanza. In 1911

the thawing for dredge No. 4 on Hunker Creek cost

$2.18 per sq.yd. as against $1,085 ahead of No. 5 on Bon-
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aiiza. The depth being practically the same, the cost of

thawing per cubic yard was twice as great in the one case

as in the other. Purely local conditions govern this cost,

such as depth of ground, character of material, ease or

difBcultj' in driving, time of steaming, cost of fuel, etc.

Since the gold, practically speaking, is all confined to

the bedrock, the cost per square yard of bedrock thawed

becomes the controlling factor in determining what ground

can be dredged at a profit and what must be left.

Tlie appended tables show the thawing and dredging

cost for the last six years of the Yukon Gold Co.'s opera-

tion. Table 4 shows the variation in working cost for

the different dredges in one season. As the conditions

change, the dredge holding the lowest cost for one season

may show the highest cost for the next. When the costs

for the eight dredges are totaled and averaged the re-

sults over several seasons are remarkably uniform.

While Table 1 shows a gradual reduction in the thaw-

ing cost, it does not reflect the improvement in efficiency,

which has been marked. It is a rare occurrence now for a

dredge to strike a piece of ground that is not thoroughly

thawed. The improvement in this direction is shown by

the gain in duty per dredge-hour, which increased from
1G2 cu.yd. per hr. in 1910 to 204 eu.ft. per hr. last year.

I have previously referred to the operation of the

Canadian-Klondyke company in the Klondike River val-

ley. This company has built three 16-cu.ft. dredges, the

largest size in use in California. The dredges have oper-

ated into December, making a total working season of

The development of another method I have not touched

upon, as it is, as yet, untried for any large-scale opera-

tion, that is, the preparation of large areas of frozen

gravel by the stripping method, or so-called "natural

thawing." This method has been fully dealt with in a

recent article^ by E. E. McCarthy, who reports the re-

sults of the large-scale experiments conducted by the Yu-
kon Gold Co. in 1906, 1907, 1908, and .shows why the

results were not such as to lead to the adoption of the

method for its operations.

The dredging operation of the Yukon Gold Co. has

added over $16,000,000 in gold to the wealth of the

world; other companies have produced over $4,000,000,

making a total of about $20,000,000 for Yukon dredging

in less than 10 years of life.

[Since this paper was written, the total production

mentioned in the last paragraph has been increased by

about $4.000,000.—Editor.]

m

FlotsitlHomi at (GoJldl tftmstiter Mall
The Gold Hunter mine and mill, owned by the Gold

Hunter Mining and Smelting Co., are situated in Hunter
Gulch, about a mile northeast of Mullan, one of the min-

ing communities of the CcEur d'Alene district. The ore-

body lies in the line of continuation of the Morning and
You Like veins of the Morning Mine of the Federal Min-
ing and Smelting Co. The mine has been operated since

J 884, and while it originally produced high-grade silver

MAP SHOV\'ING THE SITUATION OF THE PRINCIPAL, CCEUR D'ALENE MILLS

270 days. The president and general manager claims

for the big dredges an operating cost of 6e. per cu.yd. No
detail has been published showing how this cost is com-

puted. As previously set out, the Klondike River gravels,

where thawed, present exceptionally good conditions for

dredging. It is doubtful, however, if as low a cost as

Gc. per cu.yd. can be reached if the same items are in-

cluded as given in the cost figures appended hereto. In

the 1913 operation of the Yukon Gold Co. the items of

gold tax and selling charges alone amounted to 1.98c.,

or practically 2c. per cu.yd. Depreciation, taxes, insur-

ance, etc., add another 2c. in fixed charges, which would

leave only 2e. per yard for labor, power, repairs and sup-

plies if a 6c. cost were to be realized in this operation.

However the costs of the Canadian-Klondyke company

may be computed, they are undoubtedly low, and the com-

pany has contributed greatly to the development of dredg-

ing in the Yukon.

ores, it is now in the same condition as the rest of the

older mines of the camp, working on the comparatively

low-grade and complex orebodies of the sulphide zone.

Having approximately the same orebodies that exist in

the ]\Iorning property, it is not surprising that the Hunter

ores are complex and difficult to ti'eat. The minerals

known to be present are galena, sphalerite, pyrite, tetra-

hedrite, stibnite, siderite, barite and quartz. These min-

erals are unevenly distributed, and all of them do not

occur in the general run of ores, although highly complex

bodies containing many of them are sometimes encoun-

tered. As compared with the general character of the

ore treated by the Morning mill, the Hunter ore supply

contains more pyrite and less galena, but has a somewhat

higher percentage of silver. In common with all the

complex ores of the district, a great deal of difficulty

'"Mill. Mag.," April. 1914.
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has been found in treating the Hunter ores profitably,

and it may be t^aid tliat not until flotation became a per-

manent part of mill treatment wa? continuously profit-

able operation possible.

The Gold Hunter mill at the present time treats about

310 tons of ore per 24 hr. From this about 35 tons of

concentrates are produced, about half of which come

from the flotation department. While under the former

system of table and vanner concentration, only about 50

to 60% of the valuable minerals could be recovered, with

the addition of the flotation units the total extraction

has risen to 80%, thus making it entirely clear what

a great dift'erence has been made by the introduction of

flotation in this district.

Ore from the mine-ore bin is passed over a conveyor

belt to a grizzly having 1%-in. openings, the oversize

of which is put through a 12x20-in. Blake crusher. From
the crusher the material goes to a trommel with l-)4-in.

holes, the oversize being elevated to a sorting belt, where

a portion of the waste is removed by hand. The balance

of the oversize gpes to a Comet crusher, the discharge

of which meets the undersize from the trommel and

grizzly and is carried on a belt conveyor to a mill bin

having a capacity of 300 tons.

From the mill bin the ore is passed through a set of

12x36-in. rolls, tlie discharge from which is elevated to a

trommel having 11-mm. openings. The oversize goes to

two bull jigs, the tailings of which are dewatered and

crushed in another set of 12x36-in. rolls, the discharge

going back to the elevator which precedes the 11-mm.

trommel. From the trommel the undersize is passed to a

set of screens and jigs, the flow being clearly shown on

the accompanying flow-sheet drawing.

The sand is dewatered in a drag classi-

fier and concentrated on four AVil-

fley tables, the concentrates from which

are collected in a bin. The table tail-

ings are then reground in a 5xl4-ft.

tube mill, elevated, dewatered and re-

concentrated. The flow from the jigs

is reground, classified and concentrated

on Card tables, as is shown in the

flow sheets. At this point preparation

is made for treating the tailings from

the concentrators by flotation. The
pulp is thickened, in Callow settling

tanks and then delivered into two small

Pachuca tanks, where mixture with the

frothing oil is accomplished. Creosote

oil in the proportion of about % lb.

per ton of ore is mixed in the tanks

and then delivered to six Callow rough-

ing flotation machines. Three of these

are supplied by each of the Pachuca

tanks. From the roughing machines

the concentrates are sent to three Cal-

low cleaners, these being machines of

the same type as the roughers. Each
of them is supplied by two of the

rougher machines. The concentrates,

finally cleaned, are pumped into two

8-ft. Callow sloughing-oil tanks and
then to a third Callow cone, whence

they are delivered to an Oliver filter.

The filter delivers concentrates con-

taining only about 8% of moisture. All solutions from
the flotation department are returned to the Pachuca

tank for further use, the object being to avoid the loss

of any oil that may remain in them.

The Callow machines are of the well-known light-froth

type in which air is supplied through a filter bottom

• Concen+ra+es
o Tails

Sand

1, Spigot Hondy^iXj
Classifier |

"^—

'

,
I ,-^E=i-,6,8'Cai:ow SettlingTanksrH^lfetiocaf 6.8'CaIlow Settling Tanks

'

P'^^C

FLOW SHEET OF THE GOLD HUXTER MILL
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into the frothing cells. In this case the air pressure is

about 8 lb. per sq.in., this pressure supplying .sufficient

buoyancy to keep a froth continually overflowing the

cells.

Among the important points brought out in the prac-

tice of flotation at the Hunter mill is the absolute neces-

sity of giving a great deal of care and watchfulness to

the small details of operation. The flow of pulp to the

roughing and cleaning machines must be absolutely con-

stant in quantity, and what is even more important still,

the dilution must be constant. At this mill the pulp

is comparatively thick—that is, contains a high percentage

of solids—but as a general rule of flotation this does not

apply, since different dilutions may be necessary for the

successful working of different kinds of ore. It is im-

THE GOLD HUNTER JIILL, NEAR MULLAN, IDAHO

portant, however, that after the proper working conditions

have been determined, they shall be maintained absolutely

to get proper results. The accompanying flow sheet shows
clearly all the details of the operations of 'the Gold
Hunter mill.

The Jlidvale Steel and Ordnance Co. announced Dee.

8 that it had obtained 300,000,000 tons of iron ore in

Cuba through the purchase of all the stock of the Buena
Vista Iron Co. The property owned by this concern
lies adjacent to holdings of the United States Steel Cor-
poration and the Pennsylvania Steel Co.

The company stated that improvements planned would
entail the expenditure of more than $6,000,000. Those
already outlined call for si.x new openhearth furnaces,

a blooming mill and two turbo-generators for the Worth
Brothers Co.'s plant at Coatesville, and of several ad-

ditions to the Midvale plant at Nicetown, at a total

cost of $3,380,000. The new facilities will enable the

company to handle orders recently obtained from the

Government for 14- and 16-inch guns 70 ft. in length.

Brosidl Pass IRegaoia ®f Alaska^
Broad Pass is the western part of a wide glacial val-

ley which is bordered by steep, straight mountain walls

lying parallel with a great east-west range on the north
and connecting the upper valleys of Chulitna and Susitna
Rivers.

The geologic conditions in the region appear to be

favorable to mineralization, but no valuable orebodies

have yet been discovered. The most favorable reports

came from the district just west of Broad Pass, near

the head of Chulitna River, where prospecting has been
carried on for several years. Valdez Creek, an impor-

tant gold-placer district, lies about 30 mi. east of the

pass. Along some of the streams between Broad Pass

and Valdez Creek there are prospects of placer gold,

which, however, has not been found in commercial quan-
tity. Copper prospects, too, have been discovered in

several parts of the rigion, and at one place, Coal Creek,

there is a small area of coal.

The railroad, which will probably soon reach this re-

gion, will aid greatly in its development. The wealth

of the Broad Pass region appears to be mineral rather

than agricultural, and it can be profitably exploited only

by a greater population and through better means of

transportation.

The district is described fully in Bulletin 608 of the

Geological Survey.

SsifeS?^ FflJr'SttB Hgoipot^ Vaff"a©t§>-

The modern Safety-First idea, when applied by an

aboriginal, does not always effect the security which it

was intended to do, as shown by the accompanying illus-

tration from the current issue of the Pan-American

.sAi'U'i Y -rii;.sT I'l jf an igouut

Union. The Igorot roadbuildcr is safely (?) hiding

imder a modern American iron wheelbarrow upturned,

awaiting the result of a blast on some road work nearby.

He is showing the atavistic instinct of the ostrich by being

apparently perfectly content with his safety precautions

when he has protected his head from the flying rock,

while the honorable torso is wholly exposed between the

handles of the wheelbarrow.
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Sy®(t®ffim Sift Coppeip 1

By Fred il. Heidelberg

©©Ea

Power for the Copper Quoen Consolidated Mining Co.,

Bisbee, Ariz., was generated formerly at five of the com-

pan}''s shafts. About the middle of 1908 a central power

house was built. Five 400-hp. Stirling boilers, with econ-

omizers and superheaters attached, were to furnish the

steam, two 3,500-cu.ft. per min. Ingersoll-Rand compres-

sors were to supply the air, while three 500-kw. Curtis

vertical turbines were to furnish the electrical power.

The air consumption was the big variable and worked

the greatest ravages on the plant. The compressors were

connected directly to the air system. The
governors on all compressors were con-

trolled so as to keep the pressure about

90 lb. gage. The equipment using air

consisted of three hoists—one Sullivan, %a

one Eraser & Chalmers and one Nord-

berg—several hundred air drills and
many other kinds of minor hoists and
air machines distributed about the dif-

ferent shafts. It was found that since

the Gardner hoist was so far from the

power house, it could be run more eco-

nomically .on air than steam : therefore

air was used, thus adding another Sulli-

van hoist to the air-consuming engines.

More mine development made it neces-

sary to install a 7,000-cn.ft. per min.

Xordberg compressor to take care of the

increased air requirements. The average

consumption of air during the year 1912

was about 10,000 cu.ft. per min., while

the maximum and miuinium instantane-

ous requirements.of the compressors were 14,000 and 2,000

cu.ft. per min. respectively. The minimum would take

place between shifts when no air-using machines would

be working. One 3..j00-cu.ft. compressor would run at

little more than half speed. The maximum was fur-

nished when all three compressors were running at full

speed.

Naturally, the maximum instantaneous supply ^\ould

take place when all hoists and most of the drills were

working at the same instant. The demand on the air

system would be so great that all the compressors would

jump from about half speed to full speed. Besides the

undue racing of the compressors the demand on the boil-

ers would be strong, since 30 lb. of steam for the Xord-

berg compressor and 40 lb. of steam for the Ingersoll-

Rand compressors were required to produce 1,000 cu.ft.

of air. Also, the air pressure would drop from 90 lb. to

below 63.

Such conditions mean tearing the plant to pieces. Con-

sequently, after a thorough investigation it was decided

•Box 1179, Blsbee, Ariz.

to install an air-storage and balancing system which

woidd store up the air when consumption was light for

use when the air consumption was large and keep the

pressure nearly constant through a great part of the stor-

age. This would allow fewer compressors in use and
allow them to he run at a nearly constant speed.

General Featlres of the Design

In essence the plant consists of a steel-tank storage for

air kept at a nearly con.stant pressure by a hydrostatic

head.

The layout is shown in Fig. 1. The storage consists

of six tanks, 9 ft. in diameter, 40 ft. long, spaced 11 ft.

6 in. centers. The volume of the six tanks is slightly over

Preseni Tanks

I

Bd'-iWy/c^den Talk „^
-^IJS^

Anchor-' \ ffS"

,^g P/er,40U^'
Mixing. '_-l'' OxKreiv

P.'aifbrm 5and

FIG. 1. GENERAL LAYOUT OF EQUALIZING SY"STEXI

15.000 cu.ft., and they will store approximately 115,000

cu.ft. of free air at 93 lb. gage.

The air outlet at the top of each tank is 8 in. diameter

and connects to a single-piece 14-in. header with 14x8

welded tees. The water inlet at the bottom of eaeli tank

connects to an 18-in. header by means of 12x18 tees welded

to the header. Tliis 18-in. header connects with the 24-in.

line of the water tank by means of a 24x18 tee. The
24-in. line is of wrought-iron pipe and drops 30 ft. below

the bottom of the tanks to form a IT. At this U is a

24-in. gate valve. A 6-in. gate valve for draining and

cleaning opens into the atmosphere at this point. From
this U the pipe extends about 620 ft. to the wooden water-

storage tank on top of the hill. The opening to the

wooden tank is 36-in. and is connected by a 36x24 elbow.

There are five expansion joints in the pipe line, each

allowing for a 2-in. expansion. Four of these expansion

joints are between the U and the water tank and one

between the F and the air tanks. Since one section of

the long pipe is inclined at an angle of 21° 11' and the

other at an angle of 27° 11', it would tend to slide down
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and close the expansion joints. Consequently an anchor

pier 2x4 ft., top dimensions, extending with battered

sides down to rock, was ]nit in on the \ip side of each

expansion Joint to hold the upper section of pipe. Under
each section of pipe a supporting pier 18 in. square on top

was placed. At the U a large anchor pier was built. The
pier was to have top dimensions of 6x21 ft. and was to

extend with battered sides to rock not less than 4 ft.

Fig. 2 gives the details of the wooden water-storage

tank. The dimensions are 29y2x95x5 ft. The foundation

Sec+ional Side Elevation

FIG. 2. DETAILS OF CONSTRUCTION OF WOODEN
WATER-STORAGE TANK

consists of thirteen 12-in.-wide concrete beams spaced to

make 95 ft. These piers are built on the rock and upon

them were placed ten 6x1 2's spaced to make 29 ft. 6 in.

The sides and bottom of the tank were lined with 3x12

splined redwood. The bottom of the

tank was nailed to the 6x1 2's, while

the sides were nailed to 4x6's. Braces

of 4x6 were then inclined, as shown, to

hold the sides plumb. A 4x8 cap was

then placed around the entire periph

ery of the tank. Both a water outlet

and inlet from the pump were pro

vided.

The volume of the water tank is

2,800 cu.ft. per foot in height, which

is slightly over one-fifth the volume of

the air tanks. The total drop in head

equals the drop in the water tank jjlus

the rise in the air tank. The rise in the

tanks varies for the same volume of

water. At any rate one foot drop in

head in the water tank displaces ap-

proximately 21,000 cu.ft. of free air at 93 lb. gage. This

little example illustrates the delicacy of the system.

The water tank provides a large quantity of water with

a small drop in head until the tank is empty. ' If there

is just enough water in the system to bring the water

to equilibrium when the air tanks are just full of water,

the level of the water in the pipe will be about 108 ft.

from the U, measured along the pipe. It is the volume

from the bottom of the water tank to this point of equi-

lilirinm in the pipe that will produce the greatest drop

in air pressure—that is, to zero gage. The length of

pipe from this point of equilibrium to the bottom of the

water tank is 512.2 ft., representing a volume of 1,630

cu.ft., approximately one-ninth the volume of the air

tanks. This is a small quantity of air. It will be seen,

therefore, that at no time should more water be put into

the system than will just fill the air tanks at atmospheric

pressure with the water at equilibrium.

The additional head of 30 ft. from the bottom of the air

tanks to the U serves as a safety precaution. The air

will just go around this point when the air pressure is

between 103 and 105 lb. On a test at 103 lb. the system

worked. When the pressure was raised to 105 lb. the air

went around the bend and forced the column of water up
with such force that part of the water-storage tank was
wrecked.

The air tanks are supported at four places. The two

back supports consist of concrete walls running under

each tank. The two front supports are channel columns
with channel struts between. The columns are directly

under the tanks and were designed to take a load of

55,000 lb. each. Each tank rests in four cast-iron saddles,

one over each support. Although the struts have no load

to carry, they were designed to hold an empty tank at

the center of the span, since the empty tank would be

rolled over the beam in that manner while erecting. The
curved air-delivery pipe is carried up 12 ft. 6 in. above

the 14-in. header of the tanks to insure no water getting

into the air system.

The distributing lines were located about as follows:

In the power house the air discharge of all the compres-

sors connected to a drum 4 ft. diameter and 80 ft. long.

A 14-in. pipeline connected this drum with a smaller

drain drum just outside of the power house. Two lines

lead from this drain drum—one a 14-in. line connected

to the balancing system several thousand feet away; the

other, a 10-in. line, leads over to the Gardner shaft and

CHARTS SHOWING PRESSURE CURVE BEFORE AND AFTER
EQUALIZING SYSTEM WAS INSTALLED

supplies air to all the mines in the northern part of the

camp. An 8-in. line connects to the 14-in. line near the

balancing system, to furnish air to the Lowell shaft.

Drain drums were provided wherever there was a dip in

the pipe lines.

Constructing the concrete piers was simple. The con-

crete-mixing plant was located at the end of the railway

spurs shown in Fig. 1. From this point to the top of the

hill a construction track was run parallel to the pipe

line. A small hoist was located on top to pull up mate-
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rial. On the opposite side skids were installed with

hoist, to handle the heavy tanks and material. The con-

crete was distributed as follows: Foundation beams under

wooden water-storage tanks, 30 yd. ;
piers under pipes,

30; the anchor pier at U, 40; walls and piers under

tanks, 80 ; total, 180 j'd. The timber in the tank on the

hill amounted to 33,400 ft. b.m.

In order that the right amount of water should be got

in the reservoir, a set of gage-glasses were connected to

one tank of the battery so that the height of water in the

air tanks could be ascertained. By closing the gate valve

the water in the storage tank could be kept from varying

until enough new water could be added to bring the quan-

tity to the required amount. Outside of keeping the

required amount of water in the tank, the system gives

no trouble. Its operation is automatic, and the pressure

rarely varies over three pounds.

By way of comparison, two pressure charts are shown
in Fig. 3. Chart A is an average one before the balancing

system was installed, and shows the great variations in

pressure in the air-supply system. It will be noted that

in one place the pressure dropped and it was more than

an hour before it could be brought up again. Chart B,

on the other hand, was taken after the system was in-

stalled and shows very little variation in pressure during

a 24-hr. ]5eriod. These two charts tell the story.

The value of change houses is not properly appreciated

by the miners themsehes, if the extent to which the

houses are used is an indication. A great many men do

not change their clothes on coming to the surface after

a shift, but go to their destination in the clothes in which
they have been working. The proper appreciation of the

necessity of changing wet clothes, especially when the

weather is severe, is a matter on which the miners need

education. Several mine operators have erected com-
modious and well-equipped change houses only to have

their proper use disregarded and the fixtures broken. The
advantage to be gained by a wash and a change to clean

dry clothes after work is a real one that makes for health

and lessens exposure, but many, if not most, of the miners
seemingly have not realized this, even where opportimity

has been offered: The disregard shown by employees

of companies that have erected change houses has prob-

ably influenced other operators to refrain from erecting

or equipping similar buildings.

The value of change houses is a subject that can be

handled in a general campaign of education among the

miners; the necessity for such a campaign is great, and
it is to be hoped that it will be undertaken in the near

future. Mines that have no change houses should erect

them. A plain wooden building, properly heated and
having running water for wash purposes, is all that is

essential. Shower baths, individual lockers, and other-

wise elaborate structures, although of undoubted benefit

where there are sufficient reasons for erecting them, are

naturally not to be looked for where only a few men are

working ; but a warm shelter for changing clothes should

be available, even at small mines. The exposure result-

ing from men going home a considerable distance in wet

clothes in cold weather luidoubtedly furthers disease, par-

•Excerpt from Technical Paper 105, Bureau of Mines, "Pul-
monary Disease Among Miners in the Joplin District, Missouri."

ticularly tuberculosis, and to induce appreciation of this

by proper education of the miners is one of the things that

will help to reduce the prevalence of pulmonary tubercu-

losis in several mining districts.

The Bureau of Mines has published Technical Paper

116, "Miners' Wash and Change Houses," covering the

subject of hygiene considerations and giving plans and
descriptions of change-house equipments and an excellent

bil)liography.

Fjider the title "liuiiaway Tubs," a corres])oiident of

the Iron and Coal Trade Review, London, describes

a method devised to prevent dropping of men being

hoisted on an incline in case the hoisting rope breaks,

as follows

:

The risk run in lowering men down an incline or dook in

hutches or tubs has agrain been broug"ht to notice in the recent
accident at Norton colliery, wliereliy two men were killed
and nine injured. The speedy conveying of workmen to the
various points underground has been rendered necessary by
present conditions, and the practice has grown of taking a
large number of workmen in one journey, thereby increasing
the risk of injury.

To overcome or reduce to a minimum this risk the writer
devised an apparatus—a sketch of which is shown herewith

—

to hold the train of hutches or tubs in case the rope should
break when coming up or going down an incline. The ap-
paratus consists principally of two flat bars of steel bent,
spread and connected as in the sketch. The haulage rope is
attached at A and the connection to the train of tubs is made

SAFETY HOOK FOR INCLINE HOISTING

at B. The sketch shows the connections clearly and indi-
cates the spread of the bars necessary to clear the rope and
pulleys and still be inside the rails. In a model the design
was tested on all inclines up to 60°. and in every case, whether
in lowering or raising, the hutches or tubs were held.

The writer would not recommend its use on roadways
where short light rails are laid, but only on permanent laid
roads. There is no fear of the hooks catcliing unless the rope
breaks; so long as a strain is on the rope it Is not possible
for them to act. The appliance also prevents a sudden jerk
being put on the rope through tubs catching when going
down and then clearing; under such conditions the hooks
would catch.

An old steam-shovel engineer, according to Brick and
Clay Record, makes the following suggestion : If the front
wheels are off of the track, fill the dipper with rock or
other hesL\'j material, loosen up one jack arm and swing
the dipper over this side. This will raise the other side of

the shovel. Put a number of men on the up-side jack
and tighten it down as hard as possible. Swing dipper
o\er high-side and screw down low-side jack. Continue
this operation until the shovel is off the center bearing.

If there is a key in the kingbolt, the trucks will be raised

off the track.

If the rear trucks are derailed, lay blocks in the usual

manner in order to assist the wheels to climb \on the

rails. If this is unsuccessful, drop the dipper and boost

by means of the thrusting engines.
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M&m^t ®f MoM©mi Slag
U. S. Pat. 1,160,817, granted on Nov. 16, 1915, to

the late Ralph Baggaley, of Pittsburgh, covers a method

of utilizing the heat of molten slag by passing water,

air, or other fluid to be heated, around a series of small

receptacles into which the molten slag i.s poiired. The
apparatus suggested consists of a multiplicity of open-

top conical slag "tubes" depending within a passage or

container, and means for periodically inverting the de-

vice to discharge the cooled slag. One form of apparatus

resembles a Walker casting machine, the lower part of

the mold containing a water space connected with a cen-

tral boiler and drum. A variety of constructions is

shown for heating either air or water, all dependent upon

passing the fluid around the depending tubes of solidi-

fying slag and the periodic inversion of the slag tubes for

the purpose of emptying.

This is a subject that has attracted the attention of

many metallurgists, but owing to local conditions has

seldom been worked out successfully. Mr. Baggaley stated

in his patent that he had devoted many years to this

investigation and had ascertained that the following

features were either essential to, or at least seemed de-

sirable in, the development of a successful apparatus for

the vitilization of molten slag:

1. The slag must not be able to shrink awa}- from ac-

tual contact with its container at any time.

2. The slag must be delivered in such small units that

it will congeal promptly.

3. A great number of such small units must be pro-

vided in order to obtain sufficient heating surface.

4. The volume of water to be heated must bear a

proper proportion to the volume of slag which does the

heating.

5. As the slag units congeal, cool and shrink, they

should be free to fall by gravity so as to remain in ac-

tual contact with the container on all sides.

6. The slag-supply ladle should contain the same quan-

tity of slag as the power-generator units, so that the

slag may be poured quickly, without measuring.

7. The whole vessel should be well protected on all

sides to prevent heat radiation.

8. As the slag tonnage is very large, the spent slag

should be handled by machinery.

9. The feed water should be preheated to approxi-

mately 210° F., in order to secure proper efficiency in the

apparatus.

10. The apparatus luust be absolutely safe at all times

against explosions or other accidents.

11. The free and complete discharge of the spent slag

by mechanical means is important.

12. The possibility of water leaks into the molten slag

must be absolutely guarded against to prevent disastrous

explosions.

13. The apparatus must be durable in ordinary use.

14. The apparatus should not be more expensive to

build than good boilers of the same capacity.

].5. When the spent slag, after being discharged from
the generator units, is used for the purpose of preheating

the feed water, care should be exercised to prevent ex-

cessive sulphur in the feed water. This can be neutral-

ized by any of the well-known chemical methods, or the

hot spent slag may be delivered into a submerged con-

tainer in the feed-water tank in a manner to prevent

the slag from coming into actual contact with the feed

water.

16. In order to provide sufficient heating surface, as

well as to simplify the discharge of the spent slag, it is

essential that the small slag imits be located in one or

more holding vessels which are separate and distinct from

the boiler.

IT. In order to maintain a supply of dry steam a dome
or storage boiler should be provided, distinct from the

water-storage boiler.

The rehandling of low-grade matte is a problem at

many smelting works. At the Anyox plant of the Granby

Consolidated Mining, Smelting and Power Co., in British

•i:Ai'i:i!. Ill ; AXii
AT AXYOX

Columbia, the management has eliminated much hand

labor by applying the back-haul scraper principle to this

problem. The low-grade matte is poured into long beds,

and upon solidification the edges are broken with powder

so as to give the special digging bucket or scraper a

start. A donkey engine operates the digging bucket,

which is pulled along on the bed, digs into the matte

and is then hauled up the incline shown in the accom-

panying view. The bucket dumps into the railroad cars,

and the matte is transported by a high line to storage

bins and redrawn for the furnace charge.
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Originally the convertin£; of the first matte was done

directly, but it was later found that it would be more

economical to raise the grade by reconcentration. When
resmelting was iirst started, the matte was stored in beds

and dug up with pick and sliovel. This was expensive,

and it became necessary to find some mechanical way of

doing it. The amount of hand labor and the cost of

loading the matte have been much reduced. With six

men, including the hoist man, as much as 600 tons of

matte has been loaded in a day by the new arrangement.

The objectionable feature of this method of loading is

tliat the proportion of fines made is too great. This

coidd be reduced by making shorter beds and thicker

layers of matte, but the grovmd space at Anyox does

not permit this improvement.

A gun for squirting cement into the cracks of brick

boiler settings is described by Harry Eoebuck in Power,

Dec. 7. From a length of brass tubing about 1 in. diam-

eter was sawed a piece 14 in. long. Four inches from

the end an opening y^, in. wide and II/2 in. long was

cut with a shaip chisel, the tube being slipped on an

iron rod held 111 the Mse, while cutting. The cut was

made along the centui ot the opening, and the metal was

CEMENT GUN FOR BOILER SETTINGS

bent out straight along the two sides. To the two sides

was attached a hopper, i in. deep and 3 by 5 in. at the

top, made of tin. The short end of the tube was given

a flare of about a quarter of an inch, and a short piece

of loosely fitting broom handle for a plunger completed

the gun.

The plunger should not be too snug a fit, and the sand

should be screened through a fine screen, or trouble will

be experienced from sticking of the plunger. By rinsing

the apparatus in a bucket of water each time before load-

ing, the cement will How more freely.

'M

MsilkaEa^ BailblbSM Ca.§taEa^s
A recent article on liabliitt t^asting, by J. 11. Van De-

venter, in the American Machinist, embodies the follow-

ing points.

If babbitt is heated to over 900° F. the chances of get-

ting a scaly job are very good. The high limit is 850° F.,

which is too high to be tested with the finger, but can be

judged from a pine stick, being the point at which such a

stick when thrust into the metal hesitates whether to burn
or not and finally decides to do so. This is too hot for

pouring, unless the shell to be run is less than i/g in.

thick. For ordinary work the metal is right to pour when
it will char the pine stick but not produce flames.

There are three kinds of hand ladles for pouring bab-

bitt—the good kind, the bad and the iiidill'erent. A good

ladle is one with a lip designed to pour a heavy solid

stream. That is, a ladle with a rounded lip, preferably

vvitli a dross dam, is best.

When remelting scrap, boil green hickory wood with

the metal to remove the dross. Beware of blowing out a

cast-iron shell with compressed air before babbitting. Air

lines contain water, and this won't mix with babbitt.

Hand bellows are safer. A large casting too heavy to lift

can be dried by burning gasoline in it. Use sal ammoniac
in the melting pot if you want clear metal.

Remember that a thin section will cool quicker than a

thick one and must be jioured hotter. Rememljer that

]towdered rosin sprinkled and rubbed on a damp job will

jirevent explosions. Smoking a mandrel with lamp black

will do if rosin paper or clay wash is not available. A
heavy cord dipped in clay wash will act as core for an oil

groove.

Slow cooling makes bearing metal coarse-grained.

Open up the box as soon as the babbitt is cold. Dirt and
dust rise to the highest point on the mold. Risers and a
high pouring gate will get them outside of the bearing,

If you must pour a bearing cold, use a mixture that

contains plenty of antimony. It won't shrink as much as

other mixtures will. Remember that air is lighter than

babbitt and vent at the highest point. You cannot de-

pend on air getting out where the babbitt goes in. Give
it a private exit. Overheated metal, lack of proper vent

and slow pouring are back of most spoiled bearings.

Hence, last and most important of all, pour quickly.

The soft-metal hammer shown is intended not only for

general machine-shop use, but also for sheet-metal work,
garages and repair work of various kinds.

The body of the hammer head is made of tough bronze

that is practically indestructible, and it will stand all

.SOFT-METAL HAMMER HEAD AND MAILING TUBE MOLDS

the reheating necessary to melt out the old metal pre-

paratory to renewal. It is so made that short sections of

pajier mailing tubes may be u.sed as molds for the soft

metal. The lower picture shows two of these sections and
a bronze head.

The hammers are furnished with handles and soft ends
in 1-, 2-, 4- and 6-lb. sizes. They are recent products of

the Bauth ilanufacturing Co., 901 Gerke Building, Cin-
cinnati, Ohio.

—

American Machinist.
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CLEANING BEDROCK AT ELEVATOR NO. 3. PREVIOUS TO THE APPLICATION OF DREDGING THE BONANZA
CREEK GRAVELS WERE HANDLED BY HYDRAULICKING IN CONNECTION WITH MECHANICAL ELEVA-

TORS. LOWER VIEW SHOWS THE UPPER SLUICE OF ELEVATOR NO. 3
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MECHANICAL ELEVATORS USED BY YUKON GOLD CO. IN THE EARLIER OI'IOKATU iXS oN CwXAXZA (.-UKEK

Hydraulicking in connection with portable mechanical elevators was abandoned on Bonanza Creek when it was
foun'l that the dredges could be built strong: enough to dig the bedrock and handle the large boulders or slabs that
may be noted in the foreground of the above picture. The derrick shown in the center background was used to facili-

tate the removal of boulders and bedrock slabs preparatory to cleaning bedrock. The dredges now dig this bedrock and
operate more cheaply than the elevator method. At the right is shown a nearer view of or = of the mechanical
elevators. These elevators were mounted in a portable steel frame, fitted with flanged wheels. 'ihe excess
elevated from the pit to the sluice by a 12-in. centrifugal pump driven by 100-hp.
iary pump used when a rush of water was encountei-ed

NO. 5 DREDGE APPROACHING THE BONANZA
INVERTED SIPHON

HYDRAULICKING ON BONANZA CREEK ABOVE
THE SIPHON

NO. 5 DREDGE PASSING THROUGH THE SIPHON NO. 5 DREDGE ABOVE THE RESTORED SIPHON
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The Library Board of the United Engineering Society,

in order to bring the usefulness and facilities of the engi-

neering library closer to the individual members of the

profession, has inaugurated a service bureau which will

maintain a staff of expert searchers and translators for

researches and translations for those who are at such a

distance from New York that they are unable to avail

themselves of the facilities of the library.

The service bureau has also arranged to keep those

who may desire it posted on the current publications of any

engineering subjects that they may specify. In this con-

every effort to bring tliis service to the attention of the

profession at large, foi' whom it is designed and to whom
it is conceived to be of great potential benefit.

The Lake Superior strike of 1913 introduced many
features of labor warfare that were humorous in their

very outrageousness. The Clifton-ilorenci strike is even

more picturesque. One of the accompanying illustra-

tions shows the concentration camp. What ? Of strikers,

or strike-breakers? No. Simply of miners who would
like to go to work and are not permitted tc do so by

IP
«%^

STRIKERS IN THE CLIFTON-MORENCI DISTRICT OF ARIZONA LISTENING TO A WESTERN FEDERATION
SPEECH IN FRONT OF THE MORENCI HOTEL

nection, reference cards giving tha title, authoi' and ex-

act citation of all published articles on the subject are

mailed to the subscriber. Then, if copies or translations

are desired, they will be furnished on application, at

previously stipulated prices.

The prices charged for this work are kept down to the

merely self-supporting basis, because the United Engi-

neering Society does not carry on any work of a com-

mercial character.

The engineering library has over 00,000 volumes on

technical subjects and receives currently over 1,000 engi-

neering and scientific periodicals. In addition, acces.«

is had to the New York Public Library and the library

of the Chemists' Club, so that researches can lie covered

on almost any engineering subject.

Requests for infojination and rates should be addressed

to the Library of the United Engineering Society, 29 West
39th St., New York City. E. Gybbon Spilsbury is chair-

man of the Library Service Committee, vrhich is making

the labor leaders, aidfd and alwtted by the county and

state oflicers.

It's hard to get news from Clifton and Morenci.

The correspondent, or indeed anybody else who enters

town, has first to pass an inspection something like

wliat an entry into Russia used to entail. If the sheriff

and the labor leaders pronounce him 0. K. he gets 24

hr. in which to transact his business and depart. How-
ever, if during his visit he turns out to be a persona

noil grata, he is apt to be caused to depart on shank's

mare and barefoot. If non gratissima, tin cans are tied

to his person, which also is appropriately placarded ac-

cording to the views of the labor leaders and officers of

the law.

It looks as if democratic government had ceased to

exist in this part of Arizona. Irvin Cobb or Sam Blythe

ought to go there as war correspondents to tell the

country about the death of liberty in a part of the United

States. ITcwever, if we were their editors, we should not
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AWAITING ARRIVAL OF PRESIDENT MOYER OF
WESTERN FEDERATION OF JIINERS

STRIKERS AT MORENO! ON THE DAY Till: .MAN A'

LEFT THE DISTRICT

STRIKERS IN c;L1FTliN-.M01;E.NCI DISTRICT BEING DRILLED V.Y LIEUT. LEE uF AlUZcX.X N.\TI''X.\L Ot'ARD

HE REFUGEE COLOXT AT DUNCAN, ARIZ., ABOUT 40 HI. SOUTH OF CLIFTON

ii!j^'''f5f^

M

»'di-^^t1:^^,A
JW'

VIV.A LA WESTERN FEDERATION OF MINERS!" STRIKERS PARADING UNDER THIS BANNER AT METCALF, ARIZ.

The group at the right has just "induced" the clerks in the Arizona Copper Co.'s store to join the union. The head
bookkeeper is holdin.^ the drum to show his conversion
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venture to semi them tliere unices we could get von Maek-
ciiseu to help.

We hear, liowever, that the property of the mining
companies is being taken care o." fairly well. The sheriff

is attending to that, and nobly is doing his duty. Ue
is hiring a corps of deputies to guard the property. He
hires them among the strikers. Thus as deputies tney

are guarding what as strikers they are threatening. The
mining companies are paying the wages. Herein we have

a truly humorous situation. As a financial arrange-

ment it is something like that of the cat and rat farm.

Copper'' nim Ges'Sini^ini^

The following interesting article by Gilbert Hirsch, its

Berlin correspondent, recently appeared in the New York
Evening Post (copyright. New York Evening Post Co.,

1915), by whose courtesy we reprint it, only slightly con-

densed. It was dated Oct. 21. The comments that are

introduced are our own.

There is no copper famine in Germany ; there is not go-

ing to be one. England, to be sure, has decreed that no
American copper shall go to Germany, and no American
copper goes there. Some copper did get through by way
of Holland and Scandinavia in September of last year;

but England put an end to that by bringing pressure

to bear on Holland and the Scandinavian countries. This

interfered with the business of Scandinavia and Holland,

prevented Italy from getting some of the copper which
she needed to arm herself for participation in the war,

cut down the output of the American copper mines and
caused a boom in the German copper industry. As to

the ultimate object—a shortage in the German ammuni-
tion supply—it does not exist and is not in prospect.

The cutting off, to be sure, of the 35,000,000 lb. of

copper which Germany was aceustcmed to get from Amer-
ica every month has had an appreciable effect. In times

of peace Germany, the second largest copper manufac-
turing country in the world, makes articles containing

225,000 tons of copper. This year it makes none of

these articles, devoting its entire copper supply to mili-

tary purposes. No copper money is minted, and the re-

sulting shortage in small change is already making itself

visible in the requests posted in many retail stores, that

customers give the exact change in payment. You hear

of how carefully the copper from used ammunition is

being saved; of the rounding up of all the available cop-

per in every position captured from the enemy. You
see women walking through the streets carrying between

them cop]ier kettles or gramophone horns to sell to the

authorities. If you are a householder, you are invited

to fill out long detailed forms describing everything you
have made out of copper or brass and specifying whether
or not the artistic or historical value of each piece is

double the value of the raw material contained in it ; for

the German government has determined not to melt down
anything that might be considered a work of art.

Peecautions Against Siiohtage

From all these symptoms one might conclude, if not

acquainted with German psychology, that Germany is face

to face with a real copper famine. But all these mea-
sures, like the u.se of the bread-card, and the prospec-

tive milk card, are precautions against a shortage and
not tiio confession of one.

At the outbreak of the war Germany had more than

75,000 tons of raw copper—much of it American cop-

per—on hand in factories and warehouses. Measures

were, at once taken to increase the ouput from the Ger-

iiian mines. In normal times they produce some 50.000

tons yearly.^ Since the war began many of them have

increased their production more than 50%. But the

chief recourse of the military, in case of pressing need,

will be the old copper. It is impossible to estimate ex-

actly how much there is in a country which, like Ger-

many, has been mining copper for a thousand years. Yet

no doubt the German lust for statistics will be satisfied

here as it is everywhere else. A few days ago the house-

holders sent in to the proper municipal centers their

blank forms all regelmdssig filled out, and the necessary

computations will be very quickly made.

The government has announced that it will begin buy-

ing up these articles, if it finds such a course necessary,

by Nov. 1(). It is not believed that these compulsory sales

will actually take place in November, nor in six months
from NoNcnilaer, for the amount of copper which the gov-

ernment lias already received through voluntary sales is

said to be enormous. The price paid is an extremely

good one— 1.7 marks per kg.—that is, about 37c. for

214 lb. The German government which is, just now,

poor in so many things, is, thanks to the unexpected suc-

cess of its war loans, very rich in money. And its liberal

payments for copper within the past year have enabled

many a poor family to live for months on the proceeds

of its own kitchen utensils.

One hears the hope frequently expressed on the part

of housewives, and with a great deal of fervor, that these

voluntary sales will make a later confiscation unnecessary.

I have heard a woman discuss, with tears in her eyes,

the possible loss of a copper and brass wash-tub wliieh

had cost her no end of time and trouble to keep clean,

just as she might discuss the possible loss of a trouble-

some but dearly loved son on the field of battle. There
is, in the German woman's love of her copper things,

an intensity that is peculiarly racial. One feels as if,

in some mysterious way, the Germans must belong to

those races, like the ancient Persians and Egyptians,

among whom copper, and not gold, was the royal metal.

As the German production of copper wares for home
consumption has amounted in recent years to an average

of 125,000 tons per annum, there is no question that the

supply on hand is enormous. Not all of it, of course, is

in private possession. There are hundreds of thousands

of tons in street-railway wiring. And when, a couple

of days ago, I put the copper problem to one of the per-

sons most intimately concerned with the stretching of all

Germany's resources, the answer was

:

"Our roofs. Take a city like Dresden, where so many
of the roofs are of copper. If we get hard up, we just

have to go down tliere and take the roofs off a few Ratk-

liauxer (municipal buildings) and we are saved." And
there are many roofs in Belgium and in northern France

which can also be used, if need be, for the same purpose.

And if the worst comes to the worst, a substitute can

be used. To those who are familiar with copper and its

peculiar qualities, this sounds like an impossibility. But

•The most authoritative statistics credit Germany with a
copper production of 25,000 metric tons In 1913, which was
larg-er than the average tor several years immediately pre-
ceding. The official report of the Mansfeld mines, the princi-
pal producer, showed no increase in 1914.—Editor.
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tlie German chemists and physicists during this war have

obeyed the order "invent" in much the same spirit in

whidi the German sohliers have obeyed the order "fire"

or "cliarge." When a substitute for a thing has to be in-

vented, it is invented. There have been invented since

the outbreak of the war substitutes for rubber, for eggs,

for wool, for meat, for leather, for string, for coal, for

gas. In Germany the same word is used to indicate a

sui)stitute for a thing and a reserve regiment for the

army

—

Ersatz. It is said that the substitute for copper

has been found in a soft steel.

That it is not expected that a substitute for copper

will be needed for a long time to come, however, is suffi-

ciently proved by the fact that the copper mines of Ger-

many are hot being worked nearly as intensively as they

might be, if the situation were considered serious. I vis-

ited the other day the Rammelsberg mine in the Harz
^lountains. which belongs to the state. I found that it

has had its working force materially reduced since the

outbreak of the war and that there are only one and a

half shifts a day, of eight hours each. The fact that in

spite of this it now produces considerably more than

before the war is due to a concentrating on the produc-

tion of copper and cutting down materially on the mining

of lead, of which, in peace times, four thousand tons was
annually produced from ores taken from this mine.-

ROMAXCE OF AK OlD !MiXE

The story of this oldest copper mine in Germany is full

of romance. History has it that the mine was discovered

and worked by the Franks in those distant days before

the Germans imderstood the art of fashioning copper.

But the tradition is that it was one of the knights of

Emperor Otto First—the Eitter Eamm—whose horse

laid bare some ore with a beat of its hoof. Traditions

die hard in the Harz ilountains. The very price fixed

by Emperor Otto for the carting of a wagonload of ore

—

nine pfennigs—holds to-day. And the miners of these

days are said to be the direct descendants of the miners

then. They cling to their peculiar superstitions, to their

bizarre costume, to their custom of assembling in church

every ilonday morning before going into the mine, to

pray for their safety while in the bowels of the earth,

and to their ancient form of salutation GlUckauf ! vdiich

is a pious hope ihat you may return safely to the surface

of the earth.

In the market place of Goslar, half a mile from the

mine, and itself a thousand years old, is a great bell, on
which the citizens used to beat whenever there was dan-

ger of attack, to call the miners out of the depths of the

Rammelsberg mine to help in the defense. The bell is

no Ion; er rung. But the same obligation to give up their

Avork at a moment's notice to help in the national defense

is still on the men who work in this mine. Xor does the

fact that this mine belongs to the state—a three-sevenths

share belongs to the province of Brunswick, the remain-

ing four-sevenths to Prussia—nor that these men are

doing work essential to the defense of Germany make any

difference. AAlien the war broke out, every miner of the

specified age, who could pass the physical examination,

had to go. And only the fact that this mine happened,

at the time, to be employing a large number of men

=The Rammelsberg- mine, a famous and interesting- ore
deposit, has never Deen aught than an insignificant producer
of copper in modern times.—Editor.

past lighting age, saved it from serious embarrassment.

I have been told that the miners are well thought of in

the field. Most of them are assigned to pioneej' regi-

ments; but I have heard of one who—no doubt for va-

riety's sake—joined thi' flying corps.

A Gkk.m.v.n Mi.\"i\(i Towx
To speak of Goslar as a mining town might give a

wrong impression, since it reminds one of a scene from
"ileistersanger" or "Faust" rather than of the grimy
streets of Butte or tlie aiiandoned .shacks of Virginia City.

But the city has lived for a thousand years from the

steady flow of metal from this one mine; its history has

largely consisted of battles between rival nobles for the

po.ssession of the mine ; its fine old monasteries and
churches were due less to a particularly religious spirit

in the town itself than to the desire of the clergy to

make quite sure of receiving their full tithe from
the mine, by being on the spot. In the Jliddle Ages
it was one of the most strongly fortified towns in

Germany, completely walled, and defended by 180 towers

(of which three are still standing) which could not have

been built but for the wealth that the Rammelsberg mine
brought into the coffers of the city. And the defense

was carried on by nobles who had made the city their

residence in order to seize some of the precious metals

from the mine and—in a literal sense—make money out

of them. For the mine still turns out as much as 75

kilos of gold and a hundred times that quantity of silver

every year.^

The story of this German mining town is a sufficient

answer to tho.se Americans who claim that it is our '"com-

mercialism" that keeps us from being as "picturesque"

as Europe. Goslar has attained its present distinguished

appearance through the fact that it has been doggedly

commercial for ten centuries. The very Kaiserhaus on

the hill above the town, of which the Germans are so

proud, would not have been built there had it not been

for the mine, whose riches were the determining factor

v.-ith Henry II (despite his sobriquet, "the Saintly") in

fixing on Goslar as the capital of the "Holy Ronuin Em-
pire" in the eleventh century.

I went into the mine itself, 450 yd. below the surface.

Xo horses are used in the interior to carry out the ore

—

and no boys \inder 19, the German law fixing this age

as the minimum for underground employment being

strictly observed even in war time. [Some lines here

have been cut out by the censor.] We went through miles

of passages roofed by ore containing lead which looked

like flashes of silver, copper which looked like streaks

of gold, and zinc which looked like deposits of copper,

past men laoring into the sheer rock witli compressed-air

drills, past elevator .shafts and emergency shafts.

As we were down below the \"ery center of the moun-
tain, one of the men from another mine who accompanied

lis, asked the manager of the mine whether he believed

in the Wiinschelniie (the divining rods by which, accord-

ing to an old belief, it is supposed that one can tell

where the rich deposits are). He himself, he said, was

"The author is here describing the minin.g customs of the
Harz. an extensive and picturesque district, rather than of the
Rammelsberg- mine alone. That mine is in the lower Harz.
CJoslar and Oker are the nearest towns. In the upper Harz
the best-known town is Clausthal. where there are numerous
mines, the ore being taken to Lautenthal and Langelsheim in
the lower Harz for smelting. All of these are elissic names
in mining and metallurgy, but like that of Freiberg in the
Erzgebirge. their industrial importance waned many years
ago.—Editor.
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absolutely convinced that it has properties that are as

good as magical. But the manager laughed.

"I believe only in my Bible," he said.

"Your Bible?" I asked.

"I mean the American Mining Journal," he said, smil-

ing. "We all read it religiously. For years the rates

cited in it, rather than the prices listed in the German
journals, have been the basis of the German mining trade.

Since the outbreak of the war, the English have kept

all other American mining products from us."

The shoot of ore in this mine is wider than anywhere
else in the world, is extremely rich in copper, in some
cases yielding as much as 22% metal. But it is a com-

paratively small mine, employing, together with the Oker
smelteries, with which it is affiliated, only about 2,000

men. This is far less than the Clausthal mine, in the

Upper Harz, to say nothing of the mine at Mansfeld, the

largest copper mine in Germany, and the one at Eisleben,

in Halle, which also produces an enormous quantity of

zinc and emplo}'s 10.000 men.

When we came up to the surface the "Jlr. Mountain
Inspector"'' (as the manager of a mine is quaintly called),

after showing me the various safety devices insisted upon
by the German government, took me into a building where

there was an apparatus wliich liad been insisted upon

—

more or less indirectly—by the British government. It

was a plant, just completed, for the manufacture of

liquid air, which, as I learned, is being substituted for

dynamite in all the principal mines of Germany, now that

the supply of Chile saltpeter has been cut oflE.

Liquid Air for Explosive

The use of liquid air as an e.xplosive has been known
ever since the famous Professor Linde took out the first

patent in 1895. It was used in the building of the Sim-

plon Tunnel, and has been tried in a number of coun-

tries, notably France. But until very recently it was

regarded as still in the experimental stage. Immediately

upon the outbreak of the war it was put into practical

operation throughout the German mining industry. The
results have proved so successful that it is now certain

that it will continue to be used in place of dynamite

even after the war.

In the first place it is peculiarly safe. You can take

a cartridge—as they call the little black mouselike bags

—

put it into the bucket of liquid air which, literally, steams

with cold, imtil the cartridge has soaked up 90 gr. of it,

and then, with the assurance that you are dealing with

an explosive more than half again as powerful as the

ordinary charge of dynamite, you can put it down and

step on it, and the only result is a fizz as of so much steam.

I saw five of these cartridges jammed with a stick into

the holes drilled in the rock, just as if they had been

so many wet rags. And then I saw the men running

like mad, when the electric current was turned on and
the pieces of rock began to fly.

The cheapness is another advantage. Over against 20

pfennigs, the approximate cost of a dynamite cartridge,

one cartridge saturated with liquid air costs, at this Ram-
melsberg mine, only 12 pfennigs. And where it is made
in larger quantities, the cost is even less. A whole new
industry is in the process of development in Germany

to manufacture and handle liquid air; and the principal

firm, the ]\Iarsit Corporation, declares the cost of liquid

air to be just one-half that of dynamite.^

Me-^asioira of Maiaairsig ILsi"i5^s

The meeting of the ilining and Metallurgical Society

of America in collaboration with the American Institute

of ilining Engineers, the American ilining Congress,

the Idaho Mining Association, the Montana Society of

Engineers, the California Metal Producers' Association,

the Spokane ilining Men's Club, the Nevada Mine
Operators' Association and the Colorado Scientific So-

ciety, together with representatives from several cham-
bers of commerce and many operating mines, was well

attended, ilany delegates came from distant states, in-

cluding South Dakota, Montana, Idaho, Oregon, Cali-

fornia, Utah, Arizona and Colorado. Organizations un-

able to be represented communicated resolutions in ap-

proval of the purpose of the meeting.

The first session was called to order by W. R. Ingalls,

president of the Mining and Metallurgical Society of

America, who briefly stated the purpose of the meeting.

The idea was to impress upon Congress the earnest wish

of the mining industry that the archaic mining laws of

the United States be revised; that a commission be

promptly authorized for this purpose. In this program
all of the mining societies and the mining press of the

country had united. While the present meeting was be-

ing held under the auspices of the Mining and Metal-

lurgical Society of America, the other national organiza-

tions and th? several state societies had been invited to

collaborate and were doing so ; also the chambers of

commerce in the mining towns of the public-land states;

moreover, through the medium of the Bureau of Mines,

every mine operator of the United States had been in-

vited to participate.

The rules for the conducting of the meeting were then

read and approved, and the appointment of the following

committees was made : Credentials—J. F. Callbreath,

George Collins and George C. Stone. Rules—J. Parke

Channing, S. W. Mudd and Frank A. Ross. Resolutions

—H. V. Winchell of ^linneapolis, Minn. ; E. B. Kirby,

of St. Louis., Mo. ; Hennen Jennings, of Washington,

D. C. ; Walter Douglas, of Bisbee, Ariz., and John

Kirchen, of Tonopah, Nev.

The chair was then taken by Carl Scholz, president of

the American ^Mining Congress, who introduced the first

speaker, E. B. Kirby, of St. Louis. Mr. Kirby made a

general presentation of the bad situation that has come
to pass under the mining law of 1872, which for 43 years

has stood unrevised, although the knowledge of ore de-

posits has increased enormously during that time.

Following Mr. Kirby, Hon. Franklin Lane, Secretary

of the Interior, made some graceful remarks extolling

the importance of the mining industry, welcoming the

mining men to Washington, and in concluding stated

that he would anticipate his forthcoming annual report

by informing the meeting, that lie recommended a revision

of the mining laws. "The old code," he said, "is so elab-

orate and complicated that the best of brains cannot tell

what the law is. The truth seems to be that between min-

ing engineers and mining lawyers the rules of the game
^Berginspektor — mine inspector. The literal translation is

ore iiumorous than accurate, whatever be the derivation of
e term.—Editor.
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liave been refined into obscurity; aud if Congress were

to say to tlie President that he might select three men
familiar with mining laws and miners' difficulties to

suggest a new mining code to Congress, it would, I be-

lieve, be giving in earnest a new freedom to the mining

industry."

The next address was by Hon. E. T. Taylor, member
of Congress from Colorado, who read the bill that he had

introduced iu the House of Representatives on Dec. 6

(H. R. 18) and explained its provisions. Mr. Taylor

remarked that the total representation in Congress from

the public-land states was but a small proportion of the

membership: that the representation from the Eastern,

Southern and iliddle States is not much interested in

such a question as mining law revision ;that he is the only

member of the committee on mines and mining who is

from a mining state. Congress, he said, is becoming

more and more averse to the creation of commissions.

In his bill he had provided for an unpaid commission,

considering tiiat the House of Representatives would be

more likely to agree to that than to a paid commission,

and he for his part being hopeful that five men sufficiently

patriotic to give their services to the Government would

be found. The exemption of coal, oil, phosphate and

potash lands from the scope of his bill was introduced

at the request of the Administration, which has a well-

defined program respecting them.

i\Ir. Taylor made a very excellent impression, both on

account of his sincerity of purpose and his thorough

knowledge of his subject. For the purpose of discussion

the bill introduced in the Senate by Senator Smoot was

also read.

A lively debate respecting the merits of the two bills

ensued, especially with regard to the composition of the

p'-oDosed commission and the having a general revision

or having a revision with certain classes of mineral lands

excluded. The general opinion appeared to be that the

revision ought to be of the broadest character and that

the commission should consist of mining men rather than

mining lawyers.

F. F. Sharpless, secretary of the Mining and Metal-

lurgical Society of America, introduced the resolutions

that were to be offered by that society. By agreement

of the meeting, other resolutions were read by title and

referred directly to the committee on resolutions. That

committee was also authorized to frame and introduce

resolutions at a subsequent session.

The second session was opened at 2 : 30 p.m. with

WilliamL. Saunders, president of the American Institute

of j\Iining Engineers, in the chair. The first speaker was

the Hon. Reed Smoot, United States Senator from Utah,

who made an impassioned address, voicing the demand
of the mining industry that the archaic mining laws be

revised. He explained the provisions of the bill that he

had introduced in the Senate and announced that on

that day it had been reported favorably by the committee

on mines and mining and had been put at the head of

the Senate calendar.

Following Senator Smoot, an address upon the need

of revising the mining laws in the liijlt of modern knowl-

edge of ore deposits was made by Dr. George Otis Smith,

director of the United States Geological Survey. J.

Parke Channing then gave a talk, illustrated by lantern

idides, upon the conditions existing in the Miami district

of Arizona, illustrating a ca.se where the law of the apex

is utterly inapplicaiilc and was abolished for the district

by the common consent of the mining companies.

Horace V. Winchell then ofiVied, in bebalf of the corji-

mittee on resolutions, the following that had been agreed

upon by that committee

:

1. The mining law of the United States should be revised,

not piecemeal, but thoroughly, so as to cobrdinate and har-
monize its various provisions.

2. For the purpose of giving the fullest consideration to

the needs of evt'ry branch of the mining indu.stry and every
section of tlie country as affected by the mineral-land laws
of the United States, it is desirable that a Government com-
mission be created by Act of Congress, whose duty it shall

be to investigate by every proper means the questions and
interests l.cre referred to, and to make recommendations as
to a basis for the proposed mining-law revision.

3. That in order to represent the classes of men whose
interests will be affected, the proposed commission should
consist of five members: One representing the legal profes-
sion, one representing the Department of the Interior, and
three men actively interested and experienced in mining and
the acquisition and handling of mineral lands.

4. That this commission shall be selected and appointed by
the Pr-^sident of the United States.

5. That this conference believes that the services of such
a commission are deserving of compensation, as well as re-

imbursement for all necessary expenses, but is more con-
cerned with the actual establishment of the commission and
its character than with the question of emolument, and will

gladly see the work done through an honorary commission if

Congress deems it advisable.

6. Tliat tliis conference expresses itself in favor of the
creation of a permanent committee on minin-g-la-w'rev'ision,

such committee to consist of five members from the Mining
and Metallurgical Society of America, five from the American
Institute of Mining Engineers and five from the American
Mining Congress, and be appointed by these organizations.
Such committee to have the power to select its own chairman
and secretary and to add to its membersliip not to exceed 10
additional mining men or otliers interested in the subject for
which the committee is created. The work of this committee
shall be to further the interests of the mining industry
through congressional action in accordance with the resolu-
tions adopted r,t this conference; and its joint report shall be
presented to each of the societies formally represented in its

make-up.

There was a lively discussion upon the recommendation
that one member of the proposed commission should be

a representative of the Department of the Interior.

Ravenel Macbeth, speaking for the Idaho State Mining
Association, was violently opposed to this, saying that

Idaho did not want any bureaucratic interference with

the mining industry; that it had already had enough of

it. ilr. Macbeth was supported by E. Percy Smith, of

Wallace, Idaho. The other side was taken by J. Parke
Channing, of New York, and by E. B. Kirby, of j\Iis-

souri. Frank A. Ross, of Spokane, Wash., supported the

views expressed by Mr. Channing and Mr. Kirby. When
put to vote, the recommendation of the committee on

resolutions was upheld by a large majority.

In the evening session the chair was taken by W. R.

Ingalls, president of the Mining and Metallurgical So-

ciety of America. The first speaker was Horace V.

Winchell, who delivered an exhaustive and scholarly ad-

dress on the subject of ore deposits and the inapplicability

of the extralateral law to many of them. He pointed

out, moreover, many other failures of the law of 1872.

Hon. Charles S. Thomas, United States Senator from

Colorado, then made a brief but pertinent address from the

standpoint of the mining lawyer, but one who is thoroughly

in accord with the purpose sought by this meeting. In con-

clusion Senator Walsh of Montana delivered a carefully

prepared speech in support of the need of revision of the

mining laws on evc.i broader grounds than the mischief

of the law of the apex and the prerequisite of discoveries

where honest discoveries cannot be made.
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The convention, or conference, of mining men that

was held in Washington on Dec. 16 nnder the auspices

of the Mining and Metallurgical Society of America was

a noteworthy event, especially for its exhibition that all

of the mining organizations of the country—both na-

tional and state—could and would unite for a common
purpose; next for the unanimity of opinion respecting

the particular object of the meeting that was displayed;

and finally for the effectiveness that the meeting prom-

ises to have. The hall in which the several sessions were

held was so commodious that the attendance did not

appear to be so large as it really was. Yet it was really

remarkable that so many mining men came to it from

distant parts of the country. As the reports are carried

home the after-effects will become even more important

than the immediate ones. The debates in the Wash-
ington meeting were less spirited than they would have

been if there were less unanimity of opinion.

It is known now, beyond peradventure, that the men
engaged in the mining industry in the public-land states

want the mining laws revised and codified as a whole;

that they want this to be done by Congress upon recom-

mendations by a competent commission after thorough

study of the subject. These points were embodied in

resolutions offered by the Mining and iletallurgical So-

ciety of America. The American Institute of Mining

Engineers had previously adopted the same resolutions.

The American Mining Congress had formally expressed

itself to similar effect. The resolutions had also been

officially approved by several state mining societies.

It was made clear, moreover, that the mining men of

the United States in great majority want abolition of

tlie law of the apex and of the law making discovery

a prerequisite to location. Many of the state mining so-

cieties had also followed the Mining and ]\Ietallurgical

Society in those particulars, but the council of the latter

had decided not to press its own action in those mat-

ters, regarding it as being incompatible with the major

purpose ; that is, the securing of a commission to revise

and codify the mining laws as a whole. It was not

deemed fitting to ask for such a commission and say in

advance what it was expected to do. The expressions of

opinion on these subjects that have previously been made
will surely have great weight, however, in the mijids of

any commission that may be appointed.

The bills that have already been introduced in Con-

gress by Senator Smoot of Utah (Senate, 53) and ]\Ir.

Taylor, of Colorado (H. E. 18), crystallize the issue.

Both of these bills provide for the preparation of a ten-

tative code of laws governing mining lands and rights

by a commission to be appointed by the President, but

they differ in important particulars. Senator Smoot's

bill provides for a paid commission of three members,

"two of whom shall be lawyers of large experience in

the practice of mining law and one a mining engineer

who shall have had practical experience in the operation

of mines," and the scope of the commission is unre-

stricted. Mr. Taylor's bill provides for an unpaid com-
mission of five members, "who shall be selected becavise

of their recognized experience in, or knowledge of, the

mining industry and mining law ;" and the laws re-

lating to coal, oil, phosphate and potash lands are ex-

cluded from their consideration.

Both Senator Smoot and ilr. Taylor said frankly that

certain of their provisions were framed out of considera-

tions of policy and did not necessarily exemplify their

personal views. Therefore criticism of these points may
be made without any fear of hurting the feelings of their

sponsors. Indeed, Senator Smoot declared from the

platform that his chief desire was to have revision, and
that no controversy over the way of going about it should

be permitted to defeat the purpose. He was of the

opinion, however, that the Government of the United

States should not make it impossible for any man to

serve upon such a commission owing to inaljility to give

the time to do so;,nor should it ask of any citizen such

a favor as the gift of his time. Mr. Taylor, on the other

hand, is of the o])inion that the House of Representatives

will not agree to a paid commission. However, both his

bill and Senator Smoot's provide for $25,000 for ex-

penses in the aggregate. Senator Smoot would have

the commission draw $18,000 in salaries, leaving $7,000

for traveling, clerical and printing expenses, etc., while

jMr. Taylor would have $25,000 available for those pur-

poses.

With regard to the composition of the commission.

Senator Smoot provides for a membership of three, two

of them mining lawyers, which he said was in conform-

ity with the ideas of Senator Walsh, chairnum of the

Senate's Committee on Mines and Mining, while Mr.

Taylor would simply have five mining men.

These subjects and others were debated in tlie \\'ash-

ington meeting. The coiumittee on resolutions made the

recommendations that the commission should consist of

five members, of whom one should be a mining lawyer,

one a representative of the Department of the Interior

and three men experienced in mining. As to remun-

eration the committee was of the opinion that whatever

Congress could agree upon would be satisfactory to the

mining industry, or at least that difference in ideas over

that matter should not stand in the way of action. This

report was adopted by a large majority, although there

was dissent by the Idaho delegates respecting representa-

tion of the Department of the Interior. The action of

the convention in these matters was broad-minded and

rational, whatever might be the individual views.

On one matter neither the committee on resolutions

nor the convention as a whole expressed itself so clearly

as it might have done, namely, the question of the scope

of the commission. It had previously been pointed out

in discussion that the exclusion of coal lands and phos-

phate lands would create uncertainty and dispute with

respect to cases where coal and phosphate rock occur in
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touuection with metalliferous minerals, while moreover,

it is illogical—and probably not intended—to exclude

potash deposits and not to exclude soda deposits. The
convention confined itself to the opinion that the min-

ing laws should be revised in whole, wherefore, it is to

be deduced that the review by the commission should

comprise all sorts of mineral deposits—iron, copper,

coal, oil, alkali and everj-thing—but this opinion was
not clearly defined.

Speaking for itself, the Journal is of the opinion that

Mr. Taylor's bill is a better bill than Senator Smoot's.

It provides for a commission of five mining men. If

the men engaged in the mining industry should speak

out without any considerations of politics, diplomacy and

the getting of what tliey want by giving up something

different, we tliink they would say that tliis is purely a

mining question. Let it be attended to by mining men.

They can employ lawyers for the legal advice that is nec-

essary. With the commission recommended by Mr. Tay-

lor, we should probably get a better piece of work than

by the commission recommended by Senator Smoot. The
most objectionable part of !Mr. Taylor's bill is the ex-

clusion of coal, phosphate, oil and potash lands from

general mining-law revision. Such exclusion is in defer-

ence to the Administration, which has another program

with regard to those lands. If such exclusion there must

be, the language that effects it ought to be carefully

considered. We know of gold placer deposits occurring

above coal seams, of gold occurring with alunite (a pot-

ash mineral), and of mines that are worked both for

metals and for apatite (a phosphate mineral). One of

the greatest mining litigations in this country, one that

was longer drawn out than any of the apex cases and
was more costly than most of them—we refer to the

Franklin Furnace litigation in New Jersey—arose from

the deeding of one kind of mineral to one man and
another kind to another man, both occurring in the same
vein. The Administration and Congress ought to be ex-

ceedingly careful about excluding certain kinds of min-

eral deposits from a general revision of the laws.

Villa's admission that he is beaten and his proposal to

seek refuge in the United States is the most hopeful thing

for ilexico that has liappened in many years. Hereto-

fore as soon as any patriot has succeeded in casting out

the usurper, one of his followers has risen to repeat the

process. So it was with Villa, but instead of carrying

on the thing indefinitely, he gives in at last and lets his

country have a chance for peace. In so doing, he will

make a greater name for himself in history than he would
as a bandit. Already he gets such recognition as this

from the Evening Post:

Villa's acknowledgment that the game is up is formal
recognition of a fact that has been patent tor some months.
It marks the end of an epoch and the beginning of another
which will be signalized with due pomp when Carranza enters
Mexico City and sets to work at the reconstruction of Mexico
with the good will of the nations. For the moment our inter-
est attaches to the flitting from the contemporary stage of
one of its most picturesque characters. "Pancho" Villa, the
outlaw, who came within striking distance of the Presidency
of Mexico, the bandit who developed into a military genius,
represented in his own person the raw capacities of the Mexi-
can people for good and evil. He was the peon to whom the
policies of Diaz denied the opportunity for developing into a
contented and prosperous citizen of his country. It has been
a romantic career. Yuan Shi-Kai, who has won an emperor's

crown, set out from the high position of governor of one of
China's greatest provinces, and has traversed the interval in
15 years. If we measure the distance from Villa's starting
point to where he stood at the height of his power, the record
is no less impressive. Nor does the picturesque record suffer
from the fact that the outlaw Villa rose to fame on the crest
of a great cause, that he will go down in history as one of
the avengers of Francisco Madero and a vindicator of the
cause of Mexican democracy.

In this there is a good deal of truth, although we have
some doubts about the "cause of Mexican democracy."
However, the great thing is the prospect that warfare
in worn-out ilexico, is ended, in spite of the unregen-
eration of Zapata and the silly plotting of Felix Diaz.

Let us hope that Don Venustiano will be reasonable in

his decrees and will not tax the miners more than they

can bear or compel the bankers to redeem their current

notes with gold before they have any gold to do it with.

American mining men are already hurrying back to ilex-

ico, and without any doubt they will soon be active in

their operations.

TtuiEagstaia aimci I© ©Hatuuna

One of the most spectacular advances in commodity
prices occasioned by the war has been in tungsten, both

metal and ore. This has been due to the extraordinary

demand for tungsten steel—an essential constituent in

making high-speed tool steel. The manufacture of im-

mense quantities of military material has required great-

ly increased quantities of tool steel, and consequently cor-

responding quantities of tungsten ; hence the advance in

price for it.

Before the war high-speed tool steel was worth about

TOc. per lb., tungsten about 60c. per lb. and tungsten ore

about $6 per unit. At present high-speed tool steel

fetches about $3 per lb., tungsten about $5 per lb. and
tungsten ore about $50 per unit. Even at tlie enhanced
prices supplies are scarce.

The fabulous price for tungsten ore has stimulated

prospecting for it throughout North America and South
America. This ore is not known to occiir in large de-

posits. The annual production of concentrated ore in

the L^nited States previous to the war was only about

1,400 tons. However, this ore has now become so val-

uable that the discovery of a deposit that affords a single

carload is tlie finding of a fortune. A ton of ore as-

saying 60% tungsten trioxide—the standard commercial

grade—at $50 per unit is worth $3,000 : a carload of

40 tons would be $120,000. So precious is this ore that

the assay offices are being scoured for specimens. Brokers

do not sneer at trade in one-pound lots. The purchas-

ing agent of the Crucible Steel Co. is very grateful if

somebody can give him 100 lb.

A contributory factor in the production of this situa-

tion was the utter stupidity of the British authorities.

Tliey fought tlie advance from the beginning. Wlien
tliey were offered some tungsten ore, they came back with

a lower bid—trying to dicker in what was not a dick-

ering market—and naturally failed to get what they

wanted. Then they practically commandeered the supply

of tungsten ore in the British Empire, appointing offi-

cial brokers and fixing a price of 55s. per unit, or about

$800 per 2,000 lb. of 60% ore if exchange be figured

at 4.86. Previous to the war that would have been re-

garded as a fine price, but the producer in Australia,

Burma, ilalaya and elsewhere does not think very much
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of it when the same grade of ore is fetching $3,000 or

so per ton in America. Patriotism does not go quite so

far as that. His policy appears to be to restrict produc-

tion until such time as the authorities may raise the price,

which he believes they will have to do. In so forecasting

the future he is a better economist, we are inclined to

think than is the bureaucrat in London.

In the meanwhile there is relief immediately at hand

if the manufacturers of tool steel would only avail them-

selves of it. We mean the substitution of molybdenum

steel for tungsten steel. It is well known that molyb-

denum steel has excellent qualities of more or less the

same character as tungsten steel. There is an extensive

literature on tliis subject to which the tool-steel maker

may refer. It is indeed claimed by some authorities that

molybdenum steel is superior in certain respects to tung-

sten steel. The chronic reluctance of manufacturers to

get out of the beaten tracks is offered as an explanation

of their blindness to the merits of molybdenum steel.

But even if it were not preferable with tungsten at 60c.

per lb., it might be when that metal is more than eight

times as high.

The point is that molybdenum ore and the products

thereof are now a drug in the market. ^ATiile the tung-

sten mines are being worked at the limit of their capa-

city, the molybdenum mines have had to be closed, and

the smelters of molybdenum ore are carrying large \m-

sold stocks of the products that probably they would be

glad to sell at cost. The manufacturers of tool steel

and the British authorities are recommended to give some
attention to this situation.

According to an evidently inspired article in one of

the financial papers, the Alaska Gold Mines Co. is going

to stop increasing the tonnage sent to the mill at the

expense of grade of the ore and for a while will make
tonnage secondary to a grading of the ore. By February

it is hoped to have the mill running on $1.50 ore. The
delivery of the ore to the mill will be increased later

as rapidly as the development of the mine will permit

it. The experience of the Alaska Gold ilines Co. is an-

other example of the principle that the opening of a mine

so as easily to furnish 10,000 tons of ore daily is more
of a job than the building of a mill to treat it.

hY THE WAY

An unusual consignment of gold from China was
received recently at the Assay Office in New York City,

says the New York Times, consisting of a single bar of

fine gold worth about $600 in a bamboo covering. It

came from the agency of the Guaranty Trust Co. in

Shanghai and was credited to that institution. The hol-

low of a length of bamboo was utilized as a natural safety

carrier for the 4-in. bar, one end being sealed by the

joint and the other with wax. The valuable package came
by registered mail. There have been numerous shipments

of gold from China to this country this year, but most

of them have been directed to the San Francisco Mint.

Roland was green but willing. His resolve to "follow

mining" led him to Colorado, where he obtained a job

as assistatit to a deputy mineral surveyor. The first day

out he was informed that the work immediately in hand
was to "tie" certain indicated tunnels and assessment

pits to a mineral-monument base line. Whereupon he

gazed mournfully up toward the summit of Republican

Mountain and then toward the village of Silver Plume,

meanwhile fumbling a ball of plumb-bob twine that he

fished out of the kit, remarking, "Then I better hurry-

down to the store, hadn't I ?" "What for ?" inquired his

employer. "Well," rejoined Roland, "it will take a

damned sight more string than I can find in this bag."

The safety-first movement has reached the stage of

education through slogans, says the Boston Neivs Bu-

reau. Safety-first literature teems with them. The walls

of workshops are covered with them. Among the fol-

lowing, drawn from the Inland Steel Co. and other

sources, employers might select an assortment

:

Keep out ot debt and danger. Both are allurtng, yet poor
friends to make.

Peace, prosperity and good health depend on the selection

and proper preparation of normal food material.

The difference between a wise man and a fool is the fool's

mistakes never teach him anything.
The thinker will not drink. The drinker cannot think.

Any fool can take a chance. It takes brains to be careful.

It takes only a moment of carelessness to cause a lifetime

of suffering.

When hurry interferes with safety, cut out the hurry.

;*)

Two powerful American trench-digging machines, says

the Scientific American, have been in operation for some

time at the Canadian camps, where men who will ulti-

mately be sent to the fighting front are being trained.

These men arj already thoroughly acquainted with life

in the trenches, but the trenches have been dug for them

by the American machinery referred to, thus relieving

them of the hard shovel-work. This innovation was

originated by General Sam Hughes, commandant of the

Canadian militia, and has proved to be quite successful.

At one of the camps two of these machines dug .seven miles

of trench, Si/o ft. deep, with a 2-ft. bottom, in 10 days.

They are readily moved about under their own power and

dig trenches of any reasonable depth or width with straight

or sloping sides.

I\Iany contradictory tales have been heard concerning

the unobtrusive woman who, in 1885, discovered the prin-

ciple of oil flotation, in Denver. Since her invention has

attained fame, technical men have sought to establish her

identity and to give her proper recognition. Recently

such efforts—especially those of Howard C. Parmelee,

secretary of the Colorado Scientific Society—have brought

tangible returns, and it is now established that this lady

was not a spinster school teacher, as commonly stated,

but the wife of a practicing physician. Her full married

name was Carrie Jane Everson, and she occasionally un-

dertook nursing cases in her husband's practice. Since

the discovery that she was the wife of a scientific man,

it has been assumed that the doctor was largely responsi-

ble for the flotation invention, but a telegram received

in Denver recently from the son, John L. Everson, of San

Anselmo, Calif., reads: "^lother alone invented flota-

tion process. Father assisted in securing patents." While

the application of this process has been world-wide, Colo-

rado is coming in for such pronounced benefits from it that

there exists a local desire to perpetuate the name of Mrs.

Everson.
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J. R. Pinlay has returned from Missouri.

B. B. Thayer has returned from Montana.

The offices of Philipp Brothers are now at No. 29 Broad-

way, New York.

Kirby Thomas, of New York, is examining mines in the

Casa Grande district in Arizona.

L. L. Middlecamp superintendent of the Ellamar Mining

Co., Alaska, is in the States for the holidays.

H. A. Guess has returned to New York after an extended

visit to the Braden and Cliiquicamata mines in Chile.

Richard Roelofs, general manager Cresson mine. Cripple

Creek, Colo., has returned there from Oatman, Arizona.

J. W. McKim, formerly of Salt Lake City, but for some
years back in the Transvaal, has arrived in San Francisco.

W. L. Cumings, of the Bethlehem Steel Co.. has returned to

South Bethlehem after spending four months in Chile and
Peru.

E. A. Cappelen-Smith has been elected a director of the

Chile Copper Co. and the Chile Exploration Co. He has gone

to Chile.

W. R. Van Evera consulting engineer for the Hill Mines

Co. on the Cuyuna Range, has returned to Virginia, Minn.,

after a visit to New York.

S. D. Bridge, who for the past 26 years has been interested

in mining in Mexico, returned to Monterey Dec. 11 after an

absence of over two years.

J. H. Plummer, president of the Dominion Steel Corpor-

ation, who has had a severe attack of illness, has recovered

sufficiently to attend to business.

J. Norman Sherer. of Bellefonte. Penn., has been made su-

perintendent of the blast furnaces of the Reading Iron Co.,

Reading, succeeding Albert Broden.

L. W. Trumbull is now in the oil fields of southern Illi-

nois. He will be at the Raleigh. "Washington, D. C, during the

meeting of the Geological Society of America.

Alfred B. lies, of the Alaska Copper Corporation and lies

Power, Water and Light Co., is in the States on his vacation.

He is located at Strelna on the Copper River Ry. in Alaska.

Charles A. Sulzer has taken over the lease of the Alaska
Industrial Co. at Sulzer and in future will handle the mine
personally. This copper mine has been a continuous producer
for 14 years.

Charles Andrews, a well known prospector has returned

to Winnipeg from the Gold Lake district where he made im-
portant discoveries and staked a number of claims for the

Harris syndicate of Winnipeg.

Col. Thomas Cantley, president of the Nova Scotia Steel

and Coal Co., who has been prominent in connection with the

work of the Canadian Shell Committee, will shortly leave for

England and will probably make a six months' stay.

Frederick Peiter has severed his connection as coke oven
engineer with the Gas Machinery Co., Cleveland, Ohio. For
the past three years he has been engaged in the designing and
development of the company's top burner regenerative coke
oven.

Among the western mining men attending the conference
on revision of the mining laws at Washington on Dec. 16

were George A. Collins, of Denver; John Kirchen, of Tonopah;
E. Percy Smith and Ravenel Macbeth of Wallace, Idaho, and
S. W. Mudd, of Los Angeles.

Lome A. Campbell has been appointed Minister of Mines
n the newly formed administration of British Columbia. He
s one of the leading business men of the interior of the prov-

nce and has had a wide practical experience in connection
with mining and power development.

Henry M. Payne, left London on Dec. 11. on his way to

Petrograd. where he expected to arrive about Dec. 20. He
will attend further sittings of the Committee of Technical
Experts to the Lena-Lenskoie controversy, and expects to

return to London and sail for America in January.

Charles E. Duncan, who has been superintendent of the

old Cambria works at Johnstown, Penn., has been appointed
general superintendent of the Donner Steel Co. and has
entered upon his duties at Buffalo. He went to Johnstown
from the Carnegie Steel Co. and previously had been super-
intendent of the Algoma Steel Co. plant at Sault Ste. Marie.

Secretary Lane has ordered the transfer of R. B. Marshall,

chief geographer of the Geological Survey, to the position of

superintendent of the National Parks, effective at once, and to

continue during the balance of the fiscal year. Sledge Tatum
has been designated acting chief geographer, and he will

continue to serve as geographer in charge of the Rocky Moun-
tain Division.

W. L. Smith, manager of the Mountain King Mining Co..

Valdez, Alaska, went to the property with a companion late

in October to inspect workings. His companion returned a

few days afterward and Smith was expected to follow in

five days. On Nov. 17. three weeks later, nothing had been
heard of him and searching parties are now looking for

him.

Frank Howard Bailie died in Pittsburgh, Penn., Dec. U
aged 44 years. He was born in Freeport. Penn., but spent

most of his life in Pittsburgh. He had been for 27 years

past connected with the H. K. Porter Co., of which concern
he was assistant sales manager at the time of his death.

He leaves a widow and one son.

Sidney E. Bennett died in Denver, Colo.. Dec. 11, aged 33

years. He was graduated from Colorado College and in

1903 established offices in Denver. He was born in Brookfield,

Mo., but went to Colorado when a young man. He was widely
known among mining men in that state and throughout the

Rocky Mountain region, in which he traveled extensively.

For several years he represented the Hill Publishing Co. in

Colorado.

Abraham Overholt Tinstman died at Turtle Creek, Penn.,

Dec. 14, aged 81 years. Born and brought up at Broad Ford,

Penn., he was one of the first to enter into the coke busi-

ness in the Connellsville region 50 years ago. He was a
partner with Henry Frick in starting in the coke business

at Broad Ford and Mt. Pleasant, and later he organized the

Connellsville Coal and Iron Co. He continued in the coke busi-

ness until a few years ago when he retired.

Richard Henry Lee died at Lebanon. Penn., Dec. 8, aged
56 years. He was born in Pennsylvania and graduated from
Lehigh University. Soon afterward his father put him in

charge of the cold-blast charcoal furnaces of the Logan Iron

and Steel Co., at Burnham, Penn., where he remained for six

years. Later he was in charge of blast furnaces for the

Colorado Fuel and Iron Co., the Tennessee Coal, Iron and Rail-

road Co., the Alabama Steel and Iron Co.. the Lackawanna
Steel Co., and the Shenandoah Iron Co. For three years past he

had been superintendent of Lebanon furnaces of the Penn-
sylvania Steel Co., and consulting engineer for Dunbar Fur-
nace of the American Manganese Manufacturing Co. He was
a close student of blast-furnace operations and a success-

ful experimenter, solving many problems in the management
of the blast furnace. He v.as noted for his kindness, es-

pecially to younger men, and made many warm friends among
his associates. He was a member of the American Institute of

Mining Engineers, the American Iron and Steel Institute and
the Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania. He con-

tributed many valuable papers to the technical press and to

the "Transactions" of the Institute of Mining Engineers. He
leaves a widow and one son.

jOCIETIE^

Teknik Club meeting, Denver, Dec. 14, was addressed by

J. M. Simpson on "The Calcination of Zinc Carbonate," and by

H. B. Barnes on "Excessive Costs of Caring for Mental De-
fectives."

Society of Chemical Industry—The regular meeting of the

New York section was a joinf meeting with the Chemists'

Club held at Rumford Hall. New York. The evening was de-

voted to a lecture on "The Production of Radium from Carno-

tite," by Dr. Charles L. Parsons, of the Bureau of Mines,

Washington, in which he gave an account of the plant which

has been erected in Denver, for this work.

Colorado School ot Mines has begun the publication of a

monthly press bulletin, containing items of interest to the

readers of mining publications. During the president's visit

to San Francisco he arranged for the purchase of numerous
new pieces of equipment for the school's ore-testing plant, in-

cluding a 10-ton Oliver continuous filter. A Flowers viscosi-

meter for testing fiotation oils has also been purchased.

Geolosical Society of America—The annual meeting of this

society will be held jointly with the Association of American
Geographers in "U^'ashington, Dec. 2S-Jan. 1. Dr. T. W
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Vaughan, of the Geological Survey, is chairman of the com-
mittee on arriangements. A. H. Broolts, F. L. Ransome and
P. S. Smith are chairman of subcommittees under Dr.

Vaughan. This committee ha.s gone to a considerable amount
of worlc to arrange for ^ successful meeting.

University of Idaho—The School of Mines will offer during
the montlis of January and February, 1916, a short course for

prospectors, miners and millmen. The subjects treated will

include prospecting, mineralogy, mining geology, mining,
metallurgy, ore dressing and concentration, and milling.

There are no fees in connection with any of these courses,

and instruction is free. The work is laid out especially for

mature men who desire to malte the most of their time dur-

ing this brief period.

Iron and Steel Institute—A circular from the London ofHce

says that the Council announces that the annual meeting has
been fixed to take place on May 4 and 5, and the autumn
meeting on Sept. 21 and 22, 1916. Both meetings will be
held at the rooms of the Institution of Civil Engineers, Great
George St., Westminster, London. Sir William Beardmore
will be inducted into the chair as the new President of the
Institute, in succession to Dr. Adolphe Greiner. Tlie Bessemer
Gold Medal for 1916 will be presented to F. W. Harbord, hon-
orary consulting metallurgist to the Ministry of Munitions.
It has been decided not to hold an annual dinner next year.

Colorado Scientific Society held its regular monthly meet-
ing Dec. 4. The attendance and interest in the society is

better this fall and winter than it has been tor several years
past. Prof. Herman Fleck, of the chemistry department,
Colorado School of Mines, read a paper on "Molybdenum," this

being the second in a series of four lectures on rare metals
to be delivered by him this season. He covered the tech-

nology and development of this metal. The series will be
eventually published as a bulletin. This was the meeting at

which nominations for officers were made and the following

were duly nominated for 1916: President, Howard C. Parme-
lee; first vice-president, Thomas B. Stearns; second vice-pres-

ident, Frank E. Shepard; treasurer, John W. Richards; sec-

retary. Arthur J. Hoskin. S. A. lonides and Victor G. Hills

were nominated on tlie executive committee.

University of Illinois—To extend and strengthen the field

of its graduate worli in engineering, the University of Illi-

nois has since 1907 maintained 10 research fellowships in the

Engineering Experiment Station. These fellowships, for each
of which there is an annual stipend of $500, are open to

graduates of approved American and foreign universities and
technical schools. Appointments to these fellowships are

made and must be accepted for two consecutive collegiate

years, at the expiration of which period, if all requirements
have been met, the master's degree will be granted. Not
more than half of the time of the research fellows is required

in connection with the work of the department to which they
are assigned, the remainder of the time being available for

graduate study. Nominations to fellowships, accompanied by
assignments to special departments of the Engineering Ex-
periment Station, are made from applications received by the
director of the Station each year not later than Feb. 1. These
nominations are made within the month of February by the

station staff, subject to the approval of the faculty of the
Graduate School and the president of the University. Ap-
pointments are made in March, and they take effect the first

day of the following September. Vacancies may be filled by
similar nominations and appointments at other times. Nomi-
nations to these fellowships are based upon the character,

scholastic attainments, and promise of success in the princi-

pal line of study or research to which the candidate pro-

poses to devote himself. Preference is given those applicants

who have had some practical engineering experience follow-

ing theii" undergraduate work. The Engineering Experiment
Station, an organization within the College of Engineering,
was established in 1903 for tlie purpose of carrying" on in-

vestigations in the vai-ious l>ranches of engineering, and for

the study of problems of importance to engineers and to the
manufacturing and industrial interests of tlie State. Re-
search work may be undertaken in architecture, architectural
engineering, chemistry, civil engineering, electrical engineer-
ing, mechanical engineering, mining engineering, municipal
and sanitary engineering, physics, railway engineering, and in

theoretical and applied mechanics. The work of the Station is

closely related to that of the College of Engineering, and the

heads of departments in the College constitute the admin-
istrative station .Staff. Investigations are carried on by
the members of the staff and other members of the instruc-

tional force of the College of Engineering, by special in

vestigators employed by the Station, and by the Research Fel-

lows. By action of the Board of Trustees on Mar. 9, 1915,

four additional research fellowships were created in the

Engineering Experiment Station, making 14 in all.

HHDUSTIRDAIL HE'WS

Among the orders recently booked by the National Transit
Pump and Machine Co. is one for three of its new type of

Diesel oil engines. These are to be installed in the Joplin

zinc district and will be an innovation in prime movers in that

field. The Flannery Zinc Co. of Sarcoxie, Mo., will use a 200-

hp. Diesel oil engine to drive its mill. Another of 150 hp. is

to be direct-connected to a Sullivan air compressor. A third

engine and pump are to be used in dewatering its mines and
will be the first Diesel engine pumping unit to be installed in

the Joplin district. The pump barrels will be 30 ft. below the

surface while engine and pump will be above ground, a new
method of installation in which the National Transit people
are the pioneers.

The Diamond Power Specialty Co., manufacturer of Dia-
mond soot blowers to suit every type of boiler, has announced
an interesting prize article contest for the four best articles

submitted on the subject of mechanical soot blowers. One
hundred dollars in gold will be distributed, divided as follows:

First prize, $50; second, $25; third, $15; fourth, $10. The con-

test is open to all consulting and operating engineers and to

engineers-in-charge. Articles must be written on one of the

following subjects: (A) What the mechanical soot blower has
done toward greater economy and efficiency in the power
plant; (B) The mechanical soot blower versus the hand
method; (C) Why I indorse the use of mechanical soot blow-
ers: (D) Why I have changed my attitude in favor of me-
chanical soot blowers. Only one article will be accepted from
each contestant. No article less than 1,000 words in length

will be accepted and articles should not he more than 5.000

words in length. Articles must be in the hands of the Dia-
mond Power Specialty Co.. Detroit, on or before Mar. 1, 1916.

Articles must be written in ink, or typewritten, on one side of

an 8Hxll-in. sheet, or near this size. Tlie Diamond Power
Specialty Co. reserves the right to use any of the manuscripts
in any way it chooses. The first four prize-winning articles

will be published. No article accepted for competition unless
proper entry is made before the article is submitted. Arti-
cles should be sent rolled or flat, not folded. Entry blanks
and further particulars may be had by addressing the Prize
Article Contest Department, care of Diamond Power Specialty
Co., Detroit, Mich. Names of the prize winners will be an-
nounced in this publication.

m^W FATEHT^

United States patent specifications listed below may be
obtained from "The Engineering and Mining Journal" at 25c.

each. British patents are supplied at 40c. each.
ALLOT—Metal Alloy of Iron, Cobalt and Manganese. Rich-

ard H. Patch, Philadelphia, Penn. (U. S. No. 1.162,186; Nov. 30,

1915.)

ALLOY of Copper, Nickel, Vanadium, Spelter, Tin and
Aluminum. Charles Ramsden Denton, Sheffield, England.
(.U. S. No. 1,162,226; Nov. 30, 1915.)

BLAST-FURN.A^CE SLAGS—Improvements in the Utiliza-
tion of Blast-Furnace Slag and in the Recovery of Product
Therefrom. T. Twynam, Redcar, Yorks., Eng. (Brit. No.
20,258 of 1914.)

CONCENTR.\TORS—Head-Motion for Concentrators. John
F. Isbell, Los -A^ngeles. Calif., assignor to Orren Allen, Denver,
Colo. (U. .S. No. 1,163.345; Dec. 7, 1915.)

DRILL-ROD EXTR.A^CTOR. William Schildwachter, Wal-
worth, Neb. (U. S. No. 1.163,560; Dec. 7, 1915.)

DRILLS—Improvements in Power-Driven Rock Drills. M.
Kellow. Penrhvndeudraeth, North Wales. (Brit. No. 11,564
of 1915.)

ELECTRIC FURN.XCE. Carl Hering, Philadelphia, Penn.
(U. S. No. 1,162.773; Dec. 7, 1915.)

ELECTRIC FURNACE. James M. Lohr and Horace W.
Gillett. Ithaca, N. Y. (U. S. Nos. 1,162,178 and 1,162,179; Nov.
30. 1915.)

FUEL—Powdered-Fuel Feeder. Walter L. Caven. Cincin-
nati, Ohio, assignor of one-half to Walter Macleod, Cincinnati.
Ohio. (U. S. No. 1,162.221; Nov. 30, 1915.)

FURNACE—Ore Furnace. Howard F. Wlerum, Upper
Montclair, N. J. (U. S. No. 1.162,894; Dec. 7, 1915.)

HEAT-INSULATING M.\TERTAL. Clarence P. Byrnes,
Sewickley, Penn. (U. S. No. 1.162,450; Nov. 30. 1915.)

HOISTING—Locking Device for Hoisting Apparatus. Wil-
liam Rutan, New York, N. Y., assignor to Gillis & Geoghegan.
New York. N. Y., a Firm. (U. S. No. 1,163,176; Dec. 7, 1915.)

LEACHING—Process of Treating Metallic Ores. Axel
Estelle, Hagen. Westphalia, Germany. (U. S. No. 1,162.150;;
Nov. 30, 1915.)

M.'VGNETIC SEP.A RATION—Improvements in Magnetic
Separation. Stephan Bruck, Charlottenberg, Germany. (Brit.

No. 20,551 of 1914.)
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SAIV FRANCISCO—Dec. 15

Modoc County MlnerH are showing a persistence that should
be rewarded. The Sunsliine and the Modoc mines in High-
grade district have laid in winter supplies and are deter-
mined to proceed with development and extraction of ship-
ping ore during the winter. Several other companies are
getting their affairs in shape to resume active operation
next spring. The miner who has faith enougli in his mine to

lay in a supply of provisions and material to lieep his property
going through a winter in Modoc county, is entitled to large
returns on the investment of money and energy. Besides the
operation in Highgrade district there is very little mining be-
ing carried on in Modoc county. When the district was first

opened up three or four years ago a boom was started which
was not warranted and which gave the camp a blacli eye and
discouraged a number of investors who othei'wise would have
been of value to the camp. But some men who wei'e pioneers
in Highgrade are sticking to it with determination.

Amador County Merchants are proposing a bond issue of

$250,000 for good roads. The county is paying out from $20,-

000 to $25,000 a year on roads, and as this amount would be
sufficient to meet the interest on the bond issue, and provide for

sinking fund, the bond plan would provide the needed high-
ways without increase of taxes. The matter was considered
at a meeting of the merchants at Plymouth and the recomen-
dation was made by a former chairman of the board of su-
pervisors. All the merchants present indorsed the plan and
it is believed that the bond issue will be voted upon early in

1916. The annual payroll of the mines and other industries in

Amador County amounts to $1,250,000. The transportation fa-
cilities are chiefly confined to the Amador Centi'al Ry. run-
ning between lone and Martell. This road is not available to

all parts of the county, and supplies for the mines must be
taken in by way of lone or Latrobe and wagon-hauled to the
mines. In some cases motor trucks are used. But the roads
are not in good order for either motor trucks or wagons.
With a good highway from Jackson, Sutter Creek, Amador
City, Dry Creek and Plymouth, thence to Sacramento the
merchants claim their transportation costs could be re-
duced by moving of water-borne freight from Sacramento by
motor trucks. The proposed road work would include 13
mi. to connect with the Sacramento County line at which
point connection would be made with the road leaving Sacra-
mento by the way of Slough House. At present there are
15 mi. of this road beyond Walsh station in Sacramento
County that would have to be paved before the highway could
be completed and ready for use through from Sacramento to
Jackson. There is little doubt that Sacramento would do this
necessary work as direct haulage from Sacramento to the
mines would be an important feature, well worth the ex-
penditure.

BITTE—Dec. 16

Increased .Vctlvity in the Philipsburg District following
recent rise in silver is reported. Prominent among developing
companies are Mondamin, which during past season has ex-
pended for equipment and mining over $22,000. Among leas-
ers,. Courtney Bros., operating Coyle property in Hasmark,
has successfully exploited silver-lead deposit from which
they have made several shipments of pay ore. McLure Bros,
operating Sunrise property at Henderson, has recommenced
shipment of copper ores from that property. Various leasers
on ground of Philipsburg Mining company at the Hobo,
Trout and other claims, have shipped cars of ore running as
high as 10';1 copper and others as high as 100 oz. silver.
Johnson and Thomas who have a lease on Gold Reef in South
Boulder district have installed a cyanide plant that is suc-
cessfully treating gold ores from that property. Granite
Bi-Metallic Consolidated Co. has inaugurated campaign of
surface and underground prospecting to disclose any here-
tofore unknown oiebodies. During the last year company's
property has been a continuous producer and has shipped over
300 cars of ore of all classes.

DENVER—Dec. 17
Cripple Creek District's Production for December is esti-

mated at 83,550 tons, making year's output 982,697 tons of a
gross valuation of $16,135,164. This means an average monthly
production of about $1,345,000. which closely tallies with De-
cember figure. The lowest production for the year was in

January when it was $1,121,884: The highest was in March.
$1,986,493. The greatest tonnage in a single month was 92,175
for October.

A Reduction in the Treatment Rates at the two big
custom mills at Colorado City—the Portland and the Golden
Cycle will be announced soon, it is said. This will lessen the
nominal treatment charge on low-grade Cripple Creek ores
by $1 per ton, the new rate being $2. Heretofore, milling
companies have paid the freight which averages about 50c. per
ton; but, under the new terms, the shipper will pay his
own freight, so that the proposed change really means a sav-
ing to him of about 50c. per ton, while the treatment rate
is really lowered only the same amount.

Boulder County's .Mineral Statistics for 1915 have been es-
timated by the Boulder Commercial Association and an-
nouncement is made that tungsten leads, by far, in the output
of minerals—viewed from the standpoint of value. It is
believed the year's production of this kind of ore will be
about 1,440 tons with a valuation of $1,687,300, This ore,
therefore, would appear to have averaged more than $1,170
per ton. A "dicker" between a miner and a purchaser of
this class of ore last week resulted in the closing of a sale
of a small lot of high-grade stuff at $60 per unit.

Breckenridge ITsed to lie Famous as a producer of hand-
some specimens of free gold. Many remarkable pockets
were encountered in the early days but not much has been
heard of such bodies for a good while. ' Interest in them has
been revived by the recent opening of a bonanza in the Dun-
kin mine on Nigger Hill, where leasers took out 240 lb. of
stuff said to average 80% fine gold beside much second-grade
material worth about $1,000 per ton. The pocket will prob-
ably show a production of $40,000.

Idaho Sprines Shows More .Activity than for a decade past.
This pretty little mountain city has, recently, been much ad-
vertised as a summer and health resort because of its
splendid hot and cold springs that are claimed to possess
radioactivity. Indications are, however, that mining will
again become the leading industry. In the "silver days," this
town was lively: With the termination of high prices for
silver, there came a slump. Owing to numerous shady mining
deals that had disgraced the district, it was diflicult, for a
long time, to secure the attention of investors to its mineral
merits. With interest again centering in the mining in-
dustry in general and the near-elimination of questionable
financial practices, this district should thrive. Already several
projects of significance have been financed. The McClelland
Tunnel, started as a crosscut drainage, transportation and
development adit toward the Lamaitine part of the county
and driven in about 1 14 miles, has been newly re-financed and
opeiations are about to resume. The Bellevue-Hudson, Amer-
ican Sisters, Boulder Nest. St. James, Tabor. Jo Reynolds and
Commodore Tunnel are among other old properties that prom-
ise to resume operations in the near future.

S-\L,T L.\KE CITY—Dec. 16

Salt Lake Stock and Mining Excliange during November
traded in 1.335,668 shares of stock, valued at $349,693: an
increase of $109,662 over October. During 11 months of the
year there were sold 15.461.931 shares of stock valued at
$3,388,875 as compared with 3,387,020 shares valued at $693.-
472 during 1914.

A Snlphnric-.\cid Plant is to be built in Salt Lake valley
by the American Smelting and Refining Co. in the near
future. The initial capacity is expected to be 100 tons per
day, which can be increased as desired. Fumes from the
smelters will be utilized. This crystallizes plans which have
been under consideration for several years and have included
almost every form of smoke consumer and utilizer.

Zinc Shipments continue from the Lakeview mining dis-
trict on Promontory Point near Ogden. During November,
the Lakeview Mining Co. made net earnings of $31,000, from
the shipment of 19 cars of zinc ore, including four cars by
lessees. This ore averaged 32'?', zinc. The first work as done
in March of this year, and shipments were begun in May, from
which time the property has been self supporting, and on a
dividend-paying basis. In December eight cars or about 400
tons had been shipped up to the time that the dividend was
paid.
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« AL,L,ACE, IDAHO—Dec. IS

The Mineral Production of Idaho for the year 1914 was
$24,976,706, and of this $23,607,604, or about 957c came from
the Coeur d'Alene district in Shoshone County. State Mine
Inspector Robert N. Bell, who spent several weeks in this

district last month, estimates that the production this year
will exceed $30,000,000. The large increase implied in his esti-

mate will come largely from Coeur d'Alene mines, probably in

about the same proportion as production in 1914. The ton-

nage for 1915 will probably not show much if any increase,

the large increase in value being due to the high prices of

lead and spelter. Two of the largest producers, the Hercules
and the Morning, were shut down several months during the

present year, otherwise there would have been a great in-

crease in tonnage also. The dividend record for Coeur d'Alene

mines will be far in excess of any year in the history of the

district. Last year the total dividends amounted to $6,042,752

and was the highest record. This year dividends have now
been declared amounting to $8,952,429. These figures are

from official sources with the exception of the Hercules, which
is estimated. The final figures will be in excess of $9,000,000

and possibly $10,000,000. Dividends for December already paid

and to be paid before the first of the year amount to $1,377,-

9S5. This forecasts a Merry Christmas to many stockholders

scattered all over the country and to thousands who receive

good wages and steady employment through the operations of

the mines.

The Golden Chest, in what is commonly referred to as the

gold belt of the Coeur d'Alene district, has been the center of

much interest the past few weeks. Many years ago the mine
produced considerable gold, but questionable management and
litigation long since forced it into idleness. The property

has been quite extensively developed and has a 20-stamp mill.

The company owns 37 patented claims and valuable water
rights. After passing through many legal entanglements,

the property is now owned by Samuel Green of New York.

Mr. Green was here last week and coincident with his com-
ing also appeared several mining engineers and geologists, all

apparently bent upon examining the Golden Chest. There
has been more or less mystery about the coming of these ex-

perts which time alone will solve. However, one highly in-

teresting fact has been disclosed in connection with this

famous old gold mine. In the old days when mining methods
were more crude and less attention was given to careful

analysis of ores, particularly free gold, much difliiculty was
experienced in saving the gold in Golden Chest ore on ac-

count of the heavy gangue, which was recognized as an
unusual substance accompanying the quartz, but which no

one appears to have taken the trouble to analyze. It is now
learned that this troublesome stuff was scheelite (tungsten)

and that it is found in combination with the quartz through-
out the Golden Chest vein. Much of it was left in the slopes

by the early day miners, while many tons went into the creek

as tailings from the mill. At that time tungsten was worth
about $300 per ton, while now, thanks to the war, it is worth
over $3,000 per ton. This has infused new life into the long

abandoned proposition. While Mr. Green was here he started

men retimbering and generally repairing the underground
works and tungsten ore is now being sacked for shipment.

In addition to the tungsten, it is the opinion of capable

mining men that under modern nethods of mining and milling

the Golden Chest may again come back as a gold producer.

BELLEVUE, ID-\HO—Dec. 15

The Croesus bold .Mine has been taken over by a Spokane,

Wash., group headed by Fred C. Robertson. Possession was
given by Kilpatrick Bros., the owners, Dec. 1. This is the

property purchased a year ago by Robert T. Tustin and asso-

ciates, who contemporaneously with its purchase, also pur-

chased the Old Vienna property. The bond was forfeited as to

the Croesus, and the forfeit money abandoned, in favor of the

Vienna property, on which property a large number of men
have been working since early summer. The first car of ore

from development, high-grade silver running as high as 1,500

oz. to the ton, is just now being loaded at Ketchum—the

nearest railroad point.

The Old Red Elephant Mine, which was in early days one
of the bonanza producers of the Bullion District, situated on
the opposite side of the diorite flow whose eastern contract

produced the famous Minnie Moore. Queen and other bo-

nanzas in the '80s, struck the vein in the 2,600-ft. crosscut

driven for the purpose. The pay streak was a few inches

over 8 ft. wide—about one-third of the ore being first-class

shipping, and the balance the regular grade of old Original

Red Elephant mill rock. These ores average 70% lead and
130 oz. of silver. The Company celebrated the "melon" in

Chicago last week, by ordering a 100-ton mill erected as soon

as possible, together with a complete mining equipment. J.

G. Sawyer is to be in charge of the work.

LOVELOCK, NEV,—Dec. 14

An Industrious Little Badger was unconsciously the cause,
this week, of the discovery of a new antimony lead at Ante-
lope Springs, about 25 mi. from here, which gives great
promise. While digging his hole, the badger threw out small
portions of float rich in antimony. J. H. Caustin noticed these
specimens while prospecting. He made an investigation
which resulted in the uncovering at the grass roots a lead
that runs between 50 and 60% antimony. The vein is 5 ft.

wide at the surface, and has been uncovered for a distance of

40 ft. Ten tons of this ore was removed in one day.

MORENCI. ARIZ Dec. 16
Strikers Held up and Searched two A. & N. M. trains few

miles below Clifton last week. Contractors who had agreed
to do Arizona Copper Co.'s assessment work were run out of
town, although contractors offered wages that the strikers
were asking for. It the union does not change its attitude
about the assessment work the Detroit and Arizona companies
will have 155 mining claims go by default.

LE.\D, S. D Dec. 18
In the Black Hills, there has been comparatively little ac-

tivity during the past year—except in tungsten, owing to
the phenomenal rise in price of that metal. Several carloads
have been shipped by Wasp No. 2 and one by Honiestake, the
latter being from the old Hidden Fortune ground. Selected
high-grade ore as shipped is reported nearly 50% tungsten
trioxide, but there is much of lower grade, and the Wasp is

installing a concentrator to treat this. The ore is wolframite.
No new deposits have been announced. The Wabel property
near Hill City was sold during the year. Much prospecting
has been done in a small way for other rare elements, but
though molybdenum, vanadium, and uranium have all been
found in the Hills, no occurrence of commercial importance is

known. Changes at the Homestake consist in the remodeling
of the B. & M. (or Old Abe) shaft, now equipped with a Nord-
berg hoist; an Edgemoor boiler plant supplies steam to this

and a turbo-generator plant auxiliary to the Spearfish hydro-
electric system, some current having hitherto been purchased.
The Hanna pumping station has also been electrified. Metal-
lurgical changes—in the direction of increasing the weight
of stamps, using heavier heads, and casting mortars with open
fronts and hacks—have been made. Labor conditions are
unchanged. The Homestake. following the practice of the
past few years, has announced that a 7% addition to the year's

wages will be paid to all employees on the December pay-
roll. Trojan, Golden Reward, and Mogul continue running on
the same scale as last year.

Bin \BIK, MINN Dec. IS
Shortage of Labor being keenly felt in this district. At the

Bangor and Mohawk mines difficulty was experienced in se-

curing enough men for third shift. Several hundred more
men could be given full winter's work here this season. In

Virginia District the situation is not so acute. Virginia &
Rainy Lake Lumber Co. has established 17 camps, employ-
ing upward of 3,000 men, at wage increase of 50% over last

season. The various mining companies centering at Virginia
will keep 2,000 men at work through the winter, while an
equal number are employed at Chisholm. Outlook is that

labor costs will keep pace with advanced ore prices for 1916.

With the European sources of labor closed, if the prediction

of a 55,000,000-ton production is to be realized, it seems that

laborer will participate in war profits.

TORONTO—Dec. 18

The King Dodds Vein, the discovery of which occasioned

the Kowkash gold rush, has pinched out a few feet below the

surface, according to information received at the Ontario

Bureau of Mines. The report of Percy E. Hopkins, who
investigated the district some weeks since, is stated to be

satisfactory especially as regards other veins found further

west along the line of the National Transcontinental Railway,

but is not being published—as it was considered that sufficient

development had not been carried on to permit examination

as a basis for determining the extent of the orebodies.

There Is Much Complaining among the mining men of

Manitoba as to the operation of the provincial mining law
which requires a mining company to be on a dividend-paying

basis before stock can be offered to the public. It is asserted

that this provision makes it very difficult to secure capital

for legitimate development purposes, and that it has the

effect of giving the control to American capitalists, who
buy up claims at a low price and organize companies in the

United States. Prof. Wallace, of Manitoba University, who
has been delivering a series of lectures on the gold deposits

of the province, has made the suggestion that sales of stock

in non-dividend-paying companies should be permitted on the

condition that the money so secured should be placed in the

hands of trustees, who would see that it was properly, ex-

pended for the develnnment and eqtiipment of the mines.
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AKIZO\A
CoehiNe t'*niiity

DRAGOON TUNGSTEN (Diagoon) — Arizona's biggest
tungsten producer. Shipping 6 tons concentrates daily to re-
duction works at Rocliester, N. Y.

Mohiive County
ORPHAN (Secret Pass)—O. T. James is milling about 1

ton every 8 hr. with 2-stamp mill and is saving JIO per
hour.

LEVIATHAN COPPER (Cedar)—Has shaft down 200 ft.

and has opened up large deposits of ore, carrying copper
and molybdenum.

AMERICAN MOLYBDENUM (Cedar)—Company has built
oil flotation and concentration plant of about 25 tons ca-
pacity for experimentation purposes. Ore assaying from 2%
to 25% in molybdenum has been found in shaft on 12-ft.
ledge.

UNION BASIN (Golconda)—Operating Golconda mine. 20
mi. north of Kingman, has declared $85,000 dividend, second
of the same size since present owner, N. L. Amster, of Bos-
ton, acquired control, June 1, 1915. Company is building oil
flotation plant and an electric power line from Kingman. The
main shaft is now 300 ft. deep.

Pima County
CALERO (Twin Buttes)—Green, Adams and Page have

bought this mine and have begun to ship 4 1/^ 9r copper ore.

CACILLO (Tucson)—This property, 40 mi. west of Tucson,
is reported bonded for $150,000. Julian Johnson has developed
mine, hauling ore to Tucson for shipment to El Paso smelter.

MARY JANE (Nogales)—A. D. McGhan is building wagon
road to this property. 14 mi. north of Nogales. He intends to
drive tunnel into hill, which has several veins of gold,
silver and copper on surface.

NEW VENTURE PLACER (Amado Station)—Company is

taking out about 100 cu.yd. per day, average $1.25 per yd.
Recently installed Clark dry machines. Property is 60 mi.
southwest of Tucson and 20 "mi. west of Amado. L. C. Friend,
manager. Estimated 4,200 acres of gravel, averaging $1 per
cu.yd. Papago Indians and Mexicans have known and worked
placers for many years.

* Yavapai County
MORE LOCATION NOTICES were filed in first 11 months

of this year in Yavapai county than in whole of 1914. Up to
first of December 1115 notices had been filed as compared with
850 for year 1914. November was record-breaking month ex-
ceeding all records since the spring of 1907.

COPPER QUEEN GOLD (Mayer)— Is preparing to re-
sume operations after several months' idleness.

BLACK CHIEF (Prescott)—Plans for refinancing com-
pleted: active operations will begin at once. New pumping
plant to be installed;

CAlilFORNI.V

Amndor County
KELLY (Jackson)—Tunnel beine: retimbered at portal and

other repairs being made. Property situated about 3 mi.
south of Jackson: formerly operated by Owen Kelly. After
his death property purchased by Charles Vicini.

JOE DAVIS . (Amador City)—William J. McGee, United
States subtreasurer. has secured control of property known
as North California and Joe Davis Mines. Former directors
resigned and following have been elected: W. J. McGee.
Ralph McGee, C. R. Downs. Charles Gillis, Emma Parrow.
Assessment of 5c. per share levied. Office of company re-
moved to Sutter Creek.

Calaveras County
PIONEER CHIEF (San Andreas)—Three new transformers

installed. Development showing good results; day and night
shifts being worked. Joseph E. King is superintendent.

""ULLOCH (Angels Camp)—Property taken over bv
Thomas Lane. Was formerly producer: been idle number of
years. The 200-ft. shaft will be deepened to 800 ft.

ROBBERS ROOST (Nimshew)—Pay gravel is being worked
and company has done large amount of development including
construction of reservoir and drain tunnel half-mile long.

RIdorado County
GEORGIA SLIDE (Georgetown)—Property being developed

under bond taken by Eastern men, represented by Robert B.
Cranston, of San Francisco. Teams and motor-trucks are
hauling in supplies. Air compressor and other machinery will
be installed.

Inyo County
POWELL'S CAMP west of Randsburg is showing a great

deal of activity. Roschl. Lawrence, Watchman, Sanderson
and Powell are extracting large amounts of low-grade
tungsten ore.

CERRO GORDO (Keeler)—Contract made with Southern
Sierras Power Co. for electric power for mine and camp pur-
poses. Transmission by pole line from Keeler.

SKTDOO (Skidoo)—An oil-fired boiler has been installed
tor heating cyanide solution.

GOLDEN CENTER (Grass Valley)—New hoist put in oper-
ation Dec. 4. The 10-stamp mill will be doubled and cyanide
plant installed.

UNION (North Eloomfield)—Tunnel will be driven 40 ft.
further where it will intersect bottom of old incline shaft that
was sunk to gravel channel.

Sierra County
OXFORD-GOLD BLUFF (Downieville)—Aerial tramway

being installed to transport ore from Oxford ground to Gold
Bluff mill. Both mines operated by ClifE Leasing Co., of Salt
Lake City.

TWENTY-ONE (Alleghany)—Following judgment for $25,-
000 and costs by Federal Court at San Francisco, in favor of
U. S. Senator William Flynn. of Pittsburgh, Penn., against
officers and stockholders, on charge of selling him "salted"
mine, comes information of strike of bonanza ore of same
cliaracter as that produced by Tightner, Oriental and other
famous mines on same serpentine belt. F. M. Phelps in charge
of operations.

COLORADO
Summit County

TONOPAH PLACERS (Breckenridge) — Is operating three
boats full time.

FRENCH GOLD DREDGING (Breckenridge) — Operating
the Reiling boat is making average recovery of $1,300 per day.When digging along south bank many good sized nuggets
are found, while few are found on north bank, indicating ap-
parently the chief enrichment came originally from moun-
tains to the south.

IDAHO
Shoslione County

STANLEY (Burke) — Shipped car of gold-antimony ore
from near surface. Driving crosscut to gain depth.
NORTHERN LIGHT (Pine Creek via Kingston)—Main

shaft will be sunk 200 ft. from 200 level. Lead, zinc and silver
have been found in upper levels. B. G. Harmon is manager.

NEVADA-STEWART (Pine Creek via Kingston)—Will
be equipped with compressor and drills. Crosscut will be
driven to cut vein at depth of 400 ft.

BIG CREEK LEASE (Kellogg)—W. R. Hughes is driving
crosscut from Big Creek vein to Polaris vein, which traverses
Yankee Boy ground as parallel vein system.

WISCONSIN (Moon Gulch)—Mine has been unwatered
to 90-ft. level and crosscut started to vein, supposed to be
about 50 ft. from shaft. After driving on this level, will sink
to 200.

HIGHLAND-SURPRISE (Kellogg)—Alterations and addi-
tions to mill have been completed with exception of flotation
plant, which will be completed by first of year, when regular
shipments of concentrates will begin. Ore is lead-zinc and
mine has large reserve.

NATIONAL (Mullan)—After two weeks try out. National
mill now in good working order: running on full time. Was
first in district to introduce flotation. New 1,200 level in ore
of better grade than levels above. Ore is copper and man-
agement is quoted as stating that an average of 1%% will
pay, although higher average is expected.

POLARIS (Kellogg)—Polaris Development and Mining Co.
organized this week, preparing to begin operations on Polaris
taken under bond. Was developed many years ago by drift
and shaft 160 ft. deep. Ore is gray copper running high in
silver; extensive shipments were made in early davs. Three-
mile wagon road has been rebuilt, new building erected, and
compressor, hoist and pump ordered. Colonel W. E. Mann is
in charge.

PATUXENT (Wallace)—Important strike made at depth of
550 ft. Property on Nine Mile joins Rex on north, being ex-
plored by crosscut from Rex tunnel No. 2. Vein proved to 50 ft.
wide. Along hanging wall there is 6 ft. of lead-zinc ore about
equally divided and of good milling grade. Control of Patux-
ent owned by James F. Callahan, original owner of Callahan
mine and largest individual stockholder in Consolidated In-
terstate -Callahan.

MICHIGAN
Iron

VOLUNTEER (Palmer)—One hundred and fifty men now
employed. One hundred and sixty thousand tons of ore sold
for 1916 delivery.

ODGERS (Crystal Falls)—Shaft work started two weeks
ago. Quicksand encountered at 15 ft. passed through success-
fully. Ledge struck at 26 ft. Rock drills are now being
used. Believed that mine will be in shape for hoisting next
summer.

SPEIS (Iron River)—This is name of new Cleveland-Cliffs
Iron Co. property. Twelve forties are under option. Two
have been leased. Shaft work will start shortly. Sixteen
buildings to be erected Contract has been awarded. Drill-
ing was done three years ago. Good body of ore developed;
lies 51 ft. below sand and gravel. Spur line being surveyed.
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CLEVELAND - CLIFFS (Ishpeming) — Stockholders at a
special meeting just held, authorized an increase in the
capital stock from $5,000,000 to $10,000,000 and authorized
directors to make disposition of the new stock, which they
will do some, time this year. Company resumed dividend pay-
ments in October after discontinuance about a year, the re-
sumption being on a 109^ basis. Stockholders have been
notified of plan to issue $3,500,000 of collateral trust 6% bonds
to reduce floating indebtedness and provide for future re-
quirements.

MINNESOTA
D. & I. R. RY. (Two Harbors)—An appropriation has been

made for the construction of new car and paint shops, 275x310
and 50x184 respectively. The changes are necessitated be-
cause of anticipated heavy tonnage of ore next season.

Dllluth

CUTUNA-SULTANA (Ironton)—Planned to start stripping
operations and construction of concentrator immediately after
Jan

MINNESOTA STEEL (Duluth)—Actual steelmaking has
begun at plant; operation thus far being confined to billets.
Rail mill is ready for operation but is not being used.

PBRRO (Manganese)—A 75x40 boiler house under con-
struction, with space for four boilers. Compressor plant will
have capacity for 15 drills. Company reports having con-
tracted for sale of entire 1916 output, planned to be 150,000
tons.

Mesnlii Ran^e
HULL-RUST (H-ibbing)—This pit produced 2,294,405 tons

during past season, being leading producer in Lake Superior
district.

MONTANA
FerK:us County

BARNES-KING DEVELOPMENT (Kendall) — Estimated
returns from 4,206 tons of ore treated at North Moccasin mine
during November show $S.51 per ton. At Piegan-Gloster prop-
erty near Marvsville. 2,670 tons of ore treated during Novem-
ber, yielded $4.98 per ton.

Silver Bo-*v County
BUTTE DULUTH (Butte)—Negotiations for sale of prop-

erty are still going on.

BUTTE-ZENITH CITY (Butte)—Will begin unwatering
670-ft. shaft, and as soon as unwatered it will be sunk to
1.000-ft. level.

BUTTE & SUPERIOR (Butte)—Official estimate of net
profits for current year $9,000,000 derived from concentrates
approximating 150,000 tons. Working capital on Jan. 1, 1916,
after payment of $2,200,000 in dividends, Dec. 31, should
amount to $5,000,000.

DAVIS-DALY (Butte)—.4nnual report of company for
year ended June 30, 1915, together with quarterly report for
three months ended Sept, 30 of this year just issued. Oper-
ating charges for year were $204,455; total income $24,411;
excess charges over income $180,043. Unofficial announcement
made that receipts from ore for October and November will
be between $35,000 and $40,000. Mining costs for these months
estimated at less than $15,000. Faulted extension of Hesperus
vein has been picked up, insuring addition of large orebody to
the company's reserves.

NEVADA
Esnierulda County

CRANDMA (Goldfield)—.\s result of November annual
meeting, it is announced that company will be reorganized
tor purpose of financing deep development. Ground lies

east of Kewanas, north of Spearhead, and contiguous to both.

ATLANTA MINES (Goldfield)—Stoping above l,5S0-ft. and
1,620-ft. levels continues to yield small tonnage of shipping
ore while exposing considerable tonnage of lower grade
ore not amenable to profitable treatment by present local
milling facilities.

S.4NDSTORM-KENDALL (Goldfield)—Winze from long east
crosscut on 500-ft. level, started on the vein, passed into
foot wall at about 80 ft. and was continued to 200-ft. point
where a station was cut. From here an east crosscut has
progressed 120 ft. without encountering vein, indicating a de-
cided flattening of vein between 500-ft. and 700-ft. levels.

FLORENCE (Goldfield)—Dumps leased to Nevada Metal
Extraction Co., which will erect flotation plant on site of old
Florence mill. New 75-ft. headframe is completed and in

commission. Drifting is in progress on 250-ft. level for pur-
pose of exploring old Reilly Lease and vicinity, while on 530-
ft. level west crosscut will be driven beyond old Rogers-
Syndicate lease.

NEVADA METAL EXTRACTION CO. (Goldfield)—Company
formed of Nevada mining men for purpose of treating refrac-
tory ore by flotation process. Extensive tests on Goldfleld
base ores resulted in their acquiring three-years' lease on
Florence dumps, estimated to contain 50,000 tons. Ground for
150-ton plant being cleared on site of old Florence mill; part
of machinery is on ground. Expect to be running in Febru-
ary. P. A. Mead, superintendent.

Huni1iul4lt County
ROCHESTER MINES (Rochester) — Mill resumed opera-

tions after brief shutdown caused by disabling of freight en-
gine on Nevada Short Line, which transports ore from mine
to mill, a distance of about two miles.

Nye County
TONOPAH ORE PRODI'CTION for week ended Dec. 11

was 10.114 tons; estimated value, $208,012, compared with
9 747 tons for week previous. Producers were, Tonopah Bel-
mont, 3.193 tons; Tonopah Mining, 2,825; Tonopah Extension,
1,850; Jim Butler, 1,100; West End. 756; Halifax 128; North
Star, 50; miscellaneous leases, 212 tons.

NORTH STAR (Tonopah)—In slope above 900 level, ore
has narrowed and appears to be approaching cap rock, al-
though considerable tonnage is still available. New stope
has been started above 950-ft. intermediate level on about 2%
ft of good ore. Regular development continues on 850 and
1,250 levels.

MIDWAY (Tonopah)—At new shaft on 1,350 level, in drift
50 ft. oft main north crosscut, winze has been started on vein.
Will be put down to 1.450 level and vein crosscut at that
point. Several sets of leasers continue operations in old work-
ings and make frequent shipments of ore.

RESCUE-EULA (Tonopah)—Eula crosscut, projected to
crosscut width of Eula claim on 950 level just east of end-
line of Occidental claim of Belmont company, being advanced
about 40 ft. per week. Announced that shaft will be sunk
additional 150 ft. to 1,100 level, where lateral work will be
started, development continuing meanwhile on 950 level.

Storey County
MEXICAN (Virginia)—Advanced east and west crosscuts

No. 2A on 2,500 and 2,700 levels, through porphyry and quartz
of low assay value. Mexican mill treated 444 tons custom ore,
average assay value $22.01 per ton.

OPHIR (Virginia)—Saved 361 cars of ore from Central
tunnel slopes and shipped 320 tons to mill. Exploration con-
tinued and prospecting from southwest drift on 2,500 level
discontinued. Jointly with Con. Virginia west crosscut on 2,700
level advanced 30 ft., to 144-ft. point through vein porphyry
and quartz stringers.

NEW .MEXICO
Grant County

ERNESTINE (Mogollon)—Has completed construction of
new machine shop; and installation of centrifugal pump at
mine.

BURRO MOUNTAIN COPPER (Tyrone)—Capitalization of
company has been increased from $200,000 to $8,000,000. Prep-
arations still being made for 1,000-ton mill.

BONNEY (Lordsburg)—John M. SuUv. general manager of
Chino Copper, Mr. Thorne. of Santa Rita, and F. R. Jones, of
Silver City, have closed deal for this property and, it is under-
stood, will begin development on large scale.

Lincoln County
PARSONS MINE (Parsons)—Supt. A. B. Anderson remodel-

ing mill and installing new machinery. Power line will soon
be finished and milling is to be started by next March.

Santa Fe County
SANTA Ffi GOLD AND COPPER (San Pedro)—J. H. Wood

is working about 300 men and installing extensive machinery.

I'T.^H
Beaver County

BEAVER GOLD ZONE (Beaver City)—New hoist will be
installed at 40-ft. shaft. A. E. Rykert is general manager.
MOSCOW (Milford)—Installation of new electric hoist has

been completed, and shaft sinking from SOO to 1,100 level will
soon be started.

RED WARRIOR (Milford)—Efforts being made to resume
operations at this property near Moscow. Ore has been
produced in past, but greater depth is needed.

MAJESTIC (Milford)—Stockholders have received state-
ment from J. M. Dick, of Boston, president of company, giv-
ing settlement assays on 19 cars of ore recently shipped from
the Old Hickory; these averaged 1% oz. silver; S'7c copper
and 36';. iron. Net operating profit tor November was $2,450.
Shaft at Hoosier Boy, being sunk below 400, has reached
depth of 600 ft. Two shifts are working.

Juab County
TINTIC SHIPMENTS for week ended Dec. 10 amounted

to 134 cars.

IRON BLOSSOM (Silver City)—Copper orebody below 900
is being developed.

Salt Lake County

UTAH COPPER (Bingham)—October production amounted
to 16,004,607 lb. copper, which is the high record. Stripping
operations bein.g carried on at usual rate; according to D. C.
JjCkling these will be decreased rapidly within year.

Summit County
PARK CITY SHIPMENTS for week ended Dec. 10 amounted

to 3,485,051 lb.; estimated value of $59,000.

SILVER KING CONSOLIDATED (Park City)—Shipments
during the first 10 months of year averaged 48.67 oz, silver,
and 29.79'f lead.

NAILDRIVER (Park City)—Owns claims in eastern part of
Park City district; has had its stock listed on Salt Lake
exchange. Capitalization is 300,000 shares, par value $2,
with 12,550 shares remaining in treasury. There is no in-
debtedness, and $5,000 cash on hand. W. Mont Ferry is

president. Ore carrying silver, lead, copper and gold was
shipped during 1903, 1904 and 1905. Six men are working.

Tooele County
BULLION COALITION (Stockton)—Drifting being done on

200 level to cut orebodies opened above Honorine tunnel.
Electric pump recently installed; capacity, 600 gal. per min.

C.VN.VDA
Ontario

ORB SHIPMENTS OVER THE T. & N. O. RY. for the
month of November, 1915. From Cobalt proper; Beaver, 111
tons; Buffalo, 61; Cobalt Comet, 65; Coniagas, 104; Crown Re-
serve, 101; Kerr Lake, 58; La Rose. 130: McKinley-Darragh,
161; Mining Corporation of Canada, Cobalt Lake, 92, Town-
site City, 114: O'Brien. 25; Penn Canadian, 73; Peterson Lake,
130; Temiskaming. 88; from New Liskeard; Casey Cobalt, 42;
total silver ore shipments, 1,409 tons; from Porquis Junction,
Alexo Mine (nickel), 1,205 tons.

MEXICO
Duranicu

ESPERANZA (El Oro)—A. C. Savage has left El Paso with
several carloads of cyanirting and other mining supplies for
El Oro. Espevanza, which has been shut down for several
months, is starting up.
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Metal Markets

>E\V YOISK—Dee. i-3

The outstanding feature of last week was the sharp

advance in th eprice for copper. Lead and tin also advanced.

Spelter too was stronger.

Copper, Tin. Lead and Zinc

Copper—About the beginninsr of our last week of record,

domestic manufacturers, especially some who have ammu-
nition contracts, began to exhibit signs of nervousness. The

storm of Dec. 13-14 and the disorganization of telephone and

telegraph communication throughout New England, and the

consequent inability to keep in touch with the market, played

a part in this. However, the basic factor was the manner in

which numerous manufacturers let themselves go short of

the market, having Jailed to contract for the metal that they

needed for their own products already sold. These manu-
facturers required copper for early delivery and in the first

quarter of 1916. When they attempted to cover their shorts

they found that copper was not easy to get: they had to hunt

for it. One of the largest producers was so well sold ahead

that it had none to offer. Another one withdrew from the

market pending the negotiation of a spectacular piece of busi-

ness. VTith these conditions the price was driven up sharply

on business that was in no way extraordinary. Having risen

to the level of about 20c.. r. t.. the market opened at 19.95® 20c.

on Dec. 20 and closed on that day at 20 14 c., r. t. On Dec. 21

the opening was at 2014c., r. t., and the closing at 20>Ac., r. t.

On Dec. 22 the market opened at 20iic.. r. t., and before the

end of the day sales were made at 20 ^ic r. t.. with leading

producers then asking 21c.. r. t. Sales in England were made
at £97H'5'101i2 during the week.

On Dec. 22 was announced the consummation of a spec-

tacular transaction whereby the British government pur-

chased 60.000 long tons of copper from two leading Amer-
ican producing interests for delivery during 1916. The price

was in the neighborhood of 20c. This copper was taken for

delivery month by month during 1916.

Copper Kxports from the t^nited States in the week ended
Dec. 4 are reported by the Department of Commerce at 20.-

332,109 lb.: the larger items being 7,S71,554 lb. to France; 6,-

098,675 lb. to Great Britain: 2,5S1.374 lb. to Russia and 1,725.041

lb. to Italy. Imports for the week were 104,951 lb. metal and
1,777.SSS lb. in ore and matte; 1.882,839 lb. in all, chiefly from
Chile and Canada.

Tin—On Dec. 16 the market rose sharply on news that

the British government intended to curtail exports until such
time as a safe -working stock should be accumulated in Great
Britain. When it "U'as learned, ho-wever, that the idea of a

safe stock was about 4.000 tons, about 75';r of which was
already on hand, the buyers here refused to become excited,

and toward the end of the week the price declined a little.

Lead—Business in this metal was very active and about
Dec. 20 independent producers began to be able to realize

premiums over the price of the A. S. & R. Co. on good round
lots. Inquiries became brisk with indications that fui-ther

large business will be consummated. There was some gos-
sip as to whether ammunition manufacturers might not be
short of lead, as they were of copper. If that were the case, a

sharp advance in price for lead might be looked for. the
unsold stocks in the hands of producers being very small.

Spelter—This market was extraordinarily confused. Sev-
eral producers reported an entire absence of demand and no
business done. Others reported a considerable aggregate of
transactions, representing a fair demand from galvanizers,
and a larger demand from brass makers. The supply of metal
available for prompt delivery is very small, although a mod-
erate tonnage is to be had, of course at substantial premiums.
In this position brokers and dealers are playing a consider-
able part, and producing much confusion. Sales of prompt
spelter by producers were reported at 17 <a'n^c. The aggre-
gate of these sales was. however, relatively insignificant.
The bulk of the business done by producers last week was
for first-quarter delivery, for which the average appeared to

be about 15'-ic. in the early part of the week, and 15%c. in

the latter part. At the close first-quarter spelter was offered

at 16c., while 15V4c. was bid for it. On the other hand, smel-

ters are free sellers of second-quarter spelter at 13@14c..

without finding much interest in that delivery on the part of

buyers. The situation may be summarized as follows: Prompt
spelter is very scarce. Producers are pretty well sold for the

first quarter of 1916, but still have liberal quantities to offer

for that delivery, sales of which at present represent the bulk

of the business. Most producers are eager sellers for the

second quarter.
Arrivals at Baltimore for the week included 6.527 tons zinc

concentrates from Port Pirie, Australia.

Zinc Sheets, base price remains at $22 per 100 lb. f.o.b.

Peru, 111., less 8<;J. discount. Business has been steady, with
good sales forward.

DAILY PRICES OF METALS IN NEW YORK
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Other Metals

NEW YORK—Dec. 23

Aluminum—The market is not so stiff, there being less

pressure to buy, while supplies are a little better now, with
a prospect of more to be had before loner. Prices are a little

easier, current quotations being 57@58c. for No. 1 ingots. New
York.

Antimony—The market shows little change from last week,
but is not specially active. Quotations are a shade easier.

Chinese and other ordinary brands are held at 38@39VjC. per
lb., according to size of order. Cookson's is scarce and such as
is available is held at 55e. per lb.. New York.

In the "Journal" of Dec. 4 ordinary brands of antimony
were quoted at 40c. per lb. for large lots, but it was men-
tioned that 42i^c. had been named on some small business.
Replying to an inquiry, we consider that the average price
for antimony, ordinary brands, at that time was 40c., and so
quote.

Quicksilver—The market is strong and active, sales being
limited by supplies, which are still restricted. New York
price is $130 per flask of 75 lb. for large orders, $13.5 per flask

for smaller lots. San Francisco reports by telegraph an
active market; sales earlier in the week at $115@120 per tlask,

with some dealers holding today at $130 per flask. London
price is unchanged at £16 12s. 6d. per flask, with no discount
from second hands.

Nickel—Business is good, with about the usual demand.
Quotations for ordinary forms are 45(5i50c. per lb., according
to size and terms of order. A premium of 5c. per lb. is

charged for electrolytic nickel.

Gold, Silver and Platinum

NEW YORK—Dec. 2li

Platinum—The market is excited and uncertain, supplies
being still very limited and the future not all clear. It is

difficult to fix prices, and dealers decline to make quotations
except to regular customers. Sales are reported all the
way from $90 up to $100 per oz. for refined platinum.

Our Russian correspondent writes that the market is very
firm. A further increase of prices for the last fortnight
is to be noted, partly owing to the rise in foreign ex-
change, partly in connection with the persistent demand both
for internal markets and for abroad. Dealers abstain from
sales, expecting yet higher prices. The quotations are: In
Petrograd, 57,000@5S,000 rubles per pood; at Ekaterinburg, 15
rubles per zolatnik. for crude metal, S3% platinum. These are
equivalent to $56.40 and $56.35 per oz., respectively.

Silver has been fairl.v steady tne past week. The approach
of the holidays has brought on dullness In the general trad-
ing. Continental coinage demand may revive at any moment,
and then there should l^e some improvement in price.

Zinc and Lead Ore Markets

PL.^TTEVILLE, WIS.—Dec. 18

The best price paid this week for 60% zinc ore was $SS@
100 per ton. The base price paid for S0% lead ore was $70
per ton. Shipments were curtailed by shortage of electric-
drive power, occasioned by improvements being made at the
central power plant of the Interstate Light and Power Co.

SHIPMENTS WEEK ENDED DEC. IS

Zinc Lead Sulphur
Ore. Lb. Ore, Lb. Ore, Lb.

Week 3,999,000 566,400 463,300
Year 203,210,750 7,195,540 29,088.510

Shipped during week to separating plants, 3,604,000 lb.

zinc ore.

JOPLIX. MO.—Dec. 18

Blende, high price, $106.60; base per ton, 60^;^ zinc, premium
ore, $105; medium, $104 @ 95; lower grades down to $S5; cala-
mine, base 40 Cf zinc, $70@65; average selling price, all grades
of zinc, $90.30 per ton. Lead ore, high price, $74.40; base per
ton SOCJ metal content, $70(&73; average selling price, all
grades of lead, $71.66 per ton.

SHIPMENTS WEEK ENDED DEC. 18
Blende Calamine Lead Values

Totals this week. . . 9.819,400 919,220 2,162,970 $562,300
Totals this year... 567,310,780 44,629,950 89,263.810 $26,320,850

Blende value, the week, $455,420; 51 weeks, $22,737,530.
Calamine value, the week, $29,370; 51 weeks, $1,156,290.
Lead value, the week, $77,510; 51 weeks, $2,427,030.
Last week's week-end buying, with some early buying

this week, on a little higher price level than the general
price of last week, was sufficient to create an excitement that
advanced premium ores this week $15 per ton. The purchas-

ers of premium ore are looking ahead a little, too, as a vaca-
tion of two weeks during the holidays will be observed by
producers of high-grade ores more certainly than by producers
of medium- or lower-grade ores. A light tonnage is reported,
mainly because general buying was so late.

Iron Trade Review

NEW YORK—Dec. 22

The iron and steel markets continue to show unprecedented
activity for this season of the year. The mills are being
pressed with orders which they will have much difficulty in

filling in anything like the time wanted. Domestic business
is increasing, while export orders, after hesitating for a time,
are coming in again rapidly.

The pressure for materials for car building, ship building
and structural work is becoming strong. Structural business,
which was rather slow for a time, is increasing rapidly. Fab-
ricators in the East have taken large contracts and are urging
deliveries of stiel to prevent delays.

The pig-iron market is strong and active. Foundries,
which have not contracted far ahead are finding difficulty in

getting iron except at an advanced price.

Freight congestion has been increased by bad weather and
is presenting serious difficulties. Some furnaces have been
hampered by trouble in getting coke as they need It.

Eome prorress has apparently been made with the organ-
ization of the new combination which is to include the Cam-
bria Steel, tlie Lackawanna Steel and the Youngstown Sheet
and Tube companies. Options have been taken on the stocis,

but no definite details has been given out. The Republic Iron
and Steel Co. is not concerned in the merger.

Pig-iron production in Alabama in November is reported
at 212,000 tons.

Iron and steel exports for which quantities are reported
are given by the Bureau of Commerce in October at 351,251

long tons, against 147,293 tons in October, 1914. For the
10 months ended Oct. 31 the total so reported was 1.291,018

tons in 1914. and 2,818,679 tons in 1915; an increase of 1,527,-

661 tons.

PITTSBURGH—Dec. 21

In point of ne'w buying finished steel products are much
less active this week. While with sucli a rush to buy in the
past few weeks, and mills now so thoroughly sold up, a de-
crease in activity was unavoidable, the sharpness of the de-
crease is attributed to the arrival of the holiday season. There
is as great a disposition as ever to specify on current con-
tracts, but the volume of this business is somewhat reduced,
as many buyers had already specified their full quotas to
Dec. 31.

Steel prices show as sharp an advancing tendency as ever.
Wire products are up today $2 a ton, making nails $2.10.

Bars, plates and shapes advanced last "week from 1.70c., a
price quoted by a few sellers on certain business, to a general
minimum of l.SOc, and a further advance is predicted for early
next month. Hoops are up $2 a ton to 2c., and black sheeets a
like amount, to 2.60c. for 28 gage.

The Pennsylvania R.R. has placed an embargo on all iron

and steel destined east for lighterage at Jersey City or Wav-
erly. while the movement to line consumers is greatly con-
gested. The coal and coke movement east is largely embar-
goed. The Baltimore & Ohio restrictions are almost equally
severe. Railroad officials who a few weeks ago expressed
confidence that the situation would soon improve no"w admit
that it is not only worse, but may grow still worse in the
next two or three weeks, particularly if bad weather inter-

venes.
In the circumstances iron and steel shipments for export

are practically cut oft. The mills are shipping correspondingly
more material to the domestic trade, which is very glad to

have the additional material. Total shipments of steel for
e.xport, direct and indirect, probably represent no more than
about 20% of the total shipments at the present time.

Pig Iron—Inquiry for pig iron is by no means heavy, but
small buying sends prices upward. There have been small
sales of bessemer at $19.50, with no $19 iron in sight, and
most sellers holding for $20. In foundry iron $18 is no longer
heard, and $18.50, which was done a fortnight ago in the case
of some deliveries, is now the minimum. Several small sales
of basic iron are reported at $18, the quotation named in last

week's report. Producers evidently expect a shortage of pig
iron, and are predicting much higlier prices. Consumers have
all covered to an extent, but some are expected to require
additional tonnages through their consumptive requirements
having increased. There is some inquiry for foundry iron

for third quarter, for which delivery furnaces quote 50c.

hicrhcr t'.an for early delivery. We quote: Bessemer, $19.50i@i

20; foundry, $1S.50@19; gray forge, $18@18.50; malleable, $18
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fiUS.riO; basic, $1S, f.o.b. Valley furnaces, BSc. higher delivered

Pittsburgh.

I'VrroiuanBanesc—The market is much stronger. At least

one English producer is quoting $110 on contract, Baltimore,

instead of $100, while some domestic producers quote as high

as $125 on contract. Prompt lots generally bring $100@105.
Consumers have been buying steadily in the past few weeks
an'l are probably fairly well covered for the next six to nine

months.

Steel—After several weeks of a practically nominal market
in billets there have been open-market sales of ordinary soft

openheartli billets to t.ie extent of several thousand tons at

$35, maker's mill, Pittsburgh district, $4 a ton above the
nominal quotation which some mills have lately mentioned as
probably representing the market. It would appear that more
openhearth steel could be sold at $35. Bessemer billets are

quotable at about $32. Sheet bars \,'ould not be offered at

lower prices than billets, but sheet mills could not afford to

pay such prices, and must be content with their contract ton-
nages, which cover them fairly well. Forging billets are
$52@55 and rods nominally $40 at mill.

FERROALLOYS
Ferro.silicoii is in demand and firm. For high-grade, 50%

up, the quotation is $83@S5 per ton at furnace in the Pitts-

burgh District. Bessemer ferrosilicon is also firm, prices vary-
ing from $2S at furnace for 10% up to $3S for 16% alloy.

—

FerrotunRsten remains high with some variations In price.

—

Tunissten metal is a little easier; a sale is reputed this week
at $6.50 per lb. for a lot of 1,000 lb., 98% pure.—Molybdenum
metal is reported sold at $1.50 per lb. Most of the metal now
offered is high in sulphur, and good metal is scarce.

FOREIGN IRON TRADE
British Foreign -Trade iu Iron and Steel and in manufac-

tures thereof 10 months ended Oct. 31, as valued by the Board
of Trade returns:

Exports Imports Excess

Iron and steel.... £32,736.119 £8,853,825 Exp. £23,882,294
Hardware, etc 24,254,232 12,350 392 Exp. 11,903,840

Totals £56,990,351 £21.204,217 Exp. £35,786,134
Totals, 1914 79,449,681 21,524,575 Exp. 57,925.106

The total tonnage of iron and steel exported, 3,441,157 tons
in 1914, and 2,640,569 tons in 1915; imported, 1,502,648 tons in

1914, and 995,297 tons this year.

PiS-I«*on Prodnetibu in Germany in October is reported by
the Gorman Iron and Steel Union at 1,076,343 metric tons;
which is 40,265 tons more than in September and about two-
thirds of the normal output. For the 10 months ended Oct. 30

the total make was 12,746,729 tons in 1914, and 9.741,871 tons
in 1915; a decrease of 3,004,858 tons this year.

Steel Prodnetinn of Germany nine months ended Sept. 30,

as reported by the German Iron and" Steel Union, in metric
tons:

Basic Acid Total
Converter 4,829,819 118.003 4,947,822
OpenhearHi 3,883.319 177,922 4,061,241
Direct castings 321,553 124,931 446,484
Crucible 75,441 75,441
Electric 87,262 87,262

Total 9.034.691 583.5.59 9,618.250
Total, 1914 . 11,716,855 508,022 12,224,877

The total number of works in operation on Sept. 30, or at
any time during the nine months, was 231, against 242 last
year.

Snedisli Iron Production for the seven months ended July
31 is reported as follows:

1914 1915 Changes
Pig iron 432,000 426,.500 D. 5,.500
Wrought iron blooms . ... 78,300 05,200 D. 13,100
Converter steel .. 63,000 52,200 D. 10,800
Openhearth steel.. . .. 2.54,800 282,400 1.27,600

The production of finished iron and steel in all forms tor
the first half of 1915 was 218,300 tons.

IRON ORE
Some large sales of Eastern iron ore have been made,

doubtless stimulated by the Lake activity. Among these are
heavy sales of Port Henry ore at 8V4@9c. per unit, delivered,
which is about 75c. per ton over last year. Some lump ore
is reported sold at $4 per ton at mine. A good tonnage of
other New York and New Jersey ores has been sold at
S14@S?lc. per unit, delivered.

Of the total shipments of Lake iron ore in November,
4.308,295 tons, or 97%, went to Lake Erie ports.

Imports at Baltimore for the week were 8,650 tons man-
ganese ore from India and 5,600 tons from Brazil.

Imports of manganese ore in the United States in Septem-
ber were 29,959 tons. For the nine months ended Sept. 30,

the imports were 215,274 tons in 1914 and 173,992 tons in

1915; a decrease of 41,282 tons, or 19.2%, this year.

An interesting table, published by the "Iron Trade Re-
view," gives the season prices of Lake Superior iron ore for

27 years. The highest quotations were in 1890, when Old
Range ore brought $5.50 for bessemer and $5.25 for non-
bessemer;'Tio Mesabi ore was then being shipped. Since that

year the highest prices were in 1S99, when $5.50 was paid for

Old Range and $4.50 for Mesabi bessemer: $4.20 for Old
Range and $4 for Mesabi nonbessemers. Other high years
were 1906 and 1909, when the rates were $5 for Old Range and
$4.75 for Mesabi bessemers; $4.20 and $4 for nonbessemers. The
rates for 1916 are higher than in 16 out of 27 years,

to foreigners as well as to Spanish subjects.

OTHER ORES
Some trial shipments of antimony ore have been made

from Honduras to New York. The mine has been known for

some time, but has been little worked on account of trans-

portation difliculties. The ore shipped is mined in the vicin-

ity of the interior village of Voro and has to be transported
si.x days by pack mule to the Sulaco River, thence two days
by canoe down the river to Pimienta, where rail connection is

made for Puerto Cortes.
Senor D. Domingo Orueta, who recently discovered in Spain

deposits of platinum, chromium and nickel, has relinquished
his claims to the Spanish Government. By royal decree, pub-
lished Nov. 17 in the "Gaceta de Madrid," ofBcial organ of the
Spanish Government, the territorial limits of the mines are
defined. Concessions to e-xploit the mines are obtainable from
the Spanish Government by foreigners as well as natives.

COKE
Coke production for the week in the Connellsville region

is reported by the "Courier at 451,896 short tons; shipments,
451,175 tons. Shipments of Greensburg and Upper Connells-
ville districts, 40,967 tons. No material increase is probable
until labor conditions improve.

Coal Production of Austria nine months ended Sept. 30, in

metric tons:

1914 1915 Changes
Coal mined 11,700,541 12,088,961 I. 388,420
Brown coal 18,337,7ii7 16,.367,481 D. 970,246
Coke made 1,771,938 1,374,770 D. 397,108
Briquettes made .304,763 345,797 I. 41,034

Of the briquettes reported this year 190,047 tons were made
from brown coal, or lignite.

Chemicals

NEW YORK—Dec. 3»

The general market is fairly active with rather a strong
tone. Business is for the most part good for this season of
the year.

Arsenic—Business is quiet, but very steady and there is

no change. Prices are $3.75 @ 4 per 100 lb. tor both spot and
futures.

Copper Sulphate—Stocks are low and some large producers
are out of the market for the time being. The quotations are
unchanged at $10 per 100 lb. for carload lots and $10.25 per
100 lb. for smaller parcels.

Nitrate of Soda—Imports have been smaller recently and
stocks not at all excessive. Prices continue firm at $3.20 per
100 lb. for spot and January; $3.15(E)$3.20 for futures.

Snlpliurie ,\ild—The spot market is nominal with dealers'
stocks very small. Large makers are in a position to name
shipment figures and business is being booked for 1916, ac-
cording- to the "Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter." Contract
shipments are quoted at $27@35 per ton in tanks for 60 deg.,
according to quantity and time of delivery. Contracts for
66 deg. $45@50 per ton for prompt, $37 per ton for first half
of next year and $40 per ton over the year in tank cars.
Smaller quantities in carboys command premiums according
to size.

Imports and Exports of Fertilizing Chemicals in the
United States nine months ended Sept. 30, in long tons:

Impoits . . Exports
1914 1915 1914 1915

Kainit 229,041 6,646
Manure salts 157,710 13,647
Other potash salt? 154,258 56.881 2,746 900
Nitrate of soda 430,136 669,383 7.384 16.846
fSuiphate of ammonia 59,054 -27.193 1.50 1,204
Phosphates 915.360 271,584

Exports include reexports of foreign material. Some
phosphates are imported, but are not given stp.-rately in the
returns.
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Assessments N. Y. EXCH. Dec. 'J-O BOSTON EXCH Dec. 20

Company

Alpba. Nev
Argenta, Ida
Basalt, Nev.,
Beaver Butte. Utah
Buffalo. Con.. Litah

Cedar Creek, Ida
Clear Grit, Ida
Columbus Ext., Utah
Confidence, Nev
Demijohn Cons., Nev .

.

Dry Canon Cons., Utah.
E. Hercules Ext., Ida. (post.)

Eureka M & M., Ida
Federal Ely, Nev
Four Timbers, Wash
Golden State M & M., Call!.

Hancock Cons., Mich
Hypotheek, Ida
Ida. & L. Angeles, Ida., (post.)

Laclede, Ida
Lucky Calumet Cop.. Ida,

Lynn Big Six, Nev.,
M & P Gold, Utah
Murray Copper, Utah. . . .

Nevada-Anaconda. Utah.
Nevada-Douglas, Nev

—

New Baltic, Mich
Nyala Metals, Nev
Old Veteran, Ida
Oreano, Ida
Phoenix. Mich
Rescue Eula, Nev
Rio Grande Grub stake, Utah
Seg. Belcher & Midas. N(
Selma. Utah
ShebaGoid, Utah
Sunset Dev,, Ida
Tar Baby, Utah
Tarbox, Ida
Tlntic standard, Utah. . .

Tonopah Midway. Nev..
JJvada. Utah
iJtah-Arizona. Ariz

Victoria, Utah
Western Star. Ida
West Tf^edo. Utah

Stock Quotations

COLO. SPRINGS Dec. 20 ^^ALT LAKE

Name of Com p.

Acacia
Cripple Cr'k Con.

,

C.K.4N
Doctor Jack Pot. .

ElktoD Con
El Paso
FIndlay
Gold Dollar
Gold Soverrlcn. , .

Golden Cycle
Isabella

.lack Pot
Jerry JolULSon
Lexington
Mary McKInney..
Pharmacist
Portland
Raven B. H
Vinlicninr

; of Corns

Beck Tunnel .

Black Jack. ,

Colorado Mir i-ig..

Crown Point
Daly-Judpe
Emma Cop
Gold Chain
Grand central. . . .

Iron Blossom, ....

Lower Mammoth.
May Day
Opohonso
Prince Con
Seven Troughs. . .

Silver KlncCoafn.
Silver King Con...
Sioux Con
Uncle Sam
Yanltee

SAN FRANCISCO Dec, 20
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